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presents
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Adapted
from E
The Two Benjamins
"— by Juliet Wilbor
Tompkins
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Scenario by Alice Eyton
DirectedMR
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You are wasting your opportunities it YOU ignore advertising.
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JESSE

VIVIAN

L.LASKY
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pbesents-

MARTIN

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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in LITTLE

^

COMRADE

Cpammoant^^ictare

The

Fate

of the World

^TON'T
be settled
"LittletoComrade,"
It presents
no deepbyproblem
solve; it is
not an epic of the great v?ar nor an argument for
the League of Nations!
§ But it does

Entertain,

delight, charm

•jf By" tke humor of its story; by the beauty of
its scenes and bj) the appeal of Vidian Martin.

mBBBSBmBM
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion
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MARY

PICRFORD

, .... .
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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ANITA

EMERSON

LOOS

OH^YOU

t
With ERNEST

TRUEX

WOMEN!

QjXiratmimtCj^ictiiw

and LOUISE

HUFF

BOOKING NOW ON THE
OPEN
MARKET PLAN

I TERE'S a chance for every exhibitor to
* *• clean up. A production of sweeping appeal, available for every exhibitor —
everywhere.
A roaring comedy poking fun at
insincere women who want to run

the
the

1

universe —
Glorifying

the patriotic women

who

genuinely

helping

soldiers.

Funny
Your
>inl nr.

!

Gee

the returning

are

whiz, yes !

exchange is showing it now. Bookings are coming in fast. Better hurry !

g FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

iff i

OLIVE

THOMAS
in

Upstairs

& Down"

The "Baby Vamp"
and the Polo heroes

I believe in my father's principle of guaranteed profits.
Profits will be guaranteed to franchise holders on all my productions.
MYRON

MYRON SELZNICK
Pres. 6- Gen. Mgr.

MMJSEMi
CORPORATION
501 Fifth Avenue ■ New York

SELZNICK

CHARLES GIBLYN
Vice-Pres. 6- Director Cen.

VIRTUOUS
Starrin
g

MEN

EKL.blNCObN

Is

The

Great
of

because

Melodrama

the

year

it contains

Passive Sete, Gorgeous*
Suspense,

TnriUs,

Zo

A Fig/it tfiat w ill ma/ce

Qowtts,

ve, 9/cz/e>, Seczufi^
Screen

JJistorif

9500 Teople ittlhe Great Carnival
and

Bali

The most

Scene

SpectacularDramatic

screened

in which 5000 people

Seven months

in the mahnpBy

RflbPA

FOREIGN

DISTRIBUTORS

J. Frank.

Brockliss,

Inc.

ever

participate

t/refyasterDirector
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PICTURES

Scene

PICTURES
Fourteen Seventy-Six Broadway
New York
March

17th, 1919.

Mr. John H. Kunsky,
Madison (Theatre Building,
Detroit, Mich.
My dear Mr. Kunsky: Your inquiries

of February

10th regarding our initial production
E. K. Lincoln, have been received.

28th and Maroh

"VIRTUOUS

MM,"

starring

My delay in answering your letters has been
due to the fact that I did not wish to make any statement in
regard to the picture until it was finally assembled end titled
so that I could see it in its completed form.
Appreciating that you are a leading exhibitor
with extensive theatre interests and knowing that your success
has been due solely to sound judgment, - I wish to call your
attention to the fact that in the making of this picture our
first consideration was that it should contain all the basic
elements of box office value.
Now that I have seen the picture on the screen,
I can say with real conviction that under the masterful hand of
Ralph I aco, this exacting standard has been fulfilled.
Combining a powerful story, a notable cast,
elaborate sets, perfect photography and last but not least,- a
wonderful title, it leaves nothing to be desired to spell success
and make it the biggest box office clean-ut> of the year.
We know that we have a great picture and we
would like to have you see it so that you may decide whether you
will book: it in your Madison Theatre for one week, two weeks or
longer.
Very truly yours,

P. S. five thousand

I forgot to tell you that in one scene
people appear.

"HV~? /-/

over

I'll

Well

will "set em wild" with this first of
his big new feature comedies. Albert
E. Smith, President

of Vitagraph,

told

Larry the lid was

off the caslvbox

and

Larry spent 93%

of what

was

in the

till on this one.

Well I'll Be
is a comedy of super feature
Go

to it— and clean up

quality.

Be

THE

CAMBRIC

MASK"

ALICE
AT

A

Popular
A

Box-Office

Production

Star — A

JOYCE

HER

Famous

Finished in Every

BEST

Author—

Detail —

this is just the kind of a feature that will pack your theatre.
Its throbbing,
thrilling story, will mean satisfied audiences on the first day of your run
and overflow crowds on the following days.

VITAGRAPH

£>riUiant Star ir\
exceptionally
poWer/ul pictu
n. r. re.
n ews

iWatch the imitat
or5 of Unrtecl.

"<-cn to tnerirr

Thanks,

O'Leary

Mgr.

Your

on

Specials

Big

THE FAMOUS NOVEL By
GOWERNEUR

PRESENTED IN MOTION
PICTURES WITH

"Last

AND A POWERFUL
SUPPORTING CAST

night
'LIFE'S

GREATEST

played to all that could squeeze in,"
Queen Theatre, Eagle Lake, Texas.

"Our

doors

having

such

did

not

large

close

until

2.10

PROBLEM'
writes

this

F.

J. O'Leary

morning,

on

of][the

account

[of

crowds"

"We
are more than pleased with the 10-20-30
Contract, and trust
you will continue to furnish us with features that draw
the crowds
as

this

one

EVERY

did."
SECTION

OF

THE

COUNTRY
WITH

Bookings
INDEPENDENT

placed

THE

by

SALES
FRANK

CORP.
G.

HALL
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Motion

Produced
TO

"FIT

WAR

Picture

New

forWIN"

DEPARTMENT
Commission on Training
Camp Activities
witTi

PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS
FIT

TO

SGT.

WIN

RAY
as

-BILLY

M<?KEE

HALE"
Personally

MAKE THE WORLD SAFE FOR POSTERITY

Directed

hy

Lieut.

E.

H.

GRIFFITH

Complete
Line

of

Advertising
Matter

rit
The
to

PUBLIC
1493

BROADWAY

to

Win"
Calls
a spade

opening
make

a

spade

gun of the govern-

ment's nation wide campaign
civilian
life cleaner

HEALTH
SUITE

211

PHONE

BRYANT

FILMS
9496

NEW

YORK

T ~\ ■ T

'10-20-30

No. 1

The

sensational

J. Stuart

"LIFE'S
No. 3.

No. 4.

Contract

Julius Steger's Greatest Achievement
Evelyn Nesbit and her son Russell
"HER

No. 2.

The

The

GREATEST

Bacon-Backer

"A

WOMAN'S

sensational

Frank

Thaw

Super

Feature

PROBLEM"

Production
Masterpiece

of

Paul

EXPERIENCE"

Reicher Production
famous novel

10-20-30

TREMENDOUS

M.

Mitchell

Potter's

Starring

Lewis

Dramatic

Mary

Boland

Ostrander's

Starring

Mollie

world-

King

BUSINESS

SERIES.
Distributed

FILM

Starring

of Isabel

"SUSPENSE"
REPORTS

in

MISTAKE"

Blackton

Great

More

Two

Are

jHere

CLEARING

Thru

HOUSE,

INC.

PRESIDENT

i
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PICTURES

J . Oe 12 n i c k
presents

CONSTANCE
in
TALMADGE

"EXPERIMENTAL

from the play
MARRIAGE"
"SATURDAY
TO MONDAY"
by

William J. Hurlbut
Scenario by Alice Eyton
Directed by

ROBERT

G.

VIGNOLA

Motion

2060

Picture

I\

Samuel Goidsvyn

Madge

ENNEDY

Daughter
Mine
By directed
Hugo Ballin
by
Clarence GL.
Badger

Rosie Mendelsohn of Ludlow Street and New York's
tragi -comedy East Side — and Charles Howard, the
hungry, homeless young author. Love and romance;
youth that finds happiness in each other's arms. And
the great Law of Israel to build a wall between them.
Here is the sweetest and most human love story Madge
Kennedy has ever had, as well as a happy, wholesome,
laughter-giving comedy. Advertise this to your patrons
as "the story of people you love to meet." The public
is going to say "we like this better than any other
Madge Kennedy picture."
GOLDWYN

PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2y.cC Street
' New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Sensational

papers

ror

announcements
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TURES
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all tlie specials

ever

offered

to

the

nation

s exhihitors

^"^^ this is the most timely, as it reaches the
theatres
atl
a "
ria
T
on
shevism
l
o
B
moment
when
the fate of the entire world seems to hang upon
the

progress

or

the

downfall

of Bolshevism.

In this great photodrama is shown what might happen to an American community if it should he dominated
evistic leader.
It is a story

which

enthralls

and

fascinates

from

start

to finish.

1$ not propaganda — is not a preachment — is not ''made to order — is not inspired
or projected by any person or group of persons as a moulder of public opinion. It
"Bolshevism
Trial"
is a photodrama only, but a photodrama whose on
theme and central
interest happen
to be the most interesting topic of the civilized world today. It is entertainment
of the sort which grips and thrills, which amuses and terrifies, and which never
fails at any moment to entertain.

is ready for immediate presentation.
The production will be kept before the
public by a consistent campaign of advertising and publicity.
"Bolshevis
m
on
"Tri
This feature is adapted from Thomas Dixon s great novel, "Comrades, al
with
continuity and titles by Harry Chandlee. The story was produced by Mayfl ower
Photoplay Corporation, Isaac ^A^olper, President, and is presented in six reels.
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Samuel

Goldwyit

presents Hernial

13y Robert

H McLaughlin

One of the most important motion picture productions ofthe year.
First released April 20 as an Easter-season Special
production, "The Eternal Magdalene" is being
booked by the leading first run theatres and behind
it every exhibitor is devising and carrying out one
of the biggest publicity and advertising campaigns
that he has ever made on a motion picture.
A panorama-drama of the hunted woman in ten
thousand towns ; in your town and my town. A
story of love and loyalty; of temptation and redemption; astory of human hearts and hypocrites.
A plot of the present moment about men and
women and boys and girls with whom you rub
elbows every hour of your life.
GOLDWYN

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

PICTURES

Listen to them!

CORPORATION

The

S.

R.

O.

Sign

Is Out

Usual

at

an

the

Hour

Earlier

Than

Rialto!

This is what the latest remarkable Rex Beach production, made with the customary Goldwyn care and
fineness of detail, is doing in New York, as well in all the larger first-run cities of America. All over
America exhibitors are giving it extra playing dates and many are raising their prices.
More

Verdicts

New York Telegraph: The S.
out an hour earlier than usual
Impressive and engrossing in
"The Brand." Crowds stand in
ing to get in.

R. O. sign is
at the Rialto.
plot describes
the rain wait-

New York Globe: A strenuous melodrama is
"The Brand" told against a majestic Yukon
background of snow and pines.
New York Times: "The Brand" at the Rialto
has inherent force and beauty. It is one of
Rex Beach's powerful stories of Alaska.

New York Post: Rex Beach's "The Brand"
is a big, entertaining picture of the Alaskan
country.

of

Important

Critics

New York Tribune: The wonderful scenes, in
"The Brand" make you hold your breath and
be thankful for motion pictures which have
made such things possible.
New York Mail: A marvelous picture of Alaska
is "The Brand," the week's headliner at the
Rialto.
Chicago American: Anotner blinding glimpse
of Rex Beach's Alaska, where man's blood runs
hot and red. A great story of a strong man
and a weak woman.
Chicago Post: It takes a picture like "The
Brand" to show us how vividly the screen can
present a story. Rex Beach always appeals to
the heart and the eye.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuf l Goldwyn
Mew York City
1G East 4-2.,^ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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XOUIS
BENNKON

'is running the leader a close
race... His future is full of

This
is the Philadelphia North American's
promise."
comment
on the star of Betzwood's thrilling, dramatic "Speedy Meade." Of this
picture it says: "A great advance over his
other pictures."
"Here is the real Western picture; every
reel crowded with action and Bennison to
offer a great deal more than good looks,"
says the Philadelphia Press.
"Speedy Meade" is Louis Bennison's
strongest, fastest, best picture," says the
Philadelphia Inquirer. ' This star is a leader,
right from the beginning."
"You'll see what a great actor Louis Bennison is the momen you see 'Speedy Meade', "
says the Philadelphia Record. "He shows
you the meaning of personality."
"Quite at his best — a breezy, ingratiating
hero," says the Philadelphia Bulletin.
"Louis Bennison's feats in 'Speedy Meade'
Will give you all the thrills you will want or
ought todelphia
have
Ledger.in a picture," says the PhilaGOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Pmtidont
IS East 4.2m/ Street New York City

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News I "

The most conclusive and convincing proof of
the popularity of "Smiling Bill" Parsons in
Capitol Comedies is found in the presence of
Capitol Comedies in more than 3,000 motion
picture theatres.
By the greatest stretch of your imagination
you will be unable to name more than six
screen comedians appearing in one or two-reel
comedies. Of this number three, at the out-

year.

side, are able to offer twenty-six comedies a
The others produce and offer less.

Therefore in 14,000 theatres, many of them
with daily or thrice-a-week changes, three
comedians are the reigning favorites of the
American public, making a sustained number
of appearances. Goldwyn's distribution and
"Smiling Bill" Parsons' clean, laughable
comedies have given him the actual leadership, based on the number of accounts served.

G0LDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
New York City
16f£ast 4-2 »c/ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

April
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5, 19 19

2ANE
powerfulGREYS*
story
The

BORDER
LEGI
StarringON

a«<? Hobart

Boswortk

directed by *fHayes Hunter

A series of bandit battles that make
hold your breath.

you fairly

A pursuit and running fight on horseback with
as daring riding as has ever been pictured on the
screen.
A love story of a woman who saved the life of a
wounded outlaw— her own and her lover's worst
foe.
The story of a coward who became a man. A drama of muscle and might in picturesque California
in the gold -mad days of '49.
These are elements that have established the instant success in first -run and subsequent -run

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News ! "
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SNARES

UNDERWORLD
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Motion

Picture

News

BOOK
THESE
LAUGH
MAKERS
NOW!
<I
A LADY
//

THE

BELLHOPS

MERRY
VIRTUOUS

SECRET1* ..V

JA!LBIRDS"\
HUSBANDS"
,w

COMEDIES

FILM

CORPORATION

2069

April

5, 19 19

INTRODUCING

TWO

NEW

STARS

ALBERT
RAY-ELINOR
FAIR
IN* ROLES
TYPICAL
OF
IDEAL
AMERICAN
YOUTH
A

EXCEL

WILLIAM

PICTURES

FOX

PRODUCTION

fQ)^

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

FILM

CORPORATION

By giving YOU value.
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TRIANGLE

SPECIAL

PRESENTATION

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can mak( the " NEWS.

2072

Motion

RELEASED

APRIL

Picture

News

13

//V

TAYLOR

TRIANGLE

HOLMES

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

Be sure t3 mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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A

FELLOW

REGULAR

1457

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

You axe wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

CITY

2074

Motion

Suggestions
Triangle

Picture

News

for the Use of Press Cuts

Special

Presentation

Taylor
Holmes
in "A
Regular
Fellow "
ress
cuts
available
at your local
Herewith we illustrate two single and one double-column p
and
star
cuts
also
are
available,
Triangle exchange on this special production. Thumb-nail
These can be used in numerous ways by the progressive exh ibitor to sell " A Regular Fellow " to his patrons.

TAYLOR

HOLMES

*A REGULAR
FELLOW
Poor chap. Men disliked him and he hadn't many friends.
You see he despised women.
Not that he was born to hate the fair sex. All his life he had
been pursued by a girl whom relatives had selected as a mate
for him.
But gallantry overstepped the bounds of propriety when he
finallyhe fell
for himself
" the beautiful
one."
And
found
behind the
bars of romance.
Then beauty reformed him and he became a regular guy.
3 days of wit and humor with this jovial star
It starts tomorrow
YOUR

THEATRE

on this sheet two of the cuts have
been arranged with copy, suggesting
newspaper ads, ready for the press. The
two-column cut is featured in an ad 5
inches across two columns, while a
single-column cut has also been arranged with copy, as a two-column ad,
2Y2 inches.
We suggest the use of these cuts with
this copy as ads that will pull results.
But the wide-awake exhibitor who views
this production before his performances
can utilize all of the cuts in numerous
different ways, perhaps adjusting copy
from an angle that will make an original
appeal in
with his own particularaccordance
territory.
Remember that, while the copy or
type " Taylor Holmes in a Regular Fellow " is a part of the cuts, this can be
eliminated by your pressman and the
cuts used as illustrations without type,
if you so desire.
For instance, the single-column cut of
Mr. Holmes in the life preserver might
be used for decorative purposes where
the line cut of type, announcing his
name and the title of the picture, could
be better placed elsewhere. Your pressman can remove this line of type.
This illustration, by the way, would
be excellent for a throwaway or a circular. Its use is suggested as an illustration for a circular for your mailing
list, in connection with the four verses
of the little poem exploiting this show.
You will find this copy used in connection with this series of ads or on the
press sheet of "A Regular Fellow."
Use the press sheet on " A Regular
Fellow." It contains suggestions for
lobby displays, copy for program readers, long and short synopses, and many
little stories for advance press publicity.

WHO
LOOKS
AFTER
YOUR
FURNACE?
This woman-hater lived to
see the day when he gladly
shovelled coal for " the
girl But
of his
thendreams."
he became
I TAYLOR
| HOLMES
1 ^regular am
£ FELLOW"

"A REGULAR
see FELLOW"
TAYLOR HOLMES
Your Theatre All Week

Taylor
AREGULAR

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

//V
Holmes
FELLOW

Booked by
INDEPENDENT

SALES

CORP.

Distributed thru
FILM CLEARING HOUSE,

FRANK G HALL, PRESIDENT

Inc.

EDITORIAL
January 12, 1919
SAMUEL L. ROTHAPFEL'S resignation as Managing Director
of the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres came as a surprise,
Of course Mr. Rothapfel is not the only artistic exhibitor in
the world, but he has certainly been a pioneer in placing exhibitions
on a higher and ever higher plane. New York has him, more than
any other man, to thank for the presentation of motion pictures in a
way attractive to persons of taste and intelligence.
Mr. Rothapfel is creative. He not only selects the best photoplays available, and the most important topical and educational films,
but instead of just showing what pictures he has, he builds programs
out of his material, each of which is as harmonious a whole as he
can make it. He was one of the first, if not the first to realize the
power of music and setting to enrich a motion picture entertainment,
and employing his own unusual abilities, and those of the most talented
artists he could engage, he has made his programs richly effective. And
in building them he has not been a slave to the idea that a photoplay
must always be the cornerstone. He has had a venturesome initiative
to build his programs around any film that seemed to him to represent
a distinctive accomplishment of the motion picture camera.
The announcement of Mr. Rothapfel's departure from the Rivoli
and Rialto Theatres caused a keen sense of regret until — and here is
the important, encouraging fact that came with second thought — it was
realized first that Mr. Rothapfel had established his theatres so firmly
that they could go on without him, and second that he would enter
some new field or motion pictures where rhe "would" probably be able
to release energy .and ability that cannot find expression in the management of theatres. This means that trie public" will gain by his change
of work. It will still have the results of Mr. Rothapfel's work in a
new field.

2077
April

5, ipip

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

P. S. Harrison, in Motion
Picture News, M arch 1 st
issue, says of the last
William Russell release:

"With

■■■
•«
BRASS

'Where the West

Begins' Russell adds another good picture to the
long list of his successes.
The plot is full of action and
it has been handled well. It

BUTTONS
By STEPHEN FOX

Directed by HENRY KING

holds the interest undiminished from start to finish. ' '

LADIES

will gasp at the

way Russell woos and
wins the society girl he
thought
MEN

a ladies' maid*

will thoroughly

enjoy the scenes in
which Russell, as a New
York

that
tame

cop, bluffs the gunmen of Sawtooth, Arizona, who had boasted
no sheriff could
them,

EXHIBITORS
will proclaim this picture one of
the peppiest they ever
screened and make arrangements to repeat it*
WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Distributed by
PATHE
William Russell Successes Now Available:
"Hobbs in a Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing"
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Frank

Powell

Presents

tj "THE
q

forfeit:'

Starring

HOUSE

MILLER,

rrom

Produced
San
^

by

Antonio,

Distributed
Pathe

PETERS
the

the

supported

nov el by

Sunset

by

Rid gewell

Pictures

JANE

Cullum.

Corporation,

Texas.

by W.

W.

Hodkmson,

Inc.. through

the

exchanges.

C[ Booked

m

the

entire

Praised

unanimously

Motion

Picture

Loew
by

News

circuit.

trade

paper

critics.

said :

"Striking exteriors of Southwestern country, snappy ^iVestern action . . . 'The
For(e it is a good bet. Tbe Moving Picture World said: "^A/ith House Peters
and Jane Miller m tbe principal roles it makes a powerful appeal to tbe beroic
emotions of buman nature, since it possesses tbe big spiritual events made by tbe clasb
of strong personalities . . . Drives straight through to sympathy and appreciation.
C| To

be

followed

«I "THE
fj From
Henry

by

PROMISE."
the popular novel "Sundown
Slim," by
Herbert Knibbs. With JANE
MILLER
and

a strong

Release

supporting

cast.

Plans

on

Announced

"The

Promise"

Later

Frank

a

Powell

nnounces

A series of "different features — produced
Sunset Pictures Corporation, San Antonio,
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Sunset
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\>y

Pictures

^

San Antonio, "Texas
Directed, by
Frank

Powell

Foreign rights controlled
by Federal Photoplays, Inc.
3 East 44th St., New York
Frank

Powell

House

presents

Peters

/* The

Forfeit

Supported by Jane Miller
This picture is a corker through and through — a smashing big south-western play,
well written, well directed, well acted and well produced. It will hold your audience
from first to last — and it will pack your house, performance after performance.
(Or will it pack your competitor s house?)
DISTRIBUTED BY
TV.

TV. Hodkinson
Corporation
THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
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EVERYWHEKE

PROCLAIM

IT AN

EXTRAORDINARY

SPECIAL

Moore's Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C. put some big pictures on the shelf to show
what they say in the Washington Star of March 16th :

it- read

"The strongest alignment of film plays ever booked for premiere presentation in Washington has been
set back to make room at the Rialto this week for the most human drama ever enacted before the camera.'
Kunsky shelved
regular booking
exclusive
picture atheatre.

to play it a week

at the Madison,

A Brentwood Production directed by King W

Rrf^d
through,
EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL

Detroit, Michigan's

Vidor

g^^SfSr0?^
^&r4£§5SS[

BE5JT1

A romance
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that will make your
say they have seen

a mighty good picture — and a
star that never

fails to play

to big business.
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through,

EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
BANKERS AND EXPORTERS
FOR
THE. PRODUCER

WIU»A,M"

DESMOND

Walls
Jamesar\d
Dorrance
)y EbKel
Pro duced by
<J ESSE. D.HAMPTON

He slapped the pompous little governor on
the back and asked
him to have a dnnk.
Yankee blarney saved
him from death against
the "white washed
wall" in a LatinAmerican republic.

It's a hilanously funny
comedy-burlesque on
Central American

politics.
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PEP
OODLES OF THRILLS
TEEMING
WITH SENSATION
AMAZING
DEEDS
OF DARING
GRIPPING,
THROBBING
INCIDENTS
ROMANCE
BEAUTIFULLY
INTERWOVEN
•
HEART
INTEREST
AND
HUMAN
INTEREST
AND
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GUARANTEE

CAN
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BET
YOUR
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PATRONS

CAFIttL

LAST

BOTTOM

THAT

THERE'S

is

FOREMOST STARS
IN SHORT
FEATURES OF
EVERY TYPE
DRAMAS
Sensational and Snappy.
WESTERNS
Wherein Guns Talk.
RA n,DOADR
Daring and Thrilling.
COMEDIES
Western and Slapstick.
DETECTIVES
Exciting and Startling.
PROBLEMS
Society and Finance.
MYSTERY
Plays of Punch.
COMEDY-DRAMAS
Humor and Pathos.
INDIAN
Stories of Adventure.
SERIALS
Watch Announcements.
AND MORE
To follow — wait !

SEE !

"WE

CAPITAL
INDIAHAPQLI/

KTIOV

THE

NO

PADDING

AND
IN
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ALL
BACKED
WITH
THE
GREATEST!
PApER
"Aciiovi
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y
DISPLAY
YOU
EVER
LAID ev
EYES er
UPOti!
AND

DOLLAR

AMD LOBBY
fooi
COME

ANSWER '. ! !

C°uic
FILM
,
/ IKE /CHLANK

CAPITAL
EXCHANGES NOW
OPEN AND
READY TO SERVE
CHICAGO
220 South State St.
DETROIT
63 E. Elizabeth St.
PHILADELPHIA
1314 Vine St.
CLEVELAND
407 Sloan Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS
211 Wimmer Bldg.
KANSAS CITY
3rd Floor Gloyd Bldg.
MILWAUKEE
415 Toy Bldg.
OKLAHOMA CITY
114 So. Hudson St.
DES
702 MOINES
Mulberry St.
ST. LOUIS
3431 Olive St.
MINNEAPOLIS
421 Loeb Arcade Bldg.
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"GOLD

Picture

DOLLARS
FOR TEN CENTS"
that'* the line exhibitors everywhere can ose in their advertising of
"THE
A $2.50

BETTER
'OLE"
Show for 15c, 25c. or 50c.

That's Your Opportunity with the Greatest Audience Picture Offered
You Today.
—WIRE
WORLD NOW.
Photographed in Natural Colors
PRIZMA
'the

supreme achievement
Prizma Presented Only in Premier Playhouses

KINOGRAMS
THE VISUAL NEWS
OF ALL THE WORLD

THE

WORLD

CALLED

HIM

CRAZY!

But he accomplished the impossible. He made his dreams
come true. He fought a great battle and won! And today
the world hails him as a genius.
Hffl»bert M. Dawley went back to the Dawn of Time to
bring before our very eyes the animals that lived when
history began. How did he do it? Where did he go? How did
he return? The answer is 'The Ghost of Slumber Mountain'
The

100%

Picture

Showman's

Distributed by WORLD

Produced by McCLURE'S
WORLD

PICTURES

present
JUNE

ELVIDGE

in
"THE
With MADGELOVE
EVANS and DEFENDER"
FRANK MAYO
By MARAVENE THOMPSON.
Directed by TEFFT JOHNSON

"AMERICA'S
"UNDER
FOUR

ANSWER"
U. S. A.
SERIES
(2 reels)

FLAGS"
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ALL
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Extraordinary

and
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"Beat"

CLIENTS

STATES

Service

1$

hours

KINOGRAMS
OF

C

OURSE

Issued by
KINOGRAM

PUBLISHING

CORPORATION

Distributed by
WORLD
PICTURES

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News ! "
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the world look brighter.
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STATE
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PRODUCTION
RIGHT

PLAN !

weeks \

at Turner & Dahnken's Tii/oli
Theatre, San Francisco, and
the . California Theatre
Los Angeles.
''//f

a

Ask
Sol Lesser

Applications are being
considered in the order
of their receipt.
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IN?
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!

address
HIRAM
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SECURITY

PICTURES

Fifteen five-reel productions are first class, up-to-the-second
attractions, titled in the highest attainment of art, edited expertly and in some parts reproduced. They represent the difference between a reissue and a RECREATION — a difference you can see with your own eyes because it's there.

For
the

first

Example,
releases

three

are

"THE
ETERNAL
PENALTY"
With CHRISTINE MAYO and HENRY KOLKER

"ROSES
AND
THORNS"
With the brilliant Belasco star, LENORE ULRICH

"IN

And

THE

DAYS
OF
With TOM MIX

DARING"

each carries a full line of lithographs, photos and other

material, and press and display matter designed for first-class
houses.
The SECURITY SERIES is being offered as a straight commercial proposition on business lines to the exchange that needs
a sure output at a live-and-let-live price. It is offered by a
man who is selling these productions in his own New York
exchange — by a picture-wise exchange man, Nathan
STATE

AYWON
729 Seventh

RIGHTS

FILM

Avenue

jm

Hirsh.

NOW

SELLING

CORPORATION

(Phone Bryant 7224)

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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City
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Picture

't weake
n
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The war is over. We and our
allies have won the victory the

It took a great many dollars, but
that is infinitely better than a

good of the world demanded. Democracy, honor and justice were
proved triumphant.

great many lives.
Some of the war bills have yet to.

Some people seem to think we're
all through.
We're not. It was, for us, essentially a war of preparation. Our
dollars counted heavily and saved
thousands of lives. The discovery
that America would fight, fight
with everything she possessed in
men, materials and money, aided
greatly in the collapse of Germany

ictory

be paid, and we have not finished
our job until the account is settled.
Don't weaken

now.

Because it's cleaning up our job,
because our country needs the
money, because victory and peace
are ours, because we are thankful
the war meant to us for the most
part dollars rather than lives — let
us "carry on," finish the task and
subscribe to the

uoerty
Loan
tvL

Space contributed
The Clean-up
Button
Prepared by American Association of Advertising Agencies cooperating with United States Treasury Department
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Real

Features

for

Get

in

Robert

Black

-

C.

Bruce

Scenics

The single-reel attractions that most frequently dominate the program. " The Little High Horse " and
" The Restless Three " are now booking.
Photoplay

Magazine

Screen
Supplement
A short-subject that can pull business like a serial.
Half-a-dozen big stars, just the sort of material the
" fan " likes best, in every issue.
9?

Wright's
"Mexico
Today
The country in the public eye, which has always
been a land of mystery. George Wright's subjects
are the only pictures of the real Mexico.

Ditmars'

"Livinj

"
ureproof Nat
Boo
The most interesting
andkentertaining
short-reel
ductions ever devised for theatre programs. Fiftythree attractions now available.

with

DUCfflONAL

729

Program

and -White
Comedies
The best of cartoon comedies — filled with clever
tricks and funny situations. " Snappy Cheese " and
" Where Are the Papers " current releases.

distribution
touch

Real

^International"

Write, Wire or Call at These
Offices for Information
BOSTON, MASS.
Federal Feature Film Co.,
48 Piedmont Street,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
The Argus Motion Picture Co.,
823 Prospect Street,
PITTSBURGH. PA.
First
National Exhibitors'
300 Westinghouse
Building, Exchange,
DETROIT, MICH.
Standard Film Service Co.,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
First Poydras
National Street,
Exhibitors' Exchange,
712
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Streets,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
109 West Maryland Street,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Consolidated Film Corporation,
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
SEATTLE, WASH.
N. W. Consolidated Film Co.,
2020 Third Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Standard Film Corporation,
406 Film Exchange Building,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Standard Film Corporation,
3317 Olive Street,
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Standard Film Corporation,
Boley Building,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
Toy Building,
BALTIMORE, MD.
Baltimore Booking Co.,
412 E. Lexington Street,

Nation-wide

any

nAVENUE

our

through
nearest
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Star

and

A PROMINENT magazine editor sends us, in confidence, aheated criticism of present production policies.
There are points in his statement open to argument, and,
like many other writers, he is radically intolerant of present
picture conditions because he knows so little of the causes
of them.
If he knew these causes, and knew also that, excusable
or not, they nevertheless exist and that the stage for instance went through a similar development, he would be
more patient with the present and much more optimistic of
the future motion picture.
At the same time his contention, though well-known undoubtedly to many picture people, is worthy of serious
thought.
3|C %L !|6 ♦ " ♦
First— The Star System
attacks the star system — that is to say, the policy
HE
of making the star the fundamental if not the only
production value and the resultant star contracts
which are largely the basis of picture production today.
He relates that he submitted to a leading producer what
was freely agreed to be a story of exceptional originality
and strength. It was adapted in every way to picturization,
" except," said the scenario editor in chief. " it doesn't fit
any of our stars and we cannot use it at all."
"If you are making pictures on this basis," charges the
editor, " then Heaven help the development of your art,
and more practicallv, Heaven help vour hold upon the public.
"If it is your sole ambition to photograph pretty faces
and exploit pleasing personalities — then all well and good.
You are going about it in the right way.
" But," he concluded, " I had a totally different conception of the motion picture, its field today and its future."
In the present star contract system the editor finds an
answer for : " the many inexcusably weak or hopelessly
mediocre pictures ; the dreadful monotony in themes ; the
fact that the best writers of the day do not freshly create
for pictures ; the wild scramble and tremendous prices paid
for vehicles which happen to fit the stars."

The

Story

within a limited period, make them known to millions of
the public. They stood out, also, by contrast with the
stories which in the earlier days were of little consequence.
This possibility of sudden and tremendous popularity
with the public exists today — in even greater degree;
though now the story and other production values have
come to the front and we see stars made and unmade by
these other values.
Again, in the earlier days and until recently 'the exhibitor
did little advertising; he* could not, as many now do, exploit
a strong non-star picture and break his house records. He
coveted the star picture because all he had to do was to
feature the star's name before his theatre or elsewhere and
the public knew and came.
sfc s|t %t

There's a Demand — And a Supply
SO. because the market demanded star pictures, it was
perfectly natural for the producer to stock up with
stars ; and so it is today, for the market still asks for
stars,
values. or we had best say, star values along with other
And in order to have and hold stars it is perfectly natural that the star contract system should come in being —
and should still exist.
It was the more natural a few years ago — when the stars
first loomed large in power and salary — because then the
power of the story was not appreciated as today, and there
were few scenario editors in chief of ability and discrimination. There were few producers, too, experienced enough
in the making of photo dramas to create successfully and
independently of the star's name and popularity.
Times

are

Changing

TODAY the situation has changed. The story has
gradually
grownthe important
the proeyes of
ducer till now
scramble in
for the
is about
vehicles
as
intense as the effort to contract for stars.
This does not mean that the star value has lessened. It
simply means that the story value has increased, has come
into its own; and not merely the story in itself, but very
importantly its development for and transmission to the
screen — which is where supervision and direction, two
mighty big values, too, come in.
Exhibitors know the value of the story today ; so do producers and distributors — and also the stars themselves.
No star is above story value. That has been proven. But
since we know that stories make and unmake stars it
would seem that the story, plus its true adaptation, is above
the star value.
(Continued on next page)

Let's Think it Over
which is partly true, and not wholly fair— but
of
ALL
decidedly a basic and serious matter for consideration.
The rise of the star is a very natural one.
In the beginning the motion picture gave to its personalities aquick and widespread circulation unprecedented and
unapproached in the entertainment world.
Their continued appearance upon the screen would.
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Motion

Editorially
Times Are Changing
{Continued from preceding page)
If this is true, will the story tolerate the star contract
system ?
Are stories to be created for stars and restricted to just
that extent? And is it wise in any entertainment field to
restrict creative effort? Or is it best to leave creative effort
wide open — and therefore ever fresh, original, experimentive, and so appealing broadly and successfully to all kinds
of human minds and emotions.
It would clearly seem that the story must precede all
other values — that it must be the genesis of the photo
drama, and the star, the cast, the adaptation, all of these
selective matters based upon the story.
The stage went through the same star and story development.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Going

Through

the

Cycle

THIRTY at years ago saw the. stage star contract system its height. And then slowly and inevitably
the situation changed. Producers grew up who
built their business upon plays, not stars, and because of
their success and increasing fame the plays came to them.
The selection of the play was the important thing; and
then, as today, the successful producer found the personalities to fit the play. And so the star became second and
the play was established. The star appeared largely, if not
wholly, because of the play's acceptance and the star's
adaptability to it.
A complete revisal of the earlier, or star contract stage.
Will the picture go through the same development ?
Undoubtedly, not in a hurry on all sides, but slowly as
with the economic corrections of the industry.
Today the situation is divided. Star value and story
value are tugging for supremacy. The present is a transition period.
But the story will gain in power.
This is not only inevitable, but as it should be. It will
be best for the motion picture art, best for the motion picture's permanent and growing hold upon the public and
therefore best for the motion picture stars themselves.
Best,
only artistically but economically, forintheother
entirewords',
picturenotindustry.
the

Trend

NSON announces Zane Grey picHODKI
WW.
tures. Less than a year ago a star would have
• been exploited, not an author. The change is
significant.
A previous announcement f^om the same corporation
features the four values in pictures — author, producer, director, star. This, too, is an innovation, and also significant of the new order in production.
And the news and advertising pages of the trade press
carry right along abundant evidence from all quarters of
the fact that stars big or little, and producers big or little,
are basing the strength of the picture upon the strength of
the story.
The foreign market is an important factor here. Great
Britain, for instance, places the story high and has for

News

Speaking:
some time. The star counts as here, but the value of the
story was sooner recognized, in all probability because of
the system there of advance trade showings. The star
without a story stands little chance of booking.
And now may we point out that the next important step
with story value pictures is the supplying to the exhibitor
of that advertising service to the public which the story
must have, that emotional appeal advertising to which the
story lends itself so well.
£ £ if
if
Lessons

from

the Field

reported to us from NorthANEW ernbooking
California.circuit
Over isthirty exhibitors in this section are said to have signed as members of the
" United Theatres Association." The theatres, it is claimed,
represent an investment exceeding two and a half millions.
By a coincidence there comes at the same time a report
on the healthy status and growth of the Philadelphia Association, now embracing about eighty-five theatres and soon
to be extended to one hundred and fifty.
The objects of these circuits are: Cooperative booking;
the elimination of exchange evils ; the up-building of a
community interest among exhibitors to end cut throat
competition, raise prices, and stamp out the illegitimate
theatre.
" Here," says one letter, " is an answer to your slogan
of fewer pictures, better pictures and longer runs. We
furnish longer runs so that fewer and therefore better
pictures
be made."
There can
are several
lessons in these booking circuit enterOne is to the exchange which doesn't cooperate with the
prises.
exhibitor when such cooperation costs only the exercise
of good business sense and an effort to please.
There's a lesson to the whole distribution system, insofar
as these circuits are directly the outgrowth of their bad
economics.
And finally there's a lesson to be constantly borne in
mind by the members themselves of these circuits that
they use their new found power not blindly and selfishly
but with a live and let live concern for the other branches
of the industry to which they belong.
:Je s|e if if $
Sailing

Showing

Picture

Smoothly

in New

York

g for local option in the matter of
bills providin
THE Sunday
motion picture shows in New York have
mittee. been favorably reported out of the Senate comSimilar good fortune is expected with the Assembly
committee.
Thereach
prospects
are bright.
hoping
thatthewhen
the
bills
the legislative
floor Here's
they will
not be
victims
of bargaining due to the fact that liberal interests are also
seeking Sunday baseball and legalized boxing at this
session.
Which of the three " evils " would the reformers choose?
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WE

used to laugh every time someone
said " So-and-So will soon have
important announcements to make."
The Hodkinson organization said it a
few weeks ago.
But we are not laughing.
For right after the hint came the news
that the Raver-Thomas-Baird-Irving product would be handled by Hodkinson. Then
the signing up of the Zane Grey productions. And the word that two more big
v
lines of product are to be announced soon.
On top of it all the acquisition of Fred
'He
Warren :
Is anything further needed to warn you
Has
to take a good look at this photo of W. W.
Acquired
Hodkinson now — because he is going to
get
a considerable
of every
Fred Warren'
thoughts
during theshare
coming
year. film man's
Look him over now — and watch his
speed.
Harry Charnas, of the Standard Film Service, Cleveland,
Detroit and Cincinnati, is in town. Expects to be here a week
or so.
Saw Joe Brandt at the Astor on Wednesday. Guess the Universal executives will now be trouping in from Los Angeles one
by one. Bob Cochrane won't be so lonesome.
Benny Schulberg dropped into the Astor grill the other day
and soon was holding court, surrounded by half the film men in
the room. Benny always deserved all the popularity he got — and
these days it's coming with a rush.
Dwight S. Perrin, formerly of Goldwyn, is back in our midst
after a sojourn on Florida's sands. Was nabbed for jury duty
as soon as he got back. Will announce new connections as soon
as " His Honor " says " Finis."
Jake Wilk dropped into the office Wednesday to say " Hello "
after a trip through the midwest. Dropped some pertinent observations on pictures and picture conditions. We know that Jake
is a shrewd film man because his ideas chime with our own.
Incidentally, Jake placed a few boosts for Charles Branham,
until recently manager of Detroit's Majestic. Says he's one of
the greatest showmen in the country.
And we agree with Jake, 'cause Bre'er Branham is a member
of Motion Picture News Advisory Board and a frequent contributor to the Service Bureau.

P e r s o n a
Frank V. Bruner, H. E. Genet, George B. Seitz, C. W. Allers, A.
Werkmeister, Bertram Millhauser, G. L. Chanier, L. E. Franconi,
C. A. Brady, Edgar O. Brooks, W. C. Smith, B. P. Egan and
C. J. Fischer.
You ought to hear Joe Plunkitt enthuse over the new Mark
house soon to open in Brooklyn. Some house — take it from Joe.
And here's a bit of news. The Strand performances, staged by
Bre'er Plunkitt, will be transferred intact — soloists, 'neverything —
to the Brooklyn house.
Al Lichtman is out of town for five days.
Bernie Fineman, manager of the Accessory Sales Promotion
Department of Famous Players-Lasky, is swinging around the
exchange circuit.
Other F. P.-Lasky news tells of the fact that Harry Day has
joined the ranks of the benedicts, the bride being Miss Marquita
Harriss, of Memphis, Tenn.
And of a dinner given last week by the office staff to the three
who recently stepped to the altar rail — Pete Smith, Harry I.
Day and Louis E. Loeb.
The Motion Picture Business Men's Club is coming along.
A meeting held at Sherry's last week found- the following
committee members present: C. F. Zittel, Adolph Zukor, Jules
E. Brulatour, J. Stuart Blackton, P. L. Waters, Arthur
Friend and Paul Brunet.
A sub-committee is now looking for suitable quarters. Present plans call for a suite of six or seven rooms in one of the
big hotels.
A total of $20,470 was collected at the Brady dinner. Since
then thousand dollar contributions have come from P. L.
Waters, William Fox and Paul Brunet.
Membership is to be limited to one hundred.

Thomas D. Goldberg, W. D. Pacy and Milton Caplan, Baltimore exhibitors, are in New York this week arranging for the
coming ball of the Maryland Exhibitors at the Lyric theatre,
April 25th. Several prominent stars in New York have already
promised to attend.

Have you heard about " The Big Five ? " Not yet ? Wait !

S. Hopkins Hadley. We've just printed those words to see
how they look. Our private sleuth informs us that a person with
that monicker resides out in' exclusive Kew Gardens, Long
Island. And our sleuth suspects that it is the same old-timer we
know in the film game as " Hopp " Hadley..
Reg Warde is looking over the picture business on the Pacific
slope. — [Adv.]
Frank Carroll is wandering around the country in parts unknown.
Paul Brunet dined the Pathe Home Office staff last week at
the Beaux Arts, returning the celebrations they have held on his
anniversary as vice-president and general manager. Those present were: Paul Brunet, Louis Landry, Fred C Quimby, Tom
North, P. A. Parsons, Jack Kyle, Randolph Lewis, W. E. Raynor,
Harry Lewis, Lewis Innerarity, M. Ramirez Torres, Gilson Willets, Emanuel Cohen, F. R. Clarke, John Humm, L. S. Diamond,

"Starting
His Second
Pathe Year'

ted his first
PAUL BRUNET has compleand
general
year as vice-president
manager of the Pathe organization.
And starts the second year with Pathe
aiming to do bigger things than ever.
" Common Clay " started it.
By breaking records for long runs in
theatre after theatre.
And now Pathe is going after the
" specials " with a vengeance. With a topnotch organization headed by Mr. Brunet
and containing such experts in their lines
as Fred Quimby, P. A. Parsons, Tom
North and Edgar Brooks.
" The Unknown Love " is the next of the
" big ones."
Watch that organization wind up and go
to it.
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Motion
Chester

Vetoes
Arizona
Ripper
Bill
PHOENIX, ARIZ. (Special to MOTION PICTURE NEWS).— At the eleventh
hour Governor Campbell vetoed the Waters Bill placing almost confiscatory
regulations on film companies doing business in Arizona. The veto followed
on the failure of the exhibitor sponsors of the bill to rally to its support before
the Chief Executive. Previously the theatre owners had worked hard in both houses
securing the passage of the legislation.
As exclusively told in last week's issue of MOTION PICTURE NEWS, the bill
was a wonder as a collection of stringent regulations that would have effectively
halted the industry in Arizona. Film exchanges in Los Angeles had taken the decided stand that they would not rent films to any of the 108 theatres in Arizona had
the bill received the Governor's approval.
Production of any film or portion of film would
The Waters Bill consisted of twenty-three
sections, every one of which levied red tape require that the company register as a corporation
upon the motion picture interests in order that in Arizona, pay annual tax and permit audit of
books and accounts.
it conduct these in Arizona, the most undesirable
Annual statement must be made June 1st
sections providing the following requirements:
every year to corporation commissioner by all
If film company does business in the state, it of
film
companies doing business in the state.
will be necessary for the corporation or partnerFilm
company must have capital stock fully
ship to register there at an annual fee of fifty
dollars, which registration gives the corporation
Violation
of this act subject to $5,000 maximum
commissioner rights to require audit of the books
and license revoked.
and accounts of the film company made at the fine
paid.
When
members
of the Los Angeles Film Excompany's
Board of Trade learned of the Waters
the
company.home office and at the expense of bill, and change
that
it
was
before Governor Campbell
Every film company doing business in the for his signature, two
special meetings were
state
must
have
a
registered
and
resident
repcalled.
At
the
first,
letters
and telegrams were
resentative.
drafted and sent to all exhibitors of the 108
Any film company registered in the state
theatre
owners
and
managers
of Arizona urging
can be sued in any county court in the state,
that they telegraph or write Governor Campbell
and failure to pay any judgment within ninety
asking mentthat
the bill
vetoed. By wire
days is sufficient for forfeiture of registration
were made
for berepresentatives
of thearrangeBoard
license.
of Trade to call on the Governor and present
Film companies requiring an advance pay- their objections to the Waters Bill. Their request
ment or deposit, required to deposit with the was granted by the Governor, and a committee
treasurer of state, amount equivalent to deposits
composed of Dave Bershon, Manager Universal
made by the several exhibitors of Arizona.
Charles Marley, Manager Triangle
Minimum amount at any time not to be less Exchange;
Exchange, and Michael Narlian, general counsel
than $5,000. There is no provision for interest
of
the
Board
Trade, were
selected When
as a comon this deposit, or refund at any time.
mittee to see ofGovernor
Campbell.
the
Every film company to be required to place committee was received on Wednesday morning,
March
19th,
the
Governor
requested
that
they
file
on file with the corporation commissioner duplicates of every contract made for the rental of brief
containing
their objections which was done
later
in
the
day.
pictures to anyone in Arizona.
Frederick

L. Collins

Sails

for FAirope
Frederick L. Collins, president of McClure Productions, Inc., and publisher of
McC lure's Magazine, sailed last Saturday
on the " Adriatic " for Europe. He expects to visit England, France, Belgium,
Holland and Italy and will be gone several
months.
In addition to important business for
his magazine, Mr. Collins will devote a
large part of his time to consummating extensive motion picture projects, which are
said to be of international importance.
Mr. Collins has been busy upon plans for
these enterprises for several months.
Mr. Collins has been preceded to Europe
by a special representative of McClure
Productions, Inc., who will transact the
preliminary details for all the McClure
motion picture activities abroad.
Theatres Projected in
Michigan
Many new theatres are being projected in
Detroit and in Michigan. The Jefferson
Theatre Co., of which George Harrison is
general manager, plans a house to seat
2,000 on East Jefferson Avenue, one block
from the present location. George Nichols,
who operates the Superba and Isis theatres
in Grand Rapids, is to build a 2,000 seat
house at the rear of the Superba. There
are quite a number of smaller houses that
are being talked about and John H. Kunsky,
it is said, will have a new theatre seating
3,000 in downtown Detroit

New Club Lays Plans
C. F. Zittel, Adolph Zukor, J. E. Brulatour, J. Stuart Blackton, Percy L. Waters,
Arthur S. Friend and Paul Brunet met at
Sherry's last week and decided on plans for
the recently formed Motion Picture Business Men's Club.
Mr. Zittel appointed a sub-committee
composed of himself and Messrs. Zukor,
Brulatour, Blackton and Waters to secure
quarters. In the interim a suite of six or
rooms in one of the large hotels will be
used. The membership will be limited to
100 resident members.
Committee members stated that the club
has no connection or affiliation with any
other club and should not be confused with
the Motion Picture Club of America, reothers. cently organized, as noted, by Lee Ochs and
Contributions of $1,000 each were announced by Percy L. Waters, William Fox
and Paul Brunet.

New

Reopens

Theatre in Chelan,
Wash.
R. C. Kelsey, of Omak, Wash., is reopening the Ruby theatre at Chelan, Wash.
Chelan is situated on Lake Chelan, in the
Wenatchee Valley, and is a noted summer
resort.
Mr. Kelsey is new in the picture game,
but as he is a shrewd business man he will
assuredly have a great success. He will
play the newest and best pictures.
Plans are being drawn for a first-class
modern theatre, 500 capacity, for Oroville,
Wash.

Picture

Goes

News

to Ottawa,

Canada
C. L. Chester, producer of Outing Chester Pictures, left Friday for Ottawa to confer with a number of prominent motion picture men regarding the extensive use of
Outing Chester Pictures throughout Canada.
Since Outing Chesters deal entirely with
nature studies whose province is international there is no restriction on their scope, and
trip.
Mr. Chester feels that the Canadian field
is so important that it warrants a special
The success of Outing Chester Pictures
in Western Canada is evidenced by a recent
letter received from the First National Exhibitors Exchange in Vancouver in which
their vice-president, Sam J. Coffland, writes
that " we are very much pleased with the
class of productions that you are turning
out," and further states as his opinion that
Outing Chesters should prove an excellent
part of any program.
Christie in the East to Visit
Exchanges
All exchanges releasing Christie Comedies in the east are to shortly receive a call
from Charles H. Christie, who is leaving
Los Angeles March 25th for a trip that
will take him to all exchange cities.
Mr. Ghristie is particularly anxious to
invade the eastern Canadian field, as he has
been successful in doing in western Canada, and after a trip east which will take
him through Denver, Minneapolis, Chicago,
Cleveland, Philadelphia, New York and
Boston, he will spend some time at Toronto. After completing his work in the east
Mr. Christie will return to the coast by
the way of Washington, Atlanta, New Orleans and Dallas. He anticipates the trip
will require from four to six weeks.
Ball Game! April 13
The Lambs, Friars, Green Room Club.
Motion Picture Club, National Vaudeville
Club, Burlesque Club, Authors and Composers of America, Stage Hands Union,
and every other prominent organization,
will be on hand at the Polo Grounds on
April 13 to root for their favorites at the
baseball game between the Actors and
Songwriters, which will be one of the many
features of the Field Day which is being
held on that date for the benefit of The
Actors' Fund of America, of which Daniel
Frohman is president.
'
Last Minute Coast News
William Desmond, Hampton star, and
Mary Mclvor were married in Pasadena on
March 29th.
Oscar Price has arrived in Los Angeles
and is in daily conference with William G.
McAdoo and the stars of the United Artists
Association. It has been decided that a
Fairbanks subject will be the first release.
Albert E. Smith is visiting the Vitagraph
coast studio.
Richard A. Rowland is here for conference with Maxwell Karger and an advance
view of " The Red Lantern."
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Sets Premiere of SawyerLubin Film
The premiere of " Virtuous Men/' the
inaugural Ralph Ince film attraction, will
take place at the Fulton theatre, New York,
on Sunday evening, April 6. It stars E. K.
Lincoln .and was produced under the personal direction of Ralph Ince. It is said to
be the biggest melodrama of the screen
ever offered the photoplay public.
presentation
of "beVirtuous
Men with
" at
theThe
Fulton
theatre will
surrounded
many distinctive features. A special musical score has been written in which are
introduced several innovations. The musical setting is perfectly synchronized with
the action, due to the composer spending
several days with Ralph Ince during the
making of various scenes. An extraordinary lobby display has been prepared under
the direction of two experts in matters of
this kind. Original paintings by Clarence
Underwood, R. G. Morgan, Gustav Michelson and other well-known illustrators will
have a prominent place in this display. Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, sponsors for " Virtuous Men," have also taken
advantage of the extensive lobby of the
Fulton theatre to display many other original pictorial effects and illustrations which
have been prepared to accompany the picture.
Two

Managers Resign
Ottawa

in

Two resignations of moving picture theatre managers were recorded in Ottawa,
Ontario, during the week of March 17. On
that date Manager J. T. Moxley, of Allen's
Regent theatre, announced that he had acquired the lease of the Russell theatre, a
legitimate house, which he proposed to convert into a moving picture theatre after improvements had been made. His association
with the Allen Theatrical Enterprises was
due to expire on March 26. The Regent at
Ottawa is one of the best paying theatres
controlled by the Allen interests.
Manager J. Lavois, of the National theatre, Ottawa, also announced that he was
terminating his connection with the National on Saturday, March 22. He stated that
he expected to secure the management of
an important theatre in Montreal.
War

Thriller to Boost Victory Liberty Loan
A war feature entitled " The Price of
Peace," compiled from the official film
archives of the government, photographed
in the thick of battle, is shortly to be released in behalf of the Victory Liberty
Loan.
The picture has been assembled and titled
under the hirection of Frank R. Wilson,
director of the bureau of publicity of the
Treasury Department, by Betty Shannon
and Terry Ramsaye, with Joseph La Rose
of the Rialto-Rivoli at the cutting table.
The material for the picture was selected
from the film files of the War College, by
permission of Colonel Weeks, and from
the films of the Navy Department, the Marine Corps and other official sources.

Fred

Warren

Joins

Hodkinson

THE big news surprise of the week was the announcement on Wednesday that
Fred B. Warren had been elected a vice-president of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, retiring as vice-president and member of the Board of Directors
of the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
The change takes effect on April 1. In confirming the news Mr. Warren declared: "I have the friendliest and best of feeling for the Goldwyn organization,
This is further evidenced by the fact that a few hours before my resignation I purchased additional Goldwyn stock on which I had an option."
Speaking on the acquisition of the new vice-president, W. W. Hodkinson declared:
ganization and laid down the fine pattern and
Mr. Warren
sharesintegrity
my ownof opinions
as " toI think
the necessity
for the
product
fabric on which it was built, the producerdistributor and the exhibitor were not engaged
and the improvement of relations existing between
the exhibitor and distributor of motion pictures.
in a bloodThey
feud.didThey
not atthere
eachwasother's
throats.
not were
feel that
any
I have watched his development in the industry
necessity for their being enemies. A thousand
and have felt that his previous experience as an
editor and publisher of important newspapers gave
Strands and Rialtos and their equivalents in all
of the large cities of the country are operating
him a sound base for straight thinking. After
all, both the making and the selling of motion
to-day because of the initial Hodkinson vision
that pioneered in good pictures at decent prices,
pictures is a publishing function, and the most
instead of contributing to the abundance of cheap
successful publisher of pictures will be the one
who rejects unfit materials in his search for the melodramas that formed the prevailing motion
selective, finer materials upon which he can place
picturetproduct
diet ofmeant
that the
period.
The continuation
such
continuation
of convertedof
his imprint.
store
and five-cent
houses."had a lesson to
" During the
year the
W. deliberation
Hodkinson
" Mr.shows
Hodkinson
has always
Corporation
has past
proceeded
withW.great
teach. He has been a pioneer and I like both
to build an internal organization capable of doing pioneers
and
men
who
use
their brains. He has
the big things we have in prospect. We have not
had the patience to re-develop slowly. I believe
wished to expand too quickly, for that has been
the things he is going to do and I want to
one of the big faults of the industry both in its in
help do them. I have the friendliest and best
business and production sides. I am now gatherof feeling for the Goldwyn organization of which
ing about me both the men and the product
I have been a part since it was organized and
that
willquality
make our
company's and
nameservice.
stand for
that is further evidenced by the fact that a few
definite
in production
Anda hours
before
resignation
addiby service I mean our business relations with the
tional
Goldwynmystock
on which I Ipurchased
had an option.
exhibitor as well as the aids rendered the exhibitor in conjunction with the pictures he I hope to be up to my eyes in work with the
receives from us. I shall next week make a W. Samuel
W. Hodkinson
1."
Goldwyn Corporation
is at presentoninApril
Los Angeles.
comprehensive announcement of the product that
No announcement has been made as to possible
I have assembled for our new season together
changes in the Goldwyn organization with the
with some plans for a releasing innovation which
retirement of Fred Warren, who has been with
I am certain will win exhibitor support immethe organization
its first
days, earning
considerable praise since
for the
remarkable
advertising
and sales campaign that established the Goldwyn
" My affiliation with Mr. Hodkinson is founded
name in all parts of the world. Since December
diately."
upon
business logic," is Mr. Warren's explanation
Mr. Warren has handled the distribution of the
of his unheralded
change.
My years
first ago
reason
founded
on the memory
that " six
whenis records.
Ford Educational Weekly, making unusual
W. W. Hodkinson founded the Paramount orFabian Plans New Theatre
A motion picture theatre seating four
thousand people will be the permanent memorial and tribute which Jacob Fabian,
owner of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for New Jersey, and proprietor of the Regent and Garden theatres of
Paterson, N. J., will erect there early this
summer as his supreme exhibitor accomplishment and in recognition of the remarkable interest that local theatre-goers have
shown for screen entertainment.
The structure will cost half a million dollars. It will have a frontage of two hundred and eighty-seven feet on Church
Street and one hundred and twenty-five
feet on Ellison Street. The auditorium
will be one hundred and seventy-five feet
deep by one hundred and twenty-five feet
wide. The first floor will have seats for
two thousand seven hundred and fifty people, while the balcony will accommodate one
thousand two hundred and fifty.
In size and the magnificence of its appointments the Paterson theatre will be the
equal of the new theatre which Mr. Fabian
is about to build in Newark, N. J.
One

Hundred

Per Cent

Hamilton, Ontario, boasts of a one hundred per cent membership in the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association
of Ontario. There are seventeen moving
picture theatres in Hamilton and the association's active membership in the city is
seventeen.

New

Haven

Film

Men

Organize Club
New Haven, Conn. (Special to Motion
Picture News). — Film men, theatrical men
and newspaper writers of New Haven have
organized The Jesters, a social club to be
limited to the fraternity. Officers are Henry
T. Scully, state manager of Famous Players' exchange, president ; Daggett M. Lee,
treasurer Shubert theatre, vice-president ;
Morris Caplan, auditor of Paramount state
exchange, financial secretary and treasurer ;
Henry C. Higgins, attorney, recording secretary, and George R. Gould, New Haven
Register, sergeant-at-arms.
Among charter members are Morris Joseph, of Universal exchange ; Frank J.
Scully, Metro Corporation ; Robert S. Hersley, director ; L. S. Tobias, Mutual ; Austin
Interrante, Goldwyn ; Israel Lavine, Select
Pictures ; John V. Pavone, Herman Rudnet.
Benjamin Simon, Famous Players ; J.
C. Lleighton, Boston Photo Play; Nathan
Furst, Fox; Geoffrey Whalen, Boston; and
Poli staff members as follows : Lewis D.
Garvev,
Frederick Valles and Walter Griffith.
Walter

Betts Resigns

Walter
Betts, for
manager
Keeney's
atre, Brooklyn,
the lastof five
years, thehas
resigned from that position to take a rest.
Mr. Betts has been in ill health for some
time and on different occasions has had
to take time off. He will recuperate at
Lake Placid.
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Buck
Bill is Favorably
Reported
The passage of the bill means more exIllinois Censorship by Small Group
pense for the motion picture men and probComes Nearer Against Protests
ably added cost as a result to the theatre
of Exhibitors — -Campaign Is
patrons. The bill provides a tax of three
Prepared
dollars for each original film of 1,000 feet
LLINOIS residents who depend upon
with a dollar tax on each additional thousand feet. The film before permission
pictures for their chief amusement, in a
few months will pay more for the privilege
would be given for display, would be censored by a board under the control of the
of watching the film flicker and will have
those same films carefully slashed by a department of registration and education.
An amendment to the bill provides that
smallbillgroup
of men Buck
labeled
" censors " if
the
of Senator
of Monmouth
is Chicago may have separate and local censorship similar to that of the Funkhouser
passed. The measure was favorably reported to the upper house by the Senate
regime which acquired almost national notoriety. The amendment was asked by a
Judiciary Committee and started upon the
first lap of the process which will make it small number of Chicago ministers who are
a law.
behind the bill and two of whom appeared
The same bill has been introduced in the
in favor of the measure at the first committee hearing given it.
house by Representative Havill, of Mount
The Chicago censorship will affect the
Carmel, but has not yet been advanced
there.
State, Loper yesterday asserted, because of
Springfield motion picture theatre men
the majority of films coming to Springfield
and other cities through Chicago where they
are prepared to fight the bills and will take
would pass under the scrupulous scrutiny
the lead in the statewide opposition exof a Chicago board.
pected. Harry Loper, manager of the Lyric
theatre, characterized the bill as vicious
The same bill was up last session and
legislation not wanted by the thousands of nearly went over.
It is significant, a local theatre man
Illinois people who patronize the picture
shows, and intended to place in the hands
pointed out, that Buck who sponsored the
Senate bill, and Havill who is author of
of a few men the right to decide what kind
the house bill, are from Monmouth and
of films the people of the state shall see.
Mount Carmel, towns of about 6,000 and
" The people want to be their own cen2,000
where two or three second class picsors," declared Loper, " and such bills are
ture shows operate and where Sunday
not favored by one in a hundred of the
shows are forbidden.
people who enjoy a good motion picture."
was forcing a number of small exhibitors
Shelved for Two Years
throughout the country to the wall. If he
In at least one state where motion pic- could not have the tax abolished entirely,
ture censorship has been recently advohe wanted consideration for the little felcated, itis safely shelved for another two
lows— but everybody in the film business
years. The F. H. Peterson bill in Minnewas being taxed half a dozen different ways
sota, providing for a state board, has been
by every government that had the right to
recommended for indefinite postponement
impose an assessment. He pointed out that
by the Senate general committee on legis- the moving picture business was being
lation.
taxed proportionately and comparatively
Upon learning this, the National Board
twenty-five per cent more than its share.
of Review, which is actively opposing cenIn his statement of claims, Secretary
sorship legislation in all states where it has
Scott noted that the expenses of operating
been introduced, addressed the following
theatre in Canada had inletter to members of the committee voting a movingcreasedpicture
300 per cent during the war period.
against the bill (Senators Blomgren, BoyThe theatres had been hard hit by the inIan, Conroy, Denegre, Gjerset and Putnam)
fluenza epidemic.
and to Chairman Sullivan, who expressed
himself as opposed to it.
Against Rorke Bill
More than one hundred motion picture
Canada Protests Reel Tax
men from all parts of Pennsylvania apof Fifteen Cents
peared in the House Chamber of the Capitol at Harrisburg to argue in favor of a
Ottawa, the Canadian capital, was wellbill introduced by Representative William
nigh the center of film interest in the DoRorke of Philadelphia to exempt musical
minion on Wednesday, March 19, when Mr.
entertainments and motion picture shows
Thomas Scott of Toronto invaded the parfrom the provision of the ancient Blue
liamentary preserves as official representaLaws. They came in company with the
tive of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario.
Philadelphia Orchestra, which is supporting
Mr. Scott, who is the secretary of the the same bill.
There was a lively opposition from the
Ontario association, was a delegation of one
to seek relief from the Federal tax of 15 ministers and churchgoers, who pleaded for
the retention of the obsolete laws.
cents per reel per day, which, he declared,

Picture

News

Censorship
Baker Appears Against
Missouri Censorship
S. J. Baker, manager of the St. Louis
branch of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit and former motion picture censor
of Kansas City, Mo., appeared last week
before the Judiciary Committeee of the
State Legislature at Jefferson City and
" showed cause " why the bill providing for
the creation of a State Board of Moving
Picture Censors should not be passed.
Baker was delegated by St. Louis exhibitors
and
exchange managers to address the committee.
Exhibitors throughout the state are fearful that the drastic measure will be enacted.
The fate of the bill will be known early in
April.
Baker in his address said that his experience and his observations convinced him
that
the censorship of pictures in Missouri
is unnecessary.
" While censor in Kansas City I looked
at productions day in and day out for six
months — often assisted by a committee of
obliging ladies who represented the Parent
Teachers' Association, the Collegiate Alumnae and others," Baker told the committee
members. " During that period I reviewed
3,500 reels of film. Out of those I totally
rejected only two pictures — both of which
had been rejected four years prior, and
the owners of which had tried at least once
a year during those four years to exploit
them, but without success."
Goldwyn

Calls Attention
Censorship

to

At a luncheon given representatives of
the Los Angeles press by Samuel Goldwyn,
the producer took occasion to call to the
attention of the newspaper fraternity of
the west, the injustice of censorship bills
introduced in the various legislatures for
the so-called improvement of motion pictures, and emphasized a point heretofore
overlooked by the film industry with respect to the far-reaching effects of censorship and the throttle it puts upon the public
and press.
" Censorship will not prove half as undesirable
to the producer ultimately as it will to the public," was one
of Mr. Goldwyn's
for
in reality
censorship
takes awaystatements,
from the "vast
American public what it has shown it wants and
likes, and therefore I claim that when politicians
pass laws to say what the public shall see and
read, they throttle the public. The producers
may change their method of production, which
may be a hardship for a time, but we can all
continue to make pictures but maybe not the
kind the public wants, and could have were it
not for the satisfying of political greed in the
passagewyn quoted
of unjust
laws ofshowing
censorship."
Mr. million
Goldstatistics
that fifty
people weekly attend motion picture theatres in
this
say and
that bethese
people cannot
attendcountry.
a picture" Toshow
harmlessly
entertained on Sunday is taking us back to the blue
" Every
there are attacks
one kind
another
the legislatures
of the ofseveral
states,or
law
days."by year
and why?
"
he
asked.
"
We
are
trying
to
produce clean stories that will help educate as well
as entertain, and by so doing we are trying to
foster a great industry that will perhaps make us
a few dollars, but we want our rights preserved
the same as the press, magazine and the novel.
Why
threethator censorship
four work istogether
educatedon't
the all
public
wrong toin
a democracy."
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Happenings

Brady

Heads Delegation
at Harrisburg
The activities of the Legislative Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry were centered during
the past week in Pennsylvania, where two
important hearings were held at Harrisburg on Wednesday and Thursday.
Under the able leadership of President
William A. Brady, the representatives of
the industry attended a hearing Wednesday
on the bill introduced by Representative
Rorke, which would permit Sunday concerts, lectures and entertainments of an
educational nature. President Brady received atremendous ovation from an audience estimated at 3,000 which packed the
House of Representatives, and his arguments were delivered in a forceful and
most effective manner. He related in detail
how President Wilson had commanded him
to mobilize the motion picture industry for
co-operation with the war program, and
that motion pictures had rendered the most
distinguished service during the war without any profit.
On Thursday President Brady continued
his triumphant march through the legislative halls at the Pennsylvania state capitol
through his appearance at a conference with
Governor Sproul to consider the proposal
for moving of offices of the State Board of
Censors of motion pictures from Philadelphia to Harrisburg. He related the importance of Philadelphia as a first release territory, of its central location, exceptional
transportation facilities offered, and that it
would be mose embarrassing and very expensive to the motion picture industry to
have the headquarters of the Censorship
Board removed to the state capitol. Mr.
Brady was complimented by Governor
Sproul for having come to Pennsylvania
and for the enlightenment.
Judge

Defends Rex Beach
Production
That the members of the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors had overstepped
their authority in refusing to permit the
exhibition in Pennsylvania of the Rex
Beach-Goldwyn production, " The Brand,"
•was the expression from the bench used
by Judges Rogers and Wessel in Common
Pleas Court, Philadelphia, where Gabriel
L. Hess, general counsel for Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, had caused an appeal to be taken from the findings of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors.
Morris Wolff of the law firm of Stern &
Wolff represented the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
Judge Rogers himself interrupted the
proceedings to put into the record his own
statement that during a view of the picture given the two judges, in the Board of
Censors' projecting room, just before the
trial began, Mrs. Katherine M. Niver told
him that no matter what changes were
made, either in the picture or subtitles, it
would not be accepted.

for

Buffalo

Exhibitors

and

Producers

Measure

Stirs Picture
Men
which are now filling every need. If pictures are good for recreation from 2 to 6
P. M. they are also good from 2 to 11
P. M. At least almost 250,000 Buffalonians
think so, as this number of citizens have
BUFFALO, N. Y. (Special to Motion
Picture News).— Buffalo exhibitors
to date signed petitions in favor of Sunare much stirred up over the introduction in Albany by Assemblyman Slacer of
EARL L. CRABB, manager Strand thea bill amending the penal law by permitmovies."
atreday:" Assemblyman
Slacer seems to have
taken the side of the exhibitor in this bill,
ting any municipality to conduct motion
picture shows for education and recreation
for it states that the city may show motion
on Sunday from 2 to 6 P. M. in armories,
pictures for EDUCATION AND RECREATION ON SUNDAY. That is just what
schoolhouses, any state, county, or municiwe have been maintaining all along that
pal building, or in any hall or room furthe motion picture is the ideal method to
nished rent free, provided pictures are ceneducate and amuse the workers of the
sored by a local board of recreation, serving without pay and appointed by the local country who labor six days a week and
executive authorities and provided there is who demand this form of entertainment
no charge for admission.
on Sunday. It is hard to imagine, howSome of the leading exhibitors in comever, just where there would be much ' recmenting on this measure voice their sentireation 'in looking at pictures in a cold,
ments as follows :
dreary, military armory with no facilities
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, manager
for the proper presentation of pictures.
Shea's Hippodrome : " This measure is sim- We are indeed indebted to Mr. Slacer for
ply an indorsement of Sunday motion pic- seeing our side of the proposition."
tures. If the ' movies ' are O. K. for the
JULES H. MICHAEL, manager Acadmultitudes in special halls that haven't any
Regent theatres
Assemblyman
of the modern improvements of the big Slaceremy andcertainly
does not: " represent
the
picture house, where the pictures are presentiment of the people of Buffalo in trysented in a delightful and cozy atmosphere,
ing to force a bill through the legislature
it is a foregone conclusion that they are providing for the free showing of motion
equally O. K. in regular picture houses.
pictures in big
'" about
town.
The mere fact that no admission would be Buffalonians
want' barns
to see
motionthepictures
charged does not change the situation. If on Sunday not only from 2 to. 6 P. M., but
pictures are all right in armories on the
from 2 to 11 P. M., and they want to see
Sabbath they are all right in theatres. I them in real theatres built for the purpose
do not think the city wants to compete
of showing artistic film plays in an artistic
with regularly appointed photoplay theatres,

See in It Endorsement of Sunday
Pictures — ■ One
Exhibitor Declares Public Against It

Lieut. William K. Howard
Arrives from France
After nearly two years in the service,
Lieut. William K. Howard is back from
France.
He enlisted in Minneapolis, July, 1917,
and was at that time manager of the Metro
exchange for that territory. Previous to
the Metro management Lieut. Howard was
manager of Vitagraph's Minneapolis exchange, where he is said to have established
a high record.
The transport Matsonia landed him in
New York March 26, and he was nonchalantly strolling along Broadway when he
was spied by a member of the Motion
Picture News staff who had officiated as
toastmaster at the farewell banquet ten1917. dered Lieut. Howard in Minneapolis, July,
He entered the signal service and after
winning his commission at the training
camp he was transferred to the Artillery
division with a California contingent. Before locating in Minneapolis Lieutenant
Howard was active in film circles in Cincinnati.
He seems to have grown six inches taller
and eight inches wider and is as brown as a
Southern cotton picker.

Think
manner."

Governor Will
Veto Bill

Not

New Haven, Conn. — That Governor
Holcomb will not veto the bill providing
for Sunday motion picture shows, if it
passes both houses of the Legislature, is
the opinion of men here who are greatly
interested in the provision. And that both
legislative bodies will pass the bill is practical y acertainty today. The State Senate
went on record as approving the bill, only
three members voting against it. Action
by
Marchthe26.lower house should be taken
Conditions in Connecticut have undergone aradical change since Governor Holcomb vetoed a liberal Sunday bill two
years ago. The Governor has come to
recognize the fact, his closest friends say,
that every effort must be made to ease the
masses of people who have been growing
restive under restraint in the big towns.
Motion pictures are generally conceded to
have the power to partially quell unrest.
Another point that makes the passage of
the Sunday bill fairly certain is the change
in the leaders who are urging the bill. J.
Henry Roraback, State Republican chairman, has charge of the work i person, it
is ■ generally known.
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Sherwin

Goes West for
Goldwyn
Louis Sherwin, until recently doing special publicity for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation from its New York office, left
Thursday for the company's studio in California, where he will take up his new duties
in the scenario department there. Mr. Sherwin resigned from the company about three
weeks ago. Since then the new proposition
was made him and he immediately accepted.
Mr. Sherwin was for nearly ten years
dramatic critic on the New York Globe,
where he earned for himself a reputation of
being a keen analyst of play construction
and a critic of sound judgment. He has
already had some experience in the scenario
writing line, preparing one continuity for a
Select picture starring Alice Brady and one
for a Goldwyn production not yet released.
Screen Club Wins Suit
Judgment was entered on March 24, 1919,
in the Supreme Court of New York, by the
Screen Club, through its attorney, Arthur
Butler Graham, against its former landlords, William H. Cowen and Robert H.
Davis.
The action was brought against the club
for unpaid rent amounting to $2500. The
complaint alleged that the club had been
dispossessed for non-payment of rent and
that the landlord had been unable to rent
the premises to anyone else. The club defended on the ground that the dispossess
proceeding had terminated the lease and
that the club therefore owed no rent for
the period that followed while the premises
were vacant. The court sustained this contention and directed judgment for defendant.
Old
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Chinatown

Setting for

" Checkers" Scene
At the William Fox studio in Fort Lee,
director Richard Stanton is said to have
erected a most interesting set for " Checkers," the famous racing picture which Mr.
Stanton is producing as a big special attraction. It is one showing the Chinatown of
some years ago — the storied district of abducted girls, opium dens, dark alleys, Tong
men, and mysterious underground passages.
The set was built under the supervision
of Captain Hannon, of the Elizabeth Street
police station, which has Chinatown within
its jurisdiction.
Exhibitors

Against Daylight Saving
Exhibitors of Western Canada are in
high glee over the decision of the Canadian
Parliament to shelve the daylight saving
measure this year. The westerners were
among those who had protested against the
move. Not long ago the Winnipeg exhibitors placed a letter of protest against the
adoption of a daylight saving plan with
the Winnipeg City Council with a request
that it be passed along to higher authorities. The western exhibitors complained
that they did not want more daylight when
night's shadows are not seen under ordiary circumstances during the summer before 9.30 P. M.

Charles C. Pyle to Enter
Broader Field
After seven years as general sales agent
of the Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Charles C. Pyle has sold his interest in the
agency and resigned from the company to
enter a larger field.
This will come in the nature of a surprise to the many exhibitors of the country
with whom Mr. Pyle has dealt for manyyears and who have come to look upon the
names Bartola and Pyle as synonymous.
Mr. Pyle has been in charge of the Sales
Department since the inception of the Bartola Co. and has built up its business to a
point where it stands second to none in the
country.
While Mr. Pyle expresses a great deal of
reluctance at leaving the organization,
other matters of a far greater scope for
his ability have presented themselves provby. ing too alluring to permit of their passing
Mr. Pyle has not announced his new
connection, but it is understood to be something presenting a vast field for operation.
There is no question whatever it is it will
be brought by him to success and he carries with him the best wishes of the many
men in the business who have always found
Mr. Pyle's judgment dependable and figure
that he is entitled by his fair and square
conscientious work of the past to a big
share of prosperity.
Costume

Company
Buildings

Leases

Lease was made last week by the Western Costume Company for the use of a
seven-story building, 40 x 85, at 908 South
Broadway, Los Angeles. The Western has
heretofore been located at 719 West Seventh street, and in the past four years has
grown from a masquerade costume company to the most important one of the west
coast film industry, due to the very efficient
manner of handling motion picture accounts by M. E. Burns, the proprietor. Recently
the this
"property"
business Mr.ofBurns
Lee purchased
Powers, and
will be
merged with the Western as a nucleus for
his motion picture supply establishment
which will furnish anything and everything
required in the way of props and costumes
for film making. Scene docks are to be
built, and a furniture factory will be one
of
the important features of the new establishment.
Rivalry

in Canadian Theatre Building
A highly interesting development has occurred in connection with the carrying out
of plans to build new theatres in London,
Ontario, by the rival Allen and Loew interests. The Loew people paid a deposit
on a site for a theatre at Dundas and Wellington streets. The Aliens then announced
that they would build their theatre in another block along Dundas street. The
Loew interests subsequently forfeited the
amount which they had paid on their
selected site and secured a long term lease
on property immediately adjoining the location of the Allen theatre property.

Picture

News

New

Theatre for Springfield, Illinois
It is announced that Springfield, 111., is
to have a new photoplay theatre. Rumor
has it that a large Chicago corporation —
Balaban and Katz — are back of the deal,
and that Rapp and Rapp, Chicago architects,
are now working on plans for the playhouse. The site selected is at Fifth Street
and Capitol Avenue, half a block north of
the Majestic theatre, and directly across
from the Princess. The ground is now occupied by two dwellings, both landmarks in
this city. The land is owned by Harris
Hickox and the Miner estate. It is planned,
to build a large and magnificent theatre,
with stores on the ground floor.
The seating capacity will be about 2.500.
The location is off the beaten path for the
picture business, being a block away from
the principal thoroughfare. But as crowds
flock to the Majestic and Princess, it is
safe to as sume that the new theatre will
draw its share also. Three of the city's
most important street car lines pass this
corner, and the others make good connection for there. The manager of one of the
theatres in Keokuk, Iowa, is slated to be
the manager of the new house.
This is all rumor.
Series of Exhibits
The National Board of Review has been
requested by President George A. Strayer,
of the National Education Association, to
arrange a series of exhibits on visual education for the national conference held by
the association in Milwaukee the first week
in July. This will include motion pictures
and lantern slides now being used by the
schools in departments of visual education.
The interest expressed by President Strayer
in this form of education is full of possibilities for the larger use of motion pictures
in school buildings for the instruction of
scholars and for the social activities of the
schools through community centers, parent-teacher associations and neighborhood
meetings.

Defense Society Endorses
The American Defense Society is reported to have endorsed " Made in
America " because of its merit in winning the unqualified endorsement of some
of the largest and most influential patriotic and educational societies in the
United States. The Boy Scouts of America was the first national organization to
officially recognize and endorse the series.
Its approval was closery followed by the
International
Committee of Young Men's
Christian Associations.

" Lord Jim," By Bennison
The Betzwoon organization, producing
the Louis Bennison pictures for release
through Goldwyn, announces that " Lord
Jim " will be the next Bennison production
to follow " Speedy Meade."
Ira M. Lowry, who wrote the story and
directs all of Bennison's pictures, says that
the plot and scenes are laid in the United
States and England.

"A"
Capital
Large
a
with
Art
An
the
weekly
text
book
of
the
showman's
side of the
TjHERE isn't the slightest doubt that within the
business. At first many exhibitors held back because
' past two years there has been a more wonderful
of lack of confidence, but this quickly disappeared.
change come over the exhibition end of the motion
Then real modesty prevented many of them sending
picture business than it has known before in its history.
in their matter, and we fear that on the part of
It has come because exhibitors have realized that
others it is simply a case of not being willing to do
the little work that is attached to it.
selling each picture is a different proposition and
You know how valuable the ideas that appear here
that they have something else to do after they have
are
to you. You know that when you are able to use
built a fine house to get steady patronage comthe plan of some other exhibitor that your business
ing to them.
is helped. And you know that when your business
They have found that the motion picture exhibiting
and the other fellows' and all the rest are helped you
business has become an Art with a very large capital
are going to get the cumulative benefit.
"A." And when we use the word Art it should not
So why not joint this forum?
be confused with the high brow, because there can be
This is your department and that of no other.
just as much art in presenting and exploiting a slapstick comedy as with a huge symphony orchestra.
THERE is not a week that passes that there does
And with Art comes Study — a study of your businot appear here some valuable article by a sucness. There is a tendency everywhere to putting
cessful exhibitor telling you of some of the things
every effort behind every picture to getting the most
he has done, how he has done them and what has
out of each one.
been the result.
"VI OW there can be no text book of motion pictures. The man who tries to sell you a handbook and then tell you that you have the knowledge
of the business or a particular branch of it is simply
handing you bunk. The only study that you can
make that is going to improve you is through the
current developments of the business.
Motion Picture News realized this when this department was started. It realized that if there could
be some forum established where the best work of
the most enterprising exhibitors could be reviewed,
intelligent and constructive criticism rendered and
where every idea that was published first met the test
of worth that a great deal would be established.
There was no plan that this should be set up as a
teacher for you from the wisdom of the employes of
the department, but that this real learning should
come from the successful experiences or the failures
of exhibitors everywhere. We have had scores of
letters telling us how valuable the department has
been, how this or that specific article or criticism
brought money into the box office.
XA7 E know that this department has done much
^ * and it has been largely on account of the splendid cooperation that has come from the exhibitors.
These men, perhaps, have become more and more
willing to contribute their experience because they
have seen that their worthwhile efforts are not going
to be set right against some piece of bunk offered
by an armchair showman representing a producer
who has something to sell.
Now the point that we want to make is that if this
department could print every worthwhile idea that
the exhibitors of the country use this would become
■■IB

For instance, in this issue there is an article by E.
O. Weinberg, manager of one of the most successful
neighborhood houses in the country. The question
of children's matinees is not a new one, but Mr.
Weinberg has some new angles on it. Possibly you
have found that such matinees have not been successes in your theatre, but possibly that has come
because you did not get the right appeal over. You
may find something in this article that will help you.
This reminds us that several months ago there
appeared here an article by George E. Carpenter,
manager of the Salt Lake City Paramount-Empress
theatre, in which he gave some valuable pointers of
these matinees. The value of it is shown, in that only
a few weeks ago it was reprinted in a producers'
house organ. And this is no criticism of that producer for he did the right thing to reproduce this
valuable article.
And incidentally the other day another trade paper
prints as an original idea a quotation from one of
the contributors to this department, word for word
the same matter that appeared here five months ago.
Dozens of other cases of the sort may be cited.
' But we are glad they do this. We know that this
is recognized as the DEPARTMENT OF THE EXHIBITOR, because we have proven that it is.
We believe that we have the confidence of all of
you. Now all that we ask is that you hesitate no
doing.
longer in telling us the good things that you are
AND DON'T FORGET
SERVICE, NO MATTER
COST

THAT ANY SORT OF
THE DEGREE, IS AL-

AVAILABLE TO ' YOU
ORWAYS
OBLIGATION.
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Strand
feature

Strand (j?omedu
The Love Stole

H. C. Younq, manager of the Strand theatre, Pittsfield, Mass., believes in collecting
material for future use. Here is how he employs some of it in his attractive lobby posters
Young

Gathers

Material

From

Every

Source

For the Proper Exploitation of His Pictures
one of them fail to send him the material
in Pittsfield, Mass., there is an exhibitor who believes in making just as he asks for and offer some excuse, but
he takes steps to see that the next time he
strong an appeal as possible in his exploitation, and though his city belongs in makes a request some attention is given
the smaller class there is nothing small
to it.
about the way that he goes after business.
However, he may take only an idea out
of one of these newspapers or News ad.
This man is H. C. Young, manager of the
Strand theatre.
displays andtothen
the rest 'of the
It was only a few months ago that Mr.
advertising
suit prepares
his own purposes.
Young took charge of the Strand, but he
But one of the principal things that he
had something definite in view before he has accomplished has been to get his local
assumed he responsibility. He had studied
newspaper interested in motion pictures.
the motion picture situation carefully and
The Berkshire Eagle is now cooperating
had decided exactly what he was going to dustry.
fully and the sheet is a credit to the indo. In fact his experiences up to date reminds us a great deal of the accounts given
Clever exploitation is carried out in the
in the Diary of a Successful Exhibitor,
lobby and here Mr. Young has his posters
which was published in this department.
specially prepared for him. These are on
One of the first things he did was to colored stock and in colors, the illustrachange the name of the house, because he
tions being either especially designed or
wanted to start fresh with the policies that
taken from photographs. Mr. Young is
fortunate in having the services of a clever
he had in view. The place was practically
made new and with this start he started
artist in doing this work, but if most exhibitors will look around their cities they
out to let the people know about the house.
can find someone who can do this sort of
He gave his earnest attention to advertising and it was through numerous letters
posters and get new attention to the theathat this bureau became acquainted with
tre. The posters are 18 by 36 and are
him. Mr. Young set out to get ideas. He
mounted in special glass frames that he has
mounted in the Strand lobby.
found out through these pages who were
Pittsfield is one of the cities that is
some of the leading advertisers of the
cursed with the evil of double feature bills,
country and proceeded to get newspapers
from these cities.
but it will be noted that in all of his adMr. Young watches carefully the adververtising Mr. Young picks one of the featising pages of the Motion Picture News
tures to play up and then incidentally menand when he sees a striking design there
tions the second. In other words, he does
he does not hesitate to adopt it. In several
not appeal to quantity, but to quality. For
instances he has been able to secure coinstance, he picked "The Accidental Honeyoperation from the distributors by getting
moon" as the one to feature and kept it
the originals or mats of plates so used
right up to date with the featuring of Capt.
where they are adaptable to printing on
" Bob " Warwick. There was a fanciful
newspaper stock. And he is getting his ments of Bluebirds.
illustration in colors for the center of this
accessories well lined up by keeping after
the exchanges. He is not satisfied to have
which was taken from one of the advertiseUP
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Exhibitor Finds Picture So
Shipped Saves Him

Money

ager of the Opera House,
a,
the
one ofmanCal., andIN,
• Mader
CHAM
H.
AC.
of the Pacific
live wires BERL
Coast, wants to know why exchanges
cannot send pictures to the exhibitors
by parcel post instead of using the
express. He finds that it saves him a
great deal of money. For instance,
ound package from SanssFrana ten-pcisco
costs 44 cents by expre and
only 14 cents by parcel post. These
are small amounts, yet they count in
the operation of a theatre in the
course of a year. Mr. Chamberlin
reports that he cannot induce some
of the exchanges to use the parcel
Exhibitors should awake to their
rights here. They should investigate
and if they can get their films in as
quick
time and at a lower rate they
post.
should not hesitate to demand that
policy. And if the exhibitor will sit
down and write to this department
it will at least be published here, so
that the exchange will be on record
and the home office is likely to want
to know what is the matter. We
wish as few troubles for the exhibitor as possible — but if you have
them let us know about them.
In the case of the Nazimova picture, he
featuredcount ofthe
Special and
Holiday
Bill " on
the "season
then every
bit acof
the
display
on
"
Eye
for
Eye
"
was
taken
from the Metro advertising, including the
picture of the star, and then the display
on the May Allison picture was lettered in,
the whole being mounted on a bluish backWe have seen a number of other speciground.
mens of these posters and in each case they
show that Mr. Young gathers his material
together carefully and makes use of all his
opportunities. If he sees something in the
News or in some of the publicity sent out
by the exchanges, in the regular paper or in
heralds — no matter where — he files this
away until he has occasion for its use. Mr.
Young is not one of the exhibitors who is
content to simply kick about the sort of
material that he gets from his exchanges,
although he naturally seeks to get the best
that is available. But he is never caught
in a hole, for he has his material on hand
and in the comparatively short time that he
has been conducting the Strand he has
learned just about what he may expect on
each brand of pictures and makes his
preparations accordingly.
We have been repeating for the past two
years here that every exhibitor should
have a filing system and that he should
accumulate there all possible material on
the exploitation of pictures and not be content with simply following the ideas of the
makers of the pictures. The number of
those who are following such suggestions
is increasing rapidly. It is simply a case
of failing to grasp your opportunities if
you fail to arm yourself for the sale of
the pictures to your patrons.
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By -Product
YOUR theatre has a by-product value !
Edwin O. Weinberg, manager of
the Elmwood Theatre at Buffalo — the
house that caters to absolutely the highest
class trade in the city with an eminent
degree of success — is the author of this
declaration.
Weinberg is a living receptacle for
quaint ideas that crystallize from drama
form into practical money-making pleasure-producing steps.
His theatre is not open afternoons except on Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
Naturally the big houses must play to
capacity and draw those crowds within a
few hours each evening.
This is where he has applied the byproduct plan that has been such a boon
to great corporations, making it possible
for them to clear running expenses
through a utilization of that which heretofore had been regarded waste.
Weinberg has infused the by-product
idea into the theatre. This is a resume of
his views on the subject and which WILL
be helpful to any manager who must make
his money in a few hours at night :
Children.*;' Matinee
" The childrens' matinee has been considered by hundreds of managers as a
waste of energy and money," said Weinberg. "All I can say is that he who
passes up the children's matinee opportunity is not alive to the present-day demands— to modern advertising possibilities
— to the magnitude of the theatre as a
by-product producer.
" When you utilize your theatres during
periods when it is not usually in operation
— and manage to make those periods a
paying proposition — that, I consider a
creation of by-product. You are capitalizing waste time.
" For one year I have made Saturday
childrens' matinees and often children's
midweek matinees — produce a good margin of profit, when the week's total was
summed up.
" Many managers will say : ' Bunk ! ' I
can appreciate their feeling in the matter
for that was my attitude for a long time.
Sentimental Advertising
" But time has changed. This is an age
of sentimental advertising. Nowadays
when a corporation advertises fire ex-

from

Your

" Welcome Home" display at
tinguishers it presents as an argument —
a selling-point — a magazine or newspaper
ad, showing how a man is saving his wife
and little brood from flames with the
patent extinguisher. The maker of automobile tire chains offers an ad showing
how a father is trying to brush out of
his mind an accident narrowly averted
by him and which might have killed a
small child through his not having tire
chains. The ad pictures him dreaming of
his own family in the same jeopardy.
" The insurance company pictures a
family destitute because father made no
insurance provision. The same sentimentalism has crept into motion picture
advertising
both by producer and exhibitor.
" And so on down along the line.
Americans today think more of the comfort, safety and amusement of their wives
and children than ever before. And the
motion picture exhibitor can capitalize it
through the holding of childrens' matinees
with an appeal toward the family sentimentalism.

Theatre

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
" The Elmwood last week Tuesday
after-school played to 1600 children and
several hundred grown-ups. That I consider a by-product. The attraction was a
Humpty-Dumpty circus played by Marionettes with comedy films topping-off the
bill. In other words, it was a modernized
Punch and Judy show with films additional. We turned them away. The
performance
at 4time
:30 o'clock,
school, and opened
ended in
so thatafter
the
evening meal was not interfered with.
" My advertising appeal was made to
fathers and mothers — that they allow their
children to enjoy a Punch and Judy show
with modern specialities. We pointed out
what a bright spot it was in their lives
when they saw years ago their first Punch
and Judy show.
" Children never have been given such
attention by parents as they get in this
age. Naturally fathers after reading our
ads suggested to mothers that they take
the kids around to the Elmwood. And
(Continued on page 2118)

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
K. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres,
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Lowell
Orleans.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Edw. L. Hj man, Film Director, U. S. Liberty Theatres, New York.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
F.
Loew's Standard
Stillman theatre,
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs.Mandlebaum,
Joseph Grossman,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
.Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George
Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Sam XV.E.B.Carpenter,
Cohn, Spokane.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
XV. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL
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THIS quarter of a page display is excellent work for a theatre in a city where
you can get good cuts made and where
you can get good printing in the newspapers.
It comes from the Alhambra theatre, Los
Angeles. With one exception this is all
plate stuff, but there is a welcome and effective relief with the mortise in the upper left hand corner and the type matter

and

Ours*

type of a display, but we do believe that
the Alhambra selling argument is the better of the two because it appeals to the
woman element with the winning of the
woman and losing her, etc., and to the men
because it suggests action.
tency.
Best jewel for you to wear is consis-

do not like to see the superlative
used in motion picture advertising — •
as you well know, if you have been following this department, and so we will resist
the temptation to use it ourselves in this
case. But that does not prevent us from
saying that we have never seen better advertising, so far as getting the attention,
than this full page display from the Modern
theatre, Providence, R. I.
This splendid picture of Mme. Nazimova
has been used to the very best advantage,
and it is so appealing that it is going to
cause everyone to stop and read all that
is said about her. There is just one improvement that we would suggest and that
is the omission of the " cap " line " Is at
her best" under the title of the picture. It
is slightly jarring in appearance there and
WE

which gives the selling argument for the
production : " This man in the open knows
how it feels to live a brother to the grizzly
in the wilds of the Northwest. He falls
in love with a beautiful girl — marries her;
loses her — and fights for' her; loses her
again and, at last — but see for yourself."
The remainder of the display is devoted
to a Couple of scenes from the production,
one showing Farnum alone and the other
with the girl, the title of the picture, the
name of the theatre, the date, the prices
and the fact that the story is taken from
" Roger Pocock's greatest romance." And
we say, it -is mighty good as it stands, but
bad printing here would result in a terrible
mess.
An entirely, different angle on the same
picture is taken by the Princess theatre,
Milwaukee, in a six inch, four column display. Here there is an attractive cut of
the star used as the attention-getter and
then there are two questions asked : Does
a hasty marriage1 turn out well ? and
Should a .wife sacrifice a glorious career
for the sake of her husband? On the
opposite side of the question mark there
is the statement that this is z. stronger pic| ture than " The Light of the Western
Stars,", .the previous Farnum production.
This is manifestly the curiosity arousing
iPRINCESS

i

is unnecessary because there is a better
sales argument in the matter that follows
and which tells something of the role in
which she is seen. We would have much
rather have devoted that much room to
space between the name of the star and
the title of the picture.
We are glad to see that the Modern is
becoming converted to advertising one feature alone predominantly — for Providence
is one of the cities where the double bill
is still the fashion.

DUST1N FARNUM
A MAN IN THE OPEN

Exaggerated advertising is comparable
to the merchant who puts a silk dress on
display in the window and then only has
calico to offer you inside.

A plfcy with lh« itott
astounding,
most hur".o
ux erer portr»ytd

fiUge OFor Bcrwo'
ANOTHER WONDER PICTURE IN tHZ C7CLE
Productions
D. W. GRIFFITH'S
"A ROMANCEA Page of
From HAPPY
the Book of ZJdt VALLEY"
With a breath -etehirg, tool stirring climax that only the pain of a Griffith
could concave- Leaves yon puping and delighted'
CriffitltVari
"A »« £H.<1"*nt*fl
uwtfuiift-aiijl (n- *l*>t»- m *"i
lit "AIlicRanRMT
«4 '1*1'!"
vrTir.*
w»q. MUl
iif lAui .
nllif&iufhbHd
nwl ■in] bfipr an-ljH4»»■•r..tL".m-i■ Imlhhi
III!IIUTriltxh
31*1 ill -|l I" J* gl A1;.! 11I>
nwairlb|inrralkr~k»
tA l-uit.li i in- i-flWI». but n b> -I;
i with
» Xtmlthrill
li.i.i.lfv |m.|i!i(lie«|"'
r lliiilin.rlr.iyn)
lunv Huiilr
itiimili hwadfT i.r it..- .it.* • .I.

D. NV
GRIFFITH
Hut*
PalheardNewsJ'ff1
C:''.fromard1 till25c U
Concert 10cO-eheslra
Pnc*»—
JUsft-Wednesday ?nd Thursday — MABEL NORMA*.

DOWN
couple inofJackson,
theatresMiss.,
underthere
the are
samea
management that are following just about
our ideals of the correct advertising policy
for a small city. These are the Majestic
and Istrione theatres, located in a city with
a census population of 27,000, half of
whom are negroes and not admitted to the
motion picture houses.
In the first place with the exception of
a few week days displays these houses keep
away from the syndicate idea. The displays of the two theatres are separate and
generous, and the result is that they both
get good positions, especially in the Sunday issues where the larger space is used.
Still another commendable thing is that
they place the emphasis on the first attraction of the week (there are no Sunday
showings). This is true though the Istrione usually runs a picture only for a day
and the Majestic for two days.
Evidently the advertising manager of
these houses studies carefully the matter
that he can get from the producers and
this is used liberally, line cuts predominating. The theatres are able to get excellent
cooperation from the papers and the half
tones are used in the text columns so that
the houses have a double appeal. But this
press book matter is switched around so
as to get the proper local appeal.
Now in the eleven inch three column
display on " Happy Valley," the selling
argument is largely taken from the press
book, but instead of referring merely to
Kentucky this is made a "story of the plain
people
Southland,"
certainly
brings of
it the
closer
home to which
the people
of
Istrione uses ten inches double and here
Jackson.
a mat furnished by the producers has been
effectively used. We would have brought
out a little stronger here that the story was
by Booth Tarkington, but the designer has
overlooked a bet and has let the name of
the author go by in the small script as
prepared by the producer. You will note
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jCtiseTVires
areUoinq^
attention and then to have left the rest to
the printer. This is certainly a case where
a few inches more of space would have
Three Hairs ! I'm a Man
brought greater attention.
In the first place, the name, Mrs. Charlie Chaplin, should have been brought out
at least four times as strong, and the title
of the picture should have been played up
better instead of using the open-faced
type. There is a good line in " The girl
who cornered the laff market," and we
would have pushed the cut to one side and
have used that line alongside.
There is another clever selling point in
the use of Chaplin's feet, but this is so
mixed up with' the selling argument on
the picture that it does not attract attention. While we are generally opposed to
If you re a ma.i yon know what those three
boxes, this is a case of matter which should
hairs meant. If you're not of that sex, see and try
to imagine
exalted
feelings at the
giiiiiiiiininiiraii iiiiimiiu niiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiBiiiiii
sight
of thosethisthreeyouth's
precious
stragglersTonight and Thursday
Jesse L.Laslcy />^,na
7 and 8 30
JackBckford
1 The Girl that Cornered the Laff Market
I MRS.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
GENT
j • RE[MILDRED
HARRI SJ-r n
§ LOJS WEBER'S tantalizing photodrama lor- the whole family
"seventeen"
^ CpammountCpicUir&
Siory ty BooJ.h Tdrhantjlcm Dir^f;i fcy Robert Vc^tioLi,
BootlTTarkington's epic of adolescent youth is replete withcountry
incidentsby like
That'syearsthe ago.
reasonYouit
look the
stormthis.a few
can't afford to miss "Seventeen."
MONDAY ONLY
ISTRIONE
NEW ISTRIONE ORCHESTRA
ADMISSIONS knd 15c
Tuesday — Mae Allison in 'Peggy Does Her Derndest'
Wednesday— —Gladys
DorothyBrockvrell
Gish in in"The Hope Chest''
Thursday
Forbidden
Friday and Saturday— Elsie "The
Ferguson
in Room'.'
''The Marriage Price"

that there is just a line devoted to each of
the other pictures for the week. The theatre does liberal daily advertising and will
sell these pictures -when it gets to them.
That's the right idea.
Misery may love company — but not intelligence, enterprise and advertising.
THERE is some mighty good stuff in
in this eleven-inch, triple-column advertisement of the Regent theatre, Cedar
Falls, Iowa, but the typing could not have
been much poorer and the result is that
one has to look for the punch. The designer seems to have depended entirely on
the picture of Mildred Harris to get the

REGENT
Tonite & Thursday. February 19 and 20
The Giri That Cornered The Laff Market
MILDRED HARRIS
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
LOIS WEBER'S TANTALIZING PHOTCORAMA FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

,,
)NLY
HUSB
TOR
A Big Dramatic
Treat^DS^
for the Whole
Family.

=
as delectable
a wink" photodramatie feast
H
Bring your wife tothruthe"Asinmosthertantalizing
delightful,
=
life — newtwists,
plot, newdaringly
ideas,French!
new Bettings,
= shesubtleeverwiththrilled
humor, foil 9f sensational
Arid
= It's
whentooyougoodandtoshe3poil!
send your friend's don't tell them the ending!
=
=
Think
of
having
the
world's
highest
salaried
comediAn
smile
at
you
==1 across
the table
365 mornings
out of the year!BK-fW
That's mthethelucky
fate
Hams,for who
led r.
the funniest
universe.
toof theMildred
alta
t^if^^
L
S
ALSO SHOWING MR. CHARLES CHAPLIN IN

^
^S
E==
|1=
2=2=

I
"A HOTEL
MIXU P." I
=
—
Mliniliilllllillllhillllllllllllllllllllll^
have either heen separated by the use of
a box or brought right up under the name,
Mrs. Charlie Chaplin. It reads : " Think of
having the world's highest comedian smile
at you across the table for 365 mornings
out of the year. That is the lucky fate of
Mildred Harris, who led the funniest
(then the reproduction of the Chaplin
the altar."
feet)
The tosame
theatre has done
in this display which appeared
we presume
lege Eye,
lication ofwhich
some local
school,

much better
in The Colis the pubbut still the

pin is not what it should be.
Keep the latchstring of welcome out and
let advertising tell where the door is.

HERE is a mighty clever idea fo rthe exHumanity
loitation of"The erHeart
if your local pnewspap
willoflet
you '-'
get
away with it. In this case it was put over
by the Gaiety theatre,' Springfield, 111., by

stir™, ioojv GAIETY
THE PICTURE THAT WILL LIVE FOREVER 1
DOROTHY
PHILLIPS
UD 111 Ul-SUR US! f The HEART \
\ HIJMANITY S.
"FATTY"
ARBUCKLE
"LOVE"

using a half page advertising display. You
will note that through having the two cuts
made in the shape of a heart, this gives
over the full page effect to the picture
and much more strikingly than would have
been the case with a page ad. The week
before the opening of the picture the
Gaiety also used a total of half a page,
half of that being devoted to " The Heart
of Humanity" and in that issue it had
another one of the heart-shaped cuts.
The heart effect is well carried out in
the border of the display and in the center.
We are generally opposed to the box effects
in advertising, but here it has been well
done, each referring to some different
The advertiseentertainment.
phase ofmentthe
deserves
commendation because it
gives the big outlines of the picture and
it shows the right sense of values on the
prices, hours of presentation and the
opinions of the New York papers.

Lots of people conduct their business on
the principle of the old-time housewife who
kept the blinds carefully closed on the
front room unless " company " was there.
SPRING

IS

HERE

Let's Get the Right Sort of
"Fever" With It
wn
to come along the there
well's-kno
likely
, and
SPRING is here
that'
Buton pic-s
r with
ng ase
Fevethat
aSpri
dise
theit.moti
ture wants to avoid this year. From
all sections there comes good news,
and it is up to the exhibitor to get
out and try to do more for himself
and his fellows.
It ought to be idea time for most
of you. Time to think of things that
you can do to improve your theatre
and better your
and pres-of
entations. advertising
And for the benefit
others we are mighty anxious to record here the things that you do do.
And if there is anything that we
can
do toBureau
help — well,
the Exhibitors'
Service
has been
inoculated
against the Spring Fever.
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ALTHOUGH there is at times plenty of laughs and heart appeal in ' The
Girl Who Stayed at Home " at the Strand theatre this week, the feature
attractions at the New York houses belong rather to the tenser class
of offerings.
At the Rialto the feature is Pauline Frederick in " The Woman on the
Index," a story with a crook setting and a very Strang drama. To offset this
there is a Mack Sennett comedy, some more comedy thrown into the magazine
and one of the quartet numbers is humorous, with most of the music of the
lighter quality.
In addition to the latest D. W. Griffith picture the Strand is also showing
the Sennett comedy, " Reilly's Wash Day." in which the various animals of the
studio play a considerable part in the fun making. There is also a cartoon
comedy included in the Strand Topical and, as has been observed, there are
quite a few laughs in the feature, accentuated by the way that it is staged.
William S. Hart is appearing at the Rivoli in " The Poppy Girl's Husband,"
a very serious drama, and this is lightened by including a " Judge Rumhouser "
cartoon in the Pictorial and with a Harold Lloyd comedy, " A Sammy in
Siberia," as the final comedy.
Broadway featured the homecomng of the boys of the Twenty-seventh
Division all the week. Mr. Kashin has a specially prepared feature which
gives the story of the former guardsmen from the time they started to camp up
to the present moment. This was started in at the regular Sunday opening
and after the parade pictures of that were included. Pictures of the parade
were used at all of the Broadway houses immediately after it was over.
Rupert Julian in " The Fire Flingers " is the Broadway feature.
Strand

cffi&a£r&

MANAGING DIRECTOR JOSEPH L.
PLUNKETT is getting some mighty
striking effects this week with his presentation of the latest Griffith picture, " The
Girl Who Stayed at Home."
The battle
effects are strikingly reproduced and the
phonograph is used in a manner that delights the audience. Of course the use of
:J;he phonograph during a presentation is not
ra #<gyelty, but in this case it has been done
-with .-a. nicety that the audiences appreciate.
The 'lighter element dominates the bill at
•^the Strand for though there is plenty of
.-act.ip.n :an4 lat§ of tense scenes in the
/(SSSWfg ttlg humof slands out all the more
of the
Vy contrast and then there is one
Mack Sennett comedies, with the lighter
and more tuneful offerings running through
Because of the
the musical selections.
or
length of the feature the usual scenic and
educational picture is omitted this week
there is one double' vocal number.
"Dance of the Hours" from "La
Gioconda " is the tuneful overture and this
is played with the lights all in gold. This
is a selection that calls for the finer use
of the various instruments, with little of it
on the brasses, but the reeds and strings
dominating. At the performance we heard
it played the overture got an unusual hand.
Strand Topical opens with Universal
pictures of London's welCurrentcome toEvents
the Scots Guards returning from
the battlefields of Europe where they have
been since the start of the war. The king
and queen are shown reviewing the troops
and the royal personages and the British
soldiers get as much applause as if they
were Americans. " London Scottish " is the

most appropriat e music which is played
here. Then come Pathe pictures of the
American battleship fleet at Guantanamo.
the pictures this week being devoted to
showing airships flying from a platform on
the big guns of the battleships and how
these machines were used to hunt out
the U-boats. " Buffalo News March "
accompanies.
There is a dash of humor brought in with
Current Events pictures of delivering milk
in Key West. Here the cows are driven
in front of the residences and the householder buys the amount she wants straight
from the course of supply. " In the
Meadows " is played with these. Then
comes some striking pictures from Pathe,
showing scenes in Germany after the
armistice. First we see the propagandists
at work and making speeches and then
actual warfare among the Germans come
and we see machine guns commanding the
streets and then the kaiser's palace riddled
with machine gun fire. " Gethsemane Commadery March " is the music. Following
these are Current Events pictures of the
wedding of Princess Pat. Again from the
volume of applause one would think that
American nobles were being greeted and
the soldier escort draws forth new enthusiasm. Excerpts from the magnificent " Pomp
and Circumstance " add greatly to the
effect.
Then there comes a novelty from Paramount Pictograph with " Out of the Ink
Bottle." These are pen drawings by Maz
Fleischer. First we see the artist seated at
his desk and then he draws the head and
upper half of the body of a clown and
then on another portion the lower half.
The two parts of the body do a dance
before they unite. The clown gets a black
eye but the artist repairs this and then

t2ie
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restores his hat, the views on the screen
alternating between the antics of the mannikin and the sight of the artist drawing.
Toward the end there is a clever effect as
the artist tickles the clown with the pen.
Finally he throws water over the paper
and the mannikin fades away. " Melody
Caprice " was used here. As we saw the
presentation on Sunday a specially made
" Welcome Home " Cartoon for the boys
of the Twenty-Seventh Division was used
to
the week
music motion
of " DeMlay
later
in the
picturesTrio,"
of thebutparade
itself were included.
Malcolm McEachern, a basso with an
unusually good voice then sings a double
number, " The Floral Dance " and " Mary
of Argyle." The stage is in red and the
spot on the singer for this number.
Then comes the feature which is
screened to the music of " A Little Song "
until we have a view of the old Confederate soldier and here " Carry Me Back to
Old Virginny " is played, changing with the
title " With the passing of a generation " to
" Valley of the Poppies." For the first of
the
we have
" L'Automme
when love
the scenes
Frenchman
is claiming
the girl"
and later in the evening with the American's appearance " My Paradise " is played
and then with the title " A short time later "
there
another switch
to "departure
Adieu." of the
Thisis continues
until the
Americans. Then the organ takes up the
music for five minutes coming back with
" Now comes the day " and we have the
calls on mited trumpets and then " French
National Defile," played pp until the scene
shifts to Germany where " Mother's Blessing" is used for the scene between the old
woman and her democratic son. Then we
have another change to " Faithfulness "
with the
the war.
title announcing America's entry
into
" Cutie Beautiful," the cabaret dancer, is
introduced to the tune of " Laughing Eyes."
certainly- most appropriate fo the action of
the picture and then when we see her trying the newest dance record we have the
effect on the phonograph with the orchestra
tacit. After the maid stops the machine we
have " Sieste " and then with the title " The
bright lights " there is accentuated humor
with
the playing
" Rockin'
This continues
untilof the
dance istheoverBoat,"
and
here again the organ takes over the music
for ten minutes, or until the scenes where
Shipbuilder Grey is trying to get exemption
for his younger son and then the orchestra
comes back with " Military Tactics." When
we see the result that military training has
produced on the youth " I Hate to Get Up
in
Morningdinner
" is played.
Then we
thethefarewell
of the soldier
and have
the
girl and here the music is " Legend of the
Rose " until the boy places the ring on her
finger and then Grieg's " A Dream " is
played. With the change of scene " Chant
Elegigue " is used and then with the view
of
the marching soldiers we have the
drums.
For another interval of ten minutes the
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orchestra carries the music and then as the
auto is seen leaving the chateau we have
the stirring " Battle of Ypres " changing to
Yelva " as we see the little American
company still resisting. There we have a
change back to " Cutie Beautiful " and the
phonograph is once more introduced, this
time playing McCormack's rendition of
" When You Come Back." This scene
fades out into battle stuff and we have
" Le Roidy " played as Blossom sitting
down by the dying German when we have
" Heart Wounds " to the battle scenes
where we get the effects. This continues
until the old Confederate shakes hand with
the American and drums are used to action
here and then with the scene of his looking
on the Confederate flag and saluting the
emblem of the united nation we have
" Yankee Doodle " played up.
Then with a change of scenes we have
" None but the Weary Heart " and then the
orchestra is tacit again as the phonograph
is used. But the lovers are too busy with
their kisses to note when the number is finished and we have the effect of the needle
running around, continuing until the scene
of the old folks and then the orchestra
lakes up it"When
You Come Back" and
continues
to the end.
Then comes the screamingly funny Mack
Sennett comedy, " Reilly's Wash Day."
The famous Sennett cat and dog are introduced, the cat getting many of the laughs.
Then the goat and the clever baby have
their share of the fun. There is a succession of laughs during the scenes that show
the improvised and dog operated merry-goround. The music for this order is : " You
Keep Sending Them Over," " Rastus," " Oh
Lady, Lady " and then at the title " Uptown " the organ takes the music for five
minutes, the orchestra coming back with
" Tres Bien," " Have a Smile " and " Don't
Cry, Frenchy."
Rogers' " March in E Flat " is the organ
solo.

T-1 HERE is a mighty clever musical arA rangement of the score for the Robert
Bruce scenic, " An Essay of the Hills," at
the Rialto this week. Dr. Riesenfeld believes in paying just as much attention, if
iot a little bit more, to the arrangement of
the score for the short subjects, and this
makes them all the more effective. And
here it is one of those simple " little things "
that sends the audience away from the theatre more than ever " solid " on the house.
Now this picture opens with a fine view
of a mountain stream with falls in the background, and then we are alternated with
view showng " The law of rest " and others
showing " The law of motion." For the
first rest scene we have the snowclad mountains and a placid lake, and then for the motion we are shown- the sea breaking on a
rocky coast. Then we are shown a lazy
spot with nature at rest, and in contrast a
" mental tonic " with rapids and falls. Other

Stage set and performers at the New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, used by Manager William M. Vance in presenting " Infatuation," with Gaby Deslys. During the showing of
"Infatuation," the projection machine ivas stopped, the picture screen was raised, footlights flashed on the two principals, and a chorus of ten dancers performed the "Infatuation ballet." Dancing of the ballet occupied less than five minutes at each showing of the
picture. Manager Vance reaped a harvest as a result of his enterprise
scenes show panoramas of the mountains,
little rivers cutting their way through the
rock, then swelling into torrents, with the
noisy falls, the contrast kept up.
Now for the music. " Woodland Echoes "
is the first selection, and then " Siegfried "
follows through. The orchestra carries the
greater part of the music, but with the
scene showing the angry sea we have the
organ carrying the music and the effects
brought in with each one of the turbulent
scenes.
sees the
at apicture.
glance the "pep"
that this One
puts into
With the final movement from " Scheherazade "there is a brilliant overture number.
At the start all the lights go into red with
the orchestra bathed in that color before
the leader appears. It opens with a violin
solo and then a touch of the harp, then the
horns coming in and then the violins, the
lights coming up to gold as the selection is
about one-quarter ended. Near the end
comes a burst from the organ, then softens
down to the violins, with the lights going
down gradually into blue and the music back
to the violins and harp until we have only
the concertmaster playing. Then the other
strings come in, with the violin still dominant, and there is a brilliant burst at the
end that gets a world of applause.
Then comes the Bruce scenic, and this is
followed by the Rialto Male Quartette singing "The Lost Chord." They render this
from the steps at the left of the stage, two
of them standing and two seated, with a
spot on them from the right. Organ and
'cello accompany.

Rialto Magazine opens with Kinogram
views of the final review of the Italian marines, for which " Florentine March " is
used. Then come pictures from Belfast,
Me., showing a big schooner launching itself hours ahead of time, and here " Humoresque No. 2 " is employed. Then there
follow the Pathe Guantanamo pictures with
" Cradle of Liberty " used until the aeroplane is seen in tlje air and then the orchestra fades out into effects, which are
done with all the cleverness of Production
Manager Joe LaRose. These continue
through Universal Current Events pictures
of testing an airship at Rockaway for the
trans-Atlantic flight.
Kinograms then shows us pictures of
feeding the forests to the paper mills, and
there are some interesting views of timbercutting
with " A Events
Dutch pictures
Wiind Mill."
follow Current
of theThere
milk
deliver}' at Key West to the tune of " In
Holland," the orchestra dimming down into
effects with the title, "No bottling expenses."
Then there breaks in a strong comedy element with Mutt
Jeff in
" A funny
Cow's
Husband."
There and
are some
mighty
situations that come through Mutt's acting
as a cow and the troubles that he has certainly are a plenty. The orchestra has a
good time with the effects here and the selections that follow one another through
are
"
Wyoming
Days," " Kinkies " and
" Hunkatin."
Now there follows a portion of one of the
Photoplay Magazine studios of film stars at
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Aiding the cause of the Salvation Army in the raising of funds for further relief work among the soldiers, and at the same time
adding an attractive feature to his program, was done by Sid Grauman this week when he presented a musical sketch requiring forty
people and running twenty minutes. In the center of the sixty-foot Grauman stage was built the interior of a Salvation Army headquarters supposedly in France, and on each side were shown the entrances to this somewhere near the camps now on the western front.
The act consisted of Jlt£ entrance of the Salvation Army workers accompanied by soldiers and the program given included several song
numbers by soloists, trios and quartets, some clever jig dancing and choruses. The act was roundly applauded, and it was made decidedly attractive by pretty lighting effects.
four wandering musicians who meet on the the manner in which they come up the Calplay.
We say
" a issue
portionfor" this
because
ifornia rivers to spawn and then how they
is
so much
of the
week there
that
road and form a combination, the songs
half of this is used at the Rialto and the
telling iheir trouble. This is so acted
are captnred by the U. S. fisheries emthrough that it gets lots of laughs and
other half at the Rivoli, giving the patrons
ployees, the eggs taken from them and
then the various processes of raising the
of both houses view of the famed of the hearty applause at the end.
fish. There is a good laugh at the end as
Then comes the Mack Sennett comedy,
screen away from their work. First we
a fisherman is shown catching one of them
have J. Warren Kerrigan calling at the " Reilly's Wash Day." Fourteen different
and then the fish getting away.
selections are used for this and the effects
office of Photoplay to see Julian Johnson,
Now there is a clever combination used
the editor, and then William Russell with
are kept up by the orchestra almost continnext. First we have Gaumont pictures of
ually. Selections in the order they are
Yen, his Chinese servant. When Russell
Princess Pat at the farewell review of her
asks Yen whether he, the Chinaman, wants
played are : " At the Jazz Band Ball,"
regiment. These Canadian soldiers get a
to appear in his next picture there is an ex"Everybody Works But Father" (which
world of applause as the orchestra plays
is used when Murray is first shown and
plosive Chinese title and the orchestra dims
down from " Dream Kisses " into Chinese
" Land of the Maple Leaf " with full effect.
a big laugh), "Keep Moving," "When
Linked right up with these are Universal
effects. Then come Gaumont pictures of gets
the Kaiser Does the Goose Step," " Pepper
decorations for the marines, followed by Pot," " Baby Doll," " After the Ball," " A Current Events pictures of the marriage of
Kinogram pictures showing Capt. Herbert
the Princess, and here we have " Loyal
Wild Jazz Knight," " Rainy Day Blues,"
Hall being decorated at Fort Totten.
Hearts," which is counterpointed with
" I've a Shooting Box in Scotland," " Min" God Save the King " played. We have
" Thunder and Cannons " is used for this
nehaha," Full
"
of Dash," " More Candy,"
seen lots of scenes of enthusiasm over news
with telling effect, and then at the end
and " The Vixen."
One thing that especially commends itself events, but few greater than this demoncomes an appeal for the Old Clothes Week
stration, the British soldiers getting an
about the bill is the way that the tenseness
with
"
Rose
of
No
Man's
Land
"
played
by
the full orchestra.
has been set against comedy and melody so
especially big reception. For the shot of
that the impression is almost left at the end
Practically all of the music for the feathem the air changes to " Tommy Atkins."
that
one has seen an all-comedy bill, though
Unquestionably the music is largely responture, Pauline Frederick in " The Woman
sible for this reception of the pictures.
the
feature
stands
out
fresh
in
the
recollecon the Index," consists of the Rialto and
Kinograms shows us pictures of the flood
Rivoli numbered selections. This is an in- tion.
at Des Plaines, 111., and there is a touch of
tensely dramatic picture and therefore the
comedy with the kids in all sorts of
lighter selections are not allowed to enter.
" boats " and one riding through the water
The music is also largely carried on the
on a bicycle. The organ carries the music
organ because of the demand on the services of the orchestra for the remainder of
of the longest Rivoli Pic- for this. Then Gaumont brings pictures of
T 'HERE istorialsone
that we have ever known shown
armored craft passing through Paris for
the program. " Chant Elegique " is played
at the Rivoli this week ; but at the same
use on
Rhine and
" Celtic
at the screening and then goes into " Hezetime it is one of the most interesting that
No.
1 istheplayed.
Thenhere
comes
one Suite
of the"
kiah," and then into the numbered offerings.
the
house
has
ever
had
because
there
is
so
At the title near the end where one of the
" Films of Business " pictures," this being
Secret Service men tells Sylvia that he has
much variety in it, ranging from scenic pic- " The Story of Ink." There is a little
tures to comedy, with the news events fill- negress for the title and then the picture
enjoyed being her butler, we have " I Love
goes into the discovenr, laboratory procThee " used to the end.
ing
in.
esses and through the bottling and packing
There is an introduction on the brasses
" First Hungarian Rhapsody " is the overture,
and
this
is
played
with
the
lights
all
operations.
" Funeral Alarch " is used at
for " The Musical Trust," which is sung
gold and then the Pictorial starts, opening
the
start
and
" Forest ofWhispers."
by the Rialto Quartet,' their second appearThere comes then
a hishrlieht
comedv with
ance on the same bills. This is a story of with a Prizma picture of trout. These show
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one of the " Silk Hat Harry Stock Company" cartoons. This one being "Snappy
Cheese." Judge Rumhauser has received
a note from the Black Hand that a bomb
is on the way, and so he gets a substitute,
Silk Hat Harry, to act as the judge. There
are laugh-provoking sneezes from the orchestra as the judge takes the snuff to
" make him ill." Whistle effects are used
for the clothes changing scenes. Then the
courtroom and the first prisoner is brought
in, who is equipped with some very active
Limberger cheese, which does the
" Hoochie " and all sorts of dances to the
edification of the audience. Finally, as
it is thrown out of the courtroom into
Rummy's office it proves a bomb and explodes. Porcupine
"
Patrol," " It's a Pippin," and " Ching Chong " are the musical
offerings.
Then come Intimate Studies of Screen
Stars, and we are shown Dustin Farnum in
his racing boat introducing " the newest
thing in motion pictures — the gasoline fadeout," where his boat is enveloped in smoke.
Then " in a desolate flat on Riverside Drive
Mae Marsh comes home from the factory
where she slaves for $2,000 a week," to her
family, and there are views of the Marshes,
big and little, with Mae playing with her
little nephew. " Jeannette " is used for
these pictures. " Southern March " is
played for. Gaumont views of the Mardi
Gras celebration at Galveston, and from
the same source come views of naval scouts
getting their first training at San Francisco,
with " Boy Scouts " the music. There is a
punchy finale with Gaumont pictures of the
" Dixie " leaving Ponta Delgada in the
Azores after two years' service and sailing
for home. " The Navy Will Bring Them .
Back " is played once through to the finish.
There is an artistic dance then arranged
by Adolph Bohm with a scenic setting by
John Wenger and executed to music written by Victor Herbert. Alexander Umansky and three girls in very filmy attire are
the performers of this " Silhouette Dance."
At the start of the music the lights go up
to gold and then fade away before the
curtains part until the house is completely
dark except for the exit lights and a little
light in the orchestra. The background
consists of a fanciful vine sort of setting
with a statue at the left of the stage. The
smallest of the dancers has one of the Pipes
of Pan and another carries a wreath which
she places on the head of the statue and another brings flowers for the base. Then
the statue comes to life and -there is a wild
dance with finally the figure going back
into the statue at the end. A dull gray
background for the stage helps to carry out
the silhouette idea of the number.
Then comes the feature, William S. Hart
in " The Poppy Girl." This is one of the
more serious pictures and there is a lot of
melodious music used to soften it. The
first scenes are in prison and " Massougshiana " is played at the screening and
then with the title, " Milestones of memory," the music changes to " Gold and Silver." Then one of the two themes is brought
in with the first view of " The poppy
girl," but this does not run entirely through

Victory display used at Broadway toseventh
exploit Division
pictures showing the career of the Twentythe picture, because of the story where
Dutton learns that his wife has been faithless, it ends. It is Huerter's " Melody,"
and is played several times during the first
part of the picture. When Dutton tells the
girl goodbye it is played as a cello solo,
again when he is told that he is to be paroled and the last time when he tells of
knowing that she is waiting for him.
With the introduction of the child
Wieniawsky's " Romance " is played and
this is followed through with Nevin's
" Lullaby," which becomes the theme for
the child. Friml's " Romance " and " Berceuse " are some of the other numbers
that are used effectively.
from " The number
Pink Lady
are
theSelections
second orchestral
and " then
comes the comedy, Harold Lloyd in
" Sammy in Siberia." There is a lot of
clever stuff here at the expense of the
Bolsheviki. We are introduced to " Private Smith from Florida " and others from
various sections of the country who are
having a terrible time in the cold, but the
private from Chicago, Lloyd, is- seen asleep
in the snow and enjoying himself. There
is a funny scene when Lloyd takes a swig
of vodka and throws a fit. Music for this
is " Glory of Russia," " Russian Rag,"
" Dough Boy," " Ghost Dance," " Sinbad "
and " For Your Boy and My Boy."
Francis Fetis's " March in G " is the final
organ solo.
c7 fiQ Tdroddway

MANAGING Director Maurice A.
Kashin, of the Broadway theatre, was
the only one to devote this week to celebrating the homecoming of the boys of the
Twenty-seventh Division, the biggest occasion that New York has ever known. Of
course all of the theatres included pictures
of the parade immediately after it was
over, but from the start of his Sunday
opening Mr. Kashin featured the homecoming and made this the dominant thing

in his newspaper advertising and in his
lobby display.
Ambrose, rendered
Tjomas's overture.
"Raymond" This
is theis
brilliantly
played with the amber flood on the orchestra and the red lights upon the cvclorama scene of the city with all of the house
lights dark.
Immediately after this comes the " Welcome Home." This picture has been made
up of news weekly scenes taken at various
times, but they have been so cleverly
worked together that they make a real feature, especially
Yorka high
wherepitch
the over
enthusiasm has beenNew
at such
the accomplishments of their former national guardsmen. At the screening we
have Sousa's " Bullets and Bayonets " and
then with a title " Here is the Story " we
get " Smile." As they start off to Spartanburg, S. C, for training we have
" K-K-Katy " and then " Der Vampyr."
" A Cheery Smile " is used for the pictures
of Gen. Ryan and then when some of the
boys are shown on a furlough we have
" Oh Frenchy " and then with the title
"The big bosses" "Our Starry Flag" is
used. The titles are all cleverly arranged
here and there is no use of describing them
since the pictures would have to be seen to
get their effectiveness. But with the next
one " They told us " we get O'Hare's
" Military Scene " and then with the boys
chasing the Germans we have " Goodby
Alexander." With the news of the war
over came " You're a Grand Old Flag,"
then " Songs of a Nation," with the title
" Home Again " and finally " The Stars and
Stripes Forever." Of course after the
parade the pictures of it were included in
this story so that it makes it complete.
There is an impressive effect used with
the scenes depicting the homecoming. A
woman singer in one of the boxes begins
to sing "Home Sweet Home" and the impression left is that this is a voluntary tribute and it is not until she has gotten well
into the selection when the spot is thrown
on her. There is a burst of appreciation at
the end of the song that is far more spon(Continued on page 2118)
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At left staqc setting used by the Liberty theatre, Youngstown, with the showing of " Cannibals of the South Seas," and at left drop
with " Under Four Flags"
his house. As a matter of fact within a
couple of weeks the Liberty was really
Youngstown Theatre's Anniversary Proved That
one of the institutions of the city.
We believe that we are going to hear
Best Pays Even Outside of the Very Largest Cities
a whole lot more from Mr. Deibel and
It
occupies
one
of
the
principal
corners
of
with
there
is
who
THAT the manager
the Liberty, for the manager and the
the brains and the enterprise can
the city and seats 1,800, a thousand "of house are both surrounded with the spirit
them on the lower floor. Every comfort
make mighty good both artistically and
of doing more and more in the presentais provided.
financially outside of the biggest cities has
tion of pictures.
Besides the $20,000 pipe organ there is
been shown again. This time it is the case
The
Liberty has just celebrated its
an
orchestra
of
twelve
pieces
and
special
of C. W. Diebel, promoter and manager
birthday
and is starting on its second
attention given to the musical portions
of the new Liberty theatre, Youngstown,
year of big things.
of the program and to the interpretation
O. For not only is the Liberty one of the
of the pictures. The complete lighting
handsomest in the country, but it is consystem enables the management to get all
ducted on the same plane as the biggest
of the color effects. Then there is a Spotlights on Girl Ushers Help
houses in the great centers, with the result
splendid stage arrangements that permits
Advertise Theatre
that the pictures are not only presented
special settings and tableau and these have
with the proper music, but there are speA more than worth-while scheme has
been in vogue since the opening week.
cial stage settings used and every detail
been adopted by Sid Grauman, and is now
There is one large central opening where
for each show carefully planned.
the displays are made and on either side in use at the Grauman theatre, Los Angeles,
It is a peculiar thing that this theatre
which is of great benefit to patrons of the
there are other curtained panels where
was conceived, financed and built during
theatre. Since the opening of the house
war time. Youngstown is noted for its further displays are given:
Mr. Grauman has used girl ushers, and a
With
the
opening
bill
there
was
a
disgreat iron and steel plants and this probfeature of their costume has always been
play representing the spirit of Liberty with
ably resulted in the company being able to
the goddess draped in an American flag white flannel trousers, for Mr. Grauman
get the materials without great delays, but
and holding aloft the torch of freedom,
it was the spirit behind the citizens who
always thought it best to give them something that would make them distinctive, and
flanked by one youth in the garb of a
put up the half million dollars the house
Revolutionary soldier and on the right by at the same time aid the public in seeing
cost that made it possible. As a matter
them because a portion of the theatre is
of fact the construction of the theatre was
a youth
of
today.in the khaki of the American army
necessarily dark. Ushers, when not busy,
to a considerable extent inspired by the
always
stand at attention at the Grauman
war. Mr. Deibel and his associates found
When " Under Four Flags " was prethat in his section the war had increased
theatre on each side of every entrance tosented there was a special drop used reprothe main auditorium from the foyers.
ducing soldiers of the four allied countries
the demand for the motion picture, beThe latest Grauman innovation is a
cause the natural antidote for the horrors
changing. On this occasion a special
of battle and the columns of news from
spotlight hidden above each girl which
patriotic musical bill was given.
brings them into bold relief and renders it
the front is amusement — and at a price
For the showing of Martin Johnson's
possible for anyone entering the foyer to
that the people as a whole can afford.
" Cannibals of the South Seas " there was
another clever effect obtained with the immediately see -the girls who are on duty,
And at the same time this decision was
and therefore know just where to go to
representation of the harbor of a South
made, it was also determined upon that
Sea island and the palms overhead while
Youngstown should have the finest house
enter the theatre. Furthermore, the spottwo cannibals sat on the beach looking
of any city of its size in the country. The
light effects add attractiveness to the themen interested in the venture had heard
atre foyer by the attractive girls whose
out over the waters at the coming -explorer. Local negroes were used in this presence is emphasized by the lighting.
much comment about the way that pictures
case and immediately after this setting
were presented in other cities which
The spotlights are changed frequent!}- so
was revealed the picture was started on that different hues of light are thrown
Youngstowners visited and so they decided
the screen.
that the amusement right at home should
upon the girls. This is a marked improveSuch displays as these were new to the
be as good as they could get elsewhere
ment over the general conditions which prevail in most theatres where it is necessary
and that it should be presented in just as
people of Youngstown who had not visited
leading theatres in the largest cities, but for the patron to grope about to find art
fine a theatre. The result was the Liberty,
they made a hit from the start and Mr.
entrance, and inasmuch as the device for
a house that is magnificent from its beautiful terra cotta front to the last detail.
Deibel soon had the people talking about
the spotlights are very inexpensive
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TREMENDOUS!
That Is Johnstown's Verdict!
Over
Yesterday
SawNDO
Allen
Holubar's
Tremendous
s^5,000
d-People"TR
EME
Photo-Dramatic
"THE
HEART
OF"HUMANITY,"
and
Their Verdict Sensation,
was Unanimous.
All US!
of them—
Every One The Pulsating, Heart-Gripping
Story of the Greatest Love
l Now showing i In the World I n°<° ^w.nT~|

This eight-foot heart mounted on a touring ear covered the streets of Johnstozvn every day
Johnstown

Theatre

Uses

Every

Vehicle

in

Its Exploitation of rr The Heart of Humanity "
GRAXD AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
evening and twenty-five cents in the after. Johnstown, Pa., which operates the
noon was a most unusual thing for JohnsXemo and three other theatres there, has
town. As a matter of fact, the thorough
just put over what is about the model exway in which this picture was advertised is
ploitation of a picture with the show of an object lesson to other managers of what
they can do if they will really get out and
"The Heart of Humanity" for an entire
week. This campaign was the work of hustle. But it cannot be done hy sitting
L. W. Barclay, advertising manager for the around the theatre and theorizing.
Grand.
As a basis for the campaign the theatre
Such campaigns as this proves that it had printed 20,000 eight-page heralds, and
these were distributed at the three motion
pays to go the limit in the exploitation when
you have a big picture and when you are
picture houses the company operates and
willing to run it long enough to get the full through the stores in the suburban disbenefit from the money that you spend.
tricts. In addition there were 10,000 herJohnstown has a census population of about
alds
announcing a special children's matinee
65,000, but the appeal made by the Nemo
for the opening day. Incidentally, the newswas not limited to the local public, but carboys of the city were the guests of the
ried through the district.
theatre that day. They marched to the
The reports from the Grand are that the Nemo headed by an automobile which bore
picture went over to immense crowds,
a huge heart. This is reproduced on this
though an admission of fifty cents in the
page.
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E' la prodnsone pi u' befla del etne.-e che ha riscosso dapper
flz Emberiseg Szive ^
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5 PBEZZI DI GI0R.VO Primo PRE771
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I Primo Piano. 25c
BaJconata,
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NEMO THEATRE
One Entire Week, Beginning
Monday, March 10
The Moit Stupendous Fieture in History
THE
HEART]

|

3.5O0Souadron
Persons of Tanks500 HorsesCost More-Squadron
of Airplanes
Than $335,600.00
Took 11 Months to Make
Feet ofScenes
Film Used
8.000OverFeet80.000of Battle
Taken
A tremendous,
soul-stirring
love
drama withtriumph
LegetheBoxworld
es 75c ||
var as a hack^nxnd. A dramatic
Special symphony orchestra and
Night
Prices;
X
First Floor25c
GaHery
FirstMatinee
Floor15e 25cPrices
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Balcony
35e'50c- GjBfij
Lege Boxes 35c
War Tax Additional)
(U. S. Goven

At left, one of the advertisements in an Italian paper; in the center, the Hungarian appec
and at right, hozv the picture was offered to readers of the country press

There icas variety every day in the heavy
newspaper advertising
The city was literally covered with paper. There were fifteen 24-sheets used,
forty 6-sheets, sixty 3-sheets, 200 one-sheets
and 200 half sheets, and then 6,000 window
cards. Special street car cards were used
in every car in the Johnstown district.
These carried a big red heart, the title of
the picture, the name of the theatre and the
date of the beginning of engagement. This
advertising reached the eyes of practically
everyone who could conveniently make their
way to the theatre.
Xewspaper advertising started three
weeks in advance of the showing of the picture and continued through the engagement.
Liberal space was used, up to four full columns, and the best part about the advertising was the little reading matter that it contained. Yet none of this matter, which
was carried in all three of the Johnstown
papers, was allowed to remain the same day
after day. For instance, in the one that is
reproduced here the theatre referred to the
verdict of the city after the first showing
and to the fact that 900 children enjoyed it
at the special matinee. Considerable of the
advance campaign was devoted to what
critics of the larger cities said about the
picture, New York, Chicago and St. Louis
papers being among those quoted. This
was followed up with local opinions after
the showing in Johnstown.
In addition to the three dailies printed in
English, four foreign papers, published in
Italian and Hungarian, were also used and
advertising was also carried in country
weeklies.
All during the engagement an auto was
kept running through the principal streets
of the city bearing an eight-foot heart that
attracted the attention of everyone.
(Continued on page 2118)
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Return of Soldiers Featured at
Top Broadway
of the Bill at

Poll's theatre, New Haven, has an attractive lobby for the shozving of Fannie Ward in
" Common Clay." The model of the zvoman zvas over eight feet high
Successful

Neighborhood

How
He Sells " Bithere were many fathers in the audience
too.
" The parent also is partial to those
old nursery stories told to them in their
childhood, such as Babes in the Woods,
the Three Bears, Cinderella and the Magic
Slipper, etc. Naturally they tell these
stories to their children, and in addition
to that the schools now are aiming to
develop imaginations through the use of
the fairy story.
" Therefore I knew I would be successful when with proper human appeal
advertising I put on filmizations of such
stories on Saturday afternoon. The films
of this nature were shown only at the
kids' matinee, the regular evening features
going on at night.
" I have not had one failure in the last
year on childrens' matinees. However, I
do not over-work them ; one, say every
two or three weeks. But for every Saturday afternoon I buy an inexpensive film,
even if not a feature, but which embodies
an appeal to the child mind.
" I have also enlisted the benefit plan
on these matinees, some of them which
have been held on Friday afternoons or
midweek afternoons.
" These are also by-products inasmuch
as your theatre is standing idle.
" Recently I put on a benefit matinee on
a Friday afternoon with a college alumni
association . of women. They were trying
to raise money to provide free scholarships for girls. Together we put on a
matinee of childrens films, The stars were
child stars with a rousing Arbuckle
comedy. The women went out and sold
tickets. These women fired with enthusiasm worked hard. The result was that
the street was blocked when the doors
opened. In the summing-up the theatre

Manager

Tells

Product of His House
got as its share a tidy sum while the women were more than satisfied.
" All in all we made friends of those
women, of those who enjoyed the performance and made some money out of
the theatre at a time when it would have
been idle.
" Of course discretion must be used
Any old thing won't go. They must be
worked out to a nicety — with advertising,
the right kind — as the predominant factor.
" Your theatre has a by-product value,
and from thees by-products — utilized waste
time — you will be able to pay for repairs
and over-head which would ordinarily
have to come out of the regular evening

{Continued from page 2115)
taneous than if this had been .staged as a
regular number.
Then comes the comedy, Lee and Moran
in " Lay Off." Musical Director James C.
Bradford has arranged a most attractive
musical score for this, including a lot of
the latest hits and some of the old favorites, all of it light and catchy so that the
audience is kept humming most of the
way through. In the order that they are
rendered the numbers are : " The Canary,''
" Dixie Melody," " I'm So Happy," " Cold
Turkey," " Oh, Helen," " Texas Fox Trot,"
" Walking the Dog," " Come On, Papa,"
"Do, Re, Mi," "I'll Say She Does," "A
Wee Bit of Lace," " High Yaller," " Pahjamah," "Mama's Blues," " Tackin' 'Em
Down," " Aces High," and Herbert's
" American Serenade."
Then with an amber spot on the singer.
Miss Edwards rendered delightfully
"Your Boy and My Boy," and after this
comes an organ solo, followed by the feature, Rupert Julian in " The Fire Flingers."
Here we have a mystery story that is inclined to be melodramatic at times and
with lots of action to it, but the score that
is played at the Broadway stays away from
the conventional and Mr. Bradford's originality certainly makes it all the more
enjoyable. There is an entire absence of
the hurry and scuffle music so usually
found in a picture of this sort. As a matter of fact the score elevates this strong

in Putting Over

At the screening there is Langey's
picture.
" Canzonetta " used, and then when we get
a flash of the stenographer at her desk
there is " Have a Smile," turning into
"March Jouesse " with the flash of. the
back end of the office. When we see 01well at the safe, " The Perfect Melody "
is used, turning into " Serenata " with the
title, " At the noon hour," and then when
the
auto appearsAs with
Olwellthetoroom
Borch's
" Turbulence."
he enters
the

a Week's
Run 2117)
{Continued
from page
Sill another novel stunt came through the
co-operation of the two Vendome restaurants, the most prominent in the city, which
offered special " Heart of Humanity "
menus for the week before the showing of
the picture and during the showing. The
name of the picture was printed prominently on the menu and of course the theatre got a lot of unusual advertising.
For three days in advance of the showing
the theatre employed a woman singer to
render the song, " The Heart of Humanity,"
and window displays on it were secured in
the Grand and Woolworth stores. Since
the record was not ready, Mr. Barclay prepared special displays for the Victor and
Columbia dealers and in addition there were
disp.lays in the windows of all the leading
stores of the city that handle musical goods.
These displays were made largely by use of
• cut-outs from the one, three and six-sheets.

there is a shift to "Prelude from Eva"
and " Hymn to the Sun " as the stenographer enters, with " Perpetual Motion "
coming in for the police chase. " The
Asra " comes with the title, " The next
morning," and then with the appearance
of Winnie, the theme, " Evensong," is introduced. Then follow " Nocturne " and
" Bocturne " and the theme again with the
reappearance of the girl. As the accomplice enters, " Cicely " is played and then
with the title, " Bring my finger prints,"
comes " Un Sonnett d' Amour," and with
the final title, " They- are identical," we.
have the theme to the end.

performances."
Great Campaign

music becomes " Rienzi " and then " The
Erl King" when he attacks Hatton. With
the title, " You could look like him," we
have Tschaikowsky's " Final Symphony "
until the policeman is seen entering the
kitchen, when we get an appreciated touch
with
"Wearing
the Green."
When
Hatton of
is seen
to lock the door
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Film

Announces

April Schedule
World releases for the month of April
will start with " The Little Intruder,"
starring Louise Huff, with Johnny Hines
as her leading man. Kitty Gordon, Montagu Love and June Elvidge also star in
pictures on the April schedule.
The story of " The Little Intruder "
was written by H. S. Sheldon. The continuity was prepared by Clara S. Beranger. Oscar S. Apfel directed the production, while Alfred Gondolfi handled the
camera. Other prominent players appearing in this production are George MacQuarrie, Stuart Holmes and Albert Hart.
"The Little Intruder" is scheduled for release on April 7.
On April 14 will be released " The Scar,"
made into a screen drama by Hamilton
Smith from one of Gaboriau's famous nevels. Kitty Gordon is the star of the production, with Irving Cummings appearing as her leading man. The picture was
directed by Frank Crane, with Lucien
Tainguy as cameraman. Prominent in the
cast are Eric Mayno, Frank Farrington and
Ruth Findlay.
" The Quickening Flame " is the title of
the World Picture scheduled for release
on April 21. The story was written by
Elizabeth R. Carpenter, and was adapted
for the screen by Giles R. Warren. Montagu Love and June Elvidge are starred in
the production. Albert Hart and Jack
Drumder are prominently cast in the picture. Traverse Vale directed " The
Quickening
Flame," with Alfred Moses as
the cameraman.

Mary Miles Minter and Alan Forest appear
in " The Intrusion of Isabel," American Film

Four
All-StarSeries
in This
Month
Fildew
at
the
camera.
Maxwell Karger
Metro
Offers May
Allison, Bert
gave the piece his personal supervision.
Lytell, Viola Dana and Emmy
Number two of the quartet of features
Wehlen in Screen Versions
will be released April 14, and is called
of Popular Novels
" Blackie's Redemption," a title which is
descriptive of the part essayed by popular
Bert Lytell.
The famous " Boston Blackie " stories by
Jack Boyle, as published in the Red Book
Magazine, are the basis of this drama. In
the cast surrounding Lytell, besides Miss
Lake and Mr. Kolker, are Bernard Durning, Jack Duffy, William Musgrave, Gertrude Short, Don Bailey, Wilton Taylor and
a real Chinese actor, Ah Tov.
Under the supervision of Maxwell Karger, John Ince has directed this drama.
Finis Fox adapted the play from Jack
Boyle's stories,
andbeside
Robert
cranked
the camera
Mr. B.
Ince.Kurrle

May Allison, Metro Star
FOR thegram month
Metro's
proof releasesof isApril,
comprised
of four
All-Star Series productions, and they declare that as far as story and plot are
concerned, their J success is already assured.
Each of these four features has for its
foundation a novel or short story, which
has met with the approval of publishers,
editors and the thousands of readers of
well known authors.
In presenting these offerings to the lovers
of the silent drama, Metro has selected
them with a view to variety of theme and
fitness for the respective stars, and in accordance with the policy of this firm of
producers the settings, interior and exterior, are said to be of the highest standard of the screen.
The first of these is " The Island of Intrigue" which will be released on April 7,
with May Allison in the stellar role. The
play is taken from the popular novel of the
same name by Isabel Ostrander, and enhances the thrillng story of advnture, love
and intrigue.
The cast supporting Miss Allison in this
tale includes Frederick Vroom, Jack
Mower, Mrs. Lucille Ward, Gordon Marr,
Lillian West, Hector V. Sarno, Tom Kenander. nedy, Chance Ward and Edward AlexThe novel was adapted to the screen by
A. S. Le Vino and June Mathis, and was
directed by Henry Otto, with William E.

On April 21, " Madelon of the Redwoods "will be released, which marks the
picturization of the first of the many
books from the pen of Mary E. Wilkins
(Freeman).
" Madelon " was the name of
the
novel.
Viola Dana has a refreshing role as the
star. The screen adaptation is the work of
Finis Fox. Edwin Carewe, directed, and
in the cast are Wheeler Oakman, Edward J.
Connelly, Pat O'Malley, Peggy Pearce and
Virginia Ross.
The last of the Metro's four April offerings released April 28, is the return of Emmy Whelen in her new romantic-comedy,
" An Amateur Adventuress," adapted to the
silent drama from the novelette by Thomas
Edgelow published in Young's Magazine.
Russell
in release
" Some
May 11 is the
date Liar
set by "the
American Film Company for the next
"Russell
swift Productions.
and snappy romance " of William
" Some Liar " is the title, picturized from
atibuted
story which
conto TheJames
GreenOliver
Book Curwood
last October.
Stephen Fox made the screen adaptation.
Eileen Percy enacts the role of the maid
for whose admiration the " liar " spins his
tallest yarns of wholesale murder. Henry
Kino- did the directing.
" Sir Sidney " in Film
A forthcoming Mutt and Jeff Animated
Cartoon, " Sir Sidney," available at all Fox
exchanges, shows the Peace Conference at
Paris as the basis for a comedy.
Mutt and Jeff arrive with credentials.
Sir Sidney is pictured as an important diplomat. Bud Fisher's famous comedy team
in films are described as big winners.
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News

Army
Special
sions of the usual press books issued by
In Addition to the Salvation Army Co-operation Throughout the
the company on its productions, will run
Country a Book and a Song Is Expected to Provide
to nearly twenty thousand copies and will
be distributed to every exhibitor in the
Exhibitors with Exceptional Exploitation Aids
United States, serving as a sales medium
WHAT
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation declares will be one of as well as an exploitation aid. The press
the greatest exploitation campaigns ever accorded a motion picture
book will be most attractive typographically,
including a complete list of all the Salvawill
be
centered
on
"
Fires
of
Faith,''
the
big
Salvation
Army
special
feature.
tion Army headquarters in the United
States with the name and address of the
Many out-of-the-ordinary channels are opened for progressive exhibitors
officers in charge.
in helping to place this production before as many millions of the people as
For the Singers
possible.
The regular advertising campaigns generally conducted through the trade
" Another tie-up possibility for the picture is a song published by Waterson, Berjournals, newspapers, magazines and billboards will be in keeping with the
lin and Snyder, especially written and dedicalibre of the production. But other exploitation aids will augment this
national publicity drive.
cated to the offers
film, entitled
'Fires of
Faith.'
The music
an exceptional
ballad
by
A book has already been written and published direct from the screen verwell known writers, the words being bysion, thus reversing the usual method of procedure.
Lewis and Young and the music by M. K.
Jerome. The song also presents the musi" Fires of Youth " is also the title of a song which the publishers claim will
cal theme of the photoplay and is part of
receive unusually wide circulation, and which they declare is catchy and tunethe music score prepared by George W.
ful enough to surely attain a wide vogue.
Beynon.
" Local music dealers will be glad to cothe
publishers
and
the
supplementary
paper
Doughnut Remembrred
operate with exhibitors along the same lines
which
will
be
furnished
the
exhibitor
as the book dealers and the progressive
And the lowly doughnut has not been
through
exhibitor will be in a position to tie up
forgotten in the many aids given the exchanges. the Famous Players-Lasky exthe
respective exploitations of the film, the
hibitor by Famous Players'Lasky in a spe" Furthermore, the book dealer can be book and the song to his advantage. Becial twenty-four page press book.
prevailed upon to mention the announcesides this, exhibitors will be furnished with
Millions of persons throughout the enment of the picture in his advertising copy
slides containing the chorus of the song
tire country are said to be anxious to see
in reciprocation for advertising the book
by Waterson, Berlin and Snyder, free of
Commander Booth, and she has an active
in the lobby displays of the theatre and in charge.
part in the film and a splendid cast is herthe exhibitor's newspaper announcements.
" With the individual advertising camalded in her support.
paigns given by the distributors of the film,
Attractive Posters
" The Advertising and Publicity Departthe song and the book plus the co-operation
ment has arranged a campaign for ' Fires
of the Salvation Army, the exhibitor who
" Then there is an attractive one-sheet
of Faith ' that makes it possible for every
poster being prepared, a reproduction in books ' Fires of Faith ' has at his command
exhibitor who runs this film to score a ten
colors
popular
Doughnut
Girl ' a wonderful opportunity to put over a big
strike," said Al. Lichtman, General Mancover ofof a the
recent
issue 'of
the Saturday
showing. This publicity is backed by the
ager of Distribution for Famous PlayersEvening Post. This poster, it is pointed
unusual quality in the film itself. With its
Lasky Corporation, in outlining the propdynamic title and the inspiring theme, its
out, opens up numerous channels of exosition.
ploitation to the exhibitor. Owing to the
splendid cast, admirably directed by Ed" Aside from the advertising and pubhigh esteem in which the Salvation Army
ward Jose and the fact that Commander
licity campaigns on the film in newspapers,
is held in every American community, it Booth herself takes active part, it is quite
magazines and trade papers, there will be will not be difficult to place them in office
evident that this film will be one of the
open to the progressive manager, various
and store windows not ordinarily given
biggest box-office possibilities this season."
different channels which he can use to put over to general advertising.
over the picture.
" In fact, it will be found that merchants
" In the first place there is a 40,000 word
and citizens generally will be not only willnovelization written from the film, by
ing but anxious to co-operate in ever}- way
Charles Kenmore Ulrich and published by possible
if the exhibitor will donate a perGrosset & Dunlap. This is perhaps the first
centage of the receipts of the opening day
time that a book version of a story has
to the local corps of the Salvation Army.
been published from the film.
Moreover, if this is done it is more than
likely that returned soldiers will be eager
" The volume is nicely bound, has fifteen
half-tone illustrations of scenes from the
to assist in
advance sale of tickets,"
continued
Mr. anLichtman.
photoplay, and an all-round jacket or paper
wrapper in four colors, also embellished
" The erstwhile lowly but now exalted
with scenes from the picture. This book,
doughnut even may be turned to good adas well as the photoplay, has been officially
vertising use, either distributed free to patendorsed and recommended by Commander
rons or, better still, sold to them for the
Booth. The volume will sell at the popubenefit of the Salvation Arrm\ In this conlar retail price of fifty cents a copy.
nection, during the recent engagement of
" The publication of this volume at the ' Ladies' First,' at the Nora Bayes theatre,
time of the release of the picture gives the New York, a number of Salvation Army
exhibitor a fine opportunity to work up
girls gave away doughnuts and Miss
some unusual and extra publicity in coBayes's solicitation was responsible for the
operation with the booksellers of his town.
collection of nearly a hundred dollars for
One of the best methods of procedure is the Army at each performance.
that the exhibitor call upon the bookseller
"All these suggestions and others are injust as soon as the picture is booked, have
corporated in a special twenty-four page
him order a large stock of the novel and
press book on ' Fires of Faith ' which is
Little Ben Alexander and his seven puppies
then arrange for a window and interior disnow being prepared. The edition of this
in The TurnExhibitors'
In the Mutual
Road," released by
play using the advertising material from
press book, which will be twice the dimen-
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Olive Thomas Gives a Piece
of Her Mind
It is not the Tired, but the Re-tired
business man who makes the theatrical
business boom,'"- says Olive Thomas. She
used to be in the Ziegfeld Follies constellation. Olive says the average New York
business man, when he reaches the state
of affluence which permits his associating
with the stage beauties, only has to work
about two or three hours a day, and most
of the time he never goes near his office.
The young fellows who do all the work
and are compelled to be at the desk from
nine to five are the real tired business men
and can't afford the Follies. Their recreation is the moving pictures, and that is
why Olive now feels that she is doing a
real service in helping these boys forget
for the time the drudgery of the office.
Olive is now the idol of the Tired business man and not the Retired business man
as she was when in the Follies. She is in
the movies now. starring in Selznick Pictures.
Wm. S. Hart Story Selected
William S. Hart's next picture will be
from a magazine serial called " Square
Deal Sanderson," it is reported, though little is as yet being announced concerning
the picture or the cast.
It is understood, however, that Mr. Hart
has arranged to secure a particularly strong
company of players to enact the roles in
the production.
The Artcraft star began work last week
on the production at his Hollywood studio
and several important sets are being constructed.
" From

Headquarters "
Scores
Vitagraph declares that to recount the
big runs now being scored by Vitagraph's
Anita Stewart feature, " From Headquarters," would mean the listing of a goodly
percentage of the important picture theatres
whose booking dates have so far made
available a run of the pitcure.
The New Theatre in Baltimore began a
run on March 24, and, scattered all over
the country, other big houses are putting
the picture in as their dates permit.

Pearl White, in the Fifteenth Episode of
" The Lightning Raider," Pathe serial

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation announces that unusual attention has been called to its release,
" The Eternal Magdalene "
Goldwyn
Names
Says Five Powerful Productions Are
on Current Schedule, Including
a Rex Beach Offering
PICTURES that are certain to add tremendously to the popularity of Mabel
Xormand, Geraldine Farrar, Tom Moore
and Madge Kennedy, including a virile Rex
Beach production, is what Goldwyn promises in spring offerings.
Leading off is the latest Mabel Normand
broad comedy, " The Pest," which Samuel
Goldwyn confidently predicts will surpass
in popularity her " Sis Hopkins."
W. Christy Cabanne, supervised the production of " The Pest," his first Goldwyn
assignment, released April 20.
A week following " The Pest " comes
what is heralded as Geraldine Farrar's
most powerful screen offering, " The
Stronger V ow," a vehicle which reveals the
international celebrity as an incomparable
artiste because of the extraordinary deity.
mands her new role makes on her abilAgain the diva is supported by Milton
Sills and Tom Santschi, who contributed
not a little to the success of her previous
Goldwyn productions, " The Hell Cat " and
" Shadows," as well as by Hassard Short,
who distinguished himself in Miss Farrar's
support in " The Turn of the Wheel."
Third in the list of Goldwyn's spring
releases is Tom Moore's newest comedydrama, " One of the Finest," in which he
is said to duplicate his brilliant performances in "Thirty a Week" and "A Man
and His Money."
Aside from the comedy element in " One
of the Finest," it is declared to be replete
with tense situations that bring out the
young star's splendid dramatic talents.
Again Tom Moore has vivacious Seena
Owen as his vis-a-vis, and once more the

Spring
Releases
Goldwyn
star
has
Harry
Beaumont as his
director.
" Leave It to Susan," Madge Kennedy^
newest Goldwyn production, will be re-leased
11. main
Thoughtheme
the light
comedyelementMay
is the
of the
new
Madge Kennedy release, the star is once
more given opportunity to display her versatility— to evoke heart throbs as well aslaughter from her audiences. Wallace
MacDonald is Miss Kennedy's leading'
man in " Leave It to Susan." Clarence
G. Badger, who showed his directorial
skill, in six other Madge Kennedy-Goldwyn productions, is directing " Leave It to
Rex Beach's " The Crimson Gardenia "
is described as a powerful picturization of
one newest
of the famous
author's
best screen.
sellers, It
is
his
contribution
to the
Susan."
is expected to equal the tremendous impression made by Mr. Beach's recent sucXewces , "The
Orleans,
at the height of the carBrand.''
nival season, is the locale of " The Crimson Gardenia," released May 18.
Miss

Condon East to Sell
Picture
The six-reel film made by the New Art
Film Compay
at Long Sullivan
Beach under
the di-a
rection of Frederick
and with

cast that included Jack Mulhall, Helene
Chadwick. Pauline Curley, Leo Pearson.
Charles Spere, Wharton Jones, Emmett
King, Ann Shaffer, Gordon Griffith and
others, is shortly to be offered New York
buyers by Mabel Condon, who is in the east
with the film. As yet the subject is unnamed. Miss Condon will be aided in the
sale of the film by George B. Watters, general manager of the New Art Company.
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A bit of " atmosphere " in the Harold Lockwood production, " A Man of Honor "

Rowland

Goes

to

the West
Coast
and
consults
with
Mr.
Karger
and their
Metro Head Aims to See " The Red
business associates.
Lantern," New Nazimova SubThe release for this spectacular photoplay, Mr. Rowland stated on the eve of his
ject— Will Exploit Production Largely
departure, has been set for April.
It will be the first of the new series of
RICHARD A. ROWLAND, who, tobig Nazimova productions of big stories
gether with Maxwell Karger, presents
produced in a big way. All of the picture,
the Nazimova de luxe screen dramas, left on » Mr. Rowland said, will be made in Califora hurried trip for Hollywood, Cal., this
nia. They will be the most elaborate series
ever undertaken in the annals of the screen.
week to see a projection of the star's latest
feature, " The Red Lantern," the cutting
They will even excell Nazimova's first
and assembling of which has been finished
series, he says, and will be produced withunder the personal supervision of Mr. Karout refernce to speed and with attention
given to the minutest detail.
ger.
Immediately upon Mr. Rowland's arrival
Red Lantern," he pointed out, will
in California a conference of executives of be" The
a good example of what the famous
Metro Pictures Corporation, who are the
actress will do in this new series. In
exclusive distributors of the Nozimova
strength of story, elaborateness of producProductions, will be held to perfect the detion, wealth of costume, lighting, setting,
tails of special plans for the exploitation
direction and photography, it will establish
and distribution of this sensational producnew standards in the industry and advance
tion.
the art of the screen twenty-five years.
It is a tale of great sweep and power,
Both Mr. Rowland and Mr. Karger conpainted
in bold colors, and not only gives
sider The
"
Red Lantern " the artist's greatest achievement on the screen or stage, and
Nazimova the finest opportunity she has
they propose to leave no stone unturned in yet had for a display of her great versaexploiting it on a scale and in a manner
tility, but provides her with a background
never before attempted with a picture.
even more atmospheric and picturesque
Already a nation-wide advertising and
than " Revelation " or " Eye for Eye."
It was produced at a cost of a quarter of
publicity campaign has been inaugurated to
a million dollars. Among the massive and
aid the exhibitor in getting the very best restriking sets is a faithful reproduction of a
sults from this feature. Definite announcefamous Pekin street, with its dwellings,
ment of the details of other promotion
shops,
temples and bazaars and the historic
plans,ing recently
forthcomthrone room of the Emperor.
after Mr. evolved,
Rowland will"
seesbethe
picture
Three

New

Christie

Comedies
Are Described
marriage,
leads
to an amusing situation in
an,
COMPANY
CHRISTIE nouncesFILM
that the titles of its three
which the bachelors become benedicts and
their efforts to cover up their matrimonial
latest single-reel Christie comedies are
adventures
leads them into difficulties with
" Brides For Two," " Oh What a Night "
their
wives
and hotel detectives. The story
and " Hard Luck," directed respectively by
Wm. Beaudine, Al E. Christie and Scott
is by John D. Newton.
Sidney.
" Oh What a Night," with Bobby Vernon
and Dorothy De Vore, is said to hit a
In " Brides for Two," Ethel Lynne, Earl
popular chord in seeing the funny side of a
Rodney, Roscoe Karns and Dorothy Dane
are the prominent players. It is described
" spook meeting." Bobby's entertaining adventures during the night which he had to
as a diverting story of a bachelors' card
club, and the reticence of the members to spend with the Human Ouija Board, beadmit that each — being alleged women
cause he was engaged to a girl who behaters — was backsliding and contemplating
lieved in " spooks," should be a warning to

Picture

News

of Minneapolis
vades the East

In-

George E. Luxton, associated with Sid
Lewis of the Rialto Theatre Supply Company, Minneapolis, is making a trade tour
of the Eastern and Central states in the interest of his concern.
And from all reports the tour is described as a most successful one. Mr. Luxton states that he has already placed several
of the articles manufactured by the Rialto
with many of the leading producers, laboratories, theatres and distributors.
Sid Lewis, President of the Rialto of
•Minneapolis, was at one time travelling
general auditor of General Film Company,
and later manager of their Minneapoli1exchange. He afterwards organized a
poster mounting company with shops in
both Minneapolis and Chicago. This is
still an adjunct of The Rialto Theatre SupCompanyago.which was organized about
threeplyyears
The offices and display rooms alone occupy 12,000 square feet and the clerical staff
in the office is composed of eleven persons.
The exclusive agency for Motiographs
throughout the entire Northwest is held by
the Rialto.
A four story concrete building is planned to house all Rialto activities and it is
said that an excellent location has been
secured in the heart of the film district in
Minneapolis.
The chief articles manufactured by
Rialto that Mr. Luxton is introducing nationally at this time are : a shipping case
which has met all requirements of the U.
S. Government ; a film patcher and rewind; a novel film band and about fifteen
other articles calculated to be useful to the
trade.
A handsome 200 page catalogue, profusely illustrated on heavy cream enameline
paper, is issued by the Rialto. Mr. Luxton
goes from New York to Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Chicago before returning to Minneapolis.
Percy

Uses Bruce
Regularly

Scenics

H. L. Percy, of the Rialto theatre, Med-,
ford, Ore., writes to Vice-President E. W.
Hammons, of the Educational Films Corporation of America, that he is a regular
user of Robert C. Bruce scenic pictures,
and that he finds them far superior to any
other material of the kind available in his
territory. Mr. Percy has just acquired two
other theatres in addition to the Rialto, and
says that the
Educational
" single-reel
attractions are' to
be featured
in all his
houses.
young men who contemplate marrying into
families who are addicted to spirits of this
nature. The story is by Walter Graham.
In " Hard Luck," Ethel Lynne and Jay
Belasco are presented as fond sweethearts.
Jay and Ethel have their troubles in a
rather amusing way, it is said. Robert Hall
wrote the story.
" Marrying Molly " and " Apartment 23 "
are the Christie Comedies which will follow these three.
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To the left is a moment in the Madlaine Traverse-William Fox production, " The Love That Dares." Gladys Brockwell is shown in the center and
to the right is a moment in " Married In Haste " with Albert Ray and Elinor Fair
Big

Eastern

Plant

for

Famous-Lasky
With the expectation that the cameratnen will be " shooting " before next Summer, the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will start work soon on a gigantic
producing plant to be located in Long Island City.
Two entire city blocks have been secured
"for the new plant, one block housing the
studio and the other the laboratories. A
glass covered stage and one large open air
stage will be included in the studio equipment in addition to offices, dressing rooms,
etc. The laboratory plans have been laid
out under the supervision of Frank Meyer.
The new plant, which will be fifteen
minutes' ride from the heart of the city,
is being built with the intention of giving
those stars of the company who cannot go
to California producing facilities equal to
those provided on the West Coast.
Ralph Kohn, assistant secretary of the
corporation, has been in charge of the

Great

Claimed

A LOS ANGELES film man declares
a record that has not been paralleled in
annals of motion picture industry history,
has been made by Frank E. Woods, the
supervising director of Paramount Productions made at Hollywood studios, in that
Mr. Woods has supervised the making of
no less than 570 motion pictures since 1914.
A great number of the most successful
film plays released to date came to the
screen after supervision by Mr. Woods.
Supervising means all the word implies,
and Mr. Woods has had his advisory say
in every picture he has been connected with
from the selection of a story down to the
cutting, assembling and editing.
This surprising number of pictures supervised dates back to 1914 and to the Reliance and Majestic companies, which flourished under the guiding hands of David
W. Griffith and Frank E. Woods. With
these pictures were those known as MasterJoe

Kin Hubbard,
creator
of "Magazine
Abe Martin " in
Universal
Screen

Record

Brandt

for

Frank

E. Woods

pictures, distributed by the Mutual. Now
for more than a year and a half the big
majority of the Paramount productions
have been made under his supervision.
Five hundred and seventy pictures is
cited as furnishing a fine record, and appearing in them are some of the following
artists : Mae Marsh, Robert Harron,
Dorothy Gish, Norma Talmadge, Douglas
Fairbanks, Wallace Reid, Bryant Washburn, Henry B. Walthall, Ethel Clayton,
Constance Talmadge, Lloyd Ingraham, De
Wolf Hopper, Sir Beerbohm Tree, Vivian
Martin, Jack Pickford, Sessue Hayakawa,
Fred Stone, Lila Lee, Fay Tincher, Rozika
Dolly, Bessie Love, John Emerson and a
host of others.
From present indications, it is claimed
that Mr. Woods is likely to double his five
hundred and seventy productions within a
like period — it is five hundred and seventy "odd " already.

Cites

Prosperity of the Serials
to see Mr. Polo featured in. The
THREE months of studying conditions in sired
title for the new serial Mr. Brandt refused
various parts of the country, visiting
to divulge but stated that he was confident
with hundreds of exhibitors, exchangemen,
editos and critics has convinced Joe Brandt,
it would prove the best vehicle the star has
ever had and that in all probability it
head of Universal's serial department, that
would be eighteen episodes in length.
the serial market is better today than at
any time during the past four years.
In practically ever)- territory visited, Mr.
Brandt states, he found serial conditions
Mr. Brandt returned to New York Monproving and a demand for the continued
day from Universal City after supervising
films increasing steadily as the warmer
the starting of " The Red Glove," featuring
months drew near. Mr. Brandt has preMarie
Walcamp,
and
"
The
Midni^ht'Man,"
dicted that this spring and summer will
which will introduce James J. Corbett to
see serials given a wider distribution than
the screen. Mr. Brandt spent over six
weeks at the studios and the remainder of
at any time since the idea of showing continued films was first conceived. In the
his time visiting exhibitors in various cities
West and Middle West, exchanges have
and in studying conditions. and in creating
recorded a record number of bookings on
ideas for better exploitation of Universal
" The Lure of the Circus " and " The Red
serial productions.
Glove " according to Mr. Brandt and adds
Just prior to returning to New York Mr.
that exchangemen have already received
Brandt selected the type of story he has
numerous requests for bookings on the
found most suitable for Eddie Polo's next
Corbett serial, which is not scheduled for
serial production, deferring his selection unsearch for a location for the new plant,
til he had visited many cities to learn what
release until May.
sort of a serial exhibitors and public de-

•
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Hodkinson
Has
Zane
Grey
Films
Announces Distribution of Famous
the books ought to have been written, but
exactly as the novels were conceived and
Author's Pictures as Second of
put in literary form.
Four Big Lines of Product
The Zane Grey Company is now working
THE new Zane Grey pictures, made by
on the first production of the series, a
the author's own company and with his
cooperation, are this week announced as picturization of the author's novel, " Desert
Gold." The part of Dick Gale is being
the second of the big new lines of product
played by E. K. Lincoln. Casting for this
to be handled by the W. W. Hodkinson
production has been carried on both in the
Corporation in forthcoming months.
West and the East. One of the latest adThis announcement follows closely on
ditions, for instance, is William Bainbridge,
the heels of the recent news concerning
seen in " Hands Down," " God's Country
the alignment with the Hodkison Corporaand the Woman," and many other pictures,
tion of the Augustus Thomas-Harry Raverwho in " Desert Gold " takes the part of
George Irving-Leah Baird series of feathe rancher, Belding. The rest of the cast
tures. It is hinted that it will be followed
has been just as carefully chosen.
in the near future with other announceBenjamin B. Hampton is president of
ments of equal interest in keeping with the
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc. ; Van . Campen
Hodkinson policy of confining its energies
Heilner, one of the editors of Field and
to four big lines of product of the " speStream, is associated with him. The man
cial " type.
News of the plans and activities of the mainly responsible for the organization of
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., have already
the Zane Grey Company is Eltinge F. Warner, owner of Field and Stream and Smart
been published, but the identity of the organization chosen to distribute these new
Set, who " discovered " Zane Grey when
he was a struggling writer nearly a dozen
pictures has been withheld until the presyears ago.
ent time. The Zane Grey Pictures ComT. Hays Hunter is in charge of the dipany is the author's own company ; the
books of Zane Grey will be used as the
rection of " Desert Gold." Mr. Hunter has
basic material for the productions, and the directed many successful screen dramas,
author himself will cooperate in the makhis latest being " The Border Legion," another Zane Grey story. The New York
ing of the pictures. To a greater extent
than has ever before been attempted, this offices of the corporation are at 3 East 44th
company will produce the books of this fa- street, and are in charge of Charles A.
Weeks, treasurer of the company.
mous author, not as some director thinks
All

Foreign

Rights

Sold

ring Blanche Sweet and SIN,"
personally
"■"J"1 HE UNPARDONABLE
stardirected by Marshall Neilan, has been sold
for the entire world outside the United
States and Canada, by Harry Garson.
This is the big ten reel special that
adopted the very unusual method of having
its premiere in Detroit instead of New
York or Los Angeles.
Of the many territorial buyers that made
a quick trip to Detroit when the enthusiastic reports began coming in was Bobby
North. Mr. North and Lawrence Weber
own the Apollo Trading Company in the
Long Acre building, New York City.
According to all reports Bobby North
saw the picture exhibited at the BroadwayStrand in Detroit and ten minutes afterwards managed to secure a short option
for all the foreign rights. He declared
that the picture was not only a positive
knockout for this country but that it possessed that other peculiar and very essential International angle.
To show how determined Mr. North was
in closing the deal at once the producers
cite his quick trip to the telegraph office
and then to the long distance telephone and
then finally to the fastest train direct to
New York from Detroit.
He stated that the deal was so stupendous that he felt he should see his partner Lawrence Weber before finally closing it. But Mr. Weber was on a fishing
trip in Florida, and apparently was out in
the only available boat when finally located,
but he could not be reached in time to
close the deal before the option expired,
according to report.

on Garson
Feature
Bobby North then boarded a train back
to Detroit and closed the deal on his own
personal responsibility for his concern and
secured all foreign rights for the Garson
production.
Mr. Garson then went to Los Angeles
where he will personally supervise the Los
Angeles opening of " The Unpardonable
Sin," at the Majestic Theatre starting
March 31 at $1.50 top admission price.

Cites Interest in Timely
Film
The Lenten season is witnessing extraordinary activity in the Vitagraph branch
offices in connection with bookings on the
five-reel feature, " From the Manger to the
This pictorial presentation of the life of
Christ from his birth in Bethlehem to the
Cross."
final
tragedy on Calvary, has received the
endorsement of the Christian clergy of all
denominations. The fact that this is the
only picture ever taken in Palestine and
Egypt stamps it as the one film portrayal
of the life of Christ worthy of the highest
recognition of the public.
" Better 'Ole " Scores
The following wire was received by Ricord Gradwell, President and General Manager of World Film Corp., from a representative of World Pictures in Chicago :
" With a steady rain all day, ' The Better
'Ole ' opened at the Rose theatre Monday
to the best Monday business the house has

Picture

News

E. K. Lincoln, star of the S-L Production,
" Virtuous Men "

S-L Installs Special Service
Bureau
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
sponsors of " Virtuous Men," the first
Ralph Ince Film Attraction, starring
E. K.
Lincoln, will put into effect with the release
of this production the theory that "no picture— no matter how good it is, sells itself."
A special service bureau has been installed
at the S-L offices to give direct aid to exhibitors presenting " Virtuous Men."
Publicity material tied up direct with the
important points of the production, the director, the star, etc., has been prepared. A
new idea in the matter of lobby display
has been worked out for the benefit of exhibitors. Several of the illustrations making up this display are from original paintings by Clarence Underwood, Gustav Michelson, R. G. Morgan and other famous
artists. A new service of color combinations has also been used for the lobby photographs. A diversified number of cuts
suitable for newspapers, magazines, programs, etc., embracing the star, the biggest
moments in the drama and reproductions
of the paintings by the artists mentioned
above, will be available. A comprehensive
press sheet has been designed containing
only matter essential to the exhibitor in
selling his entertainment. Every line in
this press sheet has been carefully weighed
from requirements.
the standpoint of the showman's
actual
The executives of S-L Pictures have to
their credit several years' experience in the
production, exhibition and exploitation of
films, and are thoroughly conversant with
the requirements of the exhibitor.
done in months. The combined receipts of
two other houses in the same block owned
by the same people and playing pictures of
best known stars failed to equal ' Better
'Ole ' business by one hundred dollars/ One
of our best known newspaper critics after
looking at the picture summed it up by saying it is such great fun of strange fashion
that it has a distinct appeal that is of lasting quality." " (Signed)

L. A. Rozelle."
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"EXHIBITORS and Producers have much more in common
than merely pictures. They have their investments.
You have your theatre— we have our plant, offices, studios,
laboratory, scenarios
institutions.

and salary list.

We're, both of us,

You take great pains to build a reputation. So do we. And
when we sell you a new brand our name is at stake no less
For which reason we think that vou, as an institution, understand and are likely to co-operate with us, as
another institution, in putting out a stable line of highest
grade goods.
In the past eighteen months we have brought out two new
brands — Jewel Productions and Universal Special Attractions.
The first named have been unprecedented successes, every one.
The second group has put the famous old name "Universal"
back at the head of the list, where it ought to be.
We ask you to compare the Universal Special Attractions
listed here, detail for detail, with any equal number of pictures from any other brand you choose. You'll see a great
difference in our favor — and yours.
i

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
1600 Broadway, N. Y.
CARL LAEMMLE, Pres.
■ ■■■■■■
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IF you are going to show " The Amazing
Wife " you want to take the fullest
advantage of the title, but at the same time
avoid adding any comment of your own
that is suggestive of the wronged girl stuff,
for there is nothing of the sort in the picture. Here is the case of a girl who does
commit a fraud, but the sympathy of the
audience will be with her from the start
because the circumstances are such as to
more or less -justif y her.
Here the appeal should be mainly in telling the people that this is a startling story,
or at least indicating that, and the sex
appeal, as such, should be entirely omitted.
Tenseness, the romance and the unexpected
turnings of the story are the things to
which you should call your patrons' attention. Once you turn from this and get into
an appeal to what is usually recognized as
the sensational, you are going to weaken
the power of the advertising to those who
want to see unusual pictures.
Of course you will use striking illustrations in your advertising and here is a case
where there should be a scene from the
production, but be sure that it is one in
which the figure of the star is brought out
prominently and one that is suggestive of
the dramatic qualities.
THESE are the main points of the story:
Cicely Osborne consents to marry John
Ashton, a laborer, who has made money
by his brawn, but who hasn't risen above
the lower level, simply because her mother
is dying for lack of food and medicine.
But this husband is repulsive to the girl,
and even when he tries to kiss her at the
marriage bureau she shows how she loathes
him. Then after the ceremony they go to

Service

m

Section

on

"Amazing

Wife

ing all her troubles by posing as the widow
of this John Ashton. Taking with her the
newspaper and her marriage license she
goes to the splendid home of the Ashtons
and there she is readily received by the
young
officer'sall parents
as his
widow.
To
make things
the easier
Claire
Winston,
who hadherbeen
Ashton's fiancee,
becomes
friendyoung
and companion.
But there is one who fathoms the girl's
secrets, Philip Ashton, a cousin who attempts to use her secret to gain his own
ends.

Convenient for those unable to make own
cuts
a cabaret for their wedding dinner and
immediately the husband starts to flirting
with a be-painted woman. The result is to
arouse the jealousy of her male companion
and a fight follows in which Ashton is
killed and a waiter tips off Cicely to make
her escape before the police arrive so that
she will not be dragged into the affair.
She goes home to find her mother dead.
We are told these things in flashbacks for
the picture opens with the girl seated by a
lake in the park, determined to end it all.
But at the moment she picks up a paper and
sees the announcement that Lieut. John
Ashton, the only son of a millionaire, has
been killed with the American army in
France. She sees the opportunity of end-

THEN there
startling
ment whencomes
Lieut. the
Ashton
turnsdevelopup at
his home. Though he has been badly
wounded and is still suffering from his
hurts there had been an error in reporting
his death. His greeting with Claire shows
the audience that she is the girl that he
loves, so it can be imagined how he
receives the statement of his mother that
his wife is upstairs.
But in the time that she has posed as the
son's widow Cicely has established herself
as really a daughter in the affections of the
mother and has nursed her through the
shock that came with the news of the
young officer's death. This is apparent to
John and rather than destroy this feeling
by denouncing her at the moment, he takes
the girl in his arms. And then they proceed
to have to carry out the play so as not to
undeceive the mother and at the same time
not to be husband and wife.
Their actions convince Philip that the
girl is paying the price to John so that he
will not expose her. The first clash between the two cousins comes with a sneer
of Philip when John refers to the girl as

At left Cecile and her "husband's" cousin at roadhouse; in center, as the bride, and at right her "husband" denounces the cousin
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At left, wedding scene, when John believes he is dying; in center, the real husband's repulsive kiss, and at right, "husband" and brid-e
How was she to know that the news was all from France the son, alive, but terribly
his wife and there is almost an encounter
wounded, with what delight she called for
a mistake and that the young officer was
but she begs John not to strike because
his bride.
going to show up at home in a few weeks?
Philip knows the secret.
"Andwhether
he claimed
He didn't
What
do you
supposea man
she did
know
she washeran— why?
adventuress.
He
" Cecile
married
thatthen?
she "loathed
FULLY determined to go away at the
even
loved
another.
And
his
cousin
was
that her mother might live. His kisses were
first moment, Cicely agrees to meet
repulsive to her, and there was only one of heaping infamy on this girl who claimed to
Philip at a road house in order to beg him
be his bride. But he knew that there must
them. She fled from the brawl in which
not to reveal her secret, but there he grows
be something in the heart of a girl who
the bridegroom was killed to find her
offensive and demands that he pay him for
could win the love of that wonderful
mother
dead.
She
was
alone,
penniless
and
believes
he
that
way
same
his silence the
mother of his . And
hungry
and
the
deep
waters
appealed
to
her.
she is paying John. In anger she leaves
Then
there
came
a
chance
—
to
claim
that
" Like mother, like son."
until
threats
his
repeats
he
later
him, but
she had married the son of a millionaire
the jealousy of John (who is now coming
who had been killed in France. What a NOW at first blush these lines will be
to love the girl) is aroused and he goes
considered too long by the average
wonderful girl she must have been to so
to his cousin's apartments with the demand
exhibitor.
They know that they have the
win
the
mother
that
when
the
man
she
that his attentions cease.
name of the star and the title for their
claimed to be her husband came home alive
But still Philip persists and he and Cicely
appeal and they devote only a few lines to
that he was willing to accept her to save
chance to meet in the woods and there when
the sales talk. But here is a case where
his
mother
pain.
That
was
just
the
start
of
her.
she again spurns him he seeks to attack
you want to get the full appeal over. Of
Cecile's
problems.
There
was
another
man
But the suspicions of John are now aroused
course there is a strong element that wants
who sought to profit by her secret. He
and he follows the girl and comes upon
to solve the mystery of an absorbing sory.
didn't — and no one ever knew that she had
them just in time and then the cousins
stolen a name. The reason why is the call There is another element that will be pulled
the soldier's
the result Hethatis carried
fight, with
in
by the
element,appeal
but don't
wounds
are reopened.
home
for you to see 'The Amazing Wife.'"
there
is alove
stronger
with forget
every that
one
of
us
when
the
mother
element
enters in.
and believing that he is about to die dewith
mands that the ceremony of the church be WE this
omit. the
would
It is worth taking additional space to get
picture
There" You
is "no stuff
occasion
performed to seal the civil ceremony, and
matter like this before the public.
for
asking
what
"
you
"
would
do
under
there they are married. Of course, John
But if you insist on getting the punch into
these conditions. It is sufficient to state the
recovers and they are very happy — the true
a few lines, here are some of them :
nal
facts
in
an
imperso
manner.
The
probstory of the alleged first marriage is never
lem, if well outlined, brings itself suffi" She had a marriage license bearing the
known.
ciently close to the person to make the name of a young millionaire reported killed
answer something sought after. Now let's in France. And she was a young widow
get a little
stronger punch at the public :
start Jo lay out your adverof a few hours herself — married to a man
WHEN you
tising on this make up your mind to
of the same name. What was the use of
"
She
was
married three hours and her
devote at least half of the space to the cut.
husband
lay
dead
because
he
had
tried
to
troubles
when she could claim a fortune."
,
If you are able to design your own displays
flirt with another woman. She loathed him,
" Lieut. John Ashton, millionaire's son,
so much the better. You need then the name
was reported killed in France. She was a
of the star and the title in the biggest type but vengeance was in another's hands. But
she was alone and penniless. There was
Mrs. John Ashton — a bride three hours bethat your space will allow. You can afford
fore her husband had been killed — in a
one
thing
—
she
thought
to
do
—
and
the
ts
to come along with the selling argumen
in
brawl. It was easy for her to claim to be
lake lay before her.
smaller type for it is pretty certain 'that
" Then she picked up a paper. Dead in the secret bride of the millionaire. But his
death proved to be quite an exaggeration.
there
cause will
them beto enough
be read. curiosity ' aroused to France was a young officer of the same
name
as
her
husband.
His
parents
were
Then
the story really starts."
Here are a couple of them :
" John Ashton came back from France
rich and they had a wonderful home. She
severely wounded. He had been reported
had a marriage license bearing his name.
" She had a husband that she didn't want.
But he was killed on the very night of her Why shouldn't she go tell them that she dead and his parents were in mourning for
wedding. Then she was alone and there was his secret bride and claim sanctuary
him. But there was the light of victory in
was nothing left for her but the lake. She there.
his eyesfiancedand
expected
claimhe his
affor hishebride.
Whatto was
to do
had determined to leap in and end it all
" She did and she proved a wonderful
when she picked up a paper and found that daughter to the old lady who thanked the when ' his wife ' was presented to him. He
a rich man of the same name as her mate
saints that her dead boy had at least left didn't denounce her as an impostor. Of
had been killed in France. What would be behind such a solace. And when, as one
course there was a reason, but it would be
easier than to pose as his secret bride? out of the shadows, there came back to her
unfair for us to tell you the reason why."
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Three-sheet at left; six-sheet in center, and one-sheet at right will all furnish cut-outs

to
Be Made
Should
Special Appeal
YOU should take the fullest advantage
of everything that Mary MacLaren
YOUR
OWN
IDEAS
means to the people of your section when
you play this production. You ' can tell
ion
Sectose
your people that the producers say that
tenialwith
areE writ
ice purp
Servthe
Spec
THES
this is the best picture in which she had
of suggesting to exhibitors
ever been seen and then call their attention
how to get the most out of
pictures that he has booked. They
to some of the best of the others that you
are prepared after studying the pichave shown at your theatre.
tures and the best way of exploiting
Mary MacLaren was practically an unthem. Wont you let us know any
known when she had a small part in
use that you made here and the
original ideas that you have used in
"Where
Are
My
Children?"
but
since
then she has been discovered and some of
putting over this picture of any
others.
her most recent successes have been
" Shoes," " Bread," " Vanity Pool " and
" Creaking Stairs." It is a peculiar thing
that she owes a great part of her success
'" We want your opinion — that of a woman— on this picture. Bring the men along,
to members of her own sex and if you
print a house organ or use circular letters
and if they don't enjoy every bit of it— ■
we would call particular attention to this, well, they have no use for a woman."
Instead of an elaborate lobby display we
directing the letters to the woman of the
household.
would use very largely pictures of Miss
MacLaren together with scenes from the
Try a form letter along these lines :
production and then on the sides of the
" Mary MacLaren is a favorite with everylobby and on the street we would have
one, but she is distinctly a woman's starhuge exclamation marks in black on white,
not particularly in her appeal, but because
of her career. When she was playing a with a circular face of the star forming
the period at the bottom and then the title
small part in "Where Are My Children?"
she was discovered by Lois Weber, the first of picture appearing down the length of
woman to score a hit as director of motion
the exclamation. There should be no further explanation offered in the lobby.
pictures. It was Miss Weber who developed
Cut outs of Miss MacLaren can be made
her talents and brought her prominently
from the 24-sheet and others from one of
before the motion picture world.
" Another great woman director — Ida the one sheets. These should be prominently displayed, preferably hanging from
May Park — then took charge and she has
been responsible for the most recent suc- the ceiling, and there should be flower efcess of Miss MacLaren. Miss Park shows
fects through the lobby, real ones if you
can afford to use them. This suggests roher talents at the very best in her arrangemance, and marriage. If they are not availment of "The Amazing Wife." It will
thrill every man, but it really takes a
able, palms and other potted plants will add
woman to understand why Cecile posed as a dainty flavor. It is because that these
the wife of a man she believed killed on indicate that there is something out of the
the battlefields of France, why she won the ordinary in the' picture and that they give
class to the lobby that we would suggest
love of her mother-in-law and how she was
able to make her dreams come true.
their use, for with such a background any-

Here
the Women
thing of the cheapness of the exclamation
point idea is taken away.
We would omit anything of the stunt
order here, because it will tend more to
cheapen the appeal than to bring the sort
of business that the attraction warrants
going after.
"TP HE AMAZING WIFE" is a tense
A drama and therefore there should
be a comedy balance to this bill if you run
more than one picture. If you have a full
bill there should be a soothing scenic with
plenty of clever titles in it to follow the
overture.
It struck us when we saw this picture
for the first time that there was something
about it that suggested the old time music.
Miss MacLaren here has the role of a girl
who is pure and clean in thought and action
— for she plays a part so far removed from
any of the frivolous of her sex that one is
impressed by it, even though she does start
the plot off by pretending to be the widow
of a man she had never even seen to escape
the hardships of life.
If you are going strong on the music we
would suggest that you use the best of the
old music. For instance, " Gems From
Stephen Foster," consisting of Southern
melodies or "Old Time Waltzes" would
supply
splendidprelude
overture.
As a amusical
to the picture itself
we would use the rose garden effect with
a girl seated singing " Then You'll Remember Me " or " Bonnie Sweet Bessie " or any
of the old favorite love songs. A more
modern note can be brought in with " Kiss
Me " from " Mile. Modiste."
In the musical score prepared for this
picture " The Song of Songs " is suggested
as the theme, and it is a good one, and
therefore it is all the more appropriate to
use the higher class of love music for solo
and orchestral numbers.
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Motion
Shows

a Double
Gets
Chicago
Stage Version of " Scandal " Gives
Big Impetus to Select Re-issue of
Screen Production

"Scandal"

REPORTS from Chicago state that with
the Messrs Shubert advertising Constance Talmadge in one of her old Select
Pictures, " Scandal," in which she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick, in order to put
over their own stage production at the
Garrick, and Select's Chicago exchange
working double time to take care of the
re-issue bookings at the first-run houses,
" Scandal " has literally taken that city by
the ears.
" Scandal " was Constance Talmadge's
first Select -picture. It was written by Cosmo Hamilton. Several weeks ago the producing firm of Lee and J. J. Shubert
placed "Scandal" in rehearsal for a stage
production. The piece was taken to Chitheatre.cago and opened at the Shuberts' Garrick
Immediately Select's Chicago Exchange
got busy booking re-issues of the original
screen version.
Lubliner & Trinz re-booked " Scandal "
over their entire circuit, the Lakeside,
Ellentee, Pantheon, Pershing, Oak Park,
Vitagraph, Biograph, Paramount, Knickerbocker, Covent Garden, Michigan and
West End. As soon as the Lubliner &
Trinz management took account of the interest the combined advertising of the picture and stage play had awakened, they
booked " Scandal " at the Lakeside for
seven days, instead of the original three
days.
This seven-day booking at the Lakeside
established two records. It is the first
time in the history of the Lakeside that
any production has played for a solid
week, and it is said to be the first time in
the history of any Chicago theatre where
a re-issue has been booked for an entire
week.
In addition to the Lubliner & Trinz
houses, Select's Exchange then booked the
attraction for seven days at the Star theatre in the down-town district, thereby establishing another record in that it was the
first time the Star had booked a re-issue
for a seven days' run, and the second time

Marion Davies, Select Star, Is Presented in
" Getting Mary Married "
that a re-issue had been booked for a solid
week in that city. •
Close onto the Star contract and the
Lubliner & Trinz bookings, came an order
for play dates at each of the fourteen
Ascher Brothers' theaters, including the
Chateau, Terminal, Lane Court, Milford,
Metropolitan, Kenwood, Oakland Square,
Peerless, Cosmopolitan, Columbus, Adelphi, Calo. Frolic and Midway.
Each day public interest in " Scandal "
is said to have grown greater. The Shuberts were using big space in the Chicago
dailies to advertise their stage production
at the Garrick, and all of the picture
houses were going in for big advertising tc
get the benefit of the Shubert space.
It soon developed into a battle for space
between the big New York producers of
the spoken stage version, and the Chicago
exhibitors of Select's original screen attraction.
Both sides were reported as doing a big
business. People were said to be attending the stage version at the Garrick arid
the following night were going to one of
the picture houses to see how Constance
Talmadge played " Scandal" on the screen.

W. E. Atkinson Enjoys Luncheon
Proxy
A LL that W. E. Atkinson needs now is a slots cut for the purposeby
of inserting the
name
of
the
individual
guest
is
the name
finger-bowl, a serviette and a toothpick— the toothpick being, of course, disof "W. E. Atkinson."'
tinctly American. The luncheon he has al- card
The directors of Co-Operative have cerready enjoyed a la Christian Science.
tainly arranged a most pleasing program,
Mr. Atkinson, who is the business manaincluding the toasts and music, and in
ger of the Metro Pictures Corporation, reglancing over the responsible officers'
we find Mr. 0. R. Flecker, chairotherof day
his distributed
regular' stackat namesman Alec
of mail ceived
a thecopy
the inmenu
;
Hellmrich, general manager ; W.
a luncheon given at the Cafe Francais the
W. Gudgeon and G. F. Garden. Mr. Atkinson naturally feels that these gentlemen are
9th of January, in Melbourne, by the dito be congratulated on their taste in the
rectors of Co-Operative Films of Australia.
The menu is a novelty in itself, minus
selection of dishes fit for a King — or a
President.
the many tempting dishes set down within
its cover, and Mr. Atkinson promises to
Opening the folder the guest beholds an
preserve the folder carefully with his most
array of mysterious concoctions of the
treasured souvenirs. In the first place, it is cuisiniere, each named after a Metro star
uniquely patterned with an ornamental
of one of their many triumphs of the screen.
The whole is a worthy tribute to the merit
cover design headed " Complimentary
Metro Luncheon," and in the neat little of Metro and its productions.

Picture

That

News

Americans

Look to Mexico
E. V. Richards, of the Saenger Amusement Company of New Orleans, has forwarded to New York an interesting document that proves that a great curiosity on
the part of the American public concerning
the real appearance and character of Mexico and its people remains to be satisfied.
The Board of Directors of the New Orleans Association of Commerce has drawn
up 'resolutions requesting motion picture
producers of America to encourage the exploitation of the favorable side of Mexico,
rathgr than the constant exploitation of
Mexican bandid life and other unfavorable
phases that are detrimental to the best interests of the two countries.
George D. Wright has supplied two more
of his series of single-reel productions describingMexico
"
To-day," which have been
completed for distribution by the Educational Films Corporation of America. " A
Day with Carranza " and " What Is a Mexican?" are the titles of these newest subIn the last five years there have been veryfew American photographers in Mexico.
jects.
With the exception of Mr. Wright's negatives, practically all the film descriptive of
Mexican life that is now in this country
was exposed before the military disturbance
that called the boys to the border in 1913.

Says " Our Teddy " Draws
Strong in South
" Our Teddy " is drawing heavily in the
South, according to reports emanating
from McClure Productions, which is distributing the Roosevelt picture through
First National.
From Texas and Kentucky came reports that Colonel
Roosevelt's
on
the screen
are attracting
largeexploits
audiences
and intense enthusiasm.
At the Hippodrome. Dallas, Texas, and
at the Princess, Bowling Green, Ky., it is
declared that the picture broke all attendance records, drawing audiences from all
classes of people, including the non-movie
goers and the anti-Sunday opening crowd.

Pearl White is acknowledged adept in the art
of character make-up. She appears thus in
the Pathe serial, " The Lightning Raider "

April
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World

Announces

Film

from Riley Poem
World Pictures announces for early distribution picturization
a
of James Whitcomb
Riley's famous poem, " Little Orphant
Annie," in which Thomas Santchi and Coline Moore are the stars. This photoplay
was made by Selig and the negative purchased by the Pioneer Film Corporation.
The World, appreciating the merits of the
picture and the widespread publicity attached to it through Riley's immortal poem,
purchased it from the Pioneer Film Corporation, who intended to put it out as a state
right feature. The price paid for it by the
World was such that it influenced the Pioneer Film Corporation to withdraw it from
the state right market, but not until after
they had sold the rights to the city and
state of New York and northern New Jersey. If James Whitcomb Riley had written
nothing else but " Little Orphant Annie "
he would have gone down to posterity as
one of America's greatest poets. There is
hardly a school child in this country who is
unacquainted with the story of the little
■orphan girl immortalized by the " Hoosier "
poet, and this fact alone should give the
picture an appeal that shows big results at
the box-office.
Priest to Handle Blackton's
" House Divided "
J. Stuart Blackton has appointed Robert
W. Priest sales agent for his latest feature
"A House Divided " from the book by
Ruth Bouccicault. Sylvia Breamer, Herbert Rawlinson and Lawrence Grossmith
are the principal players in the production.
The method of distribution has not been
decided.
Foreign rights have already been disposed of, Bech Van Sichlen & Co. takingover the production for the entire world.
L. C. Wheeler, until recently London representative for W. N. Selig, will be in
charge of the sales end for the export
house.

James

Vincent, producer and director of
" The Spirit of Lafayette "

The Southern Atmosphere Is Caught Starring
FaithfullyGladys
in " Miss
Leslie Dulcie f.om Dixie,

"Bill" Duncan
Keeps
WILLIAM DUNCAN in the prize Vitagraph serial thriller, " The Man of
Might," in which he is supported by an all
star cast including Edith Johnson and Joe
Ryan, has been responsible in the past number of weeks for considerable goose-flesh
on the backs of motion picture theatre audiences, but it seems that Duncan is never
satisfied or is it that Albert E. Smith, the
Vitagraph president, and Cyrus Townsend
Brady, who write the Vitagraph serials, are
the men to blame?
At any rate, word comes from the West
Coast studios that despite the unending
risk of life that Duncan has already registered, the later episodes of " The Man of
Might,"
go beyond anything that he has
so far attempted.
In the tenth episode, for example, Duncan puts in a double thriller by way of
Universal Productions
THAT Universal productions are enjoying wide distribution in South
America, Europe and the Orient is clearly
brought out in the announcement of the
Universal's export department. Relating
the success of Universal productions in
foreign lands the export department reports that despite the signing of the armistice The
"
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin "
is proving one of the greatest drawing
cards ever provided exhibitors. In South
America, Europe, in China., India, Straits
Settlements, Philippine Islands and in Australia the Julian production is not only
being rapidly booked by theatremen but
is establishing new box office records with
regularity. "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin " began a third week's showing at
the Gaumont Palace, Paris, March 16 and
throughout France has booked like wildfire according to reports from the Paris
agency. In Buenos Ayres, Argentina, and
in Valparaiso, Chile, the Julian production
recently played several weeks to extraordinary business. In Valparaiso when the
film was shown a band of pro-Germans

Vitagraph Picture

Upmeasure.
Series
of theThrills
good
As he and
heroine are
driving an automobile through a deep ravine, the villains, at the top of one of the
cliffs, blow off a giant boulder which
plunges down into the ravine, barely missing the automobile, and blocking Duncan's
And then, when this thrill has been deexit.
livered, the spectators will be -treated to a
second feat of daring, when Duncan stands
trap.and blows up the obstruction in order to
by
free himself and his companions from the
Duncan has had his entire company out
on the Pacific Ocean, somewhere off the
harbor of San Pedro, getting marine scenes
for the final episodes of "The Man of
Might," and while heavy seas have been
running all week, wireless reports state
that splendid progress has been made.
Big in South America
stormed the theatre and created such a
disturbance that the police reserves were
called to prevent a clash between the proGermans and pro-Allied civilians who were
in attendance at the showing. The incident was given wide publicity and as a
result exhibitors all over Chile were quick
to book the film. In Australia and India
the film has been enthusiastically received.
" The Heart of Humanity " has not been
shown outside of North America as yet
but it is expected that the Campoamor
theatre at Havana, Cuba, considered the
largest and most beautiful theatre in the
West Indies, Central or South America,
will open early in April with the big Jewel
production as its initial attraction.
Allison Completes
Production

Metro

May Allison has completed " Orchestra
D-2," her newest picture, following " The
Island ' of Intrigue " and " Peggy Does
Her Darndest," at the Metro studios in
Hollywood.

Motion
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Considered
Ince's
S-L Productions Declares " Virtuous
Men " Is Great— Tells of Director's Industry
Achievement in Film
RALPH INCE, who personally directed
" Virtuous Men," has to his credit
many of the most successful film attractions of the past few years. Ince is one ,
of the real pioneers of the motion picture
industry. He began his career with the
original Vitagraph organization more
than ten years ago. Prior to his entrance
in the world of pictures, Ince was a well
known actor of the legitimate drama. He
will be remembered by millions of photoplay fans for his many characterizations
during the early Vitagraph days. He is
accredited with portraying the immortal
character of Abraham Lincoln more realistically than any other artist of contemporanious times. Ince rapidly developed
into a director of prominence while with
the Vitagraph organization. During his
long stay with that company he produced
a long line of successful feature productions. Under his personal direction such
successes as " The Wreck," " The Combat," "The luggernaut," " From Headquarters " and other tremendous photoplay spectacles were made. He is responsible for the introduction in films of the
present-day star, Anita Stewart, and personally produced many of her successes.
He is one of the few motion picture directors whose achievements have been great
enough to warrant the organization of a
special company to present a series of productions bearing his name. Seeking the
opportunity to enlarge the scope of his
activities and put into effect many advanced ideas, Ince will produce a series of
Ralph Ince Film Attractions. The first
big screen entertainment bearing his name
is ." Virtuous Men." It stars E. K. Lincoln, contains a cast of celebrated stage
and screen players, and is said to be the
biggest film melodrama ever made. Speaking of the inaugural Ralph Ince Film Attraction,Virtuous
"
Men," Mr. Ince recently had the following to say relative to
the picture which will have its initial presentation at the Fulton theatre on Sunday
evening, April 6th :
" I consider ' Virtuous Men,' every scene

Best

Production

Ralph Ince, Director
of which was made under my personal
direction, the supreme achievement of my
career. For many years I have had certain ideas relative to production of a real
screen melodrama. Due to certain circumstances, Ihave been unable to put
them into effect up to now. Surrounded
with a perfectly equipped organization, I
believe the first Ralph Ince Film Attraction to be the biggest thing I have ever
done. It is a melodrama of the fast moving type with society atmosphere, wonderful settings and a series of spectacular
effects which out-do anything of the kind
I have ever attempted. I gave seven
months of undivided attention to the personal direction of this production. I wish
to stamp it with my personal assurance as
being the biggest photoplay melodrama
ever offered to the motion picture public.
" I believe in the production of ' Virtuous
Men ' I have incorporated every element
necessary to photoplay melodrama of the
most realistic type. The swiftness of the
action, the tensity of the many dramatic
situations and the spectacular scenes with
which I have embellished the story throughout, form what is to my mind perfect
screen
entertainment."
" Virtuous
Men " will be shown at the
Fulton theatre on Sunday evening, April
6th. This date will mark the first of a
series of special productions which Ralph
Ince will personally direct for the S-L
organization.

Producer Applies Suggestions From
Patrons
AN announcement from the Brentwood
" The Brentwood people believed that the
Film Corporation states that the compicture public did want such pictures," the
pany had a very definite purpose in offerstatement continued, " and if the public
ing prizes for public opinions regarding
wanted them, they as producers proposed
to shape their future production policy acthe particular note of appeal in " The
cordingly. Some five hundred people who.
Turn in the Road" during the eight weeks'
run of that picture in Los Angeles.
saw ' The Turn in the Road ' sent in to
That purpose was to determine whether
the company their offerings for the conor not the very film-sophisticated public of test.
Los Angeles wanted pictures that offered
" The opinions were of an unusually
more than mere artistic entertainment, pic- high quality and they found one great outtures in short which presented food for
standing note of appreciation for a picserious thought and which in their very
ture which, as many of them expressed it
humanness and the truth-to-life of their
in so many words, 'touched our hearts and
stories also presented common-sense sugus Think.'
gestions of an uplifting character, applic- made
" Firmly
believing that the photoplay
able in the daily lives of every one of will develop to be the biggest power
those who viewed them.
toward the improvement of the intellec-

American

Picture

Film

Buys

News

" Six-

Jackson Gregory has sold the screen
rights to " Six-Feet-Four
" to vthe American
Feet-Four
Film Company, Inc. This story has been
published serially in the All Story Weekly
and had just appeared in book form.
Mr. Gregory has a long and brilliant record as newspaper man and story writer.
He is the author of " Under Handicap,"
"The Outlaw," "The Short Cut," "Wolf
Breed," " The Man from Painted Post "
and numerous other well-known novels and
photoplays.
William Russell, alias "Big Bill," will
star in the production, which is said to be
peculiarly well fitted to his splendid physique and animated screen style. Stephen
Fox is preparing the scenario, and Henry
King, Russell's special director, wil boss
the production.

Fred

Bolls Entertains Minnesota Prisoners
Through the courtesy of Fred Bolls, an
exhibitor-member of United Picture Theatres operating the Majestic theatre, Stillwater, Minn., the inmates of the Minnesota State Penal Institution at Stillwater
were entertained recently by a screening
of " Adele " in which Kitty Gordon is
starring for United.
The newspaper,
Mirror, thedevotes
Institution's
inmate-to
edited
an editorial
the attraction and dwells on the beneficial
enjoyment accruing to the audience from
the presentation of " this wonderful picture," paying a tribute to its plots as being
" different, unlike anything that has been
presented in just the same light before,"
and eulogizing the direction, and the attractiveness of Miss Gordon.

Buysfor" Unpardonable
New York StateSin "
After securing all foreign rights to
Harry Garson's ten reel production starring
Blanche Sweet and under the personal direction of Marshall Neilan, Bobby North
met his partner in New York after he had
just returned from Florida.
His enthusiasm is said to have impressed
Mr .Weber so much that they saw a few
prominent theatre men around New York
and organized another company to buy the
rightsYork
to " state.
The Unpardonable Sin " for
New
A New York opening at a principal
theatre with $2.00 top admission prices
prevailing is now declared to be an almost
immediate possibility.
tual and moral standard of the human
race, and realizing that its messages, teachings or suggestions toward that improvement will be effective exactly in proportion to the heart-touching and life-like
art with which they are presented, the
Brentwood corporation now feels itself to
be publicly supported in its policy of concentrating production upon that type of
storv which has 'something to it.' "

April

Eugene Mullin Engaged
by Universal
After recently resigning as scenario editor of the Vitagraph Company, Eugene
Mullin signed a contract with Universal
and left for the Pacific Coast Wednesday,
March 26, to assume charge of the scenario
department at the big producing center.
Mr. Mullin has been connected with Vitagraph for over eight years and is one of
the best known men in the film industry.
As Mr. Mullin has studied conditions within the industry from all angles, is said to be
well acquainted with leading authors and a
recognized authority on cinema values,
Universal believes that in engaging him to
supervise the preparation of future stories
for its screen productions that it has obtained a man who will do much to assist in
the carrying out of a recently adopted policy of giving Universal stars more suitable
stories, and better vehicles.
Three

Episodes of Serial
Assembled
The three first episodes of the new serial
which is being made by the Western Photoplays, Inc., for release on the Pathe program, have been assembled and titled and
are now ready for release, announces A.
Alperstein, treasurer and general manager
of the organization.
The present title of the serial is " The
Great Gamble," co-starring Anne Luther
and Charles Hutchison. It is being produced under the personal direction of Joseph A. Golden, widely known in the serial
world.
" The Great Gamble " is said to be entirely different to the regular type of serial.
The story is an original one by Mr. Golden,
who is said to have made big strides from
the beaten track.
Feminine Appeal Promised
in Gordon Picture
United announces that Kitty Gordon's
next feature, " Playthings of Passions,"
possesses a strong feminine appeal.
Among the items said to be worn by
Miss Gordon in this production appear an
ermine coat valued at $15,000, a fan of
ostrich plumes valued at $5,000, a rope of
pearls valued at $100,000, earrings valued
at $20,000, and bird of paradise feathers
valued at $l,00u.
Miss Gordon's gowns and hats are said
to be of her own design.

Hart
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Breaks

Record in Los
Angeles
William S. Hart in "Branding Broadway " broke the week's attendance record
at the new California Theatre, Los Angeles,
according to Harry Leonhardt, one of the
owners, in just six days. This feat is
considered the most remarkable box-office
record in Los Angeles motion picture annals in view of the fact that " Bill " had
to compete with the strongest drawing
cards possible to book during the last
three months.

Bessie Barriscale, at the Extremean Right,
Watches
the Release
Newest Dances
Exhibitors
Mutual

A Trick of Fate."

Alma
Rubens
Completes
Picture
other actress she could recall on the screen
Star Returns to Screen in " Diane of
today would have filled the role of Diane
the Green Van " for Exhibitors
Westfall as did Miss Rubens, in the opinion
Mutual
of the young author.
D OBERTSON-COLE announces the reIt is the policy of the Robertson-Cole
■l * turn to the screen of Alma Rubens in
Company to show each production before
a new photoplay produced by her own
the executive forces of the Robertson-Cole
company, Winsome Stars Corporation.
and Exhibitors Mutual. Following each
Her first starring vehicle under her own
showing a frank discussion is held, and
management. "Diane of the Green Van"
any meritorious changes suggested are
is about ready to be put on the market by adopted.
Exhibitors Mutual. This is the picture produced from the story by Leona Dalrymple,
After seeing " Diane of the Green Van,"
which met with such popular appeal that a Assistant General Manager Kirkpatrick of
Chicago publishing house awarded the Exhibitors Mutual, in judging the production from a sales angle, declared it one of
author a $10,000 prize.
the best he had seen in months.
Every opportunity the photoplay art offers for high class productipns was taken
" This picture contains everything to
advantage of by Miss Rubens' company in recommend it as a splendid feature," declared Mr. Kirkpatrick. " There is more
producing " Diane of the Green Van."
From a technical viewpoint, the picture is romance in it than is usually crowded into
two pictures. The public likes romance.
declared to be of the highest calibre.
It likes the actress who loves romance, and
When the print of the Rubens drama was
in 'Diane of the Green Van' Miss Rubens
received at the headquarters of the Robertson-Cole' Company, it was shown for is offered a role which could hardly be
more romantic.
Miss Dalrymple, author of the story, who
lives in New Jersey. She was immensely
" Then there is conspiracy aplenty to
pleased with the faithfulness with which
lend drama to the production, and on top
her story had been taken from the printed
of that there is some of the most remarknovel and reproduced on the screen.
able photography I have ever seen on the
In Miss Rubens, Miss Dalrymple asserted
screen. The direction of Wallace Worsley
is all that could be desired, and a little
that the very character she had penned as
her heroine appeared in real life. No

Albert Ray and Elinor
T has been reported that exhibitors
everywhere have manifested a great interest in the announcement made some time
ago that William Fox was going to star
Albert Ray, with Elinor Fair as his leading
woman, in a series of the sweetest stories
ever told.
" Married in Haste " is the title of the
first one recently completed and now released at all Fox exchanges.
According to an announcement by the
Exhibitors Service Bureau of the Fox Film
Corporation, " Married in Haste " fully
lives up to the plans William Fox has made
for this group of pictures. It is described
as a clean, lively, wholesome comedy,
breathing the joyousncss and love of life
of youthful America, and fitting in admir-

Fair Picture Released
ably with the season of spring, romance
more."
and general happiness.
Mr. Ray plays the role of Sam Morgan,
a youthful millionaire, whose spendthrift
habits and happy-go-lucky outlook on life
have been a constant source of worry to
the aged trustee who has charge of his
fortune. Miss Fair is seen as Constance
Winwood, and the comedy opens with the
marriage of Morgan and Miss Winwood.
Indignant because the careless bridegroom has forgotten the wedding ring, the
young bride persuades the old trustee to
shut off her husband's income, and the
couple start their honeymoon with $10.30.
The events that occur on their trip and
money, form excruciatingly funny comedy,
the announcement states.
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"Diane

THIS is a story that depends largely
on the intricacies of the plot and if
you are booking this you should arrange
your exploitation along the mystery lines
and at the same time give prominence to the
star. Alma Rubens.
This story involves princes and an imaginary kingdom, but we would be mighty
careful the way we phrased the exploitation
touching that because you are liable to leave
the impression that this is a costume picture, when as a matter of fact, every scene
of it is laid in America and the time is
today.
Romance and adventure are both strong
elements of this picture while the title
itself gives a suggestion of the mystery
idea. Therefore the title should be prominently played, second only to the name of
the star and then you should tell just
enough about the story to arouse the curiosity. Give a considerable share of your
newspaper display over to a picture of Miss
Rubens, preferably one of those showing
her in riding habit or seated in the door of
the green van.
DIANE WESTFALL is the heiress to
the Westfall millions, yet she has a
young girl's craving for adventure. She
tired of her home and the unwelcome attentions of Carl, a drunken cousin, and
decides to go out into the world for herself, a green van elegently fitted up being
her vehicle and her own companion a man
servant. She ignores the pleadings of her
aunt and makes the start into adven-

Service

of

the

Section

Green

ture and romance with keen anticipation.
But the one idea of Carl in his attentions
to the girl is to get possession of the money
and scarcely has she left when he discovers a paper hidden in a candlestick that
he accidentally breaks, that appears to show
that she is the heiress to the throne of
Houdania and not to the Westfall fortune.
And at the moment that he makes this discovery there arc in this country the Prince
and a Baron of Houdania, each on different missions, but both of them on the
trail of Diane whom they, too, feel sure, is
the heiress to the throne. The Prince is
carrying out his own plans but the Baron
enlists the services of his friend, Philip, a
young American, to follow Diane and get
all the information possible about her.
With these three different sets of men on
her trail there is a series of mysterious situations that keep the spectator guessing, for
the Baron and the Prince are not clearly
disassociated until thr end of the picture
and the part that Philip is playing is not
clear. It is for that reason that we would
hesitate to publish the full story of the
picture in the news columns, for it will
spoil some of the patrons' interest.
SHORTLY after Diane has made her
first stop for the night in her green
van she is startled by a shot, which is fired
by the Prince and she is being followed by
Carl. It is then that Philip comes into the
story and instead of working against her
he promptly falls in love with her and assumes the role of her guardian angel.

Picture

N e zv s

on

Van"

though
the girl herself is unaware of the
fact.
Foiled in his efforts to kill the girl so that
he himself ma}' take the throne of Houdania the Prince determines that the only
way to achieve his ends is to marry her.
These adventures continue, Philip becoming
all the more smitten and finally telling her
of the true character of the Houdanian
Prince. But the mystery of the whole thing
is that Diane herself doesn't know whether
it is true that she is really heiress to the
Houdanian throne — though she much prefers to remain in America as the heiress to
the Westfall millions.
Her wanderings in the green van take
her to Florida, where she meets in the
K» erglades, the daughter of Mic-co a mysterious character who has spent thirty years,
of his life with the Seminoles and who is
regarded as a seer of things. There are
further complications when at a ball at
the winter resort the Indian girl and Diane
change costumes so as to confuse the Houdanians. But in the end the mysterious
old man reveals himself as the real heir
to the throne of the little country, that the
girl is his daughter and that he has come
away to escape the position.
Then it is revealed that the Prince has
come here to kill the heiress, that the Baron
is seeking her in good faith, to give her
the position that belongs to her — and, of
course, that Carl is after the money. The
only self
thing
Diane
her-a
and hethat
winsPhilip
her seeks
in theis end
after
charming love scene.

i

1

Diane is certainly pursued by the men in this picture. At the left there is the Emissary from Houdania, and in the. center the green van,
the girl and the man zvho has fallen in love with her, and at the right she is shown in a scene with the cousin, who seeks her fortune
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At left Diane goes for advice to the strange man zvho has lived for years among the Seminoles of Florida; in the center there is a scene
at the dance at one of the big Florida hotels, and at the right, Diane and the "Indian girl" — who is the real princess

How
to Get
the Most
THERE is the spirit of adventure in
everyone and even the most timid of
us like to imagine what we would do if
we started out all alone in the world to
experience the thrills that come along.
And when you get away from the spirit
of violence, you are interesting the women
as well as the men. It is for that reason
that we would build the selling talks 011
"lines.
Diane of the Green Van " along these
If you are making your own cuts let
us use in the big Sunday announcement
the picture that shows Diane seated on
the steps of the green van and then a selling argument along these lines :
" Diane has oodles of money and she
could have bought most anything that her
heart desired. But she was weary of society and its people and she wanted real adventure. So she turned lone gypsy and in
her green van started out in the world to
seek new thrills. And she found them, for
there was a mysterious foreigner who
wanted her life, there was another who
wanted her as a queen for her country, a
third man who sought her fortune, and a
fourth who — but that would be telling.
The best part of it is that you are just as
mystified as Diane until the whole story is
solved for you."
Or this one :
" Most girls who have millions would
hire a private car or buy a yacht and take
their friends along with them to enjoy their
travels. But Diane was eighteen and she
was tired of society. She wanted to see
what the world looked like and to get its
thrills. So she fitted herself up a green van
and with no one to accompany her but a
servant she started off toward Florida. But
adventure was on her trail, and romance,
too, and you'll have many a thrill with her
and delight in the perfect ending."
HERE is another one that suggests even
more of action and mystery :
" This girl with the beautiful eyes sought
only happiness alone in the world, and she

Business

From
Star Appeal
danger waited to trap her, peril was all
about — but there reached out of the wilderness something that drove them all away.
It's good to thrill when you can be happy

This reproduction of part of the twentyfour-sheet suggests cut-outs for the lobby
to feature the star's personality
bought herself a green van and started out
on the trail of adventure. But she didn't
know that she was followed by four men:
" One sought her fortune.
" Another her life.
" The third would claim her as the heiress
to a throne.
" And the fourth wanted — and wait until
you see what he got.
" If you have dreamed of romance you'll
find your dreams come true here."
And another :
" ' I am tired of the city and the lights,
I want to hear the voice of the open country.' And so Diane Westfall forgot all
about her own millions, hired herself a
green van and a couple of horses and
started out. She found that there were a
lot of things happening in the ' open country ' that she has never even dreamed of.
Mystery stood before her on every hand;

at the end."
THEN here are some shorter ones that
still keep the story in suspense :
" If you were a beautiful girl of eighteen
which would you rather be: The queen
of an honest to goodness country or the
possessor of several millions of good
American money? These two things were
in the balance with Diane Westfall and the
adventures that she has before a still bigger
decision confronted her will keep you on
the edge of your seat."
" A beautiful girl traveling all alone in
a green van — that suggests adventure,
doesn't it. Then there was a man on her
trail that wanted her money and another
who insisted that she was a real queen.
How in the world could she be saved?
Well, there are some men in the world who
wanted nothing but — and you'll be just as
pleased as Diane was at the end of this
" Heiress to millions she turned a lone
gypsy and all sorts of adventures came to
photoplay."
her in her green van. If you like to be
mystified and delighted at the same time
and to find everything ' just lovely ' at the
end, you cannot afford to miss this one."
BE

sure to make it plain in all your
selling talks that everything comes
out all right in the end — that it is a happy
picture. You can give the public just as
much mystery as you like provided the
right
happen,
and advertisement
we wouldn't
hesitatethings
to indicate
in every
that this is one of that sort.
If you are using considerable space in
your newspaper advertising, it would
be well to mention the names of some of
the supporting cast. Nigel Barrie is the
leading man while Lamar Johnston,
Wedgewood Nowell and Harry Van Meter
have prominent roles.
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Suggestions are made elsezvhere in these pages for devoting the greater part of the lobby display to pictures of the star. Here and
attractive picture of the girl in Indian costume can be obtained from the three-sheet at the left, a picture of her in riding costume in
the six-sheet in the center and the one-sheet at the right furnishes another different figure

Adventure

Spirit

S- TAR appeal is to a considerable extent
what you make it. It does not consist
in merely putting the name in big letters in
front of your theair- and in your advertising, but in bringing out the appeal of
the personality of the player. Where you
have a woman of beauty this is made all the
easier for yon.
This is the first feature in which Miss
Rubens has been starred since making her
new connections, and if you intend to show
this series of features we would advise you
to start in right now to connect her name
right up with your theatre. This is made
all the easier and all the more effective because you have a beautiful woman with
whom to deal. Don't figure simply on this
one attraction, but on the others that you
expect to play.
While she is a comparatively new star
she is well known to photoplay followers
because of her appearance with Douglas
Fairbanks and many of the former Triangle male stars. Later she was starred by
that company, but now she has an organization of her own and is to be seen in a
series of offerings that, we are told, will
bring out all of her talents. In booking
pictures, you have to more o'r less get over
the appeal of the player for your own patrons, and here is a chance to start.

MISS RUBENS is a California girl and
she started in with pictures with the
Triangle company. At first she played
smaller parts and then she was seen as
leading woman with Fairbanks in " Reggie
Mixes In " and " The Half Breed." She
also played with Wm. S. Hart and other
of the prominent stars, and there her work
attracted so much attention from the
critics that she was herself featured in a
number of offerings by Triangle, including "The Passion Flower " and " The

Should

Be

Always

Gown of Destiny." Success of these offerings led to the formation of her present
producing company.
Well in advance of the showing of this
first of her special releases we would advise printing a picture of her on the cover
of your program, with the line :,
" The
girl with the wonderful
Then follow this up by telling something
eyes.
about her. There is a story in the press
sheet that will be suitable for this use or
for the newspapers.
Then come along with a letter something
like this :
" We get a lot of letters from girls wondering how they can get a start in motion
pictures. Alma Rubens got hers by going
around to the Triangle studios out in Los
Angeles and looking for small parts. She
got them and soon she was in demand of
the stars who wanted mighty good looking
leading women. Douglas Fairbanks and
William S. Hart are two of them who
drafted her to add beauty to their productions.
" Shortly after that she began to be featured and now she is starring in real productions. We have heard a lot of you talk
about how wonderful she is on die screen
and how much better you have thought her
than this or that star. Now you have a
chance to see her and decide whether your
judgment has been right. At least we have
had so much confidence in Miss Rubens and
have been so charmed by her beauty that
we have signed for her pictures.
"Won't you tell us how you like her?
We feel confident of your answer."
ESPECIALLY if your ticket booth is in
the center of your lobby convert this
into a green van such as is shown in the

Kept Dominant
stills and have the tickets sold through a
window in the side. Get a quantity of real
Florida moss and hang it in masses from
the ceiling, and if you cannot get this use
imitation stuff together with palm trees and
other Florida suggestions.
With this as the background we would
distinctly make it an Alma Rubens lobby.
On the first page we have reproduced the
right hand third of the 24-sheet. This give,
you a splendid cut out of the head of the
star. One of the three sheets will give
you a cut out of the girl and her sweetheart, and in the six sheet you can get
another of her as she appears in riding
costume. One of the one sheets gives an
almost full length figure of her. We would
advise that these be mounted on heavy cardboard and that they be used with the background of the Florida moss. If you are
not .able to convert your tcket booth into
the van as we have suggested there is another three sheet that will give you a picture of the girl seated on the rear of this
van.In addition to this the stills from the
picture should be featured. These are attractive and the eight 11 by 14 pictures
and the two 22 by 28 will attract attention.
If you have a collection oi Alma Rubens'
photographs there should be a special display on these.
you picture
haven't, and
start all
saving
the stills
from If this
the
others that come to hand so that you will
be able to get the fullest amount of attention to the other attractions in which she
appears.
There isn't the slightest doubt that the
pulling power of a star rests to a considerable extent in the confidence that you
show in her by your exploitation. We believe that a straight Alma Rubens appeal
will get a lot of people into your house.
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William

Desmond

Starts

"Whitewashed Walls"
The Jesse D. Hampton production starring William Desmond, and to follow " The
Prodigal Liar," is entitled " Whitewashed
Walls."
It is a photoplay adaptation by George
Elwood Jenks of a magazine story by
James and Ethel Dorrance and is really a
burlesque on life in a Latin-American
country.
It has to do with an American globe trotting sculptor who obtains work in this funny
little republic and who because of an overzealous Fourth of July celebration, gets in
wrong with the powers that be.
" Tempest and Sunshine,"
Print by Rothacker
In view of the unusual campaign carried
on to establish the quality trade-mark of
Rothacker, J. Frank Hatch considers it of
interest to state rights men and exhibitors
to know that the laboratory work on his
feature, " Tempest and Sunshine," is a
product of the Chicago laboratories. Watterson Rothacker has definite quality standards for the acceptance of work, as evidenced by his handling only of such subjects as the First National releases, and the
assurance is thus carried of clear prints on
" Tempest and Sunshine."
L-Ko

Manager Coming to
New York City
LTniversal announces that Louis Jacobs,
general manager of the L-Ko Komedy Ko
a*t Hollywood, Cal., will arrive in New
York shortly following a visit to various
large cities of the West and Middle West
for the purpose of learning what the public likes best in motion picture comedies.
Mr. Jacobs will spend some time in the
East before returning to California, Julius
Stern, president of the L-Ko Company,
who has been in California since the first
of the year will remain at the studios until
Mr. Jacobs' return.

Johnsons

Bound

Representatives of Trade Gather at
Luncheon to Bid Exploring Filmsters Farewell
CLOSE to a hundred representatives of
the picture industry were gathered at
a luncheon in the College Room of the
Hotel Astor last Monday to bid farewell
and " good luck " to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson as they started on their second
trip to the South Sea Isles in search of out
of the ordinary screen material.
Harry Handcuff Houdini presided as
toastmaster at the festivities, while the
speakers included Chic Sales, Alex Beyfuss, John W. Blackwood, and Treasurer
Clark of the Exhibitors-Mutual. Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson responded gracefully to the
bouquets that just showered at them.
A representative of the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, cheered up the affair
with the news that warfare on the cannibal
isle that is the Johnsons' destination had
just made necessary the intervention of a
gunboat and the killing off of some hun-

for

South

Seas

dreds ,of the dusky skinned inhabitants.
The cheer was found in the fact that with
a few hundred in the happy hunting
ground the chances of the Johnsons to return alive were increased proportionately.
In outlining his plans for the next subjects to follow the present successful releases, Mr. Johnson declared that one of his
chief desires was to secure a picture of
Chief Nagapate looking at himself in motion pictures. He promised not to let the
chief return to this country in the hopes
of securing a regular job in Hollywood.
In view of the unusual success of the
Johnson subjects a bit of ironical humor
was injected into the affair by the film
man description of the rejections his ideas
had first been given by motion picture men.
" The fans don't want that sort of stuff,"
they had told him.
In closing Mr. Johnson paid a sincere
tribute to the encouragements and aid he
had received from Alex Beyfuss, of the
Robertson-Cole organization.

Announced
by United
Several Appointments
WILLIAM T. BUTLER has been
M. E. Maxwell, of the United Minneapolis office, has been called to New York
added to the staff of special repreas assistant to Charles Johnson, United
sentatives of United by J. A. Berst. Mr.
New York manager. Mr. Maxwells proButler's initial work will be in the New
motion to headquarters is a recognition of
England territory with which he is espeable work in the Minneapolis territory.
cially familiar since his entry into the film
business some 3^ears ago as salesman for
E. J. O'Donnell, Central Division manathe Vitagraph Boston office.
ger, is now operating in the Dallas ExIn this capacity and also as a Vitagraph
change territory, and will devote special
representative in southern Illinois, Mr.
attention to the Texas, Southern Arkansas
Butler is said to have made an enviable
and Oklahoma territory, in connection
record. The new appointee will not be ■ with the membership drive now in full
permanently assigned to any .territory, but
by United.
will be sent from time to time to points in swing
Lester D. Wolfe has been appointed by
the
United
Circuit
as
special
need
may
President Berst as manager of the United
arise.
Ben Abrahams has been engaged as a Buffalo office. Mr. Wolfe was for several
years Buffalo manager of General Film
United salesman in the St. Louis terriCompany Exchange. Homer Howard, fortory. Mr. Abrahams who has a large exmerly United manager in that city, has
hibitor acquaintance in that country, spent
a week in the New York office before leavbeen appointed to special work in the Buffalo territory for the United drive.
ing for his new post.
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Conrad
Nagel Male Lead With Alice Brady
SELECT Pictures announces that in for which Mr. Maigne has written the
scenario as well as directed.
Alice Brady's forthcoming production
of " Redhead," the star will be supported
The story of " Redhead " is about a
by Conrad Nagel. He is now the leading
dance hall entertainer who succeeds in getting one of the wealthy patrons to marry
man in her stage production, " Forever
her
at
a time when he is under the influAfter," now in its twenty-seventh week on
Broadway.
ence
of liquor.
" morning
whatOn athemistake
theyafter
have"
Miss Brady and Mr. Nagel, owing to both realize
made. Matt, the husband, threatens to ditheir close association in Miss Brady's
vorce his wife, but Dazie proceeds to get
stage production, are thoroughly familiar
with each other's style of acting, and it is him " illuminated " again, and then takes
for this reason that Miss Brady selected
him tohears
her apartment
to soberandup.stops
Matt's
uncle
of his escapade
his
Mr. Nagel to support her in her forthcoming screen attraction. Mr. Nagel is said to allowance, so with nothing to gain by leaving his wife, Matt decides to go to work,
be one of America's most accomplished
something he has never done before in his
young leading men, and according to relife.
ports from the studio, he is equally capable
as a screen actor.
There are said to be a number of thrill" Redhead " is a story by Albert Payson
ing moments in the picture, and an unusuDowst, which appeared in a recent number
ally new and different conclusion. Charles
of one of the popular magazines. It was
Stevenson also has an important part in the
adapted for the screen by Charles Maigne,
picture, and the other members of the
who is also directing the production, thus
cast are Robert Schable, Charles Eldridge
making the fifth Alice Brady production
and May Brettone.
Arrow

Sells Some

More

Territorial Rights
Arrow Film Corporation, besides selling
to the Variety Pictures Corporation, two
pictures, have sold to Silee Film Exchange
of Chicago the 6-act picture " The Hearts
of Men " starring Mile. Valkyrien, and
have also sold the serial " The Demon's
Shadow " to Montreal buyers for all
Canada.
The Arrow has taken on 6 pictures in
the past five weeks and are enlarging their
sales force and to take care of the added
business have engaged new offices with projection suite which they will occupy after
May 1st. The company also contemplate
the opening of exchanges at three points
in the U. S. where there is a need for
Independent exchanges.
The Fords for April
Goldwyn announces that the four subjects of the Ford Educational Weekly for
April entertainingly mix the lighter phases
of. life with the more serious picturizations.
The-one-reel-a-week releases are as follows : April 6, " Cut It Out," a story
of plate glass-making; April 13, "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies," polo,
hydroplaning at the Florida resorts ; April
20, " Good Roads," a camera, drama of
roadmaking; April 27, "A Visit to New
Orleans." .
Street, Philadelphia, aSimplex Street
Lewis Swaab, Simplex distributer in Philadelphia, announces the installation of Simplex machines in the Princess theatre on
Market Street.
,
With this installation completed, Market
Street has now become Simplex-ized, since
up to this time the Princess was the only
house still using other than Simplex machines.

" Crimson

Gardenia

" Fol-

lows "The Brand "
" The Crimson Gardenia '' will be the
next Rex Beach drama following that author's "The Brand." "The Crimson
Gardenia " holds every promise of equalling the impression made by the drama
of the Yukon, and at the same time revealing another -phase of the author's storytelling genius. As a novel it has steadily
increased in popularity since its publication three years ago, and to-day still holds
its place among the best sellers.
Work on the production is progressing
at the Goldwyn Studios in Culver City
under the direction of Mr. Beach and Reginald Barker, who contributed his directorial skill in adding to the box-office magnetism of " The Brand."
Guinan Story Starts
Production work of the two-reel western
dramas for the Frohman Amusement Company and starring Texas Guinan, was
started last week at a studio in Hollywood
where activities will continue until work
of remodeling the old Metro studio, recently leased by William L. Sherrill, is
completed. The first story to be filmed is
titled " South of the Santa Fe," and Cliff
Smith, the, director, and Jack Sherrill, who
is to manage the business affairs of the
company, have selected George Chesebro
and Jack Richardson as principal supporting players together with a troop of twentyfive cowboys and girls.

Market

Realism in " Checkers "
Director Richard Stanton, who is producing "Checkers," the famous racing play,
for William Fox as a big special attraction,
is said to be a stickler for realism to be injected in his pictures.
It is reported that Ellen Cassity, who
plays one of the leading roles in the production, was painfully injured by a broken
goblet in the ballroom scene last week.

News

Nazimova
Wears Expensive Costumes in Picture
In her production of "The Red Lantern," to be distributed by Metro. Nazimova is said to wear robes of regal splendor.
Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell Karge,
who present the Russian star in the production now being cut and assembled at
the Metro studio in Hollywood, declare
that more than $50,000 have been spent in
costumes for this production which they
state is highly elaborate.
For Mahlee, the half-chinese, half-English girl played by Nazimova, bears a not
remote resemblance to France's Joan of
Arc. True, she leads a hopeless cause,
that of the Boxers against the Europeans
in China.
And her heart is torn between the love
she bears for an Englishman and the ancient traditions of the yellow race.
Territorial
SalesWay
Corp. Gets
Under
The Territorial Sales Corporation, with
offices at 1600 Broadway, got under way
last week with the shipment of prints on
the first three Jester comedies to eighteen
film centers where they will be shown to
prospective
buyers before allotting franchises.
" In the Wild West," " Peace and Riot "
and " The Tenderfoot " are the initial trio.
It is also stated that Territorial Sales has
completed a deal for the handling on the
state rights basis of one of the biggest
feature productions produced in recent
months. Other subjects will follow.
Current

Nesbit

Picture,

" Thou Shalt Not "
Evelyn Nesbit's current picture under the
William Fox Standard group, is " Thou
Shalt Not," and the star portrays a countrylous
girl,lover.
who is led astray by an unscrupuThe picture was directed by Charles J.
Brabin, and in it Miss Nesbit is declared
to have one of the strongest roles which
she has enacted, and ably supported by a
cast which includes Ned Burton, Florida
Kingsley, Gladden James, Crawford Kent
and Eddie Lawrence.
Many of the scenes of " Thou Shalt
Not" are laid in a small New England
village.

" Ginger " Coming in May
A five-reel feature entitled " Ginger " is
announced by World Pictures as due for
release in the month of May.
Gareth Hughes, Violet Palmer and Paul
Everton are the stars, and it is described as
a story of love and adventure. Raymond
Hackett appears in support, and it is announced that a very capable cast interprets
all the roles. Burton George directed the
picture, as well as being responsible for
the
story. Raymond Schrock prepared the
continuity.
The three stars are all said to have enjoyed a very successful stage career.

1
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Ike best single reel comedies oh the market
says a prominent Western exhibitor of the

Harold

Lloyd

Comedies
"We nave been using one Harold Lloyd comedy a
week since I took charge of this house. In that"
time we have not" had one flivver. The Liberty
mob is a little more critical than the average buf
every one of these comedies has gone over big with
them. They are by far the best single reel comedies
J. Wni. Houck, Ma/r, Uberty Jheafre, Spokane, Wash.
on the market"'.'
One one reel comedy every week?
Produced by Rolin
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First National Exhibitors
Circuit
Making
Memphis
a
"Week"
has called attention to an accomplish'VIRTUOUS
WIVES"
ment credited to one of its releases,
DID THE
WORK
" Virtuous Wives," starring Anita
Stewart.
y is ofa
storlace
of mpan
how ying
the popu
THEtale acco
This motion picture, it is cited, has
the great Tennessee city debeen the cause of longer runs in the
manded to see a motion picTennessee city, which formerly considture after the regular -booked run
red,
ered four days a long time to exhibit
had expi
and how Exhibitor
a film on consecutive days.
McElravy righted himself with the
No doubt this is the first instance on
fans after keeping them standing in
line until after the doors had closed.
record where an exhibitor has been
As a result, Anita Stewart, First
forced to re-book a picture as a holdNational Exhibitors and the Majesover on threat of having his lobby
tic theatre have won an everlasting
zcrecked by angry fans who had stood
place in the memory of Memphis
in line outside the theatre waiting to
picture-goers.
get in.
This has been cited by First National as an argument for longer
Tenn.,
is,
Memph
in
s
runs.
patron
THEATRE
the
of
ement
manag
recently took the
Majestic theatre there away from C. A.
McElravy, and gave other local managers
a severe jolt in a public demonstration of
their attitude toward motion pictures.
Until this happened Memphis was known
as a four day town. Now it has given
evidence that when it is offered something
it wants seven days is not sufficient to
exhaust its possibilities for profit.
It was no prearranged demonstration of
mob anger that was tendered McElravy by
several
a struggling, pushing crowd of literall
y
thousand men and women who
stormed the lobby and street in front of
the Majestic. The trouble started after
they had waited impatiently for a full two
hours for admission to the house the last
night of a five day run on a special. Those
at the front of the long lines quickly filled
the house to capacity for what had been
advertised as the last show. The doors
were closed and, so far as the management
was concerned at that moment, the next
activity was to complete plans for the new
program to start the following day.
Can You Blame Memphis
But the crowds had gone beyond the orFor
going wild over the wonderful combindinary limits of patience in the displeasure
ation that markable
has been
responsible
'for theNo re-2
the
bombardment
at Majestic
into
get
to
they felt over their inability
this
week?
began
lobby
the
in
theatre. Several men
W.e refer", of course, to
to make excited speeches. The vein of
their remarks was decidedly bitter toward
McElravy.
Anita Stewart
" Why didn't he make an announcement,
AND
all
us
get
couldn't
he
that
two hours ago, he let us stand here like a
in? Why has
lot of boobs? "
Some one else shouted : .
VirtuousWives
"What does he think we are? It's a
And how have Memphis amusemeiu-goers
damned shame the way we've been treated.
been rewarded?
Why don't they build theatres big enough
Seeing
ANITA
"comefascinating
back" afterthana
year's absence more STEWART
charming and
to take care of people. We've stood in line
nearly two hours. Now we can go home
ever. *
'novel.Enjoying the "cut-ups" of "Virtuous Wives.'
and thank the Majestic for a rotten evenSeeing of"male
actionentertainingly
— and the other
creatures
New crocodiles"
York societyin so
visualized from OWEN JOHNSON'S 2,000.000 edition
ing."
" Open those doors, we'll get in," 3'elled
It has been a most enjoyable week and when
someone out on the sidewalk. " Break
Miss Stewart., and the "Virtuous Wives" saythem down if you can't open them."
farewell Thursday Night we're going to tell
" Get the manager out here or we'll
Miss Stewart that she has captivated Menfwreck the lobby," roared the man who had
phis
You bet we
just reached the box office window, money
MAJESTIC
NO.will'
2
MmSso
in hand to buy tickets, when the curtain
Today, Wed., Thurs. Admission 25c
was pulled down. The crowd caught his
COMING FREDA*
spirit and in an instant half a dozen lobby
frames had been overturned and trampled.
'THE LOVE AUCTION:'
with VIRGINIA PEARSON
" Smash the lights," he cried, suiting the

action
to the word by waving
his cane
Picture
Town
overhead. At this moment McElravy appeared.
"We want to see this show," called a
dozen- voices. " You've kept us standing
here all evening. There are enough. of us
here to make trouble and we're ready to
do it. You can't get away with this."
McElravy is a showman with lots of experience in judging the public mind. He
didn't need but a moment to see that the
crowd was in a temper. The damage, if
any was attempted beyond what had been
done, would be completed before police aid
could arrive. There was no mistaking the
sincerity of the crowds. They were remaining for a purpose. Either they would
see the show or they would vent their
anger in violence.
" Just a moment, please," McElravy
shouted at the top of his voice. " Keep
quiet just a moment. I can't let any more
of you in tonight, but I am going to hold
the show over for two days. That'll give
you all a chance to see it. Get back in line
and buy your tickets for tomorrow or the
next day. I promise every one of you that
you'll
get in,
havehere
seats.
every ticket
thatandis sold
now I'll
and mark
give
it preference
morrow or theover
nextanyday.that are sold to" Get back in line, take it easy and don't
crowd. You'll all see the show. I'm holdfor two The
days crowd
more..wasI "busy . buyHe
got noing it further.
ing tickets. But despite this promise of
McElravy's many of them went away
grumbling, tickets in hand.
. " My God," gasped McElravy, once more
back in his office. " Get the Big Feature
Rights Corporation of Louisville on the
phone for me, quick. Quick! Do you
hear me? I want to talk to Lee Goldberg,
the manager. If he isn't there find out
where unless
he is. Oh
boy, I'm comes
a cookedthrough.
goose
now
Goldberg
Wowee, hurry that call. Tell Long Distance to charge it double, BUT GET HIM
"What's the trouble?" asked his assistant.
" Oh, nothing. I've just promised about
twenty thousand yelling mad men and
QUICK."
women that I'd hold this picture for two
days more to give them a chance to see it.
They're still buying tickets outside for toand the nextI day.
KNOW morrowTHAT
CAN AND
HOLDI DON'T
THE
PRINT. IT'S PROBABLY BOOKED
SOMEWHERE ELSE. If I don't hold it
I am going to be mobbed when they come
back tomorrow to see the show. If I hold
it despite another booking for it, I'll lose
myThefranchise.
hurryMcElravy
that call."had
telephoneOh,bellboy,
rang.
the receiver to his ear in a flash.
"Hello, hello, Goldberg? Thank the
Lord. This is McElravy, Majestic, MemYes. Say,
anotherphis.two
days.I've got to hold this print
"What? Yes, yes, I know I told you
that ' Virtuous Wives ' wouldn't stand
more than four days here. Yes, dammit,
I know you convinced me that it would go
(Continued on page 2150)
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Breaks
Film
s
Phillip
Universal Declares " The Heart of
Humanity " Has Surpassed Kaiser
Picture in Bookings — Premiere
in December
A report compiled by the exchanges department of the Universal showing the
business recorded on " The Heart of Humanity," Allen Holubar's master drama
featuring Dorothy Phillips brings out the
fact that the big production has eclipsed
the sensational booking record established
by " The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin " during the first three months of its presentation throughout the country.
" The Heart of Humanity " was given its
premiere at the Broadway theatre, New
York on December 22 and within ninety
days has been booked into more theatres
than the sensation, " The Kaiser, the Beast
of Berlin," during a period of similar length.
Not only has " The Heart of Humanity "
been booked into more theatres than " The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," but to date it
has recorded even greater box office
success than the Julian production, which,
it must be taken into consideration, was
released at a time when the American public was craving for just such a sensational
exposure of the kaiser's life as the Julian
production was.
The Holubar production has been shown
in nearly every large city of the country.
The week ending March 22 marked the
close of the sixth week of " The Heart of
Humanity's " showing at the Shubert theatre, Minneapolis, and of several other extended runs in various cities of the Middle
West. It also closed the biggest week for
bookings of a Jewel production in Universal's history. March 23 and 24 marked the
start of indefinite runs of the big feature
in 17 of the principal cities of the Mississippi Valley and of several score of runs
throughout the Southern States and along
the Pacific and Atlantic Coasts. In Chicago and New York " The Heart of Humanity" isplaying in neighborhood houses
and in the Northwest territory where the
film is being booked as a road show book-

Charles Pathe Expected
CHARLES PATHE, head of the organization whose activities circle the earth
and which has afforded a broad and efficient service to the allied nations during
the war, is expected to arrive in America
about April 15. Already the service he has
rendered to the French government has
earned him the distinction of the Legion of
Honor; and now that the war is over he is
turning his attention to the vast problem
of peace and the large opportunities which
are promised with the great resumption.
The world war, he has said, revealed the
cinema as a tremendous intellectual, moral
and industrial force. What its most inspired prophets foresaw in the distant future was accomplished in a day, so to speak ;
and the plaything and show of the millions
suddenly became a giant of dignity and
power to sway the world. Charles Pathe,
in the very beginning, at the birth of the
child, was possessed of the gift of prophecy
and previsioned the things to come, which

"U"

Record

Eugene

Muilin, scenario editor who has
joined the Universal forces
ings that will keep the various companies
en tour until July have been recorded.
of " inThevarious
Heart sections
of Humanity
to The
film appeal
followers
of the"
country is well brought out by the statements of exhibitors in four corners of the
country. podrome
Manager
Hipat Buffalo,Franklin
N. Y., ofis Sheas'
responsible
for the statement that " The Heart of Humanity " proved one of the greatest box
office attractions ever presented at his theatre. At the Tudor theatre at Atlanta the
showing of the film was extended two
weeks. At the Liberty theatre, Walla
Walla, Wash., the film proved such a box
office magnet that Manager Crews sent the
following
to Carl
Heart
of
Humanitywireopened
hereLaemmle
last night: "biggest
business in history of house. Beat ' Hearts
of
' opening
over and
hundred
Is World
tremendous
success
talk dollars.
of the
town."
in New York April 15
now have been fulfilled in an overflowing
measure.
Mr. Pathe's last visit to America was
about two years ago, and this time it takes
on a greatly increased importance. He will
find the organization broader, stronger and
more aggressive in its activities, with a
steadily growing business, including the
selling and distributing for some of the
strongest groups in the industry. A test
of the fundamental strength of Pathe was
afforded by the "shut down period" formally adopted by the industry recently.
White with Stone
Philip H. White has been engaged for
the position of film editor for the Lewis
S. Stone Productions. Mr. White has had
extensive experience with the George
Kleine, Thomas H. Ince, Universal and Triiation. angle organizations prior to his present affil-

Picture

News

e is
Town
a "Week"
Memph
Making Pictur
(Continued from preceding page)
five. Yes, yes, yes, yes. Yes to anything,
but do I get it for another two days without trouble or will I have a lawsuit?
"What kind of advertising did I do?
What's that got to do with it. I want two
days more. You have got to know first
what advertising I did? Well, go on, I'm
about ready to drop dead now. I used
sixty one-sheets, thirty three-sheets, fourteen twenty-four sheets, five thousand heralds, two hundred window cards, twentyfive window hangers, two film trailers three
days before opening, about $350 in newspaper advertising, and published every cut
and mat you sent down for publicity or ad.
illustration. Now, damn you, do I get the
two' days more. What?
" Yes, I've turned them away every performance for five days. I know it. I got
scared at the five day thing. Never played
more than four days on any special before.
Thought I needed a great big campaign to
make it go for five days. It was a seven
cylinder affair, not a five. I've got to have
two days more. Cashier just tells me we've
sold enough tickets to the turnaways tonight to fill three houses tomorrow and one
the day after. I've got to have those extra
days. What ?
" You say you booked them to me when
you got back to Louisville after you had
signed me for the five day contract against
my arguments for four days' maximum?
Say, go into the
the last
devilhour
will for
you.nothing.
I've lostYes,
ten
pounds
come
first chance
you get, and
I'll
confessdownin the
person
that Memphis
knows
more than I do about its ability to make
long runs profitable."
Poppy

Comedies
Field Enter the
A new brand of comedies is shortly to
be introduced on the market and distributed
by the Frohman Amusement Company under the brand name of Poppy Comedies. A
producing company for the making of
these subjects has been formed by Harry
Leonhardt, who is president; William L.
Sherrill, vice-president, and Eugene Perry,
secretary and treasurer. Mack Swain, remembered as Ambrose, the giant, of many
Mack Sennett Keystone Comedies, has been
engaged and will be the featured comedian.
W. S. Fredrick, formerly scenario writer
and director at Sennett's, who wrote and
co-directed the series of Mack Swain Comedies released by Universal, will be in
charge of scenario work and the direction.
A studio on Santa Monica Boulevard in
Hollywood has been leased, and production
work will start April 1.
Harry Leonhardt has been identified with
the film industry for the past four years,
following a life in the theatrical business.
He was western representative for Fox
Exchanges in the territory west of Chicago,
and later served the Goldwyn in the same
capacity. At the present time Mr. Leonhardt isdirector of presentation at the new
California theatre in Los Angeles. Mr.
Perryfilm
has business
been in the'
end of
the
for distributing
the past several
years,
identified with exchanges in the east
and west.
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Special

Vivian

Martin

IF you are showing the Vivian Martin
pictures you should feature her in your
exploitation of " Little Comrade " as having a very light comedy role and should
put emphasis on the fascination of her in
the garb that she wears as a " theoretical "
farmerette — for she does not get very far
with the practical side of it.
It is distinctly a spring or early summertime sort of a, production and there should
be that atmosphere set about it— to take
advantage of the longing that all of us
feel at this time of the year for the open
country, for blooming, growing, green
things. This should be carried out through
the lobby and in the setting that you give
your program, as we are suggesting in
more detail on another page.
While war is e*xcuse for the plot of the
story
and of
service
one'sinterest,
countrythere
servesis
for some
the of
heart
nothing in the world to suggest that this
is a war picture and we would keep anything out of the exploitation that would
give that impression. Straight comedy, almost a farce at times, is the way that we
would advertise this — appeal directly to the
laughs and to the heart at the same time.
Niles Welch is the leading man here and
we would be sure to mention that point.
If your patrons pay attention to the directors of pictures we would also bring out
that this is the work of Chester Withey,
responsible for many successes.

HERE is the story : Genevieve Hale is
the pampered daughter of rich parents, but just the same with all her frivolity she is much interested in helping the
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"Little

United States win the war and when she
reads of the call for farmerettes and the
good work that they are doing she determines to become one. She is long on enthusiasm, but very short on the practical end
of it. This is shown in the costume which
she adopts, rather tight fitting trousers and
a fluffy silk and ribboney jacket which are
suggestive more of the musical comedy
than the hay fields.
Immediately on her arrival at the Hubbard farm where she is to work, in her
limousine, accompanied by maid, chauffeur,
pet dog, and raiment impedimenta of all
sorts she arouses the hostility of the husky
and practical farmerettes who are already on the job and who have discarded
daintiness for overalls, broad straw hats
and practical footwear. Of course there
comes a lot of comedy when she starts
about her career of practical farm work.
She fails miserably in her attempt to milk,
to white wash the chicken coop and in
various other efforts, all of which increase
the contempt of the farmerettes for her.
Finally the forewoman demands whether
she has sense enough to gather eggs and
the ingenue of her character is revealed
with the reply : " Have you got some of
the cute little bantam ones ? "
She not only has her troubles in her
attempting to do the farming work, but
she is an outcast among the farmerettes
and her life in their dormitory is made
anything but pleasant.

BUT

there is a ray of sunshine among
all the laughs at the expense of Genevieve. Just as she arrived at the farm

on

Comrade

Bobbie, youngest son of the Hubbards, is
called in the draft, though he is mighty
unwilling to go. But Genevieve has arrived just in time for Bobbie to fall thoroughly in love with her before he is haled
away to the nearby training camp.
In the meantime the girl is fighting her
battles against the life she loathes with a
grim determination, but finally she caves
in and then Mrs. Hubbard, in her motherly soul, takes the girl from the dormitory and brings her to live at the house,
an
act
not help the little
standingwhich
with does
the farmerettes.
But girl's
from
that time on she practically becomes the
pet of the Hubbards.
Bobbie has been raised as much a pet
as Genevieve and the ardor of the training camp are too much for him, so he
decides to desert. Genevieve is out hiding
from her sorrows when the boy comes
home and they meet, the result being that
the girl persuades him to go back and do.
his duty, she promising that his family
shall not know of his secret visit..
BUT they have been seen together, though
the boy's identity is not known to the
farmerettes, who see that the Hubbards get
full information. Then developments
come thick and fast with Mr. Hubbard
banishing the girl from the farm and she
goes back to her home, broken-hearted
with, her failure in serving her country.
She and Bobbie have been corresponding and when he fails to hear from her
he determines to see what is the matter.
He gets a furlough and comes home to
find Genevieve gone and demands to know

At right, Genevieve is not a success at a-milking; in the center, her dismissal, and at the right the life she had left
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Gee, the chief farmhand, is hard-hearted, at the left; but in the center Genevieve finds something worth while; at the right the cxplanations of her troubles come with the gown that she wore to the farm
the reason why. When he is told that she
how. But at least that started a romance —
farmerette who will tell of the most sucand Genevieve in her dainty touserettes and
was seen meeting a soldier at night, the boy
cessful work they have done.
her
silken
blouse
was
just
the
sort
of
a
little
comes out and explains, telling how the
As we have already said, do not get too
girl has persuaded him to do his duty and
girl that you would like to have in a roserious about this, because you are likely
prevented him from becoming a deserter.
to leave the impression that this play
mance
of
your
very
own.
You'll
laugh
the
most of the way through at her troubles,
The father is immediately repentant and
hinges on some big problem or something
with the boy he seeks the girl out in her and then you'll be mighty happy with her
of the sort and this is just what you need
to avoid.
home and apologizes for his action. There
in " the
end." felt sure that she could help
is a general reconciliation with Bobbie
Genevieve
Unless you are committed to letters to
her country a whole lot by becoming a your
patrons we would pass this one up
starting out to fight " over there.'' Genefarmerette, so she sent for her fashionable
for that and devote the additional money
vieve going back to the farm " to work
modiste and had herself ' dolled up ' in the to newspaper advertising, and particularly
over here " with every understanding that
garments that she thought she ought to
when the war is over marriage will ceplaying up strong pretty pictures of Miss
wear. The women will agree that she is to
ment the romance of the farm.
Martin in her farmerette garb.
' just too cute ' and the men — well, they'll
One point should be featured in connection with all references to the story: It is be willing to look at her again and again.
MOST ofgestedthe
lines that
have butsug-if
Genevieve wasn't of much use on the farm,
apply rather
to thewecities,
taken from the serial, " The Two Benjaso far as raising crops was concerned, and
you
are
located
in
a
smaller
community
mins" by Juliet Wilbur Tompkins, which
she got in mighty bad with the practical
ran serially in McCall's Magazine. This
farmerettes, but when it came to saving the it
pay city
you girl
to "thinking
kid " along
is a publication with a circulation of nearly
thewill
ideaprobably
of a big
she
honor of the family and to winning hearts —
a million and a half with women almost
knows anything about farming.
exclusively the readers.
In either case we are going to offer some
she was there."
" Genevieve decided that her country
shorter lines that will apply. Now, no
needed her and that she would become a
matter how big a following Miss Martin
Practically all of the stills on this profarmerette. So she called in her fashionduction show Vivian Martin in her very
able modiste to design a costume that was
may have
your community
confascinating farmerette garb and if you
tent withinmerely
announcingdon't
herbe name
more suitable to plucking hearts than to and the
make your own cuts you should feature
title of the picture. You will find
picking pumpkins, summoned her limouher very prominently in your half tone
it a whole lot easier to sell a picture to
sine, tucked her toy dog under her arm and
effects. There are also line drawings of
the
public if you lead the people to beleft her maid to come along with her other
her in the same costume available. Then
ordinary.
lieve that you have a theme out of the
gowns
and
hats
and
things.
But
she
found
after you have featured her name and the
the
real
farmerettes
were
rough
and
ready,
title of the picture strong, jump into the
We prefer the longer selling arguments
then her troubles began. She bumped
sort of a selling argument that will let and
that
we have given, but here goes for the
into all sorts of troubles — and each one will
shorter ones :
the people know that this is one of the
give
you
a
laugh
—
and
then
into
a
romance,
pleasant little stories with a lot of laughs
" She didn't know the first thing about
in it.
which will delight you."
raising chickens, but she raised a successful
Here are some :
IF you are in a city where there has been
flutter
in one youth's
any considerable attention paid to war
" Genevieve
was shyheart."
on knowledge of
" She didn't know the first thing about
gardens or in a section where there have
milking a cow, or whitewashing a chicken
ploughing,
but
you'll
agree
that she was an
coop or gathering in the pumpkins, yet been girls who have been giving their serto
any
farm."
vices in raising food you may be able to ornament
she was the most fetching little farmerette
" Yes, Genevieve knew a lot about farmthat you ever saw. But she knew that she put over an unusually good publicity stunt
ing. She had her modiste design her a
in
the
newspapers
by
interviewing
some
farmerette
costume that was a cross between
loved her country and she wanted to do
something for it— and she did, down on the of these local girls about the experiences
pajamas
garb,a hoe.
and
had on the farm, how they overcame
then she and
had aherRussian
picture dancer's
taken with
farm, but it wasn't with the onions or the they
their lack of knowledge and the like, and
potatoes, or with the cows and the chickens
She thought she was all ready, but when she
then bringing in a reference to the sort of hit the farm things began to happen — and
— but it was something worth while to her
a role that Miss Martin has in this picture.
there's a laugh in every one of her troubles."
country and herself."
Your newspaper might be induced to add
" Days of war bread have passed, but if
" Genevieve thought that she loved the
to the interest in these war gardens, if we had to depend on farmerettes like Gencows and chickens, but she changed her
evieve to raise our food we fear that a lot
they are still being conducted in your city
mind when she tried to milk Old Brindle,
— and they are in many now that the
and when they set her to work whitewashof us would be mighty hungry these dajrs.
ing the coop she was helpless until the people have the habit — by offering a prize
But you'll get a hearty meal of laughter in
of tickets good for your theatre for the
farmer's son came along and showed her
following her experiences."
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At the left Genevieve shows the mother how she will farm,
and in at
the the
center
tical farmerette
rightshe gets a picture taken only to be denounced by the prac-

Rural
Lobby
Display
Will
Get Lots
of Attention
OBBY displays and music will go a long nection. Ask that these be placed in the
next
title
" to work over here " there
window with a sign reading:
way to make the people of your comshould be used " Keep the Home Fires
munity talk about " Little Comrade." Now
"When you see Vivian Martin in 'Little
because we have told you that a picture is a
Most of the music here will be light.
Comrade,'
at the Empire theatre, you'll see
Select one of the better known love themes
comedy many exhibitors think that they have
Burning."
she wasn't a success as a farmerette. But
nothing more to do than to tell the public
of the catchiest character. This theme is
see a lot of perfectly good vegetables
that and let it go. It seems to us that as —you'll
to be introduced when the youth and girl
the sort that are raised with our seeds."
a general rule the forced lobby displaymeet, again at their secret meeting, then
If you can get the cooperation of the
is generally worthless. When you have
when the boy tells his father the truth
bookstores we would advise you to have
to hunt around to get some point to bring
printed a slip saying that this picture is and finally right at the end. With the exout, you will find that it is hard to perception of the bugle call at the place that
made from Juliet Wilbur Tompkins' story
suade the public to " get " that point. And
is clearly indicated and the " Over There "
nothing is worse for a theatre to have a in McCall's Magazine and get the dealers
suggested, keep away from the military
to place one of these in not only the copies
lobby display of a character that the public
music.
of
McCall's
that
they
sell,
but
in
those
of
does not understand it, even after visitevery other publication devoted to the
ing the theatre.
interests of women.
YOU can arrange an attractive prelude
here with the reproduction on the
If possible convert your lobby into a
There
is
still
further
possible
cooperastage
of a field of corn or grain or even
garden, using real stalks of plants of whatation if you can get the grocers to include
of vegetables with the real article in the
ever sort may be available in your comin every package that they send out a
foreground, fading into the drop. Now
munity. If these are not accessible, use
circular bearing a picture of Miss Martin
imitations. If there is room build a fence
with
four girls attired in overalls, the sort
in her farmerette garb and then :
that the real farmerettes wore you can have
around these gardens. The lobby display
" These vegetables weren't raised by Genwhich was used by the Alhambra theatre,
an attractive song with " The Girl Behind
evieve Hale and her fellow farmerettes.
Man Behind the Gun." It is from a
Milwaukee, on "A Romance of Happy
So when you want good ones come to us, the
recent stage success and is very timely
Valley " with the corn field along the sides
but if you want to laugh a lot at an amateur
of the lobby will be most appropriate here.
here and you may be able to make a few
farmerette's troubles, see ' Little Comrade ' changes in the wording that will make it
We wouldn't try to use dummy figures for
more effective.
at the Empire tonight."
they are like to be a mess. If you can have
This whole scene should be with the
a couple of pretty girls costumed as Miss
THERE is one little effect that you can
lights fairly well down and after this first
Martin appears, they will attract a great
get in your music with this picture
deal of attention.
selection the lights should fade down into
that will cause no end of talk. Remember
the blue, for the night effect and with your
Striking cut-outs should be used as the
the little things count in presentation. There
quartette retiring to a bench at the side
main feature of the star display. The six
is an incident toward the first of the pic- you can have a wide variety of selections
sheet contains the figure of Miss Martin
ure
in
which
Bobbie
Hubbard
is
seen
with
to be chosen from. With the use of a
seated on a pumpkin while one of the
three sheets shows her with a wheel barrow.
a harmonica and starts to play " Oh, You
moon in the background you can have efBeautiful Doll " until the girl tells him,
There is a smaller figure with her in the
fectively rendered " The Moon Drops
" No, play 'Over There ." Just a few bars
same costume and talking to the boy in
Low." Any of the old time favorites such
of
these
on
a
real
harmonica
with
the
reone of the one sheets. These cut-outs
as " Sweet and Low," " In the Gloaming,"
mainder of the musicians tacit will make
should be prominently placed so as to get
and " Sweet Genevieve " may be used.
a
hit.
Should you do this you can render the last
attention from all angles.
There is another point where the youth
named as the final selection and then carry
I N most localities this is the time of the
gets a note from the girl referring to the
it into the picture as the theme.
fact that she has fed the cows and chick* year when there are gardens being startWith this feature you are safe in picked and you ought to be able to secure the
ens, and here you have obviously a call for
ing almost any character of pictures for
cooperation of the stores selling seeds and
" This is the Life." Then toward the end
the balance of your bill. There is an exalso those handling garden tools. The cutcellent chance for an all comedy bill here.
of the picture there is one title " To fight "
outs that we have already mentioned or
There is no overdose of out-of-door stuff
and here a few strains of " Over There "
the full paper will help along in this conshould be brought in and then with the
so a scenic will not conflict.
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To the left is Alice Brady, Select star, and
in " atRedtheHead,"
thisofweek.
In the center
one of the principals of " Bolshevism on Trial "
right isannounced
an example
the magnitude
of theis production
Rork

for Feature
Exploitation
Strong
picture and discussions are expected to pro" Fit to Win " Given Advanced Showmote many columns of live publicity from
ing to Selected Audience in Each
a news standpoint.
City Before Playing Theatre
Public Health Films expects to provide
WITH the idea, of enlisting a strong
every exhibitor with a crowded house when
array of boosters in every locality
he opens his theatre to play " Fit to Win."
where their six-reel feature is to be shown,
The exploitation methods adopted as outlined isexpected to do the work effectively.
the promoters of " Fit to Win " plan to
hold a private exhibition of the production
It is stated that many ministers have
several days ahead of play date.
already preached stirring sermons upon the
" Fit to Win " is described as a six-reel
great value of this picture. It is expected
dramatic production containing an educato draw heavily on a new and hitherto
tional health theme calculated to intensely
unexploited patronage as well as the reguinterest and highly benefit all humanity.
lar movie fans. In preparing the feature
It was originally produced for the War
for public viewing an epilogue has been
Department Commission on Training Camp
written and inserted in the picture.
Activities and personally directed by Lieut.
" Fit To Win " portrays five young felE. H. Griffith. Sergt. Ray McKee appears
lows who have just joined the service from
in the leading role of Billy Hale. The
civilian life. One turns a deaf ear to all
original title was " Fit to Fight," and it is allurements and temptations and his sole
said to have already been seen by 1,500,000 desire is to strictly follow the health reguenlisted men of the Army and Navy.
lations so carefully laid down and keep
" Fit to Win " is declared to be the first himself perfect for the one girl.
motion picture ever produced that tells the
The other four are pictured as meeting
truth about the cause and effect of venereal
all sorts of trouble for their love of the
diseases and has been revamped so that it many so-called pleasures. There are said
can be shown to civilians in any theatre in to be many thrills provided in the picture.
the country.
One is described as showing a stirring
Isaac Silverman was one of the U. S. fight scene in which a pugilist, formerly
the picture of health, is knocked out by a
Government " Dollar a Year " men and
much smaller man.
when the armistice was signed he secured
the feature with the full authorization of
the U. S. Public Health Service. Mr.
Silverman formed a company known as
Public Health Films with offices in the Pathe Appoints Abeles in
Putnam Building, New York City, and
Newark
many advance agents are now booking the
feature in leading cities.
A. S. Abeles has been appointed manager
of the Newark branch of Pathe Exchange,
The unique plan of exploitation adopted
to arouse advance interest in the feature is Inc., and brings to the administration of the
said to have proved a strong drawing card
office through experience in the big corporation an exceptionally fine record. He
for the exhibitor. About five days before
the feature is to be played at the theatre
joined Pathe in January, 1914, as a travelin any city an invitation is issued to the
ing salesman for the New York exchange,
then in West 23rd Street. He went thence
Mayor, Chief of Police, Health Commissioner, ministers, doctors, professors, Y. to St. Louis as Branch Manager, which position lie held for seven months, when he
M. C. A. workers and Knights of Columbus field workers.
was selected as manager of the New York
Exchange. Here he served from 1915 to
Open discussion is held at the private exhibition of the picture. The newspaper
1918, when he was appointed District Manamen are also present by invitation and the
ger of the Central Western Division.

Leases Studio for
MacDonald
For the past four weeks there have been
reports of the formation of the Katharine
MacDonald Pictures Corporation, hut it
remained until this week for the new organization to actually begin production.
Sam Rork, the general manager, has
leased the studio on Georgia and Girard
street built by the Biograph Company five
or six years ago, and most recently used
by Thomas H. Ince, and there work has
been! started on the filming of " The Thunderbolt," adrama of Kentucky mountains,
written by J. Grubb Alexander. The supporting cast selected includes the names
of Tom Meighn, Forrest Stanley, Adda
Gleason, Spottiswoode Aitken, Doc Cannon, Antrim Short, and others. Colin
Campbell, who for more than four years
was affiliated with Col. William Selig, and
special feature producer there making
many of the Selig successes, including
" The Spoilers," " The Crisis," " The Ne'erDo-Well," and many others, has been engaged as director for the MacDonald
Company.
Ethel Clayton

East for

Long Rest
Ethel Clayton, Paramount star, arrived
in New York last week from the Lasky
studio at Hollywood. Under the direction
of George Melford, Miss Clayton has finished "Impulses," adapted from a story
by George Hartman, which is the final
production of her series of Paramount pictures for the releasing year 1918-1919. Miss
Clayton will take a three month's rest
before starting her second year's work as
a Famous Players-Lasky star and in the
interim expects to take a vacation trip
to Japan. Four pictures of her present
series are yet to be released. They are
" Pettigrew's Girl," by Dana Burnet, released March 23 ; " Vicky Van," Carolyn
Wells' mystery story; " Men, Women and
Money," by Cosmo Hamilton, and "ImMiss Clayton has worked steadily in
Paramount pictures for the past year.

pulses."
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Taylor

Holmes

TAYLOR HOLMES and comedy are the
two strong points to be played by exhibitors who have booked this picture.
There should be nothing suggestive of the
serious in it, for the laughs are the main
thing, though at times there is a suggestion
of the Fairbanks sort of action crossed
with the Chaplin perils.
Like most comedies you wouldn't stop
to analyze this one and then conclude that
it was likely to happen in real life, so the
thing to suggest to your patrons is that
they won't be burdened with any problems,
that all they will have to do is to laugh —
and then promise to send the tired business men away forgetful of all their
troubles.
There are two sets of crooks that enter
into the action, but we would not feature
these further than as a background for
the comedy. Since a great portion of the
action takes place on an ocean liner you
can call this :
" A voyage on the sea of comedy
to the land of romance."
Then put the greater weight of your exploitation behind the name of the star and
the things that he has done. Feature the
title strong because "A Regular Fellow "
in itself suggests a happy, action picture.
THIS is the story: Dalion Pemberton,
though jet young, is a confirmed woman hater and he even runs away from the
United States to South America to avoid
meeting those of the opposite sex. But his
aunt follows him and there reveals to him
that the will of his grandfather demands
that he marry one Virginia Christy or lose
the fortune. Dalion remembers Virginia
as a freckled faced little girl and besides
he hates all women — so a little thing like
a fortune means nothing in his young life.

Service

in

"A

Section

o n

Regular

Fellow"

But evidently something goes wrong with hands of the police. A little later he finds
himself the cell companions of a couple of
his woman hating streak, for driving home
crooks who have just completed the arone evening he passes a stalled taxicab and
rangements for their escape. They force
in this he sees a girl who — well, he forgets
all the mean things that he had said about
him to accompany them on a big jewel robwomen. Heretofore he had been the most
bery, and though he protests that he cannot
timid of men, but now he even frames it
enter the house because " I do not know
up to whip a man whom he hires to atthese people
" they have a use for him betempt to flirt with the girl in a restaurant.
cause he is still
attired in a dress suit and
But the girl really pays no attention to him
him
to
play.
is
"dresse
d for the role" that they want
and this excites his desire to win her.
He learns that she is to sail that evening
In the meantime the two society crooks
for America and follows her and her
mother to the pier, still in his dress suit, are guests in the very home that the other
and just as the ship is about to pull out he pair have entered and the bogus count and
finds that he had been robbed and that the lady have determined to carry out their
plans. One of the principal things these
contents of his pocket are a single cigar.
So there is nothing left for him to do but two are seeking is a very handsome necklace, but they note that the mother does
to stow away and then there result a lot
of comedy situations in which Dalion is not wear these as she starts for the opera,
leaving her daughter to entertain the
discovered hiding under coal and is forced
"guests." It is then that Lady Westfall
to scrub the decks. He gets a chance during the voyage to whisper a few words to shows such an insistent desire to see the
jewels that the daughter announces that
the girl : " I thought that I hated women
her mother has locked them up. Then the
until I saw you — But I don't — I love you."
couple start a search for them as the girl
BUT on the trail of the girl and her denounces them as thieves.' At that moment
Dalion and his thug companions are in
mother are Count Eugenie and Lady
adjoining room, and there follows a
an
Westfall, two society crooks who are planfight between the two sets of crooks while
ning to steal the jewels of mother and
Dalion summons the police.
daughter. Dalion's activities on shipboard
help in blocking them, though Dalion is
innocent of his share in the game. But JUST at that moment the mother and
Lady Westfall succeeds in so ingratiating
Dalion's aunt enter. " I'm glad to mee'
herself with the mother and the daughter
you," he says to the mother, " I know your
that she and the count decide to postpone
daughter
wellwith
indeed."
And then that
his
aunt turns very
to him
the information
their operations until they visit the New
the girl is Virginia Christy and that the
York home and then make a complete haul.
Dalion certainly has his troubles on ship- aunt took the next boat as soon as she
board and when he finds that he is to be knew that her nephew was following the
returned to South America he leaps from
girl that had been picked for him.
the opposite side of the ship and makes
" If I'd known that I'd have swum over,"
his way to the dock onlv to fall into the announces Dalion.

At left he hates women; in the center he se-es her, and at the right with the crooks
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Dalian is so smitten that he hides under the auto to get a sight of the girl; in the middle, the woman hater defiant, and at the right the
the man, the girl and the two crooks

Light Comedy
Stuff is Needed
in Your
Exploitation
Millicent Fisher is the leading woman
EXHIBITORS who are to show this picget you'll
see the
thattime.
the joke
and the director is Christy Cabanne, who laughs
ture should depend largely on the name
was on asthisyouwoman
hater all
of Taylor Holmes, the title of the picture has made some of the most successful of
" But he is satisfied and we think you'll
and some of the humorous lines from it. motion pictures. You may get an appeal
There is a rather slender plot and to give in some quarters by adding that Mrs. Taylor Holmes also appears in this one as the
it away would be to weaken the interest in
titled woman crook.
is a picture where you ought to
THIS
the picture. For that reason we would
change the cut and the underlines in
prefer not to carry through any regular
each one of your newspaper displays. There
\TO\Y play the picture of Holmes promisales argument but rather to be content
is no occasion for a teaser campaign here
^" nently, then his name and the title, and
with fairly brief lines, as suggestive of
and
therefore you should build the advercomedy as possible.
then let's jump right into something about
tising that you run in advance and during
Of course the name of the star has al- the picture. Here are a few of them that the showing of the picture straight on the
are light and frothy but are still calculated
ways been associated with comedy, but we
to make people want to see the picture :
amusement side. Of course there's that
would go further than to rely merely on
saying that humor is infectious, but if you
" He ran all the way to South America
that by trying to show that many of the
because he hated the fair sex. 'When I see keep on giving the people indications of
situations in this picture are ludicrous.
the laughsbe."in " A Regular Fellow " every
Merely saying that he plays the role of a a woman it spoils my whole day," observed
day while you are showing this, you will
Pemberton, and that very evening
woman hater does not indicate that, but Dalion
be
likely to get a lot more people into your
ran
into
one
and
fell
in
love
with
her
at
house.
quotations from the titles of the picture
first sight.
will carry over the idea. Make the crook
Here are some of the shorter lines :
" That was all very well, but it happened
end of your exploitation merely incidental ,
" He hated all women until he saw one
that
she
was
sailing
from
home
that
evenfor it is only a setting to the laughs and
ing, and though Dalion followed her to the of the reasons why men leave home — and
to strengthen the plot.
liner,
he found that he didn't have a cent then he fled from his retreat straight back
In your advertising you will naturally
to civilization, because the woman hating
in
his
pockets. So he tells the captain:
feature the name of the star and will use
stuff was sure giving him the reverse Engpictures of him in the character. There is ' I've decided to take a position on your
one that shows him behind the bars and
boat.' The captain couldn't see it that way,
but Dalion got there just the same, though
"Pemberton hated women so that if he
under this you can use the lines :
he
didn't
get
a
chance
to
take
off
the
dress
had
to sit through a performance of ' Romeo
" Say, Mr. Jailer, cant I have a separate
suit until the girl had promised to be his.
and Juliet' he was ill for a week; but then
compartment? I don't know these gentle'" * I love you, I love you forever — excuse
something happened and if Romeo were
around he quit the job cold after seeing
me.' That was the way Dalion Pemberton
men."
made love to the beautiful lady whose name
T^1 ITHER in your advertising or through
himself
lish." outdone. You'll laugh a whole lot
*— ' a new story we would certainly be sure
he
didn't even know. But you see he didn't more at Pemberton than you sighed with
to call attention to the fact that he has know
much about such things because he
had always been a woman hater — and bescored successes in such pictures as " Effi" ; Women have ruined the world,' he
cause there was a husky deck hand on his
ciency Edgar's Courtship," " The Small
tragically one moment and ten mingasped
trail
seeing
that
he
attended
to
his
duties
Town Guy," and " Ruggles of Red Gap,"
Romeo."
utes later he was vowing ' I only want to
as chambermaid to the deck. Even if he
and in " It's a Bear," the first of his new
series of pictures.
was wearing a dress suit, he had to do that feast my eyes on that beautiful lady.'a Jugcell
gling coal, mopping deck and even
Holmes has great individuality and this
get off and walk.'
didn't check his ardor — and then he found
should be made prominent, and it can by or " 'One
minute he was refusing a fortune
that he had simply gone to an awful lot of
the use of quotations that we have indibecause he had to marry to get it— he hated
trouble — but what did he care? "
cated. The drollness has been typical of women so. An hour later he was shoveling
"Woman hating was his occupation, and
most of his pictures. This, in connection
coal and mopping the decks — and in evening
he didn't know the slightest thing about
with the titles is the main thing that will dress — so that he could remain on the same
But he was ' dressed for the
appeal to your audiences, we believe, and if ship with the ' beautiful lady.' And a little burglary7.
part ' and they forced him to go after the
thing
like
a
husky
deck
hand,
a
visit
to
a
you get a laugh in advance with your ad' million dollars worth of ice ' — and what
cell and a couple of burglars and a pair of he found was a billion dollars worth of
vertising you are pretty sure to get the
person into your theatre.
society crooks didn't balk him — but as many
And you'll get dollars worth of laughs."
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WE
have already
that we
Here's
WE would
as theMusic
overture some
a suggested
Stunt
and
Some
Suggestions
of use
the
selections
from a musical
comedy,
would confine the newspaper disA
MYSTERY
IDEA
and then you can employ some of the
play on this picture to straight matter
with the comedy element, but in some
lighter selections for your musical numget
stunts
citieson where
INattenti
bers. There is one song that might appeal
communities the street stunt is found a
put over
a good
you canstreet
one by building a duplicate of the
business getter and here there is opporas the prologue and that is " He's Had
green van in which Diane Westtunity for a good one.
No Loving in a Long, Long Time." That
fall had her adventures. This should
Attire a man in a dress suit and at the
could be sung by a man in dress suit
have curtained windows at either
and
a very sombre look on his face, who
same time place a mask over his face
side and a door and steps at the rear,
strolls off the sage just as the projection
giving the appearance that he is blindand should be drawn by a pair of
of the picture is started.
folded and then have him feel his way
horses, with the driver garbed
white
as a gypsy.
along the street with a cane. On the back
If you decide to make an all-comedy
Costume a young woman in riding
of his coat have a printed card bearing
bill
of this we w7ould use a slap stick
habit and let her ride about in this so
the wording:
affair, because the Holmes picture falls
seated
that
she
may
be
seen
through
under the class of polite comedy, depend" Every time I see a woman it spoils my
the windows. Every half a block or
ing on the personality of the star and
whole day. Yet I am a ' Regular Fellow '
so have the van stop and the girl
the title, and any more of that on the same
at This
the Empire
theatre
today."
come
to
the
steps
and
look
about
as
same idea could be followed out
bill might be tiresome. But the slap stick,
if searching for some one. If you
in the lobby as a curiosity stimulant with
especially with the burlesque effects will
can get the co - operation of your
the use of figures. Have a figure similarly
newspapers, so much the better, and
you will create a real mystery.
garbed but with his back toward the
go well.
street and bearing the quotation and then
IF you are making a special play to matnext
to thissaid,
a sign
That's
what heDalion
inee business it might be well to conPemberton
but "this
is what
came
is possible strong for you to play the
sider that in special exploitation children will readily understand this and will
to," and then have a huge hand pointing
national anthem here, but don't do it. In
to the right or left and there you can have
the first place the people do not want ot appreciate the action on shipboard where
a cabinet with a peep hole and then the get up in the middle of a picture, and
they will probably get more thrills than
figure of a man kneeling at the feet of a more than that the national anthem is the grown-ups, while the appeal to the
entirely out of place in a comedy.
women is apparent.
girl. They'll all wonder what it is about.
MUSICAL setting for this picture
"Pan American" can be played at the
If you use the circular letter form, we
should be of the light and airy sort screening of this, then going into " Chin
would suggest a brief tone something like
although you will have to bring in some
Chin Chinaman," with the view of the this:
Chinaman who was the original woman
mysterioso and agitatos for the crook and
"Do you believe in love at first sight?
the fight stuff. For instance, in the cafe
hater and then into " Introduce Me " as
" Dalion Pemberton has just finished
scene where Dalion is trying to attract
we see Pemberton, " who began where the swearing
that he hated all women and
the attention of the girl, there might be Chinaman left off." There is another octurning down a fortune depending on his
casion when Holmes comes up through
well played, " Oh, You Beautiful Doll."
marrying a certain girl when he fell madly
If you want to keep the picture the lightest
the ventilation and " Nights of Gladness "
is
appropriate
here.
There
is
another
in
love with a woman whose name he didn't
know.
possible you might use " Tell Me Pretty
such suggestion as the pair of crooks start
Maiden," from the musical comedy hit of to
leave the jail, and here you might
several years ago.
" Dont think that we are asking you to
Right here while we are referring to play " Where Do We Go From Here,"
solve a problem. Don't worry your head
You can use a funeral march burlesqued
the cafe theme. There is a point where
about it. And if you'll come to see Taylor
Holmes at the Empire next week youll
the orchestra is supposed to be playing
with the threat of the crooks. " Sailing,
" The Star Spangled Banner " and one of Sailing" can be used several times for laugh so much that you'll forget there are
the shipboard scenes.
the guests refuses to rise. The temptation
problems and worries in the world."
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Pickford
Is Scheduled
Four Artcraft Releases for Month on
Famous Players-Lasky List with
Eight Paramounts
IN announcing the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation schedule of releases for the
month of April, Walter E. Greene, VicePresident in Charge of Distribution, states
that Mary Pickford appears in one of the
four Artcrafts and that eight Paramount
productions will also be issued.
Of the twelve productions, four of them
are from the studios of Thomas H. Ince.
In addition there are also the many one reel
novelties and two-reel comedies.
Including the Mary Pickford production, the other Artcraft pictures on the list,
are a Cecil B. DeMille Special and productions inwhich Elsie Ferguson and William S. Hart are the respective stars.
The eight Paramount productions, present John Barrymore, Shirley Mason, Marguerite Clark, Bryant Washburn, Dorothy
Dalton, Charles Ray, Enid Bennett and
Wallace Reid as stars.
The Mary Pickford production, " Captain Kidd, Jr.," is one of the first to be released, being scheduled for April 6. This
romantic story by Rida Johnson Young
was adapted by Frances Marion and the
picture was directed by William D. Taylor.
Also on the 6th are John Barrymore in
" The Test of Honor " and Shirley Mason
in " The Rescuing Angel."
April 13 is the release date of Marguerite
Clark's Paramount picture, " Let's Elope,"
adapted by Katherine Reed from Fred
Jackson's clever stage comedy, " The
Naughty Wife," Bryant Washburn in
" Something
Do same
" is also
for
the
13th. Onto the
date scheduled
also Thomas
H. Ince presents Dorothy Dalton in " The
Homebreaker,'' from the story by John
Lynch and scenario by R. Cecil Smith, Victor L. Schertzinger directed.
Elsie Ferguson in the Artcraft production, "Eyes of the Soul," founded on
George Weston's Saturday Evening Post
story, " The Salt of the Earth," is scheduled for April 20. William S. Hart in the
Artcraft picture, " The Money Corrall,"
written and directed by Lambert Hillyer
and Mr. Hart, and Charles Ray in
" Greased Lightning."
Cecil B. DeMille's new production for
Artcraft, " For Better, For Worse," will
be released April 27. Edgar Selwyn wrote
the original story and the scenario is credited to Janie Macpherson.
" The mount
Lawvehicleoffor
Men,"
a Parathe serves
Thomasas H.
Ince
star, Enid Bennett. This picture is scheduled for the 27th, as is " The Roaring
Road,"lace Reid.
a Paramount picture starring WalThe comedies for the month are as follows : April 6, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
in " The Amateur Liar," by Albert Payson
Terhune ; April 13, Louise Fazenda, Chester Conklin and Phyllis Haver in the Mack

for

April

Alice

Brady

Compares

Stage and Screen
Many of the New York daily newspapers are running stories on the successful
run which " Forever After " is still enjoying in the metropolis. This stage play,
starring Alice Brady, has already passed its
250th performance.
In one of the Sunday editions Miss
Brady has a signed article which deals with
her experience on stage and screen and
her idea of the training for stage work
that a screen experience gives.
" When I returned to the stage after two
years spent in acting before the camera,"
writes Miss Brady, " many of the critics
expressed a mild surprise that I had not
brought back with me the flamboyant actmethods went
of theon movies."
Sheing then
to state that the socalled flamboyancy attributed to motion
picture acting was only a myth, and that
the screen artist has to practice more restraint then does the stage artist.

Rights,

" My Little Sister "
Fox Film Corporation announces that another famous book has been added to the
long list purchased by William Fox for
conversion into screen plays.
Following closely on the purchase of
" Checkers," the famous stage play, came
the announcement this week that " My Little Sister," one of the season's best sellers,
had been bought as a starring vehicle for
Evelyn Nesbit, and that Miss Nesbit will
begin work on it immediately.
" My Little Sister " was written by
< Elizabeth Robins, one of the best known
English authors, and it is said that more
than a million copies already have been sold
on both sides of the Atlantic. It is described as having exceptional publicity because of its strong theme and great dramatic power.
Metro

Wm. S. Hart, Artcraft star, in his newest
production
Sennett two-reeler, "The Foolish Age;"
April 20, James Montgomery Flagg's satire, "The Last Bottle," starring Harry
Foshay and Dorothy Fitch, and the Mack
Sennett comedy, " The Little Widow."
In addition to these, there will be released
in the Success Series Mary Pickford in
" Hulda From Holland," John Barrymore
in " The Dictator," Marguerite Clark in
" Gretna Green," and Victor Moore in
" Chimmie Fadden ;" also the usual weekly
issues of the Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travelogues and the Paramount-Bray Pictograph.

News

Chooses

One

for

May Allison
" His Father's Wife," an original comedy
drama by E. V. Durling, has been purchased by Maxwell Karger, Metro Director
General,
to serve The
as May
Allison's tonext
starring vehicle.
production,
be
made at the new Metro studios in Hollywood, follows " Orchestra D-2," " The Island of Intrigue " and " Peggy Does Her
Darndest," recent May Allison pictures.
Charles Swickard, who directed Bert
Lytell in his two big successes, " The
Spender " and " Faith," will direct Miss
Allison in " His Father's Wife."
Concerning the Drews
" The Drews are efficiently ridiculous,"
states a New York paper in a review of
" Once a Mason," the latest ParamountDrew release, which was a feature of the
New York Rialto theatre's " Comedy
Week " bill. Most aptly has the critic
phrased the public consensus, which is demonstrated by the hearty laughter and applause that greets these new two-reel Drew
comedies.

" Next Aisle Over "
The humorous possibilities of a big dry
goods establishment is shown, with a keen
satirical
in " NextHarold
Aisle Over,"
a Rolin appreciation,
comedy, featuring
Lloyd,
with Bebe Daniels and " Snub " Pollard,
which will be released by Pathe March
30th.

Chuncho Indian of Peru, in a new Outing
Chester Picture
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Paramount Promises Much
Realism
Realism is said to be the dominant feature of " Pettigrew's Girl," Ethel Clayton's
new Paramount picture, which is released
March 23. The story, scenarioized by Will
M. Ritchey, was written by Dana Burnett
and originally appeared under the title,
" Private Pettigrew's Girl," in the Saturday Evening Post where it attracted wide
attention by reason of its element of heart
appeal.
Several scenes were taken in New York
on Fifth Avenue when the members of
the Lambs and Friars clubs, arrayed in
their picturesque costumes, were holding
their contest for contributions for the Allied War Relief Fund. Many faces familiar
to Broadway audiences are seen, including
that of David Warfield. Other scenes depicting the same event were filmed at the
Lasky studio at Hollywood in order to permit of Miss Clayton's appearance.
Sturgeon to Universal
Priscilla Dean's next vehicle will be
from an original story by Bayard Veiller.
and she will be directed by Rollin Sturgeon, who has just joined the Universal
force.
Mr. Sturgeon produced " God's Country and the Woman " and " The Chalice of
Courage " for Vitagraph, and is said to
have won considerable prestige for his directing afew years ago.
" The

Rose of the Rancho "
in Success Series
California at the beginning of the gold
rush when residents of that great commonwealth were directed by the United States
government to register their holdings, a
measure that created much opposition, is
the scene of " The Rose of the Rancho,"
a picturization of the celebrated stage success of the same name, which is the Success Series feature released by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation March 23.

June Elvidge, World Film star, is presented
in " The Love Defender "

W. S. Wessling, Serial and Short Reel Sales Manager of Pathe, and Tom North, Feature Sales
Manager of That Organization

Pathe

Booking

Its Newest
Serial
these
houses
use
every
Pathe
serial that is
" The Tiger's Trail,"
Starring Ruth
Heavy
issued,
and
in
them
the
current
serial proRoland, Will Be Released April
duction may be seen every week of the
20, and Bookings Reported
"T" HERE is little doubt in the minds of
Pathe officials that their forthcoming
serial production, " The Tiger's Trail," in
which Ruth Roland is starred, will set a
new high mark in serial popularity.
In paraphrasing a well known and historic saying they state that the sun never
sets on Pathe serials, and that no sooner
has the final episode of one flashed on the
screen than there is another ready for the
public.
April 20 is the date set for the first episode of " The Tiger's Trail," with advance
bookings reported as enormous, and it will
follow immediately on the concluding episode of " The Lightning Raider," the Pearl
White production now being shown.
" The Tiger's Trail," in addition to its
star, Miss Roland, has a cast headed by
George Larkin. The story is by Arthur B.
Reeve, author of several successful Pathe
serials and creator of the Craig Kennedy
detective stories, and Charles A. Logue,
author of many popular screen offerings.
It was done in scenario form by Gilson
Willets, a writer, traveler and soldier of
fortune.
In connection with the release of the new
Pathe serial, a few general figures compiled from Home Office records are cited
as showing the tremendous popularity of
these productions, not only in the United
States, but in every country of the world.
In the United States, for example, it is
estimated that there are 15,000 theatres
showing motion pictures.
The current Pathe serial, " The Lightning Raider," is being screened in 3,000 of
these houses, it is claimed. This means
that the serial is being shown in one out
of every five picture houses in the country.
Approximately 1,000 houses of this list
show Pathe serials on standing order, to
use exchange parlance. In other words,

When figures are available on the bookings of " The Tiger's Trail," similarly strikyear.ing results are expected to be made known.
" The Tiger's Trail " is said to be starting
off with a far better record than was made
by "Hands Up!" which heretofore was
Miss Roland's most successful Pathe serial.
There is no doubt in the minds of Pathe
officials that a record is about to be established in serial bookings, judging from the
showing to date on " The Tiger's Trail."
There isn't a country in the world where
Pathe serials are not shown, say the officials. They state that Pathe is the largest
film exporting house in the world, and its
tremendous system spreads over every continent. And that Pathe serials are fully
as popular abroad as they are in America.
Holmes Shows Versailles
The current Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travelogue is entitled " A Visit to Glorious
Versailles is described as one of the most
Versailles." show places in the world, bemagnificent
cause of its superb palace erected by Louis
XIV and the smaller palaces close by—
the Grand Trianon which Louis XIV built
for Madame de Maintenon, the Petit Trianon built by Louis XV for Madame du
Barry and the charming little village built
as a pla}'ground for Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette.
Cantor in Los Angeles
Abe Cantor, of the technical staff of the
Anita Stewart Productions Company, who
has been supervising the laboratory work
on " The Midnight Romance " at the Rothacker Laboratories in Chicago, has returned
to Los Angeles to assist in the filming of
Miss Stewart's next production, which is
tion.
being made under Marshal Nielan's direc-
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Selling Pictures with a Picture, as Bert A die?- Sees It
D H. COCHRANE to my mind saw it
* »• first. He was keen on the motion picture that contained somewhere in its length
a picture, that would be easily remembered
by the public when advertised.
The largest advertising proposition of
Mr. Cochrane's firm, then, was its serials.
" R. H." would select his serial titles on
their advertising picture value.
And it had to be a simple picture, one
that would get over quick. For instance,
a playing card, " The Trey of Hearts " ; a
black box, " The Black Box " ; a shattered
coin, " The Broken Coin " ; a mask, " The
Purple Mask " ; a circus girl, " Lure of the
" The Better 'Ole " was " cinched " — most
of the insiders think — by the catchy Old
Bill head. • The walrus-remindful face got
Circus."
'em
! You saw that " mug " to want to
know
more about its owner. It made for
curiosity.

4<'1T7'ITH a subject as interesting as
tT ' Woman,' and a director the caliber of Maurice Tourneur, can you have
any doubt as to the quality of this production?" inquires C. P. Saunders, a Buffalo
exchange man, in a letter to Independent
Sales Corporation, praising their release.
" The picture is absolutely 100% in every
detail ; scenic and dramatic ; to the smallest point it is perfect," he continues.
" The cast is an all-star, the settings and
scenic effects are marvelous, and with the
title of ' Woman ' which is sensational and
suggestive, and at the same time refined
and classical, the drawing power of this
picture is without doubt the strongest of
any picture ever released, and has been
" Khavah

" May Be Finished This Week

Films,
Inc.,Aleichem
reports that
" Kavah,"
theZion
initial
Sholom
production
by
the Zion Films, Inc., co-starring Alice
Hastings and Giacomo Masuroff, will be
finished this week.
Work on the exteriors is being rushed
by Director Charles E. Davenport.
According to present plans the picture
will have a private showing at one of
the Broadway theatres by April IS.
The story is said to be working out
beautifully and the prediction is held- out
by those who have seen the picture in the
making that it will prove a sensation in
the world of the silent drama. The story
is a simple one and yet so replete with
tense dramatic moments as well as lighter
ones that it will prove a relief from some
of the sex and triangle stories.
The plans of the Zion Films, Inc., now
include a trip to Palestine this summer
where a massive production will be staged.
Prior to this, however, it is expected that
a feature play by David Pinski, the Jewish
dramatist, will be produced.

proven so in every city and town in which
it has been played.
" S. L. Rothapfel, upon retiring from the
management of Rivoli and Rialto theatres
in New York City, mentioned five pictures
which stood out in his memory as being the
best during the history of the Rivoli and
Rialto, and ' Woman ' was one of the five.
" No production of the screen year has
received the unanimously enthusiastic trade
press comment, as has Maurice Tourneur's
' Woman.' Without a single dissenting
voice, the trade publications pronounce
' Woman,' aside from being Mr. Tourneur's
masterpiece, to be the most artistic production of the year, and it has been a
year of big productions."
International

Comedies

Get

Many Bookings
According to officials of Educational
Films Corporation of America, the new
series of " International " comedies in
black and white, featuring j,he well-known
artists, " Judge Rumhauser," the " Shenanigan Kids " and " Happy Hooligan,"
has broken all previous records for booking and approval in the best theatres.
Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the
Educational Films Corporation of America, reports that the managers of the various Educational exchanges throughout
the country have received many enthusiastic comments. Theatres that have discriminated against "jerky" cartoons have
found the International process of doubleanimation most realistic and life-like, and
audiences that enjoy really clever comedy
find the smooth action and continually
funny situations the very best sort . of
laughing material.
the new
of a Rounder
as With
an added
part" Ravings
of each comedy
release,"
the subjects become more rapid-fire fun
"f the sure and certain type.

And the box office coined Curiosity into
Cash!
An advertising picture in a motion picture means economical publicity for the
latter. Practically all that the space-buying
exhibitor must do is flash the RIGHT advertising picture with name and date of
show, to be assured the attention of newspaper readers.
In one
city six readers were used for
" Better 'Ole " advertising at a cost of exactly half of what the exhibitor had originally calculated. This was made possible
by persuading the exhibitor to pass up some
of his own ideas for " type copy " and featuring instead just the Old Bill head.
This exhibitor knew it paid; for he did a
better business on " Better 'Ole " week than
any of the weeks he advertised his show
with " type copy ".
The poster artist at World Film, who
distribute the picture, was also smart
enough to headline the O. B. head in his
lithos.
" R. H." guessed the truth years ago.
Cast your advertising picture upon the
waters and it will return your motion picture attraction a winner.
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When a Woman Strikes " is sixth of the Frank G. Hall series of 10-20-30 distributed by Independent Sales Corporation.
" When

a Woman Strikes "
Is Released
Frank Hall, President of Independent
Sales Corporation, announces that the sixth
release on the 10-20-30 series of special
productions is a typical Western drama,
entitled " When A Woman Strikes."
Four of the principal roles are interpreted by Ben Wilson, Rosemary Theby,
Neva Gerber and Robert Brower.
The story as told in this latest release
of Mr. Hail's on the 10-20-30 series, is of
the West in the days when the sheriff was
more powerful than the mayor or governor.
It tells of the sacrifices made by a sister
for a brother, the virile, big-hearted nature
of a stage-driver who is made sheriff and
solves a mystery that hangs over the lives
of two innocent people.
Complete
First Sholem
Aleichem Feature
Zion Films, Inc., has announced the completion of its first Sholem Aleichem production, Khavah."
"
Alice Hastings is
starred, while Charles E. Davenport directed.
Work of assembling and cutting and
writing titles for the picture- will begin
the early part of the week. Nat Dorfman,
a New Yok newspaperman, will edit and
title the story. The assembling and cutting will be done by the director, Mr.
Davenport.
It is expected that a private showing of
the picture will be given on April 15.
Shorty Hamilton Features
for New York
Elk Photoplay Company of 130 West
46th Street, New York City, has secured
the rights to the Shorty Hamilton big
Western comedy-dramas for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey.
The subjects are "The Pen Vulture,"
" The Snail," " Denny From Ireland," and
" The Ranger." These productions were
made by W. H. Clifford.

Schlank

Says

Exhibitors Like New
Prints
It was explained by Mr. Schlank that
< <' I 'HE vast majority of exhibitors apA preciate new prints instead of junk
this scheme of things was possible on acfilm which has been run for ninety days
count of all Capital pictures being within
two-reel lengths. Their dramas, comeor more," says Ike Schlank, President of
dies, detective stories and railroad plays
Capital Film Company. " That is one of
are made to reap them profit upon the
the greatest reasons to which we can atsame basis as news weeklies, with a given
tribute our success."
life
" The poor condition of film when it days. for each print not to exceed sixty
reaches the smaller towns has been the
cause of many an exhibitor losing heart in
his attempt to 'elevate the screen.' It is
undoubtedly a fact that it is not always the
Washington, D. C, Exfault of the producers and exchanges that
change Gets Shorty
prints soon become torn, scratched and
Hamilton
filled with oil splotches. Nevertheless, it
Arrangements have been made whereby
is well known that practically every picture produced arrives at the junk stage be- the Exhibitors Film Exchange of Washington, D. C, have become sole distributors
fore it ' hits the road,' or is offered to the
of the Shorty Hamilton five-reel comedy
smaller exhibitor."
dramas throughout the District of Colum" The Capital policy, however, places
bia, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia.
every exhibitor on an equal basis, and perThe inimitable Shorty is featured in
mits the small town manager to get brand
four comedies of Western life entitled
new prints as early after release date as
he desires, with the price of first-run
"The Pen Vulture," "The Snail," "Denny
From Ireland," and " The Ranger."
easily within his limit."

A tense moment in " The Master
Mystery,"
produced
B. A. role
Rolfe for Octagon Films, Inc.,
with Harry
Houdini
in the by
principal
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Picture

Finds

News

Story for

Myrtle Stedman
After extended research a story has
been found suitable for Myrtle Stedman
and work on her first Gray Seal Classic
has just started.
" I could have given Miss Stedman an
inferior story," explained George Julian
Houtain, President of Gray Seal Productions, "but that would have been
violating my promise to buyers, exchange
men and exhibitors. Rather than do this
I preferred to find the right story before
commencing production I am confident
that when the production is ready for
screening it will be declared well worth
The search for future Myrtle Stedman
waiting has
for." already begun, and no time
stories
will be lost in preparing the several Gray
Seal Classics for which she is under contract.

ACCORDING to Vice-President E. W.
Hammons of Educational Film Corporation, interest will not lag in theatres
showing the third issue of the Photoplay
Magazine Screen Supplement and that there
are seven fascinating glimpses of studios
and stars that will keep photoplay audiences
" at attention."
The first print of the new release has
just been received at the New York office
and Mr. Hammons, of that company, has
written an enthusiastic letter to the managers of the twelve Educational exchanges
outlining the quality of the latest issue.
The opening scene is said to be an especially fine " shot " of Universal City, and
follows with views of the interesting parts
of this movie town, with Priscilla Dean, in
the foreground, as one of the many inhabitants. Then Mae Marsh is seen, returning,
Phillips Says Subjects Are
Diversified
Clarence W. Phillips, manager of the
Chicago exchange of Capital Film Company, asserts that diversion is the real reason that Capital pictures have hit the popular chord among exhibitors.
" One week we read of the public being tired to death of the five-reel bloodand-thunder dramas, the eternal triangle
and the problem plays," continued Mr.
Phillips.
" I have been both surprised and elated
over the discovery that nearly every foresighted manager is attempting to balance
his program and give the public real, diversion.
" The demand for this style of pictures
is increasing to the extent of twenty-five
customers each week."
Kyler of Denver, Gets
Frohman Feature
" Once To Every Man " has been acquired by H. O. Kyler, general manager of
Supreme Photoplays Corporation of Denver, for that territory.

Rothapfel Unit Program
Shows Progress
Work on the Rothapfel Unit Program
is progressing very rapidly at the BaconBacker studio, according to an announcement by Samuel L. Rothapfel.
The comedy, conceived by Mr. Rothapfel
and scenarioized by George V. Hobart, one
of America's best known playwrights, has
been completed. Helen Weir, who was with
David Warfield in " The Music Master " ;
Yvonne Sheldon, of Ziegfeld Follies fame;
Templar Saxe, Walter McEwen, Alex. Herbert and Eugene Acker are seen in prominent roles.

after a hard day at the studio, to her
humble home on Riverside Drive, surrounded by her sisters, and her cousins
and her aunts. Another " homey " scene
is found in Edith Storey's cottage by the
sea, a bungalow of stone, on the north
shore of Long Island.
Warren Kerrigan, on a visit to the Chicago office of Photoplay, is made the subject of a bit and the same good-natured
spirit is maintained in the short scene showing William Russell introducing his new
cook. Then follows some exciting pictures of William and Dustin Farnum in
their new high-speed motor boat.
The feature of the reel is the closing
subject, the first pictures of the domestic
life of Geraldine Farrar, made in her new
home on West Seventy-fourth Street, in
New York.

Helen

Weir

in Program

A prominent role in Samuel L. Rothapfel's comedy production for the first
Rothapfel Unit Program is allotted to
Helen Weir, who will be remembered for
her portrayal of the role of " Jennie " opposite David Warfield in " The Music

After ascertaining that a print of this
Frohman Amusement Corporation Special
could not be forwarded to Denver for
screening Mr. Kyler hurriedly packed his
grip and made a special trip to New York
to view the attraction.
He arrived in the forenoon, the production was screened for him within a
few hours after his arrival, and the conday. tract for the production signed the same

A title for the comedy has not been announced. George V. Hobart, the playwright wrote the script from a suggestion,
Master."by Mr. Rothapfel. Wally Van dioffered
rected with Mr. Rothapfel supervising production.

Arrow Sells Two for the
Baltimore Territory
Among the Arrow sales of the week is
reported the sale of " The Profiteer," starring Jack Sherrill and Alma Hanlon to
Variety Pictures Corporation (Milton CapIon, President) of Baltimore for the states
of Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia.
Mr. Caplon also purchased the five reel
" Western starring Neal Hart, which will
be ready for release April 15th. The title
of the picture has just been selected by
Arrow officials and it will be released under the name of " When the Desert

Albert Teitel, of Inter-Ocean Film Corp-

Smiled."
J
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Midnight Showing for the
B. S. Moss Feature

Two Abramson Pictures
Sold in Pittsburgh

"Break the News to Mother," the B. S.
Moss photoplay production directed by
Julius Steger, was given a midnight private
showing before a representative gathering
of state rights buyers and exhibitors at
the Hamilton theatre.
The title has become a household word
all over the English-speaking world, being
the name of a famous song by Charles
K. Harris. The screen version, however,
is an original story by Hugh MacNair
Kahler,
one of America's best known magazine writers.
The scenario is by Garfield Thompson
and the photography by Andre Barlatier.
The audience is declared to have been
unanimous in pronouncing the photoplay as
being
creation.perhaps Mr. Steger' s most effective

Graphic Film Corporation declares that
Is ran Abramson, director general of the
concern, has just made one of the quickest
state right sales on record.
He closed the deal for his two latest
productions, "Ashes of Love " and " The
Echo of Youth," with M. Schoenberg of
Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and
West
minute.Virginia in something less than one

Eugene

Moore

Productions

Is Organized
Eugene Moore now heads his own company in the producing field and will make
special pictures for the independent buyers.
Mr. Moore is a veteran director of a
decade ago and is said to have handled
many of the foremost stars in their earlier
careers.
Among the successful players to pass
through his hands are Jeanne Eageles, Vincent Serrano, Gladys Hulette, Florence
Labadie, Marguerite Snow, Edith Roberts,
Violet MacMillan, and Baby Marie Osborne.
The officers of the new corporation are
Eugene Moore, president; Harris Gordon,
vice president and secretary; and George
Mohr, treasurer and general manager.
The Teeth Are Filmed
A special two reeler just completed by
the Industrial Department of Universal for
the United Drug Company, is entitled
" The Care of the Teeth."
The film is based on a story relating
how many diseases result from neglecting
the care of the teeth in childhood.

Never having met before until that moment and having to make trains in opposite
directions within five minutes the entire
proposition was billed down to this :
Abramson
: " I've
got Ashes
open for your
territory.
My ' and
price' Echo
is so'
and so." Schoenberg : " They're both
mine! Here's your cheek."
Beatriz

Ritchey Lithograph Corp.
Starts Campaign
Ritchey Lithographing Corporation of
New York City has recognized the commercial principles attained by the motion
picture industry and is now making an
aggressive campaign to establish a demand among exhibitors, particularly for
a higher form of posters and lithographs.
" I feel," said Mr. Ritchey, " that unpractical experience as a motion picture
producer, for I was such in the early days
of the industry, gives me peculiar qualifications so speak on the question of lithgraphs, as far as it applies to motion
pictures.
" There is no doubt that exhibitors appreciate that a proper lithographic display
on any production is bound to increase
the attendance at his theatre, and that oft
times a picture is either made or marred
by the character of the advertising matter
circulated"
Motion

Pictures

on First

Page of Newspapers
According to the southern sales representative ofIndependent Sales Corporation,
the first time in the history of Atlanta that
motion pictures occupied space on the front
pages of Atlanta dailies when Lieut. Bert
Hall. American Ace, and star of Independent Sales Corporation's special release, "A
Romance of the Air," made personal appearances at the Auditorium, Atlanta, in
connection with the run of the picture.
A two-column cut of Lieut. Hall with
two-column " write-up " appeared on the
front page of the Atlanta Georgian, announcing Lieut. Hall's coming.
Ham

"The Scarlet TrailFeature
" is a new G. & L.

Michelena,
in " Just Squaw," her
own production

Back

with Christie

Harry Ham, who has frequently appeared in Christie Comedies, is back again,
under Al E, Christie's direction, in a comedy now being produced, which also includes Dorothy De Yore, Roscoe Karns,
Harry Edwards and other Christie Players.

Leah Baird a Writer
for the Pictures
Leah Baird is not only a well known
artist, but has been very successful as a
scenario writer it is said. This is not generally known, but she has served successful vehicles for many of her contemporary
stars.
Many exhibitors and film fans know
Miss Baird only as a screen star and her
emotional work and beauty have been
widely heralded. But her prolific pen has
not become known generally.
Following are several of her screen
stories and the stars of same who will
vouch that Leah Baird can assuredly write
for the photoplay public: "Kiss of Retribution," with Norma Talmadge ; " The
Moulding," with Anita Stewart; "A Soul
in Bondage," with Earl Williams, and the
"Dawn of Understanding," featuring E.
K. Lincoln and directed by Ralph Ince.
Retitles Minter Film
The American Film Company, Inc., sends
word that its new picture featuring Mary
Miles Minter, originally announced as " The
Reign of Colleen O'Malley," has been rechristened " Mary O'Rourke."
|
I Notice to the Motion
Picture Trade
We have in the course of
production a Photodrama
entitled

"Virtuous Sinners"
Pioneer Film Corporation
126

West Forty-sixth Street,
New York, N. Y.
All Rights Protected
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[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publicaCity.] tion, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
SITUATIONS

WANTED

ACCOUNTANT
accountant,'
22 years of —age,Experienced
. released from
U. S.
N. R. F., desires connection as assistant
operator or publicity man. Willing to go
anywhere to start. References exchanged.
Will consider work in film exchange.
Address H. H. T., Motion Picture News.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR— Late with Bob
Leonard, now with Canadian Engineers,
Signal Corps. Expect to be in Los Angeles in February.
years'
starting
as propertySixman
withexperience,
Wallace
Beery. Twenty-two years old. If you
want me communicate with Miss Gibsone,
Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood.
OPERATOR-MANAGER— O perator and
electrician, honorably discharged from
aviation service, wishes position as operator or manager of small house in good
town. liverFive
years'Salary
experience.
dethe goods.
and allCan
in first
letter. Address O. V. Tilton, Auditorium,
Defiance, la.
ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.
STUDIO WORK— Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.
ORGANIST— Honorably discharged soldier, organist, wishes position advantageous to completing studies ; competent
now to render classy selections. Address
Musician, care of Motion Picture
News.
ASSISTANT — Assistant director, one year
in navy, desires connection with producer. Have assisted Frank Grandon,
Bing Thompson, Howell Hansel, Allen
Holubar, John Lopez. Can cut film and
make scene plots. Address X. Z. Y.,
Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR— Just discharged from navy.
Seven years' experience, union. Wishes
position anywhere, on any make machine.
Can furnish good references. Write,
stating all, to D. E. Davis, 608 Fifth
Street, Sioux City, Iowa.

-Tell

Your

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST
1912, atof New
" Motion
Picture
News,"
published 24,
weekly
York,
N. Y.,
for
April 1, 1919.
State of New York ss
County of New York
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
E. Kendall Gillett, 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C, who,
having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is the Business Manager
of the Motion Picture News, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in
the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are : Motion Picture News, Inc., 729 7th
Publisher,
Ave., N. Y. C. ; Editor, Wm. A. Johnston, 729
7th Ave., N. Y. C. ; Managing Editor, Robert E.
Welsh,ger, E. 729
7th Ave.,
Business
Kendall
Gillett,N.729Y. 7thC. ;Ave.,
N. Y.ManaC.
2. Thatdres es ofthe
owners
are:
(Give
names
and adindividual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent, or
more of the total amount of stock:)
Motion Picture News, Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
C. ; Wm. A. Johnston, 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. ;
E. Kendall Gillett, 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. ; Henrv
F. Sewall, 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. ; Percy S. Alden, 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. ; Wentworth Tucker,
729 7th Ave., N. Y. C. ; Carl Tucker, 729 7th
Ave., N. Y. C.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent, or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are : (If there
are none, so state.) None.
4. ingThat
the two
next above, givthe names
of theparagraphs
owners, stockholders,
and
security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also,
in cases where the stockholders or security holder
appears
of the relation,
company theas name
trustee or inupon
any the
otherbooks
fiduciary
of thetee isperson
or
corporation
for
whom
such
acting, is given; also that the said trustwo
paragraphs
contain
affiant's
full knowledge
and statements
belief as to embracing
the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company
as trustees,
hold that
stockof and
securities in a capacity
other than
a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe thatporationany
person,
has anyother
interest
directassociation
or indirect orin corthe
said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through
the the
mailssixor months
otherwise,preceding
to paid subscribers during
the date
shown above is
(This information
is
required
from
daily
publications only.)
E. KENDALL GILLETT,
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th
day of March, 1919.
[SEAL]
JAMES S. JUDD,
Public.
My commission expires March Notary
30, 1920.
Emmy

Wehlen

Arrives

in

Hollywood
Emmy Wehlen has arrived in Los Angeles from New York to resume her work
before the camera at the new Metro studios
in Hollywood. She is thoroughly recovered
from her recent illness and made the journey across the continent without incident,
save once. That was when her Pekinese
dog, " Sweetie," escaped from the baggage
car at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and had
to be rescued from the Hopi Indians who
lend the true western atmosphere to the
station.

Picture

Wants

Selznick

News

Here

Gives Opinion
Reissues

of

" The problem of the reissue, like the
poor," we have always with us," says Myron
Selznick, president of the Selznick Pictures
Corporations.
"I would not go so far as William S.
Hart," adds Mr. Selznick, " who is quoted
in an interview in a magazine as saying,
' If the law doesn't put a stop to this practice of selling old products as new, a gun
will.' This is drastic. I don't believe it is
possible to deceive many exhibitors nowadays, even if there were a desire to do so.
" It is interesting to note, however, that
the film player is the only person whose
earlier efforts, improperly handled, are out
of his control. A painter can destroy a
picture he has painted, and a writer can
refuse to permit reprinting of his books,
as Rudyard Kipling did with ' Letters of
Marque.' But the film once made is a permanent piece of property of the producer,
for good or ill.
" The only thing left for the later producers of pictures starring a player who
has been presented in unsuitable vehicles
is to make his output so far superior to
that of his predecessors that the exhibitor
can make no mistake and there can be no
possibility of confusing the one for the
other. For this reason we propose to make
everything that appears under the Selznick
Pictures brand of a quality that will be distinctive, so that exhibitors will look for
our trade mark first."
Mix

Single Reelers Controlled byJans Corp.

World rights "to forty Tom Mix single
reelers were secured in a deal closed last
week by the Jans Distributing Corporation,
with headquarters at 729 Seventh avenue.
The deal was negotiated with the Selig
Polyscope Company through the Film Market, Inc. The productions will be handled
on the state rights basis with Franklin
Backer in charge of sales. Lobby displays,
one and three sheets and other accessories
will be prepared for exhibitor use.
As the ink on the contract was being
blotted, eight states were closed for the
entire forty single reelers — Morris Berger
of Craft Film Service, 1201 Liberty avenue,
Pittsburgh, bought the Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia rights, and A. C.
Bromberg of the Southeastern Features
Productions, Atlanta, Georgia, closed for
the six Southern States.
Viola

Dana

on Location

In the heart of California's giant redwoods, Viola Dana and her supporting company are on location, photographing scenes
for Miss Dana's forthcoming Metro production,Madelon
"
of the Redwoods,"
Edwin Carewe
directing.
The companywithis
staying at Santa Cruz, but Big Trees, six
miles away, is the location used.
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FOR

SALE
Th eatres

Projection
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Converters

Spot Lights
Ticket Machines,

Machines
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Theatres
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Projectionist,

Man
etc.
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Beautiful and Sanitary
are theatre seats upholstered in DuPont Fabrikoid, Craftsman
Quality. Unaffected by dirt, grease, and perspiration, it is
easily washed and kept clean. Craftsman Fabrikoid stands
hard wear and remains serviceable for many years, proving
very economical. Let us send you a sample.
DUPONT FABRIKOID COMPANYj |
Wilmington, Delaware
Canadian Factory and Office: Toronto, Canada

The

Essential

Picture

News

Requirements
for

Improved

Projection
are

SPEER
SPEER

CARBONS

Alferno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

No. 275
Made by

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators

Wisconsin
Cabinet &
Panel Co.
105 West
40th Stree
New York

Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

3 aimam^

Results

ee:i:d:hb:;::
fljjjjllflp mm[I1

BETTER

mm

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are
1. Advertising Novelties 23. Film Cement
2. Architectural Suggestions 24. Film Cleaners
3. Arc Controllers
25.
4. Brass Ralls
26. Film Dyea
Stock
5. Building M aterlal
27. Film
Extinguishers
6. Cameras — Camera Attachments 28. Fire
Floral
Decorations
7. Carbons
— Camera Lenses
28. Gas Engines
8.
30.
Generators (See Gas Engine Card)
Chairs
31. Heralds
9. Chair Upholstery
32.
Lighting
10. Change Making Machines 33. Interior
Telephones
11. Condensers
34. Interior
Laboratory
Apparatus
12. Converters and Transformers 35. Lenses
13. Developing Material 36. Lighting Sets
14. Developing and Printing 37. Lithographers
15. Developing Tanks
38.
Display
10. Dlslnf ctants and Fenumus 39 Lobby
Novelties
17. Economizers
40. Lobby
Meta<
Ceilings
18. E ectrlc Signs
41.
19. Elevators and Escalators 42. Motors
Mural Palntlugs
30 Exterior Llghtlnp
43. Muslr.il
Instrument?
31. Film Cabinet*
44. Paints
46.
23 F.lm Carriers
45. Perforating Machines
Printing Machine*

notPrograms
advertised in the "News."
Projection
*8. Projection Booths
Lenses
*9.
Machines
60. Projection
Projection
Rectifiers Machines (Homes)
51.
I Gentlemen:
Please send me I
52. Reels
■ descriptive matter on the sub*
63' Rewlnders
Rheostats
I. jects marked in the above list*.
64.
65. Safety Exit Locks
66. Screens
Name.
57. Slide Ink
68.
69. Slides
Theatre.
60. Slip
StageCovers
Setting
61. Studio
Lights
City
62. Tickets
63. Ticket Selling Machine
64.
Taking Machine
65. Ticket
I State
66. Tripods
Uniforms
67.
68. Vacuum
Cleaners
69. Ventilating and Fans
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thrown on the screen announcing the time and place of the meeting and urging all returned soldiers to be present. This will
bring the business interests, big and small, linto contact with these
men.
Second — The theatre man can advertise on his screen that he
would like to have the names, addresses and business qualifications
of all men back from the service. He can then make or have
made slides giving these facts with or without the man's name
and address, and asking any one in the audience who knows of a
position to leave his name and the address of the opening with
the name of the man to be seen. This card system may take time,
but, gentlemen, it will be worth while.
I want to give every theatre man in the country an idea of what
is being done for and by the 77th Division here in New York —
you can do th same thing yourself in a smaller way by beginning
your local organization now.
* * *
The spirit of patriotism existing among New York business
men is being strikingly shown in the support which they are
giving to the 77th Division Employment Bureau at No. 280 Madison avenue. This bureau was opened in cooperation with the
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture \ United States Employment Service, by Major S. Fullerton Weaver,
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments \ who was sent here from France by Major General Alexander,
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- \ commanding " New York's Own " 77th Division, to arrange for
ventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and I jobs for 77th. Men and for a National Army Clubhouse in New
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature 1 York.
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and 1
Gordon L. Sawyer, of the Federal Bureau, was detailed b>
furnishing field.
§ Everett E. Wood, State Federal Director, to have charge of the
No charge is made in these departments for answering I 77th Bureau. Mr. Sawyer's first step was to send out a circular
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited. \ letter to 5,000 business men under whom 77th Division men
1 E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor j worked when they entered the National Army, and who these
soldiers were not sure would hire them when they returned from
France. Thus far 100 answers have been received, and ninety of
the business men state that they will take care of their old emEmployment
ployes and more soldiers besides. In the other ten cases the
writers state that the soldiers were not employed by them when
WE have heard a great deal about the employment of the returning soldiers.
the National Army was organized, but that they are anxious to
We are going to hear more.
give preference to soldiers of the 77th Division wherever possible.
It is the duty of every man, who is in a position to help get
Major Weaver brought with him from France a card index
these warriors settled, to put his shoulder to the wheel and push
system showing that 21,400 of the 27,000 men in the Division
Every man who has had a present soldier in his employ before
are sure of jobs when they return. This left 5,600 to be taken
he became a soldier should see to it that his old job or one just as
care of. That number has since been cut down to 5,459 because
141 employers have sent word to the 77th Division Employment
good is ready when he gets back. If he can't take him back himBureau that each will take care of one 77th Division soldier.
self, as some can't, he should go out and see that a place is made
The efforts of the Bureau are now being centralized on taking
elsewhere. Don't let any one say : " Well, I can't help it ; his old
care
of Casuals of the 77th Division — that is, soldiers who either
place is filled and that's an end of it." Get out and help him —
because of wounds or sickness were sent back to New York
your help may mean everything.
Motion Picture News intends to do what it can but it asks coahead of the Division. Many of these Casuals have been taken
operation from its readers —
care of, and the employment lists show that about seventy-five
We have offered to run WANT ADVERTISEMENTS FREE
are seeking work. Of the seventy-five, one is a teacher, two want
for the men who have been in the service who came from emplaces as subway guards and there are wholesale dry goods
ployments connected with the STAGE or MOTION PICTURES.
clerks, specialty salesmen, firemen, iron workers, a manufacturing
These men will state their qualifications which may make them
jeweler, who was "gassed" in battle and wants outdoor work;
an accountant, chemist, stock clerks, typewriter salesmen, corset,
suitable as studio or theatre electricians, or may even allow them
hosiery and underwear salesmen, electricians, waiters, telegraphers,
to take positions outside these two industries for which they are
qualified. If so, and any of you know of such an opening answer
a clerk, who says he cannot work indoors because he was
the advertisement and give the man a chance.
" gassed ", an assistant buyer of ready-to-wear merchandise, a
Some of these men may be suited for studio jobs as scene
bookbinder, a creamery worker, freight traffic clerk, a commercial
painters, camera men, scene shifters, typists or otherwise fit in news reporter, a compositor and a salesman and advertising
your organization. Remember you are helping the country by clerk.
jumping in and seeing that these men are placed. You are giving
Major Weaver has prepared a circular letter to employers outtangible evidence of your patriotism.
lining the labor situation in" so far as discharged soldiers from
other cities who are seeking employment here are concerned, and
Exchange managers will find men among those coming back
who will make fine assistants, salesmen, shipping clerks, bookasking that the slogan, " New York jobs for New York soldiers,"
keepers and otherwise help round out your organization. Keep
be adopted by New York business men. Regarding the problem of
soldiers from outside points who are seeking work here, Major
your eyes open for them. They will come to see you, if you
have a place, slide them in. Also keep your eyes on the want
Weaver says in his letter:
advertisements; they may bring to you the very man you need.
" It is an unfortunate fact that many soldiers from various
Another way in which every theatre man can help the boys is localities who, on being mustered out of service in the vicinity
of New York, have preferred to remain in Greater New York
by bringing them together in the various communities and keeping their organization going and seeing to it that these clubs
rather than return to their own homes, and in securing employare run along the proper lines. For example, a theatre man is in
ment here have preempted positions which would have been availa position where he can work for the good of the men as no one
able to New York soldiers returning home at a later date, while
else can do. There are two big ways of doing this.
the jobs waiting in communities of these out-of-town soldiers are
not available to the returning soldiers resident of Greater New
First — The theatre owner can go out into the town or community and gather together the influential men and state the needs
* * *
of the men and the community. He can arrange to have these
men head the proposed organization. He can then arrange for
Do these facts start you thinking^ They should. It's your
a meeting place. When this is done he can make slides to be move.
York."
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Connecting Motor Direct to Machine
Mr. Glen Woodburn of the Iris Theatre, Pomeroy, Iowa, writes :
" Motion Picture News :
" I want to take off my Powers motor drive and connect up my
motor direct to the machine and control the speed by a rheostat
control. I have done this before on a Simplex and used the regular motor that came on the machine, 110 volts, 60 A. C, and it
worked all right. Now I was told that it would not work on a
Powers motor. Please give me your opinion on this."
Reply: There is no reason why you cannot take the motor drive
off and drive the machine direct from the motor. The Nicholas
Power Company, however, does not 'advise such a move for this
reason : The motor supplied with their machine runs at approximately 1700 R.P.M. To reduce this speed to the number of
revolutions required in direct drive would mean a considerable
power loss in rheostatic resistance. In other words your machine
is now operating-at its highest efficiency, and any change you make
will mean more expense for current.

fire-reel feature free from punch-holes and then examine it closely
when it returns, and they will soon find out who does the dirty
work.
have years
been and
employed
at theinComedy
theatre very
as " Projectionist"
forI five
have been
the profession
near fourteen
years and I can not remember ever using a punch for the purpose
of mutilating a picture. If a man is careful and works right he
need never worry about " change overs " or punch holes.
I hope you can land this " heart-shaped puncher."
Very truly yours, (Signed) Frederick R. Miller,
Comedy Theatre, Jamaica, New York
Answer: The strip of film submitted by Mr. Miller was 19
inches in length and contained thirty-nine heart-shaped punch
holes in addition to the stencil punched by the exchange. There
are many samples of punched film sent to us for examination but
few have been as striking in their appearance as the one described
above.
If the " heart-shaped puncher " is present will he kindly stand
up, so that all may have a look at him.
The film strip is being sent to the Goldwyn studio together with
the facts supplied by Air. Miller.

Questions from Providence
F. J. Brown, Providence, R. I., asks :
(1) What is meant by a five-to-one or a four-to-one intermittent movement?
(2) Why are all short focus lenses small in diameter?

Wants Examination Questions
AIotion Picture News,
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Sirs :
I am thinking i f joining the Operators' Union. Could you give
me the necessary questions or else tell me the address of the
company from which I could get this information?
Sincerely,
Mallard C. Zwang,
Lyric Theatre,
Sheldon, la.
Reply: I am sorry to say that there are no printed questions
available for those wishing to join the Operators' Union. As you
can readily see it would be foolish to have certain questions asked
over and over again, as any one by memorizing such questions
would have no trouble in passing the examination and joining the
Union.
The best and only way to prepare yourself for the examination
is by studying all the material you can get on the question of
motion picture machines, also books on elementary electricity, and
furthermore get in touch with an operator who has already passed
the examination. It is probable that he would be very glad to
help you out on those points which are a little difficult.

Reply: (1) Take any single film picture. It is moved in front of
the aperture, held there a certain length of time, then moved on
again to make room for the next picture. Now, a five-to-one
movement means that the time required to exchange one picture
for the picture following is just 1/5 as long as the time during
which the picture is held motionless before the aperture. It might
also be explained in this way by saying that with a five-to-one
intermittent the film is moving 1/5 of the time and is stationary
the remaining 4/5.
The difference between a six-to-one, five-to-one or four-to-one
movement lies entirely in the design of the cam, which is the part
that drives the intermittent.
(2) Short focus lenses are not usually made of greater diameter
because the excess glass would be of little use. The light rays
from an arc pass through the central part of the objective, at least
the greater portion of the rays. But remember this — the focus
of the lens has nothing to do with its diameter. A lens of a given
focus may be secured in many commercial diameters.
Bad Case of Punch Holes
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen :— Enclosed you will find a sample of punch marks
which I think are worthy of attention. The strip of film is from
"Day Dreams" (Goldwyn) Reel No. 40, No. 5, five-reel feature,
shown by me (the projectionist) today. As you will see, the film
is in first-class condition, and the amount of punchholes in it are
what we might expect were the picture used a considerable number of times. This style of punching continued throughout the
five reels in the same manner, combined with other scratches and
different style holes.
I could not cut out any more film, as I did not wish to spoil any
part of the picture. A good remedy for such work as this is for
the film exchange to issue orders to each manager of a theatre on
their list to forbid the "projectionist" or reel boy or anybody
else to use or have a punch in their possession that will tend to
spoil his or any other make of picture.
One other way is to lend to the theatre whom you suspect a

' Give the Soldiers a Chance "
THE article under the above title which appeared in the March
15 issue of the Motion Picture News was submitted by Mr.
Alfred B. Werham of Massillon, O., to whom full credit should
have been given. Mr. Werham by frequent communications to the
Projection Department has shown a sound interest in projection
problems and for this reason the omission of his name was doubly
unfortunate.
Renovating

Gold Fibre Screens

Mr. E. J. Bregger, Crystal Falls, Mich, asks : "Can you tell us
what to use to remove spots from a gold fibre screen?"
Reply: We regret to say there is no dependable way of doing
this. If the spots are not particles of dust, they can be removed
only by returning the screen to the factory and having it resurfaced there. Whenever cleaning has been tried the screen has
been harmed rather than improved. We would suggest, therefore,
that you get in touch with the makers of your screen and arrange
with them for its disposal.
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Painting a Muslin Curtain
Camp Custer, January 21, 1919.
Monox Picture News, Inc.,
New York City, N. Y.
Sirs : We have a muslin curtain here and we would like to have
you send us a formula for painting it.
I read in the projection department when I was operating at
Hastings, Mich., about a way to do it, but I have forgotten it.
I would like to know if, when I was drafted in the army that
would throw me out of the N. A. M. L. I was No. 818.
Thanking you, I am,
Lyle E. "Wilcox, Pvt.,
Care of K. of C. Bldg., No. 572, Camp Custer, Mich.
Reply: After sizing your screen in the usual way, apply a coat
of any of the patented white wall paints which can be purchased
at any paint stores. These paints are composed principally of
calcimine and have given fine satisfaction as screen surfaces.
There are many formulas which have been " discovered " by
makers of home-made screens, but a standard preparation is
cheaper in the end, besides being easier to prepare.
If you are now operating you are still a member of the N. A.
M. L. Simply keep us posted on your change of address so that
any important N. A M. L. matter will reach you without trouble.

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75£ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and "screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
I sold for $37.50 and S40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distbibutobs of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

—
Sixty-three Shoivs Every Six Days
"WyiTH
herewith,
Bemisthe(thephotograph
man in the which
center)wesentreproduce
the following
note: Mr.
" I have been here at Camp Lee since May 30, 1918, where I
am employed as a motion picture machine and film supervisor.
It is some job. I have twenty machines to look after and turn
out sixty-three shows a week (six days) at Y. M. C A. buildings.
Enclosed find a photo of carpenter, movie man and machinist.
" I guess you will remember me from Hudson County Local
I. A., No. 384.
" With best wishes,
" W. A. Bemis. Film Supervisor,
" Care of Y. M. C. A. Adm. Bldg.. Camp Lee, Va."
Important JSotice!
C IMPLEX Mechanism No. 4283 and Intermittent No. 4269 have
been stolen from S. Epstein's Majestic theatre, 2424 Kensington avenue, Philadelphia. If supply dealers or theatres are offered
the above articles, they will confer a great favor by communicating
with Motion Picture News or with Mr. Epstein direct.
More

Mazda

Units Installed

'THE Lewis Electrical Supply Co. of
plied the Star Amusement theatre
pheum theatre of Maiden, Mass., with
Units for installation in their respective

Boston has recently supof Boston and the OrArgus Mazda Projector
theatres.

—

GOERZ=^—

Goerz Vignetting Devices
The present standards of motion-picture making and projecting
are so strict that unless a camera-man has the best possible
equipment he cannoi meet the keen competition of others. The
GOERZ VIGXETTIXG DEVICES and GOERZ MICROMETER
MOUNTS have met every studio and field .test. They may be
fitted to nearly every standard camera. Used with the wellknown GOERZ KIXO HTPAR F :3.5 lens they leave nothing
to be desired. Write or call for our latest information.
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
317J East 34th Street, New York City
-^niniiiniiTnTnTrinnnnrmniminnmmrrnnTiii»'niUii»ii niiiimimiinniini»TmimiiimirmiiimiMmiiTnniHniii[ii»mii!liIIIIII]nillin[lunminmtimilinninilg
I SPECIAL BARGAINS — REBUILT MACHINES
S We have on hand all makes of rebuilt machines which we
= GU A RANTER to be in A-l ADJUSTMENT, all worn parts havI ing been replaced by SEW PARTS.
1 Powers 6- A
Hand Drive
New Price $280.00 Rebuilt Price $100.00
|
Motor Drive
New Price
338.00 Rebuilt Price 150.00
1 (110 volt, 60 eye.)
I Powers 6-B
I
Used two months. Motor Drive, 110 volt, 60 cycle
$250.00
g MotiogTaph 1909 model
|
New Price $225.00 Rebuilt Price $30.00
= Mnriograph 1915 model
=j
Hand Drive
New Price $250.00 RebuUt Price $125.00
gg (110
Motor
New Price 285.00 Rebuilt Price 150.00
volt, Drive
60 eye.)

|
g
§
|
=
ff
jf
I
=
g
g
gp
g
g|
j
All orders subject to prior sale
=
I AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
|
I
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Motion Picture Trade p
1 300-302 Mailers Bldg., 5 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois g
I Dealers in Monograph, Standard and Simplex Motion Picture §
|
Machines, yational Cartons, Minusa Screens
§
g
and Everything for the Theatre
|
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EASTMAN
FILM

first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

Identifiable by thein words
margin and "Kodak'
the film"Eastman"

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PATENTS
We have had wide experience in the preparation and prosecution of patent applications relating to moving picture apparatus.
All communications are strictly confidential. Our patent practice, extending over a period of seventy-four years, enables us
in many cases to advise in regard to patentability without any
expense to our client.
Our HANDBOOK is sent free on request
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
contains Patent Office Notes. Decisions of interest to inventors
— and particulars of recently patented inventions.
MUNN & CO.
Patent Attorneys
625 F Street,
670 Woolworth Bldg;.,
New York
Washington, D. C.

Phone Bryant 6808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

Picture

News

A New Animated Advertising Device
WG.
KIRBY, who has been a motion picture operator for 15
• years, the last five of which he has been with C. H. Miles
in the Orpheum theatre of Detroit, has lately perfected a device
that is described as the last word in advertising for a theatre.
After studying the means of advertising on the screen for several
years, Mr. Kirby has evolved a device that can be attached to any
projecting machine in a few minutes. The device projects the
advance billing on the screen in an animated fashion and it is so
unusual that the spectators are struck with the originality of the
idea while being informed of the coming attractions and other
notices. In a few moments a ribbon with the desired lettering
can
be made. A limited number are to be placed in the Michigan
territory.
As soon as more details are obtained from the inventor of the
above device, it will be fully described in the Theatre Equipment
Section of Motion Picture News. The editors intend to present
a readable description of every new device pertaining to motion
picture houses, as soon as information on which to base the description isreceived.
Rotker Leaves Projection Association
MORRIS J. ROTKER, secretary of Local No. 306 is no longer
connected with the International Projection Association.
Mr. Rotker organized the I. P. A. and has been active in its
affairs, occupying the chair of Vice President at the time of his
resignation from the association.
Western Simplex Distributors Expand
MESSRS. DUTTON AND DOUGLASS, two husaling executives of the Exhibitors Supply Company, distributers for
Simplex in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin, were in New York
last week on a business trip and included in their itinerary a tour
of inspection of the Simplex factory.
They report that the sales of Simplex Projectors is so heavy
since the let-up of war hostilities and the clearing up of the " flu "
epidemic that they are forced to move to large quarters for their
main office in Chicago, and are about to locate in the Famous
Players-Lasky Building at 845 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
The rapid advancement made by the Exhibitors Supply Company
since the inception of this progressive concern in 1915 is the real
indication of the type of its energetic officials. Starting at that
time with a limited floor space of three hundred feet, this concern grew so rapidly that before the first year had ended it was
necessary to seek larger quarters, which were located in the fifth
floor of the Mailers Building, where six hundred square feet of
space was available and quite necessary. By the following January the volume of business again required large quarters and two
additional rooms in the same building were taken. Meanwhile,
branch offices had been established at 157 North Illinois Street,
Indianapolis, and 204 Manhattan Building, Milwaukee.
At the new quarters the entire second floor of the Famous
Players building has been taken and the general offices, sales
rooms and sales offices will be located here, using the present headquarters for a supply base.
It might be noted that the untiring efforts of Messrs. Dutton,
Douglass and Lincoln resulted in the Simplex machine being used
exclusively in the " loop " section of Chicago, and while somewhat modest by nature, Mr. Dutton enthusiastically claims that
outside of the 100 per cent " loop " section, Chicago is at the
present writing 90 per cent Simplex and still gaining.
E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
Manufacturers of the
Visit some of the
UljUg^ Mnvin« Picture Acceuorie*
and
Be
anExchange
Operator,
Theatre
e °' Specialtiei
^rinyouf (fcv
largest and most
Owner,
Manager,
successful theatres
Supply Dealer or Producer,
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Inadvise
touch you
withIn uswhat
and you
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are interested.
which have installed The Estey
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with
UNIVERSAL
Motion
Organ.
''You
get thePicture
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THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
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and
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By J. I. Crab tree
(Cntinued from last week)
SXJBSTITUTES FOR POTASSIUM SALTS
In view of the present scarcity of potassium salts and their
greater expense as compared with sodium salts, the question arises
as to what extent they can be replaced by salts of sodium or
ammonium.
As a general rule, for photographic purposes, a potassium salt
can be replaced by a sodium salt weight for weight, the error
caused by the difference in molecular weight of the two salts
being usually negligible. There are many exceptions, however,
where there is a difference in the physical properties of the two
salts for example, potassium carbonate and sodium bichromate are
deliquescent, while sodium carbonate and potassium bichromate are
not.
Substitution in Developing Formulae
1. The Developing Agent
As a general rule it is not possible to replace one developing
agent by another and obtain a developer with identical properties,
because each developing agent has its own characteristics as regards rate of development, fog, color of image produced, etc.
In some cases, however, a close approximation can be made, for
example by substituting Elon by kodelon (or paramidophenol) providing the developer is sufficiently dilute to permit of sufficient
paraminophenol being dissolved. This applies either to an all
Elon or an Elon-hydroquinone formula.
If in an Elon-hydroquinone (or E-H) formula paraminophenol
is substituted for the Elon and the activity of the developer is
increased by the addition of alkali, the effect of the alkali is
proportionately greater on the hydroquinone than on the paramidophenol so that a rapid hard working developer is obtained. To
avoid this, proportionally more paramidophenol is required than if
Elon is used.
2. The preservative
It is now customary to substitute sodium bisulphite for potassium
metabisulphite weight by weight, though in a plain fixing bathsodium bisulphite has a slightly greater tendency to produce sulphurization than the potassium salt.
The question is often asked as to the difference in action between sodium sulphite and sodium bisulphite. Sodium bisulphite
may be considered as a compound of sodium sulphite and sulphurous acid, and therefore reacts acid, while sodium sulphite is
alkaline so that in the case of a two-solution pyro formula where
the pyro A solution is preserved with oxalic acid or sodium bisulphite, an equal weight of sodium sulphite would not preserve
so well since pyro oxidizes much more readily in alkaline than in
acid solution.
In the case of a one-solution developer containing, say, sodium
r,ulphite, sodium bisulphite and sodium carbonate, the bisulphite is
converted to sulphite by the sodium carbonate according to the
following equation :
Sodium Bisulphite-!- Sodium Carbonate=Sodium Sulphite + Sodium Bicarbonate so that a corresponding amount of sodium sulphite might just as well have been added in the first place. Sodium
bisulphite also neutralizes or destroys an equivalent amount of
sodium carbonate thus reducing the proportion of alkali and therefore exerts an apparent restraining action, while the developer
apparently keeps longer because some of the carbonate has been
destroyed. The relative amounts of the different salts which produce the same preserving action is given in the following table:
Sodium Sulphite
1.0 parts
Sodium Bisulphite
0.83 parts
Potassium Metabisulphite
0.88 parts
For a two-solution developer therefore use sodium bisulphite, but
,

olvrvi
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in the case of a single solution- developer containing alkali use
sodium sulphite, because in this case no advantage is gained by
using a mixture of sulphite and bisulphite.
3. The alkali
The common alkalis are the carbonates and hydroxides of sodium, potassium or ammonium. Substances like acetone, tribasic
sodium phosphate, borax, and amines are occasionally used but will
not be considered here.
When sodium carbonate is dissolved in water a small proportion
of it reacts with the water forming caustic soda and sodium bicarbonatthis
e;
is called hydrolysis though only a small portion of
the carbonate is hydrolyzed at any moment. As the caustic soda
formed is used up in development, more carbonate hydrolyses so
that we can consider that carbonate acts as a reservoir of caustic
alkali. If in the first place a solution of caustic soda was used
of the same alkalinity as the carbonate this would soon be used up.
The use of carbonate therefore enables us to use a small concentration ofalkali and yet keep it constant during development.
It is rarely possible therefore to replace caustic alkalis by carbonated alkalis such as sodium or potassium carbonate.
Potassium carbonate is slightly more active than sodium carbonate in solution because it hydrolyses to a greater extent. For
developing motion picture film on a reel when the developer may
splash on the floor, potassium carbonate cannot be substituted by
sodium carbonate since, because of the deliquescent nature of
potassium carbonate, the splashes of solution remain moist thus
preventing the formation of carbonate dust in the air.
Caustic soda and caustic potash may be replaced weight for
weight in most formulae.
Ammonia and ammonium carbonate are seldom used in developers on account of the odor and the fact that they tend to cause
dichroic fog.
Desiccated and Crystal Sodas
Sodium carbonate and sodium sulphite are often supplied in two
forms : Crystals and the desiccated or dry variety, which is sometimes called anhydrous because it does not contain water of crystallization.
Desiccated sodas possess the advantage that they occupy less
than half the bulk of the crystals, while desiccated sodium sulphite
is much less liable to oxidation by the air than the crystalline
variety.
The sodas should be substituted as follows:
1 part by weight of sodium carbonate (desiccated) for 3 parts
by weight of the crystals.
J part by weight of sodium sulphite (desiccated) for two parts
by weight of the crystals.
4. The Restrainer
Potassium bromide may be substituted by an equal weight of
sodium bromide. Ammonium bromide should not be used in a
developer because the alkali liberates ammonia gas and this tends
to produce diachroic fog as above.
SUBSTITUTION IN THE FIXING BATH
Sulphites and Bisulphites
The same remarks apply as to preservatives in the developer.
Alums
An alum is a compound or double salt of aluminum sulphate or
chromium sulphate with either sodium, potassium or ammonium
sulphate. The hardening action is only produced by the aluminum
or chromium sulphate, so that equivalent weights of aluminum sulphate and of sodium, potassium, or ammonium alum should exert
the same hardening action.
As a result of a series of practical tests by the author the following conclusions have been drawn :
(a) Equivalent amounts of potash alum and aluminum sulphate exert the same hardening action, two parts by weight of
aluminum sulphate, being equivalent to three parts by weight of
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potash alum. Commercially pufe aluminum sulphate is satisfactory
if this does not contain an excess of iron, though if the sample
is acid the solution should be neutralized with ammonia. When
mixing the usual liquid hardener formula with commercial aluminum sulphate, a slight milky suspension is formed which should
be allowed to settle and filtered off.
(b) There is no appreciable difference between sodium, potassium and ammonium alum in their hardening action when substituted weight for weight in the usual formulae. In practice, if any
difference in hardening action occurs, this is due to the use of
impure alums, in which case, providing the impurities are harmless, an increased amount of the alum should be used so that its
content of aluminum sulphate is the same as that in the potash
alum called for by the particular formula.
When using ammonium alum, if the fixing bath becomes alkaline by virtue of a neutralization of the acid by the developer
carried over, ammonia will be liberated resulting in the production
of dichroic fog and stain. No trouble will be experienced, however, if care is taken to keep the bath acid.
Pure chrome alum may also be substituted for potash alum, as
above, though it has a slightly greater tendency to precipitate
sulphur than potash alum. It has the advantage, however, that it
does not form a basic sulphite as rapidly as potash alum so that
a chrome alum fixing bath remains clear even when appreciably
alkaline.
Acids
The most commonly used acids are acetic, citric, tartaric, and
sometimes lactic acid. Strong acids like sulphuric are seldom used
because of the great tendency to liberate sulphur. Weeker acids
like the above bear the same relation to a strong acid as a carbonated alkali to a caustic alkali, that is they act as a reservoir
of acid, so that only a small proportion of the acid is available for
reaction in solution at any one time.
Acetic acid is usually supplied in two strengths, glacial (98%)
and 28% acid, so that one volume of glacial acid is equivalent to
three and a half volumes of 28% acid.
Citric and tartaric may be substituted weight for weight and
when used in place of acetic, substitute in the ratio of one gram
of citric for every 3 ccs. of 28% acetic acid.
However these acids are not quite so satisfactory as acetic because for a given degree of acidity as measured by the amount
of alkaline developer which can be added to the fixing bath before
the bath becomes neutral, citric and tartaric acids have a greater
tendency to precipitate sulphur from the hypo than acetic acid.
PURITY OF CHEMICALS
The Water Supply
Water is the most important chemical used in photography, and
it is therefore important to know to what extent the impurities
present may be harmful to the various operations and how these
impurities may be removed.
Excluding distilled water, rain water, and water from melted
ice or snow, the following impurities may be present :
1. Dissolved salts such as bicarbonates, chlorides, and sulphates
of calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium. In case calcium
salts are present and a developing formula is used containing
sodium bisulphite or potassium metabisulphite, fine needle-shaped
crystals of calcium sulphite are apt to separate out in the developer as a sludge on standing. The sludge is harmless if allowed
to settle though the developer is robbed of sulphite to the extent
of the amount required to form the sludge. If the developer is
agitated, the sludge will cause trouble by setting out on the emulsions of plates, films, etc. Other salts have usually little effect
on a developer although chlorides and bromides exert a restraining
action.
Dissolved salts often cause trouble by crystallizing on the film
after drying, and although not always visible as crystals to the
eye, they detract from its transparency.
2. Suspended matter in the form of dirt and iron rust, which
if not filtered or allowed to settle will cause spots.
3. Slime, consisting of animal or vegetable colloidal matter and
which is not removed by filtering. If such water is used for
mixing solutions, the colloidal matter gradually coagulates and
settles out in the solution as a sludge.
4. Dissolved gases such as air, sulphuretted hydrogen, etc
Water dissolves about 2% of air at 70" F. and when a developing
agent like hydroquinone is dissolved without the addition of sulphite, the oxygen present in the water combines with the developing agent forming an oxidation product which will cause chemical
fog.
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Sulphuretted hydrogen gas will also cause bad chemical fog, but
the gas may be removed by boiling or by precipitation with lead
acetate
PURIFICATION OF WATER
Water may be purified as follows:
1. By distillation : Distilled water should be used whenever
possible for mixing solutions.
2. By boiling : This coagulates the colloidal matter and changes
certain lime salts to the insoluble condition which then settle out,
while dissolved gases such as air, sulphuretted hydrogen, etc., are
removed. Therefore, unless the water contains an excessive
amount of dissolved salts it is usually sufficient to boil the water
and allow it to settle.
3. By chemical treatment: If large quantities of water are required, chemical methods of purification must be employed, though
it is only possible to remove lime salts, slime and colloidal matter
in this way.
Excessive amounts of dissolved lime salts are very objectionable, because after washing if drops of water are allowed to
remain on the plates or film, when the water evaporates the
dissolved salts in the water become visible as a white scum.
The following methods of chemical purification may be adopted :
a. Add alum to the water in the proportion of one gram to four
liters. This coagulates the slime which carries down any suspended particles, and the solution rapidly clears. This method does not
remove dissolved salts, while the small amount of alum introduced
into the water has no harmful effect on the developer.
b. Add a solution of sodium oxalate until no further precipitate forms. This method removes the calcium and magnesium
salts and coagulates the slime, though sodium and potassium salts
are left in solution.
c. Most of the commercial methods of water softening may be
employed though such methods do not remove sodium and potassium salts.
The " Decalso " process of water softening is one which can be
recommended The water is passed through a tank containing
sodium aluminum silicate which is a Zeolite, and possesses the
power of exchanging its sodium for the calcium and magnesium
present in the water. When the Zeolite thus loaded with calcium
and magnesium is washed in a strong solution of common salt
(sodium chloride) it exchanges the calcium and magnesium again
for sodium and is thus regenerated, and is in a condition for
further softening. Full particulars may be obtained from the
American Water Softening Company, 1011 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Impurities in Developing and Fixing Chemicals
It is beyond the scope of the present article to indicate all the
possible impurities which may be present in photographic chemicals. For a more detailed account the reader is referred to the
paper by H. T. Clarke on " The Examination of Organic DevelAgents " (Phot
J. Amer..
Nov. 191$,recently
p. 481),placed
whichon containsoping
anumber
of analyses
of developers
the
market under fancy names and containing such substances as
starch, sugar, salt, borax, etc.
In this article we are only concerned with the impurities usually
present in chemicals which are not intentionally added as adulterants.
Impurities may have access to -photographic chemicals in three
ways : (a) during manufacture, (b) during storage, (c) during
mixing and storage of the solution.
(a) If chemicals of repute are purchased the photographer
need not worn- about impurities.
If the elon, hydroquinone or pyro is colored, the presence of
fogging agents should be suspected, although some colored samples do not give any more fog than colorless ones,
(To be continued next week)
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IT is hardly necessary to emphasize that a printed page full of
music is not music. It only carries the signs that point the
way. The piano untouched is only a piece of furniture. The
violin unstrung is dead. The cornet but a bit of twisted brass.
The organ an unknown volume of secrecy. All are next to
nothing. All are non-essentials until touched by a hand and
guided by the spirit of music. The child is guided by the mother's
song. The heart is warmed by familiar melodies. The home
brightens with songs of the past. The church vibrates with consecrated tones, which soften into heart throbs as they penetrate
the sofeL Music puts vigor into marching troops. It forces tears
into a strange spectator's eyes at the sight of a passing funeral.
It speaks the words of love to golden youth. It even guides the
mountain shepherd and his flock. It is a story of eternal life.
It is joy, sorrow and death.
What is a Motion Picture? It is expressing the sorrows of
the world. It is bringing joy to our generations. It travels with
us from the icelands of the North to the deserts of the South. It
shows us the crosses on France's fields. It shows us everything
— but we cannot hear the tramping of the marching troops. It
cannot speak to us about the secrets of the hidden world. It is
mute. It is an unstrung violin. It is an untouched organ. Where
is the spirit that can guide it to reality?
It is the spirit of the music. It is the vigor of the martial
sounds that makes us hear what we see. It is the sentimento of
the cello that tells a story of a mournful past. It is the Waltz,
the Trot, the One-Step that makes us dance wih the screen. It
is the " Silver Threads Among the Gold " that puts tears into
mother's eyes. It is " My Country 'Tis of Thee " that keeps us
thinking as Americans." It is " Home Sweet Home " that makes
us hear the voice of our dearest. It is the power of the sound
that speaks to us in every language. It speaks the tongue of the
praying Arab on the field of Mecca. It tells us the story of the
world we do not know — We never heard of. It speaks our
language no matter where it is residing. We hear our boys singing songs of home. We hear them come. We see them go. We
live, we see, we hear and feel, because Music is the Master. Who
was it first who -said " Music is non-essential to the Motion
Picture?"
The Editors.

the

Motion
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Two New Novelettes Issued
A MONG the many recent new issues which have been an**■ nounced by the House of Sam Fox, of Cleveland, Ohio, there
are two instrumental numbers which are worthy of special
mention.
"Carnations," by Fred G. Albers, is the newest addition to their
famous Flower Series. It is a pretty little gavotte conceived
along similar lines to Mr. Albers' former success, " Basket of
Roses." " Carnations " is at once fascinating and melodious and
is characterized by a swinging rhythmic tempo.
Walter E. Miles, the composer of the famous " Sparklets,"
offers, in his newest composition, " Butterfly Dance," a bright,
pleasing little novelette, written in that typical and characteristic
Miles style. Surely no other composer can give us novelettes
of such character and melody as can this very successful young
writer. The number is as dainty and as bright as the name implies; itis truly a " Butterfly Dance."
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " Tears " (of love) is a world beater. It cleaned up in a
big production recently. The general verdict is " It will
be the 1919 hit." Try it over and you will know why. It will
haunt you. (J. W. Stern & Co., 101 W. 38th St., N. Y.)
— " Shot and Shell " is declared by people who know, to be
the best of all the home-coming songs. No, it's not a war
song — nor a peace song neither. It's the musical expression of
what the whole world is discussing — of what concerns us and
YOU.
In other words, it's the PSYCHOLOGICAL SONG
OF THE MOMENT.
(J. W. Stern.)
— " My Chocolate Soldier Sammy Boy " — one-step. A rapidfire, ripping, rollicking one-step— a regular knockout. (J.
H. Remick, 217 W. 46th St., N. Y.)
— " You Don't Know " — Another new one by Lee S. Roberts. It's going to be a regular hit. (Remick & Co.)
5—" My Cairo Love," fox-trot, by J. S. Zamecnik. An Egyptian serenade also published as a concert number. An exquisite Oriental melody, originally conceived for concert use
and now published as a fox-trot, and as such, it has won immediate popularity. You will have many calls for it this season,
as it has become a favorite in hotel, theatre and dramatic circles. (Sam Fox, Cleveland, Ohio.)
— " Society's Shimmying Now," fox-trot, from " The Midnight Whirl," the musical comedy hit at the Century theatre, N. Y. The hit of the show. (McCarthy & Fisher, 224 W.
46th St., N. Y.)
— " Salvation Lassie of Mine," by Caddigan & Story. The
Doughboy's tribute to the Doughgirl — the Lass of the
Doughnut.
a big ballad hit. Waltz. (Feist Edition, 249
W.
40th St., It's
N. Y.)

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, who combines the duties of managing director and
musical director of New York's Rialto and Rivoli

8—" You Can Have It, I Don't Want It "—A fox-trot of the
foxiest kind. It will guarantee encores every time. (McKinley Music Co., 147 W. 45th St., N. Y.)
— " Yankee Tars," by John Boulton. One of the most inspiring American Navy march with excerpts from famous
sea song. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., N. Y.)
IfX— "At Twilight," by Ernest S. Golden. A beautiful ro\J mance of exceptional musical conception; a number
equally effective for concert or theatre. (Belwin, Inc.)
11 — " Norma," by Ernest Luz. An original melodious waltz,
• consisting of four double movements, with complete coda
and finale, exceptionally suited for theatre, concert or dance.
(Belwin, Inc.)
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Suite "—What greater composers than Mozart
12 -"Tragic
or Gottschalk could be offered as a combination in a
classic suite? " Adagio " and " Cradle Song " contained in the
Tragic Suite have never been published before for orchestra
and musicians will find these two numbers musical gems.
(Belwin, Inc.)
i o — " Prudence," by Ernest Luz. A delightful entr'acte novelI 0 ette, consisting of three original movements and a highly
developed trio of artistic merits. (Belwin, Inc.)
LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

" SPEEDY MEADE "
|
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
.|
Theme: Wild and Woolly" (Characteristic Western Allegro), I
by Minot
|
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Mary Dillman
left motherless."
2 — "Silent Sorrows" (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (1 minute
and 20 seconds), until — T: "Robert Bridges U.*S. Marshal."
3 — "Clematis" (From Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato Poco Agitato),
by Tonning (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Look after
Speedy."
4— " Canterbury Bells " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Capricious
Allegretto), by Tonning (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: " Bud
has lost no time."
5 — Continue ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Henry Dillman owner."
6— "inSinister
Girls
bedroom.Theme," by Vely (* minutes and 25 seconds), until — S:
Note: Watch shots.
7 — " Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes
and 5 seconds), until — T: "Mary no longer able."
8 — Continue pp. (20 seconds), until — T: "Speedy prepares to."
9 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "My name around
here is Smith."
— " Hurry
by Minot
S :10Speedy
leavesNo.the33,"ranch
house. (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
11— " Rustle of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato), by Sinding (3 minutes
and 20 seconds), until — T: "The gent who drove your daughter."
12 — "" Dillman's
Half Reel theHurry,"
— T:
man." by. Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until
Note: Watch shots.
13 — " Camelia " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Allegretto Cantabile),
by Tonning (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Business continues to."
14 — " Intermezzo " (Allegretto), by Puerner (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Your father seems to object."
15 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "I've heard my father."
Note: To action pp. or ff.
16 —— "Dramatic
until
S : Speedy inReproach,"
the woods. by Berge (1 minute and 30 seconds),
17 — " Mysterioso No. 29," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Give me the right."
18 — " Lento Allegro," (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and 5 seconds), until— T: " Dillman you squealer."
19 — Theme ff. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "We'll get
Dillman."
20 — " Half
by Levy (3 minutes and 5
seconds),
until Reel
— S: Agitato
After the Furioso,"
fight.
Note: Watch shots.
21 — "*****
Love Song" (Dramatic),
until
THE END. by Flegier (1 minute and 40 seconds),
[
" A MAN IN THE OPEN "
1
(Dustin Farnum-United)
|
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
I| The
Theme:
Dreams"
(Moderato
by reel
Gaston
Borch
timing"May
is based
on a speed
limit of Romance),
14 minutes per
(1,000
ft.).
1i '* Jesse
1 — " Storm
Furioso
"
(Descriptive),
by
Minot
(2
minutes),
until
— T:
Smith."
I Note: Wave and storm effects.
|= "A2 — man
"Tragic
by Vely (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
hired Theme,"
me."
1 3 — "Hurry No. 2," by Simon (3 minutes), until — T: "Abilene,
| Texas."
I
4— "Stampede"
Allegro), by
Simon (2 minutes and 45
| seconds),
until — S: (Western
At the Spiritualist
meeting.
I
5
—
Organ
improvising
to
action
(1
minute
and 10 seconds), until — S:
| When Jesse and Joe meet.
| _6 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
I T : " And they mighty nigh."
7 — "The Bee and the Floweret" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by
I1I Zamecnik
exhausted." (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Madame is
1 8 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: As scene fades to dance-hall.
| 9 — "Kentucky Dreams" (Waltz), by Henry and Onivas (2 minutes
30 seconds),
|= andNote:
Effects ofuntil
shot.— T: "In naughty stories like that."
|
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding Page)
Winkler (2 minutes), . until— T: "FolAllegro," bys."
10 "Western
lowing seven day
11 Organ only (Wedding scene) Improvise to action (40 seconds),
until — T: " Mexican Joe told him."
12 "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until
— T: Effect
" You've
had your little."
Note:
of shot.
13 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: "Evening brings desire."
14 " Dramatic Agitato, No. 38," by Minot (2 minutes and IS
"Justand before
until — T:
seconds),
Note: Effects
of fire
shots. dawn."
16 " Dramatic Tension, No. 36," by Andino (1 minute and IS
mountains Jesse."
"In the(Andantino),
until — T: Song"
seconds),
by Borch (1 minute and 30
16 "Mountain
runs."
who
Brown
"Surly
T:
—
until
seconds),
(1 minute and 20 seconds),
Theme,"
17— "S:Eccentric
until
When Trevor
shoots.by Roberts
18 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until
— T: Effect
"Curiosity
Note:
of shot.plus one."
19 " Graciousness " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Smith (1 minTrevor."
ute and 45 seconds), until — T: " How'dy, Mrs.
until — T: "So. this is the
minutes and 45 seconds),
20 — Theme (2 son
."
rea
21 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and 40
seconds),
until — Theme,"
T: "Otherby neighbors
Jesse." until— S : When Jesse
22— " Sinister
Vely (40 of
seconds),
«•*
sees Mrs. Trevor.
23 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — S: When Trevor fires shot.
24 — " Dramatic Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes and 45
"In the days that followed."
until —ofT:shot.
seconds),
Note: Effect
25— Theme (1 minute), until— T: "In the Spring following.
26 — "Dramatic Tension No. 44," by Borch (3 minutes), until — S:
When Jesse mounts horse.
27 "Rondo" (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berge
the shootin'."
don't mind
" I Borch
— T: by
until 43,"
seconds), No.
and 45 Agitato
(2 28minutes
— " Dramatic
(1 minute
and 45
seconds), until — T: "Son, you mind Mr. Smith."
29 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "So you thought
*Z0—"
Dramatic
Pement (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until
"A year" Narrative,"
has passed by
but."
31—— "T:Clematis
(Moderato
Con
Moto), by Tonning (2 minutes and
lonesome."
him get
— T:6," "Did
untilNo.
30 32seconds),
— "Agitato
by Minot
(1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — S:
Note:Jesse
Effect
of shot.
When
kisses
wife."
THE END.
33— Theme (15 seconds), until *****
FOR SALE
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202, Peters & Volz, makers.
F ARIES MFG. CO.
Decatur, 111.

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
"One or the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !
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The
Motor-Generator
that produces
Perfect Arcs
You Should Have One
You with
can make
perfeEt dissolve
tr j-arcu Transrerter
The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.
1908 West 114th St, Cleveland, Ohio
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.
Head Office: Montreal, Can.
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Subscription. One Year. $6.00
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THE
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You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
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Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures^ shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the reviews of
short features and serial episodes.]
Two Outiiig-Cliesters
I Produced by C. L. Chester in Cooperation w ith
OUTING Magazine,!
LYMAN HOWE tints are injected in Outing-Chester Pictures
beginning with the fifth and sixth subjects, just released.
The photograph}- is very clear in these scenics and the laboratory
work with the improved color effects seems to bring the beautiful
mountains, valleys and rivers right to your feet.
And there are many thrills in both subjects. Also an amusing
thread of light comedy which naturally tends to make each patron
in the audience feel that they are part and parcel of a personally
conducted excursion through the wilds.
A sort of running story in scenics is a novel idea, and this is
what Katharine Hilliker manages to convey in the many descriptive inserts. Subject Number 5 is entitled " Guided and Miss
Guided,"' and pictures a jaunt into the Canadian Rockies covering the Lake Louise region, showing the Swiss village of Edelweiss and the climbing of Mt Lafroy, as the climax. A determined young lad}- in knickerbockers accompanies the climbers and
cheerfully accepts all the bruises undoubtedly accumulated in her
hazardous trip.
Subj ect Number 6— " A Waswanipae \Veek-End " — shows some
real thrills when the Indians shoot the various swift running
rapids. Xo portaging for them. They tempt the perils of the
falls in a wonderful close-up which should bring an exquisite
shudder to even the most blase. The wind-up is an Indian village
in the James Bay region of Canada. One-reel subject every
week. Released through First National exchanges except in a
very few territories. — Tom Hamlin.
4i Well I'll Be
"
(Yitagraph — Two-Reel Comedy, with Larry Semon)
< ( JUST about the cleverest combination of a western serial epiJ sode burlesqued and an uproarious comedy," is the way one
observer summed " Well I'll Be
" up as he left the projecting room. This two-reeler, the first in Larry Semon's new special
series for Yitagraph, is all of that — which is another way of saying that as far as comedy goes it is Al.
Semon has a style all his own. He does not imitate. He is
unique both in makeup and in action and business. He plays the
clown in this comedy to perfection. He is the court jester to a t.
If wecan were
wielddirector
the fool's
He
handlea king
it withwe aswould
much have
art asSemon
a musical
wieldsbaton.
his.
His art as a director lies in contrast, in this picture at least. In
one of those " typical " bad man towns he introduces himself as

R>ck
by Peter

Milne

in Advance

the timid sheriff. And he is timid. The constant contrast between
the sheriff and the bad, bad men of the municipality makes for the
most in comedy.
As lous
a comedian
Semon's
lies inthings
accepting
perfectly
situations as the
most art
natural
in the the
world.
Thus ridicuwhen
his hat is blown from his head by the villains he arises from his
bed, dons his hat and marches from the door (the only remaining
piece of carpentry of the entire building) as if nothing had happened. He is serious to the extreme; that is real art in comedy.
Lucille Zintheo is about the best looking comedienne that we
have seen in short subjects. She has a pretty face, a pretty figure
and talent. What more can be said? — Peter Milne.
" Captain Kidd. Jr.," with Mary Pickford
i Arteraft — Directed by William D. Taylor)
You had to wait quite a long time for a new Man- Pickford
picture, but when " Captain Kidd, Jr." gets around to you, you
will be more than repaid for that wait, because it will, no doubt,
give excellent satisfaction to all tastes. To begin with, the story
is interesting, then follows the fact that clean and wholesome
comedy is its predominating element. This comedy is caused,
not only by the situations, but also by the cleverly written subtitles. But what will cause most of the laughs is a parrot, who
is made to swear successfully, as an old experienced hand at
the game, and in general say lots of funny things.
The story depicts a little clean love affair. The young hero's
uncle dies, leaving a chart, denoting where treasure is buried,
and a letter, instructing him to go and dig for it. The chart
with the letter, by chance, fall in the hands of the heroine, who
returns it to the owner. The}- both decide to go together in
quest of the treasure. They reach the spot, and, after much
digging, they find the box; but,' instead of gold, they find a
letter giving the young man nothing but advice. In the end,
however, the hero finds out that he is really an heir to some
fortune; and as he now loves the heroine, being in turn loved
by her, they become engaged.
The acting of the star is as good as ever; the character of
W'illie,
the young
is cleverly
delineated
by Robert
Gordon;
the supporting
casthero,
is excellent,
Victor
Potel, the
well known
tall
former Essanay Comedian, in particular, making a very comical
rural constable. Release date not yet announced. Length, 5
reels.— P. S. HARRISON.
^Tiat have you to offer?
Young man, 5 years experienced as manager
in large Xew York theatre. Can deliver the
goods.
Honorably discharged from army.
Address H. G. F., Motion Picture Sews
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"EXPERIMENTAL

MARRIAGE"—

Stage Play Successfully Turned
AS

Picture

News

SELECT

Into Film Drama

is well known, it is not always that a successful stage play can be turned into a successful picture,

for various reasons. w Experimental Marriage," based on the stage play " Saturday to Monday,"
by William J. Hurlbut, is one of those exceptions in which the attempt is successful. It couldn't
help but give satisfaction, because, for one thing, it holds the interest, for another, it creates good hearty
laughs. In fact, it may well be considered as good a picture as any in which Miss Constance Talmadge
has ever appeared.
The foundational idea of the plot is rather odd. It is a contract marriage of the two principals, binding them to consider themselves as husband and wife only from Saturday to Monday, the acts of either
not being subject to criticism from the other party during the remainder of the week. But woman will
always be woman, as his wife, heroine of the story, through jealousy, becomes dissatisfied with the agreement and demands its cancellation so that they may be husband and wife all the time.
The picture is free from any suggestion ; it should give good satisfaction to all, especially to high class
neighborhoods. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
smartness, implying that the picture is highP
THE CAST
THE STORY
brilliant, sparkling comedy should be incorSuzanne Ercoll
Constance Talmadge
porated.
Suzanne,
woman,
hasn'tan
Foxcroft Grey
Harrison Ford
been
a widowa charming
very long young
when she
receives
In your supporting cast there is Harrison Ford
Charlie Hamilton
Walter Hier
offer of marriage from Foxcroft Grey, a lawyer.
who has been prominent in all the Constance
Dot Harrington
Vera Sisson
Suzanne loves Grey, but hates the idea of surTalmadge pictures. Of course he has collected
Mrs. Ercoll
Edythe Chapman
a following too. Mention him then. There are
rendering her freedom through the conventional
marriage ties. As a result she proposes to Grey
Arthur Barnard
Raymond Hatton
other prominent members of the screen profession
Mrs. Entwhistle
Maym Kelso
that they sign a marriage contract under which
in
the cast. One or more of them may be indithe
service
will
bind
them
as
man
and
wife
from
vidually popular
FromWilliam
the play
" Saturday to Monday."
By
J. Hurlbut.
over the cast
and in
findyour
out. neighborhood. Look
Saturday
to
Monday,
but
which
will
permit
them
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
perfect freedom from Monday to Saturday. Grey
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
is loathe to do this, but sees that it is the only
CATCH LINES
Photographed by Frank E. Garbutt.
way of winning Suzanne. The plan is put
through and when Monday morning arrives, the
Suzanne didn't like the old fashioned marriage
wily
husband,
though
he
hates
to
lose
his
wife,
laws — dom,
they
latitude
— free-it
PROGRAM READER
shows no emotion about doing so. This worries
and sodidn't
she give
drew one
up enough
a contract
wherein
Suzanne and she determines to keep a watchful
stated that from Saturday to Monday she would
Patrons of the
theatre have long since
eye on Grey.
be married, but from Monday to Saturday she
accepted Constance Talmadge as one of their
would be single! The consequences are startling
prime favorites. Her long line of Select pictures
In been
the going
apartment
aboveHarrington
Grey's queer
things
have
on.
Dot
has
foolishly
and
humorous. See them in Constance Talhave established her firmly. The management
accepted a dare to visit one Charlie Hamilton
takes great pleasure in announcing, therefore,
madge's latest Select picture, " Experimental
that included in the coming attractions scheduled
aftersuperintendent
a late dance. isIt'sverya bachelor
apartment
and
the
strict about
permitting
for exhibition at the
theatre, is " Experiladies
to
enter.
They
appeal
to
Grey
in
their
She wanted to be married, from Saturday to
mental Marriage," Miss Talmadge's latest compredicament and, in endeavoring to get Dot away,
Marriage."
Monday of each week and unmarried the rest of
edy. Adapted from William J. Hurlbut's play,
the cards are shuffled and she lands in his apartthe
time ! But she became suspicious when her
"story
Saturday
to
Monday,"
this
picture
presents
the
ment, just as Suzanne returns. She is very much
of a young widow, spirited and charming,
husband agreed to the proposition ! And then she
disturbed about it all, but Grey offers no explanafound
another woman in his apartment! She had
who, unwilling
to
"
bind
"
herself
again
by
matrition, as according to the terms of the marriage
monial ties, decides to frame her own marriage
never bargained for that, no inded ! But see
contract, he is free to do what he wants during
contract and be a wife from Saturday to Monday
" Experimental Marriage," it's Constance Talthis period.
only — a free woman the rest of the time. There
Very much peeved Suzanne decides to play the
madge's latestbeSelect
and plot.
you know how
are humorous complications galore when the
good it must
with picture
that spicy
same game and proceeds to visit one Arthur Berhusband, selected as one of the principals of this
nard, a mutual friend. Grey arrives and finds her
experiment, decides to teach his wife a lesson.
there but, seeing through the scheme, puts up no
Hint to Husbands: Don't ever let your wife
Miss Talmadge and her leading man, Harrison
rumpus whatsoever as she had expected. A few
think you're the least bit jealous and you'll win
Ford, render a brace of delightful performances.
more such complications and Suzanne is conout. Foxcroft Grey followed this plan in " Experimental Marriage " and Suzanne just had to
vinced that she prefers the old, conventional marPRESS NOTICE
riage contract to any one of her own making.
give
in.
The latest Select picture starring Constance
SUGGESTIONS
Talmadge
entitled
" Experimental
Marriage
will be the and
feature
attraction
on the screen
of the"
ACCESSORIES
The
manner
in
which the Constance Talmadge
theatre on
— ;
week.
This is an adaptation of a play by William J. pictures are going leaves no room for doubt that
PAPER:—
Two 1-sheets, two 3they
constitute
what
is
probably
the
most
sucHurlbut and has as its central character a charmcessful series of pictures available on the maring young widow, Suzanne Ercoll by name, who
sheets, one 6-sheet, one 24-sheet.
ket
today.
The
pleasing
personality
of
the
star,
doesn't monyquite
like the
idea she
of entering
matriPaper does not bring out the comthe light, original and somewhat spicy character
again even
though
does loveintoFoxcroft
of the stories, the support, the settings, all these
Grey, who has proposed. So Suzanne hits upon
edy; the scenes selected for repromeritorious qualities have long since become
what she believes to be a clever idea. They will
duction might indicate any charknown to your public if you have played the preacter of picture.
be married, conventionally enough, but the marvious Constance Talmadge pictures. Then in anriage contract will bind them only from Saturday
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Nine 8x10
nouncing the should
new one,really
" Experimental
Marriage,"
to Monday
each week.
Frombe Monday
all that you
need is a line
to the
black and white scenes and title
urday, thisofmeans
they will
as free toas Satall effect
that Constance is the star. Doubtless this
single folk.
card;
seven 11x14 colored scenes
will bring the people to the doors. In other
this plan
appeal and
to Foxcroft
and title card; two 22x28 horizontal
in Now
the least.
He doesn't
loves Suzanne
he wants Grey
her
wordstainthe
star's
name
has
come
to
mean
a
certype of entertainment. Select has brought
"flats," colored scenes; one 22x28
for
his atached
wife andto hethe doesn't
want any
her name to count for something in a certain
strings
proposition.
But freak
wise
star portrait, colored, upright
line,
something
of the best. They offer you the
lawyer that he is, he sees a way out and decides
best
selling
argument
in
her
name
alone.
(stock).
to accept
they areinmarried ! ThisSuzanne's
point isplan.
usuallyAndtheso windup
the
Certainly,
however,
with
the case
of " ExperiCUTS (ELECTROS):— Produccareers of screen characters, but it is only the
mental Marriage
"will
the make
company
hassit provided
you
tion cuts are five in number — two
with
a
title
that
them
up
and
take
beginning of the careers of Suzanne and Foxcroft.
notice.
It
is
mysterious,
you
wonder
what
it
1-column,
two 2-column, one 3-colHow
Suzanne's
plan
worked
out
(?),
how
her
husband abided by the contract to the letter and
means.
" Experimental
Marriage
" — somethingas
umn. Star cuts are one-half colunheard of.
Display it then
as prominently
how finally things came to such a climax that
umn, one 1-column and one 2-colpossible. Give it as much prominence as you
the young wife decided that the old folks who
umn. These cuts are made availmade the marriage laws knew something about
do thetive star's
name
possible.
And carry
any descripadvertising
that ifyou
do should
out the
able
foror text
use pages.
either in advertisemarriage after all, are events which make a phoments
suggestion of spice — of something naughty but
ations. toplay of the most delightfully humorous situ- nice — that is implied by this title. The catch lines
Other accessories available are
elsewhere on this page have been written with
Miss Talmadge again has as her leading man
slides and music cue sheets.
the popular Harrison Ford, while others in the
this
end
in
view.
See
if
they
won't
fit.
And
naturally
in
your
pictures
or
sketches
that
you
cast are Walter Hiers, Raymond Hatton, Vera
employ in the advertisements the same note of
Sisson, Edythe Chapman and Maym Kelso.
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"THOU
Should

SHALT
Satisfy Fans Who

NOT"—
Patronize

FOX

This Type

AS

all past Fox contributions featuring Evelyn Nesbit, tbis one also deals witb tbe sex question, except that, in tbis instance, it is innocence betrayed instead of tbe usual disgrace brougbt upon tbe
beroine tbrough tbe force of circumstances.
Sbe meets the young city man and tbey fall in love.
Tbe fatber objects to ber marrying him, therefore, be induces her to run away with him to the city.
There he persuades her to live as his wife, falsely promising that he will soon have the marriage ceremony
performed.
Finally be tires of ber and bids her go.
Tbe minister from the home town, who always loved the heroine, comes to the city to seek her. He
finds and persuades ber to return to her dying mother. Father and mother receive her with open arms.
The minister attempts to reinstate her into the church, but his congregation revolts and a big row results.
In tbe end, be marries her and they leave town.
Although the sixth reel appears more or less as an exaggeration, the picture on tbe whole should
satisfy those of picturegoers who are attracted by this star and the kind of photoplays in which she appears.
Women, in particular, will sympathize with the role of the heroine, just because sbe is the innocent victim.
Miss Nesbit's acting helps a great deal to put this picture over. It is more flexible, and more human than
that of any of her past contributions. — Released March 23. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
protection she got was a promise of marriage
technique of the director has endowed it with
after they reached the city.
considerably more in strength and appeal than
But there was no ceremony forthcoming after
Ruth
Evelyn Nesbit
was possibleduction.inMissthe
earlieris days
proHer father
Ned Burton
many weeks of it in the new place and eventually
Nesbit
seen of topicture
appealing
Peters cast her off. There in the city, alone,
Her mother
Florida Kingsley
advantage
in
the
principal
part
while
Crauford
disillusioned, Ruth went the way of scores of
Alec Peters
Gladden James
Kent and Gladden James are prominent in ber
others. At length she was found by the Bedford
The minister
Crawford Kent
A rural swain
Eddie Lawrence
minister, who urged her to return for her
support.
Scenario and Direction by Charles J. Brabin.
mother's
thoughherwitholdcertain
SUGGESTIONS
fears thatsake.
she And
couldshenotdid,regain
place
in the heart of the town. Her fears were realized.
The
story
of
" Thou Shalt
as can
gleaned from a reading
of the Not,"
synopsis,
is onebe
Though
listened
the minister's
gospel,
his
of the oldest favored by the picture producer.
sermon totheyforgive
the toMagdalene
even as
He had
PRESS NOTICE
In fact, its source goes all. the way back to the
forgiven, they could not. And so the minister
tendered his resignation rather than serve the
New Testament. However, it has proven one of
" ThouNesbit
Shaltwill
Not,"
a Fox
starring
Evelyn
be the
piecepicture
de resistance
bigoted. Taking Ruth with him he left the church
the
most appealing of all plots and as handled
and the town of Bedford behind him.
of the bill at the
theatre on
here it certainly makes the strongest picture in
of
week. As written and produced by
which Miss Nesbit has appeared. In advertising
Charles Brabin, this picture tells the story of a
the picture bring out as forcefully as possible
CATCH LINES
popular small town girl, the very apple of her
just
the story
is — down
of a modern
Magdalene
who what
endeavored
to live
her shame.
father's
eye,
who
came
under
the
influence
of
When
it
came
to
an
actual
carrying
out
of
a
Alec Peters, a member of the shiftless element of
The
statement
of
this
fact
alone
will
arouse
religious principle, the minister was ready — but
the town. Though she was a reigning belle in his
considerable interest and if you reinforce it with
congregation? It could not practice what he
her own circles, Ruth capitulated to the soft
suitable
pictures
or
drawings
and
with
some
preached. But he defied public opinion and went
words of Peters and, when her father and mother
(Continued on Page 2193)
remonstrated with her, she left her home and
his bidden way. See the dramatic " Thou Shalt
went with the man she loved to the city.
Not," now at the M
theatre.
Here Ruth's course followed that laid down
Do you know what happens to girls who
by many another innocent in the big city. After
ACCESSORIES
a short time she was deserted by Peters and
mysteriously drop out of sight? The papers
forced on the very streets. But there was a
carry
reports
of
such
cases
every
once
in
a
while.
PAPER:—
Two 1-sheets, two 3minister from her home town whose creed it was
Nothing is heard of them, very seldom do they
reappear. But Ruth came back and told her
to practice that which he preached and it was
sheets,
one
6-sheet,
one 24-sheet.
due him that Ruth returned to the town that had
story. And where was the promised sympathy
Paper is in three colors and well
gloried in the girl before. Her reception there,
brings out the sensational tone of
of her friends? See " Thou Shalt Not."
her pitiful plea to be taken back in the graces
of the folk that previously called her friend, the
the production.
From
Belle
of
a
little
New
England
village
to
final denunciation of his hypocritical congregaLOBBY DISPLAY:— Twelve 8x
the streets of New York!
10 black and white photographs,
tioncludeby thethephotoplay
minister, in— these
are
events
that
cona sequence of dramatically
ored).
twelve 11x14 and three 22x28 (colpowerful scenes.
Many that are with sin take part in a stoning.
Miss Nesbit lends herself to the steller role
The
citizens
of
Bedford
"
stoned
"
Ruth
because
PRODUCTION CUTS AND
she had fallen and returned repentant. But were
admirably and plays it with sincere feeling and
deep appreciation. The producers have surthey capable to i'-dge? Were their own records
MATS:
— Three 2-column, two 1rounded her with a particularly competent supclear? See " Tnou Shalt Not."
column. The 2-columns shed the
porting cast included in which are Crauford Kent
small town, homely atmosphere of
as the minister and Gladden James as the beThe story of a girl who loved not wisely but
trayer. Mr. Brabin believes that the theme of
the
tion. opening scenes of the productoo well — a story done with tremendous effect —
" Thou Shalt
" isever
the handled
most appealing
and
forceful
that heNot has
and judging
see
"
Thou
Shalt
Not."
from advance reports he is quite correct in his
ADVERTISING CUTS:— One
opinion.
1-column, three 2-column, one 3A minister renounced his pulpit because his
column.
These are all line cuts
congregation was of little faith.
THE STORY
done by an artist and reproduce
to better purpose than the cut
Ruth was the reigning belle of Bedford, a little
PROGRAM READER
based on the photograph. In this
New England village. No party, large or small,
A story of a modern Magdalene is presented
was complete without her. She was the pride of
case the cuts both in picture and
all the inhabitants, not the least of her father
in
"
Thou
Shalt
Not,"
a
Kox
feature
shortly
to
word arguments bring out the
theatre. Written and
and mother, who though strict to the letter in be seen at the
produced by Charles Brabin and starring Evelyn
highly colored character of the
every way,
shared
the girl's
popuNesbit, this picture promises to be one of the
larity. Then
one day
Ruth, delight
as she inwasherpassing
story to a good degree.
most powerful that the management has had the
the station, came face to face with Alec Peters.
STAR CUTS:— These are propleasure in presenting for some time. Mr.
Peters was only a brakeman on the railroad but
Brabin himself considers that it surpasses in
brakeman or no, he had a way with him and
vided in 1 and 2-column size.
before many more meetings Ruth was completely
Slides and music cue sheets are
strength,
moral
force
and
sustained
drama
"
The
captivated. Her stern father remonstrated and
Stoning," a three-reel Edison picture, which he
told her that he knew better than she what comproduced some years ago and which was given
among the other accessories obspecial notice by various societies throughout the
pany she should keep. It was to no avail. In
tainable at'all Fox branches.
the end after a stormy scene, she left her home
country.
"
Thou
Shalt
Not
"
contains
somewhat
and went to Peters for protection. And all the
the same idea as " The Stoning " only the modern
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"THE

CAMBRIC

MASK"—

Alice Joyce in Version of Unusual

Picture

News

VITAGRAPH

Chambers

Story

THE
drawing power of this feature can not be underestimated.
There is Alice Joyce, the star, and
Robert W. Chambers, the author.
Here indeed is a combination sufficiently well known to attract
the great mass of picture going folk — which, after all, means the great mass of the population of
the country.
And after this mass is attracted it will not be disappointed. For while " The Cambric Mask " is a
feature that calls for some criticism in the way of editing and subtitles, it presents a thoroughly delightful
romance, a romance sustained throughout by a vein of melodrama that maintains the interest at a high
pitch.
Miss Joyce is, as usual, a perfect delight. The role of Rose Ember, the Southern beauty, whose activities include protecting her sweetheart from a band of 44 White Raiders," a mysterious, evil aggregation of country-side folk, suits her admirably. Maurice Costello returns again as her leading man and
gives a suitable interpretation as the hero.
Director Tom Terris has laid the picture in a variety of attractive settings, while to say that he has
managed the headlights of the plot expertly, is quite superfluous considering his past record with the
Vitagraph company. — Length, .5 reels. — Released April 7. — Peter Milne.bill on next
and his refusal to sell eventually causes Murden
That the picture is worTHE CAST
to fall back on his band of White Riders.
thy of particular note is a fact substantiated by
The White Riders are a relic of the Civil War
Rose Ember
Alice Joyce
the various reviews on it printed in the trade
Robert Ember
Herbert Pattee
days, but their purpose is to terrorize. At the journals throughout the country. Without exJohn Snark
Maurice Costello
summons of Murden they gather to make Snark
ception they have heralded it as one of the best
Henry Murden
Roy Applegate
captive. Rose overhears the plot because her in with Alice Joyce, the popular Vitagraph
David Creed
Bernard Siegel
father,
due
to
the
power
held
over
him
by
MurTelling the story of a roDaniel Guernsey
Jules Cowles
den, is one of their members. He is told to star, hasmance ofappeared.
the old south, a romance severely
Reggie Lanark
Martin Faust
menaced by an ancient secret society, a relic of
make ready to join them on the appointed night
Mrs. Lanark
Florence Deshon
but drink again affects him and he is unable to the days of the Civil War, the picture can
By Robert W. Chambers.
answer the summons. Instead, Rose dons the well claim to be one of the most unusual and
Directed by Tom Terriss.
swift moving that has been shown on the
white, ghostlike costume and rides in his place.
theatre screen. Miss Joyce, resplenIt isheMurden's
plan toto throw
in a swamp.
As
makes ready
do so Snark
Rose hands
Snark
dent in the stellar role, is supported by such wellPRESS NOTICE
a revolver and he knocks Murden senseless.
known tello,
andFlorence
competent
Maurice
CosDeshon, players
Jules as
Cowles,.
Bernard
The others believing there are traitors in their
Alice Joyce, the beautiful and talented Vitamidst take fright and ride away. Snark is saved
graph star, will be seen in her latest picture,
Siegel,
Roy
Applegate,
Herbert
Pattee
and
Martin Faust.
and, on the way home, he voices his love for
"on
The Cambric of
Mask," at the
week. This theatre
is an
the girl who saved his life.
J
adaptation of a story by Robert W. Chambers
CATCH LINES
and is considered one of the most elaborate and
SUGGESTIONS
highly entertaining pictures in which the star
Alice Joyce in a story as fascinating as ever
has appeared. Under the direction of Tom TerRobert W. Chambers wrote — see " The Cambric
Vitagraph
offers
a universally popular star and
riss the picture has been given a masterful pro- a universally popular
Mask " — it's " on the go " from start to finish.
author
in
this
production
duction with such a well-known player as Maua combination that is hard to beat when it
rice Costello playing opposite the star and with —comes
down to cases. In the first place you
a supporting cast including artists of the most
Many alessnessman
of faithhave
Alice Joyce, an actress who has remained
when allhastheaccused
while ashewoman
has been
ensuperior sort, among which Herbert Pattee, Roy
among the foremost ever since pictures became
deavoring to help him out of a terrible diffiApplegate, Bernard. Siegel, Jules Cowles, Mara
real
vogue.
Even
those
who
are
not
"
fans
"
tin Faust and Florence Deshon are prominent.
culty. Man is short-sighted when it comes to
know her name — know her reputation, who she
Miss Joyce assumes the role of a southern
this show-down.
The Cambric
Mask."
is. This certainly is an asset that you cannot
Here
is
situation See
that "touches
every emotional
girl, the daughter of an old gentleman whose
well afford to overlook. Feature her name, in string ina the
human instrument.
business and estate have long since decayed
any
press
stories
dwell
on
her
long
and
successowing to his passion for drink. Instead of
before the camera. Play her up as
reigning in the home of her ancestors Rose, the a bigful career
star. She is, without a doubt. Mention
Alice Joyce in her latest Vitagraph Blue Ribgirl in question, now spends her time serving
the
Vitagraph
special feature in which she only
bon feature supported by Maurice Costello and
as secretary to one John Snark who has bought
a distinguished cast of Vitagraph players.
recently
appeared.
"
The
Lion
and
the
Mouse."
her
father's
property.
But
there
are
plotters
This
is
just
out
and
is
still
going
strong
throughafoot. They plan to inveigle Snark to sell his
the country.
fact them
it hasn't
property at a small figure with the idea of re- strikeout its
stride yet.In Let
know begun
that sheto
sel ing it to a railroad company for a sum conthe star of that picture and the star of this
siderably in advance of what they paid for it. is
ACCESSORIES
one
one, too.
Failing in this they plan to do away with Snark
On the other hand you have Robert W. Chamthrough ihe White Rider band!
PAPER :— One one-sheet ;
bers. Of all the modern authors of the day probThe White Rider band is a relic of the old
is the most popular with the
three-sheet; one six-sheet.
Civil War days and just what its function is is mass ofablytheChambers
magazine-reading
public.
What
does
not to be revealed save in the picture itself.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11
mean to you? It ought to convey a lot.
Suffice it to say that through this medium the this
x 14 photographs and title card;
Because Chambers is popular with the magazineproduction draws to an exceedingly dramatic
two 22 x 28 colored photographs;
reading public it means that he has just as big
close. as" Chambers
The Cambric
as exciting
a hold
on have
the picture-going
public.
Many
of
story
ever Mask
wrote," is
produced
on thea his
set of 8 x 10 black and white photoworks
been
transferred
to
the
screen
celluloid with all faithfulness to detail, and this
but,thedisregarding
this fact isaltogether,
it is' due
is, in itself high praise indeed.
graphs to be used either in-comto
fact that Chambers
read in magazines
pleting lobby display or for the
that
they
flock
to
see
him
in
pictures.
Use
his
making
of special cuts. For special
THE STORY
name, feature it in as big type as the star's in
publicity use all Vitagraph exadvertisements
and ittheatre
cards. Don't
Rose Ember is assistant to John Snark, a your
let a chance
pass to play
up. Chambers
is a
changes have on hand a selection
naturalist. Time was when Robert Ember,
name
everyone
knows
—
make
the
most
of
it.
of 8 x 10 photographs of star.
Rose'spied byfather,
owned
the
vast
estate
now
occuSnark. But drink and a sinister power
CUTS :— Two one-column ; two
wielded over him by one Henry Murden, had
two-column. These include cuts
PROGRAM READER
lost him his home, his fortune and his standing
of star in character and actual
In the world of fiction Robert W. Chambers
in the community. Murden, the postmaster of
scenes from the production. They
the village, by opening the mails learns that the stands supreme. His readers are numbered by
the hundreds of thousands. Originality of plot
Snark property is to increase in value when
may be used either for advertising
the railroad builds through the town. He en- and crispness of dialogue are a pair of the greator publicity purposes or for use in
est elements that go to make up his various
deavors to buy the land. The information contheatre program announcements.
Mask,"of his
youngworks
as. far
taining the railroad's
purchase
literature "The
goes, Cambric
is the latest
to beas
reaches Greed,
a miser ofcontemplated
the village. With
his works.
Slide and music cue sheet among
partner, Guernsey, he plans to purchase the transferred to the screen by the Vitagraph comthe
other accessories obtainable at
property. But Snark has promised Ember that
pany, itand, *it
mustof the
be most
confessed
with pictures
all due
all Vitagraph exchanges.
is one
successful
he will sell the land to no one but Ember, pro- modesty,
made from a work of fiction. It is this feature
viding he keeps it in trust for Rose. Of course
that is scheduled to hold prior position on our
this stand of his precipitates a serious situation
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"THE

POOR
Absurdity

BOOB"—

Is Chief Entertaining

PARAMOUNT
Point of This One

THIS picture is thoroughly enjoyable from start to finish. It is true that the story is somewhat absurd,
but in its absiudity really lies its entertaining power, chiefly because, in transferring it to the
screen, the director has not tried to present it as something serious; so it residted in a picture that
ought to satisfy the tired brain of any pleasure seeker.
In other words, it is a regular Bryant Washburn
contribution, the kind that makes a spectator relax himself and take it all in good humor.
The indirectly conveyed moral of the story is " Bluff wins out." The hero of the story, through lack
of experience and nerve, loses his canning f acton.-, so he is reduced to the point of having to work as a
plain clerk for a living. Towards the end of the story, however, he is induced to bluff it out. He returns
to his native town, and although penniless, succeeds in posing as a millionaire. Thus he wins back his
canning factory and a girl.
The picture is clean and should give satisfaction wherever shown.
reels. — P. S. Harrison.
In Bryant Washburn you have a star that the
THE CAST
Paramount Company is feeding on the very best
of farces that it can secure. If you advertise
Simp Hightower
Bryant Washburn
Hope
Wanda Hawley
him properly you should make his name practically synonymous with this type of picture. As
Jimmy
Dick Rosson
stated before in these columns, this sort of adverHenry Piatt...,
Theodore Roberts
tising is what has made the biggest stars of the
Stephen Douglas
Raymond Hatton
day. Each is known for his or her particular
Benton
Jay Dwiggins
Tucker
Charles Ogle
variety
of pictures. So try to make Washburn's
Mrs. Benton
Jane Wolff
variety
known,
in yourin public's
when you
flash fixhisit name
electrics mind
and soon that
the
Tiny
Mary Thurman
bills
the
people
will
know
the
type
of
picture
you
Hallock
Guy Oliver
are showing.
By Margaret Mayo.
Wanda Hawley and Mary Thurman are both
Scenario by Gardner Hunting.
worthy of mention in ads or news stories on this
Directed by Donald Crisp.
picture.
THE STORY
PROGRAM READER
Simpson Hightower of Hightower, N. Y., is a
Margaret
Mayo, known as the author of
failure as far as business goes — and as far as love
" Twin Beds " and " Baby Mine," two of the
goes for that matter. Bamboozled out of his right
biggest
farce
hits of the speaking stage, conto the local canning factory he makes ready to
tributes "Poor Boob " to the list of Paramount
depart from his native town, carrying with him the
comedies.
Starring
Bryant Washburn, this picnickname of " Simp." In New York he becomes a
ture will be among the early features to be shown
clerk
in
Piatt's
Provision
office.
But
his
ivory
at
the
theatre
and wonderful
the management
refuses to function properly even here. A colossal
selected it because of its
value ashasa
error in dealing with a rival company, earns him
farce
and
the
little
lesson
in
business
success
that
the much-feared pink slip in his pay envelope. But
it carries with it. The hero of " Poor Boob " is
although his boss quite well agrees with the
a boob in every sense of the word — because he
citizens of Hightower as regards the inner conhas been told he is one. No one gave him any
dition of Simp's
cranium,
Hope,
the stenographer,
confidence in himself. They all laughed at him.
and
Jimmy,
the
office
boy,
determine
to
show
the
And then one day the right girl comes along and
world of what stuff he is made.
convinces him that he is not a boob. So, blessed
So a plan is hatched whereby Simp is to return
with her confidence, he returns to his home town
to his home town posing as a millionaire. Hope
posing as a millionaire and, before he is through,
is to be his secretary and Jimmy his valet. The
the real dollars come knocking at his pocket door.
town, as all towns will do, turns its color and
The part fits Mr. Washburn admirably well while
comes out to greet the returning hero. And then
in
his support appear Wanda Hawley, one of
Simp starts to rise. His old employer is due to
the
screen's
beauties,
Mary carries
Thurman.an
meet a business acquaintance in the town to sign
another
prettyrealMiss,
who and
however,
important papers. The man fails to appear and
odd
role.
"
Poor
Boob
"
comes to
Simp signs in his stead, saving a large sum of astonishingly
the
theatre for
.
money for the man who fired him. However, he
exacts a large commission. Then his old sweetheart, Tiny, appears. Tiny had married the man
PRESS NOTICES
who
stole
Simp's
still seventy-five
thought he
loved her but
she factory.
shows up He
at least
pounds heavier than she was before !
"
Poor
Boob,"
withofBryant
will hold the place
honor Washburn
on the billfeatured,
of the
Simp is cured. By another stroke of luck and
theatre on
of
week.
long hidden business perspicacity, Simp wins
The style of picture comedy that this Paramount
back his factory. And now he is a man of means
star has been offering in his past releases has won
by right, not only by bluff. And then Simp turns
him a firm place in the hearts of local fans. In
to Hope, whom he had admired all along and
whom he now realizes he loves.
fact, ever since his appearance in the never-to-beforgotten
Skinnerboasted
" pictures,
Mr. a Washburn
might well " have
of as large
following
as
any
of
the
screen
luminaries
of
the day. His
SUGGESTIONS
natural,
goinghismanner,
skillhisof roles
expression andeasy
gesture,
ability tohis live
on
First off you have a title that will attract
the screen — these are qualities that have brought
attention in this feature. Advertise it promihim rapidly to the fore.
nently. It will immediately get the eye owing
to its slangy familiarity.
" Poor vehicle
Boob " taken
Mr. Washburn
afforded
an Inexcellent
from the isstage
play
Then you have the author, Margaret Mayo, one
of the best known farce playwrights of the stage.
by Margaret Mayo. Miss Mayo has contributed
a
number
of
successes
to
the
stage,
chief
of
which
She aisnumber
author ofof other
" Twin
Beds,"
Babythese
Minetwo"
and
plays.
But "just
are
and " Baby
" Poor" Twin
Boob "Beds
she "conceived
the roleMine."
of a smallIn
need be mentioned. They played successfully on
town man who was regarded as a failure by all
the city stages and toured extensively throughout
the country. Moreover one of them has been
who knew
But it
he had
" makings
and two
peoplehim.found
out.the One
was "a
put into pictures. Certainly mention of them will those
stenographer and the other an office boy. In the
help you to pull the crowds to your theatre. Just
use a line, " By Margaret Mayo, author of persuaded
city whitherhimtheto" return
Simp " tohadhisgone,
thesevillage
two
native
'Twintitle.
Beds'It may
and seem
'Babya small
Mine*,"
posing as a millionaire. And they return with
main
thingunder
to do your
but
him as part and parcel of his retinue.
its the little things that count and those ten
How the bluff carries through, how Simp makes
words will count a lot.

— Released March

9. — Length, 5

the home folk sit up and take notice and how he
eventually wins real money for himself and his
friends forms a thoroughly amusing and entertaining picture. Mr. Washburn receives sterling
support from Wanda Hawley, Dick Rosson, Mary
Thurman and Raymond Hatton. The picture was
produced under the direction of Donald Crisp.
CATCH LINES
Without a dollar to his name he returned to his
home town a millionaire! Impossible? No, but
very funny;
burn's latest. see "Poor Boob," Bryant WashAt the instigation of a pretty girl he threw a
grand bluff at being a millionaire! And before
he got through he had backed up his bluff with
real
dollars!
Paramount
farce.See "Poor Boob," a rollicking
Mayo, author of " Baby Mine "
andBy " Margaret
Twin Beds."
Two of the prettiest leading women on the
screen
today support
the star
in " Poor Boob " —
Wanda
Mary
of beautyHawley
and aandfeast
of Thurman
comedy. — it's a garden
All Simp could make was errors. No dollars
ever came
his way.
Then every
he recalled
words,
" there's
one born
minute,"Barnum's
and he
determined
to
prove
that
he
wasn't
of the
one's. He started to bluff and then one
the dollars
came to back up his bluff. See " Poor Boob."
ACCESSORIES
PAPER: — Two 1 -sheets, two 3sheets, one 6-sheet, rotogravure 1sheet. The six is comedy scene
while rest of paper shows star in
character.
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Eight 8x
10 black and white photographs,
eight 11x14 sepia, one 22x28 sepia
(scene or star), 22x28 female lead,
22x28 of star, 8x10 photographs of
star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION:—Five 1-column, three
2- column, two 3-column.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF
STAR: — Five 1-column, three 2column, two 3-column.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:—
1-column, one 2-column, one
3-One
column.
Other accessories include one 2column mat of star with special
publicity story, slides, music cue
sheets, thumbnail star cuts and
:rademark cuts.
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Motion

"CALIBRE
Melodrama

38"—
Based

EDGAR

on Murder

Mystery;

Picture

News

LEWIS-SHERRY
Story Well Constructed

THOSE of picture patronizers who like the strong melodrama, the kind that is based on a murder
mystery, will undoubtedly enjoy this picture immensely.
To begin with, the story, barring some
minor faults that should not affect the general entertaining qualities of the picture, is well constructed, causing the interest to remain tense all the way through; and as the mystery is not explained
until towards the end, it holds the spectator in fairly strong suspense.
The human appeal in some of
the situations also helps to increase its entertaining values.
A young man's father is murdered, and the crime, due to the clever manipulations of the real murderer, isfastened upon the son. Towards the end of the story the son is caught and is about to be lynched,
when the hero, who has evidence of the young man's innocence, intervenes and saves his life. He also
exposes the real murderer.
The picture in one place is suggestive. One of the tough characters wrongs a sick girl, for which
act he is killed by another character. — Released through the General Film Co. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
THE CAST
Austin Brandt
Mitchell Lewis
Joan
Hedda Nova
Ford Barton
Victor Sutherland
Myrtle
Lola Pauzdrovna
Barton, capitalist William A. Williams
Royce Greer
Edward F. Roseman
Sure Shot Jessup
W. A. Cavanaugh
Rosemary
Mary Kennevean Carr
By Roy Middleton.
Production by Edgar Lewis.
PROGRAM READER
Edgar Lewis, director of such well known
feature pictures as " The Barrier," " The Great
Divideof the
" and
" The pictures
Nigger,"thatiswill
responsible
for
one
strongest
be presented
at the
theatre next
. This is
" Calibre 38," a special production written and
Mr. Lewis which centers around a
produced by
murder mystery in the Montana cattle country.
Certainly this is an original locale for such a
type of story and certainly may our patrons look
forward to seeing a fast moving, unusual and
Lewis
Mr. His
38,"art.
in " Calibre
picture
forceful
nameis
in the
star directors
of the
one
generally " carries " a production without the
added value of a star's presence. However, with
see the
will Mitchell
patrons in
38 " ourfavorite
" Calibre
case ofof an
the
old picture
return
Lewis, whose great work in the production, " The
favorable
Barrier," brought
in the roleHisof
case comment.
present
in thesuch
performance
Austin Brandt, the cattle-man, is as good as any
could require. In his support appear such comHedda Nova,
Sutherland,
petent players as Victor
A. Williams.
and William
Lola Pauzdrovna
PRESS NOTICE
While there are stars of undeniable position in
" Calibre on38,"thethescreen
featureofwhich
stellar
position
thewill hold theatre
on
of
week, the real star is
Edgar Lewis, its producer and director. Mr.
Lewis was the man behind' the cameraman on
such important features as " The Barrier," " The
GreatmoreDivide
and average
" The Nigger,"
that
cut
than" the
figure in pictures
the business.
His
work
on
"
Calibre
38
"
evidences
itself
in
dramatic story, excellent characterization, broada
views of the far western cattle-country and a
unity
force itsthatclimax.
grows to a big sweep as the
pictureofnears
" Calibre
38
"
centers
mitted in a lawless townabout
of the
the murder
West. comThe
unfortunate victim is Robert Barton, a capitalist
from the East who had made the journey West
to discuss a deal with Brandt, a large cattle
owner. They had quarreled and, for this reason.
Ford Barton, the son, believes Brandt guilty of
the crime. This complicates matters as Ford is in
love with
Brandt's
niece,
mystery
is solved
through
the Joan.
unusual How
calibre theof
the bullet used in committing the crime forms a
story of highly sustained interest.
Mitchell Lewis appears in the role of Austin
Brandt and creates one of those truly appealing
characters for which he is famous. His Brandt
here is quite worthy to rank on the same level as
his
'Poleon Doret
Others
the exceptional
cast inare" The
VictorBarrier."
Sutherland,
Heddain
Nova, Lola Pauzdrovna, Mary Kennevan Carr,
William A. Williams and Edward F. Roseman.

THE STORY
Austin Brandt, a young Montana cattleman is
jilted by the girl he loves, Rosemary, who elopes
with a stranger named Greer. Subsequently
Brandt settles down to his business to bury his
sorrow, and derives some happiness from the love
of his small niece. With the passing of twenty
years this girl, Joan, has grown into a beautiful
woman. A wonderful attachment has sprung up
between Brandt and the girl. She is the very
apple of his eye.
To the town of Custer City, Greer returns with
Rosemary to conduct a saloon and dance hall.
Rosemary,
toward her
because of his embittered
gross mistreatment
of her,husband
is but the
shadow of her former self. Into the town comes
Robert Barton, an eastern capitalist and his son,
Ford. Barton's
has been madewithnecessary
through
a financialtrip
misunderstanding
Brandt.
Ford, a handsome young fellow, enters somewhat
dangerously into the rough spirit of the town and
is reprimanded by his father. The next morning
the old gentleman is found dead in his bed. Ford,
knowing that Brandt had quarreled with his
father believes that he committed the crime.
Greer and his gang claim that the son committed
the murder himself.
Ford is thrown from his horse and rescued by
Joan and her uncle who tend his injuries. Discovering the identity of Brandt, Ford attacks him
but is cence,
easily
repulsed.
Ford asks
Brandt toConvinced
help him offindhisthe innoreal
murderer. A clue is given by the fact that
Barton was shot with a 38 calibre bullet and it is
a known fact that Greer carries such a revolver.
Greer'sbe mob
Brandt's
demanding
Ford
taken storm
a prisoner.
But house
when the
danger
seems at its height Brandt forces a confession
from Greer and he is dragged away to pay the
penalty. Rosemary departs again after her
husband's
death,forleaving
noteFord
explaining her love
Brandt.a farewell
Joan and
are
happy in each other's love.
CATCH LINES
Mitchell Lewis in a wonderfully strong picture,
centering
a mysterious murder in the Montana cattleabout
country.
Produced by Edgar Lewis, the man who gave
" The Barrier," " The Nigger " and " The Great
Divide " to the picture public.
He wanted to kill the only man in the strange
town who was his friend.
Mitchell
Lewis, star
of " The
new,
yet thoroughly
appealing
role.Barrier," in a
A picture laid in the great Montana cattle
country.
A murder mystery that loomed insoluble!
The murderer made one mistake in his carefully laid plan.
He forgot
that all
cattlemen
used
45 calibre
revolvers.
He used
a 38!
And there
was one man who knew it! See " Calibre 38."
" Calibre 38 " is a sure shot for perfect entertainment.
She turned down a great, unselfish love for one
that proved shallow!

SUGGESTIONS
Herewith the exhibitor has a good producerstar
combination
playtheup.tradeEdgar
work
is favorably
knownto to
and Lewis'
the pictures
he has made have nearly all been of the extra big
kind. Consequently the probability is that they
have made an impression on the public. As a
result even though your crowrl is not acquainted
with the name of Edgar Lewis, recall those_ previous pictures ofNigger,"
his to them.
" The
Barrier,"
Souls Mention
in Bondage,"
" The Great" The
Divide " and "others
you
have run.
Then link up the name of Edgar Lewis with them
and say that he is the producer of the present
picture. If the people remember these others
that will immediately catch the suggestion of
strength,
unusualness, etc., that is carried in this
announcement.
Then the star you have is Mitchell Lewis. He
too has had many picture successes. Some of
his recent Select productions may be recalled if
you have played them. But his biggest and
greatest
in Edgaras Lewis'
Barrier," success
when hewasappeared
'Poteon own,
Doret," The
the
half-breed, in Rex Beach's powerful story. Here
then is your opportunity to tie up still further the
producer and the star. Let the people know that
they form a most valuable combination in the
makingjoint
of pictures
that " Calibre 38 " is the
latest
effort ofofand
theirs.
The character
the
story is of the mystery
advertising and also
your
in
out
this
Bring
type.
state
country.that the locale is the Montana cattle
ACCESSORIES
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two
three-sheets; one six-sheet. All
paper shows Mitchell Lewis in
prominent poses with the exception of the one's. His name, however, is not mentioned. The producer's name is featured in all insteinc cs.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11
x 14 sepia photographs; one 22 x
28 colored.
PRODUCTION CUTS: — Two
one-column; two two-column; one
three-column. None of these show
Mitchell Lewis and again the name
(signature) of Edgar Lewis is
prominent.
ADVERTISING CUTS:— One
one-column; one two-column; one
three-column. These are line cuts
containing
title
and
releasingproducer's
service in name,
prominent
Slides and music cue sheets also
positions.
available at all branches handling
the production.
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"THE

LITTLE

INTRUDER'

A Most Satisfactory Comedy -Drama

'—WORLD

Starring Louise Huff

LOUISE HUFF'S grace and charm, plus some of Johnny times' comedy and a sustaining, cleverly
evolved story, make " The Little Intruder," a well rounded and charming piece of pictorial entertainment. The presiding genius, however, was Oscar Apfel, the director.
He can always be
counted upon to produce a picture which, in its various essentials, presents a strong and wide appeal.
Even the settings of " The Little Intruder " give evidence of being selected by a real artist. They are
some of the best that World has given us.
The story tells of a girl who is mistaken for a crook by a married man, exceedingly anxious about his
frivolous wife. He introduces the girl as his niece in order that she may watch the other woman. The
plot takes several original twists and turns, introduces a pleasant romantic and comedy thread, as well as
the more melodramatic affair of the wife and a particularly strenuous admirer who really seeks her jewels.
In the end the girl turns out to be the man's real niece after all.
For light, yet thoroughly sustaining entertainment " The Little Intruder " may be counted upon to
fill any manager's bill. It will get the laughs and it will hold the attention. Others in the cast who give
creditable performances are George MacQuarrie, Stuart Holmes and Christine Mayo. — Length, 5 reels.
— Released April 7. — Peter Milne.
things
one that you can pay special
THE CAST
driven desperate
her husband's
attentionconsidered,
to.
jealousy,
practicallyby throws
herself onunreasonable
the mercy
The Little Intruder
Louise Huff
of Harding. This precipitates a situation that
As
regards
the
story
advertising of this feature,
Geo. Conklin
Geo. MacQuarrie
even the Intruder finds difficult to penetrate. But
we
would
pay
special
attention
to the with
heroine's
Virginia Conklin
Christine Mayo
role.
The
catch
lines
were written
this
she sees a versation
solution.
conshe soon Overhearing
realizes thatHarding's
it is Mrs.
practice in mind. Shroud it with a little mystery
"Billy"
Kent
John Holmes
Hines
Henry Harding
Stuart
in
your
advertising
matter
but
at
the
same
time
Conklin's
that he believing
really desires
and her,
not
Bob McCarthy
Albert Hart
bringing out the romantic element of it and the
her
love.anjewels
The
woman,
he loves
Story by H. S. Sheldon.
arranges
elopement.
fact that there is considerable comedy in the
Scenario by Clara S. Beranger.
picture.
Look those
catchcopy.
lines over. Any one
There
follow
a
number
of
rapid
events,
careof them might
suit your
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
fully planned by the Intruder, in which she
Photographed by Alfred Gondolfi.
pitches Harding headlong into the clutches of the
law with a box of candy under his arm instead
CATCH LINES
of the jewels. The meek wife returns for her
PRESS NOTICE
The jewels were stolen, they were sure of that.
husband's
forgiveness
and exonerate
the two are
Officers of the law were a new and dangerous
to the police
station to
Billysummoned
and his
police had the strong box in their possession.
thing to the little blonde girl who hurried along
new wife — the Intruder. And after that it The
The key presented them, they opened it and found
—
a
few
dozen bonbons! A trick? Sure. See it
one
of
New
York's
fashionable
streets
just
before
develops
that
the
Intruder
was
Conklin's
real
nightfall. When she collided with one, she almost
niece after all, so everything is very sweet all and get one hour's worth of the finest entertainpassed away from the fright of it. In fact, she
around.
ment
on
the screen in " The Little Intruder."
did not regain her composure quickly enough to
avoid the suspicion of the officer. She hurried
PROGRAM READER
along the street again but this time she was
Prettyandromance
delightful
Huff
Johnny andHines
supplycomedy
that.— Louise
Awful
shadowed. Coming in front of the residence of
That picture which contains the perfect balance
George Conklin she hesitated for she saw that
villainy
—
leave
that
to
Stuart
Holmes.
A matri—
the
one,
we
mean,
that
offers
a
generous
porthe door was open. Should she go in? Should
mishap that turns
out all right
—
tion of romance, a delightful side dish of subtle
George monial
MacQuarrie
and Christine
Mayo after
take allthis
she risk
the officer's
mightthere!
persuadeSo
comedy, a little bit of desert that is flavored with
him
to believe
that wrath?
she reallyShelived
in
hand.
It's
a
perfect
combination,
true
enough,
a highly dramatic sustaining interest — that picture
she took the chance and in she darted. The
this picture called " The Little Intruder." To see
is the complete bill of fare as far as a single
house was empty, not a soul stirred. The girl
it is to find an hour's pure pleasure.
picture can go. And that complete bill of fare
■explored.
Upstairs
she
found
a
variety
of
beauwill
be
found
in
the
latest
World
picture
starring
tiful gowns and decided to try one on for the fun
of it. Then suddenly George Conklin entered.
Louise Huff and entitled " The Little Intruder,"
He pointed a pistol at her. He accused her of which will constitute the main portion of the
ACCESSORIES
theatre's bill next
. " The
being a crook ! And the policeman entered and
Littleecstacies
Intruderabout
" is itsnothing
we can't
calledthen
her suddenly
" Philadelphia
Mary."
was lost!
into
settings,lavish,
its epoch
makinggo
But
Conklin
turnedShearound
and
PAPER: — One 6-sheet, two 3story, or anything like that. But we can say
told the policeman that she was his niece!
that it is one of the most thoroughly enjoyable
sheets,
two 1-sheets.
Sounds
like
a
real
mystery,
doesn't
it?
Well,
pictures that have come to our notice for many
to tell the truth it is, and a cracker-jack mystery
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22x28
a day. Miss Huff is simply charming in the
tale it is too. You will see it all, all the mystery,
colored
photographs, eight 8x10
title role. Johnny Hines, the gay buffoon of so
the comedy, the romance, the big punches in the
black and white photographs and
many World pictures, offers a fine measure of
latest
World
film
release,
"
The
Little
Intruder,"
title card.
comedy, and a serious domestic situation is unwhich will be shown at the
theatre on
ravelled after many hazards by George Macof
week with dainty Louise
CUTS AND MATS (AdvertisQuarrie and Christine Mayo as the husband and
Huff as the star. She is supported by Johnny
wife. Oscar Apfel, an artist in directing, had
Hines who offers some fine comedy, by Stuart
Two serve
1-column,
one out2-colcharge of the production of the picture.
umn.ing)—: These
to bring
the
Holmes who presents a perfect villain and by
George MacQuarrie, Christine Mayo and other
comedy
character
of
the
picture,
accomplished players. The picture was produced
all of them showing Louise Huff
SUGGESTIONS
under
the direction of Oscar Apfel, a guarantee
of
its excellence.
and Johnny Hines in intimate
From her many appearances as co-star with
scenes.
Jack Pickford and again as star in her own right
in
World
pictures,
Louise
Huff
has
gained
a
THE STORY
(Production) : — One 2-column,
folowingducersofhave furnished
no inconsiderable
size.suitable
As thevehicle
protwo 3-column. These cuts, unlike
her a most
George Conklin believes the innocent flirtations
the
advertising, are more dramatic
of his wife a personal affront to him and he
in
Theit Little
Intruder,"
not for
hesitate
in character than the others. But
departs from the seaside resort to the city with
to "call
the best
picture we
she would
hsa done
this
the purpose of hiring a detective to put on Mrs.
company. Feature her big and lay particular
they are also fully characteristic
stress on her sweet and youthful personality in
Conklin's
trail.
His butler
town house
has possession
been deserted by the
drunken
and taken
any
exploitation that you may do in newspaper
of
the picture's action.
stories.
of by a pretty girl whom George encounters when
Cuts):These
— One contain
2-column,
Then glance over the supporting cast too.
one(Special
3-column..
she
is
trying
on
one
of
his
wife's
gowns.
On
the
statement of the policeman he believes her a Johnny Hines has done a lot of fine comedy work
poses
of
the
principal
players,
not
crook but lies to the officer, saying that she is his
for the World Film Company. In " The Little
niece. The Little Intruder accepts this identifiIntruder
"
he
has
a
role
that
will
get
the
laughs
in
character,
" at play
" in the
from all. The boy is a natural born comedian
cation and also the terms that go with it, that she
studio.
A longbutcaption
is provided
and is rising in ability with each successive
•must
look after
Mrs. Conklin's love affair with
with each one. Mats of these are
appearance. Let them have his name a few times
one Henry
Harding.
furnished at World Film Headin the advertising. Stuart Holmes is a well
Later the Intruder is safely installed in the
known villain and George MacQuarrie and
Conklin home and ardently made love to by Mrs.
Christine
Mayo,
who
take
the
other
principal
roles
Conklin's
brother,
Billy Kent.
But things
quarters.
go
well with
the Conklins
themselves.
The don't
wife,
have appeared in many pictures. The cast is, all
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Success, Filled with Real Suspense

THIS Pauline Frederick contribution on the Goldwyn program may safely be called a success. It
is a well developed melodrama, hardly ever going to extremes.
For one thing it holds the attention; for another, as the outcome of the story cannot be guessed in advance, it holds the spectator
in suspense.
The story deals with the heroine, who marries, not knowing the man is a notorious crook. Chased
while on a job, the heroine's husband runs to the house, which is surrounded by the police; but rather
than surrender he shoots and kills himself. The heroine is falsely accused by one of the confederates as
having murdered her husband, but is acquitted by the jury for lack of evidence. In the course of the
story she marries again, a wealthy man. Her services are now used by a government agent in trailing
a Bolsheviki who is trying to spread the doctrines in this country. Her queer actions arouse the suspicions of her husband, but, in the end, everything is explained to him satisfactorily.
There are no repulsive features in the picture, and as it is free from suggestiveness, it should have
a wide appeal. — Released Feb. 23. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
told. That she be billed as such is advice more
THE CAST
THE STORY
or less superfluous. But in " The Woman on the
Sylvia Martin
Pauline Frederick
Sylvia Martin leaves the home of her merIndex " she has what is generally conceded to be
cenary parents who take every penny she earns
David
Maber
Wyndham
her strongest part — one in which her emotional
Hugo Declasse
WillardStanding
Mack
and, fainting and cold, succumbs on the street.
John Alden
Ben Hendricks
She is carried home by Louis Gordon, leader of ability
its fullest
lay
stress onis given
this fact.
The play.
exhibitorDon't
willfailalsoto find
a band of crooks. Before she realizes his occuLouis Gordon
Jere Austin
a number of prominent names in the supporting
John Martin
Louis Sterns
pation she marries him. The truth of the situacast, notably Wyndham Standing and Willard
tion only dawns on her when the police raid his
Butler
Frank Joyner
Mack. As
knowntheasscenario
the star's
Mother Fralonz
Florence Ashbrooke
hiding. To prevent capture, which he knows will
husband
and Mr.
as heMack
also is
adapted
for
mean a long jail sentence, Gordon shoots himself
Mrs. Martin
Florida Kingsley
the picture from the play, these facts can be made
before
Sylvia
can
prevent
it.
She
is
accused
of
By
Lillian
Trimble
Bradley
and
George
the
basis
of
an
interesting
press
story
for
your
Broadhurst.
causing his death and serves a term in jail as a local newspapers. At all events use his name in
Scenario by Willard Mack.
result. Eventually she is exonerated and a the billing. If you have played other Goldwyn
Directed by Hobart Henley.
number of years later she is found serving as the
pictures such as the Will Rogers and the Frank
Photographed by Edward Gheller.
secretary
Davidan Maber.
• Shortly they are
MclntyreHenley.
features use the name of the director,
married andto lead
ideal existence.
Hobart
One day Sylvia chances upon a police record
CATCH LINES
The Goldwyn Company itself offers you
inseesherherhusband's
on the index,
numerous fine advertising suggestions. The
name aslibrary.
one ofIntheit, principals
of she
the
She turned the pages of the police record and
design of the twenty-four-sheet, numerous hands
Gordon gang. From then on she is fearful lest
found HER name on the index! She had thought
he discover her past and her fears rise when a pointing
every vestige of the past buried and gone — yet
at the star's
for
an advertisement,
and head,
one suits
whichvery
willwell
attract
detective who conducted the raid appears as head
here was the printed proof of her former career!
attention through its unusualness and which will
of the Secret Service. He promises friendship
It
was
her
husband's
volume!
Was
he
familiar
arouse interest and suggest mystery through the
with its contents? Had he read THAT INDEX?
provided she play a game to procure evidence
same quality. Anything along this line will suit
sufficient to convict one Hugo Declasse of fomentSee " The Woman on the Index."
for your advertising. Be sure to bring out the
ing a Bolshevik uprising. Fearful least her secret
(Continued on Page 2192)
become known Sylvia lays a campaign to court
In which
Paulinerole.Frederick has her greatest
modern
emotional
Declasse's
attention.
He
grows
bold
and
seeks
to return the advances of the beautiful woman.
She was forced to make love to a man she did
David grows suspicious and, eventually, seeing
not love — she had to suffer in silence when her
his wife in a compromising position with Declasse,
ACCESSORIES
drives her away from his home.
husband denounced her — see " The Woman on
PAPER:
— Lithos are furnished
But
Declasse
suspects
her.
Believing
to
test
the Index."
her he leaves an envelope of blank papers on his
in
one's,
three's
and six's. A new
" The Woman on the Index " is THE picture
desk and sees her hurridly seize them. Meansort of twenty-four-sheet is prowhile he gives another parcel of papers to his
on the index of good pictures — don't miss it.
vided,
it
being
finished in black
Japanese valet. Warned, the Secret Service men
Pauline Frederick supported by Wyndham
enter and surround the suspect. He fears nothing
and white (affording a striking
Standing and Willard Mack.
but it proves that Sylvia has the incriminating
contrast) and containing a number
papers as the valet was in league with her. A
reunion between Sylvia and her husband follows.
of fingers pointing at the head of
PRESS NOTICE
star.
Pauline Frederick will be the star at the
PROGRAM READER
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Phototheatre on
of
week
graphs are in three sizes, 8 x 10,
Because
a play
waswilla make
good aplay,
itpicture
doesn't—
in her first Goldwyn picture entitled " The
always
follow
that
it
good
11 x 14 and 22 x 28, including star
Woman
on this
the picture
Index."
Special
in fact, many a failure of the speaking stage has
attached to
in that
Miss interest
Frederickis been
turned into a triumphant picture success.
photographs
as well as production
assumes a modern society role which taxes her
scenes.
veried emotional ability to the utmost. Suffice
With the case of the Goldwyn picture, " The
Woman
on
the
Index,"
the
first
Goldwyn
to
star
it to say that she arises to every occasion offered
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Two
Pauline Frederick, there is a half-way story to
her in the picture with splendid effect.
two-column ; three one-column.
tell. Produced in New York early this season
"
The
Woman
on
the
Index
"
is
an
adaptation
it
attracted
only
mild
attention.
It
was
a
good
from the play by the same name by Lillian
These serve to bring out the inplay but no one loudly proclaimed it a world
Trimble Bradley and George Broadhurst which
tense, dramatic character of the
beater. Despite this fact the bidding of the picwas produced in New York early this season with
ture producers was heavy to obtain the celluloid
signal success. The scenario was done by Willard
production.
rights to it. Not a paradox exactly. Merely the
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Two
Mack, the star's husband, while the direction was
fact that it contained true picture material. That
in
chargein point
of Hobart
Henley,
Goldwyn'sthe senior
two-column; two one-column. The
Goldwyn was lucky in securing the rights is
director
of service
and probably
most
proved beyond the shadow of a doubt in the
deep two-column contains a design
brilliant
man on isthesupported
company'sby producing
picture itself. For as far as strong, _ surprising
Miss Frederick
a brilliant staff.
supsimilar to that of the twenty-fourand highly sustained melodrama goes it must be
porting cast including such popular and comsheet, the other cuts being finished
confessed "aThe
Woman
onown.
the Miss
Index Frederick
" fairly
petent players as Mr. Mack himself, Wyndham
establishes
record
of
its
Standing, Jere Austin and Francis Joyner.
in the usual Goldwyn style. Phobrings
all isthenoted
varied
for
The story of the picture tells of a woman with
which she
to theemotional
role of thecapabilities
woman who,
tographic copies ofif all
a past. The widow of a notorious crook she
ments are available
the advertiseexhibitor
through the clutch of circumstances, was forced
becomes the secretary of a wealthy man and
to act the unfaithful wife before the husband she
desires to have them made in sizes
eventually his wife. .In going over his books
adored
and
who
adored
her.
Wyndham
Standing
one day she comes upon a police record in which
to suit himself.
as the husband and Willard Mack as the third
she finds her own name! Fearful lest her husband
STAR CUTS:— These are prodiscover her past the wife is almost driven to party complete a triangle of unusual excellence
vided in one and two-column
distraction when a man, once a detective, but now
and
ability.
" The
Woman
on tothethe
Index " is
one
of
the
early
features
coming
head of the Secret Service, appears and recognizes
sizes.
theatre.
her. How she repays her debt to the government,
Slide and music cue sheet also
how she first damns and then exonerates herself
available at all branches handling
SUGGESTIONS
in the eyes of her husband are events which form
That Pauline Frederick is celebrated as an
one of the most exciting photoplays ever seen on
the production.
emotional actress no modern exhibitor needs to be
the
screen.

April
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POPPY
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GIRL'S

HUSBAND"—

Style Picture for Two-Gun

artcraft

Hero; Should Win Out.
The story calls for mostly emotional work,
WILLIAM S. HART should be proud of this picture.
but he acquits himself in that line; and although the tax on his acting is rather heavy, he
hardly ever crosses the line of naturalness.
He will undoubtedly win the sympathy, love, and
good ^\ill of the spectator.
He should also make many new friends on the strength of this picture; it
is entirely different than any of those in which he has appeared in the past.
The picture opens showing the hero, a crook, behind the bars, serving his tenth year. Flashbacks
reveal the cause of his incarceration. It is brought about by his young wife, whom he worships, ignorant of the fact that she is unfaithful to him. When he comes out of the penitentiary, he finds out the
truth. His son, however, whom he meets by chance, prevents him from carrying out his plans for revenge. He intended to brand his wife with a hot iron on the face, and thus destroy the beauty which
caused her downfall.
In the end he takes his boy and leaves for a remote place. — Released March 16.
— Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
series — a crook story of San Francisco. In the
THE STORY
THE CAST
first place the title of the picture helps you to
After
serving
ten
years
of
his
fourteen-year
distinguish it from the majority of Hart plays.
Hairpin Harry Dutton, a convict
sentence, Hairpin Harry Dutton is paroled on
It implies something different. If you back up
William S. Hart
good
conduct.
He
turns
from
the
prison
gate
this suggestion by using new cuts — or original
Polly, the Poppy Girl, his wife. . . . Juanita Hansen
when once again he breathes the free air and
drawings
based on the stills — and telling the picBoston Blackie, Harry's Pal
Walter Long
looks
for to
his be
wife seen.
— the Poppy
but
ture's Artcraft
source, you iswillsomething
have it firmly
established
Big
Mike Kid,
McCafferty,
a detective David
Fred Kirby
Stanshe iseagerly
nowhere
InsteadGirl,
Boston
that
this
quite apart
from
Montana
a convict
its mates.
Blackie,
Harry's
pal,
whom
he
had
entrusted
to
Donald
Dutton,
Harry's
son
Georgie
Stone
protect
the
Poppy
Girl
and
his
little
son,
steps
By Jack Boyle.
strongfromon which
the author's
name,is
up to him. And his news fairly staggers the
theYounamecan'tof gothetooseries
the story
Scenario by C. Gardner Sullivan.
released convict. Polly, the Poppy Girl, had
taken, and the magazine in which it was first
Directed by William S. Hart and Lambert
married
Mike
McCafferty,
a
detective
who
was
published. Without handing the Red Book MagHillyer.
instrumental in sending Harry up, only one short
azine any free advertising it may safely be stated
Photographed by Joe August.
year after his imprisonment. The woman he had
that
it is as well read as any purely fiction
loved and adored was faithless!
monthly
on theBlackie
market stories
— perhaps
so.
And
thesenowBoston
havemore
gained
Embittered toward the whole world Harry jourCATCH LINES
neys to San Francisco, there to make his headgreat popularity. Other picture companies have
produced others in the series and with success.
at Mother
headSomething entirely new for Mr. Hart — a wonquaqrutaerrtserofs the
westernMcGinnis'
crooks. hotel,
With the
a feverish
So by all means dwell on the above-mentioned
derfully human story of San Francisco crooks —
energy
he
pores
all
night
long
over
a
copper
plate
facts.
It would do no harm to take copies of the
one of the Boston Blackie series by Jack Boyle —
on which he is scratching a design. During the
magazine
— the issue in which the story appeared
day time Harry hovers near the public school so
and use them for additional lobby display. This
adon't
new miss
thrill. it— you will see a new Hart and get
idea has been suggested before in these columns
that hecome may
see
his
boy,
Donald.
The
two
befast friends after a time and play various
and apparently it is a profitable one. Open one
games together. But during this time Polly has
of the issues, or several of them to some exciting
For ten long years behind the bars the thought
had
a
vague
uneasiness.
A
premonition
of
dispassages in the story and place them in your
of the wife he adored — the Poppy Girl — had kept
lobby frames. Advertising can be based on the
aster
haunts
her.
So
she
asks
Mike
to
"
frame
"
Hairpin
spirits.
released
Harry and send him up again.
same principle, using either a page of the story
—up free
again Harry's
to breathe
free Now
air. heHewaslooked
for
Harry is warned of this both by his boy and
or the cover of .the magazine as a back-ground
his wife outside the prison gates, but she was
for
your announcement.
Boston Blackie and he is on his guard. He esnowhere to be found. Then his pal, Boston
capes the trap and, copper plate in hand, goes
Blackie, spoke and his worst fears were realized !
The Poppy Girl had proven faithless. Ten years
to
apartment.
Here sheHe meets
all
her Polly's
splendor
and is afraid.
showshimherin the
of waiting for this! And he planned a terible
ACCESSORIES
plate. On it is a picture of a woman pushing
revenge !
a convict into an open grave. He will brand her
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two
with this, he says, and leave her to carry the
mark of her shame through life. But the boy
three-sheets; one six-sheet; one
You know the Boston Blackie stories by Jack
appears
relents
and, after
littleto fellow
Boyle that make even brighter the pages of the
twenty-four-sheet; one rotogravhas bid —hisHarry
mother
goodbye,
they the
depart
make
Red Book magazine from time to time — you
their home in the mountains.
ure one-sheet. All paper designates
know how brisk and refreshing and unusual are
the • " different " type of Hart
ohotoplay.
these stories — you know the fascination of Mr.
Boyle's style — now then see " The Poppy Girl's
PROGRAM READER
Husband,"
an Artcraft
madeS. from
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8 x
the
best of these
and withfeature
William
Hart one
in theof
Most of our patrons are acquainted with the
10 black and white photographs;
Boston Blackie stories by Jack Boyle that appear
star part. It's different. It's a treat.
from time to time in the Red Book^ Magazine.
sight 11 x 14 sepia photographs;
Some of the most fascinating of fiction printed
Dne 22 x 28 sepia of scene or star;
in the last few years has appeared under this
PRESS NOTICE
..
12 x 28 colored of female star; 22
author's name. One of the recent numbers of
xwhite.
28 black and white of star; 8x10
this series, " The Poppy Girl's Husband," was
William S. Hart's next Artcraft feature, " The
adapted
Hart's attraction
latest Artcraft
picPoppy Girl's Husband,"
which will beof
shown at
photographs of star in black and
ture andforwillWilliam
be- the S.feature
here next
the
theatre on
_ The combination of one of these enweek for the first time in this city, affords this
grossing pieces of fiction and the rugged star,
rugged star an entirely new role. Instead of the
CUTS AND MATS ON PROpreviously
time-honored bandit of the West he portrays the
DUCTION: — Five one-column;
makes for associated
one of the with
most the
wellwestern
balancedplains,
and
part of a San Francisco crook, Hairpin Harry
three two-column; two threedelightful slices of pictorial entertainment that it
Dutton, who, as the picture opens, is just finishcolumn. These also bring out the
a ten-year
in jail.
He is and
released
to find
has eversent. been
management's
pleasure
to pre-a
Not onlythedoes
the plot offer
Mr. Hart
that ing his
wife term
has been
faithless
transferred
original character of the picture
her affections to another man. A revenge as
new role, that of a San Francisco crook — one of
as
compared with the other Hart
the honest variety — but in essentials itself the
releases.
sweet to Harry as it appears terrible to the
picture contains all those elements of good drama
average
mortal
is planned
by the
ex-convict.
that go to make the exceptional photoplay. We
at the last
moment
a better
influence
enters But
the
STOCK
CUTS AND MATS
feel that our patrons will be only too glad to
n-an's
womanforheother
once places.
loved
welcome Mr. Hart in this new role. All those
OF STAR :— Five one-column;
to lead life
her and,
own leaving
life, he thedeparts
concerned
the picture's
production
the
three two-column; two threeGirl'sRedHusband"
is taken stories
from
most
skilledin members
of. the
picture were
art that
column.
one" The
of thePoppy
popular
Book Magazine
money
could
secure.
C.
Gardner
Sullivan
preby
Boyle.of Mr.
pared the scenario, it was produced by Mr. Hart
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:—
the Jack
adventures
BostonBoyle's
Blackieseries
and concerning
his coterie
in collaboration with Lambert Hillyer while
of friends comprises some of the most interesting
One three-column; one twoJuanita
Hansen,
Walter
Long,
Georgie
Stone
and
and dramatic fiction published in the pages of the
column; one one-column. Other
Fred Starr are seen in the supporting cast.
Red Book. The stories seem to lend themselves
accessories provided on the proparticularly well to picture production. Bert
SUGGESTIONS
duction include slides, music cue
Lytell and Priscilla Dean are two stars who have
already appeared in adaptations from this series
Throw out your old stock cuts of the star in
sheets, one two-column mat with
his western rig and get hold of the new acceswith signal success. " The Poppy Girl's Husspecial publicity story, thumb nail
sories to exploit this picture. Be sure that you
the benefit
of theSullivan
best producing
cuts ofmark cuts.
star and Artcraft tradetalent bandin" hasthehadfield.
C. Gardner
prepared
make the point clear to your patrons that " The
the scenario from the Boyle story while the direcPoppy
Girl's
Husband
"
is
"
different."
It
is
not
tion is due to the joint efforts of the star and
the western photoplay, it is a Jack Boyle. Red
Lambert Hillyer.
Book Magazine story — one of the Boston Blackie
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ROBERTSON-COLE

Find Fault ivith Story

BECAUSE of Miss Barriscale's personality, and the intelligent handling of the production, this
picture will, no doubt, satisfy a large number of picture goers, especially the Barriscale fans:
but the plot is not as strong as those in some of this star's past contributions.
The theory that a woman doesn't have to descend from an illustrious ancestry in order to be a
lady, but that she can be picked up even from the gutter, and, under the proper tutelage, be made into
one, forms the foundation of the story. The chief weakness of such a story, however, lies in the fact
that it undertakes to prove a theory — an argument you may call it— not by natural means, but by fiction.
The spectator knows all the time that it is fiction and that the success or failure of the experiment desends solely upon whether the author wishes to gi/e it a solution, favorable or adverse; consequently,
it fails to create the illusion upon which the life of a picture depends.
Besides, as the same idea has
been exploited many times in the past, the spectator knows right from the beginning what the outcome
is going to be; as a natural consequence, his interest somewhat declines.
Since the picture is free from many repulsive features, however, also owing to the popularity of the
star, I am sure no serious kicks will be heard from any source; in fact, it leaves rather a pleasant taste.
— Released through the Exhibitors'
THE CAST
Nancy
Bessie Barriscale
Virginia Calvert
Vola Vale
John Lewis
Frank Whitson
Randolph Lee
George Fisher
Gentleman Chi
Henry Woodward
Andrew Calvert
Tom Guise
Mother
Hawkins
Directed by Howard Hickman. Anna Dodge
CATCH LINES
Does Environment or heredity count? See
" Hearts Asleep."
Do you think a scrub-lady could drop the
scrub and become a real one? See " Hearts
Asleep."
It was a serious situation when " Uncle " John
fell in love with his "niece"! See "Hearts
Asleep."
Mother Hawkins was peeved because Nansy
wouldn't
about earning
a decent
She
insisted ongo scrubbing
floors.
Motherliving.
Hawkins
wanted her to pick pockets or break safes! See
" Hearts Asleep."
In which is proven the theory that environment makes the lady and not heredity.
Would she reveal her past before all her newfound friends to save this girl from a horrible
fate? Or would she rest on her laurels and keep
silent and see the girl deliberately trapped? See
" Heart's Asleep."
Bessie Barriscale's best role and her best picture— liant
see supporting
her in cast.
" Hearts Asleep " with a brilTHE STORY
Mother Hawkins, the notorious "fence" for
a gang of equally known crooks, is in despair
over
Nancy. Despite all her teachings Nancy
positively
refuses to be a crook. She scrubs and
earns an honest living, much to the scorn of
Mother Hawkins and all those who frequent her
establishment But Nancy
scrubs happily on.
In the apartment house where she plies her trade
lives John Lewis, a wealthy bachelor, who, however, looks on life from a different angle than
that
by the majority of his wealthy friends.
Oncetaken
m an argument with Calvert, an old
southern gentleman, he had
proclaimed
that ladies are made and notloudly
born despite all
Calvert's contentions to the contrary.
Then one night Nancy knocks on Lewis' door.
Mother
Hawkins had forced her into partaking
mof all
a night
raid withChi Gentleman
" Chi," Hawkins
the idol
the crooks.
had paid Mother
one hundred dollars and looked upon Nancy as
his woman. Thus her hurried retreat to Lewis,
her only friend. Lewis is astonished but readily
protects the girl and then his argument with
Calvert
across his mind. This is the
chance toflashes
show him.
Five years later Nancy is introduced as Lewis'
niece. Thorough
schooling and the proper environment have caused
her to blossom forth a
gorgeous butterfly. She becomes fast friends
with Calvert's daughter, Virginia. All goes well

Mutual.
— Length,
reels. —andP. laysS. Harrison.
until
Chi again
puts in an 5appearance
Hickman, Miss Barriscale's husband, who also
suit for
Virginia'swith
hand.
Nancy of
findssaving
herwas in active supervision over " A Trick of Fate.""
self confronted
the Here
alternative
Virginia and revealing her own past to her
SUGGESTIONS
friends or keeping silent and seeing the girl she
loves go to destruction. Her breeding tells.
In
advertising
Asleep
" to your
patrons center your" Hearts
advertising
arguments
and
She speaks the truth for Virginia's sake and
pictures about the central situation in the play,
then finds true love with her " Uncle " John.
i.e., the scrub-girl being educated into a lady.
While this situation is not altogether unusual in
PRESS NOTICE
pictures it is certainly striking and argumentsBessie Barriscale, the talented actress whose
built around it should attract considerable attwo previous pictures, *' A Trick of Fate " and
tention provided they are worded properly. The
" Allherofadmirers,
a SuddenwillNorma,"
a new grip
final situation of the story also affords another
on
return gave
again her
to the
opportunity
for special
public.to
theatre on
of
week in her
This one arrives
when theappeal
heroineto istheforced
latest feature,
"
Hearts
Asleep."
This
is
condecide
between
making
a
confession
that
will
sidered one of the very best pictures in which
own happiness yet will save an inMiss Barriscale has appeared. She takes the sacrifice nocenthergirl from
harm
;
or
keeping
silent
and
role of Nancy, the " ward " of Mother Hawkins.
seeing the other girl go to her ruin. This can
Mother
Hawkins
is
a
notorious
"
fence
"
for
the
be
played up
good effect.
It is strong
its
crooks of the city and is a perfectly happy and
essentials
and,to handled
correctly,
should inalso
evil individual except for one thing. She can
present a real appeal to your patrons.
not force Nancy to go about earning her living
Not only use these two situations in your
in a decent way! Nancy insists on working and
newspaper adevrtising but make them the center
since she has no education she has to scrub
of
anydone
special paintings or drawings you may
floors for a living. This rankles in the hard
for additional lobby display. The
bosom of Mother Hawkins until one day she be- have
cards
could
placed in frames on either side
comes desperate and practically sells Nancy to of the lobby be
to good effect.
"herGentleman
Chi,"
one
of
the
leading
crooks
of
Play
up
the
star's
name.ingenues
Miss ofBarriscale
acquaintance.
not one of the pretty little
the screenis
But this is more than Nancy can stand. She
but
her
name
carries
with
it
the
significance
of
deserts Chi and seeks shelter with the only friend
real of
acting
ability.
Dwell on the1 fact that her
she knows, John Lewis, one of the tenants in the role
Nancy
in
this
picture
affords
this
ability
apartment house where she was wont to ply her
of hers considerable latitude and let it be
mop. The consequences of her visit to Lewis
that
her best part since
are some of the most amazing ever revealed in known
starting her itownis probably
company. Interest
will also
a photoplay and constitute the remaining porcenter in the announcement that the picture
was
tion
of
"
Hearts
Asleep."
There
is
a
charming
band.
produced
by
Howard
Hickman,
the
star's
huselement of romance introduced while the true
worth of Nancy comes to a severe test in the
climax of the story, a test which, it is needless
to say, she meets squarely and fairly.
Miss Barriscale receives excellent support from
a cast in which Frank Whitson. Vola Vale,
ACCESSORIES
George Fisher, Henry Woodward, Thomas Guise
and Anna Dodge are prominent. Other features
on the bill of the
theatre for these
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; one
dates are
.
three-sheet; one six-sheet; one
twenty-four sheet. Star prominent
PROGRAM READER
in all paper which is of average
Bessie Barriscale, last seen here in " A Trick
C h 3. 1*3 c tc r
of
Fate," pictures
admittedlythatonetheof management
the most thoroughly
enjoyable
has preLOBBY DISPLAY.— Eight 11
sented in many weeks, returns again on
x 14 photo gelatines and title card;
in her latest feature production entitled " Hearts
two 22 x 28 photos are supplied
Asleep."
picture
presents
the storyto ofjoina
girl rearedThis
among
crooks
who refused
with
the first set at a slight adthem in any of their evil oractices. When they
vance in price.
attempt to force her into theft she runs away to
the only friend she knows. John Lewis, a wealthy
CUTS
AND MATS:— One three-,
bachelor. Lewis had only that day indulged in
column mat; one two-column cut
a heated argument with a southerner who
and mat; one one-column cut and
claimed that ladies were born and not made.
Lewis thought differently on the subject and so
mat; one thumbnail cut; one prothe sudden appearance of this girl seemed a real
opportunity for him to prove his theory. How
Slidesgram cover
and cut.
music cue sheets are
it worked is delightfully told in the remaining
included in the list of accessories
reels of " Heart's
Asleep."
Miss excellence
Barriscale in-is
surrounded
by a cast
of peculiar
available at all Exhibitors-Mutual
cluding such well-known players as Frank Whitexchanges.
son, Vola Geore gFisher, Henry Woodward,
Thomas Guise and Anna Dodge. The nicture
was produced under the direction of Howard
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"THAT'S
This Comedy-Drama

GOOD"—

METRO

a Trifle Slow, but Mildly Amusing

THAT
" That's Good
fails to measure up to the exceedingly fine standard that Metro has been
maintaining recently is not a great reflection on its individual worth.
It passes as a mildly amusing comedy-drama, just a trifle slow to pass the minutes away with complete success, with Hale
Hamilton's ingratiating personality and manner always in the foreground.
The picture is an adaptation of another Saturday Evening Post story by Richard ^Tashburn Child
and tells of a village haberdasher, set down as an easy mark by Chicago crooks, who wins Josephine,
one of their number, over to the side of right — which means that he wins her as his wife — before the
plot is over. There is a pleasant touch at the end when it is disclosed that the hero was aware of Josephine's identity all the while and that the trick of the crooks didnT fool him.
Mr. Hamilton's leading lady in this instance is Stella Gray, an actress known on Broadway by
another name. Her performance is a little stiff and her profile isn't treated kindly by the camera, but
there is a certain appeal about her — an appeal lying in her eyes — that in some measure count erbalances her shortcominss. — Length, 5 reels. — Released March 24. — Peter Milne.
Would you entrust your fortune to a gang of
there are few actors on the screen today who
THE CAST
crooks on the chance that your faith in human
canMr.successfully
Marcellus Starr
Hale Hamilton
Hamilton achieve
has athisfinecombination.
supporting cast
nature would guard your money? See the course
Josephine Pollock
Stella Gray
Marcellus
Starr
took
in
"
That's
Good."
headed by Stella Grey. " Thaf's Good " is an
Barrett Prentice
Herbert Prior
adaptation
Richard
Washburn
Child's
SaturEd. Freeze
James Dotty
Eveningof Post
the same
Can the forces of wickedness be put to rout
Ben Goetting
Lewis Morrison
was day
produced
understory
the ofdirection
of name
Harry andL.
through
simple
faith
in
human
nature?
See
Franklin.
Alice, store
Starr'sclerk
orphaned niece. ..James
Marjorie
Yeager
'• That's Good."
Jim,
McAndless
By Richard Washburn Child.
Scenario by A. G. Kenyon.
Are you wisely foolish or foolishly wise?
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
Which would you prefer to be? See the answer
SUGGESTIONS
Photographed by Arthur Martinelli.
in " That's Good."
Supervised by Maxwell Karger.
If you
care to make
announcement
your
advertisement
you acannovel
easily
frame one byin
PROGRAM READER
' playing onscriptivethe
title.
That
is,
using
it as de-of
of the picture itself. A number
THE STORY
Hale Hamilton in " That's Good " will come
novel lines will immediately suggest themselves to
to the
theatre at an early date. Mr.
the exhibitor if he looks at the title from this
Marcellus
men's furnishings
Hamilton's one of the newer stars in the Metro
angle.
store
in the Starr
little runs
town the
of Rodbank.
By the
constellation
is,
at
the
same
time,
one
of
the
people of the town he is generally looked upon
For catch lines and the angle of the story to
brightest. His work, savored by long years of
as
a " desirable
catchmatrons
" and an
easy vilage
mark.thinks
For
stress, see the catch lines published elsewhere on
experience on the speaking stage, is undeniably
instance
one of the
of the
this page. The important points in the story
clever and his personality is always ingratiating.
to smuggle away a tie for her husband when
have been brought out in them and we have
His work
That'smanyGoodadmirers
" will doubtless
bring
Mark band
isn't
looking.
But. next
monthon said
tried to suit them to advertising form.
him
nearer into" the
he has already
finds the
tie charged
to him
his husbill.
Hale Hamilton is a star who deserves boostMarkChicago
isn't exactly
boob aafter
all. Butopinion
a groupof made through his few appearances on the screen.
of
crooks a have
different
" That's Good " is from a Saturday Evening Post
ing. He is an appealing personality and his
story
by
Richard
Washburn
Child
and
offers
the
career
on the stage, togoether with the popuhim.
They he
havehasMark
marked
as athousand
" sucker."in star the role of the proprietor of a small town
They know
at least
fifteen
larity that he has earned for himself there,
the bank and they envy him its possession. And
should count largely in his favor when he comes
men's furnishing
fellowtownsfolk
is generally
so they lay their scheme.
looked
upon as store.
a boob This
by the
and
yourauthor
theatreis screen.
So to Rodbank one day come Barrett Prentice
this reputation spreads to Chicago where a to The
Richard Washburn Child and as
and bis " niece," Josephine Pollock. Barrett is gang of crooks single him out as an easy mark.
the
story
first appeared in the columns of the
How they lay their trap for him through the
thinking
of
amalgamating
a
chain
of
men's
furSaturday Evening Post, he also deserves menr.ishing scares, he says. acta wants Mark to get
services of Josephine, one of their number, how
in on the ground floor before the proposition
tion in the advertising together with a line statfinally his faith in human nature triumphs over
ing the original source of the story.
their
crookedness,
are
events
which
make
starts
going
up.
Mark
"
falls
"
for
Josephine.
They bring him to Chicago and there lay a trap
" That's Good " a comedy-drama to be enjoyed
guaranteed to catch even the most wary boob.
every minute of the way. Mr. Hamilton is supMark returns to his home town much impressed
ported by a strong cast headed by Stella Grey,
and several days later Josephine follows him to an actress
known on the stage as Grace LaRue.
ACCESSORIES
ttrhsh uu the gsrr. e. She at length succeeds :r.
hi— tcheinvest
".t ell
asctciueccciccg
five thousand
holds aiiin his
trust— z-ty.
for hisas little
PAPER:— Two one-sheets: two
PRESS NOTICE
niece, in their proposition.
three- sheets: two six-sheets.
And then at the last moment Josephine can
" That's Good, That's Good." Because Marcellus
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photonot
go innocent
on. Its niece,
not sonever!
bad toAndswindle—
but his
so sheMark
steals
Starr
alwaysthatsaidwas" That's
Good
"people
in answer
to
graphs come in 8 x 10 sepia; 11 x
everything
said
to
him
thought
the envelope containing her five thousand — but
14 sepia; 22 x 28 colored. These
discovers in it only newspaper with a note from
he
In reality
all. Hea
did was
havea fool.
an abiding
faith hein wasn't
human atnature,
Mark saying that he knew she would steal it to sincere
include
both production scenes
conviction that there was a little bit of
save the little girl. And so Josephine finds true
and
star
photographs. Title and
love and happiness with Mark, the man she
good
everyone.
where the gang Beof
Chicagoincausecrooks
erredThat's
inin their
synopsis cards are provided with
thought a fool but who turned out to be a wise
Mark believed
humanjudgment.
nature they
each set to complete the display.
thought him a fool. In reality he was a wise
man. At any rate Marcellus Starr, proprietor of
(Stills are also provided for exthe
" gent's
emporium
" picking
at Rodbank
was
marked
own cuts).hibitors to use in making their
by
this
gang
as
easy
and
straightway
CATCH LINES
they laid their plan to fleece him of the fifteen
CUTS AND MATS:— Star cuts
thousand they knew he had stored away in the
Because Marcellus Starr was always pleasant
bank.
and made known his abiding faith in human
are furnished in one-half, one and
But
there
was
a
flaw
in
their
calculations
nature a gang of Chicago crooks set him down
two-column sizes and may be used
somewhere. Just where it was will be revealed
as
easy money."
theirandtraptiedfor! hini
for either text or advertising col" That's
Good,"
the for
new theMetro
comedy-drama
and " thought
they hadThey
him laid
caught
But in
which
will
be
shown
first
time
in
this
umns of the local newspapers as
they were wrong. Faith triumphed over crookcity on
of
week at the
ednes — see how it worked in the fascinating
well
as
for program announcetheatre.
The
star
of
this
picture
is
Metro play, " That's Good."
ments.
Hale Hamilton, one of the international favorites
of the stage who has been making a fine record
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE
An honest man pitted aaginst a gang of in Metro pictures. The role of Marcellus Starr
SHEET also available at all Metro
suits him welL He brings to it that ingratiating
crooks! He didn't call in the police or make
exchanges.
personality and manner that won him the great
any
sort
of
a
rumpus
and
yet
he
"won
out
!
His
faith in human nature did the trick. See how in success in " Get Rich Quick Wallingford " on
the stage. He is both human and humorous and
" That's Good."
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THE

Motion

GIRL

WHO
Hardly

STAYED
a Flaw

AT

from Production

HOME"—

Picture

News

artcraft

Angle

WITH
Mr. Griffith's keenness for taking advantage of every opportunity to insert a human touch,
and with his well-known care for detail, it goes without saying that hardly a flaw can be found
in this picture, judged solely from the production angle.
There is nothing out of the ordinary about the story, however.
The theme is a romantic love affair,
with much of the action developed on the battlefields of France.
As there are many hundred feet of
this " war stuff," with occasional bits of horrors realistically reproduced, it is up to Mr. Exhibitor,
who is acquainted with his patrons and their viewpoint, to judge of the entertaining value.
form. The name of this producer is a box-office
the guiding hand of the master-director have won
THE CAST
asset in itself, as everyone knows. It is to pichim immense popularity. The remaining memtures what the names of Belasco and Cohan are
Monsieur Le France
Adolphe Lestina
bersformoftothe
cast were selected with care and peradvantage.
Mademoiselle Blossom
Carol Dempster
to
the stage. Capitalize it as extensively as you
The Chum
Frances Parks
can.
Ralph Grey
Richard Barthelmess
THE STORY
With the case of " The Girl Who Stayed at
Count de Brissac
Syn de Conde
Home " you have a good title and a different
Jim Grey
Robert Harron
Monsieur
Le
France
is
the
name
by
which
an
type
of story to play up. Although there is
.The Elder Grey, a Shipbuilder. . George Fawcett
old soldier in the Confederate army of the South
plenty
of war
in theadvertising
picture certainly
don't
Jim's
Mother
Kate
Bruce
is
known.
Since
the
cause
he
fought
for
was
make
this
yourstuff
leading
point unless
The Turnverein Terror
Edward Peil
lost he has made his home in France — a man
your audience has signified its approval of this
Cutie Beautiful, a Cabaret Dancer
without a country. His daughter is his only
Clarine Seymour
type of picture. Pull your crowds by adverfriend. Grey, an American shipbuilder, visits
tising the picture as based on the theme of
Cutie's
Old
Friend
Tully
Marshall
France and looks his old friend up. His son,
August Kant
David Butler
women's
part in the war at home. Tell them
Ralph, falls in love with Blossom but unhappily
By S. E. V. Taylor.
of the two girls in this picture who watched
Produced by D. W. Griffith.
for him there is a French count to whom Blostheir
men
go away with a smile, who then were
Photographed by G. W. Bitzer.
som has been practically given by her father.
obliged to knuckle down to fights, each one of
When the Greys return to New York Le France
them every bit as difficult though not as all
and his daughter accompany them and here they
important as the men's tasks.
CATCH LINES
meet Jim Grey, the other son of the shipbuilder.
won't these
be misrepresenting
picture
Jim is a wild, careless youth, very much in youYoufollow
lines and it the
is not
likelyif
Griffith has shown us the trials of men in war
love with a cabaret girl of the name of Cutie
your
patrons
are
going
to
complain
about
the
— now see his version of the part that women
Beautiful. When the war breaks out Jim is actual war stuff in the picture. Griffith knows
had to bear in wartime — see " The Girl Who
loathe to follow the example of his brother and
how
to
present
this
better
than
any
other
proenlist but the draft calls him and, despite himducer. He always makes his battle stuff thrilStayed at
greatest
work.Home," the producer's latest and
self, he gets into a uniform, a uniform which is
ling. But mention of it is hardly the right thing
the pride of Cutie. The Le Frances, returned to
to
do
to
pull the crowds these days.
He lived in France but was a man without a their home in France, find themselves right in
Among the cast you have Robert Harron, one
country.
the war zone. One day the Count is brought
of
the
best
known male stars on the screen.
in wounded
Tully Marshall and George Fawcett. Three of
som's arms. and shortly afterward dies in BlosHow the war reacted on a cabaret dancer and
the
principals
not appeared
in Griffith
proJim and Ralph find themselves in the same
ductionshave
before. They
are Clare
Seymour,
a girl who knew nothing of the outside world.
regiment when the time comes for action. The
Carol Dempster and Richard Barthelmess. As
Ever since the fall of the Southern Constory of the regiment, the lost battalion, is writthey give
very finetheperformance
the picture,
federacy he had lived in France, a man without
ten in history. Both Jim and Ralph cover themstories
regarding
manner in inwhich
Griffith
a country. He did not like the Stars and
selves with glory and the latter has ths satisfacis
able
to
bring
out
ihe
best
in
any
actor or
Stripes but when he saw them united with the
tion of rescuing the girl he loves from personal
actress
who
comes
under
his
direction
would
be
Tricolor of the land he lived in, a great change
contact with the enemy. Ralph returns to
in good taste.
with his wife and Jim comes home to
came over him — see " The Girl Who Stayed at America
find a faithful Cutie Beautiful awaiting him.
Home,"
lastest masterwork,
one
of theGriffith's
many dramatic
moments inthis
it. is but
And old Grey is proud of his sons. " We've always been a fighting family," he declares, even
ACCESSORIES
The hardest part of war rests on the womenthough
beforelisted
America's
into the war
he had been
as an entrance
ardent pacifist!
folk who must stay at home while their men go
PAPER:— Two one-sheets; two
forth to fight — this is the theme of Griffith's
three-sheets; one six-sheet; one
latest Artcraft photoplay, " The Girl Who Stayed
PROGRAM READER
at Home " — see it at the
theatre.
twenty-four-sheet; one rotogravure one-sheet. The feminine leads
D. W. Griffith's latest creation, " The Girl
Another masterpiece by the creator of " The
are prominent in all paper. No
Who tions
Stayed
one of the producRomance of Happy Valley," " The Greatest
that will atbe Home,"
seen at isthe
theatre
war atmosphere.
Thing in Life " and " The Great Love."
before many days. In this picture Griffith has
taken as his principal characters two girls who
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8 x
were
obliged
to
smile
and
bid
their
loved
ones
10 black and white photographs;
PRESS NOTICE
goodbye
as they went
off has
to fight
world'sof
eight 11 x 14 sepia; one 22 x 28
war
in France.
Griffith
givenin usthemuch
The latest D. W. Griffith-Artcraft feature will
battle, of the life in the trenches, of the hardsepia of scene or male star; one
hold the place of honor on the
theatre's
ships the soldiers had to bear during the war.
22 x 28 colored of female star; one
bill on
of
week. How the
in " off
The onGirlthisWhonew Stayed
he
women
home of during
men's which
absencebearsin But
22 x 28 black and white of male
branches
theme atandHome
has " prethe war fared
is the attheme
this picture
sented it with all the artistry at his command
star;
a series of 8 x M) star photothe significant title, " The Girl Who Stayed at
which is no little. We will not endeavor to tell
Home." theWhile
are ofsome
scenes of
war
graphs are also procurable.
the
story
here.
A
story
of
Griffith's
can
never
shown,
major there
portion
the picture
reveals
CUTS AND MATS ON PRObe justified in cold type. But suffice it to say
the trials and tribulations of two girls whose
that
in
the
lives
of
his
four
principal
characters,
DUCTION :— Five one-column;
loved ones were serving in the ranks of their
Cutie, the cabaret dancer, Blossom the innocent
country.
three two-column; two three-colchild of an old recluse, and the two brothers,
The producer has again endowed his picture
umn. As is the case with the paper
Jim and Ralph Grey, he has molded plot and
with a handful of really human characters. The
counterplot that provide excellent entertainment
the scenes are peaceful in charlittle cabaret singer, Cutie Beautiful, before
from
the
beginning
to
the
end
of
the
picture.
acter.
whom a new life opens when the man she loves
Robert Harron, the cleverest juvenile actor on
departs in the service of his country, is one of the
STOCK CUTS AND MATS
screen, appears as Jim Grey, while the other
the most realistic characters that Griffith has
three roles are carried by players new to the
OF PRODUCER:— Five one-colever introduced into a picture. In striking conGriffith
banner,
Clarine
Seymour,
Carol
Demptrast to her there is Mile. Blossom, the daughter
umn; three two-column; two threester and Richard Barthelmess. Others who apof the old outcast living in France. The two
column.
pear in the cast are Tully Marshall. George Fawgirls are loved by two brothers, Ralph and Jim
cett, Adolphe Lestina, Frances Parks, Syn de
ADVERTISING
LAYOUTS:—
Grey. Here again is the valuable element of
Conde, Kate Bruce, Edward Peil and David
contrast brought into play. Ralph is a seriousButler.
One
three-column;
one two-colminded, dutiful boy, while Jim is a strongumn; one one-column.
headed, impetuous fellow, inclined to having
Other
accessories
include
slides,
more fun than is really good for him.
SUGGESTIONS
This quartette of characters is played by
music cue sheets, thumbnail cuts
No
exhibitor
need
be
told
the
correct
manner
Clarine Seymour, Carol Dempster, Richard
of stars and producer, Artcraft
Barthelmess and Robert Harron. The three first
in which to advertise the Griffith productions.
Above all things make most prominent his name.
trade-mark cuts.
mentioned are new players in Griffith pictures
yet their work compares favorably with that of
a chanceandgo advertising
ty to mention
Griffith
inDon't
yourletpublicity
of whatever
Robert Harron whose many performances under
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"WHAT

AM

I BID

Holds Interest All the Way;
THE

?" —

Discriminate

UNIVERSAL
Fans May

Find Fault

one thing that can be said about this picture is that it does hold the interest alive all the way
through.
To many a pleasure seeker this feature alone is considered as worth the time and money
spent; and when the fact be taken into consideration that the picture has been photographed
way up in some beautiful mountains, among enchanting natural scenery, it should be taken for granted
that it will satisfy a great number of picture goers.
The only point that discriminate audiences, especially family patronages, might pick out to criticize is the fact that, although the theme is a love a ffair between two young folk efficiently portrayed,
the story is based more or less on whiskey drinking ; incidentally, one of the characters, given the role
of a saloon keeper, has evil thoughts about the hero ine, although his plans, by which he hopes to obtain
her, miscarry. To the writer these features seem to rob the picture of the pleasant feeling it is entitled
to when a sweet love affair forms its basis. It is not a question of morals nor of temperance, but a study
of public taste, as even moderate drinkers hardly desire to have a drunkard thrust upon their face while
devoting an hour or so to their entertainment.
If your patrons are lovers of nature they should enjoy this picture, because the mountain scenery,
with the river and lake in the background, is really beautiful. — Released April 14. — Length, 6 reels. —
P. S. Harrison.
A tale of modern slavery — the public auction
all the drink he wishes. Then Grimp comes to
THE CAST
the cabin to take the girl. But at this moment
of a human being! See "What Am I Bid?"
Betty Yarnell
Mae Murray
Ralph
McGibbon
arrives
from
the
city.
He
Kalph McGibbon
Ralph Graves
is a revenue offiocer on a trip to look up the
Mae Murray, star of " The Bride's AwakenAbner Grimp
Wnard Lotus
illicit whiskey traffic going on in the neighDark Ciouo
Chief Dark Cloud
ing," "Her Body in Bond," and " Danger —
Go Slow," in another stirring Universal feature.
borhood.
Betty's
cries
reach
his
ears
and
he
John Yarnell
John Cook
goes to her rescue. Foiled in his first attempt
Don't miss " What Am I Bid?"
Diana Newlands
Gertrude Astor
Grimp sends Dark Cloud, his Indian partner, to
John McGibbon
Joseph W. Girard
Sold into slavery by her father.
get the girl, but again Ralph comes to the rescue.
By Harvey F. Thew and John B. Clymer.
This time, however, he is beaten senseless by
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
A pretty girl on the auction block !
Dark Cloud and Grimp. Then they discover
that he is a revenue officer and, believing they
Auctioned
the highest bidder — was there
PRESS NOTICE
have killed him they flee to the further mounno friend to off
saveto her!
tains.
Betty nurses Ralph, killing her pet lamb in
"
What
Am
I
Bid?"
is
the
feature
holding
SUGGESTIONS
the place of honor on the
theatre s
to provide
him.himRalph's
bill for
of
week. This is order
and fiancee
arrivebroth
and formove
to a father
hotel,
Universal
comes
through again with another
a late Universal offering with Mae Murray as
tellinglevel.
Betty The
that sheriff
she need
never tohope
to reach
good
titleinin itself
" Whatalone.
Am I But
Bid?"
his
decides
auction
the
the star and in its story by Harvey Thew and
interest
you Itcanarouses
make theit
troublesome girl off and she is placed on the
John Clymer it reveals a thoroughly charming
five
or
six
times
as
effective
if
you
follow
out
block. Grimp presents his paper and demands
romance between a girl of the northern mounits suggestion in picturing an auction block
tains and a revenue officer. While these charthat the girl be turned over to him. But Ralph
with
the
star,
in
rags,
standing
thereon.
This
acters may appear conventional at first glance,
is not to be kept from the girl he loves. Again
is the picture that is seen on the sixsheet and
he fights Grimp and again he wins and Betty
the plot in which they are the principals is far
also on one of the production cuts, and if you
from such. The authors, indeed, have fashioned
goes
to
his
arms.
can
get the same one into an advertisement you
a most unusual and dramatic series of incidents
will
certainly
be getting
money's Follow
worth
through which the lovers are piloted with a
when
you buy space
in the your
newspapers.
PROGRAM READER
skill that merits the highest praise.
this
design
out
also
on
any
special
lobby
paintMiss Murray has the role of Betty Yarnell,
ings or drawings that you have made for adMurray who has appeared in some of
ditional
display. Combined
the title this
known around the countryside as " that brat of theMae
most unusual features that the management
(Continued
on Pagewith2190)
Yarnell's,"
She
has
no
friends,
no
companions.
has presented here will return shortly in her
Yarnell, once prosperous, has sunk to a low
latest Universal feature entitled " What Am I
level through drink. The only thing that he has
Bid?"
a mere
will
given Betty is a fine assortment of bad words.
suffice toAnd
suggest
to theglance
reader atthatthisthistitle
picture
ACCESSORIES
These she fires at the townsfolk whenever she
journeys to the village to retrieve her father
presents another unusual story. ' What Am I
PAPER:— Two one-sheets; two
Bid?"Clymer,
was written
Thew writers
and John
from
Abneras ifGrimp's
So the
folk
B.
two ofbytheHarvey
most F.expert
for
shun her
she weresaloon.
possessed
of thegoodplague.
three-sheets; one six-sheet; one
the
screen
and
producd
under
the
direction
of
one Abner
of these
tripsthat
to Betty
Grimp'sis blossoming
saloon, fat Robert Leonard, Miss Murray's director on all
twenty-four sheet. Paper is full
andOnugly
notices
her recent pictures such as Her Body in
into womanhood and so he makes a bargain
of action, the six, a one and a three
with Yarnell, who is his debtor, to provide him
Bond," " Danger — Go Slow," and " The Bride's
centering about the auction block.
with all the liquor he needs in return for the
Awakening."
This
picture
is
laid
for
the
most
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Scene and
part in the mountains surrounding a backwoods
girl! Into this almosot hopeless situation then
town. Miss Murray assumes the role of the
comes the clean cut, manly Ralph McGibbon
star stills together with title card
daughter
of
a
drunken
degenerate
who
sells
her
from the city and here the romance begins. It to the saloon keeper of the town. She is rescued
are supplied in the various stanis a romance fraught with danger, however, as
from this horrible fate by a young revenue
dcircl sizes*
can well be imagined when the fury of the
officer
present
in
the
mountains
on
duty.
But
PRODUCTION CUTS :— One
brute Abner Grimp is stirred. But the in- the rescue is not complete before many thrilling
cidents are too many and unusual to tell here.
one-column; one two-column; one
and original situations have been introduced.
three-column. The two and the
The authors have developed their material
splendidly and it has been handled with the
THE STORY
three
also are " action " scenes, the
utmost skill by Director Leonard. The locations
one is a pose of star in character.
reveal a variety of beautiful outdoor scenery
Up in the North Woods old John Yarnell,
while against this background the plot takes on
a drink-sodden, sunken man lives with his daughSTOCK CUTS OF STAR:—
a power and significance that cannot be denied
ter Betty. Betty has no friends. Her father
These
supplied in one and twogradually loses every sense of decency and never
even by the most hardened picture " fan."
column size.
gives herviously
that
slight
affection
that
she
had
preADVERTISING CUTS AND
received from him. Her only friend is
a little lamb that a passing sheepherder had
CATCH LINES
MATS :— One one-column; one
given her. To this creature Betty confides her
two-column; one three-column.
woes
Cuss from
words."
She was innocent
all -harm
yet block
these
These are dressed in the usual
a largeandlistherof "these
YarnellSheandhasthelearned
little hypocritical
townsfolkof placed
her and
on the
lamb is the only one who is never shocked at — the sheriff made ready to auction her off to
Universal style both as regards
the highest bidder! And Abner Grimp, the fat,
them. As for the village folk, whenever Betty
ventures among them for the purpose of piloting
ugly, wicked, proprietor of the town saloon
pictures and arguments.
Slides and music cue sheets also
claimed her as his! See "What Am I Bid?"
her
father home from Abner Grimp's saloon, she
is shunned.
furnished at all Universal
Her drink-sodden father sold her for more
Grimp notices that Betty is approaching
branches.
womanhood and covets her. Yarnell, in debt
drink! He signed her over to the keeper of the
to him, is easily persuaded to sign a paper,
saloon!
What
was
her
fate?
See
"What
Am
turning his daughter off to Grimp in return for
I Bid?"
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"WHEN

MY

SHIP

A Melodrama

COMES

IN" —

Picture

independent

N e w s

sales

of the Stage with Jane Grey Featured

ADAPTED from a Gouverneur Morris story of the same name, "When My Ship Comes In" tells
the story of a young actress and a young playwright who found the going hard when they encountered the world's most famous theatrical producer.
Said producer gets the young woman's
signature on a fifty-dollar-a-week contract through misrepresentation and steals the young man's play.
Eventually the producer is severely beaten up by the author, and the play is produced with the proper
credit given.
The story is frankly of a melodramatic character and is acted and presented with emphasis on this
element. It contains, by reason of its much persecuted pair of lovers and the cut-throat methods of
the villain, an appeal that will probably reach the mass of photoplay patrons.
Jane Grey appears in the featured role to advantage and the hero is well played by Nigel Barrie.
William J. Kelly's characterization of the villain is as melodramatic as could be conceived. — Length,
5 reels.— Released by Independent Sales Corporation. — Distributed through Film Clearing House. —
Peter Milne.
audiences. Use catch lines that allure but do
equaled on the screen while the cast does work
THE CAST
not tell. Say that the picture tells of the life
of an exceptional order. The Star is Jane Grey,
Silver Sands
Jane Grey
behind
the scenes of a New York stage in an inan actress
thanscreen.
whom there is none more pioPaul Grayson
Nigel Barrie
tense and dramatic way. You might also hint of
ficient
on the
McKay Hedden
William J. Kelly
the dangers and pitfalls that beset anyone who
endeavors to make a way on the stage. But do
By Gouverneur Morris.
THE STORY
Directed by Robert Thornby
not
the story.
" Whenand MymoreShipattractive
Comes Inde-"
is
a tell
feature
better
Presented by Frank Hall as the fifth in the
Paul Grayson, a young and successful mining
scriptionsthat
can be written
about.
series of twelve offered on 10-20-30 basis.
engineer with aspirations to become a playwright
You also have the name of Gouverneur Morsubmits his first opus to McKay Hedden, leadris, a well-known
author,
to playhave
up incarried
your ading theatrical producer in the city. After makCATCH LINES
vertising. The best
magazines
his
ing a copy of the play Hedden returns it to the
works and he is probably as well known as any
Both Silver Sands, the actress, and Paul
writer saying that it is poor. In reality he likes
author
of
the
day.
So
use
his
name.
Jane
Grey
Grayson, the playwright, sent ships out, but
it and departs on his yacht to study it. Grayhas done a number of pictures and is an actress
they failed to come in. Finally they gave their
son is disappointed and is persuaded to give up
of various accomplishments. She is the star.
his writing to go on a yachting trip with Van
expeditions
up
in
despair,
but
then
they
disNigel
Barrie, leading man, has just returned
covered that there was a pirate interfering with
Brunt, a mine owner by whom he was formfrom the service, while Robert Thornby, the
their sailings! See how the ships finally reerly employed. Hedden puts into port at Handirector,
some Lasky.
of the leading comleytown and there renews his acquaintance with
turned in "story
Whenof My
Comes stage
In," with
the
panies ohas
f the been
day, with
including
an old sea captain. . His daughter, Silver, he
fascinating
the Ship
New York
Jane Grey in the star part.
singles out as the leading dowan for the play.
Later Grayson also meets her and a love springs
up
them. Grayson departs to look after
" (Continued
WHAT from
AM page
I BID
A wonderful glimpse behind the scenes of Vanbetween
mininghisproperty
the west and
2189) "
HeddenBrunt's
intercepts
letters toin Silver.
New York's theatrical world afforded you by
that clever writer, Gouverneur Morris." See
Later in the city the play is in course of pro- -picture is probably the most effective one production with Silver taking the leading role. She
" When My Ship Comes In."
vided in this week's productions.
learns that all Hedden's kindness is not without
If you plan running the picture for a week
purpose when she discovers that he has inveigled
See Broadway after the lights are out in the
or more this title also lends itself admirably
her
into
signing
a
contract
that
awards
her
well to a teaser campaign. The title alone restirring photoplay of theatrical life, " When My
very little money. On the advice of a friend
peated in the newspapers or in throwaways
Ship Comes In."
Grayson returns to the city. He discovers that
several times before your regular announcement
it is his play Hedden is rehearsing. However,
Where does a New York actress dine? How
is
printed
will certainly attract attention. If
he agrees to say nothing as he does not wish
does she live? What does she do with her time
you
follow catch
this plan
you
one theof
to
interfere
with
Silver's
success.
But
the
night
the
short
alongmight
with also
the print
title on
when her stage duties release her? See the
before the opening, Hedden entraps Silver in last day of thelines
campaign. These catch lines
an apartment. Grayson learns of his deed and
vivid tale of stage life as presented in "When
were written with this purpose in view or for
rushes to the rescue. There ensues a furious
My
Ship Comes
Gouverneur
Morris.In," by the well-known author,
captions for the advertisement suggested above.
fight in which Hedden is worsted. Before he
leaves the apartment Grayson forces him into
It will
certainly
pay screen.
to recallThey,
Mae too,
Murray's
other
successes
on the
were
paying
Silver
sufficient
money
and
into
giving
Featuring Jane Grey supported by Nigel Barpossessed of catchy titles, and if you ran them
him credit for the writing of the play, which,
rie
and
William
J.
Kelly
—
an
astonishing
story
you certainly should make mention of them.
of New York stage life.
when produced, is a great success.
Don't forget Robert Leonard either. He prothis one.duced these previous pictures and also directed
PRESS NOTICE
PROGRAM READER
On
of
week, Frank Hall
When byMy Gouverneur
Ship Comes Morris
In," an and
adaptation
will est
present
"When
My Ship Comes
his lat-of a "story
featuringof
feature at
the
theatre. In,"Those
ACCESSORIES
Jane
Grey,
will
be
the
main
feature
on the
our last
patrons
who offered
saw " byWanted
For Murder,"
theatre's
bill
next
.
Special
the
picture
Mr. Hall,
can well
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; one
interest is attached to this production in that it
formulate a pretty accurate opinion of the merit
is a story of the New York stage, telling the
three-sheet; one six-sheet; one
of this, his latest production. But whereas the
romance of a young playwright and an actress,
twenty-four-sheet.
former was a war picture, " When My Ship
both of whom run afoul of a dishonest theatrical
Comes
In,"
is
a
story
of
the
New
York
stage,
manager. Besides affording the observer an inLOBBY DISPLAY :— Photodiffering altogether in character and treatment
teresting peep behind the scenes of the metrofrom its illustrious forerunner but providing an
graphs are provided in three sizes,
entertainment
bit as ingood
not surpasstage, of
" When
Ship Comes
" pre8 x 10, 11 x 14 and 22 x 28. These
sents apolitan
story
strongMydramatic
crises Inthat
are
ing
that which every
was offered
the if
other.
include star portraits and scenes
cleverly handled by cast and director. Miss
My Ship
In " was
from
Grey, one of the most accomplished actresses on
from the production,
the" When
Governeur
MorrisComes
magazine
story adapted
of the same
the
American
stage,
brings
a
pleasing
personname which was one of the successes of last
CUTS AND ELECTROS:—
good looks and a knowledge of technique
year's woman
fiction and
season.
It tells
of a to the ality,
role of the actress. She is supported by
Two one-column; one two-column;
young
a young
man, the
bothstory
of whom
Nigel Barrie as the playwright and William J.
came in contact with a New York theatrical
one
three-column. These cuts are
Kelly as the theatrical producer. Mr. Barrie
producer and discovered that the way to fame
suitable
for use either in newshas
just
returned
from
duty
overseas
with
a
on the stage was no mere path of roses. The
Canadian air squadron. The picture reveals a
paper advertisements, text stories
producer attempts to sign the girl up for a
number
of
pretty
locations
and
shows
one
of
long term at a ridiculously small salary, while,
or for the exhibitor's own program
New Hotel
York'sClaridge.
most famous places on Broadway,
on the other hand, he endeavors to steal
announcements.
the
the
firstiseffort
the stage.whenIn
Other accessories provided at all
both playwright's
directions he
nearlyfor successful
finally the playwright takes matters into his
Film Clearing House exchanges
SUGGESTIONS
own hands and engages the villain in a terrific
are slides, music cue sheets,
fight, winning and demanding justice after he
Play up the fact that " When My Ship Comes
heralds and press sheets.
has gained the upper hand.
In
"
is
a
story
of
New
York
stage
life.
This
is
ever an interesting topic and if you advertise it
The picture is filled with situations that for
sheer dramatic intensity have seldom been
in an attractive manner you should win large
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"THE

SILK

LINED

Entertaining

BURGLAR"

UNIVERSAL

Version of 44 Boston Blackie " Story

44

OSTON BLACKIE," the central character of Jack Boyle's fascinating series of Red Book Magazine stories, is an ideal screen personality, while the plots in which he is the pivotal person
have an amount of fast action and sustaining interest that suit them admirably well for screen
presentation.
r~X

" The Silk Lined Burglar," one of this series, offers the story in which Boston Blackie unwittingly
turns his burglarizing activities to the assistance of the Government, when a young woman approaches
him with the proposition to crack a safe. The interest is well maintained throughout and there is just
the right touch of mystery to make the picture a real " go."
Priscilla Dean is featured as the girl, while Sam De Grasse has the Boston Blackie part, handling
it well indeed. The picture was reviewed at length in the issue before last. — Length, 6 reels. — Released
March 31. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Doris Macon
Priscilla Dean
Robert Melchoir
Ashton Dearholt
Boston Blackie
Sam De Grasse
Michael Delano
Sam Appel
Mary
Lillian West
Capt. von Hoffmeier
Fred Kelsey
By Jack Boyle.
Scenario by Fred Myton.
Directed by Jack Dillon
CATCH LINES
Boston Blackie, the delightful character of
Jack Boyle's Red Book Magazine stories, now
appears in celluloid form. His activities in " The
Silk times.
Lined Burglar " are some of the liveliest of
the
Priscilla Dean's latest feature — worthy to rank
with
her itmany
of the
—
to miss
is towonderful
miss one successes
of the real
treatspastthe
screen has to offer.
He had been caught opening a certain safe and
realized that the game was up. Sought after by
the police chiefs of a dozen cities, he had always
evaded them until inveigled into this foolish escapade
an innocent
He Awassentence,
a lawbreaker awith
dozen
times andgirl.
more.
long and hard, loomed before him. Well, he had
played and lost, he had to face the music. And
then out of a clear sky he found himself a hero
— a man honored by the police and the Secret
Service! How? See "The Silk Lined Burglar."
He had to take his jail sentence at last — had
to face the music — then suddenly the music
turned
hero! around and faced him — and made him a
PRESS NOTICE
All readers of good fiction know the Boston
Blackie stories
JackBook
Boyle's
that appear
regularity
in theof Red
Magazine.
It is with
one
of these that has been made into the picture,
"which
The will
Silk beLined
Burglar,"
by
Universal,
and
presented week.
at the
on
of
These storiestheatre
lend
themselves particularly well to screen presentation, a number of them having already been put
into celluloid form with great success. In " The
Silk Lined Burglar," Priscilla Dean, the brilliant Universal star, is seen in the heroine's role,
while Sam De Grasse plays the Boston Blackie
part.
The story tells of an advertisement that attracts the master crook's eye. It asks for an expert safe-cracker! The way it is worded brings
a reply from Blackie, despite the entreaties of
his wife to the contrary. He finds the advertiser
a beautiful young woman who refuses to give
the reason that prompts her to desire the safe
in a certain house to be opened. And Blackie,
believing her straight, decides to trun the trick
for her. The outcome of this adventure brings
" The Silk Lined Burglar " to a climax of the
most exciting character, one that is pictured on
the screen with a remarkable degree of sustaining
power.

Miss Dean appears resplendent in the principal part, while others among her support are
Ashton Dearholt, Sam Appel, Lillian West and
Fred Kelsey. The picture was produced under
the direction of Jack Dillon from a scenario by
Fred Myton.
THE STORY
Boston Blackie, that lovable crook who had
eluded a hundred different police chiefs in _ as
many cities, was lying low after a certain job
when he read a peculiar " want ad " in the daily
newspaper.
ad asked
cracker, andThe
Blackie
decidedforthatan heexpert
wouldsafebe
the first applicant for the job. He knew from
the way by
the thead police.
was worded
it wasn'twasa
frame-up
And histhatknowledge
proven
certain
indeed
when
he
arranged
meet-to
ing with the writer of the ad and found a her
be a beautiful girl, Doris Macon by name, very
uneasy and nervous about something.
Doris told Blackie that the safe in a certain
house simply must be opened and its contents
removed. And she agreed to pay him a price for
turning the trick. And so that night they enter
the place
blow enters.
the safe.In Just
as the door
flies
off theandowner
consternation
he
rushes, not to his safe, but to his phonograph !
While he is out summoning assistance Doris
grabs certain papers in the safe and Blackie
takes the phonograph records and the needle !
But they are captured, and by secret service men
at
that. One She
of them,
RoberttheMelchoir,
is Doris'it
sweetheart.
had rifled
safe knowing
to belong
to
Captain
von
Hoffmeier.
The
tain was under suspicion as a spy but no capone
could get the evidence on him. And it looks as
if Doris had failed for the papers reveal nothing.
But Blackie had not had years of experience for
nothing. The phonograph records, when played
with a special needle, prove to contain valuable
secrets. The lovers were happy, the captain was
jailed, and Blackie decided that he could work
better for the Government than against it!
SUGGESTIONS
Jack
Boyle's
" Boston
appear in the Red
Book Blackie
Magazine," stories,
comprisewhich
one
of
the
principal
factors
of
that
publication's
rapid
rise during the past year. Therefore it would
certainly be an oversight if the exhibitor neglected to mention
Silk ofLined
finds its
original that
source" The
in one
theseBurglar
stories."
Boston Blackie is a character known wherever
popular fiction is read and he has appeared on
the screen heretofore. Spread yourself then, on
announcing the fact that the picture is one of
this popular series of Jack Boyle.
You can advertise this picture well by announcing the fact that just when Boston Blackie
thought the game was up, that he would be
turned over to the police, luck turned and he
discovered that, unwittingly enough, he had been
working for the Government all the time instead
of against it. This will give you a chance to
build up the mystery of the picture, and a very
good idea this is, for the production contains
much of this element.
Priscilla Dean, the star, should be advertised
heavily also. Her past productions have boosted
her to a position enviable indeed in the ranks of
leading actresses, and not to cash in on her
popularity, when it is at its crest, would be a
mistake.

PLAN

BOOK

SERVICE

Book is the most complete
s Plan
ureredNewthe
ice oneverPictoffe
exMoti
THEservtor.
hibi

This is the consensus of various
opinions expressed by readers.
Motion Picture News was the first
trade paper to bring such a service
to the field.
The old days of the review here —
the synopsis there — the ad talk
somewhere else — those old days are
no more.
33 z-it^f i- aim?
In the Complete Plan Book you
have it all in one place.

ACCESSORIES
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two
three-sheets; one six-sheet; one
twenty-four-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Scene and
star stills with synopsis and title
cards are provided in the regular
standard sizes. If desirable some
of these stills may also be used in
the making of special cuts.
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Production cuts are furnished in one,
two and three-column size and are
adequate in suggesting the sustaining, mysterious character of the
production.
ADVERTISING CUTS:— These
cuts
(line)andare three-column
also furnishedsizes,
' in
one, two
containing good scenes and well
written arguments.
STAR CUTS:— One and twocolumn cuts of Priscilla Dean are
also on hand at all Universal
exchanges.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE
SHEET are also obtainable at all
exchanges handling the picture.
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"GOOD

GRACIOUS
Regular Billie Burke

ANNABELLE"—
Type of Film; Mining

Picture

News

paramount

Atmosphere

comedy, more romance and some suspense, contribute toward making this picture enjoyable. The story upon which it has been b ased is of the light, delightful variety, the kind that
brings pleasure without causing undue strain, leaving a happy taste. It is the regular Billie
Burke type of a picture, in which the charms of the star add a great deal to the entertaining values.

A

LITTLE

The story starts in a mining town out West, where the father of the heroine is killed in a row with another miner. The hero, a miner himself, in order to save the heroine, takes her away from the scene and
carries her to his cabin; he then induces her to marry him so that he may protect her and her interests.
After the marriage, she becomes dissatisfied and returns East. But she gets into trouble and into debt
because of her vengeance. In time, her husband returns East unrecognized because he is minus his
beard. Towards the end of the story, however, real love develops between them, and when he discloses
his identity, her happiness is without bounds.
The picture is clean and will have a better app eal among the cultured type of audiences. Released
March 2.— Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
arrives
in thein city,
up resides.
his residence
at the
noted for her originality, her freshing humor.
THE CAST
same hotel
which taking
his wife
As neither
Her plays are popular because of these qualities.
Annabelle Leigh
Billie Burke
of
them
recognizes
the
other,
it
may
be
surmised
" GoodandGracious
Annabelle
" is will
her not
best beplayhardto
John Rawson
Herbert Rawlinson
date
the reason
for this
that from here on the comedy is abundant. Miss
Harry Murchinson
Gilbert Douglas
Burke
appears
to
exceptional
advantage
in
the
to
distinguish
after
one
has
witnessed
the picture.
George Wimbledon
Craufurd Kent
stellar role, while Herbert Rawlinson makes a Miss Burke appears to exceptional advantage in
William Gosling
Frank Losee
most
satisfactory
hero.
Gilbert
Douglas
and
the
principal
role
while
the
support
she
receives
Wilbur Jennings
Leslie Casey
Crauford Kent are also seen in the cast.
from such expert players as Herbert Rawlinson,
Alfred Weatherby
Gordon Dana
Crauford
Kent
and
Gilbert
Douglas
is
of
the
best
Ethel Deane
Delle Duncan
THE STORY
possible sort. George Melford was entrusted with
Gwendolyn Morley
Olag Downs
the
direction
of
the
picture
and
his
work
shows
When Annabelle Leigh is but sixteen years old to advantage in its every scene.
James
Ludgate
Thomas Billie
A. Braidon
Lottie
Wilson
she is kidnapped by John Rawson, a hermit miner
who takes her to his cave. She spends the night
By Clare Kummer.
there and the next morning Annabelle tells him
Directed by George Melford.
she is terrible compromised as a result. So RawPhotographed by Paul Perry.
" WOMAN ON THE INDEX"
son marries her. When Annabelle starts to cry,
(Continued on Page 2184)
he ejects her from the cave and she journeys to
SUGGESTIONS
strength
of
the picture, however, and center your
a
nearby
city.
The
fact
is
she
doesn't
even
know
In advertising this picture to your public
advertising around the character portrayed by the
this
husband's
name
! and,
But for
shortly
afterwards
bring out the fact that it was a successful play
Rawson
makes
a
strike
six
years,
regustar.
Although
the story itself is not a mystery,
by Clare Kummer. Miss Kummer is enjoying
larly sends Annabelle a remittance. This she you can very well envelope her character in
quite a vogue in the big cities with her plays
spends
lavishly
in
entertaining.
mystery
in
your
advertising copy. In this case
and doubtless some of your patrons have seen
one day one of the checks she presents
it is excellent showmanship. Another advertiseone or more of her plays or have read of her at Then
the
hotel
is
turned
back
to
her
marked
N.
G.
ment
you
might
use could be fashioned from a
work.
is peeved not to say hurt. Rawson
page index of small type. With this as your
Get into all advertising an atmosphere of Annabelle
arrives in town and registers at the same hotel background,
run your announcement and theatre
Annabelle. Neither recognizes the other.
smartness.
Don'tdrawings.
use just conventional
wording
lettering over it and use a head of Miss Frederick
or conventional
Get some spirit
into as
breaking through the center of the page. This
Rawson's mission is to secure two blocks of stock
the copy. Take a look at the picture and then
held
by
his
wife.
One
of
her
banquets
doomed
will illustrate the title in a way and also will
write your ad. If you can incorporate some of to failure because of lack of funds, Annabelle
serve to attract attention through its novelty.
this high spirit of the comedy itself into your
grasps at a last straw and invites Rawson, whom
newspaper announcements you will be accomshe
learns
is
rich.
He
accepts
—
and
has
to
foot
plishing alot.
the bill for the banquet.
There is one situation in the picture that you
Without funds Annabelle decides to accept a
ACCESSORIES
can play up. It will mystify and amuse. It will position
as cook in a Long Island country home.
get people talking and coming to your theatre.
Her
friends
think
it's
a
lark
and
turn
up
in
other
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two
That situation is the fact that two people are
menial positions. So Rawson, who has fallen in
married
know ineach
three-sheets; one six-sheet; one
love with his wife, rents the place. After this
hinges allandthedon't
comedy
the other.
picture On
and this
on
events move rapidly. Annabelle has some sustwenty-four-sheet; one rotogravthis you should be able to build a most attractive
picion cast on her name in a contemplated divorce
advertisement.
ure one-sheet. Paper brings out
case. Through this Rawson learns that she is
Play up the star, Billie Burke, and say that his
wife
and
he
finally
reveals
his
identity
to
her.
light character of the picture.
the role of Annabelle suits her admirably well.
This is particularly satisfactory to Annabelle as
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8 x
Use inHerbert
is a she has truly fallen in love with her husband.
10 black and white photographs;
star
his ownRawlinson's
right, has name
had a also.
lot of He
publicity
and has done some fine work.
CATCH LINES
eight 11 x 14 sepia; one 22 x 28
sepia of scene or star; one 22 x 28
PRESS NOTICE
A husband and wife who didn't know each
colored of star; 8 x 10 black and
other!
See smartest
them in comedies
"Good Gracious
Annabelle,"
one
of
the
of
the
season.
Billie
Burke
in
"
Good
Gracious
Annabelle,"
white photographs of star (stock).
a film version of one of the most amusing plays
Adapted
from
Clare
Kummer's
successful
play
ever produced on Broadway, will be the attracthe same name. It was thoroughly enjoyed on
CUTS AND MATS ON PROtion at the
theatre on
— of ofBroadway
DUCTION :— Five one-column;
week. Clare Kummer, author of such
enjoy it inonlyits two
new years
form. ago. You'll thoroughly
three two-column; two three-colIn which
high
society
turns
to
kitchen
successful comedies as " A Successful Calamity " mechanics
for a lark!
umn. The comedy is brought out
and " Be Calm Camilla," wrote " Good Gracious
Annabelle
and the cleverly
play contained
in these scenes.
She married not even knowing the man's
humorous " dialogue,
written, aandlotwasof
STOCK CUTS AND MATS
name. And,
later did
she hedidn't
fraught with the unusual in the way of comedy
recognize
him. sixAndyears
nor more
her! even
Imsituations. All the original spirit of the play has
OF STAR:— Five one- column;
possible you say! See "Good Gracious Annabeen communicated to the screen by the director,
bel e " and you'll
find out that ever
it canshown
be so.at It's
three two-column; two threeGeorge Melford, with the result that the picture
best laugh-makers
the
stands as one of the best that Miss Burke has one of the theatre.
column.
done.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:—
Billie
Burke
in
the
ideal
role
—
supported
by
Herbert Rawlinson.
Annabelle,
had sixteen
been
One one-column; one two-column;
whisked
away aby miner's
a hermit daughter,
when she was
years old and had spent the night in his cave.
one three-column.
PROGRAM READER
The next morning she told him that he had comOther accessories provided on
promised her and so he married her. When she
" Good Gracious Annabelle," a film version of
this production include slides,
started to cry, however, he thought it over and
one
of
Clare
Kummer's
popular
plays
with
Billie
Burke as the star, will be seen at this theatre
music cue sheets, thumbnail cuts
decided he didn't want a wife. He sent Annabelle
shortly. This is a comedy in which the princiaway towardedthe
andTheregularly
of star and Paramount trade-mark
pals, husband and wife, do not know each other,
money city
to her.
peculiar thereafter
thing aboutfor-it
cuts.
was that Annabelle never even knew her husstrangerived as
that peculiar
may seem,
and the
fun is they
defrom the
situations
in which
band's name! strikes it rich and, after six years,
The miner
move throughout the play.
Miss Kummer is
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"THE

SAWDUST

O/ie o/ Best Marie
TO

Osborne

DOLL"—

PATHE

Pictures; Heart Appeal

write a story for a child actress and keep within the bounds of logic is, indeed, a difficult undertaking. The author has always to keep in mind the physical as well as the mental development
that would, in real life, he natural to a child of that age. This time, however, the producers

have again struck it right, as the story in " The Sawdust Doll," besides being interesting, is heart appealing as well. It also offers some genuine thrills. In fact, the picture may he placed in equal rank with
the best Marie Osborne contributions.
The star is presented as a motherless little girl, living with her blacksmith father. She wants to
have a mother, and thinks that a stranded young lady who has obtained a position in a local ice cream
parlor would be an ideal one. The father woes the young girl and they eventually marry; but soon
she tires of the monotony of that life and seeks new conquests. Towards the end of the story, however, the kindness of the little heroine softens her heart; so, when she is told by the child of an overheard conversation in which some bad characters stated they were about to wreck a train full of soldiers,
with her husband aboard, risks her life to flag the train.
The picture should give good satisfaction wherever shown. — Released April 20. — Length, 5 reels.
— P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Sally Lou
Baby Marie Osborne
Jim Davis
Jack Connolly
Rose Budd
Claire De Brey
Raynor
William Quinn
By Agnes C. Johnston.
Directed by William Bertram.
Produced by Diando Film Company.
SUGGESTIONS
The Baby Marie Osborne pictures are ideal
subjectsto for
Are you
them
thischildren's
purpose?matinees.
While they
are putting
usually
enjoyed by all sorts of audiences, it would be an
oversight
they women
weren'tpatrons,
put to especially
this purpose.
Circularize ifyour
those
that you know to be mothers, and invite them
to bring the kiddies. Tell them about Baby
Marie and the little pickaninny. They have
played together many times before. And they
are popular. Let them know that their team
work is again to be found in " The Sawdust
Doll."
In putting on one of these matinees you might
take a tip from the title of the picture and offer
some
a prize
the bestby dressed
or bestsort
doll ofmade
out offorsawdust
a child. doll
This—
would stimulate interest in the matinee and you
would very likely draw a good crowd of the
little folks.
PRESS NOTICE
Baby Marie Osborne, the clever Pathe child
star, returned week
to the
of
in her latest theatre
feature on
entitled
" The Sawdust Doll." Those who have found the
previous Baby Marie subjects of interest will
certainly
before the enjoy
camera,this,
for thethelatest
plot ofhashera efforts
refreshing
originality about it, is developed with skill, and
contains generous amounts of comedy and
suspense. Baby Marie plays her role with her
usual sincerity and zest while the supporting
cast includes Jack Connolly, Claire Du Brey,
William Quinn and the inevitable little pickaninny
of all Baby Marie pictures.
The star assumes the role of Sally Lou, the
motherless daughter of Jim Davis, the village
blacksmith. The manner in which the picture
gains its title is brought in through the medium
of a clever little episode. The child gets her
father to buy her a large sawdust doll, almost
as large as a human being, that she may have
a " mother." But this scarcely serves to fill the
void
in Sally
Lou's
There
her
opportunity
to get
a reallife.
mother
and comes
she makes
the
most
of
it.
A
travelling
beauty
doctor's
demonstrator, Rose Budd, a former cabaret performer, has been stranded in the town and Sally
Lou naively suggests that her father make her
his wife! And Jim Davis thinks somewhat kindly
of the idea too.
This is as far as we will pilot the characters
here. Their adventures, however, constitute a
most amusing photoplay. It was written by
Agnes Johnston, a scenarist who has contributed
several screen
of Maryvalues
Pickford's
knows
as well continuites
as any otherandin who
the
field.

THE STORY
Sally Lou is the motherless daughter of Jim
Davis,forthehisvillage
Jim a hasn't
much
time
child blacksmith.
and she leads
very lonely
existence. She persuades her father to buy her
an immense sawdust doll to take the place of
the real mother. And for a time she is happy
with the imitation. There comes to the village
a travelling beauty doctor and his demonstrator.
Rose Budd, once a cabaret performer. The
townsfolk
do not
takeleaves
kindly
the indoctor's
beauty
so he
the toplace
haste,
desertingrecipes,
the girl.
Through the good offices of Jim she obtains
employment in the local drug store. Sally Lou
is attracted to Rose and eventually tells her
father
wouldn'ta make
bad mother.
Jim
thinks that
the she
suggestion
prettya good
one himself
and a short while afterward Rose and he are
married. But the ex-cabaret performer doesn't
make
very goodRaynor,
blacksmith's
She which,
turns
to thea druggist,
for a wife.
flirtation
though it starts innocently enough, soon assumes
serious proportions.
Jim determines to enlist and Rose determines
to elope. But Sally Lou saves the day. She
hears from her pickaninny friend that Raynor
plans to dynamite the troop train on which Jim
will be travelling. This information she communicates to Rose. Between them they manage to flag
the train
SallyLouLou's
doll.
The
troops
are by
savedigniting
and Sally
is the
heroine
of the day. And this near-catastrophe reunites
Jim and his wife.
CATCH LINES
Baby Marie Osborne and the delightful little
pickaninny
again in a comedy-drama that all will
enjoy.
Sally Lou wanted a mother so she suggested
that her father marry Rose Budd, a former
cabaret performer. Rose was quite willing and
so was Jim but see how the union was brought
about in " The Sawdust Doll," Baby Marie
Osborne's latest.
Written by Agnes Johnston, one of the most
skilled of scenarists in the art. Mary Pickford
has. produced several of her continuities.
A story for women and children and men —
written
from theDoll
woman's
by a woman.
The Sawdust
saved viewpoint
the troop train.
A planned elopement that turned into a rescue
party.
PROGRAM READER
BabystarMarie
'charming
little
Pathe
will beOsborne,
seen here the
shortly
in her latest
Pathe
feature
entitled
"
The
Sawdust
Doll."
This is considered one of the best of her subjects by the producers as, besides offering the
diminutive star, a thoroughly congenial role, it
provides a plot filled with comedy and sustaining
situations. It was written by Agnes Johnston, a
skilled scenarist who has contributed a number
of
and continuities
who is ableto toMary
get aPickford's
refreshingproductions
viewpoint
on all the plots that she turns out. " The Saw-

dust Doll " is by no means the least of her work.
The comedy
nize as quite innewit most
while oftheourplaypatrons
betweenwilltherecogstar
and her little companion, the pickaninny, is delightful to theforextreme.
is scheduled
exhibition" ThehereSawdust
on Doll "
and the management has secured a
number of other pictures of interest to completethe program.
"THOU SHALT NOT "
(Continued from Page 2179)
small descriptive matter couched in appropriate
language, it should bring you good houses all
this
Don't be afraidbe ofafraid
through the showing.
is, don't
old — that
because itit asis old.
theme
this might be
In fact
advertising
of
the
the very way to advertise it. A statement tothan
is "olderas anjr
"Thou Shalt
thatcivilization
fact
as appealing
but Not"
modern
ever pictured," will gain you your patrons
drama
confidence and at the same time will be backing
up the story with the truth.
Use Miss Nesbit's name prommently. Her
name sells, even though today she is more than
a name to many picture patrons. Play her up
prominently and follow along with the title in
combiand position.
prominent
just as nation
alluring toThethe passshould provetypedoubly
of the cast both Crauford
erby. As for the rest
known.
Kent and Gladden James are favorablystars
and
with the biggest
have worked
They various
companies. A line to the effect that
with
they
amiss. appear in the supporting cast will not come
ACCESSORIES
PAPER: — One one-sheet; one
three-sheet; one six-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11
x 14 scene stills and title card are
This selection constiprovided.
tutes a complete display. One 22
x 28 of scene and one 22 x 28 of
star are also furnished.
CUTS :— There are one-column
and thumbnail cuts of star obtainable on this production as on all
pictures featuring Baby Marie.
These are suitable for use either
in dressing advertisements, for the
text columns or newspapers or for
SLIDE announcements.
AND MUSIC CUE
program
SHEET are also obtainable at all
Pathe branches.
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Program for the production of William
Farnum subjects for the Fox Company
has been arranged for several months in
advance, it was made known at the studios
the week of March 22. Mr. Farnum has
made the last scenes for the first subject he
filmed since returning West, and the next
piceure to be filmed is an adaptation from
Zane Grey's novel, " The Lone Star
Ranger," and following this will come
" The Last of the Duanes " by the same author. After this, it is proposed that Mr.
Farnum shall be starred in a massive
super-production which the Fox organization propose to make a classic of the screen.
Story for this is now being prepared. J.
Gordon Edwards, director general, is to
continue as Mr. Farnum's director in the
making of all of these subjects.
Mr. Farnum has returned from spending two weeks at Palm Springs Canyon,
where the exteriors • for "Wolves of the
Night " were taken, and immediately preparations were made for a new picture.
Living up to his past ability as a screen
fighter, Mr. Farnum fought three men who
had been the cause of his troubles in
" Wolves of the Night," and, true to the
script, was the victor of the battle against
odds. Charles Clary, Lamar Johnstone
and G. Raymond Nye were Farnum's opponents.
The William Fox western studio in the
foothills of Hollywood was the location
used for exteriors of " The Coming of the
Law," being directed by Arthur Rosson,
which has Tom Mix as star. It is planned
that as soon as this picture is completed.
Ed. Le Saint will begin the filming of
" The Romance of Cow Hollow." Juanita
Hansen has been engaged to play the role
opposite Mix in this coming production.
General Manager Sol Wurtzel has added
a number of exceptionally well-known
players to the Fox list of supporting actors and actresses, and now Louise Lovely,
Charles Clary, Betty Schade, Tom Santchi, Colleen Moore, Irene Rich, and a number of others are to be seen on the Fox
studio stages daily working in the various
productions now being made.

Charles Swickard has been engaged by
Metro to serve as director, and has already taken up the work of preparing to
direct the next May Allison subject, which
will be " Her Father's Wife," written by E.
V. Durling. This has a Swiss mountain
will spend ten days or two weeks in the
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tled "Rustling a Bride," has been wholly
completed.
Director James Cruze, with a company
including Wallace Reid, Grace Darmond,
and others, is still in Northern California
making exteriors for " The Valley of
Giants," and Robert Vignola is making
the last scenes for the Vivian Martin pic"A Home Town Girl," at the Morosco ture,studios.
Tests have been made of make-up and
costumes for the Capt. Robert Warwick
Special Artcraft from the play, " Secret
Service." Aside from the leading woman,
Shirley Mason, no others have been cast
for this film. Hugh Ford is t@ be the
director.

i

vicinity, of Truckee, Cal. Miss Lee's most
setting, and to quote Miss Allison and her
director such scenery is as scarce in California as the much discussed Swiss navy.
Bert Lytell is next to play under the direction of George D. Baker, taking the
role of the young minister, who during
the week conducted a grocery store as
chronicled in the Saturday Evening Post
story, " In the Lion's Den." Alice Lake is
to continue as Lytell's leading woman in
this picture.
The Viola Dana Company is home from
two weeks spent in the redwood timber
company on exteriors for " Madelon of
the Redwood," and the Nazimova organization is continuing on the production of
" The Brat." Almost all of one day this
latter company had the use of a block in
the downtown district of Los Angeles, and
made scenes using the stage entrance of
Grauman's theatre. The street was roped
off and all traffic was stopped.

The promised activities at the Lasky
Hollywood studio have not materialized
because of requirements in preparation of
stories and settings, and but one company
continues actively at work here, that finishing the C. B. De Mille Artcraft Special
from the pen of Edgar Selwyn, " For Better for Worse."
Story
has been prepared and filming will
be started by Lila Lee and Company directed by Irvin Willat. This will be a
snow picture, and while the settings are
being prepared at the studio, the company
recent subject filmed in Arizona and ti-

-

The Universal Company is shortly to introduce a new kind of animal pictures,
and with this end in view have engaged
Major Jack Allen to direct the making of
these. All officers of the Universal are reticent with respect to the making of the
new pictures, and about the only information given out is that Allen will direct and
play the only human part in the animal
comedies.
After four weeks preparatory work Allen Holubar began the filming of the comDorothy Phillips
" The AnderLight,"
with ingWilliam
Stowellrelease,
and Robert
son in the principal roles of the supporting
cast. It is expected that at least six weeks
will be required for the filming of this
Director Paul Powell is nearing the completion of the Mary MacLaren story,
play.

Bessie Barriscale, in the B. B. Feature, " A
Trick of Fate," distributed by Robertson-Cole

April
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" Prairie Gold," and with the assistance of
his scenario writer, Elmer Elsworth, is
preparing the next story. The present subject which has an exceptionally big cast
of well-known players will be finished within a week.
j The Lyons & Moran Company not content with one leading woman, have this
week added the second in the person of
Marion Mason. Mildred Moore, who has
been with this company for the past several months, will also continue. Lyons and
Moran have just finished filming " Fish
Out of Water," and are now engaged in
the making of " The Model Husband."
Universal City had more than a usual
thrill this week when Charley, the big
elephant, broke his chain and started to
explore the San Fernando Valley. The
riot call was sent to the cowboys, zoo
attaches, and a posse of 200 horseman and
footman were soon after the big beast
that in many instances had proven to the
beholder that he was temperamental. After three hours he was driven back to his
barn, and induced to back in when a new
chain was snapped about his left hind
foot. Terror reigned throughout the entire valley while Charley was at liberty.
Harry Lyons, elder brother of Eddie
Lj-ons, Universal comedian, died Wednesday, March 12, of heart disease, and the
funeral was held Saturday, March 15. The
deceased has played in films for the past
three years, taking character parts under
the name of Harry Nolan. He leaves a
widow and children and a big circle of
friends in the film colony.

^Ufere and
UIier&y
Plans are to be announced within the
very near future by Thomas H. Ince for at
least one company to work at New York in
the making of two or three film plays for
the Paramount Program. Dorothy Dalton is to be starred in these plays, and
she will go East with a company as soon
as the subject she is now playing in " A
Man's Wife " is completed. This is now
being directed by Joseph de Grasse.
The Enid Bennett Company directed by
Fred Niblo has finished the filming of
the story titled, " Stepping Out," and the
star and friend husband, Director Niblo,
are enjoying a well-earned vacation at
Coronado. It is planned that several additional companies will shortly be organized at the Ince studio.
Samuel Goldwyn after five years of trying, has at last accomplished a desire —
namely, that Thompson Buchanan, easily
the best known young American playwright, is now a member of the Goldwyn
scenario staff, which is in charge of J. G.
Hawks. Mr. Goldwyn made a contract
with Buchanan which becomes effective
April 15, when he begins his work at the
Goldwyn studios at Culver City. Buchanan will be remembered as the author
of " A Woman's Way," Grace George's
successful play; "Life," successful New
York melodrama, and made his debut as a
scenario writer with the Goldwyn production, starring Tom Moore in " Thirty a
Week." The contract with Buchanan was
consummated in Chicago when Mr. Goldwyn was en route to Los Angeles.

Madge
Kennedy's
production
from
a book
and playnext
written
by Jeromeis
K.
Jerome,
its filming"
present the
story
in itsand
fourth
form. will
Originally
the
play was produced, starring Fannie Ward,
under the title of " The New Lady Bancock," next it came out as a novel under
the title, " Fannie and the Servant Problem." Last season the story was used as a
plot for the New Amsterdam theatre musical comedy, " The Rainbow Girl." It is
not definitely stated which title will be
used for the screen production. Miss Kennedy, who has enjoyed an extended vacation to the present time, will begin work in
this production on Monday, March 24, under the direction of Clarence G. Badger.
Tom Moore within a few days will complete the scenes for " The City of Com-
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rades,'" and his next vehicle is to be the
screen adaptation of an extremely wellknown play. Elaborate settings for this
have been prepared, and cast will be
named within a few days.
Tom Moore, it is stated by Mr. Goldwyn,
is to continue as a Goldwyn star for the
next five years, which is a corroboration
of, similar report carried in Motion Picture News several weeks ago. Moore
originally made a three-year contract with
the Goldwyn Film Corporation, and a few
weeks ago . this was extended two more
Plans have been perfected ,for the proyears. duction of two new subjects at the Goldwyn studio, one to be another Rex Beach
story directed by Reginald Barker, and the
other a Mabel Normand subject filmed under the direction of Victor Schertzinger.
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1914, and still he has a smile
Fair and Rainy.
that won't come off.
Francis Ford is back.
A fellow named Barrymore has
Joe Brandt is flitting eastward. come
into our midst and the same
Enidwork this
Bennett
is
doing
housefloor,
and hung out his shingle
week.
as representative of a certain
R. Cecil Smith has bid good- reflector of the dramatic world.
bye to Pneumonia.
Olive Thomas and Claire Du
Dick
Willis sends HOOKUM Brey
jointly vamped the skipper
an essay on Thought.
of
an cisco
old when
freighter
at Sanmaking
FranAnd now we learn that George
they were
Holt is a director.
scenes, and he forgot his grouch
Jack fire
Kerrigan
slept through
invitedSalisbury
'em to call
again.being
hotel
in Mobile,
Atlanta,a andMonroe
is now
once.
referred
to
as
the
Mansfield
of
Allen Holubar claims to have a
Screen, and the Otis Skinner
hat that cost $57 — mostly in tips. the
celluloid.
Anyone familEdith Roberts admits she _ is of theiar with
stage . celebrities
will
happy and
contentedRay.
as leading understand what this means.
woman
for Charley
Clarence
G.
Badger
is
to
have
And now we learn that klean new home in the foothills near
kut komedies are to be made by aHollywood,
just to be sure
the Kewpie Komedy Kompany. it's built the and
way he wants it to
be
built,
he
is
building
himself.
Mariebition isWalcamp's
greatest amto own a hacienda
left Some sage has said, " itversatility
nia.
by the Spanish settlers in Califor- thou art a jewel."
Hampton needed a wedJim Corbett claims the fight- Jesse
scene ior an" The
Best Man,"
ing game has it over the pictures and ding
secured
the bride and
in at least one respect — the ness minister, and honest-to-goodclothes.
Up to the minute of going to groom
er theyarearestillorwondering
are not.whethMr.
press Charlie Chaplin had not Hampton is sure a stickler for
detail.
shipped
"
Sunnyside
"
to
the
laboratories.
Charley
was
whileMurray's
he and house
Mrs. MurCharley
Ray admits
his for
educa-he robbed
tion has been
neglected,
ray
were
absent
from
home
does not understand the terms of Sunday, March 16, and the bur-on
a poker game.
glars stole everything including
Doug.
Fairbanks
was out
pay- Charley's green shirt. But they
ing social
obligations
Monday,
left
him
and called on Bill Farnum at Bill Patrick's hisDay.green necktie for St.
Fox's studio.
compiled
Kathleen Kirkham, by the aid Sy Snyder haslingo
whicha glostells
of her trusty .45, shooed a bur- what saryallof film
the terms regarding a
glar out of her house at two a.m. film picture
mean.
_
A
director,
all alone.
the tect
glossary
the archiand buildersays,
of a ispicture
play.
Tom Ince gave a New Year's
partycalendar,
this weekbut
— he_just
didn'tneeded
lose If you don't believe it, ask any
his
scenes of this kind for a Dor- producer.
Kathleen O'Connor has stepped
othy Dalton film.
J. P. McGowan has bought a forth tivewith
names afornumber
dances ofthatsuggesmay
bulldog to watch over his dress- be introduced in the future.
Here's
a
few
:
Stretch
the
garing
room
and
offices
while
he's
filming scenes to prevent further
ter; Slip the slipper; prance the
burglaries.
the corset, and
When J. S. Woodside, who pumps ; jingleHollywood
HOOKwrites pieces for the paper for others UM which
from publishing.
Tom Ince, beats off the word Harry refrains
is
authority
" work " on the typewriter, _ he for the Leonhardt
statement that Poppy
always begins it with a capital. Comedies, Inc., did not have its
Juanita Hanson was once an birth on the Alexandria mystic
extra girl, and then she got a job
wastalked
organized by showat thirtymatelydollars
Ulti- rug, but
men who
she hopes a toweek.
live down
and cash
at the sameshow-business
time. He
her bathing suit record.
further
states
Sam Rork is back amongst us, does not proposetheto corporation
spend
now general manager of the sucker money, for it has none anyto
Kathrine MacDonald Pictures
Corp., that has hung out its spend.
Bill Wrigley, Mrs. Wrigley,
shingle
at the old Biograph stu- son Wrigley and daughter Wrigdios.
ley, and all the other Wrigleys
Frank E. Woods has supervised
the production of more than 570 who help to making chewing
feature motion picture films since [ gum famous, were guests of Bill
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Farnum at the studio, and Bill
showed
proficient hetheis
in
the 'em
art how
of masticating
stick-with-em substance, and Bill
was so good that Bill Wrigley
gave him
a permit Islands
to makewhich
pictures on Catalina
Wrigley recently purchased.
FILMS— ONE PRICE BUSIFluctuationNESS?
of quotations for
films is exceptionally well illustrated by a deal recently comby one of our
well-knownA
coast pleted
exchange
managers.
New York company wired him
quotations
on a aspecial
ject ten cents
foot short
with subtwo
prints for the territory. The exchangeman
wired
back
an
acceptance, but theandstenographer
a mistake
instead of made
two
prints
said
two
Then came anothercents
wire per
from foot.
the
east asking " what is the best
price youtory,"will
pay Exchangeman
for the terriwired back andtenMr.
cents per foot for
the first print and five cents per
foot for the second. Whereupon
he added another $100 to the
profit and loss column. It is suggested byMike
the editor
of HOOKUM that
Rosenberg
buy a
dinner for film rowites of Seattle,
or at least a new dress for the
stenographer.
DAYS
IRISH CELEBRATE
BIRTHTwo well-known characters of
exactly the same age celebrated
their birthdays being
on St. Patrick's
Day,
17.
Friend thewifesame
of one gaveMarch
a dinner
party at their palatian home in
Hollywood
almostbirthday
ended
in
a row. Awhich
wonderful
cake containing,
well, we anddon'tat
know
how many candles,
least four feet in width, was
brought on to the table. Mounted on the
was respect
an airplane, top
practicalof inthisevery
and tonoperated
by
an
electric
butat the bottom _of the cake.
The other celebrater and his
friends tiality
wereshouldchagrined
be shownthat
by parthe
hostess, all thinking there should
be two cakes. There were threatclouds and
murmurings,ening and
thenriotous
the waiter
brought on a second cake to quiet
the angry mob. It was even
larger than the first, and built
upon the top of it was a replica
of
world's
the the
million
dollargreatest
temple theatre,
of the
cinema art, electric lights, prices
and everything. This quieted
everyone, and a good time was
had by all — and so the birthdays
of Sid Chaplin and Sid Grauman
ended peacefully.
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Kitty Gordon is the United Picture Theatres' star in " Playthings of Passion," in which the accompanying scenes are incorporated
Advertising

Drive

Trade Journals and Newspapers with
Billboards in Principal Cities Exploit United Releases
J A. BERST, President of United Pic• ture Theatres, Inc., announces that following upon the high standard set for itself
in its inaugural production with Dustin
Farnum, in " The Light of Western Stars "
and with releases of still greater magnitude
following in quick succession, United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., is pursuing
a widespread advertising and publicity
campaign designed to drive home the successes already achieved and to give all possible aid and advantage to its exhibitormembers throughout the country in their
exploitation of current United releases, and
concentrate the attention of the movie-going public on forthcoming United offerings.
With this object in view a series of
effective insert pages are being published
by United in the Motion Picture Industry
Journals, liberal newspaper advertising is
being employed and a special billboard campaign carried out from all important centers
throughout the country.
It is further announced that strikingly artistic twenty-four sheets have been produced in effective colors and designs for
each of the United star attractions, Florence Reed, Kitty Gordon and Dustin Farnum, and lobby displays of a high degree of
attractiveness are not the least feature in
the exploitation program undertaken.
J. A. Berst, President of United, who has
been on the Pacific Coast for several weeks
engaged in intensive work in the interests
of the United organization, is completing a
tour of constructive inspection and will
shortly return to his executive desk in the
Mecca building.
Announcements of more than ordinary
interest, it is rumored, are likely to be
forthcoming upon his return to New York.
Mr. Berst reports a consensus of marked
satisfaction among exhibitors throughout
the country at the astonishingly high standard set by United in its releases to date.
Dustin Farnum's second United feature is
said especially to have received a wide-

by the
United
spread measure of exhibitor appreciation
for its swiftly moving story, wonderful
outdoor photography, and the effective artistry of Dustin Farnum in the star role,
the laudatory comments upon this United
production being the more notable in view
of the difficulty that always exists in duplicating ahigh standard already set, which,
in this case, was set by the " Light of West-

That
this standard has been not only
ern Stars."
reached but exceeded is evidenced, it is
said, by voluminous communication from
exhibitors now playing " A Man in the
Open," who testify that the second United
Dustin Farnum is exceeding in box office
receipts the returns of its predecessor.
Marion Davies Busy
Another Picture

on

After a two weeks' rest, Marion Davies,
following the release by Select Pictures of
" The Belle of New York," and the cutting
by Allan Dwan of her corned}- drama,
" Getting Mary Married," will start work
next week in the Paragon Studio, Fort
Lee, which has just been leased for her use,
on a pretentious new production, directed
by Allan Dwan, the title of which has not
yet been made public, according to C. F.
Zittel, head of the Marion Davies Film
Corp.
It is believed that the new story will be
the screen version of a well-known novel,
and the supporting cast will be an all-star
one.
Praises Gordon

Picture

"Playthings of Passion" was given, a
private showing before the prints were
shipped to New York, and J. A. Berst,
president of United Picture Theatres,
Inc., saw it and praised the new Kitty
Gordon picture very enthustically.
It was written by William Anthony McGdire, and directed by Wallace Worsley.

Claims

Big Variety of Interesting Features
Universal states that the greatest variety
of features yet assembled in an issue of
the New Screen Magazine are contained
in the latest issue of the Universal weekly
Number Seven scheduled for release on
April
The 4.first feature of the issue shows the
care of dogs and cats in a big animal hospital. The manner in which bowsers'
broken leg is mended, his furry coat being washed and dried by special apparatus and a course in feline dentistry are
shown.
Eileen Cotty, fifteen-year-old toe danger,
with the " Good-Morning, Judge," show,
demonstrates one of her latest dance steps
before the camera, providing the Magazine
with the seventh feature of a series of
" Moments With the Broadway Stage
A first yiew of spring styles which are
evolved from sketches by Hy Mayrer and
displayed by models from the Wooltex
studios, " Familiar Types We Read
Stars." " Laughographs," selected from
About,"
the leading newspapers of the country,
scenes demonstrating the art of selecting
millinery for youthful wearers, " A Saw
Log
Joy Ride,"
" Miracles
Mud,"
by Willie
Hopkins,andcomplete
the in
release.
Select's General Manager
Visits Omaha
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of
Select Pictures, is said to have held an enthusiastic sales conference at Omaha.
is nowcities
closing
a six weeks'
tour and
of
theHelargest
throughout
the South
Middle West, for the purpose of getting
in closer touch with his branch managers,
sonally.
salesmen and especially the exhibitors perThe conference was held on March 17th
and among those present besides Mr. Kane
were C. W. Taylor, Omaha branch manager; Messrs. Leo Levy, B. T. Cale and
M. A. Greenfield, roadmen, and also Harry
E. Lotz, Denver branch manager for Select Pictures.
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Tyrad

Announces

Showing

Trade

April 2

The first trade showing of " Your Wife
and Aline " was scheduled for Wednesday, April 2, at 3 P. M., in Wurlitzer Hall,
New York City. A great many state right
buyers and exhibitors were expected as a
general invitation to all was extended.
This is described as a super-feature made
in England and France, and is controlled
by Tyrad Pictures, Inc., of 729 Seventh
avenue.
'" In extending this invitation broadcast
to the film trade, I wish to emphasize this
point," said Jacques Tyrol, secretary-treasurer and director general of the corporation, "and that is that we expressly invite
criticism. Our personal opinion is that in
' Your Wife and Mine ' we have a rare
box-office attraction, a production that will
make money for the exhibitor because it
has all the virtues of a tried and true
money maker. And we want those who
will attend our showing to tell us with all
candor just what they think of it. We
confidently believe that they will agree with
us."
Says Picture Is Timely
An official of United Picture Theatres,
Inc., says that at a time when activities
for women, women's votes, congresswomen
and women street car conductors are part
of daily life they are presenting Kitty Gordon in a superpicture which, while in no
sense carrying a mission, whether feminine or otherwise, is timely in subject and
replete with modern day interest.
" Playthings of Passion," from the pen
of William Anthony McGuire is described
as a striking story of society and of tenement life depicting the adventures of a
young society woman who interests herself
in " uplift " work in the slums.
Geraghty with United
Tom J. Geraghty, formerly a New York
newspaper man, has been engaged by President J.A. Berst, of United Picture Theatres, Inc., to write the scenarios of the
forthcoming productions, featuring Kitty
Gordon and Dustin Farnum.
Mr. Geraghty's latest endeavors have
been " The Unpardonable Sin," " A Heart
in Pawn " and " A One-Hundred Per-Cent
American."

Gladys Brockwell, presented by William Fox
in " Pitfalls of a Big City "

ACCORDING to reports from England,
a fine tribute has been paid to the
British Film Industry. The Official Mayflower Celebration Committee, under the
Presidency of His Royal Highness the Duke
of Connaught, has authorized the Harma
Film Company to produce the official
" Mayflower " film, which will be exploited
on both sides of the water in connection
with the Mayflower Tercentenary.
Both President Wilson and the British
Premier have expressed their interest in
the project and have written to the company commending the idea, it is said.
" The plans of the ' Mayflower Celebration film,' " writes President Wilson, " interest me very much indeed, and I hope sincerely that these plans will meet with the
most gratifying success. The trip of the
Mayflower, as we now look back to it, has
a new and fresh significance.
" It was the first movement of the shuttle
which has woven so close a fabric of intimacy between the two sides of the water."
Lloyd-George says : " At this momentous

time when America is indissolubly linked
with us in extending liberty all over the
world, the official cinematograph of the
Mayflower story will do much to show the
people both of America and of this country
what we together owe to our forefathers,
to quicken their love of Liberty and to
establish that peace for which the descendants of the men of the ' Mayflower ' have
fought and died side by side with our

G. W.

Griffith Photography
that sterling young actor has yet essayed.
It is that of the son of a man who owns
a string of shipyards. A brother has enlisted in the army immediately after America's entrance into the war, but when our
boy's card comes through Uncle Sam's
mill it is found that he isn't any larger,
any wiser or any better than the son of
the poorest laborer in the employ of the
shipyard owner. Despite the fact that the
son is placed at work in the shipyard at a
job the old man has decided is essential, the
draft detectives insist that a woman can
file time cards just as well as he can, and
a few days later the young man awakes
with a stiff back and sore feet, due to drilling about eight and one-half hours the
preceding day. After some days of torture
he learns how not to weaken. The role is
said to open to Mr. Harron a new line of
honors which even he himself did not know
he deserved.

NO

Bitzer

Scores

on

more beautiful photography has ever
been seen in motion pictures, it is said,
than that in " The Girl Who Stayed at
Home," D. W. Griffith's latest Artcraft
production, which is released March 23.
This photography, of course, is the work
of George William Bitzer, who has been
chief cameraman for Mr. Griffith since the
latter's early Biograph days. Conspicuous
for their beauty are a number of portrait
close-ups of Carol Dempster and Richard
Barthelmess, done in Mr. Bitzer's distinctive style and by the process which he himself discovered and made first use of in
Mr. Griffith's Artcraft picture, " The Greatest Thing in Life." The longer shots, too,
are said to be strikingly artistic, the great
director and his cameraman outdoing even
the best of their former efforts.
The role which Robert Harron has in
" The Girl Who Stayed at Home," is said
to be probably the most interesting which

The theme
British
sons." of this big film is an international one, and with the official commendation of the heads of the two governments
it will be looked upon on both sides of the
water as a great historical production of
mutual interest.
Harry Maze Jenks, the proprietor of
Harma Photo-Plays, is most enthusiastic
about this production, and is anxious that
every detail in connection with the voyage
of the Pilgrim Fathers from Plymouth
Sound to America should be correct and
authentic. He has just arrived in America
with his technical adviser.
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Jesse L. Lasky presents Fred Stone in " Johnny Get Your Gun," Artcraft release. Charles Ray appears to be making progress in " The Sheriff's
Son," a Paramount.
Vivian Martin stars in " Little Comrade "

in "Veiled Adventure"
Constance Talmadge
"""THE VEILED ADVENTURE" is girl, who is engaged to Reggie Crocker.
*■ the title of the Constance Talmadge
One night she finds a woman's veil in his
pocket, but before she has a chance to
production to follow her current Select respeak to him about it, Reggie goes away
lease, Experimental
"
Marriage," which
Lewis J. Selznick states is receiving an
on a trip, saying that he will not be home
enormous volume of advance dates in first until the night their engagement is made
run houses throughout the country.
public. In the meantime, Geraldine becomes acquainted with Dick Annesly, a
Julia Crawford Ivers wrote both the ordiamond in the rough from Texas.
iginal story and the scenario of " The
Dick has a few ideas of his own conV eiled Adventure." This is the first original story to be used as picture material for
cerning women, but Geraldine takes matters
Constance Talmadge this season, her most
in hand and proceeds to " teach him a lesrecent attractions, " Experimental MarAccording to the synopsis and advance
riage," Romance
"
and Arabella," " Who
Cares?" "A Lady's Name," "Mrs. Leffinginformation from the coast, " The Veiled
well's Boots," " Sauce for the Goose," and
Adventure " gives promise of being one of
" A Pair of Silk Stockings" having been
Miss Talmadge's most pleasing vehicles.
Thereson."is plenty of action and an unusually
adapted from plays or novels by prominent
authors.
entertaining plot. Another important consideration isa very capable cast, including
The story is being directed by Walter
in addition to Mr. Ford, Stanhope WheatEdwards,
and
Miss
Talmadge's
leading
man
will be Harrison Ford.
croft, Vera Doria, Rosita Marstini, T. D.
Crittenden, Eddie Sutherland, Margaret
The plot of " The Veiled Adventure " Loomis
and Vera Sisson.
concerns Geraldine Barker, a young society
Raver Comments
Upon
TJARRY RAVER, producer, under
A *■ Four Star auspices of " As a Man
Thinks," film version of Augustus
Thomas' speaking stage success of that
name, now practically completed, considers
the new picture to be a striking illustration of the value of direct co-operation between author, producer, director and star.
" The trouble with too many so-called
adaptations," said Mr. Raver, " is that they
are not adaptations at all, but mere 'mechanical make-shifts carrying titles that
are considered to have commercial value,
but having little else to commend them to
the exhibitor.
" Everybody familiar with Augustus
Thomas' work knows that his plays, from
the time he wrote ' Editha's Burglar ' in
1889 up to and including his latest offering, 'The Copperhead,' now enjoying success, have been action plays — plays in
which people do things every minute, as
distinguished from plays in which people

"As a Man
Thinks"
say much and do little.
" ' Alabama,' ' Colonel Carter of Cartersville,' ' The Earl of Pawtucket,' ' The
Witching Hour,' ' The Education of Mr.
Pipp,' and, in fact, all of the thirty-two
Thomas plays I happen to recall, are so full
of action, and the plots are so cohesive, that
it would be quite possible to film the original speaking stage situations and achieve
fairly satisfactory pictorial drama as a reClaims Denver Record
Mary
Minter in " The Amazing Imsult." Miles
postor." isreported to have broken all boxoffice records in a three-day run at the
Strand theatre in Denver.
A. F. Meaghan is said to have declared
that " our patrons were delighted. The
story was good, photography and lighting
effects superb, the cast exceedingly well
chosen, settings, acting and direction above
criticism."

Publishes Some
rigures
A study of figures
has been published
by United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc.
Theycampaign
mark thefor
course
United's
intensive
stockof franchise
members — a campaign that began on March
3 last.
These figures are really a growth-chart.
They show an increase in the number of
United Theatres of more than 473 per
cent, in a period of five months.
These figures, which United officials say
can be vouched for before a notary if
United

necessary,
that on' August
31 last
United had show
374 theatres.
On September
30, United had 413 theatres. On October
31 United had 494 theatres. On November 30 there were 600 theatres in United.
On December 31 the number of United
theatres was 923 — then began the big progress in United growth. On January 31,
1919, there were 1,411 theatres enrolled
in United. On February 23 the number
was 1,884. On March 22 there were 2,144
United theatres in the United States.
Fine

Role

Selected for

Earle Williams
Vitagraph reports that in selecting Frederic Van Rensselaer Dey's sensational
novel, " A Gentleman of Quality," as a
screen production for Earle Williams,
Vitagraph gave to Mr. Williams what will
rank as perhaps the most powerful role he
hasHe had
sinse the
he played
" The toChristian."
is given
opportunity
do some
extremely clever character work.
Pearl White

Serial Pro-

Work is progressing rapidly on the big
Pearl White-Robert
W. Chambers serial,
gresses
" In Secret," which
is being produced by
George B. Seitz, Inc., for release by Pathe.
This striking combination of the talents
of the world's most famous serial star and
America's most popular author is arousing
unusual
lic alike. interest among exhibitors and pub-
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The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who
have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. _ And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to January' 5, 1919.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitors who are ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have nc
hesitancy in booking this for the full run." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture liked by all and well produced.
Big to average business." " Good, but patrons are tired of war stories.
Average to big business." " Good picture. War stuff dead. Average
business." " Big business two days." " Good picture. Average business. War plays dead here."
Consensus — " Good
good puller." GRIFFITH (JAN.6).JAN. 11
ADVENTURE
SHOP,picture,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Star not popular here. Picture not much."
Consensus
Satisfactory
picture,CUNARD
average puller."
AFTER THE— "WAR
(ARGOSY)
(JAN 26)
JAN. 11
"Timely subject possessing unusual advertising possibilities." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
A strongly
withgood
star'soffering
work for
exceptionally good,—as " well
as her dramatic
support. story
Another
city trade. Good business." " Big business two days on this Universal
Special."— " Satisfactory production, good puller."
Consensus
ALIAS
MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
"
A
real
characterTHE
the centre
of fine story."
— M. P.(FEB.
News.2). FEB. 8
AMAZING human
IMPOSTER,
(AMERICAN)
MINTER
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
AMAZING
THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN MAR. 29
(APR. 'WIFE,
7)
(Six Parts)
can go .the
limit." — M.
P. News.STOREY
AS " Here's
THE one
SUN on which
WENT youDOWN
(METRO)
EDITH
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 22
" Edith Storey in screen version of Baker's play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture just fair. Star does not draw in this
house." " Has some great comedy throughout but in some places tends
too much on serial order."
Consensus
" FairYORK,
picture,THEaverage
puller." MARION DAVIES. .FEB. 10
BELLE
OF —NEW
(SELECT)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
With
al
the
advertising
stage success
had butof
the same name, one would expect to break allthe records
with this,
nothing smashed except faith in human nature. Why try to make a
screen star outof Marion Davies? It can't be done. She's no better
than when she started her first Select. Average to poor business."
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
"Novel and verv entertaining: characterizations good." — AT. P. News.
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10).. MAR. 22
" Bert LytellTHEexcellent
in murderELVIDGE
mystery tale."
P. News. JAN. 18
BLUFFER,
(WORLD)
(JAN.— M.20)
" An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing program offering." Average business."
Consensus
picture,
puller." MAE MARSH (FEB. 2)
BONDAGE —OF" Pleasing
BARBARA,
THEaverage
(GOLDWYN)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
" Very poor
picture.
Mae
Marsh does her best under the circumstances.
Average
to big But
to average business." " Mae Marsh does not draw here. Fair production to
average business." " Very good picture to big business." " Drew few
and pleased few."
Consensus
" Fair picture,
average puller."
BONDS OF— HONOR
(EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL)
HAYAKAWA
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 8
" This picture should not fail to please wholly." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid in every particular." " Very good.
Pleased our patrons. Big business." " A dandy picture. Very gripping. Best double exposure ever produced. All pleased." " A good
drawing card. Star liked in this picture. Fell down on third day."
Consensus
— " Splendid picture,
strong GISH
puller." (FEB. 16)
BOOTS (PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY
MAR. 15
Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasing." THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
BRAND,
(Seven Parts)
" A RexBUTTONS
Beach stnrv(AMERICAN)
of the far North
that rinosRUSSELL
the hell." — (MAR.
M. P. News.
BRASS
WILLIAM
30)
MAR. 22
" A lot OF
of snap
zest to this comedy
drama." —(FEB
M. P.2)
News. FEB. IS
BREED
MEN and(ARTCRAFT)
W. S. HART
" Star
News. registers strongly in one that should please everybody." — M. P.

Exhibitor
Comment—"
Very Has
good. too Big
have bigto
change his
style of work.
manybusiness.
imitators. Hart
Drewwilla very
opening and sent them out pleased. An average Hart picture." " Bill
put them in on this one and they liked it."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, strong puller."
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WOLBER (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
" Shows its age plainly. Hot stuff for hero worshippers." — M. P. News.
CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
" ' Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. We had no complaints." " Well liked.
Extra big business." "Average business." " Brockwell and cast
great. This should be a special. It's got the goods."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, goo i puller."
CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6) .JAN. 4
"Popular Alice Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
-" Not good.
" Joyce misplaced.
Has no Comment
right in —comedies.
PicturePoornot business."
liked. Consequently
business
' flopped ' after opening." " Fair. Poor vehicle for Alice Joyce."
"Pleased all." "Not so good as 'Everybody's Girl." " Average business." "Average business."
Consensus
averaoe puller."
CAROLYN — OF" Fair
THEpicture,
CORNERS
(PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 9)
MAR 1
" Strong story,
but a little loose.
MumanC. K.
touches
plentiful."
M. P. FEB.
News. 1
CHEATING
CHEATERS
(SELECT)
YOUNG
(JAN.— 19)..
" Crook play that gives star chance to do excellent work." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Young coming back. Big business."
" Very good.
Big business
three daj-s."
" Superb cast.
handled.
Photography
good. Pleasing
and entertaining.
Big Well
business
seven
days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 22
(FEB.OF16)
" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorAGAIN
CommentSMITH
— " Big business."
COME
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
(FEB. 10)
,
FEB. 1
" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy comedy drama to big business." " Picture well liked. Star just average."
Consensus —CAUSE,
" Fine THE
picture,(BLACKTON-VITA)
good puller."
COMMON
(JAN. 5) DEC. 7-14
" Contains
all
elements
necessary
to pleasing entertainment." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best war picture we have run or seen yet.
Drew big business and pleased all." " Good picture but public tired of
war
poor war
business."
but
many picture.
people doAverage
not careto for
pictures." Pleased
Extra bigtheandpatrons
big busiConsensus—CLAY
" Fine (PATHE)
picture, good
puller." WARD (MARCH 2) FEB. 8
COMMON
FANNIE
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-office attracbusinessTWOseven (WORLD)
days."
ness."tion. BigFOR
COURAGE
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Big business
two days."
CRAVING,
THE (BLUEBIRD)
FRANCIS
FORD (JAN. 13) . JAN. 18
" Holds suspense clear through. Staging well done." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A novelty in photography, nothing more. Might
go strong in 'bone-dry' territory as a ' turrible ' example of what
' likker ' will do to a man. Business was a poor average." " Big
Consensus — " Good picture, satisfactory puller."
CREAKING
STAIRS
(UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) MARY MACbusiness." LAREN
(FEB. 10)
Exhibitor Comment — " Good story of suspense and thrills with no padthe job everv
second. HUFF
Big to(MAR.
average3)business."
CROOK dingOFbut everybody
DREAMS on(WORLD)
LOUISE
MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
Clever story
with
star
in
appealing
role."
—
M.
P.
News.
Comment — " A good program picture. World is waking up at
and making(GOLDWYN)
better stuff. MADGE
Average business."
DAYlastDREAMS
KENNEDY (JAN. 12) JAN. 25
" One of the REAL artistic offerings; cast excellent." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They don't enthuse over Miss Kennedy here.
very poor
our patrons
said Aso.shame
Poortobusiness."
"This
Suchwasa picture
is apicture
crime.andNobody
satisfied.
take the
money.
Never
again."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
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DIVORCEE, THE (METRO) ETHEL BARRYMORE (JAN. 20). JAN. 25
" Star in a brilliant screen achievement." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The sort of a picture that will fill your house and
cure your
box-office.
At least in
will behasover
heads
of small
town patrons.
Thecities,
best but
thingpossibly
Barrymore
had thein
ages. And she makes the most of it." " Very good picture. Big busines ." "Good picture. Well liked. Average business." " Average
business two days."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
DON'T
YOUR HUSBAND (ARTCRAFT) DE MILLE'S
(JAN.CHANGE
26)
FEB. 8
" Points a moral to married folk, or those to be married." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fine production. One of the best. Big
business." " Extra big business seven, days straight." " This with
Arbuckle comedy packed them in and patrons raved over the feature."
" Extra big business seven days." " Great picture, tremendous drawing
Consensus
" Excellent
production, strong
puller." JAN. 6)
power." — THE
DRIFTERS,
(HODKINSON)
KERRIGAN(
Exhibitor Comment — " Story, star and cast very good. Photography and
direction good. Finishing poor. Very spotted and the titles all exceptionally dark, detracting greatly from good qualities of production. A
fault that this producer don't remedy, even with all the complaints."
" Only average. Long time since we had an old-time Kerrigan picConsensus
" Satisfactory picture,
averageRE1D
puller."(JAN. 19) JAN. 25
DUB, ture."
THE —(PARAMOUNT)
WALLACE
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture." " Immense."
" Good picture, average drawiug power."
A fair Reid picture. Big business."
" Average business. Star well liked here. Story well done. Regular
program release. ' Good picture ' is the verdict." " A rattling good
program offering. Will please any class audience."
Consensus
" ExcellentTHEproduction,
good puller."
ECHO OF —YOUTH,
(GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
"
Cast
isgood
and
picture
is
clean
and
compelling."
—
M.
P.
News.
ENCHANTED BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
27)
JAN. 25
" Has all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Average business."
END OF THERIGANGAME,
THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KER(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
"
Too
much
footage
in
Western of(FEB.
'49 days."
— M. P. News. FEB. 8
FAITH (METRO) BERTthisLYTELL
3)
"Exhibitor
Picture with
deep —appeal
excellent
— M. P.
Comment
Onlyandfair.
Star star."
is capable
of News.
bigger and better
things. Average and poor business." " Just another of those pictures
that maketypeMetro
the most
consistent
market."in a way
"A
peculiar
of picture
in that
it was soprogram
simple, onbut the
handled
that put it over big. Big business."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture, average puller." WALTHALL
FALSE
FACES,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
(FEB. 16)
MAR 1
(Seven Parts)
"Strong melodrama of the spy sort: should please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Great production.
Lacks big
star." "impossible
Splendid
picture. Comment
Highly —entertaining.
Good acting.
Seemingly
story but thrilling. Photography good. Big business seven days."
ConsensusFOR— " Excellent
strong puller."
FIGHT
LOVE, Aproduction,
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING DESTINY (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Star
News. in another fine fighting picture with mystery touch." — M. P.
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN. 27)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
"An
example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost." — M.
P. News.
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
Average THE
business."
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
considers picture
— M. P. News. (JAN. 19)
FOR
THE FREEDOM
OF good
THE throughout."
EAST (GOLDWYN)
(Six Parts)
JAN. 25
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P. News.
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Heart
News. appeal is there and photography and sets also good." — M. P.
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
"
Madlaine
Traverse
in
story
of
woman's
revenge."
—
M.
P.
News.
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
" Pictures in this class are rarity these days.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Just under the wire. Average
business."— " Good picture, satisfactory puller."
Consensus
GENTLEMAN
OF QUALITY, A (ViTAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
"
Earle
Williams
dual role." — H. P.
News.
GIRL DODGER, in
THEnovel(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES
RAY
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 8
" Author comes in for big share of credit; rare comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "This is certainly Chas. Ray's best picture since
' Clodhopper ' if not the best he ever made." " Gave excellent satisfaction to big business." " A dandy. Big business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
big puller."
GIRL PROBLEM,
THE production,
(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
"Matinee sort of picture; display of women's wear." — M. P. News.
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GIRL WITH NO REGRETS, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
" Clean crook play that should give complete satisfaction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nothing big, though satisfying. A crook story
with a punch." " Pleased. Average business." " Picture pleased,
jumpinganyfrommoreaverage
to big
" No pretty
sense fast
to it.
makes
like this
she business."
will be sliding
out Ifof Peggy
good
company.
Poor
business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM GARRINGER
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM- MAR. 22
CHADWICK (MAR.
"
A
true
wild
and
woolly
one
with
two
popular
players." — M. P. JAN.
News. 18
GOLD CURE. THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)....
" Star's cleverness and much foolishness makes continued laugh." — M.
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra good. The best Dana production ever
played. erageOne
business."
" Well liked.
Avbusiness.continued
" Big laugh.
business."Average
" Very
good picture.
Big busines ." "Wei liked. Always draws business."
ConsensusROMANCE,
— " Excellent picture,
good puller." CLASSICS) LOCKWOOD
GREAT
THE
(SCREEN
(JAN. 19)
JAN. 25
(Six Parts)
" Romance and adventure story laid in beautiful setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Harold Lockwood was one of the most popular
male stars on the screen. Extra big business." " Settings were remarkable. Great. Well liked. Lockwood still packs them in."
Consensus
— " Excellent
puller." (JAN. 6)
GREAT VICTORY,
THE production,
(SCREEN strong
CLASSICS)
JAN. 4
" Fact and fiction combined \n a war history." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Duck this one. Simply a rehash of old war
stuff. Withdrew it third day. " If you haven't an orchestra to help
put this thing over the Lord help you."
Consensus
— " OrdinaryTHEpicture,
satisfactoryMONTAGU
puller."
HAND
INVISIBLE,
(WORLD)
LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyfs directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
average puller."
HARD
BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
(FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Light story but should please all your patrons." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased a majority of our patrons. Big and average business." " Miss Dalton's friends were disappointed in this and
the title was bad." " A very pleasing picture well done. Miss Dal- " Big
ton's acting very good. Big business."
ConsensusIN— PAWN,
"PleasingA picture,
good puller."
HEART
(EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL) SE3SUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
"
Productions
like
this
make
an
Art
of
producing."
— M. P. News. JAN. ' V25ery
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
" Romance
comedy touches
and plenty PHILLIPS
of suspense."(JAN.
— M. 5)
P. JAN.
News. 25
HEART
OF with
HUMANITY,
THE (JEWEL)
(Nine Parts)
" A war subject
that should
draw largerthiscrowds
each
— with
M. P.theNews.
Exhibitor
We exhibited
fourday."
days
day the Comment
biggest. — I" consider
it the bestpicture
war picture
I have
had last
the
pleasure of seeing. Photography and settings and direction could not
be improved on. Every man, woman and child in America should see
it." " Third week, dollar top, turn-away business."
Consensus
" Extraordinary
production,N. tremendous
HEART
OF —WETONA,
THE (SELECT)
TALMADGE puller."
(JAN. 5)
" The best Norma Talmadge yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business." " Average business, JAN. 4
business. Pleased." "A splendid picture well received." '
good; one of her best." " Always good." " Second run, big business."
" Probably the best picture Norma has ever had, yet did not do over
average business." " Very good. Big business three days. Didn't
do
as well
' Forbidden
City.' " with strong drawing powers."
Consensus
— "asExcellent
production
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16) MAR. 1
" Full of action and interest; star has human part." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Mix is there with the goods. Big business."
" A fine Western. Brought a big crowd, especially children. This
star
has arrived
business."
Theybeatcame
blizzard.
Smashed inall force.
records.Average
Mix better
than ever " and
Hart ina
mile." " Mix well liked and the picture is good. Big business."
Consensus
Fine HONOR
picture, strong
puller." FLORENCE REED
HER
CODE— "OF
(UNITED)
(MAR. 17)
'. .MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
" Brilliant
star inTHE
exceptionally
picture." — J.M. BARRYMORE
P. News.
HERE
COMES
BRIDE powerful
(PARAMOUNT)
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
" John Barrymore and good cast make most of usual story." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — "The question is, 'Why made?' You have to be
a real a high
brow' ortoa get
this.
business."
" Barrymore
acting
either
' drunk
' nut,'
hardPoor
to tell
which. Medium
in pleasing.
Same
in
drawing
power."
ConsensusTRUTH,
— " Fair THE
picture,
average puller."
HIDDEN
(SELECT)
ANNA CASE (JAN. 20)... FEB. 1
" Combination of Western Mystery, Society and Melodrama." — M.PMews
Exhibitor TRUMP,
Comment — THE
" Poor (VITAGRAPH)
business."
HIGHEST
WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
FEB. 1
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture,
average
business."
"
Star's
got an average opening. Buried all photos pertaining to war.name
An
excellent picture but war pictures are impossible." "Good picture but
producer would do well by cutting out war stuff for a while."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
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HIS" Elsie
PARISIAN
(ARTCRAFT)
(JAN.'M.19)..
FEB. 8
Ferguson WIFE
has never
appeared to FERGUSON
better advantage."—
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very liked
good thepicture.
Businessthanaverage.
fairly well
liked. — They
picture better
most of Star
her
others." " A very pleasing picture for more intelligent audiences.
Miss Ferguson a prime favorite. Average business."
Consensus —(ROBERTSON-COLE)
" Satisfactory picture, BILLIE
good puller."
HOOP-LA
RHODES (JAN. 26) FEB. 22
"Another boost for Billie Rhodes; Clean comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good. Star and picture well liked by our patrons."
" Good
drama.if proper
Good vehicles
businessaretwofurnished.
days." Big
" Star
pleases
and
will comedy
get stronger
to average
to big business in seven-day run."
Consensus — -" Fine picture,
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WIFE, good
THEpuller."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(JAN. 26)
MAR. 1
matineeDAYS
picture.(METRO)
Go easy."
— M. P. News.
IN" AFORregular
THIRTY
ALLISON
(JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An obvious comedy, but one which gets the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program picture to average business." " A
very pleasing picture. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, averag£ puller."
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should
substantial satisfaction
; grins MARTIN
aplenty." (JAN. 5). JAN. 18
JANE
GOESgiveA-WOOING
(PARAMOUNT)
• " Care given in producing it but story is not unusual." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Pleasing production. Story
rather weak. Has been in better ones." " Nice picture. Pleased
majority. Vivian Martin becoming better liked." ' Very good picture. Big business." " Cute. Not very strong story. Average business." — " Fair picture, averaae puller."
Consensus
JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN (ARTCRAFT) FRED STONE '
(MAR. 9)
.
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 1
"Average comedy drama made interesting because of star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking. Big business first day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)."
" Good picture.
Average business."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human
that appeals.
aood." — M. P.kathleen
News.
law
thatstoryDivides,
the Acting
(hodkinson)
clifford (jan. 20)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Good program picture. Many
favorable comments. Good story."
LIFE'S
A FUNNY
PROPOSITION
(EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL)FEB. 22
WILLIAM
DESMOND
(JAN. 6)
" Clean comedy situations make this a likely winner." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star is new in our house. Average business.
well liked."
LIGHTA clean
OF picture,
VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
Bi£ business."
LIGHTeach nicture.
OF WESTERN
STARS, THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
FARNUM (JAN. 5)
OCT. 26
" Works up well in rugged outdoor atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture. Big business." " Good picture, patrons pleased, broke house record." " Very good picture to big busines ." "Broke record on second day. Fine picture."
ConsensusExcellentTHEDA
picture, BARA
bid puller."
LIGHT, THE— " (FOX)
(JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
"Bara has best story in a good while; of vampire type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " ' Flu ' scare affecting business. Average to big."
"Average business." "Regular Bara stuff. Average business." "The
best Bara picture for some time. Big business three days." " Average
to poor business."
Consensus
Satisfactory
picture,THEaood (VITAGRAPH)
puller."
LION AND— " THE
MOUSE,
JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
(Six Parts)
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" NothingDidremarkable
for although
rare interiors.
Capably Comment
directed, —however.
not attractexcept
unusually
much
advertised. Perhaps beginning of Lent affected sale. Average busines ." Picture
"
will draw but not exceptionally."
ConsensusROWDY,
— " Good THE
picture,(TRIANGLE)
aood puller." HAZEL DALY
LITTLE
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" ComedyWhite
drama savage,
of the liahter
type: heroine pleasing."
P. News.
little
a (bluebird)
carmel— M.
myers
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
" Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
LITTLE WOMEN (W. A. BRADY-PARAMOUNT) JAN. 5 NOV. 23
(Six Parts)
" This attraction will appeal chiefly to the literary element." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fine production. Neat attraction for children.
Average business." " Refreshing story. Good, clean, wholesome.
Story popular _ and much interest, especially to younger generation.
Every right-thinking exhibitor should exhibit at least three or four
such stories a year. It uplifts the industry. Big business seven days."
" Big afternoons to average evenings."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
LONG LANE'S TURNING, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRY
'" Story
B. WALTHALL
(FEB.
10)
improbable, but
should
please great number of fans." — FEB.
M. P. 22
News.
Exhibitor
Comment THE
— " Picture
good, 9)....
weather againstFEB.us.' 22
LOVE
AUCTION,
(FOX) excellent,
PEARSONstar(FEB.
" Charged with high power emotionalism." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Acting good, story poor. These kind of stories
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kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Just ordinary.
Average — business."
Consesnus
" Fair Picture,
LOVE DEFENDER,
THE average
(WORLD)puller."
JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal
Triangle THE
told in(HODKINSON)
simplest form." —LILLIAN
M. P. News.
LOVE
HUNGER,
WALKER
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Wild
News. melodrama ; story to blame; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
LOVE IN A HURRY (WORLD) BLACKWELL (JAN. 13) JAN. 11
" Nice romance against background of sane spy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Got by and that's all." " Big to average business."
Consensus
" Pleasing(FOX)
picture,GEORGE
average WALSH
puller." (FEB. 2)
LUCK
AND — PLUCK
FEB. 15
" Stunts and £>pecd I liaradrrize star's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Looks like an old-time Walsh picture." " Walsh
always means S. R. O." " Walsh liked. Bad weather kept attendance down." " Walsh is a favorite for Saturday crowds, and such
pictures as this seem to- please the masses."
Consensus
" Fine picture.
Strong buller."(FEB. 16
MADE IN —AMERICA
(HODKINSON)
MAR. 1
(Eight Parts)
" Shows making
soldier, stagesETHEL
of training."
— M. P. News.
MAGGIE
PEPPERof American
(PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 22
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed GOLD
in the picture."
MANDARIN'S
(WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Well cast
drama
sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
goodsupport
story capably
handled by Itthepleased
gorgeously
gowned Comment
Kittie. —And" A her
was satisfactory.
our
patrons,
and
that's
what
we
are
in
business
for.
Big
business."
" Average business two days."
Consensus
— " Fine
puller." FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
MAN
HUNTER,
THEpicture
(FOX) good
WILLIAM
(Six Parts)
" No INchance
a kick Ahere(UNITED)
; fits star exceptionally
well." — M. P. News.
MAN
THE forOPEN,
DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
"Star's second ' United' is big in every respect." — M. P. News.
Exhibi{or Comment — " A wonderful picture. Splendidly produced, with
illustrated titles
thatCONVENIENCE,
are great. AverageA business."
MARRIAGE
(KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL)FORCATHERINE
CALVERT (FEB.
24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in PRICE,
action andTHE
character
portrayals."ELSIE
— M. P.FERGUSON
News.
MARRIAGE
(ARTCRAFT)
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life
and touches
heart strongs."
P. News.
MIDNIGHT
PATROL,
THE the(SELECT)
INCE— M.
CAST
(FEB. 3) FEB. 22
" Production of high quality. Strong action story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business seven days." " This kind goes over
good for— a" Excellent
change. Big to extra strong
business."
Consensus
puller." ANITA
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE, production,
A (FIRST NATIONAL)
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic ihoiver bath." —
MIDNIGHT STAGE, THE (PATHE) KEENAN (JAN. 12) JAN. 11
"Powerful Western with Keenan in dual role."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor ture.Comment
— " Big
business."
picFrank Keenan
has business."
no equal, but" Big
he does
not draw." Great
I never
could understand why." " Everybody we talked to said they liked
Keenan, but re didn't seem to build up any great following. AverConsensus
— " Excellent picture, strong puller."
age business."
MILLIONAIRE
PIRATE, THE (BLUEBIRD) MONROE SALISBURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. 15
" Story of impossible kind, but good acting puts it over." — M, P. News.
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
MOLLY
OF THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN) MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
" Should prove entertaining to all; clean theme." — M. P. News.
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Familiar yet appealing plot is basis of star's vehicle." — M. P. News.
MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH (PARAMOUNT)
MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days.'' " Very pleasing. Average
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
NATURE
business."GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6).... JAN. 4
" Above the average — exteriors delight to the eye." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Pleased, average business."
ConsensusSAY— " QUIT
Satisfactory
averaae
puller."(MAR. 16) MAR. 29
NEVER
(FOX)picture,
GEORGE
WALSH
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph S pence's puns." — M. P. News.
OH, JOHNNY (GOLDWYN) BENNISON (JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
" Comedy of contrasts marks Louis Bennison's screen debut." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good, but star is unknown. He should bevery popular."
extra good The
program
is a
picturecomethat
has a little" ofAn everything.
star isfeature.
a comer.HereA little
boosting and he can't help getting business for you. Extra big busiConsensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 15
" Weak story that little star handles well; should please." — M. P. News.
ness."
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OUR TEDDY
(FIRST NATIONAL)
ROOSEVELT FILM
(JAN. 19) (Six Parts)
FEB. 1
" Entertaining
to unusual degree ; thrills enough for anyone." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best pictures of this kind we ever ran
in our theatre, but people don't want to be educated. They want to
be amused."
Average business three days."
Consensus
— " Ordinary
production,
average puller."
OUT OF THE
FOG (METRO)
NAZIMOVA
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
(Seven Parts)
Pictorial Art."
— M. P. News. FREDERICK (JAN.
OUT" A triumph
OF THEof theSHADOW
(PARAMOUNT)
5)
JAN. 25
" Star strikes good one after several months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew well. Pleased almost every one. Frederick's best in several months. An excellent picture. Settings beautiful."
" They liked this one. Average business" " Fine picture but did not
draw."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture, good
puller." FREDERICK
PAID
IN FULL
(PARAMOUNT)
PAULINE
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is DOES
at her best
and story is compelling."
P. News.
PEGGY
HER here DARNDEST
(METRO)— M.ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" A May
Allison
that registers BRYANT
nicely." — WASHBURN
M. P. News. (MAR. 9)
POOR
BOOB,
THEcomedy
(PARAMOUNT)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good comedy. Average business seven
PROBATION
WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
days." 24)
(MAR.
MAR. 22
"
Norma
Talmadge
deliqhtful
as
the
probation
wife."
—
M.
P.
News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Helps you greet your patrons with a broad grin." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
PUPPY
(PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
days."LOVEromance
" Youthful
scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
rr FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
" Improbable plot,
but should
be enjoved
bv all."
— M. P. News.
REBELLIOUS
BRIDE,
THE (FOX)
PEGGY
HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Sar gives SOULS
best performance
in fairly
picture."
— M.2)..
P. FEB.
News. 1
RESTLESS
(TRIANGLE)
ALMAamusing
RUBENS
(FEB.
(Six Parts)
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business. " Picture good.
Star not— well
enough
known.average
No puller."
drawing power. Average business."
Consensus
" Good
picture,
ROMANCE AND ARABELLA
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 15
" Good star saves weak story; romance is keynote." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " She has a great following here and the picture
is fine in every respect." " Story and situations weak, but the artistry
of Talmadge saves the day. She is a warm favorite here, so our patron don't pick flaws too easily. It will please all the young folks
anyway. Extra big to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
ROMANCE OF HAPPY VALLEY, A (ARTCRAFT) D. W. GRIFFITH'S (JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
"New_ Griffith
picture
M. P. " News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— "seems
Extra abigsure-fire
businesswinner."
seven —days."
Pulled this off
when it fell to poor business." " Didn't please them all, but a real
good picture. Acting by all characters good. Big business."
Consensus
— " Pleasing production,
ROPED (UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) average
CAREYpuller."
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should
please— everybody
in thisandproduction."
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Good picture
pleased, but— M.
opened
just after
the ' Flu.' Average business." " Best Carey we have had. Big
business." " Crackerjack. Big business."
ConsensusNECK,
— " Excellent
picture, bigLOVE
puller."(FEB. 3)
ROUGH
THE (WORLD)
FEB. 1
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
Exhibitortagu Love
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business."
"
A
fine
picture
with
Mondoing some of the best work of his career. Seemed to please.
Average business." _
ConsensusBURKE
— " Fine OFpicture,
puller." (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
SANDY
THE qoodU-BAR-U
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average business." "Very good. They like this star here, Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business."
Consensus
—
" Fine (METRO)
picture, good
puller."DANA (MAR. 3)
SATAN, JUNIOR
VIOLA
MAR. 15
"
Star
is
excellent
in
new
role."
—
M. P. News.SPECIAL) MAE
SCARLET SHADOW, THE (UNIVERSAL
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
'
MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
"Fans
will
no
doubt
like
this
one;
comedy
is
entertaining."
—
M.P.News.
SEALED ENVELOPE, THE (BLUEBIRD) FRITZI BRUNETTE
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare favorably with many successful specials." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Average LOUISE
business."HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
SEA
WAIF, Comment
THE (WORLD)
" Love story made sustaining by skillful handling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitortures Comment
" BigBoth
business."
Don't know
why butit rained,
World picare slipping —fast.
days we "showed
this picture
but
doubt if good weather would have improved business. Poor business."
ConsensusGARDEN,
— " Fair picture,
puller."
SECRET
THE average
(PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Plenty of action but not the happy type for star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Story punk. Awful." " Rotten pitcure._ Poor
business." " Lila Lee (*-;ning. Fair story." " Weak, Direction

PICTURE

on
BRAND

the
STAR

Picture

News

Pictures

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK
fair.
neverbutbe not
a star.
Hasn't
the goods."
pooryoung
piclure byShe-anywill
means,
the sort
the public
desires "toNot
see athis
star
play
in."
"
Fair
picture.
Star
new.
Average
business."
Consensus — " Ordinary picture, poor puller."
SHADOWS (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR (JAN. 26).. MAR. 1
"Should break all records. Many good points shown." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This subject went over very poor. Farrar not
drawing as she should." " Great. Geraldine Farrar's best picture with
Goldwyn.
business."
" Splendid
" Change of Big
weather
held attendance
belowproduction.
normal." Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
"Last Lockwood
picture (VITAGRAPH)
starts well but slumps
M. P. News.
SILENT
STRENGTH
HARRYat finish."
T. —MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB.15
"Dual role
looks good.
Should
please all."
— M.6)..P. MAR.
News. 22
SILVER
GIRL,subject
THE that
(PATHE)
FRANK
KEENAN
(APR.
" Frank KING,
Keenan THE
in a (PARA-ARTC.)
dominating characterization."
P. News.
SILVER
FAVERSHAM— M.(JAN.
12) .JAN. 18
"Exhibitor
MelodramaComment
that offers
much
chance
for
criticism."
—
M.
P.
— " Good. Of the old-school type. Well News.
produced
and good cast. Average business." "Drew fairly well. Those who
saw it liked it." " Fair production. No particular drawing power."
" Excellent subject. Pleased most everyone. Very interesting. Big
Consensus
— " Satisfactory picture, fair puller."
SIS business."
HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. 15
" Characterization is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just the kind of pictures they want. Went over
big here." " Extra big business five days and big business two days."
" Best .thingI doMabel
has done
Goldwyn.first day
Seemed
please day
but
personally
not care
for it.withAverage
to bigto second
and extra big business third day."
Consensus(FOX)
— " Satisfactory
big puller."LEE (FEB. 23)... MAR. 8
SMILES
JANE ANDpicture,
KATHERINE
"
Lee
children
in
one
that
sets
a
record
for them."
— M.6)
P. News. JAN. 4
SPENDER, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(JAN.
" Excellent comedy backed by wholesome philosophy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy picture to extra big business. If any
other soon
company
had the
this big
theyones.
wouldA have
a special."
will
be with
few made
more itgood
stories and" Lyttell
he is
made. This picture well liked to big business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, strong puller."
SUE
OF THE
SOUTH (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH ROBERTS
(FEB. 3)
FEB. 22
"
Don't
say
any
more
about
this
than
have to."ROBERTS
— M. P. News.
TASTE OF LIFE, A (BLUEBIRD) youEDITH
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
" One OF
that THE
will stand
story KEENAN
handled carefully."
— M. P. News.
TODD
TIMESboosting;
(PATHE)
(FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
" Star's work is good and story has been treated well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good actor, but has no drawing power here.
TOTON
MAR. 29
Plays (TRIANGLE)
are too slow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
TRICK OF FATE, A (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BARRISCALE
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing story. Above the average proTURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST gram(MAR.
MAR. 29
picture." 24)
" This one should
make patrons
will cause
talk'.'23)
— M. P.MAR.
News. 8
TWILIGHT
(DE LUXE)
DORIShappy;
KENYON
(FEB.
(Six Parts)
" Deliqhtful picture of youth; construction is good." — M. P. News.
TWO(FEB.
BRIDES,
THE ("PARAMOUNT) LINA CAVALIERI MAR. 15
9)
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorTHE
Comment
" Poor star, tooFRED
old, poor
business."
UNDER
TOP — (ARTCRAFT)
STONE
(JAN. 12).. JAN. 18
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" A big disappointment.
Just etc.,
a kideveryone
picture. wanted
Nothing to it.Comment
After —advertising
circus clowns, lions,
to see the circus. Not an animal in it. Business poor." " Pleased
but drew poor." " Stone seems to fail as a film attraction. Poor
Consensus
Fair picture
ordinary drawing
UNVEILING— " HAND,
THE with(WORLD)
KITTY powers."
GORDON
business."
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" A melodramaOF that
often oversteps
bounds."KRAUSS
— M. P. (JAN.
News. 25).. JAN. 18
VAGABOND
FRANCE,
A (PATHE)
(Four Parts)
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improving." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
VENUS IN THE EAST (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (JAN. 26) JAN. 8
" If you get
by with— this
you should
— M.hisP. present
News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Thepicture
best picture
that bethissatisfied."
star under
management has given us." Reviewer said ' Not very good.' We
say ' Pleased a big majority. O. K.' Very satisfactory. Pleasing.
Acting O. K. A good program picture. Big to average business."
Consensus
" Satisfactory
qood puller."
VIRTUOUS — WIVES
(FIRSTpicture,
NATIONAL)
STEWART (JAN. S).JAN. 11
" Lavish production marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
True
to
the_
story.
_
Wonderful
That's why
it broke records. Extra big business nine days and cast.
big business
balance in two-weeks' run in medium-size town." " Did not draw extra
business. If Anita don't pull any bigger than this — good night.
Average
to poor
" Pleased
the highthree
brows.
classy
picture and
greatbusiness."
cast. Extra
big business
days A atvery
advanced
Consensus
— " Excellent
with exceptional
drawing
Powers."
WAY
OF THE
STRONG, production
THE (METRO)
ANNA Q.
NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
"Eternal
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Metro average." — M. P.
prices."
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"Treat 'em Rough" (Fox) — "Splendid picture to big business."
" Oneliked
Woman
" (Select)
" Bad
weather. itLost
people
it anyway.
No — one
complimented
muchmoney.
and someDon't
said think
they
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
GRACE DARMOND (FEE. 10)
MAR. 8 didn't like it. Poor business."
" Looks LOVE
good enough
for treatment
as a special
production."
— M.P.News.
" Up the Road with Sallie " (Select) — " Big business."
WHAT
FORGIVES
(WORLD)
CASTLETON
(JAN.
6). JAN. *
" Treat 'em Rough " (Fox) — " Mix a comer. Big business."
" Interesting with good corned}/ titles but not well balanced." — M.P.News.
" Cannibals of the South Seas " (Exhibitors-Mutual) — " A very good
Exhibitor Comment — " Just picture, no story or action." " Average
drawing card and liked."
business."
" Romance of Tarzan " (First National) — " First day S. R. O., second
Consensus
— " FairLOVES
picture (JEWEL)
with average
drawing HARRIS
powers."
WHEN
A GIRL
MILDRED
day" Her
fair.Only
Pleased."
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29
Way " (Select) — " Good picture, fair business."
(Six Parts)
"
The
She
Devil " (Fox) — " Big business in big down town house."
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
WHEN A MAN RIDES ALONE (AMERICAN) RUSSELL (JAN.
" Secret Marriage " (Triangle) — " Poor business."
19)
JAN. 11
" Bonnie Annie Laurie " (Fox) — " Average business."
" Rapid action Western is William Russell's latest." — M. P. News.
" Under Four Flags " (World-U. S. Official) — " Five reels of weekly
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor, no story, no excitement, very tireto " average
some, clean melodrama, not one redeeming feature." " Fine picture,
The Hellbusiness."
Cat " (Goldwyn) — " Star beginning to get them back."
big business." " Nothing to say."
"The Woman Who Gave" (Fox) — "Poor, but better than 'I Want to
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
Forget.' Poor business:"
" Theda Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. News.
" The Gypsy Trail " (Paramount) — " Pleased to average business."
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
" A Perfect Lady " (Goldwyn) — " Very good. Pleasing picture. Star
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
popular.
Average business."
" Another
picture toCONSTANCE
William RussellTALMADGE
list." — M. P.(JAN.
News. 19) JAN. 25
" Alt Baba " (Fox) — " Good picture, but kids don't pull. Poor business."
WHO
CARESgood(SELECT)
"
Cruise
of the Make-Believes " (Paramount) — " Pretty. Clean. Pleasing.
" Story of light pleasing sort; should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor omment — " Constance was winsome in this light role and gave
But
don't
draw."
" I'llto Say
(Fox)puts
— " itGood
Lots for
of action.
Not
promise
of greatwasthings
olderstronger
in the emotional
much
plot,Sobut" star
over.snappy
Good picture.
action picture
young folks.
This picture
very when
good. sheA islittle
in plot andscenes."
story
than most of this star's pictures. Star very good. Support also very
Big business three days."
good. Big and average business."
" Make Believe Wife " (Paramount) — " Only fair picture. Average
Consensus
Fine picture,
puller." MYERS (JAN. 27).. FEB. 8
WHO
WILL— "MARRY
ME? good
(BLUEBIRD)
" Mirandy Smiles " (Paramount) — " Only fair picture to average business."
" Comedy and pathos blended in this Universal film." — M. P. News.
business."
Exhibitor
CommentMUST
— " Good
business." (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
" Sporting Life " (Paramount-Artcraft Special) — " Extra big business
WHY
GERMANY
PAY picture.
(SCREENBig CLASSICS)
three days in conjunction with Arbuckle comedy."
" German atrocities again, with a good romantic interest." — M. P. News.
" Women's Weapons " (Paramount) — " Average business."
Exhibitor
Comment — fine
" While
war bound
picturesto are
played cast,
out, this
is an exceptionally
one and
draw.aboutExcellent
fine
" Her Great Chance " (Select) — " Brady don't go very well."
story, good photography and in every way a good attraction. Adver" Greatest Thing in Life " (Artcraft) — " Big business in spite of tough
tise it ' right ' and you've got something worth while. Attendance
good every
Sunday."
" Average business."
"On the Quiet" (Paramount) — "Average business."
Consesnsus
— " day.
Good Big
picture,
good puller."
"Her Man" (Pathe)- — "Average business two days."
WICKED
DARLING,
THE (UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA DEAN
opposition."
"Marionettes" (Select) — "Average business."
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Temple of Dusk " (Exhibitors Mutual) — " The Jap came back strong
(Six Parts)
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
to " extra
business."
Gypsy bigTrail
" (Paramount)
extra. Just fair.
Average
business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy story. Universal Special's usual fine
" Marriage
Price
" (Artcraft) —— "" Not
An entertaining
picture.
The popularity
photography.
Cast is headed by that ' little devil of the screen.'
of
the
star
drew
them
in
and
a
larger
part
of
our
patrons
were
pleased."
We claim the honor of having ' discovered ' Priscilla from an exhib" The One Woman " (Select-Special) — " Very strong dramatically. Crestandpoint.THEFine(PARAMOUNT)
attendance for two
days." MASON
ated a great diversity of opinion. Very few of our regulars among the
WINNING itor'sGIRL,
SHIRLEY
women patrons cared for it. Male critics on our daily papers were enthusi(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
astic in their praise. But it did not prove a strong drawing card."
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — M. P. News.
" Struggle Everlasting " (Special) — " Book this one, especially if you
Exhibitor Comment— " A THE
good little
picture to average
WISHING
RING MAN,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIEbusiness."
LOVE ■
have
high ofclass
corker
all themiddle-class
way through,to and
courseEnglish
Florencespeaking
Reed ispatronage.
one of the It's
best adrawing
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8 cards
we ever had in our houses. Never overlooked a bet with Florence
"
It's
naturalness
puis
it
over;
star
is
good."
—
M.
P.
News.
WOMAN ON THE INDEX, THE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE
FREDERICK
(FEB. 23)
"This isis always
one of the
few older
pictures
put"Japanese
out that Nightingale"
still attracts. (Pathe)
Fannie— Ward
a good
drawing
card
Exhibitor Comment — "Goldwyn makes about one good picture in seven.
and" Ruling
the picture
has
lost
none
of
its
charm
and
appeal."
This is not one of the seven." " I did not like it, but my audience
Passions
"
(Select
Special)
—
"
As
a
rule
when
Select
puts^
out
did, so let it go at that. It lacked outdoor scenery. Too stagy."
in it." and calls it ' Special,' you can bank on it being one. This is
anything
" An excellent program feature. Extra good business against big
true
of
'Ruling
Passions.'
A
wonderfully
strong
story
with
an
almost
oppositio—n."" Satisfactory picture, average puller."
cast. Four days to big business."
Consensus
WOMAN,
WOMAN (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (JAN. 26).... FEB. 8 flawless
"Tarzan of the Apes" (First National) — "Drew the same in two nights
that
'
Romance
of Tarzan ' drew in one. Exhibitors should advertise the
" Deals boldly with sex question; morals of heroine lax." — M. P. News.
fact that first picture would not be complete. . This
from
Exhibitor TOComment
" Average
everybody."
_ caused
, complaint
„ .
WORLD
LIVE — IN,
THE business."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Rich Poor Man " (Metro) — " Bushman and Bayne drew well m a very
"Presents star in a new role; some situations exaggerated." — M.P.News.
fine'* Battling
and pleasing
Jane picture."
" (Paramount) — " Light story but_ star pleases. Extra
big
business."
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received
" Rosemary Climbs the Heights " (American-Pathe)—" . Mary Miles Mmter
is "a Good
good Bye
card. BillBig" (Paramount)
business two— days."
During the Past Week
" This so-called feature, . would
swell two-reeler."
_
. , make a
" Girl of My Dreams " (Exhibitors-Mutual) — " Very good. Patrons were
"
Cruise
of
the
Make-Believes
"
(Paramount)
—
Just
a
fair
picture.
Big
all pleased. Extra big business two days."
business.
" Those Without Sin " (Blanche Sweet) — " Average business."
Good
"Excellent.
—
Ince)
(Ralph
Commandment"
"The Eleventh
" Song of the Soul " (Alice Joyce) — " Average business."
run in high class down town
our house. Four-day
New star for
business.
"Under Four Flags" (World-U. S. Official) — "Big business."
."
house
,. ,
. ,., ,..„_.,
" Out of the Wreck " (Kathlyn Williams) — " Poor business."
" The Gypsy Trail " (Paramount) — Another ■
picture .like. this will finish ,
"Raffles" (State Rights) — "Good picture, but lacks star. Poor busiWashburn."
ness."
"
The
Hun
Within
"
(Paramount)
—
"
Extraordinary
picture
but
the word
" The Guilty Man " (Paramount) — " Very good, but did not come to ex' Hun ' killed it. If it had been given a name like 'The Mysterious Man
pectations as a special. Average business."
Within
'
it
would
have
gone
over
good.
We
have
been
Hunned
to death
" I'll Say So " (Fox) — " Seemed to like it. Big business."
people hate the word, ' Hun '."
, .,
. .
™ ,■ j
"Playing the Game" (Paramount) — "Ray is getting stronger here all and"Fedora"
(Paramount)
—
"An
average
Frederick
production,
lhe
kind
the time. Big business."
people "don't
give a— continental
for."
_
Whothose
Gavewho" (Fox)
Nothingbusiness
but thefirst
starday,
to draw
and it that"Arizona
(Artcraft)
" Not a good
Fairbanks picture.
All action, no
did" Woman
not satisfy
came.— "Average
big business
play. Average business."
.... .
second day."
" Under thePleased
Greenwood
Tree Poor
" (Artcraft)—"
A days.
high art picture.
Classy
"
Borrowed
Clothes
"
(Jewel)
—
"
Advertised
this
as
Mrs.
Charles
Chaplin
atmosphere.
highly.
business
two
_
and brought them in. Every one liked the picture. Well produced and
Better
picture.
Bennett
good
"Very
—
"Marriage Ring" (Paramount)
wonderfully lighted."
.
than her other ones. Big business."
"A Woman's Fool" (Universal) — "Fine picture to average business."
"
Greatest
Thing
in
Life
"
(Artcraft)
—
"
It
s
the
best
Griffith
ever
but
" Salome " (Fox) — " Padded, but fair picture. Extra big business first too much competition."
. ,, had
day then slumped to average business only at advanced prices."
"
Winning
of
Beatrice
"
—
"
Very
good
picture
to
average
business
" The Panther Woman " (First National) — " Average picture, but big
" Hugon the Mighty " (Universal)—" Very fine picture. Well acted and
business two days."
have had. Big business." _
pictures— "weVery
cleanest
"
Mickey
(State Rights)
— " Extra necessary.
big entire week
after pleased.
one big week
of theRisky
one" The
RoadNorthern
" (Universal)
good picture.
When playing
at our
other" theatre.
No comments
Everyone
Prodrawing power.
of
judge
cannot
pictures only one night one(Continued on nextthepage)
ducer, cast, star and situations all great."
" Bondman " (Reissue) — " Very poor photography. Average business."
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—

New

" Eye for Eye " (Nazimova-Metro) — " Fascinating picture. Star does
wonderful work. Extra big business."
" Too Many Millions " (Paramount) — " Average business."
" Les Miserables " (Fox) — " Extra big business. Best bet so far this
season."
" City of Dim Faces " (Exhibitors Mutual) — " Average business with
Hayakawa."
The Lesson "• (Select) — " Big business three days with Constance
Talmadge."
"Sauce for the Goose" (Select) — "Not quite so good as most Constance
Talmadge pictures. Big business."
" A Law Unto Herself " (Louise Glaum). — " Not a very strong picture.
Star does not take here."
" The Lure of Luxury " (Bluebird) — " Took well with my Saturday
crowd."
" Three X Gordon " (Hodkinson) — " This got over very good although
didn't draw."
" Toys of Fate " (Nazimova-Metro) — " Star not known or liked here.
Believe it a little of both."
" The Bells " (Keenan-Pathe) — " Pleased nobody and drew poor."
" The
of Lost Lake
" (Hodkinson)
— " Best
Louise
we
have
everGoddess
had. Wonderful
scenery.
Indian type
goes fine
for Glaum
a change.
Average business."
" Unexpected Places " (Metro) — " Good. They like Bert Lytell.
Average business."
" At the Mercy of Men " (Select) — " Alice Brady liked. Picture went
over great at increased business the second day."
NEW

THEATRES

BUILDING

ARIZONA
A $10,000 motion picture theatre will be erected in Globe by
D. L. Meloy, a local automobile man.
CALIFORNIA
Colusa's
new
Gem
theatre
has just been completed by Charles
Kauffman.
At Pine and Ocean avenues, Long Beach, W. L. Porterfield is
erecting a motion picture theatre to seat 1,400 at a cost of $50,000.
The name will be the Bluff, and it will be ready for occupancy
by July 1.
The new Hippodrome at San Jose has just been completed at a
cost of $200,000, and seats 2,000. T. S. Montgomery and other
San Jose capitalists financed it for Ackerman and Harris.
CONNECTICUT
Walter T. Murphy is erecting a motion picture theatre at New
London to seat 2,700 persons.
FLORIDA
C. D. Cooley of the Strand Amusement Company at Tampa, announces that he will erect a new $100,000 theatre there at Tampa
and Zack streets. It will be known as the Victory and be ready
by October 1.
GEORGIA
In Columbus, dh Broad street, between Eleventh and Twelfth,
a new theatre will be erected to seat 700 persons.
ILLINOIS
At Sixty-third and Union streets in Chicago, a new large motion
picture theatre will be erected by the Chicago United Theatres
Company.
MASSACHUSETTS
Gordon's new Central Square theatre at Cambridge has been
completed and has a seating capacity of 2,000.
MICHIGAN
A new motion picture theatre will be erected in Grand Rapids
at the corner of Bond avenue and Crescent street. G. C. Nichols
of the Superba is promoting it.
W. S. Butterfield will erect a new $175,000 .Arcade theatre on
South Washington avenue at Lansing.
MONTANA
At Anaconda, Jack King announces that he will erect a motion
picture theatre on East Park avenue.
NEW JERSEY
Hackensack saw its new theatre completed by Manager Sam
Newton. Seating capacity is 1,000.
The Broadway Amusement Company of New York City will

Theatres

Picture

News

Building

erect a new motion picture theatre at Lakewood, on the corner
of Clifton avenue and Fifth street.
Thomas F. Dolan, postmaster at Sayerville, will erect a motion
picture theatre on Main street of that town.
NEW YORK
St. Mark's Amusement Company will erect a $250,000 motion
picture theatre in Brooklyn at the corner of Flatbush and Seventh
avenues.
At Lancaster, a motion picture theatre will be erected on Central .avenue near the Protective Park entrance with a seating
capacity of 800 and at a cost of $38,000.
Thomas Hogm will erect a modern motion picture theatre at
Syracuse in South Salina street near Adams. It is planned to
seat 1,000 persons.
Staten Island, W. Brighton, corner Nelson avenue and Amboy
Road in the Great Kills section, will soon be occupied by a motion
picture theatre to be erected by Lee Beggs.
OHIO to seat 1,500 persons, will be
A new motion picture theatre
erectedmentatCompany.
Lima at 307-11 Market street, by the Shawnee AmuseOREGON
A combined motion picture and hall will be erected at Reedsburg by A. E. Staples of Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA
New Castle will have a new motion picture theatre on Washington street, according to announcements of Gus D. Manlo.
With a seating capacity of 2,000, a new motion picture theatre
will be erected on the site of the old Gluck building at Sharon.
TEXAS
E. H. Hulsey will erect
at Dallas on the present
Pacific avenue, according
At Norman, Ray Berry
the new State University

a new 3.500-seat motion picture theatre
site of the Fakes Furniture Company,
to announcement.
will erect a motion picture theatre near
addition.
VERMONT
James H. Whitney will erect a motion picture theatre on North
street, Bennington. The plans provide for a seating capacity of

VIRGINIA
Jake Wells will raze the present Colonial theatre at Richmond
and erect a new theatre on the site to seat 2,100 persons.
WASHINGTON
500.D. - Rice of the Dream theatre at Chehalis will erect a new
J.
motion picture theatre opposite the St. Helen's Hotel. It will
seat 700.
Miscellaneous

Fond

du Lac News

BUSINESS at the Idea for the week ending Saturday, March
22, was excellent, says Manager Holbert. Two programs that
drew splendid crowds were May Allison in the five-act Metro,
"In for Thirty Days," Monday and Tuesday, March 17 and 18,
and Alice Brady in " The Whirlpool," Wednesday and Thursday, March 19 and 20.
THE program for the Davison theatre, Waupun, for the week
ending Wednesday, March 26, was as follows: Thursday,
March 20, Pauline Frederick in "Her Final Reckoning; Friday, March 21, Billy Rhodes in " Hoop-La," the big circus
picture, with a Mack Sennett comedy for an additional attraction; Saturday and Sunday, March 22-23, Cecil B. DeMille's
masterpiece, "Till I Come Back to You;" Monday, March 24,
Geraldine Farrar in "The Turn of a Wheel;" Wednesday,
March 26, Douglas Fairbanks in " Bound in Morocco."
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
ART CRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Plavers-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLLNGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
Apr.. 21 — Stop-Look- Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartment 23
Mar. 24
31 —— Brides
Marryingfor Molly
Mar.
Two
Mar.
17—
Oh,
a Night
Mar. 10— Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
Feb. 17 — Four of a Kind
Feb. 10 — Salvation Sue
Jan. 27— You Couldn't Blame Her
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
Feb. 10 — An Indian Love Story
Feb. 13 —— Photoplay
Indian Life
.'
Feb.
Magazine
Screen Supplement
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
Mar. 24 — A Smashup in China
Rumhauser's Miscue
17 — Judge
Mar.
BRUCE
SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
• - •••
17 — The Lonesome Pup
s
16— Frozen Thrill
Met in the Mountains
IS
14 —— Men
Nature — Hot and Cold
13 — Horizon Hunters
12 — An Essay of the Hills
11— The Pale Pack Train
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
9 — Before Breakfast
8— The Wolf of the Teetons
76—— Sundown
The Restless Three
5— The Little High Horse
4— The River Gray and the River Green
3— The Wanderer and the Whoozitt
2— A Wee Bit Odd
1 — 'Tis Tough to Be Tender
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
(Alma Rubens)
Van Barriscale)
the Green
Apr.
Mar. —— Diane
Hearts ofAsleep
(Bessie
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
Feb. — The Prodigal Liar (William Desmond)
Feb. — Final Half; Cannibals of the South Seas
Feb. — What Every Woman Wants (Grace Darmond)
Jan.
— The Eleventh Commandment (Ralph Ince Production)
Tan.
— Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
Jan.
— Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
Jan.
a Funnv Proposition (William Desmond)
STRAND— Life's
COMEDIES
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
Mar. 169—— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
'.
(Elinor
Their Baby
Feb. 23—
16 — Almost
a Hero
(ElinorField)
Field)
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
Feb. 2— How to be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
Jan. 26 — Easy Payments
Jan. 12 — Some Mother (Elinor Field)
Jan. 19 — No Man's
Land
ROTHACKER
OUTDOORS
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Way
Feb. 9—
Bit oftheGod's
Country
Feb.
2— ADoing
Dells
Jan. 26— Western Stuff
Jan. 19 — Bulls and Bears
Jan. 12 — Geesers and Geysers

1
1
1
11
11
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
J
1
1
1
1
1}
J
1
J
J1
1
1
1
J
1
1
1
1
J1
1
1
1
1
1

3
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
11
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
I

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Apr.
For Better
For Worse
(De S.
Mille's)
Apr. 27
20 —— The
Money— Corral
(William
Hart)
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
Apr. 6 — Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar.
The Poppy
S. Hart)
Mar. 16—
9 — The
MarriageGirl's
PriceHusband
(Elsie (William
Ferguson)
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 27 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reir)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Rav)
•
Apr. 13 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
Apr. 136—— Let's
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6— The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
Mar. 30— Peppy Polly (Dorothy Gish)
Mar. 30 — Little Comrade (Vivian Martin)
Mar. 30— The Sheriff's Son (Charles Ray)
Mar. 23 — Pettigrew's Girl (Ethel Clavton)
•.
Mar. 23
Partners Three(Dorothy
(Enid Benne'tt)
Mar.
16 —— Extravagance
Dalton)
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
Mar. 9 — The Poor Boob (Bryant Washburn)
Mar. 2 — Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
Mar. 2 — Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
Mar. 2 — Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
Apr. 6— Hulda from Holland (Marv Pickford)
Mar. 30 — Sold (Pauline Frederick) . .
Mar. 23 — Rose of the Rancho (Special Cast)
Mar. 16 — Rags (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 9 — Freckles (Jack Pickford)
Mar. 2— Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
."
TWO REEL COMEDDZS
Apr.
Little Widow
Apr. 27
20 —— The
An Amateur
Liar ((Sennett's)
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Apr.
13
—
The
Foolish
Age
(Sennett's)
Apr. 6— The Last Bottle (Montgomery
Flagg Film)
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Mar.
Wash Day
Mar. 2316 —— Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr. (Sennett's^
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Mar. 9 — The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
Mar. 2— Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Jan. 5 — Camping Out (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
SINGLE REELS
27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph) . .
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes).
20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 1313 —— Land
Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 6— Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
,
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
Mar.
Apr. 30 — Zamboanga (Burton Holmes)
Mar.
30
—
Comets
(Bray
Pictograph)
Mar. 23 — Glorious Versailles (Burton Holmes)
— Indoor Gold (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 23
Gay Parie in W'artime
(Burton(Bray
Holmes)
Mar. 1616 —— Most
Girl in World
Pictograph).
Mar. 9 — MakingPopular
Sombreros in Manila (Burton Holmes) .
9
—
Birth
of
a
Tornado
(Bray
Pictograph)
Mar.
Mar.
Cabaret of Old Japan (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 22—— Hatching
an Eagle a Day (Bray Pictograph)...
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Dec.
— Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. " — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Jan.
5 — Virtuous
Wives (Elmo
(AnitaLincoln)
Stewart)
The Romance
of Tarzan
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's) "

55
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
".55
5
5
5
5
5
55
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
.5
5
22
22
i,
22
2
2
2
2

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
3
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FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
May
The Siren's
SongNight
(Theda
Bara)
Apr. 20A—— Wolves
of the
(William
Farnum)
55
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 23 — The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
6
Feb.
9
—
Every
Mother's
Son
(all-star
cast)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
Apr. 13— Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Feb. 162—— Luck
Hell Roarin'
Reform
(TomWalsh)
Mix)
Feb.
and Pluck
(George
55
EXCEL PICTURES
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Feb. 23 — Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee)
5
Feb. 9 — The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman)
8
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16 — The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
Feb. 2— Infidelity
5
SUNSHINE
AND (Dr.
TOM Rameau's)
MLX COMEDIES
Apr. 20— The House of Terrible Scandal
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
6
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
Feb. 23 — His Musical Sneeze
2
Feb. 9 — A Roman Cowboy (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
V*
Mar. 30 — A Cow's Husband
V*
Mar. 23 — Out and in Again
J-4
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
Vi
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
lA
Mar. 2 — Firemen, Save My Child
lA
Feb. 25 — The Pousse Cafe
lA
Feb. 16 — Five Thousand Miles on a Gallon of Gas
lA
Feb. 9 — The Bearded Lady
lA
Feb. 2 — Landing An Heiress
Vi
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Shernll)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet) ... ,
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
The Real Roosevelt
2
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2— Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb.
.'
Feb. 2316 —— Twilight
Calibre 38(Doris
(EdgarKenyon)
Lewis Production)
Feb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps....
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
My
Lady's
Slipper (Lillian
(Lillian Vera-Eddie
Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
Bouldon)
Nearly
a Slacker

6
6
66
S
6

Film

Picture

News

Releases

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Russia a World Problem
New Faces for Old
Homeward Bound
Victorious Serbia
First Aid on the Piave
Rebuilding Broken Lives

1
1
I
1
i
1

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr. 6— Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
5
Mar. 30 — Daughter of Mine (Madge Kennedy)
5
Mar. 16 — A Man and His Money (Tom Moore)
5
Mar. 9— The Brand (Rex Beach Cast)
7
Feb. 23 — The Woman on the Index (Pauline Frederick)
5Feb. 16 — Sis Hopkins (Mabel Normand)
S
Feb. 2 — The Bondage of Barbara (Mae Marsh)
S
Jan. 26 — Shadows cGeraldine Farrar)
6
Jan. 12 — Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
S
BENNISON SERIES
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5>
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
S
Jan. 19 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
67
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
7
Social Ambition
7
Honor's
Cross
Blue Blood
67
Rex the
Beach's
Heartof ofthetheEast
Sunset
For
Freedom
(Betzwood)
66
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Apr. 6— The Midnight Alarm ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Mch. 23 — The Potum of Swat ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Mch. 9— The New Breakfast Food ("Smiling Bill" Parsons) 2
Feb. 23 — A Master of Music ("Smiling Bill" Parsons) _
2
Feb. 9 — Have Another ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Jan.
The Big Idea ("Smiling
Bill" Parsons)
2
FORD26— EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
Mar. 30— What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve
1
Mar. 23 — A Little Bit of Heaven
1
Mar. 16— The Story of Steel
1
Mar. 9 — Good to Eat
1
Mar. 2 — Rough Stuff
1
Feb.
"TheCavell
Spirit that Won" was Born...".
..1I
Feb. 2316—— Where
Mt. Edith
Feb. 9 — Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas
1
Feb. 2— Old New England
I
Jan. 26— Hang It All
1
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
_
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The
(Frank
'.
Bride Drab
of Hate
(FrankKeenan)
Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
.The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
:
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The Return
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
s
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
7
Human Clay (Mollie King)
5

April
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JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
IvREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)
METRO EXCHANGES
Apr. 14 — Out of the Depths (Bert Lytell)
Apr. 7— The Island of Intrigue (May Allison)
Mar. 31 — Jeanne of the Gutter (Viola Dana)
Mar.
(HaleStrong
Hamilton)
Mar. 2417—— That's
The WayGoodof the
(Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 17 — Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
Revelation (Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7 — Up in the Air After Alligators
6 — A Wasmanipae Week-End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid. Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2— Teddy Birds
1— From Scales to Antlers

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
55
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
65
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — Stars of Glory (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln)
6
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward)
7
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Corners (Bessie Love)
5
Feb. 9 — Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan)
...5
PROGRAM FEATURES
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
5
Feb. 23 — The Old Maid's Baby (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. '2 — The Amazing
(Marv Miles Minter)
5
HODKINSON,
W. W.,Imposter
CORPORATION
Mar. 23 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Mar. 9 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
- .S
Feb. 23 — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
5
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
( Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7 — Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
1
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
1
Mar. 24 — Sixth, The Hated K. P
1
Mar. 17 — Fifth, Building the Soldier
1
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
1
Mar. 3 — Third, The Rookie
1
Feb. 24 — Second. Nine Million Answer
1
Feb. 16— First, The Cail to Arms
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6 — A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 30— Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 16 — Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Way Laurel)
(Harold Lloyd)
Mar.
11
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Harold Lloyd)
1
Feb.
Troubles
(Toto)
11
Feb. 16—
9— Toto's
Ask Father
(Harold
Lloyd)
Feb. 2— Hustline for Health (Laurel)
1
TWO-REEL DRAMAS
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
Jan. 5— I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy)
2

Film

Releases

ONE REEL SPECIALS
Mar. 2 — The Girl of Tomorrow
1
Feb. 9— The Story of the Orange
1
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland, Henry Gsell)
Apr. 136 —— Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, W'uCleared
Fang of
Atones
Apr.
Guilt
22
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9 — Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2.
Jan. 5— First, The Ebony Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Two-Reel Episodes Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson ;
Produced by Diando)
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2.
Mch. 9— Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2.
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS AND REVIEW REELS
Sundays — Pathe Review (Educational)
1
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
—— Wanted
for Murder
(Elaine Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp
Sins of the
Children
RAVER PRODUCTIONS .HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
Mar. — The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar. — Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar. — Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)....
Feb. —The Belle of New York (Marion Davies)
Feb. — Romance and Arabella (Constance Talmadge)
SPECIALS
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The
Patrol
Production)
The Midnight
Cavell Case
(Julia(Ince
Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince- Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Souihern Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
ti
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The
Last Raid
ThoseZeppelin's
Who Pay
Just a Woman

d.

6.
5
5
S
5
555
5
556
5_

&
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DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
The Woman Who Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Gaumont News and Graphic
Jester Comedies (Tweed Dan) once a month
The Silent Mystery (Serial in Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston and Rosemary Theby
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
Mar.
It's aRailroader
Bear (Taylor
Holmes-Special)
Mar. 169 —— The
(George
Fawcette)
Mar. 2— Wild Goose Chase (Hazel Daly)
Feb. 23 — Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
Feb.
Child ofMarriage
M'sieu (Baby
Osborne)
Feb. 169 —— Secret
(Mary Marie
MacLaren)
Feb. 2 — Restless Souls (Alma Rubens}
.,.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
Mar. 3— A Taste of Life (Edith Roberts)
Feb. 24 — The Little White Savage (Carmel Myers)
Feb. 17 — The Sealed Envelope (Fritzi Brunette)
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Apr. 14 — What Am I Bid? (Mae Murray)
Apr. 7 — The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
Mar. 31— A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
Mar. 24 — A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
Mar. 17 — The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury) , ...
Mar. 10 — The Scarlet Shadow (Mae Murray)
Feb. 24 — The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
Feb. 10 — Creaking Stairs (Mary MacClaren)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
I-RO COMEDIES
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds)
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
Mar. 5— A Ragtime Romance (Lynch-Smith-Dunn)
Feb. 26 — Lions and Ladies (Hardy-Mann-Gore)
CENTURY COMEDIES
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
Feb. 10 — Behind the Front (Alice Howell)
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
Apr. 7— Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
Mar.
(SpecialBeery)
Cast)
Mar. 3124 —— ALizzie's
Beach Waterloo
Nut (Wallace
Mar. 17— Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
Mar. 10— The Hole in the Wall (Special Cast)
Mar. 3 — A Poor Prune (Sammie Burns)
Feb. 24 — The Movie Queen (Jane Bernoudy)
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
Mar. 31 — The Wife Breakers
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
Mar. 17— Lay Off
Mar. 10 — Chicken a La King
Mar. 3— Oh Ethel
Feb. 24 — Mixed Tales
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
Apr. 12 — The Love Letter (Pete Morrison)
Apr.
Claim Morrison)
(Neal Hart)
Mar. 295 —— Bill
His Brennan's
Buddy (Pete
Mar. 22— The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
Mar. IS — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison)
Mar. 8 — The Flip of a Coin (Pete Morrison)
Mar. 1— Riding Wild (Helen Gibson)
Feb. 22 — Raiders of the Range (J. Warren Kerrigan)
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Mar. 17 — Eighteenth, The Last Trick
Mar. 10 — Seventeenth, a Race with Time
Mar. 3 — Sixteenth, The Knockout
Feb. 24 — Fifteenth, The Stolen Record
Feb. 17 — Fourteenth, Flames
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
Apr. 14 — At the Mercy of a Monster

7
6
7
6
6
55
8
7
57
5
6
2

5
5
55
5
5
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5
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
9
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
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.2
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Film

Picture

News

Releases

Apr. 7— Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff . .
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17 — First. The Pool of Mv>=ierv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)

2
I2
2
1
1
1
1

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
S
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
S
Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
5
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
S
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
5
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
5
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
5
Mch. 3— The Girl Problem (Corinne Griffith)
S
Feb. 17— Silent Strength (Harry T. Morey)
S
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Mar. 24 — -Jazz and Jailbirds (James Aubrey)
2
Mch. 10 — Damsels and Dandies
2
Feb. 17 — Scamps and Scandal
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Apr.
Be
2
THE 14—
MANWellOFI'llMIGHT
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
—Twelfth,
Prey
22
—Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed
2
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
—Eighth, The One Chance
2
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
—Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
— Fifth, The Human Shield
2
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
—Third, The Creeping Death
2
— Second, The Leap Through Space
2
—First,
The
Riven
Flag
2
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Jan. 27 — Fifteenth, Riding with Death
2
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth, Desperate Odds
2
Jan. 13 — Thirteenth, Hanging Peril
2
Jan. 6 — Twelfth, The Span of Terror
2
Dec. 2330 —— Tenth,
Eleventh,In The
Red Mask's Prey
Dec.
the Coils
22
Dec. 16 — Ninth, The Pit of Lost Hope
2
Dec. 9 — Eighth. The Man Eater
2
Dec. 2 — Seventh, The Whirling Trap
2
Nov. 25 — Sixth, Fiery Fate
2
Nov. 18— Fifth, The Tide of Death
2
Nov. 11 — Fourth, The Noose
2
Nov. 4— Third, The Blade of Hate
\.Z
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State
Right Exchanges)
Weavers
of Li
fe
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Apr. 28— The Price of Doubt (All Star Cast)
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love-June Elvidge) 55
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr.
The Love
Little Defender
Intruder (June
(Louise Huff- Johnny Hines)
5
Mch. 317—— The
Elvidge)
5
Mch. 24—
Hit orHand
Miss Invisible
(Carlyle (Montagu
Blackwell and
Evelyn Greeley)
".55
Mch.
17 — The
Love)
Mch.
10 — The Unveiling Hand (Kitty Gordon)
Mch. 3 — Crook of Dreams (Louise Huff) ;
5
Feb.
24 — The Moral Deadline (June Elvidge)
5
Feb. 17— Courage for Two (Carlyle Blackwell)
'5
Feb.
10 — Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)
'5
SPECIALS
.
Mar. 16— The Better ' Ole
7
Feb. 10—
What Four
Shall Flags
We Do(Official
With Government
Him?Picture) '. '.55
Jan.
6 — Under
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Mar. 30 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan.
265—— Adele
(Kittyof Gordon)
\'.6&
Jan.
The
Light
Western
Stars
(Dustin
Farnum)
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
,
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USED

TO

DESCRIBE

A MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINE

MEANS MORE THAN JUST A TRADE-NAME— MORE
AN ASSORTMENT
OF GEARS AND SHAFTS.

THAN

W
5? ^'^^^^^^S-*
DESIRED

IT REPRESENTS
THE DETERMINED
EFFORTS OF THE
KEENEST BRAINS OF THE INDUSTRY TO GIVE TO THOSE
WHO
SHOW
MOTION
PICTURES ALL THAT CAN BE
IN SIMPLICITY— ALL THAT IS BEST IN WORKMANSHIP

—ALL THAT CAN BE DEVISED IN SAFEGUARDING
THE PUBLIC—
AND ALL THAT IS NEEDED
IN PROJECTING THE MASTERPIECES OF
THE FILM MAKERS'
INTENDED.

ART

IN THE

THE WORD "SIMPLEX"
HALL-MARK
FOR PEERLESS PRO
IDEAL SELECTION.

MANNER

IN WHICH

THEY

WERE

IN THE PROJECTION ROOM IS THE
JECTION— PERFECT PROTECTION-

AND

TOM MOORE
TOO— SAID "SIMPLEX"
FOR THE RIALTO— WASHINGTON
In the Rialto which was built for the showing of pictures exclusively — seating two thousand persons —
embracing all that is finest and best in theatre decoration and equipment — the Simplex was selected to maintain the high_ standard of projection which is called for at the Rialto in order to carry out the purpose of the
owners of this theatre in making it the show-place of the Capital City.

IN

COLORADO

TOO

THE FRIENDS.
"EXTRALITE'

MAKES

PERMANENT

Swan son-Nolan Theatre Equipment Co.,
1514 Welton Street,
Denver, Colo.
Mr. J. J. Morgan, Manager.
Dear Sir:
We received the new shutters which you ordered for us yesterday, and they are certainly great. In
connection with our 950 watt lamps we are putting on some picture, and never use over 28 amperes.
Yours respectfully,
(Signed)
DICK DAVIS, Manager,
Palace Theatre,
1 12-114 W. Main Street,
Trinidad, Colo.

ThePrecision Machine (o.Inc.
' 317 East 34 th: St- NewYork
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"WE

SHOW

MAMDUNT
& ARTCRAFT
PICTURES

One

More

The public knows

Big

Selling

Point

that Paramount

and Artcraft

Pictures are the best pictures made

and that the

theatre that shows them

is the best place to go,.

It's one more big selling point to announce
show Paramount and Artcraft Pictures."
bring more crowds.

off.
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BOOKING

sPecial Paramount

NOW.

production, available for every

exhibitor — everywhere.

A roaring comedy, making

fun of the feminine foibles of today — fighting with ridicule
the employers who won't give back the jobs to the soldiers.
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

Picture

News

Mr

D.W.GRIFFITH

Pt-esenirs
II

The

6irl

Who

Stayed

AuARTCfJArT

people say is the strongest force
WHAT
in the world today. Word of mouth
advertising has the biggest pull of all. These
criticisms
Girl Who
of mouth
you show

(on the opposite page) of '' The
Stayed at Home " reflect the word
advertising that comes to you when
this picture.

These New York
sional motion picture
rank and file of the
audience — the same

critics are not profesmen. They are of the
typical motion picture
sort of audience that

At

Home

Picture

comes to see your pictures. They judge just
as the public judges — not alone the New
York public, but the whole American public
— people from all over the United States, the
kind of people from the small towns and
larger cities who fill the theatres of New
York every night.
It's not a coincidence — there's a reason
why all these laudatory criticisms agree.
You will find that reason in " The Girl Who
Stayed at Home."

Adapted from the story by S. B. V. Taylor
Photographed by G. W. Bitzer
Personally directed by D. W. Griffith
,»*»»
ii FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKORPres.
JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MtLLE Director JGeneral
■—NEW Vice
YORK-/
•

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

April

12,
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They

Say

Just

What

Your

N. Y. Times: "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," satisfies
every expectation. Judged by the Griffith standard, it is good.
In some ways it even adds to its producer's long list of
achievements.
Mr. Griffith has been noted for his ability to handle plots of
varied and extensive range, but he has never done it so well
before in a photoplay designed for routine exhibition. " The
Girl Who Stayed at Home " is not what is called in the trade
ahas" super-production,"
it iswealth
a regular
Artcraft release
; yet beit
all of the scope and
of treatment
that might
putAnother
into a " characteristic
super " film. that it shares with the greater
Griffith productions is its blending of melodrama, delineation
of character and humor. And, of course, Mr. Griffith's
subtlety and strength in making scenes of pure beauty and
of dramatic meaning, has not failed him. He is not only an
artist in pictorial composition, but, by technical skill, often
along original lines, he produces effects that others in time
learn to imitate. No pictures seem to have the perspective
of his. And when Griffith does make a close up, it is a soft,
delicately shaded portrait. These remarks, while general, are
pertinent here because they appertain particularly to " The
Girl Who Stayed at Home."
N. Y. Morning Sun: The picture has less scenes devoted
to the world conflict itself than most ambitious war pictures,
but Griffith once more reveals even in the swift glimpses
shown that only Napoleon, Caesar and a few others surpassed
him in staging a war. In Clarine Seymour, he has a player
who can do a vibratory walk that is like shaking the shimmy
without music. Robert Harron, Richard Barthelmess, George
Fawcett, Tully Marshall and Carol Dempster carry the honors
in a cast that is heavily coated
* *with # talent.
N. Y. Morning World: An excellent example of the artistic
work of D. W. Griffith as a producer. Makes unusually good
moving picture entertainment because of its dramatic action
and effective photography.* * *
Ar. bines
Y. humor
Herald:
D. W.
Griffith's
photo indrama
with war
thrills.
BobbynewHarron
qne ofcomthe
best comedy parts he has had in a long time, and Miss Clarine
Seymour as a charming little cabaret dancer, were the principals in a well chosen cast.
* * *
N. Y. American: Mr. Griffith has again done something
different — not only in production, but in selecting the material and the cast, and it is a happy medium that serves to
introduce new faces in a Griffith production.
One of the young women is Clarine Seymour. It took the
unerring eye that gave us Mary Pickford and the Gish girls
to feature her.
* * *
-V. Y. Telegraph: Griffith has a fortunate habit of letting
his audience into the secret that he is thoroughly enjoying
the discomfiture, the pangs, and the aspirations of his young
heroes and heroines. He lifts the commonplace above the
ordinary by means of a little gentle, kindly humor.

Audiences
Will Say
It is in the treatment that Griffith shows what he can do
with a simple tale. He makes it all real, and so plausible,
and brings it very close to every one. . . . That is where
Griffith gets his audience. He appeals to them each individually.
* * *

N. Y. Telegram: Even if the circus is coming the director
at the Strand Theatre is not a bit worried. This week he
is projecting D. W. Griffith's new production, "The Girl
Who Stayed at Home." The story is dramatic and intensely
interesting, lightened with touches of genuine comedy. The
pictures show the genius of Mr. Griffith as a motion picture
creator.
* * *
A^. Y. Post: It is a typical Griffith piece, done on a gigantic
scale, with thrilling battle scenes, a host of characters, beautiful scenes, several love stories, and a plot that never lags.
A^. Y. Evening Sun: The great master of battle pieces
ventures to hold the fearsome incidents of the field down
to
due proportion
in " The it
Girlis Who
Stayed
at Home."
direction
and photography
in every
respect
worthy In
of
Mr. Griffith.
#
* *
N. Y. Globe: A series of shadow impressions of the boys
who marched away, the battles they fought, and the girls
they left behind them. Clarine Seymour is one of these
girls — a slangy, bewitching little tomboy — and Robert Harron
and Richard Barthelmess are the very appealing yoUng
veterans.
A\ Y. Mail: It is the best of his Artcraft series. No one
is going to complain because "The Girl Who Stayed at Home"
is
a warthepicture.
that matter,
Griffith's
are
about
only warForpictures
nowadays
that war
have,pictures
any thrill
in them, the only ones that offer convincing imitations of the
real thing. D. W. is a whole military school in himself. You
cannot describe the plot because its producer has interwoven
several plots in the manner of his earlier spectacle dramas.
He is the only producer who is able to do this without offering
his audience a screen jig-saw puzzle.
N. Y. Journal of Commerce : There are many features
displayed in D. W. Griffith's latest photoplay, " The Girl
Whocalled
Stayed
at Home,"
refreshingly
new.with
It cannot
be
a war
play. A that
few are
short
chapters deal
actual
fighting and have to do exclusively with the charge and siege
of one of the lost companies that faced the Germans in the
Argonne. While Robert Harron, George Fawcett and Tully
Marshall are seen to great advantage in the more prominent
roles, the little girl who stayed at home, as played by Clarine
Seymour, won the most distinction. She possesses unusual
beauty and intelligence.

i FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUK.OS.Tres. JESSE I.IASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MXIAE Director Jgeneral
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

FRANK

E.

WOODS

r Supervising Director of Paramount Productions.
Famous Players-Lasky, Hollywood Studios
Supervised the following picture productions, from the selection of the story to^the final editing and titling.
Her Birthday Present
RELIANCE— MUTUAL, (1914-15) Old Mother Grey
The
Baby's Ride
The Rebellion of Kitty Bell
The Pretender
Vengeance
Acquitted
His Picture
in the Papers
Ethel Gets istheMine
Evidence
Pillars
of Society
The Smugglers of Sligo
Hubby to the Rescue
Her Fairy Prince
The Severed Thong
The Mysterious Shot
His
Lesson
Billie's
Rescue
Branch
No.
37
Gretchen the Greenhorn
The Deceiver
The Godfather
Fate Takes a Hand
Daphne
and Torpedo
the Pirate
Three Brothers
The Burden
The Stilletto
The Bride of the Sea
The
Flying
The
Forged
Testament
The Return of Cal Clawson
Martha's
Vindication
The Little Boy That Once Was HeArms
and
the
Gringo
Ethel's
Doggone Luck
The White Slave Catcher
Ashes of the Past
A Woman of Nerve
The Greaser
Hoodoo
The HabitAnnof Happiness
The Broken Bottle
ThevilleSuffragette Battle in Nuttv The Old Chemist
The Ceremonial Turquoise
The Little Orphans
Mixed Values
Little
The
Deputy
Sheriff's
Star
Sister Meena's
of Six Romance
The
Noon
Hour
The
Angel
of
Contention
Dad'sGirlOutlaws
An Image of the Past
The Different Man
Atta
Boy's
Last Race
The
in the Shack
The Beat of the Year
American
Aristocracy
The
The Wheels of Destiny
Golden Dross
The Microscope Mystery
DoctorArtist's
Jim Wife
A Lucky Disappointment
The
Scene
of
His
Crime
The
Children
Pay
Izzy the Operator
Ethel'sLittle
Deadly
Alarm Clock
Bobby's
Medal
Wrong All Around
The
Mother
The Wharf Rat
The
Exposure
For the Sake of Kate
The
Old
Derelict
The
Message
The
Fencing
Master
The Angel of the Gulch
A Banakie Maiden
The
Lover's
Gift Couch
By Fair Means or Foul
Silent Sandy
The Heiress
at Coffee
Nina,
the Flower
Girl Dan's
The Man
in the
A Pair of Cuffs
The Little Match-makers
Jim
BludsoBoy
The Bad
The Swindlers
A
Night's
Adventure
The
Highbinders
The
Lost
Receipt
The Rosebush of Memories
The Double Knot
Ethel's New Dress
The
Betsy's Burglar
The Mystery of the Hindu Image The Story of a Story
The Cowboy's Chicken Dinner
One Terror
Flight of
Up the Mountains
AHerDaughter
of the Poor
Leave It to Smiley
For
the Honor of Bettina
Dan
Morgan's
Way
Official Fathers
The
Sea
Brat
The Horse Wrangler
Down
by
the
Sounding
Sea
Children
of
the
Sea
Cheerful
Givers
The Buried Treasure
Moonshine Molly
The Vengeance of Gold
Beautiful Love
Might
the Man
The
Bill Takes a Lady to Lunch
Izzy and the Diamond
The Kid Magicians
Madam and
Bo-Peep
The House
Baby of Bentley
The Idiot
The Saving of Young Anderson
The
Old High-chair
Betty
of
Greystone
The
Tavern
of
Tragedy
The
Old
Shoemaker
The
Mr.
Don
QuixoteLiar
Ethel's Teacher
The Sheriff's
Gunman Prisoner
The Son of the Dog
The Little
The Wallack's
Hired Girl Wallet
The Saving Flame
Her Oath of Vengeance
Diane of the Follies
Izzy and His Rival
Mike's
Elopement
Manhattan
Added Fuel
Over and Back
On the Border
The
Rummy Madness
Her
Bill Mother's
Saves the Necklace
Day
For
Love of Mary
Ellen
Gridley's
Wife
His
Guiding
Angel
The
Bank
Burglar's
Fate
Their
First
Acquaintance
The
Old Folks at Home
So Shines a Good Deed
The Huron Converts
A Lesson in Mechanics
The Jinx on Jenks
Solf for Marriage
The Deadly Focus
The Wagon of Death
Sunshine
Dad
The
Little
Life
Guards
The Man of It
Izzy Gets the Wrong Bottle
Out
of theforDeputy's'
Hand
ABillFlight
Fortune
Tangled Paths
The Children in the House
The Race Love
For the Last Edition
Joins
the
W.
W.
W.
The
Strawman
One Who Serves
The Stolen Ore
The
SusanGood
RocksBad-Man
the Boat
A Mother's
Influence
The Deacon's Whiskers
The Celestial Code
Through the Dark
Paid
with Interest
Children of the Feud
Big Jim's
Heart
A
Mother's
Justice
The
Right
to
Live
The
Matrimaniac
Casey's
Vendetta
The
Miner's
Baby
Turned Back
Payment in Full
False Pride
The Fatal Finger Prints
The
Yank
The Way of a Mother
The Tear That Burned
Ih the Nick of Time
The Little
Americano
The Root of All Evil
The
Big
Brother
Ethel's
Roof Party
Faithful
to
the
Finish
The
Girl
of
the Timberclalms
The Sheriff's Choice
The
Niggard
An Independent Woman
A Child of the Surf
Broken-Nose Bailey
The Little Lumber Jack
Stage
Struck
The
Folly
of
Ann
Hearts
and
Flowers
The High Grader
A
Love
Sublime
Farewell to Thee
The Odalisque
Home Again
AHands
Woman's
The Peach Brand
Up Awakening
Editions De Luxe
An Old-Fashioned Young Man
Out Again, In Again
Checkmate
The Stolen Code
AForBold
Impersonation
The
Little
Country
Mouse
The Little Soldier Man
His Pal
Izzy'sBroken
Night Barrier
Out
The Saving Grace
Souls Triumphant
The Comeback
The
The Turning Point
Ethel Has a Steady
Ethel's Disguise
Macbeth
.
Izzy the Detective
Hidden Crimes
Another
Chance
The
Mountain
Girl
The Weaker Strain
The Divorcee
The
Sisters
Little
Marie
How Izzy Was Saved
A Corner in Hats
ABeppo
Ten the
CentBarber
Adventure
TRIANGLE
The Healers
Poor
PapaLiz KOMEDIES (1016-1
Laundry
A Wife from the Country
The Old Good-for-Nothing
The Mystic Jewel
The Fortification Plans
A
Question
of
Courage
A
Chase
by
Moonlight
Blue
Pete's
Escape
At
the
Postern
Gate
The
Runaways
How Izzy Stuck to His Post
The French Milliner
Mr.
Uncle
The Headliner
Her Hadley's
Brave Hero
The Blotted Page
The Little Catamount
Everybody's Doing It
Merely Players
Sheriff for aa Hour
The
Drummer
Safety
First
In Wildman's
The Queen of the Band
The
Old Maid Land
The Lady
Mummy
and the Girl
The Availing Prayer
Victorine
The Everliving Isle
Billie Goat
The
Calico Vampire
The Housebreakers
The Wrong Prescription
The
Cass-Janey
Feud
The
Inner
Conscience
Father Love
Miner'sScorned
Peril
Father and Son
The
Second Mrs. Roebuck
The Kinship of Courage
ATheWoman
Granny
A Romance of the Alps
A
Physical
Culture
Romance
Providence and the Twins
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
The
Stab
Frenchy
The
Widow's
Children
The Fatal Hour
The Floating Call
The
Wayward
Son
The
Firefly (1917-18-19)
of France
The
Little
Cupids
The Hidden Message
The Law of Success
Less Source
than Kin
Shocking Stocking
Bill Organizes
The
The She Devil
The
Milkfed Boya Union
The Boundary Line
For Those Unborn
The
of Slim
MUTUAL MASTER PICTURES A Woman's Weapons
The
O'Clock Boat
HeartsTen United
The Double-Crossing
Man with a Record
The Mascot
The Girl Who Came Back
(1914-15)
Your Baby and Mine
The Clever Mrs. Carfax
The "Housemaid
Old Batch "
The Dishonored
Medal
SierraFinal
Jim'sVerdict
Reformation
The Green Idol
The
The
The
Mystery
The
Lost
House
The Lucky Transfer
The Old Clothes Shop
* Johnny
Get Girl
Your Gun
Bill
Goes
in
Business
The Choir Boys
Ex-Conyict 4287
The
Outlaw's
Revenge
Everv
Man
Has
His
Price
Cruise
of
the Makebelieves
A
Man
and
His
Mate
The Balance
The Silent Witness
Down
the
Hill
to
Creditville
Too Goat
Many Millions
The
Only a Tramp
A Bad Man and Others
Her Awakening
Captain
Macklin
The
Absentee
Rimrock Jones
How Lost
the Kid
Showdown
Foiled Again
Strathmore
The
ShotWent Over the Range The
In Old
Mexico
The Failure
The Honor
Meg
of the God
MinesFear
The
Shuttle of His House
The Runaway Freight
The Stronger Man
The Great
The Fox Woman
Where the Mountains Meet
Maggie
Pepper
The Family
Indian Trapper's
Vindication Bill Manages a Prizefighter
The Wolf Man
The
Doctor
The Wireless
Sheriff's Master
The
Dub Van
Tricotine.
the Wanderer
AOutMother's
Trust
* Vicky
The
Voice
The Father
of
the
Air
The
Mountain
Rat
A Dark Horse
The Badge of Office
The Million Dollar Bride
The Outcast
Puppy Love
The Door House Mystery
The
Cannon Ball
The Unpainted Portrait
Enoch Arden
* Pettigrew's
Girl
The
Bravest Way
Bad Tardy
Man Mason
As in Days of Old
Sands
of
Fate
Man's
Perogative
Under
the Top
The Bread Line
A
Child
of
God
Bill
Spoils
a
Vacation
The Revenue
The Penalty
After
Twenty Officer's
Years Deputy
The Warning
Countess Charming
The Victim
Ghosts
The Law of Duty
The
Messenger
Back to the Kitchen
Call
The Express
Love Pirate
The
Crest
of
Von
Endheim
Nan of
of the
MusicEastMountain
from the
The Beat Within
Friends of the Sea
For
Her Father's Sins
The Secret Game
AUp Ynnkee
fromDepths
the West
At
Dawn
Heart Beats
Such a Little Pirate
In Fear
Her Mother's Daughter
Bred in the Bone
The
Betterof His
Way Past
The Chinese Lottery
The
Mystery
Her Shattered Idol
The Widow's
Might
The Bankhurst
Decoy
The Death Dice
Hidden
Her
Grandparents
FINE ARTS-TRIANGLE (1916-17 Jules of Pearls
The Spell of the Poppy
the Strong Heart
The
Deputy's Chance That Won
The
Lamb
Un-da-wa-nek
One
More
American
MAJESTIC-MUTUAL (1914-15) Flooey and Axel
Old Heidelberg
His Responsibility
The Smuggler
Jane Secret
Goes A-Wooing
They Never Knew
The
Garden
The Yegg and the Eggs
Martvrs of, the Alamo
At
the
Stroke
of
the
Angelus
The
Sable
Lorcha
The Hop Smugglers
After Her Dough
Ethel's Romance
Way ofina the
Man East
with a Maid
Venus
Victims of Speed
The
Kaffir's
Skull
The
Electric
Alarm
Double
Trouble
Believe Me, Xantippe
The Lucky Shot
The Fatal Dress Suit
Eleven-thirty
P.
M.
The
Lily
and
the
Rose
Who Shot Bud Walton
The Rivals
Jordan is a Hard Road
The Right Dope
* Alias
Mike MoranLaw
The
The Forest Thieves
Flirting with Fate
* PoorWhite
Boob Man's
A Rightful Theft
Nearly
a the
Burglar's
Bride
The
House
of Silence
On the Ledge
Izzy
and
Bandit
Littleof Dick's
First Case
Stranded
The Joke on Yellentown
Out
Bondage
The Little School Ma'am
Bill the
* The Winning Girl
The Slave Girl
Gasoline Gus
The
OnlyOffice
Clue Boy — I
The Half Breed
The
Cityof ofFaith
Dim Faces
* Fires
The Marriage of Molly O
The Black Sheep
Her Filmland Hero
AA Race
City Beautiful
for a Bride
Bubbling Water
Sandy
The
Death
The
Devil's
Needle
*
Men.
Women
and Monev
The Miniature Portrait
The Primitive Spirit
BraveLiving
and Bold
Hell-to-pav Austin
Molly Entangled
The Painted Lady
Sympathy Sal
A Child of the Paris Streets
Dirty
Face
Dan
The
Man
from
Funeral Range
The
Burned
Hand
The Indian Changeling
Mr. Goode, the Samaritan
Bill the Office Boy — II
Unwinding It
His Majesty Bunker Bean
• Station
Going
Straight
ALestRedWeMan's
Heart
The Job Content
and the Jewels
Pirates Bold
Forget
" The Roaring Road
Reggie
Mixes Magdalene
In
The Light in the Window
An Innocent
* Something to Do
The Woman from Warrens
Nell's
Eugenic
Wedding
A Man for All That
A
Wild
Girl
of
the
Sierras
Where
Breezes
Blow
The
Song
of
the
Shore
The
Fair Barbarian
Rose Leaves
The Ash Can
The Stolen Radium
Casey at the Bat
The Petticoat Pilot
God Is Love
The Soul of Honor
The Motor-boat Bandits
Cross Currents
Unclaimed
The Arrow Maiden
Let
Katy
Do
It
An Exciting Courtship
Mile-a-MinuteGoods
Kendall
Dizzy Joe's Career
A Breath of Summer
The
Missing
Links
The Newer Woman
Bill
'and
Ethel
at
the
Ball
The Wood Nymph
The Americano
The Intruder
*
Not
yet
released.
T^e
Old
Fisherman's
Story
The Price of Power
The Lie
The Record Breaker
The Last Drink of Whiskey
Willis & Inglis, Personal Representatives, Los Angeles

The Unknown

Quantity

In that almost bare room a young woman sat sewing
at a machine. She nodded to Kenwitz as to a familiar
acquaintance* One little stream of sunlight through the
dingy window burnish^^^heavy hair to the color of
e flashed a rippling smile
stered inquiry,
and pathetic
e into

VITAGRAPH
Albert

E. Smith. President

The "Mary Boyne"
of one of the
Immortal

Most
Q

Y'isS
ENR
H
Famous
Stories

brought

to the Screen

CORINNE
in the

THE

Master

GRIFFITH
Production

of

UNKNOWN

QUANTITY"
Directed by TOM MILLS

An

Unrivaled

Combination
and

ANITA
in The

of Genius

Talent — and a Story!
ALBERT E. SMITH presents

ST

E WAR!

Heart-Searching Drama of the Gamble
of Life and Love

TWOWOME
Written by JAMES
Edited by GEORGE

OLIVER

RANDOLPH

Directed by RALPH

CURWOOD
CHESTER

INCE

Produced by
VITAGRAPH

THE

WISDOM

OF

THE

AGES—

Of what use is it in trying to plumb
the depths
of a woman's
heart?

ANITA
reaches

V

TWO
-v-

*'•

STEWART
the very crest of her art in

RAPH'S
I TA
SuperbG
Love-Drama

"

WOMEN

The railroad 'wreck the iron monsters locked in the grip
of death— the primitive mountain atmosphere contrasted against
the seething turmoil of the city - the love interest the intrigueall are threads in the weaving of this superlaiive screen
story that will thrill your patrons to the very marrow, |§
tighten their heart-strings and hold them
throughout spellbound I
One sensational scene alone
isaudiences
going to compel
for eachcapacity
sue- ')
ceeding performance.
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CRANE

Motion

Picture

News

BURi

CT

PICTURES

ALICE

CORPORATION

presents

BRADY

:rs
Scenario by Jane Murfin
, "MARIE,
LTD." Directed by KENNETH
As clean and as treezy as the American

Girl it portrays

WEBB

ES
^j)) PICTUR

BOLSHEVISM

BOLSHEVISM.
Plotting to destroy governments
by putting an end to all forms
of productive labor

BOLSHEVISMLulling its victims into a fal se
security in order to weaken and
destroy tbem

BOLSHEVISM:
Stealthy attack on constituted
authority through the corruption
of its trusted agents

Quick

action

is

essential

:

ON

TRIAL

BOLSHEVISM.
Promising its dupes fantastic
rewards which it knows it can
never secure to them

BOLSHEVISM:
Work mg th rough holders of
honest ideals to further its
creed of greed, gam,
and lust

these

All
of

in

BOLSHEVISM

this

great

exclusively

e

timeliest

Book

now

attributes

other

and

are

fully

special,
by

portrayed

distributed
Pictures.

Se/ect

picture
for

corruption

ever

big

filmed"

profits.

Motion

HODKINSON

WITH

1

Zane

TAKES

FOUR

Grey

BIG

Pictures,

Picture

News

LEAD

LINES

Inc.

Zane Grey's own company — the biggest series of pictures
under production — starting off with a remarkable picturization of "Desert Gold," the famous novel of this
most popular of all American novelists.

2

Augustus
Four

Thomas—

Star

Artco

Harry

Raver

Productions

A series of powerful photodramas, directed by George
Irving and featuring Leah

Baird> beginning with a

splendid production of Mr. Thomas'
a Man
3

J. Warren

famous play, "As

Thinks."

Kerrigan

in even better pictures, concentrating all the proven popularity ofthis virile star in a new series of photoplays of
the highest type.

4

Wait!
This one is so big in scope that we are going to hold it
for a separate announcement,

all its own. But watch for

it — for it is going to be the most important series of
productions actually initiated since the birth of motion
pictures.

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

April

12,

THE

W.

its long
motion
product
best
page
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1919

W.

Hodkinson

prepared-for
picture
that

position

industry,

will stand

pictures

now

tells you

with
out,

being

now

takes

of leadership
four

taken

big new

in the
lines

together,

produced.

they

what

Th

Corporation

The

of

as the

opposite

are.

E first two have already been announced.

The

Kerrigan

pictures are a living example

of our selective machinery,
only line we

have

for Kerrigan

is the

kept out of our entire past

year's product.
The

fourth

holding

line is so big that we

its announcement

When we
totter.
We

new

do announce

have taken

are

for a later date.

it, present

the lead. No

idols will

other

concern

is going

to put out a better line of pictures,

because

no other

other

our

concern

is free to do it; no

concern is free from producer
hibitor domination. We are.

or ex-

If we can't get pictures that come up to
standards we will cut our releases down

to one
stand

a month— or one
on:

lead from

a year. But

this we

W ? are going to lead and continue

to

this day forward.

5*7FifthAue.
NewYbrk

Corporation
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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Motion

HARRY

Picture

GARSON

presents

BLANCHE

—

Maj.

Rupert

SWEET

in—

Hughes'

Astounding

Story

THE

UNPARDONABLE

SIN
DIRECTED

MARSHALL

FOR

FIRST
NEW

YORK

APPLY

LAWRENCE
220

W.

WEBER

48th

NEILAN

RUN

(PERCENTAGE

L.

BY

Street,

(Phone

1 800

BOOKINGS
STATE
ONLY)
TO

&

BOBBY

New

York

NORTH
City

Bryant)

Be. sun; to mention. "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

New

THE

BIGGEST

CAMPAIGN

IN

ADVERTISING

PICTURE

HISTORY

ELZNIC

s

PICTURES

K

THOMAS

UPSTAIRS
FIRST

a™

SHOWING

STANLEY

DOWN
AT

THEATRE

(Above is a reproduction of an electric sign being erected for Jules Mastbaum's Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia)

Do YOU
constantly
important

want

a sign like this, 40 x 50 feet, containing 2500 electric lights,

advertising
city for LIVE

your

theatre?

We

are erecting them

EXHIBITORS.

in every

(SEE NEXT PAGE)

This

is how

SELZNICK

ELECTRIC

SIGNS

lights, like facsimile
EVERY

PICTURES

will be advertised:

40 x 50 feet, containing
on

IMPORTANT

preceding
CITY,

page,

2500

in the

electric
heart

advertising your

of

theatre

365 days in the year.

LOCAL

NEWSPAPER,

ADVERTISING

these signs, in COOPERATION

BILLBOARD
money

ADVERTISING

with

EXHIBITORS.

the finest posters

can buy.

NATIONAL
in moving

This

WITH

linked up with

MAGAZINE

ADVERTISING

especially

picture fan publications.

campaign,

QjJALITY,

backed

by

pictures

of

gives live exhibitors the chance

MYRON SELZNICK
Pres. &- Gen. Mgr.

SELZNICK
of a lifetime.

CHARLES GIBLYN
Vice-Pres. £r Director Gen.
CORPORATION
50! Fifth Avenue . New York

22.Y:

GOOD

NEWS

TRAVELS
t

THE

POPULARITY
OFIS

INSTEAD
PICTURES
ENTIRE

OF

CAPITAL

STARS
NEAR
SPREADING

COUNTRY

DONT

THE

WITH

POLICY/

in shoCt

IN PADDED
THE~\jfafrJ&,
ACROSS

AMAZING

SPEED

WAIT

GET

ABOARD

YOU
WILL
HAVE
TO HURRY
DONT LET YOUR
"competitor LEAD
*THE WAT-WRITE OR WIRE
CAPITAL

INDIANAPOLIS

CO. Inc
riLIM
IKE SCHLANK. PRES
IND"
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Motion

Picture

Samuel
Goldwyn
p
'
^resents

THE

ETERNAL

MAGDALENE
From

the

bi£

by Robert

She

strikes

stage

H. Me

at the

heart

success

Lau^hlirt

and

the

sympathy

of humanity.
She is the ever-present sinner of all ages from
the birth of the world till the end of the
world.
She

is in every city, town

— openly

and

village on earth

boldly, or secretly.

She

is civilization's

The

hunted

woman.

The

strange

woman.

The

painted

woman.

All America

and

greatest

will know

mystery.

her remarkably

fasci-

nating story in an unusual Goldwyn production, which begins its showings in the leading
cities and

theatres

of the nation

April 20.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2h</ Street
New York City-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

April

12,

Some

1g i p

great philosopher on affairs of the heart must

have written the titles for "Daughter of Mine."
Some wise love doctor who knows that in America, in
the new world, a difference in race or religion cannot
keep a girl out of the arms of the boy she loves.
There's a lovely, sweet, laughable story in "Daughter
of Mine." It is a clean taste picture. Long after you
have seen it yourself you will be saying to friends:
"I'll tell you a fine picture you ought to book in your
theatre.
My audiences thought it was great."
The tragi-comedy romance, the win-out-over-obstacles
love story of Rosie Mendelsohn and George Howard
will make everyone who sees it enjoy life more.
Samuel

Goldvuyn.
J

presents

Ma^Kenn

edy

Daughter

of Mine

o Ballin
Clarence G. Badger
by Hug
Directed &y
It is pictures of this type, beautifully acted by a bewitching, lovable girl, that have made Madge
Kennedy one of the few assured
leading stars of the screen.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2^/ Street Newt York City

J

2236

M o 11o n

Picture

WhereNo

OtherMotionPicture

Has

Been

Ever

Several thousand

schoolrooms,

Shown

labor union

lyceums and

meeting places, churches, lodges and organizations of
similar character have projection machines and show
motion pictures of an educational character.
In nine out of every ten such cases, the one and only
screen educational feature that is being shown and ever
has been shown in such places is the

FORD

EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY

Settlement houses make use of it regularly as the great
Americanizer. It is rated as the first and best attraction
of its kind.
In selecting an educational weekly it is impossible to think
of any other one in the motion picture industry ahead of
the Ford Educational Weekly — because there is no other
one with its completeness, its quality, its fineness and
value.
Goldwyn, as the distributor, is serving 4,000 theatre
accounts regularly each week with the Ford Educational
Weekly.
In addition to being prepared to serve quickly 1,000
additional small town theatres without delays we now
announce that we can serve with equal promptness 1,000

FITZPATBICK
<wJMcELHOY
Ctiicayo
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CO.
.Motion. Picture
Laboratories

more schools, lodges, granges, union lyceums, churches
and factories or industrial organizations. The cost of this
fine service is surprisingly and amazingly low. Ask the
nearest Goldwyn office manager about it.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
resident
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 4-2 kc/ Street

News

April

12,
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i p i 9

0

Detzwood

Film

Co*

presents-:
LOUIS
BENNISOX
in

Speedy
Meade
Written and directed by
IRA. M.LOWmr

New exhibitor customers contract for the Betzwood -Louis Bennison Star Series at an average
weekly rate of 300 theatres per week.
Exactly the theatres everywhere that play the
Goldwyn productions book, play and are enthusiastic about Louis Bennison.
Louis Bennison is today playing in close to 2,000
theatres — and the remarkable fact is that three
pictures have made him the fine success that
he is.
You should be prompt to sign up for "Oh,
Johnny!" "Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U" and
his four other forthcoming productions.
"Speedy Meade" is pronounced to be one of the
fastest western pictures of the season.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Gounm
New York City
16 East 4-2 «/ Street

Motion

Picture

When you want clean comedies for your theatre:
You think of Capitol Comedies first.
When you are wondering what comedies offer the
greatest variety and diversity: The answer is Capitol
Comedies.
When

you wonder which comedies are played regularly in the greatest number of theatres in the United
States: Again it is Capitol Comedies.
When you begin to ask yourself what comedies you
can book for the summer season at the most reasonable rental price: Capitol Comedies provide the
answer.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons is their popular hero and
Goldwyn is the exclusive distributor.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prvs-ident
New York City
16 East 4-2 „</ Street

News
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pril

12,

ig j p

y's
ne Gre
Za
powerful
story

BORDER
UEGIONT
Starring
Blanche Bates
and Hobar t Bos worth
"Directed by
T. HAYES HUNTER

At least
United
as the
put on

5,000 motion picture theatres in the
States regard powerful melodrama
best kind of attraction they can
their screens to attract audiences.

These theatres, numbering among them
the majority Of the country's first run
accounts, never tire of asking for pictures
with a punch.
Therefore, it is no surprise to Goldwyn
GOLDWYN

to

witness the immediate convincing success
of "TheBorder Legion" in all sections, for
it is melodrama at its best. It has punch.
story.
It has thrills. It has a big, gripping love
It is a story of hard fighting and
riding in romantic California in
mad days of '49. It is the kind
audiences remember. It has
brilliant direction.

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2™/ Street New York Citv

desperate
the goldof picture
powerful,
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News
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will

buy

the

AMERICAN

available

sum

their

and

consistent

absolute

^Motion

world's

rights

FEATURES

of

desirable,

with

merit

a

(outside
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and

their

For

pay,
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drawing
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genuine
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Broad
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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Motion

Picture

ML

"IT

for

my

duty

and

love

conflict"
ever
must
you
That
is the theme of Thunder Bolts
of Fate,

a tense dramatic

story— splen-

didly presented— that is bound
and

Edward

to grip

thrill your audiences.

Warren

Productions,

HOUSE
and

in

my

PETERS

ANNA

Thunder

Inc., presents

LEHR

Bolts

of

Fate

DISTRIBUTED BY
W.

W. Hodkinson
Corporation
THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

If real, soundly

built drama

interests your audiences;

if they

like a he-man star, not a tailor's dummy, supported by a finished charming actress— both of them in big parts— if they like
to be thrilled and

moved

rected and beautifully
Frank

Powell

House

by a really big story, beautifully

di-

produced— then book this picture.

presents

Peters

m The

Supported by Jane Miller
Produced by Sunset

Forfeit

Directed by Frank

Pictures,

Powell

Inc., San Antonio,

Texas

DISTRIBUTED BY
Foreign rights controlled
by Federal Photoplays, Inc.
3 East 44th St., New York

W.

W. Hodkinson
Corporation
THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
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Motion

HAROLD

LOCKWOOD

AROLD

LOCK

friend

the

and

ions in America
generations
the

screen
As

what

final

Lockwood

he

battle

clean,

and

lovable

We

to him
to be his

character

was

mill-

future

magic

of

saved

greatest

picture

in the

Smith
own

was,

was

great
>
which

splendid

* It is clean

as he

as he

have

as he

manly, romantic

and

living

on,

is

*■
to the

that
and

who

thousands
this

manly

of Exhib-

picture

they present

helped

better

METRO

we

of his

success

manly

audiences

finer,

the

of David

itors who will present

honor,

for

of productions

is typical

suggest

to a fine

of the

live

presentation

toward

lovable

will

series

portrays

friend

our

*

we believe

The

WOOD,

through

a tribute

for the

Picture

to their

it as a tribute

character, the
to make

thing

PICTURES

the

man

screen

*

CORPORATION

r2(ow booking

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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a
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SCREEN

CLASSICS

inc. PRESENTS

HAROLD

LOCKWOOD
in

thte Last

and

greatest

op Ixis

productions

c2

MAN

of

HONOR

Qrronrh Henri) Kihcheli Webster's novel adapted anxi
^directed by TredJ> Bats hoofer in. Five Acts METRO

PICTURES

l(ow

CORPORATION

booking

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.

FIR.ST

"Sally

's
rr

Bligh

ted

Care

er

JZ&leas-ed April
directed
A

I. E.

A
IN

20

hy~

Chris^iic

FEATURE
TWO

BOOK

THRU

INDEPENDENT

REELS

FOREMOST
EXCHANGES

TWO

REEL

With,

a

Feature-

FAY

Cast

TINCHER

Aolly Malone
Patricia Palmer
. Harry

Depp
Darling
Marjorie P^yne

Helen

Hoscoe
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Released Through the Following Exchanges.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
INTERSTATE FILMS, INC.
E. & H. FILM DISTRIBUTING CO.
Film Exchange Elder..
739 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y.
73 Walton St., ATLANTA, GA.
7th & Main Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
FONTENELLE FEATURE FILM CO.
207 So. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
EQUITABLE FILM CORPORATION
1504 Harney St., OMAHA, NEBR.
928 Main St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
109 W. Maryland St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
CANADIAN FILM SERVICE CO.
CAPITAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
811 E St., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
No. 311 Orpheum Bldg., VANCOUVER, B. I
174 2nd St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
DOO-LEE FILM CO., INC.
SOUTHWESTERN
FILM
CORPORATION
R. D. MARSON ATTRACTION CO.
445
So.
Warren St., SYRACUSE, N, Y.
191iy2
Commerce
St.,
DALLAS,
TEXAS
26 Piedmont St., BOSTON, MASS.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
316 Sloan Building, CLEVELAND, OHIO
1235 Vine St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
POPULAR PLAY & PLAYERS
STANDARD
FILM
SERVICE
CO.
QUALITY FILM CORPORATION
220 West 48th St., NEW YORK CITY
Elizabeth & John R. Sts., DETROIT, MICH.
414 Ferry St., PITTSBURGH, PA.
I
729

BULLS
SEVENTH AVENUE

EYE

FILM

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

CITY

—■——a—

MB

111
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Booked by
INDEPENDENT

SALES

CORP
FRANK G. HALL, PRESIDENT

—

■

FRANK

The

G.
TO

Exhibitors

HALL

gf America

IMMEDIATELY following the first announcement that the Independent Sales Corporation
would
release the Rothapfel Unit
Programme,
leading theatres throughout
the country literally
deluged me with inquiries concerning the proposition, asking particularly
to explain the meaning of "Unit Programme."
Later announcements stated that the "Unit Programme" consisted
of a "complete show from overture to final curtain" including music
arranged especially for the whole performance, lighting and scenic
effects, magazine and novelty films, a high class comedy and a dramatic
feature, all produced under the personal supervision of S. L. Rothapfel,
formerly managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and Strand theatres,
New York City.
Since these announcements appeared, many exhibitors followed up
their previous inquiries with contracts and applications for contracts
for the entire series of six "Units," which to my mind is the most
gratifying manifestation of confidence in th^ propositon they could
possibly offer.
Being an exhibitor myself as well as a distributor naturally I have
been interested in the proposition from the exhibitor's angle and I
cannot refrain from telling you this much in advance — judging from
the finished subjects I have seen, it may be truly said that the
Rothapfel Unit Programme will prove beyond all question the
Highest Class Entertainment in the World.
Your application for contract, if placed with the branch of the
Independent Sales Corporation nearest your theatre, will receive
immediate consideration.

April

12,

I p I p

£

Barret
Manager

MPCormictu

of the Circle, Indianapolis, writer:

" OittingChej'ter

give

of

^limpxei*

s trance
and

of

Picturer
life ,
wild

peoples

strange

places,

' from
a human
-interest
of view.
point

" They
are
an attendance-producing
feature
in any
program.

"My Congratulation*
for

to CL.ChCXter

consistent

quality."

OUTING-CHESTER
"S5fe travel

Pictures

Without

PICTURES
One

Dal/Moment

"

Produced by C. L. Chester; released each week exclusively through:
Building.
DETROIT
— Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, 202 New Film
BOSTON — Boston Photoplay Co., 52 Broadway.
NEWN. YORK
FirstAvenue.
National Exhibitors* Exchange of
CHICAGO
—
Y., 509— 5th
Avenue. Celebrated Players Film Corp-, 207 S. Wabash
XEWX. JERSEY
— First
National
Exhibitors' Exchange of
J., 729 7th
Avenue,
New York.
MINNEAPOLIS — First National Exhibitors' Circuit of the
N. W., 400 Film Exchange Building.
PHILADELPHIA—
Vine Streets. Electric Theatre Supply Co., 13th and
MILWAUKEE — First Nationa} Exhibitors' Circuit of the
W., Fay
Building.
RICHMOND
— FirstStreet.
National Exhibitors' Circuit of Va.,
ST. N.
LOUIS
— Grand
Central Film Co., JGrand and Lucas
904 E. Broad
Avenues.
ATT, Marietta
A XT A — First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
of
Va.,
146
OMAHA
—
Sterling
Film
Corp., 1417 Farnam Street.
Street.
DENVER — Supreme Photoplay Corp., 1446 Welton Street.
PITTSBURGH — Quality Film Corp., 414 Ferry Street.
LOS Broadway.
ANGELES — First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 833 S.
CLEVELAND
— First National Exhibitors' Co. of Ohio, 402
Sloan Building.
SAN
FRANCISCO — Turner & Dahnken, 134 Golden Gate
INDIANAPOLIS
— H. Lieber Company, 24 W. Washington
Avenue.
Street.
VANCOUVER,
B. C. — First
LOUISVILLE
Ltd., 1318 Standard
Bank National
Building. Exhibitors' Exchange,
Building. — Big Feature Rights Corp.. Rex Theatre
SEATTLF — Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 1200 Fourth Avenue.

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Two Big Moments from "KHAVAH"

IT

IS

A

Picture

News

first Sholom Aleichem Story

MASTERPIECE!

So said the family of Sholom

Aleichem,

who

saw

the Jewish

Mark

Twain's

first screen story "KHAVAH"
in the making.
You Mr. Exhibitor will say the same.

THE

ZION

FILMS,

Inc.

present
ALICE

HASTINGS,
MASUROFF

the
and

Broadway
ALEX

Star, with

GIACOMO

TENENHOLTZ,

in

"KHAVAH"
By the late Sholom

Aleichem.
The

Direction

picture you will be proud

Charles

E. Davenport

to exhibit.

State Right
Buyer's
Attention
!
Ready for Release Soon
Write, Wire or Phone
ZION
Greeley 3992

FILMS,
1400

Inc.
Broadway,

New

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE. NEWS " .when, writing, to advertisers

York
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telling lesson
From

"There can be no u
^
*e^rf0^we^daccomplish

State Rights are now being
allotted on the celebrated
feature production "Damaged
Goods"—
the biggest
biggest box-office
box-office
Goods"-the
I I6.000 p7id^rfo^ance. WeaLaJ
auraciion
ui a decadeattraction of
ture
that
DroKen
recoras
in
admi88^
' P3,d
| J>5ARI,ES
ture
that has
hasof broken
recordspic
in
I
J.
mr»Pc
„25 cen^
a decade-a
attraction
. at Mana*eii^
/i
Manager
Pvprv theatre
th^cfr^ in which
whJoh it has
hoc
I ^S
JiWeq^and
L»»T7mr'
every
cents."
played. Not a print of it has
CBAfifr
been shown for months. All
prints were long ago withdrawn
from the market. Exhibitors
approach
have been so insistent for an
^n "> thewaTS^^earest
bigness -ft06 1 have
a
Nation.'"
W,U|
Birth of
opportunity of again showing
that we
"Damaged
Goods"
A State
are
now offering
it to
Rights buyers.

has broken S hoS^0!™311^. It
theatre. I consider
It th^ for ttt""
^
5K
feature
ever£
prooS^6 ingest
impresSed- I
rssw«
■
"Everyone
«-D*9
1
"Everyone aeeyiy GRANT,
—
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WEXAND^ Jomient serKo
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powetf-UV
oAto more
srth.
t fo
^
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ESTE1XE
"I consider it a pubhc ^ ^
that such a
screened.

wire.
nme:
Applications :ceiveci.
for territory
write,
are now being received. Write,
wire ur puuuc, stating
territory
torritnrv
Or phoneyou '*"*'">^
inWirewhich
are interested.
Applications will be considered
in the order in which they are
received.
American Film Co., Inc.
6227 Broadway Chicago, 111.

•damaged6
"We have hTT wnaha, Ne^th
b.—
seyen wliceraen Khad t0 use
crowds.*^
en t0 handle the

"Had tp nnI- ^t0 "etawarecrowdslryir^^0J,ce.
handle th*
«g mhne when the X P6°ple Vajt° tbe morning .n^eafe opened
« the talk of the to^L -aged GoodS'

When the Oriental girl of
his ideals is entangled in
the meshes of the Occident Hayakawa, sacrifices

The

position and honor to
protect her happiness and
is branded a coward.

Qj\ira$eo

\i|

Coward

Tsuru

Aoki as the Japanese maiden is delightful
in her efforts to imitate her

western sisters in everything from high heels to
powder

puffs.

This production will bring
Hayakawa and his delightful wife many thousand
new admirers.
It was

produced

Ha worth

by the

Pictures

Cor-

poration.

Released through
Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankers and Exporter! for the Producer

The

Love

Ca

Produced by National Film
Corporation of America

A picture rich in humor
in action that will add
to the splendid
Miss Rhodes.

and snappy
new laurels

achievements

of

It is one of those corking comedydramas that follows a tear with a
big wholesome

laugh.

It has

a

wind-up that is going to send your
audiences out happier than they
have been in a long time.
"The Love Call" is an adaptation
of the widely read book of the same
name

by Marjorie

Benton

Cooke.

7 Released through
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

ROBERTSON-COLE
DIVISION
FCOMPANY
FILMS
Banker* and Exporter $ for the Producer

WALTHALL

Modern

Husbands
Produced by National Film Corporation of America

The

full force

of

Walthall's

pelling acting is strongly
in this

registered

production.

In story, construction,
entertainment

value

dramatic

most

notable

The

story

pits him

gripping

pirate who

wrecking
way

his

in which

achieve-

against

is instrumental

home.

The

in

splendid

he rises to the protec-

tion of friendship
more

and

it is regarded

as Walthall's
ment.

a love

com-

has never

beautifully

or

been

told

convincingly.

Released through
Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankcn and Exporters for the Producer
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"cashing
possible
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with
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tional success.
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ANITA

STEWART

In the Louis

B.

Lois

A

Mayer- First

JV eber

National-

Production

Midnight

Romance
Form 1204

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram
WESTEjm
UNION
Blue
Day Letter
Nite
Night Message
NL
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the cheek (number of
AM
words)wise itscharacter
this is a telegram..
is indicated Otherby the NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT
GEORGE
W.
E.
ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
symbol appearing after the check.

CLASS
OF SERVICE | SYMBOL
Telegram
Blue
Day
NightLetter
Message

| Nite
NL
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words)wise itscharacter
this is a telegram.
is indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing after the check.
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The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can, make the " NEWS.'

A First National
Money-Maker

Watch the Big Fellows
joining UNITED
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§
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Code
of
ttonom
A Hi<$/tly g/noUonal Story}Tense, Colorful and fuU of \Dratnatic Force. W/'eis Duly.
Wi/l Hit tfie Popular
Produced

7&ste

6y 7r/bune Productions inc.

dhrited

Picture

Theatres ^America
XA.6ej*«l pres.

Inc.

m
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Re-Adjustment

A CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF RENTALS throughout the United States
convinced United that 2,300 motion picture theatres, ranging from the biggest
to the smallest in the country, would exactly enable United to break even on the
total cost, of each of its productions, provided the percentages of this total cost,
when paid in the form of rentals by these 2,300 theatres, were based upon the
rentals these theatres were paying other companies for productions of a drawing
power similar to those of United.
ON MARCH 29TH THE NUMBER
OF THEATRES under contract with
United in the United States was 2,195. In taking these contracts, United Salesmen and Managers, in some cases, insisted upon a percentage higher than the
normal rentals paid by an exhibitor for productions similar in drawing power to
those of United. In other cases, United Managers and Salesmen granted percentages lower than the normal rentals paid other companies for productions of a
drawing power similar to those of United.
THE RE-ADJUSTMENT period has now begun. In many instances United
has granted reductions in percentages. In many instances United has insisted
upon an increase in such percentages.
The following is an example of the fairness of the average exhibitor who has
entered United:
MR. A. FRANKEL, President of the Hawkeye Amusement Company,
owner of the Rialto Theatre of Des Moines, Iowa, signed a stock franchise contract
with United on November 20th, 1918. This contract called for two shares of
United stock at $250.00 a share and provided for two playing days for each United
production at a percentage classification of 1/20 of 1%. In actual rentals, this
percentage of the total production and distribution cost amounted to $42.50 per
day for each Dustin Farnum production; $41.00 per day for each Florence Reed
production; and $37.00 per day for each Kitty Gordon production.
THE RIALTO THEATRE played Dustin Farnum in "The Light of Western
Stars" to capacity business. It played Kitty Gordon in Adele — The Nurse's
Story— to capacity business. It played each of the above productions four days.
This was not in accordance with the Rialto's contract but was allowed by United
in order that the Rialto Theatre might be thoroughly convinced of the drawing
power of United productions.
On March 29th, Mr. A. Frankel called at the Home Office of United and
signed a new stock franchise contract with United. Mr. Frankel admitted that
he was paying United less rental than other companies whose productions had not
proven as successful financially. On behalf of his company Mr. Frankel PURCHASED TWO ADDITIONAL SHARES of United stock. Under this new
contract the Rialto Theatre is entitled to play each United production four days.
Instead, however, of its original classification of 1/20 of 1%, the new contract
calls for a percentage classification of 1/17 of 1%. This percentage classification
amounts in rentals to — Dustin Farnum productions, $50.00 per day; Florence
Reed productions, $48.23 per day; Kitty Gordon productions, $43.52 per day.
Mr. Frankel, on behalf of his company, THANKED
UNITED FOR THE
PRIVILEGE of allowing the Hawkeye Amusement Company to purchase two
additional shares of United stock.
"I consider this franchise the most valuable one our Company
obtained," says Mr. Frankel, upon signing his new contract.

p

United

Picture

b
1600 BROADWAY

has ever

Theatres
of America
INCJ. a. berst, Pres.
NEW YORK
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State

Right

Buyers!

i

"A Massive and Impressive Feature"

in BILLBUSH
BOARD stated that " The Law
of Nature " is a massive and impressive feature, and should be advertised as such.
STEPHEN

State Right buyers consider this
feature a sure money getting production asevidenced by their activity in securing territory.
A

BIG

SPECIAL
FEATURE
Produced By

David G. Fischer Productions
Under the personal direction of
David

G. Fischer

DISTRIBUTED BY ARROW FILM CORP.
What the Critics Say:
Stephen This
Bush isina "massive
Billboardand" impressive feature. The director succeeded in assembling a remarkably good cast. All the characterization work is above the average. Miss NeMoyer was a revelation to those who saw the performance. Vincent Coleman gave
a most convincing representation of a young man full of good
intentions, but lacking in will and character. This picture being
a special feature full constitutes an evening's entertainment.
George
Pardy in " Exhibitors'
Review"
THIST. PICTURE
SHOULD Trade
BE HEAVILY
BILLED AS A
VERY SPECIAL FEATURE.
In every way it should be played up as a particularly strong
attraction. Director Fischer presents a production with decidedly
vigorous punch. The work of Frances NeMoyer as Gene Moore,
the siren' of the play, calls for unstinted praise. She moves
through the hazy atmosphere of unbridled lust and feverish pleasures and evil incarnation of Panther like grace and dainty abandon, indolent, pitiless and withal alluring. She is the vampire
par excellence, an artistic creation calculated to arouse feelings of
envy
in the breasts of many a star exponent of feminine screen
wickedness.
Laurence Reid in " N. Y. Review "
" LAW OF NATURE "—POWERFUL DRAMA.
David G. Fischer Productions, Inc., who are presenting it
will have no trouble in finding a market for it. For it contains
a generous element of dramatic action and suspense. The picture
derives its title from the right of every man to lead a clean healthy
life. The drama contains a large amount of action, for it does
not
a single
but many.
" The Law of Nature "
is a build
forcefulfromlesson.
It isplot
adequately
staged.
" Dramatic Mirror "
Well presented and well acted. As a timely subject this
picture should prove a big box office attraction.
" N. Y. The
Sunday
Telegraphis "well set and the photography good. Virproduction
ginia Thorne deserves a word of praise for her work as Lili
Vanderbeck.
Community Motion Picture Bureau
lesson with
'is tremendously
been
drivenIts home
greater force.important
Personallyand I could
regardnotthehave
direction
and acting as near perfect as it is possible to be. I think this
is a film
that can and should be' used before practically every
kind
of audience.

ARROW

FILM

A

special advertising

campaign

has been prepared to assist buyers
in booking the picture, and special
help will be given buyers

in their

new
the ARROW'S
territory
Sales
and by
Promotion
department.
There

is still some

open territory,

but buyers are urged
wire for terms at once.
ARROW

FILM

to write

or

CORPORATION

Times Building, New York

Vincent Coleman and Frances NeMoyer in "The Law of Nature"

CORPORATION,
Times
Bldg.,
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU. Listen to them I

New

York
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Nature
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films,
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A
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Men
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5 REELS

The

Happy
AA^arrior
6 REELS

HARRY

MAZE

1 emporary

Add ress :

Room
White

652, Hotel
New

Star
4 REELS

The

Power
of
4 REELS

The

Warrior

JENKS

Right

Strain

4 REELS
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LOOKING FOR ADVICE (WM. A. JOHNSTON) 2273
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2274
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2275
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2281
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in

BIG

single

- reel

FIVE

attractions

' International
Black-ancUWTiite
Comedies
if Seven minutes of concentrated laughter — simply mix with good music and serve.
The cartoon comedy that has no waste footage, no dull moments — just rapid-fire fun
that's funny.
" It Beats the Dutch
is released this week.
The

Robert

C.

Bruce

American

Scenics

^1 Best loved of all the scenic productions — and with reason. Robert C. Bruce
knows the beauty spots, and knows best how to bring out the real entertainment
/alue.
The

" The Little High Horse

Photoplay

is the newest subject in Educational exchanges.

Magazine

Screen

Supplement

^[ Much in little — seven stars in a single-reel. Issued once a month, just like the
Magazine, and with the same clever photographs and snappy editorial style.

s
Wright
D.
George
11 Timely enough to make your feature —
headlines. George D.
rights Mexican
Day With Carranza" first-run this week,

Today
' Mexico
recent dispatches are today s newspaper
pictures are unique and exclusive. "A
at the Rialto Theatre on Broadway.

The
Ditmars
"Living
Book
of Nature
^1 Foremost among the animal pictures — fifty-three short reels— the cleverest combination of amusement, entertainment and educational value obtainable.

pucAnoNAL

Films

GbRPORAno

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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THEATRES

BATTLE

" There is a battle on in New

York

between

ings of the Chaplin reissues (Essanay).

" At the Rialto Theatre

Room Only," followed by a record
business Monday. The audiences
which filled the house enjoyed Chaplin in 4 A Night in the Show,' an
Essanay of the vintage of 1915 as
though it had been made

last week

and released yesterday." — New
Review.
Chaplin

comedy

Night in the Show

York

entitled 4 A

" brought shrieks

of laughter at the Rialto." — New
York Morning Telegraph.
44 The audiences, which filled the
Rialto to overflowing from midday
to midnight,

put their seal of ap-

proval on the 4 revival ' with uproars
of applause and laughter." — Brooklyn (N. Y.) Citizen.
44 The pictures are chock full and
brimming over with boisterous fun,
flashes of genuine

the vaudeville factions over the booksigned for 79 days." — Variety.

on Sunday

there was an entire day of " Standing

44 A

Loew

FOR

FILMS

CHAPLIN

ESSANAY

Picture

humor

and

the

Coast

to Coast

Using

Theatres

S. R. 0. Signs

for Essanay =Chaplins
Marcus Loew Circuit (New York
Rialto Theatre (New York)
Jones, Linick & Schaefer (Chicago)
Ascher Brothers (Chicago)
Lubliner & Trinz (Chicago)
Stanley Booking Company (Philadelphia)
Majestic Theatre (Detroit)
Strand Amusement Co. (Cincinnati)
Circle Theatre (Indianapolis)
Star Theatre (Portland, Ore.)
Rex Theatre (Seattle, Wash.)
Shea's Hippodrome (Buffalo)
Fay's Theatre (Rochester)
Eckel Tlieatre (Syracuse)
Wonderland Theatre (Kansas City)
New Aster Theatre (Minneapolis)
Majestic Theatre (St. Paul)
Dayton Theatre (Dayton, Ohio)
Strand Theatre (Milwaukee)
Lyric Theatre (St. Louis)
Strand Theatre (Louisville)
Colonial Theatre (Columbus, Ohio)
Orpheum Theatre (Cleveland)
Strand Theatre (Cleveland)
Colonial Theatre (Toledo)
TAKE

THE

unique action betokening genius." —
Exhibitors Herald.

George Kleine System, Distributors
Representatives at all General Film Exchanges

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Looking

for

exhibitor asks our advice on the subject of exhibitors co-operative booking concerns and suggests an opeh discussion in our columns.
" Some such plan is necessary," writes the exhibitor, " if
such theatres as ours (he calls himself a small exhibitor)
are to continue."
The idea of an open discussion of so important a subject strikes us as excellent.
It should involve and bring to light the biggest problems
underlying this industry, problems so pressing right now
that very shortly — within the year, perhaps — they will have
to be brought to a conclusive head.
■ So we welcome such a discussion in the interests of the
trade.
We would like to hear from Mr. Berst, Mr. Hodkinson,
Mr. Rowland, Mr. Greene, Mr. Abrams, Mr. Kane and
others — fram any practical and experienced distributor; it
is on distribution that the matter hinges, and so, indeed,
AN

does this industry's present and future welfare.
What Harness Will Work?
T is distribution, some new kind of distribution, that is
to regulate the troubles that now exist — with
i going
the exhibitor, distributor and producer.
How is it to be done ?
Let's start with the exhibitor who writes us.
Here is a small, isolated house; by isolated we mean left
to
the owner's own resources in buying and selling pictures.
He wants, briefly, an assured and sufficient supply of
good pictures at prices which will yield him a reasonable
profit; he wants also that co-operation in selling his pictures to the public which every dealer expects today and
generally gets from the manufacturer and distributor.
He wants help — and he wants help along the right lines
so he may know that this help is stable and can be depended upon for the future as well as the present.
0 Must he turn to a co-operative booking concern — local
or national in scope?
If so, what is- -his guarantee of good' pictures-— and
enough good pictures ?
What is his guarantee of the right rental prices ?
Should these concerns be exhibitor owned?
| Or, should he rely upon producer-owned distribution ? _
1 What is the guarantee here of enough good pictures at
the right prices ?
Should he be given open booking — that is, the right to
book each picture on its merits only?
Should distribution be controlled by the producer, or is
it healthier for the industry, and more profitable to producer and exhibitor, that the distributor be an entirely free
agent, selecting and selling, on merit only ?

Advice

What
with the picture ? Who will guarantee it andabout
how service
?
Here are some points to start with.
And why not take the gloves off, gentlemen, and go at
them ?
These are the big questions that practical picture men
are talking about every day.
What are the answers ?
Who

Will

Take the Gloves Off?
^ 5jc
SEVERAL thousand theatres like the above are looking for light. They are vaguely groping for something solid to tie up to ; a lot of them are tying up.
Prominent exhibitors are making trips to New York —
talking, listening, questioning — in an effort to find out inadvance just how the industry is going to jump.
They want to know, and they've got to know.
And we assume, of course, that the distributors here in
New York, or some of them, at least, feel perfectly free
andLet's
willing
go !to talk straight out.
Who will start the discussion?
% % # ^5
Hurray

for Nebraska

!

!
st censo
rship, won it
You
won
your
againaska
, Nebr
ONSfight
ATI
TUL
CONGRA
hands down; and your campaign was so admirably
conducted that you have given a working plan which will
prove effective iri every State in the Union —
Provided, of course, the right kind of organization and
an equal amount of hard, sincere work are put back of the
Nebraska did not wait until the bill was in committee.
Some keen mind or , minds evidently analyzed the situaplan. tion from the ground up.
Starting

at

the

Beginning

saw that the opposition always begins work
THEY
clearly in advance ; so they also began working.
They realized that the sponsors of censorship,
however active and determined, represent but a very small
minority of the public; so they got in touch with the great
"
majority
Petitions were ;
placed in the hands of ever}- theatre manager, and the lackadaisical exhibitor was hounded till he
got and filed his names.
« We fancy that every legislator in the State capitol was
confronted one morning with a desk piled high with petitions— petitions from his own district, with the names of
...... (Continued on next page).
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Editorially
Starting at the Beginning
(Continued from preceding page)
personally known citizens, who in this way made their
wishes clear to their legislative representatives.
These names mean votes. The opposition gets them,
only a few, comparatively, but these few weigh heavily
with the representative because there are no names to oppose them. The real public doesn't speak out.
j|e aje af: 1 ' ip. :sje • '
Using

Angle
THEN the newspapers were brought into play. They
willingly co-operated because newspapers, good
newspapers, stand for Americanism and because
censorship is as abhorrent to the press as to the picture.
First page stories, articles by prominent people, and
ringing editorials appeared in Omaha's leading dailies.
These editorials were afterwards featured in page advertisements. Newspapers in other towns took up the cudgel,
and thus State-wide public sentiment was appealed to and
aroused.
All of which means, simply, that the truth of the situation was fully presented — not within the narrow confines
of a legislative committee room at the eleventh hour, but
to the sane minds of the liberty-loving citizens of the entire
State — the workers, taxpayers, home-makers, whose majority vote makes the State legislature.
That's the place to carry the fight against censorship or
any form of fanaticism — to the people, to the voters !
Our congratulations, too, in closing to H. M. Thomas,
exhibitor, and to G. M. Akers, exchange manager, who led
their State organization to victory.
*****
We

Every

Elbow

Our

Way

In

have followed with interest the discussion originated among exhibitors by the First National
Exhibitors Association on the subject of trade
papers, their proper number, and their support by the trade
as against those publications devoted to the allied theatrical
interests.
We have a good deal of respect for a company courageous enough to get back of so frank a discussion, just
as we have always had respect for the company which,
after an intelligent investigation of the trade press selected
on merit its one or more mediums and gave a flat and
sustained " no " to the others.
And we have the reverse degree of respect for any publication whether wholly or partly in the picture trade which
solicits advertising by giving puffs on the one hand or
threatening blackmail on the other. Neither kind of publication can help or hurt anyone in the business because
such publications, if read at all, lack utterly the respect
of the readers. The advertiser ought to be aware, by this
time, of so patent a fact.
Just why five trade papers, however, are considered
necessary either in the readers' or advertisers' interest, we
cannot see ; and considerable personal contact leads us to
believe that most exhibitors and many advertisers feel
exactly the same way about it. Indeed the exhibitors who
are taking part in the discussion referred to seem, for the
most part, to feel that two papers are enough.
WE

nil mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 1

Picture

News

Speaking:
No more than two trade papers can be read or are read ;
and assuredly no more than two are needed in a field in
which each must so closely parallel the other in reader
interest.
■ Two are mostly needed for purposes of honest and
healthy competition, in the best interests of all branches of
the industry — and in the best interests of the trade papers
themselves.
This industry won't support five papers — that is the
plain fact of the case. So why encourage losing propositions? i
Most other trades have only two papers ; in each instance these are survivals of the fittest. The automobile
trade is a notable exception to the rule simply because it
has several diverse and distinct reader appeals, for instance, the ultimate consumer or motorist, the territorial
dealer, the garage and the engineer and manufacturer.
Last Fall when the influenza scare brought the producers and distributors into close contact one of the matters discussed was that of waste in trade paper advertising. Duplication was complained of, and some bitterness
felt toward the entire trade press.
The fault is not that of the trade press. It is the fault
of the advertiser. The very men who were discussing the
matter have no one but themselves to blame. And as
long as they continue to give or promise advertising in
many papers which duplicate each other in reader interest
there will be too many trade papers in the field.
£ sf: j£ jf:
Two

Hundred

Thousand

Strong

thousand names were signed to the
hundred
TWOBuffalo
petition urging Sunday motion pictures for
that city. This represents more than the total number of voters in Buffalo.
Petitions like this will secure Sunday opening in any
state in the Union.
Again we urge tha't here is the basis of the fight against
censorship, for Sunday opening or against any Blue law
or illiberal restriction upon the motion picture.
Carry the fight to the people. Let the majority of the
public speak out.
Petitions are the things. They carry the names ; and
the names count. And petitions can be had by picture
theatres,mands provided
only an active state organization dethem.

Watch

Out

For

This

reformer trick to beat bills allowing molatest
tion picture theaters to open on Sunday is the introduction ofbills allowing municipalities to give
motion picture shows on Sundays with admission free.
Thus, figure the reformers, they answer the arguments
in favor of Sunday shows on the ground that the people
need and demand the recreation. At the same time they
prevent the bloated motion picture millionaires from making any money.
THE
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Dealing

'Aims to
Buy the
Waterbury'

m

Personalities

SOMEONE
triedweek.
to get Lewis J. Selznick mad last
A story was published to the general effect that Lewis was giving too much advice
to son Myron and too little attention to
the time-clock at the Select offices.
Trust Lewis to counter in surprising
fashion.
On Wednesda3- we hear that he is about
to buy out the Select distributing organization, time-clock and all.
As we write this it is in the rumor stage.
By the time you read this it will be probably a fact.
Or else someone else will have thrown
a monkey-wrench into the time-clock.
You never can tell in this fillum game.

Should this deal go through the matter of distribution for Selznick
Pictures — Myron — will naturally be settled. And the Bolshevik picture noiv being marketed by Select gives a hint of the course that
Leivis J. will follow. Specials — the bigger the better — will be the
rule. And ive might hazard a guess that the million dollar electric
sign campaign on Selznick pictures will find its place in the exploitation ofthese Specials.
Speaking of that Bolshevik picture, film men with one accord
are predicting a clean-up for Select. To such effect that anyone
else who suggests a Bolshevik subject is told, " No use. Selznick
beat 'em all to that."
What a wonderful year it should be for the independent producer with real big stuff ! Never were there so many distributors
ready to welcome him with open arms and the key to the safe.
But, at that, the man who gambles $60,000 to $75,000 on eight
or nine reels of fillum deserves all he gets if the gamble goes over.
For many pictures are made but few are knockouts.
Our staff is looking for the jinx, the little man from Egypt, or
the typesetter who made Pete Milne say in a review of " The Cambric Mask " that " the drawing powers of this picture cannot be
underestimated." Pete went on in the revieiv to praise the Vitagraph-Alice Joyce picture to the sky — as it deserved — but the slip
of the typewriter that made him scry " underestimated " for "overestimated "gave us all a wrench.
George Kleine was met on Broadway during the week. Spoke
of the unequalled era of theatre prosperity that he had noted on
the trip East.
Every traveler who comes into town tells the same story — the
theatres were never so prosperous.
Incidentally Mr. Kleine dropped a hint that George Spoor
would soon startle the film world with the real thing in stereoscopic pictures.
Martin Quigley, of the Exhibitors Herald, is another Chicago visitor in town for a week.
Robertson-Cole surely put over a big deal in the affiliation
Jury's Imperial Pictures, Great Britain. Read the story about
page 2295. "Jury" means considerable over there, and the
bination was no mean stunt to pull. It ivarns us all to keep a
eye on Robertson-Cole and its progress.

with
it on
comclose

Pete Schaefer arrived in town Monday leading the advance
guard
of members of the Exhibitors' League executive committee.
By Thursday our sleuths had spotted around town such exhibitors as Frank Rembusch, Alfred H. Black, E. H. Horstm ax, I. M. Mosher, W. H. Linton, H. M. Brown and Sam
Bullock.

W^ith everything all set, the committee then met and laid out
plans for the new exhibitor organization. The name chosen is
" National Exhibitors' Association."
There comes to us rumors of a new shuffle of. the cards in the
industrial picture field. Names of men in various organizations are
linked together. The netvs ought to break before another week is
over. Incidentally, aside from this deal which concerns pioneers
in the industrial field, every other man you meet nowadays is talking industrials. We hear more " sure-fire " solutions each week
than there are reissues. One thing is sure — the industrial field is
ripe, rich and ready.
P. A. Powers arrived back on the Rialto Monday and is picking
up the threads of information regarding events that happened
during his absence.
R. Ward is also back from the coast.

[Adv.]

recently
activities,
hasRayour Owens,
old friend
King with
BaggotFrank
out onKeeney's
the road picture
in a show.
The
press notices have been great. King surprised a lot of them who
thought that a screen star didn't have a voice — and incidentally
his screen following is helping the box-office.
Jack Cohn has left Universal. Like the departure of Benny
Schulberg from Paramount — we never thought -it could happen.
Good luck to you, Jack.
Bert Adler journeyed to Washington on Thursday to handle
the opening of " The Better 'Ole " in the Capital City.
It seems that we have more rumors on this page this week than
there are good intentions in a certain unpopular but warm region.
Our sleuths reported a number of prominent Cleveland exhibitors
in town on Wednesday and a series of conferences following at the
Marcus Loew offices. The story should break Friday or Saturday.
It seems that everything that is going to happen this week is scheduled for a day or two after this issue is out. And we're too good a
fellow to throw a monkey-wrench into big deals by talking too
soon. Shades of our daily newspaper days!
Bill Parsons came, to town, renewed his contract with Goldwyn for Capitol Comedies, talked with Hodkinson on National
" specials," and greeted everybody with a broad smile and jovial
words.
The Billy Rhodes company is coming East next week to make
two pictures. Dorothy Dalton leaves Los Angeles on Sunday,
to make Ince subjects in the East. And a month ago all production was flitting gaily westward.
Carl Laemmle leaves Los Angeles next Monday for the East.
From the Federal Trades Commission comes news that The
Lasso Films Company has "agreed to an order to desist from
changing the titles and names of old films already displayed to
the public and substituting new names and titles unless it is clearly,
definitely, distinctly and unmistakably shown to exhibitors and
the public that the films so renamed and retitled are old films
being reissued."
A. L. Berman comes to bat with the Camo Corporation, which
will put something new in home cameras and projectors on the
market soon. Here's a field that is going to have its share of
surprising news in the coming six months.
David Loew, son of Marcus Loew, was married Monday afternoon to Miss Meta Edman.
Charles Pathe is expected to arrive here about April 15th, for
an indefinite, stay. A residence at Forest Hills, L. I., has been
leased for him.
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Bill in Nebraska
Beat
the Censor
ily obtained. The Omaha Bee took the
Thomas and Akers Lead Film Forces,
lead in the metropolis and started the ball
in Stiff Battle to Glorious Victory
rolling by a number of news articles and
Over Reformers
feature stories, a great many of them on
O! MAHA, NEBRASKA (Special to Mothe
front page, — some of them ridiculing
I tion Picture News). — It was the end
the idea of censorship and a great many
of a good fight when the result of the
of them ongetting
the opinions
of prominent
vote on the bill to have a board of seven ' people
the subject
and taking
up the
appointees censor all moving pictures in cudgels against the bill. One of the best
this state was announced as 62 against and
articles was written by Mrs. McKelvie,
20 for. The death of the measure came
wife of the governor of the state, who is
upon a motion to advance the bill which
a movie fan and has contributed many arwas defeated.
ticles on motion pictures to the trade
Headed by H. M. Thomas, manager of magazines.
the Ria.lto, and representative of the naThe Omaha World-Herald came to bat
tional board in Nebraska, and by G. M.
Akers, head of the Omaha Association of with a stirring editorial. The film exchange men of Omaha and the film exFilm Exchange men, a vigorous battle
hibitors came out with a full page ad with
was fought from the start to the finish.
the editorial included in the World-Herald
The fight was not so much to change the
and followed it with another editorial ad
opinions of Nebraskans as to whether or
in the Bee — later finding money enough
not they wished censorship as to arouse
in the fund to run another ad in all three
them to the need of expressing themOmaha
papers, including the Omaha Daily
selves and letting the legislators underNews. In each of the ads was included
stand their feelings of the people on the
a little coupon to be filled out and mailed
subject.
either to the committee or to the legisThe first step was to get out a great
lator of the one sending it. The results
number of blank petitions, distributed at
proved the value of advertising for the
every picture house and wherever an exanswers came in by thousands.
hibitor was not doing his part in getting'
Newspapers all through the state took
the petition before his patrons the matthe matter up and when the bill came up
ter was brought to his attention and some
for vote the sentiment was strongly against
life put behind the movement in his terit.
The film men in addition to all these
ritory. Thousands of signatures were obtained. The campaign was kept alive by matters of course all did a lot of personal work through the territory and at
slides and by posters, mostly home made.
Lincoln.
Cooperation of the newspapers was easExhibitors

of Northern

California Organize
What is announced as an organization
for the mutual protection and benefit of
those engaged in the motion picture business in the northern part of California, was
formed in San Francisco and will be known
as The United Theatres Association, Inc.
Headquarters have been secured in the
American Photo Player building on Golden
Gate avenue, and the following officers selected:Charles Goddard, president; Louis
R. Greenfield, vice president; James Beat
ty, treasurer; C. W. Midgeley, secretary;
P. J. Hanlon and A. W. Moore, directors,
and G. C. Ringolsky, attorney.
It is expected that practically all the reliable theatre managers in the northern
part of the state will eventually join the organization, andadded
it is toreported
that ' new
names are being
the list every
day.

Judges Jump on Censors
with Both Feet
Philadelphia (Special). — Judges Rogers and Wessel of the Common Pleas
Court last week took turns in jumping on
the Pennsylvania censors in the course of
a hearing on the appeal against the ban
on " The Brand."

Both judges had viewed the picture
and their ire was aroused by the comments of the censors and the latter's witnesses. Judge Rogers declared the board
was exceeding its authority.
" Do you know the law under which
you view and pass upon these pictures?"
he asked. " The trouble seems to be more
in your condition of mind than in the picture itself. The Legislature distinctly
stated in the act creating the Board of
the Censors what its duties and its authority were to be. It didn't give the board
any authority to pass upon or even assume
what construction some persons might put
upon something imagined, but not shown
upon
screen
all." briefs
■
Boththesides
haveat filed
on which a
decision will be rendered later.
Albert

E. Smith

Arrives

in

Los Angeles
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, arrived in Los Angeles
March 22nd for a stay of several weeks at
the Hollywood studios. While in the west
he will be the guest of his brothers, W. S.
and David Smith, studio manager and director respectively, as well as spend considerable time with his father, who resides
at Santa Barhara.

Picture

News

Exhibitor

Still a Chance
Colorado

Perhaps
Fight

in

Denver, Col. (Special.) — Local exhibitors are of the belief that notwithstanding the death of the Sunday motion picture bill there may later be a chance for
a new bill.
This is due to the fact that the opposition to the bill stated that their principal
fear was that the present bill would let
down the bars to many other forms of
amusement. Those leading the fight against
Sunday shows were Senators David Elliott,
of Colorado Springs ; W. O. Peterson, of
Pueblo ; James C. Starkweather, W. W.
Booth and John D. Stephen, of Denver, all
Republicans, and Senator Henry C. Andrew, of Boulder, Democrat.
Defending the proposed repeal were Senators W. F. O'Brien of Leadville ; Siewers
Fincher, of Breckenridge, and O. E. Bannister, of Grand Junction, all Democrats.
May Create New Censor
Job in Keystone State
Harrisburg, Pa. (Special). — The Committee on Appropriations of the Senate of
Pennsylvania now has in its possession for
consideration a measure introduced by
Senator Mearkle, of Pittsburgh, which
would amend the present law under which
the motion picture censors operate so as
to provide for a deputy censor, at a salary
of
$2,000, who shall maintain an office in
Pittsburgh.
The bill provides also for the appointment of two inspectors, at salaries of $1,400
each, and one stenographer at $1,200.
The object of the bill is to facilitate the
censorship of pictures in the western part
of the state, where delays often are caused
in the distribution of films because the
greater part of the censorship work, under
the present arrangement, is done in the
Philadelphia headquarters of the board of
censors.
Thanks

for McAleer

from

Pennsylvania Exhibitors
At a meeting of the campaign committee which has been wrorking for Sunday
opening in Pennsylvania held on March
29th tion
at wasPittsburgh,
passed : the following resolu" Resolved, That in view of the excellent co-operation given this committee by
the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., in
the assignment of John McAleer, who
acted as executive secretary during the
campaign for Sunday opening in Pennsylvania, and furthermore in consideration
of his diligent and untiring efforts to
make the movement a success, the committee wishes to herewith incorporate in
this resolution its appreciation to the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc."
A copy of the resolution was forwarded to Mr. Laemmle by James B. Clark,
chairman of the campaign committee.
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N. A. M.
P. I. Reports
Progress
amended to meet the objections against the
An interesting summary of the status of been
original measure in the Senate.
the different State bills permitting Sunday
This bill should not be confused with the bill
Assemblyman Siegler, which has already passed
motion picture shows has been issued by of
the
The Siegler bill has to do only
the committee of the National Association with House.
the permission of motion pictures, games,
concerts, etc., on Sunday in the pubin charge of the campaign, consisting of recreations,
lic parks regulated by the State.
Arthur Friend, Lewis Innerarity, and R.
CONNECTICUT
H. Cochrane. The committee has the volState Senate has passed, by a vote of
untary cooperation of the American Rec- 26 The
to 3, a home rule Sunday motion picture bill
reation League and is cooperating with similar
to the one pending in the New York
legislature. Favorable action in the Lower
exhibitors in various states, aiding greatly State
House is expected at an early date. Connecticut
through slides and trailers.
presented a peculiar situation. Sunday pictures,
of
course,
alwaysLaws.
fallen But
underthetheBolsheviki
jurisdicThe report follows :
tion of the have
old Blue
have been gaining a foothold in the State, and
NEW YORK
motion picture bill was widely advoThe Thompson-Donohue bill, providing for Sun- the Sunday
cated as a check to the rising tide of Bolshevism.
day motion pictures under local option, was adCOLORADO
vanced to the order of final passage in the Assembly Tuesday.
The Kelly bill, repealing the Sunday closing
The Assembly Codes Commitee, which had had law,
the Lower House by a vote of 49
under consideration the bill introduced by As- to 14,passed
but met defeat in the Senate, 18 to 11.
semblyman
Donohue,
reported
it
out
on'
March
H.
T.
Nolan,
of the Rocky Mountain
26th, but later decided to amend the bill so as Screen Club, andPresident
State Chairman of the National
to make it conform with Senator George F. Association of Colorado,
words that many
Thompson's
which was
reported
the opposing Senators stated sends
that if the motion picSenate Codes bill,
Committee
the same
day out
by aof vote
ture
people
had
confined
their
measure strictly
of 6 to 4.
to a repeal of the prohibition of Sunday pictures,
instead of trying to open all amusements on SunNEW JERSEY
day, they would have voted for it. The camThe Hyland bill, No. 291, has been reported
paign managers have accordingly decided to refavorably out of the committee in the Assembly
new
the battle in the manner suggested.
and was expected to be passed by the Assembly
Monday night. Instead, however, the bill was
MICHIGAN
then re-committed and was passed on WednesThe last report from State Chairman John H.
day, April 2. This bill, which permits motion
pictures, recreations and concerts on Sunday, has Kunsky, of Detroit, was most optimistic. The

Managers' Association Has Hands Full
Toledo, Ohio (Special). — The local
Theatrical Men's Association organized
less than a year ago has found plenty of
work.
The fight for Sunday motion pictures
in Ohio has kept the organization on its
toes carrying out the local share of the
battle. Right on the heels of that fight
has come a Toledo ordinance proposed by
Judge O'Donnell to prohibit all children
under the ages of seventeen from attending theatres, arcades, skating rinks, etc.,
without an escort.
The ordinance would be fatal to the
residence theatres. As a result of hearings held by the City Council there is the
possibility of new legislation being proposed to handle the children's problem,
without arbitrarily closing up the picture
theatres.
Charles C. Friedman is attorney for the
picture men, who are working in an organized bodv.

of Sunday
Bills
bill legalizes Sunday amusements and was reported out of the Senate committee five days
after it was introduced, and although it has been
before the body awaiting action for some time,
it is expected that it will pass the Senate without much trouble when it comes to a vote. Prospects are similarly favorable in the House.
SOUTH DAKOTA
The Sunday closing bill was introduced in
both branches of the legislature, but was promptly killed . The South Dakota exhibitors had the
active co-operation of the Minneapolis Film
Board of Trade, through the chairman of its
legislative committee, F. S. Meyer.
IOWA
The Sunday opening bill has passed the Upper
House of the legislature by a large majority, but
is facing a hard fight in the Lower House. State
Chairman A. H. Blank, however, is hopeful of
the ultimate success of the measure.
OHIO
The Ohio bill, which is fostered by the Ohio
State Screen League, takes the form of an
amendment to one of the sections of the General
Code now in effect. This section is a general
prohibitory Sunday law. The amendment provides that " municipalities shall have the power
to regulate or forbid the exhibition of the projection of motion pictures on Sunday subject to
the sections of the statutes provided for the initiative
and
words, while
is still inreferendum."
the power of Inanyother
community,
actingit
through its counsel or other governing body, to
prohibit motion pictures on Sunday, the amendment permits absolute local option in the matter.
This amendment has been favorably reported
in the Lower House, and final favorable action
in both Houses is hoped for in the near future.

Toledo

Local

306 Elects Delegates
to Convention
Local 306 of New York City held its
election April 2nd for representatives to
the International Alliance Convention
which will be called at the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, during the
week of May 26.
The successful delegates as officially reported by Mr. Morris Rotker, recordingsecretary, were : Messrs. Sam Kaplan, Sam
Goldfarb and Alex Polin.
Edward J. Wilson was elected member
of the Executive Board. More than 500
members showed their interest by attending the election.

Who's
the Keystone
mittee which conducted the State
hearings in
Here Are the Who
Men Who in
Defeated
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Harrisburg,
Sunday Bill and Those Who
at which the famous Philadelphia OrchesSought to Help
tra gave concerts in an effort to convince
Harrisburg, Pa., (Special to Motion
the legislators that the kind of music
Picture News). — As an aftermath to the played could not be offensive on the Sabdefeat of the Rorke Sunday motion picbath, made a valiant fight to prevent the
ture bill in the Judiciary Committee of general committee applying the chloroform
the House of Representatives Tuesday,
to the" bill. He pleaded for one more week
in which to obtain more information as
March 25, it might be well to give the details of the committee meeting.
to public sentiment regarding the measure,
For the sake especially of those thouit having been pointed out, m'ost signifisands of Pennsylvania exhibitors who
Fowler, of Lackfavored the adoption of the Rorke Bill, canthr, byawannaRepresentative
county, that it was uncertain how
it is only fair that the names of those
labor viewed the bill.
members of the Judiciary General ComChairman John R. K. Scott, though he
mittee who voted against the bill and
opposed the measure, was in favor of exthose who voted in favor of its being
tending the time, but the majority of the
affirmatively reported, should be published.
committee were for speedy death for the
They are as follows :
The Representatives voting to report the bill and insisted upon the" immediate vote
by the committee wThich resulted in the
bill out with a negative recommendation
dashing
were : Brooks, York County ; Bolard,
ture men.of the hopes of the. motion picCrawford; Campbell, Philadelphia; GoehAt one stage of the committee meeting
ring, Allegheny; Snowden, Philadelphia;
things
took a sensational turn when RepreCatlin, McKean; Scott, Philadelphia; Norsentative James E. Norton, of Berks
ton, Berks; Patterson, Philadelphia; Todd,
county, made a charge, which he did not
Allegheny; Krause, Philadelphia; Sweitsubstantiate, ' that there were rumors that
zer, Clarion; Gans, Philadelphia; Wallace,
" the picture interests had a fund of $40,Lawrence; Sarig, Berks; North, Chester;
000 to $50,000 to corrupt legislators."
Beidlespacher, Lycoming; and Evans, LanRorke, in his efforts to save the bill, as
caster.
a last resort promised the committee that
Those who voted in favor of an affirmative recommendation were : Heyburn,
if it permitted his bill to be reported favorably, he would offer an amendment on the
Delaware county; Aaron, Baldi and Rorke,
floor of the House to provide for a special
Philadelphia; Fowler, Lackawanna, and
censorship of all films offered for Sunday
Marcus, Allegheny. Representatives Flynn,
exhibitions ; but even that concession was
Elk county, and Zimmermain, Lebanon,
ignored by the majority of the committee
were the only members of the committee
which, from its attitude, appeared to have
absent.
up its mind unalterably to quash the
Representative Rorke, sponsor of the made
measure.
measure and chairman of the sub-com-
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Motion
West

Strong
Anti-Censorship
Facts
Chairman T. D. Hurley announced that
William A. Brady and Walter W.
Mr. Brady and his followers were before
Irwin Delivered Telling Blows
the commission to give them information
Before
Chicago
Board of
and not to criticise, to which Mr. Brady
Censors
not wanting advice, but inTHE arguments used by William A. took exception,
formation, telling the city authorities that
Brady and Walter W. Irwin, who ap- they would be doing more good for the
peared some time ago before the Motion
Picture Censorship Commission of the City community if they cleaned up South State
street than in bothering the Motion PicCouncil in Chicago, are considered by the
ture business.
National Association of the Motion PicThe
gentleman wanted to know why the
ture Industry to be very valuable material
Pickford
picture,in "Chicago.
The Little
for use in other sections where film cenhad
been barred
M. American,"
J. Quigley.
sorship threatens.
secretary
of
the
commission,
replied
" Be" Abolish all censorship of motion piccause the authorities said it was too :strong
tures take
;
all restrictions off the producagainst the German people."
ers. If they cause to be exhibited anything
which is immoral or obscene, punish them
" But, we were at war with Germany at
the
time," continued Mr. Brady. " The
severely," said Mr. Brady.
Mr. Brady contends that the remarks of only outcome of censorship is graft, political intrigue and religious and social dissenministers were not censored before they
sion. Ithink the Motion Picture Industry
were made, nor are the contents of newswill have to get into politics to protect itpapers before they are published ; so why
everlastingly pick out the Motion Picture
self," was one of Mr. Brady's parting shots.
All the " movie men " agreed that they
industry for censoring prior to its having
would abide by a vote of the people on the
been guilty of objectionable doings.
censorship
question. They said if the cenTo ship
quote
Mr. Brady is
exactly
" Censorsorship question was put to a referendum
before publication
what : we
object
the people would reject it.
to. The Motion Picture men are responsible for their acts. If they produce unclean
Walter W. Irwin of the Famous Playand immoral pictures they violate the law
ers-Lasky Corporation, hurled a hand grenade into the commission when he said:
and should be punished."
Walter W. Irwin, Paul Cromelin, Gabriel
" Censorship is fundamentally based on intolerancethose
;
who urge it are of the
Hess and other officials of the organization
of which Mr. Brady is president all de- temperament of those who burned the
witches at the stake. They are leaders of
clared against censorship in any form.
the bolsheviki, who are the worst advo" As long as pictures are shown which
deprave and debauch children, we need cencates of intolerance." What is the meaning of these small movements today of men
sorship," declared the Rev. W. S. Fleming.
who want to become their brother's keepMr. Brady's quick retort was: "We are
gentlemen and protest against any asserers? If it is a people's question why not
tion to the contrary."
submit it to the people?"
Rourke Gets Park Theatre
Governor and Legislators
at Bridgeport
The Park Theatre at Bridgeport, Connecticut, has been leased by James T.
Rourke, owner of the Empire theatre
there.
David J. Lustig (LaVellma), manager
of the Empire theatre, will manage both
houses.
A straight feature picture policy is
planned and a number of the larger cinematographic productions are scheduled
for an early showing. The season commences May 25th.
F. I. L. M.

Club Will Cooperate on Loan
The F. I. L. M. Club of New York City
announces that its members are arranging
plans for the distribution of films for the
Victory Loan.
It is proposed that each exchange will
handle a certain territory for distribution
and booking and certain stars will be allotted to the various exchanges, so that
each territory will have a full quota of
all stars participating in the Victory Loan
campaign.
As soon as the Treasury Department advises when the release dates will be, notice will be sent to all exhibitors.

Honor Exhibitor
What is described as one of the most remarkable honors ever conferred or received
by an exhibitor has just been bestowed upon
Tony Sudekum, president of the Crescent
Amusement Company, operating theatres
showing First National Exhibitors' Circuit
attractions in Nashville, Tenn., by the Legislature and governor of the state.
The sixty-first general assembly of Tennessee adopted, in both houses of the Legislature, aset of resolutions in formal acknowledgment and appreciation of Mr.
Sudekum's contributions, during the last
five years, of free moving picture entertainment to the prisoners in the state penitentiary and to the inmates of Central Hostives. pital, a state institution for mental defecBen

Grimm

on West

Coast

Ben Grimm, formerly publicity writer for
film companies, and later a member of the
Moving Picture World staff, arrived in Los
Angeles April 24th from Honolulu, where
he received his discharge from the Sixth
Aero Squadron of the American army.
Grimm has been located at Honolulu,
where he served in the coast defense.

Picture

Virginia

l\[p/ws

Exhibitors

Organize Booking Club
Reports come from Winding Gulf, West
Virginia, that a meeting of the theatre
managers and exhibitors of that section
was called and held in the Beckley Hotel,
Beckley, West Virginia, on Thursday,
March 27th, 1919.
The following theatres were represented :Affinity Amusement Co., with theatres at Affinity and Hotcoal, W. Va. ;
Winding Gulf Theatre, Winding Gulf, W.
Va. ; Stotesbury Amusement Co., Stotesbury, W. Va. ; Wyco Theatre, Wyco, W.
Va. ; Besoco Theatre, Besoco, W. Va. ;
Wyoming Theatre, Mullens, W. Va. ; and
the Glen White Amusement Co., Glen
White, W. Va.
It is stated that the object of this meeting was the organization of an association
which would link all of the theatres in
that section together and put them all
under the same booking management. The
Association was organized and the following officers unanimously elected:
C. R. Stahl, Manager, E. E. White Coal
Co., Stotesbury, W. Va., President.
Hirum Sizemore, Pres. & Mgr., Wyoming Theatre, Mullens, W. Va., 1st Vice
President.
J. T. Morris, Manager, Pemberton Fuel
Co., Pemberton, W. Va., 2nd Vice President.
J. H. Spencer, Amusement Manager,
Winding Gulf Colliery Co., Winding Gulf,
W. Va., Secretary & Booking Manager.
J. B. Clifton, Sec. & Treas., Beckley
Smokeless Coal Co., Besoco, W. Va.,
Treasurer.
The privilege of becoming affiliated with
this association will be extended to exhibitors in the following towns who were
unable to attend the first meeting: Fireco,
Sullivan, Raleigh, McAlpin, Tarns, Vanwood, Itman, and Eccles, West Virginia.
A meeting of the Winding Gulf Exhibitors Association has been called to meet
in the Wyoming Hotel, Mullens, W. Va.,
on Friday, April 18th, 1919. A full representation of the fourteen theatres is expected at this meeting and details as to
management, etc., will be definitely discussed and adopted.
English

Film

Man

to State

It became Right
known onHere
Thursday that at
least one English film producer had decided on his own method of handling the
problem
of presenting British productions
in this country.
Harry Maze Jenks, who has been here
for a couple of weeks, showing a number
of his productions to competent American
critics, has decided to embark on the State
Rights field. The step will be taken as
soon as arrangements are completed. Involved in the plans are a number of Harma
Productions, including " Romany Lass,"
"A Master of Men," "The Great Imposter," " The Happy Warrior," " Nature's
Gentleman," " The Splendid Coward,"
" The Power of Rights," " A Run for His
Money," " The Warrior Strain " and
" White Star."
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Finkel Visits New York
from Pittsburgh
\\ illiam Finkel, of the recently organized Globe Film Attractions of Pittsburgh,
was a New York visitor this week looking over the film offerings.
W. C. Pierce, formerly of the World
Film, is associated with Mr. Finkel in the
Globe Film exchange, and it is said that
the new concern has already acquired an
excellent growing business in the state
rights field.
The territory covered by the new concern is W estern Pennsylvania and West
Virginia principally. The Victor Kremer
five reel features starring Shorty Hamilton, are controlled in that territory by the
Globe exchange in Pittsburgh, at 414 Ferry street.
Mr. Finkel has been a successful exhibitor for nearly four years and believes that
there is a bright future for aggressive
concerns in the independent field.
The

Aliens Will Build in
Western Canada
The largest moving picture theatre in
W estern Canada will be built this summer
at Calgary, Alberta, for the Allen Theatrican Enterprises, according to an announcement by Jule and J. J. Allen.
There is already an Allen Theatre in
Calgary but this has been found to be too
small. It was built five years ago and has
been
months.doing capacity business for many
The site for the new theatre will be in
the heart of the downtown section and the
building alone will cost $200,000. The newhouse will have a seating capacity of 2,000,
according to the plans which have already
been drawn.
Personal attention is being given to the
matter by H. J. Allen of Calgary, Western
manager of the Allen interests. Declaration is made that local citizens will be the
principal stockholders.

Cincinnati Exhibitors Rally
to Aid Loan
Cincinnati motion picture managers will
take a big part in molding public sentiment for the Fifth Liberty Victory Loan,
Souththat city
theatres
and all western
Ohio haveof joined
in aand"
concerted
move to put it over on their screens.
Isaac Libson. manager of the Walnut,
Strand, and Family theatres, has been
named chairman of the Cincinnati Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Liberty Loan Committee.

Heenan's Was
Dan Heenan, salesman for atheBoy
First National Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange in
Philadelphia, is receiving congratulations
from all quarters.
The occasion for all this goodwill from
his friends lies in the fact that Dan is now
the proud father of a bouncing baby boy.
His brother William is the ''big-man behind the gun " for the First National in
the Quaker City.

Schulberg
from
vance himself
or the "Big
organization 4"
with
Moves
from Long Acre to Resigns
Fitzgerald
which he was identified. I am gratified
Building,
But Hiram
that such an opportunity has again come
Best Wishes
Go with Abrams'
Him
to him, and in regretting his departure I
in International Plans
also rejoice with him in the chance he now
BP. SCHULBERG, who was recently
has for greater personal service to the in• appointed Assistant General Manager
dustry and the particular interests with
of the United Artists Distributing Corwhich
he
has become associated."
poration in conjunction with Hiram
Mr. ment : Schulberg made the following stateAbrams' appointment as General Manager
of that stellar organization, has resigned
" It would take much, as the entire trade
from that office in order to devote all well
knows to cause me to sever my rehis time and attention to a new internalations with the United Artists, and Mr.
tional film organization, as yet unnamed,
Abrams in particular, after the long, pleaswhich will operate distributing centres
ant and harmonious relationship we have
throughout the entire world, outside of enjoyed for so many years, but the opporthe United States and Canada.
tunity which has come to me to become
The announcement would be a greater
identified with the largest European finansurprise to the trade than it is were it
cial interests which have ever been invested
not accompanied by a statement from
in the motion picture industry, and its
Hiram Abrams. which indicates that he correlated privilege of being of service to
the entire motion picture industry both
has released Mr. Schulberg from the oblihere and abroad, are so attractive as to
gation of remaining with the United Artists, and that there is as cordial and
command my interest and dictate the
friendly a relationship between these two
course I am now pursuing.
old-time business associates as ever ex" These interests are reinforced by a
isted. Both emphasize that the change in strong
organization composing the most
Mr. Schulberg's plans is actuated only by expert film men in Europe, and their finanhis securing " a greater personal opportucial strength and long experience in the
nity " through the new international assoindustry cannot but accomplish tremendous
ciation.
results and create a potent factor for good
Mr. Abrams in commenting upon the to film interests on both sides of the Atseverance of official relations with Mr.
lantic.
Schulberg, said :
" I would appreciate it if it were under" In the years that Mr. Schulberg's and
stood that the primary motive for my
my business life has been so closely allied
action
at this time is the larger personal
I have always found him intensely devoted
scope the new enterprise can afford my
to the interests he was serving, always
faithful to the task in hand and always
Mr. Schulberg is making his temporory
eagerly seeking to find or create the next
office at the Fitzgerald Building.
step by which he might legitimately adefforts."
Jack Cohn to Produce
It is reported that Jack Cohn, well-known
editor of the Universal Weeklies and Screen
Magazine and a member of the Universal
Film Company since its conception, has re
signed to produce on his own account.
Mr. Cohn has opened offices in the
Strand Theatre Building and has already
begun working on a picture, details of
which will be announced later.
Gerard

Engages

Regina

Quinn for Film
Regina Quinn, the former Fox star, has
been engaged to appear in James W. Gerard's next contribution following " My
Four Years in Germany." The theme of
the newest work of the former ambassador involves_ the confession of a German
army officer. William Nigh will be seen
in the leading male character and after
searching the field for a beautiful and accomplished artist to play opposite him,
the choice was awarded to Miss Quinn.
Kills " Happiness " Title
Upon application of J. Huntley Manners,
author of " Happiness," the stage play.
Judge Mayer of the United States Court
issued an injunction restraining the use of

the title " Happiness " as the name of any
photoplay.
Mt. Manners started the action to protect
this title when he learned that Triangle
had made a photoplay under the title of
" Happiness,"
a story entirely unlike that of the telling
stage play.
Film

" Hunter " Visits
New York

" Square Deal " Miller, the well known
jeweler of Detroit, visited the offices of
Motiox Picture News last week while on
his way from Florida to his home in Michigan. Mr. Miller spends much of his time
in winter in the everglades, hunting both
with gun and motion picture camera. On
this trip he is taking back with him about
3,000 feet of interesting film taken during
the winter hunting season.
Passed by Board
William H. Leahy, connected with the
Anitia Stewart Productions, made a flying
visit to Philadelphia last week, where the ,
awaited the decision of the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors, who were passing
on the merits of the latest Anitia Stewart
feature.
" A elimination
Midight Romance."
With the
of two or three
sub-titles the picture was passed.
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Motion

Government
Aids
Atlanta, Ga., Tracy Barham, Fox Film
Twenty-five District Managers ApCorporation, 55j^ Walton Street.
pointed to Circulate Thirty-seven
Pittsburgh, Pa., H. Buxbaum, Famous
Victory Liberty Loan SubPlayers-Lasky Corporation (temporary),
1150 Pennsylvania Avenue.
jects
New Orleans, La., H. W Wilkes, S. A.
UPON call of the
Treasury Department
of the United States Government, ar- Lynch Enterprises, 814 Perido Street.
rangements for a hugh motion picture
Cleveland, Ohio, W. E. Lusk, First
National
drive have been completed by the ComBuilding. Exhibitors Circuit, in the Sloan
mittee appointed by the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and
Cincinnati, Ohio, H. P. Wolfberg, Famwere announced by Adolph Zukor, Chairous Players-Lasky Corporation, 107 W^est
man.
Third Street.
Detroit, Mich., W. E. Wilkinson, Secre" The motion picture campaign on behalf of the Victory Liberty Loan will
tary, Board Motion Picture Ex. Mgr., 605
afford every exhibitor the opportunity of Film Exchange Bldg.
Chicago, 111., J. L. Friedman Celebrated
doing his bit," said Mr. Zukor. " Our
new drive has been carefully planned and
Players Film Corporation, 207 So. Wabash
Avenue.
will undoubtedly prove the most powerful
campaign yet prepared by our industry for
St. Louis, Mo., G. W. Weeks, Famous
the Government. Some thirty-seven subPlayers-Lasky Corporation, 3929 Olive
Street.
jects are now being finished and there will
be a total of three thousand five hundred
Kansas City., Mo., A. H. McLaughlin,
and four prints available to theatres,
Select Pictures Corporation, 920 Main
Street.
The Committee, of which Mr. Zukor is
gratis."
Des Moines, Iowa, R. C. LiBeau, FamChairman, consists of Walter W. Irwin,
ous Players-Lasky Corporation, 415 W.
8th
Street.
George K. Spoor, J. Brulatour with Al
Lichtman, Manager of Distribution, and
Minneapolis, Minn., E. R. Pearson, First
John J. Flinn, Director of Publicity.
National changeExhibitors'
Circuit, 400 Film ExBldg.
The twenty-five chairmen or district
managers, who will book the pictures to
Omaha, Nebr., T. D. Graham, Pathe
the exhibitors throughout the country are : Exchange, Inc., 1417 Harney Street.
Boston, Mass., Harry Asher, Famous
Denver, Colo., M. H. Cohn, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, 3 Shawmut
Players-Lasky
Corporation, 1747 Welton
Street.
Street.
Industry

Again

New York, N. Y., A. G. Whyte, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, 729 Seventh
Avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa., Frank W^. Buhler,
Stanley Comany, 1214 Market Street.
Buffalo, N. Y.. R. C. Fox, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, 145 Franklyn
Street.
Washington, D. C, Sidney B. Lust,
Superfilms.
New Haven, Conn., H. T. Scully, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation (temporary), 132 Meadow Street.
Ontario

Exhibitors Meet
in Toronto
The regular April meeting of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association
of Ontario was held at the association headquarters, 143 Yonge street, on April 1st.
Announcement was- made that the association now boasts a membership of 211 exhibitors, about 94 of whom are located in
Toronto.
A last call was issued for members to
take stock in the association's co-operative
■exchange which has been incorporated with
a Canadian federal charter at a capitalization of $100,000. Announcement is made
that this capital may have to be increased.
' Arizona Photoplays Will
Produce at Phoenix
When house bill No. 166 titled "An
Act to regulate the production and distribution of motion pictures within the

Salt Lake City, Utah, L. Marcus, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, 133 E. 2nd
S. Street.
Seattle, Wash., World Film Corporation.
San Francisco, Cal., M. H. Lewis, FamPlayers-Lasky Corporation, 821 MarketousStreet.
Los Angeles, Cal., H. G. Ballance, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, 112 West
9th Street. .
Dallas, Tex., W. Saal, Old Mill Theatre.
Portland, Ore., J. A. Koerpel, W^orld
Film Corporation.
state of Arizona" was before Governor
Thos. E. Campbell for his signature or
veto, the officers and stockholders of Arizona Photoplays, which is shortly to begin
production at Phoenix, adopted a resolution prepared by the company's attorney,
and copies of this were immediately dispatched to Governor Campbell.
The resolution pointed out the absurdity
of the measure and the numerous industry. justices itwould work upon the film in-

Picture

News

Florida Exhibitors Meet
and Elect Officers
At Tampa, Florida, the Exhibitors'
League of Florida held the annual convention on March 26.
C. D. Cooley, manager of the Strand and
Grand, in Tampa, was re-elected president.
This will be Mr. Cooley's third term as
president of the league.
F. M. Catron, manager of the Bonita
theatre here, was elected secretary and
treasurer.
There was a very good attendance from
all over the state, and all enjoyed a real
Spanish dinner, which was served with the
compliments of the Tampa exhibitors. The
next convention will be held in Miami, Fla.
Arrow

Does Not Move
Until May I

Although the Arrow Film Corporation
will remove its offices from the Times
building to the Candler building, the new
quarters will not be occupied until May 1.
W. E. Shallenberger, president of ArrowFilms, states that in the meantime business
is going on as usual at the present offices
in the Times building.
Commodore

Ball Looming

Up

Shape

in Good

The first . annual ball of the " Motion
Picture Club of America" at the Hotel
Commodore next week is taking shape
rapidly and the prospects now are bright
for a gala evening^ Such veterans as Bill
Hart and Sam Trigger are speeding the
plans up to good effect.
Peter Schaefer and a number of Chicago
exhibitors are expected to be in attendance
at the affair, while two State Governors
have signified their intention of being
present. Governor Goodrich, of Indiana,
who will be in New York to meet Indiana
boys returning from France, and Governor
Edge, of New Jersey, have accepted invitations. Herman Jans will pilot the last
mentioned statesman.
Application has already been made by
the club for the old N. V. A. clubrooms
on Broadway.
Friday, April 11, is the date of the promenade, concert and dance.

Ray Meyers, formerly identified with
Los Angeles producing companies as actor
and director, is vice-president, and will be
the director of productions of Arizona
Photoplays, Inc.
Crabb Succeeds O'Grady
The report comes from Buffalo that Earl
L. Crabb, manager of the Strand Theatre
there, has been elected secretary of the
Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association,
succeeding Valentine E. O'Grady, resigned.

Where the Motion Picture Club will hold its ball
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Putting

the

Best

M
(^\ NE of the most frequent callers on the Ex(|
hibitors Service Bureau for aid and sugges|j| tions is an exhibitor in a small town.
He has no
H
competition and the business, he believed a short
U
time ago, was sufficient to operate only one day a
g
week. Then he started to try the two day plan and
B
he has gradually enlarged it until his theatre is open
I| on every day on which he is permitted to operate.
B
He has built up this business literally from nothing
H
because he has given attention to his business.
J:
We are not attempting to take any credit for the
|fe success of this man, because if he had not had the
|jj desire to succeed, had not shown the yearning for inH
formation and had not been moved by the wish to do
g
things BETTER he would never have called on us.
Hj Since he has done so we have been able to give him
H
advice and assistance on many points. He is need1] ing them less and less now, and from one of the ex5
changes in the territory recently came a report of the
Jj wonderful success that this man had made by using a
H
certain brand of pictures.
E
But this was not the reason — the reason zuas that
jg this man put the best foot forward and saw that it
g
kept going forzvard. Under such a policy the road to
■
success is sure.
1§
H
■
■

HP HAT is one side of the case. The other is the
-"- facilities that are accorded this department to
gather matter at the fountain head. The opportunity
to " get behind the scenes with the presentations each
week at the Rialto, Rivoli, Strand and Broadway
■
theatres allows us to present to you an analysis of
■j these shows that is obtainable nowhere else. It puts
H
before every exhibitor in the country the methods
H
that are used by these successful managers week
S
after week.
|p
Recently a man who is not connected with exhibitBj ing askfcd us whether he thought this matter was of
Jj aid to the smaller exhibitors.
" They haven't the
^
facilities to do any of these things," he said. " It
=
seems to me that it simply makes them envy the
Bj larger
and first
finerplace
houses."
In the
there is not an exhibitor in the
J
j|
p
jj
|j
■
U
|
H
H
|j

world who cannot get aid from the careful study of
these accounts.
Of course, he hasn't any big symphony orchestra.
His music may be limited to a
piano. But he can even get inspiration from the
music that is told of there.
But the chief reason that this matter shoidd be of
value to the smaller exhibitor is the INSPIRATION
that it gives him. We believe that it makes them
THINK about wJiat they can do in their houses, and
once the exhibitor has begun to really study his possibilities he is off to a good start.

■
H

\7Ur^' have refrained from printing 'accounts of
* y presentations at theatres outside of New York

Foot

Forward

— not because they are not just as good, but for the
very reason that these accounts cannot be written
under the immediate supervision of the Exhibitors
Service Bureau. We are trying to see to it that the
accounts that are printed here are of the most
genuine sort.
But you have but to turn to the other pages and
you will find here week after week accounts of things
that showmen from the biggest to the smallest are
doing. If you have followed this department from
the, start you have seen it grow from a few short items
to pages and pages of real idea stuff. The reason it
has done so is that the INSPIRATION has spread
and that every day more and more showmen are
putting their best feet forward.
You have here accounts of the work of men who
are not only doing things, but who have enough interest in the rest of the industry to let the world
know what they are doing. It is from no sense of
the desire for publicity that this matter comes to
them, but because they are business men enough to
know that every time they help to build up the industry they help their own business.
"D ETTER presentation of pictures means better
pictures themselves. It means more cooperation
in all sections of the industry. It means the gradual
spreading of the appeal of the photoplay until the
exhibitor will be able to get hundred per cent
patronage.
There is no dream about this. Two years ago
there were not a half dozen exhibitors in the smaller
communities that were making any real effort to get
the people from the surrounding territory into their
theatre. Of course conditions have changed. That is
one of the important things about the motion picture
business — conditions are always changing. That is
the reason why we have said to you that no text book
of this industry can be your guide. The only guide
should be the current experiences of exhibitors meeting today's conditions and today's problems.
Today there are hundreds of exhibitors who are
getting business from the territory around them.
There are many of them who are drawing business
from other towns where there are theatres.
But these exhibitors have put their best foot forward—THEY ARE DOING THINGS.
"V\7E
would
like to hear
in the who
next have
thirtystarted
days
* * from
a thousand
exhibitors
out- to do things.
We would like to print these accounts for the
INSPIRATION that it would give others.
Lefs see if the whole exhibiting world cannot start
off the spring march WITH EVERY BEST FOOT
FORWARD.
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FORQUICKACTIONTHEk
US^ARINES^MICKEY"*

At left hoiv the picture of the Marine phoning "Mickey" was worked in. At the right
one of the one-sheets stripped over
Marines,

Stores,

Recitals,

Cafes, Papers

Cooperate in Advertising "Mickey" for Roth
own a number of candy stores advertised
EUGENE H. ROTH has just shown an
example of a hundred per cent exa " Mickey Special " in their windows.
Out-door advertising was carried out on
ploitation of a picture which not only resulted in " Mickey" running for a week at a lavish scale. There were 150 24-sheet
stands, just double the number ever used
the California theatre, the finest and newby the California, employed, but the very
est house in the coast city, but in it being transferred to the Portola, which is best of the exploitation was obtained as
the result of the cooperation of the U.
also under the management of Mr. Roth
S. Marine Corps. One sheets were used
and running at that house for a week.
on either side of these double poster
The plans were all carefully laid out
stands and these were sniped with the
far in advance of the showing and the
actual exploitation started five weeks besentence " For Quick Action : The U. S.
fore the picture was to be shown for the
Marines
Mickey.'."
first time. The first was screen propaFurtherandin 'the
cooperation with the marines there was a picture used in all the
ganda and film titles were used bearing
such sentences as " Mickey is Coming,"
newspapers
" Mickey
at the of
tele-a
phone and showing
painted in
was a " figure
"Have You Seen Mickey?" "Have You
Marine at the other end of the phone sayHeard Mickey? " " Mickey's a Wonderful
Girl," " She'll Be Here on the Sixteenth,"
ing: "Hello, Mickey, I've just arrived
from Chateau Thierry where we saw quick
and " For Quick Action — Mickey."
For two weeks before the opening of
Still another
stunt was the exhibition of
action,
too."
the engagement the lounge on the mezzanine floor of the California was given over
the picture at the Children's Hospital. This
showing was under the auspices of the
to musical recitals at which talking maSan Francisco Chronicle, the theatre standchine records of " Mickey," the song, were
intermingled with classical and other popuing the slight expense, and it resulted in
lar selections. Then the week previous to considerable free newspaper publicity.
Still another stunt employed was through
the opening of the picture the big orchestra,
under the direction of Herman Heller,
cloth sheets that were attached to delivery
automobiles of a number of firms.
played the music as one of its regular
numbers at every performance.
Our correspondent writes : " All San
Many of the cafes and cabarets took ad- Francisco was talking 'Mickey' before the
vantage of the advertising to introduce a
feature
had opened at the California." We
believe it.
"Mickey" number, using girl singers and
sometimes choruses garbed in overalls and
straw hats.
Cooperation was obtained from the Loew Uses Unique Trailer
Woolworth stores and many of those sellNorma Talmadge Film
ing Victrola and Columbia records, as has
Marcus Loew has just used a novel plan
been done in other cities. All of these disin his New York theatres in advertising the
plays bore cards referring to the fact that
the picture was to be shown at the Caliappearance of Norma Talmadge in " The
fornia. Many milliners were induced to Probation Wife." This shows the head of
the big syndicate at his desk writing a note
make special displays and these included
to
Miss seen
Talmadge
telling
her .that
" had
cloth caps which bore the name " Mickey
never
her look
lovelier
or dohe better
Caps." In addition Hass Brothers, who

Picture

DAYLIGHT

News

SAVING

Mere Hours Do Not Count If
Your Show Is There

adopt
shoul
what remedy they
asked
haved savin
L exhib
SEVtoERA
g.
daylight
the itors
meet
Some of these say that they felt
a falling-off of their business last
summer because the people did not
want to come during the daylight
hours and that after darkness had
come there was really time for but
one show.
There is but one answer to this:
You have to make your show so
good that the people will come. It
hasn't affected New York attractions. Sunday we go to a certain
theatre at 7:30 P. M. Last Sunday
it was so light that we figured that
there would be lots and lots of seats,
but when we visited the house we
found the longest line we had ever
seen
— at that clock time. The
showjj.there
answer
was the bill that was being
Too many exhibitors figure too
much on changes of time and season, on rain and sunshine. Of course,
these things are bound to have some
effect, but when you have created
the desire to see your presentations
they count for mighty little.
work than in ' The Probation Wife.' " Then
followed some fifty feet of scenes from the
picture itself.
For the showing of Alice Brady in " The
World to Live In," he adopted the curiosity
arousing plan. He had printed a large number of special 24-sheet stands bearing in
huge type the questions : " Could you love
a girl with a tin heart? " ana "Do you know
what
a tinpanner
is ? " Then
reader was
referred
to the feature
at histhetheatre.
For lobby purpose there was a clever idea
used in connection with four of the scene
pictures. First, there was a scene showing
her in an office sitting at a typewriter, and
this bore the caption, " She was a stenographer by day," and then came a scene
showing a luxurious restaurant with the
caption, " And a Broadway rounder by
night." A third one bore the caption, " A
supper bandparty
anotherandwoman's
husended inwitha raid,"
the fourth,
" Awakened to her follies after many adventures." This showed the star seated in
an arm chair with her sweetheart by her
side.
Shamrock

and Irish Music Mark

St. Patrick's Day
Milwaukee papers received here comment
on the fact that Leo A. Landau, manager
of the Butterfly theatre, did not let St.
Patrick's Day get by unnoticed. " A Heart
in Pawn" was the feature being, shown at
that time and at the end of the picture the
light was thrown on the orchestra and the
strains of " Believe Me If All Those Endearing Youngcurtains
Charms parted
" were revealing
heard justa
as the stage
huge shamrock.
for
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Small

City

By G. K. Hanks
Manager Select Theatre,
Andrews, S. C.
1HAVE noted with interest your several comments, criticisms and recommendations, on Motion Picture Advertising, both in cities and smaller towns, and
most especially the latter. The writer is
a big believer in advertising, but there are
conditions that exist, which until remedied, makes all the advertising a small
town exhibitor can afford, useless. Here
are a few :
Physical Condition of Reels: Xo matter what might be the name of a book,
the name, of the author or the date it was
written, who would enjoy reading it with
a lot of pages torn out and maybe several
pages torn in half. Xo one will contradict the fact that the screening is the life
of the Photo-play, therefore, a picture
shot to pieces will make a poor showing
and will ruin the reputation of any theatre. What will exhaust the patience of
anyone quicker than having a film break
several times, especially at the most vital
part. What is more discouraging than for
an exhibitor to advertise a Special Production, of so many reels, put on a benefit
performance, sell tickets in advance and
at advanced prices, and when the production arrives, find it two or three and some
cases as many as four reels short. Xo
doubt there are some who would consider
this paragraph exaggerated, but such are
the conditions of the reels, which the majority of the producers book the small
town exhibitor, thinking they can get by
with it, and they will be successful in continuing this class service so long as the
exhibitor makes no complaint and continues booking productions from such
companies.
It is true that we have to pay the minimum in most instances, but at the same
time that does not warrant an exchange
in shipping out shot up stuff. It is certainly poor advertisement for them, and
it is to their advantage to keep their property in better shape. Here is an instance
that confronted me shortly, and I have
made a complaint, which I feel will prevent a repetition.
I, in looking through the Xews' Ad-

Man

Demands

THEY'RE
ESSENTIAL
Motion Pictures Cannot Do
Without the Small Town
Theatre

that
t truism
an apparen
such almost
ITit isseems
foolish
to make
the statement that the motion
picture industry cannot get
along without the smaller exhibitors in the smaller communities. It is not alone the
money that they contribute in film
rentals that count, but the eventual
profit that comes to the larger houses
from people of those towns who go
to the cities as permanent residents
or as visitors.
We believed that the spirit that
anything is good enough for the
small town had about disappeared.
But it is a fact that in the case of
some of the exchanges it has not.
During the past summer the director
of this department visited a small
city where the manager of the theatre had been advertising a certain
unusual feature for two weeks in
advance. He had made it an
event in his community and he —
got the crowds — but we attended
astounded to see that the print
the exhibition ourselves and were
was so worn that many of the
scenes could not be distinguished and
so cut to pieces that all continuity is
lost. That one showing made a lot
of enemies where it should have
made motion picture patrons.
The small city theatre is important. There should be every care
that the exhibitor in these towns is
not tricked into fooling his patrons.
vance Information on All Film Releases,
noted a certain special production listed
at ten reels. I had an open date and wired
the exchange distributing this feature, and
made them an offer. They immediately
answered accepting my offer and mailed
me certain posters covering the subject,
which also advertised the subject as being
ten reels.

Good

Film

I advertised the subject very extensively, made it a benefit performance, had
tickets on sale in advance at advanced
prices, and when the picture arrived, just
about two hours previous to exhibiting,
we discovered it was only six reels. Xow
it is needless to go on with this story, but
you can readily realize the position it
placed me in. On several occasions a
picture would turn up one reel shorter
than advertised.
Another bad feature we have to contend
with is : Misouts, which is, I'll admit,
sometimes due to exhibitors holding over
longer than necessary; but in the majority
of the cases it is where producers try to
crowd in too many bookings in too short
a time, not allowing time enough in
transit.
The time is now at hand, when an exhibitor has got to deliver the goods, that
is back up his advertisements, and to do
this, he must have the co-operation of the
producers. Xo matter how extensivelyone might advertise a picture, unless he
fulfills e\ ery promise, he is going to fall
hard.
Unless the producers see that the small
town exhibitors get productions in good
physical condition and are protected
against misouts, why all the advertising
efforts '.hey may put forth, will be in vain.
Xow some producers will claim, that in
consideration of the nominal rental collected from the smaller towns, they do not
feel justified in furnishing better class
stuff. The very fact that there are producers booking us first class stuff for the
minimum price just knocks this argument
to pieces.
As stated already, the present day exhibitor realizes that he must come acrossand produce what he advertises, and until
these conditions are remedied, I am satisfied the smaller towns will be a long time
coming across with more publicity in this
field. And, too, if the small town exhibitors will pass up the producers putting this
class stuff on the market, you will soon
see a great change in their advertising and
they will realize it from a box office standIn the past two years five picture theapoint.tre companies here have failed simply
(Continued on page 2292)

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
R. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre. Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres,
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., Sew
Lowell
Orleans.
Harold
B.
Franklin,
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
C. A. Lick, Xew theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Edw. L. Hyman, Liberty Theatre, St. Louis.
F. L. Xewman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City. Mo.
E.
Loew's Standard
Stillman theatre,
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs.Mandlebauxn,
Joseph Grossman,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
SamJ. "W.
B. Cohn,
Spokane,
Theo. L. Hays, Xew Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E.
Myriek,
Liberty
theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A.
S.
Kolstad,
Liberty
theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H.
L.
Percy,
Rialto
theatre,
Medford, Ore.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
P. E. Xoble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Seattle.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H,Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL
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Manager Horwitz of the Colonial theatre, Columbus, O., found
that he didn't have available the sort of a
picture of Theda Bara that he wanted to
use in the advertisement of " When Men
Desire, " he reached up on the shelf and
got down his copies of MOTION PICTURE NEWS. A few turns through

i. *

They
Ca^ed
Her
The/
Taunted
Her
Th«y
Tortur^it
Her
They
Threaten^
They Kissed Her% Her

g Could You Love Her? See
! W14EN M&H

the advertising sections and he found just
the one he wanted with the effect that is
shown in this five column, ten inch display. The picture is an appealing one and
gets immediate attention to the display.
On the top of this the selling work has
been particularly well done. There is a
particularly good use made of the shorter
lines in the upper left hand corner : " They
coaxed her. They tainted her. They tortured her. They threatened her. They
kissed her. " There is another good line
with " Could you love her ? " And then
if there is anything needed to persuade
the people who like this type of picture
to come to the theatre there is a final appeal with " Rich men and poor men of
noble birth fight like tigers to win one kiss
from her lips. "
Honesty is the best policy — but have
a policy.
THE several circus pictures that have
made their appearance lately have been
giving exhibitors a chance to work in
the ten idea, and we have seen none better
than this six inch, three column display of
the Strand, Pittsfield, Mass. More ink on

ana see /Ae ^

(ton. Tsss. M, H&a In "Out o!

-li^S!!i™L»Ji»7.'"hf a tig ssnti ps;i sjeciy

and

Otitis*

the paper would have improved this one.
While we are strong against the adjective stuff as a general rule we would have
omitted here " All the pomp of " and
have simply carried the line " The greatest show on earth. " The public would
have taken this in the kidding spirit with
which it receives the regular circus advertising and it would have been more in
keeping with the general effect.
But this display stands out against all
the others appearing on the same page
and this is one of the main things that
you want to achieve. H. C. Young, manager of the Strand, is giving the sort of
attention to his advertising that makes for
good business.
Let them laugh WITH your shoiv and
not AT it.
THERE certainly is a good sign when
there comes to be general improvement in newspaper displays in Jacksonville,
Fla., where the general plan has been
merely to list the productions for the
week. We believe that this is one of the
reasons why the Florida city has been
kept down to a one and two day run
basis.
Policy of Casino theatre in the past has
TODAY
ONLY VIEW
f^ASIIMO
IRST AND ONLY SHOWING
IN JACKSONVILLE row
A VITAGRAPH Super-production of
the Stage Success That Set the
Whole World Talking I
ALICE

Picture

News

NAZIM0VA
The Greatest Emotional
Actress On the Screen TODAY
hHtrNcw"Sl*d<'rP,oJu<lbn
'Out of the Fog'

IVrlUm In San I.J go and P/ooW
in New Yak '-'J
"CEPTION
SHOALS"
AUSTIN
ADAMS
(Of San Diego)
in u-fmch Nazimooa, httselj icotti a ^
tiemcndoui luccas on the A'citf Yarlt ilagc
A Tale of the Sea; and of Men Who Go
Down to the Sea in Ships-of Love and
Hate and Faith That Dared Conventions
The Star of a Thousand Moods
Y*o Uw btr u the *W*~h»| jlrl of thr Fr. p b
You nw h*r u n Tjir i Uf bl-facvtrd cUojtU-r
Tooof Fait"
her a* the wild child of tba dtaert a
a "Tot*
"Sjt
Ejt"
AndciPotpal KOW,
nnnsjodrd
of oo)j ions■ prin-1 1
c
t
a
r
a
e
t
too at* •Xims-.'i
Or*.br a ■*Mt*tru(e.
and anxziBfly n,different
id A .itin■ wLicu.
Adraa'

PLAZA
20c" and
Come 30c
Early!i A (7b.

JOYCE

ADULTSNO15cADVANOE IN PRICES
NEW CASINO
been to use the outside full column of the
paper and to make its announcements for
the week there, without cuts. In the issue of the Times-Union before us it still
does that, but it has devoted eleven inches
across four columns to display the first
attraction of the week, Alice Joyce in
" The Lion and the Mouse. "
Here one of the striking cuts from the
trade papers have been used and just
enough of the selling talk except that we
would have gone somewhat stronger in
bringing home the success that " The
Lion and the Mouse " scored on the speaking stage.
But this is a mighty good start for the
Casino and we hope that it found this
sort of advertising pays and that it will
keep it up.

debeenyoufollowing
IF you have
partment closely
will have this
noticed
one striking thing — and that is that the
reproduction of good advertising on one
picture
one star's inproduct
had the
effect ofor resulting
better has
advertising
generally on those pictures. And we have
noted this even more than you because we
see so many displays that we are unable
to find the space to reproduce.
Here the Plaza theatre, San Diego, Cal.,
has occupied four full columns in its
main announcement on " Out of the Fog. "
It has played down the screen title and the
stage name above it for a purpose. The
play " 'Ception Shoals " was written by a"
San Diego man and the theatre did the
proper thing in taking the fullest possible
advantage. The way that this picture was
advertised made its showing a real local
EVEXT.
We commend very strongly the way that
the name of Nazimova is used at the top
of this display as the most dominant thing
about it. The name itself is a selling
point, of course, and here it has been used
to get the attention of the reader to the
display, and as it was used at the top of
the page
there isn't
slightestis doubt
about
the result.
The the
illustration
taken
from one of the stills and then the effect
of the lighthouse, rocks and surf have
been drawn in at the bottom to provide
the atmospheric decoration. This came
from the Metro advertisement in the
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What

£iireWires
are'Vpinc?from the Majestic theatre, Boise, Idaho.
In the first place the whole appearance of
the display- gives the impression that after
the exhibitor got all of this space that he
felt that he had to fill it up and then he
There'
But as mtxhs as Nothin
we loce babies, gwe mustSweet
ask. t/kif youer
do not
bring babies in arm to the Plaza Theatre this week, daring the
proceeded to dump a lot of cuts into it.
shoumg of the Sazbnoco. picture, "Oat of th* Fog"
Even considering that these were the
Performances at II aJn., 12:43 pjn., 226 pjn., 4:09 pjn.,
5:52 utepjn.,
only cuts that he had, this page could have
s later. 735 pjn., 9:18 pjn., the feature starting twelce minbeen made really effective by using the
You trill enjoy it enough more to make the effort la be in your
seats at the beginning of the performance worth while.
oval cut of Farnum in the upper right
It it said that "a prophet is not without honor, sate in his own
hand corner with the name in two lines at
country"
New
York
has
proclaimed
Austin
Adams
—
Austin
Adams of San Diego — one of the foremost of playwrights. And
the side and then the cut of him as he
the ablest actress
the world.
" The Star:loryofasa Thousand
Sazimooa
— has inselected
his telling
a worthy Moods"
(chide for—
takes the gun from his pocket in the lower
her
left hand corner. There should then have
rightgeraas
here —in thisSanstoryDiego.from the pen of a loyal San Diegan, written
Shall one be unrecognized in San Diego, though deservedly
been a light triple rule border running
famous
in
New
York?
Are
we
strangers
to
Genius
and
Art?
WesbsBwee.
around into the top and the right of the
scene cut. At the right of the page there
showingBecause
"Oat theof thestoryFog"was forwritten
the first
any
screenWein theare west.
locally,timeweon were
would have been a better effect by bringing
able to shear the play ahead of all other aBes, except the Eastern
metropolis. The Plaza keeps up with the procession! Come early
the border in a little and letting it break at
in the wee^—and early in the day, loo, if yoa can.
the center of the oval cut. This would be
WE THANK YOU.
especially effective if the theatre was using
PLAZA THEATRE
a right hand page.
We commend the enterprise of the
Majestic and we hope it will try harder
for real results.
March 8 issue of The News.
Most of the selling lines used here are
those prepared by the producer with the
Many of us are like Moses when the
local appeal added the more strongly.
light
went out — because we won't reach
The smaller display, eight inches across
for the button and turn on the electricity
three columns, will appeal to exhibitors
of advertising.
who find that their patrons are annoyed
by crying babies. As the display says
much type is the failing of the
nothing is sweeter than a little child but TOOPalace
theatre, Danville, 111. For one
a motion picture theatre during the showthing the Palace is to be highly commended,
ing of a serious production is no place
and that it is advertising its various attracfor them. After a few lines about this
tions separately. The two displays printed
the display goes ahead to tell you that the
here are taken from the same issue of the
author of the play is a San Diegan. There
afternoon paper on a Wednesday, and it
is also another strong point made with
will be noted that the attraction for that
the statement that the Plaza is the first
theatre on the Pacific coast to show the
production.
Let's use the word spring as an imperative verb.

advertisement — and
THISwhen isall ais page
said and done that is all
that it is— a page advertisement. It comes
COMIISG TOMORROW
DUSTIN

A MAN
IN THE OPEN
FATTY
ARBUCKLE
■ "LOVE"
HI MKFDL
MAJESTIC — Tomorrow, Fri., Sat.

MICKEY"

LATEST OITT^C rKf>TF2 TRAl EL PICTVEE3
DOVT MISS » aSOBBrVL PKTVBE

FARNUM
day and the one to open the following day
are quite distinct.
Now one of the greatest faults about the
eight inch double column on Pauline Frederick is that the cut is far too small. This
is only a " thumbnail " and has no business
except in the smallest possible display —
only in cases where the space does not permit the use of a larger cut. Especially in
the case of a beautiful woman a cut will
get the attention much more quickly than
anything else. Just once over with the eye
for this and one gets the impression of
mere type. Naturally the first thing
that attracts attention is the name of the
star and the title of the picture, and the
mass of type preceding this is passed over.
Then we go on to the Pathe News and
the rest of the announcement.
We are

TOLWW THE CEOWlrS*
I PALACE
THEATRE
TODAY

I

name
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Cringing.
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with
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very much afraid that anyone but the most
conscientious reader of motion picture advertising will then go on, having ignored
the selling arguments entirely. The matter in the smaller type is good, largely
taken from the press book, but it lacks the
attention getter of an attractive cut and
then is made preliminary to the announcement of the star and the title — which is
generally bad unless the display is largely
photographic.
There is also too much type in the seven
inch, name
four ofcolumn
display onshould
" Mickey."
The
Miss Xormand
have
been brought down under the name of the
theatre and should have been considerably
larger. Alongside the name of the theatre
there could have been used the wording
that now occupies two lines at the very
top. each word occupying a line : " Thrills,
Pathos,
Humor of"
(although Comedy,
we hardlyAdventure,
see the necessity
both "Comedy" and "Humor"). The
sentence " the picture you will never forget " should have also been stronger and
then the matter that follows should have
been shortened by half. It largely duplicated itself. Then there is no excuse for
repeating the smaller cut of Miss Xormand
in the lower left hand corner with other
selling arguments. There is another fault
at the very bottom with the line " 2 Outing
Chester Travel Pictures " (and why two
on the same day-?), then the hours and
prices and after that the line " Don't miss
this wonderful picture " which is certainly
too far separated from the announcement
of the feature.
Although the quality of the paper is fairly good the cut printing of this paper is
terrible, almost black splotches. The Palace should have the stereotypers underlay
the cuts and we are sure the result will be
better.
If toit line
isn't,work.
the theatre should confine itself
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COMEDY and action drama about break even at the four leading New
York motion picture theatres this week. All of the houses show a variety
in the amusement that marks the good showman.
At the Strand the feature is Billie Burke in " Good Gracious Annabelle "
which is practically a farce comedy.
Here ithe music is light and there are
more laughs with a Christy comedy.
It is a spring-timy sort of a bill all the
way through, including an Outing-Chester scenic.
After his success with it, at the Rialto, Dr. Risenfeld is putting on an allcomedy bill at the Rivoli this week. The feature is Marguerite Clark in " Three
Men and a Girl," while there is the third of the new Drew comedies, and then
one of those that Chaplin made in the Keystone days.
Rialto offers a tense feature in Charles Ray in " The Sheriff Son," somewhat
remindful of the coward roles that he played at the beginning of his stardom
with Triangle. There is a Harold Lloyd comedy and an interesting picture
"With Carranza in Mexico."
A novelty is being offered at the Broadway in " The Land of the Bolsheviki,"
genuine pictures taken since the revolution by the American Red Cross mission
and especially arranged by Mr. Kashin. There is lots of action all the time in
the feature, Priscilla Dean in "The Exquisite Thief " which is being given a
prerelease showing.
Attention :is called to the fact that the various news subjects are covered
but once in these reviews. Where they have been treated under some other
theatre heading they will only be mentioned in the following matter, so that all
of this should be read to cover the field.

THIS week Dr. Riesenfeld has carried
his all-comedy bill idea to the Rivoli
and there are shown on the same bill Marguerite Clark in " Three Men and a Girl,"
the latest Drew comedy, one of the old
Chaplin laughmakers, and some added
laughs in the Animated. As a matter of
fact, the whole bill, with the exception of
some of the news pictures and the two
vocal selections, are devoted to the fun
appeal.
In connection with the Drew comedv
there is the cleverest musical arrangement
that we have seen in a long time. Here the
whole thing is based on the newly-married
Henry telling his wife the first lie and then
following it up with a lot of others to
square himself. There is an original theme
composed here and used with each lie that
he tells, and on a lone instrument — first on
the cornet, then on the violin, the bassoon,
horn, etc. This is described in more detail
later on.
There is a combination of overture, stage
setting and cartoon comedy that is mighty
effective. With the lights all down to dark
blue before the curtain goes" up, and blue
lights on the orchestra " Hawaiian Selections "are played, some of them with cornet dominant and other bars with the violin carrying the air. Toward the end the
curtains part revealing a setting representing a glimpse of the Hawaiian shore, a
semi-circle of water lighted with a reddish
effect and palm trees along the shore. It
is one of the cleverest bits of John Wenger's work. Toward the end there is a
dominance of the cornet and this dies down
and then with the horns muted, dying down
as (he curtains close.

Now the orchestra goes into a lively air,
" My Hawaiian Sunshine," as there is
flashed on the screen " Theatre de Hula," as
the first portion of the Pictorial. This is
a side-splitting cartoon released by Educational, and it was originally shown at the
Rialto about a year ago as a prelude to an
Hawaiian scenic, but this fact does not prevent the enjoyment at the Rivoli this week
where it literally rocks the house with
laughter. It represents a very fat Hawaiian
girl and a slim youth doing an accentuated
dance, with the figures of the orchestra in
the foreground going through their grotesque movements as the Rivoli orchestra
carries out the imitations. Tympany and
drums are used as the lady falls into the
orchestra.
Gaumont then shows pictures of the
greatest warship being commissioned at
Philadelphia and we have some fine shots
of the ship's decks. After this Kinograms
supplies pictures of the officers who are detailed by the United States to fly across the
Atlantic, then we see their airship at Philadelphia and then have the trials at Rockaway Beach. " Here We Come " is the music through all of these pictures except that
the orchestra dims down for the effects
when the machine is in action, and here
Production Manager Joseph LaRose gets in
his wonderful motor imitations from behind the scenes. In fact, the effects play
an important part all through this bill and
are remarkably well carried out.
Auto races at Santa Monica, Cal., are
shown by Gaumont to the tune of " Make
Way," with the effects of the running mo
tors again employed. From the same source
come pictures of the greatest dirigible in
the world being given her trial at Selby,
Eng., and here we have " Violets " with the
effects again as she goes up. Pathe pictures of the President in Paris for the sec-
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ond time arouse great enthusiasm. There
is a big hand, too, for Lloyd George and
an even greater one for Clemenceau. "La
Pere de la Victoire " is the inspiring music.
Now watch the way that the end of the
weekly is made to trail into the vocal number that follows. " In the Land of the
Bedouins " is the title, and this opens with
pictures along one of the rivers, with
" Aida," the music played largely on harp
and flute and a few other instruments, the
music turning with the title, " The Barbaric Gaiety of the Nomads " to " Danse
Oriental," and here we have the tom-tom
sort of effects used and then straight to the
end of the Pictorial.
Then after a clarinet solo, with the lights
dimmed down, the curtains part revealing
a row of tent such as are used by the
Bedouins, with the desert stretching away
in the distance, and a single star in the
sky. Emanuel List then ^ings " Bedouin
Love Song" most effectively.
" The Amateur Liar " is the title of the
third of the new Mr. and Mrs. Sydney
Drew comedies that come along now. It
dftals with a newly married couple and the
fact that he is innocently detained by a
woman that his wife doesn't like causes
him to tell a white lie at the expense of a
man friend. We have " Babillage " at the
start, and then following through with
" Summer Showers " and " Light and
Love." Then as Henry confronts his wife
and tells the first lie we have this specially
written theme that has a most humorous
turn played on the cornet alone. Then the
music reverts to " Life and Love," with the
same theme played on the violin as Henry
sees the man he has just told his wife about
in the restaurant and has to frame a second
lie, once more reverting to " Life and
Love," and then " I've Got the Shimmie
Blues " and " Pulcinello."
But that night when he gets home the
wife frames one on him with inviting the
friend and his wife to the house, and when
Henry hears the announcement he declares
he is ill, with the theme then played on the
bassoon. " Espana Waltz," with the castinet effects, is used as they hurry Henry
off to bed, and then the theme is used on
the trombone as he tells another story in
an effort to get Jim to come up. " Espana
Waltz " is then repeated, and " Pulcinello "
following. Then with the next lie there is
the theme on the French horn, " Sparklets " coming in and then the theme on the
xylophone,
by " Up Finally
in Mabel's
Room " andfollowed
" Midsummer."
the
whole effect is put over in great style with
the theme by the orchestra, with horns
and xylophone predominating where Polly
says,
You poor
bad islying
old dear."
these " effects
there
no wonder
thatWith
the
audience applauds heartily.
Miss Gladys Rice then follows singing
Moya's " The Song of Songs." Now you
will note that this song is brought back
into the feature with splendid effect a little
later on. For this number the setting shows
a circular window with the curtains drawn
to either side and standing lights at the
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sides and a hanging one in the center. As
the curtains part the girl is seated and
then she rises and begins to sing.
How well the writer of the Special Service Section on " Three Men and a Girl "
knew how such an exhibitor as Dr. Riesenfeld would put on the picture is best shown
by turning back to page 1825 of the March
22 issue.
" Chanson " is used at the start, and with
the title " Here Is the Man," " Camelia,"
changing to " Lyric Suite " as Dr. Forsyth
is introduced, then to an organ solo for
Vanneman
and to "theme
Zephyris used
Waltz for
" for
Kent. A character
the
scene of the old man telephoning and then
" Song d'Ete " as Chauncey urges an early
wedding, and an organ wedding march for
the first of the ceremony, the orchestra taking up a numbered selection as the girl
flees. Where the auto is seen we have the
organ taking the music with the theme
" Humoreske Waltz," played with violin at
the title " Twilight," and with the flute at
the title, " Each Side Is Determined."
With the title, " Watching For Their
Chance," the orchestra comes back with
" Chicken Cackle," and then " Vanity," with
" Limited to One Change of Clothes."
Where the boy visitor is seen playing the
mandolin we have " Barcarole Contes
d'Hoffman " and then as he stops " Shepherds All and Maidens Fair," followed by
"Sweet Little Buttercup," as Forsyth comes
to the girl. Then as he explains that the
deadline was no idea of his we have " Humoreske Waltz " followed by " Whispering
Hearts," and then as Vanneman tells her,
too, that the deadline is all foolishness the
theme is repeated, followed by Leibeslied
and then the organ with the chorus of
" Song of Songs," introduced as a 'cello
solo with the title " That Seems to Be,"
and then the theme coming back as Kent
speaks of the deadline. With the title
"Why Then You Are Free" we have
" Song of Songs " again as a 'cello solo
played once through, followed by " A Curious Story," with the title " You Two
Woman Haters," and then the theme at the
title showing the girl is to flee. " Song
of Songs " is brought in when Kent catches
up with her. Then with the title " Three
Men and a Girl " we have one chorus of
" Love's Old Sweet Song."
At the very end there is a scene of the
girl and boy in a canoe on the lake and
Vanneman on shore playing a violin. The
girl asks what tune that is and one chorus
of " Love's Old Sweet Song " is played
from back of stage. There is a change of
the tune and the girl again asks what it is
and is told that it is " Kiss Me Again " and
this selection is played by the full orchestra to the end.
There is another one of the Chaplin revivals this week. This is a Keystone product, "His Prehistoric Past," and shows
Charlie going to sleep in the park and
dreaming of life on an island among beautiful scantily clad girls and cave men. The
musical effects are carried through this,
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Some Postponed Until the
Next Issue
IN thiscialissue
there appears
Service Section
on Johna SpeBarrymore in " The Test of Honor."
A special section on Mae Murraypearin "in the
Whatnext
Am issue,
I Bid?"
and will
one apof
these Universal Special Attractions
weekly thereafter.
Exhibitors should watch for the
Special Service Sections that will be
printed here in the next few weeks,
because these afford a chance to
study the pictures in advance. They
are written on behalf of the exhibitors who have contracted for them,
and they undertake to show how he
can get the most out of each production without passing on the merits
of the picture itself.
Let us know any of the ideas of
ours that you follow and the original
ideas of your own that you use.
the selections being, in the order they are
played : " That Creepy, Weepy Feeling,"
" On the Beach at Wakeekee," " Hawaiian
Dreams," " Mele Hula," " Myona," " In the
Deep Cellar," " Admiration," an agitato,
and then an allegora viace, " Sunset Land,"
" American Fantasy," without the strings,
"Chocolate Soldier," "Jealous Moon" as
Charlie gets walloped with the stone, and
" Dreaming " as the cop wakes him up.
Note that the presentation started out
with the Hawaiian effects, and that it predominates in the comedy at the end. No,
of course it wasn't any accident.

COMEDY runs strong through the bill
at the Strand this week, for Managing
Director Joseph L. Plunkett has been able
to get laughs in the scenic as well as in
the educational feature, while the feature
picture, Billie Burke in " Good Gracious
Annabelle," is filled with them.
And this bill suggests that the spring is
a good time to get good scenics and especially those with the suggestion of adventure into your bills. The season should
to an extent affect theatre programs and
we believe that the Strand has just about
an ideal one for this time of the year,
interesting, yet light — a breath of the outdoors and a ripple of laughter all the way
through it.
Lizst's " Second Rhapsody " is the brilliant overture this week. It is played with
the lights all in gold and the stage curtains drawn. It is carried to a considerable extent on the violins and the reeds.
There is an original cadenza introduced by
Max Herberg, the pianist of the Strand
orchestra, that adds greatly to the enjoyment of the number.

Zffere

" Guided and Miss-guided " is the Outing-Chester scenic for this week. There
is a title at the start that says " After a
season of dictation or listening to
women's suffrage it is necessary for a
man to climb a mountain." Mt. Assihiboine
and Mt. Lafroy, together with Lake
Louise, are shown in this one. There are
some wonderful shots of mountain climbing and a pretty girl attractively clad in
knickers adds much to the enjoyment.
There are a lot of laughs with her, eswithnever
the title
" When
overtook pecially
her oneshe
argued.
She trouble
simply
sat on it," and then we have one of her
falls.
musical" Jewels
selection.of the Madonna " is the
Strand Topical opens with Pathe pictures of seeing the parade of the Twentyseventh division from an airship. These
are mighty interesting in themselves and
they give a new twist to the program for
the benefit of those who did not see the
original ground pictures last week. Naturally they could not be shown at the Strand
before the parade, but they went on immediately after. So these airship pictures
give the thrill to those who did not see
the others, and at the same time are still
of great interest to those that did. Here
we have the airship going up Fifth avenue
with the marching men under them,
swooping low for the Victory Arch, then
giving us a close view of the Arch of
Jewels and of the crowds along the housemusic. tops. "Tenth Regiment March " is the
There's a real touch of Spring with
Universal Events pictures of McGraw and
his Giants at Gainesville, Fla. Here we
have views of the noted players and see
them go through batting practise and
various stunts. Mathewson gets a big
hand. " I'll Say She Does " is the catchy
music for this one with effects reproduced
as the bats hit the ball. Then Pathe shows
pictures of the inspection of the new submarine base at Los Angeles, with some
fine close up shots as the tiny fleet passes
in review and then of one of the boats
submerging. " Commander-in-Chief " is
played
Therehere.
is more of humor and of Spring
in
the Paramount-Bray,
" Salting views
a Bird's
Tail."
There are some splendid
of
song birds here and of kiddies, with the
birds as house hunters and the kids building residences for them and the irrepressible English sparrow forcing his way into
one of them. " Arabesque " accompanies.
" Topics of the Day " gets a lot of
laughs,
themsisterhood
being : " If
to come among
into the
of Hawaii
states weis
insist that she wear something more than
a grassidentskirt
a ukelele,"
and " PresWilson and
became
a grandfather
for
the fourth time as his ship was nearing
Boston. It is wonderful what foreign
travel will do for some men." " Till We
Meet Again " is played once through and
then there follows " I'll Say She Does."
Now we get Pathe pictures of "Ameri-
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George Schade is always doing things different at Sandusky, 0. At left his "walking heart " and in center use of twenty-four-sheei on
"Heart of Humanity." At right he used a "curiosity box" on "For Husbands O nly," asking all to " take a peep "
can tourists invade Nice, France, once
Love stuff and the extremely tuneful
Pathe analyses of motion, " Turns and
airs prevail in the musical score for the Twists." The organ carries the music.
more," but these are American doughboys
" Hard Luck," the latest Christy comedy,
on a rest trip and they see the sights of the feature, a considerable portion of which
is carried on the organ because of the puts the laughs back in the system with
city. Here the music is "If He Can Fight
a will, and here the music is mighty
demand on the orchestra for the remainder
Like He Can Love/' with jazz effects as
the soldiers are seen dancing with the of the program. " Gloriana " is played at catchy, the tunes being a selection from
French girls. Pathe supplies some more
'* Going Up," until the restaurant scene
the screening
" Serenade
" is and
then " Maybelle "' following through
followed
throughand
untilthen
Gloriana
tells about
of the Lowell Thomas pictures of Germany after the armistice. We are shown
with
"Old Fashioned Way" until the
her marriage and here we have " Elevayouth robs the blind man, and then we
pictures of the bedraggled Germans in retion " with " Mountain Song " following
treat and then Hun troops crossing the
get " On a Little Farm " to the end.
through to the title : " Wasn't it wonderRhine — but on their way back to Berlin.
Martin's " Melody of Peace " is the
ful that I could cry," and then we get
" Punchinello " once until Murchison is organ solo.
There is a big hand with the title " They
forgot to buy return trip tickets, but they
told the stock was sold and here " Nocgot them all the same — from the Allies."
turne " is played and continued until AnBut at the end of the picture there is a nabelle meets her friends in the hotel
cI&xLLto cJAjecutre,
shot of German cadets in spick uniforms
lobby. There the organ takes up the music.
and duck trousers goosestepping through
It comes back with the scene of Wimtheir drill, and there is a torrent of hisses,
bledon stopping at the roadhouse for anTHERE
" some this
" Animated
magazineis
at the isRialto
week. There
which die down with the contrast of the
other drink, with " Noveletten " played and
German soldiers today. The music for this
something doing in ever}' minute and there
to " Romance
withtheAnnais carried on the organ and drums with all then
belle changing
and Rawson
together and
title is a variety of topics and a mingling of the
laughs and the thrills. And the whole
the effects reproduced, as indicated in the
" I think you ought to know." " Novebill is one of the sort that runs the full
action.
letten "is again used to the scene where
play of the emotions without presenting
And to emphasize the situation now
the lawyer is locked in the chicken coop
any problem for you to worry over. For
there are introduced Current Events picand
here
comes
"
Love
in
April
"
until
tures of the American watch on the Rhine
Wimbledon orders out the supposed skip- though the feature is without the laughs
and we see American soldiers going on
per. "Bowl of Pansies " follows with the it's full of action and there is plenty of
an excursion boat, and get some fine views
drunken broker scene with the girl.
comedy to balance the bill.
There is a clever effect when Annabelle
of the country and the old castles. " Bing
Selections
from which
" Madame
Butterfly
form
the overture
is played
with"
Bang 'Em on the Rhine" is the mighty
is seen at the piano, and we have "Then
appropriate music here. The grand finale
the lights all in gold. This is carried to a
You'll Remember Me " with the piano
considerable extent on the strings with
comes with the Pathe pictures of President
effect, changing to " In the Garden " with
Wilson on his second trip to Paris. Here
the
organ coming in on the minors and
the orchestra as she stops playing. With
the brasses at the end to a brilliant finale.
we have trumpet effects and " Hail Amerthe title " I'm going away now " we have
George Wright has departed somewhat
ica " to great applause.
a dramatic tension and with the title, " No, from merely seeing Mexico in his latest
Before a setting which represents a parhe's
shaved
"
and
the
final
love
scene
come
lor with an open window in the center and
picture released by Educational, " With
draped at the sides the Strand Ladies
Carranza in Mexico" for he has been able
in it is " Romance."
Quartet, wearing the gowns and white
After Redf erne Hollinshead sings " Ye to introduce the president of the southern
wigs of Colonial days, render a double
Banks and Braes " and " Little Mother of republic in an interesting manner. We
selection, " Les Belles Manieres," and " Le
Mine " delightfully we have Dirmar's pic- are first shown the palace at Chapultepec
tures of polar bears, and then one of the and then we have views of the gardens
Berger Discreet."
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At the left the double display at the Broadiv ay theatre and a typical crowd drawn. At the right the center display on the Russian picture
takes the girl in his arms.
and finally we have a fine shot of Carranza.
makes 5 that's business " ; " If you want to
With the lights all red, the side curtains
" La Feria " suite is plajred up to the time
get ahead, don't let it swell " ; "A man
that the president reviews some of his
of the stage part, showing a mountain in
shouldn't get married until he's old enough
a red glare, the foreground in blue, at the
and ven he's old enough he'll know bettroops and here it changes to " Sorella."
Then we have him in his garden and
ter," and " Peace is a great blessing. It left and at the right a mountain and lake.
will end the watch on the Rhine and the
On the right hand steps of the stage there
" Goyesca " is played with the organ and
the chimes coming in for the church scenes.
are two marimbaphones and these accomwatch on the wrist." There is an added
We get a beautiful setting for the first laugh at the very end when the kid asks
pany Joseph Lubalin in " La Paloma," as
vocal number. With the lights all in red the old man, " Vot you got 'ginst the bara trumpet solo.
the side curtains blue we have the effect
of the long window and a Madonna meThen come Current Events pictures of
dallion effect at either side with the backbaseball
back again to " Step Lively,"
c7 ftQ TdrocLcLwcLU
ground in purple. Miss Annie Rosner,
then
bers."Pathe pictures of a new watch on
dressed in white, then sings " It est Doux " the Rhine with " Over There " played
from " Herodiade."
twice through and then " Lorelei," then
A. Kashin,theatre
the managing
dithe Broadway
this' week
Rialto magazine opens with Universal
pictures of the New York hospital train AT Maurice
rector, ispresenting a film that is so far
Current Events pictures of Secretary Baoff for the coast with " When You Come
ker inspecting the American troops along
Back " played and then the pictures of all of his own. He has arranged it especially because of the great interest in the
Germany after the armistice with selecthe Mexican border we have " New York
tions from " Pomp and Circumstance " Russian situation just now and under the
Hippodrome " march played until the firing where we have the effects of the canused. For the final punch there are pic- title " The Land of the Bolsheviki " it is
tures of President Wilson opening the attracting unusual attention. It is made
non and then the drums with the splendid
from pictures taken by the American Red
shots of the Seventh cavalrymen charging
League of Nations discussion and " March
Cross mission and will be a little later
at full speed right in front of the camera.
Lorraine " is played to the finish.
issued for general release through the
From Gaumont we have pictures of the
Martin Brefel and Edouardo Albanao
inspection of the Los Angeles submarine
then sing effectively the duet from " La
Music for these pictures makes them
base and some views of our biggest underForza del Destino " and then we have the countrj--.
sea craft. From the same source come
all the more interesting. There has been a
feature,
Charles
Ray
in
"
The
Sheriff's
pictures of specialists saving 50,000 babies
Son." Music for this consists largely of wide variety of the best Russian selections
a year at San Francisco and we have
included and the airs are always in keepthe numbered selections Karganoff's " Sering with the scenes shown. They will be
glimpses of all nationalities while " Jack
enade " is introduced with Raj-, then is
and Jill " is played.
worth remembering bjr other exhibitors
followed by "Stampede" and "Serenade"
who will have this picture to play later.
Then come the Pathe aeroplane pictures
used again with a change to " Lovelight " And as a matter of fact the pictures that
of the parade with the introduction of as
Ray asks " Are you a client." With
the title " The Rutherfords " we have
are being shown at the Broadway are be"effects.
Trombone
Man " Current
played and
the
Universal
Eventsthenshows
ing so well played that a study of them
" May Dreams " and then at the title " I
pictures of the boys of the Twenty-seventh
is profitable. This is especially true besaw
the
men
of
this
country
"
"
Celamtis
"
is played.
division presenting their musical comedy
cause the orchestra is eighteen pieces which
" Let's Beat It " and here the music is
At the scene where the girl is caught in is within the possibilities of far more exhibitors than the larger ones at the three
" Hop Along," without intro.
the trap, Rachmaninoff's " Melody " is other New York houses reviewed here.
Now here comes a clever and highly
played and then " Constance," the theme is
introduced as Ray helps her up. Then
humorous piece of film which is introKeler-Bela's " Hungarian Fantasy " is
follow numbered selection. There follows
the overture and Director James C. Bradduced for the first time. " Toplitzky Says "
is the title and it repeats the saying of an
a series of numbered and organ selections
ford gets the fullest effects out of this. It
aged Yiddisher talking to his grandson.
is played with a red light on the musicians,
and then with the title " Please let me in "
the panorama curtains slightly parted
There is a Jewish title for this and the
the theme is introduced as a cello solo up
showing the city at night with some of
orchestra plays " Jewish Melody " and beto " You lying spy " and then with the
comes tacit as the old man is shown speaktitle " As the Rutherford clans " we get the buildings at night. After the trumpets come in the setting slowly lights up.
ing. There are any number of the funny
" Canterbury Bells," played to action then
some more action music and the last eight
" Go Get 'cm " is used for the opening
sayings, including such as : " Any jrokel
and then with the Universal Current
knows what 2 and 2 makes, but when it bars of " Constance " at the end as Ray
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Events pictures of President Wilson opening the League of Nations talk we have
Borch's "Festival March." International
shows Ottawa welcoming the Princess Pat
regiment and there are some fine shots of
the marching men and a pleasing one with
a lot of small boys running along by their
side. " Laurentian March " is used
Then come Current Events pictures ofhere.
the
"Let's Beat It" show with "Jazz Baby"
played. Current Events pictures of the
Giants follow to "Hang Your Hat in a
Dixie Town " and then we have Baker
inspecting the troops on the Mexican border to "Don Presto Gallop." The
punch comes with some unusually good final
pictures of the parade from an airship, the
machine barely missing some of the spires
and tops of skyscrapers. " Gaily Through
the World " is the music.
After "Topics of the Day" we have
Lyons and Moran in their latest comedy,
"The Wife Breakers," which tell the
troubles of a pair of divorce lawyers in a
cafe with the wife who wants a divorce,
their own wives and the woman's husband
appearing on the scene. There is lively
action all through it and music with " pep "
has been selected. The numbers in order:
" My Barney Lies Over the Ocean," " Texas Fox Trot," " Walking the Dog," " Come
On Papa," "Do Re Mi," "I'll Say She
Does," "A Wee Bit of Lace," "High
Yaller," " Pahjamah," "Mama's Blues,"
and "Tackin' 'Em Down."
With a blue flood on the pit and an amber light on the singer Miss Mabel Day
then renders " Villennelle."
Then comes " The Land of the Bolshev'ki." It opens with the statement that
these pictures were taken by the American
Red Cross mission that visited Russia after
the country fell into the hands of the
present government and we are first shown
views at Vladivostok, where the members
of the mission were compelled to load
their own baggage because of the lack of
workers. Then we have views along the
Siberian railroad and of Lake Baikal
where the Czecho-Slovaks are in power
and then a typical Siberian village and
finally members of the mission addressing
Russian soldiers. Tschaikowsky's " March
Slav " is used up to the point where the
down to dine
members of the mission sit
in the car where the czar signed his abdication. Here the music changes to
Gretchaninoff's " Hymn of Free Russia."
We are shown the grain stacked and rotting in the fields and then the natives eating the sunflower seed which they regard
as a great confection.
Next come some views of the Manchurian brigands with Hosmer's " Chinese
Wedding Procession " used. Next come
scenes along the Volga to Cady's " Song
of the Boatmen of the Volga' and with
the title that Nigny-Novgorod is the site
of the great fair in peace time the music
changes to Tschaikowsky's " Danse Russe
Trepak." now
We almost
are shown
the once
markets
deserted
and busy
the
wealth of German toys thaf are on sale all

George Worth, house manager of the Iris theatre, Denver, was able to get an attractive
display on the newest Pauline Frederick picture by using a shadow box in the window.
Pictures of the star and scenes from the production were used liberally. It will be noted
that even the door to the right was employed, and here one of the striking posters was used
over Russia. There are specimens of the
thousands of Russian beggars and the
wagons with their small wheels.
With the arrival of the mission in Petrograd we have " Moussorgshyana " and then
we are transferred to Moscow with " Procession of Sadar." There we are shown
one of the summer parks that looks like
one of New York with the restaurant
crowded with diners and gay parties on
the lake. With the change to the cathedral of Basile the music becomes " Maneoi," and then as the scene shifts to Archangel and the Yankee doughboys are first
seen we have " Yankiana." With the first
views of the city the accompaniment is
Granier " Valse Ballet " and then with the
view of the American embassy " The New
Colonial March." With the title " Amidst
the winter scenes " Williams' " Romance "
is played. Views of the American blockhouses carry Godard's " Canzonetta " and
then we have Ohlsen's " Russian March,"
with the city of Archangel celebrating the
armistice.
There is a close touch at the end when
we see French soldiers bringing in the
body of the first American soldier killed
in Russia. Chopin's " Nocturne " is used
and then we have " Taps " sounded and
a roll of drums and the organ reverberating at the end, the final showing civilization's outposts on duty.
In "Dean
The Exquisite
Thief action
" starring
cilla
there is more
stuffPrisand
more quick changes than is seen in three
or four of the average pictures and here
there has to be a great deal of descriptive
selections used in the score. " Petite Bijourie " is played at the screening and then
with the title " In a private office " we
have " Serenata," and then " Coquetterie "
for the first sight of Miss Dean. " Woodland Dreams " is used when she steals into

the mansion and then we have a number
of dramatic selections with the theme, " If
You Look in Her Eyes " introduced while
she sits at the table with the Englishman.
This is repeated when she enters the cabin
and again when good conduct earns a parole. Once more it comes back with the
title "Are You Sorry?" and finally at the
end when the Englishman locks the detective and the thief in the room.
Under a blue spotlight " Midsummer Caprice " is played as the organ solo.
Exhibitor Has Scores Hunting
Hidden Red Gloves
Many red gloves representing the one
" red glove " in the new Universal serial by
that name, were found in the vicinity of
4618 Third avenue, Brooklyn, last week as
a result of an advertising scheme carried
out by William Gilmore, manager of the
Grand Theatre in Brooklyn.
Two weeks prior to the showing of " The
Red Glove" Mr. Gilmore flashed on the
screen a statement saying that each night a
red glove would be lost by a mysterious person and a clue to the hiding place was
given. The finder of the red glove was
given a season pass to the serial. On
March 15, according to a previous announcement, five red gloves were lost between 12 and 1 o'clock noon in a vacant lot
near the theatre.
According to Mr. Gilmore, the crowd of
boys and girls and even grown-ups" numbered more than a hundred at ten o'clock
that morning
and ofat the
one red
o'clock
increased. All five
gloveshadwere
found and ten of the red gloves lost during
the previous two weeks were presented at
the theatre box-office and passes claimed.
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At the right is the full stage scene for the style show at the Alhambra; at left a group of the models as they appeared on the stage

Style Show

Packs

75,000

into Milwaukee

Theatre Where Elaborate Setting Is Given
neva Mitchell. These were supplemented by
EXHIBITOR, if you would pack
approximately 75,000 people into your
three local models — Louise Johnson, Milynda Zankel and Rosella Czapanskiy.
theatre in a week, then follow the leadership of Tom Saxe and George Fischer and
The value of the garments displayed was
conservatively estimated at $30,000, and behave a " Style Show.''
It's a lot of work, but the box-office refore the last day of the show over one-half
of the garments had been disposed of, provturns say that " every day was Sunday."
ing that the merchants had not lost out
Here's how it's done.
Tom Saxe is the Belasco showman of through co-operating with staging a Style
Milwaukee — the Alhambra Theatre is his to
Show at a motion picture theatre.
make flourish or die, and he doesn't know
The method of presentation was perfect.
that last word. George Fischer is the manThe stage and theatre were entirely dark
ager of the house, and to him falls the task
and then lighted up gradually to soft music.
of plotting and planning to get the theatreThe first garments shown were street
going crowd into house in the face of three
dresses, furs, suits and wraps. Then folother theatres, also centrally located.
lowed the sport garments and light summer
The week of April 23 was universal
frocks.
"Style Week" in Milwaukee. So, plots
To the rear of the stage an exact back
the wily George, I'll burn the candh three
set had been built, and here amid a dainty
ways — 'tis possible to do. Putting on a
boudoir setting were displayed negligee
robes.
Style Show I can co-operate with the r
back of this civic advancement idea, with
the merchants, give the public something
" different," and do a nice fat business.
The Style Show was an unqualified success from the opening fashion number on
Monday afternoon. Four times daily a
dozen professional models imported from
Chicago, and several local models promenaded a runway in the latest concoctions of
Dame Fashion. It was put on with the aid
of local merchants. The Gerretson Company, an exclusive department, was the firm
most concerned. It furnished the suits,
dresses, wraps, furs and hats. The Brouwer
Shoe Company supplied the footwear, and
the Phoenix Hose factory the stockings.
Furniture necessary to the sets was supplied
by the Fischer Furniture Company.
Manager Fischer and the heads of the
firms pooled together a common fund necessary to the defraying of the expense for
securing high-priced models for the show.
The models were obtained from Chicago
studios, and included those well known for
various commercial poses — namely, Josephine Lehrn, Mae Lanelle, Ethel Burt, Dorothy Sinclair, Verna Mitchell, Catherine
Bonner, Lenore Anderson, Virginia Dale,
Scene during the lighting up process of the
center. These lights
Kate Barnard, Nina Bartlett and little Ge-

MR.

^t^JTS^St^TZ
^S^S
which they threw eSS*
into the audience ^
as they
reached the end of the runway.
Sunday Paper Gives Double Page
to Motion Picture Beauties
In its March 9 issue the Baltimore Sunday Sun carries one of the most interesting photoplay features that has yet appeared in any newspaper. This consists of
a double page display in the Photogravure
section under the heading "An Acre or So
of Beauty," and then there are included
pictures of fifteen women stars : Gladys
Brockwell, Shirley Mason, Mae Marsh,
Edith Johnson, Marguerite Clark, Evelyn
Greeley, Peggy Hyland, Carol Holloway,
Beebe -Daniels, Viola Dana, Ethel Clayton,
Vivian Martin, Lila Lee, Elsie Ferguson
and Billie Burke.

Alhambra stage with the
fairy effect in the
came up very sloivly
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Films Landing of Ohio

Troops in New York for
Youngstown People

A striking lobby display was offered by the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago, during its run
of " Out of the Fog." With the assistance of H. E. Cravsford, special display creator,
Andrew Karzas, manager of the Woodlawn theatre, surpassed all of previous efforts in
this line with some startingly realistic mechanical and lighting effects. The tossing ship
on the rolling waves was zvorked out ivith such realism that crowds of Woodlawn patrons
banked the display window. A true fog was obtained with a stcreopticon and several
clouded slides, vuhich were automatically moved by special mechanism. A special lighthouse flash penetrated the fog at regular intervals and drove home the thought of the
production in a striking manner. The W oodlawn theatre held the Nazimova feature for
five days to capacity business as a result.
Small City Man Demands
Film

Good

(Continued from page 2283)
because they took what was shipped them,
stuck out the posters furnished by the producers and charged their patrons the price
of a good show. I now have a program
as good as you can get in any city, but of
course my subjects are not quite as new,
but my argument is : That any picture in
good physical condition and not having
been shown here before, is new. Advertise
freely and show what you advertise and
the game will be interesting. In this case
the old saying holds true: "You can Fool
Some of the People all of the time ; All
the People some of the time, but you can't
Fool All the People All the time."
If there are any small town exhibitors
having any experience in the lines above
mentioned, and would like some information on how to better their box office re-

ceipts and build up a good clientele, have
them write me.
I simply recite these facts, hoping that
some steps will be taken to remedy the conditions that confront the small town exhibitor.
"Sis Hopkins" Model Idea Proves
Popular in Many Cities
How a good idea will be adopted by
exhibitors is being shown by the demand
that is coming in for the " Sis Hopkins "
model, who was first used with the showing of the picture of that name at the
Strand theatre, New York. Immediately
after the engagement here the young
woman went to Toledo, O., where H. C.
Horater put on the same stunt slightly
differently. Since then Charles Branham
used her services at the Majestic, Detroit
and C. W. Diebel at the Liberty, Youngstown, Ohio. Other cities are planning to
use the same stunt.

CW. DIEBEL knew that evervbodv in
• Youngstown, Ohio, wanted to welcome home the boys of the Thirty-seventh
division which is made up of Ohio boys,
but he knew that mighty few of the people
could go to New York merely to greet
them as they came in on one of the big
transports. He knew also that the war
department would send them home in
bunches and that there would be no general parade.
But it was the enterprise of Mr. Diebel
that is responsible for the splendid Liberty
theatre which has just celebrated its anniversary. He knew that the motion picture
could bring the boys right on to his screen
and that thousands would pack his house
to see them coming down the gangplank^
from the vessels that brought them from
" Over there." So he determined that
Youngstown people should have the opportunity.
In conjunction with William Rock, city
editor of the Youngstown Vindicator , and
accompanied by Mrs. Harold Taylor, representing the Youngstown Red Cross, and
Mrs. Julia Bonnell, representing the
Youngstown War Camp Community Service, Mr. Diebel came to New York and
arranged to film the landing of the division.
Many difficulties were experienced in
getting the necessary passes and permits,
but these difficulties were eventually overcome. When the Thirty-seventh landed
the boys were filmed as they marched down
the gangplank.
Arrangements were made with the commanding officers, and the Youngstown boys
were segregated from the others on the
wharf, and were filmed while the women
of the party served lunch and cigarettes
to each man.
Governor Cox was also a member of the
welcoming party, and he was shown shaking hands with the Youngstown boys.
The Thirty-seventh arrived on the transports Huntington, George Washington and
von Steuben. A little more than 1,000 feet
of film was taken.
Horse Race Aids Exhibitor in
Boosting Serial
They are using horse races to boost
motion pictures these days. This one comes
from A. J. Laurie, manager of the Strand
theatre, Ottowa. Mr. Laurie had just finished running a teaser campaign on the
Houdini serial when he dropped into the
office of the Ottawa paper and happened to
see that a horse named Houdini was running in a race at New Orleans. Mr. Laurie
got a chance to connect this up with his
serial in the sporting columns.
But the peculiar thing about it is that the
sporting
took the
"hunch"
a bet on editor
the horse,
which
won atand12 made
to 1.
Laurie immediately posted the whole newspaper page on heavy cardboard, indicated
the items with a heavy black mark, and
soon had crowds in front of the theatre
reading how Houdini proved a winner.
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Kenneth

Macgowan
Rejoins Goldwyn
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation announces
the engagement of Kenneth MacGowan as
advertising director, and Ralph Block as
publicity director of the GoldwA'n Pictures
Corporation. Both of these two departmental heads are already engrossed in their
new duties with Goldwyn.
r
For Mr. Macgowan this means a return
to Goldwyn after several months with The
New York Tribune. A 3^ear ago he was
director of publicity for Goldwyn, returning to the newspaper field as a special
writer attached to The Tribune. Prior to
his first alliance with Goldwyn, now resumed, he had been motion picture editor
of The Philadelphia Evening Ledger, and
a contributor to a number of the better
monthly magazines.
Mr. Block was formerly dramatic critic
of The New York Tribune and has been
a writer in other fields for The Tribune
for several years, as well as a contributor
to the magazines. This is his first entry
into motion pictures.
Parsons

Renews

Credits
Tom
Mix
Fox Film Corporation Declares That
Tom Mix's Development is Sensation of Season with Exhibitors

Contract

with Goldwyn
" Smiling Bill " Parsons, whose Capitol
Comedies are being released by the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, has renewed
his Goldwyn contract, it has been announced.
The work of the screen humorist has excited so much accumulating interest that
Oswald Stoll, film distributor in England
and the Goldwyn representative there, has
contracted for the entire first year output
of his work in the United Kingdom.
April and May will bring four new Parson releases through Goldwyn, " The Midnight Alarm," which will be released April
6, will be followed by " Wanted A Baby,"
" The Sea Woof " and " Circumstantial
Evidence." The last of these is described
by those who have seen it in production as
the
thing " Smiling Bill " has yet done
for best
the screen.
Horace Davies Is Back
The first former member of the west
coast film colony to return to Los Angeles
after active service in the war was Horace
Davies, former director of comedies for
Universal and Christie, who arrived in Los
Angeles March 22nd, after being discharged following several months in hospitals in France and America.
Davies was a member of the 91st Division, and was one of the first eighteen to
be wounded by shrapnel in the battle of
Argonne on October 4. At the same time
three men were killed.

Tom

Mix,

presented by William Fox in
" Fighting for Gold "
VI7HEN the fifth Victory picture,
* * " Fighting for Gold," starring Tom
Mix, was released, Fox officials say that it
centered attention on the tremendous
strides which this whirlwind Western star
has made in public esteem this season.
Mix today is said to rank as one of the
most popular stars making his type of pictures, and the high standard of each of
his successive productions has brought him
ahibitors.
peculiar position in the eyes of exTom Mix's first Victory Picture was
" Mr. Logan, U. S. A.," which was released
in September. This proved a tremendous
success throughout the country; it is said
by the Fox Exhibitors Service Bureau of
the Fox Film Corporation, and gave such
promise for Mix's future that hundreds of
exhibitors signed contracts immediately.
The next Tom Mix picture was " Treat
'Em Rough," which is declared to have
proved even more popular than " Mr.
Logan, U. S. A." It was in " Treat 'Em
Rough," which was filmed on a ranch at
Prescott, Ariz., that Mix performed his
stunt of bulldogging a steer. This- picture
is cited as having made a great sensation
and
further
Mix's hold on
exhibitors
and strengthened
public.
Right on the heels of " Treat 'Em
Rough " came " Fame and Fortune," which

with 'Big Strides
is described as containing even more pep
and stunts and thrilling situation than the
previous Mix pictures. A reviewer is
quoted as having recently stated that Mix
had the happy faculty of never duplicating
his stunts and of doing them without deliberately attracting attention to the fact
that he was going to do something unusual.
The picture was followed by " Hell
Roarin' Reform," considered by Fox officials as the best Western picture ever
made. This picture, it is pointed out by
officials of the Fox organization, had
thrills, humor, clean, interesting story and
a rapidly-moving plot.
Already, it is said, reports are coming in
that " Fighting for Gold " will prove an
even
bigger Itsuccess
than "toHell
Reform."
is declared
haveRoarin'
more
thrills and the stunts that Mix performs
never have been done by anybody.
" One of the remarkable things about
Mix," said a Fox official this week " is that
each of his pictures seems better than the
one that preceded it. It is rare that a film
star can ring the bell on every picture, and
the better the stars and the bigger their
reputation, the more noticeable is any falling off in merit. Mix has been uniformly
excellent from his first picture, and his
reputation is based on good solid achieveHodkinson Promotes
Crane as Salesman
E.
A. Crane, formerly a Hodkinson repment."
resentative inWashington, D. C, has been
promoted by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to the New York office, where he
will be in/ charge of Hodkinson sales
throughout the Greater New York territory. He will be located at the New York
exchange of Pathe Exchange, Inc., through
which channels Hodkinson service is distributed.
Mr. Crane joined the Hodkinson organization last September, and during his seven
months in the capitol city accomplished
some splendid results, in recognition of
which came his promotion. It "vas Mr.
Crane who arranged for and put over with
great success the official presentation to the
War Department of Ashley Miller's patriotic series, " Made in America," at Crandall's Knickerbocker Theatre, as well as
the private showing to the National Press
Club.
With

Marion

Davies

Norman
againpicture,
Marionon Davies'
leading
man Kerry
in her islatest
which
she has begun work in Fort Lee.
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Picture
In Select
Is Star
Empey
thur Guy Empey in ' Hell on Earth 'a forth" Hell on Earth " to Be Directed by
Wilfred North, and to Be Modcoming production."
Immediately
after the Lusitania disaster,
ern Story — Big Exploitation
Arthur Guy Empey, who had previously
Plan Considered
served six years in the United States CavLEWIS J. SELZNICK, president of Sealry and seven years in the National Guard,
lect Pictures Corporation, announces
sailed to England and enlisted at once as
that contracts have been signed between
a private in the First London Royal Fusithat company and Sergeant Arthur Guy
liers. After a short period of training he
Empey,
and star
Top,"
was sent to France, where he served as a
for the author
production
of a ofnew" Over
and the
especially
timely big special feature photoplay which
machine gunner and bomber, and later 'in
the Intelligence Departmnt. He was sewill bear the title, " Hell on Earth."
verely wounded in the Battle of the Somme
Production work will start in the very
and honorably dischargd.
near future under the direction of Wilfred
Returning to the United States, Guy EmNorth, who also directed Sergeant Empey
pey bent all his energies to expedite the enin
picture,
" Over
the Top,"
try of the United States into the war. He
fromhis his
book of
the same
name. produced
wrote the famous war book, " Over the
" Hell on Earth," however, unlike " Over
which was later picturized, and also
the Top," will not be a war story, but a Top,"
spent many months lecturing throughout
story laid in America and dealing with the
the country to stimulate recruiting. He also
most modern conditions and the timeliest
played an important part in the various
of subjects.
Liberty Loan drives, and the campaigns for
" Hell on Earth " will be exploited by a the organizations which served the men in
costly campaign of advertising and publicity, which will begin immediately and be uniform. His writings also include "First
kept up continuously until after the picture ' Call " and " Tales from a Dug-Out."
is released. A contract has already been
Empey is now the managing publisher
given for an electric sign which before the of " Treat 'Em Rough," the Tank Corps
week is out will call attention to all Broadmagazine, which is battling against Bolshevistic propaganda.
way that " Select Pictures announces ArWorld
Pictures Begins
"Relations"
Film
some time she appeared in one feature
S makes the anWORLD PICTURE
nouncement that work has started at after another still maintaining her inconspicousity but making good. Her work,
their studio at Fort Lee on a feature picture which bears the working title of
meeting with an appreciation, she was then
" Relations." In this announcement is in- given a line in the billing and meanwhile
the directors who worked with her said :
cluded the statement that the star selected
" Watch that girl."
for " Relations " is Evelyn Greeley. With
She then became a regular featured
this picture Miss Greeley makes her debut
as a star player standing alone, without
player with Carlyle Blackwell and in course
of time became his co-star and as such
being coupled or co-starred with any other
won favor from exhibitors and reviewers
actress or actor.
Miss Greeley has attained the position
in "By Hook or Crook," "The Golden
desired by every young actress, through
Wall," " The Beloved Blackmailer," " Coursheer hard work, close application to her
age for Two,"
numerous
others." Hitting The Trail," and
task, the employment of good common
sense in working with directors instead
first by
starring
" Relations,"
of fighting them and the absolute absence
wasHerwritten
Josephvehicle,
F. Poland.
It was
put
in
s.cenario
form
and
continuity
was
of "pose" and willfulness of times termed
written by Clara S. Beranger. Oscar Ap" temperament."
fel has been brought back from California
Her connection with World Pictures beto supervise the picturization of the story
gan with " The Price of Pride " under the
direction of William A. Brady, when she
and direction of Miss Greeley and her supporting company.
was merely one of the ensemble. For quite
Lesser Makes Deal for
IT was announced this week that Sol Lesser, president of the State Right Distributing Company and the All Star Features Distributors, has reached the concluding stages of a deal with Mack Sennett
whereby Lesser will secure the services of
several of the Sennett bathing girls as a
" bally " for the production, " Yankee
Doodle in Berlin," the Sennett production
which he recently secured.
It is planned to send the girls on tour
with prints of the pictures, with at least six
companies out.
The idea was first tried out in San Francisco when " Yankee Doodle in Berlin "

Sennett Bathing Girls
was presented there. Reports have it that
the patrons of the Tivoli liked the arrangement very much, and that the presence of
the bathing girls did much to make the
picture more welcome and contributed
materially in thronging the theatre.
An announcement from the mimeograph,
and which was sent to all the trade papers
this week, said : " This is positively the
first time in the history of motion picture
enterprises that a pretentious company of
living players has accompanied a picture.
It remained for Sol L. Lesser and Mack
Sennett to conceive the idea and bring it
to a successful realization."

Wins Distinction as
Musician
Henry Francis Parks, musician of the
American Theatre in Butte, Mont., according to reports from that city, has won distinction throughout the west as an unusually capable musician — rather organist.
His breaking into the game was accomplished by a window demonstration and
general playing for the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company at their Louisville, Ky., store. Excellent taste in apropriate music selection,
while at the Alamo, together with a natural
love for the instrument and a thorough
musical education won him such a following that the attention of the bigger men of
the town was directed to his efforts. A
special concert given by him a little less
than a year after he had taken up the
earnest study of the instrument so pleased
Dr. Moser, the foremost critic of Louisville, and a thorough musician, that he
made the remarks in a local paper that
" Mr. Parks has all the classifications which
make real artists and no doubt will yet
be heard from in the artistic world, for he
has excellent technique, temperament, artistic taste and conscientiousness."
Despite the fact that his war duties kept
him from more serious study he has
achieved success in Butte, in fact so much
so that Frank T. Bailey, one of the most
noted executives of the film exhibitors'
world, and a keen critic of good music, has
contracted for his services.
Vera Steadman Returns
Vera Steadman, formerly one of the
leading comediennes of the Keystone comedies, has joined the Universal forces and
will be seen shortly in a one-reeler entitled Happ
"
Returns," being directed by
Jack Dillon. She is also seen in the tworeel special animal comedy directed by William S. Campbell and entitled " And the
Elephant Still Pursued Her."

Climbing Mt. Assiniboine, B. C, as shown in..
Outing-Chester Pictures
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Robertson-Cole
Join
Hands
With
affairs only
after assurance Jury
that the armisImportant Deal Closed with Organization Headed by Sir Wiltice had brought his work to a successful
conclusion. Now the British peer intends
liam Jury Involves Distribution of American Product in
to return all energies to motion pictures.
Great Britain and Big European Specials Here
Laboratory Deal Also
CABLE announcements received this week told of the closing of an imporIt is orle of Sir William's earnest detant international deal by which Jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd., will
sires to improve the quality of the posidistribute in the United Kingdom all the films controlled by the Roberttive
prints used in the theatres, which, beson-Cole Company, with the exception of pictures starring Sessue Hayakawa,
cause of their uncertainty have always
J. Warren Kerrigan, Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South Seas," and
been one of the greatest handicaps to Engother individual pictures which had been previously disposed of.
lish motion picture in the past. With this
end in view, he is now having constructed
The cabled news further emphasizes Robertson-Cole's importance as a factor
in motion picture affairs by stating that a number of pretentious specials proin London the largest film laboratory in
the United Kingdom with a capacity of two
duced in this country are to be purchased by Robertson-Cole for distribution
million feet per week. In addition to furthrough Jury's in the British Isles, while Jury's will secure European attractions for release in the United States by Robertson-Cole.
nishing Jury's photoplays for distribution,
Robertson-Cole will also supply the entire
Hands Across the Sea
equipment for this tremendous plant, proBy the arrangements Robertson-Cole beviding exclusively the Bell & Howell cinecomes the accredited American representama-machinery, towhich they control all extive of Jury's, while the value of the
port rights. Reports state that the laborRobertson-Cole stars was rated so strongly
atory will not ' only surpass in quantity
of production any now existing in England,
by Jury's that they have undertaken the
exploitation of these pictures to the exbut will also be one of the biggest in the
clusion of all other American-made feaworld.
tures.
The distributing organization of Jury's
The affiliation of the two substantial
Ltd. covers the United Kingdom thorfilm organizations carries interest to exoughly. With headquarters in all the imhibitors in the United States through the
portant
centres of the British Isles, Jury's
pretentious European productions it will
has unlimited exploitation possibilities.
bring to the screens here.
The stars whom Jury's obtain under the
In this list are included three super-feaarrangements with Robertson-Cole have all
tures to be produced each year by Louis
established their popularity with British
Mercanton, the noted French director.
fans. H. B. Warner, whose father was
During the next twelve months, Mercanton
one of the foremost actors on the English
Alma Rubens,
in "Exhibitors
Diane of the
Green Van,"
will stage an elaborate picture in Egypt, a
through
Mutual
stage some years ago, will undoubtedly
second in France and the third in Italy.
prove a real favorite of the British screen.
For the past four years, however, he has
Others on the list are Billie Rhodes, Alma
The plans are for the stories of these spedevoted
but
little
of
his
personal
time
to
cials to have universal appeal that will find
Rubens,
William Desmond, Bessie Barrishis
cinema
business,
subordinating
all
his
favor in New York as well as in London
cale, and Henry B. Walthall, and producinterests
to
his
desire
to
bring
victory
to
tions already successfully launched in this
or Paris. Several of Mercanton's features
Britain in the war against the Hun. Behave been shown in this country with
country,
such as " What Every Woman
marked success.
cause of his untiring efforts in the manWants" and "The Turn in the Road."
agement
of
the
Ministry
of
Information,
of
director
managing
Sir William Jury,
of Sir William was knighted by King George.
Jury's, Ltd., is recognized as the Dean
Recently Sir William was retired from
Metro Buys Comedy for
the film industry in Europe and popular
the
Ministry
Board
but
returned
to
civil
Kingdom.
United
the
in
Hale Hamilton
exhibitors
with
Maxwell Karger, Metro director general,
has selected as Hale Hamilton's next starring subject, to follow "After His Own
Heart," " That's Good " and " Johnny on
the Spot," an original comedy from the pen
of Robert F. Hill. "Full of Pep" is the
working title of the new Hamilton picture,
which will be produced at the new Metro
studios in Hollywood under Mr. Karger's
personal supervision.
According to present plans " Full of
Pep " will go into production next week.
Harry L. Franklin, Hamilton's director,
has about completed " After His Own
Heart," the Ben Ames Williams story
scenarioized by A. S. Le Vino. Franklin
will again direct.

Sessue Hayakawa and Tsuri Aoki in " The Courageous Coward," Exhibitors Mutual Release

Frank Lanagan In It
One of the important players in " The
Prodigal Liar," the new William O. Desmond production made by Jesse D. Hampton and distributed by Exhibitors' Mutual,
is Frank Lanagan. In " The Prodigal
Liar " Lanagan has the role of " Steve
Logan," a b-a-d man.
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Motion
Edwarde
Star

or

Story— Which?
By Harry Raver
picture as the product of the star instead
APROPOS the ever-widening discussion
of production policies, of star value as of the actual producer.
But in recent months the name of a
opposed to story value, of the rapidly increasing tendency to build on the story widely known author, the name of a poprather than the star, it seems to me that
ular playwright, the name of a well-known
novel or the title of a popular play have
only a few recent instances of high prices
paid for stories are sufficient to indicate
become as valuable in " selling " the motion
picture to the public as the name of a
the trend of production today in the
screen idol.
motion picture industry.
For instance, I understand that Louis
The best proof of the fact that a picture need not have a big star to be a sucMayer paid $50,000 for the rights of "In
cessful box office attraction is the fact that
Old Kentucky " for Anita Stewart. An
offer of $60,000 has been made and refused
big successes of the last few months have
been made successful by sensational titles.
for " The Rise and Fall of Susan Lenox,"
by David Graham Philips, and it was quite
Some of the big money-making pictures
have had neither star actor, author or direcently that $40,000 was paid for " Rerector to commend them. They have gone
becca of Sunnybrook Farm." Whether conover big on their title alone. Others of the
sciously or not, the producer puts the value
of the story above that of the star and it big productions of the last year which have
is necessary to have a story before there
been successful have merely been commended on their merit as productions.
is any use for a star. In my own case the
story will always be adapted to the star,
Big stage successes have come into their
own. The keen exhibitor has been quick
but not with any effort or intent to glorify
the latter at the expense of other elements
to capitalize on the successful adaptations
essential to success.
for the screen of a stage success.
The name of a famous author or the title
Analysis of the last few " star mad "
years in the picture industry reveals that
of a popular story brings, the exhibitor has
found, a new clientele to his theatre. The
the " star theory " was built on a false premise. Perhaps it is true that for a limited
so-called " fan " is responsible for the stars'
success. The name of a brilliant writer
period this star-gazing has stimulated the
will
attract to the theatre not only the picindustry,
nearly
ended.
The
effectbutof the
this star's
craze rule
has isbeen
to weaken
ture fan but the reading public, and as
the industry and it is not surprising that producers get farther away from exploiting
thoughtful men began to view the situation
star alone and direct their efforts to meriwith alarm.
torious productions written by noted and
The public actually goes to the motion
skilled writers, the motion picture will atpicture theatre to see the picture. The
tain a new dignity and a larger following.
story is the basis of the entertainment the
The exhibitor's personal guarantee is betheatre offers. The public has been tempted
coming, day by day, a more important facto the theatre by the name of a popular
tor
in
selling
to the
The
building
his public.
own trade
star. Star exploitation has been solely for keen exhibitortheisp'icture
advertising purposes.
mark. He is educating his patrons to know
Much of the popularity of the big stars
that they always find good entertainment in
in motion pictures has resulted from the his house. He can supply them as consistfact that the producer, to popularize his
ently and as easily a uniformly good show
as the grocer across the corner can supply
stars, gave them the best stories the market afforded. The public gradually came to them with consistently good merchandise.
The exhibitor who is building trade mark
realize that when it saw So-and-So in a
picture that it saw, not so much the star as value for his own house is buying his
a splendid entertainment. Star names be- pictures on a new basis. He is buying pictures instead of stars.
came trademarks. The public judged the
Arrow Film Corporation Rapidly Expanding
poration, with the title of Director of AdWE. SHALLENBERGER, President
vertising and Publicity.
• of the Arrow Film Corporation, announces the policy of expansion adopted
Besides his experience with the Paramount forces Mr. Dana has had selling
by the company in view of the unusual activity in the State Rights market.
experience with the Universal Film Company in their New York office, and preThe Company has increased the personvious to that an experience covering some
nel of its staff by the addition of several
eighteen years in the advertising agency
members and will shortly remove its offices
from the Times Building to the Candler
business. He has handled the national adBuilding, 220 West 42nd street.
vertising for such concerns as the old
Mr. Shallenberger has added to his staff Mutual Film Company some few years
P. B. Dana, who has for the past year or
ago, and many other large concerns, it is
said.
more been with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation as a Publicity Manager for the
In addition to P. B. Dana, Prest. Shallenberger announces that he has an able
Middle West, and who has had considerable experience in the sales as well as the and competent assistant in the person of
advertising and publicity departments.
W. Ray Johnston, Assistant Treasurer of
Mr. Dana will have complete charge of the Arrow Film Corporation. Mr. Johnston has been associated with Shallenberthe publicity advertising and sales promoger for a number of years.
tion departments for the Arrow Film Cor-

Picture
Writes

News

Score

for

" Virtuous Men "
A surprise was sprung this week by Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin in the
announcement that Carl Edwarde, leader
of the Strand Symphony orchestra, has
been secured to compose the musical setting for "Virtuous Men.' Edwarde is one
of the best known musicians in the United
States. For the past two years he has been
a notable figure as conductor of the famous
Symphony orchestra of the Strand Theatre. He has been specially engaged to compose an original musical setting for the
presentation
" Virtuous Men," to be held
at the Fultonof Theatre
on Sunday evening,
April 6, In collaboration with Ralph Ince,
who directed the picture, Edwarde will
carry out many unique ideas in the music. A
Symphony orchestra, composed of twenty
pieces, has been engaged by Mr. Edwarde
for the occasion. In addition to playing for
the picture, these artists will render a specially selected overture prior to the presentation.
Macauley Picture Shown
Peace League

to

" W hom the Gods Would Destroy," the
Macauley feature, recently secured by First
National, and announced for release April
15, is to be shown privately April 10 to
the executive board of the organization
known as the League to Enforce Peace, of
which William Howard Taft, Hamilton
Holt, Dr. Van Dyke, Herbert Houston and
other noted sponsors of the League of Nations are the heads.
A special print was rushed through the
Rothacker laboratories and delegates of the
league are coming to New York from all
parts of the country.
The showing was arranged at the request of the New York manager of the organization, Dr. Short, who appreciates the
f ormidability of the film as a support winner for Woodrow Wilson's ideal, and it is
with the intention of coupling the picture
and the
that the manifestaLasky
tion is to league's
occur. work,
Bach

Joins Famous

Players-

W. A. Bach formerly sales manager for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has
been appointed manager of the booking department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, and assumed his new duties
at the home office last week.
Mr. Bach comes to his new position well
equipped in experience. Previous to joining Hodkinson he was special representative
for Universal, his work taking him to all
the exchanges of the company in the United
States and Canada. In January, 1918, he
went to Hodkinson as assistant sales manager and succeeded to the position of sales
manager early this year.
Miss

Davies

Starts Work

Marion Davies has started work on " The
Dark Star." It is a screen version of Robert W. Chambers' novel of the same name.
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Shoiv every Universal Special Attraction in its
order of release— for this is what you'll get:
Nationally popular stars — but not all men
and not all women. That's your first variation from "sameness. "
Each of the men will differ in type of acting
— and each of the women.
you

This will give

a second variation from

"sameness."

The third variation from "sameness" in Universal Special Attractions is the fact that
the Stories, while all alike in quality, are,
and will always be, widely different in type.
Priscilla Dean will come to xou in pictures
like -The W ildcat of Paris"— "The 11 icked
Darling" and "A Silk-Lined Burglar" —
dramas packed ivith quick action, intensity,
vigor and thrill.
Monroe Salisbury, on the other hand, will
play highly emotional conceptions, such as
"The Light of Victory."
Mary MacLaren appears to best advantage
in straight heart-appeal —look for her in
many another splendid success like "The
Amazing Wife."
And Harry Carey— jovial, whimsical, human

Maiy

Harry Carey - we don 't have to tell xou what
his plays will be like— they'll be just,
pure and unadulterated "Carey."
Side-step "sameness". You can do it by
consistently showing —

V
PriSdBd
Dean

Momoe
Salisbury

Attractions

mmm

April

12,
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Universal

Starts

a

Bluebird
Campaign
every
exchange,
have been supplied with
HAVING
selected a large series of Bluebird productions which have
special material to help exhibitors booking
proven their merit many times, obtained new prints on many subjects
the Bluebird series boost business on the
that were not in good condition and new advertising accessories to aid
productions.
in boosting business on the subjects, all Universal exchanges started on April I
what is declared to be the largest and most aggressive booking campaign ever
Exhibitors
Mutual Signs
launched by a distributing organization.
State
Lake
Theatre
Preceding the campaign exhibitors received Universal's announcement regarding a new booking campaign on Bluebird productions, and it was pointed
The Chicago
exchange
of Exhibitors'
out to exhibitors that in this campaign the number of pictures booked automatMutual
has just closed
the biggest
deal of
ically established the average price per production. The announcement also
the year by signing up the new State-Lake
brought out the idea that exhibitors who had not previously booked the releases
theatre, controlled by the Orpheum Circomprising the series were now in a position to obtain pictures with proven
cuit, for the remainder of 1919. The StateLake, which seats nearly 3,000 persons,
quality at special prices, and that the showmen could profit greatly by the knowlopened two weeks ago, and as its motion
edge of how other exhibitors had exploited the film plays.
picture feature staged " What Every
Merit Is What Counts
Woman Wants," the Jesse D. Hampton
The announcement calls attention to the
five-reel sensation featuring Grace Darfact that the public cares little about the
mond. The following week, " The Turn in
age of a film story. If it is interesting and
the Road," produced by the Brentwood
pleasing the release date matters little or
Film Corporation and purchased by Robnot at all. In compiling the lists of Blueertson Cole for release through Exhibitors'
Mutual, was the leading photoplay attracbirds to comprise the special series, Universal took every Bluebird photoplay into
tion at the State-Lake. Among the other
consideration and selected a certain numExhibitors' Mutual stars who will find their
way into this new amusement palace by
ber of photoplays which reviews, box office
statements and letters from all over the
way of the screen are Billie Rhodes, Bessie
Barriscale, Sessue Hayakawa, Henry B.
country proved to be the best of the entire Bluebird output. Sixty-seven pictures
Walthall, H. B. Warner, William Desmond and Alma Rubens.
comprise the series. Monroe Salisbury in
eleven, Carmel Myers in thirteen, and
Franklyn Farnum in eight productions
Apache Den in Goldwyn
head the list. Edith Roberts in four proPicture
ductions, Fritzie Brunette in two, Violet
Mersereau in two, Ruth Clifford in five,
An Apache den is the scene of many
Priscilla Dean in three, Dorothy Phillips
thrilling
incidents in Geraldine Farrar*s
in two, Ella Hall in three, Herbert Rawnewest Goldwyn picture, " The Stronger
linson in three, Rupert Julian in two, and
Vow," set for release April 27. Once again
Mae Murray in two and Frank Keenan,
Hugo Ballin, Goldwyn's art director, won
Francis Ford, Lois Weber, Marie Walcamp,
the commendation of the diva for the realJuanita Hansen and Zoe Rae with one picistic setting, the duplication of the Parisian
ture each comprise the series. The exhib" The Red Glove " was picturized by Univeroutlaws'
meeting place equalling his splensal, and is also popular in book form
itor can book the entire series, half, or quardid achievement in the erection of a counter of it, or as many as he desires, the price
Bluebird productions. Lois Weber, who
terfeit Monte Carlo for Miss Farrar's first
has directed Mildred Harris in all of her
per picture being governed* entirely by the
Goldwyn production, " The Turn of the
number of productions booked at one time.
Jewel productions, and who is now directUniversal points out that in taking ading Anita Stewart, is featured in a Bluevantage of this special offer exhibitors are
cinemabird, "Scandal
sensation.Mongers," which proved a Louise Glaum Feature to
getting productions featuring stars whose
Monroe Salisbury, who has become one
names alone assure packed houses, in picInter-Ocean Company
Wheel."
tures that have brought them the great
of the most popular male stars of the
Inter-Ocean
Film Company has just
popularity they enjoy today. Many of the
screen in " That Devil Bateese," " The Savpictures comprising the special Bluebird
bought the foreign rights of " The Goddess
age " and " Hands Down," three pictures
series have been released during the past
of Lost Lake," a Brunton-made production
that proved of exceptional box office value
in
which Louise Glaum is starred.
six months, and the remainder have been
during the past year, in addition to eight
The transaction was handled through
other of his Bluebird productions, in the
selected from the best of previous sucFederal Photoplays, Inc., which is supercesses and new prints and advertising preseries. Priscilla Dean's three Bluebird provising the marketing of the picture.
pared for exhibitors that they might get
ductions, She
"
Hired a Husband," " The
the best of service.
" The Goddess of Lost Lake " is being
Brazen
and much
"Whichto Woman?"
released in the United States through the
and
whichBeauty"
have done
bring the
W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Dorothy Phillips One
star her present great popularity, are inDorothy Phillips, who has risen to the
cluded in the special series offer. Herbert
Rawlinson's three Bluebirds show him at
ranks of America's dozen favorite stars
Saenger Books Rolfe Film
by her work in " The Heart of Humanity,"
his best. Carmel Myers' attractions from
Criterion Film Service, of Atlanta and
" The Talk of the Town" and " A Soul for
"The Lash of Power" to "The Little
Sale " is one of the series stars. Her two
New Orleans, distributors of the Houdini
White Savage" are included in the offer,
productions, " The Grand Passion " and
serial, " The Master Mystery," produced by
and two of Violet Mersereau's best screen
B. A. Rolfe for Octagon Films, Inc., an" Broadway Love," are among the very
Morgan's
"
and
"
Together
"
offerings,
best pictures this notable star has appeared
nounces that contracts have been closed for
Raiders," are part of the series. Louise
the showing of the serial in the houses of
in. Rupert Julian, who won fame in " The
Lovely's best screen vehicle, " A Rich Man's
the Saenger Amusement Company of New
soon to be seen in " The Fire Flingers," is Darling," and Frank Keenan's great WestOrleans. In all likelihood the Saenger
featured in " The Mysterious Mr. Tiller "
ern drama, " The Long Chance," are also
included in the special series offer.
and " Mother o' Mine," two exceptional
will play " The Master Mystery "
Company
Universal publicity and servjce men, in in
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," and who is
twenty to twenty-five of their theatres.
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a Statement
Makes
Hodkinson
have four lines of product which will run
Declares That His Concern is Now
second to none in the United States. Two
Ready to Take Leadership in the
of
these lines will, in my opinion, estabMotion Picture Industry
lish themselves as the best, the biggest
D ECENT announcements that the W.
the most worth while pictures of the year
1919.
*■ *• W. Hodkinson Corporation has been
able to put into operation its long pre"What we have done is just this: By
pared-for policy of handling above-averdeveloping a selective machinery, very
age-pictures only, to the exclusion of all much like the exhibitor's own but upon a
else, and that the Hodkinson organizafar larger scale, we have been able to
tion has inaugurated this policy with the
select and eliminate. That we have really
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., and the Augustus
eliminated is shown by the fact that out
Thomas — Harry Raver " Four Star " Proof all our past year's product we have
ductions, as two of the four big new lines kept
but one line — the one line that has disto be handled from now on, brought forth
tinctly measured up to the better-picture
a more comprehensive statement from Mr.
standard. This line is J. Warren KerriHodkinson this week.
gan, under the presentation of Jesse D.
Hampton. Kerrigan has really measured
" For some months now," said Mr. Hodup in a big way as a drawing star and a
kinson, we
" have been laying the foundation for something big, and laying that money maker for the exhibitor.
foundation slowly and soundly. During
" Of our brand new product the Augusthe past fifteen months we have been
tus Thomas — Harry Raver Four Star picforced upon occasion to take on product
tures, directed by George Irving and Feawith which we were not entirely satisturing Leah Baird, are decidedly of the
fied, but we have done it in the knowledge
above-average class. The first of these
that it was but a stop-gap and that the pictures, a splendid screen presentation of
product we were going to be able to of- Augustus Thomas' famous play, " As a
fer the exhibitor would make up a hunMan Thinks," is a strong production.
dredfold for any indifferent product that
" Then we have Zane Grey — the Zane
we might have been forced to carry.
Grey Pictures, Inc., which is the author's
" Little by little during these months we
company. I can't say too much for
have been laying our courses, taking the own
this series and what it promises. The firsL
best there was in the open market, watchpicture, a remarkable production of Zane
ing it, weighing it, and eliminating every
Grey's nationally popular novel, "Desert
line of product that could not measure up
Gold," is being produced on a scale which
to the standards we set.
has been equalled in cost and care not
more than half a dozen times in the his?
" Today we are ready to take the leadership of the motion picture industry. We
tory of motion pictures."

"Bolshevism
On Trial
-THOMAS CUSACK COMPANY is
A plastering twenty-four sheets over New
York City and Brooklyn in a bill posting
campaign inaugurated by Select Pictures
to exploit " Bolshevism On Trial."
For the stand advertising this subject
Select has chosen to depict one of the
most dramatic moments in the entire six
reels of " Bolshevism on Trial." It is the
scene where Wolff, the Bolshevistic leader,
inflamed by long suppressed desires has
seized upon Barbara, whose youthful beauty and idealistic enthusiasm he has used as
a bait to lure capital into his scheme.
The sketch on the poster shows the scene
in Wolff's bed-room, with Wolff struggling
with Barbara in his arms, at the moment
when young Norman succeeds in breaking
through barred doors in order to effect a
Fielder Moves Up
E. C. Fielder, Hodkinson representative,
has again taken on more territory. Originally in charge of the Cleveland territory,
he was recentfy transferred to the Chicago
office to handle both districts. Now he will
cover Indianapolis as well. D. W. Phillips,
formerly general film branch manager, will
assist Mr. Fielder in Cleveland, and E. S.
Rowley, a Chicago film man of long experience, will assist in Chicago. An assistant for Indianapolis will be appointed soon.
Hodkinson service is distributed through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

In Poster Campaign
rescue.
Another poster from which Select expects to get excellent results is a onesheet which has employed the head and
grasping clawed hand which have been
used in Select's red and black trade paper
insert advertising.
There is a six-sheet which shows the
Bolshevistic leader plotting with a number
of women who are dressed mostly in full
tights, and the paper bears the descriptive
caption, " The women readily consent to
become a lure for Bolshevism."
A three-sheet contains a very thrilling
fight scene, and the other three-sheet makes
use of an Anti-Bolshevism cartoon recently published in the New York Herald,
through courtesy of which daily the design is emploved.
Rialto Books

Picture

News

Sells New'

Series for Great
Britain
It was announced this week that the new
series of 52 Outing-Chester pictures, produced by C. L. Chester in co-operation with
Outing Magazine, have been sold to the
M. P. Sales Agency, Ltd., of London, for
Great Britain through the agency of Mr.
B. Nichols. Mr. Nichols, who controls the
Sales Agency and is one of the best known
film men in London, arrived in New York
a short time ago and gives an interesting
account of the demand of English film
audiences as compared with our own.
" The English people go to the moving
pictures to be entertained," said Mr.
Nichols, " and they fight shy of anything
which sounds ponderous and instructive —
"High-brow" you call it in this country.
For the reason, the heavy educational film
is not popular among our film exhibitors.
" But the sort of thing that Mr. Chester
has been producing in the last OutingChester series and in this new one of 52
pictures is a very different matter."

Peggy Shanor Featured in
" Links of Destiny "
After seeing her work in half a dozen
recent film attractions it is said that Director Sydney Golden of the Gold Coin
Film Company selected Peggy Shanor to
be featured in "Links of Destiny," a sixreel Gold Coin picture now being produced.
It is stated that Miss Shanor has been
making rapid strides during the past year
and possesses the greatest of gifts, a screen
personality.
" Reclaimed " Has " Aids "
What is announced as- a very attractive
press book has just been issued on "ReIt is said to be brim full of advertising
suggestions,
phrases,
lines and
claimed." motion ideas.
This iscatch
expected
to beproof
great help to the exhibitor in putting the
big production over.

It!

Vitagraph's first Larry Semon Comedy,
"Well I'll Be
!" gets its initial
Broadway showing at the Rialto Theatre
in New York during the week of April
6th.
"Well I'll Be
!" is a burlesque
western thriller and Larry Semon plays
the part of the timid sheriff of Beer Bottle
Bend. Beer Bottle Bend is one of those
places in which nobody is afraid of a
sheriff and Larry's escapades in trying to
assert his authority furnish two reels of
uproarious comedy.

An

example of the artistry incorporated in
" The Red Lantern," Nazimova production

April

12,
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Dorothy Phillips, Universal star
United

Phillips Contract
Carl Laemmle Announces That Dorothy Phillips Will Continue as
Universal Star for Two
More Years
T\ OROTHY PHILLIPS signed a contract with Universal that will terminate
in February, 1921, and in announcing the
signing of the contract by the star Mr.
Laemmle has stated that no effort or expense is to be spared in giving Miss Phillips the very best stories and productions
possible to obtain, for her attractions.
Miss Phillips is now at work on a new
production written and directed by her
husband, Allen Holubar, and although no
announcement to the effect has been made,
it is believed a majority of Miss Phillips'
future vehicles will be produced by the
creator of " The Heart of Humanity."
She first took up motion picture work
with Essanay several years ago. After a
few months at the Chicago studios and on
the coast Miss Phillips joined the Universal ranks. "If My Country Should Call,"
" The Vengeance of the West," " The
Clock," " Triumph," " Bondage," " Fires of
Rebellion,"
other Bluebird pictures,
starred
Miss and
Phillips.
When Jewel productions were originated
Miss Phillips was featured in " Pay Me,"

Again
Renewed
one of the very first releases. " The Grand
Passion " and " Broadway Love," two exceptional Bluebird attractions, followed,
and then Miss Phillips became a Special
Attractions star.
" The Mortgaged Wife," and " The Talk
of the Town " proved exceptional Phillips
pictures and " A Soul For Sale," a Jewel
production, also added greatly to Miss
Phillips' laurels.
In December last when " The Heart of
Humanity " was given its premier, many
New York critics are said to have acclaimed Miss Phillips as one of the greatest stars of the film world. Later when
the big Holubar super-drama was shown
in other large cities of the country, numerous other critics are declared to have repeated the statements of the New York
reviewers and lavished praise upon Miss
Phillips' great work in the production.
As a result of the great success of " The
Heart of Humanity " and the popularity attainedareby its
future
Phillips
'productions
saidstar,
to be
eagerly
awaited
by
theatremen and public. Miss Phillips recently completed " Destiny " under the
direction of Rollin Sturgeon, but no definite release date has been set for the

Shows Middle West
Growth
United Pictures Theatres, Inc., this weekcalled attention in an announcement to its
steady growth in the Middle West territory, and cites a published statement in a
Minneapolis paper as part of the proof. The
production.
announcement said : " Practically every
day in the week Manager O'Toole of the Sawyer and Lubin Cite Dramatic
Moments
Minneapolis United office, adds several new
fighting his way through against odds. This
franchise holders to the United and interest IN proof of their assertion that " Virsituation is tense in its melodramatic qualiin the project has exceeded even the fondest
tuous Men " is one of the biggest melodramas of the screen, Arthur H. Sawyer
hopes of officials of that company.
ties, finishing" with a dramatic climax entireand Herbert Lubin this week pointed out
ly unlooked for. In another scene of high
" The new activities can be ascribed in a •
tension,
Lincoln holds at bay an enraged
one or two of the many exceedingly dralarge measure to the quality of productions
matic moments which abound throughout
mob of several thousand workers. Forcewhich the United has so far delivered to its
the play. Particular stress is laid on the
ful in action, and charged with dramatic
franchise holders and to the prospects
melodramatic situations in which E. K. Linwhich that company has for the future.
possibilities, these are but two of the melocoln, Clara Joel and Robert W. Cummings
dramatic situations wheh occur in " Virtu" For the first four days of the past week,
figure.
names of several
Mr. U Toole added the
Arthur H. Sawyer, speaking of the picture
Director Ralph Ince succeeded in having
prominent exhibitors to the United roster.
and his supporting cast enact
Among them are: Mr. Wingreene, Bis- said : " In one of these scenes Lincoln, in E. K.ousLincoln
Men."
these scenes as to make them entirely natmarck theatre, Bismarck, N. D. ; Fred Boll, the role of Bob Stokes, is lured on a pretext to the apartment of Marcia Fontaine,
ural and realistic, avoiding at all times the
Majestic theatre, Stillwater; C. E.
staginess which generally is found in meloWaughop, Scenic theatre, Detroit, Mich. ; interpreted by Clara Joel. Here he finds
himself trapped through the cunning of
dramas of the screen. Ince has kept all of
New Arion theatre, Minneapolis ; Frank
these situations logical in their enactment,
Nemic, Lyric theatre, Staples, Minn. ; C. E. Brummon, acted by Cummings. Facing
death, with his back against the wall, Lininfusing that peculiar something which difHansing, Nokomis theatre, Minneapolis."
coln is presented with the alternative of
ferentiates the real from the make believe.
"Your Wife and Mine'
Has Trade Showing
At Wurlitzer Hall, New York City, it is
reported that several hundred representative film people, including producers, state
rights buyers, exchangemen and exhibitors,
witnessed the trade showing of " Your
Wife and Mine," by Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
It is described as one of the best of the
European-made photoplays.
" It was highly gratifying to me to see
that the picture had made a hit," said
Jacques Tyrol, secretary-treasurer and director-general of Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
"While my partner, Mr. Mathias Radin,
and I were very enthusiastic about it we
wanted to get the unbiased, frank opinion
of time-tried film men. And now we feel
more confident than ever that in ' Your
Wife and Mine ' we have a veritable gold
mine."

Barriscale

Believes

in Productions

BESSIE BARRISCALE, starring in B.
B. Features, released through Exhibitors Mutual, is rated as a firm believer
that the best motion pictures are made
from book stories. As an example of
her faith in this theory, Miss Barriscale
has announced the purchase of the
screen rights to Jean Judson's novel,
" Beckoning Roads."
Miss Barriscale is now completing work
on " Josselyn's Wife," another novel written by Kathleen Norris, and in which the
Exhibitors Mutual favorite will be seen
to splendid advantage.
" Josselyn's Wife " is to be released following Hearts
"
Asleep," Miss Barriscale's
present starring vehicle.
In " Hearts Asleep," the popular actress
is seen first as a bit of the world's drift-

from

Books

wood, a little scrub lady, -who although
brought up in a den of thieves has ever
resisted the temptation to stray from the
path of righteousness. She is befriended
by a wealthy man, who adopts her in order to prove his contention that character
is made, not born in humans.
After enduring many hardships and
passing through the most pleasant years of
her young life, the girl finally awakes to
the fact that she loves the man, and that
he
loves her,
an incident
production
obtains
its title. from which the'
From a popular viewpoint, " Hearts
Asleep " is one of Miss Barriscale's best
offerings. Her's is a sympathetic part
throughout, full of emotion and allowing of
numerous opportunities for real acting all
through the production.

Motion
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John
Prepares
for
Big
Spring
Drive
selection
of
the
cast
for
"
The Career of
Famous Players-Lasky Gets Universal
Katherine Bush," and inasmuch as the
Plant at Fort Lee — Miss Calvert
production of the film will not be started
to Make Picture There
before the middle of April, more than
ARRANGEMENTS for a Spring drive sufficient time is allowed for this and other
on the part of the producing forces
preliminary details in connection with the
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
staging of the picture.
are now well under way, it was announced
R. William Neill, director of many Parlast week by Jesse L. Lasky, First Viceamount-Ince successes, has been engaged
President in charge of Production. To
accommodate the increased activities of
to produce " The Career of Katherine
Bush." Mr. Neill's work is well known
the ■ Famous Players-Lasky organization,
not
only in the trade, but among the
this company has taken over the Universal
motion
picture public as well. Some of
studio at Fort Lee, New Jersey, where the
the Ince films he directed for Paramount
productio nof Paramount and Artcraft
release are the Dorothy Dalton pictures,
pictures will be commenced in April.
"Viva
La France!" "Greene Eyes," "The
Catherine Calvert, whose work in " Fires
Triple
Cross,"
" The Mating of Marcella,"
of Faith," the Salvation Army Special
" Tyrant Fear," and " Love Me."
produced by Famous Players-Lasky has
created enthusiasm among those who have
In California all the Famous Playersalrady viewed the film, has been engaged
Lasky studios are now working to capato star in a production which will be the
city and within the next month, this orfirst to be screened at the Fort Lee studio.
ganization will witness its greatest producing activities since its inception. Iu
This photoplay will be an adaptation of
Elinor Glyn's novel, " The Career of the East, aside from the Fort Lee and
Katherine Bush," which incidentally is the Fifty-sixth Street, New York, Studios,
work on the plans for the Long Island
first subject acquired from the Hearst organization since its recent affiliation with
plant is now being rushed so that this
studio will t>e completed at the earliest
Famous Players-Lasky.
Particular care will be given to the
possible date.
Hodes
Succeeds Cohn
THE Universal New Screen Magazine
has a new editor. Following the announcement that Jack Cohn, editor of the
Magazine since its creation, had resigned,
Universal announced the appointment of
Hal Hodes to the position. Mr. Hodes has
been assistant general manager of Universal exchanges for the past four months
and in taking over the editing of the
Screen Magazine he will also add to his
duties the work of planning the exploitation of the regular weekly release of this
single reeler.
Mr. Hodes assumes his new duties at
once. Mr. Cohn has not announced his
future plans.
The new editor of the Screen Magazine
first entered the film field in 1904 with
Vitagraph. After two years with this
firm he resigned to join the navy, cruising
around the world with the fleet under comNew

Ideas

Claimed

on

Screen Magazine
mand of Admiral Robley D. Evans. Returning from four years in the navy, Mr.
Hodes joined the reportorial staff of the
Newark Evening News and continued as
a writer on this daily for two years. Three
years, as publicity and advertising man
with the Kalem Co., followed and then
Mr. Hodes became a sales promotional
man with Universal. In this position Mr.
Hodes so clearly demonstrated the efficiency of seeking business through the
mail that he won promotion to the sales
department of Jewel Productions, Inc.,
when these super-films were first released
by' Universal. During the first year Jewel
Productions were offered, Mr. Hodes originated so many sales and exploitation
ideas for the productions that when H. B.
Berman was appointed general manager
of Universal exchanges he chose Mr.
Hodes as his lieutenant.

In Titles of Melodrama
where they interpret a thought or to serve
IN keeping with the importance of " Virtuous Men " as a production of big the purposes of decoration. They have
all been executed by poster and magazine
calibre, special care has been taken to emartists. All of the pictorial back grounds
bellish the story with sub-titles of an unusual nature. Arthur H. Sawyer and Herhave been skillfully merged with the conbert Lubin responsible for the picture have
tinuity of the story, so as to fit smoothly
endeavored to replace the usual methods
throughout in their relation to the various scenes.
of titling, both as regards illustrations and
The matter of wording the sub titles was
wording, with original ideas of their own.
An unusual main title, introducing Ralph
one of the most important considerations
in connection with the production. They
Ince, director of the production, E. K.
Lincoln, the star, and certain members of are the work of Bert Ennis and Arthur
the supporting cast, has been worked out H. Sawyer, and have been written in a
by a staff of artists under the supervision
style calculated to arouse and hold the inof Ernest Stern. These illustrations have
terest of the spectator. • The various elements of drama which compose the story
been reproduced from original crayon
drawings. Throughout the picture, the of " Virtuous Men " have been lightened
matter of illustrative titles has received
by the use of cleverly written comedy
titles written in colloquial style. A style
careful consideration, and only introduced

Tyrone Kelly Leaves
Bureau of Pictures
After being in personal charge of the
production of twenty-eight propaganda
reels of the American Red Cross Bureau
of Pictures, John Tyrone Kelly announces
that he has resigned and that on April 15
he will announce the opening of the Propaganda Film Company at 1476 Broadway.
Mr. Kelly is credited with organizing
the Bureau of Pictures for the Red Cross
in August, 1918, and he worked with the
Director of the Bureau, W. E. Wadell,
ever since that time.
Sixteen of these pictures were sent over
the entire U. B. O. circuit of theatres
and released
the last two
one,weeks
" Homeward
Bound,"
was
ago. J. T.
Kelly
is said to have produced the industrial
propaganda pictures for the Panama-Pacific Exposition also, and his past experience is expected to be of considerable aid
to him in his new venture.
Gets Space on Atlanta
Front Page
" For the first time in the history of
Atlanta," writes Independent Sales Corporations Southern sales manager, " motion
pictures occupied space on the front pages
of the Atlanta dailies when Lieut.
Bert Hall, American Ace and star of
Independent Sales Corporation's special
release, ' A Romance of the Air,'
made personal appearances at the Auditorium, Atlanta, in connection with
the run of the picture. A two-column cut
of Lieut. Hall with a two-column ' writeup ' appeared on the front page of the
Atlanta Georgian, announcing Lieut. Hall's
coming."

Cupid Disregards Flood
A sudden rain portrayed during one
scene of the Goldwyn picture, " A Man and
His Money," is said to provide one of the
most amusing incidents in the production.
Tom Moore and Seena Owen, in their
respective lover and sweetheart roles, are
shown in each other's arms when the flood
of rain comes.
It is stated that heedless of Noah's well
known warning to come in out of the rain,
they continue the embrace during the
downpour, undisturbed. This scene is calculated to furnish amusing entertainment
to the most blase audiences.
Booked at Academy
It has been announced that Emmett Dalton's " Beyond the Law " was scheduled
last week to begin a run of one week on
April 6 at the Academv of Music in New
York.
Kentucky and Tennessee, it is announced,
have ors'been
Circuit. sold to First National Exhibitof hand-lettering, heretofore unused in
screen productions, will be introduced in
screen productions, will be introduced in
the titling of "Virtuous Men." It is said
the lettering is artistic in the extreme and
also legible to spectators, irrespective of
distance from the screen.
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Shows

How to Use Press
Material
A striking illustration of how press book
material issued by film producers can be
used to good advantage was given recently
in " The Saengerette," the twenty-page
program issued by the Saenger Amusement Company of New Orleans for its
Strand, Liberty and Globe theatres.
The Saengerette of March 12 featured
" W hy I Would Not Marry," the sensational morality play produced by Fox Film
Corporation. A picture of a young man
and girl embracing within a huge interrogation point constituted the cover design,
the question mark being made significant
by the billing, " Why I Would Not Marry,"
printed directly beneath it in red ink.
" Why I Would Not Marry " was booked
for the Liberty theatre for four days beginning March 22, and interesting data regarding the play and the problems propounded in its story was given in a fourpage insert printed on pink paper.
Three

States Get Rights

on

" Scarlet Trail "
G. and L. features of New York City,
producers of " The Scarlet Trail," which
just finished a lengthy run at Shubert's
Thirty-ninth Street theatre, announces that
Standard Film Service has secured the distributing rights of the feature for the
states of Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
" The Scarlet Trail " is described as a
propaganda picture depicting the evil of
sexual indiscretions. The screen version
is said to have been inspired by Charles
Larned Robinson's document, " Don't Take
a Chance," which had been distributed to
the army and navy boys as a morality
document by the Y. M. C. A. and other
welfare organizations.
Washington Likes " Made
in America " Film
Great interest is being shown by patrons
of Loew's Palace Theatre in Washington,
D. C, in " Made in America," the Ashley
Miller patriotic series distributed by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through the
Pathe exchanges. Many people who missed
the opening episodes have been so interested in the making of the American
soldier, as depicted in the series, that they
have inquired where they could see the
first reels. Exhibitors through the country booking the film, which was produced
with the cooperation of the Government,
have expressed similar satisfaction.
Lillian Hall with Johnny
Dooley
Lillian Hall, who recently completed an
engagement opposite Taylor Holmes in a
screen version of " Taxi," started work
this week at the Biograph studio as leading
woman for Johnnie Dooley, of " Listen
Lester," who has formed his own producing
company and will make a series of twelve
comedies in two reels each. Bide Dudley
is writing the scenario, Jack Schultz is directing.

Selznick
Will
Produce
In the East
Olive Thomas and Entire Producing
velopments inthe
company's
There
are no officers
of the
companyaffairs.
now in
the
Staff Leave West Coast to Make
east, and the following statement was the
Two Productions Around
only information issued by the New York
New York
office :
THE next two Olive Thomas pictures
" Myron Selznick is not merely presiwill be made in the East, according to
dent of the Selznick Pictures Corporation,
Myron Selznick, president and general
but
also,
having had valuable experience in
manager of Selznick Pictures Corporation,
studio management, keeps his eye on all dewho left Los Angeles with the entire protails of production as well. Certain imducing staff and star.
portant future developments are coming up
It is hinted that this new move has to
for consideration, demanding his personal
do with important developments in the
attention, and he is coming east for this
company, of which no announcement is reason.
made. Two Olive Thomas pictures have
" Believing it to be for the best interests
been completed by Director Charles Gibof the company to keep the administration
lyn, in Los Angeles.
concentrated, he is bringing his entire staff
with him, and has informed us that the
The first of these is " Upstairs and
next two Olive Thomas pictures will be
Down," made from the play by Frederic
and Fanny Hatton. The name of the second has not been stated. An extensive sysNot long ago Myron Selznick was joined
made
tem of exploitation has been worked out
in Los here."
Angeles by his brothers, David and
for these and the succeeding productions
Howard, and Mrs. Selznick also went to
starring Miss Thomas, of which there will the coast for a visit. They will all return
be eight yearly.
together, arriving in New York, Sunday,
It is understoood that the move to New
April 13, accompanied by Miss Thomas and
York has nothing to do with producing faDirector Giblyn. Production work will
cilities, but is in connection with new debegin shortly thereafter, it is said.
Hammons
Ships Prints
VICE-PRESIDENT E. W. HAMMONS, of the Educational Films Corporation of America, makes the announcement that new prints of the current releases are now being shipped regularly to
the various educational exchanges from the
laboratory, and that exhibitors will find the
newest subjects ready for immediate bookings. Pressure of work at the laboratory
has delayed shipments to a certain extent
in the past few weeks, but with this week
finally caught up, prints are going forward
in good time.
Following the usual plan, shipments to
exchanges are made approximately four
weeks following the original showing on
Broadway, this interval of time being necessary in which to complete the laboratory
processes, the only exception to this rule
being the International cartoons, which are
made up in advance, and which are shipped
immediately following the New York showing. "Educational " releases, including the
Robert C. Bruce Scenics, the Photoplay
Magazine Screen Supplement, the " International "cartoons, the George D. Wright

to Various

Exchanges

Mexican series, and the Ditmars' " Living
Book of Nature " have a regular first-run
showing on Broadway, and all current releases are in use in the Rialto and Rivoli
theatres.
Prints of the newest Robert C. Bruce
scenic, " The Little High Horse," have been
shipped to Educational exchanges in Cleveland .Indianapolis, Boston, Baltimore, St
Louis Minneapolis, Detroit and San Francisco, and together with " The Restless
Three " and " The River Grey and the
River Green " are now booking. The offices
at Indianapolis and Boston have also received in the past week .their first copies
of " The Quest of the Big 'Un," which is
the original film fish story, and the St.
Louis and Indianapolis branches have available new prints of " Glacier National Park "
for first-run in their respective territories.
All of these subjects are of the quality that
dominate the program, and the latter two
are special single-reel attractions that have
been particularly successful in the territory
in which they have been released according to exhibitor reports.

Kennedy
Personified in Herbert Rawlinson
Just as his rise previously on the speakTHE success with which the early booking stage was steady and pronounced, so
ings of " The Carter Case," is being
has he risen in his career in motion picmet is said to be an indication of the poputures, until each successive appearance on
larity of Herbert Rawlinson who is creatthe screen has enlarged his opportunities
ing America's screen detective characterization of the role of Craig Kennedy in and his results have been better and more
widely recognized. In itself it is no small
that production which was written by Arhonor to be cast to create and live on the
thur B. Reeve and John Grey, and which
screen a character that has become as
is being produced by the Oliver Films,
widely
known as Craig Kennedy — a charInc. His complete mastery of the diffiacter that has gone into possibly every
cult role has advanced him highly in the
American home in magazine form, and
profession and is increasing his great fol- hundreds
of thousands of them in book
lowing among picture fans. He is an acform, that has received more incidental
tor who through steady application of his
remarkable talents has legitimately earned
advertising than perhaps any other American character of fiction.
the right to stardom.
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"The
Red
Lantern" Wins
Rowland
President of Metro Makes Special
Trip to West Coast and Views
Next Nazimova Super-feature
IMMEDIATELY after his arrival in
A Hollywood, Cal., whither he had made
a special trip from New York, Richard A.
Rowland, who, together with Maxwell
Karger, presents the Nazimova de luxe
screen dramas, viewed a studio showing of
the distinguished star's newest super-feature, "The Red Lantern."
The completed print, as cut and assembled under the personal supervision of
Mr. Karger, is in seven parts, exactly as
it will be released this month.
W. E. Atkinson, Metro business manager, making his swing around the circuit
of Metro exchanges, arrived in Los Angeles one day in the wake of Mr. Rowland.
The two Metro executives got in touch,
and as a result the special showing of
" The Red Lantern," for which Mr. Rowland had traveled 3,000 miles across the
continent, was arranged for.
AUa Nazimova, talented star of " The Red
Present besides Messrs. Rowland and
Atkinson at the projection of " The Red
Lantern "
his praise of Nazimova's
latest screen
Lantern " were Maxwell Karger, director
Karger had been, if anything, too faint in
general at the new Metro studios in Hollywood ; Joseph W. Engel, treasurer of production.
Metro Pictures Corporation ; Nazimova
" Nazimova has fairly surpassed herself
herself, who is now making all her pic- in ' The Red Lantern,' " said Mr. Rowland
tures on the west coast ; Herbert Blache,
after having seen the super feature. " That
at present directing the Russian artiste in great and constantly growing army of motion picture goers which already has ac" The Brat " ; Charles Bryant, Nazimova's
claimed Nazimova as the reigning queen of
leading man and collaborator with her in
the
silent
drama because of her work in
the adaptation of " The Brat," and several
Metro directors, among them Edith
' Revelation,' in ' Eye for Eye ' and ' Out of
Carewe, George D. Baker, Charles Swickthe Fog,' will find to their delight that she
has
attained new histrionic heights in her
ard and Henry Otto.
impersonation of Mahlee, the Eurasian girl
After viewing the special showing, however, Mr. Rowland
declared that Mr.
in ' The Red Lantern.'
EasterChicago
Sunday
Sin"
Angeles will foropen"Unpardonable
and Los Dates
BOTH
in Buffalo with " The Unpardonable
usher in Easter Sunday by premieres
Sin " on Easter Sunday. This will be a
road show to tour all the up-state cities
in their respective cities of " The Unpending the securing of an available
pardonable Sin."
theatre in the metropolis.
This is the Harry Garson feature diThe show will carry a twenty-piece
rected in person by Marshall Neilan and
starring Blanche Sweet, which is said to symphony orchestra with special operators,
and be advertised and exploited in a big
have made film history by holding its national premiere in Detroit instead of New
way. The California theatre in San Francisco opened with the production April 6
York City.
at increased admission prices.
Practically all of the territory is sold
Jensen and Von Heiberg have purchased
now for the entire world. It is announced
that the few remaining territories availthe Northwest rights for " The Unpardonable in the United States will be disposed
of to the applicants selected from the many
Pittsburgh,
Washington, Indianapolis,
able Sin."
offers said to have been received.
and a score of the principal cities throughJones, Linick and Shaefer bought the
out the country will open runs on the production within the next thirty days, it is
franchise for Illinois and immediately ansaid.
According
to all reports the feature
"
Sin
nounced that " The Unpardonable
would open in Chicago Easter Sunday, at is creating a furore wherever presented.
their Randolph theatre for a long run at
advanced prices.
The Kinema theatre at Los Angeles will
Cairo in Film Feature
get the first run in Los Angeles by starting
Scenes in Cairo, the famous Egyptian
the Garson feature Easter Sunday for an
city, said to be most striking, are to be
at a dollar-and-aunlimited
half top. engagement
shown in " The Woman Thou Gavest Me,"
which Hugh Ford is producing at the
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North, who
Lasky studios at Hollywood as a Famous
rights
world's
entire
secured
not only
rights will Players-Lasky big special production.
state
New theYork
also the
but
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Thompson Expert Engineer and Chemist
" Fred B. Thompson,"' said an announcement from Chicago this week, " who perfected the new Spoor-Thompson automatic
processing machine for the development
and printing of films, at the instigation of
George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, is
not only an inventor, but an expert engineer and chemist. Knowledge of both were
necessary in working out this process, as
the work involved not only the construction of the machines, which are forty feet
in length and weigh fifteen tons each, but
a thorough knowledge of the action of
chemicals on films.
" Mr. Thompson is well known as an expert in the technical end of the film industry, having spent some years with the Edison and Pathe companies, before going to
Essanay four years ago.
" With the Edison Company he was in
charge of the Little Home pictures and
later western manager for the talking pictures. He went to Europe with Pathe to
develop the technical end of the film

Bull's Eye

Claims
zling Array DazIn its forthcoming Billy West Comedy.
work." Bulls Eye Film Corporation, of
Flirts,"
729 Seventh avenue, New York City, lays
claim to having the most dazzling galaxy
of stage beauties ever seen in one picture.
While the claim may sound extravagant,
Bulls Eye explains
it this way in an annou cem nt :
" We base our claim on cold, hard, unprejudiced facts. When we began to cast
for ' Flirts ' we decided to get the most
beautiful girls available regardless of what
it might cost. Los Angeles and all the
rest of southern California are noted for
their beautiful women and we sent out a
clarion call for the most beautiful. The
result was that fully two thousand women
and girls showed up at our Hollywood
studio one morning. And out of these two
thousand we had to choose the prettiest
thirty girls. Maybe you think it was a
job." to Real
snapGoes

Place for

Atmosphere
The Alma Rubens company, in producing "Diane of the Green Van," which will
be her initial release through Exhibitors
Mutual, travelled largely through the country which the author, Leona Dalrymple,
wrote about in her story. From Los Angeles the Rubens company journeyed all
the way to the Everglades of Florida, and
then into the country of the Seminole Indians, who have a small part in the forthcoming feature.
Robertson-Cole announces that many
striking scenes have been secured.
The same sense of romance which induced Diane of the story to give up all the
comforts of home to journey into the bewitching land of palms and alligators in
a green van, literally gripped Miss Rubens
and made her live the life of the Sylphlike Diane.
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Says Baby Vampire
Menace

Is

The baby vampire, according to Olive
Thomas, the Selznick Pictures star, is a
greater menace to the world just now than
the Bolsheviki. Many a man who would
think nothing of throwing a Bolshevik out
of his office, even if it were twenty stories
up, would hesitate before he was even impolite to an apparently sweet young thing.
And everybody knows what happens to the
man who hesitates, says Olive.
" In the late war," Miss Thomas continues, most
"
of the women spies captured
were of the ingenue type with the baby
stare and not of the tall tiger skin variety.
When a man reaches the age of sixty, as
most of the men who were big factors in
the war have, he is very susceptible to
youth, particularly feminine youth. Many
a statesman on both sides undertook to
offer protection to some sweet young thing
only to find a little later she had the papers,
the plans, and everything. Several of the
baby vampires during the war actually
vamped their jailors into letting them
them escape."
Aleichem

Showing Advanced
Coincident with the announcement last
week that a private showing of the first
Sholom Aleichem picture, Khavah, direction of Charles E. Davenport, would be
given about April 15, big exhibitors and
state right buyers interested in the production have prevailed upon the officials of
the Zion Films, Inc., for an earlier showing. They declare that the booking possibilities of the picture would be greatly enhanced if it were possible to release the
film in time for the Jewish Easter holidays.
In accordance with this suggestion, Director Davenport is rushing work on the
assembling and cutting of the picture. Nat
Dorfman, a local newspaperman, will edit
the film and write the titles.
Shows Burning Legation
The burning of the legations in Pekin
during the Boxer uprising of 1900 is reproduced on the screen in the forthcoming Nazimova production, " The Red Lantern," which will be released in April. The
Russian star plays a dual role in this adaptation by June Mathis and Albert Capellani of Edith Wherry's novel, " The Red
Lantern," in which Nazimova is presented
by Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell
Karger.
Brimmer

in Cleveland

W. C. Brimmer, formerly of the sales
forces of Independent Sales Corporation,
at its Chicago office, has been appointed
branchland manager
Independent's
Cleveoffice. Mr. of
Brimmer
is one of
the
trade's best known salesmen and is especially well known in the Middle West territory through which he has operated for
a number of years in a capacity of salesman and exploitation man.

United Engages
Heffron to Direct Farnum
not exclusively Western but as having
WITH the news that J. A. Berst has
much of its locale in the East and which
arranged to gratify the desire expressed by Dustin Farnum to make a new
will reveal Dustin Farnum in evening
departure in characterization and forsake
dress, replacing for the nonce his accusfor the moment the purely Western roles
cowboy accoutrement.
Mr. of
Berst's
efforts tomed
resulted
in the engagement
Mr.
which have been intimately associated with
Heffron,
a
choice
which
is
said
also
to
have
the United star's screen work, comes the
announcement that United's president has
met with Mr. Farnum's enthusiastic apengaged Thomas Heffron to direct Mr.
Mr. Heffron brings to his directorial
Farnum's forthcoming screen feature
proval.
duties the practical experience of many
which is named " The Harvest of Shame."
of artistic work as an actor and stage
When this changed type of role for- years
director for A. H. Woods, Chas. Frohman,
Mr. Farnum was agreed upon Mr. Berst
immediately set about the task of finding
Augustus Thomas, Mrs. Fiske and John
a director whose special qualifications
Mason, in a lengthy list of Broadway successes on the speaking stage.
should ensure the high standard of cast,
artistry and production determined upon
Mr. Heffron's screen career has been
notably associated with Thanhouser, Selig
by United for the picturization of the Tom
and Famous Players.
J. Geraghty story, which is described as

"Checkers"
Director Was
Formerly
Playhe
motion picture;
and before in
his death
RICHARD STANTON, by directing
spent a large part of his time at the Fox
" Checkers," the racing play which he
is making into a special feature film for
studios watching Mr. Stanton direct the
William Fox, has completed a curious
picture. Up to the day he took to his
bed with his last illness he displayed a
cycle of circumstances which had its bekeen
interest in the work.
ginning eighteen years ago, when he first
Stanton and Blossom often conferred
saw a stage performance of the late Henry
at the Lambs Club while Stanton was
Blossom's success.
adapting the play for the screen, and in
At that time Stanton was an actor playthis work the author was able to give the
ing small parts in Western stock companies. As soon as he saw " Checkers " he, director many valuable suggestions When
like other actors of that time, had a strong
Mr. Blossom died Stanton was in Lakedesire to play the title role. One day his wood, N. J., with his company, making
chance came when he was playing with a scenes on a racing estate. He suspended
stock company in Des Moines. The piece
work on the day of the funeral — at which
he was a pallbearer.
was
put
on
for
a
week's
run,
and
it
proved
such a success that it was held over for
When William Fox bought the screen
three weeks. Stanton established himself
rights of " Checkers," Mr. Blossom expressed the wish that his friend Stanton
then as an actor, and he played the role in
direct the picture. This suggestion was
a number of stock companies then touring
the Middle West.
followed, but fate decreed that Blossom
was not to see his favorite play on the
One of the ambitions of Mr. Blossom,
screen.
the play's author, was to see it used as a
Exhibitorshas Praise
Quality"
" A Gentleman of of
Quality
" was directed
VITAGRAPH
been keeping "A
a very Gentleman
by James Young and was adapted from
close check on exhibitors' reports both
as published in the various trade papers
Frederic Van Rensselaer Day's sensational
novel of the same title.
and as the reports are transmitted through
its branch offices to the home office. Outstanding inrecent weeks has been the practically unanimous comment of exhibitors
Fox Increases Output of
as to Earle Williams' box-office drawing
power and almost in every case has this
Mutt and Jeff
comment about the star been tied up with
The increasing demand throughout the
an exhibitor's report of his success with
country for short subjects is reflected in
" A Gentleman of Quality."
Analyzing these reports, Vitagraph
the growth in popularity of the Mutt and
Jeff Animated Cartoons, according to the
points out that not only is " A Gentleman
Exhibitors' Service Bureau of the Fox
of Quality " itself proving a mighty fine Film
Corporation. Most of the leading
attraction, but the business that it is playtheatres of the country, including the
ing to has resulted, to a large extent, from
Rialto theatre, New York, are using Bud
the building up that has been done by the
preceding Williams releases. In other
Fisher's famous comedy characters, it is
said, and find them becoming more and
words, with " A Gentleman of Quality," exmore popular every week.
hibitors are getting the benefit of the good
Some of the theatres, trade reports show,
will that has been built up by the recent
are featuring the Mutt and Jeff subjects in
quality of the Earle Williams pictures.
their electric lights and in their advertising
It is noteworthy, indeed, that after Mr.
because of the great popularity they have
Williams has held undisputed front rank
attained. Others are rearranging their
among screen stars for a number of years,
musical programs so that more attention
he is today maintaining the same high boxis devoted to the musical settings for the
office value that has been his for so excartoons.
tended aperiod.
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Motion

Adds

Dramatic
Incident
nounced that he was the producer of such
" The Spirit of Lafayette " Secures
pictures as " The Land of the Lost," " The
Final Timely Touch by PortrayWolf," Walker Whiteside in " The Melting
ing Tremendous Parade of
Pot," Theda Bara in " Gold and the
New York's Own
Woman," Bertha Kalish in " Ambition,"
and a score of others equally successful.
INSPIRED by the stupendous ovation and
The endorsement of the United States
military pageant planned for the New
York soldiers returning victorious from
Government Committee on Public Information through the Division of Films has
France, the producers of " The Spirit of
Lafayette " seized the opportunity of pic- been awarded to "The Spirit of Lafayette"
and it is heralded as the great official
turing the final timely scenes for the proInternational film. The story is from the
duction by portraying the 27,000 soldiers
book of James Mott Hallowell and it was
on their line of march through the Vicadapted for the screen by J. Searle Dawley.
tory Arch.
Earl Schenck portrays Lafayette and
The production has been carefully edited,
his wife Adrienne is portrayed in youth
cut a'nd assembled by experts, it is stated,
by Violet de Biccary and in later life by
and is now ready for the market. Whether
Marion Barney. Robert Elliott has the
it will be sold on the state rights basis or
role of Lieut. John Stanton and his wife,
sold outright to some national film disMrs. Stanton, is played by Paula Shay.
tributing system has not been announced.
One of the officials interested was decidThere are thirty-seven other quite imporedly in !favor of playing all the principal
tant roles in " The Spirit of Lafayette,"
and every member of the immense cast is
cities direct as a big special. ;
described as an experienced capable film
He declared that the big calibre of the
artist.
production would warrant the exhibition
James R. Sheehan is associated with Mr.
of
on a highclass" The
scaleSpirit"
and of
thatLafayette
it would" bring
in a Vincent in the production and is general
manager. As a successful exhibitor and
clientele from the higher plane in life as
showman in the New England states for
well as the regular movie fans.
It was pointed out that many exhibitors
a score of years he was quick to see the
tremendous exploitation possibilities of
might believe that " The Spirit of Lafaysuch a film production if properly proette" was a war title. But the real action
of the production is said to take place
duced. And after seeing the finished
from the signing of the armistice and the
product he immediately became one of the
most enthusiastic men along Broadway,
picture was made SINCE the war ended
and is devoted to the returned soldiers.
according to all reports.
Described as swiftly but entertainingly
Mr. Sheehan took a print of the picture
to St. Louis late in February and gave it
carrying the audience from the fall of 1776
the first official premiere at the Pershing
to the spring of 1919, it briefly but convincingly touches on the inspirations of theatre there. This was in connection with
George Washington, Abraham Lincoln and
the great Mid-Continent Congress of the
Woodrow Wilson. The spirit of Lafayette
League of Nations. The newspapers eulois shown and the various contrasts in the
gized ithighly and Louis K. Sidney, mandifferent generations.
ager of the theatre, declared that he had
A romantic story is said to preserve an
crowded houses at every performance and
that it had the strong appeal that held
intensely interesting continuity and the
elaborate settings are described as simply
interest throughout.
the last word in consistency and splendor.
Ex-President William Howard Taft witnessed it in St. Louis and pronounced it
James Vincent directed " The Spirit of
in admirable harmony, expressing the hope
Lafayette." As the criterion of the superb
that all the American people could see it.
directing abilities ascribed it is merely anBuys Big Territory fo
THE Territorial Sales Corporation has
purchased from Screencraft Pictures
the masterful production, " The Prodigal
Wife," for the United States and Canada.
This is the first feature to be bought by
Territorial Sales. At present Territorial
Sales is preparing to place on the state
rights mart the first three of the new
series of Jester comedies.
" The Prodigal Wife " was produced
from " Flaming Ramparts," a story , by
Edith Barnard Delano. Mary Boland and
Lucy Cotton are the featured players. The
plot
deals with
soul through
love.the rebirth of a woman's
Some territory on " The Prodigal Wife "
has already been sold, but the following
choice districts are still open : Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Oklahoma, Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota, Mary-

"The
Prodigal
land,
Delaware,
District ofWife"
Columbia,
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming,
Idaho, Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Montana, Virginia and North Carolina.
The entire Canadian territory is still
open.
In the cast of " The Prodigal Wife," in
addition to Lucy Cotton and Mary Boland,
are the following capable screen performers : Raymond Bloomer, Alfred Keppler.
Harris Gordon, Vincent Coleman and Mrs.
Stuart Robson.
Frank Reicher, who directed " The
Prodigal Wife," is one of the really talented directors of motion pictures.
Arbuckle

Washes

Windows

The earlier Paramount
part of " Fatty
" Arbuckle's
forthcoming
comedy
requires
that he starts washing windows in a banking institution before climbing to the top.

Picture

N e zv s

Fox Releases First Ray-Fair
Picture
Speculation in the trade over the work
of Albert Ray and Elinor Fair for William
Fox was quickened this week by the announcement that " Married in Haste," the
first picture which these two young players
have made, is the current release in the
Excel Pictures series.
Announcement by Mr. Fox, when these
two players signed contracts with him, that
they would appear in " a series of the
sweetest stories ever told," was hailed with
enthusiasm by exhibitors, who have since
certified their interest by heavily booking
the Ray-Fair pictures.
" Married in Haste," it is declared in a
statement by the Exhibitors Service Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation, sets an
unusually high standard.
Report

More Success
Rolfe Film

for

FromExchange,
A. Dresner,
manager ofD.Exhibitors'
Film
Washington,
C, comes
another report to Octagon Films, Inc., of
the success of B. A. Rolfe's super serial,
" The Master Mystery," starring Houdini.
"T have just been told by Fred Habel,"
reports Mr. Dresner, " that the Houdini
serial, ' The Master Mystery,' is positively
the first and only serial that he has ever
used that did not have to be braced up with
something to carry it through. Mr. Habel
operates the Gem theatre, one of the
larger houses in Washington, and has positively used every serial produced."
Big Press Book for Brockwell Picture
One of the most comprehensive press
books ever issued by the Exhibitors Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation has been
published for the exploitation of " Pitfalls
of a Big City," which is declared to be
the
play in which Gladys Brockwell greatest
has starred.
Because of the theme of the picture —
it is a story of the underworld and a girl's
ambition to go straight — unusual advertising and publicity opportunities are aforded, it is stated, and the press book contains an exceptionally large amount of
material designed to aid exhibitors.
Pathe

Exploits Cassinelli
Picture

" The Unknown Love," Leonce Perrot's
romantic production starring Dolores Cassinelli with E. K. Lincoln, which will be
released as a Pathe Special April 27th, is
being put forward with numerous exploitation and advertising aids.
The posters, which have been designed
by Frederick Brown MaDan and Emmet
Owen Smith, are artistic in both the handling and general beauty of design. Both
artists were strongly inspired by the head
of the " Italian Cameo Girl," and they have
most effectively used it in the posters. Mr.
Smith's contribution is the 24 sheet.
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Barrymore
JoknJ

EXHIBITORS who are going to show
this picture and especially those who
have shown previous film offerings in which
John Barrymore was the star have a chance
to place emphasis on the versatility of the
star. It is a specially good opportunity to
appeal to the followers of the legitimate,
for in his previous motion pictures Mr.
Barrymore has had roles that are more or
less farcical while here he has a chance to
show a finished piece of serious interpretation.
Here is a story where there is no killing,
although the star is sent to prison for the
death of a man. It is a case where the
woman element enters very strongly into
the story, but where there is no appeal
based on the ordinary sex idea. It is a
story where revenge is one of the chief
elements, but where there is no gruesomeness. These are points that should be borne
in mind, so that in putting out your selling
angles you will appeal to those who want
straight, clean, holding interesting in a picture.
Naturally you will play the name of Mr.
Barrymore to the limit. It would be well
to call attention to the fact that this is
made from " The Malefactor," a novel by
E. Phillips Oppenheim. Mr. Oppenheim
has been a prolific writer and he has a
great following among magazine readers.
IN the selling talks we would suggest that
you stress the characters because there
are some that stand out here, especially
Barrymore as Martin Wingrave, a young
Virginian. The clean-cut, high class Southern man of something of the old school
is always popular and here you have one
that will get the sympathy of the audience.

m

You want to get this sympathy in your advance advertising. Now for the story.
We are introduced to this southern gentleman when Juliet, the little daughter of
the organist of the village church comes
to his house to borrow books. The chivalry he shows in the greeting of the fifteen
year old girl at once wins the respect of
the spectator and takes away anything of
the curse of the Don Juan when we find a
moment later that he is mixed up in a
love affair with Ruth Curtis who has a
husband that she loathes. Mrs. Curtis is
one of the sort of women who make playthings of men and though she finds Wingrave attractive and desires to keep him
in her train the man for whom she really
cares is George Lumley, a young doctor.
But she writes Wingrave letters pledging
her love, one of these begging him to meet
her secretly at the country club shoot the
following day.
Suspicions of the husband have already
been aroused and when she leaves the group
and beckons to Wingrave to follow, the
husband trails them to the clubhouse to
find his wife in Wingrave's arms where she
has thrown herself. Then the woman declares that Wingrave has forced his attentions on her and a fight follows in which
Curtis is knocked unconscious. Dr. Lumley is called in and declares that Curtis is
suffering from his heart and that he will
soon be himself if a stimulant is given him.
He leaves this with the wife, and she deliberately fails to give it to the stricken man,
with death as the result.
WINGRAVE is arrested and instead of
telling the truth at the hearing Mrs.
Curtis declares that her husband was killed

on
of

. Honor

in defending her honor. Lumley corroborates Ruth. Rather than drag the name
of the woman he has loved into the mire,
he is silent and Wingrave is given seven
years in prison. But before he goes to
serve his term he has provided for little
Juliet whom he admires, as a pretty little
girl, with no deeper feeling, with the fiction that a relative has left her the money.
Next we see Wingrave in convict garb
with the symbolic figure of the crushing
memory. And here we have a vision of
Juliet playing her violin. So when he comes
out of prison his one thought is for revenge on the woman who has been responsible for his sufferings. The one person
who is waiting for him is his old negro
manservant. In the meantime Ruth Curtis
has married Judge Ferris, who gives her
the social position in New York that she is
seeking. First he goes to Juliet, who is
in New York studying the violin, and then
taking the name of John Martin calls on
Ruth, who at first professes that she still
loves him. But under the threat to give
her love letters to her new husband, he
forces Ruth to introduce her to her social
set and to her husband. There Lumley,
now
timate.a successful physician is still her inRUTH realizes
that Wingrave
has her
returned for revenge,
she fears that
husband will learn the truth, she is jealous
of Juliet and she wants nothing to interfere with her friendship for Lumley. So
she lays her plans and decides to trap Wingrave and the husband does find her in
his embrace. Then Wingrave turns to him
and says : " She will tell you that I killed
her first husband and that I have again

Three of the scenes with Juliet. At left as a young girl and in center the finale
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At the left one of the strong scenes between Barrymore and Marcia Manon, when he confronts her once more. In the center scene
after Dr. Lumley believes that the man has been poisoned and is being denounced, and at right the fight betxveen the Virginian and the
first husband, the event which caused him to go to prison
We have illustrated several of the scene
" Was it love when a married woman
forceddersmyself
her."theButhouse
the judge
orMartin toon leave
and then
came to the arms of this young Virginian?
pictures for the benefit of those who dethe woman is all the more scared and
sire to make their own advertising cuts.
Was it love when he struck down her husarranges with Lumley to substitute poison
band? Was it love when she deliberately
let her husband die? Was it love when he
for the headache powders that Martin takes
WE would go far enough into the story
of this in the selling argument to kept silent for her sake and served in
regular. But Juliet who has followed him,
oversees the trick.
show that it has a plot out of the ordinary.
prison for seven years?
Immediately after you have used the fact
But Martin has, too, discovered the se" And what, then, when this man came
that this is founded on the Oppenheim
cret and he feigns death with the result
back into the world again? There was the
story
you
can
use
the
selling
matter
in
faithful black man servant waiting for him
that Lumley now turns on the woman.
smaller type and it is pretty sure to be read.
— and another. And to some one he said:
Judge Ferris then confronts the pair of
Here
are
some
to
select
from
:
them and drives them from the house with
' I thought it was revenge I wanted. I was
the warning to Lumley that he had better
"
He
was
a
Virginia
gentleman
of
today,
wrong, what I wanted was you.' "
care for the woman. Then he turns to the
but with all the chivalry of the old school.
A married woman who loathed her husband
HEN some shorter ones :
wronged man and says : " John Martin,
forced her love on him — though she really T
I beg your pardon." And then the end
comes with Wingrave finding happiness
loved a third man. Then Wingrave struck
" Ruth Curtis swore she hated her husher husband down when he made a scene.
with Juliet.
band and loved this man. She saw him
He would have recovered had not the wife
strike
Curtis down and let her husband die.
" I thought it was revenge I wanted," he
deliberately failed to administer the stimuThen she sent the man to prison by denytells her. " I was wrong. What I wanted
lant. But when she did not, he died and
ing him. And yet that is only the start of
Wingrave faced the court as his slayer.
was you."
this
amazing story."
Then the woman turned on him, declared
NATURALLY the big dramatic quali" A woman betrayed him, but honor forthat
her
husband
had
been
killed
in
defendties of this picture come with Winbade him to speak. Seven years in prison
ing her honor. . . .
grave accepting the prison sentence to
and he came forth to find the woman again.
" And because of the love that he once
shield the name of a woman he had loved
But honor ruled and cleverness alone sent
bore her Wingate remained silent. Then
and of the revenge that he had planned.
the woman to the fate she deserved and the
after
seven
years
he
came
from
prison.
But when you put the emphasis on this,
man
to the arms of the girl who knew the
.
.
.
He
thought
only
of
the
happiness
at the same time give some relief with the
that he would find in revenge, but he found
happier side of the story. You can appeal
a happiness far more beautiful. But the
" She let her husband die and the man
to the gripping qualities of the plot without
real
love." to love go to prison for the
story is amazing and youH never move
she claimed
going into the revenge element too strongly.
from the edge of your seat until the last deed. And when he came out did he seize
That word " Revenge " is apt to suggest
her white throat in revenge or allow her
to some minds gruesomeness, and there is scene is shown."
" Ruth Curtis had a husband whom she
nothing of the sort here.
own scheme to kill him undo her? "
despised and so she turned to Martin Win'; A story of splendid honor and a beauIn the first place we would prefer to use
grave and madly made love to him. And
one of the striking action pictures for the
tiful faith — and a most amazing siren."
when her husband found them together in
main illustration, preferably one of those
the club parlor there was a scene. Wincontaining also a picture of Marcia Manon,
""THERE should be comedy to balance this
grave struck down the husband. The doctor
who has the role of Ruth Curtis. There
■*■ feature, but while we would try to take
said that he would recover if the stimulant
is one picture that shows the heads of he left were administered. But the wife
advantage of the pulling power of the feaBarrymore and Miss Manon with her head
let him die.
ture and get an unusually good bill to acturned away while accusation is written on
"'
No,
it
was
not
because
she
wanted
to
company it, we would not feature the
his face. Where a scene picture means
shorter subjects in the advertising. Keep
marry Wingate. For when he faced the
something or where the meaning can be court she denied him. She declared that
this picture and the star the dominant ideas
brought out by a caption we are strongly
her husband had fought to protect her
and then make the setting around them
in favor of including the picture with a honor. But Wingrave kept silent — silent
woman in the display for you are surer to then and for the seven years he was in so attractive that you will get the sort
of word of mouth advertising that brings
prison. And then he came forth.
appeal to all the elements of your patronthe people to your theatre again and again.
"But what of this amazing woman? What
age.
Good music is essential here and there
could have been her motive? And what
The picture of Juliet will also add to
are
some excellent opportunities.
the striking qualities of your advertising.
was her punishment? "
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Any of these three scenes of Barrymore, with Marcia Manon, will make striking advertising. At left she turns against him. at right
she seeks to win him back and in the center he denounces her after she tries to poison him

Appeal

Should

be Straight

STRAIGHT newspaper advertising is the
one best bet in advertising " The Test of
Honor " and we would a good deal rather
spend the money that would go into any
teaser campaign or anything of the sort in
the announcement of the picture. By using any of the selling talks that are given
here or in the plan book you have the effect of arousing the curiosity of the people.
And if you resorted to the teaser method
you would use the selling power of Barrymore's name and also probably fail to reach
the high class of people that you want to
get to your theatre.
If there is in your section any considerable number of people who still hold to
the legitimate theatre instead of the motion
picture you have an opportunity to get
them to your house with this one. Suppose you send out a circular letter along
these lines :

A

MUSIC

Cut

and

IDEA

Old Song Will Help in Making
This Attractive

" We want you to compare the motion
picture and the spoken drama. We have at
the Regent theatre next week, Mr. John
Barrymore, one of the foremost artists of
the legitimate stage in ' The Test of Honor.'
It is a wonderful motion picture and though
New York has hailed his triumph in ' Redemption on
' the spoken stage this season,
we believe that Mr. Barrymore here surpasses anything that he has ever done.
"We believe that you will agree with us
that for unusual plot, for tenseness and for
heart interest the photoplay has been able
to go beyond the stage. Give us a chance
to prove it."

a clev
ng era effec
be havi
songt
used
can by
E here
THER
precede the showing of this
feature and continuing the
music of it through, as we are indicating here.
Juliet, the girl whom Wingrave
finally marries, is a violinist. The
first time we see her on the screen
playing she appears to be rendering
" Then You'll Remember Me." There
is another occasion when she is seen
in
time
at Wingate's
the recital vision
at whichandshea third
appears.
With a Southern rose garden effect have a girl dressed in white sing
this and let the strains be brought
into the picture. Then each time
that the girl is seen playing have the
selection used as a violin solo from
the back of the stage. At the recital scene this can be made ail the
more effective by rendering on a
'cello the end of the 'cello solo that
is pictured there and then have the
piano accompaniment for the violin.
This same selection should be
brought in at the end.
" Love's Old Sweet Song " or any
of the old favorites may be used
here. We would distinctly use one
of the old songs, for it fits in so well
with the character that Barrymore
portrays.

YOU will, of course, bestow the greater
part of your newspaper publicity on
the star, but there is such a notable cast
here that we would be sure to mention it
down in the corner of the display advertisement and in some of the reading notices. But forget the time-worn " all star
cast" stuff here.
Constance Binney is undoubtedly one of
the prettiest girls on the screen, something
of the Marguerite Clark type. She attracted great attention when she appeared

in Maurice Tourneur's production of
" Sporting
Life." will be remembered as the
Marcia Manon
actress who played the cruel wife with
Mary Pickford in " Stella Maris." She attracted a great deal of attention in Cecil
B. DeMille's "Old Wives for New."
J. W. Johnson has been a popular favorite for a long time and his name is thoroughly familiar to your audiences. Bigelow Cooper is equally well known.

on High
Plane
And don't forget the pulling power that
should be in the name of Oppenheim in
your community. If the window display
idea is not overworked in your section it
ought to be easy to get cooperation on this.
Oppenheim has been a most prolific writer
and new works are constantly coming from
the press and any large bookstore is likely
to have quite a number of his other volumes. Suggest to your bookseller that
here he has a chance to excite new interest in Oppenheim's works and get rid of
the old volumes by cooperating with you.
WE

believe that dignity is desirable in
presenting this picture and therefore
we would devote the lobby directly to exploitation of Barrymore and the title and
the author. Instead of merely plastering
the paper about and sticking the stills up
anywhere, try to get an artistic effect here.
If you will mount the 22 by 28 picture
of the star and of the leading woman on
heavy cardboard and simply place on these
their names and the title of the picture
you can use one of them on either side of
the lobby with good effect.
But if you have a theatre where you get
the crowds going by and where you find
that the display will appeal to the curious,
you can employ the question mark idea.
Display a series of huge question marks
and at the bottom of each one include one
of the scene pictures and then a question
such as these :
" Why did she swear her love for him
and then let him go to prison for a crime
of which he was innocent? "
" Why did she let her husband die and
abandon the man she said she loved — not
to marry a man she had never seen? "
" Was it honor that kept him from speaking when he, innocent, faced a prison term
and she was the one who should have had
the" Seven
sentence?
years" he suffered for her sin, and
when he came forth from prison — what was
his revenge? "
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Madge
Kennedy
in Mojave
Desert
desert's waste. First of all she is seen as
Goldwyn Star and Associates Far
the daughter of a capitalist who, with his
from Railroads in Filming Rex
family journeys West on business of a very
Taylor Story, " Leave It To
particular nature.
An amusing accident leaves Susan beSOMEWHERE Susan
in the "Mojave Desert, it
hind when the train resumes its trip after
an interruption. Susan is deserted with
is stated, Madge Kennedy and members
of her company are temporarily lost, while
only Montmorency, her dog, clasped in her
arms. The desert stretches all around her.
filming her new Goldwyn picture to folThe people she afterwards encounters,
low "Daughter of Mine."
The title of the forthcoming production
the seemingly desperate situations in which
she becomes involved, and it is declared
with the desert scenes is " Leave It to
that the big surprise which comes to the
Susan," and it was written by Rex Taylor,
who set about to provide Miss Kennedy
girl and, incidental^, the audience, promises
with a role entirely opposed to the one she
to make " Leave It to Susan " a comedydrama rich in laughter and unexpectedness.
assumed in Hugo Ballin's fantastic comedy,
and unlike any of her others as well.
Although Madge Kennedy in a Western <
That Miss Kennedy will be heard from
environment of the roughest kind is a comin time, and will give a good account of
bination that presages much merriment, it
herself, is said to go without saying because
is not only by reason of this that the play
she is unusually happy over the part. Not
is highly original, it is said. Varied and
a little of her enthusiasm comes from the thoroughly human types are announced as
fact that Clarence G. Badger again is her
surrounding the star, including Alfred Holdirector.
lingsworth, George Kunkel, Anna HernanThe locale of the new Goldwyn Picture
dez, Walter Hiers and a corps of real cowplaces the erstwhile heroine of a dozen
boys, and a leading man new to her in the
frothy society plays in the midst of the
person of Wallace MacDonald.
Select Names
Features for the Month
of April
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
finds a grey chiffon veil in her fiance's
announces three Star Series attractions
pocket, so she proceeds to teach him a lesfor distribution during the month of April,
son. While occupied in this pleasant pursuit, she becomes acquainted with another
including Marion Davies in " Getting Mary
young man, which tends to minimize the
Married," Constance Talmadge in " The
importance of the veil. Further developVeiled Adventure," in which she will be
presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and Alice
ments show that Reggie, her fiance, has a
very dangerous rival.
Brady's " Red Head."
" Red Head," in which Alice Brady will
Marion Davies' Select Picture tor April,
be seen, is a story by Albert Payson Dowst,
" Getting Mary Married," is an original
story written especially for the star by which appeared in a recent number of one'
John Emerson and Anita Loos. It is an
of the leading magazines. It was adapted
for the screen by Charles Maigne, who
Allan Dwan production, having been directed and supervised especially by him.
also directed the production, thus making
the fifth picture for Alice Brady which
" The Veiled Adventure " will be ConMr. Maigne has adapted as well as directed.
stance
Talmadge's
Select
Picture
for
April.
Walter Edwards directed it and Harrison
Miss Brady will be supported by Conrad
Nagel, who is also leading man in her
Ford is Miss Talmadge's leading man.
The story is by Julia Crawford Ivers, who
play, " Forever
After,"
forming
astage
combination
of star
and thus
leading
man
also wrote the scenario. " The Veiled
which
it
is
believed
will
prove
one
of the
Adventure " concerns the experiences of a
most successful ever seen on the motion
young woman who delights in showing
other people the error of their ways. She
picture screen.
Obtains

Popular Subjects for Production
JESSE L. LASKY, first vice-president of pany in 1908, is also well known to the
American public. This story was obtained
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporaas a vehicle for Wallace Reid and the
tion, announced this week the acquisition
for screen presentation of three subjects.
many thousands who are acquainted with
They are William Gillette's " Too Much
the plot and plishments,
Mr.will readily
Reid's past
screen the
accomappreciate
fact
Johnson," Louis Joseph Vance's " The
Black Bag " and " Hawthorne of the U. S. that this subject will make an admirable
A.," the Cohan and Harris hit.
story for the Paramount favorite. " The
" Too Much* Johnson " is the second
Black Bag" is also the second Louis
Joseph Vance subject recently announced
piece by William Gillette purchased reby Famous Players-Lasky.
cently by Famous Players-Lasky, " Secret
" Hawthorne of the U. S. A." is another
Service " having been obtained some few
weeks ago as a subject for Captain Robert
play of the American stage. Produced
first at the Astor theatre in New York,
Warwick. Written by Mr. Gillette, " Too
November 4, 1912, with Douglas Fairbanks
Much Johnson " was first produced on the
in the leading role, this piece by James
stage in 1894 at the Standard theatre, New
York City.
B. Fagan proved one of the biggest Cohan
and Harris hits and soon became popular
Louis Joseph Vance's novel, " The Black
throughout the country.
Bag," published by the Bobbs-Merrill Corn-
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Picture

News

Pershing Gets Chance
See Himself

to

General John J. Pershing is going to
have the opportunity of seeing himself as
Lieutenant John J. Pershing receiving his
first important commission at the hands of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt when " Our
Teddy," the McClure authorized screen
version
life, byis
shown in ofthe Colonel
areas of Roosevelt's
France occupied
American troops. Before the McClure feature was produced it was not generally
kown that Colonel Roosevelt, then president, "discovered " Pershing as a young
West Point graduate, recognized his ability,
and gave him his first big job to do in the
army. In an interesting and impressive
scene, " Our Teddy " shows President
Roosevelt in conversation with Lieutenant
Pershing and assigning him the important
tasks that later resulted in him being
chosen as leader of the Mexican expedition and commander-in-chief of the American Expeditionary Forces.
Dwan

Directs Miss Davies
at Fort Lee
Marion Davies, with a large company, is
busily at work on a new production in the
Paragon derstood
Studios,
ForthasLee,
which,
unC.F. Zittel
leased
for ita isshort

period of time. Allan Dwan, who made
" Getting Mary Married," soon to be resed, isagain
Davies'
Norman leaKerry
her Miss
leading
man, director,
and Dorothy
Green and Matt Moore figure prominently
in the production's cast. Much secrecy is
being maintained about its story. It evidently isone demanding a large number of
clothes, as Marion Davies has been seen
much
recently stocking
most fashionable
shops. up in New York's
Carroll

Joins Independent
in Pittsburgh

Norman S. Carroll, formerly assistant
to H. Robbins, assistant general manager
of Fox Film Corporation and more recently general manager Fort Pitt Theatre
Corporation, Pittsburgh, has been placed in
charge of the Pittsburgh branch of the
Independent Sales Corporation. Mr. Carroll is one of the trade's youngest branch
managers and is known throughout the
Eastern territory to every exhibitor. He
takes charge of the Pittsburg branch for
Independent, this week, and will immediately start a boosting campaign for
the Rothapfel Unit Programme.
How7ells Writes
Letters received from David P. Howells.
who is in Europe opening offices for the
distribution of United Picture Theatres,
Inc.'s and other American pictures, tell of
present conditions at the battle fronts
which he and Mrs. Howells have visited.
As the guests of an American colonel Mr.
Howells made the trip by motor from Barle-duc through the Argonne Forest, Varennes, Clermont, Montfaucon, Mort Hommes
Hill, and Verdun, returning by way of the
mercy.
Valley of the Marne, St. Mihiel and Com-
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Alice Joyce, Vitagraph star in " The Cambric
Mask "
First Abe Martin Sayings
Scheduled
The first of Kin Hubbard's quaint Abe
Martin sayings and drawings recently secured for exclusive use in the New Screen
Magazine are contained in issue No. 8, released shortly by Universal exchanges.
The Abe Martin feature presents the
philosophy and wit of Mr. Hubbard's brain
creation, a small town Hoosier, with ideas
that are both unique and exceedingly
humorous. To the public the Abe Martin
feature needs little introduction for the
sketches and sayings bearing his name have
been published by over a hundred leading
newspapers throughout the country for
several years. As in the newspapers, the
Abe Martin features of the New Screen
Magazine will appear both in words and
'Uustrations.
Pictures taken in a Xew York dog hospital, pictures taken at a blind hospital and
showing the remarkable things done by
blind men and women, new designs for
spring and summer garments, and several
novelty pictures complete the reel.
Executives

See Leah Baird
Feature
In the projection rooms of the W. \Y
Hodkinson Corporation Wednesday the
executives obtained their first full view of
the pretentious Leah Baird- Augustus
Thomas
special,weeks
"As of
a Man
After seven
hard Thinks."
work and a
lavish expenditure of real money, the
screen disclosed what the executives of
both the producing and distributing companies had prayed for — a master production— a " special " that will open the new
era of Hodkinson's super-plans with a
smashing and artistic triumph.
New One-Reelers
Exhibitors Mutual this week announced
three new one-reel comedies, on release
dates from March 30 to April 20.
The first, on March 30, is " Peggy's Burglar,'' with Elinor Field. Following is another Elinor Field one-reeler, on April 6,
called " Too Many Sweethearts." On April
20 " Don't Worry " is scheduled. Miss
Field is also presented in it.
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Three
Big Features
Give
Impetus
Strand, Newark; Minerva, Pittsburgh.
Robertson-Cole Company Cites Three
During the week of April 7th, ten big
Special Pictures as Outstanding
Chicago theatres will play the Hampton
on Exhibitors Mutual List
production as their leading attraction.
Ascher Bros, have booked the Exhibitors
FROM reports gathered from ExhibiMutual feature for each of their twelve
tors Mutual Exchanges, Robertsontheatres.
Cole Company states that the rapidly augmenting accounts are credited to the great
" The Turn in the Road," which has a
pulling powers of three special features;
cast, including Helen Jerome Eddy and
little Ben Alexander, is meeting with wide" What Every Woman Wants," " The Turn
spread approval, it is said that both arin the Road," and Martin Johnson's " Cantistically and from the box office stand
nibals of the South Seas," which in motion
picture parlance, are described as going
point it is living up to expectations of exover like a whirlwind.
hibitors.
Where the Brentwood Production has
" What Every' Woman Wants," which
had a run, business has increased daily, it
Jesse E. Hampton produced from a story
by "W illiam Parker, and which features
is
declared,
just itasheld
it did
Quinn'sforineight
Los
Angeles
where
theatscreen
Grace Darmond, because of its prior reweeks. Among the hosts of first run
lease, is setting the pace for " The Turn in
houses which have booked the picture,
the Road," the Brentwood production, and
its a most unusual pace, it is stated.
highly favorable reports have been reDuring the week of its release, " What
ceived from Kunsky's Majestic Theatre in
Detroit; the State-Lake in Chicago, etc.
Every Woman Wants " played the full
seven days in the following representative
Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the
first run houses throughout the country;
South Seas " is going over so big that it
Majestic, Detroit; Alcazar, Chicago; Stateis almost impossible for Exhibitors MuLake, Chicago ; Lyric, Buffalo ; Strand,
tual to obtain a print of it, it is announced.
Minneapolis; Colonial Washington, D. C. ;
Extra copies of the picture have been
Metropolitan, Washington, D. C. ; Clinton
ordered but on an emergency call the New
Square, Xew York; Halsey, Brooklyn;
York office was unable to supply a print.
John D. Tippett Arrives for Universal Visit
that the great assistance the cinema lent to
JOHN D. TIPPETT, manager of the
Trans-Atlantic Film Co., Ltd., of Lonthe Allied governments cannot be overestimated. With the armistice has come an
don, has arrived in New York for a brief
era of cinema prosperity to Europe and
business visit prior to a visit to Universal
Africa that knows no bounds, according to
City, Cal., and returning abroad. Mr. TipMr. Tippett. With embargoes lifted and
s film for
distriUniversal'
pett is inbutioncharge
transportation conditions back to normal,
abroad andof is
the
in America
the general public in better spirits and the
purpose of conferring with Carl Laemmle,
strain of the war rapidly becoming invispresident of the firm, and to arrange for
ible, Mr. Tippett looks forward to a record
distribution of American and foreign films
great distribution of the Big U's productions in Europe and Africa during the presin Europe during 1919.
ent year.
The Trans-Atlantic Co., handling UniAs the head of one of the largest film
versal productions, with branch offices at
distributing companies in the Eastern HemCopenhagen, Stockholm, Christiania, Rotisphere, Mr. Tippett is in a position to know
terdam, Brussels, Paris, Milan and Barcewhat a prominent part motion pictures have
lona, has reported an unusual increase in
business
the first three months following
played in the winning of the war and in
keeping up the morale of the people who
the signing of the armistice, and Universal
have stayed at home, in Europe. He states
plays and players are very popular in all
that though all amusements suffered conEuropean countries, according to Mr. Tipsiderably in Europe because of the war.
pett.
Distributing One Hundred
Prints of Picture
Circuit
Exhibitors
National
anywhere on a percentage scale.
THE First
will send through their various disThe League to Enforce Peace, of which
tributing exchanges, one hundred prints of
Ex-President Taft and other noted men are
heads and of which over four hundred
their newest feature. " Whom the Gods
thousand people are participating members,
Would Destroy." Efforts to effect a simultaneous showing in one hundred cities,
are getting behind the picture in a substaneither on April 15 or 21 are being made.
tial manner, and it is expected now that an
The first booking received comes from
immense advertising campaign, coupled
Harry Scherer of the Cambria theatre,
with the hundreds of discussions and conventions on the subject of a League of
Johnstown, Pa., who will close his film season with the Macauley feature, by playing
Nations, will be begun shortly.
it at seventy-five cent top prices April 21,
Already over a million letters have been
22 and 23.
written on the subject of the film to sympathizers with the movement, suggesting to
The Macauley representative will make a
tour of the First National eastern exthem to support the film, have been sent out
with thousands of others going forward
changes inbehalf of the film and announces
each week.
that concern's willingness to play the film
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Pathe

Motion

Production

Pleases

Wilson

President Sees " Common Clay " and
Radiogram Carries Glad Tidings
Ashore — Troops Also Appreciate Showing

the most striking exhibitions of slow motion made by the Novagraph Film Corporation. Of timely interest at this time are the
Pathe color scenics of various parts of
Europe.

<</^ OMMON CLAY," with Fannie
^-^ Ward, according to a radiogram received at Pathe Exchange Home Office,
scored a hit on the program arranged for
President Wilson on his return journey to
France. The issue of the Pathe News
shown during the trip composed a comprehensive record of the President's activities
in England, France and Italy, the selections being made from the most important
occasions.
Captain Rose, of the United States Steamship George Washington, conveyed the
news in the following message :
" Pathe News and ' Common Clay ' greatly appreciated by President and party, and
by returning troops. Please try and include
Pathe Review for the next trip."
An especially attractive program is being arranged for the next trip, which will
include issues of Pathe Review embodying

The appreciation of "Common Clay" is
a big note in the warm appreciation whereever the film version of the Harvard prize
play has been shown, since its presentation
at the Rialto Theatre, New York. Typical
of exhibitor comment is that of Andrew
Karzas, owner and manager of the Woodlawn Theatre, one of the most representative houses in Chicago or the West, who
writes :
" After hearing more favorable comment
on your film, ' Common Clay,' than any the
Woodlawn Theatre has played thus far, I
feel it my duty to pass the good word on
to you.
" Without an exception our patrons were
surely pleased with this production and 95
per cent, of them stopped to say so as they
left the theatre.
" This is, as you know, the acid test for
any picture ; for no matter what the film
is, if the public likes it, success will come."

Leading

Exhibitor Eulogizes Hampton
Film
The Atlantic City Daily Press, in reenis
"
Wants
Woman
Every
WHAT
thusiastically praised by Edward
viewing the picture said : " What Every
Woman Wants," the widely discussed
J. O'Keefe, manager of the City Square
Theatre at Atlantic City.
photo drama, the picture play with the alluring and curiosity provoking title was
This is the Jesse D. Hampton production
magnet enough to swamp the management
marketed by Robertson-Cole Company
through the Exhibitors Mutual exchanges.
of the City Square Theatre on Atlantic
Grace Darmond is featured.
avenue, both yesterday afternoon and
evening, where it was announced for its
" Congratulations on ' What Every
first exclusive presentation.
Woman Wants,' " wires Manager Keefe.
" That the big throng was satisfied after
" It is one great picture. One of the best
we ever played, and we play all the big seeing this remarkable film goes without
ones. It has everything that goes to make
saying for the picture proved one of the
best ever seen at this popular house. What
a good picture — good photography, direcdoes every woman really want? Grace
tion, settings and high class acting — not
Darmond, in the featured role thought she
forgetting the great title.
had what she wanted, and after she got it,
" We had big business all day and will
no doubt have bigger tomorrow. Will ask
found out it wasn't what she wanted after
you to increase the two days I have it all. In this case it was clothes and she got
booked for our Cort Theatre on the
clothes to her heart's content. If: is a
boardwalk, to three days. It should go
pretty safe bet that the gowns worn in this
over even better there. Your company is remarkable film were never excelled even
turning out some great shows. Keep up
at one of the big fashion shows where the
the good work."
best is always shown."
Magazine
Screen Supplement
Is Described
cannot afford to overlook. Patrons feel
JAMES R. QUIRK and Julian Johnson,
that they are personally acquainted with
respectively general manager and editor
the stars after they have seen them in
iof Photoplay Magazine, and Vice-Presal
dent E. W. Hammons of the Education
regular clothes — informally, intimately, like
Film Corporation of America, are the men
meeting them in private life.
" For the exhibitor who buys his newsbehind the " Photoplay Magazine Screen
paper space by the line, every announceSupplement."
ment must necessarily be as brief as posFor mons
thegoesbenefit
of
exhibitors,
Mr.
'Haminto a description of this new
sible. Therefore, the title line ' Photoplay
one-reel offering, and the possibilities of Magazine Screen Supplement ' used by itself is best, because it has had the greatest
exploitation on the series.
amount of publicity, and the greatest num" The ' Photoplay Magazine Screen Supber would understand what was meant.
plement offers
'
real opportunities to every
Enlargements
on that, for larger space,
exhibitor,"
declared
could run about as follows :
issue contains
from Mr.fiveHammons.
to seven "Every
of the
more celebrated players, in the sort of
" ' The Stars As They Are ' in the
material that the ' fans ' like best. The
' Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement.'
informal photographs create a friendly in" Theatre managers, hardened to contact with plays and players, are apt to
terest in the players that the exhibitor

Picture

Schnitzer Returns
Coast Trip

News
from

Joseph
I. Schnitzer,
sales
manager,
returned Universal's
to his New general
York
office
last
week
from
a
five
weeks'
trip
which carried him to the Pacific Coast and
back, convinced that Universal productions
are to enjoy record distribution and success during the present year. Mr. Schnitzer
visited Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Chicago,
St. Louis, Omaha, Denver, Portland,
San Francisco and Los Angeles, acquainting exhibitors and exchangemen with Universal new star series selling policy. Upon
his arrivel in each of the cities previously
mentioned, Mr. Schnitzer held a conference with exchangemen of surrounding
territories and later conferred with the
leading exhibitors of the localities visited,
outlining Universal's plans for exploiting
its
pictures during the spring and summer
months.
Upon his return to New York, Mr.
Schnitzer stated that he found conditions
in exchanges and theatres greatly in excess of his fondest hopes.
Nichols

Books Alice Joyce
Film

Vitagraph's Alice Joyce release, " The
Lion and the Mouse," the screen version of
Charles Klein's famous play, has been
booked by W. P. Nichols of the Canadian
Film Service, Ltd., of Vancouver for all of
his British Columbia houses.
In this connection, it is doubtful if any
film in recent months has been so universally played by circuits as has " The Lion
and the Mouse," which has been booked by
theatre chains all over the country and
comes pretty close to holding a record for
having played to the greatest possible number of people within so short a period
after its release.
Carey

Returns to Hollywood

Carey,
Universal's winding
Western upstar,
hasHarry
returned
to Hollywood,
his
5,000-mile personal appearance tour of the
west at San Francisco Monday, March 31,
by addressing film fans at six different theatres in the Golden Gate City.
With his wife, who acts as his business
manager, Mr. Carey left Universal City,
early in February and made his first public
appearance at Portland. From Portland he
journeyed to Seattle, Spokane, Cheyenne,
Denver, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee and Chicago.
underestimate the interest in these subjects. The average theatre manager becomes overfamiliar with pictures and picture people. He forgets that his audience
looks upon his programs as recreation,
and not as a hobby or a business. They
are thoroughly interested in little details
— they ask countless questions that seem
foolish to the man who is constantly in
touch with the trade, but nevertheless it
is this large group that carries the motion
picture theatre to its greatest success."
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Pathe

News Cameramen
Win Praise
Pathe News in a comparatively short
time has established a reputation for aero
work which gives to the News a distinct
and unique character. Some of the achievements, notably over New York, of which
unusual views were taken — including a
half-height shot of the Woolworth Building and the Statue of Liberty — have been
highly commended by army experts and
civilian professionals. They especially
commended, also, the views taken of New
York Harbor on the occasion of the President's first journey to France; and the
scenes, shot from the clouds, of the procession of ships into Boston Harbor upon
the return of the President. But the most
recent achievement, and one during which
the evolution of the plane held spellbound
100,000 spectators, was the automobile
races at Santa Monica, Cal.
Exhibitor

Praises
Picture

Stewart

H. C. Neale of the Dixie theatre, Mayfield, Ky., believes in the big feature pictures for getting the husiness. Mr. Neale
expressed himself emphatically in a letter to
the Big Feature Rights Corporation after
he
had: run " Virtuous Wives." Mr. Neale
wrote
Gentlemen :—
We are running great big stuff now and want
to continue. We did a " Sniptorious " business
on "Virtuous
Wives."
Had tono turn
them
away
on account
of having
room"lotsforof them.
It's a fine picture and everybody went wild over
it. It's
the talktoof advertise
the town.thisYoupicture
need not
tate a minute
withhesiall
the vim you've got because you will do it an injustice ifyou don't.
Yours truly,
Dixie Theatre,
By H. C. Neale.

Kane
Completes
Long
Trade
Tour
Trip
went to New Orleans, where he was met
General Manager of Select Pictures
Corporation Notes Many New
by Select's branch manager, H. G. Till, and
entertained at luncheon in the Grunewald
Developments on Six Weeks
Hotel. In New Orleans Mr. Kane exchanged views with Mr. E. V. Richards,
AFTER
a sixand
weeks'
tradeWest
tour territory,
through
Jr., manager of the Saenger Amusement
the South
Middle
Company, and J. Eugene Pearce, owner of
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of Select
the Trianon and Tudor theatres on Canal
Pictures
Corporation,
has
returned
to
New
York City.
Street. Under the guidance of Mr. Richards he visited the Strand theatre, one of
Mr. Kane had many interesting things to the leading photoplay auditoriums of the
say about his trip, and especially was impressed by the signs of prosperity to be South; Marcus Loew's Crescent theatre,
and the Saenger Amusement Company's
found on every hand.
Liberty theatre. In Houston, which was
In Kansas City, for instance, Mr. Frank
Mr. Kane's next stop, he was met by
L. Newman is putting the finishing touches
Branch Manager Claude C. Ezell of Select's
on his new two thousand seat house, the Dallas
Exchange, and with him visited
Newman, at the corner of 12th and Main
some of the more prominent exhibitors in
Streets, and expects to open it in May. In the city, including Manager MacFarland
the downtown district in Kansas City other
of Hulsey's Queen theatre; Mr. William
large picture theaters are projected.
Gerringer, of the Isis, and Miss Elizabeth
At Omaha the Goldberg Brothers, ownJohnson, of the Liberty.
ers of the Sun theatre, are building a large
In Galveston Mr. Kane and his party
new picture house alongside of the Rialto,
were
entertained by Manager S. T. Mcand have projected another theatre across
Donald of the Queen theatre with an oldthe street on the opposite corner. In St.
fashioned Texas shore dinner, which made
Louis Mr. Marcus Loew is building on
Select's general manager vividly realize
Washington Avenue a new theatre which
some of the delights of life in the city on
is to be devoted to vaudeville and pictures.
the Gulf.
In Dallas Mr. E. H. Hulsey has announced
A night trip to San Antonio put Mr.
a thirty-five hundred seat house to be deKane in touch with that highly successful
voted to pictures only, and another large
theatre owner, Mr. William J. Lytle, owner
house for Houston.
Everywhere, Mr. Kane stated, he found
of the Princess, Empire and other theatres, who is said to have given him not only
exhibitors basking" in the sunshine of a
a
glowing
account of business conditions
wonderful season's prosperity. Kicks have
from the exhibitor's viewpoint, but also a
disappeared; plans for future aggrandizevery flattering and welcome description of
ment have replaced them.
what he was pleased to describe as the
After leaving Atlanta, where Mr. Kane
attended a luncheon of the Film Board of ideal service which he Was receiving from
Trade and addressed those present, he
Select's Dallas exchange.
Cartoon

New

Player in Aubrey
Picture
Next week Vitagraph plans to announce
the title of its " Big V " Special Comedy
release in which James Aubrey is starred
and which will follow the release of the
Montgomery and Rock comedy, " Girlies
and Grubbers."
In the Aubrey comedy, the Darwin theory gets another boost for one of the performers to be seen in this comedy will be
" Snookums," who inherits his histrionic
ability from his father, " Napoleon," performing Chimpanzee.
J. A. Howe directed the Aubrey comedy
and Maude Emory and Babe Hardy support the Vitagraph comedian.
Clark Company Returns
After several weeks spent at Pass Christian, Miss., Marguerite Clark, Eugene
O'Brien, her leading man, and the members of the company engaged in the filming of Miss Clark's new Paramount picture,
"New
ComeYork.
Out of the Kitchen," returned to
Wprk on the interior scenes are reported as progressing nicely under the direction of John S. Robertson and his
assistant, Frank Walton.

Used

as Select

Poster
A New York paper has given Select Pictures Corporation permission to reproduce
as a three-sheet poster for " Bolshevism on
Trial," the full-page cartoon which appeared in a recent issue. This cartoon,
which has since been reprinted in many
newspapers throughout the country, depicts figures representing Labor and Capital united to repulse a crawling, bearded,
unkempt figure representing Bolshevism
and push him off the face of the globe.
In the background stands the Statue of
Liberty — under its beneficent and truthrevealing rays the industrial forces which
have built up America have joined hands
to avert the common peril and preserve our
native land as the home of the free.

" Red Glove " Published
Douglas Grant's novel of Western adventure, from which
The Red Glove
serial starring
Marie " Walcamp,
has "been
adapted by Universal, is soon to make its
appearance on bookstands throughout the
country. Grosset & Dunlap have published
" The Red Glove " story in book form, illustrating the narrative with scenes from
the film play.

Charles

Swickard

Directs

May Allison
May Allison has started work at the
new Metro studios in Hollywood in a new
screen comedy, the working title of which
is " His Father's Wife." Prior to her rest
period Miss Allison completed " Castles in
the Air," George D. Baker's scenarioization of Kate Jordan's magazine story>
" Orchestra D-2," under Mr. Baker's direction.
Beginning her new starring subject,.
" His Father's Wife," Miss Allison comes
under the direction of Charles Swickard,
who directed Bert Lytell in " The
Spender," "Faith" and "Hitting the High
Spots."
.
Only

One
Film

Woman in This
Production

In " Square Deal Sanderson," the William S. Hart production now in the making, Famous Players-Lasky announce that
there is only one woman in the cast.
The one woman is Ann Little. She has
her first opportunity of playing opposite
Mr. Hart, whom she has long known and
admired.
Others appearing in the picture are
Frank Whitson, Edwin Wallock and Lloyd
Bacon.
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Motion

Metro

Keeps

Up

SIGNS that portend a summer of unexampled activity are abundant at the
new Metro studios in Hollywood, where,
for the first time since Metro's 'crosscontinent trek from New York to California, the capacity of the great modern
motion picture plant is being put to a rigorous test. With Maxwell Karger, Director General, at the helm, five Metro stars —
Bert Lytell, Viola Dana, Hale Hamilton,
May Allison and Emmy Wehlen — are at
work simultaneously on new productions,
and the studios are meeting the test admirably.
Five stars, with their directors, assistant directors, camera men and supporting companies, comprise a small army.
Yet the new Metro plant, embracing about
seven acres and equipped with three immense stages, affords plenty of room for
their varied and multifold activities. In
fact, when it was designed Metro provided room enough for twice the number of
companies now engaged in the big summer
drive.
Comedy is the predominant note in the
new Metro productions. With one exception the forthcoming pictures are light in
theme, with the purpose of quickly offsetting the gloom of more than four years
of war by laugh-making entertainment.
Miss Dana, the exquisite; Miss Allison,
the winsome; Miss Wehlen, the petite,
and the smiling Hale Hamilton are doing what are frankly wholesome comedies.
Bert Lytell is completing another of his

Pace
in
West
" Boston Blackie " crook stories, which is
intensely dramatic in theme, although liberally lightened by comedy relief.
" Blackie's Redemption " is the title of
the new Lytell subject. It is based upon
two of Jack Boyle's Red Book Magazine
stories, "Boston Blackie's Mary" and
" Fred, the Count." Finis Fox, of the
Metro scenario staff, made the screen
adaptation, and Jone Ince, of the Ince
family so widely known among motion
picture fans, is directing the young Metro
star under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger.
It will be. remembered that Bert Lytell
originated the character of " Boston
Blackie," the gentleman burglar, cn the
screen, in " Boston Blackie's Little Pal,"
produced several months ago by Metro in
the west. The production of " Boston
Blackie's Little Pal " was prior to Lytell's
phenomenal successes, " The Spender "
and " Faith." Alice Lake, who established
a reputation as a screen comedienne of
rare beauty and talent prior to her engagement with Metro, is Lytell's leading
woman in " Blackie's Redemption."
Emmy Wehlen, who but recently arrived
on the Pacific coast, has plunged with a
vim into her new picture, " The Amateur
Adventuress." Miss Wehlen started work
after a rest of only two days. Henry
Otto is directing this " Dresden china star "
in " The Amateur Adventuress," which is
being made from the scenario by Luther
A. Reed, of the Metro staff, based upon
Thomas Bigelow's story in Young's Magazine. The story has to do with the adventures of a young girl employed as a
stenographer in a Welfare Home and who
seeks romance.

Kunsky

Admirer

Unusually Active Force Expects to
Be Kept Busy All Summer —
■ Comedy Prevails in Productions

Book Stewart
duction

Pro-

Word comes this week that Vitagraph's
Anita Stewart production, " From Headquarters," has been booked by the John H.
Kunsky Amusement Enterprises for first
run in Detroit.
W. P. Nichols, of the Canadian Film
Service, Ltd., of Vancouver has also
hooked the picture for all of his houses and
among other bookings on " From Headquarters "recorded in the last few days
are the Jefferson Theatre of Dallas, and
the Regent of Battle Creek, Mich.
Ouimet Visits the Studios
Ernest Ouimet, president and general
manager of Specialty Film Import, Ltd., of
Montreal, and Mrs. Ouimet and two sons
and Mrs. E. Thibaudeau, who are passing
the winter in southern California, were recently among Frank Keenan's visitors at
the Rohert Brunton studios, Los Angeles.
The party spent two hours on the grounds
and saw Mr. Keenan and members of his
company at work on scenes for " The Tide
Book," a five-part shipping drama, prepared for the screen by Jack Cunningham
from a story by Mrs. Kate Corbaley, and to
he distributed by Pathe.

Sends Flowers
Kenyon

to

The affection that admirers whom she
has never seen have for Doris Kenyon, De
Luxe Pictures star, is evidenced by the case
of Evelyn McCormack, fifteen years old,
who lives in Rome, Ga. For two years little
Miss McCormack has been unfaltering in
her devotion to Doris Kenyon. In addition to frequent letters, a gift holiday never
passes without the young lady remembering Miss Kenyon with some loving little
token of friendship. So carefully timed are
these gifts that they invariably reach Miss
Kenyon on the day that is being celebrated.
The first day of spring, March 21, brought
Miss Kenyon a special delivery package
containing a collection of flowers from
sunny Georgia.
Brunet

Trade-Marks
Serials
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has announced that hereafter all advertising and
publicity matter on serial productions distributed by the Pathe organization will
bear
the
words,
A Pathe
Serial."
This plan has " been
decided
upon as a
means of giving the exhibitor the greatest
possible advantage to be derived.

Picture

Simplex

News

Notes

Boston

Supply
Company Makes
Cheery Report
The Boston Motion Picture Supply
Company, southern New England distributors for Simplex, report a banner
week's business ending with last Saturday,
according to reports received at the Simplex factory.
Cecil Wood, well known in projection
circles, is now actively engaged as special
representative for this progressive concern
and many Simplex orders followed in his
wake
upon histhe
return
from apart
two of
weeks'
trip around
southern
the
territory.
The current month's " Bean Pot," the
snappy little house organ published by this
concern, which just came off the press, is
full of peppery things pertaining to that
part of the motion picture industry represented bythe Boston Motion Picture Supply Company.
The
demand for Simplex Projectors
around this section was so great during
the past week that the complete stock of
machines was cleaned out and negotiations were made for motor truck transportation to bring another shipment of
machines over the road in order to take
care of the numerous important installations which were required.
Simplex About to Offer New Device
From one of the executives of the Precision Machine Company comes the news
that on top of the many additions and
features which have been evolved on the
Simplex Machine, is one that will make
a direct appeal to the Projectionist on account of its principle.
No further information was forthcoming concerning this feature other than that
photographic and art work was being prepared for use in the customary position
on the inside back covers of the various
trade papers where a striking advertisement of this new feature will soon appear.
Simplex Factory Working Night
Shifts
The sight of blazing windows illuminating the two upper floors of the huge
factory at 317 East 34th Street has its
answer in the report received from Simplex officials to the effect that during the
past two weeks it has been necessary to
work the factory force at night in order
to successfully catch up with the many
orders which have recently piled up, and
at the same time take care of the almost
overwhelming number of regular orders
that are being daily received from the
various Simplex distributors.
A recent order of forty-eight machines
for foreign shipment which require special
packing and attention, also added to the
already bustling situation. Mr. E. M.
Porter, general manager of the Precision
Machine Company, reports that extensive
and elaborate plans are being made at the
factory for an increase of production
which the present large sales made im-

perative.

Ohe same star, almost the same exist, tl>e same swift moving kind of story
and the same Western atmosphere as in the phenomenally successful Hands UpH^uth
OedlandU
in the fifteen episode serial

The

With
a distinguished cast including Georqe
Larkin
Tiger's
TRail^
Story by Arthur B. Reeve and Chas. A. Loque
Scenario by Oilson Wlllets
Produced by ASTRA
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DISTRIBUTORS

Jhe footprints in the tigers trail will
be dollar marks- if they
lead to Your theatre!
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Studios Incorporate and Build
Fifteen acres of land in Hollywood adjoining Santa Monica Boulevard carline
has been purchased by a company incorporated as the Hollywood Studios, and on
this a commercial plant will be erected.
John Jasper, formerly general manager of
Horsley studios and eighteen months general manager of Charles Chaplin studios,
will be general manager, and part owner,
and his associates in the enterprise are C.
E. Toberman and C. W. Bradford.
The plans provide for a mission style of
architecture throughout with four stages
each 70 x 120 feet, steel with glass roof
and walls. The studios will be built on a
unit system which provides each producing
company shall have its own offices, dressing
rooms, editing rooms, and concrete film
vaults. The stages will introduce some new
features, one being that all or any part of
any stage can be darkened to meet the
needs of the producing company working
thereon. The electric equipment will be
housed in a separate building in the center
of the four stages, as will also the projecting rooms. Carpenter shop will be housed
in a building 40 x 250 feet, and in addition
there will be a commercial laboratory and
general offices for the company. Contract
for the construction has been let to the
Milwaukee Building Company who erected
the Goldwyn and Ince plants at Culver city.
This work will be supervised by Mr. Jasper,
who is the builder of the Chaplin studios.
It is planned the new plant will be ready
for occupancy the first of May.
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Hollywood

Philadelphia First National
Moves Exchange
The old headquarters of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit in Philadelphia
proved to be entirety too small to handle
the increasing business of that concern, and
William Heenan, the Quaker City representative with his force, are now located in
more comfortable and spacious quarters at
No. 1339 Vine street. The new offices are
equipped in a way that insures comfort for
exhibitors who have business to contract
and the office of Mr. Heenan is located
where the}- can have easy access to it. When
all the alterations are completed the First
National will have one of the finest exchange offices in tniladelphia.

Nazimova, star of " The Red Lantern "

Constance Talmadge Conscripts Director Walter ctEdwards
Picture in an Emergency. During the Making
of a Sele
Bolshevist

Film

Select's
Special
" Bolshevism on
Trial " Is Heralded as a Timely
Spectacular
and Gripping
drama
SELECT ters ofofficials
believe
the world
is inthatthethree-quarthroes of
Bolshevism, and that the other quarter of
the globe, including the United States, is
massing huge armies of writers and speakers to fight the rapid increase of the
dreaded power. They declare that their
gripping drama. " Bolshevism on Trial,"
gives every promise of being the mosttalked-of photoplay of the age.
Public and private institutions in this
country, and every agency which the government has at its control, are said to be
already lending their weight against the
mighty wheel of education which serves to
enlighten the people against the fearful
malady of Bolshevism and lust.
It is asserted that newspapers are devoting entire pages in the general attack
against the ravages of this new peril to
the cause of humanity. The United States
Intelligence Bureau in Washington is said
to be mailing millions of letters to residents
of every town and city.
" Not since the night when Paul Revere
galloped through the villages of New England shouting ' To arms, to arms,' has there
been such a general uprising of intellect
against the nation's newest foe," says Select.
There is not a person in the United
States with the power of understanding
who has not read or heard about Bolshevism, and on top of this tremendous wave
of public knowledge comes the announcement from Select of the release of the
most psychological drama ever written on
the screen.
Of all the specials ever offered to the
nation's
exhibitors,
is the most
timely.
Select declares,
as this
it reaches
the theatres
at a moment when the fate of the entire
world seems to hang in the balance of
doubt. The pendulum of party power is
slowly swinging — it may point to the progress or downfall of Bolshevism.

Not
Propaganda
In " Bolshevism on Trial " there is said
to be portrayed in the most compelling
manner a suggestion of the perils that confront America in the event that this nation
should be dominated by a Bolshevistic
leader. It is described as a story which enthralls from beginning to end.
Nevertheless. Select's " Bolshevism on
Trial " is not propaganda, they assert. It is
not a -preachment. It is not " made to
order." It is not inspired or projected by
any person or group of persons as a
moulder of public opinion.
The United States government had no
hand in the production of this mighty
drama. It was made by the Mayflower
Photoplay Corporation, and is based on
Thomas Dixon's novel, " Comrades."
" Bolshevism on Trial " is purely fiction,
but is said to be based on realities that can
and
may happen in any community in this
country.
Reports

Demand

for

World Film announces that the engage"
'OleChicago,
tertheatre,
ment at the Rose
of " The
Beter 'Ole " in picturized form was productive of such good business that the ChiBetcago office of World Pictures reported a
demand for this feature that indicates a
high-water mark of bookings. The Riviera
theatre exhibited this attraction the week
of March 31, followed by numerous other
bookings in the most important theatres
served by the Chicago exchange.
Hall

Returns

to American

Sherry Hall, long a member of the " Flying A " forces, has been mustered out of
the American Air Sen-ice. He returned
to Santa Barbara this week to resume his
duties as assistant director to Roy Neill
who has just started the production of
" Trixie From Broadway," a new Margarita Fisher subject by Agnes C. Johnston,
and Frank Howard Clark.
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Captain Robert Warwick
Starts Production
" Secret Service " is now in the making
at the Lasky Studios at Hollywood, and
High Ford is directing the production
from the scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.
Captain Robert Warwick, who will star
in this famous drama of Civil War Times,
by William Gillette, will be supported by a
notable cast it is announced.
Among those to appear in the screen
version of " Secret Service " are Shirley
Mason, Theodore Roberts, Edythe Chapman, Irving Cummings, Robert Caine,
Lillian Leighton, Guy Oliver and Casson
Ferguson.
The Civil War simply serves as a background for the plot which concerns comparatively very few persons. There are
no battle scenes and the play is " set " by a
sort of prelude establishing the atmosphere at the time of the seige of Richmond.
Charles Ray, Ince-Paramount
directs the production
stage carpenter
in the
hotel lobby forstar,
a forthcoming
of which
he isconstruction
the star of a countryEmerson-Loos

Tour
the
Cities
of it by now, and that they may want to
Paramount Pair Investigate Conditurn to deeper and more serious subjects.
tions and Make Addresses — Plan
" I don't know, but isn't it natural that
to Stop-Over at West Coast
they
might
so? That's why
I'm
Plant of Organization
making
thiswant
tour toof doinvestigation.
I want
to
know,
so
that
the
future
productions
JOHN EMERSON and Anita Loos, who
have been making satirical comedies for that I will make for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation will be simply what the
Famous Players-Lasky, are making a transpublic desires.
continental tour of the states, investigating
" When everyone else stuck strictly to
conditions relative to their future produccomedy, Miss Loos and myself believed
tions, itwas announced this week. During
that satire was just the thing to be intheir tour they will also give a series of
jected. That is why our first three Emertalks and lectures in twenty of the largest
son-Loos productions for Famous Playerscities on the value of the future motion
pictures.
Lasky have been satires. The first, ' Come
On In,' a satire on camp life; 'Good Bye
Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos left New
York this past week on their way to the Bill,' a satire on the ex- Kaiser's mustache ;
and ' Oh You Women,' our best production,
West Coast. They will stop in Buffalo,
which will soon be released, a satire on the
Cleveland, 'Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, riomecoming of the boys.
Denver, Salt Lake City, Seattle, Los An" We will not only interview exhibitors,
geles, San Francisco, Dallas, New Orleans,
but business
men,school
members
of womens'
Atlanta, Washington, Baltimore, Philadeland
other clubs,
teachers,
in fact
phia and Boston, together with other cities every type of people who are interested
en route. Their tour will comprise about
in the advancement of the pictures of the
five or six weeks, with a stay at the West
future. We have worked out a system of
Coast studios of the Famous Players-Lasky
classifying all of our investigations, so
Corporation
of about
one week, for
whe're
they that when we return to New York in six
will make their
preparations
another
or eight weeks, we will have such a well
comedy which is to be produced in the west
rounded idea of what the public and exhibby this couple during the early summer
itors want that we can begin working immonths.
mediately on our future products. It is my
Analyzing conditions most minutely, and firm belief that if every writer and direcbeing able to tell far in advance what the
tor connected with the industry would take
people really want, is one of the real reathis same course to find out what is wanted,
sons for the enormous success this combination have made for themselves. It has there would be a minimum of dissatisfactory criticisms of productions."
always been Mr. Emerson's hobby to study
every detail of every phase of everything
he attempts, and with the signing of the
Outing - Chester Gets
peace treaty soon at hand, he has felt that
Cameraman
there undoubtedly has come a change in
Willard Vanderveer, who expects to be
the minds of the exhibitors and motion
released shortly from the U. S. Army, has
picture lovers of the country.
" It was perfectly simple to see why the been engaged as cameraman by OutingChester Pictures, it was made known this
country as a whole wanted nothing but
light stuff, comedy and satire, during the week. Sergeant Vanderveer has been in
the photographic division of the A. E. F.
months of the war," Mr. Emerson stated
in explaining why he was taking the trip He was with Outing-Chester before joining
the army, and is responsible for the photogwith Miss Loos, " but isn't it reasonable
to believe that they may have had enough
raphy of " Pines Up and Palms Down."

" Who

Cares? " Gets Her
in Bad

A story was told in a Los Angeles paper
recently of how a patron of Tally's Broadway theatre, one of the chain of theatres
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
misunderstood
chased aticket.the girl from whom she purAfter buying the ticket the woman inquired : " What picture are you showing
The cashier handed the lady her change
this
week?"" Who Cares?"
and said:
Then the fun began. The misunderstanding was eventually adjusted to the satisfaction of all concerned.
Martin Installs Curtains
Arthur Martin, of the Flagg Studios of
Los Angeles and San Francisco, is now in
Boise, Idaho, installing the new drop curtains and scenery in the Pinney theatre
in that city. Mr. Martin will visit all the
principal cities of the northwestern leri-tory in the interests of the Flagg Studios.

Mary

Miles
in " production
The Intrusion of
Isabel,"Minter,
American
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Claims

It Is Miss Davies'
Best Picture

According to a report from Select Pictures Corporation, Marion Davies' forthcoming Select attraction, " Getting Mary
Married," in which she was directed by
Allan Dwan, is the genuine article. In
fact, Select declares " Getting Mary Married " is the best thing Miss Davies has
ever done. It so completely eclipses her
previous productions that there is no comparison. Miss Davies has seized an opportunity to show her worth, and under Mr.
Dwan's direction she has exceeded even
the highest expectations of her most ardent admirers, Select says.
" Getting Mary Married " was written
expressly for Miss Davies by John Emerson and Anita Loos. It is a high-class
comedy with a strong dramatic theme, dealing with the life of a young girl who is
left to the mercies of arrogant and grasping relatives.
E. K. Lincoln

Likes

RothapfePs
First
Five of the Eight Numbers Constituting First Unit Program Are
in May
Completed — Trade Showing

Role

in " Desert Gold "
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces
that E. K. Lincoln, who recently arrived in
Los Angeles to star in " Desert Gold," the
first of the Zane Grey stories to be produced by the author's own company, Zane
Grey Pictures, Inc., is enthusiastic over his
role of " Dick Gale " in that production.
Ever since he first read " Desert Gold "
Mr. Lincoln has wished he could play the
leading role. It not only seemed to him
a very powerful characterization, but one
which suited himself particularly well. Mr.
Lincoln is also very satisfied at the plan of
production to be carried out by the Zane
Grey Company.
" It looks as though a novel is really going to be put upon the screen at last," said
Mr. Lincoln, " and it does me good to feel
that I am going to have a big part in it."

A. J. Herbert,
Rothapfel's
edy number inon Samuel
the firstL.Unit
Program com-

and deproductio
of Samuel
WITH quality
tailed artistry,
L.n Rothapfel
proposes to add distinctiveness in produce
and personnel of characters.
It is announced that this is the very firm
foundation upon which his Unit Program
rests, the idea and the realization of the
idea, and that both are distinctive. But
distinction in the idea alone is far from satisfying
Rothapfel's
is said. DistinctionMr.in every
detail aims,
is his itgoal.
The Rothapfel idea of art in motion pictures has been impressed upon the millions,
" The

Lion's Den " Bought
for Bert Lytell

Frederick Orin Bartlett's story, " The
Lion's Den," has been purchased by Metro
and is announced by Richard A. Rowland,
Metro president, as the next screen vehicle
for Bert Lytell, following the completion
by that young star of " Blackie's Redemption "at the Metro studios in Hollywood.
Bartlett's story appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. It was made into a
scenario by George D. Baker, who is also
to direct Lytell in the new production.
Metro regards as a happy augury for
the success of " The Lion's Den " the fact
that in star, author and director, are again
brought together the trio whose combined
efforts were responsible for " The
Spender."
Hackathorn

How the State-Lake Theatre in Chicago advertised "What Everyors Mutual
Womanrelease
Wants."' Exhibit-

with Brentwood Film
George Hackathorn has been engaged
by the Brentwood Film Corp. for a part
in King Vidor's next picture, at the conclusion of his present engagement with the
Bessie Barriscale Co. in " Josselyn's Wife "
by Kathleen Norris.

Unit
Program
particularly in his manner of exhibiting, it
is said, and standing head and shoulders
above everything, the Rothapfel idea of
musical accompaniment is declared to have
sounded a note new to the art of giving
soulful expression to the silent drama.
Mr. Rothapfel has nearly completed the
first Rothapfel Unit Program. The comedy
number is finished. Many of the musical
numbers have been arranged, and one specialty in the musical phase of the program,
a paraphrase of " The Elegie," by Massenet, "accompanying a picturization of
same, is said to be one of the most novel
numbers ever seen in connection with a
motion picture theatre's program. E. Lloyd
Sheldon did the scenario. It is titled " His
The Hour."
comedy was written by George V.
Final
Hobart, one of America's best-known playwrights. Mr. Hobart wrote the script from
a suggestion offered by Mr. Rothapfel. The
working title is "Wild Flowers," subject to
change. In the cast are seen Helen Weir,
Yvonne Shelton, Templar Saxe, Walter
McEwen, A. J. Herbert and Eugene Acker
— all prominent screen or stage artists.
Announcement of the feature number on
the program, a screen version of a play by
E. Lloyd Sheldon, has not been made. Mr.
Rothapfel, who is personally supervising
this production and others on the program,
has completed the first two reels and the
working title only is known. With no one
exception, the players are said to be decidedly popular, and have, by their many appearances inthe silent drama, proved that
they are entitled to the name of star.
The magazine number on the first program has been assembled and contains
many interesting subjects, including scenes
taken by Sergt. Owens, U. S. Marine Corps,
exclusively for Mr. Rothapfel.

Oriental
Incense

■■ Sent 3Parcels
Boxes 3Post
Varieties
for $1.00
The burning of fragrant Incense Is an ancient
Oriental custom which has become very
In
the home
its fragrance
purity
popular
In America.
and
luxury.
In the apartmentsuggests
It dispels the
odor of cooking. In the sick room it refreshens and soothes. People who travel
And It delightful for creating a fragrant atstrange room.
e In thefascinating
Its charm mospheris
. A stick a day
away.
blues
the
keeps
Its subtle, delicate aroma soothes and charms
Just
clip ont this advertisement and pin a
the senses.
dollar
bill to it, or send only your name and
address with $1.00 enclosed. We will send
you by Parcel Post 3 Boxes; 3 Varieties —
Egyptian Lotus, Arabian Spiee, and Orange
Tlower.References
Do It— now.
Any Los Angeles Bant
3. H. MINASSIAN AND CO. H
Dept. F, So. Flgueroa St. , Los Angeles, CaJ.
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Mews

Pathe Review Shows
Dream City
Coming,
Christie

D^roqram
Sets

Special

Offerings*
for

April

20

" Sally's Blighted Career " in Two
Reels Presents Fay Tincher in
Chief Role — Filming Requires Five Weeks
«C ALLY'S BLIGHTED CAREER," the
first of the Christie two-reel Special
Comedies, has been completed under the
direction of Al. E. Christie and will be
released to the trade on April 20, bookings
to be made through the chain of independent exchanges which have for" a long time
been handling the Christie one-reel comedies.
In addition to bringing Fay Tincher back
to screen comedy, this first Special release
will also introduce a special cast, including
Molly Malone, who had attained considerable distinction as a leading woman in
drama ; Patricia Palmer, who plays featured leads in a number of the regular
Christie pictures ; Harry Depp, vaudeville
and stage comedian; Marjorie Payne,
Helen Darling and others.
In this first Special, Al. E. Christie has
attempted to define his idea of screen comedy, the realization of which is made possible by branching out into the production
of features in two reels. His desire is to
present pictures of real people in humorous
but not exaggerated situations, letting the
plot tread its way merrily into fast farce,
with now and then an incident which in
motion pictures is termed " hokum."
The scenario of " Sally's Blighted
Career " was written by W. Scott Darling
from
Walter
Graham's
original
story.
After Al.
E. Christie
had spent
five ' weeks

are playing so large a part in the settlement
of the world peace, and " empire " and
" democracy " are familiar words in every
discussion; for the once populous city of
Timgad in North Africa was founded "by
the Roman Emperor Trajan when Rome
promised to be the one great power to
monopolize the sunlight of the world.
Mildred

Harris

Picture

Gets a Name

Ai E. Christie
has in
launched
production of
comedies
two reels
in the actual filming of the picture, he was
assisted in cutting and titling by Darling,
who has been added to the Christie forces.
Darling has already written a number of
original stories for Christie Comedies.
In presenting the first two-reel Special,
the Christie firm has prepared many orms
of exhibitors' aids, unusual in comedy
presentation. Among these are special art
lithographs, from drawings done by E. G.
Klein, a Los Angeles artist ; music scores
which will give for the first time synchronized musical accompaniments for the
showing of the comedy; and a house organ,
issued monthly, a large part of which will
be devoted to illustrative material which
can be used in advertising the showing of
the Christie Specials.

Vitagraph Sets New
Anita Stewart Release
IN the wake of the reported success being
place, the popularity of the star : the author, James Oliver Curwood, who has to
scored by " From Headquarters," comes
the announcement from Vitagraph that its his credit some of the biggest screen successes, isin himself an attraction ; the disecond Anita Stewart production, " Two
rection of Ralph Ince assures a picture of
Women," has been set for release for the
latter part of April.
the utmost dramatic quality, and the editing of Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
" Two Women " has already been
screened for a number of exhibitors and
Chester is a further guarantee of the style
and finish of the production.
they have expressed themselves enthusiastically over the new possibilities for exploitation that the production offers.
" Silver Girl " Scheduled
The story is said to be an altogether different tale than the drama offered in
for April 8
Edward Peple, author of the Broadway
" From Headquarters," a contrasting tale
of the pure, unselfish love of one type of play, " The Silver Girl," has declared that
the screen version, starring Frank Keenan,
woman on one hand and of the faithless,
released April 8 by Pathe as an Extra
fickle, selfish spirit of another type of ' woman. Most of the story is set in beautiful
Selected Star Photoplay, is the best adaptation of all of his stage productions thus far
mountain country the sort of background
given to the screen. Technical reviewers
that the author, James Oliver Curwood,
uses so frequently and with such telling have pronounced it a big production in
effect.
craftsmanship and in emotional appeal.
"The Silver Girl" deals with the love
" Two Women " was directed by Ralph
story of a man well on in years and a
Ince and was edited by Mr. and Mrs.
friendless girl.
George Randolph Chester.
It is Vitagraph's contention, therefore,
that " Two Women " offers exhibitors a
production that throughout has been guided by master hands. There is, in the first

Pathe Review No. 7, released April 13,
has been pronounced by educational authorities and exhibitors as one of the most
diversified and interesting of the series
thus far given. The Pathecolor scenic,
" The Relics of Pomp and Power," is of
added value now that Africa and the East

Complete Plan Book
on page 2351

" Home " is the permanent title given
Mildred Harris' latest Jewel production
directed by Lois Weber and to be released
shortly. The story deals with the efforts
of a young girl to enter society, of her experiences at the country home of a girl
schoolmate, and the contrasts of the artificial society life and that of the girl's
poor parents, who enjoy far more happiness in their humble surroundings than do
the wealthy people who carry out a daily
schedule of teas, dansants and entertainments.

" Rescuing Angel " Is Here
Shirley Mason in " The Rescuing Angel,"
was released by Paramount through the
Famous Players-Lasky exchanges April 6,
and is an adaptation of the play of the
same name by Clare Kummer.
Edith Kennedy wrote the scenario, and
Forrest Stanley, formerly of the Morosco
and Pallas companies, has the male lead.
Miss Mason is said to be at her very best
in depicting the role of the heroine of the
story, a young girl who, in order to save
her father from impending ruin, marries
a man she does not know she loves.

Vitagraph
offerssaidAlice
Joyce many
in " The
Mask,"
to have
thrillsCambric

April

12,
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Lays Aside One Story to
Begin Another
J. A. Berst, president of the United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., has been
in the motion picture business for a great
many years and, as an expert on the art
of writing screen dramas, has had many
experiences in the scenario writing line and
with authors of motion picture plays; yet
he considers an experience recently in Los
Angeles as most unusual.
Tom J. Geraghty, a writer, submitted a
story to Mr. Berst at his hotel. Mr. Berst
promised to read it when he had the time.
One evening he picked up the story and
immediately became intensely interested in
the same. He did not lay it down until
he had read it from cover to cover. He
called a conference in his hotel room which
was attended by several experts including
Dustin Farnum, Lee Ochs, vice-president
of United, and Mr. Geraghty himself. Immediately itwas planned to start the story
at once and a play, which had been decided upon, was postponed and the new
one
entitled,
" The Harvest of Shame,"
substituted.
"Island

of Intrigue"
Schedule

Heads

Metro's first release, in the quartet of
April features scheduled, was " The Island
of Intrigue," starring May Allison.
The photodrama is a screen adaptation
of Isabel Ostrander's popular novel of the
same name, which, at the time of its publication was said to be one of the six best
sellers, and in motion picture form is one
of the six best productions of the month,
according to Metro.
It is a story of love, romance and intrigue and has been deftly converted to the
silent drama by June Mathis and A. S. Le
Vino, of the Metro staff.
Mary

Pickford Appears
Bold Buccaneer

as

June Caprice and Creighton Hale, in " Oh,
Boy," Pathe
Which Albert Capellani Is Making for Release
Through
Time

Nears

for New

ADVENTURE,
thrills,
romance, the four
big mystery
elements and
of the
successful fiction story, are said to have
been skilfully and grippingly blended in the
forthcoming Pathe serial, " The Tiger's
Trail," starring Ruth Roland, which will
be released on April 20, following the Pearl
White serial, " The Lightning Raider." Advance showings of early episodes of the
production have convinced reviewers and
company officials alike that the House of
Pathe has taken another long step in the
perfection of the form of screen entertainment it has made famous — the serial.
In star and supporting cast, " The Tiger's
Trail " leaves nothing to be desired, Pathe
announces. Under the Pathe" banner Ruth
Roland has become one of the most popular serial heroines before the public, and
she has an established reputation wherever
serials are known. Miss Roland's previous

In " Captain Kidd, Jr.," just released by
Famous Players-Lasky as Mary Pickf ord's
latest Artcraft production, the star is said
to use the title merely as a basis for a
series of odd adventures and a bonnie little
romance with a treasure' hunt and comedy
galore.
Rida Johnson Young wrote the play
from which the scenario was adapted by
Frances Marion and the picture was
directed by William D. Taylor. The photography isby Charles Rosher.
Pearson

Film

Comes

May 18
It was announced this week by President
Meyer of the .Virginia Pearson Photoplays Company that May 18 has been
scheduled as the release date, through
Pathe, of the first Virginia Pearson feature, "The Bishop's Emeralds." Sheldon Lewis is in the supporting cast.
Work on the picture, it is announced, is
advancing towards completion at the Thanhouser studio under the direction of Jack
O'Brien.

Pathe-Roland

Serial

serial, "Hands Up !" demonstrated her popularity, and was one of the most successful ever distributed by Pathe. As it drew
to a close, exhibitors from all parts of the
world began asking for another Ruth
Roland serial, and it was this demand that
resulted in the making of the new production. "The Tiger's Trail " will be the
sixth Pathe serial in which Ruth Roland
has been starred, those previous being
"Who Pays?" "The Red Circle," "The
Neglected Wife," " The Price of Folly "
andIn "theHands
!"
chief Up
supporting
role opposite Miss
Roland is George Larkin, who was also her
leading man in " Hands Up \"
Recommends Love Films
for Matinees
Vitagraph contends, in an announcement
this week, that no releases in recent months
offer a better opportunity for exhibitors
who are seeking to build up their matinee
than do the Bessie Love pictures. " Not
only her latest release, ' The Wishing- Ring
Man,' but likewise her two earlier releases,
' The Enchanted Barn ' and ' The Dawn of
Understanding ' are so thoroughly wholesome, so delightfully entertaining and
withal so broad in their appeal that exhibitors are finding them as potent for their
afternoon business as for the evening
shows," said the announcement.
Good

Chance

for Him

Vitagraph's latest Harry T. Morey release, Fighting
"
Destiny," in addition to
giving
Vitagraph's
star opportunity
a typical "he-man"
role, gives Morey the
for a bit
of what is considered the cleverest character work of his career and incidentally
brings world
to life.the screen a new phase of underRuth Roland in a tense moment and a checked
suit in Pathe's serial, " The Tiger's Trail "

The story
Destiny story,
" is
founded
on a ofBlue" Fighting
Book Magazine
" Jungle Heart," by Stanley Shaw, and was
directed by Paul Scardon.
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"Tempest
Scores
the best liked and most widely
read. He
Screen Version of Mary and
J. Holmes, Sunshine"
estimates that more than fifty million have
Famous Novel, Registers with
read the book or seen the play, and states
that 20,000 copies of the book were sold
Stanley Booking Corporation
and that it was produced on the stage
for One Hundred Days
15,000 times.
WHEN Frank M. Buehler, Managing
The stage drama of " Tempest and SunDirector of The Stanley Company of
shine "has had long runs in all the leading cities and shorter runs in the smaller
Philadelphia, saw " Tempest and Sunshine,"
he immediately booked it for one hundred
towns. It is said to have provided hundreds of repertoire companies with the
daj'S in the Stanley theatres.
Then the Comerford Circuit at Scranton
best night of the week.
J. Frank Hatch first wanted to assure
quickly contracted for eighteen more days.
himself of the merits of the screen version.
Added impetus was given when the Chamberlain Circuit of Shamokin booked the
He declares that he found it a production
worthy of the highest honor in the big
film attraction for twelve days and the
film special class.
Jack Meyers Circuit at Williamsport took
it for another dozen days.
" The casting was perfect," declared Mr.
J. Frank Hatch of Newark, New Jersey,
Hatch.
" Every
one of
the of
most
roles in this
immortal
classic
the likable
South
owner of the -World rights and the original negative, then began to wholly realize
was portrayed by a capable film actor or
actress who seemed to fairly live the part.
that his hunch was a good one. For, according to report, the big buyers along
" It is not only well acted and faithful
Broadway had not enthused. They had
to the story with the true Kentucky atmosphere but it is skilfully directed and
assumed a sort of lukewarm attitude, it
is said, when suddenly Mr. Hatch, a forconsistently
mounted in every set."
mer circus man and now owner of film
Twenty States have already been sold
exchanges at Newark, Philadelphia, Pittson " Tempest and Sunshine " and it is
burgh, Cleveland and Cincinnati, was in- hailed by many experienced buyers as one
spired to buy the negative and World
of the few big and welcome surprises of
the season.
rights.
As a showman, he is said to have immePennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Florida, New Jersey,
diately recognized the array of exploitaGeorgia, Tennessee, North Carolina, South
tion-aids open to the exhiibtor on " TempCarolina, Virginia, Texas, Mississippi,
est and Sunshine."
says that
he took
into accountMr.theHatch
immense
sale
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Maryland, District
throughout the country of the popular
of Columbia, Alabama and Wisconsin were
novel.
sold before March 25.
Hiller and Wilk are the selling agents
Mary J. Holmes is the author of twenty
popular novels, and Mr. Hatch felt that
for Mr. Hatch, and the production is in
six reels.
of all these "Tempest and Sunshine" was
Says Houdini
Serial Goes Strong in South
REPORTS received from the South by and Knoxville, and we have a contract
with them for both towns.
Octagon Films, Inc., on the B. A. Rolfe
" A big contract we hold is with the
serial, " The Master Mystery," starring
Saenger Amusement Company, of New
Houdini, are said to indicate an unparalleled artistic and financial serial success.
Orleans, La., which will probably use Houdini in twenty or twenty-five of their theThe Company states that a report has
atres. One of their houses is the Liberty,
just been received from the Criterion Film
regarded as among the finest in the South.
Service, of Atlanta and New Orleans,
" Formerly a losing proposition, the
which is distributing the production in
Saenger Amusement Co. acquired it and
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florput in the Houdini as one of its big weekly
ida, Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi and
attractions, with the result that the house
Louisiana.
is now on a paying basis, according to Mr.
" In every theatre where Houdini is playRichards, the general manager of the coming the serial is going over big," the report
of the Criterion Film Service reads,
pany."■
Bowers an Old Timer
" Among the notable instances is the Piedmont Theatre of Charlotte, N. C, one of
Arthur Bowers, casting director for Samthe finest vaudeville houses in the South.
uel L. Rothapfel, has been on Broadway
The owner and manager of the house, G.
for twenty-five years in the capacities of
W. Pryor, writes us that Houdini has inactor, stage director and technical man,
creased his business $100 every day that
and was stage director at the Metropolitan
Opera House for several seasons. Mr.
" The Master Mystery " has been shown.
Bowers defies anyone to name a theatre of
"Another example is the Signal Amusement Company, whose headquarters are in any prominence from here to the Coast in
which he has not acted in one of the above
Chattanooga. Tenn. This company owns
and operates eight theatres in Chattanooga
capacities.
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Poster of " Tempest
Sunshine," a J. Frank
Hatchand picture
World

Acquires Two Pioneer Features
A deal is announced by M. H. Hoffman,
of the Pioneer Film Corporation, whereby
the World Film Corporation gain control
for
certain
territory of two of the big
Pioneer
features.
The territorial rights to " Wives of Men,"
the big feature starring Florence Reed, for
Wisconsin, Minnesota and North and
South Dakota, have been acquired by
World. The same territory on " The Still
I'ilm
Alarm Company.
" was also bought by the World
The United States rights to " Little Orphant Annie," the filmization of James
\\ hitcomb Riley's famous poem, with the
exception of the State and City of New
York, were also sold by Pioneer to the
World Corporation.
Judging from the way in which " Little
Orphant Annie " is booking in the New
York territory, Mr. Hoffman says that he
is assured that the picture is worthy of
greater exploitation. He has therefore arranged to give it an elaborate billboard
showing and boost it on big lines.
Weeks Leaves for Coast
C. A. Weeks, treasurer of the Zane Grey
Pictures, Inc., and Great Authors Pictures,
Inc., has left New York for a flying trip to
Los Angeles, where he will confer with B.
B. Hampton, president of the two organizations, and other associates in the western
offices of these companies.
The Zane Grey company is now completing, as the first of its series of special
productions, an adaptation of one of Mr.
Grey's
books,is being
" Desertmade
Gold."
At
the most
same popular
time there
on
the coast by the Great Authors Pictures,
Inc., " The Westerner," from Stewart
Edward White's book of the same title.
Sells " Wives of Men "
Supreme Photoplays, Inc., of Denver,
has bought the rights for " Wives Of
Men" for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and
New Mexico from the Pioneer Film Corporation of New York City.
The Greater Features, Inc., of Seattle,
has the rights for this feature in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.
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Large

Organizations
going to give the exhibitor in bringing this
to the attention of their patrons is going
" Youngest Man " in Industry to Control This Number of Big
to be something entirely different from anyConcerns — Tells the Why and Wherefore of Each — Has
thing that has ever been offered or sugEvery Confidence in Rothapfel Program and
gested by any company.
Promises Bigger Things
Why I Branched Out
NOTHING succeeds like success, and it is contended this axiom has
" I am satisfied that the pictures, which
never been better illustrated than by the activities of Frank G. Hall
I acquired and put out on a percentage
during the past year. Holding the distinction of being the youngest
arrangement with various distributors,
man in the industry to stand as promoter and executive head of four of the
were good, but when they left my hands
they were beyond my control as far as
trade's largest most successful corporations — Independent Sales Corporation,
selling them to exhibitors was concerned,
The Film Clearing House, The Film Finance Corporation and Rothapfel Picand the uncertain gains and the more freture Corporation, all of which companies Mr. Hall is the creative and managing
quent losses I sustained, proved to me the
head — he has earned the distinction attributed to him by hard plugging. His
fallacy of this plan. I decided if sound
success is marked by rapid strides during the space of only a few months and
business principles were applied to the picthe corporations for which he stands, speak for themselves. They are recogture industry, there would be no reason
nized in the motion picture world as big, doing big things and rendering servwhy it could not be a continuous success
ice and product that have stood the test. Each day shows advancement, imI saw success if I could concentrate all my
efforts on the distributing end of the busiprovement and greater scope, and with creation of the Rothapfel Picture Corness.
poration and the realization of its intentions, Mr. Hall has added a strength,
" The first idea was the Film Clearing
the progressive force of which is yet to be determined, but in which both he
House, Inc., which came into existence
and Samuel L. Rothapfel have the greatest confidence and ask only that the
motion picture world wait and judge for itself. One of the prime reasons for October 30, 1918, and by December 1, 1918,
we had in operation throughout the United
Mr. Hall's success is due to his insistence in keeping in close touch with every
States, eighteen units. The Film Clearing
phase of the motion picture industry.
House was organized for the sole purpose
of providing Independent producers or
Rothapfel Unit Program
groups of producers, who maintained their
Mr. Hall was asked by a representative
own sales force, an agency through which
of the News to tell the why, wherefore and
they could have their films shipped and
accomplishments of each of the four corinspected and their rentals collected and
porations for which he was sponsor and of
turned over to them weekly. In order to
which he is executive head, and in the
get the product, it would be necessary to
following interview he answers :
furnish a sales, organization, hence the ex" Since Rothapfel Picture Corporation is
istence of the Independent Sales Corporathe latest spoke to radiate from the wheel
tion.
whose circumstance incloses the activities
Sales and Finance
concerning which you ask, I assume that
you would like to be enlightened on this
" I figured that if the plan was good, we
first. As a matter of fact, I am going to
would be doing business with a number of
say little about this for I would prefer
different producing companies, and I wanted
to have Mr. Rothapfel talk of his one big
to have sales forces that would be independent of each other, so that if one man
ambition, now partially realized. He's a prethad a star series and he wanted so many
ty busy man during these days but I'm
salesmen to handle his product, we could
sure that if you can see him " between
contract with him for a certain number to
the acts " at the Bacon-Backer studio where
he is holding the megaphone over the cast
sell this series and so with any other conof players now creating the roles of his
cern, and all would be sold on an indefirst big feature for the Rothapfel Unit
pendent basis.
Program, he will tell you what he has done,
"
To
get
the class of pictures, to distribwhat he is going to do and concerning the
ute,
the
producers
stated that if I could arresults expected. I, for one, expect big Frank G. Hall, of Independent Film Corporation
range
to
finance
the cost
prints'
and
things but would rather wait and let the
make them an advance
on theof cost
of prothe idea before him. He was so taken with
things speak for themselves. And, believe
duction so that they could go ahead and
me, they are going to speak in stentorian
it, that it just took me four days to make
continue to complete additional pictures,
tones when they make their debut on the the Rothapfel Picture Corporation a rethey would be willing to place their proscreen. This much I will say about the
ality with Mr. Rothapfel as its president.
duct with us for sale and distribution and
Rothapfel Unit Programme.
He is giving his entire time and attention
for that reason I formed the Film Clearing
to the producing of his first unit, which
" I conceived the idea several years ago,
House. It might be termed a private bankwill be ready for distribution some time in
when I first became acquainted with Mr.
ing company. This company makes conRothapfel at the time he was president of May. If I am any judge and I think I
tracts with producers and agrees to advance
should be from the experience I have had
the First National Exhibitors Circuit, with
them sufficient money for the cost of the
as an exhibitor, he is going to give to the
which company I was also connected, havpositive prints and in addition pay the proexhibitors of the United States the most
ing the franchise for New Jersey. I was
ducer a fair portion of the negative cost.
always a great admirer of Mr. Rothapfel.
unique and highest class entertainment of This allows the producer to continue his
I thought his idea of presenting pictures
motion pictures ever presented in any the- production, without loss of time, which orwas so far in advance of anything else atre.
dinarily comes with the state righting of
I had ever seen, that I used to go to the
"We are going to present the Rothapfel
the
picture,
so the Film Finance Corporatheatre each week to see what he was offerUnit Programme in New York at a trade
tion now has a contract with the Film
ing new, and I was never disappointed.
showing, and the manner in which it will Clearing House and the Independent Sales
"When I learned that Mr. Rothapfel re- be presented will be just as unique as the Corporation to have the pictures which they
signed from the Rivoli and Rialto theatres,
whole idea. Mr. Rothapfel is handling the acquire sold and distributed by them
and there was a rumor he was going into producing end and the sales end comes unthroughout the world.
the production field, I immediately placed
der my supervision. The help that we are
(Continued on page 2327)
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Claims Unusual Features
Heather"
"White
UNUSUAL interest is said to center in filming of "The White Heather" possible
and utilized off the California coast. The
the forthcoming release of Maurice
results are said to be startling to the last
Tourneur's latest production, " The White
degree.
Heather," adapted from the Drury Lane
" The White Heather " is declared to be
melodrama.
the first instance of a motion picture being
There are said to be a number of unique
actually directed on the ocean floor. Mr.
features to " The White Heather," not the
least of which are the scenes taken at the
Tourneur donned a deep sea diver's suit
and directed his players at the bottom of
bottom of the ocean and which provide
the sea by means of signals.
the big punch of the melodrama. These
Not only is "The White Heather" said
scenes were taken by Mr. Tourneur off
to possess greater punch than Mr. TourSan Pedro Harbor by means of the reneur's melodramatic " Sporting Life," but
markable invention of the Williamson
it possesses greater and broader appeal.
brothers which makes sub-sea photography
" The White Heather " tells a story not
only of tremendous interest to men but to
possible. This invention, utilized so sucwomen as well. It lies far from the world
cessfully in " Twenty Thousand Leagues
of sports, the romance being one of the
Under the Sea " and " The Submarine
Eye," has been still further developed by Scotch highlands and the sea. It is a story
of remarkable contrasts, too, revolving
the Williamsons. Under water photogbetween the upper strata of Scotch nobility
raphy is now perfect by means of this device, which was built especially for Mr.
and the lower dregs of the London underTourneur at great expense to make the world.
Schlank Completes Capital Exchanges Tour
AFTER a trip over the entire chain of boom in its history, with practically every
Capital Exchanges, Ike Schlank, presi- town of the northwest being swept along
dent of the Capital Film Company, returned
in a similar tide of prosperit3'.
to the Indianapolis headquarters last week.
" It seems," states Mr. Schlank, " that
He states that he traveled fully 6,000 miles
practically every section of the country is
on the tour.
flourishing as never before. Of course,
With considerable enthusiasm, Mr.
there are spots here and there that the prosSchlank offers his decision that the entire
perity of peace times has not yet visited,
country now is in the most healthy way
but
they
are few and far between."
from the motion picture standpoint, since
Mr. Schlank's visit was in the interest of
the inception of the screen.
Capital's new policy of " foremost stars in
Mr. Schlank's first stop was made at short features." According to reports the
avalanche of contracts from the various
Kansas City, where he states that he found
a more prosperous condition than has been
branches caused Mr. Schlank to immediknown for years. Every picture theatre in
ately make a complete survey to see
whether conditions really warranted an
town was doing capacity business, and
elaboration of the Capital program, the
every manager accordingly very affable and
issuance of more releases each week, and
optimistic.
Speaking of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
the possibilities of strengthening, as far as
possible, all advertising aids to the exhibithe energetic " Capital " president described
tor.
the twin cities as enjoying the greatest
Osso Forms Company
with Miss Cassinelli
actress to register the maximum values of
ADOLPHE OSSO, who recently proa dramatic situation.
moted the organization of the Albert
Capellani Productions, Inc., has organized
Miss Cassinelli's company will commence
a second producing company to make pic- work immediately at the Capellani studio in
tures featuring Dolores Cassinelli.
Fort Lee, where the great French director
" Miss Cassinelli's latest production, in is producing " Oh, Boy," the first of his
which she was starred, is the patriotic
own company's special productions for release through Pathe, it being, the first of
drama, " The Unknown Love," which is bea series of Capellani Productions featuring
ing released by Pathe; and it is said that
June Caprice and Creighton Hale.
her contribution to that picture is a noteworthy one. "The Cameo Girl" will be at
the head of the new company, which will
McCutcheon and Seay to
operate under the name of the Cameo Pictures Corporation.
Gray Seal Productions
Announcements have been made by
By special arrangement with Albert
Capellani, he will direct Miss Cassinelli and
George Julian Houtain, President of Gray
Seal Productions, of the appointment of
supervise the productions, and although the
Cameo Pictures Corporation and the Albert
John L. McCutcheon to succeed Richard
Capellani Productions, Inc., will operate in- Turner as Manager of Productions.
President Houtain also stated that he
dependently of each other, he will serve
both companies. This arrangement is in- has engaged Charles Morgan Seay to direct Myrtle Stedman in these productions.
deed a happy one, inasmuch as Miss CasMr. Seay has been with the Edison,
sinelli will be in a position to avail herVitagraph and World, and has also proself of Mr. Capellani's successful experience, and especially enjoy the benefit of his
duced many educational subjects accordparticularly unique ability to enable an
ing to report.
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Announces
Aywon FilmsFeatures
Fifteen five-reel features will be released
by Aywon Film Corporation, according to
an announcement of Nathan Hirsh, president of that organization.
The first three releases will be " The
Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and
Henry
KolkerBelasco
; " Roses
Thorns,"
the famous
star,andLenore
Ulric,within
the stellar role, and " In the Days of DarTom are
Mix,described
the notedas cowboy
actor.ing,"Allstarring
of these
dramas
of the most absorbing kind, full of punch,
thrills and tense dramatic scenes, well produced and enacted by capable casts.
On each of the fifteen releases it is announced that there will be available a full
line of paper and advertising accessories,,
all prepared by experts and designed with
the one idea of increasing business.
This is heralded as especially attractive
advertising matter that will prove a great
help to exhibitors if used properly.
In the New York territory Mr. Hirsh
will handle his own bookings. At the present time York
he is state
booking
Beyond
the isLawsaid"
in New
and " the
feature
to be booking well and proving a most dependable box-office attraction.
Diggs

Prepares Press Sheets
and Posters

To aid the exhibitor in placing " When
My Ship Comes In " and " When a Woman
Strikes," the two latest specials announced
by Frank Hall for the 10-20-30 series of
Independent Sales Corporation's releases,,
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager, and
Harry P. Diggs, of the exploitation department, have prepared distinct press sheets,
heralds, posters, throw-aways and a complete line of accessories on these two subjects. The campaign is distinguished from
others prepared
on Independent
releases of this series
in that it Sales'
has been
made more comprehensive and more attention has been paid to detail. These advertising aids have been placed in the hands
of all of the Independent branch managers.

Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber, in " When a
Woman Strikes," Independent Sales feature
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Screen Story Sells
the Book
In an announcement issued this week by
Frohman Amusement Corporation, of
which Wiliam L. Sherrill is president, it
is declared that the screen production of
" Once to Every Man " has helped materially in selling the published book version
of
the
to Every
in its screenstory.
form," Once
is being
sold onMan,"
the
state rights basis.
In the State of Michigan, during the past
three weeks, and since " Once to Every
Man" opened at the Majestic Theatre in
Detroit, the local book-stores have reordered one full edition, and the duplicate
orders to the publishers from New England, Western Pennsylvania and the Southeastern territory have compelled Grosset &
Dunlop to re-print two additional editions.

Hall

Heads Four Big
Organizations
{Continued from page 2325)
" Thetions is the
10-20-30
special
producresultseries
of anofidea
I conceived
several years ago before I entered the distributing field. Thirty dollars does not
mean first run, but it means that this price
prevails for about the first eight weeks, and
in such cities as New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston, " day and date " runs
are booked. After it is eight weeks old,
it becomes in the $20 class. I mean eight
weeks after the first run has played, or
eight weeks for any particular zone or
teritory, then after a specified period it
automatically goes in the $10 class. Under this plan we have already signed up
over 2,800 exhibitors, and we are adding
daily new accounts, which I hope in a
short time, will reach the four thousand
mark. I have been careful to select pictures of exceptional box office value for this
series and every exhibitor who has played
our pictures to date, has been satisfied.
The best proof of that is, we have not received one cancellation.
Serials to Be Released
" It is my intention to release this year
about forty-eight productions. I have not
contracted for all of these, but within the
next month I hope to have all the ends
tied up and be off for business early in the
summer.
" In addition co feature productions, I
am going to arrange for two big serials,
and twelve comedies."

" Khavah,"
man in pictures
leadingAleichem
Tenenholt
Alex first
of thez, Sholem
Post Pictures Engages

Paul

Swan
A contract has been signed by Paul
Swan, who has had a most extraordinary
amount of publicity as " the world's most
perfect man," to appear in a series of feature photoplays with the Post Pictures
Corporation. This corporation has up to
now become well known -in trade circles
for travel and scenic pictures.
The pictures starring Paul Swan will
be based on this artist's varied talents.

Gale Henry Comedies to
Bee Hive Exchanges
R. C. Cropper, general manager of the
Bee Hive Exchanges, has acquired the Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin rights for the
Gale Henry Comedies. Gale Henry is declared to be the latest comedy discovery
in Los Angeles.
Vincent Bryan is writing some of her
scenarios, and the first three, titled " A
Slavie," ," Cash," and " Wild Women," are
now on the way to the exchanges. They
will be in two reels and released every
other week.

UK

POLICY

Our Laboratory

Experts do not depend upon their hind-sight to solve puzzling problems.
They

Think

First and Then

Act
Their many years of study and experience enables them to know Low to treat negative and
positive film so that the best results will be obtained. Organized thought, sound judgment,
determined action is usually their course.

They Make Sure They Are Right. Before Going Ahead
The services of our Laboratory Experts are always available to producers, directors and
Tel. Bryant 7190
photographers.
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The " between-pictures" calmness at the
Fox studio ended early the week of March
29th when all producing units became active, three starting on new plays.
William C. Dowlan, formerly director
of Mary Miles Minter at the American
following a long experience at Universal,
where he directed Carter deHaven and
others, has been engaged by the Fox organization, and this week began the filming of a story starring Peggy Hyland. The
title has not been selected. Dev Jennings
is in charge of the photographic work of
this company.
Mr. Dowlan succeeds Lynn Reynolds who
resigned after almost a year with the Fox
organization in order that he could devote
several months to the making of subjects
for the independent field. Reynolds will
shortly begin the production of these subjects he has in mind. While with the Fox
organization he directed a series of six
western pictures starring Tom Mix, and for
the past several months has been director
of Peggy Hylan.
" The High Flame," a story by Evelyn
Campbell, has been adopted for the screen
by Dennison Cliff, and is the vehicle for
Madlaine Traverse, now being filmed under
the direction of Harry Millarde. A cast
that includes William Conklin, borrowed
from Thomas H. Ince for this picture,
with Clyde Fillmore and Claire DuBrey
will suppotr Miss Traverse in this film.
Charles Kenyon has written an original
story and continuity for the same titled
" The Romance of Cow Hollow," to be produced by Arthur Rosson starring Tom Mix.
The story will take Mix and his troop in
the photoplay to New York City. Juanita
Hansen is to be leading woman of the troop.
According to schedule made by the Fox
studio management, three directors are to
be retained for two stars, Tom Mix and
Gladys Brockwell. The three directors are
Edward J. LeSaint, Arthur Rosson and
Frank Beal, and they will alternate in the
making of subjects with these two principals.

Fully two-thirds of the Metro studio's
mammoth stage was needed this week for
a setting representing the interior of a
large metropolitan theatre required for
scenes in the Nazimova production " The
Brat." This setting does not represent any
theatre of to-day, but was designed by M.
P. Stantcup, art director of the Metro studios, and is something on the order of the

scenes needed for the fifteen episode serial
which will co-star Tom- Moreno and Carol
Holloway. Wm. J. Bowman directed the
making of the exterior scenes, but from
now on he will" have the co-operation of
Donald Bradbury^ in the production of the
remaining scenes which will include many
exteriors and all of the interiors of the
fifteen two-reel releases. Besides the principals in this cast Jack Waltemeyer, Kate
Price and George Stanley were in the north
for the eight-week period.
William Duncan and company filming
" The Man of Might," have returned from
two weeks on the Pacific where they cruised
about in a two-masted schooner. The marine scenes will be used in all episodes from
the eleventh to fifteenth, inclusive. The
entire company experienced some undesirable conditions due to "heavy " weather.

Fay Tincher, first
who Christie
returns special
to comedy in the
Winter Garden type. Stage, fly galleries,
proscenium arch, auditorium, boxes, foyer
and lobby were included in the setting. In
fact, there was everything there from the
back wall of the stage to the line in front.
When scenes were taken, more than 600
extra people were used. This week will
see the last scenes for " The Brat " filmed,
the theatre setting being the last one required for this production being filmed by
Director Herbert Blache.
In addition to Alice Lake, leading woman, Joseph Kilgore and Gus Phillips will
be the principal players in support of Bert
Lytell in " The Lion's Den " now being
directed by George D. Baker, who prepared
the continuity for the film play from the
story by Fredrich Oren Bartlett, who was
author of Lytell's success " The Spender."

From Eureka, California, comes a call
to the Vitagraph studio for some Southern
Californian sunshine, as the Vitagraph
Company producing unit headed by Bessie
Love and directed by David Smith, has
been at this northern location more than
two weeks, and there have been but two
days in which they could make pictures because of unfavorable weather conditions.
The Vitagraph company is using exterior
locations in the lumber region.
After eight weeks in the snow-capped
mountain district near Truckee, California,
the Vitagraph Company making the "Perils
of Thunder Mountain " serial, returned to
Los Angeles March 22nd with all snow

The Universal Company has added two
more directors to its already big staff increasing the total to fifteen, the most recent
additions being Al Santell and Eric Von
Stroheim. Santell is a former comedy director associated with American, Kalem,
Universal and National, who has just been
discharged from the army after service of
more than a year. He will make a series
of comedies, the first of which is titled
" One Lovely Night," and will offer as its
featured player, Josephine Hill, who succeeded Lila Lee in Gus Edwards' song rei
view " School Days."
" The Pinnacle " is the name given a
feature play written and now being produced by Von Stroheim, who appeared as
the
heavy
" Thein Heart
Humanity,
following in
work
D. W.of Griffith
and'J
Douglas Fairbanks subjects. This play was
written by Von Stroheim, and the cast selected includes Kathrine Adams, late leading woman for Earle Williams, Sam DeGrasse, and the director himself will play
an important part. Reeves Eason is to be
the assistant and co-director.
R. S. Sturgeon has begun the direction
of the production of Bayard Veiler play
" The Chatter Box," which is to star Priscilla Dean. Francis MacDonald will be
the leading man, and the cast includes
George McDaniels, Gertrude Astor, Joseph
Swickard and Claire Greenwood.
Complete cast selected to support Dorothy Phillips in her coming production being filmed by Allen Holubar includes Robert Anderson and William Stowell as leading men, both of whom supported her in
her recent success " The Heart of Humanity." In this subject titled " The Light,"
Miss Phillips will play a dual role.
Rhea Mitchell, late leading woman for
William S. Hart, has joined Universal.
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The cast for " Secret Service," the Paramount-Artcraft Production being made by
Hugh Ford from the play of the same
name by William Gillette, has been announced, and contains a big array of noteworthy players. Capt. Robert Warwick will
appear in the role of Louis DuMont; Wanda Hawley will be leading woman, appearing as Edith Varney; Theodore Roberts, General Randolph; Capt. Ferguson,
Wilfred Varney; Edith Chapman, Mrs.
Varney; Raymond Hatton, Morgan Varney; Robert Caine, Henry DuMont; Irving
Cummings, Arreford, and Guy Oliver,
Jonas the negro. Jo Boyle is the assistant
director, and William Marshall the photographer. This play, based upon the happenings within the city of Richmond during the siege, will have a number of remarkable settings, all of which have been
built. Those who are not familiar with
the story of this play have gained the
wrong impression that it is a war drama,
all of which is erroneous, inasmuch as it
merely shows life within the city while the
northern troops were about it.
The Lila Lee Company, being directed
by Irvin Willatt, has gone to Truckee ; and
James Cruze with Wallace Reid and company are back at the studio making the
interiors for "The Valley of Giants"- — a
story laid in lumber region of northern
California — after spending four weeks in
timber camps. The troop brought back
with them many stories of narrow escapes,
runaway trains, etc., which gave them harrowing experiences during the filming.
Ethel Clayton is on a month's vacation,
and has gone to New York to spend this
time with friends.
The C. B. deMille play from the Edgar
Selwyn story " For Better For Worse," is
now receiving its final cutting.

cJfere and
U7Ler&K
Clarence G. Badger will begin directing
the Jerome J. Jerome play " The New
Lady Bancock," with Madge Kennedy as
star. John Bowers is to be Miss Kennedy's leading
man,principal
and Herbert
Standing
will appear
in the
character
role
Having completed the scenario and working script for the next Rex Beach film,
the cast for this subject was selected this
week, and includes Clara Horton and Cullen Landis as leads, with Sidney Ainsworth, Walter MacNamara, Ernest Spencer, Colin Kenny, Wilson Taylor, Billy
Bennett, and Hallen Colley in the supporting cast. Reginald Barker, who has directed three Beach subjects, will be in
charge of filming this photoplay.
The Universal Film Company has decided to secure travelogue and scenic subjects from the Orient, and with this end
in view have engaged William F. Alder
to make a tour of the Indian Ocean Islands.
Alder leaves the latter part of April with
the expectation of being on the trip more
than a year. He will be accompanied by
Eddie Laemmle, who will serve as his assistant.

W. E. Atkinson, manager of Metro Exchange system, arrived in Los Angeles
March 21st while on a tour of the country
on which. he is visiting all exchanges of
the Metro.
William S. Hart has been supplied with
another suitable story by Charles Alden
Selzer, author of " Riddle Gawne," and Mr.
Hart and Company left this week for Victorville, 150 miles north of Los Angeles
on the desert, where exteriors will be made.
The new play is titled " Square Deal Sanderson," and has a very complicated plot,
Hart masquerading as the brother of a girl
who owns a large cattle ranch and is being harrassed by other ranch owners who
wish to secure her property. How the girl
finally learns that Hart is not her brother,
makes an interesting climax. Lambert
Hillyer picturized the story which appeared
in Argosy magazine, and the direction is
being done by Hillyer and Mr. Hart. Ana
Little plays the feminine lead, the heavies
are Frank Whitson and Edwin Wallock,
and an important part is taken by Lloyd
Bacon.
Director Scott Dunlap has been making
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Almost fair.
Spring is almost upon us.
Albert E. Smith's in town.
W.
our village.
Al E.RayAtkinson's
had the in grippe
this
week.
Richard Roland, the Metro chief
is out west.
Even if Arizona is dry, it is not
to be movieless.
There is much talk about a
high jinks to be held April 24th.
George Hackathorn was a caller
at HOOKUM office this week.
Doug. Fairbanks has moved.
Melrose avenue is the new address.

NEWS

good progress in the filming of "Words
and
ElinorMusic,"
Fair. co-starring Albert Ray and
On the Fox comedy studio lot a new
director is at work. He is Frank Griffin,
former director of Sennett Keystone and
Paramount comedies, and he is at work on
a scenario written by Hampton Del Ruth,
supervising director of the comedy department. Slim Summerville, Ethel Teare,
Dave Morris and other will known comedy
players are to appear in this subject.
Director Jack Blystone is making the
final scenes for a comedy titled " Footlight
May Allison is to be seen in her next
play,
present
titledwho" His
Father's Wife,"
as a atSwiss
singer
is deserted
by her
Maids."
sweetheart
who comes to America. She
follows him and becomes a Broadway success in one of the New York roofs, where
she is sought by her former sweetheart
whom she makes believe is her stepson, by
the story that she has married his father.
Henry Otto will be the director and Walter
Percival plays the male lead.

Doohum
MORE

NEWS

ped by a speed cop, advised that
a friend of his was dying ot con- Oliverly. ItsMorosco's
a three
act company
farce,
andshortBob
vulsions (meaning his Director, guarantees
a laugh
in every
act.
Reignald
Barker),
because
he
was
Ben
Grimm,
who
has
just
wanten minutes late.
dered back from the aero service
Mabel Normand called on the in Honolulu, is authority for the
nurse at the Goldwyn sudio hos- statement
the best hulu
cers are onthatBroadway,
and danthat
pital this week with her eye in
a sling, and asked to have her he hasn't heard any real ukulele
eyelashes
combed
out
as
they
music
since
he
left
his
eastern
were so badly tangled.
shore — meaning a place in the
of the roof gardens.
Our town had a "home pro vicinity
Bill Farnum came west,
ducts
parade
"
this
week,
and
Tom
Mix came down the street with it When
with the understanding
his black and white overcoat, and he was
was
to
make pictures in Los
it drowned out the strains of six
bands and a drum corps, singly Angeles, veniebut
he has
connt to spend
mostfound
of hisit time
and collectively.
Palm Springs. Our Chamber
Fritzi woman,
Brunete, admits
Mitchell
leading
she Lewis'
has a Gene Allen says that regardless at
of Commerce would like to know
new hobby-making perfume.
of the fact that the Hart Com- what the Palm Springs chamber
Kennedy
pany urdays
will onbetheon desert,
locationthetwochurch
Sat- of commers has done to keep Bill
to Madge
the west
with has
five come
trunksbackof
at that almost forsaken place.
new gowns and she arrived in Los wagon will move with clock like up Lou
Anger says that every
Angeles Home Products week.
regularity
and
pay-day
will
be
ingenue
must have a fad or fancy
Since Bill Hart had his head observed on Saturday as usual
and
so
he has chosen ice cream
shave for convict scenes, he is Hugh Ford got all fussed up
said to have gotten along ex- this week because he had about for
quarthisat hobby.
a time. Yes,
The he'll
othereatdaya
hair tonic.tremely well without the use cf sixty stars to direct at one time he had a twelve inch plate heaped
but he and
said from
the sea
ven up
all he
it would
nold.it and
This publication was advised heavy,
whatwasn't
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madewitha bet
could eat
all,
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then
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the
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but
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location music,
the other
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that
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not
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not
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First Nationalites in January, and unawares at an exhibitors' lun- of a graveyard, and now people of
cheon
and
asked
to
make
a
now he's back for an indefinite
the industry want to know why
speech, and being a magician, as the
citv fathers thought any actor
stav.
well
as
a
publicity
writer,
he
Hoping
to
get
a
lot
of
good
ideas, the editor of HOOKUM made a confession that he was could be induced to work there.
contemplates at some early date, not there with the goods, and so HOOKUM has received a serial poem from our neighbor, Dick
sending the star reporter to Cul- he
could not do any tricks for
veruelCitvGoldwyn.
to interview Mister Sam- them.
Willis,
we're
going
todown
put
ittheup hall,
to ourandreaders
S. E. Schlager, who has been as
number
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writing pieces for the paper about shallto the
Transactions^
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film exchange
release.
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to
write
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Who?
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of day through
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Ads.—

Tell

Your

[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

ACCOUNTANT — Experienced accountant,
22 years of age, released from U. S.
N. R. F., desires connection as assistant
operator or publicity man. Willing to go
anywhere to start. References exchanged.
Will consider work in film exchange.
Address H. H. T., Motion Picture News.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR— Late with Bob
Leonard, now with Canadian Engineers,
Signal Corps. Expect to be in Los Angeles in February.
years'^
starting
as propertySixman
withexperience,
Wallace
Beery. Twenty-two years old. If you
want me communicate with Miss Gibsone,
Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood.
OPERATOR-MANAGER— O perator and
electrician, honorably discharged from
aviation service, wishes position as operator or manager of small house in good
town. liverFive
years' Salary
experience.
dethe goods.
and allCan
in first
letter. Address O. V. Tilton, Auditorium,
Defiance, la.
FOTOPLAYER— Operator, thorough musician, desires position Pennsylvania,
New York State, Jersey, Delaware, playing for pictures, not at them. Make all
repairs. Open April 1. Address Operator, care of Motion Picture News.
SOLDIER — Am twenty-five years of age,
and was for several years in the motion
picture game ; production, distribution,
publicity, laboratory and office management, with initiative and executive ability.
Expect honorable discharge from army
soon. A. B. C, care of Motion Picture
News.
STUDIO — Honorably discharged soldier,
twenty-two, desires studio opening doing
anything to start where ability to work
and learn will be justly appreciated. Address I. J. Fanaroff, 751 Stanton Road,
Anicostia, D. C.
ORGANIST— Honorably discharged soldier, organist, wishes position advantageous to completing studies ; competent
now to render classy selections. Address
Musician, care of Motion Picture
News.
ASSISTANT — Assistant director, one year
in navy, desires connection with producer. Have assisted Frank Grandon,
Bing Thompson, Howell Hansel, Allen
Holubar, John Lopez. Can cut film and
make scene plots. Address X. Z. Y.,
Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR— Just discharged from navy.
Seven years' experience, union. Wishes
position anywhere, on any make machine.
Can furnish good references. Write,
stating all, to D. E. Davis, 608 Fifth
Street, Sioux City, Iowa.

Wants
Brentwood

WANTED

Antonio

Moreno and Carol Holloway, Vitagraph stars, at Truckee

Prizma

Moves to Twentythird Street

Picture

News

Here

Comedy

Makes

Progress on Coast
The new Brentwood comedy drama,
" Better Times," King W. Vidor directing,
is now well under process of production.
The cast is made up of players widely
known for their work in many of the biggest successes of the screen. It was chosen
in accordance with the Brentwood's policy
that the perfect fitness of each player for
his part and the perfect balance of the
cast as a whole should outweigh the importance of nationally known names.
For " Better Times," King Vidor has a
cast comprising Jack McDonald of Slap
Jack fame in " The Spoilers," and the Mr.
Taine of Harold Bell Wright's " Eyes of
the World " ; Za Su Pitts, the pathetic
Slavey, with Mary Pickford in the " Little
Princess " ; Hugh Fay coming from* two
years' work in many Fox productions;
David Butler, the Mons. Le Bebe of " The
Greatest Thing in Life"; W. P. (Billy)
De Vaull, the Old Nelse of "The Clansman," prominent in other Griffith productions and in the two recent productions of
H. B. Walthall; George Hackathorn, the
youngest son in " Heart of Humanity," and
with Jack Pickford in Mark Twain pictures; also a number of attractive screen
society buds for scenes of a modern fashionable young ladies' school.

Prizma, Incorporated, producers of the
Prizma Master Pictures in Nature's colors,
has outgrown its quarters at 11 East 14th
street and has made arrangements to move
its executive offices on April 1 to 71 West
23rd street, where it has leased the entire
fourteenth floor.
The present offices of the company are
in the old Van Buren Estate at 11 East 14th
street, which is of considerable historical
interest in the moving picture business and
has been the home of several notable successes.
At one time it was the home of the old
Biograph Company. Here Mary Pickford,
Bobby Harron, Lillian and Dorothy Gish
and others made some of their first pictures,
and here D. W. Griffith laid the foundation
for his later successes.
The work of enlarging the Prizma laboratories at 3193 Boulevard, Jersey City,
in order to provide facilities for meeting
the demand for prints, is being carried on
rapidly under the supervision of Mr. William V. D. Kelley, inventor of the Prizma
processes,
anda short
quantity
sured within
time. production is as-

Hodupp Again with Pathe
V. H. Hodupp is again connected with
Pathe Exchange, Inc., in an important capacity after a brief absence. He entered
the organization in May, 1914, as a salesman for the Pathe News in Jersey City.
Later he was appointed salesmen out of
the Syracuse office, and after several
months' service in this capacity he was appointed branch manager of the Syracuse
office. In 1915 Mr. Hodupp was appointed
branch manager of the Chicago Exchange,
and after more than a year was called into
the home office and appointed as special
representative.
His new duties will call upon him to visit
the various exchanges. to inspect the poster
and shipping departments and put them
into first-class condition. He will also install the sales control and see that it is
being kept up to date at all times ; also it
will be to install the perpetual inventory
on posters, which Pathe is confident will
prove beneficial to even- exchange.

Re-engaged by Universal
Ben Wilson, who with Neva Gerber was
featured in the Universal series, " The
Voice on the Wire," " The Mystery Ship,"
and in divers other productions, and who is
one of the olders actors of the cinema studios, has been re-engaged by Universal and
will begin work in comedy productions
immediately.

United Picture Theatres, Inc., this week

Lavishly Dresses
Kitty Gordon

declaredGordon
that the
array of costumes
"which
Kitty
is scheduled
to wear in
her
forthcoming production called " Playthings Of Passion," is going to be dazzling,
in a financial sense, to say the least.
When Miss Gordon is fully arrayed in
this picture, United places the value of her
clothes at a mere $200,000.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Plavers-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
BURL ING IJ AM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
Apr. .21 — Stop- Look- Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar.
Mar. 31
24 —— Marrying
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar. 17 — Oh, What a Night
Mar. 10 — Hard Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
Feb. 17 — Four of a Kind
Feb. 10 — Salvation Sue
Jan. 27 — You Couldn't Blame Her
COSMOFOTOFLLM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican? :
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
Feb. 10 — An Indian Lore Story
Feb. 3 — Indian Life
Feb. 1 — Photoplav Magazine Screen Supplement
BLACK AMD WHITE COMEDIES (International)
Mar. 24 — A Smashup in China
Mar. 17 — Judge Rumhauser's Miscue
BRUCE
18 — Scenic"SCENICS
Succotash
17 — The Lonesome Pup
16 — Frozen Thrills
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
13 — Horizon Hunters
12 — An Essav of the Hills
11— The Pale Pack Train
10 — The Tides of Yesterday ,
9 — Before Breakfast
8— The Wolf of the Teetons
7 — Sundown
6— The Restless Three
5— The Little High Horse
4— The River Gray and the River Green
3— The Wanderer and the Whoozitt
2— A Wee Bit Odd
1— 'Tis Tough to Be Tender
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
3
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
5
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
5
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
5
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
53
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
Feb. — The Prodigal Liar (William Desmond)
3
Feb. — Final Half; Cannibals of the South Seas
5
Feb. — What Every Woman Wants (Grace Darmond)
3
Jan.
— The Eleventh Commandment (Ralph Ince Production) 3
Jan. — Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
5
Jan.
— Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Jan.
—
Life's
a
Funnv
Proposition
(William
Desmond)
5
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — The Wav of a Maid
1
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
11
Mar. 169 —— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag Svstem (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 23 — Their Babv (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 262—— Easv
How "to
be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
Jan.
Pavments
1
Jan. 12 — Some Mother (Elinor Field)
1
Jan.
19
—
No
Man's
Land
1
ROTH ACKER OUTDOORS
Feb. 16 — Out Wvoming Wav
1
Feb.
A Bit oftheGod's
Countrv
11
Feb. 9—
2— Doing
Dells
Jan.
11
Jan. 26
19 —— Western
Bulls and Stuff'
Bears
Jan. 12 — G-eesers and Geysers
,.1

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Apr.
27 —— The
For Better
For Worse
(De S.
Mille's)
Apr. 20
Money— Corral
(William
Hart)
55
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Apr. 6— Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Staved at Home (D. W. Griffith's) 3
Mar.
16
—
The
Poppy
Girl's
Husband
(William
S.
Hart)
3
Mar. 9 — The Marriage Price (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
5
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 27 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reir)
.3
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
5
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
5
Apr. 13 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
5
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
55
Apr. 136—— Let"s
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6— The Test of Honor (John Barrvmore)
5
Mar. 30 — Peppy Polly (Dorothy Gish)
5
Mar. 30 — Little Comrade (Vivian Martin)
S
Mar. 30 — The Sheriff's Son (Charles Rav)
3
Mar.
Pettigrew'sThree
Girl (Enid
(EthelBennett)
Clavtbn)
Mar. 23
23 —— Partners
35
Mar. 16 — Extravagance (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
5
Mar. 9 — The Poor Boob (Brvant Washburn)
5
Mar. 2 — Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
5
Mar. 2 — Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
5
Mar. 2— Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
5
PARAMO UNT-ARTCRA FT SPECLALS
Feb. 16 — The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
.3
SUCCESS SERDZS (Re-Issues)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
3
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
5
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
5
Apr. 6— Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
.- .5
30 — Sold
Frederick)
'.
S5
Mar. 23
Rose (Pauline
of the Rancho
(Special
Cast)
Mar. 16 — Rags (Mary Pickford)
3
Mar. 9— Freckles (Jack Pickford)
S
Mar. 2— Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
S
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Apr.
Little Widow
(Sennett"s)
22
Apr. 27
20 —— The
An Amateur
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Apr. 136—— The
The Last
FoolishBottle
Age (Montgomery
(Sennett's)
Apr.
Flagg Film)
22
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
2
Mar. 23—
Wash Day
2
16 — Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr, (Sennett's)
and Mrs. Sidney '
Drew)
Mar. 9 — The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
2
Mar. 2— Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
2
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
2
Jan. 3— Camping Out (Roscoe "Fatty" Ar6uckle)
2
SINGLE REELS
27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Brav Pictograph) . .
20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes) .
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
6— Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
Apr.
Apr.
Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 306—— Tin
Zamboanga (Burton Holmes)
Mar.
30
—
Comets
(Bray Pictograph)
Mar.
Glorious Versailles (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 2323 —— Indoor
Gold
(Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 16 — Gay Pane in Wartime
(Burton Holmes)
Mar. 16 — Most Popular Girl in World
(Bray Pictograph).
Mar. 9 — Making Sombreros in Manila (Burton Holmes) .
9
—
Birth
of
a
Tornado
(Bray
Pictograph)
Mar. 2 — Cabaret of Old Japan (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 2— Hatching an Eagle a Day (Bray Pictograph)...
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN- TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Dee. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec. . — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3— Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Jan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)

6
6
6
6
6
S
3
3
3
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FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 15— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
June 1 — The Jungle Trail (William Farnum)
S
May 15 — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May 20A—— The
Siren's
SongNight
(Theda
Bara)....:
Apr.
Wolves
of the
(William
Farnum)
55
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
,
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
S
EXCEL PICTURES
May 16 — Words and Music (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23— The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16 — The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9— The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
Feb. 2 — Infidelity
...5
SUNSHINE
AND (Dr.
TOM Rameau's)
MIX COMEDIES
June 15 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 25 — The Merry Jailbirds
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9— Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
V*
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
*A
Mar. 30 — A Cow's Husband
54
Mar.
Out and Hohenzollern,
in Again
Mar. 2316 —— William
Sausage Maker
KlA
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
V2
Mar. 2 — Firemen, Save My Child
K
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
G ARS ON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays— Gaumont News
1
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
The Real Roosevelt
2
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
<XEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
6
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
6
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
6
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
6
Feb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
5
Jan. 5— Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
6
B URLINGH AM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
; . . .1
Lovely Lucerne
1
The Riviera of Lake Leman
1
Scrambles in the High Alps....
1
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
1
The Pilatus Railway
1
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
1
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
1
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
May
Gardenia
(RexKennedy)
Beach's)
May 1811 —— The
LeaveCrimson
It to Suson
(Madge

65

Film

Picture

News

Releases

May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
Apr. 20 — The Pest (Mabel Normand)
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
Apr. 6— Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
Mar. 30 — Daughter of Mine (Madge Kennedy)
Mar. 16 — A Man and His Money (Tom Moore)
Mar. 9 — The Brand (Rex Beach Cast)
BENNISON SERIES
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
Social Ambition
Honor's
Cross
Blue Blood
Rex
Beach's
Heartof ofthetheEast
Sunset
For the Freedom
(Betzwood)
CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr. 20 — Wanted — A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr. 6— The Midnight Alarm ("Smiling Bill" Parsons;
Mch. 23 — The Potum of Swat ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Mch. 9 — The New Breakfast Food ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
Mar. 30— What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve
Mar. 23 — A Little Bit of Heaven
.Mar. 16 — The Story of Steel
Mar. 9 — Good to Eat
Mar. 2 — Rough Stuff
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting Mixes
with Fate
(DouglasFairbanks)
Fairbanks)
-.
Reggie
In (Douglas
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The Return
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)

5
6
5
5
5
5
5
7
5
5
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7
7
76
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METRO EXCHANGES
May 12 — Orchestra D 2 (May Allison)
May 5 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 28 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 21 — Madelon of the Redwoods (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar.
24
—
That's
Good
(Hale
Hamilton)
Mar. 17 — The Way of the Strong (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Feb. 17 — Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Toys of Fate
Revelation (Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
The Man Who Stayed at Home (Special Cast)
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
s
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)

5
5
5
5
55
5
5S
55
S
S
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
6
5
65
6
6
6

Releases

THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland, Henry Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6 — Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9 — Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
,
2
Feb. 9 — Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. S— First, The Ebony Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson ;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear.
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)

OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators
6— A Wasmanipae Week-End
5 — Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2— Teddy Birds
1— From Scales to Antlers
PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln)
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward)
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Corners (Bessie Love)
Feb. 9 — Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan)
PROGRAM FEATURES
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
Feb. 23 — The Old Maid's Baby (Baby Marie Osborne)
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
•
Feb. 2 — The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
— As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
Feb. 24 — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7 — Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
Mar. 24— Sixth, The Hated K. P
Mar. 17— Fifth, Building the Soldier
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
Mar. 3 — Third, The Rookie
Feb. 24 — Second, Nine Million Answer
Feb. 16 — First, The Call to Arms
ROLIN COMEDIES
Apr. 20— Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
Apr. 6 — A Sammy in Siberia ( Harold Lloyd) . . .
Mar. 30 — Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 16 — Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Way Laurel)
(Harold Lloyd)
Mar.
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Harold Lloyd)
Feb.
Toto'sFather
Troubles
(Toto)
Feb. 169—— Ask
(Harold
Lloyd)
Feb. 2— Hustling for Health (Laurel)
TWO-REEL DRAMAS
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
Jan.
I Want
to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy)
ONE 5—
REEL
SPECIALS
Mar. 2 — The Girl of Tomorrow
Feb. 9 — The Story of the Orange

Film

6
7
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5

2
2
1
1

RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp
— Sins of the Children
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)

6

SELECT EXCHANGES
Mar. — The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
6
Mar.
Marie Ltd. (Alice
Mar.
—— Experimental
MarriageBrady)
( Constance Talmadge) .'..55
Feb. — The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
5
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
5
Feb. — The Belle of New York (Marion Davies)
5
Feb. — Romance and Arabella (Constance Talmadge)
5
SPECIALS
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
5
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
5
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
5
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
5
The One Woman (Special Cast)
(
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
5
S-L PICTURES
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
6
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman

Motion
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DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
Apr.
IS — The Who
WindowDared
Opposite (Leah Baird)
The Woman
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
A Man's Law
Human Clay
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
• (Francis Ford
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
May 26 — The Recognition
May 19— The Law of Hate
May 12 — The Range Rider
May 5— The Fatal Return
Apr. 28 — A Canyon Romance
Apr. 21 — Prodigal Love
Apr. 14 — Luxury's Lure
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Apr. 27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
Apr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
Apr. 20—
13 — ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
Apr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
Mar.
It's aRailroader
Bear (Taylor
Holmes-Special)
Mar. 169 —— The
(George
Fawcette)
Mar. 2— Wild Goose Chase (Hazel Daly)
Feb. 23 — Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
Feb.
M'sieu (Baby
Osborne)
Feb. 16—
9 — Child
Secret ofMarriage
(Mary Marie
MacLaren)
Feb. 2 — Restless Souls (Alma Rubens}
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey).
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
The Scarlet Shadow (Mae Murray)
The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
Creaking Stairs (Mary MacClaren)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
I-KO COMEDIES
Apr. 16— Let Fido Do It
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds)
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
Mar. S — A Ragtime Romance (Lynch-Smith-Dunn)
CENTURY COMEDIES
Apr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedv)
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
Mar.
(SpecialBeery)
Cast)
Mar. 3124 —— ALizzie's
Beach Waterloo
Nut (Wallace
,
Mar. 17 — Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
Mar. 10— The Hole in the Wall (Special Cast)
,
Mar. 3 — A Poor Prune (Sammie Burns)
,
LYONS MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr. 21— Scared Stiff
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
Mar. 31 — The Wife Breakers
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
Mar. 17— Lay Off
Mar. 10 — Chicken a La King
,
Mar. 3— Oh Ethel
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
^.pr. 26 — Even Money (Pete Morrison)
Apr. 19 — The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
Apr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
Apr.
ClaimMorrison)
(Neal Hart)
Mar. 295 —— Bill
His Brennan's
Buddy (Pete
Mar. 22 — The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison)
Mar. 8 — The Flip of a Coin (Pete Morrison)
Mar. 1— Riding Wild (Helen Gibson)

77
6
7
6
6
5
5
8
7
7
5
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Mar. 17 — Eighteenth, The Last Trick
Mar. 10 — Seventeenth, a Race with Time
Mar. 3 — Sixteenth, The Knockout
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
\pr. 21— Sixth, The Flames of Death
\pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7— Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff. .
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17 — First. The Pool of My<;terv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)

2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
l
1
1

2
2

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
May 5— A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
5
Apr. 7 — The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
5
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
5
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
5
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
5
Mch. 10— The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
5
Mch. 3 — The Girl Problem (Corinne Griffith)
5
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24— The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDffiS
Mar. 24 — Jazz and Jailbirds (James Aubrey)
2
Mch. 10 — Damsels and Dandies
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Apr. 14— Well I'll Be
2
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
—— Twelfth,
Prey
22
Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
—Tenth, Double Crossed
2
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror......
2
— Eighth, The One Chance
2
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
—Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
—Fifth, The Human Shield
2
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
—Third, The Creeping Death
2
— Second, The Leap Through Space
2
—First, The Riven Flag
2
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Jan. 27 — Fifteenth, Riding with Death
2
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth, Desperate Odds
2
Jan. 13 — Thirteenth, Hangirig Peril
2
Jan. 6 — Twelfth, The Span of Terror
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State
Right Exchanges)
Weavers
of Li
fe
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges]
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
-. ...

2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2

WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Apr. 28— The Price of Doubt (All Star Cast)
5
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love- June Elvidge) 5
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr. 7 — The Little Intruder (Louise Huff-Johnny Hines)
5
Mch. 31 — The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
5
Mch. 24 — Hit or Miss (Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley) 5
Mch. 17 — The Hand Invisible (Montagu Love)
...5
Mch. 10 — The Unveiling Hand (Kitty Gordon)
,5
Mch. 3 — Crook of Dreams (Louise Huff)
...5
Feb. 24 — The Moral Deadline (June Elvidge)
• 5
Feb. 17 — Courage for Two (Carlyle Blackwell)
....5
Feb. 10 — Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)
5
SPECIALS
Mar. 16 — The Better ' Ole
f
7
Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
5
Jan. 6— Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
S
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Mar. 30 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
Jan.
5
—
The
Light
of
Western
Stars
(Dustin
Farnum)
6
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
,
1

5
5S
S
5
5
55
5
S
55
5

6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
9
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2
2
2
2
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ACTUAL

PERFORMANCE

PROVES

ITS

WORTH
Read what Dee Robinson, Manager of one of the finest theatres in
the state of Illinois savs about the
MOTIOGRAPH :
" We are sending you today a casting which I wish you would duplicate and send to us at once. Our
operator let it fall and broke it.
" Am pleased to tell you that we
today placed an order with your
agent here for two of your De
Luxe machines. Wish you would
rush them out as we want to get
them installed this week.
" Your

MOTIOGRAPH
machines certainly have given us

good satisfaction, and we are
pleased to boost them when we
can. Am taking the old ones down
to "one
ofs our
other houses.
Your
truly,
Dee Robinson
Manager

(Signed)

Apollo Amusement

Co.,

Peoria, Illinois."
Write for literature

The

Enterprise

Optical

Mfg. Company
564 W. Randolph
Chicago

Street

April

12,
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analysed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdox
Technical Editor

\
j
I
}
|
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Operating Ordinance
g ordinance submitted to the Board of
followin
THE
Aldermen of New York City governing the operating of motion picture machines in theatres and
elsewhere will be of interest to those in other cities. It will
give a means of comparing the strictness of the various
regulations and may ultimately lead to more nearly uniform
laws all over the country.
Report of the Committee on General Welfare in Favor
of Adopting an Ordinance to Amend the Code of Ordinances Relating to Operators of Motion Picture Projection Machines.
The Committee on General Welfare, to which was referred on February 4, 1919 (Minutes, page 330), the annexed ordinance to amend subdivisions 1, 2 and 3 of Section 43 of Chapter 3 of the Code of Ordinances, relating
to operators of motion picture projection machines, respectfully
REPORTS :
That this ordinance is favored by representatives of moving picture exhibitors and projecting machine operators as
a safeguard against panic and fire.
Your Committee believes it desirable and recommends
the adoption of said ordinance.
AN ORDINANCE to amend subdivisions 1, 2 and 3 of
section 43 of chapter 3 of the Code of Ordinances, relating to operators of motion picture projection machines.
Be it Ordained by the Board of Aldermen of The City
of New York as folloivs:
Section 1, subdivisions 1, 2 and 3 of section 43 of article
2 of chapter 3 of the Code of Ordinances, relating to operators of motion picture projecting machines, is hereby
amended to read as follows :
Section 43. Operators of motion picture machines.
1. License required. No person shall operate any motion picture projection apparatus or any connection thereof.
invohnng the use of a combustible film in or upon the premises ofany public or private building or any place of public
assemblage, unless he shall have been duly licensed as hereinafter provided.

2. Application for license. Any person desiring to
act as a motion picture projection machine operator shall
make application for a license as such to the commissioner
of water supply, gas and electricity, who shall furnish to
each applicant blank forms of application which he shall
fill out and file with the commissioner.
3. Examination. The commissioner shall make rules
and regulations governing the examination of applicants
and the issuance of licenses and certificates ; provided that
each applicant shall be given a practical examination, under
the direction of the commissioner [.], and an Examining
Board which shall consist of two employees of the Electrical .Bureau, and a moving picture operator who has had
not less than five years' experience as such operator; the
last named shall serve without compensation.
4. An applicant shall be at least twenty-one years of
age.
.
jj;
5. Eacli application must be accompanied by the affidavit
of a licensed operator to the effect that the applicant has
served as an assistant to such licensed operator for a period
of not less than six months prior to the date of the application, except any person who has operated a motion picture projection machine and its connections for not less
than six months may present his orun affidavit stating that
he has so operated motion picture apparatus for not less
than six months.
[4.] 6. Issue of license and certificate. If, on such examination, the applicant is found to be competent to operate
motion-picture apparatus and its connections, he shall receive alicense for which he has applied, within six days
after his examination ; which license shall continue in force
for one year from the date of issue, unless sooner revoked
or suspended. With every license granted there shall be
issued to the person obtaining such license a certificate,
made by the commissioner or such other officer as the commissioner may designate, setting forth that the person
named therein is duly authorized to operate motion-picture
apparatus and its connections. And further provided that
no license shall be granted to an applicant unless he shall
have served as an assistant to a licensed operator for a
period of not less than six months prior to the date of
application, or shall have operated a motion-picture projection machine and its connections for not less than six
months.
[5.]/. Posting certificate. The certificate shall be displayed in a conspicuous place in the room in which the
licensee operates a motion picture apparatus and its connection.
[6.] 8. Discipline. The license and certificate may be
revoked or suspended at any time by the Commissioner, in
his discretion', for cause.
[7.] p. Renewal of license. Every license, unless revoked or suspended, as herein provided, ma}-, at the end
of the year from the date of issue thereof, be renewed by
the Commissioner in his discretion, upon application and
with or without further examination as he may direct, but
every application for renewal of license must be made
within the thirty days previous to the expiration of such
license.
[8] 70. Unlicensed operators. No person, not licensed
as provided in this section, shall be employed to operate or
be permitted to operate any motion-picture projection apparatus, Or any connections thereof, [in any motion-picture
theatre, opemair motion-picture theatre or other place
where motion-pictures are exhibited, to which the public
is admitted, with or without charge for admission.] except
as set forth in §42, article 2, chapter 3, of this ordinance.
11. Issuance of permits to assistants. Any person over
18 years of age desiring to act as assistant to a licensed
(Continued on page 2341)
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Started by N. A. M. L. Members
THE communication printed below should be read by every
projectionist — and operator. To those readers who are members
of the N. A. M. L. will come a thought that at last some one is
working with us toward the same end.
But now is not the time to slacken our work. Be more careful
and watchful than ever, for by so doing you will be upholding all
the more thoroughly the pledge of membership. See that every
film returning to the exchange is in as good condition as you can
make it, with mis-frames removed and punch holes eliminated
insofar as it is possible. And above all else be sure that N. A.
M. L. stickers are placed on every film which has been examined.
If your supply has given out write in for more, as our stock is
now sufficient to take care of all requests.
When the mutilation of film has been stopped, we want to get
our share of the credit, and this can be done only if every one
works for the League at this particular time:
MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
New York City,
Gentlemen :
ftHPTE Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is determined to put
a stop to the practice, prevalent among a large number of
operators, of deliberately mutilating film, particularly the punching
of holes in the celluloid for cues. Letters of .complaint from exhibitors are received almost daily at the home office of the company, the following from George A. Haley, of the Dudley Theatre, Roxbury, Mass., being cited as an example :
" I wonder whether you people can or will do anything toward
correcting the abuse of having operators punch film full of holes
• at the end of reels. Most of my Paramount stuff is only thirty
days old, and yet it is too often full of holes that make it look
like commercial stuff. I know my operator does not punch holes,
but uses stickers, which are not nearly so offensive. The sudden appearance of a succession of holes is something shocking to
eye and nerve."
The matter has been taken up vigorously by Al Lichtman, General Manager of Distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who has instructed all the company's exchanges to take
immediate steps to stamp out the practice. In his letter to the
Branch Managers, Mr. Lichtman says : " I trust you will get after
the theatres who are abusing our property and do everything possible to stamp out this unjustifiable practice. Theatres in your
territory should be asked to co-operate with you and the film
room examiner should be notified thereafter to note on their reports to the managers any cue punchings they find. The report
can then be sent to the booker for the theatre last playing the
picture and the responsibility thus placed."
Mr. Lichtman suggests that the other companies engaged in
film distribution take similar procedure. " After a print has been
in some of our exchange territory thirty days," he says, " the last
scene of each reel looks like a Swiss cheese. This is all wrong. All
the operator needs for a cue, if he is too stupid or careless to
watch the cue sheet is stickers. There is no excuse or necessity
for punching holes, and exhibitors should be charged with all the
film they ruin. If the leading distributors get busy now, we can
eliminate the evil in a very short time."
New

Picture

Catalog

S HARLOW BROTHERS, 440 West 42nd Street, New York
City, have issued a new catalog showing their new line of
reels, film cans, shipping cases, rewinders and tables. Practically
every device needed in film laboratory and exchange is included
in their stock.

Trouble

with

Lantern

Slides

" J. B." of Quebec says :
" I would like you to give me some advice about the following :
I have been lately interested in lantern slide making, and I ha\e
met with some trouble which has stuck me.
"I have an Ansco camera 3J4 x 4^4 (size of picture), the lens
is a Modico Anagtismat equipped with a capax shutter. I have a
model the size of which ranges from 6 inches by 8 inches up to
22 inches by 30 inches I mean by model, the article I want to
photograph,
like ' Goodnight,' etc., painted in black, dull black
on white paper.
" Now the results I get with this is that the white is gray, not
clear glass, as we have from the exchange, and the black is not
dense enough.
" I have tried different kinds of developers, also many kinds of
plates including process, lantern slide, Royal, Seed's, Illford, etc..
and still I can't have a slide like we have from the exchange to
advertise their features, i. e., a very dense black and very clear
white.
" Don't you think that this trouble may be on account of the
lens, which is just a regular lens to take snapshots on the street,
etc.? I am inclined to believe that I must have a copying lens to
do this kind of photography.
" I might also add that I have put in the plate holder of the
camera a lantern slide plate so that I get a positive direct, i. e.,
don't have to make a negative to obtain a finished slide. With
this I have a better result; the white is better and also the black,
butThis
is not
goodwasenough."
letter
shown to Mr. Crabtree of the Eastman Kodak
Company, an authority on slide making, and his reply follows :
" The trouble is not in the lens but in the method of working.
Precisely where you fall down it is not possible to say from the
information given — possibly it is because your copy is not sufficiently illuminated.
" The copy should be on white card, printed in black printers'
ink or India ink. This should be well illuminated by daylight or
preferably by two arc lights or nitrogen tungsten lamps fitted with
suitable reflectors, one on each side of the copy. A process plate
should be used and this should be developed with a contrast developer such as the following :
A. Sodium Bisulphite
25 grams 1 oz.
Hydroquinone
25 grams 1 oz.
Potassium Bromide
25 grams 1 oz.
Water to
1 liter 32 oz.
B. Caustic Soda
50 grams 2 oz.
Water to
1 liter 32 oz.
Use equal parts of A. and B.
Develop for three to four minutes at a temperature not above
65 degrees Fahrenheit, rince well and fix in an acid fixing bath.
For printing use a contrasty lantern plate such as the Standard
slow lantern plate and develop for two or three minutes in the
developer recommended with the plates."
Picture Not Clear and Title Streaked
CA• have
HONNOLD,
Theatre,
Mars,with
Iowa,
: " We
been havingRoyal
a little
troubleLelately
our writes
pictures
not
being clear and titles streaking.
No. 1. We have Powers 6-A machines (2 of _ them), have a
generator in basement that changes the a. c. to d. c, use solid
5/2-inch carbon below and 5^-inch cored carbon above.
We have tried adjusting the shutter but it will not clear up
the trouble entirely. Seems to work loose, as the first reel after
adjusting will be good then it will go to streaking again.
2. Would you recommend putting on Extra-Light shutters. I
notice that the new Simplex machines are equipped with them.
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The company will send them on seven days' trial which seems
fair enough.
3. The way our system of light is now — when one light on one
machine is turned on it kills the light on the other. How could
this be remedied,
4. Do you think a Transverter or Compensarc would be better, so that we could use the a. c. as it comes from the power
plant?
5. When light is first turned on should it be frozen or just
touch the carbons enough to get the required spark for light?
Reply. 1. For troubles such as yours, the Powers Company
suggests obtaining a shutter blade with the main blade a trifle
wider than the one you are now using. It might also be that the
smaller gears Nos. 635, 677, 678 and 680 are worn so as to cause
back-lash.
Replacing the worn gears will probably remedy your
trouble.
2. The use of the Extra-lite shutter is not to be recommended
for every installation. Perhaps you are getting a picture brilliant
enough as it is, in which case an Extra-lite shutter would certainly not help matters. But if your screen illumination is weaker
than j-ou would like to see it, then take advantage of the Simplex
offer. Within a short time there will appear in the Projection
Department an authoritative account of the Extra-lite shutter
with facts that will prove instructive to the operator.
3. You did not give the name of your motor-generator set.
Some sets have been designed to permit the simultaneous burning
(for a short time) of both arcs, accomplished by the insertion of
a steadying resistance. Evidently you have a one lamp outfit in
which event nothing can be done.
4. Stick to d. c. You aree obtaining as efficient conversion as
is usually possible. Moreover, a Transverter is a motor generator
set similar to the one you already have, with the addition of special
features in design to make it more suitable for motion picture
work.
5. You gain nothing by freezing your carbons. Merely bring
them together for an instant, then after the arc is struck draw
them apart the proper distance. When you freeze your carbons
you are producing a short circuit across your generators through
the carbon resistance of course. Generators for motion picture
work are designed to withstand this momentary short circuit,
however, so that fuses or circuit breakers are not affected.
An Electric Disinfectant
electrical device for disinfecting, purifying and deodorizing
the atmosphere of motion picture theatres has lately made
its appearance on the market. Up to this time the Projection
Department has not been able to secure a sample for testing, hence
only the manufacturer's claims may be stated here.
The device is known as the " Perdis Perfumigator." It consists of a jar of " Perdis " liquid and a cover for the jar, to
which are attached the electrodes and also two receptacles, one
of the latter being used for the plug connection and the other
for the lamp connected in series with the electrodes.

AN

SWAAB'S * SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame,
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We aee exclusive distbibtjtoes of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1337 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

The IMSC0
Book
I
and when it is ready
we want

is coming

to send it to you, FREE.

It is a money-saver
because it tells
how IMSCO
can supply all your needs
so promptly
at such low prices
in such high quality
and so very satisfactorily
that you'll be glad
to let IMSCO serve you.

It can be used on either a. c. or d. c. The cost of operation
and maintenance is claimed to be slight, a jar of the electrolyte
lasting a week.
When the jar is filled and the current turned on, the electrolyte
is broken up into hydrogen and oxygen gases which in penetrating the farthest corners of the room neutralize and destroy
offensive odors, leaving the air purified and sweetened.
The illustration shows how the- Perdis Perfumigator may be
installed inside the exit signs of theatres.
Lewis M. Swaab of Philadelphia is sole agent for this apparatus
and inquiries should be addressed to him.

DON'T

WAIT

but drop us a card right-away. Simply saythat you want the IMSCO Book. Then it will
come a'flying, just as soon as the ink is dry.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York
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Synchronizing Music and Pictures
RICHARD P. YOUNG, Director of Productions for the Pathescope Cie, Cincinnati, Ohio, has submitted a rough idea on
which he is now working and by which he hopes to bring about
the successful synchronizing of musical score and motion picture.
His letter reads :

"This is the idea in brief: It is a phonograph having two arms,
two disks and one sound box, the two disks being necessary in
order to play continuously. When the end of a record is reached
another is ready and no break takes place, the change-over
being done automatically.
" As to speed control, the machine would be run by an electric
motor with a speed control device on it. A record would be kept
of the number of feet of film, and then by a table inclosed with
the film the operator would know at just what speed to set the
motor. It would be necessary also to have a meter to register
footage, this meter of course to be placed on the projector. Another meter on: the phonograph would correspond to the one on
the projector, and by means of the two indicators the correct
relation between film and music could be maintained.
" The shorter a film would get the faster the record would be
run, as the law of averages will generally hold good.
" I would like to have any suggestions either by you or by your
attention, as
readers. At present I cannot give the matter all of my
I have to do some producing for the local Pathescope Company,
but I can spare the time to answer inquiries.
" Thanking you for the interest taken in this and wishing your
I am,
department continued success,
" Yours respectfully,
" Richard P. Young,
" 2532 Alms Place, Cincinnati, Ohio." .
Comment: The weakest part of Mr. Young's idea lies in the
lack of mechanical connection between film and phonograph record.
During the life of a film many sections are cut out from one cause
or another. A thousand-foot film" may, after a 30 to 60 day
travel be reduced to nine hundred feet. In Mr. Young's scheme
he has made no allowance for this state of affairs. With his

MOTION

Picture
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device the operator would be called on to lift the needle of the
sound arm and skip a certain number of grooves to again synchronize the action of the film and the utterances of the players. The
one thing which would condemn a synchronizing device would be
to have one or more of the players continue talking after the
scene has been completed, and while a title was being shown, thus
making a comedy, perhaps, out of a serious situation.
If any of the readers of the Projection Department have ideas
of their own along these lines they should communicate them
to Mr. Young, either direct or through these columns. The editor will gladly publish any communications which may be submitted. A general discussion of that kind will be of immensehelp to any others who may also be working an synchronizing
schemes. Some day one will be evolved, and the fortunate in:
ventor will be overwhelmed with offers to market it. This field
offers an excellent opportunity to projectionists who like to experiment inmechanics and electricity.
As

Conditions

Are Sometimes
in Iowa

Found

ROBERT
writes : F. SMITH, Hospers, Iowa, X. A. M. L. Xo. 893,
" Will you please forward to me a new batch of stickers for
film inspection? I have used up my last batch and want to continue using them. Evidently they are giving satisfaction, at least
to the exchange, for the girl inspectors down there send me the
worst prints to be repaired so they can have more time to loaf
and chew gum. I always repair prints and put them in first-class
condition, but the exchange doesn't cooperate and help a fellow
out. Some of the prints I have received were not fit to run
through a projector in the condition in which I received them.
I have protested to the exchange rather strongly upon several
occasions
and I notice the girls don't put inspectors' slips in the
reels any more.

PICTURE

CARBONS

For Alternating Current Projection
Projectionists using alternating current projection realize the superior quality of White A. C. Special Carbons after a
short trial. Hundreds are now convinced that these carbons lead in this field and would not attempt to use the old style.
White A. C. Specials have all the good qualities of a perfect carbon and give a light that is hard to beat.
The silent operation, the intense white light and the flickerless screen illumination possible with the use of these
carbons have made them the standard of the alternating current field.
. COLUMBIA SILVERTIP COMBINATION
For Perfect Direct Current Projection
THE COLUMBIA UPPER AND THE METAL COVERED SILVERTIP LOWER MAKE THE IDEAL COMBINATION FOR HIGH
CLASS DIRECT CURRENT PROJECTION.
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In this section the punch hole epidemic is on the wane, but I
have discovered one of its sources. I visited an operating room
in a nearby town recently and of all the places in the world to
expect to put on a decent picture that place was the limit. Reels,
film scraps (about 15 feet of film was lying on the floor, supposedly used up in cutting out misframes, but why do they need
to cut out six inches on each side of the misframe?), pieces of
carbons, tools, mud, and all conceivable scrap materials cluttered
the floor. The operator was not in (i{ being the afternoon), but
a repair (?) man was fixing up the equipment. I listened to
him for a few minutes and then decided that if he was a repair
man I must be an expert. He was cleaning up the booth a little,
but he advocated smoking in the booth, and seemed to care about
as much whether or not he put on a good picture as a two-yearold baby. The regular operator had left, leaving a reel half run
through the machine, and others half wound and tangled up all
over the floor. If I had to run in conditions like that I'd quit
(if bad
I couldn't
'em up).
I never
could
be
as
until Ifixlooked
in that
room.thought
The conditions
man in that
booth
wouldn't even sweep out his own booth and if the regular sweeper
didn't, he wouldn't. I believe every operator should take care of
his own booth and put it in first class order.
Please forward the stickers as soon as possible; I have been
out for about a month. I wrote for some a few weeks ago but
haven't received them as yet"
Reply:
The labels have gone forward and you should get them in due
time. When you write again we will send you a larger supply,
as a new stock has just been received.
If you happen to know the operator's name in the theatre you
have described, send it in to N. A. M. L. headquarters and we
will try to get him to join the League. As a member he will
have something to work for besides his weekly envelope, and
while we don't pose as reformers we may be able to show him
"the better way." Your name won't be used unless you wish it.
Mr. Smith's letter shows that he has ideas of his own as to how
a projection room should be operated and maintained. If he
would only put those ideas down on paper the editor would gladly
publish it, and readers would certainly read it.

aerating Ordinance
(Continued from page 2337)
motion-picture operator, shall register his name, age, address and place of employment as such assistant, on a form
furnished for the purpose by the commissioner, the commissioner may issue a permit allowing such a person to
assist a licensed operator in a booth or enclosure, but such
person shall not himself operate a moving-picture projection machine and its connections, except under the personal
supervision of a licensed operator. The permit shall be
for the term of one year from the date of issue thereof, but
may be renewed yearly by the commissioner, unless sooner
revoked or suspended.
§44. Violations.
Any person who shall violate, or refuse or neglect to
comply with any provision of this article, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than $100
or by imprisonment not exceeding 30 days, or by both such
fine and imprisonment ; and any such person shall, also, for
each offence, be subject to the payment of a penalty in the
sum of $50, to be recovered in a civil action.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect immediately.
Note — New matter in italics; old matter, in brackets [ ],
to be omitted.
The only further suggestion which might be made again
at this time is that about which we have harped on so long,
namely the classification of the operating fraternity according to their ability and knowledge. It should be done and
we hope that it will be done by the organizations of the
menstate
and statutes.
not as 'we have seen it carried through — by local
or
E. K. Gillett.

of the
The "Superiority
Points"
New, Perfected
AUTOMATICKET REGISTER
are so numerous we can't list them all
here. It's the combined product of the
greatest
mechanical engineering skill
plus our more
thanONLY
10 years'
specializedto
experience
the
firm catering
amusement asenterprises
ticket handling systems. in the %ay of
Send for Advance Folder, explaining why
the new model has 60% fewer parts and,
w away ahead of anything
else in its
Write
Us
Poe'Ou
r
Ttckkt
Values
field.
See that ATICKE
the nam
"AUTOM
T" e
is(registered
plainly trade mark),
marked on
^machine.
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CARBONS

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.
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JfowWestinghouse

Theatre

Owner

WESTINGHOUSE

Our last

ELECTRIC

advertisement
told how

New Mission Theatre
~San Franc/sco Cal.

Westing-

house is enabling the producer to secure perfect studio
illumination— contributing much
toward a high standard of picture production and toward making
American Made pictures the best.

A

Good

Picture

Deserves

Good

Projection

Poor projection prevents appreciation of good picture qualities.

Under

such

conditions all efforts for perfection in producing will have been in vain.
Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipments aid projectionists in bringing out every
artistic achievement that is embodied in the film for the patron s entertainment.
They insure that fundamental requirement of good projection— a steady and brilliant
light— and, consequently, pictures that are always steady and clearly denned.
Westinghouse

Motion

Picture Equipments

are very simple in operation.

No

tinkering is necessary, no electrical adjusting is necessary, nor is any great
electrical knowledge
may

necessary to keep them operating.

Once started, they

be forgotten -the bright, steady light tells the projectionist that his

Westinghouse set is operating satisfactorily and he is free to concentrate on many other duties that require his undivided attention.
Write for folder number 4343.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
k
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse

Neivs
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to Prepare Photographic
Solutions

By J. I. Crab tree
(Continued from la-st week)
Many metallic compounds such as salts of copper and tin, metallic sulphides, etc., exert a powerful fogging action even when
present only in minute quantities, and should be avoided. The
following table indicates the nature of and effect of the more
common impurities present in the chemicals used for developing
and fixing baths :
Chemical
_
Chief Impurity Effect of Impurities
Pyro,
hydrc-qui- Oxidation
products and Adulterants
Chemical fog weaken the
none, etc.
adulterants
effect of the developer
Sodium sulphite
Sodium sulphate Keeping properties of the
developer are impaired
Sodium bisulphite Iron and sodium sulphate Iron gives
dirty red solution with apyro
Caustic soda Sodium carbonate Decreases the accelerating
Hypo
Sodium sulphite Diminishes
the fixing power
power
Alum
Sodium
and am- Diminishes
the hardening
monium sulphate
sulphate
action
Chrome alum Ammonium
sulphate and Excess of acid tends to
Sulphuric acid
cause sulphurization of
the fixing bath
Acetic acid Water
Deficiency of acid causes
milkiness of the acid fixing bath duecipitationtoof aluminum
the presulphite.
(b) For impurities introduced during storage see " Storage of
Chemicals."
(c) If during mixing the mater contains dissolved air and the
developing agent is dissolved before the sulphite, it becomes oxidized and the oxidation product formed causes fog. (See "Mixing of Developers," " Storage of Solutions " and article on " Chemical Fog.")
STORAGE OF CHEMICALS
Chemicals should be stored in well corked or well stoppered
jars in a cool dry place because most chemicals are affected by air
which contains oxygen, carbon dioxide gas, and moisture.
(a) Oxygen readily attacks such substances as sodium sulphite,
especially in the presence of moisture, converting it into sodium
sulphate, which is useless as a preservative. With crystallized
sodium sulphite the sodium sulphate forms on the outside of the
crystals as a powder; which may be washed off and the crystals
dried. It is less easy to detect sodium sulphate in desiccated sulphite except by chemical tests.
Other substances which combine with oxygen and are therefore
said to be oxidized are sodium bisulphite and potassium metabisulphite and all developing agents such as pyro, hydroquinone,
etc., which turn more or less brown, the extent of the color roughly indicating the degree of oxidation.
(b) Carbon dioxide gas combines with substances like caustic
soda and caustic potash, converting them into the corresponding
carbonated alkalis which are less reactive. If caustic soda is kept
in a stoppered bottle the stopper usually becomes cemented fast
by the sodium carbonate formed, so that it should be kept in a
waxed corked bottle. Owing to the solvent action of the caustic
alkalis on glass the inside of the glass bottle containing caustic
or strongly carbonated solutions becomes frosted, though the
amount of glass' thus dissolved away will usually do no harm.
(c) Certain chemicals have a strong attraction or affinity for the
moisture present in the atmosphere and gradually dissolve in the
water thus absorbed forming a solution. This phenomenon is
termed " deliquescence " and the chemicals are said to " deliquesce." Familiar examples are ammonium thiocyanate, potassium
carbonate, caustic soda, caustic potash, sodium sulphide, uranium

nitrate, sodium bichromate, etc., which should be stored in corked
bottles and the neck dipped in melted paraffin wax.
As mentioned above, it is difficult to prepare a solution of definite percentage strength from a chemical which has deliquesced,
though it is usually sufficient to drain off the crystals, or to use a
hydrometer, referring to a table giving the hydrometer readings in
terms of percentage strength.
(d) While some chemicals absorb moisture as above, others
give up their water of crystallization to the atmosphere and therefore lose their crystalline shape and fall to a powder and are then
said to " effloresce," the phenomenon being termed " efflorescence."
Some crystals do not contain any water and therefore cannot deliquesce.
A very dry atmosphere is suitable therefore for storing deliquescent salts but not for efflorescent salts. The only way to store
chemicals is to isolate them from the air by suitably sealing.
HOW TO STORE SOLUTIONS
Stock solutions and developers should be stored in either large
glass bottles, earthenware crocks, wooden vats, or tanks of resistive material, and so arranged that the liquid may be drawn off
at the side and near the bottom.
Large glass bottles and crocks should be fitted with a right
angled glass or lead tube passing through a rubber stopper wired
to the bottle, the tube being opened and closed by means of a
pinch cock clamping a short length, of rubber tubing.
In case a solution such as pyro has to be stored for a long time
and withdrawn at intervals, an absorption bottle containing alkaline pyro may be fitted at the intake, whiclv absorbs oxygen from
the air as it enters the bottle after withdrawing part of the solution.
It is often recommended to pour a layer of refined mineral oil
on the surface of a solution so as to protect it from the air,
though this is very messy when the bottle has to be refilled.
A battery of stock solution bottles is shown in Fig. 3, the bottles
being arranged on lead covered shelves under which a large
trough is placed, or, the floor may be so arranged as to form a
sink so that in case of accidental breakage no serious damage is
done. This precaution is of special importance in the case of hypo
solutions which might otherwise flood an entire building and inoculate the various rooms with hypo dust causing an epidemic of
spots.

The End.

An Improvement in Eastman Film
THE two illustrations tell more forcibly than words the value of
footage numbered negatives as now produced by the Eastman
Kodak Company. Hereafter all negative stock perforated by the
Company will be furnished without extra cost with consecutive
edge numbers, one foot apart, which will appear upon development on the opposite side from the usual words " Eastman Kodak."
The change necessary in the printing machine is slight. It consists merely of a small slit, cut 5/64 of an inch wide on the left
side of the aperture plate. Through this narrow slit the measuring numbers can be printed and made to appear on the edge of
the finished positive. The figures will run from zero to 99999
before being duplicated. The advantage of this system of consecutively registering the footage of the negative and positive
is in its application to its final cutting and assembling of the successive scenes which portray or carry out the action of the story,
and in addition will be invaluable when selecting scenes for duplicate prints or re-orders for making repairs.
Previously, the method of locating the portion or portions of
each negative scene to be used for final printing, has been to
compare the negative with such marks or checks as have been
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Our activities for the past year have been
nearly 100 per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compelling us to discontinue regular manufacture
in practically all of our lines.
The cessation of hostilities has now enabled
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placed on the positive after decision on the action and footage to
be used has been determined by projection. This method, aside
from being slow and tedious, particularly in the cutting and
assembling in large productions, also entails frequent and often
serious damage to the negative, due to the image becoming
scratched or otherwise marred as the result of constant handling
when comparing the negative with the positive.

us to begin the readjustment to a peace production basis. While this adjustment must be
gradual, we are pressing it with all possible
speed in order to satisfy the requirements of
our normal trade at an early date.
We appreciate the patience and understanding with which our patrons have reacted to the
situation and trust they may continue to exercise such consideration until our manufacturing facilities are once more on a pre-war footing.
B^usch & Ipmb Optical (3.
569
ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.V
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons), Photographic Lenses, Ophthalmic
Lenses and Instruments, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Binoculars and
Other Sigh-Orade Optical Products

The advantages of Eastman edge numbered perforated negative
motion picture film are many. Cutting and assembling will be
materially cheapened and simplified. The possibility of selecting
the wrong scene will be done away with, particularly if the selection has to be made from among several re-takes. For example :
scene No. 15 begins with footage 11707 and runs 42 feet to 11749.
If retakes are made on the same roll, the numbers will be higher
or possibly running into a new roll having entirely different
numbers, as, for instance, 42 feet from 4961 to 5003.
When it has been decided to use a particular scene and the first
print has been made, it is then only necessary to re-wind the
negative of that scene to find the footage numbers which have
been marked or checked on the positive' of that scene as described
above, and thus quickly arrive within the space of one foot of the
point at which it has been decided to cut the action. In other
words, it is simply a case of following the figures, even though the
action carries through several rolls, each bearing entirely different
figures.

EASTMAN
Lantern Slide Crayons
FILM

first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

Identifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman"
margin and "Kodak"

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOR

those projectionists who once in a while would like to
make up lantern slides in a hurry, the Projection Department recommends the Slide Pencils manufactured by the Rialto
Theatre Supply Co. of Minneapolis and sold at 25 cents each.
These pencils write on glass as easily as a pencil on paper. They
come in several colors so that with a little practice excellent effects
may be secured on the slide.
Two Arcs — One Economizer
H. B. McFarling, Morehouse, Mo., asks :
Please inform me whether I can light up a second machine on
my Edison Economizer, and have light burning ready to start next
reel. I have two machines, but only one Economizer. I use 110
V. 60 cycles A. C.
Reply : Practically, it cannot be done. If you attempted to do
it, the increased current due to the second arc would pull down
your voltage to a point where it became insufficient to support the
arc. Theoretically, it can be done by having all parts of the
system in nice adjustment, but you know, yourself, how difficult
this would be.
Your simplest solution and one that you should use is to get
another economizer of an up-to-date type. At present you have
nothing in reserve in case something happened to your " Edi-
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator "who has the interest of his pro■** fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc~, that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
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Roll of Honor
L. L. Aufdenkamp
Downey, Calif.
Bowman Pedigo
Louisville, Ky.
Rose O'Neil
Canton, 111.
Donald R. Stevens St. Catherine, Ontario, Canada
T. W. Parker
Chicago, 111.
Thos. Heltne
De Kalb, 111.
G. D. Smith
Haskell, Okla.
P. E. Thomas
... Creston, Iowa
Toy White
Ada, Okla.
Harry Martin
Ada, Okla.
Harry Eilber
Corunna, Mich.
Arthur Worden
Herkimer, N. Y.
Walter D. Ruth
Londonville, Ohio
Bagdell
Stephenville,
Texas
Claude H.Edwards
Keith
Texarkana, Texas
Lloyd
'Petty
Burlington,
Roy G. Nunley
...Portsmouth, N.OhioC.
Harry D. Robertson
Fayetteville, Tenn.
Theron Mozingo
Darlington, S. C.
Ryan Byrd. :
Darlington, S. C.
Chester E. Plant
New Castle, Pa.
Lon G. Turner
..Graham, N. C.
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=
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Business

in
Hot
Weather
—
You can do it— easily
Make your house refreshingly cool and breezy
during the hot summer months — a pleasant
refuge from the heat.
The Typhoon Cooling System will do it for you- —
just as for hundreds of other theatre managers.
The extra admissions will pay for your
Typhoons long before summer is over.
You'll find the Typhoon Booklet
interesting. Write for it NOW.
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
Box 112, 281 Lexington Ave., New York

|

Members Previously Recorded.
Members Recorded this Week

976
22

Total Membership to Date

998

Notice!
Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Blank for New

Good

League Members

Member's name
Home address
■
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to
deliver the letters addressed to them.

EVANS' experience, responsibility and acknowledged superiority, point the way to better DEVELOPING and
PRINTING of your film.
Can you accept less than the best in the face of to-day's
competition?
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-3444
Phone Bryant 6808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative
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What

a

Progressive

Musician

THE editor of these columns is in receipt of a very interesting
letter from Miss Alice Smythe Jay, a musician of repute and
progressive ideas. The letter, which follows in its entirety, points
out some of the many difficulties arising through the ignorance of
some
Editor,of our still-existing " nickle exhibitors."
Music Department,
Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir :
Your article " How To Play For Western Dramas On the
Screen" attracted my attention and is especially interesting for
two reasons. First — It is to be appreciated that we are waking
up to the fact that synchronizing music to a picture means all that
the word implies, to make to agree in Time, Tempo and Character, be it a Furioso or Andante, but in all fairness I ask you,
" How can we determine these points with Managers as well
as Orchestra Leaders, Organists and Pianists who cannot. agree
on the character displayed on the screen.
" My experience during the last few months has disclosed the
fact that many Managers in the smaller theaters and some large
ones fail to appreciate the great necessity of fitting music to- the
picture and call for " Shimmie With Me" or some popular melody
when a sad scene is depicted on the screen, and when told that
it does not suit the scene, reply, " Oh, the people like popular
stuff." True, because they do not hear anything else. Many of
the theatres remind me of pioneer days of music with pictures.
Musicians will see only rag time music to an Oriental Palatial
scene, where classic music of Oriental character should be used
and blended to the next scene. Can this be accomplished by
changing in the middle of a scene?
" I am anxious to know what makes a perfect synchronization
of music and the picture, change of tempo and music at any old
place, or at a stated point? I can't advise popular melodies unless
the words of the song fit the scene any more than I can advise Carmen in a comedy scene. Words detract from scenes unless fitted
to the scene appearing on the screen. I believe that day will come
.when music will fit each and every picture the same as opera
music to a libretto. How can we assist the smaller theatre to a
better grade of music, where the majority of the audience is composed of children ranging from six to fifteen? These children
must be amused. Why not give them the better grades of pictures and music? Mr. Manager, it is up to you."
Very sincerely yours,
Alice Smythe Jay.
To enlighten readers and Miss Jay on some of the subjects
mentioned in the above letter, the editor will carefully analyze
above and handle some of these problems in detail.
Miss Jay is anxious to know how it can be possible to make a
Furioso or Andante agree in Time, Tempo and Character, and
how these points can be determined with managers as well as
orchestra leaders who cannot agree on the character displayed
on the screen. The answer to the above is very simple. In my
estimation, somebody should have the sole authority in deciding
such facts. It must either be the musician or manager. In a
case where the manager is not progressive enough to understand
the real facts, he will of course insist on imposing his incorrect
ideas on the musician. In such an instance, there is only one
way out of this difficulty. The musician must be aggressive and
must be able to substantially defend his points with logical proofs
and common sense. However, sometimes even such action can
not convince the doubting exhibitor. Then I can only suggest
that the exhibitor be given his own way, and it will only take a
very short time to gradually convince such exhibitor that he is
travelling on the wrong path.
I admit that it is very hard to convince certain people of certain things, but at the same time musicians must realize that not

Has

to Say

only in this line, but in everything else, enforcement of progressive ideas is not an easy task. It was only recently that the
editor experienced such difficulties, where an exhibitor claimed
that the scene portrayed required a slow number, and the idea of
the editor was an allegro. After considerably lengthy disputes,
the editor with all his arguments at his disposition was not able
to convince the exhibitor that he was wrong. He finally had to
give in, and the result was that the audience was the deciding
factor in this matter, proving to this exhibitor that his ideas, although he has the right of enforcing them through the power of
authority, were "not the right ones.
I firmly agree with Miss Jay in her remarks regarding the
elevation of children to an appreciation of better music with
pictures. It is up to the exhibitor firstly, and the musician secondly, to create the proper environment and love of good music
for our coming generations. — The Editor.
Revieiv of Latest Musical Compositions
1— " Then You'll Know You're Home " — An unusual one
step by Jesse Winne. The New York dancers are going
wild over this one-step. Although this number is only a few
weeks old, it has already attracted such notice that we predict for it the great popularity of any dance number we have
ever heard. It's full of pep, and just makes 'em dance. (Chappell & Co., 41 E. 34th St.)
2— "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny Waltz," by J. H. Rayder. The song by the same name is one of the most popular Home Songs of the century and is the most melodious.
The waltz is adapted from the same melody. (Oliver Ditson
Co., 178 Tremont St., Boston.)
— " Rainy Day Blues " — Arranged by Dave Kaplan. Accepted as the big dance hit, and featured by every society leader in the country who caters to the " quality " social events. This dance hit has swept the country. The orchestration isa wonderful piece of work with all those little
frills which make a dance number doubly effective with
dancers. (Richmond, 149 W. 45th St., N. Y.)
— " Chong " (He came from Hongkong) — The greatest
Chinese-American hit. Fox trot by Harold Weeks
(Feist, 237 W. 40th St., N. Y.)
5—" :he
Howwhole
Are darn
You Going
to Wet
Whistle
" (When
world goes
dry?)YourSome
question
and
some number. Fox trot, by Percy Wenrich,
(Feist edition.)
— " Anything Is Nice " (That Comes from Dixieland.) The
newest
rag song hit — successor to " Peaches " and
" Dixieland in France." Fox trot by Clarke, Meyer and Ager.
(Feist edition.)
— "Lanette." The big waltz hit by H. Benne Henton. The
remarkable popularity achieved by this waltz is not
alone due to its unusually attractive strains, but also for its
swingy, dancy rhythm and the very striking and novel effects for the saxophone part in both orchestra and band.
Lanette is always the big feature number wherever played,
and it is only natural that H. Benne Henton, the famous saxophone virtuoso, did himself proud in writing the saxophone
part.. (Carl Fischer, Cooper Sq., N. Y.)
— " Frenchy Koo " is the successor to " Ballin' the Jack."
It is written by Baskette and Maceo Pinkard, writer of
those hits you'll never forget, " Real Kind Mama," " Lovesick Blues," " Draffin' Blues," etc. They claim that this is
their best endeavor. Music with that " Frenchy " atmosphere
will be all the vogue this season, and it is predicted that
songs of this type will be " the rage " at the theatres and
{Continued on page 2348)
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THE EXETER STREET THEATER, SITUATED IN THE EXCLUSIVE BACK BAY RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT OF
BOSTON. THEY INSTALLED AN ESTEY THEATRE ORGAN TO BETTER INTERPRET THE PICTURES, INCREASED
THE SEATING CAPACITY BY 1000, AND ARE SATISFYING CAPACITY CROWDS WITH THE NEW MUSIC.

See

Its

Success

for

Yourself

Many of the first-class large theatres of the country depend on the Estey Pipe Organ for all their music
— the music that goes with the pictures and the additional music program.
There must be a reason for this new and successful development in the motion picture world.

The

Estey

Theatre

Organ

is unquestionably the best music for picture theatres.
On request we will tell you some theatre near you that has an Estey Organ, so you can see it, hear it
and talk with the owner.
One by one, we are telling you of high-class theatres in whose success the Estey Pipe Organ has played
a prominent part, but there are hundreds of others.
Without cost to you we will send an expert to look at your theatre, tell you what kind of an organ
you could use best, and give you an estimate of the cost.
THE ESTEY

ORGAN COMPANY, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT.
You can hear the Estey Pipe Organ at any of these branches:
Studios in New York, 11 West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut Street; Boston, 120 Boylston Street; Los Angeles,
633 South Hill Street.
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(Continued from page 2346)
dance
halls.
"
A
hint
to the wise is sufficient."
N. Y.)

(J. W. Stern,

— "Mythical Suite" — Ruritania, the land of the swashbuckler, love and romance is cleverly represented in the
Mythical Suite. There is found therein the peasant dance,
love song and romance, also a characteristic allegro, and a
beautiful melodious andante. (Helwin, Inc., 701 Seventh
Ave., N. Y.)
1 r\ —" Venetian Barcarolle," by Ernest S. Golden. The
I composer in writing this beautiful and harmonious com(Belwin, Inc.)position was inspired by Tschaikowsky's " Gondoliera."
11 — " Constance," by Ernest S. Golden. This is the best
emanation from the pen of this famous writer of international repute. (Belwin, Inc.)
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a symphony orchestra which would stand head and shoulders
above anything else in the city, so far as a moving picture theatre
was concerned.
In a few brief weeks there was assembled in the Liberty theatre
a group of 25 talented musicians. A few rehearsals showed that
without question that Rodemich's judgment could not be questioned.
Today, several weeks after my arrival in St. Louis, the people
of the city are praising the exceptionally good work of this
orchestra, which is classed with the best in the United States.
When independent newspapers of any city send members of
their own reportorial staffs to " cover " a performance and that
critics say things that any musician cherishes then it is an established fact that the orchestra has " made good." '
In a hap-hazard way St. Louisans heard indifferent musical
accompaniment to pictures. Things are different now and when
in former times citizens of St. Louis who wanted to hear a
Symphony concert they were compelled to wait from week to
week, until they could hear the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Now, in the most centrally located section of the city within 20
minutes car ride of the farthest point they are enjoying not only
the highest brand of classical and syncopated music but also
witnessing the best pictures that money, brains and energy can
All of this in the most beautiful theatre in the city. Money was
produce.
not spared to make this theatre not only the most beautiful to the
eye but also the most comfortable.
Thetreatment accorded patrons of the Liberty theatre is all that
the human mind can conceive, from the smiling cashier to the
doorman " who thanks you " and to the girl usher whose sole
thought and duty is to make you feel that you were entering a
theatre of which you are a part owner.
And I may say, without a trace of boastfulness, that talk has
reached me through many channels that this theatre has filled a
much needed demand in this city. No longer is such comment
heard
patrons
"Thebetter
picture
—
but theamong
music Liberty
would have
been asmuch
if itwas
had very
been good
absent
during the performance."
The Liberty theatre is • literally " whipping into line " theatres
who thought that to give the people what the management wanted
was enough. This is so untrue that it is laughable.
Some old sage said that the people " want what they want " and
time and tide, narrow mindedness and conceit will never change it.
This has been so thoroughly demonstrated in St. Louis, which
has been classed as the most critical city in the country in so far as
the spoken drama is concerned, that it behooves the management
which strives for success to " hew to the line."

Gene Rodemich, director of the Symphony Orchestra, Fox Liberty
theatre, St. Louis
By Edward L. Hyman
Manager Fox's Liberty Theatre, St. Louis
DO you know of more exacting critics than the patrons of a
moving picture theatre? If you give this question a few
minutes of thoughtful study you will agree with me that the movie
fan is the most exacting of theatregoers.
Naturally, the first question that arises in your mind is " WHY " ?
My answer is a word of nine letters — education.
The fact that the movie fan has been educated to such a high
degree by the first-class producers that he is not satisfied with
" half-baked " productions but demands realities.
And the producers, as a consequence, are exerting every effort
to make their productions of a super-high quality.
The people of St. Louis have shown their appreciativeness of
the better form of presentation of the product of the movie studio,
the high degree to which lighting effects are employed and lastly
but not least, music.
In St. Louis there was unearthed a musical genius in the person
of Gene Rodemich. Rodemich was given carte blanche to gather

THE

Comedy Song Dedicated to " Fatty " Arbuckle
<</^*\H HELEN !," the comedy stuttering song, has been dedicated
to " Fatty " Arbuckle by Jos. W. Stern & Company, publishers of the popular hit. The run on this song is rapidly approaching the million mark and in vaudeville and musical comedy
productions comedians like Henry Lewis, Wellington Cross and;
others are using it with big success.
A special cover for the song has been designed, presenting
Arbuckle's smiling photograph, duly autographed, and the publishers have started a big drive among their local dealers to co-operate
with exhibitors of Paramount-Arbuckle pictures along the following lines :
In the windows of Woolworth stores all over the country, large
electric signs carrying reproductions of the Arbuckle cover of
" Oh Helen ! " have been leased and special window displays have
been arranged for. Sets of slides illustrating the song are being
shipped to these dealers.' These slides are reproductions of stills
from the current Paramount-Arbuckle comedy, " Love," and carry
credit lines. Arrangements have also been made by the publishers to have dealers supply exhibitors with singers.

BART

OLA,

You need Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
catalogue.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Send for

CO., 707-712 Mailers BIdg., Chicago. 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address
contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights
owners, publicity mediums
and
producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thouchanges were recorded In
our listsandlast
year. Its use means
a60%saving
to you etc.
of from 80 to
in postage,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing
Printing
N*" Typewriting

usiness
Kff%ferin£s

PURE

WANTED
High capable
class laboratoryassistant; — man
of taking
general charge.
Write
stating ex-to
perience and salary expected
U P. F. Co., care Motion Picture
News, N. Y. C.
EXPERT OPERATOR-ELECTRICIAN.perience.
Seven years'
exHandle anypractical
equipment.
Best of references. Can and will
deliver the goods. Salary your
limit. Address, Florida, care of
Motion Picture News.
LIBERTY BONDS INSTALLMENT
BOOKS. WAR SAVINGS AND
THRIFT STAMPS BOUGHT FOR
CASH. KOFFLER, 366 BROADWAY, ROOM 415. NEW YORK
CITY.
PHONE FRANKLIN 659.
WANTED at an earliest possible
date, an Organist or Pianoplayer,
who is absolute capable to play to
pictures by hands (not rolls), and
can operate an American PhotoPlayer, style 25. Applicants must
furnish references of former occupation, and stating salary in first
communication. Working hours
daily, except Sundays, from 7 to
11:30, and matinees on Saturdays.
Address
G. O., Motion Picture
News.
FOR SALE
626 slightly used Veneered Opera
Chairs, Mahogany finish, Style
202, Peters & Volz, makers.
FARIES MFG. CO.
Decatur, HI.

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
•One of the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

THE

SCHEDULE

FILM

OF

RELEASES

As Published In
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
POSSESSES A DISTINCTIVE
STYLE

ALL

ITS

OWN

"METOL"
AMERICAN

Just what

MADE

the laboratory

has been

looking for.
5 lb. tin $20.00 per lb.
1 lb. sample $22.50
Try

it on

the recommendation

George

L.

of

Barrows

Trade Agent
215

Water

St.

New

York,

N. Y.

"THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "A Dream" (Andante Patheticme), by Gaston Borch
"Ave Maria," by Gounod (45 seconds), until — T: A present
day1 — town.
2 — " My Blushing Rose " (4/4 Serenade), by Johnson (2 minutes and
40 seconds), until — T: "Gentlemen, the spirit of this."
3 — —"Weird
until
T: The Oriental
Magdalene.Theme," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
4 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Their way was
5 — "Credo" (4/4 Dramatic), from "St. Cecile Mass," by Gounod
(2 minutes and 45 seconds) , until — T : " That's all very well."
67 —— Continue
(50 seconds),
until — T: Expressivo),
" Bradshaw'sbyfamily."
that."
" Dramaticpp Reproach
" (Andante
Berge (3
minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "Now, don't worry."
8 — " Lento Allegro " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3
minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Dradshaw about to leave."
9 — "Serenade" (Dramatic), by Widor (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Later in the day."
10 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T: "I wouldn't take it so hard."
11 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "You are no
12 — "Serenade"
by appears.
Drigo (2 minutes and 25
longer."
seconds),
until — S: (4/4
EternalAndante),
Magdalene
13 — "Ave Maria" (Dramatic 4/4), by J. Ascher (5 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "St. Mary's Foundling Home."
14 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "And what would
you15 —do" for
these." (from Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato Poco Agitato),
Clematis,"
by Tonning (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Not until you
have shown."NOTE: Tympany rolls ff. during short fight.
16 — "Last Spring" (Dramatic), by Grieg (4 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Mrs. Bradshaw ask her."
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Father I left
18 — Continue ff. (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until * * * * * END.
here."
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Mr.
Two views of the interior of the new Nemo theatre at Johnstown, Pa., of which George Panagotacos is president and active head.
Panagotacos is also head of the Grand Amusement Company of Johnstown
Nemo Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., Remodeled
WITH the installation of a balcony and other alterations, the
Nemo theatre, Johnstown, Pa., has been made one of the
largest and most beautiful playhouses in the western end of Pennsylvania devoted to the cinema art. The remodeled theatre has
a seating capacity of 1,600.
The installation of a balcony in
the Nemo, always classed as an example of genuine beauty in theatre
architecture, has worked a transformation inthe house, no expense
being spared in providing everything that might add to comfort and
h,eauty.
The Nemo is an exceptionally
high house. The balcony, with a
seating capacity of 600, including
the loge boxes, forms a huge cove
over the rear of the first floor, and
extends in a series of boxes to the
proscenium edge, where a stairway
drops to the lower floor. There are
three loges along each side of the
house, and five across the front of
the balcony.
Decorations are in light colors,
gray and gold predominating. The
decorations were in charge of S.
George Panagotacos
Busa, Pittsburgh contractor. The
theatre was planned by M. Nirdlinger, also of Pittsburgh, while the general contractor was H. H.
Gardner, of Johnstown.
m
The Brasco-lite system of semi-indirect lighting is used, and
was installed by the Reese & Bernard Co., of Johnstown. The
house lights are all on dimmers, so that any amount of illumination desired can be obtained at all times.
The Nemo is using the latest type Simplex machines and the
Wertsner Super-Lite screen, manufactured by C. S. Wertsner &
Son, Philadelphia. Projection presented a real problem for the
Nemo, which has a throw of 135 feet, but the equipment finally

adopted gives a clear, white picture that is as nearly 100 per cent
perfect as pictures can be made.
The theatre has a large stage, with a proscenium opening 42
feet in width, and is fully equipped with scenery and lighting
effects for legitimate or vaudeville shows, although only pictures
are shown. A six-piece orchestra is used. The open booking plan
is in force at the Nemo, pictures being used from two days to a
full week. The screen is placed well back on the stage, with the
result that the front seats are as desirable as any in the house.
The Nemo is operated by Panagotacos Brothers, who also
operate the Grand Amusement Company, controlling the Grand,
Parkview and Victoria theatres at Johnstown.
George Panagotacos, President of the Nemo Theatre Company
and the Grand Amusement Company, active head of the concern,
is one of the oldest exhibitors in western Pennsylvania. His
Grand theatre, opened in the fall of 1909, is the oldest motion
picture theatre in the city, and was the first picture house built
in Johnstown with a balcony and with appointments similar to
those of " legitimate " houses.
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the Showman

Pictures

Jfeeds on &eryJtctureMleased

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shoivn
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the reviews of short
features and serial episodes.]
"Master of Men"
(Harma Productions)
THIS is one of several British productions, brought over from
across the water by Harry Maze Jenks, offering them to American buyers. In reviewing this, picture, one is naturally inclined to
look at it with American eyes, since it is to be offered to American
audiences. - Although as a production this particular one falls
below the average American standard, as an entertainment, it
comes up a little above, because of the good story. It not only
holds the interest, but also appeals to the better emotions.
The story is based on the novel -by E. Phillips Oppenheim. It
deals with a poor inventor who is loved by a titled lady; but circumstances force him to marry a poor girl. He, however, is cut
up for bigger things. Inspired by the titled lad\r, who still shows
love to him he reaches higher and higher, until he is elected a
member of the Parliament to represent a labor district. The
prime minister, recognizing his worth, offers him a position in
his cabinet. Although he is urged by the Lady to accept, he
declines, preferring to go abroad with his wife, in order to
save her from herself, who, due to his neglect, had started to
renew acquaintance with her old friends. In time they are blessed
with a child and are happy.
The one big selling point of this picture is the author's name;
it is so well known to the American book-loving public, that it
should help to draw the crowds. Another good point an exhibitor
might pick out to exploit is the fact that Alary Pettingay, who
assumes the role of the titled Lady, is the prettiest woman on the
screen; and she not only photographs well, but also acts realistical y.— Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
EducationaFs Late Releases
(Two Recent Scenics)
T X " Gypsies of the Arctic,-' Educational offers an exceedingly
* interesting reel containing various views of the large reindeer
" ranches " maintained by the Laplanders.
spectator
treated to scenes in which the camera has caught The
thousands
of theis
animals, one of which, showing them fording a river, is particularly fascinating. Educational has a habit of providing exhibitors
and public with really " different " films and " Gypsies of the Arctic" is one of them.
In 'An Essay of the Hills" Robert Bruce presents another
reel of beautiful views taken in the northwestern part of the
United States. Two scenes stand out in particular, one taken of
a series of mountain ranges from the opposite side of a lake. Mr.
Bruce has caught the beginning of a rainstorm in some of the
best photography it has ever been our pleasure to see. Another

in Advance

scene shows rain clouds sweeping over the mountain tops. But
the whole reel is an artistic gem. As usual, instead of producing
an ordinary scenic, Mr. Bruce has brought forth what might well
be described as a thousand feet of poetry. — Peter Milne.
44 Fit to Win "
(Public Health Films — Six Reels)
ALL first
paper
provided
on to
thisspeak
production
the causes
line, " The
motion
picture
franklycarries
on the
and
effects of venereal diseases." And this line really constitutes a
complete review. It is of interest, though, to add that " Fit to
Win " was authorized by the United States Health Sen-ice and
produced by the Commission on Training Camp Activities of the
War Department. It received its " first run " in the training camps
during war time, the purpose of its exhibition being to warn and
teach the soldiers.
The first reel of the six devotes itself to the display of the
effects of venereal diseases. Such scenes have been confined
to the clinic heretofore. The general public will doubtless profit
by their exhibition, providing its collective stomach is not easily
disturbed. Then the other five reels take up the cases of five
arm}- boys. One of them heeds the lectures of his officer, stays
away from temptation, goes to France and returns a hero. One
of the others after having his fling escapes serious consequences
throughtime
the ofarmy
severe
it. treatment, but the other three have a prettyThe print shown for review contained the subtitles used in the
army prints. These were of a necessity absolutely frank, employing the medical terms frequently as well as the common colloquialisms of such terms.
The picture's story is of considerable interest and was given a
production by Lieutenant E. H. Griffith that, if not subtle, is
forceful and carries every point. Sergeant Raymond McKee, an
actor by profession, soldier by adoption, makes well of the part
of Billy Hale, the fellow who stays straight. Paul Kelly and
Harry Gripp give very good performances.
If the exhibitor is possessed of the desire to better the future
chances of his community, then " Fit to Win " is the picture to
show, provided that he can arrange the exhibitions of the picture
for men and women at different times. Any attempt to exploit
it
as a sensational
production
will it
only
to the exhibitor's
discredit.
If it is presented
properly
willreact
do immeasurable
good.
— Peter Milne.
Notice XO THE MOTION PICTURE TRADE
I have in the course. of production a photoplay entitled
THE HIDDEN CODE
Arthur B. Sullivan
ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED
To be distributed
PIONEER
CORPORATION"
126 W.by 46th
St., New FTLM
York City
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UNIVERSAL

Holds Interest from First to Last; Dual Role Story
IF there is any particular kind of stories Mr. Julian is perfectly at home in, they are undoubtedly the
detective or the mystery sort. He knows how to work up the suspense in them. Of course this
doesn't mean that he is not as skillful in handling other type of stories — you well remember 64 The
Kaiser," also " A Kentucky Cinderella," a comedy drama, that ranks with the best program picture ever
made — he simply seems to have an extremely well developed proficiency for the detective and the mystery
brand.

Those of you who have run " The Mysterious Mr. Tiller," or " Midnight Madness," have sufficient evidence of that.

Although not built along the same lines, mystery and suspense are the predominant elements in " The
Fire Flingers," and in spite of its extraordinary length, it holds the interest from the beginning to the very
last. The only point a critical patron might pick to criticise is the fact that the story is of the dual role
type. In it, a stranger takes the place of the heroine's husband, without the substitution being detected.
Of course such an incident requires quite a stretch of imagination to believe, the skillful handling of this
situation by the director, however, has made it as convincing as is possible in such cases.
The picture should have a wide appeal. — Released April 21. — Length, 7 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
luxuries
in thewithworldthe— tolimitless
go about
THE CAST
printer's wife, gladly satisfies them. Winifred's
unrestrained
skyunshackled,
overhead.
life is empty.of her
Her have
husband's
brute killed
temperall and
What
wonder
then
that
Richard
Hatton,
for years
mistreatment
long
since
her
JuBan
»»P«t
love
for
him.
That
very
day
Olwell
plans
to
Sr
a
convict,
took
this
desperate
means
to
stay
free!
SS
llS
Chris Cotteril
E. A. Warren
Means
so
startling,
so
daring,
that
they
form
one
elope
with
his
stenographer,
and
he
returns
to
his
Police Chief Burley
Clyde Fillmore
home
to
shave
away
his
beard.
He
discovers
the
Sergeant Powers
Fred Kelsey
of
the
greatest
photoplays
of
the
year
—
"
The
Fire
men there
brutally
them,head.
fellingAsHat-he
Stoll
William Lloyd
ton with and
a cruel
blowattacks
on the
Produced by Rupert Julian whose great picture
Winifred Olwell
Jane Novak
rushes
at
Cotteril
he
steps
aside
and
the fiend
" Theas Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin " established
Maggie Driver
Fay Tincher
drops
to
the
floor
after
crashing
into
the
brick
him
Ellen
Fritzie Ridgeway
Flingers."one of the masters of his art.
of the fireplace. They find him dead!
Prison
looms
ahead
for
both
of
them
again
—
By William J. Neidig.
the life that they had suffered for years — and so
Scenario by Waldemar Young.
SUGGESTIONS
when Cotteril makes the discovery that Hatton
Directed by Rupert Julian.
is the duplicate of the dead man, things are
You have a great story to advertise in this
Photographed by Edward Kull.
quickly arranged and the imposition is made comand you should go about it in an approplete. And Winifred grows again to love her picture priate
PRESS NOTICE
way. Don't that
content
yourself
ple
announcement
Rupert
Julianwithis atosimbe
"
husband,"
until
one
day
Hatton,
despite
his
great love for her, tells her all. And it is not
Such a celebrated personality of the picture art
seen
in
"
The
Fire
Flingers,"
for
the inards of
for
this
woman
to
turn
the
man
she
loves
back
as Rupert Julian makes his return to the screen
this
picture
deserve
much
more
than
that.
In
of the
theatre on
of
this
to prison. They live in happiness.
preparing your copy, both drawings and word
week in the latest Universal production entitled
arguments,
there
are
two
big
points
to
bring
PROGRAM READER
out in regard to the story. One is that the two
" The FiremembereFlingers."
Julian will
red as the man whoMr.produced
and be
played
ex-convicts consider their freedom the greatest
Another Saturday Evening Post story done on
blessing that has ever come to them. Words
the star part in the great attraction, " The Kaiser,
the screen. Such a statement might have startled
will
convey this impression and convey it in a
the
Beastscreen
of Berlin."
his appearance
the picture world five or six years ago, but today
on the
have beenSinceall then
too infrequent
and
strongly dramatic way if you present it with care
accept it as one of the ordinary occurrences.
there is a large number of film lovers who will we
There are almost as many Post stories on the and proper thought. The other point is that one
screen as there are in the Post. However and
welcome ishisanreturn
in " Theof Fire
Flingers."
This
of the ex-convicts assumes a dead man's place
picture
adaptation
a Saturday
Evening
notwithstanding this latest one which will be pre- before the world and the widow, on discovering
Post piece of fiction of the same title by William
sented here shortly is rather unusual. Many of that he is the other's double. Certainly these
J. Neidig, and it was one of the most popular
(Continued on page 2353)
will remember it— " The Fire Flingstories published in that paper during the past our ers "patrons
— when it was published last year. Written
by
William
J.
Neidig,
it
told
the
vividly
dramatic
year.
Many will remember the strange story of the
narrative of two ex-convicts, before whom the
two convicts, Richard Hatton and Chris Cotteril
free world about them revealed itself as the greatwho when finally freed from long years in prison
est blessing in life. How they were hounded
set out to begin over again and find the going
of their jobs and how they stepped right into
tremendously difficult. The peculiar chain of out
the
midst
of a situation that, if it became known,
circumstances that makes good their freedom,
would send them back behind the bars, perhaps
prevents them from being forced back behind the
to
the
electric
chair, and how they managed to
prison walls, is an excellent piece of writing from
elude the law are events which, under the skilled
the fictional viewpoint, and as produced under
hand of Mr. Neidig, form a tale of startling
Mr. value
Julian'sof direction
force
originality. The picture was produced under the
the
which canit takes
hardlyon bea dramatic
overestimated.
direction of Rupert Julian, the man who made
Mr. Julian himself plays the dual role of Richand played the leading part in " The Kaiser, the
ard Hatton and Richard Olwell, and in his supBeastofofoneBerlin."
Mr. Julian
the dual
port appear E. A. Warren, Jane Novak, Fay
role
of the convicts
and plays
his persecutor,
Tincher, Fritzi Ridgeway, Clyde Fillmore, Fred
and
is surrounded by a cast that in this instance,
Kelsey and William Lloyd. The picture has been
at least, appears to be of exceptional ability.
given a presentation worthy indeed to hold such
an unusual and strong story as this one of Neidig.
CATCH LINES
To Richard Hatton this appeared the only
THE STORY
chance. Olwell lay dead on the floor before
him. He knew that he would be accused of
Richard Hatton and Chris Cotteril, released
from prison at last, determine never to violate
murder, knew that he would be convicted and
the law again. The breathing of the free air is probably sent to the chair for no one would
to them a long longed for luxury, and as they
believethathis,Hatton
an ex-convict's,
walk down the highroad their spirits soar. When
then
should seizestory.
the .What
only waywonder
out,
they approach a town they apply in a printing
to
take
advantage
of
the
dead
man's
plant for work and are put at the presses. But
to him and play the impostor! And resemblance
though he
the morning is hardly done when their employer,
knew that Olwell was married he did this thing!
" Thein Fire
Flingers
" — for dramatic suspense
Olwell, isCursing
informedthemby he
the puts
policehis ashands
to theat men's
career.
work
itSeeranks
a class
by itself.
driving them forth, and even the slight money
they earned in the morning is not theirs to take
Adapted
Neidig's Post
story— one
of theof
away. Cotteril is for demanding the pay, but same
name from
in theWilliam
SaturdayJ. Evening
Hatton is wise enough to know that if they create
that magazine's most successful pieces of fiction.
afordisturbance
it
will
only
make
things
harder
them.
You have never languished long days, years, in
The
Playing a trick on fate the men apply at jail — you do not know then what it means to
Rupert Julian in one of his makeups in
breathe
the free air — it is one of the greatest
Olwell's home for food, and Winifred Olwell, the
Fire Flingers "
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"FIGHTING

FOR

Clean Picture with Tom

Mix

GOLD"—
Unusually

FOX

Entertaining

YOUR

patrons should enjoy this latest Tom Mix picture, because it is clean and, although a Western, is free from excessive shooting and killing. Entire dependence to entertain has been placed
equally upon the story and the legitimate thrilling stunts of the star, accomplished with the aid
of his horse and his gun, whcih have won him so many admirers. The picture, in fact, may be considered as entertaining as any released on the Fox program featuring Mr. Mix, and if the reports

coming in regarding the pulling power of this star's picture be taken as a criterion, " Fighting for Gold,"
provided conditions are normal, should draw good crowds and satisfy them. — Released March 30. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
and each one of them has been, so genuinely
THE CAST
thrilling that he has carved a niche in the photoJack Kilmeny
Tom Mix
Jack
Kilmeny,
an
Englishman,
works
a
gold
play world all to himself. In other words he has
claim in the west of the United States and he
Moya
Teddy Sampson
become ment.
known
certainthetype
of entertainAnd thisforisa what
exhibitor
wants.
has to fight every inch of the way. To begin
Jim Bleyer
...Sid Jordan
with he has a rascally partner in the person of We don't mean to imply that all his pictures are
Curly Brandon
Jack Nelson
Bobyan Verinder
H. Lounsdale
Curly Brandon, who also needs the money but
the same, that they run along in conventional
who is too lazy to fight for it after the manner
Lord Farquar
Robert Dunbar
ruts.type.
Far That
from isit,thethey
are different.
But have
it's
Lady Farquar
Hattie Buskirk
the
manner
in which they
of
Jack.
And
Jack's
troubles
with
Curly
are
Sheriff
Frank Clark
made in no wise lighter by a British firm which
become standardized like any successful product.
holds the property next his and which, through
Pansy
Lucille Young
So merely
display
divers underhand manners, is attempting to get
for
a wholethelot.
And ofif the
you star's
followname
this counts
along
By William Macleod Raine.
with same bang-up actionful copy, actionful in
Scenario by Charles Kenyon.
control
of the youngJackfellow's
claim.
Gunmen
fail
in
frightening
away.
He
stays
and
the way of both pictures or drawings and word
Directed by Edward J. LeSaint.
fights.
arguments, you will be offering your trade a
combination that it will buy.
The
way
romance
enters
Jack's
life
is
peculiar.
CATCH LINES
His pet grizzly bear departs from his moorings
You might mention Teddy Sampson. She
and lands down on a picnic party. In this party
plays the heroine. She is one of the oldest
Many a romance starts with a rescue — see
are Lord andmentionedLady
Farquar,
holders
in
the
aforeplayers,
from the point of experience, one of the
British company, their daughter Moya
youngest otherwise. Give her a good play for
" Fighting
For aGold
this rescueof isthrils.
the starting signal for
long" —procession
and Bobyan Verinder, who considers himself very
she is attractive and many of your people may
much engaged to Moya. When the bear takes
remember her from her previous appearances on
A western so far removed from the average
possession of the picnic spread Moya takes refuge
the screen.
that we hate to even brand it with this convenin the wagon. But it is a poor refuge after all
tional
name.
See
it
and
witness
a
procession
of
as
the
horses
take
fright
and
run
away.
Then
thrills.
it's up to Jack to stage a thriling rescue which
" FIRE FLINGERS "
he
mayhap when
he doesn't
know her,it,
he does
startsand,in although
loving Moya
he holds
(Continued from page 2352)
Parades are the things these days and you'll
trembling
with
fear,
in
his
arms.
see a veritable parade of thrills in " Fighting For
two points are going to attract. Have a look at
Gold," theEach
Tom one
Mix tries
picture
now atallthe
But Jack's
is byincreases
no means
cleared of the first catch line printed elsewhere on this page.
theatre.
to outdo
the others
trouble.
In factroadit only
in proportions.
If you follow out this suggestion it should fit
and none is successful in accomplishing this !
Curly robs a carrier and throws the blame on
in your copy.
Jack and while the young gallant is proving his appropriately
As regards the author, source, direction and
innocence in no uncertain terms Bobyan takes
In which
a' grizzly
bear spoils a picnic and
starts
a romance
!
star
of
"
The
Fire Flingers," here are four more
possession of his mine and Moya. But Bobyan
selling points.
William Evening
J. Neidig's
doesn't know his men. His hired villains throw
appeared
in
the
Saturday
Poststory
and first
was
dice for Moya and are fighting for her when
of those
fake cures —
produced by Rupert Julian. He is also the star.
youDon't
can bother
get yourabout
hair any
raised
at the
Jack arrives and proceeds to clean things up
Surely
here
is
a
combination.
You
will
recall
with typical British thoroughness. And then all
theatre
shown. where " Fighting For Gold " is being
Julian's work on and in " The Kaiser, the Beast
the differences between the adjoining property
marry. are amicably settled when Jack and Moya
of Berlin,"
the greatest
hits have
of warthetimes
owners
your
people onewillof too.
And you
dual ;
Tom Mix never mixed in anything as thrilling
role to play up too. All things considered, " The
as this — don't miss a scene of it.
Fire the
Flingers"
affordsexhibitor
an exceptional
opportunity
for
progressive
who wants
to get
Tom Mix treats his life about as carefully as
PROGRAM LEADER
more than the average money for his show.
you flip a coin. But he always lands heads up !
See his latest thriller " Fighting For Gold."
Thrills and more thrills ! " Fighting For
Gold
" whichof thrills
will shortly
at thethan
has more
to the befootshown
of celluloid
PRESS NOTICE
anything that has come this way in quite some
time. And you know that we are telling the
Tomliam Mix,
truth when we .add that Tom Mix is the star of
Fox star,thewillhardbe riding,
seen onhard
the fighting,
screen ofWilthe
these thrills. Here is an actor who treats his
theatre on
of
week
life about as carefully as the average man does
in his latest photoplay entitled " Fighting for
Gold." atTheadvance
various showings
critics whohavehavepronounced
viewed thisit a plugged nickel. It's something of a wonder
picture
he's still alive to go and watch himself laugh
just about the best thing that Mix has mixed in that
deaththat.
straight
in theat face.
great thing
do,
To laugh
trouble,It'sat adanger,
to fightto
for quite
able when aallwhile.
is done And
with that's
saying saying
for thisconsiderfearless
and
win.
It's
rather
a
good
creed
to
live
on.
Fox star has given some mighty fine pictures to Well, we don't want to preach at all. " Fighting
the public during the last year or so.
For
Gold
"
doesn't
preach
either.
It
merely
raises the hair on your head and gives you a
" Fighting
" was written
by direction
William
Macleod
RaineforandGoldproduced
under the
wonderful and entertaining time — your full
of Edward J. LeSaint. It tells the story of an
money's
The with
storytheis average
laid in
English miner working a claim in the United
the west, worth
but asand
far more.
as ranking
States. His troubles are looking after his waywestern
don't
for
a
minute
think
that
"
Fighting
ward partner and keeping the British firm operFortellGoldthe " truth,
is at itallis conventional.
It is — well,
to
so rapid and thrilling
and
ating on the land next him from jumping his
claim. Even when romance enters the routine of delightfully entertaining that it can't be described.
this by increase
no meansinstead
dull ofexistence,
the fellow's
To see it is to have a real time. That's coming
troubles
disappearing.
There
to you. Don't dodge it.
is much villainy afoot and the hero has a hard
time of it, keeping himself out of jail for a crime
he did not commit, keeping his mine and keeping
SUGGESTIONS
his
girl.afterHowever
he comes
through with flying
colors
the thrills
are over.
Naturally
in
exploiting
of thisoutcharacter your chief aim shoulda picture
be to bring
the
And real thrills there are in " Fighting for
Gold." The complished
meeting
of
hero
and
heroine
is
acthrilling
action
that
it
contains.
Don't
stint
during one of the best little thrills
along
this
line
at
all.
Tom
Mix
has
a
reputation
ever reflected on the screen and this initial thrill that few if any on the screen can approach. His
is not the finish; more like it, it is but the signal
stunts are daring and original. People know him
for many more to follow. The star receives
for his stunts first, his personality _ and acting
graceful and delightful support from Teddy
ability
come afterwards. So go the limit on this
Sampson as the girl, while Jack Nelson, Harry
angle
ofthetheappealing
picture; angle.
it's the big angle, the true
Lounsdale, Sid Jordan, and others render adeangle,
quate assistance.
Mix has done so many pictures of this sort
Tom Mix, star of " Fighting for Gold "
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"THE

Motion

UNKNOWN
Exceedingly

QUANTITY"—

Pleasant 0. Henry

Story with Corinne

Picture

X ew s

VITAGRAPH
Griffith

is an unknown quantity, the only quantity that will make friends of the millionaire's son
THERE
and the girl whose father and hrother sufferer with her as the result of the moneyed man's operations in the market.
The unknown quantity is love and when it comes certainly the differences
of the two fly away.
This is the bare outline of the 0. Henry story on which " The Unknown Quantity " is builded.
It makes an effective entertainment, particularly as it is presented in good spirit and acted with the
pleasing realty that was always to be found in the O. Henry stories themselves. It is endowed, too,
with the surprise finish, a factor that figures largely in the works of this author.
Corinne Griffith is a perfect delight in the star part and she has two very good aides in Huntley
Gordon and Frederick Buckley, the last named gentleman having formerly spent the hours reviewing
the work of other actors. " The Unknown Quantity " sends one away in a pleasant frame of mind and
is possessed of a peculiarly rosy outlook on life despite all its faults. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April
14.— Peter Milne.
to take Dan to Mary and let him see for
Here too is a real chance to collaborate with a offered
THE CAST
himself. And Mary practically threw Dan out
book dealer if he is near your theatre. And
of
her
little
room, but even so, he left his heart
Mary Boyne
Corinne Griffith
if you don't take kindly to this idea get a few
behind him. Then Mary found that a great
Dan Kinsolving
Huntley Gordon
copies
of
the
book
in
which
"
The
Unknown
lawyer
had
been
hired to get her brother out of
Septimus Kinsolving Harry Davenport
Quantity" is and sell them yourself. They
his trouble in court while her father was given
Thomas Boyne
Jack Ridgeway
would
also
make
a
lobby
display
of
an
attracevery
care
in
a
proper
asylum where his mental
Peter Kenwitz
Frederick Buckley
tive nature if surrounded with the stills supplied
faculties were graduaJly restored.
for exhibition purposes.
Sammy Boyne
Jack McLean
And it was some time later that the faithful
Certainly
the of
star's
too. if You
Peter met Mary, all befurred and just ready to
safely
play play
her asup one
the name
prettiest
not can
the
O. Henry story.
prettiest girl on the screen. She also has talent.
step into
He couldn't
Directed by Tom R. Mills.
stand untilher
she automobile.
told him her name
was Mrs.underDan
But
Kinsolving. Love was the unknown quantity
know everyone
it then. likes to see a pretty girl. Let 'em
that patched the differences between the rich and
PRESS NOTICE
the poor. And Peter went on his way rather
puzzled about everything.
CATCH LINES
It certainly was a red letter day for the motion picture art when the Vitagraph Company
Because Septimus Kinsolving was money-mad
PROGRAM READER
the price of wheat advanced. Where on the east
acquired
rightsof toNewO. York
Henry's
works.
This
author whothe wrote
in the
wonderful
side
five
centsa bought
aof loaf
ofcents
breadmore.
before Itit
Another one of the delightful O. Henry picnow
became
matter
two
volume
who wroteitsofFifth
the was just a little bit, but because of this Thomas
tures is " The Unknown Quantity," which will
real New" The
York,Four
not Million,"
just its Broadway,
shortly be
presented
at this
theatre.
" The UnBoyne, the kindly baker, went mad, his son went
Avenue or its Third Avenue, worked with a pen
Quantity "Griffith
was
produced
by role.
Vitagraph,
and has known
Corinne
in the stellar
We
that must have been magic indeed. At any rate, to jail and his daughter became a mere drudge!
his stories have made ideal picture material as How? See the answer in " The Unknown Quanare not going to spoil the entertainment of our
has often been proven in the previous Vitagraph
patrons wrote
by relating
plotin ofeach
th;.shand,
tale.so O.to
tity," one of the O. Henry pictures.
Henry
with a the
surpise
pictures taken from his works. " The Unknown
speak, and this one of his stories is filled with
Quantity
"
is
the
most
recent
of
his
works
to
unusual twists, that though they are unusual to a
find its way to the screen. It is this picture that
Whatwitz was
will be presented at the
theatre on
degree, are realistic to the letter. This author
called that
it X Unknown
and wentQuantity?
about to Peter
solveKenhis knew
his New York as few writers do. And he
of
week
with
the
beautiful
Corinne
Griffith
problem by algebra. He found out in the end
as the star.
was
notis restricted
to oneof phase
the city's
that
it
was
love.
But
you'll
enjoy
the
workings
There
many a writer
the dayof who
thinks life.
he
To tell
story one
of " of
ThetheUnknown
Quantity
this
problem.
It's
done
in
O.
Henry's
best
would
be the
to spoil
best pieces
of en-" of
knows
New
York
because
he's
walked
on Fifth
makes
one
of
the
most
enjoyable
pic(Continued
on
page
2356)
tertainment that has ever made its way to the style and
tures of the entire series.
screen. O. Henry wrote with a surprise in every
paragraph. This indeed was as much a part of his
Corinne
Griffith, the most beautiful girl in picart as his vast knowledge of the city and its peos, in a new O. Henry production — if you want
ple of which he wrote. And this spirit of the or- to see turereal
life see "The Unknown Quantity."
iginal story has been communicated to the screen
with all faithfulness to detail. Both the adaptor
and the director of the production have seen to it
O. Henry knew his New York, its Third Avethat little if any of the original O. Henry charm
nue, its Fifth and its Broadway, and he wrote of
its people with a pen dipped at the fount of
wasMiss
lost Griffith
in the work's
transition
to
the
screen.
is a perfect delight in the role
realism — one of his best works is " The Unknown
of
Mary isBoyne,
baker's
Huntleyof Quantity
— see it theat Vitagraph
the
theatrein with
Gordon
a cleanthe cut
hero.daughter.
Performances
Corinne "Griffith,
beauty,
the
exceptional merit are given by Frederick Buckley
stellar role.
as Kenwitz, by Harry Davenport in the role of
Kinsolving, the millionaire, by Jack McLean as
the brother, and by Jack Ridgeway as the old
THE STORY
baker.
direction ofTheTompicture
Mills. was produced under the
. . Because Septimus Kinsolving had the moneymaking craze the price of bread on the east
side advanced from five to seven cents. And
because of this Thomas Boyne, a kindly old
SUGGESTIONS
baker, lost his trade and his mind at the same
Although you have a star whose popularity is time. It wouldn't have been so bad if it were
ever oh the increase in this picture the main
not for his son, Sammy, who because of the
selling argument in connection with it is the
catastrophe to his father consorted with evil companions and became more or less of a thief. And
name of the author. One exhibitor complained
that the O. Henry series, while good, were not
Mary Boyne, the daughter, was obliged to drudge
startling because his people thought O. Henry
time making
Mary's true
friend,
used an apostrophe instead of a period after the away
Peter her
Kenwitz,
a youngshirts.
watchmaker,
looked
on
whole affair in something akin to despair.
O. In other words, he meant his people didn't the
The truth of the matter was that Peter was an
know him. But that is certainly no reason why
they shouldn't know him.
idealist and
financial
schemecouldn't
of the quite
world. tolerate the whole
Take in the first place your newspaper copy.
But in time Septimus died and his young son,
A good plan is to follow out a suggestion similar
Dan, returned from Europe. He found himself
to that used in the Vitagraph advertising when
the series was first inaugurated. Have an O. with millions and he found out that two of these
millions
were made off of two cent advances in
Henry set as a background for your copy and
have one of the books (" The Unknown Quanthe
price
bread.
It didn't
right
to him, andof he
went to
Peter toseemask quite
him what
") standing
fromanythe announcement
others or opened.
Corinne Griffith as she appears in one of the
Overtitytothis
can beapart
printed
you to do. Peter told him he could no nothing, and
wish
make.
cited the Boyne case to make his point. He
dramatic scenes of " The Unknown Quantity "
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"THE

PARISIAN
Viola Danas

TIGRESS"

—

METRO

Personality Wins Again

WE

don't know of any actress save Viola Dana, who could .inject such real life into a rather meagre
and conventional plot, as she has done with the case of " The Parisian Tigress." The story is
one of those in which a child of the underworld is passed olf as an old man's lost daughter, to be
discovered as. the real heir when the action is done. The scene this time is Paris, and Miss Dana has the
role of a little Apache. The body of the action has to do more with her strenuous life at dancing than in

her acclimation to the new surroundings of the Count's home, and in these scenes her bright personality
and her lightning versatility are given full play.
Miss Dana's performance is so spirited indeed that when she is not on the scene the action is inclined to lag by comparison.
However, her appearances are many and she herself is always a delight.
Regarding story " The Parisian Tigress " may be set down. as only an average comedy-drama; as regards star, it is excellent and the average of the two falls on the better side of the line. The scenes have
considerable atmosphere which is not distinctly Parisian but which withal is fetching. — Length, 5 reels.
— Released March 31. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Jeanne
Viola Dana
Albert Chauroy
Darrell Foss
Henri Dutray
Henry Kolker
Count de Suchet
Edward Connelly
Mile, de- Suchet
Clarissa Selwynne
Jacque, the Apache
Louis D'Arclay
Mimi,
Cisette,Jeanne's
a cafe mother
dancer Mitzi
MareeGoodstadt
Beaudet
By Albert Capellani and June Mathis
Scenario by Finis Fox
Directed by Herbert Blache
Photographed by John Arnold
Supervised by Maxwell Karger
PRESS NOTICE
Viola Dana, the spirited and talented young
Metro star will be seen at the
■ — theatre
on
of
week in her latest picture
entitled
"
The
Parisian
Tigress."
specially for her by Albert Capellani andWritten
June
Mathis, the story affords the star the role of
Jeanne, a Paris Apache dancer who is suddenly
elevated to
the position
of circumstance.
a famous Count's
daughter
through
a trick of
The
old
Count's
last
days
are
made
happy
by the presence of the little waif supremely
from the gutter
and Jeanne also finds herself revelling in this
life, so new and different to her. A series of
dramatic incidents serve to bring the picture to a
close that is no less powerful than it is satisfactory.
Miss Dana, last seen here in " Satan Junior "
and
The charm
Gold inCurethe" role
performs
with and
grace,is
spirit " and
of Jeanne
irresistable in every one of her varying moods.
Among the younger actresses on the screen
Miss Dana is certainly one of the ablest, if not
the ablest. As a comedienne she is par excellence
and when it comes to a more serious mood,
her change of expression shows a lightning
versatility that presents Miss Dana in a totally
different attitude. She is able to cope with any
and all parts awarded her on the screen and that
something which is called personality for want
of a better name, she has in abundance.
Parisian
Tigress Blache
" was produced
underis
the" The
direction
of Herbert
and the star
surrounded by a competent cast which includes
Darrell Foss, Henry Kolker, Edward Connelly,
Clarissa Selwynne and Louis D'Arclay.
THE STORY
Count de Suchet, an invalid, mourns the tragedy
of his early life when his father succeeding in
persuading his wife, of the common people, to
release him. She had taken her own life and,
that the husband she loved so well might not be
handicapped in his future career, had hidden their
baby girl away. To his friend, Henri Dutray,
the Count confides this story and adds that probably the girl would be wearing a ring similar to
his if she were ever found. And so Dutray,
impoverished, evolves a plan, or at least the
events which follow after evolve the plan for
him.
/
One night as he is returning to his studio
in Paris a girl dashes before him and runs
upstairs. Dutray closes the door and shuts out
her pursuer. But he cannot find her though
he
his apartment
the
girl," searches
had concealed
herself in over.
one of Jeanne,
the closets.

When Dutray retires she comes forth and makes
herself comfortable on the couch. The next
morning she makes her presence- known and
breakfasts with Dutray. It appears that she
is a much persecuted little dancer. Her brother
Jacque had attempted to sell her to a rich old
rogue and she had rebelled.
At that moment Jacque enters and the two
men decide to introduce Jeanne as the long
lost daughter of Count de Suchet. This Jeanne
is loathe to do but her brother forces her to.
The
last days
made tohappier
JeanneCount's
who readily
adoptsareherself
this newby
mode of life, so strange to her. But the old
nobleman does not last long. On his death
bed he sends his sister to summon Jeanne. She
discovers her arguing with Jacque who has
come for more money. And she learns of the
whole trick. The Count dies believing her his
daughter, however, and soon afterwards, this
belief is proven a reality for Jacque is mortally
wounded in a struggle with one of the servants
and before he dies he tells the truth regarding
Jeanne. And with the passing of time Jeanne
is made happy with young Albert Chauroy, the
son of the family next door.
PROGRAM READER
Viola Dana, the Metro star, who has firmly
established herself as one of the leading favorites
with patrons of the
theatre through
her appearances in " The Gold Cure" and " Satan
Junior " will return here shortly in her latest
comedy-drama
" The little
Parisian
This
presents entitled
a charming
storyTigress."
written
expressly for the star by Albert Capellani and
June Mathis and produced under the direction
of Herbert Blache. Miss Dana is the most
versatile of the younger actresses on the screen
today.ous situations
She can topassthe from
lightestof ofdramatic
humormosttheserious
moments with the ease of the skilled actress.
And Miss Dana is, beyond shadow of a doubt,
one of the skilled actresses of the screen. Her
as displayed'
"exceptional
The Gold power
Cure " of
and mimicry
her ingenuity
as a lightin
comedienne
in
"
Satan
Junior,"
are
exhibitions
her capability that have raised her to the veryof
topmost rung of the histrionic ladder. And the
spirit, youth and fire which she puts into her
rendition of the role of Jeanne, the little Apache
in " The
Parisian
" addswillstillbe further
laurels
to her
name. Tigress
This picture
shown
here next
and the management has
assembled a program of distinction to surround it.
SUGGESTIONS
First off there is the title of this feature; a
money-pulling title if there ever was one. Displayed over your theatre or in bold type over
the face of an advertisement it is certainly going
to attract attention. This title with the popularity of the star, the popularity that has come
as a result of some of the ablest performances
ever seen on the screen, should result in a surefire combination. In particular it should be recalled that Miss Dana's two immediately previous
pictures
Junioras " successful
and " The inGold
Cure "
have been" Satan
reported
practically
every theatre where they have been exhibited.
Mention of these might also be made in the
advertising with good results.

In serving up " The Parisian Tigress " to
your
patrons present
it asthea fact
comedy-drama
lay particular
stress on
that many andof
the scenes are laid in the Paris Latin quarter.
It might also be well to feature the Apache
dance
Dana and
execute that
as it Miss
is prominent
in theLouis
actionD'Arclay
and is
exceedingly well done. In fact this fetching atmosphere of the Latin quarter might well be made
the background of all newspaper advertising,
lobby drawings and lobby display. It will serve
to attract attention particularly well and if you
bring out the high spirit of the picture in pictures
and arguments you will have a good display.
Don't let
them think
that story
because
scene toof
action
is Paris
that the
has the
anything
do with the war. There is not a trace of it in
the entire five reels.
She was taken from the gutter to pose as the
daughter of a wealthy Count. '
She liked but did TC
not want toES"
live her life a lie
CA H LIN
— and then she discovered
it was the truth!
See the life of the Paris Latin quarter in
all its joyous abandon.
Viola Dana in a new role and one which
permits her wonderful versatility full play.
She rose from the gutter to the royal purple
— see " The (Continued
Parisian Tigress."
on page 2357)

Viola Dana, star of " The Parisian Tigress "
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"THE

SHERIFF'S
Reviewer

Thinks

SON"—

It Best of Type

Picture

N ezv s

PARAMOUNT

in Which

Ray Appears

"W" T is hardly necessary to comment on the production end of " The Sheriff's Son," because Thomas
Ince hardly ever puts out a picture in which one could pick any serious flaws in that respect.
As an
entertainment, it is just the kind that appeals to picture goers. It will especially enthuse all Ray
fans, for he is given the part of a real hero, the hero of their dreams, who fights to win the girl.
The title should indicate to any one that it is not a society play; it is not a Western either, but a
feud, staged in a fascinatingly rough mountainous country. Excitement and suspense are its predominating elements. They are so intense the attention of the spectator is held nailed on the screen.
"The Sheriff's Son" could be safely classed as the best picture of this type that ever featured
Charles Ray.
It should fit any theatre. — Released March 30.— Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
the exploitation of this particular picture, howduction was in charge of Victor Schertzinger, who
THE CAST
has scored decisive successes with a number of
will not
come
for really
" The
Sheriff'sever, Son
based amiss,
a theme
unusual
Royal
Beaudry
Charles
Ray
Charles Ray pictures. The five reels reveal a
interest.
Of" iscourse
iton should
be ofadvertised
Beulah Rutherford
Senna Owen
delightful
western
atmosphere,
a
fitting
backthat the star takes the role of a coward. This
Dave Dingwell
John P. Lockney
ground for the spirited action in the play.
will immediately attract people because they will
Dan Meldrum
Clyde Benson
THE STORY
readily realize that this sort of a role will offer
Hal Rutherford
Charles K. French
Before Royal Beaudry was born his father, the
him the many opportunities to inject the touches
Jess Tight. .
Otto Hoffman
of reality and human frailty for which he is
sheriff of the county, was killed and through his
Brad Charlton
Lamar Johnstone
known. But greater significance will be attached
mother he inherited a great fear — a fear which
grew into the most obvious sort of cowardice as to the part if you state that the man is a coward
By William McLeod Raine.
from pre-natal influence. This phase of psychothe
yearsDave
went Dingwell,
by. Brought
his afather's
Scenario by J. G. Hawks.
friend,
Royal upis bygiven
good
logical development is one that always causes
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
comment. It is the topic for discussion wheneducation and sent to college. But he never
Photographed by Chester Lyons.
ever mentioned. So play this up in your adengages
in
the
sports
that
have
any
physical
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
prowess attached to them. His fear practically
vertising. Ask your readers, if you like, whether
they believe in it or not. Come right out with
shuts him off from the rest of the boys. After
his graduation Royal learns il>»t Dave has been
the
fact
or
you'llthehavebasisthemof
talking about theit.question
If this and
is made
CATCH LINES
made a captive of the Rutherfords, the same gang
advertising copy it ought to bring money to you.
of
cattle
rustlers
who
killed
his
father.
His
help
Glance over the names of the other members
Do you believe in pre-natal influence? Royal
is solicited and after mastering his cowardice
Beaudry grew up a coward because of a shock
of the cast. There are many that regular picRoyal complies with the request.
received by his mother before his birth. Could
ture goers will recognize instantly. We refer in
During his investigations he meets Beulah
he master his fear? See " The Sheriff's Son."
Rutherford, a beautiful girl, but when he dis- particular to such well known players as Seena
Owen,
P. Lockney and Charles K. French.
covers
her
identity
his
fear
even
overcomes
his
He was a coward but a girl made a man of love. But Beulah's love for Royal works a If you John
cater to a regular crowd mention these
names.
They
will lend added significance to
change in him. She warns him of a plot against
him — see Charles Ray in " The Sheriff's Son."
your copy.
his life and, aided by her, he avoids it. He also
A story of absorbing interest in which love makes
good the release of his guardian. Then
overcomes fear.
one day Beulah is lost. She had gone out riding
alone
and
had not returned. A search is instiAnother Charles Ray character study in which
"UNKNOWN
tuted for her and Royal finds her in an old proshe createst a person of flesh and blood on the
(Continued fromQUANTITY"
page 2354)
pect
hole
where
she had fallen. Meldrum, another
screen.
suitor, had found her before but had left her there
Avenue
and
shaken
hands
with a cabaret manas he was piqued at her coldness toward him.
ager. O. Henry wrote of the people and he
He was a coward at college but a man when
When creant iMeldrum
returns
Royal
forces
the
misit came to the broader life.
himself was of the people. Here in " The Unn the hole himself. When Royal escorts
known Quantity " he sketches the lives of three
Beulah to her home he learns from her uncle that
Can a man overcome an inherited cowardice?
of
thea great
city's inhabitants
and issketches
them
he had killed Beaudry because the sheriff had
with
faithfulness
to reality that
remarkable.
See " The Sheriff's Son."
killedcideBeulah's
father.
So
the young
people
deAll the original spirit of the story has been
not
to
let
this
old
animosity
stand
between
preserved in the film version with the result that
The most human character that Charles Ray
and they marry. And the various ordeals
it ranks as one of the best pictures we have to
has ever created — see him as Royal Beaudry in them
Royal has been through have been the making of show
here.
" The Sheriff's Son."
him — his cowardice is gone.
He proved a coward most of his life, but when
it came to the supreme test he met it fairly and
PROGRAM LEADER
Patrons of the
will be glad to learn
squarely — see Charles Ray's wonderful character
that one of the features shortly to be seen here
study in " The Sheriff's Son."
is
" The Sheriff's
a Paramount
photoplay
produced
under theSon,"
supervision
of Thomas
H.
PRESS NOTICE
Ince and starring the clever Charles Ray. Mr.
Charles Ray, the young Paramount-Ince star,
Ray's actermarvelous
charon the screen presentations
are known to ofall human
picturegoers.
will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest photoplay entitled
The work he did in pictures such as " String
Beans," "A Nine O'clock Town," " The Girl
" The Sheriff's Son." This was written for Ray
by William
Raine, and
a well
knownhimmagaDodger,"
others
have that
addednowlaurels
his
zine writer McLeod
and novelist,
affords
the name,
and and
it may
be said
he is to
riding
chance to get in some of the best acting he has
on
the
high
crest
of
the
wave
of
popularity.
ever done. As Royal Beaudry, Mr. Ray appears
" The Sheriff's Son " he portrays the role of In'a
as a young man who has grown up a coward.
coward — a coward because of pre-natal influence
grows to manhood with this shameful fear
The reason
for this
be traced
back tocareer
pre- —in who
natal influence.
Evenmaythrough
his college
his heart. The character is one that Ray
he refuses to indulge in any of the manly sports.
handles particularly well. He makes every act
His fear gains such a control over him that he convincing and his final transformation into a man
who dares is done with fine effect and at the
is How
practically
ostracised this
by the
rest of theforms
college.
he overcomes
inheritance
the same time with a complete regard for realism.
subject matter
of theby five
reels,of and
trans-, Ince
In Mr.favorites,
Ray's support
appear
formation
is worked
means
a plotthefraught
including
Sennaa notable
Owen, group
John P.of
with dramatic incident and exciting crises. Mr.
Lockney, Clyde Benson, Charles K. French, Otto
Ray is at his best while giving a character study
Hoffman
Lamarby Johnstone.
of this type. He brings out the pitiful fear that Son
" was andadapted
J. G. Hawks " The
from Sheriff's
a story
by William McLeod Raine, and was directed by
possesses
the
boy
to
a
wonderful
degree.
He
succeeds in working the spectator up to a high pitch Victor Schertzinger under the supervision of
of sympathy. You live the part with him, as Mr. Ince.
indeed, he makes you live with him every part
he undertakes.
SUGGESTIONS
Mr.ers asRay
is supported
such wellactress
known whom
playSeena
Owen, a bybeautiful
Charles
Ray
on the ofstar's
name alone. His pictures
record assell
a portrayer
true
many patrons will remember in support of Dougis notable and his name always invites
las Fairbanks and William S. Hart, by the ster- characters
a
good
show.
Exhibitors
who
have
played
his
ling old actor John P. Lockey, and Clyde Benpictures
withliesregularity
know
the
money-making
son, Charles K. French, Otto Hoffman and Lamar
power
that
in
this
name
and
need
not
be
Charles Ray in a typical pose from " The
Johnstone. The scenario for the picture was en- told of the star's value. A few suggestions on
trusted to the skilled J. G. Hawks while the proSheriff's Son "
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"EXTRAVAGANCE"—
Fully Up to Ince Standard;

PARAMOUNT
Genuine

Drama

THERE is one thing yon can always be sure of in an Ince picture, and that is expensive stage settings,
In this one, they are so pretty, they should d raw many favorable comments from your patrons,
The other features of the production, such as direction, acting, photography, etc., are all up to the
usual Ince standard. Of course, every one of you k nows that, however well a picture may be produced,
it amounts to very little, unless the story is also go od; but the story, in this instance, fully measures up
with the elaborateness of the production. It is real drama; its different situations unfold themselves so
smoothly, that they hold the interest of the spectator tense from first to last. Some parts of the story are
quite thrilling.
Being free from any suggestiveness whatever,
Extravagance " should appeal to all tastes. — Released
March 16. — Length 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Play upandthewife
Newtried
Yorkto beat
stuff New
too, tell
the
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
husband
Yorkhowin the
Helen Douglas
Dorothy Dalton
business
world
and
failed.
This
is
an
angle
that
They
thought
that
they
could
beat
New
York
Alan Douglas
Charles Clary
usually attracts. Somehow people like to see the
at
own isgame
and looking
that's just
Hartley Crance
J. Barney Sherry
NewherYork
always
for. the
She sort
likesthatto
city showed up as a monster. It gives them
William Windom
Donald MacDonald
take them in hand and break them. The Douglas
sort of a feeling of confidence; happiness perhaps
Billy Braden
Philo McCullough
family, man and wife, didn't know this, and they
that
don't haveThere
to live
still stage
it is
ratherthey
alluring.
havethere
beenandmany
plunged, but see what happened in " ExtravaBy John Lynch.
plays
that
have
succeeded
because
of
this
suggesScenario by R. Cecil Smith.
tion in the general atmosphere of the show.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
Helen Douglas lived beyond her husband's in- performance
You
can goandthethelimitgowns
on the
emotional
Photographed by John Stumar.
she star's
wears.
Look
come andadvice
so did ofthefriends
husband.
They wouldn't
take
the
and moderate
their
over the other members of the cast too. Charles
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
gance."
mode
of life. Instead they went at it stronger
Clary
has
a
long
record
with
Fox
and
has
done
than ever, and then the crash came and caught
some mighty good work. There are many who
know him. The others have good records in
them — see " Extravagance."
PROGRAM READER
Ince pictures and exhibitors who know that their
A dramatic lesson in high finance and worthless
One of the interesting pictures shortly to be matrimony.
audiences are made up of a large percentage of
real fans should cash in on these players by menseen at the
is " Extravagance/' Dorothy
tioning their names in the advertising.
Dalton's
latest
Paramount
photoplay
produced
Dorothy Dalton resplendent in a wonderful part
under the direction of Thomas H. Ince. This is
— making
that
part
greater
through
her
interprea story of a husband and wife who lived beyond
tation of an extravagant woman of New York.
their means in New York. How they found out
that
they
couldn't
beat
the
"game
"
and
how
He
thought
he could beat Wall Street, but he
they finally found happiness in a spot far away
" THE PARISIAN TIGRESS "
didn't have the stuff in him — and Wall Street
from ingtheinterest
city'sas bustle
makes
a
picture
of
absorb(Continued from page 2355)
showed that
him lesson
a lesson
—
see
"
Extravagance
"
and
handled by the producers. It witness
— its thrilling.
was written for Miss Dalton by John Lynch, and
the star is awarded a fine part. As an emotional
When aroused to fury she bit and scratched —
actress Miss Dalton has few superiors on the
but her purr was softest of the soft — see Viola
THE STORY
screen today. Her work is possessed of a certain
Dana in " The Parisian Tigress."
Helen Douglas is the extravagant wife of Alan
tone and quality that is rarely to be found on the
Douglas, a wealthy Wall Street operator. A
screen, and her ability to portray realistically
friend,
Billy
Braden,
seeing
the
fallacy
of
an
roles of this sort has been one of the principal
The star of " The Gold Cure " and " Satan
artificial life in the city, has put sham behind
Junior " in a spirited comedy-drama offering her
factors in her rapid rise to stardom. In " Exand is going West. He urges Douglas and
travagance "she is supported
by a cast
Ince him
a delightful, new role.
his wife to follow his example. On the other
favorites, including
Charles Clary,
J. ofBarney
hand, his business partner insists that they throw
Sherry and Donald MacDonald. The picture has
been given a production that carries out the sugtheir all into an exchange deal to make a " killSee the
quarterat its
cafe very
in Paris
gestion of its title to the letter.
ing." Helen
decidesYork
she than
would a rather
be a inpav-a
derful Latin
Apache dance
height.with a woning stone
in New
boulevard
Western city. For this good advice she asks her
husband to buy her a necklace. He refuses and
PRESS NOTICE
they quarrel and she tries to forget her sorrow
in sleep. She dreams her husband fails, forges
and kills a pursuing policeman, with the result
with" Extravagance,"
Dorothy Daltona Paramount-Ince
as the star, willphotoplay
be the that
he is condemned to the chair. As she pleads
main attraction at the
theatre on
mercy with the immovable judge she awakens.
of
week.
Written specially for the star forHurriedly
dressing she goes to the exchange and
by John Lynch, one of the leading screen writers
discovers a panic in the stocks in which her
of
day,Douglas
" Extravagance
affords
her the Wall
role husband
was speculating. In an effort to save
of the
Helen
the wife" of
a wealthy
himself he makes a wild appeal to her for her
Street man of New York. But while Douglas
personal money and securities. She refuses him
is wealthy he is not fabulously so. And in time
Seeing himself ruined, Douglas in a frenzy,
his wife's numerous extravagances practically eat aid.
catches his wife by the shoulders and denounces
away his income. And as he himself lives conher before the crowd as a woman who has taken
siderably
beyond
his
means
a
catastrophe
imall and given nothing. She stands firm, however,
pends. How it is averted and how both Helen
as her husband stands over her threatening
and her husband find what true happiness is in even
to strike. When he returns home that night
a spot far from New York, are events which make
Helen tells him she realizes what a life of prefor a photoplay
contiuued interest and contense and sham they have lived, that Billy Braden
siderable dramaticofpower.
was right — the city had robbed them of their
Miss Dalton appears resplendent in the leading
ideals,
their sincerity and had given nothing in
role. She is an actress of great emotional ability,
return. She offers to him all her money to go
and the part of the wife who spends money like to
some new country where they may start life
the old fashioned drunken sailor, only more so,
together and seeing before them a lifetime
fits
to ascenes
" t." ofMr.an Hawks
provided sort,
her anew
of happiness, he takes her into his arms.
with hermany
intenselyhas dramatic
and the story calls for a number of stunning
gowns which Miss Dalton wears magnificently.
SUGGESTIONS
Among her support are Charles Clary, a leading
Let your advertising on this production carry
man of great prominence and ability, J. Barney
Sherry, long known for his character work In out the implication of the title to the letter. This
title is one that will attract the ■ eye, and if in
Ince photoplays, Donald MacDonald, a heavy
your newspaper and lobby advertising you carry
whose reputation grows daily, and Philo McCullough, a well known player who has appeared in out its tone in all other words and pictures you
will have created a display that will not only
a great variety of roles.
draw the attention but awaken a vast interest in
Mr. Lynch's
story was
by R.of Cecil
Smith
and produced
underscenarioized
the direction
Vic- the reader. This suggestion does not necessarily
tor Schertzinger, the man responsible for many of mean that you should fling money away in exCharlesphereRay's
film hasofantheatmosdoesn't
for
this case Quantity
it is quality
and count
tone that
that livessuccesses.
up to theThepromises
title so much;ploitinginthe picture.
Dorothy Dalton in a repentant mood in her latshould be sought.
in every respect.
est Ince-Paramount photoplay, "Extravagance"
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Should

OF

ISABEL"—

Satisfy All; Clean Romance,

Picture

News

AMERICAN

Well Produced

THOSE of you who have been running the Mary Miles pictures needn't worry about this one
pleasing your patrons; it should give them good satisfaction.
The story is a clean and delightful romance, such as fit Miss Minter's talents particularly
well. It holds the interest fairly tense. In some of the situations it is given such an interesting twist
as to arouse the curiosity of the spectator. In these situations the heroine is shown as having occupied
rooms in a stranger's mansion. She thought they belonged to her brother, who, to save his pride, had
told her he was a partner to the rich young man, instead of a mere valet.
The production end of the picture is very artistic, direction, interior settings, photography, etc., all
being of high standard. — Released through Pathe April 13. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
five reels of the picture. Miss Minter receives
THE STORY
THE CAST
support from Alan Forrest, J. Parker Jones and
others. The story was written for the star by
Left
almost
penniless
by
the
failure
and
death
Mary Miles Minter
of their father Isabel Trevor and her brother
Joseph Franklin Poland, and produced under
Isabel Trevor
J Parks Jones
the direction of Lloyd Ingraham.
Bert,
sell
their
old
southern
home
and
go
to
Bert Trevor
Hams
Lucreu
New York. Bert secures work as valet to Jack
nson
Johie
Mammy Cra
Alana Forrest
Tar-k
Craig,
a
young
broker,
though
telling
Isabel
Margaret Shelby
tota Randali
that he was taken into partnership. One night
Geor#,e
Bert takes a roll of bills from the pocket of his
ney
Henry Whit
Land
MaryPe"ola*
Whitney
Marian
employer;
fleeswork.
to Montana. Herethen
he hounded
succeeds by
in fear,
outdoor
He
promptly sends funds to Isabel, but all of his
Poland.
in
Frankl
Joseph
By
letters are returned undelivered.
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Isabel, stranded, moves with Mammy into
Produced by American.
iisng or for your
paper advert
" Bert's ofhalfthe" of
Craig's house.
Whenyoung
she
H re LINE
CATC
theat
progSram.for your newsspeaks
partnership,
the gallant
bachelorterestdoes
not however,
deceive her.
His growingby in-a
SUGGESTIONS
No doubt, Mr. Exhibitor,
in Isabel,
is hampered
feama
claim
brought
forward
by
a
woman
belonging
y-dra
comed
can
Ameri
r
Here is anothe
you
have
been at a loss for a fitting
been
if you have
to the gay set with which he has been travelturing Mary Miles Minter, and
deing. She produces a marriage license signed by
one at some time or another when
in this
dmade
printe
tions
sugges
theon previ
Sowing partment
this
him
one
night
at
a
wine
supper.
by
ous pictures
in the rush of the last minute you
Bert, anxious about his sister, returns to New
can syng the word Ameri-come
housTyou are makin
York, but is unable to locate her at their old
dy-e
is ''ght
which
that
with
onymous
troubl
have
lost all your adverrising masmall
have
should
you
to Craig's
to makeof good
his
drama. This done
theft Going
he witnesses
the house
unmasking
the adin to see Intrusion of flat.
terial supplied by the manufacturer.
in bringing the people
elsed
printe
ine
venturess.
She is " and
Matrimony
Mary," forwith
a
Isabel " Read the first catchl wouldn't make
crook
for
a
husband
a
long
record
simiit
if
see
Don't
get discouraged on this acon thisforpage
yourandadvertising copy. It tells
lar
money-getting
schemes.
Craig's
true love afa eood whereline
fair
with
Isabel
has
now
a
clear
field.
count.
moneythe
to
up
ity
to get the curios
fust enough
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
g pitch, and yet it refers little to the
buyin
plot
of the^story.^ situation, this one of the
Plan
Book contains a variety of
CATCH LINES
r robbed and
the man hercarebrothe
girl goinf to
catch lines on each feaure.
of her while his
that he takethis
demanding
Jack's valet had decamped with a large bit of
should be made the
" partner " is away and
Among them you may, no doubt
e lends it- his spending money. He was willing to forget
ising. The aapictur
of all advert
center very
in
this
allon right
but her
whenabundant
the valet's
sisterMammy
came
both
copy,
light
,
snappy
to
self well
down
him
with
colored
you
Let
ents.
and word argum see if he
needs.will, find one just suiting your
the way of picturessynops
and demanded that he open his house to his
is and then
your artist see the
"
partner's
sister
"
he
couldn't
quite
underes for addican't work out some intimate inpictur
stand. But Jack was a gentleman and he went
colors and cendispla
tionalaboutlobbyone
through with the game and came out with a
amusing incidents oi tne
of y.the These
tered
wife. See " Intrusion of Mabel " — it's a winner
story would arouse interest in all who saw them.
for comedy-drama.
PRESS NOTICE
Here's a new story of New York — the girl
ited comgets
alongWhat
all right
encounter
muchof
" Intrusion of Isabel," a high-spir
trouble.
she and
does doesn't
encounter
is a lot
Minter m theatprinedy-drama, with Mary Miles
the
situations
not
so
amusing
to
her,
but
simply
upfeatured attraction
be theon
cipal role,— will
■ of — — —
roariously so to the onlooker — see these situatheatre
tions
in
"
Intrusion
of
Isabel."
week. This is the work of Joseph Franklin
writers for picof the thebetter
Poland,tures,one
a delightful role, that
star known
and affords
Mary Miles Minter in a brisk comedy-drama
but of good
shed
Impoveri
of Isabel Trevor.
of
New
York — features.
it's one of the most enjoyable of
York with her
to Newsecures
comespromptly
family, she
the
American
nt
employme
He
brother Bert.
New Yorker,
as valet to Jack Craig, a wealthygone
into partbut tells his sister that he has
say init'ssuperlatives
an Americanof praise.
comedy-drama
when
clothesa tempwe When
have we
spoken
Jack's great
Handling
with him.
nership
too
proves
money
of
they aretationfull
for Bert, and eventually he makes off
with a large roll.
PROGRAM READER
Isabel can not understand his disappearance
but decides that nothing is wrong and goes to
Mary Miles Minter, the dainty American
Jack's
apartment,
saying
that
as
long
as
her
favorite, will shortly be seen in her latest combrother is his partner she will make her home
edy-drama for that concern, entitled " Intrusion
in " her half " of the house with the colored
of Isabel."
a thoroughly
amusing
tale
Mammy. This situation naturally gives rise to of
a girl andThisheris brother
who came
to New
athegood
bit
of
embarrassment
on
Jack's
part,
but
York
to
earn
a
living.
The
brother
only
succeeds
appeal of the girl is not lost on him and
in getting a job as valet to a man about town,
he
prepares
a section
of the anplace
for and
the temptation of his position gets the
her.readily
From ' here
on the
film develops
unusual
better of him. One day he decamps with a
comedy vein that is handled skilfully by the
author, and in which the players find plenty of bank roll that doesn't belong to him. He had
his sister
he washerthis
man's does
partner
opportunities. There is however, considerable of told
in business
and that
so when
brother
not
a dramatic interest through this latter portion
appear she goes to the stranger and insists that
also.
The
picture
is,
in
fact,
exceedingly
well
balanced.
during
her
brother's
absence
she
be
taken
into
his home with her old colored Mammy. NaturMiss Minter makes a pretty picture in the
ally the young man is rather aghast at the whole
stellar role, while her support includes Alan
story, but he goes through with the thing, and
Forrest, J. Parkes Jones, Lucretia Harris, Marin
the
end finds himself with a wife. Of course
garet Shelby. George Periolat and Mary Land.
there is much merriment in the predicaments the
Lloyd Ingraham, one of the leading directors
young
find themselves in, and there is
of comedy-drama of the day," produced the pic- not a people
little substantial drama throughout the
Scene from " Intrusion of Isabel '
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"MARIE,

LTD."—

SELECT

Has a Selling Point to the W omen
and, perhaps, to their
THERE'S a selling angle to this picture if you play it up to the women
husbands — as tipping off a little scheme that wives and " sweethearts " in certain sets carry on.
When they need a hat, the picture tells us, they come to an agreement with the proprietor of a
millinery store to charge a certain amount over and above the actual selling price; and when the bill
is paid by "Poor Man" the conspirators divide the overcharge between them.
Your sales angle is in a subtitle in which one woman declares she has to use this subterfuge because
her husband is such a tightwad that he won't give her any spending money.
Aside from this interesting sales angle there is little worth noting in the picture. There is plenty
of action, but it consists largely of the characters walking around. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
education is completed Drina determines to go
You might even hit upon some original scheme of
to New York and repay her debt to her mother
advertising in the newspapers along with the milliDrina Hilliard
Alice Brady
by helping her in the business, even though she
Colonel Lambert
Frank Losee
nery establishment.
would prefer to teach. On her way to the city
There
is a good cast in support of the star.
Blair Carson
Leslie Austen
the train is held up by bandits, and through this
Marie Hilliard Mrs. Gertrude Hillman
Kenneth
Webb, the director, has done consideroccurrence
Drina
meets
Blair
Carson,
a
young
abletures,goodandwork
the Vitagraph
O. Henry
picAdelaide
Josephine Whittell
man who had been admiring her throughout the
if youon cater
to a fan crowd
mention
Zelie
Gladys Valerie
entire trip. He determines to see more of her
of his name would be advisable.
By Louise Winters.
but
after
Drina
has
become
established
in
her
Scenario by Jane Murfin.
mother's shop she gives him not the slightest
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
encouragement.
Photographed by Al Liguori.
The big customer of Marie, Ltd., is Colonel
Lambert. The old roue is a single man, but a
CATCH LINES
dozen or so chorus girls charge their hats to
best
him. And Drina being a most attractive girl
an hisknow
own s show.
present
how to showm
An amazing expose of the way some business
EVERY
naturally attracts the Colonel. Her mother is
in New York is conducted — this particular busi- very anxious for her to marry him for some
are times, however,
There
ness establishment happens to be a millinery shop
reason unknown
Drina, but she refuses, as
when some important angle
frequented for the most part by chorus girls. she holds not the toslightest
love for him. Drina
is
made
still
further
unhappy by seeing Blair
You'llthispatfeature.
yourself on the back after you have
seen
assert itself to the exhibitor
not
may
much in the company of Zelie, a chorus girl.
picture after picture week
sees
who
Zelie
had
seen
the
Colonel's
growing
infatuation
Alice Brady, star of the great stage success,
for Drina and had determined to catch herself
another
man
ere
it
was
too
late.
week.
after
" Forever After," in her latest Select picture, a
Then the Colonel threatens
of her
story of New York's byways and highways.
mother unless Drina marry him. exposure
In the SUGGESTIONS of the
It appears that
She came from college, an innocent girl, and
Marie has been systematically overchargin
him
was plunged headlong into the maelstrom of and her other male customers and selling gcheap
Complete Plan Book, the advertisher women
With Blair
the toils
New York City's rather seamy life — see what she to
ing possibilities of each picture are
of Zehe all seemspatrons.
lost to Drina, but in
in
a
climax
discovered in " Marie, Ltd."
of many surprises Blair saves the Hilliards from
taken up from all angles.
the Colonel and declares his love for Drina.
Hats, hats, hats. Drina came to think the
world was
was undearneath
made of hats.
didn't like
In them you may find THE one
what
all thisAnd
fine she
millinery.
See
PROGRAM READER
that you have overlooked.
what she found there in " Marie, Ltd."
Alice Brady, the Select star, will be seen in
her latest picture entitled " Marie, Ltd.," shortly
Perhaps its just the one that will
A story of New York's hidden places.
at this theatre. This is a New York story, centering around a fashionable millinery establishanswer your needs.
PRESS NOTICE
ment where a girl, fresh from
finds
self suddenly plunged into what college,
Look over the SUGGESTIONS
she learns toherbe
Alice Brady's latest Select photoplay endishonest
business
.
It
was
written
by
Louise
t
i
t
l
e
d
,
"
Marie,
Ltd.,"
will
come
to
the
Winters,
in
this issue.
scenarioiz
ed
by
Jane
Murfin,
known
to
Theatre on
of
week. This
the stage world as Jane Cowl's collaborator In
is from a story by Louise Winters and affords
playwright
ing,
and
produced
under
Miss Brady a most attractive part. She appears
of
Kenneth Webb, who made many ofthethedirection
O. Henry
as Drina
the daughter
of Marieknown
Hil- pictures
for Vitagraph. It is really one
liard. HerHilliard,
mother runs
an establishment
of
the
as Marie, Ltd., where she sells hats to rich best pictures in which Miss Brady has appeared
one can really single out any one above another!
ladies at terrifically high prices. The ladies ifSince
appearing on the stage all this season in
don't pay
for
their
hats
themselves.
No,
indeed. It is either their husbands or their genMiss Brady has made a host of
newForever
friendsAfter,"
and today
she is
tlemen friends who get the bills. Blind hubby
as one of the
most popular actresses on the rated
or blind gentleman friend comes through with
screen. Her work
"
Marie,
the money
and
Marie
divides
up
with
her
cusLtd." is marked by that emotional
tomers !
ability that has
brought
to the front rank,
while she is surrounded by her
Not a very pretty business indeed for a young
an effective supporting
cast, including Leslie Austen,
girl fresh from college to be catapulted into but
Frank Losee and
Mrs. Gertrude Hillman.
Drina gets to learn the ropes within a very short
time. And although she loathes the life she
must be satisfied with it for there is no other
SUGGESTIONS
way out. Her romance and the miraculous manHere you get a popular stage and screen star
ner in which her mother is saved from public
in a vehicle dealing
a new phase of New
disgrace are events which spell a most fasciYork life. Center yourwith
advertising
the star
nating picture. Miss Brady has the opportunity
for her long appearance in the about
stage success
to show a number of the latest millinery crea" Forever After " has added much to her poputions in the course of the photoplay an opportunity which many will delight in. Her emolarity, and the pictures that Select has been puttional work is of the highest sort.
ting her in lately have all been of a high calibre.
Secondly,
lay stress on the locale
the picture,
The star's
timeareis Frank
Leslie
mainly a millinery shop in New ofYork.
You
Austen
while leading
others man
who this
appear
Losee, Mrs. Gertrude Hillman, Josephine Whitmight be able to arouse additional interest by
tell and Gladys Valerie. Jane Murfin, Jane stating that the shop was run on a crooked basis
and that the patrons were for the most part
Cowl's
in playwrighting,
made was
the chorus
scenario collaborator
girls and wealthy women whose aim was
from the novel,
while the picture
to fool their husbands. If you go just this far
produced under the direction of Kenneth
Webb.
Other attractions on the bill at the
you
will
havedegree.
aroused It
the smacks
reader'sofinterest
to a
Theatre for the same dates are
considerable
the daring,
just a little bit of the risque, and in this case
it will provide a good selling point.
THE STORY
Advertisements should be gotten up to bring
Marie Hilliard has run a fashionable millinery
out
the "have
millinery
" atmosphere,
and any
here local
you
establishment in New York since her husband
certainly
a chance
to tie up with
has proven unable to Eet along in the business
millinery establishment you know of. A display
world With money earned in this way she has of hats in the window with a neat card announcsent her daughter, Drina, to college. When her
ing your attraction would do a whole lot of good.
Alice Brady, star of ;' Marie, Ltd.
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"WHITEWASHED

WALLS

"—

Picture

News

robertson-cole

Of the Light, Pleasing Variety; Should

Please All

Although the story deals with a fictitious Repicture belongs to the light, pleasing variety.
public, apparently Latin-American, it should amuse picture goers, because it has been produced,
not as something serious, but as burlesque; and the same tone is maintained throughout.
. The hero is presented as a sculptor, working somewhere in a Republic situated in an unknown part
At one time he is arrested and is about
He becomes the victim of much local intrigue.
of the world.
In the end
to be shot at sunrise; his American resourcefulness, however, helps him outwit the natives.
he wins the love of a native beauty.
THIS

The production end of the picture is of the standard set by all pictures handled by the RobertsonColes organization. — Released through Exhibitors Mutual. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Larry
William Desmond
Concha
Fritzi Brunette
Rosa
Carmen Phillips
Mendez
Jack Richardson
Dinero
Arthur Mallete
Cascaro
Frank MacQuarrie
Romero
John Dwiggins
Crisco
.Jack Cosgrave
Guard
Frank Lanning
Alias Patricio Cassidano Walter Perry
THE STORY
His Excellencissimo Romero, Governor of an
insignificant South American state, struts around
his two by four domain all puffed up with conceit
and chianti, a Caesar, Napoleon, Hannibal and
Diaz all rolled into one, in his own estimation.
Posterity should gaze upon his classic features in
carven stone, so he commissioned Larry Donovan, a young
American
to make
a st;itue
cf him. sculptor and adventurer
Larry caused a riot in Altamura when he
knocked the chief Generalissimo cold for interfering with his Fourth of July celebration, for
which rash act Larry is led to the " Whitewashed
Wall
be shot.
But Larry
didn'tallrelish
idea of" to
having
his anatomy
splashed
over the
the
"festivities
Wall," and
caused
a
postponement
of little
the
by
flattering
the
vanity
of
the
Governor.
When hewithis again
to the " Wall"
supplied
a niftyled six-shooter,
and he
againis
thwarts his executioners by grabbing the pompous little Governor Romero and using him as
shield, threatening to splash the " Wall " with
the Governor's gore.
One Patricio Cassidano — a Hibernian masquerading as a Greaser — and Rosa, the Demon Vampire of Altamura, who vamps and plots and
hisses and wriggles and squirms — add humor and
color to a story that bubbles with laughable and
melodramatic situations.
PRESS NOTICE
William Desmond is cast as a carefree Yankee
in his next Exhibitors-Mutual feature, " Whitewashed Walls,"
theatrewhich
on will be shown
of at the
week. Written by Ethel and James Dorrance this
picture comes as a travesty on the comic opera
style of plot that deals with heroics and villainy
in a South American republic. This old plot has
proven so popular in the past that the fine satire
injected by the authors is going to come as a
delightful comedy relief to all those who see it.
Desmond appears as a young American sculptor
and adventurer who refuses to take all the pomp
and ceremony of the officials of a certain republic
seriously. He laughs long and loud at the General-in-Chief ofGeneral What-Is-It of the army
and gets himself into all sorts of serious predicaments from which he emerges by right of his perpetual smile and Irish blarney.
A number of conventional screen characters are
delightfully burlesqued in the picture. Carmen
Phillip's
vampire
is asis sinuous
one while
could
ask.
Fritzi
Brunette
a heroineas ofanycharm
a wonderful bit of character comedy is contributed by Walter Perry appearing as an old Irishman masquerading under the name of Patricio
Cassidano! The whole spirit of the picture is
one of harmless fun and the motion picture going
public will certainly feel rewarded by a visit to
the
theatre during its run.

PROGRAM READER
A merry bit of travesty on the comic operas
dealing with the Latin American countries will
be offered
" Whitewashed
Walls," isthestarred.
latest
picture
in in
which
William Desmond
We have seen so much of the mock heroics that
go on in such places, so much of the dashing
American hero
who south
tweeksthatthe wenosehaveof the
eralis imo of the
comeGen-to
laugh " at " such antics these days instead of
"clever
with pair
" them.
travesty
written
by that
Ethel Soandthis
James
Dorrance
is certainly
not out of place. Desmond holds down the stellar
honors with a wonderful smile and a manner that
is indeed excellent burlesque on the dashing hero
of the day. The picture is set in a variety of
pretty settings and the performances of the remaining members of the cast are in the general
spirit of the entire picture.
CATCH LINES
He called
Excellency
" oldbarscout
vited him tohisstep
up to the
— this" and
was in-in
South things
America but
wherehavetheyto don't
to stand
for
such
whenlikebreezy
young
Americans get down there and start to work off
superfluous pep. See William Desmond in
" Whitewashed Walls " — it's a winner for fast
comedy and exciting situations.
Ever see an Irishman pose as a Spaniard —
have a look at Patricio Cassidano in " Whitewashed Walls " — but he's only one of the laughs
in the picture.
By the popular authors, Ethel and James Dorrance— one of their brightest works — all about
a young American transforming the map of South
America just for the fun of things.
Even a South American republic couldn't wipe
the smile off Bill Desmond's face — see it in
" Whitewashed Walls " and you'll have one too.
SUGGESTIONS
The old story of the American hero in a South
American republic has come to be laughed at
more often these days than it is laughed with,
but as the authors of this picture " sort of kid
the
" ittook
gets hold
over ofbyan reason
of this
fact.natives
Georgethere
Cohan
old fashioned
musical comedy recently and found that it
wouldn't
at all.the Heliferewrote
and in itgokidded
out of the
thiswhole
very thing
same
old fashioned musical comedy. The result was
that the play scored a hit and is running along
on the high tide of popularity these days. Why
not adopt this plan of advertising the picture to
your patrons? Certainly it will do no harm and
the readers will likely take off their hats to your
sense of humor and come and see your show.
Fix up some clever copy along these lines, mix
in a few phrases telling about the laughs in the
picture
and right
let itframe
go at ofthat.
the come
people in the
mind.You'll
Theygetwill
expecting to be amused and kidded a little more
andPlay
theyupwon't
be disappointed.
William
Desmond. He is a popular
player and has won a nice place for himself by
reason
of that smile
that into
won'tthecome
off and
his
acting ability.
He fits
general
scheme
of things with regard to the advertising suggesmentioned.
Don't They
let the
by
withouttionssome
mention.
are authors
popular get
in the
magazine world and deserve a word also.

PLAN

BOOK

SERVICE

Book is the most complete
s Pla
e dNewthe
turere
e ion
vicMot
ser
everPicoff
ex-n
THE
hibitor.
This is the consensus of various
opinions expressed by readers.
Motion Picture News was the
first trade paper to bring such a
service to the field.
The old days of the review here —
the synopsis there — the Press notice somewhere else — those old
days are no more.
In the Complete Plan Eook you
have it all in one place.

William Desmond, star of " Whitewashed

Walls"
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12,
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Accessories
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Available

with

Pictures

Covered

inthis

Issue of "The Complete
Plan
Book"
ADVERTISING
LAYOUTS:—
One three-column; one
" WHITEWASHED WALLS "—ROBERTSON-COLE
two-column; one one-column. These are dressed in the
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; one three-sheet; one .sixusual Paramount style and contain pictures and word
sheet; one twenty-four sheet.
arguments of attractive character.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11 x 14 photo gelatines
Other accessories on hand at all Paramount exchanges
and title card; this set also supplemented with two
are slides, music cue sheets, thumbnail cuts of star, mats
22 x 28 photos.
of advertising layouts, trademark cuts and film trailers.
CUTS AND MATS:— One three-column mat; one twocolumn cut and mat; one one-column cut and mat; one
thumbnail cut; one program cover cut. The large cuts
" THE SCAR "— WORLD
are suitable for use in either text or advertising pages
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; one sixof the newspapers.
sheet.
Among the other accessories available at all ExhibitLOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored photoors-Mutual exchanges are slides, music cue sheets and
graphs; eight 8 x 10 black and white photographs and
press sheets.
title card.
CUTS AND MATS (Advertising) :— Two one-column;
one two-column.
"THE UNKNOWN QUANTITY " — VITAGRAPH
(Production): — Two three-column; two two-column.
PAPER: — One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one sixsheet.
(Special) :— One three-column mat with short story.
Scene shows star discussing script with director.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11 x 14 photographs and
SLIDE
AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
title card; two 22 x 28 colored photos. A set of 8 x 10
black and white photographs are also provided to complete lobby display or for use in making special cuts.
"THE FIRE FLINGERS "—UNIVERSAL
8 x 10 photographs of star are also provided for the same
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one sixpurpose.
CUTS: — Two
one-column;
two two-column. These
sheet; one twenty-four sheet.
include scenes from production and star poses.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Scene and star stills with synSLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
opsis and title cards are provided in the regular standard
sizes. If desirable some of these stills may also be used
in the making of special cuts.
•FIGHTING FOR GOLD "—FOX
PRODUCTION CUTS :— Production cuts are furPAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one sixnished in one, two and three-column size.
sheet * one 24-sheet
ADVERTISING CUTS:— These cuts (line) are also
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Twelve 8 x 10 black and white
furnished in one, two and three-column sizes, containing
photographs; twelve 11 x 14 black and white and three
good scenes and well written arguments.
22 x 28 colored.
STAR CUTS:— One and two-column cuts of star are
PRODUCTION CUTS AND MATS:— Three twoalso on hand at all Universal exchanges.
column; two one-column.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET are also obtainADVERTISING CUTS:— Two three-column; one twoable at all exchanges handling the picture.
column; two one-column. These bring out the actionful character of the play.
"THE PARISIAN TIGRESS "—METRO
STAR CUTS: — These provided in one and two-column
size.
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two sixsheets.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Photographs come in 8 x 10
sepia; 11 x 14 sepia; 22 x 28 colored. These include both
" INTRUSION OF ISABEL "—AMERICAN
production scenes and star photographs. Title and synPAPER: — One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one sixopsis cards are provided with each set to complete the
sheet.
display. (Stills are also provided for exhibitors to use
in making their own cuts).
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11 x 14 scene stills and
title card; one 22 x 28 of scene; one 22 x 28 of star.
CUTS AND MATS:— Star cuts are furnished in oneCUTS: — One-column and thumbnail star cuts are prohalf, one and two-column sizes and may be used for
curable at all Pathe exchanges. These are suited for all either text or advertising columns of the local newsadvertising and publicity uses.
papers as well as for program announcements.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also available at
all Metro exchanges.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
" MARIE, LTD."— SELECT
("Three Men and a Girl"— " The Sheriff's Son"—
PAPER: — Two one-sheets, two three-sheets, one six" Extravagance ")
sheet; one twenty-four-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Nine 8 x 10 black and white
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one sixscenes and title card; seven 11 x 14 colored scenes and
sheet; one rotogravure one-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8 x 10 black and white
title card; two 22 x 28 horizontal "flats," colored scenes;
photographs; eight 11 x 14 sepia; one 22 x 28 sepia of one 22 x 28 star portrait, colored, upright (stock).
scene or star; 22 x 28 colored of female star; 22 x 28
CUTS (ELECTROS) :— Production cuts are five in
black and white of star; 8 x 10 black and white photonumber — two one-column, two two-column, one threegraphs of star.
column. Star cuts are one-half column, one one-column
and one two-column. These cuts are made available for
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION:— Five oneuse either in advertisements or text pages.
column; three two-column; two three-column.
Other accessories available are slides and music cue
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five onesheets.
column; three two-column; two three-column.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
in publish
a brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsof who
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to January 12, 1919.
PLAN BOOK
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAR. 30)
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. 1
MAR. 22
(Six Parts)
"
A
lot
of
snap
and
zest
to
this
comedy
drama."
—
M.
P.
News.
"Exhibitors who are ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have no
BREED OF MEN (ARTCRAFT) W. S. HART (FEB 2)
FEB. IS
hesitancy Comment
in booking
for the
full liked
run." —byM.allP.and
News.
Exhibitor
— " this
A good
picture
well produced.
" Star
News. registers strongly in one that should please everybody." — M. P.
Big to average business." " Good, but patrons are tired of war stories.
Average to big business." " Good picture. War stuff dead. Average
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very Has
good.too Big
have bigto
change his
style of— work.
manybusiness.
imitators.Hart
Drewwilla very
business." " Big business two days." " Good picture. Average business. War plays dead here."
opening and sent them out pleased. An average Hart picture." Bill
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
put them in on this one and they liked it." " Average to poor busiAFTER THE WAR (UNIVERSAL) CUNARD (JAN. 26) JAN. 11
ness —seven" days."
Consensus
Satisfactory picture, strong puller."
"Timely
possessing
unusual
advertising
possibilities."
— M. work
P. News.
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WOLBER (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
Exhibitorsubject
Comment
—
"
A
strongly
dramatic
story
with
star's
exceptionally good, as well as her support. Another good offering for
" Shows its38age (EDGAR
plainly. Hot
stuff for hero worshippers."
— M. LEWIS
P. News.
CALIBRE
LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL
city trade. Good business." " Big business two days on this Universal
(APR. 13)
APR. 5
Special." " Pretty strong. If you play to a lot of kiddies don't book
(Six Parts)
this
one."
News.
"Melodrama based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
Consensus — " Satisfactory production, good puller."
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(MAR. 2)
....MAR. 29 CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
" ' Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — M. P. News.
"A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. We had no complaints." " Well liked.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Extra big business." "Average business." " Brockwell and cast
great.
be a tospecial.
It's got the goods." " Another
Consensus
picture, good puller."
' Baby ' This
picture.should
Average
big business."
well."— "Good
AMAZING
IMPOSTER, THE (AMERICAN) MINTER (FEB. 2). FEB. 8
Consensus — "MASK,
Satisfactory
1 puller." ALICE JOYCE
CAMBRIC
THE picture(VITAooc GRAPH)
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
(APR.
7).
..
APR. 5
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Average
picture,
average
business."
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
" Star in version
of unusual
Chambers
story." — BESSIE
M. P. News.
MAR. 29
CAROLYN
OF THE
CORNERS
(PATHE)
LOVE
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
(MAR. 9)
MAR 1
can go the
limit." — M.
P. News.STOREY
" Strong story,
but a little loose.
MumanC. K.
touches
plentiful."
— 19)..
M. P. FEB.
News. 1
AS "Here's
THE one
SUN on which
WENT youDOWN
(METRO)
EDITH
CHEATING
CHEATERS
(SELECT)
YOUNG
(JAN.
FEB. 22
(FEB. 10)
" Crook play that gives star chance to do excellent work." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Edith Storey
in screen
version just
of Baker's
M. not
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Young coming back. Big business."
Comment
— " Picture
fair. play."
Star —does
draw in this
"Very good.
Big business
"Superb cast.
house." " Has some great comedy throughout but in some places tends
handled.
Photography
good. three
Pleasingdays."
and entertaining.
Big Well
busitoo much on serial order."
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture,
average
puller."
ness
seven
days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE (SELECT) MARION DAVIES. .FEB. 10
Exhibitor Comment — " With al the advertising the stage success had of
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE)
BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 22
the same name, one would expect to break all records with this, but
(FEB.OF16)
.
nothing smashed except faith in human nature. Why try to make a
" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — M. P. News.
screen star outof Marion Davies? It can't be done. She's no better
ExhibitorAGAIN
CommentSMITH
— " Big business."
than when she started her first Select. Average to poor business."
COME
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
SPECIAL
CAST
(MAR.
17)..
MAR.
8
(FEB.
10)
FEB. 1
(Seven Parts)
" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
"Novel
and
very
entertaining;
characterizations
good."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
dandy
comedy
drama
to
big
business."
" PicExhibitor Comment — " Excellent business. Pleased the better class of
ture wel liked. Star just average." " A nice clean program picture to
patrons.
Disappointing
to
the
gallery."
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10).. MAR. 22
average —business."
Consensus
" Fine (PATHE)
picture, good
puller." WARD (MARCH 2).... FEB. 8
" Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
COMMON
CLAY
FANNIE
BLUFFER, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (JAN. 20)
JAN. 18
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
" An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-ofKce attracExhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing program offering." Average busibusinessTWOseven (WORLD)
days."
COURAGE tion. BigFOR
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
Consensus
picture,
puller. MAE MARSH (FEB. 2)
ness." —OF" Pleasing
BONDAGE
BARBARA,
THE average
(GOLDWYN)
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Very poor picture. But Mae
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Marsh does her best under the circumstances. Average to big to averExhibitor
Comment
—
"
Big
business
two
days."
CRAVING, THE (BLUEBIRD) FRANCIS FORD (JAN. 13) . .JAN. 18
age business." "-Mae Marsh does not draw here. Fair production to
average business." " Very good picture to big business." " Drew few
"Exhibitor
Holds suspense
well done."
— M. more.
P. News.Might
Commentclear
— " Athrough.
novelty Staging
in photography,
nothing
and pleased few." " Disappointed and Miss Marsh no longer draws."
" Good picture but they do not want her here."
go strong in ' bone-dry ' territory as a ' turrible ' example of what
ConsensusOF— HONOR
" Fair picture,
average puller."
' likker ' will do to a man. Business was a poor average." " Big
BONDS
(EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL)
HAYAKAWA
(JAN. 19)
.,
FEB. 8
Consensus
— " Good picture, satisfactory puller."
" This picture should not fail to please wholly. — M. P. News.
CREAKING
STAIRS
(UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) MARY
business." LAREN
(FEB. 10)
: MACExhibitor Comment — " Splendid in every particular." " Very good.
Pleased our patrons. Big business." " A dandy picture. Very gripExhibitor Comment — •" Good story of suspense and thrills with no padping. Best double exposure ever produced. All pleased." " A good
the job everv
second. HUFF
Big to(MAR.
average3)business."
drawing card. Star liked in this picture. Fell down on third day."
CROOK dingOFbut everybody
DREAMS on(WORLD)
LOUISE
MAR. 1
Consensus
— " Splendid picture,
strong GISH
puller."(FEB. 16)
" Clever story with star in appealing role." — M. P. News.
BOOTS (PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY
MAR. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " A good program picture. World is waking up" at
" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture." — M. P. News.
and making(GOLDWYN)
better stuff. MADGE
Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasDAYlastDREAMS
KENNEDY (JAN. 12) JAN. 25
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
"Exhibitor
One of Comment
the REAL— "artistic
offerings;
cast
M. P. News.
They don't enthuse excellent."
over Miss— Kennedy
here.
(Seven Parts)
ing."
This
was
very
poor
picture
and
our
patrons
said
so.
Poor
"Exhibitor
A Rex Beach
story
of
the
far
North
that
rings
the
bell."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Such a picture is a crime. Nobody satisfied. A shame tobusiness."
take th?
Commment
—
i"
Very
good
picture
but
seven
reels
too
long.
Could have been put in six with as good if not better results. Big
money. —Never
Consensus
" Fairagain."
picture, average puller."
business two days."
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Exhibitors'
Own
Box
Office
Reports
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
GIRL PROBLEM, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
DIVORCEE, THE (METRO) ETHEL BARRYMORE (JAN. 20). JAN. 25
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
" Star in a brilliant screen achievement." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The sort of a picture that will fill your house and
"Matinee sort of picture; display of women's wear." — M. P. News.
cure your box-office. At least in cities, but possibly will be over the
Exhibitor
— " Fair
GIRL
WHO Comment
STAYED
AT picture.
HOME, Poor
THE business."
(ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
heads of small town patrons. The best thing Barrymore has had in
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
ages. And she makes the most of it." " Very good picture. Big busi" Hardly
production THE
angle." (FOX)
— M. P. PEGGY
News.
nes ." "Good picture. Well liked. Average business." " Average
GIRL
WITHa flawNO fromREGRETS,
HYLAND
business two days."
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
" Clean crook play that should give complete satisfaction." — M. P. News.
DON'T
CHANGE
YOUR
HUSBAND
(ARTCRAFT)
DE
MILLE'S
Exhibitor Comment — " Nothing big, though satisfying. A crook story
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
with a punch." " Pleased. Average business." " Picture pleased,
" Points a moral to married folk, or those to be married." — M. P. News.
jumping
to big
" No pretty
sense fast
to it.out Ifof Peggy
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fine production. One of the best. Big
makes anyfrommoreaverage
like this
she business."
will be sliding
good
business." " Extra big business seven days straight." " This with
Arbuckle comedy packed them in and patrons raved over the feature."
company. — -"Poor
business."picture, average puller."
Consensus
Satisfactory
" Extra big business seven days." " Great picture, tremendous drawing
GO HELENE
GET 'EM GARRINGER
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM- MAR. 22
CHADWICK (MAR.
power." — " Excellent production, strong puller."
Consensus
"
A
true
wild
and
woolly
one
with
two
popular
players." — M. P. JAN.
News. 18
DUB, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE RE1D (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
GOLD CURE. THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)....
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News.
"
Star's
cleverness
and
much
foolishness
makes
continued
laugh."
— M.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture." " Immense."
" Good picP. News.
ture, average drawiug power." "A fair Reid picture. Big business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
good.
The
best
Dana
production
ever
" Average business. Star well liked here. Story well done. Regular .
played. erageOne
continued
laugh.
Average
business."
" Well liked.
Avprogram release. ' Good picture ' is the verdict." " A rattling good
business.
"
Big
business."
"
Very
good
picture.
Big
busiprogram offering. Will please any class audience."
n
e
s
.
"
"
Wei
liked.
Always
draws
business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
ConsensusGRACIOUS
— " Excellent ANNABELLE
picture, good puller."
ECHO OF YOUTH, THE (GRAPHIC) SPECIAL CAST
GOOD
(PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
BURKE (MAR. 2)
APR. 5
"
Cast
is
good
and
picture
is
clean
and
compelling."
—
M.
P.
News.
"
Regular
Bilie
Burke
type
of
film;
mining
atmosphere."
P. News
ENCHANTED BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
GREAT
ROMANCE,
THE
(SCREEN
CLASSICS)— M.LOCKWOOD
27)
JAN. 25
(JAN. 19)
JAN. 25
(Six Parts)
" Has all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
good.
Average
business."
"
Romance
and
adventure
story
laid
in
beautiful
setting."
—
M.
P.
News.
END OF THERIGAN GAME,
THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERExhibitor Comment — " Harold Lockwood was one of the most popular
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
male
stars
on
the
screen.
Extra
big
business."
"Settings
were
re" Too much footage(PARAMOUNT)
in this Western DOROTHY
of '49 days." DALTON
— M. P. News.
markable.power."
Great. Well liked. Lockwood still packs them in."
EXTRAVAGANCE
(MAR. 16)
" Fair drawing
Consensus
— " ExcellentTHEproduction,
strong MONTAGU
puller."
Exhibitor Comment —MARRIAGE
" Swell program
picture. Big
to average business."
HAND
INVISIBLE,
(WORLD)
LOVE
EXPERIMENTAL
(SELECT)
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Stage (METRO)
play successfully
into film
— M. P. News. FEB. 8
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyfs directorial debut." — M. P. News.
FAITH
BERT turned
LYTELL
(FEB.drama."
3)
HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED (PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Picture with deep appeal and excellent star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Star is capable of bigger and better
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
things. Average and poor business." " Just another of those pictures
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
that maketypeMetro
the most
consistent
market."in a way
"A
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her betpeculiar
of picture
in that
it was soprogram
simple, onbut thehandled
ter. A swell picture to from average to big business."
that put it over big. Big business."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
average puller."
HARD
BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture,
average
puller."
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALTHALL
(FEB.
2)
.FEB. 15
(FEB. 16)
MAR 1
" Light story
but should
please a all
your patrons."
— M. P. Big
News.and aver(Seven Parts)
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Pleased
majority
of our patrons.
"Strong melodrama of the spy sort; should please." — M. P. News.
age business." " Miss Dalton's friends were disappointed in this and
Exhibitor
" Great production.
Lacks big
star." "impossible
Splendid
the title was bad." " A very pleasing picture well done. Miss Dalpicture. Comment
Highly —entertaining.
Good acting.
Seemingly
ton's acting
good. BigTrifle
business."
business
pleasing
in very
all details.
light for" BigDalton
but all
sheweek.
carriesVery
the
story but thrilling. Photography good. Big business seven days." " Extra
good
picture
to
big
business
two
days."
"
We
were
disappointed
in
comedy
through
very
well."
the business done on this."
ConsensusIN— PAWN,
" PleasingA picture,
good puller."
HEART
(EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL) SESSUE
ConsensusFOR— " Excellent
strong puller."
FIGHT
LOVE, Aproduction,
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Productions like this make an Art of producing." — M. P. News.
" Star in strong
story backed
bv beautifulHARRY
scenes." —T. M.MOREY
P. News.
ExhibitorOF Comment
" Very goodHUFF
picture.(FEB.Average
business." JAN. 25
FIGHTING
DESTINY
(VITAGRAPH)
HEART
GOLD —(WORLD)
10)
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
"
Romance
with
comedy
touches
and
plenty
of
suspense."
— M. P. News.
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
" Star
News. in another fine fighting picture with mystery touch." — M. P.
(MAR.
31)..
APR. 5
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN. 27)
" Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1 HELL
ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16) MAR. 1
" An
example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost." — M.
" Full of action and interest; star has human part." — M. P. News.
P. Ne7vs.
Exhibitor
Comment — >" Tom Mix is there with the goods. Big business."
FIT TO WIN (PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS) MAR. 2
" A fine Western. Brought a big crowd, especially children. This
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
bie
business
three
days."
star
has
business."
Theybeatcame
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
blizzard. arrived
Smashed inall force.
records.Average
Mix better
than ever " and
Hart ina
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
mile." " Mix well liked and the picture is good. Big business."
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
picture, strong
puller." FLORENCE REED
HERConsensus
CODE — "OFFine HONOR
(UNITED)
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
Average THE
business."
(Six Parts) _
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Brilliant
star inTHE
exceptionally
picture." — J.M. BARRYMORE
P. News.
HERE
COMES
BRIDE powerful
(PARAMOUNT)
" Reviewer
considers picture
— M. P. News. 1 JAN. 19)
FOR
THE FREEDOM
OF good
THE throughout."
EAST (GOLDWYN1
(JAN.
19)
FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
JAN. 25
" John Barrymore and good cast make most of usual story." — M.P.News.
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "The question is, 'Why made?' You have to be
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
a real high brow to get this. Poor business." " Barrymore acting
either a ' drunk ' or a ' nut,' hard to tell which. Medium in pleasing.
" Heart
News. appeal is there and photography and sets also good." — M. P.
Same
power." average puller."
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
Consensusin— drawing
" Fair picture,
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
HIDDEN TRUTH, THE (SELECT) ANNA CASE (JAN. 20)... FEB. 1
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
" Combination of Western Mystery, Society and Melodrama." — M.P.News
Exhibitorone.Comment
— " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyExhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
Average business."
HIGHEST TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH) WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
FEB. 1
" Pictures" in this ciass are rarity these days.' — M. P. News.
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Just under the wire. Average
business."
Exhibitor
— " Good Buried
picture, all
average
got an Comment
average opening.
photosbusiness."
pertaining " toStar's
war.name
An
Consensus — " Good
satisfactory
puller."
GENTLEMAN
OF picture,
QUALITY,
A (VITAGRAPH)
EARLE
excellent
picture
but
war
pictures
are
impossible."
"
Good
picture
but
WILLIAMS (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
producer would do well by cutting out war stuff for a while."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
" EarleDODGER,
Williams in
dual role." — M. P.
News.
GIRL
THEnovel(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES
RAY
HIS PARISIAN WIFE (ARTCRAFT) FERGUSON (JAN. 19).. FEB. 8
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 8
"Elsie Ferguson has never appeared to better advantage." — M.P.News.
"Author comes in for big share of credit; rare comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very_likedgood
Businessthanaverage.
fairly well
liked.— They
_ thepicture.
picture better
most of Star
her
Exhibitor Comment — " This is certainly Chas. Ray's best picture since
' Clodhopper ' if not the best he ever made." " Gave excellent satisfacothers." "A \ery pleasing picture for more intelligent audiences.
tion
to
big
business."
"
A
dandy.
Big
business."
"
Fine
picture
but
Miss Ferguson a prime favorite. Average business." " Big, average
didn't pull at all."
to big in— seve.n
days' run."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
Consensus
" Satisfactory
picture, good puller."
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HOOP-LA (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES (JAN. 26) FEB. 22
"Another boost for Billie Rhodes; Clean comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good. Star and picture well liked by our patrons."
" Good
drama.if proper
Good vehicles
businessaretwofurnished.
days." Big
' Star
pleases
and
will comedy
get stronger
to average
to big business in seven-day run."
Consensus — " Fine picture,
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WIFE, good
THEpuller."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(JAN. 26)
MAR. 1
matineeDAYS
picture.(METRO)
Go easy."
— M. P. News.
IN" AFORregular
THIRTY
ALLISON
(JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An obvious comedy, but one which gets the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program picture to average business." " A
very pleasing picture. Average business." " Good little comedy but
Allison not a star and means nothing."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. IS
" Should give substantial satisfaction; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN (ARTCRAFT) FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business."
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 1
"Average comedy drama made interesting because of star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking. Big business first day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
Average business."
Consensus
Good LION,
picture, good
LAMB AND— " THE
THE puller."
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human
that appeals.
aood." — M. P.KATHLEEN
News.
LAW
THATstoryDIVIDES,
THE Acting
(HODKINSON)
CLIFFORD (JAN. 20)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Good program picture. Many
LIGHTfavorable
OF comments.
VICTORY, Good
THE story."
(UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
each picture.
Big business."
LIGHT,
THE (FOX)
THEDA BARA (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Bara has best story in a good while; of vampire type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " ' Flu ' scare affecting business. Average to big."
" Average business." " Regular Bara stuff. Average business." " The
best Bara picture for some time. Big business three days." " Average
to poor business."
Consensus
Satisfactory
picture,THEgood (VITAGRAPH)
puller."
LION AND— " THE
MOUSE,
JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
(Six Parts)
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" NothingDidremarkable
for although
rare interiors.
Capably Comment
directed, —however.
not attractexcept
unusually
much
advertised. Perhaps beginning of Lent affected sale. Average busines ." "Picture will draw but not exceptionally." " A very nice picture. Big to average business. " Great, a winner well directed. Extra
big business three days."
ConsoisusINTRUDER,
— " Good picture,
puller." LOUISE HUFF (APR.
LITTLE
THE good(WORLD)
7)
APR. 5
"A most ROWDY,
satisfactorvTHEcomedy
drama." — M.HAZEL
P. News.DALY
LITTLE
(TRIANGLE)
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" ComedyWHITE
drama SAVAGE,
of the lighter
type; heroine pleasing."
P. News.
LITTLE
A (BLUEBIRD)
CARMEL— M.
MYERS
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
" Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
LONG LANE'S TURNING, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRY
it B. WALTHALL (FEB. 10)
FEB. 22
" Story
News. improbable but should please great number of fans." — M. P.
Exhibitor
Comment THE
— " Picture
good, 9)
weather againstFEB.us.' 22
LOVE
AUCTION,
(FOX) excellent,
PEARSONstar(FEB.
Charged with high power emotionalism." — M. P. News.
^Ixhibitor Comment — " Acting good, story poor. These kind of stories
kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Just ordinary.
Average business."
Consesnus
— " Fair picture,
puller."
LOVE DEFENDER,
THE average
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal
Trianale THE
told in(HODKINSON)
simplest form." —LILLIAN
M. P. News.
LOVE
HUNGER,
WALKER
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Wild
News. melodrama; story to blame ; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
LOVE IN A HURRY (WORLD) BLACKWELL (JAN. 13) JAN. 11
" Nice romance against background of sane spy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Got by and that's all." " Big to average business."
Consensus
" Pleasing(FOX)
picture,GEORGE
average WALSH
puller." (FEB. 2)
LUCK
AND — PLUCK
FEB. 15
" Stunts and Speed Characterize star's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Looks like an old-time Walsh picture." " Walsh
always means S. R. O." " Walsh liked. Bad weather kept attendance down." " Walsh is a favorite for Saturday crowds, and such
pictures as this seem to please the masses." " Good picture to average
business." " A regular Walsh picture to big business." " Not liked.
Walsh must do better or die by the wayside."
Consensus
" Fine picture.
Strong puller."(FEB. 16
MADE
IN —AMERICA
(HODKINSON)
MAR. 1
(Eight Parts)
" Shows making
soldier, stagesETHEL
of training."
— M. P. News.
MAGGIE
PEPPERof American
(PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 22
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. News.
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Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
MANDARIN'S GOLD (WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Well cast
sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."— M.drama
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
goodsupport
story capably
handled by Itthepleased
gorgeously
gowned Kittie. And" A her
was satisfactory.
our
patrons,
and
that's
what
we
are
in
business
for.
Big
business."
days."
" Average business two days."
Cottsensus
— " Fine
puller." FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
MAN
HUNTER,
THEpicture,
(FOX) good
WILLIAM
(Six Parts)
"No INchance
a kick Ahere;
fits star exceptionally
well." — M. P. News.
MAN
THE forOPEN,
(UNITED)
DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
" Star's second ' United ' is big in every respect."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A wonderful picture. Splendidly produced, with
illustrated titles that are great. Average business." " Very good picture
to big business
two days."
" Big good
business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
production,
puller."
MARRIAGE
CONVENIENCE,
(KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL)FORCATHERINE
CALVERTA (FEB.
24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in action and character portrayals." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Coment — " Good picture. Big business."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life
and touches
heart strongs."
P. News.
MIDNIGHT
PATROL,
THE the(SELECT)
INCE— M.
CAST
(FEB. 3) FEB. 22
" Production of high quality. Strong action story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business seven days." " This kind goes over
good for— a" change.
to extra business."
Consensus
Excellent Biff
production,
puller." ANITA
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE,
A (FIRSTstrong
NATIONAL)
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three STAGE,
days and THE
extra (PATHE)
big last three
davs." (JAN. 12) JAN. 11
MIDNIGHT
KEENAN
" Powerful Western with Keenan tn dual role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor ture.Comment
— " Big
business."
picFrank Keenan
has business."
no equal, but" Big'
he does
not draw." Great
I never
could understand why." " Everybody we talked to said they liked
Keenan. but re didn't seem to build up any great following. AverConsensus — " Excellent picture, strong puller."
MILLIONAIRE
THE (BLUEBIRD) MONROE SALIS-FEB. 15
age business."
BURY (FEB.PIRATE,
10)
"
Story
of
impossible
kind,
but good
acting puts it GLADYS
over." — M. P. News.
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE
(VITAGRAPH)
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" ReviewerOF pronounces
this one a peach."
— M. P. News.
MOLLY
THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN)
MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
"
Should
prove
entertaining
to
all:
clean
theme."
—
M.
P.
News.
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
"
Familiar
yet
appealing
plot
is
basis
of
star's
— M. P. News.
MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH vehicle."
(PARAMOUNT)
MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days." " Very pleasing. _ Average
business." " Best Clark picture for months. Extra big business three
days." " Went big and they liked it. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16).... MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
OH, JOHNNY (GOLDWYN) BENNISON (JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
" Comedy of contrasts marks Louis Bennison's screen debut." — M.P.News
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good, but star is unknown. He should become very popular." "An extra good program feature. Here is a
picture that has a little of everything. The star is a comer. A litt!boosting and he can't help getting business for you. Extra big bignes ." Average
"
busines."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 15
"
Weak
story
little starNATIONAL)
handles well; should
please." — FILM
M. P. New
OUR TEDDY that(FIRST
ROOSEVELT
(JAN. 19) (Six Parts)
FEB. 1
" Entertaining
to unusual degree; thrills enough for anyone." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best pictures of this kind we ever ran
in our theatre, but people don't want to be educated. They want to
be amused." " Average business three days." "A sad, sad, disappointment. A lemon to poor business."
Consensus — " Ordinary production, average puller."
OUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
(Seven Parts)
" A triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commment — l" In a seven days' run it broke Monday's record
with extra big business five more days and big on Friday." " Very
good picture but public did not like as well as her former picture, ' Eye
For Eye.' Extra big to big five days." " Extra big business in bad
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong puller."
PAID IN FULL (PARAMOUNT) PAULINE FREDERICK
weather."
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two days."
" Drew fine and they liked it. Big business."
Consensus — " Excelent production, big puller."
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PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
E.xhibitorDOES
CommentHER
— ' v erv
good. -Big business
two ALLISON
days."
PEGGY
DARNDEST
(METRO)
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
"A MayBOOB,
Allison THE
comedy (PARAMOUNT)
that registers nicely."
— M. P. WASHBURN
News.
POOR
BRYANT
(MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy.
Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY
HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
(MAR.GIRL'S
IS)
APR. 5
" New style picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big WIFE,
down to THE
average(SELECT)
business." NORMA TALMADGE
PROBATION
(MAR. 24)
,
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Helps you greet your patrons with a broad grin." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
PUPPY
MAR. 29
days."LOVE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
" Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. IS
"Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Elegant
entertainment.
business two days."
REBELLIOUS
BRIDE,
THE (FOX)
PEGGY Big
HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Sar gives SOULS
best performance
in fairly
picture."
— M.2)..
P. FEB.
News. 1
RESTLESS
(TRIANGLE)
ALMAamusing
RUBENS
(FEB.
(Six Parts)
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.News
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business. " Picture good.
Star not well enough known. No drawing power. Average business."
Consensus — AND
" Good ARABELLA
picture, average
puller." CONSTANCE TALROMANCE
(SELECT)
MADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. IS
" Good star saves weak story; romance is keynote." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " She has a great following here and the picture
is. fine in every respect " " Story and situations weak, but the artistry
of Talmadge saves the day. She is a warm favorite here, so our patron don't pick flaws too easily. It will please all the young folks
anyway. Extra big to big business."
Consensus
" Fine
picture,VALLEY,
good puller."
ROMANCE — OF
HAPPY
A (ARTCRAFT) D. W. GRIFFITH'S (JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
"New Griffith picture seems a sure-fire winner."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Pulled this off
when it fell to poor business." " Didn't please them all, but a real
good picture. Acting 'by all characters good. Big business."
Consensus
— " Pleasing production,
ROPED (UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) average
CAREYpuller."
(JAN. 18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should please everybody in this production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and pleased, but opened just after
the ' Flu.' Average business." " Best Carey we have had. Big
business." " Crackerjack. Big business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, bigLOVE
puller."(FEB. 3)
ROUGH NECK,
THE (WORLD)
FEB. 1
"Latest Montaau Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
Exhibitortagu Love
Comment
— " Extra
fine picture
Mondoing some
of the big
bestbusiness."
work of his" Acareer.
Seemed with
to please.
Average business."
ConsensusBURKE
— " Fine OFpicture,
puller." (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
SANDY
THE aoodU-BAR-U
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busines ." "Very good. They like this star here, Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business."
Consensus
—
" Fine (METRO)
picture, good
puller."DANA (MAR. 3)
SATAN, JUNIOR
VIOLA
MAR. 15
"
Star
is
excellent
in
new
rolP."
—
M. P. BABY
News. MARY OSBORNE
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE)
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
" One of SHADOW,
best Mane Osborne
pictures: heart SPECIAL)
appeal." — M.MAE
P. News.
SCARLET
THE (UNIVERSAL
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
''Fans will
no doubt likeTHE
this (BLUEBIRD)
one; comedy is FRITZI
entertaining."
— M.P.News.
SEALED
ENVELOPE,
BRUNETTE
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare
favorably
with many
successful specials." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Average
business."
BECRET GARDEN, THE (PARAMOUNT)
LILA X.EE (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Plenty of action but not the happy type for star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Story punk. Awful." " Rotten pitcure. Poor
Husiness." " Lila Lee owning. Fair story." " Weak. Direction
fair. tureShe
neverbutbe not
a star.
Hasn't
the goods."
pooryoung
picby anywill
means,
the sort
the public
desires "toNot
see athis
star play in." " Fair picture. Star new. Average business."
Consensus — (GOLDWYN)
" Ordinary picture,
poor puller."
SHADOWS
GERALDINE
FARRAR (JAN. 26) . .MAR. 1
" Should break all records. Many good points shown." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This subject went over very poor. Farrar not
drawing as she should." " Great. Geraldine Farrar's best picture with
Goldwyn. Big business." " Splendid production. Big business."
" Change of weather held attendance below normal." " Farrar's best.
Average business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
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SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Lockwood picture starts u ell but slumps at finish." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Coitraie:
t
—
"
Fine
busiress.
l-"atrons
well
satisfied."
SILENT
STRENGTH
(VITAGRAPH)
HARRY
T. MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
" Dual
role subject
thai looks
Should please
all." — M. P.
News.
SILK
LINED
BURGLAR,
THE aood.
(UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA
DEAN
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
(Six Parts)
"
Entertaining
version
of
'
Boston
Blackie
'
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 22
" Frank KING,
Keenan THE
in a (PARA-ARTC.)
dominating characterisation."
P. News.
SILVER
FAVERSHAM— M.(JAN.
12). JAN. 18
" Melodrama that offers much chance for criticism,"- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Of the old-school type. Well produced
and good cast. Average business." " Drew fairly well. Those who
saw it liked it." " Fair production. No particular drawing power."
" Excellent subject. Pleased most everyone. Very interesting. Big
business." " A safe bet in point of pleasing. Extra big business."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
fair NORMAND
puller."
SIS HOPKINS
(GOLDWYN)picture,
MABEL
(FEB. 16). MAR. 15
" Characterization is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just the kind of pictures they want. Went over
big here." " Extra big business five days and big business two days."
" Best thingI doMabel
has done
Goldwyn.first day
Seemed
please day
but
personally
not care
for it.withAverage
to bigto second
and extra big business third day." " Did not go so big here. Good
picture." " Very poor picture and only drew fair." " Not a good
picture.
a lookSheat is' Mickey
Normand
will have After
to go your
some patrons
to pleasehave
our had
patrons.
either 'going
back
or Goldwyn cannot get stories for her. Not the Mabel of Keystone
days. Big
average business." big puller."
Consensus
— " toSatisfactory
SMILES
(FOX)
JANE ANDpicture,
KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23). ..MAR. 8
" Lee children
one that sets a LOUIS
record for
them." — ~M(MAR.
. P. Mews.
SPEEDY
MEADEin (GOLDWYN)
BENNISON
23)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
not
known
here
but
coming
new type of Western picture. Opened average business fast.
first Splendid
day and
big business."
SUE last
OF day
THEto SOUTH
(BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS
(FEB. 3)
FEB. 22
" Don't say any more about this than you have to." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Big
business."
TASTE OF LIFE, A (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH ROBERTS
(MAR.
MAR. 15
" One
that 2)will'.
stand boosting; story handled carefully." — M. P. News.
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This SHALT
comedy NOT
drama (FOX)
a trifle EVELYN
slow, but mildly
M. P. News.
THOU
NESBITamusing."
(MAR.— 23)
APR. 5
(Six Parts)
"
Should
satisfy
fans
who
patronise
this
type."
—
M.
P.
News.
THREE
MEN AND A GIRL (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARK (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Commemnt — " Very cute for ladies. Average business three
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
" Star's work is good and story has been treated well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good actor, but has no drawing power here.
Plays (TRIANGLE)
are too slow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
TOTON
MAR. 29
days."like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
" Looks
TRICK OF FATE, A (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BARRISCALE
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very pleasing story. Above the average program pleaseck
picture." Fair
" A business
little better
body
two than
days. average program picture. EveryConsensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
" This one should
make patrons
will cause
talk'.'—^-M.
News. 8
TWILIGHT
(DE LUXE)
DORIShappy;
KENYON
(FEB.
23) P.MAR.
(Six Parts)
youth; constructionLINA
is good."
— M. P. News.
TWO"Delightful
BRIDES,picture
THE of (PARAMOUNT)
CAVALIERI
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 15
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorTHE
Comment
" Poor star, tooFRED
old, poor
business."
UNDER
TOP — (ARTCRAFT)
STONE
(JAN. 12).. JAN. 18
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
big
disappointment.
Just
a
kid
picture. wanted
Nothing to it. After advertising circus clowns, lions, etc., everyone
to see the circus. Not an animal in it. Business poor." " Pleased
but drew poor." " Stone seems to fail as a film attraction. Poor
Consensus
— " HAND,
Fair picture
ordinary drawing
UNVEILING
THE with(WORLD)
KITTY powefs."
GORDON
business."
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" A melodrama
often oversteps
bounds."KRAUSS
— M. P. (JAN.
News. 26).. JAN. 18
VAGABOND
OF that
FRANCE,
A (PATHE)
(Four Parts)
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improving." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
VENUS IN THE EAST (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (JAN. 26) JAN. 8
" If you get by with this picture you should be satisfied." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture that this star under his present
management has given us."
Reviewer said ' Not very good.' We
say ' Pleased a big majority. O. K.' Very satisfactory. Pleasing.
Acting O. K. A good program picture. Big to average business."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture,(METRO)
good puller."
WAY
OF THE
STRONG, THE
ANNA Q. NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
" News.
Eternal triangle picture that ranks well up to Metro average." — M. P.
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Motion
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News

"Flashbacks"
and
Concluded
Reports
and
Index
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
business and had only fair evening crowds. Enjoyed by all."
" Caught in the Act " (Fox) — " Not a big drawing card."
" Every Mother's Son " (Fox) — " Very good picture, but Ye Gods, will
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5
(Six Parts)
war" The
stuff Hope
soon let
business."
Chestup " Poor
(Paramount)
— " Clean. Pleased. Made— friends for
" Holds
News. interest all the way ; discriminating fans may find fault." — M. P.
Gish.
Average
business."
" Jane Goes A-Wooing " (Paramount) — " Weak. Fortunately we had a
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
GRACE DARMOND (FEB. 10)
MAR. 8
comedy
with Strain
it." "' (Goldwyn) — " Better than average Mae Marsh picture.
•"
Racing
" LooksA good
for treatment
a special production."
WHEN
GIRLenough
LOVES
(JEWEL) as MILDRED
HARRIS — M.P.N ews.
" For business."
Freedom " (Fox) — " Inconsistent and weak ending but pleased.
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29 Average
(Six Parts)
Average
business."
" Too business.
Fat To Fight " (Goldwyn) — " Disappointing, slow and padded.
" Immense
both from
the screen." —RUSSELL
M. P. News.(JAN.
Average
WHEN
A MAN
RIDESthe box-office
ALONE and
(AMERICAN)
" Every Mother's Son " (Fox) — " Would have gone big before November
19)
JAN. 11
" Rapid action Western is William Russell's latest." — M. P. News.
Border
(Goldwyn) — "Picture very poorly cast. Blanch?
ii."The
Nothave
now."been Legion"
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor, no story, no excitement, very tiremight
a 'young' mountain girl twenty-five years ago but the
some, clean melodrama, not one redeeming feature." " Fine picture,
part
was
not
suited
for
her
now. Cowboy lead couldn't have lasted ten
- big business." " Nothing to say."
minuteshim with
the nice
X 'girl.
LegionHobart
' He Bosworth
lacked only
kerchief
up his
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture,
average
puller."
make
a
real
is asa good
as ever
but sleeve
he couldto
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
not
be
expected
to
hold
up
the
whole
cast.
Poor
business
seven
straight
days."
" ThedaMYBaraSHIP
makesCOMES
miraculous
from Germany."SALES)
— M. P.JANE
News.
"Mickey" (State Rights — Mabel Normand) — "A picture for all classes.
WHEN
IN escape
(INDEPENDENT
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. 5 Best drawing picture we have ever played. Playing return two more days
later on. Extra big business for three days."
"A melodrama
the stageBEGINS
with Jane(AMERICAN)
Grey featured.' —WILLIAM
M. P. News.
WHERE
THE ofWEST
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
"Another good picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
NEW THEATRES BUILDING
Exhibitor
— " Very
good picture.TALMADGE
Big business(JAN.
two days."
WHO
CARESComment
(SELECT)
CONSTANCE
19) JAN. 25
" Story of light pleasing sort; should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor omment — " Constance was winsome in this light role and gave
CALIFORNIA
promise of great things when she is older in the emotional scenes."
" This picture was very good. A little stronger in plot and story
Alhambra — Permission was granted W. E. Cooper, of South
than most of this star's pictures. Star very good. Support also very
good. Big
and average
business."
Pasadena, to build a $40,000 business block and theatre at Second
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture,
good
puller."
WHO WILL MARRY ME? (BLUEBIRD) MYERS (JAN. 27).. FEB. 8 and Main streets.
" Comedy and pathos blended in this Universal film." — M. P. News.
DELAWARE
Exhibitor
CommentMUST
— " Good
business." (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
WHY
GERMANY
PAY picture.
(SCREENBigCLASSICS)
" German atrocities again, with a good romantic interest." — M. P. News.
Wilmington — By September 1st a new theatre is expected to be
Exhibitor
Comment — fine
" YVhile
war bound
picturesto are
played cast,
out, this
completed at Fourth and Orange streets, to seat 800 and be under
is an exceptionally
one and
draw.aboutExcellent
fine
the management of M. Glass of the Lyric.
story, good photography and in every way a good attraction. Advertise it ' right ' and you've got something worth while. Attendance
ILLINOIS
good
every
day.
Big
Sunday."
"
Average
business."
Consesnsus — " Good picture, good puller."
WICKED DARLING, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
La Salle — On the southwest corner of Second and Gooding
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
streets, E. G. Newman is to erect a motion picture theatre to be
(Six Parts)
called The New Majestic. It will have a stage and seat 750.
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy story. Universal Special's usual fine
Murphysboro — Mario Brothers have started work on the new
photography. Cast is headed by that ' little devil of the screen.'
motion picture theatre on South Thirteenth street to cost $50,000.
We claim the honor of having 'discovered' Priscilla from an exhibitor's standpoint. Fine attendance for two days." " Good program
A 1,600 seating capacity is called for and the name of the house
feature. Priscilla Dean grows more popular with each picture here.'
when completed will be The New Hippodrome.
Big
business."
Consensus —GIRL,
" Excellent
big puller."
Oblong — Joe Wall is erecting an exclusive motion picture theatre
WINNING
THE production,
(PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
here. The building will be of brick and measure 24 x 80 feet in
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — M. P. News.
INDIANA
Exhibitor Comment
— " A THE
good little
picture to average
WISHING
RING MAN,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIEbusiness."
LOVE
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8
Gary — Plans rfave been approved for the new $85,000 theatre to
" Jfs naturalness
it over THE
: star (GOLDWIN)
is good." — M. PAULINE
P. News. FREDbe erected on the West side of Broadway between Sixteenth and
WOMAN
ON THE puts
INDEX,
ERICK (FEB. 23)
APR. 5 Seventeenth streets. It will seat 1,000 persons.
" Genuine Goldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News.
South Bend — It is announced that Frank T. Milner has sucExhibitor Comment — " Goldwyn makes about one good picture in seven.
cessfully promoted the financing to erect the proposed new BlackThis is not one of the seven." " I did not like it, but my audience
did, so let it go at that. It lacked outdoor scenery. Too stagy."
stone theatre and that it will be completed by Fall.
" An excellent program feature. Extra good business against big
opposition," " Great. Pauline Frederick has made a hit with her first
MISSISSIPPI
Goldwyn that
production.
fournotdays."
" The
type of
picture
Pauline isExtra
best inbigbutbusiness
story did
come up
to expectations. Well staged, acted and directed, but the story is not there.
McComb — J. E. Alford announces the erection of a new theatre
Business good but the star drew it all." " Goldwyn pictures are our
here
to seat 1,500 and to be affiliated with the Saenger Amusepoorest drawing cards." " Fair production but star is a dead one here.
ment Company of New Orleans.
Average to poor business. Died second day."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
MISSOURI
WOMAN, WOMAN (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (JAN. 26) FEB. 8
"Exhibitor
Deals boldly
with —sex" Average
question; business."
morals of heroine lax." — M. P. News.
Comment
St.
Louis
—
Hy
and
William
Schemer, now operating the Mikado
WORLD TO LIVE IN, THE (SELECT) ALICE BRADY
„ (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8 theatre, will erect a new theatre on Easton avenue to seat 2,750
Presents star in a new role; some situations exaggerated." — M.P.News.
NEW JERSEY
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received
During the Past Week
" The Border Legion " (Goldwyn)— -" Opened average business and then
poor business for six days following."
" Out of the Shadow " (Paramount) — " Very good. Big business two
!' The Common Cause" (Vitagraph) — "Dandy picture. Bis* business two
davs."
days.
. " Mickey
" (State
Rights) — " Broke
picture
I ever
ran.
.. * for three days. Best
" all records
" Prussian Cur " (Fox) — " This stuff won't pull here. Poor business.
Good picture while war was on."
" Heart of Humanity" (Jewel) — "Wonderful picture. Better than
Hearts of the World.' Extra
big business but business not as good as
expected.
" Les Miserables " (Fox) — "A great picture but failed to draw matinee

Newark — Jacob Fabian, owner of two theatres in Paterson and
New Jersey, owner of the First National Exhibitor Circuit franchise, has completed plans for the completion of his proposed
new $1,000,000 theatre at Newark to seat 3,300 persons. The
theatre is expected to be opened in October.
NEW YORK
Bronx — Max J. Kramer has acquired the site on the Northeast
corner of Fordham road and Valentine avenue and plans have
been filed for the erection of a $500,000 theatre to seat 2,200.
Brooklyn — Adolph J. Stockhammer will build a theatre in St.
St. John's Place near Schnectady avenue to seat 2,200 and to cost
$150,000.

AN

01SSI0N

AND

A

CORRECTION

N a recent issue of the Motion Picture News — Mr. E. K. Gillett, the
editor of the Equipment Department, had an article devoted to the
prevailing custom of elaborating in detail the beauties of a new
theatre, but neglecting to tell of that most vital equipment — the
apparatus used in the projection room — with Mr. Gillett we heartily
agreed for he said in part * * * "The installation of an organ
costing from $3,000 to $200,000 is made without a thought, or at least the
price is considered a natural charge.
No serious objection is made to

And in making his final point, he says * * * "And yet if it were not for
the projecting machine and the wonderful results which it produces — the
architect, the organ manufacturer — and all the other equipment manufacturers— would be looking for other fields to sell their wares. The projector isthe heart of every house and the one excuse in the last analysis tor
its existence.

In a more recent edition of the News, in the same department, we read a
striking story describing in detail with words and pictures the beauties of the mural
decorations — the splendor of the furnishings and the glories of the lighting effects
at Tom Moore's new Rialto Theatre at Washington. But the article goes no further— not a word about the "Heart of the Theatre'' — the projection room — but
only those things were featured that are pleasing to the eye.

SO NOW
WE'RE PAYING FOR THIS SPACE IN ORDER THAT
THE READER MAY KNOW THAT TOM MOORE — "AN EXHIBITOR OF
NATIONAL PROMINENCE
AND ONE OF THE KEENEST JUDGES OF
PICTURE VALUES IN AMERICA"
AND
OPERATING
THE STRAND,
GARDEN AND PLAZA THEATRES IN THE CAPITOL CITY, HAS USED
DURING HIS VAST EXPERIENCE EVERY MAKE OF . PROJECTOR,
DECIDED, WHEN
THE RIALTO WAS BUILT, THAT NO MATTER
LOVELY
RIALTO

AND
HOW

THE EXTERIOR, HOW
BEAUTIFUL THE FURNISHINGS— THE
WOULD NEVER BE BETTER THAN THE PROJECTION MAINTAINED, AND HE INSTALLED THREE SIMPLEX PROJECTORS.

Thus — Mr. Moore has not only furnished beauty for the eyes of
his patrons, but has furnished protection as well.

ThePrecisionMa(iine(pJnc.
♦ 317 East 34th: St- NewYoric
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1

Old

A

BEAUTIFUL
story," says the St. Louis
Republic, " replete with dramatic situations and,
throughout, a perfect exhibition of photoplay mastery."
Why

not?

The

master-mind

of " When

a Girl

Loves " is that of Lois Weber, the Belasco of the Screen,
and this, her first Western drama, is just as far superior
to ordinary machine-made Westerns as " Borrowed Clothes " is superior to the day-to-day society picture. See this remarkable Lois
Weber production at your nearest Jewel Exchange today. Make
it the keystone of your Mrs. Charlie Chaplin Week.

1
iNCORPoftAreo
Executive Offices. 1600 Broadway NevYork City
EWEL1.

LOVES
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Who'll

Show

It in
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Town?

comedy built on
the-minuteimportance.
S an up-toJ JERE'
a subject
of tremendous
7/
"Oh,

You

Women"

is about

the unscrupulous

folks who

are trying to steal the soldiers' jobs.

And

the lovely genuine

about

true patriots, true mothers,
Its a clean-up!
Available

A

women

who

true sweethearts.

laughing

riot!

for every exhibitor — everywhere!

are
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~by E.Phillips Oppenheim.
Scenario by HONOR'
Eve Unsell, Directed 03? John S. Robertson.
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Motion
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Zukor

Presents
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THE

TEST
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HONOK

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

April

19,

i 9 i 9

m
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

mm
Listen to them I

Wamm

Motion

&m6

rT*HE Test of Honor" is an
i£ unusual picture. It
should receive an unusual
amount of exploitation. The
result will be an extra unusual
amount of attention.

Picture

News

All Week Commencing Sunday
Broadway at Main Street

ull-, ing
le-pssor
peopacce
rtis
adveking
Eare stri
rHESies
r
Go
ing. afte the crowd
e
with thes posters and ads and
the picture itself will do the rest.

■Be sure- to-Jnention-" MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

April

19,
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The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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Motion
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LASBCY"

Picture

News

Piesents

DeMILLE

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

S

April

19,
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More

power

to

him !

WITH
every succeeding production the name of Cecil B.
DeMille becomes of increasing box-office-money value to
the exhibitor.
Today he is the giant of his profession, the leader of them all,
the record breaker of box-office statements.
Consider "Don't Change Your Husband," "Old Wives for
New," "We Can't Have Everything," "The Squaw Man,"
"Carmen," "Till I Come Back to You." This is the one director
of them all, whose name is synonymous with success — not only
artistic success but real cold cash, box-office success.
comes
"For ofBetter,
morehissplendid
than his
best, Now
with all
the his
wealth
detail For
thatWorse,"
have made
name famous.
Writh a superlative cast of players including Elliott Dexter,
Gloria Swanson, Wanda Hawley, Tom Forman, Theodore Roberts, Raymond Hatton, jack Holt, Sylvia Ashton and others.

to
For
EDGAR.

Better

BY
SELVYN

An

, For^brse

AKTCBAFT

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

Picture

By giving YOU value.
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Directed
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The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.
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Motion

Picture

News

DYNAMITE!

The big W. W. Hodkinson Corporation productions, beginning April 20 and including
all past product released through this
organization —
Can be rented singly by the exhibitors, on
their value and on their merit, without
signing up for series or groups. Can be
booked on the sane and only sound principle
of permitting the exhibitor-customer to
buy what he wants with his money.
You can buy one, two, four, ten or thirty
productions without signing away your
own liberty and the independence of your
theatre.
What a
Rialtos
theatres
country

misfortune it has been for the great
and Strands and the equivalent
like them in the large cities of the
to have to sign up solid from thirty

to fifty-two weeks of their calendar year,
thereby shutting themselves out of available big productions in the market.
This would not be a misfortune if the thirty
to fifty-two pictures they contracted for
were of a maintained standard, but they
have not been and under present producing
faulty conditions never can be.
The producing allies of fine talents and
capacities who are now making productions
for release through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation are working slowly and carefully
under selective operating conditions to
deliver the best productions in the market
and to insure better pictures by making
fewer pictures.
Under such conditions they not only desire
us but prefer us to offer them singly to
exhibitors of the nation.

HODKINSON
means eleven
years pictures.
of pione ring in motion
means confidence and trust
by the nation's exhibitors.
means much bigger profits.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PAIHIi Exchange, Incorporated

Be rare to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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April

19,

Harry

1 9 19

Raver

presents
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS'
Famous
American
Success

AS

A

THINKS
Starring

MAN

LEAH
The

BAIRD

Picture Girl Beautiful

Directed

by George

Irving

Four elements have been called into combination to make this a powerful outstanding production
— the first of the Four Star Pictures.
AUGUSTUS THOMAS. America's greatest playwright; now giving his personal attention to
the proper production of his biggest plays.
"AS A MAN THINKS" — a dynamic play built on the theme that only a man's faith in a
woman makes him feel he is the father of his child, while a woman always knows.
HARRY RAVER. The producer of better type pictures who has always had the shrewd vision
to present money-making productions for exhibitors.
LEAH BAIRD. A beautiful star whose popularity with the public and whose drawing power
give further strength to this all-star combination of elements.
GEORGE IRVING. One of the strong, capable directors of the industry; a consistent maker of
powerful pictures. You'll remember he directed "The Witching Hour."
"As a Man Thinks" is released April 20 and is offered singly to exhibitors under the remarkable
new Hodkinson sales policy.

W.HODKINSON
C0RP0MTI0N
527 Fifth Avenue , New York Qty
Distributing- through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU valat.
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NEW

ANOTHER

Motion

10-20-30

SURE-FIRE

INDEPENDENT

News

SPECIAL

BOX-OFFICE

Booked

Picture

SUCCESS

by

SALES

CORP.
Frank

G.

Hall,

Foreign rights controlled by Apollo

April

19,

19 1 9

NOW

ARRANGE

READY

YOUR

FOR

PLAY-DATES
Distributed

FILM

CLEARING

President
Trading Co., Longacre Theatre Bldg., New York

RELEASE

IMMEDIATELY

thru

HOUSE,

INC.

it

MA

Announcing

Triangle's
OLIVE

1919

Series of

THOMAS

Special Presentations
Each

picture

is brand

new — Spick

and

Span

None were ever heretofore released. ■ Take our word for that.
We say this because we are proud of our Olive Thomas Specials.
We agree with you, Miss Thomas — "Toton" released March
wonderful production. Every critic acknowledged your
portrayal of that difficult dual role.
Do you know

that the way

responding, proves beyond
lavish praise?

the Exhibitors and
a doubt

30th, is a
wonderful

their Audiences

are

the justice of the critics' most

"The Follies Girl" your second Triangle special, will be released April 27th." And we
know that this will receive a splendid reception.
But wait Olive — until we release "Love's Prisoner" that great mystery story. The
date will shortly be announced. Then there's one more, it's that play of the demure
little enthusiasm.
Quakeress, "Prudence on Broadway." Yes indeed, they'll respond to this with
like
You certainly did great work for us, Miss Thomas.
We're glad that we
are the distributors of these, your first special presentations.
You've the youth and energy to insist upon productions up to the Triangle
standard. So we know that continued success marks the path of the
talented little girl whom Triangle started on the road to stardom.
Triangle

Distributing

Corporation

TRIANGLE

SPECIAL

PRESENTATION

The Follies Girl
Poor, wealthy, old grandfather.
Perhaps he wanted to die. It almost
seemed like an expected vacation.
Anything to get away from three
nagging relatives.
But along came Olive from the
" Follies."
Then
notice. he quickly sat up and took
So did the relatives, who expected to
inherit so much wealth. For all
their chances of shortly mourning
this invalid as one of the " Dear Departed " quickly vanished.
Of course the relatives scheme to rid
themselves of the little intruder. But
even they are shocked when they discover their married cousin Ned and
the Follies Girl — in negligee.
And
She leads them a merry chase,
then ?
Say fellows — this is Olive Thomas
at her best. You know what that
means to' your box-office, especially
when
a Triangle production with
Triangleit's photography.
Book this great attraction now and
cash in your profits on the Triangle
square-deal policy.
Story by W. Carey Wonderley.
Direction Jack Dillon.
Photographer Steven Norton.
Released April 27th
Olivo

Thomas

Triangle Distributing Corp.
1457 Broadway New York

Harley

Directed

Knoles
M. P. D. A,

and

Bolshevism

Current

Adapted

on

release: — "Little

Trial

Women"

presents

6 the

timeliest

ever

a

filmed

photoplay

has

for

throat

~

which

its theme

THING

clawing

picture

which

today
of

the

is

at the

nations

**

—
Tne Lure

"Bolshevism

founded on the novel 'COMRADES"
by THOMAS
DIXON
on
Tri
produced by al"
MAYFLOWER
PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Isaac *W olper. Pres.
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immediate

returns
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ALBERT E. SMITH
PRESENTS
MONTGOMERY
and
in
A

Big "V"

Special

ROCK
Comedy
J5

"Girlies

and Grubbers
Directed by GILBERT PRATT
VITAGRAPH

Comedy

Mortgage

Farm!

Special

Comedy

MORTGAGES"

Directed by J . A. HOWE
VITA
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LOOK

ALIKE

TO "THE
TELEGRAM

UNPARDONABLE

SIN"

San Francisco. April 7, 1919.

W. H. RUDOLPH
Blanche Sweet Film Corporation, 33 \V. 42nd St., New York.

Accept heartiest congratulations — our California theatre was packed to capacity all day — consensus of opinion San Francisco being that Miss Sweet has again demonstrated her splendid dramatic ability and perhaps
is shown at her best in the "Unpardonable Sin/' Marshall Neilan can be proud of his excellent production
— the powerful story is richly and delicately handled — present compliments to Harry Garson and tell him
for me that pictures such as "The Unpardonable Sin" fulfill all of his promises of delivering one hundred
per cent, pictures.
EUGENE H. ROTH, Managing Director, California Theatre.
TELEGRAM
BLANCHE SWEET FILM CORPORATION
Attention W. H. Rudolph, 33 W. 42nd St., New York

San Francisco, Cal., April 7.

"The Unpardonable Sin" opened at the California Theatre; twenty -seven hundred seats capacity business all
day — hundreds turned away unable gain admittance — enthusiastic audiences. This opening establishes pro
duction as a big success in my territory. Regards.
SOL LESSER.
TELEGRAM
W. H. RUDOLPH
Blanche Sweet Film Corporation, 33 W. 42nd St., New York.

Toronto, Ont., April 3RD 1919.

"Unpardonable Sin" opened Allen Theatre Monday; immense crowds; receipts sixteen hundred five; going
big; holding over second week.
JULES & J. ALLEN.
OTHER

OPENINGS

TO

FOLLOW:
And for an entire Summer Run:

NEW
LOS

YORK

.
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CHICAGO

.

NEWARK

.

.

MINNEAPOLIS
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.

.

.

_ _

_

.

. MAY

.

.Broadway Theatre
Beginning Friday —
. Kinema Theatre .

.

. APRIL

.
.

. Randolph Theatre
. Broad St. Theatre

.
.

. APRIL 20th
. MAY
26th

.

. New

Lyric

....

.

. New

Liberty

.

.

.

MAY
.MAY

2nd
13th

4th
11th

BBF*
The for
Broadway
Theatre
has been
by B.
S.
MOSS
a long term
of years,
will beleased
repainted,
renovated and re-decorated, and "The Unpardonable Sift" selected as the opening attraction.
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Code

Now Released

PicturelFieatres '/America mc
J, A. Berst, pres.

/6oo Srooc/irt&y, A/eyv YofA.

see.

a doubt

proc/ucec/ jby7r/%/f7P Proc/oct/ons /nc.

^United
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picture

beyond
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you'll
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Soon
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attract
in
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ordotx^

Wm. Anthony McGuire.

Hinited

PieiureTheatres

s/America inc.

■ZA.^rj*' pres.
/6oo 3roddw<ay; New York'.

Supervised by Robert Brunfon
Directed by Wa//ece Wors/ev
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Moons
(Chicago American)

Never has the
art of the camera produced more artistic effects.
the production.
(Tribune.)
It was an ambitious take the makers of " The Birth of a Race "
ceeded with it, and the result is a truly great photoplay. (Post.)
"The
Birth of a Race" in construction suggests a composite
News.)
" Resurrection," and highly more desirable artistically and in point of

There's good acting all through
set for themselves, but they sucof Griffith's "Intolerance" and
recitation than the latter. (Daily

A lot was invested in the picture, and wisely, for there are scenes of rich beauty. Beautiful photography rules everywhere and arrives at unexpectedly artistic and discreet scenes in the Garden of
Eden episode. All the Biblical and historical incidents which form the prologue are richly done. The
music is effective, descriptive, and entirely original. (Herald-Examiner.)
"The Birth of a Race" might modestly say of itself: "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first
and the last, the beginning and the end." And then some. (American.)
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Efforts of the producers have been carried out on a stupendous scale. (Leader.)
It is the most elaborate and one of the best staged films ever seen in the city. Hearty approval
was given the new spectacular film. (Dispatch.)
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Most human picture production of the season. Challenges favorable comparison with such masterpieces as "Intolerance." (News.)
A vaster subject than anything ever before attempted on the screen. (Herald.)
A big picture, impressive, difficult to produce. (Press.)
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
Something like 1,200 people, including prominent citizens, last night pronounced "The Birth of a
Race
" a greatmade
picture.
There impression
was no mistaking
verdict with
of that
splendidly
representative (Tribune.)
audience.
The picture
a profound
and wasthereceived
mingled
demonstrations.
OMAHA, NEBR.
The scope and elaboration of the picture make it one of the most ambitious film offerings ever
offered. (Herald.)
The composition is good, the photography excellent, genuinely impressive. (Bee.)
GALESBURG, ILL.
The photography is the best ever seen here in screen production. The cast is excellent in every
respect. "The Birth of a Race," a wonderful production. (Mail.)
KOKOMO, IND.
"The Birth of a Race" is well worth the price. It is worth the time and worth seeing more than
once. In fact, it should be seen more than once to catch the greatness of its lesson. (Dispatch.)
Direction
Jane

John

W.

Noble

Grey,

—

George
FINEST

LINE

Le
OF

Guere,
PICTORIAL

Ben.

LITHOGRAPHY

CHOICE
TERRITORY
AVAILABLE

—

EVERYWHERE

•

RACE

THE

PHOTOPLAY

*

SPECTACLE

NOW!!

BY THE SHEER
MAGNITUDE
OF ITS NUMEROUS
SCENES, BY
THE

paper
Cities,

Critics

at the

Said

Big' Legitimate

About

ENTHRALLING AND
ABSORBING
INTEREST OF
ITS STORY,

It;

Theatres)

DUBUQUE, IA.
This great drama of the film was in preparation for about two years and employed the services
of the best scenario writers, most competent actors, cleverest directors and most efficient photographers.
" The Birth of a Race," the big photoplay, has been the talk of Dubuque.
It is truly a great photoplay.
Beautiful music score. (Times- journal.)
FON DU LACi WIS.
"The Birth
of a Race,"
a great photo
Picture,offering
there was
no mistaking
verdict.
(Reporter.)
Without
exception,
the biggest
submitted
to Fon the
du Lac
this season.
It is on the
same
magnificent and
extended
Birth of a(Commonwealth.)
Nation," "Hearts of the World," and other
like productions.
A great
moviescale
withof a "The
real purpose.
PEORIA, ILL.
The biggest photoplay production of the age. (Journal.)
An ambitious photoplay done on a tremendous scale, to fit one of the biggest themes in life. Like
a dream, the past rises before one in the unspeakable colossal spectacle. (Star.)
DAVENPORT, IOWA
Absorbing in its dramatic construction, thrilling in its grasp of human impulse. For a time " The
Birth of a Nation " stood unchallenged. In " The Birth of a Race," however, the first named has been
matched regardless of where the critic cares to begin. Peer of "Birth of a Nation." (Democrat.)
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
The greatest photoplay of the period. (Journal.)
SOUTH BEND, IND.
The theme encompasses a vaster subject than anything ever attempted. (News-Times.)
FREEPORT, ILL.
Capacity houses greeted the silent players of the really wonderful " Birth of a Race." Words like
"Powerful," "Wonderful," "Sumptuous," "Spectacular," "Stupendous," easily at the beck and call of
the Reviewer, are rather meaningless when applied to this truly monumental cinema drama. (JournalStandard.)
QUINCY, ILL.
"The Birth of a Race" is a stupenduous picture. One can readily believe, after seeing it, that it
cost a lot of money to produce it. The photography is rare. (Journal.)
MANITOWOC, WIS.
One of the greatest pictures that the present age has produced, and the Herald-News guarantees
the feature as first class. (Herald-News.)
GREEN BAY, WIS.
The most striking scenes ever witnessed on the screen. (Press Gazette.)
OTTUMWA, IOWA
Too much cannot be said of the picture, for it embodies the best that has been seen in all the
best pictures of the past few years, and nothing is omitted to make it mechanically perfect. It is a
beautiful lesson taught that captivates the audience. (Courier.)
:Music by Joseph Carl Breil
Hendricks,
EVER

GIVEN

Alice

A PICTURE

Gale,

AND PROMINENT
OTHER PLAYERS

PRODUCTION

National
RENCO

No. 20 So. La Salle St.
CHICAGO

Write for Booklet and Full Information
I

Life Bldg.

AND BY ITS
WONDERFUL
MUSICAL
"THE BIRTH
ACCOMPANIMENT

HAS A PROVEN
OF
RACE "
A PHOTO
SPECTACLE
THAT WILL
LIVE FOR YEARS.
ITS APPEAL IS
TO ALL CLASSES.
IT EULOGIZES
THE WORKING
MAN, IT GIVES
DUE CREDIT
TO ALL RACES
AND CREEDS.
THE

PRODUCTION HAS
BEEN TOWN
TALK

EVERYWHERE WITH
PRESS COMMENTS
PUNCTUATED
BY ALL THE
COMMENDATORY
ADJECTIVES
IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.
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Motion

Picture

The Magdalene is in your town and every
thinking and unthinking man and woman in
the community comes face to face with her

Goldwyn has produced on the screen, for
first release every where at Easter time, a
tremendous drama of compassion; a story

every day, almost every hour.

that draws a spark from the most deadened
sympathies.

The Magdalene is a problem that has existed
since the world began — a bigger problem
today than ever before
in human history.

The Magdalene of this day and time is the
central figure in a motion picture drama that
strikes at the sympathies and the heart.

GOLDWYN

A master of the theatre, one of the painstaking, thinking, creative leaders has directed
this splendid production.
First run theatres will get an even added
value by presenting "The Eternal Magdalene"
first Easter week, beginning April 20.

PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN President

16 East 4-2 »d Street

New

York City-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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Sadie Sullivan of Ireland and the chorus — a
whimsical little adventurer drawn to the land of
magic promise.
She wanted to marry a millionaire and live happy
ever way.
afterward, but a jealous leading lady blocked
the
*
A story of the theatre. A picture of romance
and envy behind the curtain that makes life backstage mysterious and fascinating.
A cast that includes lovely Mary Thurman and
Betty Schade; Alec B. Francis known to your
patrons in a dozen fine Goldwyn productions,
rotund and good-natured Walter Hiers, and
Wellington Playter, who was in " Polly of the
Circus." A round-up of the best players in Mae
Marsh's previous screen successes for her last
Goldwyn Picture. Released everywhere April 6th.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2 nd Street New York City-

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Motion
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No

Man

Rich

His

on

Enough

Way

Earth

to

Picture

Is

Buy

in.

If he is big that is not enough; if he has power that is not
sufficient; if he has fame that gives him no .precedence over
any other man in the celluloid pages of the Ford Educational Weekly.
If the man and the things he does in the life of America
are of value to the country; if they contribute something
useful and constructive; if the man and his works have power
for good; if his fame is based upon service to the greatest
number of people —
Such men - and women — and the things they have builded
have the right to be found and are found pictured intelligently in the

FORD

EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
There is no other educational screen attraction of this character
so ample in its scope, so thorough in its detail, so painstaking
in its portrayal of personal and industrial drama, so faithful in
its efforts to show the fine things in the life and affairs of the
American people.
The Ford Educational Weekly is guarded carefully against the
intrusion of the wrong kind of matter. Its editor arid' the
powerful man who gives the Weekly his name are jealous of
its reputation and its prestige
The more than 4,000 theatres that, under Goldwyn Distribution, present the Ford Educational Weekly rightly consider it
as the greatest educational feature of the screen.

PITZPATGICK
and Chicago
ivtcELROY
1 Sole Representatives
MOTOR
Ij FORD
Motion.
PictureCO.
Laboratories

This accounts for the fact that it has "the greatest circulation
in the world."
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2 „</ Street New York City

N ew s
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Betzwood

Film

Company

presents

Louis

Bennison
in

SPEEDY

MEADE

"Written and directed by Ira M.Lowry
The difference between Louis Bennison and the
average male star is the difference between one
of those rangey, easy-riding, sit-and-be-comfortable, high-pummeled Western saddles he uses,
and the postage stamp thing they put on an
Eastern riding horse.
It's a difference that theatre patrons recognized
the minute they saw the first Betzwood-Bennison
picture, " Oh, Johnny! " It brought them back
to see " Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U " and it

has kept them coming for "Speedy Meade".
No theatre manager can afford to ignore such
audience appeal.
Up-to-the minute stories, carefully chosen support, expert directing and splendid photography,
have all played their part in the rapid rise in
popularity of the Betzwood-Louis Bennison Star
Series. But — first and foremost — it is Bennison
with his breezy Americanism that has put these
pictures over.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
PresidentCORPORATION
Samuel
Goldwyn*
New York City
16 East 4-2 «/ Street

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.
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Breaker

SMILING
BILL" in
Parsons
today plays
in
more theatres
the United
States
than any comedian

except one.

With the one exception, to whom "Smiling
Bill" Parsons pays the tribute of admiration,
no comedian now plays, or ever has played
in 3500 theatres under 3500 separate
contracts.
Goldwyn has given " Smiling Bill" Parsons
and his Capitol Comedies the same careful
attention that it gives to the sale of its own
Goldwyn productions and the quality of
his comedies plus his own joyous personality have made
history in distribution.
In two weeks from

now he will reach his

first anniversary as a screen star — twentysix fine Capitol Comedies have established
his international popularity.
So thoroughly satisfying are our "mutual
relations that we shall fare together for a
second year — with fewer and better Capitol
Comedies in keeping with Goldwyn's
plan of fewer and better pictures.

own

Prvs-idenZ
,
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn
New
York
City
16 East 4-2™/ Street

GOLDWYN

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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GREYS*

mm*
BORDER
LEGION
Starring
Blanche Bates
and Hobart Bos worth.
directed by <T. 'Hayes Hunter

is the standard amusement
MELODRAMA
fare preferred and demanded by the great
mass of the American people.
The daring riding, the outlaw battles, the thrills
of a great outlaw feud in the picturesque old setting
of gold-mad California are the things in "The
Border Legion" that have established it as a commercial success in the largest and best theatres of
the country.

since "The Border Legion's"
threeatmonths
In the
first
release
the New York Strand, Goldwyn has
placed this big special in 1,500 theatres, and exhibitor demand for it is constantly increasing.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SXm usl Goldwyn President
16 East- A-Znd Street New York City
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
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VICTOR
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News
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FEA
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Featuring

The
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Inimitable
By
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WRITE
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FOR

Reissues Featuring the Same
Directed by THOS. H. INCE
OPEN

Buy

or

Sell

Cash
you

?

Customers waiting
have the goods
Four Languages

J.
VICTOR

H.

What

Guarantee

Every Territory including Foreign Markets
Medium or First Class Pictures
of one reel or more, Also Reissues

have

Star

TERRITORY

What
Under

RD

MAHER:

if you

do

you

want

?

Spoken
In charge of Eastern office will
be glad to give you all details

KREMER
FILM
105 WEST 40th STREET, NEW

FEATURES
YORK

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

By arranging a Rothapfel week

to take place in

forty-five of America's leading theatres at the same
time, backed by a national advertising campaign of
gigantic proportions, we are doing things on perhaps
the largest scale ever attempted in the history of the
theatrical business. The Rothapfel Unit Programme
is the first complete performance to be presented in
forty'five theatres at the same time.

FRANK

G.

HALL

to the

EXHIBITORS

OF

AMERICA

UllllllllllllllllllllllH

HEN

Mr. Rothapfel and I,— both being Exhibitors — created the Unit Programme, we were confident that the
Exhibitors of America would back our judgment regarding the great value of an entertainment of this character:

The fact that we have booked twenty-four leading theatres in two
weeks, and that we will undoubtedly arrange for at least forty-five
presentations of the first Unit Programme for a full week's run
beginning May 25th, should be conclusive evidence of the popularity of the plan.

Following the playing of these week stands will come the bookings
for one, two, three and four day showings. The regular "Independent" salesmen, working through the Film Clearing House
Exchanges, take up the work of closing these contracts immediately.
The novel manner in which the Rothapfel Unit Programme will be
presented in the high class theatres running it for the opening week,
and the up-to-date methods used in advertising it, not only to
Exhibitors but to the patrons of the theatres as well, is bound to
make this programme a tremendous success from the very start.
If you have not sent in your . application for the Rothapfel Unit
Pro gramme, do so at once.

April

19,

1 9 1 9
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Tell your patrons this picture presents Mary
Miles Minter in the very kind of a story they'd
pick for her themselves if the selection were
up to them —
Tell your patrons the cast includes good looking Alan Forrest, dependable George Periolat,
and Margaret Shelby, Mary's very own sister —
Tell your patrons the story reaches its climax
in the home of a millionaire where little Miss
Minter has gone because she believes she has
been invited there, whereas she is really regarded as an intruder —
THEN watch the box office for results.

American

Film

Qjmpany,

The
Intitision
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

Inc., Presents

i Isabel
Directed by LLOYD INGRAHAM

Here's What Exhibitors Say of Recent Minter Releases:
""Wonderful
clean-up on
last Mary Miles Minter.''
— Bijou Theatre, Racine,
JVisconsin.

"All box office records were broken on Sunday
with the 'Amazing Impostor' and hundreds were
turned away." — Manager A. S. Megahan, Strand
Theatre, Denver, Colorado.

Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.
The more YOU

" 'The Amazing Impostor,' a
good subject well worked out."
— Fred Busman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Missouri.

These Mary Miles Minter Subjects Now Available at Pathe Exchanges :
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"
"Wives and Other Wives"
Distributed by
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights" "The Amazing Impostor" PATHE
read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "
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BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION
oyldapied bij Finis Fox Jrornjack Boy le's Red Book Magazine novel and directed, by John Ince in, $ acts
RELEASED

BY
E
T
RO
APRIL
MAXWELL
KARGER Director QeneraL ■
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WHEN

YOU

SIGN

SIGN

A

THIS

YOU

CAPITAL

CONTRACT

CAPITAL
2-REEL
FEATURES

Once

You

CAPITAL
2-REEL
COMEDIES

Book

One

CAPITAL
Indianapolis, Ind.

Capital
Exchanges
CHICAGO:
220 S. State St.
CLEVELAND:
407 Sloan Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS:
211 Wimmer Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS:
421 Loeb Arcade
ST. LOUIS:
3431 Olive St.
KANSAS CITY:
3rd Floor,
Gloyd Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA:
1314 Vine St.
MILWAUKEE:
415 Toy Bldg.
DETROIT:
63 E. Elizabeth St.
702 Mulberry St.
DES
MOINES:'CITY:
OKLAHOMA
214 S. Hudson St.

CAPITAL
2-REEL

CAPITAL
2-REEL

FEATURES

COMEDIES

You'll

Book

FILM
Ike Schlank, Pres.

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

'Em

All

CO.
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Motion

BRIGGS

The

Picture

COMEDY

Feature

at

Strand

Pre-release
Breaking
Strand

These
comedies
are by

News

Showing
Record

This

at

Week

Releasing

BRIGGS
the famous
cartoonist o f
the New York
Trib une and
12 5 other

Arrangements
Announced
Later

newspapers.
They are not
animated cartoons but real,
human

comedies enacted

by live players.
DIRECTED BY
JOHN JOSEPH HARVEY

BRIGGS
PICTURES,
Inc.
30 East Forty-Second Street, NEW
YORK
CITY
STUDIO: NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
ALEX YOKEL, Vice-President and Genl Mgr.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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AN EPIC ROMANCE OF EVERYDAY LIFE
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J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Katherine Macdonald, Thomas Meighan, Forrest Stanley, Adda Gleason
Spottiswoode Aitken, Master Breezy Reeves, and others
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"Virtuous
Read

What

Those

Who

Picture

Men"
Know

Say:—

"Should prove a profitable success." — Wid's.
It is gorgeously staged — has at least six big punches."
— Harriet Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.

;
■
|

It has the greatest fight I ever saw, even including ' The Spoilers.'
The audience will eat it up."
— Robert E. Welsh, Managing Editor, M. P. News.
It is a big melodrama, with excellent comedy relief — possesses real entertainment qualities — the ball room scenes are the most extensive ever
shown on the screen."

\

— Edw. Weitzel, Associate Editor, M. P. World.

"There are many exciting and thrilling scenes which will appeal to
movie audiences — has great comedy relief and wonderful mob and fight
— W. Stephen Bush, Billboard.

scenes."

'?"WiU make big money for the exhibitor."
— Morris Kashin, Managing Director,
Symphony and Broadway Theatres% New York.
"A spectacular forest fire marks one of the high points. E. K. Lincoln
is admirable selection for the star." — Wid's.
"N umerous Mob Scenes — all of them realistically directed by Ralph
Ince. E. K. Lincoln was seen to advantage in star role."
— M. Head, N. Y. Herald.
"Strong melodramatic appeal — full of action — extraordinary fight scenes
— photographic effects excellent — acting of a high order — a sure fire
— Helen Rockwell, Exhibitors' Trade Review.

climax."

It is a real entertainment — is sure to be a big box office success."
— Henry Cole, Exec. Secy., M. P. Exhibitors' League of N. Y.
"Every man, woman

and child should see it."
- — Paul Sweinhart, Managing Editor, N. Y. Clipper.

"Virtuous Men " is big melodrama with rapid series of big punches.
The production is extraordinarily staged and excellently played by
notable cast.
— Martin Quigley, Managing Editor, Exhibitors Herald-Motography.
"Rip-snorting melodrama well acted — photography superb — fight scenes
— Mark Vance.
worth twice the price of admission."
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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FEATURES

in the Film World at a Glance
OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
2451
IT IS STARTED — WHO'S NEXT? (WM. A. JOHNWhat the Producers Have to Say
2467
STON) 2439
Special Service Section
2469-2489
2440
EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
News of the Independent Producers
2493
2441
DEALING IN PERSONALITIES
Equipment Service Section
2503
FOOLISH STUFF, AND MIGHTY BAD BUSINESS .. 2453
Music Department
2513
2456
YOUR IDEA AND OURS
Advance
Reviews
2519
WHAT LIVE WIRES ARE DOING
2457
Reviews in Complete Plan Book
2520
SCORING HITS AND ERRORS
2458
Box Office Reports and Plan Book Index
2538
HOW NEW YORK THEATRES STAGE THE SHOW.. 2461
Releases, Current and Coming
2497
RELEASE DATES ON ALL PICTURES
2497
REVIEWS IN COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
2519
COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
NEW BOX OFFICE REPORTS
2538
Pictures
Reviewed
in Advance
2519
NEWS OF THE WEEK
"Bolshevism
On
Trial"
(Select
Special)
2520
Radical Policy Changes Announced by Three
2442
"Pitfalls of a Big City" (Fox)
2522
Select to be Distributing Company Only
2442-43
"A
Yankee
Princess"
(Vitagraph)
2523
Fewer Pictures Keynote of Future Plans
2443
"Thunderbolts
of
Fate"
(Edward
Warren-Hodkinson)
2524
Sunday Bill Passes in New York
2444
"Married in Haste" (Fox)
2525
Sunday Shows and Bolshevism
2444
" Pettigrew's Girl" (Paramount)
2526
Protest Atlanta Trade Rules
2445
"PeppyUnknown
Polly" (Paramount)
2527
"The
Love" (Pathe)
2528
Sidney Drew Dies
2445
Hodkinson First to Bat in Circuit Discussion 2446
"The
Exquisite
Thief"
(Universal)
2529
"The Test of Honor" (Paramount)
Flying Start for National Exhibitors Body
2447
2530
"Getting
Mary
Married"
(Select)
2531
Miscellaneous News
2448-49-50
"Speedy Meade" (Goldwyn)
Live News of the Producers
2467
2532
"The Island of Intrigue" (Metro)
Glances at the Program
2487
2533
"A Regular Fellow" (Tria
ngle)
In the Independent Field
2493
2534
"Hearts of Men" (Hiram Abrams)
Complete Plan Book
2519
2535
In and Out West Coast Studios
2536
Index to Plan Book
and Exhibitors' Box Office Reports. . .2538
"Flashbacks"
and New
Theatres Building
Hollywood Hookum
2537
2542

Newsy Announcements of the Week Found in the Ad-Pages
Capitol Comedies with Smiling Bill Parsons starred 2406
" Oh, You Women " is Paramount picture with Ernest
Five and two reel Shorty Hamilton pictures offered 2408
Truex and Louise Huff
2371-72
WhatMary
exhibitors
of " The Intrusion of Isabel " with 2411
" A Test of Honor " with John Barrymore is powerful
Miles think
Minter
drama
2373-74-75-76
Selznick Pictures
2429
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in "The Amateur Liar
2377
Metro offers its latest Bert Lytell release and the new
" For Better, For Worse, " the latest Cecil De Mille
Nazimova
feature
2412-13-14
Artcraft production
2378-79
Product of the Capital Film Company
2415
" Theis Woman
Thou
Gavest
Me
"
from
Hall
Caine's
novel
First National Attractions
2417
Paramount-Artcraft special directed by Hugh
Ford
2380-81
Katherine
presented in " The Thunderbolt " at 2420
head ofMacDonald
her own company
Latest releases of the Hodkinson corporation
2382-83
Fox Film Corporation
2421
A Triangle
presentation is " The Follies Girl2384-85
"
with Olivespecial
Thomas
Arrow Film offers "The Law of Nature"
2424-25
Latest release of the World Film Corporation 2426
Independent Sales announces its new 10-20-30 special
The Briggs cartoons turned into delightful comedies 2416
"When My Ship Comes In" is ready for release .. 2386-87
Insert from Rothapfel pictures on the Unit program. ... 2427-28
Harley Knoles, director of "Bolshevism on Trial" 2388
S-L Pictures on "Virtuous Men"
2430-31
The big Select Special "Bolshevism on Trial". . .2389-90-91-92
Reissues from the W. H. Productions
2432-33
Vitagraph's latest feature " The Yankee Princess " and
The
Spoor-Thompson
Laboratories
;
2438
the Big V comedies
2393-94-95
Universal's insert on its latest attraction
Harry Garson offers facts and figures on " The Unpardonable
Sin"
2396-97
Pathe offers Perret's production " The Unknown Love " . .
The United attractions starring Florence Reed and Kitty
Robertson-Cole's "The Turn in the Road"
2484
Gordon
2398-99
Latest offerings from Robertson-Cole featuring Billie
Territory for sale on "The Birth of a Race"
2400-01
Rhodes, Sessue Hayakawa and Henry Walthall
Mae Marsh's latest is "Spotlight Sadie"
2403
The Ford Educational Weekly
2404
Martin Johnson's Cannibal pictures
2485
The Universal serial starring James J. Corbett is coming. 2475
"The Border Legion" is strong melodrama
2407
Eddie Polo to be present in eight new two reelers by
Goldwyn's
"The Bennison
Eternal Magdalene"
2402
Universal
2476
The
latest Louis
feature
2405
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
Robert E. Welsh, Managing Editor

Henry F. Sewall, Vice-Pres.
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E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
Fred. J. Beecroft, Adv. Manager.
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titles.
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"Something different. '

A cartoon comedy you will find wortb
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— tbeblack-and-wbite
funniest of tbe
"Internacomics,
witb
Judge Rumbauser and tbe Silk Hat
Harry Livestock Company. "Simply
mix witb good music and serve.

"Photoplay
Magazine
Screen
Supplement
Tke Stars as Tney Are — Exclusive Journeys to Filmland
A genuine attraction- — you need only look over tbe line-up of stars m tbe first tbree
issues to be convinced. ' Every foot of film especially pbotograpbed under tbe direction
of James R. Quirk and Julian Jobnson of "Pbotoplay Mag azine.
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Mary Miles Minter

William Russell
Mae Marsh
^IVarren Kerrigan
Edith Story

Best Selling Single Reels on tke Market — Booking at Sixteen
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Films
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It Is Started—
hat is in the ring.
er him?
answ'S
will SOX
Who
HODKIX
WW.
Last week we proposed an editorial discus•
sion on a subject broached by an exhibitor.
He asked for advice on exhibitors co-operative booking
concerns — those national in scope — and said that some
such plan was necessary if he and several thousand other
small theatres were to remain in business.
We welcomed the discussion not as bearing specifically
and only upon the question of whether a theatre should
or should not tie up with an exhibitor owned and cooperative booking concern, but also and principally because
such a subject would necessarily involve the bigger questions facing the entire business in this, its most momentous
year.
— The question of pictures, their adequate supply and
quality and source.
— Their rental prices.
— The service to go with them.
— And above all the kind. of contract basis upon which
they should be sold.
The Questions Are Many
is the exhibitor to look, this year, for
WHERE
enough good pictures at rental prices fair to all —
and next year and next?
What is the big ground wave, in the picture business,
this year?
How is it shaping the industry?
Are we to have fewer and better pictures ?
If so, how?
What is the distribution policy that will give the producer an incentive to make better pictures and again
furnish them to the theatres so that even the smallest can
have them and five?
Is this to be an open booking year ?
These are the big and vital questions to which this discussion should give answer.
We feel that the men who have shaping this industry's
policies know these answers. And we feel the)7 will want
to talk freely. Why not?
statement
is the first to reach us.
WMr.ho Hodkinson's
will answer him
?

When Is a u 'Special" Not a "Special"?
Y is talking " Specials " these days.
EVERYBOD
Programs are offering them. Independent producers are keen to make them. Exhibitors want
them. Policies are being shaped around them.
So it is pertinent to inquire just what the special picture is and what it means now to the picture business and
what it signifies in the industrv's advance.
EI

Who's
We shall be glad to Next?
tackle this interesting subject more
at length.
In the meantime we suggest that a special is not a special
unless it is given means of special exploitation.
We learn from an exhibitor of a special which reached
him with very inadequate advertising aids. It had no more
than the weakest picture on the program which supplied it.
The exchange was not at fault. The exchange received
mostly a series of letters and telegrams exhorting extra
bookings and high rentals. It was the fault of the home
office which evidently believes that a special should be specially exploited to its exchange but not to the exhibitor nor
by the exhibitor to his public.
A special, let us repeat, is not a special, nor should it get
special rental prices unless the exhibitor is helped to put it
over and so get his special crowds and prices.
That demands special service.

Use

All

This — Gentlemen!

extracts from our editorials on the orlearn that
ganized reform element and its coercive efforts
upon the State legislatures have been cited at recent legislative hearings upon Sunday opening bills.
The reformers brought them forward in an effort to
show that the motion picture interests were organized and
intended to do just what the fanatics with immense and
practical zeal have been doing for some years — namely, -to
get an expressed sentiment from every legislative district,
through
lation. petitions, in favor of their own schemes of reguWE

With characteristic dishonesty only extracts were read.
May we suggest, right here, gentlemen, that this lying and
contemptible trick was tabooed among decent people
shortly after the printing press was invented.
But at any rate, we cheerfully go on record again in the
matter, taking care this time that no unprotected paragraphs may be filched by quick fingers.
_ We said and reiterate that the reformers, with their
thorough organization, have made it a basic move to collect petitions in each legislative district ; that these names,
while representing in reality only a decided minoritv of
the population, had considerable effect upon Legislators
because they represent votes; that the American public
should have an opportunity to express itself before they
were robbed of their liberties, and that the exhibitors of
the United States must therefore arouse interest, circulate
petitions, and hand them to their legislative representatives.
That's all. We lack organization ; we have no funds ;
we don't hiss, jeer and lie; and we're prettv busy paying
(Continued on next page)
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Use All This, Gentlemen
(Continued from preceding page)
taxes, advertising the Liberty Loan, helping returned soldiers get jobs, and doing all the multifarious charities expected of the screen. And we may not be able to beat the
fanatics with their own weapons ; but, if not, we would
like to convey a sensible warning that some day the Ameri-.
can people, unappealed to, will arise in their honest wrath
and do this job conclusively and permanently.
The reformers are at liberty to use this editorial in their
characteristic manner.
*****
We

Welcome

Aid

organized reof the
attention
the that
call fact
we also
formers tothe
the work
of the American
Recreation League has no connection whatsoever
with the motion picture industry.
The mere fact, of course, that this organization is advocating Sunday motion pictures is enough on the face of it
to bring strident yells from the reformers' gallery and gleeful accusations of collusion with the motion picture interests.
Your plan, Mr. Reformer, of course, would be to create
or subsidize such an institution in your own interests, but
the picture people haven't the wonderful organization you
possess.
The interesting truth, gentlemen, is that the American
Recreation League — altogether of its own initiative and
belief — is advocating the healthful recreation of motion
pictures on Sunday in an effort to counteract Bolshevism
among its working classes and to teach instead the ideals
of American life, prosperity and happiness.
It is regrettable, of course, that this interferes with your
own plans, but again we call attention to the fact that this
is a free country and that the American Recreation League
has every right to its own opinion.
MAY

Facing

the Crisis
SCH, fresh from the fight in InFRANK dianaREMBU
for Sunday pictures, says the motion picture
is facing its most serious era of adverse legislation.
" The
nextwetwoareyears,"
put ustheoutblue
of business unless
able onsays
all he,
sides" will
to down
laws

and the well organized reformers.
" We need immediately a committee of defense and
progress in every city in the country. These committees
will find their hands full.
" They should be constantly supplied with plenty of
propaganda, for we must carry the fight for the picture to
the people — through slides, speakers' arguments and editorial facts for the newspapers.
" The motion picture seems to be able to spread propaganda for any interest except its own.
" Let's decide to put over a Victory Loan for ourselves,
a rousing campaign on the screen and through the press,
combatting the lies against the picture and asking the people to demand that their favorite recreation be kept free
from fanatical regulation and ruinous restriction."
Mr. Rembusch agrees with our editorial contention —
that the opposition to the pictures only represents a decided minority, though a decidedly well organized one ;
that it deals in practical politics, and that the only way to

Picture

News

Speaking:
tread down the fanatic is with his own weapons, on his
own ground.
The main weapon is the expressed sentiment, through
petitions or otherwise, of the majority of the public.
Here's

an

Idea

for

You

OU'VE got to be different," is the exhibitors'
slogan of Thomas D. Sorierio, of Boston.
" Give 'em novelty — all the time."
Mr. Sorierio's latest novelty is " Hero Week," at the
Strand theatre, Lowell, and the Park and Franklin theatres, Boston. He is performing a fine charity and drawing
packed houses at the same time; and it would seem that
many other theatres could adopt the idea with success.
He puts on four acts, consisting of performances by
wounded soldiers. They sing or tell stories of their experiences atthe front. Other soldiers, wounded or out of
work, replace temporarily all the house employes and are
paid the same wages. An announcement is made from the
stage that these soldiers will be glad to accept invitations
in the way of home entertainment from the audience.
This brings them in more intimate contact with those able
to offer employment.
44
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Increased newspaper space is taken during " Hero
torially.
Week," and the newspapers have taken up the idea ediMr. Sorierio makes another excellent suggestion in this
connection. He calls attention to the fact that a million
and a half soldiers have returned to this country who have
not seen the pictures released during the past year or more.
So re-bookings of successes are evidently in order.
For instance, in Boston and its vicinity he estimates
there are over fifty thousand returned soldiers ; so next
week he is announcing " The Man from Painted Post."
A

FROM

Timely

*

* s|c a|c ' " sjs
Word of Warning

, Mass., thethe Cambridge
George
man, we A.
of a letter which sugin receipt
are Giles,
atre
gests an editorial campaign on the part of the trade

But the letter states its own message so pointedly that
we
can quote :
papers.
" The increasing use of slang and profanity in the subtitles of
recent photoplays is to my mind very unfortunate.
" For a long time the use of profanity has been forbidden in
first-class vaudeville houses although some second-rate houses and
burlesque houses have permitted a greater license in this respect.
" Now the picture industry seems to be on the very eve of taking
up and making use of profanity. It is easy to imagine a first-class
theatre presenting a William S. Hart production on a Saturday
afternoon to one thousand children only to have them read once,
twice or three times, titles where the worst kind of profanity is
employed. This is not only going to react but is already reacting
upon the business.
" Parents are not sending their children to the ' movies ' to be
taught profanity or to be taught that it is quite the proper thing
to use. Anything that William S. Hart can do any boy will
Cmthink
is legitimate. Furthermore it is one more invitation for the
' censor ' to get busy. And the sad part of it is, it does not add
one bit to the effectiveness of the picture."
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Dealing

in

WE other
saw day
the engraver's
color proofs
the
on a wonderful
insert that
will
soonNews.
appear exclusively in Motion"
Picture
"Wonderful" isn't exactly the word.
What we need is an adjective that will combine the meaning of " exquisite " and
" striking " — or, " beautiful " and " effec-

"His Insert
Ideas Bring
Forth the
Adjectives."

But you'll supply your own adjectives
when you see the insert, which will appear
intive."
the issue of Motiox Picture Xews
dated May 10 — timed with the release of its
subject, " The Red Lantern."
And we are forestalling time by- giving
you the picture now of the man who created the insert — Arthur James.
They say " The Red Lantern " is a
knockout. We know the advertising on it
will be a revelation. Some combination !

fT e knew it icould happen. Just as soon as Fred W arren got over
in the Hodkinson camp he started to explode "Dynamite." The
first crash comes with the announcement of a wide-open marketing
plan — each picture sold on its merits. No groups, series, or anything approaching the program idea. With the biggest theatre season in years in sight, with more worthy independent productions
than ever — the Hodkinson lead seems to point to a grand and glorious year for those who crate excitement. The Hodkinson storyis on page 2445.
We met Fred Warrex at the hour of one A. M. in Mrs. Astor's
sipping coffee and reading the morning papers before he hit the
hay. " Can't get out of the newspaper habit." he explained. "Have
to read the papers before I can sleep."
Fred spilled some of his ideas for the coming months to us.
And all we can say is, " Heads up. The war is on ! "
Lewis J. Selznick is the happiest man in ten counties these days.
You can feel enthusiasm bubbling all around him. With Select entirely under his own wing now he's making plans by the minute.
" The happiest moments of my life," he tells you. Then murmurs
something about a half million. Then tells you he's "the happiest
man alive." Then something else about a half million. He's steaming up and preparing for full speed ahead. Watch his dust. The
neic Select plans are told on page 2442.
Those are appreciative words Lewis J. says about keeping the
present Select organization intact. " Their enthusiasm and hard
work put us where we are," he declares. " I couldn't improve on
a single member of the personnel."
Having frequently talked with Arthur Kaxe, Vivian Moses
and others in the organization we agree with Lewis J. that such
enthusiasm can't be bought — or duplicated.
Eugene O'Brien is to be starred by Select, Somebody pulled
a ten-strike right at the go-off.
Dick Rotiland isn't worrying about stars — so he says in an exclusive Reus interview this week on his coming year's plans. He's
willing to bank his chances on the right production brains and the
right st-ories — plus distribution methods that give producer and
exhibitor a chance. He looks with favor on percentage playing to
put a picture on its mettle. Altogether an important announcement.
Mr. Rowland says we will be within sight of the millennium
when we get a university course in scenario writing to show
creative brains what the screen wants.
May we amend it by saying that we will be almost there when
we get one or two EDITORS.

Personalities
A Ray Cosmopolitan Loxc, f'r example.
Or a Karl Red Book Harrisox. Not to mention Oldtimer
Robert Munsey Davis.
Our advice is free.
A neiv series starts this week in the Exhibitor Service Bureau
that should be of interest to film company advertising men as well
as exhibitors. "How They Advertise and Why" will be explained
by the leaders in exhibitor exploitation. Xelson B. Bell, general
press representative of the Moore's Theatres Corporation, Washington, D. C, contributes this week's article. It's on page 2455. .Vexf
week the
Jackstage.
Kuhn, of Loeic's Stillman theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, will
hold
Marcus Loew has moved his mid-west headquarters from Chicago to Cleveland. The first step in confirmation of the rumor
we gave 3"OU last week. More coming.
Jerome Beatty is a father — again. Seven more Beatty's and
jerry will have a baseball team. And the team will have the
coaching of one of the cleverest sporting writers we ever read.
None other than Jerome Advertising Manager Beatty of the
Famous Players-Lasky.
Ralph 0. Proctor, well known in far-west and mid-west distributing circles is now holding an office down in the same suite
with Hiram Abrams.
Kenxeth Hodkixsox is also in the camp of the Big Four.
Florida exhibitors probably wonder why they are threatened with
censorship. And in a recent Jacksonville paper we read such advertising lines as " With all her strength Adele forced the man backinch by inch until she managed to fling him across the bed." And
"See a crowd of boarding house girls running around in their
chemises." " What -happens in an office when the boss loves his
stenographer?" "The Adventuress 1919 model 'vamping' her
victim."
F. L. Greenwald and T. Lees, of the Exclusive Features Co..
Cleveland, are in New York looking over the independent field.
Competition with four " legit " openings in Washington, D. C.
last week didn't stop Bert Adler from getting top attention with
" The Better 'Ole."
Harry Reichexbach put something over when he got a notice
on " Wbom the Gods Will Destroy " in the bulletin of The League
to Enforce Peace. We forget how many hundred thousand get
this bulletin each week but the figures are way up.
By the way, mysterious postcards are coming to our desk — and
that of every other film man. ~We suspect you, Harry.
Harry Nolax, of Denver, dropped in the office just as we
send these words scurrying to press.
There will be a hearing on the Sunday motion picture bill in
New York State before Governor Smith on Wednesday at the
request of the Sky-Pilots Association. .
One big fact stands out in the battle and victory for Sunday pictures in New York. Real exhibitor organization — left alone — can
accomplish wonders the minute it organizes the power of the
screens. The only ivorries the exhibitors had were caused by the
interference of other factors in the industry. The exhibitors hold
the pouer because they are closest to the people. And the people
are votes'.
To Jake Wilk we are indebted for a Minneapolis newspaper
clipping which tells that Charlie Chaplin immortalized his footprints by waddling across the concrete when the new Chaplin
studio foundations were laid.

Motion
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Rowla
Sees
Perce
madei„according
the film and
ntage
Plan
Making Announcement of " Fewer
power of the subject.
and Better Pictures " Policy Finds
" The question of cost to the exhibitor
Value in Percentage Playing
must be based upon production costs. We
caremore
know
distribution amounts to so much, but
ced
es, produ
pictur
FEWER fully,
and each
sold individually by the fallacy of the program policy has been
the distributing agency, will be the
that we fixed the price for a subject before
policy of the Metro Film Corporation to
the
film was made, and to save our hides we
ent
mber,
e
ive
Presid
Septe
in
effect
becom
were
forced to make the picture within
Richard A. Rowland advised Motion Pica given cost. This program plan has held
utre News representatives following
back the improvement of photoplays
numerous conferences at the studio with
greatly, and with the elimination we beSupervising Director Maxwell Kargar,
Treasurer Joseph Engle and other execuditions.lieve we are improving film industry contives.
" The star elimination must come if the
" The reign of the star will end shortly,"
personality of the star is not sufficient to
President Rowland said, " for the efforts
predominate the picture. Many good films
of the producer to make better pictures
have been made in the last year with the
have in some instances, and will in others
so-called
' all star ' cast, and they proved
bring to the attention of the exhibitor and
to be the greatest box office attractions of
public, the production itself and not the
the year. This points out that the public
star. There are a few, and it is a very
are coming to realize that the play is the
thing.
small number, of players who have been
able to predominate in the picture, and
" The producer created an opportunity
these few will live together with a few
for the stars to use the strangle hold. He
others that may be elevated to stardom by created stars. The exhibitor created a foltheir
lowing for ' the star. These acts on the
ture. own ability to predominate the picpart of the producer and exhibitor have
" Metro's new policy, we believe, is a
been costly to both, and to insure the sucstep forward toward improving general
cessful financial conduct of the industry,
conditions for the industry, and bring the
the star policy must be eliminated. Whatproducer and exhibitor closer together.
ever salary is paid the star comes from
Ultimately, it is my opinion, the motion
the box effice receipts of the exhibitor, and
now that all have come to realize the mispicture theatres will, to a very great extent, be conducted along lines of the speaktake in permitting a personality to predomiing stage theatres, booking pictures of the
nate the industry by the acts of the proproducer through his distributing house on
ducing and exhibiting divisions in the mata percentage basis. When this day comes,
ter of advertising, publicity and made-tothe producer can make pictures spending on
order stories, all must work together to
each subject the amount necessary to make
eliminate the injurious condition.
it correctly, with the assurance that he
" The star policy has been changed in
does not have to gamble with the exhibitor
many parts of the country. The exhibitor is
to get his money back. The booking of selling his show, and depending upon the
productions into theatres on a percentage
star's name to draw but a small portion of
basis, is fairer to the producer in some inthe attendance. Where the theatre manastances, and to the exhibitor in others. I
ger has shown good pictures week in and
recall the booking of one picture at a
week out regardless of who played in them,
rental price of $600 for the week, and the
he has built a big clientele, and proved to
gross receipts of the theatre were above
the possible patrons of his theatre that he
$15,000. On the other hand, I have heard
is giving them good entertainment every
complaints from exhibitors that they lost
week, and they can come there with the
money on this or that picture because the
assurance they will be entertained, regardless of who is featured in the main film
rental price was too high.
of
the
program.
" Metro's new policy will not effect as
- At this time we are not prepared to say
radical a change in our distributing department as it would seem. Reducing the
who will be our principal players. We consider that unimportant. Maxwell Kargar
number of subjects from fifty-tWo to thirtyis to continue in charge of the work of
six, will disturb slightly our relations with
supervising productions. Under his guidexhibitors who have taken our entire proing genius we believe we will make pictures
gram, but it will not cause any change in
that are logical, have character, and highly
relations with patrons of the past, for we
entertaining qualities.
are duty bound to co-operate with them.
The plan we will follow will be to make
" More attention will be given to the
stories. We hope to get the best writers
contracts for the subjects, but we cannot
in the country to write for the screen inin advance of production, tell what a picstead of writing for publishers, and the
ture will cost the exhibitor. We may to
producing companies then remaking the
a degree follow the star selling plan, but
story to fit the needs of the screen as is
contracts will be made for each subject
separately, the price of each film being
the present practice.''
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"Select
Only
"Facilities Open to Brains
Selznick in Announcing Pu
SELECT TION PICTURES
will be solely a CORPORAdistributing
organization in the future, according to
Lewis J. Selznick, who this week made
important announcements regarding the
future policy of the company and confirmed the report that Adolph Zukor had
withdrawn from the Select company.
Mr. Selznick stated that the price paid
Mr. Zukor for his half interest in the
company was $500,000 over his original
investment.
" Select Pictures will be operated as a
distributing
organization
in the future,"
said Mr. Selznick
to a representative
of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS. "Its
channels of distribution will be open to
the brains of the producing business.
Big, special features will be secured, pictures that have the possibilities and the
merit of 'Bolshevism on Trial,' for instance. The distributing organization
will be under my personal direction and
there will be no changes in the personnel
Scenario

Versus Play Up in
Court
On April 2, 1919. Harry O. Davis,
through his attorney, Arthur Butler Graham, instituted suit in the United States
District Court, Southern District Court,
Southern District of New York, against
David Belasco and John L. Hobble, under
a claim for infringement of a copyright
owned by Mr. Davis.
When Mr. Davis was associated with
Universal Film Mfg. Co., he copyrighted
the literary rights to a play entitled " The
Little Belgian " and produced it in a motion picture of that name. He claims that
the play "Daddies" now enjoying a successful run at the Lyceum Theatres is so
similar in plot and incident to the " Little
Belgian " as to give him a right of action
for infringement. The defendant, John L.
Hobble is the author of the play and Mr.
Belasco is claimed by the plaintiff to present it.

Thompson Joins Arbuckle
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation announces that Keene Thompson has been
engaged as Special Publicity Representative
for Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle.
Mr. Thompson left immediately for the
West Coast. He is well known as a magazine writer of short stories. As a writer
for Picture Play Magazine he is said to
have made many friends in film circles and
gained
tures. his first knowledge of motion pic-
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Pictures"

Distribute"

of Producing Ranks," Says
rchase of Outright Control
of the present organization. Every position is too well filled to undergo a
change. And it has been due to the enthusiasm of the Select staff that the company made such a record the past year
that I was able to buy out the largest
shareholder at such a figure."
Mr. Selznick also made the statement
that Selznick Pictures Corporation, the
producing company of which Myron
Selznick is president, will continue its
work on an enlarged scale. Besides
Olive Thomas, Eugene O'Brien has been
secured to appear in a star series. Mr.
O'Brien is one of the most popular leading men on the screen today and has appeared in a number of Select pictures
opposite Norma Talmadge.
Myron Selznick will hold the position
of production manager, all pictures made
by the Selznick Pictures Corporation
being made under his supervision. The
elder Selznick will confine his duties
solely to the distributing organization.

Arrow

Sells " Huns

Within

"
The Arrow Our
Film Gates
Corporation has closed
a sale for the feature, " Huns Within Our
Gates,"
for Settlements.
China, India, Burma, Ceylon
and
Strait
W. E. Shallenberger president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, reports much
activity in the foreign market and this is
but one of the many deals made during
the past week.

APH'S
VITAGR
PLANS
"Big
Subjects
Coming,"
Says
Smith
in Coast
Interview
orwaswhichanother
VITAGRAPH ganizatio
n during the
week made an important announcement concerning production plans for the coming year.
In an interview granted in Los
Angeles President Albert E. Smith
outlined clearly the plans of the
pioneer producing organization and
gave details concerning the big productions coming. Big stage successes and well-known prominent
novels are on the list.
The interview will be found in full
on Page 2473.

Keynote

of

Future

Plans

Sales
s
son
Hodkin
son, who was
the father Policy
of the program
Bids
Farewell to
Program Change
and Star
system, so radical^ depart from methods
System of Distribution — Producwhich he devised and brought into being.
tions to Be Sold Solely on
And they will likewise wonder at his seemMerit
ing daring in beginning a series of releases
BIDDING farewell to the program and
in mid April of a size and caliber that have
star series system of picture selling, always been held up for fall-time release.
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has this
But while adopting a new sales method,
week given telegraphic instructions to its the Hodkinson forces have decided to stage
representatives in the thirty Pathe branch
two sensations simultaneously. They foreoffices of America that, effective at once,
see that the coming spring and summer are
all productions past and future that are
to be the most prosperous that exhibitors
marketed through the Hodkinson organizahave ever known. Their reports from extion are to be offered and sold to exhibitors
hibitors in every section of the country insingly on their individual value and merits.
dicate record-breaking patronage and an
Not only does the new Hodkinson order
era of money spending by the public of
to its representatives apply to thirty or
every state in the Union. Unquestionably
more productions in their hands during the this condition has been stimulated by the
past twelve months, but it has emphasized
demobilization of a million and three-quarapplication to the first of the big new proter American troops, with the promise of
ductions tobe marketed through Hodkinson
an equal number to come back from France
in installments from now until October.
men beginning April 20. The first production to be so offered is Harry Raver's pic- These demobilized troops are being restored
turization of Augustus Thomas' " As a to American industrial payrools at prevailMan Thinks," starring Leah Baird and diing wage standards as against the limited
rected by George Irving. A few weeks
pay
that the men received as soldiers and
sailors.
later the first of the Zane Grey Pictures,
Therefore, the Hodkinson organization
Inc., productions, " Desert Gold," picturized
feels that this is the time to provide the
from Zane Grey's drama by T. Hayes Hunter under the executive direction of Benjaexhibitor^ the biggest possible, productions
min B. Hampton, will be offered on a simiand to offer them under a sales policy that
lar sales basis.
permits the buyer to buy just what he
wants without having to take on other
Old timers, as well as the newer generation in the picture industry, will rub their
productions and stars that he does not want
at the moment.
eyes in amazement to see W. W. HodkinBuffalo

Film

NTight Shipper Engaged by Famous
Players-Lasky to Accommodate
Exhibitors — Wineberg Entertains the Children
Buffalo, N. Y. (Special to Motion Picture News). — Manager Richard C. Fox, of
the local Famous Players-Lasky exchange,
has inaugurated an innovation in service to
exhibitors by employing a night shipper
who is on the job from 6.30 p.m. to 2.30 a.m.
This night service was installed to accommodate local exhibitors who expressed a
desire to return their show immediately
after the last screening in the evening. It
was also started so that films could be
shipped to exhibitors in the outlying territory so that they will receive their films
early in the morning on the day of showing.
The " all night " service is something new
in Buffalo branch exchange circles, but it
is sure to be popular.
Manager E. O. Wineberg, of the Elmwood theatre, this week at a special afternoon performance entertained over 1,300
children at what he advertised as " an after
school matinee." Professor Murda's
Humpty Dumpty circus was the attraction,
supplemented by a Marionette show at
which famous film stars were imitated, and

Circles

Active

a number of comedy pictures. So successful was this after school matinee for the
kiddies that Manager Wineberg plans to
present another one in the very near future.
The terhouse
shook with
children'sdeclared
laughand parents
in thetheaudience
that " this is an ideal way to entertain our
children after a day's study in stuffy school
Manager Richard C. Fox, of the Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, has been appointed chief of the local Film Division for the
rooms."
next
Liberty Loan. He has appointed as
his assistants the following committee :
Charles A. Taylor, Pathe ; Sherman Webster, Select ; J. E. Kimberly, World, and
Frank S. Hopkins, Universal. These men
will handle the distribution in western New
York of all Victory Loan films.
Every local exchange except two has now
become affiliated with the Buffalo ExAssociation,
which is
affiliated change
withManagers'
the Chamber
of Commerce.
These two offices are the Mutual and Tridesire
to be to" shown
before
joining angle,
up.who It
is planned
bring a" speaker
from Detroit or Cleveland soon to explain
to the exchange manager the advantages of
the organization in ironing out petty grievances.
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Sunday
Bill Passes
in N.
Y.
troduction
in
the
Legislature
at
THE bill providing for local opNashville, Tenn.
tion in the matter of Sunday
motion pictures in New York State,
which passed the Senate last ThursPlans are being made by the theatres of Chattanooga, Tenn., to test
day and then appeared to face a stiff
the legality of Sunday closing. To
fight in the Assembly, went through
the latter body with flying colors by
get the matter before the Supreme
a vote of 88 to 51.
Court it was proposed to violate the
On the ground when the bill
law, having the operators arrested,
passed was the committee of New
and then take an appeal from the
verdict of the lower courts.
York exhibitors, which has worked
unselfishly and steadily for over
eight months that the victory might
Two well attended mass-meetings
be achieved. Those present included
in Knoxville last week adopted resoSydney Cohen, Samuel I. Berman
lutions condemning the bill now
and Charles L. O'Reilly, of New
pending in the Legislature to permit
York City; Harold Franklin, of Bufthe operation of Sunday motion picfalo; Jules Michaels, of Buffalo; Jotures in Knoxville.
seph Schuchert, of Buffalo; W. H.
Linton, of Utica; Louis Buettner, of
Finding that the public did not
Cohoes; Irving Salyerds, of Rochester; Al. Hamilton, of Yonkers, and
look kindly upon any plans to oppose Sunday motion picture plays,
Samuel Scheer, of Long Island.
The prospects are bright for an
the Cincinnati Retail Grocers' and
early signing of the bill by Governor
Butchers' League
has made announcement as follows:
Smith. In a telegram bearing the
glad tidings to MOTION PICTURE
" Rumors that the Retail Grocers'
NEWS the committee of exhibitors
and Butchers' League is in favor of
summed up the victory in the words,
closing moving picture shows is utA' This is a wonderful tribute to
terly untrue."
Petitions
are being distributed unproper exhibitors' organization."
der direction of the Motion Picture
Other Sunday Notes
League of the Cincinnati Chamber
Through the American Recreation
of Commerce, asking for a local option election upon the Sunday quesLeague a bill for Sunday motion piction.
ture shows has been prepared ror in-

Sunday

Shows
As

Seen

and
by Paul

DO

the majority of the people want
Sunday moving pictures?
Does the man who works eight- hours a
day — six days out of the week, want to
be entertained on the seventh day — his day
of rest and relaxation?
I am speaking particularly of the man
who works with his hands — the multitude
of factory girls, sales girls, the hordes of
those who cannot take an automobile ride
in the country or go to the golf club, or
play tennis, or go to the seashore or indulge in the hundred and one other pleasures of well-to-do men and women that
do not " break the Sabbath day."
In my opinion, the great majority of
people do want Sunday moving pictures,
and if the question could be submitted to
a popular vote, the result in favor of it
would be overwhelming.
Assuming that the people do not know
what is good for them — and are not entitled to say so — the next consideration
Will Sunday moving pictures corrupt the
is—
public's morals?
The reformer and self appointed keepers of the public's conscience tells us that
Sunday moving pictures will keep the people away from church. The answer is —
First — That it is not proposed to open
the theatres until after 2 P. M.

Bolshevism
Brunei

Second — That people are not forced to
go to church because the moving picture
theatres are closed.
Must the reformers seek only the salvation of the souls of those who cannot afford expensive entertainment?
Is a man or woman better off morally
and spiritually at the moving pictures,
where
he sits inororderly
quietIsland
for anor hour's
entertainment,
at Coney
some
jazz and dance resort?
Is it not better that the young man and
girl go to a moving picture on Sunday than
be turned loose on the street with no place
to go and let the " Devil find work for
idle hands to do? " I do not see how anyone with an open mind, who gives this
subject any attention at all, can fail to be
convinced of the actual benefit to the great
masses to be derived from the Sunday
shows. It is not a moral problem but a
great sociological one, affecting the welfare
of millions.
And at this particular time when the
whole world is in a state of industrial,
political and social unrest, this movement,
as has been indicated recently by a wellknown journalist, is attended by the menace
of Bolshevism. He thus tersely puts it,
" It seems that the alternative is likely to
be — Sunday pictures or the soap-box orator !" I am not ready, entirely, to en-

Picture

News

Honors Shower on Arthur
" Select " Kane
Two honors from outside the business
have recently been conferred upon Arthur
S. Kane, General Manager, Select Pictures
Corporation. Soon after finishing his term
as President of the Kansas Society of New
York the Eastern former students of his
old College elected him to the office of
President for the current year. This is the
New York Washburn Club, made up of
Alumni and others who attended Washburn College, Topeka, Kansas.
Former Kansans in New York are cooperating with Adjutant-General Martin
and the ladies, and Mr. Kane has been
made Chairman of the Entertainment Committee.
Governor Henry Allen and State Officials
will be given a dinner when they arrive
here to welcome the Kansas boys with the
35th Division, and Mr. Kane has been made
a member of the committee to arrange
this banquet.
" Heroic Deeds " to Bid
Liberty Loan
The National Board of Reviews of Motion Pictures has been working in cooperation with the War Loan Organization, assisting in the picturization of some of the
more highly dramatic citations for bravery
which were made by General Pershing during the war.
Wilton A. Barrett, Review Secretary of
The National Board, has been in charge of
the production work carried on in cooperation with the overseas officers at Camp Dix.
The " Heroic Deeds Series " of short subjects on the Victory Loan motion picture
program are now being shipped to the exchanges in cooperation with the committee
on distribution of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
N. A. M. P. I. to Cooperate
with Exchange Bodies
Comprehensive plans are now being considered byPresident William A. Brady of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, for a very wide extension of the Association's activities whereby
it will have direct representation in all important exchange districts.
It is proposed to create local branches of
the National Association in the cities where
there now exist local managers, associationscalities
and exhibitors
leagues'.
In suchhave
lowhere the exchange
managers
City.
no organization they will be urged to organize by their home offices in New York
dorse this view, but here, indeed, is one
possible angle to which serious thought
should be given. I feel, however, that with
influential commercial bodies swinging into
line, as has the Watertown Chamber of
Commerce and the various welfare organizations joining in the work that Sunday
closing will not be an accomplished fact —
to the benefit of millions of wage earners
who
tion find in it an orderly, rational recrea-
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Plans Under Way for Organization
in Southeast — W. C. Patterson
Sends Open Letter

Sidney

Drew,

Who

Died April 9.

Sidney Drew

Dies

SIDNEY DREW, actor of the screen
stage, died on April 9 at his home in
New York City, after a brief illness
brought on by a nervous breakdown. The
immediate cause of his death was uremia.
The comedian had never fully recovered
from the shock of the death of his son,
S. Rankin Drew, in France where, as a
member of the Lafayette Esquadrille, he
was shot down in action. He suffered a
complete physical breakdown in Detroit,
Michigan, last Friday, where he had been
playing with Mrs. Drew in the stage play,
"specialist
Keep Her
although the
who Smiling,"
was calledbutpronounced
his
condition serious Air. Drew insisted upon
being brought to New York, arriving here
Monday morning. Mrs. Drew accompanied
him on the journey here and was at his
bedside when he died.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew had been appearing
in Paramount-Drew comedies, having
signed a contract last August with President Amedee J. Van Beuren of the V. B. K.
Film Corporation for the making of tworeel pictures, a subsequent arrangement being consummated for releasing the films
through Paramount.
Sidney Drew began his screen work with
the Yitagraph Company about four years
ago and one of his earliest successes was
" Goodness Gracious," the first three-reel
comedy to be featured on Broadway. Clara
Kimball Young appeared with him in this
comedy which was shown at the Vitagraph
Theatre. It was at the Vitagraph studios in
Brooklyn that Mr. Drew met Miss Lucille
McVey who became the present Mrs. Drew.
Lewis Suit Dismissed
Attachments in the case of Robert E.
Worthem against Edgar Lewis which were
brought
by Worthem
duringandMr.set Lewis'
absence have
been vacated
aside.

DRASTIC " Trade Rules " recently
adopted by the " Film Exchange Managers' Association of Atlanta," bid fair to
bring on wide open warfare in the southeastern territory within a few weeks.
Already a call has been issued to exhibitors
for a meeting to organize the theatre owners of the territory.
Plans are under way for a meeting to
be held in Atlanta on Sunday, April 13.
Among the exhibitors active in the proposal to organize the showmen of the
southeastern states are W. C. Patterson,
of the Criterion, Atlanta ; Ralph DeBruler,
Howard Amusement Co., Macon ; Frank
Miller, Mojeska Amusement Co., Augusta;
E. A. Schiller, Loew's Southern Theatre
Circuit, Atlanta ; Max Wolf, Odeon Theatre. Savannah ; John Evins, Strand-Vaudette Co., Atlanta; F. R. Wilby, Strand
Amusement Co., Montgomery; H. L. Cardoza, representing Jake Wells ; X. V. Darley, Alpha and Savoy Theatres; Sig Samuels, Atlanta ; Abe Gugenheim, Savannah,
Ga.
The new " Trade Rules " which the exchange managers declare to be a " re-stating
of
terms of
the contract,"
aroused the
particular
opposition
becausehave
of
a clause in the contract which declares,
" all remittances covering film and advertising charges must positively be in the
office of the Exchange prior to the time
the film is to be shipped, otherwise the
film will not be shipped."
All but two of the prominent distributing
organizations are represented in the association of managers. The members represent : Southern Triangle Pictures Corporation, Fox Film Corporation, Metro Pictures Corporation, Consolidated Film &
Supply Company, LJnited Picture Theatres
of America, Select Pictures Corporation,
Goldwin Distributing Corporation, Mutual
Film Corporation, Vitagraph (V. L. S. E.,
Inc.), Pathe Exchange, Inc., Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, General Film Company, Independent Sales Corporation, W.
W. Hodkinson, S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
Inc., Film Clearing House.
Motion Picture News is in receipt of
an open letter of protest addressed to the
distributors from W. C. Patterson, from
which the following paragraphs are quoted :
" Do you think there is any business today
(worthy ination
of the
which makes
no discrimbetween name)
its desirable
customers
and its
undesirable ones? You have confessed that because of the delinquence of the undesirable custhe good
sufferbefore.
— and that
is more tomerthan
you customer
have ever must
admitted
"
You
ask
us
for
a
full
co-operation
in seeing
that your Trade Rules are carried out.
Why
should we co-operate? Why should we, who
have all ducted
along
supported
your
policies
and
our business in such a way ascon-to
gain confidence and respect, embrace a new
doctrine which is directed, by your own confession, to those who have ignored, abused or violated the acknowledged business principles?
" Why do you ask a good exhibitor — and one
whom
recognizeforas film
being rental
desirablewhen
— to you
pay
you inyouadvance
hold this exhibitor's money on deposit, such deposit being
subject
to forfeitto atbreak
a"ny your
time conthe
exhibitor
breaks,
or attempts
tract.
" As it stands now, we pay you in advance a
great
deal ofandmoney
contracts,
then to
we guarantee
pay you infulfillment
advance offor

"Trade
Rules"
service. We have anticipated your answer: you
will say that the terms of your contract are
that all film rental must be paid seven days in
advance. True the clause is in the contract, but
you know that it has never been observed, and
that you did not expect it to be observed. Moreover, it is operating.
not enforced now in the majority of
exchanges
"Is
it
not
are
framed in favor aof fact
your that
side?your
You contracts
do not even
guarantee to furnish film to the exhibitor, nor
do you bind yourself to have it delivered on
time for his exhibition dates. And how many
exhibitors in the country to-day are holding
your Star Series contracts calling for six or
eight pictures when only two or three were
delivered? This because your star left you and
the exhibitor waits helplessly for the fulfillment
of his contract and you hold his deposit and
await litigation.
organizations
refused to arego
into" Two
this distributing
combine. These
two organizations
financially backed by exhibitors. One in particular you used to ridicule. And it has developed into
one of the most formidable factors in the field
to-day.
formidable
that your
fairly burnSo the
rails between
New representatives
York and Los
Angeles to see what is going to happen next.
" Inyouorder
bringIs you
to atorealization
what
have todone:
it going
be necessaryof
for any more distributing organizations backed
by exhibitors to go into the field? Or, are you
determined to continue your policy of " Let's see
how much we can get from them?".
" Weus are
your customers.
are dependent
upon
for existence.
Give us,Youat least,
ordinary
consideration; and when you make up your contracts next year get your legal department to
word them well, for they will have to combat
the searching scrutiny of the most formidable
aggregation of legal talent in the Southeastern
states.
"You have
— butyouryouposition
have notis
disposed
of it.made
See the
to issue
it that
fortified. It will need much to defend it before
the justice of your action has been established,
and then you will want a Daniel to plead extenu(Signed) " W. C.Criterion
Patterson,Theatre,
Mgr.,
ating circumstances.
Atlanta, Ga

Kensington

Company

to

Build New Philly House
The Kensington Amusement Company
which owns and operates a chain of
theatres throughout Philadelphia, including
the Star Theatre at Kensington and Lehigh, the Lafayette Theatre at Kensington
and Cambria and the Iris Theatre, at Kensington and Allegheny avenues, the three
foremost picture theatres in the northeast,
have purchased from Barber, Hartman &
Co., Agents, the old Empire Theatre,
Frankford avenue, below Cambria, and the
ground both on the side and in the rear,
giving
260
ft. in all a plot of ground 175 ft. by
The old theatre will be torn down and
a new and modern one erected, with a
seating capacity of 2,200.
The plans, which are now under way,
will include the foremost in modern architecture, giving the theatre all the benefits
of the experience in the building of the best
theatres throughout the country.
Director

James

Hogan

111

at Post-Graduate
James Hogan, formerly connected with
the Douglas Fairbanks producing staff and
who assisted in the staging of many Artcraft successes, is seriously ill at the PostGraduate Hospital in New York City. Mr.
Hogan has many friends in the motion
picture industry who will be sorry to hear
of his condition and who no doubt, will
be eager to send a message of good cheer
to " Jimmy:'
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Hodkinson

Motion

First

to

Bat

in Circuit

IN response to the invitation extended in last week's issue of Motion Picture News by William A. Johnston, to the leaders of the producing and
distributing ranks to join in a frank discussion of cooperative circuit as
they affect the exhibitor, W. W. Hodkinson is first to step forth.
Motion Picture News is taking no sides and giving a free field to the film
men who join in this discussion. It was started by a letter from an exhibitor
asking for advice on cooperative circuits, and whether they were the only solution possible for the small exhibitor in these trying days.
Our only hope is that film men will step forward frankly — expressing theii
opinions without hesitation.
Mr. Hodkinson's statement follows : ===7=^===^=
Mr. William A. Johnston, Editor,
There seems to be no middle ground
The Motion Picture News,
except through such independent, uncon729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
trolled, efficient distribution. At the present time, however, a middle ground posiDear Mr. Johnston :
tion seems next to useless; the Producer
I am keenly interested in your editorial
grip
must be broken before anything else
suggestion for an open discussion of the
can be done.
plight of " a small exhibitor " and all other
It has been an unfortunate fact in our
exhibitors, particularly at this crucial time.
To begin with, you suggest that there is industry that the Producers being fewer
than the Exhibitors, can always organize
a necessity for a new kind of distribution
and reorganize to impose upon the Exhibiof pictures, a distribution that will regutor, while the Exhibitors, being many, canlate the difficulties of Exhibitor, Distribunot successfully and permanently join totor and Producer. Why not cut away
gether in organized form against their
to the facts and recognize that with almore compactly knit antagonists.
most no exceptions there is no such eleWhy does the Producer-controlled disment as the Distributor at the present
tributing machine inevitably work to the
time? The only two factors in the field
disadvantage of the Exhibitor? Answer
today are Exhibitor and Producer; the
this question by another : How many of
Distributor practically doesn't exist.
It is rank inaccuracy and business hy- the executives in control of Producer-distributing machines have ever had an Expocrisy to say Distributor when all we
hibitor-distributing training or point of
mean is an adjunct of a Producer, completely under Producer control. To get view to beget understanding- or sympathy
anywhere in this discussion we have got with the Exhibitor's problems?
Individually, perhaps, the Exhibitor is
to recognize Producers as Producers, even
no better than the Producer from any
if they distribute their own films, and
angle. Collectively, however, the ExhibiExhibitors as Exhibitors, even if they optor is sound and permanent, because of his
erate film exchanges. These people call
theatre properties. The Producer, on the
themselves Distributors, but they are not
other hand, controls only temporary eleDistributors, as I see the Distributor.
ments, as elusive as quicksilver; he has
What we actually have is two groups
them today, his competitor may have them
who, under the present highly competitive
tomorrow. This is the basic reason for the
system, are each more anxious of advancProducer's constant effort to exploit the
ing their Producer or Exhibitor interests,
Exhibitor while the exploiting is good.
respectively, than they are of recognizing
Is co-operative booking the right thing,
any rights existing within the other camp.
— the way out? I would answer this with
This fact is obvious to every intelligent
a question : What are the motives of the
man in the industry.
men behind co-operative booking plans?
A Distributor is an independent factor
(he inns I be independent) whose best in- Are they trying to furnish a sure market
for pictures which they themselves proterests are served by three things :
duce or have an interest in for the pur1st — Making equitable contracts with
pose of establishing Producer control over
Producers for product, leaving the risk on
the Exhibitor in a little different form?
production to the Producer.
A rose by any other name will smell as
2nd — Making equitable contracts with
sweet, or a cabbage as rank.
Exhibitors to utilize that product.
Or — heed this — if they really represent
3rd — Helping the Exhibitor get from the
organized Exhibitors, how is the Producer
Public the maximum amount of money for
going to fare who trusts to their mercies?
that product; doing this by reputable methOne side or the other has got to bleed
ods for the joint benefit of Exhibitor and
Producer through efficient machinery for
under any such arrangement — and as long
as either side bleeds, the industry will
selling and exploiting films.
If we cannot make the Distributor fit stay in its present bad shape.
Of this much we are sure. Producer
this definition then there is only one ancontrol exists today; Producer control is
swer— throat cutting tactics until the Prowhat the psychologists call a vicious circle,
ducer takes over the Exhibitor or the Exhibitor drives the Producer to the wall.
which must go on, making conditions

Picture

News

Discussion

worse and worse, until some genuinely
neutral factor steps in and ends it. Producer control was originally created by a
Producer group's establishing itself with
a superior line of product, and because
of the excellency of this line securing control of the channel of distribution of its
pictures to the Exhibitor. With control
of the channel assured, the necessity for
continued quality of product is largely removed, and the Exhibitor is imposed upon
until at last he revolts and supports a
new Producer movement. With the Exhibitor's support the new Producer group
again secures the channels of distribution
and again begins to depend upon its control rather than the quality of its product,
once more imposing upon the Exhibitor
until the latter again revolts, lending his
support to some new movement that bids
fair to make conditions better. Again the
whole cycle repeats itself, and so on, world
without end.
This has been the actual history of the
motion picture industry from its inception
to the present date. Independent Distributors have come out in an effort to help
this condition, but up to now they . have
inevitably been absorbed by Producer control, ven in the case of Paramount,
which, when I formed it, was so organized as to be impregnable to Producer influence from the outside, the Producer
element finally crept in. Here it was simply a case of being sold out by my associates and
;
incidentally it is interesting to
note that these very individuals who then
succumbed to the Producer influence have
since
ments. been discarded by the Producer eleSine ethen I have been able to form an
organization which is impregnable to the
Producer element bot h from without and
within. This organization seems to be on
the road to the accomplishment of what
Paramount might have done had it not
been sold out.
The independent Distributor is the only
agency that can pick and choose its pictures, and eliminate without fear or favor;
it is the only agency that is not carrying
a big studio overhead, that is not bound
up with exorbitant star salaries and all the
other items which make it necessary for a
Producer to sell a flood of poor pictures
in order to keep on making a certain percentage of good ones.
I am soundly convinced, after twelve
years of gruelling experience in all three
branches of the industry — as Exhibitor, as
Distributor, and working so closely with
the Producer that I know his mind from
the bottom up — I am soundly convinced
that the independent Distributor is the only
factor now in a position to stabilize the
motion picture business. Unless his help
is adopted, both by the sincere Producer
and by the Exhibitor, the warfare must
go on. Yours very truly,
W. W. Hodkinson.
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Start

National
Exhibitor
Body
in
every
State
in
the
Union
at
once,
and
all exhibitors are
and A.
League occurred
Exhibitors' which
of theorganization,
THEE. A.amalgamation
into one national
asked to send their application for membership to the Naat Chicago last September, was perfected and comtional Secretary immediately. Every member of the Executive Committee was very enthusiastic over the success
pleted at the national meeting of the Executive Comof the meeting. All felt a sense of responsibility as to the
mittee of the new organization in a three-days' gathering
at the Hotel Astor, April 3, 4 and 5. All details for carrynecessity of having a permanent and effective national oring on the organization were agreed upon and a most comganization. The national organization will depend on individual membership in each State. The State membership
prehensive plan instituted. The name of the national organization isMotion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,
will elect one representative on the Executive Committee.
incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois, with
Only questions of national bearing will have place in the
work of the national organization.
offices in Chicago, where the president resides, and in Indianapolis, where the secretary resides. The Committee
The spirit of the meeting can be summed up in the adon Constitution and By-Laws entered a report and the
of President
" That ofthistheorganization
shall
work dressentirely
for Schaefer,
the best good
whole industry.
Executive Committee made many important changes, after
We shall be a means and medium of progress and defence
which the report was adopted unanimously.
Officers were elected as follows: Peter J. Schaefer, Illifor every exhibitor who becomes a member. Our function
nois, president; Marcus Loew, New York, vice-president;
is to encourage every part of the industry and bring harFrank Rembusch, Indiana, secretary; Ernest Horstman,
mony and unity into the ranks of the exhibitors. We are
Massachusetts, treasurer.
opposed to any side issues or any plan of support except
There was further elected a member of the Executive
through the membership of the organization. Our orCommittee from every State, a list of whom will be given
ganization isfor exhibitors only. We have no entangling
alliances
with other branches of the industry, or any other
as soon as all have qualified. Under the plan of organization, the Executive Committee, comprising one member
organization of other branches of the industry. We believe that our work will be mainly to offset the evils of
from each State, have full responsibility in conducting the
affairs of the organization, and elect the president and
adverse legislation and bring about constructive legislaother officers, and direct their work. The National Condustry
assist,
the exhibitors'
be the entirely
leading
vention will occur in St. Louis June 17.
tion, andmaythese
are but
problems
that must must
be handled
A campaign for membership will be started at once. An
by the exhibitors' organization. Other branches of the inorganization plan has been adopted, the details of which
dustry may assist, but the exhibitors must be the leading
will be given later, whereby every member in the United
and guiding spirits in any matters pertaining to legislative
States will be solicited for membership with such inducework,
as this are
has been
provento bysend
the their
past."applications for
ments and returns to every exhibitor member that there
Exhibitors
requested
membership to Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.,
will be no doubt the largest membership in this organization in the history of the business. Solicitors will be active
Indianapolis, Ind., Frank Rembusch, National Secretary.
McAdoo Joins National
Committee
William G. McAdoo, of the United
Artists' Association (Chaplin-PickfordFairbanks-Griffith) has accepted the chairmanship of a new citizens' National Committee to increase the membership of the
Boy Scouts of America.
Coincident with this comes the announcement that the Boy Scouts of America will
sponsor a series of. motion pictures, their
entire membership of 500,000 boys, 16,520
individual troops in the United States, to
co-operate in exploitation and advertising
with exhibitors showing the pictures.
The pictures are to be made by Boys'
Life Productions, of which A. D. V. Storey
is President, authorized producers of motion pictures for the Boy Scouts of America, with Jack Cohn, former editor of Universal News Weeklies and Screen Magazine, as production manager.
New

Thousand

Seat House

for Cincinnati
Another motion picture theatre is to be
erected in the downtown section of Cincinnati. The new theatre will be located
at Seventh and Vine streets, and will be
financed by Albert Bejach, who runs a
billiard hall and bowling alley on the site.
He holds a lease for 60 years on the property and plans to convert the building into
a picture show that will seat 1,000 persons.
The only nearby opposition to this house
will be the Star Theatre, one of the four
downtown picture houses that gives shows
for five-cent admissions.

for

Eisner Visits New York
Adolph M. Eisner, manager of the jjoric
Theatre at Kansas City, Mo., was a busy
man around New York City last week
making many business calls and renewing
several old acquaintances.
The Doric Theare is owned by George
W. Curtiss and Mr. Eisner has been the
manager since last August 29. This house
seats more than nine hundred patrons and
is favorably located in the downtown
district. Full week runs and open market
bookings is the policy.
Admission prices including the war tax,
are twenty-eight cents with fifty-five cents
for the logue seats. A large orchestra
provides the music.
Mr. Eisner informed Motion Picture
News that this theatre owned three Universal cameras and not only made the local
interest features of its own news weekly
but also had a laboratory installed which
enabled the theatre to develop and print
all its own film.
Gets Big Selection
After spending eight weeks in search of
screen stories in eastern cities including
New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, William Parker of the Jesse D.
Hampton scenario staff has returned to Los
Angeles with a selection of 102 screen possibilities.
" Of the 102 stories, it is probable that
we will select four. This is above the
average, for a very careful selection was
made before the options were secured. After looking over the stories several days,
two have been decided upon, and it is probable that a similar number of additional
ones will be taken.

' Big Four " of Pittsburgh
Go " Over the Top
The Hollis - Smith - Morton Company,
Simplex distributors in Pittsburgh and
known
Big Four,"
report
that on locally
March as22 the
six " Simplex
projectors
were disposed of, making this a red letter
day at their establishment.
This progressive concern has been engaged in the supply business for many
years, each of the members of the firm
being well known to the trade on account
of their individual activities in and around
Pittsburgh. Many of the high-class theatre
installations in Western Pennsylvania are
the result of their energetic endeavors and
the recent reports received at the Simplex
factory, from this hustling quartette, show
a large number of Simplex installations.
Morris in Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y. — Samuel Morris, president
AssociaExchange
of Cleveland
tion and manager
of theManagers'
Goldwyn branch
of that city, addressed the local exchange
men Monday evening, March 24. on the advantages of an organization of exchange
men affiliated with the Chamber of Commerce. The talk was given in the Hotel
Iroquois and exhibitors and exchange men
not only from Buffalo, but from towns in
Western New York, including Rochester,
were present. The Buffalo men have orwith the Chamganized and have affiliated
ber of Commerce
and all but two local
offices are members of the association.
These are Mutual and Triangle. It was to
enlighten these two offices and all others
interested that Mr. Morris was asked to
come to Buffalo to address the local men.
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Motion

Meets Success with Burton
Holmes Travel Club
Sam Atkinson, manager of the Hoyburn
Theatre, Evanston, 111., has reported to the
Burton Holmes organization unusual success with the idea of forming a Burton
Holmes Travel Club and featuring the short
subjects heavily.
Manager Atkinson organized the club
among the teachers and pupils of the public schools and the parents. Prizes were
offered for the best answers to a series of
questions based on the travel subject, the
children being divided into classes according to age. The first prize winners will
appear in a motion picture with their teachers and parents, this to form a two day
feature at the house.

Maciste "
Gets "States
er Three
Croppfor
The Bee-Hive Exchanges at Chicago,
Milwaukee and Indianapolis will distribute
" The Liberator," starring Maciste, for Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana, according to
an announcement of General Manager R. C.
Cropper.
This production is said to be the greatest
ever attempted for " Maciste," the most
massive, tremendous and masterly interwoven story ever written by Italy's greatest
writer, Gabriele D'Annunzio. " The Liberator "is in the form of a twelve-episode
serial of two reels each. Each episode of
itself is described as an intense story, fitting into the story of the whole, affording
" Maciste " a myriad of opportunities to
demonstrate his gigantic strength.
" Girl Problem " Poster
In preparing its advertising aids on " The
Girl Problem," the latest Corinne Griffith
release, Vitagraph got out a unique threesheet poster, showing a big head of the
star breaking through a gigantic question
mark. This poster, combining at once the
qualities of a star portrait with a direct
tie-up to the theme of the picture, has excited considerable favorable comment
among he exhibitors, according to advices
received from various Vitagraph branch
oces.
" Particularly among the more important
exhibitors who engaged in special exploitation on their pictures has this three-sheet
proved of value," writes one Vitagraph
branch manager.
Wavland

Taylor

to Exploit

' " Fires of Faith "
Wayland
H. Taylor, formerly with D.
W. Griffith, has been engaged as manager
of a special Famous Players-Lasky department to exploit and publicly present " Fires
of Faith " on a big scale. Several big theatres in metropolitan sections have already
been engaged to present this Salvation
Army special.
The Salvation Army heads,- Grosset and
Dunlap, publishers of the book based on'
the film, and Watterson, Berlin and Snyder,
song publishers, are working on campaigns
to aid the Famous Players-Lasky in the exploitation of this subject.

Picture

N e tj s

Schwerin Returns from
Booking Trip
Charles F. Schwerin, special representative for Samuel L. Rothapfel and Independent Sales Corporation in the marketing
of the Rothapfel Unit program, returned
this week from a trip through the South
in the interest of the Programme. After
visiting Pittsburgh. Columbus, Dayton.
Cincinnati, Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Birmingham and Montgomery. Mr.
Schwerin returns to New York with a
hundred per cent sales record on the trip,
having placed bookings in every city visited.
The trip was made in seven days.
Mr. Schwerin reports that in his fifteen
years experience in salesmanship, he has
never handled a proposition that was
accepted more readily.
Photograph of a photograph of Marion Davies
worn by her cousin throughout the war
Miss

Davies Gets Souvenir
from France
Marion Davies, whose latest picture
" Getting Mary Married," which has received such splendid notices, and who is
now working in the Paragon Studio on a
new picture, which is said to be the screen
version of a famous novel, is in receipt of
two war mementos for which, she says,
she would not take anything, however
priceless, American-made.
These were brought to Miss Davies very
recently when the 27th Division made its
triumphant appearance in New York harbor, and were presented to her on the day
of the parade by her cousin, Lieut. Edward
Clark, a prominent member of the 27th
Division, and a popular and well-known boy
in New York. However, it is not now in
its original shape, and could not be called
by anyone a thing of perfect beauty, even
though it is a picture of the extraordinarily
beautiful film star. It is worn and torn now,
as it was worn over the heart of Lieut.
Clark all through the thickness of the fight
" over there," in which he saw such active
service.
The second souvenir is a shaft of thin
copper, about eleven inches high, two
inches across. Two-thirds up from the
base there is soldered on a figure of Christ
on the cross, beautifully wrought, with exquisite faithfulness as to detail. Above
this is the Raiser's crown, also perfectly
done, and above this, on a decorated shield
are the words " Gott mit uns," The whole
is backed with four bullets, the spikes protruding from the shield.
Pioneer Buys Beban Film
The Pioneer Film Corporation has
bought from Hiram Abrams the New York
City George
and State
rights
to " Hearts
the
Beban
feature.
They Of
haveMen,"
also
purchased the New York State and City
and the New Jersey rights to " The Lady
of the Dug Out," the famous Al. Jennings
picture.
,
The Pioneer
Film Corporation* has sold
the territorial rights on " Still Alarm "
and " Wives Of Men," for Kansas and Missouri, to the First National Film Co., of
Kansas City, Mo.

Back to Cannibals!
Martin Johnson and Mrs. Johnson are
now on their way to the South Sea Islands
for their second motion picture expedition
in search of cannibals, after being feted in
Los Angeles and San Francisco for a week
before their embarkation on April 8th.
While in Los Angeles members of Southern Californa Theatre Owners' Association
tendered a special luncheon to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson which was attended by practically all Los Angeles exhibitors and film
exchange men. At this, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson gave the principal speeches they
made while on their way to the city of
embarkation. In addition they both made
aDollar
personal
appearance
Grauman's
Millionof
Cinema
Templeat where
portions
the film heretofore not shown in theatres
formed an introductory for the now famous picture makers.

" The use
house was
packed," Salom
jammed e full,"
Likes
Syrac
yesterday and Assistant Manager MacDowell had his hands full keeping the
crowd in order ; so better plan your work
so you can attend the earlier performance
the advice
andThis
get isa better
seat." given by the motion
picture reviewer of the Syracuse PostStandard after the first day of a week's
showing of the Theda Bara super-production "Salome " at the Strand Theatre,
Syracuse.
: " very
The
Theda Bara The
film iscritic
right —continues
very, very,
film and much Bara ! There are other attractions shown at the Strand, but, as I
said before, you won't care ! "
Extended the Run
After having played the William Farnum
production " Les Miserables," three days,
the Albany Theatre of Schenectady, N. Y.,
was obliged to extend the run for the full
week to accommodate the crowds that
wanted to see the picture.
In a two-column, fourteen-inch advertisement
printed on Wednesday, the theatre's management
printed
"Thousands
have
thronged this
the special
theatre notice:
every night
and hundreds
were unable to even get in. Never before in
the history of motion pictures in Schenectady
have there been such crowds. Many have asked
us to continue the showing for the rest of the
week. We have done it. You will have another

chance."
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Profit-Sharing Plan for
Eastman Company
Twelve millions of dollars, the largest
amount ever involved in a single profitsharing in Rochester, is to be set aside by
George Eastman and the Eastman Kodak
Company for the benefit of employes, in the
form of distribution of stock, according to
announcement made by Mr. Eastman last
week. Stock to the value of half that
amount will be given outright by Mr. Eastman himself, the stock to be sold at par
to the employes, and the money from the
sale turned into the employes' benefit fund.
It will be the largest single gift of Mr.
Eastman, whose generosity toward his employes and toward the city of Rochester
has attracted national attention. The other
half of the total amount of stock will be
issued by the company for sale on the same
terms to the employes and the proceeds to
go into the company treasury.

Moss

Takes Over Broadway
Theatre
B. S. Moss, who owns and operates the
string of popular-price vaudeville and picture theatres which bear his name round
Greater New York, has taken over the
Broadway Theatre for a long term lease
which will go into effect on May 2. This
arrangement, calls for an inaugural summer
policy of feature photoplays, which will
expand in the fall into a combination of
vaudeville and photoplays. Among other
plans of rejuvenation and modern appointments, the interior and exterior will be
thoroughly renovated and retouched with
ornate finishing.
Berman Forms Company
Picture camera and projectors, so simplified in construction and so moderate in
cost that practically everyone who can now
afford to use an ordinary still camera, may
hereafter make and display their own moving pictures, is the promise of the Camo
Corporation.
The new corporation, the main offices of
which are in the Astor Trust Building, at
Fifth avenue and Forty-second street, New
York City, was organized by A. L. Berman, who has been prominently identified,
for some time past with moving picture
and theatrical interests. Mr. Berman heads
the corporation as president.
Tom

Moore

Stars in Role

of Traffic Cop
In the Goldwyn production released May
4, Tom Moore plays the role of a traffic
policeman in " One Of The Finest."
Harry Beaumont directed the picture,
and Seena Owen with Hallam Cooley support Mr. Moore in his role of Larry Hayes,
the policeman. It is said that no man
holding that responsible position ever went
through a week without an adventure, and
asjnore than a few weeks of Larry Hayes's
life are depicted on the screen, his adventures are many.
Marshall Neilan Gives
Dinner Dance
Marshall Neilan was host at one of the
most brilliant private balls given in Los
Angeles on Saturday evening, March 29th,
when he lavishly entertained about two
hundred prominent people of the west
coast film colony at a dinner dance at Hotel
Alexandria in honor of J. Fred Zimmerman, Jr., of New York.
Bert Lytell, Douglas Gerrard and Lou
Cody assisted Neilan in entertaining and
receiving his guests.
Begins Another One
Having completed " Wolves of the
Night," which is scheduled for early release, William Farnum has begun the second of the series of the deluxe productions
which he is to make in California. This is
" The Lone Star Ranger," one of the best
known of Zane Grey's books.

Irene Castle, star in Famous Players-Lasky
productions

Guise

Succeeds

Branham

After many years experience, both editorially and as a reporter, on several of the
Jessen Is Guest
daily
newspapers
in Minneapolis, George
Members of the Los Angeles Film Exchange Board of Trade on April 1, E. Guise, former secretary to Mayor Nye
of that city, took charge of the local pubtendered a luncheon to Carl Jessen, Los
licity for the Universal Film exchange.
Angeles representative of Motion Picture
When
Charles Branham of Minneapolis
News as an appreciation for handling the
accepted the management of the Majestic
publicity regarding the proposed Arizona
Theatre at Detroit he sent for Mr. Guise
law regulating film production and distrito handle the publicity. Now that Mr.
bution which was vetoed by Governor John
Branham has resigned, George Guise sucCampbell The courses were interspersed
ceeds him as manager of the Majestic
Day.
with telegrams appropriate for All Fools'
Theatre in the Michigan metropolis.
Besides managing the Majestic, Mr.
Those present were : T. E. Hancock,
World ; Harvey Gausman, First National ; Guise promotes the publicity ■ and exloitaHerbert M. Lentz, United Pictures; A. tion for C. H. Miles' other theatres, and is
- ginning.
said to have made a very auspicious beR. Patten, Exhibitors' Mutual; E. A. Benjamin, All Star; B. E. Loper, Select Pictures ;Dave Bershon, Universal ; L. E.
Kennedy, Fox ; W. H. Hepburn, VitaBillboard Campaign for
graph ; H. W. Stubbins, M. & R. ; Harry
W. Schmidt, General; E. D. Tate, Pathe ;
Alice Joyce Picture
Harry Lusting, Metro ; H. G. Ballance,
Plans have been perfected by Vitagraph
Famous Players-Lasky ; A. B. Lamb,
for a national billboard campaign in behalf
Metro ; Ben Fish, Goldwyn ; C. J. Marley,
of its forthcoming Alice Joyce production,
Triangle ; A. F. Statter, Examiner ; Mon" The Third Degree."
roe Lathrop, Express ; Anthony Anderson,
A splendid 24-sheet has been prepared,
Times ; and A. P. Michael Narlian, Gencarrying a big portrait of Alice Joyce and
eral Counsel of the Board of Trade.
one of the big scenes of the play, and this
will be conspicuous on the boards of the
best stands across the entire continent.
Dennis J. Sullivan Visits
Not only have the regular billboard
spaces been reserved but special stands and
Los Angeles
locations have also been contracted for,
Dennis J. Sullivan, manager of Distriit is said, and Vitagraph anticipates that
bution, Division of Films, Committee on
its advertising campaign will be reaching
Public Information of the U. S. Government, arrived in Los Angeles March 28.
millions of picture theatre goers well before release date.
and spent several days there in the interest
of the several subjects released by the government. While in Los Angeles he was
American Announces One
the guest of T. E. Hancock, manager
World Film Corporation Exchange, and
Margarita Fisher's next picture, followvisited Universal City, Goldwyn at Culver
ing "Put Up Your Hands " in the list of
City and the Charles Chaplin plant in this star's offerings, will be " Charge It
Hollywood.
to Me." The American Film Company.
Mr. Sullivan was formerly identified
Inc., announces May 4 as the date of release.
with the Mutual Film Corporation, during
This is said to be one of the merriest
the period that twelve Chaplin subjects
were made for this company. He spent a little farces ever, from the pen of L. V.
very pleasant half hour at the Chaplin
Jefferson, and directed by Roy W. Neill.
studio watching the filming of several
It deals with a problem that troubles thouscenes for the coming First National resands of households — the matter of a personal allowance for Friend Wife.
lease "Sunnyside."
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Motion

M. P. D. A. Activities
With a meeting scheduled for April 15
at their lodge rooms, 234 West Fifty-fifth
street, New York City, the correspondent of
the Motion Picture Directors' Association
enthused about the previous meeting, in the
following manner :
At the last meeting, Emil Chautard presented the Lodge with a projection machine for the use of the members in cutting
or showing their pictures. It will be installed during the coming week.
George Archainbaud is back in civilian
clothes, having finished service with the
Tenth Co. at Fort Totten, N. Y.
Jack Harvey is making a series of onereel comedies at the Thanhouser Studios at
New Rochelle. He has discovered that in
making a serial a room has fifty-seven
walls and four thousand angles. They will
all be used.
Charles Miller is bursting with news, but
refuses to divulge.
Del Henderson has a million-dollar idea
which will be hatched in the warm
weather.
J. Seare Dawley has finished his latest
picture at the Biograph studio, and gave a
showing of the complete story — titles and
all — three days after the last scene had been
shot. If the big releasing companies ever
find out how it was done there will be very
little delay in future dates. It shows one of
the advantages of a director having full
charge of his picture from Story to Print.
James Vincent fills the eye more and
more as a typical Producer — that is, the
popular idea of one. As a fact, they are
usually thin and worn, but see James
It is interesting to watch the growth of
our Directors in the Independent producing
field, and the closer the relation becomes
between Directors and Producers, the better it will be for pictures. Too much system and red tape between the man who provides the money and the man who spends it
makes impossible that sympathetic relation
which should exist. We need much of meetings of sales managers and producers getting together in a friendly spirit, but the
Main Office and the Studio are still miles
apart.
Baker

and Berman

Visit

Chicago Universal
Universal's general manager, Tarkington
Baker, and Harry M. Berman, general manager of exchanges have gone to Chicago
on the third of their regular monthly visits
to the Windy City territory.
After leaving Chicago Mr. Baker will go
to Indianapolis to look after the arrangements for the initial showing of " The
Heart of Humanity " in the Hoosier
metropolis while Mr. Berman will visit
Minneapolis,
Milwaukee,
Des ' Moines,
Omaha
and Kansas
City
Indefinite Run
Such was the crush at the Allen theatre
during the week of March 31 for the first
presentation in Toronto of "The Unpardonable Sin " that it was decided by Manager Ben Cronk to give the feature an
indefinite run. Six shows were given daily
and prices were practically doubled.

Picture

News

Picture Shows Viola Dana
in Wilkins Novel

Grace
Darling,for inthe S.Rothapfel
L. Rothapfel's
feature
production
Unit Program
Fox

Takes Long Lease on
St. Louis Theatre
John Zanft, general representative of the
William Fox Circuit of Theatres in the
United States and A. M. Frumberg, of St.
Louis, western counsel for the Fox company, announced today that they have completed negotiations for a seven-year lease
for the building occupied by the William
Fox Liberty theatre on Delman boulevard,
just west of Grand avenue.
The lease was signed with the Victoria
Theatre Realty Co., and becomes effective
September 1, 1919.
After spending a week in St. Louis Mr.
Zanft concluded that the Liberty theatre is
situated
in the
center
city'sin best
amusement
district
and ofhisthefaith
the
people of St. Louis to keep the Liberty in
the lead as the city's leading photoplay
theatre caused him to sign the lease.
Mr. Zanft stated that the entire theatre
will be re-decorated during the summer
months and St. Louis interior decorating
artists will be engaged and given carte
blanche instructions to make the Liberty
theatre the most beautiful in Middle West.
Art-o-Graf Loses Gibson
Tom Gibson, screen writer, has resigned
from the Art-O-Graf Company of Denver
because of business which demands his attention in Los Angeles.
It is announced that the company will
produce the seven reel story of Mr. Gibson as soon as weather conditions permit.
It Mr.
is entitled
Street."in
Gibson" The
still Wolves
retains ofhisWall
holdings
the company it is said. He is the author of
" The Mid-Night Man," " High Speed,"
" From Broadway to a Throne " and " The
Last of the Open Range."
All Jobs Back
Announcement has been made at
Toronto, Ontario, that all theatre employes
who have returned from overseas service
with the Canadian Army and have been
able to resume civil occupations are all
back at work at local theatres.

"CALSE EVIDENCE," released April
* 21, stars Viola Dana in the screen
adaption of Mary E. Wilkins (Freeman) novel published under the title of
" Madelon."
The story deals with the primitive
customs of the people found in the famous
Redwood section of California, one of
which is that even- girl is betrothed at her
birth, and is expected to marry in accordance with her father's choice. The author
of the novel, Mary E. Wilkins (Freeman)
has made an exhaustive study of these
people and their customs and habits and
the character drawings in the screen
version are said to be the creations of a
strong cast of players whose capability has
been oft proven in this type of story.
Finis Fox, of the Metro scenario staff,
has converted the plot and action of
" Madelon " to the silent drama. Edwin
Carewe is responsible for the production,
and the photography which is said to be the
last word in artistic exteriors and interior
lightings is the work of John Arnold.
Madelon, played by Viola Dana, is the
first of the daughters of this section, to
upset the local tradition of the place by her
refusal to marry the man selected for her
at her birth by her father, Sandy McTavish.
Among the principals will be seen
Wheeler Oakman as leading man, Joe King
as the heavy, Edward J. Connelly as
Madelon's father, and Pat O'Malley, Peggy
Pearce and Virginia Ross.
Metro officials state that never before,
since the well-remembcred triumph in
" Blue Jeans," has Viola Dana had a more
becoming role for her versatility and magnetic personality.

Gets " Maciste "
Cropper Feature
R. C. Cropper, General Manager of the
Bee-Hive Exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis, has purchased the
state rights for Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin of Harry Raver for the release of
" Maciste " in " The Liberator." Mr. Cropper has announced no release date as yet.
Mark

M. Vance

Resigns

from " Variety "
Mark M. Vance, for eight years on the
editorial staff of Variety, resigned last
week to take up his new duties on the
Dramatic Mirror.
Mr. Vance handled both vaudeville and
picture work on Variety and will continue
to do so in his new position.
Shauer Back from Europe
Famous Players-Lasky announces the return of the assistant treasurer, E. E.
Shauer, from Europe. He has been in England and France for the past few months
studying film conditions in those countries
and has returned with a wealth of information and enthusiasm it is said.
Mr. Shauer declares that conditions there
in the film business have greatly improved.
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Best

Advertising

Brains
To
Help
You
You will have here a symposium of thought on
^X/TTH this issue we take another step forward in
exploitation through newspapers that you could not
affording service for the exhibitor. Since this
buy for any amount of money. We want to urge
department has been started a great deal of the space
everyone of you not only to read these articles as
has been devoted to efforts to improve exhibitor adthey appear, but to preserve everyone of them carevertising, and looking over the results that have been
fully and refer to them often.
We consider that we could not do you a greater
accomplished by showmen all over the country in
service than in presenting this symposium.
contrast to a couple of years ago we are mightily
pleased that we have been able to offer some assistance by the views that have been reflected here.
We have printed a number of articles from leading
exhibitors on different phases of advertising, including the series by S. Barret McCormick. Further than
that, when we undertook the constructive criticism
of the work of exhibitors we announced to you that
this department would not be governed by the prevailing practice of praising everything that the exhibitor sent in merely to keep him a " pleased subscriber." We realized that the time had passed when
the intelligent exhibitor wanted anything of. that' sort.
We knew that he wanted the truth — we knew
that he wanted to know how he could make the
money he was spending or failing to spend for advertising bring greater receipts to his box office.
iy/r OTION PICTURE advertising is not a thing
for handbooks and set rules. In the first place
conditions are changing too rapidly and in the next
what might be good in one section of the country
would not do in another.
With that in view we have decided to ask a number of the leading advertisers of the country to set
down here their ideas illustrated by the sort of advertising that they do. We have asked them to tell
why they are making the particular sort of appeals
that they do make.
These will cover every section of the country and
all sorts of conditions and certainly the result of
this symposium ought to be, to put the very best advertising brains of the country before you.
Of course, we don't expect you to agree with
everything that is said in every one of these articles.
We don'tselves.expect
to agree
withwhole
all oflist
it ourBut theretoisbenotablea man
in the
that
hasn't ideas and who isn't getting his share of the results.
YOU will be able to pick up from these articles
ideas that will be the greatest benefit to you.
The man who thinks that he knows all about advertising isa sad affair. The more of it we see the more
we realize what we have to learn.

FIRST of this new series appears in this issue. It
is written by Nelson B. Bell who is director of
publicity for the Moore Theatres Corporation. Mr.
Bell is an experienced newspaper man and went from
that work to the Tom Moore offices. He has a
thorough grasp on advertising and we have been
watching his work for a long time.
Conditions in Washington are in a measure different from any other city, because it is the nation's
capital and without the industrial element that is
found so largely in other cities. It is a case where
class in the advertising counts — but let Mr. Bell tell
you how he advertises and why.
But we want to say right here that the methods
that Mr. Bell has employed has not only established
the Rialto in the minds of the people of Washingtion, as one of the pre-release houses of the whole
country, but that these methods have awakened the
entire industry.
Next week there will be an article by Jack Kuhn,
manager of Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland, O.
Week by week after that there will follow articles
from the leaders, and you will find everyone of these
of interest and of great value.
These are not the work of " arm chair " exhibitors or advertising theorists, but of men who have
ideas and who put them into practise to make money
for their houses.
COINCIDENT with the inauguration of this great
symposium we have made a change in the arrangement of the advertising criticisms printed under the heading " Your Ideas and Ours." A large
number of exhibitors have written us telling how
much they have been helped by following this department, but declaring that in many instances they
cannot get the full benefit because in the course of
reproduction and reduction to the sizes we have to
use much of the reading matter cannot be deciphered.
That is quite true and in order that exhibitors
may take advantage of the selling talks used by
others, we will hereafter reproduce these in the reading matter, when the reproduction renders this matter
unreadable.
We hope that these changes will show that there
is no Spring fever here.
And if there is anything else that we can do to
serve you, only SPEAK OUT.
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A* e w s

WORTH
MONEY
Don't Let This Idea Get Away
from You
tre
money
to aanyor wort
thea
with
lot
a n,
horga
an
orch
an
toof
an idea
is estr
HERE
anytention tothea
c. is giving atthe tre
musithat
You can get hundred dollars of
free advertising — without any
shadow of graft — and the best part
of it is that it greatly benefits the
stores that are cooperating with
If you fail to read this article you
are deliberately robbing yourself.
And this is one of the ideas that
are being printed in these pages
week after week. Here the best
you.
brains of the motion picture exhibitors of the country are working
for you.
The matter is here — and our one
ambition is to be able to record
every one of the good plans that are
used anywhere in the country.
Go out and make money with
Eugene
thenso come
and tell Roth's
us yourplanownandidea
that
other exhibitors will be benefited

Typical window display advertising the California's music

California

and

Music

Stores

her Week and Both
Aft
SCARCELY a week passes that some
worth while idea is not put into practice by Eugene H. Roth, managing director
of the California theatre, San Francisco,
and his able staff. Here is one that can be
employed by exhibitors in any city- where
there is any attention paid to the music in
the theatre and where there is any store
that sells sheet music.
California theatre has one of the finest
orchestras in the country, which is under
the direction of Herman Heller. Not only
does this orchestra play the highest class
of music and the most popular airs during
the regular presentations, but you have
already been told here of the special concerts that it gives, including those on Sunday morning, which have attracted notice.
When a catchy or particularly tuneful
number is played in any theatre there are
always a lot of people who want to know
what is the name of the selection, and then
there are a lot more who want to get the
music itself. This is the element that makes
the arrangement of value to the music gdealer. Of course, the direct advertisin of
the theatre is the big return that the exhibitor receives.
Even in cases where the exhibitor has to
tax on these new composipay the themusic
tions increased advertising that he will
receive will far more than offset this.
So the California theatre has arranged

Cooperate

Week

Parties Get Big Results
with the ten leading music stores of San
Francisco to devote a window display each
week to the new selections that are being
played by the orchestra and by Eddie Horton on the theatre's immense organ. All
that the music store has to furnish in making the display is the sheet music itself, for
the card that completes the effect is supplied by the art department of the Calif.
These cards are four feet by ten, and in
the case of the display illustrated on this
page the card was in old rose and the decorative effects and lettering beautifully done.
Much is lost in the photographic reproduction. Unusual attention is given these cards
and to the color effects. Each one of these
bears the picures of Mr. Heller and Mr.
Horton. In short, they really add to the
attractiveness of the window display.
In addition to this the California has further secured the co-operation of the music dealers by having printed thousands of
slips reading, " We sell all the selections
played by Herman Heller and Eddie Horton, the incomparable music artists at the
California theatre." These are left in the
stores where they are picked up by customers, and where the clerks include one of
them in each piece of music sold
It is easy to see the wonderful advertising that is given a theatre by having the
leading music stores devote a window each
week to direct advertising of the theatre.

by your progress.
It will pay you and pay you big even if
there is only one music store in your city
that will co-operate, but we would attempt
to go out and round them all up.
You wont have the slightest trouble in
convincing the dealer of the value to him
if the music at your theatre is really attracting any attention. He can see where
this will make a big increase in his sale of
sheet music, and he will be glad to do
everything in his power.
Keep your cards that you include in the
display neat and attractive. Don't get careless after a few weeks and think that anybe " if
classthe"
stampedthing will
alldo.
overThere
this should
stunt, even
stores that are used for the display are of
the five and ten-cent variety.
It's a real idea. The California is showing you how to make money for yourself.
Hints for Use Go with Sherrill
Exhibitors' Plan Book
Froham Amusement Corporation has
just issued a twenty page press book to
provide a complete campaign on its latest
feature,
" Once
Every that
Man."
This
book
carries
all theTomaterial
exhibitors
are believed to need from press notices to
music cue, and includes suggestions for
lobby displays, stage settings and general
exploitation hints. Reproductions of the
various newspaper cuts, suggested adverincluded.tising and photographs of the paper are

This press book differs from the ordinary one in that the exhibitor is advised
just what to do with specific material, the
proper use for everything being plainly
indicated.

mind to "start someup Thenyour
Make thing."
your house'll keep going so
on won't have 1o
long that
finish.
the generati
aboutyour
worry
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Foolish
Stuff— And
Mighty
one that other exhibitors should avoid, as
f~\ UR
attentionoccurrence
has just been
called
a foolish
out in
Butte,to they would a red flag.
Montana, where one exhibitor has been deThe American theatre booked " The
Heart of Humanity " for a week, augvoting part of his space to at least " kidmented the orchestra, arranged a special
ding " the fact that another exhibitor inmusical score and increased the price to
creased his price on a special attraction.
fifty cents. Without attempting to pass
We are not in possession of the two sides
of the case and we cannot believe that this
upon the merits of any picture in these
columns, we do not hesitate to say that
was meant for anything more than a joke
the American theatre was justified in mak—but we repeat that it is very foolish
stuff.
ing this increase and that if the picture
We do not recommend that any exhibitor try to take advantage of his patrons
SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW
and charge them an excessive price for
admission, but this is a case where it was
certainly justified, for "The Heart of Hut^ewj METROPOLIAN SHSvSwS
manity" was the offering. Exhibitors should
be encouraged to raise their prices where
p. w.~gRiFKiTH's i^^s^^Ty^y^j^.
the picture has sufficient merit and the rival
exhibitor who is seeking to prevent that
"The Heart^oi "A Romance of ICiSL^Jo',1;?,. "i^'S"^",*;
Happy Valley" f&bI^Sii"iSSSS
man from doing business — except by himDOROTHY PHILIPS
self giving a better show — is hurting his
own business.
Humanity"
Let's play absolutely fair all the time —
for that is the only way that success is N ewspaper " exposure
" which was certainly
misleading
coming to the industry as a whole.
We are taking the incident in Butte on
had been shown there as a road attraction,
IFc"nr Birth of a Nation " was shown,
the face of the newspapers themselves
as " MAThe
without hearing the two sides of the case.
the price would have been at least a dollar.
So in its announcement the American
And on the face of it the appearance is
theatre took occasion to say:
" In securing ' The Heart of Humanity '
we believe we have taken a step towards
4 STARTS MONDAY f
reducing the cost of first showings on big
turf so great-so
nmaiin g-to spettacolw
pictures which, as a rule, are billed as road
-soA pitgentle-so
startlingt i
that
cold typo »lolent-se
(alls utterlyaltogether
1b describing
shows at regular road show prices — -one
dollar. While the tremendous cost of this
film will make it necessary to charge fifty
cents admission, we feel that we are saving
you at least fifty cents on the first filming
of this greater production. What did you
pay to see ' The Birth of a Nation ' — 'Intolerance'or 'Hearts of the World'? —
Just
it over."
In think
the same
issue of the same paper
there appeared a page advertisement of the
Rialto theatre that at least bears every indication that the advertising writer for
that house knew just about what the American was going to do, for under the heading of " Literally snowed under with the
greatest
etc." has
it proceeds
to point
out that galaxy
the theatre
never raised
the
This was the ad of the American Sunday
prices. It calls this "An Additorial on the
before opening, See story for content
Gentle Art of Hooking the Customer."-

Bad

Business

COMMENCING TODAY
[RIALTO

M0TE:2f

"RIP
& STITCH
A KNOCKOUT
MACK SENNETT,TAILORS'l
SEW IT SEAMS

And Monday the Rialto comes back and
takes a whackmeant
at itstorivals
with stuff maybe
be funny
But passing that by as a -coincidence, the
Rialto comes back the next day with this
statement at the bottom of its four coumn
display on Charles Ray and a Mack Sennett comedy with this statement:
" Owing to the fact that these two pictures have been exhibited all over the
country at a dime, we believe that we are
starting something when we undertake to
peddle them at two bits. In bringing this
service into Butte our express messenger
punctured his snowshoe, which explains the
big cost of both subjects at this time. What
There isn't any possibility of avoiding
the conviction that this was meant as a
did you pay for 'Echo Springs,' 'Three
Star Hennessy' or 'Old Crow?' Think
{Continued on page 2454)

it over."

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
K. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres,
Lowell
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co.. New
HaroldL. B.Hyman,
Franklin,
Shea's
Hippodrome,
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Edw.
Liberty
Theatre,
St. Irouis.Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Koyal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack
Kohn, Loew's
StiUman
theatre,
Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand
theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph
Grossman,
Standard
theatre,
Cleveland.
H.
M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre. Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Spokane.
Theo. Ia. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman,
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H. Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL
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CONFIDENCE
It Counts in Your Exploitation
of Pictures
page ofthis
one of the Newsporti
York
ng
take pers. fromIt the
WE newspa
is a r,
quotation from a ring warrio but
it applies equally well to theatre
managers.
Here is what this winner of many battles says:
" I forealways
my battles
out beIgo into fight
the ring.
I go through
the actions, meet the sort of blows
that I expect to receive, and put
over the winning punch just as I
would like to do it. Of course, it is
seldom that the thing works out the
way I planned it, but the big point is
that this gives me confidence. I
have persuaded myself in advance
that I am a winner, and this is more
than
half aofpoint
the fight."
That's
in putting first.
over Plan
pictures. Get the confidence
just how you will put over the wallop. If youthusiasmdon't
out that
with you
enand the start
feeling
are going to win, the chances are
that you wont. There is a lot in the
mental status, especially where your
work is to persuade the people that
they want to see a certain picture.
It's common sense.

Striking lobby display at Loew's \\6th Street Theatre, New York. An immense globe
with a window in the middle showing the face of Alice Brady, star in " The World to
Live In." This was placed on the sideivalk
Foolish

Stuff — And

Mighty

Bad

Business;

This from
Sort
of ff Competition"
Hurts
(Continued
page 2453)
cally different and
that forPictures
all sorts of
distinct slap at the price being charged at amusement enterprises Brooklyn is nothe American.
country. toriously one of the cheapest cities in the
We repeat : It may have been meant as
The fair thing would have been to state
" funny stuff ;" but it is particularly bad
business.
that this attraction ran for eight weeks
at the Broadway theatre, Manhattan, at
In the first place it is not only unjusprices ranging from 30 to 55 cents.
tifiable, but it is untrue. We wonder howPlease understand that we are not atFamous Players-Lasky like the statement
that these two pictures of theirs have been
tempting to boost the picture itself, but in
shown all over the country for a dime.
papers that come to the desk just as we
Certainly in New York the price at the first write this we see the picture being advertised in Kansas City at prices up to $1.00,
run showing was sixty cents.
But even worse than this is something
in Detroit at fifty cents, at Tremont Temthat the Butte Evening Bulletin did. Across
ple, Boston, at $1.00, at the Pitt, Pittsburgh, for a return after an engagement of
the first page it ran, under the heading of
sixteen weeks, at prices from 25 to 75 cents.
■"So the People May Know" the reproducAnd it just happens that at the very time
tion of a display of the Metropolitan thethere comes to hand a big display of the
atre, BROOKLYN, showing that the picture had been run there at the night prices
Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., owned
of 15 and 25 cents at night.
by the same company that owns the Rialto,
At the side of this reproduction there is Butte, shoiving that this Is the ninth day
printed an ANONYMOUS article signed
of the run of the picture — and that the
prices are 25 and 50 cents. Certainly the
with
the
initial
"
L.
J.
M."
which
calls
attention to the fact that this was taken
Columbia theatre raised the prices for this
from the New York Times and therefore
picture. And certainly the owners of the
Columbia, and therefore of the Rialto,
leaves the impression that these were regular New York prices for the attraction.
Butte, are not opposed to raising prices
// the patron who clipped this and sent
when they have the goods.
There is but one effect that this sort
it to the paper knew anything about amusement prices he would have known that
of thing can have and that is to leave
conditions in Nezv York City proper, not
the' impression with the general public that
the Greater City, and Brooklyn are radithey are being " Gypped." In our opinion,

there was no reason on earth for seeking
to accuse the American theatre of doing
this.
We believe that it gave the public full
value for the money, and that management
should be encouraged in raising prices
rather than to be put in the attitude of
robbing the public.
So we repeat that the Rialto may only
have been attempting to be funny — but it
was bad business.
But the display in the front page of the
Butte paper was not only misleading, but
absolutely unfair.
Certainly the Butte Bulletin is not pursuing a policy that is likely to encourage
national advertising of big pictures.
The punch worth while is the sort that
the audience " gets."
"Personality of St. Paul" Will
Be Recorded in Films
Going a little further out of the beaten
path St. Paul is to have a film record for
itself. This is not only to be shown at
the local theatres, but portions of it that
record the history of the city are to be
preserved by the State Historical Society.
Theo. L. Hays, manager of the New Garrick theatre and Tahs, Mills and Bell, motion picture makers are the interested
" Personality of St. Paul " is to be the
parties.
title
of the offering and it is expected that
many of the scenes will have a national
circulation through some of the iarger
news weeklies.
The fellow
doesn't
in ad-a
vertising isnotwhohiding
his believe
light under
peck — He is using a thimble.
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H1*
Punch
a
With
By Nelson B. Bell
m
Publicity Director, Moore Theatres Corp., Washington
g.iillllll IIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII Illlllllllllll llllllll!llllllllllllll!ll[[i!IHII!!l!l II mill |
THE two essentials of successful photoplay exploitation, obviously, are a comI ANOTHER PRE-RELEASE I
prehensive grasp of the advertising points
g= YAKAWA
THE GREATEST
PHOTODRAMA ISINSHOWN
WHICH HA- §=
HAS EVER
I FOR THE FIRST
TIME BEENFILMED
IN AMERICA, TWO WEEKSHERE
IN g
of the subject to be marketed and an equalADVANCE KNOW.
OF RELEASE
DATE.
BECAUSE THAT
THE PROly broad knowledge of what may be termed
31 DUCERS
AS DOES
WASHINGTON,
THE §I=
1
RIALTO
IS
SUPREME
IN
THE
ARTISTIC
PRESENTAthe temper of the clientele to which it is
1 TION OF PHOTOPLAYS OF THE HIGHEST TYPE. f
the wish to appeal.
THEATER I
The surest and quickest method of ap= Fr.nklin 3730 RIALTO
praising the efficiency of an ad is to apply
the formula prescribed by the late Mr.
MOORE'S
Dana, if memory serves, to ascertain the
relative merit of a news story — does it
answer the questions "What? When?
Where? Who? Why?" Familiarity with
the habits, tastes and inclinations of the
community catered to, alone can supply
the modus operandi whereby the talking
points may best be presented.
In conducting the publicity campaigns
which have played a part in making the
Rialto Theatre, in Washington, D. C, one
of the great successes in the annals of
photoplay exhibition in America, it has
been the constant aim of the Publicity Department of Moore's Theatres Corporation
to keep its advertising on a par, in point of
refinement b©th of text and of form, with

Dignity

RE'3730S RIALTO
Franklin
1 MOO

THEATER I

•TODAY
AND TODAY
ENTIREAT 2 WEEKDOORS OPEN
P. M.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Thetion in Washington
Strongest Alignment
of Film
Pbvs
forItialio
Prrmitre
Has Been
Ba<*Enacted
to MakeEret[More
RoombookedalIheIheCamera.
ThisThb PresentaWeekPkturr.for
theWhileMost
Silent
DramaFirstSetEverTime
NowcHuman
Shown
for
the
in
the
East.
I>
in
liEi^.ib
Om>«-iii
a
p
a
c
i
t
y
W
e
k
at
Qujnn's
Rialto.
in
Ui
Angeles,
and
II*
E\hib.lion
Here
OnliinProof ofFirst-Run
Ihe Supreme
Position Occupied b> Moore's Riallo
asFurnishes
the HomeAdditional
of Distinctive,
Pnoio-Ptays.
A BRENTWOOD PRODUCTION
THE TURN

IN THE ROAD

IA PERFECT PLAY-A PERFECT CAST 1
A'INTL'R HALL
HELEN JEROME EDDY
PAULINE CUKLEY
GEORGE NICHOLS
MASTER BEN ALEXANDER
LLOYti HUGHES
M

Current Events — Distinctive Comedy— Topics of the Day
"' . iiiiiiiNiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiLiil
Putting the punch in with cut that really
means something

COURAGEOUS

COWARD

Current Events— Distinctive Comedy— Topics of the Day =
'IWIlHMIIIffillliMllllllllllllilllM

Nelson B. Bell
to title, thirty-four words of description
and recitation of the six names most prominent in the cast. The cut does the rest
without caption.
It is our firm belief that this cut, taken
from one of Brentwood's " stills " — and an
actual scene' from the play, by the way, instead of a specially posed group — is one of
the finest bits of advertising material ever
distributed. It throbs with action. There
is drama in every pin-point of it— particularly since a neutral background has been
stripped out. It shows conflict — psychological, however, rather than physical. It
shows fidelity to life in the naturalness of
its characters. The girl is not a " flapper;"
the boy is modish, but not pomaded. The
elder man HAS HIS HAT ON !
There is no need to caption a cut that
contains so much " stuff " as this. A
thoughtful reader perceives at once that
" The Turn in the Road " is peopled by
(Continued on page 2460)

This one helps to stamp Rialto as one of
nation's leading houses
the dignified beauty of the house. It early
became evident — the character of the theater, the excellence of the music and the
probable superiority of each weekly bill
GARDEN
having been established — that our greatest
Week Days.
10 to 6, ttk; 6 to 11, 15c
danger was in burdening our ads with too
TODAY— MON.—TUES.— WED.
National
milF
Corporation Presents
much verbiage. A cut, typical of the spirit
of the picture, was found a convenient
BILLIE RHODES
means of conveying a succinct idea of the
PPORTED BY A COMEDY-DRAMA
STELLAR CAST. IN AN ABSORBING
subject's general nature and of conserving
words, which hamper rather than aid effective display.
THE LAMB
An ad cut is never employed in a Rialto
— AND
display unless it is genuinely illuminating
THE
LION
and clearly indicative of some vital aspect
THE
PICTURESQUE
NARRATIVE
OFVS i:ol(\
V QUICK-WITTED
AND
of the pictured narrative. It is the view of
BE INA iire
ITA If'\i,tDENt I it.VolOhniw-ri
M, THIFA
..Mil. \NriD
W into
Al:EI. ADV.ofA HOI'S
REARED
ii.WHO T AlCHT
TO i:o\:k
Ea
luxury AND Ml INF. MlY NEXCITING
1 v\l> 1 HiEXPERIENCES
itl MA UK THE
the writer that the ad used to exploit " The
:OM
:I0L0GY.A UNIQUE
A STORYEXPERIOF
Turn in the Road " furnishes a splendid
example of the case in point.
LAUGHS— THRILLS
" The Turn in the Road " was a totally
unknown quantity in Washington when its
THURS. — FRI, — SAT.
exceptional merit was perceived by the
ONE OF THE VEAR'S NOTEWORTHY OFFERINGS
Board of Review of Moore's Theatres
Corporation for whom it was privately
screened and by whom it was immediately
HENRY | WALTHALL
recommended for early • booking. The
THE FALSE FACES
reason for presenting a feature not announced in the Rialto advance notices was
set forth in the box following the conventional house information. The only other Striking borders are often used to get the
attention
reading matter, it will be noted, is devoted
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THIS

is just about as good an advertisement as we have ever seen, coming from the Liberty theatre, Seattle,
Wash. It occupies a quarter of a page
and appeared the day of the opening of
the engagement.
Unquestionably the attractive cut of
Miss Barriscale will get the immediate attention of every one and, for a change,
we like very much the way the display
■SAY!"
BESSIE
BARRISCALE

"Two-Gun
Betty"
It's a greatBessietigputscorr.edy
melodramatic)
trimmings
onshe'sboy'swith
clothes
and beta
the cowboys
won't know Clark
.aevergirl—
isas
cute ze Marguerite
daredevento ffbe.she
doesn't know
know,Theyso theyKNOW,rig upbuta lotBessiecf Western
heroicstheyto
make ashera squirm
make you laugh. It's all by
itself
Western andcomedy.
"Tbe Fortune* ol Coriaae'1
PATHE NEWS . LUBERu
WALLACE
URUTZERon the
matter has been set up. Here the name
of the star and the title have been used
in black faced type, while the selling arguments are in Roman, supplying a contrast,
especially with the generous amount of
white space used, sThis is what the reading matter says :
Bessie Barriscale . as the cutest bowboy that
ever tried to kill anybody with an empty gun
in
Betty." It's
a great big
with" Two-Gun
the melodramatic
trimmings,
Bessiecomedy
puts
on boy's clothes and bets the cowboys won't
know she's
a girl
guerite Clark
ever— even
dares iftoshe's
be. as cute as MarThey
KNOW,
but
Bessie
knowheroics
they
know, so they rig up a lot ofdoesn't
Western
to
.make
her
squirm
and
make
you
laugh.
It's
all by itself as a Western comedy.
If that sort of talk doesn't make everywant to see the picture, we don't know
what onewill.
Misery may love company, but crowds
like the happy smile.
LIBERTY THEATRE, Youngstown,
O., is always a mighty liberal user of
newspaper space and it went a little
stronger with the booking of Fannie Ward
in " Common Clay." Here it will be noted

and
Ozzrs*
that the name of the picture is featured
ahead of that of the star, and we believe
that here is a case where the right thing
has been done, because of the great success that the story made on the speaking
stage.
There is little of the selling argument
used, for after stating that this is the prize
play that ran a year in New York and
then saying that the picture " opens the
doors of polite society and unmercifully
discloses its moral weakness," the designer
is
content with quoting the Kipling sentence.

Picture

News

TODAY- MON -TUES WED
TWO STARS-TWO FEATURE ATTRACTIONS
Awhole
frothyfamily,
light comedy will
givebusiness
entertainment
to the
otherwise* DorothyIncluding
as a bigtired
hearted
actressmen whoor makes
a monkey out of a prurient church deacon will hit you
right where you live.

Liberty theatre took advantage of the
impression that this picture would leave
by using additional space at the side but
in a separate display to listing some of
the other features that are coming to the
Liberty in the near future.
Don't worry about your left hand worrying about what your right hand does, but
let the public know.
COZY THEATRE,
Topeka,
Kan.,of furnishes amighty good
example
the
curiosity arousing form of advertising by
using some extracts from the press book
and one of the two column stock cuts of
the star in " What Every Woman Wants."
However, we think that it could have been
improved by a few omissions. We would
have left out the question " What does this
Monday-Tuesdsy-Wednesday-Thursday
The COZY Presents
lyMf "WHAT WOMAN
EVERY WAiW
* t^iL*i>Z^!X!^tSwZ^Zj~'
What Dou-Thii Girl Waut
Featuring Grace Darmond and an All Star Cast

-CHARLIE CHAPLIN^
in "POLICE"

girl want? " which appears right over the
cut, and we would also have omitted the
line " A sentimental drama of present day
society," for these in a measure duplicated
other matter that has appeared. That,
we believe, is covered in the sentence " A
picturization of William Parker's dramatic
story built around the dominant desire of
all womankind," and then the matter contained in the boxes. From left to right
this is the matter printed there :
SOME SAY — that there is a dominant desire,
that every woman, rich or poor, woman of
leisure and girl of the shop, has an overpowering
for onesatisfied.
thing, and that it is a desire craving
that is never
OTHERS SAY — that woman mostly wants
" her own way " or " the last word " or the
moon and all the stars, or a couple of automolove inbiles,aor plenty
cottage. of eats, or pretty clothes, or
SHE
FOUND
what aevery
woman wants
and she found —it "after
heartbreaking
search" ;
for
what most
she thought
she wanted.
It wasn't
all what
people think
every woman
wants.at
Space occupied by this display was ten
inches across six columns, and it was
worth it.

/(eart
faceproduciiori,
/ustifie h/td
of~ piclus'e
we u/an£. a6u6c/e&g/tt.a/lc.'
cayi /u>£ atwcu/sfczue
/n one of the
fa's- besz
fa -/hZ/or
Also showing
Kind — ofnroroallTun
Makers"
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
©f 9f #f 9%Q*%
*A NIGHT

AT THE

SHOW

Also PATHE NEWS
HEAR HARRY HS/LV£RMANS STRAND SYflPHOffY ORCHESTRA,
WE saving
have the
printed
so much
heregetabout
material
that you
and
about taking advantage of what others are
doing that we are basing the main things
that we have to say about Arthur G.
Stolte's advertisement of the Strand theatre, Omaha, right on that point.
He has used one of the suggestions
from the Paramount press book in announcing the Dorothy Dalton picture and
then when he comes along to the Chaplin
announcement he has employed the line
of heads that were sent out by First National in connection
with "inA the
Dog's
Life "
and then
he has worked
statement
used by Dr. Riesenfeld in making the announcement of the revival of the ChaplinEssanay
product. Result is a hundred per
cent display.
Instead of there being anything disgraceful about using any ideas of others,
that practice stamps the live show man.
If every one of us depended on his own
ideas we are afraid that we wouldn't get
very far. That is the reason that this
forum of the thinking exhibitors in these
pages is so well worth while.
Ifs always fair weather when advertising and enterprise get together.
HERE'S onetisements
ofthat are
the worth
" different
while" adverif you
don't use them too often. It's of the chatty
character that gets right home. Aside
from the announcement of the name of
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Htfhat £virerWires
areDoinq^
own peculiar style of advertising so that
it will be the first thing to get the eye
Starling
Thursday
Ma
y
of the reader.
Superba theatre has gone rather the
limit in doing this in the daily papers.
-'HE
It is employing two inches double column
R
and making the name of the theatre pracAlli
tically the whole thing, with a mortise
son
left for the attraction. With the reserved effect it naturally stands out and
certainly will get the eye of the followers of the theatre. But it is a serious
INSP HER UP?
WHY DON'T YOU CALL
IRAT
question
whether it would not be better
ION'
to sell the attraction every day. We are
as a rule distinctly opposed to the card
advertising plan, for we are more and
SHE'LL GO, BOY
more persuaded each day that we play
ALSO
this game that the goods you have today
FATTY

ARBUCKLE

fourth Iwixt Pike

Pine

the star and the title of the picture, the
selling point is centered on the boxed display in the middle. It reads : " Why
don't you call her up? It has just occurred to me that you might like an excuse to call up your ' lady friend. ' If
such is the case it is up to me to prescribe
the necessary direction. Go to the nearest
phone, drop a nickel in the slot if necessary (it's worth it) and here is what you
say — Hello, Peaches, this is the boy talking. Say, listen, how would you like to
see beautiful May Allison in 'The Inspiration—' a bear of a picture at the Colonial
this week. She'll go, Boy, take it from
me. I'm the fellow who writes the ads. "
This could have been improved by
trimming the matter some. After the
question it should have started with " Go
to the nearest phone. " Doesn't matter
how small the type is, after you have
finished every display take your blue pencil
in hand and see how much you can cut
out. You'll be surprised how much better
results you will get.
This occupies nine inches three columns
and is the work of the Colonial theatre,
Seattle. We would rather have seen a
larger cut of the star and some other than
the heavy black type and border used.
// your business is wilting, use the advertising starch.

""THERE'S lots of competition out in Los
Angeles and each of the theatres is
naturally trying to build up its own patronage and hold it. Therefore it is proper
that each house should try to adopt its

Beautiful MILDRED HARRIS
WHEN
LOVES
ANOTHER ALOIS GIRL
WEBER SENSATION
*UI

bit

HOLMAN
NOW PLAYING.
HELD FOR A S = CONO WEEK BY POPULAR DEMAND.

are the things to sell today — and the house
as a habit with them.

inch, four column display of
THIS
the 8^4
Hippodrome theatre, Dallas,
Texas, is highly effective, first because of
the way that the hearts are used and then
on account of the balance that is given it.
Manifestly the thing that should have
been brought out the strongest was the

Performances at 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 P.M.
1950 SEATS at 25c
This GreatMontreal
CanadianHasPlayEveris Known.
the BiggestSEEMotion
IT I Picture
when it should have been brought out
strong. The entire appearance of the display is that of an entirely new attraction.
We would also have brought out strong the
line " The great Canadian play is the biggest motion picture Montreal has ever
Second week advertising on a held over
attraction presupposes that it has had
strong original advertising the first week
known."
and
that everyone knows the bare fact
that it was shown. Manifestly the one
thing on which to put the emphasis is that
this is such a big attraction and that there
was such a demand to see it that you simply had to hold it over so as to be able to
accommodate the crowds.

fact that the picture was held over for
another week.
That gets the eye even
before the title of the picture. You need
not be afraid that the title won't be seen
quickly enough after that. And then the
name of the theatre gets attention and the
three big facts are before the public. Then
there has been sufficient white space in
the other two hearts to set off the smaller
type. In the upper right hand corner we
have this selling talk :
" The ofgreatest
pictuer
the
verdict
those who
have ever
seen shown
it, and" is
it has
been shown forty-two times during the last week
to thousands of people.. It thrills, it fills, it
satisfies.
Then follows the special price to the
children. In the heart at the lower left
there is reference to the music and the
manner in which the picture is being presented.
By contrast the second week advertisement of the Holman theatre, Montreal,
suffers. There isn't the slightest doubt
that this seven inch, double column display
is much the " prettier." But' there it stops.
The line saying that it is held over for
the second week is set in very small type

Most interest some men put in their
showmanship is counting the receipts after
the show is over.
LOEWS land,STILMAN
THEATRE,
O., was probably
the first Clevein the
country to show John Barrymore in " The
Test of Honor" and therefore Manager
Kuhn designed his own advertising straight
through. Here he has obtained a striking
effect by using a large cut of the star
and then a scene cut at the side showing
him with the girl. We would prefer not
to have used the convict picture which appears in the upper right hand corner.
There are certain people who object to
pictures of convicts and the like, and this
is a mere incident in this production and
should not be brought out strong.
It will be noted that this display is extremely simple, the larger type being devoted to the name of the actor and the
title of the picture and then there following the selling argument, which says :
In this photodrama John Barrymore attains
his greatest achievement. He is the perfect
master of dramatic power, the one actor in
America able to play such a part, in which he
strips the mask off emotion and rises to the most
power acting that the screen has ever seen.
Of course that is rather strong, but Mr.
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Be sure you are right, and then go ahead
-but let the people know you are going.

TATTY"
ROSCOL
ARBUCKLE
IN HIS LATEST AND BEST
COMEDY SUCCESS

'
Kuhn has seen the picture land
e:believe
ovwe
that he was just about justified. He has
used the proper balance for the bill by
showing the Arbuckle comedy and in displaying it. Thank heaven that he did not
refer to this as " a great double bill."

TWELVE inches across four columns
is well employed by the Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga., in advertising " The
Amazing Wife." The only serious criticism is that we would have made the illustration at the upper left rather larger, for
it does not come out clearly here that the
man is in the uniform of an American ofIncluding

J^TUDOR
im of full Blooded

Make your promissory note to do something better 'fall' due every day.
is another case where the " Common Clay " title has been played up
as the strongest thing about the display.
It is the work of H. C. Horater, of the
Alhambra, Toledo, O., and occupies 12%
inches across four columns. Certainly with
the small amount of reading matter employed one cannot get away from this
display. There has been special emphasis
placed on the fact that this has been made
fram A. H. Woods' stage success, and we
like the line saying that it is even greater
as a motion picture.

News

&ttot*§

The line " The story of a lovely woman
who stooped to folly " is a good catch line,
but it is not thoroughly in keeping with
the real story of the picture. Here is a
case of a girl who resisted the lure of
the white lights and the cabarets and
when she was thrown out of her home
sought employment as a maid. Her wrong
was not in any desire for the gay and giddy
life, but because she loved and trusted a
man. We believe that anything that misinterprets the real truth of the picture to
a certain extent cheapens it. We especially
advising against that danger in the Special
Service Section that we printed.

Bamfmore

Picture

HERE

1 DOYOTTlTWXP
//" Sot/ox will wantfljine,to seefrom jllA.n i/ierbrfrlater/
dances ordrij/rff>onfromW.i^fKk"
BnxKfan;
From
to Cdliibrnt.i
rtitWAL/lid/niV:s.■■ioBd'iicr
j sreic tlwrJn
i-rot-min ihew'ie
UWrsl ■
Uvi from -.ihe Oroair-i;s::
WiiifeWdif
. NOV SCRttN JAGAZINL
m?AN-LY°NS STAP C9MEDY
ficer. The cut should have been more
striking so as to get the quick catch of
the eye.
We would not advise the use of these
black and white effects unless you are
able to get good printing from your newspapers, but this is the general rule in
Atlanta. The lettering should also be
very plainly done, and again the Tudor
has been fortunate in having the matter
readable. The greater weight of the selling talk has been placed on the star and
then the line has been used : " What would
you do, an officer and a gentleman, if a
beautiful woman stole your name? Would
you pretend that you had married her?
See what this man did in the most amazing plot of love, adventure and thrills
saw."portion of the display is delower
youTheever
voted to selling short subjects.

T7(C Daf
of f//t>.(>fer,epft.
MARGUERITE
CLARK
/if Jier /jeu? feraajou/rt P/wt/urf/orr
"Big V;rCom'ed'y
' ' PathTNew.
MONDAY =- TU£SDAY=- WfD.WS.SDAY
<io* gffg&jfp 205
TJiurjctaj/ ■=- ■=■ Friday <* ufa/urday
WILLIAM 5 HART

WITH the exception that the half tone
does not print nearly so well as it
should, here is a good appearing display
in the three colums, ten inches of the
Strand theatre, Birmingham, Ala. We
believe that the Hart production for the
latter half of the week is played a little
too strong and that the name of the theatre
loses prominence thereby.
The script line : " And they thought
they were woman haters " is good and
ought to get the eye at once and then there
is a fairly good selling argument in the
smaller type, but we would have brought
out the comedy element all the stronger
here. There is a little misleading sentence
in " But — when she leaves — three boundadmiring Romeos.
" Wedress
would
rathering, featured
the bridal
and have
the
bathing suit idea that we suggested in the
Special Service Section on this picture.
Here is a case where just a little longer
selling argument would have put over the
appeal better and we would have emphasized that this is just the sort of a production in which everyone likes to see
Miss Clark.
We have made these criticisms rather
severe because the Strand is coming to
the front so rapidly in advertising that
we are anxious to help the theatre all we
can to hundred per cent results.
It's safe to say that the fellow who says
it
doesn't
brains
into pay
it. to advertise never put any
WE matter
will admit
in many
cases the
that isthat
supplied
by producers
is bad and that in others the exchanges
are at fault because they fail to keep on
hand the matter that is promised by the
producer. But there are lots of cases in
which the exhibitor is more to blame, because he fails to take advantage of the
material that is offered him and to employ
his brains at the same time.
George A. Bleich controls the situation
in Owensboro, Ky., where he has the Express, Grand and Queen theatres, but he
does not let this keep him from advertising every day in the week. Mr. Bleich
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is in a small city and has no facilities for
getting his cuts made, and therefore it is
up to him to get the most that he can out
of the material that comes to him from the
Cincinnati exchanges. This he does, but
he does not employ the matter "straight"
as it comes to him, but employs his own
ideas in its arrangement.
The two single columns that we have
reproduced side by side run eight inches
deep, and here he has used the cuts provided by Famous Players-Lasky for the
main display and then has set the other
matter. We are not reproducing his selling arguments here, for the pictures are
somewhat old now, but it is enough to say
that they are chattily written and right to
the point.
Neither is he afraid to advertise what he
considers a big feature in advance. This
four column %l/2 inch display was used
the Sunday before the opening of the engagement on " Virtuous Wives," and then
he followed this up with large space every
day of the week. In this case he also took
advantage of the matter that he could get
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from the exchange, the three heads and
the line "What is virtue in a wife?" coming from that source. Here is another
good display, but it would have been improved with a little more space employed.
This would have allowed the name of the
star to have come out better and to have
been used on a single line, as it should
have been. But we'll admit that where
a manager is advertising only against himself that this shows mighty good business
building sense.
With cuts of other producers Mr. Bleich
has been able to get good results, although
some of them- are not so effective for display purposes.
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ALHAMBRA THEATRE, Milwaukee,
makes an especial appeal to women
in its advertising and it does it mighty
effectively because the advertising is written by a woman who has an excellent appreciation of values.
Reproductions in the size the3r have to
be made here really give no more than
an idea of the pulling power of these displays. For instance, the one on " A Midnight Romance " is 8^ inches across eight

Calling every picture the greatest ever ■
is simply the old story of " Wolf, wolf."
WE havemens printed
a number
of Percy,
speciof the work
of H. L.
who has been one of the managers of the
Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore., and who
has now gone to Roseburg to take charge
of another "theatre belonging to his cornpan}". So this is his last offering for the
Rialto and . we must say that he has just
about hit the top notch with this one, which
is a bit of newspaper copy used during the
run
madge.of " Panthea," featuring Norma TalUnable to get good printing from half-
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tones, the Rialto has been using line effects, the drawings being made by a local
artist. Here there is an appealing picture of Miss Talmadge that really looks
like her, and the selling talk on " Panthea "
is boiled down to a single sentence, " The
story of a great love that will make you
smile through your tears." We believe
that this is sufficient to make the public
want to see this film.
Some folks don't tear off the page of
the calendar until the new month's half
gone.

LkJl
columns, while that on " His Parisian
Wife " occupies seven inches across seven
columns.
Now the Anita Stewart picture was shown
just a week before the style show held at
the Alhambra, an account of which was
printed last week, and therefore it was
all the more important to get the idea of
the beautiful gowns into the advertising.
So theStewart
two drawings
at either
side showMiss
as a maid
and then
in a
beautiful frock at the right. The selling
arguments are especially good. For instance, directly under the name of the picture is this :
Imagine — Anita Stewart at _ midnight, beautifully gowned, charming, in a love scene with a
very good looking man. And then — the next
morning
he finds
his hotel
room her
— a heart
maid
of all work,
and herhe innearly
breaks
with the call-down he gives her for apparently
fooling him. Sounds illogical, doesn't it? Well,
And then on the other side of the smaller
it isn't. in the bathing suit we have these two
figure
lines :
It is her habit to slip away from the hotel at
night for a dip in the surf. On one of these
occasions
she meets Roger Sloan, multi-millionaire.
And then to the extreme left next to
the
figure of the maid is :
day.Abuse
and cotton by day. Anita plays the
part of Marie, a maidservant from nowhere by
And at the right :
Love and Silks at midnight. At midnight
Marie is a thing of beauty in shimmering silks.
Give the striking figure of Elsie Ferguson coming from between the parted
curtains as the center display there is an
excellent selling argument to either side.
The two paragraphs are :
His parents said that his newly found wife
was a questionable person because she came
from " naughty " Paris. She helped to confirm
this opinion when she appeared in a rather exnothing
questionabletreme
about gown.
her But
exceptthere
her was
judgment
in accepting
his parents at their assessed value.
The very first night she came down to dinner
in a daring French creation. Wow ! But Puritan husband and " in-laws " were horrified !
Worse shocks yet to come ! You will get even
ayoubigger
idea of Elsie Ferguson's brilliance when
clothes.see her dressed in these stunning Paris
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Dignity with a Punch Is Used in
the Advertising of Moore
Theatres

Manager Perry had the girl ushers of tf e Strand in costume for "Midnight Patrol"
with Chinese Setting
t"
Stree
the
Perry "Sells
and Strand, Minneapolis
l'
Patro
was' only a short time until the house was
t
the
"Mid
C. PERRY of
C.nigh
for ER
MANAG
Strand theatre, developed one of the filled and the ropes were up. By this time
interest in the street had been intensified
most novel and successful picture exploiseveral fold by the crowds waiting in line
tation feats seen in Minneapolis this year
at the Strand.
say.
for the showing of Thomas H. Ince's
"What is it?" you would hear someone
melodrama, " The Midnight Patrol."
" The Midnight Patrol " is a story of
police heroism and Chinese duplicity
" I don't know," would be the reply, " but
the girls in there are dressed in Chinese
among the opium smugglers of Los Angeles' Chinatown. Having studied his pic- clothes. See the ticket seller? See that
ture, Manager Perry set about gathering
usher just inside the door? Let's go in. I
the various elements that could be woven
into a real Chinese motif, which, for the want to see what it is."
It was a clever stunt for stimulating inweek, would give the Strand a real Chinaterest and piquing curiosity. It got over
town atmosphere. His success was sponand got over big.
taneous and immediate.
Once inside the Strand, Manager Perry
First, all of the Strand employes, ticket
sellers, doorwomen and ushers garbed in had still further innovations for patrons.
striking Chinese costumes consisting of at- Previous to the showing of the feature picture, Harry Kessell, singer, assisted by a
ractive silk smocks and pantalettes of
Chinaman, staged an opium joint sketch
variegated design and color. Incense was
burned in bronze bowls at several points in that proved highly entertaining. Both were
the house and Chinese lanterns were used garbed in Chinese costume. Mr. Kessell
for decorative effect. It was interesting on
sang " Blow the Smoke Away," from Joe
the first Sunday afternoon that the pic- Howard's " Time, Place and the Girl."
ture was shown to see people among the Then the curtain dropped, the picture
screen was lowered and the first of " The
downtown throngs passing along Seventh
street between Nicollet and Hennepin.
Midnight Patrol " was flashed on the
screen.
Persons headed directly for either Hennepin or Nicollet avenues would catch a
This effective staging and the atmosphere developed in the house beyond any
glimpse of the Chinese garbed doorwomen
or an usher at the front of the Strand,
doubt lifted the picture and keyed spectapause for a second and then turn in. It
tors up to a keen pitch of expectancy. For
was as fine an instance of selling the street
the picture continued to hold interest and
as has been seen there in man}' moons. It patronage throughout the week.

(Continued from page 2455)
real folks, that they are involved in forceful situations, and that reliance is reposed
in intelligent impersonation rather than
physical violence for climacteric effect.
This impression creates a sure and highly
desirable reaction at the box-office. "The
Turn in the Road " played a week of capacity at the Rialto, which, after all, may be
said to represent the w. k. old last analysis.
In all-type ads, such as we sometimes
utilize in exploiting bills for our Strand
and Garden Theaters, freakish borders
frequently are relied upon to attract quick
attention. A specimen of such a device is
published in connection with this.
Drawn to Type Appearance
One of the most important considerations
when terminoligy has been decided upon,
is the manner, in which advertising copy
is prepared for the printer. Typesetters,
usually, are not clairvoyant in their perception of an advertiser's intended effect when
the best he can offer is an ambiguous verbal
description of what may not have been entirely clear even in his own mind. It therefore has been our custom literally to
" draw " our ads as near to printed form
as hand-lettering can be made to approximate the printed word. A penchant for
drawing that led close to magazine and
book illustration as a profession perhaps
equipped
the writerthetoRialto
simplify
the printer's
work
in building
displays.
While
Cheltenham condensed and Roycroft caps
are not always perfectly reproduced in
pencil, we do not present to the composing
rooms copy that preserves in exact proportion the display desired. This minimizes
proof correction and saves the compositor
much profanity, thus militating toward the
preservation of his withered soul.
One of the rules of the Moore Publicity
Department that has become almost a
fetich is to ignore the producer's press
sheet, which in a majority of instances betrays an amazing facility in eluding its subject's most valuable advertising qualities.
Landau Scores Big Hit with Film
of Milwaukee Soldiers
Leo A. Landau, manager of the Butterfly
theatre, Milwaukee, has just scored a big
hit by showing exclusive pictures of the
landing of the Milwaukee soldiers in New
York. Mr. Landau engaged a camera man
here to take the picture, and 1,000 feet of
excellent film were obtained. In fact, they
were so good that the Milwaukee newspapers reproduced scenes from the pictures,
giving them first-page positions in the Sunday issues.
As soon as he received a wire that the
pictures had been successfully taken, Mr.
Landau began to advertise them heavily, so
that on their arrival the house did enormous business.
Convert yourself into the belief that
yours is the best theatre, before you try to
do missionary work on others.
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of the leading New York bills this week impress one with the attention
that should be given to the comedy subjects which are sometimes ignored
because the}' are shorter. Man}' times the music will bring heartier
laughs and the arrangements for such pictures are well worth studying carefully. They are excellently presented.
By-the-way. a new series of comedies is being introduced at the Strand with
the presentation of " A S'prise Party an' Everything," the first of the productions based on the cartoons of Briggs, " When a Feller Needs a Friend." It
scored a big hit. The feature at the Strand is John Barrymore in " The Test
of Honor."
Comedy rules the bill at the Rivoli, where the feature, William Russell in
" Brass Buttons," is a farce. We have gone thoroughly into the musical arrangement for that picture and it's worth your while. There are two animated
cartoons, a Happy Hooligan and a Jeff and Mutt.

"Peppy Polly," with Dorothy Gish, at the Rialto, is full of comedy and
there is an added measure with Larry Semon in
" Well, I'll Be
." And
the critic to whom we have referred might study the first three musical numbers
at the Rialto as evidence that he hasn't made such a discovery.
Broadway illustrates Newton's truism " for even' action there is a reaction "
by presenting Charlie Chaplin in "The Bank," and Monroe Salisbury in "The
Blinding Trail," the latter a tense feature. There is a musical arrangement
that brings out the point strikingly.

RANGING all the way from " Pomp and
Circumstance," one of the most impressive of compositions, down to ragtime,
there is a wonderful arrangement of the
music in the Rivoli Pictorial this week.
It is unusually long this week and might
become tiresome were it not for the splendid selections of the accompaniments that
Dr. Riesenfeld has made. As a matter of
fact the music all through the bill is especially pleasing and particularly does the
arrangement add to the appreciation of the
feature.
There are no less than four different
settings by John Wenger for the overture,
the firstthis
" Peer
G3*ntfirst
Suite."
So farthisas has
we
know
is the
time that
been done in a motion picture house. This
whole number is played with the lights of
the house entirely out and bare lighting on
the stage so that the effects are ghostly.
After a few bars the curtains part revealing the dim outline of some tall trees, with
a glimpse of water in the background and
rocks in front. This is " Morning " and we
see the tinting of the horizon as the sun
begins to come up.
Immediately the lights flash out and then
after a few bars more we have " Ase's
Death." It represents a tomb barely outlined and there are two lights at the left,
one slightly taller than the other. One
flickers and goes out and then a moment
later the other does the same thing. The
third setting represents "Anitra's Dance."
There are two columns of gauzy blue with
a dais in the center and an oval window in
the rear. As the lights come up slightly
there is revealed a girl on the dais who
does the dance with red lights on her. The
final setting is " In the Hall of the MounWith
the muffled
lights out
there tain
is King."
a blast
of the
horn again
and

then we see a weird effect with a single
column, cliffs and trees in the background.
Not only did each set get applause, but
the whole number got an enormous reception.
As much as this was appreciated at the
Rivoli, this is something that the exhibitor
with the average theatre should not attempt.
Then comes " Sunshine and Shadows," a
Post Scenic. There is a novel opening with
a shot through a tunnel and then shots of
falls, snow scenes and a lot of varied effects. "Love
'
Happiness " from " Leonora
Symphom- " is played on the organ for this.
With the lights in the center of the house
in red and the orchestra flooded in gold
and the outer curtains in blue, they part
and Mme. Pascova sings the aria from
" Mignon," " Knowest Thou That Land."
Then comes the pictorial opening with
Gaumont pictures revealing the secret that
England has the greatest fleet of submarines in the world, including vessels far
bigger than those of the Germans. These
are operated b}' steam when on the surface and many interesting shots show the
methods. " Pomp and Circumstance " is
under for these. Then Kinograms give us
some views of the Princess Bay light which
guided the transports into New York harbor and here "Evensong" is used. Pathe
shows some interesting pictures of Greeks
fishing for sponges at Tarpon Springs,
Fla., to the music of " Vivienne."
With Kinogram views of the consecration
of the Bishop of Baker City the organ
plays the pictures and then the orchestra
comes
withof " the
Melody
of Peace
" for
Gaumontbackviews
Roosevelt
memorial
commission. Universal Current Events has
some clever views of the drills in making
merchant seamen for our navy while " Before the Mast" accompanies. Sinograms
goes to Oceandale, Fla., to bring back
some pictures of a new speed boat being
tried out and with the millionaire's

the
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" chauffeur " rising behind on a surf plank.
"G3 rpsy Rondo " is played here, with the
effects accompanying. Kinograms adds a
touch of humor with " Great diving stunts,"
the action being reversed and the people
coming out of the water back to the diving
boards. " Apache Intermezzo " is played.
Now there comes a big series of hearty
laughs with a Happy Hooligan cartoon, " It
Beats the Dutch." First we have the
trumpets imitated and then with the order
" Ready, Aim, Fire," we have the command given in a very shrill voice by some
member of the orchestra. " Parade Militaire," with trumpets and trombones dominating is pla3-ed until the trench scene at
"42 and Broadway " appears and then it
changes to " Isme," with whistle effects as
Happy pulls a crab and fish out of his
clothing. There is a mock call of the
trumpets and the roll of drums as he is
taken before the German officer and then
one of the kid Hooligans ask whether he
was shot at sunrise, and Happy replies that
he overslept, the music becomes " How I
Hate to Get Up in the Morning." Then
he goes on to tell of his later adventures
in the camouflage division and there is a perfect shout as we see the bars he paints on
the played
mule doing
a dance, while
Bet "
is
and xylophone
effects" You
are used.
Then when Happy disguises himself as ?
sausage and the Germans by the score follow him into the detention camp, " That
Moaning Trombone " is played, there being
a special moan when Happy observes, " I
never sausage a thing" and asks how that
is and the kids reply, " That is the wurst."
Kinograms comes back with news pictures showing a Missouri town resorting to
the draft to get a mayor, and here " The
Old Town Pump " gives the rural atmosphere. Gaumont shows pictures of the
Philippine commission who come to ask independence arriving in San Francisco, and
" Philippine Island March " is used. With
Universal Current Events we go to Paris
and see the Queen of Roumania, who is
fighting
" Roumania
played hereBolshevism.
and adds to the
applause." Butis
the big punch comes at the end with the
King and Queen of the Belgians the guests
of Gen. Pershing at a review of the headquarters division. Of course, there are the
heartiest sort of cheers which break out
again and again. " La Brabaconne " is
used
first,through.
with " Hands Across the Sea "
following
With the inner curtains the only setting
and the house lights red, James Harrod
then sings " Dear Old Pal of Mine." As
we saw the show he got a big hand when
the parting curtains revealed him, something unusual.
Then comes the feature, William Russell
in " Brass Buttons," a farce. The unusual
number of forty-two changes of music are
employed here to get the most out of this
offering. Here is a case where three numbers are largely used and their repetition
with different phases of the action give a
swingy effect and put the audience in gay
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good humor. " Dream Kisses " is used at
the screening and then " Eileen " is played
for the Irish policeman, with " Mollie
Dear " following through, and then with the
introduction of the mayor of the Western
town we have the organ carrying a humoresque, and then a numbered selection,
" Pagliacci " is played to action for the
" bad man," with " Shimmee " following
through. " Poppyland " is played with the
title " Lemuel Hollister " and then as young
Hollister calls the policeman to the auto
" Eileen " troduced
is used,
Russian
Rag maid
" infor the with
first "time
as the
shows Hollister the picture of the gunman,
"Jake, the Priest." As Bernice leaves the
house " Forest Whispers " is used with the
theme, " Love Bells," as Hollister sees her.
There is burlesque music as he pretends
to have a fit and then the theme again as
she looks at him. Then with the change
to the park scene the burlesque number is
used again with sandpaper and muted horn
effects and then back again to the theme as
the girl laughs.
" Dance Capriccio " is used as the maid
observes, " So this is the way monsieur
kills his Chinaman," and then with the arrival of the mayor in the city " Sensation "
is played and with the fade-out " Pagliacci,"
then " Sensation " as the mayor tells trie
confidence men why he is there, and then
" Russian Rag " as they speak of Jake.
"Just a Girl" is played as the maid comes
out of the house, and then " Russian Rag "
again as Jake confronts Hollister with the
gun. When the sheriff congratulates him
the chorus of " If He Can Fight Like He
Can Love" is played, and then "Russian
Rag" as Jake is picked up. Then as the
girl begs Hollister to take the job as police
chief of the Western town the theme is
played, quickening into a one-step as he
and the mayor walk away, and then slow
again for the scene on the train.
" Eileen " is played as the real policeman
awakes in the taxicab in the park, and then
the organ plays to action, with a numbered
selection by the orchestra with the arrival
in the Western town. As Hollister jumps
on the bar " Shadowland " is the music, and
then as Hollister goes to the bad man and
looks at his buttons " The Whistler and the
Dog," and then with the job completed,
" This Is the Life." Here there are a lot
of laughs, especially with the whistle effects as Hollister shoots the buttons off the
bad man's vest.
As the telegram is seen the theme comes
in, and then when the policeman sees Hollister we have " Eileen " played once, with
" Molly Dear " following through. As the
girl opens the door for Hollister "First
Love" is used, and then with the discovery that he is not a policeman, the theme.
With the title, " A Modest Hero," " Eileen "
is again used for the policeman, and then
the organ with the title, "A Quiet Wedding." As Jake is seen again " Russian
Rag " is played, and then when the shot is
fired we have Rachmaninoff's " Prelude "
played with oboe lamento and tympany rum-
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Shekels for the Moment Are
up But a Small Part of the Game
T "T7 picked up an out-of-town
\ \ I newspaper today which conYy tained the advertisement of
one of the leading showmen
of the country. The picture that was
being offered hinges on a wrong that
is done by a woman — but a wrong
that is done under the influence of
genuine
But it love.
seems too easy to make her
an innocent who falls for the lure of
the dance halls — to get the sensational into the appeal. And so this
exhibitor, and others, could not resist the temptation. Undoubtedly
the advertisement got the people in
for the day, but it ignored the real
selling points of the picture.
It ignored the things that would
bring them to your theatre for that
day and then leave them so satisfied
that they would come again and
again. And it is the sort of a display that not only keeps a lot of
people away from the theatre but
that works for censorship.
Why appeal to the sensational, especially when the spirit of it is not
in the picture?
ble, and at the end with Jake's explanation
the good old " After the Ball."
Mutt and Jeff in " Subbing for Tom
Mix " wind up the program. There is a
lot of screamingly funny stunt stuff here,
of course burlesqued. " Porcupine Patrol,"
" Daisy Bell " and " Honky Tonky " and a
world of effects are used for the music.
Final organ number is " Toccato," from
Widor's " Fifth Symphony."
Strand

cTA&cvtri

A BRAND new character so far as motion pictures are concerned is being introduced at the Strand theatre this week.
He is " Skinnay " of the celebrated " When
a Feller Needs a Friend " of the Briggs
cartoons which are printed all over the
country. These are stories of real boyhood days and Managing Director Joseph
Plunkett has given the picture a simple, but
catchy musical setting that emphasises the
enjoyment.
Again at the Strand there is a feeling of
spring through the bill and though the
feature is of the more tense character, one
leaves the theatre with the distinct conviction that one has been amused with the
liveliest sort of a show. And that is a
mighty good feeling to have your audience
in — for they go out and talk then and
send others down to form a line before
your box office window
The always welcome " Madame Butterfly " is the overture this week. As this
starts the lights on the stage are red and
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after a few bars they go down to purple
as the curtains part very slowly revealing a
special stage setting. In the immediate
foreground and on either side is a blossoming cherry tree. If these are not real
they are so effective an imitation as to
deceive even one who is seeking to analyze
the intricacies of the presentation There
is a water scene in the foreground and then
a background of more trees and a Japanese
arch effect. Toward the end the lights
come up gradually into daylight, making the
set all the more beautiful.
" Gate City March " is the music for the
opening number of the Strand Topical.
Now selection
there is and
the itrefrain
in " Dixie
in
this
is so timed
as to" be
played when the title is thrown on the
screen showing that these are Pathe pictures of the " Old Hickory Division " being welcomed in Columbia, S. C. Bugle
effects and drums add to the realism of
the pictures which stir the audience to enthusiasm. Current Events shows " Riding
the Blue Streak,"
ventures with an which
ostrichincludes
at the some
farm adat
Jacksonville, Fla. Here the music is " Ostriches." Then come the Pathe pictures
of the sponge fishers, " Les Ailes " being
played. Current Events supplies some interesting scenes of Far Eastern brides arriving at San Francisco to become wives of
Chinese and Japanese already in this country, and how they are identified by their
photographs.
" Chinese
sion "is the fitting
music Wedding ProcesTopics of the Day get their usual number of laughs, especially one saying, " Opera
singers in Moscow get twelve pounds of
flour a night. In Russia this sounds like a
Mary Pickford salary." And another one:
" So far peace is almost as exciting as
war." " Ja Da " is played during these.
Then we go back to the news pictures
again with Pathe pictures of Secretary
Baker the guest at an airship fete at Kelly
Field, San Antonio, where we see scores of
machines in the air doing all sorts of stunts.
Here the music is " Gypsyland." Then come
Pathe views of the work of mustering out
boys of the Twenty-Seventh division at
Camp Upton and a winning, pleasing effect
is given with the music, " All Out of Step
But Jim." Then come Current Events
pictures of the Roumanian queen with
" Roumanian Hymn " played. Pathe then
shows us a number of the notables attracted
by the Paris peace conference including
the head of the Arabs, Gen. Allenby and
Clemenceau, presenting the first view of
him since he was shot, " Cleopatra March "
accompanying. The final punch comes with
the same pictures as used for the same purpose at the Rivoli and the music, too, is
very similar, " La Brabaconne " being
played in honor of the Belgian rulers on
their visit to Gen. Pershing and then with
the title " The headquarters band " turning
into "Chicago Marine March."
" A Wasmanipae Week End " is the
clever Outing-Chester scenic this week. It
shows some pictures of fishing at Sturgeon
Island, shooting rapids, Hudson Bay trad-
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ers and Indian women. The music is carried on the organ and the effects are realistic.
Then comes a mighty clever Bray cartoon, "Bobby Bumps' Lucky Day," which
illustrates bis narrow escapes from the Indians with the assistance of the dog.
" Dance of the Debutantes " is played until the scene where Bobby grabs the Indian
feathers and there the orchestra swings
into " Hindustan " to the finish.
Malcolm McEarchern, basso, then sings
" Three for Jack," and as an encore, " A
Chip of the Old Block," most effectively.
Then comes the feature, John Barrymore in " The Test of Honor." " Scenes
Rustique " is played once through at screening, and then " Reverie " follows until the
scene at the trap shooting when we have
" Woodland Inn," without intro, until the
couple go into the lounge room and here
" Manon Lescaut " until the moment when
the husband enters and here we get an impressive effect with the orchestra tacet, and
then we have only a tympany rumble during the fight with the orchestra again tacet
as the man lies on the floor. This arrangement adds to much to the power of the
scenes that one could hear members of the
audience catching their • breath. " Lamento " is then played to the scene with
the coroner's jury, where the organ takes
up the music for eight minutes.
At the title, " The only change the
years," where we see the girl playing the
violin, we have a violin solo played to action
and then the organ continues until the title,
" A few days after Martin's return."
Then we have " Thais " as a violin solo,
and " Without revealing his motive " brings
an expressive adagio played once, and then
" Romance " until the title, " Through introductions forced from Ruth," where
we have the 'cello and piano playing
" Liebstraume," until the girl enters with
the violin. Here for her solo we have
" Souvenir " on piano and violin played to
action until the spectators are seen applauding, and here the organ comes in
again playing for twelve minutes except
with the title, " After dinner that night,"
when we have the piano alone playing,
" Yankee Boys" With the title, " Have
you one of your headaches?" the orchestra comes back with " Jewels of the Madonna " until the scene where Martin is
stretched on the couch, and again there is
the piano alone, this time playing " In Her
Little Blue Bonnet." As doctor enters the
room there is a dramatic tension used and
when Ruth asks about the headache we
have " Fedora," and for the final scene between Martin and the girl " I Love You
Truly."
There is a beautiful setting for the vocal numher that follows, Lona Laska, the
Alaskan soprano, singing " By the Waters
of the Minnetonka " and " From the Land
of
the Sky costume
Blue Water."
Thea girl
seena
in Indian
sitting at
fire is
with
kettle hanging from a tripod and a fire
burning. With the Maxfield Parrish blue
there is the effect of the mountain top,
the hlue sky and the water in the distance
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We sat
of rren
the ce:
adTHIS
vertising manager of a theatre.
It was noon and the general
manager came in with a copy of the
afternoon paper in his hand. There
was a half page display there and
the manager was boiling.
" Have you gone crazy? " What
are you doing? Where do you ever
think that we'll get this money
back? " And then there were
a few other things until the manager couldn't talk any more.
With that the advertising man explained that he thought the manager
was ill and that the business manager of the local paper had persuaded
him to try advertising on a basis of
the additional profit on the picture.
The theatre advertising man knew
that he had a real picture and he
was willing to take that much of a
chance.
That evening the writer visited the
theatre. The manager had evidently
forgottenheardthat
the writer hadforoverthe conversation,
he
proudly pointed to the line in front
of the theatre, " That half page cost
me a lot," he explained, " but it pays
that he stopped counting the
to After
advertise."
cost — but paid attention to the

profits.
with the moon rising. It is one of the most
delightful sets that have been shown at the
Strand.
Then comes that wonderfully human
comedy,
A S'prisedoParty
Everything,"
and we "certainly
get a'n lot
of laugh
with " Skinnay " and his little friends.
Every one from smallest to oldest enjoyed
this, and there was a burst of applause
such as few features ever received.
" Danse Miniatures, No. 1," is played until the scene where the boys choose up, and
then we have " Take Me Out to the Ball
Game," played twice through, followed by
" Doodle, Dee Dum." Then with the title,
' S'prise, S'prise," we have " Children's
Games," " Wooing Hour," and " Come
Along to Toytown," following through.
You could not ask a more pleasing score.
" Marche la Flambeaux " is the organ
solo.

THERE is a lot of comedy in the bill
at the Rialto this week and at the
same time there is a character of music of
the higher class that will appeal to the most
appreciative. And if all exhibitors would
try to give the comedy elements of their
program as much attention as they get
from Dr. Riesenfeld there would be less
complaint about the quality of them, for
there isn't the slightest doubt in our mind
that the music is even more essential to
the comedy than to the feature, if there
must be a comparison.

T^rodramS

" Les Preludes " is the brilliant overture and this is played with the lights gold,
being followed by one of the clever Robert
Bruce scenics released by Educational,
" Before Breakfast." There are some wonderful shots here and the scenery is so
beautiful that one looking upon them before breakfast would be likely to forget
hunger in one's admiration. Mr. Bruce
has achieved the registering of these views
to a perfection that one forgets the screen
is
forthere.
these. " Tschaikowsky Valse " is played
Now note the way that this high class
music is carried through even to the third
number for this is Sadcha Fidelman, violinist, playing Tschaikowsky's " Canzonetta" .with the lights of the house all blue.
Production Manager Joseph LaRose
must have been a very busy man picking
the subjects for the Rialto and Rivoli magazines this week, for he has a wide variety
6i them. At the Rialto it starts with Kinogram pictures of the welcome of the Old
Hickory Division at Columbia, S. C, which
are similar to those at the Strand. They
are followed by the Pathe pictures of the
boys of the Twenty-seventh being mustered
out. The music starts with the first part
of " The Last Stand " and then there follows through " Dixie " played twice and
then " For the Nation's Honor." Then
come the Current Events ostrich pictures,
" The Virginia Skedaddle " used. Kinograms gives us pictures of lowering the
flag on the battleship Iowa as she goes out
of commission and then we have "High
School Cadets " and a trumpet call as the
flag comes down. Following are Pathe
pictures of the flying at Kelly Field, with
" Lance and Shield," until the airships are
seen flying and then the orchestra fades
out for effects.
Then comes some mighty interesting
pictures of scenes in Germany after the
armistice and there could be nothing more
effective in the way of music than " March
to the Gallows," which is used. We get a
good laugh then with the second of the
series of the " Sayings of Moisha Toplitsky " and here " Jewish Melody No. 2 "
is used. The final punch shows Gen. Allenby reviewing his victorious troops at
Alexandria, Egypt, and the Britishers get
a great hand as they march to the music
of Ann
" Queen
of Sheba."
Rosner,
Martin Brefel and Emanuel
List make a wonderful hit with their rendering of the trio from " Faust." There is
a special setting used here that adds much
to the effect.
Then comes Dorothy Gish in " Peppy
Polly," a picture with lots of laughs in it.
Friml's " Adieu ' is the theme used to
mighty good effect. There is some especially arranged music at the screening and
then "Dialogue," and with the title " Born
on the Seventeenth " we have " Wearing of
the Green " without intro, and then " Come
Back to Erin " following through. With
the title " In the Next Room " " Melancolie " is used and then at the title " Cheer
Up " Friml's " In Love " is introduced.
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Then we have another special arrangement,
and with the title "Polly Starts Out,"
" Speed Her Up " is played, changing to
" Serenade " with " The Great Connecting
Line," followed by a numbered selection
with " Yester Thoughts " as the donor
draws his own conclusions. "Le Loudon "
is used for the self-appointed committee,
and then " Valse Triste " with " The Same
Old Story," and then the organ takes up
the music. Where the doctor is seen entering the girl's cell " Adieu " is played
as a cello solo, and when they embrace as
a violin solo, a delightful arrangement.
As they are surprised by the committee
there is an intermezzo, then a numbered
selection, and then with her escape from
the ice room " Ghost of Saxaphone." The
theme is brought in at the end.
Rialto orchestra then plays " The Dollar
Princess," and there is riotous Larry
Semon comedy, " Well, I'll be ." It
opens with a western allegro, then " Polo
Rag " and " How I Hate to Get Up in the
Morning " as the sheriff wakes, then " Yah
de Dah," another western selection, " The
Call of the Cozy Little Home," " High
Sine " and " He's a Jolly Good Fellow,"
with the title " Drink Hearty," and when
the girl sits down with him, " Yi I Addy
I," and then with the reference to prohibition we have Chopin's " Funeral March."
Later, with the title " Don't Never Offer
Me Any Liquor " we have Tosti's " Goodbye," and after this come " Zephyr," " Sinbad," " Ghost Dance," " Caroline Fox
Trot," a mysterioso, " Love Me and the
World is Mine," " Saddle Back " and " Go
On You're Only Fooling." The comedy
gets a great reception.
Francois Dubois " Allegro con Spirito " is
the organ number.
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IN his lobby and through his program this
week M. Kashin, managing director of
the Broadway is following one of the
maxims of Newton : " For every action
there is a reaction." This is understood
better when it is said that the feature, Monroe Salisbury in "The Blinding Trail " is
a very tense picture and the reaction is
offered by one of the Charles Chaplin revivals. In the lobby this idea is carried out
by displaying the name of the feature on
one side and " Chaplin Revival " on the
•other, with heads of the two stars in the
center and the quotation from Newton below.
" Mignon " is the overture and this is
played splendidly by the orchestra under
the direction of James C. Bradford with
the pit flooded with blue and the rest of
the house in darkness. Then follows the
Broadway Topical Digest opening with pictures of " The Fighting Sixty-Ninth " and
here we have " Boys of Tipperary " used
as the music. " The Emerald Isle " is
played with pictures of the Irish envoys
asking for a hearing. Then follow the pictures of the visit of the Roumanian queen

Picture

News

Mission theatre, Seattle, Wash., got a wonderfully effective lobby display in a simple
manner by outlining the title with a lariat and using the name of Harry Carey and his
picture in the two nooses
to Paris to fight Bolshevism while " Gallant Serbia " is played. " In a Chinese Tearoom "is played for the arrival of the Far
Eastern Vrides and then " Buin' the
Blues " for " Have you a little gater in
your home?" Then there are pictures of
Gen. Pershing bidding farewell to the Rainbow division on German soil and here
" New Colonial March " is played. " Anchor and Star " march is used for the visit
of the Belgian rulers and then at the end
for the cartoon pictures "Give Him a
Solid Foundation " we have " We Don't
Want the Current
Bacon." Events
All these
pictures are
Universal
or International.
" Topics of the Day " follow and then
we have one of the funny Lyons and Moran
comedies, " State Room Secrets."
Now the reaction theory stars in on the
program. We have Harry Thomas, the
Biltmore pianist, rendering " The Old and
the New," a clever arrangement of the old
and new style of music, a series of contrasts that certainly bears out the theory.
The piano is well back of the stage with
an amber spot light upon the performer.
Now we get Charlie Chaplin in " The
Bank." Here the musical selections used
are " Razz Berries," " Harry Fox Trot,"
" Don't Cry, Frenchy, Don't Cry," " Tombonious," " Rainy Day Blues," " Cheer Up,
Father, Cheer Up, Mother," " Belinda,"
" Everything," " Bengal Days " and " Oh,
Now Behave."
that the contrast may stand out all
Susie,
the greater there is no musical number
separating the feature from the comedy, but
we jump right from the laughter into the
serious drama. It certainly has the effect
of making it all the more gripping after
one has just laughed one'sself sick.
" Ballet Suite " by Mottl is played at
the screening and this is followed by " Under the Stars
withscene
the question
McKenzie.
At "the
where about
he leaves
Helen " I Was So Young " is used and then
with the title " Inter Sports " we get Or-

lob's " Waiting." At the scene where Jim
is injured the prelude from "Eva" is
played and then with the title " The shock "
we have " Yesterthoughts " with the theme,
Hebert's " Sweethearts " played as the sisters enter the room. Then when the sister reenters the cabin there is " The Baker's
Boy" played, followed with "Pizzicato
Bluette " as Adele leaves and then with
the title " When McKenzie " we have Schuman's " Traumerie."
There is a pretty touch of music brought
in with the coming of winter again where
" Mighty Lak a Rose " is used, followed
by " For You a Rose " with the title " In
anticipation." While Jim is seen sitting
at the Table " Norwegian Folk Song " is
played and with the announcement that
it's a boy " In the Village " is used. As
we see Adele in bed with the baby " Sing
Me To Sleep " gives a beautiful touch.
Then with the announcement that the doctors could do nothing " Over the Waters "
and with the title " I think I could tell
you," Bartlett's " A Love Song." With
" Business " we have " Frills and Furbelows " and then as Jim enters the boudoir
Baron's " Indian Legend."
The theme comes back again with
" You're a wonderful woman " and then as
Adele comes down the staircase "Naids
Idyll " is played, then with " would you
mind " we get Mendelssohn's " Athalia "
and then an agitato as the fight starts followed by " Adrienne Lecouver " for " My
baby " and then the theme brought in at
the end with the title " In Springtime."
Nevin's " The Gondoliers " is the organ
solo.
Don't Fail to Start New
Series of Advertising
Articles on Page 2455
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Harold B. Franklin's Welcome Home to the Buffalo troops. The whole orchestra played at the top of the porte cochere as they marched
by. At right one of his setting acknowledging their heroism
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Will Really Benefit Them
turn
Page 2451,
on the
ed
missand
youring
tracted widespread comment. Referring to
IFappea
one
It isment
it. unce
read anno
now
back
USE of " double trucks " or two pages
the
lack
of
outer
wear
which
marked
the
of the biggest steps forward that
side by side in a newspaper and getting the cooperation of merchants is not
savages' mode of living, Wolff's called attheaidExhib
taken
beenBure
has ce
au forby the
show-'
of itors
Servi
tention to the fact that the Islanders eviparticularly new and if the exhibitor tries
men everywhere.
to work the plan too often he is likely to
dently had never heard of Wolff's, or they
Then when you have finished this
would have been won over to the Ameriget the merchants of the city to thinkturn and read Mr. Bell's article on
can fashions, so clean-cut were the goods
ing that he is trying to get something for
Page 2455 about his policies of adhe offered for sale.
nothing.
vertising. This is the first of a series and you will get here week by
It was only a two-column ad, about ten
When you get a picture that has a particweek
the
views
of the leaders of the
inches deep, but the wisdom of its inserular appeal to women or to men, and therecountry. It is a real symposium of
tion was more than borne out by the. many
fore the chance is presented the merchant
the best ideas.
to cooperate and get real benefit, the matcompliments paid Wolff's advertising man
When you have finished there you
for
being
on
the
job
and
taking
immediate
ter should be taken up with the advertisewill
note in " Your Ideas and Ours "
ing department of one of your papers
advantage of one of the biggest amusewe have
gone you.
still further in our efment attractions ever offered in Kansas
forts to help
and the plan worked through it. Then
you have the benefit of the solicitor going
If there is anything further we can
City. And it might be added, the advertising did not detract from the attendance
to the merchant to sell a concrete proposido, just LET US KNOW.
tion instead of putting yourself in the atti- at the "Cannibals " show.
tude of asking a favor.
For instance " What a Woman Wants "
"WHAT Featuring
EVERYBeautiful
WOMAN
WANTS'
offered a particular opportunity to appeal
Grace Donnond
to the fair sex and the Washington TheaTHE WASHING
tre, Dallas, Texas, took advantage of that
THEATER ~l
fact and enlisted the assistance of the
Times-Star with the result that the double
page spread carried the announcement of
the picture of twenty-one business firms,
the theatre itself not paying for a line of
Ul LUBBER CGMPAKY
WA.OHMSX&
the space, though every one of the displays
Boren-Stewort'e
Foca Products
carried the sentence " What Every Woman
»ToLaundry
Wants."
Patronlio
The entire theme of " What Every Woman Wants " centers about her great love
Yates Laundry Co.
for beautiful clothes. It should not be a
IP
What
Every
Woman
Wo
nit
What Every Woman Wanta
What Every Woman Wontsdifficult matter for any exhibitor showing
such pictures to interest his leading dry
goods merchant in advertising in connection with this attraction.
est::
Recently, when Martin Johnson's " CanThe Dallas Gas Company
R. L. Cameron Automobile Co.
nibals of the South Seas " was exhibited
in Kansas City, Wolff's, a clothing house,
keenly awake to the interest in the picture, inserted an advertisement which atHow Dallas Merchants Advertised "What Every Woman Wants"
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Motion Pictures, Moral Force
in the Community

PROGRAMME

THEthe past
progress
of thehascinemagraphic
art during
ten years
been remarkable.
The
motion picture theatre of to-day has been
handicapped
by
its
ancestry.
The
dark
hole-in-thewall nickleodean is no more. In its place is the
modem'motion picture theatre— light, sanitary and
wholesome.
But among some people there still remains the
ancient
against the The" movies."
This
due
to ofprejudice
a to-day
misapprehension.
pictureis
theatre
has made
prohibitionmotion
practicable.
Itman—
has provided
a
place
of
amusement
for
the
working
place whereThe hewellcanregulated
afford tomotion
take hispicture
wife
and hisa kiddies.
theatre
to-day is one of the big moral forces of the
community.
In presentingInstitutes
" LittleofWomen
tothethewriter
membershopesof
the
Alberta,"under
that Women's
somehensionwho
a misapprewil notemightthe otherwise
wonderful bestrides
made
by the
cenemi-raphic
produceim" Little Wajncn art.
" on theTenscreenyearswouldagohaveto been
possible. is merely one example of the " Better
ClassAnd" of this
pictures of the present day.
Yours cordially.

Special Screening of

Wo men
A Paramount Ark re. Special

WEDNESDAY MORNING,
1919 MARCH I2tk

Given in honor WOMEN
of VotingINSTITUTES
Dclcgaia w OFFourth
Annual Convention of
ALBERTA.

(J

Manager Allen Theatre.

Front and back covers of special program issued by Allen theatre, Calgary
Canadian

Manager

Puts

Over

Real

Constructive

Plan in Showing Feature to Women of Province
JOE F. PRICE, manager of the Allen hearing high class music in a motion pictheatre, Calgary, Alberta, is a motion
ture house and this made a great imprespicture man who believes that there is sion.
Now as to the results on this showing on
something more than today in this business. He has just shown an example of the public : The Thursday business showed
building for the future that is bound to an increase of $50 over Wednesday and on
pay any house and to lift pictures to a the third day, Friday, there was an addihigher plane and a more general appeal.
tional $100 picked up — something almost
unheard of in Calgary.
In March the Women's Institutes of AlHere is another case where Mr. Price
berta held their fifth annual meeting in
showed his showmanship. Under the headCalgary. Now Alberta is an immense province and the delegates came from all secing "Alotion Pictures Moral Force in the
tions of it, many of them being people who
Community," he devoted the last page of
the program to this signed statement :
-were out of reach of the Allen theatre
although there are two other Allen theatres
"The progress of the cinemagraphic art
in Edmonton, the same province. But
during the past ten years has been remarkthe main object of this was to attract atable. The motion picture theatre of today has been handicapped by its ancestry.
tention to the theatre locally and this was
done.
The dark hole-in-the-wall nickleodeon is
Two months before the convention Mr.
no more. In its place is the modern moPrice got in touch with the arrangements
tion picture theatre — light, sanitary and
committee and invited the convention to wholesome.
" But among some people there still reattend a special performance of " Little
mains the ancient prejudice against the
Women." Understand, he did not simply
invite them to come around and see the
'movies.' This is due to a misapprehension. The motion picture theatre of today
picture but he offered to show it at any
hour during the week that the committee
has made prohibition practicable. It has
should select and to the delegates to the provided a place of amusement for the
working man — a place where he can afford
Women's Institutes convention only. This
to take his wife and his kiddies. The v^ell
was arranged for 11 a. m. Wednesday and
made a part of the printed program of the regulated motion picture theatre today is
convention.
munity.
one of the big moral forces of the comFor his showing Mr. Price had special
programs printed, the front and back cov" In presenting 'Little Women ' to the
ers of which are shown. The inside pages
members of the Women's Institutes of Alincluded a scene from the play and the
berta, the writer hopes that some who
might otherwise be under a misapprehencast. Sharply at eleven o'clock the thousion will note the wonderful strides made
sand or more delegates appeared at the
theatre where arrangements had been made
by the cinemagraphic art. Ten years ago
for their reception. A special musical proto produce ' Little Women ' on the screen
gram was arranged for the occasion. Many
would
impossible."
That have
this been
was read
by the delegates is
of the delegates were unaccustomed to

STAR

Picture

DO

News

MOVE

Newspaper that Ignored Pictures Now Way
Turns the
Other

hibitors of Kansas City, Mo.,
exonede for
RE foranoth
SCOand
the ercrusa
for the
co-operation between newspapers
and exhibitors that originated with
and has continued with the MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
You will remember that we told
you in the review of the situation in
Kansas City that the Star, one of the
leading papers of the country, had
arbitrary rules on how a motion
picture house could advertise, and
that they gave absolutely no news
co-operation.
A few weeks later we printed another story, showing the change that
had come about, and the resulting
increase in advertising. Then the
newspaper was printing some motion picture news matter and short
synopses
of the
the firstrun houses.
Thatfeatures
was a atmighty
big
step forward for the Star.
Now comes to us a voluntary twothirds of a column review of a picture being shown at the Doric theatre. It was unsolicited. It means a
lot to Kansas City. You know the
old war-time negro story about " De
sun do stitute
move."
the Star. Now we beg to sub-

shown by the letter from the superintendent
of the institutes received by Mr. Price after
the showing. After expressing the great
pleasure of the delegates the letter said:
" More people have spoken about their
enjoyment of this photoplay than any feature of our convention program. I believe
that in addition to providing entertainment
for the country women who were there you
have accomplished an even greater thing —
you have placed before the people of Almean. berta an idea of what ' good pictures ' really
" On your program you mentioned something about there being a certain prejudice
against motion pictures. Your presentation of ' Little Women ' has done more to
remove this feeling than anything else that
hasLet's
everhave
beensome
done."
more CONSTRUCTIVE
MISSIONARY WORK like that of Mr.
Price. It will not only pay the theatre
that does it, but it is bound to have its
effect on the general public and the whole
industry.

Saenger
Company
Adds Two
More Theatres to Chain
Saenger Amusement Company, New Orleans, which controls forty-five theatres in
five states, has just announced the purchase
of the Rapids Opera House in Alexandria,
La., for $75,000. The corporation already
owned the Saenger theatre in that city.
The Amuzu theatre, owned and operated
by Suddath and Levy, has also been affiliated with the Saenger Circuit.
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Four

Directors for Sunshine Comedies
Announcement that Frank Griffin has
joined the ranks of directors, making Fox
Sunshine Comedies at Hollywood, is regarded as added evidence of the increased
production which William Fox has planned
for these pictures. The acquisition of
Griffin, who is one of the best known comedy directors on the Pacific Coast, makes
a total of four directors now at work on
the Sunshine lot. The others are Jack
Blysone, Fred Fishback and Hampton Del
Ruth — all three of whom have established
reputations for producing comedies that
are crammed with hilarity.
It is stated by the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation that
the Fox Sunshine Comedies have a wider
distribution than any other two-reel subjects in the Industry.
Select Ships Prints of
" Bolshevism "
First-run showings of Select Picture's
big Special attraction, " Bolshevism on
Trial," will now be announced very shortly
as shipment of prints is well under way.
During the last few days prints of this
timely subject have been shipped to Select
branches at Boston, Seattle, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Buffalo and Detroit, and
Select officials expect that the end of the
current week will have placed every Select
branch manager in possession of at least
one print of this eagerly awaited big
Special.
The photoplay has been somewhat reduced in length and is now presented in
six reels. Striking illustrated titles have
been incorporated and give an added
attraction to the picture.

" Tiger's Trail " Begins
The Pathe Program for April 20 is
notable for the beginning of the new Pathe
serial, " The Tiger's Trail," starring Ruth
Roland with George Larkin ; and " The
Sawdust Doll," a five part feature starring
Baby Marie Osborne.
The first episode of the serial entitled
" The Tiger Worshippers " shows the
theme of the story — the theft of a mystic
tiger idol from a temple of the Tiger Worshippers in India, the wealth it brings to
its possessor, the efforts of the Hindus to
regain their idol and the fight of the heroine, Belle Boyd, to obtain her rights in the
fortune of her guardian.
" The Tiger's Trail " was written by
Arthur B. Reeve and Charles A. Logue.
The scenario was written by Gilson Willets.

Franchise
United
the
Approves
On March 29, United reports, Mr.
Exhibitor Frankel Buys Two AddiFrankel called at the home office of United
tional Shares of Stock After
and signed a new stock franchise contract.
Expressing
Satisfaction at
Mr. Frankel allowed that he was paying
Box Office Returns
United less rental than he was paying
other companies, whose productions have
not proved as successful financially to him.
On behalf of his company, United asserts,
Mr. Frankel purchased two additional
shares of United stock and under the new
contract the Rialto is entitled to play each
United production four days. Although
Mr. Frankel's classification with United
was raised under the new contract from
1-20 to 1-17 of 1 per cent, so well satisfied,
it is said, is Mr. Frankel with released
United productions and so confident of
United's success that on behalf of his company he is stated to have thanked United
for the opportunity of securing the two
additional shares of United stock.
" I consider this franchise the most valuable one our iscompany
ever obtained,"
Mr. Frankel
reported has
to have
said upon

Kitty Gordon is the Principal Player in " Playthings of Passion," United Picture
A RECENT advertisement of United
Picture Theatres of America, Inc., carried a statement which, it is said, has
proved of interest to all exhibitors, based
as it was, United pointed out, upon a concrete example of an exhibitor. The exhibitor is A. Frankel, president of the
Hawkeye Amusement Company, owners of
the Rialto Theatre at Des Moines, la.
Last fall, United reports, Mr. Frankel
signed a stock franchise contract with
United, calling for two shares of United
stock which provided two playing days for
each United production, as a percentage
classification of 1-20 of 1 per cent of the
cost of such production. In actual rentals,
this percentage of total production and distribution cost amounted to $42.50 per day
for each Dustin Farnum production, $41
per day for each Florence Reed production
and $37 per day for each Kitty Gordon
production.
The Rialto Theatre, it is said, played
Dustin Farnum in the Light of Western
Stars to capacity business, as was also
the case with Kitty Gordon in Adele —
The Nurse's Story. Each of these productions was played for four days. This
was not in accordance with the Rialto contract, but was allowed by United in order
that the Rialto Theatre might be thoroughly
convinced of the drawing power of United
productions.

signing his new contract.
United's classification of rentals, made,
it is said, after careful analysis of generally
prevailing rentals throughout the country,
is based upon the calculation that 2,300
theatres suffice in rentals to pay the total
cost of a United production. On March
29 the number of theatres contracted,
United asserts, was 2,195.
Announces Mitchell Lewis
Feature
Another big seven reel Mitchell Lewis
picture for state right buyers has been
announced by President W. E. Shallenberger of the Arrow Film Corporation. As
yet the title for this picture has not been
decided upon. The working title was
" Glittering Gold," which title may be retained.
The story deals with two partners who
are mining for gold and who, after many
years
of toil,
strike
dirt."Laurence
It is a
big story
handled
in a" pay
big way.
Trimble directed and adapted the story
from a story by M. A. Miller.
Most of the scene wsere taken in the
Cascade' Mountains, near Spokane, Washington.
Chester Man in Peru
One of the Outing-Chester cameramen is
in South America. W. O. Runcie cabled
the home offices in New York that he had
arrived in Lima, Peru.
He is headed for new camera country,
and carrying film enough to serve him
through a long campaign far from transportation connections with New York.
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"Elmo,
the
Mighty
,"
New
Serial
Universal Announces
Permanent
Title
of Forthcoming Serial, Starring
Elmo Lincoln
THE new Universal serial starring Elmo
Lincoln will be released in July to follow the current Marie Walcamp serial,
" The Red Glove."
" Elmo, the Mighty," is the permanent
title selected for the new serial, and it features not only Elmo Lincoln, but also Grace
Cunard.
Mr. Lincoln is well known because of
his portrayals of the " Two-Sword Man,"
in D. W. Griffith's spectacle, " Intolerance,"
as the blacksmith of Louvain in " The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin " and as Tarzan in " Tarzan of the Apes " and " The
Romance of Tarzan." Mr. Lincoln is often
termed the American Maciste, because of
his great strength and physique.
In the new Universal serial Mr. Lincoln is said to not only display his great
strength to the best advantage, but to do
some dramatic acting, the like of which
has never been seen on the screen before.
Halin Hodes,
who takes
Jack Cohn's
duties
the Universal
Newsup service
department
He is cast as Capt. Howard Armstrong, a
forest ranger.
at Universal City, has directed the new serial, and the film story has been adapted
Miss Cunard has been starred in a number of successful serials and features. She
from an idea developed by Joe Brandt and
Julius Stern.
was featured in " The Broken Coin,"
Many of the scenes for the new serial
"Peg o' the Ring," "The Purple Mask,"
were photographed in the heavily-wooded
and was recently seen in a Universal Spemountain regions of Northeastern Calicial attraction, " After the War."
fornia.
In " Elmo, the Mighty," Miss Cunard
Work of producing a majority of the epiis
cast
as
Lucile
Gray,
Capt.
Armstrong's
sodes of the serial has been completed, and
sweetheart. Prominent in support of the
Director McRae hopes to have the prostars of the serial are such well-known
duction entirely finished several weeks
screen players as Ivor McFadden, who is
seen as Rawden; Frederick Starr, cast as
prior to release date. To aid in the exploitation ofthe serial, the Universal pubSteve Blighton ; Rex De Roselli, as Granlicity and advertising forces are working
ville Sear; Virginia Craft, as Mrs. Armstrong; Chai Hong is seen as Wong, a overtime on a special campaign book and
advertising campaign for the benefit of
Chinese servant ; W. A. Orlamond, as
Richard Gray. Madge Hunt and James
exhibitors, and it is expected that a newspaper publicity campaign will also be
Cole also have prominent parts in the production.
launched shortly to acquaint the public
with the serial.
Henry McRae, former studios manager

More States Sold on "Tempest and Sunshine"
ley Circuit of Philadelphia took the first
IN, of the Mid-West
H WETSTE
RALP
hundred days, and that in rapid succession
s Exchange at Milwaukee, has
Feature
the following circuits booked the producbought the Wisconsin rights on " Temption ;Chamberlain, Comerford and Jack
est and Sunshine," the J Frank Hatch
Meyers.
adaption of Mary J. Holmes' novel,
screen
six reels.
in
" Mary J. Holmes is the author of more
than twenty novels that have attained a
Missouri and Kansas rights on the production have just been sold to Richards
tremendous circulation," declared Mr.
and Flynn, of Kansas City. It is reported
Hatch. " I firmly believe that nearly half
that Rubin and Finkelstein, who own a the population of the United States has
either read the book or seen the play.
chain of houses in the Twin Cities, are
negotiating for the Minnesota rights.
" The very title, ' Tempest and SunJ. Frank Hatch, with headquarters and
shine,' iswarranted to bring them into the
theatre, and the film is truly an excellent
theatres in Newark, and operating an exchange there as well as in Philadelphia,
production
of real
merit witha astriking
real cast."
For special
exploitation,
press
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Cincinnati, is the
sheet containing innumerable aids for the
owner of the negative and World rights
exhibitors, has been prepared.
on " Tempest and Sunshine," and can be
reached in New York City at 912 Longacre Building.
Doo-Lee Film Gets West
More than half of the territory has now
All rights in the State of New York
been sold, as it went very quick after many
north of Albany for the Billy West Comof the big Eastern circuits booked it at
edies have been acquired by the Doo-Lee
Film Company, Inc., of Syracuse.
first sight. Mr. Hatch states that the Stan-

Picture
Husbands'

News
Comes

Mutualthat
Afrom
social Exhibitors'
drama with an atmosphere
savors of modernism has been produced by
the National Film Corporation with Henry
B. Walthall in the leading role, under the
title of "Modern Husbands," for release by
Robertson-Cole Co. through Exhibitors
Mutual.
" Modern Husbands " is said to get far
away from the path followed by Walthall's
present starring film, " The Long Lane's
Turning," being purely a domestic drama
in which the lives of two couples are linked
by the inconsistencies of the husbands and
the " oversights " of the wives.
The lounge lizard, who once more is regaining the lofty position he attained in
society before the draft came and carried
him off receives a scathing denunciation in
" Modern Husbands."
Clare DuBrey and Ethel Fleming have
been accorded the roles of the wives.
Metro

Feature

Will

Show

" Mother Goose Ball "
What is described as one of the decidedly
novel and spectacular incidents in Hale
Hamilton's new starring vehicle, " After
His Own Heart," now being produced at
the Metro studios at Hollywood, is a
" Mother Goose Ball," showing society at
play.
In staging this big scene, Maxwell
Karger, Director General, who is personally supervising the work of Harry L.
Franklin, Hamilton's director, enlisted the
services of more than three hundred extra
people.
Olive Thomas Release
" The Follies Girl " is announced as
Triangle's special release for the week of
April 27. This is the second of the 1919
series of four special productions of this
organization presenting Olive Thomas, the
first of leased
the March
series,
30. " Toton," having been re-

William Farnum is star of " Wolves of the
Night," Fox Production
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Special

Mae

Murray

IF you have booked this picture, you
want to place your main reliance on the
heart appeal and the charm of the role in
which Mae Murray appears. The title and
the auction block idea supply a good punch
to get the eye, but we would go very much
further into it than that for the attempted
sale of the orphan is only an incident that
helps toward the climax.
This is a story of the North Woods, but
it is unfortunate that most of the stories
which are laid there deal with mining
camps, dance halls and bloody fights. This
is an impression that is to distinctly be
avoided here, for there are just the opposite
elements working to make this picture liked
by your audiences. True, there is a fight,
but this, again, is incidental to the grip on
the heart.
There is a strong vein of comedy running through the picture and this should
be brought out in your selling talks, while
the illustrations should be largely those cf
Miss Murray wearing the boyish costume
in which she appears throughout the picture. Then proceed to sell the character
that she plays, by making it so appealing
that all will want to see her. Call Miss
Murray :
" The spring violet of the North
Woods."
AJL the charm of the story should be
carried into the advertising and you
should get into the spirit of it before you
try to write j-our displays : Betty Yarnell
is known to the people of the village on
the Lake of Healing Waters as " that brat
of the Yarnells. " Her father had been the
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schoolmaster in the village until drink
ruined him and now he has returned to a
cabin along the river, no ambition left but
to consume liquor. Although he is the
father in little more than name his being
alive saves her from the queer custom of
the country- which says that all orphans
must be sold on the auction block to premunity.vent them becoming a charge to the comSo " the brat " is budding into young
womanhood as the story opens, a half wild
creature but writh a strong motherly instinct as the care of her sodden father
whom she rescues from the village saloon
time and again and another incident shows.
On one of her trips through the woods she
encounters a shepherder who is about to
kill a lamb that has been injured She begs
for it and then flags the " Betsy Ann " an
old-fashioned lumber train, taking a seat on
the cowcatcher with her lamb in her arms.
" My lamb is sick and I gotta git it home
or it'll die," she tells the astonished engineer.
ABXER GRIMP runs the village store
and sells liquor there which he obtains
through unlawful training and it is there
that the brat goes to bring her father home.
Grimp looks with covetous eyes on the girl
who is beautiful in her ragged garb, but
she repulses him and drags her father to
the boat to row him home.
But here we see Gimp laying the plot to
obtain possession of the girl by getting her
father further in debt to him for liquor and
then forcing him to sign a paper turning
the girl overdianship. Ito
whiskey dealer's
guar-at
n thethemeantime,
once more

I

Bid?"

home the old man, in order to be able to
get liquor pretends to have a fit and the
girl consults the hand}' almanac which prescribes liquor as a cure in such cases. So
she gets the jug and hastens to Grimp for
liquor.
In the meantime The Stranger has arrived in the little community and when
Grimp demands a kiss for the liquor and
is repulsed the stranger interferes and pays
for the liquor and then starts to escort her
home. As he stands with his hat in his
hand, she asks :
"What d'ye hold your hat fer. This
ain't no church."
They become friends and gradually The
Stranger teaches her that young ladies
don't swear. " I ain't no lady — I'm a
scum" she says at first, but she begins to
learn.

GRIMP finally induces the old man by
tempting him with liquor to sign the
guardianship of the girl to him and then
one day while the old man is drunk in his
cabin the whiskey seller and his Indian
whiskey runner come to claim the girl. But
and there is a terThe Stranger appears
rible fight in which The Stranger is badly
hurt, though the girl drives the pair away
diswith a rifle, but not before Grimp has The
covered abadge which proclaims that
Stranger is a revenue agent seeking the
illicit whiskey sellers. Yarnell accompanies
their flight and later dies as the
pairofin his
the
result
drinking.
of the Yarafter dayover"that
Davnells " watches
Stranger, but he
The brat
she
untilbroth
timelamb
all thethat
growin
is
the almanac
rs gin weaker
discove

At the left, " That Brat of the Yarnells" in the grip of Grimp, the liquor dealer, in the center, a convincing pose of Miss Murray, and
at left she and her sweetheart confront his father and former fiance
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At the left, scene after the girl had buried the wool of the lamb, and in the center the girl and the young revenue agent. Either of these
will make good displays for advertisement or use in the news columns. At the right, scene zvhen she finds her father in the saloon.
is the most nourishing thing for invalids.
Until The Stranger came the lamb had
been the only thing she had really loved,
but now she does not hesitate to make the
sacrifice. From that time he begins to
gain strength.
But in the meantime the father of Ralph
McGibbon (The Stranger) has become
alarmed because of failure to hear from
him and with Ralph's fiancee comes to seek
him. On the same train arrive two other
men. Presence of Ralph at the home of
the girl has become a scandal in the little
village and there the elder McGibbon is
told of the case, but in far from truthful
words.
CONFRONTED with his father and his
fiancee, Ra.'^h refuses to give up the
brat, and even when the fiance turns to
the girl with " Do you realize that he and
I are to be married?" she answers with
" Aw, you're f oolin' me. " ' Ralph declares
that at last he has learned the meaning of
true love, but he does consent to go with
the father and former fiance to their hotel
and it is while they are gone that the
villagers sieze the brat, now an orphan and
take her to the auction block.
The sheriff is asking for bids when
Grimp reaches the scene and producing the
paper signed by old Yarnell claims that the
girl is already his property. This the
sheriff is forced to admit and Grimp is
about to carry her off when Ralph appears. There follows a fight, with the companions of Grimp taking a hand, but the
two strangers who had come on the same
train with the elder McGibbon turn up
just in time. They are deputies sent to
aid Ralph in rounding up the gang and
then and there they make their prisoners.
Ralph turns to the girl and tells her that
they are going to be married.
"Your wife? Well, I be
I mean
durned, " she replies and that's the end.
HERE

is a case where a large and striking cut of the star or a scene from the
picture will count for a lot. There is one
scene that shows the girl on the auction
block and this will get attention though as
a general rule it is better not to have too

many figures in an advertising cut, especially if a halftone is being used.
There is one that shows the girl beside
the
has buried
the lamb's
woolgrave
and awhere
little she
further
on we are
giving
you a selling talk that will go well with this
one. There is another that shows the figure of Miss Murray as if in prayer, another of her with her sweetheart and a
third in the grasp of Grimp. These carry
the simplicity of the story and the heart
interest in Miss Murray's expressions and
they are bound to get attention.
Now in preparing the advertising keep
the title of this picture the most prominent
thing aside from the cut. It is worth
featuring even above the name of the star,
but we would advise against simply making
this a mystery story with the old question
mark idea carried out in the newspapers.
That is all right for your lobby or stunt
displays, but not where you are actually
talking to the public. And this is a cast
where you can talk with good effect.
Let's get right into the heart of it :
"'Brat of the Yarnells ' they called her.
Shunned by every one except a drunken
father, she had never known love for any
living thing except a pet lamb that she had
cured. Then there came the Stranger into
her life and she was called upon to make
her supreme sacrifice — to kill the lamb that
The Stranger might live. Love has rarely
known a greater sacrifice than that of this
little girl of the North Woods. We know
to.
you'll
love her just as much as the stranger
" ' I ain't no lady,' exclaimed That Brat
of
the (old
Yarnells,
I'm often
a scum.'
she had
been
that 'so
she And
believed
it.
There was none to love her and so she
lavished her affections on her pet lamb until
there came a man into her life. He was the
first human being who has ever spoken
kindly to her.
" To her drunken father she was only a
convenience to carry him home and prepare
his meals. But the trader in illicit liquor
looked upon her with eyes of desire. He
drugged the father with liquor until he
bonded the girl to him. But The Stranger
was yet to be counted on, and though the

whiskey traders left him for dead they fled
in fear — they had learned his secret.
" Then the father died and by custom of
the country the orphan was put upon the
block. The liquor trader claimed her and
his claim was held good — until — but that is
something you should find out for yourOF

course the auction idea ought to be
brought into the story, but not to the
sational point. Here are some that touch
more on that angle :
" A month before she wouldn't have cared,
for there was no one to love her. Now her
father
self."was dead and, according to the custom of the country, orphans were placed on
the auction ulock and bonded to the highest
bidder. So this beautiful little girl in her
tattered male attire heard the sheriff cry,
'What am I bid? '
" Here and there men and women made
offers, but suddenly the sale halted, for the
saloon keeper appeared with a paper to
show that he had bought the girl from her
father — for liquor. Under the law he had a
right to her. But there was another law
and it was invoked — and there was love —
but you ought to see it for yourself.
" She was an orphan. And the law of the
North Woods compelled that she be placed
on the auction block to be sold to the highest bidder. Calmly she faced the villagers
who had scorned her and heard their bids.
" Then appeared the villain, the illicit
liquor dealer, and he had a paper that
showed ber father had sold her to this man
that he might satisfy his craving. It was
the law that she belonged to him — she
shrank as she thought of her fate.
" But she had not sacrificed in vain the
life of her pet lamb to save a stranger.
Who he proved to be and how he saved her
add the mystery to this beautiful love story
of For
the your
great cuts
outdoors."
it would be a good idea,
where such will fit, to use expressions like
" The Brat " uses in her conversation — the
language of an ignorant little girl of the
mountains, not really bad, but simply ignorant. That will give something of a humorous touch to the display, though these captions should be in small type and not conflict with the remainder of the display.
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IN THE PRODUCTION EXTRAORDINARY

WHAT

AM

I BID?

Mystery idea is kept dominant in these three, six and one sheets.
Elsewhere we have made suggestions for cut-outs for the lobby
displays

Auction

Played

the attractive title offers an opportunity for a teaser campaign by
simply printing the question, " What Am
I Bid?" in small space in the newspapers, we would much prefer to conserve
those expenditures and put the money in
larger and more striking advertising along
the lines that we have suggested.
But you can work some stunts in the
lobby that will attract attention. There is
a figure of Miss Murray on one of the
three sheets and then a huge question
mark encircling her. Similarly a six sheet
sheet shows the full auction block scheme.
We would suggest that in advance of the
showing you use cut-outs of the smaller
paper, with simply the title of the picture
on it. They will arouse curiosity, and
although of course many will recognize the
picture of Miss Murray, there will be many
questions as to who she is.
These should be retained through the
display on the showing of the picture. If
you have been preserving your pictures of
this star, you have a fine chance to make
some attractive panels by mounting those
pictures and then adding the title of the
picture. Never fail to use the face of a
beautiful star to the greatest extent possible, and here you have a big opportunity.

in Lobbies

on

the

Streets

Here is another picture that should be
presented with a song preceding it, and if
you can put on a special stage setting, so
much the better. A scene showing a garden or roses is always appropriate, and it
is one that you can use over and over again.
But it would be very effective here to use
a scene with the woodland in the distance
and a flowing river at the right of the
stage with the light of the moon on it.
If you" would
are using
singer,
" Girl
O'Mine
be ana man
excellent
selection,
and in that case it might be carried into
the picture as the theme. If you have a
woman singer, and we believe that we
would prefer one here, " Kiss Me Again,"
from " Mile. Modiste." ; " I Love You,"
from " Gloriana " ; or " Love Here is My

WHILE

IF you are located in a section where there
is a large passing population, you can
stop the people in front of your theatre by
hanging out an auctioneer's flag. You know
that this is a red flag, and because red
flags are not popular these days, you should
be sure that there is worked in on it in
white letters " Auction Sale Today." Then
place your figures of Hiss Murray with
the title out where they will catch the eye
of the people when they stop. You can go
still further and have the old time bell
ringer in front of your place, and this will
certainly give the atmosphere.

Crowded

tising &AY <
WAS l^UR
Striking pose of the star for use in adverBut we would confine the advertising of
this " auction " strictly to the front of the
theatre. It is all legitimate enough to pull
a thing like that when the public " gets
next " right away, but we wouldn't advise
bringing them from all parts of the city
with fake handbills advertising such a
stunt.
IF you are showing a full program, we
would advise you to omit a scene with
this one, for practically all the views are
out of doors and the photography is particularly beautiful. Other out-door stuff
on the same bill will onjy result in the
audience failing to get the full appreciation
of this picture.
laughs
"Whatto Am
Bid?"
butThere
there are
should
be in
comedy
give I balance
to the bill, and a lively one at that.

In preparing the musical cue for this picture, James C. Bradford, musical dircetor I
of the Broadway theatre, used " Under-I
neath the Skies " as the theme, with a sec-/
Heart."
ond repeated air for the girl with Borch'sf
"Caprice Annette." If "Kiss Me Again')
is used as the song, it might take the placj
of the caprice, or either of the other songs
would substitute for the theme.

to be the time of the year
is getting
ITthat
flowers around your theatre add a
dainty and appreciated touch, and it will
help the people to start talking about your
house to use them in connection with this
picture, which has the elements of love and
girlish purity so strongly emphasized
You should make an especial appeal to
your women patrons for matinee business
here. You can count on the title to arouse
the curiosity of the men. but if you send
out a special mailing list, address the letter
to the women of the household. Play the
love element strong.
This is the season for it.
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Billy Parsons
Announces
Big Plans
THE cut to the right is a character photo
of " Smiling Billy " Parsons, but it is
also a true-to-life photograph of the Billy
Parsons who has closed numerous big contracts for National Film Company in the
two weeks he has been in New York.
The contracts call for a strenuous producing campaign on the part of National
during the coming year. It would also appear that the National trade-mark would
be seen in the output of many different distributing organizations for Parsons has not
limited his plans in any degree.
Four big specials of a class to compare
in box-office value with the production that
marked National's debut in film ranks,
"Tarzan of the Apes," will be produced under the terms of a contract with the Pioneer Film Corporation.
That is one contract big enough for al" Smiling Bill " Parsons
most any film organization. But it is only
part of the National plan. Another item on
the individual value of this next year's outpuut will be greatly increased through the
the schedule is the production of not less
fact that Billy Parsons will have to supply
than four nor more than *six big produconly thirteen of the twenty-six Capitols
tions featuring Billy Rhodes, the comeplanned, Carter De Haven being featured
dienne, who stepped from one-reel comein the other thirteen. The proper time and
dies to featured stardom.
facilities will, therefore, be available to each
Definite release plans for these producof the comedians on these productions.
tions have been formed, but will not be
Prominent in the Parsons comedy plans
ready for annouuncement for a few weeks.
is another promising box-office proposition,
It can be said, however, that they will be
released in conjunction with some of the
The Hallroom Boys' Series, for the newspaper comics of that name. Mr. Parsons
most important product of the coming year
closed contracts for the rights to this feaand under the banner of a releasing organiture soon after his arrival in New York.
zation that is stepping forward at a lively
The
Billy Rhodes company is now on the
pace.
As previously announced, Mr. Parsons has
way East to make two of the scheduled productions inthis section. Billy Parsons will
also renewed his contract with the Goldalso star the new Capitols here, with the
wyn Distributing Corporation for the hanintention of adding new settings and atmodling ofComedies.
another But
year'sinoutput
of the
Capitol
addition
to Billy
sphere to the releases. Coney Island, Atlantic City, Washington and such locations
Parsons these releases will also bring to the
will be the background for many of the
Goldwyn exchanges the former vaudeville
light, Carter De Haven. It is expected that
coming comedies.

W. H. Productions Present Series of Reissues
THE great demand in the state right this week that its present exploitation plan
market for reissues of famous stars
involves the presentation of a new series
of reissues. In the list are two William
and stories and the brilliant prospects this
field of the motion picture industry offers,
S. Hart pictures of two reels each, " His
is reflected in a statement issued this week
Hour of Manhood," and " Jim Cameron's
Wife " ; the Thomas H. Ince three reel
by the W. H. Productions Co. This concern entered the state rights field with one
drama, " Custer's Last Fight," considered
by many the best picture of that length
object — to offer the best reissues obtainable that carried the favorite stars, and by ever made. A new series of Fatty Arbuckle reissues will also be offered, of
carrying out this purpose it has popularized itself in its chosen field.
which the first is a two-reeler and the
succeeding subjects, one-reelers. These
The W. H. Productions Co. has practically made the " reissue " what it is pictures are to be presented under their
original titles.
through its discrimination in selecting the
most suitable material for disposal. It has
concentrated upon short subjects — one, two,
Gets Big Campaign
and three reelers, with comedies taking
their place with dramatic pieces.
Vitagraph's next Anita Stewart produc" Mickey," starring Mabel Normand, is
tion, "Two Women," is being made the
subject of an intensive campaign to exone ofturesthe
concern's
feature
length
picand is said to have broken records
hibitors by Vitagraph's Sales Promotion
Department.
and established a precedent for box-office
receipts in the state rights territory. From
The first Anita Stewart production,
a popular viewpoint, " Mickey " is one of " From Headquarters," is said to be scoring all over the country and the Anita
Miss Normand's best offerings as it presents her in a sympathetic role. It is a Stewart productions being put out by Vitaheart interest story.
graph loom up as of prime importance in
The W. H. Productions Co. announce
Vitagraph's plans.

Motion

Picture

News

Work Starts on HaleCaprice Story
Work has been started at the Capellani
Studio in Fort Lee on the second of the
Creighton Hale-June Caprice series of features being produced by the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., for release through
the Pathe Exchange, Inc. " Oh Boy," the
first of the series, has been completed under the personal direction of Albert Capellani. In line with the previously announced
arrangements whereby Mr. Capellani and
George Archainbaud will alternate in the
direction of the Caprice-Hale and Dolores
Cassinelli Productions, Mr. Archainbaud,
long identified with the World program,
will direct the feature just started.
The picture is adapted from a French
stage play, the name of which is being
withheld for the present. Comedy is the
predominant note in the new Capellani
Production.

Pathe Has Trailer for " The
Exhibitors showing "Trail
The Tiger's Trail,"
Pathe's newTiger's
serial in which Ruth" Roland is
starred and which is released April 20,
Pathe Exchange, Inc., will be aided by a
250-foot trailer for insertion at any point
in a house program where it can be brought
fans. the eyes of the greatest number of
before
In preparing the trailer every effort was
made to include in it scenes from the big,
smashing moments of the serial. Scenes
were selected with special attention to depicting the atmosphere of mystery and danger withroundedwhich
Gilson
his thrilling
story.Willets has sur-

" Gale
Stung" isHenry
the title ofatGaleLoew's
Henry's latest two-reel comedy, and it is declared that
the audiences at Loew's New York theatre
were completely captivated, and that this
stamped Miss Henry's return to film comedies as one of the most welcome innovations of 1919.
Marcus Loew and his staff have praised
the new Bull's-Eye releases, featuring Gale
Henry on other occasions also, it is stated.

Gladys Brockwell,Foxin production
" Pitfalls of a Big City,"
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Names

Plans

for

Big
Expansion
Xo one who has studied the business since its
inception,
the ultimate result of the recent experiment was always plain : the answer was to be
President of Vitagraph Visits West Coast and Tells How His Orfound with the public. The public will readily
ganization Grew Into the Industry — Only Pioneer
buy what it wants and will pay well for it, but
you cannot force upon the public anything it
to Survive the Struggle
doesn't want without courting ruin.
" The motion picture business was born of
ALBERT E. SMITH, President of the Vitagraph Company, the only
public favor. It has been nurtured by the
nickles
and dimesto and
the public
and
pioneer motion picture company still extant, arrived in Los Angeles
it can continue
existquarters
only byofpublic
approval.
recently, but his coming was so quietly accomplished that his presence
The thousands of dollars that have been turned
from the doors of the motion picture theatres
remained a secret for a number of days, when representatives of the press disthrough dissatisfaction, never have been and
covered him at the Vitagraph studio on Talmadge street.
never could be
made up have
on ' the big nights '
when
attractions
Of the small group that originated the motion picture industry and developed
all of 'usstrong
have ' suffered
as a result.been shown, and
_ " The public
has and
suffered
the patronize
class of
the art of subtle, eloquent pantomine, Albert E. Smith and the Vitagraph Compictures
it wanted
was because
willing to
was not presented. The exhibitor has suffered
pany alonfe have remained continuously in the business ; and as the head of the
because his house was not large enough on the
big nights, to make up the loss of his weak
only company that has been through twenty-two years of evolution, his sumnights and the producer of meritorious features
mary of the past and predictions for the future hold particular interest and
has suffered because the exhibitors average
profits
were
small and ofbooking
conditions
presignificance.
vented
the presentation
other strong
features.
The Vitagraph Company was organized in March, 1897, just twenty-two
Foremost Industry Predicted
years ago, and " Never in all that time has the outlook been brighter than it is
In motion
the readjustment
of conditions
expect
to "see
pictures take
first placeI among
today," said Mr. Smith.
American industries, " continued Mr. Smith,
Possibilities Unlimited
"increasing
and anticipating
we have beenour steadily
our plan this,
and strengthening
organization. At the present time we have more of
" The ' revolution ' that has occurred in
our
old
players
with
us
than
at
any
time
since
the industry within the past few months
the days of the Vitagraph Stock Company in
has removed the limit from the possibilities
1915. Among the well known players that are
again appearing in Vitagraph productions are:
of the picture theatres — the faulty system
Gladden James, Anders Randolf, Maurice Cosof using a strong star to support weaker
tello,
MorenoJ. Rogers
who wasLytton,
absent Kate
from Price
our and
forcesAntonio
for a
associates has been changed, and with the
short
time.
Among
the
noted
directors
who have
theatres free to book such pictures as they
rejoined our organization may be mentioned
James Young and Ralph Ince, two men whose
want without the necessity of taking picmastery of art has raised them to places of distures theysatisfaction
don't want, and
patrons
given
Indications of oil have been discovered on the
constant
withwillthebe public
property occupied by the Vitagraph studio and a
satisfied, the production of motion picture
big offer tinction. "made for the land has been refused by
plays will rise to undreamed of artistic
Mr. Smith.
" I consider
the lines
makingwe and
bution of pictures
along the
have distripursued,
more
important
than
production
of oil, "
heights."
Speaking of the history of the motion picture
said soon
Mr. Smith,
instead buildings
of oil wells
business, Mr. Smith told how that the first comwill
see many" andadditional
on you
our
panies to make motion pictures started business,
property devoted to the making of Vitagraph
not as producers of plays in picture form, but
as manufacturers of machines that projected picIn speaking of the producing plans of his comtures of moving objects. The pictures that were
Mr. Smith
stated that and
a vaseas store
of mateproductions.
" accumulated,
first shown were of such simple things as a horse
rial pany,
was being
an illustration
movinging Indian
its head;
a
train
in
motion,
a
man
swingof
the
big
stories
that
will
be
picturized
during
clubs and a sensation was created
the year he mentioned Charles Klein's wonderful
when the first picture was exhibited by the
play, " The Third Degree, " Robert W. ChamVitagraph Company, showing a house actually
bers' story, " The Cambric Mask, " " The Wolf,"
on fire.
" The Climbers, " " The Sporting Duchess, "
" The Vitagraph Company, " said Mr. Smith,
"
The
" " Thestories,
Great stage
Divide,plays
" andanda
score ofGamblers,
other famous
" was incorporated to manufacture a machine
original scripts.
that
I
invented
called
the
'
Vitagraph
'
and
as
there was no market for a motion picture proMr.tion ofSmith's
Los Angeles
is a plans
combinaDirector Tom Terris, Showing Alice Joyce
jectingfilmsmachine
that exhibitions
time, we made
the necbusinessvisit
and topleasure,
and his
call
essary
and atgave
wherever
we
for the starting of vast improvements and addiAbout a Scene in the Vitagraph Picture, " The
could get an audience. We made the cameras to
tions
in
the
company's
studio
here.
New
outtake the pictures, the machines to project them,
door stages will be built and the enclosed studio
we acted the parts ourselves and were our own
Strand theatre, Cambric
the first Mask
great " edifice dedicated
space will be increased to double the present
exhibitors.
to the presentation of picture plays, was opened
area. Additional dressing rooms will be added
to increase the present accommodations and the
in New York City, we engaged the Criterion
" It was
long time,
cipally all
becausehard
therework
were forno a regular
placesprin-in Theatre
on Broadway, New York, and changing
laboratories enlarged to twice their present
its name to the Vitagraph Theatre, presented our
capacity.
which
to
'show
the
'
novelty
'
but
there
was
never
any doubt of the ultimate success of the new
features
ourselves
thus
introducing
the
showing
form of amusement we were offering.
of
motion
pictures
in
appropriate
artistic
stage
settings.
first big
step forward
made picture
when
Carey Postpones Work to
the" The
vaudeville
theatres
gave thewasmotion
"The
furore States
and capitalists frominnovation
all sectionscreated
of the a United
made
machine a place on their programs as a regular
Visit Fans
attraction and advertised the number according
propositions for the establishment of a chain of
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
Vitagraph theatres. The exhibitors of New
to the machine they installed such as, ' The Vitagraph, '' The Biograph, ' etc.
York passCity,
were about
treson theirfearing
field, that
held wea meeting
and towaited
was thea important
great victory
for itthewould
pioneers
this
week onannounced
that Harry
Carey's
and" This
realizing
bearing
have
activities
his next Universal
production
upon
me
in
a
body.
They
advanced
the
arguon the future of our business, we exerted every
ment that, having been our patrons for many
will
be
set
back
one
week
because
of a
effort to keep
with in- years, they felt it would be unfair for Vitagraph
teresting film.these
That theatres
was thesupplied
most important
to enter the exhibiting field and as we realized change in the itinerary of the star's tour
factor in the business then,_ just as it is the the justice of their claim, we rejected the chain
supreme requisite of the business today, and it of theatres proposition. The Vitagraph theatre around the country which is now in progrequired factsoure of machines
much attention
that finallyandthe wemanuwas continued in operation for some time howCarey's original tour did not include
was abandoned
de- copy.
ever, as a model for the American exhibitor to Detroitress.and
Cleveland, but the route was
voted our entire attention to advancing the art
of the pictures themselves.
changed
to
include them. Immediately
Cooperation Necessary
after the Cleveland appearance, Mr. Carey
Stars Vitagraph Pupils
"
It
was
the
struggle
in
the
early
days
of
the
" From tothat
time on,theVitagraph
directedplay.
its industry that taught me the value of studying started for Universal City.
energies
perfecting
motion picture
the public wants and cooperating with the exImmediately upon arrival at the Pacific
We secured the services of experienced actors
bitor, "continued
Smith. kind.
" This Itcooperation himust
be of theMr.practical
should
and actresses
_
and
taught
new
talent
_
the
techstart at the box office and take the basic form of Coast producing center he will begin work
nique of the silent drama and it is an interesting
giving the exhibitor only such pictures as the on a new story adapted from a magazine
fact that four-fifths of the purely screen stars_ of public
will patronize
full strength.
No other
today, received their first training in the Vita- consideration
should bein allowed
to interfere
with story by Jackson Gregory entitled " A Man
graph studio. Among the most promising of the
present day screen stars, Norma Talmadge,
this rule, the soundness of which has been again of
Peace " put into scenario form by H.
Clara Kimball Young, Mabel Normand, Edith
proved
by
recent
experiments.
Tipton Peck. Mr. Peck provided Mr. Care}'
Storey and Anita Stewart were first introduced
"
These
experiments
have
now
come
to
an
end
on the screen by the Vitagraph.
and pictures will hereafter be shown on the with his last subject, "The Outcast of
' booking by merit ' policy.
change and
had ex-to Poker Flat," making the screen adaptation
additionto totheperfecting
plays we features
turned
our" In
attention
matter ofthepresenting
industry,This
producers
in more attractive style and long before the come, elsehibitorsthealike, entire
would have gone down in ruin. from several O. Henry stories.

Motion
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Nazimova

"The Red Lantern" is described as truly
colossal when it is judged by the combination of th° supreme artistry of its brilliant
star and by the sumptuous environment
piovided for her and her supporting cast.
It is declared to have the added value of
being based upon one of the most talked
of novels of the decade, " The Red Lantern," a romance of the ancient city of
Pekin, from the pen of Edith Wherry, and
published by the Bodley Head.
According to announcement, it was her
admiration for the art of Nazimova that
caused Miss Wherry (in private life the
wife of Dr. Harold S. Muckleston, a Montreal physician) to offer her novel to the
great Russian actress for use on the screen.

Singer in Two-Reel
Picture

News
Special

The Stage Women's War Relief this
week announced that Mme. Amelite GalliCurci, the singer, will be presented in a
special two-reel picture being produced for
distribution through Universal exchanges
in the near future.
It is made known that Mme. Galli-Curci
is to appear in several scenes from a play
written especially for the Stage Women's
series and given the working title of " Littlest Reason." She plays the part of an
opera singer and according to Director Terwilliger who is producing the Bonstelle
story, Mme. Galli-Curci photographs remarkably well and proved to be one of
the most enthusiastic film actresses he has
ever directed. The Bonstelle subject, it
is expected, will be given its first public
presentation within a few weeks at a benefit performance given by the Stage
Women's War Relief.

"The Red Lantern," Not Only Has
Tremendous
Cast,
But Cost
$250,000 to Produce, Declare
Metro Officials
A QUARTER of a million dollars expenditure, costumesofworth
king's
ransom and the services
1,200 apersons,

from director, scenario writers and art designers to an ensemble that embodied a
small army in size is said to represent but
a part of the tremendous outlay in money,
time and effort given by Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell Karger to the production
of " The Red Lantern," in which they present the incomparable Nazimova.
This Nazimova superfeature in seven
parts, which Mr. Rowland has announced
will be released during the present month,
is to be distributed exclusively by Metro
Pictures Corporation. Its sponsors, in the
confident belief that it is a work of art
destined to advance the standards of motion picture making by twenty-five years,
have launched a nation-wide advertising
and publicity campaign to insure exhibitors
of " The Red Lantern " the ultimate in boxoffice returns.

Picture

Zion
Here Nazimova is seen before a special set in
" The Red Lantern," her masterpiece production
Prior io its acceptance by Nazimova, Miss
Wherry had refused to permit the use of
" The Red Lantern " as material for the
silent drama, although approached on the
subject a number of times by various picture producers.
Miss Wherry, the daughter of a Presbyterian missionary, spent her girlhood in
Pekin, and was present during the enactment of many of the stirring scenes she
depicted in her novel.
The total cost of producing " The Red
Lantern " was declared to be in round figures, $250,000. The time required to make
it was three months ; eight weeks in actual
production and four weeks devoted to elaborate research work carried out by June
Mathis and Albert Capellani, who made
the screen adaptation and scenario.

Louis Bennison
Climbs in Exhibitor Favor
REPORTS on advance trade showings
which was apparent in spots in Bennison's
work in his earlier pictures, he immediately
for exhibitors and unusually comwon his way into the hearts of the motion
mendatory trade journal and newspaper reviews point to marked success, Goldwyn
picture public. Now, to use his own exbelieves, for Louis Benhison's third star
pression, the star has " broke and rode "
the camera and has come to play master
series picture, " Speedy Meade,", written
to it rather than slave.
and directed by Ira "TVL Lowry and produced by the Betzwood Film Company in
its big plant near Philadelphia. Trade
Says Picture Was Well Repaper and newspaper reviewers are unaniceived byTrade
mous in declaring that in this newest production the young and smiling cowboy
Jacques Tyrol, secretary-treasurer of
star has the best opportunity of his screen
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., declares that, " The
career — and that he takes full advantage
reception the critics and the trade in genof them.
eral accorded ' Your Wife and Mine ' at
A few months ago, Louis Bennison, then
the private showing in New York last week
proves to my partner, Matthias Radin, and
fresh from the stage, made his first appearme that in this feature we have someance before the camera in " Oh, Johnny."
He has since been seen in only one picthing of worth to state right buyers and exhibitors.
ture, "Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U," but
in that brief period he has been placed on
" We believe so strongly in ' Your Wife
the books of the exhibitors of the nation
and Mine ' that we have made it our polnot only as a money maker who can always
icy to insist before selling it or booking
be counted on to draw heavy patronage,
it that the buyer or exhibitor see it first.
but as a star who never disappoints.
We have no pig in a poke to sell ; we have
Despite an unconscious camera shyness
a real money-making feature, and we'll sell
which afflicts all screen newcomers and
it on its merits or not at all."

Makes Plans
Future

for

So much interest has centered in the initial Sholom Aleichem production, " Khavah," which is now being cut and assembled
for an early showing by Charles E. Davenport, the director, that the Zion Films, Inc.,
are making pretentious plans for the future.
This will include a series of Jewish and
Russian pictures written by some of the
biggest writers in the land once controlled
by Some
the Czars.
of the stories have already been
selected and it is predicted by those who
have seen these narratives in scenario form
that they will create quite a sensation in
the film world. Most of the stories are
elaborate and deal with historical events
and hacked by tense dramatic moments
will set a newer and higher standard for
popular production companies to aim at.
Oriental
Incense

3 Boxes 3 Varieties
Sent Parcels Post for $1.00
The burning of fragrant Incense Is an ancient
Oriental custom which has become very
In
the home
its fragrance Suggests purity
popular
in America.
and luxury.
In the apartment it dispels the
odor of cooking.
In thePeople
sick room
it refreshens and soothes.
who travel
And it delightful for creating a fragrant atstrange room.A stick a day
Its charm mosphereisIn thefascinating.
keeps
the blues
Its subtle,
delicateaway.
aroma soothes and charms
the
senses.
Just clip
advertisement
dollar
bill out
to it,thisor send
only your and
namepinanda '
address with SI. 00 enclosed. We will send
you by Parcel Post 3 Boxes; 3 Varieties —
Egyptian Lotus, Arabian Spice, and Orange
Flower.References
Do it— now.
Any Los Angeles
Bank
J. H. MINASSIAN
AND CO.
Dept. F, So. Flgueroa St., I.os Angeles, Cal.
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PICTURES

The fomous'CY&ONE
SMITH
Storicr
The mere announcement of the great POLO, tremendous Box
\
Office Star of "THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS" in these- big
1
Special 2 reel Western pictures will be met with applause at the
I
hands of thousands of Exhibitors, the world over.
This series of
I
8 pictures will be SPECIAL — Special in story, direction, power,
and will contain as much "meat" for fans as any five reel feature
while the name and fame of POLO will draw capacity on every
picture
Get your signed contract for this series in by wire
if necessary to secure your territory
Now booking thru all
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
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Arvid Gilstrom
Gillstrom

Scheduled

for

Early Announcement
Rumor has it that Arvid E. Gillstrom will
have important announcements to make
within the next few weeks. It is known
that the prominent director has been in
numerous conferences during the past few
weeks both with American producers and
foreign film men with ambitious and unusual plans.
Arvid Gillstrom's screen career dates
back to the earl}- days, when he was associated with Kalem, Ford Sterling and then
with the Alack Sennett Ke}-stone forces.
He earned his right to " sure-fire " honors
in the Keystone school, associated with the
directors who have made the history of
screen comedy.
Later Gillstrom took up the task of producing Billy West comedies and is credited
with the productions that brought that
comedian to the forefront. His most recent work has been under the Fox banner
producing the recent popular series of pictures featuring the Lee kids.
Among the Keystone productions credited to Gillstrom are " Hearts and Swords,"
" Their Social Splash " and " The Snow
Cure." The Billy West's included " The
Villain," " The Star Boarder " and " The
Fly Cop." The Fox-Lee Kids features included "Smiles," " Swat the Spy " and
" Tell It to the Marines."
Billy
Burke
Signs New
Famous Players Contract
Billy Burke has signed a contract that
will assure her continuance in Paramount
Pictures, " by arrangement with F. Ziegfeld, Jr." Present plans are for her to
start work on the new contract within a
few weeks, two new screen vehicles adapted
from popular Broadway hits being planned.
Miss Burke, who returned this week from
Palm Beach vacation, will not be hindered in her stage appearances under
the new contract. Her intentions are for an
appearance in an all-star revival this
Spring and in a new play this Fall under
the Ziegfeld management.

"Unpardonable
Broadway
ever sinceon
the opening
day, and after euloGarson and Neilan Production, Star-Sin'5
gizing
Messrs.
Garson and Neilan and
ring Blanche Sweet, Secures Big
Blanche Sweet, he pronounces " The UnBroadway Theatre for New
pardonable Sin " a one hundred per cent,
York Premiere
production.
Sol Lesser wires that with .2,700 capacity
AFTER smashing all precedents by having its national premiere at Detroit,
the big California theatre did not have a
where more than twenty-five thousand dolsingle seat to spare at any of the performlars gross was taken in the first week,
ances to date.
" The Unpardonable Sin " will start an all
The
production opened at the Kinema in
summer run in New York City beginning
Los Angeles April 13 for an extended run
Friday night, May 2.
at $1.50 top. Cleveland, Boston and PittsThe sponsors fear no jinx because of seburgh will soon follow,, it is reported. The
lecting Friday as an opening day. They
Broad Street theatre at Newark schedules
point out that this production proved that
it was immune from jinx when it dared to its opening on " The Unpardonable Sin "
May 26.
open in any other city outside of New York
Louis Mayer, of Boston, has purchased
or Los Angeles.
the New England rights for the picture,
B. S. Moss, who has a string of theatres
and it is stated that the entire world has
around New York, secured the Broadway
all been sold within the few short weeks
theatre and states that he will have it resince its Detroit premiere, with the exceppainted thoroughly both outside and inside
tion of the Southern and Mountain States,
and entirely redecorated. The ushers will
the Eastern Pennsylvania-Maryland-Delabe in uniform and a large symphony orchestra installed.
ware-D. C. district,
and the Missouri-Kansas-Nebraska territory.
"The Unpardonable Sin" will be shown
A record is claimed for this production in
at advanced prices all season and on the
the
rapid selling of territories for big speopening night a gala occasion will be encials.
livened by the presence of prominent state
Benjamin Friedman, of Minneapolis, who
and city officials, it is said. Blanche Sweet
will be present the first night and is making
controls " The Whip," " The Spoilers " and
other productions of like calibre, and who
the long trip from the West Coast for that
purchased
The Unpardonable
for
purpose.
Wisconsin, "Iowa,
Minnesota and Sinthe" two
W. H. Rudolph, eastern representative
for Harry Garson, has left for Chicago,
Dakotas, declares that the advanced bookwhere he will assist in the exploitation of
ings of this production has outclassed all
his past records, and that it will open in
the production, which opens at the Randolph there on Easter Sunday.
Minneapolis May 4 for a run at Finklestein
From Eugene Roth, of the big California
and
will
start Rubin's
another New
run Lyric
in St. theatre
Paul atandtheitNew
theatre in San Francisco, a wire announces
Libertv
theatre
on
Mav
11.
that his theatre was packed to capacity
Stuart

Wants

a

Kick

manager of the Old
STUART,
LLOYD
Mill Theatre,
owned by E. H. Hulsey
who controls the First National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for Texas, wants
a " kick " in his signs He thinks a good
sign is just like a good newspaper headline. He thinks it should influence the
theatregoer or the person who reads the
sign to investigate further into the matter
and, in other words, encourage him or her
to buy a ticket and go inside.
" W hen I've got Mary Pickford or
Charlie Chaplin on the inside of the house
I don't hesitate to tell the folks outside
just what a big feature I've got," said Mr.
Stuart. " Mary Pickford, when she gets
here in ' Daddy Longlegs ' is going to be
some attraction and it won't surprise me
a bit to play Mary bigger than she's ever
been played before. I'm not only going to
proclaim her as the greatest motion picture
actress in the world and as America's
sweetheart, but I'm going to exploit
' Daddy Longlegs ' just as much as I can.
When Charlie Chaplin played here in
' Shoulder Arms ' I billed him on the sign
as the greatest comedian in the world.
Also I had a line in the lights stating that
it was his latest picture. I'm not exactly
in favor of 'jazzing' signs but I am in
favor of putting all the life they will stand
in them. And this isn't any too much. Any

in His Electric Signs
time I can put a smile on the face of a
theatre goer when he reads my sign I
have half way sold him a ticket to the
show. At least I've got him in a pleasant
frame of mind, especially towards the theatre that made him smile and even if he
hasn't got time at the moment he reads
the sign to see the picture, he will at some
other time drop around. And if a sign
made him smile he'll probably tell some
one else about the sign in order to make
them laugh. We used to put the names
of prominent people on our signs. This
brought us into favor with the right class
of people. We like this system."
Prince of Wales
play

in Photo-

The W eekly Dispatch, published in London, Eng., carries the information in a recent issue that the Prince of Wales spent
more than an hour before the camera for
ing. in " The Warrior Strain " and " The
scenes
Power of the Right," which Harma and
Company, Ltd., a British firm, is producThe newspaper makes it plain that the
films are with a motive and that the motive
is " patriotism." " Five years ago," said
the paper, " even for patriotism, such a departure would have been unthinkable."
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Picture

Avoids Sex Problem
Unreal Drama
To
Release
"Topics"
Each
Week
Pathe Gets
Behind Big Campaign
to
Boost Short Feature — Brunet Impressed with Its Originality
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC., announces
that, beginning Sunday, May 4, it will
release weekly the famous " Topics of the
Day," selected from the press of the world
by the Literary Digest. Negotiations have
been in progress for several weeks and
upon their completion was perfected what
is estimated to be the broadest, biggest and
one of the most minutely worked out campaigns of promotion and publicity ever
shaped in the history of the motion picture industry. Mr. Paul Brunet, VicePresident and General Manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., considers it an epochal announcement inthat it marks a great step
Easter Walters, in Pathe's New Serial, " The
forward in the achievement of the inspired
Tiger's Trail," Starring Ruth Roland
vision of Mr. Charles Pathe, founder of
the lively humor, keen satire and trenchant criticisms on the social, political and
the organization whose activities cover the
entire earth.
other foibles of the day. As an addition
to our list of short subject releases, I be" I am especially happy in making the
lieve this to be the very best that could be
announcement of Pathe releasing ' Topics
secured.
The weekly release is of 350
of the Day' ," says Mr. Brunet. " Imfeet length and I am of the firm opinion
pressed with the originality of the feature
and the strength of its popular appeal, we
that 'Topics of the Day,' in conjunction
have carefully watched the growth of it, with our serials, Pathe News, Pathe Review and the Lloyd comedies, gives us the
its bookings in first run houses, the nature
most perfect short subject program on the
of its reception and the manner in which
screen today.
it ' went over.' These brightest shortsayings from newspapers of the world, selected
" Some of the. big facts attending this
by the editors of the Literary Digest and
feature in its weekly selection and its extranscribed to the screen, immediately took
ploitation are as unusual as they are impressive. The best and brightest minds
a strong hold on public appreciation.
Audiences were quick in their responses to
of the entire world contribute to it."
"Virtuous Men"
Trade
< < \ 7 IRTUOUS MEN " was presented for
V the first time at the Fulton theatre
on Sunday evening, April 6. This production, which stars E. K. Lincoln and
was directed by Ralph Ince, is the initial
feature bearing the brand name of S-L
Pictures. The audience which witnessed
the premiere qf " Virtuous Men " consisted
of the leading distributors, exchange men,
stage right buyers and representatives of
the daily press and motion picture trade
papers. The Fulton Theatre was taxed to
its capacity by the crowd which attended
the trade showing. A twenty-piece orchestra under the direction of Carl Edouarde,
leader of the Strand Symphony Orchestra,
provided the musical setting for the presentation. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin utilized the lobby of the Fulton Theatre for a
display of the advertising matter which
will accompany " Virtuous Men." The
original poster sketches, as well as paintings of E. K. Lincoln by Clarence Underwood and R. G. Morgan attracted considerable attention. " The Picture Plus — ," an
original exploitation guide of sixteen pages
containing an elaborate campaign for the
use of the exhibitor in connection with his
presentation of " Virtuous Men," was also
favorably commented upon. Among the
guests present at the premiere were the
following :
J. D. Williams, General Manager of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Robert
H. Libber, President of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, Harry Schwalbe of the

Show Well Attended
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Louis
J. Selznick, M. H. Hoffman, Frank Hall,
Al Lichtman, Walter Green, Herman Jans,
Harry Cohn, Irene Bordoni, Irving Berlin, Joseph Skirboll, J. Leonard Mason.
James R. Pew, Mrs. E. K. Lincoln, Ralph
Ince, Lucille Lee Stewart, Frank Gerston
and many other figures well known in the
theatrical profession and motion picture industry.
How We Advance !
It is reported that when an argument
arose in the advertising department of
W. W. Hodkinson recently over the proper
use of a word to be incorporated in advertising copy, the argument was referred
to Columbia University for settlement.
The decision was that both sides of
the argument were right. The word could
be used correctly as either side contended.
Thus do we advance !

" Tiger's Trail " Completed
The completion is announced for the fifteenth and final episode of the new Pathe
serial, " The Tiger's Trail," starring Ruth
Roland, and the production is scheduled for
release April 20.
Miss Roland is supported by George Larkin. The story is by Arthur B. Reeve, crestories.ator of the " Craig Kennedy " detective

News
and

In selecting the story for " The Turn in
the Road," the Brentwood Feature, which
is now being released by Robertson-Cole
Co. through Exhibitors Mutual, the Brentwood officials reasoned that the public demand in pictures had undergone a very
marked change during recent months. In
place of unreal sex problems, sensationalism or spectacular effects, the Brentwood
authorities felt there was a steadily increasing call for the real and true, both
in comedy and in drama.
This reasoning seems borne out, it is announced, by the success which is greeting
" The Turn in the Road" in every section
of the United States. Though lacking in
sensationalism, " The Turn in the Road "
is a photoplay of bright humor, deep heart
interest and realism, and no audience could
fail to grasp the story which this drama
teaches.
Berst Comments on Farnum Picture
Rarely does J. A. Berst comment in advance on a scenario, but when he read the
original plot and the continuity of the
" Harvest of Shame," latest vehicle in the
course of production with Dustin Farnum
as the star, Mr. Berst is reported to have
said, " This scenario has everything that
goes into the making of a big motion picture drama. The opening is exciting and
the play unfolds right along with climax
following climax. I consider it a wonderful
Mr.forFarnum
is also reported to be as
play
Mr. Farnum."
enthusiastic over the merits of the play as
is Mr. Berst, while Thomas N. Heffron,
the director adds his tribute to the excellence of Mr. Geraghcy's play when he
says, " The piece is full of action and gives
Mr. Farnum many opportunities for versatile work."
Brady
Says " Miss
Redhead
" Pleases
According to an announcement from the
publicity sanctum of Select Pictures, Alice
Brady's forthcoming " Redhead " will present a new Alice Brady because in the
production the star has a role which delights her more than anything she has ever
done.
" In ' Redhead,' " says the Select press
sheet, " Miss Brady has the role of a
shocking cabaret entertainer and she delights in the moments when the script allows her to go to extremes in all the
tricks that are employed in this trade."

" The

Pest " Is Completed

Samuel Goldwyn
announces
that Mabel'
Normand's
return to
broad comedy
has
been made safe for all time by her success
in " Sis Hopkins," and that she will soon
be seen in a new vehicle just completed.
" The Pest " is the title of the forthcoming production, and it was directed by W.
Christy Cabanne. Miss Normand portrays
the role of a rural mischief maker.
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Jackson

Gregory Goes to
West Coast
In order to watch the filming of the
screen version of his novel, " Six Feet
Four," now going forward at the American studios, Jackson Gregory has taken
up his quarters in Santa Barbara. He cooperated closely with Stephen Fox in
adapting
the
Williammore
Russell's
purposes, and _ story
declaresfir himself
than
satisfied with the way in which the scenario follows the original tale.
Russell, of course, is Buck Thornton,
alias " Six Feet Four," the virile Westerner
for whom all doors but his own are too low.
How he outwits an unscrupulous sheriff
and his chief deputy when they seek to
make him the scapegoat for their highway
robberies, forms the plot of the narrative.
Vola Vale has been secured for the part
of the heroine.
to Work on Select
Production
Once more what Select terms its happy
triumvirate, consisting of Constance Talmadge, Harrison Ford and Walter Edwards, is reported to be in good working
order. This time the trio is reunited to
work on a new Select picture which carries the working title of " The Veiled Adventure."hisFor this
Edwards makes
returnpicture
as MissWalter
Constance
Talmadge's director.
" The Veiled Adventure " is a story by
Julia Ivers, written especially for Miss Talmadge. Miss Talmadge has the part of
Geraldine Barker, who is engaged to marry
Reggie Crocker.

Play
Cites
Possibilities
in "Checkers"
ry. Not only did an unusually large numWilliam Fox Production Helps Exber of road companies take the play all
hibitor Advertise It — Was Directed
over the country, but every city that
by Richard Stanton from Stage
boasted a stock company has seen it and
thrilled to its exciting scenes
Therefore, according to the Fox officials,,
this play has the advantage of going to the
exhibitor with a nation-wide following
already established. The people who saw
it in its original form will want to see
it again, because " Checkers " it is said,
is one of those plays that have fixed themselves in the affection of the American
In the elaborate exploitation campaign
people.
which the Fox Exhibitors' Bureau is mapping out for exhibitors great emphasis is.
laid on the importance of exhibitors realizing the opportunities which this play possesses for spectacular advertising. The
Fox office points out that exhibitors can
find an almost limitless number of points
on which advertising and publicity may be

Reunited

Robinson with Grav Seal
Productions
President George Julian Houtain announces that Samuel L. Robinson has accepted the vice-presidency of Gray Seal
Productions.
While the Brooklyn office at 44 Court
Street will continue in charge of Mr. Houtain, the New York office at 665 Fifth Avenue will be under the control of Mr. Robinson.
The Production Department, under the
management of John L. McCutcheon, will
also make its headquarters at the New
York office.
Meyer Plans Original
Exploitation
Louis Meyer, president of the Virginia
Pearson Photoplay Company, announces
that in connection with Miss Pearson's
first picture, " The Bishop's Emeralds," to
be released by Pathe. he will inaugurate in
co-operation and in addition to their
methods of exploitation, some original ideas
of his own. The nation-wide publicity by
the Virginia Pearson Photoplay Company,
sent out will be handled by " Monty "
Fleishman and John Wilstach.
Mr. Wilstach formerly exploited Kitty
Gordon and Fritzi Sheff.

Madlaine Traverse is starred by Wm. Fox in
" The Love That Dares"
A PLAY that gives the exhibitor chances
for unusual and effective advertising,
points out the Exhibitors Service Bureau
of Fox Film Corporation, is " Checkers,"
the special production which Richard
Stanton is making from the famous stage
play of the name written by the late Henry
M Kloosom, Jr.
In the first place, " Checkers " in its stage
form was one of the most spectacular successes in the history of American drama.
With Thomas W. Ross in the title role,
this play ran for fifteen years, playing in
practically every city and town in the coun-

planned.
" The racing scenes in ' Checkers '," saysthe Fox statement, " provide material for
the circus type of advertising. Striking
posters, conveying the atmosphere of excitement and thrills in which ' Checkers *
abounds, will cover these racing scenes —
which, by the way, are to be taken at the
famous Churchill Downs race track, in
Kentucky, on the day of the historic American Derby. Horse lovers the country over
will have an opportunity to witness in these
scenes the actual running of one of the
world's most famous races. Thousands of
people will he seen on the screen, and the
audience watching the picture will get all
the
race. thrills of the spectators watching the
" Then there are the scenes showing
Chinatown. Directon Stanton has staged
these with a fidelity to detail that will make
them live in motion picture art."

Big Game
Feature Claims Many
Surprises
TT is declared that something new in most savage animals the world knows, and
filmed them as they actually sprang at the
*- the Outing-Chester series will be presented in releases 9 and 10, a picture of
camera. Cottar stood by always as a guarantee that the beasts, though they might
African natives and big game, being relaunch themselves at the camera, would
leased
as
"
Cameraing
Through
Africa,"
Thrill One and Thrill Two.
never quite reach it— and the cameraman,
These are the pictorial records of the ad- having seen Cottar in action, relied on him.
ventures of Charles Cottar, the famous big
" The closing scene of the second red
game hunter, who has spent the last 12 shows a rhinoceros charging across a gully
years in British East and other parts of and right up to the tripod, head on. That
Central Africa. The first reel, which
is the only time Cottar wasn't right on the
climaxes with a sensational lion hunt, in job. He was off a short distance after
other rhinos but the cameraman had such
which three of the big cats participate,
implicit faith that he kept cranking up to
will be regular Outing-Chester Picture No.
the last, and then gathered up his machine
9, and the second reel, in which several
and dodged behind a tree. For ten minutes
rhinoceroses charging the camera and the
he and the rhino played tag around the
scene, will be release No. 10. It is expected
trunk, the cameraman losing portions of his
that many exhibitors, after seeing the releases, will feature them rather than their
shirt and a valuable expanse of his trousers
as the rhino charged him again and again,
longer subject for those two weeks, for so
with lightning quickness jabbing his horn
many thrills have never before been
crowded, C. L. Chester states, in so few
at our fleeing operator. Finally Cottar came
feet of film.
back and finished the pursuit, but both the
camera and the cameraman needed exten" Nothing approaching these pictures has
sive repairs.
ever come out of Africa." Chester says.
Through the press sheet exhibitors wilt
" No cameraman ever before has taken his
be aided in makinsr a feature of the two.
stand, and maintained it, so close to the
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Pegler Gets Welcome
Atlanta

"Ad
Campaign
So Says Walter Greene
in Summing
Up Results of Paramount's Million aYear National Campaign
*i'T'HE Paramount and Artcraft million*■ dollar advertising campaign has been
one of the biggest factors in bringing the
motion picture theatre — every theatre of
the better class, whether it shows Paramount and Artcraft pictures or not — into,
better repute, and in bringing more of the
better class of people to see motion picThat is the summary made by Walter E.
tures."
Greene, vice-president of the Famous Players Lasky Corporation and managing director in charge of distribution, of the results
i accomplished by the national advertising
campaign. Coincident with his statement
Mr. Greene announced that the corporation's advertising policy would be continued
indefinitely.
" We have sold the public a desire for
motion pictures and BETTER motion pictures," continued Mr. Greene. " We believe that to this campaign may be credited
much of the benefit accruing to the industry through the falling by the wayside of
so many of the fly-by-night producers who
were active a few years ago.
" The advertising pages of the trade papers are indispensable in the sale of pictures to the exhibitor, just as newspaper
advertising by the exhibitor, with the producer co-operating as far as practicable,
is indispensable in the sale of individual
pictures to the exhibitors public. But we
maintain that we owe it to our salesmen,
to our exhibitors and to ourselves, to say
nothing of our responsibility to the piiblic,
to carry our propaganda for better pictures
direct to the firesides of the American people so long as our producing department
continues to back us up with the kind of
product we are educating the public to
demand.
" Supplementing this advertising we are
distributing to our exhibitors free of charge
thousands of postcards carrying reproduc-

Select
Starts CORPORATION
"Hell on
SELECT PICTURES
announces that the actual filming of the
big production, " Hell on Earth," which it
is planning with Guy Empey as its star,
will be started Monday, April 14, with Wilfrid North as director in command. " Hell
on Earth " will be made at the Biograph
Studios — or at least all interior work will
be done there. In the picture as planned
will be many large and effective exterior
scenes, locations for which will have to be
found later.
" Hell on Earth " is not to be a war play,
nor a play in any way dealing with scenes
or incidents of the great war. However,
the problem of the returned soldier looms
large in the story, and other current conditions which have followed as a by-product
of the war and economical changes which it
has wrought.
" Hell on Earth " is an original story
written by Sergeant Guy Empey, the continuity of which has been prepared by William Addison Lathrop.
Associated with

Picture

News
at

" Jack A. Pegler, well-known newspaper
man of New York, has arrived in Atlanta
to aid in the management of the Pathe Exstitution. change, Inc.", announces the Atlanta Con-

' Mr. Pegler was formerly with the New
York and World syndicate, and is an enthusiastic, wide-awake young man who
promises to be of real help to the exhibitors with his wide knowledge of newspaper
business.
" He served in the navy during the war
period and managed a lecture tour of
Floyd Gibbons, the famous Chicago Tribune war correspondent, who was severely
wounded at Chateau-Thierry last June with
the marines, on orders of military offiShirley Mason, in Paramount's " The Rescuing
tions of the Post advertisements, with
space for an announcement of the current
Angel "picture showing at
Paramount or Artcraft
the theatre. We are also incorporating
small reproductions of these advertisements in special exhibitor advertising mats
and lay-outs for newspaper use, thereby
linking the theatre showing Paramount and
Artcraft productions with the national advertising campaign for better pictures. In
response to a suggestion from one of our
most prominent exhibitors, we have made
a broadside reproduction of one of the
most recent Post advertisements, titled
"This Is No Night to Stay at Home,"
and have sent a copy to every exhibitor in
the United States for use as a lobby display, and if the experiment proves successful and the demand is sufficient, we will do
the same with all future advertisements of
the series.
" In all this advertising there are two
definite objects in view. One is the education of the public to the best in pictures.
The other is the creation of a public desire to see. Paramount and Artcraft pictures. Each idea automatically sells the

other."
Earth"
with
Empey
Sergeant
Empey in
the production
are many
persons who were likewise associated with
his successful photoplay, " Over the Top,"
the screen presentation of his phenomenally
popular book of the same name. Among
these are Director Wilfrid North, who directed "The Battle Cry of Peace " and
" Over the Top " ; Phil Quinn, assistant director, who served in a similar capacity in
both of the other productions; Betty Blvthe,
who made quite a hit as the "Mme. Arnott "
of " Over the Top," and Arthur Donaldson, who played the heavy role in that production.
Goes to Join Golden
A. Alperstein, treasurer and general manager of the Western Photoplays, Inc., left
April 8 to join Joseph A. Golden, and the
members of " The Great Gamble " Company who have been in the South for
nearly two months doing exterior work.
He remained about a week.

Latest Clark Picturizes
Fred Jackson Play

<«T ET'S ELOPE," the Paramount procials."
J—
' duction featuring Marguerite Clark
and set for release on April 13 is an adaptation from Fred Jackson's stage play, " The
John S.Wife."
Robertson directed, while the
Naughty
scenario
was the work of Katherine Reed.
One of the strongest casts yet to appear
in Miss The supporting cast includes, Frank
Busby.
Mills, Gaston Glass, Helen Green, Blanche
Standing, George Stevens and Albert
The plot deals with the young wife of
an author who believes herself neglected
and plans to elope with a romantic but
shallow-brained youth. Swift comedy results when her husband takes a hand in the
subsequent proceedings.
Is
" Admirable Crichton "
Next Cecil De Mille
Cecil De Mille will start work soon on a
screen production of "The Admirable
Crichton," the J. M. Barrie play recently
purchased by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. Announcement of the cast
will, be made later.
Production work has been completed on
" For Better, For Worse," the next De
Mille special. Edgar Selwyn wrote the
story, which Jeanie MacPherson scenarioized. Gloria Swanson is seen as the hero-

" Custer's Last Fight "
" Custer's Last Fight," which the Tower
Film Corporation is preparing for the state
rights market, is said to be among the best
three-reel features made for the screen.
It is the first spectacle Tower has handled.
The advertising matter of this feature
will consist of extraordinary posters of two
styles of one's, three's and six's, a lobby
display of attractive photographs, a press
sheet, newspaper cuts, etc, It will be posfor every state right buyer who setory. sible
cures the rights of this super-production, to
book it to the leading theatres in their terri-
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Beall Takes licity
Up Coast

Pub-

Harry Hammond Beall has severed his
connection with the Broadway Theater
Company, Los Angeles, as general manager, in order to devote his energies exclusively to his work as director of publicity of the Universal studios at Universal City. W. Ivan St. Johns, assistant
publicity director at Universal City, has
resigned to head a local news and publicity bureau. He has been replaced by
Arthur Wenzel, formerly associated with
the Morosco enterprises and more recently
with the Turner and Dahnken theatres in
San Francisco and Oakland. Siegfried
Schlager has been made director of serial
publicity at Universal City and will concentrate on exploiting James J. Corbett,
Marie Walcamp and Eddie Polo.
" Mules and Mortgages "
Special Comedy
" Mules and Mortgages " is announced as
the title of the next Vitagraph Big "V"
Special Comedy in which James Aubrey is
featured. It was screened recently at the
Vitagraph home office and is said to be a
laugh maker of the highest quality.
Maude Emory and Babe Hardy are seen
in support of James Aubrey and the
comedy was written and directed by Jay A.
Howe.
One of the big features of the picture
is the introduction of " Snookums," a performing Chimpanzee, who is the offspring
of " Napoleon " and " Sally," who will be
remembered as the stars in the " Chimp
Comedies," released some time ago.
Double

Standard in Hodkinson Film
The double standard of morality, which
excuses in man that which it condemns in
woman, is the theme of the new photoplay based on Augustus Thomas' drama,
" As a Man Thinks," produced by Harry
Raver for Four Star Pictures, with George
Irving as director and Leah Baird as star.
It is the first of a new series of Thomas
dramas in pictures to be distributed by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and
put in being under the eye of Mr. Thomas
himself. The author personally superintended the filming of " As a Man Thinks."
" The Westerners " Is Nearing Completion
Stewart Edward White's famous novel,
" The Westerners," adapted for the screen,
and which is to be the first production of
Great Authors Pictures, Inc., is rapidly
nearing completion.
This picture is a concrete manifestation,
it is declared, of the firm belief of the men
behind it that the public wants, and will
liberally support, big virile stories by authors nationally known, presented by the
most capable players obtainable to take the
characters involved.
" The Westerners " is a story of the opening of the Black Hills to civilization.

De
Haven-Parker
Join
Parsons
a long-term contract with Weber and
Thirteen Capitol Comedies Will Be
Fields, with whom, along with many other
Made by Former Musical Comstage notables, they appeared in " Hanky
edy and Vaudeville Team for
Panky " and several other noteworthy proGoldwyn Distribution
ductions staged by the famous comedians
in their historic music hall at Broadway
<<OMILING BILL" PARSONS, star and
*J creator of Capitol Comedies and presand Twenty-ninth street. Later De Haven
ident of the National Film Corporation of and Parker contributed much to the success
America, announces that he has engaged
of
three Raymond Hitchcock musical comedies.
Carter De Haven and Flora Parker, former
musical comedy and vaudeville favorites
Another highly profitable vaudeville tour
and now firmly established as motion pic- followed, and at its conclusion the talented
ture players of the first rank, to make thir- pair hearkened to the call of motion picteen Capitol Comedies during the coming
ture producers, who long had sought to lure
year at Parsons' Hollywood studios.
them before the camera. Their success on
The De Haven-Parker productions, like the screen is described as immediate, and
all other Capitol Comedies, are to be reit is declared that De Haven's original style
leased exclusively through Goldwyn.
of
funmaking
beaut}' and
Carter De Haven won stellar Broadway
natural
talents and
haveMisswonParker's
the approbation
fame while still in his teens. So proof the press and picture public everywhere.
nounced was De Haven's success as a
Prominent among their cinema successes
singer, dancer and comedian in several
prominent musical comedies that at the age
are "A Gentleman of Nerve," "His Little
of nineteen, with beautiful Flora Parker, he
Room Mate," " Kicked Out," " Where Are
headed the Carter De Haven Vaudeville
My Trousers? " and " The Losing Winner."
" Smiling Bill " has already obtained six
and Farce Comedy Company, an organizasuitable stories for the talented pair and
tion that for three years toured America
is now engaged in assembling a cast of
and Australia with a success exceeded only
popular comedy players for their support.
by Harry Lauder's touring company.
The triumphant vaudeville expedition
Work on the first De Haven-Parker Capitol Comedy will be started early in May.
ended, and De Haven and Parker signed

who were House
seen in the featured
roles of
Divided'
Rights
Hall G.Buys
FRANK
HALL, president
of Inde-to "A
pendent Sales Corporation, announces
Commodore Blackton's production of " The
that he has bought the United States and
Common Cause," are the featured members of the cast interpreting the prinCanadian rights to J. Stuart Blackton's
cipal roles of "A House Divided." In
special production, " A House Divided,"
support of Miss Breamer and Mr. Rawlinadapted from Ruth Holt Boucicault's
son
are
seen some of the leading artists of
novel, " The Substance of His House," by
the screen, including Sally Crute, favorably
Anthony Paul Kelly, and produced under
the personal direction and supervision of known for leads in Edison, Metro and InCommodore Blackton, assisted by Jack
dependent productions ; Lieut. Lawrence
Grossmith, whose work in a comedy role
Martin. Robert W. Priest acted for Commodore Blackton in closing the deal. Mr.
in Commodore Blackton's " The Common
Hall will release this production as a specCause," was one of the features of the picture; William Humphreys, one of the
ial. The bookings will be handled by the
Independent Sales Corporation and the
screen's best known character men, and
physical distribution will be made by the known especially for his impersonation of
Film Clearing House, Inc. The picture is the character Bonaparte ; Eric Mayne,
in six reels and is said to present a subject
Marie Burke, Shirley Huxley and Charles
that promises immediate favor with the and Violet Blackton.
public. A feature of the production are the
" A House Divided " will be released by
Mr. Hall through Independent Sales and
elaborate settings to have been specially
constructed from designs furnished by the Film Clearing House in the United
architects familiar with the English locale
States and Canada, exclusively. The forin which the action of the story is laid.
eign rights are controlled by Bech Van
Siclen and Company, Exporters.
Sylvia Breamer and Herbert Rawlinson,
New

York

Theatres

Book

" Tiger's Trail "
In a single day, Pathe's New York exchange report that forty New York theatres
contracted for " The Tiger's Trail," a new
serial starring Ruth Roland.
April 20 is the release date of the first
episode, and Pathe officials declare that it
will undoubtedly be one of the most widely
shown
tributed.productions that they have ever disThe William Fox circuit of theatres was
one of the first of the larger bookings reported.

Signs Long Contract
Harvey Clark, familiar as a screen character man, has signed a long-term contract,,
it was announced this week, to appear exclusively in support of the American stars
in forthcoming "Flying A" subjects. For
two years Clark played roles in the Russell,
Minter and Fisher productions, but left six
months ago to be featured in a big spectacle
picture soon to be released. He is now
playing the part of " Two-Hand Billy
Comstock" in the current William Russell
production, a Stephen Fox adaptation of
Jackson Gregory's novel, " Six Feet Four."'
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Electrics

Blaze
for Selznick
its
actual
colors
appears in the advertising
National Campaign of Electric Lights
and Billboards for Olive Thomas
pages of this issue.
" Theatres playing Selznick Pictures will
Film — To Make Public Take
be advertized in this way 365 days in a
Notice
year. The best locations are being leased,
THE vast exploitation plan referred to regardless of expense. In addition to the
electric signs we will make wholesale use
by Myron Selznick, President of Selznick Pitcures Corporation, is declared to
of billboards. The most attractive posters
ever made to exploit a picture have been
embrace a nation wide electric sign campaign linked up with local newspapers, billcreated
for ' Upstairs and Down, ' and notboards and national magazines.
withstanding their cost will be supplied to
exhibitors at commercial rates, the differ" Upstairs and Down, " the first of the
ence being charged to advertising.
Olive Thomas productions, has been completed itis announced, but Mr. Selznick de" We will cooperate in extra local newsclares he wants to first launch the biggest
paper advertising as well as using magazines of national circulation. This latter
advertising campaign ever inaugurated
upon any motion picture.
campaign has been launched already in the
"We have just closed contracts calling
fan magazines. We believe this cooperation offers live exhibitors the opportunity
for the erection of electric signs advertising Selznick Pictures and theatres playing
of a life-time.
them, in every important city in the United
" Needless to say, we would not be inStates, " said Mr. Selznick. " These signs
vesting this vast sum of money in adverwill be 40x50 feet and contain 2,500 electising unless we were ourselves convinced
tric lights in four colors. They will all that in Olive Thomas we have a star of the
be the same design as one being built for
first magnitude and that we are going to be
Jules Mastbaum's Stanley Theatre in able to maintain the very highest standard
Philadelphia, a reproduction of which in
in all the Selznick Pictures productions. "
Increase

Will

Bookings

on

< i J HAVE itorsdone
I fear many
exhib-to
fail to what
do — namely,
advertise
the limit. Because of this I have extracted
the last possible cent of profit from my pictures," writes Herman J. Brown of Boise,
Idaho. Mr. Brown, who is manifestly a believer in the efficacy of advertising, and who
puts his ideas into effect by means of frequent full page ads in the Boise newspapers, referred in particular to United Picture Theatre releases, but his policy is not
limited to the advertising of the United
features only. Mr. Brown, however, has
this further to say : " The exhibitor-member
of United can afford to spend twice as
much on advertising as another exhibitor,
TDecause he gets his pictures at a price that
gives him a chance to advertise. I have
already played three United attractions and
my total profit is greater than on any five
films combined of any kind with any stars."
Among exhibitors who have increased

the United Pictures
their number of " days " for United attractions during the past week, purchasing additional shares of stock, corresponding to
this increase of days, United lists the following :The Hawkeye Amusement Company, Des Moines, Rialto theatre ; B. Burnett, Chicago, Bowen theatre; West Penna.
Photoplay Co., New Castle, Ind. Regent
theatre; F. W. Bill, Stillwater, Minn., Majestic; J.I. Pittman, Port Arthur, Texas,
Pittman ; Rainbow theatre, Chicago ; Fox
theatre, Aurora, 111. ; Gem theatre, Gary,
111. ; Leida theatre, Chicago ; Princess theatre, Woodstock, 111. ; New Home theatre,
Indian Harbor, Ind. ; Crown theatre,
Crown Point, Ind. In addition United announces thirty-five new member theatres.
Jack Levy, United Division manager, who
recently went to Detroit to select a new
manager for that office, has upon the approval of J. A. Berst appointed John E.
Ryder to that post.

Dares"
Love
in "The
marry Ned
Beckwith,That
a gay millionaire,
because
Appeal to Women
AN extravagant woman's sacrifice to
she
loves
Perry
Risdon.
The
young
wife's
extravagance,
however,
soon
brings
her
husband
save her husband's honor forms the
near financial ruin. Ignorant of this, the wife
underlying theme of " The Love that
goes to a fashionable summer resort, and while
Dares,"
the next asMadlaine
Travers
she is there her husband's bank calls in his note
to
be released
a William
Fox picture
Excel
for $80,000.
is the secret
work of toBeckwith, who is This
still pressing
his attention
the
verge of ruin. Mrs. Risdon goes to Beckwith
Picture. " The Love that Dares," it is
and
asks
him
for
a
loan
of
$50,000.
Beckwith
stated by the Exhibitors' Service Bureau
promises it to her, but for a shameful considerof the Fox Film Corporation, has a powation.
erful appeal to women and is one of the
While Mrs. Risdon is with Beckwith, a jilted
strongest yet enacted by Miss Travers.
mistress of the latter telephones the fact to
Risdon. Risdon hastens to Beckwith's house
In the supporting cast the leading man
and a terrific
struggle
men en-in
sues. Meanwhile
Mrs.between
Risdonthehastwohidden
is Thomas Santschi, who plays the part of
another room. During the fight the former comes
the husband ; Frank Elliott is the heavy
in. Beckwith says it is she who has been at
and other members are Mae Gaston,
his house. Risdon departs, and soon afterward
Thomas Guise and George B. Williams.
his
wife check.
returns Risdon
to heraccuses
home her
withofBeckwith's
$50,000
accepting
the money from Beckwith in a shameful bargain,
The picture was directed by Harry Milbut while they are quarreling, the other woman
larde and the scenario was. written by Denicalls
and realizes
says shethehasterrible
just killed
Beckwith.
son Clift
Risdonup then
sacrifice
which
his wife was about. to make for him, and he and
In " The Love that Dares " Miss Traverse
plays the role of Olive Risdon, who refuses to his wife are reconciled.

Picture

News

" Gulf
Between " Makes
Progress in West
With the snow-capped heights of Mount
Shasta for a background and the frozen
stretches of Shasta County for his location,
Mitchell Lewis, Select Pictures star, is in
the midst of his third production for this
company, it is announced this week.
The working title of the story is " The
Gulf Between," the original work of the
co-authors Robert North Bradbury and
Frank Howard Clark. It will follow in
succession Mr. Lewis' recent Select attractions, Children
" production, and
of Banishment,"
current
the previous his
picture,
" Code of Yukon," in which the star made
his initial appearance under the Select banner.
In " The Gulf Between " Mr. Lewis is
being directed by Norval MacGregor, who
also directed " Children of Banishment."
Next

Billie Rhodes

Is " The

National Film Corporation has selected
" The Love Call,"
writen
by Margery
Ben"
Call
Love
ton Cooke, as
the feature
starring Billie
Rhodes to succeed " The Lamb and the
Lion " in the list of Rhodes productions on
the Robertson-Cole chart for Exhibitors
Mutual distribution. E. Magnus Ingleton,
author of " The Lamb and the Lion,"
adapted " The Love Call " for the screen.
The enchanting outdoors of the great
West, furnishes the settings for " The Love
Call," which because of its humaness —
its laughs and its pathos — is expected to
prove a fitting addition to the three productions which little Billie has already
contributed to the silent art since becoming
a star in five-reel attractions.
Irene Castle and Her

Com-

pany in Florida
Famous Players-Lasky
announces that
Irene Castle, with her director, Charles
Maigne, and a large number of players engaged to support her in " The Firing Line,"
has
gone to Miami, Fla., to start work on
the film.
The cast is announced as Robert V.
Steele, David Powell, J. H. Gilmore, Frank
Losee, Rudolph de Cordova, Charles Craig,
Philip S. Rice, Robert Schable, Shaw Lovett, Isabel West, May Kitson, Jane Warrington, Anne Cornwall and Gladys Coburn.
Ryder to that post.
Ninth War Relief Film
The tentative title of the ninth picture
of the series being produced by the Stage
Women's War Relief for distribution
through Universal exchanges, is " She's
Montagu Love and Enid Markey are
Everywhere."
co-starred, and Harry Davenport, Fred
Nichols and Maud Von Turk are in the
supporting cast. George W. Terwilliger
is directing the production from the
scenario prepared by Calder Johnstone.
The original story was provided by Jack
Larric and deals with the activities of a
newspaper writer to obtain atmosphere for
a series of stories she is writing.
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Hadley Gives the Other
Fellow Credit
So many compliments have been extended
to Samuel L. Rothapfel, and to the IndeCorporation's
New York
office, for pendent
the Sales
artistry
of the Rothapfel
Unit
Programme advertising, that Hopp Hadley,
advertising manager for these interests,
wishes to place the credit where credit is
■due.
Hopp, as he is familiarly known to the
trade, says that he belongs to that class of
people who are a bit hazy on the subject
of Bolshevism but who strongly suspects it
is inspired by hatred of those who never
<lo worthwhile things, for those who do.
And as an avowed opponent of the " red "
cause and a strong exponent of what he
terms " Hopphadleyism," or giving the
other fellow credit, he refuses to accept
all the credit for the Rothapfel Unit
Programme advertising.
Hopp refuses to allow the chairman of
any committee or the head of am' department, to pose as the sum-total of his associates' brains. With this explanation, he
tells just where credit should be given for
"the Rothapfel Unit Programme insert.
Buffalo

Theatre's

First

Serial Is Houdini's
Up to the present time one Buffalo theatre had never shown a serial, but it will
now show each episode three days, first run.
Carey Wilson, manager of the Effano
Film Exchange, booking Houdini in B. A.
Rolfe's
The Master that
Mystery',"
in
Xew super
York serial,
State, " announces
he has
just signed contracts whereby the Houdini
serial will be shown in the Strand theatre,
Buffalo.
The Strand at Buffalo is owned and operated by the Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation, which conducts the Strand theatre, New York City; Strand theatre, Syracuse, and other big houses of a chain in the
east. It is one of the finest motion picture
theatres in the country.
of the Soul" Released April 20
John Flinn, head of the publicity department of Famous Players-Lasky, wired Elsie
Ferguson that " Eyes of the Soul " was the
best picture he had ever witnessed, bar
none.
The photoplay is founded on " Salt of the
Earth," a George Weston story published
some time ago in the Saturday Evening
Post. It is scheduled for release on April
20 and great things are expected of " Eyes
of the Soul."

"Oh, You Women!"
Made
Available
for Ernest
All
clever collaborator
had written.
REGARDLESS of whether an exhibitor
Truex
and
Louise
Huff
prove
splendidly
is regularly booking Paramount-Artadapted to the parts they play and in this
craft service he has the privilege of bookpicture they make their positions in the
ing by itself the John Emerson-Anita Loos
Paramount production, " Oh, You Women !" front rank of motion picture comedians
featuring Ernest Truex and Louise Huff.
absolutely secure.
It will be released May 4.
" Among the spectators who were present
at the advance screening of the picture
" The latest John Emerson- Anita Loos
and women from every departproduction, ' Oh, You Women ! ' is a were men
ment of the home office, most of whom
winner, judged from any angle," said
have seen every picture produced by the
Walter E. Greene vice-president and managing director in charge of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation during
their connection with it. Through my long
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
association with them I have come to regard
after seeing the picture in the company's
them as the most painstaking, yes, even the
private projection room the other day.
most severe critics I know of.
" Air. Emerson and Miss Loos gave of their
best in the preparation of the story. They
" They go into the projection room to
have tapped the hidden springs of mirth in find the flaws in the pictures and report on
them. But that crowd found no haws in
a most affecting way, and have produced as
delicious a bit of satiric comedy as have
' Oh, You Women ! ' Instead the laughter
ever been projected on a screen.
and applause that sounded through the
room was a spontaneous tribute to the merit
" Mr. Emerson, as director, of course
knew his subject thoroughly and he got
of the picture as a gloom-killer and joythe ultimate out of the lines he and his
producer." Film into Rialto
Hayakawa
lar players on the screen today, and a
TOM MOORE, the exhibitor of Washington, D. C, has accorded a most unglance
Exhibitors' Mutual booking
usual honor to Sessue Hayakawa, the records atis the
sufficient to prove this assertion.
The
wonderful
notices which have
Japanese star whose Haworth features are
released by Robertson-Cole Company
greeted " The Turn in the Road." the
through Exhibitors' Mutual. Moore had
Brentwood
specialhaswhich
Exhibitors'
booked the entire Hayakawa series for his
Mutual is releasing,
led to remarkable
Garden theatre in Washington and met
bookings. An instance of this is the Boswith such success with each feature that
ton district. The Boston theatre played it
he decided to shift the series to the Rialto,
this week, with greater box office returns
his leading house in the National capital.
than any picture this year has obtained.
The Washington showman inaugurated
On the strength of the showing at the Boston theatre, the Hub exchange of Exhis new policy with " The Courageous
hibitors' Mutual has booked " The Turn in
Coward." which played the Rialto last
week. The picture met with instantaneous
the Road " for sixty of the next seventysuccess, and Mr. Moore congratulated himfour playing days, which is a record for
self as well as the Exhibitors' Mutual offi- any picture to be proud of.
cials in Washington on the happy move he
Every week brings an additional number
had made, and the high type of picture
of first run houses into the Exhibitors'
which Exhibitors' Mutual had furnished
Mutual fold. Keith's Providence, with a
him.
twice weekly change policy, has played
Hayakawa's popularity grows apace. Be- seven Exhibitors' Mutual first run features
in the past month.
yond question, he is one of the most popuTom

Moore

Puts

"Eyes

Drews Win the Laughs
" Once a Mason," a Paramount-Drew
corned}", was features on the programs of
Marcus Loew's theatres in Newr York and
Brooklyn during the week of March 30,
and the laughter and applause that greeted
the efforts of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
attested to the managerial wisdom in booking this series of two-reelers for the circuit.

Universal Presents Miss thePhillips
"Destiny"
stock market. inHowever,
he was not
SUPPORTED by one of the strongest
satisfied.
He
established
his brother and
casts that ever has appeared in a Universal production. Dorothy Phillips will
sister in his home, but in giving them
shortly be seen in a Jewel production
social position, he demanded that they do
as he chose. When he found a business*
entitled " Destiny." This film play has
been adapted from an original story by rival paying court to his sister, Hamilton
Charles N. Buck by Elliot J. Clawson and
demanded that she refuse to have anything
has been produced by Rollin Sturgeon, who
to do with him. Mary refuses and when
produced " God's Country and the Woman "
the
Edwards,
found in isHamilton's
and other big Yitagraph productions.
homerival,
a fight
follows.is Edwards
wounded
The story brings out the ultimate result
trying
wrestHamilton
a gun from
Hamilton's
hands. toWhen
finds his
brother
of greed and deals a hefty blow to selfishin love with Mrs. Haswell he promises to
ness and despotism, in business. The film
play is related as a vision of what might
get that lady a divorce so that she can
have been had young Hamilton Burton
marry Paul. However, when the despotic
money king sought to fight against love
followed
out Hamilton
his boyhoodBurton
ideas and
he met defeat. His power gradually
As a boy
had "desires.
always
hoped for power. His greatest desire was
slipping and his fortune dwindling because
to dominate. In business his desire was
of investments brought about more by
later only partly satisfied. He became a maniacal dictates than by business judgprominent broker and made a fortune on
ment, Hamilton finally admits his defeat.
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Produced by National Film
Corporation of America

The virile acting of this dramatic star
was never more compelling. By many
it is considered his greatest work since
"The Birth of a Nation."
As Duane, a man of high standing, he is
the victim of a love pirate who wrecks
his home and business. The odd twist
the story takes whereby everything is
restored to him coupled with his exceptional work, makes this a most unusual
picture.

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankers and Exporter* for the Producer
Released through
ExhibitorsMutual

popularity of its star and

the fame

of the book

from

which

it has been

adapted,

Miss Barriscale already a prime favorite will rise to the pinnacle of popularity in this subject which furnishes her a role rich in big opportunities.
A distinguished supporting cast has been supplied and includes Nigel Barrie,
Kathleen Kirkham, little Ben Alexander, Jos. Dowling, Leslie Stewart, Margurite
DeLamott,

Josephine

Crowe!!,

George

Hackatron,

Helen

Dunbar

and Tom

Guise.

wire

^
B.D.FEATVReS

Miss

Norris* graphic

pen has furnished

these, perhaps, is " Josselyn's
In its theme
sympathy
screen

and

a new

it strikes a big note and

romance.

many

best sellers. The

greatest of

Wife."
has all the elements

In its characterizations

kind of story, the popularity

it is unique

of which

of love, suspense,
and

brings to the

will be long-lived.

It will register long-run records in many theatres and be recognized as the
most wholesome entertainment offered on the motion picture screen in some time.
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankers and Exporters for the Producer

BILL.

yy MARJ012IE BENTON
COOKE
Produced by National Film Corporation of America

It brings out all the wholesome

humor

of

the justly popular book.
The story has been played so well that it
will be difficult for the severest critics
to find fault with it. It is full of big
hearty laughs and moments of sympathy
that are going to cause several tears to
be shed. It's a picture that will be in big
demand.
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Banker* and Exporter* for tbe Producer
Released through

Exhibitors

Mutual
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Motion
Court

Westerns
Short
Eight
in
Polo
Universal Sets May 12 as Release Date
for First Two-Reel Western,
Starring Eddie Polo
THE policy Universal has adopted for
releasing the eighth special Western
stories in two reels, featuring Eddie Polo
the serial star, is to distribute the first subject May 12 and then one a week for eight
succeeding weeks.
Each picture will be complete in itself
and the series will bear the title of
" Cyclone Smith Adventure Stories." Polo
will be cast as Cyclone Smith in each production and will have in his supporting casts
such well known players as Eileen Sedgwick, Bob Anderson, Tex Marcel, Pat
Moore and others.
The pictures are being directed and for
the most part written by Jacques Jaccard,
who has produced a number of successful
serials and features and who has recently
been mustered out of army service, following eight months' service in France.
Jaccard is said to be injecting into the
productions an unusual amount of spirit
and the four finished productions viewed
Vera Stedman, Former Sennett Girl, In the
by the Universal reviewing committee have
Universal Comedy, " Alimony "
been pronounced extraordinary in theme
and construction.
The first of the above mentioned films
deals with the efforts of Cyclone Smith to
Universal is planning on making the
restore order in a small Western village
series a big thing for exhibitors and some
when he returns from war to find an
very attractive advertising is now being
Eastern capitalist has, by illegal methods,
prepared for use in boosting business on
forced old land owners off their property
the productions. To date no definite individual titles have been given the releases
and who practically holds the destinies of
the town in his power, because of his
comprising the series but it is expected that
wealth.
among the first of the series will be playlets
Smith brings into play some unusual ideas
dealing with Cyclone Smith's return from
to get the capitalist out of town and to
war, another bearing the tentative title "A
return property seized by him to its rightful
Prisoner for Life " and another temporarily
owners.
called " Cyclone Smith Rides Alone."
World
to Distribute
Five Chaplin Pictures
GEORGE KLEINE and officials of the
returns are said to have indicated a comWorld Film Corporation have made
plete wiping out of all existing records for
arrangements whereby the World exfast selling and results obtained in distribhanges take over the distributing of five
uting pictures.
The branch offices of The General Film
CI arlie Chaplin pictures.
Company have received instructions from
' Triple Trouble " is the more recent picthe home office and George Kleine to turn
' Aire of the five and the other four Chaplin
over to the branch offices of the World
pictures ready for distribution are " Night
Film Corporation all prints, advertising
at the Show, " " Police, " " The Bank, "
matter and accessories of these five Chapand " Shanghaied. "
The World Corporation in distributing
lin pictures. The General Film has turned
these pictures submits to the exhibitors
over to the World Pictures and its branch
throughout the United States that there
offices a complete statement of all contracts
is only one Charlie Chaplin and that untaken, pending and in prospect and all
like any other picture star, his vehicles are
data as regards the sales campaign since
capable of being revived from time to time
its inception for these other pictures so
with the maximum box office returns.
that branch managers and salesmen for the
They declare that it has been proven,
World are in a position to pick up the
even by blase Broadway that Charlie Chapreins exactly where they left off without
lin pictures can be called upon at any time
loss of time.
to meet the crying demand for an attraction that will alleviate the distress of a
depleted bank account. Mr. Chaplin is Her First Role as a Film
heralded as the biggest box office bet in
Comedienne
the world today because he projects entertainment pure and simple to all classes
The role which Marion Davies has in
and conditions of audiences.
"isGetting
Picture,
said toMarried
be her Married,"
first as aSelect
comedienne.
On April 3rd the salesmen of the World
Film Corporation throughout the United
" Getting
Mary
" is AllanTheDwan's
first
picture
withMarried
Miss Davies.
story
States were notified by wire that this company was to distribute these five pictures
is by Anita Loos and John Emerson. The
of Chaplin and within 72 hours telegraphic
picture has been very highly commended.

Picture

Upholds

News

Goldwyn

Against Censors
The Common Pleas Court at Philadelphia reversed the adverse findings of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors on
the
Rex Beach
production, The
" Theplea
Brand,"
distributed
by Goldwyn.
was
taken to the Court by Gabriel D. Hess, General Counsel for Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation.
The decision is viewed as important by
film men, assuming a large place in the
growing record of litigation in which censors have been described by courts as oppressive in their procedure. It also conship.
tributes an interesting amount of information to the increasing literature on censorJudge Rogers completely vindicates the
author and the producers.
Morey

Works on New
Picture

Harry T. Morey, under the direction of
Paul Scardon, is well along with the production of his next Vitagraph feature release. This forthcoming picture is adapted
from a novel. It is said to be pure romance,
swift moving and with a powerful mystery
element, says the announcement.
The statement adds that Morey will be
seen in the type of role that has shown
him to such advantage in releases of the
calibre of " Silent Strength " and " Fighting Destiny."
" Getting Mary Married "
Marion Davies' first Allan ©wan production, Getting
"
Mary Married," which
constitutes her Select attraction for April,,
has been released for general distribution.
This is one of three Star Series attractions which Select will release this month.
The others are Constance Talmadge in
"The Veiled Adventure," in which she is
presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and Alice
Brady's " Readhead."

Evelyn

Greeley, World Film star, who will
next be seen in " Relations "

April
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Hutchinson

Returns

from

Reached Chicago Following Three Months' Sojourn in England — Thompson Distributes American Productions for United
Kingdom — Deals Made for Other Countries
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSOX, president of the American Film Company,
Inc., returned to Chicago last week after -spending nearly three months
abroad. He left America on December 21, arrived in London on December 30, and aside from a single week spent in Paris was busily engaged at his
London offices during the entire period of his visit. On his return he sailed

Trip
Abroad
films exhibited abroad are of American
manufacture," replied Mr. Hutchinson.
"By that I mean, of course, are subjects
made by film manufacturers of the United
States, the word American not referring
specifically to the product of the American Film Company. I am proud to know,
though, that our own particular brand is
ranked among the very top notchers by
all the foreign exhibitors, and I was told
time and again that ' Flying A ' Pictures
were so popular because all of the stories
have a touch of real heart interest in
them, are interpreted by well balanced
casts and photographed with unusual
clearness. I was told in England and
France
that ourword.
brandYouname
'Flying
A'
is
a houshold
would
scarcely
wonder at the popularity of American made
pictures if you could see some of the photography in some of the English and
French films. The}- don't seem as yet able
to anywhere near equal the mediocre stuff

fromMarch
Liverpool
Marchthere
8 aboard
the Hutchinson
" Carmania,-'returned
which landed
Halifax
on
17, andon from
President
to Xew atYork,
via
rail.
While abroad he not only inspected his extensive laboratories and offices in
Great Britain, but also closed contracts for the distribution of his product
abroad in a far bigger, better way than it has ever been done before. American
Pictures are known as " Flying A " productions on the other side, and Mr.
Hutchinson reports he was delighted to find them in high favor wherever he
went, and received many testimonials as to their worth as box office attractions.
Pleased with Results
Interviewed by a representative of Motion Picture Xews upon his return to
shown on this side."
Chicago, Mr. Hutchinson, looking the picBook Three-Day Runs
ture of health and as though the trip had
Mr. Hutchinson explained that practidone him a world of good, said: "Yes
indeed I am glad to be back at home and
cally all British houses book on a three
mightily pleased over the results attained
day run basis, there being two changes
by my trip. Things here in America have
weekly, one feature running Monday, Tuesbeen moving steadily along since I left,
day and Wednesday and a new attraction
offered on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
and though I haven't yet been able to see
them on the screen myself, I am told that
Very few houses run Sunday shows and all
several of our latest feature releases are
of the speaking stage theatres are closed
receiving such favorable comment on the
on Sunday throughout the entire British
part of exhibitors.
Isles. The patronage at both speaking
stage theatres and those showing films is
" In the United Kingdom of Great
exceptionally good. Long lines stand paBritain and Ireland ' Flying A ' Pictures,
tiently in front of the box offices waiting
as they are called over there, are to be distributed by H. W. Thompson, of Leeds,
their turn to witness the performance, and
the admission prices are considerably
one of England's foremost film distributors
and a man whose interests reach into every
higher than those in the United States.
nook and corner of the British Isles. As
Speaking on the labor unrest concerning
usual, all the printing and developing will
which so much has been printed in American newspapers, Mr. Hutchinson said it
be handled at the ' Flying A ' laboratories
in England, but the films are placed on a
seems to be the general opinion that the
royalty basis with Mr. Thompson for disBritish laboring men are undergoing a petribution tothe exhibitors. Mr. Thompson
riod of readjustment fear. They know emWilliam Russell plays tag with Bull Montana
is held in high regard and trust by the
in " Brass Buttons," American Film
ployers are . compelled to reduce wages in
English exhibitors and was a member of
many industries and are protesting in the
Greece
and
Egypt.
The
above
mentioned
the English film committee that cooperated
hope that the cut in their own wages may
countries are included in one contract,
with the government all through the war,
be as slight as possible. It is looked upon
while other and distinctly separate conwhich gives one a faint idea at least of the
as quite the natural thing for them to do
tracts provide for the same firm handling
esteem in which he is held by his fellow
and not as an indication that they are inof
our
product
in
Spain,
Portugal
and
Italy,
Britishers.
clined to accept the doctrines of Boland still others for other and more distant
as all British laborers are far too
" John into
Olsen a & contract
Company,with
of Copenhagen,
portions of the globe. I was delighted to intelligent shevism,and
entered
me for the
possessed of too much sound
find all ' Flying A ' Pictures popular with
sense to wish to see their country ridden by
distribution
of
'
Flying
A
'
Pictures
in
the
exhibitors
of
Europe
and
to
see
them
Scandinavia and Finland. This concern
an outbreak of riots and property destrucshown in the finest theatres on the Contialso is known to its customers as one of
tion such as Berlin and Budapest have been
nent
as
well
as
in
England.
For
example,
undergoing.
the foremost distributors in the territory
I discovered with pleasure that the London
it undertakes to cover and stands equally
Women are still employed, said Mr.
Opera House, the famous theatre erected
Hutchinson, in the majority of the transhigh with the governments of the allied naby Oscar Hammerstein some 3-ears ago, is
tions, who imposed many restrictions on
portation systems, acting as conductors and
now showing pictures and that among the
collectors on trains, trolleys, subways,
such film organizations as they deemed unprominent features advertised were the
busses, and even as porters in the railway
worthy of trust. ' Flying A ' Pictures have
of course been shown for years in the
stations. He mentioned that his own ofMary
Miles
Minter,
'William
Russell
and
Scandinavian countries, but I know that in Margarita Fisher subjects, released in the - fices in London had been managed for
United
States
some
three
months
ago,
but
future we shall do even more business
some months by Airs. W. C. Scott, wife of
only now being offered for the first time
there.
the manager, who was called to the colors
and who was but recently furloughed from
For Other Countries
in Great Britain."
"About what percentage of the foreign
only to be immediately con" Xot one but several contracts were entheatres are showing American made pic- army service
fined to his bed by tuberculosis. Since
tered into with Cinematograph Harry of
tures,
would
you
estimate?
"
queried
the
Mr. Hutchinson sailed from Liverpool he
interviewer.
Paris for distributing ' Flying A ' Pictures
(Continued on next page)
in France, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium,
" I should say fully 85 per cent of all the
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Vitagraph

n " Josselyn's Wife"
Scree
Now
Will
B. B. Features
Will Produce
the Picture Starring Bessie Barriscale
for Exhibitors Mutual Distribution
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY announces that the first of a series of
pretentious photoplays to be produced by
B. B. Features from famous novels, with
Bessie Barriscale as the featured player,
and released through Exhibitors' Mutual,
will be " Josselyn's Wife," a story of the
east which met with widespread favor.
" Josselyn's Wife " is now in the course
of completion at the Brunton Studios in
Los Angeles, and will be Miss Barriscale's
nextcurrent
release,vehicle.
following " Hearts Asleep,"
her
It is said that ''Josselyn's Wife" was
added to the B. B. Features library only
after spirited bidding against a number of
other organizations, who saw in the story
by Kathleen Norris an unusually good motion picture medium.
B. B. Features is going about the production of " Josselyn's Wife " in big fashion.
Howard Hickman, who is directing the Bessie Barriscale, in her own productions
through Exhibitors Mutual
drama, says he is expending every effort to
make the offering the peer of any Miss
This is declared to be one of the best
Barriscole has tendered in her long and
casts chosen for any motion picture producsuccessful screen career.
tion this year, and is said to be significant of
What is described as a remarkable cast
the
type
of photoplay which B. B. Features
was selected to support the star. Playing
intends producing from the several " best
opposite Miss Barriscale is Nigel Barrie,
sellers
riscale. " recently purchased for Miss Barwho only recently completed an engagement with Alma Rubens in " Diane of the
" Josselyn's Wife," which was published
Green Van," also an Exhibitors' Mutual
release. Barrie is cast as Gibbs Josselyn, a by Doubleday-Page Company, was listed
among the best sellers, and is the best
role in which he will have every opportunity
known literary effort of Kathleen Norris,
to show at his best before the camera.
whose pen has held a spell over lovers of
Other members of the " Josselyn " fampopular fictions for a number of years.
ily will be Kathleen Kirkham, as Lillian
Fred Myton, of the B. B. Features sceJosselyn ; little Ben Alexander, the loving
nario staff, was entrusted with the work of
boy of " Hearts of the World " and " Turn
making the continuity, and reports from
in the Road," as Tommy Josselyn; and
California indicate that he has contributed
Tom Guise as Thomas Josselyn. In addianother
fine piece of work to his many
tion there will be the venerable Joe Dowother laurels.
ling in a favorite role as Grandpa Latimer ;
Long Island furnished the locale for Miss
Leslie Stewart as Lindsay Popper, Marguerite DeLamott as Lizzie, Josephine
Norris's story, and with this country and
Crowell as Aunt Elsie, George Hackathorne
the people who live on that wonderful
stretch of New York, Miss Barriscale is
as Joe Latimer, and Helen Dunbar as Mrs.
Rose.
very familiar.
Parsons

to Make
Comedies
While
on Tour
with
t
pictures
in
all
of
the
principal
romantic
AFTER renewing his contrac
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for lands of the world. At Washington, after
the distribution of his Capitol Comedies,
many conversations, he was told that his
" Smiling Bill " Parsons declared that the venture would be best served by postponement until the process of settlement,
locale of many of the forthcoming comedies
beginning with the Peace Conference, had
will be in Mexico, Honolulu, Cuba, Alaska,
been given time to crystalize.
the Philippines and Porto Rico.
It is stated that Mr. Parsons has always
" Smiling Bill " found it hard to give up
been a tourist and traveler and that the his long-nursed plan, and the result is that
jovial comedian has long nursed a plan to he will shortly begin to make Capitol
Comedies in Mexico, Alaska, Honolulu,
produce his comedies in Mexico or in many
Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines.
of the United States possessions.
This series of productions will keep him
The idea of using the scenes of other
busied until the affairs of the wider world
lands as a background for his adventures
on the screen came to the rotund actor last have swung back into their accustomed
year, but the unsettled state of the world
rhythm.
Parsons is said to have had a more
forced him to put it out of his mind.
Shortly after the armistice was signed, he romantic career than almost any star figure
in the films today. Before his entry into
began negotiations with the State Department, preliminary to outlining a plan of the pictures he was known as a milliondollar-a-year writer of life insurance.
travel which would allow him to produce

Picture

News

Films
for President's Voyage

When President Wilson returns from
France, he will find relaxation from his
labors abroad in the motion picture entertainment provided aboard the " George
Washington." A number of Vitagraph
releases have been booked for use on the
return trip of the steamer and in midAtlantic, the President and his party will
be carried via. the screen to the deserts and
mountains of the West which happen to
be the settings of the majority of the
subjects selected.
Philip White Joins Stone
Philip H. White, one of the most versatile men in the motion picture industry, has
been especially engaged for the important
position of film editor for the Lewis S.
Stone productions. Mr. White has had extensive experience with the George Kleine.
Thomas H. Ince, Universal and Triangle
organizations prior to his present affiliation.
Hutchinson

Returns

from

Trip Abroad
{Continued from preceding page)
has received a cable saying that Mr. Scott
passed away. Mr. Scott is another prominent film man who gave up his life for
his country.
Spends Week in Paris
One week
of Mr.inHutchinson's
sojourn
abroad
was spent
Paris, whither
Mr.
Hutchinson went to see his son Hobart.
who is connected with Headquarters Regiment and attached to the staff of General
Pershing. Hobart described to his father
many thrilling experiences that befell him
during the war, and though he believes
he played in great luck and escaped many
of the hardships experienced by many
other boys in the service, his father still
shudders when he recalls that Hobart was
driving an automobile through a shell torn
area under heavy fire, running at nearly
60 miles an hour over roads that would
be considered decidedly bad in this country when an enemy shell burst behind the
car, blew the tonneau completely off the
body, smashed the windshield to bits and
yet never even scratched young Mr.
Hutchinson. " I guess Hobart must bear
a charmed life," commented his father,
" for it doesn't seem human possible to
have been through such an incident and
escape alive." Hobart was the first
American driver to enter the city of
Metz after the signing of the armistice, and had extreme difficulty in getting in with his officer passengers, for
the Germans had mined the roadway and
the car was halted by a cavity in the road
full}' 75 feet deep, which had been deliberately blown open by the Germans to delay pursuit. Hobart found a way around
the hole, though he nearly capsized the car
in getting it back into the road on the
other side, but at last he reached Metz and
wasMr.hailed
as " theis first
car busy
in." with new
Hutchinson
already
plans for the advancement of American
productions, but announcements concerning
them will be made later on.
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Wallace

Reid

EXHIBITORS who are going to play
" The Roaring Road " should base the
greater portion of the exploitation on two
points : On Wallace Reid and his popularity
with the women by pointing out the love interest in the story. For the men there
should be the emphasis of the thrills of the
auto races and especially the one in the latter part of the picture where he literally
makes the road roar to beat the train on
which his sweetheart is riding.
These two elements should be played
equally strong, for the auto race scenes are
probably the ones that you will use in your
advertising, and you don't want to leave the
impression with the women folk that there
is nothing else to the story. In most cases
we advise against telling the public how the
picture turns out, but it won't hurt here because the main thing that you are depending
upon are the various turnings of the plot
and the satisfaction that everyone -will have
that all is well in the end.
With the apparently increasing interest
in pictures made from stories that the patrons have read, we would not fail to call
attention to the fact that this has been
made from a series of stories by Byron Morgan which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
J. D. Ward, millionaire owner of the
Darco auto company, is known among his
employes as " The Bear," because of his
disposition, and carrying out the idea his
daughter, Dorothy, has been nicknamed
" The Cub." We are introduced to The
Bear with the announcement that his Darco
machines have already won the Santa Monica road race twice and that his great de-

Service

m

Section

"The

on

Roaring

sire is to make the third win. Then we
meet " Toodles " Waldron, who has two
ambitions, one to drive in this race and the
other to marry " The Cub." " Toodles " is
Ward's best salesman and a speed maniac
combined, but he can't get the consent to
drive in the race. And he is equally unsuc es ful in marrjing The Cub, for, as
he tells it, " Every time I ask your father
to marry you he bawls out, ' Why? ' "
Just at that moment Wheeler, Ward's
general manager, resigns to go with Rexton,
a rival company, and recommends
"Toodles" for his old job. "The Bear"
declares that he wants a man who will stand
up on his hind legs and holler and so decides to give
fakeup," but
baling
Not only
does Waldron
Waldron a act
he out."
quits
the works cold.
AND to make it all the harder, Ward
then gets the news that the train
bearing his three new racers from the east
has been wrecked and the cars ruined.
" Toodles " cannot resist the temptation to
go to inspect them, and with his friend Tom
Darby, star mechanic, he decides that they
can get enough material out of the three to
make one, and they set to work secretly
with the approval of " The Cub."
Then comes the race, and Ward is indignant to see No. 11 entered as a Darco car.
He believes " Toodles " is framing it up on
him to make a Darco entry look foolish,
but as lap after lap is reeled off and the
No. 11 crawls up and up and into first place
he takes on wild enthusiasm, which is
quenched with a note from Waldron saying
that he will stop at the pit at the fortieth

Road

lap, and that if Ward does not sign the
agreement to make him manager he will
throw the race. Ward declares it is a trap
and refuses, but the sporting blood of the
young man is up and he goes back into the
race and wins. Then Ward hands him the
signed contract and agrees that he maymarry " The Cub " — but not until five years
have passed.
Days pass and just as the couple decide
that they will marry anyway, Wheeler
comes across an item in a newspaper saying that Waldron is practicing at night to
go after the Rexton record from San Bernardino to San Francisco, a record for
stock cars that Ward has never sought. He
is angered at this secret plan and again
" bawls out " Waldron, this time there being no sham, and again the youth quits, declaring he will never come back.
BUT thinking it over, Ward decides to go
after that record and wires for his racing drivers, but with that decision he gets
the news that speeding is to be prohibited
by the state after three days, and since it is
impossible for the racers to arrive in that
time Ward begs Waldron to try again.
Waldron refuses and at the same time dethat hefather
is going
to marry
" The Cub "
whetherclares the
consents
or not.
Again " The Bear " banks on the sporting
blood of the yrouth and trickery. He announces tothe girl that they start that evening at eight by way of San Francisco for
a year in the east, and a little later Ward
calls in " Toodles' " mechanic friend and
puts him next to the trick. Darby is to have
one of the stock models stripped and ready

Scene at left where Toodles waits signal from The Bear, in center, the winner of the race, and at the right one of the results of being
a hero
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Two scenes between The Bear and The Cub and, center, Toodles defies him
and Waldron is not to be told until ten minutes after the train has left that " the Bear "
is taking the girl away for a year. He
counts on " Toodles " trying to beat them to
San Francisco by auto and thus breaking
the record.
But "Toodles" has gotten into jail for
speeding, and " The Bear " frames it for
Darby to free him by sawing the bars. This
he does, but they are a half hour late getting started.
THEN follow the scenes of the night race
between the train and the auto. We
have a number of contrasting pictures and
titles now with " the speeding train on a
clear track " and " the motor car where a
bobble may spell death." There are some
thrilling scenes, one where the machine
crosses the track directly in front of the
engine. Here is where the greater part of
the thrills come in, but all ends happily in
the end, for the Rexton record is broken
by an hour.
"Darn your old record," says the youth;
" What I want to know is where Dorothy
and I are to be married to-night."
WALLACE REID should be played
stronger than anything in this offering, and as the type of the virile, romantic
young American. Don't be afraid to put
the breeziness in the copy that you write
and suggest that there is action in the picture. This is the time of year when there
is the most appeal to that sort of stuff,
and it will strike an especially welcome
chord with the returning soldier boys.
Close up under the name of the star we
would certainly mention Anna Little and
Theodore Roberts, who are in the cast.
Miss Little has had a big following ever
since the days when she appeared in the
westerns, and she is a splendid type of the
American girl. Theodore Roberts, of
course, has appeared with a great number
of stars, in many all-star casts and as the
featured player himself.
Unless you use one of the cuts showing
Reid in the garb of a race driver or explain
the title, it may be uncertain. It is for that
reason that we would include a few lines
of selling talk and link in the romantic
portion so as to get the full benefit of the
interest of the women.
This is done effectively in one of the

AN

ADDED

LAUGH

in the
ng
score little
oftentouc
count
inc putti
hes aof lotmusi
JUST
. There e is an les,
a pictudentrein this
overone
inciwher Tood
after the old man tells him he must
wait five years to marry, asks, "Why
should we play ' Silver Threads
"
ng will
Amo
the use
Goldthat
' at song
our wedd
If you
thereing?
with
the burlesque touch it will give an
added laugh.
There is another chance for a
laugh when the Bear is framing up
the game on Toodles and talking to
the mechanician, and here a touch of
"Everybody
Works But Father"
will please.
Effects can be easily overdone
here if they are worked through all
of the automobile scenes, and become very tiresome. We would prefer to carry the auto race itself with
light, snappy music and then reserve
the effects for the race between the
train and the auto, giving the whistle
of the locomotive and purring of the
auto engine and the hissing of the
steam right at the end where the interest is the tensest.

ready prepared advertisements, which carries this selling talk :
" He didn't know he was going 112 miles
an hour. He never thought that he was
smashing all records to smithereens.
" All he knew was that she was there.
She wanted and needed him. He was going
to her — in a car that was more than a
brother to him.
" Men who love the touch of the wheel —
women who love the throb of a mighty engine— children who coo and shout at the
chug-chug of a car — they should see Wallace
Reid in this great story of the road that is
torn by an inferno of tearing wheels."
HERE are a few others that get still
more into the girl side of the picture
and which reflect both action and romance :
" They called him ' The Bear ' because he
was so big and because he growled so when
he was crossed. And his pretty little daughter they called The Cub.' And the youth
who loved her they called ' Toodles."
'Toodles' wanted to drive a racing car in

the Santa Monica and when he appeared in
the field ' The Bear ' was sure that he was
being tricked by the youngster. But he had
his great yearning satisfied by seeing his
make of car cross the line the winner.
That was one record.
" So one of ' Toodles ' ambitions was satisfied, but he wanted ' The Cub ' more than
anything else. He was done with gasoline
row, but 'The Bear' tricked him again and
the boy had to race a limited train a hundred miles through the night to win the girl.
Of course he did, and you'll get a lot of
thrills while he is doing it and share his
happiness in the end. And laugh? — you bef
" ' Toodles ' believed in speed on the ract
track and in love. He showed it when he
won the Santa Monica auto race in one of
' The Bear's ' cars, but ' The Bear ' didn't
believe
speed
when it came to ' Toodles '
marryingin his
daughter.
" But ' The Bear ' had always had his own
way and he thought he could have it now,
so when he found out that ' Toodles ' was a
different sort of fellow he thought that he
might as well hang up a new record for his
cars, and so he kidnapped his own daughter,
had the jail jimmied to free 'Toodles,' and
then started on a limited train with ' Toodles 'left to pursue in an auto. Did ' Toodles' win? He did. And 'The Bear' — he
chuckled, and so will you — lots of times."
ERE are some thai are shorter:
H
" Do you think that the sort of a fellow
who goes out and wins an auto race in a
makeshift car is the sort that is willing to
wait five years for the girl he loves? He
determined that he wouldn't, but he didn't
know that he was going to have to drive a
hundred miles an hour down the roaring
road to win her clever father's consent.
" Here's a story without a villain, but a
mighty handy hero, a pretty girl, a lot of
speed, a spice of humor and bing-bang
action from start to finish. If you are looking for pure amusement here it is."
" He had to go some to win the auto race,
and he did. But that was nothing like how
he had to go — a hundred miles an hour to
beat a speeding train to win the girl he
loved. And of course he did, and he's the
sort of a fellow that you'll like, and the girl
— well, she's just one of the ' sweetest
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At left Toodles and his friend prepared to make a racer out of wrecked cars, center, Toodles is in jail, but he gets out in time
for the thrilling dash before the train shown at right

Auto

Idea

Offers

THERE should be one special appeal
made in exploiting this picture — to
every person within easy riding distance
of your theatre who owns an automobile.
It will serve the purpose of not only getting them to come to see this particular
offering, but it is likely to win new popularity for your theatre.
If you own a theatre in a city you know
what it means to have a line of cars lined
up in front of your theatre — the advertising of " class " that is given your house.
If you have a neighborhood theatre or are
located in a smaller city with an appeal to
a considerable outlying population, and you
have not taken advantage of the automobile
trade, here is a chance to make up for those
mistakes.
Do not take any chances about making
the appeal. Get from the state authorities
— in many cases you can get the information
from the county or city records — the name
of every man and woman who owns a machine and sit down and write them a special letter, something on this order :
" For a long time we have been looking
for a first class motion picture in which the
real star is an automobile. We have found
it in ' Roaring Road,' and Wallace Reid is
the handsome young actor who gives you
thrill after thrill and in the end shatters
all the records and wins the girl he loves.
" It is not simply a case of where the auto
is an incident. At times it comes mighty
near being the whole thing. You'll quiver
as you imagine you hear the roar of the
speeding motors, as you witness the perils
of the night race against the limited, but
all that time you'll have enough faith to
know that the gasoline boy is going to win
out in the end — and it's no secret violated
to tell you that he does.
"Yes, Wallace Reid is the hero, and
there's Ann Little, the girl, and Theodore
Roberts, the cause of it all.
" Load your car up with your less fortunate friends t and all of you enjoy a ride
down ' The Roaring Road ' to happiness."

Chance

for Much

HESE Special Service Section
are written with the purpose
of suggesting to exhibitors
how to get the most out of
pictpres that he has booked. They
are prepared after studying the pictures and the best way of exploiting
them. Won't you let us know any
use that you made here and the
original ideas that you have used in
putting over this picture of any
others?

T

F you are in a city of course the auto
dealers will all co-operate with you in
every way. As a matter of fact, it's mighty
hard to find a city now that hasn't auto
dealers. Most of these people have large
show windows, and there \vill be little
trouble in getting their co-operation.
Be sure to get enough of the scenes from
the production to furnish a series of attractive layouts. These should be mounted
on cardboard and different lines supplied
for the different dealers. For instance:
" If it hadn't been for an automobile
Wallace Reid would never have won happiness and the girl he loved in ' The Roaring
Road.' See the picture at the Empire theatre and then come and let us show you
how you can win a lot of happiness by owning a Marmon car."
Through the city and along the main
roads we would recommend the use of the
paper in the neighborhood of gasoline supply stations.
IF you have the sort of theatre where you
want to get attention from the street, you
can do this very easily by either reproducing the noise of the motor or. by using a
real motor or by having an actually operating machine. This can be suspended from
the ceiling by means of heavy chains and
with the power on so that the wheels will

Free

Advertising

revolve rapidly. Still better would be the
arrangement of a dummy machine with the
motor hidden away and then by the use of a
treadmill effect you can have the machine
apparently dashing down a descending road.
In any case this should be so arranged that
the noise will not interfere with the enjoyment of the spectators already inside your
theatre.
This can be further worked out for night
effects by building over the front of your
theatre a dummy automobile with a double
searchlight both up and down the street.
These should be strong enough to carry a
considerable distance and kept sufficiently
high so that they will not interfere with
traffic. You can add to the ballyhoo by a
flashing effect and the honk of a horn
with it.
With any displays of this sort you should
devote enough of the rest of the lobby display to scenes from the picture, so that the
public will not get the idea that this is a
news picture of an auto race.
IF stunt ideas work well in your city you
can get further advertising by rigging up
a real automobile like a racing car, painting
it white and then striping it with the number "11." This will attract a lot of attention after it has been around for a few
times. You can further arouse the curioshaving thereading:
driver's companion armed
withity bycirculars
" I challenge any driver for a race down
'The Roaring Road' (and then give the
date on which you are to show the picture).
Sign
it 'Toodles
Banking
on the Waldron.'"
well-known curiosity, you
can always attract crowds by stopping the
machine and opening the hood and speeding the engine while you pretend that something is the matter.
Another splendid way to distribute these
would be by handing them to the occupants
of all cars passed.
If you can get a newspaper to co-operate
with articles about the mysterious car, so
much the better.
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Hampton
Says Readjustment
cent and
President nf
Zane f,rpv
Tnr
three hundred to five hundred per Du
he
X
e he
President
of Zane
Grey Pirrnrec
Pictures, Inc.,
Notes
is not increasing his audiences three to five per simDlex
cent,
because
of
the
higher
prices
he
is
paying
Discusses Screen's Future, and
Simplex Runs Nine Shows a Day
for the star's pictures.
Advocates Higher Plane of
It is star
undoubtedly
that the
Samuel B. Rose, chief radio operator,
a "given
reaches atruecertain
pointaudience
and doesof
Productions
not get beyond that point. For example, let us
aboard the Presidential Peace ship,
take a city of one hundred thousand population.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON declared in We
find that in this city an exhibitor played to " George Washington," was a visitor at the
Los Angeles last week that the exhibiabout 5,000 admissions on pictures of a leading
Simplex factory this week.
star in 1917. The exhibitor had to pay an intor is being taxed constantly increasing
It will be remembered that there are
crease of one hundred per cent, or more, for the
rentals for the service of popular stars,
three Simplex machines installed on this
same
star's
pictures
in
1918,
but
the
size
of
his
audience at these pictures remained at 5,000. In ship, two of them being used for the enand that these stars do not produce a cor1918 he is asked to again stand for a large inresponding increase in returns to the extertainment ofthe guests, and the other is
crease, and he knows that he will not get any
hibitor.
more thantures. 5,000
to comebut tohissee attendance
these picHis costspeople
increase,
located in the crew's quarters.
The President of Zane Grey Pictures,
does not increase.
The purpose of Mr. Rose's visit was to
" The reason for this is easily found. A pic- make
tentative arrangements for the purInc., believes that the screen's future rests
ture
star
builds
up
a
following
of
'
Fans
'
and
not so much upon holding the millions
chase of still another Simplex. This will
' near-fans.' After a year or two of boosting
all the regular theatre-goers have seen the be necessary owing to the fact that arrangewho are already picture " fans " but in about
star
in
several
pictures,
and
a
process
of
sifting
reaching the many more millions who,
ments are now being made for increasing
has taken place in the minds of the audience.
notwithstanding the tremendous advances
the facilities to accommodate 1,700 addiSome ofpeople
' fans no
' ofnewthisconverts
star, and
some
another,become
but almost
are
made by moving pictures, still remain in- made. No ' new blood ' is added to the stream.
troops on the " George Washington,"
This is one of the natural results of the so-called
dif erent totheir appeal.
therebytionalmaking
her total carrying capacity
'
star
system.'
No
matter
how
hard
a
star
tried
8,000
troops.
These millions for the most part, he
to vary his pictures, all his productions bear a
marked family resemblance to each other. His
contends, are the book lovers of the counThe program planned for will call for
personality
her not,
personality
each
try who find their principal entertainment
nine complete shows each day and necespicture. If— itor does
his fans— dominates
object, because
between the covers of the books of their
they are drawn to the performance by the charm
sitates the services of four projectionists
of that personality.
favorite authors and who, when they do
who
are
of the ship's crew and
"
Stage
stars
have
no
such
handicaps.
The
stage star creates a part, and plays it for a who havemembers
attend moving picture theatres to see these
become thoroughly acquainted
year, or ten years. The picture star must apand efficient in the art of projection, under
works screened, come away disappointed
half a draw
dozen more
times audiences
a year, and
because of the liberties taken with the
time pear
must
than inthea year's
stage
the capable guidance of Mr. Rose.
star needs in several lifetimes. We must acstory to adapt it to the needs of the parknowledge
the
power
of
the
screen
star
to
acticular star featured in it.
complish such marvels of magnetism, but wonderSimplex Now Making All Lens Sizes
as they are, they do not help the exhibitor, who
The real solution of getting new picture
must have new audiences passing through his
From reports received from the Simplex
audiences into the theatres, according to doors constantly.
officials, the Simplex lens plant, located at
"
The
exhibitor's
problem
is
not
alone
to
reach
Mr. Hampton, is the production of the
the 5,000 people who come to see pictures of Morris Park, L. I., equipped by the Preworks of front rank authors in a manner
Mary Blank or William Jones, or any other great
cision Machine Company during the high
star — themunityexhibitor
go deeper
into his
comthat will bring their books to life. This
and tap new must
sources
of supply.
He must
tide of war activities, is now manufacturing
can only be done, he insists, by placing
get into his house five thousand or ten thousand
both projector and achromatic lenses in all
new people — people who are not now in the habit
all the emphasis upon a faithful picturcommercial sizes.
ization of the story, as a story, rather than
of " going
to thethese
' movies.'
We know
people exist. In our hypoIt will be remembered that during the
thetical town of one hundred thousand populaupon the personality of the star.
tion there are probably ten thousand or fifteen war, the Government requested all the leadThis is the policy back of Mr. Hampthousand highly desirable folks who almost never
ing projector manufacturers to eliminate
go to pictures. Then there are more than this
ton's new company, the Zane Grey Picnumber of women and children who go to all stereopticon lens other than sixteen,
tures, Inc., and one which, in his opinion,
' movies afford
' onceto or
month, (Some
but could
easily
go twice
twice aa week.
day twenty and twenty-four-inch focus and all
marks a new era in the moving picture
producers
will
make
their
pictures
so
good
that
projector lens other than four, five and sixindustry that will not only add a multithey cannot afford not to go twice a week.)
inch focus from the then outgoing shiptude of new converts to the screen, but
" Publishers have to dig into all these facts ments.
about the number of people who read newswill ultimately eliminate the much dispapers, or magazines, or books, or go to theatres
At the outset the activities of the Simand motion picture shows. Publishers have to
cus ed "star salary evil."
plex lens plant were confined to the manuget these culation
statistics
in
order
to
manage
their
cirdepartments and also for the purpose
facture of the above sizes, but beginning
" I think we have come into the market with
of
advising
advertisers
how
to
reach
various
a great big idea at the psychological moment,"
last week all sizes, including fractional are
classes
of
people.
'
Social
surveys
'
are
almost
said
Mr.
Hampton.
"
This
belief
is
confirmed
unknown
in the
picture need
industry,
and more
I am about
cerby the flood of letters and telegrams which we
being produced. The numerous Simplex
tain that the
exhibitors
to know
have received from exhibitors, asking for re- the facts
distributors
have been notified that from
that
make
up
their
communities.
lease dates on our Zane Grey pictures. Unnow on every Simplex equipment leaving
" The Zane Grey Pictures Company was
doubtedly the intelligent exhibitors of this counbrought into existence to create new picture
try are worried by the ever-increasing cost of audiences.
the factory will include the Simplex-made
the
' starto system
without
increase
in their
lenses.
income
offset ' the
higheranyrental
charges
for
" I wonder
how this
manygreat
people
realize The
the enormous
public
of
author?
mere
'recently
star system
'
pictures.
One
thoughtful
exhibitor
statistics concerning him are startling. I have
stated his case thus :
" ' Three years ago I paid $35 a day for recently obtained the figures from his American
Leland Visits New York
publishers,
Harper are& now
Bros.,selling
and Grosset
Mary
Blank's
pictures.
I
did
good
business
on
them and made some money. Then Mary Blank
lap. His books
at the &rateDun-of
S. B. Leland, the well-known Northern
made a shift to another company — or at least more than two million copies a year. Grosset &
Dunlap say that last year they were unable to New England distributor for Simplex proto a company with another name — and I was
notified that her price was raised to $65 a day.
get enough paper to fill their orders on Zane
Grey novels. The demand is increasing so
jectors, spent a very interesting week in
I wanted her pictures, but that jump in price
would take all my profit. I kicked, and was
rapidly that I believe that a sale of three million
this
city
and
included in his itinerary a visit
promptly told to take it or leave it, because my
copies per year will be reached before the end
of this year.
to the Simplex factory, being especially incompetitor was willing to pay the higher price.
terested inthe proposed incandescent lamp
Well, I had gotten my patrons educated to see" No man who
can read
state the
accurately
the number
two million
copies of
of equipment, and in the lens factory now
ing Mary's picture and I did not want them to Americans
Zane Grey books that are bought annually. The
get
into
the
habit
of
going
to
the
other
fellow's
most conservative calculation places the number
house. So I paid the $65. Now this year a new
operated by the Precision Machine Comproducer has Mary, and he wants to charge me
of readers at twenty-five million. It is from
$100 a day.
this vast body of intelligent active. Americans
pany.
He reports that in Portland, Me., the
that we propose to draw new picture audiences.
" ' Not Mary
alone,
but every
star sowho's
anything,
is being
changed
around,
that worth
I am
" More ofthan
these They
peopleprefer
are not
regularat
patrons
the half
movies.
to stay
Empire,
Strand, Keith's, Casco and Elm
paying
out-of-sight
prices
on
every
picture
that
has a big name. I used to make money when
home and read. Why is it? I am afraid that theatres all use Simplex machines- He
I had margin enough to leave something after here we have to lodge an indictment against the reports also that some new developments
paying film bills, operating expenses and interest
'star system.' So long as stars are stars, then may be expected in regard to his Portland
or my investment, but there is very little left just
that long it will be necessary to ' play up
all
star. may
No matter
which will be used as a supply base
over
now.
These
famous
stars
don't
pull
any
more business now than they did when I got muchthe ofbigan stuff
artist' tothetheauthor
be — andhowhe office,
for the State of Maine, leaving him the
must be a great artist to reach sales of two
them at one-third or one-quarter their present
million books a year — his book is twisted and
other to tend to the wants of tke exhibitors
prices.'
_ " Isn't thatThejustexhibitor
about the
nub of increases
the presentof warped to fit the limitations or the vanity of in New Hampshire and Vermont.
situation?
is paying
the star."
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Dolores

—

On

Merit —

Cassinelli

E.K.Lincoln
in the six part beauty production

The

Unknown

Love

Written and directed by Leonce Perret"
Produced by Perret Productions Inc.
^picture with a mu^hf/ appeal to every womanPATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

one that speaks to every heart?

TVie exhibitor who considers
the plank"
Walking
comedies as fillers ' only, is
making his business walk the
Comedies should be considered
on merit not price.
plank.

Harold

Lloyd

Comedies
are the best one reel comedies
made. Book them on merits!
Produced by Rolin

One a Week

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS
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Dalton

Picture Opens to
Success
Awyon Films Corporation announced this
■week that " Bej'ond the Law, " the Emmet*
Dalton picture which was booked through
the Awyon Film Corporation for the Academy of Music, Fox house in New York
City, opened on Sunday and went over to
one of the biggest hits in the history of the
theatre.
There was a continuous line in front of
the theatre all day and evening. The picture not only played to capacity, but business had to be turned away, and some hundred dollars or more refunded to those
who had purchased tickets but were unable
to get into the theatre.
During the day the feature played to at
least ten thousand people, who were delighted not only with the fine drama, but
were highly entertained by the personal
appearance of Emmett Dalton.
The business done with " Be}"ond the
Law" was even greater than the officials
of the Aywon Film Corporation had hoped
for. The picture is to be shown on the
entire Fox Circuit.
Maxwell Joins Independent
Sales Corporation
M. E. Maxwell, until recently connected
with the sales and exploitation forces of
United Picture Theatres* Inc., has joined
the Independent Sales and Rothapfel forces
as special representative for the Rothapfel
Unit Programme. Mr. Maxwell left the
Xew York office of Independent Sales,
Monday for Denver, his first stop from
here to the Coast. He will visit every important city from Denver to the Coast and
will visit the Independent exchanges in this
territory as special representative for Lynn
S. Card, general sales manager.
The middle West is being covered b}"
Leon J. Rubenstein and the Eastern territory by Charles F. Schwerin. Both of these
representatives for the Rothapfel Programme have been out for two weeks, and
reports coming from them to Frank G.
Hall, president of Independent Sales, indicate a promising debut for the first Unit
Program.
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R.C.Bruce

Strikes

Route Kept Secret by Educational to
Forestall
Competition — Sixth
Annual Trip for Well Known
" Explorer "
ROBERT C. BRUCE, scenic director
of the Educational Films Corporation,
leaves next Saturday for Quebec, to begin
his annual trip to secure scenic material for
future releases. Mr. Bruce's route is kept
a trade secret at Educational headquarters,
owing to the fact that on one of his previous expeditions, when various places he intended visiting were announced in the
press, three or four other cameramen suddenly decided to visit the same vicinity.
During the months that he is away, Mr.
Bruce will journey into little frequented
corners of the western hemisphere, and he
has no desire to encounter any rival cameramen during the course of the trip.
This is Mr. Bruce's sixth annual trip and
he plans to be away at least ten months. It
is interesting to note that he has already
evolved the scenarios for the scenics he will
return with. Not only has he a definite idea
just what he is going after, but the titles
and even some of the subtitles for the releases are already written. For several
weeks past Mr. Bruce has had recourse to

for Canada
Out
various books dealing with outdoor life,
and it is from these that he has formulated
his campaign of action. This early preparation creates a new order in the producing
of scenic subjects, as the majority of the
men engaged in their manufacture merely
go out and shoot the first fairly attractive
scene.
Considerable interest is attached to Mr.
Bruce's trip owing to its very secrecy. He
plans to cover thirty-five thousand miles
between now and next December, at least
fifteen thousand of which will be journeyed
over water. Members of the party besides
himself, the cameraman and cook, will include an engineer, a captain, a boat and an
automobile, and last but not least in any
sense of the word, the Great Dane, the dog
that has been a principal figure in many of
the Bruce scenics. Over twenty-five pictures are planned.
Educational officials look forward to an
unusual supply of scenics during the monthsto come, when Mr. Bruce ships his exposed
strips of celluloid back to headquarters. In
view of the fact that the trip has been so
carefully planned, and that it is to take in
out of the way places, their expectations
may well be considered already realized.

Tells
of Short
Subjects
Success
Capital Film Company Aims to Please
Mr. Phillips, like all of the other managers of the Capital exchanges, is of the
the " Show Me " Exhibitors and
Audiences — Declares One Run
opinion that the new policy of " foremost
stars in short features " is so much the
Brings Another
trend of the times that there is no stopping
<<' I 'HE public is made up of ninety parts Capital on its march to success. The enthusiasm of the exhibitors themselvess has
*■ of willingness and ten parts of Misimbued the various branch managers with
souri— ' show me.' And our success," states
Clarence W. Phillips, manager of the Chia spirit that nothing can stop them now.
cago branch of the Capital Film Company,
It is rumored that the next few weeks
" is due to our capability in satisfying the will disclose some Capital announcements
to the exhibitors that will prove both startten per cent."
ling and sensational.
"There is no use dancing a jig around
" The exhibitors have been mighty good
the mulberry bush," says Mr. Phillips.
" The exhibitors and fans alike are willing to us — the trade has been good to us," states
enough to sit through it, but they have
Ike Schlank, president of the Capital Film
witnessed so much of distributors jigging
Company, " and just as quickly as all of
they are about read}' to strike, if they are
our present arrangements are put in connot soon shown something different and
crete form, we shall be able to announce
with sincere pleasure and gratitude how we
" The real function of satisfaction is be- are going to be able to reciprocate.
ing different. Those of us who have been
Company
innew."
the rut of believing that long-drawn-out
Schlesinger
Joins Oriental
features were essential to pleasing the
theatre patron have had our sense of foresight sharpened by the advent of Capital
short features, and their passing of the acid

Example of the Paper Used on " The Days
of Daring,"
In Which
Aywonis a Film
Tom Mix.
The Film
RevivalPresents

Qjfield

"The acid test is screen test. It is not
always easy to convince an exhibitor that
thetest."
public does want short features — does
want
their entertainment served to them
in snappy, concise stories full of pep and,
punch: But, one ' wild cat ' booking of a
Capital picture invariably means a steady
contract for all of the Capital program.
This is why we have adopted the slogan,
'East
once shortly.
you run one — you wil lrun 'em all.' "

Leon Schlesinger has severed his connections with the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation to represent the Oriental Trading
Company, as American buyer. The Oriental
Trading
in the DuU'h
East
IndiesCompany
and the operates
Strait Settlements.
Karel Hymans, an executive of the
Oriental Trading Company, came to Xew
York in February to select an American
representative and met Mr. Schlesinger
while negotiating pictures at Inter-Ocean,
while negotiating pictures at Inter-Ocean.,
of which firm Mr. Hymans has long beea
a customer.
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Director

Miller

Is to Produce Series of Special Productions Beginning Immediately
— Six to Be Made During
the Year
CHARLES MILLER, who first came
into prominence as a director with the
Ince forces during the Fine Arts days and
who since that time has given to the screen
some of its best dramatic features, has
been signed by Frank G. Hall, president of
Independent Sales Corporation, to produce
a series of special productions under the
corporate name, Charles Miller Productions, Inc. Mr. Miller is president and Mr.
Hall is vice-president and general manager
as well as one of the directors of the corporation. Work will be started next week
on the first of this series of Miller productions, at the Bacon-Backer studio which
has been engaged by Mr. Hall for the
Miller company. The Miller productions
will be distributed by Independent Sales
Corporation through its Film Clearing
House exchanges. Mr. Miller plans to
produce six specials during the c urrent
year. The first of the series will be a
screen version of a popular novel by one
of our best contemporary writers, and will
present an all-star cast.
Since the days when the five-reel productions were the exception and not the
rule, Mr. Miller has held the megaphone
over the silent drama in its creation. And
during the time intervening since the days
when only a Griffith would attempt a longer
feature than two and three reels, Mr.
Miller has been in the studio> rising with
the rapid strides taken by the silent art
and gaining by experience all the finesse
that is reflected in such examples of perfect artistry in production and direction as
" The Ghosts of Yesterday," conceded by
the press and public to be the most popular
and finished picture in which Norma Talmadge has ever appeared. His ability to

Joins

Frank

Hall

Charles Miller, directing Norma Talmadge in
pictures for Select release
bring out and place in prominence the
simplicity and homely character of star and
story has never been more convincingly
impressed than by his production of " The
Sawdust Ring," starring Bessie Love,
which picture is said to have played to one
of the biggest weeks the Rialto ever recorded. His production of " The Flame of
the Yukon," starring Dorothy Dalton, was
one of the biggest successes of its time,
and is reported to have had extended runs
in nearly every instance owing to the public demand.
Mr. Miller, in making the announcement
of this independent venture, said :
" What has been done toward advancing
the silent drama as an art, everyone knows.
I hope I have contributed something to
this advancement. I have tried during the
course of my direction to bring out the
worthwhile phases of the drama that has
become the biggest individual entertainment medium of the time, and now that I
have free rein and can put into actual practice my ideas of production, I feel that my
venture will be a success.

William
A. Brady Invades South America
There the exhibitor collects not once but
IN connection with the announcement by
several
times during the course of his show.
William A. Brady of the sale of " Stolen
Instead of one flat admission charge, the
Orders " and " Bought and Paid For " for
South American exhibitor runs his business
Brazil to Morris Winik of Rio de Janeiro,
on a time basis. At stated intervals ushers
comes some interesting information with
regard to the present condition of the South
pass through the audience taking toll, and
American market.
there is no waiting over to see the second
show without payment in advance.
Due to the war and the inability to secure transportation to South America for
foreign-made film, and the resulting opening of a rich market for American pictures,
Signs for Educationals
prompted Mr. Brady to send to South
Manager F. J. Fegan, of the Standard
America J. Parker Reed, who has an experience extending over many years in that Film Coi'poration, St. Louis' representative
field. Mr. Reed is now in Buenos Aires
of the Educational Films Corporation, in
a recent letter advises the New York headplacing the Brady pictures, among them
quarters that the West End Lyric Theatre
" Stolen Orders," " The Whip," ■ and
has signed for all the Educational releases,
" Bought and Paid For."
and that they are booked solid to the end
Now that the influenza epidemic, which
of June. The Down Town Lyric Theatre,
it is undeistood was far more prevalent
under the same management, is also playing
and disastrous in Brazil and Argentina
Educational subjects. In addition to these
than here, is past and conditions are again
normal, it is possible to sell American film two houses, Mr. Fegan reports that the Fox
Liberty Theatre, the Grand Opera House,
to South American exhibitors at substanthe Empress Theatre, the Pageant Theatre,
tial figures. The prices received by Mr.
the Shaw Theatre, the New Delmar TheaBrady for " Stolen Orders " and " Bought
tre, and other representative houses are
and Paid For," for example, are said to be
using Educational service.
clearly indicative of that fact.

Four

Picture

Thousand

News

Programs

Mailed by Exhibitor
As manager of the Paradise theatre,
Bronx, New York, J. Silverman is a firm
believer in program advertising. He is
also manager of the Reeland Publishing
Company, 729 Seventh avenue, New York,
printers of picture theatre programs, and
was always a great enthusiast over his
When he assumed the management of the
product.
Paradise theatre in February, he immediately set out to see what the program could
do for his theatre.
A mailing list was secured covering 4,000
names of possible patrons in the neighborhood of the Paradise theatre, and, a twentypage program mailed to each person every
week. In addition to this method of advertising, throw-aways and window display cards are used to attract the passersby. In result of the advertising, it enabled
him to increase his admission price from
eleven to seventeen cents.
This is Mr. Silverman's first experience
as an exhibitor, and in less than two
months under his management it is declared that he has increased the box-office
receipts two hundred and thirty per cent.
Gets

Scenes

at Bottom

of

Ocean
Maurice Tourneur's newest production,
" The White Heather," which will have its
national premiere at a big New York theater within a few weeks, presents what are
said to be the first motion picture scenes
actually directed by a producer at the bottom of the sea.
big between
punch ofthe" The
Heather
is The
a fight
heroWhite
and the
villain"
in their deep sea diving suits on the ocean
floor. The fight to the death occurs upon
the hulk of a sunken yacht while sharks
and weird sub-sea animal life dart back
and forth in front of the camera. The
struggle ends when one of the men cuts
his own air hose by mistake.
The staging of these scenes was made
possible by the unusual invention of the
Williamson Brothers, a device first employed in making " Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea " and " The Submarine Eye." The perfected invention was
operated by the Williamsons off San Pedro
Harbor in the Pacific at unusual expense
for Mr. Tourneur.
Capacity

Business

for

" Once totoSidney
Every
Manof Super
"
According
B. Lust
Film Attractions, Inc., at Washington,
D. C, the Frohman production of " Once
territory.
to Every Man " has gone over big in that
Mr. Lust wires that it played the entire
week at the Leader theatre in Washington
to capacity business in spite of many days
of bad weather. He states that " Once to
Every Man " was highly endorsed by every
newspaper in Washington and that bookings are coming in fast from exhibitors in
that territory.
It is described as truly a red-blooded
American production which should obtain
wonderful results in any theatre anywhere.
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Outing-Chester pictures are bringing on the animals in the most interesting and entertaining manner. On the left we see Jumbo
flapping an ear, and zve don't blame him when zve see the rare African materialized myth pictured in the center panel. It is called the
"Greater Kudu," but is quick to respond
to any
African
the extreme right seem to be getting up their
temper
for name.
the dailyTheragetzvoagainst
the buffalo
fearless oncameraman

Yokel Joins Briggs Pictures,
Incorporated
Alex Yokel, a well-known figure in the
picture industry has been elected vice-president and secretary of Briggs Pictures, Inc.
This company is manufacturing one-reel
comedies based on the cartoons of Briggs
appearing in the New York Tribune and
125 leading American newspapers. Mr.
Yokel will also act as general manager of
the company. Headquarters have been
opened at 30 East Forty-second street and
production is going on at the Thanhouser
studios in New Rochelle. The first
comedy released by this company, " A
S'prise Partyweek
'n Ever'thing,"
is finishing
successful
at the Strand
theatre.a
Managing Director Plunkett of this big
Broadway house has arranged to show one
of these comedies every other week for
the next vear.
Arrow

Buys Thanhouser
Studio
The Thanhouser property at New
Rochelle, New York, was sold at public
auction Thursday, and was bought by W. E.
Shellenberger, president of the Arrow Film
Corporation and Crawford Livingston, a
banker at 51 Exchange Place.
The Thanhouser Company was one of
the first independent producing companies
organized
up of theCompany
" trust.''
The headsafter
of the
the split
Thanhouser
were the organizers and stockholders of
the Mutual Film Company.
At the offices of the Arrow Film Corporation W. E. Shellenberger stated that
as yet he had not formed any plans for the
operating of the plants at New Rochelle,
but that an announcement would be made
shortly. No price was mentioned.
Sells Rights to Security
Pictures
The Aywon Film Corporation, through
Nathan Hirsh, its president, announces that
they have sold the territorial rights to
their Security series of pictures for the
states of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia.
State right buyers have shown a live
interest in these pictures and as a result
territory is being disposed of rapidly.

Inter-Ocean

Film

Records

pp EACE
is reflecting itself on the Inter*■ Ocean Film Corporation, 218 West
Forty-second street, New York, who have
just had the busiest week, in point of contracts in the company's existence.
Gus S. Schlesinger placed the output of
World Pictures in South Africa, Dutch
East Indies, and Strait Settlements. The
Graphic
feature. " Paraguay
Echo of and
Youth,"
was
sold
for Argentine,
Uruguay.
This feature together with '" When Men
Betray " and " Ashes of Love," additional
Graphic productions, was placed by Mr.
Schlesinger for Brazil. The special feature.
" Trilby," was placed in Belgium and the
Belgian colonies. On the comedy side,
Black Diamonds,
Vims and for
the Argentine,
" Charlie "
Cartoons,
were negotiated
Paraguay and Uruguay, by Mr. Schlesinger.
Ricardo Castro, of the Inter-Ocean sales
department, negotiated the Florence Reed
feature, " Wives of Men," for Brazil, Spain
and Portugal. He also placed the Selexart
subject "Blue Blood," and some comedies
in Spain and Portugal.
The three Graphic features, " Echo of
Youth," Ashes of Love," and " When Men
Betray" were placed by Mr. Castro in
Chile. Peru, Bolivia and Ecquador. The

Its Busiest Week
special feature, " The Transgressor," made
by the producers of " The Victim," also was
sold by him in the last-named territories
also.

Accessories Manager Eugene H. Kaufman has returned from a trip to San Francisco, where he terminated several contracts
for Speer carbons.
Louis Brock also returned from a tour
of Central America and Cuba, in the course
of which he visited leading exhibitors as
well as exchanges handling the Inter-Ocean
product.
President Cromelin, of Inter-Ocean, announces the acquisition of Edwin Hayden
Hibben, as technical director, in charge
of the film and title department of that
organization. Mr. Hibben comes from the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company in
Chicago, where he spent three years as a
technical specialist.
President Cromelin announces that the
new projection room at Inter-Ocean Building is now running regularly and that I.
Penzer and D. B. Shepard have been placed
in charge of showings to foreign buyers.
It is believed to be the largest projection
room in New York devoted exclusively to
showings for field export.

"Birth of Race" Gets Many
Territory Offers
THE REXCO FILM COMPANY, of and the Chicago engagement ran into three
Chicago, has announced to exhibitors
months, followed by engagements in a few
throughout the country and to state rights
cities at the legitimate theatres.
Joseph Carl Breil, who composed the
buyers the new photoplay, " The Birth of a
music for other film productions is the
In an announcement the company states
composer of the score for " The Birth of a
that before the picture was even properly
The scenes were taken in Florida, New
assembled
the State of Pennsylvania was
Race."
sold to a Pittsburgh company which in York and New Jersey under the direction
John W. Noble. The photography is by
turn, after showings in Chicago and Pitts- of
Herbert O. Carleton. Art titles are from
burgh, re-sold' it. The profit said to have
studio of Ferdinand Pinney Earle.
been realized when the picture was re-sold theRace."
was reported as $45,000.
Among the many who contributed important characterizations to this production
As soon as state rights were available,
are: Jane Grey, Anna Lehr, Anita Cortez,
Michigan was sold for $32,000, Iowa was
Le Guerre, Philip Van Loan,
sold for $27,500, and a half of Ohio for George
Charles Graham, Ben Hendricks, Alice
530,000, it is announced.
Doscher, Dick Lee, Edwin BorSeveral big deals are now said to be Gale, ing,Doris
David Wall and Belle Seacomb.
pending, and numerous offers have been
The theme of this drama is the story of
made on practically every state in the peace, of democracy, of brotherhood. It
Union.
traces the history of world-advancement
the Garden of Eden to the dawn of
afrom
Peace,
"The Birth of a Race" was first presented in the Blackstone theatre, Chicago,
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"Yankee
Doodle"
in Los
Angeles
Mack Sennett-Hiram Abrams Picture
Blocks Traffic in West Coast
Town — Said to Be Sennett's
Biggest Laugh
MACK SENNETT'S war time farcical
satire, " Yankee Doodle in Berlin,"
recently purchased for America by Sol
L. Lesser, was the attraction the week of
April 5 at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.
It blocked traffic, kept almost a continual
line to the box office, filled the streets on
either side for blocks with automobiles, and
played to capacity from the opening performance, Sunday, March 30, until the latter part of the week (the time the story is
written).
There never has been a film come out of
the Mack Sennett fun plant on Allesandro
street that contains so many laughs and
thrills per reel as does this five-reeler starring Bothwell Brown, the female impersonator from the vaudeville stage. The supporting cast has many of the Sennett
celebrities doing either a bit in their inimitable way, or carrying one of the main
roles. The array of talent in this picture
can best be judged by the fact that Charley
Murray does a bit, appearing as the Irish
prisoner in the Hun camp who said " the
Irish
the Germans
hell atunless
the Somme."
He is gave
threatened
with death
he takes
the German oath, and after this is administered comes back with " didn't them Irish
Mack Sennett, Who Made " Yankee Doodle
give us Germans hell at the Somme." Old
stuff it may be said but put in a new way.
In Berlin "
Chester Conklin is to be seen as one of the important part of the Kaiserina was well
entrusted to Eva Thatcher, and Marie Preunimportant guards, and Ben Turpin does
is seen as a Belgian girl retained in
double duty as sentry and official taster for vost
Hunland to perform the work of men who
the Kaiser.
are at war. The star, Bothwell Brown,
Bothwell Brown, in the play, is an Amerigave a most worthy and fascinating impercan aviator who goes to the Kaiser's headsonation of an oriental dancer, and vamps
quarters in an airplane to secure informaright into the front line of screen vamps in
tion for the U. S. Government. He resorts
his debut on the screen.
to practices of his college days when he
Richard Jones, who directed the making
impersonated women in plays. In his disof this film, has added another masterpiece
guise he flirts with the Crown Prince, Von
to his credit that will no doubt live as long
Hindenberg, then infatuates the Kaiser,
steals plans of the war and escapes to the as his previous release, " Mickey." He has
roof of the palace, from which point he crowded the subject full of stunts and gags
that do not interfere with the speed of the
sends report signals, using the semaphore
continuity nor cause a noticeable breach.
code, to a scarecrow in a cornfield nearby.
He has made a ery pleasing composite of
The wireless is put into action, and the
satire, melodrama and slapstick with a love
scene shifts to the American lines where
interest for the poor Belgian girl that gives
things begin to happen. An airplane goes
the screen a new and refreshing quality in
to the rescue of the American aviator, who
production.
is still on the top of the castle. He is carMuch is to be said of the presentation
ried away by holding to a rope suspended
from the machine, but not until after the given by Sol L. Lesser which he plants to
war plane had dropped bombs through the
use in all parts of the country. By arrangement with Mack Sennett, Mr. Lesser
palacetub, roof,
destroying
the
Kaiser's
bathwhich flooded the conference room at has engaged all diving girls used in Sennett Comedies, and will organize a number
the moment occupied by the Kaiser, Von
Hindenberg and his entire staff of ad- of choruses of six or eight, each to appear
visors.
wherever the film is presented. The Los
Ford Sterling wore the silver helmet of Angeles chorus was made up of Marvel
the Kaiser throughout the subject, and this
Rae, Alice Mason, Molly McGowan, Roxie
is certainly the greatest piece of characteriMcGowan, Alice Hansen and Elsie Warzation this well known actor has brought
ham, and after a week of one night stands
in small towns of Southern California,
to the screen. Mai St. John, who tips the
beam at 120 pounds and is six feet three in came to their home town and performed
height, was everything that the cartoonists
like professionals, giving a song act with
have pictured the Crown Prince to be. dance numbers that proved highly pleasing.
Bert Roach appears as the war dog, Von
One of the unique features are the tabHindenberg, who gives a most desirable
leaus of the diving girls in costume. A
presentation of this undesirable role. The
motion picture lens is reproduced for the
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" Colonel Bridau " to Have
N. Y. Trade Showing
The Entente Film Corporation of Philadelphia announces that in the very near
future " Colonel Bridau," their special sixreel production, will be shown to the trade
in New York City.
As the exact dates will soon be announced
broadcast it is expected that many state
rights buyers as well as leading exhibitors
will be present? A great many buyers who
are interested in the picture have asked to
see it, and because a number of these buyers
are in the east, the company has decided to
show at a Broadway theatre.
" Colonel Bridau " is the first of a series
of foreign-made pictures to be distributed
in this country on a state rights basis. Another picture of the big type will be offered
the trade
the sale The
of "Colonel
Bridau"is
has
been after
completed.
management
confident that the balance of territory still
open will be sold with rapidity because of
their attractive offer to the state rights
buyer.
This picture was made in Italy and is
said
be enacted
by some
of Europe's
most to
famous
actors and
actresses,
many of
whom have been long identified with Madame Sarah Bernhardt. The acting is said
to be excellent and many scenes of historical value have been portrayed at an enormous cost to the producers.
The story was taken from one of Balzac's
most over
famous
novels,
" Laof Rabouilleuse,"
and
a million
copies
the story are
said to be in circulation in this country.
Jury Gets British Rights to
" White Heather "
As American
of Jury's
Imperial Pictures,representatives
Ltd., distributors
of film
in the British Isles, Robertson-Cole Company announces that it has just secured for
the British distributors the rights to " The
White Heather," famous Drury Lane melodrama, and the first picture produced by
Maurice Tourneur since he directed
" Sporting Life."
The sum paid for " The White Heather "
is said to be one of the largest ever expended for the British rights to any motion pictures, and it is asserted that the purchase
of
this
feature
for theofaccount
of Jury's
shows the
earnestness
the intention
of
this firm to acquire the most pretentious
specials produced on this side of the Atlantic.
I. Cobe Joins Hirsh
I. Cobe, formerly with the Pioneer Film
Corporation, announces that he is now connected with Nathan Hirsh, of the Aywon
Film Corporation.
Mr. Cobe is now touring New York State
with a big line of feature attractions.
setting, and through the aperture of this the
girls are seen. This setting was made by
the Edwin H. Flagg Scenic studios at Los
Angeles. As a special attraction for the
program Mr. Lesser was successful in securing Bothwell Brown and his troupe of
dancers for an oriental scene which closes
the program.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Apr. 20
27 —— The
For Better
For Worse
(De S.
Mille's)
Apr.
Money— Corral
(William
Hart)
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
Apr. 6— Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar.
The Poppy
S. Hart)
Mar. 169 —— The
MarriageGirl's
PriceHusband
(Elsie (William
Ferguson)
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 27 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reir)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
Apr. 13— The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
13 — Let's Elope (Marguerite Clark)
J1 Apr.
Apr. 6— The Rescuing Angel ( Shirley Mason)
* Apr. 6— The Test of Honor (John Barrvmore)
Polly (Dorothy
Gish) . ."
1J Mar. 30 — Peppy
Little Comrade
(Vivian Martin)
1 Mar. 30— The Sheriff's Son (Charles Ray)
}1 Mar. 23— Pettigrew's Girl (Ethel Clayton)
Mar. 23 — Partners Three (Enid Bennett)
16 — Extravagance (Dorothy Dalton)
J} Mar.
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
1 Mar. 9— The Poor Boob (Bryant Washburn)
2 — Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
1 Mar.
Mar. 2— Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
Mar. 2 — Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
6 Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issnes)
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
Apr.
20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrvmore)
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
Apr.
6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 17— The Eagle and the Fawn
Mar. 30 — Sold (Pauline Frederick)
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
Mar. 23 — Rose of the Rancho (Special Cast)
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
■
Mar. 16 — Rags (Mary Pickford)
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
■
Mar. 9 — Freckles (Jack Pickford)
Feb. 10 — An Indian Love Story
Mar. 2 — Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
Feb. 3 — Indian Life
Feb. 1 — Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement
TWO REEL COMEDIES
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
Apr. 27 — The Little Widow (Sennett's)
Mar. 24 — A Smashup in China
J Apr. 20 — An Amateur Liar (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Mar.
17 — Tudee
Rumhauser's Miscue
1 Apr. 13 — The Foolish Age (Sennett's)
BRUCE
SCENICS
Apr. 6— -The Last Bottle (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
18 — Scenic Succotash
Mar.
Wash Day
17 — The Lonesome Pup
Mar. 2316 —— Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr. (Sennett's)
aid Mrs. Sidney Drew)
16— Frozen Thrills
IS — Men Met in the Mountains
Mar. 9 — The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
Mar. 2 — Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
13 — Horizon Hunters
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
12 — An Essav of the Hills
Jan. 5— Camping Out (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
11 — The Pale Pack Train
SINGLE REELS
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
9 — Before Breakfast
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
8— The Wolf of the Teetons
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
7— Sundown
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
6— The Restless Three
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
5— Tne Little High Horse
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
4— The River Gray and the River Green
3— The Wanderer and the Whoozitt
Apr. 6— Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 6— Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
2— A Wee Bit Odd
Mar. 30 — Zamboanga (Burton Holmes)
1— 'Tis Tough to Be Tender
Mar. 30 — Comets (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 23 — Glorious Versailles (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 23 — Indoor Gold (Bray Pictograph)
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
Mar.
Parie in Wartime (Burton Holmes)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
5 Mar. 1616 —— Gay
Most Popular Girl in World (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
5 Mar. 9 — Making
Sombreros in Manila (Burton Holmes)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
S
9 — Birth of a Tornado (Bray Pictograph)Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
5 Mar.
Mar.
2
—
Cabaret
Japan (Burton Holmes)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Bilfie Rhodes)
5 Mar. 2 — Hatching ofanOldEagle
a Day (Bray Pictograph)
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
Feb. ——Long
A TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
55
Feb. — The Prodigal Liar (William Desmond)
5 FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
Feb. — Final Half; Cannibals of the South Seas
5
Feb. — What Every Woman Wants (Grace Darmond)
5 INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Jan.
— The Eleventh Commandment (Ralph Ince Production) 5 Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Jan.
— Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
5
— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Jan.
— Bonds of Honor (Sessue Havakawa)
5 Dec.
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
STRAND COMEDOS
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERDZS
Mar. 23 — The Way of a Maid
Apr. - — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Mar. 169—— The
His Door
Wife'sBetween
Birthday
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar.
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Mar. 2 — The Wig- Wag Svstem (Elinor Field)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Feb. 23— Their Babv (Elinor Field)
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
Feb. 2 — How to be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
Jan. 26 — Easy Payments
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Jan. 12 — Some Mother (Elinor Field)
Jan. 19 — No Man's
Land
Mar.
A"Midnight
Stewart)
ROTHACKER
OUTDOORS
Feb. 103 —— Our
Teddy Romance
(Roosevelt (Anita
Pictures)
Tan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 16 — Out Wvoming Way
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Feb.
Bit oftheGod's
Countrv
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Feb. 92 —— ADoing
Dells
Jan. 26 — Western Stuff
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Jan. 19 — Bulls and Bears
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
jan. 12 — Geesers and Geysers
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Plaxers-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLLNGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
Apr.
Apr. .2114 —— Stop-Look-Listen
Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartment 23
Mar.
31
—
Marryingfor Molly
Mar. 24 — Brides
Two
Mar. 17 — Oh, What a Night
Mar.
10—
Hard
Luck
Mar. 3— Bobbr Comes Marching Home
Feb.
Home
.'
Feb. 241017——— Welcome
Four of aSue
Kind
Feb.
Salvation
Jan. 27 — You Couldn't Blame Her
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

55
3
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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2
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2
22
2
2
2
2
1
1
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FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 15 — A Woman There Was (Theda Bara) . .
5
June 1 — The Jungle Trail (William Farnum)
5
May IS — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
S
May
A
—
The
Siren's
Song
(Theda
Bara)
5
Apr. 20 — Wolves of the Night (William Farnum)
5
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
May 25 — The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
S
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
May 16 — Words and Music (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
S
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (.Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23— The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
S
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Le' Miserables (William Farnum)
8
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16— The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
Feb. 2 — Infidelity (Dr. Rameau's)
S
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
June 15 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 25— The Merry Jailbirds
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
j£
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
l/2
Mar. 2330 —— Out
A Cow's
Yt
Mar.
and inHusband
Again
Y*
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
J4
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
Mar. 2— Firemen, Save My Child
Yi
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
G ARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays
— Gaumont
Graphic
The Real
Roosevelt
21
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
■vLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Yeb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps....
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The I.otschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp

6
6
6
6
5
6

Film

Picture

News

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
May
Gardenia
(Rex Beach's)
6
May 1118 —— The
LeaveCrimson
It Suson
(Madge
Kennedy)
S
May A— One of theto Finest
(Tom Moore)
5
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
(>
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
5
Apr. 13— One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr. 6— Spotlight Sadie
Marsh)
5
Mar. 30 — Daughter of Mine(Mae(Madge
Kenne
dy)
5
Mar. 16 — A Man and His Money (Tom Moore)
5
Mar. 9— The SERIES
Brand (Rex Beach Cast)
7
BENNISON
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
.6
For the Freedom of the World
7
The Manx-Man
.7
Social Ambition
'.. . . . 77
Honor's
Cross
Blue
Blood
.'.'.'.6
Rex Beach's Heart of the Sunset
■
.'fi
For
the Freedom
of the East (Betzwood)
"fi
CAPITOL
COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr. 20— Wanted — A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr. 6 — The Midnight Alarm ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Mch.
The Potum of SwatWEEKLY
("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
FORD23—EDUCATIONAL
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20— Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
Mar. 30— What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve
Mar. 23 — A Little Bit of Heaven
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)1
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Wo
man
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The Devil's Needle (Norma Talmadge)
Going Straight (Norma Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The Return
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life
(Leah King)
Baird-James Morrison)
Humanor Honor
Clay (Mollie
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)
5

April
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METRO EXCHANGES
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
May 5 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(.May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31— The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar. 24 — That's Good (Hale Hamilton)
Mar. 17 — The Way of the Strong (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10— As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Feb. 17 — Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Toys
of Fate(Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Revelation
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
The Man Who Stayed at Home (Special Cast)
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators
6 — A Wasmanipae Week-End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3 — Ballahooing on the Anarika
2— Teddy Birds
1— From Scales to Antlers
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)

5
5
5
5
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THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2;
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6 — Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30— Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9 — Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2.
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9— Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2.
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 5— First, The Ebony Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson ;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9— Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2— Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Pathe Review (Educational)
1
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp 6
— Sins of the Children
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)

PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Mar. 2 — Common Clay ( Fannie Ward)
7
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Corners (Bessie Love)
5
Feb. 9— Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan)
5
PROGRAM FEATURES
Apr. 20— The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
5
Feb.
23— The Old
Baby (Baby
5
AMERICAN
FILMMaid's
COMPANY,
INC.Marie Osborne) "
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher) ■
5
Mar. 2— Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
— As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird) •
5
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
Feb. 24 — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
5
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7— Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
1
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
1
Mar.
Sixth, Building
The Hatedthe K.Soldier
P
' "11
Mar. 24—
17 — Fifth,
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
1
Mar. 3— Third, The Rookie
1
Feb. 24 — Second, Nine Million Answer
1
Feb.
16
—
First,
The
Call
to
Arms
1
ROLIN COMEDIES

SELECT EXCHANGES
Apr.
— Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. - — Getting Mary Married (Marion Davies)
Mar. — The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar.
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)

Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20— Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6 — A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
.1
Mar. 30— Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 16— Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Way Laurel)
(Harold Lloyd)
\ \11
Mar.
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Harold Lloyd)
1
Feb. 16— Toto's Troubles (Toto)
1
Feb.
9— Hustline
Ask Fatherfor (Harold
' 'l1
Feb. 2—
Health Lloyd)
(Laurel)
TWO-REEL DRAMAS
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
Jan. 5— I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy)
...2

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
.,
Hearts of the World
,
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman

5,
5,
5,
6.
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
&
tf
5

6,
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DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
Apr.
IS — The Who
WindowDared
Opposite (Leah Baird)
The Woman
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson) , one a week
May 26 — The Recognition
May 19— The Law of Hate
May 12— The Range Rider
May 5— The Fatal Return
Apr. 28 — A Canyon Romance
Apr. 21 — Prodigal Love
Apr. 14 — Luxury's Lure
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Apr. 27 — The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
Apr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
Apr. 20—
13 — ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
Apr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
Mar.
It's aRailroader
Bear (Taylor
Holmes-Special)
Mar. 169 —— The
(George
Fawcette)
Mar. 2— Wild Goose Chase (Hazel Daly)
Feb. 23 — Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
Feb.
Child ofMarriage
M'sieu (Baby
Osborne)
Feb. 169 —— Secret
(Mary Marie
MacLaren)
Feb. 2 — Restless Souls (Alma Rubens)
-.»
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

77
6
7
6
6
55
8
7
75
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
55
5
S
5
55
5
S
55
S

(See World Film Exchanges')
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
6
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
6
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
6
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
6
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
6
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
5
The Scarlet Shadow (Mae Murray)
6
The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
6
Creaking Stairs (Mary MacClaren)
6
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDIES
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
Apr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
2
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
2
Mar. 5 — A Ragtime Romance (Lynch-Smith-Dunn)
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Apr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
2
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
1
Apr. 7— Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
1
Mar.
31
—
Lizzie's
Waterloo
(Special
Cast)
1
Mar. 24 — A Beach Nut (Wallace Beery)
1
Mar. 17 — Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
1
Mar. 10— The Hole in the Wall (Special Cast)
1
Mar. 3 — A Poor Prune (Sammie Burns)
1
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr. 28— The Expert Eloper
1
Apr. 21— Scared Stiff
1
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
1
Apr.
Room Breakers
Secrets 11
Mar. 317 —— State
The Wife
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
1
Mar. 17— Lay Off
1
Mar. 10 — Chicken a La King
1
Mar. 3— Oh Ethel
1
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS. .
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)
2
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr. 19 — The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2
kpr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr.
Claim Morrison)
(Neal Hart)
22
Mar. 29S —— Bill
-His Brennan's
Buddy (Pete
Mar. 22 — The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
2
Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison) 2
Mar. 8 — The Flip of a Coin (Pete Morrison)
2
Mar. 1— Riding Wild (Helen Gibson)
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Mar. 17 — Eighteenth, The Last Trick
Mar. 10 — Seventeenth, a Race with Time
Mar. 3 — Sixteenth, The Knockout
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcampj
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
\pr. 21 — Sixth, The Flames of Death
\pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7— Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17 — First. The Pool of Mvsterv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays ■— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1
1

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
S
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
S
Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
.-...5
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
5
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
5
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
S
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
5
Mch.
3 — The GirlSPECIALS
Problem (Corinne Griffith)
5
VITAGRAPH
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
5
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. S — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
2
Apr. 7 — Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Mar. 24 — Jazz and Jailbirds (James Aubrey)
2
Mch. 10 — Damsels and Dandies
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
May 12 — Passing the Buck
2
Apr.
Be
2
THE 14—
MANWellOFI'llMIGHT
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult :
2
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
— Twelfth, The Volcano's Prey
2
The Ship
of Dread
..'.'.22
— Eleventh,
Tenth, Double
Crossed
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
Eighth, The One Chance
2
—— Seventh,
Into the Trap
2
— Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
—Fifth, The Human Shield
2
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
—— Third,
Second,
TheRiven
The
Creeping
Death
°
Leap Fl
Through
Space
2
First, The
ag
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes
Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Jan. 27 — Fifteenth, Riding Featuring
with Deat
2
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth, Desperate Odds h
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State
Right Exchanges)
Weavers
of Li
fe
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges}
Mickey (Mab'el Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Apr. 28— The Price of Doubt (All Star Cast)
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love-June Elvidge) S5
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr.
The Love
Little Defender
Intruder (June
(LouiseElvid
Huff- Johnny Hines)
5
Mch. 317—— The
ge)
5
Hit or Miss Invisible
(Carlyle Blackwell Love)
and Evelyn Greeley). . . '. \ '.55
Mch. 2417 — The
Mch. 10 — The Hand
Unveiling Hand (Montagu
(Kitty Gordon)
5
Mch. 3 — Crook of Dreams (Louise Huff)
"1;
SPECIALS
Mar. 16 — The Better ' Ole
7
Feb.
10—
What
Shall
We
Do
With
Him?
'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.5
Jan.
6
—
Under
Four
Flags
(Official
Government
Picture)
'
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Mar. 30 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Faraum)
6
Jan. 265— Adele
( Kittyof Gordon)
..'.'..'.'.66
The
Light
Western
Stars
(Dustin
Farnum)
.
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
['.°.° 1'.
lillll
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WHEN

ED

rush hours are your money
YOUR
makers ! Cash in on them ! Keep
that line at the ticket office moving
and let your patrons in.
A Lightning Changer will put
SPEED into your service. It will pay
out change so fast that no patron
need even pause — he just slaps down
his money, takes his change, and
moves on. There'll be
blockade at your doors,

no

between the cashier's fingers; no
annoying and delaying mistakes.
The Palace Theatre, Milwaukee, writes:
" The Changers are in constant use from 1
p.m. till 10 p.m. . . we handle an average
of 50,000 people weekly — the changer
enables_us to handle crowds with a speed
absolutely impossible under
the old method — it is absoTwo are in use at the
utelv indispensable."
Riviera and two in the

cold

or perhaps impatiently deciding to go
to the show around the
corner instead.

Pantheon, two of Chicago's largest and finest
moving picture houses.
Write for descriptive
circular to Dept. 25.

The
Lightning
C hanger is accurate
and efficient. Cashier

You

just presses a key
and changei
jingles ouj]
into a metal

COIN

IT

cup, where it's easy to pick it up
even with gloves on. No counting of change; no money slipping

kept out in the

LIGHTNING

News

Efficiency

Accuracy

people

Picture

need the Lightning Changer in
your business
TODAY, if you want
DATE
UP-TOto give service.

CHANGER

CO., 34-36

W. Lake

Street, CHICAGO

pril

19,
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it himself. He makes sure of its reliability and
the reliability of the manufacturer. He studies
the possibilities of the added results which its
purchase will mean to him. If these prove up
he is ready to buy.
The advertised goods started him thinking and
the investigation made him a purchaser. He
then goes to the dealer — his dealer — and asks for
the equipment in question.
" No, we don't carry that line, but here is
"No." ,
something just as good."
" Is it advertised? "

,. .||,i|.n^.„nn„,,,,M,,,,,,,,,,nn,,,nMniuuummiii«liiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiNimiiiiuiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiim miiiiuimiiiiimiiinii luuiinim iim.|
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture \
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishment* |
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- j
ventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and j
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature j
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and j
furnishing field.
\
No charge is made in these departments for answering j
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited \
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor j
Advertised
vs.
Lnadvertised

Goods

Goods

of the prominent national advertisers
ONE
says, " You can teaoh a parrot to say ' Just
as good.' " You can, and like the parrot
the salesman has adopted the same slogan —
" Just as good."
The customer comes into the supply house and
asks for a certain kind of equipment. He is told
" We do not carry that line but here is something
which accomplishes the same end — It is just as
good."
Is it? Perhaps; but the odds are about ninetynine to one that it is inferior in efficiency — wearing power — construction and in every other way.
The purchaser has the odds against him to such
an extent that he can be almost positive before
he makes the purchase that he will be stung and
that his money has been thrown away.
Exceptions? Yes, they prove the rule. You
may hit the one shot out of the hundred — but the
odds are so big against you that the wise man
never falls.
Why
The

are advertised goods better?

fundamental reason is that they are exposed to view and thrown into the face of the individual before he is really in the market. They
start the man thinking who may become the purchaser. They give him time to make inquiries
into the efficiency of the product he. has seen advertised. He asks users all about it. He tests

The firm making the substitute does not want
to be exposed to a too close-up scrutiny. They
want to make a quick sale. The company's reputation may not warrant investigating. It may be
put out as a substitute with a cut price.
Remember when a thing is cut beyond reason,
or is pushed out without the right backing there
must be something wrong somewhere.
The manufacturer who advertises stands behind his goods — he gives a guarantee which is
more than a scrap of paper. His word, which
is his advertisement, is as good as his bond. He
makes good. He cannot afford to do otherwise.
Should he fall down, his reputation goes with
him and his goods are put on the black list. His
good will and friends are gone and he goes out
of business.
The need of a good business reputation to any
manufacturer is evident. It is his first and only
real asset. It means success or failure. The
wise company comes out to the trade and states
its platform. It makes its statements to the trade
where they cannot be overlooked and stakes their
reputation and future on these statements.
The company which advertises is the one
which starts the trade thinking in terms of its
product and keeps it thinking along the same
line. When the purchase is to be made, this
product at once becomes the standard of excellence and nothing else should do.
" Buy advertised goods," is the correct slogan.
First — Because they are backed by a firm
which is not afraid of publicity.
Second — Because the guarantee of this firm
means something.
Third — Because these goods have become the
standard of excellence through their publicity
and use.
Fourth — Because the goods advertised must
have made good ; otherwise they would have
been taken off the market and thrown into the
discard for only goods which make good and
stand up can afford to be advertised continually.

E. K. GlLLETT. "
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Results of the Prize Contest
THE readers of the Equipment section of the Motion Picture
News will remember the prize contest started October, 1918.
There were four classes under which projectionists could compete, viz :
(1) On the design, location and equipment of the Modern
Projection Room.
(2) The operation, maintenance and efficiency of portable generating outfits including a description of the outfit or outfits
considered.
(3) Wiring Plans and Specifications for a Two Motion Projection Room Installation including any other projection apparatus
or complementary electrical appliances found desirable.
(4) Special devices used in the Projection room.
For the best article on each of the above subjects the authors
were to be paid $10 in cash. For the second best $5 was to be
awarded, and the authors of any other articles published were
to receive $3.00 for their contributions.
The scarcity of manuscripts proved what we already knew,
that projectionists were handier with the intermittent and arc
than with the pen and pencil. Nevertheless several creditable
articles came to the Technical Editor's desk, articles which we
are sure will be appreciated by other projectionists everywhere.
We take a great amount of pleasure, therefore, in awarding the
following prizes, there being no "ties" in any of the classes.
Class No. 1. First prize — A. D. Hotaling, De Land, Florida.
Second prize — D. C. Burkholder, O'Yen, Alta., Canada.
Class No. 2. No articles received.
Class No. 3. No articles received.
Class No. 4. First prize — I. C. Mazuise, Macomb, 111.
Mr. Hotaling's article which won the first prize under Class 1,
will be published in next week's issue. Following that, the remaining manuscripts will appear weekly until the prize winners
have all been printed.
After publication, the editors want to receive letters criticizing
the methods and plans written up by the authors of the various
articles. In this way only can the best points of every scheme
be emphasized and the worst parts brought to light.
Once

Again — The Small Town
and the Union

Operator

Brooklyn, March 26, 1919.
To the Editor of Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
Projection Dept.
My Dear Sir:
In the March issue of the News I had the pleasure of reading
an
article on " Small Town Operators and the Union " — vs. — Bro.
Rosecrans.
I must say that this article was of great interest to me and
therefore, take the liberty to answer same, giving both my idea
of " Union " and the " Small Town Operators."
First, to begin with the " Union " question : I wish to inform
Brother Rosecrans that I am a city operator making a New York
City (Union) salary — not wages, and a proud member of an independent organization, incorporated. I will say why I am proud
and that is, if it were not for my being a member of this union,
. I might be making 12 per — plus abuse.
I'm an old timer, having been in the game a good many years
and thru my past experience I have been taught the good and
welfare of carrying a union card.
It has always done me more good than harm; I've always got
what I asked for.. But- — remember— I had to deliver the goods,

and I defy any scab to have the least idea that there is no such
thing as benefits in organized labor, or that it is a farce.
Had the " small town operator " a union card in his pocket,
perhaps, he'd be getting his rights.
Here's a case of "What good is a Union?"
About seven years ago I was working in Jersey City. There
was no union then. I was working a house for $21.00, six days
a week, and only Sy2 hours daily. Six blocks away was the
boundary line between West Hoboken and Jersey City. Of
course, in the city one needs to have a card to operate, whereas
in the outlying towns no license is required. So, in the outside
town, I noticed that the managers employed boys to operate their
machines. When I say boys I mean those of fourteen to fifteen
years of age. Some were so small they had to stand on soap
boxes to look out of 'the port holes. These soap-box-operators
were getting from $8.00 to $9.00 per week, seven days, ten
hours a day. Then our organization was formed, known as the
I. A. T. S. E. of the U. S. and Canada.
This organization tho still in its infancy has done wonderful
work. What I mean by wonderful work is, that the $14.00 man
is now making his $30.00 and the soap-box-operator has vanished.
I could write much more " friend brother Rosecrans " but
to say.
will
first look up March 1st issue and see what Mr. Goldie had
But let me say this much, that anyone who would work for
$12.00 per week, is worth no more, or else he would not be working for such a small amount.
The
who knows he is worth more won't work for such
a small man
amount.
Demand your price if you know you are good; if not, study
until you can deliver the goods, then make your demands.
I've had the pleasure of placing a number of boys in the game,
and during my teachings I always tell them to "Use the brains
God gave them " and every boy today through following out
and abiding by my motto, has proved a success and the can now
stand up and make their demands.
I trust, Brother Rosecraus, that what I've had to say will be of
interest to our friend (Goldie) and approved by you.
So let me hear from someone if he be a union man and tell
us what good his organization has done for him.
Very truly yours,
Jas. Andrea Merklein.
They Have the Same Troubles in England
(Reprinted from the Kinemato graph, of London.)
IF you care to look round and make inquiries, you will find in
a great many halls the operator gets the large amount of 35s.
to 2 pounds — and not for a week of 22 hours !— but he has to be
there at 10 a. m. to clean machines, examine films, clean out his
box, and so forth, so that he has to be a tradesman, and work
for wages under a tradesman's rates ; finishes about 1 :30 for dinner, and starts again at 5 :30 to get ready for his show ; and in
a great many cases his box is worse than the nether regions for
heat. I should like to see the S. C. E. A. make a move and see
that the operator is properly paid for his share of the performance, by making a minimum wage, and not waiting until some
agitator comes along to cause trouble in our business, the same
as happened in other trades during the last few years.
There are lots of things I think the minimum wage would
remedy. It would stop managers employing men for nights who
work during the day at other jobs and do not care how they
send their films back to the renter — viz., covered with oil, joins
made with sticking plaster, safety pins, pins, stamp, paper, etc.. It
would give the management the perfect right to order his operator to go through his films foot by foot to ensure no breaks at
the performance, to see that the operator was not careless with
his oil, oiling the films instead of his machine. I honestly believe

April

i p,

it would do away with inexperienced people and give encouragement to those who take up the trade to become perfect, thus doing away with fires. I think you will agree with me that it is
almost impossible for a fire to take place in a box with so many
perfect fire-proof machines on the market, unless it is gross carelessness on the part of the " Man at the Helm."
Motiograph
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Machines Popular for Educational
Purposes

|\yi R. O. F. SPAHR, Vice President and Manager of the Enteric VI prise Optical Co., manufacturers of the Motiograph projection machine, reports that they have just made the following educational installations :
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.
Board of Education ;
Shiocton, Wis.
Board of Education
Black Earth, Wis.
Budlong School.
Chicago Board of Education
Field School
Chicago Board of Education
High School
Clayton, N. Mex.
Supt. E. Her
Antigo, Wis.
Noyes School
Evanston, 111.
Grafton High School
..Grafton, Wis.
Milwaukee Public Library
Milwaukee, Wis.
State Capitol Bldg
.Madison, Wis.
Cleveland's $2,000,000 Art Museum
Cleveland, Ohio.
Board of Education
Crystal Lake, 111.
Massillon State Hospital
Massillon, Ohio.
Dubuque College
Dubuque, Iowa.
Public School
Wasco, Ore.
School for Feeble Minded
Salem, Ore.
Training School
Salem, Ore.
Central School
•
Astoria, Ore.
Indian School
Pipestone, Minn.
Lakefield Public School
Lakefield, Minn.
First District State Normal
Kirksville, Mo.
Board of Industrial Education
McKinley School
Manitowoc, Wis.
Westminster Presbyterian Church
Madison, Wis.
Indian School
Aurora, Minn.
Springfield, Mass., Local 186, Banquets
Returning Service Men
A BANQUET was given by M. P. M. O. Local 186, Springfield,
Mass., at the Haynes Hotel March 24th, 1919, in honor of
the following members who have been in the service :
Frank E. Fennessy
Frank Walsh
Ben B. Johnson
George Cox
W. E. Cook
When the local sent out the call, 100 per cent of the members
came and with them their honorary life member, Charles E.
Schneider, who traveled all the way from New York. An elaborate menu was followed by an address by Pres. Louis Lambert,
who then turned the rest of the evening over to Bro. John Gatelee
as toastmaster. How much decorum the members upheld during
the whole evening is proven by the fact that the invited inspectors
of the Massachusetts District Police, under whose jurisdiction
the boys work, stayed until the last toast, which was delivered by
the poet laureate of the local, Bro. Edwin Webber, and which
went to the heart of all who were present.
By courtesy of Mr. Gordon Wrighter, the veteran manager of
Poli's Palace theatre of Springfield, who enjoyed the evening very
much, the boys had the pleasure of listening to some of the most
prominent talent in vaudeville, Mr. Green singing " Silver Threads
Amongst the Gold," and other proper songs fitting the occasion.
Bro. W. A. Lewis looked after the individual wants of all during
the entire evening.
Not the least important part of the affair was the printed program. (A copy received by Motion Picture News is hereby
acknowledge to be a cleverly made-up article.) Moreover, the
spirit present throughout the preparations and participation of
banquet was one that can well be imitated by other locals.

Wanted!
Comments on This Idea
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen :
It gives me great pleasure reading the letters of Brother Harry
Schlegel and others concerning my punch hole article which appeared the latter part of February in the News. I have considered this matter carefully and I think if we could get the
cooperation of, say, one thousand operators (your N. A. M. L.)
we will and can remedy our present film condition. Why not
furnish your members with blanks something like this:
Film Exchange.
Gentlemen :
I was compelled to cut out'.
frames
trade number
from your print
on account of
punch holes
Misframes... ... Condition of film...
Remarks
City and Date
Signature of Operator.
and have them send them in, together with the film cut out of
the show, to the Exchange Manager. If a manager got a bunch
of frames and blanks every day, it wouldn't take him very long
to realize that this waste can and must be stopped. But here's
another thing which ought to be considered: it's Oil. Experts
say " one drop of oil for each bearing." I am sorry to say that
eight small town theatres out of ten have more oil on their machines than in their bearings. How can a fellow return a print
clean if he projects it in an oil-smeared projector?
Now just look around yourself in the smaller houses in smaller
towns where probably a kid in short trousers tries to run the machine, and I know you will agree with me. I am very well acquainted with the smaller houses around my part of the country and if some of these Exchange Managers would visit the
booths they would faint.
I think that the majority of the operators are willing to reduce
our film waste, but the producers and Exchange Managers have
got to give us a helping hand for the good of our own industry.
You have read my letter to the Pathe Exchange. I paid three
cents out of my own pocket, but I doubt if those people thank
me for my suggestion. But I would have been satisfied if the
concern had enforced new rules in regard to the murdering of
newI sincerely
prints, buthope
theythat
didn't.
you may consider this matter and that we
all may be able to pull together for prints free of punch holes.
It will be a hard fight, but we've got to get exchanges to realize
that what we do is in their interest.
Alfred B. Werhan,
I. A. T. S. E, 351.

Society

of Motion

Picture

Engineers

be held at the
Society
of the phia
meeting
coming
THEHotel
Adelphia
in Philadel
on to
April 14, 15 and
16 promises to be the largest yet held.
Already forty members have signified their intention to
be on hand and have made reservations.
The schedule of papers, etc., to be presented promises to
be' most instructive and the discussion which will ensue
should be of added interest and will repay those who are
planning to attend.
The Entertainment Committee report a most interesting
schedule for the amusement of those present, when not
otherwise engaged with more serious matters.
It is hoped that those who have not already made reservations will do so direct with the hotel as the committee
in charge of the meeting want as near a one hundred per
cent attendance as possible.
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The

Essential

Improved
SPEER

Requirements
for

are

Projection

CARBONS

SPEER

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

EASTMAN
FILM

first made

motion

pictures prac-

tical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

News

New Projection Room for Private Exhibitors
""THE INTER OCEAN FILM CO. recently opened an exA _ cellently equipped and finely furnished exhibition room at
their New York office, 216 West 42nd street, to be used solely for
the showing of films to export buyers.
The room which is about 20 x 60 feet is equipped with a Gardner Velvet Gold Fibre screen on which a 7y2 x 10 picture is
thrown. A pair of purple velvet curtains passing in front of the
screen are motor-controlled from the operator's booth by a single pole, double throw switch.
Two Type S Simplex machines in the projecting room, equipped
with several small devices, allow the operator to obtain excellent
change-over effects with a minimum of trouble. Rewinding is
taken care of in a separate but adjacent compartment. Ample
space has been provided in the projection room to permit easy
access between and around machines. In order to prevent operating noise from disturbing the quiet of the exhibition hall, the
ports are covered with a good quality of plate glass.
Whenever it becomes desirable to have the projection altered
in any way, use is made of a phone connecting the exhibition
room with a head-set worn by the operator. In this way, instructions may be issued without disturbing the remainder of the
audience.
The installation of this exhibition room was carried out by Air.
I. Penser, assisted by Mr. Shepherd, both of whom are experienced projectionists and capable of securing the best possible effect;, from everv film.
PHILIP FRAHM, of Storm Lake, la., says:
I read in the issue of February 15, 1919, Motion Picture
News, the letter in regard to film written by A. B. Werlan.
Enclosed you will find a few punch holes taken from a new print
of Vitagraph, also a loose splice. Who is to blame for this? Who
else would be but the exchange?
Here is another incident. I ran a Pathe feature which had loose
splices. I fixed up at least ten of them that pulled loose while
inspecting film before running. Even then I had five stops on poor
splices, some of them two sprocket holes wide.
I have written to some exchanges, but they do not even answer
my letters. They must think we know nothing. There is scarcely
an operator in the small towns receiving less than $25.00 per
week. The smaller towns demand projection as well as the larger
ones. They must give the people comfort and a picture that is
steady and easy on the eyes.
There was a film salesman here recently and saw a punch in
the operating room. He asked me what I used it for. I told
him it was one the operator before me had for some use or other :
I suppose to use as a change-over signal. He thought that was
a good idea.
I only said, " What do you mean ? Does your company want
their film punched full of holes. I just removed ninety-six punch
holes from a six reeler here last summer"
Reply : Mr. Frahm's note needs little comment. There are operators— no, they
projectionists
a punch without a thought
of can't
what bethey
are doing.— who
Bpt, use
the exchanges
are
making no effort to catch the guilty ones There is an old saying
that " A salesman typifies the house he works for." If the salesman mentioned by Mr. Frahm is of this style, all of us can understand why film is too often received in unworkable condition.
To See How

Identifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman"
margin and "Kodak"

Picture

the League Is Spreading —
Read This

Motion Picture New?.
New "York City, N. Y.
Dear Sirs :
In reading the Motion Picture News I came across your advertisement therein concerning film damaging, as that is a common
practice here in South Africa. I am asking you to supply me with
a membership card that I may set an example to some of. these
operators in this town and be able to stop this evil practice.
It is shameful the way in which we receive films here.
Trusting you will do me this favor, I am therefore
T. Cliff Kenyon,
180 President Street.
Johannesburg, South Africa.

April
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Making Advertising Slides
It is often required to reproduce both reading matter and a
photograph on the same slide, as in slide announcements for motion
picture theatres. It is unsatisfactory to copy direct without any
modification, the result being either weak lettering with good
reproduction on the photograph, or strong lettering and a contrast}photograph with clogged up shadows.
In order to obtain accurate tone rendering in the photograph
and at the same time get good contrast in the line portions, proceed in either of the following ways :
1. Assuming" that the photograph and reading matter are arranged on the same card, when copying, use a Seed 23 plate or
Eastman Commercial film, and adjust the exposure and developer
to obtain good tone reproduction of the photograph, ignoring for
the time being the line work. When dry, block out the photograph portion of the negative with Eastman Transparent Lantern
Slide Varnish, and when dry, " cut " or slightly reduce with a
mixture of potassium ferricyanide and hypo or with the Eastman
Reducer, wash thoroughly, and then intensify.
If the slide is now printed on a Seed Lantern or Standard
Regular plate, the shadow detail in the photograph will be retained
providing the negative in the first place was given a full exposure.
2. Instead of proceeding as above, the photograph and readingmatter may be copied separately, using a process plate for the line
work and Commercial film for the photograph, adjusting the size
of the latter so that it just fits into the space allotted for it on
the glass negative. After making a positive from the negative of
the reading matter so as to obtain white lettering on a black
ground, affix film to the negative and use this as the master
negative in the usual way.
A suitable adhesive for affixing film negatives to glass is made
by dissolving gelatine in its own weight of glacial acetic acid.
Apply a little of the mixture to the corners of the film, press into
contact and allow to stand for thirty minutes, when the composite negative will be ready for printing.
3. A third method consists in printing the line work on one
slide and the photograph on a second slide, the two being bound
together face to face, thus eliminating the necessity of a cover
glass.
In this case it is better to print by contact in order to insure
accurate register. A master positive is prepared of the readingmatter (reversed left to right) and a master negative of the
photograph, the size of the latter being such that it just fits within
the clear space on the positive.
In case a quantity of slides are to be made of the same subject
this method is preferred. (Reprinted from " Lantern Slides," published by Eastman Kodak Co.)
National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
4S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession a theart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect -so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
Blank

for Neiv League

Members

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users— not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
disWe are exclusive
the Dealer.Machine.
price regardless
tributors of theof SIMPLEX
We repair all
mamakes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old
chines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

OPERATOR

SHOULD

NOT

BE

GOAT

when the sprocket holes tear or the new
film scratches during projection. It is
not his fault, but is caused by particles of
the semi-plastic emulsion deposited on
the tension springs or shoes and causing
increased friction.
Rex

Film

Renovator

Prevents this by setting the emulsion
and removing, all greenness, and saves
ing.
NEW FILM from scratching and tear-

Rex

Film

Renovator

Removes all oil and grime from OLD
film and prevents foggy and blotchy pictures on the screen, from oil soaked film.

Member's name
Home address

Ask your exchange to investigate

Name of theatre where employed

REX

Address of theatre and name of manager

FILM

RENOVATOR

R. D. Hanish, Mgr.
Total Membership to Date

THE

998

MFG.

CO.

Columbus, O.
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Engineering Department, National Lamp Works of General Electric Co.
TT has been truthfully said that the design of any system of
A illumination is, in the final analysis, an individual problem. No
better field could be selected as proof of this than the interior
lighting of motion picture theatres. The results obtained must
always be subject to criticism from two widely divergent angles
— the esthetic or artistic viewpoint, and the viewpoint of the
engineer.
From the esthetic viewpoint, the lighting must harmonize with
the scheme of interior decoration, which frequently represents a
large investment. It should be designed to emphasize or re-inforce
the ideas of the artist and to assist in creating the proper mental
attitude of the audience. No engineer can lay down hard and
fast rules for the design of a system of illumination which would
accomplish this even a small group of theatres. Occasionally,
however, the engineer can make suggestions which apply generally— for example warm red and yellow light from colored
lamps used in the winter time, may be replaced by green in the
summer, to produce psychological effect and imaginary sensation of
warmth or cold in the audience. This effect of lighting, in conjunction with the same effect produced by a similar general color
scheme may easily be equivalent to an actual rise or fall of temperature of several degrees. The artistic details, however, are
largely a matter of personal taste.
No matter what the esthetic demands may be, there are still
certain fundamentals of illumination design applicable to any
installation which bring the individual problem within the jurisdiction of the illuminating engineer. The most important consideration isthat of glare, by which is meant any brightness
within the field of vision of such a character as to cause discomfort, annoyance, interference with vision or eye fatigue.
A glance at the sun proves that an extremely bright light source
within the field of vision is capable of producing acute discomfort. Light sources of far less brilliancy than the sun, such for
example as the filament of a Madza lamp or the incandescent
mantle of a gas lamp, are also quite capable of producing discomfort by direct glare, but the annoying effect is not usually so
marked. From our present knowledge, it appears that there are
at least two distinct brightnesses which are of particular interest
in connection with illumination problems. The more definite of
these two is the brightness at which a given source looks just
uncomfortably bright when viewed casually against a background.
The second, and much lower value, is the brightness at which a
source proves tiring and causes fatigue when continually within
the field of vision for a considerable period of time. The latter
value is much more difficult to determine and it apparently varies
through wider limits for different individuals. What these values
represent may perhaps be more clearly understood by considering
the analogous case of looking out of a window which by day is a
source of light for a room. Unless the room is very dark or the
landscape very brilliant, the effect of looking out of the window
for a moment will not be at all unpleasant, but to sit all day
facing the window would prove extremely tiring, even if .one
were sitting at a desk or table and not paying particular attention
to the window. This is exactly comparable to the case of a light
source which is not bright enough to cause an immediate sensation of glare but too bright to be viewed continually. The problem of determining definite values for these two conditions of
glare is rendered extremely difficult because of the fact that the
extent to which glare is objectionable is partially dependent upon
the contrast in brightness between the light source and the background. This is illustrated by the fact that although automobile
headlights as seen at night against a dark background are likely
to be so glaring as to be temporarily blinding, the same lights
would in the daytime hardly be noticed. The permissible brightness of a light source is greater when the general illumination is
of high intensity than when it is of low intensity. That is, for a
theatre which has dark walls and furnishings, a unit of lower
brightness should be used than would be permissible in a well
illuminated theatre in which the decorations are light in color.
The permissible ratio between source brightness and background

brightness is not, however, constant ; the ratio must be smaller
at high values of intensity than at low ones.
A further application of these principles introduces the question of orchestra lights, which are sometimes offenders from the
standpoint of glare. Good practice requires that these be of low
intensity, possibly red or green in color, and so shaded that the
illumination is confined to the musical score. Likewise the use
of wall-brackets on the side walls very often furnishes a distracting light source of comparatively high intensity, particularly to
those patrons seated near the walls, who cannot avoid the glare
when they look at the screen.
This brings us to a consideration of a choice of intensity,
which must be decided for the screen before any attempt can be
made to determine the proper intensity for the house illumination
during projection. In many theatres the screen intensity is too
high, producing an effect of glare in its most insidious form.
A soft-toned picture is preferable to a harsh and contrasty one,
both from the esthetic and the engineering viewpoints. During
projection, the house intensity should bear a relation to the screen
intensity which can be described, even though it cannot at present
be expressed as a mathematical ratio. If the house intensity is
too low with relation to the screen, the harsh, contrasty picture
will probably result. In such a case either the former should be
raised, or the latter lowered. If the opposite is true, the projected picture will suffer by loss of detail. In general, the screen
intensity should be so regulated that the house intensity may be
made high enough to permit the audience to retain sufficient sense
of vision to be able to move about the theatre without stumbling.
It must always be remembered, however, that no direct light,
except that issuing from the lens of the projection machine, should
be allowed to reach the screen.
Sharp contrasts in intensity, as in the case of too bright exit
illumination, should be carefully avoided. The projection of advertising slides close to the screen during projection not only
detracts from the lighting effects of the picture, but often serve
as an annoying mental distraction to the audience. The illumination-of a clock face placed directly in the field of vision is often
to be condemned for similar reasons. The clock should be located
as far away from the screen as practicable and the lighting of its
face accomplished by the use of a properly mounted and shielded
lamp of, say, 10-watts.
Where persons are entering and leaving during projection, the
long narrow lobby, so common to many theatres, may be so lighted
that patrons will not suffer any annoyance from the change of intensity. This may be accomplished by having the intensity in the
lobby gradually decrease from a high intensity at the street end
to a relatively low one at the doorway to the theatre proper.
During intermissions and orchestral selections, the intensity of
the house should be high enough to enable the patrons to read
their programs without undue effort. It is this illumination which
is so strongly influenced by the decorative effect, and to which
only the most general rules can be made to apply. Eliminate
light sources which are too bright in comparison with the background, or have them mounted so high as to be well out of the
line of vision. A more pleasant effect than is usually produced
in turning the house lights on or off may be obtained by the use
of a rheostat. A fade-out of one full minute will thus produce
a noticeably agreeable effect, which will be equally true when the
process is reversed.
A comprehensive investigation has been proposed not only of
ideal conditions in motion picture theatre lighting, but also of
actual conditions as they exist in the average theatre. When
sufficient data has been compiled, it is hoped that some definite
recommendations can be made to guide theatre owners and managers in the lighting of their houses and the operation of their
projection machines to obtain a proper screen intensity. It may
be that this material will be in shape to publish later in the year.
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American Made " Metol "
AMERICAN made Metol, 100 per cent pure and said to be
as good in every way as the foreign product is now being
sold by Mr. George L. Barrows, of 215 Water street, New York
City. Those who require pure Metol and have previously been
unable to obtain it should write to the above address. This
product has been highly recommended by photographers who have
tried it out in practice.
Mr. Barrows is also in a position to furnish film dyes in " Agfa "
colors, these colors being the present standard for all film dyes.
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New
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White

Good music is one
of the things that
is filling the better
picture
today.

theatres

REGISTER
has been built, 60% fewer parts
than any other machine in its
field. In no other way can you
get so much ticket protection and
ticket handling convenience so
economically.
Send for Advance Folder today.
You owe this to your bank
account.
Write us for real Ticket
Values.
Make sure youworth
get your money's
1733 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY

THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
:n the
See our
Picturead News
Motion page

See that the name " AUTOMATICKET " (registered trade
mark) is plainly marked on
register.

235 W55T" ST.

The

final

step toward success in production
DEVELOPING and PRINTING

is skilled

EVANS' SERVICE, backed by a reputation alone
in its field for perfection, responsibility and
promptness, insures the best possible results.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-3444

WANTED
SALESflAN
ONE WHO IS THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED IN THE MOVING PICTURE SUPPLY BUSINESS AND KNOWS HOW TO
SELL GOODS. ONLY THOSE WITH A GOOD RECORD NEED
APPLY. A TRAVELLING POSITION TO START WITH. EXCELLENT FUTURE FOR THE RIGHT PARTY. STATE EXPERIENCE, AGE, AND SALARY EXPECTED IN FIRST LETTER.
UNLESS
YOU ARE A LIVE
WIRE IN
DON'T
TAKE UP OUR TIME.
ALL APPLICATIONS
TREATED
CONFIDENCE.
4^

The Accessory Department
teems with Items of Interest
to Operator and Exhibitor
alike.

NON

AUTOMATICKET

Arc

A FEW days ago a special demonstration of the new Sunlite Arc was carried out for the benefit of the Editor No
measurements were taken, but the general effects were carefully
considered and discussed with the Sun-lite engineers. The
demonstration was very impressive, so much so that we believe
the development of this new light to be a distinct advance in
studio lighting.
The Sun-lite Arc unit, shown in Fig. 1, weighs but 400 pounds
complete and is mounted on eight-inch wheels for portability.
Through elevating the tripod, the arc may be raised to a point
eleven feet from the floor.
Of course, the part in which the studio engineer and director
are interested is the actinic properties of the generated light rays.
The makers claim that spectrum tests show a most unusual resemblance between light rays from the sun and those from the
Sun-lite arc. In fact, the resemblance is so close as to be practically identical for all photographic purposes.
The Arc with its attachments is certainly versatile. Concentrated rays for sharp contrast or widely diffused light for other
purpose can be secured instantly. By a solenoid arrangement
clever lighting effects are obtained at the whim of the operator.
The iris diaphragm can be attached instantly to produce spotlights of any size ; the Venetian blind attachment renders either
vertical or horizontal shaded portions as called for by the nature
of the scene being enacted.
Fig 2 illustrates the possibilities in photography made available
by the Sun-lite Arc. Here is illustrated the effect of a spot-light
with vignetted edge. It is but one of the actual photographs which
have been taken to exhibit the variety of uses to which the new
light lends itself.
Electrically, the arc is designed for 110 volts, for which the
rheostat shown on the base in figure 1 is supplied. The candlepower is claimed to be approximately 100,000, with an amperage
of 150.
The feeding of the white flame carbons is done automatically as
is also the rotating of the upper carbon. By rotation, the carbon
is burned evenly and the crater is maintained centrally, both
being wonderful advantages when endeavoring to get a steady
light for studio work.
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(Fig 2.)
Mr. J. J. Harmer, President of the Sun-lite Arc Company,
has been developing the arc for several years. It has now been
given thorough try-outs in many productions with such success
that the factory is far behind on orders. After witnessing several
simple demonstration it is the opinion of the Projection Department of the Motion Picture News that the new arc will fit the
many exacting requirements of motion picture studios.

Fig 1 — Sun-lite Arc with attachments
1 — Venetian blind
2 — Iris diaphragm
3 — Reflecting mirror
4 — Glass
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"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire
345 West
Brj -vnt 6437

City Film Lab., Inc
40th St., New York City
Bvl. 8th & 9th Am
TELEPHONE
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Warning to Motion
I is not an unreasonable statement to make that within a very
•short time there will not be a motion picture theatre in the
country that will lack an organ. We do not intend entering into
a controversy as to the merits or de-merits of kinds or makes.
Every instrument placed on the market by manufacturers has
something in its favor. It is not to the instrument itself that we
desire to draw attention, but to the performers.
History tells us that the organ is one of the earliest instruments
that man conceived and it has been claimed that Jubal, mentioned
in the book of Gen. iv : 21, was the father of the organ, and responsible for originating the idea of the wind instrument by the
suggestion of passing breezes as they struck against the open reeds
of different lengths, and the fact that reeds of different lengths
emitted murmurs varying in pitch may have further suggested
placing them in particular order, thus producing an agreeable
succession of sounds. As centuries passed, the musical scale was
further developed by varying growths or diameters.
The organ which was built and installed in religious institutions'
from the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century is in every sense of
the word, the father of many instruments in common use in orchestra of today. The whole of the wood- wind section, and the
brass are the results of metal pipes being introduced in the organ ;
the saxaphone family is purely a modern development, and even
the string section was invented and brought to what it is today
"by the original
thoughtinstruments
of differentto sizes
of pipes
veloped in the string
different
sized which
bodies. was deIf there is any truth in the foregoing statement and these few

Picture Organists
words have proved that the organ is father to the orchestra, how
little this is borne in mind by musicians manipulating the keyboard.
The grave error of these performers is " horrible monotony."
The modern instruments are fitted with combinations which frequently are set when the instrument is installed in the theatre, and
as far as the performers reach in their variety of coloring is to
press a button which changes the combination stop on the organ
and use the swell. This instrument is rightly called the King.
Any modern organ can reproduce every coloring ever conceived
by orchestral intonation, but goodness knows the average performer seldom brings this out. There are exceptions, and it is
the exception which conclusively proves the rule.
The ideal instrument for the theatre and doubly so in conjunction with the orchestra is the organ, but unless the performers will strenuously strive to bring out the orchestral coloring
as suggested in the music they play, there is a growing danger
that the average patron will resent the use of the instrument, if
that churchy, stodgy tonation is continued.
The demand of the picture necessitates the use of orchestra
music almost exclusively. The percentage of so-called organ
music used is very small. The performer in using orchestral music
has every notation of coloring cued-in, in the piano conductor
parts. It is not asking too much to follow these suggestions, and
were this carried out by the majority of performers, the music
in the motion picture theatre when depending on the organ would
be a delight instead, as in many instances today, a sanctimonious
suggestion of religious institutions. — The Editors.

Revieiv of Latest Musical Compositions
Olman. (Feist Edition, 237 W. 40th St., N. Y.)
Salvation Rose." Dedicated to Marion Davies, Select
I— "Pictures
star, playing the stellar role in the feature film,
8—" How Can You Tell? " The hit song of Raymond Hitchcock's successful
" Belle of New York." The artistic frontispiece shows Miss
Harold Orlob.
(Peist.)revue, " Hitchy Koo, 1918 " one-step by
Davies just as she appears in the moving picture as Salvation
Nell. This ballad is replete with tunefulness and has that cute
— " Mary Ann " — Big one-step hit. Don't fail to get this
sensational novelty. It is the quickest and most sensalittle Hawaiian accompaniment the public delights in. An extional hit ever published and New York is simply going wild
tensive campaign is now in full swing for the exploitation of
over it. Every jazz orchestra in the East is working it over
this number. With the co-operative efforts of both publisher
and film producer, the success of this appealing ballad is suretime and still they are all yelling for more. Don't fail to get
fire. (J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St., N. Y.)
your copy and watch what a hit it will make with the dancers.
Don't
— " I Wonder if the Same Moon Shines in Ireland To-night."
N.
Y.) wait until all the live wires are playing it — be the first
This number is conceded to be the prettiest Irish ballad
one to do it in your locality. (Artmusic, Inc., 145 W. 45th St.,
written in recent years. When Miss Gladys Leslie, famous
Vitagraph star, heard the song, she was so elated that she
1A — " Forever Is a Long, Long Time " — The ballad supreme.
volunteered to pose especially for the title page. The result of
" The waltz arrangement of this national ballad success is
her inspiration is the typically Irish frontispiece. In the
being asked for everywhere. This is a splendid, effective armelody, in the lyric, and in the picture is portrayed that true
rangement and introduces the popular " Somewhere Someone
Irish sentiment. Its altogether picturesque get-up will make
is Waiting." For band it is arranged as a cornet solo, or ocit a popular seller. (J. W. Stern.)
tette, or saxophone quartette. If you haven't played this yet,
then get it today and watch yourself make a hit with the
— " I'll Say She Does "fox-trot. Al Jolson's smashing sucdancers. (Artmusic, Inc.)
cess. (J. H. Remick, 227 W. 46th St., N. Y.)
— " The Enchanting Waltz," by Herbert W. Lowe. Mr.
Lowe has proved by his " On to Plattsburg " march and
Tom Mix Writes Waltz in Memory of Horse
" Overseas " march that he is some composer.
He has the
IN memory of his favorite horse, Old Blue, which died recently,
gift — and this waltz will prove it. (Oliver Ditson Co., 178
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.)
Tom Mix has written the " Old Blue Waltz," which is being
5—" Burmah Moon."
The greatest Oriental fox-trot of all published by a New York music publishing house. Experienced
critics say the waltz not only carries the sentiment which Mix
time, by Lieut. Gitz Rice. (Henry Burr Music Corp., 1604
Broadway, N. Y.)
intended it should carry, but also is uncommonly good music.
The composition found its inspiration in the wonderful com6—" Break the News to Mother," by Chas. K. Karris. The
patriotic song hit of the world which is being used as the
panionship that for nineteen years existed between the famous
Fox screen star and his horse. Old Blue died several weeks ago
THEME of the new film " Break the News to Mother," being
released by Select Pictures Corp. (Chas. K. Harris, Columbia
after having been " pensioned off " by Mix because of age.
Theatre Bldg., N. Y.)
Mix is having words written to accompany the waltz, so that it
may
be sung by the various Tom Mix quartettes which have been
— " Johnny's in Town " — Welcome him home with this " pipformed to sing during the exhibitions of Tom Mix pictures.
pin " of a dance number. One-step by Yellen, Meyer and
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Musical Settings for Comedies
THE editor is in receipt of a very interesting letter from the
Christie Film Company, stating that they have started
a new innovation, that of furnishing musical cue sheets for their
comedies. The letter is given in detail.
The Christie Film Company is to be commended upon its progressive ideas, and this merely proves that the producers are ever
on the alert to help the exhibitor in giving an appropriate presentation of their films.
Music Editor,
The Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Sir : I thought it might interest you to know that we are
undertaking what we believe is a new departure in endeavoring
to furnish photoplay music for comedies. We are trying this out
with the first of the two-reel specials, which will be released
April 20 under the title, Sally's Blighted Career, featuring Fay
Tincher, Molly Malone, Patricia Palmer, Harry Depp, and
others.
As far as we know, musical accompaniments have not been
tried yet with comedies. I doubt if we could attempt this with
our regular one-reel releases, but in trying to make these new
pictures specials, in every sense of the word, I believe that musical accompaniments should also be included.
Musical arrangement, which we are securing, should be particularly appropriate with this first release of the specials, since
it deals with back-stage life and has a lot of corking chorusgirl scenes, with dancing, etc.
Yours cordially,
Pat Dowling.
LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

" THE WEEK OF LIFE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Dramatic Suspense" (Characteristic), by Winkler
Drinking
by Roberts (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
T: 1—Helen
— MissTheme,
Sherwood.
2 — Theme (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until T: Le Roy Scott.
3 — Continue pp. (55 seconds), until T: Lola Canby, devotee of art.
4— Melody
Frederick
as. (Moderato), by Friml (2 minutes), until T: Pauline
5 — "Visions" (Characteristic Cantabile), by Buze (55 seconds),
until T: Lola's studio feast.
6— " A LauntilMode"
One-step),
seconds),
T: In(Popular
the morning
hours.by Rosey (1 minute and 25
7
—
"
Mysterious
Nights
"
(Valse
Dramatique),
and 25 seconds), until T: The following day. by Berg (2 minutes
8— Love Theme (Melodious Andante), by Lee (1 minute and 45
seconds), until T: An interrupted rest.
9 — Piano solo improvise to action (20 seconds), until S: Kids
fighting.
10 — " Comedy Allegro " (Characteristic), by Berg (1 minute and
50 11seconds),
until(3 S:
Lola and
washing
the kid'suntilface.T: That afternoon.
— Theme ff.
minutes
10 seconds),
12
—
"Love
Song"
(Dramatic),
by
Flegier (4 minutes), until T:
Sunday, September 22nd.
13 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until T: A half an hour.
14— aTragic
by Vely (5 minutes and 5 seconds), until T:
After
night Theme,
of torture.
15
—
Tragic
Suite,
by
Luz (4 minutes and 35 seconds), until T:
Meanwhile at Crystal Lake.
16 " Last Spring" (Dramatic), by Grieg (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until
Out of
17 — T:Furioso
No.the11, night's.
by Kiefert (20 seconds), until T: Midnight.
NOTE: With ad. HI}, ff Tympany Rolls
18 — Sinister Theme, by Vely (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until T:
" Where are they."
19 — " Dramatic
Reproach until
" (Andantino
by Berge (2
minutes
and 40 seconds),
T: An hourExpressivo),
later.
20
—
Theme
ff.
(1
minute
and
55
seconds)
—
until
*****
END.

Picture

" THE STRONGER VOW "
Specially Selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.).
Theme: "Dramatic Reproach" (Andante Expressivo), by Berge
1— " Manzano " (Spanish Intermezzo), by Brooks (1 minute and 15
seconds),
until — "T: (Spanish
"Foreword."
2 — " Moraima
Caprice), by Espinosa (5 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: "Fairy Princess your token."
3 — " Alborda " (Caprice Espagnola), by Andino (4 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: " Adious Fairest One."
45—— "Continue
seconds),
until —Valse),
T: " Senora
de Cordova."
La Perle pp.
de (30
Madrid
" (Spanish
by Lamotte
(2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "The calle of the public square."
(5— " Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31," by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: " See Chiquita a clear white."
7 — "La Feria " (Spanish Suite), by Lacome (3 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "I bring sad news."
8 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "The last Cabalero."
910—— Theme
(40 seconds),
— T: Dramatique),
"Six months by
later."
"Mysterious
Nights"until(Valse
Berg (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "The strange dual existence."
11 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until —
T: " His other self."
12 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: "You must marry me."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "May I tell you
14 — Continue pp. (25 seconds), until — T: "His betrothal gift."
1516 —— Continue
(35 seconds),
until —Suite)
T: "Once
more Pedro."
" Clematis lively
" (From
Boutonniere
(Moderato
Poco Agitato), by Tonning (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Two
what."
17 — Organ improvising to action (wedding ceremony) (55 seconds),
happy
until
Thearts."
: " Toasting
future." Lente), by Rosey (1 minute and 30
18 —— "Valse
Moderne the" (Valse
seconds), until — T: " Some other time Pedro."
19 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Why did you
20
— us?
"Prelude"
by Rachmaninoff (1 minute and 45
leave
"until — T: (Dramatic),
seconds),
"High
up
under."
21 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: " Her sanctuary."
22 — " Mysterioso No. 29," by Andino (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: "Let him come in."
23 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute
and24 —15" seconds),
— T: Dramatic),
"The bait."by Schubert (3 minutes and 10
Erl King" until
(Heavy
seconds),
until
—
T:
"The
blood
is stronger."
25 — Theme (50 seconds), until —vow
S: The
police arive.
26 — "Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T : " Again the Easter
Carnival."
NOTE: Watch shot.
27 — "Manzano" (Spanish Intermezzo), by Brooks (1 minute and
10 seconds), until *****
END.

" JOHNNY ON THE SPOT "
(Hale Hamilton-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Theme: "Scherzetto" (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge
1 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: At Screening.
2 — "Frills and Furbelows" (Rondo Rococo), by Crespi (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: In marked contrast Miss Ann.
3 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "The trouble with you, little."
4— ^-" The Shepherd's Pipe " (Allegretto Moderato, from Romantic
Suite), by Gregh (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: The law office
of Judge Martin.
5 — "Remembrance" (Romance Moderato), by Schuman (2 minutes
and6— 45" Third
seconds),
until — "T: (Characteristic
"Rubbish." Moderato), by Rubinstein
Barcarole
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Sympathy won't pay the."
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "What's the use
8
— "Thoughts"
(Andante Triste), by Crespi (1 minute and 15 secof having
onds), untila."— T: The bank was closed.
9 — "Lively
Rag"according
(3 minutes),
until — T: About the only
thing
in favor Popular
(piano only
to action).
10 — " Me-ow " (Characteristic Novelty), by Kaufmann (3 minutes),
action).
until — T : " All you do is wear a couple " (piano only according to
11 — "Visions" (Intermezzo Characteristic), by Buse (2 minutes),
until
T : " Next time you two want to."
had.12 —— Theme
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Johnny's ten
13 — "Venetian Barcarolle" (Grazioso Intermezzo), by Golden
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " I chanced across one of your "
(door-bell).
(Continued on next page)

THE
BART©
L* A>
You need Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue*
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(Continued from preceding page)
14 — "Movie Rag" (Characteristic), by Zamecnik (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: " But Dr. Phaker found."
15 — "A La Mode" (Popular One-step), by Rosey (.3 minutes and
IS seconds), until — T: "Tell me, brother, did not."
16 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borc'.i (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "I'm looking £or a lost'" (automobile
effects).
17 — "Norma"
(Melodious
Waltz), by(telephone-bell).
Luz (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: At
Castle Bungalow
18 —foreTheme
(2
minutes
and
30
seconds),
until — T: A half hour befour.
19 — "At Twilight" (Moderato Romance), by Golden (3 minutes),
until — T: "There's only way to beat" (telephone-bell).
20 — "Western Intermezzo" (Set 11 A. B. C, Dramatic Series)
(2 minutes
(auto
honks). and 15 seconds), until — T: ' Something's up, young '
21— " Western Hurry" (Set 11 A. B. C, Dramatic Series) (3 min(auto effects;
utes), until — T: "A minister will be here' 1 Dramatic
Series)door-bell).
(3 min22 — "Western Galop" (Set 11 A. B. C. ;
ntes and 30 seconds), until — T: "If you make a break."
23 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Take it easy,
Johnny," until — ***** END.

" MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE "
(Gladys Leslie-Vitagraph)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Theme: "Canterbury Bells" (from Bbutonniere Suite, Capricious Allegretto), by Tonning
1— Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: At Screening.
2 — "Southern Airs" (Characteristic Selection), by Lampe (4 minutes) until — T: "You're nineteen today, Dulcie."
3 — utes
"Capricious
Annette"
(Moderato
Caprice),
by Borch (2 minCulpepper.
Uncle John
until — T:
and 45 seconds),
4— " Valse Divine" (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Goodbye to Arden " (train effects).
5 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "And the reason
is plain."
6— "Constance" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Golden (4 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "The next morning, Uncle."
"Review March"
reception. (Maestoso), by Berg (2 minutes), until — T:
The7 — Culpepper
8
—
"Savannah"
T: Albert Lockhart. (Popular One-step), by Rosey (15 seconds), until —
9 — " Romance D'Amour " (Melodious Moderato) (3 minutes and 15
seconds),cordinguntil
— T: "The reception was a success" (piano only acto action).
10 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S: When Dulcie
screams.
Babillage until
" (Allegretto
by Castillo (3 minutes
John is a social.
— T: Aunt Intermezzo),
and1!—15" seconds),
12 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (2 minutes), until — S: When Orrin joins Dulcie. *
13 — "Dulcie
Nellie takes
Gray"guitar.
(direct cue) (1 minute and 15 seconds), until— S :
When
14 — "Christmas
Christmas
rolls. Chimes and Carols" (3 minutes), until — T: Thus
"Clematis"
(From and
Boutonniere
Suite, until
Moderato
Agitato),
by15 —Tonning
(3 minutes
15 seconds),
— T-. Poco
At last
Aunt
John.
16 — Theme £1 minute), until — T: "Dulcie, dear, open the door."
17 — " Camelia " (From Boutonniere Suite, Allegretto Cantabile), by
Tonning
returns. (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: When Uncle John
— " Selection of Stephen Foster's Southern Airs " (3 minutes and
30 18seconds),
until — S: When Lockhart calls (guitar effects).
19 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Dulcie, I haven't money."
20— " Shepherd's Pipe " (From Romantic Suite) (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "I have just learned that."
21 — "Remembran
Romantic
seconds),
until — T: ce"
Once (From
more in
Dixie. Suite) (3 minutes and 15
22 — "Third Barcarolle" (From Romantic Suite) (3 minutes), until—
T: I knew Dixie loved" (train effects).
*****
23— Theme
END.(2 minutes), until— T: " Dat Yankee man," until—
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" BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL "
(Select-Special Production)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,0C0 ft.;
Theme: " Dramatic Reproach " (Andante Expressivo), by Berge
1 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until T: "Colonel Henry
Worth."
2 — Continue ff (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until T: "Then of course
1/113 —go."
"Intermezzo Pittoresque " (Moderato), by Kozian (1 minute and
25 seconds), until T: "Wolf, self-professed leader."
4— "Dramatic Tension No. 64," by Borch (1 minute and 55 seconds), until T: "Barbara's work born of."
5 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes
and 55 seconds), until T: "They live their lives."
6 — " Pathetic Andante," by Vely (1 minute and 15 seconds), until T:
" Mother has gone away."
Dramatic weTension,"
T: 7 —" "Comrades
are here."by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds), until
8 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until
T: " But you are to hear."
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until T: "You have heard
Comrade Barbara."
10 — " Lento Allegro" (Heavy Dramatic from Symphonette Suite),
by Berge (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until T: " Next morning."
11 — " Dramatic Fantasie," by Bach (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until T: "But unlooked for complications."
12 — "Adagio" (from Tragic Suite), by Mozart (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until T: " Comrades the island is ours."
13 — Tacet (10 seconds), until S: Change of scene.
Note: Just ad. lib. ff tympany rolls.
14 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until T: "The embarkation."
15 — "Gavotte and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (2 minutes and 50
seconds), until T: "We'll have to make Worth."
16 — Theme ff (1 minute and 25 seconds), until T: "The first meet17 — " First Concert Waltz," by Durand (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
ing." T: "You can't pull that stuff."
until
18 — Continue ff (35 seconds), until T: "Preferring the wildness."
19 — Tacet (10 seconds), until T: "The strategy of Bolshevism."
20 — Theme ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until T: "The first festivities."
21 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One-step), by Levy (1 minute and 15
seconds),
" It'sas wonderful
Note: Tountilbe T:played
Piano Solo.to see everybody."
22 — " Russian Ballet," by Luigini (1 minute and 50 seconds), until
T : " Come on girls and stimulate."
23 — " A La Mode " (Popular One-step), by Rosey (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until T: " Go to your rooms."
24 — Theme ff (35 seconds), until T: "The end of the month."
25 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy, to action pp or ff (5 minutes),
until T: " Man's dominant trait."
26 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 35 seconds), until T:
" Just
lemme takepp Wolff's
out." until S: Girl playing piano.
27 — Continue
(40 seconds),
28 — backPiano
Solo,
improvise
to action pp (20 seconds), until S: Flashto island.
29 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until T: "Taking Wolff's
Garden of Eden."
30 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
and 25 seconds), until T: "Worth may try to leave."
31
Slimy Viper"
Picture), by Borch (1 minute
and —55 " seconds),
until (Mysterious
S: Scene nearToneseashore.
32 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until
T: Ad.
"Heap
troubleeffects
on island"
(in telegram).
Note:
lib. with
of sea waves.
33 — "Russian Agitato," by Luz (2 minutes), until T: "You must
get34 —to "Noman."
Half Reel Furioso," by Levy, to action pp or ff (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until T: "I want you to try."
35 —utes" andHalf
Reel BattleuntilHurry,"
Levy,Spangled
to actionBanner
pp or isff raised.
(2 min15 seconds),
S: Theby Star
36
—
"Star
Spangled
Banner"
(50
seconds),
until
*****
END.
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" HER CODE OF HONOR "
(Florence Reed-United J
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed P.limitLevy
of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" ( Andantino Sentimento i, by Sol
bo :lT"?-^ttic
As dish breaks.
by Vely (1 minute and 5 seconds), until—
NOTE: To be,Andante,"
played as violin solo with piano accompaniment
2 —ute andA 20Laseconds),
Mode" until
(Popular
One-step),
by Rosey (1 min— S: French
When Jacques
enters
3—
Theme
(1
minute
and
45
seconds),
until—
T
:
"
going"
4— Heavy Foreboding Mysterioso " (Set. 16 Helen,
B. C. I'm
; Dramatic
Series) (3 minutes), until— T : "Good evening, A.Mademoisell
e"
(45
seconds),
until — T:Agitato
"Pardon
me, 16Madam"
tit
§ \ Alleif°
" (Set.
A. B. C. ; Dramatic Series)
' r-stneticuntilRomance"
A B.
(456— second^,
— T: Some (Set.
twenty16 years
later.C; Dramatic Series)
7
—
"
I-'pish
Elves
"
(Winsome
Intermezzo),
by Borch (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), untilNOTE:
— T: Richard
Bentham.
Automobile
effects.
8— " Turbulence " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes), until — T:
name."
you say(3 your
Did
910—— Theme
minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T : "Some girl."
"Capricious
Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes), until — T: "Alice, I want you to."
11 — "LaPurity
Love Theme), by Borch (40 seconds), until — S:
enters.
Salle ".(
When
12 — Theme (35NOTE:
seconds),
— T: "Did
I smash
To beuntilplayed
on piano
only. that."
13 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "ExNOTE: To be played by orchestra.
H — cuse" me."Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: And with the coming of Spring.
15 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: "Let us go into the."
song.
16 — Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: An old Hawaiian
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
conservatory.
Alice leave song)
Gene and (Hawaiian
S :17As— "Aloha"
18 — "Eleanor" (Moderato), by Deppen (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Alice, I love you."
19 — goes
"Sorrow
Theme," by Roberts (3 minutes), until — S: When
Alice
on balcony.
20
—
Theme
(3
minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Gene enters
his room.
NOTE: Effect of rooster crow
21 — onds)",until
Dramatic
Tension
64," byletter.
Borch (1 minute and 30 sec— S: When
GeneNo.receives
22 — "Summer Nights" (Characteristic Moderato), by Roberts (1
and 50 seconds), until — T: "You aren't going away."
minute Theme
(1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: Days passed and
then23 — months.
24 — "Andante
Pathetique
10," by Berge (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — S: When
Gene No.
returns.
25 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " Daddy, we are
27 — " Nola " (Characteristic Allegretto), by Arndt (1 minute and
20 seconds), until — T: " You think you have found."
28 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes), until — T: "And
after
had come."
— you
" Adagietto
" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes),
to29 be."
until — T: "So you see I'm not really."
30 — "Mountain Song" (From Mountain Music Suite), by Borch
(3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Alice sees ring.
31 — " Andante Pathetique No. 23," by Borch (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: That evening.
32 — "Kathleen" (Valse Lento), by Berg (2 minutes), until — T:
" To our hostess."
33 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely
(1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When girl sits at piano.
34 — "Bridal Chorus" (From Lohengrin) (2 minutes), until — T:
" With this ring." NOTE: To be played on piano.
35 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: "WhereNOTE:
did you
get of
thatdogring?barking
"
Effect
and knock on door
36 — " Grave-Allegro Molto " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berg (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Gene,
en " (Heavy Dramatic Descriptive), by Bach (5
you37 —and" Ein
I canM arch
never."
minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: " My mother married Jacques."
38 — Theme (1 minute), until — * * * * END.
HENRY
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the switches which per's Theatr
THE
ly compl
eted e,in
recentPeople
mits the total illuminaDescription
of
Modern
Wiring
InstalChicago, contains many
tion to be reduced onehalf without using the
features typical of the
dimmers. The entire armore advanced developlation in New
People's Theatre
rangement, however, may
ments in theatre conin Chicago
struction, especially with
be regulated by dimmers
located on the stage.
regard to the electrical inMany of the latest and most modern developments are to be
stal ation. Itis located near 47th Street and Ashland Avenue,
found in the lighting equipment of the stage. The proscenium
in the heart of the stockyards business district. It was built by
and border strips are constructed of galvanized iron, the inside
the People's Theatre Co.. an organization of business men of this
of which has been covered to give adequate reflection. They are
community, for the presentation of vaudeville and variety shows,
and will be managed by Tames Schaeffer.
equipped with 300-watt, type C lamps, each lamp being set in an
The building is fireproof, of concrete and brick construction
individual compartment. Each compartment is provided with a
throughout, and contains in addition to the theatre four small
holder on the open side into which may be inserted slides of any
desired color. There are four borders and two proscenium strips
one-story stores, which have a depth corresponding to the depth
of the foyer of the theatre. The facade is faced with terra cotta
which contain a total of 175 lamps. The center lamp in each borand a canopy extends over the sidewalk in front of the entrance.
der is controlled by a separate switch, so that it is not necessary
The theater itself is 91 bv 121 ft., and has a seating capacitv
to burn the entire border when setting scenes, etc. They are conof 2,200.
nected by flexible cables to outlet boxes located on the first flyThe interior is pleasingly decorated and no expense has been
floor. The foot-lights contain 275 60-watt, type B lamps, of
various colors.
spared in providing even- convenience and comfort for the
patrons. All objectionable posts and pillars have been eliminated
Twelve 50-amp, double stage-pockets are provided to accomin the design, and a full view of the stage may be had from any
modate the spot-lights, portable bridges, etc.. used on the floor
seat in the house. The stage is one of the largest in the country,
back of the stage. In addition, two permanent bridges equipped
being 35 ft. deep, with a proscenium opening of 53 ft.
with suitable pockets have been built at each side of the stage at
the front.
The outside of the theatre is brilliantly illuminated by seven
Heating and Ventilating System
floodlights installed along the top containing 250-watt, type C
lamps, equipped with reflectors. In addition, 75 75-watt, type C
The heating and ventilating system is designed to conform to
lamps are installed around the edges of the canopy. The sign inthe Chicago requirement, which calls for 25 cu. ft. of air per
stalled over the canopy contains 780 10-watt lamps, of various
minute per person. Fresh air is drawn into the basement through
a 5 by 10 ft. shaft which extends above the roof of the building
colors, which
spell
the
name
"
PEOPLE'S,
''"
surrounded
by
an
attractive flashing border.
by a large blower. This blower is operated by a 20-hp. 1140Six massive pendant fixtures, bronze finished, provide the lightr. p. m. slip-ring motor, belt-connected, and has a capacity of
ing for the lobbies. These fixtures contain 100-watt, type C lamps,
55,000 cu. ft. per min. At the bottom of the shaft 3300 sq. ft.
inclosed in suitable glass shades which soften and diffuse the
of heating sections have been installed, which heat the air as it
light and are studded with numerous round frosted bulbs which
passes through. After passing through these coils the air is
add greatly to their appearance. The foyer and rest rooms are
driven out into the auditorium through 350 mushroom ventilators
lighted by small bracket and ceiling fixtures which harmonize with
located under the seats and numerous sidewall registers. The
the decorations.
vitiated air passes out into the open air through grilled openings
in the ceiling.
The main auditorium is illuminated by two rows of lamps concealed in the cove of the large panel over the center.
Fire Pump Installation and Control
The result is a very beautiful thing, being much more uniform
In modern theatre construction fire prevention is a matter of
than it would be possible to imagine. These rows contain
400 40- watt lamps, and the light is projected by suitable reflectors
great
" People's
'" isis noof exception
this ride.
onto the panel, from which it is reflected upon the body of the
As hasimportance
been statedandthethebuilding
itself
fireproof to
construction
house, thus giving an indirect lighting. The decorations of the
and every precaution has been taken to minimize the fire hazard.
panel blend with the decorations of the rest of the ceiling and
An elaborate automatic sprinkler system has been installed, the
are designed to give an effect similar to looking up into a blue
water for which is supplied from a 2500-gal. tank situated on a
steel tower above the roof of the theatre. This tank is filled by
sky flecked with white clouds. The lighting has been greatly intensified bycovering the surface of the panel with aluminum leaf
a centrifugal pump, located in the basement, having a capacity of
before painting. A small space, invisible from the main floor or
250 r. p. m. which is direct-connected to a 30-hp. 1720-860 r. p. m.
balcony, has been provided between the top and bottom sections
slip-ring motor.
of the panel to facilitate the renewal of lamps. This is especially
This motor is started and controlled by an automatic and handdesirable for such a lighting effect is easily spoiled it a small
operated Sundh fire-pump control panel. This particular board
number of the lamps are not lighted.
was designed to meet the requirements of the Chicago Bureau of
Fire Prevention and Public Safety. It is operated either by hand
A very desirable feature has been developed in connection with
the control of this lighting. The entire lighting of the cove is or automatically by a float switch in the tank on the roof. This
float switch, when the water falls below a predetermined level,
controlled by automatic contractors located on the contractor
which in this case is about 18 in. below the top, energizes the
panel, which is described further in this article. These contraccontractor shown in the lower right-hand corner of the panel.
tors are actuated by push-button switches, the one on the stage
This contractor in turn operates the upper contractors which
is operated by the stage electrician and the other, in the projector booth, controlled by the operator there. The dual control
close the motor circuit and control the various starting resistthus effected adds greatly to the safety of the theatre, for it is
ances. These' resistances are then released by the auxiliary conevident that in the event of a fire or other trouble occurring the
tractors which operate on a cam. timed by the dashpot shown in
possibilities of leaving the house in darkness are minimized. It the upper left corner. In the manual operation the action of
is also much more convenient for the operators. The wiring of the first contractor is eliminated, the large contractor being closed
{Continued 011 next page)
the lights is so- arranged that alternate lights are controlled by
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Perfed Light Control
At the villof theOperator
amperage can readily be
THE
regulated to light or dark
pictures as easily as turning gas
up Ator down.
the same time, the voltage
lowers and raises automatically in
proportion
of the arc. to the changing length
The Transverter insures a perfect
arc, a steady, bright, white light and
more
withoutartistic
waste ofprojection
current. of pictures
You can make a perfeS dissolve with two-arc Transverter
The Hertner Electric 8C Mfg. Co.
1908 West H4th St., Cleveland, O.

Motion

Other Features and Summary
WANTED at an earliest possible
date, an Organist or Pianoplayer,
Numerous other interesting features have been installed in who is absolute capable to play to
connection with the electrical work. To enable the different sec- pictures by hands • (not rolls), and
tions of the theatre to keep in close touch with each other, a can
Player,operate
style an
25. American
Applicants Photomust
furnish
references
of former occuCouch intercommunicating telephone system with 14 stations lopation,
and
stating
salary
in
first
cated in various parts of the building has been installed. The communication. Working hours
daily, except Sundays, from 7 to
batteries for this system are located at the pilot board on the 11:30,
and matinees on Saturdays.
stage and are charged from the synchronous converter located in Address G. O., Motion Picture
News.
the projector booth. This converter is of 10 kw. capacity and
is used for converting the 3-phase power current into direct current used for operating the moving picture machines, spot-lights, LIBERTY BONDS INSTALLMENT
BOOKS. WAR SAVINGS AND
etc., which are used in the booth. The booth itself is located THRIFT
STAMPS BOUGHT FOR
opposite the stage above the gallery. All the cleaning of the CASH. KOFFLER, 366 BROADROOM 415,
NEW YORK
theatre will be done by electrically-operated appliances. — Re- CITY. WAY,
PHONE
FRANKLIN
659.
printed bypermission of Electrical Review.
WANTED — Good camera man. Exceptional opportunities. Excellent
E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
position for one who will go to
Manufacturers of the
India. See or phone David P.
The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
Howells, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
UIA»W^^ Moving Piefurp Arrpunript
York City; phone, Bryant 1166.
and
Be
youCCi^>anMoving
Operator,
Theatre
Specialties
°* Picture
^ne
^FIH
Accessories'
Owner, Exchange Manager.
"One or the Argus Enterprises'
Supply Dealer or Producer,
WANTED — First class man organist
get In touch with us and we
to operate
Foto-player,
will Interested.
advise you in what you
one
who can American
operate both
by hand
are
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !
and by roll, steady position to right
partj'. State salary and experience
in first
letter.
tre. Sioux
Falls,Address
S. D. Jewel Thea-

Misrepresentation

Fair
andCotnpetitons

or exoneration

is

an unknown quantity with the" HO 05 E o/LU'CAS"
That's why we operate extensively in fourteen
states- enjoy the confidence of ^Southern Exhibitors-ana furnish 1S% of them with their daily
requirements.. 11 years o/ Uninterrupted ^Success.

B^S«^Sg#*

News

(Continued from preceding page)
directly by raising the lever 45 degrees.
usiness
By^ using the water pressure in the tank to operate the steel
curtain a check is kept on the operation of the float switch. This (Bilife rings
hydraulic power is obtained through a pipe which extends into
the tank to about the same level as that at which the float switch
operates. If for any reason, therefore, the switch fails to act
SALE
— 2 now
Baird
Motion
Picwhen the water has fallen below the proper level, it is impossible FOR ture
machines
in use;
25 cycle
to raise the curtain. The water level has been fixed so that the motors and extra parts. Buffalo,
tank must be filled after the curtain has been raised four times, X. Y., 407 Iroquois Building.
which means after every two performances.
For additional fire protection a large fire damper has been in- WANTED IMMEDIATELY — Comalso Exstalled inthe roof over the stage. This damper is controlled by pensarchaust FanorandEconomizer,
other Fans for Alternating Current, 110 Volts. 60 Cycles.
a closed circuit connection which is operated by closing either one Can use
some brass frames and
of two single-pole switches located on each side of the stage stage equipment. L. T. Carskadon,
convenient to the operators.
Keyser, West Va.

Ha^iy}^^?
Has Made EvenOur Enemies
Think!

Picture

PgoJI£ro^=="^yu°Kwd^5gg#r projectors] =|31£jjB^

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive
Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

prmectors

ATLANTA- GEORGIA
"AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE "

Ventilating Fans
10", 12" and IS" Sizes
Put pure air in your theatre
with little expense. We have
prices prise
so lowWethey
will surall types you.
of fans. manufacture
FIDELITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY Pa.
Lancaster,

April
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Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the reviews of short
features and serial episodes.]
Government

War

Loan

Pictures

(Thirty-nine Single Reel Subjects)
Now that the Victory Liberty Loan is nearly ready to be pushed
' over the top," the United States Treasury Department is inviting the co-operation of the exhibitors throughout the country toward making the Loan a complete success. As the motion picture
theatres have proven one of the most effective means of stimulating interest in the War Loans, it stands to reason that the Government would enlist their enthusiastic co-operation. No one has
contributed a greater share in bringing victory and peace to the
forces of Democracy than the exhibitor. Through his generosity
and patriotism he has more than fulfilled his obligations.
In taking the Government film program he will not only push
the Loan over the top, but will offer his patrons a rattling good
entertainment. The program is composed of the Victory Liberty
Loan Star Series — 27 single-reel subjects: Heroic Deed Series —
8 single-reel subjects, which are dramatizations of actual heroic
conduct on the field of battle and remarkably realistic and colorful ;" Knocking Knockers " — a single-reel satire by Douglas Fairbanks in his inimitable style; "With Pershing in Prussia" — a
single-reel scenic compiled from pictures taken by the Signal
Corps; "A Call for Liberty" — a single-reel which present Julian
Eltinge in a humanization of Bartholdi's statue, and " Holding
On " — a single-reel human interest story.
The Heroic Deed Series particularly are worth a place on any
exhibitor's program. No war pictures have surpassed them in
realism and picturesqueness. They are authentic besides. The
films are distributed through the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry. An exhibitor cannot go wrong if he
features them entirely during the Big Drive. — Laurence Reid.

jJock
by Peter

Milne

in Advance

have the preparations for the birthday party, all produced with
the wonderful appreciation of country town life, with the becandled birthday cake, the children " playing post-office," and alj
that goes with it. But the party is interrupted with the arrival of
the neighbor who has found " Skinnay's " name on the baseball.
In punishment the father sends him away to bed. Then a feller
sure does need a friend.
John Carr as " Skinnay," Stephen Carr as " Buck," and little
Rosemary Carr as " Mary," are the leading players, and they are
all, to use the expression of the lady in the next seat, "just too
cute." — R. E. Pritchard.
"Virtuous Men"
(SL Pictures? — Directed by Ralph Ince)
"\ 7IRTUOUS MEN" has plenty of fights, plenty of big mob
V scenes and a considerable number of fine flashes of comedy
relief to back up the drawing power that lies in the two words of.
its title. The principals fight often and hard, three men stave
off a mob of regimental size and of bouts between two there are
many. The mob scenes were staged in one of the big ship yards
and they are interesting because of their sweep and the unusualness
of the backgrounds. These, then are the features to bring out
in advertising the picture, these and the title itself.
The story by Arthur B. Sawyer and Ralph Ince tells the adventures of Bob Stokes who fights his way to the foreman's position
in a lumber company and then is obliged to fight a nefarious gang
of " Red Radicals." E. K. Lincoln makes a likable chap of the
hero and to Danny Hayes fall the many opportunities for creating
the comedy relief. His lines in the sub-titles and his actions help
toward making his scenes the brightest in the picture. The other
two prominent members of the cast ,are Grace Darling, a pretty
heroine, and Clara Joel, a sufficiently wicked vampire. William
B. Mack as Mockett, one of the leaders of the Reds is in the
position
villainy. to keep the plot moving through his various acts of
The picture was produced under the direction, of Mr. Ince.

44 When a Feller Needs a Friend "
(Briggs Comedies — One Reel)
FEW comedies that have been shown at the Strand theatre have
received as warm appreciation from the audiences as did
" When a Feller Needs a Friend," the first of the Briggs one-reel
pictures. While these are founded on the characters in the Briggs
cartoons which appear in the New York Tribune and are syndicated over the country these are not " animated " in any sense,
but delightfully human comedies with real players.
While children largely dominate the cast the appeal to the
grown-ups is the strongest, and there is not a person who " ever
was young" who would fail to enjoy the first of these. It tells
the story of " Skinnay's " birthday. A present from his father is
a baseball, and as soon as he puts this into play it is batted into
a neighbor's yard and destroys a nest of setting eggs. Then we

44 Romany Lass "
(Harma Productions)
GYPSY romances and Scotch kilts are two things that have
always proved of interest to American audiences. This
picture is based on both. It is a romantic love affair between
the hero, the young son of a proud Scotchman, and the heroine,
a beautiful Gypsy Queen, in the end resulting in their union.
The production end of the picture comes up very high ; in
fact, " Romany Lass " has been produced better than any British
picture the writer has ever seen. The direction is flawless, and
the photography, sharp. The story, on the other hand, has been
constructed well within logic ; and as it deals with episodes that
arouse and hold the interest, the picture should entertain satisfactorily any American audience. — P. S. Harrison.
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ACTION

"Bolshevism on Trial" Promises Much

characteristic scenes efromof
is a pag
RE
HE SelWI
ect'sTH
Special " Bolshevism
"
on Trial. Immediately above
is Pinna Nesbit, who appeares as
the heroine. To the left she is
shown making a spirited speech,
and tothe upper left with Robert
Fraser, leading man. The mob stuff
in the upper right hand corner and
the fight below give a good idea
of the manner in which physical
action is accentuated throughout
the picture.
Below, with the heroine, is the
Bolshevist whose greed is that of
an autocrat, while above is shown
the hero again with his sister, a part
played by Valda Valkyrien. It can
readily be seen from these illustrations that " Bolshevism on Trial "
contains practically every variety of
action that will appeal.
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"BOLSHEVISM

ON

TRIAL"—

Picture as Good

SELECT

SPECIAL

as Its Title; Square Deal

IT'S a corking title, this " Bolshevism on Trial," and every exhibitor who has sensed its possibilities and awaited
its booking date will be glad to know that its content is every bit as good as its title. There may be some of
you who have thought that you shouldn't touch on this question of Bolshevism in offering your audience
entertainment. Forget such qualms, if such were at any time dominant. " Bolshevism on Trial " damns redhanded anarchy and, it is of special interest to note, gives the honest socialist a square deal. In other words, the
picture attacks no political party in this country, but gives a merciless and at the same time dramatic expose of
the activities of disorganized government as report has it existing in Russia today.
Based on Thomas Dixon's novel, '" Comrades," the picture presents a novel story of special dramatic force. So
when you herald it as a special release, if such you do, the picture is there to back you up to the last scene. The
continuity, prepared by Harry Chandlee, is smooth running and puts every point over with force, and Harley
Knoles' direction is of the best when it comes to the staging of every scene, whether mob or intimate.
As for the acting, there are some of the best individual performances in " Bolshevism on Trial" that we have
seen lately. Pinna Nesbit's characterization of Barbara, the sincere socialist, is rare. Her dark beauty, her features, somewhat aesthetic, and her emotional ability always held realistically restrained, are qualities that make
her role stand out. Leslie Stowe's Herman Wolff, the man whose greed for personal power leads him to misguide
a large group of people, is sinister and, as a result, powerful. Robert Frazer is an enthusiastic and convincing hero.
The support is in every respect commendable.
Particular mention should be made of the subtitles, these also being written by Mr. Chandlee. They are conservative, present convincing facts devoid of the foolish, sweeping remarks of the usual political picture, and fit
the action exactly.
Certainly with the advertising you can get on the title, the cooperation from patrioticsocieties and newspapers
that you can't keep away from you, and with the dramatic goods to back all this up, certainly " Bolshevism on
Trial" will make money for you.— Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
such a man is almost sure to be present in any
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
large crowd, completely dominates the somewhat
Captain Norman Worth
Robert Frazer
Do you think Bolshevism and Socialism are
higher ideals of the majority, and he threatens
Herman Wolff
Leslie Stowe
to turn the island into a place of license. How
Colonel Worth
Howard Truesdell
one and the same? See " Bolshevism on Trial."
he is prevented through the activities of a reTom Mooney
Jim Savage
turned war hero makes capital entertainment.
" Give 'em an inch and they'll take an ell " —
Barbara Bozenta
Pinna Nesbit
The returned hero had seen war at its worst.
the United
this colony
Catherine Wolff
Ethel Wright
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way unmolested
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Elena Worth
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whether
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were
practical.
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from
that
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not
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Blanche
May Hopkins
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all
wrong
Socialists they turned to Bolshevists — they wanted
Saka
Chief Standing Bear
and he turned to Socialism as the answer. But
hideous license as well as freedom! See " BolJim
J. G. Davis
the group of people with whom he was associFrom
the and
novel subtitles
" Comrades."
by Thomas
Dixon.
ated proves disappointments. They failed to
shevism on Trial."
Scenario
by Harry
Chandlee.
practice what they preached. It is somewhat
Do you know what would happen to the United
Directed by Harley Knoles.
impossible
to
convey
the
full
force
of
the
drama
States
if
Bolshevism spread to its shores? They
Photographed by Philip Hatkin.
presented in this picture. Suffice it to say that
wouldn't be united for one day! See "Bolshewith all its timeliness in its capital entertainment and many timely features have proven disPRESS NOTICE
TriaL" Wolff told the members of his
Whenvism on Herman
mal failure when it came to the screen. The pic"
Bolshevism
on
Trial,"
the
special
feature
colony that they would be as free as if in the
ture
is based on Thomas Dixon's novel " Comreleased by Select Pictures Corporation, will be
rades," and is enacted by a cast of competent
Garden of Eden, the young women took it literthe stellar attraction at the
theatre all players headed
ally and decided to do away with the garments
next
. This is a picture that has caused
and Leslie Stowe.by Pinna Nesbit, Robert Frazer
of
convention!
See "Bolshevism on Trial."
a wave of wide-spread comment owing to its
timeliness and the fact that it gives Bolshevism
THE STORY
See what your town would look like if it
a fair trial and finds it guilty. The picture is
weren't for established Law and Order — see it in
Norman Worth, veteran of the world war, rebased on Thomas Dixon's novel called " Comturns to his native land a broadened man. He
" Bolshevism on Trial."
rades." This was
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as anwritten
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The story takes up the case of a colony of where they will establish an ideal community
fidious man — he ofclaimed
be a Socialist
but perwas
Socialists who established themselves on an is- with the principles of socialism as a foundation.
When Worth joins them their prospects are
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turbers in their midst demand license, not only
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of the picture are sane and dramatic. They
freedom. In time they replace Worth with
Pinna Nesbit in the role of the girl creates a Wolff,
don't insult anyone's intelligence. Most pictures
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island. He has a hidden purpose in this
which does exceptional work.
sane.
Here are some of the ways to get a good lot
announcement. For while his followers enter
of advertising out of the feature:
upon a wild revel of license, he announces that
PROGRAM READER
If there is a patriotic society in your town
he is through with his wife, and commands Barinvite
it to view the picture privately. It will
A picture that is in a fair way of proving the
bara to come to him. Worth's chauffeur, who
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of the
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run.
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If
you
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on
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picture.
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be
happened in other quarters of the world, as they
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and inThe
its stead
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might happen on a little island, the locale of the brought
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picture.
The lust for greed of one man, and
give you a (Continued
review.
on page 2530)
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FOX

// You're Looking for Big Melodrama Here It Is
of big melodramas, as everyone seems to be doing these days, William Fox certainly

hands out a big fellow in " Pitfalls of a Big City." It's a story of underworld life and crooks and
the efforts of two of them to go straight, and it's presented in old fashioned style, with the atmosphere applied by a great, big broad brush.
And it is presented with skill, the melodramatic story
is exceedingly well knit, its characters are the kind that excite appeal or warrant the intensest sort of
hatred.
The title is old fashioned, too, but it will carry its appeal to the class of audience that will sit down
at this and gobble it up like a Christmas dinner. Highly seasoned action is the main dish of every
course.
Gladys Brockwell's emotional talent is given full play in the role of the girl who reforms and goes
through the severest sort of suffering for her sister's sake, while she has two very good aides in William
Scott as the hero and Billy Sheer as the heavy. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 13. — Peter Milne.
advertising. It suggests, of course, a melodrama
THE CAST
THE STORY
and certainly you can promise anything in the
melodramatic line for the picture is loaded with
Molly Moore
Gladys Brockwell
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Moore
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to
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tries to keep her from visiting her, but Marion
Ted Pemberton
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Alice
Pemberton
Janis
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Story by Bennet R. Cohen.
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bag and
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Directed by Frank Lloyd.
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honest living. One day he attacks Marion, and
Givesworld lifea ofwonderful
big cities." closeup " of the underIn Gladys Brockwell you have a deserving
because of this danger to her Molly insists that star.
She is an emotional actress of real ability,
she go to spend the summer with the wealthy
asFoxyoupictures.
probably Here
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She went to jail rather than spoil her sister's
role seen
that her
she other
puts
happiness — but love found a way.
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changes and follows him. The house he enters
But don't forget that action and atmosphere
is the Pembertons ! She also enters it and at- stuff.
It is important on dealing with a picture
A story of New York's dark streets.
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photodramatic
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to talk because
her story
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yarn. Don't go wrong on advertising it. If you
variegated scheme is presented in " Pitfalls of the whole story of her sister's people.
It is Jerry who comes to the rescue. He finds . go about it in the right way you should reap
a Big City " — see it.
Spike and thrashes him in a furious fight. The
big profits.
The story of a girl who returned to the police break in on them and capture Spike, who
then confesses his part in the robbery. Spike
straight and narrow path and STAYED there.
goes to prison
and the menace
of the
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happiness
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happy
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and
PemberPRESS NOTICE
ton.
An astonishingly vivid melodrama of underworld life is offered in the William Fox picture
PROGRAM READER
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will create something of a sensation. Of course
and moves with a force and sweep that cannot
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As a consequence of this expert
picture art.
attention when the picture was only a typewritten
manuscript, the finished product appears as one
For instance, the story was read and approved
by several New York newspapermen before it of the most realistic and effective photodramas of
went into production. This insured a realism that
this type that have ever been released. The story
by Bennett R. Cohen shows a most sympathetic
cannot be obtained in any other way. Furthermore, the author, Bennett R. Cohen, based his heroine surrounded by a varied cast of characters,
scenario partly on facts provided by records.
each one counting largely in the general effectiveHere again is realism assured. Then when it is
ness of the drama. Gladys Brockwell is the
considered that Gladys Brockwell, one of the star and to the role of Molly Moore, the girl who
leading emotional actresses on the screen today,
determines
for ability
her sister's
sake,
takes the star part of Molly Moore, and such
she brings toall gothatstraight
emotional
for which
able players as William Scott, William Sheer and
she is justly noted. Miss Brockwell really lives
Al Fremont are seen in her support, the true the part from first to last. Her support includes
William Scott, William Sheer, Neva Gerber and
worth of the picture may perhaps be realized.
Al Fremont, players selected for their special
story dealstowith
adventures
a Mr.
girl Cohen's
who determined
go the
straight
for herof fitness for the parts they play as well as their
histrionic ability. " theatre
Pitfalls on
of a Big . City " will
younger
sake and
reveals thea number
startling sister's
and original
episodes,
color andof come to the
power of which cannot be described here. Suffice
it to say that patrons of the
theatre will
SUGGESTIONS
find
unusualis handled
treat in in
" Pitfalls
of a Big
A bigan story
a big way,
and City."
there
The appeal of this feature lies largely in its
Gladys Brockwell and William Sheer in a dratitle and the way that you develop it in your
is no praise higher than this.
matic moment from " Pitfalls of a Big City "
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YANKEE

PRINCESS"—

VITAGRAPH

Bessie Love in Irish Play of Simple Charm

YANKEE PRINCESS " may safely be put down as one of the most satisfying Bessie Love pictures that Vitagraph has ever offered. Although not original in theme yet it is developed with
a fair measure of novelty so that it seems quite fresh and up-to-date. The picture moves along
spontaneously, and though reinforced here and there with dramatic and humorous interludes, still these
points are necessary to emphasize the character studies.
Character studies? Indeed! Miss Love portrays one of them with her customary quaintness and
charm. The central idea is based upon the rise (and not a subsequent fall) of an Irish family, of whom
Miss Love plays the captivating colleen. There you have it in a nut-shell. The picture will rouse the
risibilities of an audience more than it will excite them. But that is Bessie Love's way.
Really the piece might have been done in shorter length, yet the wealth of humorous detail with
which Director Smith enriches his action and embroiders his characterizations would be missing. This
elaboration, this spray of humor, make " A Yankee Princess " decidedly worth while. It has no pretensions tooffer; it does not conquer with any dramatic pyrotechnics, but with its simplicity and charm.
And humorous characterization.
Don't forget that!
A fanciful picture to be sure, but one which is calculated to meet
audience. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 21. — Laurence Reid.
Patsy cets them she asumes a station with her
THE CAST
school friends. Her parents buy an ancestral
hall in New York and the Windbournes come
Patsy Burke
O'Reilly Robert
BessieGordon
Love
Larry
over to pay their respects. As their antiques
Michael O'Reilly
George Pierce were auctioned off during their absence, they are
Mrs.
O'Reilly
Aggie
Herring
greatly surprised to find them in the possession
Lord Windbourne J. Carlton Weatherby
of the
His lordship
his mother's
Lady Windbourne
Katherine Griffith boy
and,O'Reilleys.
naturally, attracts
the littleis colleen,
who,
Molly McGuire
Lydia Yeaman Titus not knowing
The French Chef
Max Asher his fiancee. the ways of the world, soon becomes
By Bernard McConvile.
However, Larry Burke, the real Lord WindDirected by David Smith.
bourne by the way, comes onto the scene, and beofficer,
isn'tPatsy.
long Eventually,
before he
makesing anhisEnglish
personality
felt itwith
PRESS NOTICE
the so-called Windbournes are exposed as imposters, leaving the way clear for Larry to come
Bessie Love, the charming and talented Vita-" into
His property has been taken
graph
will be seen
in her latest picture,
" onA from hishiminheritance.
when a mere boy, but when it is finalYankee star,Princess,"
at
the
theatre
ly restored he takes Patsy in his arms. Thus she
of
week. This is an Irish
character study full of quaint humor and was gains hed dearest wish — a fine husband, an anceswritten for the star by Bernard McConville. It
name pleasant
and a coat-of-arms.
Flannigan's Flats?
memories indeed.
is considered one of the most entertaining pictures They tralare
in which Miss Love has appeared, as it is well
balanced throughout in points of humor, pathos,
PROGRAM READER
characterization and plot. Under the direction
of David Smith the feature has been given a fine
of the
theatre will be pleased
production, indeed, it is pictorially effective in in Patrons
the announcement that Bessie Love will return
atmosphere and settings. Among the players who
surround the star are Robert Gordon, who gives shortly in one of her characteristic pictures, " A
a sterling performance as the hero, and George Yankee Princess." The Vitagraph star has won
Pierce, Aggie Herring , and Lydia Yeaman Titus. her spurs as one of the most delightful interpreMost of the members of the cast are character
ters of " glad " heroines on the screen and when
players of exceptional ability and they contribute she appears in her newest feature you will find her
generating
and army
gladg_reatly to the succes of the pic ure.
ness whichthose
have measures
endeared ofherhappiness
to the vast
Miss Love assumes the role of an Irish girl of picture
enthusiasts
throughout
the
country.
who lives in Flannigan's Flats with her parents.
Miss Love is peculiarly endowed by nature w:th
As Patsy
her daddy's darlin'
a whimsical personality, which, inwell
as theO'Reilly
terror ofshetheis neighborhood.
She hasas an ephemeral,
cidentally, stands out with compelling charm and
a dream, has Patsy, that she may some day beappeal.
Don't
from this
that she
a lady,is aandcontractor)
when Michael
strikes
ways appear in gather
sentimental
stories.
Far must
from alit.
it richcome (he
throughO'Reilly
a certain
invention, the £[irl is on the way to having that Vitagraph
has given
her her
in "away
A Yankee
Princess,"
a
subject
which
takes
from
simulating
dream
realized.
HowYork,
the O'Reillys
the gladness at times and gives her opportunity to
social scale
in New
their new rise
home,in how
appear as a mighty resourceful girl. It is a fanciPatsy cuts
up and
her old-time
capers
at a fashionable school
meets with
a rebuff
from
ful picturesense
is this
Yankee
Princess
fancithat " itA takes
the star
to the" —heights
her aristocratic friends, how she proves that she afterful in athesojourn
in Poverty Row. The transition
is a descendant of Irish kings with a fine ancestral
she goes through from a ragamuffin to a
tree and comes out in the end with as good a that
belle of society is remarkably well emphasized and
name as her snobbish companions are events
wil
cause
you to follow her career with fine inwhich make up a delightfully amusing photoplay.
terest.
"
A
Yankee
Princess " presents a perfect blendTHE STORY
ing of romance, pathos, humor, and dramatic interlude,
and
these
elements combined into a harFlannigan's
and
monious whole make it one of the most enjoyable
youPatsy
cannotO'Reilly
call it alives
very inpretentious
placeFlats,
to br.ng
pictures that have come to our notice in many a
up
a girl. and
Michael
her daddy,
is a there
poor •day. Miss Love is simply charming in the title
contractor
has O'Reilly,
to be content
to live
role, and others who give capable performances
until he strikes it rich through his invention, an are
Robert Gordon, George Pierce, Aggie Herring,
ore crusher. When fortune smiles upon him, he J. Carlton
and Lydia Yeaman Titus.
takes his family away from the place and moves to The feature Weatherby
is an adaptation of Bernard McConNew York, where Patsy is placed in a fash;onahle
ville's
"
Princess
Patsy."
Smith is the
school. A terror by nature and environment, the director. " A Yankee PrincessDavid
" will come week.
to the
girl simply cannot overcome her tomboy manners
theatre
on
of
even in her select circle, until her companions inform her she is not of their rank. Consequently,
CATCH LINES
Patsyland writes
her aparents
in Ire.to send her
family'who
tree are
and traveling
a coat-of-arms.
in the slums, but that was no reason
The O'Reillys, who are just as eager as their whySheshelived
had to stay there indefinitely. See how
darlin' necessary
to lift themselves
up in antheimpoverished
world, buy
these
chattels from
she
emerged
and became a lady in " A Yankee
family, Lord and Lady Windbourne, and when
Princess."

with favorable response from any
It takes the Irish to get ahead. Come to the
see how
Patsy birth
O'Reilly
forged
to theatre
the You
front,and
despite
her inlowly
and
environment.
have
a treat
store for you
in " A Yankee Princess."
She was a ragamuffin and something of a scrapper, too, but she could be a lady when the occasion demanded it. " A Yankee Princess " tells
you all about it.
Bessie Love in a wonderfully appealing picture,
centering about a girl who reaches the heights
through her own resourcefulness.
Her name too.
might The
be O'Reilly
well, her
it canpluckbe
Windbourne
former — gives
while the latter — well, it presents her with a title.
A fine character study of a resourceful girl
whose
slogan
may well be called " they shall not
pass."
She passed
in reaching
the top.all of her neighborhood friends
Lord Windbourne thought he could hold her up
to
he didn't
countTheon girls
her
Irishridicule,
blood did
and he?
what Well,
it means
to fight.
at the finishing school thought the same way as
" his lordship(Continued
" and they,
on too,
page were
2528) frustrated.

Bessie Love as the Yankee Princess in the
Vitagraph picture of that name
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4 'THUNDERBOLTS

OF

Strong Melodrama

FATE"

—

edward

Picture

News

warren-hodkinson

with Political Setting

4 if I ^ HUNDERBOLTS OF FATE " can be set down as a strong melodrama with a background of
state politics. The governor is forced to marry an adventuress through a series of circumstances which, though he is innocent, lay him open to attack. His wife thereupon enters into
an affair with another man and, when he tires of her, kills him.
The crime is fastened on the brother
of the girl the governor really loves.
This precipitates a dramatic situation which is made the most of
by the producers.
The picture was directed by Edward Warren. Though it must be confessed that some few of his
scenes show rather inadequate management and that some few of his players are rather unnatural at
times, the general impression left by the picture is favorable. A fault that can easily be remedied
appears in the bad editing of the last few scenes. A few skillful strokes of the cutter and all will be
well.
The featured players are House Peters and Anna Lehr, both of whom register effectively in the respective roles of the governor and the heroine.
Corrine Uzzell is also good as the adventuress. — Length,
5 reels. — Released April 6. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
tracted to her. She looks on his various advances as insults and confides in her brother, ClifRobert Wingfield
House Peters
This was no usual state problem. Here he, the
Eleanor Brewster
Anna Lehr
rage himClifford
Lennox's standapartgovernor, was asked to pardon the brother of the
mentford.andIn afinds
dead. goes
He to
is surprised
Senator Brewster
Ned Burton
girl he loved when all the facts pointed to his
ing oyer
the
body, accused
of the
murder,
con-of being
Clifford
Brewster
Wilfred
Lytell
victed
and
sentenced
to
death.
All
the
pleas
guilty of murder — murder in the first deEdward Brewster
Ben Lewin
his father and brother will not move the governor
gree. What did he do? See " Thunderbolts of
Howard Lennox
Henry Sedley
forEleanor
the factsat all
point
to Clifford's
guilt.
Adele Hampton
Corinne Uzzell
last
decides
to
appeal
to
him.
He
Suggested by Harry S. Sheldon.
has gone to his hunting lodge and she follows.
She had no respect for her husband nor for
Scenario by Winifred Dunn.
A rainstorm breaks and she is obliged to spend
Directed by Edward Warren.
his position,
governor
of the state.
She areceived
the night under the same roof with him. In the
the
attentions
of Howard
Lennox,
noted
Photographed by Edward C. Earle.
morning Brewster, his son Edward and Adele
rounder
in
public
places.
It
was
the biggest
arrive. Adele accuses her husband of faithlessscandal
the
state
capital
had
ever
known!
See
ness, whereupon Brewster says that a guilty
PRESS NOTICE
" Thunderbolts of Fate."
woman has no right to accuse. Misinterpreting
Fate."
his accusation Adele breaks down and confesses
" Thunderbolts
Fate,"Peters
an Edward
the murder because Lennox had deserted her
production
starringofHouse
and AnnaWarren
Lehr,
She then drowns herself in the lake. All is then
Two stars — House Peters and Anna Lehr — supwill be presented at the
theatre on
well for the true love of Wingfield and Eleanor.
by a capable
of
week. This is a story that
tell andportedCorinne
Uzzell.cast, including Wilfred Lymakes prominent a murder mystery and is laid
against a fascinating background of politics. The
PROGRAM READER
central character is Robert Wingfield, governor
A situation of the utmost force forms the crux
of the state, who is married to an adventuress
He had the power to pardon the brother of the
who refuses to respect his position and who is of the action of " Thunderbolts of Fate," the
girl he loved — but all the facts pointed to his
openly site.
seenWhen with
Howard
Lennox,
another
parafeature
that
will
be
presented
here
on
guilt.
It appeared he had murdered a man in
A murder has been committed. A young man
Lennox deserts her her love turns
cold blood! Which would swing him — his love
has been accused of the crime and duly convicted
to a furious hate and she murders him. It so
for the girl or his duty to the state? See " Thunand sentenced. The governor of the state may
happens that right after she has committed the
pardon him if he wills, but all the evidence
crime Clifford Brewster comes to the apartment
derbolts of Fate."
to reprimand Lennox for his insults to his sis- ispoints
toward
young manfellow's
not all.
The thedoomed
is the guilt.
brotherButof this
the
ter. And so he is accused of the crime. This
Do
you
believe in capital punishment? See
precipitates a strong situation, particularly when
girl the
governor
! Here
tion of the
utmost loves
force.
It is indeed
dramaticis aof situaitself
" Thunderbolts of Fate."
it
is
considered
that
Brewster's
sister,
Eleanor,
is the girl that Wingfield really loves.
and is possessed of a two-fold power owing to the
How this tangle is straightened out caps
fact thatThe itsolution
is approached
in a will
most not
skilful
manof the story
be g.ven
" Thunderbolts
with of
a particularly
ef- here, ner.
for it is carried through with such force and
fective climax, of
the Fate
full "worth
which is realized by the two stars and their suppporting cast.
the hand.
screen House
that itPeters
wouldn't
spoil
itskillall onbefore
and do
Annato Lehr
Mr. Peters is an actor of great ability and his
are the stars of the picture, and their work is
handling of the role of the state governor is a
of an unusually high order. Others in the cast
fine
piece ability
of work andin dark
every beauty
respect.haveMissoften
Lehr's
are Wilfred Lytell, Corinne Uzzell and Henry
histrionic
attracted praise of a high order and when her work
Sedley, all players of ability. " Thunderbolts of
here is considered it is no wonder. Wilfred Lytell
Fate " ward
was produced
the direction
of Edportrays the role of the brother, while Corinne
and isonunder
thethesecond
of hisprogram.
productions to beWarrenreleased
Hodkinson
Uzzell
and
Henry
Sedley
take
the
roles
of
the
adventuress and the adventurer.
SUGGESTIONS
" Thunderbolts
Fate by
" was
suggested
by
Harry
S. Sheldon, ofwritten
Winifred
Dunn and
Here the exhibitor is offered two stars and a
produced under the direction of Edward Warren.
mighty good situation to play up. House Peters
and Anna Lehr are stars of competence and reTHE STORY
pute and while their names may not have the
magic of some of the big box office players of
Robert Wingfield, candidate for governor, is
the
day,
they toat isleast
for merit.in The
a born fighter. He hates petty graft as practiced
tion referred
the stand
one mentioned
the situacatch
by Senator Brewster and attacks him roundly in
lines, program readers, etc., elsewhere on this
public.ing. HisBrewster
rages
furious
but
can
'
do
nothpage.
lies inuponthe togovernor's
sons, Clifford and Edward, are inclined
when heThis
is called
pardon thepredicament
brother of
to be furious with him, but his daughter, Eleanor,
the girl he loves when all the facts point to his
takes a different attitude. For she has met Wingguilt.
Naturally
if
you
relate
this
situation
it will
field and has fallen very much in love. However,
create considerable interest. Build it up after
Wingfield,
though
he
returns
Eleanor's
affections,
the
manner
that
the
book
publishers
use
in
crehas had the misfortune to propose to Adele
ating interest in the plot of a new work. Carry
Hampton, an adventuress, who, though she does
the action forward up to the climax by bold,
not love him, threatens to bring suit for breach
dramatic sentences and then stop. This is a
of promise unless he marry her. .When he is method of teaser advertising of the most apelected Wingfield sees no other way out than to
proved type, and it hardly ever fails to awaken
accede to her demands, as a refusal would bring
theWith
reader's
this attention.
situation and the starring team you
on the suit with its consequent disgrace to his
party and himself.
should be
able
to idea
build may
up anbe effective
ment.
The
same
applied advertiseto lobby
refuses
respectwithherHoward
husband's
position
andAdele
carries
on anto affair
Lennox,
an- drawings or any special stunts you may employ
House Fate
Peters,
appearing
in " as
Thunderbolts
of
other parasite. Lennox meets Eleanor and is at- to exploit the production.
" with
Anna Lehr
co-star
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"MARRIED

IN

HASTE"—

Subtitles Boost Entertaining

FOX

Qualities; Easy to See

HALF
of the entertaining properties of this picture are derived from the clever subtitles; the other
half, from the situations. Whatever the source, however, there is one thing that is sure — the picture entertains. And that is the chief object sought.
The story is of the light sort, the kind that gives pleasure, without placing too much tax on the
spectator's imagination, nor causing too much exertion. It is about a young millionaire and a spendthrift. His young wife, contrary to what one would expect from young girls, determines to teach her
husband economy. She persuades the executor of her husband's estate to disappear temporarily. Left
penniless, he is compelled to go to work. He develops good business ability and is able to land a deal
and make some money.
In the end the wife confesses and everything is happy.
This picture would best fit high class audiences. — Released April 6. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Sam Morgan
Albert Ray
Constance Winwood
Elinor Fair
Agramonte
Robert Klein
Brown
Don Bailey
Hernandez
B. M. Turner
Downer
Thomas Jefferson
The Valet
William Carroll
Chauffeur
William Elmer
Story by E. Lloyd Sheldon and J. Searle
Dawley.
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Photographed by Roy Klaffkie.
PRESS NOTICE
Albert
Ray
Fair, ofWilliam
Fox's
new stars, will and
graceElinor
the screen
the
theatre on
of
week in a pic" Married
in Haste."
which turewasentitled
written
expressly
for these The
playersstory,
by
E. Lloyd Sheldon and J. Searle Dawley, is a
romantic farce-comedy based upon frenzied
finance as it concerns a honeymoon. Ray takes
the role of a wealthy spendthrift to whom money
is no object just so long as it is spent. As Sam
Morgan of
he his
doesn't
careeven
a hip-hurrah
disposes
income,
though he how
may he
be
newly married. His bride, Constance, comes
from
different
the how
schoolto
which ateaches
the school,
value of however
money —and
save it. In other words, the girl marries Sam
to reform him of his careless habit. How Constance tames her husband and makes him realize
that money
doesn't
grow onthattrees,
how because
he responds to her
suggestion
simply
they are on a honeymoon is no reason why all
the income should be spent are events which
form one of the most rapid and amusing comedy
pictures ever seen on the
screen.
There is a note of mystery in the picture, incidently, which balances it and gives it some
weight. The figure of Downer fits into the sustaining situations.
As Sam's guardian
a conspiracy
with Constance,
to see tohe itenters
that
the gay blade spends only ten dollars and no
more. Of course Sam takes it all good-naturedly,
even when he is requested to leave the hotel.
When he is compelled to go to work the thought
strikes home that money is pretty valuable after
all, particularly when you have a wife to support.
Mr. Ray and Miss Fair fit every requirement
in the interpretation of their parts. The former
is quite a comedian in a quiet sort of way and
plays his scenes with admirable repression, while
the latter enacts her part with wistful naivete
and charm. The stars are supported by a well
balanced cast, which includes such competent
players as Thomas Jefferson, Don Bailey, and
Robert Klein. The direction was in charge of
Arthur Rosson, formerly connected with Allan
Dwan, and he has given the picture a splendid
production in every sense of the word.
THE~ STORY
Sam what
Morgan
a young
man who
know
to dois with
his money.
Even doesn't
when
he becomes engaged to the sweetest girl in the
world, Constance, he doesn't stop spending and
he is well because
into hisSamnexthasyear's
allowancewhen
(an
allowance
a guardian)
his wedding day arrives. Constance and the
guardian, Downer, decide to teach the young
man a lesson and they fix it so that there will
be no money in the bank when Sam attempts
to put his various checks through. The first
catastrophe that Sam has ever experienced arrives in his young life when his check for ten
thousand drawn through the hotel returns with

the fatal N. G. written across it. And after a
few more have followed the same course Sam
decides
to
work. that there is nothing to do but to go
He gets lishmenta asjob
with aAnd,
first class
herring
estab-a
janitor.
because
he has
smattering of Spanish, he gets in on a big business deal. A Spaniard with a ship load of herring but with no acquaintance of English attempts to sell his produce to the firm through
aalldishonest
Thingsleaves
don'tingo a offhuff.at
well andinterpreter.
the Spaniard
Thereupon Sam gets an idea — an idea forced
on him when he is fired from his janitor job.
He proceeds to play the gentleman once again
and talk as if he had a mint of money. He
agrees to buy the fish from the Spaniard and
gives him a check. Before the check has returned to him he has received one for a larger
amount from the herring house, part of which he
gives the Spaniard when his other check returns.
And then Constance and the guardian think that
Sam has succeeded in the business world and
return his fortune to him !
CATCH LINES
Were you ever put out of a hotel while on
your honeymoon for non-payment of tariff? See
what happened to the honeymooners, Albert Ray
and Elinor Fair, in the sparkling farce comedy,
" Married in Haste."
Featuring Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, the
newest Fox entertainers — supported by an excellent cast which includes Thomas Jefferson — a
vivacious picture, full of fun and comicalities.
In which a young bride looks after her own
welfare immediately after the marriage ceremony.
She has to, as a matter of fact — her husband is
a gay spendthrift.
It is mighty fortunate for the bridegroom that
he marries Otherwise
a young woman
born with the saving
instinct!
the happy
couple would be
left destitute.

PROGRAM READER
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, two new stars in
the film firmament, will be seen here shortly in
Married forin theHaste."
feature entitled
the Fox
stars
an ideal " subject
is considered
This
them thoroughly
offers
it
since
the producers,
by
congenial
roles to win your friendship.
The
the spirit of youth — irresponsible,
breathes youth,
play
irrepressible
and there is a wonderful
charm about it, too, particularly found in the
"give and take" plan of the protagonists. The
with breezy comedy and sustaining
is filledWhich
plot
situations.
gives it balance and a thing
of weight with you. It v/as written by E. Lloyd
Sheldon and J. Searle Dawley, two scenarists
who have contributed a number of continuities
to the screen. These photoplaywrights always
conceive their subjects with plenty of imagination.
The patrons of the
theatre will surely
react
to the humor
of " inMarried
in Haste."
The
complications
are rich
dramatic
and comedy
values. A rich young man with no idea of what
a dollar means marries a girl who saves him
from himself. But wait and see the picture —
no mere woof of words can do it credit. " Married in Haste and
" isthescheduled
for exhibition
on
management
has securedherea
number of other pictures to complete the proSUGGESTIONS
gram.
Here you have a couple of new stars to exploit
and you needn't be a bit backward in putting
them
forward. Any
if he's the least
bit progressive,
must manager,
assume that
his
demands a change, not only in plays but audience
in personalities.
Here
is
your
opportunity
(Continued on page 2526) to show an

See " Married
Haste " —and
discover
how a
bride can tame herin husband
a story
of frenzied
finance put up in a comical way.
Does a " busted " millionaire go to jail for
check with no bank account?
writing a $10,000
See " Married in Haste " and find out his
dilemma.
A humorous glimpse of a honeymoon wrought
with
exciting complications for the happy couple.
A little journey to Poverty Row by a gay
millionaire and his plucky bride!
Two new stars in the film firmament — Albert
Ray and Elinor Fair. They appear in " Married
in
Haste," and give an excellent account of
themselves.
Sam Morgan had more money than he knew
he didn't care how he
and did.
what
spent to
it— do
but with,
his wife
See how the bride
brought him to his senses in " Married in
Haste," a rapid farce-comedy.
Marry
haste proverb
and repent
at leisure
" is
an " old
and intruthful
— truthful
sometimes.
"contrary
Married toin form.
Haste,"Sam
the Morgan
new Fox and
comedy,
runs
Constance
Winwood marry with quickness and dispatch,
but
their financial obligations are so embarrassing
that they have no time to repent at leisure.

William

Fox's

new
Elinorstars.
Fair Albert

Ray and
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"PETTIGREW'S

GIRL"—

Heart Interest Is Exceptional;
MISS

CLAYTON

War

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT
Romance

Las appeared in some pretty good pictures lately, but, in point of Leart interest,

not one of them equals, mucL less to say surpasses, " Pettigrew's Girl." It is full of tbat power
tbat influences tlie deeper emotions, awakening compassion for the characters.
The picture, although a war romance, is free from scenes depicting actual warfare; in fact, the plot
never leaves the boundaries of New York, wherein it developes.
The closest it gets to the battlefield
is only to imply that the hero goes to France, fights and returns.
The story in the main treats of the heroine, a pretty New York chorus girl, who works hard to land
a millionaire for a husband; but when she succeeds in making him propose, she turns him down, because aplain-hearted soldier boy she has met by chance has taught her what real love is.
The picture should have a wide appeal. — Released March 23. Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Daisy Heath, a chorus girl Ethel Clayton
Private William Pettigrew, a soldier Monte Blue
Private Jiggers Botley
James Mason
Hugh Varick, a capitalist Charles Gerard
Piggy
Clara Whipple
By Dana Burnett. Scenario by Will H.
Ritchey. Directed by George Melford. Photographed by Paul Perry.
CATCH LINES
When a chorus girl throws over a millionaire
for
fellow without
any has
money,
it's a sureMaybe
sign
that a something
unusual
happened.
the chorus girl has fallen in love. Who can tell?
But see why.
" Pettigrew's Girl " and you'll know the
reason
She chose a man in a million instead of a man
with a million.
He fell in love with her picture first and then
sought an introduction to the girl — see " Pettigrew's Girl."
She chose love in khaki instead of millions in
a stiff shirt — see " Pettigrew's Girl."
The story of a lonesome man in New York
and a chorus girl.
A tale of when the boys marched away and
when they came marching home.
He was ready to meet a Hun regiment, but
didn't expect to line up against an army of
chorus girls — see his experience in " Pettigrew's
Girl."
PRESS NOTICE
An unusual Paramount feature comes to the
theatre on
of
week in
"itsPettigrew's
Girl,"
which
has
Ethel
Clayton
star. This is from a story by Dana Burnettas
which originally appeared in the columns of the
Saturday Evening Post and which was adapted
for the screen by Will M. Ritchey. The story
is one which takes place during the war although
there are no war scenes in the picture, me Body
of the action revolving around the romance of
lonely Private Pettigrew, a southerner in an embarkation camp near New York, and Daisy
Heath, a popular chorus girl.
Mr.
Burnett
has furnished
a most
interesting
clash of characters
in the love
of these
two.
Pettigrew, long, lanky, awkward and ill-at-ease
in the cated,
presence
of women,
and Daisy,
sophistiwith a wonderful
knowledge
of Broadway
and its habits at her fingertips. The possibilities that come to mind when the paths of these
two cross are manifold, and when the ability of
the author is considered, it is almost superfluous
to add that he has handled them with the utmost
skill, deriving both humor and sympathy from
them.
Miss Clayton plays the part of Daisy Heath
with a vigor and depth of feeling that makes it
stand out as probably the best characterization
she has contributed to Paramount pictures.
Monte Blue is the exact type for Pettigrew, and
he takes the role with ease, getting the utmost
from it. Another prominent part, that of Hugh
Varick,
suitor for Every
Daisy's one
hand,of
is playedthebymillionaire
Charles Gerard.
Mr. Gerard's
a thing
the utmost skill andperformances
his Varick isis one
of theof best
of
his many characterizations.

PROGRAM READER
Ethe!tionalClayton,
that thoroughly
emostar of Paramount
pictures, artistic
will shortly
be seen at the
again in her latest production, entitled
an
adaptation
from" Pettigrew's
a Saturday Girl."
Evening This
Post isstory
written by Dana Burnett. Mr. Burnett has had
a wide experience in the newspaper and magazine
business and is something of a poet besides.
And in the writing of his magazine stories he
gets more of the soul of the poet into them than
does the usual author of the day. At any rate,
in
Pettigrew's
Girl "is hedelightful
conceivedfroma romance,
the " poetry
of which
first reel
to last. William Pettigrew is a soldier in a
southern regiment at an embarkation camp near
New York. He is lonely, homesick for a home
he never had. And on his leave in New York
he searches for some companionship — and finds
it in the person of Daisy Heath, a popular chorus girl. Their love story makes for one of the
most pleasing pieces of entertainment we have
presented here in quite some time. Monte Blue
appears as Pettigrew, while Charles Gerard carhand.ries the role of a millionaire suitor for the lady's
THE STORY
William Pettigrew is a member of a southern
regiment stationed at an embarkation camp near
New York City. The tall, lanky chap is very
lonely, for there is no one back home to whom
he writes. On a leave of absence in the city
he sees a picture of Daisy Heath, a popular
chorus girl, in a shop window. He admires it
greatly and buys it, and that night visits the
theatreancewhere
playing.
performhe takesshea isplace
at theAfter
stagethe door
and
awaits her coming. When Daisy sees Pettigrew
she realizes in an instant that he is not the
usual type of hanger-on, and a friendship soon
springs up between them.
Daisy'sa millionaire,
most seriouswhosuitor
of all
Varick,
showers
her iswithHugh
attentions and offers of marriage. Previous to her
meeting with Pettigrew she had led him on, as
he wash considered the best catch a chorus girl
could possibly make. Now, however, things take
on a different complexion. Daisy volunteers to
do an act at the camp and afterward she manages
"=ee Pettigrew,
even though
the unfortunateto soldier
has been confined
to kitchen
police
dut" as a result of a quarrel over her photograph.
Then comes the time for the show-down.
Daisy must decide. Varick savs he is going
west and asks her to go with him as his wife.
And Pettigrew informs her he is soon to sail
for France and asks her to wait for him. Daisy
decides on the soldier. Moreover she makes it
plain to Varick that she never really loved him
— only considered him a catch. And Varick,
waking
to himself, dons the uniform also and
marches upaway.
SUGGESTIONS
" Pettigrew's
" presents
ing an^le to the Girl
exhibitor
— that no
is. nohiebigadvertiss^nsat'ora.1 advertising angle, nothing you can seize on
haphazardly and smear all over your advertising.
Perhaps it is just as well a picture such as this
corn's along once in a while, for it does trive
you
to cetquality
in some
dioni^e^
copy, the
copyopportunity
whose essential
is attractive
atmosphere. Here in this rroture vou havo a
lnne'y, awkward southern soldier, alone in New
York on leave (his regiment stationed nearby at
an embarkation camp).. And on the other hand
there is Daisy Heath, a much-courted chorus
girl. Doesn't the crossing of these two characters unfold an opportunity to you? Doesn't it

appear
somewhat
out of theopportunity
ordinary? toDoesn't
it present
a wonderful
paint
homely and delightful word and sketch pictures,
bringing
out
the
prettiness
of
the
romance,
its
humor and its pathos?
This is the big line to plug with respect to
this picture and this line deserves to be developed fully as much as the sensational line that
is developed on the more sensational pictures.
Aside from that you have Ethel Clayton, one
of the popular stars of the day, supported by
two able leading men. Monte Blue is a wonderful type for the part he plays and a good actor,
while the worth of Charles Gerard does not
need to be commented upon.
You might also mention that the story was
taken from a Saturday Evening Post work of
fiction by Dana Burnett.
" MARRIED
HASTE
(Continued fromINpage
2525) "
appreciation
audience's
ing the facesof ofyour
Albert
Ray andrequest.
Elinor By
Fairadd-to
your
gallery
you
will
be
making
new
as well as keeping the old ones. Variety friends
is the
spice
exhibitor's
scheme plans
of filmof things
just
as it of
is an
in the
entertainment
the opera
impresario, the theatrical manager, and his fellows of the make-believe world.
Therefore get on this tack of playing up new
personalities and show the crowd that you are
keeping apace with the times. Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair may be newcomers as far as stellar
positions are concerned, but they are sufficiently
versed in things dramatic to warrant a place on
any progressive exhibitor's program. Mr. Ray
established himself on the stage in " Buster
Brown,"
playing
the title role,
andleading
he followed
up
this play
by appearing
in the2527)
role in
(Concluded
on page

Ethel

Clayton

in a determined
" Pettigrew's Girl "

pose from
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"PEPPY

POLLY'—

Tears and Laughs

and Under

PARAMOUNT
It All Good

Propaganda

OUTSIDE of its merits as an entertainment, this picture should do much good as propaganda, by
bringing before the people the abuses in penal institutions.
This propaganda is not forcedly
conveyed, but in a very subtle manner.
In other words, the picture drives home its point while
it entertains.
The theme, although not new, is presented interestingly under a new garb. The heroine, in order
to expose the ill treatment of the women inmates of a prison, arranges with a judge to sentence her
to a short term, so that she may personally investigate the conditions.
There are plenty of spots that will touch a spectator. The picture is somewhat sad, but it is enlivened by comedy touches, due mostly to the star's fine acting. On the whole, it is an offering above
the average. — Released March 30. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
and gets a three year sentence! And then the
THE CAST
THE STORY
judge dies and her secret is buried with him!
Peppy
Polly
is
a
stenographer,
but
with
nothWe feel that our patrons will find more than
Peppy Polly
Dorothy Gish
ing to steno about. Her last money she gives to usual
Dr. James Merritt Richard Barthelmess
enjoyment in watching the trials of Polly,
a sick friend, and then goes hunting for a job.
Judge Monroe
Edward Peil
how
she gives up in despair and then finds a way
As luck would have it, she lands as secretary to
out after all. The role is full of humor, of
Sarah Keene
Emily Chichester
Judge Monroe, a philanthropical gentleman,
Mrs. Kmgsley Benedict Kate V. Toncray
pathos and,akinlasttobutthenotLittle
least,Disturber
of " pep."
whose good heart even extends to a homeless
strangely
part, Itandis
Mrs.By Crafton
Josephine
Crowell
Frank E. Garbutt.
monkey.
Polly the
doesn't
yet
is quite
to, but to This
the animal
Judge and
work take
she kindly
does.
Scenario by M. M. Stearns.
spreads
to thedifferent.
rest of theMisscast,Gish's
whichenthusiasm
includes
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Richard Barthelmess, Edward Peil, Emily ChiPolly's friend
is sent
reformatory
attempting to steal
and toshethemanages
to getforword
chester,
Kate
Toncray
and
Josephine
Crowell.
to her about the awful conditions there. Polly
SUGGESTIONS
tells her story to the Judge and they decide that
Polly shall enter the institution to investigate.
It is a good plan on all Dorothy Gish pictures
" MARRIED IN HASTE "
A her
bricka thrown
through
a jeweler's
window
to recall her great role in " Hearts of the
(Concluded from page 2526)
gets
three year
sentence,
and straightway
World."ductionAs
the Little
begins to find out the awfulness of the place.
Disturber
in
this pro-a she
" Peck's ofBadvaudeville
Boy." He
has alsoMiss
appeared
in a
she created
a large,
new
following,
She
is
beaten,
spied
on
by
stool
pigeons
of
the
number
sketches.
Fair made
following that is ready to see her again in a matron and, for attempting to protect a frail little
her
debut
in
pictures
with
William
Farnum
about
similar part if you present it in the right way.
girl, is cast in solitary confinement. Dr. James
three years ago. Both of these players bring
Of course
to liken But
Merritt, the young physician of the institution,
her the
part pep
here andto
youth and charm to the screen, and if their work
the
other itin isn't
everyright
respect.
succeeds
in hating her removed from this hole
in " Married in Haste " is any criterion, it will
personality that the star put in her interpretaand put
scrubbing
floors.a fancy
The matron
notices
tion of the Littlehere.
not beof long
Disturber she also puts in her
that
the todoctor
has taken
to Polly
and
characterization
way
box before
office you'll
receipts.be getting results in the
plots his downfall by throwing them together as
If you cater to a fan crowd it would be advisTry to bring out some of this personality and
much
as
possible.
able to play up the director, Arthur Rosson, inpep in your advertising. This applies to all
Polly's
are not
whenlooks
she pretty
learns
asmuch as he has had a long and varied experisorts of advertising. Not only in your newsthat
Judgenerves
Monroe
has improved
died. It
in producing
pictures.
His entitles
affiliationhimwithto
paper copy, in which you should use actionful
bad — this three year sentence of hers. When
Allan enceDwan
as assistant
director
pictures of the star followed by peppery word
Merritt
asks
Polly
to
be
his
wife,
the
governconsiderable
recognition
as
a
man
who knows
arguments, but in lobby decorations such as spewhat to do with a scenario when he gets it.
mentpretingagents
put him Then
underPolly
arrestgetsforthemisintercial paintings and drawings. Bring out the Dorohis
words.
bright
thy Gish personality.
The idea
" Married
in Haste
is elaboGo after it strong and
you should
pull good results.
rated intobehind
a splendid
pictureplay
under" his
skillidea ingofthisseeing
judge's secretary
and This
askpersontheto late
corroborate
her story.
ful
guidance.
Mention
might
be
made
of
Thomas
Fans will like to know that Richard Bartheldone there is a pardon from the governor for Jefferson, than whom there is no better character
mess is in the leading male part. This young
her, and. after the marriage, Merritt and his actor on the screen today, who appears in the
actor has had a lot
publicity in the best
support of the stars. He, undoubtedly, has a
peppy wife are put in charge of the institution.
papers that reach the of
fans, and he has created
following all his own.
his audience through his successive appearances
in other Paramount pictures. Use his name as
CATCH LINES
the main supporter in your advertising if your
Peppy ofPolly
sought ofevidence
the broke
corrupta
crowd follows pictures closely.
officials
the House
Correctionon and
jeweler's
window
to
get
a
three
year
sentence.
PRESS NOTICE
Then the judge, the only man who knew the
why and wherefore of her trick, died! A three
Dorothy Gish, still remembered and loved as
year sentence loomed ahead of Polly and with
the Little Disturber in D. W. Griffith's " Hearts
no means of dodging it! How she finallv did
of
the
World,"
returns
to
the
theatre
on
makes capital entertainment as shown in " Peppy
—
of
week in her latest Paramount
Polly." Dorothy Gish, the Little Disturber of
" Hearts of the Word " is the star.
picture
entitled
"
Peppy
Polly.'*
Polly
is
another
first cousin to the Little Disturber, as indeed,
have all Miss Gish's Paramount characters have
She found cruelty and graft in a public institubeen.
is, they
that quality
— "pep"
tion and then found she couldn't get out!
is just. That
the word
thatcontain
adequately
describes
it—
that made the Little Disturber one of the most
The romance of a little law-breaker and a
renowned characters the screen has ever known.
physician.
And while Miss Gish is best in such a part she
is by no means the same in each picture. Her
Could you live on the morning paper and watch
a monkey eat delicacies without throwing a brick
versatility, her ability to create new bits of business and her happy faculty of injecting new life
through a jeweler's window? Have a look at
into anessrole,
guardotherwise
against any
possibility of same" Peppy Polly " and see the fun.
that might
intrude.
Polly is a young stenographer who obtains a
There's more pep in " Peppy Polly " than there
is in five ordinary pictures. You'll go out in
job as area judge's
secretary.aboutBoththe she
and the
judge
much concerned
corruptness
world
betterinjection
after you've
had a fewtheatre,
shots
of the officials at the House of Correction, and,
of it. feeling
Take your
at the
to obtain evidence on them, Polly succeeds in where " Peppy Polly " is being shown.
committing a crime (sailing a brick through a
PROGRAM READER
jeweler's
exact)
and All
in securing
three
yearwindow
sentenceto tobe the
place.
goes wella
Dorothy Gish, the delightful Little Disturber
for a time, Polly gets a lot of evidence, incidentof Griffith's
Hearts
of the World,"
ally at the expense of her own good comfort, and
has
a similargreat
role picture
in her "next
Paramount
picture
then suddenly the judge, the only possessor of " Peppy Polly " shortly to be seen here. Polly
theAndsecret
of Polly's
innocence,
dies! ahead of is a little girl who doesn't like all the wrong
so Polly
sees three
long years
there is in the world and when she gets a iob
her! How she gets out of the place makes a as a judge's stenographer determines to see that
charming tale, enlivened by a plentiful supply of the particular wrong as practiced by the officials
romance and played with a sincerity and zest by of the House of Correction for Girls is remedied.
all the members of the cast who seem to become
They hatch a plan and the outcome of it is that
Dorothy Gish Encounters the Law in " Peppy
infected by the Gish personality.
Polly throws a brick through a jeweler's window
Polly "
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Motion

"THE

UNKNOWN

War

and Love

Twined

LOVE"—

Picture

News

PATHE

in Perret s Production

but the greater part of the
ROMANCE forms the basis of the story of " The Unknown Love,"
Under conditions such as existed
action dwells on actual warfare and its gruesome features.
r to decide
before November 11 it would no doubt fit very well; the question for the exhibito
hold his audiences.
now is whether the passing months have affected the ability of this type of picture to
on. In parimaginati
the
of
stretch
There are some points in the picture that require a powerfulheaded
the heroine
taking
France
for
vessel
war
a
of
r
commande
the
shows
which
ticular the incident
abroad. — Released April 27. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
in the special ProducDoris Parker
Dolores Cassinelli
were extensively advertisedCome,"
Can letters alone create a romance — can two
so recall their
Harry Townsend
E. K. Lincoln
tion, "Lafayette, We Also mention
people write and find that they love each other
proJohn Parker
W. Cook
.
patrons
your
to
names
director
French the
a
is
He
ducer, Leonce Perret.
Capt. Jack Tims
Robt. Elliott
without known
everLove seeing
one another?
— romance
See " The inUn-a
made here
ions
product
"
—
it
develops
this
biggest
his
of
one
and
Townsend's Pal
Bradley Barker
strange and beautiful manner.
appeared prewas the one in which the dstars
Written, direc'.ed and presented by Leonce
able pubconsider
Perret.
receive
three
All
viously.
The
story
of
an
unknown
love
that
became
a
out
licity of this.
known love.
menalsocrowds
e you
THE STORY
it advisabl
think
If tionyouthat the
.
ty
of the
viewsmight
Ci
contains
picture
She wrote for his photograph and he sent her
YorH
New
in
peace
Doris Parker, daughter of a retired American
of
tidings
the
ing
celebrat
likeness of his pal — but she fell in love with
sea captain, adopts Harry Townsend, a fighting the
his letters not with the photograph, and when
she saw him she knew he was the man! See
soldier
has from
never someone
seen as her
is
glad she
to hear
in the" godson."
states as Heno
" The Unknown Love."
letter had ever come to him before, but, in answer
" YANKEE PRINCESS "
to her request for a photograph, he sends one
Why did Doris Parker brave the dangers of
(Continued from page 2523)
the ocean in mid-war time — why did she violate
of
his hears
chum's,thatnot hehaving
any ofseverely
himself.wounded
When
Doris
has been
the laws of the United States Navy to get to
SUGGESTIONS
she begs Captain Jack Tims, one of her ad- France?
opSee " The Unknown Love."
Bessie Love appeared
From the daysS. that
's, to smuggle
aboard his
and
Fairbanks
Hart and Douglas
take her mirerto
France.herViolating
all transport
Navy regulaWilliam
posite
A
romance
with
the
Great
War
as
a
background
has
ism
ago, her histrion
tions Tims complies with her request. On the
unusual romance — one that begins before just a few short years
no reway over the ship is attacked and Tims is killed. —theanprincipals
that you
a degree
expanded mindedtoof thesuchesteem
have met!
is regarded
she heed
in which
Doris watches his burial at sea with sincere grief.
has
star
the
Indeed
public.
oing
screen-g
the
by
hurries
to Townsend's
you become godmother to a soldier you gained
size. As
of no inconsidaerable
a following furnished
butIn heFrance
is so Doris
seriously
wounded
that his bedside
face is hadDidnever
seen
during
the
war?
Many
women
agreeable
most
her
have
managers
her
bound up and she is unable to get a good glimpse
no
havedone
," we
Princess
did.
in " The
Cnknowndeveloped
Love " subject in
" A Yankee
of him. However, it is due to her careful nursing
did — seeDoris
what Parker
this strange
relationship
she has
picture
it the best
scruples in calling
that his health is restored. When at last she into
is
on
reputati
her
that
is
it
True
ph.
in
this
special
feature
now
at
the
Vitagra
for
sees his face she finds it not the one of the photo- theatre.
glad as
t 'tal
interpre
to
ability
her
upon
founded
graph. But their unknown love is real, neversentimen
as
not
is
feature
this
but
roles, in which she has appeared, hence gladness is
theles . It was not the photograph that awaksome
sterner stuff, and the subject is betmixedter as awith
wrote. ened the love in Doris' heart, but the letters he
PROGRAM READER
result.
Back in the United States Townsend receives
Therefore feature the story as just a little bit
There
were
many
women
who
during
the
war
his honorable discharge from the army and he became godmothers to friendless men in the army.
different. It being an Irish tale you have all
and Doris are married. Shortly afterwards come
in your adconspicuous
This was a practice first adopted in France and sorts of leadsvertising.toFirst make
off youit have
the national color
the glad
tidings
of
peace
when
the
whole
counEngland
and
which
was
eagerly
taken
up
by
the
try, the whole world in fact, goes mad with the women of America when the United States en- of Ireland to decorate the lobby — and you can
the There
ladies in
the shape
of injoy of it. And then six years later when Towntered into things. Doris Parker was one of these give souvenirs
expensivetoshamrocks.
is great
atmosphere
send's littlefather
boy asks
aboutthat
the each
stars one
in theof women. Her friends urged her to write to a in an Irish
picture and wonderful advertising
skies the
makeshimreply
man
named
Harry
Townsend,
a
man
they
knew
them represents a soul flown from the battle field.
was friendless from the information contained posibilities. As regards the story we would pay
attention
the this
heroine's
in their own letters from the front. And so special
And in the little boy's mind's eye the-myriad stars
lines were
writtentowith
idea inrole.
mind.The catch
Doris sat down and wrote — just a few cheery
suddenly take the form of the words " Stars of words
from home! And the answer to her letter
Glory."
— the answer from Harry Townsend — awoke
within her a great unknown love. How this
PRESS NOTICE
unknown love became a known love will be shown
The Pathe Special feature, " The Unknown
in
the" which
Pathe will
special
feature
" The
Love,"
and Dolores
Love
shortly
be seeninteresting
at thisUnknown
theatre.
Cassinelli,co-starring
will be E.
the K.mainLincoln
attraction
at the
It
deals
with
one
of
the
most
phases
theatre on
of
week. This
of the war and is superbly developed by the
picture takes up one of the most touching and
author and director, Leonce Perret. Mr. Perret
pathetic phases of the war, and through the
of the country the great patriguiding mind of the director, Leonce Perret, it gave oticthefilm, people
" Lafayette, We Come," and the stars
is presented in splendid dramatic form. Doris
of
that
picture,
E.
K. Lincoln and Dolores CassiParker, the American girl in the case, becomes
nelli,
willpicture
also befilled
seen with
in " The
Unknown Love."
godmother
to
a
soldier
in
the
trenches
—
a
man
It
is
a
exciting
and
she has never seen. He is Harry Townsend, a handled in a dramatic manner
from incident
first to last.
man of refinement and breeding who has no
It
will
be
shown
here
.
friends back home to hear from. When he reDoris' letter he is and
inspired
to writein her
beautifulceivesacknowledgment
this causes
Dorisa
SUGGESTIONS
a great and unknown love.
It may be seen that this is the beginning of a
In the Program Reader elsewhere on this page
most unusual sort of romance. Its development
will find your best advertising angle on this
forms the troduces
bodysituations
of theas picture
and its
course and
in- you
feature. This, of course, is an admission that it
thoroughly
original
isYoua war
that scare
you.
unique as the beginning. The film is not loaded
will picture,
note thatbutthedon't
anglelettaken
deals with
with battle scenes, although some of these are
the girl at home, rather than with the man in
introduced to provide the necessary effects. Howthe trenches. That is important, very important.
ever, the main portion of the action deals with
And this is an original situation. One like it
the working out of this romance and in this re- hasn't been offered before on the screen. This
means
a lot. And you will be able to excite a
s
p
e
c
t
"
The
Unknown
Love
"
is
one
of
the
most
remarkable
pictures ever shown at the
good deal of curiosity if you state the first facts
theatre.
in the case, the fact that the girl back home beLincoln makes a masterful figure of the soldier
came the godmother of a soldier in the trenches
while Miss Cassinelli plays the role of the girl of France
without ever having seen him. The
with a charm that is irresistible. Others who
advertising possibilities in this situation are obappear in prominent roles in the production are
go the
limitentire
on this
angle.
is probW. Cook, Robert Elliott and Bradley Barker.
ablyvious,the sobest
in the
picture
for It
advertising
Mr. Perret, a French director, who came to
America to find a wider field for his art, also purposes.
Dolores Cassinelli. co-starring with E. K. Linwrote the story. His work shows to advantage
Outside andof this
angle Cassinelli.
you" have theBoth
stars,of E.themK.
Unknown
" ThePerret
Pathe special
Lincoln
Dolores
coln in the" produced
in every scene.
Love
by Leonce

A
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EXQUISITE
Star Shows

Unusual

THIEF"—

UNIVERSAL

Talent; Highly Artistic

SINCE the release of " The Brazen Beauty," the first picture that revealed the possibilities that lay
in Priscilla Dean, each new contribution has strengthened the confidence of those who thought
she was a real comer; each new production has been better than the last one.
In the review of " The Wicked Darling," the suggestion was made to you to keep an eye on offerings featuring this new find. That that recommendation was neither overoptimistic nor overrated is
evidenced from the results obtained in " The Exquisite Thief," a picture of the crook type. Here again
she shows unquestionable skill. The picture is really the result of a strong and intelligent combination
of star, director, author. The suspense, instead of being worked up gradually, starting somewhere from
the middle of the picture, is in full force right from the beginning and is kept up all the way through
to the last scene. The last part of it is particularly thrilling; the rapid twists it takes, which place the
heroine in and out of danger alternately, excite the emotions to a high pitch, but it ends in the way
the spectator would wish, leaving a pleasant impression behind.
It is needless to say that the production is highly artistic from every angle. It seems that Director
Browning has staked his all to produce a picture that is distinctive, and he has succeeded. Miss Dean's
acting also hardly needs any praise; it is different than that of any other screen actress.
" The Exquisite Thief " may
that ever featured Priscilla Dean.
THE CAST
Blue Jean Billie
Priscilla Dean
Algernon P. Smythe
Thurston Hall
Shaver Michael
Sam
De Grasse
Detective Wood
Milton Ross
Muriel Vanderflip
Jean
Calhoun
By Charles W. Tyler.
Scenario by Harvey Gates.
Directed by Tod Browning.
PRESS NOTICE
Priscilla Dean, the popular Universal star,
will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in her latest production entitled "The
Exquisite
Thief."
Miss
Dean
certainly
fulfills
the
requirements of the title role and
part
with all the youthful energy that plays
is a the
distinct
quality in every one of her characterizations. In
the short space of a year Miss Dean has risen
to a position enviable indeed in the ranks of
stars. Many of her previous pictures have been
crook a plays
" The inExquisite
adapted
from
story and
appearing
DetectiveThief,"
Stories, ranks
with the best of these subjects.
Mystery, suspense and romance are rife
throughout the production. There is, indeed, a
surprise in every turn of the story. Miss Dean
carries, the part of Blue Jean Billie, among
the light-fingered sisterhood, the queen of them
all. At the opening of the picture she is preparing to embark on a particularly hazardous undertaking. The Vanderflips are giving a reception
to announce their daughter's engagement to Algernon
scionsuch
of anhe aristocratic
lish family,P. Smythe,
or at least
calls himself.EngWho Algernon P. Smythe really is, how Billie
makes her getaway, not only with the jewels, but
with the prospective bridegroom as well, are
events which
make " The Exquisite Thief " the
exquisite
photoplay
it is.
story was adapted
to the screen by Harvey TheGates
and produced
under the direction of Tod Browning
Thurston Hall, Sam De Grasse, J. Milton while
and Jean Calhoun take other important parts.Ross
THE STORY
Blue Jean Billie is just about the cleverest
crook of them all. In all her expeditions of
crime she manages to elude the police. And
the wonder of it is that her fellow crooks little
know that it is she who is perpetrating the most
sensational jewel holdups in the history of the
police department. One evening Billie makes
ready to attend a social event given by the Vanderflips to announce the engagement of their
daughter to a well known Englishman, Algernon
P. Smythe. Her companion on the expedition
is Shaver Michael, who assumes the role of a
chauffeur
and waits outside while Billie mingles
with
the guests.
Headquarters have expected her there and have
stationed a man to keep a watchful eye on the
jewels. But he is so busy watching them that
he doesn't notice Bil'ie when she steals into the

unhesitatingly be rated as a first class production and the best one
— Released April 28. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
room, holds him up at the point of a gun and the star as Blue Jean Billie, one of the cleverest
that ever baffled a police departquickly slips the handcuffs on him. She seizes of the crooks
ment. She attends a reception with the idea of
the loot and makes a hasty departure to the car
stealing the jewels and makes off with the bridewhere Shaver is ready to speed away. Smythe and
groom as well! Rather startling. And then —
the released detective give pursuit with the police
but all the rest remains for the picture itself to
in another
car. Smythe
Shaver's tocartake
overturns
and andhe tell.
Miss Dean is supported by Thurston Hall,
and
Billie force
them in
Sam De Grasse, Jean Calhoun and Milton Ross.
elude the police.
They make Smythe a prisoner, and Shaver
notices with alarm that Billie is falling in love
with him. Shaver is finally captured by the
SUGGESTIONS
police. Smythe proposes to Billie and she
can go the limit here for you have a star
scarce believing her ears, accepts him and de- withYoua reputation
for big picture
and "unusual
things,
cides to reform. But the jewels are still in her
a fine mystery-suspense
to back
up and
any
possession and the detectives are watching. One
big advertising
you
do.
Feature
the
star
promiof them finally tells her that Smythe is none
nently.
She
has
come
wonderfully
to
the
fore
other than a well known international crook.
in the recent months. Universal has given her
However, Smythe returns to the police the jewels
such good productions and she has been so good
in a clever manner and saves both himself and
in them that she has fairly swept onward. In
his wife from further embarrassment.
advertising her mention some of her other successes that you have played and recall the fact
that " The Exquisite Thief " is another crook
CATCH LINES
play-mystery,
fullcatch
of suspense
and — elsewhere
different. on
Look over the
lines printed
She went to the reception to steal the jewels —
she did, and she stole the bridgegroom too! See the page and see how they would suit. You
(Continued on page 253 1)
Priscilla Dean in " The Exquisite Thief."
Another crook picture with Priscilla Dean as
the star — 'nuff said.
A surprise in every scene — a mystery in every
turn — a delightful romance running through it all
— see " The Exquisite Thief."
The wonderful star of " The Wildcat of Paris "
and
" The Silkattraction.
Lined Burglar " in still another
fine Universal
She stole the jewels from the bridegroom and
the bridegroom from the bride. See " The
Exquisite Thief."
" The Exquisite Thief " is an exquisite picture
with an exquisite star — Priscilla Dean.
footSuspense
of film. is multiplied with each succeeding
She thieves.
was such a good thief that she even fooled
other
PROGRAM READER
Priscilla Dean, the bright young Universal star,
returns again to this theatre on
in her
latest
" Theadapted
Exquisite
This byis
anotherproduction
crook play
fromThief."
the story
Charles W. Tyler which appeared in Detective
Stories under the title of " Raggedy Ann." Miss
Dean'salsolatest
picture,
The SilkIt Lined
was
of the
crook " type.
appearsBurglar,"
that in
subjects
of
this
nature
she
appeal's
advantage. However, these subjects toareheras best
unlike each other as night from day. The stories
are original and, if comparisons must be made,
it carl only be said that each one of them has
plentiful supplies of mystery, suspense and romance. The
"
Silk Lined Burglar " introduces

One of the many dramatic moments in " The
Exquisite Thief," Priscilla
Dean's latest Universal picture
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John Barrymore — Enough

Said — Even

in Dramatic

Role

THIS is the first time that John Barrymore has chosen to make a screen appearance in a dramatic
role. That he scores successfully need hardly be said. There need never have been a shade of
doubt about the player who made " Peter Ibbetson," " The Copperhead " and other stage dramas
so memorable.
On the screen he seems to be much more at home in the serious melodrama than he was in the
farce comedy. Given continued good stories we believe he will probably make a still better box office
card.
" The Test of Honor " is a heavy melodrama, b ordering on the tragic. It deals with marriage infidelity, but not in an offensive manner. The story is interestingly developed and holds the spectator in
suspense. — Released April 6. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Martin Wingrave
John Barrymore
Juliet
Hollis
Constance
Ruth Curtis
Marcia isinney
Manon
George Lumley
Robert Schable
Mr. Curtis
J. W. Johnson
Judge
Ferris
BigelowNedCooper
Lovell
Hay
Mrs. Farrell
Alma Aiken
Zeke
Fred Miller
By E. Phillips Oppenheim.
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
Directed by John S. Robertson.
PROGRAM READER
The name of Barrymore has always implied
the utmost in acting art. John, Ethel and Lionel
of the present generation are three of the
acknowledged stars of the stage today. So when
we have the opportunity of offering one of the
Barrymores in a picture, we can not but help
feeling a sort of pride. It is John Barrymore this
time and the picture is his latest Paramount production entitled " The Test of Honor." Mr.
Barrymore has confined himself to comedy heretofore when making his appearance on the screen
and this is somewhat peculiar as on the stage he
has made a record as probably the greatest young
dramatic actor of his day. Our patrons then will
see him in a thoroughly congenial role when
" The Test of Honor " comes here on
.
It is an adaptation from a story entitled " The
Malefactor,"
by
E.
Phillips
Oppenheim
and
was
produced under the direction of John S. Robertson. Among those who appear in support of Mr.
Barrymore are Marcia Manon, Constance Binney
and Robert Schalbe. We consider " The Test of
Honorword" an
drama that
in every
senseholdof
the
and exceptional
we feel confident
you will
the same opinion after witnessing here with the
excellent presentation that we are planning for it.
PRESS NOTICE
John Barrymore, whose screen efforts have
hitherto been confined to comedy roles, comes to
the
theatre on
of
in
his latest Paramount picture, " The Test of
Honor," which is a subject of a wholly dramatic
nature.bit And
dramaas is
Mr. Barrymore's
every
as much
comedy.
For the lastforte,
two
seasons he has been winning laurels for himself
by
his
excellent
playing
in
"
Peter
Ibbetson,"
and
he is shortly to appear in New York in a new
play, also of dramatic nature. It is only natural
then that the serious Barrymore of the screen
should be just as competent and skilled a person
as
case.the humorous Barrymore. Such is indeed the
" The Test
Honor that
" ishave
one been
of the
most
dramatic
of all offeatures
exhibited
at the
theatre. It tells the wonderful
story bandof shealoathes.
man's love
a woman,
a husWhenfor he
is injuredtiedsheto refuses
to help him. For his death the man of honor is
blamed and committed to prison for seven long
years. All this time the perfidy of the wife stings
him through and through so that when he is
finaly released he determines upon a revenge. How
thetell.story then develops is left for the screen
to
Mr. Barrymore receives support of a superior
order
from Marcia Manon as the
woman,
from Constance Binney as the faithless
girl who finally
wins the love of the man of honor, and from
f
W. Johnston, Bigelow Cooper and Robert Schable
in other parts of prominence. " The Test of
Honor " is based on a story by E. Phillips OpThe Malefactor,"
was producedpenheim
underentitled
the " direction
of John and
Robertson.

THE STORY
Martin Wingrave, a Virginian of wealth, madly
loves Ruth Curtis, the wife of a clubman whom
she despises. George Lumley, a medical student,
is infatuated with her, but she prefers Wingrave.
At a country clubhouse, Wingrave and Ruth are
discovered by the jealous husband, who attacks
Wingrave after he had kissed Ruth. Wingrave
knocks him down and Curtis falls insensible.
Lumley begs Ruth to give her husband some wine
to stimulate heart action, but seeing a chance to
get rid of him, she withholds the wine and he
dies. At the inquest, the facts of the fight are
divulged and as Ruth fails to reveal the truth,
Wingrave is sent to prison for seven years for
manslaughter. When he is discharged, he decides
to avenge himself upon Ruth, and she, having
married meanwhile, consents to introduce him
into her set, on condition that he destroy the love
letters she had written to him. Judge Ferris, her
hew Wingrave
husband, issoon
in ignorance
his wife's Juliet
past,
and
rouses hisof jealousv.
Hollis, a young girl who secretly loves Wingrave,
inbosom,
turn awakens
resentment
towardto get
her Wingrave
in Ruth's
and the latter
contrives
into a compromising position, but without causing
Juliet to give up her hopes of ultimately winning
Wingrave's
The truth
is finally revealed
Judge
Ferris love.
by Lumley
and Wingrave
recognizedto
as a martyr. Juliet's faith in his honesty is rewarded byadvising
Wingrave,her who,
after toburning
Ruth's
letters and
to return
her husband,
takes Juliet in his arms.
CATCH LINES
" Ruth
Curtis
she and
despised and so she had
turneda husband
to Martin whom
Wingrave
madly made love to him. And when her husband
found them together in the club parlor there was
a scene. Wingrave struck down the husband.
The doctor said that he would recover if the
stimulant he left were administered. But the wife
let him die."
" She let her husband die and the man she
claimed to love go to prison for the deed. And
when he came out did he seize her white throat
in revenge or allow her own scheme to kill him
undo
" A her?"
story of splendid honor and a beautiful
faith — and a most amazing siren."
" Ruth
she him
hatedstrike
her husband
and
loved
this Curtis
man. swore
She saw
Curtis down
and let her husband die. Then she sent the man
to prison by denying him. And yet that is only
the start of this amazing story."
betrayed
but honor
him' Ato woman
speak. Seven
yearshim,in prison
and heforbade
came
forth to find the woman again. But honor ruled
and cleverness alone sent the woman to the fate
she deserved and the man to the arms of the girl
who knew the real love."
SUGGESTIONS
The name of Barrymore is known from coast to
coast. There are three people giving it just about
the best publicity and high standard of merit
that any three could possibly give a name. These
three are John, Ethel and Lionel Barrymore. It
is a safeof bet
that just about every one in the
country
average
intelligence knows these three
stand for the best on the stage and of late for
the best on the screen. We think the nam» of
John Barrymore is by all odds the best selling
ooint you have with regard to " The Test of
Honor,"
this is ofsaidthe when
the
story, the and
popularity
author,theandmerit
the ofadvertising angles of the plot are all considered.

with
the
name
of theabout
star who
then,heand
don't
let Upany
onewith
havethe
anyname
doubt
Follow along
of the author,
E. is.
Phillips
Oppenheim,
one
of
the
popular
authors
of
his
time. And then develop your advertising angles
as you will. But you've done a large per cent
of the work when you've said Barrymore in big
letters
and
followed after
Oppenheim. It's
a Agood
combination,
this. with
variety
of exploitations
will be found in the
April twelfth issue of Motion Picture News in
which
a Special
Service Section on " The Test
of Honor"
was published.
" BOLSHEVISM
TRIAL "
(Continued from ON
page 2521)
Clip all the cartoons from now until you show
the picture that have Bolshevism themes. Make
a lobby display of these. You might also surround themshevism.
withSuch stuff
the latest
regarding
Bolis in stories
the paper
every day.
If you have electric signs use red lights in
announcing
the title. If you have no electrics
use red letters.
Use red in your newspaper advertising if it is
possible
do so. man dressed as the popular
Use a tosandwich
conception of a Bolshevik to parade the streets
advertising the show.
An unique advertising stunt might be to announce that any Bolshevist in town will be admited todition that
your
free inof front
chargeafterwards
on the conhe house
stand up
and
declare himself.
Don't cialism,
let because
the Socialism
people think
you're
spiking
Sois not Bolshevism, and
there are many Socialists in the United States.
Be sure of this.
State that the picture is adapted from Thomas
Dixon's " Comrades."

John

Barrymore and Marcia Manon in a
Scene From " The Test of Honor "

April

19,
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"GETTING
Marion

MARY

MARRIED"—

Davies Gets Good

SELECT

Story; Excellent Picture

FOR once Miss Marion Davies has been furnished with a decent story. The result of this kind act is not
only an excellent picture — it is a conclusive prooi tnat this player can act; it proves beyond doubt
that she is good screen material; and if the proper stories be given her — stories which, through her
as the medium, should influence the spectator's pleasurable emotions, instead of only giving her a chance
to walk around, she may yet become an asset to those who hold the contract for her pictures.
The story has been written by John Emerson and Anita Loos, so it is needless to state that there is
lots of humor in the subtitles as well as in several of the situations. Credit is also due to Director Allan
Dwan for the production end, which is very well handled.
The picture is of the light sort, and should appeal chiefly to high class audiences. — Length, 5 reels.
— P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
THE STORY
for their writing of comedy-drama. And " GettingusualMary
one. Married " is a comeay-drama — an unMary
Marion Davies
Mary,
the
step-daughter
of
the
too-aristocratic
In the second place, there is Allan Dwan. Mr.
James Winthrop, Jr
Norman Kerry
John
Bussard,
is
kept
a
prisoner
by
him
because
Ted Barnacle
Matt Moore
Dwan has had much the same career as the auhe is afraid she will not know how to conduct
Amos Bussard
Frederick Burton
thors. His first prominence came when he proherself in the best of society. Every natural,
Mrs. Bussard
Amelia Summervilie
duced
Fairbanks'
and stuff
after without
that he any
folgirlishface isimpulse
that
comes
to Mary's
pretty
surMatilda Bussard
Constance Beaumar
lowed along
with pictures
some good
branded
as
a
vulgarity
by
the
particular
John Bussard
Elmer Grandin
His hand is seen throughout " Getting
Bussard.
day thisbecause
gentleman
vio- stars.
By John Emerson and Anita Loos. D.rected
lently into One
the beyond
he heldpasses
his nose
MaryALLMarried,"
for he ahasbestbrought
out some
the best
in
that,
in
inby
ning.Allan Dwan. Photographed by Lyman Broeso
high
he
couldn't
see
over
it
and
watch
his
stanceshis
no oneplayers,
ever suspected
was there.
step. According to the terms of his will, Mary
With this tri-star combination at work on the
must live
family
producing toendadvertise
of the picture
you almost
have a aslinewellof
Boston
for with
a fullBussard's
year — andbrother's
not marry
withinin favorites
CATCH LINES
that are
that time — in order to inherit his estate. Mary
known
as
the
best
of
the
stars.
Use
their names
Marion Davies in a picture written by John
this and
inheritancme
adoesn't
poor care
widowmuch
comesabout
to her
says that until
her
Emerson and Anita Loos and directed by Allan
frequently
in
all
publicity
and
don't
fail
to mention them in the advertising.
stepfather swindled her. She then determines tc
Dwan! Some combination! See " Getting Mary
In
the
star
you
have
one
of
the
prettiest
actfulfill
the
terms
of
the
will
that
she
may
repay
Married " ; you'll enjoy it.
resses on the screen, whose ability in the picture
her.
here
soars
to
unusual
heights.
Don't
forget
The
Bussards
of
Boston
are
even
more
snobimmense amount of publicity that she gets in the
the
Because he was a snob he held his nose in the
bish than the defunct John. Of course they
Hearst papers. Her picture and her name get
air, and because his nose was of fairly good size
big.
don't
take
to
Mary,
and
they
try
to
make
things
in
papers
in
position
that
money
could
not
buy
he
to watch
step and
and all
so
as disagreeable for her as possible so that she for any other player on the screen. Play her up
one couldn't
day he see
fell over
downit an
elevatorhisshaft
will leave, and, in leaving, forfeit her legacy.
was over for him! Tragic as this episode may
But Mary sticks it out and even steals the man
appear in cold type it forms the beginning of one
Matilda Bussard thought was hers. He is
of the cleverest little comedies we've ever pre- Jimmy Winthrop, wealthy and handsome, and
sented. It's called " Getting Mary Married,"
he
courts Mary in a distinctly individual fashion.
and it's coming to the
next
.
But, though she loves him, she tells him she
"EXQUISITE
THIEF"
(Continued from page
2529)
must
waitJimmy
the year
the widow's
sake.
She had to live with a family of snobs for a But here
comesoutto for
the rescue
and, manipmight make capital of the fact that Billie (the
crook) goes to the engagement reception to steal
ulating the market,
boosts
widow's
stock sky
year
her legacy.
But !she And
couldn't
it out,to nowinhuman
being could
when stick
she
high. This
done, he
and theMary
are married
—
the jewels and makes off with the bridegroom as
the legacy Mary leaves behind.
married the snobs eagerly gathered around to see
well. This will lend a little lightness to the
And the legacy the Bussards receive amounts
advertisement and at the same time give an idea
what the legacy was. It proved to be — well,
to
slightly
over
one
dollar,
with
a
war
savings
of
the unusualness and mysterious quality of the
take a peep at it in " Getting Mary Married."
stamp thrown in for good measure.
plot. You can follow after this with some good
suspense copy to get the reader in the spirit of
She's a pretty girl and a pretty actress is
the thing again.
PROGRAM READER
Marion
Davies,
and
"
Getting
Mary
Married
"
is by all
oddstheherdirection
finest picture.
was from
proMarion Davies, the beautiful star of Select
duced under
of Allan ItDwan
Pictures, will shortly be seen again here in hei
a story by John Emerson and Anita Loos, those
two writers who helped to make Douglas Fair- latest production entitled " Getting Mary Married." It may
safelyof beall said
that this
feature
banks famous. See it or you'll miss a treat.
is decidedly
the best
her efforts
before
the
camera. And photoplay followers will easily
PRESS NOTICE
recognize the truth of this statement when it is
added that it was produced under the direction
" Getting
Select
picture,
Dwan from a scenario by John Emerwith
Marion Mary
Davies Married,"
as the star,a will
be the
fea- of Allan
son and Anita Loos. These two writers need no
tured attraction at the
theatre on
introduction
to our audiences. The majority of
of
week. Special interest is attached to Douglas Fairbanks'
first successes
by
them
and
of recent
date they were
madeprepared
a new
this,
the
latest
of
the
pretty
actress's
pictures,
due to the fact that it was directed by Allan
record by the pictures they provided for Ernest
Dwan, one of the most expert men in his line
Truex
and
Shirley
Mason,
the
Paramount
coof the picture art. Miss Davies, under his direcstars. As for Allan Dwan, a picture bearing his
tion, proves that she has personality and ability
name
is
practically
assured
of
success
even
bebesides an unusually pretty face. Her portrayal
fore it ever reaches the public. He is known
of the role
Mary,
the much
as a director who has never " missed fire " in all
daughter of anof old
aristocrat,
is onedespised
of the stepbest
characterizations she has ever contributed to the his years of producing. " Getting Mary Married " is a freshingly
comedy-drama
withanda number
rescreen. She puts an immense amount of zest in
original situations
unusual ofbackthe role and her various scenes form one long
grounds. Miss Davies is supported by a cast of
procession of delight.
in which Norman Kerry, Matt Moore,
The picture is a comedy-drama written by players
Frederick Burton, Amelia Summervilie, Contwo of the ablest authors in this line, namely.
stance
Beaumar and Elmer Grandin are prominent.
John Emerson and Anita Loos. This writing
team came into the ascendancy when they prepared
Douglas
screen
vehicles.manyLaterofErnest
TruexFairbanks'
and Shirley
Mason,
SUGGESTIONS
co-stars in Paramount pictures, appear in a brace
It certainly looks as if the exhibitor had a
of
their
stories
under
Mr.
Emerson's
direction.
good bet in this Marion Davies picture. Forget
The authors have contrived a vehicle of excellent
all about her other pictures, no matter how good
worth
which time
to exploit
Miss Davies'
been one.
and consider
the talent
and at with
the same
have molded
a story talents
full of they have
sible for this
In the first
place, responit was
surprises and comedy situations of an unusual
writtenthorsby
John
Emerson
and
Anita
Loos,
auorder. This all star writing and directing team
who
need
no
introduction
to
the
exhibitor.
certainly proves its worth again.
Their work with Douglas Fairbanks has brought
Miss Davies has as her leading man Norman
them nation-wide attention and publicity and
Kerry, an actor of looks and ability, while others
Marion Davies came under the direction of
more recently the two pictures they prepared
who appear are Matt Moore, Frederick Burton,
for Shirley Mason and Ernest Truex have also
Amelia
Summervilie,
Constance
Beaumar,
and
Allan Dwantheinmost
" Getting
Mary results
Married " with
favorable
Elmer Grandin.
attracted favorable comment.
They are noted

Motion
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"SPEEDY

MEADE"—

Picture

News

GOLDWYN

Story of Pleasing So?t; Player s Personality Helps
ONCE

before it was remarked through these reviews that Louis Bennison possesses a pleasing personality, therefore he should make many friends among picture goers; and if one is to judge
from the reports coming in, he is fast gaining popularity. Of course, to this he has been helped
greatly by the sort of stories he has been given to work with. They have all been of the sort that portray human nature at its best through the hero. Such stories never fail to win the good will of the
spectator and cinch a player's popularity.
" Speedy Meade " has been based on a story of the same pleasing sort, the hero being given the
same human part. Suspense and thrills have been embodied in many of the situations. — Released March
23. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
always like new stars on the screen just as a
THE STORY
THE CAST
business man likes new blood in his business.
And
of course if you have played his previous
Speedy
Meade,
a
Federal
Sleuth,
is
entrusted
Speedy Meade
Louis Bennison
pictures
they are ofgoing
to recognize
his name
with the task of rounding up a gang of cattle
and
the
character
entertainment
he stands
for
Mary Dillman
Katherine MacDonald
rustlers and marauders, operating on the border
immediately
they
see
it
over
your
theatre.
Robert Bridges
Neil Moran
ranches. Thinking the job a small one he at
Alice Hall
Claire Adams
There
is
one
situation
which
might
do
for
adfirst sends his assistant after the bad men. But
vertising purposes, that lying in the fact that the
Bud Lester
Norman Jefferies
later his dead body is found riddled with bullets.
hero is called upon to arrest the father of the
Henry Dillman
J. W. Johnston
Vowing vengeance, Speedy bids goodbye to his girl he loves. Some pretty forceful word arguBuck Lennon
Ed. Roseman
ments could be built around this fact.
sweetheart, Mary Dillman, and sets out on the
Mrs. Buck Lennon
Ricca Allen
Give the leading woman, Katherine MacDonald,
himself. He soon discovers that the gang
Cal Merchant
William Bailey istrailnotorious
a play. She has appeared in pictures opposite
for
its
activities
all
along
the
border
Written and Directed by Ira M. Lowry.
some of the biggest stars in the producing busiand that he has encountered some of them before
own. ness and has considerable of a following of her
Photographed by David Calcagni.
in previous activities. Fearing lest they recognize him he assumes the atitude of a drunkard
and, supposedly for the few odd drinks he gets,
CATCH LINES
he secures a job in the saloon where the gang
makes its headquarters. In this position he
His duty directed that he arrest the father of learns much valuable information.
the girl he loved — could he make this sacrifice?
Assuming another disguise (that of an old man)
FILE THESE PAGFS
he is astonished to learn that Henry Dillman,
See Louis Bennison in " Speedy Meade."
supposedly a respected rancher, is really the
brains of the gang. This makes the task all
elf with
hibitor, found yours
It didn't take many pictures to put Louis Benthe harder as Dillman is the father of the girl
nison on the photoplay map. See his latest,
have you,d Mr. Exhe loves. In his round of spying trips Meade
HOWyour often
and no
booke
all
show
is noticed by the bad element and it is only
" Speedy
Meade,"renown
and you'll
star
of national
already.know why he's a after
a furious fight that he makes his escape
. press matter or advertising
from several of the renegades. Meade finally
hand regarding the
material on
learns of the spot where the robbers are to confeature of that show?
A western photoplay with a punch that every
gregate
and
makes
his
way
there
under
cover
of
spectator will feel.
darkness. He is surprised by Mary, who says
that her father ordered her from the house when
Motion Picture News is so bound
she protested against his activities.
They sent the body of his deputy back to him
Spurred on by this knowledge Speedy surprises
riddled with bullets! He accepted the fateful
that
the plan book may be removed
whole band and holds it up. But in endeav
challenge and never gave up until every one of the
oring to protect the girl he is caught off his
from
the magazine and filed.
them was back of the bars — see Louis Bennison
guard and attacked. Another fight ensues before
he has them under control. His duty done,
in " Speedy Meade," his latest Betzwood-Goldwyn
Meade home.
makes Mary his wife and takes her to a
production.
safer
Little did this gang of cutthroats know that
the down-and-out drunkard who served them drink
was in reality the most respected man in the
PROGRAM READER
Federal Service! They found it out at last, but
Louis Bennison, the new Goldwyn star who
they found out too late — see " Speedy Meade."
rose to prominence practically overnight through
his first picture, " Oh, Johnny," will return to
this theatre on
in his latest production
PRESS NOTICE
Meade." If any doubt reOnce again Louis Bennison shows himself a entitled mained" asSpeedy
to
Bennison's
ment of film stars it is putposition
to routinbythethisfirmapictrue son of the West. This time it is in "Speedy
ture.
His
breezy,
cheery
personality is
Meade," newest
his seriescowboy
of Betzwood
prooffset to splendid advantage by a picductions, that thein smiling
star exudes
ture, the quality of which cannot be overestihis breezy charm and infectious humor, that have
mated. "Speedy
established him as one of the most popular screen
and shows
the starMeade
in the" istitlea western
part of photoplay
a Federal
stars of the day. In " Speedy Meade," which
agent commissioned to run down a band of cattle
comes to the
theatre, beginning
. rustlers and renegades operating along the borBennison has the role of Speedy Meade, a
This isn'tto a beverysure,original
start the
for inards
a picTexas ranger famed for his recklessness and abiltureder.
to make,
but when
ity to finish any job he starts. He is assigned
of
"
Speedy
Meade
"
are
reached
the
action
the task of rounding up a band of cattle thieves
on a totally unconventional complexion and takes
leads
the observer through a score or more of exciting
on the border. Bidding goodbye to his sweetsituations
in
which
the
star
is
constantly
the
heart, Mary Dillman, a student in a country
centerwritten
of the and
closest
attention.
"M.Speedy
Meade"
convent school, Meade sets out on his man's-size
was
directed
by
Ira
Lowry,
while
task. While trailing the outfit Speedy is shocked
to learn that the brains of the robber band is Katherine MacDonald plays opposite the star.
Henry Dillman, father of his sweetheart. A still
greater shock comes to Meade when he comes
across Mary in a lonely road near the scene of
the crooks'
operations
night.Speedy
Her
SUGGESTIONS
father
has turned
her inouttheof dead
the ofhouse.
enlists her aid for the battles he knows must
Your
main
talking
point here is the star. Louis
come with the cattle thieves.
Bennison hasn't done many pictures, yet those
How this slip of a girl helps her lion-hearted
few
in
which
he
has
appeared have gone over
sweetheart in bringing to bay one desperate
the average according to reports replunderer after another brings a series of thrills better than
Louis Bennison, Goldwyn star who has alceived in this office. Play him up big, don't
and a smashing climax.
ready won fame through three pictures
hesitate in calling him a new star. People
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OF

INTRIGUE"—

Allison s Latest Is Good

Mystery

METRO

Picture

adapted from the novel by Isabelle Ostrander, " The Island of Intrigue " presents a lively mystery picture with a pretty romantic thread traveling through it. May Allison, the star, is usually
associated with pictures of comedy or farce mold, and while these are more in her line, no one
can deny that her latest effort fails to interest.
The plot opens when Maida Waring, daughter of a millionaire, receives an invitation to spend the
summer with an old friend of her father's, a Mrs. Smith. A Mrs. Smith duly calls for her and Maida is far
away on the island when the correct Mrs. Smith arrives. From here on the action moves at a good
pace, the suspense is well upheld and the romantic interest is well worked in.
Miss Allison appears to attractive advantage as always. She can play with her eyes just about as
well, if not better, than any actress on the screen. Her support embraces a large number of competent
AS

7. — Peter Milne.
players. — Length, 5 reels. — Released SheApril
was abducted and made a prisoner by a
THE CAST
lawless
gang
—
but she found romance.
Maida Waring
May Allison
Gilbert Spear
Jack Mower
Maida
was
having a beautiful time with her
Thomas Waring, her father. ... Frederick Vroom
father's old friend, Mrs. Smith and her son and
"Mrs.
Juliet
Smith"
Lucille
Ward
daughter and the Count — all such nice people.
Alaric Smith
Gordon Marr
And then one day she returned from a walk to
Yorna Smith
Lillian West
discover Mrs. Smith emptying a whiskey flask
Count Pellessier
Hector V. Sarno
and all the rest of her friends drinking and playJackson
Tom Kennedy
ing poker! See "The Island of Intrigue."
Mr. Gobel
Chance Ward
Jones, a sailor
Edward Alexander
THE STORY
From the Novel by Isabelle Ostrander.
Waring,
wealthy
welcomes
the
Scenario by June Mathis and A. S. LeVino.
letter that comes fromoilhismagnate,
old friend,
Mrs. Juliet
Directed by Henry Otto.
Smith,
asking
Maida,
his
daughter,
to
spend
part
Photographed by William Fildew.
of the summer at her island home. Business is
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
taking him east for several weeks and he persuades Maida to go. So the next day Mrs. Smith
PRESS NOTICE
and her son and daughter call for Maida while
Waring
is at his office and before he returns the
May Allison's latest Metro feature, " The
girl is far off on the island. It is a worried
Island
of Intrigue,"
willon
be the mainof
attraction
father that hastens home. Mrs. Juliet Smith had
at
the
theatre
■week. This is taken from the well-known novel
summoned
him for
on Maida
the 'phone,
tellingherhimalready
that
she had called
and found
of the same name by Isabelle Ostrander, and pregone. It is only too apparent that there is some
sents a fascinating mystery story, with sufficient
sort of monsa theplot
afoot and Waring immediately sumtouches of romance and gentle humor to propolice.
vide an exceedingly
well takes
balanced
enterIn the meantime Maida, all unsuspecting, is
tainment. Miss Allison
the piece
role ofof Maida
having a joyous time on the island, for she has
Waring,ceivesthe
daughter toof spend
an oil the
magnate,
remet Gilbert Spear, a young fellow who has fled
an invitation
summerwho with
an old friend of her father's, Mrs. Juliet Smith.
the
cityleave
for aherlittle
quiet. Maida's
friends
to peace
herself and
practically
all the
Mrs. Smith's country home is on a distant
time, but even this attitude of theirs fails to
island
and
although
the
idea
doesn't
appeal
to
arouse
her
suspicions.
Then
finally
she
returns
Maida strongly she is urged to accept the invitato the house to discover that the masks worn by
tion by her father, who is about to depart on a
long business trip.
the " Smiths
Theyandreveal
them-to
selves to her "inhave
theirdropped.
true colors
attempt
And Mrs. Smith duly calls when Mr. Waring
force her to write her father saying that she is
is at his office and Maida departs with her. What
in danger. This she stoutly refuses to do, so the
is his surprise then to receive a frantic telephone
miscreants
decide to wait a little longer to see
call from Mrs. Juliet Smith, later in the day,
money. Waring
whether
will grant their demands for
telling him that she had called for Maida and
found her gone, and with a woman who claimed
But Maida escapes from her room, hastens to
to be Mrs. Smith! It proves to be a clear case
Spear and the two make off in a boat. They are
of abduction and detectives are immediately put
overtaken by the villains but just as all seems
on the job.
lost
again a revenue cutter comes into sight with
Just what happens to Maida will be revealed
Waring on board. The band is taken into cuson the
theatre screen when " The Island
tody and Maida is restored to her father — but
of Intrigue
shown.withSuffice
it to interest
say hereof
then
that
the story" is
is filled
a mystery
account.Spear does a little kidnapping on his own
the most intense sort, while the romance is unusual and cleverly introduced. Miss Allison is a
true delight in the stellar role, and in her supSUGGESTIONS
a castFrederick
of competent
includingportJackappear
Mower,
Vroom,players
Mrs. Lucille
The
mystery
angle should be the prominent
Ward, Gordon Marr, Lillian West, Hector Sarno
one in your advertising of this feature. And this
and others.
hint applies to all advertising. Newspaper, lobby,
throwaways and the like. Play up the important
CATCH LINES
point in the story, say that the mysterious abduction of the heroine by a woman she believed
course,have
Mrs.picked
Smith onedidn't
choose
name.
SheOf might
a little
moreherunusual
her
father's
friend had
created
a mystery
even
the secret service
a hard
time inthatsolving.
if
hadn't But
happened
have apart
loved from
a certain
Look over the catchlines printed elsewhere on
Mr.sheSmith.
that isto really
our
story. The fact is that because Mrs. Smith had
this page. They have been prepared with this
such a very common name an innocent girl was
mystery angle in view and give a good idea of
the style of advertising that should be used to
abducted! Mystery and much of it! — all in " The
present
this feature.
Island of Intrigue."
neglect
well quite
knowna
It was one of the prettiest islands ever, but
in Don't
her field
and the
thisauthor.
special She
bookis had
large sale. Then, of course, there is the star. In
some of the meanest intrigue was hatched on its
the past few pictures she has done Miss Allison
shores — if you like mystery and romance — lots
has gained a reputation as a comedienne. Here,
of
each, see theatre.
" The Island of Intrigue " now at
however, the subject matter of the five reels is
the
of a totally different nature. You might use
" The Island of Intrigue " is based on Isathese
factstheto fact
play that
up the
announce
she star's
never versatility
stays in aorrut,to
Ostrander's
the well
same how
name.to write
Here
is an belle
author
that novel
knowsof full
variety.
so to speak, and believes in giving her admirers
of unusual mystery and beautiful romance. You
The pretty scenery will bear an extra boost,
will find them both in this Metro picture, an unand
the members
the cast,
old timers
and areof well
known.many of them, are
works. usual picturization of one of her most popular

PROGRAM READER
You'd never think there was a real mystery
resulting from the name of Smith. Such a comdoesn'tof exactly
convey
mystery.
it is mon
allnamebecause
the name
of Smith
that But
the
mystery
in
"
The
Island
of
Intrigue
"
started.
In fact,
its
commonplaceness
caused
the
abduction of an innocent girl, thew her in with a gang
of irresponsible people — crooks and kidnappers
the police
themis— abut
all
brought
her would
romance.callThis
prettybestbig oforder
for a little name like Smith, and just these few
factsintention.
may mystify
a bit.
that'sIsland
just
our
We areyoutalking
aboutBut" The
of Intrigue,"
one
of
the
best
little
mystery
pictures that we have ever seen, and which we will
present
here
on
,
so
we
thought
we'd
go about it in a mysterious sort of a way. .At
any
whether
you like our
or not,
sure rate,
to like
the picture.
It istalktaken
fromyou're
Isabelle
Ostrander's
novel
of
the
same
name
and
has May Allison as the star supported by Jack
Mower, Frederick Vroom, Mrs. Lucille Ward,
Gordon Marr, Hector V. Sarno, Lillian West,
date.
Tom Kennedy and others. Don't forget that
y-made itor
troduced as a read
anfor the
was iner exhib
Read
Program nouncement
THE
to insert in his house organ.
It is a short, chatty, little notice
about the feature to come, gives interesting facts regarding it and presents them in interesting style.
Clip it for your program.

May Allison, star of " The Island of Intrigue
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Clean and Delightful Comedy;
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TRIANGLE

Thrills Toward

the End

every one of the Taylor Holmes pictures, this one also is of the light sort. It is a combination
of romance and farce, with plenty of clean and delightful comedy situations throughoiit; perhaps

not the kind that would cause roars of laughter, but the kind which, like " It Is a Bear," the
star's first contribution to the Triangle program, should satisfy deeply.
Towards the end the picture
offers also some thrills.
The hero is introduced as a woman hater, who, however, in the course of the story, is captivated
by the charms of the heroine, a pretty young girl, whom he meets by chance. He follows her to South
America and back to the States again; and when he thinks he has landed her, he finds out that she is
none other than the very girl his aunt was trying to talk him into marrying, he steadfastly refusing.
Almost half of the picture has been photographed on a boat. This is rather a novelty, and undoubtedly helps make the picture more interesting. — Released April 13. — Length. 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
of ice " — and what he found was a billion dollars'
Dalion Pemberton likes women just about as
Dalion Pemberton
Taylor Holmes
worth of — And you'll get dollars' worth of
much as the French like the Germans. When
laughs.
Virginia Christy
Millicent Fisher
his grandfather decides that he will marry Dalion
Lady Westcott
Edna Phillips Holmes
kicks because his own opinion about it hasn't
Count Eugenia
Frank Leigh
been considered in the least. But then grandMrs Horatio Grimm
Aileen Manning
SUGGESTIONS
father is used to deciding without asking Dalion.
Oiler Tom
Bert Apling
All
he knows about the girl is that her name is
Taylor
Holmes
has a certain popularity, a popuMrs. Christy
Lillian Langdon
Virginia Christy. And despite this pretty name
larity due to his many good picture comedies
Characterizations. .. .Bill Durham and Leo Willis
he
runs
away
from
her
and
takes
ship
to
Buenos
of the past. Productions like " Ruggles of Red
Aires. There he meets a beautiful girl and
man.Story and Photoplay by Daniel Carson GoodGap," " A Pair of Sixes " and " It's a Bear "
straightway he changes his opinion about women
have
brought
attention.
fail to ofmenDirected by Christy Cabanne.
tion
these in him
advertising
this,Don't
the latest
his
in
general.
Which
is
the
natural
thing
for
Photographed by Sam Landers.
woman haters to do.
pictures. Recalling a past good picture always
helps in advertising a present one. You know
When she leaves for America Dalion accomyourself how many people have made reputations
panies her. That is he gets on the same boat.
PROGRAM READER
off theirhowwork
Nation."
The
difference
in
their
positions
is
that
she
is
He was a woman-hater and as such was to be up with the air and Dalion is down with the matter
largein or" The
small Birth
their ofparta was.
So no
be
sure torons thebring
back
to
the
memories
of
your
patpitied perhaps, himself. But the one nice
hated,
coal.
He
scrubs
decks,
gets
beaten
up
and
fires
previous
pictures.
thing about all woman haters is that at some
furnace — boiler we mean — all for her sake.
time or another they meet a pretty girl and be- the
On his arrival in New York he is arrested as a
In presenting
A Regular
Fellow
" in your
vertisements be"sure
to get the
comedy
spirit ad-of
come just the antithesis of their former selves.
stowaway.
Hisin on
cell-mates
plan
an escape
andor it. Don't be content to print a cut-and-dried anThat's what happened to Dalion Pemberton.
he
is
declared
the
deal
whether
he
will
When his grandfather said that he wanted him to no. Then he is declared in on robbing a house.
nouncement. Such stuff doesn't sell a picture and
marry a certain young lady he fled immediately
it isn't Get
appropriate.
into comedy
the swingcopvof and
the
The trouble is that other crooks have gotten
thing.
up some Get
snappy,
and
didn't
stop
until
he
got
to
South
America.
there first. There is a general fight in which
Then the first person he saw was a remarkably
use funny pictures if you use any at all. Lobby
Dalion
is
attacked
by
everyone
when
he
tries
to
decorations the same way. A man scrubbing
pretty girl and he fell in love. He followed her defend the house.
decks in a dress suit would be a good line for
back to North America, keeping company with
The police arrive and all the gang are taken your artist to work on. And another one with
the coal while she kept company with the free
back to jail. Then Dalion discovers that all his him, all bedraggled in jail, would suffice for the
air and then he landed in jail. But still he fol- heroic
efforts have been in behalf of the girl of other side of the lobby.
lowed and finally ended up by finding out that
South America and the boat. And another surshe was the very girl his grandfather intended
If further
exploitation
are April
neededfifththeissue
exhibitor is advised
to refer aids
to the
prise is in store for him when he learns that her
for him all along. Words, however, can not do
name is Virginia Christy.
the
comedy
of
the
picture
justice.
Mr.
Holmes
of
Motion
Picture
News
in
which
a
Special
Seris a natural born comedian and he makes the
vice Section on this production was printed.
most of the role of Dalion Pemberton. His supCATCH
LINES
port is able in every instance. " A Regular Fel" was written
Daniel
Carsonof Goodman
" I was
love the
you,way
I love
you Pemberton
forever — excuse
and low produced
underby the
direction
William
That
Dalion
made me."
love
Christy Cabanne.
to the beautiful lady whose name he didn't even
know.
But
you
see
he
didn't
know
much
about
PRESS NOTICE
such things because he had always been a wo— and because there was a husky deck
Taylor Holmes, the Triangle comedian, will be hand manonhaterhis
trail seeing that he attended to his
seen in his latest feature for that company at the duties as chambermaid
to the deck. Even if he
theatre on ■
of
week.
was wearing a dress suit, he had to do that or
This
is
entitled
"
A
Regular
Fellow
"
and
was
" get off and walk."
written man,expressly
for him
Danieldirection
Carson ofGoodand produced
underby the
W.
Christy Cabanne. Mr. Holmes is seen in the
He hated all women until he saw one of the
role of a woman-hater who takes ship to South
reasons why men leave home — and then he fled
America in order to escape matrimony, a state
from
his retreat straight back to civilization, bewhich his grandfather is contemplating thrusting
cause the woman hating stuff was sure giving him
upon him. On the other side of the globe the
the reverse English.
young man sees a pretty girl and immediately
reverses his idea of women. Of course he was a
Pemberton hated women so that if he had to
fool to ever have hated women!
But this girl is not so easily won. She leads
sit
a performance
" Romeo
and Juliet"
him a merry chase, back from South America to he through
was ill for
a week ; butof then
something
happened and if Romeo were around he quit the job
North America, into jail, out of jail and back in
again and then after all he discovers that she
cold
after
seeing
himself
outdone.
You'll
laugh
a whole lot more at Pemberton than you sighed
was
marry.the very girl his grandfather wanted him to with Romeo.
It's a merry
this, inandwith
Mr. the
Holmes'
ingratiatingcomedy,
personality fits
general
" Womenonehave
ruinedandthetenworld,"
gaspedhe
scheme of things and makes it all the merrier.
tragically
moment,
minuteshe later
The film is filled with unusual comedy. Offhand
was vowing " I only want to feast my eyes on
the spectacle of a man in a dress suit scrubbing
beautiful lady." Juggling coal, mopping deck
decks is pretty funny. That's just one of the that
and found
even athat
cell hedidn't
ardorto— an
and awful
then
many ridiculous situations with which " A Reguhe
had check
simplyhisgone
lar Fellow"
is
crammed.
Mr.
Holmes
is
surlot
of
trouble
—
but
what
did
he
care?
rounded by a competent supporting cast, while
the locations and settings are all that could be
desired.
Woman hating was his occupation, and he
The management has secured a number of parTaylor Holmes whose second appearance in
ticularly good short subjects and announces an didn't know the slightest 1hing about burglary.
appropriate
musical
program
as
complements
to
But he was " dressed for the part " and they
Triangle pictures is made in " A Regular
the main feature.
forced him to go after the " million dollars' worth
Fellow "
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"HEARTS
Beban

OF

MEN"—

Wins

Your

Sympathy:

HIRAM
Good

ABRAMS

Film Results

hardly needs an introduction. Of all the screen actors that have easy access to
•- .
the heart's inmost recesses, he is the acknowledged leader. He is the greatest exponent of paternal love, a gift which enahles him to -wring the heart and bring out the tears. Such is the
teat he accomplishes in " Hearts of Men." To this end he is assisted by George Beban. Jr.. his own
little son. about six years of age.
The picture is pathetic, but it leaves no depressing effect whatever. It arouses love and compassion
for the hero, as well as his mother and his little son. The sight of the big-hearted laborers giving a helpful hand to the little family, and their standing by the hero in his adversities, will also bring pleasure.
There is a particular spot that will cause involuntary, nevertheless welcome, tears to trickle down the
cheeks: it is where the little fellow, before going to bed. kneels and prays for his big friends, while they ".v.: :
— P. 5. Harrison.
are standing by unperceived. — Released in April. — Lens^h. 5xo reels.
an 1 did Nicolo care for money? The woman could
aamusing. Mr. Beban has surrounded
THE CAST
have as money. He oruy wanted the ooy, the
ooy who had Deen spirited away. And then he
with a -u:::r::r; east e: sem reter.ee
a 71ewer Gardener . . Gecrae Beran
reari is v.- as r.eai and i.s "tar: r r : u e See
his Metier
SarahT Keruan
George Beban in bis greatest roie in " Hearts
THE
5TORY
a Hcse r: " Xarcl:
Mai el=Van Surer.
ower stare,
rstru enter
i g e e torrt r take
ti e r of Men." PROGRAM READER
^"i
Clarenc<
Hop Sing, by
iasr't heconewasrrt:':
lineGeorge
lately,Beban
but while
appearin
created a certain following, a certain
his.
Brery
S:t-ir.;ry by'.Viliam
HarveyM._McC:v.
. new and Htlir.
leaked
forward
::
e=
sueeessive
re.
He exConsidering
this, it of
wouldn't
make
the showing
Heartsbe ofa hi
PROGRAM READER
thing
of
a
"
welcome
home
" party tilf
detere Beban. liar ■'■irrr there is
In all your advertising announce
ie me.
star.
in the
- tie
itre and
>t?
ittle bitIt
lings is
sound to creat seme
s::r. : r.
1 ; - s - z theIn reader.
presenting the story be sure to bring out
its
sympathetic
central
character
which
Beban
1."ZZZ'.Z T. Z t S i
plays. He is noted, of course, for his portrayal
would be. Arte
::'
Itaian
roles,
and
it
is
sued
a
rare
that
ie
ias
with tie art : e:
Nicolo receiv
any of your arguments in broken English
—.trier asking broken witb Italian gain tie tester errert
tear wife' s
State alsorolethat
the picture.
star's little
prominent
in the
Thissonwilltakes
makea
interesting copy for publicity stories and will
alse dele pull business tirtuai an advertisement
reaches
:s dead. Italy,
Kittleshe :swrites
dear
GEORGE

BEBA1V

PRESS NOTICE
George
Beban,
ir.araiterirartrs ::knoiIt
tieatre en
e:
absents, in its r.;— i
•■ Hearts of Men." 1
:ne :t tie mest symt
He gets tit mest ire:
. an express greed an
actor on die screen
gems,
feel see-tut dlst: rew
pirture.an
tttrr. nest s ; e r e t e : ;
cannot but help live tl
" Hearts of Men"
ry Wiiiiam 1Z. MeC
iarrrliar eels r: tie 1
reys tt Amenta tia:
z::
his
iane'
but iealti.
the rest Tie
e: tie
h te d.
laborers, all help bim
:::m e
very fond of the little
tens tie Italian's lifi
n enwe man ne mo u git 1
tie deati tt dim. bu
r.ess ts restored, and
little bey restored te
It is interesting to
t George Beban.
f the child. He
Jr.. a little tot plays
tertairly takes after :
and ices dis inert— =
* V- - ' 'w

at sires trey
veil • ' :. dis
sen alive
CATCH LENTS
" Hearts
Men " marks George Beban's return te tie ofstreen.
Starring 3errge Beban. supported by 3e:rge
Jr. The little fellow is every bit as clever as his
father. See George Beban & Son in " Hearts
of Your
Men." eyes will twinkle with
lips will eurl with s smile when
re
Men"
with Getrge
preter
of Italian
characterSedan,
roles,

tears and you:
yeu see ' Heart:
tie
in thegreat
star inter
part

tarei ter
tie —~:rle
litt.e ety
andAlla iewoman
stolein him
stole —as
him itsbecause
she
wanted the —tret- he was t: iroeri: What

George Beban returns to the screen in Hiram
Abrams' " Hearts of Men "
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son.
Lynch,
R. Cecil Smith and Julian Joseph-

All Vitagraph producing units are at
work in or near the Hollywood studio, a
condition that has not existed for a number of weeks. The last one to return to the
studio from foreign location was that
headed by Bessie Love and Director David
Smith, which for four weeks has been in
the big timber country.
Having finished a play written by H. H.
Van Loan, Director James Young and the
Earle Williams company will next begin the
filming of a story by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow. The Van Loan story is said to be
■one of the most elaborate productions that
have been made by a Vitagraph company.
For convenience it was filmed at the Brunton studios where there were additional
facilities for larger settings, impossible at
the Vitagraph plant because stages were
tied up with settings for the serial companies.
William Duncan and " The Man of
Might " serial company are completing the
last episodes of their production. The
Vitagraph technical staff has built a large
Indian village in the vicinity of Sunland
which is a composite of different styles of
Indian architecture which will be used by
Duncan and company. This is a very
fanciful setting, and bespeaks the efforts of
the Vitagraph Company to give the best
possible in their serials.
Noel Smith, who for two years has been
•director of comedies at the L-Ko studio,
has .been engaged by the Vitagraph to
direct James Audrey, and he is now filming
a comedy with a Mexican atmosphere.
In addition to the pretty girls who are to
continue in important parts in the Montgomery and Rock Big V Comedies, Blanche
Payson is to be featured in character roles.
Miss Payson has been with the Vitagraph
for the past several months, following an
engagement at the Sennett studios.
Larry Semon and company are working
on his third release. This is to have a
number of sensational stunts, including
leaps from buildings by the aid of umbrellas. Lucille Carlyle is the leading
woman in this play.

It is very probable that Metro's new
studio will require enlargement before
many weeks, it become known this week
when the executives at the plant learned
of President Richard A. Roland's expectations. Mr. Roland paid his first visit to
the studios on March 29, and has been
in many conferences with Messrs. Karger,
Engle and others relative to the future productions and Metro producing activities.

In the making
NewInce
Year's
Eve
celebration
scene of
for a the
Dorothy
Dalton subject "A Man's Wife," a dozen
or more pigeons were used and it was
found that one of these was a homing
pigeon. This has been trained to consider a cage at the studio as its home, and
it will be taken to New York by Dorothy
Dalton, who upon her arrival will liberate the bird and it is expected it will
bring the first news of her arrival to Los
Angeles.

William Farnum is presented by William Fox
in " Wolves of the Night "
Production Manager Maxwell Karger
has assigned Luther A. Reed to the writing
of an original story of stage life for the
next vehicle for Bert Lytell. This will
not be ready for a week or more, and in
the meantime Lytell and his director, John
Ince, are having a brief vacation.

With the completion of all scenes for
" A Man's Wife," plans for Miss Dorothy
Dalton's three months' trip to New York,
where two or more subjects are to be
filmed, are now to be carried out and the
Thomas H. Ince star leaves for Broadway
on April 6. She will be followed in a few
days by director, cameraman and others
of the producing staff.
This is between picture period at the
Ince studio, but stories have been prepared
for both Charles Ray and Enid Bennett,
and they will be at work' within a few
days. It is expected that the Ince studio
will shortly become one of the most active
on the coast. With this end in view, Mr.
Ince has engaged a number of additional
writers and the scenario department now
has fourteen members. The most recent
to be added are Eugene B. Lewis, George
C. Hull, Ethel Gillett Thorpe and Agnes
Christine Johnston. Miss Johnston is
particularly well known in the scenario
field, having written a number of very
successful subjects, her most recent work
being the continuity for " Daddy Long
Legs." C. Gardner Sullivan continues as
head of the department, and other wellknown members of the staff are John

Titles have been given to practically all
of the subjects now being filmed at the
Fox plant, and complete casts have been
selected in almost every instance. The
Peggy Hyland picture from the George
Barr McCutcheon story " Cowardice
Court " will have Jack Livingston as leading man, and a cast composed of Arthur
Hoyt, Bertram Law, Kathrine Adams,
Harry Lonsdale and Bull Montana. J. A.
Roach prepared the continuity and J. Dev.
Jennings is in charge of the photography.
William C. Dowlan is the director.
Madlaine Traverse will have as her
leading man in " The High Flame," by
Eva Campbell and Dennison Clift, Clyde
Fillmore, who makes his debut on the
screen. He came to the coast with " The
Little Teacher " speaking stage attraction,
after a number of years as leading man
in prominent productions. Harry Millarde
will continue as director of Miss Traverse,
and her supporting cast for this picture
DuBrey.
will include Wm. Conklin and Claire
Harry Hilliard, who has been identified
with Fox productions made in the east,
has come to Los Angeles, and is playing
the leading role opposite Gladys Brockwell
in the subject titled " Gypsy," now being
directed by Ed. J. LeSaint. Others in this
film, written by J. G. Alexander and Ruth
Baldwin, are William Scott, Irene Rich,
Girard Grassby, Alfred Hollingsworth and
John
Oaker.
While
driving to San Francisco March
20, the steering knuckle of a car occupied
by six members of the Fox Company, including Fred Granville, broke when going
over a portion of a road on one side of
which was a deep gully. Tom Mix, following in his own car, saw the danger
of the people in the car ahead, and driving
alongside hit the front wheel with his
car and drove the broken one into an embankment on the other side. The impact
of the car having the broken steering
knuckle was so great that the car was almost totally wrecked, but the occupants
escaped with minor bruises.
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Having completed the first H. B. Warner
subject, "The Man Who Turned White,"
for Robertson-Cole distribution, Jesse D.
Hampton is now preparing everything
necessary for Warner's second production.
Barbara Castleton will continue as Warner's leading woman. The film will have
a Chinese atmosphere, and is from an
original story by George Elwood Jenks
titled " The Pagan God."
Other activities at the Jesse D. Hampton studio include preparations for a William Desmond film, title of which has not
been announced. Desmond will return
shortly to the studio from his honeymoon.
Complete cast for the Brentwood Film
Corporation's second production " Better
Times," now being made by Director King
Vidor, is announced to have George Hackathorn, David Butler, ZaSu Pitts, Hugh
Fay and Jack McDonald as principals. All
of these players are particularly well
known. Butler made his screen debut as
Mons. LeBebe in Griffith's " Greatest
Thing in Life," and has since played important parts. Hackathorn played the
juvenile
" The
of Humanity,"
and ZaSu inPitts
has Heart
been seen
in a number of Famous Players-Lasky subjects.
Jack McDonald earned the name of Slapjack by playing that role in " The Spoilers."
Both Pickford companies are at work.
The Mary Pickford organization has Kenneth Harlan as leading man in the filming
of Julia Lippman's story " Burkse's Amy."
Sidney Franklin is the director of this.
Jack Dillon, who was director of a number of subjects starring Olive Thomas for
Triangle, and for the past several months
has been with Universal, has written an
original story for Jack Pickford which
he will direct. The first few scenes for
this were filmed this week. The entire cast
has not been named.
Dustin Farnum has engaged Thomas N.
Heffron as director, and within the next
few days the filming of " A Harvest of
Shame," prepared for the screen by Tom
Geraghty, will be put in production.
The Selznick Company is making the
final scenes of the Olive Thomas play
" The Spite Bride," and upon completion
of this the organization will return to the
east. They probably will leave within
the next week.
Frank Keenan has completed the making of "The Tide Book" for Pathe, and

Four views of James J. Corbett, now a Universal
star

the Bessie Barriscale Company has finCole. ished "Josselyn's Wife " for RobertsonGeorge Loane Tucker has made all the
scenes for his mystery film, and is now
engaged in editing.
The two companies of the Great Authors
Film Corporation are working on location
in the mountains, and Director Lloyd Ingraham is making the interior scenes for
the Lewis
Stone and
playCharlotte
" Man's Burton
Desire at"
with
Jane Novak
the Brunton studios.

The Universal producing plant will again
resume the plan formerly inaugurated there
of having a scenario writer for each director. For this reason E. J. Clawson,
who has been at the head of the play department, will assume the work of writing
exclusively for one company, and the Universal has engaged Eugene Mullins to
serve as head of the scenario department.
Mullins was formerly scenario editor at
the Vitagraph.
It is stated no other
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changes will be made with respect to this
department at Universal City.
President Carl Laemmle, who has been
at Universal City for the past several
weeks, has about completed the work
which brought him to the coast on his
present trip, and now plans to leave for
New York on April 7.
An original story written by Elmer Elsworth titled " Woman's Place," is to be the
next vehicle for Mary MacLaren, which
will be directed by Paul Powell. This is
now before the casting department, and
filming will be started within a few days.
Francelia Billington, formerly featured
in Universal Productions, has been engaged to play the featured feminine role
in " The Pinnacle," which was recently
put in production. This will be directed
by Eric Von Stroheim, and the company
has gone to the San Barnardino mountains to make experiors.
"The Right to Happiness" is the latest
title selected for the coming Dorothy Phillips subject being directed by Allen Holubar. This was originally titled " Ambition "
and later " The Light." William Stowell
and Robert Anderson are the other principals of the cast.
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Pat Powers is still in town.
that she is not required to use William
Taylor, west
formercoast
director of D.
numerous
grease
Charley
Christie's
gone
east.
her nose.paint. She only powders made subjects, who left his work
Bill
Parker's
back
from
New
to enter the war with the British,
York.
is uponof will
Dennis Sullivan was in town us.Spring
be back in Los Angeles in
Clark houscleaning
Thomas, manager
this week.
Tom colonial
Ince's film
Culver
City isSouth
Bill.
May,a big
andnumber
it's -a glad
safe bet
there'll
hostelry,
hav be
to welcome
Lewis J. Selznick, himself, is em
ing his office papered
expected on the coast.
Bert Lytell has safely come Viola Dana insists that she Dave Thompson, of Metro, on
would rather walk seven miles being interviewed, said the film
through
" Thewe Lion's
And now
learn Den."
that Ruth than be raised 200 feet by a rope, studios should all join the Gimme,
Roland is a somnambulist.
as was necessary when scenes or Lemme Take, Club, for they
Enid Bennett is taking a vaca were made in a canyon recently are now as bad as the small town
tion at Coronado Tent City.
The local press proclaims a big woman who is always after a cup
Edwin Carewe and Joe King commercial studio where " per of sugar or an egg at the next
have
hit
the
rattler
for
New
feet
will bybe.a made,
York.
Ince did smoke a Romeo
shortlypictures
to be "built
corpora i: Tomneighbor's.
Fay Tincher threatens to wear tion to be headed by J. A. Quinn door
and Juliet brand of cigars, and
a black and white dress again Mary Pickford has a new when his colored doorman went
some time.
dressing room built especially for to purchase some after the store
Roscoe Arbuckle has borrowed her,
and now Ted Hemmer will
supplyanother
had been
ed, he found
brandexhaustnamed
Mollytie studios.
Malone from the Al Chris- have an additional cause for com- keeper's
Richard
III.,
so
he
returned
and
plaint
of
the
high
cost
of
pro
Reg Barker can direct pictures duction.
explained they were by the same
equally as well with or without The postman on April 1st wheeze,
author, saywhich
is
not
a
bad
we.
brought in a package of green
Monroe Salisbury threatens to paper from the man Lusk at the Bert Lytell has taken on a litputtees.
match his yacht against Sir Goldwyn studios. It's a little
tle extra work.at He's
footing
it evenings
the not
Hollywood
for publicity
All Fool'smen.Day stories Hotel
Thomas
DirectorLipton's.
Charles Swickard is early
dances, and from the way
from the
he
calls
numbers
for
the
having
the Alps
paged through- Another newspaper man has has led many to believe thatTaxi
out Southern
California.
he
fallen for this writing scenarios
Henry Lehrman was seen to stuff — he is W. Scott Darling spent his boyhood days on a hog
walk across the Alexandria mys- late of Canada. By the way, Al ranch. Bert has a wonderful
tic rug one evening this week.
and Charley Christie are from he's
calling
voice,silent
and drama.
it's too bad
in the
William Allen Johnston is London — Ontario, Canada.
shortly to O. O. the film colony. Lloyd Ingraham is the only d
Jimmie
Quirk
and
Cohnas hadto
Welcome to our midst, Bill.
rector we know of who can talk wordy battle this Alweek
Forrest Stanley is authority for through a megaphone while wear who was the greatest director.
the statement that the actor
ing boots.
Lloyd that
explains
this Jimmie and Al both admit that
entitled to have a wail.
with
the statement
his boots
up till this time our own David
Bill Farnum has gone hunting are different as they have Wark was the greatest director,
but
on a Sunday Jimmie and Al,
tongues.
again
— at least he's up at Palm Scandal — Clara Kimball Young collectively,
directed David Wark
Springs
for some scenes in Photoplay
camera. with a company and induced
a
well-known
typewriter
beater to shave off his mustache screen supplement, and now they
release is notfirst
to be
_ Jack tional
Pickford's
Firstknown
Na- after his wife had tried for more claim they are the greatest directhan Gillette
a year on
to induce
him lip.to use
tors fordirector.
having But
directed
greatas
titled." In Wrong " as originally the
his upper
est
the the
argument
The treasurer of Brentwood May Allison has discovered a
whether
Jimmie's
the
director
Film Corporation received a spot where the sun will blister and Al the assistant director, or
voucher
which read : Brentwood the skin but not melt the snow. Al
was the director and Jimmie
Philem Company.
We don't know whether that has the assistant director. Anyway,
Agnes Christine Johnston is anything to do with her leading they directed Griffith.
out from the Great White Way the grand march with the mayor
SERIAL POME.
toTomwriteInce.pieces for the screen for of Fresno, or not.
Ham Beal sends in a couple of
Second Installment.
R. Cecil Smith has a garden in pictures of serial companies bidthe making which he says will
By Dick
Willis.
Daring,
dynamic,
ding Joehave
Brandt
" good-bye."of
have it over Hines, inasmuch as They all
the appearance
Genius who gave
he is to have 58 varieties.
having been especially staged, but
Movies
class
dramatic:
Elinor Fair, the new William from what we hear, they were
Fox star, lives up to her name imsorry to tell Joe "good-bye."
Griffith — " Dave."
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
in publish
a brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to January 19, 1919.
PLAN BOOK
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. 1 BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitors who are ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have no
A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the bell." — M. P. News.
.exhibitor
Commment
— "inVery
good aspicture
butnotseven
too long.
hesitancy in booking this for the full run." — M. P. News.
Could have
been put
six with
good if
betterreels
results.
Big
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture liked by all and well produced.
Big to average business." " Good, but patrons are tired of war stories.
business
two
days."
BRASS
BUTTONS
(AMERICAN)
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
(MAR.
30)
Average to big business." " Good picture. War stuff dead. Average
MAR. 22
business." " Big business two days." " Good picture. Average busi" A lot OF
of snap
and(ARTCRAFT)
zest to this comedy
drama." (FEB
— M. P.2)
News. FEB. 15
ness. War plays dead here."
BREED
MEN
W.
S.
HART
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
News. registers strongly in one that should please everybody." — M. P.
" Star
AFTER THE WAR (UNIVERSAL) CUNARD (JAN. 26) JAN. 11
"Timely
subject
possessing
unusual
advertising
possibilities."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very Has
good.too Big
have bigto
Exhibitor Comment
A strongly
withgood
star'soffering
work for
exchange his
style of— work.
manybusiness.
imitators.Hart
Drewwilla very
ceptionally good,—as " well
as her dramatic
support. story
Another
opening
and
sent
them
out
pleased.
An
average
Hart
picture."
Bill
city trade. Good business." " Big business two days on this Universal
put them in on this one and they liked it." " Average to poor busiSpecial." " Pretty strong. If you play to a lot of kiddies don't book
ness
seven
days."
ConsensusJIM
— " Satisfactory
puller." (FEB. 23).... FEB. 22
this one."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory production, good puller."
BREEZY
(TRIANGLE)picture,
CRANEstrong
WOLBER
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
"
Shows
tts
age
plainly.
Hot
stuff
for
hero
— M. LEWIS
P. Nervs.
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29 CALIBRE
38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY) worshippers."
MITCHELL
(APR. 13)
APR. 5
" A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
(Six Parts)
News.
" Melodrama based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
Consensus
picture, good puller."
well."— "Good
AMAZING
IMPOSTER, THE (AMERICAN) MINTER (FEB. 2). FEB. 8 CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
" ' Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — M. P. News.
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. We had no complaints." " Well liked.
Exhibitor WIFE,
Comment THE
— "Average
picture, average
AMAZING
(UNIVERSAL)
MARY business."
MACLAREN
Extra big business." "Average business." " Brockwell and cast
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29
great. This should be a special. It's got the goods." " Another
(Six Parts)
Baby ' picture.
Averagepicture,
to big ooc
business."
Consensus
Satisfactory
* puller." ALICE JOYCE
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
CAMBRIC — "MASK,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
AS THE SUN WENT DOWN
(METRO)
EDITH STOREY
_ (APR. 7)...
APR. 5
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 22
" Star in version
of unusual
Chambers
story." — BESSIE
M. P. News.
CAROLYN
OF THE
CORNERS
(PATHE)
LOVE
" Edith Storey in screen version of Baker's play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture just fair. Star does not draw in this
(MAR. 9)
MAR 1
house." " Has some great comedy throughout but in some places tends
" Strong story,
but a little loose.
MumanC. K.
touches
plentiful."
News. 1
too much on serial order."
CHEATING
CHEATERS
(SELECT)
YOUNG
(JAN.— M.
19)..P. FEB.
Consensus — -" Fair picture, average puller."
" Crook play that gives star chance to do excellent work." — M. P. News.
BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE (SELECT) MARION DAVIES. .FEB. 10
Exhibitor Comment—" Very good. Young coming back. Big business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
With
al
the
advertising
the
stage
success
had
of
" Very good.
Big business
three days."
" Superb cast.
the same name, one would expect to break all records with this, but
handled.
Photography
good. Pleasing
and entertaining.
Big Well
businothing smashed except faith in human nature. Why try to make a
ness —seven" days."
screen star outof Marion Davies? It can't be done. She's no better
Consensus
Pleasing picture, bio puller."
than when she started her first Select. Average to poor business."
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 22
(FEB.OF16)
BETTER "OLE, THE (WORLD)
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorAGAIN
CommentSMITH
— " Big business."
" Novel and very entertaining ; characterisations good." — M. P. News.
COME
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long,
(FEB. 10)
FEB. I
patrons.
Disappointing
to
the
gallery."
"
Decidedly
different.
Went
over line, especially with the better element. Well worth while play" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy comedy drama to big business." " Picing. Good business against bad weather."
ture well liked. Star just average." " A nice clean program picture to
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
average —business."
_
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10).. MAR. 22
Consensus
" Fine (PATHE)
picture,
good
puller." WARD (MARCH 2).... FEB. »
" Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale."- — M. P. News.
COMMON CLAY
FANNIE
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
"
Audience
will
likely
praise
this
Ward
M. P. box-office
News.
Exhibitor Comment — Generally good picture."
picture. — Good
attracaverage business."
BLUFFER,
THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (JAN. 20)
JAN. 18
tion.
Big
business
seven
days."
"
Big
business
first
two days,
then
extra big three following days, then big and finishing extra
big again
"An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing program offering." Average busion the seventh
Consensus
— FOR
" Fine dav."
picture,
strong
COURAGE
TWO
(WORLD)puller." CARLYLE BLACKWELL
Consensus
picture,
puller." MAE MARSH (FEB. 2)
ness." —OF" Pleasing
BONDAGE
BARBARA,
THEaverage
(GOLDWYN)
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
Exhibitor
Comment
— " under
Poor business."
" Very poor
picture.
Mae
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Marsh does
her best
the circumstances.
Average
to big But
to averExhibitor Comment
— " (UNIVERSAL
Big business two SPECIAL)
davs."
CREAKING
STAIRS
MARY MACage business." " Mae Marsh does not draw here. Fair production to
LAREN
(FEB. 10)
average business." " Very good picture to big business." " Drew few
and pleased few." " Disappointed and Miss Marsh no longer draws."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good story of suspense and thrills with no pad" Good picture but they do not want her here."
the job every
second. HUFF
Big to(MAR.
average3)....
business
CROOK dingOFbut everybody
DREAMS on(WORLD)
LOUISE
MAR." 1
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
BONDS OF HONOR (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) HAYAKAWA
"
Clever
story
with
star
in
appealing
role."
—
M.
P.
News.
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 8
Exhibitor Comment — " A good program picture. World is waking up at
" This picture should not fail to please wholly." — M. P. News.
last and making
better stuff. ETHEL
AverageBARRYMORE
business."
DIVORCEE,
THE (METRO)
(JAN. 20). JAN. 25
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid in every particular." " Very good.
" Star in a brilliant screen achievement." — Af. P. News.
Pleased our patrons. Big business." A dandy picture. Very gripping. Best double exposure ever produced. All pleased." " A good
Exhibitor Comment — " The sort of a picture that will fill your house and
cure your
box-office.
At least in
will behasover
drawing card. Star liked in this picture. Fell down on third day."
heads
of small
town patrons.
Thecities,
best but
thingpossibly
Barrymore
had thein
Consensus
—
"
Splendid
picture,
strong
puller."
BOOTS (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (FEB. 16)
MAR. IS
ages. And she makes the most of it." " Very good picture. Big busi" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture." — M. P. News.
nes ." Good
"
picture. Well liked. Average business." " Average
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasbusiness —two" Excellent
days." production, strong puller."
Consensus
ing."
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Exhibitors5
Own
Box
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
DON'T
YOUR HUSBAND (ARTCRAFT) DE MILLE'S
(JAN.CHANGE
26)
FEB. 8
" Points a moral to married folk, or those to be married." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fine production. One of the best. Big,
business." *' Extra big business seven days straight." " This with
Arbuckle comedy packed them in and patrons raved over the feature."
" Extra big business seven days." " Great picture, tremendous drawing
power." " Went over very big to extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
DUB, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE RE1D (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture." " Immense." " Good picture, average drawing power." " A fair Reid picture. Big business."
" Average business. Star well liked here. Story well done. Regular
program
release. 'Will
Good please
pictureany' isclass
the audience."
verdict." " A rattling good
program offering.
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
ECHO OF YOUTH, THE (GRAPHIC) SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
" Cast is good and picture is clean and compelling." — M. P. News.
ENCHANTED
BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
.. Has
£7)
JAN- 25
all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Average business."
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KER( RIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — " Swell program picture. Big to average business."
EXPERIMENTAL
MARRIAGE
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
"Stage play successfully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
„ (MAR. 16)
APR. 12
Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
FAITH (METRO) BERT LYTELL (FEB. 3)
FEB. 8
''Plcture wlth deep appeal and excellent star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Star is capable of bigger and better
things.makeAverage
" Just another
those pictures
that
Metro and
the poor
most business."
consistent program
on theof market.'.'
"A
peculiar type of picture in that it was so simple, but handled in a way
that put it over big. Big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALTHALL
(FEB. 16)
MAR 1
„
(Seven Parts)
'Strong
melodrama
of
the
spy
sort;
should
please."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor
" Great production.
Lacks big
star." "impossible
Splendid
picture. Comment
Highly —entertaining.
Good acting.
Seemingly
story but thrilling. Photography good. Big business seven days." "Extra good picture to big business two days." " We were disappointed in
done on this."' " Went over big."
the business
Consensus
— "Excellent
production, strong puller."
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
„ (MA.R- 24)
MAR. 22
i,tar m strong story backed by beautiful scenes."- — M. P. News
FIGHTING DESTINY (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29'
"(<Star
News. m another fine fighting picture with mystery touch."— M P
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX (MAR. 30) APR. 12
Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. f. Mews.
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN 27)
„ (Six Parts)
1
An
example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost."FEB.
— M
P. News.
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
•. . . .
APR. 12
"Hold interest from first to last; dual role storv." — M V 'dJbwY
FIT TO WIN (PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS) MAR. 2..' .... APR 12
■Jv-t" t>resented
it will do immeasurable good." — M. P Hews
Exhibitor
Comment properly
— " Extra big business three days."
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS
BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR IS
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture.
All pleased. Good continuity.
Average business.
FORFEIT, THE (HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
„ Keviewer
<MAR- 10)
considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News. MAR. 22
FOR THE FREEDOM
OF THE EAST (GOLDWYN)
iJAN. 19)
(Six Part
s)
JAN. 25
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P News' '
FORTUNE'S
CHILD
(VITA.)
GLADYS
LESLIE
(FEB.
Heart
sets also
good."10)— MFEBP 8
News. appeal is there and photography and
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
u (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
'Madlaine
Traverse— in story of woman's revenge." — M p" News
Exhibitorone.Comment
"
New
star.
A
very
good
picture.
Pleased
everyAverage business."
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN 25
Pictures in this class are rarity these days.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " Big business." " Just under the wire. Average
business."
^
Consensus — " Good picture, satisfactory puller."
GENTLEMAN
OF QUALITY, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS (MAR. 17)
MAR 15
" Earle Wiliiams in novel dual role." — M. P. News.

Office
Reports
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
GIRL DODGER, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 8
"Author comes in for big share of credit; rare comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is certainly Chas. Ray's best picture since
' Clodhopper ' if not the best he ever made." " Gave excellent satisfaction to big business." " A dandy. Big business." " Fine picture, but
didn't pull
at all." production, big puller."
Consensus
— " Excellent
GIRL PROBLEM, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
"Matinee sort of picture; display of women's wear." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Poor business."
GIRL WHO
STAYED AT HOME, THE (ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
GIRL WITH NO REGRETS, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
" Clean crook play that should give complete satisfaction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nothing big, though satisfying. A crook story
with a punch." " Pleased. Average business." " Picture pleased,
jumping
to big
" No pretty
sense fast
to it.out Ifof Peggy
makes anyfrommoreaverage
like this
she business."
will be sliding
good

company. — "Poor
business."picture, average puller."
Consensus
Satisfactory
GO HELENE
GET 'EM GARRINGER
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM- MAR. 22
CHADWICK (MAR.
"
A
true
wild
and
woolly
one
with
two
popular
players." — M.BILLIE
P. News.
GOOD
GRACIOUS
ANNABELLE
(PARAMOUNT)
BURKE (MAR. 2)
APR. 5
" Regular ROMANCE,
Bilie Burke type
mining atmosphere."
P. News
GREAT
THE of film;
(SCREEN
CLASSICS)— M.LOCKWOOD
(JAN. 19)
JAN. 25
(Six Parts)
" Romance and adventure story laid in beautiful setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Harold Lockwood was one of the most popular
male stars on the screen. Extra big business." " Settings were remarkable. Great. Well liked. Lockwood still packs them in."
" Fair drawing power." " Good picture, well liked, but didn't do business. If star was alive would have turned them away." " Picture
pleased —to" big
business."
Consensus
b.xcellent
strong MONTAGU
puller."
HAND
INVISIBLE,
THEproduction,
(WORLD)
LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyt's directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED (PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, average puller."
HARD
BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
(FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Light story but should please all your patrons." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased a majority of our patrons. Big and average business." " Miss Dalton's friends were disappointed in this and
the title was bad." " A very pleasing picture well done. Miss Dalton's acting
good. BigTrifle
business."
business
pleasing
in very
all details.
light for" BigDalton
but all
sheweek.
carriesVery
the
comedy
through
very
well."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, good puller."
HEART IN PAWN, A (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) SESSUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
" Productions like this make an Art of producing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
Very goodFinepicture.
" Splendid picture.
Good— "settings.
shots. Average
Excellentbusiness."
acting. Big
business
Consensus
" Excellent
production,
big puller."
HEART
OF—Sundays."
GOLD
(WORLD)
HUFF
(FEB. 10)
JAN. 25
" Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)..
APR. 5
" Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16) MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
Full_ of action
part."—M.
P. News.
Commentand— interest;
" Tom Mixstaris has
therehuman
with the
goods. Big
business."
" A fine Western. Brought a big crowd, especially children. This
star
has arrived
business."
Theybeatcame
blizzard.
Smashed inall force.
records.Average
Mix better
than ever " and
Hart ina
mile."
"
Mix
well
liked
and
the
picture
is
good.
Big
business."
"A
good picture well liked by Mix fans. In time will be a wonderful
"OFFine HONOR
picture, strong
puller." FLORENCE REED
drawing
HERConsensus
CODE — card."
(UNITED)
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
"
Brilliant
star
in
exceptionally
powerful
picture."
—
M.
P.
News.
HERE COMES THE BRIDE (PARAMOUNT) J. BARRYMORE
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
" John Barrymore and good cast make most of usual story." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — "The question is, 'Why made?' You have to be
a real high brow to get this. Poor business." " Barrymore acting
either a ' drunk ' or a ' nut,' hard to tell which. Medium in pleasing.
Same in— drawing
power." average puller."
Consensus
" Fair THE
picture,
HIDDEN
TRUTH,
(SELECT) ANNA CASE (JAN. 20)... FEB. 1
" Combination of Western Mystery, Society and Melodrama." — M.PMews
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
HIGHEST TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH)
WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
FEB. 1
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment opening.
— " Good Buried
picture, all
average
got an average
photosbusiness."
pertaining " toStar's
war.name
An
excellent picture but war pictures are impossible." " Good picture but
producer would do well by cutting out war stuff for a while."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
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PLAN BOOK
RELEASED
STAR
HIS PARISIAN WIFE (ARTCRAFT) FERGUSON (JAN. 19).. FEB. 8
" Elsie Ferguson has never appeared to better advantage." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very liked
good thepicture.
Businessthanaverage.
fairly well
liked. — They
picture better
most of Star
her
others." " A very pleasing picture for more intelligent _ audiences.
Miss Ferguson a prime favorite. Average business." " Big, average
to big in seven days' run." "Average business seven days."
Consensus (ROBERTSON-COLE)
— "Satisfactory pictuf BILLIE
rr~-i duller."
HOOP-LA
RHODES (JAN. 26) FEB. 22
"Another boost for Billie Rhodes; Clean comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good. Star and picture well liked by our patrons."
" Good
drama.if proper
Good vehicles
businessaretwo
days." Big
" Star
pleases
and
will comedy
get stronger
furnished.
to average
to big business in seven-day run."
Consensus — " Fine picture,
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WIFE, good
THEpuller."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(JAN. 26)
MAR. 1
matineeDAYS
picture.(METRO)
Go easy."
— M. P. News.
IN" AFORregular
THIRTY
ALLISON
(JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An obvious comedy, but one which gets the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program picture to average business." " A
very pleasing picture. Average business." " Good little comedy but
Allison not a star and means nothing."
Consensus
GoodISABEL
picture, (AMERICAN-PATHE)
average puller."
INTRUSION— " OF
MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all ; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should GET
give substantial
; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY
YOUR GUNsatisfaction
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business."
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON MAR. 1
(FEB. 17)
"Average comedy drama made interesting because of star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking. Big business first day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. Nfws.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor business two days."
Consensus
—
Good picture,
puller."
LAW THAT "DIVIDES,
THEaverage
(HODKINSON)
KATHLEEN
CLIFFORD (JAN. 20)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Good program picture. Many
LIGHTfavorable
OF comments.
VICTORY, Good
THE story."
(UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
picture. THEBig business."
LIONeach AND
MOUSE,
THE
(VITAGRAPH) JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
(Six Parts)
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Nothing Didremarkable
for although
rare interiors.
Capably Comment
directed, —however.
not attractexcept
unusually
much
advertised. Perhaps beginning of Lent affected sale. Average busines ." "Picture will draw but not exceptionally." " A very nice picture. Big to average business. " Great, a winner well directed. Extra
big business three days."
ConsensusINTRUDER,
— " Good picture,
puller." LOUISE HUFF (APR.
LITTLE
THE good(WORLD)
t7)
APR. 5
"A most ROWDY,
satisfactoryTHE
comedy
drama." — M.HAZEL
P. News.DALY
LITTLE
(TRIANGLE)
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" ComedyWHITE
drama SAVAGE,
of the lighter
type; heroine pleasing."
P. News.
LITTLE
A (BLUEBIRD)
CARMEL — M.
MYERS
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
Story handled
holds business."
interest throughout." — M. P. News.
Commentskillfully;
— " Average
LONG LANE'S TURNING, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRY
B. WALTHALL (FEB. 10)
'.
FEB. 22
News. improbable but should please great number of fans." — M. P.
" Story
Exhibitor
Comment THE
— " Picture
good, 9)
weather againstFEB.us.' 22
LOVE
AUCTION,
(FOX) excellent,
PEARSONstar(FEB.
"Exhibitor
Charged Comment
with high— power
emotionalism."
—
M.
P.
News.
Acting good, story poor. These kind of stories
kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Just ordinary.
Average business." " Average business."
Consensus
— " Fair picture,
puller."
LOVE
DEFENDER,
THE average
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE HUNGER, THE (HODKINSON) LILLIAN WALKER
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
News. melodrama; story to blame; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
" Wild
LUCK AND PLUCK (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (FEB. 2) FEB. 15
" Stunts and Speed Characterise star's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Looks like an old-time Walsh picture." " Walsh
always means S. R. O." " Walsh liked. Bad weather kept attendance down." " Walsh is a favorite for Saturday crowds, and such
pictures as this seem to please the masses." " Good picture to average
business." " A regular Walsh picture to big business." " Not liked.
Walsh must do better or die by the wayside."
Consensus
" Fine picture.
Strong buller."
MADE
IN —AMERICA
(HODKINSON)
(FEB. 16
MAR. 1
(Eight Parts)
' Shows making of American soldier, itages of training." — M. P. News.
PICTURE

BRAND

Complete

Picture

Plan

News

Book

PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
MAGGIE
PEPPER
(PARAMOUNT)
ETHEL CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 21
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. Neuit.
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
Consensus — "Satisfactory picture, good puller."
MANDARIN'S GOLD (WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Well cast
sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."— M.drama
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
goodsupport
story capably
handled by Itthepleased
gorgeously
gowned Kittie. And" A her
was satisfactory.
our
days." and that's what we are in business for. Big business."
patrons,
" Average business two days."
Consensus
— " Fine
puller." FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
MAN
HUNTER,
THEpicture,
(FOX) good
WILLIAM
(Six Parts)
" No chance for a kick here ; fits star exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
in a Opened
long time.
Patrons
like to see
Farnum— "inBest
good Farnum
clothes picture
and smiles.
big and
then
two
days
average
business."
MAN IN THE OPEN, A (UNITED) DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
"Starts second
' United'
is big in every
— M. P.produced,
News. with
Exhibitor
Comment
— " A wonderful
picture.respect."
Splendidly
illustrated titles that are great. Average business." " Very good picture
to big business two days." " Big business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
good puller."
MARIE, LTD.
(SELECT)production,
ALICE BRADY
(MAR. 23)
APR. 12
"
Has
a
selling
point
to
the
woman."
News.
MARRIAGE
FOR CONVENIENCE, — M.A P.(KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL) CATHERINE CALVERT (FEB. 24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in action and character portrayals." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life
and touches
heart strongs."
P. News.
MIDNIGHT
PATROL,
THE the(SELECT)
INCE— M.
CAST
(FEB. 3) FEB. 22
" Production of high quality. Strong action story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business seven days." " This kind goes over
good for— a" Excellent
change. Big to extra strong
business."
Consensus
puller." ANITA
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE, production,
A (FIRST NATIONAL)
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three days PIRATE,
and extraTHE
big last
three days." MONROE SALISMILLIONAIRE
(BLUEBIRD)
BURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. 15
" Story
of impossible
but good
acting puts it GLADYS
over." — M. P. News.
MISS
DULCIE
FROM kind,
DIXIE
(VITAGRAPH)
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" ReviewerOF pronounces
this one a peach."
— M. P. News.
MOLLY
THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN)
MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
" Should DEADLINE,
prove entertaining
clean theme."
— M. ELVIDGE
P. News.
MORAL
THE to all;
(WORLD)
JUNE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Familiar
appealing
is basis ofPATCH
star's vehicle."
— M. P. News.
MRS.
WIGGSyet OF
THE plot
CABBAGE
(PARAMOUNT)
MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time." — M. P. Nevus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days." " Very pleasing. Average
business." " Best Clark picture for months. Extra big business three
days." " Went big and they liked it. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16).... MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York.'
Opened big business with extra big business the second day."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, bio puller."
OH, JOHNNY (GOLDWYN) BENNISON (JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
" Comedy of contrasts marks Louis Bennison's screen debut." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good, but star is unknown. He should bevery popular."
extra good The
program
is a
picturecomethat
has a little"An
of everything.
star isfeature.
a comer.HereA little
boosting and he can't help getting business for you. Extra big business." "Average business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 15
"
Weak
story
little starNATIONAL)
handles well; should
please." — M.
P. New*OUR TEDDY that(FIRST
ROOSEVELT
FILM
(JAN. 19) (Six Parts)
FEB. 1
News.
" Entertaining
to unusual degree; thrills enough for anyone." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best pictures of this kind we ever ran
in our theatre, but people don't want to be educated. They want to
be amused." Average business three days." "A sad, sad, disappointment. A lemon to poor business."
Consensus — " Ordinary production, average puller."
OUT OF THE FOG (METRO)(Seven
NAZIMOVA
(FEB. 17) '.FEB. 15
Parts)
" A triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commment — ;" In a seven days' run it broke Monday's record
with extra big business five more days and big on Friday." " Very
good picture but public did not like as well as her former picture, ' Eye
For Eye.' Extra big to big five days." " Extra big business in bad
weather."
" Nothasherhadbest
but good.
four house
days.in First
time
a picture
a four
day runBigin business
any picture
this
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong puller."

city."
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PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PAID IN FULL (PARAMOUNT) PAULINE FREDERICK
SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
(FEB. 23)
MAR
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News.
" Lockwood picture starts ueil but slumps at finish." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine business. Patrons well satisfied."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two
" Drew fine and they liked it. Big business."
SHERIFF'S SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
Consensus —TIGRESS,
" Excelent THE
production,
big puller."
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
PARISIAN
(METRO)
VIOLA DANA
" Best picture
of type in (VITAGRAPHJ
which Ray appears."HARRY
— M. P. T.
News.MOREY
.
APR.
12
_ (MAR. 31)
SILENT
STRENGTH
" Viola Dana's
personality
wins again." ENID
— M. P.BENNETT
News.
(FEB. 17)
FEB.15
days.'
PARTNERS
THREE
(PARAMOUNT)
(MAR. 23)
" Dual role subject that looks good. Should please all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Verv
good.
Big
business
two
days."
SILK
LINED
BURGLAR,
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA
DEAN
PEGGY
DOES
HER
DARNDEST
(METRO) ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" A May Allison comedy that registers nicely." — M. P. News.
"
Entertaining
version
of
'
Boston
Blackie
'
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent comedy. Star very good. Average
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 22
business." " Managers can please their patrons with this one. Aver" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterisation." — M. P. News.
age business."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
picture,
average
puller."
SIS
HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. 15
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
" Characterisation is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
( (MAR. 9)
APR. 5
Exhibitor Comment — " Just the kind of pictures they want. Went over
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
big
here."thing" Extra
five Goldwyn.
days and bigSeemed
businessto two
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
" Best
Mabel big
has business
done with
pleasedays.'
but
personally I do not care for it. Average first day to big second day
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days."
and
extra
big
business
third
day."
"Did
not
go
so
big
here.
Good
Consensus — " Fine picture, good fuller."
picture." " Very poor picture and only drew fair." " Not a good
POPPY
HUSBAND", THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
Normand
a lookSheat is' Mickey
(MAR.GIRL'S
IS)
APR. 5
picture.
will have After
to go your
some patrons
to pleasehave
our had
patrons.
either 'going
back
or Goldwyn cannot get stories for her. Xot the Mabel of Keystone
"New style picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
days. Big
average business."
Opened big down to average business."
Consensus
— " toSatisfactory
picture, big puller."
SMILES
(FOX)
JANE
AND KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23)... MAR. 8
(MAR. 24)
PROBATION
WIFE, THE ^(SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE MAR. 22
" Lee children in one that sets a record for them." — -M. P. News.
Norma Talmadge
as the probation wife." WILLIAM
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The public will have to read half this picture.
PRODIGAL
LIAR, delightful
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
Jumped from average to extra big business." " Pleased immensely
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
to extra— "bigExcellent
business."picture, big puller."
Consesus
" Helps you greet your patrons with a broad grin." — M. P. News.
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON (MAR. 23).......
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
days." " Very good picture. Satire on Western. Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Star not known here but coming fast. Splendid
new type of Western picture. Opened average business first day and
Consensus
— "Fine
picture, good puller."
PUPPY
LOVE
(PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
big business."
SUE last
OF day
THEto SOUTH
(BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS
"
Youthful
romance
scores
with
Lila
Lee
as
star."
—
M.
P.
News.
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
(FEB. 3)
FEB. 22
FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. IS
" Don't say any more about this than you have to." — M. P. News.
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " One of the reasons why
Exhibitor Comment
— " Elegant
entertainment.
Big business two days."
Leammle — is" Ordinary
cutting out B. B." average puller."
REBELLIOUS
BRIDE,
THE (FOX)
PEGGY HYLAND
Consensus
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29 TASTE
OF LIFE, A picture,
(BLUEBIRD)
EDITH ROBERTS
(MAR. 2)
MAR. IS
'
Sar
gives
best
performance
in
fairly
amusing
picture."
—
M.
P.
News.
RESTLESS SOULS (TRIANGLE)
ALMA
RUBENS
(FEB.
2)..
FEB.
1
"
One
that
will
stand
boosting;
story
handled
carefully." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.News" This SHALT
comedy NOT
drama (FOX)
a trifle EVELYN
slow, but mildly
M. P. News.
THOU
NESBITamusing."
(MAR.— 23)
APR. 5
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture,
average
business.
"
Picture
good.
Star not well enough known. No drawing power. Average business."
(Six
Parts)
Consensus — AND
" Good ARABELLA
picture, average
puller." CONSTANCE TAL" Should MEN
satisfyANDfans who
patronise(PARAMOUNT)
this type." — M. P.
News.
ROMANCE
(SELECT)
A GIRL
CLARK (MAR.
MADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. IS THREE
16
) MARGUERITE
" Good star saves weak story; romance is keynote." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commemnt — " Very cute for ladies. Average business three
Exhibitor Comment — " She has a great following here and the picture
isof fine
in everysaves
respect."
" Story
weak, here,
but the
artistry
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
Talmadge
the day.
She and
is a situations
warm favorite
so our
pa" Star's work is good and story has been trebled well." — M. P. News.
tron don't pick flaws too easily. It will please all the young folks
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
actor,
but
has
no
drawing
power
here.
anyway. Extra big to big business."
Consensus — OF
" FineHAPPY
picture,VALLEY,
good puller."
TOTON
MAR. 29
Plays (TRIANGLE)
are too slow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
ROMANCE
A (ARTCRAFT) D. W. GRIF" Looks
days."like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
FITH'S (JAN. 26)
FEB. 8 TRICK
OF FATE, A (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BARRISCALE
"New Griffith picture seems a sure-fire winner." — M. P. News.
(FEB.
24)
MAR. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Pulled this off
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
when it fell to poor business." " Didn't please them all, but a real
Exhibitor Comment — "Very pleasing story. Above the average progood picture. Acting by all characters good. Big business."
gram picture." "A little better than average program picture. EveryConsensusNECK,
— " Pleasing
production, LOVE
average(FEB.
puller."
bodj- pleased. Fair business two days.
ROUGH
THE (WORLD)
3)
FEB. 1
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
Exhibitortagu Love
Comment
— " Extra
fine picture
MonCAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
doing some
of the bigbestbusiness."
work of his" Acareer.
Seemed with
to please.
" This one should make patrons happy ; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Average business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
Patrons
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
SANDY
BURKE
OF THE U-BAR-U (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15 TWILIGHT
showed big(DEbusiness."
LUXE) DORIS KENYON (FEB. 23) MAR. 8
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busi" Delightful picture of youth; construction is good." — M. P. News.
nes ." "Very good.
like this star here, Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction
and gotTheybusiness."
TWO(FEB.
BRIDES,
THE ("PARAMOUNT) LINA CAVALIERI MAR. 15
9)
ConsensusJUNIOR
— " Fine (METRO)
picture, good
puller."DANA (MAR. 3)
SATAN,
VIOLA
MAR. 15
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — M. P.- News,
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor star, too old. poor business."
" Star is excellent in new role." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN FITHQUANTITY,
THE (VITAGRAPH1 CORINNE GRIFExhibitor
"Goodbigpicture
to good business." "All good; no
(APR. 14)
APR. VI
exception.Comment
Big to— extra
business."
"Exceedingly
pleasant
O.
Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
picture,
bw
puller."
News.
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
KITTY GORDON
(APR. 20)
APR. 5 UNVEILING HAND, THE (WORLD)
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" One of SHADOW,
best Marie Osborne
pictures; heart SPECIAL)
appeal." — M.MAE
P. News
SCARLET
THE (UNIVERSAL
"A
melodrama
that
often
oversteps
bounds."
— M. P. (JAN.
News. 26).. JAN. 18
VAGABOND
OF
FRANCE,
A
(PATHE)
KRAUSS
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
MAR. 15
(Four Parts)
(Six Parts)
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improving." — M.P.News.
"
Fans
will
no
doubt
like
this
one;
comedy
is
entertaining."
—
M
P
SEALED ENVELOPE, THE (BLUEBIRD) FRITZI BRUNETTENews
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8 VENUS IN THE EAST (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (JAN. 26) JAN. 8
" If you get by with this picture you should be satisfied." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Will compare
favorably
with
many
successful
specials."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture that this star under his present
Comment — " Averaee business."
SHADOWS (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR (JAN. 26).. MAR. 1
management has given us."
Reviewer said ' Xot very good.' We
say ' Pleased a big majority. O. K.' Very satisfactory. Pleasing.
" Should break all records. Many good points shown." — M. P. News.
Acting O. K. A good program picture. Big to average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " This subject went over very poor. Farrar not
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
drawing as she should." " Great. Geraldine Farrar's best picture with
WAY OF THE STRONG, THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
Goldwyn.
Big business." " Splendid production. Bie business."
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
"Average
Change business."
of weather held attendance below normal." " Farrar's best.
"Eternal
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Mcir- <-°.rage." — M. P.
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong pull*

2542

Motion

Picture

News

Index
and
Reports— "Flashbacks'— New
Theatres
"A Taste of Life" (Bluebird) — "Average business."
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
"Queen of the Sea" (Fox) — "Big business two days."
" Wild Goose Chase " (Triangle) — " Poor business."
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5
" Swat the Spy " (Fox) — " Big business."
(Six Parts)
" The Bells " (Pathe) — f Keenan great. Picture awful."
" Holds
News. interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault." — M. P.
" The Road Through the Dark " (Select) — " Very good picture to big busiWHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
"The Burden of Proof" (Select) — "Awful. Manager hid in the cellar.
GRACE DARMOND (FEB. 10)
MAR. 8
Poor
business."
" Looks good enough for treatment as a special production." — M.P.News.
"
Such
a Little Pirate " (Paramount) — " Big business two days."
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture that failed to draw even average
" The Squaw Man " (De Mille-Artcraft) — " Extra big and big business in
business." " No one raved about this one but did average business
" Little
three
day Miss
run." Hoover " (Paramount) — " Big busines two days."
two days."
"ness."
Fuss and Feathers " (Paramount) — " Enid Bennett big business two
Consensus
— " Average picture, average puller."
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
" The Old Homestead " (Paramount-Success-re-issue) — " This is the third
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29
time I have run this picture to good business."
(SU Parts)
" String Beans " (Paramount) — " Big business first two days and extra
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
WHEN A MAN RIDES ALONE (AMERICAN)
RUSSELL (JAN.
big"Cannibals
business third
day."South Seas" (Exhibitors' Mutual) — "Second in t~V
of the
19)
JAN. 11 ment
is
wonderful
picture but didn't draw as well as first. Those that did
" Rapid action Western is William Russell's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor, no story, no excitement, very tiresee"days."
itTheliked
it."
Forbidden
City " (Select) — " Picture pleased and average business
some, clean melodrama, not one redeeming feature." " Fine picture,
big business." " Nothing to say."
"In
the
Hollow
of
Her Hand" (Select) — "Best Alice Brady yet. Strong
three
days."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
suspense
element. Good direction. O. K."
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Border Wireless " (Artcraft)- — " Went Over very good."
Eye for Eye " — (Metro-Nazimova) — " Exceptional. Extra big business."
" Theda Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany."— M. P. News.
"". Too
Many Millions " (Paramount) — " Reid is popular and patrons liked
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
..APR. 5
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
this picture."
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
NEW THEATRES BUILDING
" Another good picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
WHITEWASHED WALLS (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
NEW YORK
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — M. P. News.
WHO CARES (SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
Binghamton. — Work on the proposed new Strand Theatre on
" Story ofComment
light pleasing
sort; should
be enjoyed
by all."
M. P.andNews.
Chenango street has been started, and it will have a seating
Exhibitor
— "Constance
was winsome
in this
light— role
gave
promise
of greatwasthings
olderstronger
in the emotional
capacity of 1,876. The owners are New Kornblite, David Cohen
" This picture
very when
good. sheA islittle
in plot andscenes."
story
and Fred Gillen.
than most of this star's pictures. Star very good. Support also very
good. —Big" Fine
and average business."
Brooklyn. — Zipkes, Wolff and Kudrok, architects, are preparing
Consensus
puller." MYERS (JAN. 27).. FEB. 8 plans
WHO
WILL MARRYpicture,
ME? good
(BLUEBIRD)
for a new motion picture theatre with a capacity of 1,700
" Comedy and pathos blended in this Universal film." — M. P. News.
for the east side of Stone avenue, just south of Pitkin avenue.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture.
Big
business."
WHY GERMANY MUST PAY (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
Corona. — The fifth theatre for Sheer Brothers will be erected
" German atrocities again, with a good romantic interest." — M. P. News.
at
Fifty-first and Provost streets. It will be of concrete and brick
Exhibitor
Comment — fine
" While
war bound
picturesto are
played cast,
out, this
is an exceptionally
one and
draw.aboutExcellent
fine
and is to be finished by September.
story, good photography and in every way a good attraction. AdverSaratoga Springs. — Edgar T. Brackett will build a new theatre
tise it ' right ' and you've got something worth while. Attendance
at Broadway and Spring street, to be leased to James A. Leary
good every
day.
Big
Sunday."
" Average business."
Consesnsus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
and William E. Benton. It is to be completed by August 1, with
WICKED DARLING, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
a seating capacity of 1,400.
(Six Parts)
Brooklyn — A $200,000 theatre to seat 2,100 is announced by
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
James F. Kelly for Kings Highway and East Twelfth street.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy story. Universal Special's usual fine
photography.
Cast isof headed
that ' little
devil of
Brooklyn — -The Miller Weise Amusement Company announces
We claim the honor
having 'bydiscovered
' Priscilla
fromthean screen.'
exhibthe erection of a new theatre near the corner of Eagle street and
itor'sPriscilla
standpoint. Dean
Fine attendance
two days."
" Good
program
feature.
grows more forpopular
with each
picture
here.
Manhattan
avenue.
'
Big business."
Consensus
—GIRL,
" Excellent
big puller."
Far Rockaway
— At . Mott
avenue and James street, a new theatre
WINNING
THE production,
(PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
and
open
air
auditorium
will be erected by B. S. Moss to seat
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — M. P. News.
2,000.
Exhibitor Comment
— " A THE
good little
picture to average
Saratoga— Edgar T. Brackett announces that his company will
WISHING
RING MAN,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIEbusiness."
LOVE
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8 erect a modern theatre at the corner of Spring and Broadway.
" It's naturalness
it over:THEstar (GOLDWIN)
is good." — M. PAULINE
P. News. FREDA seating capacity of 1,400 will be provided.
WOMAN
ON THE puts
INDEX,
ERICK (FEB. 23)
APR. 5
OHIO
" Genuine Goldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ," Very interesting picture. Pleased to big business
Hamilton
—
John
Schwalm
and
Company announces the erection
two
" An days."
excellent program feature. Extra good business against big
of a new theatre here to be called The Rialto and with 1,000 seatopposition." " Great. Pauline Frederick has made a hit with her first
ing capacity.
Goldwyn
production.
fournotdays."
" Theto expectatype of
picture that
Pauline isExtra
best inbigbutbusiness
story did
come up
Toledo. — The present site of the Princess will be occupied by a
tions. Well staged, acted and directed, but the story is not there.
brand new theatre, to be completed December 1. The work starts
Business good but the star drew it all."
Consensus WOMAN
— " Good picture,
puller."NESBIT (JAN. 26) FEB. 8 June 15. Seating capacity is provided for 1,550, and O. L. BradWOMAN,
(FOX) good
EVELYN
" Deals boldly with sex question; morals of heroine lax." — M. P. News.
ley is the owner.
ExhibitorTOComment
" Average
PENNSYLVANIA
WORLD
LIVE — IN,
THE business."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
Sheffield — A. W. Hamm will erect a modern motion picture
" Presents star in a new role, -ome situations exaggerated." — M.P.News.
theatre here next to the Sheffield Hotel.
Easton. — A new theatre will be erected here by Wilmar and
Vincent of New York. The seating capacity will be 2,200.
FLASHBACKS" ON EARLIER RELEASES
Philadelphia.
— Paul J. Henon, Jr., will erect a new theatre at
1724
Market street.
" The Rainbow Trail " (Fox) — " Standing room first night, good business
second night. Pleased go per cent."
NORTH CAROLINA
"A Pair of Silk Stockinirs " (Select) — " Dandy picture to biff business."
" In the Hollow of Her Hand " (Select) — " Better than average all week."
Greenville.
—
A
new
theatre
will be erected here with an entrance
"Direction
Very good
as itcastfollows
be a reala life
verystory
good,inasmuch
star great,
well what
chosen,might
photography
triflestory.
too
on Main street, and is scheduled for completion by September 1.
flat. Considering Lent and our first beautiful weather it went over big."
B. T. Whitmire, local exhibitor, will build it.
" Every Mother's Son " (Fox) — " Big busines at big down town house."
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Everyone in the business
knows that Lois Weber
has produced the finest
dramas of city life the
Screen has ever known.
Book "WHEN

A GIRL

LOVES" and you'll know
that Lois Weber has
also produced the finest
Western.
See it today.
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HERE'S a chance to choose a real one. "Oh, You Women!"
is a double-ply winner in pleased patrons and box-office
returns.
A comedy of this very minute with a story that is being advertised in the conversation of twenty million people every day.
A clean-up for exhibitors — good for an extended run.
Exploitation possibilities enormous.
nished free.

Twenty-four

See it at your exchange and book it now.

sheet fur-

Pick a winner.
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FAIRBANKS

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

Motion

2550

JTESSE

L.LASKY

WALLACE

Picture

News

PRESENTS

RE

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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inTHE

ROARING

The

Road

^/^LEVER

to

ROAD

Success

comedy, well directed, ex-

ceedingly well played. "• — Tribune.
" Lively racing story exceedingly well
acted." — Sun. " Ripping picture." —
Morning Sun. " Thrilling picture." —
World. Really an astonishingly exciting and stirring story."— American.
" Reid fills the role to perfection."- —
Telegram. " Draws spectator to edge
of his seat and causes him to slap his
neighbor's knee." — Mail. " Masterpiece of picture-making." — Times.
" The Roaring Road " is the kind of
picture your patrons will like. It has
speed, dash, love-interest, and a story
that combines all three.
Wallace Reid in a fast comedy role
does the best work of his career.
" The Roaring Road " is the road to
money. Play it to a longer run.
From the famous " Toodles Walden " stories in Saturday Evening Post.
By Byron Morgan
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Directed by James Cruze
f|MB; FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
STJfSfJj^/S TTrnnwriiM itttei T^nm^r^irm nnriimir rniiiiij 1 H|jr?fj||]'

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News !
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Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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5 Col,

3 Sheet
Pilll

TF/HEN you run a twelve-cylinder, 110-mile-an-hour
speed machine through the everyday path of ordinary events, blow your horn!

Let 'em know this speed-picture is on the roaring road,
by using these pulling posters and advertising accessories.
Give the signal! Make ivay for " The Roaring Road! "
mmi FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASRY CORPORATION ffl
=^^—=3; ADOLPH ZUKOR Pms. JESSE LLASKY Star Pros. CECIL B. DB MILLE Din&orfonenil ttfcj
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If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Just

I
magine

!

JMAGINE a husband helping his wife
to elope with another man! He
didn't want to lose her either. But he
knew a thing or two about women,
Imagine Marguerite Clark as the erring
heroine of this sparkling comedy and
you can easily picture the crowds that
will flock to "Let's Elope."
Marguerite Clark in a big stage success
will make "Let's Elope" a sure-fire boxoffice money-maker.
This production, first and foremost, features the charm of Marguerite Clark, one
of the best-loved stars in motion pictures.
It also features a brilliant story of real
life that rocks with laughter and queer
twists of delicious comedy.
Adapted from "The Naughty Wife,"
Fred Jackson's noted stage hit, and built
on the unfailing drawing power of
Marguerite Clark, " Let's Elope" is certain to make you scads of money.

It's worth all the punch and power you
can put in your advertising. It's worth
an extended run.
Go to it— hard !
Scenario by Katherine Reed
Directed by John S. Robertson
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By Dana Burnet

Picture

GREWS

N

GIRL

Scenario h-f Will M. Ritchey Directed by- George Melford
(^ammoimtC^ictur&

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers'
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!

Motion

PARAMOUNT

FLAGG

Picture

News

COMEDY

James Montgomery
Flag's satirical comedy
THE
LAST
BOTTLE

Bubbling with humor
Full of sparkle and life
Full of fizz
And

Jazz!

An appetizer that puts pep in the
program. A theme that is being
advertised in the conversation
of fifty million people every day.
"The Last Bottle" of Champagne
in the world

It's worth

money!

To you!
Starring Harry Foshay and Dorothy Fasch
Produced oy Town and Country Films, Inc.
Jack Eaton
Eltinge F. Warner
Guaranteed under the pure fun and
comedy acts of before July 1 , 1919
£j FAMOUS PLAYERS
"*""~E L. LASKY-LASKY
Vkv Prvs. CECILCORPORATION
B. DE MULE DirrdsrJejKrul [ffl\
V

_1
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News !
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1919

LXasky

IPiesentrs

A

Money

Picture

"Something to Do" is the kind of
picture people talk about. Every
see-er will be a booster.
You can promise them five reels of
regular full-joy entertainment with
this one.

A pep-ful plot-ful picture.
Washburn in his best part
fine cast including Ann
Adele Farrington, Charles
and Charles Ogle.

Bryant
and a
Little,
Gerard

Get the press book.

There's money in it.
By Maximilian Foster
Scenario by Will M. Ritchey
Directed by Donald Crisp
FAMOUS PLASTERS - LASRY CORPORATION

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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Motion

Dead

Picture

Cats

W. W. Hodkinson has begun and
motion picture productions of the
tors singly under contract. We
merely because we know exhibitors
wide open bookings, but because
sane step in picture marketing.

!

will continue to offer
higher type to exhibare not doing this
prefer the system of
we, too, consider it a

You have been told for years by producer-distributors, by
organizations that have to sell the product they make,
that pictures cannot be sold singly because the overhead
cost of distribution is too high. Therefore, they have
insisted on selling "program"

or "star series."

Program or star series are all right conducted by a neutral
concern which has no interest in issuing weak or unfit
product, and which has the ambition to select only the
best product.
We tell you that program and star series, under present
producing conditions, are the refuges of scared producerdistributors who know that they are going to have a good
many poor, weak pictures in between their stronger
pictures. They have a lot of pictures that will not stand
alone and that you would not buy except where you take
them sight unseen in programs or series.

Programs and star series are the "safety first" devices
of producers who lack courage or confidence in the
pictures they make. They want a "sure thing" for themselves, with you, the exhibitor, taking the gamble.

HODKINSON
was and is the first
great merchant in
motion pictures.
dreams and theories
have a persistent
way of coming true.
again becomes a
first-run factor.

We have taken one of the motion picture industry's
dead cats, tied in a bag weighted with scrap iron and
thrown it over the rail to sink. Any and all productions
distributed through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
are available to you individually under contract. We
invite you to buy, on merit, exactly what you want.
Other companies will follow our lead. Watch
¥.¥. HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through. PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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How

Can

Tbw

Does

I Know

by

Except

He

Father

Any

Faith

in

"Men believe their children are
their own. The mother alone
knows."
"When the breath of scandal
carries the words your wife a
man

doesn't

Is My

argue — he acts."

"Do you still think you can
have my love and do just as
you please?"
"You and De Lota met as strangers in Paris, but you had known
each other for eight years. How

His

Boy

Know

Wife

"It's a different story when

it's

your own wife, isn't it?"
"The physician who takes a
woman
through the sacred
crises

of

her

life can't

deceived, Frank."
"I don't like your
place where

going

be

to a

you're ashamed

to

take your wife."
"Yes, I have served a year in
prison, but the jails would be
full if every man as guilty as

can I believe you now?"

1 were

convicted."

"By our old religion a man had as many wives as he wanted but if a girl
made a mistake and married without confession to her husband, she
was

stoned

to death."
These are the Directly Quoted Lines from One
of the Biggest Screen
Dramas
of the Year
■■■■■■■
Harry

Raver

presents
MAS'
THO
US
USTAmerican
AUG
Famous
Success

AS

A

MAN

THINKS

Starring'
LEAH
BAIRD
The Picture Girl Beautiful
directed by George
W.

Irving'

HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing- through PAllih Exchange, Incorporated

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

I

rrepare
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I

S.HtO.sign/br*

1
i FLORENCE

*

HEED

code
/mm
cTrtONOR

It is standing
Jbr others^
ProctoceJ by Tribune frec/ucboM /nc.
For<*/ft»0/str/£>o/or, David.RMow5i.LS

them
'Sure

them

u/ill stand

up for
to make

you*.
money

For Canada. A£QAt, ftLMs lto.torqhto
VNiteO BRANCH £5 atWORL D FILCI £XCH*fiQ£S
United Picture Theatres •f Americe
/Goo Sroacf***'*?' Me** York
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for the
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up

ibttor. '

1
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iJ^tty

PbyfbinisfPdSsioiv

.adven lures <
Kine exciting

<^a social

butter/ly

the realm

oj love.

Bi^est
I

box

in

office

attraction in two

years.

/

By Win. Anthony neQoire
Directed by Wallace Worsley
Supervised by Robert Sruntorv

2300

(~United

llmlec/Tfieelres

tHC.
PicturejheairesfAmerica.

PICTURES

MARION

DA

V

IE

S

in
"GETTI

NG

MART

oy John Emerson and Anita Loos
MARRIE
D"
is not only a vision of loveliness
but a deligktful treat, as well!
AN

ALLAN

D

WAN

PRODUCTION

Select

Pictures

takes

pride

that

for exclusive
Exchanges

I

in

K as

distribution

in the

the

it

Corporation

United

justly

announcing
secured

through
States

all Select

and

Canada

celebrate

SELZNICK
i
PICTURES

More

Big

See the Nearest of These Select Exchange

Advertising

Besides the record-breaking

Managers for a Selznick Pictures Franchise:

campaign

for

Branch

Street Address

Branch Manager

Atlanta

148 Mariette St

T. O. Tuttle

Boston

69 Church St.

Chas. R. Rogers

productions

Buffalo

1 76 Franklin St

S. S. Webster

recently, these

Chicago

220 S. State St.

Fred C. Aiken

will have

Cincinnati

529 Walnut St.

Cleveland

8 1 5 Frospect Ave.

that goes with distribution through Select

Dallas

1917 Main St.

Harry H. Hicks
Sam E. Morris
C. C. EzelL

Denver

1 728 Welton St.

H. E. Lotz

Detroit

63 E. Elizabeth St. James O. Kent

Kansas City

920 Main St.

Los Angeles

736 S. Olive St.

A. H. McLaughlin
B. E. Loper

Minneapolis

16 N. 4th St.

H. A. Rathner

New Orleans

7 1 8 Poydras St.

H. G. Till

New York

729 Seventh Ave.

Henry Siegel

Omaha

1512 Howard St.

C. W. Taylor

Philadelphia

1308 Vine St.

M Milder

Pittsburgh

1201 Liberty Ave.

Leo F. Levison

San Francisco 985 Market St.

Olive

Thomas

Pictures

announced
pictures

all the boosting

Corporation

Exchanges.
Get

in touch

nearest

with

your

exchange.
First release

'Upstairs
Ready

&• Down'
Now.

H. L. Knappen

Seattle

308 Virginia St.

Albert W. Eden

St. Louis

3313 Olive St.

J. C. Ragland

Washington

525 13th St.. N.W.

V. P. Whitaker
CORPORATION
501 Fifth Avenue . New York

EUGENE

O'B

A

R

I

E

N

star by public demand-

In productions based
successes

upon

Backed

publicity that means

by Selznick

the greatest

Eight pictures yearly, distributed
Corporation Exchanges

stage and magazine

through

CORPORATION
501 Fifth Avenue :: New York

profitsSelect

Pictures

EUGENE

O'BRIEN

The
most

screen's
distinguished

actor

In

a

of

series

eight

magnificent
productions

yearly
Selznick
in

standards

quality

and

exploitation

To

be

through

distributed
Select Pictures

Corporation

Exchanges

CORPORATION
501 Fifth Avenue
::
New York

Sign

a Vitagraph

Contract

for

EARLE

WILLIAMS

Pictures

Sign

a Vitagraph

Contract

for

EARLE

WILLIAMS

Pictures

ALBERT

E. SMITH

ANTONIO
and

CAROL

presents

MORENO
HOLLOWAY

VITAGRAPH
New Cyclonic Serial of a Thousand
By ALBERT

'S
Thrills

E. SMITH and CYRUS TOWNS END BRADY

Book this Big Box-Office Chapter Play NOWand get the benefit of the monster 24-Sheet
campaign— a string of Billboards that
will girdle the Continent !

SNOW!
TION!

THE

VALUE

OF

THIS

SNOW

SERIAL

IN

SUMMER

THE

MONTHS

is reflected in the record number
SUSPENS
MYSTERY!

of advance bookings made by
Exhibitors all over the
United States and
Canada.
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'Delivers

:

Star

Value

—

—

PAULINE

FREDERICK

Beauty and power united by intelligence and
building on success after success, have given
Pauline Frederick a following possessed by no
other emotional star of screen or stage. From
" The Eternal City " to " One Week of Life "
runs a record of pleased patronage that means
absolute' box office draw.

Story

Value

ONE

—

WEEK

OF

LIFE

She was married to a drunkard.
She ached
for one week of life in a paradise of love. And
she found another woman to take her place^
What happened in those seven terrible, magical
days is the story that Cosmo Hamilton of
Cosmopolitan
fame has written especially for
Goldwyn.

1

Traduction

Value

—

Everything that Goldwyn stands for. Quality
in direction.
Quality in cast.
Quality in
setting, photography, laboratory work. Director
Hobart Henley has built a splendid ensemble
out of a cast headed by such well known
players as Thomas Holding, Sydney Ainsworth
and Corinne Barker.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn, President
16 East 42nd Street
New York City
1
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The

Grip

The

THE

ETERNAL

Ages

MAGDALENE

will grip American screendom as the problem of the
painted woman and the little girl around the corner has
gripped civilization since the dawn of history. Your patrons will be thrilled and moved and uplifted by Goldwyn's
panoramic picturization of Robert H. McLaughlin's sensational drama of love and compassion.
On April 21st when the critics
Magdelene" — in your theatre or
newspapers will echo such praise
of Review gave the picture after

first see "The Eternal
your competitor's — -the
as the National Board
a private screening.

" The sympathetic screen version of this touching drama
takes hold of one's heart. The evident sincerity of the
cast will create an impelling desire in all who see the picture to have, with them, some part in spreading the gospel
of human understanding as opposed to that New England
rigidity that made 'The Scarlet Letter' possible. The
world as a motion picture audience owes your company a
debt of gratitude for the production ".
GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn, President
16 East 42nd Street
New York City
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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do per Cents"
The
Have
Made
a

First

Kan

Star

It was the smaller exhibitors, the men who are
generally credited with constituting 80 per cent of
the industry, that gave Bennison his send-off.
They saw the audience-appeal of this powerful
and likeable Western star and his initial picture,
"Oh, Johnny!" They had no hard and fast,
full-booked-up, first run contracts to prevent the
introduction of a new star. So they booked
Bennison.
Start a snowball rolling — the hill will take care of
speed and size.
The "little fellows" gave the Bennison snow ball
a start and he's been rolling up contracts ever
since.
T(he contracts on the outside of the snowball are
first run contracts — big ones.

First run exhibitors in big city after big city have realized the great drawing power that Bennison
has built in the second and third run houses. And they are clearing their tracks for his next
and best picture —

Betzwood

Film

LOUIS

%Road

Company's1

GOLDWYN

of

BENNISON
in

tilled Slra$f

Written by Wilson Bayley
Released

Presentation

Every

Directed by IraM.Lowry
where

May

11

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GolDWYN President
16 East 4-2 yj. Street New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

For a big special of the West-that-was, there's no testing ground
in America like the East-that-is.
The producer of border melodrama will find no more exacting
audiences anywhere than in the great cities that line the Atlantic
Coast. They expect much from that old romantic West — hard
riding and hard shooting; brave living and brave loving; punch,
punch, punch and one more punch for the finish. And, with all
this, a wealth of that rich atmosphere of hardy chivalry and
romance that only the most expert of directors, players and
technical men can summon to the screen.
And what is the reaction of the easternmost East — New England —
to the newest photoplay of the old West, Zane Grey's story,
"The Border Legion," directed by T. Hayes. Hunter and acted
by Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosworth?
Bookings speak for themselves. But audience-reaction is even
more important, and here we have the word of two representative
leaders among New England exhibitors.
" The Border Legion " is a big drawing
card from the box office standpoint, and
that is what we exhibitors look for. It
is a wonderful picture and we are doing
wonderful business with it. It has all
the ear marks of a box office money
getter.

Manager Thomas D. Soriero
Park Theatre, Boston

Thought it would interest you to know
that "The Border Legion" proved to be
one of the best Western pictures we have
ever played both in the point of story
photography, and with the drawing
powers of Blanche Bates it is a very
good card for us.
Manager Gordon Wrighter
Poll's Palace, Springfield, Mass.

Such is the test of the East, met and passed triumphantly by
"The* Border Legion."
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel GoLDwvtf Pmsidant
16 East 42m/ Street New York City

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

Picture

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY

STEEL — the backbone of America
— the thing that won the war.
The Ford Educational Weekly —
mirror of those mighty forces which
have made America the dominating
factor in war and peace — sees in the
story of steel and a score of other
industrial romances that dramatic
quality which has made America a
nation of great inventors, mechanics,
engineers and captains of industry.
The Ford Educational Weekly satisfies that craving, felt by nine out of
ten Americans, for intimate knowledge of this great national workshop.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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from

Honolulu

to Alaska

From tare skin to bear skin. From
tke wkine of tke ukulele to tke roar
of tke live fur rug. ^iVltk Mexico,
Cuba and Panama in between. Tkat
is part of tke lively little itinerary
before "Smiling Bill" ^arsons. He
wanted to go to Europe, but tke diplomats were afraid to let kim open
against tkeir own big skow in Paris.
So it s ko! for all tke picturesque
sigktscontinent.
and settingsOneof Capitol
' SmilingComedy
Bill s
own
to a country. Real palaces, real volcanoes, ral
e pal ids. real natives. Real
comedy, too, but Parsons attends to
tkat kimself . Suck is tke program tkat
tke producer of Capitol Comedies told
Goldwyn ke kad set for kimself wken
ke renewed kis contract last week.
Fewer comedies and better ones. Every
ounce of ingenuity and dollar of steamboat fare tkat may be needed to bring
new and added pull to tke comedy
productions wkick in tkeir first year of
existence kave made screen kistory.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
P r
id
Samuel Goldwyn

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News !

Motion
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that
to

Picture

News

has

the \Arni(sement~

fVorid

Mac
presents

fyip

triwmph^

/[ five-reel super- comedy
</ which wi/l throw the */
entire universe into laughter

Bothwell

Browne

BEN TURPIN, CHARLIE MURRAY
FORD STERLING-, i^ARIE P REVOLT
CHESTER CONKLIN and CD CD CZ)
CD a O ALL-STAR SENNETT CAST
conjunction, Mr. Sennett is <sendirL$ on tour
fo^the FIRST TIME his ORIGINAL

Bathing&rls
They are commg
\ direct from th e/
sunny beaches
of CalifornicLSi

»M

PERSO

N

For Time and Terms
communicate withv^
3oh
Xesser
418 Lonja.cre Bldg
IcGi

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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THE

SENNETT

AN OPPORTUNITY

BATHING
WHICH

HAY

GIRLS
NEVER

IN

PERSON,

CONE

AGAIN

$50,000,000
worth of PUBLICITYT
Representing twoyears of consistent advertising, has preceded

j&

flACK&NNETti
these DAINTY
MAIDEJf*S'Bathing
whose wholesomeGirls.
capers
have delighted millions on the screen, will drau;
more DOLLARS into zjour Box, Office than anything
that could possibly be conceived Jjy the brain of man-.
This Attraction
te±s%g&E^
financial and artistic success since the inception,
of motion, pictures, mm mm mm

%rwr»r

Francisco, one weekWJOOJlET
^oSOJfEF
= T.deD. THEATRE, Oakland, one wze.lt,
JtET
THEATRE, Los Anjeies, two wee/cs,p20,100
- KINEMA
7fOTB— This combination attraction is being exploited onh/ as a
ROAD ATTRACTION. Each company carries the Film, eight of the ORIGINAL
SENNET T BATHING GIRLS, complete production effects, lights, advance
, carpenter, leader and manager.
Equipped and readi/ to plai/ THE BEST THEATRES,
For Time and Terms
communicate with.
= T1V0LI

THEATRE,

San

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.

sometimes
depending
their
they

it's
largely

suitability
are

We
And

to

story
on

the

that

the
tastes

does

star,
of

on

the

the

the

trick,

story,

territory

for

in

which

bought.
know

those

tastes.

our success has been in our care TO

particular territories for which
gest the Blackwells,
Gordons

a

advise Kerrigan

TASTES.

There

features, others for which

are

we sug-

or Paralta celebrities.

territories we

advise the exhibition

Diamonds; in still others, those Wharton
of territorial taste.
Specials?

THOSE

ditto the Bessie Barriscales, H. B. Walthalls, Elvidges, Loves, Kitty

and other World

In some

we

SUIT

"funnies."

Often the three Graphics — "When

Youth " — are our earnest recommendation,

of Vim

Men

Comedies;

With

comedy,

Betray," "Ashes

in others, Black
too, it is a matter

of Love," "Echo

of

depending on the territory; sometimes we propose " Wives

of Men," the Florence Reed special; or " Hearts Across the Sea," the Arnold

Daly one; or " The

Victim," starring Robert T. Haines, and " The Transgressor " by the same producer of thrills.
"Inter-Ocean is first ! " because
territorial needs FIRST.

Inter-Ocean

puts

the customer

and

his

INTERr
OCEAN
FILM
PAUIKCROMEMN VvWW^^Al^3^iAll!7?^ 2I8W.4-2-.SI
Ptt£S-&.CiLH'l.n6& ICjfl^^^^^^^^^r
MEW YORK CITY

P. S. — A buyer who requires immediately a complete popular-priced program for his territory — 20
features ready in a row for booking — should cable us NOW mentioning "Plaza Pictures." They star Anita
King, Jackie Saunders, Kathleen Clifford, and that great child, Gloria Joy.

"THE

WISE

SHOWMAN

GIVES

THE

PUBLIC WHAT
IT WANTSAND
IT WANTS

Says

Exhibitor SHORTS"
Art Stolte of the Strand
Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
-Exhibitors Trade Review, April 12

STOLTE
— And

KNOWS!

he surely ought to know — for he is revolutionizing the Motion Picture game of the

entire West by " Mopping
Features along the lines of —
GIVE

THE

WHAT

IT

Up

" with

PUBLIC
WANTS

— And the quickest answer to your
your nearest Capital exchange.
TWO-PART
DRAMAS

TWO-PART
COMEDIES

CAPITAL

Short

worries

is

TWO-PART
EVERYTHING

FILM

CO.

CHICAGO
220 S. State St.

PHILADELPHIA
1314 Vine St.

CLEVELAND
407 Sloan Bldg.

DETROIT
63 E. Elizabeth
ST. LOUIS
3431 Olive St.

MINNEAPOLIS
421 Loeb Arcade
INDIANAPOLIS
211 Wimmer Bldg.

DES MOINES
702 Mulberry St.
OKLAHOMA CITY
114 So. Hudson St.

MILWAUKEE
415 Toy Bldg.

KANSAS CITY
300 Glovd Bldg.

ATLANTA
(Next week)

Motion
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JOSEPH

FRANKLIN

The

POLAND

writer

whose

al features
elements
best

contain

of

sellers

cause
direct

he

origin-

worth-while
of

fiction,

is writing

for

the

stead of for

all the

novels

screen,

the

be-

in-

publish-

ing houses.

Current

Original

Features,

1918 — 1919?
— Paramount
— Vitagraph

44 The Mating of Marcella "
44 Wild Primrose "
44 Love's Law "
44 Set Free "
44 Impossible Susan "
44 Closin' In "
44 The Rough Lover "
44 The Girl Problem "

—
—

Gail Kane-Mutual
Bluebird

—

American

—
—
—

Wm. Desmond-Triangle
Bluebird
Vitagraph

—

American

44 The Amazing Impostor "
44 The Intrusion of Isabel "

—

American

44 Romance

—
—

World Film (in production)
American (June, 1919)

44 The Dress of Destiny "
44 Yvonne Discovers America

—
—

Vitagraph (in production)
American (July, 1919)

44 The Tiger-Lily '»

—

American

and Relations "

44 Mary O'Rourke,

Fixer "

(in production)

and other stories in production
Adapter and co-author of the original, record-breaking
STINGAREE series
Personal
:

Representatives:

WILLIS

AND

INGLIS,

Los Angeles

' :
i
:
. '
•
.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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HOLMES

TAYLOR

II
The

jovial

actor,

whose

next

starring

vehicle

will

be

I|
"TAXI"
.
M I
Picture play of George Agnew Chamberlain's Cosmopolitan Serial Story. . A Triangle Special Presentation.

|
1j
II
\m
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

GUAR
ANTEED
/^^^
two a month of
these remarkable
comedies

two reel

produced

under

the personal supervision
of William Steiner.
Screenings
arranged

will

in any

territory upon

be

unsold

request.

Territorial Sales Corporation
1600 Broadway,
New York City
US
_■

BALTIMORE,

MD.

DENVER,

COLO.

AMERICAN

McHENRY
PARKWAY
WIZARD

DES
BIRMINGHAM,

ALA.

MOINES,

IA.

DES MOINES

STRAND

DETROIT,
CHATTANOOGA,

TENN.

ALCAZAK

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MADISON

MICH

6- ADAMS

ERIE,

PA.

COLUMBIA

WOODLAWN
RIVERA

FT. WAYNE,
COLUMBUS,

O.

IND.

JEFFERSON

MAJESTIC

DAYTON,

O.

DAYTON -

KANSAS

CITY,

NEWMAN

MO.

KNOXVILLE,

TENN.

PROVIDENCE,
STRAND

STRAND

MILWAUKEE,

WISC.

RICHMOND,

ALHAMBRA

MINNEAPOLIS,
RUBIN

MINN.

MONTGOMERY,

ALA.

ST. PAUL,
RUBIN

VA.

WELLS

£r FINKELSTEIN

TOLEDO,

WASHINGTON,
CRANDALLS

NEB.

RIALTO

PITTSBURGH,
OLYMPIC

MINN.

O.

ALHAMBRA

STRAND

NORFOLK,

VA.

BIJOU

&- FINKELSTEIN

OMAHA,

R. I.

D. C.

THEATRES

WILMINGTON,

DEL.

VICTORIA

PA.

YOUNGSTOWN,
LIBERTY

O.

FRANK

G.

HALL

to the
EXHIBITORS

FOLLOWING
the Rothapfel

OF

AMERICA

the elaborate presentation of
Unit Programme in each of

the theatres playing it for the opening week,
the one, two, three and four day showings will
receive careful attention.
Bookings are now

being placed by the Independent

Sales Corporation

representatives

in every territory

and

the leading exhibitors of the country are arranging tohave their theatres profit by the loudly
heralded introduction of this exceptional novelty.
In order

to take advantage

of the extraordinary

advertising campaign accompanying the opening
week runs, communicate immediately with your
nearest
week

Film Clearing

range your play-dates
as possible.

House
as soon

Exchange

and

ar-

after the opening

April

26,

That

Tke

$10.00

Per

Seat

very

who

m
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spent

woman

two

Turkish

and

in

appears

She

tke

hands

in

or

had

m

publicity

years

Harems

tke

has

Picture

slave

dealers

leading

pages

the

role.

of

news-

papers and magazines.

Oh

what

a

cleanup

!

By

order of the Board

Positively

of Directors

no

Bookings

G'f

MARY

PICKFORDS

Forthcoming First National Release

"Daddy

will

Long

be

arranged

Company

Until

s

by

Legs

tbis

Excbanges

furtker

notice

The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 and 8 West

48th St., New

York, N. Y

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

II

This

is

the

Wonderful

Face

GEORGE

When

it laughs, the world

most marvelous

you old stories, new
choke.

BEBAN

laughs, and when

face in the world

today, for without

It can carry you, breathless, through
you for months

when

"HEARTS

Mirth

and pathos in this powerful

never

can tell whether

As

Niccolo,

town

it weeps, the world

stories, stories that make

the face that will haunt
classic,

of Arizona,

Mr.

Sign of the Rose."

You

Tina, the " she-snake,"

Beban

or your throat
It is

photo-

MEN"

each other so closely that you
laughter or weeping.

by a strange fate into a gunman

even his world-famous

creation in " The

roar at his fights, his strange marriage
and his convulsive

it can tell

you have seen it in that new

eyes are from

thrown

surpasses

sides ache

It is the

all the feelings of mankind.

OF

the tears in your

weeps.

the aid of words

your

picture crowd

the Italian immigrant,

of

clowning,

to the beautiful

but between

times you sob

at Fate's tricks on him and the mystery of his lost child, "the little Cayuse." Hate
burns in your veins, with his, when he discovers his adored Tina in the arms of
another man.

EVERY

EMOTION

THAT

On

HE

the

FEELS

YOU

State

Address

HIRAM

FEEL.

SUCH

IS THE

Rights

Communications

MAGIC

Plan

to

ABRAMS

Longacre Building
Broadway a/
and 42nd Street. *
New Y ork CitvJ

OF HIS TALENT
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following- enterprising and successful
tions have purchased the rights to

GEORGE

state-right

organiza-

BEBAN

in his latest and greatest photoplay

"HEARTS

OF

MEN"

for the territories listed below
CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA
NEVADA

:v

All Star Features Distributors, Inc.
Sol Lesser, Mngr.
Greater Stars Productions.

ILLINOIS

Inc.

F. M. Brockell, Mngr.
Greater Stars Productions, Inc.

INDIANA

Clyde Elliott, Mngr.
OHIO
KENTUCKY

Frank

WISCONSIN

Mid- West Distributing Co.
Ralph Wettstein, Mngr.

NEW

JERSEY

Metro-Rolf e Film Corp.
H. F. Jans, Mngr.

NEW

YORK

Pioneer Film Corporation
M. H. Hoffman, Mngr.

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT
RHODE ISLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT

(

COLORADO
WYOMING

Boston Photoplay Co.
Fred Murphy, Mngr.

Merit Film Co.
Max M. Kravitz, Mngr.

UTAH
NEW MEXICO

This

is good

Beverstock

company

for you

to be in!

inquired regarding your territory,
before it is sold to someone else.

By

the

way,

have

you

seen

the

you

reviews

If you
are

have

advised

of this notable

not
to

do

yet
so

produc-

tion in last week's trade-papers?
Rarely has a photoplay
ceived such unanimous
and enthusiastic endorsement.

re-
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Picture

News
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'lleiro

VIOLA

presents

DANA

in the llarij o^tikuis Ji'&ein&iv

FALSE

story

EVIDENCE

Directed by Edwin Cdveive fvm ike adaptation by
Idws Rwjnnn

the Cn^niul

JjleLeased

tladelen

by

METRO

jL 1 ctI
Jim

Ihe — :re YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the ' NEWS "
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BUNK!

Exhibitors
country
of

a

in

are

being

competing

White

is now

serial,

and

to

be

told

by

the

organization

that

she

by

in her

will

their

star

of

the

salesmen
that

Pearl

last Pathe
in

a

serial

organization

this

Fall.

THIS

Miss

sections

appearing

released

coming

as

various

White

IS

A

LIE

is now

working

on

her

next Pathe
serial, "In Secret,"
by Robert W. Chambers,
which
will be released
some

time

during

1919.

Pathe
25

Exchange,

W.

New

45th

Inc.

Street,

York
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Herbert
knows
not

M.

lie. That's

of Mystery.
doubts

away.

a permanent
all the

world

New s

Dawley

the camera

photographed

Picture

does

why

he

the Land
He
He

swept
made

record

for

to see.

THAT'S

why

" The Ghost

of

Slumber Mountain " is the
sensation of the Century.
THAT'S

why

" The

Ghost

of

Slumber Mountain " is the
crowning triumph of the
motion picture.
THAT'S

THE

and

Rivoli, New

FASTEST

GROWING

York

Wire

City.

MOTION

" The

Ghost

of

Slumber Mountain" is the
SINGLE-REEL
SUPERSPECIAL.

This picture has the unique distinction
of having had a first run at both the
Strand

why

PICTURE

World

COMPANY

Pictures

IN THE

Now

WORLD

2603
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WORLD

PICTURES

present
JUNE

ELVIDGE

and
MONTAGU
in

LOVE

"THE
QUICKENING
FLAME"
Directed by Travers Vale
By Elizabeth R. Carpenter

PRESS

COMMENTS:—

'Tense and gripping."— N. Y, Review
'Plot of pronounced interest." — Moving Picture World
'Quick action.
Snappy situations.
Sympathetic appeal.
—Exhibitor's Trade Review

THE

FASTEST

GROWING

MOTION

PICTURE

Popular attraction."

COMPANY

IN THE

WORLD

rr-7

CAPTAIN

BUD

FISHERS

.

ANIMATED -J
CARTOONS
EFF
MUTT
awi^WPIGTAILS

AND

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

PEACHES

April

26,
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Gaamont

^Pictorial

The

brightest

reel

ever

B00K

produced

Through

Gaumont

INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Motion
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BECH,

VAN

are purchasing

SICLEN
(incorporated)

&

News

GO.

the foreign rights

of American

What

Picture

Have

Pictures —

You
BRANCH

FOR

CASH.

To

Offer?

HOUSES:

United Kingdom

Denmark

Spain

Argentine

Java

Sibtud

France

Sweden
Italy

Egypt
Brazil

Chile
Ecuador

Aw Ir ilia
Japan

Russia^

The following pictures are ready for foreign distribution

"THE

HOUSE
DIVIDED"
J. Stuart Blackton's Masterpiece

Starring Herbert Raxtflinson, Sylvia Breamer
and Lawrence Grossmith
;

"WILD
HONEY"
A De Luxe Feature
Production
Starring Doris

BECH,

Kenyon

VAN
45d

East

SICLEN
17th

Exporters of American

Street,

"CALIBRE
38"
Produced by Edgar Lewis
Starring Mitchell

&
New

CO.,

York

and Importers of Foreign Films

Cable Address "Becvansic

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Lewis

inc.

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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"T

he

The

Line-up

of Stars

in the First Four

Issues

of

"A Movie of Movieland" with
Viola Dana, Shirley Mason and their mother.
Sessue Hayakawa "shooting" a scene.
[ A Chorus of Chickens at the Christie Studio.
Jim Corbett meets his gang of roughnecks.
Ben Alexander "kidding" Bessie Barriscale and
Howard Hickman.

Geraldine Farrar as Mrs. Lou Tellegen .
Dustin Farnum blows himself to a boat.
William Russell introduces his cook. "
Mae Marsh and her sisters, cousins and aunts.
Warren Kerrigan goes a' visiting.
Edith Storey in her cottage by the sea.

Ph

ot

Ma

Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew "Composing'
Douglas Fairbanks and His Smile.
John Emerson and Anita Loos.

la

ga

y

zi

Sc

re

ne

en

Supplement

Bill Hart sees Broadway.
Helen Holmes making railroad thrillers.
Thomas Ince directing Charles Ray.
How Bessie Love became a star.
Why Cleo Ridgely left the screen.

Mary Miles Minter and her Director.
Montague Love at work.

op

New, Original and Exclusive. Intimate, Personal Pictures of the
Better
Known Stars.

ONE

OF

THE

SINGLE-REEL
OFFICE

BEST
BOX

ATTRACTIONS.

Now Booking At These Exchanges :
CHICAGO,Exchange,
ILL.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Bee-Hive
BOSTON, MASS.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
Federal Feature Film Co., The Argus Motion Picture Co.
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Streets,
48 Piedmont Street, 823 Prospect Street,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
NEW ORLEANS, LA,
Consolidated Film Corporation,
FirstWestinghouse
National Exhibitors'
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
First
NationalStreet,
Exhibitors' Exchange,
300
Building, Exchange,
712 Poydras
INDIANAPOLIS,
ST.
LOUIS,
MO.
Bee-Hive Exchange, IND.
DETROIT, MICH.
SEATTLE, WASH.
Standard Film Corporation,
Standard Film Service Co., N. W. Consolidated Film Co., 3317
Olive Street,
109 West Maryland Street.
2020 Third Avenue,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
BALTIMORE, MD.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. Baltimore Booking Co.,
Standard Film Corporation,
Standard Film Corporation, Bee-Hive Exchange,
412 E. Lexington Street,
406 Film Exchange Building, Boley Building, Toy Building,
EmOCnONAL

729

T\ Avenue

FILMS

CQRPORATIOI

NEW

YORK

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "
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CHAPLIN

PACK

Here

are

first
by

run

the

Show,"

What

REVIVALS

YOUR

just

a

houses

that

Essanay=
'The

they

few

Chaplin

Bank,"

are

doing,

LOOK

biggest

being

Shea's Hippodrome (Buffalo)
Eckel Theatre (Syracuse)
New Astor Theatre (Minneapolis)
Dayton Theatre (Dayton, Ohio)
Lyric Theatre (St. Louis)
Colonial Theatre (Columbus, Ohio)
Strand Theatre (Cleveland)

showing

WILL

can

circuits

packed

revivals,

you

Marcus Loew Circuit (New York)
Jones, Linick & Schaefer (Chicago)
Lubliner & Trinz (Chicago)
Majestic Theatre (Detroit)
Circle Theatre (Indianapolis)
Rex Theatre (Seattle, Wash.)

First

the

"Police"

OVER

News

THEATRE!

of
are

Picture

"A

and

to

the

Night

and
doors

in

"Shanghaied."

do.

THIS

LIST:

Rialto Theatre (New York)
Ascher Brothers (Chicago)
Stanley Booking Company (Philadelphia)
Strand Amusement Co. (Cincinnati)
Star Theatre (Portland, Ore.)
Fays Theatre (Rochester)
Wonderland Theatre (Kansas City)
Majestic Theatre (St. Paul)
Strand Theatre (Milwaukee)
Strand Theatre (LouisviUe)
Orpheum Theatre (Cleveland)
Colonial Theatre (Toledo)

of

new

prints

George Kleine System, Distributors
Representatives at All World

the

Film Exchanges

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Strictly

personal editorial note. It is adTHIS is a strictly
dressed to Mr. Lewis J. Selznick, Mr. J. A. Berst,
Mr. A. S. Kirkpatrick, Mr. Walter Greene, Mr.
Hiram Abrams, R. H. Cochrane and Sol Lesser.
You men know picture distribution — and the problems
of distribution are the crux of the developments the next
year will bring in the film industry.
A few weeks ago we told you on this page of the exhibitor who had written us requesting advice on cooperative booking circuits. He desired to know if it was to the
cooperative idea that the exhibitor must turn for the solution of his booking problems.
The question opened up a much broader field for discussion than the mere matter of cooperative circuits. It
touched on the vitals of distribution, on the fundamentals
of the industry's internal relations.
We extended an invitation to the leaders of the industry
to place their knowledge at the aid of the entire industry
by frank discussion of the subject. W. W. Hodkinson
responded in interesting fashion last week. At our invitation J.D. Williams takes up the subject this week in his
usual frank manner.
Now we want to hear from the gentlemen mentioned
above.
sjc -Js" . %l ifc
A

Few

Suggestions
BERST, we feel sure, will have no hesitation
MR.
about entering the discussion with a treatment of
the methods and lessons of the United organization. The moment is ripe, with United just going " over
the top " mark of 2,300 members.
Mr. Selznick has just announced that Select will be a
distribution organization open to the best brains of the
independent producers. Surely, following on that announcement, hewill have some interesting things to say in
the discussion that has been started.
Paramount, it is said, will book its pictures on the open
market this Fall. What better opportunity, Mr. Greene,
than the present discussion in the News columns for a
frank statement of distribution policies.
Come on, all of you, experts in picture distribution.
We are extending a personal invitation ; we are supplying the space.
We want your knowledge.
Come through, gentlemen !
Mr. Randall's Next Job
HE new Congress will see the same old SmithHughes Federal censorship bill brought forth as
T
the Randall bill.
It is the same old bill ; but the name Randall has decid-

Personal
edly a new significance. Mr. Randall is the Randall of
the Randall Prohibition bill.
As the Churchman naively remarks of the new-named
bill : " It logically follows Mr. Randall's success in proBy " logically " we deduce the Churchman to mean that
ithibition."
was " logical " to place Mr. Randall and his power back
of the bill because of Mr. Randall's power and consequent
success with his prohibition bill.
And truly it is " logical." The appointment of Mr. Randall does great credit to the political astuteness of Mr.
Wilbur F. Crafts, Canon William Sheafe Chase and other
self-appointed regulators of motion pictures.
Spokesman

of the Minority

so,n.andIt
is great or; obviously
RANDALL
MR. without
explanatio
of analysis
any'Sneedpower
must be reckoned with as a great power if motion
pictures are to remain free from Federal regulation.
If Mr. Randall's power is the power of votes, these votes
having been collected from the various states whose legislatures voted for national prohibition ; and if these votes
represent a minority of the people ; then there is but one
way to meet this power and that is with the names of the
majority of the voters everywhere. And there is but one
way to secure these names and that is through petitions
circulated by every picture theatre in the country after
slides and film have been shown carrying the issue truthfully and plainly to the public.
We only link up pictures and prohibition here because of"
Mr. Randall's connection with both bills. The liquor traffic has no more to do with motion pictures than with the
publishing of newspapers, books and magazines.
There is this imposed relation, however. Starting with
their own hypothesis that a few pictures are vicious,
Messrs. Crafts, Chase and others will ignore the rights of
states and municipalities to regulate their places of recreation and ask the Government to regulate all pictures at
their source. We say nothing of the futility and the
wrong involved in having a few political appointees regulate amedium of expression to a people guaranteed freedom in this respect by their constitution.
And to this end, the picture reformers will lend their
customary illiberality, downright unfairness, and deliberate ignorance of the motion picture, and the motion picture business of today.
In the coming battle these are the forces we must oppose. We have no adequate organization, no organization
even approaching that of the proponents of Federal censorship, no organization at all by comparison.
What shall be done ?
(Editorials continued on next page)
rain
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Editorially
A

Minister

With

Methodist Church is reported to have asked
D. W. Griffith to act as an advisor in a countrywide plan to introduce motion pictures into all
churches of this denomination.

church, toDr.
Reisner
says brains
: " Theoftime
hasSpeaking
come forforthetheChurch
enlist
the best
the
world and the most effective forces of education and entertainment. For that reason we are after D. W. Griffith and motion pictures."
And continuing he says : " We recognize motion pictures
as the most powerful medium for general entertainment
and education."
All of which is as liberal and enlightened as his statement :" By the Church I mean all Christians, and further
all who worship God."
When this spirit prevails generally there will be no antagonism between motion pictures and the Church; there
will be no reason for the Church to oppose Sunday theatres ;and the Church will fulfill its true function in the
community.
May we also point to Canon Chase and Mr. Crafts
that Dr. Reisner selects an advisor, not a censor; and we
assume he would object most seriously to having the development ofthe " most powerful medium for general entertainment and education " put in the complete power of
a few political appointees.

A

Frenzy

TRADE paper contemporary, in an article on the
exploitation of " Bolshevism on Trial," suggests
that the exhibitor " put up red flags about town
and hire soldiers to pull them down if necessary."
The suggestion is made with the best of intentions ; and
we have no doubt but that the publication itself, on second thought, will go on record and emphatically, against
this very unwise procedure, one indeed, which in these
tense times the Government, in all probability, positively
will not tolerate.
No exhibitor, we are sure, would be led into such an advertising frenzy; but it is well to point out here that the
particular function of the motion picture today, its greatest opportunity, perhaps, is to explain away Bolshevism;
it will be distinctly unfair to have the picture appear, even
purely for theatrical ends, to air radicalism.
We advocated the making, some time ago, of pictures
dealing with the labor situation. There will be many such
pictures made and circulated all over the world ; and they
should do an immense amount of good, perhaps even solve
the great, stirring problems of social unrest and class
hatred.
We suggested also at the time that such pictures should
be very judiciously made, and to that end it was advisable
that the producer consult with the Department of Labor,
the more so since the Department of Labor stood ready to
get resourcefully back of each picture to which its approval
was given.
And in this connection we are glad to learn that the
producers of several recent pictures on Bolshevism and
the general labor situation have taken pains to consult
closely with the Department of Labor.
A
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Cure

for Idleness

in New York State
ring plant
manufactu
A LARGE
with a labor strike. Some
threatened
was recently
headway had been made by the agitators, the usual
type of irresponsible extremists, who made it a point to
harangue the men outside the gates during the rest hour
at noon.
The manager hit upon the scheme of showing motion
pictures at noon in a hall inside the gates : result, the men
remained inside for the better show, and there was no
strike.
Motion pictures are being employed in this excellent way
in many manufacturing plants today ; and right along these
lines
tures. lies the strongest argument for Sunday motion picSunday, like the noon hour, is also a time of idleness.
As such, it gives the agitator, the anarchist, the Bolshevist,
a fertile field for his work. The home, the church, the lecture hall, do not hold these workers. They should ; but
They
are more apt to go to the hall where the red flag
they
don't.
hangs out ; or the red flag comes to them where they congregate outdoors.
The very recreation given them so advantageously by
the welfare departments of the mills and factories should
and can be given them on Sunday — by the motion picture
theatre.
To
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have just concluded the reading of two solid
newspaper pages of expressions of condolence to
you on the death of your wonderful mother.
Leaders of the nation's thought joined with remarkable
spontaneity in expressing their deep sympathy and their
praise for the mother who has gone. Statesmen, business
men, spokesmen of the Church and of educational work
seemed at a loss for words sufficiently to express their
abounding admiration for the ideal American mother, their
sense of the irreparable loss the nation has suffered.
We desire to echo their thoughts on behalf of the Fifth
Estate.
Words are perhaps meaningless in moments of such
supreme trial. But a tribute of sympathy and love such
as these past few days have witnessed will be more enduring than sculptor's marble.
WE

"Much

Obliged"— You're

Welcome!
the Mahawe Theatre,
TANGE
RAIFS
EB. Great
on, R,
Barringt
Mass.,of writes:
• "I used to change daily — population 5,000 and
no opposition. Read your articles on longer runs so much
that we tried it. Have been doing it ten months now.
Much obliged. Business has been the best ever and at the
On
worst
too." will give us details in an article shortly
Mr. time,
Raifstanger
to appear.
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TO

"One Half
of the
Muchly Arrived
Christies"

be right about this we should have
Al Christie's photo alongside of the
likeness of Charles just to the left. Both
have earned their place in our private
Hall of Fame.
The Christie's have " arrived " — and
they deserve all the praise that comes to
men who take a chance.
Al Christie took a big gamble a few
years ago when he gave up the secure income that comes to a top notch comedy
producer associated with a program and
embarked on the independent sea.
But with Charles handling the business
end and Al the production, the Christies
have moved forward steadily, consistently
and without a slip.
If you need any further proof just note
this : Xinety-seven per cent of the world
territory has been sold on the new tworeel Christie Specials without a print being seen.
Some proof.

Our owm Freb Beecroft is sojourning in Chicago this week.
And while out there crossed the trail of A. MacArthur and
Boss Chalmers.
After chasing the war half way 'round the world, Bex Grimm
strolled into our midst last week. Ben is once more hanging his
hat in the M. P. World officeNext week is First National week, boys. Twenty-six big theatre
men and exchange managers from all cities take possession of the
Astor. It would be interesting — may be Earl Hudson will send us
the story now — to sit down and figure just how many millions are
represented when First NationaFs members get together. Just take
the real estate holdings alone — whew! No wonder J. D. Williams
and Harry Schwalbe just smile and smile no matter how many
ripples and flurries there are in the fillum stream.
Had an interesting visitor to the office in the person of R. H.
DeBruler, general manager of the Macon photo theatres, Macon,
Ga. The Palace, Princess, Capitol, Grand and Macon are the
houses in the organization. And now plans are under way for
a new 2,500 seat house in Atlanta. " The most modern in the
South " is Mr. DeBruler's aim.
Felix Feist, of Goldwyn, has just returned from a one-night
stand trip around the exchanges.
Announcement comes that M. Kashix, of the Broadway theatre, will sever his connection with that house when it is taken
over by B. S. Moss on April 30.
Sol Lessee left San Francisco on April 10 for these parts.
Sol is going to be a busy person the next few months between
his territory on " The Unpardonable Siu " and " Hearts of Men "
and the grand, scrumtious traveling " Yankee Doodle " show.
Reports now have it that Famous Players-Lasky will book on the
open market plan ivith the coming of the Fall season. The first
thing you know there'll be a free for all scramble to decide "who
started all this." But the open market means a live business and
life makes us all happy. So the year nineteen nineteen ought to
one ivell worth living in this grand old fillum game.
From far off Honolulu comes a card of greeting signed Edgar
Lewis. " On our way through to Japan, China and the Philippines," he says.
Nazimova left Los Angeles on Monday headed for Broadway.
Watch the rumors fiv.

Personalities
Paul Bryax, of Gaumont, is back from his European trip with
some interesting observations on the production situation in
England.
Charles Pettijohx is looking over Washington, D. C, to see
that the Government is running on schedule.
The mails just brought in a rip-snorting letter from H. M. Thomas,
of Omaha, on the general subject of exhibitor organization, exhibitor conventions, and so on. Says some sizzling words. We'll
give it to you next week, but just now ice icant to warn you to
natch for it. And then if you have any ideas of your own on the
subject we want you to get them off your chest in the same forceful,
frank way. Get ready!.
B. S. Moss announces that he will take over the Symphony theatre, New York, on May 2. • Pictures, an orchestra of fifty, two
solo singers, and the pipe organ will furnish the entertainment.
S. A. Lyxch, the mystery man of the industry, is in New York.
Y. K. Freemax is with him.
Rothapfel's first unit program has been completed and the work
of editing is well under way.
Those Briggs Comedies surely have gone over with a bang.
Pluxkitt will show another one at the Strand next week.

Toe

Just a few paragraphs above we declared that this open market
rush would soon provoke a chorus of " Who Started This Thing? "
The words were hardly off the typewriter when we received J. D.
Williams' contribution to our forum on distribution. And the fight
is on. We like to publish Bre'er Williams' opinions. For, like
W. W. Hodkinson, he never hesitates to speak frankly, mention
names and "start something." All of which helps along the gayety
of nations.
W. M. Seabury is no longer connected with the Film Clearing
House, Independent Sales, or Rothapfel Pictures. Has some big
plans under way soon to be announced. In resigning says : " It is
a pleasure to express publicly my best wishes for the continued
success of my friends and associates in the companies named."
James R. Sheehax, of the James Vincent forces, is in Boston
this week on " The Spirit of Lafayette."
Harry Maze Jexks expects to sail on the Aquitania on May 3.
W ill probably have an important announcement before that date.
Bert Exxis is in Washington for the opening of
Men " at Tom Moore's Rialto.

Virtuous

We hear that J. Fraxk Hatch has already sold twenty-nine
boy.
states on " Tempest and Sunshine." Keep your eye oa this Hatch
Got a corking letter in the mails just now from C. R. Midgely,
secretary of the United Theatres Association, San Francisco. This
new exhibitor organization has seventy-five members represented
already. The letter tells the whys and wherefore. Watch for it
next week.
Jacques Tyrol, of Tyrad Pictures, is back in New York after a
brief trip.
From vigilant Carl Jessex, out in Los Angeles, comes this telegraphic news budget:
" Coxstaxce Talmadge is on the way East to sign a contract
with Jos. Schexck on April 21, when she becomes of age. Subjects to be released by First Natioxal."
" Fraxk Lloyd has joined Goldwyx
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Williams

Speaks

Plainly

on

LEADERS of film thought are responding quickly to Motion Picture
News invitation for a frank discussion of distribution problems in the
relation to exhibitors. Last week W. W. Hodkinson held the floor, and
in his usual interesting manner discussed distribution from the ground up.
This week J. D. Williams, general manager of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, takes up the gauntlet. " James D." never minces words. He hasn't
on this occasion. The result is a sizzling contribution to the discussion and one
that will certainly start the ball rolling in lively fashion.
Mr. Williams' letter follows :
Mr. W. A. Johnston, Publisher,
one, dislike to see any champion of open
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
• booking suffer from avoidable attitudes.
I have been told that Paramount plans,
Dear Mr. Johnston :
next fall, to offer its releases strictly on
The focus is wrong in the discussion
their individual merits — in other words, to
you have started on the question of disadopt an open market booking policy with
tribution. Irefer to the first contribution,
exhibitors. I hear, too, that Select, Metro,
Fox and one or two others are about to do
published last week, and not to the questions contained in your invitation to the
the same thing in a far more definite way
trade to voice opinions, prophecies and bethan they have in the past. Perhaps I am
liefs. Mr. Hodkinson got away to a fine misinformed, but if such is not their intenstart, and exhibitors would have been
tion at the moment, they will be forced to
much more impressed with what he had to
it by the exhibitors.
say about distribution, open market, inFrom its inception First National has
dividual merit, personal responsibility, ad
had no other policy than that of open
infinitum, if he had not discounted himbooking. We have not made a release by
self a week before in his advertisement
any other method. Therefore, from present rumors and indications, it seems that
labelled " Dynamite."
That was a thunder-stealing stunt. It next fall will find every producer or disreached right out, picked up a couple of
tributor of consequence pursuing that polwell-ued policies bearing the First National
icy. What, then, becomes of the situation ?
label, polished them off with some good
English and layout work, and then said:
Every distributor will have his own complement of exchanges for the physical
" Behold, these are of my making."
functions of distribution. We will have
That's why I say the focus is wrong.
Mr. Hodkinson has it within his ability to salesmen, bookers, clerks, shipping departdo a great deal to foster the open market,
ments, and so on. And each distributor
will have the same number of exhibitors
freedom for the exhibitor, practical disas prospects. No exhibitor will be tied,
tributon and other things, but why enshadow his plans in an announcement of bound and hemmed in by program conthem that steals the thunder of some one
tracts. He can pick and choose at will.
else. I wonder what has been the
He can select and book the kind of productions best suited in story, theme, star,
thoughts of exhibitors who read the obdirection and general substance of subject
vious inference in that ad — exhibitors
who, for more than a year, have been
matter, to his particular clientele.
This condition will mean that every probooking First National's releases on an
open market, independent basis.
ducer, every star, every independent director, will stand strictly on his or her own
I inject personalities into this because it
has a direct relation to the questions of ability as a maker of quality productions.
distribution which you requested me to An inferior release will have no supportcomment on. You know. Mr. Hodkinson
ing props. Rather an ideal condition for
knows, Mr. Zukor knows, the publisher of exhibitors. The industry cannot eliminate
the distributor. His position in the scheme
every other trade journal — and there are
only five of them — knows that the first real of things is most essential. But wherein
is it at all an important matter, with a
step toward an open market and its attendant exhibitor advantages was taken just
general policy of open market releases
about a year ago. The exhibitors know
among all companies, to ponder whether
the distributor is the agent of a co-opthis, as well. And it wouldn't diminish an
iota their appreciation to Mr. Hodkinson
erative exhibitor organization or the reprefor taking the step he has announced to
sentative of a group of producers? His
know that he was following a precedent.
associates on the certificate of incorporaBut it does raise a doubt in their minds
tion won't bother the exhibitor in booking.
when he, or any one else, tries to The exhibitor will want two things, qualtake credit, by inference or veiled
ity pictures and effective, practical advertising aids to help him in getting patronage
statements, for being the first to inaugufor
them.
rate the open market policy. It jars their
confidence, and this wrorks an irreparable
The open market will not reduce the deharm to what otherwise might prove a
mand for pictures. It will increase it.
most advantageous proposition for them
Good productions will be given longer
and the distributors adopting it. It gives
runs. That will mean more gross bookjust cause for them to question the sincering days and larger total rentals for the
ity behind such announcements, and I, for
producers.

Picture

News

Distribution
Remarking upon the inquiry from the
exhibitor whose letter prompted you to invite this discussion, you ask : " What is
his guarantee of good pictures — and
enough
goodmarket
pictures?"
The open
will automatically eliminate incompetent producers and unpopular
featured players. It may not bring a perfect production in every release, but it
will compel the producers to take greater
pains and apply more effort to obtain quality. This will have its benefits for every
exhibitor.
Then you ask : " What is his guarantee
of the right rental prices?"
No guarantee can be given. If a distributor demands an excessive rental, the
exhibitor pays it and cannot make a proper
proportion of profit, he will not book another production of the calibre at the price.
His competitor may, but he'll learn, too.
You query: "Should these concerns
(distributors) be exhibitor owned?"
Why not ? They have demonstrated their
ability to work together successfully.
They have raised the devil with the program system and its pernicious practices.
They have encouraged certain stars and
producers to create a new standard in
screen entertainment. They do not seek
monopol^s. They do not commit actions
that are hardships on exhibitors. They do
not restrict producers. They do not waste
their pooled funds in wanton advertising.
AND THEY CANNOT ADOPT OR
FOSTER POLICIES OR PRACTICES
THAT ARE DETRIMENTAL TO EXHIBITOR INTERESTS BECAUSE AUTOMATICALLY THEY ATTACK
THEIR OWN WELFARE.
To tionquote
you again
Should distribube controlled
by the: "producer,
or is it
healthier for the industry, and more profitable to producer and exhibitor, that the
distributor be an entirely free agent, selecting and selling on merit?"
Frankly, itordoesn't
who controls
distribution,
how it matter
is controlled,
so long
as the exhibitors can book productions on
their individual merits. First National
Exhibitors' Circuit is an organization of
big, successful exhibitors, owning and financing a concern that is a distributing company. Their theatre interests are a separate and distinct matter. Could a distributing company free from exhibitor or producer influence perform better for exhibitors generally? Could Mr. Hodkinson or any other independent distributor
give the exhibitors or the producers a better proposition
than Mary
Pickford's
ductions independent
of any
others ; prothe
Chaplin comedies on an individual basis,
the Roosevelt release without appended
booking clauses, the new Anita Stewart
specials free from demands that 'the theatre owners book unprofitable stuff — which
we could have had in any quantity without
a nickel in advance and at attractive percentage divisions — as the premium for
renting proven money makers?
It's not the coat the distributor wears
(Continued on page page 2620)
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National

Meeting

in
New
York
Brainard, J. H. Ashby, S. S. Schwarz, E.
Twenty-six Franchise Holders Meet Week Beginning April 21 M. Asher, W. E. Knotts, H. J. Fitzgerald,
C. J. Briant, J. P. Anderson, S. J. Baker,
at Hotel Astor in Second Annual
Session — Exchange
R. H. Clark, C. R. Beacham, C. E. Holuh,
Managers Gather in the East at the Same Time
L.
D. Balsly, J. J. Unger, A. B. Knox, M.
TWENTY-SIX theatre owners and operators, among the largest in the
country, convene in New York City, April 21, as members of the First
Johnson.
National Exhibitors' Circuit. The occasion is the second annual meeting of the franchise owners of the Circuit.
All Set for New York on
Simultaneously the managers of the twenty-six First National exchanges,
owned and operated by these exhibitors, will hold their first annual convention
" Unpardonable
Sin which
"
in New York.
New
York City is the next citadel
the Harry Garson forces plan to assault
Both conventions are held at the Hotel Astor, which, for the week beginning
with " The Unpardonable Sin." The big
Monday, April 21, is First National's official headquarters.
starring Blanche Sweet under the
Plans for the meeting of the exhibitor members of the Circuit include the picture,
personal direction of Marshall Neilan, is
announcement, by the Board of Directors for 1918-1919, of new contracts
scheduled to open at the renovated Broadrecently entered into by First National.
way theatre, Friday evening, May 2, for an
indefinite engagement of which great
Joint Convention
things are expected.
on an independent basis. Within the year
The joint convention of franchise owners
Crowds in Detroit, where the picture
First
National
has
released
through
the
and their exchange managers is a form of
was given its premiere at the Broadway
theatres operated by its members " Tarzan
coordinated effort said to be without preceStrand theatre, were said to be very large.
dent in the operation of a distributing or
of the Apes," " My Four Years in GerIt will be interesting to discover whether
exhibiting organization. Plans made by
many.'* Italy's
"
Flaming Front," " The Rothe same interest will be shown in New
the members for the purchase and releases
mance of Tarzan," three additional feaYork, which " Bill " Rud6lph, Mr. Garson's
tures starring Madame Petrova, " Our
of productions will be referred to the coneastern representative, has called the " city
vention of exchange managers, where the Teddy," and " Whom the Gods Would Decommercial problems concerning them will
of Mr.
hard-boiled
stroy," in addition to signing distributing
Rudolph eggs."
has been in Chicago doing
agreements with stars that have given First
be debated and uniform sales campaigns
National
the
second
Chaplin
production,
adopted for the distribution of the releases.
work preliminary to the opening of " The
In several instances the franchise owners
" at in
thethenewLoop
Jones,
Lin" Shoulder Arms," and two of the series of Unpardonable
ick & Schafer Sin
theatre
district,
will be accompanied by men associated with
special Anita Stewart attractions, " Virthe Randolph, Sunday, April 20. During
them in their respective theatre enterprises,
tuous Wives " and " A Midnight Romance."
his absence, the Garson interests in Newand who, by virtue of their financial and
" Daddy Long Legs "
York, in so far as they pertain to " The
executive interests in the exhibiting activiOne of the most widely heralded activiUnpardonable Sin," were being looked afties of these members, are directly interties of the Circuit was its contract with
ter by Herbert H. Sonborn, general sales
ested in First National.
manager.
Mary Pickford for three special feature
A number of the branch managers will
Most of the territory on the picture has
productions. The first of these, " Daddy
be present with their assistants and leading
Long
Legs,"
will
be
released
very
soon.
already
been sold, the most recent ansalesmen, to whom the trip to New York
followed by a contract with Nornouncement being the purchase of Kenwill mark their first visit to the home of- This mawas
Talmadge for twelve specials, and an
tucky and Tennessee by Col. Fred Levy, of
fices of the Circuit.
Louisville.
arrangement with Jack Pickford for three
features.
It was just a year ago that the first annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Announcement of the other contracts
Houses Combine with
original
exhibitors'
co-operative
organizarecently
signed will be made to the memtion was held in New York. This was less
bers at the meetings next week.
Marcus Loew
than a year after the formation of First
Chief of the official tasks confronting the
National by J. D. Williams, its manager.
stockholders is the election of a board of
All the motion picture interests of CleveUp to the time of its initial membership
directors for 1919-1920 and the discussion
land were vitally affected by an amalgamaassembly the Circuit had made comparation, last week, of three of the leading and
of
plans
for
extension
of
the
Circuit's
intively few releases. Its announced policy
most prominent photoplay houses in the
terest during the coming year.
of " big specal feature attractions only, discity with Marcus Loew. By the arrangeAmong Those Present
ment entered into between the reprsentatributed on the open market system," had
First
National
members
who
will
be
tives of the Cleveland theatres and Mr.
found slight favor among the stars and
present are : Fred Dahnken, A. J. Jones,
producers.
Loew, the Stillman, Mall, Alhambra, and
H. Schwalbe, T. L. Tally, Robt. Lieber, E.
Euclid will all be operated on the Loew
Chaplin First
M. Mandelbaum, J. H. Kunsky, H. T. Nocircuit, and will have the advantage of the
Loew booking policy
Charlie Chaplin was the first of the more
lan, W. H. Swanson, E. H. Hulsey, J. B.
popular stars to recognize its value as the Clark, A. H. Blank, J. D. Williams, Max
true test of ability, the officials state, and
Speigel, Nathan Ascher, Adolph Linick,
as a fair and equitable booking method for E. B. Johnson, Henry Brouse, E. V. RichTen Cents in Los Angeles
ards, Moe Mark, T. E. Larson, E. I.
the exhibitors. His first special, " A Dog's
Minimum Admission
Church, F. V. Fischer, Frank Ferrandini,
Life," was presented at the Strand theFred Levy, W. P. Dewees, Wm. Sievers,
atre, New York, the week of the first anLos Angeles is now a 100 per cent tennual meeting.
Thos. Saxe, Tom Moore, P. J. Schaefer,
cent town, as all of the managers of theaA. J. Gillingham, N. H. Gordon, R. A.
The box-office receipts for the seven
tres charging five cents, advanced their admission prices to ten cents beginning April
days is declared to have given the members
Rowland, Jacob Fabian, M. L. Finkelstein,
ample justification for their confidence in A. Freedman, T. H. Boland.
1, when war tax of one cent was added to
all five-cent tickets.
the policy which they advocated as exhibBranch managers who will be in attendance at the convention of First National
This will not in any way affect the
itors, and for the promotion of which they
had obligated themselves financially.
general business of the theatres, inasmuch
exchange executives include : B. Cunningham, Harry Scott, W. J. Heenan, Floyd
Authorization was given the board of dias the five-cent houses were in most inrectors to proceed with negotiations for Brown, L. Bickel, W. E. Lusk, A. C. Seery,
stances small ones out of the better busicontracts for the productions of other
Harry Weiss, A. Cubberly, Thomas B.
ness district of Los Angeles. In all there
stars, to be marketed through the Circuit
were nine five-cent houses.
Spry, J. S. Skirboll, Lee L. Goldberg, Jack
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Per Cent Tax Ousts
Reel Charge
It is announced from Detroit that Michigan exhibitors are gradually formulating
plans for the payment of the new 5 per
cent, rental tax which goes into effect
May 1. Geo. W. Trendle, of the John H.
Kunsky enterprises has notified his auditors
that the tax is to be added to the rental
on films whether the contracts for pictures
call for the rental or not. In other words
Mr. Trendle says that if the exhibitor
doesn't pay the tax to the exchange he
must remit directly to the Government, and
that it is simpler and easier to pay through
the film exchange.
The new tax replaces the 15 cents per
reel tax which is now being charged to exhibitors. Inthis connection, what with the
placing of a government tax on candy,
clothing, soda fountain drinks and other
things, exhibitors generally will raise their
prices of admission on May 1 to cover
this charge.
Cleveland
Houses Raise
Admission
Cleveland, O. (Special to Motion Picture News). — Cleveland motion picture
theatres have raised their admission prices
from 15 and 20 cents to 20 and 30 cents.
The new scale went into effect last week.
This move, which has been contemplated
for some time by all the theatres here, has,
so far, become operative only in the larger
of the first-run houses. The neighborhood
houses feel the necessity of increasing their
admission prices so as to compensate them,
in part, for the excessive taxations with
which they have been burdened, but they
are watching the effect of the raise upon
the larger houses before putting a new
scale into force. The theatres which have
raised their prices are the Stillman, Standard, Strand, Metropolitan, Orpheum, Mall
and Alhambra. The higher price, however,
includes the war tax, and obviates the necessity of dealing with pennies, a matter
of serious consideration to the exhibitor.
Laemmle Returns from
Coast Visit
Following a visit of three days in Chicago, one day in Omaha and one day in
Salt Lake City, Carl Laemmle, president of
the Universal Film Co., returned to New
York April 15 from his first semi-annual
visit to Universal City.
Mr. Laemmle spent eight weeks at the
Pacific Coast studios, during which time
he supervised the production of several
forthcoming Universal features, among
them a second master-picture now being
photographed under the direction of Allen
Holubar and featuring Dorothy Phillips.
According to Mr. Laemmle, the erection
of
new laboratories,
studio
buildings,
the return several'
of manynewtechnical
helpers from the war and generally improved conditions at Universal City will
make it possible for Universal to make up
a loss of eight weeks in its producing
schedule before ' the first of June.

Williams Speaks Plainly on
Distribution
(Continued from page 2618)
that matters. It's the pigment in his commercial skin — pictures, life blood of the industry— that concern the exhibitor. To
anticipate a little opportunity for criticism
at this point, I acknowledge that any distributing agency, no matter what its family affairs, must be conducted on a business-like, economical, practical basis, to be
worthy
of
existence
and patronage,
matter how good
its releases
may be. no'
One more quotation from your editorial :
"What about service with the picture?
Who will guarantee it and how? "
Can you guarantee to the exhibitor better
service as a trade journal than he can get
anywhere else? You may, but he won't believe you until you prove it in practice.
If your service to the exhibitor proves by
comparison with that the other trade journals render to be the best obtainable, then
he'll
the News
and read on
it. releases.
So it is
with buy
service
to exhibitors
The open market booking policy is going
to make " service with the picture " more
important, more vital, to exhibitors than
ever before. First National has learned
that, in the year and a half that it has stood
alone as an open market distributing
agency. No matter how excellent a production is, no matter how great its boxoffice value may be, irrespective of the popularity and drawing power of the star or
title, if it is released independently, its
complement of exhibitor advertising and
publicity aids has got to be strictly in keeping with the release in every particular.
We have withheld releases for two and
three weeks, while the advertising and publicity departments completed their work.
We knew that if the production was sent
out, and it was not properly advertised, if
exhibitors lacked that important link in its
success, it would reflect at the box-office.
An independently released special attraction
is like a high-class executive in a new position. He isn't worth a damn if he hasn't
the materials in his organization to work
with. He may barely get by through sheer
pluck and merit, but he will not achieve
anything like the results of a man in a
similar position who has the best available
tools to work with.
No producer or distributor can guarantee perfect advertising service to the exhibitor. But he can promise the exhibitor
that he will employ the best talent he can
to provide that service. Then it is up to the
exhibitor to determine, in box-office results, whether the particular distributor
or producer is any judge of capable service department men. If he decides adversely, and thinks that another distributor has
a much better idea of service for him, the
open market leaves him free to change.
In conclusion permit me to indulge in a
brief summarization of comparatively recent film history. Two years ago this
month more than a score of prominent exhibitors met in. New York for the first
time as the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. They had just released the first production of their contract for twelve by
Charlie Chaplin. The industry generally
discounted their chances for success. You
(Concluded on page 2622)
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Plans

for Drive on West
Coast in Loan
Plans now being made in Los Angeles
provide that the motion picture industry
shall take a very important part in the
Fifth, or Victory, loan drive, beginning
April 21, in Southern California. Perhaps
the most spectacular feature will be that of
the aerial drive in which actors and directors, itis now planned, shall take part.
As in the third and fourth drives, the
motion picture industry of Los Angeles
will be in charge of the central public
meetings for the drive, and conduct a series
of twenty-one at Pershing Square, which
is in the' center of the city. Committees
have been organized at all of the studios,
and they will co-operate with the Pershing
Square series of meetings, which will be
under the management of Carl Jessen, representative ofMotion Picture News.
Harry Leonhardt of the California theatre, Los Angeles, has been named chairman of the theatre organizations; A. P.
Michael Narlian, chairman of the exchange
committees. D. W. Griffith, who is serving as chairman of the Motion Picture
Committee, Twelfth Federal Reserve District, will supervise the drive in the studios.
Cleveland

Exhibitors

to

Fight Music Tax
While it is stated that no attempts will be
made to fight the constitutionality of the
music tax fathered by certain music publishers the exhibitors in and around Cleveland have held meetings in which they have
registered a decided protest against the imposition ofa tax on all music played in their
theatres.
They agreed to play as much untaxable
music as it is possible to secure, and are
compiling lists of untaxable music suitable
for motion picture theatres.
Furthermore it is reported that the Ohio
exhibitors have organized a defense fund
which they expect to add to daily.
It is asserted that this fund will be used
to protect any of them who might become
involved in any lawsuit with music firms or
organizations.
Producers Father Bill
A bill known as No. 539, introduced by
Senator Charles Lyon, of Los Angeles, is
up for passage before the California Legislature, which is said to be beneficial to
the producers of the motion picture industry. Advice from Sacramento is that the
bill was introduced at the request of the
Motion Picture Producers' Association, of
which W. J. Reynolds is secretary.
The bill provides that parties who agree
to work, and then desire to break their
contracts, may be subject to injunction, as
well as other possible employes, which
will tend to prevent the breaking of contracts. The particular clause of the bill
which provides this reads :
" To prevent the breach of a contract
other than a contract in writing for the
rendition or furnishing of personal service
from one to another, the performance of
which would not be specifically enforced."
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Letter
William
Plans
" Think ofBig
the wonderful
moment in a
Has Lines Out forHints
New Stars andat
Intends
to Make Dramas Fox's
and
motion picture in which an episode of intense dramatic emotion is enacted within
Spectacles on Historic European Sites — Will Xot be War
the shadow of the shell-battered Rheims
Cathedral !
Pictures, Says the Producer
Actual
Scenes Shoivn
A LETTER to all Fox managers giving the first information of big plans
now under way by Fox Film Corporation was sent out from the Xew
" Think what it would mean to you who
York offices of the organization this week. The letter discloses that will probably never see Verdun in actualWilliam Fox, now in Europe, is negotiating with new stars well known and
it}'', to see upon the screen the players in
a modern drama of life and heart interest,
with some foremost writers. Mr. Fox, it is made known, has spent several days
living their parts on the very spots which
upon the battlefields of France and in other points of interest, picking locations
not so long ago were a seething battle
and arranging to use historic spots as motion picture backgrounds.
cauldron.
It is declared the new pictures will not be war films, but that they will be
" These battlefields, these points of great
dramas and spectacular productions played by American companies upon the
historic importance will only be incidental
battlefields instead of upon the hills of Fort Lee or Hollywood.
scenery — ''locations" — to the great love
stories, human dramas and big spectacles
Answer to Inquiries
for the production of which Mr. Fox is
now planning.
The letter which makes this announce" Other scenes will be laid in Monte
ment to Fox managers follows :
Carlo, Rome, Milan and other points of
''I know you are beginning to wonder
old-world fame. These productions will be
what the Fox Film Corporation has in
store for the exhibitors and the millions
costly of course, but the}" will be made possible through the expansion of the Fox
of movie fans for the coming year. I have
Film
Corporation
and the extension of its
no doubt you have begun to receive instudios and producing facilities to France
quiries from the live exhibitors of your
territory.
and England. Verdun, The Marne, Chateau- Thierry, Belleau Wood and other his'■ I have just received a series of cables
toric spots will be almost as easily available
from Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan which infor locations as the hills of Fort Lee or the
dicate that next fall the Fox Film Coroutskirts of Hollywood.
poration will be in the market with a series
"With the knowledge that this news you
of the most spectacular productions which
now have 'for exhibitors will be the best
the film industry has ever seen.
news for them and
which has
" Sintheir
cerelypatrons
,
" Those of us who know Mr. Fox and
ever
been
announced
by
any
film
corporation, I am,
know his way of keeping just cne jump
ahead of popular desire, expected some
" Jack G. Leo,
such thing as this when he and Mr. Sheeman went abroad. I think the newspaper
interviewers in London must have divined
" Vice
President, Fox Film Corporation."
in
May.Fox
Mr.
is expected to return some time
something of Mr. Fox's purposes and plans,
for I notice that a writer for the Bioscope.
one of the leading London periodicals, after
William Fox
describing
him
as
the
'
living
embodiment
of all that stands for what is best in the
on by Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan on the
Hollander to New York
other side are:
world of pictures ' and ' a man of indomfrom Minneapolis
itable courage and of resourcefulness and
FIRST: New stars of world-wide fame. Stars
who are the equal of those who now stand at
inexhaustive ideas,' intimates that Mr. Fox
Harry L. Hollander, at one time conthe head of our own group ; and you and the
come to the Old World ' to discover
nected with the New York exchange of
exhibitors who play them know that the box
whether it is not possible to utilize the mooffice drawing power of these stars is unexFox Film Corporation, and for the past
celled by any in the land.
tion picture in welding together the bonds
three-and-one-half years in the mid-WestSECOND: Stories by the most celebrated auern territory, has returned to New York
of unity that President Wilson's League of
renown. thors of today — men and women of world
Nations is destined to promote.'
City, and is now connected with the Select
THIRD: These stories to be filmed in the old
world spots which are today the points of Pictures Corporation Exchange in the God" This judgment of Mr. Fox and his miskeenest interest to the entire American popusion was written upon his arrival in Lonfrey Building.
lation. They are spots of indellible memory
don. Since then both he and Mr. Sheehan
to those two million boys who went across
Mr.
Hollander was salesman for nearly
the water to fight. Every American who sent
have been extremely active.
two years for the Minneapolis Exchange
a loved one to the other side — yes, every
American who reads the newspapers and keeps
Details at Convention
pace with the time, is now wishing that he of Fox Film Corporation and later allied
could go to the other side and see the battlehimself with the Select Exchange in Minfields of France. Thousands will go.
" Naturally, Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan
neapolis. Manager Harry Rathner, of that
will disclose to you the full detail of their
exchange, declares that Mr. Hollander was
hind will have the same opportunity to see
world-wide, gigantic program at the comhigh man in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the
ing convention of the Fox organization.
these wonderful historic spots that the
Dakotas for Select, and possessed the highNevertheless I think it is proper that I favored few travellers will have.
est confidence of the exhibitors. .
should give you a hint of what may be
" I am not sure but that they will view
expected.
them in even a more interesting light. For
instead of viewing these points of interest
" From the cablegrams which I have re- when
Green Room Ball
they are cluttered with hosts of tired
ceived, Ican assure you that Mr. Fox contemplates some wonderful productions to
"' But through the productions planned by
It was announced this week that everyMr. Fox, the millions who must stay bething is in readiness for the seventeenth
be made on the other side with American'
casts and our American stars. Among the
annual dress rehearsal of the Green Room
and dusty fellow-travellers, they stay-athome movie fans will see them as the setthings which we -may anticipate as the reClub, which will be held at the Hudson
theatre on Sunday night, April 20. .
ting for romance, drama and spectacle.
sult of the- negotiations now being carried
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Minneapolis Territory Set
for Loan Drive
Motion picture theatres of the Northwest territory served by Minneapolis fired
their opening gun in the campaign to put
over the Fifth Liberty Loan by showing
special film subjects on Sunday, April 6.
E. R. Pearson, manager of the Minneapolis First , National exchange, is chairman
of the Minneapolis committee having
charge of the distribution of the 157 Victory Loan prints allotted to this territory.
To insure the showing of each print in
some theatre during the drive, Manager
Pearson has urged every exhibitor who
does not show each day of the week to
notify him what days he does not show.
In this way Mr. Pearson plans to avoid
booking prints for the use of the exhibitor
on days that are dark.
Schedules have been furnished each exhibitor showing where each print is to be
forwarded. While 157 prints have a maximum possibility of 4,500 showings in thirty
days, the theatres of this territory use
about 25,000 shows in that period.
In view of this fact, Mr. Pearson has
urged and been promised co-operation
from exhibitors to the end that maximum
showings of the Liberty Loan subjects are
assured.
Motion

Picture Club Ball
a Success
On Friday evening, April 11, at the new
Hotel Commodore, New York City, the
Motion Picture Club of America held its
inaugural ball. The event took place in
the grand ball room of the Commodore and
was well attended by exhibitors of New
York, together with a few producers and
stars. The reception committee arranged
for several entertainers to be present, who
sang and gave exhibition dancing between
the general dancing of the evening.
William V. Hart was the prime mover in
making the first ball of the Motion Picture
Club a reality. On the Committee of Arrangements he was assisted by I. N. Hartstall.
Those on the reception committee were :
Herman Jans, chairman ; Charles M. Rosenthal, Lee A. Ochs, Chas. A. Haring,
Fred. Dollinger, Max Oestreicher, Morris
Needle, J. William Brandon, Charles Steiner, Louis W. Blumenthal, Jack Schwartz,
Samuel Rhonheimer, Samuel Boch and
M. J. Gerson, secretary.
C.

E.

Moore Weds Miss
Bain
Carlos E. Moore, manager of the Pittsburgh branch of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, was married in New York
City on April 10 to Miss Sade Bain, of
New York.
Miss Bain is an artist of note in screen
work, having been associated with Siegmund Lubin, of Philadelphia, and with
Edgar Lewis in his production of Rex
Beach's novel, " The Barrier."
She has recently been with the Famous
Players and Fox companies, and played
with Leah Baird in Harry Raver's FourStar production of Augustus Thomas'
stage success, " As a Man Thinks."

Los Angeles Film Board
Praised by Goldwyn
The manner in which members of the
Los Angeles Film Exchange Board of
Trade attacked the proposed legislation in
Arizona, which would have caused that
State to become movieless, has been the
cause of the exchange managers of Los
Angeles who constitute the membership
of the Board of Trade, to receive numerous complimentary letters and telegrams
from producers, distributors and exhibitors.
One of these addressed to the Board of
Trade is from Samuel Goldwyn, and in
part reads as follows :
hearty work
congratulations
the" Please
result ofaccept
your my
admirable
in connectionon
with inducing Governor Campbell of Arizona to
veto the act, which if ratified, would have imperilled the future of the motion picture industry in that state.
"
It
is
determination
you havt such
shown decision
that areandneeded
to protect that
the
industry, and those who are working for its betterment, from unjust legislation and censorship
which seek to restrict its natural development.
Only you
by co-operation
is itifpossible
to accomplish
what
have done; and
every person
reached
by motion pictures would express himself with
equal vigor there would be no question of interference with the people's most popular form of
recreation and instruction."
Sol Lesser to New

York

After supervising the international premier of " Yankee Doodle in Berlin," with
the Mack Sennett chorus at the Kinema
theatre, Los Angeles, Sol Letser returned
to San Francisco the latter part of last
week to personally see that the opening of
" The atreUnpardonable
Sin " at the Tivoli thewas made an event.
Following his work there, Mr. Lesser
left for New York on Thursday, April 10,
where he will spend several weeks in connection with the distribution of " Yankee
Doodle in Berlin," and its presentation at
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago and other Eastern cities.
Harry Garson, producer of " The Unpardonable Sin," accompanied Mr. Lesser to
San Francisco.
Aronowitz of Des Moines
Visits New York
Sam Aronowitz, well known in the MidNorthwest territory for his film activities
in the distributing and selling line from
both Minneapolis and Des Moines, is now
in New York looking over the State Rights
market.
He is particularly desirous of securing
Iowa rights on two or three special features
which he proposes to exploit himself from
Des Moines as a headquarters.
Mr. Aronowitz is registered at the Astor.
He states that Motion Picture News covers his territory like a blanket.
Young Zittel Dies
C. F. Zittle, Jr., only son of C. F. Zittel,
well known as " Zit," died April 15 at the
home of his parents in New York. He
was nineteen years old, and had recently
been appointed assistant to his father.
The funeral was held Friday at noon
from the Martin Picks Chapel, 122d Street
and Lenox Avenue, Dr. Stephen A. Wise
officiating. Burial was at Woodlawn.
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California

Exhibitors Reelect MacDonald
After serving two years as president of
the
Southern F.California
Theatre owner
Owners'of
Association,
A. MacDonald,
the Portola theatre, Los Angeles, and a
local attorney, was at the annual meeting
Wednesday. April 9, re-elected to succeed
himself.
The only other candidate in opposition
was J. S. Lustig, of the Starland theatre,
and following a vote the election of MacDonald was made unanimous. Other officers elected were : J. S. Lustig, first vicepresident ; Herman Bosley, second vicepresident ; Glenn Harper, secretary ; J. M.
Young, treasurer; W. Wyatt, sergeant-atarms. Both Harper and -Young succeed
themselves. The trustees are : J. M.
Young, Mike Gore, F. A. MacDonald, J.
S. Lustig, Glenn Harper, W. Wyatt, Herman Bosley, H. J. Seller and J. U. Anderson.
The annual meeting was attended by less
than half of the membership, which totals
ninety. Reports made by retiring officers
and various committees, show the organization in a financially successful and growing condition which has been instrumental
in doing much good for theatre owners.
Williams Speaks Plainly on
Distribution
{Concluded from page 2620)
see, they foolishly announced that they advocated the open market.
Next week more than a score of prominent exhibitors will meet in New York
for the second time as the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit. Any exhibitor, any
distributor, any producer, any star, any
trade journal, can review their progress as
a co-operative concern, and from the facts
of their contracts with Mary Pickford,
Anita Stewart, Norma Talmadge, Charlie
Chaplin, Jack Pickford and the several new
ones to be announced next week, they can
quickly decide whether or not the industry
has not had, for many months, an active
example of the possibilities of an open
booking
hibitors. policy to stars, producers and exVery truly yours,
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Manager J. D. Williams.
" House Divided " Shown
to Press and Trade
J. Stuart Blackton's special production,
" A House Divided," the United States
rights to which were acquired last week by
Frank G. Hall, president of the Independent
Sales Corporation for distribution through
the Film Clearing House, Inc., was shown
to the members of the daily and trade press
this week
the was
Independent
Sales'it is
projection room,atand
pronounced,
said,
the best of the independent productions
made by Mr. Blackton. Sylvia Breamer,
Herbert Rawlinson, William Humphreys
and Sally Crute have the principal roles.
The original production was seven reels,
but was cut to six to make it stronger and
more actionable.

Sign

This

Resolution

T N this issue there appears the second
of articles by successful managers
ideas of advertising, telling the policies
and the reasons why they do this. This

of the series
giving their
they pursue
one is from

Jack Kuhn, manager of Loew's Stillman theatre,
Cleveland, O.
Mr. Kuhn's advertising ranks among the most artistic through the country. He is fortunate in that
he gets good printing from the Cleveland papers and
therefore he is able to use half tones with good
effect. Exhibitors who get poor printing will not be
able to follow his plan successfully, but right here is
a point to bear in mind — that you can often improve
your printing by getting in touch with your paper,
asking for cooperation and possibly finding out what
is the matter with your cuts.
But this is incidental. We want to call your attention to one sentence in the article by Mr. Kuhn where
he says : " I f requently find great help in the press
books of the various distributors and I do not hesitate to use them."
There is a lot that could be improved in the exploitation matter that comes from most of the companies, but we are glad to find that at least one leading exhibitor pays this tribute, for we believe that
there are a lot of managers who could get a lot of help
from this ready prepared material if they would study
the possibilities more carefully.
T MPORTANCE of this series of articles was commented on from a new point of view the otber
day. These articles are being printed purely for the
benefit of the exhibitor, but the advertising mana
for one of the biggest companies finds that there is
another benefit from them :
" That's a great plan in getting the best advertisers
of the country to tell how they advertise and why.
Certainly there will be no excuse for us, after this
series has come to an end, if we do not know just
the sort of advertising matter that most of the exhibitors want. Of course, there will always be a
great deal of individuality in the work of the exhibitors and even if it were possible it would not be
desirable for all of them to follow the same set plan.
But these articles are going to show us just what
results the showmen are trying to achieve."
Therefore these articles will benefit not only the
showmen of the cities, but of the smaller communities

for

Your

Own

Help

in getting them better material from the exchanges.
And these articles are not to be confined to the larger
cities, though, of course, we are not going to print
matter except from those who are really trying to do
things better than others.
And while we cannot promise that all of these men
will have the time to answer inquiries from the individual exhibitors we will be glad to get the solution
of any problem that may come up through these discussions.
j£_J ERE is another way in which these articles will
help you. You should have arrangements already made with the newspapers whereby the same
man or men prepare your advertising all the time and
you should be in touch with that man, or at least the
advertising foreman so that your own ideas will be
understood. It will be a good idea to call the attention of these articles to the man who does your .work.
Although
the reproductions
are made "large
here
have
to be greatly
reduced they that
are sufficiently
to get the general idea and any printer of intelligence
can understand just what you want by these examples.
And this brings up a point : One reason why much
of the motion picture advertising is bad is because
there is no trouble taken with it in the newspaper
office. The printers in many instances have found
that they can put anything over on the theatre man,
while the same sort of a work would draw a terrible
" holler " and probably loss of business from a merchant. The printer takes advantage of the fact that
the average exhibitor does not know a great deal
about advertising. With these articles you can see
the results that you want to obtain, and have something concrete on which to base yo.ur complaint.
FROM this time on let all of us determine that
there will be a little improvement in motion picture advertising generally during the summer. We
know that this is the season when a lot of managers
mistakenly let down in their activities because it is
the summer season. Of course, that is absolutely the
wrong thing to do, for at the season when business is
inclined to fall off there should be all the more effort
put forward in exploitation.
We called attention last week to some changes
made in "Your Ideas and Ours." We are giving
attention here to just as much of the advertising and
as rapidly as possible. In cases where you want
speedy action we are glad to give the advice by mail.
We are willing to put on more steam — LET US
KNOW WHEN WE CAN HELP YOU.
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Man

Puts Whole City to Work for His Picture
LAST time we heard of William H. ■
Branch he had the whole city of St.
Paul talking. about the " Fairy Tale Week"
■ m * sftrme'ofTfieVfioioplay
that he put over with the exploitation of
AS A RESULT OF LAST NIGHT'S TRIUMPH
" Snow White." Now he is down in San
Antonio, Texas, attending to the exploitaHOUSE PETERS
ton work of the Royal, Empire and PrinAnd Jane Miller in
cess theatres.
In this case the picture was " The Forfeit," which was made in San Antonio, and
on the face of it there should have been no
Frank Powell's
Master*Forfeit"
or Pictorization
of Ridgcwell Collum's
"The
the TexasStirring
Plains.Story of
trouble in getting the cooperation of the
THE THAT
PICTURE
THE ENTIREMADE
NATION INWILLSAN
TALK ANTONIO
ABOUT
newspapers of that city — of which there
WILL HAVE AN INDEFINITE RUN
are two. Local quarrels had caused the
newspapers to adopt a policy of not mentioning the picture, though it was a local
Here's Whit Those Who Know Said About "THE FORFEIT"
product
But there is generally a way to do this, if
Special Musical Program During the Engagement
you have the enterprise and that is the
FLORENCE
WARREN
HEDWIGA Gypsy
KOVARIK
Lyric
Soprano.
\ lolioslc
middle name of Mr. Branch — spelled, of
course, the H'English way. But here is his San Antonio idea brought strongly to fore
own account of the stunts that he used and
and citizens quoted
the way that he got a six-day run for his
the idea added impetus, and the members
picture, something that had never been acof the two companies were invited to attend
complished in the history of the Empire
and box seats saved for them. Naturally
theatre, which seats 1,820:
the newspapers fell for anything the Cham" Since the end of the war, the San Anber of Commerce was behind, and the pubtonio Chamber of Commerce, which was
licity that was denied at first was written
largely responsible in making San Antonio
for us by reporters as news stories.
the home of several army cantonments and
"Though 'The Forfeit' was getting all
flying fields and incidentally the military
capital of America, has been casting its the publicity of the higher grade that could
be desired, there still remained a certain
eyes about for something new to keep up
part of the city's populace, who needed to
San Antonio's prosperity. That they were
be acquainted with the picture. The kind
casting envious eyes at Los Angeles and
that turn out only when they are given a
its film progress, I knew. They were makstiff jolt, and who as a rule steer clear of a
ing arrangements toward bringing Maclyn
picture which by the quality of its lithoArbuckle, the stage star, and the Wharton
Brothers of Ithaca to this city at the time.
graphs might be sane, and flock to something with a lurid title.
So I saw in the Chamber of Commerce, the
" San Antonio, though it is a city of
way of the least resistance in putting over
this picture. I pointed out to them that in 200,000, is but a few miles from the big
cattle country, and ranch men and cowboys
boosting this picture they would also be
are common sights in its hotels and on its
boosting San Antonio as a film center.
streets. In fact if there is one thing everyThey saw my point, and at my suggestion,
one in San Antonio is familiar with it is
asked Maclyn Arbuckle if he would be
cattle. Again, another good maxim to
present and speak at the premiere of ' The
pursue in putting over a picture is to select
Forfeit.' This he agreed to do. The
something of common interest which may
Chamber of Commerce arranged to have
be associated with the picture you are
its entire membership to attend in a body
pushing and play upon it. The more comon the opening night, and gave the picmon it is the greater will be the response.
ture considerable publicity in their maga" In ' The Forfeit ' the selection was
zine, the space of which is unpurchasable.
easy. It was a story of the cattle coun"As a local girl who had recently won
try, and therefore a story with which San
a beauty contest conducted by a national
magazine played a role in the picture, I Antonians would be thoroughly familiar.
The stiff jolt needed, took the form of
also arranged for her to be introduced.
The fact that two other companies were
an ad offering '$10,000 reward, for information leading to the arrest of a man,
down on location about San Antonio, gave
dead or alive, wanted on a charge of cattle rustling.' Now such ads were wont
to appear in San Antonio papers but a decade ago, and they still do in small town
papers in the cattle country, though the
$10,000 REWARD
reward is not generally so large and the
Offered for information which will lead to the arrest and
' dead or alive' clause is omitted. The
capture, dead or alive, of Bob Whitestone, wanted on a
charge of cattle rustling. Last seen in the Buckhorn Sa*
idea then presented itself that if this ad
loon, San Antonio, December 6, 1918. Height, six feet
bore the name of the sheriff of Bexar
Hazel
eyes.
Brown
hair.
Dark
skin.
Weight
about
165
V™**
JOHNTOBW,
County of which San Antonio is the counSheriff, Bexar County.
ty seat, the notice it would attract would
uine.tenfold as it would appear to be genbe

Even the sheriff was induced to cooperate

Picture

" A talk with the sheriff brought him
around and the ad was published as you
see it. It created more talk than anything

TRIED
METHODS
That Is the Reason Why We
Ask Your Full Co-operation

find
pages
suggest
you comthations
seldom
mighty
ITinisthese
ing from producers or exhibitors
telling you what to do with
pictures. And those that are printed
have to pass our acid test of what
we believe to be feasible and
profitab
We le.
want to record here actual
results and that is the reason that
we keep on asking you that have not
yet responded to let us have regularly accounts of live wire things
that you do so that others may have
the benefit. You need not fear that
they will aid any rival for if the
competitor is live enough to worry
you he is also on the job enough
to find out what you are doing.
But the same idea that you have
tried may mean dollars for another
across the continent. Let's have
ALL the
ones — and we can't
unless
YOUlivehelp.
that appeared in the San Antonio papers
since the extra the morning the armistice
was signed. At my suggestion the Chamber of Commerce had several of the members paste the ad up on the plate glass display windows of their business establishments, and with the further embellishment
of show card ink these window signs were
the centers of curious crowds at all times,
benefiting the merchant as well as the theatre.
" The opening night of the picture was
the biggest in San Antonio picture house
annals. For the first time evening dress
was in evidence at a picture house here.
Members of the film colony in evening
clothes occupied the boxes and were the
object of the eyes of the audience at all
times. The secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce made a short speech, lauding
the picture and then introduced Maclyn
Arbuckle, who told a few humorous stories and likewise praised the picture and
then introduced Miss Blanche McGarity,
who appeared in the picture. She was
smothered under with flowers and cheered
by the audience.
" The next morning I followed with an
ad carrying the opinions of the mayor and
a number of the leading film people regarding the picture. As a result of this
bit of exploitation which cost no more than
the exploitation on any other feature,
' The Forfeit ' instead of playing the Empire for but two days is being held over
Special Service Book Issued for
for six."
" Bolshevism on Trial "
Select Pictures has just issued a complete advertising aid on "Bolshevism on
Trial." This contains sixteen pages which
covers all angles of the production and reproduces the aids that are available. These
include the reproduction of a full page
display which appeared in the New York
Herald and which can be used by exhibitors. A special electro and mat service has
been arranged.
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Spring

I9 19

Is Idea

Time,

Says

Harold

B.

Franklin

By Harold B. Franklin
Managing Director, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
IN the Spring an exhibitor's fancy should
turn to a Spring theme in the operation
of his theatre. It is the season of the
year that suggests the birth of new ideas,
new thoughts and new fulfillments.
These are the days when the theatre must
be made more attractive than ever, if it is
to compete with the many attractions that
are offered to the amusement-seeking public
in the great out-of-doors.
In ever}' motion picture theatre there
should be some visible effort to brighten
up generally. Your patrons have their
Spring cleaning at home and they will
appreciate it to find that their favorite
motion picture theatre is also " cleaning
house." Your theatre should reflect the
spirit of peace that is in the air, bringing
a need for happy surroundings. Now that
gaiety rules again, get victory atmosphere.
At Sheas' Hippodrome, we get the Spring
atmosphere by placing attractive flowers
atop the Marque, giving the effect of hanging gardens, the electric signs are all retouched and varnished and where this is
not necessary they are washed. Bay trees
are placed at the entrance to the theatre.
Hangings are freshened or replaced and the
stage is enriched with a new floral setting.
Ushers are donned in new light weight
uniforms. Our newspaper advertising suggests the Spring atmosphere. The colors
used for the lobby displays are lights which
give a refreshing " feeling." Even the
program cover design is changed to suggest
the new season.
For the same reason that you dress up
in your best when you want to make an
impression, so should your theatre be
" garbed " in new Spring clothes so that
you will make an impression on your
patrons. It indicates progress.
The charm of Spring should be apparent.
Eliminate the dark hangings, the heavy
uniforms of attendants, in fact, get away
from the winter attire and start to introduce the coolness and inviting surroundings of Spring and Summer. It is a good
time to break away from monotony and
traditions.
The enthusiasm with which
Hill

stage water
re-creations
"Along the Meadow Brook,"
latest
Fra nklin's
An electric
fanofgave
the moving
effect of famous paintings,
your public will receive any changes will
more than repay the efforts you exert.
One of the reasons that motion pictures
are the most popular entertainment in this
country is because the management at the
exhibition end of the industry is further
advanced than any other branch of the
theatrical business. The great care with
which the modern motion picture theatre
is operated and the atmosphere and environment that has been instilled has given it
first place in the hearts of the American
Innovations of all kinds are a distinct
public.
claim for patronage. The 100 per cent
theatre must not rest on its laurels.
The theatre into which so much devotion
goes in planning and operating is absorbed
by the audience and is radiated all over
the house. It should always be the aim
of every exhibitor to endeavor to get the
spirit of the day in the operation of his
house, because it will please the most discriminating of your patrons. This is
especially true this Spring, when the world

is emerging from the desolation of winter
and with glorious peace about to settle
over the earth once morey we are about to
enter a season of unusual merry making,
of color, of music, of happiness — and the
exhibitor is the man who should be foremost in leading the merrymaking.
Christie Issues Its Oivn Paper to
Help Exhibitors
In order to co-operate with exhibitors
who are advertising its comedies, especially
the new two-reel specials which are about
to be released, the Christie Film Companyhas started the publication of a four page
mabazine called "Film Follies," which will
make its appearance each month. It gives
the news of the company's activities and
includes stories about the players and the
pictures, together with reproductions of a
number of the stock cuts available. Pat
Dowling, who recently joined Christie as
publicity director, is the editor.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS. SERVICE BUREAU
R. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres,
Lowell
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
HaroldL. B.Hyman,
Franklin,
Shea's
Hippodrome,
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Edw.
Liberty
Theatre,
St. Louis.Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack
Kuhn, Loew's
Stillman
theatre,
Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Ean.
Mrs. Joseph
Grossman,
Standard
theatre,
Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Sehade, Sehade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
.Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George
Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Sam W. E.B.Carpenter,
Conn, Spokane.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St, Paul.
E.
J.
Myrick,
Liberty
theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Eolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H.
L.
Percy,
Rialto
theatre,
Medford, Ore.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H.Graunian,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL
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ANONYMOUS
We Don't Care for that Form

Little

City Down

in

Texas

Show

What

Can

Be

Done With Real Cooperation of a Newspaper
came to trying to take money away from
BECAUSE the main object of the article
the newspaper it was worse. That was not
was to stir up exhibitors and newsresented so much in the larger cities as in
papers to greater cooperation so that both
the smaller communities, where it has been,
might benefit from more liberal and better
as a rule, harder to convince the motion
advertising and more generous treatment
picture men of the value of regular and
of motion picture news matter, it was necesliberal advertising. When the smaller cities
sary to confine the series of survey articles
to the large cities, as an undertaking to begin to show progress then it is unquestionably asign that the photoplay is taking
cover the entire field down to the smallest
a big stride forward.
city and to reproduce the pages here would
All of which is preliminary to pointing
be impossible.
However, we do mean to encourage the to the case of Orange, Texas. Here is a
city with a census population of 5,527 and
papers that are really doing something and
one daily paper. There are four motion
as we told you last week any time that we
picture theatres there and a part of the
can be of service to the exhibitors in showing the newspapers how they can build up time one of them is not in operation. Until
their photoplay departments, we will be de- last August the newspaper, the Leader, paid
no attention to motion picture news matter.
lighted to do so. And at the same time
It printed reading notices from time to
we mean to continue to encourage the paptime. Advertising was on the same uncerers that are doing things by giving them
tain basis. The theatres cared mighty little
recognition in this department week after
about advertising, and sometimes they did,
week. But the newspapers that are treated
here will have to follow the test of all other
but more often they didn"t. Handbills and
any old sort of exploitation was resorted to
exhibitor matter that we print here —
and it was largely a case of the people going
worth.
One of the most encouraging things in down the street and seeing which show
they wanted to attend.
the entire outlook is the way that the smaller
But the Leader became interested in mopapers are turning toward the motion piction pictures, and this work was put in
ture. This means more than appears on
charge of a young lady, Miss Edna Beasley.
the surface. It is a fact that when motion
She was enthusiastic and set out to conduct
pictures began to get their popularity there
was a certain amount of hostility on the a photoplay department that is really worth
while. In, no time the theatres were as
part of the newspapers, for which the exhibitor was largely to blame. As a matter
enthusiastic as she, and you can't find a
of fact the most of the exhibitors then
person in Orange these days that doesn't
believed that the photoplay was simply a say this daily department is one of the
first things they read when they get their
>assing fad and they relied on the novelty
f it to get their crowds. Then as they copy of the paper. It appears every day
occupying about three columns of space
rogressed a little further they rested their with the reading matter, and generally
exploitation on a noisy musical instrument
being set off with a cut. It contains matter
in front of the house and on gaudy posters.
not
only about the pictures being shown
Another thing that did not help for bet- locally, but carries the regular news matter
relations
with the newspaper was the
ter
of players and productions. It would be a
habit of most of the houses to devoting
credit
to any paper. It is an especially fine
thereand
slides
their screen to advertising
showing
for a six page paper.
wth
n
competitio
fore putting the theatre in
And
the
result has been liberal advertisthe newspaper. It was bad enough that the
ing from the theatres. The Strand and the
theatre iself did not advertise, but when it

of Stuff* for Use Here
have received a half-dozen
h past
no trace
show week
items whic
we
WITHIN
of wherethethe matter comes
from. They may all be genuine
enough, but we do not care for anonymous matter here.
Several of these items pretended
to be about activities of exhibitors.
A couple of others enclosed specimens of very bad advertising and
asked what we thought about them.
You won't find any of this matter
represented in this issue or any
other.
We are mighty glad to help any
exhibitor
any at
wayourpossible.
do it by inmail,
expense,We'll
but
sign your name and let us know
from whom the matter comes. We
want to help, to build up — and certainly not to do knocking for people
who are afraid to sponsor their own
thoughts.
Liberty use considerable space every day in
the week as is shown in the two pages reproduced, while the American is well represented, and the Airdrome advertises most
of the time.
What has been done in Orange, Texas,
can be done anywhere else if the newspaper
will take the step and put some one in
charge of the work with the enthusiasm.
If the exhibitors do not see the value of
cooperating with such a department it is a
pretty good sign that they belong to the
class that won't be in business long.
Exchange Man Pays Tribute to
Tom Moore s Judgment
When the Tom Moore's Rialto theatre,
Washington, plays a feature subject, it
" puts it over " in a manner that no other
theatre in the city even remotely approximates in effectiveness. A conspicuous example of the manner in which a tremendous box-office success was scored the week
of March 9th, when "A Midnight Romance," with Anita Stewart, was the Riaito's attraction, may be found in the advertising preceding, on the day of and following
the
perfori"'
re
The runopening
was such
an overwhelming
earnest of the public's discriminating sense of
advertising values and its confidence in
Tom Moore's choice of pictures that B. C.
Cunningham, manager of the First National
Exchange, in Washington, assembled the
advertising matter used in connection with
this showing to use in the form of a press
sheet in his territory. The press. sheet in
question is herewith reproduced.
This press sheet was devoted entirely to
the Tom Moore presentation. The front
cover bears a letter from Mr. Moore which
he wrote before the picture was shown and
the double-page spread reproduced the advertising that was used in the Washington
dailies. The last page is devoted to Mr.
Cunningham's tribute to Mr. Moore as a
juds' of pictures.
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I
Half-tone
Appeal
1
By Jack Kuhn
Manager, Loewe's Stillman theatre, Cleveland, 0.
story of love, revenge, sacrifice, etc.. or
IN exploiting photoplays through newspaperhaps it may possess all these, but
pers there has always been one thought
uppermost in my mind, namely how can I whether it has one emotion or all the emoattract the attention of most readers and
tions you are certainly in a position to tell
tell them what I think would be oi the
the public something that will interest
them.
greatest interest at a glance. Some times
I am unable to do this in a few words, but
So with a small reading notice telling
this happens very seldom.
them a part of the story, in a concise manner which I generally use in a box form,
' I also employ a striking half tone of the
star I am featuring, and if possible, anand a striking picture of the star, and anGetting

Jack Kuhn
DAY: GRIFFITH /WIBE

Four pictures used here, and they tell the
other one showing a part of the action.
If I can secure a good photo of the star
shown in action that will hook up with the
title of the feature, I am sure that I am
going to get the best results.
Previous to my regular announcement on
Sunday, I frequently use a series of teaser
ads, generally using space from 1 to 3
inches. I try to create interest by using
snappy sentences appertaining to the action of the picture. In doing this I rarely
use any cuts, and confine myself solely to
reading matter. I have used half tone cuts
on teaser advertising announcing a big
production with increased space about 8
to 12 inches and with excellent results.
I use the name cut "Loew's Stillman"
and slogan "A picture playhouse of character" as a means of indentity, and never
change always using the same style in all
the different publications.
Previous to exploiting a feature photoplay it is necessary to "see it" before you
can intelligently talk about it, and while
reviewing it. to ascertain exactly what possesses the human appeal, and after you
have seen the picture and decided what
this special appeal consists of, then you
have the '"material" to play upon for publicity. By human appeal I mean is it a

GIRLWHO

flMHUM

story of the offering Well. It's a half page.
other
portraying
action and
the star's
name photo
and title
oi photoplay
brought
out
prominently I make as direct appeal in few
words as possible.

Dorothy Phillips i

It may seem rather peculiar to some that
I at times use pictures of the star and also
scenes from the production and more frequently than not several scenes from the
same offering. My reason for doing this
is very simple. I believe that the people
are coming more and more to buying the
production itself. Of course they want
the big stars because they know that these
players are likely to give them the best results, but they want something more than
that. They want to know the character of
the picture
and to
theyccme.
want" to have some
reason
for them
It is my belief that when the scene pictures means something that the}- form the
very best selling argument, because you
don't have to worn- about whether the
public will read a lot of small type or not.
I know that these displays attract their attention. Iam able to get good results from
half tones in the newspapers, and employ
them almost exclusively. The greater part
of the other matter is hand-drawn and I
(Continued on page 2632)

s the eye, and then sonic of the drama is brought out in
the scene pictures
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we have told you a number of times,
when you want to use a half tone with
a reverse black and white effect there
should always be a slight white line left
between the cut and the background matter. Otherwise the half-tone will not get
the effect that is desired. That is true in
the case of this twelve-inch, five-column
display of the Strand, Syracuse, N. Y., but

and
Ozzrs>
rect thing in using the least matter possible
for his main display. He counted on putting over such a wallop there that everyone
would read the- quotations from the New
York newspapers at the extreme right and
we feel very sure that he succeeded. You
will note that the two selling lines have been
confined to " A drama of mother love and
love of children. An epic of tenderness.
TheTheBEST
seen." left
smallerpicture
type you
matterhaveat ever
the lower
of the display gave the prices for the engagement and there is a novel effect used
for displaying the hours of the performance
— a thermometer being used instead of the
usual clock.
For simplicity, punch and conviction we
haven't
this one.seen a better all around display than
it.

the name of the star and the title of the
picture have been so well played that the
attention is drawn immediately by these
big white letters on the black background.
At the right quotations from four of the
New York dailies have been taken. These
are available in the press book. At the
right there is an independent selling argument which says:
"
Common
Clay
is a dramatic
storywith
of aa
human
— a "thriller
of city life
woman aswoman
the victim.
" Common Clay " shows us a young girl's soul
in the agonies of Golgotha — a girl handicapped
by adverse circumstances — telling the innermost
secret of a bitter experience and eventually finding a way to face life with renewed courage.
This is all very good, but one thing that
is lacking here is the statement that there
is a happy ending to the picture. A much
more serious omission is that this picture
was made from the A. H. Woods' success
which ran a year in New York. That certainly should have been played.
Prospering has a
with perseverance.

inhering to associate

HARD to find a better example of the
use of white space than in this teninch, eight-column advertisement of the
Broadway Strand theatre, Detroit. This
white space effect was achieved with the
working out of the double heart outline
and then the designer of this did the corA Drama of Mother Love and Love of Children
When To Co The BEST
An EP'C
fVli.rr°' YmTenderness
lltne Ever Seen
2 00
3:50
5 40
7:30
9 20
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"America's Little Sweetheart" is Back
Again— And at the Strand, of Course
MarySince
Pickford'i
Fir* Picture
Last September
"J-ittle
has ntJFbeen
on thean*screenher
Inofreturn
aBirmingham
newisMary"
for fans.
sevenseenmonths,
aproduction
joyousmovie
imouncement
to thousands
MARY
PICKFORD
Th* Wodd's Moit Famous Movie Star
ins
refreshing and swiftsmile.
is everIt'j— with
her
curlr
the treat
of ibehairseasonand anddelightful
>ou wilt be overjoyed
thai
Captain Kiddy Sr.
c p«t "",-.*m,mite
fsiJjQf— she vinUdyou (0cait.get Thisrlcb story
loo,<njic*of siLAnd
41 en" herbhpiv,ett#rba «tic
rrie and. u full o( j eriuto ehmnot u iwc" o f ttieoli-tiW*
Friday and Saturday ADDED ATTRACTIONS
"Tdo Many Billy P«womTSflJf
in"tlie
NewMmk Muter"
WALLACE
Monday,
Taeiiay,
Wsdatjday,
Thursday
REID
In
"WW*ITHEATREI
AO ktm Bla Stm .

The war's over — let camotiflage go with

IN the face of the fact that H. H. Hicks,
manager of the Plaza theatre, Mt. Vernon, 111., did big business with " The Light
of Western Stars " in the face of strong
opposition, we are asked how we like this
five-column, ten-inch display. We must
frankly answer that we don't. It probably
attracted attention because unusual space
PLAZA TODAY
'THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS"

was used, but it is a badly put together
display with plenty of mistakes such as
spelling the name of the author two different ways and starting a sentence with a
quote and then omitting it at the end. There
is also repetition occasioned by using a
stock ad as the central display and then
building matter around it.
As a matter of fact it would have been
far more effective to have used a two full
column display here with the cut at the
top and rules continuing down the column
and other matter below. As it is the title
of the picture does not stand out as large
in the type matter as it does in the cut.
We certainly
would have played Farnum's
name
much stronger.
This manager conceived that it would be
a good idea to quote from the recommendations of two other Illinois managers that
had shown the picture. Good stuff, but he
let a lot of trade stuff get in like, " If your
next United picture is as good as this one
I will make more money than on ' The
Birth of a Nation.' " Good stuff for United,
but it means nothing to the public.

ofliothe
ONE Mil
ns" headings in this department
says
:
"
100 Per inCent
Zero."
Here is one From
that belongs
the tohundred
per cent class very distinctly and there are
mighty few of them that come up to that
mark.
Now one only needs to be around motion
picture theatres frequently to overhear the
comment, " I wonder what has become of
Mary Pickford. I haven't seen her in a
long time." And motion picture editors
everywhere have been kept busy denying
all
of reports
hasn't been
seensorts
on the
screen inbecause
a new she
production
for
a long time. Therefore Strand theatre,
Birmingham, Ala., does just the right thing
in the line calling attention to the fact that
" America's sweetheart is back again," and
it sells the house along with it by adding
" And at the Strand, of course." Then it
calls attention to the fact that this is the
first picture of her since September. For
the benefit of others we are giving the
reading matter :
" Little Mary " has not been seen on the
screen in a new production for seven months,
and her return is a joyous announcement to thousands of Birmingham movie fans. Mary Pickford, the world's most famous movie star, is as
refreshing and sweet as ever — with her curly hair
and delightful smile. It's the treat of the season
and you will be overjoyed that you saw " Capt.
All of this appears alongside the cut of
Kidd,
Miss Jr."
Pickford and then we have the selling talk on the picture itself, which says:
Mary had one great failing — she wanted to get
rich toorapidly
quick.willAnd
accumulate
wealth
makeheryouefforts
roar. toThis
story of
hidden treasure is as whimsically pleasing as
Barrie and as full of genuine humor as one of
the old-time Hoyt comedies.
Proper sense of values is shown in the
display of thenouncementrest
the half
bill ofandthetheweek.
anfor the of
latter
Know the goods you are offering; even
a toothless lion can roar.

practica
n down
company
of
capital the
the controls
in lly
ONEsituatio
Georgia, Macon. This is the Macon Photoplays Theatre Co., which has five houses.
some ar-it
company
thewith the
Apparently rangement
er whereby
newspaphas
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i INTERESTING NEWS OF THE MOVING PICTURE THEATERS j
Oh, J-o-o-o-y !
Oh, B-o-o-o-y!;
THE
j
CAP-l-TOL '«■*!— j
Mack Sennett
"East Lynne"

. AMUSEMENTS ■
Tho Palace
f

the PrlnCtSI
William Desmond
"The Prodigi!

takes the whole page and
Liir- furnishes the
reading matter in addition to the display
announcements. And we can say right
here that considering that all the matter
used comes from the exchanges there has
been a clever effect achieved.
It will be noted that the company advertises only the attractions for the first
days of the week and that it is content to
let the matter about the later attractions
be carried in the reading matter. This is
a splendid idea where you can put it
over.
We like the way in which separate space
is given the Mack Sennett comedy and
" Maggie Pepper." It avoids any reference to the double bill stuff and gives a
chance to sell each picture separately.
But, we'll admit, that after noticing that
we are mystified as to why the announcements for the Palace and the Princess
theatres should be included under -one
heading. They should have been separated, for this gives the appearance of
selling both pictures instead of inviting
the patrons ±0 choose between the offerings, as results with the present arrangements.
.'OiiJd
Had Noah been an advertiser it
have necessitated a fleet of arks.

A. LANDAU, manager of the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, likes to do
things " different" and he is constantly pulling something new for he knows all the
tricks of the trade. It is shown in this
eight-inch, eight-column display. Now, in
the first place, he gets a great advantage be-

LEO

annuls
Bed After Man, MoMlu- Akaa.' Noa Wilh Ku Own Camoan, 0/ Ptoycn'
f THE DISTINGUISHED JAP ACTOR WHOSE DRAMATIC ART l<i UffiQUAI£>!
SESSUE HAYAR.uVA
IN A HIGHLY DRAMATIC STORY OF LOVE AND SACRIFICE
"A HEART IN PAWN" ~=~

cause he has bought the position on the page
and he can always be sure of his displays
getting attention.
Now in the case of the Hayakawa picture Mr. Labdan has quoted from the criticism that appeared in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and then just to the right
of this, under the heading " The Butterfly
Management's Opinion," he says :
Perhaps isthea trifle
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS'we
comment
exaggerated
— however,
have never seen Mr. and Mrs. Hayakawa in anything better.
plotIt'sthana heart-touching
the ordinary. story rather different in
One thing is certain, you will say that you
never saw better or more gripping acting.
Now the entire result of this display has
been to indicate that he doesn't want to
stand for all our critic says, but at the same
time he has said more than the NEWS did,
but he has done it so cleverly that it is
bound to increase confidence in his theatre.
// yours is only a "day's work" you
don't deserve
borer'sanything
wage. more than the la-

REX theatre, Racine, Wis., started ad"
vertisingThe
Heart of Humanity "
heavily on the Wednesday before the Monday opening of the picture with fourteen
inches across three columns and kept up
the heavy display through its engagement.
In most of this advance advertising the anTOKISHT
rex; SITIIUT
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
"Her First Lesson"
PEARL
LONESOMEWHITE
LUKE
Sunday

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
THE MOST GRIPPING
LOVE STORY EVER TOLD
Our Tretij
cming BonADMITTED
Dming ThaFRO.Eaprcmesl
FREEre Etctj
I Msb' bs Uaiicra
nouncement of the Alan Holubar was made
in separate space from the rest of the bill.
This advertisement is from the Saturday
afternoon issue, a total of fifteen inches,
four columns, being used while the announcements for the Saturday and Sunday
shows were combined in a two-column display alongside. This certainly resulted in
attracting all possible attention to this
picture. There has been excellent judgment used in arranging the display.
This heart itself gets the spirit of the production and then the Rex confined itself
to only a few selling lines and then short
quotations from two of the Chicago dailies.
Aim counts, but the gun must 'be loaded.
THIS sixteen-inch, four-column display
from the Victory theatre, Tacoma,
Wash., is mighty good stuff. As a matter

of fact the advertising in Tacoma is far
above the average and therefore to attract
especial attention a display has to be there
with the goods. There could have been
some improvement by having used fewer
cuts. We have called your attention to the
fact that the use of several cuts has to be
very carefully done or there will be confusion. We think some results here. Certainly we would have omitted the drawing
at the lower left showing a drunken man
on the sidewalk in front of the cabaret.
It's a mighty safe rule to eliminate from
your displays anything that will give offence
to any one. Better dodge even a main
point of a picture than put in your advertising something that will keep people
away. There are a lot of things that get
over without giving offence when they are
incidental to a picture, but leave a bad taste
in the mouth when put in cold print.
There is an excellent selling argument
here and the writer has coupled the leading
players up with other productions that
Tacomans have seen, for it says : " In the
cast are George Nichols, of ' Mickey ' fame ;
Little Ben Alexander, Griffith star; Pauline Curley, Metro favorite; Helen Jerome
Eddy, leading woman for George Beban."
Your house will remain yours as long as
it is the public's.
THIS one, from the Majestic theatre,
Columbus, 0., is a little late getting
attention, but it is too good an example
of the out-of-the-ordinary display to allow
to get by without comment. It is a case
of grabbing
the eye so that no one can
miss
it.
In the first place there is the name of
Nazimova strikingly displayed with a reverse effect and then there is a half-tone
of the star, which might have printed a
little better. Then there is a third appeal
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NAZIMOVA'S
ACROBATIC
EYEBROW
(IRELAND'S PAS5INC

piunounce
"Bevelationa
Greater
Production than "Lye
/Sr
Lye' andas herald
Nazimova
1he
Greatest Emotional Actresj
appearing in pictures-

and
^>tto^
ing stunts in this touch-and-go story of
the West, where men werejnore dangerou.,
than
beasts."
Of wild
course
the first thing that gets the
eye is the reversed effect, white on black,
of the name of the star, and then the use
of two line cuts exactly alike helps .to emphasize the personality point. -This display
occupies eight inches across four columns.
A considerable improvement on the same
idea is seen in the ten-inch, five-column
display of the Colonial, Toledo, O. Here
there is a little trick work in using the
name of the star out of line and in type
that dominates the whole thing, but there
is more of the selling matter here.
In the first place the use of the two cuts
brings before the reader some idea of the
action of the picture and then there is a
line
underromance
the title
: " There
life and
as that
well says
as thrills
in thisis
Tom
play." is using a good line with all
The Mix
Colonial
of the Mix pictures : " The boy that never
fakes !" And in this case this striking sentence is followed up with : " No stunts of
daring that Tom Mix ever before performed for the screen rival the man deathdefying deeds that this daring star does in
his latest sensation."
Of course this is

with the sketches of 'Nazimova's Acrobatic Eyebrows " taken from " Ireland's
Passing Show," a series of cartoons well
known to the people of Columbus.
There has never been a better line coined
than : " Star of a thousand moods," and it
applies
offerings.equally well to any of this star's
Although " Revelation " was an earlier
release than " Eye for Eye," it had not
been shown in Columbus, hence the reference.
The little cogs are as necessary to the
watch as the mainspring.
HERE

is a clever piece of work in playing a star. Evidently Tom Mix has
a great big following at the Rialto, San
Francisco, and the manager seems to have
done the right thing in making his personality dominant in all parts of the display.
You will note that the only selling argument used is contained in the statement
that this is the star's latest and most thrilling photoplay and that "Tom Mix will
!."RJand
thrill you with his many audacious
AITdar0
STARTS
TOMORROW
MALTO COME EARLY— DOO BS OPEN 10 A.

TOM

MIX

I

and Paoffic
TODAY£tthAND
20: mALLTa fatWEEK
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FOR GOLD
iveretn ihUmoretooch-and^iil^
dangerous than ofwildthTwt*!
beaitt
&mxo

TREAT EM ROUGH
<1fie Daring Westerner
Stampede
Ftr«l Who
ranOut FoxiStopped
Foatar-ei
— EiDied>jii>« Wild
c — Ttut'i
Wecfc---*lwoT»
Good
Stipw—
Qot Uto LIBERTY r HabH
FORD EDUCATIONAL MUTT & JEFF CARTOON if™™
Liberty has come very near giving a mighty
idea of the character of the picture with
a single sentence : " The daring westerner
whoOrdinarily
stopped we
the would
wild stampede."
say this was mighty
good, but the Liberty shows why it could
have been improved when it announces :
" This is the second of our new first run
Fox features." This pre-supposes that Tom
Mix is not familiar to Liberty fans and
therefore it would have been a good thing
to have used a few lines about him.
It is always a good idea, when you start
a new service to introduce the stars to the
patrons. Of course, they know a lot about
themthat.
anyway,
don't
take any
on
Be surebutthat
everyone
knowschances
their
strong qualities.
It's not the ideas that you haz e that count,
but those you use.

See Tbem Firsl
COLONIAL
pretty strong language and in most cases
we would not approve it, but here is a
more or less of the circus style of picture,
depending largely upon the thrills and
therefore more or less of the circus style
of You
advertising
'is justifiable.
will note
that the Colonial never
lets the idea of the theatre itself get away
and that it used a prominent box to call
attention to the fact that all features shown
at that theatre are first run. We like the
line: "If you hate crowds, come early."
It is much better than any of the many
others used which suggest that you are
mighty , lucky to get in at all.
Liberty theatre, Tacoma, Wash., gets even
more of the personality idea into its twelveinch four-column display by the excellent
use of a cut against a background of a line
drawing. The latter is not particularly
well done and in the drawing Mix looks
more like he was admiring a sore finger
than wielding the trusty six shooter, but
that is a minor affair. The main benefit of
the drawing is to make the half tone come
out all the stronger.
Underneath the title of the picture the

HERE ingisthatsome
mighty
is being
doneeffective
by JeanadvertisFinley,
who prepares the displays for the Queen
and Old Mill theatres, Dallas, Texas. Mr.
Finley combines the use of cuts and the
selling argument on the picture splendidly
and for comparatively small pace we believe that he is getting just about the best
results. Each of the displays shown here
is seven inches across three columns.
In the case of the Tom Moore display
there is a freak use of rules that is most
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You Know This Girl—
Ethel Clayton
"Pettigrew s Girl
SEE DALLAS WELCOME THE
IBD FIELD
MOVESARTILLERY
HERE. Di —
AND CLE1TR NEW COMEDY j Coninj W edntsdiv t„ the W«k End I
TOO
j JACK WARREN KERRIGAN
" Money Talks" JZZ?£??Jtil'l*S£!JiL
effective. The diagonal lines have the effect
of concentrating the gaze of the star immediately on the selling argument, which
says :
A valet to puppies all because lie loved a beauT
tiful girl.
She threw him down when he showed his love
for the wild night life and the cocktail glass.
Then he shows her a thing or two and gets a
job as man-servant to Mrs. Moneybags and keeps
the pups perfumed and powdered and exercised
daily in their pink and blue boudoir.
Then he learns that Mrs. Moneybags is her
aunt,
You'll
never know what happened until you
see this picture.
There has been another freakish effect
obtained by chopping the top of the hair
of Ethel Clayton off straight. It was not a
question of saving the little space, but to
get the white effect between the name plate
and the head. Now here is the talk :
You know
— wonderful
go'denof scarhair,
sparkling
ivory this
teeth,girllips
like a thread
let, and complexion like a rose — that Ethel Clayton, the sunshine girl with Monte Blue in " PettigTew's
Girl,"— aa Saturday
EveningHeath,
Post astory
Dana Burnett
story of Daisy
chorusby
girl, that takes you behind the scenes and back
of the footlights.
Mr. Finley has the right idea in making
the play on the first picture that he has to
sell and simply announcing the bill for the
latter half of the week. We feel quite sure
that this will result in an average greater
amount of patronage than the policy of
dividing the display.

Cent

torero

get the newspaper to print the mattter in
the news columns that will help the theatre
the most, Gift's pays for the space itself.
Recently it has been carrying on the same
page as the display a one-column cut of
iome player in the offering. In the case of
"The Brand" the picture of Kay Laurel
was used because there was a strong reason
for this. Ziegf eld's "Follies," of which
Miss Laurel was one of the stars, was playing at a legitimate theatre at the time and so
Gift's invited the members of the company
to attend a performance and see how their
former associate succeeded on the screen.
In this instance the theatre was able to
place the cut right alongside the display.
IT is a mighty eas3r thing to overdo the
matter of quoting newspaper opinion as
the sole selling point of a picture. How-
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"PICTURES
THAT EXCEL"*
THIS is a good display except for one
thing. We distinctly do not like the
idea
advertising
" Two your
big opposition
features."
It is of
excusable
only when

'KISS
or RAWLINSON
KILL'
With HERBERT
- isSays.,-It'iH,'t
formejs:
*?r picture
for a
ofThethe Chicago
world-KISS Tribune
^r- SS-I.
whirlwind^raiwmotber.-but
amusement,
travelling
with
breakneck
FpeeAtc"
ajiar-pv
zzi-^h1
;is
d:ti?-i»t
like a happy - - i.r tg f
POSITIVELY THE FTEST TIME SSOym IN WBTNTPEG
THCRSDA >'. PRIDA > , SA TL'RDA Y
MARY JWacLAREN
"BREAD"

You wouldn't go bear hunting zvith bird
shot; remember that in your advertising.
HERE
is a newrealizes
wrinkle.
Gift's
theatre,in
Cincinnati,
the fan
interest
motion picture players and when it cannot

TODAY, MONDAY,
illESDAY,
WEDNESDAi
'
ToK
DOJ
QT jtfe, THE

ever, the Majestic theatre, Winnipeg, has
been able to do this by taking an excerpt
from the Chicago Tribune for Priscilla
Dean in " Kiss or Kill."
It isn't any picture for a grandmother, but for
the most
of the world
V Kisswithor breakneck
Kill " is whirlwind amusement,
traveling
speed
to a happy ending; and who of us does not like
a happy ending?
This quotation gives some idea of the
character of the production, but we would
much rather have added a selling argument
in addition. However, we will have*to admit that it has the quality of brevity and
that coupled with the curiosity arousing,
cut and the strength of the title that a
greater portion of those who read this advertisement went to see this picture to find
out what it was all about.

is such that you have to put on such attractions. The mere appeal to quantity
is one that every theatre should try to get
away from. Xow, the artistic quality of
this fourteen-inch triple-column display of
the Dayton theatre, Dayton, O., takes away
some of the curse, but it could have been
much improved and had the same effect,
except much stronger, without giving the
bargain, counter idea.
In the first place, this could have been
advertised as an all-comedy bill, for certainly there are enough laughs in " Maggie Pepper " to warrant that. And then
the design of this display almost gets
the other, and even better point with the
reference to Maggie as " full of push, pep
and persistence." Xow, any one who has
seen Chaplin in " A Xight at the Show,"
certainly knows that he showed those qualities in his role there. Then why not adthrough. vertise it as such a show all the way
We know that many disagree with us
about advertising double bills, but we believe that more and more every- day you
have to sell your theatre and not a " barIt's good to get the spirit of the man who
started out in the storm to sell tickets to
see the rainbow.
He who fails to put personality in his
theatre belongs to the same class as the man
zvho wrote for a doctor and then forgot
to signgain."
his name.
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At the right, general view of display at the Columbia theatre, Portland, and at left a close-up
Noble Concentrates on His Lobby
in His Long Run with
"Heart of Humanity "

Cleveland Manager
Places His
Reliance on Halftones and
Gets Fine Results
{Continued from page 2627)
prefer that to type for in this way the lettering fits in better with the spirit of the
offering.
I have found that even for arranging the
displays as they should be it is important to
see the picture in advance. One might get
the wrong idea of the hunch of a story
simply from looking over the stills and
every exhibitor knows that he is often sent
stills of action that is not shown in the
picture. The patron wants to see mirrored
on the screen the actual scene that has appeared in the paper and all exhibitors who
follow this plan of exploitation should take
great care in this particular.
I do not caption the scenes that I use because Ialways try to make sure that the
pictures I have used mean something in
themselves. For instance, in the half page
display that I used in one of the papers on
"The Girl Who Stayed at Home" I used
four different pictures, including one of D.
W. Griffith. The title was lettered across
the half page and the figure of the little
cabaret entertainer was placed immediately
below the words "Stayed at Home." So
it became very evident to everyone that she
was the one meant. Toward the left enter
I employed a picture of the old Confederate who had never surrendered and the little Franco-American girl taking refuge in
his arms. And then at the lower left there
was another picture of the same girl kneeling. I believe that this brought out more
clearly to the average person the humor
and pathos of the story than any mere
statement would have done.
In conclusion I would say that I am
not entirely original as I frequently find
great help from the press books of the
various distributors, and I do not hesitate
to use them.
Some people figuratively lock their ideas
in a safe — where they are hidden from public attention.

This is a quarter page, but cuts are
dominant
Complete Casts of Films Given by
Los Angeles Paper
An interesting feature has been added to
the Saturday photoplay department of the
Los Angeles Express by Monroe Lathrop,
editor of the department, which appears
weekly under the caption " Who's Who in
the Films This Week." The department
gives the titles of the film plays, name of
the theatre at which the film is being
shown, the brand, star, director, cameraman and complete cast of each picture.
The present day method of casting each
picture with respect to types, brings together in every film a notable collection of
players. Under the stock company plan
formerly followed at the studios, one
player would continue in a given brand for
many pictures, and it was possible for the
following of each player to know where
his or her pictures could be viewed. The
printing of the complete cast 'gives additional assets in publicity for the theatre
over the method of merely mentioning the
star which is followed by some publicity
departments, newspapers and theatres.

IN putting on " The Heart of Humanity,"
last week Paul ("No-Bull") Noble, manager of the Columbia theatre, in Portland,
Ore., followed the theory that when you've
got
to ana photoplay
audience, that
you will
don't"deliver
have tothegogoods''
much
beyond your lobby and your newspaper advertising to get it across with a bang.
"The Heart of Humanity" proved itself
in Portland in a private viewing which
Sol Baum, manager of the Portland exchange held for exhibitors and officers of
principal societies and clubs of the city,
and when it was booked for the Columbia
it was already assured of the backing of
every person who had been in the audience
of more than 500 at the private viewing.
Noble concentrated on his lobby. Prior
to the opening of the run, he festooned
chains of hearts from the top of the building to the edge of the markee announcing
the coming attraction. After the opening
hundreds of hearts were clustered under
the markee and the lobby paintings were
displayed to the best advantage in the entrance.
Noble relied upon the picture itself to
take care of itself on the inside, and used
no special stunts to put it over, with the
exception of an eight piece orchestra to
handle the musical score.
His method of handling the picture justified itself. Throughout the first week it
played to capacity business on the fourteenth day, "Going fine and holding up
great,"
testimony.
Throughout thewas
run Noble's
Noble used
newspaper
space
liberally.

Three
Special Service Sections Appear
in

This

Issue
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the
Swiping
S BARRET McCORMICK, managing
• director of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, literally went out and swiped the
moon for his campaign in advertising " Virtuous Wives." With the exception of the
smallest advertisement used during the
run of a week, even' one of the displays
carried the moon with some expression on
the face of the " Man " to fit the scenes
that McCormick used in half-tone.
One's attention doesn't need to be drawn
to the manner in which the moon fits in
with romance, but instead of having a lot
of sickly sentimental stuff McCormick
really made this moon a feature, and we
haven't the slightest doubt that the people
of Indianapolis day by day promptly turned
to these displays to see just what McCormick had the moon doing. Thafs not exag eration; itcan be done with clever advertising.
Eleven inches across four columns was
used the Saturda}- before the showing and
in the Sunday morning paper. It was illustrated with a still from the scene where
Holt is making love to the girl in her handsome gown, and this carries the caption.
"At
midnight
lovecutandwithsilks,"
and then to thea queen
side ofof the
the
moon above looking on in open-mouthed
wonderment this selling talk:
Spirit like, a Cinderella in bathing suit and
flowing hair, she romped and reveled with the
playful waves, only the stars and the midnight
moon her companions.
Thatsawwasher.how handsome, wealth^" Roger Sloan
first
" Who are you? " he asked, drunk with the
intoxication
the midsummer
night's madness.
The nocturnalof courtship,
sans introductions,
unc
o
n
v
e
n
t
i
o
n
a
l
l
i
k
e
wooing
a
mermaid,
had flown
to his head like old wine.
■— then she disappeared.
— he haunted the beach nightly.
—wanted
She was
woman he had ever really
and the
failedfirst
to interest.
The next he say her was in drab cotton, a
housemaid — then again in silks and satins.
Then below the title this follows :
Miss Stewart's
by her own
company,
and only second
picture production
since the tremendously
successful
"
Virtuous
Wives,"
is
a
fascinating
romance, filled with mystery and a lure
that is
hard of description. Perhaps it is the charm of
the star, dainty, elusive, elfin disembodiment, that
she is. Wondrous settings, gorgeous gowns —
and unconventional story.
Now in the lower left-hand corner ap-

First of the displays, with the moon idea
incidentally brought in

Exploit
to
Moon
pears the girl in servant's garb and
" Blonde Mazie," with the caption, " At
noon a drudge in gingham."
Now McCormick j in getting this romantic element
exploitation,
didn't
overlook
the into
mysteryhiselement,
for in nearly
everyone of his displays he featured a cut
in which "Blonde Mazie" was shown almost as strong as those showing Miss
Stewart. His references to her went just
far enough to suggest to the reader that
here was something they would have to
find out about.
Another one of the displa3's carried on
Saturday showed another picture of the
girl in evening gown and the man in eveuing dress, while immediately behind them
was a larger and this time smiling face of
the moon. The caption is " When lovers
meet sometimes the moon is the only
chaperone." Then in the lower left hand
corner the " villainess " is brought in with
the caption, " But 'Blonde Mazie ' was unwilling to loose such a valuable goldfish."
The selling argument to the left of the
upoer cut is :
FIRST HE SAW HER:
■were
— In kissed
a bathing
playful moon!
as the waves that
by thesuit,
midnight

Picture

HE" SAW
— THEN
In the dingy
cottonHER
of a: housemaid, and as a
Like CindcnHa,
Loot
On*CottonMiand aadSilk,
Abate the tierey

Anita

Here the "Old Man" takes a part in
Anita's joys and sorrows
cloud at high noon !
THEN HE SAW HER:
— In silks and satins, a princess born to the
purple
Each! time she had evaded him. A kiss by
moonlight— then, presto ! Gone ! It was tantalizing! Like wooing a mermaid whose golden
hair turned to seaweed ! He wanted her, did
handsome, wealthy Roger Sloan; she was the
first
eludedwoman
him ! he had ever really wanted — and she
— and all the time the moon looked on, clever,
cunning old ally of woman !
The matter below the title is the same
as that in the other display.
Space was three columns, eleven inches.
The bathing suit scene was brought out
in another one that was used in the Monday issues. This has a scene of the girl
and the man on the beach and the moon
winking one eye while the caption reads :
" Beginning with Eve woman has -always
had a good ally in Old Man Moon," and
then here is the selling talk:
wealthy.
Roger Sloan was handsome — and very, very
_ One woman, particularly, had set out to get
him.
" — A million dollars worth of glad rags " was

Ad used afternoon before opening, playing
the romance element strong
her theory of capturing the choice goldfish. But
the best laid plans of mice — and women — well,
you never can tell.
The other girl showed up; first he saw her in
aa bathing
at midnight,
then in" drab cotton —
housemaidsuit
— then
in royal purple.
—fateshe— not
wasplanned.
very, very elusive. Surely it was
Iri the lower left there was a picture of
the adventuress with a flood of electric
light on her and the caption, " But ' Blonde
Mazie ' was cut out for Mazdas." In other
words, the contract was made clear that
here was one pure girl with an honest love
and the other a woman of the bright lights.
In a seven inch three column display
{Continued on page 2634)
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Moon and theall,adventuress
McCormick angle
doesn't forget
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Manager Kuhn made certain that all would know that Alice Brady was coming to his theatre. Looking toward entrance and then the
sign greeting patrons on the way out
? ??
McCormick Swipes the Moon for
Exploitation of " Midnight
N. Y. Manager "Gets "em GoirC and Comin'
of Attraction
With Unique Announcement
{Continued from page 2633)
tered matter, but he reports that this
of Loew's
N. Kuhn,
GER
MANA
" Miss Stewart
116th
StreetSam
theatre,
New York,
has
smash that he used on "The World to Live
McCormick hasRomance
the figure of
just about solved the problem of getting
In" was responsible for a greater attendthrown into a chair, with a helpless exthe greatest star exploitation in the lobby
ance than any of the usual forms of dispression on her face. The moon looks in
of his theatre. In short he has evolved a
at the window with a look of alarm on his
plays.
One great trouble about lobby announceplan that seems to "get 'em goin' and
face, and then we have the caption " Like
ments is that they are all very much the
Cinderella." Love and silks one moment,
"
All managers
recognize that the name of same. It is pretty hard to get the average
comin'.
cotton
and abuse the next." Then comes
certain players means a great deal to their playgoer to walk around the lobby and look
along the selling talks to the left :
theatres, but they have not been able to over the stills and then read the lettered matRogerwasSloan
understandthan
it.
ter unless there is something unique about
work out a display on a coming offering
—beautiful
She
even couldn't
more
creature
at themysterious
same hotel. the other
because they have to devote 'the front of them. In entering and leaving the thea— But
the theatre to the current offering. To
tre they are generally in a hurry and the
on
the this
beach.girl, whom he had met at midnight
— One maid's
moment
biggest advantage of such displays has been
those having a lobby of any considerable
clothing. in silks, the next in drab housefound by most managers to sell the person
— What was the desperate game?
depth
the
plan
of
Mr.
Kuhn
offers
a
solution.
— But he was soon to find out.
passing the theatre and induce him to come
For instance when he got ready to show
later or to appeal to the lessening few who
At the lower left there is a picture of
walk up and down the street picking the
Mazie in negligee in her bedroom with the
Alice Brady in "The World to Live In"
he decided that every person entering the
picture they want to see.
hero standing near her and the caption:
There is another idea along these lines
theatre during the week preceding the
" ' Blonde Mazie ' was playing a desperate
that will be found successful to use once in
showing and everyone leaving the house
game. ' Come to room 236, quick,' she had
during that time should know that the pic- awhile provided there is room at the side
of the lobby. This is the employment of
lure was coming. And he decided to have
There was a number of other different
that message conveyed by the display it- streamer effects with the name of the star
ones used during the week, with the same
and then the use of large arrows, black on
self without folders and advertising matspirit carried out through them.
ter which most of his patrons will not read.
white, running down and into a set of scene
This is an example of carefully planning
pictures.
If
it
is
not
used
too
often
it
is
There are eight entrance and exit doors
a campaign in advance, getting down to
across the back of the lobby and these were
likely to arouse the curiosity of most of
thesaid."
greatest appeal of the picture and playutilized. The name " Brady," with one let- your patrons who will conclude that it is
ing it straight through with the idea of
ter to each door, occupied five of them, the
something so important that they cannot
making the general public watch for the
afford
to
miss
it.
announcements. The psychological effect
word " Alice " another one, and then the
title of the picture and the dates of the
is certain the people will at first read the
showing of the other two. It was found
advertisements out of curiosity, but before
Saenger Amusement Company
that even at the busiest times when the
the campaign is over they will feel someGets Its Fiftieth Theatre
doors were constantly being opened perthing pushing them into the theatre.
sons would stop in the lobby to get the full
Saenger Amusement Company, with
Here the appeal is to the love of romance
message.
headquarters in New Orleans, is now unand mysery, and the use of Old Man Moon
In case anything could happen that a perquestionably the biggest circuit in the counhas added to those two appeals and has
son would miss this there was another aptry from the point of view of theatres ungiven a reflex of comedy that helps a lot,
its control. The number is now an
peal made to those leaving the theatre for even derfifty.
McCormick has planned many brilliant
above the entrance was a huge strip bearcampaigns,
but none better than this one.
ing the name of the star in large letters and
It has just obtained control of the Hatthe title at the side. Mr. Kuhn has always
tiesburg, Miss., field by acquiring the Lomo
announced coming attractions in his lobby,
theatre of that city from A. J. Xydias and
Let's build every show on faith — faith
the Gem from E. N. Hirsh. The Saenger
generally using the glass frames, with
that it will be so good that they'll come
company was already operating the Strand,
scenes from the production and hand letagain to-morrow.
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PREPARATIONS for the Victory Loan are seen in the arrangements of and then we get a flash of Gen. Pershing
the weeklies at the leading houses, for once again the government is go- in the grandstand without any title and the
ing to count on the motion picture theatres to do the biggest share in audience goes wild. It's a good enthusiasm
aroused for the propaganda Pathe picture
stirring up the patriotism of the people. The first appeals are made this week
at
the end which shows Secretary Glass
in showing the preparations for the loan.
hoisting the Victory Loan flag over the
Once more comedy dominates the bills at the Broadway theatres, and the Treasury
building. "Second Connecticut
people seem to like it for thev are all doing unusually heavy business for Hoh'
March " is used for both of these pictures.
Week.
Organ carries the music for the OutingChester
, " Up in the Air After Alligators?"
At the Rivoli " Pettigrew's Girl " is really a comedy, though it has a pa- This shows
us first some scenes on a Flotriotic and touching line through it. " The Ghost of Thunder Mountain " is
rida 'gator farm and then the decision of
given its first showing at that house this week and there is another one of the
two aviators to go hunting them in the
Chaplin revivals — " The Bank."
Everglades, making the trip in an airship.
At the Strand there is considerable coined}' in the feature, Wallace Reid
Herbert Waterous sings "Armourer's
in " The Roaring Road " and bunches of it in the new Sennett, " The Foolish
Song " and then we have the feature, Wallace Reid in " The Roaring Road." At the
Age." There is also an Outing-Chester on the bill. The Strand by the way
is preparing for a big birthday celebration next week.
screening "Dance Piedmontesi " is plaved
to action until the introduct
' of
At the Rialto Tom Moore's new picture " A Man and His Money " is almost
" Toodle " Wa'ldron when we have ion
"
Bagastraight comedy. And there are more laughs provided with " The Foolish
telle "and the second melody of the same
Age " which is also being shown there. Overture at the Rialto has been arfollowing with the title " Dorothy Ward."
When Wheeler goes in to explain to " The
ranged to fit in with the scenic, " The Eagle and the Fawn."
Bear " why he is resigning " Serenade " is
There is another Chaplin revival at the Broadway with " The Jazz Waiter " used
until the point where the old man bewhile Mae Murray is charming the audiences with the humor that she arouses
gins to try-out his fake fall down on
in " The Delicious Little Devil."
" Toodles " and here an agitato is employed.
There is another dramatic with the me—i
"
.
tures of the damage wrought by the Omaha
chanic and with the title " Poor Daddy "
" Flirtation " without the introducStrand
cfAe<xtrja
cyclone while " Roust D'Omphale is we have
tion and then as the race starts we get
played.
Still another subject from International
" The Plunger " with " Sawdust and Spanis a picture of the first German airship
COMEDY again dominates the bill at the
gles "and
ing
through." The Vanderbilt Whip " followflying over New York City — but under the
Strand theatre this week, for though
We
want
to say right here that we were
there is a lot of action in the drama, it has
guidance of American aviators. " Keep
mighty glad to see that Mr. Plunkett did
a corned}' setting and then there is the Your Head Down, Fritzie Boy," is most apnot use a lot of loud effects for these race
propriately used here. Then Paramountlatest Mack Sennett, which is also being
scenes. There was just the slightest imitashown at the Rialto this week, to bring the
Bray give some interesting scenes of camption when the machines Hashed across the
more riotous laughter while there are a
ing in the northwest. " Birds and Butand thus a mighty tiresome effect
number of laughs in the scenic and then
terflies"is the music with the effects of screen
zvas avoided.
singing birds being used when they are
more in "Topics of the Day." And though
shown. The effect of the falls and the
" Clematis " is the music which starts
he has been deyoting most of his time to
swift stream rushing through the rocks are
planning the big anniversary show for next
with the title "This is just a bluff" and
also well reproduced. You can hear sighs this continues until the title " Weeks pass "
Tveek, Managing Director Jos. L. Plunkett
of envy all over the house when the scenes
is supplying a mighty well rounded current
when we have " Canary Fox Trot and
hill.
are shown with the campers cooking flap- then as Toodles is seen to leave the " hotel
the organ takes the music for sixteen minjacks. "Topics of the Day" then furnish
Selections from " Faust " make a splenutes, returning with a gallop and a hurry
did overture and this is played with the
a lot of laughs. One of these is : " Henry
Ford is to build a Lizette to sell for $250. for the scenes of the race between the auto
lights in gold, a greater portion of the number being carried on the strings, well harThank heaven something is coming down."
and
end. train and then " Romance " at the
monized and without the blaring of the
And then : " A Boston man wants a di"brasses.
After Miss Cora Tracy, soprano, has devorce because his wife hasn't spoken to
him in five }'ears. Better think it over.
Strand Topical opens with Pathe pictures
lightfully rendered "An Irish Love Song"
She"s ideal." " Me-ow " is the music
of Billy Sunday, the evangelist, at the baseby Lang and " My Little Sun Flower " we
through these quotations.
ball game between the Giants and Boston
have " Stunts and Thrills," the latest one
of the Pathe analyses of motion films. This
in Tampa, Fla.. and with the trombone
Then we go back to the news events and
dominant at the start " Trouser Ball " is under the caption " All aboard for the U. one gets lots of laughs for it pictures a
played for this. Then comes International
S. A." Pathe shows us one of the daily bunch of cowboy tricks on horseback, first
at the ordinary speed with which they are
pictures showing Admiral Sims returning
sights of doughboys in France entraining
executed and then with the ultra slow efto the capital after his long stay abroad and
for the seaports. " Good-bye, France " is
fect, shown to organ music.
lie gets lots of applause while " Jack Tars " played with a great deal of spirit. Pathe
is used. This same music continues
also shows pictures of the Y. M. C. A. fesIt stirs up just enough laughter to prethrough International pictures of the
pare for the hilarious Sennett that follows.
tival in Pekine and the growth of nalargest American battleship, the Idaho, betional friendship is well evidenced by the At the screening of " His Foolish Age "
ing put into commission. It opens with a applause that the British flag in the prowe have " Frou Frou " until the title " A
shot of the top of the fighting masts and
cession is given. " Mandarin Darin " is Foul Plot " when a dramatic suspense is
then the camera is pointed slowly downplayed. Then from International we have
used and then at the title " Throw 'Em
ward until it sweeps the decks. There is pictures of German civilian prisoners being Up"
a furioso. At the scene where the
blacksmith kisses the man goodbye we have
a fine shot looking down on the big guns
released by the British and escorted from
and another excellent effect that shows the the country and here the accompaniment is Tosti's " Goodbye " rendered on the
organ
depth of the hull, this taken in the drywith burlesque effect and then there is an" Guards to the Front." From the same
dock. From the same source we have pic- source come pictures of the football game
other laugh-provoking arrangement with
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the scene where the man is seen playing
the trombone and we have that effect until
the
scene At
changes
and "ofSome
Jazz Bluesthe"
is used.
the scene
the applause
music pauses for a moment and then the
selection is repeated. Where the director
stops the band " Helen " is used and after
it is played twice through " Can't Shake
Shimmee " is used to the end.
" Selections from Grand Opera " form
the organ solo.
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McCORMICK
No,With
He His
Hasn't
Deserted
Brilliant
Ideas Us
so weadvewill
orndid
rweeksple
resume a the
WITHIN
tising articles that have been
nt
rtme
ten
for this depa
writ
by S. Barret McCormick, managing
director of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis. There have been none
that have attracted more attention
than these talks about exploitation
in the MOappe
which havePICTU
RE ared
NEWS.
TION
Out in Indiana there has been a
Sunday legislative fight on and Mr.
McCormick has been giving his time
to this and therefore we have had to
sacrifice our own pages to helping
the exhibitors of Indiana. We have
had scores of exhibitors to write and
ask when they were going to start
again. Don't miss one of them and
file them away for future reference.
These articles will be independent
of the general talks on exploitation
from various managers. Mr. McCormick will talk largely about specific
exploitations. There is a mighty good
article about his swiping the moon
in this issue.
Yes, there's a lot of advertising
matter printed here. It's the biggest
point in showmanship.
The brains of the motion picture
world is working for you through
the NEWS.

the Rialto this week a most pleasing
effect is being supplied with the blending in of the overture with the scenic picture. This is "The Eagle and the Fawn,"
released by Educational, and- it affords an
opportunity to get the performance started
in a good spirit — with the overture doing
a great deal to help that along.
Lilies banked on either side of the stage
give a delightful Easter tone to the house.
With the house lights all in red and the
orchestra bathed in that color, selections
from "Natoma," form the overture, the
lights coming up to gold at the end. Then
the scenic immediately starts with drums
and mysterioso effect, " Passing of the Red
Man " being played, with "War Dance" following through. This picture, "The Eagle
and the Fawn" illustrates the Indian custom with a youth of the Crow Indians.
One of the first things that he must do is
to become a great hunter and with the title
"After every hunt" the music changes to
Now we get our first chance for real
"Indian Agitato" and then with the scene
"A
tent
of
visions"
where
the
youth
is
put
laughs
with another chapter of "The Sayin a tent and red hot stones cast in we
ings of Toblitzky." Here again the aged
Yiddisher
is talking to a small boy and one
have "Indian Invocation" with the title
"He followed the Fawn" we have "Love
of them that gets a good laugh is "It is true
that money talks, but when you meet a
Song" to the end. The picture gets a good
hand.
girl all it says is 'Good-bye.' " At the end
With the lights red L. VanDyke, cellist
the kid cries "Bull" at the old man for an
other laugh. Jewish music is used for
then plays "Evening Song" and "Moment
this.
Musical" and then comes the Rialto Magazine With its wide variety of subjects showGaumont gives us pictures of the Twenty-Six Division arriving in Boston and
ing that production Manager Joseph Lahere we have scenes in the harbor and
Rose hasn't lost any of that energy of his
hunting up the material. It opens with Inthen at Camp Devens. " Regiment's Reternational pictures showing how the West
turn" is the music with whistle effects for
Indian "Yaknees" welcome their own ■ the harbor scenes. This continues through
Gaumont pictures of the throngs cheering
troops back home. Here "Invincible
General Edwards at Bangor, Maine. Then
Eagle"
is
played.
Then
Pathe
takes
us
to the Great Lakes naval station and then
the music changes to "Diplomat March"
we are shown yeomanettes preparing to fly. with the scenes of printing the new Victory
Bonds and continues through the final
"Louisiana" is played here and is carried
through Pathe pictures with the American
punch which comes with the football game
in Paris and shot of General Pershing.
fleet off Santiago.
With the lights in gold Edouardo Albano
Gaumont shows pictures of the newly
invented folding bridge at San Francisco
sings the aria from "L'Africaine" and then
with "Bees" no intro, used. Kinograms
comes the feature, Tom Moore in "A Man
shows us interesting pictures of motorcyand His Money," a comedy, "Mock Morris"
cles climbing a roadless mountain with
is played at the screening and then when
"Harrison Fisher" used. Gaumont gives the girl tells him that he was splendid the
us the thrill of an aviator jumping 4,000
theme, "Love's Melody" is introduced.
feet from an airship at Camp Lewis. We
Then with the title "In the morning" we
have "The Last Waltz" and then with the
have " Remembrance " used until the man
is seen to leap and then the orchestra is evening title the music changes "Hang
tacet, with effects used. Organ carries the Your Hat." At the scene where he leaves
music for the Omaha tornado views.
in the auto "Nuits de Prieutemps" is

played and then "Limbo Land" as he enters
the club with "You'll Do It All Over
Again" following through. Then with the
next morning we get "Won't You Help
Me Out" and then with John Sturgeon
"I'll Pray for You." The theme is brought
back as he sends the note to the girl.
Three months later brings us "Sunshine
and Shadows" and with the title "In a distant city" we get "The Thing I wrote in
the
of My the
Little
Bookscoming
" and back
here
the Leaves
organ takes
music
with the reference to the aunt's room and
then playing three numbered selections to
"Which is the road" when we have "In
Saint Malo " with the theme back as the
girlWe exclaims
"Harry
Dear."
have never
known
the Rialto orchestra to carry the effects through a comedy
better than they do with "Those Foolish
Days." In fact there are so many whistles,
imitations and effects that one cannot undertake to describe the music. The selections used start with hornpipe effects and
then continue through " It's a Pippin,"
"Baby Doll," a numbered selection, "All
Night,
Go Lucky,"
Scout,"
a hurry"Happy
and then
whistling"Good
effects
that
make the audience roar. After this is a
hurry and then "Universal Fox Trot" and
at the title "at last my eyes are opened"
we have "Hearts and Flowers" played burlesque, but the hit of the whole score comes
with the title "He also led in musical circles" when we have the "Sextette from
Lucia" played with the prize burlesque effect, now with the organ, then the bassoon,
then the trombone and all sorts of other
effects. After this we get "Scenes Humoresque," by Leonard and then we have a bassoon solo again that gets more laughter.
"When a Maid Comes Knocking at Your
Heart" is played for the love scene, then
" Ruspana, Siegfried " as a piccolo solo,
hornpipe
and birds
then for
"tweentweet"
effects as heeffects
sees the
the first time
and the "cuckoo" with the other one.
"When a Maid" ends the comedy showing.
We had a stranger to the city with us
Sunday afternoon when we saw this show :
"Heaven's sake," he observed, "I never
knew that I could laugh so much — and the
music made me do it."
Meyerbeer's "Coronation March" is the
organ solo.

in music at the
THERE
for there is so much
week,a study
thisreally
Rivoli is
done through the varied program that it
is impossible to more than hurriedly cover
it here. The feature, which is really a
comedy, affords an opportunity to get in
some of the war music which is effectively
done, while the news portion of the bill
the Chaplin bring in a lot more of the
and
effects.
" Oberon " is the brilliantly played overture and then we have the first showing
of Herbert M. Dawley's " Ghost of Slumber
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Striking lobby display on "The Heart of Humanity" used at the Dominion theatre, Vancouver, B. C. Nearly all of the effects were
obtained from cut-outs, and the whole lobby was made one big flash
Mountains, " a remarkable picture in which
the beasts of ages long past are reproduced.
It is well introduced by a group of children
begging the man to tell them a story and
then he relates the incidents which he said
he saw. " Schuman Suite " is played until
the point where the kids ask for the story
and then "Rural Scenes " is used until the
title " Joe Told Me " and here we get
" Desert " and with the title " After a long
time " there is a trumpet call with " March
of the Caravan" (Desert) At the title
" There was a rush of air " there is another
trumpet call and with " Far, Far Away, "
" Silent Night " is played followed by manuscript music and then when the big fight
between the animals starts " Freischute "
is used, the music changing to the last
strain of " Fairy Tales " as he wakes up.
John Wenger has made one of his most
beautiful settings for the number that
follows, an interpretative dance arranged
by Adolf Bohm, of the Metropolitan Opera
House. " Caucasian Sketches " is the title
and as the curtains part we see one of the
men of the far east seated at a tripod fire
at the right of the stage, two girls in oriental costumes beside him and a third on a
sort of dais on the left of the stage. Then
from the left one of the girls slowly rises
and begins to dance, then the second and
finally the third. Then the man gives them
wine and there is a graceful effect at the
end. It is one of those highly artistic
numbers that defies the pen.
Rivoli Pictorial opens with International
pictures of Lieut. Smith being decorated
after he had eluded the officials several
times and there is a stirring scene as the
regiment is marched in review in his honor.
" Yankee Tars " is the music. Gaumont
shows us Salvation Army lassies bringing
comfort to wounded soldiers at Chicago
and here " Gospel Hymn " is used. From
the same source come pictures of noted
screen stars becoming newsboys for charity

at Los Angeles and the views of Charles
in " Pettigrew's Girl. " This is the story
Ray, Charles Murray, Mary Pickford and
of a chorus girl and a soldier who " had no
Fairbanks get applause. Then we have the
folks " and who adopted her picture as
that
of his sweetheart. There is lots of
pictures of Bill Sunday at the ball game.
good
war music introduced here and you
" My Chocolate Soldier, " without intro.
can imagine there is a different feeling
is played through these two pictures.
about it now that the fighting is over.
Then comes one of the side-splitting Silk
Hat Harry pictures released by Educational.
" My Dough Boy " is played- at the screenThis shows what a wonderful fighter Silk
ing and then " So Long Sammy " follows
through. Then as the boys on leave start
Hat is until he induces the Judge to bet on
for the big city we get " Give My Regards
him. " Spooky Spooks " is used at the start
and then when the Judge leaves the bank
Regards to Broadway." As Pettigrew sees
with the family jewels "Uncle Tom" is his soldier friend and the latter's girl at the
played until the fight starts with the ringsubway we have the chorus of " Gee, I
Wish I Had a Girl." Then with the title
side bell effect. "Everybody's Crazy About
when night comes " Sidewalks of New
the Doggone Blues " is the music here
which continues until he bangs the girl on
York " is used, and during the scene in the
the chest and then the organ carries one
theatre " Picking Peaches " is played. When
Daisy gets sore because of her failure to
chorus of " Oh, You Beautiful Doll " with
" Plenty of Pep " following through and move Pettigrew we have " Some Way "
then an andante mysterioso used as the without intro., and then as the soldier
Judge approaches the friend and with the speaks to the girl at the stage door the
theme is introduced, " Cherry Blossoms."
title " Are you sure you are absolutely
" The Blue Bird " is played with the title
helpless ? " we have a tympany rumble and
effect.
" Why Man " and then the theme again as
Then we get back to news events with in- he escorts the girl home changing to "Won't
teresting Pathe pictures of Hun airships
You Send a Letter to Me? " as the auto is
coming in to aid the Victory Loan while ' seen. With the title " Meanwhile the Cavalier "the music changes to " The Girl Be" Send Me Away with a Smile " is played.
Gaumont shows us pictures of launching the
hind the Gun " and at the title " I Do Get
'Em Up " we have the bugle call, this being
huge airship R-34 at Glasgow and here
" Rainbow Waltz " is used. We have a followed through with " The Trombone
Man. " Now we come back to the theatre
striking appeal at the end with a Pathe picture which shows in order the flags of the and the music is " Trousseau Ball " with
the piano first alone and then after he stops
first, second, third and fourth Liberty
Loans, with the amounts raised fading in playing the orchestra taking it up. With
and then Secretary Glass hoisting the Victhe title " The cavalier in khaki " we get
" The Banquetless March " and then at the
tory Loan flag. " Stars and Stripes Forever "adds to the enthusiasm.
title " A song for a brave soldier " the
With a window to the rear of the stage
chorus of "Over There. " Then the organ
and the heavy curtains half parted, Miss
takes the music until the title " I thought
those roses " when there is one chorus of
Gladys Rice, garbed in white, sings Tosti's
the theme played as a violin solo and then
" Goodbye " delightfully and at this point
we note the Easter lilies banked at the
with " I reckon we'll never meet " as a
cello solo the organ carrying the music.
sides of the stage and along orchestra rail.
Then we see the Friars raising funds we
Then comes the feature, Ethel Clayton
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WHY
have Dr. Riesenfeld's own composition
" Friars' March. " With the scenes showing
Pettigrew bringing in the Germans " Keep
Your then
Headwith
Down
" issoldiers
played
and
the Fritzie
return Boy
of the
and the happy ending " Till You Come
"
Back.
After " Oh Boy " is played by the orchestra we have another one of the Chaplin
Essanay revivals, " Police." At screening
" At the Jazz Band " is played and then a
hymn on the organ as the fake preacher apreturningwith
to "the
Jazzpreacher,
Band " after
he shakes proaches,
hands
then
" Marie " as he enters the fruit store and
" More Candy " as he leaves it. Again the
hymn is used for the second preacher and
then with the start of the action, " More
Candy " is played very fast. " Ja Da" is
played as he goes to the lodging house, with
" Strutters' Ball " as the gang is seen going
in, followed by a numbered selection, and
then " He's My Pal " as he meets his old
prison companion. " Rainy Day Blues," following through and as Chaplin opens the
door " April Buds." Then there is " Tremulo Trot" as he jumps from the piano, followed by " Ypsilante " as the girl enters the
kitchen. When she says " Let me help
you" the hymn comes in on the organ
again, the " Ypsilante " returns, and when
the girl begs the burglar not to go up we
have " Fi-Fi," and when the girl says that
Chaplin is her husband " Once Upon a
Time " is played. For the final scenes
" Chaplin Feet " is used.
Shaw's " Solonelle " is the organ solo.
clfiQ
THERE

IBrocLdwaxj

are a lot of laughs on the Broadway bill this week, some of them coming in the feature, Mae Murray in " The
Delicious Little Devil " and a lot more in
' the Chaplin comedy, • " The Jazz Waiter,"
.one of the old timers which has been revived in what appears to be a new wave of
Chaplinism.
Suppe's " Morning, Noon and Night "
is the brilliant overture, and this is played
with a blue flood on the orchestra pit and
the remainder of the house dark. This selection offers splendid opportunity for the
range of the various instruments and under
the leadership of James C. Bradford, it is
rendered in a manner that brings vigorous
applause.
Topical Digest opens with pictures of
the greeting to Admiral Sims in Washington, which are shown to the music of
" Keep Going," and then come views of
the daring leap from the aeroplane for
which " Oh, My ! " is played. Then come
the Omaha cyclone, with " Valse Pathetique " used. " Hunkatin " is played for
the pictures of the tanks and then there
are some interesting views showing the
making of an American seaman for which
"Money Blues" is used. " Pozieres " is
played for the decorations of the American hero, who so long dodged the honor,
and then there follows the review in his
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Yes, There's a Lot About
Advertising Here

men of inthetheleadi
countr
and
isinga
ng yadvert
ONEman
who makes a salary that
requires quite an income tax
to be paid to the government, said
to us the other day:
" If all the trade publications of
every character were doing what
the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
is
doing
room
for there
us. Itwouldn't
looks tobeme much
like
you are devoting a considerable
portion of your publication to this
and if the exhibitors don't appreciate
it I don't know what is the matter."
But heafter
had the
seenappreciation
one day's
mail
knewhe that
was there.
We believe that advertising is the
first and biggest element of showmanship and that'sit the
why
we are stressing
so reason
hard. And
there's
lots of good material right in
this
issue.
By-the-way, have you started the
series on " Advertising Leaders and
the Way They Look at Film Exploitation "?
honor. Then there come the pictures of
the football game in Paris and of Gen.
Pershing as a spectator, and here " Up in
the Air " is used. Pictures of the American soldier boys leaving the Rhine are then
shown as the final punch with " March
National " played. All of these pictures
are International and Current Events, and
have been described under the accounts of
the other theatres.
" Topics of the Day," as shown at the
Strand, follow, and then Harry Thomas,
the Biltmore pianist, plays " March Hongroise," and then as a change " How You
Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the Farm."
Following this there are some beautiful
views of Palestine shown to mark Holy
Week, and these are accompanied by
" Three Henbrew Melodies."
Theme of the feature, Mae Murray in
" The Delicious Little Devils," is played at
the screening, the selection being " The
Irish Have a Great Day To-Night." At
the title " Kitty and the Girl," we have
" The Whistler and His Dog," and then
as Kitty sees the foreman a funeral march
is played in burlesque style. When we
are told that Kitty is out of a job we have
" The Emerald Isle," and then there is
another clever touch given with the use of
" On the Level You're a Little Devil," with
Michael Calhoun, and then the theme comes
back with " Sunday Was a Day." There
is still another touch of popular music
with the title, " Larry," and here we get
" How Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down on
the Farm," and then with " Nigger States "
" Teddy Trombone " is played, and with
" You're Sure " there comes in " Keep on
There certainly is a wealth of tuneful
airs in the arrangement of the music for
Smilin'."
this
picture, for then with the title, " And
at this moment there comes in," " Oh,
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Frenchy ! " and then on the opening night
we have " Miss Trombone, Forosette, with
Jimmie Calhoun, and then the "theme
with the title, " Ladies and gentlemen,"
as Kitty enters her dressing-room " Eve "■
for
Coquette"With
is
followinge morning.
the "Serenad
scenes and
the played
the next appearance of Jimmie we have the
theme again, turning to " When I Look
Into Your Eyes," with Peachtree Inn.
Then when he declares that he loves the
girl there is the theme brought back
changing with the title. " About this time "
to " Valse Fantastique," and then with the
evening scene, " Yaka Hula," and when
" Ladies and gentlemen " is repeated
" Mariette." There is one of the old timers
which gets a good laugh with the cold gray
dawn, and we have " I'm on the Water
Wagon." With the title, " Home Along
the Rocky Road to Dublin." is played, and
the isend
at
used.with the title, " Gloria," the
theme
For the Chaplin comedy the selections
are : * Razz Berries," " Harry Fox Trot,"
" Don't Cry, Frenchy, Don't Cry," " MeOw," " Trombonium," " Rainy Day Blues,'
"Oh, Helen!" "Cheer Up, Father; Cheer
Up, Mother," " Belinda," " The Circus Is
Coming to Town," " Oh. Susie, Behave ! "
" Bengal Bay," " Oh, You Daddy ! " and
" The Big Show."
" Sealed Envelope " Stunts Draw
Crowds to Portland House
A combination of clever advertising,
striking lobby displays, and a novel street
stunt enabled Manager Walter Armstrong
of the Strand theatre, Portland, Ore., to
put over " The Sealed Envelope " as one
of the most successful pictures of the early
year at that " photoville " house.
Strand patrons like thrilling pictures —
tales of action and replete with thrills —
so Armstrong centered his publicity drive
on story rather than players.
Four sixty-inch newspapers display ads.,
an art drawing centered about a big envelope attracted much attention, particularly as the Strand doesn't often go in
for big ads. in all papers. Nowadays Armstrong uses big space in one paper for a
show he considers worth while, and rotates
city.
these ads. among the four dailies of the
Attractive cutouts in lobbies were aided
by 150 legal sized envelopes, each bearing
a big red seal, dangling from the ceilings.
For a week prior to the four-day showing of the production a 50-foot trailer,
showing flashes of the big fight scene and
the hand-over-hand escape, via telegraph
wire, and this proved another valuable publicity medium.
The street stunt was engineered by Armstrong with the aid of two strong men.
Posing on a light delivery truck and garbed
in gladiator costumes, they relieved each
other in pulling a big truck about the
streets of the downtown district with their
teeth. Each side of the towred truck displayed huge envelopes, with heads of the
leading players breaking through the top.
Under big red seals were these words :
" The Sealed Envelope contains many surprises. It will be opened at the - Strand
theatre today. Look for it."
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Abrams

Sells Rapidly on
Beban Film
Hiram Abrams announced this week that
Hearts of Men," in which George Beban
is starred at the head of his own company,
is selling steadily and rapidly on the territorial rights basis.
Territory already disposed of by Mr.
Abrams is as follows : Boston Photoplay
Company, Fred Murphy, for Massachusetts,
Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont, Rhode
Island and Connecticut; New Jersey Rolfe
Film Company, H. F. Jans, for New Jersey; Frank Beverstock, for Ohio and Kentucky; the Greater State Productions, Inc.,
Clyde Elliot and F. M. Brockell. for Illinois and Indiana ; rhe Pioneer Film Corporation, M. H. Hoffman, for New York;
the Middle West Distributing Company,
Ralph Wettstein, for Wisconsin; and the
All Stars Features, Sol Lesser, for California, Arizona and Nevada.
The disposition of these rights were reported by Mr. Abrams during the early
part of the week, at which time he also announced that a large number of other State
rights men were negotiating for the purchase of other territories which he expected
to close within a few days.
Mr. Abrams has persuaded Mr. Beban to
remain in the East a few more weeks, so
that he will be able to meet more of the
State rights buyers who have been transacting their negotiations with Mr. Abrams
at his offices in the Longacre Building, 42d
Street and Broadway.
Motion

Pictures Antidote

to Bolshevism, Says
Arthur Levey
Arthur Levy, exporter, who served with
the 307th Infantry and the 2nd Corps, A.
E. F., believes that motion pictures are the
antidote to Bolshevism. He says :
" The most effective medium for combating Bolshevism is undoubtedly the motion
picture. Tons of literature and lectures by
inspired orators cannot be nearly so impressive as this method of visualisation. We
in America, worship and fight for an
' ideal ' when that ' ideal ' is so clearly
visualized to us, that we come to understand and believe in it. Little can be gained
"by
ignoring
evilthe
— the
must be
made to realizethethat
verypublic
foundation
of
society is being attacked and that there can
he only two issues — world liberty or chaos
— and slavery for all. It should not be
difficult to prepare a special programme of
publicity through motion pictures which
would tend to enlighten the masses and
•educate them as to the real danger of Bolshevism. The people must be taught to
realize that the future of civilization actually hangs in the balance and that no
sacrifice is too great to crush Bolshevism."

Smashes
March
Declared to Have Been Biggest Month
of Organization —
HistoryIncentive
in Prizes
to Branch
Managers
A STATEMENT made this week by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., to Motion
Picture News carries the information that
all records for booking and collection went
sky high during the month of March, and
that Pathe established the record of the
biggest month's business in the history of
the house during the thirty-one days of
the month.
Pathe executives attribute this to two
factors. March was designated as Brunet
in honor of the year's
Anniversary Month accession
of Paul Bruanniversary of the
net to the office of vice-president and general manager and a sales contest was inaugurated with cash prizes to the winners.

A prize was also offered to the branch
manager showing the greatest volume of
business and with these inducements all
the Pathe branch managers and salesmen
" All
went to work with the vim and vigor.
of this special effort of course would not
have been sufficient to have given Pathe

Records
Pathe
the biggest month in its history had not
the house backed up its men on the firing
line of film which appealed to the exhibitors," said a Pathe executive.
" The Pathe men went out to hustle for
their big month with a supply of pictures
which were easy to sell. They had a new
in ' The Tiger's
Roland
Pathe serial,
Trail,'
and aRuth
Pathe
serial is always in
demand. This one rolled up bookings
which bid fair to break the Pathe serial
record. Then the Pathe line of features including such stars as Fannie Ward, Frank
Keenan, Baby Marie Osborne and Bessie
Love was certainly a great help in piling
up business. The two Pathe special features booking during March were ' Common Clay,' which has proven one of the
most successful specials ever released, and
'The Unknown Love,' which gives
promise also of being a record breaker."
The official continued : " When it comes
to short subjects Pathe stands supreme
and the always-in-demand Pathe News, the
Harold Lloyd Comedies constantly increasing in popularity and the unique magazine
reel, The Pathe Review," all helped to
swell the total for the big month."

Handles Christies in New England
Charles Christie, when interviewed by a
importance in conAN announcement of
Motion
Picture News representative, was
e
twoChristi
nection with the new Al
enthusiastic
over the new affiliation. " Mr.
—
s
"
Special
ie
Christ
"
the
es
—
reel comedi
by Charles Christie in New York
was made
Golden has a top notch organization,' he deweek.
this
clared, and
"
the prospects are bright for
Contracts have been closed by which the
a happy association. The two-reelers, for
American Feature Film Company will dis- which the contract has already been closed,
will be issued once a month during the
tribute the Christie Specials in the New
that
declared
also
is
It
England territory.
coming
the
first year.
release,' Sallie's
has metBlighted
with a Career,'
corking
negotiations are under way by which the
reception and theatres that are showing it
American organization will take over the
Christie one-reelers for this territory.
in the California territory have favored us
The deal just concluded places the dis- with many flattering reports. We have been
tribution of the new two-reelers in the caespecially pleased with the way theatremen
pable hands of Edward A. Golden for the
are featuring both the one-reelers and the
new specials in their advertising and
six New England States. Mr. Golden,
through his previous affiliations, is familiar
with the Christie subjects and looks forward to a successful season with the comedy features.
"billing."
Fatty
Arbuckle's
American Feature Film has offices in both
in "Mining
Camp Next
Boston and New Haven, thus being able
to give unusually efficient service to New
Famous Players-Lasky announces that
England exhibitors. Mr. Golden is well
"Fatty" Arbuckle is getting on rapidly with
known throughout the territory and has at his new Paramount-Arbuckle comedy,
his service a picked organization.
which has not yet been given a title, but
Prints of the first Christie Special,
which is laid in a mining camp in days of
" Sallie's Blighted Career," have already
gold and wild adventure.
been shipped from Los Angeles on their
Molly Malone is his leading woman and
way to the American offices. This twothe story for the picture is said to be exreeler, with Fay Tincher in the lead of a
cruciatingly funny. It is said to consist
typical Al Christie cast, will probably be of the innumerable happenings of ludicrous
camp.
nature that might transpire in a mining
ready itors
forwithin
booking
New England exhiba few by
weeks.
American
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Rothacker

Begins

Next Month Signalizes Ninth Anniversary of Chicago Motion Picture Concern — Many Achievements Noted
WHEN

Watterson R. Rothacker organized and launched his company in
1910, it was known as the first organization in the world to specialize in motion
pictures adapted for industrial exploitation, commercial education, general advertising and publicity.
The month of
May ushers in the
ninth anniversary,
and the growth of
the Rothacker
Film ManufacturCompany has been
pronounced
remarkable.
Along the lines
of developing film,
the Rothacker or-

privilege of doing
all the developing and printing for the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Many scenics have been produced by the
concern and released as " Rothacker's Outdoors." Along this line it is stated that
Mr. Rothacker will soon have a very important announcement to make anent a
new ingle-reel novelty subject, a new

on Tenth
Year
single-reel review series of the high class
magazine
type, and a single-reel superscenic.
W. R. Rothacker is said to< have written
the first booklet on the subject of motion
picture advertising, issued in 1910. Previous rto that time, and since, his articles
on this subject have received prominent
space in Scientific American^ Printers' Ink,
Advertising and Selling, Judicious Advertising, Novelty News, London Bioscope,
and the motion picture trade journals.
He was one of the vice-presidents of the
original Motion Picture Board of Trade,
and is at present chairman of the membership committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry and
chairman of the studio committee of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Mr. Rothacker was also a member of the
War Co-operation Committee appointed by
President Brady, member of the Advisory
Committee Bureau of Motion Pictures,
American Red Cross, and a mem'ber of the
National Cinema Commission.
The following clubs and associations, exclusive of fraternal organizations, claim
Mr. Rothacker as a mem'ber : Chicago Athletic Association, Lambs Club of New York
City, Chicago Association of Commerce, Illinois Manufacturers' Association, National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.

"Elmo,
the
Thrilling
strong on the battlefields
and who recogFirst
Three Episodes
of theMighty,"
New
nizing him in the woods, renews old acSerial Shown to Universal Requaintance with him. The leading charviewing Committee
acters of the serial are introduced in the
i«rpLMOElmo THE
featuringa first episode and from the very start the
Lincoln MIGHTY,"
and Grace Cunard,
serial picks up speed and interest and so
Universal serial, is said to have some of complicated do events become that, accordthe most unusual and daring feats ever
ing to the previewers, solutions to minor
enacted before a motion picture camera.
parts
of the theme of the first three epiThe first three episodes of the new serial
sodes could not be reached within several
fast and intensely interesting episodes,
were shown to Universal's reviewing committee April 15, and the picture was said alone.
to be one of the. most extraordinary ever
Tossing men of gigantic stature about
viewed.
like flour sacks, Mr. Lincoln clearly demThough the new serial features Elmo
onstrates that he is another Maciste, and
Lincoln and brings out many of his marin addition to his great strength he is
velous feats of strength the first few epicalled upon to do some intense dramatic
sodes of the serial bring out numerous
acting and some daring riding.
thrillers in which Mr. Lincoln dpes not
" Elmo the Mighty," now nearing complay a part. The action of the first three epipletion at Universal City, where Henry
sodes, for the most part, transpires in the
wooded hills of California where a big McRae is directing the action, is from the
lumbering syndicate is seeking control of script provided by William E. Wing and
Joe Brandt. It is expected that this serial
valuable timber lands patrolled by Capt.
will be ready for release the second week
Howard Armstrong, a forest ranger and
of July.
former army officer. Realizing 'that the
ranger has knowledge of its plans the syndicate engages a band of lumberjacks to
Arthur Levey Returns from
aid in keeping the government agent from
interferring with the plans laid out. A
masked motorcyclist, who seemingly helps
War
the ranger when he needs aid, but who
Arthur Levey, exporter and pioneer film
proves a complete enigma to both the
man, has returned to New York and received his discharge from the service. He
ranger and the syndicate plays a prominent
is re-establishing his offices at 1457 Broadpart in the serial's story.
Miss Cunard is seen as Lucile Gray, a
way and preparing for an extensive camdaughter of a wealthy man and a former
paign in the foreign market on behalf of
American
film manufacturers.
Red Cross nurse who has met Capt. Arm-

Picture

News

Methodists Study Films
A party of twelve, headed by Dr. C. R.
Reisner, of New York, who represent
Methodist-Episcopal churches, are in Los
Angeles for the purpose of studying the
making of motion pictures with the view
of introducing pictures in the churches
throughout the country.
It is the plan of Dr. Reisner and his coworkers, to raise a fund of one hundred
and twenty million dollars for the purchase of entertainment devices to be placed
in the churches, the principal feature of
the program being motion pictures. If this
plan is carried through, every Methodist
church of the land will be equipped with a
projection machine where educational and
such other releases as are decided upon,
may be shown to the members and their
friends. It is the plan of the church workers to give the young people a place of
amusement that will hold their attention.
While in Los Angeles, Dr. Reisner and
party are spending considerable time with
D. W. Griffith and at the Griffith studios.
Simplex

Change Undergoes
Office

E. M. Porter, general manager of the
Precision Machine Company, announces
that increased business has again necessiatted the changing around of the splendid
office arrangement, which has prevailed at
the Simplex factory and which, at the time
of its installation, was considered adequate
for some time to come.
That section of the office formerly occupied by exhibition machines is now being
fitted up to accommodate the large bookkeeping and auditing department, whose
present quarters, when made over, will be
the luxurious and commodious housing for
the sales department.
And the already friendly and cheerful
atmosphere prevailing at this factory is accentuated by the color scheme which is
employed in the paneling throughout and
which is French grey and white.
This is but one of the many contemplated
changes which the added business is making imperative.

E. Ralph
K. Lincoln
is starfor ofSawyer
" Virtuous
Men,"
Ince picture
and Lubin

April
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Robertson-Cole

Subjects

Are

An Interview with A. S. Kirkpatrick of Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation

picture market is " wide-open " because the exhibitor has made it
THE
" wide-open," according to A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general manager
and director of sales of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation,
who declares in an interview that the exhibitor dictates the selling policy of
motion picture distribution.
Mr. Kirkpatrick asserts that the so-called " program " has been banished,
that " series booking " exists only where, for his own protection the exhibitor
wants to book series, and that the policy of booking a picture at a time is here
because the exhibitor has finally come to a definite conclusion that the " wideopen
market is the most equitable plan under which he can secure product
for his" screen.
He declares, however, that no distributing organization, serving exhibitors
of all classes, can establish and maintain a rigid selling policy in all its territories, because the exhibitor, as the buyer, has become the dictator of the market and insists upon buying his pictures in the way he wants to buy them.
A Matter of Evolution
" We are in the midst of an interesting
evolution," declared Mr. Kirkpatrick in his
discussion of the question, " and because
some of our contracts date back beyond
the time when the exhibitor began to swing
into
the ' open-market
' plan
able
to observe
the evolution
fromwetheareinside.
" The fact of the matter is," he continued, "that the exhibitor is king in this
business. He has not always been I will
admit, but he was long before he knew
it, and we knew it long before we were
willing to admit it.
" In fact, if not in theory, the exhibitor
has been buying his pictures as he wanted
to buy them for a long time. The distributing organizations which were keenly
alive to the trend of affairs within the industry saw the shadow of impending
events and so adjusted their policies that
when the change came they were in a position to meet it gracefully.
" Since December 15, 1918, when we began
the distribution of the Robertson-Cole subjects our sales »policy has been based on
the policy of a ' wide-open market.' We
have sold all the Robertson-Cole subjects,
a picture at a time, except in instances
where the exhibitor insisted, for his own
protection, upon contracting for a star
series.
" Many exhibitors are not yet convinced
that the policy of buying a picture at a
time has advantages over buying a star
series. These men feel that the star series
booking plan gives them a protection which
is impossible under the open market plan
and they are right in some respects.
" Under the star series plan the exhibitor
is in a position to popularize the productions of a particular star in his neighborhood or community and capitalize on the
popularity which his money and his efforts
have created.
" He has a contract for a certain number of productions in which the star appears. As a matter of business he increases
the star's popularity in his neighborhood.
There is a cancellation clause in his contract by which he can discontinue the series

William Desmond is presented by RobertsonCole through Exhibitors Mutual in " Whitewashed Walls "
if the productions do not meet the standard he has expected. In short he has a
guarantee that a competing exhibitor cannot steal the pictures which come in that
series. He benefits, too, by a reduced selling cost — six or eight pictures sold at the
cost of one under the open market plan.
A Specific Example
" As an example of the success of the
star series plan I may cite the plan under
which we offered the current series of
Haworth productions starring Sessue Hayakawa. There are eight pictures in the
series. They were sold under the star
series plan for the two first productions
with an option on the rest.
" The Haworth studios actually produced
a series of pictures, which, up through the
fifth release, has excelled anything the exhibitor expected. The third and fourth productions were better than the first and the
second. The fifth excels them all.
" As a matter of fact the Hayakawa pro-

On

Open

Market

ductions now being released are as near a
series of specials as any series that ever
was
made.
' Theis Courageous
the
current
release
a special in Coward,'
every sense
of that maligned word. Under the ' wideopen market' policy it would have been possible to get bigger prices for ' The Courageous Coward ' than for any of the previous
Hayakawa releases.
" Exhibitors who bought the Hayakawa
series, at their own insistence, on the ' wideopen market ' are paying more money than
the exhibitors who booked the series. The
pictures are worth more. Their own ' open
market ' policy made it possible for their
competitor to step in and bid for the pictures. In the territories where the pictures
were sold as a star series the competitor
was shut out.
" Under the ' wide-open ' market the principles of competitive business apply on each
individual production. The law of demand
forces the prices up, and the demand is
perfectly healthy business condition because
it is established that the specific production
will produce greater profit to the exhibitor.
" No industry can survive if any particular division of the industry plays the hog.
The distributor cannot gouge the exhibitor
and expect not to suffer from the reaction
which affects the entire industry. The exhibitor cannot compel the distributor and
producer to operate without profit and expect not to suffer from a poorer quality of
" Exhibitors' Mutual is operating on a
product.
policyout of
play. We We
are doing
it withfuss fair
or feathers.
are exhibitor
controlled and exhibitor owned and our
efforts are directed to delivering to the
exhibitor a quality of product which he can
retail at a profit. We are trying to serve
him intelligently and efficiently, keeping a
close finger on the pulse of public demand.
" The ' wide-open market ' plan has been
a policy of this organization since the last
month of 1918, and it has worked out with
great success. All our pictures, star series
and specials, have been offered under that
plan with the option of star series up to
the exhibitor.
" I am convinced that the ' wide-open
market ' is here to stay."
Keenan

Finishes Third Picture for Pathe
Working under a Pathe contract at the
Robert Brunton studios in Los Angeles,
Frank Keenan Productions Inc., has just
finished the third in its series of what is
described as eight powerful dramas. Mr.
Keenan has just started on the fourth subject, "A Nameless Story."
The completed pictures are : "The Master Man," a story of political intrigue and
tragedy; "The Gates of Brass," a story of
crooked exploitation of desert lands in the
Southwest, and "The Tide Book," a story
of the shipping industry on the West Coast.
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Press

Praises

Hodkinson

Single Unit Open Booking Sales Policy Wins Support of Press and
Exhibitors, It Is Stated
WHAT is described as the dramatic
decision of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation to offer all productions, past
and present, distributed through that organization on a wide open booking basis
to the exhibitors of the country was considered too important a step to permit of
delays in making such a policy known to
theatre owners in every section of the
United States.
Therefore in addition to using the recognized mediums of the industry for the
announcement of this sales policy, the daily
newspapers of America were used through
their motion picture departments and the
important regional newspapers in the large
cities were mailed directly to exhibitors by
the Hodkinson representatives operating
through thirty Pathe distributing offices.
As quickly as New York learned of the
decision of W. W. Hodkinson to make open
booking, his recognized new sales method
in the industry, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, and all other sections knew it, and
it is stated that telegrams approving the policy were being received at the Hodkinson
Home Offices in New York.
Such an important newspaper as the
New York Times said :
" Exhibitors have justly made complaint
against the rule of distributors of selling
photoplays in groups or series, charging
that by such rules good pictures are made
to carry poor ones, the exhibitors and public paying the freight. Therefore the move
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is in
the direction of bringing about better relations between exhibitors and distributors
and of insuring better photoplays because in
an open market, the exhibitor will be able
to choose what he wants and each production will have nothing to recommend it except its own merits."
Hodkinson officials state that a large ex-

Picture

News

Policy
Simplex

Notes

Miscellaneous Simplex Installations
A glance through the records of Simplex installations made in fields other than
the theatrical one, brings to light the fact
that many of the leading colleges, industrial plants and institutions are now using
motion pictures in connection with their
several other activities.
A report from a Simplex official informs
us that elaborate plans are being outlined
which will embrace the educational field,
which is now open and in a receptive condition to receive an absolute fireproof machine which is usually required for institutional use.
ing:
Glancing through the list of Simplex instal ations, we find among them the follow-

Herewith is a flash from the first Leah BairdAugustus
" As awillManrelease
Thinks,"
which Thomas
W. W. special
Hodkinson
hibitor in Washington, D. C, wrote them
as follows :
"Thevalidly
step isyou
taken byto a sell"pictures
the have
first move
man of
big repute and standing in the industry to
wipe out of existence the vicious programs
and star series systems as they are now
employed. I have always been a believer
in the program system if properly operated
with a proper effort to uphold the quality of the pictures that compose a program. But those producers who have resorted to the system have chosen to regard
the program as the dumping ground for
all such pictures as they were unable to sell
in a star series or under the designation,
" special production." The step you have
taken will now mean that a lot of bad product of all companies is going to be wiped
out of existence."

Briggs Comedies Are Not Animated
Cartoons
FROM the hundreds of inquiries said to of the New York Tribune is president of
the producing company and writes all the
have been received by the recently orscenarios. James S. Gillespie is treasurer
ganized Briggs Pictures Inc., many exhibretary.
and Alex Yokal is vice-president and secitors have immediately jumped to the conclusion that the famous cartoonist, whose
comedy pictures of kid life appear in 125
Seven one-reel subjects have already
been completed and the general title of the
of the leading newspapers of the country,
is producing animated cartoons for the
series is "When a Feller Needs a Friend."
screen. . . .
No national distributing arrangements have
For the information of the motion pic- as yet been made. "Married Life" is another of the famous Briggs series that may
ture trade in general, the producers wish
be produced with real photoplay actors
to emphasize the fact that, although Mr.
Briggs writes all the scenarios based on
and actresses
later all
on.overThethe "Skinnay"
character
is familiar
land and
his well known cartoons, these one reel
comedies are actually portrayed by real
since the premiere at the Strand the producers have made elaborate plans to secure
honest-to-goodness children.
a wide distribution of the Briggs Comedies.
Briggs Comedies are real one-reel photoThe reception accorded the first subject
plays enacted principally by the three
clever Carr children, Rosemary, Stephen
of "When a Feller Needs a Friend," was
enthusiastically pronounced spontaneous
and John. The premiere was held at the
Strand theatre in New York a few weeks
enough to warrant them in producing these
single reel comedies on a large scale.
ago and they are to run there every other
Mr. Briggs, previous to his New York
week, as it is reported the first1 subject
Tribune affiliation, was drawing his well
jumped immediately into popularity.
C. A. Briggs, the well known cartoonist
known cartoons for the Chicago Tribune.

Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala. ;
Stanford University, Palo Alta, Cal. ; University of Ilinois, Urbana, 111. ; Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind. ; Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. ; Drake University, Des Moines, la. ;
Cornell College, Ithaca, N. Y. ; Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, Mass. ; Harvard University— Class 1917, 1918, 1919, Cambridge
Mass. ; Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J. ; Bushwick .High School, Brooklyn,
N. Y. ; Washington Irving High School, New
York City; Colgate University, Hamilton,
N. Y. ; State University, Albany, N. Y. ; St.
John's College,
; OhioState
Northern
University. Hardin,Brooklyn
0. ; Ohio
University,
Columbus, O. ; U. S. Indian School, Carlisle,
Pa.; Norwich University, Northfield, Vt. ;
University
Wisconsin,Rochester,
Madison,N. Wis.
Eastman KodakofCompany,
Y. ;; Curtis
Publishing
Co., (Saturday
Post Pont
Ladie'sde
Home
Journal)
Philadelphia,Evening
Pa. ; Du
Nemours Powder Co., Wilmington, Del. ; John
Wanamaker, New York City & Philadelphia
Pa.; Biltmore
Hotel,
New Co.,
York Reading,
City; Philadelphia & Reading
Railway
Pa. ;
John Stetson Hat Company, Philadelphia, Pa. ;
Automobile Club of America, New York City ;
Museum of Natural History, New York City ;
Art Museum,
Mich. State
; Polyclinic
Hospital, New YorkDetroit,
City ; Ohio
Penitentiary,
Columbus, O. ; State Prison, Sing Sing, N. Y.
This forms a very small part of Simplex installations made in similar quarters
and the number of which would easily run
up into four or five figures, which shows
the increasing popularity of the motion picture in other fields.
Simplex Booster in from Chicago
Emil J. Dirks, a live wire exhibitor operating the Easterly Theatre in Chicago was
an interesting visitor at the Simplex plant
this week. According to Mr. Dirks, who
is a well-known real estate broker, he took
hold of the Easterly Theatre some time
after several poor tenants had mismanaged
it
to such" an
extent that it was listed in the
" lemon
class.
Mr. Dirks, however, rolled up his sleeves
and jumped in, determined to bring the
theatre up to a paying proposition. His
first act was to send out 5,000 personal letters to his neighbors, at the same time
booking high class features and today the
Easterly is recognized as a spjendid example of a successful theatre, despite its
location — between two one-thousand-seat
houses.
Mr. Dirks was keenly interested in the
Simplex improvement shown him and was
high in his praise of the part that the Simplex played in the rehabilitation.
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Serial

MIGHTY

Nail ThK
New
Boxoffice Winner
for Your
Mouse
.NOW!
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate with the UNIVERSAL FILM MN'FG. CO.. Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the Universe.
\
Carl Laemmle, President, 1600 Broadway, New York.

PICTURES

Hie
Famous
''Cyclone
Smith" each
Stories
A SERIES
of 8 master
2 reel productions,
story
complete in itself, featuring the great Polo; brilliant
star of "THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS" that is packing
theatres to capacity in every part of this country. BOOK
this big series of eight. Advertise POLO and watch your j
profits grow. Polo's tremendous popularity will pull for
you as big as your costliest features. Get your contract
rjght now.
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Evil
Film-cutting
But once
the form,
play isanddeclared
" okey,"
goes
forth
in that
even years
later,it when
reproduced in stock is seldom mutilated, the only
OrganPlayers-Lasky
changes being caused by the limitations of the
JESSE L. LASKY, first vice-president of Famous
smaller producers.
one-night
stand
ization, has some interesting and beneficial things to say this week in companies
will hesitateEven
about thedeleting
that which
is vital. But many film exhibitors have no such
regard to the film-cutting evil practiced by some exhibitors. Mr. Lasky
scruples apparently with regard to their pictures.
I feel certain that it is only a question of
admits the subject is not new, but believes it is one that needs doctoring before
time, unless exhibitors desist from such
it grows older.
ruinious cutting, that some action will

Jesse

Lasky

Flays

I AM well aware that this is not a new
subject. I am equally aware of the fact
that others have discussed it with fervor,
sought some equable means of adjusting
the situation, and yet so far as I can determine, the practice on the part of many
exhibitors of cutting photoplays to suit
themselves seems to continue unabated.
I am of the opinion that this is an evil,
a foe in our own household, I might say,
the results of which cannot fail to be disastrous to everyone concerned unless those
exhibitors who practice it can be made to
see the error of their ways and be convinced that they are simply injuring their
own prospects and hurting the cause of the
motion picture to a far greater degree than
they perhaps realize.
I am charitable enough to believe that no
wrong is intended in even the most flagrant examples of this
indiscriminate
" trimming
" of
films. The
exhibitor
who deliberately
mutilates
a photoplay simply to render it possible to crowd
in an extra half-reel of some other character, or
for any other reason, while he may be of the
opinion that he is doing a shrewd bit of business, giving more variety to his program, etc., is
in reality destroying the best efforts of producer,
director, actors, authors, scenarists and everyone
else concerned in making motion pictures — and,
finally, insulting the intelligence of his patrons
and laying the foundations for failure on his own
part.
Let me cite a specific example in support
of this assertion : Not long ago we purchased from the Saturday Evening Post a
novel by Wallace Irwin called ' Venus in
the East. ' It had been widely read and
commented upon for its originality and
charm. The story was translated into' continuity form by an expert scenarist, a cast
headed by Bryant Washburn, the Paramount star was chosen to interpret it ; a
competent director undertook to produce
the film ; the company went to New York
from Hollywood to make the Eastern
scenes and then returned to complete the
picture in the west. In the production, as
is customary with all our pictures, the utmost care was taken to make the photoplay as perfect as possible. There was no
superfluous padding. The best efforts of
technical and artistic experts trained to
this very work, were expended to make
the finished product in every way entertaining and worthy of the author's conception.
Yet this picture, when exhibited in a certain
theatre, was cut by the exhibitor so that to a
large extent the efforts of those who make it
were stultified and the public which paid to see
a finished production were cheated — there can be
no other word for it. Something like twenty-four
scenes, including all the Eastern shots, costing
approximately $15,000 to secure, were eliminated.
This theatre was one of the highest class; a top
price is charged for admissions. And yet, people
might go to a neighborhood house and for half
the money see the unmutilated photoplay. What
is the answer? Is it not obvious that the exhibitor must sooner or later lose custom if he
persists in such practice?
I am speaking not only for our own
productions, but for those of our allied pro-

the

Elsie Ferguson, Artcraft star, in " The Witness for the Defense "
ducers, such as Thomas H. Ince, D. W.
Griffith and others, all of whom in times
past have protested against the practice of
cutting on the part of the exhibitors perhaps with even greater vehemence than I
am doing.
Aside from the direct injury it works
upon the producer, the difficulties it causes
with stars, directors, authors and others,
who are justly incensed by this mutilation
of their work, the ethical side of the question needs to be considered. It is a certainty that the exhibitor, even if the terms
of his contract make it possible for him
to cut to his heart's content — is by no
means — generally speaking— competent to
judge just what parts might be eliminated
without actual injury to the continuity or
the effect of the picture. He has not
studied the story as have those who produced it. Very possibly he has not even
read the original, if published in book or
magazine form. He has not the time to
decide what is least essential.
What would be said of a bookseller who
deliberately removed certain pages from a
popular novel and then sold it to his customers at the full market price? He
would soon be tabooed by all his former
customers and would probably have to shut
up
tice.shop unless he desisted from the pracIs there any difference between this and the
cutting of films by the showman who is in the
final analysis the retailer who vends the product
to the public?
Take the stage play. It is rehearsed, edited,
cut, and finally produced for the public gaze.
After the first night it may be improved by
judicious cutting under the eye of the producer —
all of which corresponds to the work in the
laboratory and projection room of the studio.

have to be taken by producers in self protection. They must keep faith with the
people ; the authors, actors, directors have
reputations which they must jealously safeguard. If they are at the mercy of the
exhibitors who amputate films indiscriminately they are in danger constantly.
As I said before, I am quite willing to
believe that exhibitors, generally speaking,
mean well ; that they believe they are serving their own interests and those of their
patrons best by cutting down features to
make room for a long and varied program.
But I am satisfied that if the public was
consulted, it would invariably protest
against the practice. The photoplay patrons
would rather see one complete and unmutilated picture than half a dozen chopped
and incomplete offerings.
Speaking for our own product, I am confident
that when a photoplay leaves our laboratory for
the exchange it is trimmed down to the limit.
The scenes have been matched perfectly, the
continuity has been preserved. Much film has
been discarded, but it has been done by those
trained for the work and who have made a study
of the individual picture. To cut it further is
to do an injury that is far reaching in its consequences.
If asults campaign
education
does practice,
not have it re-is
in eliminatingof the
obnoxious
evident that some other measures will be necessary to tacurb
kable evil. what is unquestionably an unmis"Rustling a Bride" Is
Thrilling Romance
Lila Lee's new Paramount picture
"Rustling a Bride," is scheduled for release
April 27th.
The story and scenario were written by
Edith M. Kennedy and the picture directed
by Irvin Willat.
The picture stars Miss Lee as a lonely
Eastern girl, who through the death of her
grandmother, a scheming elderly neighbor
and a letter from a young cowboy, goes
West to meet many adventures, but finally
succumbs them all and is married to the
cowboy.
Monte Blue plays the leading male role
and L. J. Shumway that of the villain.
George
Walsh's Story
Next a
McCutcheon
George Walsh, after completing "Help !
Help ! Police" at Palm Beach is back in
New York again and is preparing to begin
work on another comedy-drama, "The
Seventh Person." This story was written
by Benjamin F. McCutcheon.
This picture,
saidFox
by 'the
Service
Bureau itofis the
FilmExhibitors'
Corporation, is crammed with exciting situations
and good fun, and is considered an ideal
vehicle for the athletic George.
Edward Dillon who directed the last
three George Walsh subjects, will direct
"The Seventh Person."
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Rothapfel
For
Forty-Five
Cities
Complete Program of Entertainment
Striking an average of the seating capacities of first-run houses throughout the
to Make
National Premiere
country, each averaging five shows a day,
Throughout Country in May
and with at least fifty and probably more
cities booked and in some instances three
FOR the first time in the history of the
and four theatres in the same city booking
theatre, either on the speaking stage or
the Rothapfel Unit Programme, the same
on the screen, a complete programme of enweek, it is considered logical to deduce that
tertainment will be given day and date in
from three to four million persons will
more
thanwhen
forty-five1'
cities Rothapfel
throughout Unit
the
have seen his programme the first week
country,
the first
that it is presented.
Programme is given to the public in May.
Frank G. Hall, President of Independent
The legitimate producer can cite instances where four or perhaps five road
Sales Corporation, and his staff of assistants, are doing everything known to
shows in addition to his New York and
modern exploitation, advertising and pubChicago companies are playing day and
licity, to assist the exhibitor in presenting
date. The producer of opera, musical
to his patrons this programme.
comedy, burlesque or any other form of
theatrical entertainment can cite multiple
Contracts have been signed by Mr. Hall
for space on the billboards throughout
engagements of the same attraction, but
the country. The special representatives
never in the history of the stage or screen
now out have with them every possible
has the sarrie complete programme played
in more than six or seven cities at the
aid in the way of suggestions and exploitation material so that the exhibitor may
same time, it is claimed.
In booking the first Unit Programme in know what to expect and how to bring the
Programme before his patrons.
more than forty-five cities, a record has
been established. The opinion is not based
Harry P. Diggs has prepared a booklet,
on expectancy, but on the actual bookings
finished in purple and gold, which has
recorded at the New York offices of Indebeen pronounced by those who have seen
pendent Sales Corporation and the Film
it one of the most artistic of mediums of
Clearing House. They declare that when
announcement containing a short synopsis
the first complete programme is released
of the subject matter of each of the feaas now planned, in May, this will be the
tures in the Programme, and statements
record established.
by Mr. Rothapfel and M. Hall.
United Secures Frank
FOR the third of the series of special
productions in which Florence Reed is
being starred by United Picture Theatres,
J. A. Berst announces the appointment of
Frank H. Crane as director. The selection
of Mr. Crane for the position was made
in consultation with Mr. Berst by A. J.
Bimberg, general manager of the J. M.
Shear Company, which will make the production for United.
The scenario of the new Reed subject
is by John K. Holbrook, who also wrote
the continuity. Preliminary work on the
piece, the title of which is as yet unannounced, has been put in hand, and a cast
is being selected for Miss Reed's support.
To follow the first Florence Reed United
offering, " Her Code Of Honor," presented,
it is reported, to S. R. O. audiences at its
recent New York release, the second pic-

Crane to Direct Reed
ture of the series is in process of cutting
and titling. Because, it is said, of the nature of its title, early publication of which
might lead to imitation owing to the timeliness and importance of its subject, no
main title has yet been announced, but it
is promised that the piece deals with a
topic of new and vital public interest
hitherto unutilized either on stage or
screen.
The strong supporting cast includes
Hugh Thompson, who plays the part opposite Miss Reed, David Powell, recently
in support of Elsie Ferguson and Billie
Burke, and Gareth Hughes, notable for his
work with Marguerite Clarke and other
prominent stars. May MacAvoy, Mildred
Cheshire, Florida Kingsley, Harold Entwistle, Tom McGuire, Edward Miles and
Mrs. Jennings are also prominent in the
roster of players.

Rex Beach Returns from Mexican
Journey
cannibalism.
AFTER weeks of adventure and excitement in Mexico, Rex Beach, novelist,
" It is no unusual thing to travel across
Mexico now with an armored car both
is back in New York, where he will spend
fore and aft. In some way guns have
several, months preparing the adaptation
found their way into the hands of these
and continuity for his next Goldwyn picture. Mr. Beach looks back on his Mexican
grim savages, and where the Seri dwells
adventures as the most interesting of his in a small country there are hundreds and
recent career.
hundreds of Mexican miles that pay tribute
only to the Yaquis, who plunder and kill
" You will say that the man-eater doesn't
exist in America," he told his interviewer,
without
restraint."
Much of
the Mexican material gathered
" but I can take you into a lonely country
in his recent trip the novelist expects to
where for miles and miles the only human
use soon in a new Goldwyn picture, the
companionship you can find is the intidetails of which are still in process of
macy— and I call it intimacy deservedly —
formation in his mind.
of a forgotten people who still cling to

Picture

News

" The Other Man's Wife "
Acquired by Hall
The British-American Pictures Finance
Corporation has acquired the world rights
to H. M. Warner's late independent production,The
"
Other Alan's Wife," starring Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy, for
release by Independent Sales Corporation
through the Film Clearing House, Inc., as
a special.
The British-American Pictures Finance
Corporation is one of the five picture corporations with which Frank G. Hall is associated and will acquire, from time to
time, the exclusive rights to independent
productions to be released through the
Film Clearing House exchanges by Independent Sales.
With the acquisition of its first special,
this newly formed corporation enters the
picture industry with a production that is
said to reflect credit on its initial move in
making its debut as a factor in the independent field.
Both the domestic and foreign territories have been taken into consideration in
its formation. The United States and Canadian territories will be handled by Independent Sales through the Film Clearing House and the foreign territory will
be covered by the Apollo Trading Company.
"Sally's Blighted Career"
Given Pre-Release
The first of the Christie two-reel specials, Sally's
"
Blighted Career," was given
a pre-release at the California Theatre in
Los Angeles during the week of April 7.
Very favorable reviews of the first Christie specials were made, it is said, by the Los
Angeles critics, among them Mr. Anthony
Anderson, the Times; Airs. Florence Lawrence, the Examiner, and Aliss Gertrude
Price, the Record.
Commenting on the picture the Examiner
says : " Fay Tincher's coin-spot socks are
an amusing incident in a film which was
lively, humorous and best of all, based on
a The
tenuous
plot." said : " Fay Tincher in
Record
' Sally's Blighted Career,' with thirty Christie beauties, is a gloom dispelling riot."

Says " Miss

Adventure

Is

Hyland's
Alany who
saw the firstBest
print of "Miss
Adventure," the Wiliam Fox Excel Picture, which Peggy Hyland has just finished
on the Pacific Coast, declare it is the best
Miss Hyland has made.
It is said to be full of thrilling action,
pathos and the sprightly good-humor that
characterizes
Hyland's
productions. most
The story ofwasAliss
written
especially
for her and is said to fit her like a glove.
In "Miss Adventure," which was' written
by J. Anthony Roach, Miss Hyland is said
to have the support of a large and exceptionally capable cast, which includes Lewis
Sargent, Frank Brownlee, Edward Burns,
George Hernandez, George Webb, Alice
Mason, and little Gertie Afessenger.
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HERE, are two kinds of NET. One is net profit — the other is the net of the 52-weeksT contract — don't get caught in it!
Universal Special Attractions net profit the exhibitor more than any other brand of pictures
simply because the Stars, while nationally popular, are rationally paid — because the Directors are masters of their art — and because we have the very important mechanical equipment. As a result, Universal Special Attractions draw bigger money in proportion to their
cost to you than any other productions.
For this reason, we don't need any 52-weeks contract. When you hear of, say, Campbells
Soup insisting on the grocer buying a case every week for 52 weeks or none at all, you
may expect the Universal to force the contract scheme on you, but not till then. Until that
far-off day, we prefer to have you consider a Universal Special Attraction as standard goods
— the best for the money — buy it when you want it. But you generally want it.
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Rupert

Julian

RUPERT JULIAN has not been seen in
a motion picture since " The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin," and since that picture
attracted such crowds everywhere we
would be certain to call attention to the fact
if you are going to play " The Fire Flingers." At the same time it should) be
brought out carefully that this is not a war
picture for the title might convey that impression to some.
There should be emphasis placed on the
fact that this is made from the Saturday
Evening Post story by William J. Neidig.
There is a mighty good line that you can
use, and we would advise it being employed
in every advertisement that you use and
every reference in your general exploitation, immediately after the title:
" The Saturday Evening Post story
that made a nation lose its sleep."
This is a very tense story and the mystery idea should be kept dominant and
therefore the selling talks should go only to
the extent of telling the character of the
picture without giving away the entire plot.
Here is an instance where you can use the
climax of the story for your selling point
without destroying the interest, provided
you do not tell all that goes before, but be
very careful that you do not know both.
Climax advertising is valuable when you
have a situation that arouses curiosity to
see how such a state of affairs came about.
THIS is the way it happens : Richard
• Hatton and his cellmate, Chris, have
just been released from prison and agree
that henceforth they will go straight. Both
printers, they apply in the nearest town to
Richard Olwell, rich and crafty publisher,
for work and get it. But hard luck continues for a detective from their home city

Service

m

Section

"Tke

on

Fire

HESE Special Service Section
are written with the purpose
T
of suggesting to exhibitors
how to get the most out of
pictures that he has booked. They
are prepared after studying the pictures and the best way of exploiting
them. Won't you let us know any
use that you made here and the
original ideas that you have used in
putting over this picture or any
others?

has seen them enter the workshop of Olwell and wires back their identity. Olwell
drives them out, refusing to pay them for
the half day's work.
In the meantime we get a splendid characterization ofthe brutal print shop owner
and of his treatment of his beautiful wife
who has ceased to interest him since he
has become enamored of Maggie Driver,
an employe, with whom he is planning to
elope. We see too, the realization of his
wife who confides her troubles to her cousin, the local chief of police. It is to occupy her attention that the chief gives her
his accumulation of finger print records to
classify and index.
Hungry, and without a cent the two exconvicts determine to go to Olwell's house
and demand food. Olwell is dining with
Maggie in a cafe, and when the maid sees
the bearded figures she is alarmed, but
after hearing their story Mrs. Olwell orders them admitted and serves them herself.
Olwell, having taken $200,000 from his
safe, now comes home with the declaration to his new love whom he leaves out-

Flmgers

side in the car, that he is going to drive
his wife out of the house and then shave
so that he will not be recognized on his
elopement with Maggie.
BUT when Olwell reaches the house, although beastly drunk, he realizes that
Maggie may be only after the money and
so he decides to hide it between slices of
bread, fixing these up as sandwiches, for he
knows that she is not likely to examine
anything so coarse.
Then he goes to drive out his wife and
sees the two ex-convicts at the table. He
goes into a wild rage and attacks them.
Chris is for the fight, but Hatton restrains
him ?nd himself receives a blow over his
head from Olwell that stuns him as Olwell
crashes into the wall and falls dead. And
then, peering into the face of the dead man
and that of Hatton, Chris is struck by the
remarkable resemblance there would be if
both were beardless.
Facing trial for murder Hatton decides
to take the place of Olwell and shaves himself, at the same time placing his prison
discharge papers on the body of the dead
man: When the chief of police arrives he
is satisfied with the explanation of the supposed Olwell that he cannot remember
what has happened on account of the blow
on the head. Then Chris after his arrest
wins his freedom when the supposed Olwell claims that he is his secretary.
WIFE and chief of police and everyone
else is amazed at the change that has
come over Olwell and the love of his
" wife " rapidly returns. The one thing that
remains a mystery is what has become of
the $200,000, which turns out to be mostly
that of the wife. But here the return of
the wife is shown when during the search

At right, Hatton reveals his true identity to his "wife,"Novak,
and at asthetheleft
wifethe tense finger print scene. In center, a close-up of Jane
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At left, the fight scene which results in Ohvell's death; center, his abuse of his wife as he threatens to drive her from his home, and
at right , Ohi'cll and the girl with whom he plants to elo
pe — Fay Tincher
countenance, taking the finger prints of
for this she replies to the police chief,
ing his finger prints in a spirit of fun.
the man she believes to be her husband :
As we have suggested, we would make
"Why he can do what he likes with my
this climax, or at least incident advertising
" Finger prints never lie.
money, cousin."
so as to make everyone wonder what comes
The real Olwell has placed the sand" She had hated this husband of hers who
before and after the incident.
wiches in his grip and this is taken to the
treated her brutally, but a wonderful change
printing office in the course of the search
For instance, if you use the one of Julian
had come over the man who wore his
clothes.
and the chief tosses them into a wasteand the wife together, try a selling talk
like
this
:
basket. The supposed Olwell is saved,
" Her cousin, the chief of police, had
made her the custodian of his records and
from an}' charge of aphasia resulting from
*" She thought that her husband had bethe blow.
come achanged man and her great love for
so she took the prints of this man she beBut Hatton has come to love the woman
lieved to be her husband in a spirit of fun.
him had returned. But this man loved her,
now as much as she loves him and he sees
"A few hours later they stood between
too, and it was this that caused him to rethat he can follow the pretense no longer
veal his true identity.
her and happiness — between the man and
and so he tells her that he is not Olwell at
trial for his life. It was hers that he might
'"I
love
you,
and
haven't
the
right,'
he
all, but Hatton. In her daze she summons
live and she might love. What woman
tells her. ' I am not Richard Olwell, your
her cousin, the chief of police and a mowould hesitate. But your heart will get
husband, but Richard Hatton, the ex-conment later tells Hatton how much she loves
vict whom you befriended. When your
right up against your teeth while you are
him.
husband fell dead I took his place and
waiting for the answer."
NOW in the course of the story she has
made him the ex-convict.'
OUR own conviction is that the proper
taken the finger prints of the supposed
"What did she do then? It was up to
way to exploit his picture is with big
her to produce the absolute truth and prove
Olwell as a matter of fun and the finger
space
and the cut dominant with his
that his story was true — or to trick her
prints of the dead man were also taken by
name of the star displayed prominently,
the chief and left in her possession. Now
cousin, the police chief, and be happ5r with
but if you need shorter selling talks for
the man she really loved. What did she
comes the chief on the scene and the wife
your smaller advertisements, here are a
tells him of the confession, but indicates
few of them :
that Olwell is a little "queer" and the chief
HERE is one that can be used with the
" He had told her that he was an ex-conlaughs at his story.
scene with the police chief :
vict, posing as her dead husband. She had
Then comes another unexpected and
his fate in her hands, but she loved him.
" She had a husband that she loathed. He
most dramatic development. Finger prints
"
came
to her with the threat that he
do? home
of Hatton have been sent to the chief from
What would any woman do?"
would drive her out of the house and install
the prison and he has them with him, so as
" Her husband had come home drunk.
his new sweetheart in her place.
a final test he sends the wife for those of
He told her that the woman he really loved
" She fled from the home and when she was waiting outside and that he was going
the dead man. Now the whole problem is
came back she found a new husband there,
to drive her from the house. There was
up to her and she substitutes those of Hatchivalric, solicitous — the sort of a man that
a fight with two ex-convicts; she did not
ton for the dead man's and naturally this
she
believed
she
had
married
and
made
her
see the end. But when she came back her
convinces the chief that he is the real Olwonder.
husband was a different man and the love
well, laboring under a hallucination. The
" But this man had just told her that he returned as quickly as it had fled. And
story ends with the declaration of the
was NOT her husband — that he was really when he told her — told her that he was not
woman that she is going to marry him
an ex-convict who was posing as a man who
her husband she rebelled. She called for
again so that she will be Mrs. Hatton, too,
was dead? This announcement dazed her her cousin, the chief of police. It was in
if he believes that he is that person.
and she called for her husband who was
her hands — but it was in her heart. Of
There is not a single one of the scene
the chief of police. Then her love for the
pictures on this production in which there
man became dominant. She wanted him for
course you can guess, but you'll miss a lot
isn't a punch because the dramatic element
her own.
by failing to make it a certainty."
is so unusually strong all the way through
" Over night this husband of hers changed
" She used the chief to make this man see
it and in case you are designing your own
from an abyssmal brute to a loving human.
that
she
loved
him,
but
then
there
was
thrust
advertising you can get a wide variety of
How sh% thanked the stars. And when this
into her hands the document that would
man told her that the brute was dead and
appeal. Of course, you will use one in prove that the man she loved was not her
he another, that she was not his wife, no
which Rupert Julian appears. We have ilhusband after all. It was her's for a de- wonder she called for the police chief.
lustrated three of the strongest of these,
cision. But she wanted him."
one where the police chief, the wife and
And he had the evidence to send this man
Julian are seen together, another with the
AND then here is this one to be used in to prison — if she would only verify it. What
wife shocked as Hatton reveals his true
connection with the picture showing
was a woman who really loved a man to
the wife, with amusement written on her
identity and another one where she is mak-

Left, Olwell and his employe preparing to elope; center, his "wife" takes Hatton's finger prints, and at right, scene when the two
ex-convicts come to Olwell's home seeking food

Featured
Be
Can
Finger Prints
Julian and
RUPERT JULIAN made such a hit in
THISreason
picture
is very betense
that
it should
givenanda for
comedy
his impersonation of the Kaiser in
THREE
OF THEM
balance on the bill. Any musical numbers
the great success that he himself wrote and
should be also of the lighter sort and for
produced " The Kaiser, the Beast of Berthe overture it would be a good plan to use
Feature the Trio of Well
lin," that he is today one of the best known
selections from some popular comic opera
men in the photoplay world. Any exhibitor
Known Actresses in This
who fails to make it clear that he has not
" Florodora." " Mile. Modiste," or
"such
Mme.as Sherry."
only
directed
"
The
Fire
Flinger."
but
that
s
le
nate
a
doub
role,
domi
this
So much as possible avoid the ordinary
he enacts a double role, is going to miss
E re,Rupert Julian, playinge
WHILpictu
there
are thre
hurry and mysterioso selections with the
opportunities.
mighty well known women
There should be the statement in all of
action and get high class in accord with
actresses who are seen in " The Fire
the action. For instance, when this was
your advertising, but we would also devote
Flingers." We would mention this
a great deal of attention to planting news
given its pre-release presentation at the
fact incidentally in all advertising.
stories about Julian in the newspapers.
Broadway
such ofselections
Erl King"
Jane Novak, who has appeared
for the attack
Olwell as
on "Hatton
and
Here is an Englishman who was for nearly
with Wm. S. Hart and many of the
"
Un
Sonnett
d'
Amour
"
when
the
wife
eighteen years an actor in the legitimate,
most prominent stars, is cast as the
goes after the finger prints are employed.
wife and has an appealing part.
and who was nearly thirty-five before he
There can be a clever little touch put in
jumped into the photoplay. He made good
Fay Tincher, best known for her
from the start and some of the big pictures
comedy work and now a star in her
with the use of " Wearin' o' the Green " at
the sight of the Irish policeman.
own right, has the near-vampire
in which he scored success were " The
The theme should not be introduced until
role,
though
she
appears
in
only
a
Bugler of Algiers" (also known as "We
few scenes.
after the death of Olwell when his wife
Are French") ; with Ella Hall in "Jewel,"
finds the man she thinks is he so much
Importance of the cast is shown
with Pavlova in " The Dumb Girl of Porin the fact that no less a known
changed.
Then it should be brought back
tici," and in " The Mysterious Mr. Tiller "
actress than Fritzie Ridgeway plays
for the renunciation scene and again at the
and " Mother O' Mine."
the maid and she adds an appealing
end of the picture.
But it remained for Julian to come along
bit to the picture.
in " The Kaiser " and startle Broadway and
Fred Kelsey, Clyde Fillmore, and
then the whole country. The war is over
E. Al Warren are also in the cast.
IF you have never tried the plan and you
and you want to keep this out of the catecan make the arrangements with the local dealers of the Saturday Evening Post
gory of war plays, but you do not want
to fail to get the pulling power of Julian
it will pay you to include in each copy dewith your showing.
livered the week before the showing the
be able to couple the picture up with the
announcement that this picture is to be
current news story through the news pages.
shown at your house. The story was
This same finger print idea can be carFINGER prints suggest an effective teaser
printed in serial form several months ago,
campaign on this picture, but we would
ried out in the lobby. Get two different
but it will be well remembered.
prefer to first use this by mail. You can
ones of these and have them greatly enGet all of the newsdealers in your comlarged. Under one use the caption:
get these by giving the thumb a good impression on an ordinary inking pad and
munity to co-operate with you to the ex" If his finger print looked like this it
tent of putting a special poster in their
then pressing them against a fairly heavy
means that he had to face trial for a windows.
This should be illustrated with
soft paper that will absorb the ink readily.
murder that he did not commit, but of which
a picture of Rupert Julian and then several
We would suggest a single one of these on
he was helpless to prove his innocence."
scenes from the production, and then add
a neat card and then the inscription,
And then under the other one :
this selling talk :
"What did this mean to Richard Hatton?"
This should be sent out well before the
" After the wonderful sensation that
" But if his finger print matched this one
announcement of the picture and then
world of happiness lay before him — a prosRupert Julian scored in 'The Kaiser, the
perous
career
and
the
love
of
a
woman
he
should be followed up with a letter telling
Beast of Berlin,' his friends almost feared
wanted as he had never wanted anything
the people that the climax of this picture
that he would never again have such an ophinges around finger prints.
portunity. But he has found it in the SaturThis will lift the picture above the crime
If there should come up in your combefore."
day
Evening
' The Fire
munity any big criminal case where the level, and you always want to keep the sugthe story thatPost
madestory,
a nation
lose Flingers,'
its sleep.
gestion of murder away.
solution hinges on finger prints you may
It's at the Empire all this week."
Rupert
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Earth"
On
Cast for "Hell
Names
and she has recently developed into an unSelect Pictures Corporation Declares
unusually accomplished screen actress, it
That
Sergeant
Arthur Guy
is said. Some of her most recent and successful work on the screen was with Theda
Empey Will Have Excellent Support
Bara in " The Tiger Woman " and with
WORK is now well under way for the Marguerite Clark in " Miss George WashSelect production starring Sergeant
Marguerite Courtot, who is cast for the
Guy Empey and entitled " Hell on Earth."
The interiors are being made at the Biopart
of " Fanny Bruce," has appeared in
ington."
graph studios in New York City.
" The Natural Law," " Crime and PunishIn addition to Sergeant Empey, who will
ment," Feathertop
"
" and with Paramount
in "Rolling Stones" and " The Kiss."
play the part of " Jack Duncan," the cast
includes such well known names as Evelyn
Betty Blythe's screen career includes
Martin, Marguerite Courtot, Betty Blythe,
" So Long, Letty," " Experience," " Who
SalHe Crute, Charles A. Steveson, William
Knows?" "His Own People" and many
Dunn, Frederick Buckley, Lilla May Lowry,
others,
" Overherthe stage
Top." debut in
Sallieincluding
Crute made
Harry Lee, Frank Norcross, Eugene
Strong, Arthur Donaldson, Joseph J. Dona" The Deep Purple." Charles A. Stevenson, who has the distinguished role of
hue, Betty Hutchinson, William H. Stucky,
Edward Elkas, Roland Osborne and Victor
"Mr. Lowring," is at present playing an
A. Stewart.
important part with Norman Trevor in
Sergeant Empey has already achieved
" Toby's Bow " at the Comedy in New
York.
fame as an author and actor, his early book
" Hell on Earth " is an original story by
of the war, " Over the Top," in which he
Sergeant Empey, but contrary to general
later stared on the screen, having placed
opinion it is not a war play, nor a play
him in the foremost ranks of author-actors.
in any way dealing with scenes or incidents
Evelyn Martin has the role opposite Serof the great war. It is being directed by
geant Empey,isthat
of " Lucy
Miss Martin
described
as oneDuncan."
of the Wilfrid North, who directed " The Battle
most beautiful women of the spoken stage,
Cry of Peace " and " Over the Top."
World

Film

Take

RADICAL departure from its accustomed policy of never handling a serial has been made by the World Pictures,
it is announced, in taking over the Houdini
serial, " The Master Mystery," for the
States of California, Nevada, northern
Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Arizona,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
This serial was taken over by the World
Pictures only after a large number of reports came into the home office from the
exchange managers of the World Film Corporation, in which they spoke of the tremendous box office value of the Houdini
serial. It was stated that it was cleaning
up. The executives of the World made
inquiry as to the possibility of securing the
distribution of the picture for all territory
still open, only after the closest investigation into what the picture was doing.
When the World officials approached B.
A. Rolfe, president of Octagon Films, Inc.,
A

Over

Houdini

Serial

who produced the Houdini serial, with a
proposition, Mr. Rolph, knowing the reputation of the sales organization of the
World, was inclined to look with favor
upon it. All details were quickly arranged
and the exchange managers of the territory
indicated above were notified that World
Pictures would give them a chance to show
what the company could do in making a
record for serial distribution.
Houdini, the star of this picture, enjoys
the- reputation, it is claimed, of being the
greatest drawing card ever known to vaudeville and the best advertised entertainer in
the world. This was one big factor in influencing World pictures to handle the
Houdini serial. He is said to be known
from one end of the world to the other
and the New York Hippodrome recognizing this engaged him for a season, with
the result, it is claimed, that every record
of the house during its many years of existence, was broken.

Crandall Books "Suspense"
in getting
Large
Houses
we have been
and have
used them
THAT Frank G. Hall's series of 10-20- all at all of my theatres, often times shelv30 releases are not confined to the proing other program shows to make way for
grams of the smaller houses but have
the 10-20-30 series.
reached the screen of many of the largest
first-run houses, is shown by the following
"I have just viewed your picture, "Susletter from Harry Crandall, owner of
pense," starring Mollie King and find it so
good that we are going to use it first-run
seven of the largest theatres in Washingin our Metropolitan, as you know to be,
ton, D. C. :
one of Washington's largest theatres. We
"When I signed for your 10-20-30 serthink it better than many we have run
vice, I had no open time in my theatres,
here and too good for our small Crandall
but I felt that this plan should be encourTheatre.
aged and figured that I could use some of
the shows at my Crandall Theatre, and
" Hoping that your company will keep up
could afford to shelve the rest. But I have
the good work and that all exhibitors will
appreciate your efforts in. trying to get
been agreeably surprised at the pictures

Picture

News

Select for April

Is

" Veiled Adventure "
Constance Talmadge in " The Veiled Adventure is
" the second Select Pictures Corporation offering for the month of April.
Lewis J. Selznick announces that the first
of the three April productions. Marion
Davies in "Getting Mary Married," was released during the first week of the month,
and the third, Alice Brady in "Redhead,"
be ready later in the month.
" The Veiled Adventure " is an original
story by Julia Crawford Ivers, who also
furnished the scenario. It was directed by
Walter Edwards. Harrison Ford is Miss
Talmadge's leading man, thus bringing to
the screen once more that happy combination of star, director and leading man
which is said to have won such universal
approval.
Censorship

Menaces " Cannibal "Picture
Martin Johnson's "Canibals of the South
Seas," released by Robertson-Cole through
Exhibitors' Mutual, after playing three
weeks at the Randolph theatre, in Chicago,
is being held over for another week.
The censors of Illinois are said to be
on the job again, and the Chicago Herald
has rushed to the defense of the picture,
saying, "These meddlers are perhaps sincere, but they go on the theory that what
they don't know will hurt them. To censor the cannibal pictures is nothing short
of surrender to superstition. It is every •
whit asof superstitious
the cannibals'
hatred
Mr. and Mrs. asJohnson
because
they wore clothing. It is time those cloistered hamlets who object to it should come
out into the sun."
Priest Joins Blackton Sales
J. Stuart Blackton has announced the
appointment of Robert W. Priest, president of the Film Market Corporation, as
general sales agent for Blackton Productions, Inc. This arrangement was introduced in the consummation of deals negotiated for Mr. Blackton by Mr. Priest disposing of all rights to the latest Blackton
production, "A House Divided."
The first deal covered the sale of all foreign rights on "A House Divided" to Bech
Van Siclen & Company and the second recorded the sale of the United States and
Canadian rights to Frank G. Hall, president of the Independent Sales Corporation.
It is understood that Mr. Blackton is
now completing preparations for a number
of big special
productions which will be
announced
shortly.
themof good
shows areat now
a reasonable
price."
Six
this series
being booked
by
Independent Sales through the Film Clearing House — "Her Mistake, starring Evelyn
Nesbit ; "Life's Greatest Problem," with
Mitchell Lewis; "A Woman's Experience,"
with Mary Boland; "Suspense," with Molly
King; "When My Ship Comes In," starring Jane Grey and "When a Woman
Strikes," with all-star cast including Ben
Wilson, Neva Gerber, Rosemary Theby
and Murdock McQuarrie.
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" Tempest and Sunshine
Has Eleven in State

"

Eleven prints in a single State and all
working steadily. This is the record
claimed for " Tempest and Sunshine," a
recent release of the J. Frank Hatch Enterprises.
" Our Philadelphia and Pittsburgh exchanges have had such an unprecedented
demand from Pennsylvania exhibitors desirous of booking ' Tempest and Sunshine '
that we are compelled to keep eleven prints
in active
clared Mr.work
Hatch.for that State alone," deThe latest territorial purchase recorded
came late last week when J. L. Parks, of
Abiline, Kans., bought the Iowa and Nebraska rights.
More than half of the United States has
already been sold on this six-reel screen
adaptation
Mary isJ.said
Holmes'
widely
novel. Theof book
to have
had read
the
heavy circulation of more than 20,000
copies.
Another powerful adjunct to the drawing
power, says the producer, is the popularity
of the stage drama. " Tempest and Sunshine " is reported to have played every
city, town and hamlet in the country. It is
declared to have had a wide vogue among
repertoire shows and it is estimated that it
has been produced on the stage fully fifteen thousand times.
Arrow

Film

Buys

Rights

for " Masked Rider "
" The Masked Rider," a fifteen episode
serial, produced by Bill Steiner, has been
bought for the United States by W. E.
Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film
Corporation.
It is a western serial, with a plot, it is
said, which hold the interest from one episode to another and has a thrill in everyfoot of film. Aubrey M. Kennedy, who
wrote and directed this serial, also directed
" The Witching Hour " and many other
features, together with other serials.
The cast contains such notable players as
Harry Meyers, Ruth Stonehouse and Paul
Panzer.
A special advertising campaign has been
arranged
exploit
" The for
Masked
Rider,"to
which willtomake
it easier
exhibitors
cash in on this picture.
Zena

Keefe to Star in World
Picture

World Pictures announces they have entered into a contract with Zena Keefe to
star her in a five-reel picture which bears
the working title of "The Amateur Widow." Work on this picture began on Monday at the World studio at Fort Lee. Oscar Apfel is directing .
Miss Keefe was starred by Ivan Films in
its production "Enlighten Thy Daughter."
Harry Rapp also starred her in "The Exiled duction
Princess."
in which Another
she was notable
the starfilmwaspro-in
Jack Noble's production of "Shame." Following this she appeared as the star in
"The Challenge."

Michelena

for

" Just
" is Productions
First of Three
BeatrizSquaw
Michelena
to
Be Distributed Through Exhibitors Mutual
IN the statement from Robertson-Cole,
containing the information that three
Beatriz Michelena features had been acquired for distribution through Exhibitors'
Mutual exchanges,
nounced as the first "ofJust
the Squaw
series. " was anA tual
prominent
Mustated that official
because ofof Exhibitors'
her exceptional
characterizations in " Salomy Jane " and
other equally well-known contributions to
the silent art, Miss Michelena has long been
an established favorite with screen enthusiasts. She has not been seen in any new
productions for more than a year, for the
simple reason that she has been devoting
all her time to the three features which
Robertson-Cole have just acquired.
Miss Michelena and her associates in
the promotion of her own company, decided
that a superb motion picture product could
only be obtained by devoting time, and
plenty of it, to every detail in the filming
of a photodrama. Consequently, nearly four
months is said to have been spent on each
of the attractions, the last of which has
just been completed.
George E. Middleton supervised and personally directed each of the three MichWm,
Fox
Leases
Producer Wanted to Put a Realistic
Train Wreck in a Motion Picture
and Succeeded at Great
Expense
AX entire railroad system was leased
Sunday, April 13, in New Jersey,
when William Fox determined to put a
realistic train wreck into a picture. For
half a mile the burning cars sped down a
grade toward an open drawbridge in the
Raritan River, while more than two thousand persons from South River, a New
Jersey village, and the surrounding country,
looked on one of the most interesting dramatic spectacles they had ever seen. And
when the crash came as the train tipped
over the open draw into a deep channel of
the river they gasped in astonishment.
Stanton,
" Checkers,"
a Richard
forthcoming
Fox director
picture, ofwhich
will be
one of the largest spectacles of the year
when released some time in the future,
spent between $4,000 and $5,000 to produce
this scene which did not run more than 200
feet of film.
It was undoubtedly one of the most costly
of picture operations. But before Mr. Fox
went to Europe some weeks ago, he insisted this incident of the story should not
be slighted.
It is asserted that when the picture is
shown on the screen, it will be one of the
most interesting spectacles of the year.
Beneath the flaming cars, four actors risked
their lives in ice cold water to add to the
realism, and two of them were badly injured, while one was nearly drowned when
he dove and caught in debris at the bottom
of the river.

Robertson-Cole
elena photodramas. This in itself is declared to be a guarantee of attention to
every minute detail that contributes to the
general success of a motion picture.
Miss Michelena is reported to have been
accorded
superb support
" Just
Andrew Robson,
as Snakein Le
Gal, Squaw."
gives a
performance that is cited as a model for
Western bad men. He is said to handle his
part skillfully at every stage, and where
most actors would have overacted and made
the part ridiculous. Robson has subdued
it, and made Le Gal a real, hated villain
minus anything that borders on the burlesque.
Albert ■ Morrison, William Pike and D.
Missoras are others who contributed
" bits " to " Just Squaw " that will help to
establish it as one of the premier Westernmentdramas
states. of the past year, the announceIn enumerating the successful screen offerings of Miss Michelena, a RobertsonCole official states that one cannot overlook her high-class work in " The Unwritten Law," by Edwin Milton Royle, which
drew unstinted praise from press and public.
Likewise her lovable characterization of
the Salvation Army girl in the screen
adoption of Mrs. Fiske's stage success by
Edward Sheldon, " Salvation Nell."
Road
for Wreck
Mr. Fox, when he purchased the play
" Checkers," founded on the famous novel
of that name by Henry Blossom, Jr., determined to utilize every realistic incident of
the story to make a picture which should
be one of the great spectacles of the year.
For that purpose he gathered a company
of many first class screen actors, including
such as Thomas J. Harrigan, Robert Elliott,
Miss Jean Acker, Miss Ellen Cassity, Tammany Young and others.
The story is described as one of real
life, and its scenes run from vicious fights
to dark and dangerous passages in an underground Chinese quarters to brilliant
scenes on one of the great race tracks of
the country. In fact, Director Stanton is
now at the Havre de Grace track in Maryland to get real scenes of real racing.
In Henry Blossom's story, which had a
long and successful run on the stage, after
it had made money as a novel for the
author, there are many stirring incidents.
The one chosen for the wreck scene required the use of the road.
Frank

Keenan Celebrates
His Birthday

On the occasion of the anniversary of
his birthday, Frank Keenan, star and head
of the Frank Keenan Productions, Inc., received more than a hundred letters from
friends and screen admirers on April 8th.
"Of course, I'll have to admit that I'm
more than 31," said Mr. Keenan, to representatives of the Motion Picture News,
" but more than that," he added — with a
whimsical smile — "well there are reason^ "

Motion
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Twede
Leslie

Film

Gets

Final

Touches

Star's Latest Vitagraph Feature Before "A Stitch in Time " Also
Wins Exhibitor Approval —
Serial Appreciated
FOR many weeks past Gladys Leslie, under the direction of Ralph Ince, has
been at work on " A Stitch in Time," the
play that Irene Fenwick appeared in on
Broadway early this season. The picture
has been completed and is being put in final
shape for release.
One of Vitagraph's studio officials stated
that the finished production exceeds every
expectation of the company. Ralph Ince
was especially engaged to direct the production and a strong supporting cast was
employed, which included Eugene Strong,
Agnes Ayres, Julia Swayne Gordon, Earle
Schenk, Charles Stevenson, George O'Donnell, Cecil Chichester, and Charles Walton.
" A Stitch
in Time " is shortly to be
screened
for exhibitors.
An indication of the reception being accorded Vitagraph's latest Gladys Leslie picture, "Miss Dulcie from Dixie," in the
South, is the week's run of the picture at
the Leader theatre in Washington, D. C,
and an extended run at the Bluebird theatre in Richmond, Va.
"Miss Dulcie from Dixie" is said to
offer exhibitors an opportunity for unusual presentation in that it admits of striking settings and rousing music. The photoRagsdale's
novel playofis antheadaptation
same title of
andLulah
was directed
by
Joseph Gleason.
The Vitagraph Company is proud of a
letter it has received from Merle Davis,
general manager of the Ansonia Amusement Company in Butte, Mont. Vitagraph's pride lies in the fact that Mr. Davis'
letter is an absolute verification of everything that Vitagraph has claimed for its big
Duncan serial, " The Man of Might."
Vitagraph's production of Charles Klein's
drama, " The Lion and the Mouse," in

Picture

Dan

Is Seen in

Jester Comedies
Territorial rights to the new super-series
of Jester Comedies are rapidly being disof by. the
Territorial Sales Corporationposedof New
York.
The method of distribution of the superseries was announced only a short time ago,
and already several contracts with exchanges have been signed. The contracts
guarantee two pictures a month.
The series consists only of two-reel subjects. The stories of the different comedies are in no way related.
Twede Dan is seen in all the comedies.
These pictures were produced by William
Steiner.
Lieut. Vezine Will
United

Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph, conversing with
William Duncan at the West Coast plant
which Alice Joyce is starred, has completed
a run at the Liberty theatre in Seattle,
and it is reported that the producWash.,
tion attracted more attention than any other
has been put on in he Northpicture that
western metropolis for a long time.
The management of the Liberty theatre
had their own 24-sheet prepared and posted
liberally throughout their vicinity. The
Tivoli Opera House in San Francisco likewise reports a smashing run and Messrs.
Turner and Dahnken wired Vitagraph
"The Lion and the Mouse" opened at Tivoli Opera House to exceptionally big busiway. ness. Picture satisfying public in every
"The Lion and the Mouse" is also being used as the opening feature of the
New Euclid theater in Cleveland.

Heart'
His Own
Releas
Metro
HALE
HAMILTON,
the es
popular"After
Metro
worth Duncan, familiarly known as Tom
star, according to reports from the Duncan, and played by Mr. Hamilton.
Metro offices, has never had a more satisNaomi Childers, as Mr. Hamilton's leadfactory vehicle than " After His Own
ing woman inand
"After
Own Heart,"
a stronger
moreHisimportant
part hasin
Heart," which is to be released on April 28.
this picture than in anything which she
"After His Own Heart" is another of
has ever done on the screen. She is
the stories produced by Metro under the
new policy of the adaptation of popular
steadily coming to the front as one of the
novels and stories by authors with a repuscreen's most versatile leading women.
tation outside of the silent theatre. Ben
The balance of the cast includes such
Ames Williams, well known writer of short
capable players as William V. Mong, Harry
stories and novels, is the author.
Carter, Herbert Pryor, Frank Hayes, StanThe production has been given a wealth
ley Sanford and Mrs. Louis.
of luxurious settings for the interiors of
the fashionable homes of the elite, and
World Releases Five Chapnothing to make the picture a success has
lin Revivals
been overlooked, it is said, either by Harry
L. Franklin, who directed the star, or MaxThe Essanay Film Company announces
well Karger, Director General of Metro,
that five of the Essanay-Chaplin comedies,
who supervised it in its making. Rudolph
distributed by the George Kleine System,
are now booking at the World Film CorBergquist, Hamilton's regular cameraman,
has brought out some novel photographic
poration Exchanges. The pictures include,
effects.
" A Night in the Show," " Shanghaied,"
" The Bank," " Police " and " Triple
The story of "After His Own Heart"
deals with the life of one Thomas WentTrouble."

News

Fly for

Lieutenant George L. Vezine, formerly
of the British Royal Flying Corps, who is
to be the flying ace of the United Pictures
Theatres, Inc., of America, has arrived in
this country from England.
Lieutenant Vezine received many flattering offers, it is said, to go in business but
turned them all down, in order to continue
in his chosen vocation, that of flying. He
aims
visit each inofthe
the United
United'sStates,
twenty-as
three toexchanges
flying ace and special representative, his
trip taking him from coast to coast. These
journeys in the air will also include flights
to Canada, where the United has branch
offices in Montreal, Toronto, Quebec and
Winnipeg,manshipthe
lieutenant combining saleswith flying.
In commenting upon the acquisition of
Lieut. Vezine, to the forces of United Pictures Theatres of America, Lloyd Willis,
assistant to the company's president, said :
" United is particularly fortunate in having induced Lieut. Vezine to become its
flying ace. I think his advent is typical
of this company — for we are trying at
least to lead them all."

Lieut. Georges L.
Flying Corps, who
days of the war.
Theatres' Ace and

Vezine of the British Royal
saw service since the early
He is now United Picture
will visit exchanges in his
machine
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Famum's

Next

Is

"Jungle Trail"
The Jungle Trail," the first of the series of big features which William Farnum inaugurated upon the renewal of his
contract with William Fox, will be the next
Farnum release it was announced this
week. This picture was made at Miami,
Fla., and is reported to be the most costly
production the star has made since " Les
Miserables."
The scenes are laid in New York, and in
the African jungle, every foot of which is
declared to be filled with thrilling action.
There also is strong love interest through
the picture.
Some of the most magnificent sets ever
seen on the screen are said to be erected.
One, that of a towering temple, is said to
have cost 825,000.
Mr. Farnum is said to be supported by a
strong cast in this picture, the leading feminine role being played by Anne Luther,
who plays the part of a native princess.
G. Raymond Nye is the heavy. More than
500 persons are shown in the native village scenes.
Long

Runs

Reported

on

"Turn in Road"
The Brentwood special, "The Turn in
the Road,'' released by Robertson-Cole
through the Exhibitors' Mutual, is said to
be going bigger and bigger each week.
This geles
picture
open
at of
Quinn's,
Los Antheatre for
a run
eight weeks,
its
latest honor being a run of two weeks in
San Francisco and Seattle, Wash. The
Stanley Booking Corporation has listed
this feature as a coming attraction in every
one of its eighty houses through Pennsylvania and big booking for long runs, it is
claimed, is taking place through the country.
This hig feature is not to be construed
as a religious picture. It merely touches
on the efforts of a half crazy youth to find
the true God and of the belief of a child
that God is love.

A scene from the Macauley Productions dramatic spectacle " Whom the Gods Would Destroy " now being released by First National

Gets

Fairbanks

Famous Players-Lasky Arranges to
Distribute " The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo " — First Since Contract Expired — Released
on May 18
ARRANGEMENTS have been consummated between the Famous-Players-Lasky Corporation and Douglas Fairbanks, it is announced, for the distribution of " The Knickerbocker Buckeroo,''
the star's first Special production since his
contract with that organization expired several months ago.
When the year's release schedule of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation was announced last fall, a series of Douglas Fairbanks pictures was included, it being confidently felt at that time that Fairbanks
would renew his contract for a number of
films during the coming year. With the
release of " Arizona," however, the contract expired last December, and negotiations for the distribution of " The Knickerbocker Buckeroo " were started by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation when
Fairbanks started on this film.
The new Fairbanks production is seven
reels in length, and will be handled as a
special attraction for longer bookings and
with greater exploitation than in the case
of previous Fairbanks offerings, according
to Famous Players.
" The Knickerbocker Buckeroo," according to reports from the West coast studio, is undoubtedly Doug's most thrilling
film. A series of episodes taken in a railroad yard are heralded by the press agent

Picture
asSpecial
the most exciting stunts
ever disclosed
in motion pictures — even by the acrobatic
Doug. Assisting Fairbanks in the presentation of these thrills is William A. Wellman, aviator.
Marjorie Daw, playing the feminine lead,
takes the part of Mercedes, a girl with
whom the hero falls in love. Miss Daw
played prominent parts in " He Comes Up
Smiling " and " Arizona." Frank Campeau, Edythe Chapman and Albert McQuarrie are among the other players making up the cast.
" The Knickerbocker Buckeroo " was
staged under the direction of Albert Parker, who produced " Arizona." Two cameramen were used in filming this producliams.tion ;Hugh McClung and Glen MacWilWhat are declared to be the largest sets
ever built for a Fairbanks picture were erected and in some of the scenes over three
hundred persons are said to have appeared.
After an allegorical opening, the story with
an episode in a Xew York club, where
Doug offers his reasons for seriously considering the Horace Greely bromide, "Go
West,
YoungandMan."
to take
this advice
goes He
out decides
to the land
of
cactus and rattlesnakes, where he proceeds
to show what a young man from Longacre
Square can do when he feels like it. Several weeks were devoted to developing the
story alone. Each episode was constructed
by Doug's staff which included Elton Banks,
Josephdon andHenaberry,
Ted Reed,
Frank ConAlbert Parker,
director.

Links
"OurT
Pasadena Exhibitor
Promotes
Novel
eddy"
With
Chapli
would
come to see the
picture that n
had
never seen a Chaplin picture. Then I
Advertising Stunt and Is Said to
booked the Chaplin subject on the same
Have Scored Heavily
program because I knew there were peoDH. Schumann, proprietor of the Flowould come to see Chaplin that
• rence Theatre, Pasadena, Cal., is de- wouldple who
not come to see Roosevelt.
scribed as a progressive exhibitor whose
" I knew further that if the people who
mind is always in a state of healthy dissatisfaction. He has a good location and
wished to see Roosevelt, ever saw Chapfinds it little trouble to attract the reguthey would
him and
tell lin
their
friends.likeI knew
also they
that would'
if the
lar movie-going crowd. But that doesn't
Chaplin
fans
saw
the
Roosevelt
film
they
satisfy Schumann.
would like it— they would enjoy its fine
Always Schumann's brain worked
story, action and dramatic setting — and
something like this, it is said : " In this
city of Pasedena there are hundreds of they would also tell their friends.
people who never go to the movies. Why?
" I played the two against each other.
Xot because they are hostile to them, and
Then I did a little personal advertising.
I called on several hundred friends and
not because the\- haven't the time and
asked them as a personal favor to come
money.
Simplyhabit.
because
haven't them
gotten the movie
Oncethey
I induced
and see Chaplin. I asked others to see the
Roosevelt film. I knew these people would
to
come
to
my
theatre,
it's
a
cinch
I
could
keep them coming. How could I make
be pleased, and a pleased clientele is your
best advertising medium.
them pay that important first visit?"
Schumann's big chance came through his
" My plan worked like a charm. I played
own ingenuity. The idea occurred to him
to a house jammed to capacity during the
entire double engagement. My point is
to link " Our Teddy," the McClure authorized Roosevelt picture, with Charlie
this : The exhibitor must not depend upon
made-to-order advertising, but he must use
Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms " and show
them on the same program. Charlie Chapa little originality of his own.
lin and Theodore Roosevelt on the same
" When
I played
' Virtuous Wives
' with
screen the same evening!
Anita
Stewart,
I inaugurated
an elaborate
advertising campaign, because I believed
Every exhibitor can profit by the interesting story of what happened, which Mr.
this picture merited unusual exploitation.
Schumann tells in his own words :
I study my subject and I take an inventory
" When I booked ' Our Teddy ' -I realof my clientele, and then I conduct my adized that there was a class of people who
vertising campaign accordingly."
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United

Motion

Very
High
Total
lief is not based upon theory but upon demCircuit Includes Over 2300 Theatres
onstration. United is growing at the rate
and
Organization
Rejoices —
of from 50 to 100 theatres each week. This
Berst Wires Managers the
fact in itself is the most convincing arguGood News
ment that United's
and present
achievements
are but anpast
indication
of its
A TELEGRAM sent on April 9 by Mr.
J. A. Berst, president of United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., to manaWith an announced total of 2,301 theatres now
being
served with its product, United
future."regularly
gers and salesmen in the United organizaPicture
Theatres, Inc., in the latest week of its
tion reads as follows :
"drive" lists the following new members: W. D.
Grace and Wm. Shore, Coalport, Pa. ; Bijou TheUnited
today
passed
the
twenty-three
hundred
Co., La Mich.
Crosse,
Chas. DePaul,
theatre mark. It is now as safe as the Rock of
Ste. atre
Marie,
; L.Wis.C. ; Schmitt
and LeoSau't
H.
Gibraltar. Its success of the past and present is Huckenstein, N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Mrs. C. F.
but an indication of its brilliant future. Your
McGinley, Elizabeth, Pa. ; Augusta Theatre Co.,
hardest work and our hardest work is over. In Augusta, Me.; Rolla Duncan, Rexburg, Idaho;
view of this achievement the price of United
H. W. Poole, Klamath Falls, Ore.; F. H. Durstock will be shortly raised. We want to thank
kee, Baltimore, Md. ; Fred M. Bickhardt, Philayou for the part you have played in bringing
delphia, Pa.; E. B. Hulse, Mt. Holly, N. J - A.
Unitedever,tonot toits rest
present
expectbutyou,
howM. Fisher, Harper. Kans. ; Whitney & McClusuponstate.
your Welaurels
to grow
key, Molsington, Kans. ; Mr. and Mrs. Don T.
with United. Kindest regards.
Palmer, Great Bend, Kans. ; S. H. Grove, Louisville, Ky. ; A. R. Michaels, Genesco, 111. ; F. A.
J. A. BERST.
Kornig, Baltimore, Md. : Rome Amusement Co.,
Rome,
Ga. ; Lemen & Heki, Newton, la.; Alex.
Immediately upon receipt of the above
R. Boyd, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Joseph James, New
York City; Sig. Samuels, Atlanta, Ga. ; Andy
telegram, the United managers in the comBattison, Yukon, Pa.; Wm. Epstein, Laredo,
reproducedin Tex. ; Maxahachie Amusement Co., Maxahachie,
the wirepany's
andtwenty-three
sent it exchanges
to every exhibitor
Texas; John Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.; S. E.
Thomas, lington,
Plymouth,
H. E.Haverhill,
Lippincott,Mass.;
Burtheir respective territories.
N. J.; KoenPa. ;Bros.,
Chas.
G.
Goodnight,
De
Soto,
Mo.;
E.
H.
PhilIn commenting
United's
achieveips, Ft. Worth, Tex. ; Waldorf Amusement Co.,
ment, Lloyd Willis,upon
assistant
to president
Lynn, Mass. ; J. Goldberg, La Porte, Ind. ; V.
of United Picture Theatres of America,
W.
Langford,Pa. Chicago,
111. ; John
Philadelphia,
; M. E. Hanley,
Kent,F.O. Haves,
; Miss
Inc., said:
D. Smythe, Defiance, O. ; Doan Amusement Co.,
Cleveland, O. ; T. A. Roosevelt, Columbus, O. ;
S. Wehrly, Bluefield, W. Va. ; Roma McCabe,
" This has
means,
course, Itthat
United's
Rubicon
been ofcrossed.
means
that R.
St.; Mary's,
; Mrs. Chas.
Hauser,O. Franklin,
O.
Endress O.
& Banker,
Germantown,
the United idea has been firmly intrenched
in the minds of exhibitors from coast to
One of the most important membership conin the list for the current week, LTnited
coast and from Canada to the Gulf. It points tracts
out,
is that
the run
Criterion
Atlanta,
Ga.,
the
largestof first
house theatre,
in that city
means that United today is serving more
and in the
Atlanta
territory.
The
Criterion
purchased no less than six snares of United stock,
than 2,300 theatres — that every theatre nowand is thus entitled to play United productions
entering United is a profit theatre for for
that
number of days. This contract was exeUnited and its exhibitor members.
cuted andby J.Sig.W. Samuels,
Hanlon, treasurer
United's and
Atlanta
manager,
principal
stockholder of the Criterion theatre, that city.
" The work of intrenching the United
idea in the minds of exhibitors has been
Herbert A. Wagner has been engaged as
Unitedtrict,representative
in the ofIndianapolis
disno easy task, but United officials feel, and
under the managership
Milton Simon.
always have felt, that the co-operative plan Mr. Wagner has been been connected with the
Cincinnati office of Goldwyn since that branch
upon which United is built is one which
opened, until he associated himself with the
would eventually succeed. Their faith in was
Cincinnati office of the Independent Sales Corp.
The
new United representative is said to enjoy
this has now been fully demonstrated.
aW.high
standing
exhibitors.
A.
Ginn has among
joined mid-Western
the sales staff
of the
" United officials feel that they have now
United New York office, and J. H. Gilmour has
one of the most effective managerial and been
engaged
as
a
United
salesman
traveling
out
sales organizations in the world. This be- of the Denver office.
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President and Secretary of Selznick
Pictures Corporation Arrives in
New York
The Selznick forces, including Myron
Selznick, President of Selznick Pictures
Corporation, David Selznick, its secretary, their brother Howard and Mrs. Selznick, wife of Lewis J. Selznick, president
of Select Pictures, arrived in New York
this wreek from Hollywood, California,
where they have been engaged in making
their first two productions with Olive
Thomas as star. Miss Thomas will probably leave California within the next few
■days to come east.
In speaking of the projected activities
of Selznick Pictures Corporation, its
President, Myron Selznick, expressed his
conviction that the city of New York and
its vicinity were far superior to the much
vaunted California climate for the production of motion pictures. " Not only does
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production in New York, " says Mr. Selznick, "make possible the closer co-operation between the producing and the administrative branches, with the increased efficiency which such close co-operation inevitably brings about, but since so great a
part of the picture is devoted to interiors,
a studio in New York is as good as a
studio anywhere else and probably a lot
better.
" This week's trade papers will contain
some information which will interest every
exhibitor, and every other man in the picture business, " said Mr. Selznick, when
asked about the plans of his company. "We
are announcing the acquisition of a new
male star, in response to a popular demand to see him star, which has grown
and grown writhin the last year and a half,
so that his initial stellar appearance will
doubtless establish him at once in the front
rank of American moving picture stars.
There are several other propositions in the
fire, which I cannot divulge at present,

Regards Alice Lake
a Genuine Find
Bert Lytell's next picture will be " The
Lion's Den." The story is by Frederick
Orin Bartlett and adapted to the screen by
George D. Baker of the Metro staff, who
is also the director.
Little Alice Lake, who is to play the
leading feminine role, is the first star that
has appeared opposite Mr. Lytell in two
consecutive productions, they having just
finished " Blackie's Redemption."
" We know it is unusual," said Maxwell
Karger of Metro, " but we have found
what we think to be one of the best working combinations since the famous Lockwood-Allison team."
Mr. Lyttell when questioned on the matter said : " I have played with many leading women, but it is not easy to find a leading woman who possesses both pleasing appearance and ability, and I am confident
that Miss Lake has permitted me greater
ease of expression and a fuller play for the
histrionic powers with which I am credH.

L. Muir Announces
Educational Booking
The Standard Film Corporation of Minneapolis, through its manager, H. L. Muir,
ited." bookings of the Educational Films
reports
Corporation's products, prominently the
"series
Photoplay
Magazine
Screenreleases
Supplement
of twelve
monthly
to the"
Blue Mouse of St. Paul, the Rialto of
Aberdeen, S. D., the Colonial of Sioux
Falls, S. D., and the Fotoplay of Grand
Forks, N. D.
During the current week Messrs. Ruben
and Finklestein are playing " The Wanderer and theinWhozitt
rick theatre
St. Paul." in their New Gar"The

Third Degree"
for Release

Ready

Vitagraph's big Alice Joyce production
of Charles Klein's famous drama, " The
Third Degree," is now ready for release.
It will be heralded, it is said, by a monster
billboard campaign, national in scope, and
Vitagraph is anticipating greater business
than was obtained from " The Lion and
"The Third Degree" was produced unthe Mouse."
der the direction of Tom Terriss, and Miss
Joyce's Anders
supporting
cast includes
James,
Randolf,
(Mrs. De Gladden
Wolf)
Hedda Hopper, L. Rogers Lytton, Herbert
Evans, George Backus, J. P. Wade and
L. O. McGuire.
but I am sure that our forthcoming announcements will be of real interest and
importance to the industry.
"We have not yet decided as to whether
we shall make some of our Eastern productions in the Geo. Backer studio, which
my father, Lewis J. Selznick, has just acquired. In any event, our productions will
be filmed in a studio commensurate with
their importance, and the value of the
stars and stories on our program. "
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MOST exhibitors look upon a serial as
business insurance. They count on the
likelihood of the greater portion of those
who have seen the first episode coming
back to see the others, and thus building
up regular business for their theatre. This
is basically a sound idea, but the serial must
not be expected to carry itself and the
succeeding business. Why not attempt to
go out and get new patrons for the first
episode, and therefore for the succeeding
ones?
If you have " The Tiger's Trail " booked
for your house, we would make up our
minds at the start that we were going to
get more people into the theatre to see this
first episode than were ever there before.
For the moment we would forget the fact
that this is a serial. We would go about the
exploitation just as we would if some solicitor had been around and sold us " the
biggest ever " feature. Largely this should
be built around the content of the first episode, and a suggestion of the matter that
follows and the popularity of the star.
Most exhibitors have been induced to
start in the game of heavy advertising because they have been heavily sold on a picture. The exchange man has told them
that here is a wonderful opportunity, and
under this lure they have gone out and done
more — with the result that they have done
bigger business than ever before.
THIS money is spent on a picture for a
single run. But with a serial here is
the opening episode for which a comparatively small amount of rental has been paid,
and there are fourteen other episodes to
follow. The common sense, business building thing to do is to spend more money advertising the first episode than you would on
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any feature, and then to carry this consistent advertising through enough of the earlier episodes to be sure that you have hundred per cent interest.
It's mighty hard to get a man started to
reading the middle of a book. He wants
to know what has already happened. And
with good books it is almost impossible to
make him quit in the middle. If you have
a live newspaper in your city that runs
chaptered fiction note the way that it advertises this in advance. Many of the papers
give over portions of the first page because they realize the importance of getting the initial interest, and because they
know that the advertising they do then
lasts for the full run of the story. The
same thing applies to your theatre, but with
added emphasis.
THEATRES that have no competitors
showing this picture and the first run
houses should not hesitate to go to this
strong in their newspaper advertising. The
fact that some one is to show the picture
later, and may get some benefit from your
publicity should not interfere with your
plans. Figure on trying to get all this
business yourself for the first showing and
then go to it for all you are worth.
If there are a number of theatres in your
community showing the serial the sensible
thing is to get together on co-operative advertising, sharing the expense, putting the
main stress on the thrills and tense interest
and then naming the theatres, with the
dates of showing below.
Neivspaper advertising should start a
couple of weeks' in advance of the first episode, at least with the announcement in
the Sunday issues that it is going to be
shown at your house. A week in advance

s

Frail

you should have another large announcement, and then smaller advertising each
day of the week. There is a large amount
of ready prepared advertising for this, picturing many of the thrilling stunts, and this
is the very point to play hard in your announcements. Then make the big smash the
Sunday before the opening or on the day
you show your first episode.
D UT red blood into these displays ; you
*■ are appealing to the lovers of action.
You should take full advantage of the
striking title and, of course, the name of
Ruth Clifford should be emphasized.
Striking cuts of her can be employed to
great advantage, for she is really a beautiful woman, and we would not fail to call
attention to the fact that she is a successful serial star. The average fan wants assurance that the player will deliver the
goods, and you can promise this by mentioning the five serials in which she has
appeared: "Who Pays?" "The Red Circle," "The Neglected Wife," " Price of
Folly " and " Hands Up ! " George Larkin, the hero, should also be featured.
Arthur B. Reeve, one of the authors, is
responsible for many successful chaptered
stories," including " The Perils of Elaine,"
the first serial in which Pearl White appeared, Exploits
"
of Elaine " and " The
House of Hate." Every reader of fiction
knows
the he
wonderful
" CraigWillets,
Kennedy
stories that
wrote. Gilson
who"
wrote the scenario, prepared that for " The
Adventure
Kathlyn,"
the first
Pathe hasof been
responsible
forserial.
so many
serial successes that we would be sure to
use the name of this company in all the
advertising.

At the left Ruth Roland shows her fighting ability; in the center a close up of the star, and at the right she is kidnapped by the outlaw
aids of the Hindus
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At the left is the maid who plays such an important part in the plot against Belle Boyd; in the center. Grim Gordon shows Belle the
Tiger Idol, ivhich has the power of locating radium, and which is sought by the Hindus, and at the right, Belle in the grasp of Tiger
Face, whose identity is not revealed until the final episode

Make

Serial

WidenScopeofYour

OPINIONS differ among exhibitors as
to whether it is good policy to publish
the story of the various chapters in advance of their showing, and that is a matter that will have to be decided by the
individual, but certainly the mystery element ought to be kept dominant in all of
your advance publicity. And certainly you
yourself should carefully study the story of
each episode, so that you can get the
punches out of them in your announcements.
As soon as you book this picture you
should begin talking about it in your program. You will be supplied with ample
press material to cover the various phases
of the story and about the players, and this
should be used very liberally. You must
remember that your greatest effort is to get
the public to attend the first episode, because the chances are that they will follow
the story through. But we would not advise confining the exploitation to the initial one ,but continuing it strong through
the first three.
Now " The Tiger's Trail " centers around
Hindu tiger worshippers and a bunch of
unscrupulous adventurers and criminal
cowboys, and the efforts to prevent Belle
Boyd (Ruth Roland) from getting a fortune that belongs to her as the result of
a compact made between her father and
two other men, the agreement having been
torn in three pieces and divided, for the
possession of valuable mines. There also
figures the Tiger Idol with glowing eyes
that locates radium and Tiger Face, a mysterious character whose identity is not revealed until the final episode.
THE picture of Miss Roland should be
featured on the cover of your program
at least a couple of weeks before the showing of the first episode, and then you can
follow with one of George Larkin a week
later. See that interesting stories of these
players are carried inside.
Here is a case where the mailing list idea
is an excellent one. Here is a suggestion

fopr a personal letter :
" Some one remarked to us the other day
that things seemed tame now that peace had
come and there were no more thrills of the
war. But that man had not seen the first
episode of ' The Tiger's Trail,' the fifteen
episode Pathe serial starring Ruth Roland.
We think a lot of our theatre, but we are
willing to turn it over to any one who fails
to get a series of full-sized thrills here.
" It is a story of a daring heroine who is
beset on all sides, with her one friend a
daring hero. Hindu worshippers of the
tiger seize her and throw her into the
beast's cage, from which she is saved in the
nick of time. Tiger Face pursues her; her
supposed friend steals her fortune; even her
maid is her bitter enemy. There isn't a
moment when there is not something doing.
" If you ever enjoyed a good story of
adventure you will delight in this picture.
We don't want you to miss the first episode,
which will be shown at the Empire theatre
Friday."
DON'T
here.
a copycheck
of your
mailingquitlist
and Have
carefully
off
those who saw the first episode and those
who failed to come. Then send to those
who missed it another letter stressing the
fact that you noted their absence, and that
they ctant in with the second and get the
thread of the story. You will pick up a
lot ofpeople with this. Too many exhibitors are content to drop the serial after
the opening.
Then to each one of those who attended
send a postcard on which you call attention to some of the thrills that will appear
in that episode. That may seem duplication, but it is worth while, for it doubles
your assurance of steady patrons through
the life of the story. A strong serial is
booked as a tonic for your theatre; certainly you do not take one dose of medicine
and quit.
Where a theatre is located in a small
community and you have a considerable
outlying population that you have never

Theatre
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tried seriously to interest in your house you
have a good opportunity here. You should
remember that the more intelligent people
in the country are probably the greatest
readers, especially on continued stories, and
if you get them for the first episode you
are not only likely to get them for the fourteen other chapters, but to make permanent
patrons of your theatre.
Make an especially strong appeal to those
who own autos, and, if possible, arrange
the showing for a day when it is convenient
for them to do their marketing. You
ought to be able to get the co-operation
of the leading merchants of your town, because they will profit by every one that you
bring in. If possible get out a special folder
which will also include the bargain announcements of the merchants for that
week. If that is not possible print the
name of the serial and the opening dates
on wrapping paper and bags for them to
use — this in addition to your regular mailing matter which* should go to all of them.
THERE
an especially
striking
24-sheet
on thisisserial
which bears
a huge
picture of a tiger about to leap on Ruth
Roland. Pathe is posting this in larger
cities, and you should do it in the smaller
communities. You can get a great deal of
the circus effect by putting these up
through your territory. There is different
paper available on each of the episodes,
but we would advise your hitting it a big
smash by confining your attention so far
as the outlying territory and the open air is
concerned to the big material.
It has been a habit of some exhibitors to
give away tickets to the first episode of a
serial in order to get the business, but we
believe that it is far better to spend the
money that this would cost you in the exploitation of the picture. There is something about free admission that gives the
feeling of cheapness, and to get the full
value out of " The Tiger's Trail " our policy would be to play it as a picture more
than worth the money.
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At the left Jack Randall saves Belle from Gordon; in center, hero and heroine, and at the right one of the thrilling scenes

Tiger

Idea

Furnishes
Chance
For
Now one of the chief points of the serial
WE have already suggested that newsis that the eyes of the Tiger Idol gleam
paper advertising should start well
when radium is bear and you can have a
in advance of the first showing of " The
striking effect by substituting very strong
Tiger's Trail " and that is true of every
other element in the exploitation. At the white lights in the place of the eyes and
these should be arranged by any electrician
risk of duplication make sure that everyone in your territory knows that this is to give the flashing effect. This same idea
can be carried out by placing figures of
coming to your house.
the tiger above and across the sidewalk
There is a film trailer which is especially
valuable for this sort of work, for it in- and employ the same flash plan.
Another lobby idea is to fit it up like a
cludes only some of the most exciting episodes. It makes it clear that this is a cave with a cage at one side holding the
western picture, with the locale in Califortiger.
nia and shows the sort of stunts that Ruth
Roland and George Larkin are called upon
to perform repeatedly.
Announcement should be made in the
lobby in plenty of time. At first we would
advise using one of the striking pictures of
the star and then follow this up with some
of the scene pictures on the first episode.
Then just before the opening and on the
first day of the showing we would urge you
to make a big flash in the lobby. Use the
circus style here, and it is all the better if
you have been conservative in your displays
on the straight features.
AT

very slight expense you can fit your
lobby up like a jungle. Now this picture is not a story" of Africa or anything
of the sort, but it won't hurt to do this
and it is likely to get more attention. From
the 24-sheet you can get a splendid cutout of the springing tiger and we would
use one of these on either side of the
lobby. Employ the heavy grass effects
that jtou can get from any large store to
give the jungle effect and you might include a bunch of palms to further carry'
out the idea. The figures of the tigers
should be to a slight extent hidden in the
grass.
You can get a splendid effect here by
building a rocky appearing shelf in one
corner of the lobby with the tiger in the
position of about to make the leap. Lighting for the lobby should be in red to carryout the mystery idea and if possible the
bulbs should be hidden from view and the
greatest flood of light possible obtained.

AFTER the first episode is shown you
should mark the appearance of each
new chapter in your lobby. Some exhib
itors have found it wise to repeat the decoration, but whether this is done or not uie
figures of the tiger can be used again and
again and with different effects accordhrg
to the positions in which they are placed.
At least the dayr before the showing of
each feature you should displays the scene
pictures from the coming instalment.
Place these in a position where they will
be seen by every one coming OUT of the
theatre. After your exploitation is well
under way you want these to serve more as
a reminder that a new chapter of the serial
is coming tomorrow rather than attempt to
draw new business with it.
One of the most successful exhibitors

Striding

Display

has made it a point to use a special striking display with each episode on some
thrilling event that is shown. He merely
uses compo board and a brush and is able
to depict the most startling scenes. In
fact he studies carefully each episode and
picks the biggest punch from it. That is
a mighty good policy in your whole scheme
of exploitation.
WE ofwouldn't
advise you that
to useis any
formto
stunt exploitation
likely
alarm the community7, like spreading a story
of a tiger being at large and the community being on his trail, but there is a simple
one that yTou can use unless your city authorities are very' strict and get away with.
Get a die cut out to represent the bottom
of a tiger's
footit with
and then
million and mix
water,getso some
that it Vercan
easily be removed, and paint these tiger
tracks on the principal sidewalks. Do not
have an endless series of these, but let them
run along for a half a block or so and
lead up to a mysterious sign merely bearing
the title. Or, if there is space you ran add
one of the cut-outs of the animal.
This will attract attention without alarming anyone, and if you use water color,
and not regular paint, the tracks can be
easily removed by anyone that complains.
As a matter of fact the first rain will take
them all away.

Here is a striking cut-out made from the twenty-four-sheet
which should be used liberally in all of your displays
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Further proof of the elaborateness of Nazimova's " The Red Lantern " and its completeness of detail.
Red
Lantern"
Pronounced
pageant drama for the screen ofBest
splendor
Nazimova's Latest Production Reand
magnificence, have combined to stimuleased for First Runs Throughout
late unbounded interest in the forthcoming
release.
World and Bookings Run
Strong, Says Metro
With each picture Nazimova's fame as
FOLLOWING the announcement by an artist has increased, and now exhibitors
have Mr. Rowland's word for it and the
Richard A. Rowland that Nazimova's
word of Mr. Karger, that the Russian ace, " The Red Lantern,"
newest
superfeatur
was to be released in April, motion picture
tress's latest screen effort gives clear promise of being her greatest.
exhibitors, it is said, not only throughout
It was directed by Albert Capellani, who
the United States, but from all parts of the
world, have flooded the mails and burned
also made " Eye for Eye " and " Out of the
up telegraph and cable lines with bids for
Fog." In the great battle scenes depicting the historical Boxer uprising in Pekin
first-run rights to this special production.
Mr. Rowland made this announcement
in 1900, twelve hundred persons took part.
Great interest is shown in the booking
regarding the April release of " The Red
of this picture, it is claimed, not only in
Lantern " about a fortnight ago, prior to
the United States, but also in South and
his departure from New York for HollyCentral America, Mexico, Europe, India,
wood, Gal., whither he made a special
Australia, Japan and China.
cross-continent trip to view a private proInterest runs high in India, as well as in
jection of the finished print at the NaziChina, where the advance advertising has
mova studios. Since then, it is said, his
imparted the information that the story of
mail to the offices of the Metro Corporation, has piled high, and his secretaries are
"The Red Lantern" deals with the exciting days of the Boxer revolt.
kept busy opening, sorting and filing telegrams from exhibitors anxious to get
So carefully was " The Red Lantern "
aboard the hand-wagon to reap the big produced that every setting and costume
bears the stamp of absolute fidelity, it is
profits from " The Red Lantern."
stated, and the production will challenge
The prestige of the brilliant Russian star,
the critical inspection and analysis of the
the high literary quality of the story and
people whose country and characteristics it
the fact, it is said, that Messrs. Rowland
aims to set forth, while it has a love story
and Karger spent a quarter of a million
dollars, and every artistic effort to insure a of interest and intensity.
Houdini Goes to Coa st for Famous
Players
HARRY HOUDINI, handcuff artist of Kennedy,' 'The Silent Bullett,' ' The Dream
the vaudeville stage who recently was
Doctor ' and ' Black Menace.' Mr. Grey
has been associated with the motion picture
converted to pictures via " The Master
industry for several years as Advertising
Mystery," a serial, was scheduled by Famous Players-Lasky, with whom he has a and Publicity Manager for various large
companies. He has collaborated with Mr.
contract, to leave New York April 16 for
the West Coast studios of the organization,
Reeve on a number of recent motion picwhere it is intended to start work on his
ture stories.
first picture for this company in accordance
" The story which Messrs. Reeve and
with his new contract.
Grey have already finished for Houdini, is
A Famous Players-Lasky announcement
expected to prove their greatest combined
said: "The initial Houdini film will present
a story especially written for him and just accomplishment for the screen. It affords
the famous theatrical and motion picture
finished by Arthur B. Reeve and John W.
star his greatest opportunity to present his
Grey. Messrs. Reeve and Grey are both
well known writers in the magazine and best offerings in one show and at the same
time unravels a dramatic story of logical
motion picture fields. Among Mr. Reeve's
successes are ' The Adventures of Craig construction."
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Metro declares the production to be the star's best
Universal Cites Industrial
Success
Universal's industrial department claims
to have set a record for endeavor and results during the week ending April 12 and
Manager Harry Levey declares the activity of his department has never beforf
been approached by any organization.
" Heads Win," a five-reel photoplay, prepared by Mr. Levey for the International
Correspondence Schools and constructed
along regular feature film lines was released on Monday and shown at the Strand
Theatre, Scranton, Penn. Thursday of
the same week another five-reel industrial
feature entitled " Hope of the Hills " was
released and given its premier showing at
Cleveland for the remainder of the week.
At the same time " That Well Dressed
Look," a two-reel fashion film made for
the Wooltex studios was being shown at
City.Alhambra, Cleveland, following a week
the
run at the Broadway Theatre, New York
New

Lila Lee

Film

Daughter picture,
of the Wolf,"
new"A Paramount
is beingLila
madeLee'sat
Truckee, up in the northern part of California, whither the company journeyed to
stay for approximately a month. It is declared this will be a new type of play for
Miss Lee.

Priscilla Dean, Universal Star, in " The
Exquisite Thief "
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Marguerite Clark Goes to
West Coast
Marguerite Clark, who has finished the
final scenes of her new Paramount picture,
" Come Out of the Kitchen," has gone to
California, where she will begin work at
the Morosco studio at Hollywood, on Clyde
Fitch's
well-known
comedy,Edwards,
" Girls,"it was
under the direction
of Walter
announced this week.
It is several years since Miss Clark has
been in California, her recent work having
teen confined to the Eastern studios of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Her last picture, " Come Out of the
Kitchen," is now being cut and assembled
preparatory to the release of the film,
which is tentatively scheduled for May.
It is claimed for this picture that it has
one of the best casts seen in a Paramount
feature in some time. The cast includes
Eugene
O'Brien,
Frederick
Esmelton,
furd Kent,
Bradley
Barker,
AlbertCrauM.
Hackett, George Stevens, Frances Kaye,
May Kitson, Augusta Anderson, Rita
Spear, Frances Grant, and her young son,
George W ashington.
De

Linsky

Completes

De-

tail on " New Moon "
Victor De Linsky, known throughout the
trade as a technical expert, make-up artist
and actor of many parts, has just completed some highly important detail work
on the new Norma Talmadge picture, " The
New Moon." The scene of the story is
Russia, and Mr. De Linsky was called in to
provide the realistic backgrounds and the
proper atmosphere that the story demanded. Some of his work in this picture
is said to be truly startling.
Mr. De Linsky has been very much in
demand ever since he came to this country
shortly after the close of the Russo-Japanese war in which he fought. As a lieutenant in the Russian army he was severely
wounded and, after being decorated, received honorable discharge.
The
present
De but
Linsky's
not to be made plans
publicof asMr.yet,
as far areas
can be learned he will shortly come forth
as head of a producing company. He did
some work on the new Gerrard picture
which the Warner Brothers are producing,
and which William Xigh is directing, and
it is thought that this new opportunity
came to him while at the Warner studio.

Lieut. Victor DeLinsky

A glimpse of the lobby of Moore's Rialto Theatre in Washington, at which house the S-L production, "Virtuous Men," is booked. The insert is Tom Moore, the exhibitor

Feature
Men"
Gets "Virtuous
presentation. He
has arranged
for a run
Washington
TOM MOORE, President of the Moore
of
the
S-L
Picture
in
his
new
million dolFeatures Corporation and owner of
lar Rialto theatre commencing Sunday,
the new million dollar Rialto theatre in
Washington, announced this week that he April
An 20.
extraordinary lobby display will be
had made arrangements with Arthur H.
arranged
among- other things
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin for the initial the originalcomprising
oil paintings of E. K Lincoln
and scenes from the play by Clarence F.
presentation to the public of " Virtuous
Men." This production, which stars E. K. Underwood, R. G. Morgan, Gustav MichelLincoln and was personally directed by son and others. It is planned to have sev-.
eral notables of Washington public life at
Ralph Ince, is a Ralph Ince Film Attraction and said to be one of the biggest
the premiere
Virtuous
at the
Rialto
theatre of
on "April
20 andMenMr." Moore
spectacular features made in recent years.
Moore, whose reputation for judging pro- believes a record-breaking attendance will
ductions of merit is unquestioned, is also follow the presentation.
" Virtuous Men " will have the honor of
a member of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit and a franchise holder in that being an independent production to have
its inaugural presentation in the United
organization for his territory'- Following
States at the million dollar theatre at Washthe
showing
of
"
Virtuous
Men
"
at
the
Fulton theatre on Sunday evening, April 6,
ington and Mr. Moore's selection of this
Mr. Moore immediately wired a request to production
indicates its calibre and production.
give " Virtuous Men " its inaugural public
Universal Names
Mae
WHAT is said to be one of the most
delightfully humorous light comedy
dramas ever made at Universal City is
scheduled for release by Universal shortly
under the title " The Delicious Little
Devil." Mae Murray, most recently seen in
"What Am I Bid?" is the star of the
production, and previewers are of the
opinions that Miss Murray was never better
cast.
"The. Delicious Little Devil" was adapted
from an original story by John B. Clymer
und Harvey Thew, entitled " Kitty, Mind
It'our Feet." Robert Z. Leonard produced
the film play from the scenario by Mr.
Thew, and the production is said to be not
only very cleverly developed but very artistically handled.
Miss Murray is seen as Kitty, a young

Murray
Production
girl just as pretty and as witty as young
Irish girls with such names usually are, and
the Kitty of " The Delicious Little Devil "
had the faculty of taking full advantage of
her opportunities and of presenting the
right idea at the psychological moment.
When the picture opens, Kitty is custodian
of the coat and hat rack at a downtown
hotel, and when it closes she is about to become the wife of a handsome young heir to
his wealthy father's estate. The series of
intensely interesting events that take place
between the opening and the climax are extraordinary, to say the least, but very possible and probable, which makes them the
more enjoyable.
Roberto de V alentina is seen opposite
Miss Murray, while William V. Mong is
seen
reels. as the press agent. The film is in six
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Methodists Seek Advice
from Griffith
A Famous Players-Lasky current announcement carries the information that
members of the Methodist Episcopal
Church crossed the continent to ask David
Wark Griffith to become their adyisor in
introducing motion pictures into every
church of that denomination in the country. Dr. Christian F. Reisner, executive
chairman of the Methodist Minute Men
and prominent members of the Centenary
Committee, acted as the spokesman for the
church in the conference with the Artcratt
" When the plans of the church mature,"
producer.
said the statement, " it will become one of
the most important film distributing concerns in the world, having more churches in
America where screens will be maintained,
than there are motion picture theatres at
the present time. A producing organization
will be controlled by the church."

abundance of good clean comedy of
the varied character is said to be on
the Universal schedule for release within
the next six weeks.
During that period the efforts of no less
than seven different companies will be released and no two comedies will have any
semblance of one another, it is asserted.
" Green Eyed Johnny," featuring Jack
Dillon, a Nestor, " Looney Lions," " Monkey Business," a Century and " Skidding
Thrones," a Lyons-Moran are on the
schedule for the second week of April.
" Let Fido Do It," an L-Ko, " Scared
Stiff," a Lyons-Moran and a Nestor without a permanent title are to follow.
"Good Night Turk" and "A Plumber's
Busted Romance " are other L-Ko's to
be released in the near future while Lyons
Moran have managed to keep several weeks
ahead of their schedule and have six
comedies ready for marketing shortly.
Titles for these are : "The Expert Elopers," "Harmony in ' A ' Flat," " The Bolshevists,"Taking
"
Things Easy," and
" Wise Wives."
During the past month several new

comedians and comediennes have been
added to the Universal forces, among the
most recent being Vera Steadman, former
Keystone comedienne, Rube Miller and
Josephine Hill.
Norman Dawn has recently completed a
special two reel comedy, " Sinbad the
Sailor," which is one of the most elahorate ever made at Universal City. The
cast is made up entirely of children, over
a hundred of them having participated in
the action of the play. A second animal
comedy has been completed by W. S. Campbell for Universal, bearing the title " And
the Elephant Still Pursued Her," featuring Neal Burns, Dora Rogers and Rube
Miller. Joe Martin, the monk, Charlie, the
elephant and a number of lions also participate in the action.
Vin Moore, of the L-Ko has also completed asecond animal comedy to be released shortly as a Century. Jack Dillon,
Craig Hutchinson, Lyons and Moran, Al
Santell and Ben Wilson are busily engaged
in making new comedies and it is expected that another comedy company will be
working shortly.

World Stars Greeley
Evelyn Greeley, after having shared
starring honors with others, is now to be
starred in her own right by World Pictures.
Her initial venture will be " Relations." It
will be in five reels. Oscar Apf el, will direct the production. Miss Greeley's leading man is Hugh Dillham, who, it will be
remembered, married Marjorie Rambeau
recently.

" Brass Buttons " Puts Russell on Broadway

AN

Foster and Weil Active in
Cincinnati
Lewis Foster and Albert Weil, who operate the Fine Arts Film Exchange of Cincinnati, have secured the state rights on the
film, " Wives of Men." for distribution in
the Cincinnati territory.

In speaking of " Brass Buttons," the William Russell feature which played at the
Rivoli Theatre in New York the week of
April 6— Marx S. Nathan, New York representative for the American Film Co., Inc.,
stated that this feature won instant praise
and would establish Russell as a new satelite to shine forth from the electric signs
between Times Square and 50th Street.
In " Brass Buttons " Russell portrays the
role of a wealthy clubman who falls in
love with a pretty young thing, and thinking the girl a servant, he borrows the uniform of the policeman on the beat. He
wins the girl and also the job of Chief of
Police of Sawtooth, Ariz.

Pathe
this week announced
work has
Completes
" Oh, that
Boy!"
been completed on the filming of " Oh,
Boy ! " from the musical comedy production. The film version is the first of the
series of Creighton Hale and June Caprice
features to be produced by the Albert
Capellani Productions, Inc., for release
through Pathe. The cutting and titling of
the production, which is the first so-called
Filmusical comedy to be made, are said to
be rapidly nearing completion.
Visits Universal
A. R. McNichol, manager of the Lyceum
Theatre of Winnipeg, Man., was a visitor
at the Universal offices in New York the
past week. Mr. McNichol came East for
the purpose of seeing photoplays to be released during late spring and early summer
and was shown " Borrowed Clothes,"
" When a Girl Loves," " Home," " Forbidden," "Destiny " and " The Fire Flingers,
all
runs.of which he later booked for one week

Vitagraph
Presents
Corinne byGriffith
in " The
Unknown
Quantity,"
O. Henry

April

26 ,
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Bookings Indicate Rise of
Bessie Love
A Vitagraph announcement this week
states that the advance bookings being
written on the next Bessie Love release,
" A Yankee Princess," indicate that Bessie Love is riding on a fast growing wave
•f popularity.
" A Yankee Princess " will "be the fourth
Bessie Love release made by Vitagraph
and all of them have been directed by David Smith. , First came " The Dawn of
Understanding," then " The Enchanted
Barn," then " The Wishing-Ring Man " and
now " A Yankee Princess."
Vitagraph reports that its books show
•n these features that ideal conditions of
each succeeding release playing to bigger
business than its predecessor and it demonstrates again Vitagraph's almost uncanny
ability in picking winners.
Pathe

Gets New Quarters
in Albany
" That Albany is recognized by motion
picture distributors as an ideal location for
exchanges," says an Albany newspaper, " is
shown by the fact that the Pathe Exchange,
Inc., now located at 398 • Broadway,
has taken the building at 35-37 Orange
Street, on a long-term lease, and it will be
remodelled into one of the most modern
exchanges in the country. The deal was
made through A. Page Smith, agent for
property. B. M. Moran, manager of the
Pathe Exchnge, expects to be located in
the new building by May 1.
Swan's Dance Filmed
One of Paul Swan's dance interpretations,
which he gave at the Selwin theatre on
Thursday afternoon, April 10, will be incorporated in a feature photoplay on
which the Post Pictures Corporation is
about to start work.
The interest shown by the exhibitors at
the matinee tends to make Mr. Swan very
popular in the film game.

Albert Ray and Elinor Fair are presented by William Fox in " Married in Haste "
Five

Famous
Plays and
THE commanding position which the
films are assuming in utilization of famous stories for plays is strikingly demonstrated in the announcement made this
week by the Exhibitors' Service Bureau
of the Fox Film Corporation that no fewer
than .five well-known plays or novels are
now in work as William Fox productions.
Richard Stanton is nearing completion
of " Checkers," which he is making from
the famous play of that name. Checkers
was written by the late Henry M. Blossom, Jr., and played by Thomas W. Ross
for several years.
Another noted play now in work is being staged by Charles J. Brabin. This
production which bears the title " A Case
of Identity," was adapted from " La Belle
Russe," one of David Belasco's successful
plays. This play also had a long run
because of the unusual situations developed
in it and has been held up to students
of stagecraft as a model of play construction. It is said to be the first play ever

Books Filmed by Fox
written by David Belasco to be put on
the screen.
" Cowardice Court," one of the best
known novels written by George Barr McCutcheon is being filmed in California with
Peggy Hyland as the star. Mr. McCutcheon
like Mr. Belasco, makes his bow in this
picture as an author for the screen.
Another popular novel which is being
made into a Fox photoplay is " The Lone
Star Ranger," widely regarded as the best
of Zane Grey's books. William Farnum is
the star in this production, and it is expected that it will duplicate the success
scored by " Riders of the Purple Sage "
and " The Rainbow Trail," two other Zane
Grey stories in which Farnum starred.
" My Little Sister," one of the most
widely read novels of Elizabeth Robins, is
being filmed at Ft. Lee with Evelyn Nesbit as the star. This picture is said to
furnish Miss Nesbit one of the strongest
roles she has enacted as a Fox star and
the picture is said to be given unusually
elaborate production.

Famous
Players-Lasky
THE publicity department of Famous
Players-Lasky this week called attention in an announcement to what it terms a
" striking coincidence " through which an
article on motion pictures appeared in the
same issue of the Saturday Evening Post
that carried a page advertisement for the
Famous Players-Lasky organization. " The
advertisement," said the announcement,
" conveys the underlying thought in the
article, which was written by Gerald Stan-

Cites a Coincidence
responsibility. We have realized that we
must not create discord by ridicule; that
we must avoid error in the statement of
implied facts; that we must not mislead
moral questions ; that we must always inculcate aregard for the highest ideals of
life, though in doing so we may make use
of odious comparisons. In short, we have
long realized that the curtain of life — so
aptly and appropriately pictured in the advertisement mentioned — must never he
drawn if we*are not to show behind it the
truth, whatever the form may assume."

The article, as all of the magazine artiare nowadays which are written for
leyclesLee."
the
public,
or " layman," is a tribute to
the motion fan
picture.
The Famous Players-Lasky announcement said further : " The article so impressed Jesse L. Lasky, First Vice-President
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
that he gave telegraphic expression to his

Lois Wilson, with J. Warren Kerrigan in "The
Best Man," W. W. Hodkinson release

Among other things, Mr. Lasky said :
"appreciation."
We have tried faithfully in our own organization todraw the curtain from life,
and in doing so we have been aware of our

"
In "thePassing
wake of the the
trail ofBuck
loud laughter
caused by the Larry Semon-Vitagraph
comedy, " Well
Be — ! " comes
the title
announcementI'll
from Vitagraph
that the
of the next Larry Semon comedy is " Passing the Buck." The comedy was written
by Semon and is said to be filled with
rapid fire fun and new business that should
make the exhibitor happy, as well as the
fans.
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"It's a Goldwyn Picture." In fact, here are three Goldwyn pictures. Pauline Frederick in "One Week of Life" seems in trouble as pictured on
the left, while Geraldine Farrar appears to be having the time of her life in "The Stronger Vow," shown on the right. The demure person in
the center panel is none other than Mabel Normand. Her current Goldwyn feature is " The Pest "
Tom
J. Geraghty
Prepares Many
Westerns
TOM J. GERAGHTY, who a fortnight
held an option on his services. This diffiago came East with a number of
culty was readily adusted for Mr. Gerscenarios for some of the leading stars in
aghty before leaving wired his principals
that he would be ready to begin work at
the motion picture firmament, is returning
with commissions to write several others,
once on the script immediately on his arrival on the Coast.
among the number being one for Clifford
Bruce, whose work in leading roles for
" Concerning the proposed series, I can
Metro, Fox and other companies has long
only say," said Mr. Geraghty, " that while
each picture will be entirely Western in its
been
lic. popular with the motion picture pubensemble, many novelties and thrills will
be introduced which will be distinctly new.
While no announcement has yet been
" The success of Wm. S. Hart and Wm.
made, it is said that a new group of WestFarnum is the best evidence that the
ern capitalists have nearly completed plans
to enter the motion picture field to produce
' Western ' type of drama is still in its
a series of elaborate specials portraying the
prime, provided, of course, it is adequately
development of the Great Wlest. It is also
produced. There is also a dearth of acsaid that the Chambers of Commerce in
tors capable of bringing to leading parts
two of the larger Western cities are also
the so-called ' husky-heroic ' and romantic
interested in the project.
qualities in which the screen public delights. This is, perhaps, the reason why
Until Mr. Geraghty's arrival no definite
arrangement had been made with Mr.
the ' Western ' for a time seemed to be fallBruce, as it was understood that he was uning off in popularity."
der contract to a Canadian company, who
Kerrigan

Gets Strong

Role

in " The Best Man "
In " The Best Man,/ the new Jesse D.
Hampton Production to be released May 4
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, J.
Warren Kerrigan is said to have one of the
strongest roles he has ever played. He
takes the part of Cyril Gordon, a Government Secret Service agent, and although the
Cyril part of his name might indicate that
Kerrigan ought to sport a cane and a monocle, the only things he sports in that line
are
a young gatling and a heavyweight
wallop.
Kerrigan is supported by Lois Wilson.
Marion

Clifford Bruce, who has commissioned Tom J.
Geraghty to select a story and write a script
for him

Davies

Buys Aero-

Marion Davies, film star, has bought an
plane
aeroplane for practical
use, and intends to
begin taking lessons in flying at Staten
Island next week under the instruction of
Katherine Stinson. The plane, it has been
announced, was purchased from George D.
Grundy, owner of the Lexington Theatre
in New York.

.Louis

Sherwin Joins Coast
Coast Colony

Goldwyn announces that Louis Sherwin,
formerly a Los Angeles newspaper man,
and recently a special press representative
for
Goldwyn"
NewYork
YorkGlobe
and
dramatic
criticpublicity
on the inNew
for eight years, has arrived at Culver City,
Cal., to join the Goldwyn scenario staff.
Some tracted
time
ago, Mr.ofSherwin's
work atthe attention
Samuel Goldwyn,
who induced him to abandon newspaper
work and bring to motion pictures the
same acute critical faculties that characterized his reviews.
Mr. Sherwin undertakes his new assignment not only as a man experienced in the
drama, but armed with an extensive knowledge of the newer art of the motion picture in all its angles, distribution as well as
creation, gained in his contract with the
executive offices in New York.

Talmadge Film Named
The new Russian picture, the story of
which is by H. H. Van Loan, which Norma
Talmadge is now completing, is scheduled
for release some time in May, under the
title of " The New Moon." This was at
first selected just as a working title, but
Select has decided to make it definite.
In the cast with Miss Talmadge are Pedro de Cordoba, Charles Gerard, Stewart
Holmes, Marc McDermott, Ethel Kaye,
Marguerite Clayton and Harry Sothern.
Chester Withey is the director, and David
Abel the photographer.
Gish Photo Wins Prize
It has been announced by Famous Players-Lasky that a photograph of Lillian
Gish, of the Griffith players appearing in
Artcraft pictures, won first prize in the
annual exhibition of photography in the
Royal Salon in London. The work was
a study of Miss Gish in her character of
" The Girl " in Griffith's " Hearts of the
World." Hendrik Sardov of the Hoover
Studios in Hollywood, California, is the
artist.

ESSIE

BARRIKAU

Josselyns

Wife

Directed by HOWARD HICKMAN
\s
Produced by
B.B. FEATURES
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankers and Exporters for the Producer

I Released through
Exhibitors

Mutual

Desmond

never inter-

preted a stronger character. The vividness of
his portrayal will stand
out as the greatest work
of his career.
It is a picture that will
grip every audience with
its tenseness, its highstrung drama and its
smashing story of a
mad hunt for gold that
is black and soft and
flat like coins from the
mints of hell.

ill

in

TKe

A stirring drama of
the Yukon and those

of

trackless regions of dead
white and frozen silences where so many
adventurers have gone
mad, eaten snow and
died.

Hell

The famous dog-team
that won the Alaska
sweepstakes is used in
this production, and
there is a fight between
William Desmond and
Jack Richardson that
would stir the blood of
a mummy.

Released through
Exhibitors

Mirvh/

Mutual

Modern

Husbands..

mm

Acknowledged
Walthall's

greatest

picture. A production in both story
and
Released*

Exhibitors

tion
Mutual

characterizathat

stand
work.

as

will

long

his

best
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Griffith Holds

New

Subject

as Special
After a two-night tryout in a small
Southern California city, it has been decided the recently completed subject filmed
by D. W. Griffith will not be released on
the Artcraft Program, but will go out to
exhibitors as a special subject. No decision
has been made with respect to the title, the
film having been shown on the tryout nights
under the caption of " "White Blossom and
the Chink." The story for this photoplay
was suggested to Mr. Griffith by one of the
stories in the collection of short stories published under the name of " Lime House
Nights " by Thomas Burke. Mr. Griffith
is now at work on his sixth Artcraft subject, and, when this is completed, his contract production for Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation will be finished. Mr. Griffith
has a large set in one of the valleys some
twenty miles from Los Angeles where he is
making most of the scenes for his final
Artcraft release.
" Common Clay " Sets
Steady Pace
A current announcement from Pathe Exchange, Inc., declares that "Common Clay,"
starring Fannie Ward and released as a
Pathe special, continues to break records in
all sections of the country, the New York
Rialto run being repeated in Boston, Cleveland, Kansas City, Syracuse, Chicago, Cincinnati and other centers. Many of the
houses, as has been shown, are making
special lobby displays, the most notable at
Poli's Theatre, New Haven, which displayed a model by Fred G. Valles of a
woman in clay 8 feet high. The idea appealed to Leon Kelmer, manager of Keith's
Greenpoint Theatre. New York, but he
went a step forward in literally arranging
his display, not in a lobby but upon the
stage.

" Let's Elope " Released
Famous Players-Lasky insists that Marguerite Clark fans will find her in a most
congenial environment when they see her
latest Paramount photoplay, " Let's Elope,''
which was released April 13. The picture
is an adaptation by Katherine Reed of Fred
Jackson's play, " The Naughty Wife,"
which was produced at the Harris Theatre,
New York, in November, 1917.

William Desmond, taking a snow bath between
scenes of a Hampton-Robertson-Cole

Chicago

Manager
Exploits
Film
advance
for
a
run
of
four
weeks
by mana" The Eternal Magdalene " Gets Extensive Advertising in Unique
ger
James
Keane.
Mr. Keane has planned a campaign of
Manner by Bandbox Theatre
in Windy City
publicity that is aimed to reach every
home in Chicago and penetrate into the
territory that looks to Chicago as its metropolitan centre. Not only will every publicity medium be enlisted, it is said, but a
special publicity representative has already
been appointed to push this important special and to see that no possible opportunity
is wasted to draw . the attention of the
public
to it.H. McLaughlin, a Cleveland
Robert

" The Pestnewest
" is the
name forof Goldwyn
Mabel Normand's
picture
REPORTS come from the Goldwyn offices that all precedents in advance
motion picture publicity will have been
smashed when the Goldwyn special, " The
Eternal
Magdalene,"
at the
Band-in
box Theatre,
where it opens
has been
booked

newspaper man, is the author of " The
Eternal Magdalene," which is said to present one of the most fascinating and gripping stories the stage has had, in a number of years.
After its first production by a Cleveland
stock company, New York producers competed strongly for a chance to produce it.
The play had a long run in New York,
where, it was considered one of the successes of the year.
The treatment, handling and action given
the story in the Goldwyn production, is
said to be, in every respect, a fine bit of
creative work. Touching on a subject that
lies deep at the foundation of family life
in America, the Goldwyn direction has exercised the utmost delicacy and discretion
in developing the theme.
" The Eternal Magdalene " is said to
reach out into the hearts of audiences powerfully and movingly, yet without any sacrifice of the refinement which has always
been associated with the Goldwyn name.
It was Chicago initiative that arranged
for the first view of this big feature.

Type of Character
Gets New
Desmond
Wm.
EVER since William Desmond, the Jesse luck, and returned to Los Angeles to film
D. Hampton star, has appeared in the scene's in the studios.
Robertson-Cole features released through
who produced " The
Exhibitors Mutual, he has played in the
Hampton,
Jesse ofD. Hell,"
Mints
built an entire town at
lighter type of photoplay in which he has
Truckee, which is high up in the Sierras,
near the Nevada line, and waited for the
always proved highly successful. " Life's
snow to come.
a Funny Proposition," " The Prodigal
Liar " and " Whitwashed Walls," all from
the Hampton studios, have gone over with
Pathe Gets Thanks
a big smash. As a matter of fact, motion
Samuel B. Rose, naval gunner for Uncle
picture enthusiasts have come to regard
Desmond purely as a comedian because he Sam, whose management of motion picture
has been associated so long with the farcial
entertainment aboard the " Presidential
transport " George Washington has earned
side of motion pictures.
him
the commendation of high authority
Desmond is going to prove the fallacy of
and
small,
has written a letter to Pathe
this belief, however, when his next picture,
Exchange, Inc., expressing his appreciation
"The Mints of Hell," which has just been
of the promptness of the Pathe service and
completed, is released, it is asserted.
the exceptionally high quality of the pic"The Mrhts of Hell" will be totally
tures, which, he says, were " a source of
unlike anything Desmond has ever be- great enjoyment
to President Wilson, Mrs.
fore attempted. It is a drama of the
Wilson and the various members of the
Yukon with snow " stuff " which it would
Presidenial parties."
be difficult to surpass. From all accounts
reaching New York from Calif oria, this
Mack in Lincoln Film
picture has every element to make it a
A well-known legitimate actor of Broadhigh class selling production. The atmoshas a attraction
part in " Virtuous
Ralph
phere is exceptional, and so far as can be Ince wayfilm
recently Men,"
produced
by
discovered, this is the only successful snow
S-L Pictures. W. B. Mack, the artist in
picture that has been filmed in California
question, is seen to advantage as Mocket,
the past Winter. Several companies tried a fanatical inventor in the production which
stars E. K. Lincoln.
to get snow productions, but they had bad
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Releases Deliver Fun
ACCORDING to an announcement from
Famous Players-Lasky naming releases scheduled for the immediate future,
exhibitors may expect some excellent comedy and comedy-drama.
Charles Ray is slated to flicker across the
white sheet beginning April 20 in
" Greased Lightning," a Thomas H. Ince
picture, which gives the star his usual opportunity to inhale the small-town atmosphere. The character is said by the publicity department to be one of the best he
has ever appeared in.
" The new Charles Ray production," said
an announcement, " gets its title from the
hero's mechanical contrivance, a racing
auto, capable of reaching a speed of eight
miles an hour at the most."
Julian Josephson, author of " String
Beans," wrote the story, and the picture
was directed by Jerome Storm, under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince. Wanda
Hawley is leading woman, and others in
the cast are Robert McKim, Otto Hoffman,
John P. Lockney and Willis Marks.
The Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy
for April 13 was " The Foolish Age," featuring Louise Fazenda, Chester Conklin
and Phyllis Haver.
An announcement said : " There are numerous bits of business introduced which
help to make laughs faster than a German

ram

From

Famous-Players

Roland, Trail,"
Pathe new
star serial
of "The Tiger's

Books New
Picture

News
Joyce

For the week of April 13, Vitagraph reports, Tom Moore booked the Alice Joyce
picture, " The Cambric Mask," into his new
million dollar Rialto Theatre in Washington, D. C.
" The Cambric Mask " is a picturization
of a Robert WL Chambers story and was
directed by Tom Terriss. It is rated as
one of the best of Vitagraph's string of
Alice Joyce releases.
Louis De Hoff has also booked " The
Cambric Mask " into the New Theatre at
Baltimore, and judging from the previous
notices sent out by Vitagraph, houses of
that type of the Rialto in Washington and
the New Theatre in Baltimore have been
quick to book this new Alice Joyce release.
Broadway
Salisbury's Latest Plays
Monroe Salisbury's most recently finished Universal Special Attraction, " The
Blinding Trail," was given a pre-release
showing at the Broadway theatre, New
York, the week of April 8, and is reported
to be a first-class attraction, both from the
viewpoint
office value. of the entertainment and box-

" Partners Three
" presents picture
Enid Bennett. It
is a Paramount
can invent alibis. A white bulldog does a
shadow chasing stunt, which would move
even old Fuller Gloom to tears of laugh-

"The Tiger's Trail" Reaches Screen April 20
Pathe serials, has created widespread inLAUNCHED with a publicity camterest in the new episode-film.
paign which Pathe Exchange contends will take advantage of every means
ter." cast with Miss Roland in " The
The
of bringing the picture to the attention of
Tiger's Trail " is composed in part of
George Larkin, as the hero ; Mark Strong
exhibitors and public alike, " The Tiger's
as
the villain, Harry G. Moody, George
Trail," new Pathe serial starring Ruth Roland, was scheduled for release on April
Field,
ters. Frederick L. Kohler and Easter Wal20.
" The Tiger's Trail " was written by ArPathe is of the opinion that the popularity of Miss Roland, gained in previous
thur B. Reeve, creator of " Craig Kennedy," detective stories, and Charles A.
Logue. The scenario was prepared by Gilson
wrotePathe
" Hands
and aWillets,
number who
of other
serials. Up ! "
Pathe declares that the demand from exhibitors for another Pathe serial with
Ruth Roland, following her success in
" Hands Up ! " has been strongly backed up
by an avalanche of bookings, and all indications areofthatthe" The
will be one
most Tiger's
widely Trail
shown"
serials ever issued by Pathe.

Ruth

Picture

How Coal Is Mined
In the April 13 release of the ParamountBray Pictograph, " the magazine of the
screen," E. Dean Parmelee, of Bray Studios, Inc., shows by means of animated
technical drawings the story of how coal
is mined. One sees how the shafts are
sunk to the coal bed, how the levels are cut
and the chambers excavated. Then at the
surface again the lumps of coal are seen
passing through the breakers, graded,
cleaned and stored ready for transportation.

New York critics express their opinion
that the feature was not only the best Mr.
Salisbury has done in recent months, but
also one of the very best Special Attractions seen in some time.
Manager Maurice Kashin presented the
film with a special musical score arranged
by James C. Bradford. A Chaplin comedy
and news reel completed the. program.
World Distributes It
World Pictures has taken oyer for distributionThe
"
Unbeliever." Marguerite
Courtot plays the lead. Over one thousand
marines who fought at Belleau Wood and
Chateau-Thierry were employed in making a number of the important scenes of
this photoplay, World announces.

^^^^^

^^^^^

^

A scene from the new Marion Davies-Select
offering,
Mary Married."
Kerry" Getting
is the gentleman
in questionNorman
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Some of the live characters created by Briggs, the cartoonist, gathered with Briggs himself around
school room scene in a Briggs Comedy
" City Released
of Comrades
" to Be
in Fall
"* The City of Comrades." a striking story
of double life, with Tom Moore in the leading role, will be released by Goldwyn eafly
in the falL Basil King is the author.
The story is that of a young man, Francis Worsley Melbury, son of a wealthy man,
who has taken to drink and because of this
has been told never to show his face to his
family again.
He goes to New York, where he decides
to rob the house of an architect to whom he
has a letter of introduction. There he
meets the heroine, who afterwards falls in
love with him, although she does not know
at the time he is the robber who entered
her house.
When he confesses, and is apparently rejected, he almost decides to commit suicide.
The rest of the story will be unfolded on
the screen, essentially as it appeared as a
serial story in the Saturday Evening Post
in the earlv part of this year.
Savs Walcamp

Scores in

" The Red Glove "
The Universal serial starring Marie Walcamp, "The Red Glove," will have as a
title for its ninth episode, " A Leap for
Life." This episode is described as being
filled with a lot of action, the majority of
which transpires between The Blue Chip,
the mountain inn which Billie has known
as a home, and the city where a fortune
and home awaits her with the rich Halsteads, administrators to her estate. In
this episode, Miss Walcamp will be seen
doing some reckless, daredevil work.
The tenth episode of " The Red Glove "
bears
" Out of will
Death's
Shadow."
Severalthenewtitlecharacters
be introduced
into the serial, the action taking place in
the city, where Billy accepts the home with
the Halsteads and obtains part of her fortune.
The last part of the seventeenth episode
is now in the course of production at Universal Citv.

First

National

Names

Half Dozen Special Attractions Said
to Aggregate More Than a Million Dollars for Negatives
Alone

First Naweeks, announces
eightCircuit
the next
DURING tional
Exhibitors
that six special feature attractions will be
released, and that the entire negative cost
to them for these productions will total
more than a million dollars.
The schedule includes the first special
produced by Man,- Pickford at the head
of her own company ; the third of the series
of eight Chaplin Comedies, the third Anita
Stewart First National feature on eightreel special, a sensational production said
to have been shown in the larger cities at
S10 a seat, and a five-reel human interest
story
land. that has just been completed in EngNo specific dates have been set for any
one of the six productions, because of the
differences between territories in first-run
playThedates.
current release of the six is the
Macaule3T Productions feature. " Whom the
Gods Would Destro3r." This is an adaptation in eight reels of the famous novel by
Charles R Macauley. In its cast are twenty-three principals, including Tack Mulhall.
Pauline Starke and Kathryn .\dams, and
it is declared that eight thousand players
appear in the series of spectacles and big
ensemble scenes. The producers claim
that sixty-three interior sets and thirteen
exterior structures, in addition to an entire
village, were built for staging the story,
which has for its background the application of the principles advocated by the
League of Nations.
Another release will be " Daddy Long
Legs," the initial Man- Pickford special
attraction to be distributed by First National Exhibitors Circuit. This is the screen
adaptation
Jean has
Webster's
story
and the playof that
scored afamous
tremendous
success for several seasons. It was proMiss Pickford's
Marshallduced byNeilan
directed it. own company.
The next Anita Stewart's special will be
an adaptation of Leroy Scott's eight-edition

Real Sport."

To the right is a

New

Films

book, " Mary Regan." This will be the
third of her attractions made under the
management of Louis B. Mayer to be released by First National.
After " Mary Regan," the Circuit will
release what is described as a sensational
special feature attraction of a type entirely
different from anything that has ever been
made available to exhibitors. This is the
picture which has been shown to selected
audiences in New York. Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, it is said, at a standard
admission charge of S10 a seat The announcement of its releasing title has not
yet been made.
The third of the Chaplin productions
made under his contract with the Circuit
will be the fifth subject on the six-release
schedule. The title of it is " Sunnyside,"
a story
of rural
town life.
Mr. B.Chaplin's
new
'" heavy
" character,
Thomas
Wood,
who weighs more than a quarter of a ton,
will make his screen debut in this comedy.
The sixth of the spring releases will be
a five-reel feature called " When a Woman's Forty." This is an adaptation of the
novel by Earnest Hendrie and Metcalfe
Wood, which was published under the title
of " The Elder Miss Blossom."
Goldwyn Secures " Lord
andof Lady
" GoldThe latest
the popularAlgy
hits which
wyn has purchased for the screen is " Lord
and L: dy Algy," said to be the most notable
of
William Faversham's recent Broadway
successes.
Work on the play has been started at
Culver City, and the release of the finished
product, hibitoritin the
is said,
will interest every excountry.
Tom Moore will play the leading role,
that of Lord Algernon Chetland, the younger son of the Duke of Droneborough, who
is out of favor with his father because of
his
sporting proclivities.
sportsmanlike
bearing fits Moore's
him well personal
for the
thoroughbred
personality,-inofthethefeature
lord. will
The other characters
be played by a capable cast.
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Prepares

WORLD PICTURES announces that
arrangements have been effected between George Kleine and the World Film
Corporation whereby the World will distribute through its exchanges " The Unchastened Woman," a feature picture made
from Louis Anspacher's famous play which
had a season's run at the 39th Street Theatre, New York City. In the picture version
Grace Valentine plays the title role and is
given stellar honors.
Another picture which will be distributed
by the World by arrangement with Mr.
Kleine is " The Unbeliever." Marguerite
Courtont is the star. In this picture the
78th, 79th, 80th and 96th Companies of
Marines, about 1,000 men, were employed.
These are the same Marines who won undying fame at Belleau Wood and Chateau
Thierry. Among the cast supporting Miss
Courtout in this picture was Sergeant
Moss Gill, who plays the sharpshooter, who
reads his Bible in the trenches between
pot shots at the enemy. From official Government records, the following excerpt is
Louis Bennison Completes
Another Production
"The Road Called Straight," the latest
Betzwood production, starring Louis Bennison has just been completed. The picture
is said to be a fast moving, full-of-action,
drama of the plains.
Mr. Bennison, famous on the stage and
screen for his delightful and true to life
portrayals of Western cowboy roles plays
the part of a true son of the West.
In the cast are Ormi Hawley, Henry
Mortimer, Burton Churchill, Jane Adler
and John Daly Murphy.
The feature will be released by Goldwyn
May 11.
Ford Builds Studio on Coast
It was announced from the West Coast
this week that Francis Ford has started
work on a new studio at Sunset Boulevard
and Gower street, Los Angeles, which is
expected to be ready for use about the first
of May.
In the meantime Director Ford is shooting on the first episode of a new serial.
Principals in the company with Francis
Ford are Rosemary Theby, Elsie Van

taken in reference to Sergeant Gill :
" He was severely wounded in action ;
took command of his platoon after his
chief was shot. With great courage led
his men into action and handled them with
skill until wounded three times by enemy
machine
fire." of the cast was CapAnothergunmember
tain James F. Rorke of the 5th Regiment
of Marines. Captain Rorke is the
" O'Shaughnessy " in " The Unbeliever."
He was also cited in the official Government records.
Major rialcomb, another member of the
cast appears in charge of a detachment of
Marines in " The Unbeliever." From official records he was recommended for conspicuous bravery in the face of the enemy.
The third picture which the World will
distribute by an arrangement w'ith Mr.
Kleine is " Conquered Hearts." This is
a five-reel Rialto De Luxe production in
which Margaret Marsh is the star and is
supported by an all star cast. The picture
was directed by Francis J. Grandon.
Xame. Doris Dare, Pete Gerald, Xigel De
Bullier, Mark Fenton, Phil Ford, Jack
Lawton, V. Olivo, Jerry Ash and Johnny
Thwaites, camera man.

Fay

Tincher and Harry Depp, in " Sally's
Blighted Career," Christie Comedy

Picture

News

Special Campaign
for Buyer

Arrow Film Corporation is preparing a
special advertising campaign through its
director of advertising and publicity, P. B.
Dana, for E. K. Fox, of Washington, on
the special feature, " The Law of Nature."
W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow,
recently concluded a deal whereby Fox
takes over the state rights for twelve
states : Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi.
" The Law of Nature " will be sent on
the road by Fox, with advance men and
special advertising campaigns. In all, ten
prints will be used.
David G-. Fischer produced " The Law of
Nature" in collaboration with Congressman Richmond Pearson Hobson. It is a
seven reel super-production and the first of
a series of eight special features that will
be produced by Mr. Fischer this year.
Says Vitagraph-Morey
ture Goes Big

Fea-

The New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
and Boston branch offices of the Vitagraph
have already reported from forty-five to
sixty days of solid bookings on Harry T.
Morey's recent release, " Fighting Destiny."
Vitagraph declares that this group of
eastern exchanges is but the forerunner of
what will be the biggest write-up ever
scored on a Morey picture and that dates
are now being refused all over the circuit
for immediate runs and later dates are being covered with remarkable snap on the
part of theatre managers.
" Fighting Destiny " was directed by Paul
Scardon and was adapted from the sensaShaw. tional story, " Jungleheart," by Stanley
Record Number of Houses
Book Houdini
It is declared that what film distributors
concede to be the largest number of bookings ever obtained for any serial in the
Borough of Manhattan has been obtained
by Cary Wilson, manager of the Eff-ano
Film Exchange, for Houdini in B. A.
Rolfe's super serial, " The Master MysMr. Wilson, in his report to Octagon
Films, states that the Houdini serial has
been booked in one hundred and twentyfive houses in Manhattan alone.
tery."
Announces Speedy Drama
" Speed}-" was the term used by Famous
Players-Lasky- in announcing for release on
April 13,
" Thein Roaring
Road," Reid
a Paramount picture
which Wallace
has
the leading role. The star has the part of
Toodles Waldon, an auto salesman who aspires to be a speed king. He also wants to
marry the daughter of his employer. Exhibitors will probably be able to guess the
rest.
castTheodore
of " The Roberts,
Roaring Guy
Road Oliver
" are
AnnIn the
Little,
and C. H. Geldart.
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Special

Dorothy

Dalton

COMIXG just at the time when there
is so much discussion as to whether
the women who went to work to win the
war should continue to hold men's places
or whether they should retire to feminine
pursuits, here is a point that all who book
Dorothy
Dalton in " The Homewrecker "
should feature.
In all of the exploitation it should be
brought out that this is neither a problem
drama or a sex play. Although there is
an interesting plot, you should tell your
patrons that the sort of comedy that brings
s}>iiles without inviting boisterous laughter
predominates and this can easily be brought
out by using bright and breezy selling talks.
Dorothy Dalton herself is your biggest
selling argument and her name should be
played in large type, her picture should be
displayed prominently and her personality
sold to the patron. At the same time we
would be sure to see that everyone understands that this is distinctly a different
sort of a picture than most of those in
which she has appeared. Don't be content
to say that it is " different." Just omit that
and tell why it is.
Your appeal here is equally strong to
the working women and to society folk,
for both of these elements enter. But do
not turn the exploitation too strong toward
the suffragette end, for though Miss Dalton plays the role of a traveling saleswoman who has the men all second in the
merchandise running, she is purely a woman at heart as the picture early develops.
THE story: We are introduced to Mary
Marbury, travelling salesman for Abbott & Son at the station of a typical tank
town and through the presence of a bunch
of male " drummers " we get a close-up
of her character when one of them says
that she is the sort of a woman you can

Mary is versatile.

A

Service

m

Section

"The

LITTLE

on

Home

TRICK

An Old Song Helps Put the
Punch in This One
endingold tobusiman pret
be
a staid
weness have
HERE
converted to the fast society
life and there is a point in the
story where there is introduced a
grandmother who acts like a young
girl. The introduction comes shortly before we have a scene in which
a phonograph record is put on the
machine.
If you have a phonograph and the
stunt has not been done too much
you can get a good laugh by playing
a few bars of " When You and I
Were
Young, melodies,
Maggie." butIt the
is one
the plaintive
effectof
on your audience will be just the opposite. If you do not want to use
the phonograph record, by all means
have your orchestra render the
selection.

take the chance of waiting to your wife
about and another observes that it is
durned near a pleasure to lose a sale to
Right here we are introduced to a man
and woman crook who are being escorted
out of the town and on the train the man
attempts
her." to make love to an innocent little country girl, only to be protected by
Mary. Just a little incident to show the
true nature of the woman and to get the
pair of crooks fixed firmly in our minds.
It is generally understood in mercantile
circles that Mary is to become the wife of
the junior member of the firm, but when
she returns from her trip Abbott, Sr.,

wrecker

points out that the son is devoting all his
time to frivolity. " The only letters he can
find time to open are invitations to foolish
parties
and dinners
at the iscountry
club."
The motherless
daughter
also equally
devoted to the lighter side of life. " Home
is too quiet and father too slow," is their
idea, as expressed in one of the titles.
Here the crooks enter the story again,
this time as Fernando Poyntier and his sister, posing as noble people, the man seeking to marrj- Lois Abbott and the woman
to win the son. Mary understands humanity, and as she observes, she has gotten her
relaxation wratching staid business men trying to prove to hotel waitresses that they
are single.
SO she uses her knowledge of people and
her salesmanship methods in effecting a
cure. She finally convinces Abbott, Sr.,
to embark on a life of frivolity and to give
his children an overdose of frivolity. " How
did you make a success in business?" she
asks him. And then answers : " By giving
them what they want. You never tried to
sell them cotton w'hen they asked for
He proceeds to turn his home into the
headquarters of the gay set with Mary
as his constant companion. He becomes a
dance when
fiend none
in public,
and "a very
man
are looking.
At tired
first old
the
young folks enjoy it, but they soon become disgusted and suspicious, though they
silk."
continue their foibles, even to the point of
Lois preparing to elope with the supposed
Spaniard, only to be foiled by Mary.
Then with their plans frustrated they carry
out their plan for robber}- and hide the
loot on Abbott's new yacht. Here again
Mary outdoes them and in the end young
Abbott comes to see the real worth of the
best saleswoman and all ends happily.

At the right she is a sales woman; center, she poses as a tango convert, and at the left in mechanic's garb
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At left Mary interferes to save the country girl from the crook; center, the same crook is now posing as an artist, and at the right,
scene in foiling the crooks on the yacht ■

Charm
RIGHT
at the top of
of all ofStar's
your advertising we would advise the use of an
attractive cut of Dorothy Dalton, either a
half tone or a line, according to the kind
of printing you get in your newspaper.
Practically all of the action centers around
her and you have the advantage of a beautiful woman to get attention to your display.
Naturally you will then follow with the
title which gives some suggestion that this
might be one of the vampire types of pictures, especially since this star has appeared
so often in this sort of production. Therefore the selling arguments should disabuse
that idea and at the same time get the
happy element into the exploitation.
You can interest every woman who is
engaged in business in any way in this, and
most managers are content to get the female attraction because they feel sure that
the fair ones will draw the men along with
them. But here just a few quotations from
the picture will show the men that the
love and comedy elements are strong and
that there is something here other than a
discussion
of that sort. of woman's rights and things
You might use this line :
" You've seen Dorothy Dalton lots of
times as a vampire. Here we have her as
an antidote for vampires — both the male
and female varieties."
THAT line can be played in twelve or
fourteen point type directly under the
title of the picture, but we would take the
space to go a little further. The additional
matter can be set in smaller type, but there
should be plenty of white space left at
either side so that it will stand out. Here
are a few of the arguments that you can
give your people :
" Mary Marbury didn't have a bit of
trouble in selling goods on the road. In
fact, her male rivals were almost glad
when they lost a customer to her. But
when she got back home after her most
successful trip she found that she was
about to lose the son of her employer, who
had been distinctly ' sold ' in the fast set.
And she found that his sister was about to
become the victim of society crooks.

whenBe
it came Featured
to getting customers.
Point mento
But when she got back home she found that
SAVE
THEM!
Raymond was mighty fond of the white
lights. He hadn't exacdy forgotten about
Where Your In
Filing
Cabinet
Comes
Handy
her, but he was neglecting business for the
gay life and his sister, too, was slipping
near the edge of the abyss.
d
erve
who
itor, urehasgive
pres
bs the exhihis
pict
"Mary Marbury was too good a salesTHIS
pictures
of Dorothy Dalton a
woman to try to sell a customer cotton when
ce
lay
chan
to make a disp
that
he wanted silk. So she decided what the
will be worth while. Successful
young Abbotts needed was an overdose of
showmen are now making it a habit
what they thought she wanted. And they
of preserving all their stills of stars
so that they are able to make cut
got it when they saw their aged father and
outs on later pictures, showing roles
Mary doing the latest dances together and
that she has played before and the
entertaining the high livers. The old man
difference in the current picture.
trusted Mary because he knew that she
Cost of the filing cabinet is mighty
could ' deliver the goods.' And she did —
little in comparison with the dollars
that it will bring you in the long
and you'll want to see how."
run. If you are one of those that
cannot do the little stunt suggested
showscenethepicture
striking as
THERE ing isMissa Dalton
an
on the next page, make a resolution
saleswom
that in the future you will keep the
with a grip in her hand. A cut out can
material and be prepared.
be made from this and if you are preparing your own advertising you can get some
mighty good results with it.
Then here are some of the shorter lines
" Mary didn't use cheap heroics or apthat may be used : .
peals to the heart when she went out to sell
" Mary Marbury, crack saleswoman, had
goods
and men
she didn't
use them
But
she knew
and women
and now.
she knew
only to show her samples and she sold the
goods. When she felt her fiancee slipping
how to disgust the son and daughter with
away from her she simply sold him an overtheir outlook on life — and she used thendose of the things he thought he wanted,
own father as the means. Heavens, and how
and the cure was complete. And there are
the pair of them put the vampires to rout.
" ' She's the sort of a girl that any druma lot
medicine."
" Outof laughs
on the with
road,theselling
more goods
mer could take a chance in writing to his
than any of her men rivals, Mary Marybury
wife about,' was the way one of the travel- had to meet all sorts of emergencies. She
ing men described Mary Marbury, who had
believed in action, and when she saw her
them
all ofbeat
in selling
fiancee and his sister slipping into the
the sort
a girl
she was.goods. And that's
of the fast set she ACTED — with
"And so the son of her employer, the clutches
their aged father as her foil . Something
young
couldn't
understand
it at allman
whenshehe loved
saw her
carrying
on at a did it? "Was it her business training or her
great rate with his own father. Gee, but woman's wiles? "
" Business trained Abbott's crack saleshe was sore — so sore that he became diswoman to be ready when it canie time to
gusted with the fast life that he was leading
act. Abbott Sr. was faced with a problem
— and that was just the big idea that the
best saleswoman in New York was trying that he couldn't solve and bis son and
daughter were at stake. And when Mary
He adidn't
to " sell
him."
do he
whatlookto like
told ifhimit did
care
he did
was it.
making
fool
Everybody supposed that Raymond AbMARY
that
knew
He
himself.
of
out
bott
was
going
to
marry
his
father's
crack
saleswoman who had it on all the traveling
KNEW— see how well she did."
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At left, the " best salesman"
is hailedwithat the
the station
rivals,
and and
at thetheright
grandmother,
who insists on being a girl
and associating
gay set,byandherinfriendly
the center,
Mary
son the
in the
final love scene

Strong

Appeal

Can

IF you are located in a theatre where there
are many women who are engaged in
business or who have come to look on
that side of life as the result of war activities you can get added interest in this
picture. But don't make any of your exploitation inthe slightest offensive. There
are a lot of women who do not like to be
referred to as " working people," and this
can be just as well done without introducing the personal element.
It will be worth your while to get a list
of the women employed in your community.
If you will point out to the employers that
this is a picture that shows how much
business knowledge added to one woman's
happiness and the respect that it gives for
women who make their own way in the
world they will be more than likely to
give you a list of their people with their
addresses.
We would then prepare a special letter
to these, omitting any reference to the
fact that the one addressed is in business
and carrying out something of the same
argument we have given in the advertising suggestions. It shouldn't be long.
Here's the idea :
" Mary Marbury outsold all the traveling
men, visited her territory, and she did it
so well that they gloried in her success, for
Mary was the sort of a girl who put the
sunshine into everything that she did. She
made her womanhood fit her for business
and then her training fitted her all the more
for winning the man she loved.
" When she found that her fiancee, and
the son of her employer, was being lured
into the gay life and that his sister was
about to become the victim of an adventurer, she simply used her business sense —
she told the youth an overdose of what he
thought he wanted and he was mighty glad
to get her in the end.
" Does business make woman better fitted
to win the man she loves The answer is
given by Dorothy Dalton in ' The Homebreaker,"
the Empire
theatre
when she atdiscloses
a sure
curenext
for week,
vampires."'

Be
HOW

Madeto
THEY

All Business

START

Just a Little Teaser for the
Would Be Actresses

of girls
a lot want
n that
OF incourse
your there
sectioare
to
." Many of
be
"
movie
stars
them think that they could
jump right in and outshine Dorothy
Dalton and Marguerite Clark at the
start. So for a newspaper story of
them for your program here is a
little stunt that will attract attention.
There is a little incident where the
crook tries to kiss a little country
girl on the train. Tell your patrons
that this shows how actresses get
their start in pictures — to be seen
only for a few seconds in a big production. Then you might add a line:
" But who knows that this little
girl who is just getting her first
chance on a few feet of film will be
a great star some of these days?"
It is very likely to cause talk, especially among the girls to whom
the business woman angle of the picture might not appeal.
WE

would confine the lobby display on
this one largely to Dorothy Dalton
herself. If you try to get too much jazz
stuff into it you are likely to leave the
impression that this is a dance hall or vampire sort of production and so lose the

However there is a three sheet that can
appeal.
be used as a cut out without any
danger of this sort: It shows the full figure of Miss Dalton dancing with her aged
employer, whose make-up is such as to suggest comedy right away. Another appealing cut out can be made from a one sheet
that shows the head and bust of the
star.
// you can dig up any of the stilld on
old productions that shows Miss Dalton as
a vampire, you can get a mighty contrasty

Women

effect and one that will cause talk by using
a couple of the scenes at the top and then
ring these with arrows pointing to the name
of the star. Then add the words: " You
all know zvhat a wonderful success Dorothy Dalton was as a vampire. Now you
see her as an antidote for them — male and
female. If you don't see her in ' The
Homebreaker ' you'll miss her at her most
charming best." Then follow this with
scenes from this picture.
WE

would keep the entire bill with this
this picture light and you will get
the best results. The humor of the picture is mainly of the subtle sort and there
is such a spirit of evident happiness from
the start that it should be helped along by
light and airy music.
There is a song that can be well used
as a prelude to the picture, " Mary is a
Grand Old Name." It was one of the
hits of " Forty-five Minutes from Broadway" some fifteen years ago. This can
be carried into the picture on the orchestra
or
organ because Mary is introduced almost
immediately.
There are quite a few dance scenes in
the picture where dance music should be
played and there is one point where Mary
shows her dance card to the son, filled
with the name of her father. Here you
will make a hit by playing " He's Had No
Loving
a Long,
LongtheTime."
At thein scene
where
crook attempts
to make love to the little country girl on
the train you can get a good effect by
playing " Comin'
Thro' theeffect.
Rye " When
with
something
of a burlesque
Mary interferes and takes charge of her
the orchestra should shift to some such
selection as " Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"
" Sweet Genevieve " or " Pal of Mine " so
as to get the dreamy sort of friendship
music into the picture.
Comedies used on this bill should be of
the farcical sort with a lot of lively music
and this will also be a good place to employ a scenic since most of the action of
the feature uses interiors.

4
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Thomas
Buys
Garrett
be followed by many big concerns within
Gets World Rights Except United
the next twelve months.
States and Canada — First is " As
" The Augustus Thomas series was
a Man Thinks " — Hodkinson
launched with the idea of creating new picReleases Them
ture audiences. This it will undoubtedly
SIDNEY GARRETT, president of J. do. I wonder how many people realize the
enormous public of this great author.
Frank Brockliss, Inc., film exporters,
" The mere statistics concerning Thomas
has closed a contract for world's rights, except the United States and Canada, for the
are startling. He has thirty-three live
plays on the speaking stage, and his name
entire series of six Augustus Thomas feasaid to be an almost household
ture photoplays, the first of which, " As a may be Few
Americans exist who are not
Man Thinks," is soon to be released by word.
familiar with some of his works.
Producer Harry Raver of Four Star Pictures, under the new Raver plan of pro" More than half the people of this country are not regular patrons of the motion
duction involving co-operative equality bepictures. They prefer to stay at home and
tween producer, author, star and director.
read. Why is that? Simply because the
This important series of productions will
be distributed throughout America by the mental pabulum of the average picture
offering is not up to the requirements of
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through the
certain elements in the amusement-loving
Pathe system of offices. " As a Man
Thinks " will be the first production to go
public.
" So long as stars are stars it will be necout under the new Hodkinson sales policy
of unrestricted open booking.
essary to play up to the star, but a combination such as this Raver-Thomas-Baird-IrIn discussing this contract Mr. Garrett
in the sequence of prodeclared his conviction that. the public has ving organization
ducer, author, star and director, promises
come to regard the value of a photoplay
bigger and better pictures than we have
with a great author's name attached to it, ever had, because this idea is going to take
as infinitely superior to that which carries
hold with a great grip. It is just what had
the name of a star only.
to come. A change was vitally neces" I have seen Mr. Thomas' first play of
sary to the well-being of the industry, both
the new series, ' As a Man Thinks,' said
as an industry and as an art.
Mr. Garrett. I may say that there is not
" The real solution of getting new picture
a single defect in the production. It is a audiences
has been hit upon in this Raversplendid drama splendidly visualized.
Thomas combination. It consists in adequate production of the works of a front
" The connection between Mr. Thomas
rank author. It must be the highest class of
and Mr. Harry Raver, producer of Four
Star pictures, came at the psychological
production. The books of the big writers
must be brought to life. Nothing less than
moment to take full advantage of the undoubted revulsion of public sentiment
that will do. Emphasis must be placed on
against the over-touted star. It is not sayfaithful picturization of the story. Direcing too much, I think, to prophesy that Mr.
tors must not take too many liberties with
the story.
Raver's lead in playing up the author will
Photoplay Supplement
THAT the issues of the Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement are not made
up from cuttings from various feature films
and that the line-up of six or seven stars
in a single reel is not secured in this way.
Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the
Educational Films' Corporation wants it to
be known that every foot of " The Supplement " is new, original and exclusive, and
that none of the material has ever appeared before in any form and that exhibitors who use " The Supplement " are
assured of the same sort of novel and interesting material that has made " Photoplay" and other fan publications popular
with the public.
Continuing, Mr. Hammons says : " Rather
than a mere assembly of cuttings, the production of the " Photoplay Magazine Screen
Supplement " is a task that requires considerable ingenuity. Two crews, each consisting of a director and ccmeraman, are
aat work securing negative — one in the
East and the other on the Pacific Coast.
When it is considered that more than

Picture

New, Says Hammons
seventy-five of the better-known stars will
appear in the twelve issues of ' The Supplement,' some idea of the details involved
become evident.
" To secure the material desired— closeups of the stars in their leisure hours — requires much time, patience, and a sure
knowledge of just what the public wants.
No scene can be carelessly ' shot,' and the
care and thought that has been devoted
to the planning of the material is very
clearly demonstrated in the quality of the
first four releases."
Winthrop Kelley Goes to
West Indies
Winthrop Kelley, it is announced from
Los Angeles, left for several months' sojourn in the West Indies, where he will
direct three seven-reel special features for
Williamson Brothers. Mr. Kelley made
"about
The Submarine
Eye " for the Williamsons
two years ago.

Wheeler Dryden, star of Gray Seal Comedies
Two

Directors

for Wheeler

Dryden
President George Julian Houtain, of
Gray Seal Productions, announces that the
production of the first Wheeler Dryden
comedy is now in progress at the Estee
Studio, New York City.
Supporting Wheeler Dryden is Grace
Harte. Others in the cast include Eddie
Boulden, who played the lounge lizard in
"The Venus Model" with Mabel Normand, Jessie Stevens and Yale Benner.
The co-directors are " Doc " Charles
Ranson, creator of Plastic Comedies, and
for six months comedy director for the
old Biograph and other companies, while
the other director is Charles Morgan Seay.
In charge of the Camera is O. George
Brautigan. The comedy is being produced
under the supervision of John McCutcheon,
production manager.
" The Scarlet Trail "
The Modern Feature Photo Plays, Inc.,
of 729 Seventh avenue, New York City,
through Charles H. Streimer, has purchased
from the G & L Features the rights to
exhibit " The Scarlet Trail " in New York
City and New York State.
" The Scarlet Trail," which is based on
the book " Don't Take a Chance," by
Charles Larned Robinson, has been endorsed by the Social Hygiene Department
of the American Defense Society. The
principal roles in this six-reeler are acted
by Beth Ivins and Vincent Coleman. The
direction was by John S. Lawrence.
Netter

Buys One

Leon D. Netter, of Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Cleveland, Ohio, 'while enroute from that city to San Francisco, recently closed a deal with James Keane for
the
distribution
of " The Spreading
in Ohio. It is announced
the pictureEvilhas"
been passed by the Ohio censorship board
without a cut.
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Sylvia Breamer is presented in Frank G. Hall's Special release, "A House Divided," a J. Stuart Blackton production
Pioneer

States Rights " The

Boomerang "
"The Boomerang," from the novel of the
same name by William Hamilton Osborne,
which the Pioneer Film Corporation will
release on the State rights basis, has a
cast that might very properly be termed
" all-star," according to Pioneer.
In addition to Henry B. Walthall, who
played the leaading role, the players who
enact this drama of love and intrigue, capital and labor are, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Melbourne McDowell, Nina Byron, Gordon
Sackville, Richard Morris, Beulah Booker
and Maryland Morne. All of these people
have made names for themselves, especially
Miss Eddy, who will be well remembered
for her work in many of the Paramount
Pictures, and Miss Bryon who has appeared as leading lady with William S.
Hart in several pictures. Mr. McDowell is
one of the best known " heavies " on the
screen and does some of his greatest work
as the Capitalist in " The Boomerang."
The Boomerang is in seven reels. The
scenario was done by Franklyn Hall.
Gale Henry Print
R. C. Cropper, general manager of the
Bee Hive Exchanges in Indianapolis, Milwaukee, and Chicago, has received an advance print of the first Gale Henry release
which he is distributing in the Central
States. The title is "A Wild Woman,"
and the Chicago office is showing it to
exhibitors daily. Thus far not a single
exhibitor who has seen it has failed to
book it, an announcement states.

" Power " in Canada
One of the very few Canadian-made features was given a presentation at the Family
theatre, Ottawa, during the first half of the
week of April 7. This was a picture entit'led ' Power," the star of which is Holbrook Blinn. This feature was made by the
Canadian National Features, Limited, now
defunct, at the moving picture studio at
Trenton, Ontario, about two years ago.
Two features were made by this company,
and they have been shown rather extensively throughout Eastern Canada.

Christie Comedies
Finding- Demand
Abroad
India, which now has four big cities where
AFTER a conference held in Los AnAmerican
films
are
becoming
very popular.
geles between C. H. Christie, of the
" The remarkable thing," said Mr. Warde
Christie Film Co., and Reginald Ward, foreign distributor, it was announced that new
in discussing the foreign market, " is the
contracts had been closed for the foreign
fact that foreign buyers have many times
rights to Christie Comedies. One of the
been offered 75 per cent of the product for
a year, and in every case have come
important deals was the selection of Cinematograph Harry of Paris to handle the
back for the remainder. Out of one hundred pictures, not one has been turned
rights in France, and to succeed the Gaudown by the foreign buyers. This, I think,
mont Company in that territory, although
is a great tribute to the producing genius
that company will still handle the rights
for Great Britain.
of Al E. Christie, and demonstrates the
Mr. Warde also announced that a new
uniform
good quality of the subjects offered.
contract had been closed covering the sale
of all Christie comedies for the Caribbean
" Every country in the world of any conterritory for the coming year through the
sequence, with the exception of Russia and
Caribbean Film Corporation, including the the Central Powers, are booking these films.
This means that the comedies are shown
territory of Cuba, Porto Rico, Central
everywhere and that American films are
American States, Venezuela and other reused from Great Britain to the Dutch East
publics. Another contract has just been
Indies and from Scandinavia to South
renewed for Australia and New Zealand
Africa and the Balkan States.
and another with the Albion Cinema for
Sherry Values Film Above
the Newspaper
WILLIAM L. SHERRY, head of the
" Pictures give a greater number of people a more compreshensive idea of any
Sherry Service, in a letter to Richard
subject now before the public than any
W. Austin, president of the American Recamount of controversial writing. Subjects
reation League, with headquarters in Washington, D. C, in reply to questions issued
dealt with on the screen if properly capby the league as to the value of the motion
tioned with a view to making them intelligible create a distinct impression on the
picture in fighting popular misunderstandmind. If the United States authorities
ing of government policies connected with
the readjustment period following the war,
have not thoroughly digested the lesson
writes in part :
taught by screen propaganda during the
war, they have been asleep at the switch.
" There is no doubt in my mind that an
Idea can be rammed home via the screen
One good motion picture film teaching leswith far more certainty where the great
sons in finance, industry, sociology or patrimass of people is concerned than by any
otism will reach the eyes of millions of
other process. An astonishing number of Americans in a day if properly distributed,
whereas lecturers as individuals can appeal
men and women who read the daily papers
more or less regularly do not read them
only to small audiences here and there."
understandingly. I am willing to wager
that you might pick up a hundred ordinary
Mix Reissues Ready
folk at random after they have read the
Exclusive Features, Inc., of 126 West
newspapers coming downtown in the subways or elevated roads and discover, on 46th street, New York, announced this
questioning them, that their ideas of public week that it is ready to reissue a series of
questions discussed in the news- and edifourteen single reel Western comedies featuring Tom Mix. These were selected, the
torials of the papers they have glanced over
are just as casual as the glances they gave
announcement states, from a large number
each subject.
of single reel Mix negatives

Motion

Picture

News

Educationals Register in
Cleveland Theatres
According to a communication received
by the Argus Motion Picture Company,
Cleveland representatives of the Educational Films Corporation, Manager Fred
Desberg, of the Alhambra and Mall theatres of that city, states that the recent special Educational release, " The Storm," was
an unusual picture, and that he could not
help extending his congratulations.
" The Storm " is one of the most wonderful single-reel subjects ever photographed, and is just what the title indicates
— the first truly descriptive picture of a
terrific storm. The opportunities for effects and music are easily apparent, declared Mr. Desberg.

Intention Is to Produce Jack London
Stories as Feature Productions —
Scenarios Being Prepared for
Early Start
ONE of the developments of the past
week in motion picture circles was the
combination between C. E. Shurtleff and
J. Frank Brockliss, for the purpose of
producing the Jack London stories.
Mr. Shurtleff was until this spring, general sales manager of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
He resigned from this organization in
order to concentrate his time on tying up
the Jack London material. To this he
made a trip to California about thirty days
ago, visiting Mrs. London personally and
spending considerable time on the famous
London ranch in the Valley of the Moon.
Mr. Shurtleff stated in his initial announcement, after securing the Jack London stories, that it was his purpose to make
only big pictures as he was convinced that
the market of the present and future was
in need of this sort of picture material.
Mr. Brockliss' own statement which is
given in part as follows, is of interest.
" I was very much attracted to Mr. Shurtleff'soneidea
story material
of
of of
the turning
biggest the
American
authors
into pictures. The bigness of Mr. Shurtleff's plans and the undoubted quality of
the material he has secured, were most encouraging and I have deeply rooted feelings that this undertaking is going to be
one of the biggest that I have ever embarked upon.
" I didn't come to a decision upon the
matter without considerable thought and
I am very well satisfied with the entire
situation as it stands today.
" Until Mr. Shurtleff returns from a trip
which he is making to the coast, temporary
headquarters will be at my offices at 729
7th Avenue. But not later than May first
will we open our own offices, and commence production."
Mr. Shurtleff stated to a representative

of the News that the new corporation will
be called " C. E. Shurtleff, Inc."
While it is not definitely decided which
of the stories will be selected for the first
production, scenarios and continuities are
being prepared, and a committee will decide which will be picturized first.
One portion of Mr. Shurtleff's statement
is as follows : " While I have extensive
knowledge and experience in distribution
matters, I realize that producing is more
or less a new book to me and for this
reason, as well as to procure the best pictures possible, we are going to obtain the
best director possible. I am convinced
from my experiences in the field that big
director, casts and settings must be added
to big stories to make them really superproductions.
" Then again the Jack London material
must be made properly to redeem my
promise to Mrs. London, as it is her desire to have these pictures a more or less
permanent memorial to her late husband."
Prosperous

Year

Predicted

by P. E. Meyer
Accoring to Independent Sales Corporation, P. E. Meyer, manager of the New
York branch and one of the youngest men
in
the trade
hold an reports
executive's
a New
York toexchange,
that seat
duringin
the time intervening since the signing of the
armistice, business recorded at the New
York office has increased at the rate of
four per cent, leaving the total gain in
bookings since the second week in November last, more than triple that of the last
month of hostilities.
Mr. Meyer said that everything points
to the most prosperous year ever experienced in the industry. " I am basing my
opinion on the bookings," said Mr. Meyer.
" If the bookings from any one branch show
an increase, they all profit. The exhibitor
is the indicating hand that registers the temperature of the industry."

Christie's Two-Reelers
Claim Special Casts
Director Al E. Christie announces that
in his second two-reeler he will have a
special cast including Fay Tincher, Patricia
Palmer, Harry Depp, Eddie Barry, Marjorie Payne and others. This is in line
with the policy started in the first of these
productions.
" Sally's Blighted Career," which is being released April 20, has Fay Tincher,
Molly Malone, Harry Depp and Patricia
Palmer in the cast.
In the second release, Fay Tincher will
portray the part of a rough western cowgirl in the atmosphere
of a fashionable girls'
boarding
school.
Buys Four Subjects
Advices from the Coast announce that
Sam Whitehead, special representative of
the M and R Feature Film Exchange, of
San Francisco, has returned to that city
after a long stay in Los Angeles, where he
secured state rights to four subjects.
The pictures bought for California, Arizona and Nevada, are " The Lady of the
Dugout," " Mother, I Need You," " Superstrategy " and " What Every Mother

Knows."

Gale Henry, Laugh-Getter in Bulls Eye
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Miller Not Directing
Norma Talmadge
While Charles Miller has directed Norma
Talmadge in the past, and was responsible
for " The Ghosts of Yesterday, conceded
by many to be one of her finest productions,
he is not directing Miss Talmadge at present.
This corrects any impression gained from
the caption published under Mr. Miller's
cut appearing in the last issue of Motion
Picture News. This caption would cause
some readers to bel ieve that Mr. Miller was
directing Miss Talmadge at the present
time.
Charles Miller has joined Frank Hall,
president of Independent Sales Corporation,
and will produce a series of special productions under the corporate name, Charles
Miller Productions, Inc. He not only has
directed Norma Talmadge, but has also directed Bessie Love, in " The Sawdust
Ring " ; Dorothy Dalton, in " The Flame
of the Yukon," and many other successes.

" Maciste " Campaign
Takes on Form
The Bee Hive Exchage, of Chicago, announced this week that publicity for Maciste in " The Liberator " is fast forming
itself into a campaign. The first trade ads
appeared during the week of April 12.
The Italian papers of Chicago have already had the announcements, and every
newspaper in the states of Indiana, Illinois
and Wisconsin has been furnished with
press stuff, and offered the entire story in
serial form together with free mats and
rights for publishing.
Newspaper campaigns will be carried as
well as the usual line of lithos, cuts, banners, and incidental novelties such as pluggers and throw-aways. Trade papers are
also carrying ads.
Philipp
Forms Company
It was announced this week by Paul
Philipp that Adolf Philipp has organized
the Apollo Amusement Company, Inc., with
offices at 1482 Broadway, New York, to
film productions from the pen of Adolf
Philipp. The latter, who is well known as
an author and composer, will also appear in
the productions of the company, which is
headed by Paul Philipp as president and
business representative.
The organization expects to use a New
York studio, and plans to begin actual production work about May 15.
Blackton Engages Gordon
In his next feature, the title and theme
of which are a bit of a mystery yet. J.
Stuart Blackton, of Blackton Productions,
Inc., will bring together again the team of
players. Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon, whose work in Mr. Blackton's production of " Missing " will be recalled as a distinct feature of that Paramount Picture.
This means that Mr. Blackton has again
signed Robert Gordon, who will also be remembered for his " Huck " with Jack
Pickf inordother
in theParamount
" Huck andfeatures.
Tom " pictures
and

One of the big moments in " Khavah," the first Sholom Aleichem picture
Claims

Fascinating

and

HILLER AND WILK, representatives
of Maurice Tourneur Productions,
Inc., of the Longacre Building, New York,
disclosed in an announcement this week
that the title of Maurice Tourneur's newest
production, " The White Heather," which
they expect will shortly have a showing at a
New York theatre, has aroused widespread
interest.
" The White Heather," as has been
chronicled in Motion Picture News, is
adapted from the Drury Lane melodrama.
Indirectly, it has been cited, the title comes
from the good luck flower of the Scotch
highlands, the white heather. Yet Scotland, it should be explained, is the background for but a part — and a minor part
— of the melodrama. The action centers
around the recovery of a marriage record
from the hulk of a destroyed yacht, called
" The White Heather." The big scenes of
the melodrama take place at the bottom of
the sea, where the hero and the villain, in

Varied Background
the weird costumes of deep s«a divers,
fight to the death on the ocean floor.
Thus the thrilling portion of " The White
Heather " has the bottom of the sea for
its background. For those scenes Mr. Tourneur employed the newest inventions of the
Williamson Brothers, whose sub-sea photography devices made possible the under
water scenes of " The Submarine Eye "
and " Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
Much of the story centers in London, rethe Sea."volving between the financial district and
the
In the
scenes thousands
" on change of"
Mr. slums.
Tourneur
employed
" The White Heather " has a cast includplayers.
ing H. E. Herbert, little Ben Alexander,
the child who scored in " The Turn of the
Road " and " Hearts of the World," Ralph
Graves, Mabel Ballin, Jack Gilbert and
Spottiswood Aitken.
The releasing arrangements for " The
White Heather " have not been announced.

Says "The Storm" Wins see Much
Special
it. In consequence
of this, wePraise
repeated
THE Alhambra and Mall Theatres, of
this picture at our Mall Theatre, this being
Cleveland, Ohio, had an unusual experience with the recent Educational spea strictly first-run house, too, by the way."
" The Storm " is one of the most wonderful
cial release, " The Storm," and Manager
Fred Desberg writes to the Argus Motion
single-reel subjects ever photographed, and
Picture Co., whp are the Cleveland repreis just what the title indicates— the first
sentatives ofthe Educational Films Corportruly descriptive picture of a terrific storm.
The opportunities for effects and music are
ation, and says " that he cannot help exeasily apparent.
tending his congratulations for the consistent quality of the recent scenic releases,
In concluding his letter, Manager Desand on " The Storm " in particular.
berg says, " Another picture which was particularly good was the recent Robert C.
He writes, "We showed this subject at
the Alhambra three days, using electrical
Bruce subject, "The Wanderer and the
Whozitt." Few exhibitors appreciate scenic
effects and special music, and it' went over
pictures and the efforts now being made to
so big that people called us on the 'phone
make them artistically beautiful.
for several days asking where they could
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Arrow
Reports
Business
Rushing
Ga. : A series of twelve two reel Mustang
" When the Desert Smiles " and Other
Pictures Sold for Kansas and
drama re-issues. " The Mysterious Mr.
Browning," a H. N. Nelson production
Missouri — Territory on
starring Walter Miller, Paul Panzer and
" Today " Sold
Edna Maison. " When the Desert Smiled "
starring Neal Hart. Six Monopol Film
WE.
SHALLENBERGER, president
• of the Arrow Film Corporation, re- Company re-issues, namely, " The Burning
ports unusual activity in the state right
Silence," " Dim Faces of the Underworld,"
market. During the past week the Arrow
" Sinners Three," "The Greyhounds," "The
company has sold much territory for a
Barrier Between " and " The Road of
number of their features.
The S. & S. Film & Supply Co., Inc., 414
Among the sales reported for the week
are :
Penn
Tears."Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa., purchased "The
"When the Desert Smiled," starring Neal
Mysterious Mr. Browning " and "When the
Hart, and " The Web of Intrigue," " HuDesert
Smiled."
William
Politzer, Queen Theatre, San
man Shuttles," " The Fire of Hope " and
Antonio, Texas, purchased the re-issued
" The Shadow of Fear," the Harold Lockwood-May Allison re-issues, sold for Kanserial " The Demon's Shadow " for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
sas and Missouri to Richards and Flynn of
the First National Film Co., Kansas City,
Southern Ohio, " The Finger of Justice "
Mo.
to the C. C. Hite Attractions, 109 West Sth
St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. The Revised six reel
Also unsold territory on "To-day" feaedition
" The Million Dollar Mystery " for
turing Florence Reed, and " The Mad
Lover " featuring Robert Warwick, for the the state of Ohio.
state of Missouri to the Strand Film Company, Empress Theatre Building, St. Louis,
From All Sections
Mo.
To the Supreme System, Inc., 606 Film
Pictures from opposite ends of the world
were features of Universal Current Events
Building, Minneapolis, Minn., for the states
of Minnesota, North and South Dakota and
No. 14, released by International through
North Wisconsin.
Universal exchanges the week of April 6.
The reel carries several interesting views
Also the following sales to the Southeastern Pictures Corp., A. C. Bromberg,
of Gen. Pershing and the king of the Belgeneral manager, 61 Walton St., Atlanta,
gians.

Service

an

Important

"The

Picture

Thunder

News

Bolt" Nears

Completion
Now that all scenes have been taken for
the first release of the Kathrine MacDonald Pictures Corporation, " The Thunder
Bolt," it is expected the film world will
shortly be given a glimpse at this initial
release of this newly formed company of
which Sam E. Rork and Charles E. Evans
are the guiding geniuses. No announcement
is to be made by the company as to how
the subject will be released until after it
has been given a showing in New York,
and as soon as the editing is completed
Mr. Rork will go east with the film. Up
to this time the new film producing company has received a number of bona fide
offers, but they have adhered strictly to
the policy of showing the exhibiting organizations what they have before contracting a sale. The initial release is a drama
of the south which has been very expensive
to produce, owing to the massive settings
required and the number of big parts in
the photoplay that required players of exceptional ability.
Sells Two

States

Jesse J. Goldberg, general manager of
the Frohman Amusement Corporation, notified the New York office that Richards
and Flynn, of Kansas City, Mo., have
signed a contract for their six part super
production,
"Once and
to Every
Man" for the
States of Kansas
Missouri.

Asset

No

matter what the line of human endeavors, service is an important asset. Many of our clients have found the Republic
service and the intelligent co-operation of our experts a prime
factor in the progress and success of their productions. Specialized departments render expert service and attend to all developing and printing intrusted to them with thoroughness.

Our representative, upon request, snail be glad to tell you more about tbis service.
Tel. Bryant 7190
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
AMERICA* FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Plavers-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLLNGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Rioht Exchange)
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5— Too Many Wives
»
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look- Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartment 23
Mar.
Mar. 31
24 —— Marrying
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar.
17
—
a Night
Mar. 10 — Oh,
Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3— Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
COSMOFOTOFLLM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
Mar.
Air Patrol
Feb. 243—— The
What Washington
Is a Mexican?
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
Feb. 10 — An Indian Love Story
Feb. 3— Indian Life
Feb. 1 — Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement
BLACK
WHITEin COMEDIES
(International)
Mar.
24 — AAND"
Smashup
China
Mar.
17
—
Judge
Rumhauser's
Miscue
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
17 — The Lonesome Pup
16 — Frozen Thrills
IS — Men Met in the Mountains
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
13 — Horizon Hunters
12 — An Essay of the Hills
11 — The Pale Pack Train
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
9 — Before Breakfast
8 — The Wolf of the Teetons
7 — Sundown
6— The Restless Three
5— The Little High Horse
4— The River Gray and the River Green
3— The Wanderer and the Whoozitt
2— A Wee Bit Odd
1— 'Tis Tough to Be Tender
May — The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May —— Josselyn's
Wife (Bessie
Apr.
Modern Husbands
(HenrvBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. — The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23— The Wav of a Maid
Mar.
His Door
Wife'sBetween
Birthday
Mar. 169—— The
Mar. 2— The WigWag Svstem (Elinor Field)
Feb. 23 — Their Baby (Elinor Field)
Feb.
a Hero (Elinor Field)
Feb. 169 —— Almost
Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
Feb. 2— How
to be Happv Though Married (Elinor Field)
ROTH ACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23
"MidPvramid
Sahara'sLand
Sands
Mar.
16 —— In
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highwav
Feb. 23 — A Peek at Paradise
Feb. 16 — Out Wvoming Way
Feb.
Bit oftheGod's
Country
Feb. 92—— ADoing
Dells

5
55
5
5
5

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Apr. 27
For Better
For Worse
(De S.
Mille's)
Apr.
20 —— The
Money— Corral
(William
Hart)
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
Apr- 6— Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23 — The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar. 169 —— The
The Poppy
S. Hart)
Mar.
MarriageGirl's
PriceHusband
(Elsie (William
Ferguson)
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 27 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reir)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
Apr. 13 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
Apr. 136—— Let's
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6— The Test of Honor (John Barrvmore)
Mar. 30 — Peppy
Polly (Dorothy
Gisn) . ."
Little Comrade
(Vivian Martin)
Mar. 30— The Sheriff's Son (Charles Rav)
Mar.
23
—
Pettigrew's
Girl
(Ethel
Clayton)
Mar. 23 — Partners Three (Enid Bennett)
Mar. 16 — Extravagance (Dorothy Dalton)
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
Mar. 9— The Poor Boob (Bryant Washburn)
Mar. 2— Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
Mar. 2 — Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
Mar. 2— Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
Apr. 6— Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 30 — Sold (Pauline Frederick)
Mar. 23 — Rose of the Rancho (Special Cast)
Mar. 1 6— Rags (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 9 — Freckles (Jack Pickford)
Mar. 2 — Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
TWO REEL COMEDffiS
Apr. 27
Little Widow
(Sennett's)
"
20 — The
An Amateur
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Apr.
13
—
The
Foolish
Age
(Sennett's)
Apr. 6— The Last Bottle (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Mar. 30 — Beresiord of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Mar.
Wash Day
Mar. 2316 —— Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr. (Sennett's)
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Mar. 9 — The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
Mar. 2— Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Feb. 163 —— Camping
The Pullman
Arbuckle)
Jan.
Out Porter
(Roscoe'(Roscoe
"Fatty""Fatty"
Arfiuckle)
SINGLE REELS
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks ( Brav Pictograph)
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 6— Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes),
Apr. 6— Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 30 — Zamboanga (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 30 — Comets (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 23 — Glorious Versailles ( Burton Holmes)
Mar. 23 — Indoor Gold (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 16 — Gay Parie in Wartime (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 16 — Most Popular Girl in World (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 9 — Making Sombreros in Manila (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 9 — Birth of a Tornado (Bray Pictograph)
Mar. 2— Cabaret of Old Japan (Burton Holmes)
Mar. 2— Hatching an Eagle a Day (Bray Pictograph)
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERDZS
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3— Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Jan. S— Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)

55
5
5
3
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
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2
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2
2
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FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June IS— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
June 1— Wolves of the Night (William Farnum)
5
May 15 — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May 20A—— The
The Jungle
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
55
Apr.
Farnum)..
Mar. 23 — Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
o
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
3
VICTORY PICTURES
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
S
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
;>
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (.Tom Mix)
3
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
May 18— Words and Music (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
a
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Le' Miserables (William Farnum)
• • -8
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16— The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
5
Feb. 2 — Infidelity (Dr. Rameau's)
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
June 15 — Virtuous Husbands
2
2
Jailbirds
May
May 25—
11— ATheSoftMerry
Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
2
als
Scand
Terrible
of
House
The
Apr. 206 —— Tom and Jerry Mix
Apr.
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
}4
'A
Trainor
the Mutt
Apr.
Mar. 306 ——— Mutt
AOut Cow's
Husband
Yi
and in Again
Mar. 23
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
Yi
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
¥2
Mar. 2 — Firemen, Save My Child
54
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
........
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARSON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The
(Blanche
Sweet)
9
The Unpardonable
Hushed Hour Sin
(Blanche
Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
=
The Real Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two^reel episodes)
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
•vLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple
Chaplin)
Behind Trouble
the Lines(Charley
in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23— Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp

J
1
2
I
2

6
6
6
6
5
6
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GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
May
Gardenia
(RexKennedy).
Beach's)
May 18
11—— The
LeaveCrimson
It to Suson
(Madge
May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
Apr. 6— Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
Mar. 30 — Daughter of Mine (Madge Kennedy)
Mar. 16 — A Man and His Money (Tom Moore)
Mar. 9— The Brand (Rex Beach Cast)
BENNISON SERIES
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
Social Ambition
Honor's
Cross
Blue Blood
Rex
Beach's
Heartof ofthetheEast
Sunset
For the Freedom
(Betzwood)
CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr. 20— Wanted— A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr. 6— The Midnight Alarm ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Mch.
The Potum of SwatWEEKLY
("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
FORD23 —EDUCATIONAL
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
Mar. 30 — What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve
Mar. 23— A Little Bit of Heaven
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Wo
ma
n
The Wrath of tie Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)..
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The
Man (Douglas
Fairbanks)
■.
WolfeGood
LowryBad (William
S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The Return
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released
on Stat-es
Rights
Basis)
Denny
From Ireland
(Shorty
Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)

56
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
7
5
5
67
7
7
76
66
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
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METRO EXCHANGES
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
May s — The Amaftur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (.Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(.May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar. 24 — That's Good (Hale Hamilton)
Mar. 17 — The. Way of the Strong (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Toys of Fate
Revelation
(Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators . .
6S—— AGuided
Wasmanipae
and Miss Week-End
Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2—
Birds
1— Teddy
From Scales
to Antlers
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)
PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln)
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward)
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
May 46—— The
the Weak
Ward-Frank Elliott)
Apr.
The Cry
Silverof Girl
(Frank(Fannie
Keenan)
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Corners (Bessie Love)
Feb. 9 — Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan)
PROGRAM FEATURES
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
Feb. 23 — The Old Maid's Baby (Baby Marie Osborne)
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
— As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
Apr. 6— Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
Feb. 24 — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7— Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
Mar. 24 — Sixth, The Hated K. P
Mar. 17 — Fifth, Building the Soldier
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
Mar. 3— Third, The Rookie
Feb. 24 — Second, Nine Million Answer
Feb. 16 — First. The Call to Arms
ROLIN COMEDIES
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
Apr. 27— Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard)
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 30 — Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 16— Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Way Laurel)
(Harold Lloyd)
Mar.
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Harold Lloyd)
Feb.
Troubles
(Toto)
Feb. 169—— Toto's
Ask Father
(Harold
Lloyd)
Feb. 2— Hustling for Health (Laurel)
TWO-REEL DRAMAS
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
Jan. 5— I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy)

Film

Releases

THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20— First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6 — Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9 — Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2— Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb.
9
—
Sixth,
The
Mystic
Box
2
7 Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
7 Jan.
— Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
7 Jan. 26
— Third, Underworld Terrors
2
' Jan. 19
The Counterplot
2
7 Jan. 12S—— Second,
First, The Ebony Block
3
TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
5 THE
(Seven Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
05 Mch. 16Produced
Seventh, Run to Earth
2
6 Mch. 9—— Sixth,
Tales
2
6 Mch. 2 — Fifth, ATangled
Threat from the Past
2
6 Feb. 23— Fourth, The
Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16 — Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9 — Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
,.1
]
} Saturdays — Pathe News
J1 PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
1
(Producing for the Open Market)
1
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
11
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp 6
— Sins of the Children
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
6
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
7
SELECT EXCHANGES
55 Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
5
5 Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
s
.5 Apr.
— Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
S
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
6
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
5
S Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
5
S Mar.
Feb.
—
The
World
to
Live
In
(Alice
Brady)
5
5 Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
5
5 SPECIALS
5
5 The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
5 Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
5
5
5 The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
5
(
5 The One Woman (Special Cast)
5 SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
5
5
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
S
— Upstairs and Dow., (Olive Thomas)
5
S S-L PICTURES

5
5
S
5
5S
5
5
5
55
S
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
2
2

(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
=
Hearts of the World
r
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine- tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman

4
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DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
Ine Woman
Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
ihe Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Keel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
Tune 1 — The Recognition
May 25— The Law of Hate
May 18 — The Range Rider
May 11 — The Fatal Return
May 4— A Canyon Romance
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
'
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast)
Apr. 27 — The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
Apr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
Apr. 2013 —— ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
Apr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
Mar.
It's aRailroader
Bear (Taylor
Holmes-Special)
Mar. 169 —— The
(George
Fawcette)
Mar. 2— Wild Goose Chase (Hazel Daly)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges}

7
/6
6
7
6
6
55
8
7
57
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
55
5

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
6
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
o
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
6
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
6
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
6
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
6
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
5
The Scarlet Shadow (Mae Murray)
6
The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
6
Creaking Stairs (Mary MacClaren)
6
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDTES
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
...2
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
Apr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Bonelieads (L-Ko Cast)
2
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
ipr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2
Mar. 12— Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
2
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — -Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
Mar.
(SpecialBeery)
Cast)
Mar. 3124 —— ALizzie's
Beach Waterloo
Nut (Wallace
\
Mar. 17— Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
!
Mar. 10— The Hole in the Wall (Special Cast)
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
May 5— Harmony in A Flat
1
1
Apr. 28 — The Ex-pert Eloper
\pr. 21— Scared Stiff
1
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
1
Apr.
Room Breakers
Secrets
Mar. 317 —— State
The Wife
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
}
1
Mar. 17— Lav Off
,
Mar. 10 — Chicken a La King
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
2
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
May 3 — Ihe Raid (Neal Hart)
;
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2
Vpr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr.
Claim Morrison)
(Neal Hart)
Mar. 295 —— Bill
His Brennan's
Buddy (Pete
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

Mar. 22 — The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison)
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)*
Mar. 17— Eighteenth, The Last Trick
Mar. 1U — Seventeenth, a Race with Time
Alar. 3 — Sixteenth, The Knockout
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcampi
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
\pr. 21 — Sixth, The Flames of Death
K-pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff..
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17 — First. The Pool of M.v«terv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (1 Tniversal)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1
1

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
May 26 — Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
5
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5— A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
S
Apr. 28 — The Usurper (Earle Williams)
S
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
5
Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
S
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
5
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
S
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
S
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
5
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
6
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause ( Rawlinson-Breamerj
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
2
Apr. 7 — Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Mar. 24 — Jazz and Jailbirds (Tames Aubrey)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
May 12 — Passing the Buck
2
Apr.
Be
2
THE 14—
MANWellOFI'llMIGHT
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
—— Twelfth,
The
Volcano's
Prey
22
Eleventh, The Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed
2
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
— Eighth, The One Chance
2
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
— Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
—Fifth, The Human Shield
2
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
— Third, The Creeping Death
2
— Second, The Leap Through Space
2
— First, The Riven Flag
2
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Jan. 27 — Fifteenth, Riding with Death
2
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth, Desperate Odds
;
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Apr. 28—
Price of Doubt
Star Cast)
Apr.
21 — The
The Quickening
Flame(All(Montagu
Love- June Elvidge)
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
Apr. 7— The Little Intruder (Louise Huff- Johnny Hines)
Mch. 31 — The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
Mch. 24 — Hit or Miss (Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley)
Mch. 17 — The Hand Invisible (Montagu Love)
Mar.
1610—
— The
SPECIALS
Feb.
WhatBetter
Shall ' Ole
We Do With Him?
Jan. 6 — Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Mar.
Reed)
Feb. 2330 —— AHerManCodein ofthe Honor
Open (Florence
(Dustin Farnum)
Tan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
Saturdays — Kinograms

55
5
5
5
5
S
75
5
56
6
6
]
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New

MOTIOGRAPH

all

Bearing'

Take-Up

A glance at this illustration
clearly

reveals why

the

Motiograph Take-up will
handle 3000 feet of film and
now, after a thorough

trial,

users are writing us that it
will handle 4600 feet of film.
This is only one part of the
Motiograph
every

machine

and

part is built just as

carefully so that the Motiograph Machine, as a whole,
will give you

efficiency in

your booth that you
dreamed of.
TRY

never

IT.

(Write for literature)

The

Enterprise

Optical

Mfg. Company
564 W. Randolph
Chicago

Street
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Get

Better
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the Westinghouse

*^

Motion

Screen

Picture

great improvement

Results

Mazda

Projection

Lamp

for

and note the

in the clearness, color tone

and steadiness of your pictures.
It requires but one adjustment.

You

can

forget all about " craters."
No

carbon

dust — lessened

one-half the current

fire risks — and

consumption

of arc-light

projection of equal brilliance and throw.
The

Westinghouse

Mazda

used in all Mazda

lamphouses

now

for standard

on the market

Lamp
and

can be
adapters

motion

pic-

ture machines.

Westinghouse

Lamp

Co.

165 Broadway, New York
Country
Sales Offices and Warehouses Throughout the
Guaranteedlby the Name

Canadian

For Canada —
Westinghouse Company,
Hamilton,

Limited

Ont.

WESTINGHOUSE

MAZDA
For

Motion

LAMPS
Picture

Projection
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Q-uestiorts
Answered/
Projection^

The

Design, Location
Modern

and Equipment

of the

Projection Room

By A. D. Hotaling, Deland, Fla. — First Prize Class
DESIGN
the design of the projection room the first- thing to be considINered
is the size. There should be ample room for all the appliances used, with no crowding, and so that the operator will have
sufficient room to operate the various machines, steropticons, etc.,
without being cramped on account of insufficient room.
The next important subject is an abundance of fresh air at all
times. An operating room at its best is far from a healthy place,
due to the gaseous fumes cast off by the arc lamp. A vent flue
with a suction fan therein should be located in the ceiling over
the projectors. This flue should be preferably round, and although
the size will vary with the size of the room, one might state that
if this flue is 14 inches in circumference, it will answer the purpose very well.
As to the room itself there should be a port or look-out hole
for each machine, and of course there must be an aperture for
the actual projection of pictures. Some operators prefer round
ports and others square. Personally. I prefer the square port
for viewing the picture, and round ones for the lens opening. I
think this makes a very neat appearance from the auditorium
side. If these ports are covered with a good quality plate glass
the room will be practically noiseless to the audience. Of course
these port holes must be equipped with automatic shutters that
will really close in case of fire. While it is pleasant to have a

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 754 per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. Tou are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Tine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

couple of windows in the room, if windows are installed there
should be good heavy shades to cover these during the day performances, thus eliminating as much light as possible. The
darker the projection room, the better the operator can view the
picture, picking out the small defects and remedying them.
The room must be constructed of fireproof material. The concrete room is ideal in this respect, and it also answers a double
purpose in keeping all the noise from the audience, viz. : a motorgenerator set in action. There should be at least six feet in length
for each machine, and we'll say four feet for each additional projector, spot-light, etc. An eight-foot ceiling should be sufficient.
The rewinding room should be located at one end of the projection room proper, connecting by a suitable door. Also off of
the rewinding room could be located a small lavoratory.
LOCATION
It is a known fact that a. great many architects in submitting
plans for a theatre wholly overlook the most important part of
the building, the operating room, and its location. Only too many
times it is stuck up in some out of the way corner that could not
be used for anything else. At other times it is located at the
extreme rear of the balcony, or, worse, a gallery. Perfect results
cannot be obtained from locations such as this. If the room is
out of line with the screen, either too far to one side or too high
above it, there will be caused an effect called frame distortion in
the projected image. This distortion will vary more or less, according to the number of feet the booth is out of line. While
nearly all operators have had experience in respect to this, I will
attempt to briefly explain it. If a machine is sitting, for instance,
in a balcony, there must be a perceptible drop in the throw to the
screen. This drop causes the light to hit the top of the screen
before it does the bottom. Therefore the picture will be larger
at the bottom. While this effect can be remedied to a certain extent by special aperture plates, etc., really good results cannot be
obtained. It is absolutely impossible to focus the entire field under
such a condition, at least this is the way I have found it. In
closing I will say that I think the ideal location is about one hundred feet from lens to screen, and not much above it, if any.
EQUIPMENT
The equipment is another very important subject. Theatre managers should bear in mind in equipping their booths that the best
is none too good. This may cost a little more at first, but it most
emphatically pays in the long run. The room should be equipped
with at least two projectors of the latest type made, a double dissolving stereopticon for the artistic handling of slides, and in the
event it is a combinaton house, runnng both pictures and vaudeville or road shows, a spot-light should also be included. For
the projectors would recommend direct current always, whereas
alternating will be entirely satisfactory for the stereopticon and
spot-lights. Many power houses are unable to furnish direct current to the theatre. But we are not hindered in this respect, as
there are many meritorious devices on the market today which
will change A. C. to D. C. Among these can recommend as the
best the Hertner Transverter. This is made up especially for
motion picture projection and is meritorious in every particular.
Other excellent devices are the G. E. and Westinghouse rectifiers,
also the Ft. Wayne motor-generator set.
There must of course be a rewinder. A hand-driven one will
answer the purpose if handled correctly, but if handled the opposite is the source of great damage to the films. Its greatest
evil is what is known to the " profesh " as " pulling down." This
is done for the reason that the film may not wrap snugly on the
rewinding element, and to accomplish this a few, or should I say
great many, operators will hold the reel the film is being unwound
from stationary and revolve the other at more or less speed.
Thus is there be oil on the film and carbon dust flying around
this makes a gritty paste that grinds into the delicate emulsion on
the film and scratches it causing what is commonly known as
" rain." A good motor-driven rewinder with correct tension as
(Continued on page 2696)
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PHONE
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"MIGHTY
That's

FINE

Your Own
Endorsement
FOR D. C. CURRENT

PROJECTION"
When

Using These Carbons
FOR A. C. CURRENT

f
|

H
This metal-plated negative carbon of smaller diameter
than its companion — the Columbia upper — produces
A Strong, Penetrating Light
Steady Screen Illumination
High Current Carrying Capacity
RECOMMENDED
25
50
65
70
85

Not the ordinary carbons, but a combination of two
especially designed carbons of equal diameter, giving
A Pure White Light
Flickerless Illumination
An Absolutely Quiet Arc

SIZES TO USE:

toSilvertip
50 Amps.Solid
D.C. Lower).x 12" Columbia Cored Upper. 5/16
toSilvertip
65 Amps.Solid
D.C. Lower).x 12" Columbia Cored Upper. 11/32
toSilvertip
70 Amps.Solid
D.C.Lower).
(% x 12" Columbia Cored Upper. 11/32
toSilvertip
85 Amps.SolidD.C.Lower).
(% x 12" Columbia Cored Upper. V»
toSilvertip
100 Amps.Cored
D.C.Lower.
(1 x 12" Columbia Cored Upper. 7/16

x
x
x
x
x

6"
6"
6"
6"
6"

RECOMMENDED

SIZES TO USE:

40 or less than 60 amperes
60 or less than 75 amperes
75 or less than 100 amperes
With A. C. Current

%" Combination
2/4" Combination
7/s" Combination
Only

Write for circulars
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

Inc.

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

1
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(Continued from page 2694)
to brake will wind the film tight with practically no scratching
due to the steady tension.
While the operating room should be entirely dark during the
projection of pictures, there must be a way to instantly flood the
room with light in case of trouble. While it is not probable, there
is the possibility of a small screw being dropped, and while the
operator hunts for it an impatient audience waits, perhaps in the
dark. All conduit should be hidden. This makes a much neater
appearance, and the operator will not be compelled to stumble
over it every time he moves. A switchboard controlling the main
auditorium lights should be in easy reach of the operating position.
In closing will say that with an operating room of correct design, location and equipment no projectionist should have any
trouble in delivering the goods.
Slide

THE

REX

FILM

RENOVATOR

Treats and Cures New Film of its " Greenness."
Saves the Film from Scratching and Sticking. No
Ripping and Tearing at the Sprocket Holes. The
Operator is relieved of being the " Goat " for Misusing New Film. 100% more life to film. OilSoaked Film is a thing of the past. The Picture on
the Screen is Clear and Bright. No more Foggy or
Blotchy Projection with Films delivered from Exchanges using the Rex Film Renovator.
The Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.
Columbus, Ohio.
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CARBONS

SPEER

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee'*
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

Making

THE many letters received by the Projection Department on
the subject of Lantern Slides indicate that an increasing
number of projectionists are becoming interested in this work.
To all such readers we would suggest writing to the Eastman
Kodak Company for a copy of their little handbook on " Lantern
Slides, How to Make and Color them." This publication which
is being distributed without charge, is complete enough to enable
any beginner to have entire success in slide making, yet at the
same time, the treatise is ^yitten in simple language so that all
may understand it.
Some of the subjects in the handbook are: Contact Printing,
Printing by Projection, Trial Exposures, Choice of Plates,
Developing and the Developer, Over and Under Exposure,
Intensification and Reduction, Varnishing, Masking, Binding,
Hand Coloring, Tinting, Dye Toning and the Making of Advertising Slides.
The handbook will be a valuable addition to the library of every
projectionist who is now, or will be in the future, a maker of
lantern slides.
Blank Form for Operator's Report
KH. MONROE, chief projectionist at the Tucson Opera
• House, Tucson, Arizona, has adopted a co-operative measure which is not only beneficial to him and his employer, but also
to the film exchanges from which subjects are rented. A printed
form is supplied the projectionist which is filled out and given
to the manager to be sent to the exchange when the film is returned. In several instances where inspection has been slighted
at the exchange, Mr. Monroe has discovered defects before the
film was run that prevented possible charges being made against
his employer. The blank used by Projectionist Monroe is shown
herewith :
The use of such a form
as the one made up by
OPERATOR'S REPORT
Tucson Opera House, Inc., Tucson, Arizona
Mr. Monroe is an excellent accompaniment to N.
A. M. L. labels because it
Condition of film received frora._.
carries the good work
Via__
Express, Time Received......
one step further.
Red No. ™
Other
proj ectionists,
_.,
,
Subject's
Name....
Acta :
, Leader......
we know, are using
Title
schemes
to accomplish
Eod._
the same purpose, and if
Irregular Splices.
Loose Patches _
General remarks...
they would only describe
them for the benefit of
Breaks in film upon receipt .
General Condition
the readers of the ProRewound befote shipping
jection Department, the
Via Wells Fargo Express exchanges would begin to
Date Shipped
Where Shipped : ,
" sit up and take notice. "
The projectionists must
~oi^T
start
But
once things
started, going.
and when
the exchanges see that
projectionists are trying faithfully to improve the condition of
the film by thorough inspection and repair, they will commence
to carry out their own part, which in turn will make it easier for
the projectionist.
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Projection Rooms Need More
Instruments

Measuring

MANY

times a week the Projection Department receives questions from readers which because of insufficient data cannot
be answered with any amount of completeness. In a great many
of these questions the lacking information consists of figures
showing the voltage and current as measured at certain points in
the electrical system. There are a huge number of projectionists
today who do not realize how much simpler the adjustment and
operation of their machines would be if they only had complete
" dope " on their current and voltage.
Sometimes we get a letter from a projectionist with whom we
sympathize. He writes :
"All I have here is one machine and a home-made rewind
table. My boss says I don't need anything more because all he
is after is a picture that can be seen pretty well from the back of
the house. Some weeks I get a much better picture than others
but I don't know whether it is because I am using more current
at my arc or if it is due to the new lot of carbons which I have
just received. Above all other things I think I could make the
best use of a small ammeter and voltmeter. "
A few years ago there were very few instruments to be seen
on the cowl boards of automobiles. But today practically all cars
are equipped with a complete set of instruments for one use or
another. Instead of being there merely for ornament they serve
a real purpose. They make it possible for the driver of the car
to duplicate a previous performance whenever he so desires, for
by adjusting the various mechanisms he can bring each instrument to register the same figure as before, thus eliminating all
guesswork.
Instruments in the booth accomplish the same purpose exactly.
Some morning when the projectionist has time he can adjust his
machines to give the very best effects and by noting down the
readings of the meters as taken at various places he has the basis
on which to work when his machine balks up some time in the
future.
It isn't necessary, either that the meters be accurate and hence
expensive. There are many instruments on the market today
which will give a reading within one half of an ampere or volt
consistently. Such instruments will be as satisfactory to the projection machine operator as one which is guaranteed 99.9% accurate.
The small meters illustrated here give very accurate reading?
on direct current circuits with voltages ranging from 10-150 and
amperes from 10-150. They are but slightly over 2" in diameter
and are arranged for mounting on a switchboard panel.
For the projection booth we would suggest that if a pair of
instruments similar to these are purchased that they be mounted
on a small board or on one face of a box. Mounted in this
manner, a pair of short lead wires connected to each instrument
makes it possible to carry them to any part of the theatre to make
tests. With this arrangement, of course, care must be taken that
the instruments are not laid away under a bench or a pile of debris
where moisture and rust would soon set in. But it seems to us
that if a man had a pair of accurate instruments he would realize
what they meant to him in the way of getting a better picture
with the result that he would take exceptional care of them.
Let's have more measuring instruments in the projection room.
We'll show better pictures. There will be fewer delays. And
(tell this to your manager) there will be less money paid out for
repairs because you will find the trouble long before it gets serious plough to burn out some costly piece of equipment.
From Lansing, Mich.
THIS is the kind of letter we like to get. It makes no difference to us if it is written with pencil, charcoal or raised letters, as long as we can read it.
A. W. Elkins of the Plaza theatre, Lansing, Mich., writes :
"I am about out of labels. Will you send me some more? I
was just reading what Robert Smith has to say about conditions
of film. I am having about the same trouble with the Select
Pictures Corp. I have written the manager and he has promised
better film but they are worse if anything.
" I am going to give you a little idea of what the operators
of Lansing have to do. When I came here I had two 6A Powers
(Continued on next page)

$600
to $3 120
From a Little
Waste

The
Your

Yearly

Space

Greatest
Theatre

Payer

Can

Have

Here comes prosperity to all the country — the greatest
business activity it has ever known.
What are you going to do to cash in on your share
of it? Why not start right now by sending for our
book showing that the Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine
is earning $60 to $250 clear profit per month in many a
theatre
skating lobby,
rinks? for many a concession, in ball rooms and
Every day come letters from exhibitors and concessionares who want the Butter-Krist Pop Corn Machine to attract and expand the enormous business let
loose by the new era of peaceful prosperity.
4 Ways
Look!
I — Motion Pays
makes people
stop and —look.
2 — Coaxing fragrance makes them buy. ■
3 — Toa sty flavor brings trade for blocks.
4 — Acts as drawing card to your attractions.
D

c?td)

m
me

©p (Loon
26 x 32 inches — that's all the space it takes up. And
it's an crnament any place.
Everybody loves pop corn and there is no better pop
corn than Butter-Kist. No other machine can reproduce
its toasty flavor.
It operates itself — no extra labor, no trouble. An
average of only 90 bags a day means about $1,000 a year
The Coupon Brings the Book; a Small
profit.
Payment Brings the Machine
Our Easy Payment Plan makes the Butter-Kist Pop Corn
machine pay for itself — sometimes it not only buys itself, but
pays your rent and pays a profit at the same time.
Don'thead andletmail
anything
— pin
the coupon
it now.stopBeyoufirst
in your
territoryto toyourseizeletterthe
opportunity.
V A LUABLE
(
This coupon has
For Proofs, Photos, Prices
started many a man
on the road to new
HOI/COMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
168 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.
profits.
Without obligation, send me your
like
thisread
and anhad"ad"
the
Each
horsesense to know
free
Butter-Kist
book —photos,
" America's
New
" — with
sales1
it costs notiiing out
records,Industry
and estimate
of how much
ainvestigate.
postage stamp to
can make with your machine.
Name
H0LC0MB & HOKE
Business .
MFG. CO.
168 Van Bur en St.
Address . .
Indianapolis; Ind.
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{Continued from preceding page)
machines pretty well worn out. The manager soon bought two
new 6B Powers but my rheostats were only 40 amps., and I had
a throw of 135 feet with a picture 13 by 18, so you can see what
I was up against. I tried to get him to buy me some new ones of
75 amps., but he said the other operators had got good light and
he guessed I could use them.
" But I was not satisfied with the picture so I took an old coilrheostat which I had and cut it in half. I then connected half
on each machine in multiple with the old ones, getting 70 amperes.
I tell you it makes some difference in the picture.
" The manager even now won't buy any 75 amp. rheostat, but
you wait until I leave and take my old coils with me, then see
what he will do. He will tell the new man he is no good because
he doesn't get as good a picture as I got.
" I worked in another house in this town for two years. The
manager there would not get me any repair parts either.
" We have a Local here but the picture houses are not signed
up. They are all doing a good business but do not want to pay
anything. I am the best paid man in town. I work 9 hours
a day, 7 days a week, for $28. We have another house paying $25
for 8 hour days. These two houses are hiring Union operators.
There are three other houses, one of which is paying $20. The
operator there has to put up all the bill-board paper and carry
films to the express office. The other two are owned by one man
and are hiring girl operators and paying them $10.80 per week.
"We have a new wage scale of $32.50 taking effect May 1.
with this new scale is included ' two hours off for supper.'
" Hope this letter will be good enough to print."
P. S. — I want to say a few words also on change-over signals.
I am going to send you the signs which I used a few days ago on
a film " Married in Haste." I know the idea is not new but perhaps if some of those punch experts see these signs they will give
up using their favorite tool.
Married in Haste
Reel No. 1— Man takes coat off easel and starts away.
Reel No. 2 — After Ray shuts door. Man looking through curtain.
Reel No. 3— Title : " They say they will pay you $25 a ton."
Reply
Reel : No. 4— Ray hangs up telephone receiver.

"Is

your name written there?"
We've got a waiting-list, and
to every name on it we are
going to mail, free, a copy of
the IMSCO Book.
I
I

Let

us

put

your

name

there

We would like to put it there,
because we want more
friends, and the IMSCO
Book, backed by IMSCO
service and quality and prices,
will make you a friend of
ours.
To

get

your

name

Your labels have been sent you by parcel post.
We are glad to get your picture of conditions as they are to
be found in Lansing. Sometime managers will realize how much
money they would have lost from poor pictures if it had not been
for the ingenuity of their projectionists. If the man in the booth
showed no interest in the projection outside of seeing that the
film ran from one magazine to the other what horrible examples
of projection would be seen in every city in this country. It is
fortunate for the motion picture industry that the average operator thinks enough of his own work to get to the booth an hour
early to inspect and repair the film, as well as to make other
minor repairs about the machine.
An Old Friend Again
R. G. of Virginia asks :
" I have several tables of figures showing what size lens to use
to obtain a certain size of picture at a given throw, but I would
:
likeReply
to know
further how these figures are obtained."

there

Simply drop us a postal card saying that you
want the IMSCO Book. You'll be glad you
asked for it. It will profit you. But won't
you do it right away?
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York

Although this question has been answered many times in the
past we are glad to publish the formula again. Merely substitute your own particular figures in the equation below :
A T
E. F. of lens =
where A = width of machine apertureS +; TA = length of throw ;
S = width of picture desired. All of these measurements must
be in inches and fractions of inches.
Supposing you have a throw of 125 feet and you want a 16foot picture. Your machine aperture is 1 inch. You would then
have
1 X 1500
E. F. =
= 7.8 inches.
192 + 1
#
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THE^HEARTJ3F YOUR
ENTERPRISE
is in the box office. Therefore
" nothing is too good for it " — so
you can have the utmost protection of your tickets and ticket receipts and give your patrons the
very best of service. That is why
you will want to know more about
the
Photo by Signal Corps U. S. A.
Copyright by Committee on Public Information

New, Perfected Model

Signal Corps operator loading his Universal Motion Picture Camera in a dugout on the firing line in France.

AUTOMATICKET
SYSTEM

1733 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY
235 W55— ST.

Its 17 exclusive points of improvement mark a new epoch in ticket
handling. 60% fewer parts than
any other device. Foolproof, tamperproof, troubleproof. Your selfinterest requires that you send for
further information at once.

Universal

on the Firing Line

The U. S. Government selected the. Universal
Motion Picture camera for the exclusive use of the
military operators during the war. No other motion picture camera was accorded such distinction,
as the Universal is the only camera embodying the
special features of compactness,^ strength and mechanical excellence needed for the trying work of
recording military operations under war conditions.

Does
off

your

in
The

hot

business
weather?

TYPHOON

SYSTEM
summer

fall

COOLING

will increase
business.

your

Its refreshing breezes will make
your theatre delightfully cool
and restful during the hot sun>
mer months.
It will bring people to your show

Under the most trying tests to which a motion
picture camera has ever been put the Universal
performed creditably every time.
The Universal is the ideal, in fact, it is the only
motion picture camera for the explorer, traveller
and those making educational pictures where compactness is such a prime consideration. Martin
Johnson's famous Cannibal Isle pictures were made
with a Universal.
It is light in weight : there are no bulky protruding parts. It is easy to operate, quick to load and
set up. One master gear operates all moving parts
in perfect unity.
The Universal is built to stand the roughest,
hardest usage to which a moving picture camera can
be put. Write for descriptive booklet and prices.

just to " Cool Off." And easily °pay
for itself long before summer is over.
Burke
Illustrated Typhoon Booklet gives complete
information.
Send postcard for it— NOW.
TYPHOON

FAN

COMPANY

Box 110, 281 Lexington Ave., New York

&

James,

Inc.

244 East Ontario Street
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Eastern Branch:
225 Fifth Avenue. New

York
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Music Cues For?
was a man living or will live whose ideas or decision in reference
TVT OW, H. B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
body.
to
grades and quality of selected music can suit and satisfy everyN. Y., is unquestionably an exhibitor of reputable standing,
a man who through progressive methods and a dignified system
of exhibiting films has won a place for himself among the foremost
We cannot make music cues or scores for Shea's Hippodrome
or any such organization. They can better accomplish it themexhibitors in the country. The film manufacturing industries owe
selves. They have musical directors, guided and supervised by
men of Mr. Franklin's caliber a great deal, for such men are the
men of ability and in every instance, sufficient time to produce
main factors in helping to establish the motion picture theatre as
something which is much better than the average music cue, and
; an amusement center of highest quality and artistic and refined
entertainment.
much better adapted for the local situation and understanding of
their patrons. We are making music cues today for the small
In an article recently published in the Motion Picture News,
exhibitor (the majority) who are changing their programs daily,
Mr. Franklin stated that music cue sheets at present are carelessly
and are not equipped with facilities found in the larger theatres.
prepared and " seem to have been inspired by some music publishI never heard of S. L. Rothapfel or Hugo Riesenfeld using the
ing house." With all due respect to Mr. Franklin's judgment in music
cue sheets or music score issued by the film companies.
such matters, the editor of these columns does not agree with him
in this instance.
They have always proven that they can do it better, and so I believe, has Mr. H. B. Franklin of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
A music cue sheet of to-day is not designed for such institutions
N. Y. — The Editor.
as Shea's Hippodrome or any theatre whose destinies are guided
by progressive and constructive managers. The music cue sheet
of to-day is nothing but a musical continuity, dividing the film
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
into musical characters. It is not and cannot be a positive solution of the musical problem. It is intended for the daily changing
1 — " My Cairo Love," Fox trot, by J. S. Zamecnik. An
I Egyptian Serenade. Also published as a concert number.
house;
in
fact,for
the
majority
of
'exhibitors
who
are
receiving
their films one hour or less before the opening performance. I An exquisite Oriental melody, originally conceived for concert use and now published as a Fox Trot, and as such it has
admit most of these music cues create an impression of being inwon immediate popularity. As a concert number for hotel,
spired by music publishing houses, but only with people who are
Ohio.)
not acquainted with the real facts.
theatre and dramatic use " My Cairo Love " has already become a general favorite. (Sam Fox Pub. Co., Cleveland,
It is absolutely essential for the benefit of the majority using
music cues who are not fortunate enough to be located near a
— " Chicken Cackle," Fox Trot. Another dance novelty by
music-buying center, or cannot afford to buy too much music, to
use a limited amount of musical selections. In fact, I have made
the writer
Y.)"Ragging the Scale." (Artmusic, Inc., 145
St., N. of
W. 45th
it my business to use the same compositions on as many cues as
possible, providing the film permits it. I have selected three hun— " Gitana," Fox Trot or Tango. A Spanish dance novelty.
dred musical numbers, each one representing a certain character
(Artmusic.)
most likely to appear in the film, and have consistently used them
— "(Artmusic.)
Goulash," Fox trot. It puts " pep " into the dancing.
for the past two years in order to induce everybody to get acquainted with their character. For example, I have continuously
5—" class
Somtime
Will that
Be is
Lovetime."
A beautiful and
high-is
ballad It
number
effectively orchestrated
used a composition entitled, " Bleeding Hearts " for pathetic sitbeing featured by New York leaders. (Henry Burr Music
uations, thereby forcing musicians to buy it and get acquainted
with its character and melody. The man receiving a cue sheet
Co., 1604 B'way, N. Y.)
with " Bleeding Hearts " as a certain cue knows what to do. He
6—Y.)
"The Kiss That Made Me Cry." Another new "cry"
N.
has played the composition, is thoroughly familiar with its char— song — the happy successor to " Sorry I Made You Cry."
acter, and therefore knows what to substitute in its place. The
One step, by Archie Cottier. (Leo Feist, 237 W. 40th St.,
main point of the above statement is based on the fact that by
using new and unknown compositions on every cue sheet, this
— " Ruspana."
A great one step, by the composer of
method would render the cue sheets worthless to the musician
" Beautiful Ohio " (Mary Earl).
(Shapiro, Bernstein &
who does not possess the numbers mentioned and cannot substiCo., B'way and 47th St., N. Y.)
tute them for lack of familiarity with their character.
— "Sweet Siamese.". A Great Fox trot, by the composer
of "Beautiful Ohio." (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.)
The cue sheet as suggested by Mr. Franklin " created by a body
— " Mary," by Hugo Frey. The little Irish daisy fox trot
of musicians " would to quote Mr. Franklin's words " Do away
with the invariable touch of the same hand, " but would certainly
song.No. Played
Joseph
C.~ &Smith's
Victor
be a great advertisement for music publishers in general, because
Record
18500-A. by (G.
Ricordi
Co., 10 orchestra.
E. 43d St., N.
Y.)
musicians could not in such case employ their own libraries to substitute numbers mentioned on the cue sheets and would be forced
1I 0~"
Waltzmusical
Hit from
" Thesuccesses
Midnighton Whirl,"
V-/ oneWitches"
of the present
comedy
Broadto continuously buy new music. Of what service can a music cue
way. {McCarty & Fischer, 224 W. 46th St., N. Y.)
sheet be if the musician who studies it does not understand its
1 1 — " Mandarin Dance," by Kempsinski. An eccentric Chimusical character, and if it consists of nothing else but a list of N.I I
Y.) nese novelette of concert value and admirably suited
unknown titles, he never heard of?
for the modern jazz craze. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave.,
Mr. Franklin also quotes that " the printed music score can better
solve the problem of perfect musical interpretation of the film. " I
IO — urious
"Oriental
Suite."
the eyes,
seductive
and luxHarem,
veiledPortraying
from prying
the approach
also beg to differ in this instance. A music score is a positive sugof the Sultan, causing excitement amongst the inhabitants of
gestion which hardly permits any changes and it is in my estimation very impractical. Every theatre orchestra, organist or pianist
the Harem, followed by the amusing love scene and romance
in Oriental flavor, closing with a characteristic Oriental dance.
is playing music which is within the boundaries of his musical abili(Belwin, Inc.)
ties. In fact every music library reflects the musical knowledge of
the musician who owns it. A music score is a positive suggestion.
1Q — " Garden Suite." The composer of this delightful suite
It represents the grade and quality of music selected and decided
-) was inspired by the sunshine and flowers, the love and
romance
always to be found in a beautiful garden; admirable
by the man who compiled the score, and I don't believe there ever
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sequels to Grieg's sparkling " To Spring " and his melancholic
" Last Spring " (Belwin, Inc.)
1^-"
Angelus," by
by one
Henryof the
Hadley.
An inspired
* movement
foremost
of living symphonic
American
composers. Melodious, descriptive and very impressive
throughout. The arrangement is based entirely upon the
original score and has been prepared with such skill as to
condense grouping and cueing of instruments as to make it
equally serviceable for either small or large instrumental combinations. (Carl Fischer, Cooper Sq., N. Y.)
LATEST

MUSIC

LEADER
Why

Pay $5.00 to $10.00 per 1000 feet
when I can supply you

"NEU
LEADER
AT
MADE
"

CUES

Per
lOOO
Feet

"THAT'S GOOD"
(Hale Hamilton-Metro V
Specially selected and compiled by iff. Winkler.
..The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Kisses" (Valse Lento), by Zamecnik
1 — Theme (2 minutes), at Screening.
2 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (4
minutes), until — T: " Ethelbert, I'm surprised."
3 — "The Blushing Serenade" (Moderato Serenade), by Johnson (3
minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "In happy ignorance."
4— Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "Barrett Prentice."
5— " Fairy Phantoms " (Allegretto Grazioso), by Friedman (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " I'm a pirate."
6— "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berge (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "But Mr. Star we're" (telephone-bell).
7 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Your uncle must
be marvelous."
g — " Hearts and Flowers " (In subtle burlesque) (2 minutes and
IS seconds), until — T: "Please Governor do it for."
9 — "Dramatic Suspense" (Characteristic), by Winkler (2 minutes
and IS seconds), until — T: " But I tell you it isn't."
10 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes), until La
— T:Mode"
"You've
helped oneothers
11 — "A
(Popular
step),all."by Rosey (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"In
the
Janguage
of theby— " Rosey (45 seconds),
12 —— "Waltz
(Waltz Lento),
until
S : When Moderne"
guests applaud.
13 — " Hunkatin " (Popular one step), by Levy (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — S: When girls leave stage.
14 — Theme (2 mintues and 45 seconds), until — T: "Did you ever
the — "
ride15 — to" Waltz
Divine " (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (4 minutes and
—"
you get throughby readin'
T: "When Characteristic),
until —(Intermezzo
15 16seconds),
— "Visions"
Buse (4 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Somehow during the next — "
17 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I have picked
the real — "
you18 —for" Dramatic
No. 38," talks
by Minot
(2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — S:Agitato
When Josephine
to uncle.
19 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Before train time" (telephone-bell).
20— " Dramatic Reproach" (Andantino Expressivo), by Berge (2
minutes
and 15(2 seconds),
until 45
— T:seconds),
"You, until
you."— S: When Josephine
21 — Theme
minutes and
reads letter, until *****
END.

Free sample mailed upon request
$2.90
I -260 W. 47th St., O. F. NEU
New York City
I 258-26
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatre*, exrights owners,
publicity
mediums
and producers,
selected changes,
as to stateterritory,
class, etc.
Twenty
thousand
changes were
recorded
In
our
list
last
year.
Its
use
means
a
saving
to
you
of
front
tO to 60% In postage, etc.
AT709
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO. iN
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YOKE
Phone, 1227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

"NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Read what C. A. Morrison of The Princess Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
, Gentlemen
We have: purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
j -. |Easel6. together with Brass Ticket Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
Jji Poster
yourreached
Company,
All ofFrames
these ofgoods
us In perfect condition and the
quality
the goods
best. andI have
told several
the elty was
of your
In several
Instancesother
ordersmanagers
have beenIn
senta satisfied
you — all customer.
of which goes to show that your best advertiser
PRINCESS THEATRE CO., Inc.
C. A. Morrison, Mgr.
Hartford, Conn.
INSIST ON THE NAME " NEWMAN " WHEN BUYING FRAME
Write for New 1§18 Catalog
The Newman
Mfg. Company
ESTABLISHED
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Frames, Easels, I8S2
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Rails, Grilles,
CanadianTheatre
Representative
— J. T. Canada
Malone, Rlalto
Signs, Choppers
Bldg., Montreal,
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco. Cal
We manufacture theframesin various finishes which do not require polishing.
Phone Bryant 6808

The trials and care of the producing period need not be
carried into the
DEVELOPMENT and PRINTING stage.
Our reputation and responsibility justify you in entrusting this
work to us. The results of our efforts will satisfy the most
critical.
Prompt service is combined with quality work.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street

CO.

416-24 West
216th St.
St. Nicholas
■ Z 3443-3444
' New York City
Telephone

THE

A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

BARTOL»A»

You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
k
catalogue,
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

|

Send for

CO., Room 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III. Factory, Oshkosh Wis.

I
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The Estey Theatre
Organ gives a tremendous advantage over competition. Itgives
good music.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the
May 10thPicture
issue ofNews.
the
Motion
Write forBebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION riCTUHB TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motlograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Picture
Machines, National
Carbons,
MlnuHa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

Have been favorably known
to the trade for many years.
Our cement is used by many
of the largest exchanges in
New York City and its popularity extends
into all sections
of the country
as well as certain foreign
countries. 25
cents in stamps
will bring you a
sample bottle,
charges prepaid.
If you contemplate erecting a
theatre it will
to come
pay you
into
Atlanta
and
look over our tremendous
stock of
machines:- chairs
lobby displays
transverters
national carbons
MINUSA SCREENS,&c
SOLE
I SOUTHERN
| DISTRIBUTORS (§tfll/jfer PROJECTORS
THEATRE^ACC E5 5 OR]
ATLANTA- GEORGIA.

Motion
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" THE LOVE DEFENDER "
(June and
Elvidge-World)
Specially selected
compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Camelia " (from Boutonniere Suite, Allegretto Cantabile), by Tonning
1— " Pastoral " (Characteristic Idyll), by Kiefert (2 minutes), at
Screening.
2 — " Graciousness No. S3 " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Smith
(3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "The Meredith home where — "
3 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "I wanted to tell
4 — first."
" Prudence " (Entr'acte Novelette), by Luz (1 minute and 45
you
seconds),
until — T: "In the city Anita's promised — "
5 — " Plaintive " (No. 17 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — T: "The news strikes home."
6 — utes"Allegro
Agitato"
A. B.Dr. C.Meredith
Dramaticenters
Series)
minand 30 seconds),
until(No.
— S: 17When
auto3 (auto
effects).
7 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " It's no use."
8 — "Dramatic Reproach" (Andante Expressivo), by Bafge (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Two months later on—
9 — " Canterbury Bells " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Capicious
Allegretto), by Tonning (3 minutes), until — T: "All dressed up and
— Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "The morning mail."
no 1011place."
— "At Twilight" (Moderate Romance), by Golden (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "At the Art Museum."
12 — "Waltz Divine" (Valse Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "A few days later."
13 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Later at the
Art14 —Museum."
" Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: "I came to ask you."
15 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (2
minutes),
until —Theme,"
T: "A month
Hope's." and 30 seconds), until —
16 — "Tragic
by Velylater
(2 minutes
T: "Sister is very angry Dolly."
17 — "Norma" (Melodious Valse), by Luz (3 minutes), until — T:
" You've forgiven both Dolly."
18 — Theme (45 seconds), until — S: As scene fades to Hope.
19 — " Peacefulness " (Andante Simplice), by Borch (2 minutes and
45 20seconds),
until —Games,"
T: "Widowhood."
— " Children's
by Ascher (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " It's worse to live."
21 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andante Sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "That evening Hope has decided" (telephone-bell).
22 — " Heavy Desc. Ag." (No. 12 Photo-Play Edition) (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "It's no use she won't."
23 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "A half hour
•later."
24 — " Clematis " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato Poco Agitato), by Tonning (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "The doctor
25
—
Heavy
Ag." (No. 19 Photo-Play Edition) (2 minutes
got
a
note
this —Desc.
"
crash).30 " seconds),
and
until — S: When Frank enters Anita's house (china26 —— "S Dramatic
Suspense,"
by Winkler (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until
: When Frank
gets letter.
27 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " If anyone calls for me " (auto effects).
28 — " Turbulence
(Allegro
Agitato),
Borch(wave
(2 minutes
seconds),
until — S: "When
Frank
returns byhome
effects). and 15
29* — Theme
minute), until — T: " Love defender, Jr., until
* * ■:■(1END.

E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
Manufacturers of the
Moving Picture Accessories
Be
you ^ an^"neOperator,
Theatre
e» an<'
'a'''
°' _ ^,'ecManager,
^FULCO
Owner,
Exchange
•Supply
Dealer
or
Producer,
get In touch with us and we
will Interested.
advise you In what you
are
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878BUENOS
TALCAHUANO,
AIRES
Subscription, One Year. $6.00
For

The
62 West 45th Street

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
"One or the Argus Enterprises"

Picture

News

usiness
Hlfeferin^s
WANTED — First class man organist
to operate
Foto-player,
one
who can American
operate both
by hand
and by roll, steady position to right
party. State salary and experience
in first letter. Address Jewel Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D.
EMPLOYED at present time at
Homestake Opera House. Leaving
because at the return of their
Operator
at
libertyfrom
aboutCamp.
June Expect
1st or toMaybe
15th. I prefer Florida, Alabama.
Texas
or lower part
of California
and Louisiana.
Handle
Simplex,
Powers and Motiograph machines,
D. C. and A. C. current. State wages
and
equipmentBoxin first
Walter
E. Williams,
530, letter.
Lead, S.
D.
WANTED — High-class Movie Man
to open first-class
Phoenix,
Arizona. 1 picture
have a show
buildingin
centrally located with lease for
fourteen years Big opportunity for
right Three
man. Party
mustDollars
have atto
least
Thousand
invest and must be capable of
assuming full management. Address
Benjamin
Missouri. Rice, 525 Main St., Joplin,

If you
are not of
takingadvantage
our Manuscript Sales Department— you are missing
more than you imagine ! This
Department
is underof the personal management
RUTH S. ALLEN
who recently resigned as Scenario Editor for Douglas Fairbanks tojoin ourorganization.
Miss Allen is in constant touch
with the many producing companies in Los Angeles and
vicinity — is personally acquainted 'with the buyers of
scripts — and thoroughly understands
story-requirewhichtheirare
changing
from dayments,
today.
Don't
you seeyourthestory
tremendous advantage
will
receive in this way ? It will be
submitted
poson for
to thewhom
direc-it
tor, star or ineditor
is best fitted.
Better get in touch with us
TODAY— you'll profit by it!
PALMER PHOTOPLAY
CORPORATION
695 I. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, California.

Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

Automatically supplies only such voltage as arecurrent
require*.
No waste ol
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, US. A

Better

Music

Fotopla
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.

Manuscript
Sales'

Dopi.
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Everything,

the Showman

Jfeeds on &ery7icture

Compiled

Pictures

Dock

Jkn

Qmpkte

Reviewed

Released

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

Others who lend good comedy proportions to the picture are
James Neill, John Steppling, Edythe Chapman, Arthur Carewe
and Forrest Stanley.
The story presents much ado about nothing, it being a volume
of humorous complications which involve a newly-married couple.
The bride leads her relatives and various suitors to believe she
\
is
single. A pretty fix indeed ! And so it goes. The fast and
" The Rescuing Angel "
sparkling action, the rich decorations, the adroit humor conveyed
(Paramount — Directed by Walter Edwards)
by the star and players— these amply carry it by and suffice to
lift it from plot shortcomings. The picture should capture any
CLARE RUMMER'S plays are lending themselves well to screen
adaptation if the two subjects already visualized are any criteaudience — particularly when it is surfeited with thrillers. — •
rion. Indeed there is a gossamer quality about them — a fine spirit of Laurence
-Re id.
make-believe which emphasizes the fact that the camera is not
necessarily a blunt instrument and that it can record something
^uiuiiiiiiiiii 111111111111111111111 miiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii! iiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiniiiuiuuiiiii^
else than elemental emotions. The substance of " The Rescuing
Angel " is exceedingly light and airy- — and sparkling and fragrant,
so much so that these qualities are sufficient to tide it over as good
pictorial fare.
[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the reviews of short
features and serial episodes]

True, it is that like the rest of the playwright's pieces it is entirely dependent upon crisp dialogue and naive situations and the
first element is difficult to transfer upon the screen. Which leads
the sponsors to find a substitute for it in the shape of fast moving
action. Still, in " The Rescuing Angel " a bit of this humorous
and sharp dialogue is incorporated in the sub-titles to bring out the
spirit of the play.
It is remarkable that it maintains its substance as a picture considering the short career it had upon the stage with Billie Burke
in the title role. But thanks to Director Edwards' gift of comedy,
his flair for humorous complications, and his artistic eye — the
piece is made an entertaining offering. And Shirley Mason attends to the rest — quite as capably as Billie Burke. Her whimsical
personality and unique mannerisms fit the " angel " to the life.

Will
—

purchase

Motion

Productions

for

Cash

Picture
for
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Kingdom.
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Studio

For

Rent

Well equipped Studio for rent
to responsible party.
Apply

to —
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1482 Broadway
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"THE

JUNGLE

William

Farnum

TRAIL"—

Picture

News

FOX

Traverses the Jungle Wilds

double-crossed
WILLIAM FARNUM here appears in one of those sympathetic roles in which he is
Africa. The
of
wilds
the
into
expedition
by the villain, who sends him on a perilous hunting
of course,
and,
girl,
the
marry
then
and
guides
the
by
villain's motive is to have his rival killed
eye.
the
before
passed
has
action
of
panorama
varied
a
after
until
he is frustrated, but not
There is a certain obviousness to the story of " The Jungle Trail " that prevents the element of
real suspense. Events are so carefully planted at the start that the outlines of the plot can be gambled on as a pretty -safe bet.
However, what " The Jungle Trail " does offer in the way of appeal is the varied scenery and action
Scenes in the jungle,' in a hidden city of savages and in conventional civilization
to above.
referred
distinctly individual to the five reels.
a flavor
lend
His occasional outbursts of
The star is at his best in his scenes of repose or repressed emotion.
frenzied expression are rather too pointed to gain realistic effects in the present instances. Anna Luther,
Lehr and Lyster Chambers furnish competent support. — Length, 5 reels. Released June 1.
Anna
Peter Milne.
in saving his life, but he eludes the frenzied
mean son,that
work?
THE CAST
the manthis hewashadPhilip
trustedGarson's
; the man
who Garhad
natives set upon him by one of the guides and
this expedition that he (Morgan) might
Robert Morgan
William Farnum
plunges into the trackless jungle. Joe, one of financed
return
and
claim
the
hand
of
the
girl
he
loved!
Mary Lamar
Anna Luther
the victim
guides, isreturns
news shock
that
But it was no time for thought of such things;
his
dead. toThisGarson
comes with
as athesevere
Philip Garson
Lyster Chambers
beasts of men on the one side and beasts of the
Mrs. Morgan
Mrs. Sara Alexandra
to
Mary
but
its
effect
on
Morgan's
mother
is
jungle
on the other! How to carry out the law
fatal. Her heart is unable to withstand the shock
Mrs. Lamar
Anna Schaeffer
of self-preservation crowded every other thought
Portuguese Joe
Edward Roseman
of it and she dies. After encountering a mysfrom his mind. You'll admit that Robert Morterious tribe in the heart of Africa, being taken
Grogas
Henry Armetta
gan's predicament was unusual — but you'll admit
Ebano
G. Raymond Nye
for a godsistance of and
finallya girl
escaping
the as- more than
Wanada
Anna Lehr
Wanada,
of thethrough
tribe, Morgan
this picture
when youin see
" TheWilliam
Jungle Farnum
Trail,"
the latest Fix
which
finally arrives home. And of course his homeHaja
'.George Stone
is
starred.
You'll
admit
it
has
more
thrills
to the
coming is tragic. Garson, however, has not been
By George V. Hobart.
linear foot than any picture you have seen reScenario by Adrian Johnson.
successful
in
his
suit
for
Mary's
hand.
cently.
Don't
miss
it.
It
is
one
of
the
big
atMorgan sets himself up as a mystic and when
Directed by Richard Stanton.
tractions coming to this theatre shortly.
Mary comes to him, tells her that the man she
Photographed by Horace Plimpton, Jr.
loves is not dead. When Garson comes, he reveals himself and a fight ensues, but ends when
SUGGESTIONS
Wanada persuades Morgan to let his victim go.
PRESS NOTICE
It
seems
that
the exhibitor's
greatest
Conscience has caused him sufficient suffering
presenting this feature
to his public
is toduty
bringin
William Farnum will be seen at the
and repentance. And when Mary comes again out
the jungle atmosphere as implied in the title,
theatre on
of
'— week in
Morgan reveals himself to her.
While it is not by any means a wild animal story
his
(this kind is not very successful these days)
latest
" TheandJungle
Trail."
This isFoxa picture
story ofentitled
love, hate
revenge,
in
many of its scenes are laid in the jungle lands
which the star carries the role of Robert MorCATCH LINES
and tive
therethroughout
is a distinct
atmosphereit ofis the
gan, who heads a hunting expedition into the
it all. Therefore
only primiright
The Jungle Trail led to a Hidden City — a City
heart of the African wilds. When the expedition
that this jungle atmosphere should be suggested
of
Cannibals
who
worshipped
Strange
Gods
—
they
has
passed
far
beyond
civilization's
most
remote
in
all
newspaper
and
lobby
advertising.
Get
up
planned to suffocate Robert Morgan to death
outposts, Morgan is savagely attacked by his
your
displaysor astwoattractively
as thick
possible
with a
after their customs ! But his superhuman strength
guides. He manages to escape them, however,
wild
animal
in
view
and
underbrush
convinced them that he was a god! See William
and also eludes the hunters, who have been exsuggest the desired locale. A good design for
cited to a murderous frenzy by the guides. His
Farnum
in " The Jungle Trail," the strangest of to
a newspaper advertisement or a lobby drawing
all
his pictures.
adventures then are many and of a most unwould
be a picturization of that situation which
usual sort. He finds a hidden city of savages in
suggested in the Program Reader on this
He was besieged on one side by a horde of is
the heart of the wilderness and is ordered put to
picture.
With an appropriate caption beneath
death as an infidel. His superhuman strength
yelling blacks — jungle hunters who had been
you have both the elements of novelty and sussaves him and he is then taken as a god. His
stirred to revolt by some sinister force — and on
p
e
n
s
e
i
f
that
is carried onout.page 2711)
escape and his return to America, where he disthe other sideWhich
were way
the' should
animals heofturn?
the jungle
(Continued
themselves!
How
covers that he has been reported dead, are events
which rapidly follow. And then the revenge on
could he possibly escape? See "The Jungle
the man who caused his troubles!
It is a most dramatic photoplay, this " The
He returned to find his mother dead through
Jungle
Trail,"
and is
filled with The
situations
distinctly
unusual
character.
story ofwasa the treachery of another man — and the girl he
written expressly for the star by George V. Holoved
in this man's arms. Revenge loomed
Trail."was
bart, the popular playwright of the spoken stage;
sweet
to Robert Morgan — see " The Jungle
the continuity was prepared by Adrian Johnson,
while the direction was in charge of Richard
Stanton. Mr.
Farnum's
strength and
decisive
exSee the magnificent city of palaces and jewels
s ions are offset
advantage
the
requirein the heart of the African jungle.
ments ofprethe
stellarto role,
while byAnna
Luther,
The story of a man who put his trust
Anna Lehr, Lyster Chambers and Edward RoseTrail."
man are among the more prominent members of false
friend !
the supporting
cast. " with
The Jungle
" combines a novel setting
a story Trail
of unusualWearied
with tothethrow
day'shimself
hunting,
Robert
Morness and strength — a combination that none of
gan was ready
on his
cot when
Mr. Farnum's admirers can afford to miss.
a warning hiss chilled him to the bone! One
thrust from the long, sinuous reptile that lay
coiled in his bed would kill him!' See "The
THE STORY
Robert Morgan loves Mary Lamar but is pre- Jungle Trail."
vented from marrying her by her mother, who
PROGRAM READER
seeks the wealthy Philip Garson as her son-inlaw.
Morgan
himself
comfortably
but
Lost in the jungle wilds! Besieged on the one
Mrs. Lamar has
her isheart
set on well
the off,
Garson
hand by the false hunters excited to a murderous
millions. Seeing that their hopes will never mafrenzy by the guides; on the other hand by the
terialize with Morgan so close to Mary, Garson
beasts of the jungle! This was Robert Mormakes him an offer to finance a big game exBut what
did this
mutiny
pedition in Africa if he (Morgan) will head it. among gan's
his predicament.
men mean?
Dangerous
though
his
This appeals to Morgan strongly as he loves
position was, and though the conundrum of how
hunting, and particularly as the success of the
to save himself flashed constantly through his
expedition will bring him money sufficient to mind, he was able to think on the peculiar situation. Certainly he had done nothing to stir his
gratify the foolish whim of Mrs. Lamar's. Little
men so, certainly no act of his had warranted
does
knowtheirthatnewMorgan's
guidesfarhave
told tohe kill
leader when
into been
the the veritable storm of darts and arrows that
whizzed by the tree behind which he had taken
jungle.
But these hirelings go about their duty in a refuge! What did it all mean? Was there vilWilliam Farnum in a dramatic pose from " The
clumsy manner. Not only does Morgan succeed
lainy afoot? Could it mean — could it possibly
Jungle Trail," his latest Fox production
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"BLACKIE'S
Melodrama

REDEMPTION"—
of Power

METRO

and Pathos, with Bert Lytell

HERE
is Boston Blackie again (what a fine screen figure he makes) placed against a background
distinguished for its realities. He is a human fellow, is Blackie, but that is because his creator,
Jack Boyle, looks at life with truthful observations.
A crook character is usually painted with
exaggeration to fit a dramatic pattern, but the designer of Boston Blackie is drawn with remarkable lifelikeness, Blackie.
with the result that the spectator forgets his own personality in that of Blackie's.
becomes

In fact, he

This is excellent testimony to the skill of Jack Boyle, who writes vividly and truthfully — to the
art of Bert Lytell, who makes the character a genuine human being and, therefore, natural — and to the
intelligence of John Ince, the director, who brings out the dramatic and pictorial qualities with fine
proportions.
"Blackie's Redemption" precludes any suspensive value as far as the idea is concerned. But the
execution of it! Well, that is something else entirely. We follow Blackie with ever-increasing interest
from the time he is railroaded to prison 'till he escapes and exacts retribution. His redemption is the
major note and it is sounded emphatically throughout. The picture is consistently and convincingly
told and withal, exciting and picturesque. Dust off your S. R. 0. sign; it will come in handy here. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released April 14. — Laurence Re id.
the crime on him. And Blackie and Mary sailed
tor Honolulu. Prisons and evil friendships were
is the name of the author, Jack Boyle, who has
THE CAST
demonstrated
his
ability
as
a
talented
fictionist
Boston Blackie
Bert
Lytell
in
works
of
the
underworld.
His
stories,
the
Mary Dawson
Alice Lake
PROGRAM READER
Boston Blackie series, have been appearing in the
*i ^ Count
Henry Kolker
Red Book Magazine and upon the screen of late.
One of the delightful Boston Blackie stories
Picture
producers
have
not
been
slow
to
rec£u
r-r.Dent
Bernard
Durning
which
are so adaptable to the screen — will shortly
The Dove.
ognize dramatic material in them, and the film
jack Duffy
Little Squir
William Musgrave
public has responded enthusiastically. Dwell
Baby Dolrel
l
ot
Blackie
Gertrude Short
s Redemptio
"is with
Bert
upon
the
fact
that
no
better
pictures
.are
being
Lytell
.th^
Z
in d the
thet "I?
star. ?"Nearly
Chief of Detectives.
everyonen program
acquainte
withshape
theas
Don Bailey
made than these Jack Boyle adaptations. Other
character
which
Detective Mack
Jack
Boyle
has
so
ably
Wilton
delineTaylor
producing
companies
have
put
them
on
with
Chinese Waiter
ated
m
the
Book Magazine, either in a
Ah Tov
great success. So feature the story and the factional form Red
or in a dramatiza
The Warden.
tion upon the
Joseph Kilgour
author of it. In your newspaper copy you might
Story by Jack Boyle.
screen, and when he greets you in the
near future
use
a
page
of
the
number,
dwelling
upon
one
he
will
doubtless
ly
Scenario by Finis Fox.
cast
a
spell
over
o fthe climaxes or the general theme — a crook's
reformation.
has done ever since he was created. you as he
Directed by John Ince.
It is remarkably human, is this Metro subject,
Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle.
If you played Bert Lytell in "The Spender,"
for it is a peculiar trick of nature to respond
"
Faith,"
and
"
Blind
Man's
Eyes
"
you
should
a
PRESS NOTICE
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He is goesthiefoutintohishimevasion
in
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helplessness inside the
always
be
depended
and
his
popularity
" Blackie's
Redemptio
prison walls, and his attempt at escape
MetrocomePhotoplay
is increasing with every picture. Feature him
is folto the
as then,"star,a will
Bert Lytell
with
lowed
with
the
keenest
interest.
The story, as
along with the author. To our way of thinking
theatre on
of
week.
its
title
indicates,
presents
the
regeneratio
he
is
the
most
natural
actor
on
the
screen.
Link
n
of a
This is one of the Boston Blackie stories by Jack
thief. But before this resolution can be realized
up the name of the director who has had many
Boyle which have been appearing in the Red
with
complete
freedom,
the
hero
is
subjected
picture
successes.
Why
not
concentrate
upon
Book Magazine, and it affords the star a splendid
the tortures which ever loom up in the life toof
triumvirate — author, star and director? Boyle,
chance to get in some of the best work he has this
a
thief — prison and hard labor.
Lytell
and
Ince
—
surely
their
names
must
mean
ever done. The Blackie subjects are proving
Mr. Lytell has few superiors on the screen
rich material for picturization since they are in- something to you and your patrons !
today,
particularly
it comes
corporated with genuine dramatic values. The
(Continuedwhenon page
2717) to sensing
elements of deep human feeling, pathos, mystery
THE
STORY
and romance are indicated surely, easily and
vividly. And Metro by giving Mr. Lytell a parLittle did Boston Blackie dream on the eve of
ticularly good example has maintained the calibre
his marriage to Mary that his resolution to go
straight
be punctured so quickly. He was
Blackie,
Boston
As
pictures.
recent
star's
the
of
the star appears as a reformed crook who is through would
with the old life. There was no mistake
railroaded to prison for a crime he didn't comabout
that!
The
evening in question might have
mit, but his record is so black and the evidence
a turning point in his life had he not
against him so overwhelming that he receives a proved
been
desirous
of
bidding his pals goodby. In
sentence of twenty years. And this on the eve
joining them, Fate in the guise of the law stepped
for
responsible
girl
the
Mary,
to
marriage
his
of
up and sentenced him to prison for twenty years.
his reformation!
And on the eve of his honeymoon, too. No
How he keeps up his good resolutions though
wonder Fred the Count seemed terrorized with
deprived of his freedom, how he proves his
Blackie's
vowstolen
of revenge,
was reformed
he who
resourcefulness after a year's confinement in his had
planted
propertysince
uponit the
ability to escape, how he is captured in his flight
crook and so caused his conviction. And Blackie
through a failure to cover his tracks, but perwent to prison — went for twenty long years,
mitted his liberty by a big-hearted warden, and
while Mary looked on helplessly, though with a
how he metes out revenge upon the crook who
decision
abide her
time and
'tillthe
Blackie's
sent him to prison are events which are interTwelve tomonths
passed
prison return.
pallor
estingly and excitingly depicted. The whole
told
on
Blackie's
face.
He
had
schemed
himself
framework is fraught with incident and intense
into the hospital to find a way of escape. His
crises and it appears lifelike, too. Mr. Lytell is plot
called for a sustenance upon bread crusts
thoroughly at home in the characterization and
alone so that his weakened condition would perseemingly lives his part. And the spectator formit
his stay indefinitely. His opportunity came
gets his environment and lives it with him. He
for
a asget-away
duringhimself
a terrific
storm.
But as
is so natural, so human, that he makes the play
keen
he thought
to be,
the warden
seem like a chapter of every day life.
was just a little keener, for Blackie -did not
Mr. Lytell receives excellent assistance from
cover his tracks. The inner portions of bread
such well-known players as Henry Kolker, Alice
gave him away and led to his capture. Yet the
Lake, Bernard Durning, Jack Duffy, William
showed his sympathetic nature by declarMusgrave, and Joseph Kilgour. The picture is warden
that Blackie
the was
man not
he was
after —
adapted by and
Finisit Fox,
one of by
Metro's
that ingthe
Blackie was
beforenot him
a criminal,
scenarists,
is produced
John skilled
Ince.
but
a
gentleman
of
honor.
It is entirely atmospheric, the background of
With his freedom gained at last, the reformed
settings and scenes being harmonious and
and scholarly crook had only one mission to
appropriate.
accomplish before taking up his belated honeyof Fred
the' manner
Count. that
He
SUGGESTIONS
framedmoon— the
this punishment
framer in the
identical
There
" Blackie's Redemption " from a Jack Boyle
caused his own prison confinement. Together
number of fine advertising
features inarethisanynewest
story is filled with unusually tense moments
Lytell picture that can
with his pal, Sober, they anticipated the robbery
be capitalized in your exploitation.
of which the above scene is a good example
First of all of a lumbercamp by the vicious crook and put
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HONOR"—

Lockwood

SCREEN

Picture

News

CLASSICS

in Characteristic Role — A Colorful Picture

HENRY
KITCHELL WEBSTER'S name on a story is generally a guarantee of originality, of novel
situations and surprises and we have come to look for these characteristics in perusing him. But
in " A Man of Honor," a film translation of his " A King in Khaki," it happens that the technical
sparks mentioned above occasionally miss fire. Which leads us to state that what may often prove interesting as fiction does not always measure so emphatically upon the screen. In other words "A Man of
Honor " does not quite reach the apex of perfect entertainment.
It may be that Mr. Webster is at fault himself si nee the idea behind the story, while serving its moral
value, is not burdened with any genuine thought. The dramatic attitudes, however, have been struck
off with appreciation by the director and Mr. Lockwood.
The picture serves its purpose admirably in emphasizing the reason why the late and lamented star
was considered one of the best interpreters of virile manhood on the screen. His touch was sure, his
manner wholesome, and he always maintained his balance. The subject brings out these virtues and it is
made a likeable offering as a result — likeable in the sense that Lockwood far eclipses the story.
It is one of the " island " variety. Adventure — tropical storms — high finance and, of course, fancy
and romance are its ingredients. There are no castaways, praise be! A lot of dash and color and picit by.
carrySo play
willscreen.
turesque backgrounds. These coupled with the personality of the star the
up —
his Laurence
name above theReid.
story.
color and vividness, and translated for the screen
THE CAST
The feature is comparable to the other Lockit
makes
unusually
good
entertainment.
Being
a
woods
in
regard
to
dramatic
high
lights,
and
it is
David Smith
Harold Lockwood
tale of the tropics and high finance, it is finely
further emphasized by some remarkably pictuChristabel Beaumont
Bessie Eyton
balanced in contrasts and conflicts, and through
resque
scenes.
Bring
out
that
a
pictorial
treat
Christopher Beaumont
Stanton Heck
it all runs a vein of sparkling romance. Just the
Valentine
William Clifford
awaits your patrons, for it presents some exquiright sort of subject for Harold Lockwood, don't
site marine views, a number of panoramic landRogers
Bert Starkey
scapes and a terrific tropical storm which will
you
think?
Before
his
sad
and
untimely
end
the
star
held
O'Brien
Gordon
MacGregor
hold
the audience spellbound for sheer vividness
Mortimer Gregg
Pomeroy Cannon
a conspicuous place in the estimation of the
and
beauty.
Go strong on the photography. No
By Henry Kitchell Webster.
screen public. So as a tribute to his memory we
recent picture in our estimation has surpassed it
Scenario by Fred J. Balshofer.
have saved what we believe to be his best picture
in
this
respect.
Also feature the author and his
Directed by Fred J. Balshofer.
for the final presentation in the Lockwood series
as a leading novelist of the day. The story,
Photographed by Antonio Gaudio.
of productions. As the young superintendent of place
laid
in
a
tropical
island, is full of romance, ada tropical island, and whose watchword may well
veture and pluck, and it brings into view one of
PRESS NOTICE
have
been
"
Honor
above
all
things
"
—
he
gives
those
fighting
Americans
who is honorable witha typical portrayal of what he stood for in life.
out being a saint. Metro will provide you with a
The combination of Henry Kitchell Webster
An exceptional cast surrounds him. The picture
series
of
half-tones
for
your
lobby — also paper,
and Harold Lockwood is something to be reckwas adapted and produced by Fred J. Balshofer.
cuts and photos. The title has its advertising
oned with upon the screen. The former, a noted
author, and the latter, a favorite personality,
value for
it
is
indicative
of
the
pictureBut— athe
wholesome contribution to the screen.
big
THE STORY
make ment,
" Aand a Man
of which
Honor by" an
artisticshould
achieve-be
points
are
Lockwood
and
the
photography.
Feasubject
no means
David
Smith,
lately
appointed
superintendent
ture
them
above
everything
else.
missed when it comes to the
theatre
of the Tropical Products Company, whose propon
of
week. Mr. Webster, an
erty is on Horse Island, has decided that it is
CATCH LINES
imaginative writer, has contributed several stories
time to call a halt to the nefarious scheme of his
to the screen, and as they are rich in situation
Some
men
are
born knaves — some are born
employers.
They
are
a
body
of
rich
promoters
and climax the silent drama has gained excellent
honorable. 'Tis well to differentiate the two
who, in order to develop the propmaterial. The story of " A Man of Honor " is in Newerty for York
their
own
benefit,
decide
to
swindle
the
classes
when
you
have money to invest. " A
principally a character study — its leading figure
small stockholders of their money. The principal
Man it.of Honor " is a good investment. Don't
miss
being created to teach those at cross-purpose with
factor
in
the
scheme
is
Christopher
Beaumont,
(Continued on page 2710)
him
that object,
" honestytheis author
the besthaspolicy."
and when he comes to the island with his daughout this
exposed Tothecarry
neter,
Christabel,
in
order
to
compel
Smith
to
acfarious business of certain real estate operators
cept his plan or resign, it devolves upon the
who are familiar these days in thei r get-rich
young superintendent to teach the financier some
methods. An island in the West Indies provides
points of honesty.
the background for the action, and naturally
by thefinds
way,it isoutpractically
a dictator,
plenty
andSmith,
Beaumont
much to his
sorrow
of it. of adventure and romance form the body
when
he
is
imprisoned
upon
the
island
until he
Mr. Webster has furnished a fine clash of characters in the studies of David Smith, the honoryoung man'sNaturally
suggestion
protect
the smallthe investors.
this— toprocedure
able young man who is determined to protect the accepts
makes the Beaumont party considerably angry,
small investors and make the property valuable
and
after
several
attempts
to
escape
they
finally
for them
— and
Christopher
prinsucceedjourninon thereaching
New
York.
During
the
socipal factor
in the
swindling Beaumont,
operation. the
A pretty
island a terrific storm breaks out,
romance
is developed
between
daughwhich marks the occasion for a romance to
ter and Smith,
and the
conflictthe islatter's
well brought
out before the affair culminates in marriage. It spring up aginative
between
Christabel.
An im-to
girl, she David
thinks and
the time
appropriate
is quite superfluous to state that the author has
handled his subject with the utmost skill.
talk of sponds
pirates
and
their
treasures,
and
he reaccordingly.
Harold Lockwood plays the part of David
As the storm clears away, there before the
Smith with a vigor and depth of feeling that has
always characterized his work. His last contriyoungden man
is a typical
pirate's
cave hewith
its hid-to
gold. With
such fine
security
hastens
bution— he makes it stand out vividly. Bessie
New York and invests it in Tropical Products
Eyton as Christabel Beaumont contributes a perstock, and proves himself such a man of honor in
formance marked for its quality of charm. Stanevery waypressed.that
Beaumont
is considerably
imHeck's Beaumont
The financier,
beaten
at his swindling
The ton
picture
was adaptedis thoroughly
and directedin bycharacter.
Fred J.
Balshofer.
game, resolves to be honorable in the future.
There is no other course when Smith becomes his
son-in-law.
PROGRAM READER
What does a tropical island suggest to you?
SUGGESTIONS
Doesn't
it bring
mind ofa dash
of color,world?
a bit
of
adventure,
and toa flash
the primitive
Well informed patrons of the screen know what
Well, your picture is correct, for these things are to expect in a Harold Lockwood picture — that it
invariably incorporates the requisite amount of
inwhich
their will
accustomed
in " A atManthe
of Honor,"
adventure, color and wholesome characterization.
shortly places
be shown
theatre. The story is by Henry Kitchell WebAlthough
career sois ended,
still and
he hasso
ster, one of the leading fictionists of the day, and
established thehis star's
personality
thoroughly
vividly
that
there
should
be
fine
response
in
playwas
formerly
known
as
"
A
King
in
Khaki,"
which doubtless many of our patrons have read.
ing this, the last of his pictures. Everyone will
The author has invested it with his customary
One of the scenes of the last Lockwood picturn out — those who did not know him, from
ture, showing the late star in a familiar pose
from respect — appreciating what he stood for on curiosity — those who did make his acquaintance,
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OF

THE

W ard in an Absorbing

WEAK"—

Play of Crime

PATHE

and Punishment

HE CRY OF THE WEAK," Fannie Ward's newest picture to hang in the Pathe gallery, is a worthy successor to " Common Clay," as it ably carries oat the good impressions gained from the latter subject,
It has the same amount of dramatic foundations for support — which are seen in the shape of clearly
defined characterizations and a plot with a message and a thing of substantial weight. And George Fitzmaurice's familiar hall-marks are stamped all over it. Indeei, his attention to detail, his ability to provide logical situations that cany action, and his wealth of photographic display are in their accustomed places.
The picture is cut after the pattern of " Common Clay " in that it deals with crime and punishment. But it
has a moral value that Mas absent in the latter work. The central character is the wife of the District Attorney, and
a man who believes in the theory that a criminal is beyond the pale and that stern nifasures must be applied
whenever the laws are violated. Her brother, a crook through environment, seeks her protection. The plot hinges
upon her efforts to hide him and when he is eventuallv captured the two conspirators offer a plea for mercv. (Thus
The Cry of the Weak.")
The action takes place in the space of a few hours of an evening and is heightened with suspensive interest as
well as good lighting effects. The only flaw discernible is its apparent let-down after the introductory reels. But
after a brief lapse the story regains its speed and finishes with plenty of strength. It is finely spun with no little
sympathy and pathos, and !Miss Ward, assisted bv Paul Willis, emphasize these notes with fine understanding.
The star seems to have found her forte in this type of picture as it brings out her emotional capabilities. Walt
Whitman and Frank Elliot round out the cast. " The Cry of the Weak." A splendid thing of its kind. Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Dexter's
homeuponwithhis his
hair
dishevelled,
anin
District Attorney Dexter and Judge Creighton
anxious
look
face,
and
demanding
Mary Dexter
Fannie Ward
are neighbors, and it frequently happens that
excited tones that his sister, Mary, save him. He
District Attorney Dexter
Frank Elliott
over their chessboard a few heated arguments
has just assaulted Judge Creighton across the
Judge Creighion... Walt Whitman
occur. The principal topic of conversation is
street
and
the
police
were
after
him.
Budd,
as
Budd
Paul Willis
criminology — whether the law should take its
tie
young
man
is
known,
realized
that
his
sister
Story by Oudia Bergere.
is married to the District Attorney and that it course or be tempered with a humanitarian outScenario by Oudia Bergere.
Jook. The Judge holds tie conviction that a
would go hard with him if he was caught. The
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
criminal can be reclaimed if given proper encourprosecutor
didn't isbelieve
a crook's
agement in that direction, while tie District At— that a crook
beyondin any
such redemption
virtue and
should be punished to tie fullest extent of the
CATCH LINES
torney believes in the theory that " once a crook
law. And there was Budd seeking protection
alwayshea iscrook."
One night
as Creighton
in bis home!
Her husband was the District Attorney with
home
mufderously
assaulted
and Budd, goes
tie
a well established theory that criminals should
Compelled to hide in various places and exbrother
of
Dexter's
wife,
seeks,
refuge
in her
be punished to the full extent of the law. His
hausted in tie attempt from his wounds, it home. With no other thought than to protect
wife thought differently of the matter, and this
transpires that tie young criminal is eventually
him from her stern husband, she manages to
conflict of wills brought a deal of trouble to
hide him safely for the time being. " Why did
captured.
Mary's
resourcefulness
not
their lives. See how the separate theories are
save
him. Even
But her
entreaties,
her pleas,could
worked
you do it—And
whyBudd
did isyouunable
do? "to isanswer.
her burning
question.
wonders in convincing her husband that Budd
worked out in "* The Cry of the Weak."
should not be severely punished. And Judge
As
the
boy
is
noticed
entering
Dexter's
the latter returns to capture him. But house,
he is
A shot rang out in the quiet of the night —
Creighton's
theorythethat
a criminalis adopted
can be recould it be that a tragedy had occurred in tie
claimed if given
opportunity
by safely hidden, though Dexter mistrusts something
the District Attorney.
Judge's home? Suddenly an excited young man
afoot Dexter
owing steps
to Mary's
discomfiture.
that
from tie
room Budd Every
comes time
out
confrontedmandedtheprotection.
DistrictHe Attorney's
wife brother,
and deAn absorbing and exciting picture is " The
was her own
Cry
of
tie
Weak,"
which
carries
the
above
story.
of
his
hiding-place,
and
Mary
is
at
her
wits'
and she must save him and reclaim him to soend in making him see the danger of being capIt is guaranteed
hQldoftieitspatrons
at strict
city. How did she act, knowing that her hustention in every toone
compelling
scenes.attured. During an opportune moment she hides
band believed in stern punishment? You will find
Fannie Ward, who appears as the star, gives a him in a closet, but as he is badly injured he
it all out in " The Cry of the Weak."
finely wrought characterization and you will re- falls against tie door and opens it, thus exposspond to every mood she conveys. Come to the
ing himself (Continued
to Dexter and
the police.
on page
2714)
theatre on
of
week
PRESS NOTICE
and you will see a clever actress and a thoroughly
interesting
picture.
" The Fannie
Cry of Ward,
the Weak,"
productionat
starring
will bea Pathe
the attraction
the
on
of
week.
This is a story of crime and society, and which
SUGGESTIONS
makes prominent the theory that one-half the sins
Here is a picture that contains a vital mescommitted at the present time are really vensage—cietthat
a criminal
reclaimed
to sogeance against the harshness of man-made laws,
y if encouraged
alongmaythe beright
direction.
In
and that criminals not inherently bad may be
reclaimed if properly encouraged. The cry of this modern day the message is being driven
the weak is a cry of mercy. If it is heard and
home deed,
emphatically
from press
and pulpit.
there is a sincere
movement
on foot In-to
responded to, much good can be accomplished.
assist
criminals
to
regain
a
place
in
human
So* " The
Cry of
presentswhich
a sug-is family. Once they were condemned asthebeing
gested solution
to the
this Weak"
social problem
bebeing so widely discussed at the present time.
yond the pale and unworthy of reclamation. But
the
times
have
changed.
No
doubt
there
are
The centralwhocharacter
'the wife
of thecanDistrict
Attorney,
believesis that
no good
come
prisoners'nitariesaidwho will
societies,
reformers and
digfrom a criminal. When her brother, a crook,
enthusiastically
aid church
tie exhibseeks refuge in her home, it devolves upon her
itors in exploiting
" The officials,
Cry of the
Weak."magisInto protect him and reclaim him if possible. Of
vitations to municipal
mayors,
trates, lawyers and editorial writers, asking them
course, the boy is discovered, and the incident
precipitates a powerful situation, particularly
to attend tie opening performance, will aid in
securing
best of allPlayexploitation
— word
when the prosecutor learns that he is his wife's
brother.
of mouth the
advertising.
upon this aids
suggestion
How the tangle is straightened out through an
for all that it is worth, for tie picture is more
effective plea for mercy on the part of brother
— it is a preachment — a preachment
for
tiea play
mercy
and sister, how the District Attorney finally real- than
cdiminal
weak. that should be extended to the
izes
that
his
theory
isn't
able
to
stand
the
acid
test, and that the milk of human kindness is the
There are some acute situations in the play
that you can glean from tie catch lines and
best nourishment for those " out of luck," are
incidents
that
make
"
The
Cry
of
the
Weak
"
an
story. erable
Feature
will the
createstar,consideffective photoplay. Miss Ward and her players
interest.them
Thenandyouyouhave
who
has accomplished great things on the screen.
fulfil the
"demands
of their roles
in splendid
fashion. Paul
Willis deserves
mention
for realizing
Bring out that her performance is the best she
the young crook to the life. The picture was
has ever contributed and that the play is far
written and adapted by Ouida Bergere and di- above anything she has ever offered. ' If you
rected by George Fitzmaurice.
have a fan following there is the name of Walt
Whitman, who has appeared as a star in several
pictures. With tie theme of the story and the
PROGRAM READER
'The Cry li the Weak" is Fannie Ward's
name of the star, there is no reason why you
cannot clean up.
A young man dashed into District Attorney
latest Pathe p-'cture
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"VIRTUOUS

MEN"—

Big Fights and Mob
UT

\f

S-L

Scenes to Back

Picture

News

PICTURES
Up Title

J IRTUOUS MEN," the first SL picture, has plenty of fights, plenty of big mob scenes and a
considerable number of fine flashes of comedy relief to back up the drawing power that lies
in the two words of the title.

The plot has to do with one man's persistent and finally successful efforts to put to rout a band of
" Red Radicals " bent on preventing a ship builder from keeping his contract with the government. E.
K. Lincoln in this part sketches a likable characterization.
Grace Darling is very attractive in the femivamp."
"
alluring
an
nine lead, while Clara Joel is
The comedy relief* falls to Danny Hayes and the scenes given him are all of the most effective sort.
The picture was reviewed at length on page 2519 of last week's issue.
THE CAST
"Virtuous
Men" is sort
filled ofwith
most
thrilling
and spectacular
action.the There
a e-lanrp at thpSUGGESTIONS
titlo " Virt„n„<! n/r,.„ •> ,„-i „
Bob
Stokes
E. K. Lincoln
»e scenes
many fights,
personal
mob of while
know^Xt
regard totothat
"is thpicture"
Helen Willard
Grace
Darling the
in the both
shipyards
show and
masses
men
There>s a lottoo{Mature
m i„Vpo#er
e A
Marcia Fontaine
Clara Joel at work on the .construction of vessels.
whole lot. In your ^^advertising you can stir nn
Robert
Brummon
Robert
W.
Cummings
Mr
Lincoln
is
supported
by
an
exceptional
inter«st
£
£kX?™yZ£e£™&y£hA?&£^£
Henrv Willard
Tohn P Wade cast headed by Grace Darling, Clara Joel, Rob-f ,
",„y"
™>
Vj
5
Moc&:;rrd:
;
:
:
:
:
:;:.V.V::
!
Wi&m
B.
Mack
en
Cummings,
John
Wade,
WilliamJB.
Mack
tl^/^a
g
^Begin
by
t^A^U
ClarksonWainwright
....
Irving Brooks
and Danny Hayes.
several tim£Ps fn the ^
* £ " 8 t »e title
L'eutEdward
Talbot
■
and nothing more. Follow up by adding the line
Hick
Hogan
DJnnX,
TTIP c-TAUV
"What is a virtuous man" beneath it, taking a
T
hvrf'
t' Blonkha11
LaSi' SAUKI
little more space to make your addition noticed.
Max
6
H^ahanTPffH^ T° a lumber camp in northern New York
Then when Vou .come to the regular announcem^nt come out with a big smash to the effect that
Winfam Jrv,hm State comes Bob Stokes, erstwhile wealthy club:
Birese'n
added.
tie added1""
may be
tnis trait in a man may
regard to thTsTrait^Tan
variety
investigate
north toth-£
come Wm5*
who „hasHenry
By
Arthurhi,H. d-uu
' Sawyeri...
'and' Ralph i Ince
DirprtpH
man"
™ne\ °fa the
■CampJof ^a'd'^o
"
pi 'i
,Xri hv w;ii;!'m -RlarLtroubles, sees in him a possibility and puts him
„ Then play up the fight stuff. There are many
»tt&B&ln.
^^
^^
reason for this
is shortly ^^
apparent. ^
Brummon is good, thrilling fights. Play up the scenes of the
leader of a dangerous band of Red Radicals
who
forest fire and the shipyards. These are unusual
and are well worth featuring as they are given
because he has a
are operating
T TlVtT<S
r4TriT
l^A 1
J_,il\£,3
large
contract against
with theWillard
Government, first to supmuch prominence in the picture
film. If
you athink
patriotit
shows
state that the
advisable
several
build
to
then
and
p!y it with lumber
«v
„„.. m
„f ~
ww,, „„„,.
* c Men,
m /" UWthe sensational
o£ ,a Virtuous
Man. of VirBlummon
Bob athedangerous
fighting
a band
Reda Radicals
and winning,
tuous
melodrama
the *hf
riv£j and
we]1 he recognizes
mi h forinbefore
assi
piay the
pictureof as
big melodrama
and leayear, gives one idea. See if it coincides with of m
weeks Bob
ts the lumbermen who
ture the comedy relief in the story. Your audiyour s. See the picture. You 11 cbnsider it time hav£ been stirred t0 revolt by Brummon under
ence will eat this portion of the film up even as
well spent whether you agree with its conclusion CQntrol and ig put in charg£ of* the camp
they
willforget
the thriUs.
as to a Virtuous Man or not.
Failing at the source of supply, Brummon then
Don't
your star, E. K. Lincoln, and the
...
...
, ,
, , , ,
sets to work at the shipyards, and, with his aides,
fact that Grace Darling and Clara Joel both apA big, virile melodrama of the lumber -camps is making trouble here, when Willard sends Bob
pear in his support. And also make mention of
and_ the. ship
yards., See: Virtuous
Men.
cnarge.only Several
he gets theinfluence
workthe
fact that
the picture
. pitted
,
, , c • to
ers take
in hand,
to have times
the disturbing
direction
of Ralph
Ince. was produced under the
Patriotism
against a dangerous band of of the Red Radicals to cope with all over again.
Red Radicals. See the cause of Justice triumph. Bob meets Willard's daughter, Helen, and be, . ,cast. ~E.— K.
~ Lincoln, is
. the
,star fore
a strong Fontaine,
attachment springs up between
A. wonderful
them. long Marcia
one ot
Brummon's
and in his support appear Grace Darling, Clara pawns, who once jilted Bob when
he lost
his forJoel and Danny Hayes.
tune) and wno was the cause of his downfall,
:
. course,
again sees him and attempts to change his
You like big fights,— ~
big thrills,
big scenes — ,big
scenes taken in one of the United States ship- But ' Bob is adamant to all her advances. Desyards for instance — if you do you can't afford to perate, Marcia finally lures him to her apartmiss
Virtuous
Men," the big melodramatic sen- ment,
is Brummon's
purpose
to killup him.
sation" of
the season.
From where
her heit learns
of the plot
to blow
the
'
ship
that
is
to
be
launched
on
the
When we say it's directed by Ralph Ince you After a desperate fight with Brummon hemorrow.
makes
speak melodramas
the truth when
add it's
and and
runs throws
to the itshipyards,
where just
he
ofKnowthe webiggest
ever weoffered
on one
the his
findsescape
the bomb
into the water
■rt^ifijmscreen.
in time. The next day the ship is launched with
gidtrr flH^HHi
all ceremony,in and
tM|
<Hp. «•'•
themselves
peace.afterwards Bob and Helen tin 1
PRESS NOTICE
PROGRAM READER
One of the big melodramas of the season,
"Virtuous Men" produced by the newly formed "Virtuous Men." Just what constitutes a
SI? Plct"res
starring
E K. Lin- virtuous Man in yoUr opinion. Should he be
coin, will be and
shown at thethe —popular
—
theatre on an anti.nicotine fiend, steer clear of all hard
7ZZ Sawyer,
o We£ ' the
.i7lrQU9US^eQT
drinks
and frQm
part his
in the
middle?
Should
written byuai Arthur
S in the SL, ZV"
to- he
rfifrain
usi hair cuss
words
or fighting?
gether with Ralph Ince, who also ofr^tfd ™% Whatever your
individual opinion may be, you
production. It presents a virile, fighting tale of ;n be int*erested t0 see the
opinion set forth
the
and figure.
shipyards,
in which
Bob . he b; melodrama "Virtuous Men," one of '
Stokeslumber
is thecamps
principal
Stokes
drifts into
h featur|s shortiy t0 be shown here. This was
a lumber camp in the northern part of New York produced by the newly formed S-L Pictures and
■
State and secures employment.
Brummon, the V
h ^ ,
^ E. K. Lincoln. Bob
- Jm
boss
camp rn immediately
his
en|«s
(Mn
Lincoln)
is
introduced
as
a
down
emy, of
for the
he sees
Stokes the becomes
makings
of a ^
u £ Once he had been a popular New
real man. anyAnd
reasons for not e
^V'cir.brnan, loved
a man
wanting
real Brummon
men abouthasth«hisplar
had ofja wealth
d him and
and position,
he had
northa
at
1
rec
-ti^^appea
rapidly
l-down
hir^seff
oP^»edt0 Bl^a\rthbeeirngobU?ndehPald Si
Grace -Darling Clara
pleasure to show. here. John
job. The our
to finish the being
to its patriotism
appeals is
Wade, William
built Joel, Robert Cummings
are
needed for ships that
lumber
Hayes are among tothose
B. Mack andin Danny
And he is successful in his who
for the Government. a
get
But
Lincoln.
of
support
appear
le
back to our original question. Was Bob Stokes
After that the scene shifts to the shipyards,
said
others
was,
he
said
Some
Man?
where Bob again comes in contact with Brum- a Virtuous
mon's gang, known as the Red Radicals. Afte- he wasn't. At all events the answer is revealed
dramaticforwayyou.in this picture. It
thoroughly
in a solve
triumphs in the cause of Wl11
many fights he finallyice.
tbe question
just

>

Lincoln
^gnting Hero in
«ie Fighting
Flays the
whc Plays
Lincoln, Who

April

26,
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"BARE

FISTS"—

Character Study of Primitive Emotion

UNIVERSAL
and the Art of Self-Defense

THIS Harry Carey picture does not measure up to the standards of the star's last previous releases
in points of plot and action, although there are human characterizations in it which will probably suffice in making it pleasing to those patrons who are not too discriminate in their tastes.
Mr. Carey is such an active person on the screen that when he remains idle for any length of time during the action something snaps and the picture falters.
So "Bare Fists," despite the fighting quality of the title, is deficient in the star's chief stock-intrade-Action, spelled with a capital A. It drags considerably, especially in the middle, and a little nourishment in the way of dramatic meat would help it a lot. Still the picture is fairly true to life, which
fact makes it sufficient after all.
The theme is based upon a son's devotion to his mother and his promise to her that he will fight
with his bare fists instead of guns. Hence the title. But when his little brother is marked with a branding iron by the bad men of the story, the hero concludes that a gun is the only fit weapon with which to
punish them. Before this scene transpires he is imprisoned for murder, though entirely innocent of the
crime. A last minute confession by an eye-witness, his sweetheart, incidentally, guarantees his freedom.
There you have it.
A picture of simple love and devotion. Pathos? Yes. Action? Not as much as you might expect.
An average program offering and likely to please. — Length, 5,500 feet. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
PROGRAM READER
to give up his guns and depend upon his bare
fists whenever he became involved in a fight.
Cheyenne
Har
But the West is the West and bad men carry
ry
Harry
Carey,
Universal's
cowboy
star,
famed
Harry
Carey
Conchita ...
for his hard riding and straight shooting, comes
Bett
Schade
weapons of death to accomplish their evil deBoone Travis
to the
theatre on
of
signs.Lopez
■
and Boone Travis, two vicious
joe Harris
week appears
in his latest
" Bare
Fists."Harry
The
7lopeuPegg
cattle and
rustlers,
areinhot
on thesome
trailofoftheHarry's
Conchita■
s Mother
star
in thepicture,
role of
Cheyenne
MollyVester
McConnell
herd,
succeed
branding
stock
Kuby a Dance Hall Girl Anna May Walthall
again
—
a
role
which
has
earned
him
a
wide
popubefore
they
are
caught.
As
Harry
kept his promBud, Harrys Brother Howard Ensteadt
larity throughout the country. He is a typical
ise
to
go
unarmed,
the
villains
have
no
trouble
Story by Bernard McConville.
Westerner, is Harry, a fellow who wins through
in carrying out their stealthy business. But an
Scenario by Eugene B. Lewis.
sheer personality. The plot of the story is based
occasion arises when the cowboy punishes them
Directed by Jack Ford.
with his fists, which enlisted their hatred to a
upon
a
man's
promise
to
his
mother
that
he
will
never use a gun again. Such a promise is a dif- greater extent. Conchita, a Spanish girl, aroused
CATCH LINES
ficult one to keep in a cattle country, and
their enmity also, since she responded to Harry.
Cheyenne Harry is often sorely tempted to break
Unable to beat him even, when they are armed,
The story of a man who promised his mother
his
word.
The
solution
of
the
tale
will
not
be
the
villains hatch a scheme to make him out a
°ed never shoot. Did he keep his word? See
given here, for it is carried through with such
murderer,
and they
Harryto isbetried
beBare Fists " — we promise you a rare treat.
fore a frontier
jury succeed.
and sentenced
hanged
suspense
and
surprise
that
it
wouldn't
do
to
spoil
the picture in the telling.
and things look dismal to him indeed. In order
In which a man routs his enemies with his
" Bare Fists " is unusually fortified with pic- to bid his mother farewell he persuades the sherown bare fists, though
is forced to use a gun
turesqueshown
photographyplaced
— a number
long views
iff to grant him this privilege. While returning
when they refuse to stayhe routed.
of cattle are
against ofa background
jail he finds his brother a victim of the rustlers
of
rugged
mountains.
But
you
will
also
recognize —to with
a branding mark upon his chest. EscapHarry Carey, the popular actor of Western
some typical Carey scenery. The star gives an
roles, in a smashing, dashing picture — a picture
inghefromdisposes
the sheriff
and enemies.
armed with
latter's
unusually good performance as the cowboy who
gun
of his
He the
breaks
his
of pathos
and punch.
breaks his word to avenge his brother. The
promise for blood runs deep. Eventually he is
role
calls
for
a
goodly
amount
of
dexterous
ridgiven
his
freedom
and
in
no
time
is
married
to
His enemies were expert cattle rustlers and
ing as well as a display of the manlv art. Others
Conchita.
they also knew how to frame a man for murder.
in the cast are Betty Schade, Joe Harris, Vester
Cheyenne Harry was defenseless except for his
Molly McConnell, Anna May Walthall and
knowledge of the manly art. Did he apply it in Pegg,
HowardtheEnsteadt.
winning his freedom and overpowering his eneunder
direction "ofBare
JackFists
Ford" was
from produced
a story
by Bernard McConville.
mies? "Bare Fists " tells you all about it,
PRESS NOTICE
SUGGESTIONS
Harry Carey can always be counted upon to
offer a thrilling western photoplay, and his latest
You
can
dope
out predicament
some good in" which
suspensethe"
copy by relating the
effort,
Fists," on
which will beof
shown at
hero
finds
himself
in
"
Bare
Fists,"
i. e.,andhe
the " Bare theatre
has promised his mother not to use pistols,
week, i6 one of the best of this sort that he has
his
enemies,
knowing
this,
purposely
goad
him.
yet
in. that
" Bare
Fists "guns
has ofanCheyenne
original
This is the unusual thing about the picture and
twistappeared
in the fact
the usual
it
is
a
situation
that
well
warrants
featuring.
Harry are missing! A cowboy in the West withWord your announcement something like this :
out guns! True enough. It all develops after
"SheHe had
had exacted
promisedthishispromise
mother from
not tohimuse over
pistols.
Harry's
been killed
in a fight
the
the
marshal father
of thehastown.
His mother
thenwithmakes
Bible after his father had been killed in a gun
him promise never to carry a gun a>;ain and to
fight. And he agreed to abide by her wishes
use his bare fists instead whenever he is called
despite the fact that he lived in the lawless West.
upon to defend himself.
Time and again he endured insult from his eneThis is rather a long order for a man brought
mies who were aware of his promise. Then one
up in a town where the average man uses a gun
on the slightest provocation. And the conseday something
that causedthathimeven
to violate
his oath. happened
It was something
the
quences can wellhisbepromise
imagined
Harry's
memory of his promise to his mother could not
enemies, knowing
to hiswhen
mother,
pursoothe. What was this thing that made him take
posely aggravate him. Suspense runs rife
throughout the film, and culminates in a climax
up his guns again? You'll find out in the wonwhen Harry finally flings his promise to the
" Bare make
Fists."them sit up
This derful
sortWestern
of drama,
copy should
winds and takes up his shooting irons again to
and take notice. It is effective and, accompanied
avenge
the
treatment
his
enemies
have
meted
out to his little brother.
by some good illustrations, should draw a lot of
attention. The same argument might be used
Carey makes a likable figure of the cowboy
in lobby display or special paintings. Play up
hero, and receives support of a high order from
the name of the star, too, and mention some of
Betty Schade, Joe Harris, Vester Pegg, Molly
the previous hits he has had.
McConnell, Anna May Walthall and Howard
Ensteadt. The picture was written by Bernard
McConville, done into scenario form by Eugene
THE STORY
B. Lewis and produced under the direction of
Jack Ford.
Cheyenne Harry had killed the assassins of
Harry Carey just before the happy ending in
father, the marshal, and though his mother
Other pictures on the
theatre's bill his
keenly felt the tragedy she made him promise
" Bare Fists"
-for the same days are
.
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"LITTLE

COMRADE"—

Pleases Without
THE

Showing

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

Anything

Sensational

Vivian Martin pictures strike a standard that seldom varies.

All her pictures are light in

general makeup and " Little Comrade " runs true to type. And this type also is the type that
pleases — pleases without providing anything sensational or thrilling.
" Little Comrade " is a romance of war time, although the overworked trench scene never gets a
chance in its five reels. The heroine is a farmerette, the hero a soldier and the romance is developed
with only an occasional suggestion of the background of world strife.
The star makes a most entrancing appearance in silk overalls, the gala attire in which she first essays the farming job. Niles Welch is seen opposite Miss Martin and gives a likable performance. Others
who appear are Gertrude Claire, Richard Cummings and L. W. Steers. The picture was produced under
the direction of Chester Withey, one of the leading directors of the day, whose creative skill gives evidence of itself throughout the picture. — Length, 5 reels. — Released March 30. — Peter Milne.
you have to offer; light, amusing, pretty. You
THE CAST
have astold
of " LittletheComrade
"A MAN OF HONOR"
Genevieve Rutherford Hale
Vivian Martin
then
soontheas character
you have mentioned
star. "
(Continued from page 2706)
Bobbie Hubbard
Niles Welch
As regards the story lay Stress on its comedy
Mrs. Hubbard
Gertrude Claire
He was ordered to become a crook by his emangle.
Tell ofwould
the farmerette
whofound
thought
that
silk
overalls
do
and
who
out
that
ployers. His acceptance meant riches to them.
Mr. Hubbard
Richard Cummings
Lieut. Richard Hubbard
L. W. Steers
farming really meant work. This seems to be Did he refuse? See " A Mart of Honor," and
discover how personality plus perseverance and
Mrs. Hale
Eleanor Hancock
the
most
likely
angle
on
which
to
play.
It's
an
angle that opens up a number of decorative
Isabel Hale
Nancy Chase
pluck won out.
Bertha Bicknell
Pearl Lovci
schemes for your advertising and lobby displays,
By Juliet Wilbor Tomkins.
and laronemind. which will probably appeal to the popuA tropical island — a tropical storm — pirate
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
gold — the fellow, the girl — you have them all in
Make mention of the leading man, Niles
Directed by Chester Withey.
" A Man of Honor."
Welch, and
don't forget
that isChester
Withey
directed
the picture.
His work
well known.
PROGRAM READER
" A Man
Honor "—— and
a story
of richintrigue
promoters
versus
small ofinvestors
romance,
and
It was a great thing for idle girls when war
adventure thrown in for good measure.
THE
STORY
was declared. Many of them joined the Red
Genevieve Hale, the youngest daughter of a
Cross, the Motor Corps or engaged in canteen
The unscrupulous promoter thought he could
family, and, consequently, pampered all her
work. Some of them became farmerettes, as large
the small investors when they became
life, decides to become a farmerette and help the swindle
did Genevieve Rutherford Hale, the petted and
stockholders
his company.
he motto
didn't
country in food production. In spite of the jeers reckon
pampered daughter of a rich family. To tell the
with
aincertain
young manButwhose
of her family, she enlists and goes to the Hubtruth, Genevieve
became
a
farmerette
chiefly
bewas
"
honor
above
all
things."
bard
farm
with
a
group
of
other
girls.
A
few
cause she saw a most delightful pair of silk
jobs soon make her ready to go home,
overalls. She bought them and then she just unpleasant
He didn't care about the capitalists who atbut she manages to stick.
had to put them to some use. So, in company
tended directors' meetings in far-away New York.
Bob Hubbard, the youngest son of the owners
with other girls, she set out for the Hubbard
He
didn't
worry
over their
discharge
of
the
farm,
is
drafted,
and
he
hates
the
training
farm. But one day on its scorching acres and
him.
His
only object
was tothreats
protectto the
small
camp as much as Genevieve does the farm — like investors from
Genevieve discovered that neither silk overalls
the big ones. See the battle of
her,
he
has
been
pampered
all
his
life,
and
is
nor soft hands went very well with a hoe and a unusued to rough work of any sort. The life at
wits in " A Man of Honor."
rake and a dirty potato patch. She had to work
camp almost drives him mad, and one night
and with each succeeding hour she found out that the
Be sure when you sink some money in real
he decides to run away, just to have a look at estate
work was hard. And that night she went out to his
that there is a man of honor
old home, thinking that the sight may give on the promotions
the nasty potatoes and cried, and perhaps it was
property to develop it and return you a
him courage to stick it out. While crawling
her tears or the moon or the potatoes or the poprofit
on
the
original
investment!
through vieve,thewho is
fields
nearinthea house
meets crying.
Genetato bugs, but at any rate a nice little romance
lying
potato hepatch,
started
and
didn't
end
until
the
war
was
over.
Horse
Island,
in
the
They tell each other their troubles, and the meetWe feel sure you will be amused and entertained
boast about as a place to tropics,
live uponwasn't
— but much
it meantto
ing so inspires them that each is ready to go back
by the trials of Genevieve and the man she loved,
a
great
deal
to
the
small
investors.
They
would
to
work
with
a
new
heart.
Bobbie Hubbard. Vivian Martin is the girl and
money but for the khaki-clad dicA prying neighbor spies them together in the have losttator.their
Niles Welch the boy, and between the two of field,
See
"
A
Man
of
Honor
"
and
make
his
and scenting a scandal, reports to Mr. Hubthem they
makewhich
" Little
the Parabard. He warns the girls that if anything of acquaintance.
mount picture
comesComrade,"
to the
the sort happens again the offender will be sent
theatre next
, one of the most enjoyable
home. vieveAlthough
he does
it was soldier,
Genelittle pictures in which Miss Martin has starred.
who was seen
with notthe know
unknown
the girls suspect her and determine to have her
sent away,finds
lest asheletter
giveaddressed
them a bad
name. Mr.in
PRESS NOTICE
Hubbard
to Genevieve
Vivian Martin, the dainty Paramount favorite,
his
son's
handwriting
and
determines
to sendletter.
her
will be seen in her latest picture for that comaway.whenHe Bob
alsoreceives
writes his
a scathing
But
this son
he secures
a leave of
pany
entitled
"
Little
Comrade,"
at
the
theatre on
of
week. Like all absence and hurries home. He explains to them
Genevieve has made a man of him, and his
of Missoffering
Martin'scontaining
pictures this
one ofis considerable
a light and that
father is willing to admit the change in him. The
pretty
a
story
charm. The star takes the role of a farmerette
girl is cleared in the eyes of the family and the
whose fervor during war times leads her to en- farmerettes, and Bob returns to camp with a new
list and go to work in earnest on a farm near
spirit, determined to marry Genevieve as soon as
her city home. She finds, however, that farming
war is over.
isn't all it's cracked up to be. Her silk overalls
aren't
she really
to work. spot
CATCH LINES
The very
potatohandy
patchandaffords
a nicehassecluded
for the little miss to shed her tears, and out of
It
wasn't
planted
there but she found love in
this potato patch springs, strange as it may seem,
potato latest
patch!Paramount
See "Little
Comrade," Vivian
romance! How the story is evolved from the aMartin's
picture.
moment of the meeting of the girl and the man is
The business of being patriotic struck them
particularly delightful and affords entertainment
both as being glorious until they found they
that everyone will enjoy.
couldn't
be —patriotic
was ina
is seenthe asmost
Missof Martin's
little harder
but seetogether!
how theyThen
madeit out
manNilesandWelch
he makes
his role.leading
Gertrude Claire, long known as one of the leading
"
Little
Comrade."
character actresses in the west coast studios, is
also seen in the cast, while others are Richard
She was down in the dumps herself but she
Cummings, L. W. Steers, Eleanor Hancock, Nanmade a man of him — and then he turned right
cy Chase and Pearl Lovci.
around
and made a woman of her ! See " Little
The picture was produced under the direction
of Chester Withey, one of the most skilled of all
directors. He worked on a story written by Comrade."
A story of farmerettes who found that silk
Juliet Tomkins and scenarioized by Alice Eyton.
overalls weren't practical in digging in a potato
SUGGESTIONS
patch.
Vivian Martin's silk overalls and Niles Welch's
A romance that began in war time and finished
When youmediately
flashdesignate
Vivian
you imsmile as seen in " Little Comrade "
after the armistice.
the Martin's
type of name
entertainment
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— ROBERTSON-COLE

COURAGI

COWARD"LOUS
Great Interest; Japanese Lovers United
up his exceedin
gly good record, made in " A Heart in Pawn " and
another fine por trayal in "The Courageous Coward." While the picwith these two p revious subjects in the way of dramatic intensity,
the story and th e strength of the various situations in which the

Story of
follows
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
" Bonds of Honor," by still
ture itself cannot be classed
there is no denying the interest of
Japanese lovers find themselves.
The producers have happily departed from th e time-honored practice of having the lead fall in
love with a white girl, to make the supreme sacrifi ce for her in the end. They vary this theme with the
Japanese romance laid before an Occidental back ground, and the contrast thus created provides material for situations of a refreshing and original char acter.
Hayakawa appears as Suki, a young Japanese lawyer, while Tsuri Aoki takes the appealing role of
Rei, the girl from Japan who cannot understand Am
erican ways and who nearly loses Suki's love through
this misunderstanding. — Released through Exhibito rs-Mutual. — Length, 5 reels.
THE STORY
mosphere. Fix your ad copy up with Japanese
THE CAST
trimmings,
always,
making drama
sure tois
mention
the
fact however,
that an American
Suki,
an
American
born
Japanese,
is
educated
Suki
Sessue Hayakawa
by Tangi, his guardian. He is a bright young
presented. Follow the same plan in lobby disRei
Tsuru Aoki
man and gives promise of developing into a fine
play andwho
lobbydressdecorations
and ofiftheyoutheatre
are oneto
Tangi
Toyo Fujita
of those
the interior
lawyer. Tangi brings his niece, Rei, to America
Big Bill Kirby
George Hernandez
from
Japan. She and Suki fall in love, and when
Tom Kirby
Francis J. McDonald
carry
out
the
picture's
atmosphere,
adopt
the
the latter departs for an eastern university to
plan here too.
By Thomas J. Geraghty.
complete his studies it i| fond memories of the
The
musical
program
and
incidental
numbers
Directed by William Worthington.
girl he loves that he takes with him. Suki makes
should all reflect Japanese character also.
Produced by Haworth.
a record at college, not only in his law studies,
You have lots of good arguments around
but in athletics as well. Rei sees a picture of
which to write your direct advertising of the
him on the tennis courts with an American girl
drama itself. The situation refered to in the
CATCH LINES
as partner, and believing that he appreciates this
Program Reader is a good one and should be
Should honor be sacrificed for love? See
type
Rei and
setshabits.
about to Americanize
used. It will be found in reduced form among
herselfof aswoman,
to clothes
the Catch Lines. This situation has a lot of
"The Courageous Coward."
The trouble is that she puts herself in poor
force
and and
can interest.
not help Also
but awaken
the much
reader'sof
hands to get the Americanization. Tom Kirby,
curiosity
state that
This Japanese girl thought she could become
son of the boss of Chinatown, consorts with the
the
story
is
laid
in
San
Francisco's
Chinatown.
Americanized by smoking cigarettes and drinking
bad
element
of
the
place,
and
it
is
he
who
teaches
This will appear interesting to those who have
cocktails ! See how she got this idea and how
Rei to dance, to smoke and imbibe cocktails.
never been there as that city has the most fashe endeavored to carry it out in " The CourThey are out celebrating the Chinese new year
mous Chinese quarter in the country.
ageous Coward."
when Suki returns and sees her. He is displeased
and the innocent little Rei cannot understand.
Thereafter Suki is cool toward her, believing that
In which a hero is branded a coward !
" THE
JUNGLE
TRAIL
she loves Tom.
(Continued
from page
2704) "
Big
Bill,
Tom's
father,
appoints
Suki
an
asIf
you
advertise
this
picture
according
to the
sistant
attorney,
believing
that
he
will
be
able
See San Francisco's Chinatown at its liveliest
above suggestions you should pull the crowds.
to straighten out the Chinatown politics and
in " The Courageous Coward."
When the circus springs up throughout the counfeuds. His first job is to try Slick, a gambler,
suggestion
people
for killing Mike, his partner. In the midst of
wanttry you
to have
see athesubtle
animals.
Therethatis,thethen,
no
He was warned to stop prosecuting, but everythe trial Suki announces that he will not carry
one knew that the warnings were merely an atit
through.
He
is
then
branded
as
a
coward
and
reason
why
"
The
Jungle
Trail
"
should
not
tempt at intimidation from the friends of the dea good card if you dress your advertisementsprove
and
a
traitor
to
the
cause
of
justice.
But
finally
fendent! And everyone was pleased when Suki,
Tom confesses the murder (it had come about
yourOf lobby
manner a mentioned.
course,after
givetheFarnum
good play and say
the young Japanese attorney, ignored these letfrominterpreted
a quarrelin over
money)
andReiSuki's
silenceto
ters. And then one day Suki announced his inthat he has another fighting role. And make
is
a
finer
light.
confesses
tention of discontinuing the case, he believed
mention of Anna Luther and Anna Lehr, both
Suki
that
she
never
really
loved
Tom,
and
so
the
that the man was innocent after all! The peopopular leading women wherever pictures are well
easterners settle down to lead a happy exsitence
ple called him a coward, and turned from him.
known and closely followed.
in the land of the west.
But
they
didn't
know.
See
why
Suki,
in
reality
a hero, was branded a coward by the city of San
PROGRAM READER
Francisco in "The Courageous Coward."
It was a question of his own honor or his
love. If he held to the former he would see
PRESS NOTICE
the girl of his heart in disgrace, he thought.
And he knew if he held to the latter he would
Sessue Hayakawa, who made such a brilliant
be branded a coward by an entire city! What
record in his two previous pictures, " A Heart in
was he to do? To let his honor or his love
have
first place? The question might not mean
Pawn
"
and
"
Bonds
of
Honor,"
scores
again
in
his latest Robertson-Cole production entitled
as much to an ordinary man but it meant a
"atThe
Courageous
Coward,"
which
will
be
shown
whole
lot to Suki, the brilliant young Japanesethe
theatre on
of
attorney
pleading
week. This picture tells the story of Suki, a American
cause
in his
first who
case —was
a case
that the
the State's
whole
young Japanese-American, a brilliant lawyer who
city
was
watching.
If
he
continued
prosecution
is one of the prosecuting attorneys in a western
Rei,
the
girl
he
loved,
would
be
disgraced.
If
city.
He is Slick
called Davis,
upon toaccused
take upof the
state's
he refused to continue he himself would be discase against
murdering
g
r
a
c
e
d
.
I
t
was
a
big
decision
to
make
but
he
his gambling partner, Mike Evans. The trial
finally decided and stated in the crowded court
goes well for the young attorney at the start and
room that evidence, which he could not, at the
it appears as if Slick must surely pay the penmoment, divulge, had been introduced which
alty.
would
find the defendent not guilty! And all
It is known throughout the city and to those
San Francisco called him a coward, said that he
intimately connected with the trial that Suki has
was
afraid
to continue because of the threatenreceived several threatening letters, warning him
ing letters he had received ! But the truth —
to discontinue prosecution of the case. These,
the whole truth — that will be revealed in "The
however, are regarded as mere blackmail from the
Courageous
Coward, to' beme shown
of the
particularly
bad element of the city who seek to have their
features shortly
at this
theatre.
pal go free. At first Suki disregards these let- fine
The star is Sessue Hayakawa, the author is
ters, and then suddenly he announces his intenThomas Geraghty, the director William Worthtion of refusing to finish the case, claiming that
ington. As a result of the work of these three
he believes Slick not guilty!
"The
Courageous
Suki is branded as a coward and receives condramatic
triumphs Coward"
of recent stands
weeks. as one of the
demnation both in print and from the men who
If
previously called themselves his friends. How
SUGGESTIONS
he finally shows that instead of playing the
you have had success with the previous
coward's
role
he
was
acting
the
hero's
part,
makes entertainment of an engrossing sort.
Hayakawa productions there is no reason why
Hayakawa appears to distinct advantage in the
you should not cash in on this one too, as it is
stellar role. Tsuri Aoki, his wife, appears as the
a worthy successor to the previous hits he has
Sessue Hayakawa in a scene from
girl he loves, while others are Toyo Fujita,
had under the Robertson-Cole management.
George Hernandez and Francis J. McDonald.
Feature the star and play up the Japanese atThe Courageous Coward "

Motion
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"THE

QUICKENING

Vivid Story of Marital Unhappiness

FLAME
with Montagu

Picture

News

"—WORLD

Love and June Elvidge

4 4 f 1 1 HE QUICKENING FLAME " points several lessons for its redeeming value aside from the very
capable studies of the stars, Montagu Love and June Elvidge — one of which is that a man who
is matrimonially bent should watch his step lest he might trip and come up with the wrong
spouse. The picture hinges upon a domestic mix-up, for as soon as the husband repents of his hasty
marriage and attempts to forget, along comes a genuine girl and the marital bonds are tied again. Which
is reasonable, since a report reaches him that wife number (1) has died ad interim.
From this point the picture develops a brace of melodramatic situations that are quite absorbing if
somewhat theatrical. The first wife eventually turns up very much alive and demands alimony from a
blackmailing standpoint. And she gets it, aided and abetted by a vicious affinity who in reality is her
lawful husband. The title of the picture is indicated in the maternal love aroused in the adventuress when
she sees the child of her victim. A lurid melodrama in every sense of the word with scarcely a glimpse of
" sweetness and light."
" Travers Vale might have developed it more deftly. Mr. Love, always a sincere actor, gives a thoroughly convincing performance, as the husband, while Miss Elvidge plays with fine understanding the
thankless role of the adventuress. Albert Hart, appearing throughout in a wheel-chair, is the vicious
blackmailer to the life. — Released April 21. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Feid.
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
in his work, which is always marked by an earnestness of endeavor and a thoroughness of
There is no mistake about it, you certainly
John Steele
Montagu
Love
method.
These
attributes
are
clearly
focussed
in
have
all
kinds
of
advertising possibilities in this
Maizie Bell
june Elvidge
picture which comes from World. What about
Hester Blaine
" The largeQuickening
Flame
" and will doubtless enMabel
Ballin
his
following
everywhere.
Marlon
the
stars — don't their
suggest
something
Albert Hart
Miss Elvidge needs no introduction to our patfor exploitation?
Surelynames
you have
gotten
results
Judge Mason
jack Drumier
rons. She has appeared on the program reguin the past when they have appeared separately,
Yoshida
Frank
Quong
larly,
the
management
booking
her
pictures
for
and
now
that
they
are
starring
together
here,
it
Bobbie Steele
McKeever
their entertainment values and the varied emois reasonable to assume that you will clean up
Harry BertramRodney Bert
Leigh
tional capabilities which characterize her work.
if you advertise them properly. Each star is
Story by Elizabeth R. Carpenter.
Her personality is always ingratiating. Miss ElScenario by Giles R. Warren.
big enough to carry a picture alone, but when
vidge has opportunity to show what a versatile
Directed by Travers Vale.
they appear
a partnership scheme.
you are doubly
fortified in yourin exploitation
We would
Photographed by Alfred Moses.
actress
she
is
in
"
The
Quickening
Flame,"
as
she is called upon to play an adventuress who
surely
bring
out
the
fact
that
patrons
have
a
finds redemption in the end through the maternal
PRESS NOTICE
treat in store for themselves when two such wellinstinct. Surely a different part for her! Mr.
known stars are seen in the same picture. Why
Montagu Love and June Elvidge will be seen
Love tainsappears
a wronged for
husband
who enternot concentrate on their personalities? The oca spirit ofas forgiveness
the woman
who
together at the
theatre on
casion doesn't arise every day when you can
brought
him
only
unhappiness.
The
stars
are
of
week in their latest World photopresent two stars in one picture.
surrounded by a competent cast that includes
And
the
subject lends itself well to good sugpance
lay, "The
Quickening
Flame."
Their
appearsuch well-known players as Mabel Ballin, Albert
together as a starring combination should
gestions in the way
of advertising.
As itsome
uninterest
the
screen-going
public,
folds
a
domestic
upheaval,
you can glean
inasmuch
as
Hart
and
Jack
Drumier.
When
you
see
"
The
they
have established themselves as prime favorites in Quickening Flame " you will be entertained with
ideas
from
the
story
and
catch-lines
to
fit
your
a strong and highly sustaining melodrama.
their separate pictures. The character of " The
newspaper copy. While there is a sensational
Watch for the date.
Quickening
is so rich in dramatic soundnote in the picture and it suggests a lurid disings that itFlame
could " only
be interpreted by such
the better flare.
plan isSimply
to putplayit forward
clever players as Mr. Love and Miss Elvidge.
with noplay, still
ostentatious
up that
THE STORY
Hence
the reason for their partnership
this
is an exposition of the wrongs that will come
John Steele, an American lawyer traveling in it
feature. The stars enact their roles with in
authorto
a
husband
if
he
does
not
go
slow
in
England, becomes infatuated with Maizie Bell, of the heart. Disillusionment follows inaffairs
ity, sincerity and charm, and they are afforded
the
excellent support from a well-balanced cast that a burlesque actress, and marries her. A man
wake of an unhappy marriage. You have a
includes such favorites as Mabel Ballin, Albert
of
affluence,
he
acquires
a
rich
estate
near
Lonheart-interest story in the frivolous woman who
Hart and Jack Drumier.
don in order to give his bride a wonderful home.
(Continued on page 2715)
But Maizie, who has lived in a gayer world than
The story by Elizabeth R. Carpenter — scenario
her husband, is unable to appreciate his kindby Giles R. Warren, presents a theme based upon
ness and generosity, and during his absence one
domestic flurries with its attendant happiness and
misery. We see a husband whose infatuation for night she gives a costly party for some of her
his actress-bride leads him into all sorts of frivolous friends. Disillusioned, John leaves her
troublesome channels before he emerges in the and returns to America, though it is extremely
end with his honor vindicated. We see him sufdifficult
for him to forget his sorrowful experience.
fer the pangs of disillusionment when he learns
A few months pass and John Steele has apparof
his wife's
sympathy
extended
when inconstancy,
he takes up and
the our
romantic
threadsis
ently forgotten his wretched affair in England
again with a new love, upon hearing the news
in
the romance he has developed with Hester
that his first spouse is dead. We see the advenBlaine,ner.the
Judge him
Mason,
partturess come back into his life to torture him with
When niece
news ofreaches
that his
his law
forsaken
a blackmailing scheme, urged on by a vicious
wife has been killed in a railroad accident, he
affinity. Things look black indeed, since the loses no time in marrying Hester. Eventually a
blackmailers make him out a bigamist. But the child comes to bless the union, and John is
first little
wife'sboy,
maternal
through
supremely
happy
his looms
new-found
untilhisa
his
and shespark
givesis uparoused
her nefarious
shadow from
the inpast
up tolove,
darken
practise. And finally we see her honor vindi- life.
It is Maizie and very much alive. She has
cated, too.
affinity and
withtogether
her, onetheyHarlon,
crippled blackmailer,
have aplanted
As " mentsThe
Quickening
Flame "hate,
carries
the and
ele- a peculiar
of love,
disillusionment,
pathos
themselves in close proximity to John in order
deep-dyed
in the
to wheedle him out of money.
it
must bevillainy
said inputits upfavor
that accepted
it is a form,
vivid
However blackmailers never know when to
and vigorous melodrama. The picture has been
stop, and a time comes when Steele refuses to
produced by Travers Vale, a director responsible
for many World productions in the past.
accede to their demands. Of course Maizie's
presence
out atobigamist
this startling factmakes
causes himHester
become andseriously
ill.
PROGRAM READER
Things are righted for the happy couple when
Montagu Love and June Elvidge, appearing
the burlesque
actress
vindicates
herself.
A
communion with the little boy regenerates her and
together
Quickening
will come
she atones for her sin through a confession that
to thein " The theatre
at anFlame,"
early date.
Mr.
Love, let it be said, has risen to the top of his she is the real bigamist, having been married to
profession as much by force of personality as by Harlon all the time. The crippled blackmailer
his strong endowment of histrionic talent. It foiled, he kills Maizie, and meets a timely end
cannot be denied that he has established himself
June Elvidge and Montagu Love are co-stars
overagain
a cliff.
The Steeles',
ries over, are
supremely
happy. their woras a favorite through the sheer delight he takes by falling
again in World's " The Quickening Flame "
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"THREE

GREEN

EYES"—

WORLD

All Star Cast in Best World Release of Six Months
WORLD
FILM offers five stars in this picture, and it offers them in a story the suspense and comedy values
of which far transcend anything before offered by this company. three Green Eyes " is, in fact, a
feature of unusual merit from every one of its angles. It is a cleverly written and cleverly handled
theof first
is unusual
development and its characters are quite human. There's
astory
littleinbit
bad place;
in the itbest
of them inandconstruction
there are noandvillains!
The exhibitor will readily recognize the advertising possibilities in the names of Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love,
June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley and Johnny Hines. Each has a separate niche in World pictures and their union in this
one release makes for a real pulling power, easily five times the strength of that found in the usual release of the
company. All of them do good work, too. Blackwell and Love are effective in widely different roles, Miss Elvidge
lets out a variety of strong emotions, Miss Greeley does her best work in a freshly dominant role, while Hines supplies afine measure of comedy.
Wallace Clifton prepared the scenario from an old play. It centers about a love letter written by a woman
to a man she loved, a letter never received until two years after the woman's happy marriage to another man.
The various efforts of three of the characters to prevent it from reaching the hands of the fourth are so handled
that the utmost in suspense has been derived from them. Hines with Jack Drumier and an eccentric feminine
character furnish the comedy relief, but have their proper places in the plot.
" Three Green Eyes " is by all odds the best World of the last six months. A lively hour of entertainment
it offers, an hour well worth taking out of the twenty-four of the day. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 28. —
Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Paul Arden
Carlyle Blackwell
Suzanne Russell
Evelyn Greeley
Allen Granat
Montagu Love
Lucille Vale
June Elvidge
Johnnie Wiggan
Johnny Hines
Thomas Wiggan
Jack Drumier
Marion Vale
Dorothy Dee
Mrs. Vale
Matilda Brundage
Capt. Arden
William Black
Yamata
Yusti Yama
Adapted by Wallace C. Clifton.
Directed by Dell Henderson.
PRESS NOTICE
Followers of the World Film releases have a
special treat in store for them on
of
week whenof "Three
Green Eyes,"
est production
that company
comes the
to latthe
theatre.
Threeit Green
Eyes "byis what
of spe-is
cial interest
in "that
is enacted
really an all-star cast. It has been the custom in
the past to term any cast all-star that has no
star larinstarsit are
at all.
But production.
all of World Carlyle
Film's Blackpopuin this
well and Evelyn Greeley, popular in five reel
comedies, Montagu Love, the distinguished dramatic actor, June Elvidge of emotional fame and
Johnny Hines, one of the best straight comedians on the screen, all find prominent roles in
All-star in this instance
is"Three
surelyGreen
used Eyes."
appropriately.
And
"Three
Green
Eyes"
is notable
for other
than its staggering aggregation
of stellar
luminaries. The story is one of the cleverest that
ever saw the lens-lights. Adapted by Wallace
Clifton from an old play it presents the efforts
of three people to gain a certain letter which
would incriminate one of them if ever it saw
public gaze. The letter passes into the hands
of others to whom its contents mean nothing
and the constant efforts of the others to regain
it form the basis of a wonderful lot of suspense
and unusually good comedy. Hines in particular
keeps one laughing whenever he appears on the
screen. The others have more serious roles and
handle them with ease, whether the situation in
which they appear is of a heavy or humorous
nature.
"Three Green Eyes" was produced under the
direction of Dell Henderson one of World's leading directors. Don't miss it under any consideration.
THE STORY
Lucille Vale loves Paul Arden and their correspondence isfull of the most endearing terms.
Lucille is in the habit of writing Paul notes
and leaving them in the base of a little statue
of Venus in her home. The necessity for secrecy is because She
Lucille's
objects toto
their marriage.
wishesmother
her daughter
marry the wealthy Allen Granat and eventually
has her way. The last note Lucille writes Paul
remains in the statuette for he sustains a severe
accident and when he recovers Lucille has been
married. Then a couple of years or so pass
and Granat comes to Paul with the request that
he draw up new plans for his home, the house
that was once occupied by Lucille's mother.

And that is when Paul thinks to look :n the base
of the statue.
During the passing of the months Lucille has
grown to love her husband and Paul has grown
quite bitter about it. Lucille realizes that if
he gets the letter it will throw her in his power —
and
he does
the him
letter.
Lucille's
Suzanne
Russell,getasks
to give
it up friend,
like a
gentleman. Suzanne appeals to Paul and, hiding the letter in his study, says that she may
have it if she finds it. When Paul returns she
gives it to him as a means by which to light
his pipe. Not knowing it is the letter he drops
it out the open window and the fall extinguishes
the flame. It is found by Thomas Wiggan who
uses it to wrap up a new species of bug he has
found.
Subsequently the letter passes from one to
another of the Granat household and is finally
used as means of carrying another love message,
this time from Johnny Wiggan to Marion Vale,
Lucille's sister. Eventually, however, it comes
backthus
to putting
Paul's hands
this attimeresthe about
destroysit.
it,
Lucilleandquite
The other two love affairs also come to happy
endings.
CATCH LINES
"Three
three injealous
people and notGreen
one Eyes"
of themamong
was blind
the other
eye ! See the unusual picture of comedy and
suspense
with five big stars at the
theatre
now.
Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley, Montagu
Love, June Elvidge, Johnny Hines! Reads off
like a grand march or something doesn't it?
It's not, though. Merely a list of the players in
"Three Green Eyes," one of the few pictures
ever
it. produced with an all-star cast. Don't miss
You like comedy, good suspense, unusual situations, cleverly produced and played? See
"Threeture with
Green
then,stars.
the new
a castEyes"
of five
One World
of the feabig
treats the screen has to offer.
You've with
seen three.
pictures Have
with you
one star,
two,
perhaps
seen with
one with
five? And all big stars? Carlyle Blackwell,
Evelyn Greeley, Montagu Love, June Elvidge
and
Don'tJohnny
miss .Hines
it. are all in "Three Green Eyes."
The comedy-drama you have been waiting
for — one laugh, one bit of suspense — and so on
through the five reels. Don't miss "Three Green
PROGRAM READER
The management
takes great pleasure in anEyes." nouncing that one of the features shortly to be
seen here is "Three Green Eyes," a World Film
p:cture,
worthy
notice They
in thatarefiveCarlyle
stars
are to be
seen ofinspecial
its cast.
Jtiiackweu, Evelyn Greeley, Montagu Love, June
Elvidge and Johnny Hines, everyofae a stellar
luminary.
Greentermed
Eyes" all-star
with itsiscast
deed worthy"Three
of being
some-in-

thing of a new departure for any producing
company. And it leaves a most pleasing impression. How often have you seen a picture in
which some important role was poorly taken?
"Now if So-and-So could have only played that
part" you say as you leave the theatre, "how
much
better
the whole
pictureyour
wouldheadhaveafterbeen."
No such
thought
will enter
you
have cipal
seenrole is"Three
Green
Eyes"
for
each
printaken to perfection and could not
be improved upon under any circumstances.
"Three Green Eyes" is an adaptation of an old
play made by Wallace Clifton, and presents a
story full of comedy and suspense. It is one of
the best balanced features we have ever presented.
We warn you not to miss it under any circumstances.
SUGGESTIONS
Naturally
selling
regarding
feature
lies inthethebigfact
that point
five stars
are inthis
it.
Certainly
if
you
have
been
playing
World
pictures in the past this fact means a lot to you.
Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley, June Elvidge,
Montagu Love and Johnny Hines are all players
of stellar calibre in the World constellation.
(Continued on page 2716)

Evelyn Greeley, Montagu
Love and June
Elvidge in " Three
Eyes," the five-star
World Green
Film release
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Fast and Exciting Picture with a Hair-Raising Climax

for its story interest, Wallace Reid's latest Paramount essay, " The Roaring Road " doesn't travel
ACCEPTED
far, as it is slight of plot and characterization. It is the spirit of the thing that carries the sustaining value
— that is ample compensation for the mere wisp of an idea from which it is woven. Dare-deviltry plus determination inthe character of a breezy personality provide the dramatic pattern and the spirit is breathed into it
in the lightning pace which he establishes. Being so fragile the story sags in the middle naturally, but it packs a
terrific wallop in its concluding scenes. " The Roaring Road " is well named, for Mr. Reid roars through space in
a motor car to the tune of " break the record."
Turning aside from the plot, which conveys the idea that records must be smashed for business purposes and
looking at the climax in its place, allow us to state that the star must beat the Limited in an open race if he wants
to catch the girl and please her father, the Bear. An auto manufacturer, it is the latter's privilege to see that his
car is the " speed king."
And what a race it is! Now ahead of the train — now behind it— and the scenes punctuated with flashes of
headlights that are smothered at times with the gloom of night. And the travelers enjoying it as much as the spectators. James Cruze, the director, and Frank Urson, his camera-man, are responsible for this pictorial treat and to
them belong the greater credit. Their suspense almost overwhelms one at times.
Theodore Roberts as the Bear carries off the acting honors. It is a semi-humorous role he has and he plays it
thoroughly in character. Wallace Reid as the speed maniac fulfills the demands of the part. Ann Little provides
the love interests — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 27 — Laurence Reid.
Wallace Reid, the popular Paramount star.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Wally sure does snap his fingers at death a few
Toodles
Waldon,
a
young
auto
salesman
em" Toodles " Waldon, an Auto Salesman,
times in " The Roaring Road." But though he
Wallace Reid
" The Bear," has two ambitions — first, loses his race he wins the girl and, what's more,
The Cub, his Sweetheart
Ann Little to win ployed" byThe
the Bear'sGrand
daughter,
and
her father's consent to the marriage. Ann Little
J. D. Ward
Theodore Roberts
second, to win Cub,"
the impending
Prize four
and Theodore Roberts are in Wally's support and
hundred mile Santa Monica Road Race, for which
Tom Darby
Guy Oliver
the Bear has ordered some Darco cars. But the no one could ask for better assistance than that
Wheeler
C. H. Geldart
this anpair.
Don't race
miss full
" The
RoarBy Byron Morgan.
Bearthewon't
the the
car provided
ing Road."by It's
automobile
of thrills.
Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
in
race, consent
nor willto helet letToodles
Toodlespilot
marry
Directed by James Cruze.
Cub. The train bearing the racing cars is
Photographed by Frank Urson.
wrecked and the Bear accepts an adjustment
"THE(Continued
CRY OF
fromTHE
page WEAK"
2707)
from the express company. Toodles has trouble
with the Bear and quits his job. He buys the
SUGGESTIONS
wrecked machines from the express company and
Mary,
knowing
her
husband's
theory realizes
in regard to criminals and their punishment,
As tenthearound
story
" The Roaring
Road as" isthiswrit-is salvages one from the wreckage. Despite the
that he cannot be moved on that ground, so she
an ofautomobile
race and
Bear,
he
races
with
the
rebuilt
Darco
and
wins
tactfully leads him up to their courtship days.
the big feature of the film, all your advertising
the race. The Bear is so pleased he gives him
He had married
her knowing
of herup an-in
should center around this event. Put the speed
a job as general manager of his firm, but refuses
tecedents or the fact
that she nothing
was brought
of the race in your advertising. Show a car
to give up the Cub. Toodles again asks the
an atmosphere of crime. By telling him that
racing a train. And have your artist fix up the
Budd is a victim of circumstances, that his whole
Bear rage,
for thehe Cub's
but that
finds Toodles
him boiling
copy so that the car is just beating out the enhavinghand,
learned
was
life hasciatesbeen
moulded
in crime
by vicious
gine over the tracks. If you get this element of with
who found
in him
an easy
subject, assoand
going to use the Darco to try to break the recspeed into your ad copy, all of it, no matter
ord set up by a rival agency, on the Los Angeles
that
if
given
a
chance
he
could
be
reclaimed
to
where you use it, you will have accomplished a to San
Francisco run. Toodles leaves angrily,
society,
she
succeeds
in
impressing
him
with
a
lot. People are attracted by this sort of stuff vowing never
to have anything more to do with
spirit
of
forgiveness.
Budd
is
sent
away
for
a
and when it is presented well, as it is in this pic- the Bear or the
Darco. This pleases the Bear,
snorter term than his crime indicated, and when
ture, they are going to be satisfied with what
who upon learning that a law has been passed
freedom is restored to him and he is completely
you show them.
in California, to take effect in three days, pro- reformed, Dexter concludes that the Judge and
hibiting further racing, tries to persuade Toodles
Mary are right after all.
You might arrange a display of photographs
to make
his drivers
havewheretime
from the picture with an automobile dealer. This
to
arrive the
fromrun,the aseast.
Toodles won't
refuses,
would attract automobile enthusiasts. If there
upon the Bear leaves with the Cub on tne train
is an auto club in your town, invite the memnext day for San Francisco. Toodles is in jail
bers to a private showing and use their opinions
for speeding, but Darby, his mechanician, cuts
in your advertisements. Sporting editors might
the bars with an acetylene torch and releases
like
also.favorite
Play upwith
Wallace
Reid's Ifname,
him. Toodles and Darby give chase in the Darco
as heto see
is ait big
all fans.
you
and beat the train to the San Francisco station
think it will help, mention that the story was
by one minute, breaking the record. The Bear
first in the Saturday Evening Post and was writat last gives up the Cub to Toodles.
ten by Byron Morgan.
PRESS NOTICE
CATCH LINES
The best auto-racing scenes ever shown on the
In his latest Paramount picture, " The Roarscreen.
them in " ofThetheRoaring
the
ing Road," Wallace Reid, the popular star, playParamountSee adaptation
SaturdayRoad,"
Evening
ing the roleorof desires.
" ToodlesThe
Waldon,"
Post story by Byron Morgan.
ambitions
first ishasto twowingreat
the
hand of his employer's daughter, known as " The
You can hear that cutout as he steos "n it —
Cub," and the second, to drive the Darco car,
hear the roar of the racing car, the terrible rush
of
whichin "anThe
Bear," Grand
his employer,
the
agency,
impending
Prize RoadhasRace.
of the engine as he passes over the tracks just
He latter.
seeks to win the former by accomplishing
in the nick of time. Are you a real sport — do
the
you like red-blooded thrills? See "The Roaring
Three Darco cars, which his employer had orRoad,"forget.
the thoroughbred picture that you will
never
dered shipped to him, are smashed in a train
wreck
and
"
The
Bear
"
has
to
give
up
the
race.
But Toodles sees in this his chance, and buying
PROGRAM READER
the wrecked cars from the express company, he
Like a picture with lots of speed and thrills, a
rebuilds one good car from the wreckage and on
real picture in which the hero not only takes his
the day of the race carries off the first prize.
life in his hands once but half a dozen times or
But even then the Bear refuses to give Toodles
so? If you like this sort of a picture, and who
his
daughter's
hand.
But
Toodles
later
wins
the
girl in a clever and ingenious way.
by
sure going
to like
There are several thrilling and exciting race
"Thethe Roawayringdoesn't,
Road," you're
the picture
that will
be
scenes in the picture which will be shown at the
shownturehere
on
.
The
story
of
this
centers around an automobile race and itpic-is
Theatre next
. Mr. Reid drove
SOME race. For a good part of the way the
his own car in all the scenes, attaining at times
incredible speed. James Cruze directed and
leading car runs against an express train. The
number
of times the driver crosses in front of
Marion Fairfax wrote the scenario from a series
This scene
" Theof the
Roaring
Roadbut" doesn't
out thefromspeed
picture
at least
that engine and escapes just by what seems to bring
of stories by Byron Morgan. Well-known playit shows that the element of comedy is not
ers, including Ann Little, Theodore Roberts, Guy
be
a
hair's
breadth
would
take
your
very
breath
Oliver and C. H. Geldart, support the star.
forgotten
away. And the driver? He's none other than
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"THE

FOLLIES

GIRL"—

Sweet and Homely
OLIVE THOMAS is the Follies Girl in the
role. The story presented here, however,
ing, on the other hand, the rather sweet
sunshine into the heart of a lonely old man and
disturbed by divers plottings of his relatives.

TRIANGLE

Tale of the Chorus Girl
case and she is naturally well suited to carry such a
has little to do with the white lights of Broadway, beand homely little tale of a chorus girl who brought
restored peace to his household, which was previously

The plot, by "W. Carey Wonderly, has the element of suspense as well, and the ending comes as
something of a total surprise to the spectator.
Miss Thomas is attractive and sincere in the title role and receives adequate assistance in interpreting the high lights of the picture from Wallace Mac Donald, William V. Mong and Claire McDowell. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released April 27. — Peter Milne.
picture is revealed as a kind-hearted human
THE STORY
THE CAST
being, that the tinsel and paint vanish and reDoll
Olive Thomas
Edward Woodruff lay dying. Those most conveal a startling character, will do.
cerned over this fact were three distant relaNed
Wallace MacDonald
tives, Nina Leffingwell, her brother, Frederic,
Edward
Woodruff
William
V.
Mong
Nina
Claire McDowell
and Basil, a cousin whom she planned to marry.
"THE (Continued
QUICKENING
FLAME"
The trio hoped to inherit the Woodruff fortune.
Swann
J. p. Wild
from page 2712)
The old man constantly called for his grandBasil
Lee Phelps
finds
redemption
through
the
awakening
of the
daughter,
only
child
of
the
favorite
daughter
Frederic
Ray Griffith
maternal spark.
who, when she lived, had became estranged from
Director
Jack Dillon
The
names
of
the
stars
offer
the
best
leads,
Photographer
Steve Norton
him. The scheming Nina evolved a plan wherehowever, as each one can be depended upon to
By W. Carey Wonderly.
by the family attorney, Swann, was to produce
Scenario by Charles Mortimer Peck.
furnish good entertainment. Play them up ata girl who could be introduced as the grandtractively in the local papers and in your lobby.
daughter, and who would inherit the money.
Then Nina planned to pay the girl handsomely
The title of the feature is finely suggestive of
CATCH LINES
for her services and thus to come into possesadvertising
possibilities. It spurs the imaginasion of the coveted wealth herself. Doll, the
tion. Everyone will want to know what it
The story of a chorus girl who turned nurse
granddaughter,
arrives.
She
is
a
beauty
fresh
means. You
can offer
season's the
pass papers
or a conto an old man — not to his pocketbook but to
from the Follies. Filled with pity for the intribution of some
sort a through
for
his health — see Olive Thomas in "The Follies
valid, she uses every effort to kindle anew his
the best definition of it in 200 words, say, or
desire
to
live,
and,
urged
on
by
her
encourageless.
Thus
you
will
be
advertising
the
picture
Girl."
ment and loving service, he becomes stronger.
through a particularly emphatic way.
Olive Thomas came from the Follies to picNina, furious at the turn events have taken,
^
tures— now she goes back to the Follies in "The
sends
for
Ned,
Edward
Woodruff's
favorite
Follies Girfl," her latest Triangle picture, but
CATCH LINES
grandson,
disowned
because
of
his
marriage
beeven
deserts them
neath his social station. Nina thinks Nea will
this engaging
feature.again for — you'll see what in oust Doll,
Maternal love is a wonderful thing; it transbut instead he falls in love with her.
formed Maizie Bell from a parasite into a woman
One night when Doll has not reteurned home by
Here's a story that shows the manner in which
of
" sweetnes and light." See .her regeneration
ten
o'clock,
Nina,
with
a
pretense
of
sorrow,
aof Follies
girl
saved
an
old
man's
money
instead
Quickening
Flame," an absorbing pictells Mr. Woodruff that his granddaughter is in " tureTheof marital
spending it. Unusual? Well, see it happen in with
misunderstanding.
Ned in a lodge on the estate. The old
"The Folies Girl."
man goes to the lodge and discovers the lovers
Two favorite stars, Montagu Love and June
The story of dancer who defies disdain.
together. The attorney's plan has at last worked
Elvidge, in a play of power and human feeling —
out satisfactorily. Doll is Ned's wife and there
is a sonbeautiful
boy.heart,
Withthehisgrandfather
great-grand-is " The Quickening Flame."
Olive Thomas appears at her best in comedyheld tightlybaby
to his
dramait—affords
"The Miss
FolliesThomas
Girl" her
is abestcomedy-drama
eager to forget and to forgive, and everyone is becomes
and
part — figure
John Steele
marries aimmediately.
burlesque " queen
" and
disillusioned
He marries
happy except the baffled Nina and her partners
out the result of this little problem and then
again only to find out that his first wife is still
in intrigue, Basil and Frederic.
come
to
see
it
on
the
screen
of
the
thealive. Caught
a marital
net, ithowall does
exatre.
tricate himself?in You
will see
in a heseries
PROGRAM READER
of smashing climaxes in " The Quickening
A chorus girl, a legacy, and a baby — all of
Most of those who frequent Broadway entertain the idea that the girls of the Follies, or
them figure prominently in " The Follies Girl,"
of
any
other
musical
show
for
that
matter,
have
Olive Thomas' latest Triangle picture — see what
happens to them at the
theatre.
designs on suspecting
the males.pocketbooks
by unAnd while carried
this impression
may have something of a foundation, it must be
PRESS NOTICE
Flame."
said that there are many exceptions to the
Olive Thomas, the popular Triangle star, will
rule.
One
of
these
exceptions
is
the
leading
be seen at the
theatre on
of
character in the Triangle picture "The Follies
week in her latest special release for this comshortly beladyshown
at this
theapany entitled "The Follies Girl." This is a Girl," tre.which
How thiswillparticular
of the
footlights
singularly
titleaproaching
considering
Olive's
saved a fortune instead of spending it and repast.
Not appropriate
that anything
a skeleton
to a chaotic household forms the
is to be found in her closet but it will be re- basis ofstoreda peacemost
comedy-drama
membered by all that she was once one of the
which the beautifuldelightful
Olive Thomas
is seen asin
famousdam Theatre
Ziegfeld
Follies
atop
the
New
Amsterthe
star.
Miss
Thomas
well
knows
how
to play
roof in New York City. So now
a role when it is considered that the early
she has the opportunity of playing her real self such
years
of
her
professional
career
were
spent
in
before she was lured from the footlights to the
motion picture studio.
the
self-same
Follies
around
which
the
picture's
action centers.
support asin leading
this picture
The part of Doll suits Miss Thomas to the
braces Wallace Her
McDonald
man emand
t of her last name. She is picked from the
V. Mong in a rare character part. The
Follies by a designing woman who desires to William
story
was
written
by
W.
Carey
Wonderly.
pass her off as the long lost granddaughter of Don't miss " The Follies Girl." It is full of
a serious invalid. The conspirator knows full humor and whimsy — it is delightful in every one
well what the appearance of this granddaughter
of its scenes.
would mean to the dying man, that is she knows
something of the effect it will have on him. It
SUGGESTIONS
wil cheer his last days, she believes. And she
is right but she cheers them to such an extent
" The Follies Girl " is a striking title, particuthat these days prove far from being the old
larly when you consider the fact that Olive
Thomas, the star, was once of the Follies herman's
last. toHe administer
regains histo health
Doll comes
him! quickly when
self. If you tie the title up with this fact you
will create additional interest over a mere anAfter his health is restored several complinouncement of title and star.
cations enter and the happiness of Doll is cast
in jeopardy several times. But at the end it is
Lay particular stress on the comedy of the
discovered that Doll is really the long lost girl
Advertisements should reflect the lightness of
picture.
and that the old man's son had married her.
the plot and at the same time carry out the sugAnd soplete andthethe oldwrath
gentleman's
happiness isis comof the conspirators
also
gestion of the title. Any pictures (drawn) of a
complete. Miss Thomas makes a radiant figure
Folliesforcostume
would be adverdecoof the stellar role, while she is surrounded by a girl in rativetypical
and attractive
both newspaper
tisements and lobby display. Beneath a catch
particularly competent supporting cast includOlive Thomas as she appears in " The Follies
line to the effect that the Follies girl in the
ing Wiliam V. Mong and Wallace McDonald.
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Again Justifies Elevation to Stardom

The story,
MOORE again justifies his elevation to stardom in " A Man and His Money."
TOM while
it contains humorous and romantic possibilities of an average sort, is made thoroughly
delightful through his personality and the easy performance he renders.
He is always a goodnatured human being, no matter what sort of a situation he undertakes.
Frederick S. Isham's story tells of a waster who voluntarily cut himself off from a fortune for the
period of a year to learn a little about the value of money. And Harry Lathrop doesn't turn out a
satevepost prodigy and clean up a million or so by bucking a ring of enemies. He leads a commonplace existence looking after a flock of dogs, which incidentally is a comical existence in the bargain.
And how better could he redeem himself in the eyes of the girl than by rescuing her from the savage
attack of the villain?
Seena Owen, not quite so prettily lighted as she could be, is the heroine, and a fascinating one.
Sydney Ainsworth is the heavy, while others are Kate Lester and Claire DuBrey. — Length, 5 reels. —
Peter Milne.
and there Harry discovered himself to be a fool
THE STORY
THE CAST
and set about to try to rectify the matter. His
first step was to cut himself off from his forHarry Lathrop has about two million too
Harry Lathrop
Tom Moore
tune. Then he set out to see whether he could
much. And it runs away with him. There is no
Betty Dalrymple
Seena Owen
wine bill too big for him to pay — and he usually
make money the way he spent it. He couldn't.
Walter Randall
Sydney Ainsworth
He found
out soon
enough but
Mrs. Johnson DeLong
Kate Lester
pays' forBetty
aboutDalrymple,
twenty others'
wine Harry
beside has
his
give
up allthat
hope.
He persisted
and hehe didn't
won.
own.
to whom
Varda Rogers
Claire DuBrey
By Frederick S. Isham.
How
he
did
is
disclosed
in
"
A
Man
and His
been
engaged
doesn't
like
his
mode
of
living
at
all.
Finally
when
he
comes
to
escort
her
to
a
Money,"
a
Goldwyn
picture
shortly
to
be
shown
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
here. When we add that Tom Moore is the star
dinner, slightly tipsy and still in his everyday
and that the picture is a comedy drama quite
clothes,
she
dismisses
him
along
with
his
enSUGGESTIONS
worthy of ranking with his other Goldwyn picgagementThenring.Harry
It's all starts
off as tofar think
as she and
is contures, we have said all in the way of praise that
cerned.
deTom Moore is a star that was made by the
cides that he will dismiss his fortune for the
is necessary. Don't pass " A Man and His
public. There was no thrusting him on it. Long
period
of
a
year.
So
he
goes
to
his
lawyer
and
Money it." by. You'll learn a laughing lesson
from
years of screen appearances and sterling work
make? any
arrangements
tomoney
the effect
that
he made
can't
opposite the Goldwyn feminine stars made him
touch
of
his
own
until
he
has
what he is today — probably the best liked actor
" THREE
on the screen. Featuring him, then, is a matter
In a distant city Harry sets out to make good.
(Continued GREEN
from page EYES"
2713)
of plain horse sense. Let fly at them with his good.
He answers an advertisement for a handy man
name in big type.
Make a big noise about their appearance together
and finds that the job is looking after the flock
of canines kept by Mrs. Johnson DeLong,
"A Man ItandhasHisa number
Money ofis possibilities
a good titleandto
then. sultsYou
can't go too.
too strong
this. seems
The re-to
advertise.
are gratifying
Each onplayer
Betty's
aunt.at And
visitdo better than he or she has ever done before.
you can play on it by linking it up with the old
ing her aunt
that Betty
time. happens
Her scornto forbe Harry
That's
the result
co-operation,
saying,
and his
moneytheareangle
soon toparted."
doesn't
she But
sees even
him
of ability.
You ofmight
discoursethe onco-operation
this line
As it "isA afool
comedy
drama,
accenleading diminish
the dogs inouttheforleastan when
airing.
to drive home your point.
tuate should be the comedy angle. This type
though
she
doesn't
like
Harry
(or
pretends
not
of entertainment is growing in popularity every
Play
the
picture
as
a
comedy-drama
and go
to likedall, a persistent
him), she suitor,
has nowhose
use for
Walter boasts
Randay. Melodramas are good, but they are so
chauffeur
strongtureonWorldthis
too.has It's
probably
the past
best half
picoften marred by sameness and so often just a
Film
released
in
the
that "every dame falls for him."
little too far-fetched that most everyone welyear
anyway.
Take
additional
space.
Use
all
time goeslures
on her
and toBetty
doesn't lodge
"fall
comes the occasional changes to comedy that the forAndhim"as Randall
the stars' pictures in your ad copy. Play up the
ahowever,
hunting
producers afford them. Play up the comedy
five like they used to play up the old minstrel
and there attacks her.
Happily,
Harry
situations
the picture.
Write them
your about
advertisegotten wind of the trick and had hopped on
shows —one40 —ofcount
— 40.outIt'll
take.
leave
these 'em
players
of any
copyDon't
you
ments in ain brisk
style. Center
the had
behind it Randall's
car.
He isstuff
rightandon staves
the spot
leading male character (Tom Moore) and tell the when
comes
to
the
rescue
off
use.
Stories
regarding
the
all-star
cast
could
circumstances that led to his making a man of both Randall and his chauffeur. And then
be sent out, and photoplay editors will be glad
of them. Go the limit on the stars and the
himself. See if the Catch Lines printed elseBetty decides that Harry has really reformed
stand embracing (outdoors) not bothmerit
of the picture and you can't go wrong.
cedure. where on this page won't fit this style of pro-, and they
ering about the torrents of rain that descend.
PRESS NOTICE
CATCH LINES
Tom Moore, the Goldwyn favorite, will be seen
fool man
and his
soon parted,
it's
a Awise
thatmoney
knowsarehimself
to be but
a fool.
at the
theatre on
of
week
Harry Lathrop came out of his trance just in
in
his
latest
comedy,
"
A
Man
and
His
Money."
This islates athe experiences
story by Frederick
S. Isham
retime to discover the truth of those old adages —
of a young
fellow,andHarry
how his knowledge of his foolishness made a
Lathrop, who had so much money that it took
wise man out of him is humorously told in " A
andstarring
HisTom
Money,"
him by arethespent
hand inandbuying
led him
Harry'sof Man ture
nights
wine astray.
for a bunch
Moore. the latest Goldwyn picsatellites and chorus girls and his days sleeping
or getting home. The only good influence in his
He set out to make good without his fortune
life is Betty, the girl he has thought to make
and got a job as nurse to a collection of dogs.
his
wife,
ever
since
childhood.
And
Betty
isn't
It
was a petty job but he got what he went
quite strong enough to have any influence on
after. See " A Man and His Money."
Harry until she finally presents him with the
engagement ring he had previously presented
Harry Lathrop was a human being. He had
her. And then Harry wakes up to the fact that
a lot of virtues and a few vices thrown in just
youHedon't
miss
a
good
thing
until
you
lose
it.
to
make him interesting. That's why his advenstarts thinking a bit and decides to cut
tures in " A Man and His Money " are more
himself off from his fortune for the period of a
entertaining
than, those of the average hero's.
year to see whether or not he can make good on
his own. And thereupon the story starts. To
tell it all here would be giving away the secret
PROGRAM READER
of a thoroughly
amusing
enjoyable Suffice
tale, ex-it
ceedingly well told
on theandcelluloid.
"
A
fool
and
his our
money
" _ is
old adage. But
tale are
heresoon
has parted
to do with
to say that Mr. Moore makes a delightfully hu- aan man
and his money. This man was wise
man hero. All his activities are not outrageousenough to know himself a fool, and therefore
ly virtuous as is the way with many a screen
was something of a wise man. It all came about
His a Harry
has a Therefore
lot of good
inidol's.
him and
little bitLathrop
of deviltry.
the when Betty, his sweetheart since childhood,
handed him back the engagement ring and ancharacter takes a much firmer hold on the specnounced in no gentle terms just what she thought
sympathiesappears
than isopposite
usually the
the case.
Seenatator's
Owen
star and
of him. She told him that as long as he prewine and song and chorus girls to her —
makesture awas produced
pretty andunder
attractive
Betty. ofTheHarry
pic- as long ferred
the direction
as he preferred them he could have them, Tom Moore, star, in a scene with Seena Owen
Beaumont.
but she wouldn't declare herself in too. Then
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"THE

USURPER"—

Earle Williams
4 4
T

in Adaptation

VITAGRAPH
of Nat Goodwin

Play

IHE USURPER" is an adaptation of a play in which Nat Goodwin appeared on the speaking
stage. As pictorial entertainment it presents rather a sparse plot, the single line of action

being the hero's efforts to prove the villain such in the eyes of the girl. As the hero, himself,
doesn't do anything particularly heroic, it cannot b e said that he attracts much admiration or sympathy.
Earle Williams endows the part with good looks and a sincere interpretation of the character, but the
action does little credit to him.
The spoken play was doubtless filled with clever
moments. The blend of these qualities on the screen
values, one which is prettily set and well played, but
The production was made under the direction

lines, subtle comedy, as well as a share of intense
results in a feature of just mildly entertaining
which fails to score very decisively.
of James Young, while Louise Lovely, late Blue-

bird star, is Mr. Williams' leading lady in this instance. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 28. — Peter
Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
" BLACKIE'S REDEMPTION "
John
Maddox,
an American ranchman, has
John Maddox
Earle Williams
(Continued from page 270S)
long loked forward to the day when he may go
Beatrice Clive
Louise Lovely
to
England
to
seek
out
Beatrice
Clive
whom
he
humanities.
His work is possessed of a certain
Basil, Lord Dulverton
Bob Russell
had once rescued when she was travelling in
quality and tone that is rarely to be found in
Sir George Trenery
Frank Leigh
the west. The opportunity presents itself when
pictures.
His
ability to portray realistically roles
Bob Quentin
Billy Elmer
he sees that the Clive estate in England is up
of the sort of Boston Blackie has been one of
Sargent Dale
Jay Morley
for sale. Clive, it seems, had lost his fortune
the
reasons
of
his rapid climb to stardom. In
Polly Maddox
Audrey Chapman
in poor investments. Maddox takes the estate
Margaret Quentin
Bessie Eyton
" Blackie's Redemption " he is supported by an
on the condition that the Clives remain there
excellent
cast
that
includes such capable players
Lady Dulverton
Lillian Langdon
and receive him and his sister, Margaret, as
By I. N. Morris.
as Henry Kolker, Alice Lake, Bernard Durning,
guests. This they agree to do, much against
Directed by James Young.
Jack Duffy, and Joseph Kilgour. The picture
their better judgment. But when John and
has been given a production that is remarkable
Margaretlight.arrive the situation appears in a much
better
for its fidelity to the atmosphere of the story.
PROGRAM READER
Beatrice is engaged to Sir George Trenery, a
CATCH LINES
"TheWilliams
Usurper,"
Vitagraph
picturewillwithbe
neighbor, purely for financial reasons. John
Earle
in thethestellar
role, which
A wonderfully appealing story, and an excitdoesn't
like
the
looks
ofoutSirthatGeorge
at been
the
seen here shortly is the tale of an American, an
start
and
he
soon
finds
he
has
Arizonan to be particular, who travelled all the
ing one, too, is " Blackie's Redemption " — taken
guilty
of betraying
trust silent,
of Beatrice's
from ing Jack
series that are appearway to England to accept an invitation to tea!
The maid,
however,thekeeps
fearing maid.
that
in the Boyle's
Red BookBoston
Magazine.
Rather a long trip just for an afternoon cup to
Sir George wil send her father to jail if she
be sure but John Maddox (Mr. Williams) really
tells the truth. Maddox learns of this and asks
to go " girl.
straightAnd" —toto beappreciate
had
anotheroolong
motive.or He
didn'tBreakfast.
care an awful
the girl to confess it all to Beatrice for her
theHisloveresolution
of a wonderful
arrested
lot about
English
His
(Beatrice's)
sake.
She
promises
to
do
this
but
for
the
crime
of
another
on
the eve of his honeymain idea was to see the hostess, Beatrice Clive,
another
threat
from
Sir
George
keeps
her
silent.
moon
and
sent
to
prison
for
twenty
years!
Did
a young lady he had rescued six years before
Beatrice is furious that Maddox should enBlackie lose faith in himself? See Bert Lytell in
when she was dangled perilously over the edge
deavornounces
to besmirch
name him
and that
an" Blackie's Redemption " and find out the answer.
of a high cliff. That rescue had been the beher intentionSirofGeorge's
eloping with
ginning, now Maddox was determined to end
very night.
A tale of crook and his reformation. Come
it and how he accomplished his end is attracMaddox, however, prevents this by asking
theatre and follow his adventures.
the
Beatrice to show him the tower room which is to
tively set down in the five reels of "The
You are in for sixty minutes of solid excitement
Usurper."
"The
Usurper"
is
a
drama
punctsupposedly
haunted
by
ghosts.
By
the
time
—
for
Blackie
is
a thief and the Law swoops
uated with plenty of comedy moments. Mr.
they have seen it the last train to London has
Williams appears at his best in the stellar role.
down on him, though he is innocent in this pargone
on
its
way.
The
maid's
father
is
hiding
Louise Lovely, sometimes a star on her own
ticular
case.for twenty long years and
in the room and he supports Maddox's stateSentenced
to prison
account, appears in the opposite role while others
as to toSir marry
George'sthevillainy.
then
just
as
he is faithful
about toand
be married
Mary! What
Does
are Bob Russell, Frank Leigh, Billy Elmer, Audfeels mentfree
man sheBeatrice
had really
she
remain
abide theto time?
rey Chapman, Bessie Eyton and Lillian Langloved since the first meeting in the west.
happens inside the prison walls? You can find
don.rectiThe
picture
was
produced
under
the
dion of James Young.
the
answer toDon't
thesefailquestions
SUGGESTIONS
Redemption."
to see it.in " Blackie's
PRESS NOTICE
After consideration of all the possibilities of
this feature it appears that the best talking
Earle Williams, the popular Vitagraph star,
will be seen at the —
theatre on
of points regarding it are the fact that it is an
adaptation
fromanda stage
play can
in which
Nat Goodweek in his latest feature entitled "The
win starred,
that you
get some
good
Usurper,"
adaptationoften
from appeared
the play inin onwhich
catch lines and arguments out of the fact that
the late Natan Goodwin
the
hero goes all the way to England to accept
speaking stage. The part of John Maddox, the the
an invitation to tea. This last line starts the
American ranchman, is singularly fitted to the
story off and it will arouse interest if you use
talents of the star and he makes a most genial
it in your copy. And with the statement that
and at the same time commanding figure through"The Usurper"
is a Nat
have
out all the dramatic scenes of the picture. " The
another
attraction.
Nat Goodwin
Goodwin play
was you
an actor
Usurper
"
is,
on
the
whole,
a
drama,
although
known
from
coast
to
coast,
highly
publicized
and
throughout the five reels there are flashes of
one oflinktheup leaders
in hiswith
profescomedyance thethat,
subtley introduced,
to bal- recognized
sion. By allas means
the pictures
the
entertainment
in excellentserve
fashion.
popularity
ofanother
this late
star.selling point in Louise
The story tells of John Maddox, who one day
You
have
good
rescues a girl after she had fallen over a cliff Lovely, particularly before real picture fans.
to a narrow ledge below. She proves to be They will know her as a Bluebird star, one who
Beatrice Clive, journeying through the west with
appeared in many pictures in the past. Use her
her father, an Englishman. When she leaves help.
name as supporting Earle Williams. It will
for her home she takes John's heart along with
her although
she
isn't
aware
of
it.
Then
MadThese things done and you will have covered
dox goes on working, with renewed energy and
eventually amasses a fortune sufficiently large the ground pretty thoroughly with regard to
enough that
to warrant
long-awaited
trip.is He
learns
the Clivehisestate
in England
for the best possibilities in " The Usurper."
lease and he takes it up with the stipulation
CATCH LINES
that the Clives themselves remain there and entertain him and his sister as their guests.
He journeyed from Arizona to England for a
The scene then shifts to England and the plot cup of tea and found the girl he loved 1 See
then takes on new aspects. There is another "The Usurper."
suitor for the hand of Beatrice, a suitor that,
Adapted from the play made famous by the
even doxthough
Madhas a hardBeatrice
time todoesget not
rid love
of. him,
Eventually
late Nat Goodwin.
however, he accomplishes the purpose of his long
The story of an American cowboy who hired
trip. Mr. Williams receives capable support
Earle Williams is presented by Vitagraph in
from Louise Lovely, Bob Russell, Frank Leigh, an English estate and the family along with it!
" The Usurper," from the stage play
Billy Elmer, Bessie Eyton and Lillian Langdon. See "The Usurper."
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" The Follies Girl " — Triangle Special
ALTHOUGH " The Follies Girl " is not what one might call a
" stupendous " production, nor the kind that would create
a " great " sensation, nevertheless it is a picture you could not
afford to overlook, especially if you happen to cater to a family
patronage, and your aim is to present them with entertainment of
the happy sort. It is based on a light but interesting story, intelligently developed.
The ending in particular is agreeably surprising, and will undoubtedly draw many favorable comments. These comments will
be considerably augmented by the clever introduction of an infant.
The presence of a baby on the screen in general, especially when
such baby is, as in this case, the legitimate shild of the hero and
the heroine, is alone a feature strong enough to bring cheer to the
heart and a broad smile to the face ; but when such feature is
combined with other merits, such as this attraction possesses, then
it makes the picture a sure enough winner.
Miss Thomas appears to the very best advantage; her work is
sincere and natural. The supporting cast is also excellent, and
so is the direction — smooth and free from jolts. Released April
27. Length, 5 Reels, — P. S. Harrison.
" The Blinding Trail " — Universal Special
uTHE Blinding Trail" has been produced with the usual
J- care that marks all Universal contributions. The predominant element in it is suspense ; because the ending is concealed, the
interest of the spectator is stimulated by his desire to know what
it is going to be.
But however well the picture has been produced, however highly
dramatic the story is, there is a feature in it that many of you
will consider somewhat weak — it is a little- uncheery. The hero
goes blind, and with the exception of a short time at the beginning, he never regains his eyesight until well towards the end.
The sight of a blind person on the screen can hardly be considered
as conducive to cheerfulness.
Another weak point is the fact that it deals with marriage infidelity. For a city trade, such a feature of course may not be objectionable; but to those of you who cater to family patrons, especially in small towns, it no doubt proves unwelcome, even though
when, as in this case, none of the situations are vulgar or in any
way offensive. Released May 19. Length, 6 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.
" The Courageous Coward " — Robertson-Cole
TO ask that every Hayakawa picture should be a " Heart in
Pawn," or a " Bond of Honor," would be asking for something that is almost impossible to attain, at least not for a while;
so in judging other pictures of his, one should be guided solely
by their individual merits, and not by the high standard set by
those two attractions. So judged, "The Courageous Coward" is
an excellent production. Although it lacks the intensity of emotional appeal that marked almost every Hayakawa contribution
lately, it is endowed with a by far speedier action of plot; and
as it unfolds a highly interesting story, the satisfaction and pleasure this offering should afford picture goers, especially his friends,
should be almost as thorough as his other offerings have afforded.
The story deals with a love affair between an American born
Japanese law student, and a young Oriental beauty, just imported
from Japan by her uncle, a prominent attorney.
The production end of the picture is marked by the same artistry
that has characterized all of this star's former contributions. Rerison. leased through Exhibitors' Mutual. Length, 5 Reels. — P. S. Har" The Roaring Road " — Paramount
THE entertaining values of "The Roaring Road" are excellent.
Although the plot in itself lacks unity, slowing up considerably now and then, the satisfaction it will give nevertheless will be
first class, for it is loaded with situations that are thrilling as well
as exciting. Some of the scenes are so realistic, that the spectator
is carried away by his enthusiasm as if he were an actual particiThis ais racer
true particularly
the' close
of the
picture,train.
where
the heropant. in
is trying to near
overspeed
a fast
passenger
The picture deals with automobile races, in which the hero
is after twohe prizes,
the automobile race prize as well as the boss's
daughter:
wins both.
The acting, direction, photography, etc., all are up to a high
standard. Released April 27. Length, 5 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.

Picture

News

REVIEWS

" Bare Fists " — Universal Special
THERE are two elements in this attraction, either one of which
could constitute the basis of a first class picture: The one is
love — the unbounded love the hero feels for his mother as well
as for his little brother, sure to wet a tear-dry eye; the other
element is suspense, of the most intense kind, created by a rather
novel situation — the hero, a cowboy, goes through the picture without a weapon on his person, and although he fights armed men, he
wins out. The remarkable thing about it though, is the fact that
the director has handled the situations with the gunless hero so
convincingly,
that the upon.
spectator's imagination, or his credulity, is
hardly ever imposed
The reason given for the hero's unwillingness to carry a gun is
a promise he had given his mother to that effect : Having lost her
husband, a sheriff, who was murdered by cattle rustlers, she
trembles lest the feel of a gun make her boy take risks more than
is prudent; so she makes him swear upon the family bible never
to carry a weapon.
The most dramatic part of the picture is where the hero, in
search of the cattle_ rustlers who branded his little brother, overtakes them. He is in the saloon armed with a rifle he had seized
from the hands of the sheriff, while one of the outlaws is hiding
in the next room. The realization of the hero's extremely dangerous situation creates within the spectator a strong sense of anxiety,
holding him spellbound until the danger is over.
" Bare Fists " will no doubt give as good a satisfaction as any
picture produced with Harry Carey in the lead. Released May 5.
Length, 6 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.

" The Cry of the Weak "— Pathe
IF your patrons like the strong melodrama, I doubt whether you
could satisfy them any better with another picture than you
could with " The End of the Game." The elements of mystery and
suspense, which have been worked cleverly into almost every one of
the situations, can be depended upon to hold the attention of the
spectator.
There is a slip in the picture, which will hardly escape the notice
of
even the
most and
easily
satisfiedwounded,
picture goer:
heroine's
youngby
brother
is shot
mortally
as is The
plainly
indicated
the amount of blood shown on the hand of the heroine, and also
by the spot of the wound, which is close to the heart; and yet, in
the next few scenes the boy is standing up as a perfectly healthy
person would, and also submitting to a third degree, apparently
for many hours, without showing any signs of weakness, or that
there was ever anything the matter with him whatever. In all
probabilities there was a lapse of time between the shooting and
the interrogating, but apparently the director found himself up
against a difficult situation — he either had to allow this discrepancy to creep in and thus keep the boy in the house, or else
change the story. Whatever the cause, such faults do not help to
raise the motion picture art in the minds of the people.
Interesting story as it is, the effect it leaves behind is somewhat
sad anl unhappy, so it wouldn't be a bad idea to temper it up by
placing at the end a good slap-stick comedy. Released May 4.
Length. 5 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.

" A Man and His Money " — Goldwyn
OWING to Tom Moore's personality as well as to the excellent handling of the production end, " A Man and His
Money" should give good satisfaction. As far as the story itself
is concerned, there is nothing in it that is new — the same idea
has been employed in pictures many times in the past ; the average
spectator will know approximately almost from the very beginning what the outcome would be ; for that reason, suspense suffers to a great extent. But it has been repeatedly noticed that
when a spectator likes a player, he generally overlooks many
thmgs : so it wouldn't surprise anyone to see this picture make
a good hit.
The hero, in this case, is introduced as a wealthy young man,
who dissipates quites a little. As he has failed to live up to the
promises he gave his fiancee to stop drinking, she breaks their
engagement. In the end, however, he makes good and they again
become engaged. Released March 16. Length, 5 Reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
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Everyone about the Famous PlayersLasky studio who was fortunate in being
present at the private showing of the C.
B. DeMille-Edgar Selwyn story production, "For Better For Worse," enthusiastically proclaim it the greatest to date. This
film is now entirely completed, and the
showing occurred on the evening of April
8. It is spoken of as the strongest drama
of the American screen, produced with
delicacy and finesse, and of such character
as to be a bell ringer for the great American public.
Bryant Washburn is now " posing " as
" A Very Good Young Man," for that is
the title of the play he is now appearing in
under the direction of Donald Crisp. The
subject was put in production at the Lasky
plant this week.
Irvin Willat, director ; Lila Lee and company, which includes Elliott Dexter as leading man, are back from Truckee where they
went to film exteriors for a Canadian
northwoods play, and are working on interiors at the studio, and exteriors near
Hollywood.
A play has been selected for Vivian Martin, but a definite name has not been decided upon. She is working under the
direction of Robert Vignola.
Wallace Reid and Company are completing the scenes for "The Valley of Giants,"
the Peter B. Kyne story directed by James
Cruze; while the remainder of "Secret
Service," starring Captain Robert Warwick, which is to be an Artcraft Special,
will be completed within the next week by
Director Hugh Ford.
Houdini, the escape artist, is to arrive in
Hollywood on April 20, and preparations
for the filming of a story are now progressing. Work will be commenced on the filming of the play as soon as he arrives.

Director Arthur Rossen and the lorn
Z\lix Company are home from San Francisco where ten days were spent in securing scenes for " Cow Hollow," which wi'l
oiTer Juanita Hansen as leading woman.
While in San Francisco the producing unit
had even- accommodation conceivable from
'he city officials for the filming of this
fairy story of the wild west, written by
Charles Kenyon.
The comedy department of the William
Fox studio, under the supervision of
Hn.mpton Del Ruth, this week has thrcs
companies at work on new subjects, untitled, under the direction of J. G. Blystone. Frank Griffin and Victor Herrman.
Herrman was recently discharged from the
navy after serving almost two years.

Al Christie plays harmony
the piano divinely, while
members of his comedy
company drink in the
An addition to the comedy producing
forces is a ballet of twelve girls engaged
this week by Supervising Director Del
Ruth, who are at present working in the
subject being filmed by Director Bly stone.
Director E. J. LeSaint continues on
" Gypsy " starring Gladys Brockwell, who
has Bertram Grassby as her leading man;
William C. Dowlan is producing " Cowardice Court" with Peggy Hyland, and Harry
Millarde is directing Madlaine Traverse in
" The High Flame."

The week of April 12 was ushered in at
the Metro studios with the beginning of
work on three new productions, stars of
which are Bert Lytell, Hale Hamilton and
Viola Dana.
George D. Baker, who is now directing
Bert Lytell
" Theto Lion's
Den," within
will re-a
linquish hisinclaim
that actor
day or two and Lytell is then to return to
the direction of John Ince for the making
of " A Favor to a Friend," from an original story by Luther A. Reed. While no
statement has been issued from the Metro
studios, it is learned that it will be Metro's
future policy to give more attention to subjects of this star, it being understood that
officials, including Supervising Director
Maxwell Kargar, believe Lytell is one of
the big possibilities for the screen. The
new story is one of stage life, and is spoken
of as a light comedy.
Alice Lake, having completed her work
opposite
" Theleading
Lion's woman
Den,"
has been Bert
cast Lytell
to playin the
role in " Full of Pep," which will star Hale

Hamilton. A. S. LeVino is responsible for
the continuity, and this is from a story
by Robert F. Hill. Settings are now ready
for the filming.
May Allison is going back to her former
director, George D. Baker, for another picture. Baker will direct her next subject
which will be titled " Free," which is
adapted from the Will Irwin story of a
stenographer's adventures with Bolshevikism.
" Pliant Patricia " is the name role Viola
Dana will play next under the direction of
Henry Otto. This was originally a three
act comed3' written by Anne and Alice
Dufty, and has been prepared for the screen
by June Mathias. Only the preliminary
scenes are being taken this week, and consequently the entire cast has not been at
work.
Finis Fox is now doing the last re-write
work on the continuity for the Emily
YVhalen subject which will be made under
the direction of Herbert Blache, who has
just made the final scenes for "The Brat"
with Nazimova. This will be titled " Family Trees,"
a satire
by asE. leading
Forst.
Darrell
Foss and
has isbeen
selected

After a stay of several weeks, President
Carl Laemmle departed from Universal
City. During his stay the production staff
has been materially increased, until now
about fifteen companies are at work at all
times on new productions. Changes have
been made that will add efficiency to the
production department, and changes have
been introduced that will be very beneficial
to the productions generally speaking.
It became known this week that Dorothy
Phillips in her forthcoming production,
" The Right to Happiness," will have four
leading men, they being Thurston Hall,
Stanhope Wheatcroft, William Stowell and
Robert Anderson. The other important
players for this special production being
directed by Allen Holubar are Margaret
Mann, who appeared as the mother in " The
Heart of Humanity," together with Hector
Sarno, Alma Bennett and Henry Barrows.
Production work has been started by
Director Paul Powell on a subject at present titled " The Weaker Vessel," which will
star Mary MacLaren. This is an original
story by Elmer Elsworth, and will have
Thurston Hall in the leading masculine role,
and Margaret Loomis in a very important
part. In this film Miss MacLaren will be
seen as the young girl from a small village
who goes to the city to become waitress in
a chop house. At the present time the
company is working at Bishop filming small
town scenes.
The San Quentin prison of California
has been reproduced at Universal City for
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scenes in " The Chatterbox," which stars
rriscilla Dean, which Director R. S.
Sturgeon is now filming from the Bayard
Veiller crook story. The entire cast now
assembled includes Francis MacDonald,
leading man, George MacDaniels, Gertrude
Astor, Walt Whitman, Joseph Swickard
and Milton Ross.
Unable to continue filming of the next
serial which stars Marie Walcamp owing
to the actress being in a local hospital recovering from a recent injury sustained
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while scenes for " The Red Glove " serial
were being made, J. P. McGowan is now
directing a two-reel western subject titled
" In the Balance," by Alvin J. Neitz and
George Hively. Other two-reel subjects in
pioduaion are "The Last Outlaw." witli
Ed Jones and Lucille Hutton, under the
direction of Jack Ford : " Wanted for
Murder" with Magdalane and Pete Morrison, under the direction of George Hoit ;
and " Destiny's Share," directed by JacPolo. ques Taccard with Helen Gibson and Eddie

IDookum

NEWS

No weather this week.
heard of this place " vista "
before.
Rex Beach has gone east.
Reilley is the real name
Come again, Mr. C. Laemmle, of Juliet
Mary Miles Minter, and Pearl
jvhen you can stay longer.
Viola Dana had her hair cut Miles Reilly, her mother's. The
names popped up the other day
Jiis week — pardon us, bobbed.
court when suit was brought
spending in
by mother for daughter.
theMonroe
week Salisbury'
in the ismountains
Dave Morrisey, who beats the
aiming.
Welcome to our city Tomson Underwood at the Fox studio's
publicity
department, claims to
Buchanon.
)ur climate. We hope you'll love have found a monstrosity in the
Carl Laemmle, hearing that person of William C. Dowlan, he
winter was over, went back to claiming
that Dowlan is a softvoiced director.
New York Monday.
it known and jotted down
Bill Desmond's new play name forBefuture
reference, April 8th is
is
" Two Fisted
Gallagher " —
rather
America's
Sweetheart's
birthday.
this 365th
day of the
year,
married Irish,
too. and Bill just got On
June Mathis insists on keeping Mary Pickford declared " I'm
more than busy all the time. twenty-five going on twentyShe's itiesonly
now at writing
one time.two continu- Bob Brunton is going to
his filming place a thing
day ' make
is " peanutbecause
day
Every
offour."beauty, and therefore we
n studio,
Goldwy
at
d has just
Norman
Mable
friends who must
add, a joy forever — flowers,
clinging and on bushes ; massive
grow them in West Virginia.
Hampton Del Ruth has been pillars, cement curbs, gravel
beand
days,
'neverything.
these
a busyhold, man
Tom Ricketts
is charged with
has a brand driveways,
the Foxof studio
new ballet
twelve beauties. being a propaganda director
Now that the baseball season simply because he directed
will know
Goods," " The Sin
has
whereopened,
to findmanagers
their players who of' Damaged
theing a labor
World,"
and
is now story
makand
capitalists
have " gone to their Grand- for the Brotherhood
of Locomomother's
funeral."
Engineers and Firemen.
May Allison recently was In Oftiveall
the nifty vehicles
for Thirty Days," but her next
flitting
around
on the
Southern
We
Free."
"
be
to
is
subject nothing by that, merely
fornia asphalt,
one Calithat
mean
giving the news.
. makes them all sit up and stare
that blue streak that VitaMrs. Harry P. Caulfield is is
jraph Studio Manager W. S.
the mother of another boy, tip- Smith's
chauffeur is driving
pounds.
at eightaccepting
ping the beam
about. Prexy
Words Albert
fail us E.
; it'sis some
Harry Caulfield is
boat.
sure
congratulations.
California.
Gates threatens to seeing
Harvey
the desk of Harry Lustig
write a very original scenario, as ofOver
Metro fame, is a card which
he was up the other day and took
laughing
of advice:
his
teeth. gas before they pulled bears
that this
day bitlost,
Whose" Count
low,
descending sun, Sees prices shot
Harry Millarde since buying to
Hell, And business done for
that new $10,000 car, for which
he is said to have paid an ex- Now
fun. who
Anonymous
— butthought
t r u e."a
would have
tremely hightheprice,
of all about
Fox islot.the envy film exchange man would cherish
We haven't seen Dorothy Dal- such a verse.
ton's homing pigeon flitting in, Adam magician,
Hull Shirk,nowthe chief
world'sof
therefore we don't know that famous
Dorothy reached New York. publicity at the F. P.-Lasky
Please send your message studio, is practicing up on his
Dorothy.
parlor tricks preparatory to
We hear that Luther A. Reed showing up Houdini who arrives
is a very energetic scenario on April 20th. The big Lasky
writer. He is charged with lying lot won't be big enough for the
awake nights to think of new two to demonstrate their work in
titles. Warm milk is a cure for the art of legerdemain.
Insomnia.
Chaplin
servedtheas other
secretary to Sid
Grauman
King Vidor, unable to find a Charley
evening when Sid debated with
lake to take " Better Times " to, Maurice
Tourneur. Charley was
brought the lake to " Better good at starting
the applause, but
Times "near
by the
creating
one in a
valley
Brentwood
stated, " poor old Sid,
studios. Wonders never cease ! afterwards
I suffered for him." He also
Norbert Lusk uses a two-color
he made a grave misribbon on his typewriter at the told Sidtake. "When
Tourneur finished
Goldwyn
studio,
thereby
proving
you
should
have said, ' Oh hell,
to HOLLYWOOD HOOKTJM
that we get an original copy of
SOCIETY
COLUMN
"
his genteel press-agentry.
Nazimova climbed Look-Out you win.' Frederick is enterMountain the other Sunday, and Pauline
taining
her
Mother,
Mrs. L. E.
admired the Vista for several Frederick of New York,
and her
hours. California is sure a aunt, Mrs. E. W. Pettingell of
wonderful country, but we never Boston.

MORE

NEWS

Three weddings in filmdom this
week. Margaret Landis became
the bride of Bertham Bracken,
and they honeymooned at Billy
Wrigley s Catalina Island. Police Judge Carl V. Hawkins tied
the knot.erence toBertram
Hawkins showed
becausepref-a
year ago he appeared before
Hawkins for speeding, and Hawkins released him on probation.
T. Hayes Hunter is a benedict,
and Millicent Evans is his wife.
They
to Santa
Ana
on a slipped
Friday away
evening,
(fish day)
the same being April 4th, and
said " I do " individually. Santa
^vna,
may of be
the
Gretna itGreen
the said,
Sunkistisland.
T. Hayes, upon seeing the minister's study, is said to have
broken
record
o. k'ingT.
the
set his
at the
first byglance.
Hayes and Millicent met seven
years ago in New York when
he was a stage producer and she
a would-be
star. At home, 2505
Tenth
Avenue.
Riverside's romantic a t m o sphere otherwas
themarriage,
setting Sunday,
for anfilm folk
April 6th. Albert Ray, the
William Fox star, and Roxana
MacGowan of Mack Sennett
beauty, but silent, chorus, were
the contracting parties. Mission
Inn, Riverside, was the mail
address Ray left at the studio.
PAGE NOAH WEBSTER!
About the concrete palaces at
the other end of Culver City,
there's a new word in use —
Mabelescent — and from a reliable source we understand that
this word means Mary^madcappish-warmhearted-tender-like
Mabel Normand. We predict that
it should become popular. _
A Japanese
filmwhich
publication
comes
to our notice
proves
that they are copy-cats. On one
page
a heading
"In and out
of westisor coast
week
two studios."
we expectandto inseea
HOLLYWOOD HOOKUM
spread across the page. We
know of no better place any publication could get material to fill
their columns. Yes, we admit
this is the best — unblushingly.
Many of our set took part in
the Salvation Army drive on
newspaper day conducted by the
Express
and Times.
In fact, and
we
never knew
that actors
actresses could get up as_ early
as they did,
down in But
the
morning,
and come
sell papers.
they
did
it.
and
many
sheckles
were collected for the S. A. We
got a picture of Sid Grauman
buying a paper from Charley
Ray, any
but flash
we'll powder
bet they didn't
have
artificial lighting
to shoot it, or
because
Sid don't get up with the birds.
SERIAL
Willis)POEM
(Third Installment — By Dick
Able athlete he,
Laughter's lightning-bug,
Pep, publicity ;
That" s " Doug."
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Two Jesse D. Hampton producing companies will begin work on new subjects
within the next week. William Desmond
will play the name part in an original story
written by William Parker titled " Two
Fisted Gallagher." Mr. Hampton has engaged Joseph J. Franz to direct Desmond,
and the producing unit heads are now
selecting players for the cast of this subH. B. Warner is next to play in the Chinese subject titled " The Pagan God," which
will be directed by Parke Frame. Barject.
bara Castleton will continue as Warner's
leading woman. George Elwood Jenks is
responsible for the original story for this
play and also the continuity.
Locations of a desirable nature for a
Fox hunt have been found in the vicinity
of Santa Barbara for the Tom Moore production now in the making under the direction of Harry Beaumont, and the company
is at the millionaire colony of Santa Barbara this week. In addition to Naomi
Childers, who was borrowed from the
Metro to play opposite Moore, the cast contains a number of well known players including Mabel Ballin, Frank Leigh, William
Burress, Philo McCollough, Kate Lester,
late of Metro, and a number of others, including Leslie Stuart, Jr., late lieutenant
of the Royal Field Artillery. This is
Stuart's first screen assignment.
Since production was begun on the filming of " Her Kingdom of Dreams," starring Anita Stewart and being filmed for
First National under the direction of
Marshall Neilan, no complete cast for the
subject was given out until this week, as
all important roles had not been cast.
Mahlon Hamilton, Tom Santchi, Lou Cody,
Thomas Meighn and Edwin Stevens are
among the list of leading men taking part.
Thomas Jefferson, Frank Currier and
Harry Holden are to play character roles,
and Anna Q. Nilsson and Kathleen Williams will be seen in the principal feminine
parts in support of Miss Stewart. Little
Wesley Barry, who made his screen debut
in " The Unpardonable Sin," takes the child
role. It is expected at least two weeks will
be required for the completion of photographic work. and Moran troop are filming
The Lyons
" The Go-Getters," and Al Santell is making "Rings and Things " with Neal Burns
and Josephine Hill, after which he will film
" Father Was Wise."
Just prior to the departure of President
Laemmle, Lynn F. Reynolds, who for the
past year has been with the Fox organization, was engaged to film a special story,
" The Little Brother of the Rich," adapted
from the story of the same name by Joseph
Medill Patterson, owner and editor of the
Chicago Tribune.
completed
all scenes
for Carr,
" I'll
GetHaving
Him Yet,"
a comedy
by Harry
Sunday editor of Los Angeles Times, the
Dorothy Gish Company is taking up the
making of a western comedy. Elmer Clifton is the director of this, as well as the
subject recently filmed. In " I'll Get Him
Yet," Richard Barthelmess is leading man.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to January 26, 1919.
PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitors who are ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have no
hesitancy in booking this for the full run." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture liked by all and well produced.
Big to average business." " Good, but patrons are tired of war stories.
Average to big business." " Good picture. War stuff dead. Average
business." " Big business two days." " Good picture. Average business. War plays dead here."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
AFTER THE WAR (UNIVERSAL) CUNARD (JAN. 26) JAN. 11
" Timely
News. subject possessing unusual advertising possibilities." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment
star'soffering
work for
exceptionally good,—as" Awellstrongly
as her dramatic
support. story,
Anotherwithgood
city trade. Good business." " Big business two days on this Universal
Special." " Pretty strong. If you play to a lot of kiddies don't book
this one."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
production, good WALLACE
puller."
ALIAS MIKE
MORAN (PARAMOUNT)
REID
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Consensus
" Good picture, good puller."
well." —IMPOSTER,
AMAZING
THE (AMERICAN) MINTER (FEB. 2) FEB. 8
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
- Exhibitor Comment — " Average picture, average business."
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29
(Six Parts)
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
AS THE SUN WENT DOWN (METRO) EDITH STOREY
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 22
" Edith Storey in screen version of Baker's play." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture just fair. Star does not draw in this
house." " Has some great comedy throughout but in some places tends
too much on serial order."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE (SELECT) MARION DAVIES. .FEB. 10
Exhibitor
— " With
the advertising
stage success
had butof
the sameComment
name, one
would allexpect
to break alltherecords
with this,
nothing smashed except faith in human nature. Why try to make a
i screen star out of Marion Davies? It can't be done. She's no better
than when she started her first Select. Average to poor business."
"A much over
Did good
business
but this
did star
not
universally
satisfy.advertised
Going topicture.
be a tough
job trying
to put
' over. ' Guess we won't try it. Big business three days."
Consensus — " Fair picture, good puller."
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD) SPECIAL CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
" Novel and very entertaining; characterizations good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long for
patrons.
the better
gallery."
" Decidedly
different.
over fine, Disappointing
especially withto the
element.
Well worth
while Went
playing. Good business against bad weather."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
"Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
average business."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)..
APR. 19
(Six Parts)
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
BONDAGE OF BARBARA, THE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (FEB. 2)
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Very poor picture. But Mae
Marsh does her best under the circumstances. Average to big to average business." " Mae Marsh does not draw here. Fair production to
average business." "Very good picture to big business." "Drew few
and pleased few." " Disappointed and Miss Marsh no longer draws."
" Good picture, but they do not want her here."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
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BOOTS (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (FEB. 16)
MAR. 15
" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasin pleasing power and Miss Gish is coming strong."
" Didn'ting." "Splendid
draw although
a good picture. Dorothy Gish not popular
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
" A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the bell." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
sevenbetterreels
too long.
here."have
Could
been —put" Yery
in six good
with picture
as good but
if not
results.
Big
business two days." " We are stung on Rex Beach subjects. They
don't go here at all." " Big business opening day then average four
days and— big
business
last big
two puller."
days."
Consensus
" Good
picture,
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAR. 330)
MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
BREED OF MEN (ARTCRAFT) W. S. HART (FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
News. registers strongly in one that should please everybody." — M. P.
" Star
Exhibitor
Comment
Very Has
good.too Big
have bigto
change his
style of— "work.
manybusiness.
imitators.Hart
Drewwilla very
opening and sent them out pleased. An average Hart picture." Bill
put them in on this one and they liked it." " Average to poor business —seven" days."
Consensus
Satisfactory picture, strong puller."
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WILBUR (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
" Shows its age plainly. Hot stuff for hero worshippers." — M. P. News.
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL LEWIS
(APR. 13)
APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed."— M . P.
News.
CAMBRIC
MASK, THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS (PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 1
" Strong story but a little loose. Human touches plentiful. — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Good, but very light show.
Bessie Love has no drawing power."
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE)
BABY MARIE OSBORNE
(FEB. OF 16)
FEB. 22
" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
COME
AGAIN
SMITH
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 1
" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy comedy drama to big business." " Picture well liked. Star just average." " A nice clean program picture to
average —business."
Consensus
" Fine picture, good puller."
COMMON CLAY (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (MARCH 2) FEB. 8
"Exhibitor
Audience Comment
will likely
this Ward
M. P. box-office
News.
— praise
Generally
good picture."
picture.— Good
attraction.
Big
business
seven
days."
"
Big
business
first
two days,
then
extra big three following days, then big and finishing extra
big again
on
the
seventh
day."
Consensus — "Fine picture, strong puller."
COURAGE
FOR TWO
(WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.'
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business two days."
CREAKING
STAIRS 10)
(UNIVERSAL SPECIAL) MARY MACLAREN (FEB.
Exhibitor Comment — •" Good story of suspense and thrills with no padthe job- every
second. HUFF
Big to(MAR.
average3)...
business."
CROOK dingOFbut everybody
DREAMS on(WORLD)
LOUISE
MAR. 1
" Clever story with star in apealing role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good program picture. World is waking up at
last and making better stuff. Average business."
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DON'T
YOUR HUSBAND (ARTCRAFT) DE MILLE'S
(JAN.CHANGE
26)
FEB. 8
" Points a moral to married folk, or those to be married." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fine production. One of the best. Big
business." " Extra big- business seven days straight." " This with
Arbuckle comedy packed them in and patrons raved over the feature."
" Extra big business seven days." " Great picture, tremendous drawing power."
" Went "over
extra tobigan business."
" Bigat
business
four days."
This very
shouldbigbetoplayed
extended run
advanced prices. A perfect gem." "Excellent production, very
pleasing — to" Excellent
public." production, strong puller."
Consensus
ECHO OF YOUTH, THE (GRAPHIC) SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
" Cast is good and picture is clean and compelling." — M. P. News
ENCHANTED
BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
27)
JAN. 25
" Has all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Average business."
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. Average to poor business."
EXPERIMENTAL
MARRIAGE
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. S
" Stage play successfully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
APR. 19
(Six Parts)
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12
" Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
FAITH (METRO) BERT LYTELL (FEB. 3)
FEB. 8
" Picture with deep appeal and excellent star." — M. P. News.
" If it is presented properly it will do immeasurable good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Star is capable of bigger and better
things. Average and poor business."" Just another of those pictures
that
maketype
Metro
the mostin consistent
on the
peculiar
of picture
that it wasprogram
so simple,
but market."
handled in" Aa
way that put it over big. Big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALTHALL
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 1
(Seven Parts)
" Strong melodrama of the spy sort ; should please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Great production.
Lacks big
star." "impossible
Splendid
picture. Comment
Highly —entertaining.
Good acting.
Seemingly
story but thrilling. Photography good. Big business seven days."
" Extra good picture to big business two days." " We were disthe businessoverplayed
done on Walthall
this." " in,
Went
over big."
"A
real feature.ap ointed in Producers
all their
paper and
photos. Handicapped its money getting powers. Average business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
FIGHTING DESTINY (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Star in another fine fighting picture with mystery touch." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX (MAR. 30) APR. 12
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN. 27)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
"AnNews.example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost." — M.P.
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
" Hold interest from first to last; dual role story." — M. P. News.
FIT TO WIN (PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS) MAR. 2
APR. 12
" If it is presented properly it will do immeasureable good." — M. P' News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business three days."
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR. IS
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
Average business."
FORFEIT, THE (HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Heart
New.s. appeal is there and photography and sets also good." — M. P.
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everybusiness."
tureone.goodAverage
but star
does not" Average
draw." picture, average business." " PicConsensus — Good picture, average puller."
GENTLEMAN OF QUALITY, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Earle Williams in novel dual role." — M. P. News.
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GETTING MARY MARRIED (SELECT) MARION DAVIES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Marion Davies gets good story ; excellent picture." — M. P. News.
GIRL DODGER, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 8
" Author comes in for big share of credit ; rare comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is certainly Chas. Ray's best picture since
' Clodhopper ' if not the best he ever made." " Gave excellent satisfaction to big business." " A dandy. Big business." " Fine picture, but
didn't pull at all." " It entertained nicely and satisfied in every way."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
GIRL PROBLEM, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
Exhibitor Comment — "Fair picture. Poor business."
GIRL WHO STAYED AT HOME, THE (ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
production THE
angle."(FOX)
— M. P.PEGGY
News. HYLAND
GIRLHardly
WITHa flawNO fromREGRETS,
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
" Clean crook play that should give complete satisfaction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nothing big, though satisfying. A crook story
with a punch." " Pleased. Average business." " Picture pleased,
jumpinganyfrommoreaverage
to big
" No pretty
sense fast
to it.out IfofPeggy
makes
like this
she business."
will be sliding
good
company.
Poor
business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
GOOD GRACIOUS ANNABELLE
(PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
(MAR. 2)
APR. 5
" Regular Billie Burke type of film; mining atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Billie Burke's last and our box office is glad.
HANDAverage
INVISIBLE,
MONTAGU LOVE
business." THE (WORLD)
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyt's directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH
MARRIED
(PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business." " Delightful
little picture of a pleasing quality. Average business."
" Consensus — " Fine picture, average puller."
HARD BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
(FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Light story but should please all your patrons." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased a majority of our patrons. Big and average business." " Miss Dalton's friends were disappointed in this and
the title was bad." " A very pleasing picture well done. Miss Dalton's acting very
business.'
busirbutess sheall carries
week.
Very pleasing
in allgood.
details.Big Trifle
light for"Big
Dalton
the comedy through very well."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, good puller."
HEART IN PAWN, A (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) SESSUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentGood
— " Very
business."
"Splendid picture.
settings.good fpicture.
ine shots.Average
Excellent
acting.
Big
business— Sundays."
Consensus
" Excellent production, big puller."
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
JAN. 25
Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRI SCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
"Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
HEARTS OF MEN (HIRAM ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
(APR. 27). (5% Reels)
APR. 19
" Beban wins your sympathy ; good film results." — M. P. News.
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16) MAR. 1
" Full of action and interest ; star has human part." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Mix is there with the goods. Big busines ." A" fine Western. Brought a big crowd, especially children.
This
star has
arrivedall inrecords.
force. Average
Theybeat
cameHartin
blizzard.
Smashed
Mix betterbusiness."
than ever " and
a mile." " Mix well liked and the picture is good. Big business."
" A good picture well liked by Mix fans. In time will be a wonderful drawing card." " Best Western yet to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, strong puller."
HER CODE OF HONOR (UNITED) FLORENCE REED
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
HIGHEST TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH) WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
FEB. 1
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Good Buried
picture, all
average
Star's
got an Comment
average opening.
photosbusiness."
pertaining " to
war.nameAn
excellent picture but war pictures are impossible." " Good picture but
producer would do well by cutting out war stuff for a while."
Concensus — " Fine picture, good puller.''
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HOOP-LA (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES (JAN. 26) FEB. 22
"Another boost for Billie Rhodes; Clean comedy."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good. Star and picture well liked by our patrons."
" Good
drama.if proper
Good vehicles
businessaretwofurnished.
days." Big
" Star
pleases
and
will comedy
get stronger
to average
to big business in seven-day run."
Consensus — " Fine picture,
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WIFE, good
THEpuller."
(SELECT) ALICE BRADY
(JAN. 26)
MAR. 1
matineeDAYS
picture.(METRO)
Go easy."
— M. P. News.
IN" AFORregular
THIRTY
ALLISON
(JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An obvious comedy, but one which gets the laughs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program picture to average business." " A
very pleasing picture. Average business." " Good little comedy but
Allison not a star and means nothing."
Consensus
GoodISABEL
picture, (AMERICAN-PATHE)
average puller/'
INTRUSION— " OF
MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
ISLAND OF INTRIQUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 1)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should GET
qive substantial
; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY
YOUR GUNsatisfaction
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business." " Star's
first two killed him. This was a good picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, (METRO)
ordinary puller."
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
HALE HAMILTON
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 1
"Average comedy drama made interesting because of star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking. Big business first day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
business.
"_ " A very pleasing picture but star will never be
aAverage
hox office
attraction."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." A" very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor business two days."
Consensus
—
Good picture, THE
average(UNIVERSAL
puller."
LIGHT OF " VICTORY,
SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
seems
to
be
adding
to
his
popularity
with
picture. THEBig business."
LIONeach AND
MOUSE,
THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
(Six Parts)
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Nothing Didremarkable
for although
rare interiors.
Capably Comment
directed, —however.
not attractexcept
unusually
much
advertised. Perhaps beginning of Lent affected sale. Average busines ." Picture
"
will draw but not exceptionally." " A very nice picture. Big to average business. " Great, a winner well directed. Extra
big business three days." " Fine picture but weather hurt business."
" Well have
liked. bigger
If allbusiness
of Joyce'son pictures
were handled
well,business."
Vitagraph
would
their program.
Extraas big
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
LITTLE INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
,7)
APR. 5
"A
most
satisfactory
comedv
drama."
—
M.
P. News DALY
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
ComedyWHITE
drama SAVAGE,
of the lighter
type; heroine pleasing."
P News
LITTLE
A (BLUEBIRD)
CARMEL— MMYERS
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
LONG
LANE'S TURNING,
(ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRYFEB. 22
>( B. WALTHALL
(FEB. THE
10)
News. improbable but should please great number of fans." — M. P.
"Story
Exhibitor
Comment THE
— " Picture
good, 9)
weather against
LOVE
AUCTION,
(FOX) excellent,
PEARSONstar(FEB.
FEB.us '22
" Charged with high power emotionalism." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Actine good, story poor. These kind of stories
kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Tust ordinary.
Average business." " Average business." Photography good but
story awful. Hurts our Fox business." " One
of these titles that
create curiosity. ' Let's see.' Directing good. Story well balanced.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Fair picture,
puller."
LOVE
DEFENDER,
THE average
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR 31)
MAR. 29
Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News
LOVE HUNGER, THE (HODKINSON) LILLIAN WALKER
?3]
MAR. 8
Wild
News. melodrama; story to blame; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
LUCK AND PLUCK (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
Stunts and Speed Characterise star's latest."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Looks
like
an
old-time
Walsh
picture."
"
Wal=h
always means S. R. O." " Walsh liked. Bad weather kept attendance down." " Walsh is a favorite for Saturday crowds, and such
pictures as this seem to please the masses." " Good picture to average
business." " A regular Walsli picture to big business." " Not liked.
Walsh must <\o better or die by the wayside."
Consensus
" Fine picture. Strong Puller."
MADE IN —AMERICA
(HODKINSON)
MAR 1
(Eight Parts) (FEB. 16
Shows making of American soldier, stages of training." — M. P. News.
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PLAN BOOK
MAGGIE
PEPPER
(PARAMOUNT)
ETHEL CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 22
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulae." — M. P. Newx.
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
Consensus — "Satisfactory picture, good puller."
MANDARIN'S GOLD (WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Well cast
sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."-— M.drama
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
" A good story capably handled by the gorgeously
gowned
days." Kittie. And her support was satisfactory. It pleased our
patrons,
that's two
whatdays."
we are in business for. Big business."
" Average and
business
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
MAN HUNTER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
(Six Parts)
" No chance for a kick here ; fits star exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Best
Farnum
in a Opened
long time.
Patrons
like to see Farnum in good clothes picture
and smiles.
big and
then
two
days
average
business."
MAN IN THE OPEN, A (UNITED) DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
" Star's second ' United' is big in every respect." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A wonderful picture. Splendidly produced, with
illustrated titles that are great. Average business." "Very good picture
to big business two days." " Big business." " Big business, fine picture." "A great picture and a great cast. Could not handle crowds
either day." " Very good but patrons do not want Western pictures."
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
MARRIAGE
FOR CONVENIENCE,
A (KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL) CATHERINE CALVERT (FEB. 24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in action and character portrayals." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
' True to life and touches the heart strongs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star improving. Very good picture. Average
MIDNIGHT PATROL, THE (SELECT) INCE CAST (FEB. 3) FEB. 22
business." of high quality. Strong action story." — M. P. News.
" Production
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business seven days." " This kind goes over
good for— a" Excellent
change. Big
to extra strong
business."
Consensus
production,
puller."
MIDNIGHT ROMANCE, A (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' Favorable comments from patrons, high class patronage."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
MILLIONAIRE PIRATE, THE (BLUEBIRD) MONROE SALISBURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. 15
" Story of impossible kind, but good acting puts it over." — M. P. News.
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
MOLLY
OF THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN) MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
" Should prove entertaining to all; clean theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business."
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Familiar yet appealing plot is basis of star's vehicle." — M. P. News.
MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH (PARAMOUNT)
( MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days." " Very pleasing. Average
business." " Best Clark picture for months. Extra big business three
days." —" "Went
and good
they liked
Consensus
Fine big
picture,
puller."it. Extra big business."
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16).... MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York.'
Opened big business with extra big business the second day."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 15
' Weak story that little star handles well; should please." — M. P. Nevi*
OUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
(Seven Parts)
" A triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commment — " In a seven days' run it broke Monday's record
with extra big business five more days and big on Friday." " Very
good' picture but public did not like as well as her former picture, ' Eye
For
Eye.' Extra big to big five days." " Extra big business in bad
weather."
' Not her best but good. Big
four house
days.inFirst
time^a picture has had a four day run in business
any picture
this
city." " High brows out in force. Picture highly praised and merited
same.
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong puller."
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PAID IN FULL (PARAMOUNT) PAULINE FREDERICK
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News..
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two days."
" Drew fine and they liked it. Big business."
Consensus — " Excelent production, big puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
t (MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again."— M. P. News.
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)....
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days."
PEGGY
DOES
HER DARNDEST
(METRO) ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" A May Allison comedy that registers nicely." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent comedy. Star very good. Average
business."
" Managers
their patrons
this one.
_ Average business."
" Lent can
and please
bad weather
bringswithaverage
business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, average puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
PETTI
GREW'S
GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
(MAR.
23)
APR. 19
"Heart interest is exceptional ; war romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Very
good average
picture business."
and one of many with war
background
to get —away
to even
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" // you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out in droves."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY GIRL'S HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
■ (MAR. 15)..
APR. S
" New style picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big down to average business."
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Helps you greet your patrons with a broad grin." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
days." " Very good picture. Satire on Western. Average business."
Consensus — "Fine picture, good puller."
PUPPY LOVE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — •" Receipts, picture and comment ' rotten.' "
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
( FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
"Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down town house."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
REGULAR FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)...
APR. 19
" Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
RESTLESS SOULS (TRIANGLE) ALMA RUBENS (FEB. 2).. FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business. " Picture good.
Star not well enough known. No drawing power. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
ROMANCE AND ARABELLA (SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 15
'*Exhibitor
Good starCommentsaves weak
story;
romance
is
keynote."
—
M.
P.
News.
— " She has a great following here and the picture
isof fine
in everysaves
respect."
weak, here,
but the
artistry
Talmadge
the day." Story
She and
is a situations
warm favorite
so our
patron don't pick flaws too easily. It will please all the young, folks
anyway. Extra big to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
ROMANCE OF HAPPY VALLEY, A (ARTCRAFT) D. W. GRIFFITH'S (JAN. 26)
:
FEB. 8
"New Griffith picture seems a sure-fire winner." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Pulled this off
when it fell to poor business." " Didn't please them all, but a real
good picture. Acting by all characters good. Big business."
Consensus — " Pleasing production, average puller."
ROUGH NECK, THE (WORLD) LOVE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 1
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
Exhibitortagu Love
Comment
— " Extra
fine picture
Mondoing some
of the bigbestbusiness."
work of his" Acareer.
Seemed with
to please.
Average business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
SANDY
BURKE
OF THE U-BAR-U (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busines ." "Very good. They like this star here. Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business." " Pleased, good business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
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SATAN, JUNIOR (METRO) VIOLA DANA (MAR. 3)
MAR. 15
" Star is excellent in new role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture to good business." "All good; no
exception.— " Big
to extraPicture,
big business."
Consensus
Excellent
big puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR, 5
" One of best Marie Osborne pictures; heart appeal." — M. P. News.
SCARLET SHADOW, THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL) MAE
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
MAR. 15
(Six Parts)
" Fans will no doubt like this one; comedy is entertaining." — M.P.News.
SEALED ENVELOPE, THE (BLUEBIRD) FRITZI BRUNETTE
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare favorably with many successful specials." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
SHADOWS (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR (JAN. 26).. MAR. 1
" Should break all records. Many good points shown." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This subject went over very poor. Farrar not
drawing as she should." " Great. Geraldine Farrar's best picture with
Goldwyn.
Big business." " Splendid production. Big business."
" Change of weather held attendance below normal." " Farrar's best.
Average
business."
' Shadows ' strong
well liked
Consensus — " Excellent " production,
pullabut star didn't draw."
SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Lockwood picture starts ueil but slumps at finish." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine business. Patrons well satisfied."
SHERIFF'S SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
SILENT
STRENGTH
(VITAGRAPH?
HARRY
T. MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB.15
"DualLINED
role subject
that looks
Should please
all." — M. P.
News.
SILK
BURGLAR,
THE good.
(UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA
DEAN
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
(Six
Parts)
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 21
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterization." — M. P. News.
SIS HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. IS
" Characterization is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just the kind of pictures they want. Went over
big here." " Extra big business five days and big business two days."
"personally
Best thingI doMabel
has done
Goldwyn.
Seemed
please day
but
not care
for it.withAverage
first day
to bigto second
and extra big business third day." "Did not go so big here. Good
picture." " Very poor picture and only drew fair." " Not a good
picture.
a lookSheat is' Mickey
Normand
will have After
to go your
some patrons
to pleasehave
our had
patrons.
either 'going
back
or Goldwyn cannot get stories for her. Not the Mabel of Keystone
days. Big
average business."
Consensus
— " toSatisfactory
picture, big puller."
SMILES (FOX) JANE AND KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23)... MAR. 8
" Lee children in one that sets a record for them." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The public will have to read half this picture.
Jumped from average to extra big business." " Pleased immensely
to extra —big
business." picture, big puller."
Consensus
-" Excellent
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)...
APR. 19
" Story of pleasing sort; player's personality helps." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Star
not known
but coming
new typeComment
of Western
picture.
Opened here
average
business fast.
first Splendid
day and
last day to big business."
SUE OF THE SOUTH (BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS
(FEB. 3)
FEB. 22
" Don't say any more about this than you have to." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " One of the reasons why
Leammle — is" Ordinary
cutting outpicture,
B. B." average puller."
Consensus
TASTE OF LIFE, A (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH ROBERTS
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
" One that will stand boosting; story handled carefully." — M. P. News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" John Barrymore — enough said, even in dramatic role." — M. P . News.
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. N,. j.
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
• " Should satisfy fans who patronize
this type." — M. P. News.
Parts)
' :
Exhibitor Comment — " The best(Six
picture
Nesbit has made. Good business
THREE
AND 16)
A GIRL (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARKMEN (MAR.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very cute for ladies. Average business ' three
puller."
THUNDERBOLTS
OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HOD KINS ON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
" Star's
days."work is good and story has been treated well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good actor, but has no drawing power here.
Plays (TRIANGLE)
are too slow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
TOTON
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
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TRICK OF FATE, A (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BARRISCALE
WOMAN ON THE INDEX, THE (GOLDWIN) PAULINE FREDERICK (FEB. 23)
APR. 5
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" Genuine Goldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News.
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very interesting picture. Pleased to big business
Exhibitor Comment — "Very pleasing story. Above the average protwo days." " An excellent production opened average first day and
gram picture." "A little better than average program picture. Everybody pleased. Fair business two days." " Star's work very good.
jumped
to big business
day." Extra good business against big
" An excellent
programsecond
feature.
Big business."
opposition." " Great. Pauline Frederick has made a hit with her first
Consensus
— " Fine picture, good puller."
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
Goldwyn thatproduction.
fournotdays.'" The
type of
picture
Pauline isExtra
best inbigbutbusiness
story did
come up
to expectaCAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
tions. Well staged, acted and directed, but the story is not there.
" This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Business — good
the stargood
drewpuller."
it all."
Exhibitor
CommentOpened
— " Exceptionally
good. and
Well following
produced.three
Patrons
Consensus
" Goodbut picture,
well pleased.
average business
days
WOMAN,
WOMAN
(FOX)
EVELYN
NESBIT (JAN. 26).... FEB. 8
showed big business."
TWILIGHT (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON (FEB. 23) MAR. 8
" Deals boldly with sex question; morals of heroine lax." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Average
business."
Star has neither
nor
(Six Parts)
art. HerComment
first picture
satisfied
curiosity " sufficiently.
Thisbeauty
is worse
" Delightful picture of youth; construction is good." — M. P. News.
than her first two. Story rotten. Just the kind we don't want. Stuff
TWO BRIDES, THE (PARAMOUNT) LINA CAVALIERI
like this drives business away from Fox pictures."
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 15
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — M. P. News.
WORLD
TO LIVE IN, THE (SELECT) ALICE BRADY
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor star, too old, poor business." " Nice to look
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
at, but certainly no punch to it. Poor business."
I- resents star m a new role, -ome situations exaggerated." — M.P.News.
Consensus — " Fair picture, ordinary puller."
YANKEE
PRINCESS,
A
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE
LOVE
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
(APR. 21)
APR. 19
(APR. 27)
APR. 19
(Six Parts)
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
" War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH (APR. 14)
APR. 12
''FLASHBACKS" ON EARLIER RELEASES
" Exceedingly
pleasant 0. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
News.
UNVEILING HAND, THE (WORLD)
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
"The Border Legion" (Goldwyn) — "A great dramatization of a great
" A melodrama that often oversteps bounds." — M. P. News.
novel, and would have been a great picture had they cast Edith Sto-ey in
VAGABOND OF FRANCE, A (PATHE) KRAUSS (JAN. 26).. JAN. 18 Blanche
Bates' the
part.whole
Her story
actingridiculous.
was good, but
her agea registers
so plainly
(Four Parts)
that it makes
Otherwise
fine Western
play.
Characters, photography, scenes and direction fine. Better than average
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improving." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
week." Girl " (Paramount) — " Opened average business, closed
VENUS IN THE EAST (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (JAN. 26) JAN. 8 business
" The all
Mystery
" // you get by with this picture you should be satisfied." — M. P. News.
of Honor " (Exhibitors' Mutual) — " This star always goes well.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture that this star under his present
poor" Bonds
business."
management has given us."
Reviewer said ' Not very good.' We
Big" Infatuation
business." " (Pathe) — " Didn't go well. People here not much on
say ' Pleased a big majority. O. K.' Very satisfactory. Pleasine
Acting O. K- A good program picture. Big to average business."
"Salome"
foreign
stuff." (Fox) — "A wonderful production, but does not satisfy like
" Adheres very closely to Saturday Evening Post story. Good cast.
Cleopatra.' Too gruesome. Business very good. The matinees were light."
Pleasing picture to average business."
"
Three
X Gordon " (Hodkinson) — " Big to average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
" Secret Garden " (Paramount) — " Fair but star isn't much. Average
WAY OF THE STRONG, THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 2°
" Queen of the Sea " (Fox) — " Patrons walked out on this one. Poor
"Eternal
business."
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Meir- *--°rage." — M. P.
" Children of Banishment" (Select) — "Poor stuff. Average to poor
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5 business."
(Six Parts)
" Argyle Case " (Select) — " Good but old picture."
"Who Cares?" (Select) — "Extra big business three days. Best show
"Holds
business."
News. interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault." — M. P.
in "Under
month runthewith
Arbuckle Tree"
comedy."
Greenwood
(Paramount) — "Not the best this star
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
GRACE DARMOND (FEB. 10)
MAR. 8
as" made.
Average
business."
Too
Many
Millions
"
(Paramount)— " Good. Went well to big and
" Looks good enough for treatment as a special production." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture that failed to draw even average
average
business."
" Arizona " (Artcraft) — " Good story. Something new for ' Doug.' Extra
business." " No one raved about this one but did average business
two days."
Poppv
" (Select) — " Old picture released some time ago. Book same to
Consensus
— " Average picture, average puller."
big
business."
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
"The Claw" (Select) — "Did not draw."
(APR. 7)
;
MAR. 29
' Cleopatra" (Fox) — "Repeat to big business."
(Six Parts)
"The Railroader" (Triangle) — "Rotten wasteof film to poor business."
"Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
fill
in."
"
Marriages Are Made " (Fox) — " Average business."
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Life's a Funny Proposition " (Exhibitors' Mutual) — " Poor program of" Theda Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. News.
" The fering.
Wav Poor business."
of a Man with a Maid " (Paramount) — " Good comedv drama.
GREYMY (APR.
APR. 5
WHEN
SHIP 7)
COMES IN (INDEPENDENT " SALES) JANE
They
all
liked Invisible"
it."
"The Sign
(First National) — "Good story of the Northwest.
"A melodrama of the stage with lane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
" In business."
the Hollow of Her Hand " (Select) — " Good picture. Well liked.
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1 Good
" Another good picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
'Em one
Rough"
— "Anybig.MixBooked
pictureforis two
like days,
a special
my
Big"Treat
business."
patrons.
This
went (Fox)
over extra
ran tothree,
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
WHITEWASHED WALLS (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) WILLIAM
and
I
could
have
run
the
fourth."
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
"Out of the Shadow" (Paramount) — "The usual morbid, gruesome
Frederick's type of picture. Too many murders for any audience. Poor
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — il. P. News.
WHO WILL MARRY ME? (BLUEBIRD) MYERS (JAN. 27).. FEB. 8 business
three ofdays."
" The
" (Exhibitors'
Mutual)
" Billie
Rhodes
registers bigGirl
in this.My A Dreams
rollicking
comedy drama
that— will
please
anywhere.
" Comedy and pathos blended in this Universal film." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
Extra
big business
days."Nationel) — "Return engagement; capacity and
"Shoulder
Arms"two(First
WICKED DARLING, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22 house records for two days."
(Six Parts)
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
Universal
Special's
fine
photography.
Cast— "isDandy;
headedstory.
by that
' little devil
of theusual
screen.'
We claim the honor of having ' discovered ' Priscilla from an exhibitor'sPriscilla
standpoint. Dean
Fine attendance
two days."
" Good
program
IF IT HAS BEEN RELEASED DURfeature.
grows more forpopular
with each
picture
here.
Big
business."
ING THE PAST NINETY DAYS
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
WINNING GIRL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
YOU'LL FIND ALL ABOUT IT IN
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture," — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good little picture to average business."
THESE BOX OFFICE REPORTS
WISHING RING MAN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 10) i
MAR. 8
" If s naturalness puts it over; star is good." — M. P. News.
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New

Motion

Theatres

Building

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles — On the present site of the First M. E. Church at
Sixth and Hill streets, a $750,000 theatre is to be erected by theatre
men whose names are yet unknown. It is reported that the building will be four stories in height and will seat 3,700 persons.
Merced — C. H. Douglas, owner of the Elite Theatre here, announces that Francis Egan and himself will erect a new motion
picture theatre this summer to seat 1,200.
Santa Barbara — Construction has already been started on the new
$80,000 theatre for E. J. Johnson on West Canon Perdido street.
Santa Cruz — A two story theatre to cost in the neighborhood of
$70,000, will be erected on the corner of Pacific and Walnut avenues and leased to Kahn and Greenfield of San Francisco, according to report.
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport — Fred Beckwith, architect announces that plans have
been completed for the erection of a new motion picture theatre
on the old Selick property. A seating capacity of 900 is announced.
Hartford — Joseph Glassman, the druggist, announces the erection
of a new motion picture theatre at the corner of Franklin avenue
and Barker street. The cost is estimated at $50,000.
Hartford. — Work has started in demolishing the old Poli Theatre and a new modern theatre will replace it, to be opened in
October, it is stated.
DELAWARE
Middletown. — James E. Lewis is contemplating the erection of
a new theatre here.
FLORIDA
Jacksonville — The Palace Theatre, a member of the chain controlled by S. A. Lynch Enterprises, has been completed and
formerly opened to the public.
Pensacola — Herman Fitchenberg of Saenger Amusement Company, announces that plans have been completed for the erection
in Pensacola of a $200,000 theatre.
GEORGIA
Atlanta — On a site between the Aragon Hotel and the present
Grand Theatre, a new theatre will be erected to cost a half million
dollars it is announced. E. L. Potter and Asa G. Candler, Jr., are
the interested parties.
ILLINOIS
Auburn — T. F. Miller of Litchfield is said to be promoting the
erection of a motion picture theatre in Auburn and announces
the completion by September.
Chicago — Jones, Linick and Shaefer announce that they will erect
a million dollar theatre on the southwest corner of State and
Monroe streets with a 3,500 seating capacity.
Mt. Vernon. — Plaza Amusement Company, recently incorporated
here, announces the erection of a modern theatre to seat 1,000
persons. H. H. Hicks, a former local restaurant man, is the promoter.
INDIANA
Bicknell. — The corner Flag Pole site has been purchased by the
Colonial Theatre Company, and a theatre anounced for immediate
erection that will seat 1,200 persons.
Huntington.- — Ground is now being broken for the new motion
picture theatre to be built by T. J. Perfect on the corner of Washington and Jefferson streets. It is said that it will be modern in
every respect.
New Albany. — Charles Miller, manager of the New Albany
Amusement Company, has purchased a site on East Spring street,
near Vincennes street, where he announces he will erect a new
$50,000 theatre.
Noblesville. — The site on the Southwest corner of Clinton and
Ninth streets, has been purchased by John H. Wise of the American Amusement Company, which will erect a theatre there to seat
2,000 persons.
Petersburg. — William Mitchell had started the erection of a
theatre with 600 seating capacity to be completed by September 1.
Greencastle — In the proposed new temple of the Masonic Lodge
a theatre will be included to seat 1,250.

Throughout

Picture

News

Country

MAINE
Bangor — Alfred S. Black, president of the Black Circuit, owners
of a chain of theatres in New England, announces that work has
started on a new theatre at Bangor to seat 1,800. It is being
erected on the site of the old opera house which had been destroyed by fire several years ago.
MASSACHUSETTS
Clinton — Philbin Brothers will erect a $50,000 theatre here to seat
1,500 and to absorb the present Star theatre site and the property
adjoining.
MICHIGAN
Detroit — -The New Ferndale has been completed and formally
opened by Thomas Lancaster of the Grand, and Theodore
Williams of the Crescent. It seats 1,000 and is located at Fern- ,
dale avenue and Springwells.
Flint — Plans have now been completed for the new theatre to be
erected here by W. S. Butterfield of the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise Association. It will seat 2,400 and cost $125,000 it is said.
MONTANA
Bozeman. — Local men headed by T. B. Story, will erect a $100,j00 theatre here with a seating capacity of 800.
NEBRASKA
Omaha — World Realty Company is completing the fourth of :ts
Omaha theatres on the north side of Douglas street between
Fourteenth and Fifteenth. The cost will be $150,000 it is reported, and the seating capacity provides for 1,600.
NEW YORK
Binghamton — The proposed new theatre will cover a plot 100 feet
wide by 216 feet deep. It will be named "The New Majestic. "
Brooklyn — The New Atlantic Theatre at Flatbush avenue and
Dean street has been completed. It has a seating capacity of
1,250 and is operated by the Dean Amusement Company.
Brooklyn — The $200,000 theatre planned for Kings Highway and
East Twelfth street will have a seating capacity of 2,100 it is
stated by James P. Kelly.
New York City — On Dyckman street, opposite the subway station
a new theatre will be erected according to announcements made
by Charles Hensle.
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte — The Imperial Theatre has been completed by S. A.
Lynch Enterprises and besides being thoroughly modern it seats
1,200 persons.
OHIO
Cleveland — It is stated that the Marcus Loew interests will erect
a new theatre on the corner of Euclid avenue and East 105th
street.
Dayton — Work has started on the New Victoria Theatre
which will be finished by October 1st, according to W. A. Keyes
of the Schwind Realty Company.
Hamilton — Harry Silver and Harry Turberg of Chicago announce
that they will erect a new theatre here to be opened by October
1st. The site selected is on South Third street and is to seat 900.
The name selected is " The Palace. "
Toledo — A $60,000 three story brick theatre will be erected on
Lagrange street near Central avenue about July 1, according to
report.
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown — A new motion picture theatre will be erected on the
site of the old Lyceum theatre by Messrs. Chancock and Sender.
Pittsburg — A theatre to cost $85,000 and to seat 1,000 is announced for erection in Corapolis on Fifth Avenue, east of Mill
street. W. R. Wheat, Jr., will be in charge.
Philadelphia — On Front and Ontario street, a new theatre will
be erected. A one-story brick structure according to report.
TENNESSEE
Cattanooga. — The Signal Amusement Company will erect a new
motion picture theatre on Market street, between Sixth and
Seventh streets. It will have seating room for 2,000.
Norfolk. — On the Southwest corner of Chestnut and High
streets a large building is being erected which will also house a
modern motion picture theatre.
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nclosed mechanism — dust-proof — fire-proof . One-unit framing cU
vice (intermittent sprocket is always same relative distance fro m
the aperture).

Improved

friction variable

speed control with

flat belt and pulleys — no slip — no break.
Self -oiling intermittent movement (enclosed).
Ground-fit shafts, bearings and parts.
Improved non-breakable condenser
mount.
Machine-cut gears (not die cast). Shutter
adjusting device
(exclusive).
Pressed steel
magazines,

Improved

heavy

pad-roller

arms.
Improved heavy type "S" lamp.
Improved lower pad-roller.
New film
footage register.
New sprocket
strippers.
Ideal motor location. New Extralight shutter. Simplex lenses.
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The Estimate

Winnipeg,

April 1

"Heart of Humanity" opened here yesterday
to thirteen hundred and fifty dollars. Broke
every house record of the city. Look for an
eight thousand week. Everyone admits it is
the biggest picture ever made.
D. G. Walkley.

TE LEG

QAM

Province Theatre, Winnipeg,
The Actual

Winnipeg,

April 5

wants second week

of "Heart of Humanity."
ten thousand, four hundred

First week gross,
dollars.
On last

day of showing four hundred people standing
in line for four hours in terrible rainstorm.
D. G. Walkley.
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Congratulations
0 the Strand and to the Rialto, two of New York's picture
palaces, whose anniversaries are being celebrated this
week.
They are castles that shadows built.
Congratulations, too, on the anniversary bills: at the Strand,
Mary Pickford in " Capt. Kidd, Jr.," an Artcraft Picture; at the
Rialto,
Picture. William S. Hart in " The Money Corral," an Artcraft
(Rialto's sister theatre, the
" Eyes of the Soul," an Artcraft
Such are the Paramount and
are building castles all over the

Rivoli, has Elsie Ferguson in
Picture.)
Artcraft Pictures whose shadows
land.
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PRICE

Los Angeles
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MiUkxI

Lois

fatttf

Weber

s

Unique

Western

LOIS WEBER, the Belasco of the Screen, is usual in only one
way — -she is always unusual. And this means hox-office receipts exactly as much as it means screen artistry. So when
we say that Lois W eber has made a Western — her first Western —
which is just as different from, as it is finer than, any Western that
you've ever seen, you'll know that this big, full-blooded picture
will please your Treasurer just as much as it will delight
vour audiences. Mildred Harris and William Stowell
carrv the storv and vou've never seen a more dramatic
lieart-p;cture better acted.

//WHEN
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LOVES1
U
^Productions*.16OO brwtwy Nev"*>rk eity
C2
Lois

Weber*
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A

*264,000

PRODUCTION
in
SEVEN

V

4

DOUG

LA

S

FAIRBANKS

The

Knickerbocker
An ACTCBAFT
Directed by ALBER.T

Buckaroo

Picture
PA 12. ICE R.-

IX months in the making, 6,700 feet, seven reels, a wonderful story, full
S of thrills, a beautiful leading woman, hundreds of extra^^iundreds of
h.- a .*^j.!f^lc ijiiivA'rr system, a production costing over a quarter
of a million, the first Fairbanks picture in five months!
Thinking exhibitors will be quick to realize the potentialities of a production of this kind and will realize that it is worthy of extended runs and
raised admission prices.
Or, in other words —
Wise showmen will jump at the chance in this powerful money-picture
and will
Cash in on it!
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K* ADOLPH
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE 1.1ASKY
Vice Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B. DE MULE Director General
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Motion
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News

THOS.H.INCE
THOS.H.INCE

Presents

UAL1UIN
j(j CjMramount(^>ictur&
Her companion salesmen said thai she was blessed
with the best "gift of gab" they ever listened to —
But when she tried to reason with her sweetheart — !
It took more than gab to keep him away from the
"merry-merry". It took Action! And believe us, there
is action and the fur flies when Mary gets busy in
The Homebreaker". Come!

AMD
Tl
Broadway at Main Street

Sheet

' I 'HE popularity of
*- Dorothy Dalton

I 'HE posters with
"The Home -

mat

increases with each
new Thomas H. I nee

breaker" are distinctive, interesting
and effective. They
mean increased business in the exact

picture.

Let the

folks know she's
for.
theatr
at yourthey'r
news
e. It's
g
e lookin

proportions to your
liberal use of them.
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

I Sheet

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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That

Talk

* * woman and she
]V\ARY was a salesknew human nature. If
ise
, men
'll
you
knowadv
itert
too
youts
use the
and posters that are furnished

with

"The

Homebreaker."
Beautiful, clear-cut, attractive pictures of

.

DOROTHY D ALTON /.'Hie

Dorothy Dalton c o m bined with people-pulling ad copy will work
wonders for you with
this picture. ccc

You axe wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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1.' The UoiretreaJce:
DOROTHY
DALTON
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Motion

JESSE

II
THE

WOMAN

L.LAS KY

Picture

New

^Presents

THOUGAVEST
ME
BY HALL CAINE
Directed by HUGH
FORD
Scenario byBETILAH MARIE DIX

THREE
powerful factors absolutely
assure the box-office success of "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me."
One is the world-famous story by Hall
Caine.
The second is an all-star cast including
{■Catherine MacDonald, Theodore Roberts, Milton Sills, Jack Holt and Fritzi Brunette.
The third, and perhaps the greatest, is the
masterly direction of ffl^i.J^&L
Admittedly one of the foremost producers in
the theatrical and motion picture worlds, Hugh
Ford has rapidly won an international reputation.
Among his brilliant stage successes are

"Joseph and His Brethren," "The Garden of
Allah," ) "The Melting Pot." 'The Yellow
Jacket,"
"Potash skill
and on
Perlmutter."
His remarkable
the screen is proved by
such hits as "Sappho," "The Prince and the
Pauper," "Such a Little Queen," "Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbage Patch," and Hall Caine's "The
Hugh City."
Ford is a personal friend of Hall Caine;
Eternal
knows the facts surrounding the startling story of
"The Worr"": Tta^G^u'est Me"; knows from his
travels, the scenes in hngland, India and Africa
which are covered by the action.
The result is a big, thrilling, red-blooded production that means record crowds and record
profits for exhibitors.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
tADOLPH ZUKOKPres. JESSE L/LASKYWce
Pres. CECIL B.DE MIIXE Director General
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Adolph Zukor Presents
JOHN

BARRYMORE
In

"THE

TEST

OF

HONOR"

A Paramount Picture

Story founded on "The Malefactor" by
E. Phillips Oypenheim. Scenario by Eve
Unsell. Directed by John S. Robertson.

"A

PICTURE

EVERY

TO
OUGHT
Here's
"
Honor.
of
of the " Test
says ofVariety
SO more
the review: " This is a whale of a feature. Itis one of the best pictures for dramatic
values that has been turned out in a long, long
while. It is so good a picture that there seems
to be a lack of words that might adequately voice
its praise. It is a picture with all the essentials
that go toward making a feature production that
is out of the ordinary run of screen plays. It is
about as fine a piece of work as Barrymore has
ever done either on stage or screen."
And here's part of an editorial headed * A Real
Artist" from the Exhibitors' Trade Review: "It
is a pleasure to call attention to a real star — John
Barrymore — and his picture, ' The Test of Honor.'
Mr. Barrymore's portrayal is without exception
one of the finest pieces of acting the screen has
ever seen. He has complete command of all the
Can

you

tGmgm

afford

not

EXHIBITOR

AFTER"
GO
nioods — from farce to tragedy — and in this picture his work is characterized by a finish and a
maturity which deserve very high praise."
Then this, from a whole page by Edward Weitzel in the Moving Picture World: "John Barrymore is the best dramatic actor who has appeared
in New York this season. He is equally proficient
on the shadow stage. His latest picture, ' The Test
of Honor,' is a picture exhibitors should be eager
to run. It has every element for both artistic and
financial success. T\U story is intensely dramatic,
but is never over the heads of the general public,
that large class that demands that first and foremost it be entertained. The additional interest
contributed by the presence of Barrymore will receive its proper valuation, but the picture would
itself reveal sufficient merit to score a pronounced

to feature

it for

a long

hit."
FAMOUS
-LASKY
ADOLPH
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Via Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B.DE MELLE Director General,
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success
ED
G REAS
burst of blue blazes.
This is a testimony and a prediction.
When Charles Ray as "Blacksmith Andy" gets his old tin Lizzy
to working in "Greased Lightning, and when he gives the
worthies of Pipersville a special
demonstration of his Little Giant
Potato Peeler — it'd have been a
great peeler if it had only worked
— you'll see visible evidence of
why Charles Ray and his pictures
are so sure-fire, money-making,
For delightful humor, quaint
popular.
rural types, happy good feeling
and thrills, there hasn't been a
better picture in many moons.
Ray is one of the finest screen
artists before the public. This is
the best thing he has done — not
excepting "The Girl Dodger."
You'll say so and your audiences
will too.
Wanda Hawley, Robert McKim and
Otto Hoffman are some of the many
good ones in the cast.
Lay a big bet on "Greased Lightning." She never skids, takes all
grades on high and will bring home
the money.
By Julien Joscphson Directed by Jerome Storm
Photographed by Chester Lyons
Supervised by Thomas H. I nee
K FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

Jesse

CECIL

B>

SL Lasky

presents

DeMILLLS

PRODUCTION

For

Better,
An
THE

CECIL
His
and star
The
DeMille.

For

AGTCBAFT
VALUE

OF

Worse

Picture
A

NAME

B. DeMILLE'S name has real box office value.
productions are triple-starred — star stories, star acting
production.
public has come to expect greatness from Cecil B.
His name stands for sumptuous setting, wonderful act-

ing, absorbing plot, wealth of detail and —
Money in the box office!
In "For Better, For Worse" there are all these things.
Make it pay big by doubling your run.
By Edgar Selwyn
Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"WW

Hodkinson

Back—

He's

Is Not

Never

Picture

Coming

Been

Away!

All the time, in an industry that has shifted
like the sands of the sea, W. W. Hodkinson
has stood rock solid in one position. He has
watched chaos and ruin pile up for producers who resorted to shifty practices.
He

has

seen

the desertion

of

his funda-

mental, sound principles make the nation's
exhibitors actual or potential enemies of the
producers. During all these days he has
not flinched or moved away from his sound
position.
During

this same

period he has been building

a silent-working machine of tremendous
power. He has been building an organization
with a heart and brain. This organization,
more than a year in the making, is now
beginning to work on its broader lines.
Times and conditions have changed in the
picture industry. Immediately ahead of all of
us there is revolution— as dramatic a revolution as the one that continues to rock red
Russia.
Underneath almost everything there is a
granite base. W. W. Hodkinson has had a
granite base from the day he entered the
motion picture business as an exhibitor eleven
HODKINSON
now controls four
great lines of product.
will have upwards of
thirty productions for the
year beginning April 20.
sells pictures singly under
contract on their indivi*
dual merits.

years ago.
Many things are going to happen in the motion
picture industry between now and September!

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PAIHE Exchange, Incorporated

£>e sure to mention " MUX ION PICTURE NEWS " when wr.ling to advertisers
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A "special" picture does not mean
an extra half reel or reel of footage
and some excitable but barely usable
publicity— though many exhibitors
have bought such types of pictures
under forced draught advertising.

A "special" production must have
a great story. It can be an original
story, but it is usually bigger if made
from a great play or novel. It must
have behind it the reputation of
a great author. It must be made by
a powerful director. It must be splendidly cast with a popular star in the
leading role. It must have splendid
technical quality and a careful
producer with vision must weld these
elements together.
These elements make

a special.

Measured by these standards of
excellence, we announce to the exhibitors of the nation that "As a Man
Thinks" is a special production of
unusual quality and strength and of
determined - in - advance drawing
power

at the ticket seller's window.

Also, it is a special in a sales sense:
You can buy it singly from any
Hodkinson representative without
tying yourself up under contract for
any other Hodkinson product. The
Hodkinson personal representatives
in thirty Pathe offices are ready to
quote you prices and fix immediate
playing dates.
W

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gtv
Distributing- through PAlilt Exchange, Incorporated

Look at the " News! "
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Motion

Spending

a

Picture

News

Million

Half

To produce a serial requires a vast amount
nerve and judgment.

of

Yet, someone had to set the pace.
Five years ago CABIRIA, the firtt great spectacle was launched, in the face of disaster-mongers who predicted the public would never pay
$2 to see a picture.
Yet, CABIRIA

did

more

than

$1,000,000

and not only brought thousands of new faces to
theatres but created a panic among producers
who soon began fighting for big picture supremacy.
With CABIRIA also came " MACISTE,"
the mastodonic hero. Over night he became a
star.
When

THE

WARRIOR

was

launched

and

the public fought to get near the box office,
" MACISTE " knew he was a popular fixture.
And now, THE LIBERATOR, an ultra-serial
in twelve episodes — with the " Big Fellow 11 in
his greatest role — produced upon a scale of magnificence not yet ventured by other producers.
High class theatres are now showing THE
LIBERATOR
to great returns. Others are
bound to do likewise.

NEW TORK
Modern Photoplays
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CLEVELAND
Standard Film Exchang
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Features
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OF

AMERICA

HE tremendous advertising campaign accompanying the presentation of the Rothapfel Unit
Programme for a solid week opening May 25th
in from forty to fifty of America's leading theatres,
supplemented by the wide interest in the fact that for the
first time in theatrical history the same complete entertainment will be enjoyed by so many thousand people at
the same time, is causing an unprecedented demand for
early bookings on the part of exhibitors everywhere.
Independent Sales Corporation representatives throughout
the country are working night and day to give their personal attention to those who want to arrange play dates
for one, two, three and four day runs. For our representatives tocall on everybody immediately is a physical
impossibility. It is therefore advisable that you communicate with your Film Clearing House Exchange direct or
wire the home office.
We are anxious to give you service in keeping with the
importance of this extraordinary innovation, so that you
may profit in proportion to its big money making possibilities.
Yours very truly,
FRANK

G. HALL
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"A Stitch in Time" has been transferred from footlights to screen with all of its original
flavor of fun, speed and wholesomeness. The same qualities that made it a favorite with
Broadway audiences when it was presented on the stage will impress your patrons.
"A Stitch in Time" is a masterful blending of comedy and drama. Its title is known, its
star is known, its director is known. It is a feature brimming with every element that
attracts, holds and pleases
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Success
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That is the initial booking — at one theatre — of
Goldwyn's great drama of Compassion, "The Eternal
Magdalene."

cThe

A solid month's run; a thousand-dollar advertising
campaign in advance; a special publicity man on the
lob — such was Manager John Keane's estimate of the
possibilities of this big extra production.

<7/ea

Qn

ri:

iccig

It was an estimate made in advance of the ultimate
test — public presentation. It was based on the recognition of an epoch-making handling of a remarkable
subject.
Manager Keane saw instantly the power, the broad
human appeal, the universality of Robert H.
McLaughlin's mighty theme — the hunted woman of
ten thousand towns and forty centuries.
Your audience will see it, too.

GoldvOyn

JneLl

JC

o

Funnier

than

in

'Sis Hopkins' ^

Prettier than inpfPerfeci
36"
„
Prankier
than in Pecks Bad Boy
You know what Mabel Normand
pictures.

did in her last three

She does more in her newest. "The Pest."

You know what Mabel Normand and those pictures did for
you, or your competitor.

She will do more with "The Pest."

Steadily, through two years of association with Mabel
Normand, Goldwyn has been taking the measure of "the
star who has everything" — ■ coming nearer to a full knowledge
of her varied talents and of the public's preferences.
With each successive production Goldwyn has approached
closer
to thePicture.
great American public's conception
of the and
Idealcloser
Normand
It is "The Pest."

Samuel
MABEL
CI

oldwyn

; Corporation
Ityoldv/yn , President

Goldwyn

Presents

NORMAND

in
The
Directed

Pest

by W.Christy

Cahanne

Absolute

First

Run

Quality

That is what Goldwyn insists^upon in every special produce
tion that it undertakes to distribute side by side with its
own quality product. It can not do less in justice to itself
and to the exhibitors who put their trust in the Goldwyn
imprint.

He didn't know the
meaning of a marriage
con veni ence.

It is Louis Bennison's ability to meet this exacting test which
has lifted this new star from the large second and third. run
business easily won by his ; initial pictures to the first [run
contracts that are now coming in for his fourth and best
production, released May 11.
In "The Road Called Straight" Bennison has all those
lovable, frank Western qualities that have won him fame
on stage and screen. But he has more — a deep compelling
power, hiterto.unrevealed.

Ctrp
Betzrwood
Louis

Film Corporation

Presents

Bennison
Goldv^J
Distributing

Called

Straight"

Samuel Go/Jwyn,

oration
^resident

The

Gold

of

the

GoldenWest

Zane
struck "pay dirt" in his long series of
WesternGrey
stories.
When a woman
shoots to kill

Blanche Bates minted a fortune for Belasco as the star
of "The Girl of the Golden West".
Hobart Bosworth "panned out" his solid reputation
by rugged impersonations of Western heroes.
Publishers, producers and theatre managers have made
their piles from the individual work of these three.
Exhibitors booking the screen version of Zane Grey's
greatest story, "The Border Legion," as acted by
Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosworth, and directed by
T. Hayes Hunter, will mint the gold of the Golden
West from the combined power of author, stars and
story and from the public's eager love of border romance.

'Lane
Trie

Distriipn^
Samue f Go/dwyn,ct^ration
President:

Greys

Great

Border

Story

Legion

Bates and Hobart Bosworth
Blanche
Directed by T- Hayes Hun ter>

m

The

Clean-Thste

Comedian

When you book Capitol Comedies you book clean comedies.
Make no mistake about that. If you want the salacious,
don't come to Parsons. In the bright lexicon of "Smiling
Bill" there's no such word as "smut."

Smiles and girls
and more smiles
and more girls.

Femininity — yes! Charming, delightful, delectable girls —
they're the perfect background to set off the man-sized
humor of "Smiling Bill."
There's always charm, daintiness and style about these
girls. They have allure — but it's the kind
Comedy
Capitol
your
decent
American patrons want.
That's one of the secrets of "Smiling Bill" Parsons' success.

in the newest
of
"SmilingBitt
"PARSONS
CftPlTOL ilOMEDIES
Distributing

(i

Circumstantial

Evidence

C > rporat ion

Samuel Go/dwyn, ^resideni-
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EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY
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-
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Weekly.

the

The

of the Ford

power

Ford

Educational

name, the

Ford organization and the Ford fortune. This guarantees 100% quality
in pictures.
The

power of our National

Work-

shop over the minds and imaginations ofall Americans. This guarantees
100%

quantity

There

is Beauty, too — the beauty of

America's

in patronage.

natural wonderland.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President

Chicago
FIT Z PATRICK
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CO.
Motion. Picture
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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Presents

Greatest
Actors

The only state rights special attraction
that hits what every American is thinking
about and does it in a way that U. S.
officials say solves the problem of our grand
country's greatest menace. " Sensational "
doesn't describe it ! Overpowering stock exchange, strike, ball room, slum, courtroom
and factory scenes. Every phase of modern
American life startlingly pictured in a way
that will jam theatres for week and two-week
runs ! Wall Street, High Society, Pitiful Poverty— everything exposed in this great box
office attraction, which incidentally is a wonderful love story, full of well set up men and
beautiful women, with Walthall heading the
cast. The first special by the " Tarzan " people since " Tarzan " ! Wire:
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
126 West 46th Street
NEW YORK CITY
(From theby novel
by ~Wm.
Hamilton
Osborne;by
directed
Bertram
Bracken;
produced
National Film Corporation.)
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Miss Barriscale's interpre
tation of Kathleen Norris'
graphic book is considered
her finest contribution to
the motion

picture screen.
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that

exceptional

picture; love, drama, suspense, romance and Miss
Barriscale's creative acting.
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O.Fv .F:l !
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THE

FASTEST

GROWING

MOTION

REVIVALS

PICTURE

THE

COMPANY

SHOW" "POLICE"
"THE BANK"
IN THE

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS '

WORLD
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Motion

Picture

"KHAVAH"

Will

Grip

You!

for it is written

by the

master-pen

SHOLOM

of

ALEICHEM

called by many
"Jewish
The

Zion

Films,

Mark

the

Twain'

Inc.

present

ALICE
with

GIACOMO

HASTINGS

MASUROFF

and

ALEX

TENENHOLTZ

in

44

Direction CHAS.
E. DAVENPORT "
VAH
KHA
The story is a soul stirring one. It is a clash between a girl's love
for her family and the love of her sweetheart. The story is as
sweet as it is simple.
The

Picture

READY
State

ZION
1400 BROADWAY

You

FOR
Right

Will

Be

Proud

RELEASE
Buyers

To

Book

SOON

Attention!

FILMS,
Phone Greeley 3992

INC.
NEW

Be sure .to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

YORK

CITY

News

NAZIMOVA
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LANTERN
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in

a

production

without
in

Artist

all

a parallel

the

history

of

brilliant

motion
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(Jyl drama
white
and

of the
yellow

in which

races

NAZIMOVA,
in

two

distinct

characterizations,

all of
goes heyond
her
own
remark

aHe
on
A

presentations
the

screen*

richly

ieautiful

surproduction
rounding romantic
a
entertainment,
deep
inpathos,mi^Hty

in

its art, fascinating
in the

sublimity

its power*
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Mathis
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pjMm.
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Pictures
Karger,
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Director
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^
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State

Get
EsnBsmnon

Right

Busy!!
—
iimu-ji ■■mini i in

The

sensation

Acres

and

Mary

Story

Getting
Over

Get
ransnna

of the year.

Pessimists

Tempest

The

Buyers

The

Wise

Outguessed.

i Sunshine

J. Holmes'
Famous
READ
BY
MILLIONS

That

the money

Busy!!
■BMHmaBOHHmH^H^KH

Every

everywhere

Woman

Days

in Jersey in 4 weeks.

400

Days

in Ohio

Knows

for the exhibitor.

1 ,000 Days sold in Pennsylvania

300

Novel

in 9 weeks.

in 3 weeks.

Openings were big in Downtown Houses in St. Louis,
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Des Moines, Iowa, Omaha,
Cleveland,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Cincinnati.
20 states sold in less than 2 months.
Get busy if your territory is not sold, we

J.

FRANK

HATCH
Room

42nd

IT'S

Street

and

THE

912

ENTERPRISES

Longacre

Broadway

STORY

can do business.

Building

::

::

THAT

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

New

York

City

COUNTS

Starring MEN"
Directed by
"VIRTUOUS
E.

K.

LINCOLN
STATE

proves
RIGHTS

FIVE

BUYS

RALPH

INCE

SENSATION

STATES
In Record

ARTHUR

A

Breaking

SOLD
Time

SlHYMAN
ATTRACTIONS
Detroit, Mich.

ILUNOIS-INDIANA-MICHIGAN

CO-PARTNER

BUYS

ATTRACTIONS,

S. Hyman,

Gen.

" 'VIRTUOUS
have

acquired

H. C. Simeral,
"I bought

Gen.

'VIRTUOUS

OTHER

PHONE:

MEN'

MAY

3271

S. Hyman
'Hearts

Co-Partner
because

Attractions,

BE

BEING
SOLD

Says:

I

of the World'."

Attractions,

it is the

territory have

TERRITORIES

H. SAWYER

BRYANT

I bought

Mgr.

in my

YOURS

ARTHUR

Arthur

is the biggest box office attraction

since

the wise exhibitors

VIRGINIA

Mgr.

MEN'

Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA-

WESTERN
WEST

Arthur

Pittsburg,

kind

of picture

been clamoring
CLOSED

says :
for."

DAILY

TOMORROW

UfSK

HERBERT

i.^5S55E?
PICTURES

1476 Broadway,

Foreign Rights Sold To
J. FRANK BROCKLISS, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

LUBIN

N. Y.

EVERY

TWO

A

2

REEL

WEEKS

COMEDY

Y

THE-ELONGATED
Released
INTERSTATE FILMS, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
20" So. Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, II I..
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
109 W. Maryland St., INDIANAPOLIS, END.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE
174 Second Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
R. D. MARSON ATTRACTION CO.
26 Piedmont Street, BOSTON, MASS.
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS
1235 Vine Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BULLS

729

COMEDIENNE

Through the Following Exchanges:
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.
E. & H. FILM DISTRIBUTING CO.
938 Penn Avenue, PITTSBURGH, PA.
73 Walton Street, ATLANTA, GA.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
CAPITAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
316 Sloan Bldg., CLEVELAND, OHIO
811 E. Washington St., WASHINGTON, D. C.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
Elizabeth and John K. Sts., DETROIT, MICH.
ELTABRAN FILM CO.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
Piedmont Theatre Bldg., CHARLOTTE, N. C.
7th
and Main Streets, CINCINNATI, OHIO
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
ARROW PHOTO PLAYS CO.
90 Golden Gate Ave., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
1735 Welton Street, DENVER, COLO.
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
CANADIAN FILM SERVICE, LTD.
311 Orpheum Bldg., VANCOUVER, B. C.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

EYE

7th

FILM

Avenue,

New

CORP.

York
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News

Five?

Why
Several

Picture

weeks

ago

William

Sievers

of St. Louis

started

a lively

discussion among- exhibitors over the stand taken by the First
National Exhibitors Circuit in restricting its advertising to five
papers

devoted

Mr.
So

Sievers
have

practically
But

subscribed

heartily

all the

whose

exhibitors

took

and

to this policy.

who

pains

took

to state

it is significant

letters followed

carefully

pictures.

part

in

the

discussion

—

exception.

Sievers

in his opinion;

Note

to motion

without

Mr.

exhibitors

exclusively

these

hibitor letters to the

extracts

Moving

that

to note

believe
from

Picture

two
that

exactly

one

papers

were

the great
the same

recent

enough,

majority

of

way.

installment

of

ex-

World:

" Common sense points to the fact that no exhibitor has time for more than .one or two good publications which
cover his field completely and satisfactorily.
" There can be no benefits derived from duplication of advertising and a field cannot be extended by duplication."
" The producer who confines his advertising to a few reputable magazines of the trade, and drives home his punch in
the strongest way possible in these, has the right idea of getting results.
" Why, then, does not the motion picture industry concentrate when the matter of proper exploitation is involved? "
— Charles A. McElravy, General Manager, Majestic Amusement Company, Memphis, Tennessee.
" I myself subscribe to four magazines. Two of these I read very carefully, both advertising announcements and
news. The other two I simply glance through.
" He (the exhibitor) cannot devote his entire time to t he reading of publications when, as a matter of fact, it is
simply a duplication of stuff which he has seen in a previous one. There are other duties that an exhibitor must perform
which require his time." — Jack Kuhn, Manager, Loew's S thlman Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
"I must admit that I have not been a subscriber to all of them— have not had time to read more than two."—
Joseph Erber, President Erber Amusement Company, East St. Louis, III., and Washington Amusement Company, Belleville, III.
" Duplication in advertising is one of the extravagant wastes of money that confronts the motion picture industry
today. His (Mr. Sievers) assertion that two journals seem to be enough to any exhibitor to read is to my way of thinking, as I only read two .each week." — Jay Emanuel, Ridge Avenue Theatre, Philadelphia.
" I receive many trade journals each week, but I have my favorite two, which give me all the information I desire
about new features to be released." — A. J. Fischer, Mammoth Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
" And I don't need five motion picture trade journals. I read only two of them, and I don't know of anybody who
reads
any more except the various magazines' proofreaders." — Ray Stinnett,
Manager, Jefferson Theatre, Dallas,
Texas.
„
" Are five trade journals enough to carry advertising for a big distributor like the First National? Indeed, they are
enough, and more, too, so far as I am able to judge." — S. A. Hayman, Manager, Lyda Theatre, Grand Island,
Neb.
" If it is not decided to advertise in all, 1 would suggest that the advertisements be limited to one of the movie trade
journals — the recognized best. This would fully eliminate wasted advertising. If this idea was adopted by the First
National and several other large companies, other trade publications, with the exception of probably one or two, would
soon become obscure." — A. T. Sparrow, Proprietor, Empire Theatre, Washington, D. C.
" First of all, the exhibitors want productions that are in themselves distinctive. He does not have to be sold that
kind of production. It will sell itself, on its merit. But he must also have every aid from the releasing company in
order that he may offer his ware to the public and elicit their ready response with their dimes that he may, heed the call
of the exchange for its bit.
"What the exhibitor needs is 100 per cent, pictures, and then some good, whole-hearted co-operation and advertising aids in the way of good cuts and mats to help him support the producer." — C. Edgar Momand, Manager of
Garden Theatre, Flint, Mich.
" Why should we be bothered with an avalanche of trade journals in every mail, when possibly two would be a sufficiency to tell us everything we want to know concerning releases and other news pertaining to the picture.
" Two is enough for me, and any others that come to me are cast aside without a glance." — D Morris, Franklin
Theatre, Philadelphia.
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will
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coming
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so.
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lot
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particular
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problem
paper itself.

down

concerns

to the

three

bare

practicalities

factors —

the

involved.

advertiser,

the

reader,

The advertiser does not set aside enough money — and he shouldn't
— to take enough space in each of five publications to tell the exhibitor
fully enough about each feature release.
And

why

should

he repeat this complete

That

is futile enough,

provided

information

the exhibitor

really reads five papers.

don't believe there's a single exhibitor in this country
torial contents must largely duplicate themselves.
By enough advertising space we mean
nouncement: but that specific and complete

five times?

who

And

reads five papers whose

we
edi-

not merely a pretty picture nor a brief aninformation which will enable the exhibitor

first to decide a booking and then to put the picture over for all it's worth.
Advertising service in other words! We are sure First National will agree with us
that such service is quite as important as the making of the picture; and we know that
exhibitors will agree with us that he must have this service.
The

advertiser should

give this service in at least one trade paper.

That's concentration. That's the punch that sells pictures. That's the advertising that helps
the advertiser and the exhibitor, that binds both together in a successful effort to sell the picture to
the public.
And that's the function of a trade paper — to carry just such advertising service.
Splitting up the same advertising expense in five insufficient advertisements does no one good,
neither the advertiser nor the exhibitor, nor even the five trade papers themselves, for on such a basis
some must either die out or struggle along with a size and service of no particular value to the reader,
and no credit to the industry.
The plain fact of the matter is that the industry does not ask for nor support three big trade
papers today.
Why

five?

As Usual — 14 Pages of Exploitation Aids in the Service Bureau This Week — See page 2813
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The Week
in the Film
FEATURES
WHAT IS A SPECIAL?. . %
2799
EDITORIALLY SPEAKING
2800
DEALING IN PERSONALITIES
2801
IT'S UP TO YOU TO GET THE VERY BEST
2813
HOW HYMAN GOT BOOSTS OF WOMEN
2815
NOVELTY A BUSINESS BUILDER
2817
YOUR IDEA AND OURS
2818
WHAT LIVE WIRES ARE DOING
2819
HOW NEW YORK STAGES THE SHOW
2823
REVIEWS IN COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
2891
NEW THEATRES BUILDING
2918
RELEASE DATES ON ALL PICTURES
...2919
NEWS

News

OF THE

WEEK

News Stars
as Told
Cartoons
'
2802-03-04
New
and by
Executives
for Select
2805
Pictures Aid the Victory Loan
2806
Neilan and Ray Now with First National
2807
Wm. Fox May Return in May
2808
Exhibitors Score Double Victory in New York
2809
Building of Theatres Continues
2809
Exhibitors Join the Booking Discussion
2810
Thomas Calls for Real Exhibitor Organization 2811
Sidelights on Open Booking
2811
Miscellaneous News
2812
Live News of the Producers
2827
Glances at the Program
2871
In the Independent Field
2874
Complete Plan Book
2891
In and Out West Coast Studios
2910
Hollywood Hookum
2911

World at a Glance
OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors'
Service Bur
eau
2813
What the Producers
Have to Say
.2827
Special
Service
Sections
2843-2855-2861-2865
News of the Independent Producers
2874
Equipment
Service Section
. . .2879
Music Depa
rtment
2887
Advance Reviews
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2891
Reviews
Complete
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.2892
Releases,
andandPlan
Comi
ng ...'.'.'.'.'.'.2913
....2919
Box OfficeinCurrent
Reports
PlanBook
Book Index
COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
Pictures Reviewed in Advance
2891
"The
Dares"(Raver-H
(Fox)
..'.'.'..'..
'.'.2892
"As a Love
Man That
Thinks"
odkinson
)
!2893
"The Delicious Little Devil" (Universal)
2894
"2895
""False
A StitchEvidence"
in Time " (Metro)
(Vitagraph)
2896
"Eyes of the Soul" (Artcraft)
.2897
"The Pest" (Goldwyn)
2898
"The Eternal Magdalene" (Goldwyn)
.2899
"The Love Call" (Robertson-Cole)
2900
"A House Divided" (Independent
!.!2901
"The Money Corral" (ArtcrSales)
aft)
.....2902
" Captain Kidd, Jr." (Artcraft)
\.. . [2903
"Ginger" (World)
..'.'..'. .2904
Charge It Sadie
to Me" " (Goldwyn)
(American)
""The
Spotlight
..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 2905
2906
Blinding Trail"
(Univ
)
2907
"The Rescuing Angel" (Paramersal
ount)
2908
"The Price of Innocence" (Buffalo M. P. Corp.) 2909
Harrison's Exhibitors Rev
iews
2912
IndexRep
to Complete ort
Plan Book ands
Exhibitors' Box Office
29 13
Index and Reports Concluded and " Flashbacks 2917

Newsy Announcements of the Week Found in the Ad-Pages
"The Bos
Border Legion,"
with Blanche
More about "When a Girl Loves," the Jewel production of
wor
thBates and Hobart 2760
Bill Parsons and his capitol comedies
Lois Weber's, with Mrs. Charlie Chaplin featured 2730
2761
Fairbank's next is "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo" 2731
Capital
The
Ford
Educational
Weekly
...'.'.'.'.
'.
'.'.
.2762
Film
company's
two
Dorothy Dalton is presented by Thomas H. Ince in " The
reel
releas
es
2763
An announcement from United Picture Theatres and its
Home Breaker"
2732-33
latest productions with Florence Reed and Kitty
Paper and advertising accessories on " The Home
°ordon
•
2764-65
Breaker"
2734-35
The aPioneer
Film corporation
handles "The Boomerang,"
capital-labor
picture
starring
Henry
Walthall
2766-67
Hall Caine's "The Woman Thou Gavest Me" is Hugh
Tower Film Corporation sells state rights on Ince, Hart
Ford's Paramount Artcraft special
2736
and Arbuckle reissues
2768
"The Barrymore
Test of Honor,"
the
Paramount
picture
with
John
Robertson-Cole's
insert on its
latest offerings. 2769-70-71-72-73-74
regarded
as
high
standard
of
the
art
by
First National Exhibitors
Circuit
2775-76-77
authorities
2737
Latest releases from the Fox Film corporation 2778-79
"Greased Lightning" is Charles Ray's next
2738-39
World Film's Prizma pictures and other releases 2780-81
" Forname
Better,
For B.Worse
" has advantage of big producer's 2740
Metro offers its Nazimova production extraordinary, "The
— Ceci1
DeMille
Paramount Arbuckle comedies go over the top
2741
Red Lantern"
insert shows several
of the gorgeous scenes —in this
it
2783-84-86-87-88-89-90
Hodkinson policy
2742
Zion
Films
presents
"
Khavah,"
its
first
release
2782
The latest Hodkinson picture "As a Man Thinks" 2743
Frank
J. Hatch
offering
"Tempest
and
Sunshine"
2791
About the Christie two reel special " Sally's Blighted
The
Bulls
Eye
company
presents
the
Gale
Henry
comeCareer" and the regular one-reel Christie comedies . 2744-45
dies 2793
Exchanges where the exhibitor can secure "The LiberaThe Educational black and white comedies, animated
tor," Harry Raver's latest importation starring Mafrom
famous
cartoon
series
2797
ciste of "Cabiria" fame
2746
The Spoor-Thompson Laboratories
2798
Select's "Bolshevism on Trial"
2747-48
The latest Universal attraction, "Bare Fists" 2839-40-41-42
Rothapfel's
Unit
Programme
2749-50-51-52
Latest feature releases from Vitagraph, together with new
Pathe presents
its latest
serial "The
produced by Astra
and starring
Ruth Tiger's
Roland. Trail,"
.. .2851-52-53-54
comedies and serial episodes
2753-54-55-56
EddieSmith"
Polo stories
presented by Universal in the " Cyclone 2833
Goldwyn's "The Eternal Magdalene"
2757
"The Pest" is Mabel Normand's latest picture
2758
The new Universal serial with James J. Corbett, entitled
Louisday
Bennison's Goldwyn pictures going stronger every 2759
" The Midnight Man " coming soon
2834
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
Robert E. Welsh, Managing Editor

Henry F. Sewall, Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.
Fred. J. Beecroft, Adv. Manager.

Published on Friday every week by MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 'Phone 9360 Bryant.
Chicago Representative, W. M. Hight, 220 So. State St.; 'Phone Harrison 7667. Los Angeles Representative, J. C. Jessen, 618 Wright
and Callander Building (Hill at Fourth St.) ; 'Phone Pico 780. Subscription $2 a year, postpaid, in United States. Mexico, Hawaii,
Porto Rico and Philippine Islands. Canada, $3. N. B. — No agent is authorized to take subscriptions for Motion Picture News at less
than these rates. Have the agent who takes your subscription show his credentials and coupon book. Western Union registered cable
address is " Picknews," New York.
Copyright, 1919, by Motion Picture News, Inc.
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Simply Mix
With Good Music
—

and

Serve"

"International
Black-and-Whit

e

Comedies
Happy Hooligan, the Shenanigan Kids, Judge Rumhauser, the Silk Hat Harry Livestock Company, in cartoons that are really funny — concentrated laughter for
your program — " Twinkle, Twinkle," " A Sweet Pickle,"
" Knocking the H
Out of Heinie " are now booking.
New

Releases

"The
"A

at Educational

Restless

Day

With

Exchanges

Three"— a Robert
Carranza"—

George

:

C. Bruce

Scenic

D. Wright's

"Mexico

Today"

CHICAGO.Exchange,
ILL.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Bee-Hive
BOSTON, MASS.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
Federal Feature Film Co., The Argus Motion Picture Co.
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Streets,
48 Piedmont Street, 823 Prospect Street,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
NEW ORLEANS, LA,
Consolidated Film Corporation,
FirstWestinghouse
National Exhibitors'
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
First
NationalStreet,
Exhibitors' Exchange,
300
Building, Exchange,
712 Poydras
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DETROIT. MICH.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
SEATTLE, WASH.
Standard Film Corporation,
Standard Film Service Co., N. W. Consolidated Film Co., 3317
109 West Maryland Street,
Olive Street,
2020 Third Avenue,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
MD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. BALTIMORE,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Baltimore
Booking Co.,
Exchange,
Standard Film Corporation,
Standard Film Corporation, Bee-Hive
412 E. Lexington Street,
Toy Building,
406 Film Exchange Building, Boley Building,

EpucfflONAL

Films

TMVENDE

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

Gdrporation

NEW

YORK,

By giving YOU value.
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SAYS

technical

producing

MACHINE
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concerns
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all
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way

he
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processing

to
by

thoroughly
that

he

machine

film

business.

world
from

across

England

machine

was

watching

the dream
of my
life.
patience
and
success
in
this

wonderful

the

in the

Laboratories:
Service Bureau:

delivery

1333 Argyle Street,
110 West

I congratubringing
to

mechanism.

SPOOR-THOMPSON

Charles

film

automatic

As

week

frankly

of the

the

said:

it is unfailing

Sales Office and

last

automatic

end

Spoor-Thompson
actuality.

of

f oremost
visited

examining

he

prominent

EXCELS

States

behalf

News

FILM

o f the

United

laboratory

had

operate

see

made

process

the

working
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in

one

Spoor-Thompson
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claims

of

the
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Laboratories

investigate

Picture

AUTOMATIC

PROCESSING

€| The

Motion

Fortieth

of

So

far

its work.'

PROCESS
Chicago
Street, New

York

F. Stark, Sales Manager
Telephone:
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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What
is
a
Special?
learned, just the other day of a picture which
WE
world, possibilities to set the showman's imagination working in a very lively fashion.
exhibitors acclaimed and booked as a "special,"
after the producer had decided in his own mind
They will demand a very high order of picture and picture projection and music. They will be open to varied
that it was "just an average picture."
attractions, perhaps of a new and very high order, for
Which brings up the question — a most important one —
of : Just what is a special ?
altogether they will be able to offer a full season of booking weeks and for special bills they will be able to comA special is not a matter of length nor of cost — for one
mand high prices.
thing. The producer is too apt to set too high a value upon
these factors. They have only a trade significance. The
They will give serious competition, perhaps unbearable
public doesn't give a rap about either ; its viewpoint is competition, to present-day vaudeville.
utterly different.
It is time evidently for the many factors involved in
this new theatrical order of things to put their thinking
The public, in fact, is apt right along to class a short
caps on.
subject as the "special" on a bill — a good comedy, a beau^
^
^
tiful scenic, a novelty, simply, of course, because the picture has an especial appeal. The audience has long since
The Weeding out Process
ceased to regard the five reel picture as the "feature" of
the entertainment simply because the trade gives it that
WITH
a widespread theatre building boom on, the
name.
question has been raised if a previous era of too
Whenever a short subject dominates the bill in this
many picture houses might not be duplicated.
Mr. M. L. Finkelstein of Rubin and Finkelstein, who
way, in its appeal, it becomes the "special" attraction on
saw picture houses begin, says no.
the program, and it pays to specialize on the advertising
of it, as many exhibitors are finding out.
"We will build two new theatres this year," he says,
The best and most comprehensive definition of a
"one in Minneapolis and one in St. Paul, but simply because, we well -know, the business demands them. It is
"special," we believe, is this : That picture which lends
itself to special exploitation.
not speculation.
It is a picture which has, because of some element or
"In the early days inexperienced persons jumped into
the picture theatre business, believing a motion picture
another, an unusual appeal to the public, and is therefore
show would run itself. Competition gradually weeded
worthy of a special announcement. This factor may be
the name of a big star, or author or other personage ; or
out the unfit house, the too small house and the incomit may be a topical appeal, that is to say, the presentation
petent manager.
of a broad problem of the day ; a basic and wide appeal
"Very little capital was required then. Now big houses
to the human mind or emotion ; or it may be a decided
and big capital are required ; and business ability and
novelty that catches the public fancy.
judgment go with these large investments.
Its special advertising possibilities, evidently, determine
"There will soon be only large theatres in the large
centres.
the "special" picture.
That is why the exhibitor is so anxious to know these
"In the smaller centres smaller houses will of course
possibilities well in advance, and to be fully supplied with
prevail ; but they are well established for the most part,
the necessary advertising help from the producer.
and the lesson of inexperience and overcompetition has
been too well learned everywhere to encourage new
theatres with new owners."
Time For Thinking Caps
THE announcement of a new theatre costing half a
million dollars creates little interest these days.
There is scarcely a large city in the country to-day,
but where one or more very large and costly picture
theatres are either building or contracted for.
At the end of the year the list will be a most imposing
one. And as such, the situation offers real food for
thought.
These picture theatres will far overshadow all other
kinds of theatres and entertainment halls in size and all
around attraction to the public. As such, and in their
aggregate they offer new possibilities in the entertainment

Does

Uncle

Sam

Need

a Censor

?

IT now appears, according to her statement to an exhibitor that the recent outburst of Ellen O'Giady, Fifth
Deputy Police Commissioner of New York, was
caused by the appearance of a picture in a Brooklyn
theatre, in connection with which the License Commissioner took action.
The O'Grady statement was widely circulated by the
New York press, and all the accounts will be greedily
grabbed by the professional reformers and stored in their
{Continued on next page)
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Editorially
Does

Uncle Sam Need a Censor?
(Continued from preceding page)
archives, later on to be read before legislative committees
as proof positive of the motion picture's depravity.
With customary and intentional unfairness, they will
make no investigation, but leap nimbly to their own conclusions.
So we set down the facts in the case.
The picture in question was not made by any concern
in the motion picture producing industry, but by the Government of the United States.
The picture was not shown in a motion picture theatre,
but in a theatre always given over to other amusements,
and unoccupied at the time. In fact we are informed that
the picture was offered to various members of the Brooklyn Association of Exhibitors and flatly turned down by
every one.
For the further information of the professional reformers we would state that the exhibitor associations of
Greater New York are in sympathetic accord with the
License Commissioner, and anxious to take first action
and report at his office any case of a theatre showing pictures of a wrong character.
5fc ^
Some

Interesting

Figures

CONTRARY to the general impression the production of pictures is not lessening, according to figures just compiled by this office.
In April, 1918, the average weekly production was ii^V2
reels; in April, 1919, the average was n6>2.
Fifteen features, of five or more reels in length, were
averaged weekly in April, 191 8, and the same number in
April, 1919. More two-reel pictures and less single reels
are being made this year. Special and independent pictures have doubled in output. Two' reel dramas have
come back this year, at the rate of two a week. Otherwise
the amount and kind of production is remarkably similar
to that of last year.
Program production, weekly, in April 1918, included:
Fifteen features ; two two-reel comedies ; fourteen onereel comedies and educationals, one half-reel cartoon subject; three current serials, two reels each; seven single
reel news, magazine and review subjects.
The independents supplied : Two features a month ; two
two-reel subjects a month; three one-reel comedies or
educationals ; one split reel cartoon.
In April, 19 19, the weekly average included, from the
program producers : Fifteen features ; four two-reel comedies and dramas ; nine one-reel comedies and educationals ;
one half-reel cartoon ; three current serials, two reels each ;
nine single reel news, magazine and review subjects.
The independents supplied : One feature a week, and
four single reel comedies or educationals.
%
%
Exhibitors

are Not

So

Foolish

REFERRING again to the very unfortunate advertising suggestions made by a contemporary in connection with "Bolshevism on Trial," we believe
that no harm whatever will result, for the simple reason
that no exhibitor would follow such obviously outlandish
advice.
In this case, the suggestion happens to be a dangerous

Picture

News

Speaking:
one ; an exceedingly dangerous one ; and the writer himself had, of course, only the good intention of being of
service to his readers.
But aside from its dangerous character, the suggestion
is no more ridiculous than many others we have seen from
other sources, including the press books issued by producers.
These "suggestions" abound in advice about as impracticable aspulling down the moon from the sky. Many
deserve only a place in a humorous column. Just recently
the exhibitor was calmly advised to have negroes, dressed
only in breech cloths, act as ushers.
We called attention a long time ago to the utter absurdity of these space-filling gems of freakish and frenzied
imagination.
Isn't it about time to quit?
Any young man or woman can dream a volume full of
this frenzy stuff. All of wThich is as nothing compared
with a few usable and ingenious suggestions originated
from a showman's experience, contact and practical viewpoint. Sane

Advice

Well

Expressed

a recent editorial in the Chattanooga Times
FROM
we quote the following sane advice on a subject of
more than vital interest to theatre managers.
the : heading " Movies on Sunday " the editorial
Under
writer says
" A practical suggestion is made by a lawyer of high
standing in connection with the Sunday question and the
moving picture shows that should appeal to the management of such shows. Without attempting an analysis of
the statutes and decisions applicable, or claimed to be applicable, itis. well recognized that indictments cannot be
sustained except upon proof that the operation of these
shows is a nuisance. In each case this question will turn
upon the character of the particular picture show, with
special reference to its exhibition on Sunday. In proportion as the nature of the exhibition is out of harmony with
the generally accepted character of the day, it vexes, annoys, irritates — that is, it becomes a nuisance. A discordant element introduced into a generally accepted and
approved system is a nuisance.
" Now applying this to the moving picture shows, if the
managers would see to it that the character of the pictures
shown on Sunday is consistent with the general purposes
and meaning of the day, the whole difficulty would be met.
There would be no possible basis for the contention that
the exhibition constitutes a nuisance. Just here has been
the trouble. The attorney quoted is not in sympathy with
" blue laws," nor does he favor efforts to make people good
by law at all, beyond protection of the rights of others. He
agrees with Stevenson, as with the most of us, that our
duty here is to make ourselves good and other people
happy, if we may — but if the signs are any true indication
of the show, some of the pictures have been of the nuisance
class, not only for Sunday, but any day in the week.
" The suggestion, therefore, is, and the picture show
managers will do well to heed it, that the pictures for Sun0>i
day be selected with special reference to the day."
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As Lieut. Jim Anderson would say, " It's a long week that has
no sleep."
This fillum game may be just one darn convention after another,
but
are you going to do when it's just one darn convention
and what
another.
Something tells us, in our present befuddled state, that we could
achieve a double purpose by heading this week's page " Dealing
in Conventionalities."
Beg your pardon, Mr. Reader. Perhaps there are some of you
who don't know yet what we are talking about. Well the news
is this : First National held a convention this week at the Hotel
Astor. And Select held a convention at the Astor Hotel.
And — perhaps it was out of deference to Lewis J.— there wasn't
a time-clock nor an alarm clock within forty miles.
Just as we write these lines we hear a description of the thousand dollar watch which Lewis J. Selznick presented to Arthur
Kane at the close of the Select sessions. Platinum and diamonds— a beauty!
The clans began to gather on Sunday, and by eleven o'clock
on Monday the Astor lobby was so packed with film men that
you could have booked a thousand days or bought a thousand
pictures within a hundred yard radius.
We arrived just in time to hear someone say, " The surface
hasn't been scratched." Before we could back out the door we
were reassured with the information that the speaker was " Loot."
Jim Anderson and his subject Australia — not the film industry.
" Loot " Anderson, by the way, won the week's individual popularity prize. Jovial, witty, and a globe-trotter — he's welcome at
any convention we ever hold.
. For our next stop on the program Percy Wells, of North
Carolina, grabbed our elbow to take us in and hear a story the
bartender just told him.
Then we journeyed upstairs to a First National luncheon.
The story from then on seems to our recollection to be a succession of First National feeds interspersed with Select theatre
parties.
Listening to Boyd Cunningham of Washington, Harry Weiss
of Chicago and Jack Brainard of Oklahoma City at the luncheon
we learned that C. L. Yearsley had made considerable hit at the
morning session with a speech on the idea of selling advertising
service just as hard as the picture was sold.
All in all, we never heard a publicity department receive the
boosting from the roadmen that Yearsley and Hudson were
handed during the week.
Met Watterson Rothacker after the luncheon and heard that
the " Daddy Long-Legs " negative would reach the laboratory
next week. Also that " Mary Regan," the next Anita Stewart,
would make them all sit up and take notice. " The best picture
First National has had yet," said Watterson.
Gosh, that's saying a mouthful.
From C. R. Beacham of Atlanta we heard the details of a
wonderful birthday party recently given in that town by our old
friend Bill Oldknow.
Some party. Write for details.
Harry Sherman stood in the lobby Tuesday noon. " Did you
put that deal over?" asked A. H. Blank. "Over for a quarter
of
said Harry. " Throw the piker out," chirped up
M. aL. million,"
Finkelstein.

Personalities
Speaking of Harry Shzrman, we wouldn't be surprised to find
the next
few daysthrough
bring news
H. Pathe Lehrman's comedies
will
be handled
Firstthat
National.
And speaking of comedies, we are informed that Sid Chaplin
slipped quietly into town during the week. Stopping at the
Claridge, say the rumorists. Much mystery.
Lewis J. Selznick has signed Tamar Lane, former Boston
newspaper man — and clever writer — for special studio work.
We also heard during the week that Lewis J. has a brand new
star — from the musical corned}- stage — whom he will spring very
soon.
Met Arthur James on Tuesday and learned that the " Red
Lantern " print will reach New York Friday. Wish Arthur could
have heard some of the opinions of Nazimova's booking power
that we overheard from friendly rivals.
Willard Patterson of Atlanta's Criterion heard so much about
the sales managers, sales promoters, sales pushers and sales whatnots in attendance that he started a bell-boy paging for a " Contract Reducer."
Don't know whether the convention had anything to do with it,
but we learn on Thursday that Earl Hammons is preparing to
sail for Europe. Also that James Quirk and Julian Johnson
of Photoplay are seeking passports so that they may go on the
same liner.
Harry<
First National's
manager,
someas
years
with Scott,
the Ringling
shows. AndDetroit
has a great
list ofspent
stories
a result.
Bill Griffith Keefe blew into town on Wednesday with the
information that he had been to London and Paris and a regular
" chappie " hat to prove it.
What a ruction was created on the film row when the news
came that Nell Shipman is to inherit two million dollars !
A. H. Blank of Omaha is seeking capital to star Harry Reichenbach in " King Lear."
Bill Rudolph was around the neighborhood " all het up " over
the New York opening of " The Unpardonable Sin " next week.
Charles Schwerin — likeable chap — has bought the Southern
territory.
Bert Ennis has returned from Washington after handling the
opening of "Virtuous Men." Saw A. H. Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin lunching Wednesday and meeting all comers with a smile.
Reports must have been good.
Mrs. Clement Mason, buying films for Australia, is stopping
at the Astor.
Even a convention couldn't make Harry Schwalbe more talkative than usual — and that's not at all. And J. D. Willl\ms was
so flabbergasted when the exchange managers handed him a cup
that he hasn't caught his breath yet.
Some jealous rival started the report that the motto of the
week was " Frisk 'em where you find 'em and leave 'em where
'em."stories the week brought told of the departure of
friskneWs
youOther
Terry Ramsaye from the Rialto and the appointment of Denis
J. Sullivan as general manager of Kinograms.
Arthur Levey expects to sail for England on Apri! 28th.
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New

Stars

and

Executives

Eugene O'Brien and Elaine Hamrrierstein Join Olive Thomas —
Sam E. Morris, New Select General Manager, and Charles
Rogers, Director of Sales — Harry Rapf with Selznick Forces
IMPORTANT announcements flew thick and fast during the course of the
convention of Select Branch Managers and Home Office officials held this
week at the Hotel AstOr, and sharing the attention of film men with the
First National gathering.
The Selznick Pictures Corporation and Select divided the honors in making
announcements. The producing organization brought its roster of stars up to
include Olive Thomas, Eugene O'Brien and Elaine Hammerstein, then added
to these names the appointment of Harry Rapf, the prominent independent producer, as General Manager of the Selznick Studios.
Select's news of the week included the appointment of Sam E. Morris as
General Manager of Select Pictures Corporation, and Charles Rogers to a
newly created post — Director of Sales.
Week of "Business and Pleasure"
KANE
LEAVES
The members of the Selznick organization spent a week mainly devoted to hard
SELECT
work in formulating plans for the future
of the organization now owned solely by
Expects to Announce New
Lewis J. Selznick, but also a week with its
Plans Shortly
share of gayety.
The managers began arriving on Sunday
and by Monday morning all were on hand
al
generres
ger S.
ct Pictu
mana
of KAN
SeleE,
UR
ARTH
for sessions in the morning and afteroon
oration since its formaCorp
at the Home Office. In the evening the
tion in 1917, announced this
week that he is leaving that ormanagers attended "Three Wise Fools,"
ganization, and that his future
later journeying to Reisenweber's for the
plans will be made known within
midnight show, there they were joined by
the near future.
Olive Thomas and Eugene O'Brien, in adHis resignation, although decided
dition to prominent exhibitors and trade
upon a week before it was anpaper representatives who had accepted Mr.
nounced, was made public at the
Selznick's invitation.
Select conferences of branch manThose in the party included the followagers in New York, April 22. As
ing Select Branch Managers, Henry Siegel,
his closing duties, Mr. Kane conNew York; M. Milder, Philadelphia;
ducted the conferences of managers April 21, 22 and 23.
Charles R. Rogers, Boston; S. S. Wevster,
J. S. Woody, whose resignation
Buffalo; V. P. Whitaker, Washington; Leo
from Select was announced at the
F. Levison, Pittsburg; Sam E. Morris,
same time as Mr. Kane's withCleveland ; Harry H. Hicks, Cincinnati ;
drawal, intends taking a vacation
James O. Kent, Detroit; Fred C. Aiken,
for a few weeks before announcing
Chicago; J. C. Ragland, St. Louis; C. W.
his future plans. He was general
sales manager of Select.
Taylor, Omaha ; A. H. McLaughlin, Kansas City; H. A. Rathner, Minneapolis; T.
O. Tuttle, Atlanta; H. G. Till, New Orleans C.
; C. Ezell, Dallas ; H. E. Lotz, Los
chasing Agent C. C. Ryan, Walter J.
Angeles; H. L. Knappen, San Francisco
Porges, J. A. Derham, B. L. Faralla, G. M.
and Albert W. Eden, Seattle.
Sharrard, Treasurer Morris Kohn, General
The others were Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Manager Arthur S. Kane, Lester Adler and
Blank of Des Moines, Harry Rapf, Mrs.
Publicity Manager Vivian M. Moses.
Lewis J. Selznick, M. L. Finklestein of St.
Paul and Minneapolis, Asst. Branch ManTuesday evening the party saw " Tumble
ager Bedell of Chicago, and Mrs. Bedell,
In " at the Selwyn Theatre, and later adjourned to the Century Gr°ve.
Phil Selznick, Cleveland salesman; D. J.
Selznick, Asst. Branch Manager of Boston ;
Miss Edith Koch, private secretary to
" Promotions from the Ranks "
Lewis J. Selznick; Myron Selznick, President of Selznick Pictures ; David Selznick,
Following the news of Arthur Kane's
resignation as general manager to embark
Secretary of Selznick Pictures, and Howon business ventures of his own, Mr. Selzard Selznick.
nick announced the appointments of
Tuesday's business session of the conMessrs.
Morris and Rogers at one of the
vention convened in the College Room at
Tuesday sessions. With the appointments
the Hotel Astor at 10 a. m., President
came a declaration from Mr. Selznick that
Lewis J. Selznick, presiding. In addition
the selection of the new officers was in line
to the Branch Managers the meeting was
with a policy of "promotion on merit from
attended by Joe Unger, General Manager
the
ranks toof rule
the inorganization
of Select's Canadian Branches, Mr.
continue
the future. " that would
O'Laughlin of Select's Montreal Branch,
Mr. Morris has long been associated with
Phil Selznick of Cleveland, Dave Selznick
of Boston, Asst. Branch Manager Bedell of the Selznick enterprises. Starting as an
exhibitor in Cleveland he entered the
Chicago, Morris Safier of Boston, Asst.
General Manager J. J. Rotchford, Pur- World Film Corporation office in that city

for
Selznick
and soon worked his way to local manager
while Mr. Selznick was vice-president and
general manager of the national organization. When Mr. Selznick founded his own
company he took Sam E. Morris with him
as treasurer, later giving him also the duties
of general manager. With the organization
of Select Mr. Morris became East Central
General Manager, in charge of the important mid-west territory.
Charles E. Rogers, the new Director of
Sales, joined the Select organization when
it was formed in 1917, becoming Buffalo
manager. Leaving general sales work to
enter the picture field Mr. Rogers started
as an exhibitor with the Eastern Star
Theatre in Buffalo, later embarking on distribution when he bought the New York
rights to " Three Weeks."
Wednesday's session brought a discussion of salesmanship, with President Selznick and General Manager Arthur Kane on
the firing line. In the evening another
theatre party followed, ending with a trip
to the Ziegfield Frolic.
On Thursday afternoon, following the
three days of business and festivities in
New York, the entire party will board two
private cars at the Grand General Station
and make a flying trip to Providence, where
they will attend a big ball at the First
Providence Armory for the benefit of the
Fatherless Children of France Fund. Olive
Thomas, who will be the honorary patroness of the ball, will be officially received
by R. Livingstone Beeckman, Governor of
Rhode Island.
Harry Rapf, the new general manager of
Selznick Studios, has come to the front
rapidly as an independent producer in the
past year, particularly with such successes
as " Wanted for Murder," " Sins of the
Children," and " The Great Love-" Mr.
Rapf was prominent for twenty years as a
theatrical producer and is still actively connected with the Keith vaudeville enterElaine Hammerstein is the daughter of
prises.
Arthur Hammerstein and grand-daughter
of the famous Oscar Hammerstein. Her
sucessful stage career has been followed in
recent years by appearances on the screen
in such productions as " The Accidental
Honeymoon," " The Argyle Case," " The
Co-Respondent," and " Wanted for MurEugene O'Brien, popular stage actor, has
achieved unusual popularity on the screen
where he. has been seen particularly during
the
past year as leading man with Norma
Talmadge.
Owing to the amount of business which
will be discussed and the extensiveness of
Mr. Selznick's
plans, it is probable that an
extra der."
session of the convention will be held
Friday.
when the party returns to New York on
Mr. Selznick intends to outline a vigorous campaign. The acquisition of Olive
Thomas, Eugene O'Brien and Elaine Hammerstein as Selznick stars, and the distribution of their productions through Select, will be followed soon by announcements of unusual publicity plans.
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The crowd gathered before theParamount
window onstars
the goopening
throughdaya of
scenethe Victory Bond drive to sea
Pictures

Aid

the

Industry Comes tp Fore as in Previous Drives and Helps Put it
Over — Advertisers Offer
Full Services

picture, and the motion picTHE motion
ture industry, was on hand April 21
to help the government start its Victory
Bond drive, the fifth of the Liberty. Loan:
series. As in the past, the various producers are providing both reels and stars
to help the good work along, and the industry is fully living up to its well-known
reputation as one of the most valuable
aids the government has.
In line with the activities of the industry in behalf of the Victory Liberty Loan,
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
at their last meeting voted their full cooperation and have tendered to Rear Admiral T. J. Cowie of the Navy Victory
Loan Committee the services of fifteen motion picture stars to assist in sending the
Navy quota of the Victory Loan sbscriptions " over the top."
Producers at a meeting held in the parlors of the Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles,
Chairman D. W. GrifAprilfith16,
their pledged
studios would be one hundred
per cent in the Fifth Victory Liberty Loan.
The meeting was called by Mr. Griffith for
the purpose of organizing each of the
studios for the Victory drive, and at this
time studio organization was perfected.
The Southern California Liberty Loan
Committee are depending upon people of
the film industry to play the most important part in the campaign. The quota for
the motion picture industry to purchase is
$1,250,000, and it is expected that motion
picture people shall be instrumental in sel—
ing fully twice this amount at public meetings where film people will preside. Four
series of meetings will be conducted. In
Pershing Square, Los Angeles, meetings
will be held nightly, and on each of the
Saturday afternoons
the three
weeks'
campaign.
At each of
meeting
a different
studio is in charge, and the selling program is conducted by the stars and studio
executives. Precinct meetings are held
nightly in the city of Los Angeles and
other meetings will be held in the smaller
cities in and about Los Angeles. A squad-

Victory
Loan
ron of five airplanes will fly to the larger
cities of Southern California, and hold
meetings each evening in the important
towns. At these three series of meetings,
motion picture players will be the principal
speaker's. Carl lessen of Motion Picture
News is the manager of the motion picture
entertainment for the Victory Loan.
Motion
picture
operanoon
" fanswhen
" were
given
a real
treat and
Monday
the
Victory Liberty Loan drive opened in front
of the Aeolian building on Forty-second
street near Fifth avenue. The Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and the Aeolian
Company co-operated in ' the affair and
strange to say, all the screen stars who
were announced in the newspapers during
the preceding few days actually appeared
— and more. The big " show " was
scheduled to begin at twelve and at eleven
Bryant Park on the Forty-second street
side was filled with " fans " who arrived
early so to make sure they would see their
favorites.
As the American flag which covered the
window was drawn aside Ernest Truex,
Louise Huff, Dorothy Dalton, lohn Emerson, Anita Loos and Frances Marion began
to produce a scene from " Oh, You
Women," a new Paramount picture.
" Who'll take the first bond? " asked Billie Burke, of the crowd of 50,000 that assembled at the steps at the south of the
Treasury at Washington to attend the
opening
ceremonies
Liberty Loan
drive. of the Capital's Victory
Admiral Sims, who commanded the
American fleet in European waters during
the war, was among those present. People fought to go forward, but the admiral
was on the job and reached Miss Burke
before
anybody
else Admiral
could. "Sims,
I will,"
he
cried. And
he did.
it will
be recalled, was asked when America declared war when he could have the Navy
ready
for action.
said. And
it was. " It's ready now," he
Nobody minded playing second fiddle to
the admiral, and for a long time afterward
the Paramount star was busy selling bonds.
At the personal request of Frank R. Wilson, in charge of publicity for the Victory
Loan, Miss Burke, the Paramount star,
agreed to open the drive at Washington.
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Griffith's Representative
Nails Chicago Report
Arthur Ryan, personal representative of
D. W. Griffith, sent a most emphatic denial to all the Chicago newspapers, taking
exception to statements made by the censor chairman.
Among other things Air. Ryan stated
that " the false report emanating from Chicago from an interview given out by Judge
Hurley, chairman of the Chicago Censor
Committee, and published on March 28th
there, in which he stated that the committee had won me over to them and hoped
to do the same with William A. Brady and
other members of the New York representation of the motion picture industry in
America at a public meeting held in the
Aldermanic Chamber of the City Hall that
same afternoon.
" I herewith most emphatically deny the
statement. Appearing before the committee a week previously I stated that I was
' unalterably opposed to censorship of any
kind,' and during three hours of catechizing— some of it not very pleasant — I maintained that censorship was the weapon of
the dark ages — known as intolerance — was
a destructive force wherever used, and
pointed to Russia and the Central Empires
as most vividly vital examples of what
intolerance had done to these great naLoan

Committee

Honors

Cleveland Theatres
tions."
The motion picture industry of Cleveland
was honored by a luncheon given at the
Winton Hotel by the local committee of
the Liberty Loan, in appreciation of the
services rendered by the members of the
industry. Over one hundrd guests were
present, representing exchanges, and exhibitors,Asher.
among them Marcus Loew and Nathan
The Liberty Loan Committee is especially pleased with the manner in which the
Victory Films are being handled by the
exchanges and generally shown by the
exhibitors. Forty prints have been allotted
to the Northern Ohio district, and every7
one of these prints is booked solid for the
duration of the campaign. Exchanges are
contributing their time toward arranging
the booking, and are incurring all expense
entailed for inspection of the film. W. E.
Lusk, manager of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit of Ohio, is chairman of
the booking committee.
H.

J. Terry Heads Bartola
Sales Force
It is announced by the Bartola Musical
Instrument Co. that they have appointed
H. J. Terry as general sales agent for their
instrument with offices at 312 and 313 Mailers Bldg., Chicago.
Mr. Terry was formerly connected with
the Vitagraph Co. as manager of the Milwaukee office, is a well-known and popular
man with the exhibitors of the country,
and a man of great musical ability which
fits him particularly well for this important
appointment.
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Neilan
and
Ray
sign
with
First
National
On Tuesday evening the franchise holdNew York Convention Brings News That Director Will Start on
ers were the hosts at a banquet in the Belvedere Room of the Astor, which was atTwo- Year Contract, While Star Will Join at Completion of
tended by the exchange managers and
Paramount Contract — Harmony and Enthusiasm
other
invited
guests. President Lieber
Rule Meeting
passed the gavel to Col. Fred Levy, of
Louisville, Ky., who gracefully carried off
over twenty-five of the country's leading theatre owners and an
WITH
equal number of exchange managers in attendance, the First Nathe toastmaster's honors. Lieut. Jim Anderson, Harry Weiss, of Chicago, and
tional's annual convention held at the Hotel Astor this week more
Harry Scott, of Detroit, spoke on behalf
than lived up to every expectation. The enthusiasm shown by both theatre men
of the managers, while Mr. Lieber, Nathan
and sales managers over the organization's prospects and the harmony disAscher, and Bill Swanson were among the
played bythe franchise holders were the outstanding points in a week of glory.
managers who took the floor.
The franchise holders re-elected the organization's entire Board of Directors,
James D. Williams responded to the preswith the exception of Walter Hays of New York, who has stepped aside for
entation of the loving-cup by the Sales
Ralph Clark of the New York office. Completion of contracts with Marshal
Club with words of praise for the conduct
Neilan for a minimum of eight special productions in the next two years was
of the organization by the Board of Diannounced, while the news also broke that Charles Ray would produce for
rectors and commendation for the employees of the Home Office, in particular,
First National after his present Ince-Paramount contract for eight pictures
Messrs. Yearsley, Hudson, Grant.
was concluded.
The managers and members continued
The Old Officers Reelected
their business sessions after the banquet
The guests of the organization who were
The assault on Mrs. Astor's cooking
and on Wednedajr morning. Towards night
started Monday with a " get-together "
the managers began to prepare for their regiven "the freedom of the Astor" proluncheon
at
which
the
exchange
managers
nounced the week one of unalloyed fun,
turn to the field, but the members were still
were
hosts.
It
was
then
that
the
result
of
but the members and managers put in many
looking forward to more meetings.
an hour of toil discussing sales problems
the franchise holders' election and the acPublicity headquarters were maintained
quisition of Marshal Neilan was anand future production plans.
during the week in Room 152, with Earl
nounced, and the response from the manThe fact that harmony was to be the
Hudson in charge. Nothing but praise for
agers was enthusiastic. Lieut. Jim Wilkeynote was sounded on Monday when the
the efficient handling of the publicity arfirst meeting of the franchise holders was
liams, manager of the organization's Richrangements was heard on all sides.
followed by the news of the practically
The franchise holders present covers
mond office, and chairman of the manager's
meetings, presided as toastmaster.
complete reelection of the officers and
practically every corner reached by the
Board of Directors. Robert Lieber will
Monday evening, C. L. Yearsley, pubFirst National organization, the following
licity and advertising director for First Nacontinue as president, Harry Schwalbe as
names being on the list :
tional, was host at a dinner that took the
secretary and treasurer, and James D.
Col. Fred Levy, of Louisville ; E. V. Richards,
honors of the week. It started at six-thirty
of New Orleans; E. Mandelbaum, of Cleveland;
Williams as manager. The Board of DiA.
L. Freedman, of Cleveland; A. C. Barbian,
and
continued
without
a
dull
moment
until
rectors now stands : E. H. Hulsey, of
of Akron, Ohio; John Kunksy, of Detroit; E.
after the midnight hour. The list of
I. Church, of New Jersey: George N. Trendle,
Texas ; T. L. Tally, of Los Angeles ; J. G.
of Detroit; Jacob Fabian, of Paterson ; L. D.
speakers would include all present, and
Von Herberg, of Seattle ; Aaron Jones, of
Beggs,Moore,
of Canada;
J. B. Clark,
that means the managers plus the trade
Tom
of Washington;
R. ofD. Pittsburgh;
Craver, of
Chicago ; R. H. Clarke, of New York ; and
Charlotte;
Frank
Ferrandini,
of
Richmond; H.
Messrs. Lieber and Schwalbe.
paper representatives.
Brouse, of Winnipeg; O. F. Stapleton, of Ottawa; Fred Dahnken, of San Francisco; F. A.
Morning, afternoon, and even evening
Robert Lieber, president of the organizaFischer, of Seattle; M. P. Bewees, of Vancouver;
sessions were the rule throughout the MonW.
H.
Swenson, of Salt Lake; Harry T. Nolan,
tion, stolesession
away from
franchise
business
long the
enough
to sayholders'
a few
of Denver; Mr. Schuberg, of Winnipeg; M. L.
day, Tuesday and Wednesday sessions. An
Finkelstein, of Minneapolis; Tom Saxe, of Milwords of appreciation to the managers.
important topic of discussion was the
waukee; A. H. Blank, of Omaha; William
Sievers, of St. Louis; N. J. Flynn, of Kansas
Speaking with obvious sincerity, he im"open market " booking of each picture on
City;
Nathan
Ascher, of Chicago, and Robert
pressed on the sales organization the pride
its merits and the consequent handling of
Lieber, of Indianapolis.
which
the
members
felt
in
their
exchange
The
exchange
managers present included:
only big pictures as opposed to the gatherHarry Weiss, of Chicago; Boyd Cunningham.,
ing in of a large quantity of product. The
representatives. M. L. Finkelstein, ■ of
of Washington, D. C. ; W. E. Lusk, of CleveRuben and Finkelstein, Minneapolis,; F. A.
exchange managers went emphatically on
land, O.; C. R. Beacham, of Atlanta, Ga. ;
James Skirboll, of Pittsburgh; A. C. Seery, of
Fischer,
of
the
Jensen
and
Von
Herberg
Chicago; L. Bickel, of Chicago; Jack Brainard,
record in favor of the " fewer pictures "
interests ; Louis Mayer, Harry and Abe
policy, with each sold on its merits, rather
of Oklahoma
City; H. J.ofFitzgerald,
of Milwaukee; J. F. Cubberly,
Minneapolis;
Harry
Warner, Harry Musgrove, of Australia;
than the pushing of a large quantity of reScott, of Detroit; Lieut. Jim Anderson, of Richmond; Lee Goldberg, of Louisville; J. H. Von
Willard Patterson, of Atlanta; Frank Ferleases with the temptation to use the speTilzer, New York; Tom Spry, of Boston; Mr.
cials as clubs.
randini, of Richmond, and Attorney JaFaulkner, of New Jersey; W. J. Heenan, of
cobs,
were
others
who
spoke
in
addition
to
Philadelphia; Floyd Brown, Indianapolis; Jacob
One important result of the manager's
Fabian,
of New Jersey; Mr. Sueringer, of New
meeting was the formation of a permanent
the
tives.managers and trade paper representaOrleans; Percy Smith, of Buffalo.
organization to be known as the First National Sales Club. The managers then
Kentucky Theatres Raise
" Clear to the Top "
unanimously elected J. D. Williams as
Following the luncheon on Tuesday
president of the Sales Club, and then broke
Admission Prices
Low admissions of six and eleven cents,,
the news to him by presenting a silver lovPresident Lieber opened the managers' afing cup standing three feet high.
ternoon session with a talk on the organizwhich have been enjoyed by fans in NorthHarry Weiss, of the First National Chiation's aims. He summed up the feeling
ern Kentucky cities, are going into thecago office, was chosen Secretary of the
discard. Plans are under way by the manof those present during the three days'
gathering in the words :
Sales Club, with C. L. Yearsely named pubagers to raise admission prices to fifteen and
lication manager in charge of a house or" Granted that at the outset of this ortwenty-five cents in these cities. In addi~
gan which the association will publish for
tion, it is proposed to raise prices to 50
ganization's career I saw but two possibilithe interchange of ideas.
ties, either it was to become the biggest in
and 75 cents and $1 when the film preScattered in with the closed sessions of
sented warrants the admissions.
the industry, or it was to fall by the wayside, Iam ready to say now that after this
The higher cost of film service, increased
the two working branches of the organization were numerous luncheons and dinners
week's sessions I am firm and strong in but
wages to help, increased cost of advertising and other expenses warrant the move,,
at which the trade paper representatives
one opinion — we are going right on to the
and other film men were present.
they assert.

top."
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Motion

William
Fox
May
Winfield Sheehan Expects to Remain
Abroad to Arrange for Production in Europe — -American
Directors to Be Used
WILLIAM'
FOXlatter
willpart
return
Europe the
of from
May,
according to a report current in trade
circles this week, and is expected to have
important announcements to make shortly
thereafter respecting the signing of new
stars and the elaborated plans of the Fox
Film Corporation for the coming season.
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager,
who went to Europe with Mr. Fox, may
not return with him. Mr. Sheehan, it
is understood, will remain to complete
arrangements under way for extended production which it has been announced will
constitute an important part of the Fox
program for 1919-1920.
According to cabled reports received at
the Fox offices in New York, Mr. Fox
and Mr. Sheehan have spent the last ten
days or two weeks in Paris, on the battlefields of France, at Rheims and at Verdun.
They are now said to have practically completed arrangements for the filming of the
series of big productions, announced last
week, which will have these historic places
as their background.
It is declared to have been decided in
connection with these locations just what
American directors shall be sent to Europe
and what stars will be featured in the
various projected productions. These details probably all will be announced at the
time of the annual convention of Fox
branch managers and the news will be disseminated through them and through the
trade press.
Mr. Fox's idea in visiting the European
battlefields, it is explained, is to determine their relative suitability as locations. Authors are reported already to be
at work on the stories which are to be
put onto the screen. Mr. Fox is said to be
greatly impressed with the possibilities of
the series of productions he has outlined
and in cabled messages to his executives
Samuel

Goldwyn

Returns

from Culver City
Samuel Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, returned to the
executive offices in New York about May 3
from an extended stay at the Goldwyn
studios at Culver City, California.
News from the Goldwyn chief executive
indicates that no effort will be spared to
acquire the finest literary material available suitable for picture production for the
coming season.
After a long period of observation of the
Goldwyn studios in operation and a study
of the ever changing development of the
art of the motion picture, it is stated that
Mr. Goldwyn brings with him a definite
idea of the scope and direction of the company's plans for the coming season, which
are forecast as being on a more significant
and important basis than anything before
disclosed by producers.

Return
in May
in New York emphasizes the opinion that
they will have a greater and decidedly more
personal appeal to the average motion picture patron than any productions released
in the history of the Fox organization.
" It is not difficult to get the point of
view of Mr. Fox," says a' statement issued
this week from the local offices. " More
than 2,000,000 citizens of this country were
in the army sent to France. These men
are coming back rapidly and being discharged. There is no subject of greater
interest among the relatives and friends
of these men than the things their heroes
did and saw while abroad. From the pictures Mr. Fox intends to make, it will be
a simple matter for these veterans of the
service to point out to interested persons
locations with which they are thoroughly
familiar as a consequence of war.
" One easily can imagine the enthusiasm
and interest that will result from showing
pictures of this sort. It will be the common
experience of exhibitors to hear men exclaim: 'Look! Look! See that hill there!
That's where our regiment was the night
we opened up on the Germans ! Say, that's
a good picture — just as you see it from
where the Americans started! '
" But of course all of these interest-generating phases of the new Fox productions will be only background — settings.
The stories themselves will be thoroughly
modern, up-to-the-minute themes — in no
sense war pictures — the work of specially
engaged authors who are competent to develop new ideas and to put a strong human
interest appeal into their work."
Several of these authors, it is reported,
already are writing scenarios — in fact,
according to the Fox announcement,
accompanied Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan on
their tour of inspection of French battlefields and discussed details of the stories
for which the battlefields are to furnish the
backgrounds.
" All of which," according to Fox officials,
" carries out the purpose expressed by Mr.
Fox as being that for which he was going
to Europe."
,
S-L Pictures Enlarges Its
Headquarters
It is reported that owing to the increased
activities in connection with the production of their initial feature, " Virtuous
Men," Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert
Dubin have found it necessary to enlarge
the quarters which they have occupied for
some time.
Sawyer and Lubin originally took a
suite of four offices in the Longacre Building during their distribution of " The Warrior," one of the biggest State right attractions ever offered to buyers. Following
the organization of S-L Pictures for the
purpose of producing a series of Ralph
Ince Film Attractions, the organization has
rapidly expanded.
To this end the entire half of the eleventh floor of the Longacre Building has
been taken over by S-L Pictures and completely redecorated and remodeled.

Picture

News

National Association Flays
Philadelphians
Certain Philadelphians who made absurd
statements anent the motion picture industry on Sunday opening of theatres were
quickly taken to task by a comprehensive
statement sent out from the headquarters
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry to all Pennsylvania newsRev. Percy Shelby, an officer of the Philpapers. adelphia Sabbath Observance Association,
had said :
" The films granted ' four-minute ' speakers, and did much, but they were well paid
for their work, and they only did it for
pay. They were making millions by the
war in their six days of showing, but they
weren't satisfied and wanted the other day.
We had only - one, the Sabbath, and they
The National Association replied:
took
that."
" Throughout
the last few years of intense
turmoil, strife and war, of great suffering
and grief, no class or profession could point
with greater pride to their accomplishments
than the men and women of the theatre
and motion picture. Their services were
on call forformancvolunteer
es atall times. and charitable per" The suggestion and charge made by the
Rev. Mr. Shelby that their work in behalf
of our country was done for profit and
for pay is not only unjust and unkind, but
it is false, and the reverend sir when he
made that statement knew it to be such."
Goldwyn
Pictures Moves
Its Main Offices
The main offices of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation and the Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation in New York moved Saturday,
April 26th, from 16 East Forty-second
street, to the eighth floor of the Winfield
Building at 469 Fifth avenue.
Within the two and one-half years of its
existence it has been necessary to more
than double the floor space required for
the transaction of its business.
At 16 East Forty-second street only five
thousand square feet were occupied by this
growing concern and at the new quarters
something more than ten thousand square
feet will be occupied.
The Winfield Building, of course, will
only be used for the main offices. The
Foreign and Exchange offices of Goldwyn,
comprising over seven thousand square
feet, will continue to be located at 509
Fifth avenue, and the warehouse at Fourteenth street, ten thousand square feet in
area, will remain in the same place.
Gross Buys Theatre
Frank Gross, former owner of the Clark
National theatre of Cleveland, and who has
been inactive in the film business since he
sold the house about six months ago, has
purchased the Crown theatre, East 105th
street and Kempton avenue, from Louis
Wilke, and promises a high class feature
policy.
Mr. Wilke, who has been an exhibitor in
Cleveland for many years, is retiring from
the business altogether.
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Exhibitors
Score
Double
Victory
in New
York
THE close of last week brought a double
the manner in which the industry's camvictory to the exhibitors of New York
paign had been handled.
These men did not merely labor for two
State when Saturday saw the signing of the
or three weeks while the legislature was in
Sunday Option Bill by Governor Smith, and
session and the bills at the critical point.
also the swan song of legislation calling for
Their work started way back in October,
the establishment of a censorship board.
when the primaries were on and has conThe Slacer Bill, calling for censorship, after
tinued unceasingly until the present mopassing the Assembly, went to its death in
ment. Their labors were unselfish and dethe Senate on Friday — being buried in committee.
void of publicity-seeking.
Back of the three untiring leaders stood
On Wednesday Governor Smith had given
a one hundred per cent exhibitor organia hearing to the spokesmen of both sides on
zation, divided into Assembly and Senathe bill allowing Sunday pictures to be run
torial district units and responding without
legally in cities where they are now showhesitation to every request from the leading, while other communities may decide
ers. Sharing with Messrs. Cohen, Berman
on the question through their City Councils
and
O'Reilly
in the credit for the successful
or other governing bodies. In signing the
campaign were numerous energetic up-state
bill on Saturday Governor Smith declared,
leaders including, Harold Franklin, of Buf" this legislation should not be viewed as
falo; Jules Michaels, of Buffalo; W. H. Linforcing Sunday motion pictures on the comton, of Utica; Louis Buettner, of Cohoes;
munity. It merely places the question up
Irving Salyerds, of Rochester; and such
to the citizens of each community to be delocal workers as Al Hamilton, of Yonkers;
cided as the majority desires. In addition
and Samuel Sheer, of Long Island.
it clears up an impossible situation through
That the exhibitors are not preparing to
the fact that courts in different parts of the
rest on their laurels but are ready for the
state have ruled in opposing language on
battles to come, may be seen in the followthe statute as it now stands from the old
ing quotation from a telegram telling of the
Sydney Cohen, Who Victory
Wins Credit for the Sunday
Blue Law days."
defeat of the censorship bill: "The exhibWith the double victory won, MOTION
itors of New York." " The entire strength
PICTURE NEWS wishes to go on record
of our state-wide organization will now conBerman and Charles L. O'Reilly must be
centrate to open the remainder of the state
now in voicing the gratitude of the industry
given the credit for a victory that has been
to the man and the men responsible for the both well won and cleanly won. Even leg- now closed on Sunday and to prepare to
prevent further antagonistic legislation. We
islators who were opponents of the motion
glorious outcome. To Sydney Cohen, president of the New York State Exhibitors
know we can rely upon your cooperation.
picture interests during the session were
League, and his able assistants, Samuel I. moved to congratulate President Cohen on — Sidney S. Cohen."
Many

Kentucky Cities Face
Heavy Tax
Facing the loss of $70,000 revenue when
the United States goes dry July 1, the Covington (Kentucky) City Council has passed
an ordinance taxing motion picture shows
from $200 to $600 yearly, according to seating capacity, and prices of admission
charged. This tax becomes effective May
1. and all who do not pay will find themselves inthe Covington Police Court bright
and early June 1.
Newport, Ky., facing the same issue, also
has adopted a sliding scale of occupational tax, as follows : Where admissions
of five and ten cents are charged, $200 tax
each year ; eleven to twenty cent admission, $400 a year, and over twenty cents,
$600 yearly.
Ohio

Bill to Increase Salaries of Censors
While many Ohio movie fans sniff at
the news and say that it is a waste of
money, the Senate of that State has just
passed a bill providing for an increase of
salaries for members of the Ohio Board
of Censorship from $1,500 to $2,250 a year.
It is expected that there will be a great
scramble any time that any censor can be
pried loose from the job, as the salary to
be provided will make it soft picking for
some of the faithful.
Another bill passed by the Ohio Senate
forbids the exhibition, for advertising purposes, of any part of a film that has been
put under the ban by the Ohio censors.

Building
of Theatres
Continues
purchased the six-story steel structure,
San Antonio to Get Largest Motion
erected several years ago by the MannPicture
House
in Texas — St.
heimer brothers and work of turning this
Paul and Minneapolis Slated
structure into a building and the largest
for New Ones
exclusive motion picture theatre between
THE building of new motion picture
Chicago and the Pacific Coast will also be
theatres goes forward with renewed
begun within a few weeks.
vigor, and each week brings reports of new
Plans have just been completed for erectand elegant houses planned or under way.
ing in San Antonio, Texas, the largest moTwo theatres which are expected to equal
tion picture theatre in the state of Texas.
in size and policy the Strand, Rialto and
According to W. J. Lytle, local theatre
Rivoli theatres of New York and other
manager, who will erect the building, it
leading theatres of the country, are shortly
will cost more than $350,000. The site for
to be erected in St. Paul and Minneapolis
the theatre, which faces the river between
by the Finkelstein & Ruben Theatrical EnHouston and Travis streets, was recently
terprises according to M. L. Finkelstein,
acquired for $240,000.
president of the company and who arrived
Tentative plans for the theatre have
in New York Monday, April 21 to attend
been drawn up. The playhouse will have
the second annual convention of First Naa capacity of 4,000, with the seating artional Exhibitors' Circuit.
ranged so that 2,000 persons can be accomFinkelstein & Ruben now control fifteen
modated on the lower floor, 1,500 on the
of the principal theatres of Minneapolis
first balcony and 500 on the second baland St. Paul and with the two new theatres
cony. It will rank fourth in size to any
now under consideration completed they
combination photoplay and vaudeville house
will have a chain of motion picture theatres
in the United States.
that they believe will rank second to none
The theatre will be fireproof and every
in the United States.
In Minneapolis the site now occupied by precaution to safeguard the patrons will
be taken by the management. It is prothe New Lyric Theatre and fifty-six addiposed to have carpeted inclines to take the
tional feet on Hennepin avenue have been
place of stairs between the floors.
purchased by the Finkelstein & Ruben inPlans were filed this week with the deterests. The present theatre building is
partment of buildings by James S. Savage
to be razed within a short time and a new
exclusive photoplay house seating 3,000 or
in Buffalo, N. Y., for a new fireproof momore persons will be erected on the site.
tion picture theatre at 26-28 Triangle street.
The cost of the structure will be $60,000
This new theatre will cost approximately
and work will begin at once.
$1,000,000.
(Continued on page 2811)
In St. Paul, the theatrical interests have
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Booking

C. W.

Midgley Tells of Workings of United Theatre Owners'
Association of San Francisco, and M. Kashin of
New York, Expresses Views
TWO
angles on the exhibitor's viewpoint were this week added to the discussion on booking methods and film distribution started by William A.
Johnston's recent editorials.
C. W. Midgley, secretary of the United Theatres' Association, San Francisco, obliges with an interesting amount of the workings and aims of that
organization of exhibitors which now numbers over seventy Northern California and Nevada houses. On the point of cooperative booking by the United
members, Mr. Midgley contents himself with a significant hint. The other
letter contributed to the discussion is from M. Kashin, the New York theatre
manager.
Exhibitor Midgley's Letter
Dear Mr. Johnston :
Have just finished reading your article
" Looking for Advice " and we say " yes "
to everything you propose, only we have
gone you one better. We have, already
taken the gloves off. We are answering
your questions with action.
In looking back over the past history of
this wonderful industry, we find that many
of the really important incidents connected
with the development of the business, were,
you might say, conceived in sight of the
glorious Golden Gate. Many of us recall
that the ideas and plans of one of our
present big producing and distributing concerns were worked out in a little office
not many blocks from here, by a gentleman
whom we all know and to whom we must
all give much credit for the wonderful
advancement of the industry, so you see,
Mr. Johnston, that we, living in this creative atmosphere and surrounded by our
beautiful theatres, were naturally anticipating these most vital questions of which
you are writing; but taking the questions
seriously, the following is a brief synopsis
of what we are doing.
For the past year, a half dozen of we,
exhibitors who make our headquarters in
and around San Francisco, have been
thinking, talking, anticipating and planning
for just such conditions as are developing
in the industry today- With our immense
investments in theatres which compelled
our protection, we realized that a systematic plan of education of the exhibitor
was necessary for the future success of the
industry, such as encouraging better presentation, better advertising and exploiting
methods, longer runs and a system of keeping the so-called little fellow, who, by the
way, is the backbone of the business,
posted about what is happening in this
rapidly changing business ; also to especially educate each other to ask the public
to pay what our shows are worth that we
may have more money with which to pay
for the better productions which we
seriously need and are demanding of the
manufacturer ; and of more importance
than all, to educate ourselves to be 'business
men that our dealings with the manufacturers and distributors shall command respect and that we may demand the same
from them to the point where we can all
help in placing this great industry on the
high plane to which it belongs.
After formulating our plans, we secured

ISOL

LESSER

NEXT!

the
more in abou
game know
thet film
any man
COULD
open market and picture distribution than Sol Lesser,
the California wizard?
Sol Lesser is next in the discussion started by William A. Johnston's recent editorials on the general subject of cooperative booking, the open market, and film distribution.
Sol was backed into a corner
during the week and made to
promise that he would sit down
and write his views and experience
in time to add a valuable chapter
to the
in nextNews.
week's issue of discussion
Motion Picture
Watch for it. We know you
won't be disappointed — even
thoughtrate it with
we can't
promise
illuspictures
of the toSennett
diving beauties who are touring the
country for Sol.

offices right in the heart of the exchange
center, not a hole in the wall, mind you,
but rather, offices that any business concern would be proud of. We have our
own projection room, fitted up with a hundred or more opera chairs and our own
operator is in charge of same. We have
our own camera men, film developing department and slide and sign card department. We also have our own legal department. We maintain a stenographic
department and will serve the out of town
member with constant information. We
mention these matters to show you that we
have likegone
way. about the thing in a businessWe have used considerable discretion in
the selection of our members, only one in
each district being admitted, thereby eliminating the danger of petty jealousies that
have heretofore disrupted all so-called
leagues that have been formed in the past.
We are incorporated with over seventyfive members, each holding one share of
stock.
We are enclosing a pamphlet containing
copy of our Incorporation Articles and ByLaws. Yes, publish them if you wish, as
we want the exhibitor in every film center
to follow our lead and we will go a long
way in helping them get started.

Picture

News

Discussion

You ask " W ill we use our organization
as a booking unit? " Well, that depends on
conditions as they develop. At any rate,
we are ready for any eventuality, so you
see, Mr: Johnston, we have selected our
harness, have put it on and believe it will
work.
along.
If you like our prescription, push it
With kindest regards, we are,
Very truly yours,
UNITED THEATRES ASS'N, INC.,
By C. W. Midgley, Secretary.
From Manager Kashin
Dear Mr. Johnston :
I must take this opportunity of complimenting you for starting this discussion on
co-operative booking. It is very timely.
Today, in every department of life, the
process of evolution is tending towards
co-operative organization.
The allied countries have organized under one command for the furtherance of
their ideals ; the peoples of Russia have
united for the seeking of better living conditions the
;
laborers of the universe are
collectively and unitedly agitating for
higher wages ; and the biggest attempt at
co-operative organization today is the proposed League of Nations ; all in all, the
very air is impregnated with the ozone of
unionism.
The same thing is evident in the American motion picture industry.
It was not so long ago that members of
this industry scoffed at any proposal of
organization. But things are a little different now. The players have united; the
producers are in greater harmony ; the exchanges have very definite understandings
amongst themselves. But the exhibitor?
Probably when we consider the very discordant elements in this branch of the industry, itis not so surprising that so much
cut-throat competition exists.
Mr. Hodkinson demonstrated in his recently published letter that the aim of both
the exhibitors and the producers is to eliminate the other, or, rather, to gain control
of the opposing camp.
The exhibitor has been preyed upon too
much. The grumbling is at present being
heard. This will very soon develop into
an exhibitors' revolution.
Over three years ago in one of your editorials, you said :
" Manufacturers of other kinds of nationally distributed goods are racking their
brains today to devise novel and attractive
store helps, attention getting devices that
will draw customers to their goods. And
they have long been at it. The picture
maker has a wide-open opportunity to supply the exhibitor with just such theatre
How many producers have followed out
your suggestion, Mr. Johnston, ? They have
done their utmost to sell the picture to the
exhibitor, but not to the ultimate consumer.
The trend of present day labor is tohelp."wards greater liberty. So will it be with
the exhibitor. He is being exploited, but
(Continued on page 2812)
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Thomas

Calls for Real
Exhibitor
Organization
of the Board to the exhibitors, and hear the comments
LOOKING forward to the next convention of the
organized exhibitors in St. Louis, H. M. Thomas,
of the invarious
to how the Board's work is
taken
variousexhibitors
states andas communities?
manager of A. H. Blank's Rialto theatre in OmWhy
not
take
up
the
question
of state censorship;
aha, says, " Let's have a real convention this time."
have views interchanged between various states; let the
He then goes on to make many pertinent and interesting
producers hear of the various remarks made regarding
suggestions as to the sort of things a real convention
could do.
their pictures in the various state fights, and also state
There should be interest to all exhibitors in Mr.
their side of the question. Then prepare a committee
to demand a hearing before the next National ConvenThomas' letter, which follows:
Dear Mr. Johnston:
tion of the Federated Women's Clubs of America, where
Let's have a REGULAR convention in St. Louis this this censorship agitation started and see if their viewpoint cannot be changed. As long as we pass them by,
summer. Not simply a squabbling match where one perand act as though we are afraid of them, they are goson gets mad because he's not the " whole cheese " and
ing to pass a resolution at every convention demanding
proceeds to filibuster; or another simply wants to get in,
because of the standing it will give him with the various
censorship, but when we present a solid front and deproducing companies, but a convention made up of
mand SPECIFIC rather than general cases of bad motion pictures, they are going to back down and part of
honest-to-goodness, regular exhibitors of the caliber of
Mr. Schaefer, for instance, who are interested solely in our battle will be over.
Then why not have a couple of hours or so devoted
the organization FOR THE GOOD IT WILL BRING
TO THE EXHIBITORS IN THE EXHIBITING
to papers by the foremost exhibitors of this country as
END OF THE BUSINESS.
to how they present their pictures, and what they consider model programs, etc., that is as to balancing proWhy not eliminate the " politicians " of the previous
conventions, and in their places put exhibitors who have
etc. same amount of time devoted to the proper
Then grams,the
nothing in their minds except the advancement and safeexploitation
of pictures, various methods of advertising
guarding of the exhibiting and producing ends of the
business, and if these places are filled with exhibitors of being considered, etc.
Also some time devoted to the proper musical accomstanding above reproach, these " politicians " of the days
paniment of pictures, some time to proper projection,
gone by are not going to try and disrupt the organization, BECAUSE THEY WILL KNOW IT WILL DO
and the like, and every exhibitor join in an " expeTHEM NO GOOD.
rience " meeting, and the first thing you know you
We should have a working national organization, and
could'nt keen them away from the conventions.
With exhibitors like Mr. Rothapfel, McCormick, Grauwhen we have that, we'll get members, but until that
man, Roth, and other equally as prominent ones on the
time,
we
won't,
because
the
exhibitors
have
joined
and
rejoined too many times in the past with the best in- program, everv exhibitor is bound to learn something
of interest and advantage.
tentions in the world, only to see the organization
There are many other angles that could be reached
wrecked by factional strife, to want to join again until they
are convinced that a new element has taken hold of the
in the program, but the point I am trying to make is
organization to work and fight for the protection of the this: Let's have something constructive and worth while
industry and for no other ulterior means or motives.
out of the convention, and I am simply writing you now
Then why not make the convention instructive and
calling your attention to the matter in the hope that
you will start the agitation going pro and con and see
constructive, as well as "political"?
if some real good cannot come of my letter.
Why not invite the Secretary of the National Board
Yours truly, H. M. THOMAS.
of Review to be present and fully explain the' working
Theatre Building Continues
(Continued from page 2809)
Marshalltown, Iowa, is to have a new
motion picture theatre to cost $70,000. A.
H. Blank, of Des Moines, and J. Jolly
Jones, Jr., are the builders.
The Euclid Theatre, Cleveland's newest
and most elaborate photoplay house opened
its doors to the public on Easter Sunday,
at the conclusion of the Liberty Loan
parade.
The Euclid Theatre, which has been in
the course of construction for the past
ten months, is located in the busiest section of down town, on East Ninth street,
just north of Euclid avenue. It has an
imposing exterior of stone and rug brick,
with its main entrance on East Xinth
street, and several exits on Chestnut avenue.
For additional theatres proposed and
now building, see page 2918 of this issue
of Motion Picture News.

" Australian Business Is
Normal " — Lorimore
Alex Lorimore, of Australia, cables Motion, Picture News that very few theatres
are closed in Australia, and that otherwise
business in the motion picture theatres, and
generally, is normal-
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Angle as Seen by Carl Laemmle
President, Universal Film Mfg. Co.
and has never deviated from it, though it
ILL "new" and "bright ideas" ever
cease ?
might easily have done so. And, Universal
Recent issues of trade papers contained
is not the only company that has adopted
this policy. There are a few distributing
an advertisement by a prominent distributorganizations that still insist on using the
ing company, which brought out the sensational statement that this one particular
whip on exhibitors ; driving them into long
company had hit upon a new scheme. A
term contracts for pictures of which the
exhibitor knows little or nothing ; which he
sales policy that would prove the salvation
of the exhibitor. The ad conveyed the
plays when he can get them, not when he
startling information that a bomb had been
wants them and which he pays for and
placed under time worn policies of other
exploits in a way that increases the despotic
concerns and that this particular company
power of the distributor and decreases the
was going to book its pictures on the sane
possibilities of his making the profit he
and only sound principle of permitting the
deserves from the fruits of his labors.
exhibitor-customer to buy what he wants
The only possible reason any exchange
with his money.
can have for insisting that an exhibitor
This statement was startling. It seemed
buy a series of pictures before he has
that the same policy had been adopted by
opportunity to see them is that chances are
so many distributors so long ago that the
the exhibitor will not buy them after he
announcement of this great, new, bright
does see them. Some exchanges will offer
idea was TNT.
a reduction in price to the exhibitor who
We heartily agree with the company that
contracts for a large number of pictures.
recently announced the adopting of this
Why not? The exhibitor cuts down the
new policy, that it is the only sane and
selling cost of the series a great deal when
sound policy. The only difference between
he
sfgns up for 26 or 52 weeks' service at
this company and Universal is that Unione time. He is entitled to a sharp reducversal adopted this policy long, long ago
(Cotitiiiued on page 2812)
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Exhibitors Join the Booking
Discussion
{Continued from page 2810)
the dissatisfaction is so general that events
in the motion picture industry will verysoon parallel
nomic sphere. the incidents in today's ecoSince it is inevitable that the exhibitor
is coming into his own, we might as well
start a discussion with the idea in view of
determining the proper instrument to be
used by the exhibitor. That instrument is
co-operative booking.
No one knows better than the exhibitor
what the public wants. It should be in his
power to dictate the product turned out
from the studio.
Now, if this revolution of exhibitors is
inevitable, let it not be of the wild, bloody
sort, but let it be sensibly organized, with
cold business-like men at the head of the
movement, and not impassioned ignoramuses. In that case, the result will be
equity towards allSincerely,
concerned, not chaos.
M. KASHIN.
Defies the Censors
Benjamin J. Schwartz of the Victoria
theatre in Wilmington, Delaware, is not
officially affected by censors, but is so
close to Pennsylvania that some of his
patrons apparently guide themselves by
the Board's decisions.
Mr. Schwartz employed a very effective
weapon, it is declared, when he bought a
lot of newspaper space and successfully
ridiculed the proposed eliminations the
Pennsylvania Board had ordered made in
subtitles on "The Love Hunger," distributed by Hodkinson.
According to all reports the Victoria was
packed to the doors as a result of Mr.
Schwartz's campaign.
Many Universal Changes
John W. Krafft, formerly connected with
the Indianapolis Star, is the latest addition
to the publicity forces in the New York
home offices of Universal. He will take
charge of the Universal Bulletin, a weekly
publicity
service, and the exhibitors' press
book service.
M. Lowell Cash, also a former Indianapolis newspaper man, succeeds J. L. Johnston in the home office publicity department.
Mr. Johnston recently resigned to take
over publicity and advertising work for
Finkelstein & Ruben of St. Paul and Minneapolis. Fred E. Baer has been selected
to succeed Mr. Cash at the New York Universal exchange.
Watch for Kane
During the afternoon session April 23
of Select's conference of branch managers
at the Astor Hotel in New York, Arthur
S. Kane, retiring from the organization,
was presented with a watch of platinum,
encrusted with diamonds.
The gift was presented by the incoming
general manager, Sam E. Morris, in the
name of President Lewis J. Sekmick,
Treasurer Morris Kohn, the departmental
heads of the home office, and all managers
of Select branches.

Motion
Censor

Bill Proposed in
Tennessee
A bill introduced by Senator Rice of
Shelby County, Tennessee, on April 17, provides that all moving picture films to be
used in this State shall first pass before a
board of reviews and receive its O. K.
before being shown to the public.
The bill authorizes the Governor to appoint aState board of review to consist of
three members, one from each grand division of the State, whose salaries shall be
$2,400 each per annum. This board shall
investigate every film in the State before
it is placed upon the screen, and shall
charge a fee of five dollars for each inspection, and may order a film back for a
second review if they deem it necessary.
Persons operating moving picture shows
who 'do not conform to the provisions of
the act are subject to a fine of from $50
to $100 for the first offence, and for the
second offenceprisonment.
$500
thirty
imNo filmandshall
be days'
exhibited
until it bears the certificate of the board
upon it. The board shall have the power
to grant special permits for the showing of
any film otherwise barred. The fees collected shall be applied to the salaries of
the board members, and .any excess shall
be paid to the State Treasurer.
Cornelius Now Active in
Exhibitors Mutual
H. C. Cornelius of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
vice-president and secretary of Exhibitors
Mutual Distributing Corporation, will hereafter take an active part in the management
of affairs in that organization, according to
an announcement of William _ J. Clark,
president.
The association of Mr. Cornelius with
the active management of Exhibitors Mutual is a result of the rapid development
of the company since the first of the year.
Business has grown with such tremendous
rapiditynelius tothat
Mr. • Clark
asked' Mr.
so arrange
his business
affairsCor-in
the west that he could devote most of hi?
time to Exhibitors Mutual and make his
headquarters in New York City.
Like Mr. Clark, Mr. Cornelius is a practical exhibitor, the part owner in a string
of eight theatres in the city of Grand
Rapids, Mich. He has been closely associated in the management of the theatres
and thoroughly familiar with the problems
of the exhibitor.
Says Chile Pro-Germans
Mutilated Film
Representatives of Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., in Valparaiso, Chile, assert
that a number of pro-Germans damaged a
print of " The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," and are suing them.
When the picture was being shown at
Santiago recently, a messenger who was
carrying the film to a theatre from the exchange was attacked by a number of German sympathizers, considerably bruised by
rough handling, and the film which he was
carrying, mutilated. One reel of the photoplay was stolen, and the remaining reels
cut in many places.
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{Continued from page 2811)
tion in the cost of this service because he
is taking a gamble. These same selfish
exchanges that try to lash the exhibitor,
who keeps them in business, into a contract for a large number of productions
usually demand an impossible rental when
the exhibitor sees through the thin wall of
tures singly.and insists on booking his picargument
Universal has always given the exhibitor
the choice of booking what he wants ; has
always extended the exhibitor the privilege
of seeing what he gets, if he desires and
of actually seeing that he is helped to exploit the pictures he books, to the best
advantage. That IS something new. An
exhibitor can book any production released
by Jewel
or exhibitors
Universal toas see
he its
desires.
Universal urges
photoplays,
because it knows that they are of high
standard quality and there are no burnt out
" spark plugs " to hide. Because Universal
has concentrated on making its pictures
better rather than to devise " new " and
dynamic sales policies, the fact that
" Universal has shown greater improvement in quality
than any other concern "
is recognized
everywhere.
Ellen O'Grady

Failed

to

Board
Before
Appear
Fifth
Deputy Police
Commissioner Ellen
O'Grady of New York failed to appear at
the weekly
of the Inc.,
Associated
Motion Picturemeeting
Advertisers,
in response
to the association's invitation to be present
and amplify the statements embodied in
her recently published tirade about the alleged immorality of motion pictures.
On motion the association unanimously
voiced its appreciation of the work of
Harry Reichenbach and N. T. Granlund,
who constituted the special committee appointed to handle the matter.
Bert Adler and Joseph L. Kelley were
added to the committee which was continued in office and empowered to take care
of the publicity which may be necessitated
by the situation.
L. C. Wheeler

Announces

Big was
Export
A contract
entered Deal
into last week
between Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., and
the Palisade Film Laboratories, Inc., according to an announcement by Mr. L. C.
Wheeler, manager of the export department of films for the former concern,
which will aggregate many hundreds of
thousands of dollars in- the ~ourse of the
" We are buying foreign rights for superior productions," says Mr. Wheeler,
" and our chain of distribution circles the
globe.
It is our desire to issue the very
year.
best prints that can possibly be made, and
we believe that we have accomplished this
end by contracting with the Palisade laboratory to do our work."
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It's Up
to
You
to
T N his article in this issue, H. M. Thomas, manager
of the Rialto theatre, Omaha, and one of the most
progressive showmen in the whole country, refers to
the fact that the exploitation matter furnished by producing companies has considerably improved in the
last year and a half and gives a considerable share of
credit for this to the discussion of the matter that was
carried on in these pages by members of the Advisory
Board and others.
This was one of the first questions considered by
the Board, and you who have been following these
pages carefully will remember that the question was
exhaustively treated and the various leading exhibitors undertook to point out what they believed to be
wrong. As a matter of fact, these men did a great
service to the producers and distributors, for every
good business man wants to know what is the matter
with his product — especially from the people who are
using it.
// is to men like Mr. Thomas and other members of
the Board that this improvement is largely due, and
the Exhibitors Service Bureau appreciates that it has
had the opportunity in this way to be of service to
exhibitors as a whole.
j\ ND the point that we want to repeat here is that
this department is always ready to serve the exhibitors either in a general movement or individual
cases. But it goes without saying that unless we
know what your troubles are, unless you speak out,
we cannot find the remedy.
We believe that one of the biggest causes of the improvement inexploitation matter is that the exhibitors
have been stirred to think more of their own advertising. They are trying to do far, far more than they
zvere two years ago, and we haven't the slightest hesitation in saying that exhibitor advertising as a whole
has improved a thousand per cent.
And we believe that the credit for this is largely due
to those progressive exhibitors who have allowed
their ideas to be told in these pages. When we first
announced that this department was to be a real
forum for the exhibitor and for him alone, most people believed that it was the usual bunk and that the
department would be conducted as others — on the
basis of boosts and flattery. As soon as it was seen
that an honest effort was being made to serve, the
response from every section of the country — from

Get
the
Very
Best
the largest exhibitor to the smallest — was wonderful.
In passing let us urge those of you who have not
yet recorded their ideas here, learn what they are
doing- -for the benefit of others — that the efficiency
may be raised another big notch.
believe that the greatest part of the progress
is due to the fact that exhibitors generally were
aroused to trying to do more with the material that
they had, that the manufacturers saw the evidences of
that, and that together with the direct criticisms that
were printed from the exhibitors themselves they determined that better work would have to be done.
It is a fact, too, that a couple of years ago a mighty
small share of the showmen were trying to do the
most they could with the material they had. We
admit that the most of the matter supplied was mighty
sad stuff, but it is also true that the exhibitor did not
make the most possible out of his opportunities. At
the time this department was started we made the
statement that we did not believe there were fifty
exhibitors in the country who were doing the most
possible with what they had. And we believe that
we were right at that time. But who will make such
a statement now ?
The change that has come has been little short of
amazing.
Instead of it being a case of exhibitors who paid
real attention to their advertising being few and far
between, it is not mighty hard to find any of the fellows who regard their exploitation as merely an incident in their business. Every week there come to us
scores of new examples of renewed interest.
"1X7ITH the start of these splendid articles from
leading advertisers, it is time for those who
have not gotten heartily interested. in the study of exploitation tobegin. Here you are begging the views
of the best advertisers of the country. You may not
approve all of their ideas — and we are purposely selecting men who vise varying policies, regulated by
the needs of their theatres and communities.
But you will get ideas here.
And this is one phase of exploitation. We are
anxious to record the accomplishment of all the exhibitors of fhe country.
Let us start in strong.

iillililiU
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Portland, Ore., has ever been one of the most progressive cities in the United States in the presentation of motion pictures,
several theatres, headed by the Liberty, Majestic and Columbia, devoting special attention to the "atmosphere " garbing of their girl
ushers. Frank A. Lacey, manager of J. J. Parker's Majestic, offers more usher costume changes these days than any other manager in
the Rose City. For the Hayakawa pictures he has silken Oriental costumes of many colors, while recently for the showing of Tom
Moore in "Go West, Young Man," he introduced his girls in tantstypical
Western stuff, the head usher dressed as a sheriff and her assisas deputies.
Vaudeville Circus Acts and
Hoop-La" Units
To Pack Detroit Theatre During Holy Week
ES
HOLY WEEK comes but once a year
and as a rule its dreaded by every
An,
Tlma
— _St*TO IIU I
C^BkJ
Detroit's
GreatestCom*AllAny 0antWar Value
Tu)
theatre manager because the receipts go
Mali. 20-300, Nlghta 30-40o (
down instead of up and the figures on the
ledger are in red ink to represent a loss.
But Gus Greening, manager of the Miles,
■oup.
C
Hoop-La
the?
Circus
with P
Billie
Rhodes Girl
has made Holy week the biggest in point of
receipts
in his theatre's
what he
has
accomplished
otherhistory
houseandmanagers
SEE OURCIRCUS
BIG
can do in this or other weeks that are
AD.
STAGEON
equally bad.
PAGE
The proposition came to Mr. Greening's
SEE L""
attention when he was offered a circus piccus picture, Billie Rhodes in " Hoop-La."
This
Now the Miles plays vaudeville as well as
zvas small,
but drama
it tied page
up with another
on the
pictures, but often the pictures are featured
over the variety acts and every week the
Naturally the theatre was filled all week.
newspapers carry the picture advertising
In fact there was hardly a moment during
just as they do the vaudeville. In fact
the Miles has gone even further by adverwasn't
evening
the day
line
at theor box
office when
buyingthere
tickets.
Anda
tising and presenting some first run feaat night the throngs were so great hundreds
ture as a " supper show," offering the picwere turned away which made business for
ture for one performance only between the
other houses.
regular afternoon and night shows and adThis display, three inches, two columns,
vertising itso successfully that sometimes
was carried on the motion picture page and
the house is filled at a time when it would
generally be empty.
then the larger display to which reference
is made with the general theatrical adverTo get back to " Hoop-La " the circus
tising. You will note that in this display
feature was easily seen. And as circuses
are not yet on the road, with a few excepit says : "Minors Mammoth Shows pretions, it was an easy matter to have the
sent Hoop-La,
CircustypeGirl."
underneath this inthesmall
is theThen
further
vaudeville agents book in clowns and cirsales
argument
:
cus acts. Then the whole thing was advertised as circus week. Every trolly in town
See a regular circus in operation, museum of
human and inhuman freaks ; a bearded lady who
carried a car banner, " This Car to the Cirresembles a Bolshevik, a human skeleton gorging
a swell feed, Billie Rhodes in skin-tight jockey
low. cus," with " Miles " in red ink just betogs, how a bewhiskered lady inhales soup.
The newspapers carried a lot of advertisIt's a very good idea and it's a pity that
ing and the picture was handled as a circus
there couldn't have been more space used
act itself. As ah the public schools were
for this display. Four times as much would
closed mothers were told to bring their
have gotten a whole lot more people into
children in the afternoon.
the theatre, we believe.

Detroit Manager Tests Blondes
and Brunettes in Popularity
Manager George E. Guise, newly appointed manager of the Majestic Theatre, in Detroit, who has become well known in the
exhibition field for his many novel
" stunts," pulled a new one last week.
Guise had a strong suspicion that blondes
were much
popularsowith
lowers thanmore
brunettes,
he screen
decided folto
learn definitely. So he put on a contest.
Grace Darmond, a dashing blonde with
blue eyes and fair skin, played the first
four days of last week in " What Every
Woman Wants," the Robertson-Cole sensation which Exhibitors' Mutual is releasing. The last three days, Geraldine Farrar, a very pronounced brunette with jet
black hair and black eyes, played the last
three days in " Shadows," a Goldwyn production. Mr. Guise watched the receipts
closely to see which type proved the most
attractive to Detroit movie fans, and he
found that on the returns the star of
" WTiat
Every
Woman Wants " was entitled to the
honors.
Noted Artist Will Draw Special
U niversal Advertisements
Mon Randall, noted Mid- Western artist,
who was the originator of art titles first
introduced by Triangle several years ago,
former cartoonist for the Scripps-McRae
newspapers and whose numerous, original
pen portraits of W. S. Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, Thos. Ince, Dorothy Dalton and
other stars have made his work known to
several million film followers, has been engaged by Universal to prepare a special
series of advertising drawings for Universal Special Attractions and serials. Among
the first work Randall has done for Universal is the preparation of a number of
black and white portraits of James J. Corbett, suitable for reproduction-
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How

Hyman

EDWARD L. Hyman, manager of the
William Fox Liberty theatre, now has
a good share of the women of St. Louis
working for his theatre because of a
piece of cooperative work that he has just
done. Hyman belongs to the class of managers who make it a point to know what is
going on in their communities and to take
advantage of events.
His stay in St. Louis has been but a
matter of a few months and he soon discovered that the competition in the moving picture game in this city is an extremely keen one.
Hyman learned to his chagrin that there
were many people who didn't visit his
theatre for one reason or another. Why?
That was the burning question and the
method to overcome their absence was
another interesting, if not perplexing,
problem.
He hit upon a happy plan and one which
is proving an undisputed success.
The women of St. Louis are keenly ininterested in finding a photoplay theatre
that will meet all of their varied expectations and Hyman, knowing his theatre
would fulfill the most exacting requirements of the fair sex, set out to cultivate
the visit of all women in St. Louis to his
theatre.
There is an old adage that a woman
reaches a man through his stomach. In
some state where the equal suffrage law
is on the book it is said that the women
influence their husbands in the way* in
which they cast their ballots.
If all of these things are true Hyman
reasoned that it would follow that women
pleased with the performance they saw
at the Liberty theatre would naturally
influence their husbands and friends to
" repeat " the visits.
He learned recently that the St. Louis
Women's Council, interested in the Belgium Relief Fund, an earnest endeavor of
many a good woman, was in need of funds
to meet an emergency. This organization,
which is composed of numerous women's
organizations in St. Louis, was anxiously
seeking someone who would help them
meet the situation.
The business men of the city had come
to the front and incidentally this is the

Got

Boosts

of

Women

tees of the Council started out in a houseto-house canvass of the city.
The number of tickets sold was above
what Hyman expected and he selected two
nights during the last week of Lent for
the performances for which the tickets
could be used. Those who are in the game
know that the Lenten season is a pretty
tough one for the photo-play theatres.
The nights on which the tickets were
used
the the
" weak
nightsattracted
" of the toweek.
The were
sale of
tickets
the

Edward L. Hyman,
theatre, manager
St. LouisFox's Liberty
city's slogan, and the women were timid
about "stinging" the business men again
and were in deep despair.
Hyman's opportunity was at hand and
he knows his business well enough that
Opportunity would not knock on his door
and find him absent. He visited the executive committee of the Council, pledged
his support and offered a plan to assist
the
funds.organization in raising the needed
He suggested that the women sell tickets to the people of St. Louis for two
night performances at the Liberty theatre.
The only restriction Hyman made was that
the theatre should be paid the war tax
for each ticket sold. The stage was set
for action and various teams and commit-

theatre many hundreds of persons who
would not have attended because every
person' has his favorite theatre and seek
no other unless the attraction is simply
loo good to be missed.
Through the executive committee of the
Council Hyman learned that hundreds who
attended the two performances had been
converted into " Liberty goers." Some explained, according to the information that
reached Hyman, that they knew the Liberty theatre was on an equal footing with
Oiher theatres, if not in the lead, but they
had never reached the point where they
desired a change.
Having seen good pictures at the Liberty
and heard delightful music rendered by the
symphony orchestra hundreds of persons
acknowledged that they had passed up" the tendbest
" inlonger.
the city and didn't into do bet
it any
Now the Liberty theatre has hundreds
of new patrons who are sure to be "repeaters "and Hyman is happy, the Women's Council has its needed funds and
everything turned out " lovely " as all
good stories must end.
If there is a women's organization in
your city that needs financial aid, try
this scheme, help them get the money,
build up a new clientele and take another
stride up the Ladder of Success.
Pierce Succeeds Darrel at Adams
Theatre, Detroit
Howard O. Pierce, who has been managing Liberty theatres for the War Department Commission on Training Camp
Activities since the start of the war has
just been made manager of the Adams
Theatre, Detroit, succeeding Charles H.
Darrel, resigned.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatre, Lowell.
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Harold
Franklin,
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
Edw. L. B.Hyman,
Liberty
St. Louis.
C. A. Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack
Kuhn, Loew's
theatre,
Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph
GrossmanStillman
Standard
theatre,
Cleveland.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. M. Thomas, Rialto theatre. Omaha.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Ralph Ruffner. Rialto theatre, Butte.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
SamJ. YV.
B. Cohn,
People's
theatre,
Portland,
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
E.
Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Portland,
Ore. Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
P.
E.
Noble,
Publicity
Manager,
Liberty
and Columbia theatres,
Chas. G. Branham.
Portland, Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
H. L. Percy, Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
J.
A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sid.C.Grauman,
Grauman's
Angeles.
K. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery.
A.
H. Chamberlin,
Operatheatre,
House, Los
Madera,
Cal.
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Awake Manager "Swipes" Cigarette Ad.
Campaign to Exploit His Cannibal Pictures
MANAGER C. L. ROSEN of the Al
Ringling Theatre, Baraboo, Wis., is
an opportunist. He has just given the
latest example that it pays mighty well to
be up to date and to take advantage of
everything that the other fellow is doing.
Manufacturers of Camel cigarettes have
just been conducting a teaser campaign
through that section, showing a series of
camel tracks and then the. slogan "Follow
the Tracks." Then along came " Cannibals
of the South Seas " to be shown at the
Ringling Theatre and Mr. Rosen saw that
he could make the cigarette advertising
work for him.
So he made up two slides, one of them
showing tracks leading from the foreqO
fRl.\SAT(<hi?VV<Kk)
ground off across the desert and the inscriptionFollow
"
the Tracks." After he
had the people sufficiently worked up on
And this persuaded them it was all about
the Cannibals
that he followed with a second slide, giving
that
hooked
the
theatre and the picture up
the. whole thing "To 'Cannibals of the'
South Seas ' Friday and Saturday."
with
the
mystery
cigarette. In fact, it
These slides were run for two days in was so well done that
for a timca lot of
advance of the showing and at the same
people thought that the entire " Follow the
time Mr. Rosen used in the local papers
Tracks " campaign belonged to him. As
a result the whole campaign did work for
him and helped bring big business.
In calling our attention to this excellent
stunt, Mr. Rosen adds :
" The writer watches your department
closely and values it greatly. My only
wish is that it could be much larger and
include more accounts of the other fellow's
displays, etc., for they have a decided help
not only in gathering ideas and data, but
in having a means of knowing something
about what the other houses get in the way
of This
admission
for special
the like."
department
would and
be larger
if there
were more exhibitors like Mr. Rosen who
are glad to send along their ideas for the
a -TRACKS
benefit of others. Some of these days we
ftee r\«^ s\\lZ)
expect to have the greater share of the exhibitors as regular contributors. The number is growing every day.
This got the benefit of the cigarette camWho will be the new ones this week?
paign
he will submit various advertising stories
Johnston to Write Ads for
and drawings to these columns. Johnston
Finkelstein-R uben
is a firm believer in simple phraseology and
art work that clearly conveys the idea of
John LeRoy Johnston, one of the youngest publicity men in the New York film
the film play they advertise.
field has resigned as assistant publicity director for Universal, to accept a publicity
Big Exploitation Booklet for
and advertising berth with the Finkelstein
& Ruben theatrical circuit of St. Paul and
" Oh, You Women "
Minneapolis.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
just
set
a
new mark with the issuance of a
For the past twenty-two months Johntwenty-two
page press book in colors on
ston has been in the' employ of Universal,
until last December being publicity manathe exploitation of "Oh You Women." The
size of the pages is 10 1-2 by 16 inches enger for Universal's Minneapolis office.
abling itto reproduce even page advertisePrior to that he was editor of " Amusements which are supplied by the company.
ments," an artist and writer on St. Paul
newspapers for several years and the orig- It has the advantage of showing all of the
inator of many animated cartoons and titles advertising aids, even to the folders in the
exact colors that are used in the originals.
made by the Lochren Film Corp. Being an
artist as well as a writer, Johnston returns
There is a wide variety of both advertising and text cuts and all of these are shown
to Minneapolis with a hope of making his
together with the paper, and besides this
work in the exhibiting field doubly effective
because of his dual ability.
there are general publicity story and special suggestion on how to get the most out
Many of Johnston's ad drawings and
of this feature. Ready made advertising
typographical advertising creations have
been reproduced in the Motion Picture
rangesumn from
displays. full page down to single colNews and upon his arrival at Minneapolis

Sam W. B. Cohn,
manager.
Portland,
Ore. Sunset tlieatrc,
Sam Cohn Made Manager of
Sunset Theatre in
Portland, Ore.
S AM W. B. COHN, aggressive young
theatre manager of the Pacific Northwest, who was at the helm of the big new
Liberty, Spokane, Wash., before he went
to the Officers' Training School at Camp
Pike, Ark., is now boss of the Sunset Theatre, Portland's most centrally located photoplay house.
Cohn is a youngster in years but a
veteran of motion picture exhibition in
the Northwest. He was one of the first
exhibitors in Seattle, managing the original Alaska Theatre on Second Avenue
and Yesler Way. Several years ago he
went to Spokane and operated the Spokane
Theatre, vaudeville and picture houses, and
later the Liberty, one of the finest motion
picture theatres in the West.
The new Sunset manager is a native of
Portland, where his family are pioneers. He
is an ex-newspaperman of the Rose City,
and when he expressed a desire to remain
in his home town John A. Jennings of the
Sunset immediately offered him the Sunset berth.
Cohn is one of the " idea " men of picture exhibition, and ranks among the live
wires of the West.
The presence of Cohn as manager of
the Sunset theatre in Portland has brought
about a peculiar situation as regards the
Advisory Board of Exhibitors of Motion
Picture
News.Ralph. ~Ruffner, then manager
Originally
of the Columbia, and E. J. Myrick. manager
of the Liberty, were Portland members of
the board.
Ruffner was shifted to Butte by Jensen
and Von Herberg but Paul E. ("NoBull") Noble jumped from Butte to Portland and the Columbia-Liberty, and as he
was a member of the Advisory Board, the
status quo was preserved.
But now comes Cohn from Spokane, another member of the Advisory Board, and
Portland holds the record with three live
members of the organization.
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By H. M. Thomas
AX
Rialto Theatre,
Omaha, Neb.
NOVELTY and variety constitute the two any particular kind of advertising.
For example, I have had one patron ask
fundamental points of success in advertising, to my mind, whether the adverme : " Why don't you run more of your
tising applies to theatricals or merchandise.
bright, breezy talking ads?" while the very
In my theatre advertising, I try to use
one might say to me : " I didn't read
diversified methods in keeping with the next
your ad. it was too long, don't you think
picture presented, and in addition, I vary
it pays you to use more white space, less
my styles of advertising to keep the public
words
morethatpictures?"
interested and guessing.
So I and
figure
I will please all sides
On possibly some picture like, for in- of human nature by using diversified ads.
stance, Good
"
Gracious Annabelle," I will Talking about diversified ads. you will recall reproducing one time in your paper
break loose with a long, chatt)' ad, like the
enclosed, while again another time as on
one of my ads, which simply consisted of
a cut of Douglas Fairbanks and cut of
" Out of the Fog,'' I will use possibly very
few words, depending on the make-up of theatre, the only words in the ad. being
the ad. to attract attention.
" Two Favorites That Need No IntroducIn this connection, permit me to say that
tion to Omaha Movie-Goers." The ad.
of late there has been a wonderful im- caused considerable comment and business
provement inthe class of advertising mats
was good on the picture, so the ad. did the
put out by the film companies, as both of work required of it. You will recall I used
these ads were built from mats I obtained
printed entirely in French on " Virat the exchanges ; of course, altered in an ad. tuous
Wives," while the most talked of ad.
some few ways to suit my fancy. But I I had on " Don't Change Your Husband "
believe the News deserves a great deal of was one headed by a drawing of two
onions.
credit for helping make this improvement,
for you will remember over a year ago, we
My own personal choice is for a classy
started our complaint about the inferior drawn ad., with not very much wording, on
quality of cut accessories furnished, and to- the order of the Saturday Evening Post,
day I do not think a complaint of this Vogue or Vanity Fair advertisers, but I
kind could be universally made.
do not believe it is good policy to overdo
In exploitation of pictures, I use every
this class of ads., so I hit for variety, pullpossible method of publicity I can obtain :
ing everything I think will get by and
Billboards, newspapers, circular letters,
arouse the least bit of interest. I've had
trailers, circulars, but I try to vary the folks say : " That man Thomas must be
campaign on each picture to such an extent
crazy — look at some of the foolish things
that the public will not become tired of
he puts in his ads.," but I've found that
" nut-ology " whether it be on the stage or
in print is a good investment when it
comes to bringing in the money at the box
office.
Manager,

Thomas doesn't hesitate to use producer
stuff ivhen it is good. This is XZVz inches
across four columns

I've read of certain managers and publicity representatives howling about " dignified advertising" and never overstepping
the bounds of propriety. That's all right
when you are advertising a dignified subject or feature, but when you've got a
feature that's full of punch and pep, wTiy
not expend part of this " pep " in telling
the public about it?
This is an old story of some of my exploitations, but it covers the point under
discussion : Several months ago I ran
Fred Stone in " Under the Top." I fixed
up a regular sideshow in an empty store
room next to the lobby, even putting in a
" spieler " and a calliope, then I had part
of my orchestra boys double in brass in
front of the theatre afternoon and night,
playing
a short
squealer,"
after which
the calliope
would "play
a few minutes,
and
then see-saw back and forth just as you
would at a carnival or circus. Was business good? Well, our house is one of the
few in the country that made money on
this Stone picture, and we simply got it
through putting the proper atmosphere in

—What

Did She Do?

le"
el
na
AnDO!
dear,b
what
did alive,
Annabelle
Heavens
my i^^r
do? Didn't
you
hear?
body istalking about it!EveryShe
has shocked and scandalized
all of our set. But what can
we do about it?
HE'Smakes
A billionaire
miner — mo*™
twenty thousand
^*>t„,o
dollars a day or some such absurd sum — a miner! Can you '
imagine ried!it!HadAnd
marbeensheforwas years.
And the terrible thing about «•/
ither was
that shename!
didn'tOr know
husband's
what
he looked like.
i

went
friends and
herto
f imANDSHas Etook
Can you
a cook.someo
work
agine it?
weinconce
allhave
isn't
seeiv-it. bwi™ "
to haven't
You'll
thing.
everytoit! tell
THATtime
iss
It's— you
Don't'm
able! Really!

Ob, yes, wt almost foreot to tell you! Annabelle is
Blue
Rialto News
Views— ofShowing
Late Omaha Cyclone

Burke
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
— In— Liar"
"The Amateur

Here's one of the breezy sort Thomas likes
to use with light pictures. It is three full
columns
our advertising and making the people in
the proper frame of mind to see the picture.
This was followed by "The Fighting
Roosevelts." Did I use the same kind of
publicity ? .
Not on your life. I even had an especially prepared Roosevelt-Rialto letterhead
gotten out and sent to every professional
man in Omaha, and my ads. were of a
dignified nature, and instead of the ballyhoo band and screaming calliope, we had
community singing of patriotic songs, just
the same as they had at the Sunday afternoon memorial Roosevelt meeting at the
city auditorium, where ten thousand people
{Continued on page 2822)
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STRAND theatre, Erie, Pa., followed a
suggestion given in the Motion Picture News Special Service Section on
" The Turn in the Road " and also
used the selling talk verbatim. We
suggested:- "You can afford to take a new
angle in the advance announcements on
this picture. If you find that letters to
your patrons are pullers, we would use this
Apr 1919
TO THE PEOPLE OF ERIE:
ill
your
attention
famous
tatTheyou Strand,
all know Sunday.
and toloveMonday,
In the
ng week. We are
not going to
■y
or
a
lavish
production,
but
we
>st hu
:I now
then and
brings a tearin tothethewonderful
eye. that aland and
a Itlaugh,
love.
la nothingteems
more than a picture of philife
-aangesimple
atory,
but
a
compelling
one.
You
won't
people,
but among
your
fellows
here,
andaplutlook
into
beauty
of
life.
It
Is
a
picture
that
'our emotlona and leaves you mighty happy in the
:nd.
"Little
Ban
Alexander,
who Curley
scored aresuchsomea hitof inthe'Hearts
of— but
the
World.'all.Helen
Eddystoryand that
Pauline
players
after
it
is
the
counts.
We
use
no
adjectives
or
superre — buttiredweof promise
you and
utter want
satisfaction."
If youlatives heare
artificiality
a tear you cannot re.
atrain
that comes out In spite of you, don't miss "THE
TURN and1 V aTHElaughROAD."
THE STRAND AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
idea, otherwise "as a general letter in newspaper space." And then the selling talk,
which though we wrote it ourselves, we believe is good enough to repeat.
Fortion toonce
are notthough
going there
to call
famouswe stars,
are your
many attenthat
you all know and love in the picture we are
going to present at the Strand Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of the coming week.
We are not going to call your attention to a
famous story or a lavish production, but we are
inviting you to see the most human picture that
you have seen in many a day.
It is a story that now and then brings a tear
to the eye, that alternates with a thrill and a
laugh, and teems with the wonderful philosophy
of right and love. It is nothing more than a
picture of life as all of us know it— a simple
story, but a compelling one. It is a picture
that appeals to the best of your emotions and
leaves you mighty happy in the end.
Little Ben Alexander, who scored a hit in
" Hearts of the World," Helen Eddy and Pauline
Curley
are some
the players
— butno after
all it
is
the story
that ofcounts.
We use
adjectives
or
superlatives
here
—
but
we
promise
you
utter
satisfaction.
To this the Strand has added :
If you are tired of artificiality and want a
tear that you cannot restrain and a laugh that
comes out in spite of you, don't miss " The Turn
in the Road." <
This was signed by the name of the company and used the Friday afternoon before
the Sunday opening of the picture. Space
occupied was only 3 1-2 inches double column and we'll bet it got more business than
a lot of big splashes. This peculiar style
■of advertising is good occasionally.
There's a lot in a name, especially if its
THE.
THIS three inch double column display
of the Washington theatre, Dallas,
Tex., appeared Monday, following the SunWASHINGTON
AGAIN TODAY
The Screen Triumph
FANNIE
V^ARD
IN
"Common
B1GGES

Severn ay"
Reels
.Cl
f HIT THIS SEASON

and

Ozzts^

day opening of Fannie Ward in " Common
Clay." Taken as one advertisement alone
and not considering the time that it was
used or anything else we would consider it
very poor, but one must remember that the
picture probably scored a big hit on the
Sunday that it was shown and also that
the Dallas papers print reviews of the first
run pictures in the Monday issue so that
the display got the benefit of them.
For that reason the theatre did well to
use a cut of the star and the name of the
star and then the title and refer to it as
"Biggest hit this season." That will cause
the patron to ask about the picture and result in the theatre getting the most possible
out of the word of mouth advertising. We
don't know how this was followed up, but
the Tuesday displays should have quoted
extracts from what the local papers said
about the picture and so have still further
profited from the opinions of the pleased

Now Here— A NEW John Barrymore, matter of dramatic
power, the one actor in America able to play met a part, stripping
the
off emotion
and offered
ruing tothisthe year
most— powerful actmg'anj
tcreentrunkb any
theatre ha*

e/'SOPTAST TH00CH7.
TBEOSSOK ?>r-

patrons-.
Don't make your theatre simply appeal to
your patrons' idle hours. Make it something as worth while to them as their busiest
moments.
HERE is a striking five column twelve
inch display of B. Lee Smith, the new
house manager of the Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga. It follows the general arrangement of a display of the Hippodrome.
//^ONNNUOUS Flin PERFORMANCE
FOURTH]
CONSECUTIVE

TRICE-vA/J t>5i
NCLUP1NG
Z*X
TUDOR
.Special Symphony
JIAff 1-3-5-7-9-P-tt
Orchestra
Dallas, Tex., Which was reproduced in these
pages in the April 19 issue. It is one of the
many instances that shows the help that
exhibitors are able to get here if they will
study this matter carefully.
In the case of the Dallas display there
was reading matter in the hearts at the
upper right and the lower left. The Tudor
has substituted a picture of Miss Phillips
in the upper corner and a scene below. The
effect is most striking. It made the whole
page of the newspaper a living, throbbing
advertisement for the offering. *
By-the-way, Mr. Smith is another example of newspaper men who have been
very successful as theatre managers. He
was the first man to start a motion picture
page in an Atlanta paper and is to a considerable extent responsible for popularizing the photoplay in that section.

vertising.
KEEP the SHUDDER out of your adThere has been enough hard luck in the
world during the past four years and that
is being realized in the production of motion pictures. Here is a case where there is
a strong, dramatic, entertaining story that
doesn't leave anything like a bad taste in
the mouth — John Barrymore in "The Test
It was a real pleasure to write a Special
Service
Section on such a story. In that
of
Honor."
we told you that his term in prison and the
brief scene of it was only incidental to the
picture, and that it should be kept in the
background. Later in comment on another
display we advised keeping the convict garb
out of the illustrations. But here the
Strand theatre, Seattle, has seen fit to build
the whole display around, a few feet of
"vision." It absolutely ignores the humaneness, the love motive and everything
else that enters into the picture. It is the
sort of a display that is pretty sure to keep
the women and children away from the
theatre.
This display is repulsive — and aside from
that meaningless.
One idea that gets there is worth a million that just start.
c OOD stuff, this, and the work of the
• Colonial theatre, Toledo, O., .that keeps
on getting the bing-bang punch in the big
space that it uses. This ten inch, four
column display is mighty good and there is
only one fault to find with it. We like to
see the selling arguments indented — that is
with white space on either side. Even
when you have to reduce the type, we believe that it is more apt to be read, for the
plan of trying to play everything up to the
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kJHEP£
BABfe
/» 7»<° TfirilliTrtMYrtiture Of A 6iil
W»o Risked ^HerffeatorTo Win Lc
WhenMen Desire
In herwhichnan.a girlMen pbys
a desperate
game wiihher, thetheymantortured
who *
plans
coaxed
they her—
taunted
they threatened
her. theyouther,tossed
they did thenot gifts
lo$e
herher. truly,
so the girl fought
her battle
andBUT bestowed
which others sought on the only man SHE lored! CR1PWNC *
i! PRICES:
DDIPCC. |! photodrama
A ^"PP^- inthrilling,
which daring
Theda .**< - EMOTIONAL
i?i>»2aii"l\
!»••» JSSr-'l Bara is supported by a strong ~" DRAMA
limit is never convincing and generally
serves only to achieve a crowded effect.
The name of the star is properly played
with a half tone used at the right and then
there is a good line with "The thrilling adventure of a girl who risked honor to win
love." The smaller typed matter says, under the name of the picture :
In which a girl plays a desperate game with
the man who plans her ruin. Men coaxed her.
they taunted her, they tortured her, they threatened her, they kissed her — BUT they did not
love her truly, so the girl fought out her battle
and
bestowed
her gifts on the only man SHE
loved.
This is the second of the Theda Bara
advertisements of the Colonial we have
printed. An even better one appeared in
the April 12 issue, but we are using this
to show how variety may be obtained with
the same picture and with practically the
same material.
They say that no man is a hero to his
valet, but you have to be the trail-blazer
for your patrons.
HERE is one of the most striking displays that we have seen in a long time
and it is a splendid example of the punch
that can be put over by taking advantage
of the beauty of a star. This eleven inch,
six column display of the People's theatre,
Portland, Ore., is practically given over to
pictures of Elsie Ferguson. There are
three striking poses of her and the resulting effect is a great deal stronger than if a
single one had been used. Now we say that
in all sincerity, but when you try the same
stunt be sure that the three pictures that
you use fit in with each other and that they
give the impression of meaning something.
Now at first glance one thinks of the
ELSIE

FERGUSON!

Three Graces and the impression to the
quick eye is that they are three different
women. Then one pauses to see and with
the discovery that they are different poses
of Miss Ferguson the selling power of her
beauty becomes all the stronger. The brief
selling argument says :
He really loved her. Nothing unusual about
that, you say? No? Then you have a great
surprise coming. Get the family together and
enjoy it.
In the course of clipping this display
from the newspaper the date at the top —
this week — was destroyed.
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Eugene inWalter?
famous stage success
PAULINE
FREDERICK
mm
V
66
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Faith may be a jewel, but advertising
will get a lot more sparkles into your
business.
HERE is a case of a well designed, good
looking advertisement that sadly lacks
the punch. The picture of the devil is out
of place and detracts from the cleverly
decorated figure of George Walsh. While
this 8 1-2 inch, three column display of the
Walnut, Louisville, Ky., occupied the
upper right hand corner of a right hand

G£OAG£
WALSH
L NEVER
JAy
^
qvitM
THE
JINX IS ALWAYSHE ISTAGGING
AT HIS
HEELS
CETTINCWHETHER.
MARRIED OR PLAYING
HUNTING POKER,
SUNKEN TREASURE , - REGG IE WAS
BORN
FRIDAY"AND
THE SO
THIRTEENTH,
YOU KNOW,
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
SUNDAY"

W«£*£ THE BIGTUESDAY"
PlCru&CS FlAt WEDNESDAY"
MONDAY"
WALNUT

page, it was seen because of location, but
that was all the more reason why there
should have been a wallop in either hand.
This could have been much better done
by leaving the figure of Walsh as it now
stands and then using toward the left in
large lettered design, "He was born on Friday, the thirteenth." Then there should
have followed, considerably indented, the
line, " The Jinx is always tagging at his
heels whether he is playing poker, getting
married,
sunken
Then beloworthathunting
there should
havetreasure."
been the
name of the star and the title of the picture.
It is merely a question of the punch, for
in appearance alone the display is mighty
hard to beat. But it is an example of how
a catch line, properly displayed will make
the people read the advertisement, while
a merely "artistic" one is liable to be passed
by in the rush.

A
"t
arza
A Farce
Burlesque
n OF

YOU REMEMBER
BEAUTIFUL
COLORS THATTHEYOU
HAVE SEEN IN SOAP BUBBLES
b/ Jamer Monlgomer/ Fracjo' AND GROWING FLOWERS —
SeefainPRgriA EVERYWHERE" j
S"advertisement that is heTHE isAPE
HERE
an
markable for several reasons. In the
first place there is no sign . of a cut, and,
next, the name of the star has been reduced so that the title of the famous stage
play would have a startling appeal.
Further than this, Arthur G. Stolte, who
prepared this advertisement for the Strand
theatre, Omaha, just before going to Des
Moines to take charge of the New A. H.
Blank theatre there, conceived the idea of
changing a number of the title so as to
bring them into accord with the book versions. These took the lighter side of the
situation and instead of death threats
merely had the character say that he was
" coming
heeled
" and then the conversation turned
on that.
But the main point is that the display relied on the title of the picture and some of
the subtitles which could be read and some
which could not get the people into the
theatre. It succeeded. It was something
so novel that those who had never even
heard that "Paid in Full" was one of the
greatest speaking stage successes of recent
curiosity.
years simply had to come — the lure of
Of all the star attractions your theatre
should be the chief one.
HERE

are
mighty good
advertisements of two
the American
theatre,
Butte,
Mont., on "The Light of the Western
Stars" in which Dustin Farnum is starred.
Both of these are built to a considerable
extent around the personality of the star,
but different angles have been taken in the
two. For instance, the one in which the
full length figure of the star appears, fea-
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lettering, but there is not the personality to
the drawn figure of Farnum that there is in
the other. Here the selling argument says :
" THREE TO ONE— SO THE ODDS WAS
EVEN " — Monty Price's last words after the
scrap
gives you and
a glimpse
spirit
of fearlessness
contemptof the
for dashing
danger which
Zane Grey puts in his thrilling romance — Just
come to the theatre and we- will guarantee the
rest.
There are a few adjectives used in these
displays and it would probably have been
the better to have omitted them, but, after
all, the breeze and action of the picture and
the personality of the star are the things
that stand out and when you get those elements of appeal over strong you are pretty
apt to get the crowds into your theatre.
Exploitation without thought makes as
much noise as a blank cartridge, but it
gets no further.
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Picture

THIS display of the America, Denver is
modeled along the Vitagraph advertising that appeared in the Motion Picture
News. It gets attention because there is a
large amount of white space around the
reproduction of the book and the unusual

TODAY
12:31 to II t m. imh
tures the three things that should be
brought out, Farnum, the title and Zane
Grey, the author.
Now although those points are brought
out prominently in the typing, the designer
proceeds to repeat the things and in a
very clever way, for he says:
If you
the you
star, will
the name
of theexpect
picture andwill
the note
author
naturally
something extraordinary — and that's what it is.
It's
tation.a picture that we will back with our repuThis one was built up from an advertisement that appeared in the Motion Picture
News.
The other display gets good effect by using the black background and the white
arrangement, but it lacks a lot in getting
over the punch that it should have had.
In the first place the typing has been
badly arranged. To get a look at it, one
left eye sweeps the book and the right eye,
first, and then both of them fall on the
Larry Semon comedy. There isn't any
question that Robert W. Chamberlin himself is a big selling argument, but in these
days when practically all of the popular
novels are being made into motion pictures,
we would certainly add the selling argument on the picture itself.
Figure this out for yourself : Probably
half of the people of your town have read
"Ivanhoe." Probably one out of fifty have
read "The Cambric Mask." Of course,
your appeal is stronger to the people that
have read the story, but you cannot afford
to pass up the rest. There is a certain impression that this sort of advertising leaves
on the man who has not read the story
that is likely to keep him away from the

rm
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CH1M5IRS
ROBERT
w
RrStitenetl
>-;3 FrMiHovel
IT'S ANOTHER BIG
SIX - FEATURE BILL
DOINGS OF THE MOVIE STARS
BUI He>e"
Kwri »e*lofl
Broadway
making a Cbarle*
»&Hal Raj
TomHolme*
Mil directing
Hew Beeele Lo*e became a etar
Babyhood BenPicture*
af[nDeagla*
TurnlnCartoon
a rmmj
of a Fairbanks
movieed actpeel

theatre. This display, occupies eight inches
across three columns.
How much better is the picture sold by
the Victory theatre, Tacoma, Wash. It is
true that there are 14 1-4 inches used across
four columns, but even reduced the effect
would have surpassed that of the America.
There is a single thing that we have to
find fault with in this and that is the failure to bring the name of Alice Joyce out
stronger. Here outline is used for her
name and it is not prominent enough. The
reason this was done was not to conflict
with
blackhave
letters,
Mask,"
but itthe
would
been"The
muchCambric
more effective
to have used the name of the star at the
upper left, allowing a margin of white space
at the top of the cut that would have
helped. Picture of the old man with his
hand up at the right should have been
omitted. It carries to the reader no meaning except to suggest tragedy and that
should always be avoided in any display unless itis the vital hinge of the picture.
There is a clever arrangment here with
the suggestion "It's another six feature
bill." Thrown at the top this would look
like a bargain day announcement, but the
Victory has already sold the feature and it
is a .case of adding, "Look, we are going
to give you all this, too." It's a good way
of calling attention to the short subjects —
but not too often.
remember that good cheer needs
no Ever
apology?
IF the Palace theatre, Des Moines, had
used a larger cut and had been able to
get better printing this display would have
been improved a great deal. As it is, we
like the spirit of it for one of the gay
sort of jazzing displays.
Very frankly, a large part of the appeal
made here is physical. Miss Barriscale
unquestionably "looks good" to the maie
portion of the population in the chorus girl
costume and here is the very reason that
the cut should have been made larger. In
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"Zero

for- the Enid Bennett picture Friday. The
advertising
book
copy. matter is almost entirely press
Blues are good as colors — but not as

Ooo-La-La-Zis Babee
Shrug and Tweest, Voila!
BESSIE
BARRISCALE

to

1

"this Case it could easily have been done by
pushing the name plate over and up a little
and making the name plate run into the
border and then using the " Stars Today " in
some other place. This inch and a half
increase in the height of the cut would have
a lot of difference, and there was plenty of
white space at the sides to have allowed
for the added width.
You can always get a chic effect by using
the broken French and here we have "OooLa-La-Zis Babee Shrug and Tweest Voila {"
Then after the name of the star comes :
— In tights and how beautifully she fits them.
Zura, the little dancer of Paris wild night life.
And then in the box toward the right :
— from a Southern dancing teacher, then
naughty — naughty — and then a riot on Broadway.
May be true the bigger they are the
harder they fall, but if s going to take some
zvork to make 'em topple — remember that.
OUT in Freeport, 111. there is a theatre
that has caught the right way to advertise where the bill does not run longer
than one or two days. The Strand evidently believes in getting the full worth out
of each offering and so it does not weaken
the announcement by putting matter referring to another film. Instead - of doing
that the Strand uses separate space for each
announcement.
In this Tuesday issue of the local afternoon daily the Strand advertises three different productions side by side. The attraction for the day is Fred Stone and
since the late business is the only thing to
. be caught, five inches single column is
used. Then on the picture that is to come
Wednesday and Thursday it occupies seven
inches double and then seven inches single

CM71BB1
flisr
mm CFto l:i,S
stw itluitt:
STRAND

flavors.
CLOSE followers of this department will
remember that for a long time our comment on the general motion picture theatre
in St. Louis was very severe and that we
told you that for the average display it was
one of the poorest cities in Tthe country.
We have been mighty glad to notice from
time to time the improvement that has been,
shown there.
Now the newspaper . rate in St. Louis is
very high and exhibitors are not able to
employ the large space that marks the work
6m AND
MARKET

j THE CONCLUDING CWTICO OTlfflCAN Or TW APE'S
I THE 3TRANQF.ST. MOST FFAEJSIN^
EVER TOLD - ^£lMO Uff

OOLN

IC&mNuotrs- .
fcS' 10AM-ttfin\
of the best advertisers in other cities.
Therefore the only thing to do is to get
some plan by which the advertising will
stand out and this has been done by the
Central as the two displays reproduced here
will show.
They occupy only three inches double
column, the cuts being made a trifle smaller
so that there will be white space around
AND all
them to make the drawings stand out
M
the more.
These are, of course,
hand
o S I XTM
MARKET
ONDERFUL
TUC STAR

the:
MOODS'OF _INWOMAN
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DF. LUXE"
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CTS.
drawn and a part of the time there is a half
tone used in the combination. It is a pitythat in the case of "Out of the Fog," one
of the striking pictures of Nazimova about
to dive into the ocean could not have been
employed, but it would not have shown
well in the space available. In this case the
selling argument is necessarily brief and
puts all of the weight on the personality of
the star, saying:
The indescribable acting, together with the
absolutely
this- production
make it onehuman
of the qualities
few real ofpictures
that have
come to the screen this season.
The jungle atmosphere has been well
given the Tarzan display and the figures of
the man and girl stand out remarkably well
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THEATRE
B. L. Waite, Manager
Areata,
Calif.
Program
for \\ eck APRIL 13, 13
Sunday
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
s the first of a series of 4 comedies, selected
Monday
and
from all the Chaplinin "POLICE"
piciures (that have already be*
shown here) that will be re-presented here. If >|ou
ha.ve seen it, see it again, you will enjoy it. If you
haven't seen it. Well— don't miss this tr^at. '
"The COMING
of FARO
13th'
APRIL 14th1
A Wolfville
Tale. NELL" 1
APRIL
Music
program
includes
—
Tuesday
"Eyes That Say I Love You"
DOROTHY DALTON
APRIL
15th The inscenes
of thisEYES"
photo-play
"GREEN
Wednesday
and
are located in the South, and it
is rilled with dramatic episodes,
APRIL 16th real thrills, and heart appeal.
There is also a fine admixture of
comedy.
5 VAUDEVILLE
IN PICTURES ACTS 5
Thursday ;
Music
program
includes
— with words.
"Some Night" a waltz
FRANK KEENAN
Friday
APRIL 17th
in
"RULER
THE theROAD."
and
Keenan is without OFa doubt
greatest drar
APRIL lSthj aticMr.actor
on the screen to-day. In this stirrir
drama
of
to-day's
great
Railroad
business,
he
seen at his best.
PATHE NEWS WEEKLY
Music program includes —
"Mammy 0' Mine"
Saturday
Dare-devil TOM MIX
APRIL 19th
in
"FAME
AND ofFORTUNE"
This picture is a tornado
action out of the west.
Matinee
It will have you gasping and sitting on the edge of
at 2:30
your chair from the very first scene. It's Mix's best.
"HUNGRYSomeLIONS
A HOSPITAL"
SunshineIN Comedy
Music
program
"Sunny
Days"includes —
COMING
SOON

Clara Kimball Young in THE REASON* WHY
Willard Wagner Musical Director

Program every week and save it. If you don't get
your copy Phone 14 or 244J
THIS is a rather unusual program for a
small city, but it is a good one and
serves the purpose of a bulletin. We make
this statement because these programs are
not handed out at the door of the theatre,
but are distributed in the homes. In addition these are regularly placed in frames
at convenient locations around the town so
that one may always know what is the bill
at The Minor, Areata, Calif.
For display purposes these are not start
ing, but they serve the purpose well (
keeping the people posted at what is doir
at the Minor. We like the arrangement
very much, especially the way that the date
is set in at the left with the rule effect.
The Minor seems to have obtained the
work of an exceptionally good printer in
following
the copy
tive and tasty
style. in an especially attracThere is one thing that appeals to us
especially, coming as it does from a small
city, and that is the inclusion of the number
that is to be featured in the musical program. Just those few words are likely to
bring out a lot of people who might not be
brought out to see the picture alone. We
want to take this occasion to point out that
there are a lot of music lovers who are
going to certain motion picture houses today more on account of the music than the
pictures themselves. Of course the film attractions have to be up to the standard, but
they want the PLUS of symphony.
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Michigan Manager Hires Special
Trains to Bring Business
on Biggest Nights
ACCORDING
to theMich.,
latestis acensus
figures East Jordan,
town that
contains but 2,516 men, women and children, but F. J. Gruber, manager of the
only picture theatre, has figured it out that
the population which he can draw from is
close to 5,000. How he increased the number of his possible patrons is a lesson that
many managers in small places similarly
situated can follow with profit.
East Jordan is on Lake Michigan at the
end of a stub line of railroad and well off
the line of travel. It has two little railroads one of which is 19 miles long, reaching Bellaire, a town of 1,700 and the other
going to Frederic which claims 600. Midway there is another town of 600 peoElaborate front of the Verdi, San Francisco, for "' For the Freedom of the East "
during the run of this Goldwyn production
This

Manager

To

Attract

Makes

His

Attention

"OUT 'EM OVER JOHNSON " should
* be the name of L. C. Johnson, pro-,
prietor of the Verdi theatre, on Broadway,
San Francisco, as he has built up a reputation for exploiting pictures which has attracted wide attention in the West.
An example of just how Mr. Johnson
operates is shown in the handling of the
" For the Freedom of the East " in which
Lady Tsen Mei, the first Chinese screen
actress, made her initial appearance.
Aside from his newspaper and poster advertising Mr. Johnson constructed the most
elaborate front ever seen in San Francisco.
The entire facade of the theatre during the
presentation of the picture was treated in
Oriental effect, but the most wonderful display was in the lobby. All of the space was
covered by magnificent hangings and tapestries, many of them inset with brilliant
stones, which gave an amazing effect, particularly atnight, when they had the benefit of the many lights and gave the impression of real Oriental splendor.
Many large Chinese parasols were used
together with art fans and other hangings.
Over the entrance arch was a mammoth
parasol fifty feet in diameter, with two
smaller ones at each side of the arch.
This display has been gradually accumulated by Mr. Johnson for a long time. It
represents an outlay of about $3,000 and
is very impressive for all plays having an
Oriental trend. The best idea of the accuracy of his judgment in making a display of this kind is the fact that he broke
all records of the house.
The Verdi is located in the heart of San
Francisco's Bohemian section. Its audience
consists of nearly every nationality on the
globe. There are Italians, Russians,
French, Chinese, Hindoos and every other
race at each perfromance.
It is one of the sightseeing points around
the Western metropolis and each night

Theatre

Show

Place

of Many Nationalities
many tourists visit the Verdi to get a
glimpse of the Bohemia of the West.
Mr. Johnson is a good friend to all of
his patrons. He takes a leading part in
forming various organizations, conducting
athletic events and in every way helping
the people of his section to find various
kinds of recreation and amusement.
Novelty a Business Builder
(Continued from page 2813)
were present, and we had the same community singing leader too.
In connection with this article, it might
not be out of the way to tell of an incident
that just happened in Omaha in connection with various methods I use to exploit
our pictures. A beverage company has
put on the market a new drink called
" Whistle " and has started a teaser and
billboard campaign with just the word
"'Whistle'— If You Are Thirsty." I'll bet
I have had ten or twelve people ask me
what picture I was advertising with the
sentence above referred to and other similar inquiries have been made at the ticket
office and of the doorman, simply going to
prove the fact that the public do watch
novelties in the advertising game.
I do not want to close without paying
the three newspapers of Omaha a sincere
tribute for the wonderful way in which
they cooperate with us in the matter of
motion picture news, and it is certainly of
much assistance to run theatres in a city
where the newspapers are on your side of
the fence, rather than where they don't
care a tinker's darn whether you get any
publicity or not, but I believe the day is
drawing very, very near when the papers
who take this attitude are only hurting
themselves, for to-day to my mind there
are at least ten persons interested in the
motion picture to one in sports, and yet I
defy you to show me a paper that does not
run a sport.

There is a weekly newspaper in East
Jordan and the advertising rate is ridiculously small. Also both railroads run
trains in the afternoon into East Jordan,
one train being due at 4 p. m. and the
ple. at 7 p. m. Usually there isn't another
other
train
back until the next morning.
Mr. Gruber is progressive and he decided
to advertise his big pictures not only in the
newspaper hut in every town along the railroad line. Bills were sent to the postmasters and railroad agents. They were hung
up in the country stores. One told all
about Charlie Chaplin coming in " A Dog's
Life." Now everyone up in that district
knows about Charlie Chaplin but few had
seen his pictures and when they figured on
railroad fares and the cost of remaining
over night in East Jordan the expense held
them back.
Gruber investigated, found out the difficulty and met it. He engaged two trains
at his own expense to leave after the show
to take everyone home who came to the
show. He told everyone about it a week
in advance. He got some of the merchants to co-operate on the ground that it
would stimulate trading. It is needless to
remark that "A Dog's Life" played to the
biggest business ever seen in East Jordan.
And since then Mr. Gruber has repeated
this success with " Shoulder Arms " and
" Tarzan." He figures he can do it at least
once a week with profit to him.
Hollywood Theatres Combine on
Issuing a Program
Hollywood, Calif, theatre managers have
effected co-operative advertising for their
houses which has materially reduced cost,
and today is believed to have added efficiency in that there is no duplication of advertising, and the managers have every assurance that every resident of the film
foothill city receives a copy of their program for the month.
There are but three theatres in Hollywood; the Apollo, conducted by J. M.
Young; the Iris, managed by F. R. Alexander, and the Hollywood by J. L. Swope.
The same admission fee is charged at each
of the theatres ; namely, ten, fifteen and
twenty cents plus war tax.
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the War," this representing the bravery of
RATHER a peculiar coincidence that two of the finest motion picture
theatres in the world, and both located in the same city, should cele- a corporal, and showing some striking battle
effects. " Battle Music " is used for this,
brate their birthdays at the same time. But this is just what is happenand then when the title comes saying that
ing this week. The Strand is celebrating its fifth anniversary and the Rialto
this incident shows how freely the soldiers
its third. Certainly there is plenty to occupy the attention of New Yorkers in risk their lives for us, and the appeal
the splendid bills that are offered at the two houses.
for the Victory Loan the music turns to
So far as we know, for the first time in the history of a motion picture
" Battle Hymn of the Republic." ,
theatre animals are being introduced in the overture at the Strand this week
Miss Julia Henry adds a delightful bit
through a novel and attractive conception of Managing Director Joseph L.
to the program with her rendition of
Plunkett. There is a very elaborate scenic and lighting arrangement with " The
" Mighty Lak a Rose."
" The Wolf of the Teutons " is the title
Spirit of the Elements," and right at the end there is a scene in which a
shepherd walks across the stage followed by a drove of sheep.
of the Robert C. Bruce scenic released by
Educational. No anniversary celebration at
At the Rialto William S. Hart is the star in " The Money Corral." There
either the Rialto or the Rivoli would be
is a clever marking of the third birthday at the start of the magazine with the
compete without one of these Bruce
appearance of three little girls, and Dr. Riesenfeld has otherwise marked the
scenics, for they have always been a real
occasion by an especially elaborate bill in which music has a prominent part.
feature of the two houses, and it is here
Charles Chaplin is seen in the revival of " The Adventurer " ; and, of course,
that
they won their greatest fame because
the bill would not be complete without a Robert Bruce scenic. It is " The Wolf
of the splendid musical settings given them.
of the Teutons."
Here the Great Dane plays a leading part,
Not to be forgotten just because other theatres have anniversaries, the
Rivoli has one of the most artistic bills possible, and here again music has a
together with another dog that closely resembles a wolf, and therefore supplies
large part. Elsie Ferguson is seen in " Eyes of the Soul," and a Harold Lloyd
the title. These two take us through their
comedy, " Young Mr. Jazz," supplies a big lot of laughs. There is a special
travels and supply us with some wondersVan Scoy scenic picturizing Shelley's poem/" The Cloud."
of scenic beauty, there being some fine shots
At the Broadway last weeX's bill is held over — Mae Murray in " The Delisome splencious Little Devil " and Chaplin in " The Jazz Waiter." This, by the way, is of lakes and mountains, and
the last week of the Broadway under the present management, it having been
did silhouette effects. " Scenes Poetique "
taken over by the B. S. Moss interests.
is played at the opening, and then we have
the French horn following through, and
then the orchestra coming back with the
There are a lot of laughs in this, includsame selection- At the title, " Of the many
ing one which says : " The best month for
days," the French horn is dominant again,
marriage is June. That gives you July for
and then with, " Of the many nights,"
" Von Vivant " is played until the title,
RIALTO'S
marked this
week by third
a billbirthday
that is isthoroughly
in a honeymoon, and * then comes the dog
days." At the end the kid remarks to the
" Over Yonder the Two Sit and Listen,"
keeping with that maintained by the theatre
and here we have the French horn to the
old Jew, "Say, pop, when do we eat?"
since its very first week. It is a concrete
finish.
Kinograms
comes
along
with
pictures
of
example of the high place that the motion
guns from the dreadnoughts mounted on
" Hunkatin " is used for the scenes at the
picture has taken in the hearts of the people
railway cars, which were used so effectively
who want the very best in amusement, and
rodeo,
and then with a view of the presiin beating the Huns.
if one could note the crowds that have
dent's
special train we have " Chin Chin
nocked to the Rialto this week one would
Then we get a lot of laughs with the
Chinaman," and then another numbered
be convinced that even' one appreciates it, latest of the Silk Hat Harry comics repiece. The theme is introduced with the
and that they all want to pay this birthday
first sight of Rose, the poor relation, and
leased by Education, this one being " A
tribute.
Sweet Pickle." Here we have the Judge
there follows through " I Found the End
and Harry running their new delicatessen,
"Secondoverture.
Hungarian
is the
of the Rainbow," and as Hart enters the
brilliant
This Rhapsody"
is started with
all
and here we have " Sensation '.' played at train, "Arioso." With the introduction of
of the house lights in blue^ and the orchesthe start and then at the title, " It must be
tra flooded in the same color. After a few
Carl Bruler, the villain, " Symphonette," is
his income tax," we have the piccolo prebars the side curtains part, and at the left
dominating. As the woman enters the
twice through, and this is followed'
played
there is seen a stream running through the
by " In the Silence of the Night." With the
hills, and at the left a more distant view
store and asks for cat meat, " Me-ow " is title, " Getting bridle wise," we have " By
played in a way that help the laughs along.
of the same river. Toward the end the side
the River," and
then practically
a couple of all
numbered'
When
another customer wants a sausage,
selections.
In fact,
of the
panels light up to red. Very near the end
and
the
supply
is
found
to
be
out,
the
there is a czimbalon solo by Bela Nyary,
rest of the music consists of numbered sewith the rest of the orchestra tacet.
Judge finds a dog, and the supply is quickly
lections or organ interpretations. The theme
renewed. There is clever stuff with the
There is a birthday tribute at the openis brought back with the sight on the screen
ing of the Rialto Magazine, for with muted
Jewish boy who tries to make his wants
of the violinist, and then with the title,
horns the curtains part, revealing three lit- known with a dance, and then with the ap" She's in the Library " we have the theme
pearance of the huge husband, when
with the full orchestra.
tle girls. The center one speaks : " This is
my birthday. Lots of nice things I bring
" Who's Who " is played. There are all
Charles Chaplin follows in a revival of
sorts of effects used here, including the
with me." Then there is the start of the
the " Adventurer," and there are as many
Magazine proper, with a view of a cake
one when Harry accidentally grabs the
laughs as if it were being shown for the
with three candles. This gets a big hand.
rope that operates the coal bucket cash carfirst time anywhere- This was formerly
"Children's Maroh " is played softly
rier, and it drops on the man's head. Then
through these pictures, and then comes anknown as " The Man Hunt," and is the
the Judge arrives with the ambulance, and
other one of the Toplinsky series of " saystory of a convict escape. " Chaplin Feet "
Harry drags out the husband while the
is played at the opening, and then with the
ings," including one referring directly to Judge faints.
shot and Chaplin playing dead we have the
the theatre : " This week the Rialto theatre
Following this are Victory Loan pictures,
is three years old. Going some. It has
organ effect, and as he gets up the orchestra
" A Dramatization of the Heroic Feats of
only one bad habit. It's always full."
swings into " The Star Gazer." When
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" a morning dip" followed by a tympany
rumble, and the woman cries for help we
have the tympany effect, followed by a numbered selection, and then "Chaplin Feet"
as he leaps into the water. " Oh, How I
Hate To Get Up ! " Then with the change
of scene, " Girl Behind the Gun" is used,
and then as the girl plays the piano, " Have
a Smile," with the chorus of " Chaplin
Feet"
coming in as she sees the picture of
the convict.
With the title, " You need a shave,"
" Miniature Waltz " is used, followed by
Slippery Hawk," as Chaplin enters the
kitchen, and then by " Krakowak " as the
dancers are seen. Then after the guards
appear " Lure of the Night " is used, and
when Chaplin drops the ice cream in his
trousers we have whistle effects with
"' Whispering Flowers " and " Tickle the
Ivories," as the ice cream drops down the
woman's back. As the guards enter " The
Globe Trotters " is used, and then when
Chaplin says good-b" Tosto's "Good-by "
is played burlesq^^ idshion.
Handel's " uaiielujah Chorus" is the organ solo.
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Anita Stewart Cnt-Oot Doll .
Gordon's,
Central Sq., Cambridge
M

Anita Stewart Cut-UutDotl
Gordon's, Central Sq., Cambridge h
GORDONS CENTRAL SOl.VRE. C.VMBRIIH.I
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jWI ANAGING Director Joseph L. PlunfYf kett promised novelties for the celebration of the Fifth Anniversary of the
Strand and he certainly had them in his
well rounded and entertaining program
which is being shown this week. All that
side of Broadway was packed with people
Sunday night when we attended the performance.
We have already referred to the fact
that probably for the first time in any motion picture theatre animals were used during the overture for a wonderfully striking
effect. And that overture certainly made a
hit from the beginning to the end. It is
a special arrangement of Henry Hadley's
"The Spirit of the Elements." After a
few bars the stage curtains part and show
an Italian volcano in eruption, the red glare
and the streams of lava running down the
side, it increasing in velocity until there
comes a rainstorm.
There is a vivid picturization of the
gathering storm clouds and the noise of the
thunder and wind, the lights now sinking
down to a grayish effect as the sheets of
water fall and put out the fires from the
volcano. The storm gradually dies away
and then we have a rainbow appearing in
the sky with the lights coming up to blue
and just at the very end, a shepherd all in
white walks slowly across the stage with
a drove of real sheep following him while
the Angelus is heard in the distance.
The audience voices its fullest appreciation, though the effect is so novel that one
is at first almost dazed with wonder. On
all sides we could hear the question from
doubters as to whether the sheep were real
or not. Thy positively are, for imitations
have not gotten to the point yet where they
can create such an effect.

Gordon's Central Square theatre, Cambridge, Mass., is using so effectively these cut-out
dolls to get the interest of children and advertise Anita Steivart attractions that First
National has arranged for all of its exchanges to give information about them
Of course it is a lot of trouble to do
things of this sort, but it will pay any theatre in the country. 'The Strand was the
first of the real motion picture palaces and
it doesn't need advertising, but we'll wager
the old winter hat that people will be talking about the Strand and this incident for
y'ars and y'ars.
For this special occasion Mr. Plunkett
prepared "A
Through of
the the
Strand,"
interestingTrip
motion pictures
officials,
theatre, employes and various departments
at work in presenting pictures. The audience keenly enjoys this "peep behind the
scenes." Included in these are pictures of
the Brewster carriage plant which occupied the site five years before. We have
view's of Mr. Plunkett at work arranging
his program, Carl Edouarde preparing the
musical score and consulting with such
celebrities as Victor Herbert, House Manager R. Alfred Jones and his staff and
Chief Usher A. Sweeney drilling the usherettes. It is.really amusing to hear the
comment of the audience as they recognize
some of the officials or employes in the
picture. The big lobby man attracted special attention.
A few bars from "Home Sweet Home"
are played at the start of this picture and
then "You'll Have to Do It All Over
Again" until the scene where Edouarde
and Herbert are seen with the music of
"An Irish Rhapsody" and then that is
played until the scene of the stage men
working the effects when we have " Whispering Willows." At the end there is an
animated cartoon showing the leading stars
that play that theatre lining up on the stage
and here " Auld Lang Syne " is played.

Strand Topical opens with Current
Events pictures of the " Fighting 69th,"
packing up in France for their return to
America and here " Garde du Corps " is
played. Then come Pathe pictures of a
Chinese expert at a ball game in San
Francisco. This is a comedy feature for
it shows the old Oriental using a telescope
to watch the play and then his own way of
keeping the score. From the same source
come pictures of the Kaiserin Auguste
Vitorie, just turned over to the Americans
by Germany, making her first trip to
America with a shipload of soldier-heroes
from New Orleans. " Give a Little Credit
to the Navy " is used.
Pathe then follows with " Heroic Deeds
of Soldiers " and the Victory Loan appeal
which has alread>r been described. " Heroic
Symphonyfor" the
is played
for these From
with the
effects
cannonading.
the
same source come views of Admiral Beattie reviewing the English sailors at
Plymouth, England, and then some fine
shots of the huge battleship, " Queen
Elizabeth." Final punch to the Topical
comes with International pictures of Gen.
Pershing reviewing the American troops at
Coblenz, Germany. We see the men massed
in the square where the clown prince once
reviewed his Death Head Huzzars. There
are included pictures of Geri. Pershing
decorating a young hero and then Gen.
Dickman. " The Rookies " is the music.
" Garden Dance " is played on the organ
for the Pathe pictures of " What the Eye
Misses," these being the ultra rapid pictures of tennis playing. It gets an unusual amount of laughter.
" Out of the Inkwell " is a Paramount-
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Bray, showing die artist drawing the clown
and the amusing antics. " W edding of the
Rose " is the music.
Strand is introducing the Strand Ladies
Octette for the first time this week with a
special stage setting. As the curtains part
there is revealed a huge cathedral window
and we have the effect of an altar with four
girls on either side, robed as choristers.
They sing " The Lost Chord," and toward
the end of the selection the drop goes up
revealing the blue sky while the dove of
peace gradually comes out toward the top.
Mary Pickford in " Capt. Kidd, Jr." is
the feature and the orchestra is kept so
busy with the rest of the program that the
music for this has to be largely carried on
the organ. At screening a portion of the
*' Keltic Suite " is played with " Lass O'
Mine," without introduction, following
through and then comes " Basket of
Roses " with the introduction out also.
W ith the title " On account of our high
taxes
have "here
Tearsin "theandmusic.
the comedy
effect "is we
reflected
At the
title '' with considerable trouble " the music turns to " La Navarraise Nocturne " until the scene where Willie tips the butler
and then the organ takes up the music for
three minutes until the scene -where the
man grabs the box and ■" AValmarchen " is We believe that this is the first time that comedy has ever been used as a setting in a
played by the orchestra, turning to " Mood
motion picture theatre. Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, was
Pensive " when W illie enters the bookstore.
the recentduction ofvictim
of the by
dentist's,
so Michael
Shea sent
with out
a reproAt the scene where the woman shakes the
the painting
WilliamandGrots,
and Franklin
got him
such a apostcard
good laugh
of it
that
he
decided
to
let
his
patrons
enjoy
the
fun,
too
door " Water Lillies " is played at agitato
and then *' With die fortune hunters " it love with the new girl pupil and the trouof clouds, the rains they produce, the waturns to " Eccentric Comedy " which is bles that he has as the result and also of ter and the moon. In the arrangement the
last verse of the poem is illustrated first,
the plot of the old deacon to put his niece
played once through and then " Summer
in as teacher instead of the regular one.
but the lines of the whole thing are carried
Showers " to the scene where the wagon
drives
At the screening " Suite Yillageoise " is through. It is hardly fair to pick out any
Here' awa}-.
the orchestra turns the music over
of the shots as especially fine, but there is
played with " My Little Billiken " f ollowing
one most effective one showing the clouds,
to the organ for seventeen minutes or unthrough until the point where the teacher
til the scene where the constable rings the
is seen ringing the bell and here we have
the lake and the falling rain. " First
bell and then we have the dinner bell effect
" School Days " played twice through,
Arabesque " is played at screening, folwith the orchestra taking up with music,
while the audience hums it. The organ then
lowing through with " Pastorale," and then
the organ taking up the music.
" Intermezzo Arensky.-' At the scene
takes
it
up
and
toward
the
end
"
School
where Mary is seen reading the letter to
With the lights in red the curtains part
Bells" is used followed through with
Willie " Constance " is played, following
" Those Good Old Days Back Home " to revealing an oval white opening in a purple
the end.
through with " Remembrance " until the
background for Miss Helen De Witt Jacobs, violinist. There is a lounge directly
Grand March from " The Queen of
scene of the girl in the boy's arms when
in front of the window, on which she is
Sheba " is the organ solo.
we have '* Spring Flowers " until the fadeseated until the curtains part, and on either
out and then " Lassie O' Mine " to the end.
Miss Ann Rutledge, one of our favorites
side
light. " Nachez's Indiana
among the singers at the local theatres,
Dance a "standing
is the selection.
ofcuso-li
cffae>cutrje>
Rivoli Pictorial this week opens with
then renders " The Magic of Your Eyes."
She is dressed in a rather short, white dress
THERE
is
more
real
artistry
on
the
RivInternational pictures of Gen. Pershing's
and the spot light is on her as she sings.
oli bill this week that you'll find in review of the American troops at Coblenz,
a motion picture theatre program in a long
Then comes " Cameraring Through
for which " Sounds of peace " is played.
Then come Pathe views showing the big
Africa," or rather the first portion of it. time, because the feature and the shorter
This shows the adventures of a motion
guns
in France, mounted on the railroad
subjects
and
especially
the
musical
selecpicture man in Zululand and we have some
tions reach a high plane. One might call
cars that had such a big part to do with
wonderful shots of all sorts of wild beasts
it a sentimental bill, but that does not mean
the war. " Victorious Democracy "
including zebra, giraffe, spring box, etc.
sorrowful, for it is accentuated with plenty winning
is played for these. Kinograms then takes
of laughs.
Through the titles corned}- has been made
up to St- Louis, where the squadron of
to dominate this picture and there are a lot
" Capriccio Italien " is played with the
tanks
is awaiting the " Zero Hour " to go
of laughs.
lights all in gold. This is a brilliant, lively
over the top for the Victory Loan. We are
Certainly even-one is left with a fine imnumber, opening with a fanfare of trumshown the camouflage artists painting them
pression of the show after seeing the final
pets. All of the instruments are brought
up so that they CAN be seen. For these
number, the second of the Briggs childhood
out,
and
there are some beautiful harthe music into
is " the
Speed
Up." and
this
monies.
continues
titleHer
of Pathe
pictures
comedies. This is " Skinny's School and
Then comes a Post- Van Scoy scenic illusshowing an airship flying under the bridge
Scandal " and it is one of those wonderful
over the Arkansas River at Little Rock and
human things that everyone much enjoys.
trating Shelley's famous poem, " The
It is just a little story of Skinny falling in
doing- all sorts of stunts. The orchestra
Cloud." There are some wonderful shots
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Manager Walter Armstrong of the Strand theatre, Portland, Ore., is a great believer in cut-outs for lobby displays, and he is making
them increase his business. These two on
" The Sealed Envelope" and "Danger, Go Slow," were made from the one-sheet with some
of Mr. Armstrong's own added touches
" Ave Maria." There is a window effect
then with the title, " And so once more "
at the rear with a series of panels with
comes " Good-Night," and then with the
the head of the Madonna and angels and
scene with the baby we have the theme
one single small blue light. The singer, in through to the end.
a white robe, stands at the right of the
" In the Birdshop," the wonderful imidims down with the appearance of the matation selection that we have described to
chines and then we have the effects only.
stage, and renders the selection to the accompaniment ofa violin obligate.
you before in these accounts is played, and
Now comes Mutt and Jeff in " Seein'
This is followed by the feature, Elsie
then we have a clever Harold Lloyd comThings," and sure is a scream. We
edy," "Your Mr. Jazz," is played at screenFerguson in " Eyes of the Soul," a really
have pictures of Jeff seated on the floor
artistic picture that really requires such a
playing a piccolo, while a pair of shoes
ing, and then with the title, " Six hours ladelightful musical setting, as Dr. Riesenter " it turns to " Old-Timers' Waltz," with
does all sorts of queer steps. Here the
" Porcupine Patrol." As they are being
f
eld
has
given
it.
At
the
screening,
"
Battle
piccolo in the orchestra improvises " Forrobbed there is " Do Re Mi," and then
Hymn of the Republic," is used, and then
ward march," " Over the top," " Left
with the title, " Miss Elsie Ferguson," we
with the title, " Everybody dance," " The
Oblique," " About Face," " Charge," " Jazz "
African 400," and after the title, " The
theThen
theme
introduced,
Fiblich's
and " Shimmy." Then with the title, " at
"have
Poem."
for the
scenes at the
Palm
Cherry
Sisters," there is a shift to " Shim
ease," the whole orchestra comes in with
Garden we have " Dream of the Ball," and
Me, Sha Wabble," and then at the title,
" Hezekiah." As the ambulance is seen
then when Judge Malvin speaks to the
" Everybody rattle a toe," we have " Mr.
coming the music changes to " Kinky," and
manager, "Dialogue." After the title, "On. Jazz Himself." Then when we are inthen when Mutt gets home and sees the
the way home," where the girl and the press
formed that father is being robbed " Frou
shoes again there is the improvising picagent are together, " Clematis " is played,
colo. As he sees the mice it changes to
Frou " is played, changing to "What's theMatter With Father?" as he and the pair
and when the girl says, " It has come to
" Spooky Ookum," and then " Umbrellas
are seen coming out of the cellar.
me,"
we
have
the
theme
again.
Where
she
to Mend," with the appearance of the mice.
Francois Fetis' " March in D " is the
is dreaming that she won't have to cook
All sorts of effects are produced during the
organ solo.
any more, " Constance " is played.
showing of the cartoon.
" Pomp and Circumstance," as specially
We get back to the news subjects with
arranged, is mighty properly played for
Grauman Gets Special Song as
Gaumont pictures of the launching of a
the introduction of Sergeant Gibson, with
Victory Loan Boost
four-master at Stockton Springs, Me., an
a pause when the auto strikes his wheel
International view of Admiral Beattie inchair. When the girl discovers that he
Sid
Grauman,
of Grauman's
specting the Queen Elizabeth, and for both
Temple, Los Angeles,
has found Cinema
playing
is blind, " Louise is used," " Pomp and
of these " Tommy Atkins " is playedup
the
Victory
Loan
a
very
attractive
feaCircumstance " is again used, as the girl
Then we have International pictures of the
ture for his program. Working with the
steps out of the auto on the return trip, and
men of the fighting Sixty-ninth leaving Gerthen the theme, as she speaks to the soldier.
Southern California Liberty Loan Commany for home, and views of the guns that
mittee in pre-loan propaganda, Mr. GrauAt that point the organ takes up the muhelped to take the hill overlooking Sedan.
sic, but there are some striking effects
man had a special Victory Loan song preThen the final punch is put in the Pictorial
pared. His orchestra leader, Arthur Kay,
gained in that period, for with the title,
with another one of the pictures designed
" When the Lusitania Was Sunk " we have
prepared the music, and Mr. Grauman himto boost the Victory Loan. This is titled,
self wrote the lyric.
the theme on the violin, and then after the
girl is seen giving him the banjo and the
" For Conspicuous Gallantry," and distribIt is titled " Dig in Your Jeans and
uted by Kinograms. It tells the exploits of
flute, and then when she tells him that she
Buy." The words of the song were flashed
Lieutenant Williams, who with one capon the screen, two lines at a time, while
wants him to teach her his song, we have
tured a German dugout and took all the
the music was played by the thirty-five
it Orchestra
on the 'cello.comes back with the title, piece
orchestra. Immediately following
inmates prisoners. " Battle of the Marne "
is played for the action of the picture, and
this, stereopticon slides of the several Vic" Let's be happy to-night," and then the
then with the title that this picture is pretory Loan lithographs were projected on
theme comes in when the girl urges him not
sented in behalf of the Victory Loan, the
the screen. Each slide was dissolved out,
to give up. Then again we have the scene
full orchestra turns into the moving notes
and the screen raised, and there was reat the Palm Garden, and here " My
produced the picture in flesh and blood.
of, " Battle Hymn of the Republic," only
Dreamy
"
is
played,
changing
to
"
Twithe last four bars being used.
The Victory Loan feature ended with the
light " as the girl is seen, and then to two
There is a beautiful John Wenger setMiss Liberty picture, and real life interchoruses from " Twilight," as she goes to
ting for Miss Marie Ball, a rendition of the piano. " Ectasy " follows through, and
pretation of the same.
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Outing-Chester Shows Big
Game in Africa
One of the features chosen by Managing
Director Joseph L. Plunkett for the superprogram at the Strand, New York, during
the big Fifth .Anniversay Week which began April 20, was " Cameraring Through
Africa," Part One, the Outing-Chester big
game release.
This picture ma}- be considered ah unusual offering in the Outing-Chester series.
It shows Charles Cottar, the famous big
game hunter, in hand-to-paw battles with
lions, and close shaves with rhinoceroses
and other belligerent natives.
There are also hippopotamus families,
dozens seen bathing in one pool or stretched
cut on the sand, crocodiles by the score, the
almost mythical Greater Kudu, and great
herds of zebra and giraffe, waterbuck and
antelope.
New Health Picture Shown
The United States Government has enlisted the screen drama in behalf of a nation-wide campaign now being carried on
by the U. S. Public Health Service, a division of the U. S. Treasury Department.
Before a number cf high officials of this
department of which Surgeon-General
Blue is the head, the Warner Brothers
held a private showing of their production,
" Open Your Eyes," at the Knickerbocker
theatre, Washington, D. C.
The result was that this picture will be
released as the only official picture made
especially for th U. S. Public Health

Can't Break Contract
It was announced by wire from Los Angeles this week that the California Assembly
has passed the Lyons bill, making possible
the use of injunctions to prevent players
breaking contracts unt'l the picture upon .
which they are working is completed.

E. K. Lincoln,Grey
LeadPictures,
in " Desert
Inc. Gold," Zane

Foreign

Plans

for

General
of New
Vitagraph's
London Manager
Office Visits
York
and Arranges For Foreign
Expansion

George

H. Smith, general manager of Vitagraph Company's London office
GEORGE H. SMITH, general manager
of the Vitagraph Company of London,
England, arrived in New York again last
week on his way home.
Mr. Smith sailed for Europe on April
26, after having perfected arrangements
for a remarkable expansion of Vitagraph'?
foreign business, now that war conditions
make
sible. a resumption of normal business posHis last trip to America was in December, 1916, but his whole time in the United
States on the occasion of that visit was
scarcely a week. His present trip has embraced almost two months and he journeyed all the way out to Vitagraph's Hollywood studio and participated in the reunion of the Smith family in Santa Barbara, California.
" The entire amusement business in England is better than it has been in years,"
declared Mr. Smith. " W e have a vast
floating population in the big English centers. Troops and civilians from all over
the world are travelling through England,
hotels are crowded and picture theatres
are doing the biggest business in their
history.
"A big boom is coming for Vitagraph,
and it was mainly for the sake of speedingup negatives for shipment abroad and for
the closing of contracts for the company's
export business that I came to America.
" When I get back to London, we are
going to initiate a big campaign. We are
going to install American booking methods
throughout our organization on the other
side and I am going to have my rental
manager make a trip to America to study
at first hand the rental methods employed
here by Vitagraph.

the Vitagraph
" Before the outbreak of the war, and
particularly up to the time of America's
participation in it, we did a truly phenomenal export business through our London
office. We covered the entire Eastern
hemisphere with Vitagraph product and I
dare say that no company had as big a
representation in the Far East as Vitagraph had.
" When the war came, and particularly
when America entered the war, the exportation of negatives was so limited that our
export business naturally could not keep
apace with the demand. Now that normal
conditions are in sight once more, the London office will again take over the exportation of Vitagraph pictures to the
Eastern hemisphere.
"'We have closed a number .of important contracts for Vitagraph productions, serials and tworeel comedies
that will give the product of our
Company a remarkable representation in the
Eastern hemisphere, and within the next six
months,
history. I look to see a bigger Vitagraph export
business than at any time in the Company's
"Even during the war years, we have done
Kingdom
a remarkable business in the United
the
'Over
Specials
Vitagraph
big
the
with
'The Common Cause,' and 'Womanhood, Top,'
the
of the inNation.'
Glory
'The
name of ofPeace'
the Cry
underBattle
England 'The
we released
Americans' Home' and what the picture did
stands as one of the big achievements of the
cinema business in England.
"And you'd be surprised
know howaudiences.
popular
Vitagraph serials are withto English
Take
'The
Fighting
Trail'
as
an
example.
wonderful photography, the melodrama and The
the
western atmosphere are apparently as popular
with the folks in England as they are on this
Smith is a brother of Albert E.
sideGeorge
of theH.pond."
Smith, President of the Vitagraph Company. His
visit offered him the opportunity of participating
in the reunion of the Smith family which ocin Santa Barbara, California, about
the firstcurredofout April.
For the first ti me in thirty years the father
of Albert E. Smith, Mr. S. W. Smith, of Santa
Barbara, had with him his entire family of children, seven sons and one daughter.
There were present at the reunion Albert E.
Smith, President of the Vitagraph Company.
George H. Smith, General Manager of Vitagraph's London Office; W. S. Smith, General
Manager
of Vitagraph's
Hollywood
David Smith,
director at the
VitagraphStudios
studio ;
in Hollywood ; John P. Smith, scenario writer
in
"Vitagraph's
Hollywood
; Lieutenant
Arthur
Victor Smith,
who Studio
has just
returned
after twenty-two months of service in France
with the American Expeditionary Forces, and
Fred Smith,
in business
in Santa with
Barbara. Six of who
the isbrothers
are associated
the Vitagraph Company. The sister. Mrs. E. H.
Hunt, resides in Santa Barbara.

" Pictorial Life " to be Distinct Novelty
In announcing the early appearance of
its
weekly
release,promises
" Pictorial
Life,"
novelty.
the new
Gaumont
Company
a distinct
" Pictorial Life " will not be modeled
after any other release but will blaze its
own trail — a trail which will be unusually
brilliant, it is said, judging from the subjects selected for the first few issues.
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Robertson-Cole
Number of Big Productions Ready
for Release Through Exhibitors
Mutual Exchanges
of productions,
AN imposing array
which are expected to measure up in
every respect to the high standard set by
Robertson-Cole for all its photodramas,
have been completed by various Robertson-Cole units for release through Exhibitors' Mutual.
William Desmond, has just finished
" The Mints of Hell," a stirring story of a
mad hunt for flat gold, in the wild country where many a man has " eaten snow
and kicked in." " The Mints of Hell " is
successor to " Whitewashed Walls."
" The Courageous Coward," and eventful play relating the struggle of a man to
oversome a supposed act of cowardice, but
which was really the bravest deed a man
could commit for a friend, is the latest
Sessue Hayakawa contribution. Thomas
J. Geraghty wrote the story.
The National Film Corporation (proclaims "The Love Call," to which Billie
Rhodes recently added the finishing
touches , the best this star has done since
producing for Robertson-Cole. It is a light
comedy-drama, much on the type that has
such popular appeal on the stage. In
" Modern Husbands," which the National
Film Corporation has just produced Henry
Walthall, has a role which was made almost to order for him. The play is probably the strongest in popular appeal that
Walthall has been supplied since joining
National, and in his usual finished manner he has made the character he portrays
a living person.
Having recovered from a recent illness,
Alma Rubens is again back in the Brunton studios preparing her second picture,
" Diane of the Green Van," Miss Rubens

Names

Releases

Martin Johnson, Jesse D. Hampton, Mrs. Osa
Johnson, H. B. Warner and William Desmond,
photographed as the Johnsons sailed for the
South Seas to visit cannibals
initial offering, has been received favorably
everywhere. The second Rubens attraction is still unnamed, but is' a story of the
Yukon.
" The Mints of Hell," the newest Desmond offering, was directed by Park Frame,
under the supervision of Jesse D. Hampton from a story by James B. Hendryx.
Many of the scenes were filmed in the
heart of the Sierras at Truckee, Cal.
Bessie Barriscale is still devoting all her
energies
" Jozzelyn's
Wife,"
taken fromto themaking
novel by
Kathleen Norris.
Miss Barriscale is being directed by Howard Hickman, who did some notable work
with her previous film features.

Thomas
Ince Signs Ray for More
Pictures
THOMAS H. INCE has just signed a Law of the North," " String Beans," " The
new contract with Charles Ray whereGirl Dodger" and "The Sheriff's Son.""
by the latter will continue under his manApril 20 will mark the release of " Greased
agement for future Paramount Pictures.
Lightning." Mr. Ray has also completed
In the renewal of the contract between
two other features under the supervision of
Mr. Ray and Mr. Ince, the Famous PlayMr. Ince, " The Busher," and " Hay Foot,
ers-Lasky Corporation is assured the release of the product of one of the most
Straw
Foot."contract with Mr. Ray will alThe new
popular and talented stars of motion piclay many rumors as to his contemplated
tures. Always a favorite with audiences
alignment with other producing and dis■ — many critics have pronounced him the
tributing organizations and the announcefinest actor on the screen — Mr. Ray is toment will be received with satisfaction by
day at the very pinnacle of his popularity.
Paramount exhibitors evervwhere.
Following two years' experience in repertoire companies, Mr. Ray came under
the direction of Thomas H. Ince in 1915.
J. Stuart Blackton Resumes
He appeared for some time in two and three
Production Work
reel pictures in which he was required to
J.
Stuart
Blackton is rapidly completing
perform all manner of hazardous feats.
his plans for even greater production
Then he flashed into a stardom over night
activity in the next few months and will
in a picture titled " The Coward," and
commence a new production in his own
critics at once proclaimed him a " find."
studios in Brooklyn next week (May 1).
During Paramount's current releasing
year Mr. Ray has been seen in four pro" A House Divided," his last production,
ductions, everyone of which it is said has
will be handled here by the Independent
Sales
Corporation and abroad by Bech,
taken its place among the biggest box-ofVan Siclen & Co.
fice attractions of the year. They are " The

Activity in State
Right Market
Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation, reports unusual activity
in the state right market. During the past
few weeks the Aywon Corporation has sold
much territory for their Security features.
Among the sales reported are to the
Sterling Film Company, 1417 Farnum
street, Omaha, Neb., Minnesota, North and
South Dakota. Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska.
Also, the Savini Film Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
for Alabama, Georgia, and North and
South Carolina.
To the Penn Film Service, Pennsylvania
and West Virginia.
Negotiations for many of the other territories are pending and will shortly be
closed.
Reports Keen Interest in
Rothapfel Films
E. S. Flynn, special representative for
Frank G. Hall and Samuel L. Rothapfel in
marketing the Rothapfel Unit Program, returned to the New York offices of Independent Sales Corporation after a two
weeks' trip through the New England territory in the interest of the Rothapfel program. Mr. Flynn reports a keen interest
throughout the territory in the Rothapfel
program and brought with him contracts
from some of the biggest exhibitors.
To

Handle Executive End
for Rothapfel
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager,
Independent Sales Corporation and Film
Clearing House, Inc., has been given the
added responsibility of handling the execu-.
tive end of the sales on the Rothapfel Unit
program. With the release of the first
Charles Miller production, started this
week at the Bacon-Backer studio under the
direction of Mr. Miller, Mr. Card will have
another list of sales to promote. Mr. Card
has the supervision of eighteen film clearing house exchanges.

Lila Lee, starred by Paramount in " Rustling
a Bride "
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Says 1919 Will be Banner
Year for Industry
Following a tour of the United States,
conferences with exhibitors and exchange
men in many cities, Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Co., is firmly
convinced that 1919 is going to be a banner year for the motion picture industry
and having supervised the production of
several forthcoming Universal releases and
laid plans for many others he is also firmly
convinced that 1919 will be a banner year
for his company.
" Everywhere I went, while traveling, I
found business booming," said Mr.
Laemmle. Regarding new productions
Mr. Laemmle stated that.no effort or expense is being spared to make every film
play coming from Universal City the best
on the market.
Allen Holubar is now producing another
super-drama, " The Right to Happiness,"
with Dorothy Phillips, which will have a
strong cast. " Prairie Gold," Mary MacLarren's latest completed production, " The
Open Road," featuring Monroe Salisbury
and " The Pinnacle," Eric von Stroheim's
production are all big Universal features.
Plans
Exploitation
o f
Fischer Production
David G. Fischer Productions, which has
recently released through the Arrow Film
Corporation the seven-reel feature, " The
Law of Nature,'' is at work at Miami,
Fla., on a second production. The new feature, which will also be released through
Arrow, is entitled " When Bonds are
Loosed,"
and is from the novel of that
name.
It is- said that David G. Fischer has an
excellent company of artists at work in
Miami and that the picture will be completed within a short time. The release
date has not been announced, but plans for
the exploitation of the production are being completed by the sales and advertising
department of Arrow.

Charles RussellUniversal
and L-Kocomedies
girls, in forthcoming

Socialism

Not

Attacked
By Film
the Mayflower Pictures Corporation, of
Select Pictures Declares That " Bolwhich Isaac \/olper is president. It is
shevism On Trial " For Enterbased on the novel "Comrades," by Thomas
tainment Purposes Only and
Dixon, and was written months before the
Not Propaganda
word Bolshevism originated. An impression that "Bolshevism On Trial" is an attack on Socialism has recently gained considerable headway in motion picture circles, and a report has even reached the
officials of the Department of Justice at
Washington, that injudicious methods were
being resorted to in the picture's exploitation, and were calculated to create riots
and disturbances.
Select, therefore, emphatically declares
that "Bolshevism On Trial" is in no manner an attack on the Socialist party, nor it
is propaganda. On the contrary, the production is designed purely for entertainment. Select has circulated no advertisement or publicity, either directly or indirectly, advising methods which might create
a riot, or which are opposed to the orderly
procedure of American communities, and
recognized as such by the Federal Government.
In the Select advertising, there has been
no attempt to connect "Bolshevism On
Trial" with the Socialist movement, nor is
there included in the story any unfavorable
propaganda
against this form of government.
Mitchell Lewis, Between Scenes of " The Gulf
Between," Select Picture
Exhibitors in every section of the country are said to be clamoring for early dates
ACCORDING to reports reaching Select
Pictures Corporation, distributors of on this attraction. With the popular discussion of Bolshevism and its evils at its
"Bolshevism On Trial," an erroneous impression has arisen that this production
present
no more
timely norandmomencombines ill-advised propaganda with an
tous height,
attraction could
be offered;
Select
attack on Socialism. Select declares that
heartily
regrets
that
the
erroneous
impresit is not a propaganda picture, and is not
sion has gone forth that this production
directed against Socialism.
is propaganda
cialist party. or unfriendly to the' So"Bolshevism On Trial" was produced by
Big Success in Canada
"Heart of Humanity"
Carl Laemmle,
ADVICES from Canadian exhibitors who
Universal Film Co.,
have played and are now playing "The
New York, N. Y. :
Heart of Humanity," bring out the fact
that the big Holubar-Jewel super drama is
Opening day people standing in line for
proving, it is said, to be the greatest film
four hours in terrible rain storm. Every
attraction ever shown in the dominion.
former city attendance and box office recExhibitors say their patrons are pleased
ord smashed to smithereens. " Heart of
with the Canadian atmosphere of_the film.
Humanity " record almost double any preAt the Province theatre, Winnipeg, Man.,
vious Province record.
Province Theatre Co., Ltd.,
"The Heart of Humanity" played its first
week to business so great, it is claimed,
J. A. Schuberg.
that any previous box office and attendance
record was almost doubled. The theatre
Davies Latest Subject Nears
will begin a second week's run of the production April 21. At Vancouver the film
Completion
play also proved such a tremendous sucMarion Davies' latest starring vehicle is
cess, itis said, that it will be shown a secnearing completion in the Paragon studio
ond wreek at the Dominion theatre. The
at Fort Lee, under Allan Dwan, and it
film began a week's run at Calgary, April
is said that this is one of the most pretentious features put out this season by any
14 and at Saskatoon on the same day, folcompany, and one in which Miss Davies is
l
o
w
i
n
g
a
big
week's
business
at
Moose
Taw.
In Eastern Canada, where the film is seen to the very best advantage. The picture was begun three and a half weeks
playing its second runs at Montreal and Toronto, record business has been the rule
ago, at Paragon, which C. F. Zeitel leased
for the Select star and a record has been
at the theatres according to reports formade in completing it. At present it stands
warded to LTniversal exchanges by managers. In a telegram sent to Carl Laemmle,
seven reels, enjoys three locales for its exteriors, and its cast includes Norman
Universal's president, Manager Schuberg
of the Province theatre, Winnipeg, told of Kerry, Matt Moore. Dorothy Green, Fred
Hearn,
thehissuccess
Humanity"
Crane. George Cooper, Arthur Earle, Ward
at
theatreofthe"The
first Heart
week, of
as follows
:
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To the left is a moment in "Elmo, the Mighty," Universal serial. In the center is Robert Edeson, in a Stage Women's War Relief production
through Universal, and to the right is Mae Murray, featured in "The Delicious Little Devil"

Zone
In Canal
Changes
Universal
exchange
but
will
look
after
publicity
Organization Appoints Executives to
throughout the Central American country.
Take Charge of Business Which
To fill the position vacated by Mr. BrookHas Become Popular
heim, Universal has chosen Monroe Isen,
who
for
six years has been a salesman in
distribu
of increasinga,its
WITH ationview
the New York Universal exchange. Mr.
in Central
Americ
Universal
has announced several important changes
Isen is one of Universal's youngest salesin its exchange staff at Christobal, Panama,
men. Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal, states that the opening of an office
and at Mexico City.
Charles L. Brookheim, who for several
in Mexico City, Under the direct jurisdiction of the Universal export department
years has been in charge of the Universal
was hut one of the many changes to be
exchange in the Canal Zone and who is intimately acquainted with the conditions in made in the Big U foreign distribution during 1918. According to reports received
Colombia, Gautemala and Mexico has been
from Central America, Universal films
appointed manager of the new Universal
have become very popular during the past
exchange at Mexico City. Heretofore Unifew years, according to Mr. Laemmle.
versal products have been distributed
" The Heart of Humanity,'' which has been
throughout Mexico by independent combreaking records with regularity in the
panies but the office of which Mr. BrookUnited States and Canada will be shown for
heim is to be manager is directly under
the first time in Central America shortly
the jurisdiction of George E. Kann, head
of the Universal export department in New
at Cristobal, Colon, and Mexico City. Reports from the Central American exchanges
York. In establishing the Universal exshow it is said that " The Kaiser, the Beast
change in Mexico City, the export department has also engaged W. M. Chambers,
of Berlin," and " Crashing Through to Berwho during the war represented the film
lin " have been great box office attractions
in
the Canal Zone. Serials Western dramas
department of the United States Commitand Western features have become very
tee on Public Information in the Mexican
popular in Mexico according to Mr.
capitol. Mr. Chambers will not only act
Laemmle.
as assistant manager of the Mexico City
Wm.
Fox to Release Six Productions in May
that is packed with thrills. The picture is
WILLIAM FOX will release during
based on a popular novel by Charles Alden
May, six dramatic feature pictures,
each differing entirely from the other in Seltzer and was staged by Arthur Rosson.
theme. A powerful drama, a romance of
"A Fallen Idol," is the title of the Evelyn
the Orient, an exciting comedy-drama, a Nesbit picture to be issued next month.
The story was written by E. Lloyd Sheldon
thrilling western story, a delightful roand was staged by Kenean Buel.
mance of a young couple's struggle, and a
sprightly adventure story.
Following the success scored by 'TilThe releases for May are divided into
falls of a Big City," her latest photoplay.
Gladys
Brockwell will have another strong
Standard Pictures, two Victory . Pictures
and two Excel Pictures.
offering in "The Divorce Trap." This picture, directed by Frank Beal, is a tragedy
"The Siren's Song," a super-production
of modern divorce.
staged by J. Gordon Edwards, tells a powPeggy Hyland's release during May will
erful storyIts
of scenes
a singer's
sacrifice
to prove
her love.
are laid
in Paris
and
be "Miss Adventure." It tells the story
Brittany.
of a child who falls into the hands of a
smuggler, is rescued by an honest sea capTom Mix will have a release in May —
tain and grows up in a tiny fishing village.
"The Coming of the Law." In this one
Albert Ray will see his second William
he maintains the same high standard that
Fox picture released next month. This is
has marked his previous Victory Pictures,
and the result is said to be a five-reel film
"Words and Music By "

Sheldon Says His Latest Is
His Very Best
E. Lloyd Sheldon, writer of scenarii ,
who has written the scripts of nearly .
hundred film productions, from progr<«.iu
fillers to big special attractions, says in his
opinion " Wolves of the Night," starring
William Farnum, is the best work he has
done.
" Wolves of the Night " was recently finished by Farnum in California, being the
first of a series of big productions which
the star arranged to make upon the signing of a new contract with William Fox.
The picture was made under the direction
of J. Gordon Edwards, who staged " Salome," "Cleopatra" and other big Fox
spectacle dramas.
" GettingIs Mary
BoostedMarried "
Marion Davies' latest Select Picture.
" Getting Mary Married." released early in
April and now being distributed to first-run
theatres throughout the country, is declared
by many prominent exhibitors to be the
best picture Miss Davies has ever made.
The story was an original one by John
Emerson and Anita Loos. It was directed
by Allan Dwan.
In no other picture in which Miss Davies
has starred it is said has she appeared to
such excellent advantage as in this feature.

Taylor Holmes, Triangle
star of picture
'* A Regular Fellow,
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Berst

Makes

All Exhibitors Desiring Membership
Will Have to Face a Substantial
Increase on June I

Clara

Beranger, one of the better known
scenario and continuity writers

Beranger Continuity
Reaches the Screen
The announcement recently by Famous
Players-Lasky that " Come Out of the
Kitchen," starring Marguerite Clark, has
been completed, and may be expected on
the screens of the country within the near
future, carried added interest to exhibitors
through the fact that Clara Beranger did
the continuity for the picture.
Miss Beranger, one of the foremost free
lance writers in the motion picture industry, is supplying Famous Players-Lasky
with a continuity at the rate of at least one
a month under an agreement recently arranged. This permits Miss Beranger to
continue her work for other producing orgriizations, and to devote some time to
ors. ;nal stories.
Immediately upon the completion of the
filming of " Come Out of the Kitchen,"
which was adapted from the stage production, Marguerite Clark prepared for a journey to Los Angeles, where the camera is
scheduled to begin grinding on Miss Beranger's continuity for " Girls." also from
the stage play, while in Florida, Irene Castle is at work on Miss Beranger's adaptation of " The Firing Line."
" Virtuous Men " Reports
Many Offers
"Virtuous Men," the special feature produced by S-L Pictures, bids fair to become
one of the state rights sensations of the
present season, it is said. Following various offers from leading distributors desirous of buying " Virtuous Men " Messrs.
Sawyer and Lubin have decided that this
attraction will receive the widest exploitation through the medium of territorial
sale. The picture, which stars E. K. Lincoln, was personally directed by Ralph
Ince and is described as containing at least
six distinct " thrills." Offers are said to
have been received from prominent territorial purchasers in ever}1 part of the
United States and Canada, and contracts
have been practically closed with more
than one half the territory embraced by
the United States. Sawyer and Lubin believe that all records in the matter of
state rights sale will be broken with this
picture.

Picnt ofa,United
, espreside
J• A.tureBERST
announces
of Americ
Theatr
that on June 1 there will be a substantial
increase in the cost of shares to all exhibitors desiring United membership.
" United today has each and every picture sold by contract for its cost plus expenses, and I do not hesitate to predict that
before the summer is over the total number of theatres served by this organization
will be doubled," say-s Mr. Berst.
United members reported as having increased their shares during the past week
include Koen Brothers, Salem. Mass. ; E.
C. Smith, Rossville, 111. ; Central Square
Theatre Company, Inc., East Boston.
Mass. ; F. Bartholomas, Crown Point, Ind. :
J. P. Adler, Mashfield, Wis.; H. A.
Schwahn, Eau Claire, Wis.; C. M. Waterburg, Chippewa Falls, Wis. ; Murray &
Mahnke. Chicago, 111. ; J. Hartley, East
Chicago, 111.; H. D. McNally, Peoria, 111.;
W. J. West, Kewanee, 111. ; L. Bronowski,
Milwaukee, Wis.
New members joining during the same
period, United announces, include H. E.
Haff, North Adams, Mass. ; O. Anders,
Milwaukee, Wis. ; O. F. Hansen, Goshen,
Ind. : J. B. Walters, Montpelier, Ind. : L.
J. Chamberlain, Sunbury, Pa.; F. D. Walters, Hartford City, Ind. ; G. Hines.
South Bend, Ind. ; H. J. Breilein, St. Paul,
Minn. : Toe H. Ryan, Madison, S. D. ; Fay
Kerredge, Hancock, Mich. ; E. J. Butler,
Ishpeming, Mich.; Delft Theatres, Inc.,
Munsing. Mich.; Marquette, Mich.; Escanaba, Mich. : Lyndale Theatre Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; O. W. Larson,
Odebolt, Iowa ; Dean Amusement Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Fifty-ninth Street
Madison Avenue Company, Xew York
City; Mayer and Schneider, Brooklyn, N.
Y. : S. Sonin, Brooklyn, X. Y. ; 145th Street
Theatre Company, Xew York City; S. McLeod, Kingsport. Tenn. : John A. Collins,
Hope, Ark. : Sidney M. Xutt, Hot Springs,
Ark.: Henry Sparks, Cooper, Texas; S.
L. Terry. Longview, Texas ; O. Gill, Hugo,
Okla. : F. M. Ferguson, Wolfe City,

Announcement
Texas ; J. I. Zimmerman, Bridgeport,
Xeb. ; Thomas Ishmall, Bayard, Xeb. ;
Shore and Shore, Oshkosh, Xeb. ; George
Demara, Woonsocket, R. I.; C. W. Cuff,
Orange, X. J. ; East Orange, X. J. ; Xasser Brothers, San Francisco ; J. Condeman, Chicago, 111. ; T. Roben?, Chicago.
111.; H. C. Miller, Chicago, 111.: Orpheum
Amusement Company, Xew Bedford, Mass. ;
Thos. J. Charette, Xew Bedford, Mass. :
T. C. Brown. Bellefonte, Pa. ; C. A. Guissinger, Mt. Union, Pa; Geo. H. Thomas,
Rigby, Idaho; M. J. Pruniski, Argenta,
Ark. ; H. Speyer, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Theatre De Luxe Company, Detroit, Mich. ; J.
M. Xeal, Lansing, Mich. ; Fred Swanstrun,
Ashton, Idaho ; J. R. Burford, Arkansas
City, Ark. ; V. F. Grubb, Macomb, 111. ; H.
A- Ragle, Maryville, Tenn. ; Harry Goldstein, Detroit, Midi. ; Chas. Garfield,
Flint, Mich. , S. P. Gray, Greenfield, Ohio ;
John V. Dawson, Clarksburg, Ohio; C. E.
Oberle, Logan, Ohio ; J. M. Kaufman,
Gallipolis, Ohio; V. E. Guilfoile, Wellston,
Ohio.
Triangle

Eulogizes

Holmes

in " Taxi
It is the unanimous
opinion" of Triangle's
executive staff that " Taxi," Taylor Holmes'
latest corned}', which they viewed at a
private showing last week, is the smoothest
and most swiftly running vehicle in which
their
has with
ever been
presented.
" Taxibut"
runs star
swiftly,
a snap
and a dash,
why shouldn't it?" remarked Triangle's
publicity representative, " for, you see, it's
well greased with laughs."
George Agnew Chamberlain is the author.
Mr. Holmes plays Robert Hervey Randolph, of an old Xew York family, who
loses his fortune when the rightful heir, a
little girl, is discovered in the back row
of the chorus. When Taylor finds her, he
sacrifices his income and seeks work as a
taxi driver. As a chauffeur Holmes proves
to be altruistic, and future events develop
a strong love and mystery plot.
The cast includes Maude Eburne, Lillian
Hall, Irene Tarns and Fred Tiden.

Realistic is the Real Name to Use in Describing the Wreck in the William Fox Production of
" Checkers "
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of its current offerings. On the left Ernest Truex and
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation gives you an inkling here of what to expect inandthree
a little
on the right Elsie Ferguson appears to be enjoying joining
a Paramount production,
Louise Huff seem very congenial in "Oh, You Women,"
music in "Eyes of the Soul," an Artcraft picture. The center panel shows that Catherine Calvert has not lost any of her beauty since
Bush.
Kathenne
of
Career
The
"
novel,
famous
Paramount. She is starring in a screen adaption of Elinor Glyn's
Frank Keenan Shows New
East
in
Active
Players
Famous
Picture at Studio in
pany, will be back from Florida in a couple
Four Companies Will Soon Be WorkLos Angeles
of weeks to film the interiors for " The
ing in Eastern
Studios for
Frank Keenan entertained a party of 40
Firing
at the Brunton studios, Los Angeles, one
Famous Players-Lasky Cor" The Line."
Career of Katherine Bush," scenarized by Kathryn Stuart from Elinor
evening recently at a pre-view of "The
poration
Glyn's sensational novel, promises to be Gates of Brass," a five-part drama, which
WITH four big productions in work or one of the big attractions of the year.
the actor-producer regards as his best
in immediate contemplation, the next
The theme treats of the numerous and
screen production.
few weeks promise to be replete with busy
varied love affairs of a girl of humble
activity at the Eastern studios of the
Mr. Keenan has the role of "Jim" Blake,
parentage who through her own ambition
a tin-horn gambler, who amasses a fortune
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Cathfinds herself playing with the hearts of in the promotion of waterless desert lands
divers scions of English aristocracy.
erine Calvert has already started " The
in the Southwest. His great wealth brings
Fiftythe
at
"
Bush
Katherine
of
Career
Directing Miss Calvert is R. William
him neither happiness nor health, and in
sixth Street studio and Billie Burke is
the end he loses everything, including his
life.
Neill,
long
one
of
the
"aces"
of
Thomas
scheduled to begin " Billeted," the first of
H. Ince's directorial staff, who came on
her series of Paramount pictures under her
The scenario is by Jack Cunningham
from California specially for this producnew contract, April 28, probably at Fort
from
an original story by Mrs. Kate Cor.
tion.
Lee. Meanwhile Elsie Ferguson is well
Billie Burke, just home from a long
baley. Ernest C. Warde staged and dialong in the production of " The Avarected the production. In the cast are Lois
vacation spent in Florida, is busily enlanche," her new Artcraft picture which
gaged
in
selecting
the
gowns
which
she
Wilson,
George Fisher, Edwin Tilton, LilGeorge Fitzmaurice is directing at Fiftylian Langdon, Clyde Benson and Tom
will wear in " Billeted," which starts the
sixth street, and Irene Castle with Director
raphy.
latter part of the week. Frances Marion
Bates. Charles Kaufman did the photogCharles Maigne and her supporting ,comadapted this successful comedy in which
Margaret Anglin appeared for nearly a
year. The play was written by F. Tennyson-Tesse and H. M. Harwood. The central figures are two young women, one
supposedly a widow, and two wounded
American officers who, on account of the
nearby Army hospital being crowded, are
billeted at the home of the young " widow "
pending their recovery. The scandal-scenting neighbors are up in arms over the
situation created and are dismayed and
disappointed when one of the officers turns
out to be the " widow's " own husband.
John S. Robertson will direct.
Word comes from Director Charles
Maigne that he is making rapid progress
with the new Irene Castle picture, " The
Firing Line." Miami is the headquarters
of the company, but frequent location trips
are being taken to Lauderdale, Atlantic
Beach and other points.

Dorothy Dalton waving goodbye to Los Angeles upon her recent start to New York
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Exhibitors

Smash

Records

with " Salome " in
Many Sections
" Salome," William Fox's super production, with Theda Bara as the star, after
breaking all records for Fox Pictures, is
pushing on to new triumphs, it is stated by
the Exhibitors' Service Bureau of the Fox
Film Corporation. Reports are coming in
daily, it is stated, showing that this picture
is crowding houses everywhere and forcing
exhibitors to make repeat bookings.
In Pittsburgh, where it played a two
weeks' engagement, it is said to be the
biggest money maker of the year.
Reports come from other cities throughout the West, it is said, that managers have
been compelled to book the picture for a
return engagement, in order to accommodate the crowds. At Cedar Rapids, la., a
number of ministers who saw the picture
are said to have acclaimed " Salome " a
true and accurate portrayal of the tragic
story of the daughter of Herodias.
Gymnasium for Western
Photoplay Artists
at Crystal
Joseph A. Golden, who personally directs
Western Photoplays, believes that the
" punch" is the thing in a serial production,
and in pursuance of this belief he has injected an unusual amount of thrilling escapades in his present production, "The
Great Gamble," which will be released on
the Pathe program.
As the majority of these feats are performed by Charles Hutchison, who co-stars
with Anne Luther in the fifteen episodes,
it is necessary that the actor keep in unusually fine trim, and last week A. Alperstein, treasurer and general manager of
the concern, held a consultation with Mr.
Golden.
The upshot of it was that a gymnasium
has been erected on the roof of the Crystal studios, the headquarters of their serial
operations.

1 The Tenderfoot
" is a Jester
comedy through
Territorial
Sales Corp.

Pathe serial starring
George Larkin is up to his daring stunts
Ruth again
Rolandin " The Tiger's Trail,'

Common
Clay"
Pathe
Picture
Runs
for
Three
Weeks at the Olympia, Boston,
and Is Duplicating Its Success in Canada
VTATHAN GORDON, head of the Gor^ don Bros. Amusement Company, one
of New England's biggest motion picture
circuits, is congratulating himself, it is said,
on the manner in wheh he and A. M.
Holah, Boston's Pathe Branch Manager,
" put over " the phenomenal first-run of
" Common Clay," Pathe's seven-reel special
feature at Gordon's Olympia, Boston.
"Common Clay" enjoyed the most successful first-run in the city of Boston of
any picture released to date, it is declared.
The contract was closed for an indefinite
run, and, for the first time in the history
of motion pictures in Boston, it is said,
" Common Clay " extended its first run to
three solid weeks.
As a proof of the enormous drawing
power of this production the management
of Gordon's Olympia stated, it is said, that
they handled more people during the engagement of "entire
Common
Clayof" the
thanhouse,
ever
before in the
history

andGets
that it was Long
necessary daily Run
to give an
extra performance to satisfy the crowds
during the last two weeks of its run, thereby makingpart
it necessaryvaudeville
of the bill. to eliminate the

Tenth Episodefact of
in the
that "The
AFTER revealing the
explosion which brings to a close the
ninth episode of "The Red Glove," Universal's, current serial, the heroine, Billie,
played by Marie Walcamp, is thrown into
the water, and though bruised, is not killed,
the tenth chapter of the serial shows Wiley
and the Vulture trailing the girl to her
new home with the Halstead's.
Hauled from the water by the captain
of a passing tug, following explosion of the
barge, Billie having mailed the deed to the
oil wells to herself in care of the Halsteads, goes to the residence of the latter
to introduce herself to the administrator
of her estate. Once in the home she learns
that the crafty Wiley is a visitor, and that
her maid has been bribed into spying on
her. After having foiled an attempt of
her maid to obtain the deed from a bureau
drawer, Billie finds a poker game in which
the younger Halstead is participating, in
progress. . Watching the game intently,

Billie
discovers
that one ofExciting
the players is
Red
Glove"
cheating. Realizing that should the younger
Halstead's losses become known to his
family serious trouble would develop, Billie
accuses one of the players of cheating, and
proving his guilt drives him from the home.
This act wins her the admiration of Halstead.
Fearing that the maid will get the red
glove and the deed which is inclosed in it,
Billie decides to take both to Tia Juana.
Hiring a taxi, Billie goes to the home of
Juana, followed by the maid and the Vulture, where a fight takes place between
the Vulture, Jose and Billie's chauffeur,
Billy escapes with the red glove and is followed by the Vulture, who has broken
away. She drives for the ferry, but the
boat having pulled out, is unable to stop
her car and falls into the bay.
The title for the tenth episode is "Out
of Death's Shadow," and that of the succeeding one, " In the Depths of the Sea."

" Common Clay " was also booked by
the Gordon Bros, for their entire circuit,
including the Strand theatre, Dorchester,
for six days, where three days for any picture had always been the previous policy,
it is said.
The picture adds to its success in the
United States " the complete captive of
Canada," is the manner in which the fact
is announced by Mr. L. Ernest Ouimet,
president of Specialty' Film Import, Ltd., in
a letter to Pathe Exchange. H. W. Conover, of the Imperial theatre, Montreal,
called it " one of the greatest offerings of
the year," and writing to Mr. Ouimet, said :
" It will no doubt be gratifying to you
to know it was a tremendous success."
W. P. Dewees, of Vancouver, a leading
Western exhibitor and purchasing representative for the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
bought " Common Clay " for
the
entirehascircuit.
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At the left is a corner of the Chinese temple in Nazimova's production, " T he Red Lantern," Metro release. Emmy Wehlen, in the center, is presented in " The Amateur Adventuress," and at the right are May Allison and Maxwell Karger
screen is therefore always in perfect view
of everyone in the auditorium.
The admission
prices are as high
as any
" Missing a sub-title, or a short highly im"Unpardonable
Courts
Jinx
Opens During Holy Week and on the Sin"
portant- scene, frequently causes one to
previously charged for a motion picture
Thirteenth at Kinema in Los Anform an adverse opinion of a production,
presentation, the top prices for evenings
geles for Indefinite Run
and this possibly is overcome by having
being o,ne dollar for the 200 loge seats,
AFTER demonstrating that a national
every one in their seats during the entire
seventy-five
cents
for
practically
all
of
the
premiere of a special film production
main floor, fifty cents for the balance, and
could be made outside the city of New
twenty-five cents for top of the balcony.
York, by opening at Detroit for more than
Three
Ford Educationals
Matinee prices are twenty-five, fifty and
showing."
$25,000 on the first week, " The Unpardonseventy-five cents. In all instances the war
able Sin " again courted the " jinx " by not
tax is in addition to the prices.
for May Release
Producer Garson is more than pleased
only selecting the " thirteenth " as an openThe Ford Educational Weekly, which
ing date at the Kinema theatre in Los
with the attendance at the Los Angeles
under Goldwyn distribution is now being
Angeles, but starting there during Holy
showing, and is emphatic in his claims that
Week as well.
shown in close to 5,000 theatres throughthe policy adopted for this presentation
out the country, discloses three interesting
Furthermore, the producers are to open
with respect to reserving all seats of the
topics in the coming issues. They are :
the New York run on Friday, which is said
theatre, will ultimately be the policy in all
May 4— -"Going Up" — climbing Mount
Hood.
to
generallyof considered
a " hoodoo " by high-classed theatres where the better proall be
showmen
the old school.
ductions are presented.
May 11 —of"Can
the Poor
Fish" — a pic" At the Broadway Strand in Detroit, the
turization
the salmon
industry.
" No one in the audience is disturbed durCalifornia in San Francisco, the Randolph
ing the showing of the picture," Mr. Carat Chicago, and the Kinema at Los Angeles,
May 18 — " A Wild Goose Chase " — huntson said, " and I think this is one of the
ing wild geese with a camera.
the leading theatres in four of the principal
requirements necessary for the success of
The Weekly has a first- run account in
a production. Under this plan all have their
cities of the country, ' The Unpardonable
every American city of ten thousand popuseats before the curtain is raised, and the
Sin ' broke all existing house records," delation, it is declared.
clared W. H. Rudolphe, eastern representative, who has just returned from Chicago,
where he assisted in the exploitation of the
production for that city.
" The New York City opening will be at
the Broadway theatre, Friday, May 2, and
the Moss interests, which have recently acquired this theatre, expect to run the production all summer. The receipts at Los
Angeles Kinema theatre for the first week's
run was $15,841," concluded Mr. Rudolphe.
Reports from the West Coast state that
Harry Garson's production, " The Unpardonable Sin," made by Marshall Neilan,
opened Sunday, April 13, at the Kinema
theatre, Los Angeles, for an indefinite run
with a two-a-day policy, and the first four
days of the week played to capacity evenings, and very good attendance at matinees.
While this record is not as big as the one
made by this picture in Detroit, even though
the Los Angeles showng is in a larger
house, it is due to the fact that but two
showings are made each day, and therefore, the Los Angeles showing is not to
as many people as would be possible under
Employees of Famous Players-Lasky Exchange of Los Angeles, including L. R. Scamahom,
the continuous performance policy.
C. A. McVicker, C. V. Traggarth, H. G. Ballanc e, V. E. Hampton, Lulu Smith and F. C. Clark
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Strand

Pays Chester High
Compliment
One of the features chosen by managing director Joseph L. Plunkett for the
super-program at the Strand. New York,
during the big Fifth Anniversary Week of
April 20, was the first half of " Cameraing
Through Africa," the Outing-Chester big
game release. And C. L. Chester feels
that Air. Plunkett paid his productions a
high compliment in retaining with honors
the regular weekly release on such a program. The Strand's managing director
for many months has had a keen eye peeled
for material that would make his birthday
week one to be remembered until next
April, and he cast it ahead of the OutingChester series, and called the contemporaneous release worth}-.
Outing-Chesters are regular weekly
events at the Strand, and that is why Mr.
Chester feels so good. He feels that it
would have been a matter for pride had
Mr. Plunkett selected this as a special
release for anniversary week only. But to
be running the series each week, and to
keep
it as one of features
the carefully-weighed-'
and-found-worthy
for the event
of the Strand's year, this Chester considers
the highest compliment that could be paid
the quality of his weekly offerings.
Dorothy Gish Success
Passes Expectations
It is less than nine months since Dorothy
Gish started work on the first picture of
her own Paramount series. The progress
made in those nine months is said to have
surpassed the most sanguine expectations
of everyone connected with her productions.
Exhibitors' reports on "Battling Jane"
gave Dorothy a reception that marked her
success. When "The Hope Chest" found
its way to the screens, they increased the
number of adjectives and stretched out
the bookings. And the way in which
■"Boots" was received can best be told by
the way J. A. Partington of the Imperial
Theatre in San Francisco, explains it during a recent visit to the studio in Hollywood.

Margarita

Fisher, American
Film
" Charge It to Me "

star, in

Vitagraph

Closes

Deal
In Chicago
Corinne Griffith pictures and the Gladys
Ascher
Brothers
Enterprises ConLeslie pictures will therefore play over the
tracts
For
Vitagraph's
Feature
Star Releases For Fifteen
entire Ascher Circuit, giving Vitagraph's
features
Theatres
in
Chicago.a dominant place on the screens
The Ascher Circuit includes the Oakland Square, the Metropolitan, the Milford,
the Kenwood, the Cosmopolitan, the Frolic,
the Terminal, the Adelphi, the Peerless,
the Columbus, the Calo, the Lane Court, the
Chateau, the Rosewood, and the Midway,
Rockford,. 111. In announcing the signing
of the Ascher Brothers contract, the Vitagraph statement expressed particular gratification over the fact that the Ascher contract has been signed, not on a preliminary
announcement
of after
what the
Vitagraph's
features will be, but
many months
that the Vitagraph pictures have been on
the market on their present basis.
In other words, Vitagraph looks upon
the Ascher contract as the most substantial
form of testimonial of its product, for in
signing the contract, they decla-re that
Ascher Brothers are taking over a known
quantity; are signing for a line of product
that has demonstrated its boxoffice value.
'-'The signing of the contract by Ascher
Brothers," says the Vitagraph statement, "is
the result of performance, not of promise.
It is not what we hope that Vitagraph picGladys Leslie is the Vitagraph star in " A
tures will do, that has prompted the Ascher
contract; it is what Ascher Brothers know
Stitch in Time "
that Vitagraph pictures are now doing that
ANNOUNCEMENTS come from Vitagraph that it has scored heavily this ■ closed the deal.
week in the matter of accomplishment with
"This contract is typical of what hundreds of exhibitors all over the country
the signing of a contract with Ascher
Brothers Enterprises, Chicago, whereby the
are now doing. Vitagraph is to-day serving more theatres than at any time in its
fifteen Chicago and Rockford houses con- .
trolled by Ascher Brothers will play all history, and the Ascher contract is just an
indication of the heavy trend Vitagraphof Vitagraph's feature stars' releases.
wards that has been brought about by the
All of the Earle Williams pictures, the
Alice Joyce pictures, the Harry T. Morey
consistent quality of the company's repictures, the Bessie Love pictures, the
Larry Semon
Comedies
WITH the closing of a contract by the
Strand Theatre, of San Francisco for
first run on Vitagraph's Larry Semon Comedies, Vitagraph reports that first run arrangements have been perfected for these
comedies in every important center in the
United States.
Considering that the Larry Semon Comedies are but a recent addition to Vitagraph
service, this promptness with which the
exhibitors have booked them is taken to
speak
value. for the showmen's estimate of their
The first Larry Semon Comedy released
was called "Well I'll Be
!" and his
next, which will be released very shortly,
is called " Passing the Buck."
Larry Semon not only writes and directs
these comedies but also appears in them.
Another rather unusual evidence of popularity comes to Vitagraph's Anita Stewart
productions through the rapidity with
which return dates are being booked by
exhibitors who have played Vitagraph's
first Anita Stewart production, " From
Headquarters," and who have booked, but
not yet played the second production,
" Two Women."
" From Headquarters " was released on

leases."
Book in Big Centers
March 10th and was booked in the big
Metropolitan circuits including Fox, Moss
and Poli in the East and the big Chains
in the Middle West and Far West.
" Two Women " was released on April
28th, yet a great many exhibitors with
" Two Women " on their books for forthcoming showing have already booked a return date on " From Headquarters," according to reports.
" From Headquarters " and "Two Women " were directed by Ralph Ince and
were edited by George Randolph Chester.
" From Headquarters " is a tense police
drama and " Two Women " is a James Oliver Curwood story of a different type from
the first . Anita Stewart release. " From
Headquarters" enjoyed a big pre-release
write-up but judging from statements made
by the Vitagraph home office, " Two Women " is expecting an even bigged advance
booking to its credit.
Release Dates of Pictures
on
Page 2919
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Christie Closes Territory on
Two-Reel Specials
C. H. Christie, who is now in New York
in the interest of Christie Comedies and
Christie two-reel Special productions,
which were recently launched, has announced that all territory for the United
States and foreign countries has been
closed for the new two-reel Specials.
Booking arrangements have already been
in operation for all this territory for the
Christie one-reel comedies, and the closing
of all territory for the Specials was comtour. pleted during Mr. C. H. Christie's Eastern
Several new booking firms are to handle
the new Christie productions.
Paramount Analyzes Box
Office Values
Analysis of box office values of all Paramount and Artcraft pictures produced
97j% the past year, made by the Producduring
tion Department of the Famous PlayersTREND OF BOX OFFICE VALUES
101,
it%
Robertson-Cole Announces First of
the Star's Series for Release
Through Exhibitors Mutual
THE entire series of three productions,
upon which Beatriz Michelena, noted
star of the screen, and her own company
have been working for more than a year,
has been purchased by Robertson-Cole
Company. This announcement follows the
statement issued by this organization last
week, to the effect that " Just Squaw," first
of the series, had been purchased for release through Exhibitors Mutual.
"Just Squaw" has been made ready for
release, and in order there will follow
" The Deadline " and " The Spitfire," each
a stirring drama of life in the great West.
The acquisition of the three Michelena
attractions by Robertson-Cole is just one
more indication of the intensity with which
this fast growing company is striding toward leadership in the motion picture field.
Many deals in the past have compelled
general recognition of this international
factor, but perhaps none more so than does
the purchase of the Michelena pictures.
George Middleton, who directed this feature which will shortly be screened for the
first time in New York, also directed " The
Deadline" and "The Spitfire." This director's work has always been bey6nd reproach, and his efforts with the Michelena
series has outdone anything he has previously attempted, it is said, in the filming
of screen dramas.
There will be many distinctive features
to make the Michelena contributions to the
silent drama noteworthy.
Not the least of these will be the incorporation of the most distinctive line of
titling — something entirely new, it is said.
These new titles are simplicity personified. They lack any bombast, but are so
simple that they are direct and right to
the point.

"Just Squaw" is expected to give the
Michelena series a flying start. Combining all the elements of good melodrama
with its barrier of blood, it contains a
powerful appeal to motion picture audiences.
The story is written by Earl Snell, who
is well known for his ability to depict the
characters of the West. It is believed to
surpass the best previous efforts of this
talented author, fortunate in having his
work interpreted by such a capable artist
as director George Middleton.

J. Warren Kerrigan, star of " The End of the
Game," distributed by Hodkinson
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&0* OFFICE CLASSIFICATION * TOTAL LOSS *
Chart show
prepared
by Famous
Players-Lasky
the box
office value
of films to
Lasky Corporation and based on reports
from first-run exhibitors in all sections of
the country, shows not only a steady upward trend of the drawing power and
qualities of the pictures themselves, but
the remarkable fluidity with which box
office receipts respond to general national
conditions in business and industrial life.
Analysis from the receipts themselves
shows that in the three months' period
December, 1918, to February, 1919. only
six subjects
not qualify
as "good/'
which
was thedid
average
classification
of the
entire output in the nine months preceding
December, 1918.
The last three months' period shown in
the chart covers thirty-nine releases, as
compared with ninety releases in the preceding nine months. The average classification of the ninety releases is "good"
and of the thirty-nir.e releases. " very
good," and within three per cent of
" great." The ninety releases included ten
" record " features. The thirty-nine releases included eleven "record" features,
comprising one Griffith, one DeMille, one
Hart, one Ferguson, one Ray, one Fairbanks, one Washburn, two Gish and two
Reid subjects. "Record" productions are
those reaching a percentage of 97*/?, or
practically universal box office success.
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J1 HAPS and a gun and a big sombrero
—are these all that make a Western?
Harry never wears chaps— he wears
overalls— yet he gets it over.
Half the
time, he's lost his hat— yet they yell just
the same.
And as for a gun— you can
see him on the other page giving his

m

9

mother his gun and promising he'll
never shoot again.
Gee whiz! What
kind of a plot is that?
We'll tell
you. He had to break his promise—
and the iv hy and the how and the when
make the biggest, humanest, thrillingest thing that Harry Carey ever did in
pictures.

Simply for your own

enjoy-

FISTS."
go see "BARE
Thement,booking
will take care
of itself. Your nearest
Universal Exchange.

mi

SPECIAL

hear that
you'll
to some folks
listen
IF
of a neutral
in need
is terrifically
business
the you'll
distributing organization which will cleverly pick
your pictures for you, and so save you from the
fiendish clutches of the all-devouring Producer.

«

Mebbe so. We dunno. Our own idea is that good pictures are,
themselves, the best distributors— and the fairest. Because just so
long as Universal Special Attractions net profit you more than any
competing productions this neutral distributing concern will have
to recommend them to you— which isn't one bit more than Universal Special Attractions are doing today all by themselves. And as
for "fairness"— what more do you want than the biggest net? When
we've done that we've done our limit for you— an geJs could do no more.
Take an early look at each one of the Universal
Special Attractions listed here— as a matter of pleasure—as a matter of good business. You'll see
why these productions don't need any neutral
party to distribute them.
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
CARL LAEMMLE, President.
1600 Broadway, N. Y.
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EXHIBITORS who are going to show
this picture and who have shown other
Priscilla Dean offerings know that her personality should be played strong. If this is
the first time you have used one of her vehicles you should make up your mind to
put a whole lot more pep and punch in
your advertising than you do in most pictures.
In '" The Exquisite Thief " you have an
attractive title, especially when connected
-with one of the attractive pictures of the
star in evening gown and carrying her automatic. There is no question about getting the attention and then it is left for you
to build the selling argument around the
story and to show that this is a picture
whose ending will satisfy even the most
prudish.
Don't tell too much about the story.
There is far more action in this picture
than in most and until almost the final
turn of the projection machine your patrons
will not know exactly how it is going to
end. Keeping the climax and the turnings
of the plot a secret not only increases the
enjoyment of your audiences, but creates
word of mouth advertising far more valuable than any recital of the story in your
advertising and in newspaper stories.
THIS

is taken from a story which appeared in the Detective Stories Magazine: Blue Jean Billie was a dazzling mystery to the police. The whole force was
hunting this beautiful, handsomely gowned
girl robber, but they were without a trace.
We are introduced to her in an apartment
in company
Shaver
Michaelbut 'who
not
only her with
partner
in theft,
madlyis
in love with her. " There is only one I
can love and trust," she replies to his

Service

m

Section

on

"Exquisite

hundredth proposal, and indicates her
volver.
The only description the police have of
the girl
thatin she
is " dazzling,"
when
one
sees isher
evening
dress as and
she starts
for the Vanderflips party one admits that
they are right. Shaver accompanies her as
her chauffeur and remains at the wheel as
the girl alone enters the house, timing her
arrival so that all the guests will be at dinner, given to announce the engagement of
the millionaire's daughter, Muriel, to Lord
Chesterton.
Posing first as a guest who is looking
for a lost jewel she makes a prisoner of the
detective sent there to watch the jewels
and binds him and then enters the dining
room, pistol in hand, closing the door behind her. The orchestra in the balcony
stops playing, but at the point of her gun
she makes them resume and then proceeds
to relieve the guests of their jewels. Chesterton deftly removes the. necklace of his
fiance in his attempt to save it, but Billie
is too clever for him and he has to come
ring. with it as well as the engagement
across
THEN the escape and the thrilling auto
chase in the night. They throw off all
the pursuers but Chesterton who has hidden himself on the running board and it is
not until the two crooks arrive in front of
the girl's place that he is discovered and
made a prisoner. He is tied hand and foot
to a chair and gagged before Shaver leaves
and Billie goes to another room to change
her clothes. Chesterton is clever, too, and
he releases himself, arranging the cords
so that he appears to still be tied. Then
there follows the scene at the table with
the girl giving him coffee and the romance
just starting to bud.

In the meantime the police are busy on
the case and Detective Sergeant Wood,
much to the indignation of the Vanderflips
insists on looking up Chesterton in the
rogues gallery of foreign crooks. Then
hearing that some of the stool pigeons of
the police have seen the exquisite thief
Wood seeks to get the information from
them, but a girl member of the band is
too wise for him and convinces the others
e- they should go after the loot for
rthat
themselves. Then follows the battle with
the girl making her escape through the window carrying the jewels with her and
Chesterton also fleeing as Shaver comes
"back and engages the crooks in a revolver
battle. The police arrive and take him
prisoner. But they are unable to extract
from him the slightest information. He
simply replies that he is her chauffeur and
knows nothing more.
AS hasa arefuge
her big jobs
cabin inafter
the mountains
far Billie
away
from the city and to this she escapes,
closely followed by Chesterton. There she
changes to simpler garb and when she
goes out to gather firewood Chesterton
slips into the cabin and his first act is to
take the cartridges from her pistol. When
she comes back she seizes the gun from the
table and he permits himself to be made
a prisoner again. But Billie has used the
same cunning in her retreat as in her robberies and in an adjoining room there is
a regular cell to which Chesterton is escorted.
But soon she relents and makes him a
" trusty " and their love begins to ripen
quickly. At first she jokes with him and
as he replies to her question that the wedding of the heiress will never take place

Right and left the exquisite thief at work at the millionaire's dinner. In the center, Billie and "her only friend
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At right, she binds the Englishman in her apartment; center, she pretends to the detective to be a country girl, and at left, Shaver is
caught with the goods
— all that thev knew of her was that she
she replies sarcastically : " I know — you
was AMAZING.
met me and it has changed your whole
ten alwith
purpose
are EwritSpeci
ons
ce Secti
" Then she made her great haul — took
Servithe
life." And then a little later on, " You are
THES
all the jewels of the guests of a society
of suggesting to exhibitors how
breaking my heart." Then he begs her
to send the jewels back and to go straight
to get the most out of pictures
millionaire and his guests at the dinner
hereafter, but at first she will not listen
that they have booked. They are prewhere his daughter's engagement was being
ing
res
and
the pictu
pared after study
announced. She came only for the jewels,
to the suggestion, but instead gets her gun
the best way of exploiting them.
again and puts him back in the cell. It is
but she stole something else — the heart of
use that
Won't you let us know any nal
then that Chesterton tells her " You'd betideas
you made here and the origi
the" But
bridegroom
— atstarts
the bride's
dinner.More
that only
the action.
that you have used in putting over
ter loadsheit, isforconvinced
you'll be all
tonight."
Yet
he alone
is right
about
amazing
things
happen
than
you
ever saw
this picture of any others?
the jewels and she goes to get them, her
in a photoplay. There is a thrill to every
true sentiment aroused as she fondles his
foot of film and a heart full of delight at
ring. With the new day comes the dawn
hand.
She
certainly
is
the
EXQUISITE
of a new hope and the girl resolved on the
HEX
here are some shorter ones :
thief.
T
straight path hereafter.
" Just when the police had been told its end."
" A thief, this wonderful woman in evethat they had to land her in twenyt-four
UNABLE to get him to talk the police
ning gown — the most radiant thing at the
hours she walked into the dining room
have freed Shaver and Sergt. Wood
where a millionaire was announcing the whole part. That is the one reason why the
starts out to follow the chauffeur, sure that
engagement of his daughter to an English
he will go straight to the girl. The scenes that
police only knew her as ' amazing.' You'll
Lord. She took the jewels of all of them
follow there are too rapidly changing to be
agree that Priscilla Dean is amazing in ' The
told in detail. The girl first tries to fool
and then made good her escape — except for Exquisite Thief,' the most astounding drama
the Englishman.
Wood, but he discovers her identity. Then
you ever saw.
"N. B. We don't like to use adjectives,
Shaver arrives and when he finds that the
" It was her last robbery — she didn't get
caught by the police — but something far but" When
we areshehelpless
without
here."they
girl loves Chesterton and is about to reassociated
with them
the rich,
turn the jewels he attempts to steal them
stronger nabbed her. We'll promise you
paid
for
her
time
—
with
their
jewels.
The
more thrills than you ever had in one picand Chesterton goes after him. The acpolice
couldn't
trap
her
for
she
left
no
trail
tion winds up with both Shaver and Wood
ture and more delight than you've known
behind. Then she went to rob a wedding
locked in the cell, Chesterton, now himself
announcement party and did it so well that
in
months."
revealing that he was merely posing as a
she got the jewels and the bridegroom, too
lord, and that he is a reformed English
HERE isality one
based
on
the
mere
person—
and then lost — most gloriously."
crook who was known to the police as
of the actress and you who have
" She was the smoothest society thief that
played the pictures in which Miss Dean
"toLord
Harry
"
they
start
down
the
road
the big city had ever known. She was so
a new life.
has appeared will appreciate the appeal
perfect in her work that she never made a
that it will have :
The Vanderflips are satisfied to get the
bobble. It was her business and she knew
jewels back especially since they are faced
"'Only description that the police had of no other emotion — until her greatest robbery
with the exposure of " Lord Chesterton."
came and then she found that she had
' the exquisite thief ' was that she was
A note from the girl freeing him of blame
stolen something else that she had not
' amazing.' That's nothing new on us.
brings final liberty to Shaver.
counted on. No wonder she was willing to
Every patron of the Empire who has seen
Priscilla Dean has known for a long time
FOR exhibitors who are having their
" She
of the underworld — but she
give
up wasn't
the jewels."
own cuts made and designing their ad- that she is amazing.
was a thief — the most amazing one the
"She's the most astonishing actress in movertising we would strongly recommend the
tion pictures, and here we have her in a police had ever known. Her beauty dazzled
use of the picture of Miss Dean in evening
drama that gives her more chance than she every one, her cleverness outdid them.
dress pointing her gun at the detective.
ever had before — and therefore she's She was cold and merciless untd — and then
Eliminate all but her figure. Then let's had
just that much better. And Priscilla — the something came agriping at her heart."
jump right into it
Scenes are laid in the millionaire's home,
girl robber, in evening gown — Oh, la, la!"
" For months and months the rich society
And then another :
the
police station, Billie's apartment, an unpeople had been robbed of their priceless
derworld cafe and in the cabin in the coungems by a girl thief. The only description
" Blue Jean Billie didn't love any man.
try. We would leave out anything that inthat the police had was that she was DAZThe only thing that she trusted was her autothissense
is anthat" underworld
" picmatic. She had the nerve of steel and a
ture, fordicates
in thatthe
word is generally
ZLING. You'll admit that when you see
Priscilla Dean in evening gown, gun in thousand policemen hunted for her in vain
used it distinctly is not
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But all is changed with the scenes in the cabin retreat.
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the Englishman up, then makes him a "trusty" and then
she tolocks
First
listens
his love

Stars
Personality
Sould
Be
Played
Up
Strong
charm of it in your newspaper advertising
showing how she looked in each of the
BECAUSE of the wonderful leap to the
and that most always lobby displays that
previous offerings.
very front that Priscilla Dean has made
try to take the same angle are misleading
Scene
pictures
from
this
production
and
with her last few pictures including " Kiss
and give a purely criminal appeal.
pictures
of
the
star
should
be
liberally
disor Kill," "The Wildcat of Paris" "The
played
and
to
show
you
the
effect
that
is nothing
or tragic
about
Wicked Darling " and " The Silk Lined
can be secured we have ourselves made a THERE
this picture,
but it sad
is intensely
gripping
Burglar " we would devote the lobby to
cut
out
of
one
of
the
three
sheets
showing
and
therefore
the
surrounding
bill
should
display of her pictures and send a special
the girl in evening gown and the pistol in be light and frothy. The music for a good
letter to the patrons about the new picher hand. These should be mounted on
part of it will have to be played to action,
ture.
but there are times when the music itself
We know a dozen exhibitors who claim
heavy cardboard and placed prominently towill
aid in getting a laugh.that they discovered this star. Possibly
ward" the front of the lobby. We feel sure
For instance when Billie enters the milthat this attractive woman will get more atall of them may be right, and there is no
tention than any sort of freak display.
lionaire's dining room to rob the guests the
reason why you cannot advertise her as the
There can be a splendid oval head of
musicians stop playing in their fright and
adopted star of your theatre. If you have
she
orders
them to resume. Have them
Miss Dean taken from the 24-sheet which
played her recent pictures you know just
will
help
the
variety
out
and
there
can
be
playing
some
sentimental piece that is well
exactly what her appeal is and if you can
others made from the one sheet.
known so that the changes will be quickly
bring that all the more intimately before
Remember that while this is a "crook ' recognized. For instance, it would not be
your patrons. We believe that a letter
likely that all the musicians would see her
play, you have a chance to explain the
along these lines will help business :
at once and one might be left playing alone
" We've just about come to regard Prisfor a moment, say the cornet. Then when
cilla Dean as our own star. You will rethej- resume have them playing with the
member what we told you about her when
jerky, nervous effect. Jazz music can be
her first big picture came along. We've
used with the scene where the detective
watched you and our other patrons pretty
tries to induce the stool pigeons to give
carefully and we've seen the way that you
him information.
enjoy her work. That's the reason we alThere is another scene where the girl
ways smile in content when we get the word
mocks
the Englishman when he says that
that another Priscilla Dean picture is comthe marriage to the heiress will never take
ing along.
place and here you can use " I'm Sorry I
" Beginning next Monday she will appear
Made You Cry " or a burlesque on " Hearts
for four days in ' The Exquisite Thief.'
which we can promise you as the most inthis picture was shown at the
andWhen
Flowers."
teresting picture in which she has yet apBroadway Theatre Hirsh's " When You
peared. The only police description of this
Look Into Her Eyes " was played as the
girl who robs the millionaire society folk
theme and the swing to it fits well with
is that she is ' amazing ' — and there couldn't
the story and especially with the captivating
be a better description. You'll agree when
Priscilla Dean eyes. It should first be inyou see her at work in an evening gown.
troduced atthe coffee drinking scene.
" In twrenty-four hours after the first showing the whole town will be talking about
HERE is another case where the phothis wonderful star and her startling pictography is largely night. There is
ture. Certainly you want to be in on the
an especially fine scene with the auto
secret. It carries our guarantee of unusual
chase. There are lots of people who like
these unusual tilings in pictures and it is
delight."
well to mention them.
There is an unusually strong cast. Sam
WITH such a star as this on your rosDeGrasse, who has had the crook role in
ter you should have begun to save
photographs of her and if you have preseveral of Miss Dean's pictures again is
cast in such a part while Thurston Hall is
served the stills from her last four proThis cut-out from three-sheet is effective
leading man. They should be mentioned.
ductions you will be able to make a mighty
for lobby dispaly
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of Advertising a
Feature
Harry H. Hicks, Branch Manager of Select's Cincinnati Exchange, is employing
every trick of the trade to put over Select's big super-production, " Bolshevism
on Trial." In addition to the advertising
matter with which Select Branch Managers
have been supplied by the Home Office,
Manager Hicks has gone one step further,
by making his letter heads work as well as
his salesmen. Every letter that leaves the
Cincinnati Exchange carries the head and
hooked hand of the Bolshevist which Select
uses in its trade paper advertising. This is
printed across the full face of the sheet,
with a light impression, forming a background of faint red. It makes an attractive display and serves the double purpose
of keeping " Bolshevism on Trial " before
every exhibitor.
Cast for " Elmo, the Mighty," Universal's next serial starring Elmo Lincoln and Grace Cunard
Fox

Feature

is

Exhibitors Declare " Pitfalls of a Big
City " Is Scoring Big Success for
Gladys Brockwell
the
FOLLOWING immediately after
e
s
prais
imou
unan
wers'
revie
trade paper
of Gladys Brockwell's picture, " Pitfallsphoto
of a Big City," as one of the best
plays of the season, exhibitors throughout
the country are adding their statements
that the picture is scoring one of the biggest successes yet achieved by this star.
Heavy rain that lasted all day and was
accompanied by a gale failed to keep
people away from the Chicago showing of
"Pitfalls of a Big City" at the Rose theatre
of last week's engageopening day
on the ment,
according to the Exhibitors Service
Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation.
While neighboring theatres were doing virtually no business, it is stated in telegrams
from Chicago, there was a continuous
stream of patrons into the Madison street
house where " Pitfalls of a Big City " is
booked for two solid weeks.
A preliminary one-day showing on the
preceding Sunday at the Boston theatre,
Chicago — operated by the owners of the
Rose — brought capacity business throughout the day and evening. Manager Harry
Miller of the two theatres reports many
comments in praise of the picture.
A. Horwitz, owner of the Colonial
theatre, Toledo, Ohio, is another exhibitor
who is enthusiastic in his praise of " Pitfalls." In a letter to W. D. Shapiro, Fox
branch manager at Cleveland, Mr. Horwit:
says :
" We are getting ready to exploit the
biggest and best picture of its kind that I
have ever seen, namely, " Pitfalls of a Big
City," with Gladys Brockwell as the star.
Since the day you screened same for me
I have been talking nothing else but this
picture. This truly is a masterpiece, with
Gladys Brockwell at her very best. You
know what a crank I am on pictures ; but
I take my hat off to this one, and all I
can say is ' Wait and see me eat the space
in all the Toledo papers with this one picture.' More pictures like this and I will

Pronounced

Hit

wear a smile you won't even be able to
massage
off."
In the Philadelphia
district exhibitors are
unanimous in their praise of the quality
and box office value, it is said.
Milton Russell, managing the Colonial
theatre. Atlantic City, said the subject had
great value from every viewpoint, and immediately entered into arrangements for
repeat dates on the picture.

Strong Cast for Miss Philiips in Her Next
What Universal declares is one of the
strongest supporting casts ever seen on the
screen has been chosen for Dorothy Phillip's newest Universal subject, "The Right
To Happiness." Allen Holubar is preparing the screen play. The cast includes :
Thurston Hall, Stanhope Wheatcroft, William Stowell, Robert Anderson, Henry
Burrows, Hector Sarno, Margaret Mann,
and Alma Bennett.

Excel Pictures Are Nearing First Anniversary
"Miss Adventure," the current release.
A YEAR ago, the Exhibitors Service
Madelaine Traverse is working on her
Bureau recalls, William Fox made
fourth Excel Picture, the others being
certain promises regarding Excel Pictures.
He stated that his object in introducing
" The Danger Zone," " Gambling in Souls,"
and
The Love
Dares."
Albertto Ray
this series of productions was to give cerand "Elinor
Fair, That
the latest
addition
the
tain stars greater scope for the developExcel
group,
have
made
two
productions
ment of their abilities. He promised parin this series, " Married in Haste " and
ticularly that effort would be made to ob" Words
and Music
By — so" released include
tain the highest type of stories for the
Other Excel
Pictures
Excel releases — that these productions
would not be ordinary program releases,
of Hearts," "Buchanan's Wife,"
"QueenLove
"The
Auction," "Tell it to the Mabut better, stronger pictures in keeping
rines,"Swat
"
the Spy," and " Smiles."
with the general upward trend of motion
pictures quality standards.
The current release is " The Love That
Dares," starring Madeline Traverse, to be
followed by " Miss Adventure," featuring
Peggy
Hyland.
The Fox
office cites a number of other
big stories that have been produced for
the Excel program.
" Cowardice Court," written by George
Barr McCutcheon, the famous novelist, has
just been completed by Peggy Hyland, and
is set for early release.
" Buchanan's Wife," which was made
from a book written by the late Justus
Miles Forman.
" Words and Music By — " which Albert
Ray, with Elinor Farr has just completed
in Hollywood, is taken from the book by
that name. It was written by William
• Charles Lengel.
Peggy Hyland has made seven Excel
Pictures. The preceding six are " Bonnie
Annie Laurie," " The Rebellious Bride,"
" Caught in the Act," " Marriages are
Sessue Hayakawa, in " The Courageous
Coward," Exhibitors Mutual Release
Made," " The Girl with No Regrets," and
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Moments in " Khava," the first Sholom Aleichem picture produced by Zion Films, Inc.
Shomer-Ross to Release a
New Feature
There has been some comment of an
inquiring nature in the industry on account
of the non-appearance of any further productions by Abraham S. SJiomer since
" Ruling Passions."
The Shomer productions having been reorganized under the name Shomer-Ross
Production Co., Inc., are about to release
their latest, known as " The Great Myscial tery,"
merit.acorned}- drama said to have espeMr. Shomer has not decided on the exact date of the release and will perhaps
wait until his next production, which now
is in preparation will be finished.
It is claimed by the author-director that
the next production issued by him while
being a modern drama will have all the
qualifications of a super-spectacle. The
question of cost is one of the items that
will not be drawn .in consideration in this
production.

of New

Complete List
Theatres Now Building
on page 2918

William Fox presents Theda Bara in " The
Siren's Song," a superproductlon

Hodkinson

Alice Hastings is one of the principal players

to Release

CORPORAWW.
tion
es the inaugura
announcXSOX
• TIOX HODKI
on April 20 of a series of spring and all
summer big productions for the allies
whose pictures are distributed under the
Hodkinson imprint through the Pathe
branches in the United States. Most
producers and distributors wait until midSeptember to begin the calendar releasing
year and in the past years much of the
summer dullness in the motion picture
theatres perhaps has been directly traceable to the producers' unwillingness to risk
releasing big, pretentious pictures during
July or August.
The most accurate reports obtainable
from every section of the United States
indicate a period of unprecedented patronage now being enjoyed by exhibitors and
comparatively few exhibitors can be found
who do not feel assured of the heaviest
patronage ever known during the approaching summer. The Hodkinson sales plans
therefore contemplate the immediate aiding of exhibitors by giving them what unquestionably will rank as the most powerful and unusual productions ever before
ventured upon a summer market.
As the opening smash that will create
and sustain big business in the theatres,
Harry Raver's production of Augustus
Thomas' New York stage success, " As A
Man Thinks," starring Leah Baird and directed by George Irving, will be released
everywhere April 20. This is the first of
the previously announced Four-Star pictures, deriving their name from an equal
apportioning and featuring of the author,
the story, the star and the director.
On May 4 Jesse D. Hampton presents
J.
Warren
Kerrigan
in "The
Best Man,"
from
the story
by Grave
Livingston
Hill
Lutz. It is of the Arsene Lupin-Sherlock
Holmes type that fairly tingles it is claimed
with electric excitement. It is worthy of
note that the Kerrigan productions are the
only ones to be continued from the first
Hodkinson releasing year into the company's second year.
Zane Grey's story, " Desert Gold," directed by T. Hayes Hunter, is now being
completed in California and Colorado and
will be ready for release in either two or
four weeks after May 4.
Another producing unit about which announcement isto be made separately has

Big

Ones

This

Spring

completed Stewart Edward White's famous
success, " The Westerners " under the direction of Edward Sloman. This production will have an early summer release.
Each of these productions, as well as all
other productions past and present or future will be distributed through the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, and are to be
offered to exhibitors, singly under contract
on their individual merits and values.
Larry Darmour of Gaumont Back on the Job
First Lieutenant Larry Darmour, U. S.
Signal Corps, photographic division, is
back from the war. Shortly he will take
up his work again as assistant to Pell
Mitchell, editor of the Gaumont Graphic
and Gaumont News.
Mr. Darmour worked on all of the sectors held by the American army for the
last three months, and just prior to his
resignation was assigned to the Peace Conference in Paris. Among other interesting
feats at the front he made the first pictures of ' the emplacement of the " Big
Bertha.'- one of the long range guns used
in the bombardment of Paris.

Dolores Cassinelli, with Albert Capellani in a
film for Pathe
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a Word

for Riley Poem
The announcement made by World Pictures that it has taken over the distribution of a picturization of James Whitcomb Riley's famous poem, " Little Orphant Annie," recalls the fact that Riley
in writing this poem is credited with having written the greatest money making
poem and the best paid piece of literary
work ever published, if one takes into consideration the number of words. With
what was paid for the moving picture
rights together with the rights of publication itbrought in more than a thousand
dollars a word.

And here's how the crowds lined up to inseeSan" The
Unpardonable Sin " at the California Theatre
Francisco
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Goldberg
Reports
on a a
"T1
HE ease with which
an agent books
* picture featuring a star who has had
a recent success was illustrated in the case '
of Lee L. Goldberg, secretary of the Big
Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville,
Ky., in booking " A Midnight Romance,"
featuring Anita Stewart.
Remembering Miss Stewart in " Virtuous
Wives," many exhibitors were willing to
book the next Stewart picture released by
First National by mail. Within a few days
after beginning operations with " A Midnight Romance " Mr. Goldberg reports that
he received these contracts : Strand, Louisville, one week ; Signal Amusement Co.,
Chattanooga, one week; Crescent Amusement Co., Nashville, one week; Majestic
Amusement Co., Memphis, one week; Ada
Meade theatre, Lexington, Ky., one week;
Lyric theatre, Covington, Ky., one week ;

" The three modern writers whose incomes from their literary work are said
to be the greatest in the world, are Rudyard
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and
ArnoldKipling,
Bennett.

"Midnight
Romance"
Princess theatre, Hopkinsyille,
Ky., two
days; Dixie theatre, Mayfield, Ky., two
days ; Dixie theatre, Paris, Tenn., one day.
Manager Frank H. Dowling, of the
Signal Amusement Co., the first manager to
offer " Virtuous Wives " in Kentucky and
Tennessee, duplicated on " A Midnight
Romance " which he showed the week of
March 16. Its first Louisville showing took
place the week of April 6.
I. Libson. of the Strand, Louisville, had
" A Midnight Romance " advertised in the
same way which marked the exhibition of
" Virtuous Wives," and is said to have
enjoyed marked success.
Tony Sudekum of the Knickerbocker, at
Nashville, who showed the picture the week
of April 28. used Anita Stewart's song,
" A Midnight Romance," for advertising
purposes.

Theda
Bara Appears
in A Belasco Feature
T T is announced that William Fox has
plays on the stage or have read the books.
These people naturally will want to see the
A persuaded David Belasco to sell the moworks in their screen form ; so their pattion picture rights to one of his plays,
ronage is already assured the exhibitor.
" La Belle Russe." This play, which has
been adapted for the screen by Charles
The advertising possibilities in the productions and the merits of the pictures themJ. Brabin who also is directing the motion
selves will account for a 100 per cent, patpicture, is being filmed at one of the Fox
studios in Fort Lee, N. J., with Theda
Bara as the star.
ronage."
" La Belle Russe," as a spoken play, was
produced first in San Francisco and since
then it has been played by stock companies
throughout the country.
In announcing the purchase of " La Belle
Russe," the Exhibitors Service Bureau of
the Fox Film Corporation calls attention
to the fact that five novels and plays are
being made into Fox films. These are
" Cowardice Court," by George Barr McCutcheon ; " Checkers," the play written
by the late Henry M. Blossom, Jr. ; " The
Lone Star Ranger," by Zane Grey, and
" My Little Sister," a novel by Elizabeth
Robins, the English author.
Said an official of the Fox organization :
" The reputation of these books and plays
in the original form has a big value for the
Just one of the poses that shows why Constance
Talmadge is one of the brightest young stars
exhibitor. Every city and town contains a
of the day. It's
from " The Select
Veiled Adventure,"
a forthcoming
large public who have either seen these

Eessie
Barriscale, through
in " A Exhibitors
Trick of Fate,"
Robertson-Cole
Mutual by

Brady's "Redhead"
April Attraction
Alice Brady's forthcoming Select Pic-i
ture, " Redhead," is now completed and will
be ready during the current week for distribution as an April attraction. " Redhead " was adapted for the screen bjf
Charles Dowst,
Maigne which
from appeared
a story inbya Albert'
Payson
recent
Alice

number
of one
the popular
magazines!'I
Mr.
Maigne
also ofdirected
the production.
The opening of the story finds Mis«
Brady as the star entertainer in one of thefj
fashionable cabarets. She sings, dances I
and flirts, and her latter accomplishment!
wins for her the love of one of the weaffl
thy patrons. They are married. Thenl
comes the rift in the lute which makes one I
of the most entertaining stories Miss BradyJ
has ever done, it is said. There is the iij
evitable happy ending, but it is arrived at|
by an entirely new and different road. Con
rad Nagel is Miss Brady's leading man.
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Film

Club

Holds

Meeting

to Stop Propaganda

Hodkinson

Changes

Against It
The Film Social Club, an organization
devoted exclusively to social matters, took
action at a meeting held Monday evening
to counteract propaganda expressed by enemies of the organization giving the impression that it intended to take an active
part in labor and industrial controversies
and was in fact involved with a campaign
for the organization of certain elements in
the film business into a union to combat
existing conditions.
Max Ehrenrich, secretary of the club said
in an interview that the Film Social Club
had been formed for the sole purpose of
affording its members and their wives and
families opportunity for social enjoyment.
*" We have enough business in business
hours," said Mr. Ehrenrich. " If we want
to form a union or change our present
working conditions, we'll leave the women
at home."
Tincher

Sees Her

First

Christie Special at
Pre-Release
" There is nothing in the life of an actress, worse than looking at the first run of
a new picture when you don't know
whether it is going over or not," says Fay
Tincher.
Her first Special, " Sally's Blighted
Career," was pre-released at the California
theatre in Los Angeles, where she saw it.
She was huddled down in a seat chewing
her fingernails when the picture started.
After a couple of scenes a snicker came
from the row behind her. Then somebody
else laughed and the picture got over.
Miss Tincher was unusually worried over
the first of the Christie Specials, since they
introduce her, after an absence of some
time from screen comedy, in a little more
varied work, under new direction, that of
Al E. Christie.

The Follies
Girl " is ina the
Triangle
Olive Thomas
main Special
role with

E. A. Crane,

Hodkinson representative

JS4Q
His Sales Organization
Albany and Buffalo territories, but now
covers the Albany territory exclusively.
Buffalo— 1H. LaMott LeVay, representative. Mr. LeVay, formerly a member of
the Goldwyn Boston organization, and is
well
known to many Northern New York
exhibitors.
Boston — W. H. Dunbar, representative.
Mr. Durbar was identified with the initial
Triangle organization, and will have charge
of the entire Hodkinson New England
field.
Detroit — D. Leo Dennison, representative. Mr. Dennison is a former Paramount
man, and for the past year manager of
the General Film office in Detroit.
Ixdiaxapolis — J. C. Mack, representative. Mr. Mack is the newly named head
of this office for Hodkinson, the office previously having been handled through the
Cincinnati representative.
Salt Lake City — D. E. Schayer. representative. His appointment places the Salt
Lake territory on its own footing, being
formerly under the Hodkinson Denver office.

AS

a necessary preliminary to the vigorous sales campaign and policy of
regional exploitation for the benefit of exhibitors, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, through its sales department, has affected changes in a number of its regional
representations within the past two weeks.
Announcement is made of the appointment of the following Hodkinson representatives, al of the men named being installed to work in close co-operation .with
the exhibitors of ther territories :
Atlanta — E. L. Byers, representative.
Mr. Byers is known throughout South Carolina. Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, which
states comprise his territory.
Albany — H. R. Wimsatt, representative.
Mr. Wimsatt has had charge of both the

Washington — Rudolph Berger, representative. Mr. Berger enjoys the friendship of exhibitors through Maryland, the
District of Columbia and Virginia.
The Hodkinson offices in Philadelphia
are controlled by Charles E. Henschel;
Pittsburgh by C. E. Moore ; Chicago by
E. C. Field, assisted by E. S. Rowley. Mr.
Fielder also has jurisdiction over Cleveland, with D. W. Phillips as assistant. Kansas City is handled by P. C. Wreath, who
previously had jurisdiction over St. Louis.
This latter office is now placed upon an
independent footing.
Most of the men named are experienced
sales executives in the territories to which
thev have been assigned.

Haynes Gives His Opi
LLOYD
C HAYNES.
president of
Brentwood Film corporation takes an
oar in the Star vs. Story- controversy.
In his opinion the story is the light
which brings out the points of a player.
If that player has talent and magnetism,
his rise to stardom will be in exact proportion to the grade and fitness of light which
the story sheds upon him. Without considering the influence of the director —
which would entirely change the situation
— Mr. Haynes gives it as his observation
that rapid advance to great film popularity
have invariably followed a series of picturizations of stories which strongly brought
out the very best of which the players were
capable. And conversely that a star's popularity has rapidly waned if the vehicles in
which he appeared did not continue strong
and fitting.
Deprecating the too prevalent habit of
weakening a good story by warping it to
fit a star or, by subordinating to that of
the star, parts of others in which the story
calls for srength and prominence, Mr.
Haynes suggests that star and story be
placed on a fifty-fifty basis. The star, once
arrived through the combined strength of
stories and force of talent, drawing the
attention of the public but, the story being

nion on Star vs Story
relied upon to hold that attention. Fortunate' indeed is the producer when he
occasionally strikes the bull's eye with a
perfectly matched story and star! Or,
failing that happy combination, when he can
attract the public by the name and the
theme of his picture nd hold it by the well
balanced strength secured through properly
fitted players regardless of their names.

Charles Ray. who has renewed his contract
with Thomas H. Ince for Paramount
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Madge

Kennedy
is the Goldwyn
" Leave It to Susan "

Stills

|

star in

The Prince of Wales,
in ina England
New Harma Production, Made

Fred B. Thompson, who perfected the SpoorThompson film processing machine

Beatriz Michelena release
in " Justthrough
Squaw," Exhibitors
her initial
Robertson-Cole
Mutual

A trio of Mack Sennett's girls, who help put
over " Yankee Doodle in Berlin "

Dot Farley,
joined the
makers whofor has
Universal
releaseL-Ko fun
Dench

Viola

Dana, Metro Star, is presented in
" The Parisian Tigress "

Goes

Abroad

for

Gray Seal
It was announced this week that Ernest
A. Dench sailed April 26 on an extended
trip to England in the interests of Gray
Seal Productions, with which organization
he has been publicity representative in this
country. It is said that British film buyers
have already displayed interest in Gray Seal
comedies, of which Wheeler Dryden is the
featured player.

Sylvia
Breamer,
star was
of j.caught
Stuart'" atBlackton's
features.
The star
home "
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Pathe

Serial

Soy serial and the public at" once
thinks of Pathe. Pathe serials have
definitely established themselves as
consistently the best box office o o o
attractions that a molion picture theatre
can show.
Serial making demands specialization.
Pathe has made of i'|-a science throuqh
five years experience and twenty four
serials. Pathe serials will pay vou!
Ruth

Roland

The

Tiger
s Trail
Produced by/ Astra
written by A. 6. Reeve and C. A
Lot
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS
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Pathe

Serial

Through me lenglh and breadlh
of Ike land striking 24 sheet*
posters are making people
desirous of seeing
Ruth

Roland

in mePaihe

serial

aer's
IheTr
Trail
Are you ready fo meet their demon
Produced by Astra
Written by A.B. Reeve and C. A.Loque
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Exhibitors who are going to show '* The
Unknown Love " should say to the public plainly that this is a picture with the
war setting — a picture that would be impossible without the war — but still a distinctly after the war picture in its treatment. There is no reason why this should
not be stated incidentally in your exploitation.
But we would not suggest that you label
this Not a war picture.'' Show what it
really is by your selling talk. The thing
that people want now to come out of the
•war so far as pictures is concerned are
visualizations of great loves or of the
lighter and humorous elements. W ith a
romance the setting of the war brings the
action right up to the moment and makes
it all the more gripping.
So after we had displayed the name of
the picture, those of the two stars, Dolores
Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln, and then the
name of its director and author. Leonee
Perrett who created " Lafayette, We
Come'' we would jump right into the selling argument and put over the appeal of
the picture so convincingly that all will
NOW here is the story: It opens at thesummer home of John Parker, a retired sea captain where his beautiful daughter, Doris, is entertaining a house party,
one of the members of which is Capt. Jack
Tims who is constantly beseeching the girl
to marry him. One of the first scenes
shows the arrival of the mail and the girls
flocking in wearing their bathing suits to
get their letters — for all of them have
" adopted " a soldier in France to cheer up
the American fighting men — all but Doris

IjOve

11

One of the girls receives a letter from
her particular friend which mentions Harry
Townsend, who is described as a fine chap,
but without a friend outside of the army
and Doris is persuaded to write to him.
Townsend is delighted when he is seen receiving the letter and since she has asked
for hisrows picture
he borthe pictureandof hea hasn't
chum. one
From
that
time on the romance grows rapidly, both
maid and soldier now firmly in the grip of
their great, unknown love.
During this earlier part of the picture
the director skilfully keeps the action leaping back and forth from France to America and not only do we have some glimpses
of the battle scenes, but the sports and
amusements of the fighters and a lot of
sidelights that have not come into other
pictures. In short these thrilling scenes
have the psychological effect of showing
how the love of the maid and the soldier
grew during those strenuous days on the
battlefield and the anxiety and waiting of
the loy al women on this side of the water.

Just as they are nearing the shores of
France a submarine attacks the Tristan
and Capt. Tims is killed and buried at
sea and here we have a most moving situation. Then we have some scenes on the
train where Doris hears the people paying
tribute to the part that America has played
in the war — a tribute that only increases
her love for the man who now lies wounded
in the hospital behind the lines. It is such
incidents as this rather than any weight of
the main story itself that serves to analyze
the reason for such a love between two
people who have never seen each other.
Doris reaches the hospital to find Townsend with his face swathed in bandages
and then when he recovers sufficiently she
learns that he is not the original of the
picture, but that his chum died in battle.
But it was not the picture that Doris had
come to love, but the man that had written
those wonderful letters, who had been able
to stir her by the spirit that he has shown
in fighting for his country, for his cheeriness in trial and in peril.

BUT then comes a day when Townsend
is wounded. He believes that he is
going to die, writes Doris his farewell letter, but later he is taken to Tours and then
one of the surgeons writes to the girl, at
the same time enclosing Townsend's note.
Immediately on receiving it she determines
that she must go to France to be at his
bedside. Her father refuses to let her go,
and any way there is no way to make the
trip until she appeals to Capt. Tims and
in his great love for her he violates all
naval regulations and smuggles her aboard
the government transport, Tristan.

THEN we see them back in America,
Townsend
discharged
cause of his wounds
and from
Dorissen-ice
now behis
wife. Then comes the news that Germanyhas signed the armistice and we have pictures of the wild celebration in New York
street.s
After this comes an epilogue, several
years still in the future. The couple now
have a boy of five or six and the boy is
asking his father "What's up there in the
stars?" He tells his little son "In every
star there lives a soldier who has gone to
glory " and we see the stars spelling out

At left, Doris finds her "unknown love," to whom she is writing, at the right. Center shows a scene years after the war zchen their
son learns the story of the "stars of glory"
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All of the other girls have adopted a soldier in France and Doris feels that she is not doing her part when they get their letters.
Center shows her hearing from him and at right one of the scanes from the brief epilogue
the words " Stars of Glory." Then follow
a series of pageants showing Germany surrendering, then picturing the parts that the
various allied nations took in the war.
This rounds out the tribute to the fighting men after the vivid scenes showing
the terrors of the war they went through.
In short you may advertise this as :
" The screen's greatest tribute to the
brave who won the war."
WE would advise the building of the
greater portion of the selling talks
on " The Unknown Love " on two points :
On what the war and its victory means to
the women of America and as a tribute to
the men who fought for the safety of the
world " over there." Weave those in as a
background for the love story.
. There is one thing that should be avoided in the advertising, and especially in the
use of the illustration : Don't let anything
get in that would in any way suggest that
this is a story of a woman victim of the
Hun lust, because there is nothing of that
sort in the story and the only sex element
that you want to get into the exploitation
is the wonderful, pure love of a woman for
a man she had never seen.
Now there is a most attractive one showing the two stars, after the war. Lincoln
is seated in a chair and Miss Cassinelli
kneeling beside, both smiling, wonderfully
happy. If you make your own cuts you
can get a mighty strong halftone effect
from this and you can also use a line cut of
the scene. Then go ahead with this selling argument:
"War over in Europe hadn't meant very
much to Doris Parker, for she was so far
away from it. But she did want to do something to help those American boys who were
fighting abroad. All of her girl friends
were writing to their sweethearts over there
and cheering them up to be better soldiers,
braver Americans.
" Then came her chance. A girl friend's
letter told of a young soldier who knew
no one outside of the army, and Doris decided to adopt him. She did and he wrote
and sent a picture, not his own. She came
to love him from the letters and when she
heard that he was wounded she braved all

the dangers and went to France and to him.
" But underneath the bandages she could
see that he was not the man of the picture
— but he was the man of the letters. They
had written their romance in the war and
after it they found their happiness — never
forgetting those who had not come back,
each one now a star of glory in the nation's
firmament."
YOU have to take into consideration the
enormous part that the women of this
country did in helping to win the war.
You won't find one of them that didn't do
her part, as best she could. But only a
small part of them could go across, and we
have had lots of pictures telling the romances of the Red Cross nurses and the
French girls and all that sort of a thing,
but here is the romance of a girl who had
to stay on this side — until she couldn't stay
any longer :
" Before the war Doris Porter would have
been insulted to have been asked to write
to a man she had never seen. But now she
heard of a clean young fellow fighting in
France who knew no one outside of the
army and who was terribly lonely. Girls
everywhere were ' adopting ' soldiers to
cheer them up, and so Doris did.
strange ofthing,
love — and
stranger
still
this" Aloveborn
the strike.
It came
to them
unknown and grew stronger as Doris could
hear the shells screaming, picture the brave
Americans hurling themselves over the top
— only visualizations on her part, but the
wonderful things that you will see pictured
on the screen.
" And now Townsend has something more
to fight for — love. The boys by his side
were fighting for wives and mothers and
sweethearts and kiddies at home; Townsend fought for love of a woman who had
never seen him. It is a marvelous romance
that was born of trials and terrors — a story
that peace time could not have made.
" It's the love epic of the war — set against
a background of heroism."
WE believe that the exhibitor will be
successful in using a selling talk that
is built more directly on the creation that
Mr. Perret has achieved :
" Leonce Perret, who gave the screen

' Lafayette We Come,' built around the
statement of Gen. Pershing at the French
soldier's tomb, has again used the war as
a background for his master canvas-— the
story of a wonderful love of a girl for a
man who she had never seen — of a girl here
who wanted to do something to help win
the war and of a boy who was offering his
life over there.
" He has put the reflection of every action
in the hearts of the girl and the soldier.
These events will mean more to you now,
and your heart will swell with the wonderful tribute to those who brought Victory
to the banner of America and the Allies.
" It is not a picture merely of war's deeds,
but of Victory's soul."
THEN here are some shorter sentences
that don't go so far into the details of
the picture :
" She gave up everything, left home behind for a man she had never seen — a man
whom she had come to love for his letters.
And now she believed he lay dying in
France and no sacrifice was too great that
she might go to him — and there she found
the unknown love had become a most real
one.
" How he fought for her — for a woman he
had never seen. And how she had come to
love him, for when he fell wounded nothing
could keep her from France and his side.
It's a great woman story against the background of the war — an epic in love and
heroism that will never grow old.
" How patriotism cleanses the soul and
opens the heart! Here is one of the most
wonderful of romances — impossible in
peace. She wanted to help by writing to
this unknown soldier and he came to love
her and she him. Then he felt Death approaching and instead — SHE came.
" Here is a picture of a new nobility born
of the war. The story of the maid and the
soldier who loved though they had never
met, set against that background where men
risked their lives and women offered their
very souls is a tribute to every man who
fought over there — to every woman who suffered and worked over here. It's the sort
of picture that convinces us that it all was
not in vain."
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is begs the captain

V idory

•jho loves her to take her to France, at right, she hears the submarine -warning, at
captain as its victim

Loan

and

IF The Unknown Love " had been produced especially for the purpose of boostthe
have been
couldn't Exhibitors
Victor}ing
purpose.
that it
better fitted for Loan
who are going to show this during the campaign should immediately make arrangements with their local committee for the
fullest cooperation and you will get it, for
this film will help wonderfully in raising
your district's quota.
If you cannot show the committee the
picture in advance go to the members and
tell them that here is a film that is not a
mere war picture, but a production that
shows the meaning of Victory. Tell them
that it is a clear record of the patriotism
of the men who fought and the women who
worked over here — that it is a -wonderful
argument -why everyone should buy Victory
Bonds to their limit because it so vividly
portrays what they stand for — the meaning
of Victory as contrasted with mere War.
You should not have the slightest trouble in getting the fullest endorsement. It
may be that you can get a number of the
patriotic business men to contribute to additional advertising based on the showing
of this picture because of the help that it
will give the Victor}' Loan. This was done
many times in the case of Liberty Loan
showings.
We don't mean to try to get someone
else to pay for your regular advertising, but
for bigger, additional advertising that will
attract more to the theatre and bring in
more subscribers for the Loan.
FOR months yet the soldier boys will be
coming home from France and if your
community has a homecoming day or week
this picture will fit in mighty well there.
As a matter of fact it would be a good
plan for you to have a " Homecoming
Week" all of your own when you show
this one and announce that every man who
has been to France or in camp on this side
will be admitted free. Every one of those
boys will become a booster for the picture.
But in spite of what you may do along

Woman

s Appeal,

these lines we would suggest that the exhibitor send out a special letter to every
woman in his entire territory- Let it read
something like this :
" Leonce Perret, the master motion picture director, has given us the woman's side
of ^ ictory that came out of the great war in
" The Unknown Love,' in which Dolores
Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln are starred and
which will be shown at the Empire theatre
all next week.
" It is a story of a woman who saw the
struggle through the eyes of a man she had
never met, but whom she loved — the story
of a great love that made her leave all behind when he fell wounded in France — the
story of what Victory meant to one woman
and through her to all the women of the
world. Painted against the canvas of the
world conflict, it is a woman's epic — a picture that will live in every heart in which
there is love and the joy of life.
" We are not stopping to tell you of the
lavishness of the production and the thrills.
What we want most is to tell you, as a
woman, that here is a picture that will make
you glad for the part you had in bringing
Victory to the world."
display there should be
your lobby
INnothing
of the ordinary war display.
There may be a Victory display if you are
coupling this up with the Victory' Loan or
the Homecoming Week idea, but unless you
are trying to put over that sort of a wallop stay away from the tricks that have
been tried with so many war pictures.
You can get an interesting effect here
through borrowing a model of a handsome
woman from one of the department stores
and having her facing a curtained frame
with one hand about to draw the curtains
aside. On these have lettered the title of
the picture and then a huge question mark.
This will serve to arouse curiosity, especially on the part of the women to whom
you are making the special appeal. The
display should be fenced off so that it
would not be interfered with.

Both

shows the

Strong

Use pictures of the two stars and their
names prominently in your lobby.
AT

the same time we would avoid anything of the war setting in the presentation of the picture except the incidental music. We would use one of the old
time love songs just before the picture is
shown, for that carries- a suggestion that
love is eternal through the ages. " Love's
Old Sweet Song" is mighty hard to beat
here.

Titles throughout the picture are unusually suggestive of the picture. There is one
place where the negro band is seen playing
" Oh, Oh, Frenchy," and of course this
should be used there. Then with the title,
" Each Day Our Armies," " Over There "
should be brought in and then the chorus
repeated
with the close-up of the soldier
and his pipe.
There is still another scene where the
boys
Home"by
and a are
few singing
lines of "Home,
this can Sweet
be rendered
a quartet from behind scene or simply
played by the orchestra or organ.
On numerous occasions there are places
where bugle calls are used and once where
taps should be employed. We want to caution exhibitors against trying to reproduce
effects too strong during the fighting stuff.
We would a good deal rather get the cannonading effects with the dull rumble of
the drums and omit the louder matter.
With the exception of " Over There "
the only time that we would bring in patriotic music is with the showing of the tableau at the end. and here " Le Pere de la
Yictoire " or " The Battle Hymn of the
Republic " can be used. If you want to
avoid that touch altogether try " Pomp and
Circumstance."
You should try* to make your presentation of this picture a very high class one
and we suggest that comedy and high class
music of the more melodious sort — the old
songs the better — will make it all the more
enjoyable.
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New

Sees
Money
In
Joseph Franklin Poland Thinks, However, Magazine Writer Rates
Higher Than Scenarioist — Explains Reason for This
JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND, author
of many current screen stories, told a
representative of Motion Picture News
last week how he came to enter the picture
industry, after spending some time at fiction writing, and declared that he does and
does not regret deserting the fiction field for
the silent drama.
In explanation of this Mr. Poland said :
"I have made more money writing photoplays than I should have earned as a beginner in the magazine field. But I think
that the status of a fiction writer is higher
than that of a scenario writer. This may
be unfair, but it is unfortunately true. A
writer who has furnished dozens of plots
for the screen does not get anywhere near
the respect that is shown to a writer who
may have had two or three frivolous tales
printed in a magazine. Motion picture
companies are in a measure responsible for
this lack of respect shown to writers who
are giving their best efforts to the screen ;
some companies have an absolute veneration for the printed word, preferring to pay
high prices for a plotless magazine story
that will need reconstruction, rather than
to pay a fair price for an original synopsis,
written direct for the screen and teeming
with picture possibilities. Fortunately, this
day is passing. If it didn't pass — ."
"Well?
Would
something dreadful
?"
happen
"Well, it would simply drive every
screen-writer of the younger generation to
the fiction field. For, he would argue, he
could sell his stuff to the magazines, and
then, by holding on to the picture rights,
obtain much higher prices and better treatment from movie producers. Not only
that, but he would be less likely to exhaust
his plotting ability. No less an authority
than Rex Beach claims that nothing is a

Feature
Stories
greater test of invention than writing for
the movies, or more quickly depletes a
stock of ideas. A screen story of feature
length must have as much material as a
novel or play.
"This brings us to the most important
phase of writing for the screen to-day.
" The younger generation of writers of screen
features to-day are those who, like myself, are
trained writers — writers who, therefore, would
have taken to fiction if motion pictures had not
existed to invite us. And so we are sending our
brain-children to the screen direct, instead of to
the screen via the publishing house. We are
writing screen novels. And let me tell you, fervently, there is no harder work in the whole field
of writing ! When I write a motion picture feature, in detailed synopsis form, I have produced
a condensed novel or play with careful characterization, dramatic intensity, polished comedy-relief,
and logical development of climax and denouement ;all this must be combined with a perfect
idea of continuity and picture possibilities. Now
— contrary to the statements of disgruntled
writers
' flivvered
it is easyTheenough
to
sell who
such have
a story
when '— written.
real
difficulty is in turning out a sufficient number of
such photoplays to earn a good income, with the
prices that manufacturers are at present offering.
" Thisa brings
us to ourcannot
point.turnWith
prices,
screen novelist
out present
enough
stories that will measure up to the standard
above described to make a good income. The
consequence is that he must either let the quality slump while he turns out work in greater
quantities — and this happens, mostly — or, if he
has fictional ability, turn back to the magazine
field. Now, most companies are comine to realize that to-day is the day of the man who is
writing direct for the screen. With the ' special
production
' coming
dailyhave
into bigger,
greater finer
favor,screen
they
perceive that
they must
material than they can obtain from ' recontructed fiction
' turnstories
flimsy novelist.
structure. And
so they smust
to theof screen
"
He
is
to
be
found
in
increasing
The screen has developed him in the lastnumbers.
two or
three years. He has a plot ability that has never
been surpassed, combined with the power of
visualization and a fine sense of continuity. Has
he been developed merely to be discouraged, so
that he may turn to other fields and enrich them
with the genius that he offers to the screen?
Or will motion picture producers dignify him by
calling him an Author, and by paying him prices
that will show the laborer worthy of his hire?
It is in the hands of the producers whether or
not screen material will remain, in most instances, are-hash of mediocre books and plays
that have failed on the stage — or whether the
day of real and distinctive screen literature is to
dawn, to the great benefit of the whole industry.
If there is to be anything that will cinch the
claim of the movies to permanence it will be a
screen literature that will make the other Arts
cease to sneer."

Briggs Comedies
to Famous
Players- Lasky
Plunket, in a letter to Mr. Yokel last week,
THE new Briggs Comedies which made
their premier at the Strand Theatre
said : "The Briggs comedy, 'When a Feller
some weeks and ago are reported to have
Needs a Friend,' is in my estimation one
of the most delightful comedies of its kind
registered very heavily, have been conI have seen. It is so distinctly different
tracted byFamous Players-Lasky Corporation for world distribution.
from the comedies we have been running
Alex Yokel, vice-president and general
that it is giving our audiences a refreshmanager of Briggs Pictures, Inc., is said
ing change and won over big. I congratto have had six contracts from the various
ulate you and Mr. Briggs on these splendid
large distributing organizations offering
pictures, and hope for your continued suchim attractive terms for the handling of
Briggs Pictures for Paramount release
these pictures, all of which he turned down
will be prepared in various series, under
in favor of the Famous Players-Lasky
offer.
the titles, "When a Feller Needs a Friend,"
Briggs Pictures, Inc., will turn over to
"The
cess."Days of Real Sport," "Married Life,"
"Somebody's Always Taking the Joy Out
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
of Life" and "Aint It a Grand and Glorious
one one-reel comedy a week for distribution. Several special releases, running
They are staged under the direction of
three reels in length, are also under conFeeling."
sideration.
John
J. Harvey, the well known director,
the scenarios being written by Clare A.
The Excel Studio in Yonkers, has been
Briggs himself. Each film will be complete
leased by the producers.
in itself. Bert C. Carver has been engaged
Several of the Briggs pictures, already
shown at the Strand Theatre, proved big as technical director, and W. A. Hutchinson as cameraman.
attractions. Managing Director Joseph L.

Drama by Augustus
in
Thomas Now
Production
A new drama on a vital theme in American life, written by Augustus Thomas,
went into production this week at the Biograph studios. The title and theme of this
drama is being kept a secret, for the present, but Mr. Thomas and Harry Raver, his
producer, have admitted that the story possesses asociological interest, and that its
dealing with a problem now holding -world
attention is certain to carry a strong aprect. peal to the public. Leah Baird will star
in this feature and George Irving will diA serialization of the drama by Mr.
Thomas, will be run in not less than 100
daily papers throughout the country, it is
said, and this is believed to be the first
time in picture history that the story of a
feature will be published by a chain of
newspapers in advance of the first release.

Hodkinson

Holds Showing
on Baird Picture
What is said to have been one of the
most largely attended trade showings ever
held in New York, was that of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation on the roof top
of the Marcus Loew New York Theatre on
April 18th, when " As a Man Thinks " was
shown to no less than four hundred of the
most important exhibitors of the metropolitan district. This showing was with a twentypiece orchestra. This initial presentation
was made noteworthy by the attendance of
Producer Raver, Augustus Thomas, the
author, Leah Baird, the star, and George
Irving, the director. A private Sunday
showing was also held at Pittsburgh at the
Liberty Theatre.
Other trade showings are being held this
week in Chicago, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Cleveland,
Dallas, Seattle, Atlanta and Detroit.
DuBrey and Rich Appear
with Farnum Again
Clare DuBrey and Irene Rich will again
be seen as rivals in a romance of love and
hate, when "The Harvest of Shame" is
released as a United Production.
This is said to be Dustan Farnum's best
production to date and will afford him a
chance to appear in evening dress in the
first part of the picture.
The play and scenario are by Thos. J.
Geraghty. The cast includes Lois Wilson,
Dorothy Wallace, Aggie Herring, Joseph
Dowling, Wedgwood Nowell, J. Barney
Sherry, Charles K. French, Harry Van
Meter, Bert Appling and Betty Bouton.
T. M. Heffron is director.
Appears with Farnum
Aggie Herring, who played the onelegged woman in "A Man In the Open,"
will again appear in support of Dustin
Farnum in " The Harvest of Shame." She
will enact the comedy role of Mrs. Murphy, the cook. Aggie Herring is one of
the most versatile character women in
pictures.
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Lefty Flynn, June Caprice, Albert Capellani, Zena Keefe and Creighton H ale are responsible for " Oh, Boy," a Pathe picture from the musical comedy
Frank

Lloyd Signs with
Goldwyn
Frank Lloyd, one of the oldest and at
once one of the youngest directors in motion pictures, known to every exhibitor
throughout the country, has signed a contract with the Goldwyn Picture Corporation, and will begin work soon on a new
Rex Beach production for Goldwyn. Years
of successful picture production and startling effectiveness in the presentation of the
screen drama have put Frank Lloyd, not
yet thirty-one years old, at the very top
of his profession, it is declared. By competent critics he*is considered, it is said,
the foremost dramatic director, both in the
United States and Europe. He made his
own adaptation of "Les Miserables" and
"A Tale of Two Cities." In these pictures,
the Bastille, of which he could find no satisfactory picture extant, was recreated.
Other pictures made by Mr. Lloyd, and
familiar to those who have followed productions, are "The Price of Silence,"
"American Methods," 'When a Man Sees
Red," "Riders of the Purple Sage," and
"The Rainbow Trail."
Mildred
Considine Joins
Pickford Force
Mildred Considine, scenario writer, arrived in Los Angeles recently to become
Mary Pickford's scenarioist. Having
assisted in the titling of "Daddy Long
Legs," she is now working on an original
story, the idea for which was supplied by
Miss Pickford.
Miss Considine has furnished most of
the well-known stars with stories and recently sold an original one to Goldwyn for
Madge Kennedy.
New MacLaren Film
While Mary MacLaren was spending a
brief vacation at her home following the
completion of her most recent Universal
production, "Prairie Gold," written by Sinclair Lewis, and while Tod Browning was
cutting and editing the negative, Paul
Powell was going over the script submitted for the star's next picture. "The
Weaker Vessel" is the title the script novf
bears. It is adapted from an original story
by Elmer Ellsworth of the Universal authorial staff.

"Cry of the Weak"
Hailed
as Big
H. O. Graham,
Branch Success
Manager at
FANNIE WARD'S declaration before
Omaha,
also
writes:
she sailed fdr Europe that in "The Cry
"I had the pleasure of screening 'The Cry
of the Weak," she found her greatest dramatic medium and has done the biggest
of the Week " at Lincoln. I consider it a
emotional work of her entire career, is release of actual super-feature quality; in
fact it is almost as strong a picture in every
being supported by the judgment of competent authorities. The private showings in respect as 'Common Clay.' It is one of the
the Pathe Exchanges have been productive
very best pictures ever released and where
of the warmest praise.
a man has played 'Common Clay,' this picC. W. Stombaugh, of the Minneapolis
ture shouldofclean
up for him."
Several
the branch
managers, reading
branch, writes :
of
the
criticism
of
pictures
by Police Com"Personally I considered it a wonderful
picture and I can think of no possible critmissioner O'Grady, of New York, have deicism on it. My wife, who saw it with me,
clared the picture to be one hundred per
said that she thought it was a better pic- cent, perfect. The feature has no sex problem, no attempt at assault and none of the
ture than 'Common Clay' and everyone who
saw it thought it was a wonderful probestial
things
of lust
"passion that are
sometimes
shown
and and
suggested.
duction."
Hampton's
Next Production
a ofDesert
It is the story
a white officerStory
who has
THE desert always has a certain fascinaleft
his
own
army
under
a cloud and who
tion in the weaving of stories of myshas organized a band of marauders to prey
tery, intrigue and love. For that reason
upon the caravans of the desert. He had
Jesse D. Hampton, of the Jesse D. Hampton Productions, seeking to keep in touch
made himself up to look like one of the natives and speaks their language fluently.
with the wishes of the public, selected " The
Man Who Turned White," a story of the It is through a white girl captive that his
secret becomes known, and when the great
Sahara, as the first one for his new star,
love grows between them she learns the
H. B. Warner. This picture will be retrue story of his life and brings him back
leased by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual.
once more to civilization.
The story originally was written by F.
McGrew Willis and was adapted for the
screen by George Elwood Jenks. It is
written faithfully to the life of the roving
bands of the desert. It is said to contain
exciting action, unusual suspense and a
wealth of scenery, sets and costumes, not
to speak of the hundreds of people who appear. Playing oposite Warner is Barbara
Castleton, who went west for the first time
to appear in this production. She has been
a star in her own right in the east.

H. B. Warner in the Jess Hampton production, "The Man Whothrough
Turned Exhibitors-Mutual
White," released
by Robertson-Cole

Agnes
Johnston
Joins
Another member
has been
added Ince
to the
Ince scenario staff, already recognized as
one of the largest and most capable group
of writers in the motion picture industry, in
the person of Agnes Christine Johnston.
Her latest work was the writing of the
continuity for Mary Pickford's picture,
" Daddy Long Legs." Besides her work as
a continuity writer she has to her credit a
long list of original stories.
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Bennison's

Next

"The Road Called Straight," Star's
Latest Production, to Be Released yiay ii
promising exhibitors
is
GOLDWYN
everywhere that the aggregate of their
success with Louis Bennison's first three
star series productions, made by Betzwood
Film Company, and released through Goldwyn, will be exceeded with " The Road
Called Straight," the star's newest production, released May 11.
The producers of this picture set great
store by what they call the fulfillment of
the Bennison promise. In three previous
features, "Oh, Johnny!" "Sandy Burke
of the U-Bar-U " and " Speedy Meade,"
the young cowboy star, has given visible
evidence that a new screen luminary was in
the making; in the fourth he is made, it is
said. As Al Boyd, uncouth but lovable master of a great Western cattle ranch, who
beats at their own game the scheming
father and fiance of the girl he loves.
Bennison stands revealed as a screen actor without a superior in similar roles.
This, coupled with an unusual story, splendid photography, unerring direction, capable titling and many novelties of setting
and situation, insures, in the opinion of the
producers, a picture wholly worth while.
Big first runs now are being booked for
" The Road Called Straight," it is said,
and reports from Goldwyn's twenty exchanges throughout the country show that
exhibitors have arrived at the realization
that in Louis .Bennison they have a
" box-office star " — one whose increasing
popularity insures a bigger return with
each successive appearance.
" The Feature," written by Wilson Bayley, author of Bennison's first motion picture, "Oh, Johnny ! " and directed by Ira
M. Lowry, tells an unhackneyed story of
love and luck that rings true. Al Boyd
owns the biggest herd on the Little -Butte

Called

Success

Picture

Dinner

News

to Boys Out

of Service
Four different branches of the service
were
represented
last four
of Metro's
boys to
return to inthetheoffice,
including
light
Field Artillery, Infantry, Naval Aviation,
and the regular Navy.
The occasion of the discharge of the last
man was observed by a novel dinner
which was tendered to the boys by the
Metro
taurant. officials at a popular Broadway resOne of the four boys was fortunate to
get overseas. He is Pvt. 1st CI. Herbert
Kaufman,
who went across with the 52nd
Pioneer Infantry.
The other fellows are Corporal William Theall, of the 307th Field Artillery.
John Joseph Bowen, who enlisted in the
Navy at Pelham Bay, but was afterwards
transferred to the Marine Basin, and Robert Ellsworth, who enlisted as second-class
seamon at Pelham Bay, but was transferred to the Naval Aviation branch.

Betzwood Film Company presents Louis Bennison in " The Road Goldwyn
Called Straight," through
range. Robert Swiftmore, one of the chief
figures in a big Eastern packers' trust,
makes up his mind to have Boyd's cattle at
a profitable price. Boyd is wary and declines to correspond with Swiftmore on the
subject; Swiftmore, curious, goes to the
Boyd ranch to face the owner.
Combining pleasure with his business, the
packing king takes with him on the trip his
daughter, Betty, and the man she loves,
Harrison Stevens. From that on the romance develops fast and furious.
Supporting Bennison in the feature is an
unusually capable cast beaded by Ormi
Hawley. Henry Mortimer plays a difficulty
role. Burton Churchill and Jane Adler play
character parts, and the comedy is handled
by John Daly Murphy.

Dragon Room
Shown in "The father
Red— against
Lantern"
an unkind
A REPRODUCTION" of the famous Anglo-Saxon
fate.
" Dragon Room " — the Emperor's
throne room in old Pekin — will be one of
Besides enacting the role of Mahlee,
the many scenic marvels of the colossal
Nazimova does that of Blanche Sackville,
Nazimova production, " The Red Lantern."
natural
daughter
Mahlee's
In fact, this screen version of Edith
father. This
part, of
so unlike
that English
of the
Eurasian girl, is a veritable transformation
Wherry's famous novel, in which Nazimova is presented by Richard A. Rowland
in make-up and emotional range. As Mahand Maxwell Karger, sets a new mark in
lee, Nazimova is darkly oriental ; as
lavish picturesque embellishment for the
Blanche Sackville she is a blonde — stately
superb dramatic art of the Russian star.
and aristocratic.
The Dragon Room is said to be reproduced to the last detail, with its massive
onyx pillars ; its carved throne inlaid with
Normand Duplicates Hit
precious stones : its hand-wrought filigree
and dragons and all the sumptuousness
Mabel Normand's new Goldwyn picture,
now nearing completion at the Culver City
that surrounded the yellow monarchs of
the Manchu dynasty before their overthrow
Studios, has the title " When Doctors Disand the establishment of a republic in the
agree." It is a small town farcical romance, in which her new director, Victor
ancient land of the mongols.
While the scenic environment of the
Schertzinger, excels, and the comedienne
Nazimova production is the last word in is said to give every promise of duplicatartistry, the story itself is one that stands
successTheof cast
" Sis includes
Hopkins Walter
" and
" Theing the
Pest."
out in bold relief from the beautiful backHiers, George Nichols, Fritzie Ridgeway,
ground. Itis the story of a girl's struggle
William Buckley, James Gordon and Alec
—an Eurasian girl, Mahlee, in whom runs
B. Francis.
the blood of a Chinese mother and an

" Daddy Long Legs " Is
Neilan's Latest
" It is the best picture I have ever made
and I consider it is Mary Pickford's best
This is the opinion of Director Marshal
Neilan after reviewing a completed studio
endeavor."
print of " Daddy Long Legs," first of Miss
Pickford's special feature attractions to be
distributed
by First National Exhibitors'
Circuit.
Miss Pickford has the role of Judy, the
" orphant " girl who is taken from the
children's home by a wealthy man and sent
to " a boarding school for young ladies."
The only condition upon which this philanthropy is bestowed is that he remain unknown to Judy. This is the beginning of a
romance which develops from a ridiculous
homage int9 a serious attack of " heart
trouble" both for Judy and the mysterious
benefactor whom she addresses, in her
letters on personal conduct, as " Daddy
Lons: Lees."
Prominent Cast in Next
Lewis Feature
" The Gulf Between," Mitchell Lewis'
latest production, produced by Select Pictures, will bring Mr. Lewis on the screen
for the third time as a Select star, his two
other attractions being " Code of the
Yukon " and " Children of Banishment."
Mr. Lewis is said to have gained a national
following as an actor of rugged northern
and western types, and his coming attraction will introduce him again in one of his
favorite portrayals.
Several actors of national prominence
are listed among the members of Mr.
Lewis' company. They are Murdock MacQuarrie, Fritzi Brunette, Capt. C K. Van
Auker, Edward Hearn, Nelson MacDowell
and others, to be announced at a later date.
Norval MacGregor, who directed Mr.
Lewis' current Select attraction, " Children
of Banishment," is directing the forthcoming production.
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Special

Win.

S.

Hart

BILL HART has been seen as so many
different kinds of a " bad man " that if
we were playing this picture we would
make it plain that instead of being chased
by the sheriff here he is taking the law into
his own hands and foiling the shrewdest
of crooks.
Of course people are looking for the action interest in Hart pictures and there is
no lack of it here and the mere fact that
his role is the reverse of the usual is
likely to increase the desire to see " The
Money inCorral.'"
thing
worthis
keeping
mind is Another
that the live
interest
stronger from the start than in most of
his pictures and then you have a chance
to refer to him " in society."
Another point to feature is that Hart
wrote this story himself. You will probably be able to plant a good newspaper
story around that fact. You know that this
actor has for some time been largely responsible for the direction of his own pictures but now he is branching out as a
regular motion picture writer. It will interest every one of his admirers. And
promise your patrons that it is a sure
enough, red blooded story.
THIS is the way it runs: Lem Beason
is refused permission by the ranch
owner to attend the rodeo and shooting
match and answers by quitting the job
and going anyhow. Here we have some
fine western stuff and then the revolver test
in which one of the other cracks breaks
the record held by Lem's father, but Lem
steps in and wins the championship back
for himself — with his father's gun. Which
gives a good line-:

m

Service

Section

"Tke

on

Money

" He could shoot the date out of a
Gregor}' Collins, millionaire Chicago railroad ow_ner, and his daughter are witnesses
dime."
of the feat and as Collins has just received
a telegram that his Chicago vault has been
robbed for the second time he offers Lem
a job as guard. But none of the city for
Lem and he turns it down, much to the regret of the daughter who declares that
" he'd be such fun " for her society
friends.
But as he is strolling away he comes on
a fleeing pet dog and rescues it much to the
delight of Rose, the beautiful poor relation
of the Collins. As he expresses it she's
" something new in girls, and easy to look
at." So after she has returned to the
private car he changes his mind just in time
to make the observation platform and announces to the railroad magnate that he
has accepted the job.
THIS vault that he is chosen to guard
he names
mone}-concealed
corral " in
andeach
on
his first
rounds thehe " finds
time punch a threat that he will be killed
if he is there " on the sixteenth." But
threats do not disturb him and he stays
on. Then Bruler, one of the trusted employes of Collins and who is evidently the
head of the gang of robbers, decides that
it is better to get rid of the westerner
some other way and sends him to a dive to
look for a " Mr. Thompson." There a
" frame up " is staged and Beason, thinking that he is rescuing a pretty girl, who
is really " Chicago Kate " starts a fight
which results in his cleaning up the place

Corral

and incidentally dropping two of the gang
off the fire escape.
Then he makes his reappearance with
the announcement that " I had an appointment with Mr. Thompson and I also came
back
which arrive
had been
lifted after
from my
him.watch
The" —police
and
take him
to the israilroad
there
the matter
dropped.man's home and

proandforshehaving
danceplan
givingouta her
JANET ceedsisto carry
ainterferes
lot of funwithat Lem's
expense
a protest
only when
to be Rose
told
by hercauserich
cousin
"You're
only
here
befather is sorry for you. You ought
to know that." This is too much for the
girl who is constantly being taunted by
her cousin and this leads her and Beason
to come to an understanding of their love
for each other. Both are tired of this life
and they decide that it is the west for
theirs.
The next day Lem goes to Collins to quit,
just after the magnate has entrusted Bruler with very valuable papers to be placed
in the safe. Lem refuses to remain on the
job and gets a sneering laugh from Bruler.
As he leaves he feels the bank keys still
in his pocket and at the same time remembers that this is the sixteenth, the day that
he was threatened with being killed. So he
determines that he will do a little further
investigating before he takes the train.
SO

important are the papers and so
watchful is Collins that he has had installed in his home a register so that the
rounds of the watchman can be recorded.
There is a dramatic moment as he watches

After BilL rescues "the lady in distress" at the left, he's in distress with the society women at the right, but at home in center guarding
the " money corral "
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Two of the dramatic scenes with his pretty women players, and in the center he
on the sofa with his arm around Rose,
these, but at this very time Bruler and his
her cousin holding his other hand, and the
gang have overpowered the new watchman
railroad president and his wife at the back:
and are making the rounds. But Lem is
on the job, too, and just as they get the
" Yes, this is Bill Hart right in the midst
safe open there comes the command " Stand
of happiness. It's a far cry from the sage
still and reach for the sky." Two of the
brush and prairies of the wild west, but,
gang are shot and Bruler locked in the
believe us, Bill had to do a lot of his very
safe.
best sort of fighting before he won this
In the meantime opening of the safe sets
sets off the alarm in Collins' home and he
rushes to the office to find Lem on guard.
reward." when we come down to the main
BUT
Beeson then opens the safe, drags out Bruselling argument, on the one the punch
should be put over strong together with
ler and introduces him as " Mr. Thompall of the heart appeal that you can get
Then comes a fine ranch in the west as
son."
into the display. Let's look over this one:
a reward and happiness for Lem and Rose.
" Lem Beason could shoot the date out
IF you still have laying around the theatre
of a dime. And when the railroad president who was beset by a gang of thieves
that old "two gun" cut of Bill Hart,
lock it up safely before you start in to
saw Lem win the championship of Montana, he saw just the man that he wanted.
exploit this picture, so that you will be sure
not to use it. It is distinctly unfair to this
The
only trouble was that Lem didn't want
the job.
producion o give it simply an ordinary play.
" But when he saw a girl ' who was good
And it doesn't matter who the star is
and how great his drawing power, the
to look at ' and found she was a member
theatre manager is not acting squarely by of the railroad man's party he changed his
mind. Then his troubles started when he
the player or by his house when he expects
merely label advertising with the name of took charge of the ' money corral ' in Chithe star and the title to put the production
cago.
over for him. Every day your patrons are
" He cleaned up the toughest joint in the
town, but then they led him into the midst
coming to want to know more and more
of a society dance and he was too scared to
about
them. "the goods" that you are offering
draw a gun or run. They laughed at him
Of course the action centers around the
and he didn't know what to do until the
girl came to his rescue. Then he bolted,
big scene at the vault at the end, and we
would suggest using one showing Hart
quit the job.
" but he remembered that this was the
with gun in hand before the door, which
we have illustrated in the center of one
sixteenth and that the crooks had threatened to kill the vault guardian that night.
of these panels.
Of
course
they didn't and when the bank
YOU have an opportunity here to bring
president offered him any reward in his
the lighter side of the picture in as well
power— well, what do you think he asked
if you will employ sufficient space 'in your
advertising. Use the picture we have suggested for the main display, and then at "LT ERE'S another one that tells the people
the lower part of the display the scene
that it's a " different " picture, without
for? " that badly tired word :
showing Bill seated on a sofa with a couple
using
of society girls on either side of him.
"They've grabbed Bill Hart off of bis
Then under this the caption :
own West. Along came a railroad president and saw him shoot the date off a dime.
" Gee, they've got Bill Hart in society —
but it is only for a moment, for, as he says
Chicago needed him. Bill didn't think so
in the picture, he was ' too weak to fight until he saw
" But he went— and WHAT DID HE DO
"
orOrrun.'
then you can use another scene that
IN" He
CHICAGO?"
we have reproduced, where Hart is seated
got all mixed up with tall buildings
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"scared to death" at the dance
and had to ride on trolley cars. He hadn't
left the ' six gun ' at home, and it came in
mighty handy.
" Night after night he waited around the
bank, but the robbers he was looking for
didn't come and then he was lured to a
dance hall dive. He went to the rescue of
' a lady in distress.' He didn't know that
it was ' framed ' on him, but he cleaned up
the place in true Western fashion.
"That night the police reports said: 'He's
just about cleaned up the Chicago underworld,' and they appreciated his work so
well that instead of sending him to jail they
took him to his millionaire employer.
"But, Oh, Bill! They shoved him out
on the ballroom floor in the midst of a
bunch
of society
Janesor and
he Itdidn't
have
nerve enough
to run
fight.
was back
to the prairies for him.
" Then he remembered that this was the
night the crooks had promised to kill him,
and he was too much of a regular fellow
not to give them a chance. He landed the
bunch — and a ranch in Montana — and some
one to cook for him.
" That's what Bill did in Chicago."
worthonewhile.
With
THAT
is long,
but the
we combination
believe it's
cut arrangement that we have suggested, it
could be very nicely used in ten inches,
across three columns. But here are a few
shorter ones:
" Threats and thugs couldn't weaken Bill
in his determination to guard the vault of
wealth, but he couldn't stand for the teasing of the society women. So he set about
to flee back to his own west — -until he remembered that was the day the crooks had
threatened to kill him. Can vou guess what
Names
he " did
then?of "towns don't mean anything to
Bill Hart; he can fight as well in the cities
as on the prairies. You've seen him clean
up about all the ' bad men ' in the wild
West; now come and see the way he takes
the safe robbers into camp in Chicago."
" If he can love like he can fight — well,
you know how Bill Hart fights. This time
he cleans up a Chicago dive and then captures the cleverest of safe-robbers.
"You know already how Bill can fight.
Come and see this one and see how Bill
can LOVE."
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At left he captures the leader of the crooks, and at right his reward.

Love

Element

Will

LET'S have one lobby display here on a
Hart picture without the wild west
stuff in it. You will find that you can
arouse a lot of curiosity by making the appeal largely along the love lines. Of course
it is nothing new for Bill or any other
screen hero to marry the girl in the end,
but here the element of romance is particularly strong.
On one of the three sheets you will find
the figure of Hart with a gun in his hand,
but pointed toward the ground, his attitude
somewhat listless and half a smile on his
face. Your artist can supply the rest of
the figure. Then to the right of this figure
have
with anda "arrow
six-shooter
insteadCupid,
of the armed
usual bow
pointed'"
at Hart. Then underneath it run the line,
prominently :
" Somebody's got Bill Hart covered for
keeps at last."
This should be the central decoration of
the lobby and the rest can be carried out
effectively with a large number of red
hearts hanging from the ceiling. Xow if
you w_ant to adorn these be careful of the
picture of the girl that you use. There are
two girls shown in the paper, but neither
of these is the girl with whom Bill is in
love. However, there is one of the stills
which shows Jane Xovak in his arms with
her face upturned and an appealing expres ion. Acut-out of this pasted on some
of the red hearts and his head on the others
will vary the display.
SINCE " The Money Corral " was showrn
at the Rialto theatre during anniversary week and special unpublished music
was used for the larger part of it, including
the theme, we are unable to pass along
those suggestions here. However there is
so much of this action that it will largely
have to be descriptive music to conform.
We would suggest as the theme " Mighty
Like a Rose," since that happens to fit in
with the name of the girl. This can be

Attract

FOR

THE

Bill's a regular "family man " in the center

Attention
BOYS

by
simpleattraplan
RE isyou a can
THEwhich
ct unusual attention of the younger
generation,
and through
them,
their
parents
to " The
One
of
the
results
of
the
war has
Money Trail."
been for the various patriotic organizations, especially the Boy Scouts,
to encourage target shooting. The
shooting galleries, which had died
out to a considerable extent, have
now sprung up in most communities and many of these have the
small pasteboard targets on which
to record individual marksmanship.
Anyway, it will cost a very small
amount to have some of these
printed with the advertising of the
picture on the back. Then offer to
give a picture of Wm. S. Hart to
every boy under a certain age who
makes a certain
score- get
It'll you
attracta
attention
and probably
newspaper story.
And there's not a boy in the world
who doesn't
want a picture of Bill
Hart
all for himself.
rendered as a solo immediately before the
screening and then this should be introduced by the orchestra or organ when the
girl comes on the screen for the first time.
It should be played as a violin solo when
the yiolinist is seen on the screen and then
with the full orchestra when the girl and
Hart go into the library.
Naturally the jazz music effects in the
duve dance hall and the orchestra at the
society7 dance will be carried out with appropriate music. Where the title comes in
saying that Hart is too weak to run or
fight you can get a laugh by using just
enough of " If He Can Fight Like He Can
Love " to earn- the action. Another clever
musical effect can be introduced at the
point where Hart announces to the crooks

to the

Lobby

that he has come back after his watch when
" When You Come Back " should be
played with a burlesque touch. Still another element of comedy can be introduced
when Bill pulls Bruler out of the safe and
here the orchestra can use " After the
Ball " of Tosti's " Goodbye,'"' the latter
burlesqued.
THERE
all elements
in thisis soenough
that of
youalmost
can arrange
the
balance of your program with a free hand.
There are mighty few exteriors here so that
anything in the way of a scenic will not.
conflict. But to have the bill a fast moving one all the way through we would advise a slap-stick comedy or at least one
with plenty of action to it.
For the same reasons the appeal on this
picture should be made general all the way
through and that is all the more reason
why, as we advised you from the start,
that you should get away from the " two
gun " angle and make everyone who likes
good pictures with interesting stories and
competent acting come to see this one. Because it will have an unusual appeal to
women, it would be a good plan to play
especial attention to developing your matinee business. There isn't the slightest
hint of any of the sex stuff here and the
children
the
story. will understand ez'ery portion of
YOU have
talks, too,
the members of theselling
supporting
cast. in There
are
three popular actresses included.
Jane Novak, one of the most beautiful
of the younger school, is the leading woman. She has appeared with Charles Ray
and many of the other stars and doubtless
has a considerable following in your section.
Rhea Mitchell has the role of the millionaire's daughter. She is well known
from the days of American films while
Patricia Palmer, an unusually pretty girl is
seen as the girl in the underworld dance
hall.
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Elsie Ferguson is presented by Artcraft in
" Eyes of the Soul "
Salvation Army Picture
Excites Attention
Charles E. Whittaker, who has been responsible for the original stories or the
adaptations of many Paramount and Artcraft pictures, is the author and Edward
Jose was the director of " Fires of Faith,"
the big special production made by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in co-operation with the Salvation Army, which is
shortly to be released. Beulah Marie Dix
prepared the scenario. In some of the
scenes filmed in California nearly a thousand people were used and the effects obtained are said to be astonishingly realistic.
Three cameramen worked on the production. C. Edward Shoenbaum and Alvin
Wyckoff photographing the exteriors in
California and Hal Young doing the interior work in New York.
Legislature Adjourns to See
Picture
The Montana State Legislature adjourned
for a few hours recently in order that the
Salons, the attaches of both Houses, the
stenographers, clerks, and everybody could
attend the " picture show " as the guests of
Senator John C. Kinney. The production
shown was " The Light of Western Stars,"
a United Picture Theatres production featuring Dustin Farnum.
The reason Senator Kinney bought out
a Helena, Mont., theatre for the Legislative members is that the drama was- enacted
on his ranch, and also because he played a
minor part in the picture.
Another

Ingenue

Joins

Thomas Ince •
Miss Jane "Snooksie" Taylor the young
singing ingenue now appearing in the
Strand Roof Revue in New York, has tyeen
signed for a number of pictures by Thomas
Ince and will begin work under his' direction when her contract with the Roof management expires.

Joseph F. Dowling, who appears in " The Harof Shame,"
supportandof Maggie
Dustin Mitchell,
Farnum,
playedvest with
Booth,in Barrett
and once toured England as star of his company.
A private view of Cecil B. DeMille's new Artcraft
special,
" For
Better,
For Worse,"given
by
Edgar
Selwyndozen
and
Jeanie
Macpherson,
for a half
officials
and others was
the other
night at the Lasky studio.
" A Nameless Story " is the working title of
a five-part
starring
Frank Keenan,
on
which
Frankdrama,
Keenan
Productions,
Inc., has
started work at the Robert Brunton studios, Los
Angeles.
A wealth of screen entertainment is said to be
provided iri the Paramount-Bray Pictograph, release of April 20, which contains three of the
most novel and entertaining subjects seen in
some time.
Helene Chadwick, the ingenue who has recently been playing opposite Douglas Fairbanks,
title role of "produced
Caleb Piper's
Girl,"
ainterprets
five-actthecomedy-drama
by Astra,
which will be released by Pathe on May 18.
Having completed eight successive Paramount
pictures withEnid
hardly
a moment's
rest H.
between
productions,
Bennett,
the Thomas
Ince
star, has decided to take a rest and has started
on
a tour of the beauty spots of Southern California.
An exact reproduction of a portion of Caliat San
Quentin, near
Francisco,fornia'swaspenitentiary
erected
at Universal
City San
for
use
in
several
scenes
from
Priscilla
Dean's
next
Universal attraction, written by Bayard Veiller
and bearing the temporary title of " The ChatIn connection with Vitagraph's release of its
terbox."
latest Corinne Griffith picture, " The Unknown
Quantity,"
whichits isexhibitors
an O. Henry
Vitagraph is urging
to take story,
full advantage
of
the
value
of
O.
Henry's
name
by
playing
up the author in their exploitation of the picture.
" A story of much charm, unusual beauty,
great tenderness and high romanticality," is what
the Los Angeles Times called " A Midnight
Romance," released by First National and starring Anitatheatre,
Stewart,where
when it itranopened
Tally's31
Broadway
from at
March
to April 6.
Tsuru Aoki, the Hon. Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa,
is again seen in a featured part with her Hon.
Husband
in "Haworth
The Courageous
Coward," produced by the
Pictures Corporation
and
released by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors
Mutual.
What is said to be a most unusual character
and one that has never before been seen in a
motion picture drama is that enacted by Jack
Mac Donald in " The Boomerang," a Pioneer
Production.
Nazimova will delineate three personalities in
" The Red Lantern," her newest production, following "Eye for Eye," " Ception Shoals " and
" Toys of Fate."
Allan Edwards has been engaged by World
Pictures to take the place of Arthur Ashley as
leading man for June Elvidge in her new feaSocial Pirate,"
now in
courseture, "The
of production
with which
Dell isHenderson
directing.
An old-fashioned ferry across a narrow river
supplies much of the novelty in " The Pest,"
newest of Mabel Normand's Goldwyn pictures.
An illustration of the fidelity to detail and
the great care used in producing " The Jungle
Trail,"
stupendous
jungle pictureof
starring the
William
Farnum, African
is the introduction
wild lions, tigers and other jungle beasts in
their native haunts.
Scenes golf
showing
Travers andin Douglas,
the wellknown
professionals,
a championship
match, are an interesting feature of " The Amateur Liar,"20.the Paramount-Drew comedy released
on April
One of
moments Attraction,
in " Virtuous
Men,"
the thefirstspectacular
the launching
ofRalph
one ofIncetheFilm
biggest Americanis
ships made in the past year.
Some big scenes are promised in the new
Broadwest
Gloaming."
For
the
purposeproduction,
of obtaining" Inthethecorrect
atmosphere
for several exterior and interior scenes, it was
necessary to procure the use of a liner.
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Tom Moore's most recent Goldwyn production
is called " One of the Finest "
Dalton in New York to
Make Feature
Dorothy
H. Ince's
Paramount star,Dalton,
reached Thomas
New York
Tuesday.
Mr. Ince sent Miss Dalton to New York
to do what, it is said, will be the most sensational picture of her career.
The new feature is to be a de luxe production, it is said, and will have as locales
New York and Paris. It is to be highly
dramatic, dealing with the Apaches of the
French capital and with people in the
higher strata of both cities.
The story was written by an author heretofore unknown, who has since been added
to the Ince scenario staff. She is Adele
Buffington, formerly a ticket seller at the
California Theatre, Los Angeles. The
story was adapted hy John Lynch and scenarized by R. Cecil Smith.
Pathe Exploitation

on

"Topics of Day"
Following the announcement that, beginning May 4 Pathe Exchange, Inc., will release weekly "Topics of the Day," selected
from the press of the world by the Literary Digest, and produced by Timely Film
Production Co., the Funk & Wagnalls Co.
come forward with another imposing detail
in their national campaign of motion and
publicity. A daily newspaper campaign is
being planned, it is said, which will appear
in the most important of the 4,000 newspapers to be utilized to carry the heading,
"Two Million Twinkling Eyes." It will exploit the periodical and set forward the
screen series as an important feature.
Lillian Hall Signs with Fox
Lillian Hall has signed with William Fox
to play the ingenue lead opposite Evelyn
Nesbit in her latest Fox picture now being
produced
at Fox's
Fort Lee
the direction
of Keenan
Buel.studio
Miss under
Hal!
completed recently, engagements with Taylor Holmes as leading woman in "Taxi"
and as lead for Johnnie Dooley in "The
Office Force."
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EXHIBITORS who are going to show
Lila Lee in " Rustling a Bride " will do
well to give the romantic turns of the story
a good play, but they should not forget the
comedy angle. An appeal can be made to
the whole family by some suggestions of
the story, and. though, no one will feel
quite sure that this is a story of actual happenings, it is easy to make the appeal
straight to the heart.
Lila Lee herself is best known in the
larger cities where she has appeared in
stage offerings, hut there is no reason in the
world why you should not get over the
spirit of youth which she typifies. This is
the season to exploit just Such an actress,
and if you will keep this pretty girl's picture
dominant in your advertising and the breeziness of the picture strong the appeal
should be equal to all ages.
This is a western story and there are
some thrilling scenes, but every time you put
the impress upon this action be sure to mention that a little girl has a whole lot to do
with it. That will appeal to the women,
and we don't believe that you can find a
man in the country who wouldn't rather
see a woman — especially if she's pretty —
winning out than one of his own sex.

""THIS is the way the plot goes: Out on
■*■ the Alamo ranch there is a new school
and a box of books have been sent there
from another town. On the fly-leaf of one
of them Nick McCredie, a cowboy, finds the
inscription : " Emily, you're the prettiest
girl in school." Nick conceived the idea
that it would be a good thing to write to
her, but he fears that he is not good looking enough, and so he borrows a photo-

m
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graph of his friend, Pen Walton, the handsomest man in the outfit.
Then we are introduced to Emily, and the
first flash of her shows her feeding her
chickens and living alone with her grandmother. It is plain that the grandmother,
who has entrusted his affairs to Ezry, a
neighbor, wishes Emily to marry this man
much older than the girl, and that Ezry is
banking on that event, especially since the
will names him as her guardian. The only
bit of sunshine comes into her life with this
letter from the cowboy.
In the meantime there has heen an increase in horse stealing around Alamo
ranch, and Nick is astounded to come
across his friend, Walton, and a Mexican
leading away two of the stolen animals.
W alton insists that this is the first offense,
and promises that he will go straight from
that time on if Nick will keep the secret.
But the cowboys are growing suspicious,
and they promise prompt action when they
learn who is guilt}'.
FAMILY'S grandmother dies and Ezry
*—* comes in to press his advantage, determined to win the girl and the farm that
she has inherited. She loathes the man and
appeals to her only friend — Nick, writing
him her story and getting an immediate invitation to come to Coy^otte Junction and
marry him. With the inference that she is
going
she gets
hundredto marry
dollars her
from"guarde'en,"
him and then
startsa
on her trip to the west. She is told that
"Andy" is going to meet her at the station,
for Nick has now become worried because
he sent the picture of Walton and he is
afraid that she will be disappointed.
So as "Andy," Nick goes to meet the girl,

on

a Bride
and while they are having lunch together
at the little railroad station he asks whether
she would be disappointed if Nick was not
as handsome as his picture. She would,
and therefore Nick decides to put her on
the stage, and to make it on horseback to
the ranch, little knowing that Walton has
been making his final haul of horses preparatory tohis escape to the Mexican border, and that he has " planted " one of
Nick's gloves to leave the suspicion that he
is the thief. Leaving this at the adobe
hut, he hies back to the ranch pretending
to be wounded and, apparently reluctantly,
confesses that his " partner " Nick, is the
guilty one.
THEN Walton holds up the stage and
seizes the girl taking her to his adobe
inn, where he has the horse hidden. Although he tells her that he is the man who
wrote to her. and she recognizes him as
the original of the photo, she feels an immediate revulsion. There faced with the
leering Mexican hireling she manages to
escape, and turning the horses out of the
corral she mounts one of them and the
freed animals start for the ranch.
And their arrival is just in time, for Nick
has returned and the cowboys sure that he
is the horsethief are about to administer
lynch law when the news comes that the
horses have returned and the girl with
them. She tells her story, of the man who
captured her and explains that it was
"Nick," as she had recognized from the
photo. Then come quick explanation, and
a marriage, with Ezry' arriving on the scene
just in time to get a spurred heel in his
face, when the minister asks whether there
is any one who knows why the two should
not be married.

Center, Emily before the romance starts; at left, Nick, the girl and the faked picture, and at right, shozving that everything conies out
right in the end
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At left, Emily and her "guardeen" ; center, Nick thinks arrest a joke, and at right, one of the love scenes

Romance
With
THERE is nothing "great" in "Rustling a
Bride," but just because of that reason
there is all the more opportunity to sell
a delightful sort of a picture to your patrons if you will get into the spirit of it
before you do the very first thing. Now
just think that this comes to you as we
are getting into the warm weather, when
it is a good thing to get out under a big
tree, stretch one's self on the grass and
dream dreams. And there may have been
a few people who never had a tinge or
romance or who never dreamed of wonderful adventures, but they are mighty few
and far between.
You've got to be intensely human here.
If you lose the spirit that we have already
mentioned you are going to pass up a lot
of possible admissions. You should make
this appeal to the spirit of the child of
eight, to the romance of the girl of eighteen
and to the spirit of youth that still finds
at least its echo in the man of eighty.
You have the advantage of a sixteen
year old star and we would strongly advise
playing her picture strong in the advertising.

NOW suppose we take for the main
illustration one of the scene pictures
showing the star herself. There is young
girlhood very evident, a smiling face and
innocence radiating. Let's look at some of
the selling talks :
" Emily was the prettiest girl in school.
She didn't realize it herself and she didn't
know that one of the boys had written that
statement and her address in his book, and
that it was to be one of a box that was sent
to a western school. Then a cowboy got
hold of the book.
" Nick, the cowboy, had no one in the
world, and Emily only her aged cowboy.
It was her first romance. What a thrill she
got when the letter came from the Western
ranch. Gee! And the man — wasn't he the
handsomest thing ever, with his spurs and
sombrero and everythin'?
" Then her grandmother died and left her
alone. Her old ' Guardeen ' wanted to marry

Capital

"R"

Should
Be
Next
HERE are a couple more that we are
suggesting for specific illustrations.
HAPPINESS
DAY
Take the one where Lila Lee is seated
across the table from the cowboy and is
showing him the picture of the man that
It's a Good Scheme to Get Regular Attendants For You
she had come to marry. If this is used we
would advise cutting out at least most of
the background to bring the figures out the
le
ges
the
midd
west
who
chan
in
itor
exhib
an
ago
NOTproglong
more prominently :
rams each day set upon
" Of course she knew whom she had come
the idea of having a " Happiness Day " once a week. He picked
to marry. And wasn't he the handsomest
Friday night and he made up his
mind to have a picture that would
thing?
he was,
but she didn't
that
the Well,
man who
sat opposite
her wasknow
the
, with love and royoneting.
delight mance
everdomina
man who had written the love notes and invited her to be his wife and then had sent
The same idea could be worked
for longer runs and here is a chance
another's picture because he feared he was
to try the idea. Inaugurate your first
too 'ornery looking.'
"He lost his nerve for a moment and left
" Happiness Day " or week as the
occasion may be with this and see if
her. Then she got held up kidnapped and
you cannot get out a lot of people
held a prisoner in a Mexican hut by a bunch
who are seeking pure enjoyment and
of horse thieves — and the man whose picture she carried in her bosom. Slam, bang,
who don't want any problems to
worry over.
went romance on the rocks, but one thing
that Emily knew was action — and she acted.
" A horse — and she dashed to the ranch —
her and she loathed him — and her cowboy
just
in time to stop a lynching of the man
wanted her. So she ran away to him and
she loved — though he didn't look like the
there her adventure started, with a horse
picture she had. But she was mighty glad —
thief, a stage coach robber, villainous Mexand mighty lucky. And you'll be mighty
icans and lynch mobs and
sorry if you miss her comic opera adven"'Well, if you're a girl she's just the sort
of a girl you'd envy. And if you're a man
Then here is one that may be used esshe's just the sort of a girl that you'd want."
pecially well with the picture of the girl
Then this one :
and the Mexican and the gun, or, for that
matter, with any of the stock cuts or
" If you've never dreamed dreams of adventure and romance
scenes :
"ture."
She'd never had a gun in her hands be" If you've forgotten youth and the thrills
fore. But neither had she ever been held
and the warm blood doesn't run through
up and kidnapped while she was on her way
your
to marry the handsome man whose photo" If veins
your heart doesn't still reach out and
long for the action of the open and you
graph she loved.
" Emily's
romances had been all in her
don't love the hearts that are true
dreams
— she had thought out her adventures
"Then, and then only, you won't like
and she was ready to act when they came.
' Rustling a Bride.' "
She didn't lose a minute's time. She pulled
" But if you want to smile a lot and grip
a lot of Douglas Fairbanks stuff and got
your chair a little while — and all the time
away with it to a finish with a thrill and a
be delightfully amused, we have but one
thing to say:
big laugh.
" COME."
" Its Romance — with a capital ' R.' "
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Emily has all sorts of adventures escaping the horse thieves

Smiles
Belong
in
THERE is no call for either stunt stuff
or teaser advertising with this picture
We would a great deal rather devote that
money to making the newspaper displays
just a little larger and the illustrations a
trifle more attractive than usual. It is
well worth all the space that you will take
to put over your selling arguments and
to make romance and cheeriness radiate.
This is not a stunt, in the accepted sense,
but it is one that will make you money if
you are running the picture long enough
and will bring a lot of sunshine into the
lives of little ones who miss it. Get the
cooperation of your local newspaper and
arrange for the showing of the picture at
a special matinee or morning performance
to as many of the orphans of the city as
you can accommodate.
Make it plain in these newspaper stories
that the reason that you are picking this
picture is because it is the sort that will
bring a thrill and laughter into every heart.
We would not for the moment advise any
fake stuff atbutthehere
expense
of the little
un- '
fortunates,
is a picture
that you
can look at yourself and make sure that
they will enjoy it. If the newspaper writer
is clever there can be a mighty big heart
appeal put into the way that the kiddies
enjoyed the film at the special showing.
You see, Emily was a little orphan girl
herself, left all alone in the world, and it
was a great, big, kind Fate that brought
her happiness.

the

Lobby

Display
and
the Music
which figures slightly in the story, more to
give a laugh man anything else. Have
GETTING
TALK
another window in this, but instead of having the window transparent use a silhouette effect of the cowboy and girl kissing.
Try This for Increased Word of
This can be improved a great deal by a
Mouth Advertising
light effect, through an ordinary alternater,
or better still, with the flash first appears
ence
e
audi
will
like
Mont
your
that
sure
ty
pret
are
WE Blue
ing in the schoolhouse window and then
who has the leading
running across the lobby above the heads
male role in this picture.
of the patrons and then flashing in the
This is the second chance that he
cabin to bring out the silhouette.
has had to show since he left the
igrew's Girl " opponavy.site In
Pettton
MUSIC should be kept light all the way
Ethel "Clay
he was a hit in
through it. There are times in the
New York.
action where it must be carried out to the
So why not run a special slide or
music, but except for the scenes in the
send out a special card, reading:
adobe cabin stay away from the mysterioso
" Say, girls, we are going to introstuff. Better keep up the happiness sway
duce a new screen hero to you. His
all the way through the screening.
name's
Monte
Blue,
which
doesn't
sound so heroic, but we are sure that
The picture opens with a scene of the
boys at Alamao ranch inspecting a box of
you'll like his smile and his manlischoolbooks that have just arrived, and
ness. We want to know — so won't
you send us a few lines to tell us
here " Schooldays " can be used with excellent effect. It is enough to set jour
what you really think of him."
audiences humming and start them off
of these separately. Mount them on heavy
happy. Then when the cowboy is seen
white cardboard and then have the lettersubstituting
" picture there canthe
be "a handsome
little piece man's
of burlesque
ing nicely done giving something of the
action of the picture, if possible putting
brought
in with
Youintroduced
Beautiful she
Doll."is
When the
girl "isOh,first
the words into the mouth of either the girl
feeding the chickens and here you can use
or the cowboy. Then under the bottom of
each one of these runs such lines as these : either " Chicken Reel " or " This Is the
" The happiest picture you ever saw."
Friml's " Romance " is a good theme
"A laugh for every thrill — and lots of
'em."
here, but we would not introduce this until the scene where the girl and cowboy
" Romance — with a capital ' R.' "
are
seated together in the little restaurant,
" O-o-oh, highwaymen and robbers — and a
and then it ought to be brought back as
WE
would center the lobby display ■ brave girl — and a laugh and love."
their
Life."love is evidenced and finally at the
largely about pictures of the star.
end. In the scenes where Ezry is shown
There is a three sheet that shows her with IF }'ou have the space in your lobby you
can get a clever effect through the use
on the floor with the cowboy's spur in his
her arm entwined in that of 'the cowboy,
face there is another chance for burlesque
of compo board in building on either side
a delighted expression on both their faces
of the lobby or the outside of a building.
with
of an Aching
Heart."
that is bound to earn- its appeal. Then
This"Cure
is strikingly
a feature
for a happy
These need extend no further than to show
from one of the one sheets you can get
the effect. On the left have the exterior
bill and there should be comedy all the
an attractive picture of the star that will
way through it. Use one of the lighter
of a country school with a single window
serve for cut-outs. There need be no fear
love songs if you want a prelude. // you
and through this let the face of Lila Lee,
of using too many of these if the cut-out
which can be taken from one of the one
can get four or more girls, dress them up
work is carefully done and they are hung
in short skirts and school girl costumes
sheets, be seen. Then label this with the
so that they can be viewed from all angles.
name of the school.
Be sure to use a full set of scenes from
and let them sing "Schooldays" and then
carry the music into the feature as we
On the opposite side there should be a
the picture well displayed. In this case we
have already suggested.
would try a little novelty of using each one
reproduction of the " Honeymoon Cottage"
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MUSIC SCORE
A NIDNIGHT

ROMANCE

midnight" romance

Geo M. Rubinstein
o

ROMANCE"
Cover and part of the music score arranged for the Anita Stewart production, " A Midnight
Romance," distributed by First National
Mayer
Introduces
No Expense to Be Spared in Supplying Exhibitor with Means to
Exploit Stewart Productions
IN the relations between producer and exhibitor, service is that indefinable something which the exhibitor thinks he has
paid for but does not receive, and the producer just as firmly believes he supplies
without compensation, declared Louis VMayer in an interview with Motion Picture News. The producer in most cases
is honest in his belief that a plentiful supply of service commodity has been shipped
gratis to the exhibitor and because it is
lost in the shuffle of exchanges and distributors, the exhibitor is just as honest
in his belief that he does not get what he
pays for.
There is one producer who is going to
be over generous in supplying service, and
absolutely certain that the exhibitor receives every ounce of it. That producer
is myself, said Mr. Mayer, who controls
the destinies of Anita Stewart.
On the second release of "A Midnight
Romance," I included a song written
around the picture by the star herself. I
figured that this song would prove helpful because both having the same name,
"A Midnight Romance," the pushing of
one must necessarily push the other. Added
to this, the fact that Miss Stewart had
written the song, was in itself a rather
unusual feat among movie stars. My first
impulse was to publish the song myself,
exploit it in a country-wide fashion, arrange for window displays, and tie it up in
every possible way with the production in
order to give the exhibitor the best possible results. I soon realized that my business was motion picture production and
not song publishing. Therefore I engaged
a music publisher who could carry out my
suggestions for the benefit of exhibitors.
In talking with him recently I asked
what had become of the illustrated song
idea.

News

Alice Brady Completes
Select Contract
Alice Brady, it was announced this week,
has completed her contract with Select Pictures. This contract, according to advices
from Miss Brady, will not* be renewed. The
star's plans for the immediate future, in
regard to motion picture work, have not
been determined.
Miss Brady, of course, continues her
stage work and is approaching her 300th
performance in " Forever After " at the
Playhouse, New York.
In her work as a legitimate star, she has
won a degree of popularity comparable to
that which is hers as a star of the screen.
Alice
Brady's
success
in " Forever
After,"
in
addition
to the
popularity
which already
was hers through the medium of the screen,
has made her name a box-office magnet of
great power. This fact, coupled with the
announcement that this week will mark the
conclusion of her contract with the Select

MUSICA.L SCORE

^MidnkJIt,

Picture

Some
Novelties
He explained that he was at a loss to
say just why illustrated songs had gone
into discard, unless it was because the
public had decided it wanted' something
new. This corresponded with my idea.
" They wanted something new and they got
it in illustrated songs with moving pictures. Just as they graduated from the
penny arcade to the motion picture theatre, so they graduated from the. still illustrated song to the moving illustrated song.
" Now I maintain that if motion pictures
had proven a failure the public would have
gone back to the penny arcade with its
still pictures shown in slot machines. And
for the same reason I believe that the people will be glad to welcome back the still
pictures for illustrated songs because the
moving pictures have failed. I am going
to have these still pictures specially posed
by Miss Stewart and the all-star cast of
" A Midnight Romance," and I shall include some actual scenes from the picture.
" In this way the exhibitor will not only
be able to entertain his audience with illustrated songs, but he will be able to show
them the cast and scenes from his forthcoming Stewart picture, which should
prove a valuable advertising asset. I want
to do this without any expense to the exhibitor and I intend to get enough sets of
slides to supply every exhibitor who wants
one. I also want an orchestration supplied to every orchestra and band in the
country, so that the song can be played
in each town, before the picture is presented there, and am going to arrange for
free distribution of orchestrations to every
exhibitor who expects to use my Stewart
productions, and I want him to have a
chorus slide of the song.
" I also intend to secure one hundred
windows in prominent stores in as many
different cities and put an attract-o-scope
in each window, to throw slides which will
each night tell its song story to countless
people the country over.

Picturesactivities
Corporation,
makes
Miss a Brady's
future
in motion
pictures
matter
of unusual interest.
Dr. Green Departs for
South America
Dr. William Green, director, and George
Haynes, Prizma photographer, have departed for an extended trip through South and
Central America to secure subject matter
for a new series of Prizma Master Pictures
in nature's colors.
Dr. Green has spent many years as a
traveler throughout the world. He is also
an actor of note, having played many parts
with road and stock companies.
New

Walthall

Film

" The Love Pirate," kindred of breed to
the lounge lizzard and others of this
species, will be introduced to screen fans
in Henry B. Walthall's latest photoplay production,Modern
"
Husbands," which will
be released by Robertson-Cole through
Exhibitors' Mutual.

Ethel

Lynne and Earle Rodney appear in
" Apartment 23," Christie Comedy

May

j ,

Abraras
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in

Booking Feature
Hiram Abrams, who has been successful in disposing of a large number of the
state rights for George Beban's "Hearts
of Men," received a telegram this week
from Clyde Elliott, of the Greater Stars
Productions, Inc., of Chicago, who have
purchased the rights for Indiana and
Illinois, showing conclusively that the purchasers of the picture are having remarkable success with the enormous bookings
it is said they are obtaining.
Mr. Elliott's telegram was as follows :
"Sold Harry Miller on Madison street,
four days repeating on the Band Box
Theatre, which gives us twenty-five days
in all in the Loop. This is without doubt
the best representation a legitimate picture, devoid of cheapness and sensationthe Loopalsohasadvised
ever enjoyed."
Mr. alism
Elliott
Mr. Abrams that
the picture is booked for the entire circuit of Lubliner and Trintz Theatres and
also for the entire circuit of the Asher
Brothers' theatres.
Exhibitors of "Our Teddy"
Receive Publicity
In line with its new policy of supplying
exhibitors of " Our Teddy," the authorized
Roosevelt picture, with feature stories tying
up scenes in the picture with striking events
of the day, the special sendee department
of McClure Productions, Inc., is preparing
for bookers of the Roosevelt film, a story
called " The Home-Coming Atlantic Fleet
Foreshadowed in 1 Our Teddy,' " in connection with the arrival of 103 warships in
the port of New Zora.
In " Our Teddy " Roosevelt is pictured
in an impressive scene giving the orders
that sent the fleet around the world. In
another scene he is portrayed in conversation with Admiral, then Lieutenant Sims.
The popularity and usefulness of this
special McClure feature story service among
exhibitors is attested by the numerous
requests for reprints and additional stories
that come into the McClure office.

Madlaine Traverse, William Fox's emotional
artist, whose next picture is " The Love That
Dares "

Bessie Barriscale is presented by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual in " A Trick of Fate"
Crandall

Likes

Washington Exhibitor Contracts For
First New Production Released
Through Open Booking Policy
THERE is said to have been two immediately recognizable results of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation's policy of
wide open booking, which not only permits
but prefers to sell all of its productions
past and present singly on the basis of
their individual merits.
First, exhibitors large and small are reported to have welcomed this decision with
the larger exhibitors of the country for
the first new production released through
the Hodkinson mechanism, the ArtcoHarry Raver-Augustus Thomas production, "As a Man Thinks," starring Leah
Baird, and directed by George Irving.
In closing for a booking of his solid
Washington, D. C. chain of theatres, Harry
M. Crandall, the big Washington exhibitor
said : "If you were offering me As a Man
Thinks' as a part of a series of pictures,
I would find it difficult and perhaps impossible to play this big production, not
because I do not want it, but because my

Hodkinson

Plan

previous and existing contracts would not
permit my taking on at this period of the
year a volume of additional pictures.
"I do not mean by this that I am committing myself to a full-fledged approval
of wide open bookings, for there are many
conditions within the trade that must be
adjusted before I would wish to wholly
"As a Man Thinks" has been booked for
immediate playing dates at the Crandall
Metropolitan, Knickerbocker, Ninth and E.
approve."
streets
Theatre, Savoy, Apollo and Avenue
Grand.
Talbot's America Theatre, Denver, on the
heels of a liberal advertising campaign
leads off in the Denver territory with the
heaviest
on "As
a Man
that its exploitation
proprietor has
given
any Thinks"
picture
in the past six months, and at the same
time, Talbot gives an unequivocal indorsement of the policy of open booking that
permits him to take big productions singly
in the most conspicuously successful motion picture theatre in Colorado at the
present time.

Pathe Plans Heavy
Advertising Campaign
in which it 'went over.' These
PATHE Exchange, announces that, be- manner
brightest short sayings from newspapers of
ginning Sunday, May 4th it will rethe world, selected by the editors of the
lease weekly the famous "Topics of the
Literary Digest and transcribed to the
Day," selected from the press of the world
screen, immediately took a strong hold on
by the Literary Digest. Negotiations have
been in progress for several weeks and
public appreciation. Audiences were quick
in their responses to the lively humor, keen
upon their completion was perfected what
satire and trenchant criticisms on the sois estimated to be the broadest, biggest and
most minutely worked out campaigns of
cial, political and other foibles of the day.
As an addition to our list of short subject
promotion and publicity, it is said, ever
releases, I believe this to be the very best
shaped
industry.in the history of the motion picture
that could be secured. The weekly release
is of 350 foot length and I am of the firm
Mr. Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager says :
opinion that
"Topics
of the Pathe
Day," inNews,
conjunction with
our serials,
"I am especially happy in making the
Pathe Review and the Lloyd's comedies,
announcement of Pathe releasing- ' Topics
of the Da}-.' Impressed with the originality gives us the most perfect short subject program on the screen today.
of the feature and the strength of its popular appeal, we have carefully watched the
"It is a perfect supplement of the Pathe
growth of it, its bookings in first run
News which 'sees all ; knows all' and
houses, the nature of its reception and the places the world before your eyes.
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Abel Sails for Europe to
Assist Fox
Another indication of the magnitude of
the plans which William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan have formulated for the
extension of the Fox Film Corporation's
producing and distributing activities in
Europe was given this week when Sydney
Abel, head of the corporation's contract
department, sailed on the Caronia for England. He will meet Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan in London. It is thought likely that
his work will be that of assisting Mr. Fox
and Mr. Sheehan in establishing new branch
offices.
Mr. Abel has been in the distribution
branch of the film industry for twelve
years, as salesman, branch manager and
executive of the Fox and other companies.
Margaret

Vitagraph presents Harry
Moreyproductions
in " Fighting
Destiny,"
whichhas isappeared
expected to take place among
the best
in which
the star
Billboards
for
Vitagraph
Serial
Vitagraph's billboard campaigns on its
Inaugurates Big Twenty-four Sheet
serials heretofore have been potent aids in
Campaign to Exploit " Perils of
launching these chapter thrillers and the
Thunder Mountain "
stand of " Perils of Thunder Mountain " is
VITAGRAPH has perfected its plans for heralded as the most enticing of all of
one of the largest billboard campaigns
Vitagraph's series of 24-sheet smashes.
in its history, it is declared, in connection
" Perils of Thunder Mountain " was
written by Albert E. Smith and Cyrus
with the releases of the Antonio MorenoTownsend Brady. The serial is in fifteen
Carol Holloway serial, " Perils of Thunder
episodes and is now well under production.
."
Mountain
Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway are
Eight 24-sheet sketches by as many
different artists were submitted and from
the stars and R. N. Bradbury and William
Baumann are the directors.
these the selection for he stand was made.
The production is described as a real
The 24-sheet pictures one of the big thrills
snow serial. The greater part of the
in the serial, a novelty not only in the
action takes place in the midst of vast
matter of billboarding, but likewise a thrill
reaches of snow. The serial company
which is expected to earn for itself the repworked for weeks in Truckee, California
utation of the most sensational spectacle
and secured some of the most wonderful
that the screen has so far witnessed.
snow scenes they ever filmed.
The hero and heroine are shown on the
roof of a shack being swept away by a
Vitagraph counts specially on the snow
mountain torrent toward a waterfall that is element in the serial as a summer attraction
sure to annihilate them. The poster is for it is felt that during the hot months,
being printed in striking colors and within
" Perils of Thunder Mountain," with its
shots of great snow drifts is expected to
a few weeks, it is stated, will cover stands
be a welcome spectacle for screen followers.
throughout the country.
Talmadge
Breaks More House Rcords
"The Probation Wife" and at the same
ProbaThe
"
in
DGE
TALMA
A
NORM
fifteen cent price climbed beyond the esion Wife, " according to recent announcetablished mark and set a new house record
ments from Select Pictures Corporation is
said to have broken the house record at for these theatres. It is said, the public
came in such large numbers to the 116th
Loew's Stillman theatre in Cleveland as
street theatre that the management was
ntly
she has done consiste
at Lowe's New
forced to give additional night showings
York theatre with each consecutive picture
since first she came under Select banner.
of "The Probation Wife," running from
"The Probation Wife," which is said to eleven to fifteen minutes past midnight.
have brought in more business than the
At Loew's Metropolitan theatre in
"Heart of Wetona" which preceded it, is Brooklyn, which is said to be the largest
motion picture theatre in the world, with
breaking all records, it is claimed for Marits four thousand one hundred and fifty
cus
Loew's
Metropolitan
circuit.
At
the
Avenue B theatre on the lower East Side
seats, the existing house record had been
and at the 116th street theatre, in Harlem,
set by a variety bill which was topped by a
well known vaudeville act. On a recent
"The Heart of Humanity," had established
house records which seemed insurmountholiday this record was also broken by Norable until Norma Talmadge came along with
ma Talmadge in " The Probation Wife."

Turnbull

Joins

Lasky Forces
Margaret Turnbull, scenario writer and
author of many Paramount pictures, was
scheduled to arrive at the Lasky studio in
Hollywood last week to begin work in
Frank E. Woods' department. Her first
scenario will be an adaptation of " It Pays
to Advertise," the former stage success,
which it is understood will be used as a
Paramount starring vehicle for Bryant
Washburn.
Other recent acquisitions to the personnel at the Lasky studio are Walter Woods,
scenario writer, and Major Wallace, an expert mechanical and electrical engineer, who
has been engaged to conduuct a serious of
experiments in special lightings for pictures.
Arbuckle Changes Plans
Owing to weather conditions, which have
held up work on the Paramount-Arbuckle
comedy, "The Bank Clerk," and also because the script will need revision,
"Fatty" Arbuckle has decided to temporarily suspend work on this particular film
and make a Western subject for his next
comedv release.

Norma

Zena

Keefe,

World star in

: The Amateur

May

3,

19 19

Big Business With
Murray Feature
Following a week of exceptional business
it is said with Mae Murray's most recent
Universal Special Attraction, " The Delicious Little Devil " the Broadway Theatre,
New York, began a week's showing of
Harry Carey's latest Universal release,
" Bare Fists " on Sunday April 20.
Manager Kashin reported that no production, with the exception of " The Heart
of Humanity," has attracted such crowds
during the past eight months as " The Delicious Little Devil."
" Bare Fists " opened its run to capacity
business it is said and continued to play
to splendid business throughout the week.
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"Help! Help! Police!"
Walsh's Latest
George Walsh's latest picture, " Help !
Help
! Police
produced
by William
Fox,
is said
to be! "full
of thrills
and unusual
stunts and is pronounced his best, by the
Fox offices.
It was directed by Edward Dillon, who
staged the last two George Walsh successes.
In this picture George is seen as the son
of a millionaire manufacture of safety
razors, who is engaged in an industrial war
with a rival manufacturer. He becomes
the center of financial plots, kidnappings,
midnight rescues, police court scenes and
a pretty romance.
Vitagraph

Announces Williams' Next
Earle Williams' next release, " The Usurper," which Vitagraph has scheduled for
release the end of April, was originally
produced on the stage by the late Nat
Goodwin. It was written by I. N. Morris
and the screen version has been directed
by James Young.
Mr. Williams' support includes Louise
Lovely, Bessie Eyton, Bob Russell, Frank
Leigh, Billie Elmer, Jay Morley, Audrey
Chapman, and Lillian Langdon.

Charles Penser, in charge of laboratory work
for Independent Sales Corporation

Coming,
Wehlen

^Program

Makes

First

First of Emmy Wehlen's new series of
romantic comedies, to be produced under
her new contract with Metro, will be released May 5.
" The Amateur Adventuress " is the title
of the play, Aletro having retained the
name of the original novelette by Thomas
Edgelow.
June Mathias, head of Metro's scenario
department and Luther A. Reed collaborated on the story.
The story discloses the interesting adventures of little Norma Wood, a
stenographer in the employ of William
Claxtonbury, president of the Working
Girls' Welfare Association, She has been
in his employ over six months and has already discovered that his kindness is fathered by an ulterior motive which will sooner or later force her to sever business
relations with the old hypocrite.
Norma's lover is a poor clerk, who has
peculiar ideas of life and expects Norma
to share them. He will never earn more
than twenty-five dollars a week but informs
Norma that he has decided they can marry
at once and she may continue to work.
Norma becomes disgusted and determines
to break away and see life as others see
it. One obstacle before Norma is lack of
pretty clothes. She finds a way to obtain
them, however, which entangles the life
and marital happiness of her deceitful employer. She becomes an adventuress but
only in a half-hearted sort of way. It is a
fight against her finer nature. However,
she finally strikes the right road, which

Offerings*

of Romantic

Comedies

Emmy Wehlen, star in Metro Pictures
leads her to better life and the right man.
The production is said to be a masterpiece, as far as settings and locations go.
Miss Wehlen while playing the part of the
adventuress, will wear a number of stunning gowns.
In the cast are Allan Sears (leading
man), Gene Pallatte, William V. Mong,
Marion Skinner, Lucille Ward, Bonnie
Hill and Victor Potel, all of them capable
players and most of them acknowledged
comedy artists.

"The
Eternal
Makes
Record
GOLDWYN
Distributing Magdalene"
Corporation
A recent trade showing of the picture in
announces the receipt of more than
the Minneapolis Goldwyn office resulted in
300 contracts on " The Eternal Alagdalene,"
immediate bookings it is said by prominent
the big Goldwyn extra, within the last ten
exhibitors in the Northwest.
days. The success achieved by the drama
Trade showings at the Pittsburgh, Dallas
at pre-release showings in Chicago, Miland
Atlanta Goldwyn exchanges were also
waukee, Minneapolis and in several large
productive of many immediate bookings on
cities of the East has stimulated bookings,
and Goldwyn executives confidently pre-- " The Eternal Magdalene," according to reports from those localities.
diet " The Eternal Magdalene " will even
eclipse the record distribution mark set by
" For the Freedom of the World," which
World Film Schedules
has proved one of the greatest moneygetters
the
industry
has
ever
known,
it
is
declared.
" Unwritten Code "
World Pictures will number among its
Aside from its box-office attractiveness,
"form
The itEternal
in hailed
its picture
releases
Thewhich
Unwritten
five-reel
picture " in
Shirley Code,"
Mason isa
is said Magdalene
is certain to" be
as a May
the
star.
Prominent
in
her
support
are
greater artistic triumph than Robert H.
ning.
Matt Moore and Ormi Hawley. The picture
McLaughlin's stage version, the reigning
hit of two seasons in the larger cities of was written and directed by Bernard Durthe country. Based on a theme that
The scenes are laid in Japan and the
touches almost every man, woman and
story has to do with the utter impossibility
child in the world, this Goldwyn presentation becomes a startling panorama picture,
of the two civilizations meeting in common so far as the equality of race is conexceeding in novelty and completeness anycerned.
thing ever done for the screen, it is said.
Miss Mason plays a Japanese girl while
" 'The Eternal Magdalene' opened to
Mr. Moore represents the American man
capacity business," was the report by wire
who momentarily is fascinated by her. Ormi
from John Keane, manager of the Bandbox theatre, Chicago.
Hawley represents the Caucasian girl.
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" As a Man Thinks " stars Leah Baird.
Public

Anxious for Chaplin Releases
A letter recently written by J. B. Stout,
owner of Stout's theatre, in Danville, Ky.,
regarding Charlie Chaplin in " Shoulder
Arms " illustrates how the public appetite
for this star has been whetted by the slowness of his releases.
Recently Mr. Stout was induced by Lee
L. Goldberg, of the Big Feature Rights
Corporation, to play " Shoulder Arms " for
a return engagement.
Mr. Stout wrote : " For your information
when we repeated ' Shoulder Arms ' we did
some business. As you know I don't like
return dates, but this one went over, and I
want ' A Dog's Life ' for Saturday, April
12. I will take my hat off to ' Shoulder
Arms.' I made more money on that picture
than on lots of those so-called big pictures
for which I paid fabulous prices. A man
that can't make money on ' Shoulder Arms '
ought to quit the game."
MacLean Appears with
Dorothy Dalton
Douglas MacLean is slated to support
Dorothy Dalton in her newest Paramount
picture, " The Homebreaker," produced
under the personal supervision of Thomas
H. Ince. This story is said to be one of
the cleverest conceptions of John 'Lynch
and R. Cecil Smith did the scenario with
accustomed skill. Miss Dalton appears as
a traveling saleswoman who breaks up the
scheme of two crooks to mulct her employers. Others in the cast are Edwin
Stevens, Frank Leigh, Beverly Travis, Nora
Johnson and Mollie McConnell.
New Joyce Feature
The release of Vitagraph's' latest Alice
Joyce
picture,
" TheW.Cambric
Mask,"
the fourth
Robert
Chambers
storymarks
that
Miss Joyce has brought to the screen.
Miss Joyce has so far appeared in " The
Business of Life," " The Woman Between
Friends," " The Fettered Woman," and
" The Cambric Mask," all from the pen of
Robert W. Chambers, and all directed by
Tom Terriss.

Picture

N e zv s

The production is a Raver pic ture through W. W. Hodkinson, Inc.

Madge Kennedy Completes
Another Goldwyn
Madge Kennedy has completed her latest
Susan."
It to anything
Leave
Goldwyn
The
picturepicture,
is said " to
be unlike
she has attempted before. She is seen as
the daughter of an Eastern capitalist who
goes West on business. In some way she
is left on the desert with hef dog as her
only companion, and while seeking habitation meets with strange and perilous
adventures.
The cast includes Wallace MacDonald,
Alfred Hollingsworth, George Kunkle,
Anna Hernandez and Walter Heirs.
Three Drew Comedies
The first of the three Paramount-Drew
comedies made by the late Sidney Drew
and Mrs. Drew and yet to be released by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is
scheduled for April 20. This is "The Amateur Liar," by Albert Payson Terhune.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew are seen as Henry
and Polly Minor.
The comedy is said to have many funny
situations and is bandied in the usual Drew

Pathe

Program

for April

Strong in Features
Pathe program for April 27 is announced
as especially strong in feature, serial comedy and miscellaneous interest and is
headed by the widely exploited, romantic
production of Leonce Perrett, "The UnstarringItDolores
Cassinelli
with E. known
K. Love,"
Lincoln.
is released
as a
Pathe special and it is said, should make
a profund appeal to the hearts of women.
"The Glowing Eyes," episode No. 2 of
"The Tiger's Trail," also released April 27,
opens as the heroine, Belle Boyd, Ruth Roland, agrees to tell the Tiger Wirshippers
where she has hidden her portion of the
Pact of Three in order to escape from the
the Tiger's
oned her. cage, where they have imprisA rollicking, keen satire on life around
the
stage is starring
"Ring UpHarold
the Curtain,"
the modern
Rolin comedy
Lloyd,
with Bebe Daniels and " Snub " Pollard.
There are pretty girls in it and some pretty
strenuous knockabout work — but it is clean,
wholesome and full of laughs.
Pathe Review No. 8 has been called a
"wonder issue," for, with a combination of
the microscope and motion picture camera,
it shows the circulation of the blood. Dr.
Raymond L. Ditmars has studies of the
chimpanzee ; the Pathe color travel views
are of Japan ; the Novagraph slow-motion
pictures show lariat throwing and cowboy
stunts.
Pathe News No. 36 is released on April
20 and No. 37 on Saturday, May 3.
Novelizes

Houdini

Serial

The novelized version of " The Master
Mystery," B. A. Rolfe's super serial featuring Houdini has been placed on the
bookstands and is acting as a helpful advertising aid tp exhibitors playing the serial.
In order that the book may be of service to the exhibitor as an advertising acces ory, asample window display has been
prepared, a reproduction of which will be
furnished to every book dealer putting in
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven, to be presented
in their own comedies by National through
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

a supply can
of the
Master
Mystery."
displays
only" be
obtained
by the These
book
dealer from the local exhibitor.
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Four

New
Christies for
Release
The Christie Comedy company announces
the following releases:
"Marrying Molly," a college story, in
which Bobby Vernon and Dorothy DeVore
appear, directed by Wm. Beaudine.
"Apartment Twenty- Three" follows, with
Ethel Lynne and Earl Rodney in an amusing situation of love and business, directed
by Wm. Beaudine.
"Lost — a Bridegroom," featuring Bobby
Vernon and Dorothy DeVore, a comedy
written around the "flu," and directed by
Scott Sidney and
"Stop-Look-and Listen," presenting Ethel
Lynne, Jay Belasco and Earl Rodney, a
comedy in which a strong man is arrested
several times, but finally gets the girl, also
directed by Wm. Beaudine.
Two

Universal

Westerns

"The Last Outlaw" and "Wanted for
Murder" are temporary titles of the Universal Western dramas now being produced at Universal City. The first is
being made by Jack Ford and will feature
Ed. Jones and Lucille Hutton and will also
introduce to the screen Princess Neola
May, a full-blooded Indian from Arizona,
who has shown ability for screen work.
Magda Lane and Pete Morrison are to be
the featured players of the second production, which George Holt is preparing.
Cassinelli Begins Work for
Capellani
Dolores Cassinelli, the Italian star, has
begun work in the first of a series of
features in which she will be starred under
the supervision of Albert Capellani, for
release through the Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
Mr. Capellani announces that the story
is founded on a widely-advertised American stage attraction, the title of which he is
not 3-et in a position to divulge.
The supporting company numbers some
of the most prominent players in films.

Marguerite Clark, in " Come Out of the
Kitchen," Paramount
with continuity
by Clara S.feature
Beranger

Director-General Charles Giblyn, Olive Thomas, star, and President Myron Selznick of Selznick
Pictures Corporation, giving an imitation of three people sorry they are leaving California for
New York — Note the sorrow
Mayflower
Picture
to Be
Made
British Company Announces They said to have declared that the picture will
do much to show the people of both AmerHave
Decided
to Make Big
ica and England what both countries owe
to their forefathers, to quicken their love
Feature Direction
Under Jenks'
of liberty and to establish that peace for
The Harma Company of Great Britain
which the descendants of the men of the
announces that it has decided to take adMayflower have fought and died side by
vantage of the tercentenary of the sailing side with the British boys.
of the Mayflower, and produce a pictorial
An exact replica of the Mayflower is to
representation of that epoch-making event
be constructed, and a special visit will be
which shall prove a worthy example of made by the company to Holland, where
what the British producer is capable of ac- part of the story is to be enacted in order
complishing; and give the world a film the to secure local environment. The cast, it is
like of which it believes has never previsaid, will be a capable one, and accuracy
ously been seen.
even in the most minute details, it is
The film will be produced under the di- claimed, will be the keynote of the prorection of H. M. Jenks, the Rev. J. Marchduction.
ant assisting him. No expense will be
spared in regard to scenario or staging to
Screen Magazine Features
make the Mayflower film a worthy example
of British production, and a permanent
Bohemian Quarter
record of the part played by our foreGlimpses
of New
York's Village,
famous make
Bofathers inthe founding of America.
hemian quarter,
Greenwich
It is believed that exhibitors will show
up one of the features of the New Screen
great interest in this picture for the reason
Magazine
No. 10, released through Univerthat President Wilson and the Prime Minsal exchanges the last week of April.
ister of England, Lloyd George, it is said,
Views of Seminole Indians, a humorous
have voiced their approval of it, thus creatIron Kelly,"
ing an interest in the people of both counaepisode,
railroadentitled
journey"Sinking
to the ansummit
of the
tries to witness the picture on its compleSchynigge Platte, an underground winter
tion.
resort, "Children's Paradise." Abe MarThis, it is thought, will give an added
tin's bits of philosophy and humor and
impetus to the British film in England and.Willie
Hopkins' "Miracles in Mud," comfoster that feeling of reciprocity which
plete the issue.
is so absolutely essential for the success of
British productions in America.
Vitagraph Closes Contracts
If the expectations of the Harma Company are realized, as it confidently expects
in Akron
they will be, Mr. Jenks will indeed have
It
is
announced
that one day last week
done
be proud
Jenks'
name something
should be tohanded
downof. toMr.posterity
saw contracts closed for Vitagraph's Big
as a benefactor to the picture industry.
"V" Special Comedies by the Garden
theatre, the Palace theatre and the Arcade,
President Wilson in sanctioning the unall in Akron, Ohio. Vitagraph feels that
dertaking, itis said, described the Mayflower expedition as the first movement of this is a rather complimentary day's work
in one city and on one unit of its serv ice.
the shuttle that has woven so strong a fabric of intimacy between the people on two
Vitagraph each
releases
its Big of"V"two Special
sides of the water.
Comedies,
consisting
reels,
Lloyd George, the Prime Minister, is every other week.
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E. W.
Hammons
General
Manager
of Educational
Makes Four Weeks' Trip Abroad
in Search of Short Reels — Deal Awaits Closing

EW. HAMMONS, Vice-President and
• General Manager of the Educational
Films Corporation of America, of 729
Seventh Avenue, New York, sails Monday
on the Adriatic for London to begin a four
weeks' trip through European cities in
search of new things in single-reel film
attractions. An important international
business arrangement is in prospect and
Mr. Hammons is planning the trip with
the idea of closing up the matter in person.
The necessities of business will be combined with pleasure in the sense that the
ocean voyage will mark the first occasion
in five years when Mr. Hammons has permitted himself to be absent from his desk
for any such length of time. Mr. Hammons
is one of the youngest executives in the
motion picture field, and since 1914 has
seen his organization build up from an
idea to its present enviable position in the
motion picture industry of today.
At the present time the Educational
organization is declared to be the largest
in the field devoted exclusively to production and distribution of short-length films,
Tallman

of Montana

Buys

Rights
to " ofBoomerang
F. D. Tallman,
Montana, called" at
the offices of the Pioneer Film Corporation last week and asked to see " The
Boomerang."
After the seven reels had been run off
Mr. Tallman asked the price of the Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana territories. He was told and at once signed
contracts and made out a check to the order
of the Pioneer Film Corporation.
This was simply an instance of a real
live showman seeing at once the possibilities of " The Boomerang " as an out
of the ordinary motion picture.

Qjfield

Goes
to Europe
and is operating sixteen exchanges in the
United States, with a foreign sale for its
product in every corner of the globe. The
" Robert C. Bruce Scenics," the " International Cartoon Comedies," " Photoplay
Magazine Screen Supplement," George D.
Wright's Series on "Mexico Today" and
the Ditmars' " Living Book of Nature " are
the principal features of the Educational
program at the moment, and are augmented
by the release of numerous special productions and feature subjects of single-reel
length.
While abroad Mr. Hammons intends to
make a thorough study of the reception of
Educational short-length subjects for
European audiences. The exceptional
foreign sale for the Robert C. Bruce pictures of American scenery, and the International cartoon comedies, in particular,
has been remarkable in extent and wonderfully interesting, from a viewpoint of
the taste of European people. In the opinion of Mr. Hammons, the whole status of
film exportation has changed in recent
months. The day has passed when "junk
film " was automatically consigned to
foreign markets, and the worth-while
American producer of today tries as hard
to please his patrons in Patagonia and
Peru as he does his first-run customers on
Broadway.
Supreme Pictures Organizes to Buy and Sell
Supreme Pictures, Inc., with temporary
headquarters at 116 West 39th St., has organized for the purpose of buying and selling features produced by independent manufacturers and distributing such productions
of merit as will appeal to the independent
exchanges of the United States and Canada,
and at the same time afford such productions proper distribution in the foreigH
markes.
The corporation has a number of subjects
under consideration for world wide distribution, and will shortly make announcement of its first offering.

Picture

News

Announces Distribution of
Houdini Serial
Octagon Films announce that through an
arrangement made last week with World
Film, whereby that organization will distribute The
"
Master Mystery," starring
Houdini, in thirteen states and half of another, all the territory has been sold.
The distribution of the film throughout
the world is being handled by twenty-six
exchanges, twenty-four of them in the
United States, one in Canada and one selling the foreign rights. They are :
Criterion Film Service, Atlanta, Ga. ;
Federal Feature Film Co., Boston; Day
Film Corporation, Pittsburgh ; Arrow Film
Exchange, Philadelphia; Southwestern
Film Corporation, Dallas, Texas; Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago ;
Effano Film Exchange, New York; Exhibitors' Film Exchange, Washington, D.
C. ; Mid-West Distributing Co., Milwaukee ;New Jersey Metro Film Service, New
York; Star Feature Film Service, Cleveland; Joseph Goodstein, Denver; Criterion
Film Service, New Orleans ; and Goyette
Productions, Detroit. Independent exchanges are: World Film, Kansas City,
San Francisco, Omaha, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Denver, Seattle, Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City and Chicago.
Regal Films, Ltd., controls the Canadian
territory, while Export and Import Film
Co. is selling foreign rights.

Gale

Henry
Comedies
Rapidly

Sell

The Bulls Eye Film Corporation announces the rapid sale of territory on the
Gale Henry subjects.
The territories sold are as follows:
Standard Film Service, for Ohio and
Michigan; Interstate Films, Inc., for New
York State; R. D. Marson Attraction Co.,
for Boston and Massachusetts ; Masterpiece
Film Corp., for eastern Pennsylvania ; Bee
Hive Exchange, for southern Illinois and
Indiana; Canadian Film Service, for western Canada ; E. & H. Film Distributing Co.,
for Georgia, Tennessee, North and South
Carolina; Capital Film Service, Inc., for
Washington, D. C, Maryland, Delaware
and Virginia; Liberty Film Renting Company, western Pennsylvania.

George Beban is star of " Hearts of Men," presented by Hiram Abrams, and his co-star is his little son, George Beban, Jr.
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RothapfePs

Jump

from

the

Exhibitor-Producer s Efforts During Seven Years of Application
Result in Artistry and Originality of Unit Program
— First Step Taken in This Direction
IT is a long jump from a camp chair, one of two dozen rented from the local
undertaker to form the seating capacity of a makeshift motion picture theatre, to the director's chair of two of the world's leading theatres and the
producer of the first complete program of picture entertainment, but that is
cited as just what Samuel L. Rothapfel has done in the short space of eleven
years.
" To Samuel L. Rothapfel," said an announcement this week, " the public
owes much for the advancement of its one big entertainment. To him should
go the credit for raising this form of amusement to a plane on level with opera
and the drama, for it is he who has made the music vie with the picture for its
popularity."
Starts in Baseball
Mr. Rothapfel's managerial ability first
asserted itself in the town of Carbondale,
Pa., as the promoter and manager of the
champion baseball team of that section.
This was before " Roxie," as he was known
then to his friends, had entered the motion
picture business. It was during the year 1907
that he " put over " his champion team and
a short time thereafter journeyed to Forest
City, another Pennsylvania town, and
opened his first picture theatre, if the combination bar-room and improvised place* of
amusement that he opened could be called a
theatre.
is towhere
really
started on Here
his road
success" Roxie
in the "motion
picture business. A road so rough and
difficult and so filled with obstacles that a
man of less courage would have given up
in despair.
Samuel L. Rothapfel had his entire future of success marking the time that he
held forth in the so-called theatre in the
rear of a full-fledged bar-room in Pennsylvania. It may be safely assumed that Mr.
Rothapfel is the only one out of the many
who saw his shows who took the matter as
anything but a plaything, a huge joke. But
this same Rothapfel, as events have proved,
was even then working toward the goal
that he has now attained.
The " dean of the motion picture impressarios," as he has been termed, is not only
a student of psychology but a firm believer
in its effect. He plays on the psychological
mind. This has never been better illustrated than his belief in the psychology of
music in heightening the entertainment
value of the silent drama. He made the
music speak for the picture, and with the
two combined he embellished a real art —
one that took its place on Broadway and
held it against all opposition, and one that
is now recognized with the opera and the
drama as distinctive.
Those "Filler" Days
Until the Rothapfel program at, first, the
Regent Theatre, later the Strand and more
recently the Rialto and Rivoli theatres were
presented to the public, the musical phase
of a motion picture theatre's program was
serving simply as a filler. Any old tune was
played and, with but a few exceptions, a
player piano was the only instrument to

Samuel L. Rothapfel studying a script preparatory to shooting a scene
furnish the music at a theatre. Mr. Rothapfel gave music its place in the silent
drama and with it he gave the public an
art.
Mr. Rothapfel sends the following statement to the press :
" While managing director of a theatre I
was
compelled
takeI the
other
picture,
whereas, toNow
can go
backfellow's
to the
root of things, and while having my picture
under production, I can at the same time
take under consideration the musical phase
of the program, with the result that when
completed the musical accompaniment aud
the production will have sprung from the
same creative mind and will necessarily
present more of the unified continuity than
is represented in the program that necessitates adaptability in the picture lending itself to the music in return.
Raised with Care
" In short, my program will be likened to
a well regulated family , in this respect.
Each of the eight features of the Rothapfel
Unit Program will be " reared " under the
same roof, by the same hand, in the same

Camp

Chair

atmosphere, the -same environment and
springing from the same creative mind.
" By this reasoning I feel that I make no
false boasts or promises when I say that
the musical settings for the Rothapfel Unit
Program will be an improvement, artistically, upon any program presented by me at
any of my theatres in the past.
" It has been proved that music in the
motion pictures themselves. Before music was accorded its rightful place in the
motion picture theatre, there was a certain
class of people who went rarely to the
theatre presenting a program of pictures.
These same people enjoyed the silent drama,
but the incentive offered by the picture
alone, was not strong enough to attract
them excepting on rare occasions.
" With the advent of music as a feature
of the picture program, thousands were won
over to the silent drama because with the
local accompaniment, the presentation of
pictures was raised to a higher art, akin
to the opera and rising above the opera in
this respect — viz., that the drama and opera
are now combined or will be in my pro" Not very long ago I visited every important city from here to the Coast, and
gram. observations
made
of the methods employed
by different managers in putting on their
programs. I have visited some of the
country's biggest and best theatres. One
thing, in particular, I noticed and it has
proved of priceless value to me in the
building of my first Unit Program.
" How easy it is to have one's whole
show ruined by an incongruous musical selection of overture. It is always natural
to judge any performance from its weak
spots or spot. Even though the major portion of the program is excellent, the little
weakness in this or that part, stands out.
" That is what I mean by my statement
concerning the importance of music in the
motion picture. That is the phase I am
seeking to make an art. Music will be
given just as careful attention as production. It will be made to speak the sentiments conveyed by the production. It will
combine the opera with the drama."
" Eagle and Fawn " Claims
Indian Cast
" The Eagle and the Fawn," which was
a recent scenic feature at the Rialto Theater, New York, is the first of several
single-reel attractions with an all-Indian
cast, according to the statement of VicePresident E. W. Hammons, of the Educational Films Corporation of America.
" The Eagle and the Fawn " is considered one of those rare scenic offerings that
presents an ideal combination of fine scenery, characters and story, without losing
sight of the fact that the subject is essentially ascenic picture. The pictorial romance of the Indian girl and the handsome brave, and the introduction of the
Indian types that appear as supporting character, in no way detracts from the tieauty
of the Wyoming scenery.
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Buffalo

Attitude
in Newspaper
Change
could interest only a few of 'em on
And
that basis!
Bert Adler, of Interocean Visits Wash" But it's different here in Washington.
ington and Finds Exhibitors and
The exhibitor welcomes us and we welcome
Press Working in Harmony
their news. No branch of news is given
l
natura
the
more
prominence than movie theatre news.
be
to
used
apers
newsp
t <THE
We are proud of our fine, new picture
1 enemy of the films. I know that back
comhouses and
glad readers
to bringas them
atin the old Thanhouser days we had
tention of our
much toasthespace
pany news thrown back on us with all
requirements possibly allow."
sorts of sarcastic editorial comment," said
Other Washington newspaper men comBert Adler, just returned from the Washment as follows :
Better
"The
of
ng
openi
ington, D. C, "
Ernest Johnson, advertising manager,
'01e
. , A
i
" Nor were these throw-backs due to Washington Post: "The Washington picture houses receive fullest press support ;
to
or
ted,
submit
poor news value of copy
we of the press look upon them as an
the
in
bunk'
agent
preval
astories
important local business interest and treat
of the matter is it was
The offact'press
. ency
them
accordingly. I appreciate that it was
those
in
news
e
genuin
write
to
very simple
not always thus — however, it shall always
ers operdays. There were but few produc
ating and there were tons of sources to
G. Bryant, business manager, Washwork— sources that are exhausted today.
so W.
remain."
"The hostile attitude was due to the
ington Herald : " We are the only American city publishing a mid-week as well as
newspaper sentiment of the time.of The
the
Sunday amusement supplement. And 70
difference in that sentiment is one
interesting changes in matters relating to per cent of the news columns of this supplement are given to motion pictures. Such
the motion picture. Ask Arthur James,
John Flinn, Ben Schulberg, Joe Brandt or
a fact speaks for itself."
John Claire, advertising manager, Washthe others who had to do with movie pubington Times : " The sort of pictures that
licity in the old days."
are being shown today and the class of
In Washington, Mr. Adler found what
theatre in which they are being projected
he calls " unexpected sympathy " with the
gives the picture industry a position locally
better motion picture on the part of the
that tannot be gainsaid. We recognize
papers. And he says one reason is that
the exhibitors have come to fully realize
this new standing of the films. The newspapers of Washington are the friends of
the necessity of their advertising support
of the local press, in line with the editorial
recommendations of Motion Picture News
result is, says Adler, that Sunday
theThe
films."
closing agitations never get started in the
for over three years. The picture men no
capital. And it seems there is no shortage
longer hesitate to buy space liberally acof cranks there, as elsewhere, who would
cording to the occasion.
Walter Coates, advertising manager of view with delight an anti-movement and
would work to move it along. At present
the Washington Star, said to the " Better
Sunday is the great " opening " day of
'Ole " representative : " There is a city nearby wherein the leading newspaper, which
films in Washington and when " The Better
'Ole " commenced its two-week run a Suncarried little or no picture house advertisday was the start-off day. Can the absence
ing, started a directory of daily film attractions. To get the theatres accustomed
of all anti-movements — developed ones — be
due to the spirit of understanding existing
to regular newspaper advertising this sheet
between press and picture today? The
got the rate down to 45 cents per day per
reader is permitted one guess.
exhibitor. Think of it— 45 cents a day!
Gray Seal Announces
JOHN L. McCUTCHEON, for Gray Seal
Productions, announces that their first
picture is completed. This picture is in one
reel and will be known as "A Pocket Romance," featuring Wheeler Dryden. The
second production, "Wake Up," featuring
the same star, is now being made and both
subjects will be shown to the trade in the
near future.
The company believe that they have a
good comedian in Mr. Dryden because they
think he has the ability of putting over
laughs without resorting to slap-stick. Mr.
Dryden, is said to have a very pleasing personality and although still in his twenties,
has had a long theatrical career, making
his first appearance on the English stage
when five years old. It is said that Dryden
is the George M. Cohan of England, his
fame brought about in a similar way,
through a number of popular songs written
and composed by him.
Mr. Dryden, it is said, signed a five-year

Future Plans For Films
contract with Julian Houtain of the Gray
Seal Productions, after considering a number of excellent offers from other prominent producers.
In speaking of the plans of the organization, Mr. McCutcheon said that no definite
idea of distribution had been decided on,
although they had enough attractive offers
to guarantee a world-wide distribution of
their products. It was also stated that a
general publicity campaign would be
lanuched to make their stars and productions leaders in this industry. The Dryden
comedies are said to be excellent from both
the picture and box office standpoint.
, John L. McCutcheon, who is acting as
production manager, will also supervise the
Myrtle Stedman features, which he will
start filming in about five weeks. Mr. McCutcheon's long experience in studio work,
will be very helpful to him in carrying out
the plans of the organization which are outlined as being very ambitious.

Company Releases
First Feature
Buffalo-Local film fans this week saw
the first picture released by the Buffalo
Motion Picture corporation. It was shown
at the Strand theatre under the title of
" The Price of Innocence," and featured
Stella K. Talbot, daughter of the president
of the corporation Frank L. Talbot, who
has offices at 338 Ellicott square. The officers of the local producing company are
Frank L. Talbot, president ; Frank B. Caldwell, vice president; J. William Prouse,
second vice president ; James M. Sparks,
secretary. The board of directors has the
following personnel — Peter Ernst, Andrew
J. Keller, Louis J. Moschell, Edward A.
Jones and- William Atkinson. Among the
prominent local stockholders are Maxwell
M. Nowak, George E. Pierce, Joseph Snyder and Mathew D. Mann. The first production was shown for three days at the
Strand and Manager Earl L. Crabb reports excellent business.
Sam Aronowitz Buys Two
After spending a week around New
York City, viewing special productions
available for his territory, Sam Aronowitz
purchased two special features from M. H.
Hoffman of the Pioneer Film Corporation,
and returned to Des Moines to exploit them
from his offices there.
He secured " Virtuous Sinners " for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota. "The Boomerang " was bought for
the states of Iowa and Nebraska, and Mr.
Aronowitz
West states.has an option on the other Mid-

" Triumph of Venus "
The Victory Film Manufacturing Company announces the sale of their feature
film, " The Triumph of Venus " for Iowa
and Nebraska to Mr.' Phil. Goldstone of
the Sterling Film Corporation of Omaha,
Nebraska.

Evelyn Brent
Kemptonby Green
Gold,"and released
Arrow in " Fool's
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Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy are presented
by Independent
C">rp. in " isTheshown
Otherat Man's
Wife.'
and another
moment in Sales
the production
the right
Manager

Weiss

Eulogizes

Mary
Regan
Harry "Weiss,
manager
of the" Central
Film Service of Chicago, saw the studio
print of " Mary Regan," third of the Anita
Stewart special feature attractions to be
distributed by First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, screened in the projection room
of the Rothacker plant there, before the
work of conforming the negative started,
and sent the following wire to the home
office in New York :
" You can take it from me that ' Mary
Regan ' is some picture as I saw it. It is
undoubtedly the best production we have
released so far. Mr Mayer's telegram commending itwas modest."
The story of " Mary Regan " is from the
novel by Le Roy Scott, writer of detective
and mystery fiction. It describes the romance of Mary Regan, a young and beautiful denizen of the aristocracy of the shadow world and Robert Clifford, a New
York detective.
Arrow

Film

Sells Rights to

"Fools' Gold"
" Fools' Gold," the new Mitchell Lewis
production which has been secured for the
state right market by the Arrow Film Corporation, has been sold for the New England territory to the Premier Feature Film
Company of Boston, who will distribute it
as a big special through their offices.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, is pleased with
the way " Fools' Gold " is being sold by
his company. The announcement was made
only last Saturday and so far nearly a
dozen buyers have looked at the picture. It
is said to be the kind of picture that buyers
like to purchase. It is a six-reel special
production made in the Northwest.
Buy Two Features
Bech, Van Siclen & Company announce
that they have bought Edgar Lewis's production, Calibre
"
38," starring Mitchell
Lewis and " Wild Honey," starring Doris
Kenyon.

Miss Cassidy is shown in the center,

Educational Announces
Fourth Supplement
around the studio on such short notice.
VICE-PRESIDENT E. W. HAMMONS,
of the Educational Films Corporation
Then comes the reason that the mesof America, has received the sample print
senger service in Los Angeles was so completely demoralized recently. All the boys
of the fourth issue of the " Photoplay
Magazine Screen Supplement," which is to are seen perched high on the board fence
be released May 1, and announces the table
that surrounds the Christie studios, with
of contents as it will be seen in the theatres.
"Rush" messages serving only to show
The subject opens with scenes at the
their excess of emotion. On the center
Brunton studios, in Los Angeles, and
stage Al Christie is "shooting" a Winter
shows, by photographic skill, the building
Garden set, with a chorus of chickens
behind the footlights and on the runway.
of a huge glass studio building, in a few
seconds. Frank Keenan is seen hanging
Mollie Malone, the leading lady, comes in
around, and later, making up as a Kentucky
for the closeup at the finish.
Colonel. Sessue Hayakawa directs a few
In conclusion, there is a regular little
scenes of his own in the new studio, and
drama
called " A Movie of Movieland,"
the little stage is shown on which the
staged at the Hollywood home of Viola
illustrated art titles are filmed.
Dana and Shirley Mason and their mother.
Ben Alexander is then seen kidding
The action of the play runs true to form,
Bessie Barriscale and Howard Hickman.
with suspense and a happy ending, the aim
Jim Corbett arrives at Universal City, and purpose being to show the sister stars
and is greeted by the choicest gang of in some genuine " at home " stuff that will
make interesting entertainment.
rough-necks that could be assembled
Guinan Completes First
Two Westerns
The Frohman Amusement Corporation
have received word from their West Coast
Studio that " South of Santa Fe " and " The
She Wolf," the first of the twenty-six tworeel Western dramas, featuring Texas
Guinan, have been finished, and that work
is now progressing on the third picture, the
title of which is yet undecided.
Work has also begun on the Mack Swain
Comedies, known as Poppy Comedies. The
first of these is now in the hands of the
cutter and Mr. Swain is at work on his
second picture.
Kaplan

and

Hanover

Join

Tyrad Forces
Matthias Radin, president and general
manager of Tyrad Pictures, Inc., distributors of "Your Wife and Mine," and "And
the Children Pay," announces the appointments of Jack Kaplan as sales manager
for New York territory and Irving Hanover as sales manager for New Jersey ter-

ritory. Both men are well known in film
circles in the East, Kaplan having been
formerly with the Universal and Hanover
with the First National.
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., under the supervision of Jacque Tyrol, secretary-treasurer
and director-general, is already completing plans for a new super-feature work
on which will be started in New York
shortly. Tyrol returned to New York this
week after a flying trip to Washington,
Baltimore, and Philadelphia in the interests
of the new production.
Announces

Rights to

"Birth of a Race"
W. S. Butterfield, of Battle Creek,
Michigan, announces that he recently acquired the State Rights for Michigan for
" The Birth of a Race " and he will soon
announce his hooking arrangements for
this stupendous photoplay spectacle.
Mr. Butterfield is confident that this is
one of the best box office winners that has
ever been offered to the exhibitors and
every exhibitor should keep an open date
on his booking sheet for this masterpiece.
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"Stolen Orders" Going Big
Says Brady Office
William A. Brady announces the sale of
" Stolen Orders " for Illinois to Jones,
Linick and Schaefer. The acquisition of
" Stolen Orders " for Illinois by this firm is
further indicative of the fact it is said that
the Brady picture is today one of the
strongest state right propositions on the
market. Recent advices from widely separated parts of the country it is declared
disclose the fact that this feature continues
to roll up remarkable box-office records.
Not only in this country, but also in foreign
territories, particularly England and South
America, the Brady picture is proving a
strong attraction it is said.
It is announced that Jones, Linick and
Schaefer will shortly inaugurate an extensive campaign of exploitation on behalf of
" Stolen Orders," secure in the conviction
it is declared that the Brady picture will
equal or better in Illinois the remarkable
business it is doing in Ohio, New England
and the country over.
Brockliss

Buys

Foreign

Rights to Grey Productions
Sidney Garrett, president of the J. Frank
Brockliss Company, has purchased the entire foreign rights of " Desert Gold," the
special production now being made of Zane
Grey's popular novel, together with the
rights of all other books by this writer,
according to an announcement made this
week by C. A. Weeks, treasurer and secretary of the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.
The acquisition of the foreign rights of
this series is in line with the recently announced policy of the Brockliss Company
to eliminate star and program pictures
from their offerings, and handle only productions of special merit and magnitude.
Zion

Films Announces
New Plans
An announcement of interest to exhibitors throughout the country, in relation to
the future policy and plans of Zion Films,
will soon be made public by that organization, itis promised. This announcement is
being kept secret, for the present, because
all plans have not been completed as yet.
The plans are said to contain something
new and novel.
The Zion Films, Inc., has completed the
first of the series of Sholon Aleichem, Jewish Mark Twain stories, " Khavah," in
which Alice Hastings is the star. A private showing of the picture will soon be
held at a Broadway playhouse, according
to a Zion announcement.
Exclusive Buys Rights on
Tom Mix Feature
Exclusive Features, Inc., has purchased
from Wm. N. Selig, the world's rights on
a six reel negative, featuring Tom Mix, entitled The
"
Heart of Texas Ryan."
It will be distributed on a State Right
basis, as soon as titling and editing on the
production will be completed.

Tells

Why
"Photoplay"
is Successful

The "Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement" would not be a possibility if it
were not for the absolute independence of
the organization behind it," says Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the Educational
Films Corporation of America, this week.
The Supplement is breaking all records for
single-reel bookings, both in volume of
sales, and in the amount of rentals, and
yet we are convinced that only a small
fraction of the exhibitors of the country
realize the possibilities they have for profit in the single reel, or have an inkling
of how difficult it is to secure this type
of material.
"Every scene for "The Supplement" is
produced under the direction of James R.
Quirk and Julian Johnson, respectively
managing director and editor of Photoplay
Magazine, and the nation-wide distribution is handled exclusively by our organization. Both "Photoplay Magazine" and
the Educational Films Corporation are absolutely independent of any outside interests whatsoever, and it is this very essential factor that makes possible "The
Supplement." About seventy-five of the
better known stars will appear in the twelve
issues of the single-reel, and exhibitors can
realize the tangle of contracts that is involved in securing this amount of film.
Exhibitors are warned against any advertising of the "Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement" that might tend to
make the subject appear as more than a
single reel.
Buffalo
Manager Praises
10-20-30 Series
Max Lewis, manager of the Frontier
theatre, Buffalo, after running the 10-20-30
release, " Life's Greatest Problem," starring
Mitchell Lewis, wrote the following letter
to Independent Sales Corporation's Buffalo
branch manager, C P. Saunders:
" Yesterday
played one of your pictures,
' Life's GreatestI Problem,'
am pleased
I haveto
best Ipictures
say that it is one of the and
ever seen. My patrons congratulated me on my
judgment in selecting such pictures as this one
and if all of your 10-20-30 series are in line with
this one, I am glad to know that I have your
contract for the remainder. I would like to be
able to procure pictures like this every day in
the week, as believe me, it is the kind that
(Signed) Max Lewis,
FrontierManager,
Theatre.
satisfies."

News

First National Film Buys
Feature Rights
N. J. Flynn and Chas. W. Harden, of
The First National Film company, Kansas
City, Mo., have returned from New York
after having spent ten days in looking over
the market of state rights pictures. They
succeeded in closing contracts for the following productions for Kansas and Missouri :
Maurice Tourneur's production
"Woman" and "Tempest and Sunshine"
bought from Hiller & Wilk, "Wives of
Men," featuring Florence Reed and "The
Still Alarm" from Pioneer Film Corp.,
" Once To Every Man" from the Frohman Co., "When the Desert Smiled," featuring Neal Hart, "The Fires of Hope,"
"The Web of Intrigue," "Human Schuttles," "The Shadow of Fear," all featuring Harold Lockwood, from Arrow Film
Company. Forty single reel Western subjects featuring Tom Mix from Jans Distributing Corporation and fourteen single
reel Western subjects featuring Tom Mix
from Exclusive Film Company.
Miller

Starts First Special
Next Week
Charles Miller who signed, recently, with
Frank G. Hall, president of Independent
Sales Corporation to produce a series of
special productions for Independent's program of special releases, will commence
work on the first of the series at the BaconBacker studio, next week. Mr. Miller has
under consideration three novels, all by
well known authors, the screen rights to
one of which he will purchase within the
week.
Albert Cowles, who will assist Mr. Miller
will start casting at the studio, as soon
as one of the scripts under consideration,
is decided upon.
Houdini Buys Business of
Martinka and Company
Houdini, star of " The Master Mystery,"
produced by B. K. Rolf e for Octagon Films,
Inc., became a commercial magnate this
week when he concluded a deal for the
purchase of the business of Martinka &
Co., of New York, dealers in magical goods,
and formed a new corporation with himself as principal shareholder to continue
the business. Martinka & Co. is said to
country.
be
the largest magical supply house in the
Alexander

Arthur Levey, exporter, who has returned to
the industry from the war

Picture

Is Engaged

for

" Josselyn's
" large
Ben Alexander,
small of Wife
stature but
of reputation, one of the most lovable
children in screen annals, comes back after
his decided success in " The Turn in the
Road " with another prominent part in
a Robertson-Cole feature for release
through Exhibitors Mutual.
This time little Ben will be associated
with Bessie Barriscale, starring in B. B.
Features, in her newest production at the
Brunton Studio " Josselyn's Wife."
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THE
SHOULD

NOT

BE

THE

GOAT

Film

name written there?' '
Is yourWe've
got a waiting-list, and
to every name on it we are
going to mail, free, a copy of
the IMSCO Book.
l
I
Let

us

Film

Renovator

Removes all oil and grime from OLD
film and prevents foggy and blotchy pictures on the screen from oil soaked film.
Ask your exchange to investigate
REX

FILM

RENOVATOR

R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG.

CO.

Columbus, O.

your

name

there

Book, backed by IMSCO
service and quality and prices,
will make you a friend of
ours.

To

Renovator

put

We would like to put it there,
because we want more
friends, and the IMSCO

Prevents this by setting the emulsion
and removing all greenness, and saves
NEW FILM from scratching and tearing.
Rex

News

OPERATOR

when the sprocket holes tear or the new
film scratches during projection. It is
not his fault, but is caused by particles of
the semi-plastic emulsion deposited on
the tension springs or shoes and causing
increased friction.
Rex

Picture

get

your

name

there

Simply drop us a postal card saying that you
want the IMSCO Book.
You'll be glad you
asked
for
it.
It
will
profit
you. But won't
you do it right away?
/
INDEPENDENT MOVIE
729 Seventh Avenue

The

Essential

SUPPLY CO.
New York

Requirements
for

EASTMAN
Improved
FILM
SPEER

the best pictures pos-

CARBONS

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

I dentifiablt by thein words
margin and "Kodak"
the film"Eastman"

Projection

SPEER
first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

are

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

''The

Carbons with a Guarantee*'
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.
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prepared by them in order to bring out certain facts which
they wished to set before the Society.
4. " Adding Color to Motion," by Mr. Wm. V. D.
Kelley. This paper dealt with colored motion pictures and
was supplemented by the showing of certain films which
had been made by the addative process. These films were
received with great enthusiasm, and were repeated after
the banquet held Tuesday night.
5. "The Motion Picture Screen," by Mr. Frank J.
Rembusch, was in the form of a talk covering his experiences and experiments on various screen surfaces.
6. Mr. George Blair gave a short talk on the general
conditions surrounding the production of raw stock.
Among other things he stated that the production of noninflammable film was more difficult than that of inflammable film. The ingredients entering into its manufacture are more expensive and are far more difficult to obtain. He stated that a universal shift from inflammable
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture f stock to non-inflammable stock would be absolutely imposindustry, containing records of the latest accomplishments |
sible, and other facts equally interesting and important to
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- | the industry.
ventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and 1
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature I
7. Mr. Pierce of the Underwriters' Laboratories spoke
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and I at some length concerning film as a fire risk. He brought
furnishing field.
I out the following classification and the danger in each :
No charge is made in these departments for answering \
a. The use of inflammable film in the theatre — where
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
there
is little actual danger, the protection here being adeE. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor I

Meeting

of Society

of Motion

Picture

Engineers

spring meeting of the Society was held in Philadelphia on April 14, 15 and 16.
This meeting was the best attended and most interesting thus far held. There were in all thirty-three members on hand and ten invited guests.
These members included representatives from the General Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, National Lamp Works, Edison Lamp
Works, Westinghouse Lamp Works, Nicholas Power
Company, Enterprise Optical Company, Eastman Kodak
Company, Hertner Electric Company, Cooper Hewitt
Electric Company, Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, National Carbon Company, Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, Corning Glass Works, Victor Animatograph
Company, De Vry Corporation, Pathescope Company, Argus Lamp Company, Prizma Inc., Domestic Engineering
Company, M. J. Wohl Company, Rembusch Screen Company and others.
The progress which is being made by the Society and
its actual accomplishments are most satisfactory. The effect of its recommendations are now being felt by the industry as a whole, and it will not be long before a decided improvement will be seen in several branches of motion picture production, and exhibition, due to the progressive policy and the recommendations of the Society.
The general topics taken up in papers presented and discussed at the meeting in Philadelphia were as follows:

THE

1. "White Light for Motion Picture Photography,"
prepared and presented by Dr. Wm. Roy Mott. This paper
dealt with the white light carbon in studio work and its
photographic values.
2. "Attachments to Professional Cinematographic
Cameras," by Mr. Carl L. Gregory.
3. " Some Phases of the Optical System," by Mr. J. H.
Richardson. Dr. Kellner, Dr. Story and Dr. Gage supplemented this paper with additional data which had been

b. The handling of inflammable film in the exchanges
quate.
where there is the gravest danger because of lack of protection and gross carelessness in handling.
c. The use of inflammable film in portable machines
outside the theatre — in homes, churches, clubs, etc. This,
he said, is a most serious menace and anyone showing films
under these circumstances is an enemy to the public safety.
He went on to say that any man who sells a miniature
machine to use inflammable film is a menace to society and
there is no use of the industry conniving with this condition.
He dealt further with the various ways of handling the
situation both through greater protection and by the use of
non-inflammable film.
Mr. Washington Devereux, of Philadelphia, took up this
subject and concurred with Mr. Pierce, giving examples of
the dangers with which he is familiar.
Dr. Ancona went into the subject stiH further from the
film manufacturers' angle.
Mr. Murphy spoke of the fire hazard in the studio and
how he is meeting it.
8. Mr. C. Francis Jenkins (Past President of the Society) expressed his views of the situation, and stated how
he should combat it. He said in brief that this Society
should adopt and own a patented perforation, the manufacturing license on which should only be granted to those
who would perforate their film in non-inflammable stock.
This led to a lengthy and most enlightening discussion
as to the narrow width standard adopted a year ago and
the general use of non-inflammable film stock.
This finally resulted in passing a resolution recommending to the Federal, State and Municipal governments of
this country and Canada that in future they print all film
produced and distributed by them on non-inflammable
stock and so label it.
These papers will be printed in full in the NEWS as
soon as they have been published in the Transactions of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
The next meeting of the Society will be held in Pittsburgh some time in October. The date will be announced
later.
E. K. GILLETT.
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Trouble with Carbons and Speed Control
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Gentlemen :
We are using " Simplex Machines" about two years old with
6^2 inch and 7J/2 inch condensers, with Gundlach lenses. Current
from the arc is drawn through a separate meter, on which is
marked 75 amperes, 110 volts, 60 cycles, 2-wire system. The
economizers we are using are Sterling economizers of 110 volts,
60 amperes and 60 cycles. They .are open as far as possible, and
have been in use for about five years.
The lamp house is of the large size with a carbon holder adjustment of not more than 75 amperes. We are using a good
grade of National carbon, but it is almost impossible to keep the
carbons from burning crooked.
Up to six months or a year ago, we got a fine light on A. C,
and it is just lately that we have been getting a poor light. The
light is not even very bright on the heat resistance plate or when
the door of the lamp house is open..
Question No. 2. The rubber driving disc that works on the
speed control is not working right. The oil must be kept away
from this, so that the machine will run, but when all of the oil
is wiped off the disc wears away and forms a substance like sand
on the disc. This is worse than oil, and must be cleaned off about
three times to a reel. This trouble is also just recent. Can you
tell me how to fix it?
(Signed) " C. P."
Answer :
No. 1. Your trouble is either in your carbon setting or in your
current supply, probably the latter. Alternating current is difficult to handle at best so there is all the more reason why care
should be taken with all adjustments.
First, see if your carbons are lined up on all sides to remove
one possible source of crooked burning. Examine every connection between economizer and carbons and if condition of wire
appears doubtful at any place renew it. An oxidized wire makes
a fine rheostat, but a mighty poor conductor. If this does not
improve your light proceed as follows :
Borrow a 75 ampere ammeter from your local lighting com-

Picture

News

pany (every projection room should have one, but unhappily very
few do) and measure the current g^)ing to your arc. With your
economizer wide open the meter should approximate 60 amperes.
If it doesn't, then there is a fault somewhere in your economizer,
in which case we would advise you to return it to the makers
for the necessary inspection and repair.
No. 2. If your machines are about two years old it is probable
that you have the old style Simplex feed control, with broad discs.
This design has been changed so that in the present type the discs
are of fibre, which eliminates the trouble which is frequently met
with in the style you have. Your best move is to send the control to the nearest Simplex distributor, and have the discs changed
to the up-to-date form. If this is not possible, you should try letting up on the tension of the spring, as there is nothing to be
gained by having the spring tightened up more than enough to
hold the discs against each other without slipping. We believe,
however, that the slight expense involved in having the discs
changed would more than repay you when it is considered to
what trouble you are now being placed by having to clean off
the discs so frequently.
American

Projection Society Drops Cares and
Worries to Dance and Dine
T t will be some time before the ball-room of the new Hotel PennAsvlvania holds as genial a gathering as was seen there on April
12 when the American Projection Society held its annual dance and
banquet.
The committee in charge was on its toes every minute of the
evening in an endeavor to make all those present feel at home. The
Toastmaster, Mr. G. W. Landon of the Nicholas Power Co., after
being introduced by the president, Mr. Benny Turner, proceeded to
carry out his duties to the highest point of perfection.
Dr. Riesenfeld of the Rialto and Rivoli, made the pr.ncipal address of the evening. Other speakers were Mr. Will C. Smith,
General Manager of the Nicholas Power Co., and Mr. W. F.
Francke of the Precision Machine Co. '
The Society has grown within a very few years from a small
group to a membership of 60, all of whom are closely connected wTith the various phases of projection.

American Projection Society Banquet

May

3,
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for the purpose

of

distributing some new and vital products designed by A. R. Bullock, one of
the world's greatest
inventors of electrical
apparatus

and

engineers and
and mechanical

appliances.

Of particular interest to those in the Motion Picture Industry is a Current Rectifier,
designed on an entirely new

principle and pos-

sessing greater possibilities with fewer limitations, for converting Alternating Current line
voltage to Direct Current voltage needed at
the projection machine.
This important invention promises to revolutionize and greatly improve projection. The
Bullock Rectifier will insure high-efficiency service, and is much more compact, simple, foolproof, and less costly than present types of
equipment.
There
which

are other new

Bullock

Inventions

are equally valuable.

Watch for further announcements in this publication.
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A.R.
GENERAL

Bullock

Electric

Products

OFFICES; 45 WEST 34th ST.. MONOLITH BLDG.. NEW YORK
FACTORIES AND LABORATORIES AT CLEVELAND. OHIO
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SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1387 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GOERZ=
Goerz
Kino Hypar
F/3.5
This is the lens that has met the most exacting technical and
artistic requirements of studio and field motion-picture photography. It is made in 1%, 2, 2% and 3 inch focus and may be
fitted to nearly all standard makes of Kinematograph cameras.
We also call attention to the GOERZ ROUNDCLOSING, DISSOLVING and VIGNETTING DEVICE, MICROMETER
MOUNTS and other standard devices. Send or call for our
latest descriptive matter. We are at your service for technical
or other information.

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
317J East 34th Street, New York City

PATENTS
We have had wide experience in the preparation and prosecution of patent applications relating to moving picture apparatus.
All communications are strictly confidential. Our patent practice, extending over a period of seventy-four years, enables us
in many cases to advise in regard to patentability without any
expense to our client.*
Our HANDBOOK is sent free on request
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
contains Patent Office Notes. Decisions of interest to inventors
— and particulars of recently patented inventions.
MUNN & CO.
Patent Attorneys
625 F Street,
670 Woolworth Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
New York

Picture

News

Local 306 Initiation Fee Goes Up Again
NOTICE has gone out from the office of Local 306 that its
initiation fee is to be raised again. Beginning June 5, the cost
will be $100 instead of the $75 fee now in force, and which will be
continued until midnight of June 4.
Projectionists who come under the jurisdiction of this local, but
who are not already members, will find it decidedly to their advantage to take out the necessary papers before the fee is raised.
An Answer for Montana
Mont., sends in these questions :
Judith aGap,
HR.
• IKing,
am using
Compensarc with A. C. current, 110 volts,
60 cycles and burning special A. C. carbons. Can you tell me if I
could better my light by using a Ft. Wayne rectifier, and would it
reduce the cost of the light bill? The rectifier I mention is built
similar to compensarc. Would I use A. C. carbons or D. C. carbons with this ?
Reply: There are two main types of compensarcs. One is
constructed similar to a transformer, and the other resembles a
motor-generator set. We assume that you are using the transformer type of Compensarc.
A rectifier is commonly considered as being an electro-chemical or mechanical device for changing alternating current to direct current or vice versa, and when used in connection with
motion picture work usually means a mercury arc rectifier. When
the change-over is brought about electrically it is more common
to refer to the device as a converter.
As far as we know there is no rectifier built similar in construction to a Compensarc, so that we are unable to state whether the
resultant current would be alternating or direct.
A direct current arc has always been considered an easier arc
to handle than one on alternating current. Unless the d. c. voltage
had to be greatly reduced through rheostats, a. c. operation is considerably more expensive since to secure the same light intensity
from alternating current requires a higher amperage at the arc.
If you will write us again, explaining just what you mean by
a " Fort Wayne rectifier built similar to a compensarc," we will
look up the matter and answer you in detail.
Vibration Troubles
GILBERT HEATWOLE of Clifton Forge, Va., says:
" Film is coming in in very good condition due to a great
extent, I think, to the N. A. M. L.
" I have one question to ask. I was called to a small town
a short distance from here to look at two Simplex machines recently returned from the factory. There was a little jump,
straight up and down, in both machines. The tension shoes, intermittent spocket, and framing carrier are all right. The vibration in both machines started at the same time. The only thing
IReply
could: think of was vibration."
You answered your own letter with the suggestion of vibration. If the jumps in the two pictures are similar it is very probable that the construction of the booth is not stiff enough for
projection purposes. The floor particularly, of a projection booth
must be rock steady or a perfect picture is a practical impossibility. In a case where the booth sways due to improper bracing
the picture would jump up and down as yours does.
Have a carpenter or contractor examine the construction of the
booth in question and decide on the changes that are necessary.
It may be that a simple brace or a column will correct the whole
trouble.
Over the Thousand

Mark

JUST as all projects have a definite aim at their start so did the
National Anti-Misframe League. Since the month it was
commenced the thought has been " A thousand members by January, 1919." The thousandth member has now been taken in,
and although this is April instead of January the showing is
truly remarkable, for we had figured that the war-time activities
of projectionists would adversely affect the League and its membership much more than it has.
Now that we have reached one goal we should not be satisfied
but rather should increase our pace, so that by January, 1920, the
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card file here in the office of the Motion Picture News will contain 2,000 N. A. M. L. names.
The labels which you stick on returning films cans are, to a
certain extent, a kind of advertising to call attention to the
League. The greater the number of these labels, therefore, thai
are noticed by exchanges the greater will be the recognition
givena film
:he League.
:his inspected
reason never
forge: Get
:: s::ck
"abe'
on
can if youForhave
the film.
your afriend
projectionists to join and use the labels. And whenever you get
the chance boost the League, because of what it does and what it
will do.

ANOTHER EVIDENCE
OF LEADERSHIP
Leadership is like any other ship.
In the forefront stands the one
carrying the most prominent and
the largest following.
In the
ticket system field this means us
as evidenced again by the
New Perfected Model

.National Anti-Misframe League
Pledse
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
ef the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

AUTOMATICKET
SYSTEM
609c fewer parts than am- other
device in its field. Foolproof,
amperproof. One single master
cey controls everything about it,
ncluding register. In your sell
nterest, send for Advance Folder
now while vou think of it.

1733 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY
225 W55— ST-

Roll of Honor
Chas. M. Sykes
Aberdeen. S. D.
Glenn M. Swisher
Ripley. Ohio
Kenneth P. Herrick
Anderson, Ind.
T. Cliff Kenyon
Johannesburg, So. Africa
Joseph
A. Rusch..... New Kenton,
Victor Bouterie
Orleans. Ohio
La.
F. G. Tynes
Stamford, Texas
Hilton O. Field
Lethbricge, Aita., Cacada
Grcver NWalters
Belle-rue,
Arthur
alley
Winder. Ohio
Ga.
Andy Burtnett
Hannibal, Mo.
Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week
Total Membership

'iVE ARE RECOGNIZED
AUTHORITIES
ON EVERYTHING
PERTAINING TO THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
EXPERT
ADVICE
WITHOUT CHARGE

998
... 11

'jj^*J$&Pj£*' PROJECTOR
THEATRE ACCESSOR' ES
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Notice!
Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be fcrvrardec.
Blank for .Yen- League Members
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to
deliver the letters addressed to them

Phone Bryant 6808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it i§ high grade sensitive films for motion pictures vou want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY
FILM
220
West STATE
42nd Street
A. G. STEEy,

SALES
NEW YORKCO..
CITY, ENTC.
N. Y.

Special Representative
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COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it

Picture

News

Another Change-Over Signal
D. P. Leach of Swift Current, Sask., says:
On reading the questions and answers in the Projection Department of the News, March 29th issue, I noticed the signalling
device of Geo. W. Carson, Hannibal, Mo., and as I have been
using one for about six months with entire satisfaction I will send
a sketch of the one I use. As I am not much of an architect you
will hav"e to excuse my drawings.
5*

Empire
City Film Lab., Inc
S4S West 40th St., New York City
Brj Mit 6437
B»l. 8th & 9th Aves.
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You don't know
anything about
the Estey Thertre
Organ until you
have talked with
an owner.

Advertise
Here
to Get

THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro. Vt.
See our page ad in the
i May 10th issue of the
Motiox Picture News.

"NEWMAN"

=
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Please

BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Mr. Exhibitor :—
Don't you" stand
realizeforthat
not alone
"ORIGINALITY
NEWMAN
QUALITY,
but does
also
?
We are Originators of every conceivable
style of frame In which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
YOU will eventually use brass frames.
WHY not now?
Oet our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
Frames, BaMia,
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rialto
Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Balls, Grills, Sl*ns,
PacificSanCoast
— Q. A. Cal.
Metcalfe,
Choppers, Kick
Francisco,
Corner Cult Hinged Frames
Plates, Door Bars
We manufacture the fran
which do not require polish!
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

Hoods
\ Colors show Beautiful and
'%■ ■■' Brilliant and are Permanent.
Hoods slip over the bulb.
Way Ahead of Dip and
Less Costly ■
REYNOLDSCO.
andELECTRIC
for 5-10
12^40
W. w Lamps
1422 S. TALMA N AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"fop roller on maenne

Results

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive
Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers
Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMinusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

This device has caused me no trouble in threading up and saves
a lot of steps. Besides, it never lets the screen go white in case
I am busy with something else. Enclosed you will find a piece of
film with the tinsel on it. I get the tinsel from cigarette packages. The tinsel is always pasted on the shiny side of the films
as that is the side that goes next to the roller and closes the
circuit.
I use two signals, one about one minute from the end and another at " change-over." I never let leader or tails between feature reels run through so that with this signalling device the
Reply
feature: is run as one large reel so far as the patrons know.
The use of tinsel on film as a change-over signal has been
suggested several times in this department. It works without
trouble providing the tinsel is as thin as can be secured. Although pasted directly over the perforations the spocket teeth
will easily penetrate the tinsel.
A detailed drawing of Mr. Leach's device is shown here so that
any others who are interested may try out his scheme.
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THE
BARXGLA*
You need Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue*
B* RTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

CO., Room 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, IB. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
1
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American Home
Songs
Editor,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
In reading over your valuable columns every week, I find much
that is good in them. I try at all times to improve my co-workers and myself in presenting pictures to my public. Until about
two years ago I used to play regular concert programs with the
pictures including all the classic works, also symphonies, but I
saw the handwriting on the wall, which meant better music for the
film (appropriate music). I worked very hard to get things in
shape, and now I find setting up music for my shows a real pleasure, because the picture game has no limit for opportunities, as
there is something new budding up all the time. From the opening to the exit march, it all has my personal attention, including
the lighting effects which the operator and myself scheme out to
harmonize to the best of our ability.
There is a favor I'm going to ask you, and that is, where can
I get a book of old timers, that is old American Home Songs. I
find such great opportunities to use them, such as " Just a Song
at Twilight," " Carry Me Back to Old Virginia," etc. It must be
arranged for orchestra. There must be a folio printed of what
I mentioned for I came across a set some years back, but I don't
remember the publisher. I think every leader ought to play
those old-time melodies to educate our young Americans into
singing them, those real melodies. Every time I use one of the
old-time melodies it reads success. Hoping you will be able to
give me the name of the publisher who puts out a folio of oldtime songs for orchestras, believe me,
Yours for the Upbuilding of Music and Pictures,
(Signed)
Arthur Keller,
Musical Director, Plaza Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
The above letter has been received by the editor, and the following reply is herewith given because this is a subject which may
also interest others.
It is an established fact and beyond any doubt that our American Home Songs, known and endeared by our forefathers are
melodies creating an atmosphere of happiness and contentment.
They are the tunes we have so often heard in our childhood.
Any musician who possess judgment enough to properly employ
such old-timers in conjunction with the film is bound to make
friends in his audience, and give the theatre the character of a
peaceful and happy home.
There are three collections known to the Music Editor of these
columns, containing a great variety of American Home Songs,
but the only bad feature with such collections is that their contents
do not consist solely of such songs, but of a mixture of international patriotic melodies. The editor knows of the " Mammoth
Collection," comprising about six hundred different melodies,
such as old-time home songs and patriotic tunes of international
character. The price of this collection is exorbitant, considering
the fact that at least seventy-five per cent of the contents of same
are of no absolute value to the musician playing for the film. Such
national melodies as those of Abyssinia, Algeria, Armenia, Bolivia, Hungary, Germany, although of no value at all, are in the
collection, and have to be bought along with the little percentage of
songs which can be effectively used. The price of this collection, as mentioned above, is about $7.00 for small orchestra and
piano, and about $2.00 for piano.
The editor is also acquainted with another collection published
by G. Schirmer, which again, to a certain extent, does not live
up to the value of its size. Most of the songs contained therein
are of a national character, and there is very little in that book
which can be identified as our old American Home Ballads.

Used

in the

e rt-6-

Orchestra

However, the editor knows of many small medley selections containing such songs, and would at any time gladly furnish names
of publishers of such selections to any one of our readers sufficiently interested in this subject. ■
The editor also desires to commend Mr. Keller upon his consistent efforts to elevate music for the film to the highest possible
attainment.— The Editors.
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " My Desert Fantasy," by Robert Reid. Fox trot and onestep. New dance craze. (A. J. Stasny Music Co., 56 W.
45th St., N. Y.)
— " Chinese Lullaby," by Robert Hood Bowers. Featured by
Fay Bainter in William Harris, Jr.'s production, " East Is
West." The hit of hits. Everybody's singing and playing it.
(G. Schirmer, 3 E. 43d St., N. Y.)
N. —Y.)" Pride of the Caravan." The phenomenal fox-trot hit,
by W. C. Polla. (Joe Morris Music Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
— " Mother Love." The big hit. Greatest fox trot ever
printed. If s a positive riot everywhere. By Gold & West.
(Chas. K. Harris, Columbia Theatre Bldg., N. Y.)
— " Egyptian Nights." The class of all instrumental waltzes
destined to be another " Missouri " waltz. Don't fail to have
N. Y.)
this
in your library. (Al. Piantadosi & Co., 234 W. 46th St.,
— " Johnny's in Town." One-step by George W. Meyer and
Abe Opman. Just think of it, Clarie — he spent two months
in Paris. Welcome him home with this rousing good tune.
(Leo Feist, 249 W. 40th St., N. Y.)
7—" Heart-Breaking Baby-Doll."
One-step, by Sidney D.
Mitchell. " Please play it again," the dancing boys and girls
will say every time you play this corking number. (Leo Feist.)
8—" Alabama Lullaby." Waltz by Cal De Voll. A wonderful
crooning waltz melody that is soon going to be heard everywhere. (Leo Feist.)
— " I'm the Boy and I'm the Girl." One-step. The song
hit from " Good Morning, Judge," as sung by Mollie and
Charles King. (Jerome Remick, 217 W. 46th St., N. Y.)
1 A— "You Cannot Shake That Shimmie Here." Here's the
Remick.)
I ^original "Shimmie" song, arranged for dance. (Jerome
11 — " Tragic Suite." What greater composers than Mozart
I or Gottschalk could be offered as a combination in a
classic suite? " Adagio " and " Cradle Song " contained in " The
Tragic Suite " have never been published before. Orchestra
and musicians will find these two numbers musical gems.
(Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., N. Y.)
IO — "Forest Suite." Here in the forest, with no shelter but
^*the giant oaks, the impending storm, terrific in its magnitude; followed by the rainbow, the covenant between God and
man, closing with Nature's joy in the returning sunshine. Such
miracles are depicted in the Forest Suite. (Belwin, Inc.)
1 Q — " Fluffy Ruffles." One-step by Geo. H. Green. This is
• the new one-step hit from the house of Fox. Its clever
rhythm and a whistling melody make an immediate hit with
the dancers, and the number itself looks like one of the best
one-step
hits we have ever issued. (Sam Fox Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.)
I A — " Moon Glow." A quaint little melody suggesting the
« "soft,orchestra
silvery number.
light of the(Sam
moon.
dainty
Fox.)Bewitching and serene — a
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Lyon
&
Healy
Have Ready for Prompt Installation
Various Models of the Unequaled

Fotoplayer
The Leading Orchestra for MOVIE
THEATRES, Hotels, Restaurants,
Dancing Academies, Private Ballrooms

Plays from Any 88-Note Player Piano Roll.
Two Rolls; there's no pause between pieces.
Five styles to suit all requirements. A school feirl can play
it. Style 50 — Gives the following effects, in addition to a
delightful orchestral pipe organ tone:
Fire Gon&
Clarionet Echo
Hi&h Grade Player
5 Cathedral Chimes
Tremolo
Piano
Double Tracker Device.
Waves Locomotive
Pipes
Effectsfor Orchestral Genuine
(Bell)
Great Swell Or&an:
Wind
Piano Muffler
Open Swell
Diapason
Treble
Orfean:
Traps and Effects as Bird Whistle
follows:
Aeolian, Flute, Vox
Cow Bell
Set of OrchestraBells Triangle
Mystica, Cornet, MeTambourine
Bass
Drum*
[31]
lodia, d'Orchestra
Flute d' Amour
Pistol Shots. Double Castanets
BassViolSwell
Or&an:
Xylophone
Horses'
Hoofs (Imp.)
Telegraph Key
Cello, Diaphone,
Auto Horn
Crackling Flames or Sleigh Bells
Fluted'
Amour
Reed Or&an and Pipes:
Breaking Brush Chinese Cymbal
65-Note Ran&e
Steamboat Whistle or
CymbalTom
Pressure Reed Or&an,
Tom
Locomotive Whistle
6 Stops:
Thunder
Siren
Snare Drum
Oboe
Automobile
Exhaust
Telep
Principal
Locomotive Exhaust
Door Bell '
Diapason
Telephone Bell Chinese Wood Drum
Positively the only instrument made with which the music
cue sheet accompanying every Feature Film can be
followed exactly. The exclusive double tracker does it.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Easy Payment Terms

World's Largest Music House
55-94 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
the Fotoinstalled
we have
Ever since The
They All Say:
Read What
up
we opened
first night
has increased.
player the attendance
with the instrument we broke all house records, and our theatre
proven
has
Fotoplayer
The
years.
two
opened forandover
has been
has done for us more than you claim.
satisfactory
most
DOWNER THEATRE CO., Milwaukee. Wis.
Messrs. LYON 6 HEALY, Chicago
Please send me Catalog and Terms on Fotoplayers.
Name
-—
—
et
Stre

City

—

MUSIC

CUES

"OH, YOU WOMEN! "
(Paramount Production)
Arranged by M. Winkler
Poupeeuntil" — (3/4
Tempo
di Valse), by Poldini (3 minutes
and1 — 20" Valse'
seconds),
D: At
Screening.
2 — " Babillage " (Melodious Allegretto), by Castillo (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — T: Fremont's richest man.
3 — "Little Serenade" (4/8 Allegretto), by Gruenwald (4 minutes
and4 — 40Humorous
seconds), Character
until — T: Theme
"But Alec
was wrong."
(Allegretto),
by Roberts (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Every night in the back."
5 — "Babillage" (Melodious Allegretto), by Castillo (2 minutes and
35 seconds), until — T: "I am wiring Mr. Wilson."
6 — " A Garden Dance " (Moderato), by Vargas (4 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "That night, Mary."
7 — "Dramatic Recitative " (4/4 Moderato), by Levy (35 seconds),
until — T: " Not long after this."
8— Continue pp (4/4 Moderato), (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: "The busy months o£ war."
9 — "We're Going Calling on the Kaiser" (Popular Song) (25 seconds), until — T: "And
while Abe
did." (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
10 — Intermezzo
(Allegretto),
by Puerner
until T: "Mary did her best."
11 — "Three Wonderful Letters from Home" (Popular), (ShapiroBernstein) (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "While oven in
12 — " Visions " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Buse 1 minute and
10 13seconds),
T : "Mother
her — ."
— "Impishuntil—
Elves"
(WinsomeandIntermezzo),
by Borch (3 minutes
France."
and
5
seconds),
until
—
T:
"
But
alas
little Abe."
14 — " Babillage " (Melodious Allegretto),
by Castillo (3 minutes and
20 15seconds),
until Allegro
— T: "Amongst
otherbymodern."
— " Comedy
" (Allegro),
Berg (2 minutes and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Over
to
see
Jimmy's(2 wife."
16 — " Bluette " (Allegretto), by Aitken
minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T : " Then came the most."
17 — "Joyous Allegro" (Allegro), by Borch (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T:Theme
"Then(Mysterious),
came the bigby news."
18 — Sinister
Vely (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until
—
T:
"Alec
had
intention." by Castillo (4 minutes and
19 — "Babillage" (Melodious noAllegretto),
45 20seconds),
until —Andante"
T: "And (Andante),
for many days."
— "Pathetic
by Vely (1 minute and 45
seconds),
until
—
T:
"I
would
have
come."
21 — "A La Mode" (French One-step), by Rosey (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "Abe patiently waited."
22 — " Aces High " (2/4 March), by Roberts (3 minutes and 50 secuntil — T: "Abe
patientlyAllegretto),
waited." by Castillo (1 minute and
23 — "onds),Babillage
" (Melodious
40 24seconds),
until
—
T:
"I
have
a
— "Valse Divine" (Waltz), by confession."
Rosey (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "And the ladies."
25 — "Love Theme" (Melodious Andante), by Lee (1 minute and
20 seconds), until — T: "Seeing Mary home" — until * * * * *
END.

" FIGHTING DESTINY"
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), at Screening.
2 — " Babillage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: The object of a last bachelor.
3 — "For He's Jolly Good Fellow" (45 seconds), until — S: When
Larry's health is drunk.
4 — —" T:Gruesome
until
2 A. M. Mysterioso," by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
5 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:Dr."The
man was(No.
tall,10slight."
6 — "Heavy
Pathetic"
Luz Photo-Play Edition) (2
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "At the Commissioner's for — "
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "And when Larry
8 — "Hurry
No. 33" by Minot (1 minute), until — S: When Larry
hears
book
arrives
at — "dropped.
9 — "Reverie"
(From Pathetic Suite) (3 minutes), until — S: When
Judge
10 — "Rundlege
Elegie " enters.
(From Pathetic Suite) (4 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — S : When Larry reaches hospital.
11 — "Heavy Dr. Desc." (No. 2 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (4 minand 45 seconds),
— T: 2 "You
Caryl, she Series)
knows — (2" min12 —utes"Allegro
Hurry"until(No.
A. B.trust
C. Dramatic
utes), until — S: When Larry smells sauce (china-crash).
13 — " Andante Dramatic No. 15," by Herbert (2 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — Desc.
T: "The
rendezvous."" (No. 15 A. B. C. Dramatic
14 — " Heavy
or Mysterioso
Series)
(3
minutes
and
30
seconds),
until — T: "What
'tell(45is Levarro."
15 —— "S:Agitato
(No. knocks
15 A. B.
seconds),
until
When " Larry
on C.doorDramatic
(shots) Series)
(auto effects).
16 — " Dramatic Andante " (No. 15 A. B. C. Dramatic Series)
(4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The new beggar."
17 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Dan's rooms are
on de next" (telephone-bell).
18 — "Allegro
Agitato telephone.
No. 8," by Andino (3 minutes), until — S:
When
Levarro answers
19 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (1 minute and
39 seconds), until — S: When Larry smashes door (electric-bell).
20 — "Mysterioso" (Dramatic No. 22), by Borch (3 minutes), until
— T:
dim, dark
— " by Levy (4 minutes and 30
21 — "" Chinatown,
Furioso " (Half
Reel and
Hurry),
seconds), until — S: When Chinamen hear noise (shots).
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Caryl enters
until *****
END.
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" WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN "
(Zane Grey-Independent Film)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "The Blushing Rose" (Andante Serenade), by Johnson ;
Used by permission of Victor Music Co. through Belwin, Inc., 701
Seventh Ave., N. Y.
1 — Dramatic Recitative, by Levy (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until
— T: "Paul Crayson who has."
2 — " Clematis " (from Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato Poco Agitato),
by Tonning (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Hedden, after
studying."
3 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "After the copy is
completed."
4 — Continue to action (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: As Hedden's yacht sails.
5 — "Juno" (Valse Lente), by Ford (4 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: " Martin van Brunt a wealthy."
6— " Camelia " (from Boutonniere Suite) (Allegretto Cantabile), by
Tonning (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "A storm swept over."
7 — " Storm Furioso " (Descriptive), by Minot (50 seconds), until —
T: "Hedden closely observe."
8 — " Canterbury
" (from and
Boutonniere
Suite)
gretto), by TonningBells
(3 minutes
50 seconds),
until(Capricious
— T: Paul Allecalls
and captivates.
9
—
"
Birds
and
Butterflies
"
(Intermezzo
Capricioso),
by
Vely
(2
minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: Hedden is annoyed.
10 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: In the signal corps.
11 — "Under the Leaves" (4/4 Animato), by Thome (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "But Paul's letter did not."
— "Constance"
Romance),
by Golden (2 minutes and
50 12seconds),
until — T:(Moderato
Hedden and
Silver leave.
13
—
"
Because
You
Say
Goodbye
"
(Andantino
Expressivo), by
Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: Fine feathers.
14 —ute and
"Impassioned
Dream"
(Valse
Lente),
arr.
by
Brooks (1 min55 seconds), until — T: Paul is engrossed.
15
—
Theme
(2
minutes
and
50
seconds),
until
—
T:
At Hedden's
suggestion.
16
—
Prudence
(Entr'acte
Novelette),
by
Luz
(2
minutes
and 25
seconds), until — T: A girl alone in New York.
17
—
Continue
pp
(1
minute
and
5
seconds),
until
—
T:
Sam
Waring
determines.
— "May until
Dreams"
(Moderato
by Borch (1 minute and
55 18seconds),
— T: Sam
WaringRomance),
after bringing.
19 — "onds),Pizzicato
"
(Petite
Ballet),
by
Berge
(2 minutes and 10 secuntil — S: Close up of agreement.
20 — T:
" Dramatic
until
Toward Suspense,"
evening. by Winkler (1 minute and 45 seconds),
Theme (3 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: On advice of Sam
and21 —Paul.
22 —— "T Dramatic
Reproach,"
Berge (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until
: The spider
awaits theby fly.
23 — "The Vampire" (Dramatic), by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "Silver is in my apartment."
24 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute), until — T: "Get
down to fighting trim."
— "Agitato
69," presents.
by Minot (1 minute and 50 seconds), until —
T: 25 McKay
and No.
Hedden
26
—
"Victorious
Democracy"
35 seconds), until — T: The finale (Overture),
of the last by
act. Borch (1 minute and
27 — Tacet (20 seconds), until — S: Curtain drops.
— "Aces until
High"*****
(Aviation March),
25 28seconds)
END. by Roberts (1 minute and
" TOTON "
(Olive Thomas — Triangle)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts"
Sentimento), by
Sol. P. (Andantino
Levy
Impish Elves
and1 — 5" seconds),
until —" T:(Winsome
InnocenceIntermezzo),
and beauty. by Borch (2 minutes
2
—
Continue
to
action
(1
minute
and
15 seconds), until — T: Monsieur
and Madame Bache.
3 — canTheme
(2
minutes
and
50
seconds),
until — T: David Lane, Ameriartist.
4 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (4 minutes
and 5 seconds), until — T: "Surely you remember me."
5 — ute" andBirds
and Butterflies"
10 seconds),
until — T:(Allegretto
A model Intermezzo),
for simplicity.by Vely (1 min67 —— Continue
to
action
(50
seconds),
until
— T:of "theI love
you Yvonne."
Theme (55 seconds), until — T: The call
shepherd.
8 — "Shepherd's
Pipe"
(from
Romantic
Suite),
by
Cregh
(30 seconds), until — S: Interior of studio.
9 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "I have a message for you."
10 —— "Dramatic
by Winkler
until
T : The agonySuspense,"
of a glorious
love. (1 minute and 30 seconds),
11 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "These artists — bah! "
12 — "Elegie"
PatheticandSuite),
seconds),
until — T:(from
Springtime
Paris. by Luz (4 minutes and 50
13
—
"Tragic
Theme,"
by
Vely
(2
minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T:
Pierre recognizes the artist.
14 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Seventeen
years'
stretch. (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: Night and Pans.
15 — Theme
16 — "Canterbury Bells" (Capricious Allegretto; from Boutonniere
Suite), by Tonning (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: Pierre new
ruler.
NOTE: Ad lib. tympany rolls during short fight.
" Sinisterdreams.
Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
The17 —haunting
18
—
"
Dramatic
Narrative,"
until — T : An August
in Paris.by Pement (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
(Continued on next page)
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Count in all the lost admissions.

Figure

up what they mean to you in dollars and
cents — week after week — of the long summer season.
ALL

these dollars the TYPHOON

COOLING

SYSTEM will save for you — not one summer,
but every summer.
And pay for itself the first summer.
Typhoon Booklet is worth getting. Write for it— NOW.
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
Box 113, 281 Lexington Ave., New York
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Motion

usiness
Kifife

rings

WANTED — High-class Movie Man
to open first-class
Phoenix,
Arizona. I picture
have a show
buildingin
centrally located with lease for
fourteen years Big opportunity for
right man. Party must have at
least Three Thousand Dollars to
invest and must be capable of
assuming full management. Address
Benjamin
Missouri. Rice, 525 Main St.', Joplin,
AT
LIBERTY conscientious
— Manager, tenworker,
years'
experience,
strong publicity man. Firat class
references. Address Edelmeyer, 75
Ellington St., East Orange, N. J.
Theatre Organist, exceptional educationmanent
and experience,
perposition with desires
high class
house.
Not
a
made-over
pianist.
-A real organist who synchronizes
music with the picture. Thoroughly
reliable. Address Theatre Organist,
■ York.
care Motion Picture News, New
LARGE down town picture show
building being wrecked for new bit;
office building. MUST SELL ENTIRE
SHOW consisting
EQUIPMENTPICTURE
IMMEDIATELY
of 500 Opera Chairs, one Gold Fibre
Screen 14 ft. high by 18 ft. wide;
one ticket selling machine; one
Simplex machine with motor; two
Powers machines with motors, and
one $750.00 Electric Piano. All
motors for alternating current.
$750.00 for the entire equipment.
It cost over $3000. Will sell as a
whole or any part desired at awful
low prices. Must vacate by May 20th.
F.
Mo. Dunn, 426 Market St., St. Louis,
FOR SALE — 15,000 ft. of aviation
-negative. This negative was taken
for the purpose of making an aviation propaganda picture and was
made under the direction of Henry
McRae. This picture was stopped
when the armistice was signed. It
consists of thrilling aerial combats,
etc., with
planes
bearing
the U.Ger-S.
man insignia
as well
as the
insignia. • Applicants apply to the
Title Insurance & Trust Co., Los
Angeles, California.

■ 19 — " Valse Divine" (French Concert Waltz), by Rosey (1 minute
and20 —45Theme
seconds),
until — T:and "So
you have until
fallen
love."blow hai
(1 minute
15 seconds),
— T:in The
fallen.
21 — "Marseillaise" (40 seconds), until — T: "Who would think to
22 — " Camelia " (Allegretto Cantabile; from Boutonniere Suite), by
Tonning (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: The fear of invasion.
23 — "Dramatic
Strangers
upon theTension
highway.No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes), until — T:
guard."
24
—
"
Pizzicato
Mysterioso,"
by Minot (2 minutes and 50 seconds),
until — S: The fight.
25
—
"Agitato
No.
69,"
by
Minot
T: Morning finds them far away. (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until —
26 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: Scenes of tumult in village.
27 — " Crafty Spy " (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch
(3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: The fearlessness of a.
NOTE: Watcn for shot and explosion.
28 — " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (2 minutes and
40 seconds), until — T: Time collects three more years.
29 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: France and
America.
30 — "Finale of Victorious Democracy" (Grande Triumphal Fantaisie), by Borch (45 seconds), until — ***** END.
Vandersloot

Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.
NEVER

DISAPPOINT

Need

a

The Motor-Generator
that produces perfect
arc for Picture ProYou can
dissolve withmake
twoarca perlect
Transferer
jection
The HertnerEIectric & Mfg. Co.
1908 West 1 14th St., Cleveland, O.
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.
Head Offices Montreal. Can

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUB
DU DELTA. PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Tear. $6.00

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
"One of the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

Music

Fotopl
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

Electric Motors for
Moving Picture Machine
1/10 H. P. Variable
Speed Alternating or
Direct Current. Price
$18. Also all styles
of fans.

WE

Publishes a Hit

Better

News

Transverter

This composition is particularly adapted for use in conjunction
with the silent drama, as a THEME for a society picture, or light
love story, or for garden or reception .scenes.
The Vandersloot Music Company have an extensive and varied
catalogue of excellent publications, which would be welcome additions to any musician's library, and especially to those playing for
the film.

For

The
62 West 45th Street

You

HP HE latest publication and hit from the house of Vandersloot,
* of Williamsport, Pa., is " Shadows," a beautifully melodious,
slow, dreamy waltz, by Howard Lutter. When listening to this
delightful, charming composition, one can almost in imagination
day.
perceive the falling shadows, heralding the close of a summer's

E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
Manufacturers of the
Moving Picture Accessories
Be FULCO"^
you anLineOperator,
Theatre
ol _ Specialties
Owner,
Exchange
Manager,and
Supply Dealer or Producer,
get in touch with ua and we
will interested.
advise you in what you
are

Picture

a
CO.

y

e
r
New York City

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exrights owners,
mediums
and producers,
selected changes,
as to stateterritory,
class, publicity
etc. Twenty
thousand
changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
19 to 50% In postage, etc.
TVT210
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO. ^
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW TORE
Phone, 1237 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting
TELEPHONE

BRYANT 5576

Taborato^ibs
f
INCORPORATED
ALLAN A LOWNES
WEST
STREET
GEN. MGR.
✓MEW
YORK
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Everything,

the Showman

Jfeeds on &ery7icture3?eleasecL

■

Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the
m reviews of short
features and serial episodes.]
44 Those Foolish Days "
(Paramount-Mack Sennett — Two Reels)
WHEN " Those Foolish Days " was shown on Broadway one
of the daily papers made the mistake of calling it " another
chase and scramble picture." It is not that at all. Whereas, that
description implies sameness and even inferiority, the picture deserves considerable praise. That it contains chases and scrambles
is a statement of fact, but these things are done with new business
and original twists in the action. Mack Sennett hardly ever repeats, at least not noticeably so to the eye of the average mortal.
And his chases and scrambles of " Those Foolish Days " are put
on in such a way as to keep an audience in gales of merriment.
Chester Conklin, a true comedy artist, is seen as the blacksmith
as he was in " The Village Smithy," and Louise Fazenda is the
girl. becomes
The plot riotous
concernswhen
rivalry
the faira fortune.
Louise's hand,
that
she for
inherits
One rivalry
of the
funniest moments in the two reels comes when the sextet from
" Lucia " is announced with Conklin wielding the baton. The
curtains part and reveal six of Sennett's fun-makers, including
the nervous-eyed Ben Turpin and his side partner, Charles Moran.
What Ben does to the high notes in the way of flirting with them
with his eyes can easily be appreciated by those familiar with his
work.
" Those Foolish Days " keeps moving from start to finish and
every scene of it is worthy. — Peter Milne.
44 The Birth of a Race "
^ Russell — Produced by John W. Noble)

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

may be that it will be accepted (we are talking of the visualized
messsge) in all sincerity as it seems like a thing honestly striven
for. Nothing that has ever been attempted along this line has
really succeeded, due, no doubt, to its very stupendousness.
Spirituality cannot be focussed even though some of its sparks
seem solid enough.
But Mr. Noble, the director, switched from his task, dropped his
biblical burden, perhaps because it was overwhelming him, and
became extremely materialistic in his outlook. " The Birth of a
Race " ended at five reels. It was nothing but a prologue for a
trite and unconvincing story of the lately deceased war which
took up feature space before the good and bad characters found
their respective places.
So from the two angles, the prologue and the story proper, it is
problematical how it will be received. The earth is continuing its
mad flight through space and the war is over. The biblical pictures are conceived on a grandiose scale though they are episodic,
and Mr. Noble has shown intelligence and taste in his groupings,
types, and settings. One felt transported at times so lifelike
were his conceptions.
The director should have remained on one theme or the other,
for spiritual messages and those the kaiser gave out do not harmonize. A good cast and a veritable army of " extras " have been
assembled. The technical matter has been carefully arranged, the
lighting, photography, et al, being entirely acceptable. — Length 10
Reels. — Laurence Reid.

Educational

Releases

(Two Half -Reel Subjects on Tad's Cartoons)
D RESENTED as " The Silk Hat Harry Live Stock Company,"
*■ the humorous characters of Tad's cartoons cavort and caper
in two Educational subjects entitled "-Twinkle, Twinkle" and
" Sweet Pickle." The first is a humorous conception of a prize
fight with all the trioks of the animated cartoonist brought into
play, while the second shows Harry and the Judge operating a
grocery store. The comedy in each of the pictures is practically
sure-fire. The gags are clever and the animation smooth and quite
perfect insofar as modern technique will permit perfection. Both
of the subjects should make admirable subjects for any theatre's
program.

IT is quite difficult to define properly the character of " The
Birth of a Race." It purports to tell the history of mankind
from Genesis down through the Crucifixion of the Saviour and
gives one the impression that it is a dramatization of the bible.
Behind this animated revelation is the message that only through
universal brotherhood and peace can the races of the earth fulfill their destinies. And this message is driven home by a series
of word pictures, literal translations from the bible, that appear
in conjunction with spectacular humanizations of the most dramatic scenes and figures from its chapters.
It is a stupendous theme and quite impossible to be brought
down to a material plane or camera-flaged in other words. It
mini" ""nil i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Attention Moving Picture Directors
Will charter Steam Yacht, beautifully equipped,
handsome
appointments.
Ready
for use.
GULLY, 490 EAST 2ND ST.
Tel. Flatbush 5142
Brooklyn

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil iiiiiiiiii ilium i iiiiiiiiiiiiiii minimi m mi
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Motion

"THE
Madlaine

LOVE

Traverse

in New

THAT
Version

DARES"—

Picture

News

FOX

of Eternal Triangle — Effectively Produced

MADLAINE TRAVERSE is carrying a heavy burden on her emotional shoulders in the subjects which
WiUiam Fox has supplied her with of late. Take " The Love That Dares," for instance. Here is a pretty
big theme based upon the eternal triangle and it calls for unusually good characterization to keep its
several heightened situations and climaxes always dominant. A false note sounded anywhere in the subject and
it would topple over and obliterate the star and Thomas Santschi, who plays the husband.
The remainder of the cast do not matter so much and their work could be really indifferent (which it isn't)
and the story would not suffer to any extent. The two players mentioned above act with such authority, and with
such a grasp upon the import of the subject that it seems like a page from life and not a leaf from a theatrical
scrapbook.
What is the love that dares? In this case it is the dangers that a woman will brave for her husband. The
incidents that bring them into play are worked out logically and with the idea that the title must live up to its
meaning. Which it does and more. Grant that the climax is theatrical, that it introduces a lot of arbitrary action
and highfalutin coincidences, it cannot be said that it doesn't entertain. Indeed, the picture offers a genuine dramatic hour — an hour that should satisfy any audience — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. — Laurence Reid.
still professes his love for Olive. Beckwith is a
THE CAST
millionaire and would have been able to grant
Oliver Risdon
MADLAINE TRAVERSE
Olive's every desire if she had but accepted him.
Perry Risdon, her husband Thomas Santschi
Perry does
not interfere
with— inhisfact
wife's
conNed Beckwith, a millionaire .... Frank Elliott
PLAN BOOK SERVICE
tinued friendship
for Beckwith
his time
is
altogether
occupied
in
his
business.
But
at
a
Marta
Holmes,
Beckwith's
mistress
..
Mae
Gaston
Rutherford, a friend of Perry Thomas Guise
time
when
he
needs
every
penny
in
his
possession
Haynes, bank president .... George B. Williams
Olive, apparently caring little about his predicaStaged by Harry Millarde.
ment, goes off to an expensive summer resort.
Plan Book is the most comScenario by Denison Clift.
At the same time Beckwith, who has been
ws
service ever off
plete ti
e dNethe
urere
watching his chance, calls his loan on Perry.
. on Pict
THE
exhibitorMo
And so it is imperative that Perry secure the
CATCH LINES
of the loan elsewhere — $80,000. Olive,
Is your love the kind that dares? How far amount
now realizing the situation, pawns her jewels,
would you go to prove it when the only person
This is the consensus of various
but
these
bring only thirty thousand. Knowing
you loved in the world depended on that love for her husband's
desperate
financial
straits,
Olive
opinions
expressed by readers.
Dares."
appeals
to
Beckwith,
who
says
that
he
will
supply
That
very existence? See " The Love
the balance of the money — and all he asks as
husband's
security is Olive herself! The woman departs
Motion Picture News was the
Her love dared anything for her
sake.
in high coversscorn,
but, bereturning
to her
that all will
lost unless
thishome,
money dis-is
first trade paper to bring such a
The Love That Dares is often misinterpreted
secured.
service to the field.
So she returns to Beckwith resolving to get
by the very person to whom it is given — see
" The Love That Dares."
the money at all costs. While she is there Beckwith's mistress and
callsdemands
Perry and
him. He
The old days of the review here
how
Would you make any sacrifice, no matter
visits Beckwith
that tells
he produce
his
and no matter
loved,
you
person
the
for
great,
wife.
The
other
woman
has
come
to
the
house
—
the synopsis there — the Press
what the consequences? Olive .Risdon was ready also and Beckwith shows her to Perry, saying
Notice somewhere else — those old
to in " The
theatre.Love That Dares " — see it at the that she is the woman — that he was mistaken
about his wife. Olive follows Perry home and
days are no more.
hands
him Beckwith's
check!
is denouncing
She dared face a hell on earth that her husband
her when
the telephone
ringsHe and
the other
might succeed.
In the Compelte Plan Book you
woman says that she has killed Beckwith. He had
have it all in one place.
The story of a woman who would make the too,
ruinedshe her
life
and
would
have
ruined
Olive's,
says.
supreme sacrifice for the man she loved.
PRESS NOTICE
PROGRAM READER
Madlaine
Traverse,
William
Fox's great
emo-on
Is your love the kind that dares? How far
tional actress,
apears
at
the
theatre
would you go to prove it when the only person
of
week in her latest photoplay
you loved in the world depended on that love
entitled
"
The
Love
That
Dares."
This
is
the
for very existence? Would you make any sacristory of an extravagant wife and a hard working
that that person might go on living — or is
husband. Olive, the wife, spends money reck- your ficelove
a selfish
These areFoxthepicture
queslessly, quite unaware of the fact that her husband
tions raised
by the thing?
latest William
is all but unable to foot her enormous bills.
entitled " The Love That Dares," and which will
And while he is busy working, Olive continues
shortly be Traverse
seen and
at this
The star
Madher friendship with Beckwith, a millionaire, who
as theatre.
Olive Risdon
she isappears
had courted her before her marriage. And as as the laine
woman who dares face a hell on earth that
Beckwith is a rascally fellow besides being a mil- her husband may succeed! The whole story is
lionaire it is only natural that his first move
told in the five reels of " The Love
should be, of course, when the time is ripe, to powerfully
Dares,"
five of the that
strongest
call in a loan he had made through a bank to That
dramatic
entertainment
it has reels
ever ofbeenphotoour
Olive's
husband!
to offer. Miss Traverse appeared under
It is then that the Love That Dares gets m its pleasure
the
direction
of
Harry
Millarde,
who
worked
on
the desperate
last hasrealizing
at she
Olive,
play.
a story by Denison Clift. Tom Santschi and
straits into
which
plunged her husband
Frank
Elliott,
two
very
able
actors,
have
the
through
extravagance,
determines
other principal roles, while in the supporting cast
to save her
himthoughtless
from financial
ruin whatever
the are
Mae Gaston, Thomas Guise and George B.
cost — and naturally she turns to Beckwith —
Williams.
which
is,
of
course,
just
what
Beckwith
wanted
her to do!
SUGGESTIONS
How she proves herself one woman in a thousand, how Beckwith meets with his just deserts
The
central
situation
of this picture, created
and how Olive comes to a better understanding
when the wife goes to sell herself to the other
with her husband, are events which go to make
man
to
save
her
husband
from financial ruin, is
the entire picture one of singular dramatic force. the strongest one of the story.
It is a situation
The theme is as old as the ages, but. strange
that
has
been
done
many
times before on the
enough,erse itreceives
neverexcellent
seems to support
grow old.fromMissThomas
Travscreen and yet it will always appeal if presented
Write arguments about it that will
Santschi and Frank Elliott. The picture was di- properly.
rected by Harry Millarde from a scenario by bring out its strength in the strongest possible
Denison Clift.
wayMissyou Traverse
can.
deserves to be featured as a
leading
emotional
the day. HeDon't
THE STORY
look Tom Santschi actress
as the ofhusband.
is a overwell
Olive is the very extravagant wife of Perry known and popular actor and his performance
here
is
of
the
usual
fine
stuff
of
all
his
characRisdon, a man unable to support her various ex- terizations.
Madlaine Traverse in a pose from " The Love
penditures. Ned Beckwith, a previous suitor,
That Dares "
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A

MAN
New

THINKS"—

Four-Star Combination

RAVER

-HODKINSON

Steps Over the Line with a W inner

THE

Thomas-Irving-Baird-Raver combination certainly made good its word on "As a Man Thinks."
The exhibitor who books it is signing up for a week of prosperity (at least he ought to sign up
for a week) and his audiences are going to talk and thank him for handing out a piece of pictorial drama that is as unusual as a holiday in August.

The strength of Mr. Thomas' play, dealing as it
never time worn, is to be measured in superlatives
is lavish in every sense of the word. His Four Arts
kept the drama continuous and has brought out the
would expect from Mr. Irving.
Miss Baird shows a warmth that certainly some

does with the double standard, time honored, but
only. Mr. Irving has seen to it that the production
Ball was a delight. And at the same time he has
force of it with a degree of skill that — indeed, one
never expected of her and plays the role of the

wife with good effect. Henry dive's husband is excellent, and a cast
number of skilful players — players who get the most from their parts.
"As a Man Thinks" looks good from every angle; if there are
never noticed one. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
takes Clayton to task for his association with
her. In a spirit of something more than mere
Elinor Clayton
Leah Baird
pique
she then encourages the friendship of
Frank Clayton
Henry Clive
Benjamin De Lota, a man she knew before her
Benjamin De Lota
Warburton Gamble
marriage
with Clayton, he, however, being unDr. Seelig
Chas. C Brandt
aware of this. Through a chain of circumstances
Vedah Seelig
Betty Howe
in
which
she plays an entirely innocent part,
Burrell
Alexander Herbert
M imi Chardenet
Mile. Elaine Amazax
Elinor
is discovered
her husband
De Lota's
apartments.
He is byoutraged
and indecides
that
Judge Hoover
Joseph Smiley
then
and
there
he
and
Elinor
must
part.
He
Dick
Bobby Ward
even
goes
so
far
as
to
doubt
that
he
is
the
By Augustus Thomas.
father
of
Elinor's
son!
Directed by George Irving.
Intervention of friends proves a means of reDistributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
conciliation, however. De Lota eventually clears
through Pathe Exchanges.
the situation by proving his whereabouts previous to the birth
Elinor's
son. too
And strong
then
their common
love forof the
boy proves
PRESS NOTICE
to resist and husband and wife again come
A combination entirely new in the picture field together.
is responsible for the piece de resistance of the
will
SUGGESTIONS
first be shown theatre's
on entertainment
of which week.
The
possibilities
possibilities
The
picture
is
called
"
As
a
Man
Thinks,"
the
adaptation of a play that scored a success on the that take shape and offormthisin picture,
the way of unusual
stage two or three seasons ago. It was written
advertising
channels,
can
not
easily
be
overestiby Augustus Thomas, sometimes called the greatmated. In the first place you have a title that
est living American playwright. It was prohas
been
pretty
well
popularized
through
the
duced under the direction of George Irving and
long production
of
the
playwhom
— in the
second youto
stars Leah Baird while the presentation is left have
an
author
to
name
is
probably
to Harry Raver, one of the first picture men in name the best known American playwright of the
the business, the man who had the distinction of day. Here are two big bets for you, right at the
start. And then you have George Irving, the
promoting
feature
" Cabiria " when it was
first shown the
in this
country.
and Leah Baird, the star. As to the
The producers are, therefore, altogether justi- director,
popularity
ofbest.their work in your house, you
alone
know
fied
in
terming
the
picture
"
a
four-star
"
affair.
Certainly a better combination of talent from
to the biggest point of all. The matter in
the four branches of the art would be a difficult theButpicture
itself. It is based on the double
of morals, the same old double standard
thing
to find. in"Asthata Man
Thinks"
vital interest
it deals
with isthea play
doubleof standard
that
has
been
present in stage plays and in
standard of morals, that standard which has been
pictures from the time of their beginning and
the insoluble conundrum of the human race ever
which
will
probably
in them until some
since man can remember. Should society for- age dim and distant. remain
But it is this same double
give in a man what it condemns in a woman?
standard
that,
coupled
with
the name of the
That is the all-absorbing question, and although
playwright of the times, will give you
Mr. Thomas makes no attempt to answer it in premier
the
best
publicity
in
the
world.
his play,
woven it.a drama of the most inYour people, if they are intelligent, will know
tense heinteresthasaround
the instant
have mentioned
Thomas'
name
that
you haveyousomething
worth while
and when
The
production
"furnished
the
picture
by
Mr.
Irving is lavish. Miss Baird makes an effective
you
say
the
double
standard
they
will
readily
figure of the wife while the supporting cast, in- realize that such a theme under the treatment of
such skilledMile.
playersElaine
as Henry
Clive, Betty
Warsuch a skilled playwright will present dramatic
burton cluding
Gamble,
Amazar,
possibilities that have long since remained hidden.
Howe, Bobby Ward, Joseph Smiley and Charles
Drive home these facts. Use forceful, telling
C. Brandt, renders assistance of a telling variety.
catch lines, catch lines that present the argument
of the picture in a frank yet decent manner.
We're acoming
long way
if youthiswon't
crowds
if youoff follow
course.have the
THE STORY
In Paris, Frank Clayton, a magazine publisher,
meets
an artist's
model,
and
CATCH LINES
enters Mimi
upon aChardenet,
flirtation With
her which
develops
into something a little more than a flirtation
Should
society
forgive
manquestion
what itof conwhen he attends the Four Arts Ball with her.
demns in a woman?
Thatinisa the
the
Mimi enters the room riding on the back of a ages — the insoluble conundrum of the .double
standard. It forms the basis of Augustus
bull and clothed in scanty draperies. The next
day, while walking in one of the parks with
Thomas'youpowerful
" As a Man theatre.
Thinks,"
Mimi, Clayton meets his wife and child. He
which
will seedrama,
at the
explains the situation by introducing Mimi as a
contributor to his magazine. When the Claytons
Frank Clayton doubted his wife — his doubt
leave Paris the publisher puts Mimi out of his grew until it assumed the proportions of a great
mind, presumably forever, but such is not the fear — and the question that kept recurring in his
case for matters take a peculiar turn.
mind with maddening frequency was: "Is Dick
Theica andsculptor
whom buys
M:mitwoposed
visits
AmerClaytonto my
was the
no way
for
Elinor for
Clayton
of his
figurines.
him
findownout —child?
but "he There
learned
greatest
lesson of his life. See " As a Man Thinks."
From him she learns Mimi's true ident.ty and

supporting these two contains a
flaws in it the present reviewer
Written by Augustus Thomas, dean of American playwrights, produced under the direction
of George Irving and presented by Harry Raver
with Leah Baird as the star — a wonderful quadruple-star combination — the best that each
branch of the picture art could produce. See
" As a Man Thinks."
He condemned the very same actions of his
wife which he excused in himself! He believed
in a double standard of morals for men and
women!
Do you? See "As a Man Thinks."
purityso— there
the very
of Onthe woman
human rests
race!the And
mustwelfare
be a
double standard of morals that this purity and
welfare be assured! Do you think so? See
Augustus Thomas' great play, " As a Man
PROGRAM READER
Do ardyou
hold
opinion
the double
Thinks."
of morals?an Do
you onexcuse
in a standman
what you condemn in a woman? And if you do.
why?
should
a man's ofactions,
which heWhy
himself
is ashamed
in broadactions
daylight,
be
tolerated
whereas
a
woman's
the same, direction, actions which sheactions
is NOTin
ashamed of, be condemned? Is this justice,
equality; is it RIGHT?
All these
are questions
that have
remained questions
unanswered since
the pendulum
of Time
(Continued on page 2901)

Leah Baird as the wife and Henry Clive as
the husband, just before the fancy dress ball,
in " As a Man Thinks "
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DELICIOUS

LITTLE

A Highly Pleasing Comedy

Picture

News

DEVIL'-UNIVERSAL
with Mae

Murray

Starred

THE

authors of this comedy-drama, Harvey Thew and John Clymer, have done a fine job. And so
has Robert Leonard, the director, and last, but not least in any sense of the word, has Mae Murray, the star. While the criticism of a few too many and slightly too long closeups might apply,
the picture on the whole is such good, amusing entertainment that to pick minor flaws is altogether
unfair.
The plot has a freshing originality, an originality which, by the way, is a wonderful basis for unusual advertising; it carries through swiftly, is filled with interesting incident, and the comedy situations
are scattered generously.
Miss Murray appears as a little Irish girl who decides to become a dancer when half the situation
presents itself, and who provides the other half herself by hatching up a wonderful past for publicity's
sake. And one might also think that she had had the past when one sees her dancing in a gown that might
pass as mosquito netting in a pinch! — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
de Sauterne, an affair which has had considerTHE CAST
And don't forget that title with all the star
the story. Its another good one — Universal
publicity.
is Mary's
Irishbluff
that until,
enablesof and
Mary McGuire
MAY MURRAY
her toable get
awayIt with
a grand
can
pick them — and you can make money on
Patrick McGuire
Harry Rattenbury
course, the Duke himself puts in an appearance!
them if you go about it correctly.
Uncle Barnly
Richard Cummings
The Duke becomes muchly infatuated with the
Jimmie Calhoun
Rudolpho De Valintine
gay little poseur and starts in pursuing her. He
Percy
Ivor McFadden
has a dangerous rival in the person of Jimmie
PROGRAM READER
Duke de Sauterne
Bertram Grasby
Calhoun (you know his name and . so are aware
Michael Calhoun
Edward Jobson
Most of our best screen heroines are desirous
that he is the hero). There is a grand mixup
By Harvey F. Thew and John B. Clymer.
in which the Duke, Jimmie, Mary herself, her
of concealing their pasts from their screen adDirected by Robert Z. Leonard.
father, uncle and the butcher boy, all participate
mirers. Time and again you have seen a lady
in, and eventually Mary proves to Jimmie that
in distress trying desperately to conceal some
she wore a transparent gown only because her
misstep
she made ten years before — she wants
PRESS NOTICE
mother needed the money and not to please any
to appear as the epitome of virtue before her
de Duke.
husband. But the old order changeth, in fact
Murray
in "'The
Delicious
is reversed altogether in the latest Universal
herMaelatest
Universal
picture,
will Little
be theDevil,"
main
picture featuring Mae Murray which will be
CATCH LINES
attraction at the
theatre on
of
shown here shortly. Miss Murray has the role
week. Miss Murray's last appearance
of . Mary McGuire, a perfectly virtuous and re"A Good Future for a Woman with a Past"
here was in "What Am I Bid" — and it is said
spectable young lady with nothing in her past
— ran the advertisement. And Mary McGuire
that "The
Delicious
Little
Devil" isherevenwithbetter
than
this fine
offering.
It provides
the
that couldn't stand being held up to the sun
applied
for
the
job.
Mary
didn't
have
a
past
but she manufactured one — and that's where the
role of Mary McGuire, the daughter of a mother
or the sun's only rival. But, lo' and behold!
fun comes in — see "The Delicious Little Devil."
who takes in washing and a father who takes
What does Mary McGuire go and do but conin
liquor.
But
if
they
haven't
given
Mary
all
coct up a wild and desperate and woolly and
the social position in the world her parents have
She was trying to live down her past — on every
wicked past for herself and when she sees that
at least passed on a good lot of Irish blood
side
she
met
obstacles,
would
cruel,
cruel,
men
to her and doubtless it is this same blood which
never stop tormenting her — they were bound to her virtuous ways just will insist on coming
leads Mary to take the bold step she does in find
supposing,
supposing
to the surface she is desperate! It sounds funny,
order that money will be hers.
that out
HE though
should— but
discover
that just
she had
been
On the outskirts of the city there is a cafe lying!
doesn't it? Well, it is. "The Delicious Little
Oh,
well,
all
this
sounds
like
mild
melothat is undergoing renovating and all modern
dramawanted
doesn't toit?liveIt'sdown
not her
exactly.
Mary
Mc-it Devil" is one of the fastest feature comedies
improvements. A hostess is called for, one who
Guire
past
because
that
has come to this theatre in some time. The
knows the ropes, the wines, the men and the was a perfectly innocent past! She wanted to
latest steps
and
Mary
lands
the
job
!
Not
beMAKE
it
bad!
Laughs,
Laughs,
Laughs.
See
story
by Harvey Thew and John Clymer is decause she was ever a professional dancer or
lightfully original while the cast assembled to
"The Delicious Little Devil."
entertainer, but merely because of her pluck
support the star is of the highest order.
and her lie — for she calls herself a queer soundAnyone could see through the game she was
ing Spanish name, a name that the whole world
playing as easily as they could see through the
real owner's
with
aknows
certainowing
Duke tode itsSauterne,
a fellowrelations
named after
gown
she wore — see "The Delicious Little
wine and who is constantly running after it.
And so Mary, transparently clad makes her
terpsicorean debut and wins the heart of Jimmie
Calhoun, a fellow who also has a little Irish
She posed as the girl who broke the Duke's
blood in him. And all is going nicely until the heart
the Duke appeared himself — see "The
Devil."until Little
Duke himself appears. Then, well a bomb might
Delicious
Devil."
have been thrown. There is a grand mixup
which piles one comedy situation after another
Her mother took in washing, her father took
on top of each other until finally the virtue of in liquor and she took in all of New York — see
Mary and the love of Jimmie are the things
"The Delicious Little Devil."
apparent.
SUGGESTIONS
THE STORY
You ought to be able to have a lot of fun
Mary McGuire is another one of those herowith edyyour
The comines before whom life opens up just a succeslends advertising
itself very onwellthistopicture.
advertising.
The
sion of weary days. Her mother takes in washsituation, for instance, of a girl not wanting her
ing, her father and uncle sit around the house
and take in divers drinks and sundry foodstuffs.
past to be known for fear her virtuousness will
lose her her job is one around which any number
Mary takes in coats at a restaurant but gets
of clever advertisements could be written. It
fired one day when the check-room manager
could be straight copy, with a comedy touch,
finds
her waltzing
with a patron's
robe
of ermine.
So she around
must, perforce,
seek another
copy that gently "kids" the picture, or burjob. Ittancesofrom happens
a cafe,area known
short dis-as
lesque oncopy.
theInusual
tising
fact "woman-with-a-past"
you could lay your adverwhole
the city that
(suchat cafes
campaign out around this single situation.
road houses) a process of renovation is going
Tell
the
people
also
that
they
will
see
Mae
on. The management is dusting off the old furniture and installing a cabaret and an add goes
Murray as a dancer — memory is not so short
that they have forgotten that a few years ago
in the paper asking for the services of a young
she was known throughout the country as such.
lady,ersboasting
acquaintance
of winewithout
buyand able toa large
trip the
light fantastic
Mention Universal
should behits,
madethe ofimmediately
Miss Murray's
previous
pretripping anyone else.
And Mary, her Irish dominating as usual,
vious
one
being
"What
Am
I
Bid?"
She prohas
applies for the job. Furthermore she lands it by scored successfully in a number of recent
ductions. Also let Robert Leonard, the director,
posing as the late sensation of Europe, a dancer
Mae Murray in a vamp pose from " The Dehave a good play.
who has had quite an affair with a certain Duke
licious Little Devil "
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"FALSE

EVIDENCE"—

METRO

44 Rebellious Heroine Finds Expression in the Woods

"

ALTHOUGH
the title of Viola Dana's latest offering suggests a journey into the well-known courtroom with a criminal case as the piece de resistance, it really is far removed from any such idea.
The author takes the spectator to the pine- scented atmosphere of a lumber camp, where there
is a considerable breadth of outline, but a very narrow outlook upon life.
Children must obey their fathers in all things, even on the question of matrimony. They must
abide by the parental decision whether the marital selections are acceptable or not. The heroine of this
tale naturally rebels, for her father's choice turns out to be a worthless scamp. She consents, however,
to go through the ceremony to release her lover from jail, the latter having assumed her guilt when she
stabbed her would-be husband. The sunlight scatters the clouds eventually when the unworthy suitor
is conveniently killed.
Rather a simple idea, but developed with enough dramatic twists as to make the suspensive element
dominant throughout.
It is quite logical except for the arbitrary conclusion.
Miss Dana plays the part of the heroine with authority and charm, while her assistants give a good
account of themselves. The picture is marked by a wealth of photographic display that fits the story
nicely. Edwin Carewe directed. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 21. — Laurence Reid.
where men brought up their children to marry
ing his identity. Burr happened upon the scene
THE CAST
and intermarry. Promised in infancy by their
and assumed her guilt, though with the knowledge
fathers these children were forced into marriage
Madelon MacTavish
Viola Dana
that if his brother died he would be put to deatn.
Burr Gordon
Wheeler Oakman
But the wounded man lived and to give her lover against their consent. And promises must be
Lot Gordon
his freedom Madelon consented to carry out her kept.
Joe King
Sandy MacTavish, Madelon's father
father'sthepledge.
The wedding
arrived
ana
SUGGESTIONS
_. ,
Edward J. Connelly
found
girl desperately
unhappydaysince
she realRichard MacTavish, Madelon's brother....
ized that a MacTavish must keep her word. With
If
you
have
had good box-office results with
the
guests
assembled,
Lot
failed
to
turn
up
tor
_
,
Patrick
previous Dana pictures there is no reason
Dorothy
Fair
PeggyO'Malley
the ceremony. The next morning disclosed the the
Pearce
why
you
should
not clean up with the present
Samanthy Brow
n
Virginia
Ross
fact that he had been killed by a falling tree.
By Mary E. Wiikins.
one too, as it is a worthy successor to the preWith the pledge broken in his death Madelon
Scenario by Finis Fox.
vious offerings that Metro has given her. Feawas
free
to
become
the
wife
of
Burr.
Thus
she
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
ture the star and neglect no opportunity to imfound her happiness at last.
press your audience
has the field
quite
Photographed by John Arnold.
to herself
in roles that
of ashefrolicsome
character.
PROGRAM READER
Remember how she stood all the other people
PRESS NOTICE
on their heads in " Satan, Junior," and " A
It mattered a great deal to the girl whether
Viola Dana, who has been accomplishing great
Parisian
Tigress? " here.
Well, Everyone
she is quiteadmires
as wilfula
she could find happiness with the man her father
things on the screen of late as a gifted comediand
mischievous
selected for a husband. That he may not
enne, scores again, though in a different type of had
spunky
girl
—
at
least
secretly
—
and
Miss
Dana
have
been
a
good
choice
was
of
no
consequence
role, in the latest Metro production entitled
has surely come to the top in interpreting her.
since she was pledged in infancy and a MacAlso advertise the author. Mary E. Wiikins
"could
Falsehave
Evidence."
Probably
no
better
selection
Tavish
was
never
known
to
break
his
word.
The
been found to test her versatility than
the and
mostdoubtless
widely known
novelists have
in curgirl had her own love affair and ner own idea is onerentoffiction,
many patrons
an
this
visualization
of Mary
E. Wiikins'
what constituted a perfect husband. And Lot
is quite
a dramatic
part that
she has story.
here andIt of
Gordon was not her ideal even if her father did acquaintance with her " False Evidence." You
somewhat exacting in its demands, but the star look
have
lots
of
good
material
in
the
story
for
exfavorably
upon
him.
But
she
was
an
obedimanages to emerge with flying colors.
ploitation. Bring out that it is based upon the
The story is a pine-scented romance of the
ent girL,though
was Madelon,
her her
father's
obedience of a girl to her father in a matter of
pledge,
he did and
not she
knowkeptthat
real matrimony
redwoods with the central character an unspoiled
— that the people who form her enreason for being dutiful was to liberate her lover.
child of nature. Old-fashioned theories furnish
conduct their
lives she
with rebels
stern have
meas-a
ures. The vironment
situations
in which
the bonds of her environment for she is brought
The
parents'
choice had tobeen
stabbed
byhethewould
girl
and
she
had
consented
marry
him
if
(Continued on page 2907)
up in a stern and rigid atmosphere. The chil- free his brother, who had assumed her guilt. A
dren of these strange people who inhabit the
stirring tale indeed, and one calculated to interdesert woods are pledged in infancy to marriages
estfollow
you immensely.
no doubtof that
you
and intermarriages, and woe to the one who
will
the trials We
and have
tribulations
Madelon
dares to disobey when the call of love is heard.
with keen attention, so wrought is the story with
How the story is evolved from this idea, and
tense situations and climaxes. Viola Dana is the
taking the characters through a series of tense
star of " False Evidence " — an adaptation of
situations, makes an entertainment remarkably
emphasized with the qualities of vigor and vitalMary
the the
same direction
name, andof
Metro E.hasWiikins'
producednovelit of
under
ity. The scenic investiture is praiseworthy, as the
Edwin Carewe. Come to the
theatre:
story
is
framed
against
a
background
of
giant
redwoods.
next
. We feel sure you will go away
satisfied.
Wheeler
Oakman
is
seen
as
Miss
Dana's
leading man and he appears to good advantage. Joe
King, long identified in character roles upon the
CATCH LINES
screen, is in the cast and gives a good account
Her father had promised her in marriage to
of himself, while others are Edward Connelly,
she didn't love. The law of her communPatrick
Pearce. ofTheEdwin
pic- a man
ity held that the settlers should marry and interture wasO'Malley
produced and
underPeggy
the direction
marry
regardless of their own desires in the matCarewe from an adaptation by Finis Fox. "False
ter. So she was promised when a baby, for her
Evidence " comes
to
the
theatre
on
of
week.
father's must
word bemeant
to himor and
promise
kept.everything
Did she rebel
followa
out the doctrines of her forefathers? See " False
THE STORY
Evidence " and discover the solution.
Sandy MacTavish has always been known as a
She stabbed the man she had promised to
man whose word is as good as his bond. Theremarry. His brother, the man she really lovea,
fore when he betrothed his infant daughter,
Madelon, to Lot Gordon he had to keep his assumed the guilt. To assure his freedom the
girl was
to keep with
her promise.
You
promise when she became of age. Sandy lived
will
followcompelled
the situation
interest when
in a region where the custom was to marry and
intermarry without any questions being raised as
" False Evidence " comes to the
theato its propriety. Hardy Scots all, they wanted
no mixture of other races coursing through their tre.
veins. So the day came when Sandy must keep
The story of a girl whose life looked blaci:
his pledge to Lot despite the fact that the lat- indeed until she burst the bonds of her narrow
environment.
Her honor
father wasdidn't
care about
her
ter's character wasn't anything to boast about.
happiness for his
at stake
as a man
Lot's
brother,
was the object
Madelon's
affection,
and Burr,
he reciprocated
her of
love,
though
who
kept
his
word.
See
"
False
Evidence."
he, too, was pledged to another.
Viola Dana shows her mettle in the role of
During a drunken moment Lot attempted to
Viola
Dana A in stirring
one of Mary
est stories.
tale ofE. a Wiikins'
lumber greatcamp
embrace the girl and she stabbed him not knowMadelon in " False Evidence "
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"A

STITCH

IN

TIME"—

Gladys Leslie Simulates

Gladness

Picture

News

VITAGRAPH

in Appealing

Story

AN

appealing little story of love's awakening is Gladys Leslie's newest Vitagraph release, " A Stitch
in Time" — appealing not only in the sense of its humna touches, but in the way it creeps under
the skin and stays there.
There are no plot "uncertainties, for the idea is woven from a single
situation — a situation that generates a happy philosophy and faith in mankind.
From the time that the heroine comes into the young man's life he changes his entire viewpoint
on matters of love, business and deportment. He is living a mad pace until the devoted girl warns him
that " a stitch in time will rest the mind."
And then it is all over.
Quite a few dramatic details are worked out before the hero is sure of himself. Other loves must
be cast aside along with his bibulous friends, and their elimination holds the audience to strict accountit be
said that " A Stitch in Time " is quite able to take care of itself despite the flimsy
character ability.
of Let its
title.
It is not a big story, but it has a good plot well supplied with interesting detail. The obvious note
never comes to the surface so prominent are the elements of heart interest and human man appeal.
Love and sympathy are its keynotes, generated through the spirit of gladness that belongs to Miss Leslie
on the screen.
She is given adequate support. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 5. — Laurence Reid.
more than she does his self. This sort of makes
THE CAST
makes an attractive and appealing appearance
Phoebe's
littlegoes
bit about
but she
in the role of the girl while Eugene Strong
the
aches heart
and theachesobsa and
her stifles
work
Phoebe-Ann
GLADYS LESLIE
smiling. Hard times hit the studio and it is endows the part of the hero with manly qualiWorthington Bryce
Eugene Strong
ties. The supporting cast is of unusual excelLarry Brockman
Charles Walton
Phoebe who sends out some old manuscripts
Ince. lence while the direction was in charge of Ralph
Gilly Hill
Cecil Chichester
prepared by Worthy. She sends them out with
Dick Moreland
Earl Schenck
a little prayer and back comes a check.
Bryce, Sr
Charles Stevenson
Then Worthy becomes a prominent author,
Mrs. Trevor
Julia Swayne Gordon
SUGGESTIONS
rising to fame over night as it were and little
Lela Trevor
Agnes Ayres
You should make the Gladys Leslie pictures
Phoebe
gets none of the credit at all-at-all. The
Directed by Ralph Ince.
advertise themselves as soon as you flash her
rise to fame is celebrated by a midnight supper
name on the screen. All of them afford her roles
after which Lela, her mother and a certain Dick
of sunshine and sadness, all of them are light
Moreland return to the studio to spend the night.
pieces of entertainment but entertaining because
PRESS NOTICE
Phoebe surprises Lela and Dick in each others
of their simplicity and the charm of the star.
arms
and
raises
something
of
a
rumpus.
But
Gladys Leslie, the charming little Vitagraph
when Worthy appears she thrusts Lela back of When you flash the name of Gladys Leslie across
player, will be seen at the
theatre
theatre your public ought to know that
the cortuans and takes her position in the in- your
on
of
week, in her latest
the picture you have to offer contains all those
truder's
arms.
The
next
morning
as
she
prepicture
entitled
Stitchwhich
in Time."
Thissuccess
is an
ingredients. If they don't know it now, start
pares to leave,
Worthy's
adaptation
from "Aa play
ran with
whole
story locks
her inservant,
a closetwhoandknows
then
in ongin this
picture,
in Time"
bein New York, and it affords the dainty little the
educating
them "A
into Stitch
knowing
what a and
Gladys
gives
Worthy
a
good
talking
to
after
which
star the role of the caretaker of a Washington
Leslietivepicture
stands
Use colorful,
his eyes are opened as to Phoebe's worth.
Square studio. The tenant of the studio is one
language in
your for.
advertising,
get itdescripup as
Worthington Bryce, a wealthy dabbler in arprettily as possible, both with respect to words
tistic fields. He has dabled a little in writing
and pictures.
CATCH LINES
and a little in painting; but to tell the truth
Ralph Ince's name means considerable on any
his writing consists chiefly of penning notes to
film. He directed this. Mention him. Look over
He
failed
as
a
painter
but
this
failure
was
his father requesting cash and his painting of turned to success in another direction by a girl those in the supporting cast, there are a number
smearing up Broadway and sundry points with
of Vitagraph favorites there and there may be
whose love for him was unreturned. See "A
the red pigment.
some of your public particularly well liked playHowever when Phoebe takes charge of the Stitch in Time."
ers among them.
studio a change comes over him. Worthy thinks
it exercised by the girl he loves, Lela Trevor,
In which a famous author weds the girl he
a young flapper who loves money and so seeks
brought to his studio as caretaker.
Worthy. The man she loves wears other shoes,
however. But success comes to Worthy in the
She sacrificed her own great love for a man
writing line and Phoebe gets none of the credit.
Then one night the little caretaker makes a that he might be happy with a girl unworthy of
startling
Lela's
Worthy. discovery
She acts asonto her
firstunfaithfulness
impulse whichto him. See "A Stitch in Time."
is to raise a racket and show the girl up before
Gladys Leslie, the girl with the millionaire
Worthy and then she acts on her second which
dollar smile, in a version of the Broadway play,
is
to
straighten
things
out
so
Worthy's
feelings
"A Stitch in Time."
wont be hurt.
However
things
come
out
to
Phoebe's
benefit
A society
in the end and Worthy at last tells her the
scrub
lady ! girls loses a game of hearts to a
words that she has been longing to hear. Miss
Leslie is supported by Eugene Strong, Charles
Walton, Cecil Chichester, Earl Schenck. Agnes
Ayres and others while the direction of the piece
Directed
ing directors.by Ralph Ince, one of the art's leadwas in charge of Ralph Ince.
THE STORY
Phoebe-Ann
assumes
mother's duties
as caretaker in the studioherof ill
Worthington
Bryce
and is appreciated by the worthy gentleman for
the great care she exercises in looking after the
place.
On position
her mother's
Phoebe
given
the vacant
and isdeath
brought
to theis studio
to live. Room is found for her and Worthy begins her education. It is at her suggestion that
he stops painting Broadway and looks after his
art to some extent. Worthy, be it known, has
a rich male parent who wants him to enter
business, but the youthful fellow believes he
has a talent for wielding the brush.
And Worthy is also much in love with Lela
Trevor, a young woman who loves his money

PROGRAM READER
Another adaptation of a Broadway play comes
to
onwith Gladys
whenLeslie
Vitagraph's
"A this
Stitchtheatre
in Time"
starred
is presented here. It is a certainty that picture
houses receives as many Broadway plays as does
Broadway itself. Many of them are heralded
with glaring
when rantheytheareweek
adaptations of workssuperlatives
which hardly
out
on the speaking stage. But whatever the case
with
"A
Stitch
in
Time,"
that
is,
however
long
it ran on the stage, it certainly makes one of
the most charming and winsome plays in which
Miss Leslie has ever appeared. It tells the story
of afinally
girl's discovered
love for aherrichtrue
young
and how
he
worthartist
as compared
with the girl he thought he loved. Miss Leslie

Gladys Leslie in a happy mood in " A Stitch
in Time "
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"EYES

OF

THE

SOUL"—

A Beautiful Story Presented

ARTCRAFT

in a Beautiful Way

4 4 I J^ YES OF THE SOUL" plays on the strings of the heart with the skill that Heifetz exercises
p j over the violin. And like the music from the instrument, the impression made by its drama
is lasting; something that penetrates and goes beyond the superficial emotions. The narrator
of the drama and his figures, brought to life so realistically on the screen, hold their audience in a grasp
sure and unerring. They call for tears; call for smiles, and the response is intantaneous. A false note
never intrudes to mar the exquisite harmony of the sweeping symphony of drama; one might almost
say musical drama.
The plot deals with a cabaret entertainer who refuses wealth that she may care for, and in caring
for find happiness and love with, a blind soldier. Elsie Ferguson's characterization of the leading part
is marked with sincerity and depth of feeling. Wyndham Standing as the sightless hero creates one of
the most human characters the screen has ever seen. His performance is quiet, restrained and yet always tremendously effective.
Excellent direction by Emile Chautard finishes the picture off with the final touch of beauty. Here
is a real story, a story that is beautiful and which is presented in a beautiful way. — Length, 5 reels. —
Released April 20. — Peter Milne.
is not hurt by the accident, only shaken up a bit,
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
and Gloria is rather sorry to hear him say that
Gloria Swann
ELSIE FERGUSON
Your
advertising
on this subject should be digit
was
too
bad
the
car
didn't
make
a
thorough
Teddy Safford
job of finishing him off. For Larry Gibson is
J. Flanigan
nified. It deals with a most sympathetic story —
-Larry Gibson
blind. A war hero, after heroes have been more
Wyndham
the
love
story
of
a
blind soldier and a cabaret
Standing
Judge Malvin
G. Backus
or less forgotten. He is, as the judge says, the
singer who was different and it tells this story
Mgr. Moonlight
G. Durpee
salt of the earth scattered to the four winds —
beautifuly.
It
may
not
come under the regular
Landlady
Cora Williams
routine of suggestions to state here that the
that's ofwar!
daysa that
followandGloria
sees
Valet
C. Charles
much
LarryInandthe does
thousand
one little
whole
Rivoli
orchestra
was
- sniffling and laughFrom George Weston's " The Salt of the things to comfort him. She grows to love him
ing by turns when this picture was on. There
and
to
make
him
overcome
his
prejudice
against
are
more
sniffles
than
laughs
in it too — but they
Earth."
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
himself.
are sniffles for something that goes deep beneath
Directed by Emile Chautard.
the
surface.
So
let
your
advertising
tell of these
So Gloria turns the judge down, she prefers
Photographed by Jacques Bizuel.
two characters and their romance — a simple
serving for love and happiness to being served
statement
to
this
effect
and
you
will
be
presenting
merely for selfish reasons. In time a child comes
PRESS NOTICE
to bless the union of Gloria and Larry, and it is the picture properly and attractively.
sightsight
is largely
You
can't pay too
your part
muThe latest Artcraft picture starring Elsie Fer- then thatpensed byLarry's
another loss
sight,of that
which recomlies in
sic in presenting
the much
film. attention
Music is toa good
guson
entitled
"
Eyes
of
the
Soul,"
will
be
the
the
eyes
of
the
soul.
of every picture and it adds wonders to this one.
main attraction on the bill of the
theatre
By all means see it before your public does and
on
of
next week. This is based on
arrange appropriate tunes for its many phases.
the
noveland" The
Salt toofbetheoneEarth,"
PROGRAM READER
These will suggest themselves to you as you see
Weston,
is said
of the bymostGeorge
drait. We would say that a theme such as a sad
matic of the many pictures in which Miss FerGloria Swann was the idol of the Palm Garden
melody would create would be the best thing.
guson has appeared. It gives her the role of restaurant in the south. It was a restaurant
Gloria Swann, an entertainer in a southern res- patronized by the very best families of the old You may not like this idea — but be sure to get
taurant largely patronized by the old families of city in which it was located, and Gloria acme in this point — the picture is sad, but it sends the
people
BETTER
for
contact with them all. Many were the proposals
the
is Gloria's
it. So away
its notHAPPY
one of and
thosefeeling
depressing
pictures.
that section.
nightly It
entrance
the voice
patronsandofherthedancing
place,
of marriage lavished on her, but none did she And
get that over in your advertisements too.
and onelessly at her
of them,
Judge
Malvin,
is
quite
hopetake
seriously
until
Judge
Malvin,
one
of
the
feet.
wealthiest residents of the old district, became a
Judge Malvin offers her money and position
visitor to the place, always managing to
and these things appeal to Gloria strongly, for nightly
see her. He was a kind old man, Judge Malvin.
she has had to work for a wage all her life. She
And
what
made a big impression on Gloria was
realizes that as far as her own personal comforts
that she had all the wealth that any mortal could
are concerned she would never have to work
want.
She
realized that if she accepted this man
again if she allowed the judge to make her Mrs.
she would have it easy for the rest of her days.
Malvin. And just as she is about to accept a And she was on the point of accepting him when
new influence enters into her life. It comes in a new influence entered her life — this influence
the person of Larry Gibson, a blinded soldier.
came in the shape of one Larry Gibson, a young
He does not solicit her care, her love, but these
who moved about in a wheel chair and who
she finds herself lavishing on him without re- man
was blind! How Harry Gibson changed the
straint. How the love story is brought to an
whole course of Gloria's life is the story that is
end, when all three of the principals realize that
told in Elsie Ferguson's latest Artcraft picture
there is something far greater in the world than
entitled " Eyes of the Soul." It is an adaptation
mere bodily comfort, forms a picture of an unfrom
the and
novelis considered
" Salt of the
by George
usually appealing character.
Weston,
one Earth,"
of the most
deeply
Miss Ferguson appears to radiant advantage in
appealing peared. pictures
in
which
the
star
has apthe stellar role. The support is notable, particuI
t
will
be
shown
here
shortly.
larly with the case of Wyndham Standing, who
carries the role of the soldier. The picture was
produced
under the direction of Emile ChauCATCH LINES
tard.
There were two men in her life — one was rich,
THE STORY
aother
man was
who a could
her every
the
soldier,grant
blinded
in the desire
war,— and
Gloria Swann sings and dances in a southern
poor!
And
she
had
worked
hard
all
her
life.
restaurant and cafe. She is not like the other
Riches and the luxury they would bring appealed
girls of the place in that she is not always lookstrongly to her. Which should she choose? See
ing out for number one. Judge Malvin, of one
of the old families of the south, admires her " Eyes of the Soul."
greatly and introduces her to his sisters, an
A picture that plays on the strings of your
evidence of the fact that he intends to marry her, heart
with the skill of a violinist.
according to all the other girls in the place. But
Gloria is not so easily won. Of love she has
none for the old judge. She realizes, however,
The blind man's eyes are eyes of the soul.
that with the wealth that the position of his wife
would bring her she need never work again,
He had come back from the war broken. He
never dance for a living and tenant a cheap
was blind — his athletic frame was wasted. He
"boarding
One dayhouse.
while out rdiing with the judge, the wanted to die — he wanted to quit! But he found
that that wasn't the way the game was played.
machine knocks
a wheel-chair,
Elsie Ferguson with Wyndham Standing in a
convalescent
Canadian
soldier, offin thewhich
road.sitsHea See " Eyes of the Soul."
scene from " Eyes of the Soul "
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GOLDWYN

The Eccentric Mabel of Olden Days in a Good Comedy
TO
relate the bare outline of this plot would be a gross misrepresentation of the picture. Really
the plot is just about bare nothing, the merest sort of inconsequential stuff. On the other hand,
however, the complete picture reveals an amusing series of incidents admirably held together by
an eccentric characterization rendered by Mabel Normand that is, indeed, reminiscent of her old Keystone
days. Her clothes, her business and her expressions all recall the times when Chaplin and Conklin
used to buffet her about.
And it is Miss Normand who puts " The Pest " over. When she falls down in an ecstasy on receiving her first kiss, when she takes a bath in the water barrel and when she enters the ballroom dressed in
a gown that doesn't hang correctly on any one of her curves, she is the ridiculously funny Mabel, a
Mabel that makes it impossible for even a reviewer to call her Miss Normand.
What support she receives from John Bowers, Alec Francis and Leota Lorraine is entirely acceptable, while W. Christy Cabanne's direction is quite suitable. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. —
Peter Milne.
days, in a good part with the same good looks
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
to stand her by. Mabel appears in the title part
The Normand personality, tricks, etc., predomiThe Pest
Mabel No rmand
of
this feature and romps gaily through five ree!s
nate throughout the five reels of this feature, so
Gene Giles
John Bowers
of film that will make your sides shake with
John Harland
Charles Girard
it would be appropriate if you devoted the major
laughter.
Her eccentric manner, her ability to
portion of your advertising space to the talents
Judge Fisher
Alec B. Francis
original nature
comedywhich
over comes
and her tounderstanding
of the star in the way of eccentric comedy. Re- put
Blanche Fisher
Leota Lorraine
of
human
the surface
call some of her past successes under the old even through all the
load
of farcical tricks she
Jas.
Bradbury
'
Noisy"
Wilson
Keystone
banner,
dwell
on
her
success
in
the
Jack Curtis
Asher Blodgett
has
at" her
finger's
hermost
role enjoyable
in " The
Pearl
Elmore
Amy Blodgett
special production of " Mickey," and then go on
Pest has
stand
out asends,
onetomake
ofthethescreen.
By Melville
W. Brown.
she
ever contributed
All in all
to say that she has a similar role in " The
Directed by W. Christy Cabanne.
Pest."
You
will
not
be
misleading
your
patrons
it's a five reel comedy of the cheeriest sort, one
Photographed by Percy Hilburn.
by such
statements,
" The
Pest "thatis which, if you are fortunate enough to see it,
the
approach toforherfrankly
old-time
pictures
will long be remembered by you. It was proCATCH LINES
has nearest
been made.
duced by W. Christy Cabanne from a story by
Feature the star and her role and let the story
Rags may be royal raiment when worn for
Melville W. Brown and John Bowers, Alec
Francis,
Leota Lorraine, Jack Curtis and Charles
go
—
it
isn't
much
any
way
—
and
it's
the
one
virtue's
sake,
but
the
Pest
didn't
think
so
—
she
character
decided that only the best finery would suit her,
Gerrard appear in support of the star.
to
last. that is the central figure from first reel
and she got it— in the most humorous way you
Mention of W. Christy Cabanne as the director
can imagine — see " The Pest."
and of John Bowers, leading man, and Charles
Gerrard,
leading heavy, might help specially if
It's the
old eccentric,
joyous,
foolish,
awkward
your
closely.crowd is the kind that follows pictures
Mabel
Normand
that
you
will
see
in
"
The
Pest."
The Mabel Normand you enjoyed and admired in
countless Mack Sennett comedies of old — right
y-madebito
an-r
troduced as a read
in her own element. See " The Pest."
for theer
exhi
THE STORY
was inRead
gram nouncement
Pro
E
TH
e
rt
The Pest has few friends in the little village
to inse in his hous organ.
The only bath tub she knew was the water
by the river. The Blodgetts, a slovenly couple,
barrel — the only home a dirty garret. But love
a short, chatty, little notice
is
It
with whom she makes her home, mistreat her
and happiness sought her out even in these misabout the feature to come, gives inday and night. But she has fine ideas, has the
erable surroundings. See " The Pest."
Pest. One day when she is obliged to deliver
teresting facts regarding it and preThe first kiss the Pest ever received made her eggs to the home of Judge Fisher up on the hill
sents them in interesting style.
she wears two turkey feathers in her old, knocked
fall down — she went right over backwards! But
Clip it for your program.
in straw hat. She knows this is the style for she
even so she had spunk enough to come forward
has
seen
a
lady
from
the
city
wear
two
such
for another! You can't beat "The Pest."
feathers Fisher
— only takes
they adidn't
from ina the
turkey.
Judge
kindlycome
interest
girl
The Pest has YOU on her list. If you don't
invites
her
to
his
daughter's
party
that
night.
see her you'll regret the day you decided not to. and
Blanche
despises
the
Pest
but
lets
her
wear
one
See Mabel Normand in " The Pest."
of her gowns. When she walks awkwardly on to
the floor every one ignores her. At this the
PRESS NOTICE
Pest's heart is broken but she bravely resists
Mabel Normand, the comedienne without an
cryingcuedand,
She her
is finally
resfrom theinstead,
melee,fights!..
or rather
tormentors
equal, will be the star at the
theatre on
are rescued by the judge and his secretary,
of
week in her latest Goldwyn
Giles. The
sees a ring on her finger that
picture
entitledMiss
" The
Pest." with
" The
" is arouses
old judge
memories.
said to provide
Normand
a rolePestsimilar
When the Pest returns without this ring she
to those in which she first gained her nationis locked up by the Blodgetts and Harland,
wide popularity under the direction of Mack Sennett. In the title part of this picture she apBlanche's
fiance,their
is called
The
Pest
overhears
plot; into
it is consultation.
to kill the judge!
pears as the little drudge of the Blodgetts, a Awaiting
the opportunity she makes her escape
slovenly couple who live in a village by the river
and goes to warn him. In the meantime Harland
and operate the ferry from the mainland to the
has contrived to throw suspicion on Giles for
island.
It ferry
is oneback
of the
many the
tasks
crank this
and Pest's
forth over
river,to attempting to rob the judge's safe, this so he
and on one of the trips she has as passengers
may the
of the
judge's affairs
a number of city folk, bound to spend a few
after
his easier
death!takeButcharge
Harland
is somewhat
premature. Warned by the Pest, the conspirators
days
at
Judge
Fisher's
house
up
on
the
hill.
,
are captured, Giles is proven innocent, while the
When the Pest gets her first look at fine millinery and good clothes she then and there asring showsBlanche
that theholding
Pest is
the through
Judge's
daughter,
thisreally
position
pires to a higher social position than that offered
an exchange of babies long ago. And of course
in her rather hateful existence with the Blodgetts.
the Pest finds happiness with Giles.
How this position she one day achieves is told
in a story fraught with any number of humorous
moments
and
containing
a
sustaining
quality
of
PROGRAM READER
melodrama so that the interest is never lost.
Remember Keystone Mabel? The Mabel of
Miss Normand is constantly the center of atthe olden days who used to cavort about with
in " The Pest."
Her tricksandandshehercarries
busiCharlie Chaplin and Mack Swain and Chester
ness aretentionrefreshing
and amusing
the action through to a most successful finish.
Conklin and all those wild comedians. You usually saw her in a bathing suit then with not
Her companion
" TheAlecPestFrancis,
" are
John
Bowers, asfunmakers
her suitor,in and
much of a part and just a lot of good looks to
Charles Gerrard and Leota Lorraine in other
help
her along. In " The Pest," the Goldwyn
prominent
Pest " wasunder
written
by picture which is shortly to be shown at this theaMelville W. roles.
Brown" The
and produced
the ditre
you'll have
the opportunity
of seeing
rection of W. Christy Cabanne.
Normand,
the same
Keystone Mabel
of the Mabel
olden It Should be Easy to Pick Out the Pest Here
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"THE

ETERNAL

MAGDALENE"—

Long Heralded

GOLDWYN

Picture Largely an Allegory

THE

much advertised, made and remade " The Eternal Magdalene " proves to be a feature demonstrating how a certain leading citizen changes his ideas toward the magdalenes and other fallen
members of the community when he learns that even his own daughter has erred and when he is
escorted through an impressive array of allegorical scenes by the Eternal Magdalene herself.

The allegory shows in a series of what may justly be described as " quick scenes," a term akin to
the " quick change " of the vaudeville artist, the horror that the leading citizen would bring on his
municipality- if he held to a rigid course of cleanup methods. And this quickness that enters into the
picture is the chief element that goes to lower its dramatic standard. The action is so choppy that the
interest never multiplies after the approved accumulative formulae.
The picture was produced under Arthur Hopkins" direction. The allegory is enacted against backgrounds of black and would be effective had not the composition of its various scenes shown a curious
mixture of artistry and the utterly commonplace. Charles Dalton as the leading citizen and Margaret
Marsh as his erring daughter perform with feeling. The title part is taken by Maxine Elliott, who brings
out the spirit of the character with impressiveness". — Length, 5 reels.
shaw commands his daughter to leave his home
THE CAST
and then settles down to ponder. He dreams
Elijah Bradshaw
Charles Dalton
and in his vision the Eternal Magdalene comes
Elizabeth, his daughter Margaret Marsh
before him and leads him through the poor quarPaul, his son
Charles Trowbridge
ter of the town. Here he sees among others his
Macey, his secretary Donald Gallaher
daughter, leaving her baby on the doorstep of
Mrs.
Bradshaw
Maud
Cooling
the
foundling home. He sees his son murder
The Preacher
Vernon Steele
Macey. He learns that plain religion can not
The Eternal Magdalene Maxine Elliott drive
out poverty, sickness, crime. It must have
By Robert H. McLaughlin.
something substantial back of it. Ali these
Directed by Arthur Hopkins.
things
are revealed to him by the Eternal MagPhotographed by Philip Rosen.
dalene.
And when Bradshaw awakes he is a new man.
He recalls his daughter and Macey appears, sayPRESS NOTICE
ing that they were secretly married, that he had
afraid to tell. And Bradshaw cancels the
" The Eternal Magdalene." an adaptation of been
Wainsday
invitation and decides to institute
Robertname,
H. McLaughlin's
stagein success
of the more practical
same
will be presented
motion picture
reforms.
form at the
theatre on
of
week. This is a Goldwyn production
CATCH LINES
and is said to be one of the most impressive
" Let him who is without sin among you cast
pictures ever released. It tells the story of
Elijah Bradshaw, the leading citizen of a modern
the first stone." A simple and world-old lesson.
city of ential
average
size. Together
withanother
influ- It is beautiful but how many of you practice its
citizens Bradshaw
extends
invitation
beautiful sentiment? Elijah Bradshaw didn't
to a revivalist, who employs circus methods, to heed it until the Eternal Magdalene showed him
visit the city and institute a moral and religious
the
" The pictures
Eternal ofMagdalene,"
of theway.
most See
impressive
all time. one
clean-up
the place.theseThementownbelieve.
must be purged
of
the badof element,
lived generations and generations ago —
But it is little that they know about the cor- sheShelives
today. She is always young — she
rect manner to eliminate vice and crime. They
concern themselves only with the riddance of grows 'old before her time. See " The Eternal
the present personifications of these elements.
And when one of the fallen women comes to Magdalene."
Elijah Bradshaw thought to drive out vice and
Bradshaw and says that he is going about re- crime
with force until he found that he would
form in the wrong way, he pays no attention
have
to purge his own home if he followed such
to her plea, even though she reminds him that a course!
A vision came to him and pointed the
her own past is linked rather intimately with his
own. How Bradshaw comes to understand the way! See "The Eternal Magdalene," the most
impressive
picture of the day.
other viewpoint through a series of most remarkable visions is subsequently revealed on the film
Can
you
satisfy a hungry man with a hymn
and finally he cancels the Wainsday appointment
book? Can you prevent vice by turning your
and
course.decides to follow a more humane and just back on it? Elijah Bradshaw thought he could
he learned his lesson. See " The Eternal
" The
produced
un- but
der the Eternal
directionMagdalene
of Arthur" was
Hopkins,
a stage
Magdalene " and learn it with him.
director and producer of the highest standing.
The most impressive film drama of the day
In its cast appear Maxine Elliott in the title with
a splendid cast headed by Margaret Marsh,
role. Charles Dalton as Bradshaw. Margaret
Charles
Dalton and Maxine Elliott.
Marsh as his daughter, with Donald Gallaher
and Charles Trowbridge holding down other important parts.
" The picture.
Eternal ItMagdalene
" willthat
always
timely
is inevitable
you beseetheit
THE STORY
eventually. See it now. '
SUGGESTIONS
In a very modern and very fair-sized town,
Elijah Bradshaw, the leading citizen, calls a
The title of this feature is instantly attentionmeeting of other prominent men of the place and
commanding and
and artistry.
at the same
time it implies
puts before them the proposition that Wainsday,
pressiveness
It certainly
is the imbig
the famous evangelist, be asked to visit there
asset you have in advertising the picture to your
and make a moral and religious clean-up after patrons; the title and any descriptive matter in
the spectacular manner he has been employing
the way of catch lines or other arguments that
throughout
country.
pricethisis you may add to it to carry out its suggestion.
S30.000.
but the
Bradshaw
and Wainsday's
his fellows think
Don't fail to make the most of it. For this one
a small amount to pay for righteousness. That
time relegate your players to positions second
night Bradshaw is visited by one of the unforto
and will
play bring
it up the
for crowds.
all you're worth. It's a
tunate women he plans to drive out of the town.
titleit that
She warns him that it is not the right way to
Advertising that you do should be impressively
go about it. that the fallen women and men too written copy. Don't bill the picture as a sensashould be cared for and guided and not driven
tional attraction for it would be misleading and
away. But Bradshaw is obdurate.
quite out of place. Glance over the catch lines
At his home a shock awaits Bradshaw. Owing
see same
if theystylewon't
to his sternness, Macey, his secretary, has been printed
if othersherewith
written and
in the
will suffice
not suf-or
refused admittance to the house to see Elizabeth
fice. Each one of them, tied up with the title,
Bradshaw and so they had sought entertainment
seems to suggest something out of the ordinary
and of an impressive character.
elsewhere and had gone a step too far. Brad-

— Peter Milne.
In addition to these you will find a fine array
of advertising arguments in the Goldwyn advertisements on " The Eternal Magdalene " which
have appeared in Motion Picture News for the
past month or so. The Goldwyn exchanges are
to furnish you with mats of these
in a position
very
advertisements in the size in which they
were originally printed or in larger form. These
are ideal for advertising the picture to your pubIt will pay you to get several of them for
:ic.
use in your local newspapers during the run of
theMargaret
picture. Marsh is the popular picture star in
the cast. Maxine Elliott in the title role carries
it exceptionally well and she is a favorite of the
Charles
itage. serves
mention. Dalton's performance also deDon't fail to state that Robert McLaughlin s
the picture
olay of the same name from which
on the stage and
>vas adapted scored successfully
ihat it was produced under the direction of
the
'onetheof day.
circles of
in theatricaldirectors
Arthur Hopkins,
regarded producing
highest
PROGRAM READER
You have met this woman before. She is with
car, on the train, the subway.
the street
you
She on
brushes
by you in the store and you may
withdraw from her because she is bedraggled, or
she anis
admire her
stopwellto gowned.
you may and
beautiful
She because
has played
in the building and tearing down
important role
(Continued on page 2907)

Margaret Marsh and Charles Dalton in one ot
the closing scenes from " The Eternal Mag
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ROBERTSON-COLE

Story Colored with Billie Rhodes'

Personality

she killed the man who killed her father, and riding away into the night to get an " eddication," she met a sentimental shepherd and promptly fell in love. Orange blossoms? Decidedly ! Thus you have the simple framework of " The Love Call," a picture which brings Billie
Rhodes over the western horizon.
Except for a variety of close-ups which introduce her tear ducts
working overtime, the star succeeds in bringing out her vital and vibrant personality.
But a pretty girl
whose eyes are in a lachrymose condition does not make a pleasant sight — at least not in a close-up.
The romantic element of the picture sort of tangles itself up in a way, for the shepherd is relegated
to the background in a majority of the reels in order to introduce another hero — a cowboy this time —
as the girl's leading suitor. As the shepherd is as quiet as his occupation indicates, the action has to be
supplied by the cowboy. When the spectator believes the latter has the inside track, lo and behold, he
drops completely out of sight and the first man comes into his own again.
The feature carries a punch or two and so is made interesting in the protection given the girl by her
father and the cowboy. Terrific fights take place for her sake which, coupled with good characterizations and choice locations, suffice to hold the attention. Hart Hoxie and T. Lloyd Whitlock, as the
cowboy and shepherd respectively, lend a lot of animation to the picture. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
April. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
in the world as her nightly duty is to go to the
village barroom and haul him away from his
Kid Allen
Billie Rhodes
drunken
cronies. One night she is insulted by
Joe Emory
Lloyd Whitlock
one of the other men and Mate proceeds to beat
Nick Horton
Art Hoxan
this fellow up. Arrived home a knock comes on
SHORT synopsis is often reMate Allen
William Dyer
the door and Mate opens it. He is shot dead by
O'Keefe
his former antagonist. The Kid, in turn, shoots
quired for the theatre proBy Margery Benton Cooke. Frank Whitson
down the murderer.
Scenario by E. Magnus Ingleton.
After Mate's death, the Kid is left alone in the
Directed by Louis William Chaudet.
Late comers will refer to
world, receive
and, recalling
father's she
wishsetsthatoff she
should
a decenthereducation
on
it to become acquainted with that
CATCH LINES
horseback to find the nearest university. She sufportion of the story that has
fers
a
fall
on
the
way
and
is
rescued
by
Joe
Have you heard the Love Call? If you have
Emory, a shepherd. He takes her to his cabin
or haven't theatre.
you can see " The Love Call " at the and nurses her injuries. When, at last it comes
time for her to go on, both the Kid and Joe disClip the synopsis in the Plan
Book.
passed.
cover that they love each other. But even so,
Billie Rhodes, the adorable little star of "The
they part and go their separate ways.
her journev the Kid meets Nick Horton,
Lamb National
and the comedy-drama.
Lion " and " Hoop-La " in her whoOn volunteers
They are specially for this purlatest
to escort her to the university.
On arriving there the president refuses the Kid
admittance, saying that she is not far enough adBecause
wouldn't
let thetoKidthrow
enThey are compact; thoroughly
ter college,theherpresident
champion
proceeded
vanced in her education to enter the university.
informative.
Misunderstanding him, Nick starts to throw the
him around the office. The university had never
seen inmates
such rough
It wasn't
funnyBillieto president about his office and then a general freepose.And they are the right thing for
the
but doings.
it will be
to you —so see
for-all ensues. Finally the president relents and
accepts the Kid in preference to any more bruises,
Rhodes in " The Love Call."
newspaper use, too.
but she discovers then that it will take her seven
She came from the wild country to a univeryears
to
be
educated.
The
discipline
pales
on
her
sity and found it hard. And she heard the Love
in time and when she gets a letter from Joe askCall and returned to her real home.
ing her to come back to him she immediately
leaves.
has Joe
heardagain.
the love calls and promises
never toSheleave
PRESS NOTICE
Billie Rhodes, the piquant little star of NaPROGRAM READER
tional pictures will be seen again at the
theatre on
of
week in her latest
In
"
The
Call,"
photo-drama
picture entitled,
The have
Love seen
Call."
Billie Rhodes,Lovewhich
willa shortly
be seenstarring
here,
sidered by many "who
it to This
be theis conbest is
told the story of a whole-souled but illiterate
of her series, as it gives her a role in which she girl
of
the
western
country,
who
sacrifices
her
is free to exercise her ability along the lines of
tothebecome
an educated
" lady
" to
both comedy and drama. The picture is an opportunity
make
happy
man
who
loved
her.
A
story
adaptation ot a novel by Margery Benton Cooke
of tragedy, pathos and humor, daring in concepand was scenarioized by E. Magnus Ingleton.
in its unfolding, with striking
Miss Rhodes takes the role of Kid Allen, the scenestionofand original
the primitive life of the cattle country.
daughter
of
an
old
drunken
sailor
who
is
finally
Kid
Allen,
the
heroine
of the play, answered
killed in a brawl. The Kid then sets out to look
" The Love Call," for her heart was true and her
for a university as she remembers that her father mate
wanted
her.
The
production
was made by
said something about having a good education.
William Louis Chaudet. The cast includes William
Djyer,
Art
Hoxen,
T.
Lloyd
Whitlock,
and
The
Kid's
quest
leads
to
a
romantic
meeting
with
Joe Emory, a sheep-herder, and later an exciting
Harry T. Devere.
and humorous adventure with a husky, good-natured cowboy, Nick Horton, who pulls the
whiskersfessor ofrefuseda tocollege
whenthetheuniverproSUGGESTIONS
admit professor
the Kid into
If you have played the other Billie Rhodes
sity without some preliminary studying.
features this one ought to go well for you as it
There are a couple of exciting rough-andtumble fights in the production, one between the is an entirely pleasant little picture. It" contains
no
great advertising possibilities when all is said
"another
Mate " when
and O'Keefe
in thethefrontier
saloon,
but you should be able to work up
Nick grabs
professor
by and
his and done,
an interest in it in vour advertisements by
hirsute barrage and mops up the classic floor of quite
relating some of the incidents, the author and
the college with the dignified high-brow. The
photography is striking, especially the shepherd
star's ability
as a incomedienne,
ability
istheafforded
opportunity
the picture.which
The episode
scenes showing
mountain
trail. the flocks coming down the when the Kid first reaches college (see The Story)
will bear elaborating upon in advertisements,
bearing
THE STORY
situation. in mind always that it is a good comedy
Kid Allen is the daughter of Old Mate, formerly
The known
author, writer
Marjory
well
and Benton
deserves Cooke,
mentionis onquite
all
a sailor before the mast, but now a congenial olcl aadvertising
Billie Rhodes as she appears in " The Love
that
you
do.
drunkard. Kid's life with him isn't the happiest
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HOUSE
Entertaining

DIVIDED"

—

Story with Pronounced

blackton-independent
Love

sales

Interest; Capitally Played

renamed "A House Divided"
of the House,"
"TheallSubstance
of Ruth Holt
foradaptation
picture purposes,
makes Boucicault's
a satisfyingstory,
offering,
things considered.
While it suggests nothing new in
plot and characterization, yet its collection of dramatic ingredients are so well emphasized that all traces
oi obviousness and conventionality are missing. The subject generates a goodly measure of love interest which is
set off against a background of reasonable realities. Pathos and sympathy are human attributes of any story and
they lift "A House Divided" away from its theatrical outline and make it plausible.
A youthful indiscretion of the hero comes back to haunt him when he is happily married. It is visualized in
the person of his first wife, who had given up his name knowing that there was no love lost between them. So
she has him arrested for non-support for the sake of her child. His case looks hopeless until his second wife,
with noble self-sacrifice, commits perjury by declaring that she has no record of their marriage. Thus her husband
is saved a prison term for bigamy. The finale carries a sentimental flourish, with the hero happily divorced from
his nemesis, successfully restoring the memory of his beloved through faith and devotion.
The interpretation of the principal roles has been intrusted to Sylvia Breamer, Herbert Rawlinson, Lawrence
Grossmith and Sally Crute. All give capable performances, though Mr. Grossmith's work overshadows the rest.
The picture is artistically framed. — Length, 6 reels. — Released by Independent Sales Corporation. — Distributed
through Film Clearing House. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
THE STORY
assured him there was nothing real about it; that
it was a mock marriage pure and simple. And
Mary Lord
SYLVIA BREAMER
In England Philip Carmichael, a rising young
now here was this woman, come to claim " her
Philip Carmichael Herbert Rawlinson
M. P. meets Mary Lord, the ward of the man
Ben Baldwin
Lawrence Grossmith
whatWhatis more,
her rights
were What
supwho is back of his political career. She is rights."portedAnd
was Philip
to do?
Jessie Baldwin
Shirley Huxley
attracted to him but he ignores her as she was Mary by law.
to
do?
These
questions
are
answered
Sheelah Delayne
Sallie Crute
is so young. A few evenings afterwards on
in " A House
a J. Stuart
Sir Arthur Stanhope William Humphrey
rather a wild party Philip plays the part of a production
which Divided,"
will be presented
at thisBlackton
theatre
Duke of Northland
Ene Mayne
bridegroom in a mock marriage ceremony with
shortly.
With
Herbert
Rawlinson
as
the husband.
Duchess of Northland
Marie Burke
Sheelah,
an
actress.
Afterwards
Sheelah
disapSylvia
Breamer
as
his
wife
and
Sally
Crute
Charles and Violet, their children
pears and Philip forgets the incident. After a the claimant, the picture unfolds a story of theas
Charles Stuart Blackton, Violet Blackton
time Mary becomes the wife of her guardian and
intensest sort, capably acted from first to last.
Michael Carmichael
Baby Ivy Ward
it is after that that Philip meets her again and
Scenario by Anthony P. Kelly.
finds
her
a
beautiful
young
woman.
Her
husDirected by J. Stuart Blackton.
band discovers the growing infatuation between
" AS A MAN THINKS "
the young people and finally denounces Philip.
(Continued from page 2893)
The
excitement
is fatal to him, however, and he
SUGGESTIONS
dies from its effects.
completed its first swing. And probably they will
Mary
and
Philip
are
married
in
France.
On
remain
unanswered
in the ages to come. But,
You can get some good selling advertisements
whatever the future, the present holds many an
returning to London they see a play and Philip
out of the marr.age stuff in this feature. The
recognizes
Sheelah
in
the
cast.
Sheelah
has
disinteresting
drama
built
on these questions and,
mock marriage in which the hero partook and
covered that her marriage to Philip, all in fun, is
which turned out to be real after he had legally
to
our
knowledge
at
least,
" As a Man
really
legal
and
she
asserts
her
claim
over
him
is the greatest of these dramas.
We Thinks
are not"
married the girl he loved. That is a situation
for the sake of her child. On the stand Mary re- going to tell you any more about the story of
around wh.ch you can write all sorts of forceful
nounces
her
own
good
name
for
the
sake
of
the
this
picture.
We
might
add
that
as
a
play it
arguments.
It wouldn't
do situation
to let thiscanchance
pass.
created something that critics describe as a
man
ried. she loves and says that they were never marThe
pulling
power
in
that
not
easily
be overestimated.
furore. It was big, vital, thrilling. Well it
After this she disappears. Sheelah, with the
might be for Augustus Thomas, the dean of
_ If you have played others of the Blackton
passing of time, is changed. On the death of her American playwrights, wrote it. And the picpictures and found them successful, then by all boy
ture was produced under the direction of George
she
goes
to
France
as
a
canteen
worker.
She
means go
strong
the have
producer's
nameieaaing
with
Irving. A splendid cast headed by Leah Baird
finds Mary wandering around on the ruins near
respect
to this
one.on You
a popular
and
Henry Clive interpret the principal roles.
her
old
home.
Sheelah
has
her
marriage
with
pair to feature, too, Herbert Rawlinson has been
If you want to see a picture that goes beneath
seen in many pictures lately and has a large fol- Philip annulled. He is sent for to see whether his the
thin
surface of the celluloid see " As a Man
lowing. Use his name. Sylvia Breamer, known
presence will restore Mary's failing memory. And
through her work in Ince pictures and in other
it is Philip's presence, together with an old song,
" Just a Song at Twilight," sung by American
subjects produced by Blackton, is also popular.
Then you have another name to show in soldiers, that restores Mary to her senses and
Thinks."
Anthony P. Kelly's. Not only is he known as a to her husband's love.
scenario wr i_- oi ab.a.y out now his " Three
Faces
East" has established him as a recognized
CATCH LINES
playwright.
He was the happiest man in the world with his
PRESS NOTICE
young and beautiful wife. In fact, happy didn't
describe
Philip'sAndstatethenof one
mind.
On
of
week Frank Hall will adequately
in a world
of bliss.
day Hean
offer the latest J. Stuart Blackton production at lived
actress, Sheelah, descended on him and called him
her husband. And the law was with her. See
the — ■
theatre entitled, " A House Divided."
This is an adaptation of a well known English
" A House Divided."
novel and concerns the tricks that the marriage
laws of any country are liable to play on one
In which the marriage laws play weird tricks
unless he watches himself carefully. Philip Carwith three people.
michael, happi.y marr.ed to Mary, the daughter
of his one-time political backer, is shocked into a
Herbert Rawlinson and Sylvia Breamer — an
realization one day that he is a bigamist and that ideal
team. Thev are now to be seen in J. Stuart
Marv is not his legal w.fe. A few years before
Biackton's
latest picture, " A House Divided."
on
a
dinner
party
that
wasn't
exactly
select,
Philip had gone through a mock marriage cereThe
story
of a mock marriage that turned out
mony with Sheelah Delayne, an actress. And
to be a serious catastrophe.
now it appears that he was really married to her.
How the true husband and wife — true before
themselves and God — and not before intricate
PROGRAM READER
law. extract themselves from this predicament is
Blissfully happy with his young wife, Philip
told in an engrossing story in " The House
Carmichael, the rising young member of the
Divided."
been produced
with as
rarewell
charmas
English House of Parliament was unaware of
and containsIt has
an element
of pathos,
these of romance and intrigue. The leading roles any impending danger. Indeed, he had no thought
of danger or unhappiness whatsoever. He had
are well taken by those two popular players,
live a decent, clean, honest life. He was a credit
Sylvia Breamer and Herbert Rawlinson. They
make an ideal pair. Others who appear in the to his political party and to his country. And
then, out of a clear sky, there came a woman to
cast are Lawrence Grossmith, Shirley Huxley,
him, an actress, and said that he was her husSally Crute, Charles and Violet Blackton, Eric
band. And then Philip thought back, of a foolish
Mayne, Marie Burke and Baby Ivy Ward.
The picture was adapted from its original
dinner party he had attended a few years before.
source by Anthony P. Kelly and produced under
When, just for the fun of it. he had gone through
Sylvia Breamer as she appears in the role of
the personal direction of Mr. Blackton.
a marriage ceremony with this actress. They had
Mary in " A House Divided "

AN
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"THE

MONEY

CORRAL"—

William S. Hart in Moving

Picture

News

ARTCRAFT

Story with Eastern Setting

IN " The Money Corral " William S. Hart has stepped out of his customary character of a hard Westerner
whose sentimental and chivalrous side is awakened when the right girl comes along. He does not ride over
the hills eluding sheriffs, hut transfers himself to Chicago, where he engages in a brand new occupation —
that of night watchman of a bank.
Of course he gets his man in his familiar way — a quick draw and it's hands up every time. It seems that one
of the trusted members of the firm is an " inside " worker for the opposing faction, and the gunmen of the underworld are hired to get the Westerner. Always resourceful, he turns the tables on the crowd and is rewarded with
a Montana ranch and one of Chicago's flaxen-haired girls.
The melodramatic incidents are well worked out, Mr. Hart seeing to it that the picture never wants for action.
Naturally it carries a big suspensive value, for everything is arranged to get the most from every scene. The humorous and sentimental touches have not been neglected and they give the subject tone and quality. In one of
them the star sounds a pathetic note when attempting to overcome his embarrassment in society.
As usual Hart plays the character as only he can play it. His resourcefulness is brought out with unerring
skill. Jane Novak is appealing as the girl. The picture is well mounted, the first reel being devoted to an interesting rodeo show. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. — Laurence Reid.
. THE CAST
Lem Beason, a puncher William S. Hart
Rose, a poor relation.
Jane Novak
Carl Bruler, a manager Herschel Mayall
Gregory Collins, a railway magnate. Winter Hall
Janet, Collins daughter
Rhea Mitchell
Chicago Kate..
Patricia Palmer
SUGGESTIONS
Next to William S. Hart as the chief advertising asset of this picture is the fact that it
again finds him away from his conventional eleHe goes toThisChicago
and should
cleans beupthea
bunch ofment. crooks.
situation
central one of your advertising. Right copy in
a dramatic way, leading up to the punch and
then stopping, this style will be effective in regard to this production.
A good advertisement could be gotten up with
a figure of Hart standing in the Loop district
of Chicago. Have his feet planted right in the
middle of the famous Loop and show him in
some
dramatic by
pose.
You'll and
suggest
Hart character
so doing
also the
the true
fact
that he again visits a city in "The Money CorGood publicity stories could be written around
theral."fact that Hart, in collaboration with Lambert
Hillyer wrote and directed the picture. People
will be interested to know that the star had such
an important hand in these two ends of the picture's production.
PRESS NOTICE
j William S. Hart's new Artcraft picture, " The
Money
the
— thea-in
tre Corral,"
next , which
is one comes
of the tobest
photoplays
which Mr. Hart has been seen in many a day.
It is announced that in the making of the big
rodeo scenes for this film, all the cow-girls,
punchers, Indians and Mexicans within a hundred miles came to take part in the episodes that
required fast riding, shooting, roping, etc. Bill
Hart is prominent in these scenes himself. Later
the story takes the principal characters to Chicago and the western hero is introduced to the
underworld crooks. He bests them, saves a trust
company, wins a charming girl for his wife and
is presented with a ranch in Montana- by his
grateful employer, the president of a trust company.
| Mr. Hart collaborated with Lambert Hillyer
in writing and directing this picture and this
combination assures the acme of thrill and human
interest for both men are famous for their capable work. Mr. Hart declares that the production comeswill
up only
to his
expectations.
"The
rodeo scenes
occupy
a few hundred
feet
of
the
film,"
he
observes,
"but
they
are
worth all the trouble and time, for they mirror
faithfully
the
real
life
of
the
West."
A
lot
the wild horses brought in from the ranges wereof
too much for even some of the crack riders and
a few bad spills occurred. But the excitement
is said to be intense as a result of this genuine
replica of a frontier week in the open country.
THE STORY
Lem Beason, a big good natured and brave
cowpuncher, is anxious to attend a rodeo of wild

riders, dianscrackshots,
Inand others atropers,
Fraleybroncho
Point, busters,
Mont., but
when he asks his boss for leave to go, he is
at thebecause
man's hecurtproposes
refusal.to Lem
tochagrined
go anyway,
take decides
part in
a shooting contest. Gregory Collins, president of
the only railroad in the district, is at the rodeo
with his daughter Janet, and receives news that
his vault
Chicago
has been slain.
robbed When
for the Lem
second timeinand
a watchman
Beason wins prize for shooting. Collins offers him
the job of watching his vault in Chicago, but
Lem refuses until he learns that Rose, a poor
relation of
Collins',accepts
lives with
the Collins
family.
He the
thereupon
the position
and
goes
east.
Carl Bruler, manager of the Collins Trust Cominformsrobbery
Lem that
rivalCollins
interests
catedpany,in the
of the
vault,areasimplithey
desire to obtain possession of certain valuable
papers. terious
Lemdeath threat.
guards theHe vault
gets about
a mys-it
tells and
Bruler
and arranges a frame-up by which Lem is led to
a notorious cafe where he beats a bunch of ruffians to a pulp and returns. A party is in progat the Collins'
to make
Lem ressridiculous,
dragshome
him and
onto Janet,
the ball
floor.
Rose aids him to escape and Lem decides to quit
and take Rose back with him to Montana. Bruler laughs at Lem for quitting and that night
there is a new watchman at the vault. But Lem,
a dime
mid-air,is
iswhoon can
watchdrillanda hole
when through
the attack
on thein vault
staged, Lem kills one robber, wounds another
and makes Bruler his prisoner. Collins is delighted withwhither
Lem's work
and Rose
givesashim
farm
in Montana,
he takes
his abride.

what's struck 'em. See him in "The Money CorYou'll see a wild rodeo and the underworld of
Chicago in "The Money Corral." . Some contrast
and all with Bill Hart at his best. Don't miss it.
This time Bill Hart goes to Chicago and
cleans up a gang of crooks in a western style
that will thrill you — written, directed and acted
by Hart, that's "The Money Corral" — see it at
the
theatre. '
Bill Hart as a night watchman in a bank!
Out of the saddle, too. But here is a new Bill
Hart ral."
and he is just as resourceful on foot as
when riding his trusty steed. A quick draw —
acoolest
flash individual
of a gunyou
— and
ever there
saw. stands Bill the
They thought they could "get" him, these
Chicago eyecrooks.
But trigger
they didn't
his
steady
and two
fingersbank
that onnever
trembled.
Bill much
came about
from the
boundless
WestHisandfeetdidn't
know
parlor
manners.
and
hands were held up to ridicule by the patentleather haired boys and the sweet thing in white.
You will see some tender pathos when he extricates himself.

PROGRAM READER
We have seen William S. Hart on the western
plains
time wastes
and again.
We have
seen seen
him him
on'
the frozen
of Alaska.
We have
in Mexico, on the high seas — only recently we
saw
him in Artcraft
New York.
In "The
Corral,"to
his latest
picture
whichMoney
is shortly
be seen at this theatre we see him in another
new environment — this time he visits the second
metropolis
the and
United
Statesthe— Chicago.
Hart, who of
wrote
directed
production Mr.in
collaboration with Lambert Hillyer, takes the
role of Lem Beason, a cowpuncher, who wins a
prize for shooting at a rodeo. Due to his prowess
in this sport he is sent to Chicago by a railroad
man, in whose offices there, all sorts of villainy
and plotting are afoot. How Lem gets the upper
hand — incidentally, of course, winning the girl
he loves, makes a picture up to the usual Hart
standard for intensity, novelty and dramatic
thrills.
CATCH LINES
They thought that they could make a dead shot
a dead enemy! But a man that can shoot the
tail off the buffalo on the nickle is not to be
fooled with — see William S. Hart in "The Money
William S. Hart in Chicago — and oh boy! How
Corral."
he
makes those Loop crooks sit up and wonder

AWilliam
tense moment
Moneyproduction
Corral,"
S. Hart'sfrom
latest" The
Artcraft
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"CAPTAIN
Mary

KIDD,

JR."—

Pickford in Brittle Comedy -Drama;

ARTCRAFT
Fairly Diverting,

44I
f \ APTAIN
may be enough
summed for
up feature
as lightweight
dramatheand
comedy,
which well
fact
makes KIDD,
it hardlyJR.,"
substantial
length. That
piecepaperweight
holds together
remarkably
^ S is sufficient evidence that it has been entrusted to skillful hands. What it lacks in dramatic substance
is counterbalanced by the spontaneity of the action, the humanness of the characterizations, the artistic quality of
the production, and above all, the measure of admirable acting turned in by the star and her players.
The offering is a reminder of some of Mary Pickford 's first pictures in that it exacts no demands on her personality other than to appear bewitchingly feminine, nor does it tax the imagination of the spectator. All one has to
do is to sit back in his seat and watch the players nurse the anaemic thing along and give it the breath of life. And
they do it to complete satisfaction.
The picture, an adaptation of the play of the same name, jogs along on a fanciful foundation and relates the
humorous adventures of a cruaint family in their search for hidden treasure. A bit of the action is grossly exaggerated, particularly in the representation of small town life. One rube character, the " constabule," nearly spoils
the story in his ridiculousness and almost makes us think that he might have been loaned by Mack Sennett.
Otherwise everything is in its favor. The picture may be brittle, but its thin properties are mildly amusing.
A peppery parrot aids considerably in supplying atmosphere. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 6. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Mary MacTavish
MARY PICKFORD
Jim Gleason, an Author
Douglas Mac Lean
Willie Carleton, a Curio Dealer
Spottiswoode Aitken
Willie Carleton, an Heir to Millions
Robert Gordon
John Brent, a Lawyer
Winter Hall
Marion Fisher, a Secretary .... Marcia Manon
Sam, a Constable
Victor Potel
Luella Butterfield
Mrs. Moore
Lem Butterfield
William Hutcheson
David Grayson, a Canner .... Clarence Geldart
By Rida Johnson Young.
Scenario by Frances Marion.
Directed by William D. Taylor.
CATCH LINES
return
the screen of— don't
failMary
to seePickford's
her in her
latesttoproduction
prettiness, "Captain Kidd, Jr."
A modern search for hidden treasure.
Mary Pickford's latest — adapted from Rida
Johnson
Young's
play again
and bringing
same
combination
into play
on the that
producing
end — Frances Marion, scenarist — William D.
Taylor, director.
It gives the only Mary plenty of opportunities
to show us all her delightful moods and expressions— she's delightful every foot of the way —
don't miss her in "Captain Kidd, Jr."
A play fairly bubbling over with the spirit of
youth and love — the spring time of life.
PRESS NOTICE
Once before has Mary Pickford played a
Scotch role — in "The Pride of the Clan," one
of her most popular Artcraft pictures. In "Captain Kidd,atJr.",
her new photoplay
which will
be shown
the
theatre on
of
week, she is again Scotch, but transplanted from the heather to somewhere in America, as the granddaughter of Augus MacTavish.
keeper of a curio and bookshop where the buried
treasure, which is the basic idea of the story,
is first noised about. And Mary is said to be
the most winsome, close-fisted, lovable and at
the same time, irritating little person you would
find from one coast to the other. She keeps Jim
Gleason, engaged in writing .a novel, dangling
till the very end. And she is a demon at a trade
—of sothethatburied
when treasure
the bookappears,
with the
she secret
is oneplanof
the foremost in arranging for the search which
takes them to Cabbage Center — and thereafter
the
is one of
the most engrossing, amusing
and tale
whimsical
character.
On the stage, this play by Rida Johnson
Young was a great success. In the films with
Mary Pickford in the lead it seems destined to
create even a greater furore, to judge by the
reports emanating from the studio where it was
recently completed by William D. Taylor. Frances Marion adapted the comedy to the screen.
A wonderful cast supports "Our Mary." Douglas
MacLean is the leading man. "Captain Kidd,
Jr.", is a complete departure from the previous
Artcraft
offeringsprove
starring
America'sattraction
Sweetheart
and it should
a welcome
for
every kind of audience.

THE STORY
Mary MacTavish and her grandfather, Angus,
are canny Scots who conduct a book and curio
shop. Jim Gleason, a struggling author who
hopes to write the great American novel, lives
with them, and incidentally, Jim loves Mary.
Through an error in the delivery of a lot of
books which Jim has purchased, the wrong consignment isdelivered to the MacTavishes. Among
these Jim
finds isa unintentionally
copy of "The retained
Pirate's after
Revenge"
John Brent,and this
a lawyer, explains that
a mistake
had been made in selling some of the effects of
the late Henry Carleton, to whose millions Willie
Carleton is sole heir. Brent repurchases the
books and it later develops that "The Pirate's
Revenge"
contains
which Mary,
will lead
the possessor
to a instructions
hidden treasure.
Jim
and Willie go in search of the treasure at Cabbage Center where they are mistaken for burglars. Afterbutconsiderable
the a "treasure"
is located,
this turns trouble
out to be
statement
enclosed in a rust-eaten box announcing that
"the richest treasure in the world is health and
honest toil." Mary buys Butterfield Farm, where
the "treasure" was located, for $2,000 and subsequently sells it to Willie for $20,000 for railroad
purposes,
ardent loveandof she
Jim.finally finds happiness in the
PROGRAM READER
It has been some time since Mary Pickford
graced the screen of this theatre and the management feels certain, therefore, that the announceof her shortly
latest Artcraft,
"Captain
which mentwill
be seen here
will Kidd,
come Jr.",
as a
pleasant wonder to her many admirers. "Captain
Kidd, Jr."
is molded
fit the pathos
various and
Pickford
moods.
There
is in ittocomedy,
wonderful romance, those three ingredients that count
so
largely
the success
The
story
whichin takes
its nameof all
fromhera picture's.
faint similarity in action to the old story of the pirate, Captain Kidd, was adapted from the stage play by
Rida Johnson Young. The adaptation was in the
hands of Frances Marion, a writer who has
worked on practically all the Pickford pictures
of the past year. Miss Marion knows the star
to perfection — is aware of the variety of action
in which she appears at her best and has shaped
a wonderful vehicle from the stage play. The
direction was in charge of William D. Taylor.
It is interesting to note, apart from the picture,
that both Miss Marion and Mr. Taylor have only
recently returned from service in France.
SUGGESTIONS
Make your presentation of this picture in the
way of a return for Mary Pickford. As far as
new pictures go this is her first for many months
and doubtless your Pickord admirers have been
awaiting her appearance in another picture.
As for the rest all that needs to be done is
to
display
nameinstitute
and youa liberal
ought to
have ofthe Mary
crowdsPickford's
coming
as of yore. She is still the popular favorite. Let
them tureknow
it's
Mary
Pickford
in
her
latest
picthat you are playing and the job is just
about done.
You might also bring out the fact that the
picture is an adaptation of the play of that name
which had a successful season on Broadway.

Perhaps many of your patrons have seen the
original production or read criticisms of it in
the monthly magazines that devote space to the
theatre. Therefore their interest will be aroused
in the screen version.
..Have
of children's
matineesabout
and
the
fact you
that thought
the youngsters
enjoy reading
the original Captain Kidd? Surely their curiosity will be aroused when he comes to your
theatre in feminine disguise and with the title
of Junior. And Mary Pickford is as big a favorite with them as with their parents.
You can employ your artist to good effect
in illustrating the character for lobby display
or ad copy. A girl in swashbuckling clothes
looking a wee bit dangerous done in good color
contrasts should interest the passerby or the
reader. There is nothing like artistic poster
drawing to advertise a picture. Without a plan
of this sort is like buying a Sunday paper with
the colored up elmepnt. . . . i . . ismnsig. . lwiD
the colored supplement missing.
So between Mary Pickford's name, and the
fact that the picture is adapted from a successful play, and the good title that it carries, you
have three angles to drive the subject home to
your patrons.

" Captain Kidd, Jr.," brings Mary Pickford
back to the screen after a long absence
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Picture

News

WORLD

Story of Boy and Girl Love Excellently Performed
OY

and girl love that is human, grown-up love that is human, some very fine performances and

(strange as it may seem) some very fine battle scenes make " Ginger " a program picture of a
highly desirable sort. Lest it be construed that the picture is all war, allow us to explain that
the battle scenes are few in number, come toward the end of the picture and are only mentioned in the
review because of their realism, realism that was insured by supervision of the Marine Corps. .
However, " Ginger " is not a war story. It takes up the careers of two boys and a girl as they all
hover around twelve years of age and then carries them over five years. Burton George, the director and
author, has inserted a number of deeply human incidents and situations, all of which are well handled
by the cast. Garreth Hughes gives a Avonderful performance as one of the boys, as does Raymond Hackett
as the other. The impression left by Hughes' performance is a query, why doesn't some one star him?
Violet Palmer as the girl and Paul Everton as the judge complete a very fine leading quartette.
More like " Ginger " and there'll be less kicks. — Length, 5 reels.
is the spirit of youth that permeates its early
THE CAST
reels. Calf love and calf quarrels. It is shown
mainly
through the ability of the three players
S
HUGHE
TH
GARRE
idge
Bobby Trowbr
who essay the young parts and you can not
Violet Palmer
.
■'Ginger"
go
wrong
if you play this trio up big. Garreth
Everton
Paul
.
bridge Raymond Hackett
Judgl Trow
Hughes gives a fine impersonation of one boy,
ney
TimBy Moo
an impersonation almost equally as good is renBurton George.
dered by Raymond Hackett as the other and
Directed by Burton George.
Violet Palmer as the girl gives a good performance. Play these three up and tell your folks
PROGRAM READER
what
they for
do. people
You'll are
be glad
done so
of boys
There's a lot of emotion in the lives
afterwards
goingyou've
to appreciate
years of age. Many
them and tell their friends about them.
and girls from ten to fifteen impressio
they
that
n
people have the mistaken
by there
no means
war battle
picturescenes
but
and tail to at "Ginger"
the same istime
are a a few
lead totally commonplace existencesthat
are supthrills to maturity.
withhisthe growth
toward the end. You can make a good bit of
s for
provide themselve
posedly reserved
noise about these as they are without doubt
impression it some
But if ever there was a ormistaken
of the finest ever shown on the film. And
years
twelve
of
girl
boy
What
one.
this
is
an interesting fact is that General Doyen of the
single
more action intoora woman
of age fails to cram
U.
S.
Marine Corps had charge of the taking
of them. The General is now dead.
twenty-four hour day than does a man such people
of thirty or thereabouts? It is withwhich
The
catch
lines elsewhere on this page fit the
is comcharacter of the picture very well. You may
that "Ginger," the World picture
youngsThree
deals.
find
use
for
them in your advertising copy.
shortly
theatre
ingtersto this
who live in a world of their own and who
find that each day brings something new and
THE STORY
a bnet rests who after
— threefiveyoungster
strange space
the
wake up to face
Ginger,
a girlandof twelve
is theexistence,
daughyears— suddenly
of
ing
ter
of
a
crook
leads a years,
miserable
and
out
come
to
fact that they are obliged
you? Maybe
constantly receiving beatings from her father
the drama of Life. Does it interest
and hispinesslow
The by
onlyTim
ray Mooney,
of hapwe haven't succeeded in so doing, but certain
in her companions.
life is provided
picture itself, will suc"Ginger,"
that
it is ceed
Violet thePalmer, Garreth Hughes,
a newsboy, and the gallant of the neighborhood.
in this.
At times Ginger manages to steal out with him
Paul Ever— and
— the three
Raymond
and play themis and repair to the "Movies." One night Ginger's
roles
the principal
ton takingHackett
that
father
forces her to break into a house for some
feeling
of
depth
and
sincerity
a
with
remarkable.
silverware while he and his pal wait at the window. She is caught by the police and brought
up before Judge Trowbridge. The judge is a
PRESS NOTICE
kindly gentleman and realizes that Ginger is
"Ginger," a World
Film
picture,
will
be
the
practically
guiltless
of any wrong.
her
on
theatre
main attraction at the
father arrested
and sentenced
for the He
crimehaswhile
of
week. Written and prohe
takes
Ginger
to
his
home
and
there
installs
duced under the direction of Burton George,
her as if she were his own daughter.
"Ginger"
tellsstory
the ofinteresting
human little
two boys and
and thoroughly
a girl, of butBobby
Trowbridge
doesn't
first
his cordial
"hatred"
of herlikeis Ginger
no moreat than
two found
boys and
a girl who
a sudden
a passing whim. In time they are fast friends
and
themselves
in thegrew
midstup ofof the
drama
and Tim, too, often pays them visits. Then comes
of life. It is no hackneyed version of the eternal
the
Ginger'sschool.
educationFiveandyears
she isbrings
sent
The
"Ginger."
in
presented
is
that
triangle
awaytimeto for
boarding
characters here are swayed by the truest of emomany changes. Ginger returns a lady, her father
tions. It may safely be said that not once
is released from prison and war is declared.
throughout the five reels is a false note struck.
Bobby and Tim join the Marines after having
This is because Mr. George has put his prina
falling out over the slanderous remarks passed
natural
series oftheperfectly
in abecause
cipal characters
by the townsfolk regarding Ginger and the judge.
situations
and also
three principal
Ginger
realizes that if she stays on in the house
players that take these parts are skilled to a alone with
her protector gossip will enlarge on
degree.
an
innocent
situation and so she, too, enlists
Violet Palmer undertakes the title role and
under the colors.
plays it with a fine share of the ginger after
It
is
in
France
when the three meet again, but
which it is named. She takes the early scenes
not for long. It is Tim who is mortally wounded
of the character, when she is a girl of twelve
and
it
is
Bobby
who
brings him back over No
and defines the mature
years old, excellently
Man's time.
Land Then
that he
may see military
Ginger wedding
for one
charm. Garreth
girl with a rare grace andcharacterization
more
there
of and the church is the veryis aforest
Hughes gives an excellent
that
saw
the
a
of
presentation
No truer
Bobby Trowbridge.
thickest fighting.
normal
American boy was ever given on the
screen. Fine work is also done by Raymond
CATCH LINES
as the other boy and by Paul Everton
Hackett
as
the judge.
The story of three children who loved and
The concluding scenes of Ginger shows the
laughed
—
three
children
Marines in action in France. In a wealth of and laughed and cried. who grew up and loved
good and bad war pictures these scenes, taken
with official sanction stand as probably the best
Here is a picture that has caught the spirit of
that have ever reached the screen.
youth wonderfully well. Two real boys in it
and
one real girl — and they are REAL.
SUGG1ESTIONS
This is not a war picture at all, but a few
There are a number of interesting advertising
scenes toward the close, showing the United
possibilities in this production, the first of which

— States
Peter Milne.
Marines and the Red Cross men in action
are the most realistic ever shown
on the films
They were staged under the supervision of Brigadier General Doyen of the U. S. Marine Corps
Shortly
the General made the supreme
for his country.
sacrifice afterwards

She was loved by a newsie and the son of
a wealthy judge. She could not choose between
them, but there was a way out. See "Ginger."
Filled with the comedy and charm of youth —
with the sweet drama of young man and womanhood. See "Ginger."
A father slandered his own daughter but he
lived to ask forgiveness.
Garreth Hughes, Raymond Hackett and Violet
Palmer give three excellent performances as chilat the you
" calfand" the
age whole
in " family
Ginger."
picturedren that
will It's
enjoya
—don't forget to bring the little folks either.
"Ginger " will recall the days of your childhood to you — you'll enjoy a smile and a tear as
you watch the screen.
From boyhood dreams to the grim realities of
life
a most interesting
path the principals tread
in —" Ginger."
See it today.
Featuring Violet Palmer, the ex-Fox favorite,
and Garreth Hughes and Raymond Hackett — a
wonderful
trio in one of the prettiest pictures
ever.

Raymond

Hackett and Garreth Highes in a
scene from " Ginger "
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"SPOTLIGHT
Mae Marsh
MAE

MARSH

SADIE"—

GOLDWYN

Shines in the Role of a Pious Chorus

Girl

manages to get a good lot out of her part in this feature, certainly the best of her

Goldwyns that we have seen. The role of the " Saintly Showgirl," an original character, to be
sure, fits her personality remarkably well, whereas she endows it with the same mingling of
whimsy and reality that have established her as one of the skilled actresses of the screen today.
The picture contains a good amount of contrast and, dealing as it does with the life of the chorus
girl back stage, reveals a fascinating variety of scenery to the average man in the seat.
Larry Trimble has endowed the picture with a good production, a production that is realistic and
artistic at once, while he has managed the various lights of the story in a skilful manner. Miss Marsh
has Wallace MacDonald as her leading man, while Mary Thurman and Betty Shade also have prominent
roles. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
THE CAST
Sadie Sullivan
Mae Marsh
Dick Carrington Wallace MacDonald
Hazel Marris
Mary Thurman
Dollie Delmar
B.etty Schade
Reverend John Page
Alec B. Francis
Jack Mills
Walter Hiers
Reggie Delmar
P. M. McCullough
O'Keefe
Wellington Playter
Nancjy
O'Keefe
Lou Salter
By Lewis
Allen Browne.
Directed by Laurence Trimble.
Photographed by Edward W. Willat.
THE STORY
Sadie Sullivan comes from Ireland to join her
sister in America. Her dreams of the life here
are not realized, however, as she finds her sister
living in poverty with a worthless husband. She
finds employment hard and, finally, after reading
of the wedding of a chorus girl and a millionaire,
she decides to go on the stage. At this he/
brother-in-law jeers, but nevertheless she seeks
admission behind the stage door. Eventually,
through the good offices of Hazel Harris, one of
the chorus girls, she is taken on. Her demure
manner is more or less a joke among the rest of
the girls irP»the show, but it proves the beginning
of her happiness — and in a strange fashion.
The press agent, at a loss for a story, sees her
standing waiting to go on and plays her up in
the newspapers as being " The Saintly Show
Girl."
aboutof herDickandCarringin this
way sheColumns
comes toaretheprinted
attention
ton, a popular and wealthy society man. Dick
had thought himself in love with Dollie, the star
of the show, but Sadie sends Dollie completely
out of his head. Dollie does her best to spoil their
happiness by saying that all the " Saintly Show
Girl
admits" stuff
this. was just a press agent yarn. Sadie
Later Dollie sends Sadie a letter purporting to
come from Hazel, asking her to be at a certain
road house that night. She knows it is to be
raided. But Sadie is saved from a thorough
downfall
worker sheDick
had that
met
before. "by
And a itkindly
is hemission
who convinces
Sadie was all the press agent cracked her up to
be. The place is raided but Sadie is not aomng
those present at the station house the next morning.

April 6. — Peter Milne.
PROGRAM READER
Mae
Marsh
in "shortly
Spotlight
one
of the attractions
to beSadie
seen" atwillthisbe theatre. This is regarded by many as the best picture
in which the talented little star has appeared. It
tells the story of a chorus girl far removed from
the typical idea of chorus girls. Sadie entered the
chorus
because she
she was
couldn't
do and because
Irish get
and anything
could danceelseandto
sing with the best of them. The press agent saw
her reading her Bible one night when she was
waiting to go on and straightway got a fine
story. He sent cut pages about her being " The
Saintly
Show Girl,"
and this
finally brought
her
to
the attention
of Dick
Carrington,
a wealthy
young society man who had previously fancied
himself in love with the prima donna of the show.
How their love affair progresses is a secret of
the footlights that will only be revealed on the
theatre screen. But we advise you not to miss
"Spotlightenjoyable
Sadie" if you are looking for one of
the
wallsmost
of the theatre.hours you can find within the

PRESS NOTICE
Mae Marsh comes to the
theatre, be,in what ispicture
said toin bewhich
without
question the bestgin ing Goldwyn
she
bad
yet the
starred.
It isstar
" Spotlight
Sadiethe" sort
and
presents
appealing
in precisely
of role she is best equipped to play.
She is Sadie Sullivan, described as " a whimsical
productsimple
of Oldattire
Erin."
roofs, ofjaunting cars,
and Thatched
all the features
life
in Ireland are beautifully pictured early in the
story. Later the peasant girl comes to New York
and in time embarks on a theatrical career, becoming, by reason of her shyness and aloofness,
" the saintly show girl " in a dashing musical
comedy.
Contrasting sharply with her innocence is the
-worldly
her associates.
brought wisdom
to her ofattention
when sheThis
fallsis incruelly
love
with a young man claimed as the especial property of the leading lady. This girl lays a trap for
Sadie into which the girl promptly falls and her
sweetheart
believeSadie
that learns
Sadie'sthatsaintliness is onlyis amade
pose.to Then
her
natural tastes have been used to exploit the comthrough thecomes
press out
agent's
activities.
startlingpany,solution
of this
tangle inA
■which Sadie finally triumphs.

SUGGESTIONS
Many fans still hold a warm place in their
hearts for Mae Marsh and as this picture is generally considered as being quite the best she has
done for Goldwyn recently, there seems to be no
bigYoureason
you shouldn't
a go ofin it.that
havewhya good
character make
to feature
one played by the star. You could work ud all
sorts of stunts over the "Saintly Chorus Girl"
idea even as the press agent in the picture does.
A good line of publicity can be built around it, a
good line of advertisements and, in fact, a good
line of any exploitation you do on the picture.

keep the same position in the newspaper for each
insertion of the teasers and then, of course, when
you put your regular advertisement in refer to
the
show girl " so that the connection
will "besaintly
realized.
A similar campaign might easily be instituted
in the way of throwaways and letters. The
principal thing to bear in mind all the time is
the unusualness of the central character. Talk
about her a lot and advertise her a lot and you
will have the people talking and advertising too.
For regular newspaper advertisements you can
get up some effective displays by carrying out the
suggestion of the title itself. A picture of Mae
Marsh, conservatively dressed, standing in the
spotlight'sroundedrays
the chorus
center girl
ot a types
stage,would
surby the on
typical
suffice for a background of a newspaper advertisement as well as a special lobby drawing.
Again inyounewspaper
might usestyle
as aregarding
background
story
written
the acentral
character. The advertisement, of course, would
then be printed right across it in bold type. In
fact any number of advertising ideas suggest
themselves for the suitable presentation of this
CATCH LINES
The catch lines elsewhere on this page bring
picture.
From Erin to the front row of the chorus.
out the central character to a good degree. These
of course are intended to be used with some
sort of an illustration from the picture. They
The story of a pious chorus girl.
bring out this valuable element of contrast that
lies in those two words " saintly showgirl."
The story of a chorus girl and her Bible.
Your people may be interested to know that
Missjust
Marsh's
leading
has
returned
from man,
serviceWallace
with theMacDonald,
Canadian
Ever hear of a Saintly Chorus Girl. There
And then there is Mary Thurman, the
aren't many, but there is such a one in "Spot- * forces.
ex-Mack Sennett beauty, who plays quite an imlight Sadie," now at the
theatre.
unfolding
the plot.
you caterportanttopart ain fanthecrowd
use herof name
too. If
skirts.
A.story of a chorus girl who didn't like short
Mae Marsh in her best Goldwyn picture.
Love behind the footlights.
A story of back stage and the dressing rooms.
, In which a star stoops to conquer and fails.

A teaser ad. campaign might be advisable if
you plan running the picture for any length of
time. The first insertions could just carry a
line, perhaps in the form of a query such as
" Have you ever heard of a saintly show girl? "
Follow this with " The Saintly show girl is coming to town " and then, " The Saintly show girl
will be at the
theatre next
."
This will serve to stimulate a good deal of interest in the picture even before you come
through with your final announcement.
Try to

" Spotlight Sadie " shows Mae Marsh as a
chorus girl of an unusual type
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"CHARGE

IT

Margarita Fisher Continues

TO

Motion

ME"—

Her Frolicsome

P i c t ur e

N ew s

AMERICAN

Career in Slender Comedy

ABIT of pleasant fooling is Margarita Fisher's newest American picture, " Charge It to Me " — pleasant, you
might say, until the action tired itself out at the end of the third reel, thus robbing it of its humorous
highlights. It is a difficult achievement to keep a farce-comedy moving at the proper tempo throughout,
especially when, as in this case, it is established on a weak foundation. Naturally it played out early and no one
can be held to account, for it is the nature of such things to be gotten through with as quickly as possible, regardless
of whether they falter in action or not.
" Charge It to Me " seemed altogether too zippy at the start to maintain a happy balance, and after the frail
plot died its natural death, in the middle of the piece, the director and the players, with all their experience, could
not keep it going where the author stopped.
The central idea? Nothing but a prank upon the part of friend wife to teach her husband that she should
have a charge account of her own. Things are mixed up pretty badly before a solution is found. Servants, a
policeman, a burglar, an insurance agent and what not are involved in the scheme before they all group themselves
in typical style for the final flash.
Miss Fisher puts a lot of color and dash into her playing and is capably assisted by Emory Johnson and Bull
Montana. The last mentioned nearly walks away with the honors, so well has he guaged the spirit of the piece. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released in May. — Laurence Reid,
THE CAST
ctors of Thomas
H. Ince's staff. The leading
by divers ways with smoking jackets. And Elmer
man is reEmory
Johnson.
(we forgot to say that he was rather jealous) reWinnie Davis
Margarita Fisher
home, broketo through
manouverings
Elmer Davis
Emory Johnson
in theturnsmarket,
find hisWeston's
home populated
with
PROGRAM READER
Howard Weston
Augustus Phillips
sundry
men.
Col. Godfrey Hibbard
L. S. McKee
There
ensues
a
mix-up
in
which
the
cook
and
Archie Gunn
Budd Post
" Charge
to me,"
Chargethose
it towords
me," when
how
many
times ithave
wives "heard
the policemen
aregentlemen
prominent
asDavis
well family.
as the afore"Corkscrew" McGann
Bull Montana
mentioned
and
the
And
they ask for money. " No, you can get along
Hercules Strong
George Swann
when
all straightened
out Elmer
has for
his
without money," retort the husbands of the
Hennessey
J. Farrell MacDonald
smokingit'sjackets
and his money
besides,
world, " if you need anything get it and charge
Maggie
Sophie Todd
Weston
has
been
prevailed
upon
to
be
decent.
it
to
me."
Such
was
the
answer
that
Winnie
By L. V. Jefferson.
Davis had received so many times during the And with an account of her own in the bank
Directed by Roy W. Neill.
three short weeks she had been married to El- Winnie turns the tables on Elmer and proudly
mer that she finally decided to put one over on
remarks, " Charge it to Me."
him nnd make some money of her own. How
CATCH LINES
she goes about this and the complications that
ensue
Elmer's comedies
jealousy itis aroused
Here's
wife,mone.v.
whose husband
give
her aanyyoung
pocket
When shewouldn't
asked
of the when
sprightliest
has ever makes
been one
our
FILE THESE PAGES
for it he said " Charge anything you want to me."
pleasure
to
show
here.
"
Charge
It
Me is"
comes to this theatre on
. .TheTostar
And naturally this got on wine's nerves. How
Margarita Fisher, who has been seen in many
she cured
the " charge
to meseen" other
habit
makesheronehusband
of the ofliveliest
farces itever
American comedies, while the leading man
lf with
hibitor, found yourseMr.
is Emory Johnson. The story was written by
on the screen. Don't miss it.
Exyou,
nw have
L. V. Jefferson and produced under the direction
ofte
W
HO
ked
r
and no
boo
all
sho
you
of
Roy
W.
Neill.
Her admirers were a gallant elderly gentleman,
a sentimental insurance agent, a flat-chested dude
press matter or advertising
called Hercules Strong and a fierce longing
SUGGESTIONS
material on hand regarding the
burglar who had a big heart — but also she had a
husband who was jealous! Can you imagine the
It is to be hoped that the exhibitor has been
feature of that show?
making use of the long string of comedies in
fun? No, you can't. But the five reels of which
Margarita
Fisher
has
appeared
to
capitalize
"black
Charge
it
to
Me
"
wil
put
it
before
you
in
Motion Picture News is so bound
and white.
her name and the American brand name; to
make it stand for the best there is in comedy.
the plan book may be removed
latest
laughing
that
This
has
been
suggested
before
in
these
columns,
Margarita Fisher's
from the magazine and filed.
You'll certainly benefit if you have followed this
" Charge It To Me," now at the
theatre.
course
echeme forof "Charge
things. It To Me " fits right into this
The picture also has an anple that you can
It's an American comedy and it has Margarita
play up to the skies for it will have a wonderful
Fisher in it— what more could we offer^1
appeal to women. This is developed along
comedy lines and shows what one woman did
PRESS NOTICE
when
husband
didn'tbigpermit
pocket
mouey.her That
is the
point her
in any
advertising
Margarita Fisher, the vivacious American
your
picture,
to
both
men
and
women
for
that
theatre
comedienne, of
will be seenweek
at the
matter.
the question
has 'been theGo cause
on
in her latest comedy
a battle inFormany,
many households.
to thisof
entitled,
" Charge
to Me."
This that
is said
strong and accentuate the comedy element
one of the
liveliestit farce
mix-ups
has toeverbe angle
in it and you'll have them coming.
seen
the
light
of
the
screen,
dealing
as
it
'does
with a series of complications built from a situation quite original in the field of motion picture
THE STORY
production. Winnie and Elmer Davis are more
or less happily married. They have only been
Winnie and Elmer Davis, married three weeks,
united for three weeks, but still there is something
are not perfectly happy. Two things mar the
that intervenes to mar their happiness. This is life
of the twain. One is that Elmer will give his
Elmer's
financ'al
reposition.
He
doesn't
like
the
wife no spending money, insisting that she shall
idea of giving Winnie money to spend. He
charge
everything she buys, and the other is that
wishes her to charge everything.
Elmer is hard pressed in business by Howard
And Winnie doesn't want to. Furthermore, as Weston,
one of Winnie's disgruntled suitors. As
Elmer's birthday is approaching • she wants
Elmer's
birthday
approaches
decides
enough money to buy him a present. So she earn
some
money for
a gift forWinnie
him. She
dressesto
turns herself into a chauffeurette, arid her car
up as a chauffeurette and turns her car into a
into a taxi and starts out on a search for custaxicab. And in this costume she has little trouble
tomers. She doesn't have a hard search either.
in getting all the passengers she needs. Among
She is attractive and soon gets a collection them
are Colonel Hibbard, a gallant and elderly
of regular
customers on
— allElmer
payingin cash.
nie had reckoned
this. But
LikeWin-all clubman, Archie Gunn, sentimentalist, Hercules
Strong,
and " To
Corkscrew
young husbands (or like manv of them anyway),
McGann, a aflat-chested
good-hearteddude,
burglar.
each of"
Elmer
is jealous
wherescene
the offunthestarts.
gentlemen Winnie confides her purpose in
Nor does
it stop and
untilthat's
the last
fifth these
operating the taxi, asking them whether a man
reel is done.
prefer a smoking jacket or a dressing gown.
The story was written for Miss Fisher by L. would
each of the hard hit gentlemen decides that
V. Jefferson, a skilled scenario writer while it he And
will
present and present it to Winnie.
was produced under the direction of Roy William So, on the getsamethe day,
they all arrive at the house
Neill, for a long time one of the foremost diCharge It to Me," says Margarita Fisher
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"THE

BLINDING
Story of the Lumber

TRAIL"—

Camps,

with Monroe

UNIVERSAL

Salisbury Featured

THERE
is no denying the strength of this feature. That it presents a story of somewhat sombre
character will in no way detract from its entertainment value unless the spectator insist that his pictures be offered up with counter-plots of honied sweetness, no matter how out-of-place such plots
might be. But here the story of the love of a lumber-camp boss for a social butterfly, their marriage, her
desertion when she believes his affliction of blindness to be permanent and his subsequent happiness
with a girl who offers him true love, comes as a tale of fine strength, depicting faithfully the emotions of
its people.
Monroe Salisbury's creates a romantic and ap- pealing lumber-camp boss, while Claire Anderson as
the butterfly and Helen Jerome Eddy as the serious girl are specially well cast and play effectively.
The picture is laid against fine outdoor backgrounds, worthy indeed to hold the scenes of such a
primitive and strong drama, — Length, 5 reels.
CATCH LINES
Jim McKenzie
MONROE SALISBURY
mystery woman of all the ages to come. She is
Helen Halverson
Claire Anderson
the Eternal Magdalene.
A
story
of
two
women and one woman — one
Adele Grey
Helen Jerome Eddy
of the most absorbing versions of the eternal
"The
Eternal
the shortly,
Goldwynis picJean Durbrey
Arthur Maude
ture which
comes Magdalene,"
to this theatre
one
triangle you ever saw unfold on the screen.
Bill Cannes
Johnnie Cooke
of the most impressive pictures released. It
Halverson
Alfred Allen
deals with the Eternal Magdalene in modern
theLove
truthis ofBlind
that. but Helen couldn't understand
form and shows the manner in which a leading
THE STORY
citizen of a modern town was deviated from his
When her husband became helpless through
course of driving the magdalenes from the city,
Jim McKenzie, boss of the lumber camp owned
the loss of his sight, Helen lost her love for to a more humane and worthy plan of improving
by Halverson, is a big, rugged fellow, a typical
him. Was this, then, true love? See "The Blindoutdoor man. Halverson visits the camp with
conditions for them and insuring that girls of
his daughter, Helen, and her cousin, Adele. Both
another generation should be guarded against folthe girls are attracted to Jim, Helen because
ing
Trail."
lowing their footsteps. It is enacted by a splenMonroe Salisbury in another great character
he is the idol of all her superficial dreams, Adele
did cast headed by Charles Dalton, Margaret
because she senses something deeper in the man.
role
—
as
Jim
McKenzie
in
"The
Blinding
Trail"
Marsh
and
Maxine Elliott and was produced unhe creates what is probably the most powerful
Jim is injured when rescuing Helen from dangei
der the direction of Arthur Hopkins, one of the
but a blow sustained on the head renders him
and appealing character in his career.
noted
stage
producers of the day.
blind. Helen knows that he will recover and
sends Adele to practically ask him to marry her
PROGRAM
READER
(Helen). Jim proposes then and is accepted.
They are married and a year passes and the
Monroe Salisbury, known for his many fine
" FALSE EVIDENCE "
union is blessed with a child.
characterizations in Universal pictures will short(Continued from page 2895)
ly be seen on the screen of this feature in his
But
Jim's
blindness
returns
and
Helen's
love
for him goes. Adele grieves for Jim but can
lot
of
force.
These taken from the story and adlatest
production
entitled
"The
Blinding
Trail."
do nothing. Helen is attracted by DuBrey, the This is a story with a lumber-camp setting and
assistant boss of the camp, and they plan to has as its principal character Jim McKenzie, the
vertised for all they're worth will arouse curiosity
and interest.
elope together. But Jim learns of it and although
boss of the camp and two young women, Helen
he permits his wife to depart he savagely attacks
Halverson, a superficial society girl and her
As the picture is framed in the California RedDuBrey. A desperate fight ensues in which
cousin,son. Adele
Grey, ofa these
serious-minded
little perwoods you have a pictorial angle to display.
Helen, her love for Jim reawakened, attempts
How the lives
three are interlocked
to defend him. But a stray shot finds its mark
Carry out the atmosphere of the story in lobby
in
the
drama
of
"The
Blinding
Trail"
is
too
in her body and she lies dead on the ground.
powerful and long a story to relate here. Suffice decorations. Your artist can paint some fine
it however that the various incidents are dra- woodlands, but advise him to use powerful
Jim finally wins the fight; when it is over
matic to the extreme and the many crisis of
DuBrey lies dead beside the faithless woman.
sweeps. The story and the giant Redwoods deBut a miracle has been wrought. During the the film are thrilling to a degree. Mr. Salisbury
appears to excellent advantage in the stellar role
fighting one of the severe blows received by while
mand big colors.
Claire Anderson, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Jim has
restored
his
sight.
And
when,
someAlfred
Allen
and Arthur Maude are prominent
time later, Adele comes to Jim he knows that
in
his
support.
at last he has found his true love.
PRESS NOTICE
Monroe Salisbury, the famous star of Universal pictures will be seen again at the
theatre on
of
week when his
latest
production
is shown
for the entitled
first time"Thein Blinding
this city.Trail"
This
is a picture of the northern lumber-camps and
is said to be one of the strongest that Mr. Salisbury has appeared in. His role is that of Jim
McKenzie, a big lumber boss who is loved by
two women; one a shallow, superficial creature
who admires only his bigness, the other a seriousmindednot girl
bigness
soul,
onlywhothe sees
size the
of his
frame.of the man's
But as luck would have it Jim is attracted
by the superficial girl and they are married.
Later, however, Jim's old affliction returns and
after a year's happiness with his wife he finds
himself
blind"
then the
wife loses
her once
love again.
for herAndhusband
and flippant
enters
upon a flirtation with another one of the lumber
men. How Jim fights for his right, how his
sight is restored as if through a miracle and how
finally he finds real love and peace with the
other girl, form a picture replete with startling
incident and thrilling crisis.
Mr. Salisbury imparts a great deal of strength
and force to the role of McKenzie. He is always impressive, no matter what the manner of
his role
and "Thethe Blinding
him
what
is probably
greatest Trail"
role in offers
his career
before the camera. He receives excellent support from such well known players as Claire
Anderson, Helen Jerome Eddy, Alfred Allen
and Arthur Maude.

SUGGESTIONS
This is a drama of the primitive and as such
should be advertised in bold, forceful language.
In both pictures and arguments strive to bring
out the strength of the picture, hammer home
the fact that the story is of a primitive character,
try to make the readers FEEL this when they
read the copy. A picture of a fight with some
appropriate catch line beneath will serve to bring
this out. For backgrounds to your ads you might
use sketches of tall forrests, thus to throw your
ad in an appropriate atmosphere.
Play up Monroe Salisbury for he is without
doubt one of the finest actors on the screen today
and this sort of a part fits him particularly well.
Helen Jerome Eddy is another member of the
cast who is deserving of honorable mention while
the work of Claire Anderson has been featured
and favorably commented upon in the past.
"THE

ETERNAL MAGDALENE"
(Continued from page 2899)
of nations and kingdoms, she has more to say
than men yet she seldom speaks that you can
hear her. By many men and, women she is
scorned, by many men she is admired and sought
after constantly. This day she is among you as
you are, the next day she is gone from you and
you turn your back on her, whereas before you
called her your friend. She has been the mystery woman of all the ages, and she will be the

Monroe in Salisbury
up
The death grapple
" The Blinding
Trail " —
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"THE

Motion

RESCUING

ANGEL"—

High-Spirited Comedy -Drama

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

Based on a Domestic

Quarrel

THE RESCUING ANGEL " is another illustration of that accepted theory that what was neither
fish, flesh nor fowl upon the stage may become good red herring upon the screen. As a play
it lacked vitality and spontaneous humor despite the author's spark of originality and freshness of humor, but made into a motion picture it sparkles quite radiantly. Director Edwards has substituted awealth of detail which comes to the surface in the shape of humorous incidents carried forward by fast-moving action.
The idea presents a series of complications that involve a newly-married couple and it stretches
through the five reels with plenty to spare, reinforced, of course, by an artistic background. Shirley
Mason assumes the character of the title role and gives evidence that she knows a thing or two about
comedy expressions. Others who play their parts capably are James Neill, Edythe Chapman and Forrest Stanley. The picture was reviewed at length on page 2703 of last week's issue. — Length, 5 reels. —
Released April 6. — Laurence Reid.
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m. p. corp.

Story of a W Oman's Supreme Sacrifice: Artificial, but Picturesque
BACK to the tried and true subject of a woman's sacrifice of honor, with its attendant sobs and sighs and
scathing accusations, has the author gone to collect material for " The Price of Innocence." The hinges of
the ancient formula creak as loudly as ever, so that the appealing voice of the "lost sheep " is not always
heard. Every device that the old melodramatic school of writers used in emphasizing the moral value is there
in its accustomed place, even to the extent of the heroine's public denunciation at the hands of her supposed
friends, who had held her up as a sinner, though they themselves could not practice the art of throwing stones.
So it is the old. old story of a woman who offers up her honor that others may find rest and happiness. It
becomes extremely artificial at times and strains credulity, and while the theme is powerful in a way and points a
moral lesson, the characterizations are too far-fetched and occupy too much space. The action takes some time in
getting started, due to planting the numerous personages, all of whom seem to have as big a place in the story as
the leading figure.
Toned do^vn, with less concentration upon the characters and more upon the plot, and with close-ups, crude
comedy snatches, and irrelevant details largely eliminated, the subject would look decidedly better. It is pictorially
effective and capably played by Stella K. Talbot, who is featured, Jack Johnson, Anders Randolph and others. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released through First ^National Exchanges. — Laurence Reid.
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THE STORY
Goose
Island, isa owned
■" squatter
" settlement
off and
the
coast
of Maine,
by Edward
Greyson,
he is so interested in the islanders that he deeds
his property to them. Before the transfer can
be recorded he is accidently killed. His son,
George, now in possession of .the estate, attempts
to dispossess the inhabitants inasmuch as he
has noson party
knowledge
come toof the
take deed.
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"costs.
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"
determined
to
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at all
Mary Aldron, the belle of the settlement,
terrorized by the actions of her men, pleads with
Greyson to withdraw and leave her people in
possession of their homes. He consents under
the stipulation that the girl remains as his guest
on the mainland for ten days.
So Mary sacrifices her honor that the " squatters " may findtorestmeetand thehappiness,
she
is unprepared
storm ofalthough
abuse that
is hurled at her when she returns home. Cast out
by her ungrateful friends the girl seeks refuge
with Greyson and succeeds in winning his love
and respect- Her personality has effected him so
strongly that he gives up his old associates. A
slight misunderstandig occurs and Mary returns
again to the island where she falls into the
clutches of two jealous admirers. She is about
to be branded for her sin when Greyson rushes in
and saves her. Thus the price she paid is given
back to her in the shape of love.
PRESS NOTICE
Price atofthe
Innocence," theatre
the feature
will" The
be shown
on which
of
week introduces a new star and a
new producing company to picture followers.
Stella K. Talbot is the star and the company that
sponsors herporation.
is FromtheallBuffalo
Motion the
Picture
appearances
debutCor-of
these two new forces into the business of picture
production is a signal for many more good features to follow
'" ThehasPrice
Innocence."
This
particular
picture
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with Acres
plain, " honest,
God-fearing
folk,
virtuous to a degree but in the rigidity of their
customs, hypocritical and foolish. The scene
of action is Goose Island, a little place peopled
altogether by simple fisher folk. Mary Aldron
grows fearsome when the owner of the island
attempts to dispossess them and warns him to
cease his persecutions. He consents to do so providing Mary will come and visit him at his home
on the mainland for the period of ten days. To
save her people she consents to do so and when
she returns to them she is branded as a Magdalene.
Te story takes several original and, at the
same time, powerful turns after this and finally

reaches a happy conclusion. Miss Talbot is supported by such well known players of the screen
as Anders Randolph, John Smiley, and Jack
Johnson.
PROGRAM READER
Followers of the stage will easly recall those
two classics of the Americn boards, " Shore
Acres " andfor "exhibition
Way Downat this
East."
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theatreTheonpicture
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akin to with
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peopled
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well
but
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out their ideals. Here the locale is " Goose
Island," on which lives a small community of
fisherfolk.
Whenit isMary
Aldron,
one owner
of theirto number, sees that
the plan
of the
turn
them out of their homes she goes to him to plead
for their sakes. The owner says that he will let
them stay if Mary will but visit him for ten days.
The story has a number of dramatic highlights
following this proposition of the greedy owner and
the outcome is said to be of unusual strength.
" The Price
" was Droduced
by the
Buffalo
Motionof Innocence
Picture Corporation,
and features
a new screen star. Stella K. Talbot.
CATCH LUXES
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came people
to America
to escape
the Their
very
attitude they assumed. And they drive out one
who strove to help them — they would have
branded her with a cross had not — see " The
Price of Innocence."
Because of a trivial oversight in the execution
of a will, a girl's honor suffered — see " The Price
of Innocence."
Though she had sold herself to this man to
save her people, they scorned her and drove her
forth when she returned to her home — see " The
Price of Innocence."
Featuring a new film star, Stella K. Talbot.
A picture as moving as those great plays,
" Shore Acres " and " Way Down East."
SUGGESTIONS
Unless you are a stickler for subtlety the best
thing to do in presenting this picture to your
public is to come right out with the main feature
of the story, that feature which takes up the case
of the heroine when she sells herself to a landholder to save her loved ones their homes. This
will be forceful and to the point and it will express the content and character of the picture to
a nicety. And this is a situation that can well be
dressea up with dramatic wording.
The distributors suggest that you liken the
picture to " Shore Acres " and " Way Down
East," two
the older
plays.
As of
it the
dealsmost
withsuccessful
the same ofpeople
this
might
be
a
good
idea.
You could work up interest in the picture by
running pictures of the star in the paper two or
three days in advance of the showing. Leave
them without a name. You might put " Who Is

She?" through
in big type
it. Then
when you
come
with below
your regular
announcement
you can give the full name and say that she is
the
"" The Price
of Innocence."
You'd
worknewup star
someof interest
in this
way. And people
always like to see new blood in the pictures.
SELLING POINTS
PICTURES

FOR

is usually
at picture
least oneis
what the
matter
NO there
selling point in it; some predominant feature that interesting advertisements can be written
This selling point may assert itself
in the form of a star, it may appear
as a physical thrill or as a situation,
either serious or humorous
Properly dressed in carefully prepared copy, this point will take on
an interest that will instantly attract
the reader.
Oftentimes the exhibitor himself
can not find the opportunity to review his show in advance and pick
out this advertising feature.
But he can find these selling poin
in the pages of the Complete Plan
Book.
The outstanding feature of each
picture is stressed throughout each
Plan Book page. Catch Lines and
Suggestions are written round it
AFTER THE FILM HAS BEEN
REVIEWED BY ONE OF OUR
STAFF.
That is why the pages of the Complete Plan Book are invaluable to the
busy exhibitor.
They are a shortcut to intelligent
advertising.
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Under the direction of Arthur Rosson
the Tom Mix company spent the week of
April 6 in San Francisco making exterior
scenes in the production of " The Romance
of Cow Hollow."
The company made the trip to the northern city by auto. En route the truck containing the properties broke a steering
knuckle and overturned. No one was hurt,
however, and very little damage was done
to either the car or its contents. The machine was hurriedly repaired and the trip,
resumed.
After eighteen months in New York
Raoul A. Walsh has returned to the Los
Angeles studios of the William Fox Corporation, where he is to make a production
entitled " Millions of Money," with Miriam
Cooper in the stellar role. En route to
the coast the party, including Walsh, Miss
Cooper, Jim Marcus and Johnnie Reis
stopped off at Hot Springs, Ark., to make
exterior scenes about the race course there.
Mr. Walsh is to remain in the West to
make two pictures, after which he is scheduled to take a company to Europe where
he is to make a number of features in
England and France for Fox release.
Juanita Hansen has joined the Fox forces
as leading woman opposite Tom Mix in
the production of " The Romance of Cow
Hollow."
Gladys Brockwell is at work under the
direction of E. J. Le Saint in the title role
of a five-reel production entitled " Gypsy."
Scotty Dunlap is making a comedy entitled Words
"
and Music by " with Al
Ray and Elinor Fair in the leading roles.

Upon the completion of " His Father's
Wife," which is now in course of production, May Allison is to be cast for the
leading role in a screen version of Will
Irwin's recent Saturday Evening Post story,
" Free." The story treats of the adventures of a tired stenographer with a typical
" parlor Bolshevik " and offers good material for a comedy drama for the silver
screen. The story is being scenarioized
by George D. Baker, who adapted both
" Peggy Does Her Darnedest " and " Orchestra D-2 " for Miss Allison.
Under the direction of George D. Baker,
Bert Lytell has completed the production
of " The Lion's Den," and is getting ready
to begin work in the title role of William
Dudley Pelley's Saturday Evening Post
story, " One-Thing-at-a-Time-O'Day." The
new story is being put into scenario form
by Baker and will be produced under the
direction of John- trice.
" One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day " will be

Dorothy Phillips,Production
in " Destiny," Jewel
remembered by Post readers as one of
the Dudley series of circus stories which
appeared in that magazine from time to
time over a period of several months.
Fred Warren has been named as Ince's
assistant for this production.
Jack Mulhall has signed a contract with
Metro to appear in forthcoming productions made at that studio. His first work
will be a leading role with Emmy Wehlen
in
production
of " Family
Trees,"
on the
which
was started
April 11.
The work
story
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near Eureka, Cal. Following the production of these, the company returned to the
studio where they remained but a few days
before travelling on to Hume to complete
the exteriors.
The Earle Williams company has been
at work for the past several days in the
open country near San Bernardino, Cal.,
making scenes for use in a forthcoming
release, being produced under the direction
of James Young.
Larry Semon was the center of attraction
on one of the down town streets of Los
Angeles several hours a day for three days
this week, while he performed a series of
hair-raising stunts along the cornices of
one of the office buildings for use in a
forthcoming release.
The rumor that Joe Rock was no longer
to appear with his former partner, Earl
Montgomery, in the production of Big V
comedies has been officially denied by Vitagraph officials. .
The production on which they are working at present offered no place for both
comedians, and Rock was made co-directo r pro tern with Gilbert Pratt, with
Blanche Payson playing opposite Montgomery. Upon the completion of the present subject, the old partnership is to be
resumed.

is a comedy drama and is being staged under the direction of Herbert Blache.

The Antonio Moreno-Carol Holloway
company is at work making interior scenes
in the production of the first five episodes
of their serial, " Perils' of Thunder Mountain." By making all interiors for a number of episodes so they will be free to turn
their attention to the making of exteriors
later, the company hopes to eliminate much
lost time waiting for the construction of
sets and thus make record time on the
production.
In the production of the thirteenth and
fourteenth episodes of his current serial,
" The Man of Might," the William Duncan company worked in an Aztec set
erected in a canyon near Sunland, Cal.,
about thirty miles back among the foothills
from the Vitagraph studios. More than
one hundred extra players were used in
these episodes.
Under the direction of David Smith, the
Bessie Love Company is at work in the
Redwood forests in the mountains back
of Fresno, near Hume, Cal., where they
are making use of the six mile timber flume
that forms a part of the equipment of the
Hume Lumber Company in the production
of exterior scenes for the forthcoming
release, "The Little Boss."
The first exterior scenes for this production were made in the Sequoia forests

Zlmver<pa7 f/fews,effcs>,
Under the direction of Rollin Sturgeon,
Priscilla Dean has completed her crook
picture, " The Chatterbox." The story,
written for the Universal by Bayard Vellier, the playwright who was made famous
by his " Within the Law " and " The Thirteenth Chair," was arranged for screen
presentation by Waldemar Young. Francis
McDonald appears in the leading masculine
role opposite Miss Dean with a supporting
cast including George McDaniels, Gertrude
Astor, Walt Whitman, Claire Greenwood,
Joseph Swickard and H. Milton Ross.
Paul Powell is half through with his
production of the Mary MacLaren. picture,
'' The Weaker Vessel." Thurston Hall appears in this production as Miss MacLaren's leading man.
Dorothy Phillips is still working in her
dual role picture, " The Right to Happiness," under the direction of Allan Holubar.The Monroe Salisbury picture, " The
Open Road," is practically finished. " The
Open Road" is a Western subject produced under the direction of Rupert Julian.
Eric Von Stroheim has taken his company to Idylwild, half-way up Mount San^
Jacinto, where they are to make Alpine
scenes for the production of the six-reel
feature,
" The Pinnacle."
While waiting
for the construction of sets
for " A Man of Peace," Harry Carey's next
feature, Jack Ford is using the company
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to make a two-reel Western entitled, " The
Return of Striped Shirt Ransome."
Jacques Jaccard is making a two-reel picture entitled " Cyclone Smith Wins the
Da}-,"
Poloof inGeorge
the stellar
role.
Underwith
the Eddie
direction
Holt, Pete
Morrison is at work in the leading role of
"Hate Everlasting," a two-reel subject.
" And the Elephant Still Pursued Her,"
the second of the two-reel animal comedies
heing produced by William S. Campbell,
has been finished and is being titled.
The James J. Corbett company has
reached the twelfth episode of the serial,
" The Midnight Man." James W. Home
is in charge of production.
J. P. McGowan is rapidly nearing the
conclusion of the Marie Walcamp serial,
" The Red Glove."
Dwight Cleveland, former member of
the Yitagraph scenario staff, has been put
in charge of the reading department at
Universal City under Eugene Mullin,
scenario editor.

left
Los'Dorothy
Angeles Dalton
April 13andfor her
New company
York where
ihey are to make what is predicted to be
the most elaborate production in which
she has been seen since " The Flame of
the Yukon." No title has as yet been
given the picture, but it is to be a tale of
the Apaches and the scene of the action
alternates between New York and Paris,
which accounts for the fact that New York
has been chosen for the staging of the
production.
The story is the product of a hitherto
unknown writer, Adele Dufnngton, who
prior to this, her first effort at scenario
writing, has been employed in the box office of a Los Angeles theatre. Since the
acceptance of this story, however, she has
been engaged by Thomas H. Ince for his
scenario staff.
The story has been adapted to screen use
and put into continuity by John Lynch and
R. Cecil Smith.
Joseph De Grasse, producer of " Hell
Morgan's Girl " and " The Wildcat of
Paris." will direct production with Bert
Siebel as his assistant and John Stumar
at the camera.
The entire cast has not yet been chosen,
but it is expected that several other players
from the Ince plant will follow Miss Dalton to New York to work in the production.
Work has commenced on the construction of a new stage at the Ince plant in
Culver City to be used exclusively for the
making of night scenes. To this end it
has been equipped with an elaborate lighting system. The new stage will be of the
same size as the two already in use and
will give the plant more covered stage
space than any of the other studios in this
country.

cJfere and
UJiere^
With the coming of Marguerite Clark
and Houdini. activities at the Famous
Players-Lasky studios will be materially increased. Miss Clark is expected on April

17, and at the studio it is reported she will
probably first play in a screen version of
the stated,
Clyde isFitch
" Girls."
is
not play,
definitely
decidedThis,
upon,it
nor is it known who will be members of
her supporting cast or her director. This
will be Miss Clark's second trip to the
coast, she having played in one subject
made at the Lasky studio in 1915.
A big mystery story has been prepared
for Houdini, which will be released as an
Artcraf t Special. Houdini arrives on April
21, but it is expected it will be impossible
for him to begin work on the new subject
which will be made by Irvin Willat as director, until about May 1.
The Charlie Chaplin company completed
the production of its latest release, " Sunnyside," April 15. As in the previous Chaplin
productions, Edna Purviance appears in
the leading feminine role opposite the star
with a supporting cast including Albert
Austin, Henry Bergman, Tom Wilson, Loyal Underwood, Tom Wood, Park Jones, and
others equally well known for their work
with this company.
For a number of }^ears the Green Room
Magazine, published in Sydney, Australia,
has' given a huge Christmas fruit cake to
the actor who has proved most popular in
Australasia. This year the lot fell to Char-
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Fairly fair — but hot !
Have you bought a bond?
The trout season is reported to
be open.
Charley
Ray was at San Francisco this week.
Harry Carey is to step forth as
the " Man of Peace."
Doug-,Rickenbacker.
has offered to star Capt.
Eddie
Xazimova is resting now by
way of a trip to New York.
A cloud
passed
wood studios
this over
week. the HollyTorn Ince is going to have another stage at his studio.
Jack Gilbert has a dressing
room next to Sessue Hayakawa.
Lewis
Selznick
is not
ing to theJ. coast,
we are
told.comHOOKUM has again received
Dick
week. Willis' compliments this
Connie Talmadge is back to
New York
to putcontract.
her John Hancock on a new
Enid Bennett and friend husband, Fred Niblo, have bought a
home at Beverly Hills.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
threaten to make a comedy without laughs just for variety.
Many of our set are wondering
just what King Vidor means by
titling
picture is
" Better
Times."a
Bill aDuncan
to become
regular man shortly, for then he
will have completed " The Man
homing
of Dorothy
Might."
pigeon
has Dalton's
not arrived,
so we
don't know whether she is in New
York or not.
Jacques Jaccard is paging the
San Fernando valley for Kansas
atmosphere for " Cyclone Smith "
series.
Monroe Salisbury is back from
the wilds with a coat of tan that
may cause a shortage of grease
HOOKUM'S office had its winpaint. dows washed this week. Important, if true, but no longer
a dark mystery.
Kenneth McGaffey was seen
getting a haircut the other
day, and
was York.
learned friend
Wife
was init New

lie Chaplin. The cake was received at the
studio April
the day day
before
Chaplin"s
birthday.
The15,following
he took
it to
the Orphans' Home in Hollywood, and
presented
it to the children of that institution.
True to their slogan of " Put the boys
back to work," the Christie Company has
re-engaged twelve former members of their
force who abandoned the grease paint and
crepe hair to don the olive drab of Uncle
Sam. Those already taken back include
Bobby Vernon, Jay Belasco, Jimmie Harrison, Harry Ham, Roscoe Karns, Al
Haynes, Cuthbert Casey, actors ; Harry
Edwards, Harold Beaudine, Art Muns
assistant directors ; Dallas McClich, technical man; Joe McPherson, auditor; W. J.
Lockett, electrician ; W. B. Little, carpenter ;
Henry Hathaway, property man ; Bill
Perry assistant cameraman ; Pat Dowling,
manager exhibitors' service department ;
and Clarence Bondie, driver. The list comprises one-third of the entire studio staff.
Frank Lloyd has been signed up by the
Goldwyn Film Corporation to take charge
of a new producing company, which is -to
start work soon at the Goldwyn plant in
Culver City. No details as to the star to be
given him or the nature of his first new
release have thus far been settled.

IDookum

NEWS
At the time HOOKUM galto press,
CharleytheChaplin loped
saidoff he
had made
last
scene for " Sunnyside." Mebby
Wanted : Screen story that
so.
requiresphere.cool
mountain
atmosSubmit before
the weather
cools off. Address:
A.N.Y.
Star.
The Universal zoo inmates are
resting,
Director
S. Campbell is asbusy
cuttingW. his
latest
laugh phant
provoker.
And
still pursued her. the eleBill Hart almost broke his contract this week when he posed
for a moving picture of himself
holding
up ata Liberty
He is still
large. Loan train.
Reg. Barker has cast a cow for
an important role in the coming
Rex Beach
(No inter-of
ference to thesubject.
other members
ment.)
the cast is meant by this stateInformation by word of mouth
from New York City, is to the
effect Bob Leonard has been
dolling
up lateh-.
a mustache,
belongsHeto now
the wears
Forty
Club, and is quite some boy.
Speaking of those jobs that are
referred
to as has
" nothing
"—
Bob Brunton
one. toHe domust
find out what kind of a quill
Noah used to write the note the
dove carried out. Bob is workLouinggelesovertime.
Anger
Los right,
Andoes not feels
treat that
our set
because some one in Hollywood
put
a sign " He
no dogs out-or
moviesuplinedwanted."
fourteen reasons has
why the
studios should move to San Francisco. Music is now being pre-

MORE

NEWS

film lingo, but inasmuch as BesBarriscale's
on the
job sie
first,
he hasP.a A.biggothandicap.
Therefore, HOOKUM is not
placing any money on Marie
Walcamp's P. A. Success to
you,
Si Snyder,
we'restand.
watching
you from
the grand
The entire HOOKUM staff
went on
a rampage
when
a modest
P. A. this
sent week
in a
story that one of his stars had
equipped
a gymnasium
and gone
in for training
as a fighter,
just
because he had two boxing scenes
in a play. The staff was finally
reorganized when it was decided
to buy the gym so that all
scribes will be in good trim to
run
away from such stories if old
man
more. Woodhouse sends us any
Jimmy Harrison has taken off
the khaki, and put on grease
paint. Jimmy had a wonderful
trip as— the guest of his Uncle
Sam, and twelve days more
would have put him in the first
line trenches. He is now back
with Al Christie cavorting about
like a he-ingenue. Al Christie,
by way of diversion, gave him a
boat trip to San Diego immediately upon
cause
Jimmyhiswas arrival,
in the just
habit be-of
riding ocean liners,
A great
arisen
about
the controversy
Jesse D. has
Hampton
studios
as.
to
who
is
the
dressed star. Vote was taken best
the
other
amongas a follows:
selected few,
which day
resulted
Bill
Desmond, nine; Harry B. Warner,
andfewJ. other
Warrenintimates
Kerrigan, eight,
one.
of the
lotA will
be interviewed
shortly
so
that
HOOKUM
can
come to a definite understanding
Bessie
Love
called
"
Mr.
on
this
momentous
question.
Smith " at the Yitagraph studio
pared.
the
other day, and from four Jack Kerrigan threatens to buy
directions came four Smiths — a new collar.
Albert E. (President) ; Vic.
Willis)POME
SERIAL
(cameraman) ; Dave (Director) ;
W.
S.
(Studio
manager).
There
(Fourth
Installment
— Bv Dick
are three other Smiths at the
Finished, plastic fun,
Yitagraph plant that did not
answer this particular call.
Comedy's
Drama on finale,
the run :
on toglos.sary
see whoof
canCompetition
compile theis best
Our Charlie.
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" As a Man Thinks " — Raver-Hodkinson
ITthat
is not
veryhimoften
that ponderous
a picture is
thrown superlatives.
across one's Such
path
tempts
to use
praising
a thing happens only now and then. "As a Man Thinks" offers
such a temptation, and were it not for the fact that such superlatives have lost their meaning, so far as you are concerned, their
use would be perfectly justified in this instance.
The fact that the picture has been based on a stage play is, as
experience has shown, of little consequence; but the fact that Mr.
Augustus
successful
stagethat
playareinherently
possesses
wealth of Thomas's
picture values,
values
transferable
to thea
screen, is of great consequence ; hence the highly succssful results.
As a picture, 'As a Man Thinks" may be safely classed among
the distinctive offerings of the year. Not only highly suspensive isit; it also appeals to the most deeply buried emotions, —
to those of the pleasurable sort. It interests, it thrills, and it also
makes the spectator envelope the characters with his love, compassion, and sympathy, causing a tear or two to gush forth now
and then.
If the industry- will still persist in hitching its wagons to the
stars, then it may hitch one to Miss Leah Baird; she is just as
much entitled to such a title, if real worth is its prime requisite, as
anybody that possesses such an appellation. Her acting is perfectly natural, while her ability to express emotion, of first
rate. The direction is also flawless.
The producers will no doubt furnish you with advertising material containing catch lines of the type "Men believe their children
are their own. The mother onlv knows," etc. To use such
catch lines indiscriminately, the effect produced might be opposite
to that desired. While such lines, for down town houses in
large cities, might prove just the thing to use, they might prove
harmful to neighborhood as well as small town theatres, as
they might convey the idea that the picture is of the sugeestive
sort. There is nothing in the picture that would cause even the
most discriminating patron to take an exception at; so, in using
such catch lines, you should be guided by the kind of patronage
you cater to. To such of you as cater to particular patronages,
an appeal along the lines of "The unbounded love a father feels
for his litle son makes him long for a reconciliation with his
wife, from whom he had been estranged through a misunderor somethingApril
similar
it, would
prove much more
appropriate. standing,"Released
20. to
Lengths,
5 reels.
" The Love Call "—National— Robertson-Cole
BECAUSE of the human appeal that the very structure of the
story ofis picture
chargedgoers,
with, especially
"The Lovethose
Call"whowillaresatisfy
a large
number
contented
so
long as their deeper emotions are stirred, irrespective of the
logic of the story; discriminating patrons, however, especially the
more cultured ones, will grumble some, owing to the complete
lack of logic in great many of the situations. For instance, to
think that a cowboy could get hold of a President of a University
by the collar and handle him roughly, seems entirely improbable.
Had the picture been produced as burlesque, of course no one
could take an exception to such an incident. Again, while the
impression the picture conveys is that the heroine is illiterate,
yet her utterances in the subtitles are given the best of grammatical construction — better than that of a college graduate.
Although the story appeal to the heart and also offers some
thrills, it is hardly fitted for this star; it is a little too strong for
women and children, among which Miss Billy Rhodes seems to
have
following. Released through Exhibitors'
Mutual. recruited
Length, her
5 reels.
" Charge It to Me " — American
is a delightfully entertaining farce-comedy, of the excellence which marked several of this kind, released by American for the past several months. The situations in it are,
as it should be, highly complicated, eventually worked out with
intelligence and with an eye to amuse.
Most of the fun comes from the situation where her real husband finds the heroine with three extra husbands and an extra
father on hand. They were all her admirers who came to lay
presents at her feet, including their hearts, having been attracted by her beauty while carried as passengers on her automobile, which she, unknown to her husband, had turned into a taxi,
with herself as a chauffeurette.
The picture is suitable for any theatre. Released through Pathe
May 4. Length, 5 reels.
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" The Delicious Little Devil " — Universal Special
TO those of you who own down town houses in large cities
and cater mostly to transient, particularly male, trade, this
is just the picture to book and coin money on; those of you,
however, whose theatres are located in neighborhoods, and whose
patronage consists of families, especially of the religious element,
it will undoubtedly prove for them a little too strong. Not that
the picture is salacious, as it is not, but the sole purpose for
which it has been produced seems to be the exhibition of Mae
Murray's form of body. In fact, the problem appears to have been
how few clothes she could put on and yet escape the wrath of
the censor.
Miss Murray, while dancing the Peacock Dance, is dressed
very scantily. After the dance, she is shown in chiffon, and as
the lights are thrown on her from the opposite direction, the XRay gown effects are produced.
The story itself is not so bad; it will hold the attention. That
it will entertain, seems to be simply a mere chance, as such an
object appears to have been of secondary consideration. Released in May. Length, 6 reels.
"Eyes of the Soul"— Artcr aft
Soul," has
in "Eyes
MISS
much FERGUSON,
higher level than
she hasofyettheattained.
Werereached
you, thea
exhibitor, to be guided by the reading of the synopsis only, you
would undoubtedly be deceived ; you could not be impressed very
much with it, because the plot is very simple — she is a chorus girl
and has many wealthy admirers ; one of them has succeeded in
extracting a promise from her to marry him; but she meets a
blind soldier who fought in the war; her heart first melts with
pity and compassion for him, but that compassion eventually turns
into love and she marries him — but its emotional appeal is so
powerful that I doubt if you could find a dry eye among your
patrons while playing it. It simply wrings the heart and brings
out the tears, not the kind that leave a bitter taste, but the sort
that bring happiness, creating within the spectator a more intense
picture hunger.
This picture is of the kind that add class to your house; also
of the sort that raise the picture industry to a higher level. Released April 20. Length, 5 reels.
"The Money Corral" — Artcraft
written and directed "The Money Corral" all
MR. byHART
himself,hasand he has done such a good job of it that, were
he never to produce a better. picture in his life again, he (no less
all those of you who hold the contract for his pictures) ought
to be well satisfied; it is fully as good a picture as any ever contributed tothe screen with Mr. Hart as the leading player. Besides itis different. The star-author has combined in it the Western and Eastern atmospheres. While in the East, he gets into a
big scrap in a Chicago .underworld, and later on, at the point
of a gun he nails some bank robbers while robbing a bank safe.
Of course, in the end, he wins the usual girl.
Suspense runs high, while the thrills are plentiful; and as the
role the star has assigned to himself is of the sympathetic sort,
no spectator should leave your theatre other than satisfied with
the evening's entertainment. Released April 20. Length, 5 reels.
" The Little Comrade " — Paramount
WHILE none may rave over this picture, yet hardly anyone
will leave your theatre dissatisfied; almost every one will
was spent enjoyably. " The Little Comrade," same
time Martin's
the
feel
contributions, is of the light, airy sort, the
as all Miss
kind that make one grin with pleasure, leaving a pleasant taste
behind. It is a delightful romance, and though it touches some on
military life, such as existed in the camps during the war, it depicts not enough of it to make it appear as being a war play.
The story deals with farmerettes, and is more or less a satire on
heroine, a wealthy girl, determines to enlist as a farmthem. The
erette. When she goes to the farm, she takes along her dog, and
has silk overalls to wear. There she meets the hero, and they fall
in love. The young hero enlists, but being unable to drive her
from his mind, deserts and returns to her; she, however, makes
him realize what his duty is. He turned to the camp and makes a
good soldier. Released March 30. Length, 5 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.
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EDITOR'S XOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwhohave shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to February 3, 1919.
BRAND
PICTURE
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
STAR
PLAN BOOK
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
(Seven Parts)
" A real human character the centre of fine story." — if. P. News.
"A
Rex
Beach
story
of
the
far
North picture
that rings
bell."reels
— If. too
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Very good
but theseven
long.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Could have been put in six with as good if not better results. Big
well." — " Good picture, good puller."
business two days." " We are stung on Rex Beach subjects. They
Consensus
don't go here at all." " Big business opening day then average four
AMAZING IMPOSTOR, THE (AMERICAN) MINTER (FEB. 2) FEB. 8
days and big business last two days." " Good, interesting picture. Good
Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — if. P. News.
in any house. Don't advance prices. Big business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average picture, average business."
"Average
" Thedonetitleregular
as wellbusiness
as typeonofanypicture
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
is passe in business
this town.fourWedays."
have not
Rex
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
Beach
picture
since
'
The
Barrier
'
and
'
Auction
Block.'
"
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — if. P. News.
AS THE SUN WENT DOWN (METRO) EDITH STOREY
OF MEN (ARTCRAFT) W. S. HART (FEB. 2) ...FEB. IS.FEB. 22 BREED
(FEB. 10)
News.registers strongly in one that should please everybody." — M. P.
" Star
" Edith Storey in screen version of Baker's play."- — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture just fair. Star does not draw in this
Exhibitor
Comment
Very Has
good.too Big
have bigto
change his
style of— "work.
manybusiness.
imitators.Hart
Drewwilla very
house." " Has some great comedy throughout but in some places tends
too much on serial order."
opening and sent them out pleased. An average Hart picture." " Bill
Cotisensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
put them in on this one and they liked it." " Average to poor busiBARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (MAY 4)
APR. 26
ness —seven" days."
Consensus
Satisfactory picture, strong puller."
(Six Parts)
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WILBUR (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
"
As
satisfactory
as
all
the
Harry
Carey
pictures."
—
if.
P.
News.
BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE (SELECT) MARION DAVIES . . FEB. 10
" Shows its age plainly. Hot stuff for hero worshippers." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " With
the advertising
stage success
had butof
CALIBRE
38 "(EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL LEWISAPR S
the sameComment
name, one
would allexpect
to break alltherecords
with this,
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts).
nothing smashed except faith in human nature. Why try to make a
"
ifelodrama
based
on
murder
mystery;
story
well constructed." — M. P.
News.
screen star out of Marion Davies? It can't be done. She's no better
CAMBRIC
MASK, THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
than when she started her first Select. Average to poor business."
" A much over
advertised
Did good
business
but this
did star
not
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
universally
satisfy.
Going topicture.
be a tough
job trying
to put
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — if. P. News.
over. Guess we won't try it. Big business three days." " Pleased to
CAPTAIN
KIDD,
JR.
(ARTCRAFT)
MARY
PICKFORD
(APR.
6)
average business and believe that this star will come out after all."
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business seven days." "Picture below
" Fair picture. Not much as money getter." " Just fair. Might have
Pickford standard. Average business."
been good without Marion, but she will never ' arrive.' Her name
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
in front means ' good-night receipts.' "
CAROLYN
OF THE CORNERS (PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
Consensus — " Fair picture, good puller."
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 1
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
SPECIAL
CAST
(MAR.
17)
.
.MAR.
8
" Strong story but a little loose. Human touches plentiful. — if. P. News.
(Seven Parts)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
"
Good,
but
very
light
show.
" Novel and very entertaining ; characterisations good." — if. P. News.
Bessie Love has no drawing power."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long for
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE)
BABY MARIE OSBORNE
patrons.
gallery."
" Decidedly
different.
(FEB. OF16)
FEB. 22:
over fine, Disappointing
especially withto thethe better
element.
Well worth
while Went
play" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — if. P. News.
ing. Good business against bad weather."
ExhibitorAGAIN
CommentSMITH
— " Big (HODKINSON)
business."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
COME
J. W. KERRIGAN
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 1
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
"Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful."— if . P. News.
"Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
dandy
comedy
drama
to
big
business."
" PicBLINDING TRAIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
ture well liked. Star just average." " A nice clean program picture to
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
APR. 26
average —business."
Consensus
" Fine picture, good puller."
"Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
COMMON CLAY (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (MARCH 2) FEB. 8
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
"Audience
will
likely praise this Ward picture." — if. P. News.
"Bert
LytellComment
excellent
murder mystery
P. News. Poor to
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-office attracExhibitor
— "inExcellent
picture. tele.''
Title— M.misleading.
tion.
Big
business
seven days,
days." then" Big
first extra
two days,
then
extra big three following
big business
and finishing
big again
average business."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
on the —seventh
day."
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
Consensus
" Fine
picture, strong
COURAGEOUS
COWARD,
THE puller."
(EXHIBITORS MUTUAL)
"Picture as good as its title; square deal." — if. P. News.
SESSUE
HAYAKAWA
(APR.
14)
. APR. 26
BONDAGE OF BARBARA, THE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (FEB. 2)
" Story of great interest; Japanese lovers united." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Very poor picture. But Mae
COURAGE
FOR TWO
(WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
Marsh does her best under the circumstances. Average to big to aver(FEB. 17)
...FEB. IS
age business." " Mae Marsh' does not draw here. _ Fair production to
" Star with if iss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
average business." " Very good picture to big business." " Drew few
Exhibitor Comment
" Big
business two SPECIAL)
days."
and pleased few." " Disappointed and Miss Marsh no longer draws."
CREAKING
STAIRS—10)
(UNIVERSAL
MARY MAC
" Good picture, but they do not want her here."
LAREN (FEB.
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
Good
story
of
suspense
and
thrills
with no padBOOTS (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (FEB. 16)
MAR. IS
ding
but
everybody
on
the
job
every
second.
Big
to
average
business."
" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture."- — if. P. News.
CROOK OF DREAMS (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (MAR. 3)...
MAR. I
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleas" Clever story with star in apealing role." — If. P. News.
ing." "Splendid in pleasing power and Miss Gish is coming strong."
Exhibitor Comment — " A good program picture. World is waking up at
" Didn't draw although a good picture. Dorothy Gish not popular
here." " Average business seven days."
betterTHE
stuff.(PATHE)
Average FANNIE
business." WARD
CRY lastOF andTHEmaking
WEAK,
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
"Fannie
Ward in an absorbing play of crime and punishment." — if. P.
" A lot of snap and cest to this comedy drama." — if. P. News.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
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Exhibitors'
Own
Box
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY (MAR. 30)
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.'
like Madge
here busibut
NOT in theWith
kindtheof same
stuff star.
GoldwynTheyis handing
out Kennedy
lately. Poor
ECHOness."
OF YOUTH, THE (GRAPHIC) SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
" Cast is good and picture is clean and compelling." — M. P. News
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. Average to poor business."
ETERNAL MAGDALENE (GOLDWYN)
SPECIAL CAST (APR. 20)
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rain
early in afternoon People satisfied."
EXPERIMENTAL
MARRIAGE
(SELECT)
CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
" Stage play successf ully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12 ♦
" Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
FAITH (METRO) BERT LYTELL (FEB. 3)
FEB. 8
" Picture with deep appeal and excellent star." — M. P. News.
"If it is presented properly it will do immeasurable good.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Star is capable of bigger and better
things. Average and poor business."" Just another of those pictures
thaf
maketype
Metro
the mostin consistent
on the
peculiar
of picture
that it wasprogram
so simple,
but market."
handled in"Aa
way that put it over big. Big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALTHALL
(FEB. 16)
(Seven Parts)
MAR. 1
'' Strong melodrama of the spy sort; should please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Great production.
Lacks big
star." "impossible
Splendid
picture. Comment
Highly —entertaining.
Good acting.
Seemingly
story but thrilling. Photography good. Big business seven days."
" Extra good picture to big business two days." " We were disbusinessoverplayed
done on Walthall
this." "Went
over big."
"A
real feature.ap ointed in the
Producers
in all their
paper and
photos. Handicapped its money getting powers. Average business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes."— M.~P . News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
FIGHTING DESTINY (VITA GRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Star in another fine fighting picture with mystery touch." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX (MAR. 30) APR. 12
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining ." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
PIREaway."
FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)..
APR. 12
" Hold, interest from first to last; dual role story." — M. P. News.
TIT TO WIN (PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS) MAR. 2
APR. 12
"// it is presented properly it will do immeasureable good." — M. P' News.
Exhibitor GIRL,
CommentTHE
— " Extra
big businessOLIVE
three days."
FOLLIES
(TRIANGLE)
THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
Average THE
business."
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10) .
MAR. 22
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10) . .FEB. 8
" Heart
News. appeal is there and photography and sets also good." — M. P.
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyone. Average business." " Average picture, average business." " Picture good but star does not draw."
Consensus — Good picture, average puller."
GENTLEMAN OF QUALITY, A (VITA GRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Earle Williams in novel dual role." — M. P. News.
GETTING MARY MARRIED (SELECT) MARION DAVIES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
"Marion Davies gets good story; excellent picture." — M. P. News.
GIRL DODGER, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 8
"Author comes in for big share of credit; rare comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is certainly Chas. Ray's best picture since
' Clodhopper ' if not the best he ever made." " Gave excellent satisfaction to big business." "A dandy. Big business." "Fine picture, but
didn't pull at all." "It entertained nicely and satisfied in every way."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
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GIRL PROBLEM, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
Exhibitor Comment — "Fair picture. Poor business."
GIRL WHO STAYED AT HOME, THE (ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
GOOD GRACIOUS ANNABELLE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
(MAR. 2)
APR. 5
"Regular- Billie Burke type of film; mining atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Billie Burke's last and our box office is glad.
business." THE (WORLD)
HANDAverage
INVISIBLE,
MONTAGU LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
"Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyfs directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED
(PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business." " Delightful
little
picture
Average business."
" Consensus
— " ofFinea pleasing
picture, quality.
average puller."
HARD BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
(FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Light story but should please all your patrons." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased a majority of our patrons. Big and average business." " Miss Dalton's friends were disappointed in this and
the title was bad." " A very pleasing picture well done. Miss Dalton's acting very
Big Trifle
business.''
business
week.
Very pleasing
in allgood.
details.
light for" Big
Dalton
but sheall carries
the comedy
through picture,
very well."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
good puller."
HEART IN PAWN, A (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) SESSUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentGood
— " Very
good fine
picture.
Average
business."
"Splendid picture.
settings.
shots.
Excellent
acting.
Big
business— Sundays."
Consensus
" Excellent production, big puller."
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
JAN. 25
" Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
" Joy for Barriscale fans ; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
Business big and average."
" HEARTS
ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
(APR. OF27).MEN(5% (HIRAM
Reels)
APR. 19
" Beban wins your sympathy ; good film results." — M. P. News.
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16). MAR. 1
" Full of action and interest; star has human part."—M, P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Mix is there with the goods. Big busines ." "A fine Western. Brought a big crowd, especially children.
This
star has
arrivedall inrecords.
force. Average
Theybeat
cameHartin
blizzard.
Smashed
Mix betterbusiness."
than ever " and
a mile." " Mix well liked and the picture is good. Big business."
" A good picture well liked by Mix fans. In time will be a wonderful drawing card." " Best Western yet to big business." .
Consensus — "Fine picture, strong puller."
HER CODE OF HONOR (UNITED) FLORENCE REED
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Opened to average and then
to big business."
HIGHEST
TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH) WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
.'
FEB. 1
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Good Buried
picture, all
average
got an Comment
average opening.
photosbusiness.''
pertaining " toStar's
war.nameAn
excellent picture but war pictures are impossible." " Good picture but
producer would do well by cutting out war stuff for a while."
Concensus — " Fine picture, good puller.''
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATH E) MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
ISLAND OF INTRIQUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should give substantial satisfaction ; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN (ARTCRAFT) FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business." " Star's
first two killed him. This was a good picture." " Average business
Consensus
— " Good picture, ordinary puller."
three days."
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JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON MAR. 1 MAN HUNTER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. &
(FEB. 17)
(Six Parts)
"Average comedy drama made interesting because of star." — M. P. News.
" No chance for a kick here; fits star exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Best
Farnum
in a Opened
long time.
Patrons
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking. Big business first day
Uke to see Farnum in good clothes picture
and smiles.
big and
then
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
Average business." " A very pleasing picture but star will never be
two days average business." " One of his best pictures. Will always
a box office attraction."
do business. One of best men stars in film. Big business." " ioo per
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
cent, picture
to big business."
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JUNE 1) APR. 26
Consensus
— " Excellent
production, strong puller."
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
MAN IN THE OPEN, A (UNITED) DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star's second ' United ' is big in every respect." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" A wonderful picture. Splendidly produced, with
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
illustrated titles that are great. Average business." " Very good picture
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busito big business two days." " Big business." " Big business, fine picnes ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
ture." "A great picture and a great cast. Could not handle crowds
Poor business two days."
either day." " Very good but patrons do not want Western pictures."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
LIGHT OF VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
MAN OF HONOR, A. (SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
(MAY 3)
APR. 26.
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
" Star in characteristic role; a colorful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
each picture. Big business."
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12
LION AND THE MOUSE,
THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
'
.(Six —Parts)
FEB. 22
"A (FEB.
special24)
of the full-blooded
variety."
M. P. News.
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
Exhibitor
" NothingDidremarkable
for although
rare interiors.
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Capably Comment
directed, —however.
not attractexcept
unusually
much
advertised. Perhaps beginning of Lent affected sale. Average busiMARRIAGE
FOR CONVENIENCE,
A (KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL) CATHERINE CALVERT (FEB. 24)
MAR. 8
nes ." "Picture will draw but not exceptionally." " A very nice picture. Big to average business. " Great, a winner well directed. Extra
"
Strong
in
action
and
character
portrayals."
—
M.
P.
News.
big business three days." " Fine picture but weather hurt business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
"would
Well liked.
If all business
of Joyce's onpictures
were handledExtra
as well,
Vitagraph
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
have bigger
their program.
big business."
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29" Inclement weather all week. Big business."
" True to life and touches the heart strongs."- — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
improving.
Very
good
picture.
Average
LITTLE COMRADE (PARAMOUNT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
MIDNIGHT
THE (SELECT) INCE CAST (FEB. 3) FEB. 22
business." PATROL,
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
" Production
of high quality. Strong action story." — M. P. News.
LITTLE INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business seven days." " This kind goes over
7)
APR. 5
good for— a" Excellent
change. Biff
to extra strong
business."
Consensus
production,
puller."
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
MIDNIGHT ROMANCE, A (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL DALY
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22:
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
" Comedy drama of the lighter type; heroine pleasing." — M. P. News.
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
LITTLE WHITE SAVAGE, A (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
" Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout." — M. P. News.
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' FavorExhibitor Comment — " Average business."
able comments from patrons, high class patronage." " Big business
LONGB. WALTHALL
LANE'S TURNING,
HENRYFEB. 22
(FEB. THE
10) (ROBERTSON-COLE)
,
Consensus
— " Pleasing picture, big puller."
seven days."
" Story
MILLIONAIRE PIRATE, THE (BLUEBIRD) MONROE SALISNews. improbable but should please great number of fans." — M. P.
BURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. 15
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture excellent, star good, weather against us.'
" Story of impossible kind, but good acting puts it over." — M. P. News.
LOVE AUCTION, THE (FOX) PEARSON (FEB. 9)
FEB. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent cast and splendid acting put this story
" Charged Comment
vnth high— -power
M. P.These
News. kind of stories
over to pleased audience. Average business."
Exhibitor
Actingemotionalism."
good, story —poor.
MISS
DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS
kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Just ordinary.
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"story
Average
business." " One
Photography
good that
but
awful. business."
Hurts our" Average
Fox business."
of these titles
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
create curiosity. ' Let's see.' Directing good. Story well balanced.
MOLLY
OF THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN) MARGARITA
Big business."
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
" Should prove entertaining to all; clean theme." — M. P. News.
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business."
" Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
LOVE HUNGER, THE (HODKINSON) LILLIAN WALKER
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 2^
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
"
Familiar
yet
appealing
plot
is
basis
of
star's
vehicle."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Wild
melodrama
;
story
to
blame;
don't
blame
director
or
star."
—
M.
P.
News.
MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH (PARAMOUNT)
LUCK AND PLUCK (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (FEB. 2)
FEB. IS
MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
•' Stunts and Speed Characterise star's latest." — M. P. News.
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Looks like an old-time Walsh picture." " Walsh
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days." " Very pleasing. Average
always means S. R. O." " Walsh liked. Bad weather kept attendance down." " Walsh is a favorite for Saturday crowds, and such
business." " Best Clark picture for months. Extra big business three
pictures as this seem to please the masses." " Good picture to average
days." " Went big and they liked it. Extra big business."
business." " A regular Walsh picture to big business." " Not liked.
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
Walsh must do better or die by the wayside."
Consensus — " Fine picture. Strong puller."
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16) MAR. 29MADE IN AMERICA (HODKINSON) (FEB. 16
MAR. 1
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
(Eight Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York/
" Shows making of American soldier, stages of training." — M. P. News.
Opened big business with extra big business the second day."
MAGGIE
PEPPER
(PARAMOUNT)
ETHEL CLAYTON
Consensus — -" Excellent picture, bia puller."
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 21
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. Netut.
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
" Weak story that little star handles well; should please." — M. P. New
OUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17)
FEB. 1
days." — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
Consensus
(Seven Parts)
MAN AND HIS MONEY, A (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
" A triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
Exhibitor Commment — "In a seven days' run it broke Monday's record
Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
with extra big business five more days and big on Friday." " Very
MANDARIN'S
GOLD
(WORLD)
KITTY
GORDON
(FEB.
10)..
FEB.
8
good picture but public did not like as well as her former picture. ' Eye
Well cast drama sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosFor Eye.' Extra big to big five days." " Extra big business in bad
phere."— M. P. News.
weather."
" Nothasherhadbest
but good.
four house
days.in First
time
a picture
a four
day runBigin business
any picture
this
Exhibitor
goodsupport
story capably
handled by Itthepleased
gorgeously
gowned Comment
Kittie. —And" A her
was satisfactory.
our
city." " High brows out in force. Picture highly praised and merited
same." " Great picture, wonderful star. I cannot imagine why such
patrons,
that's two
whatdays."
we are in business for. Big business."
Average and
business
good attractions as this fall down at the box-office."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong fuller."
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PAID IN FULL (PARAMOUNT) PAULINE FREDERICK
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two days."
" Drew fine and they liked it. Big business."
Consensus — " Excelent production, big puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
(MAR.Dana's
31)
.....APR. 12
"' Viola
personality wins again." — j
-M. P. News.
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days."
PEGGY
DOES
HER
DARNDEST
(METRO) ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" A May Allison comedy that registers nicely." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent comedy. Star very good. Average
business."
" Managers
their patrons
this one.
_ Average business."
" Lent can
and please
bad weather
bringswithaverage
business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, average puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — N. P. News.
PETTI GREW'S GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
' (MAR. 23)...
APR. 19
" Heart interest is exceptional ; war romance." — M.. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture and one of many with war
background to get away to even average business."
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" If you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
( (MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out in droves."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY GIRL'S HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
ti (MAR. 15)..
APR. 5
" New style picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — H. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this' role.
Opined big down to average business."
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
<( DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Helps you greet your patrons with a broad grin." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
days." —" Very
picture.
Consensus
" Fine good
picture,
good Satire
puller."on Western. Average business."
PUPPY LOVE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Receipts, picture and comment ' rotten.' "
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERI CAN-PATH E) MARGARITA
.„ FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
"Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down town house."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
•QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
( (APR. 21)
... APR. 26
" Vivid story of marital unhappiness in melodrama." — M. P. News.
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
' Star givesFELLOW,
best performance
in fairly amusing
— M. P. News.
REGULAR
A (TRIANGLE)
TAYLORpicture."
HOLMES
rt (APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Clean and ANGEL,
delightful THE
comedy;(PARAMOUNT)
thrills toward theSHIRLEY
end." — M. MASON
P. News.
RESCUING
(APR. 6.)
APR. 26
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Average business."
RESTLESS
SOULS —(TRIANGLE)
ALMA RUBENS (FEB. 2).. FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.NewsExhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business. " Picture good.
Star not well enough known. No drawing power. Average business."
Consensus —ROAD,
" Good THE
picture,(PARAMOUNT)
average puller." WALLACE REID
^ROARING
(APR. 27)
•
APR. 26
" Fast and AND
excitingARABELLA
picture with hair-raising
— M. P. News.
ROMANCE
(SELECT) climax."
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 15
' Good star saves weak story; romance is keynote." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " She has a great following here and the picture
is fine
in everysaves
respect."
" Story
weak, here,
but the
artistry
of
Talmadge
the day.
She and
is a situations
warm favorite
so our
patron don't pick flaws too easily. It will please all the young folks
anyway. Extra big to big business."
ConsensusNECK,
— " Fine
good LOVE
puller." (FEB. 3)
ROUGH
THE picture,
(WORLD)
FEB. 1
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
Exhibitortagu Love
Comment
— "Extra
fine picture
Mondoing some
of the bigbestbusiness."
work of his"Acareer.
Seemed with
to please.
Average business."
ConsensusBURKE
— " Fine OFpicture,
puller." (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
SANDY
THE goodU-BAR-U
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busines ." "Very good. They like this star here. Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business." " Pleased, good business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good pulle^ "
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SATAN, JUNIOR (METRO) VIOLA DANA (MAR. 3)
MAR. 15
" Star is excellent in new role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture to good business." "All good; no
exception.— " Big
to extrapicture,
big business."
Consensus
Excellent
big puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
" One of best Marie Osborne pictures ; heart appeal." — M. P. News.
SCARLET SHADOW, THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL) MAE
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
*' Fans will no doubt like this one; comedy is entertaining. ' — M .h .i\ ews.
Exhibitor Comment — ■" Not as good as recent Mae Murray productions.
AverageENVELOPE,
business." THE (BLUEBIRD) FRITZI BRUNETTE
SEALED
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare favorably with many successful specials." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Lockwood picture starts ueil but slumps at finish." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine business. Patrons well satisfied."
SHERIFF'S SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
SILENT
STRENGTH
(VITAGRAPH;
HARRY
T. MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
"Dual role subject that looks good. Should please all." — M. P. News.
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)...
APR. 5
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 22
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterization." — M. P. News.
SIS HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. 15
" Characterisation is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just the kind of pictures they want. Went ovc
big
here."
Extra big
five Goldwyn.
days and bigSeemed
businessto two
" Best
thing" Mabel
has business
done with
pleaseday?bin'
personally I do not care for it. Average first day to big second dnv
and extra big business third day." "Did not go so big here. Good
picture." " Very poor picture and only drew fair." " Not a good
picture.
a lookSheat is'Mickey'
Norman
will have After
to go your
some patrons
to pleasehave
our had
patrons.
either going
backd
or Goldwyn cannot get stories for her. Not the Mabel of Keystone
days. Big
average business."
business three days."
Consensus
— " toSatisfactory
picture, big" Big
puller."
SMILES (FOX) JANE AND KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23)... MAR. 8
" Lee children in one that sets a record for them." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The public will hove to read half this picture.
Jumped from average to extra big business." " Pleased immensely
to extra big business."- " Their best kid picture. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
" Story of pleasing sort; player's personality helps." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
not
known
here
but
coming
fast.
Splendid
new type of Western picture. Opened average business first day and
last day to big business."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN)
MAE MARSH
(APR. 6)
Comment
— " Very
good picture.EDITH
Average
business."
SUEExhibitor
OF THE
SOUTH
(BLUEBIRD)
ROBERTS
^ (FEB. 3)
FEB. 22
" Don't say any more about this than you have to."'- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Big business." " One of the reasons why
Leammle— is" Ordinary
cutting outpicture,
B. B." average Puller."
Consensus
TASTE OF LIFE, A (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH ROBERTS
(MAR. 2)
MAR 15
" One that will stand boosting ; story handled carefully." — M. P. News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE
t (APR. 6)
APR. 19
"John Barrymore — enough said, even in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amus g."-^M. P. Neus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business."
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronize this type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-star cast in best World release in six months." — M. P. -News.
THREE
MEN AND A GIRL (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARK
puller." (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very cute for ladies. Average business three
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
" Star's work is good and story has been treated well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
actor,
but
has
no
drawing
power
here.
days."
TOTON
MAR. 29
Plays (TRIANGLE)
are too flow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
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Index
and
Reports— Concluded
and
"Flashbacks"
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN
BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
TRICK OB FATE, A (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BARRISCALE
WOMAN
ON
THE
INDEX,
THE
(GOLDWYN)
PAULINE
FRED(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
ERICK (FEB. 23)
APR.
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
" Genuine Goldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very interesting picture. Pleased to big business
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing story. Above the average protwo days." "An excellent production opened average first day and
gram picture." "A little better than average program picture. Everybody pleased. Fair business two days." " Star's work very good.
jumped to big business second day." " An excellent program feature.
Extra
against
opposition."
" Great. Pauline
Big business."
Frederickgoodhas business
made a hit
with big
her first
Goldwyn production.
Extra
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
big
business
four
days."
"
The
type
of
picture
that
Pauline acted
is bestandin
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
but story did not come up to expectations. Well staged,
t CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
directed, but the story is not there. Business good but the star drew
" This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
Patrons
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
WORLD TO LIVE IN, THE (SELECT) ALICE BRADY
showed big business."
it(FEB.
all." 17)
MAR.
TWILIGHT (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON (FEB. 23) MAR. 8
" Presents star in a new role, -ome situations exaggerated." — M.PJ\ews.
(Six Parts)
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
" Delightful picture of youth; construction is good." — M. P. News.
.APR. 19
(APR. 21)
TWO BRIDES, THE (PARAMOUNT)
LINA CAVALIERI
(FEB. 9)
MAR. 15
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor star, too old, poor business." " Nice to. look
at, but certainly no punch to it. Poor business." " Nothing but posing. ■
Poor business."
Consensus — " Fair picture, ordinary puller."
FLASHBACKS" ON EARLIER RELEASES
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
(APR. 27)
APR. 19
(Six Parts)
" Who more
Cares followers
"' (Select) than
— " Better
than average.
as athey
star areis
" War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
winning
any competitor,
and Constance
in all cases
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFconsistent admirers. This picture called for heavier work and she carried
FITH (APR. 14)
APR. 12
k off with conviction. Story, photography, direction and sets all up to Select
"Exceedingly
pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
News.
" Cannibals of the South Seas " (Exhibitors' Mutual) — " A very interesting
standard."
UNPARDONABLE SIN, THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
and instructive picture to average business."
SWEET
(APR. 6)
"The One Woman" (Select) — "A fine picture. Will please most audiExhibitor fectly
Comment
— "A photography,
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perences. Big to average business."
directed, good
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
Heart of Wetona " (Select) — " Inconsistent in a few places, but otherevery ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
wise very good. Big business."
seven days."
" A Romance of Happy Valley " (Artcraft) — " Average business four
UNVEILING HAND, THE (WORLD)
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" Why I Would Not Marry " (Fox) — " Personally I did not care for this.
"A melodrama that often oversteps bounds." — M. P. News.
Overrated as a special. Program price would be plenty."
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
" Heart of Humanity " (Jewel) — " A great production and well liked, but
(APR. 28)
,
APR. 26
production all through as far as drawing card here. Average business."
"
Earle
Williams
in
adaptation
of
Nat
Goodwin's
play."
—
M.
P.
News.
"
The Wildcat of Paris " (Universal) — " Bad weather kept attendance
days."
WAY OF THE STRONG, THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
down. Just fair picture liked by some, nothing big."
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
" Tongues of Flame " (Bluebird) — " Poor business."
" Eternal
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Mrt< - ?rage." — M. P
" Creaking Stairs " (Universal) — " Fine picture. Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
") Treat 'em Rough " (Fox) — " Big business."
" From poor to average business."
" Sauce for the Goose " (Select) — " This picture gave satisfaction and star
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5 is "getting
Talk ofbetter."
the Town " (Universal) — " Average business to no advance in
(Six Parts)
prices. The exhibitor's hopes built up on this picture by publicity falls down
" Holds
interest
all
the
way;
discriminating
fans
may
find
fault."
—
M.
P.
completely upon showing."
News.
"The Border Legion" (Goldwyn) — "Why this one? Patrons walked out
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
on
it. Blanche Bates awful and story does not appeal to high-class audience.
GRACE DARMOND (FEB. 10)
MAR. 8
This" The
one Better
hurt." Half '-' (Select) — " Just another ' movie.' Brady very good
" Looks good enough for treatment as a special production." — M .P .N etvs.
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture that failed to draw even average
but it's a mechanical plot."
business." " No one raved about this one but did averasre business
" Raffles " (State Rights) — " One week to good business."
two days." " Good picture, good business and exceptionally good pro" Mickey
" (State ofRights)
— " Ten
to big business.
this picduction."— " Average picture, average puller."
ture off on account
not being
given days
protection.
This wouldPulled
have stood
up
Consensus
for five or six weeks, but when the smaller neighborhood houses started to
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
advertise
in
all
sections
of
the
city
four
or
five
weeks
before
they
were
to
(APR. 7)
MAR. 29
run it I decided to take it off."
(Sia Parts)
" A Society Sensation " (Universal) — " Fair program feature to average
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
"A Perfect Lady" (Goldwyn) — "Splendid film to average business."
" Theda Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. News.
business."
" Call of the Soul " (Fox) — " Average program picture to average business."
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. 5
" The Conqueror " (Fox) — " Excellent film to big business." '
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
" Romance of Happy Valley " (Artcraft) — " Average business."
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
" Another good picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
WHITEWASHED WALLS (EXHIBITORS MUTUAL) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
If It Has Been Released During
" Of the DARLING,
light, pleasantTHE
variety;
should please PRISCILLA
all." — M. P. DEAN
Nrws.
WICKED
(UNIVERSAL)
(FEB. 24)
[Six Parts)
FEB. 22
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. A'pum
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy story. Universal Special's usual fine
the Past Ninety Days You'll
photography.
Cast isof headed
that ' little
devil of
We
claim the honor
having 'bydiscovered
' Priscilla
fromthean screen.'
exhibFind All About
It In
itor'sPriscilla
standpoint. Dean
Fine attendance
two days."
" Good
program
feature.
grows more forpopular
with each
picture
here.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Excellent production, big puller."
These Box Office
WINNING GIRL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good little picture to average business."
Reports
WISHING RING MAN, THE (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
8
MAR.
(MAR. 10)
,
" If s naturalness puts it over; star is good." M. P. News.
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New

Motion

Theatres

Building

ALABAMA
Albany — B. L. Malone announces that he will erect a motion picture theatre here on the Seamon property on lower Second avenue.
Dothan — D. W. Powell is converting a Main street building into
a modern motion picture theatre.
ARIZONA
Chandler — Will Menhennett of Mesa will erect a motion picture
theatre on the site of the present Airdome with a seating capacity
of 700.
CALIFORNIA
Ontario — Dr. McClellend will erect a modern motion picture
theatre on Euclid avenue with a 1,000 seating capacity for J. V.
Spaugh of the Euclid theatre.
ILLINOIS
Chicago — The Brighton Theatre Company announces that plans
have been completed for the erection of a two thousand seat
theatre at a cost of $200,000 on the corner of Archer and Sacramento avenues.
Decatur — P. W. Gebbart states that he will build a motion picture
theatre on the corner of Water and Packard streets.
Newman — The Illinois theatre has taken a ten-year lease on the
Redman building and will convert it into a modern motion picture
theatre, according to announcement.
INDIANA
Akron — Karl Gast has purchased the railroad station and will
erect a motion picture theatre here to seat 300.
Indianapolis — Central Amusement Company is erecting a large
modern theatre at 127 and 129 Illinois street with two thousand
seating capacity.
Petersburg — William Mitchell has started to erect a new theatre
here which will have a balcony and seat 600 persons.
IOWA
Davenport — S. E. Greenebaum and A. H. Blank will erect a sixstory building to cost in the neighborhood of $300,000, containing
a modern motion picture theatre to seat 1,500 persons.
Des Moines — A. H. Blank announces that the new Des Moines
theatre is nearly completed and will be ready for the formal
opening June 1.
MAINE
Rum ford — The Union Theatre Company is erecting a theatre to
seat 1,200 and promises that it will be large and absolutely modern
in every respect.
MARYLAND
Annapolis — Robert L. Werntz will erect a modern motion picture
theatre at a cost of $60,000 on the Colonial site.
Baltimore — The Edmondson Amusement Company will consolidate the Bridge and Edmondson theatres which now adjoin and
a seating capacity of 1,400 will be provided.
MASSACHUSETTS
Springfield — Plans have been announced for a new theatre on
High street, south of Cabot.
NEW YORK
Albany — Work has been started on the new Strand theatre to be
erected at a cost of $300,000 on Monroe. Chapel and South Pearl
streets with a seating capacity of 2.500. It is being built by Henry
Kramrath for Max Spiegal of New York City.
Groton — George Cummings will erect a modern theatre here to
seat 1,200 in a fine new business block being built on Main street.
New York City — A new theatre being erected at Fordham road
and Valentine avenue will have a seating capacity of 2,200 on the
orchestra floor and 1,200 in a roof balcony. It will be ready
October 1 and has been leased by Grobe and Noble, owners of
the Manhattan, U. S., and the Bronx Strand.
Schenectady — Albert Vam Voast will erect and lease to John J.
Walker a modern motion picture theatre running through from
Barret street to Clinton.
Rochester — George Eastman will erect a combined motion picture
theatre and auditorium on Gibbs street and Main street east.

Throughout

Picture

N ew s

Country

JERSEY
Gloucester — Lewis Pizer NEW
has completed
the new Strand• theatre
with a seating capacity of 550.
OHIO
Pershingtown — Joseph Greenberg has erected a small theatre for
a motion picture theatre and plans to open it by May 10.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia — A 1,250 seat motion picture theatre will be erected
at 1524 South street at a cost of $40,000.
TENNESSEE
Kingsport — W. H. Harmon announces the erection of a $50,000
motion picture theatre and opera house on Broad street.
TEXAS
El Paso — A new $75,000 motion picture theatre is announced for
South El Paso street by Syd and Ed Blumenthal. It will be completed in five months and wall seat 1,000.
VERMONT
Randolph — Mary Carr is erecting a new motion picture theatre
for Kate Brock.
WASHINGTON
Tacoma — The World theatre has been completed at 1312 Broadway and seats 300.
} akima — The old church has been torn down and work started on
the new Liberty theatre being erected by Frederick Mercy.
Tacoma — S. H. McKowan is building a theatre at 3807 South
Yakima avenue which will cover two city lots and seat four hundred persons.
Wapato — A $16,000 theatre is being erected here according to
William Verran who made the announcement in Yakima.
WEST VIRGINIA
Martin's Ferry — James Velos of Wheeling will erect
theatre here on South Fourth street with a 1,500 seating
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee — Mendel Rice and Joseph Schwartz will erect
theatre on Fifth and Lincoln avenues, work to start in

a $75,000
capacity.
a $60,000
May.

Miss Grace La Rue is the young lady in the foreground, being
introduced by the smiling gentleman in the center, who is noneother than Hale Hamilton, erstwhile star of " Get Rich OuicU
Wallingford " and now starring in Metro screen dramas. Miss
La Rue is playing opposite Mr. Hamilton as the leading woman,
in his latest comedy success, " That's Good."
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5— Too Manv Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar.
31 —— Marrying
Mar. 24
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar.
17—
a Night
Mar. 10 — Oh,
Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

1
1
1
1
1
1
11
11
1
1
6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay
Screenat work
Supplement
Released Once Every Month1
Showing "Magazine
Leading Stars
and play
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
l
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May 5 — Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
•
1
16 — Frozen Thrills
1
IS — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
1
12 — Sundown
1
11 — The Pale Pack Train
s
l
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
1
9 — Before Breakfast
1
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
May
—The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
5
May
—— Josselyn's
Wife (Bessie
55
Apr.
Modern Husbands
(HenryBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
S
Apr. ■— The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
5
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
5
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
S
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
S
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
5
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall) ....55
Feb. ——Long
A TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23 — The Way of a Maid
1
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
,
11
Mar. 169 —— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 23— Their Baby (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 2 — How to be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
1
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6 — A Palestine Pilgrimage
1
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
1
Mar.
23
—
'Mid
Sahara's
Sands
Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land
11
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
1
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highway
1
Feb. 23 — A Peek at Paradise
1
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Way
Feb.
9
—
A
Bit
of
God's
Country
;.
..1
Feb. 2 — Doing the Dells
1

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Apr.
For Better
For Worse
(De S.
Mille's)
Apr. 27
20—— The
Money— Corral
(William
Hart)
.5S
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Apr. 6 — Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's) 5
Mar.
16
—
The
Poppy
Girl's
Husband
(William
S.
Hart)
5
Mar. 9 — The Marriage Price (Elsie Ferguson)
5
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
S
PARAMOUNT
Apr. 27 — Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
j
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
5
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Apr. 13 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
5
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
5
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
55
Apr. 136 —— Let's
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
5
Mar.
Polly (Dorothy
Gish)
'
S5
Mar. 30
30 —— Peppy
Little Comrade
(Vivian Martin)
Mar. 30— The Sheriff's Son (Charles Ray)
5
Mar.
23 —— Partners
Pettigrew'sThree
Girl (Enid
(EthelBennett)
Clayton)
Mar. 23
55
Mar. 16 — Extravagance (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
5
Mar. 9 — The Poor Boob (Bryant Washburn)
5
Mar. 2 — Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
5
Mar. 2 — Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
5
Mar. 2 — Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
5
PARAMOUNTARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
5
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
5
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
5
Apr. 6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 30 — Sold (Pauline Frederick)
5
Mar. 23 — Rose of the Rancho (Special Cast)
5
Mar. 16 — Rags (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 9 — Freckles (Jack Pickford)
5
Mar. 2 — Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
5
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Apr.
Little Widow
(Sennett's)
Apr. 27
20 —— The
An Amateur
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
22
Apr.
13
—
The
Foolish
Age
(Sennett's)
Apr. 6 — The Last Bottle (Montgomery Flagg Film)
22
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
2
Mar.
Wash Day
22
Mar. 2316 —— Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr. (Sennett's)
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Mar. 9 — The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
2
Mar. 2 — Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
2
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
2
Jan. 5 — Camping
2
SINGLE
REELS Out (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
l
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
l
Apr. 6 — Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
1
Mar. 30 — Zamboanga (Burton Holmes)
l
Mar. 30 — Comets (Bray Pictograph)
l
Mar. 23 — Glorious Versailles (Burton Holmes)
1
Mar. 23 — Indoor Gold (Bray Pictograph)
.1
Mar. 16 — Gay Parie in Wartime (Burton Holmes)
1
Mar. 16 — Most Popular Girl in World (Bray Pictograph)
1
Mar. 9 — Making Sombreros in Manila (Burton Holmes)
1
Mar. 9 — Birth of a Tornado (Bray Pictograph)
1
Mar. 2 — Cabaret of Old Japan (Burton Holmes)
l
Mar. 2 — Hatching an Eagle a Day (Bray Pictograph)
1
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
5
Dec. —— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
o
Dec.
A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
6
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
5
Apr. —— Suspense
When My (Mollie
Ship Comes
In (ajne Grey)
=
Mar.
Kin
g)
5
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
o
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production) ,...6
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer
Production) 6
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
...s
Jan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewar
t)
5
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
3
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature) . . . . „• . i
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
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GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
•vLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson) ;
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
,
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles
the High
Allied
War inHeroes
ArriveAlps
in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp

News

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 1 — The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick5
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
May
18
—
The
Crimson
Gardenia
(Rex
Beach's)
6
May 11 — Leave It to Suson (Madge Kennedy)
55
May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Apr.
27
—
The
Stronger
Vow
(Geraldine
Farrar)
ft
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
S
Apr. 136—— Spotlight
One WeekSadie
of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr.
(Mae Marsh)
5
Mar.
30 — Daughter
of Mine (Madge Kennedy)
5
BENNISON
SERIES
Apr. 20 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
ft
The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
.6
For the Freedom of the World
7
The Manx-Man
y
Social Ambition
Wj
Honor's Cross
?
Blue Beach's
Blood
'.'.6ft
Rex
Heartof ofthetheEast
Sunset
For
the Freedom
(Betzwood)
6
CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr. 20 — Wanted — A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr.
The Midnight Alarm
("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
FORD 6—EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
May 18 — A Wild Goose Chase
May 11A—— Going
Can theUp
Poor Fish
May
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The Devil's Needle (Norma Talmadge)
Going Straight (Norma Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
ReggieGoodMixes
The
Bad InMan(Douglas
(DouglasFairbanks)
Fairbanks) -r
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
1 The Devil's Double (William S. Hart)
12 The Return of Draw Egan (William S. Hart)
Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
2 The
Captive God (William S. Hart)
2 The Patriot (William S. Hart).
HODKLNSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
6 Life
6 Human Clay (Mollie King)
6
6 JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
5
(See Universal Exchanges)
6
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
1
1 KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
1
11
(Released on Stat-es Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
1 The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
1 The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
1 The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June IS — A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
June 1 — Wolves of the Night (William Farnum)
5
May 15 — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
S
May 20A—— The
The Jungle
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
Apr.
Farnum)
55
Mar. 23 — Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
May 25 — The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
S
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
May 18 — Words and Music (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6— Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Biide (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Le' Miserables (William Farnum)
8
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16 — The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
Feb. 2— Infidelity (Dr. Rameau's)
5
SUNSHINE AND TOM MLX COMEDIES
June 15 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 25 — The Merry Jailbirds
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Apr. 13— Subbing for Tom Mix
J4
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
J-i
Mar.
30
—
A
Cow's
Husband
yi
Mar. 23 — Out and in Again
}4
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
yZ
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
yi
Mar. 2— Firemen, Save My Child
}4
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARS ON-NEEL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet) . .
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
FridaysReal
— Gaumont
Graphic
,
The
Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)

Film

Picture

M ay

3,

i p 19

Advance

Information
on
All
{Continued from preceding page)

METRO EXCHANGES
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
May 5 — The Amateur Advemuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 2& — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 2i — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar. 2A — Thafs Good (Hale Hamilton) .Mar. 17 — The Way of the Strong (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103—— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
Feb. 2A — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Tohnnv on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storev)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
:
NAZLMOYA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Toys of Fate
Revelation
(Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECLALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory ( Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators;
6 — A Wasmanipae Week- End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
Z— Teddy Birds
1 — From Scales to Antlers
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)
PATELE EXCHANGES
SPECLAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln)
Mar. 2— Common Clav (Fannie Ward)
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
May A— The Cry of the Weak (Fannie Ward-Frank Elliott)
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
Mar.
9— Carolyn
of the Corners (Bessie Love)
PROGRAM
FEATURES

5
5
5
5
35
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7"
5
56
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
..1

6
7
5
5
5

Mav 2018—— The
CalebSawdust
Piper's Doll
Girl (Baby
(HeleneMarie
Chadwick)
. 55
Apr.
Osborne)
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
HODKTNSON. W.
CORPORATION
— As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
Apr. 6— Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
. . . . .5
Mar. 2A — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
......5
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
Feb. 2A — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
5
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
MADE FN AMERICA (Series' Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7— Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
1
Mar. 31 — Seventh. Overseas to Victory
Mar. 17
2A —— Fifth,
Sixth, Building
The Hatedthe KSoldier
P
'.... . .'.'.'.'.'.'..'..'a
Mar.
\..\
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Annv in the Making
Mar. 2A3—— Second.
Third, The
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.A
Feb.
Nine Rookie
Million Answer
feb.
16—
First.
The
Call
to
Arms
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
May IS — Before Breakfast (Llovd. Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si. Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May
(Llovd-Pollard-Daniels)
11
Apr. 27A—— YoungRing upMr.the Jazz
Curtain
(Llovd-Daniels-Polard)
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
Apr. 136—— AJustSammy
Dropped
In (Harold
Llovd)
. ,"|1
Apr.
in Siberia
(Harold
Llovd)
Mar. 2330—— The
Next Dutiful
Aisle Over
(Harold Llovd)
Llovd)."
Mar.
Dub (Harold
11
Mar.
16
—
Look
Out
Below
(Harold
Llovd)
"
1
Mar. 9— I'm On My Way (Harold Llovd)
\
Mar.
2
—
Hoot
Mon
(Stan
Laurel)
".
I
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Jov) "
Jan. 5— I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria joy)
~

Film

Releases

THE
TRAIL
(Serial' Larkin ; Astra)
(StarringTIGER'S
Ruth Roland
and George
May 18 — Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2: 1"
Mav 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2 292
May A— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Ej'es
2:
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial'
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23— Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2.
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23 — Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9 — Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2 — Fifth, The Brass Key
:
2Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 5— First, The Ebony Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE Serial
(SevenProduced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales
-.2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2"
Feb. 16 — Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9 — Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
:
Wednesdays — Pathe News
p
Saturdays — Pathe News
r
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
,
— Stars of Glory (E. K Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
for Murder
(Elaine ldr
Hammerstein) en
Ind. Sales Corp *—— Wanted
Sins of the
Chi
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Da vies)
Mar.
—— The
Wife Brad
( Norma Talmadg
Mar.
Marie Probation"
Ltd. (Alice
y) e;
Mar.
—
Experimental
Marriage
(
Constance
Talmadge)
Feb. — The
Worldof toBanishment
Live In (Alice
Brady)
Feb.
Children
(Mitchell
Lewis).
SPECIALS
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight
Cavell Case
(Julia(Ince
Arthu
r)
Patrol
Production)
'
The One Woman
(Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Dow„ (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(ATo Distribution
Virtuous
Man (E. K. Plans
Lincoln)Announced
Ralph InceYet)
Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WLLLL4M L.
(See General Film Exchanoes Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois.
Indiana and
Southern
Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lo
ve
r
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
..
.. .
Hearts of the World
°'
.
The Crucible
Life
Grain of ofDust
Nine-tenths of the Law
.I'.'.'.'.'.l'.',
The Belgian
Zeppelin's
Last Raid
......
Those
Who Pa
y
Just a Woman.".

5
5.5
56
"
"s
,]"ss
5
5.
""5.|
(

s

2922

Advance
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Information
on
All
• {Continued from preceding page)

Film

Picture

News

Releases

Mar. 22
29 —— The
His Gun
BuddyRunners
' (Pete (Neal
Morrison)
Mar.
Hart)
22
7 Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison) 2
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
76 (Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
6 Mar.
17— Eighteenth, The Last Trick
2
7
2
6 Mar. 10 — Seventeenth, a Race with Time
Mar. 3RED
— Sixteenth,
The
Knockout
'
2
6 THE
GLOVE (Serial)
5
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
58
May 12 — Ninth, A Leap for Life
2
7 May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
2
28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
2
7 Apr.
\pr.
21
—
Sixth,
The
Flames
of
Death
2
5
2
5 Kpr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
2
<j Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff . .
2 Mar.
31
—
Third,
The
Vulture's
Vengeance
Mar. 24 — Second, The Claws of the Vulture
22
Mch. 17— First. The Pool of Mysrerv
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
2 Mondays
Hearst News (International)
1
2 Wednesdays —— International
News
1
2 Fridays
—
Current
Events
(International)
1
2 Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
1
22
2 VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
2
26— Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
5
2 May
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5— A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8- Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
S
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
5 Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
5
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
5 Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
5
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) S Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
S
Apr. 27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
5 Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
5
Mch.
10
—
The
Wishing
Ring
Man
(Bessie
Love)
5
Apr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
55 VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Apr. 2013 —— ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
\pr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Con way-Marguerite Marsh)
5 May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
6
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
5 Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
5 Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Mar. 16 — It's a Bear (Taylor Holmes-Special)
5 Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG
V
SPECIAL
COMEDIES
(See World Film Exchanges)
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
2
Apr. 7— Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE^
Mar. 24 — Jazz and Jailbirds (James Aubrey)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
2
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
6 May 12 — Passing the Buck
14—
WellOFI'llMIGHT
Be
2
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
£ Apr.
THE
MAN
(Serial)
6
n)
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dea
& (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
(Rupert Julian)
Fire Flingers
°
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
What
6
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
Mac Laren)
The Amazing Wife (Mary(Priscilla
6
n)
—Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
Dea
A Silk Lined Burglar
°
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
—Twelfth,
The
Volcano's
Prey
5
—Eleventh, The Ship of Dread
22
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
°
— Tenth, Double Crossed
2
The Scarlet Shadow (Mae Murray)
6
— Ninth. The Crashing Horror
2
The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
6
—Eighth
The
One
Chance
2
n)
lare
MacC
Creaking Stairs (Mary
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
—
Sixth,
The
Height
of
Torment
2
9
—Fifth, The Human Shield
2
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
I-KO COMEDIES
—Third,
The
Creeping
Death
2
2
Mack)
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva ofNovak-Hughie
— Second, The Leap Through Space
2
2
the Orient)
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie
—First, The Riven Flag
2
2I THE IRON
Day
Wedding
Sambo's
TEST
(Serial)
—
30
Apr.
\pr. 16— Let Fido Do It
2
nt)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orie
ovak-Reynolds) ...22 Jan. 27— Fifteenth, Riding with Death
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-N
)
(L-Ko Cast
and BoneheadsPrevo
— Gymbelles
Mar. 26
2 WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
st)
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy
CENTURY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
of Life
Comedy) 2 Weavers
and Monkey Business (Animal
Apr. 23 — Looney Lions
Souls
Redeemed
2
ll)
Howe
(Alice
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff
NESTOR COMEDIES
1 WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
(At State Right Exchanges)
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
1 Mickey
(Mabel Normand)
Mar.
(SpecialBeer
Cast)
J1
y)
Nut (Wallace
A Beach Waterloo
24 — Lizzie's
Mar. 31—
1
Mar. 17 — Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr.
28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
-5
1
iks
shiv
Bull
May 12— The
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love- June Elvidge) 5
1 Apr.
May 5— Fun in a Flat
14
—
The
Scar
(Kitty
GordonIrving
Cummings)
5
1
per
Apr. 28— The Expert Elo
7 — The Little Intruder (Louise Huff-Johnny Hines)
5
1 Apr.
— Scared Stiff
Apr.
31— The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
5
Apr. 2114 — Skidding Thrones
J Mch.
Mch. 24 — Hit or Miss (Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn- Greeley) 5
Apr.
7— State
Room Breakers
Secrets
} Mch.
17 — The Hand Invisible (Montagu Love)
5
Mar. 31—
The Wife
1 SPECIALS
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
Mar. 17— Lay Off
;
1 Mar. 16— The Better ' Ole
75
Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
EDDIE POLO SERIES
Jan.
6
—
Under
Four
Flags
(Official
Government
Picture)
5
2
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS. .
Mar. 30 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
2 Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
ck)
6
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwi
2 Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
)
6
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison
2 Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
Raid (Neal Hart)
6
The
—
3
May
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2 NEW REELS
Apr. 19 — The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2 Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
^pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
....I
Apr. 5— Bill Brennan's Claim (Neal Hart)
2 Saturdays — Kinograms
THE WILLIAMS ntlNTING COMPANY, NEW TOBK
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
A Man's Law
Human
One Law Clay
for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week..
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little- Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
June 1 — The Recognition
May 25— The Law of Hate
.
May 18 — The Range Rider
'
n
Retur
Fatal
The
—
11
May
May 4— A Canyon Romance
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
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Re§. V. M. Pmttmt Oflet

DOMINATES

Two

THE

FIELD

Exhibitors

JOHNSON and TAYLOR are competitors.
J show Paramount and Artcraft Pictures. Each Both
tries
hard to establish his house as the best in town.
JOHNSON

advertises—
"/ show the best pictures"

TAYLOR

advertises —

show Paramount and Artcraft
Pictures, the kind you see advertised
in

The

Saturday

Evening

Post"

And JOHNSON wonders why TAYLOR'S theatre is
generally accepted as the better place to go.

^J^Bi ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY
iraTCli
ZUKORTVro.
JESSE L.UiSKYV>ce
Pnzs. CECILCORPORATION
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jWgmmffl

'RICE 15 CENTS
VOL.XIX-NO.
Chicago

I as Stttnd Class Mat I sr. O deter U, 1913 *1 Uu Pttt OgUt at Htm York, N. K., undtr lit met U March
PuMUAed Wtekly— tl.00 a year
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Serial
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i
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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of a school book he
OUT
found her. "Emily, the
somey
girl
pretties
tenin inscho
one hadt writ
the ol,"
geograph
that came in a box of books to
the boys

ranch.

of the Alamo

Half in jest he wrote to her and
put in a picture of his handsome
Deadly in earnest she responded, for her gray haired
dian
guar
had asked her to be
his wife.
pal.

So she came

to the western

land

to marry her cowboy letter-writer
and the mix-up in the photograph
almost cost her her life.
Lila Lee in a real western with
Monte Blue as the hero make a
picture story with
every thrill.

a laugh for

The

sort of a story that everyone likes. It spells Romance
with a capital R.
The advertising accessories,
pictured on the next pages give
a chance for unusually
tive exploitation.

attrac-

Folks'll like "Rustling a Bride".
It's worth
your
up strong.
Story and
scenarioplaying
Edith
Kennedy
Directed
by by
Irvin
Willat
~V;V FAMOUS
ADOLPfl 3Ui£0af*esPLAYERS
JESSE LIASKY-LASKY
2Vr Pro CEOLBCORPORATION
DZMHLZ : - • ^

Bride

e

Cplctur

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them I

2930

Motion

ADS
" WE

THAT

MAKE

MUST

TRADE

SEE

FOLKS
LILA

Pictured

SAY

LEE

below

Picture

is the three-column

News

adver-

tisement on "Rustling a Bride." Use it as
it stands and it'll pull money to your boxoffice.

"

MARK

"1USTLING
A BRIDE
A Paramount Picture
Story and Scenario by EDITH KENNEDY
Directed by IRVIN WILLAT
She

First Saw

Her

Fiance

With

A Rope Around His Neck—
A congenial crowd was about to send him on a little party
where there would be flowers — flowers that he wouldn't smell.
swing.
Had she taken him at his real face value she'd have let him
But she took him at the value of the picture he sent her and
she stepped in just in time.
Would you have done it if you had been Emily? After you
had been fooled as she was ? We wonder! Come to see
and answer, "Would you ?"

Ill

May

i o ,

2931
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Use pictures of the star.
She's young and
pretty and appealing. Here are posters that
carry that personality and change it into
cash for you.

JESSE L.LASKy Presents
L.IL.A

LEE

*ROSTLIAIG
BRIDE"
8'/rc.fe::> 6y //>%;/ AW/LLAT
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Be sure to let them know it's a real story
with thrills worth seeing.
You can get
that idea over with the aid of the advertising accessories pictured here.

2932

Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News
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FAIRBANKS

Buckaroo

Knickerbocker

Picture

AnABTCBAFT

Directed

by ALBERT

PARKER./

He's
Sing It!
(To the tune " Everybody's Doing It ")
^Knickerbocker Buckaroo
M^L Buckaroo — Buckaroo!
Here's-a-picture-made-for-you
Revenue will accrue.
Thrills, stunts, love, girls — seven reel
fun;
Best thing Douglas Fairbanks has
done.
Don't
run! wait, book quick, double your
Everybody's booking it now!

Here!

THEY'VE
waiting
for him with the boxoffice cashbeen
in their
hands.
They'll see him and roar and applaud and
tell all the other folks to see him, too.
Be sure to arrange for a longer run.
Seven reels of unalloyed joy; a stupendous production costing $264,000 ; six solid months in the making ;
Douglas Fairbanks at his very topmost best ; Marjorie
Daw as the beauty he's after.
You can't beat it for a big cash-in proposition.
Let 'em all see it !
5 EAMOUS
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKORJYwPLAYERS
JESSE L. LASKY-LASKY
V

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

May

io,
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JeSSe

L, Lasky

presents'

BDeMILLLS

CECIL

PRODUCTION

For

Bette
An

r

ABTCRAFT

For

Worse

Picture

" ~|\ /T R- DE MILLE now has the most notable stock company that the
I y I dramatic world has seen since Augustin Daly. It is the most adroit
)
and the most constructive advance in motion pictures in two years." —
Julian Johnson in Photoplay.
Elliott Dexter, Gloria Swanson, Theodore Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Raymond
Hatton, Tom Forman, Jack Holt, Sylvia Ashton — these are the members of that
" most notable " stock company who appear in " For Better, For Worse."
With such players, with a production that throbs with human and heart
interest, with all the wealth of detail and splendor of luxury that go with the name
of DeMille, and with this great director at his greatest and best —
Don't fail to arrange for a long run.
By Edgar Selwyn
Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson
FAMOUS PLAYERS ~LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR.Pre.s-. JESSE L.IASKY
Pres. CECIL
B. DE MULE Director JGeneral
<-N£\V Vice
YORIO
•

2936

Motion

Paramount

-Mack

Picture

Sennett

Comedies

There!

You

Said

a

Mouthful!

SAY Mack Sennett to your motion
picture
andof they'll
always
answer
with patrons
the tinkle
coin.
Why?
Because Paramount - Mack
Sennett Comedies are funny — filled with
screaming situations, pretty girls and
marvelous stunts — the biggest and best
comedies made.
Because they are so well advertised
that their value as laugh-producers is
known to every person who reads.
Because they are such recognized
attractions that they have the drawing
power of many photoplay features.
Are people laughing at ParamountMack Sennett Comedies in you theatre
or in some competing theatre?
If not in yours, why not? See your
Famous Players-Lasky Exchange at once
money.
and make a deal that will make you

loaded with laughs!
THE LITTLE WIDOW
REILLY'S WASH DAY
EAST LTNNE WITH VARIATIONS
NEVER TOO OLD
THE FOOLISH AGE
THE VILLAGE SMITHY
RIP AND STITCH — TAILORS
CUPID'S DAY OFF

5 FAMOUS
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS-LASKY
Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MUIE Director General
<-NEW Vice
YORIO
•

News
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io,
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ONCE

YOU

Cancel

Your

and

Dead

Take

Rctures

The

for

Stars

Tick

the

Now

of the

Summer.

You have been operating your theatre over the
winter and spring loaded up with the programs
and star series that you bought last year.
By now— to your sorrow— you know your dead
stars. You know where you bought stars that did
not " catch on " with your audiences. You know
where you bought advertising campaigns, mistaking
them for box-office values.
Thousands of you have
tracts: Therefore, why

cancellation clause conbe continually blarneyed

into hanging on to- valueless pictures and
alities on the edge of the busiest summer
dustry has ever had ?
Why

not start in now

and

personthe in-

over the summer

play

"'the pick of the pictures"''; big, powerful special
productions combining author, producer, director
values with the added value of all-star casts ? Why
see your box-office die merely because some of the
stuff you have bought is dying ?
The independent market is full of big productions
with strong story and name values. We do not
mean merely the productions released through W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. There are many other
good independently-sold pictures besides our own.
All that we mean
HODKINSON

is :

isn't holding back any big
productions for next
winter release.

Clean out your deadwood; cancel out whatever bad
buys you made last fall. Give yourself some open
time from now till September to take into your
theatre productions that will deliver patronage.

will provide big winter
pictures by the time
winter comes.

Remember : W. W. Hodkinson Corporation sells each
picture singly on its individual merit and value.

is ready to guarantee you;
a big summer patronage

W.W. HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing' through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

* L

HARRY

C

Entire
Chain
of
LL'S
A
D
N
RA
WASHINGTON,D.C
Theatres'

Books

the

HARRY
RAVER
presentation of

MAS'
GUSTUS
Famous
StacjeTHO
Success
AU

As

A

Ulan

nks
Thi
Starring

LEAH
BAIRD
The Picture Girl Beautiful
directed by GEORGE IRVING

What

Wid's

Says

About

This

Picture:

There is no danger of your going too strong in boosting 'As A Man Thinks,' for it will back up
about anything you say. It does justice to the powerful original play and offers a theme for
discussion which is apt to start folks talking after they have seen the picture .... I would
figure on running this for extra time, thereby profiting by word of mouth advertising which,
the picture is sure to receive."
And the New York Telegraph says: "'As A Man Thinks' has all the earmarks of an Al boxoffice success." And the Exhibitors' Trade Review predicts: " ?As A Man Thinks' will undoubtedly go over" big and attract considerable extra money into the box-office of every
theatre that shows it."
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributing- through RATHE Exchange, Incorporated

Stewcff

White's
f £&»ard
power for the exhibitor is a ready-made
audience of the millions of people who
know and love his novels. His themes,
his heroes and his heroines are born to
be screened into throbbing, vital drama.
ducer of great imagination and
hdous capacity has just completed
the first Stewart Edward White novel
ever made into a motion picture — " The
Westerners."
This picture has made an all-star presentation of this romantic, colorful o
f
Drama

of the

Black

Hills

— all-star in its cast, with even the
lesser roles filled by players featured or
co-starred by other companies; all-star
in the factors of author, producer and
director working together in every stage
of production and announced with
assurance and satisfaction as the first

Benjamin

B. Hampton

Production

Great

Authors Jnc

marking a new and heretofore unapproached type of motion picture. Great
Authors, Inc., will control and present
the famous novels of Stewart Edward
White, Winston Churchill, Emerson
Hough and others of equal world-wide
popularity. The formation of Great
Authors is{ the most significant and
promising production development in
the industry in the last six years.
Hodkinson representatives have been instructed to accept no bookings, regardless of prices offered on this production,
until they receive their prints and can
show "The Westerners" to exhibitors.

WESTERN

"magnificently directed by
Edward
Sloman
Here are the proofs of an all-star cast, together with the names of pictures that made
_millions of fan friends for this great line-up:
ROY
STEWART
star of
"The Silent Rider"
"The Flv God"
"The Red-Haired Cupid"1
"The Boss of the Lazy Y"
ROBERT
co-star of
Rex
"Fuss
"The
"The

MILDRED
star of

MANNING

"Mary Jane's Pa"
"Princess of Park Row'
"Next Door to Nancy"
"The Green Door"

McKIM

Beach's "The Brand"
and Feathers"
Marriage Ring"
Vamp"

GRAHAM
featured in

LUCAS

'What Bvery Woman Wants"
'Sins of Amhilion"
'The Co-Respondent"
'The Judgment House"

PETTIE

'The Pretender"
'Beyond the Shadows'*
'Closin'
In" of the Hun"
'The
Claws
W

WILFRED
co-star of

MARY JANE
featured in
Rex
'The
'The
'The

HODKTNSON
COLORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributingr through PAirit Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor: J. Frank Brockliss. Inc.

IRVING

Beach's of"The
Brand"
Temple
Dusk"
Heart of Rachel"
White Lie"

sse

D. Hampton

presents

J.WARREN

KERRIGAN

Photoplay by
EARLE SNELL
Supervised and Directed by
GEORGE E. MIDDLETON

In its vivid story of the great
outdoor "Just Squaw" established a type of picture that
is refreshing and unusual. It
is beautiful in its scenic settings and rich in strong and
gripping situations. It will be
heralded as an exceptional
offering.
Miss Michelena's work is so
big and so real in this production that "Just Squaw" is
certain to be remembered as
the best picture of her highly
successful career.

Released through

Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Banker! and Exportert for the Producer

Produced by
HAWORTH PICTURES
CORPORATION

mm

Debt

Bigger than "A Heart In
Pawn" and "The Courageous j
Coward" which have been |
acknowledged Hayakawa's
most pretentious offerings to
the screen.
"His

Debt"

will

be

his

supreme achievement artistically, dramatically and from
the box-office stand-point.

The picture radiates Hayakawa's inimitable powers, his
wonderful acting and his true
interpretation of a character,
compelling in its translation.

Released through
Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Banker, and Exporlert for the Producer

D.HAMPTON

Present/

A story of a mad hunt in the cold, white snow
covered regions where

men

stake their very

souls for gold that is flat and soft and black
like coins from the mints of hell.
Desmond as Dan Burke interprets the strongest and finest role of his career.

v

W^Jfio

MINT/!

Q±
Released through
Exhibitors

HELL
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Bankers and Exporter* for the Produc

Mutual

O.HAMPTON

Present

ER

ARN

UPERJOFC
PICTURES

L. B. WARNER
first

of

in the

his masterful

Jesse D. Hampton

produc-

tions "The Man

Who

1 urned White."
A picture so gripping and
compelling in its story and
acting that it is certain to
be acknowledged one of
the year's best contributions to the silent art.
An

extraordinary photoplay that has been staged
at enormous expense with
a notable cast and unusual
in photographyIt is a picture that brings
Mr. Warner back to the
screen in the most
and powerful
ever played.

virile

part he has

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
|B»»I""
and E*porf*r. OF
for lh<-FILMS
Producer
IjglljlD
IVISION

hibitors

Mutual

i a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

HARRY

Morey

Why

T.

MOREY

Pictures

Features

Favorites

Are

You will find the answer in

T. MOREY'S
HARRY
Powerful New Picture
"BEATING
THE
ODDS"
From the popular novel
"THE

MONEY

MAKER"

By Irving R. Allen
Directed by Paul Scardon
Harry

Morey

set a rapid pace for him-

self in "Silent Strength"
and "Fighting
Destiny"— and
then he positively exceeds it
in this one.
After seeing it, you'll realize it's
worth a longer-than-usual run. You
can keep the crowds coming, and
keep them satisfied with this unusual
production.
VITAGRAPH
ALBERT

a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

HARRY

E. SMITH. President

T.

MOREY

Pictures

jiiiiiiiiiMUUiiiimmiinMnimiiiiMiiiMiuui\iiiiiiiiiutiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiinutiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiii\uuii\ffliiiiTiii
|

ALLOW

—

A Comedian

LARRY

E

Either in YOUR

~

That

TO
Your

PRESENT
Patrons

|

Know.

5E

~

They've Seen and Laughed at

^
|

US

SEMON

Theatre

or Some

Other

COMEDIES

Theatre — Maybe
Show

him

a Competitor's

to your audiences

EE

in

"PASSING

THE

BUCK"
We

|

guess you'll want him
always in your theatre
after that.

VITAGRAPH
ALBER'l E. SMITH,
President

i

I

|
^
^
=

|
=
r=
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ARTHUR

NORTHAM

on behalf of a group of leading British Film Producers
requests the pleasure of your attendance
at a series of
Special

Exhibitions
of
to be held at

LOEWS

NEW

YORK
Broadway

British

ROOF

Films

THEATRE

at 45th Street
on

Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday

May 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th, at 1 1 a.m. sharp each day
Symphony Orchestra Under
the Direction of Ernest
Luz

Synchronized Musical Setting
by S. M. Berg and Ernest
Luz

Enquiries for the American rights of all pictures other than those specified to be made to W. Arthur Northam, Knickerbocker
Hotel, New York City.
Admits

" THE

KIDDIES IN THE RUINS "
(3 reels)
A Film Play from Pulbot's famous French Cartoons
and producers of "The Better '01e">
Welsh, Pearson & Co., the

Tuesday

6th
MavJ
at 10.45 a.m.

" GOD

AND
THE MAN "
(6 reels)
from Robert Buchanan's book
(By the Ideal Film Company)

Enquiries
for City.
the rights of " God and the Man " to be made to the Cosmofotofilm Company, Candler Building, 220 West 42nd
Street,
New York
Admits

" NEARER,

Wednesday
7 1,
TIT
May
at 10.45 a.m.

MY(5 reels)
GOD, TO THEE "
(By the Hepworth Manufacturing Co.)
an<*
" UNCLE REMOS— BRER RABBIT "
Cartoon
aAnson
Dyerby

(Split reel)
Enquiries for the rights of " Nearer, My God, to Thee," to be made to Reginald Warde, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Admits

" GOD

Thursday

BLESS

RED, WHITE AND BLUE "
(6 reels)
(Samuelson Film presented byandJury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd.)

Ma? 8th
" CHEERIO
at 10.45 a.m.

CHUMS— WELL,
a Cartoon by
Dudley Buxton
(Split reel)

I BE BLOWED

"

ON"
SOUL'S (5 CRUCIFIXI
reels)
from Newman Flower's book
" Crucifixion "
(By Broadwest Films)
and

"A

Admits
Friday
May 9th

at 10.45 a.m.

OUR

44 CHEERIO

CHUMS—
a Cartoon byHOT
' Dudley Buxton

STUFF

"

(Split reel)
Come

early, as there are but two small

elevators.

A Trade

Card

will admit
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Harry

Motion

A.

Picture

Sherman

announces

an

First

arrangement

with

National

the

Exhibitors

Circuit

By which

that prominent

distributing

organization . will hereafter
the famous

Lehrman

are confident

circulate

Comedies.

We

that exhibitors will be

as gratified by the significant affiliation
as are both principals.

Lehrman

Studio:

Comedies

Culver

City,

Calif.

lllll!!lllll!!llllin!llllll!lllll!!II!llll!!!!l!l!!llllllll
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "

News
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PLEDGE

Grateful

to the exhibitors of

the \tforld for their splendid
support

and

inspiring
couragement in ny9

efforts, I hereby
my

creation

high standard

past

pledge

energy), will and

to the

en-

all

power

of such

a

of film come-

dies as-Will create their future
interest in mj) activities.
would

like to have

I

it be-

lieved that the consummation ofthese artistic results
means
mere

far more
monetary

HENRY

to me

than

returns.

LEHRMAN

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

VIRTUO

STARRING

The

E

K.

LINCOLN

State

A

FEW

THE

BIG

WHICH

VIRTUO

THE

CLEAN-UP

BOX

Territories
NEW JERSEY
First National
of NewExhibitorsJCircuit
Jersey
A. M/Fabian, Gen. Mgr.
729 SeventhfAvenue, New York City
OHIO, WEST PENNSYLVANIA
AND WEST VIRGINIA
Co-Partner Attractions
H. C. Simeral, General Manager
Box 125, East Liberty, Pittsburg, Pa.

For

Open

Apply

ARTHUR

H. SAWYER

1476 Broadway
New York

PICTURES

Foreign Rights
J. FRANK

u

MEN

DIRECTED

Right

BY

MOMENTS
MAKE

OFFICE

MEN

ATTRACTION

Already

Sold

CANADA
Big Four Limited
Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
ILLINOIS, INDIANA
AND MICHIGAN
Arthur S. Hyman Attractions
Arthur S. Hyman, General Manager
Film Building, Detroit, Mich.

Territory

now

to

HERBERT

LUBIN

PHONE— BRYANT

Sold to
BROCKLISS, Inc.

INCE

Sensation

OF

US

RALPH

3271

PICTURES

2958

Motion

Picture

News

Triangle
Special Presentation
Released May 11th

TAYLOR

HOLMES

"
XI
A
T Agnew Chamberlain's story, " Taxi," in the
3,500,000 people who have just read George
Cosmopolitan, will be in line at the various theatres of photoplay, when the Exhibitors
show this picture.
Some box-office attraction!
Your patrons know that the name of Taylor Holmes in connection with any picture signifies
a comedy of refinement that appeals to all ages of picture enthusiasts.
" Taxi " means an unusual opportunity of collecting profits. But furthermore it means attracting to your house the kind of an audience that will be permanent, an audience that will
continue to give your house the high standing it enjoys.
Lawrence Windom directed this photoplay. The supporting cast includes the grotesque
Maude Eburne, Lillian Hall, Irene Tams and Fred Tiden.
" Taxi " is a comedy that runs with a snap and a dash — an hour's joy-ride with Taylor
Holmes as the chauffeur.
Book it now and grasp your share of the profits.
Triangle

Distributing

Corporation
New York

1457 Broadway

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS ** when writing to advertisers

Capacity

Houses

Highest
BOOK

NOW

—

Everywhere

Achievement

The

of

Photoplay

Choice

THE ENTHRALLING AND
ABSORBING
INTEREST OF
ITS STORY,

Spectacle

Territory
Available

Months
All

Star

3

in

Chicago

Cast
Music
Joseph
Breil

Carl
Theatre

Line

of
Pictorial
Lithography
Ever
Given

Chicago's
Exclusive

Most

Playhouse
To

a

p

Picture
Production
Write

for

Full

HAS
OF A PROVEN
RACE "
A PHOTO
SPECTACLE
THAT WELL
LIVE FOR YEARS.
ITS APPEAL IS
TO ALL CLASSES.
IT EULOGIZES
THE WORKING
MAN, IT GIVES
DUE CREDIT
TO ALL RACES
AND CREEDS.
THE

PRODUCTION HAS
BEEN TOWN
TALK

Booklet
and

AND BY ITS
WONDERFUL
MUSICAL
"THE BIRTH
ACCOMPANIMENT

by
BlacKstone

Finest

BY THE SHEER
MAGNITUDE
OF ITS NUMEROUS
SCENES, BY

"BIGGEST

FILM

RECORD

Information

IN

MANY

MOON
S''
(Chicago
American)

Film

Renco

"ITW

No. 20 S.Chicago
LaSaHe St.

EVERYWHERE WITH
PRESS COMMENTS
PUNCTUATED
BY ALL THE
COMMENDATORY
ADJECTIVES
IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.

M ay

10.

19 i o
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I

American

Film

Company

Inc., Presents

4
By L. V. JEFFERSON"

0

Directed by ROT W. N'EILL

Here's a picture that every lady,
whether she has a charge account or not, will want to see.
If she has one she will doubly

cidents as much as the ladies.
You can spread yourself on the
advertising, book it for a week
and feel confident of its satisfy-

enjoy it. If she hasn't one it will
please her just the same. Men
will chuckle over the funnv in-

ing your patrons. "Charge It To
Me" has action — pep — speed. It
is another Margarita Fisher success.

Fisher subjects now
"Money Isn't Everything"
'Tair Enousrh"

obtainable at your nearest Pathe Exchange
■'Molly of the Follies'
'The Mantle of Charity"Put Up Your Hands"

Produced by
American Film Company, Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

Distributed by
PATHE

JSx.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

Florence

Reed

Directed

'Will

ma(\e

mthe

bvJo/m

/y, Sfahl.

S.RQ

Superpicture

Produced by Tribune Productions k

money

for exhibitors,
:or it has

a special

eminine

appeal'
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Motion

EXTRA

WANTED

!

FOR

Picture

News

EXTRA!

MURDER
THE

BIG

TO

FIVE

TRY

THE

EX-KAISER

Here

Is

Your

Opportunity

Clean

Up

With

RAPF'S

HARRY
Big

Box-Office

WANTED

To

Bonanza

FOR

MURDER

WITH
ELAINE

Link

up

the

HAMMERSTEIN

World's

Campaign — Thousands
page
news
sensational

If You

If You

Played

Played

—

It—
Now

INDEPENDENT

Your

Dates

Booked by
SALES CORPORATION
FRANK

of front

with

this

Is the

Time

!

Immediately

!

ItRepeat

Arrange

Publicity

of columns

in the
Dailies
screen
success.

Haven't

Have

greatest

Today

FILM
G. HALL,

President

Distributed through
CLEARING HOUSE,

Inc.

FRIDAY.

MAY

THE

HUNDRED

NINTH.

AND

NINETEEN

NINETEEN

At ten o'clock in the morning.

Opening

June

for One

of the Following

In Each
BALTIMORE,

the Second

MD.

McHENRY
PARKWAY
WIZARD

:

Theatres

DES MOINES, IA.
DES MOINES

DETROIT,
MADISON

BIRMINGHAM,
Wf
STRAND

|;

MICH.:f|

&■ ADAMS

ALA.
ERIE; PA.
COLUMBIA

1

FT. WAYNE, IND.
JEFFERSON

|t

TENN.

CHATTANOOGA,
ALCAZAK

CHICAGO,

ILL..

WOODLAWN
RIVERA

CLEVELAND,

HOBOKEN,

COLUMBUS,

O.

KANSAS CITY,
NEWMAN

O.

KNOXVILLE,

MAJESTIC
DAYTON,

MO.

TENN.

STRAND
O,

DAYTON
COLO.

AMERICAN

N. J.

U. S. THEATRE

ST1LLMAN

DENVER,

Week

. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
■ ALHAMBRA

MINNEAPOLI
RUBIN

$T MI N N .

£r FINKELSTEIN

MONTGOMERY,

ALA.

SAN

ANTONIO.

STRAND

EMPIRE

NEWARK,

N. J.

NEWARK

NEW
THE

CIRCUIT

NORFOLK,

VA.

RUBIN

MINN.

&- FINKELSTEIN

WASH.

RIALTO

NEB.

TOLEDO,

O.

ALHAMBRA

RIALTO

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

OLYMPIC

WARREN,

O .

HIPPODROME

PROVIDENCE,

R. I.

STRAND

WASHINGTON,
CRANDALL'S

RICHMOND,

LAKE

THEATRES

TACOMA,

WELLS

SALT

WASH.

ST. PAUL,

LOEW

BIJOU

SPOKANE,
CLEMMER

YORK

OMAHA,

TEX.

VA.

AMERICAN

THEATRES

WILMINGTON,

DEL.

VICTORIA

-

CITY,

D. C.

UTAH

YOUNGSTOWN,
LIBERTY

O.

EXHIBITORS

OF

AMERICA

OW
that I have seen the first Rothapfel Unit
Programme, I feel that I cannot impress upon
you too strongly the advisability of arranging
to run it in your theatre at the earliest possible
moment. I looked at it as an exhibitor and can assure
you with perfect confidence that, from the opening title
to the last flash on the screen, it surpasses any complete
picture entertainment I have ever seen.
Every first class theatre in the country should run this decided innovation and from the bookings now scheduled it
is safe to predict that the great majority of houses will
play it to tremendous business within a very short time
after its release.
The one, two, three and four day runs are being contracted for rapidly in every section of the country.
Yours very truly,
FRANK

G. HALL

Important

The

Announcement

Parex

to

Exhibitors

Film Corporation,
729
Furnishing

THE

WILLIAM

Seventh

L. SHERRY

Announces

Everywhere

Avenue,

N.Y.

SERVICE

That:

On And After May I, 1919, Sherry Service Feature Attractions Will Be Sold
In All United States Territory By Sherry Salesmen, Under The Personal Direction Of William L. Sherry, And Will Be Distributed Solely Through. The Film
Clearing House, Inc.
Get in Touch

Right Now

with the Nearest Film

Great Productions

Booked

Clearing House

Exchange

for the Following

Exclusively by the Sherry Service

TWILIGHT "
De Luxe Pictures Production
In Six Parts — Starring
DORIS KENYON (New Release)
LOVE AND THE LAW "
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTION
A Great Love Drama
In Six Parts (New Release)
SON OF A GUN "
Golden West Producing Company
In Five Parts — Starring
G. M. ANDERSON (BRONCHO BILLY)
(New Release)
MARRIAGE "
Frank A. Keeney Production
In Five Parts — Starring
CATHERINE CALVERT
With David Powell and Thomas Holden

MARRIAGE FOR CONVENIENCE"
Frank A. Keeney Production
In Five Parts — Starring
CATHERINE CALVERT
(New Release)

■ THE INN OF THE BLUE MOON
De Luxe Pictures Production
In Six Parts — Starring
DORIS KENYON

By Mary Roberts Rinehart
OUT
NIGHT
"
FrankOFA. THE
Keeney
Production
In Six Parts — Starring
CATHERINE CALVERT
; RED BLOOD AND YELLOW '
Golden West Producing Co.
G. M. ANDERSON

CALIBRE
38 "
EDGAR LEWIS
PRODUCTION
With Mitchell Lewis and
Hedda Nova — Six Parts
(New Release)
De Luxe
Pictures Production
HONEY"
WILD
In Six Parts — Starring
DORIS KENYON
Written by Vingie E. Roe
THE STREET OF SEVEN STARS "
De Luxe Pictures Production
In Six Parts — Starring
DORIS KENYON

"

1 A ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD
Frank A. Keeney Production
In Five Parts — Starring
CATHERINE CALVERT

"

(THE BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES)
BOOK THEM ALL THROUGH
WILLIAM

L.

SHERRY

SERVICE

AT

ALL

FILM

CLEARING

HOUSE

EXCHANGES
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Motion

Why

Does

Picture

News

"Maciste?"
Most everybody entitled to the appellation, SHOWMAN, knows
what

happens when " The Big Fellow " hangs his shingle up outside
a theatre — big or little. They watch
the crowds come, expectant, and see
them

go, amazed

and satisfied, after

a performance.
Have
Find

Analyzed
Out Why

Popularity?

But

How

Many

" MACISTE
" to
His Tremendous

Ask

the theatre-goer

Why, and the answer will be : " He's
W onderful! " The man who deals
in pictures as a commodity swears
" It's Advertising ! " But the secret
of "MACISTE'S"
Phenomenal
Drawing Power is best summed up
in the words of the famous Critic of
the New

York

Kitchen, who

World,

Mr.

Karl

says, " PERSONAL-

ITY, POWER— PLUS."

is the most sensible, sensational and satisfying Serial ever dedicated to the screen.
It cost a cool HALF
MILLION
and shows up like twice the amount.
" MACISTE

" is the Title-hero and there are TWELVE
EPISODES.
FIND YOUR NEAREST EXCHANGE BELOW

And Don't Be Ashamed to Pay a Regular Price for a Sure Fire Drawing PHILADELPHIA
Card
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
20th
Century Film Co.
Modern Photoplays
Bee Hive Exchange
Eastern Featuring Film Co.
1337 Vine St.
729 Seventh Ave.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
57 Church St.
MILWAUKEE
PITTSBURG
CLEVELAND
Bee
Hive Exchange
CINCINNATI
Standard Film Exchange
Quality
Pictures
414 Ferry
St.
174 Second St.
Standard Film Exchange
Sloan Bldg.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
BALTIMORE
INDIANAPOLIS
DETROIT
Eltabrau Film Co.
Variety
Bee Hive Exchange
Piedmont
Theatre
Standard Film Exchange
412 E.Pictures
Bates Corp.
St.
109 W. Maryland St.
MONTREAL
KNOXVILLE
REMAINING TERRITORY SELLING
Special
Features
Harry Theatre
Pulos
609 Market
St.
Midway
Write for Descriptive Booklet

HARRY
1400

RAVER,

Inc.

BROADWAY

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

NEW

YORK

I

JKBBBi

"1+ Is

12~CylincIerec[

2lndJlllofclflem~Hi'tn
Chicago has seen "The Eternal Magdalene" .and such is its
verdict, expressed through the columns of that powerful and fearless newspaper, the Chicago Herald and Examiner. Upon the
opening of its unprecedented booking of four weeks at a "Loop"
theatre, the critic of that paper wrote:
"They take chances, those actors in 'The Eternal Magdalene.'
They delve deep into the hushed subjects of life, they carry out
with reality a daring theme. Goldwyn took a chance on casting
them so, for Robert H. McLaughlin's play, which was a sensation
on the stage, is a radical treatment of the oldest of evils.
"Regarding the moral and lesson, you are advised by Judges
Cook, Fisher and Jarecki of the Municipal Court and Harry E.
Miller, city prosecutor, that they are good, instructive and powerful. From me, however, you are asking only one thing — 'How
is it as a picture?'
"It is tvOelve~c-glincLered, and, all of them hit."
The official endorsements to which the Herald's critic refers are ample
evidence of the tremendous local interest aroused whenever a showing
of "The Eternal Magdalene " is announced. The exhibitor who books
this picture will find immediate local support in endorsements similar to
these from Chicago :
Prosecuting Attorney Harry B. Miller: —
"The Eternal Magdalene" is a gripping
picture.
Wells M. Cook, Associate Justice of
the Municipal Court: I earnestly direct
every father and mother to this brilliant motion picture.
Justice Edmund K. Jarecki: — It is entertainment ofa high and intense order
and a moral stimulant at the same time.

Tke

ETERNAL

Dr* Anna Dwyer of the Morals
Commission and Morals Court: — Gazing as I do into the torn, soiled pages
of the human soul it was with a thrill
of satisfaction that I saw " The Eternal
Magdalene." It is pulsing, human and
dramatic, artistic and exalted, but
straight to the point and descriptive of
common feelings and emotions throughout.

MAGDALENE

Betz-wood Film Corporation Presents
Louis

Bennison

Written by Wilson Bay/ey — Directed
by Ira MLowry
ht"
Straig
^IneRoadCalled

oAnalyzQCIJ%is
^Picture
*fiyr^Yourself
Don't take anybody else's word for it. See Louis Bennison in "The Road
Called Straight" and make up your own mind on its merits.
On the basis of what you actually see, you will agree that —
Bennison is just as lovable, breezy and
big-hearted in this picture as in his other
Bennison
shows an added power and
plays.
drive that carry him beyond his previous
best work.
There is r>uneh in this story of the cattle

king who didn't know the meaning of a
marriage of convenience.
It is built to keep interest racmg along
from thrill to laugh and back to thrill
It is — in the last analysis — "real audience
again.

See Bennison in "The Road Called Straight" and you will endorse every one of
those statements.
If you find you can't, well, Goldwyn still says:
''Do your own thinking."

<3rof clwyt*

stuff."

/, 15

0,000

<People

Once a month over a million Americans demonstrate their abiding
interest in two great factors in American life.

Once a month a million Americans lay down their good money
on the newsstands for copies of the two leading magazines built
upon America's faith in industry and love of travel.
They are the 500,000 buyers of Popular Mechanics and the
650,000 subscribers to the National Geographic Magazine. Back
of them stand four to five million readers and a dozen other
publications of these types.
They demonstrate spectacularly the big insistent demand of
America for intimate knowledge of the two phases of life reflected
in the celluloid pages of

FORD

EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY

But when the Ford Educational Weekly tells the story of steel,
fitzpatrick
««<2 Chicago
Mcelroy
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CO.
Motion. Picture
Laboratories

it tells it as printer's ink can never do. When it takes its
" readers " to New Orleans or up Mt. Hood, it takes them there.
That is why the millions of Americans who buy and read magazines like Popular Mechanics and the National Geographic, are
even more eager followers of the Ford Educational Weekly. That
is why thousands of exhibitors are enlarging and strengthening
their patronage by making this great screen publication a regular
feature of their programs.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn, President

ft
SELECT

Kit)

PICTURES

xkibitors

btaining
putting

ever^kere

great

are

results

in

over tkis big Select

Special tkrougk

co-operating

with

pkonograpk

Edison

dealers

Case's

\tfko kandle

Anna

records.

o-cenano by S. M. Well er
vnrr

can

nn

it

mm

Exhibitors are paying
the highest prices in
picture

history

for

OLIVE
THOMAS
in

UPSTAIRS

and

DOWN'

Because

Selznick

exploitation

fills the

theatre, and —
Selznick
manent

quality makes

per^

patrons.

Get

in touch

with

your

nearest

Select Pictures Corporation

Branch.

IIC
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue • New York

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

No

Anita

wonder

Stewart

%1
T

this

in

^atwu

exhibitor

"A

is strong

Midniglit

for

Romance"

(featr*

of Wtlkes-j&mt,

pemta.

Wilkes-Barre , Pa,
April 23, 1919.

Mr. Harry Schwalbe, Sec. and Tres.,
First National Exhibitors Circuit
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear

Sir:

Anita Stewart in rtA Midnight Romance" has
won Eiy heart and the hearts of my patrons, I
cannot reoall any picture which gives as much
satisfaction as this pleasing romance with its
charm of youth, its wonderful photography, its
"beautiful
costuming,originality.
its magnificent
and its refreshing

portrayal

The story holds interest from the opening
scene and runs along as smoothly as a mountain
"brook.
It is refreshing and invigorating.
I have never seen Miss Stewart in a character
so fitting her fascinating ability and captivating
•personality.
The theatre crowded at every showing,
the letters of congratulation received by me, as
well as the enthusiastic verbal approval is substantial evidence that my patrons agree with me in
my judgment of this masterpiece.
With my personal
wishes, I am

congratulations

and best

Sincerely.

Manager,
FWH/GDS .

Anita

Stewart

s

next:

"MARY
REGAN"
Leroy Scott's Sensational Novel
or Big Pleasure in New York
Directed

by Lois

Weber

A First National
Attr action

You

can't

book

"Daddy

Legs"
just at
present
that letter is worth reading
it contains
the

A First National
Attraction

picture.

Long
— but
because

a lot of information

about

May

10,

2981

1 9.1.9

You can read it in precisely 1 minute

and 42 seconds

Jflrrst ^nti&xml (fixJtiJjttors (fixclmttge
T. L. TALLY. FRANCHISE HOLDER
FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA
THE FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT. INC.
833 fiawtk Jlrunirtaiag 3Cos Angeles, California

Mr. Harry Sohwalbe,
First national Exhibitors'
6 andYork
8 West
Street,
New
City,48th'
N. Y,

April 17, 1919.
Circuit, Inc.,

Dear Mr. Sohwalhe:
I received your several wires in regard to the "Daddy Long
legs" proposition this morning and immediately made arrangements to meet
Mr. Benson at noon and thoroughly digest the matter of the delay in preparing these negatives.
We went over to the Griffith Studio and there met
Mr. Aller, the authority in charge of the developing and Mr. McDermit the
cutting expert.
I learned from these gentlemen that everything possible
was
to hasten
of cutting ofIt the
negatives
to
put "being
them indone
shape
to startthethepreparation
printing operations.
seems
that every
sort of difficulty had been experienced in putting the final touches into
this production.
One of the main troubles experienced by Miss Piokford
and
her
staff
-was
the the
new game.
set of Prom
art what
titlesI which
were ofdecided
at a they
rather late stage in
have seen
these on'
titles
should he worth waiting for.
They should add a great deal to the pioture's
value.
The cutting of the negative stock had been an enormous job. These
gentlemen ahove mentioned stated to me that they had cut 75,000 feet down
to 6,900 feet,
and then
it necessary
to add
a
thousand
feet ofexclusive
titles. ofThetitles"
ultimate
lengthfound
of the
picture they
expeot
to heas 6,800
men
they feet.
could onThey
the have
Job. "been working night and day, employing as many
After a careful resume1 of the work ahead of them they
finally stated emphatically that they would start printing on the morning
of the 18th, and would have the first print ready to ship in five days
and continue the printing at the rate of about four prints a day thereafter, in other words shipping the negatives and last print on about the
28th, inst.
I believe that this is the very best they can do and I did
everything in my power to impress on them the necessity of working to the
limit of their capacity and they evidenced a willingness to do this.
I believe that we should heartily sympathyze with Miss
Pickford because this delay has undoubtedly cost her a great deal of worry
and money.
I am fully convinced of her determination to make "Daddy Long
Legs" her greatest picture.
She fully realizes that her success as a
producer depends on its quality and is determined that cost what it may
in worry or money, she will not let it go out of her possession until it
fully meets her own standards.
Very truly yours,

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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Motion

The

Buffalo

Motion

Picture

Corp'n

Picture

New.';

Presents:

This was Mary Aldron's reward for the sacrifice she had made that they might
not be driven from their homes. And when she had escaped from the evil clutches
of the brute who had placed such a heavy price on her innocence, she found herself an outcast — a thing apart.
selfishness of man's

It was her awakening

to the age-old truth of the

love.

STELLA

TALBOT

In a story of the strong-willed, sturdy but narrow
of the rock-bound Maine coast,

"The

Price
A

Drama

of
of

Innocence'

Seared

A play of thrills and heart throbs that will remind
"Way
Book

through

Down

East"

fisher-folk

and

Souls

you of its two great predecessors,

"Shore

Acres."

First National Exhibitors Circuit Exchanges.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

May

10,
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i q ip

HAM

\

TO

BUD

THE

FRONT

AND

JLL
C OO
WEPWOUiA)
J
/ KNEW
THEY

SAY THEY
CAN'T
COME
BACK

THEY

ARE

BACK

COMING
STRONGER
THAN

BRAND NEW—
.
A LAUGH EVERY

HAM

&

EVER

MINUTE

BUD

SINGLE

REEL

COMEDIES
CLEAN!!
THE

WHOLESOME!!!
BEST

STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

A

BIG

FLASH

IN

ONES,

JANS
729 SEVENTH

THREES

AND

(11x14) PHOTOS

PRODUCTIONS,

AVENUE
PHONE

EVER!!!!

ON

SELLING

EACH

RELEASE

INC.
NEW

3623 BRYANT

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

YORK

CITY,

N. Y.

0
n

"IN THE
WILD
WEST"
The first of the series of two part
Jester super comedies made under
the supervision of William Steiner.
"In The Wild West" is a worthy
initial production of this series of
which there will be two a month.
TERRITORIAL

SALES

CORPORATION

i6oobroadway

NEW

YORK

RELEASED

JUNE

VIA

STATE

In Three Reels
s Last

"Custer
THE

1st

GREATEST

SPECTACLE

EVER

Directed
NOTE:

by

RIGHTS

Fight!
INDIAN

PRODUCED

Thos.

H.

Ince

Adve rtismg matter on this feature
includes two styles of ones, threes
and

sixes —

press

sheets,

lobby

photos, publicity stories and cuts —

in
S.

W^m.
TWO

SPECIAL

"JIM

"HIS

TWO

CAMERON'S
and
HOUR

OF

"Roscoe
A

NEW

71

WEST

23rd

WIFE"

MANHOOD"

m
Ar
tuckle!

SERIES

OF

Address

TOWER

Hart!
REEL
REISSUES

FILM

TWELVE

REISSUES

all inquiries to

CORPORATION

STREET

NEW

YORK

HE

LL

HOLD

ANY

HE

DRAWS

HOUSE

WITH

A

CROWD

GUN
EQUAL

OR

A

FULL

CERTAINTY

4

mm

\y!l(5liR51T

^Coming

ANYWHERE

■

!

KB
J FX

I

LF

-PROFITS

II

BUD

CAPTAIN
MUTT
AN
WILL
CURRENT
SIR.

AND

I MATE

HELP

FISHER'S

D

YOU

CARTOONS
GET

THE

CROWD

RELEASE

SIDNEY

FILM

CORPORATION!

EXCEL

PICTURES

SCORE

AGAIN!

YOU'LL CLEAN
UP
SURE
WITH

PEGGY

HYLAND
IN HER
WILLIAM FOX

LATEST
PRODUCTION

MISS
FOX
FILM CORPORATION
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Motion

What

the

Trade

Press

Picture

Says

"A special is not a matter of length. The best and most
comprehensive definition of a 'special,' we believe, is this:
The picture which lends itself to special exploitation." —
Motion Picture News.
"A feature is the most prominent offering on a program
AND IT MAY NOT BE MORE THAN A SINGLE REEL.
This has been the writer's contention for a number of
years and point was given this argument by the success
of 'The Ghost of Slumber Mountain' at the Rivoli where
it ran away from a dramatic story in five reels, though it
was
within the thousand foot length." — Moving Picture
World.
"The remarkable interest shown in one reel subjects during
the last three months clearly indicates that the motion
picture theatre is going to demand a greater number of
these short subjects. They are coming back and coming
fast." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
"Many exhibitors miss the chance of getting new patrons
by advertising single reel films which may attract more
favorable notice than a five-part feature." — Wid's Daily.

The Rivoli, N. Y., proved the trade papers* contentions.

Bill
as

"THE

a one

motion

GHOST

reel

OF

SLUMBER

super-special — the

greatest

MOUNTAIN"
triumph

picture.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

of

the

News

May

10,

2991

Iy ly

Another

WORLD

World

Success

PICTURES

present
VIOLET

PALMER

GARRETH

HUGHES

and
PAUL

EVERTON

in

GINGER

PRESS

COMMENT:

"Splendid entertainment. The type of picture the Tan' dotes on." — Sunday Telegraph.
"Skilful direction, good photography and clever acting.
An attraction of real
interest." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
"More like 'Ginger' and there'll be less kicks." — Motion Picture News.
"Gets a real hold upon the interest." — Moving Picture World.

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU v».ue.

299^

*SttE CAME
THE
POWER
WILL

; i i.

Motion

OUT
OF THE
VAST
AND
THE
BRAWN

-—AND

yET

SHE

UNKNOWN
OF THOSE

Picture

REGIONS
OF THE
COMPELLED

POSSESSED

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

ALL

THE

May

WEST
TO

10,

2993

I p ip

WITH

THE

DEPEND

SPIRIT

THEIR

GRACES

AND

OP

OWN

THE
By

DESERT
PORCE

CHARMS

OF

AND

OP

A

THE

MIGHT

WOMAN

THE FROWMAN AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION
presents
The most compelling, original and
captivating character of the screen

IN TWENTy-5IX

TWO

REEL

DRAMATIC

FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
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North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama and Tennessee:
SOUTHEASTERN PICTURES CORP.,
61 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.

THESE

EXCHANGES

Eastern Pennsylvania and So. New Jersey:
K. B. FILM CO.,
c/o Masterpiece Film Attractions,
1235 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia:
LIBERTY FILM EXCHANGE,
6th Floor, Mather Building, Washington,
D. C.

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia:
STANDARD FILM EXCHANGE,
412 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Northern New Jersey:
FRANK GERSTEN, INC.,
126 West 46th St., New York City.

Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas:
W. J. LYTLE,
Princess Theatre, San Antonio, Texas
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"Educational"
Current Releases :

BOSTON, MASS^
Federal Feature Film Corporation,
«8 Piedmont Street, '
CLEVELAND. OHIO.
i'-e Argus iC;-:;r. Pl;:urt Cc.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
£..e^r::
S.
E. Cor..i:=::e
13th &S'-tpIv
Vine C:Streets,
CHICAGO. ILL.
Bee-Hive .exchange.
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
CELEANS.
= n_r_a. z. LA.
^.;:;'- = r.ge

Single-Reel
"An
Essay

Robert

"The

Eagle

and
the
Fawn

An unusual combination of scenery, story and
interesting characters. An Indian love story, enacted by Crow Indians on their Wyoming reservation.

"A

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Sr=r.card
3317
Olivetil—
Street,Ccrporaticr.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Bee-Hive
109 Wesi Esc-ange.
Maryland Street,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
5: = r.i=_-i r:i— Ccrr rracicr..
406 Film Exchange Building,
KANSAS CITY, MO.
5t = -i = ri Filer. Ccrpc-aricr..
3:li- Building.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
BALTIMORE. MD.
Baltimore Booking Co.,
412 E. Lexington Street.

Available

of the
Hills
C. Bruce Scenic

An artistic impression of Nature? — rest and
motion. Wonderful photography and beautiful coloring— one of Bruce's best subjects.

PITTSBURGH. PA.
FirstWesncghouse
National Exhibitors*
300
Building, Exchange,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Consolidated Film Corporation,
C-rLier. Gate Aver.ue
DETROIT. MICH.
Standard Til— Service C:
602 Jos. Mack Building,
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Carranza
A personal interview, in pictures, with the
President of Mexico. Photographed by George D.
Wright, for his series on "Mexico Today."
V

"The

Restless
Three
Robert C. Bruce Scenic

Bruce, the Great Dane, and the funny little
Whoozitt — "three sets of nervous feet" — in the
beauty spots of the Rockies and the Far West.
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The

Test
of
William
n,
Conventio
TWO years ago, at the Chicago
A. Brady in an address on censorship said to the exhibitors present : " Censor yourselves !"
The recent action by the National Association, by far
the most important undertaken by that body, evidently
means a very laudable and ambitious and comprehensive
effort to put this sensible command into effect.
At a meeting called by Mr. Brady a large number of
prominent producers and distributors, representing practically all of the leading concerns, agreed to bind themselves to submit all their pictures to the association upon its
request, and to accept its rulings ; to stamp all their pictures
with the seal of the association ; to refuse service to any
exhibitor showing pictures disapproved by the association ;
to take legal steps against such exhibitors, and to co-operate with the proper authorities in this respect.
This sweeping plan, if fully executed, obviously makes
legalized censorship unnecessary ; but the National Association goes further and announces its intention to endeavor
to secure an amendment to the constitution which will prohibit censorship ; and furthermore to have amended the
penal code so that motion pictures as well as still pictures
and literature may be excluded, for cause, from the mails
and other carriers.
The plan is admirably worked out and comprehensive.
Fully executed it means the perfect regulation of its pictures by the industry itself. No one within the industry
will protest such a plan ; all will subscribe heartily to its
purpose.
The test will come, of course, so far as the industry is
concerned, with the operation of that body within the association, which will be given supreme power to pass upon
pictures. It is not as yet stated whether the personnel of
Board will come from within or outside of the industry.
A great deal, a very great deal, depends upon the character and conduct of the board. It is the core of whole plan.
The things are self-evident, however. One is the unreserved confidence of the producers and distributors in Mr.
Brady's leadership in this most important movement; and
the other is their willingness, after much serious thought
and discussion definitely to bind themselves to such stringent regulations as the plan proposes.
It is a most salutory sign. It means that the whole industry wants and commits itself to clean pictures. Today,
as we well know, the very great majority of pictures are
clean. The standard is so well sustained that a very dark
shadow is cast by the industry itself upon the bad picture.
It is a very bad picture. And the industry, at last, is determined to put its own heavy foot upon it and crush it out
of sight.
#
*
sje
The Answer to Higher Prices
NCREASED admission prices are reported to us from
I all parts of the country.
The movement which began with the larger cities has

an

Industry

extended to the smaller cities. Some theatres are charging from thirty-five up to as high as seventy-five cents ;
others have raised to thirty-three. Many theatres which
charged seventeen have gone to twenty-two cents ; some
have jumped from fifteen to twenty-five. Most of these
theatres, if not all, have been accustomed, of course, to
charge advanced prices for special pictures.
These advances have been viewed with alarm and condemnation bythe pessimists. This type of mind always
does decry an advance of any kind. It is the same mind
that argues against longer runs. Yet longer runs are on
the rise, and so inevitably are higher admission prices.
Two main situations favor higher admission. One is
that the public is used to paying more for everything ; picture theatre admissions have been slower to advance than
any other class of prices despite the increased cost of the
show, equipment and wages.
The other factor is that pictures are much better and
obviously worth higher admissions. And there is no reason today why the exhibitor who is on the alert cannot
pick a good show right along.
Of course there is no chance in the matter for the exhibitor who lets his house run itself; just as there is no
chance for an exhibitor to introduce longer runs who
doesn't select and advertise his pictures. The public wants
its money's worth at all times. That is the simple answer,
at jill times, to the admission price question.
^
^
A Privilege and a Responsibility
THE recent statement of Governor Smith of New York
in announcing his approval of the Sunday motion
picture bill, is worthy of record :
" After a thorough consideration of the matter I am of
the firm opinion that those members of a community who
oppose all recreation on Sunday, or at least recreation permitted bythis amendatory bill, have no right, in law or in
morals, whereby constitute a minority of a community, to
impose their views upon the majority, who disagree with
them, and to prohibit the latter from exercising rights and
privileges to which they deem themselves to be entitled,
the exercise of which will in no wise interfere with the
orderly and proper observance of the day of rest by those
desiring to refrain from attending amusements."
The governor then pointed out that the local authorities
could be depended upon to reflect the majority opinion.
And equally, this editorial excerpt from the Brooklyn
Eagle is worthy of record and also the earnest attention of
exhibitors and distributors, not alone in New York State
but everywhere :
" Our hope is that the motion picture magnates will realize that a new responsibility is put upon them. Films of
dignity, of character, of educational value are available. If
tawdry eccentricities were cut out on Sundays, if the
drama offered on that day were classical or artistic, or
(Continued on next page)
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{Continued from preceding page)
both, opposition would gradually disappear. But if the reverse is the magnates' policy, they may as well be warned
that Sunday restrictions will come back. For this State is
not ruled by its city population, and Albany is not always
or often responsive to the East Side element of Manhattan."
A

Lesson

In Evolution

THE two sales conventions recently held in New York
indicate a decided and very gratifying advance within the industry.
It is only a few years ago that such conventions would
have been considered unnecessary — even laughed at. At
that time a general manager of exchanges in New York
sent orders out to his field lieutenants — and that's all thei e
was to it. There was no interchange of ideas.
At these present-day conventions the situation was completely reversed. Branch managers were called here for
the specific purpose of conferring closely with the head
office ; not only that, but they were made to understand that
the New York headquarters intended to rely heavily upon
their business judgment and responsibility.
Modern merchandizing methods figured largely in the
conferences; advertising to the public, service to the exhibitors, co-operative selling, were the important themes.
The trade paper was given prominent recognition as an important link in the selling plan, which is another concrete
evidence of advancement. Only a few years ago the producer said : " We don't have to advertise. The exhibitor
takes what we give him."
The business has evoluted, in other words, from a booking era into a selling era, which, also, means that we have
grown out of the closed and into the open booking era.
Open booking was inevitable ; and open booking is bound
to be permanent. This is true simply because open booking is the normal, healthy operation of the law of supply
and demand, a law which is fundamental in any business.
Open booking means the application to this trade of the
modern merchandizing methods which rule in all modern
enterprises.
*
*
*
Open at Both Ends
franchise holders of the First National Exhibitors' circuit, recently gathered in New York, were as
outstanding a group of men, in business resources,
experience and ability, as have ever been joined together in
any picture business enterprise. Their aggregate invested
capital makes a figure of consequence in this industry.
New York had visible evidence, for the first time, of the
considerable
power, the fast-growing power, of the picture
theatre.
THE

This power is bound to wield a very strong and shaping
influence in the future of the whole industry, and we believe itwill, be wielded with intelligence by this group of
men, or by any other group of theatre owners or booking
circuits which may also arise. This power will not be used
to close or control in any way the producing end of the
business ; that would be as disastrous in the long run and
not such a very long run, as for a single or a few producing interests to control the picture theatres.
An open market both ways from the distributor, an arrangement permitting full individuality in the production
and exhibition of pictures is the salvation of the motion
picture. Too much control of pictures will stifle their appeal, and that will turn the public away, will, in fact, stifle,
just so much, the public interest in motion pictures.

Old

Ways

For

Picture

News

New

WE

have often emphasized what, in our opinion, is
the primary function of trade paper advertising,
namely, to merchandize pictures for the distributor
through the exhibitor to the public.
And we reiterate our belief in concentration in advertising because so much information must be given on each
worthwhile feature release — that is to say, the exhibitor
wants and needs so much information — that duplication of
necessary.
this sort of advertising is both extravagant and wholly unIn this issue the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
gives an apt illustration of just this sort of advertising.
Three pages are given over to a picture. The first page is
an announcement to the exhibitor ; but it is so worded that
it is also an announcement to the public; the exhibitor can
duplicate it, with a single and minor change in his newspaper advertising. The two following pages are filled with
illustrations of the accessory aids furnished along with
the picture, mats or electrotypes of which are available at
the exchange.
The exhibitor welcomes this sort of advertising. It is
an announcement but more than an announcement. It is
not merely an effort by the producer to sell to the exhibitor
— as if he felt that here his effort and responsibility ceased :
but it is an effort to help the exhibitor sell to the public,
the producer realizing, as he should, that his real customer
is also the public and that he and the exhibitor should work
shoulder to shoulder in selling the picture for all it is
worth.
In other words, the exhibitor will realize that the advertising space is purchased for him and not merely for the
producer. It is a co-operative selling effort — which, as we
have contended before, should be carried right on through
newspapers to the public.
And we look to see the day when trade papers will be
used in just this way — and primarily so.
The old way was simply to announce — and boost in any
extravagant way. The new way is to inform, to give the
facts, all the facts, the selling facts — to the exhibitor for
him to give to his public.
A

Few

Questions

AND still the reports of big new theatres come in.
Evidently the year is destined to go down in history
as the million-dollar-theatre era.
And the question keeps popping up : are we overbuilding ? Will there be too many seats to fill ?
We believe not.
These new seats will replace others in smaller houses —
in the large centres, of course.
But much more important is the consideration : These
large new theatres, these veritable palaces of amusement,
are bound to attract a brand new and very large class of
patrons. They will practically compel this new attendance,
and compel it regularly. Provided, of course, the entertainment given is sufficiently attractive. But it will be ; it
must be. These many theatres will inspire and make possible the most expensive of attractions.
What will the attractions be ? Pictures alone ;0>i
or pictures and what?
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Dealing

m

If ho said "Open Market'/" — independent productions? Look
at the attractions at the three regular Broadway photoplay- houses
next week and the producers they represent. Maurice Tourneur,
independent
heads the noic
list icith
"The independently,
White Heather"is
at
the Rialto.producer,
Albert Capellani,
producing
represented
icithAnita
"The Stetcart
Red Lantern"
the Rivoli. And Louis
Mayer presents
to Strandat audiences.
And — still speaking of the "Open Market" — do you enjo3T a
free for all scrap? Turn to Page 3014. We've got them all talking "Open Market " and scrambling for the honors. There's some
rip-snorting reading matter on that page.
What are the odds that a year or two from now some one will
be fighting for the title of " Pioneer of the Program System? "
You never can tell in this film game.
Samuel Goldwyn arrives in Xeic 5 ork next Monday. And ice
have been tipped that ichen he gets here some big news will break:.
After he spills the neics and has them all talking Samuel uill board
a liner for Europe. There ice may look for more important Goldwyn happenings — if ice are to judge by the announcement this
week that a new corporation had been formed to distribute Goldwyn product in every corner of the earth. You'll find the story in
the producers' news.
The Goldwyn offices are now settled at the new location — 469
Fifth avenue.
That's quite an idea C. Arthur Northram is pulling in inviting the industry to a showing of his British productions next week
at the New York Roof.
J. E. Flynn, Detroit, chief for Goldwyn, was in New York last
week to tell the home office a few things about conditions in Michigan.
William A. Brady sails this week on the Aquitani«.
Harry Sherman left for Los Angeles on Tuesday after putting the finishing touches to the Henry Lehrman-First National
deal. A little birdie whispered to us that Harry would have left
Saturday but for the Ritchie-Leonard scrap. Harry never could
miss a good fight — even if it was necessary to promote the bout
himself.
Sol Lesser takes up the cudgels this iceek in the distribution
discussion
started
A. Johnston's
recent editorials.
he talks some
real by
hardWilliam
sense, backed
by an experience
that no And
one
can touch. Sol finds room for both the ''Open Market" and program, and points out the necessity of each. Another contributor
to the discussion is William M. Seabury, with some ambitious ideas
on cooperative booking. The articles are on page 3016.

Personalities
Oh, boy, but the National Association has undertaken some job
in its new censorship plans. We are with the members heart and
soul for having the nerve to even attempt such an ambitious schedule. But we are watching with bated breath for the first conflict.
Either the Association will have to be especially strict and invite
internal trouble, or take a lenient course and be of no avail in
squelching the reformers. It's a job for courage and broad vision.
We still hear the boys saying good words about that corking insert on " The Red Lantern/'' which appeared exclusively in Motion Picture News last week. And we saw some of the telegrams of congratulations sent to Arthur James by theatre and
exchange managers.
Our personal opinion : It was a triumph of artistic taste and
advertising effectiveness.
While on the subject, let us add that considerable class -is being
shown by some other inserts that are appearing exclusively in
Motion Picture News, notably the Universal series on their
specials and the recent Pathe exclusives.
Either Our Sleuth has fallen down on the job or else Leo
Wharton has returned to San Antonio, Texas, to resume the
making of pictures. Take \_our choice.
Which reminds us that we have met Mabel Condon several
times, and have yet to chronicle the fact on this page of piffle.
Mabel is in town from the Coast renewing acquaintances and incidentally disposing of a picture.
Carl Byoir and Charles Hart, formerly of the Committee on
Public Information, have formed a partnership for foreign sales
and advertising sen-ice. They open for business with offices in
London, Paris, Rome, Geneva, Buenos Ayres, Stockholm, Mexico City and Shanghai.
// our artist had not fallen doun on us ice expected to give you
action sketches this week of two "Regular Fellers" — C. L. Yearsley
and Earl Hudson. But now you'll have to icait a feic weeks. Still
we can say right here, that too much praise cannot be given those
boys for their handling of the First yational Conventions last week.
I'll say that they have the trade paper boys with them.
From Bill Furlong, of San Antonio, Texas, we get a line asking a correction of the statement recently published by a contemporary that the Wharton Brothers and Maclyn Arbuckle
had located in Houston. Let the right place be said in a loud
tone: SAN ANTONIO.

From Los Angeles we hear that Priscilla Dean is very ill
with double pneumonia

E. V. Richards, of New Orleans, and R. W. Wilby, of Alabama, were among the exhibitors visiting the office last week.
Be'er Wilby heads the Strand Theatres Corporation, which operates in Montgomery, Selma, and Birmingham. Mr. Richards
left for New Orleans Wednesday after a week and a half in New
York divided between the First National Conventions and other
business.

Which reminds us that our recent Los Angeles flash that
Constance Talmadge would sign with First National was confirmed this week. Looking the list over we are ready to say that
First National need have no worry about product.

Speaking of exhibitors we met one " regular feller " showman at
the First National gathering last week in the person of A. C.
Barbian, of the Waldorf, Akron. Ohio.

A. S. Ktrkpatrick, assistant general manager of Exhibitors'
Mutual, has resigned to go into producing activities.
The modestly christened "Big Five" — Blaisdell, Dannenburg, Mason, Tim Beecroft and Yours Truly — entertained the
sure-enough " Big Four " at luncheon last week. Oscar Price,
chief of the United Artists' Distributing Corporation, was guest.
Had the pleasure of meeting George F. Stabel, general manager of the Palisade Film Laboratories, last week. Old-timer,
Hector Strychma — , is associated with the laboratories.

And the same goes twice for C. R. Beachman, of the First
National
office. Do DoI hear
shouts boys!
of "Aye" from Walt
Hull and Atlanta
Harry Palmer?
I? Well,
There's a real big bit of neics this week from Pennsylvania.
Pittsburgh exhibitors have secured the introduction in the State
Legislature of a bill calling on all distributors to place security in
the hands of the State Censor Board equal to the amount of advance
deposits held. It didn't sound so important when Arizona tried
this idea out, but can you imagine what it would mean in Pennsylvania? The story is on page 3009.
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Sydney S. Cohen Presents Desires of
Exhibitors
Before
the Film
Exchange Men of New York
"\Y/E want a standard equitable bookW ing contract to be used by all distributing companies," declared Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the New York State
exhibitors, at a meeting of the F. I. L. M.
Club of New York City.
This was the first of five points urged
by the prominent exhibitors assembled at
the Hotel Astor Wednesday night, April
30, as guests of the exchange men in a
combined open meeting called at the request of the exhibitor officials.
While discussion waxed fast and furious
on several of the points advanced, and ofttimes strayed away from the main points
under discussion, it was conceded by many
to have been intelligent and constructive.
I. E. Chadwick, an official of the F. I. L. M.
Club, presided at the meeting and there
were about one hundred representative exhibitors and exchange men present.'
Mr. Cohen pointed out the absolute necessity of a standard contract so that every
exhibitor would know what he was signing and thus do away with the so-called
"jokers"
he stated
of
so muchwhich
friction.
He were
stated the
thatcause
the
standard contract prevented flagrant
abuses and that it was used universally
and very effectively in England and Ireland.
Others who took a leading part in all
the debate ensuing were Messrs. Manheimer, Berman, Brand, Brecher, Picker,
Asher, O'Reilly and Eckman. Mr. Cohen
was commended heartily on the successful
fight he won on the Sunday opening legislation, and he in turn warmly praised the
efforts of Messrs. Berman, O'Reilly, and
all the up-state exhibitors, several of
whose names he mentioned with glowing
terms.
The second point urged by the exhibitors
was equal representation on the Grievance
Committee with the exchange men. It was
generally conceded that the current and
Kirkoatrick

Leaves

Mutual

to Produce
A. S. Kirkpatrick, for the last year assistant general manager and director of
sales of the Mutual Film Corporation and
Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, has resigned effective May 3 to return to the producing field, it has been announced.
Mr. Kirkpatrick leaves New York on
May 7 for Los Angeles, Cal.
In his new connection Mr. Kirkpatrick
re-enters production after five years in
distribution. His first experience in the
motion picture industry was in producing,
and it was his original intention to be a
producer. He was, for a brief period, a
salesman for Metro on the Pacific Coast.
He entered the service of the Mutual
Film Corporation as a salesman at the
Portland Exchange and was shortly appointed branch manager there.

Five

Points

past rulings of the Grievance Committee
had seemed just and impartial, but the
moral effect of joint representation was
emphasized strongly.
While the first point on the standard
contract suggested would have to be taken
up by the parent companies, the second
point of joint representation will be
threshed out by the F. I. L. M. Club at a
future meeting in executive session.
The third point requested was thV actual
acceptance or rejection of a booking contract by an exchange within seven days of
the exhibitor's application. Mr. Cohen
stated that when an exchange contracted
with an exhibitor to supply him with a
certain feature, the verification was often
held up by the exchange or home office
for several weeks and of ttimes was rejected
just a few days before the scheduled play
date.
Point number four urged that the exchanges employ more bookkeepers so that
the exhibitor would get his bill before playdate instead of after.
The point that invoked the most discussion was the last one — Number Five.
This was a request that a committee
from the exhibitors act jointly with a
committee from the exchanges augmented
by the efforts of able attorneys on both
sides to find a credit system or involve
ways and means of evading the advance
deposits at present in vogue.
The meeting lasted four hours and was
considered generally as but a forerunner
of many more to come. Charles Hoy, of
the Hoy Agency, was secretary. His reporting system is used by the F. I. L. M.
Club of New York City and he announced
that the New
Englandcovering
Film Managers'
Association
of Boston,
six states,
had just contracted for his agency's service.
Booking combinations of exhibitors in
certain sections, and the alleged practices
of some exchanges in forcing one exhibitor to bid against a competitor until the
price of rental was sky-high, formed a pro
and con which occasioned much debate.
Broadway Orchestra
Signor Ronualdo De Martin, formerly of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, has been
engaged by B. S. Moss to conduct the New
American Symphony Orchestra of forty
pieces at the Broadway theatre, which
opened May 2 under the direction of Mr.
Moss, with " The Unpardonable Sin," the
multi-reeler,
as the chief pictorial attraction.
Mygatt Leaves Hodkinson
Gerald Mygatt, director of publicity for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has
resigned from this organization to take
the circulation managership of The Outlook. Mr. Mygatt has had considerable experience in the publication field, having
been assistant promotion manager for Collier's, and promotion manager for Leslie's
Weekly and Good Housekeeping Magazine.

Louis Bennison

By Peter Milne
LOUIS
BENNISON,
star producof the
Beztwood Pictures, the
whose
tions are released through Goldwyn,
paid a short visit to New York last week
just to take a few deep breaths before beginning his next picture. He was accompanied by Ira M. Lowry, his director and
production manager. But Mr. Bennison
and Mr. Lowry declared themselves on a
hunt for good stories and practical continuities.Anything
"
that will fit Mr. Bennison's personality will suit," declared Mr.
Lowry, " the story can be comedy, comedydrama, melodrama as long as it gives him
the proper part — it must fit his personality."
Such an easy-going, likeable personality
as that possessed by Mr. Bennison ought
to offer a fund of material for authors.
Those who have seen his pictures feel this
star as one to be reckoned with and his
work and the popularity he has already
taken to himself substantiate this feeling.
Mr. Bennison isn't the kind of man to be
interviewed. Most of the time a representative of Motion Picture News was with
him he told of little anecdotes of the West
— the West in which he was raised.
" I'd like to see the real West of today
put on
the the
screen,"
"it's so different from
West he
thatsaid,
is pictured
in the
melodramas. All its unique characters, its
spirit, are neglected in the mad rush for
the saloon and dance hall scenes." And
probably because Mr. Bennison would like
to see the real West on the screen it will
shortly be there in one of his own pictures.
Mr. Bennison's early life, spent on the
western plains, has endowed him with a
knowledge of locations that even the most
ambitious and well travelled assistant director would envy. And for the next
Betzwood picture the company will probably board a transcontinental limited and
drop off somewhere in Colorado or Wyoming, to return with unusual and magwestern nificent
action. backgrounds for the production's
Mr. Bennison's present plans are to produce six pictures during the year for Betzwood, all of which will be released by
Goldwyn. The headquarters of the company will remain in Philadelphia where a
wide variety of scenery is obtainable.
Preparing for Kansas State
Convention
The outlook is already bright for a successful convention of the exhibitors of
Kansas this year. Hutchison, Kansas, is the
place and May 19 and 20 the dates. It
is the intention to perfect a one hundred
per cent exhibitor organization and to
thresh out plans for coming activities inters. side the .industry and in legislative matThe Hutchison Chamber of Commerce
and Rotary Club are cooperating, while
local merchants will finance a trip for the
girl
who wins the popularity contest. Exhelping.
changes supplying the territory are also
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ited under a lease from a distributor
Seek
"Ripper"
Billto Secure
in Pennsylvan
Bill Introducedthe
in Legislature
Calls on Distributors
iawho
has failed to comply with the provisions
of the act and shall also revoke the license
Licenses and Deposit Bonds Equal to Exhibitors' Advance
of such distributor.
Payments — Backed by Small Exhibitors
It is settributor
forth
that " every
disHARRISBURG, PA. {Special to Motion Picture News).— Backed by
desiring further
to do business
in this
organized exhibitors in Western Pennsylvania a bill has been introCommonwealth shall keep on deposit with
duced in the House of Representatives here that is in many ways
the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors
an amount of money or securities equal to
similar to the legislation recently passed in Arizona and only forestalled through
the failure of the Governor to affix his signature.
the amount of deposits held by such distributor and paid by exhibitors as a license
Under the provisions of the bill all distributing organizations operating in
or as part payments on contracts of leasPennsylvania must secure a license from the State Board of Censors, which
ing or as a pledge or security for damages
body also has the power to revoke the licenses, and all distributors must deposit
or for any other purpose provided for in
with the Censors bonds equal to the amount of advance payments made by any contract between the distributor and
exhibitors to them.
exhibitor.
" All such deposits made by distributors
The chances of the Pennsylvania bill's passage are increased by the fact that
it does not contain many of the more arbitrary provisions that were contained
. . . shall be for the benefit and protection of their exhibitors in this Commonin the proposed Arizona statute.
wealth in the case of the insolvency of the
It Started in Pittsburgh
Copy
distributor and for the faithful performThe idea of the proposed legislation
ance of all contracts made by the distributor
NEVER
AGAIN!
originated in Pittsburgh and followed the
with exhibitor and for the return of such
deposits to the exhibitor in any case when
appearance in the State Capitol of a comCan't Afford to Miss Another
the exhibitor may be entitled thereto. All
mittee of " The American Exhibitors' Assuch deposits shall be delivered forthwith
sociation of Pennsylvania," composed of
Fred J. Herrington, former president of
UST read the following letterby the Pennsylvania State Board of Cenit's worth your time:
sors to the State Treasurer for safe keepthe Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Motion Picture News.
America, Henry Poke, J. W. Shearer and
J
Chris Vollmer. All of these men operate
Gentlemen:
It is provided further that such deposits
theatres in Pittsburgh.
After several years of trying you
made by distributors shall be in United
The committee requested Representative
have finally induced us to subscribe
State bonds, or State bonds, or other apStoffel to introduce the measure which was
for the " News." We now wish to
proved municipal securities or in bonds
say we are very sorry that we have
promptly referred to the Committee of
or mortgages on unencumbered real estate
missed
or
passed
up
this
good
Ways and Means of the House. It is
worth fifty per cent, more than the amount
ing." thereon. No one bond shall be
newsy
" News."
We lethave
missed
claimed that the measure will receive strong
loaned
much
but
will
not
it
happen
support from at least a large part of the
for
less than $1,000, and all such securities
again, so when our present subPittsburgh delegation in the House. Those
must be approved by the Board of Censors.
scription expires call our attention
seeking the passage of the bill express
to same so we will not miss another
every confidence that it will be favorably
issue. Wishing you the best of
Call on Exhibitors' Aid
success.
reported out of committee at an early
Following the introduction of the bill by
date.
Very truly yours,
Representative
Soffel, the committee of exW.
I.
SNYDER,
The campaign, according to exhibitor dechibitors issued the following call to the
Prop., The Aurora,
larations to a representative of Motion
theatre owners of Pennsylvania:
Pennsburg, Pa.
Picture News, will be strictly a " small exTo the Exhibitors of Pennsylvania. Get into
action. There is a bill now pending before the
hibitor" fight, as the backers do not exDominates
the
Field
Legislature
that is of vital importance to you.
pect that support of the large theatre ownIt is up to you to see your members of the House
ers in the state who, they claim, are allied
and
Senate,
No. 1393. and ask them to support House Bill
with the distributors affected.
The passage of this bill will take the STING
tracts, exhibitors often lose money when
Following is an outline of the stateout of the DEPOSIT SYSTEM, and will give
the
exchanges,
as
sometimes
occur,
fail
you
security for the money you have on deposit.
ments that are being made by the proIt will also do away with the old cry that the
moters of the proposed legislation to the to live up to their end of a contract to producers
and distributors are using our deposit
deliver a series of films. For instance,
representatives whose votes are being
money to promote their own business, and we,
when only a part of a series of films, for the members
sought :
of the toAmerican
Asso-of
ciation, are inclined
think thatExhibitors'
the passage
some reason or another, is delivered to the
this bill will ultimately end the deposit system
" The film exchanges now doing business
in this countrj
exhibitor under contract, the distributor
in the state are in the habit of requiring
FRED J. HERRINGTON,
often is tardy in returning the amount of
the exhibitors to make advance deposits for
A. E. A. of Secy.,
Pa.
Idle Hour Theatre.
the
deposit
to
the
exhibitor.
It
is
said
that
films, especially in the case where any exDiamond
St.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
hibitor contracts for a series of pictures of in .cases where theatres have gone out of
the same star or subject. These deposits
business, monies they have paid on contracts in advance to distributors have in
vary from 100 per cent, of the rental price
some cases never been paid back to the Southern Managers After
on each one of the subjects down to 25 per
cent, of the individual rental. The disSub-renters
tributor holds this deposit until the final
exhibitors."
Text of the Bill
subject of the series has been shown, alExhibitors who have been " bad acthough in some cases this may be a year
The Soffel bill provides that after Janucounts "in the past, those who have refused to cooperate on shipping instructions,
ary 1, 1920, all distributors engaging in
or more before the final subject of the series is shown. Meantime the rental of each
and
those
who have been guilty of
business in Pennsylvania shall procure an
subject of the series must be paid for at annual license from the State Board of "bicycling" or sub-renting subjects were
the chief topic of discussion at the last
Censors, upon the payment of an annual
the time it is released, and often the exmeeting of the Atlantic Film Exchange
change arbitrarily demands payment from
fee
of
$50
and
"
a
deposit
of
money
or
sea week to two weeks in advance of the
Association.
curities as required by this act," such li- Managers'
Plans were adopted which it is believed
cense to continue for a period of one year
release of the subject."
from date of issuance.
In talking to the legislators, the exhibiwill effectually do away with the sub-rentThe Board of Censors shall revoke the
ing evil in Florida, Georgia, South Carotors also declare, " Under the system of
lina, Tennessee and Alabama.
requiring long-time deposits on film con- certificate of approval of any film exhib-
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Personal Representatives of
Stars Tour East
Douglas Fairbanks ,and Mary Pickford
are personally represented by Walter S.
Rand and Louis W. Thompson, respectively.
Messrs. Rand and Thompson are now
touring the principal eastern cities and
visiting the leading exhibitors. New York
and vicinity has already been covered and
Boston, Hartford, New Haven and Springfield exhibitors have also been seen by
the personal representatives of the two
stars.
The "personal contact" between the-exhibitors and the stars is declared to be
the motive of the visitors and they declare
that the exhibitors have already given
them a wealth of valuable data upon which
the stars can base their forthcoming productions.
Both Mr. Rand and Mr. Thompson left
for a short visit to Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington where they will interview
the most prominent theatre owners. This
is in line with the plan adopted by Messrs.
Price and Abrams of the " Big Four."
Sails for Poland to Make
Paderewski Films
Richard Ordynski, one of the directors
of the Metropolitan Opera House has
sailed for Europe to supervise under his
personal management the making of films
in Poland, featuring Premier Ignace Jan
Paderewski. The production is being made
by a new company, organized and financed
by Polish capital, including the representative Polish business men of the east. It is
called the Tatra Production Corporation
with offices at ISO Nassau Street. Among
the
directors
Henry Sieminski, A. "V.
Piskorski
and areM. : Mierzwinski.
Previous to the sailing of Mr. Ordynski,
Messrs. F. O. Johnson, president of the
new corporation, and Joseph Seiden, formerly with the Universal Film Company,
who is directing the picture under Mr. Ordynski's supervision, left on the Megantic.
They will reach Paris several days in advance and will make all arrangements to
leave for Warsaw immediately for the
making of the scenes.
Goldwyn

Presents Trophy
to Sailors
Samuel Goldwyn, president of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, presented
a 12-inch silver trophy to the third gun
crew of the U. S. S. Nevada, the victors
in the gun-mounting contest held on Victory Way. The winners of (he contest
loaded and fired their shell in the remarkable time of 8' 2-5 seconds.

Weil Gets Promotion
Jack Weil, formerly exchange manager
of the World Film Corporation in St.
Louis, has been promoted to district manager of the Pacific coast for the World
and his headquarters will be located at
Seattle, Wash. Weil received many congratulations from St. Louis exhibitors before his departure to his new post.

Pennsylvania Exhibitors
Must be Truant Officers
Harrisburg, Pa/ (Special to Motion
Picture News). — Proprietors of motion
picture theatres in Pennsylvania will be
fined or sent to prison hereafter if children between eight and sixteen years old
" play hookey " from school and spend the
time of their truancy at picture theatres, if
a bill introduced in the Pennsylvania Senate
on April 22, by Senator S. S. Leiby, of
Perry county, is enacted into law.
The bill puts all the responsibility in
such cases up to the theatre man. It provides that no motion picture theatre proprietor shall during the term of compulsory
attendance of public schools as fixed by the
school directors in any school district and
during the hours such schools are in session, admit or permit entrance to his theatre of any child between the ages mentioned.
The provisions of the act do not apply,
however, to any child presenting a permit
signed by the teacher which allows the
child to be absent from school during
school hours and permits admittance to
a motion picture theatre. Such permit
shall be retained by the theatre man for
six months. A copy of the act must be
posted at the entrance of every theatre.
The penalties for violation of the proposed act are a fine of ten dollars for the
first offense and twenty-five dollars for
the second and every subsequent offense,
and in default of payment of such fine or
costs the offender shall be committed to
jail one day for each dollar of the fine
and costs imposed. The bill was referred
to the Judiciary General Committee for
action.
To

Be Branch

Manager

of

Independent Sales
W. J. Hagerty, formerly with Triangle
as branch manager of its Philadelphia exchange for three years and at one time
special representative for the Lynch chain
of theatres through the South, has been
appointed branch manager of Independent
Sales Corporation's Pittsburgh Exchange,
succeeding Norman S. Carroll. Lynn S.
Card, general sales manager, Independent
Sales, announces that the nineteen established exchanges of Independent are now
actively engaged in boosting the Rothapfel
Unit Program, scheduled for release in
May, in addition to handling Frank G.
Hall'sClearing
Independent
Film
House. releases through the'
Shows

British-Made Productions
W. Arthur Northam has announced that
on May 6, 7 and 8 he has arranged to give
an exhibition of various British productions at Loew's New York Roof theatre, on
Broadway, New York. The showings are
scheduled for 10 :45 on each morning of the
three days.
Mr. Northam announces that the pictures, both story and cartoon, will cover a
wide range of subjects, and have been
made by different firms.
ings.
Invitations have been issued to the show-

Samuel

Picture
Goldwyn

Trip

News
Plans

Abroad

" Samuel Goldwyn, president of the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, now on his
way to New York after two months spent
at the Goldwyn studios at Culver City,
California, promises to give out an important this
announcement
a statement
week. on his arrival," said
Preliminary information suggests that
the Goldwyn plans for the next season
will be revolutionary not only so far as
Goldwyn is concerned, but also from the
standpoint of the entire art of the motion
p;cture and the business structure on which
it has been reared.
Details of the new plans, which appear
to comprehend wide and sweeping changes
in the whole conduct of picture making,
are known at the Goldwyn offices in New
York, but the final disclosure of them
awaits pected
Mr.
in NewGoldwyn's
York on arrival.
Monday, HeMayis 5.exIt is known, however, that as a part
of the changed Goldwyn policy, Mr. Goldwyn, chief executive of the picture making
and distributing corporations, will shortly
undertake a trip to Europe, where he will
remain for an extended stay.

Capt. Al Kaufman Returns
from Foreign Service
Capt. Al. Kaufman, formerly manager
of Eastern studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, returned Wednesday from France, having served seven
months as officer in charge of all motion
picture work in the Photographic Division
of the Signal Corps, A. E. F. He sailed
from Liverpool on the Olympic, landing
at Halifax on Monday and finishing the
journey to New York by rail.
Captain Kaufman's chief work was the
compiling of a historical photographic
record of America's participation in the
war,
many. and took him to England, France,
Luxembourg, Belgium, Alsace and GerCaptain Kaufman spoke enthusiastically
regarding the picture outlook abroad, and
declared that the demand for films would
require the building of many new theaters.
He will soon rejoin the staff of the Famous
Players-Lasky Company in an advisory capacity.
N. A. M. P. I. to Cooperate
on Methodist Centenary
The N. A. M. P. I. has appointed a committee to cooperate with Dr. Christian F.
Reisner, Executive Secretary of the Methodist Minute Men, in supplying a motion
picture program for the forthcoming Missionary Anniversary, to be held at Columbus, Ohio, June 20 to July 13.
It is believed that the convention offers
an unusual opportunity of demonstrating
to clergymen and lay church workers the
value of the motion picture. The National
Association committee includes William A.
Brady, Adolph Zukor, P. A. Powers, Albert E. Smith, Ricord Gradwell and Walter W. Irwin.
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tiesSays
worth thousands of Wells
dollars to him if
Dose
MOTION
PICTURE of
News 'Pep'
North
they are dug out of the dark and developed.
Carolina Theatre Man Declares Industry Is Losing Four
He is passive in his attitude toward his
theatre and all things pertaining to it. The
Million a Year Through Blindness of Exhibitors to
matter, of rental price is of far more imTheir Opportunities — Suggests Campaign
portance to him than the degree of qualityhe can purchase at a given figure.
EXHIBITORS in five Southern States are losing an annual revenue of
"Local civic happenings hold no interest
from four million to five million dollars, and exchanges are being de- or opportunities for him. That his screen
prived of at least a million dollars a year in rentals, because of the can be made the medium for molding public
inertia and indifference of theatre owners toward possibilities for industrial
opinion in favor of worthy local propadevelopment, according to Percy Wells, owner and active director of five theganda is unbelievable. And — even though
atres in Wilmington, N. C, and an officer in the recently organized Southhe
did
and orpermit
it, he wouldn't
get!
a bit ofrelent
thanks
appreciation.
Xo, sir
eastern Theatre Managers' Association.
" Still as an average exhibitor, he makes
Mr. Wells made this statement to Motion Picture News while he was in
no effort to popularize himself or his
New York last week to cooperate with Willard C. Patterson of the Criterion
theatre. The same old lobby arrangement
Theatre, Atlanta, and other officers of the new exhibitor organization in bringof a couple of posters, a reader ad, and
ing to the attention of the executives of various distributing concerns the
' grind 'em through,' day after day. I'll
venture the statement that there are scores
objections of the Southeastern exhibitors to the trade rules adopted by Atlanta
of exhibitors in the South who have never
exchanges.
used a unique lobby display, and who
Theory has r>o part in the opinions of Mr. Wells. His success in Wilmingwould dy namite the community into panic
ton isproof positive that his statements have the merit of being facts, in so far if
a theatre ad ran over six lines maximum
as they concern undeveloped revenue in North Carolina, South Carolina.
in a newspaper.
Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
" There are many communities in the
South where motion pictures are still the
"Four Million a Year"
cheap, tawdry sensational type of five years
That theatres in these states are losing
ago. There are localities in which theatre
a certain gross income of at least four
patrons firmly believe that scratches, oil
million dollars a year, a part of which
spots, confusing jumps in continuity due
would constitute rentals and added finanto breaks and hasty patching, and subcial encouragement to producers and stars
titles so shortened by wear and cutting
to make bigger and better productions,
that they cannot be read through are the
Mr. Wells declares is due to the following
natural, normal thing.
causes :
" North Carolina, as an example of deThe exhibitors are not good mixers.
velopment possibilities, is not producing
They lack initiative and the ambition to promore than twenty-five per cent of the revgress.
They take no interest in local activities beyond
enue that is there, if only it is sought in
the confines of their own box offices.
practical, progressive ways. In the five
They do not make any particular effort to interest the public in motion pictures.
states as a unit motion picture patronage
They do not attempt to popularize themselves,
is not more than forty per cent developed.
their theatres or the industry.
The reasons for this condition are those
They make no pretense of seeking local prestige by any means.
I have just cited in characterizing the
" And as a consequence," declared Mr.
Percy W. Wells, of Wilmington, N. C
average exhibitor."
Wells, " they are classed as showmen —
nothing else. It has long been a tradition
Negro Possibilities Undeveloped
in the South that a showman was the
" You can get their names from the acThe negro element was declared by Mr.
count books of any exchange in Atlanta.
Wells to be a source of profitable attention
promoter of a 'hootch' show or a short
You will find them among the early-run
change artist operating behind gaudy carwhich is being almost wholly ignored in
nival banners with the protests of his accounts for the best of the better class
communities. To prove his claim
of attractions that have been released in manyvictims drowned in the roar of a brass
that negro patronage is worth while and
band.
the last year.' They do not patronize junk
at prices that are charged white patrons,
productions. The fact that a five-reel fea- he gave the following figures of admis" Because of the personal dispositions
ture can be rented for $10 a day does not
sion charges and seating capacities for his
of "exhibitors, as I have just enumerated
interest them. They want attractions at theatres in Wilmington :
them, the motion picture business in mamcities and towns in the South still ranks
S100, or for rentals in proportion, accordRoyal Theatre, eight hundred seats : balcony
in public estimation with the dreaded lure
ing to population, because they possess the devoted to negroes has three hundred seats.
Prices,
energy, the courage, the vision and the cents. main floor and balcony, twenty and thirty
of the old-time carnival and wagon show.
Bijou Theatre, eight hundred seats: balcony
ability to make them profitable factors in
" There are exceptions. There are exdevoted to negroes has two hundred seats. Prices,
their success.
hibitors who operate their theatres accordten cents regularly, twenty on special feature
ing to progressive business principles.
" It is absolutely a fact that the average
days.
Victoria Theatre, eleven hundred seats: balcony
They have made themselves and their exhibitor in the South is not a good mixer.
with three hundred seats for negroes only. Prices,
He sums up his business as a matter of so main floor and balcony, twenty-five, thirty-five
houses integral parts of the local comfifty cents.Theatre, legitimate house, eleven
munities. They are respected by the public.
many seats, a machine that will still 'grind andAcademy
hundred seats, with a balcony seating four hunThe}7 have gained a prominent position in 'em through,' a couple of one-sheet frames,
a small reader ad in the local papers and
and twenty-five.
local business life. They sell screen enterThedred Grand
Theatre, fifth of the Wells houses,
tainment just as any retail merchant sells patrons who, in his befogged estimation,
has five hundred seats, with admission prices of
fifteen
and
twenty
cents, but caters exclusively to
will
not
pay
more
than
ten
cents
to
see
his wares. They are always alert for opthere is no balcony arrangeportunities to increase their patronage.
a re-staging of the original battle of white mentpatrons
to permitbecause
segregation.
Chateau-Thierry.
They use dignified methods, and they have
" The negroes are just as interested as
won the respect and admiration of their
"Again, as an average, he is a narrow,
white people in good screen entertaincynical
individual,
absolutely
impervious
to
communities by a brand of ambitious conment," continued Mr. Wells. " They are
duct that has placed the motion picture
ordinary forms of argument and convic- finding the screen a marvelous educational
high in public esteem.
(Continued on page 3012)
tion that his business lias hidden possibiliSouth
Needs
In Exclusive Interview
Granted

Motion
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Exhibitors Gather in Toronto for Convention
Many Canadian exhibitors gathered at
Toronto, Ontario, on Monday and Tuesday, May 5 and 6, for the annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario, and' for the
first general meeting of the stockholders of
the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange, Limited, which is being promoted by the Ontario association. The first day's program consisted of consideration of general business by the association member
and on the second day more definite attention was paid to the new co-operative exchange proposition. The shareholders
elected their permanent directors for the
new company on Tuesday. The convention was held in the Sons of England
Hall, Richmond and Berti streets, Toronto, with theatre men in attendance from
all parts of Ontario and Quebec. The outof-town visitors were treated to a number of entertainments which had been arranged by a special committee consisting
of the following Toronto exhibitors:
Messrs. J. C. Brady, Alexander Feighen,
William Stugess, Ferguson, Redway, Welsman and Cardie, along with Secretary
Thomas Scott, of the association.
In preparation for the convention, the
Ontario association held a special meeting
on Tuesday, April 22, at the association
headquarters, 143 Yonge street, some thirty
members being in attendance.
A letter was received from the Toronto
Operators' local, in which it was pointed
out that the organized projection operators had decided to do business with
churches on the same basis as moving picture theatres. The Toronto local will supply union operators for moving picture
shows in churches whenever asked to do
so — which has been quite often recently.
The exhibitors had protested against the
of union operators in the churches on the
ground that the churches were competing
with the shows. The association had asked
the Toronto local to refrain from supplying the needs of the churches for the special shows. The meeting decided to take
the matter to Mr. Otto Elliott, chief theatre inspector for the Province of Ontario.
The meeting also received a letter from
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen, the Canadian
exchange managers, respecting the complaint by exhibitors that the rates for lithographs, heralds and other accessories were
too high. After a thorough discussion, it
was decided to appoint a committee to confer with the exchange managers on this
subject.
They Read About Pictures
The doughboy is in the grip of the motion picture. It has him. That is the decision of the American Library Association. The boys in France and Germany
want to know more about the screen, according to the latest dispatches from overseas. Two hundred copies of Homer
Croy's book, " How Motion Pictures Are
Made," have been ordered and are now
being read by the boys in France. It is
one of the most called for books in the
library. Mr. Croy is now in France.

ADVERTISE

!

Exhibitor Bryant Has the
Right Idea
OME valuable advice from a
small town exhibitor:
"First of all take a good
trade paper. Look over the
reports and reviews of late film
productions and buy the best you
can find. ADVERTISE — ADVERTISE— but do not advertise a
picture that is not worth it. Do
not disappoint your patrons; when
you tell them you are going to have
a good show you must have it.
Take yourfidence.patrons
conMake each into
one your
a booster
for you.
" My town here is a very small
place, only 422 population, and have
only been having one show each
week (Saturday). I contracted
with First National for some of
their big pictures for two days,
Friday and Saturday, billed the
country like a circus and stood
them up for two days to a capacity
house. Am showing " Romance of
Tarzan " this week, two days; fol" The Better 'Ole."
lowing week,
Have shown
" Mickey " and cleaned
up for two days.
" P. S. Nothing is too good for
(Signed) W. G.Prop.
BRYANT,
& Mgr.,
my patrons."
Pleasureville theatre,
Pleasureville, Ky.

Providence Ball Graced by
Selznick Stars
The Providence Moving Picture Ball,
held at the Armory last Thursday evening proved a gala success. The attendance
packed the Armory to the doors and the
affair received considerable space in the
Rhode Island newspapers.
Governor Beekman, of Rhode Island, and
other city and state officials were in attendance. Olive
Thomasstars,
and accompanied
Eugene O'Brien,
Selznick
picture
by
Mrs. Lewis J. Selznick, Myron Selznick,
David Selznick, Charles R. Rogers, director
of sales, and Morris Salter of the Select
Boston exchange, journeyed from New
York to attend the affair.
New

York Court Can Handle C. K. Y. Suit
Under the terms of a decision rendered
by Justice Donnelly, of the New York Supreme Court, in the suit between the C. K.
Y. Corporation arid Clara Kimball Young
the jurisdiction of the New York courts in
the suit was upheld. Miss Young has been
in California all summer and it had been
claimed that service of papers must be
made in that state. With the Justice Donnelly decision the way is now clear for a
decision on the application of the C. K. Y.
Corporation for an injunction restraining
Clara Kimball Young from making arrangements for production elsewhere.

Picture

News

South Needs Dose of "Pep"
Says from
Wells
(Continued
page 3011)
factor. Invariably the higher priced balcony seats for negroes at the Royal, the
Victoria and the Academy are the first to
be filled, matinee or night.
" Southern theatre operators should provide segregated seating arrangements for
negro patrons. They are a considerable
part of the population of the average
Southern town. They need entertainment.
White patrons do not object to them, providing the proper divisions are made. Why
should exhibitors permit hundreds of thousands of dollars a year in admissions to
go into really vicious diversions when an
investment of a few thousand dollars, at
the most, will give the necessary seating
accommodations to bring that money into
the film industry?
The Salesmen Handicapped
" The average Southern exhibitor can be
awakened to the vast hidden resources that
surround him, but it is going to require an
impartial, unbiased propaganda to do it.
A film salesman can do a certain amount
of missionary work, but his motives are
always open to question. The comparatively few really progressive exhibitors are
too intently occupied with their own affairs
to have the time to contribute any personal
attention to a campaign that will open he
minds of he indolent, indifferent type. But
there should be some form of effort put
forth to encourage- these fellows to sit
up and take a new grip on their respective enterprises, and put the force of ambition, enthusiasm, and progress behind
their propositions.
" It does not seem fair to let month
after month roll by with its penalty of
millions of dollars kept from the business
by lack of a prompting agency that will
arouse .the Southern exhibitors to a true
appreciation of the fact that a theatre
owner or operator is a potential business
man in any community, with market possibilities that are not more than forty per
cent developed."
MulliganVicksburg
Succeeds

Pico at

B. A. Mulligan is now manager of the
Saenger Amusement Company's theatre at
Vicksburg, Miss. He succeeded L. P. Pico
who resigned after affiliation with the Saenger interests for several years.
Mr. Mulligan took charge at Vicksburg
April 1 and has had charge of Saenger
theatres at Pensacola, New Orleans and
Houston. He is well known in motion
picture circles throughout the South and
is said to have been in the business for
a dozen years.
Theatre Changes Hands
The Royal Alexandra theatre, at Lachine,
Quebec, has passed into the hands of Mr
I, Rosenblum, who is the proprietor of
another moving picture theatre in Lachine.
The Royal Alexandria has been operated
by Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen for a year
or more.
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National

Association

to

Censor

Members Representing Ninety-five Per Cent of Producers Bind
Themselves to Submit Films — Will Refuse Service to
Exhibitors Booking Forbidden Subjects

CAMPAIGN of vigorous, aggressive action against undesirable motion
4 pictures is the latest declaration of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry. The first moves in the campaign are the
decision of the members to submit all pictures to the Association on request
and to abide by its rulings ; and, secondly, to refuse film service to exhibitors
who show pictures distributed in violation of the Association's mandates.
Representatives of ninety-five per cent of the producers of motion pictures
are declared to have been present at the Hotel Claridge meeting, which decided
on the constructive censorship move. The statements issued following the
meeting say nothing as to the future status of the National Board of Review,
nor do the members of the Association who will act as censors or the methods
that will be followed.
A

Will Seek Legislation
The resolutions adopted also pledge the
National Association to a strenuous campaign to procure legislation and constitutional amendment that will give the right
of " free speech " to the screen and prevent legalized censorship.
The new plans of the association are
concisely summed up in the resolutions
adopted at the meeting. They are as follows :
FIRST: That all members of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry shall
submit to it every picture produced and distributed by them upon its request at any time prior
to or after the public exhibition thereof, and shall
accept any and all rulings made by said National
Association in respect thereto.
SECOND: That all producers and distributors
shall attach at the beginning of the first reel of
every picture produced and distributed by them
such mark or stamp as shall be authorized and
issued movebythe said
Association
same National
upon order
thereof. and shall reTHIRD: That all members of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry shall
forthwith advise all of their exhibitors that on and
after fusethe
first day
June,product
1919, they
shall reto furnish
any ofof their
for exhibition
in any theatre in which there shall be exhibited
after the receipt of such notice any motion picture
disapproved by the said National Association of
the Motion
Industry,or orchanges
from which
elimi-or
nations havePicture
been ordered
in titles
sub-titles have been ordered by it, but not made ;
and that the purport of this Third Paragraph be
incorporated in and made a part of all contracts
betweentered into.distributors and exhibitors hereafter enFOURTH: That the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry take all steps that
may be permitted by law to prohibit the exhibitions of such pictures as are by it disapproved or
from which eliminations or changes in titles or
sub-titles have been ordered by it, but not made.
FIFTH : That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry shall adopt rules, regulations and orders with respect to the foregoing and
provide for their proper enforcement.
SIXTH: That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry condemns the exhibition
of all cpictures
immoral,or salaious, or tend towhich
corruptare orobscene,
debase morals
that
are exhibited contrary to its rules, regulations or
orders.
SEVENTH: That the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry shall assist and cooperate with the proper authorities in any legal
proceedings, whether criminal or otherwise, that
may be undertaken to prohibit the exhibition of
such pictures
and in the prosecution of those exhibiting the same.
EIGHTH: That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry reaffirms its unalterable
opposition to any form of legalized censorship of
motion pictures prior to their exhibition.
NINTH: That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry shall endeavor to cause
to be adopted an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States prohibiting the enforcement
of any law abridging the freedom of expression
through the medium of the motion picture to the
same effect as is provided in Article 1 of the
ten original amendments to the Constitution of
the United States that were declared in force De-

OPEN

AIR

HOUSE

Tampa, Fla., Gets First
Neighborhood Theatre
ded, afte
actor, deci
le
eviling
a rvaudplay
DILinLONTam
CE•.
pa, that he
a date
would locate there. He secured alot in the heart of the Hyde
Park district and erected an Airdrome. He opened Saturday,
l 26.
Apri
Mr. Dillon had some opposition
from residents in the district, but
seems to have arrived at some kind
of an agreement with them.
A " contest," with a prize of a
$25 watch and season's pass to the
one who could suggest the mos appropriate name for the new house,
has closed, and the name selected
is "Bellair."
Tampa has twelve theatres showing motion pictures, but all are located on the principal business
streets, so this gives Tampa her
first " neighborhood " house.

cember IS, 1791, prohibiting the enactment of any
law abridging the freedom of speech or of the
TENTH: That the National Association of the
press.
Motion Picture Industry urge the passage of a
law by the next Congress of the United States,
amending that section of the Penal Law of the
United States which now prohibits the transmission by mail or otherwise of indecent pictures or
iiterature so as to clearly include the prohibition
of a like transmission of obscene or indecent moAlltionofpictures.
the leading companies were represented
at the dinner by the following:
William A. Brady Jesse L. Lasky
Arthur S. Friend Adolph Zukor
John
WalterC. L.Flinn
Greene Walter
Richard W.A. Irwin
Rowland
J. Robert Rubin P. A. Powers
Percy L. Waters D. MacDonald
Herman Robbins Gabriel L. Hess
Ronald Reader Paul H. Cromelin
N. J. Baumer
William Wright
J. Stuart Blackton J. E. Brulatour
Charles C. Pettijohn E. W. Hammons
E. J. Ludvigh Emil L. Shauer
A. Alperstein John R. Pembleton
Arthur Ryan
Al Kaufman
Louis J. Selznick Lewis Innerarity
Joseph M. Schenck
Frederick H. Elliott
Government Film Started It
Regarding the meeting, William A.
Brady declared " The action taken by the
producers and distributors of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Indus-

Films

try, representative of more than ninetyfive per cent, of the recognized makers of
screen product, is directly impelled by the
fact that throughout the United States
there are being released at present for public exhibition certain films and health propaganda motion pictures which were made
for the exclusive exhibition to soldier audiences in cantonments and billets, both
here and abroad. These films treat of the
social evil and properly distributed among
the men of the army and navy aided materially the medical corps of the army and
navy in their work.
" It has come to our attention, however,
that these pictures, made exclusively for
army distribution, and others patterned
along the same lines, in some manner have
become released for public exhibition before mixed audiences of men, women and
children. Unjustly, the entire motion picture industry is being made to suffer by the
righteous indignation of the public against
these exhibitions. That the public has not
been fully acquainted with the facts which
led to the dissemination of such pictorial
information only complicates and makes
more dangerous the menace to the recognized producers in the industry.
" The motion picture industry denies emphatically the right of legislators, of local
commissions, of self-con,stituted reviewers
to censor the motion picture beyond the
regulations embodied in the law of every
State of the Union prohibiting the dissemination of unclean and indecent literature and pictures. Self-willed, sincere, but
narrow-minded persons are seeking to fasten upon a medium of expression as great
as the spoken word or the press a diabolical
censorship which is un-American of late,
the force of arguments of these individuals
has been strengthened by the reference
to the social evil pictures referred to.
" In so far as discouraging the exhibition of these pictures is concerned every
self-respecting motion picture producer in
the United States agrees with these proponents of legalized censorship. But we
do not agree — in fact we will not tolerate — ■
the methods of legalized control because
we feel we have in our hands far greater
responsibility and far greater ability to
combat the evils that are against us than
have
any otherof agencies."
A meeting
the representatives of the
National Board of Review and the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry was held April 30 at the Hotel
Knickerbocker, to discuss what steps
should be taken to bring about closer cooperation between the Motion Picture
Producing Companies and the National
Board of Review.
The following joint committee for
further conference was appointed: P. A.
Powers of the Universal Film Co., Arthur
Friend of the Famous Players-Lasky Co.,
J. Stewart Blackton of the Blackton Productions Incorporated, Paul Cromlin of the
Inter-Ocean Film Co., and Gabriel Hess
of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation to
represent the Motion Picture Producing
Companies.
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Open
Market
" Virtuous Wives " (Anita Stewart).
"Our Teddy" (Colonel Roosevelt).
BOYS, the " Open Market " is here — and with us in full strength. One
"A Midnight Romance" (Anita Stewart).
of the reasons we know it is in full bloom is that already a strenuous
With the exception of five, Petrova prostruggle is on for the title of " Pioneer."
ductions, three of them in consecutive reA few weeks ago, Fred Warren signalized his debut with the W. W. Hodlease separated by intervals ; two Anita
Stewart productions since December, 1918,
kinson Corporation by running an advertisement, headed " Dynamite," the
effect of which was to throw the entire Hodkinson product, past, present and
whose owner-producer would not permit
them to be sold collectively; and two
future, on the " Open Market." The following week J. D. Williams came to
Chaplins, released months apart, what could
bat in the discussion on distribution started by William A. Johnston's editorials,
First National have sold in series? Or,
and incidentally took occasion to tell of First National's pioneering efforts on
except to its own franchise-holders, what
the " Open Market." Last week Carl Laemmle took up the cudgels and related
could First National have sold to outside
the
history
of
Universal's
special
attractions,
long
ago
placed
on
the
market
on
exhibitors in general under programs? It
their individual merits.
could not have sold Chaplin in program or
This week Fred Warren comes back with hot shot aimed at the J. D. Wilstar series — definitely and certainly not proliams letter, while Pathe recounts some history and matters of record concerngram— for Mr. Chaplin knows his values
too well to see them delivered in one packing the placing of their productions on the " Open Market." Who's next?
The Gloves Are Off
First National has been comage.Of course,
mitted to the principle of selling pictures
The letter submitted by Fred Warren
IT'S WORTH
MORE!
goes to the subject with a roaring bang.
singly.
that ; nobody
But
whatI don't
could debateFirst National
have does.
done
Here it is in full '.
Declares
Exhibitor
in
Speakbut sell singly? Even now, what can it do
Dear Mr. Johnston:
This letter is written to The News to
but sell singly, until some of the new proding of the News
uct for which it has contracted is delivered
keep Mr. J. D. Williams, general manager
T TE has read it four years — and
I 1 wouldn't miss it.
or approximately ready for delivery? It
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
is attaining the point where it will have
A. A- Blaine
Read has what
from getting off the main line and on to a
to say: Exhibitor
a volume of product, and it doubtless will
sidetrack. Or, in less technical language,
" I have been a subscriber to
continue to sell all of its output individto keep him from barking away out of the
ually. Not until it attains the volume of
your paper for four years and cerback window at night and peppering the
tainly will keep on, as long as I am
product,
has it any moral rights to crow
in the show business.
old man's lingerie that he mistakes for an
over pioneering into the open booking
intruder.
market.
" It's worth one hundred times
In The News of April 19 Mr. W. W.
more to any showman than what
Any and all states rights men who have
Hodkinson made a detailed and sympathetic
we are getting Motion Picture
started out in some regional exchange with
News for.
analysis of the principle of co-operative
a single release, or with three or four in
" It's the Associated Press of the
booking by exhibitor circuits. He applied
Motion Picture Industry. Thanking
the acid to bring to light the elements that
the course of a year, have been " comyou for your cooperation to us exmitted irom the first to open booking."
will menace and tear down any co-operaWhat else could they be? First National
tive booking organization that follows in
Manager,
(Signed) CHAS. BLAINE,
has been in the same position. Its irreguthe footsteps of those purely commercial
hibitors."
Yale theatre,
larity in having releases ready for marproducers of motion pictures who have to
keting in the past prevents it from arrogatgrind out product linked together like
Henryetta, Okla.
ing to itself the credit for pioneering.
sausages to feed a distributing machine
-What can be said for the Hodkinson eswhich the producers own and must sustain
pousal of wide-open booking can be said
with a given number of releases to meet its
" From its inception First National has had
no other policy than that of open booking. We
quickly and to the point:
overhead charges of maintenance.
have not made a release by any other method. . . .
We have not announced that we are the
Mr. Hodkinson has it within his power to do a
lit the week's previous issue of The News
first company to adopt the open booking
good deal to foster the open market, but why
announceenshadow his plans in an announcement of them
I had sponsored a Hodkinson
policy. We have said, and continue to say,
that steals the thunder of someone else? I wonment headed " Dynamite," and the exploder what has been the thoughts of exhibitors who
that we are the first company in the insive that lay hidden in some very simple
read the obvious inference in that adv. — exhibitors
dustry offering, or that has ever offered, a
elements of the English language was that
who, for more than a year, have been booking
sustained volume of productions on the
First National releases on an open market, indethe W. W. Hodkinson organization had debooking basis. We have thirtyclared for wide-open booking; had begun
pendent basis." to this from Mr. Williams is wide-open
The answer
six multi-reel productions released in the
to sell each of its past, present and future
to set down on paper the actual releasing
year prior to April 20, 1919. It is of lesser
pictures singly on the basis of individual
consequence that we throw those open to
calendar of the First National Exhibitors'
merit.
Circuit.
During
its
23
months
of
operation
open booking. But we have in excess of
J. D. Williams has the power and ability
First National has had a total of but 21
thirty multi-reel productions to be released
to reason " on a straight line ; " to shoot
at regular intervals in the twelve months
pictures, inclusive of Mr. Chaplin's few
directly at a target, and hit the spot at which
and. very excellent comedies. The First Nabeginning April 20, 1919.
he is aiming. But in The News of April 26,
tional releases in entirety, listed opposite
It i's an impregnable fact that W. W.
in his retort to W. W. Hodkinson, Mr. Wiltheir days of release, are :
Hodkinson has led in this policy, with a
liams makes an oblique reply. Before pull" On Trial."
sufficient volume of product to make his
ing the trigger he closed his eyes, and
" Alimony."
leadership valid, and that others who are
"The Life Mask" (Petrova).
merely scratched his original target. The
"The Light Within" (Petrova).
now espousing and in the next few weeks
remainder of his shot went wild and spat"Daughter of Destiny" (Petrova).
will espouse open booking will be following
"The
Fall
of
the
Romanoffs"
(Nance
O'Neil).
tered over my Hodkinson announcement laHodkinson.
"Empty Pockets" (Lytell). .
beled "Dynamite."
" Passing. of the Third Floor Back " (Forbes
Robertson)
That is the point I wish to make : To esIt was
a matter of first concern to Mr.
"Tempered Steel" (Petrova).
tablish precedence. Many so-called leaders
Williams, apparently, that some other or" Tarzan of the Apes^"
of the motion picture industry have been
"My Four Years in Germany" (Gerard).
ganization might take away from First Nafollowing Hodkinson Cordially,
for twelve . years.
"The
Sign, Life"
Invisible(Chaplin).
" (Edgar Lewis).
tional the credit for being the initial organi"A Dog's
zation to sell pictures one at a time on a
" Pershing's Crusaders " (TJ. S. Official).
"Italy's Flaming Front" (Italian Official).
basis of individual merit. Thereupon he
F. B. Warren, Vice-President,
" The Panther Woman " (Petrova).
says
■ W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
"Shoulder Arms" (Chaplin).
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PAUL BRUNET, vice-president of Pathe,
goes goes back to matters of record in
his statement of the booking policy of his
company. Advertisements appearing in
Mottox Picture News are the evidence he
presents. The statement follows :
With the strong possibility that open
booking will be practically universal in the
industry with this coming fall, it is interesting to note that one of the large companies, Pathe, announced an open booking
policy in a series of advertisements in the
Motion Picture Xews in March and April
of 1918. To Pathe, therefore, goes the
credit for the foresight that enabled it to
put into practice, so many months ago. a
policy which, now events have proven, is
based on sound logic and business common
sense.
Paul Brunet vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, last March
made a careful investigation of conditions
throughout the trade and by letter and telegrams communicated with representative
exhibitors in all parts of the country.
Among the men who replied to Mr. -Brunei's questioner at length, were S. Barrett
McCormack, William Sievers, Harold
Franklin, Turner and Dahnken, E. Mandelbaum, Ernest Boehringer, Thomas
Saxe. Nathan Gordon, Howard S. Clemmer, Ralph Ruffner, Thomas Soriero, and
many others.
The demand for open booking as expressed by the opinion of the majority oi
those questioned, was so apparent that
Pathe puts its productions upon the Open
Booking Plan on April 15, 1918.
Mr. Brunet summed up the reasons for
this radical move in a statement issued at
that time as follows: "All exhibitors who
have contracts for Pathe plays will on
April 15 and thereafter, be allowed to select Pathe plays in accordance with the policy referred to above, beginning with the
next feature they are to run, while exhibitors whose contracts with Pathe plays
do not go into effect until April 15, will
be permitted to select their pictures from
the beginning. On the other hand, all exhibitors will be sure of a Pathe feature
every two weeks if they want it, thus eliminating the uncertainty of the so-called
'wild cat' plan of booking. The natural
result of this liberal policy should be an
increase in quality of productions, and the
playing of each picture by exhibitors on a
basis of merit means that the best pictures
will earn the money they deserve without
being handicapped by the weaker ones;
while the latter will be placed upon the market at a price commensurate with their
value."
The Pathe Open Booking System has
now been running for over a year. The
best evidence of its success is the fact that
Mr. Brunet plans to continue it. At the
time that it was inaugurated, it was fully
appreciated it meant that the weaker
pictures would suffer by being thrown into
direct competition with the best pictures
put out through- the same organization,
but it was thought, and events have justified the belief, that the strong pictures

Hot

Shot

from

Fred

ment from Pathe —
would do a business sufficiently above the
normal to more than make up for the difference. Itis interesting to note that during the last twelve months Pathe has done
with " Common Clay " and other pictures
of the class, a much larger business than
was ever possible under the old program
system. It is evident, then, that with cold
business figures as the basis for comparison, the tendency most inevitably would be
to eliminate weaker pictures entirely and
thus to advance the quality of every picture released, and this is what has happened
with Pathe. The good pictures have not
been compelled to bear the burden of putting over an inferior product. The exhibitor has been pleased with this system
because he has been enabled to take as
many or as few pictures as he wanted, and
to pay what the picture was worth. He
has not been buying " a pig in a poke ; " he
has been able to select his pictures for himself, and thus, in turn, has given his audiences, in many instances, better shows.
When Mr. Brunet was seen at his office and questioned regarding this Open
Booking Plan, of which he was a true
pioneer, he said, in part, as follows : " We
are offering to the exhibitors to-day, pictures singly or in blocks, as few or as
man}- as they want We have many customers who prefer the program system, and
we cater to their wishes and needs by furnishing to them a complete program. Conditions invarious parts of the country vary
so that it is obvious a booking system which
would be very desirable in one town would
be undesirable in another, and our Selective Service Plan is sufficiently broad and

Rothapfel

Shows

First Unit Program to Be Given PreMorning
miere Showingofat May
io 9O'clock
SAMUEL
L. ROTHAPFEL'S
Programme
is slated to be first
givenUnit
its
premiere showing to the trade and press
Friday morning, Ma}' 9, at 10:00 o'clock,
at the Rialto Theatre, according to an announcement made by Frank G. Hall, vicepresident, Rothapfel Picture Corporation,
whose interests, Independent Sales Corporation and Film Clearing House, Inc.,
are handling the distribution of the
Rothapfel Unit With the premiere of Mr.
Rothapfel's production, members of the
trade and press will witness the debut of
the most distinctive and novel programme
of pantornimic performance ever presented
in any theatre at any time or place for
its presentation gives to the screen the first
unified conception of completeness in a
motion picture theatre's programme, created by the same hand, emanating from
and produced under the supervision of
the same creator — Samuel L. Rothapfel. exhibitor, producer, musical director and the

Warren — StateWho's

Next?

elastic to enable us to adequately supply
the needs oi any exhibitor anywhere."
We are doing business with many exhibitors to-day on features whom we found
it impossible to interest in the days when
we adhered to the program plan
of booking. Such exhibitors are now
playing our features of the class of " Common Clay,51 paying us good prices for
them, and doing splendidly with them. The
Open Booking Plan, then, has been of direct and decided help to our Feature Department. Personally, I am strongly of the
belief that it is the only fair way of doing
business — to sell a man just what he wants
and no more than he wants, and to allow
him the privilege of selection and rejection. That the system has had a very excellent effect upon the quality of the Pathe
releases is very apparent to us. When we
changed our booking policy, we -felt that
exhibitors who were being compelled to
sign long-term contracts — were being made
to "hold the bag." We knew that it would
only be a question of time before conditions would have to change, and we deter^
mined to anticipate that time. We made
many friends by so doing, and we lost none
of our old ones. It has interested me
greatly to learn that competing organizations have at last either come around to
our way of thinking, or at least given ample evidence that the}" are considering doing
so.
" The Pathe policy of to-day may be
summed up in a few words; have something to interest ever}- exhibitor, give io
him what he wants and that at prices
which he can afford to pay. We can
think of no fairer policy."
First
Program
first to put into actual practice and to
create a complete programme of motion
pictures with musical accompaniment
In presenting the Rothapfel Programme
for the first time to any audience, Mr.
Hall and Harry P. Diggs, exploitation
manager for the Hall interests, have considered, not only the Metropolitan trade
and press but arrangements have been
made whereby a representative of ever}'
important newspaper and motion picture
periodical in the United States will be
present so that the press of the entire
country can give its own opinion of Mr.
Rothapfel's first efforts in the production
field. Special night letters were sent, this
week, to the exhibitors throughout the
country, inviting them to be present at the
showing and it is expected that the representation of exhibitors of the country will
show a big percentage. The invited guests,
including the press and exihibitors who
have booked week stands on the Programme will rema-n in New York as Mr.
Rothapfel's and Mr. Hall's guests and
everything will be done to place the wel(Continued on page 3018)
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Independent Distributor Takes Hand in Discussion on " Open
Market Versus Program," and Finds Place in Sun for
Both — Seabury Advances Cooperative Plan
AS
we promised you last week — Sol Lesser has come to bat with one of
the most interesting contributions yet to the discussion on film distribution started by William A. Johnston's recent editorials. The
Pacific Coast film man — whose activities really stretch all over the country at
times — takes up the question from the viewpoint formed by his own experience, and presents a cool analysis of " Open Market " and program necessities.
William M. Seabury, recently associated with the Film Clearing House,
advances an ambitious plan for cooperative booking and distribution. Though
the scheme may seem to border on the Utopian, Mr. Seabury puts the force of
good argument behind it.
My Dear Mr. Johnston :
I am very thankful for the opportunity
CINEMA
CLUB
you have extended for an expression of
my views on the open market situation ;
Semi-Annual Novelty Dance
not so much because self-expression is attractive to me in itself, as for the reason
Big Success
that I believe the question involved is at the
26,
evening,on April
present moment of vital interest to the enURD
SATwas
aeraAY
happy
men andoccasi
their for
hostcam-of
tire motion picture industry and one requiring first, illumination, then analysis, and
friends when the semi-annual
finally the acceptance of a conclusion that
dance and Novelty Ball of the
will represent a standard of opinion to the
Cinema Camera Club was held at
whole trade.
the Estee Motion Picture studio in
New
York City.
For the " open market," like the gods of
old, are made to represent many things,
The aggressive entertainment
committee in charge was composed
but singularly, rarely reflects the open market itself. I believe the very name was
of Lyman Broening, George Couadopted to throw sand in the eyes of the
dert, A. L. Ansbacher, J. Cronexhibitor; a figure of speech, ay mere verbal
jager, Lewis Dunmyre, Harry
camouflage, a phrased substitution for the
Keepers, Arthur Quinn, Burton
real open market demanded so long and
Steene and Lawrence Williams.
so unanimously by all forward-looking exMessrs. Spitz and Luck gave genhibitors. But the genuine open market will
erous cooperation.
come during the next few months ; indeed,
Harry
orchestra
furits presence, materializing in the new trend
nishedCherkoff's
music for a varied
dancing
toward fewer and better productions now
program of twenty-four numbers
heralded on all sides, and in the freedom
and cameras registered many
scenes which will be shown later.
from distributor-dictation, is already crossing the threshold of the exchange door.
I confidently feel that I can speak with
some authority on what the immediate fudeveloped a few years ago resulting in proture will bring forth, because in this indusducing-distributing combinations. Very few
try, as in every other, the causes of one
organizations of strength and scope are toyear develop their effects in the next, and
day free from this undermining influence ;
the forces that have taken root during the
and even those which are free are vitally
past twelve months indicate a vigorous
affected by the methods of the others. As
growth in the period before us of the open
has
innumerably been reiterated, an organimarket plan of operation. Every exhibzation cannot do its full justice to the
iting
condition,
every
'box-office
phase
of
trade unless it concentrates upon one parthe past year has revealed an intensely
ticular branch of the business ; and the
motivating demand on the part of large and
humorous part of the sad situation is the
small exhibitors for free and open selecfact that even those companies which are
tion of product. I am familiar with this
directly responsible for this deplorable conprocess of exhibiting thought, and this
dition, which, in fact, initiated it, have frefruition of exhibiting desire and demand,
quently made that statement. It is in the
for, unlike the distributors who sit behind
knowledge and recognition of the principle
imposing desks in New York City and judge
that complete success and genuine service
national conditions theoretically, or at best,
to the trade could only be accomplished by
from maps hanging on their walls, I have
a strict adherence to one definite sphere of
made it a consistent policy to mingle coneffort that I have stood distinctly alone as
stantly with exhibitors, to journey over
a distributor, and am neither an exhibitor
large territories and to familiarize myself
nor a producer.
by direct contact and assiduous study with
My plan of open-market distribution is
exhibitors' problems and grievances ; and
similar to that of a real-estate agent who
frankly, ninety per cent, of those grievsells property ; in other words, the middle
ances have been directed against the presWhen I buy a picture I do not have
ent systems of booking, which vary only in man.
to sell it to my own theatres, because I do
the degree of their inadequacy to the renot operate any theatres.
quirements ofthe times, and which yet are
If the trade would only stop deceiving
consistent only in their general ineffectiveitself, and admit, what it must already
ness and inflexibility.
realize, that a person cannot buy and sell to
himself and do justice to both sides. It is
"Can't Do Everything"
only natural to favor that end which repre-.
Unquestionably, the majority of evils that
beset the present distributing systems arise
sents the greatest personal profit ! Therefore, the open booking attempted by exhibfrom a common cause — the practice which

Speak
Up
itor-controlled bodies is an ineffectual arrangement atbest, and at worst a base deceit, because there can be no successful
to.
competition
on the part of opposing exhibitors, and the producer cannot resultantly
secure all the revenue he is justly entitled

Open booking cannot be handled adequately or successfully by a program exchange for the reason that when an exchange so constituted is assigned to distribute a " special," the efforts of the entire
sales organization are concentrated upon
that production and devoted almost wholly
toward making a showing upon it, which
distracts them from their regular and systematic efforts of promoting the program —
and the program suffers; suffers not only
currently, not only during the sale of the
special, but for a long time thereafter, because the machinery has been radically
changed in the interim, and it requires a
reverse adjustment to accommodate the
accustomed business of the organization.
Not only does the exchange lose in efficiency during this period of transition from
one definite policy to another, but the exhibitor loses in proportion through lost or
impaired service. Another dilemma which
results from this shifting of gears, so to
speak (for after all an exchange is only
a machine), is the embarrassment caused
for both distributor and exhibitor in the
very question of the special so handled.
The exchange must favor the exhibitor who
uses its program or the exhibitor will cancel it. Now, then, how can this be termed
the successful open-market solution?
Open booking can only be undertaken
and successfully prosecuted on the plan that
I have established, with, I may be pardoned
in adding, satisfaction to the exhibitor
and gratification to myself. I exploit only
that kind of productions which can be individually distributed and exhibited.
" Mickey " will gross $60,000 in California.
Griffith's " Hearts of the World " receipts
in the eleven Western States will approach
$350,000 in net rentals. Should either of
these pictures have been exploited under
the only other plan now in existence in the
industry — i. e., through the program exchange, these totals must necessarily have
been lower for the reasons enumerated
herein.
Room for Both
Exhibitors with their hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in buildings and
equipment, cannot blind themselves to the
fact that the program feature is the basis
upon which their structure has stood. They
must have a program. How else could
they determine weeks in advance that they
would have enough product to keep their
theatres going? This conclusion, of course,
is predicated upon the theory of one-week
maximum runs, and two-day average runs
throughout the country.
The established program systems occupy in this connection a definite position
with a secure foothold for the future. The
World Film Company, to my mind, has settled its position for the future definitely
by public announcements that it is the intention of the company to continue upon
the programtributing
policy.
I predict
that other
disorganizations
handling
program
quality of pictures, even though they attempt what they call an open-market condition, will resign themselves to the onlypractical way of handling program serv(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
ice — that of a definite number of pictures
per year on definite dates of release, this
established system permitting the exhibitor
the assurance of a definite supply, and at
the same time leaving opportunity of
shelving, to accommodate the open-market
picture, which, in every sense, must be big
in its advertising possibilities and box-office
values.
The special feature, or big or unique production, for which advanced admission
prices can logically be charged, or even
when only regular prices can logically be
charged, will gross much more if individually exploited, and it is this type of production, with individual publicity or sales
effort behind it, that is now most eagerly
sought by exhibitors, for three reasons :
first, the profit from the run ; second, the
prestige received by the theatre which reflects itself in greater profits during a longer period of time ; and, third, should the
competitor of the exhibitor in question secure the special, it effects the exhibitor who
is using the regular program to such an
extent that he shows no profit during the
competitive run, but, on the contrary, is
apt to show a loss on account of decreased
attendance.
So the " special " is a trade necessity, and
the " special " or fully open market exchange is equally a trade requirement, because itis designed and maintained to give
the service to the exhibitor which most
conforms with the policy of distinctiveness and individualiy which prompted the
production
of the special in the first instance.
Very truly yours,
Sol L. Lesser.
* * *
My Dear Mr. Johnston :
I succumb to the temptation presented by
your invitation to contribute to the interesting discussion which you have started
with reference to exhibitor co-operation.
I have given the subject a great deal of
thought for a long time, and I take pleasure
in being the first, so far as I know, to suggest and advocate the adoption of Rochdale
co-operation by the picture theatre owners
of the country, and indeed of the world.
•Few words are, perhaps, so abused as the
word " co-operation."
To-day in many different fields of activity, enterprises, which in reality are established and maintained only for individual
gain and profit, are masquerading under
the name of co-operation.
As I use the term I mean the system of
co-operation established by the old weavers
of Rochdale, England, in 1843.
The movement started by these old weavers was described by Harry W. Laidler in
an article on the British Co-operative
movement as follows :
" Twosolved topence
a week
little band Two
reput aside
for this
the venture.
pence gradually grew to $140, and with that
a dilapidated old store in a back street
known as Toad Lane, Rochdale, was hired.
The Rochdale pioneers, as they were called,
bought a few packages of flour, butter,
sugar and oatmeal with which to supply the
store, and finally got up sufficient courage
to fling open the doors amid the jeers of
surrounding storekeepers and the cat-calls
of street urchins. Monday and Saturday
nights the store was kept open. Its first
week's sale amounted to the munificent
sum of $10. One member acted as salesman, one as cashier, another as secretary,
and the fourth as treasurer.
" Tenderly the members coaxed along
their small establishment. Many a conference was held over its probable demise. It
did not die, however. To the surprise and

Theatres Now Building
Listed
on page 3108
wrath of merchants and the joy of the
few faithful, it actually grew.
" In 1914,
seventy
years still
after,
the
original
pioneers
had been
alive,if they
would have found that their dream had
grown in England and Scotland into no
less than 1,400 retail stores with many
branches; into two enormous wholesale societies whichevery
supplied
the retailarticle
' co-opsof'
with almost
conceivable
common use, and which was, in turn, supplied from over a half hundred factories
owned by them. They would have found
annual sales for the factories, wholesale
and retail stores of no less than $650,000,000, and a membership of over three millions (in 1917 over four millions) comprising, with the families of the members,
between one-fourth and one-fifth of the
population of Great Britain.
" They would have discovered that the little capital of $140 had grown into one of
over $300,000,000; that the four employees
had increased to nearly 150,000; and that
the surplus divided at the end of the year
to the employees who purchased their supplies from the 'co-ops' had jumped from
a few paltry dollars to more than seventyoneI millions."
feel that any movement which from
practically nothing has achieved such extraordinary results and assumed such huge
proportions must be and is based upon
principles which are thoroughly sound.
The cardinal principles which control
consumers' co-operation are extremely few
and simple. One of the principles is that
invested capital shall receive only legal interest as a return upon the money invested.
Another is that every shareholder has but
one vote, whether he owns one or a hundred shares. Another is that the goods consumed by the members are purchased at
wholesale as cheaply as possible and resold to the members at the ordinary market price. The difference between the cost
and the selling price, less actual cost of operation, isdistributed to the members, not
as a profit, but as a saving, and not in proportion to the capital invested, but in proportion to the goods consumed by each
member.
Permit me to point out that these principles are not socialistic in character.
Mr. Seabury
then narrates
following the organization
of his
the experiences
Film Clearing
House, in attempting to show producers the value
of co-operative physical handling of their films.
Deciding that the solution must he sought still
further, he declares:
I am convinced that consumers' (exhibitors) co-operation is the only remedy.
There should be organized in each of
twenty localities or film centers an exhibitors' co-operative corporation. Each local
should be incorporated under a co-operative
law based on Rochdale principles, such as
exists in the State of New York.
The purpose of the local organization
should be to create a national co-operative
corporation to be owned in part by each
local and to which delegates or representatives would be sent periodically.
The locals should be the ones to create
and to own and operate the national organization, instead of allowing a national
organization to own twenty branches
throughout the country.
Each local ought to have as large a
membership as possible.
Each member should, with the consent of
the producer, assign to his local his existing

contracts for product, and thereafter he
his local organization, which, in turn, would
deal through the national corporation,
would only contract for pictures through
The local would acquire physical facilities tohandle the film for its members
within a specified radius which would correspond to the territory now supplied by one
of the branch offices of the national distributing system.
When a new contract was made with a
producer by the national corporation, the
nationalducer : would say in substance to the pro" We can offer you a contract to supply
so many hundreds of our members with
your pictures during the current year, but
you must deliver them only through exchanges which our locals own or control.
" Our members do not propose to pay the
cost of allowing you and many other concerns to maintain a useless sales force or a
useless exchange system at our expense.
" If you wish to waste your money, you
have the right to do so, but you may not
waste ours. Therefore, make the contract
proposed, or decline it, as you prefer."
At first the producer would talk of oppression and coercion — of the destruction of
his business, of illegality and a variety of
other things, and then he would see the
He would see that 'the co-operative plan
meant a giant consumer, an immense cusljght. tomer who wanted to buy his product and
who really required nothing unreasonable
of him.
He would see that in serving this customer he would not only save the cost of
physical distribution, but of salesmanship
as well.
And what would happen to his sales
force and to his chain of exchanges and to
his
ries?investment in these extravagant luxuAs soon as the co-operative enterprise
was large enough to give the producer a
really large contract, the producer could
afford to reduce his sales force to supply
those exhibitors who were not in the cooperative movement, and as these grew less
and less in number it would become increasingly painful to maintain his exchanges and less advantageous to keep
money invested in such an extravagant enterprise, and then he would enter a clearing house with a large number of his brother producers, and probably agree that he
should have done so many years before.
I make no reference to any particular
clearing house. If a group of producers
with sufficient volume of product to justify the maintenance of one distributing
organization should prefer to distribute under one roof, they could exercise that preference with profit to themselves.
As the co-operative movement grew, each
local would acquire its own physical facilities. One set of exchanges would thus be
established throughout the country, and any
producer could use the exchanges. The
exhibitors would be delighted to reduce
the cost of service to their members by
extending their distribution facilities to
all producers who wished to pay the cost
of the service, plus a reasonable profit, to
serve those who were not members of the
co-operative enterprise.
And as the movement grew in number
of members and in strength, producing
plants would doubtless be acquired or
bought, and
history resplendent
of consumers' with
cooperation— a thehistory
many examples of efficiency, economy and
immense power and influence — would be
repeated in the picture industry.
And the interesting part of this prescrip(Continued on page 3018)
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Effectively Aid in

Government's Victory Note Campaign from Coast to
Coast in Usual Energetic Style
ADDED
zest, calculated to inspire even the most penurious to come to
the aid of their country, has been effectively injected by every diversified interest in the motion picture industry throughout the United
States.
Not a stone has been left unturned and not an angle has been overlooked by
the exhibitors, artists, producers and distributors in their whole souled efforts
to show the Government and its people that none of the patriotism shown during the first four campaigns has grown cold or lukewarm.
Los Angeles glowingly describes the innovations introduced by the film
folks of the West Coast. New York motion picture interests advanced the
loan in great leaps and bounds.
From every section of the country comes reports so voluminous that a series
of books the size of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica would not be large enough to
chronicle all the valiant and successful efforts put forth by the motion picture
interests to demonstrate that first, last and all the time, it is an effective, active,
working unit in furthering Government propaganda.
Los Angeles " Pep "
With all. the "pep," enthusiasm and optimism that chracterized the cmpaigns of
the motion picture industry of the west,
coast in previous Liberty Loan drives, the
people of the industry set to work on the
Victory Loan, to gain a quota set by the
Southern California Liberty Loan Committee of $1,250,000 to be purchased by film
people, and $1,750,000 ■ to be sold by them.
Besides the various strenuous campaigns
being carried on under the supervision of.
D. W. Griffith in all of the studios where
complete organizations have been effected, the film people are taking part in
numerous meetings, and thereby very substantially aiding the State Loan Committee in placing in the minds of the people
of Souhern California the very urgent need
of oversubscribing the $33,000,000 quota
allotted Los Angeles. The quota of the
Industrial Division is $20,000,000, of which
amount the film industry is to sell sixteen
per cent., or approximately ten per cent,
of the entire quota of Los Angeles.
The enthusiastic manner in which the
film people started in to sell and subscribe,
is.best illustrated by the work of the William S. Hart and National Film Corporation studios. Before the beginning of the
drive, General Manager Isadore Bernstein,
of the National, learned the quota of that
studio had been fixed at $25,000.
A noon meeting was held at the studio
where a letter from D. W. Griffith was
read, and in twenty minutes $34,000 had
been subscribed, the list being headed by
$25,000 taken by William Parsons, president of the National. The opening Monday morning of the drive, William S. Hart
held a meeting at his studio, and every
member purchased bonds, the total amount
being $36,000, of which amount Mr. Hart
took $30,000.
New York "Ginger"
Escorted by the band of the 152nd Depot
Brigade of Camp Upton, Theda Bara went
to the booth of the Stage Women's War
Relief, in Victory Way, Park avenue, New
York, and sold $100,000 worth of bonds in
less than an hour.
This was the record sale at the booth

since the opening of the loan campaign, and
was especially notable because Friday was
the coldest April day in years, and the Fox
star had to compete with a cutting wind
and a flurry . of snow.
On May 25 the New York newspapers
announced that the Famous Players-Lasky
organization would take motion pictures
of all bond buyers in front of the Aeolian
Building in the window ' of which, the
company
stagingnotes
" stunts
to
swell the. has
sale been
of Victory
since" the
opening day of the drive. By noon thousands of fans gathered on Forty-second
street to break into motion pictures and
have a free " test " made.
The idea of taking pictures of bond buyers proved a most tempting bait to motion
picture fans who came from Brooklyn,
New Jersey, Long Island, and other outlying points to appear in motion pictures.
Over $50,000 worth of bonds were sold.
Three of the biggest dreadnoughts of the
great fleet that kept Germany bottled up in
Kiel harbor have the services of three
Goldwyn stars to swell their receipts in
the effort the navy is making to fill the
peace chest for the Government.
Madge Kennedy is helping the Oklahoma,
Mabel Normand is putting all her effort
into work for the Delaware, and Geraldine
Farrar, just ending her season at the Metropolitan Opera House, has given her
name and effort to the Wyoming.
Universal Assists
Mae Murray is the star of the Universal
Fifth Liberty Loan picture, " The Taming
of Kaiser Bill." The picture is being distributed by the Universal Exchanges for
use during the drive.
Dorothy Phillips dropped the role of
Universal's leading actress, and entered
the ranks of the workers for Uncle Sam
in the Fifth Victory Loan.
Exhibitors of Buffalo have jumped into
the Victory Loan campaign "with both
feet," and have not only turned over' their
screens and stages to the loan workers, but
have erected a theatrical booth in the downtown section where visiting stars sell bonds.
Harold B. Franklin superintended the

Loan

Picture

News

Drive

erection' of the Victory Memorial at Lafayette square, which was dedicated with
impressive ceremonies.
Among the local exhibitors who are
members of various committees are Earl
L. Crabb, Ira M. Mosher, J. H. Michael,
Harold B. Franklin and E. O. Wineberg.
C. A. Taylor, R. C. Fox, Frank S. Hopkins, H. Webster and Edward Hayes are
prominent workers among the exchange
men. Mr. Fox is chairman of the Film
Distribution Committee.
The local committee is relying on the
theatre men of Buffalo to raise a goodly
share of the city's quota, which is over
$45,000,000. The quota of the theatre men
will be raised, of course, and oversubscribed as it has been in all former loans.
Mr. Franklin is planning to devote some
of his famous stage settings at Shea's Hippodrome to boosting the Victory Loan.
Rothapfel Shows First
Program
(Continued from page 3015)
come sign in as large and meaning electrics as is possible through the medium of
true hospitality.
The Rothapfel Unit Programme will be
given in its entirety — from overture to curtarn — with the full Rialto orchestra giving
the musical accompaniment as conceived
and arranged by Mr. Rothapfel. Announcement will not be made of the subject matter of the picture programme but
it is said that Mr. Rothapfel has ready
for projection some of the most novel and
unique subjects ever screened, each with
a special musical accompaniment, interpreting the sentiments and speaking for
the action. The feature number of the
programme is said to be one of the finest
examples of dramatic expose, giving Mr.
Rothapfel's own individual ideas as to
special effects and dramatic interpretation
by
an all-star cast of the screen's best
artists.
More

Speak

Up

(Continued from page 3017)
tion is that the only way to profit by it is
to become a co-operator. For in the last
analysis the exhibitor will reap all the profit
between and including the two extremes
of production and exhibition.
I see nothing to occasion alarm to the
producer in the plan proposed.
After all, as I have said, the public is the
ultimate consumer, and it is a wise producer who caters to that audience first, last
and all the time.
I think it is clear that, however, many
people may now assert that there is nothing new in Rochdale co-operation in its
application
motion
pictures,
the fact
remains thattothere
is not
— although
in my
be — such a moveought to to-day.
there operation
judgment
ment in active
I think the discussion which has been
begun in . your paper will prove of value to
the industry, and I am glad of the opporYours sincerely,
tunity to . participate^
in it.
W. M. Seabury.
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Advertise —
But
the
Hundred
Per
Cent
Way
IF there has been needed any advice that everyone
over
sales
argument.
They
are
simply
listing
ago. any
_
their pictures for sale instead of selling them. They
with anything to sell should advertise here it is—
direct from the government. The newspapers have
announce the great special feature today just about
just been carrying the advice signed by Secretary
the same way that they did the two-reeler four years
William B. Wilson of the Department of Labor.
And here are a couple of sentences from that advice :
It is the exception rather than the rule where the
manager
can afford to hire an advertising man for his
" // you are not advertising, then advertise, because itsaves money for you and it reduces the price
theatre. In most cases the manager himself is withto the consumer.
out experience in that sort of work and so he relies
merely on the tender mercies of the printer.
" Advertising prevents profiteering. It insures honWe have just started here the finest school of adest profits and makes them permanent."
vertising that could be imagined, tuition in which
There is nothing particularly new about the govyou could not buy, but is free. You are having here
ernment advertising. Everyone knows that advertising won the war, that the Liberty Loans would not .as instructors, or rather as lecturers the best advertisers in the whole nation. They are not attempting
have been possible and that all the great fund raising
movements would have failed without the use of the
to sit up and tell you what you should do, but they
newspapers of the country. But it is new for one of are telling you what they are doing and WHY. And
the government departments to come out and advise
the big thing about it is that they are winning success
by the policies that they are following.
the business interests of the country to advertise, and,
Ideas of some of them will be found in conflict.
as the statement adds :
You
will see one successful manager advocating this
" Start your campaign right now."
policy and another the opposite one, but these articles will show you why they have found the plan. they
AND this applies just as much to motion pictures
use the best one.
as to the cake of soap or piece of cheese. You
And from this wonderful forum of exhibitor
have the opportunity now to start your campaign, to
make new patrons for your theatre and to bring those
though you are going to get the cream of all the
ideas. Any text book, any mere set of rules that
who now come to your house now and then regularly.
attempts to give you hard and fast rules for your
advertising is bunk. Conditions change, necessities
The after-the-war feeling certainly applies more
differ and opportunities vary too greatly to follow
strongly to the general feeling toward motion pictures
than anything else. The photoplay houses have the any set line.
satisfaction not only of knowing that they have done
their big share in helping to win the war, but they
WE you
wantto to
endorse the
advice to
advertise.
We government's
have been advocating
also have the satisfaction of knowing that everyone
also knows it.
that with all our energy ever since this department
has been started.
Further than that their role of continuing to stand
But we want you to advertise in ways that will
for the best of Americanism, order and sanity in govbring results. Ninety per cent of the managers can
ernment isrecognized. So long as the motion picture
using.
theatre exists there can be no Bolsheviki movement
increase the efficiency of the space that they are now
in this country. So long as films continue to be run
In a great share of the communities the theatre
every movement that deserves encouragement can be
carried through with the united efforts of the press
managers, by united action, can gain greater coand the screen.
operation from the newspapers and more attention
to the photoplay, and a consequent increase in the
And in carrying out the propaganda during the
war the motion picture has made new friends for
public interest.
itself because thousands of people in this country and
We are devoting many pages in each issue to advertising problems. We are anxious to give you the
thousands of the boys who went to Europe became
benefit of every help in our power. Our criticism of
familiar with the product of the screen for the first
your advertising comes to you either in these pages
time in their lives. One authority has estimated that
or in a personal letter.
in the past two years not less than ten million new
We are ready to help you plan new campaigns, to
friends have been made for the photoplay.
aid you in setting your policies before the public, to
1V/TOST theatre managers know that they should
starting movements for new interest in your house.
advertise. A greater percentage of them are
We say advertise- — persistently and intelligently.
doing so but too large a share of them merely think
And if we can help in any way to make the adverthat they are advertising. They are simply occupytising better worth while—
ing a certain amount of space and are not putting
JUST WRITE.
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set for the foyer dance the neighborhood
of Kercheval and Parkview, where the DeLuxe is located, was swarming with parked
automobiles while in front of the theatre,
in the lobby and rest rooms women in elaborate evening gowns added color and life
to the scene. Present as well were scores
of shop girls, stenographers, and office
clerks, in trim shirtwaists or suits, each
with an escort.
Harry Scott, Detroit manager of the First
National Exchange, with his partner, was
the first on the lobby dance floor as the
orchestra started a waltz promptly at 11
o'clock. Several hundred patrons of the
evening performances remained to attend
the dance. As a result the lobby was en-*
tirely
throngs. inadequate to accommodate the

Lobby of Theatre De Luxe where midnight dance was held
Midnight

Matinee

and

Dance

Unique Stunt With
A MIDNIGHT matinee, preceded by a
dance in the theatre lobby, converted
into a miniature replica of the grand ball
room of the Hotel Alexandria of Los Angeles, was the means employed by A. J.
Moeller, manager of the Theatre DeLuxe,
one of Detroit's prettiest neighborhood
houses, to create atmosphere for " A Midnight Romance," second of the special attractions starring Anita Stewart to be distributed byFirst National.
The grand ball room of the Hotel Alexandria was the setting used by Lois Weber
in directing several of the big scenes in
the production. The action of the story
that was photographed in this setting also
takes place at midnight. This combination
of facts impressed Mr. Moeller with the
possibility of their adaptation to an advertising scheme.
The second Anita Stewart special began
a three days' run at the Theatre DeLuxe
on April 22. The grand ball and midnight
matinee were announced for Wednesday.
April 23. Mr. Moeller gave serious study
to this point and finally decided that this
arrangement would give him publicity for
the opening day, in anticipation of the
event, its realization on the second day, and
the aftermath of word of mouth advertising would keep interest at high pitch for
the third and concluding day of the run.
With a set. of lobby display stills as his
guide Mr. Moeller converted the theatre
lobby into a replica of the hotel ball room.
A concert stand was arranged, and it was
announced that dance music would be provided by the theatre orchestra, directed by
Earl Frazer Newberry.
The stunt appealed to Detroit so strongly
as a novelty that the Detroit Journal published a front page news story heralding
the dance and the midnight matinee. In
his advertising for the event Mr. Moeller

in the Lobby

"A Midnight Romance"
ing.
explained that ' matinee ' was a derivative
of the word ' matin,' meaning early mornSo thoroughly did patrons enter into the
spirit of the unique overture provided for
the production that long before the hour

A. J. Moeller, manager Theatre De Luxe,
Detroit

Mr. Moeller obtained a result quite unexpected in addition to the valuable publicity
the plan
" A he
Midnight
With
his gave
houseto staff
mingledRomance."
with the
dancers, listening to their remarks on the
stunt and about the theatre as a place of
amusement.
" That hour of dancing," he said, " was
productive of more really good suggestions
than I could have obtained in a year by
dotting the house with suggestion boxes.
It gave me the opportunity for a close-up
study of what my patrons want on the
screen. This little experiment succeeded
far beyond my expectations.
" I saw scores of faces among the dancers that were absolutely strange to me.
And I know pretty well every regular or
occasional patron of the theatre. The midnight matinee and dance novelty attracted
many men and women who never before
had been inside the DeLuxe. I made it a
point to have just a word of greeting for
every one of them whom I could reach before the matinee started at twelve o'clock.
It was my chance to make them feel at
home and to inject the personal element
into the assembly.
" There was a tribute to the production,
the star and the real interest of the throngs
who jammed the lobby during the hour of
dancing that not more than a dozen couples
left the theatre when the doors were opened
at ten minutes of twelve and the patrons
were asked to purchase their admission
tickets
and newspapermen
find their seats."
Detroit
gave the DeLuxe
and Moeller another story the next day.
Dallas Newspaper Issues Easter
Motion Picture Section
Only a few weeks ago we commented on
the improvement that had been made by
the Dallas Times-Herald in the handling
of photoplay matter in its Sunday issue.
Now it has shown another piece of enterprise
devotingSunday.
a section to motion pictures onbyEaster
Across the first page of the section is the
slogan: "This is amusement week — enjoy
yourselves,
everybody."
an
editorial calling
attention Then
to thethere
fact isthat
Dallas gets all of the very best pictures and
that no real screen favorite misses a visit
to the city. All of the theatres increase
their advertising for this issue and several
of the exchanges use quarter pages telling
where their pictures are shown. There is
a total of eight pages of news and advertising matter.
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Keeping

Publicity

An

Honest

tor is accommodating you — vitally — earning
your
salary.
haveBesides,
to use there
your
stories.
They They
can getdon't
plenty.
is always a bunch of " news " and paid
mats " around in the art editor's room
that needs dusting off. Whenever you can
do a newspaper a good turn — no matter if
it is a mile away from your forty-second relation to your job — do it, and be glad of the
chance. Invite the editorial staff, and local
" bunch " to your theatre as often as possible. And when you see them entering
do everything you can to make them feel
at home. They will take care of you when

By C. M. Pincus
Publicity Representative, California
Theatre, San Francisco
P UBLICITY is an honest profession. It
*■ is worth practicing to the best of your
ability and worth being proud of, for it
is the means of making success, for things
and persons possessed with necesary qualification. Unusual talent or superior merchandise avails nothing if it is unknown,
or not known about in the right way. Publicity constitutes the heavier percentage in
the winning factors of success.
Newspaper stories, clever ad copy and
billboard advertising attract a wide per- '
centage of public attention, but it takes exploitation or" stunt " stuff to really awake
the motion picture public and to get them
talking about your attraction, or a coming
one.
Some of our publicity stunts have recently appeared in the Motion Picture
News, and these, like others, that will appear from time to time, give the exhibitor
and publicity representative excellent ideas
on handling same.
The publicity campaigns on " Mickey "
and " Little Women," of which you have
already read of in the News have netted my
firm a lot of money.
These stunts are practically nothing
more than progressive advertising and
helps to put your theatre first in the town's
" Who's Who."
We have whipped into shape music and
book stores, and we utilize department
store windows practically every week.
It is the work of the publicity representative to visit the managers of the various
firms and convince them of the results of
the cooperation. If you are successful in
his or her trying our same, that particular
store is yours for life.
Excellent publicity can be had by cooperating with the United States Marine
Corps. The recent article in the Motion
Picture News tells how we cooperated
with them on " Mickey." You will find the
Corps wide awake and willing to get together with you.
On starting a campaign be thoroughly
familiar with your subject, its positive, as
well as its negative aspects.

Profession

C. M. Pincus
Plan and build cumulatively. Set a goal
and work toward it.
Never be a press agent in name or reality.
Be a publicity representative — a P. R.
If you can't wear a smile when entering
a busy newspaper office, KEEP AWAY.
Publicity representatives never boast, or
tell of the stories you have " planted " with
this or that paper. Put them over and let
the evidence be called to your attention
by the firm you collect salary from. This
shows that attention is given your efforts.
Always mark your stories " Duplicate
Release " or " Exclusive." Give the newspapers fair turn on " specials." In San
Francisco an " exclusive " story gets the
position. On feature articles keep in mind,
of course, the adaptability of the feature
to the paper.
Put yourself in the dramatic editor's
place and look at your stories and lay-out
stuff from his point of view. Don't handle
them
" dramatic
but to
findthem
out
their as
various
wants editors,"
and cater
singularly.
Don't expect a newspaper to do anything
but run your story. Remember, there are
three hundred and sixty-five days in a
Always remember that the dramatic ediyear.

you want a good story " put over."
Don't try to camouflage an editor. Probabilities are very strong that he knew
press tricks long before you were ever
thought of. Let your appearance in the
editorial room be accompanied with a
smile
If you arrange for a personal appearance
of some well-known star, and after you have
secured the promise of the managing editor
that he will send a photographer and reporter to interview, co-operate with them.
Help the photographer, arrange the
time for the interview, keep the interview
undisturbed, and by all means, KEEP
OUT YOURSELF.
Keep two press books — one for your
manager, and one for yourself. Clip your
stuff daily. If it is top column stuff clip
with the name of the paper and date attached. If it isn't, paste them together
and neatly make the page and location
of the article in the paper. The value of
newspaper clippings is in the identification.
Do your work neatly. A large loose-leaf
" invoice " book is practical and convenient.
Toronto Theatre Uses Sketch in
Midst of Picture
Regent theatre, Toronto, set a new mark
for that section of the continent with the
showing of "The Eternal Magdalene" by
breaking into the picture with a dramatic
setting. There were two characters in this
sketch, as suggested by the Goldwyn offices,
and these led up to the climax with spoken
words. The whole stage was draped in
black and the two characters were seen
underweirdlly.
spotlight, which made them stand
out

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
R. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Lowell
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
C.
A.
Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Jack
Kulin, Loew's
StUlman
theatre,
Cleveland.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Joseph
Grossman,
Standard
theatre,
Cleveland.
Herbert
J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George
Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
Sam W. E.B.Carpenter,
Cohn, Spokane.
•
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
H.
theatre,
Medford,Liberty
Ore.
P. L.E. Percy,
Noble, Rialto
Publicity
Manager,
and Columbia theatres,
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Seattle.
. C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL ,
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Two scenes in the elaborate Easter pageant staged by W. C. Lamoreau.v at the Chateau theatre, Chicago.
was the first disclosed to the audiences.
Lamoreaux

Scores

Big Hit

With

Great

Easter

Settings at the Chateau Theatre in Chicago
pulsation of drums and the great center
NOVELTY— Decided— is the motto of
W. C. Lamoreaux, managing director
stage. is revealed. The "Three Marys,"
Mary the Mother in great silent sorrow
of Ascher's Chateau theatre, Chicago.
stands with face lifted, her figure touched
Patrons attending the performances Good
by a strange blue light, the soft silver halo
Friday, Saturday and Easter Sunday beglowed dirrily against the dark hills at her
held a novelty of wonderful startling and
beautiful nature.
right ; Mary Magdalene lies prostrate, the
other Mary kneeling at the left. Slowly
Words cannot describe, even the camera
could not catch the beauty of it because the the sun sinks and the three far crosses are
outlined against the blood-red sky. And
coloring of the lights do not register. Mr.
Lamoreaux gathered in his theatre fifteen
lo ! the ninth hour — a strange mist envelopes the scene — the light and sky grows
of Chicago's
artists
to portray
his
audience foremost
two radiant
tableaux
done for
in ghastly dim and with the aproaching storm
a great crash of drums. The curtains close
triptych style. The costumes worn were
silently. Finis.
designed by Mrs. Lou Wall Moore, the
Easter with its golden sunshine was rewell-known authoress, sculptor and dancer.
flected by the glorious grouping of the
The first tableaux on Friday and SaturEaster tableaux. Mrs. Moore, who played
day was the portrayal of the Divine
Tragedy. The threee classic inner stages
Mary the Mother, has turned to Fra Angelica for her inspiration. The two sides
were used. On the center of the subject
of the stage held Fra Angelica angels — ■
was Calvary — the stage to the right Gethbearing flowers and blowing the Resursemane — to the left, Christus and Saint
Veronica.
rection trumpets. The gorgeous colorings
of the great Italian master Fra Angelica
Following is a description of the tabwere skillfully copied. The groupings at
leaux, the way the audience view them.
the right contained three angels, one
Slowly the great folds of the curtain
gowned in red, heavily embroidered in
parted, faintly disclosing the subjects dimly
gold, one in emerald green embroidered in
lighted, far away a voice was singing. To
the left the tableaux of the Christus robed
silver,
and one in deep purple embroidered
in copper.
in white, and bathed in a subdued radiance
To the left the group was gowned one
above him an angel, misty and blue, her
in pure Cobalt blue, embroidered in pale
great irridescent wings lifted high, offering
the cup of suffering. All three of the
gold, one in dull yellow embroidered in
tableaux were at the foot of the mountain,
silver, one in violet and one in deep bluethe blackness of which stood out against
green embroidered in gold. The curtain of
the center stage parted to the triumphant
an intense blue Oriental sky. The lighting
strains of Easter music. Again the three
of the stage seemed miraculous, the silver
band of light about the head of Christus
Marys, radiant and happy, a great shaft of
and the dim clouds enveloping him were
white light- sang down through the morning blue. The figures of Saint John the
masterpieces of lighting. Now the singing
Beloved and the other apostles melt in the
has ceased and stillness reigns. On the
foreground. Beautiful blues, radiant green
right stage a great black cross and the
and magentas made a glorious mass of
Christus robed in Tyrian red fallen beneath
wonderful coloring. Suddenly a trumpet
the weight of the cross, his halo of beaten
gold gleams like mad fire in the glare of sang and the great curtains glided slowly
the setting sun. Above hint, standing in together.
One of the novelties used Victory Week
pity and compassion, robed in a mantle of
at the Chateau theatre was the taking of
emerald green embroidered in red, purple
and silver, stood Veronica. Now the low
Victory Loan posters and bringing them

News

The view at the left

to life. The first one, which has become
familiar to all, the title of which is " The
Honor Roll " showed the American Flag
as a background and draped over a gold
star beneath which was written the honor
roll. A girl draped in yellow stood holding
a wreath above the gold star the same as
shown in the poster.
The next poster used was the one showing a working man in overalls and workshirt putting his hand into his pocket. The
title of this poster is " Sure We'll Finish
The third and last poster was taken from
the one entitled " For Home and Country."
The
subject showed a returned warrior
the Job."
with his wife by his side and his child in
his arms. It is needless to say that the
bringing these posters to life was very effective and brought forth a great deal of
" I have found
applause.
surprises and I
something new —
which to amuse
reaux.

that the public appreciate
always endeavor to have
something different with
them," said Mr. Lamo-

Noble Gets Himself Made Victory
" Ace
" by
M'Adoo
PaulLoan
Emerson
Noble,
known
to the film
fraternity as " No-Bull " Noble, has been
annexing much publicity for himself at
Portland during the past week. First he
engineered a kidnapping party with William G. McAdoo spirited from a train at
Oregon City, and then, after much manipulation, he succeeded in having himself
named the official Portland air representative with the Victory Loan Flying Circus.
So now he's " Ace " Noble.
When Noble heard that McAdoo, former Secretary of the Treasury and railroad
boss, and now counsel for filmdom's " Big
Four," was coming to Portland, he wired
him at Grant's Pass, inviting the former
official to be his guest on a motor trip from
Oregon City to Portland. So while Chamber of Commerce officials and politicians
were waiting for McAdoo at the Union
Depot, Noble, C. S. Jensen, Mayor Baker,
,and a couple of others were breaking speed
laws ovr the 16-mil highway separating
Portland and Oregon City.
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TO DAY to WED

1
Trade-Marking
Your
Theatre
By Harold B. Franklin

1
til

Managing Director, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
contrast fights down every other ad. on
ADVERTISING is printed salesmanship
the page.
and we therefore take our advertising
rather seriously. Advertising costs money,
There are two ways of attracting attention through display. One is to prepare
but is justified through the fact that it
the ads. attractively and the other to take
makes money. Sheas' Hippodrome adverlarge space. Frequently by the use of
tising may not serve as a model for other
smaller space we are able to predominate
cities or towns because of the high local
through the use of illustrations that attract,
newspaper rates. The rates in cities like
Ben Day effects or the liberal use of white
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Buffalo
space. The advantages of a specially
and some other cities are so high that space
must be conserved.
drawn ad. are many. The compositor cannot make any mistakes. Because it is
Our advertising is divided into three
hand drawn it will invariably attract atclasses. First, publicity-material that finds
tention. The character of the picture can
its way into the news columns of the press
often be suggested in the design. Because
and which is placed by our press representhe reproduction of half tone cuts is rather
tative. Second — newspaper display. Third
uncertain in most newspapers, we depend
— miscellaneous advertising which includes
to
beg. sun
DWGriffiths
6REAT STORY
^VICTORY
n&GkSennert
CO/AEDY
WHCft LITTLE
WIFE ARE YOU?

ANNOUNCES THE PRE-RELEASE SHOWING of
"tJhsv GREATEST

LILLIAN
GISH IN
&L ROBT.LI
HARRON,
FE"
THIMG
asicJ yprac&ca/A/ 65e same 'P^cu/ecs
SPECIAL AWSICAL SETTING
by ZZhOJ Sumphorcq Orchestra. qfj>0

FAIRBANKS
//y sr/s /.AT£S7- r/?/uAf/yr
4-th. "Ann
iversa ry
Bound
in Morocco"
SHE LOVED HIM PLENTY
30 SOLOISTS
it but the eye can't
Only three inches ntiss
single,
leaves our office we feel with a certain
degree of confidence that it will be read.
In screening our pictures the important
selling points are jotted down and we then
work out our plan of exploitation. Shea
Hippodrome copy suggests an air of dignity and sincerity. Adjectives are taboo at
all times. Our main purpose is to advertise Shea's Hippodrome. We do this » on
the theory that an attraction comes and
goes while our theatre is here tomorrow.
Therefore in each ad. we strive to build
for the future.
We never overcrowd an ad., depending
rather upon the quality of the feature for
the big punch. We never boost anything
but the current attractions, preferring not
to confuse the reader with coming pictures.
We want the patron to concentrate all his
attention on the attracions we are playing.
We do not believe in jamming our ads.
with superfluous reading matter, feeling
that white space is more eloquent than a
jumble of words. Unless we are absolutely certain as to the bigness of an attraction we do not " rave " to our public.
During the past few months the exhibitors' aids furnished by some of the producers have shown a decided improvement,
which proves conclusively that there is a
trend in the right direction. However,
(Continued on page 3032)

This 3^4 inch display is distinctive and dignified
lobby displays, mailing lists, novelties and
almost entirely on pen and ink illustrations.
outdoor publicity of every description.
They have a dash and vim and always reOur principal aim in preparing an ad. is
produce well. For soft effects we use Ben
Day. Often our illustrations serve to atto
build
up
prestige
for
Shea's
Hippodrome
and to instill confidence. We like to make
tract attention and also suggest the appeal
our patrons feel that our theatre is the in the picture advertised. When an ad.
standard by which they can measure quality-. While we put tremendous energy into
'€>M!3
our publicity, we do not misrepresent or
ME
endeavor to attract an audience through
BEGINNING
SUNDAY
exaggerated claims. In fact we make it a
AT
12 SO
rule to give our patrons more than we advertise.
The keystones of our ads. is our trademark— the name Sheas' Hippodrome and
the silhouette orchestra used at the boU
Aarwlous picture of stormy passions
torn of every ad. It is not necessary to
PKTJUKE
mention a word of our orchestra because
SAVS
it is pictured. A trademark is indispensA SYOrA&L£'
CAST. Zfpntfc
//VCA UD/ttC*
KAY tAL/K£U-.
fix. ifmous
Gecujty.
able. It increases in value with repetition.
Rex Beach
A Shea Hippodrome ad. is built so as
&/js& AACK SENNETTS
to attract the eye and hold the interest of
"
AND
BR
the reader. No advertisement is worth
REILLV'S
WASH
DAY
^
while unless it gets attention. We therefore have concluded that the display — the
form of the ad. — is the most important
factor in getting the ad. read. A special
drawing is made of each ad. and through
Mr. Franklin believes in giving his message in the fewest

CONTINUOUS
ELEVEM
TO ELEVEN

possible words
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THE SHRINE OF THE SILENT AKT
f
cfdeci
r
HJou
BARRING the fact that the half tones
did not print well and that the colors
did not " register " exactly on this copy
here is a fine example of what a page advertisement should be. It is the work of
Manager R. J. Macadam, of the Casino theatre, Halifax, N. S.
It is a full page that was carried the
BiggestHistory
Picture in
'howimg Canada
ole World

Saturday afternoon before the Monday
opening — there being no Sunday papers —
and the heart in the center and the borders of the other four hearts are in red.
It is impossible to pass this by and then the
reading matter is so carefully prepared and
so well arranged that it is sure to be digested by every one.
Naturally the theatre did the right thing
in getting the Canadian appeal with the
display line, " Biggest Picture in History
Showing Canada to the Whole World."
Then underneath this line in a Ben Day
box is this sentence :
It is impossible to describe the tremendous
effect which this picture exerts on the audiences, but the feeling of intense pride in being
a Canadian is the emotion which masters all
others.
Then to the left of the central heart is
the statement that this is the " First allCanadian picture which depicts the ideals
of the men who wore the maple leaf." The
two lower boxes contain comments of New
York and Canadian newspapers.
THERE were two other theatres in St.
Louis showing •' Captain Kidd, Jr.,"
for the first run at the same time, as the
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West End Lyric and therefore that theatre
did just the right thing in bringing out the
remainder of the program and featuring
the short subjects. In other words the display gave some argument why the public
should go to the West End Lyric to see
Mary Pickford rather than to one of the
other houses.
Te cut of Miss Pickford stood out and
attracted attention to the display which
was four and one-half inches across three
columns and then there was merely the title
of the picture and the statement that it is
her latest success. Then the advertisement recites the names of the stars who can
be seen in the Photoplay Magazine Supplement, lists the new Mack Sennett comedy
and features a Robert Bruce scenic and
a Mabel Normand reissue.
Ordinarily we should say that the exhibitor should have used more space for al!
of this material, but rates are so high in
St. Louis that it is well nigh impossible and
we think that the West End Lyric did
mighty well. Especially commendable is
the way that it showed the people what a
wonderful bill it was giving without going
into the bargain sale idea.
Time spent
worrying
yesterday's
troubles
could hatch
a lotover
of good
ideas
for tomorrow.
THIS eight inch, six column display of
the Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga., was
taken directly from the double page ad-

vertisement which appeared exclusively in
the Motion Picture News . The only
change has been to substitute the name of
the theatre for that of Universal in the
lower right hand corner.
When this department was first started
we called attention to the many displays appearing in these pages as advertising which
can be utilized by the exhibitor by making
a few changes. In our opinion the great
majority of the producer advertising should
be matter that he can pass along to the exhibitor and thus give him the benefit of the
work of the best artists at practically no
cost. Here the Tudor has been able to get
a good effect though the printing might
have .been a little better.
Just one hint. In case of the smaller
cuts like the ones here, better effects can
always be secured in the newspapers by
taking out the background. The reduction
is so great that the background doesn't
mean anything and that white space would
result in the figures standing out much
better.

inch,
at this
glance
WITH
four first
column
display
of sixteen
the Colonial
theatre, Reading, Pa., we were tempted to
condemn it utterly as being far too
crowded, but when one gets to studying it
there comes a quick change in opinion.
Unquestionably it does get the eye and
that is largely the result of the attractive
figure of Nazimova and after that one is
willing to read the rest of the matter.
However, there is a repetition that is unnecessary and savors too much of the
circus style. For instance the writer
calls her " Of all actresses, the most wonderful in the world," which is well enough,
but apparently he fears that this is not
convincing enough and then comes back
with " The greatest emotional artiste of
her generation " — a weaker line. Then
there is a third talk about her to the extreme right with : " The wonder woman of
the screen and stage, the star of a thousand moods, excelling her memorable emotional acting in ' Eye for Eye ' and ' Revelation.' In our opinion two of these should
have been omitted.
There is another selling argument in the
smaller italic print at the side, but we don't
like to see it starting with " If you happen
to be down on Penn street, take the time
to
etc."
What youso
wantgo tointo
do the
is toColonial,
make your
advertising
compelling that they will come down to
your street with the sole purpose of coming
to your theatre. The rest of the matter is
good stuff and the designer deserves a lot
of credit for the results that we are sure
he achieved in the way of patronage.
In the same mail comes a display on the
same picture from the Majestic theatre,
Columbus, O., that is the real thing in contrasts. Here there is a maximum of white
space and the fewest possible words.
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However, there is one thing lost here.
The figure of Nazimova has been redrawn
by a local artist with the result that much
of the charm of the original, as used by the
Colonial, is lost. This figure should have
been cut out of the original press sheet
or one of the advertisements in the
Motion Picture News and so have preserved the charming effect. The figure, as
it is now, looks more like that of an ordinary bathing girl than of the attractive
Nazimova.
There are some hats that are always on
the RACK.
ORIGINAL showing of " The Heart of
Humanity " in Kansas City was at
one of the legitimate houses, but that did
not keep Sam Harding, manager of the
Liberty from using large space — for Kansas City— when he offered the picture. This
one occupied seven and one-half inches
across four columns and stands out among
all the other advertising that fills the page
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on which it appears. This is largely the
result of the outline effect that has been
used.
Essential details of the production were
probably already known to the greater part
of the people of Kansas City and therefore
this dignified style of display was all the
more in keeping with the offering. The
main thing to bring out was the title and
then to take advantage of the people who
had failed to see the picture at its original
showing or those who wanted to come
again. That title and the heart occupied
the greater portion of the space and it was
a safe bet that the other matter in the
smaller type would be read.
"If wishes were horses'' -but don't forget the saddle.
IF it had been able to get good printing of
the halftone and had used it in sufficiently large size, the New theatre, Baltimore,
would have had a good ad here. As it results, we believe that the theatre went only
about half far enough either in the use of
the halftone or in the selling argument.
The names of three of the players are
well brought out, and then the management
puts its own guarantee behind the picture.
This is always good stuff when it is not
used too often and when the picture is
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" there," but there are a lot of people who
want to know more about a production than
the fact that the manager himself likes it.
First the theatre refers to the fact that
this is :
A play with a tremendous heart throb, so
exceptional, so compelling and so human with
its
vividness
that you'll
by wholesome
its masterful,
but simple
appeal.be thrilled
Why not give a little better idea of
what that appeal is — and especially the happiness angle. Then comes the guarantee
signed by Manager L. A. De Hoff :
While there is no special star featured in
the play, every player in the cast acts with
such skill and harmony that the result is
astounding.dorsement
Thefrom beginning,
picture hasto my
enend personal
and I only
hope that the people who see it will receive
the same feeling of help and encouragement
that it gave to me. It is such a wholesome,
compelling, and attractive story that I feel all
will be benefited by seeing it.
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such an attractive cut of a beautiful star dominating it, this thirteeninch three-column display of Tally's, Los
Angeles, hasn't the chance of escaping the
eye of anyone. It is one of the best illustrations of all the things that we have had
to say in these columns about going to the
cuts and taking sufficient space to make
them stand out. With such a good start it
is too bad that a very crude drawing should
be used at the bottom.
Under her name Miss Stewart is referred
to
" Thethe mystery
maid from proceeds
nowhere,"to
andasthen
selling argument
carry out the same idea :
A bewildering girl of mystery, whose weird,
puzzling love game has an unguessable climax.
a funny
rightitgirl
andLove's
the right
man thing
meet, when
even the
though
be
on the beach at midnight. The courtship begins— introductions? — Bah !
The only other selling argument given is
on "the photoplay beautiful" and the fact
that it was directed by Lois Weber.

// your business has flat tires try pumping in a little of the air of cheerfulness.
It'll make your house run a lot easier.
ALHAMBRA theatre, Indianapolis, has
been doing some mighty good advertising of late, which we have been illustrating for your benefit and here is another
one that gets over all of the charm of Marguerite Clark and the especial appeal of the
picture. But this is another case of where
good printing is essential for in the averthan agea newspaper
smear. this wouldn't be much more
There is a good line with the exclamation "What girl hasn't thrilled at the
thoughts (why plural?) of eloping!"
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Bee time nearly here. Lefs have some
buzzing in our bonnets.

Let's make May mean CAN.
IT has remained for
along with probably
advertisement that we
Romance of Tarzan."

Australia to come
the best newspaper
have seen in " The
This is a page dis-
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play of the Crystal Palace and Strand
theatres, Sydney.
We like very much the immense figure
of the elephant with Tarzan and the girl
seated on him and then in the upper right
hand corner the question : " What Happened to Tarzan of the Apes?" Of course
that is a question that all who saw the
first picture have been asking themselves
since they heard that the sequel was coming along and it was the big thing with
which to put over the punch.
Other scenes from the picture are
brought in without conflict with the main
illustration. The names of the theatres
ebrate the lower illustration and the two
smaller ones stand out because of the parallel lines, in fact making the two sketches
really a part of the box.

And then the selling talk goes still further with this :
To steal silently and mysteriously away with
some handsome young Romeo is just about the
apex of romance, eh ?
But supposing the girl happens to be married? Puts a different light on the story,
doesn't it?
That's just where the heroine of " Let's
Elopeband—"wonder
encounters
breakers.
She hehasdiscovers
a husof wonders
— when
her
plans
he
does
everything
possible
to aid
her.
This matter should have been indented a
couple of ems more on either side and it
would have then afforded enough white
space to set it off. Don't be afraid to use
the white. There's often more punch in
space than in a million words.

Picture

FOR a longmendingtime
we havethatbeentheyrecomto exhibitors
take
advantage of the appearance of former
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COZY
residents of their cities in photoplays and
the Cozy theatre, Topeka, Kan., furnishes
a fine example of doing that.
Miss Helen Yoder had the role of the
hero's sister in " A Midnight Romance "
and while it was hardly a part to justify
the word "Featuring" it was important
enough to get a lot of people to the theatre
who otherwise might not have come.
If you will recall the experiences of
Successful Exhibitor whose diary was
printed here you will remember that he
" adopted " a player who was born in an
adjoining county and featured her every
appearance at his theatre until she was soon
one of his biggest drawing cards. The
local appeal is a strong one and one that
should be used on every occasion. Don't
let the fact that " everybody knows " such
and such a player was born in your city
stop you — keep on telling them.

THIS
what we
call the
a " Jeems
As aismatter
of fact
reason Dandy."
why we
do not reproduce more specimens of the advertising of the Standard theatre, Cleveland, O., is that we have to keep repeating
the same things — about how good they are.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, wife of the proprietor, who designs the advertising, has
the happy faculty of getting right at the
selling point of a picture, illustrating that
and then using the fewest possible words.
The space used is generally a quarter of a
page and the scene pictures generally form
the big pulling point. This one is no exception. Here there has been a spotlight
used, its rays training on the scene which
shows Mae Marsh, the star, and a bunch
of chorus girls.
Now the unusual thing about this display
is that the name of the star is not mentioned. We must admit that we don't quite
get that, and the theatre must have had
some very good reason. Merely the name
of the character is used in the selling talk,
which reads :
Mary Thurman proves that she has genuine
dramatic talent and plays her part with dash
and
abandon
in " Spotlight
Sadie." You'll
behind
the scenes,
where powder,
paint, peep
silk
stockings and lace hide the heart throbs of
those who cavort in the land of make-believe.
Of course, the black background is essential to bring out the spotlight effect here,
and if you should ever use this, follow the
example of the Standard and employ a
little edge of white between the halftone
and the background.
Ideas are eggs that need only the hen
of Energy to hatch them.
THIS would have been a much better
display if the newspaper had afforded
better printing. Here the appeal .was put
on a beautiful picture of a fascinating
looking woman, but there is such a smear
of ink and so much background that it
does not stand out as it should. However,
twelve inches across four columns have
been used and this stands out above all the
other advertisements of Washington, D. C,
theatres.
As the display stands there hardly is
enough contrast in the typing because the
heavy black lettering has been used
throughout. Of course, one of the things
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that the designer of this display wanted to
feature was " The Birth of Icebergs," and
he therefore put this in the mortise at the
upper right. So he attracted attention to
them all right, but when he came down to
the musical numbers and the other short
subjects he should, at least, have used a
lighter type. The general effect that he has
now is black and white, white and black,
and that gets rather tiresome.
But even with this true, it must be admitted that the advertisement, after all, accomplishes the purpose for which it was
written — one reads every word of it. But
it could have been more attractive.

Cent

to'Zero

tising, it is rather surprising to find us saying here that this is a hundred per cent,
display. It is a three column, nine inch and
stands out strikingly because of the large
figure of Mabel Normand that is used at
the right.
Naturally it must be taken into consideration that the picture had already been
shown in Albany and therefore the appeal
had to be a little different, so to feature the
title and then start the selling argument off
with "I'm coming back to good old Albany
all this week" gets just the right angle.
There is also another good sentence toward
the bottom, "It caused more talk than
There are some that may question that
prohibition."
the
name of the star is used in too small
type, but we do not think so in a case like
this. In the first place the thing that was
beingscored
sold was
the success
that picture
"Mickey"of
has
in Albany
and the
Miss Normand as she appears in- the film
was really all of her that was needed, except as informative to some who may not
have known that she was' the player.
Old axiom says that anyone can sell a man
who wants it.

LAN

HERE is a case where the name of the
picture is even greater than that of the
star and the Majestic theatre, Spokane,
Wash., selected just the right way in ad-
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"I'm coming-back to good
old Albany says
all this week"
WHERE THE BIC PICTURES PLAY
"MICKEY"
"Mabel Normand tells me that
thousands of you missed seeing
me— just couldn't get in for the
crowds — so here I am again."
MONDAY, APRIL 14, to
SATURDAY, APRIL 19
LcUndWittB
«nTheStormed
> See -Mickey."
It Caused More Talk Than Prohibition.
People Applauded and Cheered It,
Never Such Laughs and Thrills.
Starring
MABEL NORMAND
MACK SENNETT, Prodi
Last Episode
457;50 Time
2:309:30for4:15P."Mickey"
HQUDINI
SERIAL ttn
M. 6:05
NEWS WEEKLY
CONTINUOUS 12 M.-11 P. M.
25c
25c

Remember people are BUYING pictures
these days, not merely killing time.

proof of our oft-reanother
HERE is peated
statement that Tom Mix lends
himself remarkably well to display work.

Advertising makes the bank roll grow
stronger.
AFTER all the harsh things that we have
had to . say about Albany, N. Y. adverLE

lous leap from the wagon into strong, waiting
arms
can Istheit girl's
life be romance
saved. She
the
leap.
strange
was takes
born
in that embrace?
The that
horseman is Tom
Mix.
Just one little error and one frequently
made. The story is told in the present
tense all the way through except when it
says that " romance was born." Just a
little
that enough
most readers
notice,
but itthing
is well
to havewon't
everything
exactly right.

■

WALNUT
Of course, the action picture is easier to
advertise to grab the eye and this three
column nine inch display of the Walnut,
Louisville, Ky., surely suggests that with
the figure of Mix and then the two guns
in play. Only the name of the star and the
title of the picture are featured and then
the selling argument is in smaller type.
This is what it says : . :
A runaway team clashes madly down a dangerous road, bearing in the wagon behind them
a terror-stricken girl. An intrepid horseman,
following to the rescue, comes abreast of the
team and shouts a command. Only by a peri-

vertising it. " The Lion and the Mouse "
scored such a wonderful success as a stage
production, with various companies touring
the country that this should have been
played up stronger than anything else.
This is largely a ready prepared advertisement. The outline of the lion behind
the name of the picture serves to get attention to it while there is just enough of
the figure of the star to appeal to the admirers of Alice Joyce. But you will note
that the whole burden of the selling argument has been placed on the fact that this
is the picture version of a great play. Most
of the matter can be read as reproduced,
but the smaller type says :
no other
weaponagainst
than athewoman's
sheWith
entered
the arena
lion of wit,
big
business who was ruining her father for his
own selfish interests. There must — there had
to be — some way out. Yet how? How could
she,
unaided,
break the strength of this
man alone,
of power
?
The very heights of drama are reached in
this compelling play of light and love.
By-the-waq, we have been mentioning the
matter of leaving plenty of white space on
either side of your small type selling arguments. Note how effective it is in this
instance.
Thunder may not have anything to do
with the power of lightning, but it sure is
a mighty good press agent.
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This was one of
Four of the Victory Loan posters as they were the
brought
to
life
on
the
stage
of
Grauman's
theatre,
Los
Angeles.
many novelties shown recently
whether it was a real singer or merely the
fine work of the organ.
Grauman
Uses Novelty in Troop Welcome
and in Advertising the New Victory Loan
JUST to show that the West Coast is Stayed at Home " to bring out a novelty
alive and on the job there come to us in which probably has not been tried in any
the same mail three big ideas that Sid
other house. This came during the rendering of " In the Sweet Old Way " by
Grauman
has
just
put
over
with
Grauman's
theatre, Los Angeles.
C. Sharpe Minor on the big organ. DurWhen the Los Angeles One Hundred and
ing the second verse of the ballad a human
voice was heard which seemed to come
Sixth regiment came marching home from
the wars Mr. Grauman saw to it that his
from the organ and the audience marvelled
at the wondrous results that were obtained.
theatre gave them a little individual touch
As a matter of fact it was a human voice,
of welcome and so he arranged a display
for the soloist was placed in the organ loft,
that got attention from the newspapers and
that was cheered by the crowds.
carefully concealed. The method of arOn the Marquee over the sidewalk he
ranging the stunt was not given away and
out in Los Angeles they are still debating
placed figures representing President Wilson and Gen. Pershing and had them saluting the marching boys. At the extreme
left there was a soldier and at the right
a sailor, the whole display having the background of a huge American flag.
Another interesting stunt was used in
connection with the Victory Loan posters
which were literally brought to life on
the stage of the theatre. It is a strange
coincidence that at the same time this idea
was being put into execution in Los Angeles
the same thing was being done at Ascher's
Chateau theatre, Chicago, where Manager
W. C. Lamoreaux was successful in staging
the same idea.
The plan followed in both cases was to
throw the poster on the screen and then
as these gradually dimmed out the lights
came up on the living figure. Both at
Los Angeles and in Chicago the scheme
was a great success and is , reported to
have been instrumental in inducing large
numbers of people to subscribe for Victory
bonds. It is simply another example of
what motion picture theatres can do to aid
the government or in any public and patriotic movement where it is needed.
But to get back to Grauman's theatre :
Ever since the opening of the house music
has been one of the big features with the
splendid orchestra and the best soloists that
are obtainable. These with special stage
settings keep the people of the city talking
and win newspaper space, but it remained
for the bill featuring " The Girl Who

Theatre Links Native Uprising
with Cannibal Film
How well it pays to read your newspapers and be on the alert to link a new event
up with your theatre has again been shown
by Lubin theatre, Cincinnati. That house
was showing " Cannibals of the South
Seas " when the manager came across a
news dispatch of the natives of Malekula,
where Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson were
captured by the cannibals.
Immediately there appeared advertisements of the Lubin calling attention to
these natives in the picture.

Grauman's had doubles of President Wilson and Gen. Pershing welcoming the returning Los Angeles soldiers
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on the bills at the three big New York theatres
THERE'S
cartoon comedy to tense Spanish drama. As a matter
from variety
this week every
of fact we were impressed with the ideas that all of the bills were concerned more with pictures than the other elements, though the music at all the
houses is unusually good.
At the Rialto, Cecil B. DeMille's production of " For Better, For Worse "
has its first New York showing. It is a gripping drama with a happy ending
and there is comedy element put in the bill with two cartoon comedies, Happy
Hooligan and Mutt and Jeff. Length of the feature has made it necessary to
eliminate the usual scenic and there is but a single vocal number for that reason.
Strand has Geraldine Farrar in " The Stronger Vow," a drama which has
as its basis one of the old Spanish feuds and then carries the action to the
crime world of Paris. The comedy element of the bill is carried by the latest
Mack Sennett, " The Little Widow." There is another of the series of " Cameraring Through Africa " that affords still more laughs and a bit of scenic is
incorporated in the Topical.
Charles Ray is the star at the Rivoli in practically a straight comedy,
" Greased Lightning," which is mostly a laugh until the adventure with the
crooks at the end. " The House of Terrible Scandals " is the Sunshine comedy
and there is an interesting and vividly colored Prizma pacture in " Hawaii."
Adolf Bohn has again staged one of his artistic danse fantasies with " At the
Brook."
and as we see the sugar being loaded on
the ship "Myona" is used twice, the change
coming next with making of Poi, and here
we
have "Mele Hula" played to the finish.
COMEDY dominates the bill at the
Adolph Bohm, of the Metropolitan Opera
Rivoli this week, even though the
brilliant overture is expressive of the House, has arranged the next dance number, "At the Brook," and here he has the
melancholy spirit: of the Slavic folksongs,
co-operation of one of John Wenger's
beautiful and fanciful settings. After a
"Slavonic Rhapsody." Th;,s results from
the fact that the feature is almost straight
few bars on the organ and a touch of the
comedy and there are a bunch of laughs harp, the curtains part revealing fanciful
in the scenic, while there is good humor
rock withon the
t'oiy tostream
of the
all through the bill, with the music especstarting
its way
the sea.
One brook
girl,
ially pleasing.
dressed in red is seated on a large rock
Those wonderful stage hangings at the toward the left playing a flute with two
Rivoli seem to reflect new colors and ef- other girls, in white, at the right start to
fects with almost each view. The overture
dance and are presently joined by a third
is played with the lights in gold, and here
who comes on the stage from the left.
the decorative curtains have the run
After a little while the girl with the flute,
spreading into purple and the window efwho actually
rendersfromthehermusic
thatand'«
fects, showing green trees through them, played,
comes slowly
pedestal
and brings out a most artistic blending of the three others dance around her, at the
colors.. At the start of this number the end sinking to the floor in the posture of
worship.
brasses are particularly strong with trumpet effects, then playing off into the strings.
Rivoli Pictorial opens with Gaumont
There is a smashing finish to it with all views of the final review of "Boston's
the instruments and the organ doing their own" at Camp Devens, Mass., and then
utmost.
from the same source come pictures of
Belgian heroes from twelve different com" Hawaii," a Prizma picture, is particularly striking because of the marked colors
mands here to help the Victory Loan. These
that are shown both in the Hawaiian
heroes get a great hand, but the dogs which
scenery and in the garb of the natives, who
drag their machine guns get even more,
especially incline toward a brilliant red. and there are some appeal'Tig closeups of
The waters are a deep blue and there are the animals. The second part of "High
at the start some beautiful shots of the School Cadets" is played twice for these
coast. Then we see the cocoanut groves,
two pictures, with the trumpet calls counterpointing.
and there is a laugh with the natives climbing the trees. Then come some shots of
Gaumont shows pictures of the flight of
the growing sugar cane. With that we the first radio ambulance in Paris to the
travel with the camera in front of a loco- music of "One Fleeting Hour," and then
motive through some interesting scenery
we have Kinogram pictures of training
until we get some views of coffee raising race horses at Macon, Ga. There are some
shots of the horses and the
and curing.kidsThere
is adown
big laugh
wr'th and
the r'nteresting
various pets around the training camp.
Hawaiian
sliding
the falls
then more with the native dancers going "Molly on the Shore" is the music. Gaumont pictures the fourth annual motor
through their performances. A Hawaiian
selection is used with the screening, and cycle hill climb at Los Angeles, and here
there are more laughs with the various
then " Admiraion " is played twice through

tAe
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spills, while the music is "Send Him Away
With a Smile.' Pathe follows with pictures of the sports of the sai'lor boys at
sea with "Isms" played. Then come Gaumont views of citizens of Arkansas presenting silver service to the battleship
which bears the state's name. "Diplomat
March" is started here and played through
to the end.
Now if any one has any doubt how New
York audiences stand in the controversy between President Wilson and the Italians
over the question of Fiume, they have only
to attend one of the three big theatres this
week — for practically the same picture is
shown at all three. Kinograms prepares
the way by showing Secretary Daniels in
Paris, and then come the Pathe pictures
with the final punch. First, we have a cartoon showing Fiume and the surrounding
territory. Then there are pictures of Orlando and Sonnino and there are a few
scattered handclaps, growing to tremendous
applause with the sight of King Albert
and Queen Marie, of Roumania, and to
riotous enthusiasm for President Wilson.
With the lights all in red and the orchestra bathed in red, before the curtained
setting with a single hanging light in the
center, Emanuel List, basso profundo, then
sings
Cellini."selection used at
There" Benvenuto
is a numbered
the screening of the feature, Charles Ray
in "Greased Lightning" that starts everyone off in a good humor. In fact, about
two-thirds of the people in our immediate
vicinity were humming. As Ray starts hn
to demonstrate his potato peeling machine
"Step Lively" is used with all the effects
given, including the blow-up at the end.
Then "Steve" is used, and with the introduction of the villian "Poppyland" ?s
played. With the appearance of Alice
Flint, "Contemplation," the theme is used
for the first time. As Ray starts on his
mad rush to fix the girl's stove, "Step
With Pep" and then with the title that
tells us he is trying to make the job as long
as possible the theme is used again.
At the pornt where the title tells us of
the sudden interest in automobiles, the
organ takes up the music and continues
to play the picture until the opening of the
Founder's Day festivities, and as we see
the band come marching down the street,
"Long Boy" is played, changing to "Hop
Along" as Ray drives his car to the starting march. There is a clever effect for
the race announcement, the orchestra remaining tacit while the man is seen speaking and then turning into "Big White
Top," which is played twice and followed
throughbered with
Stepper."
Numselections"Aare High
used for
the remainder
of the picture, except for the love scene
at the end, when, of course, the theme is
"In the Clock Store" ?s then played by
played.
the orchestra. This is a descriptive fantasie which has been used at the Rivoli
before, and which is always received with
great applause, reproducing the various
sounds in a clock store where there are
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clocks of all descriptions and vintages run.ning and striking.
"The House of Terrible Scandals" is the
Sunshine comedy that closes the bill.
"Minnie Shimmee for Me" is played at the
screening, and then as we see the rooster
crowing we have that effect, then returning
to the original tune. With the title, " The
latest thing out " " I Won't Go Home Till
Morning
" is with
used, the
andcalls
thenonwhen
Saturday
rolls around
the bathroom
we get " Sinbad " played twice, followed
through with "All Full of Ginger," also
played twice, and then " Jazzing the Blues
Then when we have the scenes on the fire
Away."
escape " Buster " is played until the seesawing starts, and then two choruses of " See
Saw " are played, followed through with
" You Bet." During this we have all sorts
of effects with burlesqued cries of, " Save
Me " from the musicians. With the title,
" Beautiful Awakening " the chorus of
" This is the Life " is used, and with
" Everything is set " we have " Everybody's
Crazy About the Doggone Blues." With
the title, " I hear you calling me," the song
of that name is played with the trombone
only and with glissando effect. Then with
the scene of the man applauding we get
"selections
Dixiana, toRise,"
and after that numbered
the end.
Leken's " Rhapsody " is the organ solo.
SYrand

3%e<vtre

WITH the Spanish atmosphere aof the
feature the Strand orchestr this
week is given a chance to play the highest
class of music through the picture and
does it well. In fact, the only time that
we have ever known an audience to break
into applause for the music during the
showing of a feature occurred Sunday
evening at the end of one of the selections.
It is undoubtedly a fact that the music
adds a hundred per cent to the enjoyment
of a feature like this, Geraldine Farrar in
" The Stronger Vow." Here we have an
exceedingly tense story- with crime really
the basis of it and the music serves to lift
it out of the gloom. Then the rest of the
program at the Strand has been arranged
by Managing Director Plunkett to provide
plenty of laughs. Certainly every one leaves
the theatre in a high good humor after the
comedy.
Selections from "Tosca" form the overture and these are played with the lights
in gold and the Joan of Arc setting shown.
Strange how things run in cycles — for the
overtures at the three houses this week are
all built around tragic themes or melodies.
But what the audiences want is the real
melody and certainly that is present in full
measure in all three of the numbers.
Strand Topical opens with International
pictures of the class fight between the
freshmen and sophomores at Northwestern
university and we have some tall action
here to the music of " College Yell." Then
Pathe shows us American ships going out

Picture

News

Rivoli theatre, Philadelphia, used a circus front during the showing of Billie Rhodes
" Hoop-La " and even dressed the girl ushers as clowns while billy-goats were used
to advertise the picture through the streets. Note doorman as ringmaster
also gives us pictures of the parade at
of Boston to sweep up some 100,000 mines
which are scattered about the Atlantic
Camp Devens and General Edwards decorcoast. We have the methods of the work
ating thirty-five heroes with the Croix de
shown and see them being blown up. From
Guerre. " Chicago Post March " is used.
the same source come pictures of the
■ Now comes the final punch along the
U-117, one of the finest of the German sub- lines we have described at the Rivoli, exmarines, which has been brought here to
cept that these pictures are from International. First we have the map showing
aid in boosting the Victory Loan. " Before
the location of Fiume and then we have a
the Mast " is played for both of these pic- number of scenes in the city itself. Next
tures. Then come Pathe pictures of tanks
are flashed on the screen pictures of
attempting to climb Pike's Peak for the there
Orlando and Sonnino. When we were
Victory Loan and here the slogan " Pike's
Peak or bust " comes true, for the tank present there was a handclap or two that
were quickly drowned by hisses and a
" busts." " Baton Rumpus " is played.
There is a touch of nature sandwiched
momentture came
lateron when
President
picthe screen
thereWilson's
were wild
in here with Pathe color pictures of " Garyells in all parts of the audience. "World
den Spots of France," " Aubade Printaniere " being the music. Topics of the Day in Arms " was played up to the time the
with their unusual number of laughs fol- President is shown and then the orchestra
low. One of the first of them says : " If swings into " Hail to the Chief."
bread ever gets back to a nickel a loaf a
Malcom McEachern then sings " Shippicnic party can enjoy something more submates O' Mine " and " Young Tom O'
Devon " and the feature follows. But just
stantial than a picture of a ham sandwich."
before the title starts the curtains part
Another one says : " The conference would
showing a Spanish hacienda. There is just
be more peaceful if Japan would stop kicka glimpse of that and as the screen curtain
ing China under the table." "Bring Back
the Days" and "It Gets Them All" are the comes down the picture is started. " Moritwo selections used during the screening
ama " is played at the screening and until
of these clever newspaper paragraphs.
the title. " From rapier and lance " when
We get back to the news again with
we have " Toreador et Andalouse " folPathe pictures of " Welcome to the Sevlowed by No. 1 of the " La feria " suite
enty-seventh Division." First we have a and then No. 3 of the same. When Senora
distant shot of the immense liner and then
Cordova is introduced there is a change
close-ups of the deck. After that the to " La Farandole " and at the scene where
camera is set right at the gang plank and
the girl is talking to her mother " Carnathe men march down immediately in front
val " is played. Then with the arrival of
of it, so close that one may recognize their
the cousin telling of the son's murder, " Du
friends. " When the Boys Come Home " Barry " is used until the scene in Paris
is the appropriate accompaniment. Pathe
when we get " Royaune des Papillons." At
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that point the organ takes over the accompanient for eighteen minutes.
With the title " Why did you leave us so
suddenly?" we have " Lamento " and then
as we are shown the wronged girl and her
mother in the roof of the tenement " Le
Jongleur " is used. With the scene of the
kidnapping we have " La Nave Rossa " and
then as the command for the " Comrades
of the Rnife " to drink there is a change
to an extract from " Othello," played with
the brasses muted. The title, " The bait,"
brings a change to " Borghilde's Dream,"
and then as Dlores takes .the knife " Donne
Curiose " which continues until the police
arrive when we have a furioso and then
with the shot a dramatic pause and finally
at the title "Again the Easter Carnival,"
"'Fete de Seville" to the end.
Miss Cora Tracey then sings " A Spirit
Flower " and " Oh, Promise Me " and then
comes the second chapter of the OutingChester picture, " Cameraring Through
Africa." The clever titles really turn this
into comedy and there are roars of laughter all over the house. First we have some
of the marriage customs of the Africans
shown, then the king of the tribe and
some of their strange music. Then we go
into the jungles again and see strange
animals including dog-faced babboons by
the scores, scores of* crocodiles, hippos in
bathing, and then some shots of a rhino,
and finalty the great kundi which we are
told is the rarest animal in Africa — of the
deer family, but with immense horns that
stand straight up. The organ carries the
music for these pictures.
" The Little Widow," the latest of the
Mack Sennett comedies, is the one that
sends 'em away laughing. Here the wonderful dog Teddy is responsible for a lot
of the comedy all the way through and
really some of the feats that he does
astound
one.of Teddy's
antics caused
a veritable buzz
exclamations
all over
the
house from time to time.
" Circus Parade " is used at screening,
for the first scenes show a home arranged
circus going on with Teddy the chief performer, juggling a waste basket and then
jumping through paper rings with the kiddie on his back. When this is over the
orchestra swings into " High Stepper " and
then the organ takes the music over until
the title " Winning the Widow " when we
have " Sensation " played with " Mourning
Blues " and " At the Jazz Ball " following
through. At the title " The beginning of a
perfect day " we get " Matrimonial Ball "
and then at the end with the appearance
of the husband in the soldier's uniform,
" You're the One."
Dubois' " Grand Procession March " is
the final organ solo.
d&taltcr

c/Aecutre.

DR. HUGO RIESENFELD has never
arranged more pleasing music for a
feature than the score which is being
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Poll's Bijou theatre, New Haven, Conn., was able to get a splendid Japanese atmosphere in the lobby for the showing of Sessne Hayakawa in " The Courageous Coward"
and then we see him in an observation
played at the Rialto this week with " For
with the shells whizzing all about
Better, For Worse." It is a picture that is tower
and here of course the orchestra gets busy
susceptible to splendid music and the selections that were used helped to bring now
with its imitations. " Keep Your Head
Down Fritizi Boy " is the music at the
and then a tear to the e}-es of everyone.
As a matter of fact one would not want
start and this changes to a hurry until
a greater variety of music than one finds
the title " Not " when we get " Crow Hollow " until the donkey starts to run and;
through
bill starting
Rialto the
Magazine
openswith
with" Phaedre."
Gaumont
then " The Vixen " is played changing to
pictures of the review of 50,000 men at "American Fantasy" as the medal is
Camp Devens, including a fine shot of the pinned on Holligan. Here the Magazine
ends, an unusual arrangement, but one that
assembled colors and for this " Yankee
is appreciated as a change.
Tars " is played. Then come the International pictures of the Northwestern class
We have a few bars of " Comin'
contest to the tune of " College Life " at Through the Rye " and then the Rialto.
Male Quartette sings " Sally King," an
the start and then with the title " Let's
original composition, half conversational,
Go " turning into " He's Just Like You."
First touch of comedy is put into the bills without accompaniment. This is rendered1,
with the lights in gold, but they go down
with a new series of " Topplitsk Says."
for the second of the double number,
There are plenty of hearty laughs, espe" Sand Man." With this second selection
cially at this one : " Appendicitis is just an
old time stomach ache until a new style the curtains slowly part revealing a window with blue light shining through and'
doctor finds you got money." " Rip Van
Winkle Slept With One Eye Open " is red on the singers — the night effect.
Now we have the feature, Cecil B. Deplayed during these.
Then come the Pathe pictures of mine
Mille's production " For Better, For
Worse," a story that plays strong on the
sweeping to the music of " Anchor and
emotions, but leaves one happy at the end.
Star March " and then International shows
" Miniature Suite No. 11 " is used at theus the Eleventh Engineers, the first Americans to fight, returning to New York from
France. There are some intimate shots of screening and then with the title " The
dainty hand
of Sylvia
" Grunfeld's
" Rothe men and these are shown to " When
mance," the theme
is played.
Then comes
the Boys Come Home." Then there is the Burton on the scene and " Sunbeams " is.
International Fiume picture already de- used and at the title " The best laid plans
of mice and men " we have a shift to
scribed with " Universal Freedom " played.
Again the element o.f fun comes in as
" Camelia." When the young doctor is
strong as it possibly could with Happy
told of the cry of the children " In the
Hooligan in " Knocking the H out of Twilight " is used and then with the scene
Heine." He starts out telling the kids where the soldiers are marching the snare
that " This reminds me of Hill No. 605^ " drum is imitated. With the title " Then-
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Full Eastern stage setting used at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
The middle panel reproduced the celebrated painting,
Angelus," and the side settings were inveiled as the orchestra played Romberg's "Toy Symphony"

JVeur Vork's'Wkycomes the hardest thing " "Mignonette " is
played and as he tells Sylvia that he ?s not
going to war " Chant Elegique " is played.
Then with the title " Once to every woman " we have " Over There " played once
through with " For Three " following.
With- the vision of Harold, the Dane
" Parsifal " is used and then for Richard
the Lion Hearted " The Spirit " and with
the untrained boys of the revolution " Men
of War." Then as the girl picks up the
gun the orchestra turns into " Battle
Hymn of the Republic " with " Premier
Amour," played with the snare drum effect for the marching men following
hrough. Where Buron goes o Dr. Meade
to say that he is to marry Sylvia " Chant
Elegique " is again used and then with the
marriage scene, at the title " For Better,
For Worse " " Remembrance " is played.
" Love's Melody " ;s used for the parting
scene and then with the title " With Dick
in France" "Silent Sorrows" is played.
Then we have a couple of numbered selections until Sylvia is finding that she cannot
find any of the great surgeons when we
have " Pierrot " played very softly. " Romance " comes in with the title, " It has
just leaked
out."
lection follows
and Another
then withnumbered
the bell seof
the belfry there is a tympany rumble and
organ, the organ carrying the music. Then
the orchestra returns with the title " One
of Life's Conundrums " and uses the
" Chant Eligique " followed with the theme
when the girl declares that " Both of you
have forgotten " and continuing to the
end.
Then with the lights in pinkish gold the
orchestra plays Straus' tuneful " Waltz
Dream " and we have the final comedy —
another cartoon, this time Mutt and Jeff in
"The Cave Man's Bride."
Here agarn the orchestra gets right in
with its imitations and there are plenty of
them. The selections rendered are :
" March Africaine," "Flying Rag," "Chicken Reel," played without the introduction,
"On the Beach at Waikakee" and "Kangaroo Hop."

Vitagraph Send Plan Book Month
Ahead of Release
Vitagraph has issued a seventy-page plan
book on its latest serial, " Perils of Thunder Mountain," and so that exhibitors will
be fully qualified to exploit it, this book will
be mailed a full month in advance of the
release of the initial episode. With the
Vitagraph national billboard campaign covering all of the cities and the exhibitors
fully prepared to co-operate, there is no
reason why every manager should not have
his patrons expecting the first chapter.
The book opens with a general talk about
serials, and then tells the exhibitor the secret that is not revealed until the final episode, so that he will be able to get the punch
out of it. Attention is called to the fact
that this is a " Snow Serial," and that as
it will be released during the hot weather
period that feature should be brought out.
Five pages of advance advertising and publicity matter, including stories of the stars,
Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway, are
provided together with a variety of halftones and sketch cuts of them for use in the
news columns. They are the most attractive cuts that we have seen in a long time.
Special paper and lobby displays are provided on each episode, and the story is
given by episodes so that the exhibitor
may have it published.
Royal Display Given Easter by
Myrick in Columbia
Thousands of dollars and much of the
time of E. J. Myrick and a corps of assistants for two months were devoted to the
preparing of the Liberty theatre for its
Easter opening. It is truly the " theatre
beautiful " of Portland.
The velour drapes are in amethyst,
trimmed in silver. The house has been recarpeted throughout. The walls are finished in old ivory, with silver lamp fixtures and royal purple shades. The rest
room has been entirely refurnished in silver and soft-toned French gray, with im^
ported French linen cretonne. Real Easter
lillies and purple iris formed the color
scheme for the flower fixtures.

News

The

Franklin Trade Marks His Theatre in All His Newspaper
Advertisements
(Continued from page 3023)
there are some companies that jam their
press sheets full of uninteresting stories
about the stars, synopses, biographies, etc.,
and entirely overlook the real facts about
the big features of the picture. Newspapers today have no room for anything
but facts and it behooves exhibitors to get
them into their press notices and the manufacturer to get them to the exhibitor. The
Complete Plan Book in the Motion Picture News is a step in the right direction.
Here exhibitors may find the facts which
they fail to discover in the press sheets
issued by some of the manufacturers.
In conclusion we aim to build an advertisement that the make-up man cannot
bury. Most of the time we have succeeded
in getting a display that generally " hunts
up " the readers which is preferable to
having the reader " hunt up " the ad.
Reivard Idea Suggested for Slumber Mountain Film
For the first time, we believe, a special
press and exploitation book has been issued
on a single reel subject. This comes from
World Film to give exhibitors suggestions
on the exploitation of " The Ghost of
Slumber Mountain," the picture reproducing prehistoric features which was given
its pre-release showing at the Rivoli.
There is a full set of publicity stories
telling about the making of the picture and
then the advertising is so arranged that
they may be
included
exhibitor's
advertising
of the
whole in
bill.theThey
occupy
a space only about two inches deep and
most of them are built on the idea of
offering a reward to any patron who has
ever seen such a picture before. The designer has realized that the dramatic feature will be the chief thing advertised, but
the plan suggested will also bring the short
subject into prominence.
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Randolph

Shows

" The Unpardonable Sin " is rapThe Randolph theatre in Chicago,
idly earning the right to be called "The
House of Hits." Following right on the
heels of the remarkable success, which attended the showing of Johnsons'. "Cannibal" pictures, comes the even greater success in capacity houses all day long, it is
said,
witnessing
"The Unpardonable
It will
be remembered
that one ofSin."
the
best sellers which appeared during the period of the great war, was the book of this
title that Major Rupert Hughes wrote
from his own observations and experiences
at the front in France. This book was
used by producer Harry Garson as the
basis for the picture, and all of the striking incidents which bear the mark of authenticities are pictured on the screen. A
splendid cast headed by Blanche Sweet was
engaged and the old director of Mary Pickford. Marshall 'Neilan. had charge of the
directing.
The almost unbelievable figures of the
large business, it is said, that " The Unpardonable Sin" has been doing elsewhere
throughout the country, stands an excellent chance of being far excelled before the
engagement of this picture comes to an
end at the Randolph theatre.
Twelve Cylindered
Savs Critic

Hit;

" The Eternal Magdalene," according to
box office reports, is steadily climbing on
the success scale. The Goldwyn producers
are elated over the returns, it is said, that
result in all the cities where the play is
being shown.
A critic of the Chicago Herald-Examiner
says of the picture :
" It minces no scenes in attacking the
Pharisees of today, the holier-than-thou
citizens who campaign religiously against
the fallen women of their communities.
" Regarding the moral and lesson, you are
advised by Judges Cook, Fisher and Jarecki
of the Municipal Court and Harry B. Miller,
city prosecutor, that they are good, instructive, powerful. From me, however, you
are asking only one thing, ' How is it as
a picture ? '
" It is twelve-cvlindered and all of them
hit."
Lovely Supports Williams
Miss Louise Lovely will be seen as Earle
Williams' leading lady in his newest Vitagraph release. " The Usurper."
It was originally produced on the stage
by the late Nat Goodwin and has been handled it is said with the skill that is always
apparent in the features produced by director Tames Young.

First

National

Six Big Attractions
to be Made
Within Year
National's
tion for with
Additional
Six OpCLIMAXING four days of action more
swift and thrilling to those involved
than the biggest suspense situations ever
screened, and in which several of the
shrewdest minds in the industry were pitted in a bewildering series of plots and
counterplots. First National Exhibitors'
Circuit last Saturday night placed its corporate seal beneath the signature of Constance Talmadge on a contract for the
distribution of six big attractions, to be
produced by her within a year. The agreement contains an option in favor of First
Natonal for an additional six productions.
The series in which Miss Talmadge is
to be starred is to be written and directed
by John Emerson and Anita Loos. This
combination of talent is characterized by
First National officials as " an effort to further increase standards of screen entertainment by obtaining, in the writing and
direction of special attractions, ability equal
to Itthat
the star."
wasof known
to exhibitor members of
First National, when the}7 assembled in
New York on Monday, April 21, that negotiations with Miss Talmadge had been
pending for quite a long time.

Signs
Talmadge
When the executive session of members
began on Wednesday morning, J. D. Williams, manager of the Circuit, was asked
to report on the situation regarding the
contract.
" There has been a hitch in it," he explained.Another
"
big distributing company has made an offer equal to ours, and
its representatives are using every argument theyunceasing
can conceive
to succeed."
After
effort
on the part of
First National officials, Miss Talmadge was
finally signed.
" The combination of Miss Talmadge,
John Emerson and Anita Loos is one of
the forces that make for bigger and more
successful productions," declared Mr. Williams. First
"
National's chief purpose is
to encourage better work by stars and producers. Our exhibitor members know
thoroughly the value of greater quality,
and they are ready to go more than half
way to obtain it. It is the salvation of
their businesses as theatre operators."
Miss Talmadge's
her
contract
with First productions
National willunder
be made
in eastern studios. Work on the first of
the six will be started immediately. It is
said that this will be an adaptation of a
famous stage play. It is expected to be
completed and ready for release early in
August, according to present plans.

"Stage Women's"
Tenth
Stars
comes outPicture
of the theatre.All
He later
learns
THE entire all-star cast for the tenth
that she is the woman with the child that
Stage Women's War Relief picture,
will enable him to paint his masterpiece.
" The Littlest Reason," has just been anBut complications set in and the young
nounced with Galli Curci in the leading
role. The other members of the cast in the artist is accused of betrajing his financee.
Later the womans husband is apprehended
two-reel drama are : Holbrook Blinn,
Jeanne Eagels, Helen MacKellar, Ethel In- as a thief. The young artist explains his
predicament and the masterpiece which he
tropodi, Luis Alberni, Victor Sutherland.
has painted, wins a first prize.
John Morris, and Jessie Ralph.
The Stage Women's War Relief pictures are being made at the Estee studios
Hampton
Praises Latest
and will be released through the Universal
Exchanges. With the exception of Galli
Kerrigan Feature
J. D. Hampton declared that if J. Warren
Curci, the entire cast of " The Littlest
Reason " are now playing in current plays
Kerrigan's latest production, " The Best
in New York. The remaining two pictures
Man," had been built to order for him it
of the series of twelve will be produced
could not have proved a better fit for the
shortly but no announcement regarding
star of Jesse D. Hampton's productions.
their cast has been made.
The novel is by Grace L. H. Lutz and
it
was scenariorized by Arthur F. StatMme. Galli Curci is cast as " the woman "
in this two reel drama and the scenes of ter.
the pictures are laid in Greenwich Village.
Miss Lois Wilson as the heroine has a
role of intense dramatic action. Alfred
A young artist rich in money but lacking
in great talent is looking for a modern
Whitman, Clyde Benson, R. D. McLean,
Madonna and child. Giving a super party
Bert Appling, Ed Tilton, Frances Raysuch as is given only in the village he anmond, Man,- Land, and Fred Montague
nounces his engagement to a beautiful girl complete the supporting cast " The Best
after which a theatre parly follows.
Man " isCorporation.
being released by the W. W. Hodkinson
He first meets " the woman " as the party
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Pathe

Advertising

Aids

Current
Number
of, William Fox
Exhibitors'
Bulletin Contains
Forty Pages on Exploitation
WHAT is declared to be one of the outstanding developments in the film industry in its later phases is the great increase in service which the producer is
giving the exhibitor. In the early days of
the business many producers thought their
duty ended with the making of indifferent
pictures and the sale of these to exhibitors
As men of greater vision entered the
business, it is pointed out, they developed
the idea that the producer's duty consisted
not alone in making good pictures, but in
helping the exhibitor to market them to the
public
A striking example of this policy is
given in the current issue of the William
Fox Exhibitors' Bulletin This number of
the Bulletin contains a symposium of the
views of four editors of trade papers on
the general subject " How to Advertise
the Picture" The articles were written especially for the Exhibitors' Bulletin, as a
part of its aid to exhibitors
The articles were written from the standpoint of service to the exhibitor and contain an abundance of sound advice on principles and methods of exhibitor exploitation of motion pictures. While varied in
their treatment of the subject the editors
unite in advocacy of live advertising and
publicity on the part of exhibitors
Pointing out that up-to-date exhibitors
appreciate the importance of good advertising, William A. Johnston says :
" These exhibitors don't need preaching.
They want — and appreciate— help and encouragement. And let me say that the
trend of thought in the inner councils is
to give them more and more aid. The

Urged

By

Fox

William Fox Presents William Farnum in
" Wolves of the Night,"
Directed by J. Gordon
Edwards

Picture

Announces

News

Release

of " Great Gamble "
Announcement was made this week by
Pathe Exchange, that "The Great Gamble,"
produced by Western Photoplays, is to be
released on August 3, as the serial to follow the current Pathe serial, " The Tiger's
Trail," in which Ruth Roland is starred.
The co-stars of " The Great Gamble "
are Anne Luther, who heretofore has appeared almost exclusively in feature productions, and Charles Hutchison, the
" stunt " man of pictures, whose work in a
previous
Wolvesin of
Kultur,"
won for Pathe
him aserial,
high "place
screendom.
The author and director of the production
is Joseph A. Golden, director general of
Western Photoplays.
Miss Luther is said to be one of the
youngest stars in motion pictures.
As an all-round athlete and dare-devil,
Mr. Hutchison, it is said, has no equal on
the screen.
Prominent in the cast are Richard Neil,
who plays the " heavy," William Cavanaugh the well-known character man, Warren Cook, and Billy Moran.

Fox Exhibitors' Bulletin is one such evi-

Reports

One of the features of especial interest
is an important announcement regarding
dence."
the activities of William Fox in Europe.
This announcement gives details regarding
the plans of Mr. Fox to produce pictures
on the battlefields of France, as well as information concerning new stars of world
wide fame with whom Mr. Fox is negotiating.

" The Third Degree "
Vitagraph announces that- its big production, "The Third Degree," in which Alice
Joyce is starred, has been booked by Rowland and Clark Enterprises to open the new
Cameraphone theatre on Fifth avenue,
Pittsburgh.

The Bulletin, which has forty pages, has
a cover printed on buff paper, showing
Mr. Fox, Winfield R. Sheehan and Abraham Carlos about to sail from New York
on the Aquitania

Pronounces "Crimson Gardenia"
Big Success
The production possesses every requireAN advance showing of Rex Beach's
ment
for
great
picturization,
skillful and
latest picture, " The Crimson Garsubtle interweaving of themes, the finished
denia " at the Goldwyn projection room
acting of Owen Moore and Hedda Nova,
has convinced Goldwyn executives that this
a steady accumulation of interest to an
picture will be one of the screen sensations of the spring showing. The picture is explosive point, and an ending that in the
scheduled for release May 18.
quality of delicate humor surpasses anything in recent screen history, it is said.
Unheralded, except as a good picture
with strong plot interest, the first showing
Advance prophesies are always taken
of the picture at the Goldwyn offices
with a grain of salt, yet there is no doubt
amazed its audience, it is said, by the power
in the judgment of Goldwyn chiefs that
of its narrative, the artfulness with which
the next three months will set " The Crimsuspense has been sustained to the very last
son Gardenia " in a high place as one of
the distinguished pictures of 1919.
moment, and the beauty and novelty of the
settings. Superlatives seem to be customary in picture announcements yet there is
Selden Joins Sales Staff of
no superlative too strong to describe the
United Pictures
strength of " The Crimson Gardenia " as
a fascinating narrative. In the midst of
In
accordance
with J. A. Berst's policy
so many screen releases that depend upon
of engaging as far as possible returned
service men for suitable vacancies, United
merely exotic atmosphere for their interest, the new Rex Beach picture has almost
Picture Theatres, announces the appointment of Edwin D. Selden as Special Sales
every great quality that theorists of the
screen demand, and in abundance, it is Representative.
Mr. Selden was, for two years, personal
stated. Hugo Ballin's amazing realism in
his projection of New Orleans, old Creole
representative to Louis J. Selznick of the
houses and all, done of Culver City, is World Film Corporation. He has just returned from abroard, where he served in
one of the unique successes of art direction.
the Engineering Corps.

Many

Bookings

on

Tom Terriss directed " The Third Degree," and Miss Joyce's supporting comincludesDeGladden
dolf pany
(Mrs.
Wolf), James,
Hedda Anders
Hopper,Ran-L.
Rogers Lyton, Herbert Evans, George
Backus, J. P. Wade and L. O. McGuire.
A national billboard campaign is being
launched by Vitagraph in behalf of " The
Third Degree," and the beautiful 24-sheet
is expected to be conspicuous on the
boards of the best stands clear across the
continent.
Brunette Is Injured
Mitchell Lewis' weight, combined with
his almost superhuman strength, and a pair
of weak hinges on the door of a studio
backwoods cabin, were the cause of an
accident last week which resulted in a temporary postponement of work on Mr. Lewis'
forthcoming Select Picture, " The Gulf BeThe accident, which involved pretty
Fritzi Brunette, Mr. Lewis' leading woman,
occurred during the filming of a studio
scene.
The business in the scene calls for Mr.
tween."
Lewis to rush up to a cabin door and fling
his entire weight against it. In doing this
the hinges snapped and the door fell in pinning Miss Brunette to the floor.
Engages Conway Tearle
Conway Tearle has been engaged as leading man Theatres,
for Florence
Unitedto
Picture
Inc.,Reed's
screenthird
feature
be directed by Frank H. Crane.
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Robertson-Cole

Announces

Beginning with First Week in June will Distribute " Superior
Pictures "— " Man Who Turned White " to be First of
Series — All to be Specials
ROBERTSON-COLE this week announced that beginning with the first
of June the organization will inaugurate a new brand which will cover
all its biggest productions. This series of attractions will be called
" Superior Pictures." As is the case of other Robertson-Cole pictures, the
Superior brand will be released through Exhibitors Mutual.
" The Man Who Turned White," starring H. B. Warner and made by Jesse
D. Hampton, has been announced as the first Superior Picture released. The
announcement from the publicity offices describe this production as " a big
pulsating photodrama of the ever interesting, mysterious sands which lie down
behind the Mediterranean."
Other pictures, which have not yet been announced, are to follow in due time.
Praise It Highly
The Robertson-Cole announcement said:
" Superior Pictures will be 'specials' in
every sense of this much abused term, and
must possess an extraordinary box office
value before going under this classification.
" Robertson-Cole is taking its keen judgment on inaugurating the series with 'The
Man Who Turned White.' This Warner
picture is hailed as one of the most finished products ever sent out of the West, a
broad statement but one upon which Robertson-Cole confidently rely.
" After a most exhaustive study of the
motion picture situation Robertson-Cole
have come to a decision regarding the real
merit of ' Special ' productions, and with
the inauguration of Superior Pictures these
views will be put into practice. Any photoplay which is released as a Superior Picture will have to be a ' special ' in every respect. And no production will come under
the classification of Superior until it has
passed the test of rigid perfection Robertson-Cole has arranged for these offerings.
Elinor Field Is One of the Main Points of
Interest in " Don't
Worry,"
Released Through
" Superior Pictures will be built around
Exhibitors
Mutual
vital topics, prominent players, the best
supporting casts and produced by highclass directors. When necessary, vast
amounts of money will be spent in obtaining the most elaborate plays, but always the
finest production will be given.
" In their study of the field, the Robertson-Cole officials have found that spectacles
do not always attain the ' special ' class in
the eyes of the public. It is the public
which must be eventually satisfied, and it is
the box office as well as the artistic merit
which will be considered by RobertsonCole in the selection of Superior Pictures.
Tested First
"'The Man Who Turned White' was
tentatively selected several weeks ago as
the first Superior Picture, but announcement of that fact was withheld until the
film had been found up to the Superior
standard. Knowing just what Hampton
was doing with Warner, the RobertsonCole officials were supremely confident that
'The Man Who Turned White' would
come up to their highest expectations. The
same policy in the selection of the first
Warner picture will be pursued in the naming of the succeeding Superior Pictures.
Robertson-Cole have the final say in the
choosing of these productions, and they
must meet their standard.

" No Superior Picture will be announced
until it has been definitely selected as such.
Robertson-Cole will take no chance on a
single failure.
" ' The Man Who Turned White' was
screened last week, and in every respect it
was hailed as a ' knockout.' It is one of
the biggest and best pictures RobertsonCole has ever handled for American distribution. Everyone who saw it was enthusiastic about the production.
" Money was spent lavishly, though carefully, on ' The Man Who Turned White/
and the expenditure shows in the finesse of
the attraction. An entire Arabian village
was built just for this picture, elaborate interiors were erected in the Hampton
studios, and the entire country was scoured
for the finest type of Arabian horses, which
stand out in this offering like the fiery
steeds of the chariot rings of old.
Good Supporting Cast
" The supporting cast contains all prominent players, with the beautiful Barbara
Castleton as leading woman.
" The most minute detail was attended to
in the filming of ' The Man Who Turned
White,' and will not be overlooked in any
Superior Picture. The smallest feature re-

New
Brand
ceived the same studious attention as the
most prominent episode. Costumes were
modeled after the most approved Arabian
fashions, houses built to conform in every
respect to the abodes of an Arabian village.
" ' The Man Who Turned White,' which
will introduce Warner, a Robertson-Cole
star, is unquestionably the strongest vehicle
ever accorded him for screen production,
and is regarded by the star himself as one
of the finest characterizations he has ever
been called upon to make. It is written by
F. McGrew Willis, and adapted for fcreening by George Elwood Jenks, and is a
thrilling and colorful story of the desert
in which Warner plays the part of an
officer of the foreign legion and then the
leader of a marauding band of Arab brigands, a scourge 'to the caravans that start
from Mzab.
" As Ali Zaman, the terror of the desert,
Warner has an opportunity to again prove
that he is one of the most finished actors in
America. So true to the type is he in this
role that few of his host of admirers will
recognize in this fiery, hard riding desert
chieftain the fastidiously dressed H. B.
Warner of so many Broadway successes.
Story of Desert
" Because he is wise in the crafts of
war, the desert brigands adopt the cashiered officer (as Warner proves to be), and
follow his command like sheep. He himself does everything to cultivate a hatred
for all men, and especially those of his own
race. He flatters himself that he has put
aside the moral laws of his people and
adopted those of the desert Arab, but it is
easier to deceive one'e self than the world,
and deep down in his heart he was not half
as hard and pitiless as he thought. Then
comes the crisis when the Arabs capture
a beautiful American girl, which results in
changing the entire course of Zaman's
career.
" There is real body to this story. The
self-sacrifice of Captain Rand, also played
by Warner, in giving up his career to cover
the malefactions of an officer who once
saved his life in battle, is a stirring point
about the plot.
" Desert pictures are few and far between, and always have a wide appeal.
There
isn't ina the
singlemystery
movie fan
who silent
isn't
interested
of the
sands, and that is why Jesse D. Hampton
selected ' The Man Who Turned White '
to inaugurate the Warner series.
" All the atmosphere of the desert has
been faithfully conveyed to the screen by
Hampton. Many thousands of dollars were
spent in the. erection of an entire Arabian
village, Mzab in the story. The opening
resembled a scene such as one would expect
living in the atmosphere of the Arabian
Nights.
" Elaborate preparations are now under
way for the introduction of ' The Man
Who Turned White.' Robertson-Cole have
opened an extensive advertising campaign
which will continue over a preliminary
stretch of six weeks, leading up to release
date. This is followed by a nation-wide
campaign.
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"Red
Glove"
Episode
a man is in the Described
-case and realizes that he
Universal Company Explains How
is the one referred to.
Many Thrills are Injected Into
Billie then tries to phone Tia Juana
Serial During the Eleventh
but gets no answer. Becoming alarmed,
Chapter
she leaves for the cabin alone.
Here she is trapped into the chimney
securrent
the
THE eleventh episode of
rial, "The Red Glove" is cited as a by Wiley and young Vernon who is indebted to Wiley. After Wiley has fired
fitting example of the modern serial chapter and a Universal official describes the
the chimney, Billie succeeds in climbing
out but falls to the ground unconscious.
running story by taking it up where " BilWiley attacks her but Vernon turns upon
lie " (Marie Walcamp) is closely followed
him and Wiley returns to the Halstead
by the " Vulture " in a car, and as she aphome.
proaches the ferry, she is unable to stop
her car which falls into the bay.
A maid in Wiley's employ obtains the
In the opening of the eleventh episode
whereabouts of Tia Juana and tells Wiley.
she is rescued from the water by ferrymen
Dan realizes that Billie is evidently
but realizes that she has lost the Red Glove.
trapped and goes to the cabin where it is
The Vulture realizes this also and the two
discovered that both have been fooled into
dive for the glove but unnoticed to both,
thinking that they have talked to each other
a seagull has snatched up the Red Glove
over the phone. They rush to the home
and carried it away.
of Dan's sister where Tia Juana and Jose
are hiding. True to their prediction Wiley
A fight ensues but the Vulture is afraid
and the Vulture are there and a fight
to carry on the fight in the public place
and escapes.
for life is made by Tia Juana and Jose.
The entrance to the house is chained
Meanwhile Billie's absence has caused
considerable consternation at the Halstead
and a human bridge to Tia Juana' s room is
home. While Mrs. Halstead is accusing her
formed by Dan, Vernon, and Billie. Durof wrongs, Billie appears and asks to be
ing the struggle which follows Tia Juana
given fair treatment, telling the family that
and Jose manage to slip away but Billie
she cannot explain her actions. Starr
is swung into the air four stories from
Wiley, the villain, overhears her say that
the ground.
First National Managers
Vote For Chesters
who handles the pictures in nearly all the
At the meeting of First National Managers in the Hotel Astor last week an
Southern states, started two months ago
informal vote was taken as to the sentiwith his territory's full complement of
ment regarding Outing-Chester pictures,
prints, and three weeks ago ordered another.
which are being handled largely by First
National exchanges, and every manager
Louis Bache, manager of the Electric
Theatre Supply Company, Philadelphia, is
who has them put in an enthusiastic ballot in their favor.
one of the most enthusiastic boosters for
the travel pictures. In regard to the two
Individual reports from various managers were glowing. Floyd Brown, manastartling releases, " Cameraing Through
ger of H. Lieber Company Exchange, InAfrica," Mr. Bache writes :
dianapolis, stated that in addition to the
" Cameraing Through Africa," Parts 1
and 2, is the best that has ever been done
contracts now operating, he has a great
number which will begin as soon as other
along the animal line. I thought so much
of them that I screened them personally
contracts have run out, and that his territory is building up rapidly. Lieut. Jim P. for Mr. Schwalbe and several others and
Anderson, general manager of the First
they claimed that they are better and have
National Exhibitors' Circuit of Virginia,
more action than the pictures Rainey had."

Men"
"Virtuous
ng Campaign
Victoryfor
Loan.
It presents E. K.
Lincoln,
BigorderAdvertisi
IN
it is said to accommodate
the unusual demand by state rights purchasers
Grace Darling, Clara Joel, Robert W. Cummings and William B. Mack in one of the
for twenty-four sheets to exploit " Virtudramatic moments of " Virtuous Men."
ous Men," S-L Pictures has prepared a
The lithograph will be executed in eight
special lithograph for this purpose. Worthy
Butts, President of Butts Lithograph Co., colors by the new Iff-set process of lithography which Mr. Butts now controls. An
has been commissioned to design an origeffective color scheme will bring out the
inal and distinctive twenty-four sheet
stand for the Ralph Ince Film Attraction
title "Virtuous Men" so as to be discernable from a great distance, while the figstarringcision ofE.'
K.
Lincoln.
Due
to
the
deures in the illustration have been enlarged
Arthur S. Hyman, purchaser of
several degrees above life size.
"Virtuous Men" for Illinois, Indiana and
Michigan, H. C. Simeral, buyer of Western
This special twenty-four sheet stand will
be available to state rights purchasers, in
Pa., West Virginia and Ohio and other
state right men to present " Virtuous Men " addition to a series of distinctive posters
as a road show attraction, this twenty-four
for " Virtuous Men " executed by Clarence
sheet will be distinctly theatrical in its F. , Underwood, Gustav. Michelson, R. C.
makeup and coloring.
Luders and other well known artists, emThe illustration has been drawn by R. G.
bracing several styles of one, six and twenMorgan, creator of posters for the present
ty four-sheet, posters.

Motion

Picture

News

Latest Brentwood Special
Claims Strong Story
" Either through design or great good
fortune, the main title of the Brentwood
second
picture,
fits in quite Films.
strikingly," said
an
official
of Brentwood
" This producing corporation offered
'' The Turn in the Road,' with its strongly
dramatic story of very real characters and
the cheering uplift of its wholesome, practical lesson of love, when the world was
nursing its war wounds and the tastes of
the public were felt to have changed from
the sensational and unreal to the sound,
the real and the true. Now it offers ' Better Times,' as though a sequel to those who
benefited through the lesson which the first
successful picture pointed and as indicating
what opens up just beyond ' The Turn in
the Road.' ' Better Times,' also under the
direction of King W. Vidor, is another
wholesome, heart-warming and close-knit
story of people whom we all know and has
a generous admixture of unstrained
' homey' comedy and a well-threaded theme
of the power of that smile-under-difficulties which comes from a heart full of sunshine, determination and grit."
Thomas
Announces Cast
for Second Picture
Augustus Thomas announces the complete cast for his second play, now in the
first stages of production by Harry Raver
for Four Star pictures, distributed by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Leah
Baird,
of " Asseries,
a Man plays
Thinks,"
the
first ofthethestar
Thomas
the role
of a young school teacher. Edward T.
Langford is playing his first part since his
recent role of captain in the 27th Division,
U. S. A. Before Mr. Langford went to
France, he played leads with Alice Brady,
Gail Kane, Ethel Clayton, and others.
The remainder of the cast includes William H. Gibson. J. Kingsbury, Harry Bartlett, Vera Amazar and Becky Bruce.
George Irving is directing the new picture,
the title of which is as yet unannounced.
Blackton

Buys

Rights to

J. Stuart
Blackton "Dawn"
has recorded another
Porter's
" scoop " of current interest to the motion
picture industry, it is said, in his purchase
of the world motion picture rights to
" Dawn," the newest " best seller " from the
pen of Eleanor H. Porter, author of
" Pollyanna " and a score of other famous
novels.
" Dawn " is one of the biggest successes
in current literature, and is among the new
books in greatest demand at the public
libraries, it is said.
Edward Burns In It
Edward Burns, who played juvenile leads
with Elsie Ferguson in three of her recent Artcraft pictures, " The Lie," " The
Danger Mark," and " Under the Greenwood
Tree," will have an important role in
Bryant Washburn's new Paramount picture, "A Very Good Young Man," which
is now in process of production under the
direction of Donald Crisp.

in

the

Famous*

Hundreds of houses have already secured their contracts for this
With Polo's nation-wide reputation in the sensational box office
"C
YC
LO
great big new
series of
EIGHT special
Eddie Polo two-reel
West-IT
NE
serial
winner—" THE
LURE OR
SN
OF THE CIRCUS
" you simply tack
N
ST
IE
S
right on to his tremendous
popularity and
keep right
on getting
ern pictures— the famous "CYCLONE SMITH STORIES" in
which Polo does some of his hest work. EIGHT two-reel winners
the money. These 8 pictures will be SPECL4L. Special in story,
settings, production, direction and exhibition. Many houses will
that will make your program the fastest and best you've ever
play them as big as their features. GET YOUR CONTRACT IN
had. And they might accidentally take the glory from your big
feature besides.
TODAY.
Book

Thru

Any

Universal

Exchange
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Motion

Select

Releases

Three

Norma Talmadge and Mitchell Lewis
Each Offer One and the Third is
"Break the News to Mother"
THE current month's attractions offered
by Select Pictures Corporation include
a special, " Break the News to Mother,"
Norma Talmadge in " The New Moon,"
and Mitchell Lewis in " Jacques of the Silver North," which was previously announced under the working title of " The
Gulf Between."
" Break the News to Mother " is described as a stirring drama of love, intrigue and romance based on the famous
song of the same name by Charles K. HarIt is the
storyeven
of when
a mother's
which ris.fails
to dim,
her sonloveis
banished from his home.
In the cast are Pearl Shepard, Gertrude
Berkley, Raymond Bloomer, Alice Gerard,
Forrest Robinson, William Baily, Louis
Stern, Joseph Smiley and Chester Barnett.
The photography is by Andre Barlatier.
Norma Talmadge's Select attraction for
May is " The New Moon," a Russian story
by H. H. Van Loan which was adapted
and directed by Chester Withey. In "The
New Moon " Miss Talmadge is seen as a
young Russian Princess who falls under the
new order for the nationalization of women
in Russia.
In addition to Miss Talmadge and her
leading man, Pedro de Cordoba, the cast
includes Charles Gerard, Stuart Holmes,
Marc McDermott, Ethel Kaye, Harry Sothern and Marguerite Clayton.
Fannie

Ward

News

May
Simplex

Notes

Canadian Distributor in New York
Mr. George F. Perkins of the Perkins
Electric Company with offices in Montreal,
Toronto and Winnipeg, Canada, was a visitor at the Simplex factory this week. The
Perkins Electric Company are Canadian
distributors for the Simplex Projectors and
reports from that section indicate a heavy
Simplex business.
Mr. Perkins had just completed a very
busy week at Atlantic City where he played
an important part at the Electrical Convention, also taking part in the three days'
convention at the Society of Projection Engineers at Philadelphia.
It may be of interest to note that Mr.
Perkins reports the proposed erection of
several large theatres in his territory, in
which theatres the Simplex will be part of
the projection room equipment.
Norma Talmadge, Select Star
" Jacques of the Silver North " is the
title of Mitchell Lewis' Select Picture for
May. This is the attraction which was
previously announced under the working
title of " The Gulf Between." The story
and scenario are by Herbert North Bradbury and Frank Howard Clark. It was
directed by Norval MacGregor, and is heralded as a production of intrinsic worth.

Considers

< t'y1 HE Cry
of thetheWeak,"
Fannie Ward,
eighthstarring
of Pathe's
Extra Selected Star Photoplays, released
on May 8, has earned unanimous praise
from reviewers who witnessed a special
showing. The picture fuly justifies Miss
Ward's declaration, before she recently
sailed for Europe, that in this story, by
Ouida Bergere, " I have done the best
work of my entire career, both on the
screen and the spoken stage." She considers iteven records
better than
CommonareClay,"
the success
of " which
still
steadily increasing. The production is
made by Astra Film Corporation.
Ouida Bergere has emphasized in an entertaining manner the thory that a great
number of the crimes which are committed
today are based on vengeance against the
harshness of society, and that many criminals if given the proper opportunity may
be reclaimed.
From start to finish the story is a vivid
page of real life, showing how a girl
brought up in slum surroundings rose superior to her environment, and how her
weak-minded brother remained in the
underworld until reclaimed to a better life
by a devoted sister's love.
In Miss Ward's support were selected
types who exactly fit the characters — Frank
Elliott as " District Attorney Dexter," Walt
Whitman as " Judge Creighton," Paul
Willis
" Budd," and many other capable
screen as
artists.
George Fitzmaurice has achieved fame

For

Picture

the

Latest

Her

Best

as one of America's best directors. " The
Cry of the Weak" is one of the finest examples of his art. From the standpoint of
direction it is practically perfect, it is said.
Much of the action takes place at night,
and the night scenes are especially good,
giving just that amount of weird and un
canny effect to convey the correct " atmosphere "indicated.
Reports
Heavy Bookings
on Nesbit Feature
Following the unanimous endorsement
given " Thou Shalt Not," Evelyn Nesbit's
latest William Fox picture, by the reviewers in the trade press, exhibitors throughout the country are showing their appreciation of this picture by giving it extended
engagements. It is declared by everyone
who has seen it to be the best picture
Evelyn Nesbit ever made.
P. F. Shea, manager of theatres in
Bridgeport, Conn. ; Holyoke, Mass., and
Worcester, Mass., has booked " Thou Shalt
Not " for a week at each of his houses.
Oil Studies for Titles
D. Anthony Tauszky, the portrait artist
engaged by Maxwell Karger to paint interpretative titles for Metro productions, has
completed a set of twenty-one oil studies
for " False Evidence," the drama of the
California redwoods which Viola Dana
has just finished.

A Feature at R. I. Movie Ball
At the big movie ball held at the State
Armory, Providence, last Thursday, which
was declared by prominent men to be the
largest civic ball ever held in the state,
the Precision Machine Company included
in
try. their display the $1,400 nickel-plated
prize-winning Simplex Projector, which
has been exhibited in all parts of the counIn place of the regular outside shutter,
a revolving fan is substituted on this machine which when in operation produces
air current sufficient to keep in motion a
complete set of silk Allied flags, which
are mounted in front of the machine upon
which the lamp rays are directed, producing a very novel effect.
Among those prominent at the Simplex
display cision
wereMachine
W. Company,
C. FranckeMessrs.
of theHarry
PreAsher and Cecil Wood of the Boston Motion Picture Supply Company, southern
New England distributors for the Simplex and Mr. David Davison and his manager, Mr. George Butler, of the David
Davidson studios, Providence, distributors
for Simplex.
Pictures as Aid to Insane
A very interesting matter has come
to light through the installation of a Simplex Projector at the State Hospital for
the Criminal Insane at Dannemora, N. Y.
Dr. Ross, superintendent of the institution in question declared to C. C. Charles,
Simplex distributor at Albany, that the use
of motion pictures has proven one of the
best mediums for controlling unruly inmates, all of whom are very much interested in the weekly exhibition of movies.
In the event of misbehavior on the part
of any of the patients, who many times are
victims of fits of passion, the privilege of
viewing the pictures is taken from them
with the result that the morale of the institution has greatly improved since the introduction ofthe motion picture exhibitions
through the use of the Simplex.
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Sherry

Decides

To

Send

Out

Film Clearing House Is to Look After Physical Distribution of
Pictures Released Through Sherry Service — Forces
Are Completely Reorganized
WM.

L. SHERRY, head of the Sherry Service, has decided to again
cover the United States with his own salesmen. In addition, he has
formed an alliance with the Film Clearing House, Inc., which will
handle the physical distribution of all pictures released through the Sherry
Service, including the De Luxe Pictures, Inc., productions starring Doris
Kenyon, Frank S. Keeney, productions starring Catherine Calvert, and the
Edgar LeAvis and Gilbert A. Anderson features.
Before the ink was dry on the contract signed by Mr. Sherry and Frank C.
Hall, president of the Film Clearing House, Inc., Mr. Sherry had dispatched
half a dozen members of the N. Y. office to every part of the U. S., with instructions to engage the best salesmen and managers in every principal city.
Personal Attention
From this date the completely reorganized Sherry sales force will cover all territory under the personal direction of Mr.
Sherry, who intends to devote close attention to the needs of the exhibitor and who
invites personal correspondence with regard to the same.
" Under the new plan," said Mr. Sherry,
in discussing the reorganization, I hope to
get awa;- from the atmosphere of remoteness that prevents close co-operation between the head office of the picture play
organization and the exhibitor — an atmosphere that hampers both and may easily be
dispelled if a little more attention is paid
to the human elements involved.
" To insure closer intimacy with exhibitors Iam urging them to keep in personal
touch with me by letter. If there is reason for criticism of any department of my
organization I want to find it out and the
best source of information I know of is
the exhibitor whose interest that organization is designed to serve.
I propose to reply in person to all such
communications and in this "way to establish an understanding based on community
of interest, which will benefit all concerned.
"If my salesmen do not call on the exhibitor Iwant to know that. It is difficut to remedy conditions that are not
known to exist but easy enough when the
condition is once brought to my attention.
My policy is to cultivate intimacy with the
other fellow's point of view and correspondents will find me in a receptive as
well as a communicative mood."
Include Twelve Features

by critics as one of the best of the season
and certainly Miss Calvert's finest effort.
" ' Love And The Law,' an Edgar Lewis
production of the highest merit thoroughly
sustains the reputation made by the producer of ' The Barrier,' ' The Bar Sinister '
and ' The Great Divide.' The author of the
story is W illiam Hamilton Osborne who
first published it in the Saturday Evening
Post under the title ' The Troop Train.'
" 'Calibre 38,' another Lewis product is
a splendid dashing romantic adventure
story, featuring Mitchell Lewis and Hedda
Nova, with a wonderful cast.
" Another new one is the five-part western drama, ' The Son-Of-A-Gun,' from the
studios of the Golden West Producing
Company, featuring G. M. Anderson, famous the world over as ' Broncho Billy.'
Standaid Successes

" The productions released exclusively by
the Sherry Service include twelve features,
five of them new releases which have not
until now been offered for booking. These
latter include the De Luxe Pictures production Twilight,"
"
starring Doris Kenyon. The play was written by Louis loseph
Vance and Vingie E. Roe, and originally
appeared in Metropolitan Magazine. It has
received the highest enconiums of the advance reviewers.
" Next comes the new Frank A. Keeney
production, " Marriage For Convenience,"
by E. Lloyd Sheldon, featuring Catherine
Calvert. The Keeney play has been hailed

" Standard successes included in the program are ' Wild Honey,' a De Luxe picture
in six parts starring Doris Kenyon, being
booked in great success and acclaimed by
critics everywhere ; ' Marriage.' a Frank
Keeney release featuring Catherine Calvert and David Powell and Thomas Holden
included in the cast ; ' Inn of the Blue
Moon,' by Louis Joseph Vance, starring
Doris Kenyon
' Streetsuccess
of Seven
another
Doris ;Kenyon
based Stars,'
on a
story of Mary Roberts Rinehart ; ' Out
of themade
Night,'
Calvert
has
one inofwhich
her Catherine
most sensational
hits ; ' Romance of the Underworld,' an-

Doris Kenyon, De Service
Luxe star, through Sherry

Salesmen

other Keeney-Calvert triumph and ' Red
Blood and Yellow,' a Golden West Producing
bert Company
Anderson. winner, also featuring Gil"Further releases by all the above producers will be announced by Mr. Sherry
shortly. Miss Kenyon has a new picture
in work and a new Calvert feature is among
the early future. Gilbert Anderson is also
at work on a new five-part drama that will
feature him in a novel role."
Griffith

Opens Exchange
in Honolulu
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company has opened an exchange at 148. S.
Beretania street, Honolulu, T. H., under
the management of Beverly Griffith, formerly business manager and producer of
comedy
studios. films at the Universal's western
Griffith joined the colors at the outbreak
of the war, rose to the rank of SergeantMajor in the Air Service, . Puget Sound
district, and was recommended for commission just before the signing of the
armistice. He was released from service
January 11. As soon as Carl Laemmle,
president of the Universal, heard he was
on his way south, he wired him instructions to proceed to Honolulu to open the
exchange there.
The mail address of the new distributing
office is Post Office Box 1414, Honolulu,
T. H.

Oswald

Stoll is Knighted
in England

Oswald Stoll is one of the most important amusement men in England, managing
director of the Coliseum Syndicate and distributor of Goldwyn pictures in the entire
United Kingdom, has just been knighted
for his work during the war which aided
greatly in keeping up the morale of the
British army. Mr. Stoll — now Sir Oswald— contributed liberally to all the war
charities, and did his most important work
through the arranging of amusements for
the soldiers. In addition to Stoll, Harry
Lauder was the other stage celebrity to be
knighted.
Realistic Thrill in " Virtu" Virtuous Men," a Ralph Ince film attraction, now being ous
state-righted
Menby "buyers byas S-L
Pictures, has been hailed
the
greatest " punch " picture ever offered, it
is said. Due to its spectacular effects,
tremendous mob scenes and innumerable
thrills the production starring E. K. Lincoln fulfills, according to territorial purchasers, along felt want for this type of
picture. In addition to the many thrilling
scenes, the picture contains a most realistic moment in which John P. Wade and
William B. Mack figure.
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United
Augments
Its Huge
List
Reports Gaining 48 New Members in
Past Week in Successful Drive
for Membership
HS. GALLUP, general manager of the
• Delft theatres, holding United Franchises for theatres in Marquette, Escanaba
and Munising, Mich., has been elected to
the Advisory Board of United Picture
theatres.
Charles Gilmore, of the Orpheum theatre, Oswego, N. Y., has become a two
share member of United during the past
week and Homer Howard, United's Buffalo
representative, has also associated himself
with United for two shares.
Continuing its successful drive for membership, United reports 48 new members
for the past week, as follows :
Cortland Theatre Co., Buffalo, N. Y. ;
Syracuse Strand Theatre Co., Syracuse, N.
Y. ; M. D. Motta, New York City ; Hof man
& Burton, Detroit, Mich. ; S. Korons Bros.,
St. Louis, Mo. ; J. F. Reich Bros. & Son,
Dustin Farmim, United
in *' ThePicture
Harvest of Shame,"
Myersdale, Pa. ; M. A. Law, Savanna, 111. ;
G. Strasser, Buffalo, N. Y. ; D. C. Scott,
Anaconda, Mont.; J. W. Allender, Inc., Calumet, Mich.; D. Leveque, Lake Linden,
Michigan; Halverson & Vinje, Hillsboro,
Spokane, Wash- ; H. H. Julian, Conway,
N. D. ; Gilmore Amusement Co., Oswego,
Ark.; Wm. Yoost, New York City; Geo.
N. Y.; Marks & Goodman, Chicago, 111.;
J. Warren, Red Cloud, Nebr. ; L. W. Heal,
Superior, Neb. ; L. Rosenthal, Passaic, N. A. Obresh, Whiting, Ind.; E. L. Harris,
J.; S. B. Sturtevant, Fruita, Calif.; D. J. Peoria, III; Applebaum & Kahn, Chicago,
111.; J. Bobend, Chicago, 111.; J. E. Irving,
Askin, Jersey City, N. J.; F. J. Miller,
Chicago, 111.; C. Washicheck, Milwaukee,
Augusta, Ga. ; J. P. Cox, Cape May, N.
Wis. ; Tory Amusement Co., Cleveland,
J. ; J. A. Riegel, Ft. Wayne, Ind. ; Tony
Ohio; J. H. Fisher, Versailles, Ky. ; John
Nellison, Ft. Wayne, Ind. ; M. Switow,
B. Stout, Danville, Ky. ; Frank Bittikofer,
Jeffersonville, Ind. ; Hill Top Amusement
Bradford, Ohio; Chancellor Bros. ArCo., Louisville, Ky. ; W. L. Saunders,
canum, Ohio.
Louisville, Ky. ; Ft. Wayne, Gaiety TheEdward A. Selden has been engaged as
atre Co., Bluffton, Ind. ; J. J. Ryan, Anderspecial representative for United Picture
son, Ind. ; John M. Cooney, Pittsfield,
Mass. ; E. A. Erickson, Benson, Minn. ; Theatres of America.
Mr. Selden again takes up work in the
Hay & Nicholas, Fairmount, Minn. ; W. J.
Paulman, Jamestown, N. D. ; Star Theatre
film world after what he terms " A sucCo., Negaunee, Mich. ; John D. Cuddihy,
cessful engagement in France."
Miller Starts on
First Special Production
years he has been associated with some of
CHARLES MILLER, whose productions
will be released and distributed by the industries best producers, having directed aseries of productions for Select,
Frank G. Hall, president of Independent
Sales Corporation and vice-president and a with Norma Talmadge as star. Previous
to taking up the work of a director, Mr.
director of the Miller Company, comMiller was on the stage, and was one of the
menced work Wednesday on the first of the
six special productions to be made during
Middle West's most popular stock actors.
He has been associated with the theatrical
the year, at the Bacon-Backer studio. Mr.
profession and industry for many years.
Miller has not announced the title, but says
Mr. Miller announces that he expects to
that the story deals with modern society
have his first independent production ready
with the action laid in New York.
Among the popular screen artists cast
for release through Independent Sales Corfor parts in the first Miller production are,
poration and Film Clearing House in about
Herbert Rawlinson who has the lead in six weeks. The title to his first picture will
be announced later.
Frank G. Hall's late release,- " A House
Divided " ; Florence Billings who has been
seen in several Vitagraph productions ;
To Have Important Roles
Stuart Holmes, the screen's popular villain
and co-starred with Ellen Cassidy in Frank
with Bert Lytell
Hall's special release, recently acquired
Augustus
Phillips and Joseph Kilgour
from the Warners, " The Other Man's
both well-known actors with many diffiWife " ; Charles Stevenson, Vinden Friedcult character and heavy creations to their
ly, Herbert Wehster, Maud Hill, Regina
Quinn, formerly of the Winter Garden, and
credit, have been engaged by Metro for imBasil Webb.
portant parts in Bert Lytell's newest starring vehicle, " The Lion's Den," written by
production
Mr. venture
Miller starts'
thisTheweek
will markwhich
his first
as an
Frederick Orin Bartlett, author of Lytell's
independent producer. During the past few
recent screen triumph, " The Spender."
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Keeps Pace with
Development

Joseph Goldberg, proprietor of the Majestic and the Lillian theatres in Clarksville, Tenn.; says he owes his success to
keeping pace with picture development. It
was eight years ago that Mr. Goldberg
withdrew his active interests from the furniture business in Clarksville to become an
exhibitor.
He thought he saw a bigger future in
pictures. Now he is the recognized "picture king " in that part of Tennessee.
Mr. Goldberg had never felt that his patrons wanted a steady diet of the market's
biggest features until last winter when he
obtained from the Big Feature Rights
Corporation, of Louisville, which handles
First National attractions, twenty-five features which he played consecutively.
Mr. Goldberg is going to remodel his Majestic theatre, so that it will hold more
people. He intends spending several
thousands of dollars on it, so that it will be
the equal of the best theatre in any town
of the size of Clarksville in the country.
" The Unknown Dancer "
Is Second Capellani
" The Unknown Dancer " is announced
as the production on which Creighton Hale
and June Caprice are now at work at the
Capellani Studio, Fort Lee. The picture is
adapted from the French play, " Le Danseur Inconnu," by Tristan Bernard.
George Archainbaud is directing it under the personal supervision of Albert Capellani.
This production will follow " Oh, Boy "
as the second of the series of super-features co-starring Hale and Caprice to be
produced by the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., for release through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
First National Gets Lehrman Comedies
It was announced this week that Harry
A. Sherman has closed a deal with First
National Exhibitors' Circuit whereby the
Lehrman Comedies will be distributed by
First National. The series of two-reel
comedies, according to the announcement,
involves a money consideration of over
The announcement makes it known that
$1,000,000.
the comedies under this contract are to be
released every six weeks under the name
of Lehrman Comedies. They are to be produced at the
ver City,
Cal new Lehrman studios at CulStyle Expert for Films
S. Zalud, creator of thousands of America's latest styles of hats, capes, gowns and
dresses, has succumbed to the lure of the
motion picture.
The young New York designer whose
costumes have been the talk of the continent since America entered the world war,
has been engaged by the Universal Screen
Magazine to show how the many designs
which
ceived. have come from his studio are con-
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GOOD many Exhibitors have wondered how
it happens that a Universal Special Attraction
is always complete in everything that goes to
make up an artistic picture.
The answer is —
the money we save by not employing Grand
Opera stars we put into the production. That
is why the Settings of a Universal Special Attraction are by far the handsomest to be
found on the screen today.
That is
why

the Photography

is the clearest

— why

the Lighting is the most effective—why the Timing of the picture
leaves nothing to be desired. Check
up these several points in your next
Universal
Special
Attraction — make
comparison with any other group of

MARY

M4CURCN

pictures on the market.
You'll see
the truth of the foregoing and you'll
agree with us that ours is the sensible
way to make
pictures attractive to
your

audiences.
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Harry

Bare Fists " is one
Carey ins " make
IFofHarry
up your mind
your attraction
right now there will be a greater effort to
sell this particular offering than you generally exert. This is a western picture and
the point that you want to use is the novelty of the plot. Sameness of stories has
resulted in weakening the appeal of many
of the westerns and here you have a chance
to take advantage of that fact.
O-f course, you are going to play the
name of the star mighty strong to take
advantage of the fullest of Carey's following. His figure should dominate all your
advertising and you will find that you have
a chance to get away from the usual "gun"
appeal here by using pictures of him fighting with his fists. Then go ahead with the
selling arguments, making them crisp and
telling just part of the story without spoiling the suspense of your patrons while they
are watching the picture.
The mother element ought to enter into
your sales talk, because this part will appeal particularly to the women who otherwise might avoid a western on the idea
that it is too much " all shooting." For
the same reason the romance with the little Spanish girl and the part the little
brother plays should be developed in the
longer sales matter.
THIS
is the
: Harry's
marshal
of astory
border
town offather
the oldis
west frequently visited by outlaws and has
promised his wife to resign the post that
is always causing trouble. Just as he is
about to do so a bunch of outlaws come to
shoot up the place and Harry and his
father go to their duty, " for the last time,"
as they tell the wife and mother. It is

Carey

m

ts

"Bare

tenialwith
ose
areE writ
the Sect
purpions
Service
Spec
THES
of suggesting to exhibitors
how to get the most out of
pictures that they have booked.
They are prepared after studying
the pictures and the best way of
ng them. Won't you let us
exploitiany
know
use that you made here
and the original ideas that you
have used in putting over this picture of any others?

the last time for the father, for he is killed
by the outlaws who escape.
The deeply religious mother, shocked by
the tragedy, induces her son to promise
never to carry a gun again, and finally he
yields to her entreaty and then with her
and his young brother they move to another part of the state — Kansas — where he
becomes a ranchman, grazing his cattle on
the open ranges. For the first time in his
life he has deliberately run away from
trouble.
Soon cattle begin to disappear from his
already slender herd and finally he comes
on Boone Travis, another rancher, and his
Mexican aide, Lopez, branding one of his
cows. But he is helpless because they
cover him with their guns and instead of
being able to drive them away he has to
endure their taunts. To make matters
worse Harry has fallen in love with Conchita, a beautiful Spanish girl, who returns
his affections, but whose mother insists
that she shall marry Travis.
HIS incident, however, is too strong
T for Harry and he goes for his pistol.

telling his mother: "All bets are off. I'm
resuming
stand."
But
she comes business
on him at
as the
he isoldabout
to leave
the house and again forces him to yield
and to stand by his pledge. Further insult
is added when Conchita's mother tells him
that he is not welcome — at the suggestion
of Travis. But Travis, in turn, gets his
when the girl refuses him and tells him
that she loves Harry.
It is then that Travis determines to put
the man who won't shoot out of the way,
and takes advantage of Harry's next visit
to the dance hall-saloon'. Here there is a
little incident at the door when Harry
bluffs the Mexican Lopez away by using
his hand in his shirt as if he were holding
a gun. Travis has arranged for one of his
men to lure Harry to one of the private
rooms under the pretence of buying cattle
and there a fight between the two starts.
Harry uses only his bare fists, but then a
shot is heard and Harry's opponent falls
dead.
Testimony of Travis and the story of
the Mexican together with the fact that a
derringer such as a man might well conceal in his shirt are found behind the body
convict Harry before the frontier court
and he is sentenced to die.
A S a final favor the sheriff agrees to
*»• go with Harry to tell his mother goodbye, with the fiction that he is going away
on a trip. But while they are on that mission Harry's little brother, Bud, comes
upon Travis and the Mexican branding
more of Harry's cattle and confronts them.
In revenge the Mexican brands the child
on the breast.
Returning to the jail they come upon the

At right, Harry yields to his mother and surrenders his gun; in center, he is now helpless to stop tin cattle thieves, and at left scene
where in custody of the sheriff he goes to tell his mother good-by
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At the left, though he has fought the fight with his bare fists, he is accused and later convicted of shooting the man; at right, Ruby, the
dance hall girl, confesses that Travis was the guilty party; in center, the beautiful Senorita that Harry wins, with the happy ending
lad, who tells his story. That is too much
and suddenly Harry knocks the sheriff
from his saddle, seizes his rifle and is off
while Bud holds the sheriff at bay. Then
following Travis and the Mexican to the
saloon there is a tense bit of action with
the two men laying in wait for him. But
Harry still has the strategy and the quick
finger and he gets both of them and then
returns to jail to give himself up.
Again behind the bars and resigned to
death, Ruby, a dance hall girl, who has
learned that Travis had planned to desert
her to marry Conchita, comes to the jail
and confesses that she saw Travis shoot
his own man during the fight with Harry.
Then freedom, and wedding bells and happiness.
AS we have suggested there should be
a share of the exploitation built around
mother love, but be sure to make it clear
that in the end Harry triumphed over his
enemies, for even for the sake of a mother
a whole lot consider it un-American to let
a band of crooks defy and taunt one, especially in these days since our boys have
gone to the other side and have come back
the heroes of heroes.
Attention can be gained for your displays right off the bat by using one of the
scenes which shows Harry surrendering
his gun to his mother. Then should follow the explanatory selling talk :
"He yielded to the entreaties of his
mother — just made a widow by an outlaw's
shot — and surrendered his gun, promising
never to soot again. He went out with his
bare fists to maintain his rights.
" But he saw thieves branding his cattle
and was helpless because they had him
' covered.' He had to listen to the taunts
of the chief of their band, who sought the
beautiful Spanish girl who loved Harry. He
saw himself ordered away from her home
by her mother.
" Then, though he was unarmed, they convicted him of shooting another man. He
was to die — then he saw something and all
bets were off. Harry broke his pledge in a
way that you'll all applaud. Just how you
should see for yourself."
THEN here's another one that recalls
the type of pictures in which Carey has
usually been seen :

" When you see Harry Carey in a picture
you
expect to see hard riding and straight
shooting.
" Here you see him surrendering his gun
to his mother and promising not to shoot
again. It was all because of the great love
of the son.
" He saw his cattle stolen, listened to the
insults of the thieves, even-yielded when he
was ' framed ' and convicted of a murder
of which he was innocent.
"Hard to believe that's Harry Carey, you
say. Yes, and as you sit in your seat and
grip the arms of the chair you'll wonder
why
old Harry doesn't come to life and
start the
something.
And the
just sear
aboutofthat
he " sees
the time
brandhe ondoeshis— when
little
brother's breast — and then more things
happen in a few minutes than you ever saw
happen on the screen.
"Shoot straight? He gets two of them at
once, and you'll thrill anew as vou see him
Or this one :
it." you imagine a man out in the days
do" Can
of the old west who didn't carry a gun.
Well, Cheyenne Harry was one, for he had
yielded to the entreaties of his aged,
widowed mother and promised that he
would never shoot again.
" He had only his bare fists and he knew
how to use them, yet he was helpless when
others had the bead drawn on him. Should
he have stuck to the pledge to his mother
when the thieves taunted him? He did.
" Should he have surrendered under their
threats when he saw them stealing the cattle
from his herd? He did. Should he have
stood by helpless when their leader was
seeking to make him a coward before the
girl he loved? He did.
" Should he still have refused to shoot
when he was ' framed ' and sentenced to die
for a crime of which he was innocent, when
one touch of the old gun would have given
him liberty? And yet he did.
" But there did come a time when the
pledge was forgotten and the justice of the
plains done. What made Harry shoot them?
It's unfair to tell — it'll spoil a real picture
HERE can be another striking cut
for
T you."
made for advertising purposes by us-

ing the one that we have illustrated showing Harry with the rifle in his hand. It
pictures him at the moment when he was
administering justice to the cattle thieves.
You can get added heart touch by using
this full length figure at the upper left and
then dropping in one of the pictures that
shows Harry, his kid brother and mother
together at the lower right. This will
leave you room in the middle for the fuller
selling talks that we have suggested. They
are a little long, but we believe in really
showing how different this picture really is.
But here are a few shorter ones :
" Men thought him a coward because he
would not shoot. It was his promise to his
aged mother and he endured their taunts
and their robberies — was even about to give
his own life when something happened that
broke all pledges and spelled more action
than you ever saw before in a few feet of
" He would fight any man in the world
with has bare fists. He knew no fear, but
those were the days when men fought with
guns and when
himhishe aged
was
helpless.
It wastheyhis' covered
pledge ' to
mother
film." and he kept it until you'll almost
despise him, but when you see the big moment come and see Harry act in the real
Carey fashion you'll get the biggest thrill
His mother
of " your
history" made him seem a coward.
She won from him the pledge never to shoot
again. Men sneered at him, robbed him,
even had him on the brink of the gallows,
yet he never swerved. He endured everything himself, but when another was
wronged then he forgot every pledge and
you'll agree that he got about the speediest
justice you could desire for your hero — and
the" They
girl hecalled
loved."him a coward because he
had promised his mother never to shoot.
But the moment came when he had to
knock the sheriff down, steal his own gun
and
justice ofHarry
the west.
find administer
the real Cheyenne
breakingYou'll
out
in the end after the most amazing western
story
you were
have two
everto witnessed."
"They
one and laying in wait
for him, but Cheyenne Harry is the quickest
and straightest shooter of them all. You
can guess what happened, but WHY makes
a startling, absorbing story."
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At left, Harry and his father just before the latter is killed by bandits; center, where Harry is waiting for his enemies in the dance
h-all-saloon, and at right, his quick shooting brings him his revenge

Attention
Get
Will
Display
Lobby
Carey
Harry
the theme, first being played with the title,
LAST week we printed a couple of pictures showing how Manager Walter
" I thought," and the only other time at the
end of the picture starting with the title,
Armstrong, of the Strand theatre, Portland, Ore., got a most effective display by
" Another home-coming." There are several humorous scenes, including one where
merely using cut-outs of the one and three
Harry is seen at the side of the creek
sheets for the lobby display. There were
a large number of these employed and
scrubbing his very bare kid brother. " That
hung from the ceiling of the lobby, so that
Moaning Trombone" will add just a little
of the jazz effect here and increase the
one looking in could not miss the smash.
laughs. Naturally a big part of the music
We have made one of the cut-outs from
has to be played to action with allegro
the one-sheet that gives a real punch showeffects.
ing the star with his fists ready for action.
We would balance this bill strongly with
These should be mounted on heavy cardboard and the use of a score or so of them
comedy of the more virile sort, slap-stick
preferably. Most of the scenes are out of
will do the work. For the display nearer
doors and there is the air of the old west
the sidewalk there is a figure of Carey
to all of them, so you really do not need
ready for a fight on one of the three-sheets,
a scenic.
and this can be similarly mounted. There
can be a much larger head of Carey wearWE believe that in case of a star who
is so identified with one line of roles
ing his big hat taken from the 24-sheets,
that it is better to put all of the selling
and these will help vary the display
We would advise against anything of the
argument on him, featuring his name and
This cut-out made from one of the onesheets is effective for the lobby
then showing why everyone should want
gun sort in the display, for this is contrato see him in this particular picture, but
dictory to the title. And always remember
sure to tell the people that this is a picture
that a misleading lobby display is far, far
some managers like to mention the names
that
appeals
to
the
entire
family.
worse than none at all.
of the other players. In this case you have
You should put special emphasis on the
matinee business here, because if you get a strong supporting cast :
Betty Schade is the leading woman, and
F yours was one of the cities in which
the children in they are very likely to go
Harry Carey made his personal appearback home with a selling argument all of strange to say, she has the part of a Spanish girl. Here you have a chance for a
ance on his recent trip through the country'
their own that will convince their parents
you will take advantage of that fact by
little freak story that will attract attention
that here is a western picture with someespecially of the women. It is good matter
referring to it in your advertising something more to it than a lot of rough riding
thing like this :
for your house program and should be
and promiscuous shooting.
printed far enough in advance of the show" It wasn't until you saw Harry Carey on
the stage of the Empire theatre in person
THERE can be a stronger appeal made
ing to cause talk :
to the emotions here by having a male
. that you realized what a human sort of a
"You probably know that Betty Schade,
hero he was after all. You've seen him at singer as the prelude rendering " Mother
Harry
Carey's
leading
' Bare But
Fists,'
hard riding and straight shooting, and in Machree."
is a dizzy
blonde
withwoman
green ineyes.
in
This is one of the most popular
of
songs
with
strong
heart
interest,
and
' Bare Fists ' you'll see him in just such a
this picture you see her as a dark-haired,
then it should be carried into the screening
role — until something happens that would
black-eyed Spanish character. How can you
make any man forget any promise and seek
as a secondary theme — for the scenes with
explain
seenyoutheto picture
we
mere it?
men After
would you've
like for
tell us
the mother. According to the score arthe justice of the West "
Whether they were played at your thearanged by James C. Bradford, who has
been the musical director of the Broadway,
tre or some other one, you want to call atdone.'1Walthall has another promisMay
itinent
howAnna
tention tothe success that this actor scored
this was first introduced with the title,
part. She is an Alabama girl and a
sister of the famous Henry B. She has
" With his broken-hearted mother," in the
in " A Fight for Love," " Roped," " Three
scene at home after the father has been
been in a number of big productions reMounted Men," " Hell Bent " and others.
Then add that this is a story that was
cently and her presence will help southern
killed. It is brought -back again when
managers.
Harry goes after his gun and then a third
specially written for him by Bernard McConville and shows him in a wide range
time as Harry, condemned to die, tells
Joe Harris, one of the prize villains ;
of characterization and a variety of action.
his mother a white lie in saying farewell.
Vester Pegg, a well-known character actor,
and Mollie McConnell are also in the cast.
If you use the circular letter plan be
" Will You Remember " is suggested as
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Schwerin
as branchto
manager
for World Film in
FiveUnpardonable
Southern States Acquired bySin"
Pittsburgh,
he
has
covered
every importProminent Independent Operator
ant centre in the United States and has
on Harry
Garson's Big
Production
handled some of the screen's biggest and
HARLES F. SCHWERIN, one of the most successful independent attractions.
He was Selznick's representative in
most prominent and successful operaPittsburgh and general manager of the
tors in the independent field, announces
First National exchange there, the franthat he has purchased from Harry I. Garchise controlled by Rowland and Clark.
son, the rights to the Virginia, Georgia,
In recent years, Mr. Schwerin opened
Florida, Alabama, North and South Carooffices in Cleveland, doing business as the
lina territory on " The Unpardonable
Success Film Productions.
Sin," the screen version of Major Rupert
Recently he toured the Eastern territory
Hughes' novel of the same title, produced
as
special representative for Frank G. Hall
by Mr. Garson under the direction of Marshall Neillan and starring Blanche Sweet.
in the interest 'of the Rothapf el Unit ProAir. Schwerin closed the deal for the
gramme and in placing the Rothapfel Programme in every city visited, including th;
Southern territory the first of the week,
largest through the East and Middle West,
paying the highest figure, it is said, ever
established a record of one-hundred perrecorded for a single production playing
cent bookings. Mr. Schwerin is generally
this territory.
Immediately after closing the deal, Mr.
conceded to be one of the industry's most
efficient and capable operators in the indeSchwerin planned a publicity and adverpendent field and in his new venture he
tising campaign which will place " The Unhas the best wishes from his many friends.
pardonable Sin " before the Southerners,
Friday, May 2, marks the opening of
in every newspaper and local trade paper
in that section.
" The Unpardonable Sin " at the BroadMr. Schwerin is said to be known to
way theatre, New York City, for an indefinite engagement.
every exchange man and exhibitor from
This day also marks the opening of the
New York to the Coast. In the eight years
Broadway under new management, the well
that he has been connected with the indusknown theatrical firm of B. S. Moss, havtry, starting with the General Film Coming leased the theatre for a long term of
pany and later acting as special representative for the Fox Film Corporation and

Signs
Robert Warwick
ROBERT WARWICK has been signed
to a long-term contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to appear
as a star in Paramount and Artcraft pictures. And as if this were not enough
honor to be bestowed upon an actor-soldier, or soldier-actor, the same day which
brought this announcement to New York
from the West Coast brought also a telegram to the home office from Los Angeles
conveying the news of the erstwhile Captain's promotion to a Majority in the Reserve of the United States Army. The promotion dates from April 8 and is for five
years, and is given in recognition of Major
Warwick's distinguished service as a member of the General Staff of the A. E. F.
The engagement of Major Warwick as
a permanent star of the Paramount and
Artcraft players was the direct outcome,
it is stated, of his splendid work in the
leading role of " Secret Service," the big
Famous Players-Lasky special production

Contract
Long-Term
just completed at the Lasky studio by Director Hugh Ford. So perfect, in the estimation of Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B. DeMille and other Famous Players-Lasky officials, was Major Warwick's portrayal of
the hero of the William Gillette story that
the signing of the star for a term of years
was inevitable, and the contract was immediately closed by Mr. Lasky. " Secret Service," it is said, will prove one of the big
achievement of the screen for the year, according to all who saw it.
Major Warwick will be starred next in
a screen version of " Told in the Hills,"
the novel by Marah Ellis Ryan which, at
the time of its publication a good many
years ago, was one of the most sensational
fiction successes written. In fact, it is still
one of the most widely read of American
novels. Will M. Ritchey has written the
scenario and Hugh Ford will direct, with
Ann Little assigned to the leading feminine
role in the picture.

Picture

News

World Announces Release
of Macdon Comedies
World Pictures announce that they will
distribute a number of two-reel comedies
made by the Macdon Pictures Corporation.
Two of these comedies, " Pardon Me " and
" Neptune's Step-Daughter," have been finished and work is now progressing on the
third. The star is Gertrude Selby, who
began her picture career as a featured
player and later as a star in the L Ko comedies. Miss Selby was afterward st rr d by
the Universal in five-reel dramas. Following which she was featured by Mack Sennet, under whose direction she appeared in
a number of his productions. She was then
engaged by William Fox and originated the
Sunshine Girl as the star of the Sunshine
Comedies.
Supporting Miss Selby are Bobby Connelly, Patsy De Forest and Lew Marks, all
of whom are well known. Frank P. Donovan will direct.
The Thanhouser studio at New Rochelle
has been secured under a long lease by the
Macdon Picture Corporation.
Famous

Players Sign Irving
Cummings

Irving Cummings, one of the better
known leading men, has been placed under
contract by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to appear in pictures made on the
Pacific coast, starting July 1st.
Mr. Cummings has completed work in
" Secret Service," doing a heavy role, under the direction of Hugh Ford. Prior to
that, he appeared in Ethel Clayton's picture, "Men, Among
Women theand
Money,"
for
Paramount.
screen
stars Mr.
Cummings has supported may be mentioned
Clara Kimball Young, Nazimova, Florence
Reed, Pauline Frederick, Hazel Dawn, and
Ethel Barrymore. He also played an important part in Maurice Tourneur's production. The
"
Whip."
Winter
Hall
to Support
Dorothy Phillips
Winter Hall, who has been seen in a
number of de Mille productions, who supported Mary Pickf ord in " Captain Kidd,
Jr." and who was most recently seen opposite Helen Jerome Eddy in " The Turn in
the Road " has been engaged by Universal
to support Dorothy Phillips in her next
Universal super-drama now being produced
at the West Coast studios by Allen J.
Holubar. Maxine Elliott Hicks, well
known to Broadway theatregoers because
of her many appearances on the stage in
juvenile roles, has also been given a prominent part in Miss Phillips' production.
Other members of the Phillips cast are
William Stowell, Robert C. Anderson,
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Thurston Hall and
Margaret Mann.

Record Bookings for the Stewart Productions
VITAGRAPH this week declares that
" From Headquarters," all of the big
the bookings recorded for its first Metropolitan circuits in the East, including
Fox, Moss and Poli, and the big chain of
Anita Stewart production, " From Headtheatres in the middle West and far West
quarters," which was released on March
10, were only a forerunner of what it will
played the picture. This week Vitagraph
achieve with the entire series of Anita
reports that the Strand Theatre in MonStewart productions as they come along.
treal has booked the Anita Stewart productions for first run to be followed in Delaware, and the T. & D. Berkeley Thea" Two Women," which is scheduled for
release on the 28th of April has exceeded
that city by the Midway. In Quebec, the
tre in Berkeley, California, are prominent
Victoria Theatre has booked first run.
in the bookings secured this week.
even the write-up on " From Headquar" The write-up on the Stewart producKeeney's Theatre in Brooklyn and in
says a have
Vitagraph
statement. for all
First ters,"runs
been contracted
Newburgh, New York, have secured the
says Vitagraph, " is practically a
over the United States and Canada. It Stewart pictures. The Colonial Theatre in 100 per tions,"
cent booking of possibilities the
will be recalled that with the release of
Atlantic City, the Savoy in Wilmington,
country over."
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Big Start in New York
Select Picture

for

With bookings in twenty-six New York
houses, including twenty-five Loew theatres
and the Mount Morris, Select Pictures'
special superproduction, "Bolshevism on
Trial," has been given a big start on what
promises to be a triumphant tour of firstrun theaters in every town and city in the
country.
Dates on the feature at the Loew houses
commenced last week and run into the second week in Ma}-.
The theaters and length of run at the
Loew houses include the New Rochelle,
three days ; Hoboken, three days ; Metropolitan, three days ; De Kalb, three days ;
Fulton, three days ; Palace, three days ;
Delancey. three days ; Lincoln Square, four
days ; Greeley Square, four days ; Victoria,
four days ; Boulevard, four days : National,
four da}"S ; Circle, two days ; West End,
two days ; Burland. two days ; Eighty-sixth
Street, two days; 116th Street, two days;
Forty-second Street, two days, and the
Bijou, one day.
Williams

Feature

Breaks

Saturday Record
William Brandt, president of the Brooklyn, N. Y., Exhibitors' League, who also
runs the Carlton theatre in Brooklyn, reports that Earle Williams' picture, " A
Gentleman of Quality," broke every Saturday record when it played his theatre
this month.
" A Gentleman of Quality " was directed
by James Young and was made at Yitagraph's
studio. Itnovel
is a of
picturization Hollywood
of the sensational
the
same name by Frederic Van Rensselaer
Dev.
Ralph

Ince Makes
Vitagraph

One

for

The release of Gladys Leslie's next picture, "A Stitch in Time," marks the return of Ralph Ince to the staff of Vitagraph directors, by special arrangement for
this one picture.
" A Stitch in Time," which was a Broadwa}- stage attraction early this season, featuring Irene Fenwick, has been done into
a photoplay in typical Ince style.
Supporting Miss Leslie is a cast which
includes Eugene Strong, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Agnes Ayres, Earl Schenk. Charles
Walton, Cecil Chichester and Charles
Stevenson.
Tate Assists Cruze in New
Reid Picture
Cullen B. Tate, who has returned from
France, after over a year's service in the
4 Camouflage Corps, will be assistant director
to James Cruze in the production of Wallace Reid's new picture, " You're Fired,"
on which work was begun last week at the
Lasky Hollywood studio,
Mr. Tate was employed at the studio for
several years before he enlisted.

"Virtuous
Men" tion Report
s
Sales
of the sale Mr. Hyman
had the folLincoln's Feature
is Biggest Box
Office Attraction Acquired Since
lowing to sa}*:
"Virtuous Men" is the biggest box
"Hearts
of the World"
office attraction I have acquired since I
Says Exhibitor
bought " Hearts of the World." I have
been waiting for mam- months for a production of this quality and size to offer to
my exhibitor as a profitable successor to
the D. W. Griffith's masterpiece. " Virtuous Men," from the standpoint of magnificence, punch and spectacular effects is the
greatest picture I have viewed in months.
I feel sure it will be one of the biggest
money makers I have ever handled.
Mr. Hyman plans a most extensive exploitation campaign in behalf of the S-L
feature. He has already evolved an eight
page advertisement announcing the acquisition of the film in a leading Detroit film
magazine.
Following the consummation of this sale,
Sawyer and Lubin disposed of Western
Pennsylvania, W'est Virginia and Ohio to
H. C. Simeral, General Manager of CoPartner Attractions, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. Simeral believes the picture will be
hailed as a box office winner by the various
exhibitors in his territory. He will present
it personally in many of the large cities
as
a special theatrical attraction. The unRalph
Ince,
director
of
"
Virtuous
Men,"
Conversing with William Black, Photographer.
precedented number of ten prints has been
The Picture Is a S-L Feature
ordered by Mr. Hyman for Illinois, Indiana and Michigan in order to take care
A RECORD breaking series of sales was
announced this week in connection
of the extensive bookings which he expects
will be placed for the production. Bids
with " Virtuous Men." The S-L Picture
made under the personal supervision of
for " Virtuous Men " are being received
from every section of the United States.
Ralph Ince and which stars E. K. Lincoln,
It is expected that the production will
was acquired by Arthur S. Hyman for the
break all records in the matter of quick
states of Illinois, Michigan and Indiana.
Mr. Hyman, General Manager of Hyman
disposition of territory, it being the genFilm Attractions of Detroit, Michigan, is
eral opinion among buyers that the picture
one of the largest territorial distributors
is one of the biggest - features offered on
in the United States. Upon the consummaa territorial basis in mam- years.
Exploitation

Campaigns

CORPO
IXSO
WW.
ces N that
first
the RAannoun
• TION HODK
-Four
us
Star
Thomas
Harry Raver- August
Picture, '* As a Man Thinks." starring Leah
Baird and directed by George Irving begins
its career by being booked in the principal
first-run theatres of the country, preceded
by exhibitor-conducted campaigns of exploitation seldom equalled in recent months.
In Denver a campaign of two weeks of
advertising and publicity served to introduce "As a Man Thinks " to Colorado audiences. In Cleveland a powerful welldevised campaign designed to challenge the
interest of the city has been carried on for
two weeks, it is said, and similar campaigns are being waged, backed by liberal newspaper advertising, in Cincinnati
and Columbus, in San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and with a campaign now beginning in New York, Boston, Providence,
Philadelphia, Chicago and Pittsburgh.
Exhibitor Talbot in Denver, began what
is
a " of
teaser
" campaign
in generally
which he known
makes asuse
clever
rhymes,
using these as paid advertisements in the
four local newspapers a"nd duplicating them
on mailing cards for his house lists. These
include :

For

Raver

Pictures

ThisOlden
is theTimes,
Wife if
— a Girl made a Mistake
In
before Marriage, and did Not Confess to
Her Husband, She Was Stoned to Death.
Society and Religion still Deny Woman
the Liberty Enjoyed by Man.
Augustus Thomas Tells Why in " As a
Man
ThisThinks."
is the Man —
. True, He could Bask in the Sunshine Of
a Siren's Smile and Sin Away His Idle
Hours. But, when Ringed About by the
Serpent-fire of Suspicion About His Loyal
and Trusting Wife, Reason Flees and He
Disowns His Own Child.
"As a Man Thinks" (So Shall He Be).
Cassinelli to Capellani
By special arrangement entered into between Dolores Cassinelli and Albert Capellani, he will personally direct and supervise the productions in which Miss Cassinelli will be starred.
These productions will be given the
brand name of " Cameo Picture produced
by
Albert Capellani
and the
distributed
by Pathe.Productions. Inc."
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To

Build

Studio

Famous Players-Lasky Plans Huge
Plant to Cost Two Million — Complete in Every Detail and
Most Modern Yet Built
IT has been announced that Famous
Players-Lasky will in the near future
break ground for its new studio and laboratory in Long Island City, which will
occupy respectively the entire square
block bounded by Sixth and Seventh and
Pierce and Graham Avenues, and the block
front on the north side of Pierce avenue
from Fifth to Sixth avenues. The structure will cover all told over 140,000 square
feet of ground area.
Owing to the fact that the detail plans
and specifications of the laboratory are further advanced, that building will probably
be started first. The group of structures
as planned will contain every known facility for the making of high-class motion
picture productions.
The square blosck will be covered with
the latest type of glass-enclosed studio as
well as open air stages. The sudio building will be strictly fireproof, of reinforced
concrete construction, and will contain
dressing room facilities equipped with
shower baths, toilets, and all of the latest
inventions and conveniences for the artists.
Elaborate suites will be provided for the
directors and their assistants, and each director will be furnished with indivdual
projecting rooms equipped with the most
modern type of facilities for properly inspecting productions.
Large scene docks equipped with modern machinery will be installed to handle
all scenes and sets mechanically. A light
and airy scenario department, casting department, modeling departments, wardrobe
rooms, etc., will be installed.
Capellani Concentrati
BECAUSE of the increasing activities of
Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., Albert Capellani, president of that concern,
has shifted the actual business responsibilities accruing to his duties, as president,
to Harry Cahane, treasurer of the company, who, incon junction with Adolphe
Osso, will have active charge of the business end.
Although Mr. Capellani will continue as
the president and will be known as such,
his duties will be more in the nature and
capacity of director-general.
As his reason for this move, Mr. Capellani explained that he found it absolutely
necessary to devote all of his time, attention and energy to the studio in order to
produce a standard of quality consistent
with his past achievements.
" The business end of, most picture-producing," explained Mr. Capellani, " affects
the studio only in so far as the exhibitor's
box-office is concerned, and at that, this
angle, aside from the skillful mechanical
treatment in the filming of a story or play
shall be borne in mind in selecting the subject to be filmed.
" In choosing a story it is highly important that it should possess a tangible box-

on
Long
Island
Among the notable features will be a
completely equipped modern theatre for
the demonstration and showin gof films to
executives and artists, a complete and upto-date restaurant for the exclusive use of
artists and employes, a refrigerating plant,
a sanitary barber shop, hair dressing parlors, libraries, reading ooms, locker rooms,
turkish baths, green rooms, club rooms,
gymnasium ,etc.
The studio building will be equipped
with the most modern sprinkler system
and elevators will be provided for the quick
and easy handling of all scenes and properties. The roof of the studio will be so
constructed as to provide floods of natural daylight so as to make it possible to
take scenes practically from sunrise to
sunset without artificial light. Modern
ventilating an dair cooling systems will be
installed. In fact, every improved invention known to modern science will be employed to make the studio building the
most up-to-date institution of its kind in
the world.
On the block front adjoining , there will
be erected a three-story building to be devoted exclusively to laboratory purposes.
This building will also be fireproof and
modern in every respect, and still contain
every known contrivances for the proper
developing of films.
The entire designing, planning and construction of these buildings will be in
charge of the Fleischmann Construction
Company, of New York, who have specialized for a great many years in moving
picture studios and laboratories ,and who
have erected most of the big modern theatres throughout the United States and
Canada. The group of buildings and open
stages will cost, as estimated, about two
million dollars.
> on Studio Activity
office value — a successful play, a widely
read book or magazine story.
" In order to give the exhibitors such an
advantage, few will disagree with me when
I overstep the bounds of modesty slightly
by
thatofourtheselection
of 'Hale-June
Oh, Boy '
as saying
the first
Creighton
Caprice series, insures the exhibitor bookment.ing the film version of a profitable engage" As a stage piece, ' Oh, Boy ' has been
and still is being presented throughout the
entire country by seven companies on tour,
and has played to capacity audiences wherever shown, so great has been its appeal."
Announces

Innovation

Universal Exchange announces that it is
running a new publicity and service department in connection with its sales department. Sam Zierler, sales manager of
the company, organized the innovation,
which is now being run by Fred E. Baer.
Mr. Baer, who has seen service in France,
is a former newspaper man, having worked
on the staff of St. Louis, Philadelphia and
New York papers.

Noah
Ray

Picture

News

Beery,Nazimova
in " Production
The Red Lantern,"
and Fair Begin Work
on Third Picture

" Be a Little Sport " is the title of the
third picture to be made for William Fox
and Elinor Fair. The picby Albert
ture is nowRayin work at Hollywood, under
the direction of Scott Dunlap, who staged
the second Ray-Fair picture, "Words and
," scheduled for early release
ByExcel
Music the
under
Pictures group.
The story of "Be a Little Sport" was
written by Hale Merriman and the scenario
is the work of Joseph A. Roach. This picture, itis understood, offers the same type
of clean, sprightly romance that distinBy ," and
"Words andtheMusic
" Married guishes
In Haste,"
first two Ray-Fair

In the cast supporting Ray and Miss Fair
pictures.
are Lule Warranton, George Hernandez,
Leota Lorraine and Eugene Palette.

Announces Production of
Short Features
The Capital Film Company announces
that it is going into the production end of
two-reel dramas and
and bethat
the game, will
comedies
the result.
S. L. Barnhard, general manager, states
that through their twelve branch offices
contracts continue to come in such abundance it has become absolutely essential
that they make their own productions.
" We are determined to give the exhibitor good pictures," said Mr. Barnhard,
" so we feel justified in making them ourselves. We are firmly convinced that the
day of the short feature is at hand. Our
policy has been and will continue to be
' give the public what it wants.' That means
good pictures with popular players. Our
representative, Mr. C. Eddy Eckels, is in
New York now completing arrangements
preparatory to making our own producDavies Starts One
Marion Davies will start a new picture
under the direction of Robert Leonard
thistion."
week. It is understood that C. F. Zittel
has weeks.
leased the Biograph studio for
several
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Foremost

Stars in Illustrated
Songs
A novelty attraction that is said to be
pleasing thousands of picture theatre goers
is that of the New Idea Illustrated Song
slide. Wherever introduced, this new feature has won the hearts of the movie
patrons with its pleasing melody accompaniment and its sentimental appeal.
Arrangements have been recently consummated whereby the Standard Slide Corporation of New York have secured rights
to illustrate the popular song hits of the
day with scenes posed by famous screen
stars, and the releases issued to date include Fatty Arbuckle, Anita Stewart,
Madame Nazimova, Mrs. Charlie Chaplin.
Norma Talmadge, Mabel Normand and
others.
Another pleasing feature of this novelty
is the introduction of the song on the
slides ; each scene containing the lines of
the song which it illustrates. This enables
the audience to join in the singing, or to
follow the words of the song as rendered
by the vocalists.
The new slide is now being featured, it
is said, in Marcus Loew and Fox houses.
Exhibitors Request Dates
on Talmadge Feature
Branch managers in nearly every Select
Exchange in the country have received
numerous requests for advance play dates
on Constance Talmadge' s current attraction. "The Veiled Adventure." in which
she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick. Already first-run showings have been announced for Chicago, Boston and Louisville
theaters, including a week at Sig Faller's
Bijou Dream in Chicago.
The feature is said to be one of the most
entertaining pictures Miss Talmadge has
ever made. The members of the cast are
Harrison Ford, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Vera
Doria, Rosita Marstini, T. D. Crittenden,
Eddie Sutherland, Margaret Loomis and
Vera Sisson.
Vitagraph Issues Book to
Exploit Feature
Vitagraph is issuing this week its campaign and plan book for the new Antonio
Moreno-Carol Holloway serial, " Perils of
Thunder Mountain." The campaign book
contains sixty-four pages, plus a two-color
four-page insert and covers in colors. It
is said to be the most comprehensive plan
book ever released by the compan}', and
contains poster reproductions of the first
four episodes of the serial, press matter
and a noveljzation 0f each of the fifteen
episodes and no end of suggestions and
advertising aids for the exhibitor.
Hurst Story for Screen
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Mfg. Co., announces the purchase
of a story from Fannie Hurst., the wellknown short story writer.
This story, " The Petal on the Current,"
is the first the authoress has sold for motion picture production and it will be produced shortly at Universal City.

"Great
Organiz
New Organizationes
Will Produce
and
Market as " Benjamin B. Hampton Productions " for the
Screen

Mildred
" The Pictures,
Westerners,"
Produced Manning,
by Great inAuthors
Inc.
CHARLES A. WEEKS, treasurer and
associate of Benamjin B. Hampton, announces that the organization of Great Authors. Inc., is one of the most significant
developments of recent years in the motion picture industry.
Great Authors, Inc., will produce and
market as "Benjamin B. Hampton Productions "the most famous novels of Stewart Edward White, Winston Churchill and

Robertson-Cole
Active
THE spring production drive of the Robertson-Cole Company's various units
is on, and is far ahead of the Exhibitors
Mutual release schedule.
The Haworth Pictures Corporation, B.
B. Features, Jesse D. Hampton Productions and other units are working at top
speed, taking advantage of the wonderful
weather for motion picture production
which is now prevailing in California.
" His Debt," in which Sessue Hayakawa
is expected to further enhance his reputation as one of the premier actors appearing
before the camera, has been completed in
the Brunton studios by the Haworth Pictures Corporation. William Worthington,
who directed other Hayakawa features, also
produced " His Debt," which was written
for the screen by L. V. Jefferson and scenarioized by Francis Guiban.
William Desmond has completed " The
Mists of Hell," a throbbing story of the
Yukon, and is now filming " Bare-Fisted
Gallagher," a romance of the West. " BareFisted Gallagher " was written especially
for Desmond by William Parker.
" Modern Husbands," with its love
pirate and its' story of everyda}' life, has
been completed with Henry B. Walthall
in the leading part. Lee Royal wrote the
original story of " Modern Husbands."
" Josselyn's Wife " also has been completed, with Bessie Barriscale playing the
leading role, and it has been acclaimed
the finest work the favorite star has done
since joining Robertson-Cole.

Authors
Emerson
Hough, in ,
additionInc."
to the best
known novels of popular personalities in
American literary life.
All productions of Great Authors, Inc.,
will be distributed through the W. \\. Hodkinson Corporation, which handles its
physical releasing through the thirty Pathe
Exchange offices in the United States with
Hodkinson managers and assistants in full
and
office. complete charge of selling in each
Benjamin B. Hampton, though previously
identified with such successes as the Rex
Beach productions, "'The Barrier" and
" The Auction Block," has never permitted
the use of his name in the sponsorship for
motion pictures.
He has been at work in California for
months as president of both of Great Authors and the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.,
and now comes out openly to contribute
his business prestige to the productions
made by the powerful organization he has
assembled.
Stewart Edward White's " The Westerners" is the first of the big productions
ready for release and the negative of this
production has been shipped East from
California for June distribution.
This most successful novel has been given
a cast with Roy Stewart. Mildred Manning, Robert McKim, Wilfred Lucas, Graham Pettie, Mary Jane Irving and
Frankie O'Xeil and has been made under
the direction of Edward Sloman.

in New
Spring Drive
Miss Barriscale is now working on
'" Broken Threads, which was written by
M. B. Havey and put into screen form by
Fred Myton. Mr. Hickman, who directed
Josselyn's Wife," is also directing this
production.
The cast includes Rosemary Theby, Nigel Barrie, Henry Kolker, Thomas Holding, Ben Alexander, and Mary Jane Irving.
" Josselyn's Wife " is the next Barriscale release following " Hearts Asleep."
Next
Morev
Beating
the Release
Odds "
Harry T. Morels next release, which is
called " Beating the Odds " was adapted
from the popular novel by Irving R. Allen
called " The Money Maker."
" Beating the Odds " wras directed by
Paul Scardon and supporting Mr. Morey is
a splendid cast including Betty Blythe, Jean
Paige, Eulalie Jensen, George Majeroini,
Charles Stevenson, Robert Gaillard. Robert
Mowbrav and Frank Xorcross.
Jans Buys Some Comedies
H. F. Jans, of Jans Productions, Inc., announced this week that he has bought the
negatives for the entire series of " Ham
and Bud " comedies released by Kalem originally. He plans to reissue them under
original titles.
The Jans organization announces that
practically the entire state rights territory
on Tom Mix reissues has been disposed of.
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Excel
Goldwyn

Lines

Central

Europe

New Corporation Formed for European Distribution as Soon as
Peace Treaty Is Signed

n Pictures Cororation anTHE Goldwy
nounces that with the signing of the
treaty of peace at Paris, Goldwyn pictures
will be sold in all the countries of Europe
that have been cut off from distribution by
the war. Goldwn distribution will established in Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia,
Germany, Austria, Poland, Bulgaria and
Rumania, and all the lesser countries of the
Balkans. Arrangements for distribution
with 'a newly found American company
have been completed ,and so soon as the
treaty is signed the new venture will be initiated. Further details will be made public at that time.
The step is viewed as a significant one
in the motion picture industry. It means
the extension of American methods in pictures, American ideals and Americanism in
general to those whose need has been
clearly shown by the war. Goldwyn executives have been guided by this ideal, and
not by the promised extension of their
business, when it was decided to undertake the responsibility of extensive European distribution.
With the opening of Goldwyn distribution in the new countries, Goldwyn will
have established its system in every important trade center and country in the world.
Samuel Goldwyn has issued a statement
with reference to the new step about to be
taken.
"The picture industry is too important a
contribution to the life of the world to be
viewed merely as a busines, and it has been
one of the first principles of Goldwyn to
assume that it would be a good business
only if it served the world as a great institution of civilization. Europe enters on a
new phase of history with the signing of

Pauline Frederick, the Goldwyn star
the peace treaty and it is appropriate that
the motion picture should play a great part
in the regeneration of nations and the reconstitution of their forms of living. .
"I think that the producers of motion
pictures have for a long time taken too
humble a place in the larger affairs of the
world. Newspaper publishers and editors
everywhere assume their importance in
the general scheme of civilization, and
rightly, and yet the motion picture touches
humanity in a thousand places where the
newspaper reaches it in a hundred. The
world of tomorrow, the tomorrow on
which the sun is just beginning to rise, will
demand more and more of the screen, more
intelligence as well as greater beauty.
"What we are doing in definitely assuming the burden of a widespread European
distribution is with that in mind.."

Metro Announces
Expansion Of New
Studio
ment
have
been
altered
according
to the
ACCIDENTAL production will be a
sketches sent to Maxwell Karger, directorthing of the past, according to Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro Pic- general of Metro, there will be several new
tures Corporation. Production of motion
additions to the already efficient force.
pictures in the future will be a thing pre" Pleasant surroundings and plenty of
meditated; athing with a definite purpose,
light,"
are screen
essential tocontinued
the reader Mr.
or Rowland,
writer for " the
he says, and the exhibitor as well as the
as well as in any other artistic endeavor,
producer will profit by the new era dawning in the industry.
and it is Metro's intention to tear down
one of the small new structures on their lot
Since his arrival in New York from California, where he went to see a projection
and erect in its stead a three-story concrete building providing spacious individual
of Nazimova's new super-feature, " The
Red Lantern," and consult with other
offices for each of the scenario staff."
Metro officials on special plans of exploitation and distribution of this spectacular
" Common
Cause " Big
production, Mr. Rowland has been very
Run
busy laying out final plans for the enlargement of the new Hollywood studio in acVitagraph reports that J. Stuart Blackcordance with notes he made on his visit.
ton's big production, " The Common
Cause," has been booked for an indefinite
" The scenario department," said Rowfun at the Palace theatre, Los Angeles, to
land, "will be the first thing to receive attention. It must be given more room to open the first week in May.
meet the requirements of the plans which
A big advertising campaign is being put
we have laid out for our new production
back of " The Common Cause " by the
Palace theatre management, and a long
policy.
run is being provided for.
" As soon as the quarters of this depart-

Picture

Pictures

News

Emphasize

High Standard
Declaring that " The Love That Dares,"
featuring Madliane Traverse and " Miss
Adventure " starring Peggy Hyland, are
the best pictures in which these stars have
appeared, officials of the Fox Film Corporation are pointing to these as pictures
which give peculiar emphasis to the high
standard of excellence which prevails in
the Wiliam Fox Excel Pictures group.
" The Love that Dares," the Fox Exhibitors Service Bupreau states, shows Madliane Traverse at her best — in a strong
emotional role which gives scope to her
wide range of artistic ability.
The Exhibitors Service Bureau also asserts that " Miss Adventure," totally unlike "The Love That Dares," furnished a
striking example of the diversity of entertainment furnished by the Excel Picture
program.
De Mille's Latest Claims
Human
Interest
In " For Better, For Worse," Cecil B.
DeMille's latest Artcraft Special production which was released April 27, it is
said that all the characters are real human
beings, grappling with human situations,
and the sympathy of the audience goes out
to every one of them, in spite of their
mistakes and rash actions, Edgar Selwyn,
author of many Broadway successes, wrote
the story, and the scenario was written by
Jeanie Macpherson.
The cast includes, among others, Elliott
Derter, Gloria Swanson, Wanda Hawley,
Sylvia Ashton, Tom Foreman, Theodore
Roberts, Jack Holt and Raymond Hatton.
Features
Mardi
Gras
Next Production

in

Rex Beach's newest novel to be picturized is " The Crimson Gardenia." -It is
described as a romance of the Mardi Gras
and the entire action transpires in New
Orleans, known to be the only city in America retaining a flavor of the old world.
In the novel many quaint customs and
landmarks are described with peculiar
charm by the author.
Old courtyards, mellow with tradition,
and open air cafes ; tiny, overhanging balconies, secret stairways and the dozen and
one earmarks of the French quarter in the
old city are beautifully pictured in the
production, it is said.

" Lion's Den " Completed
George D. Baker not only directs Metro
stars but also writes the continuities. He
has just finished directing Bert Lytell in
" The Lion's Den."
This production was adapted by Mr.
Baker from Frederick Orin Bartlett's story
in the Saturday Evening Post. Alice Lake,
who supported Bert Lytell in " Blackie's
Redemption," heads the cast of " The
Lion's Den," which also includes Joseph
Kilgour,
Edward Connelly, Augustus
Ross.
Phillips, Howard Crampton and Seymour
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" Bolshevism on Trial,"
Praised by Governor
Declaring that Select's super-attraction, "Bolshevism on Trial," is a very
timely production, and that he hopes it will
be successful, Calvin Coolidge, Governor
of Massachusetts, this week placed his
stamp of approval on the picture.
In a letter to Charles R. Rogers, New
England manager for Select, Governor
Coolidge said :
" I think the idea of the film, 'Bolshevism on
Trial,'cate ouris people
very timely.
surely
edualong theWelines
that need
your topicture
depicts. I hope it will be very successful.
" Very truly "yours,
CALVIN COOLIDGE.
" Governor."
New England Manager Rogers is doing
big work for " Bolshevism on Trial " in his
territory, and some of the biggest bookings
in the country are expected to come from
the five states over which he has jurisdiction. He has already launched a special
campaign in behalf of the big attraction.
First to Deliver Films by
Aeroplane
The first occasion on which goods have
been delivered by air in Great Britain took
place on April 8, when the Harma Company, one of Britain's foremost film producing concerns sent their national feature,
"Newcastle.
The Power of Right " from London to
This film, it will be remembered, is one
of the two Harma subjects in which His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales plays
a part.
The machine was piloted by Capt. A. M.
West, of the Royal Air Force, who was
accompanied by Lieut. A. Clayton.
The Air Ministry of Great Britain has
loaned this Bristol fighter plane to the
Harma Company for a couple of months,
and it will be used to carry the films from
town to town during the trade shows.
Faralla

Now
Comptroller
of Select
Dario L. Faralla, deputy comptroller of
Select Pictures Corporation, has been appointed comptroller of the new Selznick
Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Faralla is a young man who has
earned his advancement through hard work
and perseverance. He is a graduate of
the Royal Technical Institute in Rome and
holds the degree of European C. P. A.
After coming to America he was made
head accountant and manager of the Tocci
Bank, a position which he held for five
years. Later he was with the Pathe exchanges as auditor, and from that office he
went to the Unity Sales as head auditor.
In the future Mr. Faralla's duties will be
confined entirely to the finances and accounts of Selznick Pictures.
Cets Howard Turrill
Jesse L. Lasky announces the addition to
the Famous Players-Lasky organization of
Howard Turrill, for several years connected with the Exhibitors-Mutual in
charge of various activities. Mr. Turrill
will be associated with Whitman Bennett,
production manager.
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Big
During
Summer
Help Productions
one of the handsomest and best known
Robertson-Cole
Announces That Some
women on the stage or screen. The first
of Its Biggest Productions Will
Exhibitors in Dull
of this popular favorite's offerings will be
made during the summer, and from past
Months
performances exhibitors are said to be in
IT is declared that in pursuance of its store for some mighty good photoplays.
" Just Squaw " is the first of a series of
policy to further in every way the interests of the exhibitor, Robertson-Cole has
three pictures more than a year in the makdecided to issue some of its biggest proing, in which Miss Michelena had the leadductions during the summer months, when
ing
role. The others are " The Spitfire "
the showman handicapped by the weather,
and " The Deadline," each of which measfinds
ures up to the high standard set by " Just
tive. the sledding hard and unremuneraSquaw." George Middleton, well known
for his previous screen works, directed
Instead of holding off until the fall, when
the three Michelena features.
most big offerings are issued, RobertsonWithin the next fortnight, RobertsonCole will begin the release of the Beatriz
Cole expects to be in a position to anMichelena features through Exhibitors'
nounce the name of a new star, the plans
Mutual, during the month of May. This
decision was reached last week, when it they have made for her, and the name of
her initial release which is now nearing
was definitely decided to introduce the
completion. This player is said to be
Michelena series with "Just Squaw" and
known from Coast to Coast and has
to begin releasing at once.
earned a reputation of being one of the
In addition to the Michelena series, Robmost foretalented
ertson-Cole promise exhibitors a series of
the camera.women stars appearing beunusual photoplay productions featuring
"Topics of the Day" Receives
Strong
most enthusiastically
endorsePraise
same and
THE first release by Pathe Exchange of can
would advocate that exhibitors make some
" Topics of the Day," will be made on
arrangement whereby they could incorpoMay 4 and continue weekly. To the established success of this popular feature,
rate a ' Topics of the Day ' in their refrom the first run houses of New York to
A. J. Moeller, managing director of the
the Pacific Coast there is being added new
Theatre timony : De Luxe, Detroit, offered this tesappreciation in the shape of widely spread
bookings, it is said. New testimony only
" We would not have gone to the subconfirms the endorsement of Sid Grauject direct from you, at the price we paid,
man, of the Million Dollar Theatre, Los
if view."
we did not feel it was worthy of every
Angeles, who says :
" ' Topics of the Day ' is a feature that
The New York Morning Telegraph
my audience look for as a part of my
consideration.-'
says : " 'Topics of the Day,' is one of the
program every week. They were a winmost delightful fillers for a program that
ner from the start.
" It is an excellent feature to stir up
The New York Evening Mail characterany audience, and they talk about ' Topics
izes it as " the always interesting ' Topics
we know."
of The
the late
Day Harold
' as theyEdel,
leavemanaging
the theatre."
director
of the Day.' " Motion Picture News and
Variety have also commented highly on the
of the Strand Theatre, gave this testiseries.
mony : " It affords me great pleasure to
Some of the coming selections from the
be able to inform the trade the wonderful
humor, satire and philosophy of Europe
success which ' Topics of the Day ' are
meeting with at the Strand Theatre. I will have an intimate and timely interest.
Select Dedicates May
15 as Edith Cavell Day
Station. From Victoria the body will be
THE body of Edith Cavell, the British
taken to Westminster Abbey. Interment
Red Cross nurse, who was executed
will be in Norwich, the home of the Cavell
by the Germans in 1915 in Brussels, will be
removed to England from Belgium on May
family, and the birthplace of the nurse.
15, and taken to Westminster Abbey, where
Select's big special, " The Cavell Case,"
in which Julia Arthur portrays the life and
ceremonies will be held. In commemoradeath career of Miss Cavell, was released
tion of this event General Sales Manager
in the fall of 1918. It has been shown in
J. S. Woody, of Select Pictures Corporaevery section in the United States, and at
tion, is arranging special showings of Select's big special, " The Cavell Case," in the present time is playing in the Canadian
all the theatres of the country where the provinces in connection with a personal
attraction has not been shown. In many
tour by Miss Arthur.
instances, it is believed, that exhibitors
Manager
Woody's
who have already shown the big special
forGeneral
Cavell Sales
Day in
the United
Statesplans
on
will rerun it in honorable memory of the
May 15, include, in connection with the
martyred nurse whose life provides the plot
showing of the picture; special musical
of the picture.
programs 'and the co-operation of local
An Associated Press dispatch from Lonchapters of the American Red Cross. Spedon, dated April 17, states that the body of
cial sales bulletins announcing the cereNurse Cavell will be taken to Dover on a
monies over Nurse Cavell's body at Westwarship, and will be transported on a gun
minster .Abbey have gone forth to Select
branch managers.
carriage with military escort to Victoria
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Acquires
Metro
With a Grist of New Stories the Five
Metro Stars Will Be Unusually
Active this Spring
RICHARD A. ROWLAND, president
of Metro, stated that all the departments of the Metro studios in Hollywood
are running on high gear these days.
Many new vehicles have been purchased
for the use of Viola Dana, May Allison,
Emmy Wehlen, Bert Lytell and Hale Hamilton, from writers whose novels and short
stories are said to be recognized for their
originality of theme and situations.
All of these stars are at present engaged
in completing productions under the old
program release policy, and, after a brief
rest, each will, in turn, step into a new robe
now being tailored for them by the dramatists of the Metro scenario department.
Hale Hamilton smiled his way through
the adaptation of Ben Ames Williams'
four-part novel, " After His Own Heart,"
and commenced work on the new Robert
F. Hill tale of love and adventure, mostly
adventure, called " Full o' Pep."
Lois

Wilson

in Role

J A. BERST, president of United Pic• ture Theaters; has selected Lois Wilson
as the leading lady for Dustin Farnum in
his latest feature, " The Harvest of
Shame." This melodrama of the East and
West, written by Tom J. Geraghty, is now
in course of production at the Brunton
studios and is being directed by Thomas N.
Heffron.
Lois Wilson, who enacts the role of
" Mary Tompkins, a stenographer," came
to Los Angeles from Birmingham, Ala.,
three years ago and entered pictures. Her
first opportunity came when she played opposite J. Warren Kerrigan and she continued as his leading woman while he was
with Universal. She joined Mr. Kerrigan
again as his leading woman when the
Pallta Company was formed, appearing in
"A Man's Man" and "The Turn of a
Since then Miss Wilson has supported
Card."
Henry Walthail and Frank Keenan.

Stories
Popular
A circus story has been purchased from
William Dudley Pelley for the forceful
young Bert Lytell. " One-Thing-at-a-Time
o' Day" is the title of Mr. Pelley's story
as it appears in the Saturday Evening Post,
which, called to the attention of Maxwell
Karger, at once appealed to the directorgeneral as a suitable vehicle.
Two San Francisco women, Anne and
Alice Duffy, are the dual authors of the
next vehicle for the versatile little Viola
Dana. " Pliant Patricia " is the name of
it, and it is being converted to the screen
by June Mathis from the three-act stage
play as originally written by these playwrights.
May Allison's new story is called " Free "
and is from the pen of that most entertaining writer, Will Irwin, who published
his original manuscript in the Saturday
Evening Post.
The second of the series of romantic
comedy-dramas produced under Emmy
Wehlen's new contract with Metro will be
a story of society life from a semi-satirical
angle, called " Family Trees."
With

Dustin

Farnum

" I enjoy my work and am enthusiastic
over it and would like some day to have a
part with
on the
"I
live
my stage,"
mother, said
fatherMiss
and Wilson.
two sisters.
I like to read, ride, dance, sing, in fact I
am just human and have no hobbies unless
it is being out of doors. I am glad to have
the opportunity to appear with Mr. Farnum
and think ' The Harvest of Shame ' is
going
to be prominent
a great production."
Another
casting for Mr.
Farnum's support is that of Betty Bouton,
who will enact the role of Avia Dale. Miss
Bouton has appeared in the support of a
number of movie stars, including Marguerite Clarke and Mary Pickford. She
plays in the latest United feature the part
of the only daughter of Oliver Dale, owner
of the Independent mines. The young
daughter believes that wealth and position
are all that count, but is brought to another
realization of the drama. It is described
as a wonderful story.

NextNormaTalmadgeSelectnearsCompletion
the women are ordered to register at the
NORMA TALMADGE'S forthcoming
Select Picture, " The New Moon," is National bureau.
The Princess escapes, leaving her fiance,
nearing completion, and with the cutting
and titling, which is expected to be finished
Prince Michail Koloyar behind. This role
during the ensuing week, the production
is played by Pedro de Cordova, Miss Talwill be ready for distribution as a May atmadge's
man.
Later the
Prince
joins
the leading
Bolshevist
movement,
hoping
by
traction.The
"
New Moon " is a Russian
this method that he may learn the hiding
story. It was written by H. H. Van Loan,
and directed by Chester Withey, who also
place of the Princess.
wrote the scenario.
It is declared to be one of the most gripping and thrilling stories in which Miss
The story " The New Moon " concerns
the Russian insurrection and the NationalTalmadge has ever appeared and the Select officials are enthusiastic about it.
ization of women. Miss Talmadge has the
Miss Talmadge is surrounded by a cast,
part of a Russian princess. The picture
opens amid a scene of much festivity in including, in addition to Pedro de Cordova,
Charles Gerard, who has the role of Theo.
the
Princess'into
palace,
which
is suddenlyA
transformed
a chaos
of disorder.
Kameneff ; Stewart Holmes, who plays
Orel Kosloff ; Marc McDermott, as Vasili
bomb is thrown, killing and injuring many
Lazoff; Ethel Kaye, as Masha, and Marof the guests, including the Princess'
mother. It is announced that the Bolsheguerite Clayton and Harry Sothern in
other parts.
vists have surrounded the Palace, and that

Picture

News

Meyer Announces June 8
as Pearson Release
Louis Meyer, president of Virginia Pearson Photoplays, announces that " The Bishop's Emeralds," their first photo-drama,
will be released on June 8, through Pathe.
The completed film, cut and titled, was
shown last week to a specially invited gathering including several European representatives and American technical experts.
Miss Pearson's popularity in motion pictures, following a stage career of fine
achievement, will, it is confidently predicted, be largely increased by this splendid
emotional creation from the novel of the
same name by Captain Houghton Townley. Jack Beresford translated the story,
John O'Brien doing the directing.
The cast supporting Miss Pearson includes Sheldon Lewis, Robert Broderick,
Lucy Fox, Frank Kingsley, Walter Newman and Marcia Harris.
William

Russell, May

18, in

" Some Liar "
William Russell Productions list as their
forthcoming release a picturization of
James
Oliver story
Curwood's
" SomeStephen
Liar,"
a humorous
of thetale,West.
Fox put it into scenario form and Henry
King directed the picture. Publication is
set for May 18.
There is an abundance of the fast riding, shooting, fighting and comedy situations, it is said in this picture, that fans
like to see in comedies of this character.
Hayward Mack is prominent in the cast,
and John Gough has a double role, enacting a village half-wit and the octogenarian
bridegroom aforesaid.
" The
Fear Woman " Is
Frederick's Latest
Pauline Frederick's third Goldwyn production, The
"
Fear Woman," by Izola
Forrester, author of Geraldine' Farrar's
newest Goldwyn picture, " The Stronger
Vow," is a powerful drama laid in a modern, present-day environment. Not only is
the famous star provided with a splendid
story, up-to-the-minute in its every detail,
and w7hich gives her the opportunity to
dominate one absorbing situation after
another, but she is enabled to appear in a
succession of ultra-fashionable costumes
more gorgeous than she has ever worn on
the stage or screen, it is said.
L-Ko

Features Roberts in
Two Reelers
Edith Roberts, who has been featured in
Bluebird productions recently and who has
for the past few weeks been seen in several stage plays on the Pacific Coast, has
joined the L-Ko Komedy Co. forces and
will be featured in forthcoming two reel

comedy
productions.
Miss Roberts'
first
screen work
was in comedy.
She was seen
in support of Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
for a time and then took up feature work.
Among her screen features were " The
Love Swindle," " Beans," " Sue of the
South," and " A Taste of Life."
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Special

Nazimova

EXHIBITORS who have booked "The
Red Lantern," the latest and by far the
most lavish of the Nazimova productions,
should make up their minds to give it the
and put the " class " in their
closest study
exploitation that will increase the length
of their runs and bring the biggest returns.
For the exhibitor to get the full benefit
this picture should be advertised heavily
and startlingly, and far enough in advance
to have your patrons talking about it for
days before the first showing. You should
launch the picture with a big splash and
then keep up the advertising all during the
run in sufficient volume to take advantage
of the large amount of word of mouth advertising that this production is sure to
create.
You will probably increase your admission price for this showing and if your exploitation ison the right plane that will be
an asset to you because it will impress
upon the public that this is an offering far
out of the ordinary and one that has an
appeal away beyond the ordinary motion
picture. You should offer this as a production that challenges comparison with any
offering of the legitimate stage and invite
ail of those who have frowned upon the
photoplay to come and see something the
equal of which they have not seen in the
spoken drama.
Your entire campaign should be planned
with the idea of getting every person in
your territory into your theatre during
the engagement. And the way to do that
is to use newspaper space in keeping with
the bigness of the picture and to reflect in
vour advertising the artistic and unusual

m

Service

"The

Section

Red

character of the production. And the way
to do that is not by relying merely on adjectives, but by entering into the spirit of
the offering and reflecting that in every
portion of your exploitation. As a matter
of fact, here is a case of that being easy
for you if you will only follow sound
showmanship.
IT is difficult to convince some exhibitors
who see a chance to do big business on
the strength of the drawing power of the
star and the strength of the production
why they should go out and spend additional money. But it is the really big picture that stands up under the claims that
you make for it that enables you to increase prices without the loss of business,
to gain new patrons for your house and
to extend the runs. If you have a chance
to center all the interest of your community on your theatre for a certain length
of time, you have certainly accomplished
a great deal, especially when you have done
that at a profit. In short, we believe that
exploitation should take all of these things
into consideration and that you should act
on the principle that you are not merely
advertising this single production, but that
you are building for the future.
With that in mind we would build the
first announcement of the showing of " The
Red Lantern " around the fact that your
theatre was the lucky one to get this special
production and without sa}-ing so in just
those words you can leave the impression
on the general public that your house is
the one that is picked for the showing of
the biggest
pictures.
have done
that
and couple
with'When
the you
announcement
your personal guarantee of the offering

on

Lantern
you have linked the production and theatre
as strongly together as possible.
SO

far as we have been able to gather
from the numerous specimens of Nazimova advertisements used by managers for
former productions and which have been
printed with comment under the heading
of " Your Idea and Ours " it has been
found necessary to only use one of the
drawings or halftones of the star that show
her wonderful physical charm and her magnetic appeal and then to refer to her as
" The star of a thousand moods," " The
screen's greatest emotional star," and the
like and then gjve the name of the offering and a few words about it
That same plan will attract a lot of attention to this offering, but for those who
want to get longer runs, higher admissions
and more people than ever before we would
recommend that there be a more lavish
presentation so as to bring out, not in
mere adjectives, but by actual illustrations
the great scale on which the production has
been made and the versatility which Nazimova shows in interpreting the dual roles.
In short we would advertise this not as an
offering in competition with other screen
productions, but as "in a class all of its
HERE,
too, provided
you are
to
advertise
very liberally
you willing
have an
opportunity to test the readiness of your
newspapers to co-operate with you. If
youown."
can show the newspapermen this picture in advance, so much the better, but if
you cannot go to them and tell them the
simple truth, show them the stills from

Are these the same woman? girl,This
goodcenter
idea asforBlanche,
an advertisement.
At rightdaughter
and leftofwethesaiv
Xazimo'va as Mahlei
and isina the
the acknozvledged
Englishman

the Eurasian
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Here is Nasimova, showing the greatest of her heart in portraying the pagan side of Mahlee's nature. In the center she is shown
making the sacrifice for her grandmother, and at the right, the dangers she risks in her attempt to save the English mission
In these pages we have illustrated a large
the picture, the class of cut matter that the
number of scenes from the picture. By
newspaper can secure and then outline
themselves they show the unusual character
LET'S INSPIRE
your advertising plans. You can say to
of the offering, and we would make a promThen Tell us for the Benefit of
them there is going to be nothing freakish,
inent lobby display of these a week before
Others What You Do
nothing of the teaser style about your adthe opening. Do not try to put up any spevertising, but that you are going to base
cial lobby setting, reserve that for the
your whole appeal on the worth of the
bitors
ral weexhihave
ved
from Ssevethat
receihave
LETTER
time of showing, but let the pictures speak
offering and the art of the star.
told us that they are going to
largely for themselves.
Now, if you have planned to run this
do unusual things in the prespicture for any length of time, or if you
You will find that after the page adern." We
entation of " The Red Lant
want to be able to record every one
want to make the test of whether you
vertisement you have used on Sunday
.
unts
pages
these
in
acco
these
of
can run it longer than usual the newspaper
there will be great interest in these, and
The suggestions that are made
that they will accentuate the word of mouth
can get for you a half-page seven-column
here are largely general. Exhibitors
mat containing a number of scenes and
advertising. If you have spoken only in
will
take
their
own
angles
in
the
showing Nazimova in her two roles that
more
or less general terms about the prodisplay, and we are sure that some
duction and have not undertaken to tell
will do splendidly for the top portion of a
mighty good ideas will be worked
more than the bare outlines of the story,
full-page advertisement. Then should folout. It is a picture that is going to
make showmen think a lot.
low the announcement that you are going
you will find that curiosity is working for
to show the picture, and if you are going
And after you have done that, let
us record your work for those who
to show it for 'a longer time than usual this
will show the picture later.
fact should be commented upon.
AS a matter of. fact we would never, in
We would recommend the use of this full
any of the advertising or exploitation,
page advertisement in the Sunday papers
relate this story in detail. Talk about its
agree
to
co-operate,
and
will
use
one
of
you.
one week before the showing of the picture.
beauty and its fascination, the contrasting
the strips showing Nazimova both as the
characters that the star portrays, the mysThat's going some, but remember that we
white girl and as the Eurasian, and picturare talking to those who are really anxious
tery of the Orient and all those things, but
ing
some
of
her
many
moods.
We
would
to get one hundred per cent results.
never attempt to outline the plot itself.
ask the newspaper to build a special story
If you have put this campaign over as we
THIS first advertisement should be around that point.
Your paper should be posted at the same
have suggested you have every one knowwritten, so that it will appear to time,
and we would advise that instead of
ing that you have this picture and all of
every one that this is really an event in
them wondering what it is about. And
merely covering your city with your usual
the history of your theatre. We would
stands that you go into the country and
then after the first day's showing you are
say in so many words that we are making
going to have those who have not yet seen
plant
this paper along the main highways
this announcement so far in advance beand in the smaller towns that will not get the picture asking their friends whether
cause we do not want our patrons to make
they have witnessed it, and what it is all
a chance to see this offering until later.
any engagements that will prevent their seeabout. Word of mouth advertising is cuYou zvill note that instead of suggesting this offering. And this should apmulative— if the mystery element is there.
ing
any
teaser
campaign
that
we
are
urgpear as separate and apart from any other
But if you have told the story in advance
ing you to put your cards on the table, so
advertising that you are doing on the curyou have lost that element.
rent offering. That emphasizes the
that every
time "Redduring
Lantern"
or NaziThe fact that this is a dramatization of
mova is mentioned
that week
the
" event " idea, and also prevents your sellpublic will know that reference is made to
the novel by Edith Wherry doesn't effect
the production that is coming to your house.
that in the slightest, except to increase the
bills. ing this picture as against your " now "
interest of those who have read the book.
In order to get the full benefit of this we
EVEN should you have to drop out of the
It will not interfere with your people talknewspapers on this picture on Monday,
would advise sending out in advance of
ing about the picture, because you have
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
we
would
recomthe full-page's appearance, a letter to your
made it their one big topic of conversamend this centering on the Sunday before
complete mailing list calling attention to
tion.
the fact that this display will appear in
display, and merely using at the bottom of
certain newspapers and asking your pathe regular advertisement the announceAs we have said, we would prefer to adment that the picture is coming. Of course,
trons to read it carefully. This letter
vertise this picture every day for the week
should be brief, and there is no occasion
preceding, but certainly not later than Friit
would
be
better
to
use
a
display
each'
to go into the merits of the offering. Let
day, and in every case these should be illusday your specific campaign should start.
the advertisement itself do that.
trated with some striking picture of the
On another page we are discussing the sort
star as she appears in the film.
Unquestionably your newspaper will
of appeal that you should make in it.
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At the left the arrival of the Goddess of the Red Lantern, one of the most magnificent of the scene, and at the right an evidence that
West is West as Hadee finds out — to her misery
Wonder

of

Picture

NAZIMOVA is more than the star of
"The Red Lantern," for there is scarcely
a scene in which she does not appear and
in so many costumes ranging from the
simple ones of the Chinese girl to the robes
of the goddess, and so many moods does
she portray, such a changing nature that
she never tires.
Exhibitors should understand the story
before they start their exploitation. We
are introduced to Mahlee marketing in the
streets of Pekin and then we see her going
to the cobbler to have her sandal fixed,
showing her feet are not bound like those
of the real Chinese girls. For she is an
Eurasian — half white and half Chinese, her
avaricious grandmother having sold her
daughter to a rich Englishman for "much
gold." Mother had died at the girl's birth
and then the Englishman had gone away,
leaving money to care for the child, but
with the orders that her feet should never
be bound. And so she is taunted in the
street as "devil feet."
With Oriental fatalism we see the grandmother reclining in her coffin, for she has
heard the owl hoot and two more calls
will take her to the gods. With vivid
tenseness we have the death scene, the old
woman telling Mahlee the story of her
birth and then taking from a trunk a
sword and begging the girl to cut her feet
because the gods refuse the old woman
■entrance unless she does. In the terror of
her paganism the girl yields and draws the
sword across one, but with a scream of
pain she falls over in a faint and her
grandmother falls dead across her body.
ANDREW TEMPLETON, whose father
and mother conduct the English mission, hears her scream and goes to her
rescue, carrying her in his arms to the
mission. Here we see Sam Wang, a Eurasion doctor, who pretends to be converted, but who is really an enemy of the
whites though living on the bounty of the
mission.
Years pass and Sam Wang has been to
America to complete his education, at the

Should

Be

Stressed
to Limit
sight of her, and who has overheard the
conversation breaks in with "Pray tell us,
wise teacher, what they do?"
Then the next day we see Andrew stag$250,000
gering into the mission, terribly wounded
That Is a Lot of Money and
in his escape from the Boxers. The girl
Your Patrons Know It
becomes his nurse as the boy's parents begin to note with the greatest alarm the
friendship between them. Mahlee is unquestionably madly in love with him and
c000 itstoprodu
make.
$250,
that
picture
there is every indication that it is returned.
HERE ersissaya cost
And there is a good line for.
We have one scene where Mahlee is readyour advertising in this:
ing to him and she comes across the lines
"A picture that cost $250,000 to
" East is East and West is West and Ne'er
the
twain shall meet." He denies that it
duceevery dollar of it shows on
" And
pro
is true.
people are not concerned
theMost
screen."
with mere cost arguments. Ever
WANG is determined to win the girl
since P. T. Barnum started out with
and when she goes into the chancel
his circus idea they have been
to
play
for Andrew, still in the courtyard,
amused and disabused with adjecwe have the scene in which Wang tells
tives.
They
don't
fool
anyone.
her that she will never be anything to the
But you have a chance here to
show the people why this picture
white people, declaring " We are Euracost this amount if you will use lavsians— neither fish nor fowl." He tells her
ishly in your advertising the scene
that they merely tolerated him in America.
pictures and keep right before the
Finally he confesses to her that he is a
ing.
attention
the immensity of the offerBoxer, that he hates all foreigners and
wants China for China alone.
They don't care how much the picBut he fails to shake her until there
ture cost, but they do want to know
arrive Sir Philip Sackville and his daughthat the lavishness is with the proter Blanche (also played by Nazimova).
duction. You needn't be afraid of
Soon
Mahlee becomes to suspect that Anthe
for it spirit.
won't
comecostume
in if youbogey
get here,
the proper
drew loves Blanche and then one day when
the son starts to kiss Mahlee's hand and
turns away — because it is brown — she realizes. And this is further emphasized
when Mrs. Templeton tells the girl that
expense of the Mission, and Mahlee has
now become a Christian and is a teacher
it is impossible that she should ever marry
Andrew. Then she declares that the
of the little children who have been won
Christian God has mocked her and yields to
from paganism. In the meantime Andrewhas become much interested in the girl. Wang's pleas to join him — but only for
Sam Wang's return is timed just at the the cause.
moment when Dr. Templeton receives the
Wang has not been successful in inducnews of the Boxer uprising in the North
ing the people of Pekin to join the Boxer
where the son is visiting. Then we see
and so with Mahlee's aid he resorts to
magic. It is on the Feast of the Red Lana little Chink telling Mahlee : " My f adder
tern, the Chinese New Year, that he stages
says no use learn Melican. All Chinese
dox in Melica is washee." Mahlee tells the the scheme, Mahlee, now the goddess,
child that this is not true, but Wang, who
entering the street on a wonderful float
has been covetous of the girl since his first
capped by a huge lantern with a great
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Left and right are contrasting pictures of Nazimova as the Chinese girl and as the English woman listening to the love of Andrew
I empleton. In the center is evidence of her conversion to Christianity in her effort to really look like the Madonna
retinue and garbed in gold and silk after
Wang has theatrically summoned her.
There before the people she declares : "I
am the goddess of the Red Lantern. I
have come from Celestial space to bless
the Boxer cause."
I T is in her hour of pagan triumph that
* the nurse of her mother now at the
mission reveals to her that she is the
daughter of Sir Philip Sackville and that
she is a half sister of Blanche. Then unwilling to see her own blood suffer, she
steals from the palace in disguise and
races to warn the mission. But here she
confronts Sackville who refuses to recognize her though he admits the truth. Again
she returns to Wang, but the Allies come
and the Boxer rebellion is over. Wang
is killed depending the false goddess just
after handing her a vial of poison which
she takes after sending a note of forgiveness to Sackville. He and his daughter reach the scene to hear Mahlee mutter
"East
is East and West is West" just as
she dies.
Now of course you will use the most
striking pictures of Nazimova in the
largest possible size either in half tone
form or in line drawings. There is one of
her in her robes as the goddess standing
with arms stretched above her head that
is particularly fascinating. But be sure to
make cuts dominate your advertising.
There are some good general lines that
you should use prominently such as :
" The star of a thousand moods in
a drama of a thousand delights."
" Exotic beauty and fascination of
supreme art."
" Matchless Nazimova in the most
astonishing of double roles."
" The world's most amazing actress
in a production that astounds with its
lavishness, mighty in its art and that
fascinates with the sublimity of its
power."
" A wonder drama set in the mystery of the East."
" The actress that none can equal

in a production that no words can
describe — where adjectives are mere
mockery and where eyes and soul
We would
must
see." refer to the fact that this is
a $250,000 production and that it was directed by Albert Capellani.
AFTER using one of these or similar
lines giving the general idea of the
picture we would introduce a little longer
selling talk in smaller type, referring to
some incident or some particular phase of
the picture.
With any striking picture of the star
as the Eurasian girl, try this one :
" They taunted her and called her ' Devil
feet.' Her grandmother had sold her to a
rich Englishman — and she was an Eurasian
—fowl.
half white, half yellow — neither fish nor

white girl — she didn't know it was her half
sister — and she saw her in the youth's arms.
It was too much; she turned back to the
Yellow race and what happened then, how
she became the Goddess of the Red Lantern
and the results are too amazing to tell.''
THERE can be a splendid advertisement
built around the pictures of Nazimova
as the white girl and as Mahlee, with the
question:
"Can this
this add
be :the same woman?"
Then below

"Even the amazing Nazimova astounds
with the cleverness with which she portrays
the Eurasian and the white girl. They were
half sisters — though they did not know each
other until it was too late — and as remote
as the two poles.
" Mahlee hated the yellow blood in her
and loved a white man, until she saw that
her stain barred her and that the man loved
another. Then her love turned to the Oriental hate — and the most amazing things that
" But in the midst of the taunt the soothsayer said to her: ' Do not grieve, for some
ever happened in a photoplay occurred.''
day you will be a great lady — but then —
We would suggest using this advertisement during the run of the picture for
the Darkness.' So when she became a child
the ones preceding the opening and right
of the English mission and the preacher's
way.
son admired her — she thought she saw the
at the start should be along the general
lines of the production. And, by the way,,
you want to keep up your advertising
" But tben came a white girl — her half
during the entire run of this picture and
sister, but she didn't know it— and won that
it
pay to use new illustrations and
love away. ' East is East and West is West,' . newwill
text matter day by day.
they told her, and she knew it was true.
Here are a few shorter ones :
Then she turned back to her Chinese — became the Goddess of tbe Red Lantern and
" White blood in Mahlee taught her to
live and love, but the yellow forbade her,
Or this one built directly on the love barred her from the only thing that she
element :
wanted — drove her back into paganism — and
"
then
" Mahlee was an Eurasian— her father was
the mystery of the night."
white, her mother yellow. Yet when she
" White blood and yellow fought in the
came to the Mission she became Christian
veins of Mahlee, the Eurasian girl, but the
and she believed that the son of the minister
yellow folk taunted her and the white forloved her. She refused to listen to a fellow
bade her as one of them — yet this Goddess
of the Lantern stirred a nation to war in a
Eurasian who declared his love and told her
that they were ' neither fish nor fowl '— that
conflict
of races."
she could never wed the white youth.
" Nazimova
portrays the conflict of races
" She read that ' East is East and West is within the body of one girl so vividly that
West, and ne'er the twain shall meet,' but she she wins your heart to the little Eurasian
did not believe until a moment came when
whether she be at the pagan god's feet or
the youth started to kiss her hand and then
worshipping
in the portrayal
love of theof missionary's
son. An amazing
white love
drew back with a shudder — with the realization that it was YELLOW. Then came a
and Oriental hate."
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FOR the showing of this picture you
should give your theatre a distinct Chinese atmosphere, but one. of the richest
sort. Grandeur stands out as one of the
striking things in this production, and if you
will carry that out you will attract a far
greater attention.
Red lanterns should be used as the dominant decoration in your lobby, and there
should be huge ones hung out in the front
of the house to attract attention. If you are
able to get imitations of cherry trees we
would suggest lining the sides of the lobby
with these. Then across the lobby use
bamboo work to support the lanterns.
If you use girl ushers it will be most
effective to dress them in Chinese rohes,
and if you use boys give them the proper
costume. These ushers can carry small
Chinese lanterns so long as the showing of
the pifcture is not in progress, but should
be discontinued then because they may interfere with the audience enjoying the production.
If you have a mezzanine floor or sufficient
space anywhere it would be a good advertisement to serve tea to the ladies at the
matinee. If this is done at stated hours
either before or after the picture you can
use a portion of your orchestra in rendering Chinese selections during the " pouring."
OTHER
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decorations of the lobby, in addition to the big assortment of scene
pictures that we have already suggested
using, can be made of cut-outs from the paper. There is one of the three sheets that
shows Nazimova as Mahlee shaking hands
with herself as the white girl, and this will
form one striking decoration.
There can be another attractive one with
the cut-outs from two different one-sheets.
One of these shows Mahlee looking straight
forward and down, and there is another
which shows her as the white girl in the
arms of the man both of them love. By
cutting this latter out and placing it forward of the other figure you can have a
splendid effect of Mahlee watching the
couple.
Cover the lobby floor, if possible with
rich looking rugs. The ticket booth might

PHOTOGRAPHY
We Would

Certainly Call Attention toIt

we
talks nce
selling
of the
onealread
INhave
ted refere
y sugges
to the amazing splendor of this
production. Don't forget that the
general public knows quality in productions these days and wants the
best.
Therefore we would suggest that
you put especial emphasis on the
photography in this one. You can
safely tell your public that they
have never seen any picture that
was more wonderful from that
point of view. Tell them of the
realism and the striking effects.
It required months to build the
sets for this picture. Any one who
knows anything about motion pictures can see there is nothing of the
fake about the backgrounds. You
can make a hit by inviting architects
and builders to look over the screen
presentation and then give their
opinions to the papers, and you can
be sure of the results.

be converted into a Chinese pagoda, and
the cashier dressed as a Chinese girl with
the ticket taker as a Chinese warrior.
If sufficiently protected from the wind
and so arranged as to cause no danger from
fire joss sticks burning in the lobby will attract attention.
In the theatre itself there should be incense, just heavy enough to give the fragrance.
THERE should a Chinese flavor about
your program, but be very sure of one
thing, and that is not to get in any comedy ridiculing the average Chinaman such
as we have in this country. That will have
the effect of cheapening the bill. There
should be comedy on the bill, but it ought
to be of the proper type .

"Madame Butterfly" is the proper selection for your overture. This is a brilliant
number with joy and grief both interpreted,
and fits perfectly into the spirit of the feature. If you use stage sets the curtains
should part during the latter part of this
showing a Chinese scene with blooming
cherry trees at either side of the stage.
You can probably add a novelty here by
introducing one of the female songs from
" Madame Butterfly " in the course of the
overture, but this should not be done unless
you have a good singer properly costumed.
There should be another Chinese setting
and song used just before the feature, and
this can be of the lighter sort such as
" Three Little Maids from School," or any
similar selection from any of the older
comic operas based on Chinese stories. ,
YOU should be able to get all sorts of
co-operation from merchants with this.
If your bookseller has copies of the book
by Edith Wherry, or will get them the combination is apparent.
Then any of the merchants handling Chinese goods of the higher class will certainly
give you a portion of their displays. Tea
stores will be glad to co-operate.
There has been a special song written
called " The Red Lantern," and you should
get in touch with your music stores in sufficient time to insure that they have a display, and have their window displays on it.
During the week before the showing of the
picture have your orchestra play this selection and advertise it on your program
together with the places where it can be
bought.
Try to get all of the merchants use red
lanterns in their windows at night. In
short, try to have the shopping district of
your city or that in the neighborhood of
the theatre a consecutive display on " The
this appeal can be carried into the
RedThen
Lantern."
residence districts by using facsimiles of
a red lantern arranged as a door hanger.
These should be placed on all the door
knobs of the city early in the morning
without ringing the bell, so that they will
be seen when the first member of the family comes out for the morning paper.
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Editorializes "Ghost Of
AFTER having seen a private exhibition of Major Dawley's wonderful one
reel picture, " The Ghost of Slumber Mountain," which is being distributed by World
Pictures, shown to the authorities of Purdue University, the editor of the Lafayette, Indiana, Morning Journal, contributed
an editorial taking for his subject, " Moving Pictures Should Play Part in Educa" The idea of libraries of educational motion."
tion pictures is gaining much support. The
government is already doing a good deal
in this line. Many people feel it should
do much more. Thomas A. Edison, in a
recent magazine article, says the government should have great libraries of educational films to be used in school work. He
would have these available so they could
be had in any school anywhere. He thinks
there are a great many slow-minded children who could get ideas in this way that
they could never obtain through books.
" The time will come when all public
libraries will carry a department of educational moving pictures. Picture machines
and films will be produced at moderate

Henry Reiss Goes Out
<<r\ON'T sit back and wait for the reg•'--'ulars to come to your surbuban house.
Go out and get new business."
This is the business slogan of Henry
Reiss, manager of the West Broadway and
Ideal theatres of Louisville, Ky., two good
suburban houses with a wide territory to
draw from.

Mountain"
er
Slumb
prices
and will become common in schools
and churches. History, geography, social
science, community spirit, the Bible, and
way.
many other subjects will be taught in this
" Moving pictures are destined to be one
of the world's greatest educational forces.
They convey ideas more vividly than any
other method. They arouse emotion and
enthusiasm. They form deep impressions
that profoundly influence people.
" These pictures performed a tremendous
service during the war. They helped people who do not read much to understand
the reason for the war, and to see America's peril. They secured a splendid support for the war efforts.
" In the same way moving pictures can
be used to help on all community causes.
Boards of trade can use them to arouse
interest in business enterprises. Village
improvement societies can employ them to
show what other communities are doing
in beautification. The power of this form
of instruction should be realized, and a
great system built up for supplying educational pictures for public and school use
all over the country."

Business
After New
know about it in territory that is beyond
his ordinary limits. For the Tarzan pictures and " Virtuous Wives " he personalty
circularized his field and he went far beyond the regular boundaries. He did a fine
extra business as the result of his foresight and efforts.
Mr. Reiss believes also in two day runs
for suburban houses on big features. He
ran " Shoulder Arms " two days and had
such fine business that he added another
day. And " Shoulder Arms " had run 25
days before in Louisville.
" Give the suburban house patrons the
best to be had," says Mr. Reiss.
" Charge increased rates. They will pay
it cheerfully. Create new patronage and

These houses have enough " regulars "
to insure them sufficient patronage with
little effort but Reiss believes that the
suburban house that does not make an
effort to get additional business is letting
golden opportunities slip by. It is not only
missing patronage that will add to present
profits but it is also overlooking that important duty of a successful manager, the
building up of a clientele so large that it
will carry the house successfully through
any dull seasons or periods of depressions
that may come at any time.
When Reiss gets a special feature he lets
all the people know about it in what is
strictly his territory and he also lets them

enlarge
of ' regulars.'
" within
There your
are circle
four suburban
houses
a mile of Mr. Reiss' West Broadway and
Ideal theatres, but he is going steadily
ahead. He is a real showman and a mighty
good judge of box-office values. His
brother Martin Reiss, is associated with
him in the management of the two houses.

Stern Adds Recruits to
THE spirit of California summer is
being put into comedy production at
Universal City these days. At the L-Ko
studios President Julius Stern has added
over a score of athletic beauties to the
roster and a number of new comedians
and comediennes have also been signed to
appear in forthcoming productions. Edith
Roberts, former Bluebird star, is the most
recent addition to the L-Ko staff, but
among the new recruits now at work at the
studios are Jean Temple, Iva Roberts.
Margaret Draycup, Betty Jamisson, Pearl
Hutchinson and Gertrude Laneson. In addition to working on two two-reel animal
comedies the L-Ko Kompany is also pre-

L-Ko Comedy
Forces
paring two parlor comedies for release
early in June.
At the Lyons-Moran studios Eddie and
Lee continue to turn out their one-reel
laughfests at the regular rate of one a
week. Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber have
just completed the fourth of a series of
special one-reelers and W. S. Campbell is
preparing for his third special two-reel
animal comedy. Neal Burns and Josephine
Hill under the direction of Al Santell have
completed " Father Was Wise," and another Santell-Burns-Hill comedy recently
completed is entitled " Rings and Things."
Edgar Allen, who is seen as Jose in " The
Red Glove," will begin work on his first
Universal comedy within a short time.

Names

Picture

Farnum's

News

Latest "A

Dustin Farnum's
United screen feaMan's next
Fight"
ture now in course of production at the
Brunton studios, Los Angeles, and thus far
known under the working title of " The
Harvest of Shame," has been definitely
named " A Man's Fight," President J. A.
Berst of United announces.
Of this Tom Geraghty story, Mr. Berst
says : " It has everything which goes to the
making of a great motion picture drama.
The opening is exciting, the play unfolds
with swiftly rising interest, punctuated by
well sustained suspense, to a thrilling climax. Its scenes are beautiful and unusustrikingcast
in their
novelty."
A ally
strong
supports
Mr. Farnum. It
includes Lois Wilson, as leading woman ;
Dorothy Wallace, Betty Bouton, Aggie Gerring, Miles McCarthy, J. Barney Sherry,
Wedgewood Nowell, Harry Van Meter,
Dick La Reno and Bert Appling.
Raises Admission Prices on
Ince Feature
" The Eleventh Commandment," Ralph
Ince's special production released by Exhibitors Mutual, did a big business at 25cent admission in New Castle, Ind., according to a letter from Guy D. Hammill, manager of the Royal theatre, New Castle.
" The Eleventh Commandment " stars
Lucille Lee Stewart, in private life Mrs.
Ralph Ince and a sister of Anita Stewart.
The picture was made from an original
story by Mr. Inc*e for the Advance Motion
Picture Corporation.
It deals with the unwritten eleventh commandment :" Thou shalt marry none but
the man thou lovest," with Miss Stewart
portraying the role of Dora Chester, a girl
who broke the commandment.
Greeley Resumes Work
Fort Lee Studio

at

Evelyn Greeley, recently promoted to a
stardom in her own right by World Pictures, after having been co-starred with
Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love and
other well known picture stars, has recovered from an attack of influenza that interfered with the production of "Relations."
Miss Greeley has started work at the
studio at Fort Lee on a new picture that
bears the title of "Phil for Short." The
story was written by Clara Beranger and
Forrest Halsey and will be directed by
Oscar Apfel.

Theda
" Salome "
ScoresBara's
in London
While the Theda Bara super-production
"Salome" continues to pile up records in
this country, copies of British newspapers
and film trade journals just received in
New York, show that the picture is adding
Great Britain to its conquests. Not only
has "Salome," the Exhibitors Service Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation states,
won the unanimous praise of the daily and
trade press reviewers, but it also is proving a sensational box office attraction.
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Allison Comedy
to Be Released May
12
also becomes in love with her. She returns
Air,"
the
in
Castles
"
releases
METRO
with May Allison in the stellar role, his love, but he has a past.
Owen visits the theatre often. When the
on May 12. No better exponent of bright,
Englishman invites her to dine with him
snappy comedy than Miss Allison is said to
be found in the photoplay field today.
at his newly rented mansion, she goes, regardles ofthe wishes of Eddie, who knows
" Castles in the Air " is a tale of the
Owen's history.
theatre and its folk; the ups and downs
At his home Fortuna discovers that
of the professionals and the managerial
Owen is married but has not seen his wife
staff of the theatre; the adventurous life
for several years. He tells her that she
and love of Fortuna Donnelly, a beautiful,
is lonely and that she is desirable, but the
poor, but proud daughter of the tenements,
who reaps the reward of happiness and
girl's innocent appeal to the man prevents
him from exercising the influence he
love by her kindness toward her fellowcreatures.
knows he has gained over her, and instead
he calls a taxi and sends her home, with
"Castles in the Air" is the screen title
given the original short story by Kate Jorher dream of romance crumbled.
dan, which appeared in the Saturday EvenShe realizes her mistake, and Eddie's
ing Post under the name of " Orchestra
straightforward manliness stands out in
her memory predominant. The story comes
D-2."
Fortuna Donnelly (played by Miss Allito a satisfactory and happy ending.
son) finds a job at the Halycon theatre as
Prominent in the cast are Ben Wilson,
an usherette, where the manager, Eddie,
Walter I. Percival, Clarence Burton, Irene
falls deeply in love with her. The Hon.
Owen Ponuncefote of Heathcourt Manor,
Rich, "Mother" Anderson, Viola Dana,
and Ruth Maurice.
England, happens along about this time and

''
You
"Oh,
For were
Releas
Annou
taken, the
police Women
appealed to Mr.
MAY
4 nces
was announced
as the erelease
Emerson to stop as they were unable to
date of the John Emerson- Anita Loos
handle the crowd. The news was printed
Paramount
picture,
"
Oh,
You
Women,"
which is heralded as one of the cleverest
in the New York dailies, giving the picture a lot of publicity.
satires yet put forth on the screen. The
The scenes taken were just enough to
picture has been heavily advertised, it is
give an idea of the coming picture.
said, and the Press Book issued in conWhat will happen when the boys come
nection with it is something totally different from all others issued by Parahome is the question of the house in every
mount.
community where the doughboys have come
back to find their old jobs taken by girls.
" Oh, You Women " helped to start the
Victory Loan Drive off in New York. In
Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos have taken
the lower window of Aeolian Hall, Direccold facts and made merry with them
tor John Emerson, assisted by Anita Loos,
without perverting the basic truth. In
put Ernest Truex and Louise Huff, coevery community we have heard of the
stars in the pictures, through several of the
farmerette, the girl who became motorscenes, while a motion picture camera
man or conductor, the postwomen — and
shot the scenes.
The Aeolian Company announced the
now what's going to hapen that the boys
have come home? Mr. Emerson and Miss
feature in its advertisements, with the reLoos foresaw it all, and made it into a
sult that a large crowd blocked traffic along
picture that has a comedy appeal of exForty-Second Street, and Bryant Park was
filled with people. After several scenes
ceptional value.
Art Department Adds
Structure

New

that City,
ThomasCal.,H. seemed
Ince's
newDespite
studiosthe atfact
Culver
to be entirely adequate to all needs, it has
been found necessary to provide a separate
building to house the Art Department, while
still another will be required for the wardrobe. The latter is temporarily housed in
one of the three large projection rooms in
the administration building. This department is under the supervision of Roy Purden.
Irvin J. Martin heads the art department.
In the new structure there will be a room
for the photographic work, separate apartments for the artists, and another for mechanical subtitle work.
The new studios are becoming a favorite
beauty spot which always takes the eye of
the itinerant visitor to Southern California.
Back of this stately entrance, however, is
the busiest scene imaginable.

Goldwyn Company Moves
in Fifth Avenue
The main offices of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation and the Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation were moved on Saturday,
April 26, from 16 East 42nd Street to the
eighth floor of the Winfield Building at
469 Fifth Avenue.
No greater commentary on the growth of
the Goldwyn organization can be made than
the fact that within the two and one-half
years of its existence it has been necessary
to more than double the floor space required for the transaction of its business.
Whereas at 16 East 42nd Street only five
thousand square feet were occupied by this
concern, at the new quarters something
more than ten thousand will be used.
The' Winfield Building will only be used
for the main offices. The Foreign and Exchange offices will continue to be located
at 509 Fifth Avenue, and the warehouse
at 14th Street will remain in the same place.

Picture

News

Tearle Supports Reed in
Third United
As leading man in support of Florence
Reed in the third superpicture of her
United series, Director Frank Crane, in
consultation with J. A. Berst, president of
United and J. M. Shear Company, who are
producing the picture, has engaged Conway Tearle, the well-known leading support of various stars.
Mr. Tearle's screen career includes prominent work with Famous Players, Selznick,
Paramount and the World, with important
roles instanced in " The Common Law,"
" The Foolish Virgin," " Heart of the
Hills," " The Fall of the Romanoffs," " The
Judgment House," " Stella Maris," " Virtuous Wives," etc.
Announce Release Date of
Houdini Serial
World Pictures announce that May 1 is
the release date for the distribution of the
Houdini
serial, states:
" The Master
Mystery
" in
the
following
California,
Oregon,
Washington, North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Idaha, Arizona,
Montana, Nevada, Minnesota and part of
Iowa. Thousands of sheets of paper will
be posted exploiting this super feature and
in addition, an intensive newspaper campaign is being conducted. The fact that
Houdini has appeared in each of these
states both as a vaudeville headliner and
as a star of his own company gives a local
interest to the serial that ought to make it
a successful box office attraction.
Wounded Soldiers
Wounded soldiers brought home on the
return trip of the U. S. Hospital Ship
Mercy, which sailed from Hoboken for
Brest, had their pain lightened by seeing
William Fox photoplays. The pictures were
thrown on the screen stretched across the
ceiling of the ship's big hospital ward, so
that the men in cots did not even have to
raise themselves on their elbows to see
the pictures.
Through the courtesy of the Fox Film
Corporation, five plays were loaned to Major H. P. Moorehead and Paymaster Walter Wilson, who had charge of the entertainment of the wounded men on their
trip home.
Barbara

Castleton

to Sup-

port Warner
When Jesse D. Hampton
engaged H. B.
Warner, star of "Sleeping Partners" to
star in productions released by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors' Mutual, he
considered a long time before he decided
upon a leading woman for his new player.
Finally, he was enabled to obtain Barbara
Castleton in New York. The young actress had appeared as a star in a number
of Eastern Film productions, but she never
had worked in the West. It was with
some difficulty she could be persuaded that
California was the land for the best film
productions, and eventually she affixed her
name to a contract with Hampton.
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Jacob Weinberg, Secretary and Treasurer of
Exclusive Features
Announces
Twelve

New
Two

Series of
Reelers

In view of the fact that the past re-issues
released by Exclusive Features have been
so successful, Joseph M. Goldstein, President, and Jacob Weinberg, Treasurer, of
this organization, announce that they expect
soon to have ready for market a series of
twelve 2-reel animal comedy dramas in
which Kathlyn Williams will be starred.
Goldstein and Weinberg are very enthusiastic about these new pictures, are confident
they will be the biggest hit ever put out by
them and a money maker for the state right
buyers.
An extensive advertising campaign on
these short features will be conducted, it
is said.
Reports Record Bookings
for Houdini Serial
Carey Wilson, manager of the Effano
Film Exchange, controlling the distributing rights to the Houdini serial, " The Master Mystery" in New York state, reports
the signing last week of seven more Houdini contracts for theatres in Syracuse,
N. Y.
This makes a total of thirteen theatres
running this B. A. Rolfe production in a
town of 155,000. Mr. Wilson adds that
this total will be swelled by two or possibly
three more bookings, which will be secured
as soon as dates can be arranged.
Not only in this number of bookings unprecedented inSyracuse, but it is doubtful
if there is another town in the country of
this population where so many bookings
have been secured, it is said.
Releases Shorty-Hamilton
The Elk Photoplays will shortly announce
the release of a series of Shorty-Hamilton
pictures in New York and New Jersey.
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Walthall
in
Six
for
Pionee r
ment that only the best stories obtainable
M. H. Hoffman Announces That He
Has Secured the Star for Series
will be bought for the Walthall series. Already a number of manuscripts have been
of Special Productions
read but great care is being taken to
HENRY B. WALTHALL is to appear
chose only those that will present Walthall
in a series of special productions espein roles that will keep him on the screen
cially chosen for him, dramas that will
the greater part of the time, give him
bring out the best that is in him and a every opportunity to display his talents and
series that promises to be a kind that will
offer him, it is said, in the greatest picmake screen history, it is said.
tures he has ever done.
The Pioneer Film Corporation, through
The
production of each picture
its General Manager M. H. Hoffman, has will beentire
under the supervision of The
just completed a deal with "Smiling Billy"
Pioneer Film Corporation. When HoffParsons, whereby Mr. Walthall will apman took over the management of this
pear in about six special productions to be
company, he made the announcement that
made and produced by the Pioneer Co.
The signing of Henry B. Walthall for henceforth, as in the past, the concern
would place on the State Rights market
Pioneer Pictures was effected during Mr.
only the best in the way of photodramas.
Parsons' recent business trip to the East.
He controls the services of the noted actor,
Supporting casts will be selected carefully, types and ability being given more
so it was necessary for the Pioneer Comconsideration
than names. A director who
pany to make their arrangements with the
has
many
noteworthy
successes to his
President of the National Film Corporation. This is not the. first time that Mr.
credit will handle the details of producParsons and the Pioneer have gotten to- tion.
Within a short time The Pioneer Co.
gether on a deal for it was the latter comwill announce the name and nature of this
pany that purchased the rights to the Napicture. In the meantime they are fast
tional's big feature, starring Walthall,
"The Boomerang."
selling territory on " The Boomerang," it is
said.
Mr. Hoffman is emphatic in his stateGerald

Bacon

To

Produce
For Frank Hall
cover
the
field, comprising every branch
GERALD F. BACON, prominent producer for both stage and screen and
of the industry pertaining to the producconceded to be one of our best authorities
tion and distribution of pictures. It is
stated that no other concern in the motion
on plays and players, has signed with
picture business can boast of a wider scope,
Frank G. Hall, president of Independent
Sales Corporation, to produce a series of
a more thorough development along service lines or a more popular list of releases
special features for release by Independent
than those attributed to the interests headSales through the Film Clearing House.
Mr. Bacon will start work on the first of
ed by Frank G. Hall.
the series within the next two weeks. Mr.
Consolidated Film Buys
Bacon announces that he has practically
completed negotiations with the star of one
Henry Comedies
of Broadway's most successful plays of the
Consolidated Film Corporation, with
current season, to portray the featured role
main offices in San Francisco, a branch in
in the first of the series of Bacon productions.
Los Angeles and Seattle, have just purchased the new Gale Henry Comedies for
For his first screen play, Mr. Bacon has
their territory in California, and will rethe rights to Max Marcin's " Substitute
lease same the early part of May. This,
Prisoner." It will be produced and rein addition to the Bulls Eye Comedies,
leased under the title " At Sunrise."
gives the Consolidated a two reel comedy
release each week.
For the work of adapting Mr. Marcin's
play for screen purposes, Mr. Bacon has
They are now negotiating for additional
Basil Dickey, formerly scenario editor of
one and two reel comedies, which will be
International Film Corporation. Oliver D. announced
later.
Bailey, director of stage and screen productions will direct the Bacon productions
Engages Mollie King
his work to be under the direct supervision
It was announced this week that Ameriof Mr. Bacon. Following release of the
can Cinema Corporation has arranged with
first Bacon production, to be completed by
the first of June Mr. Hall will have given
Mollie King's representatives to present
Miss King in a series of six pictures, beto the public the second feature, produced
gin ing at once.
under his own corporate guidance and suMiss
King
is now appearing in " Good
pervision and with this new producing inMorning, Judge," a musical comedy in New
terest, he will have under his direct superYork, and will continue with her role in
vision and guidance seven distinct picture
the production while making the picture.
interests, including the Rothapfel Picture
John Stahl is to direct Miss King. He
Corporation and its product, Rothapfel
formerly directed Florence Reed.
Unit Programme.
The Hall interests now
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Henley
Signs
With
Frank
Hall
Is Third Producer Signed by Hall
Within Three Weeks. Will Produce Series of Specials
HOBART HENLEY has formed the
Hobart Henley Productions, and has
been signed by Frank G. Hall, president of
Independent Sales Corporation, to produce a
series of special features for release through
the distributing organizations of which Mr.
Hall is promoter and chief executive. The
signing of Mr. Henley for a series of
productions, marks the third producing organization tobe brought into being within
the past three weeks, by the interest which
Frank G. Hall represents, the other two
being, the Charles Miller Productions, Inc.,
and the Gerald Bacon Company.
It is Mr. Hall's main objective to have
Hobart Henley will produce and star in four
associated with him only those producers
specials for Independent Sales Corp.
and directors of motion pictures who have
demonstrated by their work in production
field that they are capable of giving to the pictures and his " Laughing Bill Hyde,"
screen the best in photodramatic plays. In an adaptation from Rex Beach's work, reflected his ability in directorial lines. He
signing Mr. Henley, Mr. Hall has taken
into consideration his work with some of directed Frank Mclntyre in Goldwyn's
the leading stars of the screen, including
production of " Too Fat to Fight," another
Rex Beach story pronounced a masterpiece
Pauline Frederick and Mae Marsh whom
in
the art of direction.
Mr. Henley directed in some of their bigMr.
Henley is probably better known to
gest successes. With Mae Marsh starred,
the motion picture public because of his
Mr. Henley directed " The Glorious Adcreation of the " Parentage " one of the
venture,"All
"
Women," " Money Mad " most
successful independent attractions of
and " The Face in the Dark." With Paulthe
past
three years.
ine Frederick, he directed " One Week of
The
first
production to be made by the
Life." " The Peace of Roaring River " and
Hobart Henley Productions will be commore recently, " The Woman on the Inmenced in about three weeks. Mr. Henley
dex," conceded by the press and the trade
will have offices at 130 West 46th street
to be the best work of the Goldwyn star.
Mr. Henley is the director who has given
and will probably use the Bacon-Backer
the task of first presenting Will Rogers in studio.

n"
Pioneer Purchases "SinsIn Of
additionThe
to the Childre
National contract,
IT is now definitely announced that " Sins there are several deals of the first importof the Children," Harry Rapf's producance now under way, which, when they
tion of Cosmo Hamilton's successful novel,
become operative, will be a long step tohas been purchased by the Pioneer Film
ward making the Pioneer company a bigger
Corporation.
and more powerful factor in the industry
This is said to be the biggest production
Rapf has ever undertaken and has as its than it is today.
stars, Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes.
Its advent on the screen will be of wide
Arrow Film Removes to
interest to the public for the novel from
Candler Building
which it was adapted has been one of the
year's best sellers.
The Arrow Film Corporation has reThis is the second big deal put through
moved its general offices from the' Times
by Pioneer within the past two weeks and
Building to the Candler Building, 220 West
is in line with the plans of Pioneer to 42nd street. The new offices are but a
make their concern the biggest sole State
short block from the old ones, and but a
Rights organization in the country.
block from Broadway. The increased activity in the state right business and the
The purchase of " Sins of the Children "
coming so soon after the purchase of the
steadily
of the Arrow's
has madeincreasing
this move business
necessary.
World's rights to "The Boomerang" was
a topic that brought forth much comment
A feature of the new offices is the projection room, which is included in the
along Broadway and from the Exchangemen who attended the First National pow
large suite that W. E. Shallenberger, preswow in New York.
ident of Arrow, and his staff has secured.
In anticipation of the big increase in There is much more office space in the new
suite than the Arrow occupied in the Times
business which will result from the conBuilding, and because of the accessibility
tract just made with the First National
of the new location it is expected that the
Film Corporation of America for six productions starring Henry B. Walthall, the
Arrow offices will he popular with out-ofPioneer home office is now in the process
town buyers who visit New York.
The staff of the Arrow Film Corporation
of being greatly enlarged. Mr. M. H.
has been materially augmented recently by
Hoffman, Pioneer's General Manager, conthe addition of several members.
templates adding to his working force.

Motion

Picture

News

Kohn Claims Record for
Educational Bookings
Marion H. Kohn, of the Consolidated
Film Corporation, of San Francisco, has
established a record for the booking of
short subjects that will be hard to dupli. cate. In a letter to Vice-President E. W.
Hammons, of the Educational Films Corporation of America, he outlines his success
in placing the " Educational " releases in
the representative theatres on the Pacific
Coast.
In downtown San Francisco, Mr. Kohn
has booked five full-week first-run showings out of the seven high-class theatres
of the district.
In Los Angeles, practically the same condition exists. In Seattle, the Coliseum and
the Clemmer Theatres show the " Educational" subjects. Besides these larger
cities, the Consolidated organization is
placing the single-reels regularly in Berkeley, Oakland, Sacramento, Stockton, Vallejo and other California cities.
Security Pictures
Sell in
West and South
The series of six Security Pictures which
Nathan Hirsh of the Aywon Film Corporation has placed on the States Rights market are fast being contracted for.
The Pennsylvania Film Service of Pittsburg, has bought the rights for Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Wisconsin, Kansas, Nebraska and Iowa have been sold to
Phil Goldstone of the Sterling Film Company of Omaha, Neb., while Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina and Tennessee, were contracted for by
the Savini Film Company of Atlanta
Georgia.
The Southwestern Film Corporation purchased the Oklahoma Texas and Arkansas
rights.
Says

Loew Theatres
Billie West

Like

Thedies inpopular
City
YorkcomeNew West
Circuitof inBilly
the Loewsuccess
CorporaFilm
Eye
will, according to Bulls
tion, be fully maintained in the newest of
these comedies to be announced, " Her
First False Hare," and "Coppers and
Work on the former has been practically
completed, and sets have been finished for
the commencement of work on the latScents."
ter production, in the Hollywood studios of
Bulls Eye, where Nat H. Spitzer is studio
manager.

Gale

Henry Comedies
Loew Theatres

in

The showing of Gale Henry's latest Bulls
Eye release, "Her Honor, The Scrub
Lady," at Loew's New York Theatre and
April 22, met with inTuesday,
onsuccess,
Roof, stant
it is said.
The elongated Miss Henry is declared
to have kept her audiences in constant
laughter by her antics, and exceeded her
best previous efforts hy all odds.
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Tyrad

Advertises Feature
on Big Scale
"Your Wife and Mine," Tyrad Pictures'
state right feature, has one of the most
complete lines of advertising accessories
ever put out for a state right production,
according to Matthias Radin, president of
Tyrad Pictures, Inc.
" In lithographs," said Mr. Radin, " we
have one 24-sheet, two kinds of 6-sheet,
three kinds of 3-sheet, and four kinds of
1-sheet. The posters were designed by two
of the best known artists in that line and
are in four colors. We have also a window card with a punch in it. For lobby display we have a set of twenty 8 x 10 gelatines depicting the big moments in the
picture. Then we have a set of twenty
6x8 squeeges for newspaper use, a complete press sheet showing sample ads and
stories for newspaper use, and an assortment of cuts ranging from thumbnail size
to three column size. We have gotten up
an attractive banner, one 3 x 10 in size
in four colors. Then we have a number of
give-away novelties calculated to attract the
public to the theatre.

Reports Big ' Advance
IT is announced by Territorial Sales Corporation that two big contracts on Jester Comedies were consummated last week.
Before the sale of franchises on this series
of eighteen selected two-reel comedies was
opened, applications for considerable territory were received, and the offers for
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia were so
attractive that these sections were disposed of at a high figure, it is said.
The Standard Film Service, of Cleveland,
has obtained the rights to the eighteen
Jester
comedies for Ohio. Michigan and
Kentucky.
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
were purchased by the Standard Film Exchange of Pittsburgh.
Harry Charnas, of the Standard Film
Service, recently saw three Jesters, " In the
Wild West," " Peace and Riot " and " The
Tenderfoot." He made a deal which gives
him control of the entire Jester output.
Albert A. Weiland, of the Standard
Film Exchange, after seeing one Jester
Weeks

Sells More Territory for
Beban Feature
Seven additional districts were disposed
of to state rights concerns by Hiram
Abrams during the past week, for George
Beban's production, " Hearts of Men," the
first he has made under his own direction.
The rights disposed of during this week
were : Arthur S. Hyman, for Michigan ;
Tom Moore, for Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia ; Roland
and Clark, for western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. Other territory that has
been disposed of by Mr. Abrams comprises
Boston Photoplay Company, for Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode Island and Connecticut; New Jersey Rolfe Film Company, for Xew Jersey;
Frank Beverstock, for Ohio and Kentucky;
The Greater Stars Productions, Inc., for
Illinois and Indiana ; the Pioneer Film Corporation, M. H. Hoffman, for New York;
The Middle West Distributing Company,
for Wisconsin ; the All Star Features, Sol
Lesser, for California, Arizona and Nevada.
Tourneur

Brings Two to
Screen
It became known this week through an
announcement that two Maurice Tourneur
productions, "My Lady's Garter" and
" The White Heather," will be ready for
the screen about the same time, which is
given as within the near future. The pictures are said to be very unlike.
In the cast of " My Lady's Garter " are
Sylvia Breamer, H. E. Herbert, Wyndham
Standing and Paul Clerget. The production was made in the East before Director
Tourneur departed for California with his
staff.
" My Lady's Garter " was written by
Jacques Futrelle, who lost his life in the
Titanic disaster.

Predicts

a New

CA. WEEKS, treasurer of Zane Grey
• Pictures, Inc., and of Great Authors
Pictures, Inc., returned to New York last
week from a visit to Los Angeles, where
he conferred with Benjamin B. Hampton,
president of the two companies, and personal supervisor of producing activities.
While on the Coast Mr. Weeks viewed
Desert Gold," the first of the Zane Grey
features, and " The Westerners," Stewart
Edward White's great story, which has
been selected to inaugurate the Great
Authors productions. Both are to be distributed through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
" In these works," Mr. Week's says, " Mr.
Hampton has brought to fruition a plan he
has entertained ever since he first became
associated with the motion picture industry; and that is to present the stories of
popular authors in pictures with all of the
elements that give them their appeal in
book form. There are to be ' starless ' picZion

Films

to Make

on Jester Comedies
comedy, " Peace and Riot," declared this
offering was one of the most ludicrous he
had ever seen.
Reports state that the demand for Jester funmakers has surprised even the confident Territorial Sales officials. Before the
corporation began its advertising campaign on behalf of the films, there was a
considerable number of applicants for
franchises in the Territorial Sales Corporation. Following the publication of the- initial advertisement, however, a virtual
avalanche of inquiries were received, it is
declared, at the Territorial Sales headquarters in 1600 Broadway.
Six of the series of eighteen Jesters are
now read}' for distribution. These are,
" The Tenderfoot," " In the Wild West,"
" Peace and Riot," " A Mexican-Mix-Up,"
" The Wisest Fool " and " Gee Whiz."
Every one of these comedies is up to the
standard of those, it is said, which Marcus
Loew and other prominent showmen found
suitable for exhibition in the best houses on
their circuits.
Form
of Production
tures. insofar as featuring any particular
individual is concerned, but the entire cast
of each will be made up of players who
enjoy star honors and popularity. Real
stories, interpreted by real players and presented in real productions about sum up
Both Mr. Grey and Mr. White, personour policy."
ally, have been in constant and intimate
association with every detail of the making of their books. They were " on the
job " from the very beginning of the preparation of the continuity, thus assuring that
the spirit of their stories was retained in
full and as the}- have conceived it. They
have been with the companies during the
producing of the pictures, in the studio, and
on locations. After personally selecting the
locations they personally wrote all of the
titles and they have supervised the cutting
of the pictures. The result is a faithful
and accurate translation of their original
stories to the screen.

New
Jewish Production
obtained
only after a careful persual of
IN line with the policy of the Zion Films,
the Talmud. And backing these historical
Inc., to produce only the biggest and best
documents there is interwoven a plot that
novels and dramas of Jewish historical life
will keep the interest until the very end.
that lend themselves dramatically to motion pictures comes the announcement that
" The Rebirth of a People " will require a
large cast of principals and extras to the
the company plans to do a story- from the
number of more than 5,000, it is declared.
pen of David Pinski, one of the most reFrom present indications it appears that
nowned Yiddish writers in America. YY ork
on this feature will commence about May
the majority of the scanes will be taken in
10.
Palestine, where a greater part of the story
is laid it is stated. Plans are now being
A name for the picture, it is said, has
completed for a trip to Jerusalem, it is
been selected. The story is called " The
said.
Rebirth of a People," and is described as
A prominent part in the picture will be
a history-cycle of the Jewish race, depicting the important events in the life of the
taken by the Red Mogen David, the Palestinian Red Cross, and the members of the
people
ent daj\from the days of Moses to the presBritish Expeditionary Forces under GenAs worked out by Mr. Pinski. the scenastated.eral Allenby in the " Promised Land," it is
rio is said to be by far the most elaborate
ever attempted for the screen. There is no
A private
" Khavah."
the initial Sholomshowing
Aleichemof story
produced
by
deviation from history in the story. In
fact, some of the sources for the tale were Zion Films, was arranged for this week.

Motion
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Fox

Widely Interviewed In Europe
whither he of motion pictures down to the standard
Europe,
in
arrival
his
SINCE
of commercialism.
went to extend the distributing and
" Only those who actually love art should
producing activities of the Fox Film Corhave anything to do with the making of
poration, William Fox has been besieged
moton pictures ; and I hope that, now the
by interviewers. Copies of The Daily Mirror of London which have just arrived in war is over, there will arise in England
many men and women prepared to devote
this country contain a column article under
their wealth to advancing this art regardMr. Fox's name, in which the American
less of profits. Those who seek profits
producer makes a sharp attack on commercan find them more readily elsewhere
cialism in the production of pictures.
" England, as a consequence of her heroic
struggle in the cause of liberty and civilThe article as printed in The Daily Mirization, issadly behind in this modern art
ror was very lengthy and comprehensive.
of
the
cinema
as compared with the states."
The high spots were as follows:
" What a tragedy it would be if the great
writers, artists and sculptors of the world
lived their lives as a commercial proposition ! The beauties of the world would
never come to light. Happily there is no
danger of such a disaster, for the master
impulse to create, regardless of all considerations, must always dominate the true
artist.
" That, in my view, is true of the film.
There is a mistaken idea, I find, existing
throughout the world that the creation of
motion pictures is a ready means of achieving great wealth. That is not my experience. The reason is probably that I do not
regard it as a business, but an art. I feel
that it is impossible to bring the making

"The

Hushed
Hour"
Opens in Detroit
Harry Garson announces that he will
open at the Broadway- Strand Theatre in
Detroit with " The Hushed Hour," starring
Blanche Sweet, on May 18. This is the
same theatre which housed the national
premiere
of " The
Unpardonable
Mr. Garson
has not
decided as toSin."
whether
he will state right this feature, or sell the
negative outright.
" The Hushed Hour " boasts of the following cast in support of Blanche Sweet :
Wilfred Lucas, Milton Sills, Mary Anderson, Rosemary Theby, Harry Northrup,
Gloria Hope, Wyndham Standing, Ben
Alexander, Winter Hall, Lydia Knott, and
Edward M. Kimball, L. T. Steers.

BUSINESS

Picture

News

Sidney Golden Directs Gold
Coin Features
The Nelson Producing Company, of Detroit, Mich., announces that it is making arrangements to release a series of pictures
which have been directed by Sidney Golden,
the first release being the " Mysterious Mr.
Brown." This picture is said to be a
portrayal of the underworld and the society world of the present day.
Sidney Golden will be remembered as one
of the directors of the Universal staff,
having produced a number of pictures for
that company some years ago. He is one
of the early pioneers in the picture industry, having specialized in the making of
underworld pictures. Mr. Golden is a
product of New York's lower East Side
and counts his early experiences and observations gathered in later years, ■of this
locality a great help in the producing of
underworld pictures. He is now directorgeneral of the Gold Coin Film Company
whose first production " The Links of
Destiny" will soon be ready for release.
Pioneer
"Boomerang"
The PioneerSells
Film Corporation
announces
the sale of the Iowa and Nebraska territory
on " The Boomerang " to S. Aronowitz of
Des Moines, Iowa. Mr. Aronowitz has
been in New York during the past few days
and saw " The Boomerang " screened at
the Pioneer projection room.

SUICIDE

A manufacturer who sacrifices trie quality of his goods to further his financial interests, commits husmess suicide. This applies particularly to the motion picture industry.
Your picture may he wonderful — produced by the ahlest director — photographed
hy an expert cameraman — BUT — it is not perfect and will not bring in the hest
rentals unless the laboratory work maintains the same high standards.
^A^e, as a laboratory, recognize this and to prove it, we are willing to make you
a sample print free of charge, provided it does not excel and meet your highest
expectations.
Tel. Bryant 7190
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Edmund Lawrence, who for nearly a
year has been producing at the eastern
studios of the William Fox Corporation,
has arrived in Los Angeles to take over
the direction of one of the Fox stars at
their western plant. Who will be featured
in his first production, or what the nature
of it will be, has not yet been ' decided.
Pursuant to the new- policy adopted by the
company, however, it is expected that he
will alternate with some one of the other
producers.
Under the direction of E. J. Le Saint,
Gladys Brockwell has just completed a fivereel production entitled " Gypsy." After
a two days'
she began
workof inthethenovel,
production of arestscreen
version
" Sadie," under the direction of Frank Beal.
Madlaine Travers has just finished her
work in a detective story produced under
the working title of " The High Flame,"
by Harry Millards. The supporting cast
includes William Travers, Clyde Fillmore.
Claire Du Brey, John Cossar, Genevieve
Blinn, Cornelia Callahan and Henry J.
Hebert. Frank Good was the cameraman.
Scotty Dunlop has completed his first
Fox production, '" Words and Music by — ,"
in which Albert Ray and Elinor Fair are
starred. Edwin Booth Tilton, George Hernandez and Eugene Paulette comprised the
supporting cast. Roy Klaffki did the
camera work.

—
\
Under the direction of J. P. McGowan,
the Marie Walcamp company has completed their latest serial production, " The
Red Glove." After a few days' rest McGowan will start work on the production
of another Eddie Polo serial. Helen
Holmes, who will be remembered for her
work in a number of railroad serials, has
been engaged by the Universal to play an
important part in the new serial.
James O'Shea, who played in " The
Rummy " and " Jim Bludso " for Fine Arts
before entering the army, has returned to
the Universal studio, where he is supporting Neal Burns and Josephine Hill in
comedies produced under the direction of
Al Santell.
Waldemar Young, of the Universal scenario staff, is at work on the preparation
of the film version of " The Spitfire of
Seville," by J. F. Boland, which is to be
used as Priscilla Dean's next screen vehicle.
Production on the James J. Corbett
serial, " The Midnight Man," has been
temporarily held up owing to the illness of

Crane, Kathleen Kirkham and Edward McWade.
Under the direction of R. N. Bradbury
and W. J. Bauman, the Antonio Moreno
Company has reached the eighth episode
of their forthcoming serial, " Perils of
Thunder Mountain." Carol Halloway appears in the leading feminine role.
The Bessie Love company, which under
the direction of David Smith, has been in
the lumber country in the mountains back
of Fresno, Cal., making exterior scenes in
the production of their latest film, " The
Little Boss," has returned to the Los Angeles studio, where they are at work making
the
remaining
interior scenes for the production.

Mary MacLaren, in the Universal Special, " The
Unpainted Woman " 1
Director James W. Home. Work will be
resumed as soon as Home has returned
from the hospital where he was ordered
for a minor operation.
William Pigott, head of the continuity
department at the Universal Plant, has
completed a two-reel western melodrama
with George Holt to produce with Pete
Morrison in the stellar role.
George Hively of the Universal scenario
staff is at work on the preparation of the
working script for the screen version of
Jackson Gregory's story, " A Man of
Peace," which Jack Ford is to produce
with Harry Carey in the title-role.

The William Duncan Company has completed the last episode of the Vitagraph
serial, " The Man of Might." The company
will rest for a week and then start the production of another serial of similar length
written by Albert E. Smith and Cyrus
Townsend Brady. The title and nature of
this production have not yet been announced.
Earle Williams, under the direction of
James Young, has started work on the
production of " The Hornet's Nest," a film
adaptation of the story of that name by
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow. Vola Vale appears in the leading feminine role opposite
Williams in this picture with a supporting
cast including Brinsley Shaw, Ogden

Viola Dana, under the direction of Henry
Otto, this week began the production of
" Pliant Patricia," a five-reel comedy farce,
adapted by June Mathis from the original
play by Anne and Alice Duffy of San Francisco. The company has been on Santa
Catalina Island making exteriors for the
past several days. Irving Cummings appears in support of Miss Dana in this production.
The entire indoor studio at the Metro
plant was this week occupied by a set designed from photographs of a New York
place of amusement, for making scenes of
" The Midnight Revue," which are to be
used in the latest May Allison production,
" His Father's Wife," now being staged
under the direction of Charles Swickard.
Under the direction of John Ince, Bert
Lytell is busy on the production of " OneThing-at-a-Time O'Day," a screen version
of the William Dudley Pelley circus story
of that name which apeared in the Saturday Evening Post some months ago. Eileen
Percy appears in the role of Prairie Flower Marie. Fred Warren and Webster Cullison,
both detailed
old-tie men
the " big
top,"
have been
to theof Lytell
company
to insure the correctness of the circus detail. Joseph Kilgour, William F. Carrol,
Stanton Beck and Bull Montana complete
the cast.
Betty Peterson, who came to Los Angeles last fall with Maude Fealy in " The
Little Teacher," has been engaged by the
Metro company to play the ingenue role
in support of Emmy Wehlen in "Family
Trees." The production is being staged
under the direction of Herbert Blache.

cJfere
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Fatty Arbuckle is rapidly nearing the
completion of his latest two-reel Paramount-Arbuckle comedy, " A Desert Hero."
The production is being made in the hills
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The Francis Ford company is at work
near Glendale, Cal., where one of the biggest sets ever used in the making of a on the third installment of their new serial,
western picture has been erected to serve
" The Mystery of the 13."
Wallace MacDonald, who has been workas saloon and dance hall. " A Desert
ing in the sequoia forests back of Fresno,
Hero " is a travesty on the exaggerated
Cal., with the Bessie Love company, this
type of wild and woolly western producweek returned to the Los Angeles studios
tions. The cast of principals includes Al
St. John as bad man, Mollie Malone as the with a case of redwood poisoning so severe
that he was unable to appear before the
persecuted heroine, with Arbuckle in the
camera for two days.
role of invincible hero.
Word has been received at the Arbuckle
The Art-O-Graf Film Company of Denstudios announcing the speedy return of •ver, Colo., is making preparations for the
Buster Keaton to the company. Keaton,
production of another six-reel feature, enwho left the Coast to go overseas with the
titled "Wolves of Wall Street," a melodramatic tale of the struggle between a
Yanks, has returned to New York, where
he will remain until he is mustered out,
gang of Bolshevist financial wolves of Wall
following which he will return to the Coast
street and a 100 per cent American. " Me
to take up his work with Arbuckle.
Smith," a story by Caroline Lockhart, is

Picture

Mews

scheduled to follow " Wolves of Wall
Street." The Art-O-Graf's first production, "Miss Arizona," is being handled as a
states rights proposition by the Arrow Film
Corporation of New York.
Brunton Notes
After several weeks spent on the desert
near Palm Springs, Cal., where they went
to make exterior scenes in the production
of Zane Grey's novel, " Desert Gold," the
Zane Grey company has returned to their
Los Angeles studio and made the final
scenes for the production. The picture was
made under the direction of T. Hayes
Hunter with a cast including E. K. Lincoln, Edward Coxen, Eileen Percy, MarSimpLong, ItRussell
Walter Butt.
gery
is being cut
W. Lawson
son and Wilson,
and titled here, following which it will go
east for release.
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor

Safety
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First

(~\ XE of the principal subjects discussed at the recent
^
meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
was that of Fire Protection.
It was stated that the two chief places where fires were
apt to occur in professional work were —
1. The Theatre
2. The Exchange
Theatre fires are 90% absolute carelessness and are due
to criminal neglect — cigarettes, unprotected radiators, unprotected electric light bulbs, improperly regulated machines or those which have been tampered with, electric
regulating devices improperly housed and other causes
which should never be allowed to exist, if the laws on the
statute books or even common sense were followed.
Exchange fires are also due to carelessness for here we
find mainly incompetents in charge of joining and inspecting rooms who are not as used to handling films as are the
projectionists. The danger here is more real than in any
other branch of the industry, due to this handling and lack
of knowledge combined with the great quantity of material
continually on hand.
The letter quoted below brings out both dangers, for it
shows an example of the actual carelessness which may
occur in the projection room, and also shows the danger
which may result from film in bad condition which is so
often sent out from the exchange to the theatre.
Gentlemen :
Being an operator and interested in the " Projection Department," Ican't help sending in some of my views on
the troubles of a small theatre projectionist.
In the first place I think it is the condition of the films
sent out by the exchanges to the small exhibitors that
makes life a nightmare to the small theatre projectionist.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllliill

When I first started out as an assistant in a projection
room, I worked with one of those men who do not care
into what shape the operating room gets. This particular
room was a fright. There were clippings from film, pieces
of trailers, paper, rags, tools, slides, dirt and cigarette stubs
all over the floor. One day I was helping inspect the films
(each reel had to have about a half hour's work on it) with
this brainless operator, when I was suddenly treated to the
liveliest fire fight I have ever seen. This operator had an
electric light bulb in a cigar box under a glass, over which
he inspected the films. The bulb naturally got hot and the
heat set some film clippings afire. He pulled out the bulb,
bringing the burning film out on the floor and into the rest
of the film cuttings and other inflammable material. From
then on there was something doing ! With our eyes full of
smoke and so weakened from the fumes we could hardly
stand up, we finally were able to stamp the fire out.
Soon after this I was given charge of the projection
room, and from past experience I soon had that room looking ship-shape.
Speaking of the films the exchanges send out to the
small exhibitors, I think I have received my share in ruined
stuff. Some times there would be no advertising, or perhaps advertising with a different picture, or even advertising belonging to a picture that I had shown three weeks
before.
And at other times you wouldn't get your films until a
half hour before opening time. Then you would have to
look through them or trust to luck that they would go
through all right.
I have run many a film that was ready for the junk pile
irrng before Charlie Chaplin first got his funny feet into the
lime light.
On some of the films I. have had to hold the framing
lever all through the reel, and every once in a while there
would be a cracking sound and the film would break and
run up into the shutter, knocking it out of time. Ther.
while the perspiration ran off my face, meanwhile losing
all respect for religion, the audience would censure me
with the wrong kind of applause that nearly raised th«
roof
So here's hoping the exchanges take pity on the small exhibitors, or what is more satisfactory to me, that I graduate to those exhibitors that do get the service.
Yours sincerelv,
L. F. C,
Kansas.
The distribution of film which is ready for the junk pile
before it is sent out is criminal. It should either be doctored
and new lengths spliced in so that it is worth showing, or
it should never go out.
The house which is willing to rent this class of film
should be forced out of the business. If enough rental can
not be paid to get film which is in passable shape, then the
authorities should close the house, as it is impossible that
the audience is sufficiently protected to allow it to remain
The small town men, as well as those in the cities, should
open.
get film in good physical shape. The projection room
should be absolutely neat and in good condition. It should
be remembered that in return for public patronage public
safety should be guaranteed.
E K. GILLETT.
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Design, Location and Equipment
Projection Room

of the Modern

By D. C. Burkholder
Awarded Second Prize, Class 1
D LAN No. 1 shows a large and roomy operating room equipped
* with two picture machines and one stereo. Ample room must
be allowed so that the projectionist may walk around all sides of
his machines. The exit should be on the crank side of machines
and on same level as booth floor. Figures No. 1 and No. 2 are
motion picture machines ; fig. No. 3 the stereopticon ; fig. 4 the rewind, and fig. 5 the film box.
The booth should be free of all unnecessary apparatus, strictly
fireproof, well ventilated and of ample size. The environment of
the operator has a great deal to do with the quality of the show.
At the present time many places are getting along with a " rathole " for a booth and for some reason or other the inspectors
allow it. If it were possible the government should set a standard
for booths and their apparatus. With the arrangement standardized
it would make it much simpler for projectionists when they change
from one location to another.
P,j3

Fiji

M.F?
Machines
Sterto

Plan 1 Projection "Room
fte~m<i Tdble
■P.3. 4-

X

The vent flue should be right above the head of the machine and
as close to it as possible, so that in case of fire the draft would
carry the fumes out. The walls and floor should be cement
(preferably), with rubber mats for the projectionists to stand on
to avoid any electrical shocks if the floor happened to become wet.
Asbestos and sheet iron are also used, but they are not the best, for
they wear through in time. Cement floors are more solid, hence
less vibration of machines.

Plan 2
All generators or converting apparatus and machinery should be
in another room and rheostats should be placed off the floor. All

Picture

News

Q-utestiorts
Answered/

wires should be run in conduit up as far as machine leads.
Green paint is most pleasing for walls, but any dark color will
do. The idea is to eliminate all reflection.
A fireproof box to contain film reels should be made with spring
hinges as in fig. 5, and placed close to rewind.

DetailShutter
ot
Tire

All openings should be equipped with automatic fire shutters
made of heavy sheet iron to prevent escape of fumes into the theatre proper. A rough sketch, Plan 2, shows how these openings
can be closed automatically by joining all drops to one main line
which is held together by some combustible material such as film
stock. The main line should be over heads of machines.
Most theatres have their operating booth in front of house, but
the regulations of some cities require the booth in the rear. Where
booth is in the front the lobby can be arranged underneath it or if
the booth is on the main floor a grand display of machines may be
made by enclosing the rear of the booth in plate glass.
Avoid all wooden benches; hang tools on walls; have suitable
boxes for carbons and extra machine parts.
Above all things, don't be afraid to spend money on and in the
booth when it is being constructed. The very best equipment will
be the cheapest in the end.
San Diego, Cal., March 6, 1919.
Motion Picture News :
Why haven't some of the motion picture machine companies
adapted the band gears for their machine? Think of the big saving in material, also cost to consumer. For example, take the four
largest gears on a Powers 6, 6A or 6B — namely, the crank shaft
drive gear, the large idler gear, large feed sprocket gear, driving
gear for idler. We will say. that the four cost $8.00. If they were
band gears, in renewing them all that would be needed would be
the bands, and they could be made sixty per cent cheaper, if one
cent. The result would be, that the manager would come through
for a new set of bands or gears before they became friction
wheels.
Now, that we have revolving spindles in the upper magazine,
the damage to film caused by jerking is greatly reduced, but
if. we had sprockets with 32 teeth instead of 16, we would reduce
the damage to almost nothing, for example, with the upper
sprocket the present sprocket is not a big enough cylinder and
the film only laps five teeth; with the other it will lap 11 teeth,
with the take up it will lap 15 teeth, against 7 on the present
sprocket, also it will make it almost impossible to loose your
loop. It will also relieve the cracking noise of the film caused by
the pull of the take up. Although the take up be set to just barely
take up two reels, there is a great deal of damage done to sprocket
holes,' this would all be done away with.
Try it out for yourself and make sure, then give us a report.
/
Respectfully,
(Signed)
J. R. Cheney,
Casino Theatre, San Diego, Cal.
N. M. L. 92.
/P. S. — I do not mean to change the intermittent sprocket.
Just the upper and lower.
Reply: Questions such as are brought up here can best be answered by those firms now engaged in manufacturing projection
machines. We, therefore, submitted Mr. Cheney's letter to sev(Continued on page 3078)
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BOYLAN
Forever

EVEN

-TENSION

REEL

ends all tension take-up troubles

Increases the life of the lower sprocket over 400 per cent

Patented April 23, 1918

Testimonials

" You are certainly entitled to credit for your
ingenious device, especially in View of the fact
that your reel offsets the
pull on the film which is
common to the ordinary
type. This feature, coupled together
the
elimination
ofwith
trouble
which e v e r y operator
must go through with the
ordinary take-up, and also
the reduction of fire risk
by preventing
the gives
film
from
pulling apart,
your reel a great many

" They are entirely satisfactory intaking care of
the tension, operating with
practically an even and
easy tension throughout
the run, yet firmly winding the reel."
John Griffiths,
Ansonia, Conn.
" The lower sprockets
on our machines, have
been used in connection
with the Boy lan Even
Tension Reel for eighteen
months and are still in
good condition. They are
indispensable to us and
we could not be without
them."
Iris Theater,
F. H. Young, Manager,
Salisbury, N. C.

It's all in the " Hub "
Otherwise it's a Standard Reel
It has our unqualified endorsement. It works perfectly."
F. H. Richardson, Editor,
Projection Department, Moving Picture World.

Walter G. Preddy,
San Francisco, Cal.
good points."
" I have used the reel
several days and it meets
every requirement at the
take-up. I O. K. the reel
and believe it to be a valuable asset to high-class
Claude E. Li ns truth,
Carthage, N. Y.
equipment."

Does away with the necessity for a take-up friction in the projector itself
The take-up friction of the projector is set tight so that it cannot slip at all and the tension on
the film is entirely taken care of automatically by the reel.
It requires no attention whatever on the part of the operator.
The tension is ample yet at no time can there possibly be any excessive pull on the film.
It has no springs or weights or complicated mechanism

and can be used on any machine

using

the standard reels, without making any change whatever.
It has been tested out under all kinds of conditions for more than eighteen months.
It will save the operator all his present worries from variation in take-up tension, losing
the lower loop, etc., and will save the moving picture industry many thousands of dollars annuallv
through the elimination of the various kinds of damage

INTRODUCTORY PRICES
BOYLAN EVEN-TENSION REEL
14-inch
$3.50 each
10 "
. . .
1.50 each
Ask your nearest dealer

done to the films through excessive tension.

AUTOMATIC

REEL

COMPANY

203 EVANS BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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(Continued from page 3076)
eral 'of the principal machine makers and their replies were
substantially the same.
In the first place, strange as it may seem, the matter of cost
is not the vital one in the manufacture of projection machines.
When quality is compared with cost there is probably not a device
being made in this country for which so much high class, carefully inspected workmanship can be purchased for, relatively, so
little money as in the case of these machines. The argument of
cost, then, is not one that would be the cause of a manufacturer
changing the fundamentals of his machine.
By band gears, Mr. Cheney probably refers to friction drive
by means of flexible bands. If this was his idea it can hardly be
called practical since in a motion picture machine the movement
of the varous parts are exactly synchronized. A slippage of only
a fraction of an inch would throw the entire apparatus out of
adjustment. The main driving members of a projection machine
must be positive in their actions above all else, and it is in this respect that the " band gear " theory fails.
As for the matter of replacement cost, supposing an exhibitor
did find it necessary to renew the four gears mentioned in Mr.
Cheney's letter, at least once a year. Would, say, $8.00 be an
exorbitant price to pay for a machine that had been coining
money for the owner or twelve hours a day for three hundred
days?
Now coming to the second part of the letter in which reference is made to the wear on perforations, we believe it is generally
conceded that the greatest percentage of damage is caused by
imperfect adjustment of the various units over which and through
which the film runs on its travel from the upper to the lower
magazine. Under present conditions of operation with careless
adjustments and even more careless inspection, sprocket holes
last about as long as the film itself. Perhaps later when film
stock is produced that does not grow brittle, crack and tear after
varying lengths of service it will be worth while for machine
manufacturers to scrap their valuable dies, jigs and working drawings, and alter the whole construction of their product to comply
with changed conditions.
We are not arguing that the damage done to sprocket holes can
be calmly ignored for we all know better. But what is to be
fe^MM '-[IM- III! ! Mr 'Ml! ■
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gained by marking larger sprockets to save sprocket holes if the
film stock itself disintegrates due to oil and temperature variations ?
The coming decade will see a great change in the quality of
film stock. Research engineers are constantly experimenting with
the end in view of perfecting a film that will withstand the vicissitudes which every film placed on the market must meet.
Machine manufacturers as well are not far behind in their improvements. Itwill be found that as operating conditions improve, projection machines will be devised to carry out their
super-important functions to a still higher degree of perfection.
Cant

Locate Grinding Sound

FROM Dubuque, Iowa, comes this trouble :
I am having a little trouble with one of my Simplex machines. My projection is not troubled, but the machine does not
sound just right.
The trouble seems to be in the drive gear of the shutter shaft
and the intermittent movement. If I take out my intermittent
the grinding noise disappears. I have a new intermittent movement which I carry as a " spare," and when I put that in in place
of the regular movement the noise is there just the same.
Now, I can remove the grinding by putting a small washer on
the set screw, but it makes the machine pull too heavily. The
machine on which the trouble occurs is a 1912 model, and has
just come back from the factory.
Reply : It is very probable that the grinding ^oise in your machine head was put there some time after the head left the factory after being repaired and placed in shape. The inspection at
the Simplex works is so thorough that I do not believe a noise of
the kind you describe would ever get by their inspection department. Rough handling in transit, or even while unpacking might
spring a shaft sufficient to cause a pair of gears to mesh too
•closely and produce a grinding sound.
Even though you can remedy the trouble by using washers, it
is poor practise to do so as the machine you have operates best
just as it comes from its makers, and we would suggest, therefore, that you return the head again and have the gears looked
over carefully.
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CARBONS

For Alternating Current Projection
Alternating current is no longer a bug-bear to projectionists. White A. C. Special Carbons used in
place of the old style carbons enable tbe wide awake projectionist to practically duplicate the results
obtained with the direct current arc.
*
The alternating current arc using these carbons gives a strong white light — the kind that makes the
picture on the screen seem real. No noise due to a roaring are and no flicker on the screen.
White A. C. Special Carbons make alternating projection a pleasure rather than a task.

COLUMBIA-SILVERTTP
|
I
The Standard Direct Current Combination
I GIVES
THE BEST WHITE LIGHT
POSSIBLE FOR
f
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION.

I
I
f

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.
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Announcing

Peerless

the

Standard

Projector

Ideal

for

Editing

Examining

Film

Theatres,1 Studios
Laboratories

and
in
and

With Plain Reel Arms
The PEERLESS STANDARD PROJECTOR has the wonderful 5 to 1 eccentric star intermittant movement and a balanced shutter of three equal 45 degree blades that passes 62j4% of the light
from the objective and. gives an absolutely flickerless picture at less than normal speed.
Particularly adapted to film inspection and editing, as it can be operated at any speed or stopped
for cutting and patching.
Using a 28 WATT
unnecessary print.

lamp, even negative can be safely projected, thus saving time and expense of

Takes one-thousand feet standard reels, operates from any light socket. Uses 2^ amperes with
motor drive, or less with crank. Projects pictures up to 10 feet wide at any distance up to 75 feet.
With plain reel arms folded and current wiring attached, outside dimensions are 13 inches long,
8 inches wide and 13 inches high. Weight with motor 23 pounds.
Call or send for Literature

Rewinding.

With
Enclosing
Magazines

Peerless
Projector
Company
32 West 43rd St.
New York City

Magazines hinged
instead of Covers
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Our activities for the past year have been
nearly 100 per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compelling us to discontinue regular manufacture
in practically all of our lines.
The cessation of hostilities has now enabled
us to begin the readjustment to a peace production basis. While this adjustment' must be
gradual, we are pressing it with all possible
speed in order to satisfy the requirements of
our normal trade at an early date.
We appreciate the patience and understanding with which our patrons have reacted to the
situation and trust they may continue to exercise such consideration until our manufacturing facilities are once more on a pre-war footing.
fiausch
Ipmb Optical (5.
669
ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balnptlcons) , Photographic Lenses, Ophthalmic
Lenses and Instruments, Range Finders and &un Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Binoculars and
Other High-Grade Optical Products

Picture

News

Pictures in Cabarets

BERN AYS JOHNSON of the Projection Department of the
Westinghouse Lamp Works, who is in Chicago demonstrating
the new Simplex Incandescent Lamphouse with the new Westinghouse 900-watt motion picture lamp, has started something new for
cabarets. At the Terrace Gardens of the Morrison Hotel, where
one of the most pretentious ice skating exhibitions in this country
is staged, he has installed a Simplex machine using the new lamp.
The machine is placed in a dressing room, behind the scenes,
and projects the picture upon a silk curtain.
On account of the limited space available for the machine and
the fire hazard, the authorities of the city of Chicago were much
opposed to its use. Under no circumstances would they permit
an arc installation. This opposition was overcome with the use of
the incandescent lamp equipment. How much the fire hazard is
reduced is shown by the fact that the arc lamp ignites a film in approximately two seconds, while it takes 10 seconds for the incandescent lamps to ignite the same film. The white light projected
by the Simplex equipment using the plano-convex condenser system makes it possible to successfully show color films and consequently they are now a regular part of the program.
For the opening, a colored scenic is shown ; during the intermission between the first and second acts a weekly review of current
events ; and at the close a popular comedy. This arrangement
takes the place of two regular cabaret acts, thereby not only
effecting a saving but actually paying for itself in a very short
time. This feature has met with so much enthusiasm that the management has definitely decided to make it a permanent feature of
the regular program.
Peerless Standard Projector and Generator
to the Cannibal Isles

Go

WHEN Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson departed a few days ago
for a return trip to the Land of the Cannibals, they took with
them a Peerless Standard Projector and a Hand Generator. With
this outfit the Johnsons intend to amuse the savages with films in
the making of which the man-eaters themselves participated.

EASTMAN
FILM

first made

motion pictures practical—to-day itplays its full part

in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

Identifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman"
margin and "Kodak"

The hand driven generator which is illustrated is similar to the
one brought out some time ago except that the present outfit with
its smaller driving wheels is more compact and easily transported.
With two husky savages turning the cranks, Mr. Johnson will be
able to generate sufficient current for a 10-foot picture.
Not All the Class Is Found

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

in the Large Cities
THERE is more than a grain of truth in what Projectionist
Clay Powers, of Dunsmuir, Cal., says describing some of the
difficulties a "small town" projectionist must put up with. He
says:
"As a subscriber to your valuable paper, I read the Projection
Department with great interest, and have noticed on several occasions where the ' Small Town Operator ' gets the credit for knowing nothing at all about the game. Now let me say that you will
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lind just as good projectionists in some of the small towns as in
the larger cities. Some of those who have everything to work
with in the larger theatres think they are the only ones who know
projection. They blame all of the breaks, poor patches, grease
and punch holes, onto the ' small town operator,' when, as a matter
of fact it is well known that the small towns cannot afford to pay
for first run pictures, and when we do get them they are already
full of patches, punch holes and sprocket holes half broken out.
Who does this? The 'small town operator' does not, because the
film is that way when he receives it.
" I am a projectionist in a small town, using two machines and
have a small generator set to produce direct current. There is no
motion picture repair shop within 300 miles, so if anything goes
wrong it is up to me to fix it.
"I like
to read
read what
the Projection
Department,
it makes
my
blood
boil to
some of those
fellows willbutwrite
about the
' small town operators,' especially when speaking of money. I
take pleasure in stating that I am not working for $12.00 a week
either. As one projectionist put it in the April 19 issue, ' I am getting a salary.' "
The New Fulco 5" Hub Reel
THIS reel is along entirely different lines from the reels already
in use and has been designed especially for the projectionist, as
it is not expected that it will be used for shipping and storing film.
It is the result of much study and many experiments to overcome
troubles with the present-day reels in the proper projection of pictures.
The side disks of the Fulco reel are a special cold-rolled and
polished steel. The center piece or hub-core is made of solid machine steel with a double
key-way broached i n ,
which has proved its value
over the usual stamped
and formed sheet metal
cores. The 28 spindle
rivets provide the reel with
21 places on which to fasten the film. The reel is
finished in satin white
nickel which reflects the
light through the peep
holes of the magazine,
making it easy to see the
amount of film on the reel
at all times.
The Society of Motion
Picture
Engineers has
given its stamp of approval to the 5-inch hub
reel for projection, as
with its use there is a
more even tension on the take-up and the reels in both the upper
and lower magazines do not revolve ,so fast as when using reels
having \y2 or 2 inch hubs.
Where Projectionist and Operator Part
THE projectionist who desn't read at least one trade paper
is an operator. He is also the man who does not, will not, and
can not join the local organization in his territory. And because
he does not read, mix with projectionists and use his brain, there
is no way of reaching him to correct his faults except through
his manager. A combination then, which would be unbeatable,
would be a manager and an operator neither of whom read trade
papers to improve the conduct of their separate business. Happily
to say, there are few such combinations in existence, for the house
couldn't last long under their direction and projection.
Mr. M. Smith, of New York City, says along these lines :
" As a projectionist interested in the improvement of Projection, Iwish to say a few words regarding the abuses of film by
eperators punching holes in the end of films. This fault can
never be remedied by appealing to the operator through trade papers, because there are some operators who never look at trade
papers or any other papers that would help them better themselves. This applies to managers also.
" In your issue of April 12 I noticed a letter from a projectionist stating that he had taken out all misframes and punchholes with the result that the exchanges send him tfie worst prints.

THE

REX

FILM

RENOVATOR

Treats the
andFilm
Cures
Film of and
its Sticking.
" Greenness."
Saves
fromNewScratching
No
Ripping and Tearing at the Sprocket Holes. The
Operator is relieved of being the " Goat " for Misusing New Film. 100% more life to film. OilSoaked Film is a thing of the past. The Picture on
the Screen is Clear and Bright. No more Foggy or
Blotchy Projection with Films delivered from Exchanges using the Rex Film Renovator.
The Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.
Columbus, Ohio.

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a- perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless
the Dealer.Machine.
We are exclusive
tributors of theof SIMPLEX
We repair disall
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Tine Street, Philadelphia, Fa.
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The

IMSCO

Book

is coming

and when it is ready
we want to send it to you, FREE.
It is a money-saver
because it tells
how IMSCO
can supply all your needs
so promptly
at such low prices
in such high quality
and so very satisfactorily
that you'll be glad
to let IMSCO serve you.
DONT

WAIT

but drop us a card right-away. Simply say
that you want the IMSCO Book. Then it will
come a'flying, just as soon as the ink is dry.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
729 Seventh Avenue
New York

The
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News

I learned that stunt about five years ago. The exchanges are anxious to correct this waste of money, so let them employ a few
inspectors to run down the men with the punches. In this way
they can soon stamp out the bad practice.
"There are several other causes for complaints by projectionists
against the exchanges, and if the exchange managers are anxious
to correct them — then I am open for a job and can furnish several other men who will prove that it's not the projectionists, but
the exchanges themselves that are principally to blame."
Mercury Seismometer Measures Vibration of
Universal Moving Picture Cameras
THIS instrument consists of an iron cup containing a quantity
of mercury and an adjustable electrical contact, in close proximity to the surface of the mercury, so that the least agitation of
the surface completes the circuit at the contact and gives a visible
indication in a sensitive galvanometer connected in the circuit.
By means of a micrometer adjustment, calibrated to thousandths
of an inch, the distance between the contact and the surface of the
mercury may be varied a measured amount.
In operation, the mercury container with its associated contact is
mounted on the camera or other device, the vibration of which is
to be measured, and the contact is adjusted so as to just clear the
surface of the mercury. The camera is then operated at the normal
speed, thereby agitating the surface of the mercury and completing
the circuit to the galvanometer. While the camera is still in operation the contact is gradually raised a measured distance until the
circuit is completely interrupted. The reading of the micrometer
adjustment is then a measure of the comparative vibration of the
instrument under test.
The actual vibration of the instrument is but a small fraction of
the indicated vibration of the mercury surface, the extreme sensitivenes of which magnifies the vibration to be tested.

Requirements
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CARBONS

SPEER

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Picture

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

Sending in your ideas and schemes to the News is like mailing
a circular letter to all the projectionists in the country. Every
man has at least one thought which the other man hasn't — so, all
together, with a letter to the Projection Department.
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Nothing Is Worse Than
THE popular song craze has reached the limit. There is no
question about that. It has reached a stage of fermentation.
In its marathon with standard music, it has overpowered the best
musiciansatmosphere,
in the country.
It is
becoming'
menace
to dignified
musical
and the
biggest
ironya of
this indisputable
fact is not the quality of our popular songs of today but the
quantity. " Too much of the best is the worst."
I have witnessed performances where popular songs have accompanied the emotional Nazimova through her most dramatic
phases of her screen life. I have heard musicians play " You
Made Me What I Am Today " during scenes portraying the
wrecked lives of once well-to-do women or men. I have heard
popular songs accompanying the most dramatic situations when
the words of the choruses of such songs were only in the slightest
way related to the action or story of the picture. I admit popular
songs are a necessity just as well as standard music, but not songs
lasting the life of the one day fly. It is the popular song of everlasting quality such as " Silver Threads Among the Gold,"
" Break the. News to Mother," " Over There " and scores of
others that can take the place of the spoken word in the silent
drama. It is the song that reveals an American narrative such
as " Marching Through Georgia." " Old Kentucky Home," " Rally
'Round the Flag," etc., that is of indisputable value to the photoplay, but nevertheless, it takes a great deal of discretion and
good judgment on the part of the musician to appropriately employ even such songs.
The comedy, the light character picture portrayed by such actresses as June Caprice, Madge Kennedy, etc., is the only battlefield for the one-day popular hit, and even then " Too much of
the best can turn out to be the worst," and furthermore, gentle
reader, bear it in mind, that every time you are playing the oneday popular song hit you are taking a chance of being called " oldfashioned," unless such song is absolutely and irrevocably sugReview
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Too

Much of the Best
gested by the action of the picture, and you can only determine
such fact if the lyrics of the song are known to you.
More than once I have heard popular songs accompanying pictures where the lyrics have revealed a story as far away from the
subject of the picture as the North Pole from the South Pole. I
admit most of the audience probably do not even notice such
things, but at least the minority do, and I am sure we must all
agree at least on this point, that in such a case the joke is every
time on the musician, until repeated too often — after that it's circumstantial evidence against the musician's ability.
Who is responsible for this unsatisfactory state of affairs? It
is not the musician. It cannot be the music publishers, but it is
the unsophisticated theatre manager or " man behind the cash."
Good music costs good money and the popular hits are less expensive and in most instances distributed free of charge. It is
indeed discouraging to be forced to admit that the musical destinies of about 90 per cent of our American motion picture houses
are guided entirely by the spirit of the holy nickel, and not by
artistic inspirations which in time are bound not only to fully
recompense any expense, but also warrant to fully establish the
status of the motion picture theatre as an institution of dignity,
refinement and art.
•
It is a pity that most managers are expecting an immediate and
direct result of anything they attempt to accomplish, especially
something that requires a cash outlay. Mr. Manager, money invested in music cannot create an immediate cash result. It cannot create something that you can touch with your fingers, but
it indirectly contributes material for a concrete foundation of
your theatre and erects in time an institute of everlasting drawing power, at the same time establishing an incessant flow of prosperity in the form of good old cash to you and invaluable pleasure to the paying public.

of Latest Musical Compositions

I — " How Are You Going to Wet Your Whistle?" Fox-trot.
I Some question! Dpn't worry — console yourself by playing
this anti-Prohibition hit! By Percy Wenrich. (Leo Feist, 249
W. 40th St., N. Y.)
— " Salvation Lassie of Mine." The Doughboy's tribute to
the Doughgirl — the Lass of the Doughnuts — it's a big ballad
hit. Waltz, by Caddigan & Stor. (Leo Feist.)
— " Butterfly Dance." A brilliant composition written in the
composer's usual dainty style. Mr. Miles needs no introduction to leaders, who will remember him as the composer of
the famous " Sparklets." (Sam Fox, Cleveland, Ohio.)
— " Carnations." This number, by composer of " Basket of
Roses." It is characterized by a catchy and pleasing melody, and always makes an instantaneous appeal. (Sam Fox.)
— " And That Ain't All." Fox-trot. This is the star song,
sung by such stars as Jack Norworth, Wellington Cross,
Janet Adair and Duncan sisters. (Al Piantadosi & Co., 234 W.
46th St., N. Y.)
— "Under the Red Cross March," by T. H. Rollinson. A
very brilliant composition. The trio has a rousing theme for
brass, embellished by a brilliant obligato for the wood section.
(Oliver Ditson Co., Boston, Mass.)
— " Romance D'Amour." A sequel to the famous " Serenade
D'Amour," by Franz Von Blon, consisting of two exceptionally melodious movements.
(Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh
Ave., New York.)
Q — " Canterbury
Bells," from the Boutonniere
Suite and
by
Gerard Tonning. Miss Marguerite Clark, Mary Pickford
Gladys Leslie are always difficult to musically interpret upon
the screen, because they need charming and pleasing music,

but of a light order. Such is the value of " Canterbury Bells,"
delightfully appropriate for garden scenes or love or character
theme for pictures in which the three above-mentioned stars
are frequently offered. (Belwin, Inc.)
— "When I Met You," by Paul Amstrong and F. Henri
Klickman. Remarkable melody ballad, starting like a winner. (McKinley Music Co., 147 W. 45th St., New York.)
1f\ — " Impassioned Dream," by J. Rosas. The Spanish waltz
v/ king. Arranged by Ellis Brooks, complete with introduction and code. (Belwin, Inc.)
11 — " Melodie," by S. Rachmaninoff. Concert favorite. ModI ern orchestra arrangement by Chas. J. Roberts. Originality and dramatic impulse are prominently evident in this number by one of the representatives of living Russian composers.
Suitable for either the theatre or concert stage and equally
effective for small or large instrumental combinations. (Carl
Fischer, Cooper Sq., New York.)
IO — " Domino Rose" (Valse Intermezzo), by Carl Bohm. A
" modern and up-to-date " invitation to the dance," in which
the true spirit and swing of the Valse has been caught with
irresistible strains. A beautiful introduction, admirably contrasted themes and the finest of arrangements, all combine to
make this one of the most desirable concert novelties of the
season. (Carl Fischer.)
The Music Cue Sheets
Will Help You Put the
Picture Over

j
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dosi, president of Al Piantadosi & Co., Inc., publishers. "In this
number we feel we have one of the most striking hits of the season.
" In exploiting the song we will work in co-operation with the
publicity department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
so that both exhibitors and music dealers will be able to get the
greatest returns. Advertising in many channels will be employed,
and I will start on a tour of the country within the next two
weeks to consult with our branch managers everywhere as well as
a song.
big
buyers, for what I think will prove the biggest drive ever given

Thomas G. Carroll Is Manager of the New Euclid Theatre in Cleveland,
and Max Faetkenheuer Is Musical Diiector of the Large Orchestra
French

Composer Dedicates March
Pearl White

to

A STIRRING military march entitled " Pretty Girls of the
U. S. A.," has been dedicated to Pearl White, the famous
Pathe serial star, by the composer, Guillaume Dauvers, well-known
French musician and magazine writer, whose works are published
under the name Valentin Garry.
While new to this company, Mr. Dauvers' composition is already
known to American doughboys who served in France. Although
published only last December, " Pretty Girls of the U. S. A." is said
to have a wide popularity in France, particularly in motion picture
houses where Miss White's pictures are being shown.
Following is a personal letter to Miss White from M. Dauvers :
" Mademoiselle. — -Being a great admirer of your talent and editor
of several French trade papers in which I have often had the pleasure of writing about you, I have taken the liberty of publishing in
La Cinematographie Francaise, No. 8, December 28, 1918, a musical
composition entitled 'Pretty Girls of the U. S. A.,' the dedication
of which kindly accept.
" It is the modest tribute of an artist old enough to be your
father to the charming girl you are. I hope you will receive same
as a token of my sincere admiration.
" Very truly yours,
Guillaume Dauvers,
" 9 Rue Donizetti, Paris."
An autograph copy of the march accompanied the letter to Miss
White.
Song Publishers

Write Number

Around

" Oh, You Women "
A POPULAR song entitled " Oh, You Women," has been inspired bythe title and theme of the John Emerson-Anita Loos
special production of the same name to be released in the near
future by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The striking cover of the " Oh, You Women '■' press book first
attracted the attention of Mr. Al Piantadosi, and upon seeing the
Paramount film he expressed great enthusiasm over the song possibilities ofboth the title and theme. Bud Greene and S. Stept, two
popular composers, prepared the words and music for the song,
which Mr. Piantadosi will exploit in a big way. For the cover of
the song, the trade-mark color plates of Ernest Truex and Louis
Huff, used in all the advertising for the film, will be reproduced in
two colors. The advertising and publicity campaigns for the song
will be prepared in close co-operation with the drive on the film
by Famous Players-Lasky, so that both the song and the film will
mutually benefit.
" We intend to give ' Oh, You Women ' one of the greatest publicity campaigns ever accorded a popular song," said Mr. Pianta-

" The song will be sung as an advance announcement in theatres
running the Paramount Picture. Singers will be supplied to exhibitors free of charge, as well as slides. Local music dealers will
also be given a large variety of advertising matter to tie up with
the campaign of the exhibitors."
" GETTING MARY MARRIED "
(Marion Davies-Select)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
minute(French
and 40 one
seconds),
T: Rosey
"Mary's(1 stepfather."
21—— Theme
"A La (1Mode"
step), by
minute and 55
seconds), until — T: "With one last feeble effort."
3 — "Blushing Rose" (Moderato Serenade), by Johnson (2 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "While John Bussard."
4— " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T : " I don't want the money."
5 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier (4 minutes and 20
seconds),
until — T:
"The "Bussards
of Boston."
6— " Romance
D'Amour
(Moderato),
by Schoenfeld (1 minute and
45 7 —seconds),
until
—
T:
"So
poor
little
Mary."by Buse (2 minutes and
"Visions" (Intermezzo Characteristic),
208 —seconds),
"So thisuntil
is —Boston."
Continue until
pp —(35T: seconds),
T: James Winthrop, Jr.
9 — " Ye Boston Tea Party " (Characteristic), by Pryor (3 minutes
and10 —15"Impish
seconds),Elves"
until — T:
At four Intermezzo),
o'clock.
(Winsome
by Borch (1 minute
and11 —55Theme
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Is
there
another
(3 minutes and 45 seconds),
untilMiss
— T: Bussard."
Jimmy Winthrop
discusses.
12 — "Constance" (Moderato Romance), by Golden (3 minutes and
40 13seconds),
until (from
— T: "At
last Jimmy."
— Scherzetto
Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: At the PUiza.
14 — Theme . (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: In the weeks that
followed.
15 — "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes
and16—5 Piano
seconds),
— T: "Itto action
finally became
Solountil
improvise
(1 minutenecessary."
and 20 seconds), until—
T:
Jimmy
Winthrop's
buying.
17 — Characteristic Barcarolle, by Conterno (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: While the Bussards are waiting.
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "But when Little
19 — "Flirty Flirts" (Allegretto), by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:(1 minute
"I can and
relieve
20 — Theme
50 you."
seconds), until — T: "Have you the
Ledge."
""21 — Organ Solo to action (wedding ceremony), until — T: (55 seconds), until *****
END.

Herman Heller, Musical Director of California Theatre, San Francisco,
and Eddie Horton, Solo Organist

THE
B ARTO
LA*
You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue,
k

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

CO, Room 314 Mailers Bldg.. Chicago. III. Factory, Oshkosh, Wi

May

io,
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THE EXETER STREET THEATRE, LOCATED IN THE EXCLUSIVE RESIDENTIAL SECTION OF THE BACK BAY, BOSTON,
HAS RECENTLY BEEN ENLARGED— ADDING 1,000 TO THE SEATING CAPACITY. AN ESTEY THEATRE ORGAN OF THREE
MANUALS HAS BEEN INSTALLED TO BETTER INTERPRET THE PICTURES. FIVE FIRST-CLASS BOSTON THEATRES HAVE
INSTALLED THF ESTEY.

The

Progressive

Theatres

Are

Winning

Out

It has been the experience of every theatre that has installed notable features that it has
been a good investment.
It gives a tremendous advantage over competition — and the cost is soon repaid.
If you have any doubt about the impressive value of superior musical features, visit some
of die largest and most successful picture houses which have recently installed organs.

The
Estey
Theatre
Organ
It
can
be
built
to fit any theatre, large or small.
will give you good music. It has added to the success of some of the leading theatres. It will add to
Before we can give a price we must know how big
your theatre is, where the organ will be put, and how
yours.
large an organ you need. We are always glad to send
If you have only one musical instrument, it should
an expert to talk with you.
be
the
Estey
Theatre
Pipe
Organ—
for
it
is
many
instruments in one.
For full information write to the home office.
THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT
You can hear the Estey Pipe Organ at any of these branches:
Studios in New York, 11 West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut Street; Boston, 120 Boylston Street: Los Angeles
633 South Hill Street
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LATEST
Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News." 1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carrieri
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Mazda Projection Lamps
36. Metal Ceilings
37. Motors
38. Mural Paintings
39. Musical Instruments
40. Paints
41. Perforating Machines
42. Printing Machines
43. Programs
44. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection Machines (Home)
48. Reels
«
49. Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
51. Screens
52. Slides
53. Stage Settings
54. Studio Lights
55. Ticket Selling Machines
56. Ticket Taking Machines
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please send me descriptive matter on the subjeots marked
in the above lists.
Name.
Theatre.
Chy
State....

MUSIC

CUES
II lliiiiiniiK i miiuur

" RED HEAD "
(Alice Brady— Select)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: ' Golden Youth" (Valse Moderato), by Rosey
1 — "Weird Oriental Dance," by Levy (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: " Go easy Daze and Matt."
2 — " Tacet
second
number." (45 seconds), until — S: Orchestra commences to play
3 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (2 minutes
and 35 seconds), until — T: " I pronounce you man and wife."
4— Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "In the forenoon."
5 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T: "That's clean money."
6— "Andante
Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
— X:
" T. ParkerDoloroso,"
Thurlow, by
banker."
7— — " Cavatine " (Dramatic), by Bohm (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Some events of the day."
8— "Song D'Enfant " (Moderate), by Gabriel-Marie (5 minutes and
20 seconds;, until — T: " It was several days before."
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " For a few days,
10— " Blushing Rose" (Andante), by Johnson (4 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "The consequences was that, Matt."
11 — " Flirty Flirts " (Melodious Intermezzo), by Levy (2 minutes
and 55 seconds, until — T: "There was no drink."
12 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until
— Matt."
T: "The third morning."
13 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: " But for Mart's fifty cents."
14 — " Rose Leave " (Andantino), by Ashleigh (3 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: "I'll give you twenty a week."
15 —— "T: Melody"
until
"And (Moderato),
now followed."by Huerter (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
16 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Mr. and Mrs.
Mellowes
arrived." Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
17 — "Capricious
and 40 seconds), until — T: " And late that night."
18 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " But despite
Mart's stated resolution."
19 — " Old Timers " (Waltz on old-time New York songs), by
Werner (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "A few days later."
20 — "Valse Moderne," by Rosey (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
T : " Thurlow, I want you to explain."
21
— " Babillage
(Allegretto
5 seconds),
until — S:
"Matt inIntermezzo),
his office." by Castillo (5 minutes and
22 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: ' " It was late that
23 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Grazioso), by Vely (3 minutes and 5 seconds) — until *****
END.
night."

" TAXI "

(Taylor Holmes — Triangle)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies"' (Intermezzo Grazioso), by
Vely
1 — Theme (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "Thatcher Tremont, who has both."
2 — "Sidewalks of New York" (Old New York Song Hit), (55 seconds), until — T: "Vivian Vivierre, who."
3 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and4— 50" Capricious
seconds), until
— T: " (Moderato
I'll find some
food."
Annette"
Caprice),
by Borch (4 minutes
and 50 seconds), until — T: " Good-by legacy."
5 — Theme (3 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: " Nerve and plenty
6— "Three Graces" (Allegretto), by Herman (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Mrs. Millyuns and her daughter."
7 — Continue
action (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "For
from
his beaten topaths."
8 — " Gavotte and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " Now I'll hear some real."
of9 — it."
"Babillage" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (2 minutes and
5 seconds), until — T: "Tarn comes into her own."
10 — "Valse Divine" (Valse Lento), by Rosey (2 minutes and 55
seconds),
until — T: Comedy
"When Character,"
a man huntsby a Roberts,
deer.'' (1 minute and 40
11 — " Eccentric
seconds), until — T: "Mr. Beamer calls."
12 — Theme
(2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: Mr. Randolph
wants
you."
13 — " Fairy Phantoms " (Allegretto), by Friedman (4 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: "With your holding and."
14 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Allegretto), by Bendix (3 minutes and 15
seconds,
until — T : "" The
night."
15 — " Scherzetto
(Fromfollowing
Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (1 minute
and 30 seconds) , until — T: " The following day."
16 — Continue to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "The
completion of the plan."
17 — Sinister Theme, by Vely (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: " Bobby's driving an ajax taxi."
18 — "Clematis" (Moderato Poco Agitato), (From Boutonniere
Tonning (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Send all
Suite),
the
boysbyout."
19 — Intermezzo (Allegretto), by Pierne (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until— T: " Thanks, gentlemen."
20 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds)— until * * * * * END.
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" THE PEST "
(Mabel Normand — Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Love Theme: "May Dreams"Borch
(Moderato Romance), by Gaston
Pest Theme: "Eccentric Theme," by Roberts
1 — "Hunkatin"
One-Step), by Levy (1 minute and 45
seconds),
until — S: (Half-Tone
View of farm.
2 — Intermezzo (Allegretto), by Puerner (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T : " Blanche, daughter of the owner."
3 — "Gavotte and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (5 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: " A tear for lost plumage."
4— "Chicken Reel," by Claus (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" The home of the owner."
5 — Pest Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Delighted at
the chance."
6 — " Humoreske " (Characteristic), by Kretschque (3 minutes and
20 seconds), until — T: " Little Flip Fogg interests me."
7— " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes),
until — T : " Preparations."
8 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: "Blanche's party to her friends."
9 — "Valse Moderne " (Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: " Gene's clerical work."
10 — Sinister Theme, by Vely (45 seconds), until — T: "All dressed
11
up."— Pest Theme (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Here I am,
Miss Blanche."
12 — "A La Mode" (French One Step), by Rosey (2 minutes and 50
seconds), until — T: " I am going to dance."
13 — "The Booster" (Comic Trombone Sneeze), by Lake (2 minutes), until — T: "They asked me here."
14 — Love Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Between
Harland and the "
15 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "A problem that sets."
16 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "The follow17 ing
— day."
" Pizzicato Mysterioso," by Minot (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until — T: "Late afternoon."
18 — Love Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "After night
had."
No. through
29," by window.
Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until19 —— "S Misterioso
: Flip rushing
20
—
"
Comedy
Hurry,"
by
O'Hare
(1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T : " After the search."
21 — " Gallop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T: The success of Harland's plotting."
22 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T : " Dawn."
23 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until
— T: " Life is run by the eternal."
24 — " Ein Maerchen (Dramatic Fantasia) , by Bach (4 minutes and
45 25seconds),
until — T: "What's the matter with."
END.— Love Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds) — until * * * * *

"THE FOLLIES GIRL "
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Camelia " (from Boutonniere Suite, Allegretto Cantabile), by Tonning
(From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 min1
—
"
Lento
Allegro
'
utes and 30 seconds), until
— T: "IsSerenade),
there anybyhope?"
(Moderato
Johnson (2 minutes
and2 — 55" Blushing
seconds), Rose
until-' -T : "And so within twenty-four hours."
— Theme
to 3come
now."(3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "The nurse says
4— " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes and
50 seconds), until- — T: " Mr. Woodruff says."
Annette
(Moderato
and5 — 20" Capricious
seconds), until
— T: " Doll
takes toCaprice),
her new bypart.Borch (1 minute
6
—
Continue
pp
(1
minute
and
5
seconds),
until — T: After Doll had
been.
7 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschmer (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — (1T:minute
"There's
one way."until — S: Dolly dancing.
8 — Theme
and only
30 seconds),
9
—
"Hunkatin"
(Half-Tone
One-Step),
by Levy (55 seconds), until
— T: Nina suggests Frederick suits.
10
—
"Dramatic
Recitative,"
by
Levy
(4
minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T : A pretty situation.
11 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: Following a month.
12 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intemezzo Capricioso), by Vely
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " I am going to send for Ned."
13 — " Clematis
" (Moderato
Poco35 Agitato)
Suite),
Tonning
(2 minutes and
seconds), (From
until — T:Boutonniere
Next day
Nina is bycurious.
14
—
Theme
(3
minutes
and
50
seconds),
until
—
T:
Awaiting
Ned's
arrival.
15 — "Romance" (Moderato), by Frommel (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "If we can just get."
16 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: Nina's first move.
17 — " Valse Moderne " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (4 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: Ned took Nina's house.
18 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "No wonder Nina worried."
19 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " I'm going over
to Ned's house."
20 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until —
T:21 "What
proofTension,
have you?"
— Dramatic
by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: "This is a nice state."
•
22 — Theme ff (2 minutes and 40 second*), until —
END.

THE

LAST

TICKET
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When we announced our
New, Perfected Model
AUT0MATICKET
SYSTEM
everybody in the amusement field expected something really worth while

1733BR0ADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY
235 W55XS ST.

And everybody who saw the new
model expressed himself delightfully surprised at the remarkably
many
in the improvements
new model. incorporated
It marks a
new epoch in ticket selling devices. Send for further informa-.
tion today. It "'ill pay you to
know.

PARTICULAR
SHOWMEN DEPEND UPON US EXCLUSIVELY FOR
THEIR
DAILY REQUIREMENTS.
THEY WITH
REALIZE
THE ADVANTAGE
OF DOING BUSINESS
THE
LARGEST — OLDEST

and most progressive

trade: mark
PROJECTORS
r .ACCESSORIES
D#™RS<^p|
THEATRE

THEA^^nnfop iii\y^
ATLANTA.
. GEORGIA
rl E RICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE MAIL ORDER MOUS'- ■

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co
"One of the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !
E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
Manufacturers of the
VUH.U/M„,in, Picture
Accessories
fffX. t-*ne °' Specialties and
^tlll
Be you an Operator, Theatre
Owner, Exchange Manager,
Supply Dealer or Producer,
get In touch with us and we
will
advise you In what you
are Interested.

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address
contemplated
or existing
theatres, exchanges,
state rights
owners, publicity mediums and
producers, selected as to territory, class,
thou-In
sand
changesetc.
wereTwenty
recorded
our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from SO to
60% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing
Printing
N=u Typewriting
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WANTED — High-class Movie Man
to
open first-class
Phoenix,
Arizona. I picture
have a show
buildingin
centrally located with lease for
fourteen years Big opportunity for
right Three
man. Party
mustDollars
have atto
least
Thousand
invest and must be capable of
assuming full management. Address
Benjamin Rice, 525 Main St., Joplin,
Missouri.
OPERATOR, LITHOGRAPHER, 20
yearsdeliver
of age,
years' wishes
experience,
can
the 4 goods,
position in vania,
townNew York
of any orsizeNewin PennsylEngland
states. Write me stating all. William B. Harrisonburg,
Guyer, careVa.Virginia Theatre,
FOR SALE — 15,000 ft. of aviation
negative. This negative was taken
for the purpose
of picture
making and
an aviapropaganda
was
made tion
under
the direction
of Henry
McRae. This picture was stopped
when the armistice was signed. It
consists of thrilling aerial combats,
etc., with
planes
bearing
the U.Ger-S.
man insignia
as well
as the
insignia. Applicants apply to the
Title Insurance & Trust Co., Los
Angeles, California.
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
I> PARI*
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Year, t6.00

USE

"LET'S ELOPE"

Picture

News

Color Hoods
instead of dipped lamps
Infinitely Better, More
Lasting and Cheaper n
the Long Run
Made ofBlown
{Natural
Glass Colored

(Paramount Production)
Arranged by M. Winkler
1 — *" Golden Youth" (3/4 Valse Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes and
20 seconds), until — D: At Screening.
2
(Allegretto), by Castillo (45 seconds), until — T: Nora
Gail,— "a Babillage
young widow.
3 — Continue to action (Allegretto) (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
T: Seeking entertainment.
4— Intermezzo (Allegro Moderato), by Puerner (1 minute), until —
T: " But before Eloise."
5 — " May Dreams " (Andante Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes and
45 6 —seconds),
until (Moderato),
— T: " Meanwhile
Darell."
Intermezzo
by Huerter
(2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: " Hilary won't you please."
7 — *" Golden Youth" (3/4 Valse Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes and
10.8 —seconds),
until Recitative"
— T: "Announce
me." by Levy (2 minutes and 15
"Dramatic
(Dramatic),
seconds),
until
—
T:
"
Drive
me
home."
9 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Allegretto), by Bendix (4 minutes and 5
seconds),
— T:Youth"
"You take
entirely."
10 — *" until
Golden
(3/4 itValse
Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "I have changed my mind."
11 — "Love Song" (Moderato), by Lee (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "I was only trying."
12 — "Impish Elves (Allegretto), by Borch (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: " So Hilary opens up."
13 — " Camelia " (Moderato), by Tonning (4 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: "Arrived at last."
14 — * " Golden Youth " (3/4 Valse Lente), by Rosey (1 minute
and15 —40 " seconds),
T: "This isbyimpossible."
Humoresqueuntil" — (Allegretto),
Kretschmer (2 minutes and
45 seconds) , until — T : " What is she doing here."
16 — "Comedy Allegro" (Allegro), by Berg (2 minutes and 5
seconds),
until —andT: Butterflies"
"They don't(Melodious
answer." Allegretto), by Levy (50
17 — "Birds
seconds),
until
—
T:
"
Long
Distance."
18 — " Pizzicato Misterioso " (Pizzicato), by Minot (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: " Near the witching hour."
19 — "Dolorosa" (Andante Moderato), by Tobani (2 minutes and
35 20seconds),
until —Youth
T: "Dawn."
— * " Golden
" (3/4 Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: "I've got to get away."
21 — Continue ft (3/4 Valse Lente) (35 seconds), until — T: "Good
bye* Repeated
soul mate."selections.

Do Not Fade or Wear Out
For 5-10 W. and
25-40
Lamps AV ELECTRIC
422 S.W.TALMAN
E . CHICAGO, CO.
ILL
Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive
Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In MotlogTaph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMinusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

transfer teR
Automatically supplies only such voltage as arccurrent
requires.
No waste of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St. .Cleveland, Ohio, US. A

VENTILATE
&P00LBVTYPH00NS
V TYPHOON
FAN COMPANY
KJ
NEW YORK
I 281 LEXINCT0N
AVE.

"NEWMAN"

Phone Bryant 6808

BRASS

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO you know ?
that 90% of all the brass frames used In the
moving picture houses throughout the country
are "NEWMAN'S"?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
others have sought to undermine our prestige
by underselling with cheapened products. That
Is one of the reasons why nine out of every
tenInsist
frameson sold
that bear
nametheandnamesave"NEWMAN."
money.
You ought to have our latest catalogue. Write us today.
Newman Mfg. Company
Established The
1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Frames, Easels,
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Grilles, Ralls,
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rlalto TheaSigns,
Choppers,
Montreal, Canada.
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G.tre Bldg.,
A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
IVe manufacture the frat
finishes which do not require polishing

j

Jhe
62 \yest 45th Street

For

Better

MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES "
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

Music

layer
Fotop
AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York City

M a v

£verythmq

the Showman

Jfeeds on CveryJfctureJteleasecL
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Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers
will also find under his heading each week the reviews of short
features and serial episodes.}
" The L upaiiited ^ onian "
Universal — Directed by Tod Browning)
SMALL town life is depicted reasonably true in this picture which
features Mary Maclaren. For about three reels the story
carries a strong vein of humor and in the concluding chapters
the action has switched to melodrama with all trace of comedy
eliminated. Good characterization marked the picture throughout
its length with the people of the tale acting and talking (thanks
to the title editor) like genuine human beings.
It is a simple story that is presented here, relating the misery
that comes to the central character, a servant girl, after she is
married. Before the ceremony the story carried its humorous
points, for village life is played up with plenty of color in plot
and characterization. The young man in the case took to liquor
after the wedding and met his death in a drunken brawl, thus
leaving his wife in difficult straits. She bought a farm and a
tramp came along and helped her work it And eventually the
nuptial knot was tied again.
The picture contains some effective thrills which with its human
characters suffice to make it entirely entertaining. One of its
points of interest is found in a burning barn and the scene sends
out a bit of suspense.
The chief weakness lies in the switch of the story from a rich
comedy sketch into a commonplace melodrama. In other ways
the picture is entirely praiseworthy. Its best point as mentioned
above is the characterization. Mary Maclaren is an appealing figure as the heroine. David Butler as her drunken husband is
splendid as a " boob " in the earlier reels. He and W illard Louis,
who played the livery-stable heavy, are thoroughly grounded in
the art of comedy expression. The others fitted. — Length, 6 reels.
— Laurence Reid.
" Tlie Boomerang "
Pioneer — Seven Reels'!
if I HE BOOMERANG'" is a seven reel production starring
A Henry B. W althall and based on the ever-popular theme of
Capital and Labor. The development of the story possesses a
timely interest, although it must be said that when the principals
of each side come together in the end no great solution has been
offered to smooth over the differences of the classes and the
masses of the nation. However the producers of " The Boomerang" make no boast that it will accomplish this.
The least that can be said of the picture is that it presents an
interesting story and a mighty interesting hero in George Gray,

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

the role taken by the star. Mr. Walthall is always an interesting
actor. He registers his points with such ease and always with
the proper emphasis that he becomes the center of admiration.
The role of Gray he plays easily, confidently, realistically. Melbourne McDowell, Nina Byron, Helen Jerome Eddy, Lloyd Whitlock, Nigel de Brullier and Jack MacDonald all render assisting
performances adequate in even- degree.
"The Boomerang" offers a variety of action and traverses
considerable ground before it plays its trump card, that the actions of the greedy capitalist will cause his own downfall if he
doesn't watch out The scenes of the toilers' section of the city
are full of atmosphere. But it is Mr. Walthall's performance that
leaves the lasting impression. — Peter Milne.

TO WHOM

IT MAY

CONCERN:

Referring to the announced intention of Mr.
Oliver Morosco to give or authorize the giving of
motion picture performances of the play.

"PEG
0' MY
HEART"
of which the undersigned is the author, attention
is called to the following provision contained in the
contract with Mr. Morosco. dated the 19th day of
January, 1912, to wit:
"No alterations, eliminations or additions shall be made in the play
without the approval of the author."
The undersigned will not consent to any alterations, eliminations or additions in his play, if used
for purposes
of motion pictures,
and will
not con-or
sent to the introduction
of additional
characters
incidents or scenes, should the play be used for
motion pictures.
On a violation of the above provision, application will be made for an injunction.
The undersigned has also instructed his counsel
to file, without delay, an application in the Supreme Court of the United States, for a writ of certiorari, to review the judgment of the Circuit Court
of Appeals, recently rendered in his suit against
Mr. Morosco, the court not being unanimous on
the question of the right of Mr. Morosco to make
a picture of the play.
J. HARTLEY

MANNERS
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PARAMOUNT

Entertaining Comedy-Drama, Starring Bryant Washburn
MAXIMILIAN FOSTER has hit upon a quaint idea for his story, " Something to Do," which Paramount has
given to Bryant Washburn for his latest screen expression. At least it seems quaint and original dressed
up as a photoplay. To expose a large and growing class of American society which is popularly called
"nouveau riche " and show how one of its representatives catered to disguised nobility in the search for social recognition seems like a mine that has never been explored by the busy scenarists. A keen bit of satire has the author
concocted, and his plot built around it makes excellent Washburn material — the kind of material that has breezed
him through a winner in most of his pieces.
To get at the meat of the matter, the star is represented as a wealthy idler who is proud to belong to the " I
Won't Works." When he learns that his valet is posing a s a nobleman for a social climber, the idea strikes him that
he can masquerade in such a disguise. So he finds something to do after all.
The fun starts at a certain reception and is eventually subordinated for lively melodramatic action. Between
the contrast of elements the story is given a splendid balance. Of course the girl casts a romantic spell over the gay
clubman and he emerges in the end with plenty of ambition. The humorous note is well emphasized in the masquerading servants, all of whom are the hero's faithful retainers.
A human story full of sparkle and spice and good red meat to boot. And splendidly interpreted by the star and
his players. Mr. Washburn is thoroughly at home in his part, and Charles Gerrard stands out conspicuously as the
ralet. Indeed his playing is one of the bright spots of the picture. Adele Farrington as the " sassiety " queen is genuinely funny. Donald Crisp has given the piece a fine production. It should find a welcome place on any exhibitor's program. Length, 5 reels. — Released April 13. — Laurence Reid.
PRESS NOTICE
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Bryant Washburn, the breezy Paramount comJack Merrill is a young millionaire suffering
Jack Merrill (a clubman) Bryant Washburn
edian, will be seen at the
theatre on
from ennui, brought about by lack of occupation.
Janet Renwick (a social secretary) .... Ann Little
of
week in his latest rollicking
Mr. Re nwick (her father) Robert Brower
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conput to it to find anything to do except
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" Something
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a story byof
Thompson
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Chas.Farrington
Gerrard
Maximilian
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relatesThis
the isadventures
patronize his club and speed around in his motor.
Mrs.
Parkin
a wealthy young idler, whose idea of work is
And such tasks are not conducive to a good state
Frank Blight
...Chas. Ogle
something to be avoided. Jack Merrill, as he is
of health. So Jack, feeling sort of run down, conJose
James Mason
called, simply refuses to occupy his time beyond
By Maximilian Foster.
sults his doctor who, diagnosing his case as one
of ennui and knowing that a job would be the lounging in his club until his doctor advises him
Scenario by Will M. Ritchey.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
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the undertaker will pay him a call. The warning
things. The young idler, considerably impressed
has its results, for straightway Jack assumes the
by
the
doctor's
insults,
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an
opportunity
to
do
something in rescuing a certain girl from the disguise of a nobleman — a profession that his valet
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guests at certain receptions given by a garrulous
appear as a titled Englishman at receptions given
He was a wealthy young idler who had so* much
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Then
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do the same thing, and so it happens that he apSo at the reception as " The Earl of DunSee
" Something to Do," Bryant Washburn's
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his asbar-a
newest
pears at one There
of the hereceptions
" The
ber, andJack
a whole
of servants
as well
the
title.picture, and discover how he lived up to Dunraven."
discovers asthat
his Earl
hostessof charming
whose father has been incarcerated
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by his second wife (the hostagainst
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A Maximilian Foster story capitally done on
so aspetrating aton outrageous
come into swindle
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the screen. Adventure, romance and drama are father
dramatic highlights before the hostess is brought
unscrupulous aunt has had Renwick incarcerated
down to earth and the unfortunate husband rein an insane asylum, bribing the keeper to hold
found in every one of its interest'ng scenes.
leased. To tell all the exciting and humorous inhim there. But the unfortunate man escapes and
cidents would be giving away the story and it is
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His valet posed as a titled Englishman for a turns up atportunity tothe
for that. on page 3092)
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Par(Continued
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something
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" willat
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this theatre. This is considered by many as the
" The
Man," the
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picture withBest
J. Warren
Kerrigan
in the stellar role.
best picture in which the star has appeared. It
theatre shortly,
tells the story of a wealthy idler who refuses to which will come to the
is a tale of a U. S. Secret Service agent who is
find something to do until his doctor advises him
that continual idleness will cost him his health.
commissioned by his chief to hunt down a band
of international thieves who practice the art of
The young man's valet estate
occupies
his benefit
eveningsof ina stealing
valuable Government papers. He is adassuming
for the
vised to let nothing hinder him in the execution
newly richa nobleman's
social aspirant. The
latter believes
of
his
plan,
though his dutv may cause his death.
that
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socialblood
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in serpackage
but into
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and gentlemen
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a noblemanof important
that it would
lead all
himright,
straight
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for an evening and meets all of his faithful rematrimony. There he stood as big as life ready
to protect her and everything, and though he
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step-mother
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didn't
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and she mistook
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so that
latter bycanhercome
into the famhim forknow
an old
stillbride
the deception
had to
ily fortune.
be carried out. Think of it! — he was assuming
the identity of the very man he was ordered to
How the idler is inspired to mend his ways
capture. Of course, such a state of affairs led
through the
girl'sof influence,
exposes
the up
nefarious
scheme
the hostesshowandheshows
up her
to all sorts of complications, and how everysocial ambitions, how he aids in effecting the inthing turned out for the best is attractively =et
down
five reels ofwith" The
Best Man."
Th-?
mate'sformrelease
and proving
himself events
a man that
of character,
a series
of interesting
are
picturein isthepunctuated
a plethora
of thrills
delightfully told on the screen. We feel sure you
and unique comedy situations. Mr. Kerrigan appears at his best in the stellar role. Lois Wilson
will be satisfied with this human comedy drama.
plays opposite him and gives a good account of
Mr. Washburn
pleas'n;
performance and investscontributes
his work awith
his customarv
herself,
while others are Alfred Wh:tman. who
breeziness. Excellent support is given him by occasionally appears as a star himself; R. D.
Nothing Seems to Be Very Safe About Bryant
Charles Gerrard, Adele Farrington and Ann Lit- MacLean, Bert Appling, Clyde Benson and Mary
Washburn Who Seems to Be Doing Something
tle. The story is by Maximilian Foster. Donald
Land. The picture was produced by Jesse D.
Hampton.
Crisp is the director.
in " Something to Do "
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WORSE"—

Scores with a Tremendous

ARTCRAFT

Heart Theme

DROPPING the elegant satirical thrusts of " Don't Change Your Husband " and " Old Wives for New," Cecil
B. DeMille goes straight to the heart in " For Better, For Worse," his latest opus. And no Cupid's dart
ever found its mark with greater accuracy than does DeMille in this instance. It seems a shame to label
much of the action here as " heart stuff," even though it is known by such a commonplace term in the production
art. But certain it is that the times are almost innumerable when the skill of the director fairly makes the heart
cry out.
To begin with, the story, supplied by Edgar Selwyn and developed by Jeanie Macpherson, has a human appeal
that is deep and penetrating. Here is the man who stayed at home, fighting the battles of humanity against the
forces of disease and pestilence that little children might live, this man branded a coward by the woman he loves
because he does not don a uniform! This situation, delicate in the extreme, has been handled with the utmost
skill by DeMille, and with Elliott Dexter's fine characterization it sounds to the depths of the heart.
Suspensive drama comes when the girl marries her other suitor, a soldier, more out of pique than of love.
Then comes her realization that she has done the doctor a great wrong, her reawakened love for him and the
fairly resounding crash of the climax when her husband returns from the dead on the night she plans announcing her engagement. It is somewhat surprising, however, that DeMille permitted these critical scenes to run their
present length. Certainly he knows the value of timing in a crisis of the fundamental force contained in this, and
a repetitious continuity here becomes a little uninteresting. But it is the major portion of the picture that counts
and its excellence is so marked that it is an injustice to show bad feeling over such a mistake.
Gloria Swanson, Tom Forman, Wanda Hawley and Raymond Hatton take the other principal roles and handle
them with fine taste. The production is lavish and well up to the DeMille standard as regards detail. It is a delight to watch this detail — his play doctors are practical, his chauffeurs as as if they were in the picture, not apart
from it; everything is realistic. — Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
physician who can remedy a young girl who was
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Produced by Cecil B. De Mille.
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Rollicking Story with George

Walsh

Picture
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FOX

Cutting Up Capers

GEORGE WALSH'S position on the screen is unique in the sense that he is seldom in need of a story. If one
happens to be found in the course of things — well it can be utilized like " Help! Help! Police! " for example.
For the most part all the star needs is an imaginative director who can think up enough stunts to keep him
busy. George Walsh must have action and it must be expressed in the most emphatic way. And that is just what
his latest picture contains — a rousing element of action.
Its little thread of story is visible however, and is sort of restful to follow after you have tired yourself out in
jumping, and running, and fighting, and climbing, and smiling with the indefatigable George Walsh. You can't resist him. He simply takes you with him on his tireless journey. But when it is finished you are satisfied even
though you are a trifle tired.
This time Director Dillon has taken him to Palm Beach, and the Florida resort permits him plenty of latitude
as well as gives the picture an enchanting background. The story is everything its title indicates. George is caught
by the long arm of the law and before the girl is led to believe in him, he is charged with abduction, theft, arson,
assault with intent to kill, resisting an officer, exceeding the speed limit, perjury, and every other imaginable crime.
The action crackles from the introductory flash and the story has enough sustaining value to keep it from resembling aseries of stunts. The star and the director have thought up sufficient thrills between them that will be
hard to duplicate in the future. Among the players who are on the go every minute so as not to fall behind Mr.
Walsh, are Eric Mayne, Henry Hallam, Alan Edwards, Alice Mann and Evelyn Brent. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
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also furnished the idea for the immediately preFox's
premier
comedy
director.
And
Alice
Mann,
vious Walsh picture and produced under the dione of the prettiest ingenues, is in it. Little
rection of Edward Dillon, than whom there is no
more could be said in the way of fine praise.
better director in putting on this sort of a picture. He had extensive training under the old
CATCH LINES
Fine Arts company, putting on many of its most
successful comedies, and his other Walsh pictures
A thief had bound and robbed a girl and then
have
added
further
to
his
reputation
as
a
comedy
set fire to her room in the hotel! And after
director.
George Walsh had rescued her from death she
Alice Mann, a very pretty ingenue, is seen in caused
his arrest on an abduction charge! Think
support of the star, while others who appear are
of it! Did he get out of his predicament? See
Eric Mayne, Henry Hallam, Marie Burke, Alan
"Help!hour.Help! Police!" We promise you a
Edwards and Evelyn Brent.
lively
THE STORY
Among others who are summering at Palm
Beach are the families of Edward P. Welston and
Judson Pendleton. The heads of the respective
houses are rivals in the rubber business and so
antagonistic
towardupon
eachtheother
that they
look
with favor
friendship
of don't
their
children, George and Eve. The young man

You will be amazed at the stunts that George
Walsh accomplishes in his newest picture. Nothing is too difficult for him. But we advise you
to grip the arms of your chair if you want to
stay in it, for the picture is full of excitement.
The athletic star, George Walsh, in a bright
and breezy picture produced by Edward Dillon.

George Walsh in a Scene from " Help! Help!
Police! "

May
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"THE

RED

Nazimova

LANTERN"—

nazimova

production

Superb in Impressive and Spectacular Play of the Far East

IN " The Red Lantern," Metro has turned out a photoplay which will challenge attention with any special
production ever presented. The ability to reproduce a picture of China, to catch a breath of its exotic atmosphere, to invest its barbaric splendor, and to translate its mystic soul, so faithfully, spells a triumph of film art.
It is a superior achievement — realized not only in the scope and magnitude of its lavish scenes, all of them conceived
with painstaking care and accuracy, but in the graphic and logical development of its story and characterization.
To Nazimova, the star, and Capellani, the director, belong the credit for the success of the picture. The former,
undertaking a dual role in which the characters are entirely different, displays the highest form of histrionism. Her
performance is superb in its vividness, poignancy, and sympathy.
Indeed, the star illuminates the character of the Eurasian (the Occidental impersonation doesn't figure largely)
whose youthful love and pride direct her judgment to an inexorable tragic climax, with such depth of feeling and
capacity for varied changes of mood that she aroused enthusiasm of the highest order. Her personality not only
coincided with the character she portrayed — but she knew the type of the Eurasian, the girl whose mixed blood
carried out the ancient poetic philosophy of the play — " East is East and West is West and never the twain shall
meet."
It presents a revelation of the soul, does " The Red Lantern," and naturally a tragic note is sounded. Mr. Capellani has directed with intelligence and artistic feeling. He has brought out the theme so truthfully and the atmosphere so vividly that the picture appeals to the imagination.
However, one must not lose sight of the fact that Nazimova and Capellani would not have scored so effectively
were it not for the appreciation of Metro in selecting appropriate material. Theirs will be a distinction hereafter
of having produced " The Red Lantern." — Laurence Reid.
stroyed. As the curious mixture of blood asTHE CAST
A gorgeous
" Theof magic
Red Lantern
with
Nazimova production
weaving a isspell
through"
serted itself, she became a prey to conflicting
emotions. Time went on and the girl met and
Mahlee ?
the artistry of her performance.
Nazimova
Blanche Sackville j
fell in love with Andrew Templeton, a young
Mme. Ling
Mrs. McWade
clergyman, and he reciprocated her affections,
A picture which dazzles the eye and stirs the
Huang-Ma
VirginiaCurrier
Ross
though with the knowledge that her yellow blood
Sir P. Sackville
Frank
stood between them. Like all Orientals, Mahlee
heart — Nazimova in " The Red Lantern."
Rev. Alex. Templeton
Winter Hall
was a fatalist and believed she was destined for
Mrs. Templeton
Amy Van Ness
only a brief period of happiness before darkness
PROGRAM READER
Andrew Templeton
Darrell Foss
would enclose her.
Sam Wang
Noah Beery
Sam Wang, also an Eurasian who professed
The
management
takes great pleasure in anChung
Harry Mann
Christianity, but who in reality was a Boxer
nouncing thatbeNazimova
" The Red Lantern
Sing
Yukio Ao Yamo
leader, loved Mahlee with intense jealousy. When
will
shortly
seen
at in
the
theatre."
he noticed the attachment between Andrew and
Jung-Lu
Edward J. Connelly
This production is considered by the press and
By Edith Wherry.
Blanche Sackville he persuaded the girl after
public
the greatest
in that
the star's
Scenario by June Mathis and Albert Capellani.
some difficulty to return to the faith of her own
career.as Founded
upon achievement
the theme of
philDirected by Albert Capellani.
people. The Boxer uprising had started about
Kipling
East
Photographed by Eugene Gaudio.
this time and Wang, through his magic chicanery,
is East osophyandso ablyWestexpressed
is Westby and
never that
the "twain
had impressed
the
natives
that
Mahlee
had
reshall
meet
"
it
presents
a
truly
impressive
tale
turned from the celestial regions as the War
PRESS NOTICE
of the Orient. China, the land of mystery —
Maiden of China to guide them against the OcciChina,
the
country
of
the
Forbidden
City—
China,
dental forces. As the Goddess of the Red Lanthe land of ancient philosophy and religion, is
Nazimova's spectacular and impressive picture
tern Light she led her people in rebellion. If she
of
East, " The theatre
Red Lantern,"
which
the background of this fantastic tragi-romance.
comesthe toFar
the
on
• of failed she knew that she was doomed, and if she
When our patrons come to see " The Red Lansucceeded she realized that those she loved would
undoubtedly
crowning
tern,"terious
they will
agaze
breathuponof this
mysachievement ofweek,herisscreen
career. the
It has
been
country;look
theyupon
willpage
(Continued
on
3102) the ForWith the battle surging in the streets of Pekin,
perish.
announcedborhoodthat
the
production
cost
in
the
neighof $250,000. This, is believable if one
Mahlee became conscience-stricken that the Misconsiders the lavishness of the scenes and setsion might be doomed, and hastening there she
tings and the seemingly painstaking care with
met Sackville — her father and the father of
which they have been incorporated. Being a
Blanche. When he refused to take her away she
story of an Eurasian girl whose mixed blood
returned to Wang, who received a mortal wound
caused her untold tragedy, only an appropriate
in defending her. Before he died the Eurasian
gave Mahlee a vial of poison and she drained its
background
could abe bit
usedof toChina
set itisoffreproduced,
to advantage. Therefore,
contents. The girl had chosen death in preference to being an outcast and unloved.
particularly
that
portion
of
it
known
as
the
Forbidden City, and within its walls is enacted the
life drama of this strange exotic creature, this inCATCH LINES
scrutable daughter of destiny. She ought to find
expression for her starved soul in the companionNazimova,
the
incomparable- — Nazimova, the
ship of an Occidental, and back came the tragic
screen's greatest actress — Nazimova, in her bigbarrier
to
haunt
her
that
East
and
West
don't
gest and best production, " The Red Lantern."
mix.
She endeavored to be true to both races from
A massive picture of the Orient which charms
which she came. The conflict of soul tortured
the spectator with its color and atmosphere. See
her and drove her to the depths of despair. And
so she lived her life. The cherry blossoms bloom
Nazimova in " The Red Lantern."
as of yore ; Pekin goes on in its mysterious way
and the feast of the Red Lantern sends out its
" East is East and West is West and never the
quaint aroma as it did thousands of years ago.
twain
meet."
This ago.
expression
No actress has perhaps caught the Oriental
now
asshall
it was
centuries
It is istheapplicable
thought
spark as Nazimova has here. The vitality and
behind
"
The
Red
Lantern
"
which
presents Namagnetism phasized,ofand she
her delineates
performancethe ischaracter
admirablysurely,
emzimova in her greatest role.
easily and vividly. The picture is an adaptation
Nazimova, the star of a thousand moods in an
of Edith
Wherry's
novelCapellani.
of the same name and
was
directed
by Albert
exotic drama of the East — a drama of a thousand
delights. You will see a pictorial triumph in
THE STORY
" The Red Lantern."
In Pekin many years ago lived Mahlee, an
A gripping romance of mysterious China made
Eurasian. Her mother had been sold by her
a treat for the eye in the grandeur of its scenes.
grandmother to an English nobleman, Sir Philip
Sackville, for much Chinese gold and the result
The mystic lure of the Orient in contrast with
of the union was this daughter oi the East and
West. When her grandmother died, Mahlee was
the
call ofthetheForbidden
Occident.City" The
ReditsLantern
presents
in all
mystery"
taken to the Christian Mission, where she grew
Nazimova, as She Appears in Parts of " The
and barbaric splendor.
Red Lantern," Considered Her Best Production
into womanhood with all faith in Buddhism de-
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"BEATING
Harry Morey

THE
Continues

ODDS"—
His Forceful Way

Picture

New

VITAGRAPH

in a Romantic

Drama

VITAGRAPH is not put to much trouble in finding suitable material for Harry T. Morey, since all
that is required is a story that carries a virile, fighting character for its protagonist.
And this type
of subject isn't very hard to locate as most tales are developed around these dashing, determined
heroes who forge ahead despite every obstacle.
" Beating the Odds," is Harry Morey to the core, because it presents him fighting his way to the top
with all the virility which is his on the screen. A character study we would call it since it depicts the processes that are constantly at work in lifting the hero to the heights. A product of the skims, he lives down
his environment and due to his keen sense of human nature and his native shrewdness, coupled of course
with pluck and determination, it isn't long before he emerges successful in love and business.
The story is quite fantastic in its development and considerable latitude is expressed in living up to
the title. Mr. Morey doesn't stay long in one positio n because fortune smiles upon him so completely that
each job cuts a higher niche than the preceding one in his ladder of life. Yet the action is entirely
progressive and carries a full quota of cumulative interest and suspense. The introductory reels led us
to believe that crooked politics were to be exposed again, but the plot soon came out into the open and
took the hero with it. The conflicts and contrasts are well blended and suffice to bring out the dramatic
highlights.
Betty Blythe and Jean Paige furnish the romantic interest, the former as an adventuress and the
latter as the " only "
something other than
THE CAST
David Power
Hebe Norse
Rosalie Rogers
Milton Shaprio
Lynn Hardy
Eva Lake
Crane
O'Brien
From Irving
R. Allen's
" The
Directed
by Paul
Scardon.

girl. Both give capable performances. George Majeroni contributes a good bit in
a villainous role. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 12. — Laurence Reid.
add that " Beating the Odds " is adapted from
THE STORY
Irvingit was
R. Allen's
" TheScardon,
Money and
Maker,"
Harry T. Morey
that
producednovel,
by Paul
that
When
David
Power,
one
of
the
city's
graft
Betty Blythe
in the cast appear Betty Blythe, Jean Paige,
collectors,
is
forced
to
leave
by
the
district
atJean Paige
George
Majeroni
and
Robert
Gaillard.
torney he is acompanied by Hebe Norse, a cabGeorge Majeroni
aret singer. In another city he takes up the small
Robert Gaillard
trade
of
medicine man, and it is while so enEulalie Jensen
gaged that he meets Hardy, a real estate man
SUGGESTIONS
Robert Mowbray
who, impressed with his personality, takes him
Varied though the stories are in which Harry
Frank Norcross
into his business. In this position he shows such
Morey when
appears,
there tois the
a certain
similarity
marked ability that he attracts the attention of them
Money Maker."
it comes
character
of the about
roles
Gail Rogers, a steel magnate, and his next step
he enacts. Each one of them contains the elein
the
financial
world
is
to
become
affiliated
with
CATCH LINES
ments
of
virility,
punch,
fight
—
in
fact,
all
sorts
him. Rogers'David
daughter,
of strength. Are you making this sort of role
and heRosalie,
resolvesa tosweet
part young
comShe was
the bestandgold-digger
be- girl, attracts
with the name of Harry Morey? The
pany with Hebe. She. however, has also tired of synonymous
tween the known
Statue as
o f "Liberty
the Golden
star
goes a long way in establishing this on his
David, and when he finds her in the arms of anGate," and yet David Power was forced to acown
account,
but he can't do it all. Advertise
other
man.
the
parting
is
a
matter
easily
arranged.
cept herthat
as his
wife'shim step-mother!
It was a
him as being synonymous with such character
situation
caused
the utmost humiliation,
Later David becomes manager of Rogers' steel
elements.
Let
them always know that a Harry
nlanttoandmarry
winshim.
Rosalie's
love occurs
and a promise
from
yet he stood it and won his game. See " BeatMorey picture means virility raised to the itlli
her
All this
while Rogers
ing the Odds."
degree. You will have them watching for his
is awav on a business trip. When he returns it pictures
with a keener interest if you adopt this
He battled against injustice, misrepresentation,
is with Hebe
wife. nnDespite
David'sin the
ob- course, for
a fighting picture is always enjoyed.
jections to her,as shehis insists
remaining
ihe vicious conniving of his opponents, and yet
In regard
to " Beating
Odds,"in the
you title
have it-a
Rogers home. She knows full well that David
he beat the odds. A regular Harry Morey part
further
suggestion
of this the
quality
dare
not
reveal
her
past
lest
she
reveal
his.
After
is David Power, and Harrv Morey makes the
self. Carry this suggestion out in the catch
a
time
David
and
Rosalie
arc
married
and
live
most of it. See " Beating the Odds."
lines and pictures of your advertising.
vcrv happily together.
David becomes involved in a stock swindle
From a common grafter he rose to be a power
with
another
man
but,
realizing
the
faith
his
wife
in the world of finance, but his past rose up to
places in him. he resolves to draw out at the last
damn him — see " Beating the Odds."
moment. But he is double-crossed, and to make
matters worse Rogers has discovered the former
PRESS NOTICE
will
relations of Hebe and David. The stock swindle
Harry Morey, the virile
Vitagraph
star,
becomes
public material and the whole blame is
theatre
on
appear at the
cast on David. Rosalie leaves him, and then
week in his latest feature production enDavid goes about to retrieve the wrong he has
titled "Beating the Odds." Adapted from Ir-of done. It takes him three long years to restore
ving Allen's
novelthe entitled
The ofMoney
the reputation of the company, but he finally sucthe plot
affords
star the " role
David Maker,"
Power,
in beating the odds and winning back his
wife's ceedslove.
once a grafter in a big city, who turns to honest
employment and cuts a big swath in the .financial world. Besides putting behind him his old
ways of making money he also tries to forget his
PROGRAM READER
old associates, but just when he has reached what
appears
to
be
the
pinnacle
of
his
happiness
it
is
Did
you
ever
get down in the mouth and feel
dashed to the ground by the appearance of a absolutely miserable
because vou thought the
womanaret singer.
he knew in the city, Hebe Norse, a cabwhole world was against you? Events and people
seemed to band together in a regular conspiracy
And Hebe has become the wife of Power's
to put you out of the running? Almost everyone
father-in-law!
Such
has that feeling one in a while. That is why
naturallv presents
dramatic possibilitiesa ofsituation
an
the experiences of David Power are going to inunusual
nature,
possibilities which were well realized by the author
terest almost everyone. David Power is the name
and which have been communicated to the film
of Harry Morey's latest character which he plays
with a fidelity and force that cannot be denied
in Vitagraph's
" Beatingat the
shortly
to be shown
this Odds,"
theatre.wh'ch
Davidis
In fact,
" Beating
Odds pictures
" is one inof the
est of the
many the
strong
Power had everything he wanted, it seemed.
whichstrongMr
Morey has appeared. The story affords
Happiness, Dosition, wealth, a loving wife. And
him opportunities to run the gamut of
then everything came tumbling down about his
and
skilled actor that he is. he acceptsemotions
ears like a house of cards. All the world seemed
each
opportunity with rare discrimination.
pittedthen
against
him. It down
wouldn't
him a chance.
Mr. Morey has in
And
he buckled
to it,giveresloute,
strong,
g cast Jean
Paige, who appears as hishis supportin
Betty Blythe
and
fought,
fought,
foupht.
And
he
didn't
stori
who carries the role of Hebe,wife;
fighting
until
he
had
BEATEN
THE
ODDS
the
cabaret
sin-W
and such competent male n'avers as George MaIt's
the
sort
of
picture
that
inspires
others
to
go
jeroni, Robert Gaillard, Robert Mowbray and
out and that
do fits
strong
things,
Prank Norcross.
The Scardon.
picture was produced under
picture
Harry
Moreyand toit'sthetheT. sort
of hisof
Harry T. Morey in scene fror
the direction of Paul
middle name. By way of further information we
" Beating the Odds "
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SQUAW"—

Beatriz Michelena

Returns

ROBERTSON-COLE

to the Screen in Western

Melodrama

outstanding feature of this new Robertson-Cole offering is found in the return of Beatriz Michelena to the screen after a long absence.
It cannot be denied that the silent drama lost one of its best
delineators of Western stories during her retirement and by consenting to grace the silver sheet
again she will undoubtedly renew her popularity that was established in such plays of calibre as Salomy
Jane," " The Unwritten Law," and " Salvation Nell."
In " Just Squaw " the star is called upon to impersonate one of the well remembered characters of
yesterday — a white girl who is supposed to have a strain of Indian blood in her and which erects a racial
barrier against a solution of love and a communion of spirit until her true ancestry is established in the
final scene.
THE

Really an old-fashioned idea, but one which has been developed with enough novelty in plot and
characterization as to make it seem quite up to date. The pulse of the story throbs with melodramatic
beats and its elemental character suffices to make it active to the finish. The figures in the drama are
equally divided in the path that separates virtue from villainy and those that follow the upright standards
are triumphant eventually. Be it said that some go^d old rousing action takes place which is indicated
in desperate fights and stage-coach robberies. This ingredient running neck and neck with that of romance
saturates the picture with suspensive interest and heart appeal.
The Western scenery which has been chosen for backgrounds is appropriate and picturesque, and
the action is so set against it that the spirit of primeval, inanimate nature and the spirit of the wild drama
seem to blend.
What more could
Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Fawn
Beatriz Michelena
The Stranger
William Pike
Snake Le Gal
Andrevy Robson
The Half-Breed
Albert Morrison
Romney
D. Mitsoras
By Earle Snell.
Directed by George E. Middleton.
CATCH LINES
She was kidnapped when a baby and brought
up to believe that she was a half-breed. Romance
came into her life, but there stood the blood barrier. Was it swept aside? See " Just Squaw."
Life
give her
she
realized didn't
her Indian
bloodmuchkepthappiness
her from when
the man
she loved. How was her problem solved? You
will see it all explained in a tense picture of the
West
when " Just week.
Squaw " comes to the
theatre
PRESS NOTICE
Beatriz Michelena, who will be remembered as
the star of many interesting pictures a short
season ago, has returned to the screen and will
appear at the
theatre on
of
week in a photoplay entitled " Just
Squaw."
is a astory
life beyond
the
Rockies |andThis
presents
themeof based
upon racial
barriers. It is said that the picture is comparable
tobrilliantly,
" Salomy and
Jane."
in which
the quota
star appeared
contains
a full
of rousingso
thrills carried forward by fast moving action.
Miss
Michelena's
role has
is that
a white up
girltowho.
kidnapped
in infancy,
beenof brought
believe that she is a half-breed. Her supposed Indian mother, in league with the kidnapper, has
carried out this plan of deception as a means of
revenge
against
the hisgirl's
ing her for
one of
own white
race. father for desertFawn, as the heroine is known, is ignorant of
the fact that white blood courses through her
veins, and when love is offered her by a man of
her own color she accepts it until jealous admirers tell her that a racial barrier stands in the
way. Naturally, the young man in the case is
disconcerted
with the unpleasant
news that h:'sto
beloved
is a half-breed,
though he condescends
worship at her throne. How Fawn is rescued
from her plight, how the bad men are routed in
their attempts to keep her in ignorance and subjection, how the barrier is swept aside, and how
the lovers are brought together in undying love
and
devotion,
form a picture
replete with thrilling
incident and dramatic
heart-throbs.
Miss Michelena invests the character of Fawn
with vigor and vitality. And yet there is a keen
appreciation for sympathy and pathos in her impersonation. She receives adequate support from
William
Pike, Andrew Robson, Albert Morrison
and D. Mitsoras.

be asked? — Length, 5 reels. — Distributed by Exhibitors' Mutual. —
story in its theme of miscegenation. The barrier
THE STORY
which prevents two different races mixing on an
Just before the old squaw died she told her equal footing is always sure to provide good
story interest, and that's just what Miss Michelhalf-breed son that Fawn, a white girl, was not
her daughter; that the father of the two children,
ena's of
pictureromance
contains.are Action,
and a large
its mainthrills
ingredients,
and
Jimmy Dorr, had run away with a woman of his measure
they are brought to the surface with fine dramatic
own race after the birth of his son. The old
highlights.
mother cautioned the half-breed not to mention
But you will see this interesting story and
the fact that Fawn was not her child out of refind out byits George
solutionMiddleton.
in " Just Squaw." It is
venge for being deserted by her father. Snake
directed
LeGal, a bad man, has been enlisted by the
squaw to kidnap the girl from her white mother,
but in the passing years Fawn became the adopted
SUGGESTIONS
daughter of a missionary of the mountains. Near
at hand lived her half-breed brother, who had beYou, who are in the habit of playing " westshould find
plentythe ofRocky
ad copyMountains.
in this latest
an outlaw
escape LeGal's vengeance for producterns,"from
beyond
As
killing comeone
of his tohenchmen.
it
presents one of those old-fashioned stories of
To the settlement came a stranger one day who
Indians and highwaymen, with the picturesque
gave his name as Watkins, but who, in reality,
was the son of Sheriff Hollister, who had been
West as a background, you will be able to exploit it in vivid word arguments and colors. The
murdered by LeGal years before. His mission
theme itself carries good advertising possibilities,
was to avenge the wrong done his father. While
relating, as it does, the blood barrier that prehe waited his opportunity to strike. Fawn came
(Continued on page 3099)
into his life, and he was on the point of confessing his love when he learned that she was supposed to be a half-breed. Despite the barrier of
race, the stranger was considerably attentive
toward the girl, which aroused, naturally, the
jealousy of her many admirers, one of whom happened to be LeGal.
The stage was robbed one night, and suspicion
pointed strongly to the Indian outlaw, since he
had the strong box in his possession — stolen, of
course,
from LeGal's
men. A vigilance
committee
was organized
and Hollister
was selected
to be
the leader. The half-breed was caught and was
about to be strung up, when a member of the
bandit's
betrayed
rushedguilty
up
and
told gang
the who
possehadthatbeenLeGal
was the
party, and that he had Fawn imprisoned in his
cabin. The half-breed was released, made his
way to thefight
villain's
and was
in a
desperate
before home,
his enemy
was engaged
struck down
by a bullet
from
Dorr's
gun.
Before
LeGal
expired, he confessed that Fawn was a white girl
and the daughter of Dorr. Thus the barrier of
blood was removed and the two lovers found happiness together.
PROGRAM READER
Beatriz Michelena, known as one of the best
delineators of Western heroines in the pictures of
a season or two ago, will return to the
theatre
" Justlived
Squaw,"
the
life thatin was
in thea thrilling
Golden story
West ofwhen
highwaymen ruled the road. It has been some
time since Miss Michelena has appeared upon the
screen, and the fact that she will shortly be seen
here should come as a pleasant surprise. Many
of our patrons doubtless remember her as Salomy
Jane
the picture
of that that
name.made
" Just
is thein type
of photoplay
her Squaw
such "a
favorite with screengoers. It presents a powerful

Beatriz Michelena Returns to the Screen in
" Just Squaw "
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"GREASED

LIGHTNING"—

Charles Ray in a Comedy

with Abundant

Picture

X cw s

PARAMOUNT

Small Town

Atmosphere

A SMALL town atmosphere with just the slightest suggestion of burlesque permeates this number from
first to last. And so it provides a typical Charles Ray background, a background before which he
appears very human and amusing.
This time he is the blacksmith-mechanic of a little Kansas
community, in love with the banker's daughter.
The action builds up to a country fair automobile race
from which the winning hero is taken at the last lap to pursue the crook who has robbed the bank while
all the town was holidaying.
There is no meat in the story at all, but with the atmosphere, heavy with local color and comedy and
with the star giving his usual generous interpretatio n of a shy youth, the picture by no means fails in entertaining— in fact, it is a highly successful comedy.
Wanda Hawley is the pretty girl in question, Robert McKim is the " city slicker," while a wonderful array of small town old men types goes to supply the picture with a thoroughly competent cast. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
THE STORY
Andy Fletcher is the blacksmith of Pipersville,
Andy Fletcher
Charles Ray
" FOR (Continued
BETTER,from FOR
WORSE "
Alice Flint
Wanda Hawley
but ical
no trainordinary
blacksmith
His all
mechanpage 3091)
Alden J. Armitage
Robert McKim
of thought
leads himis tohe.invent
sorts
Laban Flint
Willis Marks
CATCH LINES
of new devices. For instance, his automatic poGrandpa Piper
Bert Woodruff
tato peeler — a huge success until something goes
Milt Barlow
John P. Lockney
They
called
him
a stay-at-home and a coward
wrong
and
it
scatters
peelings
all
over
the
counRufus Shadd
Otto Hoffman
— society papers made slanderous, insulting- retenances of the investigating committee. NothBy Julien Josephson.
marks
about
him
—
his friends ignored him — the
ing
daunted,
however,
Andy
plods
on.
The
girl
Directed by Jerome Storm.
girl he loved turned from him and, before he
he loves,
Alice
Flint, daughter
ofFlint
the town
bankPhotographed
by
Chester
Lyons.
er,
wants
an
automobile,
but
old
is
obdurate
knew
it,
had
married
another man — a man in a
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
and refuses. Andy decides to get one, and when
Flint refuses to let him draw out the money to uniform. But they really didn't know — see " For
Better, For Worse."
buy one he trades in his potato machine for an
old broken-down buzz wagon.
You remember Cecil De Mille's " Don't Change
CATCH LINES
This proves
with humiliation
all Andy's
Your Husband" and "Old Wives for New"? —
tinkering,
and rather
he is erratic
obliged even
to face
He looked like a flivver but he came out a when
"
For
a trio
picone day Alden Armitage, a gentleman from
turesBetter,
of which Forany Worse,"
producercompletes
might well
be ofproud.
winner — he turned a broken down buzz wagon
the
city
who
has
taken
up
residence
in
PipersDon't
fail
to
see
De
Mille's
latest.
into a racer — see " Greased Lightning."
ville, comes along in his machine-made car and
gives fusedAlice
a liftArmitage
home — Andy's
reCharles
Ray
in
another
country
boy
role
—
difA story of the battles at home — of a doctor
to move.
arrangesbusforhaving
a regular
ferent and humorous and human.
who
waged a war
who
fair day
and
an
automobile
race
with
a
two
hunwas prevailed
upononbychildren's
his littlediseases
charges and
to stay
dred
dollar
prize.
Whereupon
Andy
gets
to
work
The story of a village blacksmith who became
with them instead of going to the fight over the
in secret and comes out on the appointed day
the village hero.
sea! He was a hero but they called him a
with the gasolene wagon remade and christened
coward. See " For Better, For Worse."
" Greased Lightning."
Ever take a girl out for a ride, have your
But Armitage has a hidden purpose. When all
wagon break down and have another fellow come
Almost the very minute that Sylvia had planned
the village is at the race he blackjacks poor old
along in a nice, new car and take her away from
announcing her engagement to Dr. Meade before
Flint isandobliged
makes tooffstopwithwinning
the cash
ofracetheandbank's.
you? A sad experience! Charles Ray has it in Andy
a party of friends she was told that an old friend
the
give
wanted to see her in her room. It was Burton,
" Greased Lightning," but he gets even. See
pursuit to the crook. Eventually he overhauls
how.
her husband, whom she had thought dead in
him and retrieves the money. Then Alice looks
France! And more — she suddenly realized that
on him as a real hero, and Flint decides that his
A comedy of small town life, full of homely at- act
now it was Dr. Meade she really loved — not her
is well worth the present of a real automobile
mosphere and rich in human humor — see "Greased
husband!
See "For
as
well
as
his
daughter's
hand.
dramatic sensation
of theBetter,
season. For Worse," the
Lightning."
They laughed at him when he started the race
PROGRAM READER
backwardsexpected
— but he
copped
anyone
at the
finish.a bigger prize than
Who is there that fails to recognize something
delightfully human about every action of Charles
Ray's? It may be some reflection of the spectator's own self, some duplication of a pet emoPRESS NOTICE
tion man.
or action
a friend's,
it is always
There isofnever
a trace butof falsity
in any hu-of
Charles Ray, the Ince-Paramount star, will be
his various screen characters. It is always a
seen
in his latesttheatre
feature,on
" Greased of
Lightning,"
treat to offer a Charles Ray picture for these
at the
reasons, and it is a particular treat to be able to
week. The
story
of
this
picture,
by
Julien
Josephson, offers him the opportunity of appearing
present " Greased Lightning," his latest Parain another country boy part. Followers of Mr. ' mount
produced
Thomas picture
H. Ince,
whichunder
comesthetosupervision
this theatreof
Ray wellin realize
his and
ability
charectershortly. For in this picture Mr. Ray has a new
ization
this line,
his for
Andyexpert
Fletcher
is no
role. True, the background is the little country
exception to the general rule. Andy is a real
town again, but Andy Fletcher, the character inyoung man. Absolutely human. This is assured
terpreted by Mr. Ray, is the village blacksmith,
by the performance given by Mr. Ray. When,
ambitious, bound to win — winning! How he does
indeed, has he been anything but human? When
it is not to be divulged here. Suffice it that it is
in all his long list of pictures has he struck a note
that was the slightest off tune? The answers to done to the merry tune of comedy and human inthat pretty
Wanda
these questions are too obvious for reply.
site theterest,
star,
and that
RobertHawley
McKim appears
is againoppothe
Andy Fletcher is the village blacksmith — but
oily villain from the city.
no ordinary one. Besides being able to fit a shoe
on a horse he can fit one on an automobile, and
what he doesn't know about mechanics and gasoSUGGESTIONS
lenemakandes a buzz
sparkswagon,
isn't enters
worth aknowing.
race, jumpsAndyout re-of
"Greased Lightning" offers you another chance
it to tures
pursue
robber,
him,of captofiedcome
throughas with
advertising
of a " countrythe hearta bank
of a girl
and captures
the consent
her
" town—
variety,
transpires
small
a real the
smallaction
town.allStrive
to get inthisa
father before the five reels of " Greased Lightning
"
have
run
their
course.
atmosphere
in
your
copy,
in
your
special
decoraThere is nothing melodramatic about the plot
tions, in any advertising sketches you use — play
it
up
to
its
fullest
extent
and
you
should
have
an
of
"
Greased
Lightning."
It
is,
however,
filled
with small town atmosphere that is a veritable
attractive display as a result.
delight both from the comedy viewpoint and the
Of mancourse,
dwell
on
Charles
Ray
and
the
hutouches he puts in his characters. Bring
angle of human interest. Mr. Ray is ably supported by a cast headed by Wanda Hawley and
out
as muchto aspraise
you him
possibly
can. Don't that
let
Charles Ray
Robert McKim, while a formidable array of this
ais chance
as typifying
human goandby humorous
in the
awkward allyouth.
" types " appear in parts of varying importance.
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PLACE

IN

THE

Cyril Harcourt s Comedy-Drama

SUN"—

Appears

TRIANGLE

on the Screen as a Melodrama

44 A
PLACE E\ THE SL N " is an adaptation of Cyril Harcourt's recently produced stage comedy A~ A
drama and was made in England. His work is not unknown to the picture world, Constance
Talmadge having had notable success with two of his offerings. But the producers of " A
Place in the Sun" have missed his style; his comedy-drama has been converted into a melodrama in
which a girl's betrayal is the center of a corresponding sort of action. The few flashes of comedy at the
end material.
are only faint reminders of the humor that should have been derived from Harcourt"s handling of
his
\niat "A Place in the Sun" does offer is a singularly good piece of acting by Malcolm Sherry and
a number of picturesque English country-side scene s. The rest of the players render good assisting performances with but one exception.
The picture could be improved with some new subtitles. An expert title writer blends his words
with the action as well as attending to their descrip tiveness. The writer of these has only bothered
about the latter element. And without this blending the action of the picture appears episodic. —
Length. 5 reels. — Released May 4. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
" place
in the sun."
will hearMarjorie,
nothing
SUGGESTIONS
of
it. although
StuartSirisJohn
repentant.
Rosie
Margaret Blanche
however,
develops
a great
pitythat
for she
the will
sister
of
You
should
be
able to create considerable inthe
man
she
loves
and
decides
teach
Dick Blair, a man of ambition ... Malcolm Sherry
terest in this picture by playing up the title as it
her father and brother a lesson.
Stuart Capel
Reginald Owen
is
played
up
here
in thewords,
first shroud
argumentyourin title
the
Marjorie Capel
Lydia Billbrooke
catch lines. In other
night she
secrets succeeds,
herself in inDick's
rooms
Sir John Capel
Lynston Lyle
andThatsucceeds,
gloriously
compromiswith
a
little
mystery.
Don't
give
the
impression
ing herself with him. When her father and
Blagdon
Campbell Gullar
that the picture is a mystery play — but make
Mrs. Moutrie •.
Frances Wetherell
brother
they are
least and
the
readers of your announcements and advertiseformer enter
is. Stuart
had horror-struck,
come to findatRosie
BenAdapted
Goodge.
Dick's
Uncle
John
McAndrew
ments ask themselves " What is a place in the
to offer her marriage and he sees through the
from Cyril Harcourfs play.
sun?
" With
interest
stimulated
trick. Of course, after this lesson Sir John offers
naturally
want this
to see
the picture
and they
find will
out
the
answer
to
their
self-put
question.
no resistance
to
his
son's
marriage.
Rosie
resumes her place in the sun and the dual romance
The decorative part of advertisements should
ends happily.
PRESS NOTICE
be originally worked out. developing the title in
" A Place in the Sun " a screen version of
any original style you may see fit. in the illusCATCH
LINES
trations. It's a titleandthatthelends
this
Cyril landHarcourt's
latest
play,
produced
in
Engsortit. of advertising
most itself
shouldwellbetomade
with an all-star cast of British players, will
of
She had done nothing wrong but society had
be seen at the
theatre on
of
deprived demanded
her of her
placeforin hertheandsun.
Her
" A recent
Place play.
in the This
Sun "author
is Cyril
Harcourt's
week. Mr. Harcourt's work is by no
brother
it back
the man
most
is extensively
means foreign to the screen. Several- of his plays
who had the power to restore it refused. But
known in this country, and the success that prehave able
been
picturized
and
always
with
considersuccess, for, although the author writes the see how success finally came to brother and sisvious works of h's have won on the screen has
most brilliant sort of dialogue, his plots and his
ter in " A Place in the Sun."
established
the moving
world.
treatment of them, possess an originality, a subtle
Use his namehimin inconnection
with p'ctu^e
all advertising
that you do.
twist that makes them stand in a class by themDo
you
hold
your
rightful
place
in
the
sun?
State that the picture was produced in England
. "A Place
in thebySunone" Stuart
deals with
a young
See " A Place in the Sun " and find out.
and that any number of pretty rural scenes are
girl who selveswas
betrayed
Capel.
His
included
in the five reels. You can praise this
sister
Marjorie,
who
loves
Dick,
the
poor
girl's
brother, determines to teach her brother and her
end of the picture all you want, for its scenic
By Cyril Harcourt. author of " A Pair of Silk
content is superb.
arrogant father a lesson and deliberately attempts
Stockings
" — another brilliant play from this brilto compromise herself with Dick.
liant author.
The results of her step here are shown with
the utmost interest on the screen. Mr. HarThe story of a girl who WANTED to be comcourt has developed the plot largely as a farce
although the vitality of the basic theme gives no
promised! Se "A Place in the Sun."
cause for a lack of interest. And the reality of
the whole thing, the bond of sympathy between
A dual romance laid against beautiful English
the
women, andto Marjorie's
funnyin backgrounds that will charm you with its originand two
so successful,
restore to efforts,
her her soplace
ality and beauty. See " A Place in the Sun."
the sun, make the whole film one of the most
unusual that has been seen on the screen. Laughs
She lost her place in the sun through no fault
and deep
from
first human
to last. interest permeate the five reels
of her own. When she asked for it back society
The roles of the play are all very capably taken.
refused
it— why? See " A Place in the Sun."
Margaret Blanche as the betrayed girl, Malcolm
Sherry as her brother, Lydia Billbrooke as Marjorie. Reginald Owen as Stuart, and Lynston Lyle
PROGRAM READER
as Sir John Capel make the principal figures real
Cyril Harcourt, author of many a Broadway
flesh and blood people.
success, contributed the play, " A Place in the
Sun,"shortly
on which
the picture
that nameis based.
which
will
be shown
at thisof theatre
THE STORY
Followers
of
Mr.
Harcourt's
career
will
be
only
Rosie and her brother, Dick Blair, are tenants
too glad to learn this. Several of his plays have
on the Capel estate in England. Sir John Capel
been
produced
on
the
screen
and
with
great
sucis an old autocrat who lives with his daughter.
in the past. A notable one is " A Pair of
Marjorie. and his son, Stuart. Love affairs of Silk cessStockings,"
in which Constance Talmadge
different nature progress between the two Door
appeared.
' A Place
the Sun of"
deals with aThedualplotloveof affair.
The inprincipals
tenants and the children of their employer. Dick
one
of
the
romances
have loved well but not
is
whole-heartedly
in
love
with
Marjorie
and,
inspired by her. departs to London to see whether
wisely and when the girl's brother goes to the
the field of fiction holds any place for him. And
fathermarital
and demands
son take
the
while he is away. Rosie and Stuart see more of boy's
step (the
step) thatthatwillhisrestore
his sister's
place
in
the
sun
to
her.
the
old
gentleman
each
other
and
on
one
summer's
evening
the
arrogant to the extreme. So his daughter, whois
wild
youththeandconventional.
the trusting girl venture to fields
far from
loves
the poor
girl's and
brother,
determinessetsto outteachto
her father
a lesson
deliberately
In time Dick, his success and fortune won,
compromise herself with the man she loves !
sends for Rosie and it does not take him long to Naturally
the film takes .a farcical turn here and
discover the something is the matter with his
little sister. Pressing her, he learns of the all the situations are handled in the expert style
of Harcourt. The picture was produced in Engescapade with Stuart. In high dudgeon he goes
A Scene from " A Place in the Sun," an
land and presents five of the most popular playto the Capel town residence and demands that
English Made Most
Version
Cyril Harcourt's
Recentof Play
ers there in the principal roles of the story.
justice be done so that his sister may resume her
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"AFTER
Good

HIS

OWN

HEART"—

Farce Idea Basis of Latest Hale Hamilton

Picture

News

METRO

Picture

THERE

is a very fine farce idea in " After His Own Heart," an idea which has been well developed by the producers after the introductory episodes have been passed over. This idea shows
itself when the hero finds that he has been trapped by an unscrupulous doctor who plans cutting

his heart out and handing it over to a rich old mill ionaire.
The doctor doesn't hold out any high hopes
for the gentleman's recovery and hence the various scenes between the hero and his captors have a
high comedy value.
It is these scenes that make " A fter His Own Heart " worth while.
Hale Hamilton, as might be expected, shows a fine appreciation of the possibilities of his role and
derives the utmost from it. The other players, with Naomi Childers leading them, take their parts
seriously.
It is not an uncommon fault with this star's pictures that they are slow in getting started. The
early scenes are held too long and the detail introd uced is tiring. If " After His Own Heart " had been
treated as a farce from first to last it would be well nigh perfect. Even as it stands, however, it brings
a goodly number of laughs. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 28. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
him and Sally
takesit
their humorous value. Mr. Hamilton is sup- Duncan's
his heart.fortune
There returns
was a toconspiracy
to take
ported by such competent players as Naomi
Thomas Wentworth Duncan Hale H amilton
away from him after all!
Childers, William V. Mon£ and Harry Carter,
Sally Reeves
Naomi Childers
while
the production was in charge of Harry L.
Franklin.
Mrs. Martin
Mrs. Louis
SUGGESTIONS
Vincent
Frank Hayes
Dr. Spleen
Harry Carter
PROGRAM READER
"After
His
Own
is a good
titlecould
to play
Judah P. Corpus
William V. Mong
on. A number of Heart"
clever advert.
sements
be
Adrian Keep
Herbert Pryor
First Thomas Wentworth Duncan's fortune was
written
around
it,
advertisements
that
play
on
taken from him by foul means and then a cerGohath
Stanley Sanford
it
both
in
words
and
pictures
and
which,
as
a
By Ben Ames Williams.
went Thomas
after hishad
heart!
it wasn't
consequence,
will stand
outannouncement.
as something differa ladytain party
either.
very And
distinct
ideas
Scenario by A. S. Le Vino.
ent
from
the
usual
routine
Probabout giving his heart away. Sally was going to
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
ably the exhibitors who play this picture will be
get it when he had retrieved his fortune. But
Photographed by R. J. Bergquist.
able to get up such advertisements in their own
here
was this severe Doctor Spleen talking about
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
style.
are certainly so many various and
cutting the pump from his body! He was to re- obvious There
they can be written that to
ceive $250,000 for it provided he lived to tell the give spacewaysto inthemwhich
here is superfluous.
CATCH LINES
tale. And Thomas didn't want to take the
any achance
infertouch.
from the
chance.
was and
the adoctor's
and who
was
theDon't
pictureby has
gruesome
The story
themethatis
The doctor wanted to pay Thomas a quarter
guarded byButa hegiant
smaller captive
gentleman
from the farce angle and unfolds many
neither spoke nor heard. The predicament that treated
of a million for his heart — but didn't hold out
without giving any ugly thrills. Play
much chance for his recovery! Thomas wanted
Thomgas found himself in was ridiculously se- laughs
Hale Hamilton up big. In the stellar role of
to give his heart away to Sally for nothing!
rious.
He
might
have
laughed
at
it
himself
if
Duncan
he gets the most from it and gives a
How peculiar and wasteful mere man is when
he hadn't
known
the doctor
that your people are bound to enthe
extreme.
But, that
miserable
thoughwasit serious
may seemto performance
he's
in
love!
The
peculiarities
of
his
fellow
will
joy.
You
might
say
aboutday.him being
strike your funny bone square. See " After His
once
of
the
best
farcea few
actorswords
of the
to
laugh
at
other
people's
troubles,
you'll
have
Own Heart " and enjoy a real laugh.
to admit that Thomas' position is one of the
You inmight
good use She
for isNaomi
most
humorous
You will
name
your find
advertising.
a wellChilders'
known
Thomas wanted to give his heart away and
find him
and hispositions
troubles you've
in the seen.
new Metro
pic- leading
woman and has recently appeared in a
these people wanted to buy it!
ture entitled " After His Own Heart," which
number
of
Metro
pictures.
If
you
have
run
them
be shown
at this the
theatre.
HamWhat kind of a heart is worth a quarter of a will shortly
ilton is the star
and derives
utmostHale
in humor
your people certainly know her.
from his role.
million dollars? See "After His Own Heart."
The doctor was a man after his (Duncan's)
THE STORY
heart — thesistentlytrouble
was he
was it after
perthat he wanted
to cut
out! itSeeso Hale
Thomas
Wentworth
Duncan, gentleman of leiHamilton's troubles as Duncan in " After His
sure, suddenly discovers that he is left penniless
Own Heart."
and that the aspect of cruel work stares him in
the fact. It is particularly aggravating, inasmuch as he has just fallen in love with Sally
PRESS NOTICE
Reeves and Sally is accustomed to everything
that money can buy. On returning to his rooms
Hale Hamilton, the popular Metro comedian,
will be seen at the
theatre on
after a dance Duncan finds a note asking him
whether he would like to make $250,000. The
of
week in his latest picture, entitled
thought
of the money proves equal to the task
This iswhich
an adaptation
of overcoming his qualms as to the mysteriousness
of" After
a storyHisby Own
Ben Heart."
Ames Williams
appeared
of the proposition, and the next day he takes his
in a recent issue of All Story Weekly. Mr. Hamplace in a luxurious limousine and is driven to
ilton has the role of a gentleman of leisure,
Th omas Wentworth Duncan by name, whose fortune suddenly disappeared. Not being at all of Dr.a fanatic,
Spleen's but
hospital!
Dr. Spleen
the world
hails hisis something
successful
used to work, Duncan has not much of an idea
adventures in the field of medical science while
what to do until he receives a note offering him
the earth carefully covers up his failures in their
5250,000 if he will agree to put himself in charge
of certain parties.
graves. His present idea is to transplant DunHis financial plight makes him forget all about
can's perfectly good young heart into the body
his better judgment if, indeed, he ever had any,
of
Judah P. Corpus, Sally's rich uncle, replacing
and he straightway puts himself in charge of the it with
the aged pump of Judah's. As Dr. Spleen
parties. What is his surprise, then, to discover
doesn't
high hopes
for Duncan's
recovery fromhold
the out
operation,
his position
is not in
the
that the head party is a doctor who plans taking
his heart and putting it in the body of an old least conducive to complete peace of mind. He
strives
in
various
ways
to
get
out
but
it
always
man!
Duncan,
is to —getbutthethe
old doctor
man's
hauled
heart as
well inas return,
the bonus
his
size. back to his room by Goliath, a man twice
doesn't
hold
out
much
chance
of
his
recovery.
Eventually, though, Duncan gets word to Sally
Of course this situation, gruesome as it may
appear on the surface, is developed with fine re- — and then the next thing he knows he's taken
gard for its farcical possibilities by the producers.
to the operating table! The next morning he
And Mr. Hamilton gets the most from, the role of awakes in his own apertment — still in possession
of his heart. Sally tells him that Dr. Spleen
Duncan. His expressions are revelations in huHale Hamilton in a Scene from After His
mor, while the various situations in which he died just before the operation and that her uncle
appears have been builded with a keen eye for thinks that it has been performed. And then
Own Heart "

/
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BETZWOODGOLDWYN
"THE

ROAD
Bennison

CALLED

STRAIGHT"

s Tricks and Personality Show

to Good

Advantage

LOUIS BENNISON'S efforts to appear at ease in society account for a generous portion of comedy
in " The Road Called Straight " and there is sufficient human appeal in the story's makeup to warrant it being called a comedy-drama.
It brings the cowboy out of the West again and plants him
down as the wife of a society girl who only married him for his money.
But before the last reel is done
he has convinced her that he is the only man for her.
Mr. Bennison has a manner all his own. His restless shift from one foot to another when he discards
the togs of the plains for the clothes of conventional society and moves himself from the West to the East,
is worked to good advantage. But he has more than just this trick. He has a winning personality and an
ability to put over comedy— and original comedy at that — in a style of his own.
In " The Road Called Straight " he receives good support from Ormi Hawley, Henry Mortimer and
John Daly Murphy. It seems rather a pity that we couldn't have had more of Mr. Murphy. He is such a
competent comedian that he deserves much in the way of a part. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. —
Peter Milne.
The title lends itself well to illustrative adverPROGRAM READER
THE CAST
tising, but if you develop it in any picture, be
The cowboy in the East! What a romantic
Al Boyd
Louis Bennison
sure
to give the idea that it adorns a melofigure he is, this despite his awkwardness in conability.not dramatic
story as it might suggest. Always dwell
Betty Swiftmore
Ormi Hawley
ventional clothing, his inability to compose himHarrison Stevens
Henry Mortimer
on
the
comedy
and the star's personality and
self
in
a
ball
room
full
of
people.
He
has
been
His Valet
John Daly Murphy
with us many times on the screen, this cowboy,
Robert Swiftmore
Burton Churchill
and
he
has
had
many
different
interpreters
but
he
Mrs. Swiftmore
Jane Adler
still manages to interest us. Louis Bennison is
By Wilson Bayley.
the latest screen star to bring him to life. And
(Continued
page 3095)
" JUST from
SQUAW
"
Directed by Ira M. Lowry.
he does so with what bids fair to be the best
Photographed by Davide Calcagni.
Louis Bennison in a scene with Ormi Hawley
performance of its kind in the recently completed
Produced by Betzwood.
vents men of different races meeting on an equal
Betzwood-Goldwyn picture entitled " The Road
footing. Why not concentrate upon this idea and
Called
whichcomedy
is shortly
to beBennison
shown
CATCH LINES
use it for your leaders, giving just enough of the
at
this Straight,"
theatre. The
that Mr.
manages to derive from the part, comedy the story to create interest? The catch lines have
She marries him because her father wanted her
been written with this object in mind. One or
to but discovers in the end that she wanted to
result of original business, not the cut-and-dried
tricks of the average actor, can not two to start with and elaborated with a brief synherself.
See " with
The Road
Straight interest.
" ; it's conventional
easily be measured in cold type. But suffice it
opsis which gives just so much of the plot and noa road marked
comedyCalled
and human
that his ability as a comedian, combined with his more will suffice in making the picture known.
The
title is a good one and carries advertising
pleasant
appearance
and
his
clean
and
breezy
He didn't
clothes —or
value of its own. You might play it up, for it is
carry
himself know
in a how
ball toroomwearor grand
at a wedding
personality, serve to make the five reels of " The
highly
significant. And, of course, such a picture
but he did have a heart and he showed it— see
Road was
Called
Straight
" enjoyable
story
written
for him
by Wilsonindeed.
Bayley The
and
as thisof "you
western
lobby display
for
Louis Bennison in " The Road Called Straight."
those
who "gosuggests
in for aa decorative
scheme.
produced under the direction of Ira Lowry, while
Indian curios, blankets, and other things pertainprominent in the supporting cast are Ormi
A year- ago you may not have known Louis
ing to the customs of the red man could be efHawley, Henry Mortimer and John Daly Murphy.
Bennison but neither did many others save for
fectively used. But the best plan to our mind is
a comparatively small following who saw his
to
exploit
the story as a dashing western article
THE STORY
productions on the stage. Today you know him
of
the
days
when men fought hard, drank hard,
as one of the best comedians the screen has seen.
Al Boyd, western cattle king, marries Betty
and
loved
for
all it was worth.
Swiftmore, daughter of an eastern financial man
See him in his latest picture, " The Road Called
Bring
out
that
the picture marks Beatriz Michwhose business has gone against him. Betty only
Straight."
elena's
return
to theaudience
screen will
after recognize
a long absence.
consents to the marriage to pull her father out
The
fans
in
your
her as
Do clothes make the man? See " The Road
of the hole, for Al fails to come up to her idea
the heroine of many a thrilling story. They will
Called Straight."
of a gentleman even though he proved interesting
remember
her
in
the
pictures
of
a
few
seasons
when she met him in the West. When he arrives
Would you marry a man with his dress suit
ago, "namely,
" Salomy
" The Unwritten
in city clothes — clothes in which he is more i 11— Law
and " The
Woman Jane,"
Who Dared."
Her sucrippedmuch
up the
like with
the idea
very
but back?
she hadBetty
to godidn't
through
the
at-ease
than
ever,
Betty
doesn't
take
any
the
more
c
e
s
f
u
l
"
come-back,"
the
title
and the story
kindly
to
him.
Harrison
Stevens,
the
man
Betty
should
bring
home
the
bacon.
ceremony just the same. See " The Road Called
supposes she loves, takes Al in charge, but he has
Straight."
a sinister purpose.
On the day of his wedding he notifies the police
He forced her to travel on " The Road Called
that Al is the kidnapper they have been searching
Straight."
for
for some time past. It seems that on the train
PRESS NOTICE
East
he had
obliged
by holding
She
had
gotten
off the
train fora woman's
milk andbaby.
had
Louis Bennison, the star of Betzwood pictures
failed to catch it when it moved on. And so,
which are released through Goldwyn, the star
in
her
excitement,
she
has
called
him
a
kidnapper.
who came into nation-wide popularity over night
Al manages to beat up two healthy police officers
through his performance in his first picture, " Oh
and arrives at his wedding much bedraggled and
Johnny," returns
the
theatre
torn but nevertheless the ceremony is gone
on
of again toweek
in his latest
film
through with. The honeymoon proves to be a
production
The Road
Straight."
honeyless affair, however, as Betty refuses to
Written by entitled
Wilson " Bayley
and Called
produced
under
permit her husband to come anywhere near her.
the direction of Ira M. Lowry, " The Road
On their return Harrison shows Betty a letter
Called Straight " offers Mr. Bennison the role
written Al from the apologetic mother thanking
of a congenial ranch-owner who comes East to
him
for all he did for her and her baby. He
marry Betty Swiftmore, daughter of a business
misrepresents her husband and persuades her to
acquaintance, who is in financial difficulties.
accompany
him to his mountain lodge where, he
Betty only consents to the marriage to please her
says, his mother and sister are staying. But when
father but before the picture is done, he manages
they are arrived there they find no other members
to convince her that he is a man despite his
of the family. Harrison attacks her and she is
inability to wear fashionable clothes.
only savedlowed.byBettytheagain
appearance toof beAl cold
who has
The picture contains abundance comedy introto folher
duced by Bennison during his first days in stiff husband but this time tries
she finds it an impossible
clothes and society. The star has an air all his
task.
own and his ability to get the most from a
comedy situation, combined with his clean and
SUGGESTIONS
breezy personality, are things that unite to make
him one of the best-liked stars on the screen
The theme of this picture, the cowboy coming
from
the
West
to
be more or less embarrassed by
today despite the short time he has been appearing in pictures.
the effete East, is nothing new, but if you manMr. Bennison receives support of an unusually
age to get some of the Louis Bennison personality
high order from Ormi Hawley as Betty, from
into your copy vertisement.
youUse descriptive
should havelines
an attractive
adHenry Mortimer as the heavy and from John
that convey
Daly Murphy as a comedy butler. The picture
the clean, breezy character that Bennison plays
contains a variety of scenery, part of the action
and if you employ sketches or pictures, select
taking place in the West and part in the those which best bring out these elements in the
luxurious rooms of a fashionable residence.
Louis Bennison in a scene with Ormi Hawley
principal character.
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HAMPTON-HODKINSON

Stars in Mystery Story Flavored

with Romance

of those mystery tales, found so plentifully in the fiction magazines, has been selected to fit J.

Warren Kerrigan's personality and that he is able to assume the identity of a Secret Service agent
is proof positive that his screen expression has enlarged. Time was when he couldn't appear except
at his romantic best, but now he seems to be going in for character roles. And he is able to get away with
them in a manner of speaking.
Reminded by the chief to let nothing hinder him in his recovery of a secret code, he hotfoots it to
the metropolis, accomplishes his mission, and before he knows it he has jumped into the very jaws of
matrimony. That he doesn't know the bride makes no difference. Nothing must hinder him. And marriage isthe only way out.

This seems like a far-fetched story, fent SG ingeniously has it been treated" that it never once strains
credulity. There is a clarity in the unfolding that makes the action entirely discernible, and the various
heightened scenes are arranged with fine sequence. A story of invention in every sense of the word with
nothing machine made about it. The director has kept the characterization sound and the plot logical and
has reinforced it with human touches.
The picture covers a lot of ground but doesn't fall to pieces in its journey. A railroad train is the
real thing. In fact there are very few studio devices present. This semblance of reality reveals artistic
guidance on Mr. Hampton's part. Every detail is in place and every character well done. Lois Wilson's
attractive personality is finely set off in the opposite role. R. D. MacLean, Bert Appling, and Alfred Whitman appear to advantage. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 4. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
thieves have sent for their London man, Burnscreen. His years before the camera have estabham, to decipher the code, and it devolves upon
lished him as a favorite and his pictures are usCyril Gordon
ually followed with keen interest. So the best tip
j.
Gordon
to
recover
the
papers
and
save
the
preWarren
Kerrigan
Leha Hathaway
cious
contents
from
being
known.
As
the
HolLois
Wilson
is
to
play
up his personality in publicity stories
Jefferson Hathaway
Alfred Whitman
mans have never seen their English representaNext to the star the most imMrs. Hathaway
tive, it becomes easy for the Government agent to and photographs.
Frances Raymond
portant thing to exploit is the fact that his vehicle
assume
his
disguise
and
trick
the
crooks
compresents
a
detective
story — something new for
^?r/ecflayne■„•
Clyde
Benson
Chief of Secret Service R. D. MacLean
pletely.
him indeed. Use phrasing as colorful as possible
y
Bert
Appling
Danger
lurks
ahead
for
Gordon
when
he
accomin
describing
the
U.
S.
Secret Service agent that
H°lman
Ed. Tilton
he impersonates. He is one of those sleuths that
plishes his mission, and at the advice of the chief
Mrs. Holman
to
let
nothing
hinder
him,
he
escapes
temporarily
Mary
always
gets
his
man
despite
all obstacles. Bring
Land
Unc
Fred Montague
from their clutches by becoming the bridegroom
out the danger that is constantly in front of him
By sGrace
L. H. le
Lutz.
at
a
wedding.
The
girl
he
marries
is
betrothed
and
also
adventure.
The
big
situation could be
Scenario by Arthur F. Statter.
to Burnham, whom she has known for fifteen
utilized in a humorous way, as the hero is conDirected by Jesse D. Hampton.
fronted with the alternative of either marrying a
years
as
George
Hayne,
although
unaware
of
his
Photographed by C. Edgar Schoenbaum.
girl, who is a total stranger, or run the risk of
nefarious occupation. So the ceremony is perbeing
and probably
murdered.
formed,bride.
regardless ofAnything
the fact tothatescape
Gordonanddoesn't
It iscaptured
a fast moving
story and
a good thing of
know
the
mar'
PRESS NOTICE
riage offers the only chance!
its kind, and the scenes switch half-way across
the
continent.
So
you
are
able
to gather some
During
the
honeymoon,
which
takes
the
bridal
J. Warren'
the popular
party to Washington, the wife, still ignorant of effective word arguments from the characterizaseen
at theKerrigan,
theatre
on star,ofwill he
tion
and
the
variety
of
the
scenes.
The catch lines
her
husband's
identity,
upbraids
him
for
his
blackweek in his latesf feature entitled " The Best
mailing tactics that led her into matrimony. And
in handyexpressly
in your for
scheme
exploitaMan." isThe
part of fitted
the resourceful
Secret Service
Gordon is unable to vindicate himself and tell his might tion,come
being written
your ofcopy.
agent
singularly
to the personality
of the
real name until he is safe from the crooks who
star, and he make a likable as well as a comhave pursued them in the journey. Explanations
manding figure in the humorous and dramatic
follow eventually and the bride accepts her husscenes
of
the
picture.
"
The
Best
Man
"
may
be
band with the deepest love and devotion for being
defined as a comedy melodrama, if there is such
resourceful enough to substitute himself for her
a thing in the theatrical dictionary. Throughout
villainous
fiance.
the five reels tense scenes and situations are counterbalanced with unique humorous interludes,
which contrast, of course, gives the feature an
CATCH LINES
excellent balance.
Mystery, adventure and romance are woven toThe idea presents a young detective who is
commissioned by his employer to recover valuable
gether in J. Warren
new picture,
"The
Best Man."
Isn't Kerrigan's
such a mixture
of elements
papers that
by atrouble
gang ofto internationalhave
crooks. been
It is stolen
no great
fulfil
sufficient
to
entertain?
We
think
so
—
that's
why
we've booked it for the
theatre next
his task, but in accomplishing it he never susweek.
pected that it would lead him into matrimony.
The chief had requested him to let nothing stand
How would you like to be sent on a dangerous
in his way — not even marriage if it led to the
capture of the thieves. In making his escape he mission and forced to marry a girl you never saw
stumbled into a church just in time for a happy
before
so that
the task Kerrigan.
is accomplished?
what faced
J. Warren
A SecretThat's
Serlittle
He didn't
knowfiance
the
bride marriage
from Eve, ceremony.
but she thought
him h,er
vice
agent,
his
chief
said
to
him:
"Let nothing
-who had come all the way from England to marry
hinderger, you!
" To recover
the papers
spelledcaught
danbut matrimony
was easier
than being
her. And the worse part of it — the intended
bridegroom was the head of the crooks.
by
the
thieves.
The action shifted from Washington via New
York via Pittsburgh, and in the merry chase the
She was waiting for the bridegroom to appear,
honeymooners were nearly captured by the pursubut she didn't know that he was unable to be
ing thieves. But the long arm of the law swooped
present
for hisyears,
own soceremony.
hadn'tsought
seen
down on the culprits, and the bridal couple dis- him in fifteen
when the She
detective
covered that they were deeply in love. Mr. Ker- refuge in the church, the bride-in-waiting mistook
rigan receives good support from Lois Wilson,
him for her intended husband. So they were marAlfred Whitman, Clyde Benson, R. D. MacLean,
ried. A delicious situation, isn't it? Yet there
and others.
are many more just like it in this exciting Kerrigan picture.
THE STORY
SUGGESTIONS
Cyril Gordon, a member of the U. S. Secret
The name of J. Warren Kerrigan looks like the
Service, is commissioned with the task of recovadvertising bet here, inasmuch as he is one
ering certain papers that have been stolen by the best
of the oldest players in point of service upon the
J. Warren(Hampton-Hodkinson)
Kerrigan in " The Best Man "
Holmans, a gang of international crooks. The
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"MISS

ADVENTURE"—

Highly Adventurous

FOX

Tale of the Sea and Fisher Folk

PEGGY HiLAXD had her work cut out for her in "
forced to go through. This dainty Fox star a stunt
her ability as an athlete she has cjualified to appear
stance. Miss
"
Adventure " is almost a serial so kaleidosc
Its shining light is Peggy Hyland's athletic versatility for
other scheme she practises, so it seems, toward the art of

Miss Adventure.'' if one may judge by the stunts she was
actress? Impossible you would say, still it's true. Through
in any picture that employs stunts — say a serial for inopic are its scenes, though it is not episodic in any way.
she is called upon to sink or swim, fight or run, and every
self-preserv ation.

It is an interesting number, this " Miss Adventure." Being a tale of the sea all the accustomed ingredients are
properly incorporated. Adventure? To be sure. And pathos, sympathy, superstition, intolerance, hate, love,
jealousy and forbearance are tbere lending contrast and conflict. Incongruities and theatrical conventionalities are
happily missing, which, of course, makes the picture fairlv true to life if one can forget its fanciful flight at times.
Miss Hyland is rescued from a mutinous crew by a cabin bov, placed in a cask for protection which is dumped
upon a smuggler's boat, and eventually released and adopted bv an old sea captain. Years elapse but adventure
still pursues her. It takes a villainous turn wben a young scamp attempts to do away with her. Undaunted she becomes afeminine Crusoe on a deserted island and there it is that adventure develops romantically when the cabin
dov. grown to man's estate, comes and takes her away.
The atmosphere of the story is admirably brought out and contributes a note of genuineness to the picture. In
Miss Hyland's support are Tewis Sargent, Frank Brownie
Edward Burns, George Hernandez and George ebb.
All are good types and all do splendid work. Lynn Reynolds adapted and directed the feature. — Length, 5 reels.
— Released May 4. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
In the Prologue (1894)
Jane
Gertie Messenger
Dickie Hamilton
Lewis Sergent
Bog Nichols
Frank Brownlee
In the Story (14 years later)
Jane
Peggy Hyland
Richard Hamilton
Edward
Burns
Bog Nichols
Frank Brownlee
Captain Barth
George Hernandez
Albert Barth
George Webb
Shirley Rockwell
Alice Mason
Story by J. Anthony Roach.
Scenario and direction by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Photography by J. Dev Jennings.
SUGGESTIONS
Probably the best feature to play up in this
film is the fact that Peggy Hyland is something
of an athlete. Most fans are acquainted with her
work, which has been characterized in the past
by a quietness of method. She has been known
as one
of the
screen's
Here she
will
surprise
people
in the dainty
way thatstars.
she carries
out
adventure, so the best plan looks like the angle
of advertising her as appearing in a different kind
of role. She has a large following and a spread
or two for ad copy will interest her friends. You
might mention that she has been identified upon
the English stage in musical comedy.
The story carries its possibilities too. It being a tale of the sea and fisher-folk you can
bring out salient points in the plot. The catch
lines can be used as teasers and will arouse curiThe sense
adventure
which nearlyandeveryone osity.
possesses
willof lure
the picturegoers.
the
title has its advertising value. Make mention that
the picture has thrills in abundance and a fine
vein of romance.
Peggy Hyland, the vivacious young Fox star,
will be seen at the
theatre in her latest
picture.
" Missis aAdventure,"
week. This
story of theon
sea and wasofwritten
for the star by J. Anthony Roach and produced
under the direction of Lynn Reynolds. A word
is
due Mr.Always
Reynolds'
in this
instance.
notedfineas work
a director
the special
detail
of whose pictures is ever realistic, he has in
" Miss efforts.
AdventureHe " hasquite
all ofgood
his
former
donesurpassed
some cracking
pictures of the sea previously and he has shown
how well he knows his subject by these. Is it
any
wonder,
" Missof Adventure
" stands
as one
of thethen,
bestthat
stories
the high seas
and
the little towns that kiss its shores that has ever
been produced?
As for Miss Hyland, the role of Jane, the castaway mirably
daughter
a wealthy
banker,
fits hertown
adwell. of
Growing
up in
a seacoast
Jane becomes at once the tomboy and the pet of
the
the very apple
her adopted
eye.village,
Her romances,
her of
adventures
are father's
all interesting to the extreme, so cleverly have they
been handled by the author and director.
Miss Hyland derives good support from a competent cast of Fox players, chief among which are
George Hernandez, Edward Burns, Frank Brownlee, George Webb and Alice Mason.

THE STORY
While
-traveling
by schooner
San Cavanaugh
Francisco
with his little daughter,
Jane, toBasil
becomes involved in the mutiny of the crew and
is mortally injured. Before dying he entrusts
the child
the care of atocabin
boy. her
Dickie
ilton, to
with instructions
deliver
to aHamSan
Francsco banker and receive a handsome reward.
During the journey the schooner meets a fishing
boat owned
by are
Bog exchanged.
Nichols, a smuggler,
and con-in
traband goods
Jane is secreted
one of the kegs that are given to Nichols and
when he discovers her eventually, a chance is
offered him to gain the reward.
On arriving at the pier. Bog is placed under
arrest by revenue officers and Captain Barth, who
is present at the time, is so affected by the plight
of Jane that he adopts her. Fourteen years pass
by and the girl is the tomboy of the village and
the pride
of the
old man's
heart.
His nephew,
Albert
Barth,
realizing
that Jane
will share
equally
with him
in
the
Captain's
will,
attempts
to discredit her, but is unsuccessful until Bog escapes
from prison.
Using
him
as
a
tool,
Albert
ceives a plan to eliminate Jane by giving hercon-an
adventurous
cruise
on thetheconvict's
boat.
are wellboardout
sea when
smuggler
falls They
overand isatdrowned
and the
boat drifts
to a
desolate island.
Hamilton, the former cabin boy and now a
prosperous business man, happens to spy her while
cruising nearby and effects her rescue. When
young Barth learns that Jane is an heiress in her
own rightment. Buthe itwins
her overcarried
to hisout.
plan Hamilton
of elopeis never
comes upon the scene and effects her rescue the
second time. Thus the former playmates are
reunited.
PROGRAM READER
There are directors and directors and mayhap
the public
payspicture.
little attention
which however,
one directed which
There areto some,
who are noted for the particular class of work
they turn out and whose name stands for the
best in that particular class. Such a director is
Lynn Reynolds, who produced the latest Fox
picture, starring Peggy Hyland and entitled
"theatre
Miss shortly.
Adventure,"
will itbemayseen
at thisis
Mr. which
Reynolds,
be said,
noted for two varieties of pictures, in which he
shines. One is the story of the southern mountains; the other is a story of the sea. " Miss
Adventure
to thisthelatter
is a
picture that" belongs
fairly exudes
salt class.
of the Itocean
and its little seacoast villages. Atmosphere and
detail have been attended to with a fine regard
for realistic effect, with the result that " Miss
Adventure " stands as a little epic of the films.
The story
Anthonyshe Roach
Miss while
Hyland a good byroleJ. which
handles gives
capably,
among those appearing in her support are George
Hernandez, Frank Brownlee, Edward Burns,
George Webb and Alice Mason.
CATCH LINES
She was an orphan of the sea and she grew up
to comfort her adopted father. But she had an
adventurous turn of mind and ran away one day.

Did her escapade result in a romance? See
Peggy Hyland in " Miss Adventure."
to get
herHeroutadopted
of the father's
way andnephew
would attempted
have succeeded
but
for
.
We
cannot
tell
you,
it
would
spoil
the story.
Peggy Hyland in a story of the sea and its
quaint people — a piquant actress in an engrossing
She was left in the care of a cabin boy and he
saw
to it that she was concealed
in a cask.
play.
Years
passed, the little girl ' grew up the tomboy
of a fishing village, and the friends of childhood
days
didn't island.
meet untilThen
they thefound
themselves
on
a deserted
romance
was renewed. It is all told prettily in " Miss Adventure."
girl of it.
the Did
sea. itsheturnbelieved
in adventure
andA found
out happily?
See
Peggy Hyland in her newest Fox picture.
Her father was killed by a mutinous crew and
she was secreted in a cask by a cabin boy. The
cask found its way to a fishing boat and the girl
found her way to the heart of an old sea captain.
With such eventful occurrences in her life is it
any wonder that she was called Miss Adventure?

Peggy Hyland Delivering a Gentle Upper-cut
in " Miss Adventure "
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i

VOW"
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GOLDWYN

Farrar in Picture with Spanish Background

HE

STRONGER VOW " offers Geraldine Farrar the role of a Spanish beauty, Dolores de Cordova. The lady has taken an oath to avenge the foul murder of her brother and is told on her
wedding night that the guilty man is her husband.
Of course the wrong has really been done
by the villain and he is finally apprehended in regular film style.
By comparison with Miss Farrar's former Goldwyn pictures, " The Stronger Vow " pales. The situation of the woman vowing to kill a man, this man eventually winning her love, is rather conventional, but
even so it possesses possibilities. In this instance, however, the purpose of the author in bringing these
two together is so plain that there is no real sustaining interest to carry the action along.
The picture is marked by a number of colorful settings, a Spanish carnival at its height, and the costumes are picturesque. Miss Farrar's performance is creditable, but she does not appear at her best as
far as looks go. Tom Santschi and Milton Sills again appear in her support. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
rlpril 27. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
In
a
Spanish
city
a carnival is at its height
" THE
REDfromLANTERN
Dolores de Cordova
Geraldine Farrar
(Continued
page 3093) "
Juan Estudillo
Milton Sills and Dolores De Cordova, daughter of a long line
of illustrious ancestors, joins in the general gaySenora de Cordova
Kate Lester
bidden City and the tragedy that is enacted within
ety. During the festivities she meets and is at- its ancient walls.
Pedro Toral
■
Tom Santschi
tracted by Juan Estudillo, representative of an
And Nazimova as an Eurasian, through whose
Jose de Cordova
....John Davidson
veins courses the blood of mixed races so that
equally famous Spanish family. But these famBibi Leroux
Hassard Short
there is an eternal conflict of soul, will hold you
By Isola Forrester.
ilies
have
long
been
at
swords'
points
with
one
another. Even the passing generations have
spellbound with the artistry of her impersonation.
Directed by Reginald Barker.
failed to heal wounds a hundred years old.
You will see her in a dual role which is as widely
Photographed by Percy Hilburn.
different
as the two poles, and when you leave
Art direction by Hugo Ballin.
Neither
the happy
other'smemoidentity and Dolores
they partnorto Juan
lingerlearns
on the
the theatre we feel sure that you will exclaim,
day.by Inhis a cousin,
quarrel Pedro
Dolores'
brother,
"There is an actress! " "There is a motion picPROGRAM READER
Jose, riesisof the
killed
Toral.
He
ture!" "The Red Lantern" contains everyfastens the crime on Juan and Dolores takes a
thing that makes a big photoplay. It has a fine
The romance of Dolores and Juan had been
vow
to
mete
out
vengeance
to
him.
pictorial
appeal
brought out in vivid and colorful
touched with the glamour of the real olden days.
The scene then shifts to Paris, where Dolores
backgrounds, and a fascinating story that is logFrom the
moment
they
first
laid
eyes
on
one
anis
living
as
the
adopted
daughter
of
an
aunt.
ically
told
and
capably
acted. If you are looking
other at the carnival in Spain until the day of
his great work in the Secret Serfor
their marriage in the stately church in Paris, Juan, through
miss rare
it. entertainment, we advise you not to
been made a Marquis, and is in Paris
their lives had been successions of adventures of huntingvice, hasdown
an evil band of Apaches of which
the most thrilling sort. The wedding feast was
Pedro is the leader. Again the lovers meet and
SUGGESTIONS
in progress, gayety was at its height, their friends
fail to learn their real identities because of the
were
them happiness
and long
life —toeven
Here is a picture which presents so many
in names. Juan woos Dolores and they
Pedro,wishing
the discarded
suitor, seemed
to rise
the change
are
married.
After
the
ceremony
Pedro
informs
angles for exploitation that if you only concenoccasion as he raised his glass to his lips and
trated upon one of them it should fill your coffers
his cousin of the true identity of her husband.
proposed a toast to the bride and groom. Dolores
to the brim. It has been heralded far and wide
is horror-struck and turns from him.
was supremely happy at that moment, but at the SheLater
so
that
the mere suggestion that you will present
Pedro's Pedro
band
next her happiness seemed dashed to a thousand
it at your theatre on a specified date is sufficient
and Juan Dolores
is luredis tomade
theircaptive
den by bya trick.
little bits! It was something Pedro told her in has
to
attract
patronage. Yet on the other hand the
worked
Dolores
up
to
the
point
where
she
is
secret about Juan. It was something she could willing to kill her husband, but the police invade
advertising possibilities of the production are so
never forgive, never! She had taken her oath on
great
that
they should be utilized, if for no other
the
place
just
in
time,
and
with
their
coming
the
that — loved
but husband,
she never
that What
Juan, was
her this
be- truth is made clear regarding Pedro's plot. So
reason than that an opportunity like this one
could dreamed
be the man!
husband
and
wife
ultimately
find
happiness
with
doesn't come
every day. andTheso picture
is so im-in
that Pedro whispered into her astonished, agonafter the troublesome Pedro has depres ive, so spectacular,
extraordinary
ized ears? It is revealed in the resounding cli- one another
parted from their lives for good and all.
tone and quality that it should be exploited fully
of " Thestarring
Stronger
Vow," Farrar,
the latest
two weeks before it is shown. Exploitation sugwynmax picture
Geraldine
which Goldwill
gestions will be infound
in the Special Service SecCATCH LINES
be shown here shortly. It is laid in old Spain
tion elsewhere
this issue.
and Paris, and is a production of the utmost
At one moment she was supremely happy with
artistry from every one of its angles. Milton
her husband — it was the wedding feast and everySills is seen as Juan, while Thomas Santschi apone was wishing them long life and happiness.
At the next moment she had turned cold. She
pears as Pedro. Don't miss " The Stronger
had heard something regarding her husband that
Vow."
she could never forgive! What was it? See
PRESS NOTICE
" The Stronger Vow."
Geraldine Farrar, the Goldwyn favorite, will be
A picture laid in old Spain — as beautiful and
seen again at the
theatre on
of romantic
as any castles in the air you ever
week in her latest production entitled
builded — see Geraldine Farrar in " The Stronger
"Spanish
The Stronger
Vow."
This
is
a
picture
with
a
setting, and affords the famous actress
the role of a beautiful Senorita who takes a vow
She found that her vow of vengeance had to
be carried out on the husband she adored! See
to
avengefateherto brother's
similar
the guiltymurder
man. byIn meting
her huntoutfora " The Stronger Vow."
the man she is misguided by a cousin who desires
Vow."
to make her his own, with the result that on her
Which is the stronger? The vow at the marwedding night he informs her that her husband
riage altar or the vow of vengeance? See " The
is the murderer. She is horror-struck at the
thought of what she has done. The question then
Stronger Vow."
arises which vow she shall carry through — the
A picture laid in the land of true romance —
"oflove,
honor andwhich
obey she
" of took
the altar
the dead
oath
vengeance
overor her
Spain.
SUGGESTIONS
brother's
But asat ifthehappiness
last moment,
moment whenbody.
it seems
would anever
In advertising this story lay particular stress
be hers, the villainy of her cousin is exposed and
all ends for the best.
on the locale — Spain — and the beauty and color
Miss Farrar appears to striking advantage in of its scenes. Play up the title and follow it up
the star part, and has the benefit of excellent as- with catch lines repeating the two vows, the marriage vow and the oath of vengeance. The first
sisting performances rendered by Milton Sills as
the husband and Thomas Santschi as the cousin.
catch line printed elsewhere on this page also
The story was written by Isola Forrester, the plays up a good advertising point, as it arouses
an interest in the story. The same idea is elabwell-known
while Barker.
it was produced
orated in the Program Reader. These seem to be
the directionnovel;st,
of Reginald
The five under
reels
contain a number of picturesque Spanish settings,
the proper angle for you to follow in presenting
pictures to your patrons.
peopled with hundreds of supernumeraries in na- theThose
concerned in the production and the
tive costume. The carnival scenes are a veritable
delight. The whole oicture, in fact, is endowed
supporting members of the cast are also worthy of
attention, as their work on previous Goldwyn picwith
a
production
that
reaches
the
heights
of
artistry.
tures has attracter" favorable attention.
Geraldine Farrar in " The Stronger Vow "
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EXHIBITOR

■■ For Better, For Worse " — DeMille-Arteraft
IF good cast, flawless direction, sharp and distinct photography
that is most pleasing to the eye, lavish settings, pretty women's
dresses, or the most careful treatment in general :— if the combination of all these elements is what makes your patrons form a
favorable opinion of a picture, irrespective of the sort of emotions
the story attraction,
may appealbecause
to, thenit ''For
Better,
is anat
excellent
possesses
all For
theseWorse''
elements
their best. They have been handled as only Air. De Mille knows
how — but if the impression the story leaves behind is what counts
the most, then it may be considered as having fallen wide of its
mark, because such impression is sad and leaves the spectator in
*
mind.
frame theof story,
anTounhappy
begin with,
at the very start, fastens itself on a
feature that is weak and shaky. Following this are other features,
which, from an entertaining angle, may be considered fully as
weak or more so, as they are repulsive to a great many.
One of the bad features and one that might be looked upon with
joy by Germans and by their sympathizers, is the utilization by
an American soldier of a church steeple as an observation post.
In the crumbling of the steeple, after a sever bombardment, one
of the principal characters is caught in — he is badly injured, his
right arm and the left side of his face being badly crushed. Later
on, his face is repaired and his arm replaced with a wooden one.
Although the crushed face is never shown to the spectator, while
in a mangled shape, the implication nevertheless is so strong that
the effect it has upon the mind is none the less realistic; and after
it is mended and healed, it looks too hideous.
With the exception of Mr. Griffith, Mr. DeMille is the one other
director whose name means something to the picture going public ;
so, as far as this picture drawing the crowds for you is concerned,
if you have played his other attractions and have pulled the crowds,
there is no reason wiry this one should not do the same thing.
Released April 27. Length, 7 reels.
" A Place in the Sun " — Triangle
H ixA PLACE
Sun"'British
was produced
in Great
As
Comparedin totheother
product, this
pictureBritain.
is as good
ai any ever placed on the American market. The cast is excellent ;the direction, as well as the continuity, first class ;
while the photography, with the exception of a few scenes, is
sharp and distinct
The story was taken from the book by Cyril Harcourt; it
follows the usual lines of British novel construction, wherein
men of rank and fortune fall in love with pretty girls cf poor
circumstances, and vice versa. In this instance, a love union
results between the principals, a wealthy young man and a poor
but pretty girl. To the distracted brother of the girl, the hero
states that he .loves his sister sincerely, but as his father will
disinherit him if he marries her, and as he admits he is incapable
of supporting her were he to be thus cut off, he is averse in
doing so. lest they both suffer from poverty. The kind-hearted
sister of the lover, however, purposely compromises herself
with the brother of the girl, thus compelling the obstinate father
to consent to her brother's union with his sweetheart. In the
end, she also marries the brother of the girl, whom she secretly
loved all the while.
Although the subject is of a delicate nature, the resultant
picture is not "raw," because it has been handled with care;
contrary to the press sheet that is to be fnrnished you by the
distributors, however, there is not a single comedy :-ituation in
it. that element having been lost in the translation. Released
May 4. Length, 5 reels.
" The Rescuing Angel " — Paramount
YOUR patrons will no doubt derive more enjoyment out of
this picture than they have yet derived out of any of Miss
Shirley
Mason's
past contributions.
It is a light
of the most
pleasing
sort, wherein humor,
actioncomedy
of plot,drama
and
human appeal, are cleverly interweaved all through the play.
A daughter's sacrifice of her happiness in order to save her
bankrupt father, forms the foundation of the plot; it has been
taken from the stage play of the same name by Clare Krummer.
The heroine gives up her youthful lover and marries a wealthy
man ; but when the husband finds out that she married him for
his money, becomes enraged and prepares to sue for a divorce.
In the end. however, he finds out that her motive was praiseworthy,
and that she really loves him; so they again become reconciled."
" The Rescuing Angel " should prove suitable for any audience,
high or low brow. — Released April 6. — Length, 5 Reels.

REVIEWS

" After His Own Heart " — Metro
THE originality of the story, as well as the various pleasurable
elements, such as suspense, comedy, surprise, etc., that have
been
cleverly interwoven
it, make predominates.
this picture a" first class
entertainment.
The comedyin element
The hero, now impoverished, finds a letter on his desk, advising him, if he wants to make a quarter of a million dollars
easy money, to follow a certain person who is to call on him
the next' day. At the appointed time he follows the stranger,
and is conducted to a famous surgeon's. There he is informed
that his heart is to be removed and grafted on an old man, replacing it with
the performed
old man's such
heart.
the querry
hero
whether
he has
an At
operation
before,ofthethedoctor
answers he had, — on two dogs, but they had both died.
As the picture deals with doctors and operations, you might
take it for granted that the subject is gruesome; there is not
one situation in it that might be called such : on the contrary,
they are all laughable. The picture should have a wide appeal.
Released April 28. Length, 5 reels.
" Something to Do " — Paramount
BOGUS
Lords,
formeras waiters
and va*lets,
by an
employment agency
the genuine
article; introduced
the unscrupulous
social ambitions of an ignorant as well as illiterate woman, who,
through the help of a crooked doctor, cencrives to place her
brother in an insane asylum and thus enjoy his wealth: the
desire of
to have her
brother'sthus
beautiful
daughter
marry
onethisof woman
these supposed
noblemen,
furthering
her
ambitions ; the accidental mixing in of the hero, who eventuaily
rescues the wealthy brother from the net of the sister, in the
end marrying the pretty daughter; — all these happenings have
intelligently and in an interesting manner ;ren woven into a
story, ably put into a picture.
After the first reel or so, the action of the- plot becomes brisk
and rapid, and is so maintained to the very end. Some of the
situations offer also some thrills.
The picture is clean and should offer your patrons a good
evening's entertainment. Released April 13. Length, 5 reels.
" The Stronger Vow " — Goldwyn
THE general atmosphere in this photoplay, in many respects,
resembles that of "Carmen," a picture that marked Miss
Farrar's entrance into the screen world. As in "Carmen," murand revenge
in 'The
Stronger
Vow."
dcsls derwith
Spanish are
life,the
firstmotives
in costume,
because
the picture
openslc
shewing a Spanish Carnival celebration; it then shifts to Paris,
among high diplomats as well as among Apaches.
While the story gives the star an opportunity to show her
acting skill, it lacks emotional appeal, such as would please a
modern American audience; it is nothing but an operatic spectacle,
designed to please the eye rather than the feelings.
As far as drawing the crowds is concerned, you ought to know
by this time, provided you have played her other pictures, what
she whether
can do for
but care
as far
it " all Released
depends
on
theyyou;
would
for asa entertaining
picture of thisthem,
nature.
April 27. Length, 5 reels.
" Greased Lightning " — Paramount
CHARLES RAY successfully again impersonates the role of a
country boy, in a story built along the lines that have made
him popular. In this instance, he is a blacksmith and an inventor.
The picture opens showing him demonstrating his huge potato
peeler to a committee of the most prominent citizens of his little
town, including the banker, whose daughter he loves. For a
while, the demonstration is successful, until something goes
wrong and everybody seeks cover.
The girl likes automobiles, so he is determined to buy one;
so he exchanges his potato peeler for one brought in by a farmer
for repairs. He puts it into such a fine trim that, not only he
takes part in the races and wins, but also chases and catches
the bank robbers, who had held up the banker and looted the
safe. Since he is a hero now, the banker has no objections in
having him as a son-in-law.
Comedy and thrills are plentiful in the picture; it should
appeal to all tastes. Released April 20. Length, 5 reels.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to February 3, 1919.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(APR. 6)
MAY 3
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
News. Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — M. P.
" Mary
" A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business."
well." —WIFE,
Consensus
" Good THE
picture,
good puller." MARY MACLAREN
AMAZING
(UNIVERSAL)
Consensus —OF" Good
average(PATHE)
puller." BESSIE LOVE
THE picture,
CORNERS
(APR. 7)
:(Six Parts)
> MAR. 29 CAROLYN
(MAR.
9)
MAR. 1
on which (RAVER-HODKINSON)
vou can go the limit." — M.LEAH
P. News.
AS" Here's
A MANoneTHINKS
BAIRD
" Strong story but a little loose. Human touches plentiful. — M. P. News.
(APR. 27)
MAY 3
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Good, but very light show.
Bessie Love has not drawing power." " One of the most pleasing
" New
News. four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
stories I have shown in a long time. Big business."
AS THE SUN WENT DOWN (METRO) EDITH STOREY
Consensus
— " TO
GoodMEpicture,
average puller."
CHARGE IT
(AMERICAN)
MARGARITA FISHER
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 22
(MAY
5)
MAY 3
" Edith Storey in screen version of Baker's play." — M. P. News,
Star continues her frolicsome career in slender comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture just fair. Star does not draw in this "
CHILD
OF
M'SIEU
(TRIANGLE)
BABY
MARIE
OSBORNE
house."
some order."
great comedy throughout but in some places tends
(FEB. 16)
FEB. 22
toe much " onHasserial
"Film
lacks
heart
interest,
action
and
suspense."
—
M.
P.
News.
Consensus
—
"Fair
picture,
average
puller."
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (MAY 4)
APR. 26
ExhibitorAGAIN
CommentSMITH
— " Big (HODKINSON)
business."
COME
J. W. KERRIGAN
(Six Parts)
(FEB. 10)
FEB: 1
"
As
satisfactory
as
all
the
Harry
Carey
pictures."
—
M.
P.
News.
BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE (SELECT) MARION DAVIES. .FEB. 10
" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A dandy comedy drama to big business." " PicExhibitor Comment — " Pleased to average business and believe that this
ture well liked. Star just average." " A nice clean program picture to
star will come out after all." " Fair picture. Not much as money
average business." " Fine comedy drama. Kerrigan in a role in
getter." " Just fair. Might have been good without Marion, but she
will never ' arrive.' Her name in front means ' good-night receipts.' "
which
excels."
Consensus-he—CLAY
" Fine (PATHE)
picture, good
puller." WARD (MARCH 2) FEB. 8
Consensus — " Fair picture, good puller."
COMMON
FANNIE
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
SPECIAL
CAST
(MAR.
17)..
MAR.
8(Seven Parts)
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-office attrac" Novel and very entertaining ; characterizations good." — M. P. News.
tion. Bigthree
business
seven days,
days." then" Big
first extra
two days,
then
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long for
extra big
following
big business
and finishing
big again
patrons.
Disappointing
to
the
gallery."
"
Decidedly
different.
Went
over fine, especially with the better element. Well worth while playon the —seventh
Consensus
" Fine day."
picture, strong puller."
ing. Good business against bad weather."
COURAGEOUS
COWARD, THE
Consensus — " Pleasino picture, big puller."
SESSUE
HAYAKAWA
(APR. (ROBERTSON-COLE)
14)
APR. 26
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION
(METRO)
BERT
LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
■COURAGE
" Story of great
interest;
Japanese
lovers
united."
—
M.
P.
News.
FOR TWO
(WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
" MelodramaTRAIL,
with power
pathos, and BertMONROE
Lytell." — SALISBURY
M. P. News.
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
BLINDING
THE and(UNIVERSAL)
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—"
Big
business two SPECIAL)
days."
" Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
CREAKING
STAIRS 10)
(UNIVERSAL
MARY MAC
LAREN (FEB.
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
" Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
story
of
suspense
and
thrills
with no padExhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
ding but everybody on the job every second. Big to average business."
average business."
" Lytell's popularity is increasing wonderfully
"
Ordinary
picture
to
average
business."
with every release."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
CRY OF THE WEAK, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Fannie Ward in an absorbing play of crime and punishment." — M. P.
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
News.
BOOTS (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (FEB. 16)
MAR. IS DAUGHTER
OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY (MAR. 30)
" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — -" Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasDreams.'
like Madge
here busibut
ing." "Splendid in pleasing power and Miss Gish is coming strong."
NOT in theWith
kindtheof same
stuff star.
GoldwynTheyis handing
out Kennedy
lately. Poor
" Didn't draw although a good picture. Dorothy Gish not popular
here." " Average business seven days."
DELICIOUS
LITTLE DEVIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAE
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
MURRAY (APR. 27)
MAY 3
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9). .MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
"A highly
pleasing comedy
with
Mae Murray
starred."CAST
— M. P. News.'
ECHO
OF
YOUTH,
THE
(GRAPHIC)
SPECIAL
" A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the bell." — M. P. News.
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
Exhibitor Comment — " Good, interesting picture. Good in any house.
Don't advance prices. Big business three days." " Average business
" Castness."
is good and picture is clean and compelling." — M. P. News
four
days
"
"
The
title
as
well
as
type
of
picture
is
passe
in
this
town.
END
OF
THE
GAME,
THE
(HODKINSON)
J.
WARREN
KERWe have not done regular business on any Rex Beach picture since
RIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
'The Barrier' and 'Auction Block.'"
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
was
the
worst
of
any
of
the
late
Kerrigan
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
pictures. MAGDALENE,
Average to poor THE
business."
ETERNAL
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WILBUR (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Opened
to
big
business
in
spite
of
heavy
rain
" Shows its age plainly. Hot stuff for hero worshippers." — M. P. News.
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL LEWIS
early in afternoon People satisfied."
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5 EXPERIMENTAL
MARRIAGE
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
"Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
News.
" Stage play successfully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXQUISITE
THIEF,
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA
DEAN
CAMBRIC
MASK,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story."- — M. P. News.
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EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12
"Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
EYES(APR.
"OF 20)
THE SOUL (ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON MAY •
"A beautiful
story Presented
a beautiful
way.' (APR.
— M. 21)
f. N ews. MAY 3
FALSE
EVIDENCE
(METRO) in VIOLA
DANA
"
Rebellious
heroine
finds
expression
in
the
woods."
—
M.
P. News.
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALTHALL
(FEB. 16)
(Seven Parts)
MAR. 1
" Strong melodrama of the spy sort; should please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " We were disappointed in the business done on
this." " Went over big.'' '" A real feature. Producers overplayed
Walthall
in allAverage
their paper
and photos. Handicapped its money "getting powers.
business."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production,
strong HARRY
puller." CAREY
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Big
business."
FIGHTING
DESTINY
(VITA
GRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
"
Star
in
another
fine
fighting
picture
mvstery
touch."30)
— M. P. APR.
News. 12
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOMwith MIX
(MAR.
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." *' Tom Mix draws ioo per cent, in my city."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
good puller." RUPERT JULIAN
FIRE FLINGERS,
THE (UNIVERSAL)
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
"
Hold
interest
from
first
to
last;
dual
role
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
FIT TO WIN (PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS) MAR. 2
APR. 12
"If it is presented properly it will do immeasureable good." — M. P' News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business
three
days."
FOLLIES
GIRL, THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
"FORBIDDEN
ROOM,
THE
(FOX)
GLADYS
BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
"Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
Average THE
business."
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pass it up. fellows. Poor business one dav "
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).:FEB. 8
■" Heart
News. appeal is there and photography and sets also good." — M. P.
Exhibitor
— " Tust(FOX)
fair toMADLAlNE
averaee business."
GAMBLING Comment
IN SOULS
TRAVERSE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyone. Average business." " Average picture, average business." " Picture good but star does not draw."
Consensus — Good picture, average puller."
GENTLEMAN
QUALITY,
A ' (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS OF(MAR.
17)
MAR. 15
"
Parle
Williams
in
novel
dual
role."
— M. MARION
P. News. DAVIES
GETTING MARY MARRIED (SELECT)
(APR. 13).
APR. 19
" Marion (WORLD)
Davies getsVIOLET
good storv;
excellent(MAY
picture."
— -M. P. News. MAY 3
GINGER
PALMER
5)
" Story
of bov and THE
girl love
excellently performed."
P. News.
GIRL
PROBLEM,
(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE— M.
GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
Exhibitor
picture. THE
Poor business."
GIRL
WHO Comment
STAYED— "Fair
AT HOME,
(ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
<:
GRIFFITH'S
(MAR.production
23)
APR. 5
" Hardly
a flaw from
angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
" Proved adays
very were
satbig subjects."
and two following
average business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
GOOD GRACIOUS ANNABELLE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
(MAR. 2)
APR. 5
" Regular Billie Burke type of film; mining atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Billie Burke's last and our box office is glad.
Average business."
HAND INVISIBLE, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyt's directorial debut."- — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH
MARRIED
(PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business." " Delightful
little picture of a pleasing quality. Average business."
" Consensus — " Fine picture, average puller."
HEART
IN PAWN,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentGood
— " Very
picture.shots.Average
business."
"Splendid picture.
settings.good Fine
Excellent
acting.
Big
business Sundays."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
JAN. 25
" Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
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HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
"Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that" pleased our patrons.
BusinessOF bigMEN
and (HIRAM
average." ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
HEARTS
(APR. 27). (sy2 Reels)
APR. 19
" Beban wins your sympathy ; good film results." — M. P. News.
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16)..... MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
Full of action
has human
part."by —Mix
M. P.
News.In time
Commentand— interest;
" A goodstar
picture
well liked
fans.
will be a wonderful drawing card." " Best Western yet to big busines ." "Greatest Western ever made. Get this one by all means."
Consensus
picture, (UNITED)
strong puller."FLORENCE REED
HER
CODE— "OFFineHONOR
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
*' Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Opened to average and then
HOUSE
A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
to
bigDIVIDED,
business."
BREAMER
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
....MAY 3
News.
"Entertaining
with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should OFsatisfy
all; clean THE
romance
well produced."
— M. P. News.
ISLAND
INTRIQUE,
(METRO)
MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should GET
give substantial
; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY
YOUR GUNsatisfaction
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business." " Star's
first two killed him. This was a good picture." " Average business
Consensus
— " Good picture, (METRO)
ordinary puller."
three days."
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
HALE HAMILTON
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 1
"Average
comedy
drama
made
interesting
because Big
of star."
— M. P.firstNews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking.
business
day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
Average business." " A very pleasing picture but star will never be
a box office
attraction."
Consensus
— " Good
picture, good Puller."
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JUNE 1) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor business two days." " Billie Rhodes surely a winner."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
LIGHT OF VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
picture. THEBig business."
LIONeach AND
MOUSE,
THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 22
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — i" Fine picture but weather hurt business." " Well
liked. If all of Joyce's pictures were handled as well, Vitagraph
would have bigger business on their program. Extra big business."
" Inclement weather all week. Big business." " Great. Joyce is
adorable." " Big business two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LITTLE COMRADE (PARAMOUNT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in value.
Poor business."
LITTLE
INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
7)
APR. 5
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL DALY
J MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" Lomedy drama of the lighter type; heroine pleasing." — M. P. News.
LITTLE WHITE SAVAGE, A (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
" Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Great comedy. Different.
Average —business."
Consensus
" Good picture, average fuller."
LONGB. WALTHALL
LANE'S TURNING,
(ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRYFEB. 22
(FEB. THE
10)
News.
" Storv improbable but should please great, number of fans." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture excellent, star good, weather against us.'
LOVE AUCTION, THE (FOX) PEARSON (FEB. 9)
FEB. 22
"Exhibitor
Charged Comment
with high— power
M. P.These
News. kind of stories
Actingemotionalism."
good, story —poor.
kill the picture business. Poor to average business." " Tust ordinary.
."Average business." "Average business." Photography good but
story awful. Hurts our Fox business." " One of these titles that
create curiosity. ' Let's see.' Directing good. Story well balanced.
Big business." " Big business." " Just fair picture to poor business."
Consensus — " Fair picture, averpge puller."
LOVE CALL. THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
Simple Western story colored with star's personality." — M. P. News.
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LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
....MAR. 29
"Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE HUNGER, THE (HODKINSON) LILLIAN WALKER
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Wild
News. melodrama; story to blame; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
LOVE THAT DARES, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(APR. 20)
....MAY 3
" Star
News.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P ■
MADE IN AMERICA (HODKINSON)
(FEB. 16
MAR. 1
(Eight Parts)
" Shows making of American soldier, stages of training." — M. P. News.
MAGGIE
PEPPER
(PARAMOUNT)
ETHEL CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 21
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. Neuic
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
Consensus
"Satisfactory
good puller." TOM MOORE
." — HIS
MAN daysAND
MONEY, picture,
A (GOLDWYN)
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
" Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture to poor business."
" Very
good. A winner. Extra big business three days." " Good comedy
drama to big business. They like Tom Moore here."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
MANDARIN'S GOLD (WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
" Well cast drama sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
goodsupport
story capably
handled by Itthepleased
gorgeously
gowned Comment
Kittie. —And" A her
was satisfactory.
our
patrons, and that's what we are in business for. Big business."
"Average business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
MAN HUNTER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
(Six Parts)
" No chance for a kick here ; fits star exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of his best pictures. Will always do business.
One of best men stars in film. Big business." " ioo per cent, picture
to big business." " Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
MAN IN THE OPEN, A (UNITED) DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
"Star's second ' United' is big in every respect." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business, fine picture." " A great picture
and a great cast. Could not handle crowds either day." " Very good
but patrons do not want Western pictures."
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
MAN OF HONOR, A. (SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
" Star in characteristic role; a colorful picture." — M. P. News.
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to average business."
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
MARRIAGE
FOR CONVENIENCE,
A (KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL) CATHERINE CALVERT (FEB. 24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in action and character portrayals." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life and touches the heart strongs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star improving. Very good picture. Average
business." ROMANCE, A (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
MIDNIGHT
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' Favorable comments from patrons, high class patronage." " Big business
seven days/'
Consensus
— " Pleasing picture, big puller."
MILLIONAIRE PIRATE, THE (BLUEBIRD) MONROE SALISBURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. IS
" Story of impossible kind, but good acting puts it over." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentaudience.
— " Excellent
cast business."
and splendid acting put this story
over to pleased
Average
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITA GRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing star and story to average business."
MOLLY
OF THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN) MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
" Should prove entertaining to all; clean theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business." Splendid picture to big business."
Concensus — " Good picture, good puller."
MONEY
CORRAL,
THE (ARTCRAFT)
WM. S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Familiar yet appealing plot is basis of star's vehicle." — M. P. News.
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MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH (PARAMOUNT)
MARGUERITE CLARK (FEB. 9)
MAR. 1
" This is Miss Clark's best picture in a long time." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gave excellent satisfaction. Big and average
business." " Big business seven days." " Very pleasing. Average
business." " Best Clark picture for months. Extra big business three
days." " Went big and they liked it. Extra big business."
Consensus
Fine picture,
puller."WALSH (MAR. 16) MAR. 29
NEVER SAY— " QUIT
(FOX) good
GEORGE
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York.'
Opened big business with extra big business the second day."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, bio putter."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 1
"
Weak
story
little (GOLDWYN)
star handles well;
should please."
— M. P.New*ONE WEEK OFthatLIFE
PAULINE
FREDERICK
(APR. 13)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satisOUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17)
FEB. 1
(Seven Parts)
" Afaction."
triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Nothadhera four
best day
but run
good.
Big picture
businesshouse
fourindays.
First timeComment
a picture— has
in any
this
city." " High brows out in force. Picture highly praised and merited
same." " Great picture, wonderful star. I cannot imagine why such
good attractions as this fall down at the box-office."
Consensus
— " Excellent
production, strong
puller."FREDERICK
PAID
IN FULL
(PARAMOUNT)
PAULINE
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two days."
" Drew —fine" Excelent
and they production
liked it. ,Big
Consensus
big business."
puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
(MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's
personality
wins aaain." ENID
— M. P.BENNETT
News.
PARTNERS
THREE
(PARAMOUNT)
(MAR. 23)....
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days." " Fine picto average HER
business."
PEGGY tureDOES
DARNDEST
(METRO) ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" A May Allison comedy that registers nicely." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Lent and bad weather brings average business."
" Good comedy but no drawing card."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, average
puller."GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
PEPPY
POLLY
(PARAMOUNT,
DOROTHY
" Tears and laughs and under- it all, good propaganda." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
i" They reform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3
The eccentric Mabel of olden days in a good comedy." — M. P. News.
PETTIGREW'S
GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
pictures."
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
" Heart interest is exceptional ; war romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Very good picture and one of many with war
background
to even
average
business."
PITFALLS
OF toA getBIGawayCITY
(FOX)
GLADYS
BROCKWELL
(APR. 13)...
APR. 19
"
If
you're
looking
for
big
melodrama,
here
it
is."
—
M. P.WASHBURN
News.
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT
(MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out in droves."
Consensus
— " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY
GIRL'S
HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
(MAR. 15)..
APR. 5
"New sty'ii picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big down to average business." " Drew big but disappointed
everybody.— " Fair
Story picture,
rotten. average
Our patrons
Consensus
puller."said so."
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" Story
a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque." —
M. P. ofNews.
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
"Exhibitor
Helps youComment
greet your
patrons
with
a
broad
grin."
—
M.
P.
News.
— " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
days." " Very good picture. Satire on Western. Average business."
" Fair surface picture with a light story."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
PUPPY LOVE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Receipts, picture and comment ' rotten.' "
PUT FISHER
UP YOUR(MAR.
HANDS
(AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA MAR. 15
16)
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down town house."
Consensus— " Good picture, big puller."
QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(APR. 21)
APR. 26
" Vivid story of marital unhappiness in melodrama." — M. P. News.
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REBELLIOUS BRIDE. THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
.
MAR. 29
'' Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — 3f. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
bie
business."
REGULAR FELLOW. A TRIANGLE
TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)...
APR. 19
" Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — 31. P. News.
RESCUING ANGEL. THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(APR. 6.)
MAY 3
"Light and airy; should capture any audience." — 31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
business." WALLACE REID
ROARING
ROAD. —THE" Average
/PARAMOUNT
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
" Fast and exciting picture with hair-raising climax." — 21. P. News.
SANDY
BURKE
OF THE U-BAR-U (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
.FEB. IS
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — 31. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busines ." "Very good. They like this star here, Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business." " Pleased, good business." " Star
very pleasing but had poor support. Better business second day."
big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
SATAN, JUNIOR (METRO) VIOLA DANA (MAR. 3)
MAR. IS
Star is excellent in new role." — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture to good business." "All good; no
exception. Big to extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
" One of best
Marie Osborne
pictures; heart SPECIAL)
appeal." — Id.MAE
P. News.
SCARLET
SHADOW.
THE (UNIVERSAL
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
" Fans mil no doubt like this one; comedy is entertaining." — il.P.Xews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as recent Mae Murray productions.
AverageENVELOPE.
business." THE (BLUEBIRD) FRITZI BRUNETTE
SEALED
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare favorably with many successful specials." — -21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "' Average business."
SHADOWS OF SUSPICION
(SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
LockwoodComment
picture —starts
ueil
but
slumps
at
finish."
—
21.
P.
News.
" Fine business. Patrons well satisfied." " Excellent picture, big business." " Average business two days."
SHERIFF'S
SON. THE
PARAMOUNT'
CHARLES RAY .APR. 12
(MAR. 30)
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew bie on double bill and thev liked it."
SILENT
i.VITAGRAPH>
HARRY
T. MOREY FEB. IS
(FEB. STRENGTH
17)
" Dual role subject that looks good. Should please all." — 21. P. News.
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
SILK(MAR.
LINED31)
BURGLAR, THE~(UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA DEAN
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — 21. P. News.
.MAR. 21
SILVER GIRL, THE PATHE
FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6)..M
SIS HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. IS
" Characterization is good; picture above the average." — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture. After your patrons have
had
lookSheat 'Mickey*
Normand
have to gocannot
some get
to stories
please our
patrona sL
is either going
back will
or Goldwyn
for
her. Not the Mabel of Keystone days. Big to average business."
'" Big business three days.'" " Comedy dramas very popular. Extra
big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, big puller."
SMILES (FOX) JANE AND KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23). ..MAR. 8
" Lee children in one that sets a record for them." — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The public will he»-e to read half this picture.
Jumped from average to extra big business." " Pleased immensely
to extra big business." " Their best kid picture. Big business." " Best
the Lee kids have done. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
" Story of pleasing sort; player's personality helps." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Star
not known
but coming
new typeComment
of Western
picture.
Opered here"
average
business fast
first Splendid
dav and
last day to big business." " Our patrons are not so strong for Westbut they likegetsBennison.
business."
" Theyandlikeplaved
Bennison
here.ernsBusiness
bigger withAverage
each feature
released
with
this star. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
" Star shines in rcle of a pious chorus girl." — 31. P. News.
• Exhibitor
" AverageAverage
businessbusiness."
rwo days."' " As eood as the
usual MaeComment
Marsh — picture.
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
STITCH IN TIME. A (VITA GRAPH)
GLADYS LESLIE
(MAY S)
MAY 3
Star
simulates
aladness
in
an
appealing
stor\."
P Xcws
TASTE OF LIFE. A (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH— 21ROBERTS
(MAR. 2)
MAR. IS
One that will stand bn^sting: storv handled rarrfullv" — \f P \~r-cs
TEST(APR.
OF HONOR,
THE PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE'"
6)
APR. 19
John Barrvmore — enough said, even in dramatic role " — \f P Yews
THAT'S
GOOD drama
(METRO)
HALE
(MAR. —24)...
" This comedy
a trifle
slow, HAMILTON
but mildly amusing."
31. P."...APR.
News. S
Exhibitor
average Comment
business."— " Just fair. Average business." " That's eood to
Consensus — " Gn**d picture, average puller."
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THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronise this type." — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." — "" Nesbit
is a goner."
Consensus
Good picture,
good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-starMENcast inANDbest World
in six months." — MARGUERITE
31. P. News.
THREE
A GIRLrelease(PARAMOUNT)
CLARK (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — Very cute for ladies. Average business three
days." " Average business seven days."
Consensus — *' Pleasing picture, average puller."
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Strong
with (PATHE)
political setting."
— 31. (FEB.
P. News.9,
TODD
OF melodrama
THE TIMES
KEENAN
FEB. 1
" Star's work is good and story has been treated well." — 31. P. Neus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good actor, but has no drawing power here.
Plavs (TRIANGLE)
are too slow." OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30) ....MAR. 29
TOTON
'* Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — 31. P. News.
Exhibitor
business."
TRICK
OF Comment
FATE. —A " Average
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BARRI SCALE
(FEB. 24)
..MAR. 1
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing story. Above the average program picture." " A little better than average program picture. Everybody pleased. Fair business two days." " Star's work very good.
Consensus
— " Fine picture, good puller."
Big business."
TURN
IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
" I his one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — 21. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
Patrons
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
showed bie(DEbusiness."
TWILIGHT
LUXE) DORIS KENYON (FEB. 23) MAR. 8
(Six Parts)
" Delightful picture of youth; construction is good." — 31. P. News.
TWO (FEB.
BRiDES,
THE' (PARAMOUNT)
LINA CAVALIERI MAR. IS
9)
"An artistic production that also has the punch." — 31. P. Npws.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor star, too old, poor business." " Nice to look
at, but certainly no punch to it. Poor business." " Nothing but posing.
Poor business."
Consensus
— " Fair picture, ordinary puller."
UNKNOWN
LOVE. 'THE i PATHE
1 DOLORES CASSINELLI APR. 19
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts)..
" War and Love iwined in Perrefs production." — 3f. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Exceedingly pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — 31. P.
News. ■
UNPARDONABLE
SIN, THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
SWEET
(Nine Parts)
(APR. 6
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
—
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perdirected, good" Aphotography,
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
seven days." HAND, THE (WORLD)
UNVEILING
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
"A melodrama that often oversteps bounds." — 31. P. News.
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" Earle Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — 31. P. News.
WAY OF THE STRONG. THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
News. triangle picture thai ranks well up to 3fr(r - ?rage." — M. P.
" Eternal
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
" From poor to average business."
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5
(Six Parts)
News. interest all the way; discriminating
" Holds
fans may find fault." — 3/. P.
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS (ROBERTSON-COLE)
GRACE DARMOND (FEB. 10)
MAR. 8
" Looks good enough for treatment as a special production." — 3f.P.Netcs.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
picture
that
failed
to
draw
even
average
business." " No one raved about this n-ne hut did averaee business
two days." " Good picture, good business and exceptionally good proConsensus — " Average picture, average puller."
WHENduction."
A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
Western
plav
with
Wm.
Stowell
taking
more leading part than the star. Well received and showed gooda
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
direction."
"
Theda
Bara
makes
miraculous
escape
from
Germany."
—
if.
P.
S'rws.
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. S
•"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — 3f. P. Neus.
WHERE
THE %VEST BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
" Another good picture to William Russell list." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
Big Bill Russell's best to date. Has every element necessary to
make A-i picture. Extra big business."
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong puller"
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Lamar — A new modern motion picture theatre 'is being erected
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12 here.
"
Of
the
light,
pleasant
variety;
should
please
all."
—
M.
P.
News.
GEORGIA
WICKED DARLING, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(FEB. 24)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 22 Atlanta— In the April 26 issue of Motion Picture News the names
" strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
of E. L. Potter and Asa G. Chandler were mentioned as being
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program feature. Priscilla Dean grows
interested in the erection of the new Howard theatre here. They
more popular with each picture here. Big business." " Extra big
business two days."
are in no way interested in this particular enterprise it is now
Consensus —GIRL,
" Excellent
big puller."
WINNING
THE production,
(PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
reported. The Howard theatre is being built and financed by G.
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
Troup Howard and his associates, of Macon, Ga. It will seat
"Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — M. P. News.
3,000 and cost $350,000 it is estimated.
Exhibitor Comment
— " A THE
good little
WISHING
RING MAN,
(VITApicture
GRAPH)to average
BESSIEbusiness."
LOVE
ILLINOIS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8
Its
naturalness
puts
it
over;
star
is
good."
—
M.
P.
News.
Elgin—
Reuben
Levine
of
Chicago
announces that he will erect a
WOMAN ON THE INDEX, THE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK (FEB. 23)
APR. 5 $75,000 theatre on the Plummer site here which will be ready
" Genuine Coldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News.
about August 15 and seat 1,300.
Exhibitor
— " The
typeexpectations.
of picture that
is best
but
story didComment
not come
up to
WellPauline
staged,
actedin ar.d
Freeport — A three story theatre is announced for Freeport. The
directed, but the story is not there. Business good but the star drew
financing is being done by local people it is reported.
it all. A good picture. One of Goldwyn's best. Should make more
INDIANA
like
it."
ConsensusTO— " LIVE
Good picture,
puller."
WORLD
IN, THEgood (SELECT)
ALICE BRADY
Greenfield
—
William
R.
White
and associates have incorporated a
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
$20,000 corporation to build a modern motion picture in Greenfield.
"
Presents
star
in
a
new
role.
~ome
situations
exaoaeratrd
."
—
M
P.News.
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
(APR. 21)
APR. 19 New Albany — The management of the Grand and Kerrigan theatres here has purchased another site here and proposes to erect
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
another theatre.
KENTUCKY
Cynthiana — Architect Webber has completed plans for the new
''FLASHBACKS" ON EARLIER RELEASES
theatre to be erected by H. A. Rohs on Walnut street.
Pikeville — Ballard Weddington will erect an up-to-date theatre on
" Hoop-La " (Robertson-Cole) — " Entertaining and pleasing to extra big
Second street to be managed by J. I. Saad of the Imp Theatre.
business."
" AH of a Sudden Norma " (Robertson-Cole) — " The ending is poor.
MASSACHUSETTS
Average business."
" Shadows " (Goldwyn) — " Big business two days."
Springfield — The new Fox theatre being erected here will seat
" Day Dreams " (Goldwyn) — " Patrons don't like fairy tales. Average
3,500. The land and building will cost $650,000 it is reported.
business."
" The Eleventh Commandment " (Robertson-Cole) — " Average business."
MINNESOTA
"Bondage of Barbara" (Goldwyn) — "Poor business two days."
"Faith" (Metro) — "A good picture well liked." Big to average busiMinneapolis — Finkelstein-Ruben and Ham who now own about
twenty of the leading down town theatres in the Twin Cities, will
ness."
" More Trouble " (Pathe) — " Genuine entertainment to average business."
" The Conqueror " (Fox) — i" One of Farnum's best. Great picture. Big
raze the Lyric theatre and having acquired the site adjoining will
business two days."
erect a 20 story hot-el and theatre at an estimated cost of $1,000,000.
" Highest Trump " (Vitagraph) — " Popularity will wane unless given better vehicles."
The
theatre will seat 3,500 it is said.
" Diplomatic Mission " (Vitagraph) — " Just a fair picture. Not one of St. Paul
— Ham-Finkelstein and Ruben have acquired another site
William's best."
" Cheating Cheaters " (Select) — " Drew big and they liked it."
on St. Peter and Seventh street and will erect a 3,000 seat theatre
" The Spenders " (Metro) — " Fine picture and they all said so. Big busithere to be finished by January 1 according to report.
ness."
"The Forbidden City" (Select) — "One of her best pictures. Perfectly
MONTANA.
produced and directed. Her make-up is a wonder. Average business"'
" The Midnight Stage " (Pathe — " A high-class production that will go
Wolf
Point
—
George
L.
Onstad
and C. J. Severson will erect a
over some people's heads. Big business."
motion picture theatre on Assiniboine .avenue between Third and
" Wanted for Murder " (Ind.-Sales) — " Average business."
Fourth streets.
" Call of the Soul " (Fox) — " Big business with Gladys Brockwell."
" Hugon the Mighty " (Universal) — " Good program feature to average
NEW YORK
business."
" The Indestructible Wife " (Select) — " Rotten picture. Patrons said so
Auburn
—
G.
W.
Cummings
announces that he will erect a motion
and so do we."
picture theatre on Main street adjoining his store.
"In for Thirty Days " (Metro) — " Pleasant picture to average business."
" Set Free " (Bluebird) — " Ordinary program feature."
Albany — Hugo Lerchner and Harry Hellman announce the pro" Wives of Men " (State Rights) — i" Great story and great acting to extra
big business."
posed erection of a motion picture theatre to be located at 268" Heart of Humanity " (Jewel-Universal) — " Turned them away in two
270-272 South Pearl street. It is planned to spend $60,000 and
weeks' run."
provide a seating capacity of 1,500.
" HisveryParisian
Wife"
— "Just
Story
light and
little(Artcraft)
or no plot.
Did annotordinary
interest.program
Fergusonoffering.
not a Albany — Samuel Suckno, proprietor of the Regent, is preparing to
favorite and not a drawing card. Ordinary business three days."
build a new motion picture theatre at 10 Central avenue with a
" Here Comes the Bride " (Paramount) — " A very light farce and ordinary program offering. Average business two days."
1,500 seating capacity.
"Good
Bye
Bill
"
(Paramount)
—
"This
one
is
something
awful.
Should
be billed as a joke on the cheap cartoon order. Should be put to rest on the Brooklyn — John Manheimer announces the erection of a modern
shelf. Poor business two days."
motion picture theatre at Flatbush and Albemarle avenue to seat
Heart straight
of Humanity
(Jewel) — prices."
" Absolutely turned them away.
3,000 persons. The cost is reported to be $450,000.
Ran" The
for eight
weeks at" advanced
NEW

THEATRES

BUILDING

ARIZONA
Lowell — Womack announces that his new Central theatre now
being erected will be ready by July 1.
CALIFORNIA
Santa Barbara — Edward A. Johnson awarded the contract for the
erection of an $80,000 theatre here to seat 1,000. It will be located
on West Canon Perdido street.
Stockton — Harry Zeldell, manager of the Hippodrome theatre will
erect a new Hippodrome with a much larger seating capacity
according to report.

Brooklyn
At Albany
Albany theatre
avenue and
St. John's
the management of—the
propose
to erectPlace
a large
modern
theatre with a 3,000 seating capacity it is reported.
Buffalo — James S. Savage is to erect a new $60,000 theatre at 26
and 28 Triangle street it is said.
New York — At Bedford avenue and Lincoln Place the Levy
Brothers plan to erect a theatre to seat 3,200 and the building to
cost in the neighborhood of $500,000.
OHIO
Cleveland — D. R. Hanna will build an eight story building and
theatre at Fourteenth street and Prospect avenue. It will seat
1,535, according to the statement.
Hamilton — The Jewel Photoplay Company is erecting a new theatre to be called The Rialto, on the old St. Charles Hotel site. It
will seat 1,000 and represent an investment of $135,000.
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Advance
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on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges')
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
Mar 5— Too Many Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr.. 21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartm ent 23
Mar.
31 —— Marrying
Mar. 24
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar.
17
—
a Night
Mar. 10 — Oh,
Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
COSMOFOTOFLLM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

1
1
1
1
1
1
11
11
1
1
6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanqes)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
i
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
, ■ ■ .1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May
5 — Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
ADr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7— It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappv Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
16 — Frozen Thrills
1
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
1
12 — Sundown
_
1
11 — The Pale Pack Train
1
10— The Tides of Yesterday
1
9 — Before Breakfast
1
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
Mav — The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May
Wife (Bessie
Apf. —— Josselvn's
Modern Husbands
(HenrvBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall) ;
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
Mar. 169—— The
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
Mar.
Mar. 2— The Wig-Wag Svstem (Elinor Field)
Feb. 23 — Their Baby (Elinor Field)
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
Feb. 2 — How to be Happv Though Married (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23
'MidPyramid
Sahara'sLand
Sands
Mar.
16 —— In
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highwav
Feb. 23 — A Peek at Paradise
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Way
Feb. 92—— Doine
A Bit oftheGod's
Country
Feb.
Dells

5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5S

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
May
Heart Susie (D.
W. Griffith's)
May 25—
IS — True
The Knickerbocker
Bucharoo
(Douglas Fairbanks)
Mav 4— -The Money Corral (Wm. S. Hart)
Apf.
27
—
For
Better—
For
Worse
(De
Mille's)
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
Apr. 6— Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Staved at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar.
The Poppy
S. Hart)
Mar. 169 —— The
MarriageGirl's
PriceHusband
(Elsie (William
Ferguson)
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
PARAMOUNT
May 25 — I'll Get Him Yet (Dorothy Gish)
May 25 — The Haunted Bedroom (Enid Bennett)
May IS — The Busher (Charles Ray)
May 18 — The Final Close-up (Shirlev Mason)
May 11 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
May 11 — The Home Town Girl (Vivian Martin)
May 11 — Come Out of the Kitchen (Marguerite Clark)
May
(Ethel(Emerson-Loos
Clayton)..'
Mav 44—— Vicky
Oh YouVanWomen
Prod)
Apf. 27 — Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Rav)
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
Apr. 13 — The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
Apr. 136—— Let's
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6— The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16 — The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
May 25 — The Woman in the Case (Pauline Frederick)
May 18 — The Gentleman from Indiana (Dustin Farnum)
May 114—— What
(Louise Huff -Jack Pickford)
May
Hearts Money
Adrift Can't
(MaryBuyPickford)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
Apr. 6— Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
TWO REEL COMEDIES
May
Love's False
(Sennett's)
May 25IS —— Welcome
LittleFaces
Stranger
(Montgomery Flagg Film)
May IV — When Love Is Blind (Sennett's)
May 4— Harold, the Last of the Saxons (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)...
Apr. 27 — The Little Widow (Sennett's)
Apr. 20 — An Amateur Liar (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
'.
Apr.
The Last
FoolishBottle
Age (Montgomery
(Sennett's)
Apr. 136—— The
Flagg Film)
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Mar.
Wash Day
Mar. 2316 —— Reilly's
Once a Mason
(Mr. (Sennett's)
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)....
Mar. 9— The Village Smithy (Sennett's)
Mar. 2 — Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
SINGLE REELS
May 25 — From Cocoon to Kimona (Burton Holmes)
May 25 — Action of the Heart (Bray Pictograph)
May 18 — Across France with Yankee Gas Hounds (Burton Holmes)
May 18 — Giants in Fairyland (Bray Pictograph)
May 11 — Tagalog Tailors (Burton Holmes)
May 11 — Lessons in Swordmanship (Bray Pictograph)
May 4— With the Yanks in France (Burton Holmes)
May 4— Bath Towel Beauties (Bray Pictographs)
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 6— Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 6— Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)

1
11
1
1
1
1
1

FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson- Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)

1
1
11
1
1
1
1
11

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Tan. 5— Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)

55
5
55
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
j
5
S
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
22
2
2
2
2
22
2
22
2
2
1
1

5
t>
6
5
=;
5
0
6
6
5
5
5
3
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FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 15 — A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
June 1 — Wolves of the Night (William Faraum)
5
May IS — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May 20A—— The
The Jungle
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
Apr.
Farnum)
S5
Mar. 23 — Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
May 25 — The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
July 6 — The Merry Jailbirds
2
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandals
i.2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
June 8— Hands Up
Vz
June 1 — Oh Teacher
Vz
May 25— The Shell Game
Vz
May 18 — Left at the Post
Vz
May 11 — Sir Sidney
Vz
May 27A—— The
Man's Bride
Vz
Apr.
SeeingCaveThings
Vz
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
Vz
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
Y,
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
Vz
Mar. 2330 —— Out
A Cow's
Vz
Mar.
and inHusband
Again
Vz
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
Vz
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
G ARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
FridavsReal
— Gaumont
Graphic
The
Roosevelt
21
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes) '.
2
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
•vLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23— Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5— Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles
the High
Allied
War inHeroes
ArriveAlps....
in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp

6
6
6
6
5
6

Film

Picture

News

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 1— The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick-...
5
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
May
18
—
The
Crimson
Gardenia
(Rex
Beach's)
6
May 11 — Leave It to Suson (Madge Kennedy)
5
May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
5
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
5
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr.
Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
■
5
Mar. 306—— Daughter
of
Mine
(Madge
Kenne
dy)
5
BENNISON SERIES
Apr. 20 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Feb.
23
—
Sandy
Burke
of
the
U-Bar-U
(Louis
Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
6
The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
6
For the Freedom of the World
7
The Manx-Man
7
Social Ambition
J
Honor's
Cross
Blue Blood
6J
Rex
Beach's
Heart
of
the
Sunset
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood)
66
CAPITOL COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr. 20 — Wanted— A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr.
The Midnight Alarm
("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
FORD 6—EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
May 18 — A Wild Goose Chase
May 11A—— Going
Can theUp
Poor Fish
May
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
,
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The Return
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart) .•
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life
(Leah King)
Baird-James Morrison)
75
Humanor Honor
Clay (Mollie
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
.I
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton).
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton).

May

10,

i 9 i9
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METRO EXCHANGES
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
May s — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — -After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar.
(HaleStrong
Hamilton)
Mar. 2417—— That's
The WavGoodof the
(Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar.
10
—
Blind
Man's
Eyes
(Bert
Lytell)
Mar. 3 — Satan Junior (Viola Dana)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Daradest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Tohnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3 — Faith (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
.,
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Toys
of
Fate
(Nazimova)
Revelation (Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges),
OUTLNG-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7 — Up in the Air After Alligators
6— A Wasmanipae Week-End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2— Teddy Birds
1— From Scales to Antlers
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)
PATHE EXCHANGES
SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln)
Mar. 2 — Common Clay ( Fannie Ward)
EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
May 4— The Cry of the Weak (Fannie Ward-Frank Elliott)
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
Mar.
9 — Carolvn
of the Corners (Bessie Love)
PROGRAM
FEATURES

5
5
5
5
55
5
55
55
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
77
5
56
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6
7
5
5
5

May 20IS—— The
CalebSawdust
Piper'sDoll
Girl (Baby
(Helene
Chadwick)
Apr.
Marie
Osborne)
53
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
May 4— The Best Man (T. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Apr. 20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
Apr. 6— Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
The Forfeit
End of (House
the GamePete
(J. Warren Kerrigan)..'s5
Mar. 2410—— The
rs)
Feb.
24
—
The
Love
Hunger
(Lillian
Walker)
"5
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7 — Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
1
Mar.
31
—
Seventh,
Overseas
to
Victory'
"l
Mar. 24 — Sixth, The Hated K. P
1
Mar. 17 — Fifth, Building the Soldier
1
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Armv in the Making
*"' "1
Mar.
Third, The
.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.J
Feb. 243—
— Second.
NineRookie
Million Answer
.
1
Feb. 16 — First. The Call to Arms
ROLIN COMEDIES
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Llovd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-D
aniels)
1
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels)
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Llovd-Daniels-Polard)
1
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
Apr.
13
—
Just
Dropped
In
(Harold
Llovd)
"
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Llovd)
1
Mar. 23—
30— The
Next Dutiful
Aisle Over
(Harold Llov
Llovd).'
Mar.
Dub (Harold
d)
11
Mar.
16
—
Look
Out
Below
(Harold
Llovd)
"1
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Wav Laur
(Harold Llovd
)
\
Mar.
el)
1]
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Wavs
Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Connne, Come Here(Walter
(Gloria Jov)
2
Jan. 5— I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy)
'.'.
2

Film

Releases

THE TIGERS TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
May 18 — Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr.
— First, The Tiger
Worshippers
'.
3
THE 20LIGHTNING
RAIDER
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland, Henry Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23— Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2— Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9 — Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 5— First, The Ebonv Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2— Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb.
'
22
Feb. 169—— Third',
Second, TheTheChasm
Hiddenof Fear
Chart
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
,
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
.
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli).!
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
for Murder
(Elaine ldr
Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp 6
—— Wanted
Sins of the
Chi
en
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
5
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge
. ..55
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Davies) )
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
" 6
Mar.
Marie Ltd. (Alice
.".'....5'
Mar.
—— Experimental
MarriageBrady)
( Constance Talmadge)
Feb. — The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
.'5
SPECIALS
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
"5
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
5
RulingMidnight
PassionsPatrol
(Julia(Ince
Dean-Edwin
Arden)
."!!!!!
The
Produc
tion)
......
M
55
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
!s
The One Woman (Special Cast)
(
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Dow^ (Olive Thomas)
j
S-L PICTURES
(No Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
Virtuous Man (E. K Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
/

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
The
Mad Lover
iln
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
PnhlicI".'110'.3Defender
Carmen of the Klondike..
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The
Crucible
of Life
Nine-te
nths gia
of thenLaw...
The
Bel
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid.
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman

Motion

3112

Advance

Information
on
All
{Continued from preceding page)

Film

Picture

News

Releases

Mar. 22 — The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
2
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (.Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison) 2
May 1— The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
7 THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
Apr. 15 — His Daughter Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
6 (Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Ine Woman Who Dared
7 Mar.
The Last Trick
2
The Libertine
° Mar. 1710 —— Eighteenth,
Seventeenth, a Race with Time
2
Babbling Tongues
• Mar. 3 — Sixteenth,
The
Knockout
2
Married in Name Only
° THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
Her Bargain
°
A Man's Law
■
? (Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcampj
Human Clay
5 May
May 1912—
— Tenth,
of Death's
Shadow
22
Ninth, Out
A Leap
for Life
One Law for Both
°
2
Sins of Ambition
' May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
2
A Slacker's Heart
'■ Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
Cleopatra
5 \.pr.
»Lpr. 2114 —— Sixth,
The theFlames
Fifth, At
Mercyof ofDeath.'
the Monster
22
The Lonesome Trail
5 Apr.
7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff . .
2
Mothers of Liberty
<j
3124 —— Third,
The
Vulture's
Vengeance
22
2 Mar.
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
Mar.
Second,
The
Claws
of
the
Vulture
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mch. 17 — First, The Pool of Mvsterv
2
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
2 Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
1
June 1 — The Recognition
-2
International
'
May 25 — The Law of Hate
•••2 Wednesdays
Fridays
—— Current
EventsNews
(International)
11
May IS — The Range Rider
2 Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)...
1
May 11 — The Fatal Return
2
2 VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
A— A Canyon Romance
May
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
2
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
2 June 2 — The Little Boss (Bessie Love)
5
5
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
2 May 26 — Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8 Apr.
5
May 18— The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
5 Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
S
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
S Apr. 7 — The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
5
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) 5 Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
5
A.pr. 27— The Follies <",irl (Olive Thomas Special)
5 Mch.
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
5
A.pr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)..,
10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
5
A.pr. 20—
13 — ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
55 Mch.
VITAGRAPH
SPECIALS
A.pr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
5
Mar. 30 — Toton (Olive Thomas-Special)
5 May 19— The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
6
Mar. 23— The Little Rowdy (Hazel Daly)
5 Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
(See World Film Exchanges)
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
May
5
—
Fares
and
Fair
Ones
(Montgomery
and
Rock)...
2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
2
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Apr. 7 — Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
2
The Blinding Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
6 Mar. 24 — Jazz and Jailbirds (James Aubrey)
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
6 LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
6
— Passing the Buck
2
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
6 May 12
14—
WellOFI'llMIGHT
Be
2
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6 Apr.
THE
MAN
(Serial)
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
°
Episodes Starring William Duncan)
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
6 (Fifteen— Two-Reel
Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
6
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
6
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
5
—Twelfth,
Prey
22
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
—Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
— Tenth, Double Crossed
2
I-KO COMEDIES
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
— Eighth, The One Chance
2
May 21 — His Wicked Eyes (Dan Russell)
2
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
May 14— In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
2
—Sixth,
The
Height
of
Torment
2
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
2
—Fifth, The Human Shield
2
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
kpr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
—Third, The Creeping Death
2
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
2
—
Second,
The
Leap
Through
Space
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
—First, The Riven Flag
2
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
2
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
2 WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
CENTURY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
A.pr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2 Weavers
of Life
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
2 Souls Redeemed
NESTOR COMEDIES
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
Apr. IA — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mar.
(SpecialBeery)
Cast)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
Mar. 3124 —— ALizzie's
Beach Waterloo
Nut (Wallace
Mar. 17— Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
May 19 — Three in a Closet
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
5
May 12— The Bullshiviks /
May 19 — The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
5
May 5— Fun in a Flat
May
12
—
The
Social
Pirate
(June
Elvidge)
5
Apr. 28— The Expert Eloper
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
5
\pr. 21— Scared Stiff
Apr. 28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
5
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr.
21
—
The
Quickening
Flame
(Montagu
Love-June
Elvidge)
5
Apr.
7 — State
Room Breakers
Secrets
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon- Irving Cummings)
5
Mar. 31—
The Wife
Apr.
7
—
The
Little
Intruder
(Louise
Huff-Johnny
Hines)
5
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
Mch. 31 — The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
5
Mar. 17— Lay Off
SPECIALS
EDDIE POLO SERIES
75
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
2 Mar.
Feb. 16—
10— The
What Better
Shall ' Ole
We Do With Him?
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
2 Jan.
6
—
Under
Four
Flags
(Official
Government
Picture)
S
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
2
(Dustin
Farnum)
55
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
2
30—— AHerMan's
Code Fight
of Honor
(Florence
Reed)
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
2 Mar.
Feb.
23
—
A
Man
in
the
Open
(Dustin
Farnum)
6
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)....
2 Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2 Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
6
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2 NEW REELS
^pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Apr 5 — Bill Brennan's Claim (Neal Hart)
2 Saturdays
— Kinograms
1
Mar. 29 — His Buddy (Pete Morrison)
2
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NEW YOBK
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286 Sundays
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per day
per day

- - 24,959 hours
- 2,574 hours

Total

- - 27,533 hours

runs these machines

writes
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us as follows :

* * * ""and the expense for Loth has not reache dthe
$50.00 mark yet * * * they have run on very high
speed and are still giving 100% Jrrojection.
Yours truly,
LEON

FRIEDMAN,
REX

THEATRE,

FORT
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WONDER-R-R

Let 'em know!
The Saturday Eveuing Post and the other national advertising ^
of Paramount and Artcraft pictures is your advertising. It puts
prestige into your theater and stamps you as the exhibitor of the
best pictures to be had.
But, as far as you alone are concerned, it goes for nought unless
you cash in on it.
Let "em know that yours are the nationally advertised best pictures. Tell 'em to look for your ads every two weeks in the
Saturday Evening Post, in Colliers, in tbe fan magazines and all
the others. Put up the ads in your lobby so that when they see
them in the magazines, at once they think of your theater.
Let 'em know!
There's money in it!
M FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
— 7* ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKT tfe Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE DfrectorCenerul
rk,-J^±- /+i
'""NEW YORK.
J

VOL. XIX-NO.

20

« S*»nm Out Halt*

in IS. till, ml tlu Pit Oflct at f-rm Ycrk. N. Y.. mtaar ttu act </ March *•«, UTt
PRICE
P*blii»ed Weellv — tt.00 » year
a J. A
7V7
V__t
T A-~.l.

15 CENTS

dqf

evei(Vmm
Says

the

Theatre

THE

PICTURE
THAT

WILL LIVE
FOREVER

Magic

of

Omaha

Omaha, April 18th, 1919.
Having run all the big features that have been released
to date including " The Birth of a Nation," I feel it is only
just to extend my opinion of " The Heart of Humanity."
Never before in the history of our Theater has a picture
shown such an increase on each day's showing. Although
the picture was booked for three days, I was very doubtful
at the start as to whether it would hold up for that period
of time or not. However, I am proud to say the picture
went four days instead of three, to the biggest crowds in
the history of the city, and I can truthfully recommend it
to other exhibitors, and with pleasure to yourself, as being
the greatest picture of all times.

"

What

the

kind

hero

oPgirl

in

your

greets

town

■

Adelpfo Zuk.©r
J © IHI INI

Presents A
AN1DTA

PfieDuetieN
OH

YOU

WOMEN!

CpammountC^kture'

one would any girl
WHICH
rather be — the one that's
got his job or the one that's got
his heart?
Here's a comedy that is more
timely than an alarm clock — as
up-to-the-minute as a 10 o'clock
extra — as full of swift, human,
jazzy comedy as the whole
world's fun rolled into one.
1

■

That's the reason it is going to
be a big money maker for exhibitors. Ithits the comedy nail
right on the head and has an
appeal that gets them all.
The chances for exploitation are
inexhaustible. All sorts of accessories. And the 24-sheet is free.
The comedy of right now — today !
Book it for an extended run.
. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

fx ■

■

?

May
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17, 1 9 1 9

Jesse

L Lasky

Cecil

presents

B.

And

so

on, ad infinitum

conWORSE"
FOR that
left that
may beshould
vince any doubters
FOR BETTER,
Cecil B. DeMille is a great producer. It is one
of the greatest pictures that has appeared on the
PRODUCTION

1

i
I

For

Better

Worse
For
An ARTCRAFT
Picture
BY EDGAR SELWYN ,
SC£ (VAfi/O
3 y
J E AN I E MACPHERSOM

Artcraft program." — Exhibitors Herald.
"New in theme, action, plot, development, it is
the sort of a picture that will add patrons to
your list, get your theatre talked about and
do excellent business whenever and wherever
shown." — Exhibitors Trade Review.
— Wids.
"Technically very nearly flawless, one of the
most significant productions of recent months."
"Another one of the perfectly human dramas
that DeMille produces. Never once does he
disappoint." — N. Y. Tribune.
"Rich in matter that lies close to the heart of
today." — Moling Picture World.
"Times are almost innumerable when the skill
the director
fairly
makes the heart cry out."
—of Motion
Picture
Neves.
And so say they all of them, without a
dissenting voice. You and your audiences will say so too.
Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson
By Edgar Selwyn
: TAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

1

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS 1

1

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

//

THE

MONEY
An

ARTCRAFT

CORRAL
Picture

Money-Talk

MOST folks won't take another's word as to the value of a picture.
But when reviewers say this sort of things about " The Money
Corral," they'll go see for themselves. There's a reason. Use these
reviews in your ads. They sell the picture to your patrons:
" The picture never wants for action. Naturally it carries a big suspensive value, for
everything is arranged to get the most of
every scene. The humorous and sentimental
touches give the picture tone and quality.
Hart's resourcefulness is brought out with
unerring skill. Jane Novak is appealing as
the girl." — Motion Picture News.
" The story offers Mr. Hart excellent opportunity of the heroic sort that has made
him famous, and is a decidedly agreeable
vehicle." — N. Y. American.
" An interesting amount of comedy, an
unhackneyed story and originality of locale,
like all Hart films, it is admirably staged.
No star on the screen is more expert at
gauging his own type or works with more
certain technique. Most audiences will like
the picture immensely." — N. Y . Telegraph.
" One of the best productions Hart has
put out. It has action galore, atmosphere in

plenty, and a really appealing touch of sentiment. Not only correct in atmosphere, but
moves with a snap right from the opening
scenes and never permits the interest to
wander. — Wid's.
" Fits the star to perfection. Moves at a
rapid pace and embraces all sorts of exciting
fights, tense moments and brisk by-play." —
Exhibitors' Trade Review.
" A change from the ordinary, a complete
and satisfactory performance, in lead, support, directing and nature of story." — Moving Picture World.
" A good, thrilling Hart movie."— N. Y.
Sun.
"A flock of punches. The star has every
opportunity to display his prowess with his
gun and in horsemanship. Thrills shot into
the
action make it well worth while." —
Variety.
" Good entertainment with Hart at his
best." — N. Y. Times.

P FAMOUS
PLATERS -LASKY
CORPORATION
-7*
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE DirectorJGeneral
if/W
It ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
TJEW Vice
YORIO
•
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Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

May

17,

19 19

' I ^ HE

3123

twenty-four

sheet is

*~ worth money to you. And
you can get it now for one
dollar.

Use

it by all means.

Put 'em up all over town. It's
the sort of pulling poster that
can't fail to bring the crowds
to vour theatre.

//
in

THE

MONEY
An

ARTCRAFT

CORRAL
Pic+ure

want William
POLKS
Hart to be what he is— the
greatest delineator
types

on

the

These

newspaper

ters tell your
the right way.

of western

screen

today.

ads and pos-

story in exactly
Use

them.

■^3i- FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKT CORPORATION (\\

1
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Motion

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Picture

News

M ay i j , i 9 i p

3125

IS

IN

COME

THE

OUT

KITCHEN

Cpammowit

A

OF

Spring

Cpicture

Clean-up

""[^HERE'S
*

more money for exhibitors in "Come Out
of the Kitchen" than in any Marguerite Clark picture ever before produced.

The book, by the popular women's writer, Alice Duer Miller, is
known and loved by numberless women. The play by the famous
dramatist, A. E. Thomas, ran two years in New York and for equally
long runs all over the country. The story is as popular as "Peg o' My
Heart" — the kind of story most popular with all classes of audiences
Marguerite Clark hasn't had such a charming, humorous, human,
lovable part since "Miss George Washington." She is supported by
Eugene O'Brien as leading man.
A regular spring clean-up, this one. Worthy of an extended run.
Let 'em all see it !

By Alice Duer Miller
Dramatization by A. E. Thomas

Scenario by Clara Beranger
Directed by John S. Robertson

f*
-LASKY
CORPORATION
£ FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE I.1ASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE Director JGeneral
QJEW Vice
XORIO
■
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JESSE

Motion

L. LAS

ICY

Presents

Picture

News

VIVIAN

MARTIN

E

Oh,

Johnny

JT'S
luckytown
you
a home-

!

had
such
girl who

just couldn't wait for things
to happen.
happen.

A

She made

photoplay

'em

adapted

from the Colliers' story
"You Just Can't Wait/
by Oscar

Graeve— A

tale

of young love and ambition and temptation, that
will entertain and charm.

Stick to "The
Town

Home

Girl." She's right !
Scenario by Edith Kennedy
Directed by Robert Vignola

gi FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

mTHE
HOME
TOWN
GIRl!
Jidapted fr
to/tiYou Can't Just Wait" //{
Z)s7 Fr-itnm i nl( ill V-/v i #v?, Scenario By Edith Kennedy
)scar Graeve, c//
Directed By Robert Vtyiola.
By ' O

May

17, 1919
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Well

jure!

Finish
the Job

Wetl
Our

Finish

Job.

ion's
Hodkinson
W. pioneer
W.
mer "job""
and
a wholeso
for Corporat
is to
friendlier relation

with

the

nation's

rs. It is our ";"ob" to show
exhibito
work on a clean basis
that we can
you
with you.

VICTORY

LIBERTY

LOAN

It is our "job" to prove that exhibitors
should not be saddled with program
and star series selling systems under
which producers insist upon tying in
their weak product in your theatre
to the damage and injury of your house
and its reputation.
Our ";ob" is to prove to you that
cer who has to grind out pictures,
like regularity, to keep his own
machine going will continue to
average of good pictures.

any produwith clockdistributing
make a low

In contrast with other producers' systems of
grinding out pictures in strings — like sausages
— W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has determined to keep weak pictures off the market
and distribute only pictures of provable drawing power.
We do not have to release any given number
of pictures to keep our distributing machine
going. The better productions we can obtain
and offer you the fewer we will need.

HODKINSON
means Harry Raver-Four
Star Productions.
Zane Grey Productions.
Benjamin B. HamptonGreat Authors' Productions.
J. Warren Kerrigan Productions.

There is no mystery about our Hodkinson
determination to sell pictures singly on their
individual merits. Every time we offer you a
good big production singly we are making it
possible for you to throw out somebody else's
weaker picture that is hurting your box-office.
An exhibitor who adopts this policy builds
patronage for his house.
We are pleased to call your attention to "As
A Man~Thinks," the first of thirty productions offered you singly on individual merit,
as being the type of production that will
improve patronage conditions in theatres
everywhere.
W.W

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distributing- through PATIDl Ixchangejncorporated
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Motion

THE

JURY'S

VOTE

IS

Picture

News

GREAT!

Every motion picture trade journal critic has praised the dramatic strength and the drawing
power of the first Harry RaverAugustus Thomas Four-Star
Production
Some of their reviews are so favorable, so enthusiastic that we are
afraid to print them because we
know how exhibitors suspect
over-praise.
But, because of the great power
of the picture, because of its
immediate welcome in the principal first run houses of the
country from New York to San
Francisco we know that

Harry U&vers
presentation of
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

New York Stage Success

AS

A

MAN

NKS

Starring
AH
BAIRD
The Picture Girl Beautiful
Directed by
GEORGE IRVING

deserved
these:

such

notices

as

M. P. News: Peter Milne:
You sign up for a week of
prosperity when you book
"As a Man Thinks.
Variety: Jdlo: The finest
picturization of a stage
drama we have ever seen
brought to the screen.

Billboard: "As aMan Thinks"
is an engrossing drama that
will provoke discussion everywhere.

Wids: A picture that is
worth playing extra time. Will
grow through word of mouth
advertising.
M. P. News: P. S. Harrison:
"As a Man Thinks" can be
safely rated as one of the
distinctive offerings of the

M. P. World: Powerful in
plot
year. and powerful in its
enactment and direction.
Really "four star" from all
angles.

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATH I- Eechange, Incorporated

May
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17, 1 9 1 9
A novel of which

more

than

copies have been sold — "The
ers.

1,000,000
Western-

An all-star cast in which six players
alone have been starred or co-starred
in seventy odd great screen-plays and
have been seen, liked and applauded by
more than 200 million persons.
o
f
Every person in America who has ever
seen a motion picture knows these
notable players.
On top of all this, every one of the
twenty or more great novels that this
famous author has ever written is out
working for you
first tremendous

Benjamin

when

you

book

the

B. Hampton.

Production
MILDRED
MANNING

Magnificently directed by EDWARD SLOMAN
FROM TME WORLD-KNOWN NOVEL BY
STEWART

Great

EDWARD
WHITE
Inaugurating
Authors

Pictures

Inc.

A story of love and revenge in the Black Hills
of Dakota. A drama of the Pioneers — of the
men and women who blazed the trail into
the great West.
So powerfully produced, so thrilling in its
eye-to-eye effect upon everyone who sees it,
that we have not permitted^ single contract
to be solicited or accepted until .the prints
are actually in our branches^to be seen by you.
If "The Westerners" does not at once establish a new screen standard, than there is no
hope for the future development of the motion
picture. No one would dare go that far without having a production to hack it up.
W.W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty

DING!

Here it is—
Let every laugh

DING!

ring

up fares in your
box
ALBERT

E. SMITH

FARES

presents
AND

ONES"

FAIR
A

office!

MONTGOMERY
AND

Big

"V"

V

ROCK

Special

Comedy

ITAGRAPH

The

Big

Splash

of

Releases

Comedy

—

JAMES

BREY'S
AU
New Big
"V" Special Comedy
"TOOTSIE
S
AND

Directed by Noel Smith
MALES"
TA
VITAGRAPH
ALBERT

A

Potpourri

The

Get -Them

of
- In

Pep,
and

Punch

E. SMITH,

and

Mafe -Them

President

Peaches—

-Laugh

Sort!

Sign

a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

Pictures

VITAGRAPH
ALBERT

E. SMITH

presents

c

by Shannon Fife
Directed by Tom Mills

Here's a feature worthy of all the extra advertising and exploitation that you can
possibly give it.
It's a powerful
— a segment of life itself — that holds an appeal and a message
world.
in thestory
for every woman

'THIN ICE'' is the story of a girl who look chances — not because she wanted
to, but because she had to. She was skating on thin ice — for a purpose. Imagine
beautiful Corinne Griffith in this sort of a role — and with this supporting cast : L. Rogers
Lytton, Charles Kent, Eulalie Jensen, Walter Miller, Henry G. Sell, Alice Terry,
Jack McLean and Walter Horton.
Sign

a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

CORINNE

GRIFFITH

Pictures

■
mm

A

Powerful

Thing!

The effect of Florence Reed's
performance is fairly stunning.
One sits in awe and wonders
whether he is looking on a mere
celluloid
figure or a flesh-andblood
reality.
Miss Reed has the benefit of
an excellent company, in which
William Desmond and Alec
Francis are prominent, but it is
the actress herself who makes
" HER CODE OF HONOR " the
powerful thing it is.
— Peter Milne in Picture Play

mm

Magazine.
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2500
United
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New

York

foreign D/strrihutor.
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Follow

the
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have booked
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CUS
MAR
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Picture
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FY PROVIDENCE RI 430P APR 29 199
SELZNICK PICT CORP
NEWYORKCITY
OLIVE THOMAS IN UPSTAIRS AND DOWN AT STRAND PROVIDENCE RI

GREAT BIG SUCCESS JAMMED TO THE ROOF BIG CROWDS TURNED AWAY
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK GOOD LUCK
CHAS H WILLIAMS
MANAGER
635P

The way Mr. Williams put this over is told on the next page

Mr. Charles H. Williams
Manager Strand Theatre
Providence.
R . I.

MR.

WILLIAMS

He

knows

He

did not wait

IS AN

Selznick

EXHIBITOR

Pictures

Mean

WITH

Profits.

for us to go to him

with

OLIVE

UPSTAIRS

THOMAS

and

He came to New

BRAINS.

DOWN

York three times to land the first showing.

Our Exploitation Methods helped him put it over big.
The telegram on the preceding page shows how

SELZNICK

PICTURES
CLEAN

UP

WITH
FOPx

SELZNICK
ALL

LIVE

he cleaned up.

EXPLOITATION
EXHIBITORS

Distributed through Select Pictures Corporation Branches.

WILL

ELAINE
IN

HAMMERSTE

In a series of powerful

emotional

dramas.

Branches.
Distributed through Select Pictures Corporation

r

Skall
Bolsk

spread

evism

its

over

our

industrial
Labor

wet

life?

is clamoring

information
this, the most

for

regarding
discussed

topic of the day.
By acting quickly you can
ke one of tke tkousands of
Exkibitors skewing tkis most
timely Special to crowded
tkeatres all over tke country.
Get in touck witk tke Select
Exckange
—and

wkick

serves you

serves you rigkt.

Select Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

\

T1t<
IL1
SELECT
KID

PICTURES
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^jBros^Oerdict:
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e Eternal

for
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kind
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TZJ NEWCOM3 CARLTON. ^i:s:-"^*
Samuel

see

~ko

e

RECEIVED AT
Goldwyn,

Goldwyn

Pictures

469

Fifth

New

York

Corporation,

Avenue,
City.

Just contracted for "The Eternal Ma.gdalene"
to play our entire circuit,
twenty houses. When
more

producers

awaken

to

the

fact

that

it

is

"better to have forty-five hundred feet of drama
with speedy -action than six or more reels that
drag and are unconvincing,
everybody concerned
will
that

he better off.
It is the kind of ' a picture
human beings like to see because it depicts

things

as

prologue
newspaper
that

the

they
idea
copy,
theme

really

are.

suggested

Going

in your

because
suggests.

of

the

Goldwynner
great

ETERNAL

the
and

big

possibility

Regards.
Nate

Tde

to use

Ascher

MAGDALENE

99

tie

d by
Mcl r&son

iM' rite r

Like

She

0>

Willi

oris of^Amevicans

Loved

Tom^Moore

She had him "broke" — disgraced and demoted.
For. vou see. this rramc cop had had the errronterv
to scop her speeding chauffeur and save her life.
WTiv?

Just the eternal feminine? Mavbe.

BUT

mat vouno; fellou- u~as —
Tom Moore.
Tom Moore,
"90him.
horse power romantic star." as a
trade
reviewer the
called
Tom Moore, the voungster with the love of a tight or a
rrohc in his Irish eves.
Tom Moore, who has established himself with exhibitors
and public as the rind ot the season.
To the exhibitor who booked Tom Moore or watched his
success in a competitor's theatre, there is onlv one thin^
that need be said about "One of the Finest."
It is another ot those Tom Moore pictures — a hundred
per cent star, a hundred per cent story, and Goldwvn
qualitv through everv toot ot it.

TBenntson-^Box

Office

Star

There are machine-made stars. There are scars manufactured in the publicity
departments.
And good old strong-arm bunk accounts for some.
Louis Bennison is none of these.
He won his stardom at the box office.
His warm, vibrant personality, his skill as a player, and the prompt recognition
of his worth and his pull by second and third run exhibitors, have landed Bennison
securely with the "big fellows" of the first run houses.
Under all Bennison's work has run the rangy,, good-natured Western Americanism of his first pictures — an even, buoying ground-swell. Through this — like
the up-lash of some deep hidden ledge of rock when seas run heavy — there flashes
now in "The Road Called Straight" another Bennison of hard, raw power and
sure decision.
This is the Bennison of stronger and stronger productions yet to come.

Betzviood Film Corporation Presents
Louis

Bennison

cWritien byRoad
Wi/son BayCalled
ley — DirectedStraig
by Im MLowry
ht"

Within

these

domes

APITOL
OMEDIES

there's more than slapsticks and funny
falls. There are brains — the grey
matter that makes clean, swift, laughful comedies — producer brains.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons can do what
many a comedian and many a producer
cannot do, because "Smiling Bill" is
comedian and producer..
The

same

constructive ability which

went into Parsons' business career and
into the creation of "Tarzan" and many
another big feature, has put over the 26
Capitol Comedies of the past year as the
biggesr laugh-getting series on the market.
It will broaden the scope and better the
quality of Capitol Comedies in thecoming year.

Lomp

a

re

These six Ford Educational releases with a selection
from any one hundred subjects made and released
by any one:
Northern Sports Under Southern Skies —April 13.
TTITZPATRICIC
ana Mcelroy
Chicago
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR* CQ
Motion Picture
Laboratories

Good Roads: A Camera Drama of Roadmaking — April 20.
A Visit to New Orleans —April 27.
Going Up: Climbing Mt. Hood— May 4.
Can the Poor Fish: A Picturization of the Salmon Industry—May 1 .
A Wild Goose Chase: Hunting Wild Geese with a
Camera— May 18.
You will see why over four thousand showmen
book the Ford Educational Weekly, and you will
understand why 37022 should show
the screen.

this classic of

It sticks close to the famous Ford formula : highest
value, lowest price, widest distribution. That is the
secret of its success.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President

FORD

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY

May

17,

19 19

CAPITAL

FILM

Co

Inc
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ALL

NEW-

CAPITAL
vHrl

lHL
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SAFE

A

COMEDIES-WESTERNS-RAILROADS-ALL
BURLY

WLp

Q

COMEDIES

I tnll ^

- SCREECWNGLY

nlr i>WHninvr"nLl/

OKLAHOMA CITY
114 So. HUDSON ST
DALLAS
NEXT WEEK

INDIANAPOLIS
21) WIMrlER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY
GLOYD BLDG.
DETROIT
63 E.ELIZABETH ST.
CHICAGO
220 SO. STATE <3T.
CINCINNATI
STRAND BLDG- WALNUT ST.

FUNNY

DLWVi/LU-unuJUHL

RAILROADS-SENSATIONAL-THRILLING

CLEVELAND
40'i SLOAN BLDG-.
ST. LOU IS
3431 OLIVE ST.
MILWAUKEE
•415 TOY BLDG.

NEW

-PEPPY^-

-Mi

MINNEAPOLIS
+21 LOEB ARCADE
PHILADELPHIA
1314 VINE ST.
DES MOINES
70% MULBERRY ST.
NEW YORK
145 W-45TJJ ST.
PITTSBURG
NEXT WEEK.

i
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FILM
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EXHIBITORS
get

busy!

SINGLE

REEL

COMEDY

RN

TE
WES
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HE

DRAMAS

T
NOW

BOOKING
AT

GREATER

LY

o

NEW YORK and WESTCHESTER
SPECIAL ATTRACTION FILM CO.
145 West 45th St., New York

COUNTY

MODERN new"
FILM jersey
CO.
northern
729 Seventh Ave., New York
EASTERN
M

ONEY

PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN NEW
ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
13th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

WESTERN

JERSEY

PENNSYLVANIA and WEST VIRGINIA
CRAFT FILM SERVICE
1201 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BALTIMORE
STATE RIGHTS
CO.
DELAWARE,
MARYLANdT'd.
C, FILM
and VIRGINIA
412 E. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
OHIO, KENTUCKY and MICHIGAN
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.
Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
ILLINOIS, INDIANA and WISCONSIN
UNITY PHOTOPLAYS CO.
207 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

M

MINNESOTA,

NORTH AND SOUTH DAKOTA.
B. N. JUDELL, INC..
Film Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
IOWA and NEBRASKA
STERLING FILM CORP.
1417 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
MISSOURI*
and FILM
KANSAS
FIRST NATIONAL
CO.
211 East 12th St., Kansas City, Mo,,

TEXAS,

X

ISTEMC

TERRITORY

NOT

OKLAHOMA and ARKANSAS
R. D. LEWIS FILM CORP114 So. Hudson St., Oklahoma City, Okla., and 1815M Main St., Dallas,
Tex.
TENNESSEE, NORTH and SOUTH CAROLINA*
GEORGIA, ALABAMA and FLORIDA
SOUTHEASTERN PICTURES CORP.
61 Walton St-, Atlanta, Ga.

LISTED

ABOVE

STILL

OPEN

WRITE, WIRE ORIPHONE

JANS
Phone 3623 Bryant

CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING
NEW YORK
729— 7th AVENUE
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

CITY

HAYAKAWA

Produced by
HAWORTH

Hiv-

Debb

Released through

Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Banker» and Exporter! for the Producer

IN

SEARCH

BILLIE

RHODES

DRAWS

because —
ro,

"Billie Rhodes is a dainty little person who shows
a lot of life and enthusiasm in her work." — Helen
Rockwell,
Exhibitors Trade Review

'Ho

"Billie Rhodes is equally attractive whether she
is seen in fashionable gowns or in the simple garb
of a western girl."— Lvnde Deni§, Wid's
"Billie Rhodes is a delightful girl. Not only
has she an attractive personality, but her work
throughout the production should mark her as a

V

popular favorite."— Moving Picture World
"Miss Rhodes is so ,arch, chic and spontaneous
that she wins admiration at every step." — Los
Angeles Express
"Miss Rhodes handles herself with freedom and
gives
sympathy
to her roles that is irresistible." —
Exhibitors
Herald

OF

Released through

ARCADY

'"

The

Courageous

Coward

-

AND

THE CRITICS SAID:
"Sessue
Hayakawa
is
worth
seeing
in any photoplay.' Coward'
that Review.
will interest film fans."— Helen
—Helen Pollock, The Morning Telegraph.
Rockwell, contains
Exhibitorsa lotTrade
"One can always be sure of a generous amount of intel- "Sessue Hayakawa does colorful work." Margaret
ligent acting in a Hayakawa picture. 'The Courageous
MacDonald, Moving Picture World.
"
Released through
Exhibitors

Mutual

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
DIVISION OF FILMS
Banker* and Exporter* for the Producer

I

May
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REPERTORY

Out from the far places he comes
treasure of his long labor.

SEASON

once each year bringing

with him

the matchless

Up from the South with " THE
BIRTH
OF A NATION,"
the most
dramatic entertainment ever created.
Then from Babylon and glorified Palestine with " INTOLERANCE,
iest spectacle man has ever conceived.
Last from the Fields of Flanders with " HEARTS
OF
of the war made for the French and British Governments.
And now, from London
its first showing to the world

and

China,

BROKEN
As startling an advancement
world genius.
A

drama

of profound

It is a worthy
The
ception.

in the cinema

of Mr.

GRIFFITH'S

WORLD,"

GRIFFITH

the epic
brings for

Repertory

art as were

the other triumphs

of this

of exquisite delicacy; of terrific strength.
Griffith's great talents in their rich maturity.

offering will be introduced

D. W.
theatre.

WARK

" the might-

BLOSSOMS

emotion;

expression

DAVID

THE

popular

by an impressionistic

Season

prologue

denotes a world-epoch

of original con-

in the history of the

Following the premier of " BROKEN
BLOSSOMS," other offerings are to include
" THE FALL OF BABYLON,"
an expansion and amplification of the thrilling Babylonian episode in " Intolerance," and an American story, " THE
MOTHER
AND
THE LAW," based on the modern story as first related in " Intolerance," with additions and changes.

GEO.

M.

COHAN
THEATRE
New York

Beginning
TUESDAY

EVENING
MAY

at 8:45 o'clock

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

13™

I
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Reprinted from Recent Issue of Harper's Bazaar

THE
A

SAVING

RAVISHED
By

MRS.

OLIVER

OF

NATION
HARRIMAN

The drama of which Mrs. Hatirriman zvrites has been filmed under the auspices of the American
tee for Kelief in the iv ear nast, to interest all America in the tragic story of the annihilation of
Co-operation has been secured in all large cities for an advance shotving of the picture which
appear in the theatres. "Ravished Armenia" is true in every detail. See it, for you

CommitArmenia.
will later
can help

Her mother and brothers and sisters
to the East toward the rising sun, the shepherds were
were beaten to death before her
tending their flocks on the
ides, Armenia's
plains. Ons the hills
Torn from her mother's arms by
little home clung to the rocks and
brutal Turkish guards, she was
eyes.
nestled under the trees. Through
dragged through years of such utter
swift summers and long, snowdegradation and misery as only the
driven winters, the men worked in
moral conditions — or the lack of
the fields and in the towns, and
them — throughout the Turkish Em, agriculyear by andyear ethe industry
pire can signify. With dozens,
ture trad of Armenia became
sometimes hundreds of other young
more firmly established. Moons
girls of her own kind, she was made
rose and fell, the rains of spring
the
victim of the vicious ceremonies
and the suns of summer came and
of apostasy by which the Turkish
turned their fields to gold for the
Kiamakans justified their lust and
harvest. Here and there over the
their lawlessness.
Times without number she was
country were seen machines bearwitness
to the foulest of crimes
's
urer
ican
fact
manu
name. ing an Amer
ever
committed
by so-called human
In the towns American men and
beings.
escaped
fromonly
the tohorrors of a She
Turkish
harem
be
women gathered the children together in schools and colleges and
recaptured
by
Kurds
and
wandered
taught them how to live and love
for two years in the desert.
and work and play and think,
All this is the merest outline of
America-wise. And at last Armenia
the devastating experiences of Audared to look up and began almost
rora Mardiganian through four unto be glad.
AURORA MARDIGANIAN
speakable years. Finally rescued
Then, one day, a shadow came
by friendly Kurds, she eventually
the
girl
with
her
head
on
Anna
Q.
Nilsson's
shoulder
creeping over the hills and valleys. lJ
found her way to one of the relief
Men shuddered. Fear haunted the
stations of the American Commiteyes of the women. The sheep roamed
tee for Relief in the Near East, and from
Tiny seeking lips clung to barren breasts
in vain. Even mother-love could not there was sent to America to be cared
the hills untended while their shepherds
were scattered far and wide. A chill
save them and they were left under the for and educated.
descended upon the hearts of the people.
bushes, dead, a pitiful trail of little bodies
Arriving in this country, as soon
, as she could take cognizance of her
Once again massacre was abroad in to mark the path of the beast.
Armenia and famine and disease stalked
Half-grown daughters, who had been
own safety, her thoughts went back
rescued as children from the massacres
close on her trail.
to the millions she had left behind
Swiftly their misery descended upon
of earlier years, were saved only to suf- in the Death Valley of the Near East.
fer unspeakable things from the Turkish
Filled as her heart was with hurts of her
them. Shops were closed. Homes were
soldiers. One of the loveliest of these own, she could still find room for the
destroyed. Men, women and children
were herded together like their own lost was Arshalous — ■" Light of the Mornburning desire to help, to comfort, to feed
sheep and driven over the hills, across
ing " — or as we say, Aurora. She was
and clothe and rescue her suffering counthe plains, into the deserts. Many fell fourteen when the massacre came again
and hills. trymen, perishing on Armenia's plains
and until that day had known only what
on the road and did not rise. Many
were murdered in the towns until the fourteen years should know — love, a
Briefly — her tragic story was written
narrow streets ran rivers of blood.
happy home, careful shelter from the into a motion picture scenario by Nora
world. Her father had prospered and
Young women and girls with tortured
Wain,canpublicity
Committee secretary
for ReliefofinthetheAmeriNear
bodies were left by the wayside to call life had been kind to her.
Then came the hour that plunged her East, in whose charge she was placed on
upon God for release. Children were
world into an inferno of misery and her arrival.
tossed upon the tides of rushing rivers
blotted
the sun from her sky. Her
With a courage past belief, Aurora
and vanished from their mothers' eyes.
Unaided and alone, the stricken women
father was driven away and cruelly murthrew herself into the part of motion picdered, that father whose every thought
ture heroine in her own life history. For
falling by the roadside brought forth
more little ones on that march of death.
the sake of the love she bears her people,
had been for the welfare of his family.
FAR
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this young girl lived over again all the
horrors of those years of deportation and
hunger and misery worse than death. She
felt again the touch of fouling fingers
upon her shuddering flesh, the whistling
lash of the whip across her bare shoulders, the blistering sand under her bleeding feet, the glare of the blood-red sun
upon her unsheltered head. With all a
young girl's capacity for suffering, she
passed a second time through the gates
of hell — in order that her people, the
stricken people of the Near East, might
be saved.

sand women and children were staggering along a road that will long be known
as the Road of Death. Aurora and her
seventeen year old sister -were separated
from their mother and taken to the house
of Kemal Effendi. one of the head men

The heroine's part was played with
amazing power and with a skill beyond
the reach of art — it was not acted, it was
lived.
The story begins with the visit, on
Easter Sunday, of Husein Pasha. Turkish
Commandant and friend of the Sultan,
to the Mardiganian household. He
wanted Aurora for his harem. This was
his fourth request, and although he
backed it up by posting Turkish guards at
the doorway, his request was again
denied. Shortly after the Commandant
left the house in great anger, word came
that a general massacre of men. women
and children had begun at Van. The Yali
at Van was the principal Turkish ruler
in Armenia and the most cruel. A massacre at Van meant but one thing, a general butchery of Christians throughout
the whole province. By nightfall, couriers brought word that all Armenians were
to be driven into the desert. At davbreak.
husbands and fathers were forciblv separated from their families, herded in a
jail, terribly beaten, and finallv burned
to death. Within two davs, fifteen thou-

This

of the " Young Turks." Eventually escaping. Aurora succeeded in reaching the
Armenian refugee camp. During the
weeks of her captivity, all of the babies
and children not able to walk had been
bayoneted or drowned by the zaptiehs —
soldiers.
It was while continuing her dreadful
journey that Aurora passed the bodies of
sixteen young women who had been crucified bythe Turks as a warning. Twenty
thousand refugees, the wretched survivors of forty thousand who had been
driven from Van, joined Aurora's part}at this point. Night after night, hundreds of girls and young women, many
of them brides, disappeared from the
ranks and were never seen again.
As they neared Arabkir. the Kurds descended upon them, and Aurora was carried off to remain a prisoner for many
months. All in all. her wanderings and
sufferings were four years long. During
the last year, she was enslaved bv Turkish farmers and made to do man's work
in the fields. When her health failed she
was driven forth into the desert. Then
the Russians fought their way to Erzerum. and Aurora, emaciated and almost witless from the life she had led.
was rescued. Through the Near East
Relief Committee, she was sent to Petrograd and then to America. The storv of
Aurora's
sufferings
as she
she found
sailed
into
New York
harbor.ended
There
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And so the picture of " Ravished Armenia "was made. Nothing that I have
heard or learned about the toll that war
has taken has so impressed me.
Always 1 see in my mind this brave little figure, standing alone with her face
to the East, where lies the land of her
birth. It has not for one minute occurred to her to try to forget the past for
the sake of her own comfort and peace
of mind. She is willing to relive it again
and again, to perpetuate her own misery,
if only that will help America to understand.
" Ravished Armenia " is a thrilling picture and a burning indictment of those
who are responsible for Armenia's woes.
It is. a story all America must know. And
when we know, we shall justify this little Armenian girl's faith in us. We shall
help, so that her sacrifice and her suffering shall not have been in vain.
Some of us feel that this Little Sister
of the Wilderness is very especially our
own responsibility. It is for us to see
that the crimes inflicted upon Aurora
Mardiganian are never again enacted
while the world stands.
Meanwhile, clothes, work, food and
shelter must be furnished immediately to
those suffering refugees, for whom her
compelling appeal is made.
The American Committee for Relief
in the Near East, of which Cleveland H.
Dodge is treasurer, will receive your contributions which you cannot in the name
of humanity withhold after you have
seen on the screen the story of little
Aurora in " Ravished Armenia."
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Appearing in Six Special Productions ,
Direction of John M. StZinl /
Watch for further Announcement/'
American Cinema Corporation,
220 west 42nd,Si!reet New York City
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Overture
"FIRST

UNIT

PROGRAMME

1919"

Especially arranged by Mr. Rothapfel and Mr. Hugo Riesenfeld of the Rivoli Theatre, New York.
□ □
The
AN

Wood

of Fair

Water

IMMORTALIZATION

FAMOUS
MARINES

OF

THE

OF

THE

ACHIEVEMENT
AT

BELLEAU

WOOD

Arranged for use as the climax of a news or magazine reel.
Mr. Rothapfel wishes to convey that the choice of "weekly"
subjects should be left to the Exhibitor who frequently prefers
to offer his own selection of current events.
□ □
Elegie
"THE

LAST
with

HOUK"

J. H. GILMORE
A

Novelty

Prelude

Presenting

Music

The beauty of thought incorporated in the composition of a
master composer, Massenet — whose Elegie is used for this
picturization — is transferred to the screen with telling effect.

False

Gods

A Screen Version of E. Lloyd Sheldon's Powerful Drama
with
GRACE DARLING
HARRY MESTAYEFx
IDA DARLING

HUGH THOMPSON
FLORENCE BILLINGS
ALFRED HICKMAN

in the Leading Roles
□ 0

Epigrams
A

THOUGHT

OF

EQUITY

□ H
Wild
A

New

Flowers

Idea George V. Hobart Comedy
presenting

YVONNE
SHELTON
TEMPLAR SAXE
A. J. HERBERT

HELEN WEEK
WALTER
McEWEN
EUGENE ACKER

in a veritable gem of light literature from the pen
of one of America's most successful playwrights.
TN

producing

the Rothapfel

Unit

Programme,

* Mr. Rothapfel has striven in every detail, to
make it in its entirety the acme of artistic work in
motion

pictures.

EXHIBITORS

OF

AMERICA

IX distinct features characterize the first Rothapfel
Unit Programme: Music, Effects, Magazine,
Novelty Prelude, Dramatic Feature and
Comedy.
The whole is distinguished by the artistic touch of one who
has demonstrated that he knows the public's likes and dislikes, appreciates the high standard of the motion picture
as an art, and is able to present to this public quality in
entertainment.
The Effects represent his idea of synchronization — making
the action of the picture on the screen speak through the
orchestra, the stage settings, the general environment —
the whole worked out with a view to accentuating and
making more vivid and more realistic, a pantomimic performance.
The result is what is perhaps the most appealing complete
motion picture programme ever presented in any theatre.
Arrange your bookings immediately and announce the
Rothapfel Unit Programme at your theatre as soon as
possible so that you may profit by the tremendous amount
of advertising and publicity it is now receiving.
Yours very truly,
FRANK

G. HALL
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Turned

Who

White

A powerful, potent and pulsating story of the mysterious silent sands where a man finds his shriveled
soul and a courage to face his own world where another's sin has been laid upon his shoulders.
H. B. Warner in the role of Rand is masterful and compelling The part permits of an unusual
characterization.
It is the biggest thing Warner has ever done
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Extraordinary.

AN

exceptional production bearing
the same relation to pictures in
as a drama

general

of equal worth,

scoring a distinct hit on Broadway,
bears to ordinary stage offerings.
I

Mr. Rawlinson
supported

and Miss Breamcr

by a company

are

of unusual

excellence, portraying the varied assortment of characters of well-bred
modern

life, called for by Ruth

Holt

Booked by
INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.

Boucicault's powerful story, with realistic skill and a most congenial sense
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Coney

Island

A novel single-reel, presenting all the famous amusement devices of Coney
Island — " calculated to annoy your constitution." Excellent photography and
tinting, amusing trick scenes, and much "night stuff" that is decidedly pleasing.
A picture right in season, that your audience is waiting to see.

THE

FOURTH—

AND

LATEST—

ISSUE

OF

THE

''Photoplay
Magazine
Screen
Supplement'
" A Movie of Movieland," with Viola Dana, Shirley Mason and their mother ;
Shooting a Chorus of Chickens at the Christie Studio ; Beri Alexander '*' kidding " Bessie Barriscale — with Frank Keenan, Sessue Hayakawa and others,
in the May issue of " Stars As They Are "

'

"International"
Black
and White
Comedies
Smoothest, funniest cartoon comedies that have yet been produced. "Der
Wash on Der Line " with Happy Hooligan, and " Rubbing It In," an adventure
of Judge Rumhauser, may now be booked for first runs at any Educational
Exchange.
BOSTON, MASS.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICAGO,
ILL.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
Federal Feature Film Co.,
The Argus Motion Picture Co.,
48 Piedmont Street,
823 Prospect Street,
S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Streets,
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
FirstPoydras
NationalStreet,
Exhibitors' Exchange,
Consolidated Film Corporation,
FirstWestinghour"
National Exhibitors'
712
300
Building,Exchange,
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
DETROIT, MICH.
SEATTLE, WASH.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
INDIANAPOLIS,
Standard Film Service Co.,
Standard Film Corporation,
N. W.Third
Consolidated
Bee-Hive Exchange, IND.
2020
Avenue, Film Co.,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
3317 Olive Street,
109 West Maryland Street,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BALTIMORE, MD.
Standard Film Corporation.
Standard
Film
Corporation,
Bee-Hive
Exchange.
Baltimore Booking Co.,
Boley Building,
406 Film Exchange Building,
Toy Building,
412 E. Lexington Street,
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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Congratulations
and
Expectations
Film
THE approaching anniversary of the Universal
attempt to corner the star market, a market that won't stay
Company will suggest to the minds of many the put; and it is equally unwise, therefore, to overbid for the
star in front of your nose when another is hurrying right
amazing and swift advances in pictures and industrial conditions within the past seven years.
up and into sight from behind your back.
The same principle applies to stories.
During these seven years and their always exciting
sequence of events, Universal has kept intact its general
The story market can't be cornered because creative effort, from old and new authors, is going merrily on. And
organization, its executive personnel and its original status
as a producer-distributor. In all of these respects the comagain, it isn't good business to overbid for the story of topany stands alone today; it is now the oldest producingday when there's sure to be a new one tomorrow.
What we need, of course, and what we are eventually
distributing company in the industry.
On the changes that have taken place a volume could be going to have — it will be the new step in the evolution of
written.
the story for the picture — is the story created expressly for
the screen.
Pictures, projection, music, advertising, theatre manageThe easiest way, and that is the present way, is to grab
ment— have evoluted so fast and so far that contrasts are
startling.
the big story success of the day, pay any old price for it,,
and let the picture carry the burden.
Consider, for instance, the store show of seven years ago
In time we shall have the picture playwright,. altogether,
and the recent announcement of a new $2,000,000 picture
theatre ; think of the music, if any, in a little " grind " today.
and the price he gets will be his share of the picture's
show and the symphony orchestra today with its weekly
earnings, like the author's and stage playwright's royalties
cost of $4,000,00. The picture then was a midway novelty ;
today it is the foremost entertainer and educator of the
Then there won't be the scramble for books and playsworld's millions of people.
-that now exists; and the picture won't be burdened with,
There were these great possibilities inherent in the pic- a heavy load at its very start.
ture and the public constantly asked for them ; the picture
theatres speedily met the requirement of seats, comfort
The Needs of Tomorrow
and presentation; the picture has expanded to meet the
new tastes of the greater picture public.
THERE is one point to bear in mind in connection)
This swift and remarkable development put a tremendwith the million dollar picture theatre era which is.
ous seven years' strain upon the original producer-disnow with us — and that is the big overhead of thistributor; and that strain was doubled by the economic jars
new kind of entertainment palace.
and hardships of a new, big and fast growing industry.
The theatres of the past era had little overhead — in comCertainly, we may expect much from the future of a
parison. This has been particularly true of the stage
company with the virility and ability to have met, measured, and mastered the past and even thrived under its theatres. A show could afford to open in one of these
theatres and stay there long enough to test its full strength.
many and heavy exactions.
Shortly, in every good sized city, there will be one or
*
*
*
more theatres with upwards of 2500 seats.
The Story Crowds the Star
These seats must be filled — right off the jump, and kept
filled. The overhead demands it.
WE
are informed that within the past three months of
To accomplish this, the best of pictures and the best of
1919, the sum of over $850,000.00 was spent by
advertising must be used.
producers on books and plays for pictures.
These theatres are going to put a heavy strain upon picThis is the story year, evidently, as last year was the
ture production. And they are going to demand the very
star year.
best of advertising men.
A healthy sign ; but it won't be healthy if story competiThe pictures must lend themselves to exploitation — big
tion goes to the extreme of star competition.
exploitation. They must be such that their appeal will
The picture should not be loaded down with unnecessary
not let down once they are launched, nor must the adverexpense; and expense is unnecessary when one producer
tising let down.
bids a value sky high just because the other fellow wants
And, furthermore, there will be a new class of people in
it and just because he wants what the other fellow wants.
these theatres, people more exacting in their tastes ; people
Let's have a little sane originality and less frenzy and
blindness.
who like present day audiences are equally pleased with
that which appeals to the human heart and mind, but who
It has been definitely proven that new stars can be made
(Continued on next page)
— right along and fairly quickly. Therefore, it is silly to
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The Needs of Tomorrow
(Continued from preceding page)
also will demand artistry and naturalness and who will be
less tolerant of obvious crudities and unoriginal themes.
More newspaper cooperation will be needed ; and a
closer cooperation between producer and exhibitor will be
demanded, so that advertising will pull for all the picture
is worth.
Probably longer runs will be inaugurated by this class of
theatres. The exhibitor will not want to let a sure success
leave him while the advertising effort is still filling his
many seats.
The theatres lead the way in this business. We saw that
in the opening of the Strand in New York. This year they
are jumping 'way ahead of past standards.
And the rest of the industry, the two great factors of
picture production and picture advertising, must meet the
swift pace.
*
*
*
The Story is Only Half -Told
IT is about time, it would seem, to warn exhibitors on the
subject of war pictures.
We are well aware of the fact that the public is tired of
certain types of war pictures. Many aspects of the war
have utterly ceased to be news and are of no interest any
longer; mere copies of previous war picture successes disgust the present day audience ; and people are thoroughly
tired of pictures dominated by marching Huns and fiendish
brutality. They are demanding a decided relief from this
sort of picture in the way of light comedy, drama and
melodramas of American life, optimism and " humanness."
Because of these certain types of war pictures and because the public makes very plain its disapproval of them,
the exhibitor is demanding that all war pictures be tabooed.
This is entirely wrong; and the sweeping and thoughtless verdict will hurt the exhibitor as well as the motion
picture.
In the first place some of the best box office successes at
this moment are war pictures — war pictures with a new
angle and new treatment, to be sure, but pictures, nevertheless, which must be classed as strictly war pictures.
We must have more such pictures, and we will have,
unless the motion picture is to be the one medium of expression, which, after presenting most vividly the first
lights and lessons of the great world crisis now resolutely
closes itself to all else that is to be told.
That is just what will happen, however, if the exhibitor
continues to shout a manifesto against all war pictures.
The author today is afraid to create a war photoplay ; and
the producer feels that, whatever its character, it will have
a hard booking route to travel. The odds are against it;
and that is highly destructive. Books, stories, dramas will
be created out of this world crisis for the next half century.
The trouble with war pictures today is duplication — a
lack of originality in theme and treatment. That is all.
We don't want more imitations ; but we do want more,
many more original themes. And the encouragement for
the creative effort must come from the exhibitor and his
intelligent analysis of what is a good war picture and what
is not.
Falling

Picture
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local
effort throughout the State to secure open theatres
on Sunday.
Last week Binghampton exercised its option in favor of
Sunday opening by a Common Council vote of eight to
five. The local exhibitors presented the names ot 8200
residents favoring Sunday pictures as against 1500 from
the opposition. Speakers were sent to Binghampton by the
State organization as well as instructions on the preparation of petitions.
Oswego and Hudson have already declared for Sunday
opening. The matter is soon to come up in Ithaca and
with every favorable indication.
The officials of the New York State League take the
commendable position that their success at Albany in helping along the bill for Sunday option and their further success in the towns now exercising this option is simply due
to the fact that through their organized efforts the people
were permitted to make definitely known their choice of
Sunday pictures.
That is the point to make clear everywhere; and exhibitor organization plus the necessary zeal and work can
accomplish the task.
In Time of Peace— Prepare
WISCONSIN now joins the roll of states in which,
through organized and concentrated effort, exhibitors have scored splendid victories over the
minority who would control motion pictures and picture
theatres.
The state legislative committee killed the bill to create a
censorship board by a vote of four to one.
District Attorney Zabel of Milwaukee in a spirited address said : " Nor have I ever had brought to my attention asingle complaint that a moving picture exhibitor
in this county (with upwards of 100 picture houses) was
obscene or immoral. If there had been, that condition is
already covered by Section 4590 of the Statutes of Wisconsin which prohibits the exhibition or circulation of obscene
pictures or reading matter and which would apply to movAnd again : " Simply because in extremely infrequent
filmsingsome
scene of a daring exploit appears is no more
pictures."
reason why the entire industry should be placed in a straitjacket than that newspapers should be placed under the
control of a commission simply because in their news items
they print stories of crimes."
Attorney Zabel's speech appears in full in this issue.
The victory in Wisconsin will give added courage to
exhibitors in other states confronted with regulation
measures.
In each state conditions differ; but there is one fundamental situation everywhere. It is this: That the effort
to establish official censorship, to close picture theatres on
Sunday and to regulate in any such manner the production
and exhibition of pictures emanates only from a decided
minority of the public.
And the one way through which to meet this movement
successfully everywhere— the one sure way of success —
is to let the voice of the majority of the people be heard.
Organization of exhibitors and the circulation of petitions in each picture house will do this.
Only those states unprepared for the work need fear
this ruinous regulation.

Into Line

Cohen, O'Reilly and Berman and their loyal
MESSRS.
co-workers in the New York State League of Exhibitors are now energetically helping along the
>]!rilllli:illlllll!llll!!llll!llllllli;!lli;!lll!!lll
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Personalities

THE hot weather that was handed New
York early this week made us think of
Pete Schaefer.
Or, rather,
of Louis.
the coming exhibitors'
convention
in St.

You'll
Hear of Him
In St. Louis
In July

Haven't heard much about the convention so far, but just take a look at the
calendar
is not
very far and
off you'll
when see
we that
will the
all time
be looking
toward St. Louis.
And then Pete Schaefer will be in the
limelight for many weeks, so we are taking
time by the forelock by running his picture
this week.
Ought to be an interesting convention
with the many legislative problems facing exhibitors. Especially interesting will
it be if the New York, Wisconsin and other
exhibitors are on hand to swap experiences
and advice on beating the cranks.
It would be worth a trip to St. Louis in
July to hear
the story
of New York's one
hundred
per cent
organization.

We feel very much flattered. Fred Warren in a striking
side on Hodkinson's open market plans quotes " One of the
of the motion picture trade paper editors," and then goes
publish something we said on this page a few weeks ago.
golly, gewhillikers! Wronder if the boss saw that? Well,
he'll read this page this week.

broadwisest
on to
Gosh,
maybe

You don't want to miss this week's contributions to the open
market discussion. Marshall Neilan, Harry Reichenbach and
Bert Adler are the writers. The articles are on page 3182.
And as usual, whether he's right or wrong, Harry Reichenbach
alone. is worth the price of admission.
By the way, wonder if A. H. Blank has succeeded in digging
up that bank-roll to star Harry in " King Lear."
If we owned a laboratory we'd swap half the ordinary accounts
on our books to get a set of resolutions such as the First National
Exchange Managers handed W atterson Rothacker. No wonder that
Chicago boy altvays wears a smile. And no wonder he ivorries and
fumes over those First National prints just as much as either J. D.
Williams or Harry Schwalbe.
Prepare for an invasion from Los Angeles. Latest reports from
the coast indicate that many of the prominent figures have bought
their Pullmans.
Maxwell Karger, f'rinstance, was seen on Broadway during
the week. Bet that smile he wore was due to the praise heaped
on " The Red Lantern."
George D. Baker, of the Metro staff, is also on the way.
Harry Garson and Clara Kimball Young are others journeying eastward during the week.
While David Griffith left Los Angeles on Monday to supervise
the opening of his New York season at the Cohan theatre on
Monday, May 13. What does D. W. care for "13"?
From Los Angeles we hear that Jesse Hampton has disposed
of the J. Warren Kerrigan contract to Robert Brunton and associates. Kerrigan Pictures, Incorporated, has been organized and
the star will continue to release through Hodkinson.
To W. A. J. comes a postcard from Edgar Lewis in far-oflf
Japan.

Harry Maze Jenks sailed for England last week.
Howse remains in New York and has opened offices for
Productions, Inc., at Room 1526, 46 West 24th Street.
complete
Gramercy. the details we might add that the phone number

Harry
Harma
Just to
is 3153

Paul Lazarus, advertising manager for Vitagraph, will be
hanging his hat in the "Big Four" offices after May 17. A real
big fellow on a real big job. Good luck, Paul.
D. A. Poucher, of the Sherry Service, returned to New York
during the week from a trip over the exchange route, while
William L. Sherry has just started on a trip to talk things over
with the salesmen.
Word comes that Earl Hammons has arrived safely in England.
We thought it might have been a sub-division of Tuesday's parade.
A crowd of at least fifty gathered at the corner of Broadway and
Forty-fifth. We hastened to learn the cause of the excitement. And
found all eyes focussed on a twenty-four sheet! This is plain, uninspired fact— and we tvant it to go in the records that Broadway
strollers paused to look at a poster. The subject? "Auction of
Souls." The location — on the north side of Loew's New York
Theatre.
Lieut. Bob Kane, sporting the Belgian War Cross and the D.
S. O., and Nat Brown were in our midst during the week. Have
some big plans brewing as soon as both are released from the
Government service.
J. Parker Reid returns to Los Angeles this week. As we hobble to press rumor has it that the Louise Glaum special will be
distributed through Hodkinson.
Comes to our desk a series of postcards from H. H. Van
Loan. The popular one-time Broadwayite stopped writing
scenarios long enough to journey to Mexico for a real inside line
on the bull-throwing art.
joins in sending
personal
So" Mr.
readsFoxa postcard
from Rome,
Italy,regards.
to W. — A.W. J.R. Sheehan.'
Is it any wonder that Paramount paid a record price for the onereel Briggs comedies when good short comedies are so scarce that not
one of the three Broadway houses had a comedy on the bill this
week? Strand, Rivoli and Rialto relied on animated cartoons for
their laughs. And speaking of the price that Zukor paid for the
successful Briggs subjects reminds us that we have heard that James
Montgomery Flagg has decided that the movies are not for him.
W. H. Gueringer, of the Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans, is still in our midst. A likeable chap.
Prizma has opened new offices at 71 West 23rd Street.
Rumbling merrily to press we have gathered together the lastminute list of prominent exhibitors who will be in New York tomorrow to view S. L. Rothapfel's initial unit-programme.
Here it is :
L. Fennyvessy, Rochester, N. Y.; Wm. Shirley, Schenectady, N. Y. ;
Chas. Sesonskey, Gloversville, N. Y. ; Fred Elliott, Albany, N. Y. ; Phil
Gleichman, Detroit, Mich.; Henry Bernstein, Richmond, Va. ; Carr & Shad,
Reading, Pa. ; Wilmer & Vincent, Harrisburg, Pa. ; Harry Smith and Mr.
Houston, Philadelphia, Pa.; Joseph Trinz, Chicago, 111.; Bernard Depkin,
Jr., Baltimore, Md. ; H. M. Crandall, Washington, D. C. ; Mr. Jones and
Mr. Schwartz, Wilmington, Del.; H. C. Horater, Toledo, Ohio; C. W.
Deibel, Youngstown, Ohio; Jake Wells, Richmond, Va. ; Thomas Saxe,
Milwaukee, Wis.; O. H. Potter, Erie, Pa.; Frank L. Newman. Kansas City,
Mo. ; H. M. Thomas, Omaha, Neb. : A. G. Talbot, Denver, Colo. ; J. Lourie,
Boston, Mass.; Irving W. Smith, Woonsocket, R. I.; Mr. M. Houzzner,
New London, Conn.; V. Morris, Boston, Mass.; Walter Stumffig, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Marcus Benn, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Albert Fisher, Philadelphia, Pa. ;
Mr. Moule, Detroit, Mich.; F. H. Dowler, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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Answer

the Open
Market
" ?
is given to Motion Picture News' open discussion of the
turn
AFRESH
open market this week by contributions from the viewpoint of producers
and publicity men. Marshall Neilan takes his pen in hand to tell of the
effect the open market will have on " the man in the studio." " Six months of
open market distribution by all companies will give the studios' casualty lists
of a size that Motion Picture News will not have the space to publish," is
one of the startling declarations he makes.
Harry Reichenbach throws his hat in the ring with the statement that all
the claimants for pioneer honors are wrong and that Louis J. Selznick is the
man deserving the glory of the open market discovery. Bert Adler gave the
credit to the newer methods of publicity and promotion that have evolved
within the last few years.
====::::==:z=::==^^===::=^^=^=
The Producer s View
Marshall Neilan's recent screen successes
If I couldn't, then I was lost. The open
make him a producer unusually well fitted
market
system of renting each release indeto discuss the open market, and its relation
pendently would cook my goose with the
to the creator of screen entertainment. His
first
slip-up
I make. The exhibitors could
letter follows :
walk all over us. But — if I signed a conDear Mr. Johnston :
tract with a program concern I would have
a measure of protection. I would know
In reading the statements of distributors
and exhibitors in recent issues of Motion
that if I " fell down," literally, on one or
more of the series, and attained only an
Picture^ News anent the open booking sysordinary result, that the releases of other
tem and the program method I have wonproducers or stars on that program would,
dered whether the representatives of these
in an ample number of cases, be strong
two branches of the industry realize exactly
what the open market means to the other
enough
weak atsisters
the
hill,
and toletpull
me myout " with
least "a over
nominal
phase of the business — the producer.
It means a house cleaning. Six months
of open market distribution by all companSo much for the angle of self-preservaprofit.
tion. It looked "safe" at first blush. It
ies
will
give
the
studios'
casuality
lists
of
a
size that Motion Picture News will not
would be a nice, safe easy berth for a year
have the space to publish. It will be a or two. I could loaf along, turn out one
or two phenomenons to start things off, get
veritable Christopher Columbus for others.
There are directors on the West Coast who
the
exhibitors
all pepped
up about "Mickey"
Neilan,
and then
cut expenses,
and take
have genuine ability. The open market will
discover them.
unto myself a fair little profit on the difference between the actual negative cost and
Possibly the exhibitors do not appreciate
the great moral effect the open market will
the production cost limit provided by conhave on the sources of productions. Its
tract. Meantime, exhibitors would be rentfirst recommendation to them is the freeing
my
"jip" pictures to get others that
dom from exchange dictation that it brings.
they wanted, and I would have an additional revenue in percentages on the gross.
Admittedly, that is of vast personal importance to every exhibitor. It gives him
Easy, I'll
But if I produced eight
What
wouldsa}'.
happen
the latitude to pick and choose releases that
will satisfy the individual screen interests
successes for program release? Would I
of his particular clientele. A certain star
receive a just return for the effort, the
is exceptionally popular in a given locality.
ability, the experience, the talent I put into
Under the program system the average exthem if they were on program? Wouldn't
change would be quick to fasten a premium
they, perhaps, be used to club the exhibitors into line for other productions of leson that star's productions. The exhibitor
wanting her would be obliged to contract
ser value and which they would not book
for a number of the features that the exexceptingme byof pressure?
change could not book on their merits
deprive
revenue? And wouldn't that
Therefore, I came to the conclusion that
alone. The open market eliminates this
the best thing for me to do was to rise or
practice.
If I may recite to you something of my
fall
on my own.
I couldn't
make good
own thoughts before I signed my contract
for myself,
I wouldIf only
be marking
time
and
postponing
for
a
few
months,
at most,
with First National Exhibitors' Circuit for
a series of eight special attractions. I can
the listing of my name among the studio
casualties. If I did make good, I would
better explain the backfire that the open
have no hindrances, no handicaps for my
market system will have on the studios.
productions on the open market. There
My first question was : " Can I make
are other inviting, features of the open
eight successful productions in succession —
productions big enough, strong enough,
booking system. It does not harass me
and sufficiently entertaining in each instance
with specific release dates, demanding that
to induce the exhibitors to book them strictI sacrifice quality to speed; it gives me absolute independence from dictation of any
ly on their merits ? "

News

Market

from

Query,

Picture

Producer s>

"Who

Opened

character, and it makes me alone responsible for results.
There is a far greater incentive to any
producer or star in knowing that his or
her success is strictly an individual accomplishment than there is in an arrangeers. ment which compels its sharing with othAll in all, as I view the matter from the
standpoint of a director on the verge of
becoming a producer, the open market is
the exhibitor's salvation in many ways.
When he refuses, in sufficient numbers, to
book by any other method he is going to
shelve a lot of individuals who now are
safely under cover. He is going to make
one quick, deep incision right to the very
core of production, and he is going to automatically find out, and eliminate, the conditions which now make for inferiority in
productions. He will make the fellows at
the studio end work mighty hard to get
one hundred per cent quality. He will
compel us to make good or get out. There
will be no alternative. It will be : " Either
we're mighty good or we are mighty
In your editorial in which you started off
the discussion of the open market you
questioned the source of supply with an
independent booking plan. I am of the
opinion that every distributing company
will be obliged to release a minimum number of productions each year to defray
overhead
punk." and make a profit. This will
have to be at a rate better than one a
month. And with from six to ten concerns active with even that comparatively
small number of releases per month, exhibitors who cannot play an attraction for
longer than two days will have an abundance of subjects to choose from.
You opened a large and juicy grapefruit
when you touched off the discussion on the
open market. Its juice is pretty well splattered over the country, and because I am
now just within range, and because, within
the month, I'll be well inside the maximum
firing range, I feel constrained to " tell the
world " that I, for one, welcome the" open
booking policy for my eight productions
through First National because I will
either satisfy myself that I am good or
that I am not good. I think I'm good.
That's
why I voted
the Circuit's ticket ort.
the Distribution
Ballot.
Sincerely yours,
Marshall Neilan.
Hand It to Lewis J.
Harry Reichenbach, of the Macauley
Photoplays Company, goes back into film
history a bit to find the man whom he
deems worthy of being called the open
market pioneer. He hands this title to
Lewis J. Selznick
in letter:
the following characteristically snappy
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
Editor Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
The controversy regarding who opened
the market, noted with keen interest.
It will be fairly easy for you to establish the real opener of the market. Just
mount the elevator in your building, get
off at Select's floor and say howdy to Lewis
J. Selznick, and you've seen the Columbus of the controversy.
First National. Hodkinson, Frank Hall
and all the other organizations, now doing
business are simply following in the lead
of the above mentioned Selznick.
At the Exhibitors' Convention, three
vears ago in Chicago, it took the combined
efforts of Zukor, Brady, Ochs. Trigger and
Irwin to fight off the effect of Selznick's
talk in behalf of open bookings and Selznick followed his talk by putting his policy
into practice.
At that time, First National was not
heard of and W. W. Hodkinson was the
greatest exponent of series booking, program booking and deposit.
Mr. Hodkinson was out of Paramount
several years before beginning to discover
the efficacy of open bookings.
J. D. Williams was in Australia.
Fred Warren was editor of a newspaper
out west.
Frank Hall was buying rights on films
for Jersev.
AND YOURS TRULY HAD TO
FIGHT THE ENTIRE PARAMOUNT
ORGANIZATION IN ORDER TO GET
THEM TO BOOK "HYPOCRITES"
ON THE OPEN MARKET.
If you run back through your own paper for the past five years you will find
that I have, personally, handled most of
the big open market pictures, including
" Hypocrites." " Enlighten Thy Daughter."
" Manxman," " One Law For Both," " Tarzan of the Apes," " Romance of Tarzan,"
" Whom the Gods Would Destroy." etc.
The Warner's with " Four Years inGermany," Jeff McCarthy with the Griffith pictures, Maurice Tourneur, Leonce
Perret, Edgar Lewis and other independent producers opened the market. It is
their courage and showmanship alone
which is responsible.
THE DISTRIBUTING CONCERNS
NOW CLAIMING RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE OPEN BOOKING SYSTEMS
SIMPLY WAIT UNTIL SOME CAPABLE MAN MAKES A FILM. OPENS
IT AND PUTS IT OVER IN SHOWMAN-LIKE MANNER. THEN PAY A
PRICE AND SECURE THE DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS.
THERE IS NO COURAGE IN BUYING A SUCCESS. NO SHOWMANSHIP IN WAITING FOR A PRODUCER TO MAKE HIS PRODUCT
SUCCESSFUL. IT IS SIMPLY A CASE
OF HAVING THE FUNDS WHEREWITH TO PURCHASE THE READYMADE HIT.
High rentals are the result of the distributor sitting back waiting for sure-fire
hits and then being compelled to pay the
maker several hundred per cent more for
the picture than if he bought it as an untried product.
Marcus Loew books films from one
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WHO'S
NEXT
\
Want to Hear from an

Exhibitor on Open Market Question

Producers,
, have
ORSMen
BUTcity
come
TRIPubli
DISand
to bat vigorously in the pro
on
ussi
regarding
and con disc
the Open Market.
Who's Next?
Isn't there some exhibitor who has
his own views on this whole question? And who believes that none
of the speakers so far have stated
the case as he would?
Let's hear from him.
Keep the ball rolling!
source, before the scenario is complete.
He rejects other good films, even after
seeing them.
The one principle lacking throughout the
entire
industryin is
"SHOWMANSHIP."
It
is lacking
studio,
parent office and
exchange.
A good salesman is the man who can
sell a questionable film (in so far as its
drawing power is concerned) at a top rental.
In the legitimate, a good salesman is the
advance agent who goes to a town and
arouses interest in the show to follow.
An oversold exhibitor is an injured outlet, a clogged channel.
There are no oversold exhibitors in the
legitimate field, all is harmonj- there, with
the producer, agent and exhibitor absolutely pulling together.
A great exhibitor is a man who takes
big space in the papers, and gives all pictures similar treatment, to wit, Tom Moore
of Washington.
A good one night stand exhibitor in the
legitimate, as known to New York producers, is the man who knows the desires
of his public and appeals to them individually as the merits of his play dictate.
L. J. Selznick, Harry Sherman, Harry
Garson, Edgar Lewis, Ivan Abramson, W.
E. Scballenberger and other independent
producers are alone responsible for open
bookings — the present day exponents simply discovered the necessity and fitted their
policies to meet the condition.
Very truly yours,
Harry S. Reichexbach.
* * *
Another Publicity Angle
" Showmanship " is also declared to be
the prime need by another publicity writer,
Bert Adler, of Interocean Film Corporation, who contributes this letter :
Editor Motiox Picture News:
May 4, 1919.
With all due respect to the " controversialists," itwas the film publicity men and
trade press that made "open booking" possible. There isn't a doubt of it and the
reputed " discoverers " ought to quit kidding themselves. Once upon a time when
there was only an imitation trade press
and worse-than-that publicity men, the pub
policy of the producer was — well, it wasn't!
But the new class of trade-papermen
weren't satisfied with the old-line " an-

noucemnts" : they wanted advertising
and yelled for it out loud.
So men with ideas gradually came to
write production ad copy. They discovered
the selling points of these productions. Instead of release dates, they featured the
things about the picture that would attract
the public. " Release date " copy ceased.
So adid
couldn't
in
day thethatprograms,
saw filmswhich
advertised
on live
the
individual merit of each.
With real advertising men in the producers' office came a better grade of publicity men to theatres, to put over the plans
that producer ad writers outlined. You
see, it didn't take much of a press man to
play ball with old-line producer publicists.
It was usually the habit to just reprint on
throw-aways or in newspaper ads the mere
" announcement " stuff of the producer
whose films your theatre was showing.
That was "selling" a theatre — think of
it ! Of course, the boys who do it today
use one stunt after another, never letting
up on their public until they have exhausted every advertising angle of the film exhibited, getting 100 per cent show value out
of every picture booked.
The call of this new-idea publicist was
quickly heard by his boss, the exhibitor;
and soon you found pictures being booked
on a plain basis of showmanship, which
has
nothing
in common
with "progress.
programs "
or other
enemies
to advertising
The program came in because exhibitors
wanted a guaranteed supply of films.
It went out when exhibitors realized that
the " guaranteed supply " was an evil rather
than a benefit, that it left no" room for
showmanship, and that showmanship —
much of it !— is essential in a show business.
Blame the new publicity and the new
publicity men for the change! !
Very truly,
Bert Adler.
Bob

Kane Returns from
Battle Front
Bob Kane — First Lieutenant Robert T.
Kane, 91st Division, A. E. F. — is back
from France and ready to take up his
motion picture work where the war stopped
it. He returned unheralded, the modest
little ribbon bar of the Belgian Croix de
Guerre on his breast, a citation entitling
him to the American Distinguished Cross
in his pocket and with three gold service
chevrons and a wound stripe on the cuffs
of his blouse.
Lieutenant Kane saw fighting in the
three decisive campaigns of the war — St.
Mihiel, Argonne-Meuse and Lys-Scheldt.
When the war came to America Bob
Kane was among the most successful managing producers.
Cohen

Leases

One

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the New
York State Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, has leased the Bronx Strand
theatre at Westchester-Union and Prospect
avenues, for a long term of years at an
aggregate rental of about $175,000. Same
consists of a closed and open-air theatre
with a combined seating capacity of 2.200.
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Rothapfel

Shows
M ore Than a Thousand Representative Men of Film Industry
Throughout Country Gather
to Witness Complete
Program at Rialto

Motion

/"OFFICIAL picturedom was represented
at the premiere showing of the first
Rothapfel Unit Program at the Rialto
theatre, May 9, when more than a thousand exhibitors, newspaper critics and
trade paper represenatives from every important center in the United States gathered to see Samuel L. Rothapfel's complete programme of pictures— from overture to curtain.
The program opened with the overture,
" The Rothapfel Unit of 1919," Mr. Rothapfel's own arrangement,
the
Rialto Orchestra, with Hugo played
Risenfeldby conducting. Following the overture, introductory remarks by the producer were flashed
on the screen. A picturization of Massenet's "Elegie" followed, and to this
work, titled " The Last Hour," the house
have its heartiest approval, and displayed
keen interest.
The magazine number of the programme
followed " The Elegie," and some most
interesting subjects were presented, including scenes of the marines in action, at the
battle of Belleau Wood, taken under the
supervisi6n of Major T. G. Sterrett, of the
U. S. Marines ; contributions by Stewart C.
Whitman, editor of " Everybody's Magazine"; Sergeant Owens of the Marine
Corps, and others.
The dramatic feature followed, a screen
version of an original story by E. Lloyd
Sheldon, titled " False Gods," and presenting in the all-star cast of players GraceDarling, Hugh Thompson, Harry Mestayer,
Florence Billings, Alfred Hickman and Ida
Darling. The general theme deals with the
pursuit of happiness and has for its chief
characters a young architect and his wife.
Through the influence of others she is led
to believe that happiness comes through
wealth. She sets up false gods as her idols
and not until she is brought face to face
with the true situation does she realize that

His Programme
her happiness is with her husband, not in
seeking the wealth of the world or its
" false Gods."
The comedy number, conceived by Mr.
Rothapfel and written by George V. Hobart, playwright, is titled " Wild Flowers,"
and presents, according to the expressions
of opinion of the critics, something new in
the comedy world. There are no spoken
sub-titles. Poetic titles embellish the action, which cites incidents in the lives of
those who seek pleasure. Yvonne Sheldon,
formerly of the Midnight Follies; Helen
Weer, who was seen in the role of "Jennie"
opposite David Warfield in " The Music
Master"; Templar Saxe, Walter McEwen,
A. J. Herbert and Eugene Acker.
In the musical numbers accompanying
the features of the program, Mr. Rothapfel
is said to have surpassed anything he has
ever done in this connection. The musical
phase of his work as producer was carried
throughout the programme, and in building
his subjects he kept in mind this phase,
with the result that he has fitted the production to the music and the music to the
production.
Frank G. Hall, vice-president of Rothapfel Picture Corporation and president of
Independent Sales Corporation and Film
Clearing House, through which organizations the Rothapfel Unit Program is distributed, said, following the premiere of
Mr. Rothapfel's production, that he had
expected great things from the former director of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, but
never for once entertained the opinion that
his work as a producer would measure up
to the quality of entertainment that flashed
before him on the screen of the Rialto
theatre.
The showing was well attended by prominent exhibitors, press representatives from
out of town and representatives from the
leading trade and daily papers of New
York.
The same evening at Hotel Astor Mr.
Rothapfel gave a banquet to more than
three hundred exhibitors, newspaper men,
critics and other prominent men in the
motion picture industry.

Holland Buyer Arrives in
New York City
J. C. Barnstyn, director of the British
and Continental Trading Company, has just
arrived in New York City from Holland
and has registered at the Astor Hotel for
a prospective stay of four months.
He is also directly representing the H. A.
P. Film Company of The Hague in Holland. This concern is said to serve seventyfive per cent of Holland theatres and is described as one of the most perfect him
buildings in the world.
Mr. Barnstyn declares that the H. A. P.
Film Company have what they consider
the most perfect system of marketing and
distributing in vogue. He bu}rs not only
for Holland but also for Italy, France,
Belgium and the Scandinavian countries.
Later on when things become more settled
the H. A. P. Company will also operate in
the Central Empires.

" Unpardonable Sin " Runs
in Twin Cities
Preceded by a newspaper and billboard
advertising campaign, " The Unpardonable
Sin," the superdrama, starring Blanche
Sweet, and distributed throughout the
Northwest by the Friedman Film Corporation, is reported to have started an
indefinite run at the New Lyric theatre,
Minneapolis, Sunday, May 4, to record
crowds.
Admission prices ranged from twentyfive cents to a dollar. A two weeks' showing of " The Unpardonable Sin " is scheduled to begin at the New Liberty, St. Paul,
Sunday May 11. Following the close of
the Twin City showings the film will be
shown at Duluth, Superior, La Crosse,
Eau Claire, Fargo, Grand Forks and Aberdeen, according to Benjamin. Friedman,
president
of the Friedman Film Corporation.

Picture

Organize Exhibitors
Association

News
in

It was announced this week from Winding Gulf, W. Va., that working plans for
the Winding Gulf Exhibitors' Association
have been completed and as soon as reports can be received from the managers
of theatres connected with this association
active work will be begun. It is expected
that these reports will all be received by
the latter part of the present week or first
of the coming week. Contracts made for
service will not be effective until June 1st,
it was thought wise to let each theatre
continue its present method of securing
service for the month of May as one
month's time will be required for the secretary to outline and arrange routing for
service.
Thetion Winding
Gulf Exhibitors'
Associawill book service
for the following
theatres ; Fireco Theatre, Fireco, W. Va. ;
Affinity Theatre, Affinity, W. Va. : Winding Gulf Theatre, Winding Gulf, W. Va. ;
Mc Alpin Auditorium, Mc Alpin, W. Va. ;
Stotesbury Amusement Hall, Stotesbury,
W. Va.; Golden Gate Theatre, Tams, W.
Va. ; Besoco Theatre, Besoco, W. Va. ; Vanwood Theatre, Vanwood, W. Va. ; Wyco
Theatre, Wyco, W. Va. ; Wyoming Theatre, Mullens, W. Va. ; Glen White Amusement Hall, Glen White, W. Va.
Theatre buildings at Fitzpatrick, W. Va.,
Hotcoal, W. Va., Maben, W. Va., and
Herndon, W. Va., are now under construction and will receive service through the
Winding Gulf Exhibitors' Association as
soon as completed, which is expected about
The Association officers are : C. R.
July 1.
Stahl, president; Hiram Sizemore, 1st vicepresident ; J. T. Morris, 2nd vice-president ;
J. H. Spencer, secretary, treasurer and
booking manager.
The four officers together with J. B.
Clifton constitute a board of directors.
Officeconstruction
roonf for theatsecretary's
is now
under
Winding use
Gulf,
W.
Va.
Gets Good Reception
The Salvation Army special production,
" Fires of Faith," produced by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and endorsed by
Commander Evangeline Booth and other
high officials of the Salvation Army, had
an auspicious opening Monday night at the
Harris Theatre where it will remain for
an indefinite run prior to its release
throughout the country. A capacity audience was present and many prominent
persons were noted among the seat holders.
The program was opened with a Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogue, " With
the
Yanks
in
France."
The settingconsisting
for the
main feature was then revealed,
of a reproduction of the interior of Rheims
Cathedral. The spotlight was thrown on
Miss Alice Mertens who, in the garb of a
Red Cross nurse was moving about the interior of the church, ministering to four
wounded soldiers. Miss June Day, attired
as a Salvation Army lassie, then entered the
edifice and distributed doughnuts among the
men, after which she sang " Fires of Faith."
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Wisconsin

Censorship

Bill

United Action Does the Trick — Bill Goes Down to Defeat in
Committee by Five to One Vote — One Speech That
Helped Is Worth Preserving
MILWAUKEE, WIS. {Special to Motion Picture News).— As the
result of a splendid fight staged by the Wisconsin exhibitors, operators, exchange men and others interested in the industry, a bill to
create a Wisconsin State Bureau of Censorship has been killed in the assembly
committee by a vote of five to one.
The united action of every one connected with the industry in Wisconsin
may well be followed by motion picture men in other States in which the censorship bugaboo
"
" has been brought up.
No effort was spared to line up arguments against the passage of the bill.
One of the strongest knockout blows ever registered against censorship advocates was made by District Attorney W. C. Zabel of Milwaukee.
Motion Picture News prints this speech in full because of its value in
suggesting points to exhibitors in other sections.
Point Out Censor " Bulls "
An artistic touch was given the committee hearing by the presence of Rose Tapley, Lasky star. She told how an eastern
censor had mutilated a Preparedness picture, depicting a tragic scene of ruthless
invasion, because it was not suitable for
children. She held that while this might
be true, the scene meant much to men
and women.
R. W. Jackman, Madison attorney, who
represented the exhibitors, stated that the
production of Geraldine Farrar in Carmen was barred from the scene in Pennsylvania by the censors.
Romeo and Juliet were eliminated, he
said, because the censors thought it improper for Romeo to kiss Juliet at the age
of sixteen, and only five of Shakespeare's
plays were passed.
In Chicago where a policeman was censor, no films were shown where anybody
hit a policeman, and a photoplay showing
a policeman being bribed was cut, because
Chicago policemen did not do such things.
District Attorney Zabel made the following forceful statement which played a
great part in defeating the bill :
" My attention has been directed to a
proposed bill contemplating the creation of
a board or commission to regulate moving
picture theatres and moving picture films in
the State of Wisconsin. Having been district attorney in the most populated county
in this state and in which there are upwards of one hundred moving picture
houses, I desire to go on record against that
bill for various reasons. First, because
throughout all my official experience as district attorney of this county, I fail to find
any crying need for any direct legislation
concerning moving pictures or the creation
of a commission to control them. Having
personal charge of thousands of criminal
prosecutions of various offenders, old as
well as young, I have never had occasion
to prosecute a case in which the crime was
suggested or instigated by any moving picture. While it may be true that men or
boys who commit crimes have been to moving picture houses, nevertheless it was not
the moving pictures but the criminal instinct of the individuals that prompted them
to commit the offense.
" Nor tention
have
I ever
had brought
my atasingle
complaint
that ato moving
picture exhibited in this county was obscene
or immoral. If there had been, that con-

HOW

HE

KNOWS

Cincinnati Manager Tells
How to Tell About
the War
over,
is dan,
war Sheri
accordin
Will
d iam
greagt toworl
THE
superintendent of the Family
theatre, Cincinnati. He bases
this conclusion on the fact that soldiers no longer leave the cords from
their
in thea collection
theatre.'
On camp
his aign
desk hats
reposes
of hat cords that rank as follows:
Ordnance Department, four; artillery, three; Quartermaster Corps,
two, and infantry, one.
When the war was in progress it
was a common occurrence to find
many of the cords, but in the past
week or so none has been found.

dition is already covered by Section 4590
of the statutes of Wisconsin which prohibits the exhibition or circulation of obscene pictures or reading matter, which
would apply to moving pictures as to any
other form of obscene exhibits. There is
no more need of placing moving picture
houses or moving picture films under the
control of a commission than there is for
placing any other line of exhibits or the
legitimate stage productions under such a
commission. It appears to me as merely
another attempt to regulate the conduct of
the poor and to restrict a legitimate form
of amusement, open only to those of limited
means. To circumscribe that form of pastime and amusement is to characterize particularly the great mass of plain people in
the community as unable to take care of
themselves and as catering to a form of
innocent amusement and entertainment as
deleterious to their welfare. Simply because on extremely infrequent films appears
some scene in which is pictured some
daring exploit is no more reason why the
entire industry should be put into a straight
jacket than that the newspapers published
throughout the state should be placed under
the control of a commission simply because
in their news items they print stories of
crimes ; and newspapers are circulated more
freely and come to the attention of a
greater number of people, old and young,
than the moving picture. The same is true
of plays given on the legitimate stage.

Defeated

" The moving picture theatre has become
a place of instruction as well as a place of
amusement. It is patronized in the open by
the
public
don'tseesneak
into
a back
doorgenerally.
in order toYou
go and
it. And
the very fact that it is open to the public is
of itself a sufficient deterrent against exhibiting either immoral or degrading pictures, aside from the fact that there is a
law already upon our books sufficiently able
to control that situation should it ever arise.
The instructive,
general public's
desire
things that
are
amusing
and forelevating
and
at the same time harmless prompts every
producer and exhibitor to cater to that
public desire. No producer or exhibitor
would find it a paying proposition to exhibit pictures other than those which meet
the appreciation of the general public. He
could not afford to cater to any morbid
sentiments or taste which might perhaps be
found in an individual here and there.
" ter
I cannot
how a commission,
mathow well see
constituted
it might be,no could
serve any useful purpose to the public, except to delegate to themselves the power to
determine a standard of pictures which
would meet their own ethics, taste or contracted viewpoint, and serve to emphasize
what is not true, namely, that the public
needs the guardianship of such a body. It
is impossible for a producer to meet the
individual taste of the people constituting
a community. All they can hope to accomplish isto strike a happy medium, basing it
upon what is generally accepted as moral
and decent as well as entertaining, and no
three persons in my opinion are better able
to determine what the public is or should
be permitted to see in a public place than
the law-abiding people of the community.
Most theatres showing moving pictures depend for their patronage upon the community wherein they are located, and any
theatre that would attempt to furnish anything but decent and harmless pictures
could not hope to exist for any length of
time. The public can certainlv be depended
upon to_ regulate by their patronage, or
withholding of patronage, the standard of
a theatre. There is of course in every community a class of people who consider
themselves so much better than the general
mass of mankind, who feel compelled to
regulate and uplift their fellow men, they
being that class which put a harmful construction and interpretation upon what to
the average individual would be merely entertaining oramusing. There is not a piece
of literature of any value, not even excluding the Bible itself, upon which some poisoned mind could not put a harmful interpretation.
"Then again another objection is the
useless and unnecessary expense put upon
the already burdened taxpayers for a
proposition that can serve no useful purpose, except to furnish a salary for those
who hold the position. It is axiomatic that
when you build the mill you will have to
furnish the grist to keep the mill going. So
with the commission, that when once created will have to go through the state with
a fine tooth comb for the purpose of finding
a way of keeping busy and to furnish an
excuse for its existence.
" If there were any crying need for the
creation of such a commission, this county
would certainly be the place where it would
have made itself felt by reason of the large
number of theatres existing here and the
density of the population. Such, however,
{Continued on page 3186)
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Paramount

Motion

Managers

Meet

Here

District Managers and Special Representatives in New York Next
Week to Plan Campaign
DISTRICT managers and special representatives of the Famous PlayersLasl<y Corporation will discuss plans for
the
year's
campaign
at a meeting
to becoming
held next
week
at the offices
of the
corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue. The meeting is in response to a call issued by Walter
S. Greene, vice-president and managing director in charge of distribution.
Co-incident with the issuance of the call
for the meeting, Al Lichtman, general
manager of distribution, has announced
the following promotions in the department :
Frederic Gage, formerly sales manager,
has been promoted to the position of secretary to Walter E. Greene, vice-president
and managing director in charge of distribution.
Sidney R. Kent, formerly special representative insupervision of the Kansas City,
St. Louis, Omaha and Des Moines
branches, has been promoted to the position of sales manager and took up his new
duties in New York May 1.
Myron H. Lewis, formerly manager of
the San Francisco branch, has been promoted t© the position of special representative with permanent supervision of the
Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha and Des
Moines branches.
John W. Allen, special representative,
has been placed in permanent supervision
of the Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis
branches.
John W. Hicks, Jr., has been appointed
B. K. Bimberg Leases the
West End Theatre
Beginning September 1, the West End
theatre, at 125th street and Eighth avenue, New York City, will be operated by
the Bim-Webb Corporation.
B. K. Bimberg, president of the BimWebb organization, signed a five years'
lease this week, and has the option of renewal. When Mr. Bimberg opened the
Schuyler theatre at Eighty-second street
and Broadway, ten years ago, it is stated
that he was generally scoffed at by theatre
men who believed that he was pioneering
in this territory without any chance of getting results.
. The West End lease now gives this concern six theatres in all, located in upper
Manhattan, the Bronx and Washington
Heights districts.
No Censorship for Florida
It was announced from Tampa, Fla., this
week that the censorship bill introduced by
Senator Baker has been unfavorably reported by a vote of four to one.
Senator Baker introduced a censorship
bill providing for censorship of all motion
pictures hy judges of the County Courts,
or judges of the juvenile courts. The bill
provided for fines from $50 to $500.

Anita Loos, Frances Marion, Louise Huff,
Ernest Truex, John Emerson and Gaston Glass,
in the Paramount drive on the opening day of
the Victory Bond drive
manager of the Minneapolis branch. Mr.
Hicks was formerly branch manager for
Goldwyn at Minneapolis and previously
had been associated with the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in the St. Louis
and Omaha offices.
Those who will attend the meeting in
New York next week are the following
district managers: Harry Asher, Boston;
W. E. Smith, Philadelphia; C. E. Holcomb, Atlanta; Louis Marcus, Salt Lake
City; Herman Wobber, San Francisco, and
the following special representatives : H.
H. Buxbaum, Pittsburgh ; John W. Allen,
Chicago ; Myron H. Lewis, Kansas City.
New

Theatre

Announced

at

Astoria, Long Island
Lynne and Ward, proprietors of the Alhambra and Century theatres in Brooklyn,
announce that Architect Thomas Lamb is
working on their plans for a new motion
picture and vaudeville theatre for Astoria.
The site secured is at the corner of Steinway and Grand, and the exhibitors declare
that the building will cost them in the
neighborhood of $400,000. A seating capacity of 3,000 persons has been provided,
and a roof garden will also be one of the
features.
Give Banquet to E. R.
Pearson
Members of the Minneapolis film colony
gave a farewejl banquet at the Raclisson
Hotel in honor of E. R. Pearson, who has
resigned as manager of the Minneapolis
First National Exchange. All of the Minneapolis exchanges and a number of local picture houses were represented at the
banquet. Mr. Pearson, whose successor
with First National is J. F. Cubberly, plans
to go to New York after a visit in Nebraska. He will leave many friends in the
northwest.

Picture

News

Wisconsin Censorship Bill
Defeated
(Continued from page 3185)
is not the case. And if it is not true in
this locality, it can hardly be urged for
other communities where fewer picture
houses exist and the population is not so
" The present system under which moving picture houses are being supervised,
great. by a commission appointed by the
namely,
mayor, the personnel consisting of citizens
who have no desire to be officious or to
perpetuate a position for the sake of a
salary, has been sufficient for all useful and
necessary purposes. And as one who has
been brought in close contact with the
criminal side of this community, I do not
hesitate in saying that the morality and
decency of this community do not require
or demand the passage of this bill, and I
therefore respectfully go on record as opposed to its passage."
The following
persons, prominent in film activities in Wisconsin,
committee
hearing: were present at the assembly
R. W Jackman, Madison; P. Laufer, Milwaukee; Jos. Schwartz, Milwaukee; A. Berg, Milwaukee; F. Kadow, Manitowoc; E. Harris, Milwaukee; Leo Landau, Milwaukee; Frank Paradise, Milwaukee; C. Rodow, Milwaukee; Thos.
Saxe, Milwaukee; Fred Sugert, Milwaukee; Geo.
Fischer, Milwaukee; T. J. Coffey, Marinette; J.
Siliman, Milwaukee; Geo. Bauch, Milwaukee;
Robt. Dietrich, Milwaukee; Rose Tapley, New
York City; Paul Langmark, Milwaukee; Louis
Nelin, Milwaukee; H. Sturyer, Milwaukee; E.
Langmark, Milwaukee; John Grauman, Milwaukee; Jas.waukee;Rhode,
Kenosha;Madison;
Miss R.Ed.Katz,
MilG. McWilliams,
Whalen,
Waukesha; W. H. Norton, Watertown; J. E.
Slack, Mazomania; T. H. Lueneman, Madison;
P. T. Trowbridge, Washburn; Mrs. Geo. Garson,
Prairie Du Chien; C. S. Erickson, Soldiers Grove;
Louis Limmet, Nekoosa; Jos. Zinkle, Milwaukee;
Ben Doescher, Platteville; J. H. Wall, Highland.
N.

A. M.

P. I. Now

Has

Real Estate Department
A real estate department has been started
by the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, under the direction of
H. L. Manheim. The department will list
all studio or office properties available for
use by motion picture companies and will
undertake searches for parties desiring particular locations.
Free service will be rendered to members of the Association while those not
affiliatd with that body will be charged
the customary rates, depending on the nature of the transaction.
Irene Castle Marries
Irene Castle, motion picture actress and
dancer, was married at noon Saturday to
Captain Robert E. Treman, of Ithaca, N.
Y. The wedding took place at the Church
of the Transfiguration, on Twenty-ninth
street, known as " The Little Church
Around the Corner," the ceremony being
performed by the rector, Rev. Dr. George
The bride
was accompanied to the altar
Clarke
Houghton'.
by her godfather, Mr. Philip Boyer, and
was given in marriage by her mother, Mrs.
Elrov Foote.
New Ohio Company
The Sigma Theater Company, $100,000
capital, has been incorporated in Ohio by A.
J. Ritzier, D. H. Kirwan, T. Reed Duncan,
Oliver Kies and H. E. Garlmg, all of
Lima. The company will operate a motion
picture theater in that city.
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Dalton

Flies in Behalf

of

Victory Loan
Dorothy Dalton, who has been very
active in behalf of the Victory Loan since
her arrival here several weeks ago, had
the distinction of making the first hydroaeroplane passenger trip from lower New
Jersey to Albany, N. Y., and established
a unique record for adventure and spectacular advertisement for the Victory Loan
campaign, recently.
Miss Dalton in a three-passenger flying
boat piloted by C. J. Zimmerman, left the
factory grounds of the Aeromarine Plane
and Motor Company at Keyport, N. J.,
at three o'clock in the afternoon and arrived in Albany at eight-forty, or nearly
six hours later. The trip was made without a single mishap.
The purpose of Miss Dalton's trip was
to convey to Governor Al Smith, a Liberty
Loan message from Governor Benjamin
Strong of the Federal Reserve Bank.
Brady Sails for Europe with
Grace George
William A. Brady, accompanied by Grace
George (Mrs. William A. Brady) sailed
for Europe last week on the Aquitania, on
a trip that combined motion picture and
theatrical business.
In his official capacity as president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry of America, Mr. Brady will
discuss with British and French film men
various matters affecting the industry here
and abroad, and will endeavor to further
the cordial relations and general understanding existing between them and American motion picture producers, distributors
and exhibitors.
Acting for himself, Mr. Brady will arrange for the production of a number of
pictures in England. While abroad, Mr.
Brady will be equally active from a theatrical standpoint.
Chernoff of Omaha is New
York Visitor
M. J. Chernoff, who is associated with
Paul Marquand in several state right productions for the Mid-West, was a New
York visitor and while in the metropolis
he purchased additional states on the health
picture, " Fit to Win."
In addition to Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, Messrs. Chernoff and Marquand
now control the rights on " Fit to Win "
in Wisconsin. Minnesota, South Dakota
and North Dakota. The headquarters of
the concern has been moved to the Empress Theatre building, Omaha, Nebraska.
Takes

Up Study of Cause
and Effect
W. W. Hodkinson, president of the Hodkinson Corporation, was the guest of honor
and speaker of the evening at the Association lodge rooms on the night of April 15,
which was the beginning of a stud}- by that
association of motion picture directors to
try and discover certain laws of cause and
effect which may uphold the very foundations of this new screen art.

Kennedy in
Goldwyn"V"
Night, and Loan
in addition to
Hitsin Hard
Industr
Well
Organized y Efforts
All
the purchase of $40,050 by employes of
Branches of Motion Picture Inthe Goldwyn studio, $27,100 was bought by
Top Loan Over
dustry the
Helps Put
the crowds.
The Jesse D. Hampton studio gave a very
THE fifth loan drive has closed, and.
entertaining program, and made the Tuesaccording to reports received from all
day evening meeting a most enthusiastic
one. William Desmond sold one man, in
branches of the motion picture industry
several lots, an aggregate of $40,000, bringthroughout the country, it has left the meming the total of the night to $63,000.
bers almost completely exhausted physically because of their whole-hearted
Wednesday, April 30, Metro studio peovaliant and successful campaign for the
ple made all of downtown Los Angeles take
benefit of the United States Government.
notice by a spectacular circus parade,
which passed over three miles of the busiAnd, according to the many large contributions by the vast army of workers
ness section streets. Bert Lytell was chairwithin the industry, it is declared a wonman, and in his usual patriotic and enthusiastic manner, brought an avalanche of buyder that many were not exhausted finaners to the counter at the conclusion of his
cially as well as physically. As one offiopening speech. The total sales of the
cial put it: "The motion picture people
were not only ardent workers, but they
night were $54,000. Lytell made the offer
to the crowd he would buy as much as they
were
willing
givers."
did in thirtv minutes, and he was forced
Of the various organizations of the
to take $15,000.
Southern California ■ Liberty Loan ComIn New York Miss Marion Davies purmittee, none proved more active or effichased $5,000 worth of Victory Loan
cient than that of the motion picture inBonds at the Selwyn theatre from Loney
dustry, of which D. W. Griffith served as
chairman, and had the assistance of R. N.
Haskell, and actually kissed the seller,
Stevenson, who was secretary to chairwhen dared, to promote the sale of someman of former drives, Charles H. Christie.
thing like five times that number of bonds.
The studios that made their quota at the
The daily Victory Loan meetings in
front of the Aeolian Building, where the
start were : Griffith's, $60,000 ; WTm. S. Hart,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation gave
$32,000; National, $36,000; Brentwood,
$6,000; Morosco, $10,000; Hampton, $8,- a motion picture attraction of some kind or
another every noon hour, became widely
000; Goldwyn, $50,000; Laskv, $100,000,
and Christie, $7,000.
known and attracted many Victory note
War time buying bonds became epidemic
buyers not only from the different secon the night Sessue Hayakawa was in
tions of the city, but also from Brooklyn,
charge of the meeting, and he sold $20,900.
New Jersey, Staten Island, and other outThe same spirit continued on the followdistricts.of taking motion pictures of
The lyingstunt
ing night, with Bill Duncan as chairman,
bond
purchasers
and projecting these films
aided by other Vitagraph players, includon the screen at the Strand theatre, made
ing Earle Williams, Edith Johnson, Montgomery and Rock, and others. At this
a big hit, and itself accounted for some
meeting $39,350 were sold to the public.
$50,000 worth of Victory note sales durMonday evening, April 28, was Madge
ing the first week.
Covington Fixes Seating
Tax of Theatres
City Commissioners of Covington, Ky.,
have amended the motion picture license
ordinance to fix a tax upon the seating capacity of these places of amusement. The
new ordinance provides that where theatres
have a minimum seating capacity of 325,
the annual tax shall be $200 ; more than 325
and up to 500, $300; 500 to 750. $400 ; 750
to 1,000, $5,000. and more than 1,000, $600.
Rosedale theatre managers who operate in
the suburbs of Covington asked for the 325
minimum seating capacity because they
claimed that they could not operate at a
profit if the license called for a tax of more
than $200.

" Ticket Scalpers " Bill in
Pennsylvania
Reports coming from Harrisburg show
that one of the numerous bills aimed at
" Ticket Scalping," applying not only to
motion picture houses but all theatres in
general, passed in the Pennsylvania House
of Representatives on April 30, and now
goes to the Senate for action by that body.
This proposed law would require all
theatres to print the price of admittance on
all tickets, and prescribes a fine or term of
imprisonment or both for persons found
guilty of selling tickets in excess of the
printed prices or for otherwise violating
the provisions of the act.

Watts Wins Election
According to an announcement this week
from Springfield, 111., W. W. Watts, owner
of the Gaiety and Vaudette Theatres,
Springfield, was on April 29 at a meeting
of exhibitors in Chicago elected president
of the Motion Picture Association of Illinois. Watts is one of the most popular
show men in the business, and also one of
the most successful.

Sells Six Bartolas
Six Bartola Musical Instruments were
placed in as many motion pictures in a
single week due to the combined efforts
of the sales force and the declared superiority of the instrument.
H. J. Terry, sales agent, declares that
Mr. Barton, the inventor of the Bartola
Musical Instrument, is also a champion
salesman as he disposed of four during the
week.
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Advocates Several Reforms to
Help Small Town Exhibitors
Motion Picture News :
In renewing my subscription to your much valued and appreciated publication, I want to take
this occasion to thank you for the efforts you
are making through the columns of the " Motion
Picture News " to better the conditions in the
" fillumdition" withbusiness
general
existingin parconrespect toin the
small and
exhibitor
ticular. Speaking as a small exhibitor, let me say
that they are much appreciated by a few of us
who are really desirous of better service and are
willing to do our share to obtain it. However,
judging from the smal exhibitors I have met I
have come to the sad but too true conclusion that
if the exhibitors are not receiving the service
they justly desire today, it is largely their own
fault. Too many of them seem to labor under
the delusion
pay
big pricesthatforbecause
picturesthey
thatcan't
the afford
exchangeto
is doing them a big favor when they give them
pictures under any condition.
I am happy to say, however, that these kind
are not subscribers to the " Motion Picture
News,"
or if theyI are
only glance
advertisements.
am they
optimistic
enoughover
to the
believe, though, that conditions are steadily improving, but satisfactory service to the small exhibitor will never reach its proper status until
the exhibitor himself realizes that he is entitled
to receive film in good physical condition, the
right kind of advertising aids when he is ready
to pay for them, press sheets to aid him in ex
ploiting the picture, etc., and that it is up to him
to fight for those things. In justice to the distributor he must also use every effort to return
the film in good condition.
Before going any further let me properly introduce myself. You will see that I am in a position to speak from the standpoint of the small
exhibitor when I tell you that I am manager of
the Strand theatre here in Prairie du Rocher, a
town of less than 500 population. At our last
performance we showed to 350 people at one
performance. As our seating capacity is only
250, that means that 100 people were glad to see
our show with only S. R. O. privilege, and I
know that they left our house satisfied notwithstanding. Iattribute our success to the fact that
through personal effort I have secured at all
times almost wholly satisfactory service from
the distributors with whom we do business and
have added to this the proper kind of advertising
on each production, having first booked only the
kind and class of productions that go over best
with our patrons.
Another thing, we will not burden or tie ourselves up with program contracts which compel
the exhibitor to show the mediocre productions
on that program (and there are plenty on every
program), thereby hurting his business; or delve
into his legitimate profits to buy another picture
while
expensive
program " fizzle
" course,
adorns imthe
shelf. hisThis
lattersmall
alternative
is, ofAll
possible for the
exhibitor.
of which
leads me to remark with absolute conviction that
the
" small
potatocontract
" who hastiesundoubtedly
up to a 52 sounded
or 104
picture
program
the death knell of his business.
In this connection I note with much satisfaction that all leading distributors are going to
adopt the only safe, sane and proper form of
picture every
distribution
— open
booking.
system
one gets
an even
chance,Under
from this
the
star to the exhibitor who retails it to his patrons. It isandthe drawing
only real, honest Ittest
of athestar's
popularity
gives
exhibitor a chance to get power.
what his patrons
want,
thereby increasing his profits and enabling him
to pay proportionately
duction then lives and higher
waxes rentals.
successfulEachor prodies
and falls by the wavside according to its own
individual merits. I firmly believe the open
booking system of distribution will be the means
through which a higher quality of pictures will
be maintained in the future and will clear the
chaotic condition now existing in the industry
and place it on a firm and lasting business basis.
In conclusion I should like to express my views
relative to your very pertinent question contained in your
editorial ofby April
12: "Should
tribution be controlled
the producer,
or isdis-it
healthier for the industry and more profitable
to producer and exhibitor that the distributor be
an entirely free agent, selecting and selling on
merit
only? "I realize that in asking this question
Of course
you are soliciting the opinion of the producer
and distributor who understand every phase of
the business, rather than the opinion of the
exhibitor
" stickswho
" atisthat,
strikes meandthatone thein the
exhibitor
not but
inter-it
ested in any exhibitor-controlled organization is
really the
fellowon who
presentSo a here
strictly
biased opinion
the can
subject.
goes.un-

has

SUis*

Skip-

By all means I believe the distributor should
be an absolutely free agent, selecting and selling
on merit only. The production of pictures is an
art, while the selling or distribution of pictures
is business and should be wbolly in the hands of
trained business men, the producers to be paid a
certain percentage of the rentals derived from
the pictures so distributed. Thousands of dollars
are lost annually as a result of lax business
methods among exchanges. Apply the " willynilly
" business
in practice toin any
the
exchanges
with methods
which I now
am acquainted
other
business
enterprise,
and
it
wouldn't
long before that concern would be in the handsbe
of a receiver. And here the much mooted question of service bobs up again. Correct this condition and exhibitor service will be relatively
improved.
I am hoping I may be permitted to remain in
the business long enough to see many needed
reforms
see the
same indegree"
of
stabilityinstituted,
and senseandof to
security
obtained
this
industry as in other lines of endeavor, and I have
no doubt that when this is finally achieved the
" Motion Picture News " will have enacted no
small part in bringing it about.
W. F. DE FRENNE.
Strand theatre, Prairie du Rocher, 111.
Glenn Likes Open Market and
Criticizes Average Posters
Motion Picture News :
I read every week with a great deal of pleasure
the news from cover to cover and while I have
not had the charge of the Gay theatre for the
past three months I am still interested and will
run it again myself.
I have just finished the article regarding the
Star combination
and that combination just suits recently
me to a formed
T.
The way it has been, these players all being
good and divided up among the different companies it was mighty hard to have to book a lot
of pictures that were no good just to get a few
that were good and there was no one to go to
for good pictures except these companies that had
the high priced stars to pay, and that had to
charge us more than the cheap pictures were
worth in order to have the money to pay theii
stars.
Now these companies will be able to furnish
good $560,000
pictures salaries
for lesstomoney
if theyondon't
have
any
the other
hand the theatres
in thepay.
smallThen
towns could
not
afford to pay the high prices asked for these
big star pictures.
If the producers will just spend a little more
on their advertising matter and not on stars we
will get better results, and I want to ask you a
question : The posters put out by most of the
companies are so near alike I wonder if they
don't
all change
use thethesame
pictureon for
posters
and just
wording
the the
to suit
the
picture
It's a? waste of good money to buy posters that
don't
pullingwithout
power any
at all.
that a have
good any
six-sheet
pictureI think
on it
at all, thinggotten
up
in
red
and
black,
telling than
some-a
of the story would be far better
picture of a man kissing a woman, or a scene
showing the players eating a meal or some other
equally interesting scene from the play.
Now just forget who is writing this and take
an hour off and go to fifteen theatres in your
city and take particular notice of the paper they
have out, the paper furnished by the ex, and
see if you don't
think that there
portunities for improvement
there.are lots of opJAY ALLEN GLENN,
Gay Theatre, Newport, Tenn.
Pueblo Exhibitor Takes Up
Star Question and High Rentals
Motion Picture News:
With much interest I read your exhibitors',
distributors'in and
lettersfield.
of whys
wherefores
the producers'
motion picture
Your and
tilt
between E. R. Pearson and Geo. E. Carpenter
prompts
this, alsoMr.your
question,
In my estimation
Pearson
comesWho's
nearer Right?
being
right than Mr. Carpenter, but neither of them
exactly puts his fingers on the real pulse of
trouble, nor gets anywhere near a remedy.
To my notion in order to right conditions in
pictures, the matter must be met by all ends
of the business working for the common cause.
Let's begin at the top end and consider the
stars. Stars
mustwayhavethrough.
star stories
duction all the
Now andlet star
me proask
a question. Are stars worth all they can squeeze
out oflieve the
think they
so. should
I bethere isbusiness?
a limit as Ito don't
how much
expect to get for their work. We all know this
to be a money grabbing age and every one wants
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all they can lay hands on. But why not think
of something else besides money? Does or does
not the President of the United States work for
less work
than more
Douglas
Fairbanks gets? Is or is not
his
important?
I
don't
know
what
Chaplin,
Fairbanks
or Pickford get net yearly,
but IHart,
do believe
that
their earning power should have a limit, and
should be so gauged that the public pays them,
the producer, the distributor and the exhibitor a
fair profit all the way down the line and no
more. When the grocer starts profiteering bethe public's
there istoa curb
howl their
and
during yondthis
war wewelfare,
have learned
profiteering and if we can keep Uncle Sam in
the saddle some way to watch, we can continue
to derive benefits from war experiences as to
curbing profits. Well, it must be so in the
movies, too. I will try to outline further.
From the stars we will jump to the other end
of the game, the exhibitor. Exhibitors must expect to pay enough rental on real star pictures so
that the stars and all intermediaries will get a fair
profit. If they cannot pay the rental at ten and
fifteen cent admissions, then they must sell admissions higher. All exhibitors all over the country should be charged at the same rate, according
to population
andstar
picture
attendance.
All the
exhibitors showing
pictures
shall charge
same admission prices, no variance anywhere.
No exhibitor shall be supplied with star pictures
unless he does maintain standard admission prices.
This will satisfy patrons if the standard admission price is right. Now when this has been
figured scientifically as near as possible from top
to bottom then you get your results.
_ No pictures
have as
to be
shown atclaims
continual losses toshould
producers,
Paramount
itrecoup
does with
stars' byproductions
and then
thosethelosses
forcing other
stufftrythatto
they canhe make
on. and
Let the
show
what
wantsa profit
to show
makeexhibitor
the rentals
right. Let the stars be satisfied with a right
compensation, and then and then only will the
picture business get right. This is the only kind
of co-operation
that willPickford,
adjust matters
satisfactorily. If Fairbanks,
Hart, Chaplin,
Griffith have these ideas in view by all means
let them get together and they cannot begin any
too
quickly. But if they are out to gouge, it's
all off.
Further, if F-P-II-C-G do combine along these
lines I would like to put time in for them, organizing exhibitors to talk with them and give
them
something
air bunk.
Call onbesides
me. the usual salesman's hot
R. D. HEINBOCKEL,
Princess Theatre, Pueblo, Colo.
Will Advancing Prices Crush
the Small Town Exhibitor?
Motion Picture News :
Are Motion Pictures to remain the popular
amusement at unpopular prices? That is the
problem that is confronting the exhibitor today
and a mighty hard one to solve. We are now in
an era of so-called better pictures, and of course
on a higher rental basis to the exhibitor, therefore the higher rate of rjntal must be passed on
down as usual to the ultimate consumer, and I
am here to tell you this ultimate consumer so
called patron of picture theatres is beginning to
wake up to the fact that they are paying a big
price to see pictures that in a great many cases
are most unsatisfactory.
If we were served with 100 per cent, pictures
straight end ways then we could talk high prices,
but as I find conditions from careful observation
I believe most sincerely that we had better put
the soft pedal on high prices and keep the picture game in the popular class of amusement.
A short time ago good pictures were within
the reach of all, at present if you try to show the
so-called better pictures, in your theatre you are
continually compelled to advance the admission
price. How long are the people going to keep
on paying
higher
To average.
see pictures that are
but and
littlehigher
if any prices?
above the
Take the small town of from 3,000 to 6,000 inhabitants for example, we all know in towns of
this size you have from three to six hundred
theatregoing
now, willprices,
those orpeople
continue to pay people
these ;advanced
will they
gradually
stop
going,
and
will
we
finally
lose
them
altogether?
My point is this : better keep a large patronage
in touch with the theatre, by showing good clean
pictures
than toshows,
get the
masses outat ofmoderate
the habitprices,
of attending
by
putting prices above what the working man can
continue to spend for amusement.
Again, what is to become of the exhibitor in
the size town mentioned? The producer is not
making pictures that he will sell to the small
town exhibitor, on a rental basis that he can in
turn continue to charge a moderate price at his
theatre. The exhibitor must advance his price
in accord with the price he pays the producer,
and thus drive away his regular patronage.
Where will it end?
W. H. BRENNER,
Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind.
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Plan Fight on Censors in
Illinois
At a meeting of film men held on April
29 at the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, plans
were laid for a vigorous fight in opposition
to censorship legislation now pending in
the Illinois legislature.
The censorship bill introduced by Senator Buck has already passed the Senate
and has been referred to committee in the
House. It leaves the censorship of all
films in the state to the arbitrary decree
of the Department of Registration and Education.
Plans for a state-wide educational campaign carrying the battle to the public were
made. Four thousand slides are being prepared. An organization known as the Illinois Motion Picture Association was
formed, with headquarters in Chicago.
The following officers were elected :
President— W. W. Watts, Springfield ;
Vice President — Peter J. Schaefer, Chicago ;Secretary — William Loeber, Jr., Springfield; Treasurer — W. D. Buford. Aurora;
Field Secretary— Samuel Atkinson, Evanston ; General Counsel — Lewis F. Jacobson,
Chicago, who presided at the meeting.
Torres

of

Pathe

Enters

Export Business
Manuel Ramirez-Torres, who has been
identified with Pathe for thirteen years —
a longer time than other individuals connected with the Pathe Exchange, and with
a record for tenure of service with one
organization that is probably unique in the
motion picture business, has resigned his
position as manager of the scenario department to enter the film export business.
Mr. Ramirez has organized the Selection
rilm Service, Inc., and has secured the
agency for the Pathe films for the West
Indies, and in addition will handle the Select product for that territory. He plans
to widen his field of operations at a later
late.
Xew Cassinelli Feature
A sensational Parisian stage success from
the pen of Pierre Wolff, the French playwright, has been selected as the story in
which Dolores Cassinelli will make her
debut as a star under the banner of the
Albert Cappelani Productions, Inc. The
production, which will be known as " The
Gutter,'- is adapted from Mr. Wolff's " Le
Ruisseau," which played in Paris for over
two years, it is said. Work on " The Gutter " is already well under way at the Capellani studio, Fort Lee, under the direction
of Albert Capellani.
C.

E.

Schmidt

of Omaha

Leaves Fox Exchange
A bigger field in the motion picture business is planned by C. E. Schmidt, assistant
manager of the Fox Film Exchange of
Omaha, and he resigned May 10.
Previous to his Omaha affiliations he was
at one time a branch manager for Pathe
and later became assistant to the sales manager in their Home Office. He is said to
have made an excellent record at the
Omaha Exchange of Fox Film Corporation.

Association

Nelson B. Bell
Nelson B. Bell Made Publicity
Manager for Crandall
Theatre Chain
NELSOX B. BELL, for the past thirteen years assistant Sunday and dramatic editor and special feature writer on
the Washipgton Post, has been appointed
by Harry M. Crandall to the position of
general press representative of the Crandall
Theatres in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Bell is a native of Valparaiso, Indiana, but received his education and first
newspaper experience in Chicago. For four
years he was a resident of San Juan, Porto
Rico, where he introduced the first slang
baseball stories ever printed on the Island,
through the medium of the San Juan News,
the first American newspaper established
in the Caribbean. In 1905 he removed to
Washington and served for a time as tariff
expert with the Interstate Commerce Commission. His affiliation with the Washington Post, however, followed soon and
has continued without interruption since.
He is the author of many- short stories and
a dramatic critic of recognized attainment.
For eighteen months Mr. Bell served as
press representative of Moore's Theatres
Corporation, resigning from that position
effective April 12. last.
As a member of the Crandall organization Mr. Bell will have complete charge of
the advertising and publicity for the
Metropolitan, Knickerbocker. Crandall's,
Savoy. Avenue Grand, Apollo and Meader's Theatres, comprising the Harry M.
Crandall chain — the most extensive in the
Xational Capital.
Three Service
Sections
in
This Issue

Sets Meeting

for September
It was announced this week that the
third annual meeting of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
will be held in Rochester, N. Y., on September 23, 1919. This decision was reached at
a meeting of the Executive Committee of
the National Association held at the Hotel
Claridge in New York last week. The
meeting was presided over by Walter W.
Irwin, and attended by William A. Brady,
Richard A. Rowland, Gabriel L. Hess, J.
E. Brulator, P. A. Powers, Paul H. Cromelin and Frederick H. Elliott.
It was announced that President Brady
was scheduled to sail for Europe on May
3, to return in June.
In view of the decision which had been
previously reached to proceed with the
nation-wide organization of Censorship,
Sunday Opening and other National Committees during the summer months, it was
deemed inadvisable to hold the annual
meeting of the members during the summer. J.E. Brulatour, treasurer of the National Association, thereupon extended an
invitation on behalf of the Eastman Kodak
Co. for the directors to hold their meetings in Rochester on September 23, when
the members of the board will be the
guests of the Eastman Kodak Co. and a
private car will be chartered for carrying
the officers and directors of the Association
to Rochester and return.
on
Richmond

May 24
"Movie

Ball"

Plans for -the big
Star" ball,
which will be given for"Movie
the benefit of the
home-coming fund of the Richmond, Va.,
Grays, under the auspices of the First
Virginia Regiment Association and the
Woman's Auxiliary, on May 24, in the
Grays Armory, are completed, and committees to look after the various features
to be shown in connection with the affair were appointed.
Invitations to attend the ball and aid in
the work have been accepted by Eugene
O'Brien, Virginia Pearson, June Caprice,
Bessie Barriscale and Creighton Hale.
Among others now expected to attend
and to whom special invitations have been
forwarded by the local committee are:
Constance Talmadge, Alice Bradv, Marguerite Clark, Dorothy Dalton^ Billie
Burke and Irene Castle.

Moss

Plans Xew
Theatre

Bronx

Still another theatre will be added to
the B. S. Moss string of photoplay-vaudeville houses round Greater New York. Mr.
Moss has completed negotiations with
Henry Acker for the purchase of the
property at the northwest corner of Prospect avenue and 161st street for the erection of a theatre structure calling for a
capacity of 3,500 seats. It will be the
ninth theatre owned and operated by B. S.
Moss. Plans also include an adjoining
amphitheatre with a capacity of 3,000. An
outdoor pipe organ will be one of the innovations.

Motion
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Grauman at Los Angeles
Plans Longer Runs
Indications of a policy which provides
longer runs, has been made by Sid Grauman, of Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre Los Angeles, in the continuance of
showing the D. W. Griffith Artcraft Program picture "The Girl Who Stayed at
" Home," the second continuous week. The
showing
business during the second week's
up to and including Wednesday, was on a
the average week's business, which
par with
officials of the theatre to state that the
lead
picture could be shown at thre consecutive
weeks to attendance estimated almost normal.
When the Grauman Theatre was opened
was anin February, 1918, the policy change
of
nounced providing for weekly
steadheld
n
Grauma
Sid
and
m,
progra
fastly to this policy until early this year
when he continued C. B. deMille's Special
\rtcraft "Don't Change Your Husband"
for the second week. The deMille picture
held up for the second week, and drew such
theatre
big business that the receipts of thethan
any
for the second week were greater
two consecutive weeks.

Fifty-two " Ham and Bud "
' Comedies Offered
Not only the Tom Mix single reelers
made by Selig have been acquired by Jans
Productions, Inc., but announcement has
of the single
just been made that fifty-two famili
ar team
reel comedies featuring that
"Ham and Bud" have been purchased
from the Kalem Company.
These single reel comedies and also the
single reel Selig series starring Tom Mix
are offered to state right buyers in the
, genvarious territories, and F. E. Backer
eral sales manager of Jans Productions,
of applications for
Inc., declares that_a flood
territories have already been received.
those who at" Fully ninety per cent, oftoday
would not
tend motion picture shows
general
the
as
ago
years
five
one
enter
opinion was that the picture theatres were
of a ' nickleodeon,' " declared
a sort
merelyBacker
. " These single reel Ham and
Mr.
Bud comedies will therefore come as a new
and pleasant surprise."
Brothers Invade
Cincinnati
Ascher Brothers, not satisfied with a
chain of twenty-four houses in the Chicago
territory7, have invaded the Cincinnati field.
Thev have secured a leztee for forty years
on the northwest corner of Seventh and
Vine one of the best locations in the city.
It ' is expected that the $40,000 house
which will be erected on the site will be
open for business by Thanksgiving Day.
The house will seat 2,500. The property
has been leased from the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, which also will install the
organ, which will be slightly smaller than
inthe huge orchestrion, costing $90,000,
stalled recently in the municipal auditorium
in Denver, Colo.
The main entrance will be from Vine
street, with a 35-foot lobby beginning at
a point 20 feet north of Seventh street.
Ascher

Picture

News

Capellani Exploits Film in
Novel Manner
An advance advertising trailer of striking originality has been prepared by Albert
Capellani for " Oh, Boy," the first of the
June Caprice-Creighton Hale series for release through Pathe Exchange. It is introduced uniquely by a bill-posting outfit
rambling down a street and stopping in
front of a billboard stand.
The bill-poster jumps down from his seat
and does a little comedy, after which he
covers the board with a 24-sheet. Upon the
completion of his job he surveys the result
and smiling clambers aboard his wagon,
but not before casting a last glance at the
poster, sents
which
reads,
Capellani
Creighton
Hale" Albert
and June
Capricepre-in
' Oh, Boy,' " etc.
Keenan

Sessue Hayakawa,
Star of " His Debt,"
Released by Robertson-Cole
Mutual Through Exhibitors'
Ernest Shopman to Manage
Curwood Productions
Ernest Shipman announces that he has
signed a two years' contract with Canadian
Photoplays, Ltd., of Calgary, Canada, as
business manager of the film productions of
James Oliver Curwood.
Nell Shipman of " God's Country and
the Woman," and other Canadian stories
by the, same author, will be the star of the
company.
James Oliver Curwood, who now has
a monthly following of twelve million readers it is said through his recent affiliation
with the International Publishing Company,
has given the Canadian company a two
years' option on all his published and unpublished stories.
Curwood's new picture now in production establishes a unique record as the
" Farthest North " of any film drama yet
produced.
David Hartford of " Peg O' My Heart "
and " Bird of Paradise " fame is the director, and in a long cast of notables are
Ronald Byron, Wheeler Oakman, Wellington Playter, Charles Arling. Dal Clawson and Joseph Walker stand sponsors for
the photography.
Mr. Curwood spent a month " on location " supervising the correctness of the
scenes. He claims this to be his greatest
film drama.
A whaler frozen in the ice, a great fighting dane, the North West Royal Mounted,
and over a third of the picture shown in
the long Arctic night are some of the features.
The project demands such concentration
of management that Ernest Shipman has
disposed of all other picture interests and
will devote his exclusive time to Canadian
Photoplays, Ltd. The offices established
at 17 West 44th street, New York City,
will be retained for the use of the Canadian company.
Release Dates
on pages
3293 to 3296

Works on Feature
for Pathe
"A Nameless Story" is the working
title of a five-part drama that Frank Keenan Productions, Inc., is filming at the
Robert Brunton Studios, Los Angeles, Cal.
Frank Keenan has the stellar role and it
is the fourth of a series of eight dramas
by Mr. Keenan under the Pathe contract.
The scenario was prepared by Jack Cunningham from an original story by F. X.
James. Ernest C. Warde is directing. In
the cast are : Joseph McManus, Kathleen
Kerrigan, Jennie Lee, " Snitz " Edwards,
Edwin Tilton, Janice Wilson, Clark Marshall and Sheffrey Taylor.

Johnny Dooley to Appear
in Two Reelers
Details of the plan to present the comedian, Johnny Dooley, in films, are being
made public by Clarence L. Bach, president of Johnny Dooley Comedy Films.
Mr. Bach states that Mr. Dooley will
be seen in a series of two-reel comedies
based on Bide Dudley's humorous newspaper stories. " The Office Force," now
a popular feature of the New York Evening World and other publications throughout the United States and Canada. In
each picture the comedian will appear as
the office boy whom Mr. Dudley has made
so entertainly unctuous.
Johnny Dooley today is regarded as the
funniest pantomimic comedian on the
American stage, it is said.

Levy

Makes Trip Through
the Middle West

Harry Levy, general manager Universal
Industrial Department, is making an extended trip through the Middle West. One
of his many stops will be at Cleveland,
where he plans to make final arrangements
for the release of a good roads film, which
bears a startling message and is to be
backed by national, government and state
officials. This film will be released to exhibitors all over the United States.
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Class
Doesn't
Mean
MORE
than a year ago we had a letter requesting
advice from a man who had just taken over a
theatre in a city of fair size. It has been a complete
failure and he had bought it for a song. The house
was badly run down in every way and was even
physically unattractive and without the slightest appeal as a theatre. The people who went there went
simply because thev had to have some place to so.
This theatre was in a neighborhood where the great
majority of the people were workers. They were
prosperous, but not wealthy. They were able to pay
a reasonable price for their entertainment, but they
demanded something for their money. A survey of
the neighborhood showed that either ninety per cent
of the people did not go to a motion picture theatre,
or that they patronized one of the downtown houses.
We advised this man that the first thing to do was
to clean up the house, inside and out. He did. He
used paint and kalsomine freely and while the house
wasn't anything wonderful architecturally it was soon
as neat as the legendary pin. There was a freshness
about the place. We advised him to use flowers
liberally in the interior decoration and he soon had
real atmosphere. He put an electric sign in front of
the house — a big one that indicated prosperity.
Then he told the employes that were still there to
start practising smiling. The ones that didn't get the
hang of it didn't stay around much longer.
THERE had never been any real music in the
theatre and this man spent quite a sum for his
organ that would enable him to really play the pictures. He paid just a little more for the musician
than he had to so that he would be sure to get one
who could deliver the goods.
He did not go in for the " fancy " music, although
class was maintained there. He used the simpler
selections and played the scores of the features and
then lively airs for the comedy and dreamy, descriptive compositions for the scenic. The patrons of the
theatre had no idea that they were being educated to
music, and if this manager had told them in advance
that he was going to make them like music they would
have resented it. But the music came to them as an
incidental thing and in a few weeks they were converted.
One evening the organist was sick and there was
no music. Everyone wanted their money back.
Lots of these people could not speak English very
well. That is one of the main reasons why the other
managers had not believed that any part of the success of the house lay in the music.
They must have forgotten that in the early days
when S. L. Rothapfel was operating in a little Pennsylvania town where his patrons were largelv
foreigners that he put great stress on this end. As
a matter of fact right here was born his great in-

a

Lot
of
Money
spiration for the proper combination of music and
the picture which has had such a wonderful influence
on exhibition.
THESE are some of the things that this manager
did. We are not undertaking to recite them all
here,
out. but there is just one point that we want to bring
Recently we were in the exchange city from which
that theatre is served. We were discussing the
matter of showmanship with one of the exchange
managers.
" You want to visit theatre down in
"
he suggested. " It's the class even if it is not a Rialto
course we smiled, recalled the first letter that
or Of
a Strand."
we had received from this manager and the later ones
telling them things that he had done, of the ideas that
he had used and of where he had gotten most of
them.
This is an extract from a recent letter of his :
" I am preparing to build a new house, and I am
sure that it is going to be a- great deal better than
this one. There are a lot of ideas that I have gained
that are physically impossible to incorporate in the
present building.
" You know that I feel that the Motion Picture
News is really building this house for me, for a great
share of the success that I have gained has come
from reading the articles telling of the work of other
exhibitors. I have never hesitated to use these ideas.
On a few occasions they have failed in my particular
case. In most instances they have aided wonderfully.
But even in the cases of failure they have aided me,
because they have made me think more and find out
for myself what was wrong.
" If anyone tells you that my theatre is the CLASS
of this selection, it is because I have been lucky
enough to reflect some of the spirit of other men who
are doing things and who have not been afraid to
tell the exhibitors in general through the News what
they are doing.
WE
are not seeking to take any credit for this
success. It belongs to the scores of exhibitors
who are allowing us to tell here week after week what
they are doing — to reflect their best ideas for the
benefit of others.
We only claim that we have held to our pledge that
all the matter that appears here shall pass the test of
merit — that the good of the exhibitors shall be the
slogan of the department and not individual flattery
or catering to some producer.
If -you will study these pages carefully you can put
more CLASS into your theatre week by week — and
without spending a lot of money. Annex idea after
idea and supply them to your house. Some may fail,
but as this man has said, that will make you think.
■
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Dolly

Spurr

Shows

by the Way

She

Way
Uses

course, you have heard of Miss Dolly
Spurr, who manages the Lyric, Indiana, and Royal-Grand theatres in Marion,
Ind. Miss Spurr believes in advertising,
and when she has anything to say she goes
to the newspaper, buys the necessary space
and then tells her story so strikingly that
everyone must read it.
And when you .find a theatre manager
pursuing this policy you are pretty sure to
find that this theatre is in the lead in that
city. The theatre itself is going to earn
the co-operation of the newspaper and the
patron is going to conclude that the theatre
which literally puts the cards on the table
is the one worth patronizing.
Here is a recent example of that. Miss
Spurr has just signed the contracts for the
pictures for the Mutual Theatre Company,
which owns the three theatres, for the coming year and she wanted the public to be
impressed with the number of stars that are
to be seen at her houses. So she went
straight to the newspaper, not merely with
a news story that she expected to be printed
for her because she advertised her three
theatres regularly and in generous space,
but took a page advertisement in which to
make her statement to the public.
We haven't the slightest doubt that the
newspaper would have printed the same
news story that it did print without the advertisement. Probably a greater portion
of the fans would have read the news story
■— and from one angle the amount paid for
the page ad might have been " saved."
But they would not have been impressed to
one hundredth the same extent as they were
when they saw this formidable list in the
advertisement. You have to figure the psychology of it. Without the page display
one would have read the news story and
possibly comment that it was interesting.
But the unconscious result of seeing the
page announcement is for everyone to say :
" Gee, the Mutual Theatre Company is certainly doing things. Looks like it has the
market just about cornered so far as the
big stars are concerned. Guess I'll have
to take a little more interest in pictures
now that all the good ones are coming to
these three theatres."
This announcement was largely built on
the announcement of signing the Para-
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HAPPY? #^

=====
=== ABOU
T THE KIDDIES?
WHAT
^»
It je no small problem for mothers and fathers to decide just WHAT shows to send theii
children
MUST WILL
be amused—
and all youngand folks
are particularly
theatres.to.TheyTheysimply
bo occasionally—
the parents
must forthe"crazy"
welfareaboutof thentht
girls andtures whboys
CHOOSE
the
ftst
shows
for
them.
Therefore
we
are
submitting
of picich we will show during the coming season that are especially good tor athelistchildren
and
young
folks.
Cut
this
list
out,
slick
it
up
somewhere
or
put
it
away
where
you
can
hav<
it foi hanJy reference. Then WATCH for the dates.

MUTUAL THEATRE COMPANY"
LYRIC AND
THEATRES
DOLLY INDIANA
SPL
Miss Spurr uses whole pages for her big
announcements
mount-Artcraft contract and also one for
the First National product, Vitagraph and
Triangle, and that the services of Goldwyn,
Pathe, Mutual and World will continue to
be shown at the three theatres. Then with
the names of the stars listed there is certainly an impressive effect — and fifty-six of
them are listed. Then there are added the
titles of special productions that are to be
seen soon.
And even better than that we like the
five-column fifteen-inch ad that Miss Spurr
used a week later. In the page display she
mentioned the fact that she would have an
announcement of special interest to the
children. And here she achieved a display
that any exhibitor will do well to copy.
She wanted to get the confidence of the
parents in her selection of pictures for the
younger folk, and she has done this admirably here, although on the surface addressing this to the children themselves. She
has been able to get an attractive cut of a
smiling, winking boy, and then with the
caption,
You Bet!" she goes
ahead to "Happy?
say:

Charles
Chaplin inin "Sunnyside."
Mabel Normand
and -Mickey."
Marguerite
Clark in"Sin"LittleHopkins"
Miss Hoover"
and 'Mrs. Wiggs of the if
Enlif in "Daddy Long Legs,- **Cupt KHd. Jr" and "Jo- .
ickford
Cabbagein "String
Patch." Beans."
"Camping Out," Fred
"The Stone
Pullmanin "Under
Porter" theand Top."
"Love" ^4
il—Arbucklc
"Little inWomen."
is Fairbanks
in "He Comes Up Smiling."
ncc of Tarzan. Jack Pickford in "In Wrong." P -*>
i; WATCH this paper for additional lists of pictures for the kiddies. ?'
- — -.t L-y'.^ i:.'^r;;-/T.-^;^ . ' i - r ~ -.~.-~-r-r*--T7...-^ '
IUTUAL THEATRE COHPA!
Operaling Indiana.
DOLLY L>tic
SPL'RR,and Royal-Grand
Manager Theatres.
-CLEAN PICTUR.ES \
OUR ENDEAVORAddressed to the children, but really meant
for the parents
'Cause I'm goin' to the show! 'N the RIGHT
kind, too !
My want
mother
andkeep
dad nice
say— I'm
a nice
an'
they
me to
so they
pick boy,
out the
shows they want me to see.
I know those shows will be funny and clean and
eduuational — just the kind for good kids to enjoy.
So come
along, Joe,
let's best
have " akidtime
! We'll
watch
the papers
for the
" pictures,
an' I'll bet we get the " price " to see 'em.
Then below this with the caption, " What
About the Kiddies?" Miss Spurr says:
It is no small problem for mothers and fathers
to decide just what shows to send their children
to. They MUST be amused — and all young folks
are particularly " Crazy " about theatres. They
simply for
WILL
go occasionally
must
the welfare
of their— and
girlstheandparents
boys
CHOOSE the best shows for them. Therefore
we are submitting a list of pictures that we will
show during the coming season that are specially
good for the children and young folks. Cut this
list out, stick it up somewheres or put it away
where you for
can thehavedates.
it for handy reference. Then
WATCH
Then follows the list of pictures to which
she refers. A lot of people may conclude
that because the dates of none of these
pictures is given and because this is all
advance advertising the greater part of the
value of it is lost. This is far from the
case. The end that Miss Spurr sought was
to get the confidence of the parents.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
R. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres,
Lowell
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. I.
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack Kuhn, Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph
Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Spokane.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E.
J.
Myrick,
Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H.
L.
Percy,
Antlers
theatre, Roseburg, Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
P. E. Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Seattle.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres. Jackson, Mich.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sidney
Grauraan's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Atlanta.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cat.
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Advertising

Double

Bills

By Chas. H. Williams
Manager, Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.
AMUSEMENT advertising has made
the same degree of progress that has
elevated all advertising from its one-time
questionable statue to its present capacity
as the most dependable means of spreading
a truthful message in the most convincing
way, in the shortest time.
MARY
PICKEORD
The Strand Theatre of Providence has
always believed that first of all its advertising must be truthful. Perhaps I can
best illustrate our determination to stick to
the policy of honesty by telling the readers
of Motion Picture News about an inci- 1
dent that occurred three years ago. Another house in the city, announcing the inauguration of a new program, stated in a
prepared publicity notice which was run in
one
of our
that the
" So-and-So
features
werepapers,
conceded
to be
the best
made."
Naturally, as we are also advertisers in
the same paper, we took up the matter
with the editor and were told that if we
cared 'to make the same statement about
the productions on our program we would
be permitted to do so.
Do you think we did it? Not for a minute. We told that editor that nobody's
pictures were the best made, that readers
of his columns did not realize that the theatrical advance notes and motion picture
newspaper reviews were written by pressagents and publicity writers, and that the
continuation of such a free-for-all policy
would lower the confidence of the public
to such an extent as to render the paper
valueless as an advertising medium. You
can imagine the result-.
We don't believe in blurb in our adver-

STRAND
ALL THIS WEEK

"A Midnighf Bbmance
Anita STEWART
and Jack Holt

OTHER Dorothy
FEATURES
GISH
IB " Prppy PoUy " 1

Olive Thomas
Wallace Reid
L -THURSDAY

Anita Steivart's
pictureAir.
dominates
and
serves
as the puller.
Williamshere
always
centers the display on ONE of the two
features

I!!
itt

Note how the tvhole display is made with
pictures of Miss Pick ford, though the second picture zvas also a strong one
tising. We don't go in for firework effects
although, of course, we do try to make our
advertising as effective as possible by
clever typographical effects and interesting
descriptions of the picture. We vary these
ideas according to circumstances. If the
star is a money-getter, we play up the star
and
don't isworry
If
the star
not somuch
well about
known thewestory.
have to
play up the story and create curiosity and
interest that way. Our expenditure is governed more or less by the same things and
we don't hesitate to spend the money on
something we think the people will like.
The double-feature bill has given us a
lot of worry but we think we have solved
the problem of how to advertise a twofeature program. In the first place we run
two features because we want every patron
to get his money's worth. Not all people
like the same things, so we try to have a
balanced bill that will delight as many as
possible. While there is a great deal to be
said about the wisdom of such a policy,
that is not the subject of this discussion
and I am going to stick strictly to telling
about how we advertise it.
In the first place it seldom happens that
we have two features equally as good on
the same bill. If such a thing could happen every
we probably
to run
twoweek
features.
At anywouldn't
rate, wehave
do
the same thing in our advertising that any
advertiser does when he has several things
to advertise
good number.
notice
that —inpush
the the
several
pieces of You'll
copy
that accompany this article we allow one
of the features to dominate the space.. By
doing it that way we accomplish two
things. First we avoid having an ad that
is spotty and unreadable and secondly we
manage to put over the better of the two

Charles H. Williams
ness.
films in a way that gets us the most busiYou know that a piece of copy set in all
caps cannot be read. Its the same way
with trying to emphasize everything we
show sizeon anything
our program
if we did— we'd
it thatfail
way.to emphaWe use plenty of pictures, as you can
see by examining the reproductions of our
advertisements. These are taken from
many sources, mostly from the trade-paper advertisements of the producers.
We use the halftones large enough so
they look right, which is an important consideration innewspaper advertising, where
you are confronted with mechanical difficulties which quite often make it very hard
to put over artistic effects that will catch
the eye because of their beauty and readableness.
(Continued on page 3198)

This one was built around the personality
of Wallace Reid. and the second feature
simply mentioned
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THERE is no appeal stronger than that
of a picture of an attractive child and
pets and in preparing this advertisement
the America, Denver, realized that fact.
The half-tone showing little Ben Alexander and the puppies will certainly get the
eye of every one.
In the upper right-hand corner the

"The Turn in the Road'
HELEN
EDDY, pEORGE
PAULINENICHOLS,
CURLEY, LLOYD
WINTERHUGHES
HALL
BENNIE JEROME
ALEXANDER,
This Picture Played Elgct Weeks id Loa Qngelca 1o Enormous Crowds.
■ STARTING TODAY Always
WorthWhile
Denver 's AMERICA

writer uses a paragraph calling attention
to the past work of the child player.
This little six-year-old chap has scored some
distinct successes in big productions, his most
notable achievement being in " Hearts of the
World."
There is plenty of white space in this
display, and the names of the -players are
listed as they should have been, but we
would like to have seen a little more of
the selling argument used. With the sentence, Full
"
of laughter and tears — a
screen play that will make you happier because you have seen it." That is suggestive
of the beauty of the picture and its wonderful sentiment, but instead of merely
suggesting that fact we believe the theatre
would have gotten more attention by telling why it is so pleasing.
Opportunity knocks every day in motion
picture advertising possibilities.
RATHER a unique style of advertising
has been started out in Urbana, O.,
where Billy Clifford, well known to vaudeville, owns two theatres, the Clifford and
Ideal 'SB

and
Oztrs*
the Ideal. Of late Mr. Clifford has been
using half pages daily covering the announcements atthe two houses and then
including a talk to the public. ■ It has been
very successful in bringing people to the
theatre, and that this matter is read is
proven by the comment of the patrons that
is heard around the two houses.
This matter is printed under the caption :
" Billy Says." For instance, in the middle
of the announcement that carries the fact
that Clara Williams is to appear at the
Clifford we have his selling talk in the
middle :
All ready
big week-end
show the
at the
Clifford? If not,forgettheready.
Never mind
weather
if the heart's right. Snow doesn't make a winter
or chilly days a season. How's that? Thought it
all
Sure.up right out of my head. Smart, ain't I?
Butfordsay,
I have SOME show at the ClifFridaypeople,
and Saturday.
Remember when the Clifford offered " The
Spoilers"? I wasn't here, then, but I know what
a sensation the picture was. Now, " Carmen of
the Klondike " is another " Spoilers " ; and there's
arealfight
two men
in it— something
Oh, Boy ! toit'sgeta
playbetween
with plenty
of action;
you awake and keep you awake. Of course, I
needn't say anything to the " Hands Up " fans —
they'll be there, anyway. It's you people that
want to see the feature I am appealing to. We'll
show the Vod-a-Vill Movies, then " Hands Up,"
and then " Carmen," and repeat.
Got your
yet?to Got
It's last
year's
EasterEaster
suit. suit
Going
havemine.
it cleaned
up
and no one will know it. Bod don't tell anybody.
That you? Good-by. Ting-a-ling.
It is a pretty hard thing to. go in the
face of what some tells you is bringing
business, but we would not endorse this
style of advertising for many theatres.
You have to figure in this Clifford's personality and reputation as a fun-maker, for
IfCLIFFlWII
Tonightm |
| Idegl
Last Times— Tonight
Bessie
^&
Barriscqle
Tom Mix

Harold
Lockwood

T :

m
9 r:;:rr.n;:r.v:: §§

that puts it over though there is some
mighty foolish stuff in it, especially
\ l that
reference to the Easter suit. We believe
that the secret of the success is that the
two theatres are now using bigger space
than before, that their advertisements are
always found in the same place — and that
these " Billy Says '" talks attract attention
because of the local pride in the comedian.
It is evidently because he plays square with
the public that this sort of a thing helps,
while in other cases it might cheapen the
Evidently something slipped somewhere,
appeal.
for the advertisement that we have just
discussed appeared in the Friday papers
and along comes the Saturday issue with
no mention of the " Carmen " picture, but
acolumn.
talk about
Easter in thethe" Billy
Saysare"
Typographically
displays
very good, except that we do not like the
ragged effect in the selling talk on " Carmen " and in the case of the other display
we would have centered the other matter.

^nte
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News

g Let
LA
RK
's El
ope

Wallace Reid m "The Roaring Road" I

in BirWERE we runnin
mingham, Ala.,gthea theatre
first thing
we
would do would be to plead with the newspapers to give us better printing. Here is
an advertisement of the Strand theatre
that meets every requirement of what a
display should be except the printing. We
believe that much better results could be
achieved if the stereotyper would underlay
these cuts. We don't believe that it is the
fault of the cuts or mats themselves for
even the type portions of the display do
not print well and the pressman has shown
a hesitancy to use ink.
In this eleven-inch, three-column display
there is everything that there should be
and just about in the proper ratio. There
Miss Clark —
pictures beof striking
two striking
are rather
or
they would
with
the
of
title
the
then
and
—
printing
proper
picture is further backed up with the
words, " The Naughty Wife " in the boxed
effect' It was all right for the Strand to
small type in the selling arguuse thement very
and we believe that every one of its
patrons read it. This is what it said:
There's
on the
when
a wifea crowd
runs away
withhoneymoon,
another man.especially
,_
Husband, it
is ex-Friend
party
third
the
if
And
starts considerable complications.
Eloise thought her husband neglected her, so
she decided to neglect him for life. A lover, a
she
note,to and
trunk,starta scribbled
hastily
married
on the road
to a fresh
was off packed
That is ALMOST off.
..
bliss.
For husband found a way to hold his naughty
wife, a new way, an original way, full of surprises
and" Let's
laughs.
'■ of_ Marguerite
Elope " is a new kind
and one with a REAL PLOT, not
picture,
Clark
the fairy story kind.
The way the other attractions and the
bill for the last half of the week meets
our idea of the proper way to do it.
Satisfaction is heart deep.

CONSOLIDATED THEATRES, INC.,
hit upon the idea of having a Robertson-Cole week with " What Every Woman
Wants" featured at the Majestic Gardens.
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It was able to get the co-operation of the
Grand Rapids Herald, with the result that
several merchants were induced to advertise around the idea, all of the space working toward giving the picture itself publicity. As a matter of fact, this production
seems to be just about breaking the records
for co-operating advertising in various sections of the country.
Now, the same Robertson-Cole idea was
carried through the other theatres owned
by the company, which figured that this was
an excellent way to get the public acquainted with the class of pictures the company
sponsors. During the first part of the week
" Captured by Cannibals " was shown at the
Majestic Gardens, while at the Strand there
was Sessue Hayakawa in " A Heart in
Pawn," and " The Eleventh Hour " at the
Idlehour.
Of course, the whole result of this was
to get really a solid page of advertising for
the theatres the company owns. It pays
once in a while, but as a habit we are not
very
strong for it from the theatre's point
of view.
Some day" is most often too late.
NEMO theatre, Johnstown, Pa., has just
finished a four-day run with " SaThe Python
of Palestine
Sinuous,
Sleek, Seductive,
She
Twilled
Herself
About Strong
Meu
and
and SouL Crushed Them, Body
THEDA
BARA
SALOME
Dwarfs a Circus
^^^^DKAMA SUPREME
Wednesday
NEMO 4rtios!feit

areDoing^

lome " to big business in spite of the terrible weather prevailing there. The advertising campaign used by L. W. Barclay,
who has charge of all of that work for the
Grand Amusement Co., should be given a
large share of the credit.
This was started six days before the
opening and the result was that the
weather didn't count for much, because the
patrons had read so much about the picture in the advance advertising that the
greater share of them were " dated up."
Practically the entire weight of the exploitation was put on the bigness of the
production, for the spectacle angle was the
one played, together with Theda Bara, of
course.
The first display which appeared the
Thursday before the Wednesday opening
occupied six inches across three columns
and was illustrated by a half tone of the
star in her somewhat scant attire with a
scene picture in the background. Then the
selling argument was under the headline of
" The Python of Palestine." Then the
smaller type goes ahead to say : " Sinuous,
Sleek, Seductive, She Twined Herself
About Strong Men and Crushed Them,
Four Days
First PEICES.
Floor 30o
Commencing
Balcony
Children 20c10c NEMO
(Plus War Tax)
WEDNESDAY
Colossal!
Compelling! Conquering!
_THE PYTHONSeductive.
OF PALESTINE
SinUDCi.
Twined Them,
HersetfHe trl,AboutSoulSleek.String
Men andSheOrnthed
arki Bod;.
5,000 Players!
Theda Bara
Cost Over a
Million Dollars
SEE the Great Blonn'That Fritfctered too
Herod.andQlasjoTripping*
SEEMighty
theingAmu
of tbeinHom-the
REVEL
IB A RIOTEFFECTS
Saldierjand Gluten
OPTHRILLOOKQBOUS
AT
THE
AET
OF
SEE
Impressive
Miracle
Scene
tn HaTBARA THE IR C O MP ARAB LE
BEEodthe• Apartment.
Famous Dancejif the Seven Veib.
A Special Music Score — Six Piece Orchestra

Body and Soul." After that the writer
gets right into the circus idea with the caption, "Dwarfs a Circus," and then this :
'as Herod's
with splendors
it looked court,
40 B. ablaze
C. — Moving
soldiery —andJerusalem
pitched
battles — Camels, elephants and beasts of the Bible
days — Fetes and pageantry — The great storm and
the miracle — Salome, subtle, saccharine, sinister —
A quiver of an eyelash means a life, may topple
a throne and disrupt a dynasty — One withstands
her allurements — only one, and he dies in conseThe next displays increased in depth to
nine
inches and carried somewhat the same
quence."
selling arguments, still built around the
character of Salome and the circus idea.
For instance, the theatre again resorted to
the big features of the picture and the
" See " idea that is so familiar with the
three-ring show:
See the great storm that frightened the mighty
Herod.

See the arms and trappings of the moving soldiery gleam and glisten in the Eastern sun.
See the impressive miracle scene in Herod's
apartment.
See the famous dance of the Seven Veils.
On the day of the opening the space was
increased to four columns, eleven inches,
and carried a striking picture of the star
and then a sketch showing the end of the
tragic Salome dance. Here the caption
used at the top in boxed effect was : " The
siren who sowed sin in ancient Galilee,
whose tempestuous blood has traced a
scarlet
thread
centuries."
Then we
are through
told thatthehere
is the
greatest vampire of history portrayed by
the screen's greatest vampire, which is certainly agood line. The picture had really
been sold by the advance circus advertising, and, except for mentioning that the
picture cost a million and there were 5,000
people in it, the rest of the display was
confined to this sentence :
Spectacle and drama so welded as to bring
acutely to your consciousness that feverish day of
high-pitched
passions
and before
short-lived
when Herod ruled
40 years
Christ. dynasties
Advertising did not stop with the opening of the picture, for the next day Mr.
Barclay used six inches across six columns
and in his boxed effect at the top used this:
"' If you hate crowds come early. 3,579 persons witnessed ' Salome ' yesterday. Ask
your
neighbor,
then on
see Friday
it." Awascolumn
narrower,
the display
along
the same line, and Saturday, the final day,
smaller space was used.
It was an excellent campaign. Frankly
the appeal of " Salome " is sensational, and
Mr. Barclay put this over without saying
anything that would offend any one. He
went to the right limits, used the circus
for all it was worth, and capitalized the
star and the greatest vampire in history
idea.
DIDN'Tsas City,
takeMo.,
Wonderland
theatre,
Kanlong to take
advantage
of an attractive cut. This cut of Priscilla
Dean appeared exclusively in the Motion'
Picture News on a special insert advertising her in " The Exquisite Thief." But
the picture fitted just as well any of the
other recent productions in which Miss
Dean has appeared and so the Wonderland did the right thing in going to it.
There «is only eight inches, single, used
and this forms the most striking display
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Much of this, including the four-page displays on Universal Special Attractions, appear exclusively in the News and furnish
some mighty good ideas and the work of
the best artists that exhibitors can borrow.

~%ka.teu?eyou

THE
ETERNAL
MAGMUNE

Old man Chance doesn't hang around
when Gen. Enterprise is in command.
ARTISTRY in display has been called
forth in several cities by " The Eternal
Magdalene," and we much prefer this style
of advertising to any of the more sensational sort that exhibitors might be tempted
to use with this picture.
Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga., has used
ten inches across three columns and has
used for the illustration the picture that
was employed in so much of the advertising
in the News. The display is hand drawn
and therefore the whole effect is decidedly
pleasing. Just above the cut there has been
used the question : " What are you going
to do with her or for her?" Then the
center panel is devoted to the name of
the picture, the name of Maxine Elliott
and then this selling argument:
FIRE!

News

\v?m bsr-orjorHet3
Qoin^ to do

^KeixinQ Elliott"
C* 'jtoy^ ' /ke"Xtrcj-/ds ttiosi InsZicwanai^
mteresled.
in thetottcJi.wtffieierij
W)mu *wtto
comet
aatly
^Si
are in.gfimfe-iob*
m^fj^-1" *° v % -. ' '
,
,e iyJCvenjvfisre
GUTWG-OlinrR
- ACINIC
V A.
IOTB
ESES
1TCH
CEGR
this sort will appeal to people who are in
the habit
by the ordinary motion
~
feofc'passing
f 2wd1
picture
display and will convince them that
the offering is one of the artistic, unusual
sort that is worth their attention.
WE argument
are constantly
dwelling
on use
the
that exhibitors
should
freely the ideas of other exhibitors that
they see recorded in the Motion Picture
News, and we have been insistent that all
exhibitors send us their best work so that
it
of may
all. be reproduced for the betterment

VERVE!
LOVE!
THRILLS!

»*

In the April 26 issue we printed an article under the heading, " Swiping the
Moon to Exploit a Picture," analyzing the
campaign of S. Barret McCormick of the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis, in exploiting
Anita Stewart in " A Midnight Romance,"
and reproducing, though necessarily in
much smaller space, a number of his dis-

Wicked

Already there has come to our attention
two
plays.theatres that have seen the advertising
of Mr. McCormick. The Regent, Toronto, takes bodily one of the displays, and
though it does not use the halftone effect,

Priscilla

"Th
e
Dean

Darling"
Wonderland
12th near Grand
on the whole page of the Kansas City
Star amusement advertising. The display
would have been much better if there had
been a different type used for the words,
" Fire, Nerve, Love, Thrills." The sameness of the type hurts the eye a little and
gives a crowded effect which actually does
not exist.
Exhibitors who want to do attractive' advertising should watch the display pages.

A drama of love and compassion.
AYoustory
the world's
most tragic
woman.in
are ofgoing
to be mighty
interested
the woman who comes in daily touch with
every man and woman in your town.
She is everywhere.
Alhambra theatre, Toledo, O., gets the
eye even more quickly and we believe that
it has stronger selling argument by using
the matter straight from the Goldwyn exploitation offices. The figure here is another one used by Goldwyn in its advertising and is so unusual that it is bound to
attract attention, but it is unfortunately
true that advertisement which depends upon
a nude woman, though it may be artistic,
and suggestive only to those who seek to
give it that turn, does furnish an argument
for the prudes who are urging censorship,
and that should be borne in mind in exploitation everywhere.
We would say that there is distinctive
atmosphere to both of these displays and
that this is needed to get the fullest pulling
power with this picture. Advertising of

ViZiuasi by
ICe
Juanita
Hansen
•di j vr ■ it
Lois Webs
^ desperate game. -Comt to room ,„.. „„.,„
236. qutck ' 'st/e hid 'suet ■ji^i'S."
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line work is emploj'ed and the same reading matter. It is probably better that this
was used if the theatre was not able to
get the very best of printing from its newspaper.
This fact is evidenced by the display of
the Hippodrome, Waco, Texas. Her halftones have been employed and the result
is little more than a smear. Here the moon
idea has also been used, but the border
effect employed has only served to cor.fuse and the idea is not carried out sufficiently to get all of the value of the
moon idea. The lettering in of the words,
" Another success," in white interfere with
the moon standing out as it did in the
McCormick advertising, although the same
picture is used in the upper right. The
designer of this display should also have
used the same style of type for the sentence, At
" midnight a queen in satins " as
he did at the lower left for " At noon a
maid in gingham.''
SOMETIMES it is necessary to stress
a big tragedy in advertising a picture,
but plain bloodshed is something that
should always be avoided. Anything indicative of crime should be omitted unless

One Week
Sunday
Malmee S1aj-1ip§
Every Day

Cent

to'Zero

the reason is made clear that the plot
centers around this event and then there
should be something to stress the happy
side of the picture — if there is one.
We cannot imagine this quarter page
display of the Metropolitan, Cleveland, O.,
bringing any women and children into the
theatre. Here we have a very crude
sketch that shows at least two men with
revolvers in hand and a third man lying
dead in the street. The fact that the characters ara in the garments of gentlemen of
the
doesn't
takehave
the simply
curse used
off.
We old
woulddaysmuch
rather
a picture of J. Warren Kerrigan and then
the line, " A romance of the days of '49 in
California." That would have indicated
action enough to those that are seeking action and would not have given a shudder
to the women and children who looked at
the display.

pPSSENTISG
for your approval
a screen version
*which
one hadof theas greatest
years,of
its stars stage
Jane plays
Cowl inand twenty
John Mason
ftandwasis better
a decided
hit onplaythe form,
stage
in photo

FAJSTIsJIB ^ARD
Cleves Kinkeads1 Harvard Prize Play
COMMON

Bind your theatre to your patrons and you
will get the volume of business.

hard to beat this piece of
is mighty
ITwork
of the Old Mill theatre, Dallas,
Texas. We have told you that it is the
'* "'ALWAYS WORTH WHILE"

m
TEXAS' GBEATEST. SHOW'"
COMMENCING HERE TODAY
THAT WONDERFUL GIRL
l~N A WONDERFUL PLAY
DOROTHY DfiLTON
as the niftiest traveling saleswoman
that ever unfurled- a line of gab.
spent half her life in bum hotels and
the
now other
starringhalf in. on hammer railroads,'
"The Homebfeaker"
COMING HERE WEDNESDAY FOR.THE WEEK END. ■
ELSIEon "The
EEB6SS0N
"EVRa ~Satarday
« THE Evening
SOBL" Post
Story.
ounded
Salt of TheinEarth."
policy of the E. H. Hulsey houses to keep
the name of the theatre the dominant thing
in the advertising, and this is another evidence of it.
The designer has used the suggestion
given in the Special Service Section which
we printed as referring to her in this picture as " an antidote for vampires, both the
male and female varieties." Another portion has been taken from the Famous Players-Lasky suggestions with the lines :
The niftiest traveling saleswoman that ever unfurled a line of gab. spent half her life in bum
hotels and the other half on bummer railroads.
There is a good line with "That wonderful girl in a wonderful play." The entire space occupied is eight inches, three
columns.
Old axim says tliat anyone can sell a man
something that he wants — but the real thing
m salesmanship
is persuading him that he
wants
it.

"Yon, my ton** wife? Preposterous! Why, we are the Fullertons — and you — you are nothing but our' maid — just common
So thought the wealthy Mrs. FuLlerton, but Ellen N'eal proved herself to
be of as finetest a-mold
as theyto—beof pure
a finer"gold.mold in fact — for when it came to the
supreme
she proved
Here'.s an Honest Heart to Heart Talk
P enenaSt
/ think 'CemnenThe Cley"
f entol andand stfonoatt
human
[raHty
photoplayone ela loothe powerful
loo varieddrama
U be re-el
clay." lated tost end everJo ilpaused.
dramatis paver. pntke. htll it it enoal h la toy. a itoryit presented of the creates!
throughtheandshin.through. trah feelmi oleek stirs the
deepets/tat
emotionsOoman's
end dipploybeneath
Although a deueale ovation is dealt Triih. el no tune doa it prove efensrve;
ofense might
toth human
a tloryappeal.
- en ordinary picture a thresm
inwhatever
the background
m thisbe oneconveyed
by the byinterne
THE HANACEMEST.
And Here's Something Worth Hearing
"Easter Chimes" - - Lake
By Harry Silverman and His Orchestra
Paths News
Harold Lloyd Comtidy
Fthat
all the
" Common
"
havedisplays
come toon our
attention,Clay
this
is distinctly the best. It gets the eye, it
sells the main points of the picture and it
puts over the strength of the story without
the slightest hint of resorting to anything
of the sordid or sensational. You will remember that in commenting on several of
the displa3^s on this picture we condemned
the use of such statement as " she fell for
the lure of the dance hall" and that sort
of thing. As a matter of fact the girl in
" Common Clay " did nothing of the sort.
Now immediately under the name of the
theatre, the Strand, Omaha, says :
Presenting for your approval a screen version of one of the greatest
plays which
had as its stars Jane Cowl stage
and John Mason
It
was
a
decided
hit
on
the
stage
and it is
better in photoplay form.

_ Then followed the Harvard play idea,
title and name of star and the quotation
from Kipling occupying just the right space.
Then with the picture of the society woman
and her maid we have this selling talk :
"You my son's wife?
rous. Whv
we are the Fullertons — and Preposte
vou — vou are nothjust common'Fullefton,
So ing but our maid
clay." but
the —wealthy
Ellen thought
heal proved
herself Mrs.
to be of as fine
mould as they — finer in fact — for when it
came to the supreme test she proved to be
pure gold.
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Earl L. Crabb, manager of the Strand, Buffalo,
the city going after his own aeroplane views of

Buffalo Manager Goes " Up in the Air " And
Brings Back Pictures of City for His House
EARL L. CRABB, manager of the
Strand theatre, Buffalo, probably has
NOT
OURS-YOURS
the distinction of being the first motion
Service
is
Our First and Last
picture manager to go " up in the air " to
get pictures for showing at his own theaName,
So Let Us Help
tre. Certainly he is the first to take pictures
of Buffalo from the cockpit of a governg's
ived
ied in
exso the
carr
mail rece
mor
lett
Eninactly
ment aeroplane, one of the fleet that has
THRE
the ers
same sentence that
been working for the Victory Loan.
we cannot hesitate to comment on it. Here it is:
At one time in the course of the flight,
a leg on the tripod of the camera became
" I do not want to occupy too
loose from the floor of the machine, and
much of your time with my reMr. Crabb took off the belt that helped
We just want to say right here
to keep him in the cockpit, stooped over
and fastened the leg. It is doubtful if
that
youit is
callYOURS.
"our" timeAndis not
ours what
at all—
we
Rickenbacker could have done it better.
want you to use just as much of it
The flight started from the Curtiss field
as quest."
you need, as often as you need it
on the Niagara Falls boulevard and conand for any purpose in which we can
serve
you.
tinued over the city parks, downtown secThe season is at hand when you
tion and Lake Erie. The machine maintained aspeed of 100 miles an hour, and
ought to be brushing up— planning
to do bigger and better things. Just
flew at an altitude of 2,000 feet. In the
because business usually falls off in
downtown section the plane swooped alsummer there is all the more reason
most over the tops of the buildings and allto do more.
Buffalo stopped and gazed.
And there's another thought. A
The result of the trip was about 500 feet
lot of the boys are coming back to
of unusually good film views of the city.
you
They've
lot home
more
The films were developed and printed by
than now.
they had
when seen
they a left
Mr. Crabb in the Strand theatre studio,
and they are going to demand more.
and shown as the feature of the current
They've distinctly progressed, and
you will have to.
week's News-Strand Local Events, now
HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
one of the most popular pictures in Buffalo.
to stand, and he remained on his feet
Mr. Crabb surmounted difficulties which
throughout the 40-minute flight. Mr. Crabb
many an aerial photographer of much experience, has fallen down on, according to was a target for the wind, the pressure on
officers of flying circus. The first diffi- his body being very heavy because of his
culty with which he was confronted was the practically unobstructed position. After it
was over he declared it to be the greatest
smallness of the cockpit in the plane which
was chosen for the flight. It was said by experience of his life,
The pictures when shown on the screen
the officers that none but large ships were
created no end of favorable comment, and,
used for this purpose.
what is better, through the co-operation of
With Lieutenant Norris' assistance, howthe Buffalo Evening News on the local
ever, Mr. Crabb manages to get the camera and tripod tightly in the observer's pit, events proposition, the Strand got some
very valuable publicity.
the seat being removed to enable Mr. Crabb
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Williams of Providence Shows
How He Advertisers His
Double Features
(Continued from page 3193)
Our advertising is handled by Danielson
& Son, a local advertising agency. D. Gus
Schneider, now a partner in this agency,
was our publicity man when we opened in
1915. As a member of our State forces,
he was called to active service in July,
1917 and was then succeeded by Miss Emily
Williams, who is detailed by Danielson &
Son, to look after our publicity.
One thing more I want to refer to and
that is the use of superlatives in advertising. Since the very beginning we have
made it an inflexible rule never to overstate and only under rare circumstances
do we use superlatives.
The best film in the world hasn't been
produced yet — it would be a superhuman
task to determine who is the very finest
actor or actress alive — and we believe so
firmly in the need for constant improvement that we never claim to be perfect.
Finst, best, greatest, most and other words
of that character are never seen in our
advertising, except with some qualifying
expression, as in the Mary Pickf ord advertisement in which we say, " One of the
best," and the community knows it can
believe what we say, because of this policy.
Every admission sold at our box-office
to some person who comes here under a
misapprehension is a good friend lost — and
we don't believe in losing friends. So we
let our patrons use the superlative language if they like our bill well enough to
do that. Our advertising informs people
of what we are showing and attempts to
interest them in it.
In conclusion let me say that the best
way to get the most out of your advertising expenditure is to retain either a
first-class advertising-man or let a good
agency handle it for you. There was a
time when you could hire some fellow to
get up your ads and take tickets and do
other odd jobs, but that time has passed. You
are penny wise and pound foolish if your
advertising is not taken care of by some
one that expects real money for doing it.
Advertising is the one thing in this world
that almost anybody will take a try at and
most people fail to understand that training and experience, as well as a natural
aptitude, are as necessary in a good advertising man as in an actor or an operator
or a manager. You wouldn't allow the
doorman
run your
so don't have
the janitorto write
your booth,
advertising.
The right kind of advertising pays — and
pays big. Arid producers and exhibitors
must realize that the principle by which
manufacturers and distributors of merchandise are guided — namely, that the
goods must be as good as the advertising
says they are, applies with double force to
film productions. The era of bunk has
passed, the day of delivering the goods or
falling by the way-side is here for good.
Complete Plan Book
Begins
on Page 3265
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Use of Chinese lanterns in the long lobby of the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, resulted in a most attractive display.
" close-up " of the entrance shown in the distance at the right
Many

Merchants

Aid

in the Exploitation

At the left is a

the newspapers. Don't expect these stores
to give up their whole windows to directly
advertising your attraction, but be satisfied
where you get a fair show and you are
more apt to get the favor done again.
Cooperation of the music stores is especially valuable, since this music continues
as an advertisement for the production after it has been sold and taken home. You
will generally find the music store willing
to do its part when you can show where
some profit will accrue to it.
Many managers report such displays, especial y in increasing matinee business, because they remind the women shoppers that
the picture is being show when many of
them would not remember the matter
merely from the advertisements they had
seen in the newspapers.

" for Milwaukee Showing
Of "The
Red
Lantern
WHILE
he could
not have
seen the ures of the star and numerous scenes from
Special Service Section we issued on the production. Some of the displays are
illustrated on the next page.
" The Red Lantern " for the simple reason
Exhibitors in other cities will do well
that he showed the picture a week in adto follow the example of Mr. Bostick in
vance of the general release and before
the issue of the Motion Picture News
arranging these displays. If there is any
reached him, Manager E. C. Bostick, of question about the stores cooperating take
the Merrill Theatre, certainly followed the along this copy of the News and show them
what the shops in one of the leading cities
suggestions made there about getting the
whole city of Milwaukee to advertize the did.
Where you can keep the name of the
new Nazimova production.
production and the picture of the star beHis exploitation was carried out not only
fore thousands who are passing up and
in the interior and exterior of the theadown the streets you are getting the very
tre, but through store displays of all sorts
best advertising possible next to that in
that gave the picture the sort of advertising that money could not have bought.
Merchants of all sorts cooperated with him
in making the displays . all the way from
the five and ten-cent emporiums to the
highest class houses dealing in ladies' wear.
The lobby of the Merrill is about a hundred feet in length and this was transformed into a Chinese street, decorated
with real Chinese lanterns. Mr. Bostick
realized that there is a distinct difference
between the Chinese lantern and the ordinary Japanese sort that are generally
seen in this country so he sent to San
Francisco for the real thing. This display,
especially at night, kept a throng constantly
in front of the theatre.
Girl ushers and other attendants wore
Chinese costumes during the engagement
and there was a special stage setting with
a quartette of young women in costume
singing the song dedicated to " The Red
Lantern."
Adding to the liberal newspaper advertising Mr. Bostick also had sixteen young
ladies call at thirty thousand homes, distributing a twelve-page colored booklet,
which reproduced scenes from the production and told some of the most striking
facts about it.
All of the five and ten-cent stores cooperated inthe sale of the song. The windows were occupied with copies of the
music and then with striking cut out figManager Bostick carri-ed out the atmosphere by costuming the girl ushers
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Manager Bostick of the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, got the cooperation of merchants in advertising "The Red Lantern." At the left
the display of Kresge's on the music; center, Breithaupt's, anpreceding
exclusivepage
woman's shop, and at the right a candy shop. For story see
Grauman

Holds

of Theatre,

Ford

Assembling

Contest

on Stage

Interests

Audiences, Gets Publicity
streets were alive with Fords, Fords and
SIDgreatest
GRAUMAN,
of theancountry's
showmen,onestaged
act at more Fords, all on parade. The parade
consisted of 300 new Fords from the facGrauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Antory, and about 300 more individually and
geles, in connection with his feature photoplay and program of nine parts that will
patriotically owned cars, all anxious to
no doubt be an interesting one for other
have the world know they owned Fords.
exhibitors over the beaten trail to read
Large banners were displayed announcing
the fact that the great assembling act was
about. It is one of the most novel, unand appealing
public's
point
being
the stage
of viewusual that
has everfrom
comethefrom
the brain
Never offered
in theonhistory
of of
the Grauman's.
photoplay
theatre has a stage presentation gone over
of an amusement promoter. The foundation for the stage presentation was the
with more of a startling rush than did this
Ford automobile — the assembling of two
act, and it is something that can be exeFord cars on the stage of the theatre by
cuted in any town at little or no expense,
two picked factory teams.
and with the full co-operation of the Ford
agencies in the specified community.
Fifth on the bill the Ford act was presented. The curtains were drawn and lying
Another box-office attraction that was
introduced by Sid Grauman on the stage
in perfect
order,
on' theonextreme
right
of his huge theatre was during the playing
of
the stage,
and one
the other
the extreme
left, we're two Fords, completely apart. On
the one side appeared the blue team of six
men, and on the other the red team of
as many brawny toilers. On a signal the
two teams started. No faster work has
ever been seen in the history of the world.
The symphony orchestra assisted matters
by affording rapidly moving music, increasing the tempo as the two " tin lizzies "
were put together. The hurried actions of
the workmen, the fast music and the general state of excitement completely enwrapped the audiences until finally when
the task of assembling the two Ford cars
was complete, they fairly burst forth in
enthusiastic applause. The novel act became the talk of the town, and people
thronged the theatre from the opening
show in the morning until the last show at
night. It was also necessary to stage an
extra «how at night. The winning team
was presented with a cash prize, as well as
an elaborate pennant by Sid Grauman on
the last night.
The local Ford assembling plant, which
is the largest on the Pacific Coast, grasped
Mr. Grauman's suggestion at once, and
also the opportunity to exploit the Ford
car. For three days of the week the city

of D. W. Griffith's photoplay the week previous, "The Girl Who Stayed at Home."
During the second week of the well directed and cleverly produced screen drama,
desiring to afford his patrons a little dancing novelty, Sid Grauman introduced
Griffith's new and ingenious star, Clarine
Seymour (Cutie Beautiful) in a bailroom
dancing act, in New York's latest " crazedance," the " London Tap Trot," in which
Rudolfo Di Valentina, the world renowned
dancer, appears. The dance is one
of Di Valentina's latest original dances,
and has taken Los Angeles quite
by storm. While the photoplay was playing a strong second week, and would no
doubt have run longer on its own merits,
the specialty dance was staged as a matter
of diversion, for the public.
Newspaper
Man
Manager of
Strand Theatre in Omaha
H. B. Watts, for a long time photoplay
editor of the Omaha Bee, has been made
manager of the Strand theatre of that city,
succeeding Arthur G. Stolte, who has been
transferred to Des Moines, where he is in
charge of the new A. H. Blank theatre.

TIME
TO
HUSTLE
Here Is One Exhibitor Who
Realizes Possibilities

't want
be
to us
reasons, doesn
fortheobvio
who,into
exhib
d itor
AN quote
office
dropped
the other day. He was in
New York for the purpose of looking over the field and getting some
new ideas. He told us some of his
plans and then added:
" Do you know that you people
are responsible for my taking this
step? No, not because I have made
so much money or anything of that
sort, but because you have made me
realize that I am not up to date and
thatsome
I've other
got tofellow
come will
up tobetheslipping
times
or
into my city and getting the business.
" I have the leading houses there
now,
know that there's
lots the
of
room but
for Iimprovement
and that
public will patronize the best house.
That's the reason I'm determined
that it shall belong to me. Keep
quiet about it, because I want the
steel riveters on the job before anyone has a chance to beat me to it."
He is right. You have to be up to
date
thesea days.
It probably
doesn't
require
new house,
but it
does
require the best of methods.
Toronto Theatre Sends Patrons
Greetings at Easter
Manager Herbert Jennings, of Allen's
Bloor Street theatre, Toronto, never let's
a special occasion go by without reminding
his patrons that he is thinking about them.
So just before Easter he mailed out a neat
little folder carrying the greetings of the
season in the name of the theatre.
During the Easter week there were special matinees given for the children. " A
romance of Happy Valley" was used the
first half of the week, and then " Johanna
Enlists " on Thursday and Friday, with
" Uncle Tom's Cabin " on Saturday, when
there was a special morning matinee.
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IT is a most unusual coincidence that big features, all of them built on dramatic
and tense interest lines, are at all three of the leading New York theatres
and also that animated cartoons supply the comedy element at all of them.
This is possibly because of the length of the feature pictures, but it certainly
shows that animated cartoon has gained probably the most remarkable recognition that it has known.
There is a further coincidence in that in each of the three theatres there is
a vocal selection just before the feature and that this song is carried into the
picture as the theme.
Nazimova in " The Red Lantern " is the picture at the Rivoli and here Dr.
Riesenfeld has centered all of the program except the cartoon relief at the end
right around this. There is a largely augmented orchestra and an especially
wonderful " Chinese Fantasy " which takes the place of the overture and provides the atmosphere for the picture. This increased orchestra makes it possible to give the real Chinese music that is called for during the musical numbers
and in the feature, affording a remarkable effect upon the audience.
There is no news weekly at the Rivoli this week, but there is a scenic and
this gives some interesting glimpses of China. Mutt and Jeff supply the laughs
at the end.
At the Strand there is an excellent musical arrangement for Anita Stewart
in " Alary Regan," that original selection composed for the picture being used
as a quartette number at the start and then taken as the theme of the picture.
Managing Director Joseph Plunkett has produced a striking effect with his
" Girl in the Bubble," an adaptation of the trademark of the theatre. There is
the usual Strand Topical an Outing-Chester and a Bobby Bumps cartoon.
Maurice Tourneur's " White Heather " is the feature at the Rialto and here
the music is right up to the Riesenfeld standard though many of the selections
are numbered one that cannot be given here. Rialto Magazine benefits by having the material that is usually divided between the two houses. There is a
Robert Bruce scenic and Judge Rumhauser provides the fun with the animated
cartoon.
SYrand
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THERE'S just about everything except
tragedy on the bill at the Strand theatre his week and people that want variety
in entertainment certainly should be well
satisfied. It is a case of the sprinkling of
music and pictures that leaves a delightful
feeling as one leaves the theatre.
This week Managing Director Jos. L.
Plunkett is showing a real novelty in " The
Girl in the Bubble," a special mechanical
and lighting effect that astonishes the audience. It is largely carrying out the idea
that is used in the Strand's announcement
films, showing the large figure of the girl
and instead of the usual revolving globe
the girl in the bubble.
Liszt's "Pclonaise No. 2" is the overture this week and it is played with the
lights gold and without any special setting.
It opens large on the brasses and then goes
to the strings, with the harp and flutes
coming in now and then and dominating
the music. It makes an interesting number, but it is one that should not be atwithout large orchestras. tempted by theatres
Strand Topical opens with International
views of the arrival of the " Fighting Engineers," the Eleventh regiment, which was
the first to get into the thick of it in France
when they threw away their shovels and
helped the broken British line hold back the
German hordes. They are shown in their

Victory march and there is a close-up of
Col. Wm. Barclay Parsons that gets much
applause. " Bullets and Bayonets " is the
music. Pathe pictures show reproductions
of warfare at the Victory Loan exposition
in Van Cortlandt Park and here we have
bomb throwing, firing heavy explosive,
liquid fire, smoke barrages, tanks behind
the smoke screen, and even the rockets at
night. " Military Hurry No. 1 " is used.
Then there is a most human touch, with
International views of veteran carrier
pigeons back from the war, including a
close-up of one bird that lost a leg and
was decorated for bravery. Then we have
a view of four of the captured German
pigeons. " Ocean Breezes " accompanies
these.
Then come along Topics of the Day,
with the usual number of laughs. One of
them that pleases the audience is : " War
may be hell, but a peace conference is no
straAvberry festival." Then : " Prunes," we
read, " are among the treasures of Serbia.
Now we know what's been the matter with
Serbia right along," and, " Conan Doyle
makes the postitive statement that he can
communicate with the dead. Written to
W.Then
J. Bryan,
we havemaybe."
a return to the news pictures, with Pathe showing American sailors
bringing four German U-boats across the
Atlantic and then some shots of them in
New York harbor and of their American
crews. " General Pershing March " is
is played with these. From the same

STiowthe
source come views of the Polish soldiers
leaving France for home. When we saw
these the audience was a little uncertain
as to whether to applaud or not, but finally
a title got them a hand while " Outriche
Hongrie " is played. Pathe shows Mrs.
Wilson visiting the Red Cross at Sorbonne,
and for these " American Red Cross
March " is used. The final wallop comes
with International views of Belgium arising from the flames. It shows the work of
reconstruction under way in Louvain and
then pictures of Cardinal Mercier at the
end that draw tremendous applause.
" Omnipotence " is the accompaniment.
There is a pretty picture formed by the
Strand Ladies Quartette, which renders a
double number. The curtains part, revealing the four girls, two of whom are
seated on a bench and two standing, with
a railing and a number of blooming peach
trees in the background. The first number,
Herbert's " Molly," is rendered with the
lights red, bringing out the colors of the
blossoms, and then the lights fade down
to blue for the second selection, " Mary
Regan," a selection especially written for
this production. The screen curtain is
lowered just at the conclusion of the soag,
and the feature starts, the song being carried into the feature as the theme.

Serenadeed,"
g, Grondahl
screenin
the until
Regan'-sis " introduc
Mary
is Atused,
the first
for
theme
the
and then we have
for Jim
time, changing to " Crafty Spy "With
the
Bradley, one of the crooks.
"Remem
's
Barford
title "The Scandal," changing to Meyerbrance" is played,
Helmund's " Dialogue " when the girl begs
the man to please let her go away. Then
(there is a touch of comedy with the
scenes in the cabaret, with " How You
'Em Down
Keep Morton,
Gonna
change
Sr., weOnhavethea Farm"
used. With
to "La Reve," and then "At Last" with
the views of his home. At the title "In
the vast silence," we get " Scaramouche,"
and then as Mary enters the hotel, " Crafty
room.
Spy," and the theme as she goes into her
When the crook knocks on the door
" Mme. ofChrysantheme,"
is a change
there
and then
for theto scenes
the girl and
together, " April Moods,"
young MortonTendre
the crook
AmourThe" asnext
" to Mary.
shiftingthe toletter
reads
change
comes with the scones showing Mary entering the restaurant, and then we have
On, Papa," with " Ma Cherie " folCome
"
lowing through. As she leaves the restaurant the music becomes "La Retour," and
then to "Aida" as Clifford speaks to the
telephone girl, changing to theme as he
and then to
Mary's apartment,
"goes
Tu into
Ne N'Aimais
pas " as she tells him
to marry Morton.
her decision
of With
the scenes showing them in the
hotel there is " Histoire de Blondinette "
played, and when the youth sees his father
there is a change to " Along Came Another
Little Girl," and when the chief crook calls
her on the phone, "Crafty Spy" is played
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once more. When the father asks whether
Mr. Brown is here there is a change to " In
the Garden." Then when we have the title
reciting Mary's problems, Friml's " Melody" is used for nearly four minutes, and
then when we see the youth away from
Mary's influence, " Hindustan." For the
scene at the table there is " How'd You
Like To Be My Daddy?" and then the
theme again as Mary enters her apartment,
and there we have the theme for three
minutes.
For the scenes where Morton is seen on
the couch a dramatic andante is used, and
then " Jocelyn " when the title " These
crooks have tricked you." This is used for
six minutes, and for the scene where Loveman enters Mary's apartment, Schubert's
" Symphony in B Minor " is played for an
eight-minute stretch, and then " Sicicial
Vespers " as the girl is thrown in the auto.
Garviel Marie's " Lamento " is played
where the detective and Morton, Sr., enter
the room where Jack is and the fight that
follows. With the title " The City," " City
of Sighs and Tears " is used, with the
theme coming in right at the end.
Then comes the most effective " The Girl
in the Bubble." As we have said, this is
a huge reproduction of the cover of the
Strand program and of the announcement
film that is used in advance of the' Topical
and other portions of the program. It
shows the draped figure of a girl seated,
with her left hand extended a little higher
than her head and her right elbow resting
on her knee, the two hands holding between them the revolving globe. But in
the case of this reproduction the figure
holds a bubble, or crystal globe, in the
center of which appears to be a girl. This
is Miss Ann Rutledge, whose attractiveness adds no little to the whole picture.
She is a girlish sort of a girl and wears a
short white skirt that is simple and striking. As the curtains part she sings " I'm
Forever Blowing Bubbles For You." The
lighting effects with the gleams of light on
the revolving crystal are especially good
and the blue 'background of the setting
brings out the picture all the more strikingly.
"Mr. Outing Floats a Dream" is the
Outing-Chester this week and it shows
some adventures down on the Amazon
and affording quite a few laughs, including
the views of the village blacksmith and
the young Manaos with the very fat
" tummy." The organ carries the music
for thisComedy's place on the bill is filled by
Bobby Bumps in " A Night With Some
Night Owls." This is a very funny one,
showing the experiences of the kid and the
dog trying to camp out and their experiences with the various pests. There is a
scene at the start with the owls calling,
"Oh, Hell— Oh, Hell— en," and therefore
" Oh, Helen " is the first music, and then
for the scene of the mosquitoes we have
" Funeral March of the Marionettes," with
" Come
the
end. On, Papa " following through to
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By using cut-outs and mounting these on the glass lobby windows, Loew's Avenue B
theatre, New York, achieved a striking effect with "Bolshevism on Trial"
lights come on and there is a glow of red
Faulkes's " Theme and Variations " is
on the stage curtain. This rises, revealing
the organ solo.
an inner .curtain which bears a huge
Chinese dragon in vivid effects.
These curtains then part for the scene.
ofSurali cTA&atrje
In the center, with a huge idol as the background, isseated a figure representing the
NEW YORK expected the long heralded
Chinese emperor and on a pedestal at either
" Red Lantern " with Nazimova as the
side is a guard and at the right a girl in
star to be splendidly presented when it was
Chinese garb is seated. Then the girl beshown at the Rivoli, and New York wasn't
gins to dance a solo number and directly
the slightest bit disappointed in the way
the two guards do a queer Chinese dance
that Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld is putting it on.
As a matter of fact the whole presentaon their pedestals. Then a woman's voice
is heard with a few strains and the girl
tion is centered about the production. All
dances again, this time with a lantern,
of the usual features have been diopped
which she finally places alongside the emfrom the program entirely and with the
peror. There is a bright light in this which
exception of the cartoon comedy at the end
flickers and then goes out. Toward the
the Chinese atmosphere is around the entire bill, and all so artistically done as to end the two guards come down from their
pedestals and do a sword dance, and then
cause a world of talk for weeks to come.
when the emperor gives a command with
It is truly the sort of presentation that adhis uplifted arm they disappear and the girl
vertises atheatre in the very best way.
returns, flowers in hand, and the three
In fact, one gets the atmosphere on enterdance together with a loud drum effect, and
ing the theatre, for there is a streamer of
then with a final crash of the cymbals all
four Chinese lanterns in front of the cursink back to their places and the curtains
tained, box effects at either side of the
house and all of the side lights of the come together. It is wonderfully effective,
and words can give only a bare idea of it.
theatre marking the exits are also covered
It is the music too that adds a great deal
with lanterns, while at times a slight touch
of incense for the proper scenes brings the here with the various Chinese effects.
presentation close home.
These instruments are actually in the orchestra and the huge pit was actually
For this occasion the overture has been
crowded on account of the number of
entirely eliminated and there is in its place
artists and because of the large array of
" The Glow of the Lantern," a most elaborate number arranged by Adolph Bohn of peculiar instruments that had to be emthe Metropolitan Grand Opera House, with
ployed to get the full effects.
a stage setting of remarkable art and beauty
Now we have the scenic — a Prizma. At
by John Wenger. All of the house lights
the
have " Suite
untilscreening
the sceneswe showing
us theExotique
business"
go out before the curtain rises and there
houses
along
the
Yangste,
when
it
changes
is quite a little pause to impress the feeling
to " Dance Chinois," and then with the title
of mystery. Then there is a crash of cymbals in the. darkness and then the musicians'
" Eighty Years from Now " there is an-
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other change to " Lady Picking Mulberries," and with the picture of the Lotus
flowers in the moat and the title " Its Million White Tongues " we go back to " Suite
Exotique " to the end.
Now we have another one of the special
numbers and another John Wenger set.
This is from " Chinese Lullaby," which is
presented by permission of the " East Is
W
est " acompany
now ofplaying
York.
After
few bars
music ininNewa rather
mournful tone the curtains part, showing
the interior of a Chinese home of the better
class with a huge square window in the
background. The room is hung with the
Oriental draperies and actual Chinese furniture is employed. We see Miss Mary Ball
in Chinese costume sitting toward the left
of the stage and a Chinaman with a musical instrument in the center. After the
first verse Miss Ball arises and goes to the
left of the stage, where she continues the
song, the curtains closing with the final
notes, the screen curtain coming down and,
after a clang of the gongs, the feature is
started.
Drums prevail right at the screening
with " Chinese Festival " used, and then
with the title " In Pekin " the music
changes
to "ofRebikoff
the
introduction
Mahlee "weandhavethenthe for
chorus
only of " Chinese Lullaby " brought back as
the theme for the picture. With the first
sight of Sam Wang we have " Rebikof "
again, changing to " Lance aus Peking " as
she is seen talking to the soothsayer with
the Chinese music as the flashes show the
boy playing the queer instrument. One
chorus of the theme is used again and
Mahlee asks her old grandmother, " Why
do they shun me ? " and this is followed
through with " Sarashi," a descriptive,
haunting theme which is used during the
scenes where the grandmother tells her
that it is because she had a white father,
and we have the scenes explaining the old
woman's story.
For the shots of. the American mission
" Lyric Pieces " are used, and then with
the title " With the Rising of the Moon "
we have the theme once more, changing to
a specially written selection for the death
scenes that follow, this being played
through with a ghostly effect that is moving. When the girl opens the window and
the own is seen there is a low imitation of
the owl, and then the various Chinese suggestive effects mingle in with the music.
At the point where Wang announces that
he is going to America the organ takes up
the music, a violin solo of the theme coming
in at the place where Mahlee entwines
flowers in her hair. The orchestra comes
back with the introduction of Sir Philip
Sackville and then with the sight of the
girl takes up the theme, following through
with Nevin's " Shepherds' Tale," and then
with " As the Weeks Pass " we have " Festival of the Moon," with the Chinese instrument effects prevailing as we see the
Chinese musicians performing in the garden. Then as Mahlee is handed Wang's
note there is a change to " The Yellow

Superba theatre, Los Angeles, got a splendid effect by making the personality of Priscilla
Deon dominant in the lobby
Dragon," and when the girl goes to her
room " Crane and Tortoise," with one
chorus of the theme used after Mrs. Templeton leaves her alone. This is followed
through with " The Yellow Dragon " again
and then at the scene in Sam Wang's clinic
we have the organ with the gong and cymbal effect, and then with " The Irretrievable
Step," " Danse Sacre" is used again, following through with " The Yellow
For the title "The Feast of the Red
Dragon." " Jap Kriegsbilder " is played,
Lantern,"
and then a gong effect as Wang strikes the
gong in the picture, the music changing to
" A Japanese Sunset," followed by another
gong tremulo effect after the goddess appears. This is followed through with
" Kriegsbilder " and then, as the door opens,
" Tarn Tarn." When the girl announces
that she is the goddess of the red lantern
" Dance of Egyptian Maidens " is played
very slowly, followed by a numbered selection. Then when the girl sits down on
the couch there is one chorus of the theme,
followed by a numbered selection as Wang
knocks on the door, and then with the
change to the general's palace " Oriental
March,"
played toppthemysterioso.
we
are introduced
superstitiousWhen
empress
" Intermede Chinois " is played, and then
" A Japanese Sunset " as Wang opens the
curtains showing the goddess.
Then with the day for the uprising we
have extracts from " Herodiade," followed
by descriptive music and effects until the
title " Dawn," when " Herodiade " is played
again, changing to " L'Oracolo " as the girl
asks Sir Philip if he doesn't know her,
changing again with the title " You Have
Severed " to " A Japanese Sunset " and
then with the title telling that Mahlee's

prophesy Atproved
false where
" PearltheFisher
" is
played.
the point
wounded
Wang enters the temple there is one verse
bf the theme played broad adagio, and after
Wang's death the music reverts to " Pearl
Fisher " with one verse of the theme for
the vision of the' soothsayer, then " A
Japanese
Sunset,"
with "and
Pearl
at
the end of
the scene
theFisher
theme" at
the end.
After this tense drama we have relief,
but Chinese melody in selections from "A
Chinese Honeymoon," with its light and
lively music, and then there are a whole lot
of laughs with Mutt and Jeff in " Sir
" March Heroique " is the organ solo.
Sidney."
c^talta
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ONEweeksof isthe
thatmost
at theenjoyable
Rialto thisbills
week,in
with a splendid connecting up of the Magazine and musical number and feature in a
way that has to be described to be appreciated. Again the musical arrangements
form a considerable part of the enjoyment.
" The Bohemian Girl " is played as the
overture with the lights all gold. At first
it is largely on the strings and it includes
a trombone solo and then a violin solo
of two of the best known airs. Then follows the Robert Bruce scenic, released by
Educational,
" The Pale
Packwhite
Train."
tells the adventures
of five
horses,It
two men and a dog and a half — the latter
being the huge Dane that is so familiar
to us and the " Whoosit " whose acquaintance we have made in other pictures. There
are some fine shots in the snow clad mouti-
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station when he showed " Our
Manager H. C. Young of the Strand theatre, Pittsfield, Mass., got the cooperation of the local recruiting
Fighting Navy." Especially designed posters were used and the theatre covered with the National colors
out at the left. It is a surprising and delaughter, and also considerable applause.
lightful effect. As these notes are dying
International gives us a picture of the
away the feature, " The White Heather "
" Devil Dogs " at Philadelphia showing how
During his appearance and precedthey overcame the Huns to the music of starts.
ing the title there was a short picture of
" Goodbye, Bargaria " and then come antains, contrasty effects being secured with
the bagpiper thrown on the screen.
other chapter of the fully " Sayinks of
the patches of snow that break off as if
" Songs of Scotland " - is the music at
cut with a knife. There are some fine
Topplitsky." At the end the usual kids
the screening and then at the scene showtell the old man " What an oil can you've
shots of the camping scenes, making it an
ing the bagpiper we have the real one playturned out to be." " A la Carte " is the
altogether human document with nature as
ing himself and with the introduction of
music.
Then
Gaumont
gives
us
"
The
story
the background. " Woodland Echoes " is of four seasick camera men." Here are
Marion Hume "Bonnie Sweet Bessie" is
first played and this is followed through
some remarkable views taken at sea from
brought back. For the scenes in the Lonwith " The Strand at Parame."
one
of the destroyers showing others rolldon Stock Exchange there is " Henry
Educardo and Emanuel List then sing
VIII " and then with the introduction of
ing around in the heavy weather and then
the duet from " I Puritani," and after that
mountains
of
water
coming
right
at
the
Lord Angus Cameron a portion of " Pomp
we have one of the most interesting Rialto
and Circumstance" is used and later when
little boat. Effects are used and " VictoMagazines we have seen. Production Manhe
his brother,
Meeting."
Thereseesis
rious Democracy" played.
an greets
intermezzo
used "where
Marion
ager Joseph LaRose didn't have to bother
Kinograms shows us pictures of Versailthis week with dividing the material beLord
Angus
and
then
the
theme
again
les where the peace treaty is to be signed
tween the two houses and the Rialto has
with
American
doughboys
as
sightseers
with
Dick
Beach.
"
Children's
Suite
" is
profited accordingly.
used where Donald, the little son, is shown.
and then we have Pathe pictures of Mrs.
It opens with Gaumont pictures of San
At the title "In the morning" " Poesi
Wilson visiting the Red Cross, " Ponts de
Francisco's welcome to its fighting men
Pastor" is played and then with the title
Paris " being used for both of these. Then
and " American Red Cross March " is Gaumont
"Aye, lad" "Hunting Music" is used
gives us some views of the war
played until we have the scenes of the
until the scene where Alex meets Marion
marching men when there is a change to exposition at Van Cortlandt park similar
when we have the theme. At the title
to those described already. This with the
" Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here " and
" Hello " we have " From the Countryside "
bursting rockets forming the slogan " Buy
then with Gaumont pictures of the»yeoand then as they sit down to dinner there
Victory
Bonds
"
would
ordinarily
have
manettes parading " American Red Cross
is a bugle call with the remainder of the
closed the Magazine, but we have a much
March " is again used. Kinograms shows
better effect.
orchestra tacit and then " From the Counus the Columbia oarsmen at practice and
tryside "taken up again. For the scene at
As
a
part
of
the
Magazine
we
have
a
here we have " Speed 'Er Up " with the
the Devil's Chimney " Ponticello " is played
effects of the motor boats that accompany
short scenic, " Through the Land of Bonand then a pause as the shot is fired with a
the rowers. This same music continues
nie Sweet Bessie" and just as this is startnumbered selection and the organ taking
ed
we
see
Miss
Gladys
Rice
standing
on
through Gaumont pictures of an express
over the music. During the time the organ
the
lower
of
the
stage
steps
at
the
right
;
hold-up staged at San Fernandino, Cal.,
is playing there is a 'cello rendering of
for the benefit of the Victory Loan.
there is a 'red light upon her as she bethe theme for the death of the girl's father
The Kinograms shows us pictures of
gins
to
sing
"
Bonnie
Sweet
Bessie."
A
and then with the title " The quest of love
few moments later the curtains over the
Charles Kaplan whose clue led to disside panels at either side of the stage part
brings
searcher " we have the
covery of the bomb plot and then we have
theme onanother
the violin.
some views of the infernal machines and
with two rural scenes in Scotland, lighted
here we have a mysterioso used. Gaumont
from the top in a glow of red. At the
The orchestra comes back with " We'll
end of the first verse the screen curtains
Return to Town " and then a couple of
gives us a mighty clever effect here with
numbered selections follow until the closecome together and the picture is finished
the launching of the dreadnaught Tennesand then Miss Rice slowly walks up the
up of the wounded man and then " Melansee
where
we
have
"
Columbia
"
played
and the whistle effects. And then we have
cholie " is used once through. The rest of
steps and sings the second verse as she
the music to the end where Dock goes to
stands right against the right hand column
a title beginning " If boats could talk,"
the man on the bed " Berceuse " is played
and with the last notes she sinks away bewe
haveback
the to
filmthereversed
and thewhich
b'ig ship
to the end.
hind the curtains. But the picture does
going
dock from
she
had just been launched. Here the music
We get a world of laughs with the Judge
not start just at that moment for from
the
right
of
the
house
up
the
steps
and
is appropriately " How Dry I Am " played
Rumhauser cartoon, " Rubbing It In " and
the first time on the trumpet and then with
across the stage comes a bagpiper. There
Guilmant's " Marche Religeuse," an organ
the full orchestra. It brings a roar of are just a few strains of this and he goes
solo, ends the bill.
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George Spoor
Reduces
Film Jumping
"The troublesome jumping of film in
projection, which has been a constant source
of annoyance to the moving picture patron,
has at last been reduced to such a minimum
as to be practically negligible," says George
K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Film
Company, " by the Spoor-Thompson
method of processing film by automatic
machinery.
"This was accomplished," said Mr. Spoor,
"through feeding the film into the wet end
of the machine in 1,000 foot lengths, thus
requiring, with the ordinary run of film, but
two splices to the reel, whereas under the
old method anywhere from ten to thirty
splices are needed.
"As it is the splices that cause the jumping and flickering of the film, it can readily
be seen with what smoothness the film can
be projected, with but two splices to a
thousand feet.
"In the case of many various tints in
the same reel, more than two splices are
sometimes necessary, but even with numerous tints the machine reduces the splicing an appreciable amount over the old
method of processing.
"Not only does the reduced amount of
splices prevent the jumping, but it adds
greatly to the life of the film," he said.
Seigmann Again with
Universal

Universal
Enters
Big Producing and Distributing Organization Celebrates Seventh
Anniversary
in the Film
Industrv
JUNE, 1919, will mark the close of the
seventh year of Universal activities and
Carl Laemmle, president of the company,
said : " Universal has about completed the
most successful year in its history. During
the last year and in preceding years Universal pictures have become known the
world over and the company now has exchanges in every part of the world.
The Universal organization within the
last year has been greatly increased. An
extensive advertising campaign is soon to
be launched and all the Universal Exchange
managers are preparing for the greatest
year in Universal history. There is not the
slightest doubt but that Universal's business
within the coming year will be increased at
the very least, fifty per cent."
On May 20, 1912, Mr. Laemmle, at that
time manufacturer of Imp films, Charles
Bauman of the New York Picture Company and W. H. Swanson, manufacturer of
Rex pictures, combined their interests and
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company became a reality.
At the time the company was formed
the Motion Picture Sales Company was

Its Eighth
Year
waging war with the Patents Company,
an organization which was endeavoring to
prevent independent manufacturers from
manufacturing film and selling them in the
United States.
The offices of the Universal Company
were first opened at No. 1 Union Square
and on October 1 the offices were moved
to 1600 Broadway, their present location.
In July of 1912, Mr. Laemmle made a
trip to Europe and opened the first American fices.
independent
manufacturers'
ofIn September
of the sameforeign
year the
announcement of the purchase of the 12,000
acres of land in the San Fernando Valley, California, was made. Universal City
was later erected on this land but at the
time of the purchase the Universal western plant was at Hollywood, Cal.
Later, the Crystal Film Company added
its productions to the Universal company.
In 1916 the Fort Lee, New Jersey, studios
were erected and many Universal photoplays were produced at this location.
Recently it was decided advisable to produce all Universal pictures at Universal
City, Cal., but the Fort Lee property is
still owned by the Universal. The directors at Universal in 1912 were Otis Turner,
Herbert Brenon, Thomas Ricketts, and David Powell.

" Upstairs
and
THE
new Selznick
plan Down
of scientific "
exploitation has been put into active
operation. The pre-release showing of
" Upstairs and Down," the first of the
the series of Olive Thomas productions,
in the Strand Theatre, Providence, last
week, was. so successful that Charles H.
Williams, manager of the Strand, sent
the following telegram to the Selznick
Pictures Corporation the day after the
opening:
" Olive Thomas in 'Upstairs and Down'
at Strand great big success; jammed to
the roof, big crowds turned away; keep
up Cooperation
the good work;
luck." Williams
withgood
Manager
began two weeks before the opening of
"Upstairs and Down." First of all, advantage was taken of a Movie Ball, held
at the State Armor}' in Providence,
Thursday night previous to the opening.
Miss Thomas had been invited to attend the ball as the guest of honor, and
led the grand march with the governor
of Rhode Island, R. Livingston Beeckman.
Louis J. Selznick immediately assigned Randolph Bartlett of his publicity
forces, and Morris Safier of the Boston
branch of Select, the task of conducting
a big exploitation campaign.

Exploited
in to
Portland
The first move was
secure every
available billboard in the city and its
environs. The total poster display consisted of 110 twenty-four sheet stands,
75 six-sheets and a great number of
handsome one-sheet portraits of Miss
Thomas, the latter being framed and displayed prominently in stores and other
public places.
For the first week these stands were
used in conjunction with the Movie Ball
committee, the dates merely announcing
that Miss Thomas would appear at the
ball." The day after the ball every stand
was posted with new dates, announcing
the showing of the picture at the Strand
Theatre.

the

George Seigmann, who created "My Unmarried Wife," Carmel Myer's screen success, has been mustered out of the army
reserve list and is now in "civies." He has
again
joined
producing
Seigmann
will Universal's
direct Priscilla
Dean instaff.
her
starring vehicle, "Pretty Soft," which is
now being completed at Universal City. The
story was written by Joseph Franklin Poland.
When the war was declared Seigmann
abandoned a salary that Avould make a
banker gasp, it is said, and offered his services to the government. He was commis ioned inthe signal corps of the army.
Regarding Health Films
The Public Health Films has received
permission from Assistant Surgeon General C. C. Pierce, of the United States
Public Health Service, to contradict the
report recently published in Motion Picture News that the film " Open Your
Eyes," was " the only official picture made
especially for the United States Public
Health Service."
" Fit to Win " and " The End of the
Road " havethorizatithe
auon of the official
Public backing
Health and
Service.

Joins International Film
The International Film Service Company,
Inc., producers of the tri-weekly news
reels issued under the independent titles
of Hearst News, International News and
Universal Current Events, which are released through the Universal Manufacturing Company, has augmented its staff
from among the many released men of the
war, among them being Ed Guetlein.
Mr. Guetlein has long been associated
with the film industry.
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Motion

Robertson-Cole

Cites

Its

Marshall

Neilan

News

Record
Simplex

Wonderful Progress Noted in First
Run Bookings Throughout the
Country in Last Five Months
WHAT is said to be pronounced evidence of the Robertson-Cole Company's rapid growth is the large number
of first run houses which are booking its
picturesMutual.feature
Less
than five through
months Exhibitors
after their initial
had been distributed in the domestic field,
Robertson-Cole are now placing their output in many of the highest type of motion
picture theatres in the United States and
Canada.
It was in December that Martin Johnson's, Cannibals
"
of the South Seas," led
the procession of Robertson-Cole releases
through Exhibitors Mutual.
In a period of less than five months
Robertson-Cole has an alignment of first
run accounts that; made pessimistic predictions look narrow and without judgment.
- An official describes the rapid growth as
follows :
; " Robertson-Cole entered the motion picture industry to accomplish results solely
on the merits of its attractions. Soon
after inaugurating its distribution campaign
through Exhibitors Mutual, they issued
definite instructions to sell each production
•on its real merit.
" The highest type' of motion pictures
were produced by the various units allied
with Robertson-Cole. Some exceptionally
brilliant specials, in addition to " Cannibals
of the South Seas," were added to the
star series, among them being " The Turn
in the Road " and " What Every Woman
Wants."
" It was only a matter of time before the
Robertson-Cole pictures began rto meet
with the approval of audiences all over the
country. There followed the placing of
Robertson-Cole offerings in the biggest theatresin
■ the biggest cities.
" The successful Martin Johnson features paved the way for pictures starring
Sessue Hayakawa, Bessie Barriscale, William Desmond, Henry B. Walthall and
Billie Rhodes.
" In Washington, D. C, Tom Moore and

Picture

Notes

Uses Simplex in Industrial Field
AT the tile
David
Blumenthal
texplant in
Shelton, mammoth
Conn., where
thousands of operatives are employed, it
has been necessary to work on both day and
night shifts, and in order to bring the employees going into work on the night shifts,
to their various departments in good humor, Miss Kenyon, supervisor of the Factory Welfare League, had several Simplex
Projectors installed in the enormous, factory restaurant.
There the incoming night shift is entertained and fed, and after going into work
the outgoing shift is similarly treated. The
installation of the Simplex, it is said, is
responsible for the greater spirit of cooperation between the employees and executives.
This installation was personally made by
Cecil R. Wood, of the Boston Motion Picture
Company,
southern New EnglandSupply
distributors
for Simplex,
Billie
Rhodes is production
" In Search ofof the
Arcady
the
Robertson-Cole
same" inname,
just released
Harry Crandall, recognized the merit of
Robertson-Cole features, and their best offerings appeared in Moore's Rialto and
Crandall's Metropolitan^ with big success.
" Jumping way out to Denver, first run
bookings were made by Exhibitors Mutual in the Rialto, Majestic and Strand
Theatres. Moving over to Los Angeles,
Robertson-Cole offerings have appeared as
first run attractions at Graumann's Theatre, Kinema, and Tally's Broadway."
The open booking policy won RobertsonCole a host of friends. The fact that an
exhibitor could select one or all of the
Robertson-Cole stars or specials is said to
have made hundreds of exhibitors staunch
rooters for the product of the new organization.
Robertson-Cole officials attribute their
rapid rise to several things. In the first
place they have laid every stress on obtaining the most popular stars available.
Then they set a high standard for production which has to be met by every photoplay before it is accepted.

Has Two
Playing Broadway
Q.
Nillson,
Kathlyn Williams, Thomas
Mary Pickford in "Daddy
WHEN
Sanschi, Mahlen Hamilton, Edwin
Longlegs " is presented at the
Stevens, Tully Marshall, Fred Huntley,
Strand Theatre, Marshall Neilan, the
Thomas Jefferson, Frank Currier and
director, will have to his credit two great
Wesley Barry. Every one of these has
big special productions playing Broadat some time or another been featured
way at the same time, the other one
individually in productions and their
nable
the
at
"
Sin
Unpardo
The
"
Deing
combined salaries alone is said to total
Broadway.
And he is soon to have the third,
far more than many producers put into an
which in his own opinion will be the
entire production.
biggest and best production of his
When Louis B. Mayer, Miss Stewart's
producer, engaged Mr. Neilan as her
career, " Her Kingdom of Dreams "
director, he did so because he believed
starring Miss Anita Stewart.
Mr. Neilan is just now putting the
him to be the greatest director now in
finishing touches on this and in its makpictures.ing he had under his direction what is motion
The First National Exhibitors' Circuit
has
signed
Mr. Neilan for a series of big
declared to be the most remarkable agproductions, and aside from David Wark
gregation of film stars ever before assembled in one picture.
Griffith, he is the only director who has
received this honor from that circuit.
The list includes Miss Stewart, Anna

Naval Expert Sees Simplex Factory
Olan L. Hawk, chief electrician of the
U. S. ested
S. visitor
" Pennsylvania,"
was plant
an interat the Simplex
this
week.
Mr. Hawk, who is known to practically
every officer in the Atlantic Fleet, is an
authority on naval picture projection and
is also credited with inventing a most novel
and practical method of moving his Simplex Projector from one end of the ship to
the other without " taking down " or disturbing the set-up of the machine.
This consists of a substantial fourwheeled coal truck upon which are
mounted the projector, the rheostat, the
film case and a reel of cable. At convenient
places on the deck are located plugging
boxes, so that the plug on the end of the
cable tice,canand the
be plugged
at a operated
moment's from
nomachine ineasily
any location.
Mr. Hawk, who has been supervisor of
the picture projection for Admiral Mayo
since the commissioning of the " Pennsylvania " in 1916, told of many interesting
incidents attending some of the deep-sea
exhibitions.
One of the striking incidents which he
spoke of was that of the gun practice which
was indulged in by both the five and teninch guns under the turrets on which the
truck containing the projector happened to
stand.
The .concussion attending the firing of
these guns tore the ventilator tops from
their fastenings and ripped the half-inch
rivet from the bulkhead doors. After the
firing, Mr. Hawk fearfully approached his
picture machine, expecting it to be racked
to pieces, but upon running it there was
just as steady a picture produced as could
be found anywhere.
Engages Miss Hawley
Wanda Hawley, in many Paramount
and Artcraft pictures and special productions from the Lasky studio, .has been
placed under contract for three years more
to play leads.
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Truex

Signs for Series of
Comedy Films
Ernest Truex, screen and stage star, has
been signed for a series of comedy films
"by
J. VanCorporation,
Beuren, president
of the
V. Amedee
B. K. Film
producers
of
the Paramount-Drew comedies and Timely
Topics, Inc., producers of " Topics of the
Day" released by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
" In signing Mr. Truex to appear in tworeel comedies," stated Mr. Van Beuren,
" I am continuing my policy established
with my pictures starring Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew, in making refined comedies
of feature quality with stars of ability and
reputation. I am firmly convinced that this
type of screen comedy is a favored institution in America and abroad, and that there
is sufficient demand for comedies of distinction to warrant the appearance of stars
of the calibre of Mrs. Sidney Drew and
Ernest
in two-reel
pictures."
Good
stories Truex
are wanted
for the
new comedy

Celebrates

With

Exhibitor Exploits His AnniversaryWeek by Selecting Two William
Fox Features
Heavilyand Wins

series and synopses are being sent to the
V. B. K. Film Corporation, 220 West
Forty-second street, New York City.
Newspaper

Campaign

for

" Virtuous Men "
In order to assist exhibitors in getting
the fullest possible exploitation value from
the title of their production, Arthur H.
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin have prepared
at great length, it is said, a complete newspaper campaign for "Virtuous Men." An
intensive study of local conditions as applied to the exhibitor and his newspaper
was made before mapping out the campaign. It was ascertained in what local
cities the exhibitor preferred to supply
his local paper with photos, mats or cuts
for advertising purposes, and also the expenditures in general necessary in connection with this campaign, in order that
every exhibitor might secure the best possible results with minimum expense.
Wins

First Run

Theda Bara in one of the many appealing moments of her William Fox production, " The
Siren's Song "
IT is said that Edward C. Klapp, manager
of the Rialto Theatre, at Amsterdam,
N. Y., never overlooks a bet when he is
playing anything special as he has just
demonstrated by the way he made a huge
success out of his anniversary week proNot only did Mr. Klapp celebrate the
gram.
week of April 20 as anniversary week, but
the Rialto advertised it as " The Big William Fox Week." In a half-page advertisement, published in the Amsterdam Evening
Recorder on the Saturday preceding the
celebration, the Rialto printed this special

Schedules Paramount-Drew
Comedy for May 4
" Harold, the Last of the Saxons," the
Paramount-Drew comedy, will be released
May 4. This story was written by Florence
Ryerson and the picture was directed by
Mrs. Drew. Amateur theatricals furnish
the basis of the story and the late lamented
comedian is said to have the most uproariously funny role of his career.

Features

note to the public:
" By special arrangement with the Fox
Film Corporation we have been able to
secure two of the most popular motion
picture favorites on the screen. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, William Farnum in
' The Jungle Trail.' Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, Theda Bara in ' The Siren's
In addition to Farnum in " The Jungle
Trail," the Rialto on. the first three days
of the week also ran the Fox Sunshine
Comedy,
" MoneyforTalks,"
so that
entire bill, except
vaudeville,
wasthemade
'."
Song
up of Fox pictures.
The advertisement of the Rialto was the
biggest theatrical advertisement ever
printed in Amsterdam, and created considerable comment. On one side of the
display was a symbolical line drawing of a
woman blowing a trumpet as greeting to
a knight, who on the other side of the
page sary
carried
bearing " AnniverWeek" ina banner
bold type.
But Mr. Klapp was not content to rest
with heavy advertising and publicity. On
Monday evening he heard that two whippet
tanks, just arrived from France to help
in boosting the Fifth Victory Loan, were
scheduled to be in Amsterdam on the following night. He immediately made arrangements to have the tanks placed in
front of the Rialto Theatre.
Then he advertised, through the newspaper and by means of display -cards placed
on the tanks, that a $50 Victory Note would
be given away free that night.
Speaking of this stunt, Mr. Klapp says :
" This, of course, gave me a record attendance, and after that it was unnecessary
to do any more advertising, as the show
spoke for itself.
" I am more than pleased with the week's
business, and am sure that in making it
a William Fox Week as well as an anniversary, did
I a great deal to make the week
a big success."

Honors,

Says Vitagraph
First-run bookings pre-empting the foremost screens of the country are recorded
for Vitagraph's new Gladys Leslie production, "A Stitch in Time."
This photoplay was directed by Ralph
Ince, who in the past has directed many
productions for Vitagraph.
In the cast suporting Miss Leslie are seen
Eugene Strong, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Agnes Ayres, Charles Walton, Cecil
Chichester, Earl Schenk and Charles
Stevenson.

Fox

for "K
Trade Showing-" Khavah,"
the
of m story ever
E showing
PRIVAT
A first
Sholom
Aleiche
filmed, was scheduled to be given to the
motion picture trade and newspapermen
by the Zion Films, Inc., the producers, on
Monday afternoon, May 12,. at three
o'clock,tieth street.
at Wurlitzer Hall, 113 West ForThe greatest interest, it is said, has been
manifested not only by the big exhibitors
throughout the country, but by film fans as
well, over the initial release of a story
from the pen of Sholom Aleichem, who is
known far and wide as the Jewish Mark
Twain. Sholom Aleichem is known to millions for his wonderful stories, all of which
have either been written in Russian or Hebrew. But this is the first time that the
American public will have an opportunity
to see for themselves just what qualities
have gone to make the Russian genius so
beloved by the people of his race.
The story of " Khavah " is taken from
the series of " Teveh der Milchekeh " stories, and tells forcefully of the love of a
Jewish girl for a Christian boy, son of the

lavah" First Aleichem
village elder. How she disobeys her father
by marrying her lover, and how she fares
because of this is as enthralling a story as
was ever written.
The title-role of " Khavah " is played
by Alice Hastings, star of the original,
" Turn to the Right " company. Miss
Hastings
is supported
by Giacom'o
roff and Alex
Tenenholtz.
The rest Masuof the
cast is made up of Sonia Radin, Phil Sanford, Billee Wilson, Ray Friedgen and
Anna Kehlman. The picture was directed
by Charles E. Davenport.
Selznick

Promotes

Another

In accordance
Louis J. Selznick's
announced
policy with
of promotion
from the
ranks, Walter J. Porges has been appointed
secretary to the Director of Sales of Select
Pictures Corporation, Charles R. Rogers.
Although a young man in years, Mr. Porges
has had quite an extensive experience in
the film industry, and has been in Mr.
Selznick's organization for a considerable
term.
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Distributors
Honor
Rothacker
boast of prints with superior tinting and
At Convention Held at Hotel Astor,
toning, with clearer definition, with more
Resolutions are Adopted Praiscarefully printed lighting effects, or with
ing His Good Work
greater quality in any particular, than that
AT a convention of the managers of the in the prints made by the Rothacker Film
First National Exhibitors' Circuit Manufacturing Co. for the First National
Exchanges held at the Hotel Astor, New
Exhibitors' Circuit.
York, April 22, a resolution was adoptted
Furthermore : The excellent system into express to Watterson R. Rothacker,
stalled by Mr. Rothacker for filling emergency orders for replacements of short
president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, their appreciation for the lengths of torn or destroyed scenes and
titles operates greatly to our advantage in
splendid co-operatiorr he and his organization have gone to in relieving emergencies
the promptness and accuracy with which
and assisting in giving satisfactory service
they are filled.
to their exhibitor customers.
Furthermore : We know, from our exFurthermore the resolution states that a
perience in the past with the laboratory
work of other concerns that the Rothacker
fact proven by them hy statements of exhibitors isthat no other group of exchanges
Film Manufacturing Co., in comparisons of
can boast of prints with superior tinting quality, service, accuracy and promptness,
and toning, or with greater quality in any
eminently deserves the tribute of an uninterrupted continuation of all laboratory
particular than that in the prints made by
the Rothacker company for the First Nawork
for
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
tional Exhibitors' Circuit. Mr. RothFurthermore:
It is resolved that a copy
acker's excellent system for filling emerof this resolution be sent to Mr. Rothacker,
gency orders with promptness and acand to the Board of Directors for First
curacy isalso praised, as is his prompt service and accuracy; this last deserving the National Exhibitors' Circuit.
tribute of an uninterrupted continuation
Signed : Harry Weiss, R. C. Seery, Chicago ;Boyd Cunningham, Washington ; W.
of all laboratory work for First National
E. Lusk, Cleveland ; C. R. Beacham, AtExhibitors' Circuit.
lanta ; James Skirboll, Pittsburgh ; L.
The following are the resolutions:
Resolved: That we, the undersigned
Bickel, Dallas ; Jack Brainard, Oklahoma
City; H. J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; Harry
managers of First National Exchanges, exScott, Detroit ; J. F. Cubberly, Minneapolis ;
press to Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Lieut. Jim Anderson, Richmond; Lee Goldberg, Louisville ; Tom Spry, Boston ; J. H.
Co., of Chicago, our appreciation for the
splendid co-operation he has given us and Von Tilzer, New York; W. J. Heenan,
for the extremes to which he and his or- Philadelphia; F. A. Fischer, Seattle; Floyd
Brown, Indianapolis ; F. W. Falkner, New
ganization have gone — far beyond the usual
Jersey ; E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans ;
limits of business practice — to relieve emergencies and assist us in giving satisfactory
Percy
Smith, Buffalo; Harry Nolan, Denver.
service to our exhibitor customers.
Furthermore. We feel that it is both
We have read the foregoing, and declare
merited and fitting that Mr. Rothacker be it to be a true copy of the original resolutold that to each of us here it is a fact, tion.
Lieut. Jim P. Anderson, Chairman.
proven by the statement of exhibitors to
Harry Weiss, Secretary.
us, that no other group of exchanges can
United Picture Theatres Grow in Milwaukee
REPORTS come from Milwaukee to by United during the past week total fortyUnited headquarters that largely three, bringing the total number of United
theatres to 2,451 on Saturday, May 3rd.
through the activity of its local representative Alfred Tanzer, of Milwaukee, United
President Berst announces the appointment of Mr. J. D. Levine as Manager of
Picture Theatres, Inc., can point to a wonderful membership and business for its the Boston Branch of United. Having been
Boston Manager for the General Film Co.,
organization in that city.
Out of thirty available theatres in the Mr. Levine is thoroughly acquainted, it is
said, with New England conditions and
Wisconsin industrial center, twenty-four
with the exhibitors of that territory.
are reported as being served by United
and of these twenty-four no less than
twenty-two
hold membership
contract's.
It is announced
that United
members
" Bolshevism
o n
Trial "
Receives Praise
who have purchased additional shares during the past week, doubling and in some
In addition to the approbation for
cases tripling their holdings, include San" Bolshevism on Trial " recently expressed
don Bros., Mankato, Minn. ; Anton Gilles,
by Governor Calvin Coolidge of Massachusetts and Mr. Charles Black, president
Breckenbridge, Minn. ; G. A. Ward, Chicago, 111. ; S. Bauer, Milwaukee, Wis. ; G. of the Omaha Retailers Association and
H. Meyers, Champaign, 111. ; Jane Gillif ord, other prominent citizens of Omaha, Select
Pomeroy, O. ; Myers Bros., Chillicothe, O. ; Pictures Corporation, received recently an
J. F. Wuerth, Ann Harbor, Mich.; Clinton
exceptionally interesting letter from Mr.
Sq. Am. Co., Albany, N. Y. ; B. S. Jordan,
Paul Burlingame, chairman of the LouisOttawa, 111. ; F. C. Seegert, Milwaukee,
ville Board of Safety, lauding the producWis. ; Frank B. Hammond, Chicago, 111.
tion and its wholesome effect on the public
mind.
New and additional members announced

Motion

Picture

News

I

of " The
Great
Company
inMembers
Tennessee.
The
PictureGamble
Is " for
Pathe
Distribution
Lyons

and Moran Complete
New Comedies
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, the pair of
laugh producers in the Lyons-Moran brand
of comedies released through Universal,
are at work on several new comedies at
Universal series. The titles of three of their
newest comedies soon to be released have
been announced as follows : " Harmony in
a Flat," " The Bullshiviks" and " Three in
a Closet." Grace Marvin and Mildred
Moore are the feminine leads in the
comedies.
" Harmony in a Flat " is a take-off on
the neighborliness of two couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Rackett and Mr. and Mrs. Bliss.
In " The Bullshiviks " Russian cigarettes
prove the downfall of two newspaper reporters, Eddie and Lee, who are sent to
interview a Russian countess.
" Three in a Closet " is a comedy of fast
action and fun.
Arrow

Photoplays Will
Release Christies
C. H. Christie, of the Christie Film Company, has arranged with the Arrow Photoplays Company of Denver, for the release
of Christie films through that company for
the states of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. Arrow Photoplays have not previously handled Christie films and secured both
the Christie Comedies in one and two-reel
Specials for their territory. The deal was
closed during C. H. Christie's stay in New
York City. Shipments have already been
started to Arrow Photoplays, including the
new Specials, " Sally's Blighted Career "
and "Rowdy Ann."
Correction
In last week's issue of the News,. -an
article appeared with a heading " Faralla
now
for Select."
was an
error Comptroller
as Mr. Faralla
has beenThisappointed
comptroller for Selznick Pictures, Mr.
Derham being comptroller for Select Pictures.
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Hawley Appears with
Bennison
Once more it is said Betzwood executives have scored a ten-strike in the
selection of a screen vis-a-vis for their
cowboy star Louis Bennison. Ormi Hawley is Mr. Bennison's leading woman in
" The Road Called Straight." Miss Hawley, who was' on the stage before bringing
her talents to the screen, quickly established herself as a cinema favorite, and
was starred by Lubin in " The Ragged
Earl " and later in scores of other prominent screen productions, including " Where
Love Leads," " Runaway Romany " and
" The Antics of Ann." Miss Hawley is firm
in the belief that her Betty Swiftmore in
" The Road Called Straight " provided her
with greater opportunities than any role
she has hitherto portrayed.
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Ormi

Completes Timber Scenes
for Next Feature
Bessie Love and her company is back
on the lot at Hollywood, California, after
several weeks spent in filming exteriors
for her forthcoming photoplay of lumber
camp
"The Little
Boss," in Most
the big
woods life,
of northern
California.
of
the scenes were taken adjacent to Eureka
California.
" The Little Boss " was especially written for Miss Love by Rida Johnson Young.
In it Wallace McDonald appears as Miss
Love's leading man, with Otto Lederer,
Harry Russell, Karl Formes, J. Morley,
Joe Rickson and Clara Knight to complete the cast.

Ince Plans Film Weekly for
Exhibitors
A scheme for the exploitation of his
stars and pictures is to be inaugurated by
Thomas H. Ince, producer of Paramount
and Artcraft pictures, at his new studio in
Culver City. Every -week a film will be
produced which will be called "The Off
Stage Film Weekly," and which will show
intimate shots of the different stars, Charles
Ray, Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett and
others, at their homes and during their
leisure hours. The film will also show
how the scenes are filmed and will be in
effect just like a visit to the studio. These
weeklies will be furnished free of charge
to exhibitors of Paramount-Ince pictures.
Independent
Sales Books
Third Blackton
"A House Divided," the photodrama
shown to the trade press last
week by the
Independent Sales Corporation is the third
Blackton Production to be released under
the Independent banner and distributed
through the Film Clearing House Exchanges.
J. Stuart Blackton's labor feature, " Life's
Greatest Problem," starring Mitchell Lewis
and Ruby de Remer, was the second picture
acquired by the Independent Sales Corporation after its organization, and "The Littlest Scout," Paula Blackton country life
story starringa little
Charles Stuart Blackton followed it.

To
Produce
Guy
Important Banking Interests Reported
Associated with Soldier-Star in
Production of Series of Big
Features

Empey
Pictures
revealed the officers as follows : President, James F. Shaw; Vice-President, Arthur Guy Empey, and Secretary and Treasurer, F. C. Richardson. Messrs. Shaw and
Richardson, it is understood, are executives of one of the oldest and best known
financial institutions of New York. Both
are said to have been identified for some
time past with several important picture
According to a statement issued from
projects.
the offices of the company, the Guy Empey
Pictures Corporation was formed to produce "purposeful pictures," in which the
famous soldier of " Over the Top " will
appear as star or playwright.
The release of " Hell on Earth " will be
awaited with intense interest, it is stated,
by exhibitors and motion picture patrons.
It is claimed for the picture by its producers that it will be epochal in its effect on the industry and feelings of the
public. It is described as a dramatic analysis of the after-the-war conditions and
their relation to the future of the nation.
The Select Pictures Corporation is said
to be planning a nation-wide billboard and
advertising campaign to introduce it to the

Principal officers of the Guy Empey Pictures
Corporation. At right is James F. Shaw, PresiRichardson,
Sec'y-Treas.,
and dent;
at Center,
Left,F.GuyC. Empey,
Vice-President
WITH the entrance upon the fourth
of which
" Hell is
on toEarth,"
the specialweek
attraction
be distributed
through Select Pictures, and which has
Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey for its author and star, it became known that a million dollar company has been formed to produce special features in which the author
and hero of "Over the Top" will be
starred as either featured player, author
or both.
The incorporation of the company known
as the Guy Empey Pictures Corporation,
Warm

Endorsementsfor

PATHE
reportsWard
that as
" Common
with Fannie
star, stillClay,"
continues to evoke praise from exhibitors
and reviewers. Following " Infatuation,"
booked for the week of April 25, Quinn's
Rialto, Los Angeles, put in the screen version of Cleves Kinkead's Harvard prize
play for the same period, beginning May 4.
The opening day drew record crowds.
Thorns A. Brown, of the Strand theatre,
Iowa City, Iowa, writes to Pathe Exchange
expressing his hearty endorsement of the
big feature:
" It is with great satisfaction that I endorseCommon
'
Clay,' which I played to a
highly successful business at my Strand
theatre. The picture is as close to 100 per
cent in all respects as any production on
the market today. When an exhibitor presents such a charming star as Fannie Ward
in such
a popular
as ' CommoncombinaClay,'
that
exhibitor
has play
an unbeatable
tion in a presentation which ought to cause
a broad smile in any box office."
Garnet Warren, the author of " Modern
Cameos," who sat at the private showing

Work on " Hell on Earth " has been
public.
under way for a month at the Biograph
studios with Wilfrid North, who directed
Empey in " Over the Top," in charge of
the production. Sergeant Empey plays the
principal role, with Evelyn -Martin, who
succeded Laurette Taylor as star of " Peg
o' My Heart," and since has scored numerous successes on the stage and screen,
appearing opposite him. Miss Martin is
considered one of the most talented and
promising of the younger stars of the
footlights, and it is predicted that her success in a principal role before the camera
will be equally as great. Others in the cast
are Betty Blythe, who appeared with Empey in " Over the Top " ; Sally Crute,
William Dunn and Marguerite Courtot.
Fannie Ward
Feature
at the time that Police Commissioner Ellen
O'Grady, of New York, saw the production, while, unlike her, he does not suggest,
apropos, the filming of the Ten Commandments, declares the story to be rich in profound teaching : " I feel that any thoughtful person who saw ' Common Clay,' he
writes, " must have been deeply impressed
by the tremendous lessons portrayed by it,
and by the psychologic subtlety of Miss
Ward in her remarkable performance."
Resumes Work for World
Montagu Love, after having played a
stellar engagement in the legitimate and
taking a fling at vaudeville as a headliner
for a few weeks, is back at work at the
World Studio at Fort- Lee. Mr. Love is
working on " Through the Toils," a fivereel feature that will be released in July
on the World program. He is being directed by Harry Hoyt, one of the oldest
scenario writers in the business, and who
has had over five hundred pictures of his
creation produced, it is said. Mr. Love
will have as leading woman Eileen Cassidy.
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H. J. Fitzgerald, Manager of Milwaukee Branch, Refuses to Allow
His Productions to Show for
Less than Fifteen Cents
SUBURBAN and small town theatres,
with ten cents admission price, are due
for a shock when they attempt to book
"Virtuous Wives", "A Midnight Romance"
and other First National attractions in the
Milwaukee territory, for H. J. Fitzgerald,
manager of the Milwaukee branch, refuses
to allow his productions to be shown for
less than fifteen cents admission price.
"We are following this policy with enormous success," said Mr. Fitzgerald. "In
fact, we have had no kicks whatever. We
endeavored to get a few ringleaders to
take up the idea. Since their success has
become known, it has gone splendidly. The
suburban theatres and the theatres in the
smaller towns couldn't afford to pay the
price we had to ask for our productions,
and make money for themselves. There
was only one recourse — that is, increased
admission price. As a result, none of the
Anita Stewart pictures,, and the other leading First National productions, have been
shown in this territory at a price of ten
cents.
"The great cry of the managers was that

Admissions

the patrons
come when
was
raised. wouldn't
We reasoned
with the
themprice
in
this way: Why should a motion picture
theatre manager ask the same price for
shows ranging in purchase price from $10
to $75, any more than a merchant should
ask the same price for merchandise which
costs different prices? In the outlying
theatres in Milwaukee we held up the
downtown houses as examples of increased
admission price with no loss in patronage.
None of the downtown houses are showing at the old price now, and just because
the picture is shown for a few weeks later
in the outskirts is no reason why its price
should be decreased.
"Throughout the territory we are urging an admission price of twenty-five cents,
for all First National productions, and for
the Mary Pickford pictures, the price of
fifty cents. Why not? If Ruth Chatterton appeared in this part she would easily
draw two dollars a seat and pack any
theatre in which she appeared. Why
should a star like Mary Pickford appear
for a lesser price?
"The progressive managers are glad to
take up this idea, and there are no other
kind — they have long since gone into other
business."

Many First Runs Booked for "Virtuous Men"
in behalf of " Virtuous Men " and will
SEVERAL of the leading houses throughout the United States are preparing to conduct a big advertising campaign in the
Columbus newspapers.
show " Virtuous Men " with big exploitation campaigns, according to reports reOn Monday,
May 12,
" Virtuous
Men "
opened
at the Garden
theatre
in Paterson,
ceived from many of the state right buyers of this S. L. feature in the various
N. J., one of the largest of the chain of
territories.
houses controlled by the First National ExWithin the week of May 12 there were
hibitors' exchange of New Jersey, purchasers of the picture for that territory. Folscheduled two special openings of " Virtuous Men " in two of the biggest houses
lowing a week's engagement at the Garden, the picture will be presented by A.
in the United States. H. C. Sineral, genM. Fabian, manager of the First National
eral manager of Co-Partner Attractions,
Exhibitors' Exchange of New Jersey in
who purchased " Virtuous Men " for Ohio,
Newark.
western Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
Following these openings, the beautiful
states that the production will be presented
for a run in the Grand Theatre, Columbus,
new Palace theatre of New Haven will present the S-L production beginning Monday,
Ohio, commencing Sunday, May 11.
May 19. The Palace is one of the Poli
Sineral is spending an unusual amount
circuit houses.
of money in a pre-exploitation campaign

Announces
"The Tiger Lily" Fisher's Next
tiger-like fierceness and agility that comTHE AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
mingle with her grace and purity. Through
announces that Margarita Fisher has
her efforts to keep peace and harmony in
commenced work at the American's Santa
Barbara studios on her new production,
her little community she becomes involved
" The Tiger Lily." This is said to be a in a chain of unusual circumstances from
which she emerges as the affianced sweetvivid, swiftly-moving story from the pen
heart of a young American millionaire.
of Joseph Franklin Poland, and was seEmory Johnson is appearing opposite
lected in fulfillment of the American's deMiss Fisher, and the cast includes also
sire to present Miss Fisher in a role that
George Periolat, J. Barney Sherry, E. Alyn
would be more exacting emotionally than
parts in which she has lately appeared. It Warren, Mme. Rosita Marstini, Beatrice
is an absorbing story of the romance of a Van and Frank Clark. The production is
being directed by George L. Cox.
beautiful Italian girl living in America, and
embodies a rare combination of humor and
pathos that is admirably suited to Miss
See Page 3285
Fisher's capabilities.
for more
For the star, Poland has created the enNews of Producers
gaging role of "Pepita," known among her
people as " The Tiger Lily," because of the

Picture

News

Jesse Goldburg Returns
from Coast Trip
Jesse J. Goldburg, General Manager of
the Frohman Amusement Corporation, arrived in New York last week from the
West Coast Studio, after an absence of
four weeks. Mr. Goldburg is bringing with,
him " South of Santa Fe " and " The She
Wolf," the first Western dramas starring
Texas Guinan, also the first Mack Swain
comedy. These will be shown to the trade
at
nexta private
week. showing some day during the
William L. Sherrill, President of the
Company, is still at Los Angeles overseeing
production on the Westerns and Poppy
Comedies.
York shortly.He expects to return to New
Mr. Goldburg's itinerary since leaving
for the coast has included stops at Chicago,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, and Kansas City
on his way out. He remained in Los
Angeles two weeks, and on the return trip
stopped at San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago
and Cleveland. Mr. Goldburg's stops were
in connection with the six-reel production,
" Once to Every Man," which has now been
disposed of in all the territory covered on
this trip, it is said.
Describes Next Feature
Dustin Farnum

for

United Picture Theatres through its presannounces
thatin" Dustin
Farnumident, J.A.
willBerst,
shortly
be starred
a new
and ' different ' kind of drama, a play that
will mark a radical departure from the
plots and characterizations which have long
been identified with that star.
Mr. Berst does not divulge the title of
the forthcoming production, but states that
it will be presented on a most lavish scale,
and will mark, perhaps, a turning point
in motion picture production. It is even
predicted that other producers will follow
suit when they see the popularity expected
to be immediately won by the forthcoming
new play. A great deal of speculation has
consequently been aroused in motion picture circles, it is said, as to the character
of this Farnum production.
New Feature for Evans
World Pictures announces the purchase
of an original story, " Home Wanted," by
Lucy Sarver, which will be used as the
next starring vehicle for Madge Evans.
Work on the picture is at the World
Studio at Fort Lee. Mrs. Sarver has been
quite successful as a scenario writer, having had a number of her scripts produced
by Pathe and other well-known picture
companies.
" Fires of Faith "
" Fires of Faith," the big special production made' by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in co-operation with the Salvation Army, opened its New York run
at the Harris Theatre, May 5. This picture depicts the wonderful work of the
Salvation Army both in war and in peace.

to

the

famous

CycloneSmith

STORIES

<^
SPECIAL two-reel productions, featuring the great Polo.
■ 1 that are as big in entertainment values as any of the best
^ W five-reel pictures on the market. SPECIAL in storv, SPECLA.L in direction. SPECIAL in settings, SPECIAL in
lighting effects, SPECIAL in tinting and final effects on the screen.
Released each week, making the finest 10 week series of this type of
production ever filmed. Your nearest Universal Exchange will sign up
a contract for these ten pictures which will insure you of ten weeks of
capacity business. Being SPECIAL throughout, you are to handle them
specially big. Ad props and special paper all prepared for this series.
NOW

BOOKING

UNIVERSAL
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Coming
Events Cast Their Shadows
Before
*No truer axiom was ever expressed than "Coming Events Cast Their Shadows Before" when applied
to the tremendous possibilities of this new CORBETT SERIAL— " THE MIDNIGHT MAN." Not yet
released, nor anywhere near release date, it has been described as above by one of the most critical
theatres in America, in territory where competition is keenest besides. For lavish settings, thrills
arid stupendous action, this new Universal 18 episode serial promises wonders to Exhibitors. Altho'
the release date has not yet been announced —
Any

Universal

Exchange

will handle

your reservation

contract

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

now — in advance

NEWS g says:
RE denyin
ON PICTU
MOTI"There
the
is no
strength of this feature. Monroe Salisbury creates a romantic and
appealing lumber-camp boss — while
the picture is laid against fine outdoor
backgrounds, worthy indeed to hold
the scenes of such a strong drama."
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Screen"

BUNDING

A

SAYS WID : "From any angle you
wish to consider it, this is a more
than ordinarily strong production. The exteriors are extremely
attractive but more vital is the fact
that the story is touchingly human,
certain to stir the emotions and to
leave an audience under the spell of a
delightfully sympathetic photoplay,
presented with charm and feeling. ' '
View "The Blinding Trail" at your
nearest Universal Exchange at your
earliest opportunity. It's a Universal
Special Attraction.

Universal

Attraction

"A safe box-office bet," says WID. "People
know what to expect in a Harry Carey picture and they will not be disappointed in
' BARE FISTS. ' You are safe in running
this film. All in all, it makes first rate entertainment."

PQKCILLA

DEAN

HARRISON says of "THE EXQUISITE THIEF"— "It
is needless to say that the production is highly artistic
from every angle. The rapid twists it takes excites the
emotions to a high pitch. 'The Exquisite Thief may be
rated as a first class production and the best one that ever
featured Priscilla Dean."

MADy

MAC

LADEN

Concerning "THE AMAZING WIFE," Motion Picture
News says: "Don't be afraid to go the limit with this picture. It is bound to give good satisfaction. It is a picture
that possesses all the necessary features that entertain
pleasure seekers."

MAE

MURRAY

McElravy in the Moving Picture World
says of "THE DELICIOUS LITTLE
DEVIL"— "This picture is delightfully
fresh and pleasing. Mae Murray is
vivacious and appealing and is supported by a good cast. Some very
attractive things in the way of settings
and atmosphere have been accomplished
by the director, Robert Z. Leonard."

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS
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"The

Delicious

SHOULD you be one of those who are
going to play Mae Murray in " The
Delicious Little Devil " we would advise
your attention to four points in the ex: appeal of the star, the title,
ploitationthe
the comedy and the spice that is indicated
in the scenes that show her as an entertainer at the road house.
You know the worth of the name of
Miss Murray to your patrons, but you
should figure at the same time that she
came to the pictures as one of the stars
of Ziegfeld's Follies and then realize that
you can offer her in this picture as appearing in a role that is "made to order." This
is a perfectly clean picture, but there is the
fascinating element of the chorus girl and
this should be brought out in the illustrations, -with the selling arguments making it
clear that she does no wrong.
In another column we are suggesting
some of the musical possibilities, and that
this should be made the central feature of
an all-comedy bill. At the same time the
thrills of the story should not be neglected
and you should emphasize that you regard
this as an ideal offering. If you -are able
to see it in advance and offer your personal guarantee, so much the better. Certainly, with this picture released just as
the vaudeville and legitimate houses are
closing you have an opportunity to get more
people in the habit of visiting your theatre.
WE

Service

have this: Mar)' McGuire is one of
the little Irish girls in whom is born
the love of music and dancing. At home
her surroundings are crude and unpleasant,

Section

Little

and it is the little sunlight that creeps into
her life in the role of a coat-room girl in
a restaurant that keeps her happy. She
literally cannot keep her toes still, and when
a celebrated dancer enters the restaurant
and deposits her wonderful wrap with
Man- she cannot resist pirouetting about
the room with the finery over her shoulders.
The manager catches her — and she is fired.
But just at that time Larry McLean has
been appointed press agent for the peach
Tree Inn, a road house that has gone to
sleep under the management of the staid
couple who own it and he determines to
introduce some spice. So he advertises,
saying that the snappiest of all road houses
wants
adding. a girl for hostess and solo dancer,
" she must be two jumps ahead of
the latest and as wise as a bartender —
must be personally acquainted with the best
wine buvers — a good future for a girl with
Mary hasn't an3* past, but dancing
PAST."
a Now
lost her one job and she doesn't see why
it should not get her another one. The
past is supplied when she picks up the Sunday magazine of a newspaper and reads the
romance of the Duke de Sauterne and a
dancer who has disappeared.
YVyiTH the newspaper as her credentials,
VV her charm and her dancing ability she
is quickl}- accepted by Larry- McLean who,
for advertising purposes, carries out the
possibilities hy supplying her with daring
costumes and a Roman bath with a " genuine " ex-Nubian slave — formerly Dinah of
the kitchen.
" You're wonderful — a per-

Two striking close-ups of Miss Murray for advertising, and in the

on

Devil

fect September
morn," it
is with
Larry's
and the
public accepts
the verdict
result
that Peach Tree Inn becomes the gathering
place for those who love the rapider life.
Then there comes back into her life
Percy, the fat butcher boy who gets employment as the "bouncer" and a new one enters the lists with Jimmie Calhoun, the wild
y-oung son of a millionaire contractor. But
instead of finding her the ordinary girl of
the dance hall he sees something in her
eyes that calls forth his love. And she is
equally smitten and romance gallops on.
But Michael Calhoun, the father, has a
different idea. He thinks he knows all of
these girls and so he arranges a party at
the roadhouse with the girl as the guest
of honor and his son " among those present." He intends showing his son just
what sort of a girl she is, but though Mary
dances in costume that shows her physical
appeal, she refuses the wine and repulses
the too friendly turns.
HERE the duced.
DukeLarry de
Sauterne
AIcLean
seesis aintrofine
chance of landing a big story in the newspapers and so he whispers to the Duke that
he has a surprise in store and then presents
him to the girl with whom he is supposed
to have had an affair. Mary is Irish and
she carries the role off, while the Duke
pretends to recognize her and seeks to start
upon
familiarities,
get going
very
far. We
have the which
scenes don't
of Mary
through the night, the other members of
the party except the senior Calhoun, finally
yielding to the effects of drink.
With the morning the Duke again at-

center her turn as the star of the cabaret and "dancer u*ith past"
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At the left the count before whom she is posing as having a past, is turning his real attentions to her, and her wink is trying to reassur-e
her sweetheart. At the right, the youth's father finds that Mary cannot be tempted with wine. In the center, they have all failed against
her — all but the youth that she loves, and she is supremely happy that she's only a little Irish girl and not a "woman with a past"
All the town knew about her beauty and
tempts to start things and Mary flees to
a Sunday paper came along with the story
of a dancer who has won a duke and then
her dressing room where the Duke follows.
also about ' purple past.'
She decided on flight with the entire group
fled from him. She needed the job and
" They wondered at her beauty and marfollowing her in different automobiles. She
velled at her daring grace — and the stories
so she took along the newspaper, said she
was the woman in the case and got the job. about her added the zest to her career. But
reaches her home, but there the Duke follows and he is seeking to take her in his
" The clothes she wore and those she who was she, they wondered.
arms when Jimmie arrives. Then there is didn't wear made her the sensation of the
" Her beauty belonged to her and the
a fight with Percy, the butcher boy, and
city. Then there came a youth who fell in grace that she had acquired — and so did
the elder Calhoun arriving on the scene in love with her and whom she loved. But
her" For
past she
— had invented it for herself.
just at the wrong moment the duke turned
time* for the finish — and in time to learn
that the Duke is a fraud.
" And she was Irish — and a delicious little
up and tried to start things.
There the father denounces the girl only
" Did he — with this delicious little Irish
to have her father and her uncle awakened
girl? He did not and more things were
HEN here are some of the shorter
started for him than he ever thought about T ones :
by the noise to appear. They are all old
friends — and Calhoun, senior, finds that he before. And things started for her sweet" She was a fascinating little devil as the
is mighty glad his son has picked out a
heart's father, too, until the millionaire
good little Irish girl whose only sin has
found out that she was just the girl that foreign
devil." dancer, but when trouble came she
had to be her delicious self to get out of
been to invent a scarlet past that she might
he wanted his son to marry."
trouble and win happiness for herself and
earn an honest livelihood.
FOR those who make their own cuts there
are some striking stills. One of these
shows Miss Murray as a dancer in rather
scant garb, another with her in the " Roman
pool " and a third reclining in something
of a Cleopatra pose. Any of these will get
attention to your display. Of course you
will use the name of the star and the exceedingly striking title close to the illustration.
There can be an excellent advance advertisement prepared with the use of the picture of Miss Murray in her dancing garb
at the right and then setting in " want
ad." style in double rule border so as to
stand out at the upper left the advertisement that Larry McKean used:
WANTED : For the snappiest road house
this side of Monte Carlo : A girl for
hostess and solo dancer. Must be two
jumps ahead of the latest and as wise
as a bartender. Must be personally
acquainted with all the best wine buyers.
A good future for a girl with a past.
PEACH
TREE INN. LARRY M'LEAN,
MANAGER
Then under this we will go ahead with
her selling argument:
" Mary McGuire could qualify as a dancer,
but she didn't have a past. So what was
easier than to invent one, especially when

others, rememberTHEN ing here
to keep arethe some
lighter side up in your
selling arguments while you are using the
illustrations that show Miss Murray as a
dancer :
" Ever since she heard her first hurdygurdy in the street little Mary McGuire had
danced. She danced herself out of a perfectly good job, and then she saw an opportunity todance herself into a better one.
" But this job required a very purple past.
She didn't have one, but a flaming newspaper story supplied one for her. She
couldn't see any harm in claiming to be
the girl who had fascinated a duke and then
had run away from him.
"Everything went along smoothly and
she danced herself into the limelight and
into the life of the youth she came to love
— but then the duke happened to show up
at the wrong moment. What was the poor
girl to do?
" But you know Irish humor and Irish
pluck and of course that got Mary out of
her trouble and right into the middle of
happiness — how is the best part of the deliciously daring story."
Then this one :
" She was the sensation of the big city —
and a dancer at a fashionble road house.

the"How
man that
she loved."
girl could dance! She danced
herself out of one job and then right into
another. She became the sensation of the
city — this foreign artist with the lurid past
— hiding from the duke who sought her.
Then the duke appeared on the scenes again
and she had to flee from him — this time in
reality and to confess that after all she
wasn't the delicious little devil from Paris,
but the fascinating little Irish girl from
" If York."
dancing hadn't gotten her fired from
New
her
job
cloak room
attendant
probably as
havea married
the fat
butcher she'd
boy.
But she had to work and she saw an ad that
required a girl with a past. So she adopted
one that she read about in the newspaper,
astounded a whole city with her charm, won
the love of a millionaire's son and then
found herself in the grasp of a duke whose
charmer she had pretended to be. But she
was really Irish — and of course she got out
of it— and youH have lots of laughs and
thrills
For with
those her."
who prefer to use line cuts
instead of halftones the advertising pages
of last week's issue of the Motion Picture
News are worth going through. These illustrations can be reproduced at very small
cost and they will attract the greatest
amount of attention.
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At left, the life she had at home, the love problem at the right, and the big finish sc-ene in the center

Irish Setting and the Comedy
Should
GET out of the rut with this picture
and put over a program at your theatre that will have every person who visits
your house on Monday sending a half
dozen more there on Tuesday. It's a good
time of the year for an all-comedy bill
and this picture just fits in with such an
arrangement while the possibilities that it
offers for musical arrangements are almost
limitless and possible on a scale compatible
with the possibilities of any theatre.
You can go still further than this and
give a most enjoyable Irish flavor to the
entire bill. The music will do it. For the
overture use either Victor Herbert's " Irish
Rhapsody" or his "Hearts of Erin." The
former contains outright some of the best
known of the Irish airs and the spirit of
them runs all through the latter. Either
selection, and we prefer the first named,
will get the audience into a mighty good
humor right at the, start.
If you use scenics and can conveniently
dig up one showing views in Ireland it will
go well to follow the overture, but any
sort of scenic is most acceptable as practically all of the feature is indoor stuff.
News weeklies fit in well with the spice of
the picture.
YOU can put on a special prologue to Attractive cut-out for lobby display made
from three-sheet
the feature by using " My Irish Rose " stage, his arm about her, at the end. Screenwith a special setting. This should be a
ing should start at the last notes.
huge rose occupying practically all of the
Music of the lighter sort should be used
stage, but placed well back so as to get
through the picture. There are a number
the lighting effects best. Have a male singer
rendering the song, with the stage in a of dance scenes that call for jazz music
and there are a number of cases where
deep blue light at the start and the singer
laughs can be accentuated by the accomstanding at the extreme right of the stage
paniment. For instance near the start of
with a spot on him so arranged that it will
the picture where the restaurant manager
not show the setting. Then toward the end
of the song have the lights gradually come
catches Man" dancing " Funeral March "
should be burlesqued, and a little later with
up, not too strong to show the artificiality
the title " Michael Calhoun " you can use
of the setting and then let a girl's head
appear in the center of the rose and the
" On the Level, You're a little Devil." Then
girl join in the singing as the spot is transwith the flash of McKean's add " How You
ferred to her.
Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the Farm."
At the point where McKean tells the
Another arrangement for the same song
would be a rose garden with the male
girl how wonderful she is " Beautiful Doll "
is appropriate and then with the title that
singer and then the girl strolling into the
scene toward the end and then off the
tells us that the butcher boy is now the

Be Accentuated
bouncer and that he takes the job seriously
" He's a Devil in His Own Home Town."
One more laugh may be brought in when
the butcher boy sighs : " Gawd, how I loved
that girl " when you can play " I'm Wearingther
My Heart
Awaytheforfather
You." orders
Still furalong where
the
dinner " Hot Time," and then with the
title " The cold gray dawn " use " I'm on
theIt Water
Wagondaring
Now."to some musicians
may seem
but we would suggest using the old time
" Bedelia " as the theme. It certainly gets
the audience and holds up the light end of
the picture. It should be introduced with
the second
title starting
Calhoun
and
then repeated
with " Jimmie
the youth
telling"
the father he loves Mary and then at the
end with the title " Gloria."
FORorchestral
the second
musical
or vocal
we selection,
would useeither
one
of the old time love songs and then follow
this with a comedy.
Your lobby display should be built largely
around pictures of Miss Murray, especially
those showing her in the role of the dancer.
We are reproducing here a cut out that
has been made from one of the threesheets. It will attract attention anywhere.
There is another showing her in a still
more daring costume while one of the
one-sheets supplies a splendid head effect.
We would use the title in connection with
each of these.
There are a number of scene pictures
showing her in costume and these should
be used liberally. Mount each one of them
separately "if you have the room and have
your artists put in some designs around
them with the name of the star and the
title attractively used.
If your lobby has sufficient height you
can get a good effect that was tried by M.
Kashin at the Broadway Theatre with another picture by building a balcony to represent one in a restaurant and with three
or four tables, each with a shaded red
light. There should be no figures used,
leaving the lack of people itself to arouse
the curiosity.
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Praise Open
Booking
take the films as they came along, good
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation Anones occasionally, the bad ones sandwiched
nouncement of a Wide Open
in, and most just average movie. He selBooking Policy Gets Favordom saw a picture before he bought it, and
able Press Comment
he had to take them all if there were any
at all he wanted.
OFFICIALS of the Hodkinson Corporation declare that those who constantly
" But times are changing. The last year
berate the lack of interest shown by the
has seen more and more pictures being
powerful daily newspapers of America in offered on their own merits, without being
tied up to any others. And last week W.
motion pictures and in motion picture evoW. Hodkinson, who controls the output of
lution would change their opinions materially if they could see the attention being
many new features, announced that hencefocussed by newspapers in the larger cities
forth all of his pictures will be sold singly.
Metro Pictures have made a similar asserupon the revolutionary W. W. Hodkinson decision to shift completely away from
tion; Vitagraph is following suit. And the
program and star series methods of selling
trend of the times will inevitably draw all
in favor of selling each and every picture
the rest of the producers and distributors
released by it on its individual merit and
along in the movement.
value.
" This means that bad pictures, weak picThe Philadelphia North American says:
tures, pictures made merely to exploit a
star and without any story power at all,
" At last things are happening in the
will fail. It means that pictures will all have
movie world that are going to revolutionize
a good many more things before they are
to be good enough to stand on their own
thru, and incidentally put out better and
legs, and that the day of the good story,
better pictures. Up to the present time
plus a well-balanced cast and careful promost people producing pictures sold them
duction, has dawned at last. Democracy
on a program basis. The man who showed
will reign in the movies as well as the rest
the pictures to the public was forced to
of the world."

Picture

News

Newspapers

Bureau

Chooses

Films

CONSIDERED by them as one of the
most important activities of the
Bureau of Commercial Economics, of
Washington, D. C, is the presentation
of motion picture films which will tend
to stifle untoward labor and sectional
unrests throughout the country, according
to its sponsors.
Recent disturbances throughout the
country, notably those occurring in
middle west cities on May Day, is declared to have given rise to a serious
question, and the government is seeking
through the Bureau of Commercial
Economics, to answer it.
Dr. Holley, director of this bureau,
has been the guest of Harry Levey, general manager of the Universal Industrial
Department for several days, and while
in New York, has chosen several of that
company's industrial and educational
features to present under the auspices
of his bureau.
" We intend to show welfare films,"
he said. " Pictures which visualize the
favorable working conditions in the
average American factory, and which
will contrast them with conditions in

with

Economic

Theme

plants under the dominion of those sects
which encourage unrest in labor communities. Itis a big task and a delicate
one, but it is one for which motion pictures may be favorably adopted."
At Cleveland on May 15, under the
direction of Dr. Holley, and with the
co-operation of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, a free exhibition of
motion pictures was given in the Public
Square. It is said to be in Cleveland
that the most intense feeling broke out
on May 1, and it was in that city that
federal soldiers were in readiness with
machine guns to quell the riot which
seemed impending.
Dr. Holley had the following to say
about the influence of motion pictures
in campaigns of national importance:
" Never in history has so remarkable
a medium for the instruction of the
masses existed. Motion Pictures, based
upon a theme which is a great public
issue, but which is little understood by
the working classes, have provided the
simplest and at the same time, the most
effective means of exploitation avail-

Johnny Dooley Completes able."
Two New Comedies
DETAILS concerning the launching of was the principal comedian, realized this
fact and is said to have put Johnny under
the popular comedian Johnny Dooley,
in comedy films have just been made public
a long-term contract for motion pictures.
The company will make two-reelers, two
by Clarence L. Bach, president of the Johnny Dooley Film Comedies, Inc., with offices comedies having already been completed at
in the Longacre Bldg. Ever since it be- the Biograph studio. The third is now became known a month ago that Johnny
ing cast and Director John D. Schulze is
Dooley was to be starred in films, it has
expected to begin work on it.
been the consensus of opinion that he was
That Johnny Dooley is all that was exone of the best available in the comedy
pected of him as a film comedian is said
to be demonstrated by his first picture.'
line. Mr. Bach, who is interested in " Listen Lester" the Cort success at the KnickHis personality, his unique methods of puterbocker Theatre, in which Johnny Dooley
ting over his fun, his unusual acrobatic

Professional dignity bids fair to be temporarily
shattered in this situation pictured in " As a
Man Thinks,"
Augustusreleased
Thomas-Harry
Raver-Four
Star the
production
by Hodkinson through Pathe.
Elvidge

Starts Another

for

Activity at the World studio at Fort
1
Lee is at high
tide theseFilm
days. June
ElWorld
vidge
having
finished
"
The
Social
Pirate
has commenced work on a new five reel"
picture which Tefft Johnson will direct.
It bears the working title of " Love And
cast engaged to support Miss ElTheTheWoman."
vidge is headed by George Macquarrie,
who having finished a spring theatrical engagement with Grace George has come
back to the picture game. Others in the
cast are Rod LaRocque, Laura Burt, who
it will be remembered was the original
Madge in " Old Kentucky," Marion Barney, Donald Hall, Lillian Lawrence and
Edward Roseman.
The story was written by Phil Lonergan
and was put in scenario form by Giles R.
Warren under the direction of Charles
Sarver, scenario editor of World pictures.
Will Soon Sell Films
Around the World
Another link has been forged in the chain
which Robertson-Cole is drawing around
the
tures.world with its high class motion picThey have just closed a deal with the
Oriental Trading Company of Soerabaya,
Java, whereby
a number of
productions will be distributed
in their
the territory
of the Dutch East Indies, Strait Settlements, and the Federated Malay States.
Karel Hymans, head of the Oriental
Trading Company, who was in New York,
consummated the deal, which is considered
one of the most important made in recent
weeks by Robertson-Cole.
ability and his long experience as a pantomimist combine to make him an ideal film
comedian.
In the supporting cast are Tom Blake,
Lillian Walker, Dora Mills Adams, Alice
Mann and Walter Lewis.

May
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Houdini

Arrives at Lasky
Studio
Harry Houdini, monarch of mystery, has
arrived at Hollywood, Cal., where he
started work immediately at the Lasky studio under the direction of Irvin Willat on
the big six-reel mystery picture written
specially for him by Arthur B. Reeve, author of the " Craig Kennedy " stories, and
John Gray.
Houdini was met at the Santa Fe station
in Los Angeles by Studio Manager Fred
Kiev and others, including a number of
newspaper and publicity men who had been
lying in wait for him with a number of
stunts of extrication which they figured he
would be unable to perform. They wasted
no time in setting the famous escape artist
to work and in a few minutes they had
chained and roped him to one of the big
wheels of a locomotive. When they believed he was secure they told him he might
release himself if he could. He did so in
less than a minute.
Announces

New

Attraction

Has All-Star Cast
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal
Film Mfg. Co., announces the selection of
Joseph Medill Patterson's well-known
novel, " A Little Brother of the Rich," for
a forthcoming Universal Special Attraction. Lynn Reynolds is now selecting the
all-star cast. Frank Mayo will have the
leading juvenile role and J. Barney Sherry
will star in the older masculine role.
Kathryn Adams and Lillian Leslie will
share equal honors in the picture.
Frank Mayo was recently seen with Mary
MacLaren in " The Amazing Wife " and
J. Barney Sheny has been starred with
Gloria Swanson in Triangle productions.
Miss Adams has been supporting Earle
Williams with the Vitagraph Company and
Miss Leslie was a star with Lubin.
Curator Praises Dawley's
Latest Feature
Further evidence of the amazing amount
of interest aroused by the exhibitions of
" The Ghost of Slumber Mountain," the
startling super-special produced by Herbert
M. Dawley and distributed by World Pictures, comes to hand even- day. One of
the latest evidences of this interest is contained in a letter received by Major Dawle}- from G. Clyde Fisher, Ph. D., associate
curator, department of public education, of
the American Museum of Natural History,
congratulating Mr. Dawley not only upon
the realistic restorations, but also upon the
attractive introduction and setting.
"A

Night in June,"
Post Release

Next

" A Xight in June " will be the next release in the Post Scenic Series. It is another photographic achievement by W. A.
Van Scoy, and is redolent of the delightful
pleasures of early summer and the moonlit
joys of 3routh. It will have an early showing at the Rivoli theatre, it is said.

Goldwyn

Praises

Goldwyn

Officials Said to be Delighted with "The Fear Woman,"
Which They Think Will Further Star's Reputation

Louis Bennison, Betzwood-Goldwyn star
GOLDWYN studio executives are said
to be delighted with the latest Pauline
Frederick
picture,
"The Fear
which has been
completed
at the Woman,"
Goldwyn
studios at Culver City, Cal. They are sanguine that this latest feature will further
enhance her reputation as one of the
screen's incomparable emotional artistes.
Never before in her career has Miss Frederick been called upon to portray such a
cariety of emotions, it is said, as are deWinthrop. manded by the exacting role of Helen

Latest
Frederick
" The Fear Woman," by Izola Forrester,
author of Geraldine Farrar's latest Goldwyn release, " The Stronger Vow," is Miss
Frederick's third Goldwyn picture. Following her previous successes, "The Woman on
the Index," and "One Week of Life," Miss
Frederick's new vehicle presents a modern
psychological study, replete with a dramatic
situations which increase in intensity up
to a final smashing climax, according to
the description by these who are close followers of the productions.
In "The Fear Woman," Miss Frederick
plays the difficult role of a young woman
who has grown, flower-like, to maturity,
only to discover that a horrible weakness
has afflictted every member of her family
for generations past. How the unsuspecting girl meets this disclosuhe; how she is
overcome by the sudden fear that she may
become the victim of the curse ; her fight
against this possibility, and the more subtle terror lest she may never rise above
its shadow are portrayed by Miss Frederick
with characteristic forcefulness.
The play discloses the beginning of the
degeneration of a beautiful character. The
girl realizes that she must deny the call
of love ; when suddenly, from without, the
love of the man she has resolved to renounce, lifts her from the throes of despair,,
and permits her, tremblingly and haltingly,,
once more to face the realities of the objective world about her.
Supporting Miss Frederick,- is that consummate actor, Milton Sills, and several
other well-known players, including Harry
Northrup,
Walter Hiers and Beverly
Travers.

William Duncan
Completes
"Man
Might"
Mr. Duncan
accosted of
a waiter
w-ho was
AFTER
tedious w7eeks
hard
work long
and andaccepting
manyof risks,
passing.
William Duncan and his co-players have
" Say, I want to know," he said to him.
" if I am a second Rip Van Winkle. I have
finished the great Vitagraph serial, " The
been away on the highlands and in the
Man of Might."
backwoods for several months, and if these
The conclusion of w7ork on Vitagraph's
folks in here are film folks, I want to ask
successful serial comes at an opportune time
for the Los Angeles Victory Loan comyou if I can find a hardware men's convenin sessionlaughed
around heartily.
here anywhere."
mittee. Mr. Duncan's co-operation was
Thetion waiter
asked immediately this committee had been
" Why, that's the Society for Sending
organized, and as the two heaviest weeks
Bread and Bibles to Bessarabia meeting in
of the campaign still loom ahead, the committee is especially delighted to be able to there," he chortled. " Come along and I
avail itself of his services.
will show you where you belong. I know
Mr. Duncan tells of an interesting experiyou ; you're Bill Duncan."
ence which befell him in returning to Los
Angeles after many weeks to attend a meetW. H. Productions Sell
ing at the Hotel Alexandria to arrange for
Re-Issues
the participation of the motion picture inW. H. Productions Company are rapidly
dustry in the fifth and final drive. The
bellboy directed him to one of the parlors in closing out the territories in the United
the mezzanine floor. Gathered there he
States on their latest re-issues, " Custer's
found women in decollete gowns and men
Last Fight," the two-reel Wm. S. Hart rein evening dress, while on a flower-bowered
issues, viz., " Jim Cameron's Wife " and
" His Hour of Manhood," and the series
platform stood a distinguished-looking
speaker passionately appealing to some in- of twelve Arbuckle re-issues.
There is being prepared it is said on
visible entity or influence for divine guidance.
" Custer's Last Fight " a remarkable line of
advertising matter considering that this feaDuncan stood stock still in the doorway,
ture is in three reels.
abashed and perplexed. And even as he
The advertising on the two Wm. S. Hart
stood there an organ broke forth and the
re-issues will consist of one, three and
distinguished man on the platform led the
six sheet posters and a lobby display.
audience in the singing of "Rock of Ages."
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Motion

"Scientific
Lewis
J. Selznick, President Exploitation"
of Select,
States that His Organization will
Aid Exhibitors Along Advanced Lines
<<CCIENTIFIC exploitation is to be the
*J next important development of the
moving picture industry."
This statement is made by Lewis J. Selznick, president of the Select Pictures Corporation. Exploitation was the principal
theme of the convention of the Select
Branch managers in New York two weeks
ago, and since then the organization has
been busy developing plans for co-operation with exhibitors along new and advanced lines.
"Pictures are costing more money than
ever before," says Mr. Selznick. "The public is educated and will not stand for anything but the best. The best is expensive.
The exhibitor, to be successful, must meet
this demand, and the producer cannot keep
going ahead unless the improvements can
be made profitable. Popular stars, great
stories, and high class directors all cost
more than ever before.
" Consequently it is necessary that the
exhibitor, from whom must come the
money to pay for these big productions,
shall increase his receipts. The aim of the
Select Pictures Corporation always has
been to co-operate with the exhibitor and
guarantee that he shall make a profit on
every production. Now we are going to
go even farther than that.
"We now propose to help exhibitors become better showmen. We are organizing
an exploitation department along lines that
are far ahead of anything previously devised. We do not propose to sit in our
'New York offices and send out a lot of
suggestions. We will have a staff of exploitation experts in every branch office,
who will go direct to the theatre, study the
local conditions, and show the exhibitor
how he can boom his business.

"Woman
Under fitted
Oath"
IS a woman temperamentally
for
service on a jury in a criminal case?
Does femine intuition make females better
arbiters than men? Will that intuition
which women are conceded to possess in
high degree prove a surer and safer guide
than mere masculine logic? What would
happen were a lone woman juror, holding
out against the opinion of eleven mail cojurors, to find herself bullied, brow-beaten,
harrangued and almost third-degreed?
These and similar questions naturally
arise from the announcement now made
that Florence Reed's next United screen
vehicle has to do with what is described
as the remarkable case of the first women
juryman appointed in a certain State. With
this subject of timely, public, and particularly of feminine interest as its theme, the
shortly forthcoming release will bear the
title : " A Woman Under Oath," President
Berst announces.
The scenes of the forthcoming six reel
United feature are laid in and around New
York City with a well known court of justice as the central setting. In contrasting

Is Next

Elaine Hammerstein, Who Has Been Engaged
for Selznick Pictures
"The exhibitor has so many problems on
his hands, that in many instances he has
overlooked one of the most important
phases of his business. Staging his shows,
making his theatre attractive, exercising
care in booking only the biggest attraction,
and handling all the machinery of his
house, he has no time left to devote to
scientific exploitation. And it makes no
difference what he has in his theatre, if
he does not get the news to the public, he
is not going to get the results at the box
office that he deserves.
"Quality in itself is not sufficient — publicity in itself it not sufficient. To get big
business it is necessary to have quality and
publicity go hand in hand. That is what
Select stands for, and we expert to open
the eyes of exhibitors to possibilities of
profits of which they have not even
dreamed heretofore.
"I have made it my business to keep in
touch with the public, and feel the pulse
of millions daily, and my experience is
that the public is generous and quick to
respond as soon as you let it know you
have something it wants."

Floren
ce of Reed's
relief
are scenes
gaiety, cabarets,Next
masked
ball, and lively settings of city night life
which furnish the lighter touches to the
story.
Prominent in Miss Reed's supporting
cast are Hugh Thompson, Gareth Hughes,
David Powell, Harold Entwhistle, Thomas
McGuire, Walter McEwan, Edward Elkus,
Edward Brennan, Frank DeCampe, May
McAvoy, Mildred Cheshire, Florida Kingsley, and Mrs. Jennings.
Frank F i n n e g a n Joins
Famous Players
Frank X. Finnegan, noted short story
writer, has been placed under a year's contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to work in the scenario department at the West Coast studio, which is
under the supervision of Frank Woods.
Mr. Finnegan has gained considerable
reputation as a magazine writer, his stories
having appeared in Collier's, Smith's, Munsey's and many other popular magazines.

Picture

News

Introduces New Ideas in
Picture Titles
George Middleton, who produced and directed the series of three features starring
Beatriz Michelena, which Robertson-Cole
will release through Exhibitors' Mutual,
has always been regarded
as one of the
most original men in his line. His previous
efforts with Miss MJchelena's offerings
were always marked by some departure
from the beaten track of motion picture
direction.
With "Just
Squaw,"
has introduced several
new andMiddleton
artistic features.
The most noteworthy of these is a new
make-up of quotation title, wherein the picture of the character speaking is embodied into the art work that co-operates with
the hand-printed verbage.
" Just Squaw
will be released by Robertson-Cole this "month.

Sullivan General Manager
of Kinograms
Denis J. Sullivan,- former general manager of the Mutual Film Corporation and
for the last year manager of distribution
for the Government's Division of Films, has
been named general manager of KinoHe will give special attention to sales and
grams.
distribution work in connection with Kinograms and its allied interests.
Mr. Sullivan came to the film industry at
the instance of John R. Freuler as the chief
of sales and distribution for the Freuler
film enterprises, which included a number
of successful serials, the Charles Chaplin
" Lone Star " comedies and later the whole
of the distribution affairs of the Mutual.

Buys

Southern

Rights

to

" Unpardonable Sin "
One of the biggest
motion picture deals
ever closed for this part of the country it
is said was consummated in Chicago when
Col. Levy for the Big Feature Rights Corporation ofLouisville, Kentucky bought the
Kentucky and Tennessee Rights to " The
Unpardonable Sin." Herbert Sonborn acted for Harry Garson in the transaction.
The Big Feature Rights Corporation will
put out " The Unpardonable Sin " as a road
show at prices ranging from 25 cents to
$1 percentage bookings only. Arrangements have been made already for two
weeks in Louisville.
Minnesota

Boosts

Chester

Minnesota's Ten Thousand Lakes Association isarousing intense interest throughout the Northwest, it is claimed, in " Itasca
Makes Her Bow," Outing-Chester release
No. 11, which pictures the source and early
life of the Mississippi River. Through the
efforts of J. F. Cubberley, manager of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit of the
Northwest, the Association has learned of
the subject, and many of the officials have
viewed it at a private showing. As a result
it is said the big travel-promoting organization is backing it and interesting every citizen and society it can reach.

May
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17, 1919
Jack

Pickford

Makes

Denies Emphatically He Was Dishonorably Discharged from Service.
Kept Silent Because Ordered
To Do So

D has broken his long
JACK
silencePICKFOR
relative to the recent charges
that he was discharged from the navy
"because he was unfit to be in the service
of Inthea United
statementStates."
issued by him this week

H. F. Jans,
Handling
Mix Reissues
and Ham
and BudTomReissues
Newman Display Cabinets
Equip Theatres
The Newman Manufacturing Company,
719-721 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, with
branch located at 68 West Washington St.,
Chicago, manufacturers of brass and wood
poster and photo frames, easels, railings
and ticket choppers, have just equipped the
four theatres, of which A. F. Brentlinger
is director general, with the very latest
corrugated brass poster and photo display cabinets, with hinged doors and
glass, made to fit around the theatre front.
The four theatres referred to are the Libert}', Terre Haute, Orpheum, Fort Wayne,
Murray and Murret of Richmond, Indiana.
Mr. Brentlinger decided on the Newman's Brass Display Cabinets because of
their neatness and beauty, and the convenience for the insertion of new posters and
photographs by means of the hinged glass
doors.
William

V. Hart

Now

with

Dooley Films
William V. Hart, one of the oldest men
in the history of the game, is now associated
with the Johnny Dooley Film Comedies, in
the Longacre Building, as business manager.
Mr. Hart was one of the first exchange
managers of the General Film Company.
At the inception of the Mutual Film Company he became associated with them also
in a managerial capacity.
For a number of years it is said Mr.
Hart looked after the booking interests of
several Broadway houses, including the U.
B. O.
Mary Miles Minter Back
in New York City
After three years' absence from New
York City, Mary Miles Minter, the little
motion picture star, has returned to the
east.
While it is declared that several of the
largest producing companies and various
individuals are besieging Miss Minter and
her mother with offers, she is revelling in
the delights of merely being back in New
York again, and is having her first vacation in 12 years, ever since she started on
the stage, at the age of five, with William
Farnum, in " The Littlest Rebel."

he denies emphatically that he was dishonorably discharged from service, and
added that he had not talked on the subject previous to this, because he had been
ordered by the president of the court martial to maintain silence relative to the matters regarding which he testified in a
recent naval investigation.
His discharge from the navy, he claimed,
came four months after the court martial
of officers in the east, and was granted so
that he could engage in a propaganda picture for the army. His several assertions
are made to dispel rumors.
Pickford's
complete statement is as follows :
"I was granted an honorable discharge
which shows that my standing was of the
very highest, and Avhich recommends me
for further enrollment.
"The
((THE Man
MAN Who
WHO Turned
TURNED
1 WHITE," starring H. B. Warner,
which will inaugurate the Superior Picture
series released by Robertson-Cole through
Exhibitors' Mutual, is undoubtedly the most
pretentious production made by Jesse D.
Hampton since he began his career as a
motion picture magnate more than a year
ago.In this story of the Bedouins, laid in the
atmosphere of mysticism, romance and
treachery, it became necessary to use not
only a big cast of carefully selected players,
but hundreds of extra people for the street
and desert scenes.
Each one had to be selected with the
greatest care, as film audiences these days
are critical and demand absolute realism

Statement

'Needless to say the government is not in
the habit of recommending men for further enlistment who are not fit for service,
and the rating shown in my discharge indicates that I am eligible for further enlistment at the present time.
" The reason I have not denied recent
newspaper reports which declared I was
dropped from the service, was that I had
been ordered by the president of the court
martial not to discuss the naval case in
which I testified, and I felt I owed it to
the government to abide by this order.
"However, these reports have grown to
such proportion, I have been forced to
make
a statement
behalf." studio
It was
declared inatmytheown
Pickford
that the testimony of the motion picture
actor at the court martial of the eastern
officers was of minor importance.
Pickford said supplementary to his statement that he has been accepted as a member of the Allied World War Veterans of
Los Angeles, an organization composed of
veterans who were honorably discharged
from service. He said the organization
had made a complete investigation of his
case, and that he would not have been accepted by it if it had found that he was
dishonorably
States navy. discharged from the United

Storyof
inWhite"
every detail ofIsa Arab
story. A number
real Arabs were found, and,, after much
parleying, camels were secured from a circus which happened to be wintering in
Southern California.
One of the greatest difficulties encountered by Mr. Hampton was his inability to
obtain real types for the Arabian characters. His assistants scoured all of Southern California for real desert characters.
Plenty of Hindus were to be found, and
there were scores of Mexicans who had
doubled man}- times for Arabs, but no real
natives of the Soudan were to be found.
Finally a number of them were discovered, however, and the gold of the producer
induced them to become screen actors, at
least for the time being.

Biggest Novels of Great Authors for Screen
So many other famous authors are said
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON announces
to have approached Mr. Hampton with the
that the recently organized Great Authors Pictures, Inc., will produce photorequest that he put their novels into picplays from nothing but the biggest novels
tures, that he organized " Great Authors
of great authors.
Pictures, Inc.", in order to handle a few
President Hampton declares that his
carefully cordance
produced
pictures
with his own
ideas.a year in acfirst connection with an attempt to put
Mr. Hampton has been in Los Angeles
into practice the theory of a balanced picseveral months, building a producing orturization of a great novel was with " The
ganization to handle the Zane Grey and
Barrier " made by Edgar Lewis from Rex
Beach's book.
Great Authors pictures. The first author
The success of "The Barrier" caused
selectedthors by
Hampton
for Great
Mr. Beach and Mr. Hampton to .form the
series Mr.
is Stewart
Edward
White. AuRex Beach Pictures Co., which they owned
and operated personally until they sold an
New Story for Russell
interest in the company to another producer.
William
Russell's new feature, " Six Feet
Eltinge F. Warner and Zane Grey
now being filmed at the American
formed an alliance with Mr. Hampton by Four,"
Studios, is from a novel by Jackson Gregory. It is being directed by Henry King.
which Zane Grey's own pictures company
Stephen Fox made the adaptation from the
was organized with Mr. Hampton as president and Mr. Warner as vice president.
book.

Motion
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Miller

"Virtuous
Men"
Fast
the is
pictureSelling
will be placed in one
of Mr.
Ohio and New Jersey are Latest
Fabian's
houses
in
Newark
for
an
exTerritories Sold on Sawyer and
tended run.
Lubin State Rights Special
Arrangements have been made to pubARTHUR H. SAWYER and Herbert
Lubin announced this week more
licize Virtuous
"
Men " through the medium
of newspapers and billboards, together with
sales in connection with their production,
several other " stunts " which he has in
" Virtuous Men." The First National Exmind. Sawyer and Lubin will provide all
hibitors Exchange of Paterson, N. J., has
of the original sketches done by Clarence
acquired the rights to the E. K. Lincoln
F. Underwood and other famous artists
starring vehicle for the state of New Jerof E. K. Lincoln for display in the lobby
sey.
of the Garden Theatre.
The deal was consummated this week
between Herbert Lubin and Jacob Fabian,
S-L Pictures' executives also report the
sale of the entire Canadian territory for
president
of
the
First
National
Exhibitors'
Exchange.
" Virtuous Men " to The Big Four Limited,
Mr. Fabian is the holder of the First
of Winnipeg, Canada. The Canadian purchasers of the S-L Picture will distribute
National franchise for New Jersey, and
this production through their offices in
feels that his purchase of " Virtuous Men "
will be an important addition to such feaWinnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver, and already report many bookings in many of
tures as " Whom the Gods Would
the larger theatres of the Dominion for
Destroy," " Auction of Souls," and other
the picture.
big pictures which he is at present distributing.
In addition to the territories mentioned
A. M. Fabian, general manager of the
above, " Virtuous Men " has also been sold
for Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, western
First National Exhibitors' Exchange of
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio.
New Jersey has arranged to present " VirUp to date this production has broken all
tuous Men " for its initial run at the Garrecords for quick disposition of state
den Theatre in Paterson beginning Monrights.
_j
day, May 12. Following this presentation,
New

Interest

Is Shown

FRANK

G. HALL, president of Independent Sales Corporation, announces
the bookings on Harry Rapf's special production,Wanted
"
for Murder," starring
Elaine Hammerstein, have increased more
than fifty per cent, over the normal bookings recorded prior to the decision reached
by the Peace Conference to the effect that
the former Kaiser would be tried by five of
the nations represented at the Conference.
The. result of the action taken at the
Conference may or may not have incited
this increase of bookings on " Wanted for
Murder,"mains that
saidsince
Mr. the
Hall,announcement
" but the fact was
remade our branch managers have been kept
busy filling orders for bookings on this
feature. In some instances the exhibitors
have referred to the incident in asking for

Says Anita
Stewart
ONCE more Anita Stewart is said to
have scored the triumph of a week's
engagement at the Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky., to crowded houses. Repeating
the success of " Virtuous Wives," she
made history for the Strand box qffice it
is declared in " A Midnight Romance."
The engagement of " A Midnight Romance" demonstrated some facts that are
significant for exhibitors generally. " Virtuous Wives " had the advantage of the
popularity and the wide advertising of a
best seller. This combined with Anita
Stewart afforded an invincible attraction.
With " A Midnight Romance " the star
would have to get the crowds. It was the
true test for Anita Stewart.
Joseph Goldberg, the advertising manager of the Strand, directed his newspaper
campaign principally to the women, reckon-

in Rapf Production
bookings and, without an exception, they
have reported that the picture did capacity business." " Additional prints were
shipped to some of the branch managers
following the increased demand, and our
exchanges are doing a bigger business
with the Rapf production than was done for
any time during the preceding three
In some instances, exhibitors have
months."
asked for return bookings on this feature,
and in their letters to Independent Sales
and Films Clearing House exchanges, explain that in view of the fact that the
newspapers are giving so much space to
publishing the decision to try the Kaiser
as reached by the Peace Conference, they
consider the picture a big attraction.
Scores

in

Louisville

ing " Virtuous Wives " a woman's picture,
in that it is a delightful love story on the
order of " Graustark," with the full appeal
of that favorite form of romance.
One of the original advertisements prepared by Mr. Goldberg was a note addressed to the girls of the Louisville High
School. It appeared Thursday afternoon.
It was to the effect that the Strand had
learned the plan of many girls to attend
the final matinee shows on Saturday. The
management called attention to the fact
that while the capacity of the Strand is the
largest in Louisville, the Saturday matinee
crowds threatened to overtax it and the
suggestion was made that as many as could
attend the Friday matinee. The attendance Friday proved
" pull " business
of this
advertisement
while thetheSaturday
was capacity throughout it is said.

Picture

Production

News
Nears

Completion
Charles Miller, Charles Miller Productions, Inc., is completing the first of a series of special productions for release by
Frank G. Hall, president of Independent
Sales Corporation, through the Film
Clearing House, at the Bacon-Backer studio, and announces that the production
work will be finished within the next week.
Herbert Rawlinson, Stuart Holmes and
Florence Billings have the principal supporting roles. Charles Stevenson, Maud
Hill, Regina Quinn, Herbert Webster, Vinden Friedly and Basil Webb are seen in
supporting roles.
The first Miller production will be shown
in six reels. Four of the reels are now
completed. The title has not been announced.
Joe Brandt Goes to West
Coast Again
Joe Brandt, left
manager
of Universal's
department,
last week
on one ofserial
his
quarterly visits to Universal City, Cal,
where he expects to supervise the start of
two new serials within the near future.
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal,
is convinced of the value of serial pictures
and is planning, it is said, on the production of serials that will outrank any productions of this sort that have been made
in the past. Mr. Laemmle has supervised
the building up of the Universal serial department which is said to be the largest in
the motion picture industry. This department of which Mr. Brandt has charge has
a separate scenario department, a separate
publicity department and separate still department.
Books

" Eternal Magdalene "for Ascher Houses
" The Eternal Magdalene," the striking
Goldwyn extra, is gathering momentum in
an amazing fashion it is said. Following
its booking for a four-week run at the
Bandbox Theatre in Chicago, it has now
been booked solid by Nathan Ascher for
all of the 20 Ascher houses in Chicago.
In a message to Samuel Goldwyn, Mr.
Ascher says :
" Just contracted for ' The Eternal Magdalene 'to play our entire circuit, twenty
houses. When more producers awaken to
the fact that it is better to have forty-five
hundred feet of drama with speedy action
than six or more reels that drag and are
unconvincing, everybody concerned will be
better
off." n's
O'Brie

First Selznick
" The Perfect Lover " is the strikingly
appropriate title of the first production in
which Eugene O'Brien will make his bow
as a Selznick star. The story of " The Perfect Lover " which was adapted from " The
Naked Truth," by Lelia Burton Wells,
O'Brien.
which
Harper's
was
selectedappeared
from outin of
a mass Mazagine,
of submitted
manuscripts as the one best fitted to Mr.

Every;
same

exhibitor

who

shovs

these

side- splitters

says

the

thing - pxet^- £?ood proof that the^ "belong* in your house .
Produced bf Roliix
Patlu£ Distributors
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Selznick

Company

Takes

Biograph Studio
Selznick Pictures Corp. announces that
it has taken over the Biograph Studio, in
the Bronx, which is generally considered
the finest and most completely equipped
studio in the East, and ranking among the
very foremost in the country.
Production Manager Myron Selznick and
Harry Rapf, general manager of the studio
for Selznick are working full speed so
that all will be in readiness by May 15, by
which time things are expected to get fully
under way at the studio.
Selznick Pictures Corp. has already arranged to have three of its companies work
at the new studio. Olive Thomas, Elaine
Hammerstein and Eugene O'Brien are all
in readiness to start work on new productions at the earliest possible moment.
Miller Joins Juvenile
Photoplays
Bernard L. Miller has resigned as assistant to the president of the Anita Stewart
Productions to accept the presidency of
the Juvenile Photoplay Distributors, Inc.,
with offices in the Godfrey Building.
Mr. Miller was formerly secretary to
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, and
is a thorough believer in the future of
the juvenile photoplay.
" Eighty per cent of the average motion
picture attendance is made up of children
and their parents," says Mr. Miller. " The
value of the youngster is conclusively
proven in the popularity of the serial as
there is no question but the children make
their success."
Capital Film to Produce
Two Reelers
The new arrangements that have been
practically completed by the Capital Film
Company will introduce them to the exhibitors of the country as a producing as
well as a distributing organization.
The new plans which are being crystallized by C. Eddy Eckels, oo-operating with
S. L. Barnhard will mean the producing
by the Capital Film Company, it is said,
of many new two-reel pictures of character made from the best stories by wellknown authors, with the punch in them
that will insure box office drawing strength,
and enable the managers of theatres
throughout the country to furnish their
clientele with a clean, snappy, up-to-theminute program which entertains.
Loew Praises Kenyon
Doris Kenyon's latest feature, " Twilight," produced by her own company, De
Luxe Pictures, Inc., drew from Marcus
Loew a letter of congratulation to Miss
Kenyon. Mr. Loew said :
" This is to let you know how pleased
our patrons were with your picture, ' Twilight,' which was shown at our New York
theatre recently. Many of our people
stopped to tell the manager how much they
had enjoyed the picture, saying it was the
best of yours they had ever seen."

Both

Author
Join
Pathe
Alma Rubens and Dainel Goodman to ments was her work playing opposite to
Produce Eight Pictures for Pathe
Douglas Fairbanks in " The Half Breed "
and with William S. Hart in " Truthful
During Coming Year
PATHE

Star

and

Exchange announces that a contract has been made with Alma Rubens,
former Triangle star, and Daniel Carson
Goodman, the distinguished American
novelist, for the production of eight pictures during the coming year. The productions will be made in the East, and most
of the stories, it is at present planned, will
be from the pen of Dr. Goodman, who is
fully equipped for the work by his experience in literature and his intimate knowledge of screen craft.
Miss Rubens' likeness and similarity of
method to the great Italian actress earned
her the encomium of Rose Lee Marshall,
playwright, who, in reviewing her principal
successes, said : " Here we have in a mere
girl the capacity for easily expressing a
profound depth of feeling and the variant
succession of emotions, with naturalness
and a complete absence of 'acting.' She
reminds me more of the great Duse than
any other actress on the screen today."
Miss 'Rubens made her first appearance
three years ago with the Triangle-Fine
Arts, and among her most notable achieve-

She was featured in about twenty Triangle pictures, including " The Ghost
Tolliver."
Flower,"
" I Love You," Cosmo Hamilton's
" Restless Souls," " The Sphinx Woman,"
" The Firefly of Tough Luck " and " The
Gown of Destiny." Recently she interpreted "Diane of the Green Van" and
" Destiny."
Dr. Goodman gained fame as the author
of " Unscathed " and " Hagar Revelly," an
adaptation of which is being contemplated
as the first offering in which Miss Rubens
will appear on the Pathe program, although
a definite announcement will be made later.
The doctor's entrance . into the motion
picture field came when he accepted the
offer of the Lubin Company to prepare a
series of dramas keyed to the same note of
" Hagar Revelly." " Souls of Bondage"
was the first of these. He wrote " The
Battle of the Sexes " for David W. Griffith
and collaborated with the eminent producer
on " The Escape."
As literary director of the Triangle, Dr.
Goodman wrote all of the Taylor Holmes
stories, including " A Regular Fellow."

Victory Pictures Approach
First Anniversary
lected
Gladys
Brockwell, Tom Mix and
NAMED in the darkest days of the war,
when the Germans were hammering
George Walsh and made the prophecy that
these stars would show a development this
at the gates of Paris, William Fox Victory Pictures not only have lived up to season that would place them in the front
their name, in that America conquered
rank of the screen's stellar players. That
this prophecy has been fulfilled is seen in
Germany, but they also have achieved complete victory in their own field as box office the tremendous popularity of Victory Pictures.
attractions, according to. the Exhibitors'
Of the releases made so far, five are
Service Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation. Decision to inaugurate a series of Gladys Brockwell pictures, five Tom Mix
Victory Pictures was made last June at and five George Walsh. The Brockwell
the annual meeting of the branch manapictures are " Kultur," " The Strange Wogers and home office staff of the Fox orman," "The Call of the Soul," " The Forganization, each release in this group has
bidden Room " and " Pitfalls of a Big
been attended with success. In fact, it is City." Mix has appeared in " Mr. Logan,
stated by Fox officials, the Fox Victory
U S. A.," " Fame and Fortune," " Treat
Pictures have proved to be the most con'Em Rough," " Hell Roarin' Reform " and
sistent money-makers of any programs
" Fighting For Gold." The Walsh suboffered to the trade this season.
jects are "On The Jump," "I'll Say So,"
When William Fox decided that three
" Luck and Pluck," " Never Say Quit " and
stars would make Victory Pictures, he se- " Help ! Help ! Police ! "
Exhibitor's Mutual Announces
Executive Staff
Mr. Clark announced the following orWilliam J. Clark, president of Exhibg
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
o
f the executive staff:
itors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, announced this week the reorganization of
H. C. Cornelius, vice-president and secrethe executive office staff. It was effected
tary of the corporation, will take an active
without a single change in the personnel
part in the management of its affairs.
of the organization and in line with the
G. Munro Hubbard, treasurer of the corporation, who has been a member of the
policy Mr. Clark announced upon his election to the presidency of the company in executive office force since January 1, will
filling vacancies from the ranks.
be
in complete
of theas company's
The office of assistant general manager,
finances,
with S. charge
F. Juergcns
auditor.
which was created some years ago, was
S. J. Rollo is promoted from the position
abolished and the position of director of of sales manager to the newly created post
sales and exchanges created. Mr. Clark
of director of sales and exchanges, with
appointed S. J. Rollo, sales manager, to the
the management of the field force and
branch offices.
newly created position and announced that
henceforth he would, as president, be in
Colvin W. Brown director of publicity,
will have charge of publicity, advertising,
active,
general
charge
of
the
company's
affairs.
exploitation and special sales promotion.
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Hayakawa's
Next
Robertson-Cole Extremely Confident
That "His Debt" Will Prove
Biggest Box-Office Attraction
THE Robertson-Cole Company is making no elaborate predictions about the
success of Sessue Hayakawa's next Haworth production, " His Debt," which will
be released through Exhibitors' Mutual, but
is extremely confident that it will prove the
biggest box-office attraction of any Hayakawa offering, and they comment on scarcity of suitable subjects.
Probably the greatest difficulty which
confronts Haworth in the production of the
Ha}-akawa features, is the scarcity of suitable material for the popular Japanese star.
Hayakawa has such a wide range of talent
"that he can appear to advantage in any type
of character, yet screen writers are constantly trying to sell him material, they
think an ordinary Japanese actor should
desire and which no longer holds any appeal to the public.
Hayakawa has made a remarkable record since affiliating himself with RobertsonCole, largely through his carefu-l choice of
■screening material. "His Birth Right,"
" Bonds of Honor," " Temple of Dusk,"

" Picture
A Heart in Pawn," His
and " TheBest
Courageous Coward," have proved wonderful successes, all because they have been so unlike
each other.
Now comes announcement that " His
Debt " is different from anything else he
has ever attempted. It was written by L. V.
Jefferson, and prepared for the screen by
Frances Guihan. William Worthington,
who has directed all the big Hayakawa
successes,
supervised human
" His Debt."
There isalso
a decidedly
appeal to
" His Debt " which smacks entirely
Western World. Hayakawa is seen
proprietor of a handsome gambling
lishment which has a reputation of

of the
as the
estabalways

playing " on the square."
In order to pay " his debt " to the girl
he loved — the girl who devotedly cared for
him and kept him alive after he had been
severely wounded by the man she loved,
Hayakawa sacrificed himself. No one can
resist the forcefulness or the naturalness
of Hayakawa's acting in the climax when
Moriyama, with the life of his assailant in
his hands, graciously saves him from prison
in order that he might live and make happy
Gloria Manning, to whom Moriyama owed
a " debt he never could repay."

Famous
Players to Film Peg o' My
Heart
Heart ' be produced for the screen," said
<<pEGManners,
O' MY one
HEART,"
J. Hartley
of the bygreatest
sucMr. Lasky, " to announce that we are accesses in the history of the stage, is to be
tually ready to start the production .and
that the work will proceed without further
filmed in California by the Famous Playersdelay, is a matter of the utmost satisfaction
Lasky Corporation as a big special production.
to us.
As produced on the stage by Oliver
" The actnessplay
will William
be reproduced
with will
exof detail.
C. De Mille
Mcrosco, "Peg 0' My Heart" enjoyed
tremendous popularity for years, and the
direct and he has been placed in exclusive
title role, in the hands of Laurette Taylor,
charge of the casting and all details of production. The selecting of those to interpret
Peggy O'Neill, Elsa Ryan and others, bethe various roles is now well under way,
came the best -known girl characterization
and Mr. De Mille has already chosen
in a generation. The play was recently released for motion picture presentation by Wanda Hawley to play the part of ' Peg,'
decision of the United States Circuit Court
with Thomas Meighan in the leading male
of Appeals, and the final arrangements for
Olga Printzlau, one of the most capable
the production were immediately consummated between the Famous Players-Lasky
and successful of screen writers, has written the scenario.
Corporation and Oliver Morosco for immediate activity.
That
Wanda Hawley is ideal for the role
role."
is a fact which all those familiar with her
In making the above announcement, Jesse
recent work in Paramount and Artcraft
L. Lasky stated that he considered it the
biggest piece of production news of the pictures, notably in Cecil B. De Mille productions and as leading woman with
year.
"After
long negotiation,
with the
insistent
demand of co-incident
exhibitors
William S. Hart and Charles Ray, will instantly recognize.
throughout the country that ' Peg O' My
More

New

News

Whitcomb Returns to
American Film
Daniel F. Whitcomb, classed among the
veteran photoplaywrights, has returned to
the scenario department of the American
Film Company, Inc. Whitcomb served a
long term under the " Flying A' banner,
during which time he created a number of
Gail Kane's best stories when that star
was at Santa Barbara. Last year he
severed his connection with the company
to enter upon a free lance career, but has
decided to abandon it in favor of his first
love.
His first contribution to the " Flying A "
literary bureau is to be a story for Margarita Fisher. Whitcomb characterizes it
as a " highly dramatic modern story, that
will exact more of Miss Fisher than any
previous role she has undertaken to interpret."
Helene

Chadwick Appears
for Pathe
Helene Chadwick, the young ingenue who
has recently been playing opposite Douglas
Fairbanks, interprets the title-role of "Caleb
Piper's Girl," a five-act comedy-drama
produced by Astra, which is released by
Pathe on May 18.
Miss Chadwick' s portrayal of the absentminded old bookworm's daughter is said
to be quite the best thing she has done.
" Caleb Piper's Girl " is described as a
vivacious comedy-drama of the lighter
type.
Hickman to Capellani
Alfred Hickman, who is playing an important role in support of the co-stars
Creighton Hale and June Caprice in " The
Unknown Dancer," which is now in the
course of production at the Capellani studio
under the direction of George Archainbaud,
claims that strange are the paths of the versatile artist. Mr. Hickman should know
whereof he speaks, for during the past ten
years his stage and screen appearances
have embraced about fifty-seven varieties
of characters, ranging from the Little Billy
of "Trilby" fame to the Czar which he
played in " The Fall of the Romanoffs."

cific representative, will have his headquarters at San Francisco, and his territory will embrace Select's San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Denver and Seattle exchanges. He is said to be known persontory. ally to almost every exhibitor in that terri-

Reports Good Business
Vitagraph reports unabated business on
the Charles Klein picturization, "-The Lion
and the Mouse," which was first shown to
the public at the Rialto Theater in New
York. The extraordinarily extensive billboard and publicity campaign waged in the
interests of this Alice Joyce offering has
had the effect it is said of extending its
popularity even beyond the lengths usually
approximated through sheer merit inherent in a production.

, Mr. Lotz's successor at the Denver Exchange will be Oren F. Woody. Mr.
Woody has been in the motion picture business for more than fourteen years. He is
well known on the Pacific Coast, having
been associated with the General Film
Company and later with the Mutual.
Archie Wi Moses, who succeeds S. S.

Webster as branch manager of Select's
Buffalo Exchange, first became associated
with Select when Charles R. Rogers was
manager of the Buffalo Exchange. Before
his association with Select, Mr. Moses was
a salesman for the Fox Film Company in
Buffalo.

Promotions

FURTHER developments in keeping with
the announced policy of Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select Pictures Corporation, to fill important vacancies in that organization bypromotion from the ranks,
were reported this week. H. E. Lotz, who
has been branch manager at Select's Denver
Exchange, has been appointed Pacific representative; Oren F. Woody, a salesman at
the Denver Exchange, has been appointed
Denver branch manager, and Archie W.
Moses, salesman at Select's Buffalo Exchange, has been elevated to the post of
Buffalo branch manager.
H. E. Lotz, who has been appointed Pa-

Picture

for

Select

Officials
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Beatriz

Service

Mickelena

Section

m

on

"Just

HERE is a story chuck full of action,
a melodrama with something doing all
the time and exhibitors who are going to
tions are written with the
THESE Special Servngice Secose
show " Just Squaw " should not hesitate to
purp
of suggesti
to exbring that out strongly. There is the
hibitors how to get the most
same demand for melodrama there ever was
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
when the interest in the story is sustained,
studying the pictures and the best
and especially where there is a noted star
. Won'
with real beauty. The main thing is to
way
exploiti
themthat
you
let usof know
anyng use
you t made
make the character of the picture clear
here and the original ideas that you
and arouse the curiosity of your patrons
have used in putting over this picin it.
ture of any others?
Beatriz Michelena has been away from
the screen for more than a year, but she
appeared in a number of published stories
her halfbreed son swear that he will never
that scored big hits and before that her
tell that the girl is all white, the daughbrilliant career in comic opera, especially
ter of Jimmy Dorr who had deserted the
as the star of " The Girl from Dixie,"
old
Indian woman to marry a white womade her well known all over the counman after the halfbreed had been born.
At her behest Snake LeGal, leader of a
try. Her screen successes included " Salomy Jane," " Mignon," " The Unwritten <fii
Law," " The Woman Who Dared," and [band
from of
her outlaws
mother had
and kidnapped
brought herthetochild
the }'
Indian woman.
""Salvation Nell." Certainh- you should
call attention to them through all your exShortfy after hist mother's death the
ploitation.
Breed, gambling with some of the LeGal
Her name should be played as strong as
gang finds them cheating and kills one of
that of any star who has been on the
them. He escapes and after leaving the
screen without a vacation. There should
girl in the care of the old minister and
be striking pictures of her, preferably in his wife goes into hiding. Ten years pass
character, used. Your selling arguments
and the Fawn is now a beautiful girl, the
should tell enough about the character of
Breed still a fugitive, but as a matter of
the picture to indicate the action and the
fact hiding in the mountains near the
tenseness of it and at the same time to
Fawn's
home, where the girl takes him
leave the public curious as to the
food regularly.
There are unusual chances for lobby disHis fleeting form had often been seen
plays and mystical settings which we disand he had been named the Phantom and
cuss elsewhere.
numerous mysterious robberies attributed
STORY:
We meet the Fawn, as a lit- to him. The Fawn's other associate is
Romney, who is madly in love with her,
girl, attheheroldsupposed
deathbed tlewhere
Indian mother's
woman makes
but whom the girl continues to tease.

Squaw

To Rogue's Roost comes the Stranger,
whom the preacher recognizes as the son
of Abe Hollister who had been killed years
before by LeGal, but he does not reveal the
secret and the Stranger himself is using
the name of Watkins. It is a case of love
at first sight between him and the girl.
WATCHING
chance
to "get"
the stranger his
settles
down
at theLeGal
wayside hotel. The Breed quickly scents the
romance and warns the girl against accepting the Stranger's attention, telling her
that he will desert her just as "their"
father deserted her "mother." He has
the girl convinced that there is the eternal
barrier of race between her and the man
she loved.
Romney,terminedone
of LeGal's
had girl,
deto reform
so as togang,
win the
but when she refuses him he allows himself
to be persuaded by LeGal to join in another
robbery, promising him money enough to
win the girl. But LeGal himself has his
covetous eyes on the girl whom he wants
for his " woman." He comes on her in
the woods reading the warning from the
Breed and in the struggle she drops the
warning, but LeGal flees when he sees Hollister approaching. There Hollister finds
the note.
Then the stage is held up and the messenger killed by Romney's shot. They get
the loot, but a little later, with Romney
alone in the cabin, the Breed comes on
him and in turn steals the treasure chest
and takes it away to his hiding place. But
in the meantime Hollister has not abandoned his love for the Fawn and has presented her with a gift which she drops

At left, scene where she teases the young bandit, who seeks to marry her; and at the right, scene with the stranger whom she loves.
In the center is the big climax, where the dying bandit leader tells her she is all white
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The Breed plays a great part in the action. At the right is a view of one of the startling fight scenes where he saves the girl; in the
center, he holds up one of the bandits and gets the loot, and at the right he warns her against marrying a white man
in the Breed's retreat on one of her visits.

THIS latest hold-up is too much for the
law-abiding citizens and they organize
a vigilance committee with Hollister at
its head when the preacher, revealing the
young man's identity, makes the suggestion. This is joined by Jimmy Dorr who
has been riding in the hills for years determined tokill LeGal, but always without
the courage to fire the shot when the
opportunity presents.
Hollister, believing the Breed the real
criminal, finds his hiding place and there
discovers the loot and the present that he
has given the Fawn. To him before there
.have been whispered strange stories of the
friendship between the Breed and Fawn
and he is now convinced. After visiting
her home and denouncing the girl he goes
in search of the Breed and finally finds
him. Hollister offers the Indian a chance
to fight, but he refuses because Fawn loves
Hollister, though the Breed himself has resisted the temptation to break the oath to
his mother and tell her that she is all white.
Then Hollister binds the Indian and goes
to turn him over to the posse that he may
pay the penalty to Judge Lynch.
It is just at that moment that Romney
learns the truth of LeGal's desire for the
girl and there is a terrific fight in their
cabin, with the result that Romney is
stabbed and his body dragged to the woods
while a third member of the gang is sent
to tell Fawn that Romney is ill and wants
to see her.
There LeGal attacks the girl and they
fight. Romney, from the place where he
has been thrown sees the posse about to
lynch the Breed and dragging himself to
the spot arrives just in time to save the
Indian and tell them of the Fawn's plight.
The posse starts, but the Breed who is
the only one who knows the exact location
of the cabin takes a short cut and comes
on LeGal just in time. Then a third fight
ensues with the Indian finally getting the
best of it as the posse arrive.
LeGal is trussed up against the open window and just then a shot is fired. Dorr
has won his revenge at last.
With his dying breath LeGal does the

one white act of his life by confessing that
the girl is the daughter of Dorr. " She is
all white," he says. Then of course comes
the happy ending.
NOW

" In her heart of hearts the Fawn loved
the Stranger, but she had heard from her
supposed half brother that a white man had
abandoned her mother and the two little
ones. The Stranger was persistent, but the
Fawn knew that it could not be.
" Other men longed for her — one for his
wife — the other that he might possess her —
and around this girl there centered the most
amazing series of events that you have ever
witnessed. They robbed and stole and killed
for her, and just as she was freed from the
arms of the brute she loathed she heard
from his lips the words:
" ' She is all white '—and she was happy,
as you will be after you have fought the
grim
battles
the oldspeak
West the
with words
her." that
" Two
menof could
would make her happy. One, the Breed,
was bound by his oath to his dead mother.
The other wanted this beautiful girl for his
own. And a third man loved her, but she
refused him because she believed the barrier of race between them.
" The Breed was about to hang for a robbery he did not commit. The girl was in
the power of the real criminal. They came
a shot from the stillness of the woods — and
one of them spoke — the words that took her
to the arms of the man she loved.
" It's a story of the primeval passions of
the great West — where men fought and loved
with
all atheir
power."of short ones.
Then
quartette

after we had used a striking picture of Miss Michelena — as large a
one as the space will permit prominently
at the top of the display we would follow
this with the name of the star in large
lower case type. Then underneath this
should be the line in, say 18 pt Caps, and
certainly large enough to attract attention :
" Beatriz the Beautiful."
That should be followed in small type
with ample space left at either side saying:
" She could not resist the call of the
screen and now the star of ' Salomy Jane,'
' The Unwritten Law,' ' Salvation Nell ' and
other noted pictures has come back in a
vivid drama of the old West."
Then follow that with the title of the
picture in type slightly smaller than that
used for the star and let the selling argument on the picture come last. Here is
one that leaves the climax strong :
" They called her ' Just Squaw.' There
were only two people that knew she was All
White. One of these was Breed, whom she
believed her brother and who was under
oath to his dead mother to keep the secret.
The other was the head of the robber band
who yearned to possess her.
" To her western home there came the
" Love fights oaths and crime and finds
Stranger. They loved, but she dared not
eternal happiness in the days of the old
marry him. She felt the eternal barrier of West.
race between them. Then came a series of
" Everything she loved was about to be
events that led the Stranger, now the head
swept
from her — even honor — but then
of the Vigilantes, to believe the Breed the Justiceaway
spoke with a rifle bullet and she
stage robber and the girl his mistress.
heard the words that gave her to the man of
" An hour later the Breed stood with the
noose about his neck and the girl was in the
" Oaths bound one, desire another's lips,
arms of the robber chief, being choked into her
and dreams."
how the Fawn yearned for the man she
unconsciousness. Yet the truth was revealed
loved! When all seemed lost and death
— not a moment too soon — and the guilt and dishonor near there came the words
avenged. How? — That makes it the tensest
that brought utter happiness — 'She is ALL
drama you've seen in months."
" He was the worst scoundrel in the West,
USE of all those suggestions makes the
advertisement a little long, but we
but his words gave her the thing that she
would strongly advise such handling of wanted — to know that she was white and
that
she could marry the man that she
the picture, at least in the main announceWHITE.'"
ment. Here is a couple of others:

loved."
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Pictures of Miss Michelena in the garb of a Western girl should be played up strong in all of the advertising, especially because she
makes such an attractive picture. At the right, a love scene with the stranger,^ in the center, with the Breed, whom she believes to be
her brother, and at the left, a typical scene, "where she is leaving a note of warning for the Indian

Stage
and
Music
INDIAN flavor to " Just Squaw " affords
the exhibitor an opportunity to put on a
musical program and stage settings that
will cause the house to be talked about for
a. long time. Showmen who have never
done anything of this sort will find the arrangements suggested here fairly simple
and inexpensive, though the more lavish
they are made the greater will be the word
of mouth advertising. It is a Rialto-Rivoli-Strand arrangement worked out for
you.
We suggest that you use Victor Herbert's
" Natoma " as the overture, played with
the lights in a subdued red, and then carry
the music into an Indian scenic. There is
one released by Education, " The Eagle
and the Fawn," that is particularly appropriate because of the title and because it
shows the wooing customs among the redskins. An Indian war dance should follow the few bars of the overture that go
into the scenic, and then with the title,
" After every hunt," use an Indian agitato,
then writh " the tent of visions " play, " Indian Invocation," and with the title. " He
followed the Fawn," use " Love Song " to
the end. This was largely the musical arrangement when this picture was shown at
the Rialto.
There is another appropriate one in a
prizma subject, "The Land of the Great
Spirit," and when this was used at the
Rivoli there were a few bars of " Natoma "
played, and then the screening of the picture following. There are other fitting
scenics in Educational's " An Indian Love
Story " and " Indian Life."

NOW keeping up the Indian theme here
is a place for the special song and stage
setting. We would suggest using a girl
in Indian costume. As the curtain goes up
let her be seated by a little fire with a
kettle boiling on the tripod. The lights

Results
Settings Will Bring Real
should be dim in blue, with the effect of
play. The Indian tone should be of the
mountains in the foreground and a river
dignified and more artistic sort to suggest
romance rather than violence.
in the background. The effects of moving
water can be obtained with an electric fan
If you ever costume your ushers, espeand the lights. The selection here should
cially if you employ girls, here is an excellent opportunity. Ticket seller and doorbe, " From the Land of Sky Blue Water,"
man
should also be costumed.
and greater effect can be obtained by havLikewise, if you find that street stunts
ing a moon slowly rising in the background
as the fire gradually dies down. Let the
help your theatre, the use of a girl in cosscreen curtain come down without the girl
tume withand
theback
word,
Squaw," on
her breast
will " beJust
sufficient.
arising, and immediately start the screening.
This is suggested by a recent setting at the
Similarly, if you are making an especial
Strand.
appeal to the children you might offer a
prize for the boy and the girl wearing the
The special score that has been prepared
best Indian costumes, but the time for their
for this picture presents a great deal of
Indian music, but here we believe is a case
appearance should be limited to an early
where a theme should be used, and we
matinee, so that they will not be likely to
disturb the more serious patrons with the
would suggest " The Girl of the Golden
noise
that they are apt to make.
West,"
fitting for with
the girl
theme. asIt particularly
should be introduced
her
first appearance on the screen with the title,
YOU willgraphfind
that all
of your
phonostores have
a large
number
of
" Eleven years have elapsed," and then
brought back again when the girl sees
Indian selections, and we would suggest inHollister for the first time. Other occaviting their co-operation in a window dissions when it should be employed are when
play. All that you need to furnish will be
Hollister and the girl are together, except
striking pictures of the star for their winin the single case where he denounces her,
dow and scenes from the production. These
should be artistically mounted on cardboard
and at the point where the girl shows
suitably lettered.
Hollister's
gift finds
to the
when
Hollister
it. Breed,
Then itand
is tothen
be
You can do your part of the co-operabrought in at the very end.
tion by announcing in your lobby or in your
Now we have suggested grouping this
program that special displays are being
Indian matter together, and there should
given at the stores listed. If there are any
not be the comedy relief. If you use a stores that make a specialty of Indian
second musical number, let it be of the light
blanketstumes and
cosof thatwares
sort and
they ofwillchildren's
be perfectly
and happy type, and let the comedy and
news weekly follow.
willing to help you. The department stores
are the ones most likely to be interested.
All of these displays should be made
LOBBY effects are obvious, but they
should be done in good taste, Indian
several days in advance of the first showrugs will make splendid hangings for the
ing and continued through the run.
walls, and if you have enough space there
If you have never tried getting a hundred per cent out of a picture, here is an
might be a small tepee erected in one corner of the lobby. As to the decorations use
opportunity to make the experiment. It
is not alone the receipts that you will get
large hearts bearing the picture of Miss
Michelena. Keep pistols, skins, trappings
but the advertising that you give the theatre itself that counts.
and all of that sort of stuff out of the dis-

Motion
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Select

Promotes

S. S. Webster and D. J. Selznick Appointed to Take Charge of Cleveland and Boston Branches
FOLLOWING the appointment of Sam
E. Morris as general manager and
Charles R. Rogers as director of sales of
Select Pictures Corporation, announcement
is now made of the men who have been
chosen to succeed these two former branch
executives
the
field. in charge of Select's posts in
The Cleveland branch, which was the
headquarters of Mr. Morris, who also had
jurisdiction over Select's Detroit Exchange, has been placed in the hands of
Sherman S. Webster, who was formerly
Select's branch
Buffalo.
transfer
of Mr. manager
Webster atfrom
BuffaloTheto
be branch manager at Cleveland is a very
considerable promotion, as the Cleveland
territory is much larger and more important field than that in which Buffalo was
the center.
Before joining the Select organization,
S. S. Webster was a salesman in Cleveland
attached to the Universal Exchange in that
city. His success attracted the attention
of Lewis J. Selznick and he was offered
a position as salesman for Select's Buffalo
Exchange. About a year later Mr. Webster was advanced to the position of Buf-

Some

Officials

falo manager. It is expected that he will
accomplish big things in his old territory
in Cleveland.
David J. Selznick has been given the position of New England manager, with headquarters at Boston, which has been made
vacant by the promotion of Charles R.
Rogers. Mr. Selznick's appointment is also
a promotion within the Select organization,
as he has served in the Boston branch,
first as salesman, and then as assistant
branch manager, and has earned an enviable reputation for his efficient and business-like administration of that portion of
the work in handling the Boston territory
which was his share.
In announcing the appointment of Mr.
Selznick to be New England manager,
Lewis J. Selznick, president of the Select
Corporation, said humorously that David
had won this post despite the fact that he
was handicapped by being his brother. Mr.
Selznick reiterated what he has often said,
that his relatives stood less chance in business with him than anyone else, and that
they would get just a little bit less and
fight harder for what they did get than
an outsider.
David J. Selznick first joined the Select
organization about two years ago as a
salesman attached to the Boston Exchange.

Emerson

and Loos Return After Wide
Tour
they
tested
out
their
plan
precisely
as they
the
Loos,
JOHN EMERSON and Anita
well known writers and producers for did in Chicago, Denver, Kansas City, San
Paramount, have returned to New York
Francisco and the other large cities. Mr.
Emerson appeared before a number of
after a trans-continental tour, undertaken
for the purpose of investigating conditions
men's clubs, while Miss Loos spoke to
in the industry, getting closer to the aumore
forty
diences and theatre managers, and, thus
Their than
purpose
in women's
doing thisorganizations.
was to get
in
touch
with
the
better class of motion
with their fingers on the film public's pulse,
determining what is required for their fu- picture patrons. After every address they
ture productions.
invited open discussion by their hearers
When Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos were
and in this way gained a very accurate
notion of what the better class of public
interviewed upon their return, they concluded their interesting discussion of the wants. They also interviewed theatre manwhole situation throughout the country by
agers, managers of exchanges, and people
saying, " They don't need more stars or
in all walks of life."
" Motion picture fans are becoming
new ones, they don't need more directors or better ones, they don't ask for more
highly discriminating," said Mr. Emerson
artistry or more elaborate settings, the during the interview. " They won't accept
public is not looking for new tricks of the bunk any longer. They know what they
camera or in lightings, but they certainly
want and they're going to get it or leave
the
pictures
up to their
the producers
do Mr.
wantEmerson
more good
stories."
and Miss
Loos visited over
to hold
themflat.
and It's
increase
numbers.
twenty of the larger cities and no less And there is just one way to do it. More
than thirty smaller communities, where
good stories.

r"
Exhibitors
Hono
Code
" Florence
Reed in of
'Her Code
of Honor'
ENTHUSIASM that Eulogize
is country-wide is" Her
being evidenced in the reception of far beyond our expectations. Picture
opened at our Tivoli theatre April 27.
" Her Code of Honor," according to numerous reports received at the home office, Receipts 25 per cent over normal. Miss
United announces. The opinion of the Reed without doubt has proved herself one
public as gathered by exhibitors amply
of From
filmland's
biggest
Dallas,
Texas,stars."
W. D. Nevills, of
bears out Miss Reed's statement made on
the
Washington
theatre,
that
city, writes as
the completion of the picture that " Her
follows :
Code
of
Honor"
is
the
best
picture
she
has
ever made.
"We screened 'Her Code of Honor' toTelegraphing from San Francisco after
day at the Washington and the picture
the opening at the Tivoli theatre of Miss
proved to be a good one. The climax is
clever and strong, and when we show it we
Reed's first United offering recently, Turexpect to have some of the handles of the
ner and Dahnken, the Pacific Coast exhibitors, have this to say.
seats squeezed off, for the suspense makes

Picture

News

Samuel Goldwyn Returns
from West Coast
Samuel Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, returned to New
York Saturday after an extended stay at
the Western studios of Goldwyn at Culver City, California.
Mr. Goldwyn made this statement on his
arrival :
" I can only say now, that my trip
through the West convinces me that exhibitors everywhere are aware that they
face a time of greater prosperity and finer
quality in motion picture presentation than
at any period in screen history. Everywhere Isaw evidences of confidence and
faith in the great future of the picture
play.
" New theatres are going up everywhere
and a good deal of money is being put into
them to give the public greater comfort
and greater artistic satisfaction."
Hammons

Sells Foreign

Rights to Cartoons
Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the
Educational Films Corporation of Ameriac, completed a sale of foreign rights for
the International cartoons just before he
sailed for London recently.
Ben P. Schulberg, acting for John D.
Tippett, of Trans-Atlantic Films, Universal House, London, was the buyer, purchasing twenty-two cartoons which have
been released in this country, and contracting for the new series of fifty-two which
are now being released.
The original group of twenty-two halfreels represents a cash purchase of considerable size, which will be delivered immediately for release to European exhibitors.
The new series will follow at the rate of
one per week as they are produced.
Pearson

Photoplays

Rent

Triangle Studios
The Clara Morris estate, covering an
area of several acres, has been rented by
the Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.,
from the Triangle Corporation. The private residence is being used as an office
building, where the business of the organization is transacted in the ten offices,
equipped with every convenience for the
employes.
The spacious sun-parlor has been reserved for the exclusive use of Miss Pearson.
Publicity Representative
Beulah Livingston announced this week
that she has secured the position as publicity representative for Constance Talmadge. Miss Livingston is now looking
after the publicity interests of both the
Talmadge girls, as she was already doing
work for Norma.
you grip your seat. It is a first-class proFan Magazine comment of the month,
too, is outspoken in praise of the latest
Florence Reed offering.
duction."
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Approves Picturization of
His Novel
A few nights ago Francis Sullivan, author of " Children of Banishment " attended a New York theatre where his picture
was shown, and the next day he wrote Select Pictures the following note :
" I had a great deal of pleasure last
night in viewing the recent Mitchell Lewis
picture entitled ' Children of Banishment '
released through your organization. As it
was my novel from which the picture was
made, you may be sure I viewed it with
a great deal of curiosity. I have no hesitation in saying that I think the work has
been excellently done, and the spirit of the
original story retained."
Mr. Lewis is now finishing work on his
forthcoming attraction, " Jacques of the
Silver North."
Loew

Theatres Have Select
Pictures Week
Sixteen Marcus Loew theatres in New
York have completed the celebration of a
100 per cent Select week. The attractions
shown were Constance Talmadge's Select
Picture, " Romance and Arabella," in which
she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and
Select's big special production, " Bolshevism on Trial." The two Select attractions
divided seven days at each of the sixteen
Loew houses.
The theatres with the 100 per cent Select
showing were Hoboken, New Rochelle,
Lincoln Square, Greeley Square, Boulevard,
National, Victoria, American, Delancey,
Avenue B, Metropolitan, DeKalb, Fulton,
Palace, Warwick and Orpheum.

" Educational " Films the
Coney Amusements
All the famous amusement devices will
be seen in the new "-Educational " singlereel, " A Day and Night at Coney Island,"
which was shipped from the laboratory
May 5. A statement from Vice-President
E. W. Hammons of the Educational Films
Corporation of America, outlines the contents of the new release.
The Steeplechase, the Chutes, the Ocean
Wave, the Whip, the Human Pool Table,
and a dozen other peculiar amusement
" machines " are shown — most of them the
sort where it is more fun to be " outside
lookin' in" than one of the performers.
Government

Officials See

Select Special
Whatever misunderstanding the Government authorities may have in regard to
" Bolshevism on Trial," which is being distributed through Select, it was entirely
cleared away it is said when several Government officials saw a special showing
of the film recently in Washington and
announced that they had no objection to
the release of the picture.
This removes once and for all any question it is said as to whether the Government will take any action to prevent exhibition ofthe film.
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Men"the
s ascertain
for "Virtuou
Unique Selling Campaign
vestigation will be made to
ANEW sales method will be placed in
methods best suited to exploit " Virtuous
effect by Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin in connection with the distribuMen " in each territory as regards the firstrun theatre, together with publicity possition of " Virtuous Men " on a territorial
bilities of the local newspapers. The
basis. This picture, produced by S-L Picdistributor, state rights buyer, exhibitor and
tures and starring E. K. Lincoln, is now
ready for the state rights market. It marks
newspapers will be closely co-related in the
the debut in the production field of Sawyer
campaign jointly put forth by the first three
named factors. S-L Pictures will render
and Lubin, carried out in connection with
" The Warrior " and other big special profirst-hand
assistance
in presentductions. Acomplete survey of the entire
ing
" Virtuous
Men " toin buyers
their territory
by '
working
directly
with
the
exhibitor
and
the
state rights field will be made for the purpose of investigating the possibilities in newspapers. Special representatives will
be sent to each territory for the purpose
each territory as regards exploitation,
of assisting the exhibitor in his initial prepresentation and " direct to the public " adsentation of the film. Sawyer and Lubin
vertising. Each buyer who purchases
will endeavor to capitalize for the benefit
" Virtuous Men " for his particular territory will have placed at his disposal the of the state rights buyer and the exhibitor
services of S-L Pictures Advertising Dethe local situation as applied to " Virtuous
Men " instead of the general method of
partment, together with unlimited co-operation in the matter of suitable press matter,
offering a campaign intended for the country as a whole.
cuts, mats, photographs and novelties. In-

Says Omaha
Endorses " Bolshevism
ondoesTrial
son and shows that theory
not always"
REPORTS come from Select that
Omaha exhibitors, business men and
work
in practice."
professional men enthusiastically endorsed
Mr. out
McGlynn,
of the Omaha Trade Review : " ' Bolshevism on Trial ' is a mag" Bolshevism on Trial " after a private
nificent picture, one that should be put in
showing at the Strand Theatre, Omaha,
the highest place, for it enunciates perfect
given by C. W. Taylor, Omaha branch
manager for Select Pictures Corporation
Harry Watts, manager of the Strand
which is distributing this special attraction.
Theatre, Omaha: '"Bolshevism on Trial'
Mr. Taylor reports that not only did istruths."
a true expose of Bolshevism as it exists in our country today. A great picture,
those present promise their whole-hearted
intensely interesting and with an excellent
support to the picture, but they were unusually lavish in their praise. A few of
" H. M. Thomas, manager of the Rialto
Omaha's prominent men are quoted below :
Theatre, Omaha: "'Bolshevism on Trial'
Charles Black, president of the Omaha
is entirely different from any picture heretofore produced. It is a play with excepRetailers' Association : " I am really sintional advertising possibilities which means
cere
when
I
say
that
'
Bolshevism
on
Trial
'
is the strongest picture I have ever seen,
satisfactory
box office returns."
cast." prominent
Other
men are just as enand no one should miss seeing this wonthusiastic in their praise of this feature.
derful production. It teaches a great lesPuts Mystery Punch i i "Crimson
Gardenia"
the piquant simplicity of a girl, who has
ACCUSTOMED to depict the conflict
of primitive passions, Rex Beach is just arrived from Paris and the romantic
masculinity of a young New Yorker eager
too skilled a novelist to overlook the appealing element in the human beings he for a carnival adventure. Into this network
characterizes. Indeed, much of his prestige of conflicting desires Rex Beach infuses
power and reality and pathos. The latter
and popularity have been derived from
that very gift. He paints his canvas with
comes from a little, old blind Frenchwoman, Mere Felice (Gertrude Claire).
big, sweeping strokes, yet the figures in
She sits patiently in a small black room
his dramas are essentially human and appealing.The
"
Brand " demonstrated that waiting for her son whom she has not seen
in years. By all odds Mere Felice is the
and it is confirmed in " The Crimson
Gardenia," newest of his photodramas, set most appealing character in the play.
for release May 18.
Produced at the Goldwyn Studios under
Completing Empey Feature
the personal supervision of Rex Beach, the
Work is progressing rapidly on " Hell on
drama reveals the noted author in a new
Earth," a forthcoming Select Pictures Spelight even while demonstrating afresh hisj
cial Attraction, in which Sergeant Arthur
Guy Empey will be starred, and according
virility and tremendous " punch." He has
to latest reports the production is nearly
written what is described as " a romance
completed.
of the Mardi Gras," but -it is much more.
" The Crimson Gardenia " is a meloContrary to what its name implies, " Hell
dramatic mystery with New Orleans as a
on Earth " is not a war picture. The
colorful, ever-changing background . A
story does, however, concern situations and
band of expert counterfeiters furnishes the
problems which have arisen in America
sinister element, sharply contrasted with
since the signing of the armistice.
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Motion

Says Tom
Mix
Feature Drew
Big House
THE drawing power of Tom Mix has
St. Louis office of the Fox Film Corporation. The latter says :
been growing with each new Mix picture, according to reports from exhibitors
" We started on our Victory Pictures
which are being received by the Fox Film
contract last night with Tom Mix in ' Fame
Corporation. Each new Tom Mix release,
and Fortune,' and showed to the biggest
it is stated, results in an increase in the
business ever done in Prairie du Rocher,
number of houses booking Mix and also in regardless of the class of entertainment.
You will more fully realize the extent of
a flood of telegrams and letters from exhibitors praising Tom Mix as a box office
our business when I tell you that our popuattraction.
lation is less than 500 and we showed to
One of the most remarkable examples of over 350 people at one performance."
The adventures that befall Mix in the
Mix's hold on the public was given recently
in the little town of Prairie du Rocher, 111. role of Keat Hollis, the fearless young pubIn this town one of Tom Mix's pictures
lisher of the militant young "Kicker," make
played a one-night engagement, and out of
" The Coming of the Law," it is said, one
the 500 inhabitants of the village 350 saw
of the fastest thrilling pictures in which
Mix has appeared.
the picture at one sitting. Thus Mix drew
In the cast supporting Mix are Brownie
70 one
per day.
cent, of the town's total population
in
Vernon, George Nicholis, Jack Curtis, Sid
The incident is related in a letter written
Jordan, B. M. Turner, Charles LeMoyne,
Pat Chrisman, Lewis Sargent and Harry
by W. F. De Frenne, manager of the
Dunkinson.
Strand theatre, Prairie du Rocher, to the

"In Search of Arcady"
WITH the success of her four most recent feature productions as a criterion, much is expected of the forthcoming Billie Rhodes comedy-drama, " In
Search of Arcady," soon to be distributed
through
Exhibitors' Mutual by RobertsonCole
Company.
" In Search of Arcady " will top off a
list of successes stretching backward for
several months, among which may be mentioned ": The Love Call," " The Lamb and
the Lion," " Hoop-La " and " Girl of My
Dreams." Dainty Billie Rhodes was featured in all of these productions. Now
comes
climax. "In Search of Arcady" to cap the
Miss Rhodes is seen in the leading role;
that of Barbara Chichester, a winningly
Semon's Co-Workers Win
Promised Vacation
With the third comedy of the Larry
Semon series just received by the eastern
offices of Vitagraph, Mr. Semon has already completed the fourth super-comedy.
This information has just been conveyed
to the Vitagraph home offices in a telegram
from the director-star.
After the completion of the third comedy, the company having made a record in
production, was given a promised vacation,
and for several days the glare of the studio
lights was forgotten.
As for Larry, he sacrificed several days
of fishing which he had promised himself
to continue work on his fourth script.
Mutt

and Jeff at Peace
Conference
The list of May releases of Mutt and
Jeff Animated Cartoons contains " Sir Sidney," which shows Bud Fisher's famous
comic characters at the Peace Conference
in Paris. This cartoon is declared to be the
funniest of all the Mutt and Jeff series,
besides having a timeliness which makes it
an unusually good attraction.

Features Miss Rhodes
wilful miss, who breaks through the circle
of admirers with which her title-hunting
mother and aunt have surrounded her and
goes forth as a gypsy in search of Arcady.
The story itself is taken from the popular
novel of the same name by the noted fiction
writer, Nina Wilcox Putnam. It is not only
her most recent work, but is also regarded
as her best. The book is said to have had a
record-breaking sale all over the country, a
fact which has given the picture considerable advance word-of-mouth advertising
and publicity. The comedy possibilities as
well as the dramatic situations of the original story have been well utilized in the
film version by John B. Clymer, who
adapted it for the screen, and which is said
to fit the star perfectly.
There is a wide variety of subjects offered in the May list of releases, the Exhibitors Service Bureau of the Fox Film
Corporation announces. Besides " Sir Sidney," in which Mutt and Jeff get into difficulties with the peace delegates through
the trickery of Jeff, there are " The Cave
Man's Bride," " Left at the Post," and
" The Shell Game."
Dude

Ranch is Shown in
Chester Picture
Scattered throughout the fairly wild and
somewhat woolly West are ranches which
are frankly
termed
" dude ofranches
" — because they make
a specialty
entertaining
eastern tourists. And they do entertain
them, in the way the easterner has pictured. They stage hold-ups, brawls, real
rough-riding sprees, shooting scrapes, and
all. It's a rare evening when a couple of
cowboys don't shoot out the lights. Which,
pleases the tourists immensely, and they
pay the high price and go away thrilled and
satisfied.
C. L. Chester has gone after one of these
histrionic ranches, and in " Wrangling
Dudes," which will be one of the regular
Outing-Chester releases, he will show how
they wrangle 'em.

Picture

News

Stage
Veterans Support
Allison in Next
As a supporting cast for May Allison in
" Almost Married," Metro has succeeded in
engaging the services of an aggregation of
players who have in the past graced many
memorable productions of the operatic
stage, the legitimate drama and vaudeville
and musical comedy.
The legitimate players are Walter I. Percival, who was leading man to Miss Allison in " Castles in the Air," and Frank
Currier, Metro's " grand old man." Opera
is represented by Henry L. Rattenbury, who
has sung many leading parts with some
of the best companies, and vaudeville by
Hugh Fay who is well known in that line.
James Watson . James will also play a
prominent part.
Charles

Pathe Arrives
New York

in

Charles Pathe, head of the motion picture organizations bearing his name, arrived in New York on the 29th of April for
aduration.
stay in this
country
He was
met atof theseveral
dock months'
by Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc. This is Mr.
Pathe's first visit to this country in several
years, his last being before the United
States entered the war.
It is said at the Pathe offices that Mr.
Pathe has expressed much satisfaction with
business conditions as he finds them reflected in the Pathe Exchange.
Praises Sherrill Features
in New England
The Frohman Amusement Corporation is
daily in receipt of communications from
state right buyers who have already secured
that company's latest special feature release
" Once to Every Man " commenting, it is
declared, on the tremendous vogue this
picture is having in their territories.
One of the most interesting communications was received from the Major Film,
Inc., operating in the New England states,
saying :
" We take this opportunity to congratulate you upon your production, ' Once to
Every Man ' featuring Jack Sherrill and
Mabel Withee and we trust that in the
future we shall be considered for any and
all of the Frohman productions featuring
Jack Sherrill.
Farrar to West Coast
Geraldine Farrar, following her opera
season in New York, is scheduled to leave
May 10 for the Goldwyn studios at Culver City. Preparations that have been
made for Miss Farrar's new work on the
screen indicates that as a picture player
the Goldwyn star is entering on the most
important and significant part of her career.
From every standpoint, play material,
scenic elaboration, photography and picture
direction, the new Farrar pictures will aim
it is said to set a new standard not only
in Goldwyn production but in pictures
everywhere.
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Sc&s/eeS. Overman, CHairman qf
the (JOerman Committee of the
United States Government ,x)fiicR
investigated Bolshevism in America:

<Sa)s TPilliamS. tCeirion , United.
States Senator- from. lo$ci, ^Ro
is a great
leader' in the
nao^e^:
wient
to Americanize
Anaerica

"SUCmteb JS>laie& -5>enctle
WASHINGTON. O. C.

'jSCnrleft -2> tales Jhenaie
WASHINGTON. O. C.

Ince,
Ur. Thomas H.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Lly dear Sir:You have agreed to assist In fighting
a menace which imperils the national
life of America, by producing a great
motion picture which should teach the
lesson guards
thatof lawLiberty
without
the safeand order
is only
license,
and that Democracy without organized
self-control is only demagogy.
You cannot render your country a
greater service than this. The best
way to crush out Bolshevism, which
tends to overthrow our Government,
and is now a very serious menace to
our Civilization, is by publicity, and
there is no better way than by the
motion picture.
I most heartily indorse this movement,
and beg to say that the country is to
be congratulated in that they are to
have the benefit of YOUB services in
this regard.
Very truly yours.

llr. Thomas H. Inee,
Los Angeles, California.
Peer Ur. Inoe:
I aa ducemighty
that toyouaidaretheto people
proa notion glad
picture
in understanding the great dangers of
Bolshevism.
regard
it as the greatest menace to I oar
clvilixation.
Bo you know that Seoretary ftilson, Secof Laborto inmine
President
Cabinet,retary used
coal in Wilson's
my own
County only eight miles from my home?
He has come up from a coal miner to. a
seat in the Cabinet of the Ration. That
illustrates the opportunity for all boys
in this country. Why should anyone
want to overturn a government that gives
to their children such opportunities?
I am tremendously interested in this
question of Americanizing America.
Your wnrlc w,lll help to do it. It has my
enthusiastic good wishes.
Very truly yours,

t

Honorary President
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

B>
ACTCOOPORATED
MAYOF CONGRESS
I 1906
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

Mr* Ihomas H* Inoe*
Los Angeles, Calif*
Lfy- dear Mr* Inoe:

Relative to your proposed picture dealing with, tlie assassin
of law and order, who masquerades under the name of Bolshevik!
«and kindred organisations, I wish to assure you that The American Cross of Honor feels a keen interest in a movement that
and causes the red "bleed
enoourages
and to
stimulates
of
Americanism
take on patriotism,
new life*
The name of Thomas H* Inoe is a policy of insurance that
any play that bears his signature is American to the o ore* It is
a guarantee of good faith, a knightly vow that he will battle in
the oause of rights it means the American way of winning the
battle.
We wish you Godspeed*
Cordially

I desire to commend to tbe patriotic public of
America your new picture entitled AMERICANISM. Ican see In the development of this
film a valuable aid to the government.

GOVERNOR OF OKLAHOMA.
►
I heartily Indorse and recommend your proposed picture portraying the agitator.

GOVERNOR OF WEST VIRGINIA.
►

With a producer or your abilities In charge, I
.know the nlm will not only be a work of art, but
of
the kind
-at this
time. that Is very much needed In America

I am heartily In accord with your very excellent
plan. AMERICANISM Is a tbeme. the teaching
of which* I fear* has been neglected- Much success to you In the very commendable work you
are Inaugurating.

GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA .
I hare no doubt, knowing as I do tbe
I extremely
I picture
high
you story.
occupyAMERICANISM,
In the moving
world,position
that the
Is all
that It purports to be.

GOVERNOR OF MAINE.
I am glad to hear that you are lending your
great talent to tbe patriotic effort against treason
and disorder In this conn try. I shall await with
much Interest the appearance of AMERICANISM, for I know It will be a great influence for
[good.

I am deeply Interested In your proposal to produce the aim play. AMERICANISM. I think In
co doing you wlU be rendering this country an
-Inestimable service. May the Lord be with yon.

GOVERNOR OF NORTH CAROLINA.

The fact that the name of the producer of 4
AMERICANISM
is Ince, Is ample to warrant me
-in lending my hearty Indorsement.

GOVERNOR OF UTAH

Tour movtng
reference to Antltalshevlsm
has mypicture
personalIn Indorsement.

ARfUSD.
ACTING GOVERNOR OF WASHINGTON.

GOVERNOR OF PENNSYLVANIA-

Americas

Co-operate

most

in

\?ide}y

gigantic

Newspapers

publicity

H.

Thomas

^or

read

campaign

Ince's

AMERICANISM
(VERSUSJ^SHEVISM)
Dfeto Dork iMWM^.

tribune

X) ear Mr. Ince-.
I ana 9er^ glad, indeed, to co-operaie \0iinZ
^ou in. ^ our plans to produce a pRoiootrarm.
on t£.e tJieme op Awaericounism
"
Editor

,
Amon^ the many inAuential jo ixr rials
w^Dhich
are assisting Mr. Ince infringing
his photodrama
\) ividJy.tr> the attention
oP

e\)ery

patriotic

American

are

•

Cartoonists
on

of

inOitation

contribute
pertaining

international

of

Thomas

original
to

H . Ince,

draWHn^sr'

Bolshevism

paper, magazine and

fame,

for

billboaid

newsdisplay

Q ear Mr. Ince: I sincereQ appreciate tRe
compliment Jon paj me and assure ^ on
op rn^ JTear0 co-operation to stemo
tne maddening rvLsR op Hed to en£jjl1F Humanity.
^— .
Cartoonist, JouisJilk Courier -Jourua.]

Other

noted

artists

Who

haOe

gladly tendered
their serOices
to
Mr. Ince in the exploitation oP the
great

drama,

Americanism,

are:

!abor
in

accord

xOith

ce's

omasRIn

AMERICANISM

(VERSUS

BOLSHEVISM)

If I ~t£ou££.-i tRa£ Bolshevism
xJas tJae r'i^jSt voixd to go 7
tJaat it yiaeCLnt ^fjree dai*\j ,
justice axiaL tixe pY-iiacijoles^
of Iiu.viaa.vie society avid li\)Ln^
condit Lops , I ido uld j oin the
BolsRe\)ik.i . It is £ecause I
k.iaov) t£.at tlae ^QJaole scheme
leads to yioxdJnere, t£at it is
destirucii-de
Us acti\)vby,
eJJrbv£s'
and in its in.
eVejry
tSaat it compels react ionj
and hvin^s ahgut a sitaatioia
^Dovse tJacLin tile one it Mas'
undevtahento displace , tlaat
I oppose

and^pi^ad

it.

£amu.el Gompers,
J^ires ideyii, American
c^Ledevaiion ^ojZjjLhoirt

1 \Diii personally

supervise

tAe^llmiJ^

oj^Amerkaiiisii^^^o^.
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" Rogue's Romance " to Be
June Release
Yitagraph announces as its Earle Williams release for June " A Rogue's Romance,periences
'" adrama
society
thief'sLoan.
exin Paris ofbya H.
H. Van
This is the second photoplay especially
constructed for Mr. W illiams by this wellknown script builder, Mr. Williams having
been seen early in the year in " The Highest Trump," which was Mr. Van Loan's
previous
contribution to the W illiams' libra ry.
" A Rogue's Romance " has already been
viewed in the private projection room of
Vitagraph's New York office and has
achieved that requisite effect, a thrill. It
is a crook drama full of suspense and surprises with an unusual finish. Throughout
interest is not only maintained but worked
to an increasingly high pitch, according to
reports made by those who viewed the advance showing.
Prominent in the cast are Brinsley Shaw,
Harry Van Meter, Herbert Standing, Karl
Fromes and Katherine Adams, who is Wilrected. liams' leading woman. James Young diSays Normand's Latest Has
Many Laughs
At the Strand Theatre in Pasadena, Mabel Normand's latest Goldwyn photoplay,
" WThen Doctors Disagree " was given an
advance showing. The event was not heralded nor were there any invitations, only
a regular audience of about 1,800 persons
seeing it. The performance was given
at the request of Samuel Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
for the purpose of seeing its effect upon an
average gathering.
The picture went over splendidly. By
actual count more than 100 laughs punctuated its action, it is said, and Mr. Goldwyn comes to New York with 'the firm
belief that " When Doctors Disagree " will
be one of the important sales successes of
the year.
Says

Overflowing

Houses

Greet " The Usurper "
On April 28 the new Earle W'illiams
production, " The Usurper," was released
to first-run houses by Vitagraph. Telegraphic information it is said indicates that
the premier of the new picture was rewarded with overflowing audiences everywhere.
" The Usurper " was directed by James
Young. Louise Lovely appears in the production as Mr. Williams' leading woman.
Others in the cast include Bob Russell,
Frank Leigh, Jay Morley, Billie Elmer,
Audrey Chapman, Helen Carlisle, Bessie
Eyton and Lillian Langdon.
Dalton's New One
In her forthcoming Paramount picture,
" The Lady of Red Butte," which is
scheduled for May 11, Dorothy Dalton, the
Thomas H. Ince star, returns to the type
of character in which she excelled early
in her career as a Paramount star.

Releases

Round

Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
Announces Schedule for Month,
Which Includes One Paramount-Artcraft Special

Wanda Hawley, who will play the part of
"Peg" in "Peg of My Heart," the Famous
Players-Lasky production
WALTER E. GREENE, vice-president
and managing director Department
of Distribution for Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announces that the May
schedule of releases includes -the Paramount-Artcraft Special, "The Woman
Thou features.
Gavest Me," as well as a number of
other
In the list are two Artcraft productions
and nine Paramount, besides the Special.
The releases announced for May 4 are

Dozen

in

May

the John Emerson-Anita Loos Paramount
production, -' Oh, You Women ! " Ethel
Clayton in the Paramount picture, "Vicky
Van," and William S. Hart's latest Artcraft production, "The Money Corral.''
Marguerite Clark's newest Paramount
picture, "Come Out of the Kitchen,"
adapted by Clara Beranger from the story
by Alice Duer Miller, and its dramatization by A. E. Thomas, is scheduled for
May 11. Then comes Vivian Martin in the
Paramount picture, "The Home Town
Girl." Also released on the 11th is Dorothy Dalton's latest Paramount production
from the studio of Thomas H. Ince, "The
Lady
May of18Red
marksButte."
the release of "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," a big Artcraft picture of seven reels starring Douglas Fairbanks. It is declared that this picture was
produced by Mr. Fairbanks as a Special,
at an actual cost of $264,000, and is pronounced the most elaborate in wrhich the
Artcraft star has ever appeared. ShirleyMason in " The Final Close-Up," a Paramount picture, is also released the 18th.
On this date also Charles Ray appears in
" The Busher," an Ince-supervised Paramount picture.
The Paramount-Artcraft Special, "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me," which was directed by Hugh Ford, is scheduled for
May 25. Another Thomas H. Ince-Paramount production, " The Haunted Bedroom," with Enid Bennett as star, is also
released the 25th. On the same day is
released "I'll Get Him Yet." Dorothy
Gish's latest Paramount picture.

"Playthings of Passion"
CONSPICUOUS
May will
releases of United among
Picture the
Theatres
be the " Playthings of Passion," with Kitty
Gordon as the star. The picture is completed and titled and prints are now being
made for the exchanges. Those who have
seen screenings of " Playthings of Passion " are said to prophesy a solid success
for this United offering, which is reported
to afford Miss Gordon unprecedented opportunity from the nature of its story, and,
in addition, to furnish her with the occasion for the display of robes, gowns, hats
and other millinery delights.
No pains or expense have been spared, it
is reported, to ensure a perfect production.
Two and a half months were devoted at
the Brunton Studios, it is said, to the making of this picture, which enjoyed the per-

Is sonal
Ready
Release
supervision of for
Mr. Brunton
himself
during the entire process.
W:illiam Anthony McGuire's story, scenarioized by Jack Cunningham and directed
by Wallace Worsley, has to do with the
love adventures of a young society wife
whose life is made up of things frivolous
and the pursuit of fleeting pleasures. Levity changes to more earnest purpose when
she meets a handsome young clergyman
whose mission is the uplift of the poor.
Earnestness, in turn, soon develops into a
fascination for the cleric. A crisis arises
for these two playthings of passion; the
clergyman is thrown face to face with a
critical situation, the only solution for
which lies in a tremendous sacrifice, which
forms what is described as a strikingly
startling climax to the play.

"Rowdy Ann"
"Rowdy Ann" is the title for the second
of the Christie Special releases in two reels,
featuring May Tincher with a special cast.
The title of the feature aptly describes
the leading character in the story, a girl
who was so "rough and western" on a
Wyoming ranch, that her father had to
pack
ished. her off to boarding school to be polWhat happened on the way and ai the
fashionable girls' seminary may be imagined from the first episode in the picture, in which Ann personally licks the
toughest cowboy on the place.

" New Moon " Plays Rivoli
Norma Talmadge's forthcoming Select
Picture, " The New Moon," which is one
of the three attractions that will be released
by Select during May, was booked May 11
at the Rivoli theatre in New York, while
other advance Metropolitan bookings include the entire Loew circuit beginning
with May 19, the Goodwin theatre in Newfor the week
of May
Troy ark theatre
on June
1, 2,18,3 and
and Proctor's
4.
This early demand for play dates on
Miss Talmadge's latest Select production
greatly surpasses the number of advance
bookings on any of her recent pictures.

Motion
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Louisville Exchange Moves
to New Quarters
The Big Feature Rights Corporation of
Louisville, Ky., has finished moving into
its new home in the National Theatre
Building, Walnut between Fifth and Center. This building occupies an entire block
and the Big Features has the entire second and third floors. It shares the building
with B. F. Keith's National Theatre. The
house is new, built a few years ago at a
cost of $300,000. The Big Feature Rights
has quarters that could not be surpassed,
with ample room and every convenience.
The offices will be handsomely decorated
and equipped. As the Big Feature Rights
First National Exhibitors' Cirholdscuitthe
franchise for Kentucky and Tennessee,
this is also the First National's " Old Kentucky Home " and " Down in Sunny Tennessee "address.
Tom

Bret Writes

Titles for

" Topical Tips "
Topical Tips, half-reel humorous titles
containing newspaper clippings and celebrated sayings of Tom Bret who was associated with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in
writing Metro-Drew and Paramount Drew
titles, are being produced by the Topical
Tips Company, of 220 West 42nd Street.
H. A. Klein, general manager of the Topical Tips Company announces the sale of
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
to the First National Exchange of Pittsburg; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey to the First National Exchange
of Philadelphia and Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia, North Carolina and District of
Columbia to Sidney B. Lust of Washington,
' D. C.

Oriental
Incense

3 Boxes 3 Varieties
Sent Parcels Post for $1.00
The burning of fragrant Incense Is an ancient
Oriental custom which has become very
popular
In America.
In
the home
its fragrance suggests purity
and luxury. In the apartment It dispels the
odor of cooking. In the sick room It refreshens and soothes. People who travel
find It delightful for creating a fragrant atmosphere In the strange room.
Its charm is fascinating. A stick a day
keeps
the
Its subtle, blues
delicateaway.
aroma soothes and charms
the
senses.
Just clip out this advertisement and pin a
dollar bill to It, or send only your name and
address with S1.00 enclosed. We will send
you
by Parcel
3 Boxes;
Varieties
Egyptian
Lotus, Post
Arabian
Spice, 3 and
Orange—
Flower. Do it now.
References
— Any Los Angeles
Bant
J. H. MINASSIAN
AND CO.
Dept. E, 802 So. Flgueroa St., Los Angeles

"The

Lady
of the
Going
BigDugout"

The Al Jennings film, which is titled
" The Lady of the Dugout," is receiving a
very warm reception in many parts of the
country, and reports received at the
Los Angeles office from Manager Hoffman
of the Pioneer Film Company of New
York, indicate the picture will become one
of the six best sellers of the year in this
eastern territory. " The Lady' of the Dugout " has been booked to all the houses of
the Marcus Loew circuits.
A portion of the country has already
heen sold, Mr. Jennings reports, New England having been bought by Louis B. Mayer, Oklahoma by First National, California,
Arizona and Nevada by M. & R. of San
Francisco and Los Angeles; and western
Pennsylvania and Virginia to a Pittsburgh
firm.
The sales department of the Al Jennings
Film Company has been placed in charge of
Harry Owens, formerly manager of the
Paramount-Artcraft exchanges in Atlanta,
New Orleans and Dallas.
Has

New

Idea to Exploit
Feature
A departure from the usual methods of
announcing forthcoming attractions has
been made by Arthur H. Sawyti and Herbert Lubin, of S-L Pictures, in connection
with their first production "Virtuous
Men." The usual slides announcing the
coming of new attractions will be replaced
by film trailers. These trailers will carry
the entire main title of the produuion,
which introduces E. K. Lincoln and Ralph
Ince, together with flashes of a few of the
biggest scenes in the production. An announcement, stating " Virtuous Men " is
coming
this theatre next week," will
close thetotrailer.
James

Burke

Returns

After

Weeks'
JamesTwo
L. Burke,
special Tour
representative
for Frank G. Hall's picture interests, returned to the New York offices of Independent Sales Corporation this week after
a two weeks' tour of the Film Clearing
House exchanges covering the territory
east of Denver. On this trip, Mr. Burke
made special inquiries from representative
exhibitors in this territory concerning the
prospective and actual bookings on the
Rothapfel Unit Programme.. He reports
that all are awaiting the Programme with
keen expectation. Mr. Burke reports, also,
that special features are in big demand
and that open booking is gradually forging
ahead of the program.
Minter Picture Being Cut
" Yvonne from Paris," a comedy-drama
in which Mary Miles Minter soon will be
presented by the American, is in the cutting-room, and reports from the " Flying
A " studios indicate that it bears all the
earmarks of a record-breaker. It was written by Joseph Franklin Poland, prepared
for the screen by Frank Howard Clark,
and directed by Emmett J. Flynn.

Picture

News

" White Heather " Opens
at the Rialto
Maurice Tourneur's latest production,
"The White Heather," had its premiere at
the Rialto Theatre the week of May 4.
This is another distinct honor for Mr.
Tourneur as one of the foremost independent producers since each of his productions has had its premiere at either the
Rialto or Rivoli theatres. "Sporting Life"
and
"Women" both had their premiere at
the Rivoli.
Unusual interest is attached to the production for a number of reasons: First,
because it is the first production coming
from Mr. Tourneur in months; second, it
is the first picture made by the director in
California; and is described as the best
melodrama of the creator of "The Whip,"
"Sporting
and other Life,"
screen "Alias
thrillers.Jimmy Valentine"

the Money
Says Johnson's
Feature

Gets

Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the
South Seas," released by Robertson-Cole
through Exhibitors' Mutual, has been drawing such exceptional audiences everywhere
it is declared that the home office of Exhibitors' Mutual was shocked last week
upon receipt of a letter from George
Bearse, of the Superba theatre, Toledo,
Ohio, in which he registered a complaint.
This is what Mr. Bearse had to say:
" I have a kick to make to you. Why
didn't Martin Johnson start after more
South sea pictures sooner than he did? I
have run nearly all the big pictures to
date, but at advance admission prices I
got more money out of " Cannibals of the
South Sea' than any other three pictures I
ever played."
Morris Rose Back from
Middle West Trip
Morris Rose, president of the Pioneer
Film Corporation is back in New York
after several weeks' absence in the Middle
West.
The chief object of Mr. Rose's trip was
accomplished when he concluded negotiations by which the Pioneer acquires the
rights to a production which it is stated
will equal if not surpass the record of some
of
the largest features as .a box office attraction.
Mr. Rose said that at present he was not
prepared to make the details of the deal
public.
Normand

Cast

Cited

A cast of exceptional merit has been assembled it is said for Mabel Normand's
newest Goldwyn picture, " When Doctors
Disagree," which is scheduled for release
May 25.
production was directed -by Victor
L. The
Schertzinger.
In the cast are Walter Heirs, Fritzie
Ridgway, Alec B. Frances, George Nichols
and James Gordon.
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Special

Dorothy

Dalton

EXHIBITORS who are going to show
Dorothy Dalton in " The Lady of Red
Butte " will do well to bear in mind that
here she appears in one of the sort of productions in which she won her first real
fame — pictures of the western type and of
•a generation past. It was largely in this
sort of pictures that she appeared for Triangle and which formed the basis of her
popularity. Therefore the character of
the production ought to be made clear in
all of your advertising.
You have here a title that in itself is
suggestive of the sort of picture, and your
advertising should be largely built around
pictures of Miss Dalton in western garb.
One of the principal characters is a young
theological student whose mind has given
away until he has become a fanatic and
we would largely keep pictures of him out
of the advertising, because their use may
lead to the wrong impression that this is
a religious or allegorical production. Tell
enough story to show its happy ending.
There is a cast of well known players
here, and if you have already shown " For
Better, For Worse " you know what a hit
little May Garcia made as the crippled girl
in that picture. She again has a prominent
part in this one and the children appeal
should be made particularly strong as it
affords a contrasting picture of the sort
of woman Miss Dalton interprets.
THIS is the plot : First we are shown
the scenes where Webster Smith while
working on a thesis on religious tolerance
loses his mind under the strain and becomes areligious fanatic and starts out to
reform the world. Then we are shown
Red Butte where Faro conducts the saloon

Service

m

Section

"Lady

on

of

and dance hall and at the same time is
a good woman and Jhe mother of the
homeless children of the settlement, one
of whom, Sugar Plum, is crippled.
To this settlement comes the evangelist,
weak from his travels and suffering from
thirst and it is Faro who ministers to him
and gives him water. Partially recovered,
physically,
criesin out
" All
ye
who arehesick
mindto the
and crowd,
body, come
and be healed." Faro Fan, her heart contered in the little crippled girl, takes him
literally and goes for the child, but by
the time she has returned the fanatic has
learned that she runs the saloon and curses
her, refusing to touch the child.
Later, after the fanatic has built his
church, Spanish Ed, a renegade, comes
stumbling into the town, with a contagious
fever. But Faro Fan, with her big heart,
takes care of him, and her own kind deed
helps to spread the infection, her little
wards being among the sufferers.
It is then that the evangelist becomes
more violent and standing before the
church declares that God is going to purge
the town with fire and that only the
church will be saved. But it is not his
prayers that bring the flames, but Delicate
Hanson, who in his wild fear of the fever
tries to disinfect his saloon by burning
alcohol and sets the building afire.
FAN rushes out at that moment to denounce the fanatic who is praying death
for her sick children, and then her prayers
are answered for the wind is turned across
the street and wipes out the church while
her own place is saved. But her peace is
short-lived, the night of brooding over the
loss of the church determining Smith that

Red

Butte

" the wicked shall not survive " and he
rushes to Fan's home where a fight follows. She strikes him over the head and
the blow returns sanity.
Then he joins_ Fan in nursing the sick
children and when the food is exhausted
he starts on the trip across the desert
for a new supply. While he is away, Spanish Ed, crazed by the fever and the
liquor that he has found in the ruins,
breaks
the her
woman's
quarters With
and
starts to into
consume
water supply.
a clever trick she gets his gun and drives
him away, though he threatens " Sometime
youShehave
to the
sleep,vigil,
thenthough
I get half
you." crazed
keeps
for sleep and at the same moment Spanish
Ed is trying to climb in at the back door
falls to his death while Smith hammers
against the front door. Thinking the latter the Spaniard she fired, inflicting only
a flesh wound and herself collapses. With
him Smith had brought a doctor who
assures Fan that the little ones are out of
danger and with that hope there is fully
born a love that replaces the fanaticism
that had ruled Smith's heart.
INCLUDED
the sceneform
pictures
available inamong
advertising
thereandis
a striking picture of Miss Dalton in semiwestern garb that will get attention to
your advertising. There is another of her
wearing the sombrero and a smile on her
face that is equally fetching. Miss Dalton's
personality should be made the eye-catcher
of your displays and the larger cut that
you use the better it will be. Here is a
case wher* you can use a stock cut of the
star, provided it is large and striking.
We would advise devoting one of the

At right and left two pictures that show the true character of Faro Fan, and center panel is a close-up of two of the kiddies, including
" Sugar Plum "
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(Special Service Section)

Picture

News

At left, scene in Faro Fan's gambling hall; at right, the fanatic calls down the wrath of heaven; but in the center, Fan's prayers prevail
displays in advance on the opening to telling the people that Miss Dalton is going to
come back in a western picture, the sort
in which she made her first great hit :
" It's been some time since you've seen
Dorothy Dalton in a western picture. You
remember her in ' The Flame of the Yukon '
and ' Flare Up Sal.' You know the fire that
she puts into her creations. You know that
there's going to be some action when you
see her in a picture of the old West.
" Here she is seen as Faro Fan. She runs
the gambling joint in a western settlement,
yet the woman is strong in her. She cares
for the orphan children, she takes in the
fever stricken renegade, and she saves from
his own ruin the fanatic who cursed her —
to win his love in the end.
" It's a western picture with thrills, with
the emotions tugging all the time at the
heart — and a smile playing in your eyes at
the end."
THEN here are a couple that get into the
more intimate sort of stuff about her
character and the production :
" She was only Faro Fan, and she ran a
gambling house. But she was on the level
and so was everything about the place. ' My
father was proud of the place and I promised him I'd hold on to it,' and she did.
There wasn't anything crooked about the
joint and there wasn't anything crooked
about the girl.
,
"
Everybody
knew
it
except
the
whom she aided in his distress. evangelist
Then as
she trusted him and brought to him a
crippled orphan to be cured, as he had promised, he turned on her and cursed her. He
called on heaven to wipe out the town with
fire, but the flames turned from her gambling hall and destroyed his church.
" He was a crazed fanatic and she saved
him, just as she saved everyone else. You'll
wonder why she did after she had to club
him over the head — but love was a wonderful thing in those frontier days of the West
— and it is a wonderful thing now as your
heart will tell you when you witness the
climax of this picture."
And this:
" She was ' Mother Goose ' to her four
little orphan wards. Out in the world she

the
tions are written
iceh SecServwit
Eose Special esti
THES
ng
to exof sugg
purp
hibitors how to get the most
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
studying the pictures and the best
. Won'
you
themthat
exploiti
way
you t made
anyng use
let usof know
here and the original ideas that you
have used in putting over this picture of any others?

was Faro Fan. When the kiddies ' played
church ' they wanted her to be their Angel
— and she was an angel to them and all the
afflicted. She was an angel to the fanatic,
too, until he learned that she ran the gambling hall.
" Then he called down the fires of heaven
that her place might be wiped out, but instead the flames swept the winds from her
and destroyed his church. HER'S were
the prayers that prevailed, and when sanity
came to this evangelist he knew how wrong
he had been — how wonderful she — but the
greatest of happiness was not denied him —
for Faro Fan left nothing but sunshine and
smiles in her path."
HERE is a selling argument that shows
you how different this is from the
average picture :
" This is a western picture in which a
single shot is fired — that one by Faro Fan
at the man she had come to love — fired
when she thought that she was saving her
little wards from an insane Mexican.
" Dorothy Dalton has the role of a girl
who ran the gambling hall because it has
been her father's pride. Every cent that
was lost there was lost ' on the square.'
She'sthe onlevel.
the job to see that everything is
on
"In her home she is a real angel to four
orphan kiddies and when she hears the
evangelist cry ' Come and be healed ' she
takes the crippled little child to him only
to have a curse visited on her head. She
takes in a fever-crazed renegade only to
have him seek her life.
" She hears the fires of heaven called
down upon ' her — and she prays — and hers
are prayers that were answered. She wins

over everything — she, just Faro Fan — and
you'll agree that the Fates were just right.
" And thrills — lots of them. Action — all
the time. Then little catches in the throat
and a big broad smile of happiness at the
end.
" Different sort of a western picture?
You said it. And Dorothy Dalton makes
it all the more charming."
THEN
shorttakeones,
though space,
we would
much some
rather
sufficient
even
if the matter is used in small type to get
the broader selling argument over :
" Queen of a gambling hall — Queen of
children's hearts — Queen of the man who
once cursed her — when the cloud of fanaticism lifted and the sunshine of love stole
" Owner of a gambling hell, and protector
of orphans. Cursed by an evangelist and
through."
his redeemer. Prayed against as something
evilunderstand
and saved such
by Heaven
itself.from
It's mere
hard
to
a character
words, but that's the sort of a girl Dorothy
Dalton is in ' The Lady of Red Butte.' "
" The Sabbath was ' just another day ' in
Red Butte until the fanatic came along. He
visited his curse on Faro Fan who ran the
gambling hall — but the curse was of ho avail
for every day was the Sabbath in her heart
of hearts. It's Dorothy Dalton in the
strangest western picture that you ever saw,
one filled with thrills that leaves you brimming over with pure delight."
" The story of a fanatic who went out to
redeem the world and who himself was redeemed by the Vonderful faith and love
for the world of a woman whom he knew
only as the ke»rer of a gambling hall —
theIfLady
you ofuseRedtheButte."
circular letter plans to
your patrons, we would mould this along
the selling lines that we gave you on
another page for the "different" sort of a
picture and then add:
"You've seen Dorothy Dalton in a lot of
different kinds of pictures. Although this
is a western it is still ' different.' We are
anxious to find out which ones you like the
best, so come and see this one — and then
tell us your choice. You are sure to enjoy
' The Lady of Red Butte ' while you are
making up your mind."
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Two typical zriezvs of Miss Dalton in " The Lady of Red Butte," an d in the center, the attack of the Mexican, whose life she had saved

in Display
Dignity
PERSONALITY of the star should dominate all of your newspaper advertising and your lobby as well. The inclination may be strong on the part of some exhibitors to build the front of .i gambling
hall into the lobby, but unless 3-our house
makes the most sensational sort of an appeal we wouldn't do it. That will certainlv
leave the impression that Dorothv Dalton
has the role of a bad woman in this proHucion, when the opposite is true.
We would rather carry out the idea of
the title by getting a large number of circular cardboards and affixing to each of
these a picture of Miss Dalton. You will
fine a most attractive one of her as she
appears in real life on one of the one
sheets and from the three sheet you will
be able to take another head of her with
the expression of sorrow on her face. A
large number of these suspended from the
ceiling of the lobby just above the heads
of the patrons will get lots of attention.
Lighting for the lobby at night should
be in red to carry out the idea, and. if you
have a changeable sign we would use the
red globes for the name of the star and
the title of the picture.
Pictures of Miss Dalton should be plentifully displayed in the lobby, especially
some of the scenes showing her with the
little children. Here is a star that has
been before you long enough for you to
have been making a collection of pictures
of her in her various roles, and if you have
done this there is nothing that will attract
more attention.
IK the advertising, especially the larger
displays, we would take occasion to mention the supporting players, because this
comes
near webeing
" all starthe"
cast. mighty
Elsewhere
havea real
mentioned
emphasis to be placed on little May Garcia.
Thomas Holding, who has the role of
the fanatic, is one of the best known of
leading men, and is probably a favoritte in
your section. He has appeared with Pauline Frederick, Clara Kimball Young, Mme.
Petrova, and in several of the all-star offerings.

and

You

Good

Music

KID APPEAL
Have a New Child Star
in This Picture

thate isto likely
to bringis nothi
more ngpeopl
your
THERE
theatre than to tell them that
there is a human child appeal
in the picture. In this case you have
a chance to go further because this is
a little player of whom no one has
ever seen unless you have played
" For Better, For Worse " and then
although she must have attracted
attention her name was not listed in
the cast.
If you use the letter form tell them
there about little May Garcia who
has the role of " Sugar Plum." If
you don't use that form, prepare an
entertaining story for the new columns. It will be read and it will
bring business. You can use a line
like this:
"Every one who loves children
will feel well compensated after they
have seen the smile of little. May
Garcia — it is the most appealing little bit that the screen has seen.
Come and see her and make up your
own mind whether she's going to be
one of the screen's great stars some
If you did play " For Better, For
Worse " call attention to the fact
that she played the little girl who
was
day."crippled by an automobile in
that picture. Everyone will remember her.
Tully Marshall is easily in the front rank
of character actors. He attracted his rirst
great attention on pictures with TriangleFine stars
Arts,inwhere
had 'big Since
roles with
the
those hepictures.
then all
he
has been appearing in most of the Famous
Players-Lasky all-star casts. William
Courtright and Joseph Swickard are almost equally well known for their character work.

Used
Be
Should
THIS picture should be given a setting
of comedy in the remainder of the
bill. For the overture there should be used
one of the brighter selections — if you play
grand opera music for that number. Otherwise a medley of some of the old time
songs will go mighty well here.
Drop in your news weekly or educaional and introduce a song as' the prologue
for the feature. " Mighty Lak a Rose,"
"Ave
Maria"
or "Thethat
Magic
Your Eyes''
are three
selections
are of
available
for a
female voice, and for a male we would suggest "Little Mother of Aline." In case the
latter is used, carry it into the picture as
the secondary theme where the children
are shown.
A considerable part of this feature has
to be played to action, especially for the
most of those where the fanatic is shown in
action. "Crafty Spy" can well be used
for the scenes of the Mexican. The theme
should be introduced first when the girl
takes the water to the fainting preacher,
and then should not be introduced again
until' the point after he has been struck
over the head and love comes to be evidenced. For this theme use a high class
melody, such as Grunfeld's "Romance,"
"Love's Melody," Fiblich's "Poem," "Even
Song" or "I Love You Truly."
By the way, there can be a striking effect
secured during the scenes of the burning
tozvn by having flashes of red on the sides
of the screen and the footlights up in red.
If you have not used "Little Mother of
Mine" as the song before the feature, then
try Kevin's "Lullaby." There is another
scene where the girl is keeping the vigil
where "In the Twilight" will be most acceptable. While we are not undertaking to
select the music for you here, we are making these suggestions so that you will get
a high class score for this offering. It is
a case where music can add much to the
Theatres using a second orchestral numpicture.
ber should then employ selections from one
of the lighter comic operas, and close the
bill with a corned}-, preferably one full of
action.
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Willard

Stars

Big Special Seven Reel Production
Nearly Ready in Which Heavyweight Champion Has Active
Star Role
THE Continental Corporation announces
that Jess Willard, heavyweight
champion of the world, has finally sucsumbcd to the screen and in a few weeks
will be seen in a big, seven-reel production,
the title of which is to be announced
shortly.
Arrangements are now being made for
the distribution of the feature and for a
national advertising and publicity campaign.
Several independent distributing organizations are said to be bidding for the privilege
of handling this picture, which is being
made by the Continental Pictures Corporation of Chicago.
This latter organization is said to be
made up of a number of big steel and
banking interests of the Middle West, who
it is understood have' placed unlimited
funds back of the project to insure a production of exceptionally high order. Fred
L. Wilks, a successful business man of
Chicago, is president of the company. The

For

cjfyeJd
Pictures

Chicago offices of the new organization are
in the Continental & Commercial Bank
Building and the New York offices in the
Fitzgerald Building.
Arline Pretty, who is well remembered
for her work in Vitagraph productions and
also as leading woman for Douglas Fairbanks, is playing opposite the champion in
the principal feminine role. The production is being made under the direction of
Harry Revier, formerly with Jesse L. Lasky
and the director of numerous big, special
pictures, among a number of Petrova productions.
Work on the production was started
several weeks ago in Chicago and Willard,
with his entire supporting company, is now
in Los Angeles completing it. Interiors
are being made at the Brunton studio, but
as the picture is almost entirely an out-ofdoors product, the greater part of Willard's work is being done in the open.
The story of the play is being kept a
secret, but the statement is made that it
is a big subject with some of the most
massive scenes ever shown in a picture,
three thousand people being employed
throughout the production.

McClure
to Produce Series of Two-Reelers
OFFICIAL announcement comes from
rendering in the production of the series
A. Blaikie Dick, treasurer of McClure
has enabled McClure Productions to give
the stories the most unique and unexampled
Productions, Inc., of a new series of tworeel pictures to be produced under the
settings. Scenes are laid in places where
no civilian has ever before been allowed
name of the Silver Chevron Series, telling
the thrilling story in fiction form of the
to set his foot, it is said. Properties are
drama, romance and gigantic achievement
used which
the Kaiser's
spiestheir
spentlives
thou-to
sands of dollars
and risked
behind the development of America's fightget a glimpse of and fathom their secrets.
ing machine to its present-day efficiency.
Stories of bomb plots and other desperate
The pictures are being made under the
official sanction and with the co-operation
efforts of Germany's agents to prevent
of the War Department. For the first time
America from being a factor in the war —
in pictorial form they will show what the facts heretofore forbidden to be published
silver chevron and the mighty army of — are said to have been provided from ofAmerican workers did to win the war.
ficial records for use in this series.
While each picture in the Silver Chevron
They will reveal America's most closely
guarded war secrets.
Series will be a complete drama in itself,
The heroine in each one of the pictures
there will be a well defined connecting link
will be Alice Mann, who has appeared in between all the pictures.
several Vitagraph and Paramount releases,
notably in support of Taylor Holmes. Miss
Announces
Features Are
Mann has also scored successes in comedies, in which she appeared with Larry
Semon and Roscoe Arbuckle.
Doing Big Business
The first picture in the series, which is
With George Beban in " Hearts of Men "
now in process of production, is called
and
" Theentire
Lady Marcus
of the Loew
DugoutCircuit
" signed
for
the
of
" The Yellow Eel " and introduces the
theatres,
the
New
York
Exchange
of the
mysterious character by that name who
Pioneer Film Corporation entered upon the
figures in the whole series.
While the background of the Silver
biggest week of it's history recently.
Chevron Series will be one of the facts,
These two pictures in addition to the
each picture will be a full fledged movie
new Pioneer release " Virtuous Sinners "
tale in fiction form, involving the elements
and the Craig Kennedy serial " The Carter
of mystery, romance, and dramatic situaCase," are cleaning up in the New York
tions. McClure scenario writers have been
territory it is said in such a manner as
to show conclusively what can be done
working on the series for weeks and have
with pictures that are actually first class
completed the bulk of the stories. The
assistance which the War Department is in every respect.

Picture

News

Places Burlingham's in
Foreign Countries
President Paul Cromelin of the InterOcean announces the conclusion of contracts in behalf of the Frederick Burlingham Travel Series in many parts of the
world.
The most important sale was for Great
Britain, through Managing Director Taylor of the London Inter-Ocean office. The
Paris branch has placed this series for
France and Belgium.
Louis Brock of the home office has sold
the series in Japan and Cuba and their
closure for a number of South American countries is expected shortly by this
member of the Inter-Ocean staff.
The New York Sunday World gave a
full page in its Sunday magazine to the
Burlingham pictures under the heading,
" How to Get Killed On the Alpine Peaks."
The " touching the high spots " still used in
a recent issue of this trade paper was the
feature of the newspaper's illustrative layout.
" What Inter-Ocean has done with the
Burlingham films gives the lie to the contention that the foreign market will only
accept drama and comedy," said President
Cromelin, in announcing the deals mentioned above.
Harry

R. Guest Joins Nelson Productions
Harry R. Guest, for the past three years
publicity representative for the John H.
Kunsky Corporation, controlling ten of Detroit's photoplay theatres, has resigned to
connect himself with H. N. Nelson, of Nelson Productions, Inc., in the capacity of
scenario writer and assistant to Mr. Nelson. Mr. Guest won considerable prominence in film and amusement circles of
Michigan through his editorial work on
John
Kunsky's Inc.,
Weekly
Film News.
Nelson H.Productions,
are entering
upon
a new field of advertising film with which
they plan to cover the United States. The
films are called " Posed from Life Photoplaylets," and Mr. Guest will supply the
endless quantity of original stories that will
be required for this enterprise.
Stewart's

Mother

Sees

" Mary Regan "
Mrs. Martha Stewart, mother of Anita
Stewart, the movie star, journeyed all th;
way across the continent to witness the
first public presentation of her daughter's
latest
at the
Strand production,
Theatre, New" Mary
York.Regan,"
She made
the
trip despite the protests of Anita and was
one of the first in line at the Strand Theatre entrance yesterday afternoon.
Until a year ago Mrs. Stewart never
missed a first performance of any of her
daughter's pictures, but she missed the only
two
far produced
by Miss
own thus
company.
When the
first Stewart's
of these,
" Virtuous Wives," was given its premiere
in New York, Mrs. Stewart was in Los
Angeles, having gone there for her health.
She was still at the coast when the second production,
was shown
here. " A Midnight Romance,"

May
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Reports Solid Bookings on
Frohman Feature
W. E. Aechtler and Edward F. Farrell
of the Major Film Corporation of Boston
called at the office of the Frohman Amusement Corporation and reported that the
production, " Once to Every Man," is
booked solid to the middle of July in the
states of Massachusetts and Connecticut,
and that the}- have not as yet even attempted to accept bookings in the remainder
of the six New England states. Mr. Farrell stated that the women patrons of the
theatres have taken to the attraction to the
same extent as the men.
While at the office Farrell and Aechter
closed for the entire series of Texas
Guinan two-reel Westerns and the Mack
Swain Comedies.
George Orth Organizes
Mars Films
George Orth, who was recently honorably
discharged from the photographic detachment of the arm}-, has organized the Mars
Film Corporation to produce one-reel comedies and five-reel features under his personal direction. One of the first to be produced will be " Fine Gold," written by
Paul Price.
The supporting cast will include George
Ross, Miss M. Block, Bert Baumell, Gladys
Core and many others. Negotiations ft>r
release are being made with some of the
large releasing companies.
Pioneer to Release Films
This Summer
The Pioneer Film Corporation in spite
of the fact that it is more or less general
practice on the part of picture distributors
to withhold their bigger pictures until autumn, intends to offer during the summer
it is said a long list of special attractions.
It is expected that the exhibitor will welcome this step with gratification. With
the latest Pioneer specials available it is
said at his local exchange the theatre manager will find that his problem of securing
hig pieRnSsa Bering the summer season will
be partly solved.
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Inter-Ocean Projection
Room Opened
This room was conceived for the purpose of
entertaining visitors in refined surroundings,
special attention having been devoted to tne
decoration, lighting, ventilation, furnishing, etc.,
in connection with perfect projection, that was
in reality the main objective. The architects
planned the room so that length, width, and height
are all properly balanced, rendering a rather
stately appearance. With this foundation, the
problem 01 interior Decoration was taken up with
one of the leading firms, who submitted studies
for color schemes and furnishings. The walls are
pannelled
in therichly
French
Louis XVI
between Pilasters,
ornamented
with style,
caps and
other delicate designs in plaster relief. The
cornice has also several members of this same
relief work, of a character to attract attention
to its richness of design. The wall panels are
decorated with a mauve color mottled in effect,
with the surrounding stiles, mouldings, etc., in
complimentary
colors. inAllsoftthepastel
casteshades,
relief while
ornamentation isdecorated
here and there a flat is striped in a soft old blue.
The entire work is glazed rendering a very beautiful, quiet, rich effect, and restful surrounding.
The flooring is a special cork production laid in
diagonal squares, with parting strips in ivory, and
toning beautifully as a part of the entire color
scheme.ositionGreat
care devoted
to the
propand the result
is all that
couldlighting
be desired.
There are four concealed lights in the ceiling,
these being covered by glass bowls with etched
design, that was made to confirm with the period
of the room. Rich caste old gold frames hold the
bowls
position.of On
theredesign,
are manylightingin brackets,
old the
gold walls
delicate
with
small
back
panels
of
old
blue
and
ivory
wood. The miniature silk shades over the Wedgecandles
are made of orange color silk, lined with purple
silk, offering
a mellow
ventilating system
installedexquisite
offers effect.
constantThechange
of air and the visitor also finds that he is not
disturbed by annoying reflections when viewing
pictures.
The furnishings consist of a very luxurious
divan atform. the
rear leather
of the was
room,dyed
raisedto on
a platA special
harmonize
with the walls and was utilized for this divan,
and on many chairs ; selected with great care so
as to meet the comfort of the guests. While the
chairs are of various sizes, they are all finished
alike in enamel, some being covered in the
leather, and others in an old blue and gray
damask. There are also many small delicate
memoranda tables, telephone equipment, etc.
One of the most effective results is the manner
in which the screen is set. A deep purple velvet
was deemed most advisable as a draping for this
purpose, and after position was determined, great
care was taken to employ only a sufficient amount
of
as not toof overcome
the " balance
of velvet,
the colorso scheme
the Auditorium,
and yet"
do justice to the screen as a setting.

" Reclaimed " Sells Rights
Alpha Pictures announces that it has sold
ihe rights for "Reclaimed" in the tetrritory
of New England, to the Major Film Corporation of Boston.
The Metropolis Comedies were sold Lb
the same concern also for the New England territory.

Executives

on Sales Trip

for " Virtuous Men "
Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L Pictures left
New York this week for a trip in the interests of " Virtuous Men," the special film
production sponsored by Herbert Lubin
and himself. Mr. Sawyer will carry with
him two prints of " Virtuous Men," and
has arranged for special screenings in Boston, his first stop. After exhibiting the
production
starring
K. Lincoln
NewEngland state
rightE.buyers,
Mr. to
Sawyer
will arrange for an extended run of the
picture at one of the leading theatres in
that city. After covering New England,
he will embrace in his itinerary practically
all of the states west of Denver.
Bert Lubin of the S-L selling forces also
left New York for a tour of the northwestern states in the interests of " Virtuous Men." He will make his first stop at
Minneapolis, Minn.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin report an
unusual number of sales in connection with
their picture, and it is believed that the entire country will be disposed of within the
next three weeks.

"When

My Ship Comes
In " Reported Popular
Reports from the branch managers of
Independent Sales Corporation and Film
Clearing House, and the exhibitors
throughout the country, to Frank G. Hall,
president, indicate that Mr. Hall's late release on the 10-20-30 series, " When My
Ship Comes In," a screen version of Gouverneur Morris' novel of the same name,
starring Jane Grey, with Nigel Barrie and
William J. Kelly in support, is one of the
most popular of the series. Addition prints
have been sent out by the Film Clearing
House, New York, so great has been the
demand for this picture, it is said. Mr.
Hall announces that "' When a \\ oman
Strikes," a western melodrama with allstar cast including Ben Wilson, Rosemary
Theby, Neva Gerber and Murdock MacQuarrie, the special to follow " When My
Ship Comes In," on the 10-20-30 series, is
a picture from which he expects good returns for the exhibitor, as it is action from
introduction to the final fade-out.
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Pronounce
Hall Series Big Success
Exhibitors Throughout This Country
and Abroad Enthusiastic Over
Popular Features, It Is Claimed
FRANK G. HALL'S series of 10-20-30
releases, now numbering six, are meeting with big success throughout this country and abroad, according to reports received from representative exhibitors. Mr.
Hall launched the 10-20-30 series with the
idea of giving the exhibitor a good picture,
with box-office attraction and a popular
star, at a rental price within the reach of
the smallest house.
The manner in which this series is goingover in some of the largest cities is set
forth in the letter received by Mr. Hall,
published in the trade press, from Harry
Crandall, the owner of seven of WashingGerald F. Bacon will
ton, D. C, largest motion picture theatres.
Salesproduce
Corp. for Independent
In this letter Mr. Crandall states that one
distribution of Mr. Hall's special releases,
of the 10-20-30 series, " Suspense," starring
Molly King, was played first-run in his
including " Wanted for Murder," starring
Knickerbocker theatre, because, as he exElaine Hammerstein and Lillian Hall; "A
Romance of the Air," starring Lieut. Bert
pressed it, " the picture was too good to
Hall, famous American Ace; "the Littlest
play
his
smaller
houses."
Before the year is up, Mr. Hall will have
Scout," a J. Stuart Blackton production;
released twelve of these special attractions
" The Other Man's Wife," starring Stuart
at the 10-20-30 rentals. Six have already
Holmes and Ellen Cassidy, and " A House
been released and are now before the public
Divided," Mr. Hall's most recent release on
the special program, produced under the
of this country and abroad. The Independent Sales Corporation, of which Mr.
personal supervision of Commodore Blackton and starring Herbert Rawlinson and
Hall is president, is releasing this series
Sylvia Breamer. The screen version was
and the physical distribution is being hanmade by Anthony Paul Kelly from the
dled by the Film Clearing House, Inc., of
English novel by Ruth Holt Boucicault.
which Mr. Hall is supervising director.
These two companies are also handling the It is shown in six reels.
Mack
Swain Completes
THE Frohman Amusement Corporation
distributing the Mack Swain comedies
on the state right basis announce that the
first two productions have been completed,
and that the release of these attractions
commenced May 10.
There will be 26 productions, released
one every other week, and the demand for
these comedies justifies the officials of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation in believing that the entire country will be disposed of within a maximum period of ten
days.
The Mack Swain comedies are announced
at an opportune time. There appears to
be a dearth of single and double-reel comedies, which fact is brought home by the
fact it is said that exhibitors throughout
the country are compelled to book re-issue
short reel productions.
Moss

Books

Educational

" Gypsies of the Arctic," a single-reel
subject from the library de luxe of the
Educational Films Corporation, has been
booked by B- S. Moss for use with the
showing of " The Unpardonable Sin " at
the Broadway Theatre for the length of
the run.
The subject is said to contain some very
unique camera shots of a herd of five thousand reindeer swimming across the mouth
of a river in Lapland. The strong current
bends the solid formation of swimming
animals into a great bow extending far
out into the water.

Two
New
Comedies
The Swain Comedies will not be of the
slapstick variety, that is nothing savoring
of either the crude or the vulgar will be
shown in any of the productions, and the
stories screened are written largely to suit
the unusual talents of Mr. Swain himself.
The productions are being directed by Walter S. Frederick, who received his original
training as an actor, stage director, manager and author of legitimate attractions.
His screen career was established with
Kalem, Biograph and Keystone.
Harry Leonhardt of the California Theatre, one of the largest and finest institutions on the West Coast, after seeing the
first two productions contracted to play all.
Mr. William L. Sherrill, president of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, is now
on his way East with the first two of these
attractions.
Sam

Behrendt Gets Publicity for Mix
Reports from Los Angeles indicate that
they are giving a great deal of credit to
Sam Behrendt for the immense amount of
publicity he recently secured for Tom Mix.
In the Los Angeles Evening Herald of
April 18, a four column lay-out with striking illustrations showed Tom Mix in
various picturesque attitudes receiving accident insurance to the amount of $300,000.
The insurance for the Fox star covered
head, torso and legs; and the Behrendt
publicity stunt excited widespread comment itis said.

Picture

News

Publicity Man
Pioneer

for

Following the policy of general expansion initiated by General Manager M. H.
Hoffman since he assumed the direction
of the Pioneer Film Corporation, far reaching changes are now being made in the
publicity department of his concern.
To Southard Brown, a motion picture
and theatrical press man of long experience has been given the task of carrying
out these changes and when the work
under way is completed he will take charge
of the department, under the general direction of M. H. Hoffman.
Mr. Brown brings to his new post not
only a first hand knowledge of publicity,
and advertising but is also thoroughly acquainted with the manufacturing and exploitation of film product.
Western Manager
Educationals

Uses

Miller's New California Theatre, Los
Angeles, is another theatre that is using
more than one " Educational " release on
their weekly program. Vice-President E.
W. Hammons has received a copy of the
attractive souvenir booklet for the week of
April 28, which outlines their program.
Under the heading " World Visions "
they have listed the new Robert C. Bruce
scenic, " The Little High Horse," which
they
as " fastnesses
another beautiful
of thedescribe
mountain
of our study
own
Sierras, where few humans have ever penetrated." A new International cartoon,
with the " Shenanigan Kids," supplies the
comedy on the bill.
Sells " Stolen Orders " for
Eastern Pennsylvania
William A. Brady announces the sale of
his bigernpicture,
" Stolen
Pennsylvania
and Orders,"
DelawarefortoEastthe
Metro Film Exchange of Philadelphia.
Robert Lynch, manager of the Ekiladelphia Metro office, will shortly inaugurate
an extensive campaign of exploitation on
behalf of the Brady picture.
This important sale, following on the
heels of that for Illinois to Jones, Linick
and Schaefer, of Chicago, indicates keen
interest and further substantiates the remarkable records, " Stolen Orders " is said
country.
to be rolling up at box-offices all over the
Townley Will See Picture
Louis Meyer, president of the Virginia
Pearson Photoplays, Inc., decided, upon the
completion of Miss Pearson's first feature,
" The Bishop's Emeralds," that he would
cable the author, Captain Houghton Townley, who has been serving in the British
army, that his story had been turned into
picture form.
The cable was as follows : " Bishop's
Emeralds " finished successfully. Sorry
youThree
can't days
see it.later a cable was received
at Mr. Meyer's office at the Theatre Magazine. There was only three words in it :
" Will be there."
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BOYLAN
E VEN
- TENSION
REEL
Forever ends all tension take-up troubles
Increases the life of the lower sprocket over 400 per cent
Patented April 23, 1918

It's all in the " Hub." Otherwise it's a Standard Reel
Does away with the necessity for a take-up friction in the projector itself
The take-up friction
of the projector is set tight so that it cannot slip at all and the tension on the film is entirely taken care
of automatically
by the reel.
It requires no attention whatever on the part of the projectionist.
The tension is ample yet at no time can there possibly be any excessive pull on the film.
has
no springs
or weights or complicated mechanism and can be used on any machine using the standard reels without makingIt
change
Itanyhas
been whatever.
tested out under all kinds of conditions for more than eighteen months.
It will save the projectionist all his present worries from variation in take-up tension, losing the lower loop, etc and will save
the moving
industry
films
throughpicture
excessive
tensionmany thousands of dollars annually through the elimination of the va rious kinds of' damage done to the
INTRODUCTORY PRICES
AUTOMATIC
REEL COMPANY
BOYLAN EVEN-TENSION REEL
203 EVANS BUILDING
14-inch
$3.50 each
10-inch
1.50 each
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ask your nearest dealer

The
THE
SHOULD

OPERATOR
NOT

BE

THE

GOAT

when the sprocket holes tear or the new
film scratches during projection. It is
not his fault, but is caused by particles of
the semi-plastic emulsion deposited on
the tension springs or shoes and causing
increased friction.
Rex

Film

Film

Improved

Renovator

Removes all oil and grime from OLD
film and prevents foggy and blotchy pic-,
tures on the screen from oil soaked film.
Ask your exchange to investigate
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, O.

Projection
are

SPEER
SPEER

Renovator

Prevents this by setting the emulsion
and removing all greenness, and saves
NEW FILM from scratching and tearing.
Rex

Essential Requirements
for

CARBONS

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER
Produce

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work
Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators

Place an order now with your Supply House
" The

Carbons with a Guarantee'*
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor
Film

Stock
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for Theatre Use
UNDOUBTEDLY within the next year or two there
will be a considerable campaign launched to force
the universal use of non-inflammable motion picture
films. This, we all agree, would be an ideal condition if
it were possible and feasible.
In France a law was passed some years ago setting a
certain date after which it was stated that it would be
illegal to use inflammable film anywhere within the country. This date has come and gone and according to authorities well versed in the subject will undoubtedly never be
enforced and will ultimately be repealed or become a dead
letter. Before passing final judgment on this question as it
applies to the United States it may be well to investigate
it rather thoroughly. The- question at the present time is :
Do we need non-inflammable film and why?
As stated in an earlier article on this page, we have
three important places where motion picture film is the
cause of a greater or less risk to human life.
First — In motion picture theatres
Second — In the exchange
Third — In the hands of amateurs m homes, churches,
etc.
THEATRE RISK— At the present time the motion picture theatre is the most important to the industry. It is
through this entertainment end that the business has been
enabled to attain its present size and enjoy its present
prosperity. This prosperity has been built up through the
use of inflammable film. Since the industry started nothing
else has been used. Vast quantities of this film have been
produced and used in making positive prints. On the basis
of 15,000 theatres running 7,000 feet of film a show, we
have over 105,000,000 feet inflammable film actually
shown to the people of the country each day in motion
picture theatres. In addition, there are many times this
number of feet stored away in the vaults of the distributing companies waiting to be released or waiting for
rentals to come in.
This film is handled in such a way that after it leaves
the exchange there is practically no danger whatsoever to
home life, though what small danger there is we will en-

deavor to emphasize. The statute books of every city and
town in the country so thoroughly protect the motion picture patrons that a change-over from inflammable to noninflammable film, though adding absolute guarantee of
safety, is impracticable and unnecessary.
The city codes throughout the country call for fire-proof
booths so built that a reel or so more of film can be burned
inside them without doing the least damage. This is happening throughout the country far more often than we
realize. Smoke is said to be the real danger and the cause
of panic. This may be true, but if the projection room
is properly ventilated and the port holes are properly constructed and the city or town requirements lived up to,
this smoke will be carried away before the audience knows
it. The projection machines offered for theatres, namely,
the Motiograph, Powers and Simplex, are so constructed
that in their use it would be almost impossible for a fire
to start in them, unless the man in charge of the projection
room is grossly careless and allows his projector to run
down and lose that precision and accuracy which is necessary to perfect projection. In order to start a fire, the
film must jam or stop in front of the aperture plate, and
should it catch fire at this point but a foot or so would be
destroyed and it is practically impossible for fire to spread
into the film magazine.
The handling of the film during the time it is going to
and from the theatre and the exchange and during the
time it is being handled in the projection room before and
after it has been used in the projector are the dangerous
periods. It is gross carelessness which alone can cause
trouble. A cigarette butt, a hot radiator, a rheostat or
other unprotected source of heat alone can ignite the film.
These causes of fire should be absolutely eliminated and
can be, but should they be allowed to exist, the individual
who is at fault should be severely punished. These sources
of trouble though altogether too numerous are in reality
of small actual danger, as each projection room is a fireproof vault, from which smoke alone can escape.
Most houses have metal containers into which film is
put when it arrives from the exchange and from which
it is taken a reel at a time when it is actually being placed
in the projection machine. Projection of this kind means
almost absolute safety to the theatre.
The cases of theatre fires which become known to the
audiences while they are still in the theatres are few and
far between. In fact, they are so scarce that we do not
think we will be contradicted when we say that in theatre
•use, inflammable film is so nearly absolutely safe that the
danger from it is negligible.
For these reasons we are not in favor of seeing legislation start which will injure the theatre branch of the
motion picture industry, as an agitation in favor of noninflammable film would do. If carried through this would
mean the destruction of an enormous amount of valuable
property which today is bririging in its return without
causing more than a casual risk. This risk is not, for
example, any greater, if as great, than the use of gasoline and other things which we handle every day without
the least thought.
THE EXCHANGE— The film in the exchange is still
another hazard. This, however, is a matter of storage and
added protection. In the past the exchange buildings have
not been properly constructed or located. The handling of
the inflammable film in them has been careless and the
risks involved unwarranted.
Today this risk is being eliminated rapidly and within
a short time we expect to see all exchanges throughout
the country located in specially constructed buildings with
sprinkler systems, film vaults and other protective devices
which will make inflammable film handled or stored in
them absolutely safe.
E. K. Gillett.
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An Ideal Booth
*T'HE projection booth of the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago, is
A said to be one of the ideal booths of the country. Mr. William A. Karzas, the chief projectionist at the Woodlawn, is a
brother of Andrew Karzas, manager of the beautiful South Side
theatre. The younger Mr. Karzas who is now an active member of Local 110, has been operating since he was old enough
to become a member of the union.

Projection Room, Woodlawn Theatre
The greatest drawing cards at the Woodlawn are the special
effects created by Mr. Karzas. Beautiful dissolves and color
touches made possible through his ingenuity have placed the Woodlawn on a particularly high plane in the estimation of Chicago
patrons.
Mr. Karzas, at the request of the Propection Department, has
consented to furnish plans of several of the devices now in daily
use in his booth.. His magazine signal is shown in this issue of
the News. In future issues will appear his newly developed " selfstopping rewind " and his method of " change-over."

view from Lamphouie

What

Do

You

Think

?

MANY of the questions put forward by some examining boards
when a projectionist applies for a license have been severely
criticised. The objections in most cases have not been made by
the projectionists themselves but by others who are interested in
projecting the very best possible picture.
Those who object to the present precedure may be divided
roughly into two classes first, those that believe in a severe exhaustive examination which, while not going directly into the
various theories of projection, yet goes to the very limit; and
second, those who believe in a general examination on operating
subjeets leaving most computations and intricate diagrams and
connections to be solved by outside experts.
Somewhere between these two extremes there must be a middle
course which should prove acceptable to examining boards everywhere. The Motion Picture News intends, if possible, to discover this middle course for the general benefit of projection and
projectionists. We intend to commence our part, herewith, with
an appeal to projectionists throughout the country.
We want you to write us a letter setting forth what you believe
to be a satisfactory kind of examination for a projectionist's
license. One way of doing this is to assume that you are to hire
an assistant who must be capable of carrying on your work in
case of sickness, absence from the city, etc. Now what would
you want that man to know before you would trust your machines
and projection room to his care? Should he be able to trace out
and explain the entire optical system in all its detail? Or would
you be satisfied if he could name and locate the various lenses
used? Should he be able to point out the magnetic circuits at
work within a compensarc or transformer? Or do you believe
such matters to be beyond the requirements of a projectionist?
These are only a few of the questions that will come to mind
after thinking over the subject for a while.
Many of you projectionists have been before examining boards.
There were probably some questions which were omitted in your
own personal examination that you believe should be asked, as
well as some asked that should not be asked because they are
either too difficult or are not important enough.
Write down what you think on the matter and send it to the
Projection Department. Letters will be printed as speedily as
possible, and from the material, suggestions and criticisms re-
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ceived, the News will formulate what seems to the projectionists
themselves to be the necessary fundamental questions.
But keep this in mind. The idea is not to select specific questions to be asked, for that would be unwise. Any candidate
could then post himself on the standard questions and pass the
examination without trouble. What we are after is a list of the
various subjects which should be covered, together with suggestions as to how thoroughly each subject should be gone into. No
one has a better idea of such things than the projectionists who
are now operating and who have seen the industry grow from an
unimportant one to one of the largest in the country with corresponding severe demands on the knowledge of "the man in the
projection room."
Don't wait until you can find a typewriter. Set your thoughts
down on the first piece of paper that #011 find and mail them to
us. We will do the rest.
Fireproof Booths
THE highly inflammable film generally used in motion picture
machines is always a source of danger from fire. Fire insurance companies accordingly not only make high rates on buildings
in which these machines are used, but in some sections actually
prohibit their use except when enclosed in a fireproof "booth.
In spite of all precautions and safety appliances, these inflammable films are in constant danger of becoming ignited by the
intense hot rays of the light source, or by a hot rheostat carelessly located. And this risk is greatly increased by carelessness
in the use of cigars, matches, etc., in the vicinity of exposed films.
A burning film is unquenchable by water. The fire is self-supporting and spreads with great rapidity, generating an intense
heat and noxious, dense fumes and smoke.
Besides the risk to property and lives from film fires, there is
great danger of a panic if the fire occurs in a crowded place of
amusement. This danger of panic is exceptionally great in the
case of a motion picture film fire as its progress is extremely
rapid.
Laws have been enacted in many states compelling the use of a
fireproof booth or enclosure. Such enclosures take two forms :
those made of asbestos and those made of sheet metal. This
article treats only of booths constructed of material made from
asbestos. In gathering material for this article we enjoyed the
assistance of the engineers of the Johns-Manville Company, a firm
which has shown unusual progressiveness in furthering the application of asbestos and asbestos specialties.
The engineers of the Johns-Manville Company have given a
great deal of thought to the use of asbestos in the theatre. The
booths, therefore, which are described here are the result of experience and experiments.
Asbestos booths as made by the Johns-Manville Company conform to all the requirements of the insurance authorities and the
inspection departments wherever ordinances have been passed
compelling the use of a fireproof booth. A few of the states
which have approved the use of these asbestos booths are
Vermont
New York
Massachusetts
Michigan
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Ohio
Maine
California, etc.
also the National Board of Fire Insurance Underwriters and the
New England Insurance Exchange.
Asbestos Wood Booths
These booths are built of Johns-Manville Transite Asbestos
Wood % mch thick on sides and top and V?, inch thick on floor.
This wood is made of that fibrous mineral — asbestos. It possesses
greater fire-resisting properties than any other material suitable
for booth construction. #Fire and heat have practically no effect
on it. Water will not disintegrate it, even if turned on it while
the wood is hot, and furthermore, it will not warp or shrink.
The framework on which the Transite Asbestos Wood sheets
are mounted is made of heavy angle irons or tees. '
The wise theatre manager will capitalize every possible part of
his theatre equipment. A booth, then, which is so constructed
that it has been passed as safe by the fire underwriters or the
local inspection authorities is an item in which the theatre-going
public should be interested. The need for a fireproof booth is not
so vitally necessary as in years past, due to the advance in pro-
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jection machine construction which includes many safeguards
against fire at least while the film is passing through the machine.
Probably today, a very large proportion of film fires start from
causes outside the machine itself such as loose strips of film on
the floor, setting film containers on rheostat, etc. But fireproof
booths will always be advisable until that time in the quite far
distant future when all film will be non-combustible.

Asbestos Portable Booth
A booth made of asbestos wood of the kind used by the JohnsManville Company can be constructed to conform to the remainder of the theatre. The surface of the booth can be redecorated to harmonize completely with the architecture and fittings of
the house. It need not be conspicuous by its ugly appearance when
compared to its surroundings as is the case with so many booths
in this country today. There is not one single reason why a booth
should be so constructed and located that it gives the appearance
of being stuck in at the last minute after all the rest of the
house has been completed.
Johns-Manville Transite Asbestos Wood Booths have many
advantages over sheet metal booths. Metal booths are liable to
become charged from an electric circuit, or ,r grounded," while the
asbestos used in the construction of these booths is a non-conductor of electricity and such " grounds " cannot occur. These
asbestos booths are much more durable than booths made of
sheet metal. They do not transmit to the auditorium noises incident to the operation of the picture machine.

Asbestos Semi-Portable Booth
A metal booth, on the other hand, acts as a sounding board,
actually augmenting the noises within, thus detracting from the
pleasure of the audience and cheapening the effect of a highclass show.
Asbestos "Portable" Booth
In addition to the Transite Asbestos Wood Booths, the JohnsManville Company also makes a portable, or tent type of booth,
which consists of an asbestos cloth covering over an iron pipe
framework. This asbestos cloth is made by weaving a yarn, spun
from the silky fibres of asbestos, into a heavy fabric which resembles heavy cotton duck. The asbestos cloth fabric is strong and
light and is absolutely fireproof. It is therefore well adapted to
the making of a fireproof booth or enclosure.
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National Anti-Misframe League
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Universal Motion Picture Camera beirg taken up in Observation
Balloon on French Front
(Photograph Copyrighted by Committee on Public Information)
THE

UNIVERSAL

WAS

PUT

TO

TEST

EVERY

By the photographers of the U. S. Signal
Corps who recorded the American participation in the Great War and came
through with flying colors every time. It
was used in the mud and wet of the
trenches on the firing line, in the observation balloons, in the military bases and
camps, and everywhere the signal corps
photographers went, because the Universal was the only motion picture camera
found suitable for over-sea service by the
United States government.
This was not only an honor, but an endorsement of the principles which enter
into the construction of the Universal.
The work which the Universal turned
out for the government is the strongest
testimonial to the value of the camera.
If considering the purchase of a motion
picture camera, learn all about the Universal— the one-piece construction which
assures permanent adjustment, perfect
operation at all times and protection
against displacement through rough
handling and climatic changes. One
large gear controls all moving parts, simplifying the machine, giving the most
efficiency, and making every piece accessible.
There are many unique and valuable features on the Universal which are fully
described in our booklet on the camera.
Write for a copy of this.
BURKE
&
244 Ontario Street

JAMES,

INC.
Chicago

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
iiiitniim«M<iiMiiiii*iitM)'r
Roll of Honor

[

James R. Hodgkin
East Youngstown, Ohio.
Stanley S. Stark
Grand Rapids, Wis.
I. B. Jolley
Lewisville, Texas.
Joseph Stull
Muscle Shoals, Ala.
John C. Creed
Elkin, N. C.
Raymond Longshore
Marion, Ohio.
Leslie F. Clark
..Sedgwick, Kans.
Ben A. Dyer
Mineral Wells, Texas.
Wallace Hayes
Beauxite, Ark.
R. A. Markham
Kosse, Texas.
John
Clydesdale,
Jr.:
111.
Charles Richards
MahoneyOglesby,
City, Pa.
Jas. D. Moore
McComb, Miss.
Crus Dulumback
W. Frankfort, 111.
Kiger M. Burditt
Meridian, Miss.
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Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week
-.

1009
15

Total Membership to date

1024

Notice!
Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Blank for New

League Members

Member's name

Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to
deliver the letters addressed to them.
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LIGHTNING

Changing

CHANGER

does

IMPLY press a button and — Presto — the change comes jingling out
into the metal cup, where it is easily scooped up by the patron.
Compare that with the old way — digging several coins out of a drawer
— counting, handling them — pushing them across the counter to be
scraped up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping the
line waiting — to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which must
happen when change is not^counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically,
at the touch of a button — saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue^ arguments and delavs.
.
It will make change for 1,500 patrons an hour,
without error.
It takes no skill to operate; takes less experience than the old way. Takes little space —
9^x12x13 inches — and weighs only 20
pounds — easily carried.
The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre,
Chicago, recently opened to crowded houses,
has installed two Lightning Changers after
careful comparison with other machines.
Write for descriptive circular No. 25 to
Theatrical Division. You need a Lightning
Changer right away if you want to keep in
the front rank. Write Today
LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO34-36 Lake Street
Chicago
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SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75$ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1337 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Saving Film

Picture

News

Report

A LABOR saving satisfactory film report is the one shown here
submitted by Projectionist Chavey from Greenville, Texas.
This form of blank reduces the labor of writing to a minimum
yet it fulfills all the requirements. By merely checking off the
various " discrepancies," a full report of the condition in which
the film is received may be made a permanent record. As Mr.
Chavey says, "This blank has saved me several times from being
blamed by the exchange for damaged film."
Editor, Projection Department,
Motion Picture News.
I am enclosing a Film Report blank which I have been using
for about two years and it has kept us from paying for films
which from all appearance seemed to have been damaged at our
theatre but which really was in that condition when we received
them. '
Gkuatal AttW0?mpnt (Eampamj
(Srerntrille. tEtxas
FILM

REPORT

Subject
Received From
Showing Date
Inspected
Check Discrepancies Carefully
Oily
YES
YES
Leaders On
Titles On
! NO
GOOD
Sprocket
Holes
Scratched
NO
NO
Patches
GOOD
NO
Water Stained
Bands
|| BAD
YES
NO
Film Sprochet Dented
| YES
Inspected Before Running YES
|
ON
NO
YES
|1 YES
BAD
| YES
Repaired
| OFF

CAMERAMEN,
PRODUCERS,

LABORATORY-MEN
and

Let the

Technical

Department
of

Motion

| NO
| NO

EXPERIMENTERS

Picture

News

Operator
I have been a constant reader of the News for several years
and it certainly has been a great help to me.
I think the projectionists, down in this country have buried their
" Meal Ticket Punch " since I hardly ever get a film now with
many punch holes in the end. But the trade marks of the film
exchanges are as numerous as ever. If we could only get the
exchanges to bury their punches just as we have, everything
would be " peaches in Texas."
I am enclosing a few clippings from Elsie Ferguson's "The
Marriage Price," which Yours
I am very
now running.
truly,
J. A. Chavey, Projectionist,
Crystal Theatre, I. A. Local 548.

Solve Your Problems

New

Submit your questions to the

EDITOR

OF

THE

TECHNICAL

DEPT.

Leader for Ohio

THEOhioillustration
the new
style
Censorshipshows
leader.
Because
of having been the first to suggest the
change from the old style to the one
illustrated here the Photoplay Amusement Company of Columbus, Ohio, was
awarded the first leader. Mr. Maurice Hague of the Ohio Censorship and Mr. Frank Meyer of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation deserve much credit for working out this needed improvement.
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Local 223 Holds First Grand

Movie Ball
the leading evening newspaper gives two columns to
WHEN
the account of a ball it must have been considerable of an
affair. And it was. Everybody fortunate enough to be there says
it was.
Local 223 of Providence, R. I., was behind the event and that's
saying enough. Whatever the Providence Local starts it finishes
with gold plating.
This wonderful Movie Ball was held in the State Armor}', Providence, on Thursday evening, Apirl 24. The proceeds were to be
divided equally between the Fund for the Fatherless Children of
France and the M. P. O. Sick Benefit Fund. While the notables
of the city, state and motion picture world danced and otherwise
amused themselves a band of 25 pieces furnished the finest kind
of music
If you think it was just a local Local affair, listen ! Through
the efforts and magnetism of Picture Censor Police Sergeant Dick
Gamble a host of M. P. stars were enticed to the Rhode Island
city.
AmongLove,
thoseMadge
presentEvans,
were Anita
Olive Loos
Thomas,
Montague*
and Eugene
the Lee O'Brien,
Twins.
The}' proved such a drawing card that practically the whole city
tried to force an entrance into the Armory.
The committee in charge of arrangements consisted of Samuel
Taylor, chairman; William A. Sholes, James A. Foley, Edwin W.
Anthony, Charles J. Duffy, Camille C. Turcotte, and the extraordinary success of the ball was due to the thoroughness with which
they worked out the details.

Notes from Local 299
THROUGH the efforts of V. Armand, business agent of the
Operators' Local No. 299, Winnipeg, Canada, and Perry
Wishart, business agent of the Stage Employes' Local No. 63, Winnipeg, all theatrical people, including managers, treasurers, ushers,
janitors, musicians, stage hands, and operators received compensation from the Provincial Government for the time that they
lost owing to the ban being put on during the influenza epidemic.
Armand and Wishart, immediately got busy when the authorities contemplated putting the ban on and went to both the city
and Provincial authorities and notified them that they would
enter a claim for the amount of money lost by the theatrical
people on account of the ban being put on. They also admitted
to the authorities that they were aware that the theatrical people did not have a legal claim for compensation, but insisted that
there was a moral claim against the authorities, and on their
first visit did not request an answer, but left their claim pending
until such time as they could learn the length of time the ban
would be on and be able at its termination to present a complete
claim for the full losses, which they did.
During the time that the ban was on, Armand and Wishart
lost no time in marshalling all the forces that they could to help
along the claim. They succeeded in getting the Winnipeg Trades
and Labor Council to endorse the claim of the theatrical people,
which helped considerable. They were instrumental in getting
all managers of both legitimate and moving picture theatres, and
exchange men, and representatives from the three theatrical unions
to form a theatrical league for political purposes and the welfare of the whole theatrical business in this province. In the
formation of this league it was proposed to protest against heavy
taxations and also to have some of the present taxes removed,
which was also accomplished. This league also endorsed the
theatrical employes' claim and with their contra claims helped
considerable. They were successful in having the Provincial seat
tax removed which amounts to 20 cents per seat per year.
On the lifting of the ban, Armand and Wishart went to the
government and presented their claim, taking with them representatives of the Trades and Labor Council of this city. They
argued as well for unorganized employes, stating that if one
were entitled to compensation that all were. The Government,
after reviewing the whole case, decided to grant compensation to
all employes, on the regular compensation basis as provided for
by law, which is 55 per cent of the loss. This was accepted by
the theatrical people, and at the present time all theatrical people
in this province, who lost by the ban being put; on have received
some payment on their loss.

EASTMAN
FILM

first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

the film"Eastman"
margin and ''Kodak'3
Identifiable by thein words

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

dn't
Woul
be
we
foolish

?

We have urged you and urged you to send in
vour advance order for a free copy of the
IMSCO Book.
If you have already done so — FINE!
not, please listen a moment:

But if|

Wouldn't we be foolish to go to the expense of
producing and offering a Book you wouldn't be
glad to get?
We're in the business of pleasing, of satisfying.
That's what is making vis more successful every
da}'.
in our Selling
line. or giving away disappointment isn't
Now if that sounds reasonable, take an ordinary
postal card and say : IMSCO : I want a copy of
your Book.
Now? Why not?
ependent Movie Supply
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Co
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A FACTORY devoted
exclusively to making of
AfOVING PICTURE ACCESSORIES. PRICES
are RIGHT— GOODS, the
BEST.
IIIS^ is the BRAND
Sold the world over. Ask
for them. INSIST on
getting them. If your
dealer does not supply
themf write
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 Carroll Ave.
CHICAGO
Here's the list. Watch it
for new additions —
BENCH
styles)
One PieceREWINDS
Travelers (2
Rewind
Fire Proof Enclosed Rewinds
(Underwriters Approved)
Carbon Savers (2 kinds)
CARBON ADAPTERS(2 kinds)
Pastil Adapters
Ticket Holders (Single Coupon)
Projectionists Tool Set
ASSEMBLED
ALE METAL
REEL
Core) (5" Hub, Solid Steel
Brass Lug, or Terminal
Copper Terminal (Coming)
Stereopticon Color Wheel
Slide Writer (Stencil)
Slide Compound, Slide Tnks
FILM
Perfumes
PerfumeCEMENT,
Disseminators
Oils (4 Grades), Exit Signs
Fire Proof
Boxes, HumiFilmFilmCabinets,
Safety
Waste dor,Cans
Film Carrying Cases (2 styles,
FILM26!
P P I N G CASES
(I. C. HC. I Approved)
Stripping
Rewinds Flanges, or Negative
Mechanism Carrying Cases,
(Metal, Fibre lined)

Palisade Film Laboratories Have Organization
to Be Proud Of
THERE is something new under the sun of interest to the film
trade, and that is the Palisade Film Laboratories, located at
Palisade, N. J., just opposite the 129th street ferry, of which H. J.
Streyckmans, the well-known technical expert, is the managing
director.
To begin with, the laboratories occupy a three-story concrete and
steel building on top of the Palisades, towering several hundred
feet above New York and affording a view of the surrounding
country for many miles. The air is clean and sweet, notwithstanding which fact it is run through filters as it enters the developing and drying rooms.
The workings of the laboratory move with the precision of
clockwork, and the old bugaboo of darkness has been removed.
In fact, there is no dark room in this laboratory, for, as explained
by George C. Dobbs, who equipped the place, there is no necessity
for darkness, as the lights used are of such a color that they do
not affect the film.
The negative room and developing room — usually soggy and
damp places— are well ventilated, and through the use of suction
pumps the overflowing water is quickly carried away.
The perforating room has an expert in charge, who watches
the costly machines as they noiselessly work away. Here again
vacuum plays an important part, when a tube with strong suction
draws every particle of perforation and minute dust away from
the film.
In the printing room a special type of machine is used, having a
curved aperture. The film is held against this aperture in a tight
grip by wheels running on ball bearings, entirely eliminating a
tension spring, which is apt to scratch the film.
The developing room consists of rows of tanks for developing
the film, after which it is passed through a sort of revolving
dumb waiter which transfers to the wash and tinting room. From
thence it goes to the drying room, and is placed on huge drums.
The temperature of this room is kept at an even temperature at
all times, and the humidity is controlled by mechanical means.
In the assembling room stand a row of machines, which are
manufactured by the Bell & Howell Co., on which the rolls of film
are joined together with patches so tiny that they are hardly visible
to the eye and can barely be felt with the fingers. This is a remarkable improvement on the hand patch, as it is claimed by some
that 75 per cent, of the deterioration of film is due to bad patches,
causing the film to tear when being projected.
In the projecting room Nicholas Power testing projectors are
used, and all film is inspected on the screen before it leaves the
factory.
What impresses one most, however, is the class of people at
work in the Palisade Film Laboratories. They are bright-looking,
clean and satisfied. The company prides itself on the fact that it
pays the best wages and engages the highest class of help it is
possible to get.
Membership of 306 Increases as Fee Goes Up
THE intended increase in initiation fee from $75 to $100 on
June 5 is having the effect of adding materially to the membership of Local 306. During the week just passed twenty-five
applications were received and it is to be expected that even this
number will be exceeded as the " zero hour " draws near.
Applicants are examined as speedily as possible but it behooves
those who wish to save twenty-five good dollars to send in their
names at once to avoid the rush at the end of the month.
From
LOCAL

Canada

360,monton,
Motion
Picture toProjectionists'
of EdAlberta, wishes
announce thatAssociation
it has given
the
idea of paying dues three months in advance a thorough try-out
and find it " Jake." The system as they have worked it out is
as follows : A man is supposed to keep in advance three months
with his dues from date and if he falls behind the present date
with his dues he is automatically suspended. We figured that as
the Local had to pass its per capita tax and all affiliation dues
to Labor Councils, etc., three months in advance, that it was nothing but right that the individual members should also pay their
share the same distance ahead.
C. S. Stuckey, Press Sec'ty, Local 360.
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Exclusive

Have

you

time

to stop and think
what that word
really means?
Exclusive. It
means

a

great

deal, especially if
you have goods
to advertise to the
try.
projection
fraternity of the indus-

Exclusive
It means that this
section of Mo
t io n
News

Picture
is devoted

wholly and solely
to your interests.
It's exclusive —
and it serves you
exclusively.

Your advertisement
here
reaches

the peo-

ple you want to
reach. And results are always
satisfactory.

At Your

Service
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One Case Where Music Is More Important Than Picture
This is quite a risky statement and some people may think I am
FOR the past two and a half years I have been writing on the
crazy, or have fallen down from heaven and haven't yet awakened,
subject
of
"
Music
and
Pictures."
What
have
I
accomplished?
Was I able to convince some of our exhibitors that music is as
but neither is the case, and here follows the proof of my statement. Suppose, Mr. Exhibitor, you show the finest picture in the
important as the picture, itself ? How many exhibitors have been
world. Mike sees it. He likes it and he goes home satisfied,
converted during this time into men who are partly responsible for
the fact that the motion picture theatre of today is considered the
thinking
he received
even
gets that
enthusiastic
and the
tells greatest
it to his value
wife, for
and his
the money.'
next day He
he
strongest competitor of the old established and legitimate stage
production ? How many exhibitors received a part of that big
attacks his neighbor, Joe. " Oh, Joe, what a wonderful picture I
amount spent in the good old United States for legitimate orcheshave seen! " " What's the name of it? " is the query. Remember,
tra and vocal concerts?
Mr. Exhibitor, Joe didn't ask " Where did you see it? " He asked:
" What's the name of it? " and suppose Mike tells Joe the name of
How many? I don't believe anybody can effectively answer
the picture. It is then Joe's prerogative to see it wherever and
these questions. I don't think anybody in the world can show or
whenever he chooses to do so, but if Mike would have said :
in any way procure reliable statistics or an itemized statement to
definitely prove from a commercial standpoint what music is worth
"What wonderful music I heard!" "Where?" would have been
to the motion picture exhibitor. All I know is that a lot of guessJoe's question, and the consequence would, have been that the name
work has been done in this connection. It has been nothing but
of your theatre would have been the answer to this question.
a variety of opinions created by men in the business who, I admit,
Now, Mr. Exhibitor, what gives you the distinction in this case ?
have all been equally born, but have not been equally able to acIs it the picture or the music? Is it beyond your conception that
quire education, experience, and that little essential in everyday
music means the same thing to your theatre as brains to yourself,
life, " common sense."
and
that the picture is as removable as is money in your pockets?
How in heavens can I, bare of substantial proofs and statistics,
Can you be deprived of your mental capacity as you can of your
convince the exhibitor that music is making just as much money
money, and can your theatre be deprived of its musical atmosphere
for him as a good picture? I cannot do it. I know that and you
and artistic surroundings as it can of its picture ? Again I am emknow it, but I can prove through nothing else but plain logic and
phasizing that music is the one and only medium that establishes
that little bit, so essential in everyday life, called " common sense,"
that music is not only as important as the picture itself, but the
the name of your property " your theatre," as a distinctive locality
only thing of consequence that points the way to success and puts
of amusement, and that the picture is nothing but a salable commodity which is at the disposal of every nickel joint as well as
your theatre in a place of such distinction that people simply must
patronize it.
your own. — M. Winkler.
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " Camelia " from the Boutonniere Suite by G. Tonning. No
— " I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles " — Waltz. A positive sucflower of the garden has been more written, sung, and told
cessor to " Till We Meet Again " (J. H. Remick & Co., 227
W. 45th St., New York.)
of than the Camelia. The composer's conception is a beautiful
melodious 3,4 Allegretto Moderato which either for the lone
— "When You Hold Me In Your Arms" — Waltz. A new
pianist or organist, or for any combination of musicians to
waltz that is growing remarkably. One of tho~e numbers
symphonic orchestra will be particularly delightful, and the
on the style now so popular. By H. F. Klickman (McKinley
repetition therein only enhances its beautiful and inspired
Music Co., 145 W. 45th St., New Yo~k )
melody. (Belwin, Inc.)
— " Limbo Land.'" One step from the Comic Rhapsody
— " A Waltz Dream," by Strauss. From his famous Operetta.
" Tumble-In " By Audolf Friml. The most emphatic musical
play hit of the season. (G. Schirmer, 3 E. 43d. St., New York.)
Brooks' Inc.)
arrangements complete with introduction and
coda.Ellis(Belwin,
— "Chinese Lullaby" — by Robert Hood Bowers. Featured
1 f\ — "Caprice Viennois," by Fritz Kreisler. Arranged for
by Fay Bainter in " East Is West." Successful from its
I \J orchestra by Edmund Tiersch. An artistic and very effirst hearing, and gaining fresh laurels steadily because of its
fective orchestra arrangement of this famous solo which in
peculiar charm and sheer beauty, this ought to be played by
itself is one of the best liked and most interesting of the many
eve-y orchestra in the country. The orchestration is excepKreisler compositions. (Carl Fircher, Cooper Sq., New York.)
tionally good as it preserves all the character and color of the
composition while getting the best possible effects from the
11 — " Iris." — Rudolph Friml, composer of Sympathy, Kaensemble. (G. Schirmer.)
I tinka, Allah's Holiday, Adieu. Friml at his best. A
Mass.). Narcissus. (Boston Music Co., 26 West St., Boston,
second
— " Bullets and Bayonets." Sousa's latest march. Never has
Philip
melodic
andmarch.
sense of
the John
effective
beenSousa's
better wonderful
demonstrated
than gift
in this
It
is tremendously virile throughout. It is something of red
blood and lustiness, Its " go " and movement make one's very
Song, "A Fallen Idol," Honors Evelyn Nesbit
being tingle with energy and that mysterious uplift of spirit
EXHIBITORS who show Evelyn Nesbit's forthcoming William
that surges through all of us when we think of our victorious
Fox picture, " A Fallen Idol," will have good advertising
soldiers or when the flag goes by. (G. Schirmer.)
material in a song which has just been written and dedicated to
— " Wild Honey." Lyric and music by Lee David. That fox
Miss Nesbit. The title of the song is " Fallen Idols," and it is
trot melody you are hearing everywhere. (Gilbert & Friednow in course of publication by a well-known Broadway music
land, 232 W. 46th St., New York.)
house.
— " Flirty Flirts " — By that very capable and well-known
The music of "Fallen Idols" was written by Richard A. Whitmusician and composer, Sol P. Levy. A fascinating intering and the lyrics are by Alfred Bryan and John William Kellette.
mezzo rubato, most suitable for light society dramas, or garden
Mr. Kellette is assistant director with Kenean Buel, who directed
or reception scenes. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., New
Miss Nesbit in "A Fallen Idol."
York.)
In this picture Miss Nesbit is a Hawaiian princess.
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" THE LITTLE INTRUDER "
(World Film-Louise Huff)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch
"Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Johnson (2 minutes),
at 1 —Screening.
2 — " Valse Parisienne " (Characteristic Valse), by Roberts (3 minutes), until — T: "Why, Mr. Harding this is."
3 — " Misterioso
Agitato
onds), until — T: The
girl. No. 66," by Smith (2 minutes and 30 sec4
—
"Constance"
(Moderato
Romance),
45 seconds), until — S: When girl
turns on bylight.Golden (2 minutes and
5
—
"
Gruesome
Misterioso
No.
31,"
by Borch (2 minutes), until —
S: When Conklin enters house (electric-bell).
6
—
■"Rondo"
(Excerpts
Beethoven
Sonata Pathetique),
by Berge
(3 minutes), until — S: When Conklin ascends
stairs.
7 — Theme (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "There must be
some mistake."
8 — "The Vampire," by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T :
" My real name."
9 — " Hunkatin " (Half-tone One-step), by Levy (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until (3
— T:minutes),
"A month
10 — Theme
until later
— S: the
WhenConklin."
guests stop dancing.
11
—
"
Mysterious
Nights
"
(Valse
Dramatique),
by Berg
and 15 seconds), until — S: When guests start dancing
again.(2 minutes
12 — "Break o' Morn" (Morceau Characteristic), by Grey (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "And so the green-eyed monster."
13 — a"Dramatic
Tension," by Levy (4 minutes), until — T: Finding
Billy
tough (telephone-bell).
14 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Meet me in front of" (door-bell).
15 —utes"andHeavy
Dr. Desc.
A. B.Virginia
C. Dramatic
30 seconds),
until(No.
— S: 18,When
arrives. Series), (3 min16 —ute and"Heavy
Agitato"
(No.
18,
A.
B.
C.
Dramatic
Series), (1 min30 seconds), until — S: When Betty raises shade.
17 — "Heavy Andante" (No. 18, A. B. C. Dramatic Series), 2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "If it's the jewels you are."
18 — turns
Theme
home. (1 minute' and 45 seconds), until — S: When Betty re19 — " Dramatic Tension, No. 67," by Shepherd (4 minutes and 30
seconds),
until —(45T: seconds),
"Shortly until
before
20 — Theme
— S:noon
As of."
scene fades to Betty and
Billy.
21 — " Heavy Foreboding Mysterioso " (No. 16, A. B. C. Dramatic
Series), (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: When foolish woman — .
22 — "Light Allegro Agitato" (No. 16, A. B. C. Dramatic Series),
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The woman who phoned."
23 — "Romance D'Amour " (Andante Romance), by Schonfeld (4
minutes), until — T: "They belong to my Aunt" (telephone-bell).
24 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (3 minutes),
until — T: "She's the real thief."
25 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "She's Philadelphia Mary," until *****
END.
" MARRIED IN HASTE "
(Albert Ray-Elinor Fair-Fox)
1 — Neutral Scene (Light Caprice) — at opening of picture.
2 — Light Intermezzo — " Constance made catch of the season."
3 — Allegretto 6/8 — " Let me have a little money."
4— Andante Moderato — " I must advance him $10,000.
5 — Wedding Procession (Dekoven) (As if Maestoso 4/4) — " Starts
honeymoon without money."
6— Andante 2/4 — " Suppose check should come back."
7— Waltz Lento — " Dining room scene."
8 — Andante Misterioso — " Slippery Jim crook — working against hotel
management."
9 — Andante — " Telegram — sorry I gambled and lost."
10 — Misterioso — " They want your brooch back."
11 — Andante Dramatic — " Mavbe if you take another look."
12 — Allegretto — " Give me a dime to get something to eat."
13 — Misterioso — " Mr. Hernandez owner of pick pocket."
14 — Intermezzo 6/8 — " Play jewelry stores for a change."
15 — Allegretto — " Says he can deliver a thousand tons."
16 — Caprice — " Pardon me but I speak Spanish."
17 — Intermezzo — " Got canned for getting familiar."
18 — Allegretto — " Temporarily embarrassed."
19 — Allegretto 6/8 — " This is Mr. Morgan of New York."
20 — Caprice — " Wants check for $10,000."
21 — Dramatic Tension — " Mr. Downer left for Honduras."
22 — Intermezzo — " Your face seems familiar."
23 — Gavotte — " Requires deposit of $10,000."
24 — Intermezzo — " I trust I am intruding."
25 — Love Song—" The waning taximoon."
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" THE selected
CRIMSON
GARDENIA
"
Specially
and compiled
by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — "Intermezzo Francaise " (Moderato), by Hammer (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: " Emile, Emile De Due."
2 — Sinister -Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "The office
of the United States Marshal."
3 — " Pizzicato Mysterioso," by Minot (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Alfred Le Due — beneath."
4— "The Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " It is my niece Madelon."
5 — Love Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "He will go
first."
6 — "Last Spring" (Dramatic), by Grieg (2 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: "The crescent city gay."
7 — " Carnival Overture," by Dvorak (5 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: "Is that the girl."
8 — " Festival
Danceand and
Valse of until
the —Hours
" from have
" Coppelia,"
by
Delibes
(5 minutes
5 seconds),
T: "They
separated.
9— "Dance of the Serpents" (Allegro), by Boccalari (3 minutes and
35 seconds), until — T: " It is the wolf and his pack."
Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until10 —— "S:Dramatic
The fight.
11 — " Hurry No. 33," by Minot (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T:
" Emile, mon cher."
12 — Sinister Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "I know
how you long to see."
13 — "Dreams of Devotion" (Dramatic), by Langey (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "Emile."
14 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: "My whole world has changed."
"Lovearrives.
Theme" (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S: The
real15 —Emile
16 —— "T:Erotik
(Dramatic),
Greig (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
"You" are
Emile Le byDue."
17
—
Sinister
Theme
(5
minutes
and 30 seconds), until — S: Emile
gets killed.
18 — " Turbulance " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "A secret service man."
19 — Love Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "Seventhirty."
20 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (2 mniutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Eight o'clock."
21— ^Sinister Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "That
proves nothing."
22 — " Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31," by Borch (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: " Fools, this is only a trick."
— "Finale"
(1 23minute
and 35 (Allegro
seconds), Vivo),
until — from
S: TheSymphonette
police arrive.Suite), by Berge
24 — Continue ff (40 seconds), until — S: After the fight.
Note : With ad. lib. tympany rolls watching shots.
25 — Love Theme (2 minutes), until *****
END.
" A MAN OF HONOR "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
— " Love Song Orientale " (Characteristic), by Kiefert (1 minute),
at 1screening.
2 — "Norma" (Melodious Waltz), by Luz (2 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — T:Suspense,"
" David Smith."
3 — " Dramatic
by Winkler (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: " Conscience stricken in — "
4— Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Two years later
5 — "Prudence" (Entr'acte Novelette), by Luz (2 minutes and 45
seconds),
T: "Boys, there's a big fight."
the
— until
" (1— minute),
6 —newTheme
until — T: "Mr. Smith allow me."
7— " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes),
until
—
T:
"The
cave
8— Theme (1 minute andof the
30 winds."
seconds), until — T: "Hours of
9 — " Patrol Orientale," by Kiefert (2 minute and 15 seconds), until
enchantment."
— T: "The doors of Old Fort House."
10 — " Dramatic Reproach " (Andante Expressivo), by Berge (3
minutes),
until (2— T:
"Early
Beaumont."
11 — Theme
minutes
and evening
30 seconds),
until — S: When David joins
Christable.
12 — " Perpetual Motion," by Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "While the island slept" (wave effects).
13 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "The captives plan their escape."
14—
" Turbulence
(Allegro
Agitato),smashes
by Borch
minutescrash).
and 45
seconds),
until — S: "When
Christable
glass(2(glass
15 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " I'm sorry Miss
16 — "Storm Furiosb " (Descriptive), by Minot (1 minute and 45
Beaumont."
effects).
seconds),
until — T: "Then out of a clear sky" (storm and wave*
17 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (2
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "After the storm."
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Beaumont hav19 — "Romance D'Amour," by Schoenfeld (4 minutes), until — T:
"Several
— " later Beeaumont — "
escapedweeks
20 ing
— Theme
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Christable is
waiting," until *****
END.
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"THE

ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT"
(Louis Bennison-Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
Vely of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
The timing is based on a speed limit
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by
1 "Impassioned Dream" (Valse Lente), arr., by Brooks (3 minutes
until — T: "Robert Swiftmore, Burton."
seconds),
and2 — 5Theme
(4 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "I want you to
S1 3L-"1 Camelia " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Allegretto
Cantabile), by
Tonning (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The cattle king
Note:: With train effects.
impressed."
4 "Fairy Phantoms" (4/4 Allegretto), by Friedman (1 minute and
55 seconds), until — T: "Betty's mother."
5 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: "The governments case
6 — "Serenade" (Moderato), by Widor (5 minutes and 5 seconds),
against."
until — T: "Mother dear you can't even."
7 — "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (1 minute and
35 seconds), until — S: Interior of Al's office.
8 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "A Western lover
Note : Watch shots.
speeds."
9— "Hurry No. 2," by Simon (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T:
" My name is Al Boyd."
by Borch (3 minutes
and10 —15 "Impish
seconds), Elves"
until — S:(Winsome
Close-up Intermezzo),
of railroad station.
11 — "Galop No. 7," by Minot (50 seconds), until — T: "The cradle
robber has invested."
12 — " Characteristic Barcarole," by Conterno (4 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: "This chap will need a valet."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Here's the box
that14 — goes."
"Sweet Jasmine" (Allegretto), by Bendix (3 minutes), until —
T: " I'll attend to everything."
15 — "Valse Divine" (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: " But I haven't time."
15—" Hurry No. 33," by Minot (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T:
" If you tell them."
17 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: " So the
honeymoon."
18 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "I always knew I'll hate."
19 — " Intermezzo " (Moderato), by Huerter (2 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: "And so the honeyless."
20 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (4 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "To his place at Woodcrest."
21
—— "S Half
Hurry
No. 2," by Levy (6 minutes and 50 seconds),
until
:With
AfterReel
fight.
Note:
ad.the lib.
railroad effects.
22 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 25 seconds),
until
T: "The(1 read
23 —— Theme
minutecalled
and straight.'
30 seconds), until « * * * * END.

" BLACKIE'S REDEMPTION "
(Bert Lytell— Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 feet)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy
1— " Misterioso Dramatico No. 22," by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — (2T: minutes
"At screening."
2 — Theme
and 45 seconds), until — S: Clock face. 11:05.
3 — " Mandarin Dance," by Kempinski (Eccentric Chinese Novelette),
(3 minutei and 15 seconds), until — T: " For crime the world is the."
4— Theme (2 minutes), until — T: " No bungling yegg."
" Dramatic
Tension,"
S :5 —When
detectives
enter. by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
6— "Agitato No. 37," by Anino (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
T: " I'll be waiting for you, dear."
7 — " Dramatic Finale No. 63," by Smith (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " It was the irony of fate."
8 — " Andante Appassionato," by Castillo (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: " He's ill without a doubt" (storm effects).
9 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and
SO seconds), until — T: "He hasn't eaten a thing."
10 — "The Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch
(1
minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: " I've got another job for you"
(harmonica
effects).
11 — " Gruesome Misterioso No. 31," by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " Just before dawn " (shots).
12 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "No, Mary, they
didn't even."
13 — "Allegro Agitato" (No. 17, A. B. C. Dramatic Series), (2 minbell). utes and 45 seconds), until — T: "We've got to disappear" (telephone
14 — "Plaintive" (No. 117 A. B. C. Dramatic Series), (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "While Warden Sherwood sets his "
15
Tension
until —— "T Dramatic
: " A week
later."No. 36, Andino " (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
16 — "Dramatic Agitato No. 38, Minot" (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "Drop that gun Warden."
17 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: "When Blackie drops gun."
18 — "Constance" (Moderato Cantabile), by Golden (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: " It was a cold trail boys."
19 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Retribution" (explosion) (glass crash).
20 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes),
until — T: "You thought I was in prison."
— Theme
minute), until — T: "On board the steamer for"
— 21
until
***** (1 END.
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" THE QUICKENING FLAME "
(Montagu Love-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — Theme (2 minutes), at Screening.
2 — " Canterbury Bells " (From Boutonniere Suite, Capricious Allegretto), by Tonning (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "John
Steele, an American.'"
3
—
"
Furioso
No. 11," by Fiefert (45 seconds), until — S: When
Yoshida enters dressing-room.
4— " Babillage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes),
until — T : " You boys take him."
5 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "A week later."
6 — " Graciousness " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Smith (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " I've hired him."
7— " Heavy Descriptive Agitato " (No. 4 Luz Photo-Play Edition)
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " In a London suburb."
8 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " I just heard the
postman."
9 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (1 minute), until
— T: "The following night an." (piano only).
10 — "Allegro
When
John enters.Agitato No. 8," by Andino (45 seconds), until — S:
11 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T : " In the gray hours of."
12 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andante Expressivo), by Levy (3 minutes)
until — T: "Six months later Steele" (auto effects).
13 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "That night."
14 — "Andante Pathetique No. 23," by Borch (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "Next morning."
15 — Theme (15 seconds), until — T: "Hester, do you know?"
16 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes), until — " So
they were married."
17 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (3 minutes and 45
seconds),
untilRomantic
— T: "Andor so
on a Desc.
busy summer"
18 — Heavy
Pathetic
(No. 14 A(auto
B Ceffects).
Dramatic
Series), (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "We prefer living off."
19 — " Pleading Romantic or Pathetic " (No. 14 A. B. C. Dramatic
Series) (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Next morning."
20 — " Dramatic
No. enters.
9," by Andino (2 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — S: Tension
When John
21
—
"
Gruesome
Misterioso
No.
31," Harlon.
by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — S: When Jap watches
22
—
"Andante
Pathetique
No.
10,"
by
Berge (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Hester.
23 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Maisie torn
between her — "
24
— " Grave-AUegromolto
(Excerpts until
Beethoven
SonataMaisie
Pathetique),
by Berge
(2 minutes and 45" seconds),
— S: When
returns
home.
25 — "Dramatic Agitato No. 38," by Minot (2 minutes), until — T:
" You will find him at Crowley."
26 — " Dramatic Tension No. 67," by Shepherd (3 minutes), until —
S : When John answers 'phone.
27 — " Agitato Hurry " (No. 13 A. B. C. Dramatic Series (2 minutes), until — T: "Now I am going to bring" (door-bell).
28 — " Plaintive " (No. 13 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — T: "Listen just a moment."
29 — " Agitato Allegro " (No. 13 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (2 minand 30 seconds),
untiland
— T:30" He
was always
" (shot).
30 —utesTheme
(1 minute
seconds),
until —a S:crook
When
Harlon
meets death — until *****
END.
Feist Publishes Talmadge Song
ANOTHER popular song dedicated to Norma Talmadge, Select
Pictures star, has been published by the Leo Feist Company
of New York. The name of the song is " Norma." The words
are by Sidney D. Mitchell and the music is by Archie Gottler, who
collaborated with Mr. Mitchell on the recent song successes,
" America, I Love You," " I Hate to Lose You," and " Mammy's
Chocolate Soldier."
An important point in the publication of this latest Norma Talmadge song is the co-operation* between the Leo Feist Company
and the exhibitors of Norma Talmadge pictures. Orchestrations
of " Norma," and two lantern slides, one announcing Norma Talmadge in her forthcoming Select Picture, " The New Moon," and
another showing the chorus of the song, will be distributed by the
Feist Company to every Norma Talmadge exhibitor in the country.
In addition to this plan of co-operation, the Feist Company is
having posters printed which will be pasted in the windows of
every music house handling the song: The posters are in colors
and bear a large portrait of Miss Talmadge, with appropriate
wording announcing that she is a Select star, and that the song
has been dedicated in her honor.
Unlike " The Heart of Wetona," the new song, "Norma," is not
confined to one picture. " The Heart of Wetona " was also published by the Leo Feist Company and was inspired by Miss Talmadge's Select Picture of the same name. The new song,
" Norma," is a movie fan's song. Both Sidney D. Mitchell and
Archie Gottler are movie fans, and Norma Talmadge is their favorite star. Together they worked on the composition of the piece
until it reached the height of perfection which they sought. It is a
song of Norma, to Norma, and will be sung by every admirer of
Norma Talmadge in the country. All of the first run theatres are
planning to play "Norma" in conjunction with her forthcoming
Select Picture, " The New Moon."
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" THE PARISIAN TIGRESS "
(Viola and
Dana-Metro)
Specially selected
compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1— " May
" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (2 minutes and
15 seconds;, Dreams
at Screening.
2 — " Dramatic Reproach " (Andantino Expressivo), by Berge (2
minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " In my youth I was happily."
3 — " Adagietto
(From
by Berge (2 minutes
to Count.
As scene fadesSuite),
— S: Symphonette
and 15 seconds), "until
4 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (1 minute),
winding lanes of."
T: " In theAgitato
until
5 — —"Dramatic
No. 38,' by Minot (1 minute and 15
an Apache."
T:
—
until
seconds),
6 — Orchestra Tacet "Jacques,
(45 seconds),
until — S: When Jeanne enters cafe.
7—
"
Apache
Dance"
(Allegro
until — S : When musicians start to 3/4),
play. by Offenbach (3 minutes),
8
—
"Dramatic
Tension
No.
9,"
by
Andino (45 seconds), until — S:
At end of dance.
9— " Agitato Hurry" (No. 13 A B C Dramatic Series), (1 minute),
until — T: "For yourself, ma cherie."
10 — "Plaintive" (No. 13
B C Dramatic Series), (1 minute),
until — S : When Jeanne sits onA chair.
11 — "Agitato Allegro" (No. 13 A B C Dramatic Series), (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "I get her for you."
12 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
and13 —15 "Aseconds),
until — (French
T: "311."One Step), by Rosey (15 seconds),
La Mode"
until — S: When
scene fades
to cabaret.
14 — Theme (5 minutes), until — S: When scene fades to studio.
15 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castil (3 minutes),
until — T : " Now that you've stolen."
16 — "Sinister
Theme," by Vely (3 minutes), until — S: When
Jeanne
sees Jacques.
17 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Do you comprehend my plan."
18 — "Romance D'Amour " (Andante Romance), by Schonfeld (3
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "He believes the story."
19 — Theme (2 minutes and- 30 seconds), until — T: "The Count's
20 — proved."
"Silent Sorrows" (Andante Pathetic), by Borch (45 seconds),
home
until — T: "Excuse me, I am not well."
21 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When Dutray leaves house.
22 — " Memories " (Andante Cantabile), by Crespi (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "The Count can't live long."
23 — " Dramatic
No. 36,"seesbyJacques.
Andino (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
until — S:Tension
When Jeanne
24 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "You imposter, you little."
25 — "Agitato
No. 37," by Andino (45 seconds), until — S: When
butler
enters (shot).
26
—
"
Adagio
"
(From isTragic
until — S : When Jacques
shot. Suite), (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
27 — " Creadle Song" (From Tragic Suite), (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "We never saw the woman."
28 f—ore " —Theme
(30 seconds), until
until *****
END.— T: " It was another summer beI
" ONE OF THE FINEST "
= The timing is based on(Tom
a speedMoore-Goldwyn)
limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
| Theme: "Believe Me, If All Those Endearing Young Charms"
1 — Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Not exactly a
I
2—" Dramatic Reproach " (Andante Expressivo), by Berge (3 min1 commissioner."
I utes and 40 seconds), until — T: " If Robert Fulton Hudson has."
| 3 — " Camelia " (Allegretto Cantabile) (From Boutonniere Suite), by
1 Tonning (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Why does Frances
|
4— " Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
I| morning
"A man'sride."
job."
1 5 — Theme (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " She's like my
| 6 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
I until
own —child."
T: "Don't you worry Mother."
I 7— Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: "An Irish smile which."
| 8 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Two plain clothes
I 9 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Four years
I 10."— " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Grazioso), by Vely (3
men
II minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Another dinner."
| 11 — " Fairy Fanthoms " (Allegretto), by Friedman (1 minute and 45
I|I seconds),
until —Moderne
T: "A "wedding
the Hudsons."
old12."— "Valse
(Valse atLento),
by Rosey (4 minutes and 35
II seconds),
until
—
T:
"Why,
this
is
the
fellow." of musicians.
13 — Tacet (30 seconds), until — S: Close-up
| 14 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One-Step), by Levy (1 minute and 40
I seconds), until — T: " I am not always a snob."
| 15 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
II T: 16"Isn't
that Mode"
music." (Popular One-Step), by Rosey (2 minutes and
— "A La
I 15 seconds), until — T: "A few days later."
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Does your
I
18
I father— Continue
know." ff. (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: " I have just
I been
19 — convincing."
" Flirty Flirts " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Levy (1 minute
I and 30 seconds), until — T: "Teddy Wainright has done."
| 20 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (1 minute and 35
| seconds),
until —Theme
T: "Off
duty for the afternoon."
1
21 — " Love
" (Moderato),
by Lee (2 minutes and 35
I seconds), until — T: "I saw your policeman today."
I 22 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " Dusk."
1 23 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "The follow= ing24 evening."
1
" Sinister
Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
= " In —quick
response."
I 25 — " Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31," by Borch (5 minutes and 15
until — shots.
S: "Automobile arrives."
fk seconds),
Note: Watch
kf
26
—
Theme
(3
minutes and 5 seconds), until *****
END.
TiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiuiiiiiiiriiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii
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" MY PRISONER "
1 The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "Dramatic Reproach" (Andante Sentimento), by
|
Berge
1 l — " Adagio " (From Tragic Suite), by Mozart (2 minutes and 40
1 seconds), until — T: " It was convenient.'
| 2 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "And the dwelling
I1 of 3Jonathan."
_
— " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes
1 and 5 seconds), until — T: " From Nancy."
| 4— "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (2
I minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Over her tiny cups."
I S — "Courtesy" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Wiegand (1 minute and
I 35 seconds), until — T: " How swiftly the crisis."
| 6 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " I'm afraid you
I made a mistake."
I 7 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "A day
1 of old."
| g — " Pathetic Andante," by Vely (4 m.nutes and 10 seconds), until —
? T: "The country has been."
1 9 — '• Clematis " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato Poco Agitato),
\ by Tonning (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "When the
I period of."
1 10 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One-Step), by Levy (1 minute and 15
| seconds), until — T: "The Bureau of Detectives."
2 11 — •' Sinister Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
i T: Note
"While
Ladyshots.
Cleveland's ball."
|
: Watch
,
I 12 — " Valse Moderne," by Rosey (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
I T: "My dear Mrs. Vanderman."
I 13 — •• Dramatic Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until
| — T: " On the rosy edge."
| 14 — " Mysterious Nights " (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (3 minutes
I and 40 seconds), until — T: " Garside found h.s hostess."
| is — "Pizzicato" (Petite Ballet), by Berge (2 minutes and 40
1 seconds), until — T: " Under cover of darkness."
1
by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
1 until16 —— •'S Pizzicato
: Garside Mysterioso,"
chasing burglar.
| 17 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until
| — T: "My blue diamond ring."
| 18 — " Dramatic Fantasie," by Bach (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until
1 — T: "The law had seemed."
= 19 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: " For the past few
I months."
I 20 — " Under the Leaves " (Dramatic Agitato), by Thome (4 minutes
I and 5 seconds), until — T: "Faint but certain."
= 21 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
i until — S : Nancy near mirror.
I 22 — Theme pp. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Then a
|| waiting
23 — " game."
Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
1 until — T: "Her ladyship retired."
I 24 — Continue pp. (35 seconds), until— T: " Facing not only."
| 25 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "That night."
|
of Spring"
(Dramatic
Agitato),
by Sinding (4 min= utes26 —and"Rustles
10 seconds),
until — T:
"The old
man upstairs."
| 27 — " Serenade " (Dramatic Moderato), by Widor (2 minutes and
| 55 seconds), until — T: "It was not."
| 28 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "But there came
= a day."
| 29 — Continue ff. (50 seconds), until *****
END.
" WHENselected
A WOMAN
"
Specially
and compiled STRIKES
by M. Winkler
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "Clematis" (From Boutonniere Suited (Moderato
|
Poco Agitato), by Tonning
I 1— "Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman (2 minutes
| and 5 seconds), until — T: "Angels camp lay in."
1 2 — " Humorous Drinking Theme," by Roberts (45 seconds), until —
1 T: "The Emporium where forty."
:
1
3 — —" SSavannah
(one-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 40 seconds) ',
1 until
: Coach "arrives.
I 4— " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
| until — T : " Silas Doone in search of health."
| 5 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "By evening
| there were."
| 6— " Moraima " (Spanish Caprice), by Espinosa (4 minutes and 5
| seconds), until — T; "If Quick comes in."
| 7 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
| T: " I ain't saying it."
1 8 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (2 minutes and 50 seconds),
I until — T: "And from this time."
I 9 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Leaving time."
I 10 — "Canterbury Bells" (From Boutonniere Suite) (Capricious
| Allegretto), by Tonning (1 minute), until — T: "How is your father."
| 11 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (2 min|1 utes12 —andTheme
10 seconds),
untiland
— T:15 "Quick
(3 minutes
seconds),never
untildid
— S:know."
Tom talks to his
= sister.
I 13 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes and
I 15 seconds), until — T: "It's the Omaha Kid."
1 14 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
I T: "I am going to (Continued
pay."
in next column)
For
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(Continued from preceding column)
1 15 — " Dramatic Tension No. 67," by Shepherd (4 minutes and 10
\| seconds),
until — Mysterioso,"
T: "Go! Now!"
16 — " Heavy
by Levy (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
| until — T : " Get him and get away."
| 17 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "It's a thousand
|
18 — "reward."
Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
| dollar
|| andNote:
5 seconds),
until — T: "The Coroner's inquest."
Watch shots.
— " Cavatina
Bohm coach.
(1 minute and
1I 55 19seconds),
until "— S:(Dramatic
Marguita Moderato),
running awayby with
| 20—" Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T:
i " While the coroner's jury."
| 21 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
| until — T: "Allow me to assist you."
5 22 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — * * * * * END.
"VIRTUOUS SINNERS"
1
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "Dramatic Suspense" (Characteristic), by M. Winkler
I 1 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until —
I= T: Note:
"The With
dawn effects
of a new
tomorrow."
of heavy
rain.
\ 2 — " Camelia " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Allegretto Cantabile), by
| Tonning (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " I don't know how."
1 43 —— Tacet
Continue(45pp.seconds),
(30 seconds),
T: playing
"As the organ.
time goes."
\
until — until
S: —Girl
I 5 — "Old Hundred" (Sacred Song) (40 seconds), until — T: "It
|
To bestorm."
played as organ solo.
| wasNote:
not the
I 6 — Tacet (25 seconds), until — T: "Night succeeded night."
| 7 — "Lead Kindly Light" (Sacred Song) (1 minute and 30 seconds),
|| until
— T: To"Empty
Note:
be playedpockets
as an for
organonce."
solo.
| . 8 — -"Ave Maria," by Gounod (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
§ " Friends this is Mr. Hamilton."
| 9 — "Blushing Rose" (Moderato Serenade), by Johnson (1 minute
\ and 45 seconds), until — T: "They should thank you."
I 10 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), untii — T: "The call of
\
by Hough (1 minute and 35 seconds),
1 until11 —— "S:Dramatic
After the Agitato,"
fight.
| Note: FF. during fight.
|| da12wn—."" May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes
|| and13 —20"Birds
seconds),
— T: "Hamilton
Jones Allegretto),
introduces." by Vely (1
and until
Butterflies"
(Intermezzo
|1 minute
and
25
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Then
came
14 — Organ improvising (35 seconds), until —theS: shade."
The automobile
|1 accident.
Note: Imitation of grind organ.
I 15 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
I and 10 seconds), until — ;S : Ambulance leaves.
| 16 — Continue pp. (30 seconds), until — T: "Diamonds in the rough."
1 17 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "With the comHearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 min||
ing18 —ofand"Bleeding
night."
1 utes
40 seconds), until — T: "His errand of mercy."
I 19 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until
I — T: " On the wings of the morning."
1 20 — "Dramatic Fantasia," by Bach (5 minutes and 50 seconds),
I| until
T : " The(2 verdict."
21 —— Theme
minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: Close-up of saloon
| entrance.
|
22 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and 45
1 seconds),
until — T:Mysterioso,"
"Barker makes
a final(2 plea."
|
23 — " Pizzicato
by Minot
minutes and 30 seconds),
| until — S : The automobile accident.
| 24 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (4 minutes and 10 seconds),
| until — T: " But when morning came."
| 25 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until *****
END.
" DAUGHTER OF MINE "
"Clematis" (From Boutonniere Suite) (Moderato
Poco Agitato), by Tonning
1 — " Streets of New York " (Popular Old Timer) (1 minute and
25 2 —seconds),
until produce
— T: "Where
the cats."
Tacet — just
effect ofevenfighting
cats (15 seconds), until —
S : Close-up of window shade.
3 — " King Solomon " (Medley on Hebrew Songs), by Tobani (3
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " Rosie I have two chapters."
4 — " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes and
15 5 —seconds),
until — T:
Papa predicted."
" Canterbury
Bells"As
" (From
Boutonniere Suite) (Capricious
Allegretto), by Tonning (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "That
evening
Papa."(2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "In due time."
6 — Theme
7 — "Hebrew Song," by Katz (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
"I ain't telling you to get married."
8 — "Blushing Rose" (4/4 Andante Serenade), by Johnson (2 minutes and 30 seconds),(Continued
until — -T : in
"When
next morning
column) came."
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WANTED — High-class Movie Man
to open first-class
Phoenix,
Arizona. I picture
have a show
buildingin
centrally located with lease for
fourteen years Big opportunity for
right Three
man. Party
mustDollars
have atto
least
Thousand
invest and must be capable of
assuming full management. Address
Benjamin
Rice, 525 Main St., Joplin,
Missouri.
WANTED
Thoroughto picture
and
vaudeville — manager
manage new
house with large seating capacity.
Must have made good and be able
to produce the best of references.
State age, experience, references,
salary expected. Strictly confidenturetial.
News.Address Box 125, Motion PicWANTED — Manager for high class
Open Air Moving Picture Theatre.
Must have a thorough knowledge of
booking. Give experience and salary. Good opportunity for right
man. " A. R. N.," Motion Picture
News.

(Continued from preceding column)
9 — " Elegie-" (from Pathetic Suite), by Luz (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "But love knows no."
10 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "With an aching
11 — "Illusion Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Bustanoby (3 minutes
and 35 seconds), until — T: " Rosie became a private secretary."
12 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo) (2 minutes and 40
heart."
seconds), until — T: "Hoping to locate the boy."
13 — " Constance " (Moderato Cantabile), by Golden (5 minutes and
20 seconds), until — T: "At Rayberg's apartment."
14 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until —
T: "So the Baron's baffled bride."
15 — " Prudence " (Entr'acte Novelette), by Luz (3 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: " Take this flower back."
16 — "Comedienne" (Allegretto), by Hosmer (3 minutes and -T:50
seconds), until — T: "Sweet lady, he said."
17 — " Comedy Allegro " (Characteristic), by S. M. Berg (2 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "Save me, cried Lady Diantha."
until18 —— "S Comedy
: Close-upHurry,"
of lion. by O'Hare (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
19 — " Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31," by Borch (1 minute and 5
" George Howard
seconds),
until (2— T:minutes
"And andMr. 5 Rayberg."
20 — Theme
seconds), until — T:
Continue to action (1 minute and 25 seconds), untilwas21 —really."
" Rosie's request for the final."
22 — "At Twilight" (Moderato Romance), by Golden (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "But your promise."
23 — Continue ff. (45 seconds), until — T: "Papa Mendelssohn took."
24 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until *****
END.
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The Estey Theatre

Memphis — Marcus Loew of New York has secured a site on property just back of the Security bank and it is reported that a huge
modern theatre will soon be erected.
TEXAS
Ranger — H. B. Robb announces that the new motion picture
theatre will soon be completed here and that it will seat fully 2,000
persons.
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Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under his heading each zveek the reviezvs of short features a".d serial cpisodes.l
44 The Man Who Turned White "
I Robertson-Cole — Produced by Jesse D. Hampton)
T has been sometime since H. B. Warner has graced the screen —
a long enough time to make many of his romantic brothers of
the histrionic world quite easily forgotten. But as his personality
is enduring on the silversheet the fact that he has staged a " comeback " should regain him his old-time popularity. There are few
actors better equipped than the star for the interpretation of
colorfully romantic parts, and in " The Man Who Turned White "
he will pick up his popularity where he left it a few short seasons
ago.
His intelligence and personality are equal factors toward the
success of this conventional picture. We think " conventional "
is the right word, since he and others of the romantic school have
been seen in this identical number time and again. The only difference ishe has changed his British uniform for a French one
in renouncing his race to take up the Oriental cause. He becomes
an Arab instead of a Hindu, and until the girl and the call of his
blood bring him back to his natural .color, the costume and the
stoicism of the " child of the desert " become him well.
The supporting cast that includes Barbara Castleton, Wedgewood Howell, Carmen Phillips, Jay Dwiggins and Eugenie Fords,
is
entirely
adequate.Rcid.
Length 5 Reels. Distributed by Exhibitors'
Mutual.
— Laurence
Two

British Pictures

(Obtainable Through Cosmofotofilm)
11' I ' HE Kiddies in the Ruins," a three-reel picture made by
A Welsh, Pearson and company, producers of " The Better
'Ole " and founded on a series of French cartoons, proves to be a
subject full of heart interest and is splendidly acted by a cast that
includes grownups as well as children. Nothing we have seen in
a long while touches the heart so surely as does the scene between
the Poilu and the Tommy when they meet and explain to each
other by signs and expressions that each is a father. The acting
of the two men is so true that the human quality of the situation
is multiplied.
The action that concentrates on the play and sorrow of the
children of the ruins gives a peculiar and interesting insight into
the manner in which the youngsters have taken the war. However, the expression that the older players put into their roles
touches the heart even before the kiddies themselves. The plot is
a simple little thing and tells of a father who went to war and
who returned to find his home in ruins and his wife, for the time,
a prisoner of the enemy. While the director has brought out the
heart interest with a deft touch and was ably assisted by the
players the continuity of the offering is rather below our standard.

Jjodc
by Peter

Milne

in Advance

" God and the Man," a six-reel version of Robert Buchanan's
book dealing with the initial steps of the Methodists in England
and telling a story of rivalry and romance in which hate finally
gives way to a broader understanding, is a costume picture and is
quite overacted.-^P<?/cr Milne.
44 Sally's Blighted Career "
(Christie Two-Reel Special)
THE producer of a Broadway musical revue usually acts on the
principle that his out-of-town patrons (those males who night
after night swell his box-office receipts) like to see pretty girls
and much of them. Al Christie was evidently moved to produce
" Sally's Blighted Career " because of his knowledge of this fact.
The difference is that the patrons can stay in their own towns and
witness Sally's activities, while they must pay railroad fare in
addition to admission and war tax to see the other girls' blighted
careers.
" Sally's Blighted Career " shows a musical show from the front
of the house and from back stage — which is unusually interesting.
It's only favored members of the Follies' patronage who can enter
a dressing room. Christie takes you right in with his camera
and doesn't bother you with the formality of an introduction. The
show around which his plot skips is full of. pretty femininity and
shows a runway with the girls streaming out on it in typical
Broadway style.
Certainly Al Christie's special is amusing, and certainly all local
bald-headed rows should fidget in prescribed theatrical fashion on
seeing the beauty chorus. — Peter Milne.
Three Educationals
(One Reel Each)
THE latest Educational pictures are headed by a Robert Bruce
scenic entitled " The Pale Pack Train.'' which shows a number
of scenes taken in the mountains of Oregon. As the title suggests,
the camera has followed the winding trail of a pack train, consisting of four white horses, two men and two dogs, up the
mountain side. The scenes are notable for the atmosphere of
contentment and beauty that seems to surround them, even the
titles and the tinting of the film going to contribute to this impression.
A most interesting- reel is " A Day and a Night at Coney
Island.'' All sort of glimpses of this famous resort near New
York City should provide genuine entertainment for all picture
audiences. Views of all the unusual concessions are included in
the reel.
Silk Hat Harry is animated again, this time in " Rubbing It In."
This shows Harry's experiences when he essays to enter a Turkish
bath on ladies' day. He meets with a retainer a dozen times his
size who certainly " rubs it in " to him. The cartoonist has permitted his imagination to run riot and, as he has a particularly
humorous imagination, the results are exceedingly good. — Peter
Milne.
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" Taxi "—Triangle
IFtoyou
playedgood
Taylor
Holmes's
last time
two pictures
you ofought
havehave
a pretty
knowledge
by this
of the kind
stuff
he appears in; the general run of his stories is of the light, pleasing variety that appeal to patronages demanding clean amusement.
While his pictures don't cause roars of laughter, they do something that is equally as good — they please inwardly, putting the
spectator in a happy frame of mind.
Wills, and incomes, and the danger of losing them if such and
such conditions are or are not complied with, is the idea that has
inspired this story. The hero, in this instance, by accident befriends achorus girl ; but she turns out to be the missing heiress,
whose income of $10,000 a year he is enjoying, because she could
not be located. Being thus left penniless, he goes to work; but
in
doingbrings
so hehimcomplies
with certain
of marries
his father's
which
an income.
In the terms
end, he
the will,
girl.
Released May 11. Length, 5 reels.
" Caleb Piper's Girl "— Pathe
ALTHOUGH there is nothing big about this picture, yet no one
will say he didn't get his money's worth, because the story
is just a little human document, appealing to the tender emotions.
The deep love the heroine feels for her father forms its basis :
When her father unable is unable to meet the mortgage, she goes
to work. She obtains a job as a moving picture actress, but
loses out for lack of experience; just as she is leaving the studio,
however, she bumps into a young actor, whom she once became
acquainted with in her little town. This young man, upon learning the cause of her discharge, so pities her that he fixes it up with
the manager on the quiet to take her back and pay her out of his
own salary. In the end, strong love springs between them and
they get married; they then return to her father and receive his
blessings. Released May 18. Length, 5 reels.
" Oh You Women " — Emerson-Loos Production
YOU will actually be at a loss what to admire the most, the
excellent entertaining qualities of the picture, or the brains
that conceived and executed it. As far as the writer is concerned,
the credit goes to the brains. You all undoubtedly know who
Anita Loos and John Emerson are; for the benefit of those who
might be newcomers into the ranks of the exhibitors, however,
it may be stated that the former is the one who, through the ingenious construction of the subtitles in most of the pictures of
the old Triangle days, featuring Douglas Fairbanks, assisted that
star's inherent, unique screen qualities to come forward at breakneck speed; the latter, an experienced stage as well as screen
actor, who, as a director of several Mary Pickford and other
pictures, alone and in collaboration with Miss Loos, has given
ample proofs of his directorial skill. This much for the brains.
Now for the picture, as an artistic production as well as an entertainment :Have you ever dreamt of a picture that would, from
the first to the very last scene unfold itself with ease,_ without
giving you a " kick in the ribs," that is, without containing such
situations as would make you feel as having received such a sensation (a sensation present in the majority of the pictures released, that jars and jolts and shocks a blunt-nerved, shock-proof
spectator) ; a picture in which the characters act and talk as
regular human beings would; a picture which will not make you
sit on the edge of your seat, nor hold you spellbound, but will put
every particle of your body in harmony with your good senses,
in harmony with the thought of the story and every situation of
it ; a picture that will make you laugh so heartily that it will make
you hang your hands down and give up in despair any further
efforts at laughing? Well, "Oh, You Women" is the one.
haveThis
all heard,
Sex,"
thisYouwar.
picture I ispresume,
a satire ofon the
that" Third
sex, and
on product
suffragismof
in
production
of "twelve
When years
Womenago,Vote,"
the general.
happy oldSince
singlethereel
days, some
picturesin
ridiculing suffragism have been produced aplenty; but this one
is the most intelligent of them all— it drives the point home more
forcefully. The authors have used irony, sarcasm, persuasion, appeal to the common sense of women, all with delicacy and force.
If you have the production of better pictures at heart, make
room for more days for this picture on your program; encourage
this conscieutious pair of producers, as by so doing, not only you
further the better picture cause, but also you automatically help
shut out some inferior ones. Released through Paramount.
Length, 5 reels.
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" The Unpainted Woman " — Universal Special
""THE Unpainted Woman" is another example of what a sim1 pie story can do, if, when constructing it, appeal to the
best ingthere
in humanin nature'
the amain
There
is nothnew orisoriginal
it; it is.is just
pageobject.
from the
human
experiencesbut
;
the interest it excites is very strong, and the
sympathy
hearted. it awakens for the principal characters, most warmThe story deal with the heroine, a servant girl to the wealthiest
family of a small town, who is loved by the son, an emotional
young mai'. He marries her in spite of the family's objections.
The impetuosity of his love soon cools off, and he commences to
neglect his wife. Turned down by every friend, except a saloon
keeper, he abandons himself to drink. While in an intoxicated
condition, he gets into a fight and is hit on the head with a
bottle, expiring shortly afterwards.
The heroine, instead of giving up in despair, gets to work,
grimly determined to make a place in this world for herself and
her baby boy. She drudges and toils and dreams in her farm,
until it makes it a paying proposition.
In the course of the story, she befriends a tramp, whom drink
had caused to sink low. Touched by the kind treatment of the
woman, who
him and
and insists
didn't ask
to workher.for The
it, the
tramp
remains
on thefedfarm
uponhimhelping
influence
of the heroine makes the tramp swear off drink for ever. Toward
the end, love springs between them and they become united.
The scenes showing the hero rescuing the heroine and her
boy from the barn, which was set on fire by the saloon-keeper,
will thrill.
In point with
of entertainment,
"Thecontributed
Unpainted by
Woman"
compares
favorably
the best ever
Universal
with
Mary MacLaren in the lead. Released in May. Length, 6 reels
" The Best Man " — Hampton-Hodkinson
GOVERNMENT papers of great importance, stolen by a gang
of crooks and recovered by the hero, who incidentally also
gets the usual picture prize, is the theme of the story. There is
nothing new about it, good, bad, and indifferent pictures having
at innumerable times in the past been produced; in this instance,
however, it beats the wildest dime novel that has ever seen the
light. There are things done in it that could not have happened
in real life. In comedy, they would have been the source of
genuine merriment; but they are treated seriously in this instance.
The actions of one of the characters, a member of the gang of
crooks, in particular, stands out most prominently: Attired in full
dress, he follows the hero all over, now running in the street after
his automobile, now climbing the last car of the train, and in fact
doing things that, in real life, would have landed him either in
jail or in the insane asylum.
As wild as the story is, however, there is no doubt in my mind
that it will appeal to a good number of picture goers, particularly
to those who go to a picture theatre to spend an evening and
forget their troubles, irrespective of the logic in a pictured story.
It is only those who demand strict realism that may be disappointed. Another reason why not so many kicks may be heard
is the fact that the picture is free from such situations as jar and
jolt the feelings, leaving an unpleasant impression behind. Released May 4. Length, 5 reels.
"Fools' Gold"— Arrow Film
<<I700LS'
all the
characterisr tics of aGold"
horse has,
that figuratively
has run wildspeaking,
in a field;
it starts
out on
one thing and then spreads in all directions. In fact, it may be
rightly called the combination of several stories incoherently connected into one, actuated by a motive that is barely sympathetic,
and wherein the characters are forced to show emotion where
hardly any is needed.
The villainy of a man who cheated his partner, hero of the
story, out of his sweetheart, the heroine, marrying her; the baseness of a woman who, by lies and misrepresentations, makes him
believe the heroine, now a widow, — her husband having been beat
to death in a saloon by some drunken brutes, — is his enemy, and
by making him believe the heroine is against him, she lures him
into marrying herself, thus destroying the happiness of two human
beings about to be united; strikes and labor unrest; — all these
happenings and many more have been thrown together to form
a plot — the basis of this feature. Non-critical audiences may take
in such a wild melodrama and enjoy it, but it is rather hard to
ask of other picture goers to swallow such a conglomeration.
Length, 6 reels.
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" Mary Regan " — First National
IN considering this picture for your booking, you will be compelled to invoke the assistance of several factors : First of all,
the popularity- of the star, which is undeniably of first rate ;
secondly, the drawing possibilities of the picture, which are also
very
thirdly,
picture's artistic treatment — Miss
Lois promising;
Weber has and
directed
thethepicture.
As far as the story itself is concerned, although interesting
and entertaining enough, the fact that it is not the best she ever
had can hardly be denied. Its suspense is of mild tensity, there
hardly being in the story a motive strong enough, or important
enough, to create tense suspense ; on the other hand, the construction of some of the subtitles is such as to hurt the suspense by
giving away the action in advance.
The story is of the clean crook sort, in which the heroine is
introduced as the daughter of a crook father; but she is straight.
She loves a young detective and is loved by him, but she will not
marry him in spite of his pleadings, being unwilling to allow
the man she loves to marry a woman, the daughter of such a
father as hers was. A gang of crooks, who are acquainted with
her past, is trying to coerce her into assisting them in their
scheme of robbing a wealthy young man, but she will not submit.
In
to shut
out allshepossibility
of young
the detective's
inducing
her order
to become
his wife,
marries the
wealthy man.
In
the course of the story, the detective asks her assistance in rounding up the gang of crooks. In the rounding up, however, her husband is killed. Being unable now to deny the pleadings of the
man she loves, she consents at last to become his wife. Length,
— reels.
"The Master Man "— Pathe
WITH crooked politics and crooked politicians as the material on hand, the author has written a story that fits the
personality of Mr. Keenan particularly well, giving a vivid as
well as realistic expression to his irresistible will. He is presented as the Master Man, to whose beckoning men, proud and
strong, respond as mere puppets ; whose will governors and other
influential politicians obey as mere weaklings ; who has it in
his power to crush any one that dares oppose him.
The story is melodramatic. Several of the situations do not
conform strictly with logic, the picture, nevertheless, is entertaining
just the same, chiefly because of the good acting, as well as the
skillfull continuity, the credit for which being due to Mr. Jack
Cunninham. The exhibitor, in his eager desire for better pictures, has entirely overlooked the continuity writer. The success
of a picture lies chiefly with him. Most of the stories are submitted in script form; it is this crude material which a continuity
writer must whip into shape. It is his skillf ulness that can make a
first class screen story out of a script, sometimes a very poor one ;
it is also to the inexpertness of a continuity writter that many
a bad picture, based on an otherwise good plot, is due. So, in
giving Mr. Cunninham a great deal of the credit for the success of this picture, one is doing nothing but justice. Released
May 25. Length, 5 reels.
" Home Breaker " — Paramount
MISS Dalton is presented this time as a saleslady; she is so
successful in her work, and so congenial in her manners, thai
she is regarded by her employer as one of the family. She is
in love with the son, a 3-oung man who cares more for pleasure
than for work. While she is away on a trip, he falls in the hands
of two swindlers, a man and his wife, posing as Russian nobles.
She is introduced to them upon her return, and recognizing the
crook in them, she sets about to counteract their plans. In order
to disillusion the young man and make him forget the Russian
woman Avho has charmed him, conceives a plan whereby she
hopes to arouse his jealousy. She introduces the old man to act
young, and pretend he is in love with herself. The plan works,
and eventually the 3?oung man is brought to his senses. Tn the
end, the bogus nobles are arrested, having been caught with some
loot ; the heroine then gets the hero.
While there is nothing big about the picture, yet it will entertain, just because the story is human, and because it has been
handled with intelligence. The impression it creates is as if one
had before him a successful story teller relating an interesting
story, full of ginger. There are numerous clean and wholesome
comedy situations in it that will draw hearty laughs. Released
April 20. Length, 5 reels.
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" The Red Lantern " — Nazimova Productions
story,
which
is entirelyother
different
thanshould,
the usual
combined with
its numerous
merits,
as arun,
drawing

card,
all ofthe Nazimova's
previous
The surpass
story takes
spectator back
to thecontributions.
Boxer uprising days,
when they seized Pekin, in an attempt to drive all foreigners
away from China. Mme. Nazimova assumes a double role; she
represents two half-breed sisters, the children of a white father
and a Chinese mother. The one is raised as a Chinese girl, while
the other, as a white. The Chinese girl, heroine of the story, falls
in love with a white young man, but is made to understand by
his mother that the barrier is inseparable. The objections raised
by the mother deeply wound her feelings, the pain being augmented by the knowledge she is part white. Embitleied against
the white race, she joins the Boxer movement. In order to enlist
a'come
largedown
following,
impersonates
goddess,
having
from she
heaven
to assure a.them
that supposedly
she approves
the
movement. The uprising takes place, but fails, due to the timely
arrival of European troops. The failure of the movement, as
well as her inability to induce her father, who is in Pekin at t)."*
time, to acknowledge her, leaves no other alternative but death;
so she dies at the feet of her father and her lover, who were
summoned to the palace at the last moment, by drinking poison.
The theme is tragic, but not such as to leave depression. There
are numerous situations in it that are highly dramatic. On the
whole, it holds the interest tense in spite of its length of seven
reels.
" Some Liar " — American
t'QOME Liar" should satisfy a good number of picture goers,
O although, as compared with several of Mr. Russel's late
contributions, it falls somewhat below their standard in entertaining values. The one attractive feature about- it, however, is
the fact that it is so different than the everyday run of pictures ;
also that it is clean and can be shown to any audience.
What stands out the most in the picture is, not the story, but
the hero ; almost all the interest is centered on him. He is presented as a man who can spin yarns by the mile. As a salesman
of coffins and cradles, a queer combination, he cannot be excelled.
With some miniature samples in his travelling case, he drops
into a small Western town, and after explaining the utility of
his ware, he receives several orders. In the course of the story,
he finds hmiself in a position where he has to become a hero.
Once, he beats the bully of the region, thus saving the girl, heroine
of the story, from molestation. Again, he beats another villian,
recovering from him some valuable letters, written to him by the
heroine's mother, and which he was using in coercing her to give
him her daughter as his wife. In the end, the hero and the
heroine are united, but not until he has promised never to lie
There are several situations in the picture that will cause good
again. ; the action of plot, on the other hand, becomes pretty
laughs
rapid after the first two reels. There are also some good thrills
in it. Released through Pathe May 18. Length, 5 reels.
" The Amateur Adventuress " — Metro
<t I ' HE Amateur Adventuress" is an offering above the average.
1 There is enough originality in the story, and enough comedy
situations in the picture, to satisfy any taste, however exacting.
The types selected for the parts are highly successful ; some of
them are so comical, and they fit their part so well, thai they cause
an outburst of laughter whenever they appear on the screen.
Victor Potel, the famous Slippery Slim of the single reel days,
is one of them.
The heroine works as stenographer for a women's welfare
society, the head of which is a hypocritical old man, a regular
fox. She is engaged to marry a young man, so cheap that, whenever he invites her out, will not spend more than thirty-five cents
for a dinner. The sight of the fine dresses other women wear,
and the good dinners they enjoy in company of other men, make
her revolt. She denounces her fiance, and, going back to work,
forges the name of her employer to a letter, thus obtaining gorgeous dresses from a milliner. Dressed in such fine wear, she
goes to a cafe in search of adventure. It is while in her first
adventure that she is engaged by a stranger to "vamp" the young
man who is charmed by the delicatessen girl. The scheme succeeds, but she falls a victim to the love of the stranger, who is
theThe
young
man'sis clean
uncle, and
mar^ang
the end. Released May
picture
fit for him
any inaudience.
5 Lengch, 5 reels.
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Alice Joyce Stars in Fine Screen Version of Stage Success
MARK
up another golden star opposite Alice Joyce's name.
As the herofhe in the screen version of
Charles Klein's famous play, " The Third Degree," the Vitagraph star has probably scored her
greatest triumph.
And this is said when one takes into consideration her remarkable performance
as Shirley Rossmore in the adaptation of the dramatist's other play, " The Lion and the Mouse."
Her charming girlishness, her force, and individuality, have never been given better expression than
in the character of the waitress-wife whose love and faith in her husband saved him from the electric
chair. She never wavered when events loomed up woefully black and her courage and devotion shaped
things to an effective and satisfactory conclusion.
Most theatregoers are familiar with the play so there is no reason to dwell upon the dramatic structure nor the vital message it carried as expressed in simple faith and humanity. But space must be utilized
in stating that Vitagraph has never turned in a better production — not even including w A Million Bid."
The big smashing situations and climaxes have been faithfully visualized, and though the picture is seven
reels in length this fact is never noticed so compact is the action.
Tom Terriss has done an excellent work in his picturization which is noticeable in the progressive
development of the plot and the keen dramatic values that are realized. And it is staged with artistic detail. The supporting players are so thoroughly in their characters that they contributed largely in giving
tone and quality to the play. — Length, 7 reels. — Released May 19. — Laurence Reid.
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Theda Bara in a Story of Love and Intolerance ; Fairly Convincing
IT seems odd to see Theda Bara in one of these old-fashioned pictures of parental intolerance where
the heroine bursts the bonds of her environment, goes out into the world seeking expression, and after
a proper lapse of time comes back to be misunderstood as before.
The star has usually had subjects
that were based upon unconventional plots and characterizations and if they were generally far from
being plausible, at least they were not conceived for this purpose.
But 44 The Siren's Spng " contains a moss-covered story that is far removed from truth, although the
spectator must accept it as real because Miss Bara does not appear in one of her customary daring roles.
Instead she is just another lighthouse keeper's daughter, who tolerates her father's bigoted outlook until
the thought occurs to her that there are other people in the world who will accept her with a spirit
of humanity.
The details, which show this Bretno fisher maid happy in the outside world, and her return to her
former domicile, where she experiences her father's intolerance and a love-sick dominie's hypocrisy, are
over-elaborated so that a semblance of life is not realized.
Had the story and characterization been treated more intelligently, the picture would have sounded
a human note. Yet despite the theatricalities, the offering will undoubtedly please, since it brings into
play a deal of action and love interest.
Miss Bara gives her usual good performance and makes the heroine quite sincere. The character
of the dominie is so overdrawn that L. C. Shumway could do nothing with it. The others fitted. J.
Gordon Edwards directed. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 4. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
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Breton maid in " The Siren's Song."
Photographed by John W. Boyle.
Appreciating the marvelous voice of Marie,
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Remey takes her to Paris where he is successful
she charmed people with her beautiful voice.
after a few years in making her a famous singer.
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most enthusiastic reports of the popular appeal contained in " The Unpardonable Sin " were realized in
fact before the picture had run its full length at the Broadway theatre, New York, on its opening night.
While a list of incidents includes rape, wholesale murder and minor atrocities, things that are supposed to
be in the discard these days, they are treated with such sura dramatic skill and contrasted with such effective comedy
scenes, that the whole picture looms as a real epic of dram a, the fundamentals of which are brute passions and unprotected innocence.
Major Rupert Hughes, of course, knows how to treat a story. So does Marshall Neilan. Here he has caught the
Hughes' touch of narrating a drama with an ever dominant element of suspense, nor has that sense of comedy which
he demonstrated to such fine advantage in his Mary Pick ford pictures deserted him. It is this comedy that balances
the picture so excellently and which furnishes invaluable relief.
Blanche Sweet returns to the screen in the dual role of the sisters, Dimny and Alice Parcot, and plays both
parts wonderfully well. She brings out the bitter sadness and eager intensity of the former and the utterly hopeless
attitude of the latter with a differentiation that is almost marvelous.
Mr. Neilan has lighted her exquisitely.
The whole production as far as artistry and lighting go is in Mr. Neilan's typical and nearly unapproachable
style. And the way he has brought out the suspense in the various episodes is still another tribute to his skill.
Realism permeates every scene, whether of ruins, interiors or countryside.
Matt Moore makes much of the hero's role, playing with a sincerity that never loses its hold on the spectactor.
Wallace Beery 's German officer is an excellent study, and Wesley Barry's boy character, the center of the comedy,
is a delightful piece of work. Mary Alden, as the mother, gives another highly creditable performance.
"The Unpardonable Sin" is the result of a particularly fine combination of talent. As a box office attraction
it should lead them all for many weeks to come. — Length, 8 reels. — Peter Milne.
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Faithful Study of Rural Life That Is Rich in Characterization
NO

picture in a long time has carried a more faithful reproduction of country life in its plot, characterization, and scenic investiture as Mary MacLaren's new offering, " The Unpainted Woman."
The quaint rusticity of the scenes and settings, and the unexaggerated drawing of the rural char-

acters, spell keen observation on the sponsors' part in making the picture reasonably true to the life it
depicts.
There are loopholes present, however, in the dramatic cloth that do not harmonize with the idea.
For instance, the spectator is led to believe that he is in for a quaint comedy sketch which naturally would
have been more adaptable to the characterization, since it is humorously conceived. But after an introductory chapter, the story takes a melodramatic turn that is so entirely commonplace that the picture
loses some of its charming atmosphere and quaint characterization. Yet it is interesting withal. Made so
of course by its simplicity of plot, its emphatic notes of pathos and sympathy, and excellent interpretation.
The theme presents the struggles of a Swedish servant girl in her search for love and happiness. And
before she emerges triumphant in the end, a lot of human interest and heart appeal have been conveyed to
the spectator. A belated thrill tacked on to the arbitrary finish sends out a bit of suspense. Mary MacLaren makes the heroine real, and the other players give lifelike performances. The picture was reviewed
at length on page 3089 of last week's issue. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
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little
boy
to
engage
in
drinking
contests
with
other characters, though all of them are quaint.
CATCH LINES
Heine Lorber, the proprietor of the town livery
Some effective word arguments can be used on
stable. In a drunken brawl Holt is mortally in- this
theme and also its picturesque backgrounds.
Don't miss Mary Maclaren in " The Unpainted
jured
and
after
his
death
Gudron
takes
what
little
Woman,"
a deeply
Display the star and the scenes from the picture,
savings she has and invests it in a neighboring
There is also
enoughhuman
comedydrama
spiritofinhome
it to folks.
send
bringing out the fact that she appears in a quaint
farm.
you away in a happy frame of mind.
There she prospers. The sorrow in her life is character role. This subject will not raise ridicule
for
its rural spirit. It is true to life and the
Mary Maclaren, the talented Universal actress,
completely
O'Neill,of astarvahobo,
who
she haseffaced
rescuedwhenfromMartin
the depths
community it represents. Dwell on this point.
in her most appealing picture. See " The Untion
and
despair,
offers
her
the
love
and
respect
The
title is a striking one and it might be used
painted Woman,"
that should have been given her by the lately
in bringing out the character of tie heroine.
deceased
Holt.
Martin
it
is,
who
has
put
the
farm
The
climax carries a thrill in a fire scene that
He loved her even though she was a hired girl,
on a paying basis. He works hard, asking no
but after they were married his love turned to
might tains
be plenty
effectively
In all, the picture confinancial
reward
but
only
his
room
and
board.
of anglesused.
for exploitation.
hatred. Did she find happiness again? See " The
When
he
has
regained
his
self-respect
he
offers
Unpainted Woman."
to marry her and Gudrun accepts.
Had it not been for the despicable conduct of
PRESS NOTICE
Lorber in setting her barn on fire, the young
widow
have knownThethe villain
true char" ThetheUnpainted
the feature that
actermight
of her never
new husband.
had
holds
place of Woman
honor on" isthe
theattempted
to
discredit
Martin
in
her
estimation
by
atre's
program
for
of
week.
declaring he started the fire. But virtue has its
This is a new Universal offering with the talented
own
reward.
Thus
Gudrun
found
love
and
hapMary Maclaren as the star and, in its quaint story
piness with the regenerated tramp.
by Sinclair Lewis, it reveals a glimpse of rural
life that is made enjoyable because of its real
PROGRAM READER
characterization. It is seldom that this type of
story is measured with such a human note beMary Maclaren, who has appeared upon the
cause the policy has usually been to exaggerate.
of the
theatre in some of the
The author here has fashioned his tale with a screen
most unusual pictures, will return shortly in her
keen insight into human nature, particularly, as
latest
Universal
entitled
" ThebyUnpainted
it is found in the open country. And his skill
Woman."
The offering,
story was
written
Sinclair
merits the highest praise. Miss Maclaren has
Lewis and produced by Tod Browning and it
the role of a hired girl who is made fun of for offers
the star a wonderful opportunity to display
her gawkiness although this defect does not preher emotional talent. She assumes the role of a
vent the village
boob when
from the
marrying
servant girl who is ridiculed by the natives of
happiness
is cut short
husbandher.
takesHerto
her
community although one of them has the
liquor, and when he is killed in a drunken brawl,
courage
to marry her. Her happy courtship is
she is placed in difficult straits. The heroine
turned
into misery when her husband embraces
buys a farm with her savings and a hobo happens
liquor.
After his death she finds happiness
along and works it for her.
the lovetale
of aof"knight.
open— sorrow
road."
She is so magnanimous toward him that he will through
Just
a
simple
love andof the
sorrow
accept no pay. And as the months roll on he
and love — punctuated with human characterizagradually regains his self-respect enough to offer
tions, grquaint
comedya wealth
touchesof and
backhis love. Of course a few obstacles are placed
ounds. It carries
actionrural
and detail
before
her.
Her
late
husband's
chum
attempts
and
the
management
feels
sure
that
its
patrons
to discredit the tramp and make him out as rewill be highly entertained.
sponsible for setting her barn on fire. The latter
The author has developed his material splendidly
is about to be lynched when the he*oine hoves
and
it has been handled with the utmost skill by
into sight and effects his rescue. Thus the
Director
Browning. The scenes reveal charming
romance develops into marital happiness. The
rusticity
throughsuchtheir
" faithfulnessthetoplotcountry
scenes and situations are cleverly worked out and
life
and
against
a background
takes
contain a deal of action and suspense as well as
on
a
value
that
makes
it
than just a medium
quaint comedy highlights. The picture is rich in to express a story. MissmoreMaclaren
is
given
exatmosphere. Space does not permit the telling of
cellent support by Thurston Hall, David Butler,
the salient points of the story, but suffice to say
Mary MacLaren just couldn't help loving this
Laura
Lavarne,
Fritzie
Ridgway,
Willard
Louis
that
it contains enough incident to excite
little one in her latest Universal offering, " The
and Carl Stockdale. They are all rural characters
attention.
to the life.
Unpainted Woman "
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"THE

HOME

BREAKER"—

A Highly Satisfying Comedy -Drama
DOROTHY

DALTON

PARAMOUNT

Starring Dorothy

Dalton

should feel as highly satisfied with her latest screen expression as her follow-

ing will feel contented after they have witnes sed her in " The Homebreaker."' That she has qualified as a comedienne has long since been proven, and Paramount with true appreciation and a
good sense of showmanship, has given her a subject which brings her gift for comedy into full play.
It is a delightful offering, this one that presents the star as a traveling saleswoman, and as you may
guess, the characterization is embroidered in the plot for all that it stands for in the world of realities. The
story is human and bright and truly representative of its personages, and if it is developed along extravagant lines, this is because the comedy values demand it. The idea of a traveling saleswoman who gives up
the road to teach the junior member of her firm how to conduct himself in matters of love and deportment seems like something new in the film scheme o f things. And it is treated with humorous and serious
consideration. A melodramatic note is introduced to give it substance and though it is arbitrary it serves
its purpose.
The picture carries plenty of color in its backgrounds. A yacht figures in the scheme for the purpose
of showing the star attired in overalls. She makes a pleasant picture at the wheel. Edwin Stevens has a
big part and makes it stand out conspicuously, while Douglas MacLean attends to the character of the
hero. — Length, 5 reels. — Released April 20. — Laurence Reid.
THE STORY
THE CAST
PROGRAM READER
Mary Marbury, a Traveling Saleswoman
Dorothy
Dalton,
the Ince-Paramount star, will
Mary
Marbury
is
a
traveling
saleswoman,
and
Dorothy Dalton
be seen in her latest picture entitled " The Homelike all people who follow that vocation, whether
Raymond Abbott
Douglas MacLean
breaker,"
shortly,
at
this theatre. This is a story
male
or
female,
she
is
fully
able
of
taking
care
Jonas Abbott, a Merchant Edwin Stevens
of a traveling saleswoman, who is able to conFernando Poyntier, a Crook Frank Leigh
of
herself.
While
sojourning
in a " tanka town
"
in
Illinois
the
fair
drummer
encounters
couple
vince theare
buyers
Abbott
Son'sis
Marcia, his Confederate Beverly Travis
products
the onbesttheonroad
the that
market,
but, & who
of crooks and so obnoxious does the masculine
unable to impress the junior member of the firm
Lois Abbott,
Raymond's Sister Mollie
.... NoraMcConnell
Johnson
party become in his attentions toward her that the that
Mrs.
White
more
attention
to
business
and
less
catering
resourceful girl promptly shows him his place.
By John Lynch.
to the bright lights would spell success in larger
Indeed, the representative of Abbott & Son has
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
letters. Not until the girl concocts a scheme with
the
two crooks put off the train that is carrying
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
her back to New York. She is considerably dis- the elder Abbott whereby she is to appear as an
ap ointed on reaching the office to discover that
adventuress
in luring
the "todogs
does
CATCH LINES
young man,
who ishimveryto dear
her " heart,
the junior member whom she expects to marry is the
come
to
his
senses.
setting
himself
a
merry
pace
in
the
land
of
You all have met traveling salesmen. You
An appealing story and one strongly fortified
Bohemia. So Mary concocts a scheme with the
know what genial, what hail-fellows-well-met they
elder Abbott whereby he is to humiliate his son
with
comedy andanddramatic
highlights
isbest
" Thein
are and how chock full of personality. Well,
Homebreaker,"
one
of the
by cutting
up
capers and thus bring the young
this can be applied to the female of the species.
which
Miss Dalton really
has appeared,
if one
can
man
to
his
senses.
Mary Marbury is a lady drummer and she is
single it out above the others. The star has
At a reception the father astonishes his guests
genial and resourceful and possesses a charming
plenty
of
opportunities
to
reveal
her
charming
in
his
spirit
of
youth
and
his
flirtation
with
Mary.
personality. Come to the
theatre and
naturalness,
and riding
her gen-on
Which, of course, has the desired effect upon
erous measureherof captivating
talent. She smile,
has been
make her acquaintance in " The Homebreaker."
Abbott, Junior. Another factor which has conthe
wave
of
popularity
due
to
her
keen
charactertributed
toward
the
old
man's
worries
is
the
ease
In which a resourceful girl breaks up a home
ization of Western heroines. Here she has a
with which the two crooks mentioned above have
different kind of role and she shines just as
to teach a young man a lesson and this accouingratiated themselves with the children. These
plished she builds it up again.
brilliantly.
An excellent cast surrounds her which
undesirable guests happen to be at the reception
includes such well-known players as Edwin
where mentthe
masculine
party
is
planning
an
elopeShe was able to convince buyers with her
Stevens,
Douglas
MacLean, Frank Leigh, Nora
Abbott. Everything is made ready
color and chatter, but she had a tough time in even to withtheLoisextent
Johnson, and Mollie McConnell. The story was
of the safe being robbed and
convincing a certain young man who was the
written by John Lynch, scenarioized by R. Cecil
the yacht made handy for a quick get-away when
idol of her heart. Not until she nearly broke
Smith, and produced under the direction of Victor
Mary discovers
a dancing
inup his home did he value her love and friendship.
L. Schertzinger. Thomas H. Ince supervised.
terval she had the
gone plot.
aboardDuring
the boat
with her
employer and found the stolen money that the
PRESS NOTICE
crook had placed there, for he intended to escape
via. the water route. Of course the girl loses
no time in straightening things out and when
Dorothy Dalton's latest Ince-Paramount photoLois sees the error of her ways and the thieves
play, "The theatre
Homebreaker,"
will
the
on
of come toweek.
are captured, Raymond Abbott realizes that Mary
This is rienced
fromscreen awriter,
story and
by John
Lynch,
an
expeis a wonderful girl. With his best drummer to
affords the star a most
guide his son through life, the senior member of
attractive part— one that is quite a departure
the firmbehavior.
has no doubt about the young man's
from the Western character she has so ably in- future
terpreted in the past. She appears as a traveling
saleswoman who has no trouble in disposing of
SUGGESTIONS
Abbott
& Son'sto goods
sellingmember
ability ofis
not sufficient
convincebut theher junior
There are any number of good values in this
the firm that she thinks a great deal of him and
picture for exploitation aside from the drawing
that he should stay away from the bright lights
and pay attention to business.
power
the star'sis name.
To away
begin from
with, the
its
central ofcharacter
conceived
The elder Abbott would like to haye her as
track as it presents a traveling saleswoman
a daughter-in-law but the son is too busy in —beaten
really something new in characterization. This
chasing Broadway butterflies to appreciate what
looks like a good angle to play up. Also make
a fine little wife she would make. So the dashing
drummer concocts a scheme with her senior emmention
is a
whirlwindof onthethefactroadthatandthecan" drummer
talk any " buyer
ployer to arouse the young man's jealously and
into taking her articles, but who is unsuccessful
make
"him
embarrassed
in
the
bargain.
How
it
in selling the junior member of her firm the idea
works out successfully, how the girl routs a party
that he should come to his senses and save his
of grafters and saves the daughter of the house
from a disastrous elopement, how her romance is business from ruin. The humorous values are
the
ones to concentrate upon, despite the fact
developed according to her wish, are events which
that the story carries a deal of dramatic action.
spell a most fascinating picture. Miss Dalton
You
might bring out that a yacht figures largely
is afforded a chance to display a number of striking gowns which will delight the feminine patrons.
in
emphasizing
Miss Dalton's
for she
has
to
don overalls
and shepersonality,
looks splendidly
Her dramatic work is of a high order.
efficient in them. She also wears a number of
"Thepose andHomebreaker"
is
a
picture
with
a
puris true to life. Among those who help
striking gowns. Bring out that point if your
to convey the realities, aside from the star, are
copy is written around the star. Also play up
Douglas MacLean, Edwin Stevens, Nora Johnson,
her captivating smile which is not duplicated in
the wholesomeness it radiates by any other
Frank Leigh and Mollie McConnell. The feature
has beenduced scenarioized
by R.of Cecil
and proactress. The author's name is a good lead too,
under the direction
VictorSmith,
Schertzinger,
Dorothy Dalton Demonstrating How It Is Done
if you cater to a fan crowd. He has turned in
while Thomas H. Ince looked after the supervision.
some good stories.
in " The Home Breaker "

May
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"JOSSELYN'S
Drama

of Love

WIFE"—
Quadrangle

Made

ROBERTSON-COLE
Effective Through

Surprise Finish

BESSIE BARRISCALE'S new picture, " Josselyn's Wife," an adaptation of Kathleen Norris' novel of
the same name, is based upon a love quadrangle.
To look at the framework one would think it
offered a bigger problem than the customary eternal triangle, but unfolded as a photoplay it doesn't
carry half the complexities that one would imagine. Indeed, it is easily followed until the climax, and this
requisite is so deftly arranged with a novel twist that it compensates for a somewhat vague and lackadaisical story.
The star is well equipped through experience to play the character of a sorrowful wife, and she
trings out all the pathos and sympathy that the part demands and makes it thoroughly human in every
detail.
In drawing the heroine as the rival of her husband's step-mother, the author has introduced
situation in screen dramaturgy, though it is not developed here with the intensity that one expected.
is too much heart appeal and too little conflict to place it in the category of 11 passionate drama " —
it should belong. The wife is one of those dependent creatures who trusts everybody. And the
suffers accordingly.

However,
action which,
the little boy
The star

a new
There
where
drama

when the husband is indicted for the murder of his father, the subject unfolds a lot of
while belated, is suspensive and novel enough to make it entirely effective. It develops that
did the shooting while playing " soldier."
is surrounded by a capable cast that includes Ben Alexander. As the child of the story he
supplies the comedy as well as the heart interest. Howard Hickman's direction is entirely praiseworthy.
Length, 5 reels.— Released in May.— Laurence Reid.
THE STORY
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
The indifferent cruelty of the young people at
*"!'e.n Josselyn
Bessie
Barriscale
In advertising
" Josselyn's
center your
Gibbs Josselyn
Mrs. Rose s reception preyed so upon Ellen Lat- arguments
Nigei
Barrie
and
aroundWifethe" central
idea
Lillian Josselyn
timer s mind that she bade a hasty adieu. Sh» of the play, i. e.,pictures
Kathleen Kirkham
the
love
quadrangle.
Triangles
fully
intended
Grandpa Latimer
to
return
to
her
country
home,
Joseph
but
been given to us in every conceivable shape,
Dowling
Tommy Josselyn
no sooner had she left the house than she en- have
Ben Alexander
but here is something new in screen patterns
Lindsay Pepp
countered Gibbs Josselyn who was late in arriv- that
Leslie Stewart
should not be neglected. It should make
Lizzie. erMarguerit
e DeLamott
ing. As the young man did not look with favor a striking
argument for it presents a son at
Aunt Elsie
Josephine Crowell
upon
his
new
step-mot
he
found
Ellen's
comher,
Joe Latimer
George Hackathorn
odds with his father over the latter's wife. Think
pany very attractiv
Mrs. Rose
they were
married. e, and after a brief courtship of the fine copy obtainable in the fact that a
Helen
Dunbar
Thomas Josselyn
Tom Guise
own step-mother
man is in
An artist by profession, Gibbs took up resi- young
By Kathleen Norris.
and neglects
hislove
ownwithwifehis to bask in her
dence in Europe to enlarge his talent, and when
Directed by Howard Hickman.
he had made his mark he brought his wife and radiance! This idea if concentrated upon is
The climax
a lot of curiosity.
to excite
goingaffords
little boy back
his father's
home where being
a re- also
CATCH LINES
an opportunity
for special appeal to
conciliation wto
as effected.
His step-mother,
She married a man who fell in love with his a personable and clever young woman, began to the public. It presents the husband charged
step-mother! Think of it! Here were father and wield a strange influence over him. And as he with the murder of his father and who is not
son living at cross purposes. An interesting pic- was about her age she enjoyed his company
foruntil his
he killed
how comes
of boy
storylittle
a strange
much more than she did that of her elderly hus- given his
ward withliberty
ture of a domestic quadrangle is " Josselyn's
band. It happened, however, that the unwholegrandpa while playing soldier.
some creature did not play her cards cleverly.
figuresit
child give
that aDon't
Wife."
An artist and his siren step-mother caught in A time came when the younger Josselyn sus- away exactly — only state father's honor.
nis studio by his wife and father. Here is a
pected her of being indiscreet and when she
in vindicating his
delicate situation for you. Come and see how it tried to square herself she became involved in a strongly (Continued on page 3275)
tangle of lies. The adventure erected a barrier
is worked out in " Josselyn's Wife."
between father and son, the result of which the
By Kathleen Norris, one ot the most prolific latter took up quarters elsewhere. Yet the elder
writers of fiction today.
Josselyn loved Ellen and his little grandchild,
who would come and play " soldier " with him
PRESS NOTICE
by One
the hour.
morning the old man was found dead,
Bessie Barriscale's latest picture, entitled
shot
through the heart, and Gibbs was indicted
"Josselyn's
Wife,"
will
be
the
feature
attraction
for
murder
there was an estrangement
on the screen of the
theatre on between them.since
There seemed to be no solution
of
week. This is an adaptaof Kathleen
of the a.same
name
of
the crimeuntil
for the
Ellenlittle
believed
her husband's
innocence,
boy in
admitted
he had
and tionhas
for its Norris'
central book
character
charming
young wife whose husband is an artist by profes- played
"
at
war
"
with
his
grandfather
had
sion. Gibbs Josselyn, as he is known, takes his shot him. So Gibbs was exonerated. Hisandprison
bride to Europe as he does not look favorably
confinement had gone hard with him, but he
found his health eventually and with it came
upon his new step-mother. After a lapse of years
happiness.
he bringsciliatihis
family back
wherehe a notices
reconon is effected.
It is home
then that
PROGRAM READER
that the cidedly
woman
he
formerly
frowned
upon
is
dePatrons of the
theatre have long
attractive.
Events occur which place the philanderers in since accepted Bessie Barriscale as one of their
favoriteturesstars.
Her longherlinefirmly
of entertaining
pica communion
of understanding,
and Gibbs
the estrangehave established
across the film
ment that is springing
up between
and his
wife, Ellen, seems ready to be effected any day. horizon. The management takes great pleasure
A time happens when the guilty couple are caught in announcing, therefore, that included in the
in a studioa rich
by the
wife andHowfather.
And thisis coming attractions that are booked for the
introduces
situation.
the husband
theatre,contribution.
is "Josselyn'sThe Wife,"
caught in a trap that means his imprisonment
Barriscale's latest
picture Miss
has
for murder, how the future looms up dreadfully
of the
book
Norris'
Kathleen
from
adapted
been
black for Ellen, how the tender appeal of the same name, and presents the story of a misunlittle boy coupled with his confession of the
derstood young wife whose love for her husband
crime, enacted in all innocence, rights things is trespassed
charmingthestep-mother.
his avoid
upon by to
voluptious
eventually,
are events that are absorbingly told
He had endeavored
on the screen.
woman but to no avail, and in the process of the
set
Missband.Barriscale
is againand directed
her hushe succumbs to her blandishments. A the
Howard Hickman,
those in bysupoort
are story
of complications develop that all but engulf
sun
the
Nigel Barrie, Kathleen Kirkham, Joseph Dowling.
eventually
But
husband.
philandering
Ben
Alexander, Josephine Crowell, Tom Guise
radiance and the cracks in the
shines with
Bessie Barriscale in a listening attitude in the
and others.
domestic
hearth are sealed up again.
Robertson-Cole release, " Josselyn's Wife
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"MARY

REGAN"—

FIRST

Third Anita Stewart Picture Should
MARKED

Picture

News

NATIONAL

Prove Another

Success

by lavish settings, action staged as extravagantly as the backgrounds, and possessing a story

of a certain type of underworld life that should appeal to the popular mind, Anita Stewart's third
First National production bids fair to score another box office success.
Miss Stewart herself is considerably more in the foreground than in her first production " Virtuous
Wives," and the plot has melodramatic substance and action in greater quantity than did her second, " A
Midnight Romance," so, considering the success of these former vehicles, it seems right to assume that
" Mary Regan " should travel the same lines to box office success.
The star gives a performance well in keeping with her new-grown popularity and the support she
receives is of the best. Frank Mayo as the leading man contributes a good characterization, while Carl
Miller, Brinsley Shaw, George Hernandez, Barney Sherry and Hedda Nova, furnish assisting performances
of value.
During some of its phases the action of the story is rather artificial, but the swift course that the melodrama takes makes stopping to point these places out a foolish pastime. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
" THIRD DEGREE "
Mary Regan is ardently loved by Robert
Mary Regan
Anita Stewart
(Continued from page 3268)
Clifford, an official of the city. She refuses to
Robert
Clifford
Frank
Mayo
marry
him,
however,
because
her
name
has
a
Jack Morton
Carl Miller
Vitagraph has never turned in a better producsmirch on it. Her father, a notorious gentleman
tion, and we would advise that you bring this
Morton, Sr.
Barney Sherry
crook, married an heiress and while Mary has
Jim Bradley
Brinsley Shaw
angledramatic
out for it is as bigYou
as "have
A Million
Bid " inof
inherited all the finer qualities of her mother
Peter Loveman
George Hernandez
its
a number
she is afraid that the traits of her father will arguments to quality.
Commissioner Thorne
L. W. Steers
exploit here. First off is the fact
some
time
show
in
her.
More
than
this,
she
Nina Cordova
Hedda Nova
knows that Clifford will suffer if he marries her that
is an adaptation
of Charles
Klein'spatrons
great
From the Book by LeRoy Scott.
stageit success.
The majority
of your
and attempts to introduce her to his friends.
Directed by Lois Weber.
have probably seen it in its original version, since
Peter Loveman and Jim Bradley, old associates
a great many companies toured with it and it
of her father's, attempt to win her over to their was also brought out in stock. So most of your
" trade thing" —to doblackmail.
She
refuses
to
have
anypeople will want to see it on account of its
CATCH LINES
with them and goes away to the familiarity.
The central idea that the cruel, tormountains
for
a
rest
and
to
endeavor
to
"
find
"
herself.
Why was Mary Regan shunned by society
tuousspomethods
of the an
" third
degreeman" are
nsible in convicting
innocent
can rebe
when she had done nothing wrong? She had
To the same hotel Bradley brings Jack Morton,
well utilized. And effective word arguments can
wealth, beauty, position, her mother had been
a young waster, put in his charge by a too- be used in emphasizing the faith and love of the
well liked in the best circles — and yet her friends
trusting father. Jack falls in love with Mary,
victim's wife in establishing his freedom.
refused to accept Mary Regan ! See " Mary
which is just what Loveman and Bradley wanted
Paper spreads hinting at the police methods in
Regan," stars.
the latest picture in which Anita
him to do. Back in the city he proposes marriage
Stewart
securing a confession will excite attention. The
and Mary, believing that she can save him from
bad associates and sincere in her conviction that subject lends itself well to any kind of advertisShe deliberately refused the man who loved
ing. The star
has a vast
andinyouadvertiswon't
she can only be a hindrance to Clifford, accepts
her
—
the
man
she
loved
and
instead
accepted
the
goingfollowing
the limit
him. They are married and at a hotel near the make ingany
her. mistake
She takesin wonderful
photographs
and
proposal of a drunken wastrel who did not have
city
register
under
assumed
names,
as
Jack
wants
these displayed liberally in the lobby and the
the courage to acknowledge her as his wife! Her
to
keep
the
affair
secret
from
his
father.
Howreasons for so doing are only revealed in " Mary
are going to attract not only her followers
ever, the elder Morton learns of their being there papers
those who do not frequent the picture houses.
Regan," Anita Stewart's latest First National
and
puts the wrong interpretation on the but
production.
Bring out the director. He is well known to
situation.
the fans as a man who is entirely dependable.
Later Mary learns of the attempt to swindle
Produced under the direction of Lois Weber,
And in the cast, such well-known players as
Morton of a sum of money through the predicashe who made " A Midnight Romance " and Mrs.
Gladden James, Anders Randolf, Mrs. DeWolf
ment that Jack has fallen in and communicates
Charlie Chaplin's most successful pictures.
Hopper,ment and
L. Rogers
Lytton will
arouse comher information to Clifford. Co-operating with
among the
dyed-in-the-wool
patrons.
the police he prevents the scheme from going
through. But Jack, after his last wild revelry,
PRESS NOTICE
dies. and
Mary,protection
again free, and
feels accepts
the need him
of Clifford's
love
as her
Anita Stewart, who scored such successes
husband.
recently at the
theatre in " Virtuous
Wives
" and " A Midnight
Romance,"
again on
of
week for returns
a run
of
days in her latest First National
PROGRAM READER
production entitled " Mary Regan." This is an
adaptation
of LeRoy
the sameof
title
and was
producedScott's
underbook
the ofdirection
Mary Regan accepted the proposal of marriage
Lois Weber. It affords her the role of a young
of Jack
evenloved
though
not heart
love
woman whose father was a notorious crook. She
him,
evenMorton's
though she
with sheher did
whole
and soul Robert Clifford and knew perfectly well
isshow
everinfearful
lest
this
trait
of
her
parent's
shall
that
he
loved
her.
But
she
believed
that
she
herself and so she refuses the love of
would only bring him misery and sorrow as his
RobertcipalClifford,
a
man
high
in
the
city's
municircles.
wife. She thought that society would turn from
As a result of this refusal she becomes enher in scorn — refuse to accept her as being of
their kind. And so she married Jack Morton.
trap ed in a clever blackmailing scheme, hatched
Then for a time events moved so rapidly that she
by her father's former associates, in which she
had small time to think of Clifford. In the first
finds
herself
as
an
unwilling
cat's
paw.
When
place,
Jackbecause
was afraid
acknowledge
as his
she comes fully to a realization of the plot she
wife and
of thisto fear
his fatherherbranded
communicates all the information she possesses
to Clifford and through his efforts the schemers
Mary as a disreputable woman ! Then suddenly
are foiled. And after this Mary accepts Clifford,
she foundto herself
the the
cat'selder
paw Morton!
in an astonishing
scheme
blackmail
And she
who
to himis finally
will do able
him tono convince
harm. her that marriage
was perfectly innocent! The career of Mary
Regan was, indeed, infested with all the adventure
Mary the
Reganother
" has
produced
as lavishly
as " were
two been
pictures
in which
Miss
that the average mortal could require in a life
Stewart appeared recently. The star appears to time. Who was she? Why did society turn its
back on her? She was innocent and yet they
her usual splendid advantage in the title role
shunned her! You can see the conclusion of this
while surrounding her is a cast of particular
fascinating picture at this theatre shortly, when
skill including such well-known players as Frank
Mayo, Carl Miller, J. Barney Sherry, Brinsley
"attractions
Mary Regan,"
the Anita
latest Stewart
of the First
National
Shaw,
George
Hernandez,
L.
W.
Steers
and
starring
is shown
for
Hedda N6va.
the first time in this city. It was produced under
As far as stories dealing with outlaws of society
the direction of Lois Weber from a story by
LeRoy Scott and is probably the best of Miss
go "best
Maryof Regan
" may easily be classed among
the
this type.
Stewart's recent efforts.
Scene from " Mary Regan "
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"TAXI"—

TRIANGLE

Starts Slowly, But Gathers Speed Toward

the Middle

£ £ f I ^ AXI " is a good comedy.
For the first two reels it moves rather slowly.
One might say that it
doesn't seem as if all the cylinders were hitting. Then along about the middle it picks up and
makes good speed and finishes with the m3ter ticking off the laughs quite as fast as the dimes
tick by in reality. If it had started well " Taxi " might be described as an excellent comedy.
Taylor Holmes makes a likable chap of the hero-taxi driver and next in the cast in a position to
furnish comedy is Maude Eburne, an actress who has had much success on the stage in eccentric comedy
parts. She certainly makes the most of the role of the boarding house slavey in this picture and her
scenes with the other players are all filled with excellent comedy due to her fine ability. Lillian Hall
as the heroine is dainty and appealing.
" Taxi " hasn't much plot or at least not much has been brought out on the screen. This is the
fault of the producers. They have really neglected to make the most of their opportunities, especially
in the opening reels. But much of the comedy simply asserted itself, particularly when assisted by such
a capable actress as Miss Eburne. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 11. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
prominently. It will catch the eye of itself.
THE STORY
" Taxi " also offers a good opportunity for
Robert Harvey Randolph Taylor Holmes
Robert
Randolph
receives
an
income
of
ten
teaser advertising. A repetition of the title by
Madge Van Tillier
Irene Tains
thousand dollars a year by reason of the nonitself
hey " inattract
front attention
of it or
Vivien Vivierre
Lillian Hall
ap earance of Imogene Pamela Thornton, who,
" sir " oror with
" ladythe" word
ater it" would
Sweet Genevieve
Maude Eburne
by
the
terms
of
the
will,
would
receive
it
if
she
if
run
several
times
in
the
newspapers
before
the
Duke Beamer
Henry Sedley
could be found. Robert is jilted by Madge Van
day of the showing. The same idea could be used
Mrs. Borden Millyuns ..Jane Jennings
for
throwaways.
Tillier
appearRobert
large
Eileen Millyuns
Olive Trevor
enough because
to her. ten
Morethousand
or less doesn't
disconsolate,
Lobby decorations, no matter how large or
hires
a
taxi
and
rides
about
the
town.
As
he
From politan
George
Agnew
Chamberlain's
Cosmosmall, should follow out the same lines as the
Magazine serial.
draws
up
by
the
stage
door
of
a
theatre
a
pretty
newspaper
advertisements. If you are in the habit
Directed by Lawrence Windom.
girl jumps into the cab and a man tries to follow
of " dressing
and your
houselength
emPhotographed by George W. Peters.
her. Seeing
the
situation
Robert
throws
the
inployees when"youyourplaylobby
a picture
for any
truder
out
and
drives
off.
What
is
his
surprise
of
time,
of
course
"
Taxi
"
offers
you
an
easy
CATCH LINES
to learn that the girl is none other than Imogene.
opportunity. A stunt that miglit cost a little
He takes her home to his apartment and turns
Taxi, lady? Taxi, sir? Come take a round
money but which would advertise the show well
trip of romance and laughter for the price of it over to her and then goes forth in search of would be to placard a taxi with " You can't ride
admission
to the
theatreHolmes
where does
" Taxithe" work — becoming a taxi driver. Imogene, because
in this taxi but ' Taxi,' now at the
is now being
shown. Taylor
she
anideaimmediate
liking to Robert,
theatre,
give linej
you the
comedy honors — and asks no tips.
or some will
similar
and best
hirejoya ride
man intotown,"
drive
relishtook
ofwithdepriving
his tendoesn't
sandtheand tries,
other ofhimhis offriends,
tothoufind
it around town.
Ever hear of a taxi driver as a hero? Most
him. But Robert refuses to be found. He bepeople look on them as robbers. But this fellow
comes a very popular driver with all the city
roustabouts because he always deposits them
is different. See him brought to life by Taylor
tenderly at their doors instead of merely throwHolmes in his latest comedy, " Taxi."
ing them out of his cab.
On one trip Robert hears a plot hatched by
" JOSSELYN'S WIFE "
" Taxi all" —speed
in which
which Taylor Holmes
breaks
limitsandonbylaughter.
(Continued from page 3273)
Imogene's
her stock
in
the taxioppressor
company tobyswindle
which her
he isof employed.
Feature the star's name. Miss Barriscale has
" will make your laugh meter register
He attends
the men
directors'
himself
and
to "itsTaxicapacity.
arisen to the top of her profession through sheer
finds
among the
a lot ofmeeting
the fellows
grateful
to him for taking them safely home. So the plot ability. Bring out that her role of the trusting
wife is an ideal one and that it perhaps is the
An hour's ride of fun and romance is what
fails
as Robert
the tidegeneral
in Imogene's
Besides
this he turns
is elected
managerfavor.
and
best thing she has ever done. Play up the child
you'll find in this " Taxi " and the rate is cheap —
see " Taxi " at the
theatre.
vice-president of the company. And then he asks
actor, Ben Alexander. He scored a knock-out
Imogene to be his wife.
in Griffith's " Hearts of the World." Also anSome people think they can't afford taxicabs
nounce that the star's husband, Howard Hickand
they're
right,
for
with
a
perpetual
motion
man, produced the picture.
meter and a bandit at the wheel the tariff is high
PROGRAM READER
Taxi! Taxi — Taxi? Taxi, lady? Taxi, sir?
—is but
can affordtothis
" Taxi," thetheatre
rate
the everyone
price of admission
the
Don't a sayround
no, trip
you of
really
want thisfuntaxi.
You'll
and the man at the wheel of laughter is Taylor
have
wholesome
all for
the
Holmes.
give you
wonderful joy-ride on
small price of admission to this theatre — and you
the
road ofHe'll
laughter
and aromance.
don't have to tip the driver either. All of which
means that " Taxi," the latest Triangle comedy
PRESS NOTICE
starring
will will
come want
here toshortly—
and we Taylor
feel sureHolmes,
that you
see it.
Taylor Holmes, the popular Triangle comedian,
will appear again at the
theatre on
The
star's
ability
as
a
comedian
is
known pictures
by his
previous work in Triangle and Essanay
of
week in his latest picture
entitled " Taxi." Readers of modern fiction will but " Taxi " provides him with what is probably
recognize this title as that which adorned George
his most original
role.scenes
There's
in itsandfivehumorous
reels. The
beAgnew azineChamberlain's
recent
Cosmopolitan
Mag-a great comedy
story. As a serial
it afforded
thousands
tween Mr. Holmes and Maude Eburne, the popular eccentric comedy actress of the stage, are
monthly cause for hearty laughter and now as a
picture it seems destined to surpass its former
some of the most laughable you ever saw and
record on the printed page.
there's
delightful
in which
Mr. Holmes assumes the role of Robert
again ably
assistedromance
by Lillian
Hall.the Instarfact,is
" Taxi " has just about everything a picture could
Randolph who forfeits a ten-thousand-dollar income so that a girl may have it and who goes
have to make it enjoyable. It's taken from
forth to make a living driving a taxi. During
Magserial and Chamberlain's
was produced Cosmopolitan
under the direction
her career behind the wheel he has many a GeorgeazineAgnew
of Lawrence Windom. The five reels include a
humorous adventure, adventures which stand him
number of New York City scenes filmed at night.
in good stead when the climax of the story
arrives. His position as chauffeur puts him on
the inside track of a contemplated swindle and
SUGGESTIONS
by his quick wit and by using his friends to good
advantage he prevents it from going through and
You ought to be able to make your advertising of this picture stand out as something
so saves the girl's income for her — and himself.
Mr. and
Holmes'
abilitytheas most
a comedian
is well
altogether apartnouncefrom
the itusual
anknown
he derives
from his unusual
ments. The title,
need conventional
hardly be said,
role here. He receives support of an adequate
offers all sorts of opportunities for original copy.
In
the
catch
lines
an
effort
has
been
made
to
play
character from Lillian Hall as the girl, Maude
Eburne in the comedy part of a slavey and Irene
on the title interestingly. These, of course, may
Tams, Henry Sedley, Jane Jennings and Olive
not appeal to your eye but they at least offer
Trevor in other prominent roles. The picture
the basis of a number of catching advertisewas produced under the direction of Lawrence
ments. Build up on them with illustrations and
Windom and includes many interesting scenes
arguments. Let your entire advertising copy go
Taylor Holmes
Holdsa Triangle
the Chauffeur's
in " Taxi,"
Picture Throne
to elaborate on the title. And display the title
of New York City as backgrounds for the action.
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"SOME
William

LIAR"—

Russell Breezes Through

Picture

News

AMERICAN

in Extravagant

Farce-Comedy

WILLIAM

RUSSELL disarms criticism in the style of pictures which he is offering the public. Inasmuch as they are extravagant things, based upon ridiculous ideas, one must accept them for their
true value, which is that of inviting laughter without any measure of pretensions.
The star has
been maintaining a happy average of late and struck the high-water mark with his last previous picture,
" Brass Buttons."
Perhaps the pace has become too rapid for, in his new contribution, " Some Liar,"
there is a noticeable let-down in spontaneity of action and humor.
The idea behind it, while reasonably true, seems somewhat forced in execution, if one may take into
account a lot of repetitious detail. It being extremely weak, the picture runs its course early and the spectator is only kept at attention through Mr. Russell's
Here the star is a traveling salesman with a line
some whopping big lies, and having a breezy manner
miners and the only girl. His gift of gab leads him

enthusiasm for his work.
of cradles and coffins. In disposing of them he tells
and a likeable disposition, he interests the gullible
into all sorts of trouble before he utters his first truth-

ful remark — " I love you."
The picture departs from its farcical flourish in much of the action, and the melodramatic scenes substituted do not suffice to give it weight, although the principals work mighty hard to put it over. A few
thrilling fights interspersed with the hero's lies and it is all over. Haywood Mack as the v-i-l-l-a-i-n, Eileen
Percy as the girl, and Gordon Russell as an extra heavy complete the cast. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
PROGRAM READER
THE STORY
THE CAST
There
is
denying
Russell's
Robt. Winchester McTabb William Russell
Robert Winchester McTabb is a traveling saleslarity. Afternoseeing
him William
in a single
picturepopuyou
man with a line of cradles and coffins, and when
Celie Sterling
Eileen Percy
can't
call
him
William
any
more.
You
simply
he comes to the mining town of Yellow Jacket,
Sheldon Lewis Kellard Haywood Mack
must switch to Bill. Bill's latest picture, " Some
Arizona, he has no trouble in disposing of them.
High Spade McQueen
Gordon Russell
Liar," ofan the
adaptation
of James
Curwood's
He is something of an accomplished liar and his
By James Oliver Curwood.
same name,
is oneOliver
of the
fastest
yarns are such whoppers that the miners and a novel
Scenario by Stephen Fox.
and breeziest comedies that ever went over the
certain pretty girl are considerably impressed.
Directed by Henry King.
screen. Imagine, if you can, a salesman, carryCelie Sterling, as she is called, offers to invest
ing a line of cradles and coffins stepping off the
in a coffin if Bob will get rid of an obnoxious
train in a little town in Arizona where killings
individual
by
the
name
of
Sheldon
Lewis
Kellard.
were
a perfectly ordinary occurrence. Would
CATCH LINES
As the salesman has told her of his man-killing
he have trade? Of course. But this particular
exploits,
he
has
to
live
up
to
them
even
though
salesman
was also a born liar (no reflection on
He sold cradles and coffins, and being a travelhe is considerably scared.
other salesmen) and he started in to sell his lies
ing salesman he told some whopping big lies.
High Spade McQueen, the proprietor of the
His listeners drank in his words with silence and
as
fast
as
he dispensed with his coffins. He found
hall, also has a score to settle against
himself in hot water before he could shake a
when he was through no one believed him but a gambling
Kellard,
and
so
Bob
sells
him
a
coffin.
As
the
mighty pretty girl.
lamb's tail
twiceof and
you'll providing
find yourself
gambler attempts to get familiar with Celie, the
ecstasies
laughter,
you arein
young Ananias knocks him down, though he is various
still human. Eileen Percy is the girl that inwarned
to
order
a
coffin
for
himself.
While
spires Bill to tell the truth finally when he says
He told her he killed a dozen men every day lunching with the girl soon after his fracas with
just for excitement. And she liked him because
McQueen, he happens to see Kellard and is " I love you," while others are Hayward Mack
scared stiff. The latter warns him that he has
and Gordon Russell. It's five reels of laughter
he
his killings. She didn't
knowwasthatso hecave-like
was somein liar.
nothing to fear as long as he is with the girl. that
coming here
to you
they'rearecoming
soon. in " Some Liar " — and
So it is just one lie after another until Bob finds
himself on the point of being lynched for supposed
William Russell in his latest breezy picture — a horse-stealing. When his innocence is proven
picture
will shake your sides so many laughs
in this case he still has Kellard and McQueen to
does it that
contain.
settle with. The former has some compromising
letters covers
of themCelie's
his possession
Bob not
reafter ainsevere
tussle that and
involves
PRESS NOTICE
only these two men but McQueen. When everyout and Celie has discovered
William Russell, the popular comedian of what anthing is straightened
enormous liar the salesman is, he squares
American pictures, will be seen at the
himself
by
uttering
the first truth he has ever
theatre on
of
week in his latest
told — " I love you."
photoplay
entitled
"
Some
Liar."
This
is
the
breezy story of a young traveling salesman whose
line consists of cradles and coffins. He arrives
at the town of Yellow Jacket, Arizona, where he
SUGGESTIONS
finds that the townsfolk have much need for his
latter article. He sells a lot and tells a lot of
There is a wealth of advertising material in
picture which could be largely emphasized
lies. In fact, the salesman seems to market lies this
around the title. A number of novel lines will
with as much ease as he markets his coffins and
after a time all the inhabitants of Yellow Jacket
immediately
themselves
ing exhibitor suggest
if he looks
at the totitleanforenterprisits full
have
humorous value. There are malicious liars and
Sterling." fallen " for him, including one Celie
He boasts to Celie about his prowess as a others who lie for the fun of the thing. The
hero here belongs to the latter variety. And the
killer of men
that'sbe where
he makes
a little
mistake.
For andCelie,
it known,
is bent
on world laughs at and forgives such a fellow. Bring
out this point and you can have some fun with
having a person named Sheldon Lewis Kellard
your patrons if you tell them to watch closely and
killed
for her
salesman
hadn't
see if they can find themselves on the screen.
bargained
on special
this andbenefit.
so findsThe
himself
surrounded
Bring out the idea of the story in appropriate
by hot water — very hot water. How he gets out
catch lines. The picture can sell itself on this
of it and manages to find a cool shower, how he
angle alone. Advertise it as one of William
finally comes to the point where he simply must
tell the truth — when he realizes that he loves
Russell's breezy comedies, and bring out that no
Celie, are events the humor of which can not
star is surpassing him in the quality of his subbe related here. Suffice it to say that the picture
jects. He has a likeable personality that should
count largely in his favor when he comes to your
winds
up in a veritable whirlwind of comedy even
screen.
as
it started.
author deserves mention because he is one
Russell makes the title part a delightful per- of The
the most prominent in the fiction world. In
Eileen
Percy
heroine
and Hayward Macksonalityaswhile the
villain
lendasgood
support.
The
his name and Russell's, coupled with the rich
William Russell must have been just telling
scenario of " Some Liar " was derived from ideas that can be gained from the title and story,
you should
no trouble in bringing the picJames
Oliver
Curwood's
novel
and
production
one in " Somedistributed
Liar," hisbyAmerican
ture home a have
winner.
was in charge of Henry King.
Pathe production
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"THE

AMATEUR
Excellent Comedy

ADVENTURESS"—
Marks

Emmy

Wehlen

s Return

METRO

to Screen

METRO

certainly sets a high-water mark for polite comedy in " The Amateur Adventuress," a picture which marks Emmy Wehlen's return to the screen after an absence of several months. It
tells the story of a stenographer who forsook a life of drudgery for one of adventure. She is

employed by a wealthy woman to break up her son 's love affair with a delicatessen proprietor's daughter,
and how she does it is amusing to a degree.
The whole picture, however, from first to last, covers in its various episodes as abundant comedy
as ever was included in five reels of film. Miss Wehlen has a pair of excellent comedy foils in Victor
Potel and Gene Pallette, while she herself appears to radiant advantage. That radiant covers everything
— her looks, performance and her gowns.
A review of " The Amateur Adventuress " would not be complete without mention of the exceedingly clever subtitles, most of which are spoken. They are fitting and supply a laugh as well as the
proper information.
But it was skilled work from every angle of production that caused " The Amateur Adventuress "
to turn out so well. Metro seems to lead the field in the feature comedy line, particularly when this,
.its latest effort, is considered. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 5. — Peter Milne.
SUGGESTIONS
good woman is very much worried over her son
THE CAST
who is infatuated with the daughter of a' deliTHE AMATEUR ADVENTURESS
If the previous Emmy Wehlen pictures were
catessen proprietor.
It isSentel
Norma'sproves
job to
Norma Wood
Emmy Wehlen
up the affair.
Gregory
to break
be a popular at your house advertise " The Amateur
Oliver Morley
Allen Sears
Adventuress
marking
to the pictures
screen.
conceited man and fails to live up to his mothGeorge Goodie
Gene Pallette
She has not" asbeen
seen herin return
any new
er's
enraptured one
description.
But Norma
finds her
William Claxtonbury
William V. Mong
lately;
hence
you
might
make
something
of anin
job
a
difficult
until
eventually
she
plays
on
event out of this one. Advertisements written
Mrs. Claxtonbury
Marion Skinner
Gregory's conceit and wins his attention. After
the form of an invitation to meet Miss Wehlen
Mrs. Sentel
Lucille Ward
that
is by
easyinviting
to disillusion
him regarding
the * again at your theatre would be attractive and if
Gregory Charles Sentel
Victor Potel
other itgirl
her to tea.
The way she
you
By Thomas Edgelow.
acts, in comparison with Norma, finishes the job.
her have
return.a m«iling list of regular patrons play up
Scenario by June Mathis and Luther A. Reed.
All
this
time
Oliver
has
been
falling
steadily
Directed by Henry Otto.
As regards the story you can go the limit on
in love with Norma. When she plans to leave
Photographed by Arthur Martinelli.
boosting its comedy. Without doubt it will prove
he proposes to her and she, after confessing all amusing
Supervised by Maxwell Karger.
to every class of picturegoer. The theme,
her " sins " to him, accepts.
well expressed in the title itself, is one that posses es alot of interest and you can develop this
PRESS NOTICE
CATCH LINES
in your advertising. Don't be afraid of using
She defied conventionality and resolved to see
" The
the Metrotheatre
comsuperlative
edy whichAmateur
will be Adventuress,"
shown at the
worth
tl ;m. in talking about the picture. It's
real life! She had been just a slaving drudge —
on
of
week marks Emmy Wehshe was going to have money and fun and fine
If
you
caterappearance
to a regular
fan patronage
len'ssence.
returnHer tomany
the friends
screen after
quite
a
long
aboverlook the
of Victor
Potel, andon't
old
clothes! See "The Amateur Adventuress," the
will be glad to know
brightest
time picture comedian. He has a prominent part
of film. bit of comedy ever encased in five reels
that her return is marked by a picture, the comand plays it well. His recent appearance with
edy of which cannot be easily overestimated. As
Mary Pickford will have recalled him to many.
Norma Wood, the stenographer, in an adaptation
But concentrate for the most part on Miss
She was hired to break up a love affair — see
of Thomas Edgelow's story which appeared in " The Amateur Adventuress."
Wehlen's
return (mention
wonderful andgowns
Young's
Magazine,
Miss
Wehlen
plays
with
a
for
your feminine
patrons ifherit attracts)
the
grace and charm and an appreciation of the comHe proposed marriage — and by marriage he
fact
that
as
a
comedy
the
picture
ranks exceptionedy values of the story that again stamps her
meant that she should keep her job and take care
ally
high.
Word
of
mouth
advertising
will
do
as one of the most skilled actresses on the screen.
of him besides! But she wanted to see LIFE.
the rest providing you play the picture for a
The plot is so arranged that the star is afforded
suitably
long
run.
And
she
did
see
it
—
and
you'll
see
the
prettiest
opportunities for wearing a number of beautiful
and peppiest comedy of the season in " The Amgowns.
ateur Adventuress."
Brieflybelliontheagainststory
tells
of
a
stenographer's
rehumdrum
existence.
Wehlen's
to theandscreen
ages to secure asome
wonderful
clothesSheandman-by in Marking
an originalEmmy
comedy
— laughsreturn
in scenes
submeans of these she is offered the job of weaning
titles.
a rich man's son away from a delicatessen keeper'smancedaughter.
course
there The
is hercomedy
own ro-in
She adidn't
up a just
man. anbutAmashe
to balanceOf the
picture.
made
bold know
stab athowit!to pick
She was
" The Amateur Adventuress " is plentiful and
teur Adventuress — but she got what she went
never forThea moment
picture's
let ater. See Emmy Wehlen in " The Amateur Addown.
subtitles does
fairlythesparkle
withgayety
brilliant
lines, while the situations of the story show an
venturess." PROGRAM READER
originality and humorous value that makes them
doubly interesting.
Over the little table in a cheap little restaurant
Miss Wehlen receives capable support from A.
George Goodie whispered what he thought words
D. Sears as the hero and from Gene Pallette,
of
love into the ear of pretty Norma Wood. This
William V. Mong and Victor Potel in comedy
roles. The story was adapted for the screen by night of all nights he had resolved to spend
sixty-five
of thirty-five
centstheyon should
their dinJune Mathis and Luther A. Reed and produced
ners and heinstead
had also
resolved that
get
under fhe direction of Henry Otto.
married. In fact he had done all the resolving
THE STORY
without
consulting
the least.of
He helped
himself Norma's
to the feelings
biggest inportions
Norma Wood is a stenographer tired with the
everything and then blandly told her that after
monotony of her existence. Employed by Claxthey were married she would have to get up an
tonbury, the hypocritical president of a working
hour earlier in the morning so that she could
finish the housework before going to the office!
girls'
association
and
engaged
to
George
Goodie,
a smug,
self-satisfied,
clerk,hersheintention
finally re-of This was his idea of married life ! It stung
bels against
it all and selfish
announces
Norma to the quick and then she flared up. She
seeing life. The first thing she does is to charge
flared and she stood up— on the table ! With a
a lot of gowns to Claxtonbury. His wife discovglass of wine in her hand and the light of youth
ers it and Norma raises a small rumpus in the
in her eyes she fairly sang forth her resolve to
see LIFE! Then she walked out of the place
family when she says that Claxtonbury had sponsored the idea himself. She plays the game well
left George gaping. How Norma found life
and, although she is discharged, she receives a and
is told in the Metro picture, " The Amateur
check from Claxtonbury to provide for her wants
Adventuress,"
starred
until she gets another job.
and which willinbewhich
shownEmmy
at thisWehlen
theatreis shortly.
Subsequently she dons some of her fine clothes
It
is
one
of
the
sprightliest
comedies
ever
—a
and enters the dining-room of a fashionable hotel.
picture full worthy to mark Miss Wehlen's return
Here she is spoken to by Oliver Morley, who
Emmy Wehlen in a Scene From " The Amateur
to
takes her home to his sister, Mrs. Sentel. The
failtheto screen
see it. after an overly long absence. Don't
Adventuress "

Motion
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"DAUGHTER
Human

OF

MINE"

—

Picture

News

GOLDWYN

Interest Story That Hits the Mark

MADGE
KENNEDY has a human interest stor y in " Daughter of Mine " — one that is endowed with
realities so fraught is it with glimpses of eve ryday life. It is seldom that the quality of verisimilitude figures so largely upon the screen, so eager are scenarists and directors in surrendering to the
conventions.
But the star's latest contribution throbs with humanity and so is made genuine.
Hugo Ballin, Goldwyn's art director, is responsible for the story. He has journeyed to the East Side
and came back with a slice of it which is visualized in the religious conflict engendered between Christian
and Jew.
Mr. Ballin introduces a fanciful vein which, while of no consequence in the theme, balances the play
with a humorous note. This idea of his has been use d on the stage, but without much success, which is
probably due to the dramatists attempting to deal in the ethics of the two religions.
Miss Kennedy invests her playing with charm and 'understanding. Tully Marshall as her father
gives a convincing performance. A wonderful characterization. John Bowers is the young man in the
case. Mr. Badger's scenes are faithful in atmospher e. There is the Ghetto teeming with life. — Length, 5
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
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theme in effective arguments. Miss Kennedy has
become one of the most popular players on the
Rosie Mendelsohn
Madge Kennedy
Madge
Kennedy,
Goldwyn's
piquant
star,
forsakes
the
comedy
field,
in
which
she
shines
so
screen, and her story is really something new
Charles Howard
John Bowers
Papa Mendelsohn
Tully Marshall
brilliantly, in her latest picture, " Daughter of under the camera lights.
Joseph Rayberg
Arthur Carew
Mine." She will come to the
theatre
on
of
week in a story of conRabinowitch
Abraham Schwartz
CATCH LINES
siderable heart interest and human appeal. Quite
By Hugo Ballin.
a radical departure for her! The theme has been
Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
She
was
a
girl
of the tenements and her father
generally
neglectedwere
uponafraid
the screen,
perhaps
bePhotographed by Marcel Le Picard.
didn't look with favor upon her lover, who be• cause
producers
to tackle
its vital
problem. But the author here has deftly treated
longed to a different
and creed.
doesn'tis
love sweep
aside allracebarriers?
The Butanswer
the conflict of race and creed and has swept
THE STORY
found
in
"
Daughter
of
Mine."
aside
the
barriers
through
the
aid
of
America's
melting pot.
Rosie Mendelsohn is a young girl of the tenepersonality
seen
ments, beloved by George Howard, a struggling
her him
father's
to Madge
splendidKennedy's
advantage radiant
in a picture
of the is
byways
andRosie
that Mendelsohn
is why she was
obeyed
and daughter
gave up
author, and watched over tenderly by old Papa
and
highways
of
New
York.
her Christian lover. Papa Mendelsohn was a
Mendelsohn, a tailor. The latter does not take
product of the old world and followed its ancient
kindly to the young man, owing to his different
The personable Goldwyn star in a story of
traditions and customs in all things. His belief
race and religious belief, and the girl is induced
everyday life — a story of the tenements where the
was that people who professed different religions
to part with him through filial devotion. Papa
sun
scarcely penetrates.
should not marry. Rosie on the other hand had
Mendelsohn endeavors to find her a husband
a new perspective on things since she was born
through a marriage broker but is unsuccessful,
Although
forbidden to see the young man in
in America, the land where races and creeds are
the
case, the call of Love was heard and she
and
sincemiserable.
George has
obeyed.
ground together in the melting pot.
is made
• disappeared, Rosie's life
because of her filial devotion she obeyed
In an effort to locate her beloved, Rosie be- herYet,
father and gave up her lover, though it made
comes astenographer in a publishing house, thinkWhen her old papa forbade her to see the boy —
her
greatly
unhappy. Love will have its way
ing, perhaps, that he may turn up there with
he came from a different race and creed — she
his manuscript. As she learns nothing of his despite uniteevery
obstacle
andheart,
whenPapaRosie
was red
t
o
the
man
of
her
Mendelsohn
obeyed.
But theherlove
unhappiness
her father's
whereabouts she conceives the idea of tracing him
consent and
of the twowonchildren
broke
realized that his theories were punctured. And
through his story and induces her employer to so
the barriers.
he gave his paternal blessings.
offer a prize for the best solution of it. Rosie
It is a delightfully human story and capably
types the first part of it from memory. Of course
Kennedy
in a different
kind
acted by Miss Kennedy and her players. In the
George, who has been having a hard time making
of Delightful
role. Not Madge
a madcap
this time,
but a simple
a living, reads the advertisement in the papers
cast ably
arelifelike
Tully
Marshall,
who
gives
a
remarkgirl
of
the
tenements.
portrayal as the father; John Bowers,
and also recognizes the story. Spurred to ambiand byAbraham
tion, themainder
young
re- Arthurture wasCarew,
directed
ClarenceSchwartz.
G. Badger Thefrompic-a
and winsmanthepromptly
coveted submits
prize. the
So the
scenario
by
Hugo
Ballin.
lovers
and return
to Rosie's
home
where are
Papa reunited
Mendelsohn
gives them
his parental
blessings. The old man appreciates that love
SUGGESTIONS
breaks down all barriers.
Your exploitation on this picture should be
dignified as it deals with religious conflict or the
barrier which separates Christian and Jew. It
PROGRAM READER
presents the old world traditions that are shattered
in the melting pot of America. Love sweeps aside
Rosie Mendelsohn was brought up to honor
the barrier of race and creed in the story and
and obey her parents and when romance came
as it carries a deal of pathos and sympathy you
into her life it ushered in a serious problem.
should handle it not only in an impressive way
Was it nobler to give up her Christian lover out
but in a manner that will not offend. Aside from
of
respect
of her
father's
the
dictates
of her
heart?
Surelycreed
it wasor a follow
quandary.
the
drawingfor power
star's the
namebestandplan
whatis
it stands
upon of
thethescreen,
But she loved her father and accepted his religion
to bring out the theme of the story for it is a
and being a dutiful daughter she obeyed and
powerful one and well calculated to arouse the
gave up her romance, though the sacrifice meant
greatest interest. It is a subject that has been
a great deal of sorrow. However, she was unable
neglected upon the screen and the fact that it
to
adopt
his
suggestion
that
she
should
marry
a
man of her own race. As time went on Rosie
appears original will excite curiosity. So let your
advertising tell of the conflict of religion and
saw nothing of her lover until a day came when
she could stand it no longer. She planned a how love and the melting pot of the new world
breaks down the barrier.
scheme to bring him into her life again despite
Although Madge Kennedy is accepted as a
her
father'sup wishes.
Andof when
responded
comedienne she gives ample evidence here that she
and picked
the threads
the oldheromance
the
event
brought
sunshine
into
Rosie's
heart.
isthissomething
of a dramatic
neglect
How the lovers, through their devotion to each
angle. Your
audience actress.
should beDon't
acquainted
other, made Papa Mendelsohn realize that race
with her versatility. The picture carries such a
and creed form no barriers in affairs of the heart,
deal of truth in its main idea that it should be
how the old man gave them his blessing in the
driven home. A spread of the star and another
kiowledge that love is generated in the melting
of Tully Marshall, who gives such a wonderful
pot of America, make a picture that is thoroughly
portrayal as
the representative
appealing. We have no doubt but what you will
prejudices,
a lot. And be of'sureorthodox
to get
be immensely satisfied when you see it on the your patronswillin help
the right mood that the picture
doesn't
solve
any
religious
or
racial
problems
but
screen.
"
Daughter
of
Mine
"
was
written
Hugo Ballin. It will appear here in shows how the melting pot is making good Amerthe near byfuture.
Madge Kennedy with Tully Marshall in a Scene
icans of them all. Play up the star and the
From " Daughter of Mine "
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"THE
Frank

MASTER
Keenan

MAN"—

PATHE

Stars in Forceful Play of Love and Politics

FRA_\K KFEXAN cannot keep his light under a busliel. As lie possesses a dominant personality,
what could be more appropriate to make it conspicuous than one of those tried and true melodramas of crooked politics? So as the master man — the power higher up — he comes into his
own again. As the play calls for the fullest concentration upon the leading character, naturally the
others are submerged to bring this feature about, although it must be said that the star shares the spotlight as much as possible with his players. Yet the picture is Frank Keenan all the way. And he gives
it force and vitality so that it really becomes a high class melodrama.
As the Attorney General of the State, his dominant personality sweeps everything aside. If the Governor isfearless enough to fight the machine — well, death can be his reward. And the master man controls the invisible strings until a cog slips in the machine, and he emerges cmite on a level with his oppressors and is duly captured.
A brief outline of the plot does not convey the intelhgent treatment it has received from the sponsors.
It unfolds a splendid array of novel situations which are so well handled for their suspensive values that
one unconsciously takes a firm grip upon the chair. Each scene builds from the preceding one with everincreasing interest, and though it is obvious that the god from the machine will be caught in his own
trap the action is so tense that one hasn't time to notice the rift in the dramatic cloud.
Mr. Keenan receives excellent support from Jos. J. Dowling. William Mong, Kathleen Kirkham and
others. — Length. 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
As far as the story is concerned it deals with
THE CAST
THE STORY
crooked politics — of the men higher-up. And
Emanuel Biaie
Emanuel
Blake,
Attorney
Frank
being
of this brand it bears a resemblance to
Keenan
General
of the State
Janice Ritter
Kathleen Kirkham
dominates the political machine which has placed
life.
Play up There
this point,
for politics
are always
interesting.
are some
communities
that
him in office, by his will power and magnetic
S^;.^ banter
Jos.
Dowling
Murray
Jts.J. McMar-us
are
bound
to
be
hit
by
the
story
contained
here.
"
as
master
the
known
he
is
Thus
personality
.
.u:C-u_cuf- Daver.r:r
And the people will notice the resemblance. The
man."
Governor
Wheeler,
an satellites,
anti-machinsince
i7 -... . . ?=ck Brarr.=c=:'
v. M;rr
e man,he title
is a good one and indicative of a man who
and his
to Blake
is a menace
Governor Wheeler
Hardee Kirkland
conquers
with his brain and personality. Bring
would
that
a
document
possession
his
in
has
Lieutenant Governor J. Barney Sherry
it
out
emphatically. Carry out the suggestion
break up the ring. So Davenport, a catspaw for in the catch
lines and photographs.
Pu^cy
Cavanangh
Joseph
Rae
to
recover
commission
is
"
up,"
higher
men
the
•By F. X. James.
ed methods,
the vital information. In his blundering
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
and
Governor
the
kills
he
accidentall
however,
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y
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
escapes into Blake's office, where he is safe
A
story
of
crooked
politics
as they control
-"- :": grar. r.ec by Crimes Kaufrr. = r.
masterof man
protection
latter's that
the
under
. The
the governing processes of the State is conhis
opponent
young
a
it
appear
makes
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tained in " ThethatMaster
Frankin Keenan's
machine, Mitchell Murray, is the murderer, al- latest picture,
will beMan,"
seen here
the near
is so circumstantial that he future. The star
is well endowed by nature and
In which the political machine of the State is doesn't thoughgothe evidence
has
time
a
long
until
prison
to
experience
to
play
these
masterful
roles
of
which
given a sound trouncing. Come and see " The elapsed.
Emanuel Blake, the Attorney General of the
Blake also controls the destinies of Vanter, a his
Master
are made.Man " and watch how crooked politics
State,
is
perhaps
the
most
virile
of
the
lot.
He
wealthy steel man, and the latter s daughter is is the master man who pulls the invisible strings
looked
upon
with
deep
artection
by
both
Murray
that set the puppet legislators dancing, and if
The masterful Frank Keenan in " The Master
and the master man. As she has been adopted
anyone
— well,
he can be attended
Man," a picture that will stir the blood and
by the magnate it is advantageous that she obey to
with opposes
quicknesshimand
despatch.
quicken
the
pulse.
A
big
picture
in
every
vrav
his
wishes
in
giving
Blake
her
love
although
she
arc :re star ac his rest.
The
star
rives
a
remarkable
performance of
thinks more of his young opponent. Her father,
(Continued on page 3280)
bobs up to annoy her with his unwelHe thought he was secure upon his throne as a derelict,
come attentions, and it happens that during the
the ruler of the political ring, but along came
reception which is to usher in her marriage to
Light,
to
rise Honesty.
no more. Determination, and the king fell Murray, the old man sneaks into the house and
poisons Vanter. As Murray is framed at the
same time, Blake is given a dear field to win
Don't fail to see Frank Keenan in " The the
girl. But the master man is caught in his
Master Man." You will like him and the picture. own trap and is sent away for a brief term in an
asylum.
When he comes out he is astonished to
PRESS NOTICE
learn that Janice is facing trial as the party who
killed
Vanter.
As a result he gains his coveted
Those who delight in a good political story
on the jury in order to hold out against
will fairly revel in Frank Keenan's next Pathe position
her
conviction.
Though eleven men attempt to
picture,
MasteronMan," which
him over to their side, the master man is
the
— " The theatre
of comesweek.to win
obdurate.
And
Janice
is given her liberty when
This is a drama of crooked politics, centering
Blake points out her father as the guilty person.
about an unusually powerful personality, Emanuel
Blake, the character portrayed by the star. It He also imparts the information that he is reis a part which fits Mr. Keenan particularly
for Wheeler's
death.bail,
Permitted
courtroom
on heavy
he refusesto
well. Emanuel Blake is a master of men and leave the sponsible
to run away with Janice. And so Blake, now
there is hardly an actor better fitted to interpret
regenerated, resolves to pay his debt to the state.
such a part than Mr. Keenan. On second
thought there is no actor better fitted for it—
and few performance.
who could even equal Mr. Keenan's
masterly
SUGGESTIONS
Blake is as hard-headed and hard-fisted a
No exhibitor need be told the proper manner
politician as ever rose out of a rough ward for
the greater part of the story. When anything
in which toWhile exploit
Frank Keenan
there isthea certain
similarityproducabout
gets there
in hisis way
his motto
Crush ofIt."it them astions.
far as characterization is concerned, yet
But
something
good reads
in the " worst
this factor is an important aid in advertising
and
this
proves
the
rule
with
respect
to
Blake.
And it is a woman who awakens within him
is so emphatic in
something finer, at first perhaps it is only pity, them. The star'sandpersonality
magnetism that it has carbut soon after it turns to love and when the tale its forcefulness
ried
him
through
to
success
in
nearly all of his
is done there is a new Blake to be reckoned with.
works.
But
vigorous
as
he
is,
he
can't doSo ityou
all
"The and
Master
Man" was
writtenCunningham,
by F. X. in establishing his chief stock-in-trade.
James
scenarioized
by Jack
your part in bringing out that his picthe same writer who showed such fine style on must do
tures are representative of his forceful personalthe
previous
that Mr.
Keenan
did for
suba Keenanquality.
your patrons
ity.is Letalways
Pathe.
Ernestpictures
C. Warde
directed
the picture.
ject
endowedknow
with that
a rugged
Frank Keenan in a tense moment during his
A strong cast including Kathleen Kirkham,
keener
a"
with
it
for
watching
them
have
will
You
latest feature. " The Master Man," distributed
Joseph J. Dowling, William V. Mong and J. interest, for everyone who likes good red meat
Barney Sherry surrounds the star.
in his entertainment is sure to enjoy it.
by Pathe
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In Which

Kiku-San

CODE"—

and Dick Tower

Picture

News-

WORLD

Meet, Marry and Part

THE

pictures that prove the truth of Kipling's " East Is East," etc., are many in number and " The
Unwritten Code " may take its little place among them.
Here the protagonists of the drama,
Kiku-San and Dick Tower, meet in marriage, but it is not for long or ultimate happiness. Marriage fails to bridge the differences of race and customs and so they part, each of them wondering what
it is all about.

" The Unwritten Code " has Shirley Mason as its star, and from this it may be judged that it was
made some time since. If she fails to include a suggestion of the Orient in her facial makeup, she at
least gives a well conceived and strikingly appealing interpretation of the little heroine. Matt Moore,
too, performs well as Tower and Ormi Hawley and Frank O'Connor lead off a supporting cast, the
other members of which are Japanese, with a brace of good performances.
The story is set in a pretty Japanese garden and some realistic interiors. The lighting is somewhat
confusing with its sudden changes. " The Unwritten Code " is appealing and interesting, although as
far as dramatic action goes it appears that a superfluous thousand feet of film is preventing this element
from showing itself with good effect. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
them will not answer the purpose for inclusion
CATCH LINES
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in an advertisement. These are also written so as
Can
there
be
a
perfect
marriage
between
an
to cast a certain mystery over the title of the
Kiku-San
Shirley Mason
picture. NOT over the story, and if you use
Oriental and an American? See "' The Unwritten
Margaret
Ormi Hawley
them they will stimulate interest on this account.
Tower
Matt Moore
Decorations for newspaper and lobby advertiseThompson
Frank
O'Connor
ments should be Japanese in character. The
Kimura
T. Tomamoto
The " Unwritten Code " directs that an Amerigarden scenes in this picture are beautiful and
Okuma
F. Wada
can shall not marry a Japanese but Kiku-San and
Dick
Tower
did
not
heed
it.
Nothing
could
stand
mayhap
among the orstills
you will find a scene
By Bernard Durning.
worth reproduction
copying.
inCode."
the way of love, they thought. Were they
Directed by Bernard Durning.
The star is well known. Her Paramount picright? See " The Unwritten Code " and find out.
tures have put her way to the fore. Be sure to
mention her in all advertising. Try to find room
What is the Unwritten Code? Dick Tower had
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for
Matt
Moore, too. Common with his brothers,
heard
it
spoken
of
but
even
so
he
took
little
Can there be a perfect marriage between an
he is one of the best known leading men on the
Kiku-San as his wife. Code or none he loved her!
Oriental and an American? Would not the
screen
today
and his name will carry weight.
What was his fate? See " The Unwritten Code."
Unwritten Code interfere with the smooth
If you haven't used Kipling's " East is East
running of such a matrimonial venture? To Dick
His
friends
told
him
he
was
headed
straight
for
and West
etc.," you
on might
every use
Japanese
picTower these questions were the merest sort of
ture that hasis West,
come along
it in your
unhappiness. He laughed at them and retorted
flapdoodle. There was nothing in his bright
publicity and advertising on this feature. It sums
that he was arriving at the happiest moment in
lexicon of youth that interfered with true love.
up the content of the story and at the same time
his life! But was he right? See " The Unwritten
And so in far-off Japan he took the beautiful
stimulates real interest for it.
little Kiku-San as his wife, despite the protests of
his friends. They warned him that he was running
Should a man from the West take a girl of the
headlong into unhappiness. He laughed back at
"THE
MASTER
them and told them he was running straight for
East
as his
See "The
(Continued
from page MAN
3279) "
and
find
out wife?
the answer
to thisUnwritten
question. Code"
happiness ! What was the outcome of this
Code."
marriage? Would it prove an exception to the
the rugged power
" higher-up
" and the
THE STORY
ization issound
through.
storycharunrule? What, indeed, was the rule? All these
-folds a deal acterof
intenseall action
and The
the situations
questions are answered in " The Unwritten
In far away Japan, Dick Tower, from the
and
climaxes
are
so
arranged
that
the
utmost
Code,"
the
charming
photoplay
of
Japanese
life,
States, meets Kiku-San, the sister of his college
which will shortly be presented at this theatre.
suspense is generated. Mr. Keenan is surrounded
chum. She leads an unhappy existence, as her
We know you will enjoy it, particularly when
a well balanced company. Among those who
father is constantly drunk and gambles all his by
add lustre to the picture are Kathleen Kirkham,
we
tell
you
that
Shirley
Mason
plays
Kiku-San
money
away
at
a
nearby
Geisha
house.
The
proand that Matt Moore carries the part of Dick.
Brammall, William V.
JackSherry.
Dowling,
Joseph and
or of this place,
aftergame
lookingandon succeeds
Kiku-San'sin Mong,
And the pretty Japanese garden scenes! These
J. Barney
The story is by
beauty, prietplays
a crafty
are fairly indescribable. Suffice it to say that
JamesErnest and
F. X. ham.
running
updemands
the father's
debt toin anpayment
enormousthereof.
sum.
Wardescenarioized
directed. by Jack Cunningeverything
in
"
The
Unwritten
Code
"
goes
to
Then
he
Kiku-San
make for the best in entertainment. It is an
And so low has the wretched man sunk that he
unusual and beautiful photoplay.
agrees to the scheme. But when the girl enters
the Geisha house, Dick goes to her rescue and
takes her to his home. He is at a loss as to what
PRESS NOTICE
to do with her until finally the bright idea dawns
" The Unwritten Code," starring Shirley Mason,
on him to marry her. This he is advised against
supported by Matt Moore, will be the featured
by his theless
friends
the American
Club but neverattraction at the
theatre on
he makesof Kiku-San
his wife.
of
week. This is a romance laid in
In
the
intimacy
of
their
home
the
young couple
a Japanese setting, the principals of which are
lead
a very happy
existence
but Dick
finds
Kuki-San, a native girl, and Dick Tower, a young
he
ventures
forth
into
American
society
withwhen
his
fellow from the States. After a courtship fraught
wife
that
he
is
shunned
by
those
who
previously
with excitement and accompanied by all sorts of
called him their friend. As time goes on he grows
dangers, Dick marries the little Japanese flower
to see the folly of his marriage but the realization
and in a native house, surrounded by what seems
that it was largely due to this impetuousness and
to them a fairy garden, the young couple settle
knowing the innocent love of the girl for him,
down to what gives great promise of being an
are elements which bring his pity to the surface
ideal existence.
and he resolves to abide by his first choice.
" Butdiscovers
the bestafter
laid only
plans a ofshort
mice time
and that
men —the,"
It is Kiku-San's brother, however, who proves
Dick
the deciding factor. Seeing that his sister is
other Americans in the city refuse to accept his
unhappy with her husband he forces her to refuse
wife as one of themselves. Their ostracism goes
to accompany him to the States when he plans
further than that and even Dick himself is ignored
to return in time for Christmas. Hardly knowing
by those who used to greet him gladly. Two or
why
she does
so, the
her
three of his old friends stay by him and it is one
husband.
He goes
awaygirl-wife
happy turns
in thefrom
thought
of these, Thompson, who advises him that he can
that the parting was not a cross for her to bear
easily end it all before it is too late by discarding
while Kiku-San waits and waits for his return —
his wife — after the custom.
and waits in vain.
But this Dick will not hear — it is all his fault,
he says, and he will remain true to his wife no
SUGGESTIONS
matter
"The and
Unwritten
Code " what
enters happens.
into their But
destinies
brings
Amer-to
up the marriage
By icanplaying
and a Japanese
should bean able
girl you between
developments of which Dick little dreamed. The
conclusion of the tale is left for the screen to tell.
work out some good advertisements on this picture. Be careful, however, not to include any" The Unwritten Code " has some exquisite
offensive
gardening of scenes
while the
atmosphere
and realistic.
costumcopy. sInterin your
to anyone
thing
and
opportunitie
offers such
always
racial stuff
the various
players
is always
Miss Mason gives a performance full of appeal
the utmost care should be exercised in avoiding
while Matt acteMoore,
as
always,
renders
a
charelseprinted
lines
catch
the
over
Glance
them.
Appears as an Oriental in
Shirley Mason
rization ofthe first water.
where on this page and see if one or more of
" The Unwritten Code "
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HEATHER"—

Maurice

tourneur

Another Artistic and L nusual Melodrama from Tourneur
MAURICE TOURXEUR is establishing a new type of picture in the Drury Lane melodramas he is bringing
to the screen. " The White Heather " is the latest sample of his art along original lines. And the secret of
this originality is apparently due to the fact that Mr. tourneur endows the product of Drury Lane with an
atmosphere as artistic as that which he brought out in "The Poor Little Rich Girl" and "The Blue Bird." Transference to the screen by a hand less skilful and " The ^ bite Heather " might easily have turned out a " howling
melodrama." Mr. Tourneur offers an artistic melodrama: still containing the popular appeal of the older kind and
multiplying it by fine treatment.
Suffice it to say here that the story holds the interest firmly. It is the backgrounds to which we wish to drawattention. The undersea scenes including the fight beneath the waves, photographed by means of the Williamson
Submarine Tube, are still startling in their newness. They form a most valuable advertising angle as well. But the
backgrounds of all the action are notable. The superbly lighted rural scenes of Scotland, the groupings that confirm again that Mr. Tourneur is a landscape artist of the highest class, and the carefid attention to detail in the interiorinteriors
si
that afford anv number of chances to go wrong), all these contribute to the excellent impression
the picture leaves.
A cast of uniform excellence interprets the leading roles. H. E. Herbert. Mabel Ballin and young Ben Alexander are the most prominent among them.
"The White Heather" will stand the strongest sort of boosting and doubtless you will find that your receipts
will increase with each dav for its verv orisinalitv will cause the best sort of word-of -mouth advertising. — Peter
Milne.
sible for Angus to do inasmuch as he is already
THE CAST
prominent. The screen version of the play was
secretly marriedButto heMarion
his brother's
made by Charles Whittaker.
housekeeper.
evolvesHume,
a plot.
First he
Lord Angus Cameron
H. E. Herbert
endeavors to do away with his little son and
Donald Cameron
Ben Alexander
SUGGESTIONS
when
Marion
discovers
this
she
makes
known
Alec McClintock
Ralph Graves
Probably Maurice Tourneur is as well known
their relationship. Angus denies that they were
Marion Hume
Mabel Ballin
as any director in the field today — his past proDick Beach
Jack Gilbert
everthemarried.
father
bringsthattheAngus
case
to
London Marion's
courts. It
appears
James Hume
Spottiswood Aitken
ductions such as " Woman," " The Blue Bird,"
By Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton.
and Marion, before two witnesses, took the mar"
Sporting
Life,"
"
The
Whip,"
and
"
The
Pcor
Scenario by Charles Whittaker.
Little Richpictures
Girl," have
together
with thehimfirstas Elsie
Scotch .law
on boardtheAngus'
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.
Ferguson
established
one yacht, riagetheoath after
White theHeather.
Afterwards
boat
of the foremost in his art. By all odds then
sunk, taking with it one of the witnesses. The
use his name in heralding your showing of other had disappeared. And so the court rules
CATCH LINES
" The White Heather." State also that it is an
against Marion and refuses to recognize her
marriage.
adaptation of another Drury Lane melodrama.
The fight to the death on the ocean bottom
You have a good line of advertising copy
over a lady's fair name! See "The White
Dick Beach, who has long admired Marion
springing from the fact that the climax of the
Heather."
from ness
afar, after
goes long
in search
the remaining
picture takes place on the bottom of the ocean.
days offinally
finds him witbut
There is no fake about this and the fight, ending gets no andsatisfaction
The White Heather had gone to the bottom
from
him.
In
the meantime
when one of the participants in striving to cut
of the^ sea carrying with it the records that would
where tothesecure
Whitea
the wind pipe of the other, cuts his own, is Angus
establish
beforethese
the records
world.
Heather has
wentlocated
down.theHespot
attempts
realistically staged in every detail. You can
Lord
AngusMarion's
Cameroninnocence
did not want
boost
this
climax
as
something
different
in
the
diver
to
go
down
after
the
records.
None
availto become public property. Alec McClintock
able, he descends to the depths of the sea himDID want them to. There was a mad race for run of features and it would also be a good one
to
build
your
advertising
pictures
and
arguments
the little town by the sea. They donned diving
Alec McClintock,
for adiving
long time
Marion's
lover,
another
suit fight
and and
folaround.wonder.
Its novelty will attract and make the ardent self.lows.
suits and descended to the ocean floor to fight reader
On the dons
sea floor
the two men
to the death! Who won? See "The White
it is only Alec who comes to the surface. The
For
the
rest
let
Mr.
Tourneur's
name
and
the
Heather."
source of the play suffice. But remember this —
ship's
recordsis prove
the marriage legal. Marion's
good name
you can boost and boost and boost, and, unless
Alec's
arms. saved and then at last she goes to
Maurice
Tourneur's
from
the famous
Drurylatest
Lanemelodrama
play of —theadapted
same
we're very much mistaken, everyone is going to
name — the real thrill of the season.
want to know why you didn't boost it more.
PROGRAM READER
Including
startling
scenes
photograph
ed
on
the bottom of the sea.
Lord Angus Cameron knew that if those records were found he could never assume a rePRESS NOTICE
spected position in the business world. For they
proved that was
Marion
his sister-in-law's
MauriceHeather,"
Tourneur's
latest
production,
"
The
housekeeper,
his Hume,
wife! His
career, then,
White
will be shown at the
would be utterly ruined if the record of the
theatre on
of
week. This is marriage
ever came to light. He felt pretty sure
an adaptation of the famous old Drury Lane
that they never would come to light for the
melodrama of the same name by Cecil Raleigh
reason that they were lying at the bottom
and Henry Hamilton and tells a story laid in simple
of the sea in the sunken White Heather. But
Scotland and England, with the capital as the his
fear kept bothering him. Just suppose Alec
background for much of the action. The picture
McClintock should go after those records and
is notable in that throughout it is invested with
them! So he finally made all haste to the
the artistry that one always associates with the get
little town opposite which the White Heather
works of Mr. Tourneur and some remarkable
went
down and attempted to hire a diver to
undersea photography taken through the Wilto the depths and open the strong box.
liamson Submarine Tube. The climax of the descend
There
was no diver to be found — and he had to
play takes place on the ocean floor where two
don the suit and perform the trick himself!
men, burdened in heavy diving suits, fight for Down,
down, down — finally his feet touched the
the possession of a ship's record that will make
soft bottom — the ship was there — he found the
is staged
lady's good
or break
unmakesfighta most
and The
realismname.
all apossible
with
strongtock,box
AlecThis
McClinready— foranda then
fight— tothere
the was
death!
fight
— a;-:.
-5-al
to the death on the ocean bottom forms the
Mr.
Tourneur's
melodramas
which
he
has
been
climax
to
one
of
the
most
thrilling
melodramas
offering the followers of the pictures recently
are nothing if not original. The artistic finish
everseen
shown,
" Thetheatre
Whiteshortly.
Heather."It which
will
be
at this
is adapted
he equips them with tends to lessen their baldy
from the Drury Lane success of the same title
sensational spots and redeems them as a most
advanced sort of picture entertainment. " The which
and bears
Mauricesaid.Tourneur's name as producer,
is enough
White
showsgivesome
exquisite
Scotland,Heather
all of "which
evidence
of thescenes
artisticof
eye of the director, and the ability of his
THE STORY
technical
to make the commonplace beautiful in thestaffextreme.
Lord Angus Cameron is heavily in debt and
he goes to his brother in Scotland to ask for a
The principal
rolesby ofa Mr.
drama are enacted
cast Tourneur's
in which H.melo-E. loan. His brother tells him that he will give
" The Whitements, ofHeather
" hasis representative
its tranquil moHerbert. Ben Alexander, Ralph Graves, Mabel
him nothing unless he marry in his own class
which this
Ballin, Jack Gilbert and Spottiswood Aitken are so that he may have an heir. This it is impos-
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"FIRES

OF

FAITH"

-FAMOUS

Salvation Army

Picture Should

Picture

News

PLAYERS-LASKY
Prove

Profitable

IN all probability the popularity of the Salvation Army will be responsible for this picture's success.
The drama was written around the activities of t he organization both at home and in the war zone and
people are just now waking up to the fact that i t did a very great work.
As far as the drama itself is concerned, it remains the usual war picture, richer perhaps, in the way
of comedy, but unable to cope with many of its companions as regards continuity. The action is rather
choppy owing to an endeavor to tell two romances and to give a little insight into the history of the Salvationists. The comedy awarded to Robert Anderson, however, is well realized by this capable player.
From a humor.
part similar to that which he carried in " H earts of the World " he derives some delightfully
human
Eugene O'Brien, Catherine Calvert and Ruby De Remer in the other stellar roles appear to advantage, Miss Calvert in particular making a sincere and likable figure of the Salvation Army lass. Mr.
O'Brien and Miss De Remer do not have much to do but do the little well.
Probably the exhibitor will find that cooperation with the local branch of the Salvation Army will
result in good houses for his run of
THE CAST
Elizabeth Blake, a Salvationist. .Catherine Calvert
Harry Hammond,
Agnes
Traverse, hisa Broker
Fiancee Eugene
Ruby de O'Brien
Remer
Mrs. Traverse, her Mother Helen Dunbar
Salvationist
Theodore Roberts
William Booth, Founder of the Salvation Army
Charles Ogle
Railton
Clarence Geldart
Booth's
Secretary Edythe
James
Neill
Mrs. Booth....
Chapman
Jules,
Pierre's
Grandson
Pat
Moore
Joe Lee
Fred Huntley
Mrs. Lee
Lucille Ward
Mark Southard, Manager of the Traverse Estate
Mowbray Berkeley
Luke Barlow, Elizabeth's Sweetheart
Robert Anderson
By Charles Whittaker.
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.
Directed by Edward Jose.
CATCH LINES
Are you one of the few who think the Salvation
Army an inconsequential organization? If you
are or ifdrama
you'reof not,
see " Fires of Faith," the
picture
the times.
A picture that glorifies the great work of the
Salvation Army in the war and that presents a
wonderful drama of romance and thrills.
PRESS NOTICE
"
Fires
of
Faith,"
Players-Lasky
special production, will aholdFamous
the position
of honor
on the bill of the
theatre on
of
week. " Position of Honor " is used
advisedly,
inasmucharound
as " Fires
of Faith " work
presentsof
a drama written
the wonderful
the Salvation Army during the war. While the
picture contains
a personal
most in-to
teresting sort, the
producersstoryhaveof the
managed
weave deftly in the dramatic action, scenes showing the members of the Salvation Army rendering
help to the soldiers at the front. No more worthy
organization than the Salvation Army operated
during the hard years of the war and " Fires of
Faith sort
" besides
entertainment
the
best
pays aoffering
lasting antribute
to the menof and
women
who
carried
on
the
fight
just
behind
the
lines in France.
Space does not permit the relation of the personal story here, but suffice it to say that the
dual romance of Elizabeth Blake and Luke Barlow, Agnes Traverse and Harry Hammond, carried through some of the severest fighting at
the front, is full of homely heart interest and invigorating thrills. The leads are exceptionally
well taken by such well known players as Eugene
O'Brien, Anderson.
Catherine Calvert, Ruby de Remer and
Robert
The reels of the picture give some insight into
the history of the Salvation Army and show Commander Evangeline Booth in a number of the
scenes. The picture was produced by Edward
Jose from a story by Charles Whittaker.

this feature. — Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
SUGGESTIONS
Harry Hammond scoffs the Salvation Army
You'll have no trouble getting all sorts of pubuntil Mrs. Traverse, mother of Agnes, to whom
licity for this picture. As it shows various of
he is engaged, tells him some of the organizathe activities
Army by
on which
the battletion's history. But even then he cannot sit front
here
areof athefewSalvation
of the means
you
through one of the meetings held at the headcan get publicity cheaply and effectively.
quarters and he goes out in the street to wait
If
you
show
the
picture
during
the
coming
for Agnes and her mother. He goes to the resSalvation Army drive, donate a share of your recue of a woman he sees being mistreated by
the organization.
Youryoulocal
organizathugs. They slug him and shanghai him aboard a case. tionceiptswilltogladly
cooperate with
if this
is the
steamer bound for France. Elizabeth Blake, the
woman he endeavored to rescue, had been beNo matter when you show it the local branch
of the Salvation Army will be glad to help you
and had come
to a low
in life's
scheme.trayedRestored
to health
by level
the Salvation
It is official because Commander Evangeline
Army, she joins their ranks and when the out.
Booth appears in a few scenes in it.
United States enters the war departs for France
Some
returned
will gladly
write by
an the
enwith body.
the first unit. Agnes is also a member of
dorsement of the soldier
wonderful
work done
this
Salvation Army in the war zone. Use this in all
advertising.
In the meantime Harry has learned of the wonProbably the smaller newspapers will be glad
derful work done in the war zone by the Salvation Army men and women. His manhood is to carry editorials written on the rise of the
awakened and he enters the flying corps. An
Salvation Army to its present position. They at
explosion renders him blind and he is placed in least will cooperate with you to the extent of
a hospital where Elizabeth sees him every day
reviewing the picture at length in their columns.
and recognizes him as the man who attempted to
Sell copies
song you
" Fires
Faith,"
resave her in New York. She falls in love with
garding detailsof ofthewhich
can oflearn
through
him, but dare not speak of it. During a German
your exchange. A music store might cooperate
advance Harry is left behind in the cellar of an
along this line.
•y old
wherea one-time
come Elizabeth
and Agnes
Lukechateau
Barlow,
farm hand,
who and
has
fallen whole-heartedly in love with Agnes.
With the assistance of a little boy and an
old Frenchman they manage to hold out against
the Germans until the tide of battle turns again
and the Americans and French retake the village.
sight is restored
a littlemaking
later there
aHarry's
dual wedding,
Elizabethand never
knownis
her love for Harry.
PROGRAM READER
Probably no charity organization rendered
greater service during the war than the Salvation
Army. With all due and proper respect to the
Red Cross, Y. M. C. A. and other organizations,
the Salvationists fitted in where no other workers fit— the Salvationists had their places — the
others theirs. Any returned soldier will tell you
of the S. A. doughnuts and the S. A. pies
and of the hundred other little things that members of the organization handed out to make the
going over the rough road easier. Today the
Salvation Army is honored. Thirty-five years ago
its members were stoned and turned into prison!
It is in appreciation of this work of the Salvation
Army that the Famous Players-Lasky corporation
producedwill" come
Fires to
of Faith,"
the special
which
this theatre
shortly.production
Besides
giving an interesting insight into the work of
these "people in the war zone it tells an absorbing
drama in which the principal players are Eugene
O'Brien,
Catherine Commander
Calvert, RubyEvangeline
de RemerBooth
and
Robert Anderson.
of the S. A. appears in a number of scenes in the
picture.
storyWhittaker
for " Fires
Faith "under
was
written by The
Charles
and of
produced
the direction of Edward Jose.

One Artcraft's
of the pathetic
momentsArmyin Paramountbig Salvation
Special

May
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"THE
Henry
CAPITAL

BOOMERANG"—

PIONEER

Walthall in Seven Reel Capital vs. Labor

Picture

vs. Labor is the theme of this picture starring Henry B. Walthall.

It possesses the usual

personal plot and winds up with all differences between the two classes amicably adjusted.
" The
Boomerang " is in seven reels and has many little by-plots. The producers were possessed of a good
idea and from time to time glimpses of a sincere endeavor to present the case of each side clearly are
caught.
However the action runs somewhat too long and the producers have failed to concentrate on any
one line of action to sustain the interest from beginning to end.
Mr. Walthall's performance as the hero is the brightest spot in the entire seven reels and always commands interest and attention when he is on the scene.
A cast of competent players surround him.
The picture offers a variety of scenery both among the high and the low and preaches a good moral
in that it shows selfish capitalism as a miserable thing. — Length, 7 reels. — Peter Milne.
results will give the single company absolute conTHE CAST
trol of the market. George, as attorney for his
Peter Cameron
Melbourne McDowell
" UNPARDONABLE
SIN"
father's
corporation,
this cause
as he the
thinkspoor.of
Rose Cameron
Nina Byron
(Continued from page 3270)
the
suffering
it willopposes
probably
George Gray
Henry B. Walthall
George
had
previously
paid
a
check
to
Snape,
a
Maximillian Gray
Richard Norris
For the rest, all the advice we have room for
vulture
on society,
who claims
Nora Yorke
Helen Jerome Eddy
brother preying
has betrayed
his niece.
This that
checkRose's
was
here
is to display
title is
— it's a corker. Display
Napoleon Snape
Jack MacDonald
made
out
to
the
niece
herself,
Nora
Yorke.
Peter
the author's
namethe— he
exceedingly popular.
Antonio Giannone
Nigel de Brullier
Cameron secures this check and, misinterpreting
Marie Giannone
Beulah Booker
Display the director's name — he is among the best
it
before
his
daughter
and
Gray,
breaks
off
the
known
in
his
art.
Tell
of
Blanche
return
Governor Montgomery Gordon SackviUe
and her wonderful performance. AllSweet's
these things
engagement.
Ann Montgomery
Maryland Morne
Subsequently George is turned from his home.
wil
help
put
the
picture
over
in
the
smashing
style
Wager Ames
Lloyd Whitlock
He goes to a nearby city and there devotes his that it has gone over elsewhere.
Daniel Nathaniel
William Ryne
life to studying the conditions of the poor. He
Jim Hardy
Bert Appling
becomes something of a power in labor circles
By William Hamilton Osborne.
and attracts the attention of the independent canCATCH LINES
didate for governor, who, after his election, apCATCH LINES
points him a district attorney. The consolidation
There are little sins that we all but smile at;
of the meat corporations having been put through,
He failed to throw the Boomerang expertly, and
there are those we frown upon ; there are those
the results are that prices go up and the quality
it returned to strike him full in the face — he had
that must be condoned by the severest penance,
of the meat goes way down. Several of the poor
thought that the mass of the people were playand
there is THE UNPARDONABLE SIN.
people are poisoned by it. George goes busily on
things, but he learned a lesson — a lesson he never
studying
the
facts
of
the
case.
He
learns
also
forgot.
See
"
The
Boomerang,"
the
Capital
and
that Nora is really married to young Cameron,
Labor picture of the day.
A striking picturization of Major Rupert
and it is through his services that the young man
Hughes' ctiodramatic
under Blanche
the digets a grip on life.
The
story
of
a
millionaire's
son
who
joined
the
n of Marshall novel,
Neilanproduced
and marking
workers and beat his own father in the world of again
In time George brings suit against the meat 'Sweet's rereturn
to the screen.
corporation, and clearly wins his case. Besides
business and politics. See " The Boomerang."
proving his father and Cameron guilty, he opens
Can the differences between Capital and Labor
their eyes to the true condition of affairs, and
Time and conditions never alter in effect or dewhen the story closes it has brought a happy endbe adjusted? See "The Boomerang."
ing to the love affair of George and Rose and has
crease in power a truly great picture. " The Unis one
of these.
and
brought
a
feeling
of
charity
and
kindness
into
the
Inblewhich
Capital
and
Labor
come
to
an
amicathe day afterpardonabitle Sin "will
remain
as great Tomorrow
as it is today
settlement.
lives of the capitalists.
and was yesterday. You must not miss it.
He was out for power, and he cared not how
PROGRAM READER
many thousands of the poor he crushed to gain
The splendid blending of a tremendously drahis ends. But he stepped a step too far! See
" Boomerang,
n.,ofa a missile
used
bycurved
the Ausmatic theme, deep pathos and spontaneous comedy
tralians,
consisting
piece
of
flat,
hard
"of The
Boomerang,"
the
Capital
and
Labor
story
the day.
wood, which, when thrown by the hand in a cer- — don't deprive yourself of THE dramatic thrill
tain manner, describes a series of curves, and
by missing " The Unpardonable Sin."
PRESS NOTICE
finally returns to the thrower, striking the ground
behind
him."
Such
is
Webster's
definition
of
the
Blanche Sweet's triumphant return to the screen
" The capital
Boomerang,"
interesting
picture inis word boomerang. But there are other boomerangs
which
and laboran figure
prominently,
in a tremendous
Rupert Hughes'
besides those used by the Australians. And somedramatic
novel ofversion
things ofas Major
they were.
scheduled to be shown at the
theatre on
times that are not thrown expertly. Instead of
of week. This is a special sevenstriking the ground behind the thrower, they
reel production, in which Henry B. Walthall, the
sometimes return and strike him. Peter Cameron
noted dramatic actor, is starred. Ever since his thought
he knew how to wield the missile, and he
appearance
Birth toofbeing
a Nation,"
Mr.
threw it with all the force of his mental strength.
Walthall has inlaid" The
just claim
the foremost
It went careening through the air and returned
actor on the screen today. Though not so often
him full in the face! Peter Cameron
mentioned
among the " bighis" performances,
stars as some oneof —striking
his lesser contemporaries,
didn't heknow
how toHe judge
humanthe nature
— thatof was
why
failed.
thought
workers
the
after another, have surely established him in an
world
were
a
bunch
of
cattle
to
be
herded
hither
enviable position in the hall of actors' fame.
and
yon
at
his
beck
and
call.
But
he
learned
a
His part
" Theson Boomerang
" is that
young
lawyer,in the
of the president
of aof gi-a lesson — a lesson which he never forgot. The lesgantic meat corporation. He plays this role with
son is shown
in "story,
The Boomerang,"
spirited
Capital
and Labor
with Henry B.a Walthall
true feeling in all its many phases. In fact, whenin the stellar role. It is a stirring picever he is on the screen he holds the center of appearing
ture, seven reels
attention, and by his ability and depth of expresthis theatre
shortly.in length, and will be shown at
sion creates a character that will long be remembered. The story takes up the case of this young
lawyer after he has been turned from his father's
SUGGESTIONS
home owing to his opposition to a gigantic amalPictures showing controversies between Capital
gamation that will bear down on the poor of the
and Labor should be of particular interest at this
city with increased hardships. How he takes the
time. The question is a big one and interests
side of the oppressed; how he fights for them and
everybody, even your middle classes, which are
eventually wins out, even over his father and his
the backbone of the theatre audience when all is
powerful ally, are events which make a picture
said
and done. In your advertisements on this
of unusual interest. There is a pretty romantic
picture play up this angle, always being careful
thread interwoven with the action of strife, and
not
to
side. one,
It's and
a ticklish
the whole picture is very well balanced.
as well offend
as an either
interesting
if you subject
take a
Surrounding Mr. Walthall is a cast including
step
too
far
on
either
side
of
the
line you are
players of special competence headed by Melliable
to
get
in
trouble
with
the
authorities.
Howbourne McDowell. Nina Byron. Helen Jerome
ever, presented
judiciously,
the picture should atEddy Jack MacDonald, Nigel De Brullier and
tract
considerable
attention.
Bert ting
Appling.
The picture
The catch lines and the Program Reader take
and some unusual
massshows
effects.a variety of setthe Labor side of the situation, as is, in this instance, quite appropriate, inasmuch as the capitalTHE STORY
ists of the picture are won around to a sane way
George Gray, son of a rich meat packer, is enof
thinking
the on
story's
If you you
use
them, or onesbefore
molded
the close.
same pattern,
gaged to Rose Cameron, daughter of his father's
most formidable rival. Cameron proposes a conwill be appealing to the popular mind and at the
Henry B. Walthall
same time keeping out of trouble.
solidation ofthe two business interests, and the
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Motion

"FOOLS'

GOLD"—

Picture

News-

ARROW

Mitchell Lewis, the Star, in a Disconnected

Story

C 4 fl .POOLS' GOLD " provides Mitchell Lewis with a role that demands a certain amount of versatility.
|i In the opening reels he is the big-hearted, sympathetic son of the soil again, while with the passing of time and footage he becomes one of those iron masters who grind the less fortunate with
crushing heels. In neither phase of the picture's ac.ion does Mr. Lewis appear at his best. In the first
part he presents the character well enough, but the plot fails to assist him in scoring his usual appeal.
Later, his head closely shaved, he seems lost in a new character and new makeup.
As for the story of " Fools' Gold," this is a disconnected piece of work. After the skip of years it
begins on a totally new line of action — there is no connection between it and the first half. Strikes and
labor unrest are introduced and not dramatically. The author seems wandering around in a maze of foreign incidents, incidents foreign to him and to each other.
The locations and camera work of the production can be highly praised, but in this instance these
good qualities only go to dwarf the story still further. In its present state the picture bears subtitles that
are exceedingly poor. With these rewritten and with careful editing the aspect of the picture might be
improved considerably. — Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
playing a clever game in which he woes not
THE CAST
hesitate to trick his partner, Moore wins her
Marshall Strong
hand.
After the marriage he becomes jealous
Mitchell Lewis
of Stro ng and Constance comes to the realizaJohn
Moor
e y Wellington Playter
Constance
Harve
Florence Turner
tion that she chose her husband unwisely.
Moore is killed soon after in a saloon brawl and
Lilas Niles
Sarah Truex
Strong is blamed. He attempts to see Con01d Niles
Francis Joyner
stance but when he goes to meet her spies
David Moore
Kempton Green
some of the posse waiting near her and beNancy Smith
Evelyn Brent
lieves that she wishes to turn him over to the
Miss Hatch
Mile. Marguerite Serruys
lafcr. Embittered towardf her he leaves that
Sir Horace Seaton, Bart
Harry Hyde
Chris Kuhn
Loan Star Dietz
part of the country.
Many years later Marshall Strong is the
"Moth
er"
Elizabeth
DuBarry
Gill owner
Directed by Laurence Trimble.
of a valuable mine. He has married
and
the
union
with influence
a daughter,in
SUGGESTIONS
Nancy. She
is is"
the blessed
only good
Strong's
life. His
wifehisis workers
ambitiousas and
cold
If Mitchell Lewis is a favorite at your theatre
and
he
himself
grinds
you can create interest in the showing of this he can. David Moore, Constance's sonhardgainsas
feature by announcing the fact that he appears
at the mine. He meets Nancy, and
in a new sort of role. You might even take a position
fall indemands
love. Strong's
to grant and
the
one of the photographs of him in evening clothes, they
workers'
leads torefusal
an accident
with his hair cut close, and print it with his David is trapped in
mine. Strong then
name and an interrogation point beneath it. realizes that through histheneglect
he has brought
Thus you will inaugurate a teaser and campaign
more sorrow into Constance's life. But David
that would be effective if followed up each time
is rescued
as again
are the
otherhisminers.
Strong's
with additional information regarding the star nature
softens
toward
employees
and
and the picture.
he gladly permits Nancy to marry the man
Lay stress on the beauty of the outdoor scenes
of
her
heart,
David.
and state that the picture presents a mining
story. If you think that advertising a struggle
PRESS NOTICE
between capita] and labor counts you might use
this angle as such a struggle is introduced
" Fool'sLewis
Gold,"
six part
feature,
with
Mitchell
in thea stellar
role will
be shown
toward the close of the picture.
at the
theatre on
of
week. This contains a story of the western
PROGRAM READER
mining country and offers the well known star
Marshall Strong, the big, cheery miner that a wonderful opportunity to prove his versatility.
he was, refused to give up hope of striking pay In the first part of the picture he is shown as
dirt when his partner John Moore, could do a big-hearted, good-natured, lovable miner,
nothing but complain. It was Strong who kept striving all the day with his partner to strike
things going, who urged himself on and buoyed
pay dirt smiles
on their
claim.
forupon little
the two
men And
and inthetimeyellow
up his
spirits.
the streak
great ore istuneunearthed.
day
camepartner's
when they
struckAndthefinally
precious
Happy
in
his
new
acquired
of ore. Their mine was successful after all.
Strong (Mr. Lewis) now turns to pleasThen they rested and enjoyed the fruits of their wealth
anter things — such as Constance Harvey, the
labor and then one day Constance Harvey came
village school teacher, who looks with favor on
to the nearby village to teach school. Both
men met her, both were attracted by her, Strong him.But Constance is not for Strong. His partfelt a great love for her, Moore coveted her
ner, Moore, by one trick after another succeeds
because she was pretty. And Moore saw to in placing Strong in a wrong light and as a
his dissatisfaction that Strong was receiving
resultriesConstance
triesshetogrows
forgetto him
mar-a
Moore. In time
realizeandwhat
the favored glances from Constance. Maddened
by his desire to possess the girl Moore set great wrong she did the man who really loved
about to discredit Strong in her eyes and he her but she is unable to right the situation.
The plot then skips several years and takes up
eventually accomplished his purpose. He marthe romance of the second generation. How
ried her with a laugh behind his face — which,
be it known, is a dangerous sort of laugh to Strong's attitude, now hardened by disappointment and the knocks of the world, almost brings
have. And what was Strong to do then?
Strong
wrongcould
deed notin on another tragedy is graphically told in the
his
life —who
who hadhadnever
loveddoneanda who
concluding
of "Fool's
Gold." man in the
whichofcomes
Gold"
In "Fools'
understand?
Mr. reels
Lewisreels
appears
' as a different
to
this theatre
shortly the
outcome
this latter
of
the
picture
and hisa many
adthat he reveals
versatility
dramatic story is revealed. The star of the heretoforemirers willnotnotice
shown on the screen. Mr. Lewis
greatestis
ofthethepicture
one
Lewis,
Mitchell
is actors
picture
of the day and
character
is supported by a singularly able cast of talent.
set in a variety of beautiful outdoor scenes.
CATCH LINES
THE STORY
Mitchell Lewis in a dramatic story of the
Marshall Strong and John Moore are partners
in a mine and one day they strike pay dirt. To great outdoors.
the village near their claim comes Constance
thought he had struck real pay dirt and
Harvey, school teacher, and both men fall in it He
turned out to be Fools' Gold!
love with her. She favors the bashful awkward
Strong to the more sophisticated Moore, but by
He found gold but lost happiness.

He had lived through tragedy and become
hardened but he changed in time to prevent a
recurrence of the situation that wrecked his life.
He placed his faith in a man and was betrayed.
Mitchell Lewis in a new role.
The story of a miner who becomes a mine
owner and forgot his early struggles.
" SIREN'S SONG "
(Continued from page 3269)
bound to excite the interest of the screen-going
public. Probably no star on the film horizon has
been publicized like Miss Bara. Every one knows
who she is and what she stands for. She has no
superior in the delineation of vampire roles and
in playing them she has established her popularity. In this picture she gets out of her famous
part the
as anangle
everyday
like
to playhuman
up. being. And this looks
Tell your audience that Miss Bara is not a
one-part actress, that here she shines with equal
radiance in a role that is sympathetic and appealing. As filmgoers know about her from past
publicity sonality
there
is nowantuse toofrevive
treating
her perunless you
theirof memories
through repetition. The best angle as suggested
above isidea,
to supplementing
concentrate upon
" different
picture
it of the
course
with the"
fact that the same high quality of production is
evidenced as usual. It being a tale of Brittany

Mitchell Lewis

May
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Entertains
from

Many Visitors
the West

It was "Old Home Week" recently at
the New York offices of the Pioneer Film
Corporation. M. H. Hoffman, general
manager, was about the busiest man in
town entertaining his callers from all parts
of the country.
Among those who gave the Pioneer headquarters aportion of their time was T.
L. Talley of San Francisco, who incidentally bought Wives of Men " for his territory. Mr. Tally has been so busy during
his New York visit that he says he'll have
to take a week off when he gets home
just to rest up.
A. Cubberly of Rubin and Finkelstein,
before returning to Minneapolis, dropped
in and stayed so long that he nearly missed
his train while D. R. Graver of Charlotte,
N. C, found time between his engagements
to run in and talk over his plans for the
future.
R. A. Scott of the W. P. Dewees office
in Vancouver was a visitor who came only
for a social chat but remained long enough
to see and buy for his territory " Wives
Men."A. Schuberg of Vancouver was a
ofJohn
late visitor who spoke with great optimism
of the prospects in Western Canada, where
the motion picture business is entering
upon a new era, he stated. Mr. Flynn
of Richards and Flynn of Kansas City,
Mo., dropped in and brought some territorial rights to " Wives of Men " and " The
Still Alarm."
Two

Companies

Busy at

Capellani Studio
Two companies are now at work at the
Capellani studio, in one of which Creighton Hale and June Caprice will be costarred under the direction of Albert Capellani, and the other of which Dolores
Cassinelli is the featured artiste under the
direction of George Archainbaud.
Work of enlarging the studio organization to accommodate the increased activities of the company is progressing rapidly.
The newest addition to Director Capellani's staff is Lucien Andriot, formerly
cameraman for the World Film Corporation and more recently an aviator in the
American Cinematographic Division.
Other additions are George Archainbaud as director, Lucein Tainguy, as photographer, and Albert Dorris and Philip
Masi as assistant directors.
Says Maciste Is Popular in
This Country
Reports from various territories where
D'annunzio's famous war hero, " Maciste."
the well-known star of two great spectacles
of the part now appearing in the superserial, " The Liberator," confirms Harry
Raver's prediction that " The Big Fellow's "
newest vehicle would prove a splendid boxoffice attraction and add greatly to his already tremendous popularity. " In fact,"
said Mr. Raver, " the wildest enthusiasm is
fieing shown wherever ' The Liberator ' is
circulating.

Scene from Maurice Tourneur's production, " The White Heather "
Weintroub

and

Febvre

of the
M • WEINTR
Film Company,
FeatureManager
FontenelleOUB,
of Omaha, spent the past week in New
York. He reports that the motion picture
industry is thriving in the middle West.
During the week, Mr. Weintroub was an
interested visitor at the Gaumont Company
plant, at Flushing, Long Island. The Fontenelle Feature Film Co. is handling the
Gaumont News and Graphic, " Satan on
Earth," and the Gaumont serial, " The
Hand of Vengeance," in Iowa and Nebraska;and one object of Mr. Weintroub's
visit was the booking of Gaumont's newnovelty release, " Pictorial Life."
Confer

in Chicago
Comedies

on West

Reversing the old idea of a coast to
coast trip, Milton L. Cohen, president of
Bull's-Eye Film Corporation in New York,
and Nat H. Spitzer, studio manager in
the Billy Wrest studios in Hollywood, left
their respective offices late last week and
met in Chicago on Monday, April 27, for
a conference with other Bull's-Eye officials
on the New Billy West Comedies.
" We have no reason to doubt the success of the new series of Billy West comedies," said Mr. Cohen before entraining.
" But our mutual desire is to make better
and better comedies, and I have arranged
this happy medium to prevent a coast-tocoast trip that would take up too much of
our time."
Tyrad Announces Branch
The Tyrad Pictures, Inc., world distributors of special features, announce
that they have opened a branch in Los Angeles of which Al. Nathan is manager at
802 South Olive Street.

Visit Gaumont
Plant
Another visitor to the Gaumont plant
was Charles Febvre, manager of the Gaumont interests in Argentina, who arrived
in New York last week. This is Mr.
Febvre's second visit to the United States
in the past twelve months ; and his reports
as to the popularity, in South America, of
our film productions is very encouraging.
While here, he will look at specially
meritorious pictures with the object of purchasing the rights for Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay, Peru and Chili. He will also, it
is said, buy a number of pictures for Spain
and Portugal, and possibly for some other
European countries.
Goldberg Makes Bet and
Wins Umbrella
Unlike most men closely connected with
the picture business, Lee L. Goldberg, secretary and general manager of the Big Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville, Ky.,
likes to see it rain. It gives him an opportunity to display the new silk $5,000 umbrella he possesses.
The umbrella did not cost $5,000. Mr.
Goldberg calls it that to recall the manner
in which he won it. On starting through a
string of Kentucky and Tennessee towns
to obtain bookings for First National Exhibitors' Circuit, of which Col. Fred Levy,
of Louisville, is a franchise holder, Mr.
Goldberg said he was coming back with
$5,000 in bookings in three days and a half.
Col. Levy bet Mr. Goldberg he couldn't pass
the $5,000 mark.
When Mr. Goldberg returned his bookings aggregated $10,260. First, he visited
Memphis, where Bridges and Tarlton, of
the Maestic Amusement Company, took
" Virtuous Wives," the Alary Pickford Pictures, "Shoulder Arms " and " A Dog's
Life," all for return engagements. Later
they reported hetter business on the repeats than on the original runs.
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new Thomas H. Ince feature, an Apache
picture which is to be staged in the east
under the direction of Joseph De Grasse.
The company will probably remain in the
east the better part of a year.
Plans for a complete laboratory designed to take care of negative and positive films have been approved by Thomas
H. Ince for his Culver City studios. At
present the company develops only its
negatives, positive prints being contracted
for on the outside. Work on the new labshortly. oratory, it is announced, will be begun

'WfagmpA. TfezarjBjt?
William Duncan is this week casting the
first episodes of a new serial production
which is to start immediately. The story
for the new chapter play was written for
Vitagraph by Cyrus Townsend Brady and
Albert E. Smith. Its title has not yet
been decided upon.
The Bessie Love Company, under the
direction of David Smith, this week started the production of her next picture,
adapted from the novel, " Hurrying Fate
and Geraldine," written by Florence Morse
Kingsley. The story was adapted to the
screen by Stanley Olmstead and Edward
J. Montague and will be given a new title
for release.
The Antonio Moreno-Carrol Holloway
company is making the seventh and eighth
episodes of their serial, " The Perils of
Thunder Mountain."

Thomas H. Hopkins last week joined
the Ince scenario staff as continuity writer
for John Lynch.
Under the direction of Fred Niblo, Enid
Bennett has begun work on a new production at the Ince studios. No title for this
release has thus far been decided upon.

Peggy Hyland smiling her way through her
latest Fox production, " Miss Adventure "

Jack Ford has started production on the
latest Harry Carey western picture, "A
Man of Peace," written by Frederick J.
Jackson, and prepared for the screen by
H. Tipton Steck and George Hively of the
Universal scenario staff. The cast includes
besides Harry Carey, Joe Harris, Duke
Lee, Jack Walters, Vesta Pegg, William
Cartwright, Howard Enstedt and Zoe Rae.
There remain two weeks' work to complete "The Right to Happiness," the latest
Dorothy Phillips production being staged
under the direction of Allen Holubar. William Stowell and Robert Anderson appear
in the principal supporting roles.
Paul Powell has practically completed
his production of "The Weaker Vessel,"
starring Mary MacLaren. The story was
written by Elmer Elsworth and Producer
Powell in collaboration. Thurston Hall
appears opposite Miss MacLaren.
Director Lynn Reynolds has been using
the Midwick Country Club ground this week
making exterior scenes in his production
of "A Little Brother of the Rich/' taken
from the novel of that name by Joseph
Medill Patterson. The cast includes Kathryn Adams, Frank Mayo, Barney Sherry
and Lillian Leslie.
With Monroe Salisbury in the stellar
role, Rupert Julian has begun the production of a multiple reel picture, whose working title is "Devils Have Their Friends."
The story was written by Elliott Clawson,
author of "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin." The greater part of the action takes
place in Alaska. No supporting cast has
thus far been announced.
Under the direction of Jacques Jaccard,
Eddie Polo has just finished the produc-

Picture

tion of " Cyclone Smith's Partner." Beatrice Burnham appears in the leading role
opposite Polo.
Having
completed
" HatetheEverlastin',"
Pete
Morrison
has begun
production
of another two-reel western comedy drama
entitled, " The Terrible Bandit." Magda
Lane appears opposite him.
James J. Corbett has reached the twelfth
episode of his Universal serial, "The Midnight Man," which is being made under
the direction of James W. Home. Kathleen O'Connor appears as his leading
woman.
Jft

tke

JkeetP/aot

By way of preparation to meet the
terms of his new Paramount contract
which goes into effect ahout September
1st of this year, Thomas H. Ince last week
added Lloyd Ingraham to his production
staff at the Culver City studios to direct
Douglas MacLean in a series of forthcoming features. There are now four companies at work under the Ince banner, including the Ingraham-MacLean troupe.
This number will be increased to six before September.
Although no official announcement has
thus far been made by Ince executives, it
is generally understood that the MacLean
productions are being gotten under way
with a view to filling the gap in the Ince
releases that will be made January 1st,
when Charles Ray leaves to produce for
the First National Exhibitors.
Bert Seibel, assistant director, and John
Strumar, cameraman, have left Los Angeles for New York, to join the Dorothy
Dalton company in the production of a

Edwin Carewe, of the Metro producing
staff, who left the coast for New York
upon the completion of his last Viola Dana
picture, "False Evidence," has returned to
the Hollywood studios. It is expected that
he will direct the action of the Bert Lytell
company in the story that is to follow
"One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day," on which
they are at present working.
John J. Conley, formerly of the reading
department at the Metro, has been promoted to the post of assistant director
with the Charles Swickard company now at
work on the May Allison production, "His
Father's
Wife."
The Hale
Hamilton company, under the
direction of Harry L. Franklin, is at work
on the production of a comedy drama entitled, "Full of Pep," adapted for screen
purposes by A. S. Le Vine from the original story of that name by Robert F. Hill.
The story deals with what happened to a
small prohibition republic when a young
man, full of pep and bringing a suitcase
full of liquid stimuli, pays a visit to the
country. Hamilton is supported by a cast
including Victor Potel, Alice Knowland,
Alice Lake, R. D. MacLean, Charles Hill
Mailes and Fred Malatesta. Rudolph Berquist is doing the camera work.
For the first time since the United States
entered the war, the United States Shipping Board has granted a film company the
privilege of using one of the nation's ships
for making dramatic productions for privately owned companies. This week the
Hale Hamilton company was allowed to go
aboard the West Sequana, a governmentbuilt 8,000-ton freighter, to film scenes for
the production of their latest picture, "Full
Maxwell Karger has purchased "It's Easy
to
a story by John H. Blackof Make
Pep."wood, Money,"
as the next vehicle for Bert Lytell.
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wood productions, on the next story to be
staged by that company. No title has thus
far been chosen for the new picture, but
it has been announced that it will feature
Florence
wife.
Schayer Vidor,
has a the
longproducer's
list of photoplays
to
his credit, among them the screen version
of
Thomas
Dixon's
One stories,
Woman,"
several
Stewart
Edward"The
White
and
a number produced by the Paralta and B.
B. Hampton companies.
C. H. Christie, of the Christie Film Company, has arranged with the Arrow Photoplay company of Denver, Colo., to distribute Christie films through that territory.
Shipments have already left for Denver,
including current one-reel subjects and the
two-reel special releases, "Sally's Blighted
Career " and " Rowdy Ann."
Under the direction of Lloyd Carleton,
Ruth Clifford is at work in the production

Metro presents Bert Lytell in " Blackie's
Redemption "
Finis Fox is preparing the scenario. Edwin Carewe is to produce it.
John Ince is to direct Emmy Wehlen in
the production of her next picture, "A
Favor for a Friend."

The Gladys Brockwell company under
the direction of Frank Beal is still working on the production of " Sadie," a story
of the west in which Miss Brockwell appears in the role of waitress. Her supporting cast includes William Scott, Richard
Rosson, Harry Dunkinson, Irene Aldwyn,
Walter Long and Claire McDowell. Friend
Baker is the cameraman.
" Be a Little Sport " is the title of a new
Albert Ray-Elinor Fair comedy under way
at the Fox plant. Lule Warrenton, George
Hernandez, Leota Lorraine and Eugene
Paulette complete the cast. Roy Klaffki
is cameraman.

cJfere

and
UJier&Lieutenant Leslie Stuart, late of the
Royal Field Artillery, at present playing an
important part in Tom Moore's latest Goldwyn production, has suffered a relapse
from a shrapnel wound received several
months ago, which may necessitate an
operation.
Harry Beaumont is directing the production of a film whose action is laid in England. Tom Moore is starred with Naomi
Childers opposite. Herbert Standing,
father of Wyndham Standing, has also been
engaged for a character role in the production.
Director A. Barry has returned to the
Goldwyn studios with Pauline Fredericks
and company, after a week's stay in Berkeley, Cal., where they have been making
scenes for a forthcoming production.
E. Richard Schayer, recently returned
from overseas service, has been appointed
head of the scenario department at the
Brentwood studios. He is at present collaborating with King Vidor, director of Brent-

Dollywoofc
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of a six-reel feature written especially for
the company by Henry Christeen Warneck.
The supporting cast includes Edward
Coxen, opposite Miss Clifford, Andrew
Robson, Richard Morris and Louise Fortune. Fred Hartman is photographing. No
title has been assigned the production to
date.
Frank E. Woods, supervising director for
the Famous Players-Lasky company, is to
leave Los Angeles May 7, for a three weeks'
trip to New York.
Winifred Westover has been engaged by
the American Film corporation to play
leading roles opposite William Russell in
forthcoming productions.
John Gilbert has been engaged by the
Universal to play a leading part in Lynn
Reynolds' production of the screen version
of Joseph Medill Patterson's novel, "Little
Brother of the Rich."

Dookum

NEWS

Danny Hogan has a girl baby
Cloudy and fair. Some dew._
trip.Frank Lloyd is on a fishing at his home, and claims the arweighs fifteen pounds, and
Billie Rhodes is in our midst then herivalnamed
the child Minette.
Al
Christie,
the originator of
Fritzi Brunette owns a canary the Liberty Blonde
again.
chorus of
and a parrot.
forty,impresario
is shortly of
to step
forth
the
the
Victoryas
Jay
Belasco
had
his
hair
curled
Vamps.
this week au natural.
Santchi
has isa over.
war garden Of all the enthusiastic Victory
nowT. that
the war
Notes boosters, Billy Bitzer
Blanche Sweet is going East to sleep.
to take the prize. He
take another look at Broadway. threatens
even talks about them in his
May paAllison
is
living
in
anticition of a big crop of turkeys.
Jack Gilbert
Jesseture D.
SanJohnFernando
studio istooutaid atthea
taken Hampton
Tuesday has
nighthisbypic-a Universal
Company in making a
movie camera.
Bill Duncan is getting ready good picture. Jack's a juvenile,
for
know.Percival has played in so
serial.another wild west kill-'em-off youWalt.
The local press this week said many ruralistic pastorial silver
Charley Chaplin shortly expects screen cidedplays,
that gohe'sback
finally
dehe should
to the
to be a father.
Harvey Gates was seen the farm.
other day and not recognized. He Just why a friend should send
had had a tooth pulled.
Earle Williams a clock as a presWilliam Christy Cabanne was
ent is causing many at the Vitapaged in the Alexandria, but the graph studio to wonder — Earle is
always
so punctual.
boySi couldn't
him. in another Mitchell
Lewis was seen giving
Snyder findsends
press sheet with a picture of Ruth a handsome residence a o. o. the
Roland on the front page.
other
and so he will shortly
be a day,
citizen
Jack
Blystone
can and
directthereby
with- Wilshire
district.of the far-famed
out wearing
puttees,
Bill Ritchie was visualizing a
produces comedies so well.
J. Ham Lewis, the senator, is scene for a Lasky photoplay, and
in town with his pink whiskers,
and a film contract is rumored. for that reason had to say ,! Good
Judge."
The fine for
So Henry
goingNato morning,
speeding
was
ten dollars.
make
comediesLehrman
for theisFirst
Bill Beaudine
is shortly to
tional at a studio in Culver City bring
out his panama hat with
Bill Parsons is back for a whiff
Fourteen-inch brim and crown,
of California sunshine, or what the
so
we
may expect to see a straw
ever the weather man gives it.
The wife of D. Anthony stack
any day.coming down the street
Tauszky,
GardowithKeva,
dancer
Frank E. Woods is coming
is
in Verdun
the aPershing
down to give N. Y. a o. o., leavPlayers.
ing our town early in May — -just
Lee Moran
is taking
vacation
to celebrate
the afactweek's
that a pleasure
we underFranktrip,
is toforremain
with
daughter Mary Jane has two teeth the F. stand
P. -Lasky gang.
now.
Clarence Badger has discarded A terJapanese
a letto CharleyhasRaywritten
and shown
the megaphone recently tendered Charley
how to write his name in
him, believing that stage whispers
will be more emphatic.
Japanese,
show type
you,
because webuthavewe nocan't
Japanese
Archie MacMakin is mentioned in
our office.
in
connection
with
National's
Virginia
Kirtley
of
the
past,
" hall-room boys series of com- who is now Mrs. Eddie Lyons,
edies." Who's the other one?
Johnny H. Blackwood has has had her pretty hilltop home
been working nights, for we hear done in cretonne for the summer.
of Metro having purchased his The color
nounced later.scheme will be anstory, " It's Easy to Make
As
we
to press, no local
Tom Ince tried to buy out the paper has go
carried the story that
insurance companies by placing Nell
Shipman has inherited two
Money."
$100,000 on each of his three million dollars, and so we rise to
stars, Dorothy, Enid and Charley. inquire what happened to the
Tom mentInce
s publicity
depart-a press agent on the Coast.
has recently
acquired
William Desmond has grown
mimeograph,
and
it
works
one cheek
an
vels in smearing up a piecemar-of much
when stouter
we lastonknew
him. t'Bill
says it's a tooth, and some mean
paper.

MORE
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individuals inquire whether his
bride, Mary Maclvor, is that
powerful in swinging a rollingA mimeographed rumor reached
HOOKUM
that the P.
are
going to reorganize,
or A.'s
at least
have
cafe.
Clarka May
Irvinepartyis atthea beach
instigator,
and insists upon the old title of
" The Screen Club."
Finis Fox wrote a continuity
pin.
for Metro, and described one
character as " the shadow of the
poison ivy vine that prays upon
the family trees." But what we
intended
was word
," whoin names,
named
Finis — it'stotheask last
The song-writing element of
our colony threaten to have a
contest
on the preparation of
anyway."
lyrics for a new melody titled
" Of All My Wife's Relations, I
Love
Myself
the
Best." Jack
Kerrigan
promised
contribute andhas
himself
sing theto song.
Speaking
of the
man who
ries the theatre
programs
homecar-to
start his fire with, reminds us of
an actor we know who collects
all the candidate cards dropped in
his automobile with the hope of
some day starting a junk yard for
scrap paper. Of course, we
couldn't tell who the actor is.
One of our dailies pulled a
bonehead this week when a compositor putsyllable
an " o " instead
in a wordof ina
the first
"" u,"
an "last
e " syllable.
instead ofThe
an
a " and
in the
studio wanted a musician, but instead a flock of semi-invalids
called
for engagements. The
day.
Spanish scene was not filmed that
The F. McGrew Willis Institute is the sign on a door in our
building, and from a daintily
printed brochure we learn this
institution is to lead the motion
pictureness ofindustry
out of theeducating
wilderpoor stories
the uninitiated
how by
to write for
the screen by the direct detail
method of plot writing. You
came to a good building, McGrew.
Mary Anderson and Rosemary
Theby. who knew each other at
Brooklyn,
whichdayhasat 420thechurches,
met
the other
Horsley
studios and renewed acquaintances.
They
compared
statistics
on the number of miles of paved
streets in Brooklyn, and are very
proud they came from that town.
The same evening Mart' won the
prize dance at the Southern California Theatre Owners' annual
high jinks.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to February 16, 1919.
BRAND
PICTURE
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
Good
farce
idea
is
basis
of
star's
latest
picture/'
—
M.
P.
Netvs.
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Consensus
" Good picture, good puller."
well." —WIFE,
AMAZING
THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
(APR. 7)
..(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
AS A(APR.
MAN 27)
THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD MAY 3
1 " New
News. four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (MAY 4)
APR. 26
(Six Parts)
" As satisfactory as all the Harry Carey pictures." — M. P. News.
BEATING THE ODDS (VITAGRAPH)
HARRY T. MOREY
(MAY 12)
MAY 10
"Star continues his forceful way in a romantic drama." — If. P. News.
BEST MAN, RIGAN
THE(MAY 4)
(HAMPTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERMAY 10
7 Star appears in mystery story flavored with romance." — M. P. News.
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
" Novel and very entertaining ; characterizations good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long for
patrons.
the better
gallery."
" Decidedly
different.
over fine, Disappointing
especially withto the
element.
Well worth
while Went
playing. Good business against bad weather." " Very well liked to big
business."— " Pleasing picture, big puller."
Consensus
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — M, P. News.
BLINDING TRAIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
"Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
average business." " Lytell's popularity is increasing wonderfully
with every release."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
BOOTS (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (FEB. 16)
MAR. IS
" Star attractive and comedy dominates this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture proved very satisfactory. Star very pleasing." "Splendid in pleasing power and Miss Gish is coming strong."
" Didn't draw although a good picture. Dorothy Gish not popular
here." " Average business seven days."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
" A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the f>ell." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good, interesting picture. Good in any house.
Don't advance prices. Big business three days." " Average business
four have
days not
" "done
The title
as well
as type
is passepicture
in thissince
town.
We
regular
business
on ofanypicture
Rex Beach
' The Barrier ' and ' Auction Block.' " " Went over extra big four
days. S. R. O. to 9.45 p. m."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
BREEZY JIM (TRIANGLE) CRANE WILBUR (FEB. 23) FEB. 22
" Shows its age plainly. Hot stuff for hero worshippers." — M. P. News.

CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL LEWIS
(APR. 13)
...(Six Parts).
APR. 5
" Melodrama
based
on
murder
mystery;
story
well constructed." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Average(VITAGRAPH)
business."
CAMBRIC
MASK, — THE
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(APR. 6)
MAY 3
News. Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — -M. P.
" Mary
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS (PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
Strong story
but a— little
loose.business."
Human touches
Comment
" Poor
" Good, plentiful.
but very— M.
lightP.News.
show.
Bessie Love has not drawing power." " One of the most pleasing
stories I— have
in a average
long time.puller."
Big business."
Consensus
" Goodshown
picture,
CHARGE IT TO ME (AMERICAN) MARGARITA FISHER
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star continues her frolicsome career in slender comedy." — M. P. News.
CHILD
M'SIEU (TRIANGLE)
BABY MARIE OSBORNE
(FEB. OF16)
FEB. 22
" Film lacks heart interest, action and suspense." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor CLAY
Comment(PATHE)
— " Big business."
COMMON
FANNIE WARD (MARCH 2) FEB. 8
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-office attraction. Bigthree
business
seven days,
days." then" Big
first extra
two days,
then
extra big
following
big business
and finishing
big again
on the —seventh
Consensus
" Fine day."
picture, strong puller."
COURAGEOUS
COWARD, THE
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
(APR. (ROBERTSON-COLE)
14)
APR. 26
" Story of great
united." — M.BLACKWELL
P. News.
COURAGE
FOR interest;
TWO Japanese
(WORLD) loversCARLYLE
-M. P. IS
(FEB. 17)
FEB.
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " BigTHEbusiness
two days."
CRY
OF THE
WEAK,
(PATHE)
FANNIE WARD
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
" Fannie
News. Ward in an absorbing play of crime and punishment."DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY (MAR. 30)
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.' With the same star. They like Madge Kennedy here but
NOT in the kind of stuff Goldwyn is handing out lately. Poor busines ." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
it. Opened big business but fell down second day."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
DELICIOUS
LITTLE DEVIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAE
MURRAY (APR. 27)
MAY 3
" A highly pleasing comedy with Mae Murray starred." — M. P. Nezvs.
ECHO OF YOUTH, THE (GRAPHIC) SPECIAL CAST
(FEB. 16)
MAR. 8
" Cast is good and picture is clean and compelling." — M. P. News
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. MAGDALENE,
Average to poor THE
business."
ETERNAL
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rain
early in afternoon People satisfied."
EXPERIMENTAL
MARRIAGE
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. S
" Stage play successfully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
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EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12
" FullyOFup THE
to Ince SOUL
standard;(ARTCRAFT)
genuine drama."ELSIE
— M. P.FERGUSON
News.
EYES
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" A beautiful story presented in a beautiful way." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
public
does
like
a
happy
ending.
However,
this would not be a good picture if it ended any other way. Elsie
Ferguson
is well liked
here." VIOLA DANA (APR. 21) MAY 3
FALSE
EVIDENCE
(METRO)
"
Rebellious
heroine
finds
expression in the woods." — M. WALTHALL
P. News.
FALSE FACES, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
(FEB. 16)
(Seven Parts)
MAR. 1
" Strong melodrama of the spy sort; should please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " We were disappointed in the business done on
this." " Went over big." " A real feature. Producers overplayed
Walthall in all their paper and photos. Handicapped its money getting powers. Average business." " Good business at advanced prices.
Pleased."— " Excellent production, strong puller."
Consensus
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Big
business."
FIGHTING
DESTINY
(VITAGRAPH)
HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Star in another
pictureTOMwith MIX
mystery
touch."30)
— M. P. APR.
News. 12
FIGHTING
FOR fine
GOLDfighting
(FOX),
(MAR.
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws 100 per cent, in my city."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
good puller." RUPERT JULIAN
FIRE FLINGERS,
THE (UNIVERSAL)
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
interest(PUBLIC
from first HEALTH
to last; dualFILMS)
role story."
FIT" Hold
TO WIN
MAR.— M.
2P. News. APR. 12
"If it is presented properly it will do immeasureable good." — M. P' News.
Exhibitor GIRL,
CommentTHE
— " Extra
big businessOLIVE
three days."
FOLLIES
(TRIANGLE)
THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
FOR (AP.
BETTER,
FOR WORSE (Six
(ARTCRAFT)
DE MILLE'S MAY 10
27)
Parts)
"
De
Mille
scores
with
a
tremendous
heart
theme."
—
M. P. News.
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 15
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
Average THE
business."
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Pass(FOX)
it up, MADLAINE
fellows. Poor TRAVERSE
business one day."
GAMBLING
IN SOULS
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyone. Average business." " Average picture, average business." " Picture good but star does not draw." " Good average picture to average
business."— Good picture, average puller."
Consensus
GENTLEMAN
OF QUALITY, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. IS
"
Earle
Williams
novel dual(SELECT)
role." — M. MARION
P. News. DAVIES
GETTING MARY in
MARRIED
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Marion (WORLD)
Davies getsVIOLET
good story;
excellent(MAY
picture."
— M. P. News.MAY 3
GINGER
PALMER
5)
" StoryPROBLEM,
of bov and THE
girl love
excellently performed."
P. News.
GIRL
(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE— M.
GRIFFITH
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1
Exhibitor
picture. THE
Poor business."
GIRL
WHO Comment
STAYED— "Fair
AT HOME,
(ARTCRAFT) D. W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. S
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
" Proved adays
very were
satbig subjects."
and two following
average business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business."
GOOD GRACIOUS ANNABELLE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
(MAR. 2)
..APR. 5
" Regular Billie Burke type of film; mining atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Billie Burke's last and our box office is glad.
Average business."
GREASED
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
(APR. 20)
MAY 10
"Star
in
a
comedy
with
abundant
small
town
atmosphere."
—
M.
P.
Exhibitor Comment — " He is one star that men and women bothNews.
like.
Extra big and big business four days and average three days."
HAND INVISIBLE, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyt's directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED
(PARAMOUNT)
ENID BENNETT (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
" Amusing film that also appeals to finer emotions." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Miss Bennett not popular here. Poor business."
" Enid Bennett a favorite here. This picture made them like her better. A swell picture to from average to big business." " Delightful
little picture of a pleasing quality. Average business."
" Consensiis — " Fine picture, average puller."
,
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HEART
IN PAWN,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentGood
— " Very
good tine
picture.
Average
business."
"Splendid picture.
settings.
shots.
Excellent
acting.
Big
business
Sundays."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
" Joy for Barriscale fans ; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
BusinessOF bigMEN
and (HIRAM
average." ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
HEARTS
(APR. 27). (5% Reels)
APR. 19
" Beban wins your sympathy ; good film results." — M. P. News.
HELL ROARIN' REFORM (FOX) TOM MIX (FEB. 16) MAR. 1
" Full of action and interest; star has human part." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture well liked by Mix fans. In time
will be a wonderful drawing card." " Best Western yet to big busines ." Greatest
"
Western ever made. Get this one by all means."
Consensus
— " Fine
picture,(FOX)
strong GEORGE
puller." WALSH (APR. 27) MAY 10
HELP! HELP!
POLICE!
"
Rollicking
story
with
George
Walsh
up capers."REED
— M. P. News.
HER CODE OF HONOR (UNITED) cutting
FLORENCE
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Opened to average and then
to bigDIVIDED,
business." A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
HOUSE
BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
News.
" Entertaining with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATH E) MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all ; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture to big business."
ISLAND OF INTRIQUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
" Should give substantial satisfaction; grins aplenty."
JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN (ARTCRAFT) FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business." " Star's
first two killed him. This was a good picture." " Average business
Consensus
— " Good picture, ordinary puller."
three days."
JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 1
"Average
comedy
drama
made
interesting
because Big
of star."
— M. P.firstNews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sent 'em away talking.
business
day
and extra big business second day (Saturday)." " Good picture.
Average business." " A very pleasing picture but star will never be
a box office
attraction."
Consensus
— " Good
picture, good puller."
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JUNE 1) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE) BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
11)
" Star returns to the screen in Western melodrama." — M. P. News.
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"Exhibitor
Human story
that — appeals.
Acting good."
M. P. News.
Comment
Exceptionally
good. — Opened
big to average busines ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor business two days." " Billie Rhodes surely a winner."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
LIGHT OF VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) .
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
picture. THEBig business."
LIONeach AND
MOUSE,
THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE
(FEB. 24)
(Six Parts).
FEB. 22
"A special of the full-blooded variety." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture but weather hurt business." " Well
liked. If all of Joyce's pictures were handled as well, Vitagraph
would have bigger business on their program. Extra big business."
" Inclement weather all week. Big business." " Great. Joyce is
adorable." " Big business two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LITTLE COMRADE (PARAMOUNT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in value.
Poor business."
LITTLE
INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
7)
APR. 5
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL DALY
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" Comedy drama of the lighter type; heroine pleasing." — M. P. News.
LITTLE WHITE SAVAGE, A (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS
(FEB. 20)
MAR. 1
" Story handled skillfully; holds interest throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Great comedy. Different.
Average —business."
Consensus
" Good picture, average puller."
LOVE CALL, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Simple Western story colored with star's personality." — M. P. News.
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LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE HUNGER, THE (HODKINSON) LILLIAN WALKER
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Wild
News. melodrama ; story to blame; don't blame director or star." — M. P.
LOVE THAT DARES, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Star
News.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
MAGGIE
PEPPER
(PARAMOUNT)
ETHEL CLAYTON
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 22
" Reviewer thinks it will cause walls to bulge." — M. P. Neuis.
Exhibitor Comment — " A disappointment in drawing power and patrons
disappointed in the picture." " One of the best. Big business two
days." " Star well liked and this picture pleased."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
MAN AND HIS MONEY, A (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
" Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture to poor business."
" Very
good. A winner. Extra big business three days." " Good comedy
drama to big business. They like Tom Moore here." " Interesting
drama with some good comedy."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
MAN HUNTER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (FEB 23) MAR. 8
(Six Parts)
" No chance for a kick here; fits star exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of his best pictures. Will always do business.
One of best men stars in film. Big business." " ioo per cent, picture
to big business." " Big business." " Good Farnum type of picture
but the star could stand a change of story. Average business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
MAN IN THE OPEN, A (UNITED) DUSTIN FARNUM
(Six Parts) FEB. 23
FEB. 15
" Star's second ' United ' is big in every respect." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Big business, fine picture." " A great picture
and a great cast. Could not handle crowds either day." " Very good
but patrons do not want Western pictures."
Consensus — " Excellent production, good puller."
MAN OF HONOR, A. (SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
"Star in characteristic role; a colorful picture." — M. P. News.
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to average business."
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
MARRIAGE
FOR CONVENIENCE,
A (KEENEY-SHERRYGENERAL) CATHERINE CALVERT (FEB. 24)
MAR. 8
" Strong in action and character portrayals." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Big business."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life and touches the heart strongs." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star improving. Very good picture. Average
business." ROMANCE, A (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
MIDNIGHT
STEWART (MAR. 10)
'.
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' Favorable comments from patrons, high class patronage." " Big business
seven davs. '
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
MISS ADVENTURE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk." — M. P. News.
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITA GRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24).
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing star and story to average business."
MOLLY
OF THE FOLLIES
(AMERICAN) MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. 15
" Should prove entertaining to all; clean theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business." Splendid picture to big business."
Concensus — " Good picture, good puller."
MONEY
CORRAL,
THE (ARTCRAFT)
WM. S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
MORAL
DEADLINE,
THE
(WORLD)
JUNE ELVIDGE
(FEB. 24)
FEB. 22
" Familiar yet appealing plot is basis of star's vehicle." — M. P. News.
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16).... MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." "Best Walsh picture since 'Pride of New York.'
Opened
big and
business
with extra
business
the second
day."
" Bum
melodrama
attempted
fun inbig worse
sub-titles.
Walsh
a favorite
but he will never get anywhere in such pictures as this."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
OLD (FEB.
MAID'S23)
BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNEFEB. 1
" Weak story that little star handles well; should please." — M. P. New
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ONE WEEK OF LIFE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
(APR. 13)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satisOUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17)
FEB. 1
(Seven Parts)
" Afaction."
triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
best day
but run
good.
Big picture
businesshouse
fourindays.
First timeComment
a picture— "hasNothadhera four
in any
this
city." " High brows out in force. Picture highly praised and merited
same." " Great picture, wonderful star. I cannot imagine why such
good attractions as this fall down at the box-office."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
PAID IN FULL (PARAMOUNT) PAULINE FREDERICK
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 8
" Star is at her best here and story is compelling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Big business in two days."
" Drew fine and they liked it. Big business." " Splendid production
most carefully
acted. production,
Good box office
attraction."
Consensus
— " Excelent
big puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
(MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business." " Viola Dana always pleases."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days." " Fine picto average HER
business."DARNDEST
PEGGY ture DOES
(METRO) ALLISON
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" A May Allison comedy that registers nicely." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Lent and bad weather brings average business."
" Good comedy but no drawing card."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, average puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
'" They reform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3
The eccentric Mabel of olden days in a good comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— •" Typical
Not
pictures."
overstrongComment
as to plot.
Pleased. Mabel
Good Normand
story wouldtypehelpofa picture.
lot. Average
PETTI
GREW'S
GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON APR. 19
(MAR.
23)
business."
" Heart interest is exceptional; war romance." — M. P. News. ,
Exhibitor Comment — ' Very good picture and one of many with war
backgroundOF toA getBIGawayCITY
to even
average
business."BROCKWELL
PITFALLS
(FOX)
GLADYS
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" // you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell."
PLACE IN THE SUN, A (TRIANGLE) MARGARET BLANCHE
(MAY 4) . . .
...MAY 10
News. Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
" Cyril
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picture. Big business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out in droves."
Consensus
— " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY GIRL'S HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
(MAR. 15)
APR. 5
" New styl? picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out" — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big down to average business." " Drew big but disappointed
everybody.— " Fair
Story picture,
rotten. average
Our patrons
Consensus
puller."said so."
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" Story
a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque." —
M. P. ofNews.
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
PRODIGAL LIAR, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
"Exhibitor
Helps youComment
greet your
patrons
with
a
broad
grin."
—
M.
P.
News.
— " Splendid Western picture. Big business two
" Very picture
good picture.
Satirestory."
on Western. Average business."
"days."
Fair surface
with a light
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
PUPPY LOVE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
" Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Receipts, picture and comment ' rotten.' "
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down town house."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(APR. 21)
APR. 26
" Vivid story of marital unhappmess in melodrama." — M. P. News.
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REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
'■ Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentTHE
— " Extra
big business."
RED
LANTERN,
(METRO)
(SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10,
" Star superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
REGULAR FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
RESCUING ANGEL, THE (PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
(APR. 6.)
MAY ;
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentSTRAIGHT,
— " Average business."
ROAD
CALLED
(BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)MAY 10
LOUIS
BENNISON (APR. THE
20)
" Bennison'
News. s tricks and personality show to good advantage." — M. P.
SOARING ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(APR. 27)
\
APR. 26
" Fast and exciting picture with hair-raising climax." — M. P. News.
SANDY
BURKE
OF THE U-BAR-U (GOLDWYN) LOUIS
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
" Western subject full of human appeal and action." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " They are liking Bennison here. Average busines ." "Very good. They like this star here, Both of his pictures
gave satisfaction and got business." " Pleased, good business." " Star
very pleasing but had poor support. Better business second day."
big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
SATAN, JUNIOR (METRO) VIOLA DANA (MAR. 3)
MAR. IS
" Star is excellent in new role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to good business." " All good: no
exception. Big to extra big business." " A very good picture. Well
liked. Always does business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
" One of SHADOW,
best Marie Osborne
pictures; heart SPECIAL)
appeal." — M.MAE
P. News.
SCARLET
THE (UNIVERSAL
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
(Six Parts)
MAR. IS
"Fans will no doubt like this one; comedy is entertaining. ' — M.H.i\ews
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as recent Mae Murray productions.
Average business." _ " Average picture to big business."
Consensus
— " Good picture,
puller." FRITZI BRUNETTE
SEALED ENVELOPE,
THE average
(BLUEBIRD)
(FEB. 17)
MAR. 8
" Will compare favorably with many successful specials." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Average (SCREEN
business." CLASSICS) HAROLD
SHADOWS
OF SUSPICION
LOCKWOOD (FEB. 23)
MAR. 1
"Exhibitor
LockwoodComment
picture —starts
well
but
slumps
at
finish."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Fine business. Patrons well satisfied." " Excellent picture, big business." " Average business two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor STRENGTH
Comment — " Drew
big on double HARRY
bill and they
it."
SILENT
(VITAGRAPH?
T. liked
MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB. IS
" Dual role subject that looks good. Should please all." — M. P. News.
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)
APR. S
' Entertaining version of 'Boston Blackie' story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Big business."
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 21
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterisation." — M. P. News.
SIS HOPKINS (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (FEB. 16). MAR. IS
" Characterization is good; picture above the average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture. After your patrons have
had
a lookSheat 'Mickey'
Normand
have to gocannot
some get
to stories
please. our
patrons.
is either going
back will
or Goldwyn
for
her. Not the Mabel of Keystone days. Big to average business."
" Big business three days." " Comedy dramas very popular. Extra
big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, big puller."
SMILES (FOX) JANE AND KATHERINE LEE (FEB. 23)... MAR. 8
" Lee children in one that sets a record for them." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The public will have to read half this picture
Jumped from average to extra big business." " Pleased irnmenselv
to extra big business." " Their best kid picture. Big business." " Best
the Lee kids have done. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SOMETHING TO DO (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture to extra big business."
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
( (MAR. 23)
APR. 19
"Exhibitor
Story ofComment
pleasing — sort;
player's
personality
helps."
— M. fast.
P. News.
"
Star
not
known
here
but
coming
Splendid
new type of Western picture. Opened average business first dav and
last day to big business." "Our patrons are not so strong for Westbut they likegetsBennison.
business."
" Theyandlikeplayed
Bennison
here.ernsBusiness
bigger withAverage
each feature
released
with
this star. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
" Star shines in role of a pious chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
' AverageAverage
businessbusiness."
two days." " As good as the
usual MaeComment
Marsh — picture.
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
STITCH IN TIME, A (VITA GRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE
(MAY S)
MAY 3
" Star simulates
an appealing story."
— M.I NEP. News.
STRONGER
VOW,gladness
THE in(GOLDWYN)
GERALD
FARRAR
(APR. 27)
MAY 10
" Star inOF picture
background."EDITH
— M. P.ROBERTS
News.
TASTE
LIFE,withA Spanish
(BLUEBIRD)
(MAR. 2)
MAR. IS
" One OFthatHONOR,
will standTHE
boosting;
story handled JOHN
carefully."
— if. P. News.
TEST
(PARAMOUNT)
BARRYMORE
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" John Barrymore — enougn said, even in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. S
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average —business."
Consensus
" Gn^d Picture, average puller."
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronize this type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." " Nesbit is a goner." " Her best picture, but failed to get
Consensus
—trade."
" GoodEYES
picture,(WORLD)
good puller."
normal
THREE GREEN
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-starMENcast inANDbest World
in six months." — MARGUERITE
M. P. News.
THREE
A GIRLrelease(PARAMOUNT)
CLARK (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — Very cute for ladies. Average business three
days." " Average business seven days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HOD KINS ON)
_ HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Strong (TRIANGLE)
melodrama withOLIVE
politicalTHOMAS
setting." —(MAR.
M. P. 30)
News.
TOTON
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor
business."
TRICK
OF Comment
FATE, —A " Average
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BARRISCALE
(FEB. 24)
MAR. 1
" Bessie Barriscale is doing best work of her career." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very pleasing story. Above the average program picture." " A little better than average program picture. Everybody pleased. Fair business two days." " Star's work very good.
Consensus
— " Fine picture, good puller."
Big IN
business."
TURN
THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
' CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
" This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
Patrons
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
showed big business." " Well liked. Big business."
Consensus
" Excellent
strong puller."
TWILIGHT — (DE
LUXE)production,
DORIS KENYON
(FEB. 23) MAR. 8
(Six Parts)
" Deliahtful LOVE,
picture THE
of vouth
: ro***tr"r*ion
ix a"od."— M P News.
UNKNOWN
(PATHE)
DOLORES
CASSINELLI
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts).....
APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perref s production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITA GRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Exceedingly pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
UNPARDONABLE
(GARS Parts)
ON-NEI LAN) BLANCHE
SWEETSIN, THE (Nine
(APR. 6
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
—
"A
splendid
picture.
Miss
Sweet
at
her
best.
directed, good photography, action intense, and a picture Perthat
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
UNVEILING
KITTY GORDON
seven days." HAND, THE (WORLD)
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" A melodrama
oftenGRAPH)
oversteps EARLE
bounds." WILLIAMS
— M. P. News.
USURPER,
THE that
(VITA
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" Earle
in adaptation
Nat Goodwin's
M. P. News.
WAY
OF Williams
THE STRONG,
THE of(METRO)
ANNAplay."
Q. —NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
News.
"Eternal
triangle picture that ranks well up to Mrir- ^°rage." — M. P
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
" From poor to average business."
Consensus
Good (UNIVERSAL)
picture, good puller."
WHAT
AM —I "BID?
MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5
(Six Parts)
News. interest all the way; discriminating
" Holds
fans may find fault." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings
excellent.
business."
WHEN
A GIRL
LOVESAverage
(JEWEL)
MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. >9
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
Western
plav
with
Wm.
Stowell
taking
more leading part than the star. Well received and showed gooda
WHEN MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
direction."
" Theda
Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. Nc.vs.
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. S
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
"Another oood picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
" Big Bill Russell's best to date. Has every element necessary to
make A-i picture. Extra big business."
Consensus — "Excellent production, strong puller''
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Index
and
Reports— "Flashbacks" — New
Theatres
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
street. It will seat 400 persons. Manager Lockwood of the Cozy
theatre is said to be planning a new house on West Eighth street.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
KANSAS
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
"
Of
the
light,
pleasant
variety
;
should
please
all."
—
M.
P.
News.
WICKED DARLING, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
Topeka — Plans are announced for the erection of a new $100,000
(FEB. 24)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 22
theatre at 815-17-19 Kansas avenue by local theatre men.
" Strong picture that keeps interest alive all through." — M. P. News.
MASSACHUSETTS
Exhibitor Comment — " Good program feature. Priscilla Dean grows
more popular with each picture here. Big business." " Extra big
Springfield — On the site of the old opera house a new theatre seatbusiness two days." " First-class crook story to average business."
Consensus —GIRL,
" Excellent
big puller.''
ing 2,500 will be erected, it is reported, at a cost of $250,000.
WINNING
THE production,
(PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
Abraham Goodside of Portland, Maine, is said to be behind the
(FEB. 23)
MAR. 22
" Shirley Mason's latest is a nice little picture." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " A THE
good little
picture to average
MISSOURI
WISHING
RING MAN,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIEbusiness."
LOVE
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8 project.
Jefferson
City
—
Billy
Mueller,
manager of the Jefferson theatre,
Its naturalness
puts INDEX,
it over; star
good." — M. P. News.
WOMAN
ON THE
THEis (GOLDWYN)
PAULINE FREDhas recently become the owner and also will build another theatre
ERICK (FEB. 23)
APR. 5 here
on High street adjoining the Masonic building.
" Genuine Goldwyn success; filled with real suspense." — M. P. News. ,
NEW JERSEY
Exhibitor
— " The
typeexpectations.
of picture that
is best
but
story didComment
not come
up to
WellPauline
staged,
actedin and
directed, but the story is not there. Business good but the star drew
Woodbury — The Woodbury Amusement Company is erecting a
theatre to cost $20,000.
it all. A good picture. One of Goldwyn's best. Should make more
NEW YORK
like it." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
Brooklyn
—
A
setting
capacity
3,200 will be provided for their
(APR. 21) . .
APR. 19 new theatre at Bedford avenueof and
Lincoln place, according to
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
announcements of Levy Brothers. The project is said to represent
an investment of $500,000,
Hempstead — The Philip Realty Company is reported to have plans
for the erection of a new 1,600-seat theatre opposite the Long
"FLASHBACKS" ON EARLIER RELEASES
Island Railroad station.
Herkimer — A $40,000 corporation has been formed to build a
" Cannibals
the type.
South Pulled
Seas "it (Robertson-Cole)
installment.
new motion picture theatre on the Griswold lot. W. T. Manion,
Good
picture ofof its
off second day — on" First
account
of poor
T P. Griswold, Frank M. Baker, F. A. Fagen and John E. Winbusiness."
" Cheating Cheaters " (Select) — " Well handled. They sure liked Clara
decker are the promoters.
Kimball Young in this picture. Big business."
" Broken Law " (Fox Re-issue) — f Not much. These re-issues are not
New York City — B. S. Moss will erect a new theatre to seat 3,500
going over at all."
at Prospect avenue and 161st street, according to reports. It is
_ " Caught in the Act " (Fox) — " Very good comedy drama. Pleased to
scheduled for completion by next January.
big" Venus
business."
the Eastis "fair
(Paramount)
Business
Accounted
for by
WellsvUle — The new Babcock theatre has been completed and has
poor title. inPicture
as a story— "but
awful poor.
slow with
no particular
a seating capacity of 800. It took eight months to finish the
building.
punch or pep. Star's work is fair. Poor picture for the amount of material
in Irwin's original story. Too much of New York scenery and not enough
action to excite interest."
NEW HAMPSHIRE
" The Border Legion " (Goldwyn) — " Not a good picture. Bates too old.
Did not draw. Better stars would have been a knockout. Average business."
Dover — The new Strand theatre being erected by Harry Addition
" Go West, Young Man " (Goldwyn) — " Well liked to big business."
"I Want to Forget" (Fox) — "She does not draw here. Fair picture."
and Harris N. Shaw will occupy the site formerly occupied by the
" De Luxe Annie " (Select) — " Dandy picture to big business."
United States Hotel. The new foundations are already in.
" Go West, Young Man " (Goldwyn) — " Average business."
" Fortune's Child " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
OHIO
" The Forbidden City " (Select) — " Extra big business two days."
Cincinnati — The new Palace theatre now being erected on Sixth
" Woman " (States Rights) — " A wonderful beautiful production. Something different. Big business three days."
street has already installed the balcony, which will seat 1,600 per" Law of Men " (Paramount) — " A dandy picture to big business two
sons, according to report.
"
Mickey
"
(States
Rights)
—
"
Return
date
two
days
to
extra
big
business.
days."
Cleveland — The new Euclid theatre has been completed and opened
Greatest drawing card we have ever had."
to the public. It is located on East Ninth and Chestnut street,
" Luck and Pluck " (Fox) — " Men like Mix. Women do not. Average
business."
N. E., and has a seating capacity of 2,000. The cost is said to have
"' The Indestructible Wife " (Select) — " Picture pleased and drew well."
been $400,000.
"Lite's a Funny Proposition" (Robertson-Cole) — "A picture that will
please any audience. But it did not draw here. Average business."
PENNSYLVANIA
"His Birthright" (Robertson-Cole) — "A fine picture but did not draw
Lykens
—
Lester
G.
Holtzman
will erect a modern motion picture
well."
theatre on the Dr. Ulrich site, which he recently purchased.
Philadelphia — A capacity of 1,250 has been provided for the new
NEW THEATRES BUILDING
motion picture theatre to be erected at 1524 to 1534 South street.
— William Freihofer has commissioned an architect to draw plans
for two new motion picture theatres to cost $350,000. One is to be
CALIFORNIA
located at Frankford avenue and Oxford lane and will seat 2,500.
Benicia — Walter B. Crooks, an exhibitor here, announced that
The other theatre will be located at Germantown avenue and
plans are completed for the erection of a new theatre in Benicia
Lehigh and will seat 3,500. — On the site of the old Tioga Convento seat 600 persons and cost about $15,000.
tion Hall at Broad street and Allegheny avenue, a theatre will be
Santa Cruz — H. Green states that the new Hihn theatre to be
erected
that will seat 5,000 persons. Frank E. Cohen made the
erected at the corner of Walnut and Pacific streets in this city will
announcement. — The Stanley Company will erect a $1,000,000 moseat 1,400.
tion picture theatre on the southwest corner of Nineteenth and
ILLINOIS
Market streets with a seating capacity of 4,000.
RHODE ISLAND
Frceport — The site has been acquired for Freeport's new $150,000
theatre. It will be located on Chicago street and Spring and have
Woonsocket
—
The
Social
Amusement Company has announced the
a seating capacity of 1,500.
site selected for the erection of its new 1,200-seat theatre. It will
Oglesby — The contract has just been awarded for a new motion
cost about $55,000 and have entrances on both Cumberland and
picture theatre to be built here. It will seat 500 persons.
Clinton streets.
INDIANA
SOUTH DAKOTA
Anderson — Two additional motion picture theatres will soon be Sioux Falls — Charles Sawyer has completed his new theatre here
and named it the Liberty. It has been opened and has a seating
erected here, according to announcements made. John Ryan proposes to erect a theatre adjacent to the Banner Grocery on Main
capacity of 400.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subject*
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pat he Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5 — Too Many Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartment 23
Mar.
31 —— Marrying
Mar. 24
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar.
17—
Oh,
What
a
Night
Mar. 10— Hard Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
1 (AtHypocrites
State Right Exchanges)
The

1
1
1
1
1
1
11
11
1
1
6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May S— Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
16 — Frozen Thrills
1
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
1
12 — Sundown
1
11— The Pale Pack Train
1
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
1
9 — Before Breakfast
1
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
May
—The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
5
May — Josselyn's Wife (Bessie Barriscale)
5
Apr. — Modern Husbands (Henry B. Walthall)
5
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
5
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
5
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
S
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
5
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
5
Feb.
— Long
Turning
B. Walthall)
55
Feb. —A
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
1
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
11
Mar. 169 —— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 23— Their Baby (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
1
Feb.
2
—
How
to
be
Happy
Though
Married
(Elinoi
Field)
1
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6 — A Palestine Pilgrimage
...1
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
1
Mar.
23
—
'Mid
Sahara's
Sands
11
Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
1
Mar. 2— Columbia Highway
1
Feb.
at Paradise
"... 11
Feb. 2316 —— AOutPeek
Wyoming
Way
Feb.
Bit oftheGod's
Country
...... 11
Feb. 92—— ADoing
Dells

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
May
Heart Susie (D.
W. Griffith's)
May 25—
18 — True
The Knickerbocker
Bucharoo
(Douglas Fairbanks)
May 4— The Money Corral (Wm. S. Hart)
Apr.
27
—
For
Better—
For
Worse
(De
Mille's)
Apr. 20 — Eyes of the Soul (Elsie Ferguson)
Apr. 6 — Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar. 16— The Poppy Girl's Husband (William S. Hart)
PARAMOUNT
May 25— I'll Get Him Yet (Dorothy Gish)
May 25 — The Haunted Bedroom (Enid Bennett)
May 18— The Busher (Charles Ray)
May 18 — The Final Close-up (Shirley Mason)
May 11 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
;
May 11 — The Home Town Girl (Vivian Martin)
May 11 — Come Out of the Kitchen (Marguerite Clark)
May 4— Vicky Van (Ethel Clayton)
May 4 — Oh You Women (Emerson-Loos Prod)
Apr. 27 — Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
Apr. 13— The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
Apr.
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
Apr. 136 —— Let's
The Rescuing
Angel (Shirley
Mason)
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall).,
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
May 25 — The Woman in the Case (Pauline Frederick)
May 18 — The Gentleman from Indiana (Dustin Farnum)
May
(Louise Huff-Jack Pickford)
May 114 —— What
Hearts Money
Adrift Can't
(MaryBuyPickford)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
Apr. 6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
TWO REEL COMEDIES
May 25 — Love's False Faces (Sennett's)
May 18 — Welcome Little Stranger (Montgomery Flagg Film)
May 11 — When Love Is Blind (Sennett's)
May 4— Harold, the Last of the Saxons (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)...
Apr. 27 — The Little Widow (Sennett's)
Apr. 20 — An Amateur Liar (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Apr.
The Last
FoolishBottle
Age (Montgomery
(Sennett's)
Apr. 136 —— The
Flagg Film)
SINGLE REELS
May 25 — From Cocoon to Kimona (Burton Holmes)
May 25 — Action of the Heart (Bray Pictograph)
May 18 — Across France with Yankee Gas Hounds (Burton Holmes)
May 18 — Giants in Fairyland (Bray Pictograph)
May 11 — Tagalog Tailors (Burton Holmes)
May 11 — Lessons in Swordmanship (Bray Pictograph)
May 4 — With the Yanks in France (Burton Holmes)
May 4— Bath Towel Beauties (Bray Pictographs)
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 6 — Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5— Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The
Railway
LovelyGornergrat
Lucerne
The
Riviera
of
Lake
Scrambles in the HighLeman
Alps
Allied
War Heroes
Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus
Rai
lway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
,

55
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
j
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
1
1

5
6
6
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
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FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Jan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
June
— Hot Sands and Cold Feet
June — His Muzzled Career
May
— With the Moonshine on the Wabash . . .
May
— His Concrete Dome
Apr.
Fred's Fictitious
Apr. —— Fabulous
Fortune Foundling
Fumblers

5
5
5
3
»
2
2
2
2
22

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 29 — My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
June 15 — A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
. 5
June 1 — The Lone Star Ranger (William Farnum)
5
May 18 — A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May
55
Mar. 20A—— The
The Siren's
Jungle Song
Trail (Theda
(WilliamBara)
Farnum)
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9— When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
Tune 22 — The Wilderness Trail (Tom Mix)
5
June 8 — Putting One Over (George Walsh)
5
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5
June 1— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5
May A— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23— The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
July 6— The Merry Jailbirds
2
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20— The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
June 8 — Hands Up
Vz
June 1— Oh Teacher
Vz
May 25— The Shell Game
Vz
May 18— Left at the Post
t Vz
May 11— Sir Sidney
Vz
May
A
—
The
Cave
Man's
Bride
Vz
Apr. 27— Seeing Things
Vz
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
Vz
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
Vz
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
Vz
Mar. 2330 —— Out
A Cow's
Vz
Mar.
and inHusband
Again
Vz
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
Vz
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
G ARS ON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)..,
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
The Real Roosevelt
2
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 1 — The Fear Woman (Pauline FrederickMay 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
May
Gardenia
(RexKennedy)
Beach's)
May 18
11 —— The
LeaveCrimson
It to Suson
(Madge
May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
Apr. 13— One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
Apr.
6— Spotlight
Sadie (Mae Marsh)
BENNISON
SERIES
Apr. 20 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
Mar.
23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
Social Ambition
Honor's
.■
CAPITOLCross
COMEDIES
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr. 20— Wanted— A Baby ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Apr.
The Midnight Alarm
("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
FORD 6—EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY
May 18— A Wild Goose Chase
May 11 — Can the Poor Fish
May A— Going Up
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
Apr. 6 — Cut It Out
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Wo
ma
n
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks).....
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The
Devil's of
Double
S. Hart)
The Return
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
May
A— As
The a Best
Warren Baird)
Kerrigan)
.'
Apr. 20—
Man Man
Thinks(J. (Leah
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See World Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Dennv From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)

S
5
65
5
6
.5
5
5
5
5
6
67
7
j
7
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
,1
1
1
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METRO EXCHANGES
Tune 23 — One Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert Lytell)
n)
June 16 — The Family Tree (Emmy Wehle
)
(Viola Dana
Patricia Married
June
Tune 92 —— Almost
(May Allison)
May 26 — Full of Pep (Hale Hamilton)
May 19— The Lion's Den (Bert Lytell)
Air (May Allison)
in the Adventuress
May 125 —— Castles
May
The Amateur
(Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar. 24 — That's Good (Hale Hamilton)
Mar. 17 — The Way of the Strong. (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
. . ...
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Toys of Fate
Revelation
(Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
OUTLNG-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators
6 — A Wasmanipae Week-End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2—
Birds
1— Teddy
From Scales
to Antlers

55
5
5
5
|5
5
5
S
55
5
5
5
55
7
7
7
1
7
5
S6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
11

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)
PATHE EXCHANGES
May 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
May 184—— The
CalebCryPiper's
May
of the Girl
Weak(Helene
(FannieChadwick)
Ward-Frank Elliott)- 55
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
S
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Comers (Bessie Love)
S
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward)
7
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7— Eighth, Forward — Always Forward
...1
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
-.
1
Mar. 24 — Sixth, The Hated K. P
1
Mar. 17— Fifth, Building the Soldier
1
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
1
Mar. 3 — Third, The Rookie
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
May 25— The Marathon (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Lloyd, Pollard, Daniels)
.1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20— Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 30 — Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 16— Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 29—— Hoot
I'm OnMonMy (Stan
Way Laurel)
(Harold Lloyd)
Mar.
11
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11— His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)..
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
May 25 — Sixth, The Secret Assassin
2
May 18 — Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20— First, The Tiger Worshippers
3

Film

Releases

THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland, Henry Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6 — Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9 — Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9 — Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan.
Fourth, Underworld
Through Doors
of Steel".
22
Jan. 2619—— Third,
Terrors
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 5— First, The Ebony Block
3
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9— Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2— Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16 — Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
..
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley & Norman Kerry)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
..
May — Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
S" Talmadge)
May
— The EXCH
New Moon
(Norma
ANGE
SELE—■CT
Apr.
Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar. — Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. — The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(See Select Exchanges)
— Upstairs and Dow.. (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Man (E. K Lincoln; Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern
Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lo
ve
r
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
HeartsGrain
of of
the Dust
World
The
,
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
,
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pa
y
TuMfit[[ia Woman
doo Lee film company, inc. (new york state)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
A Man's Law

5
6
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
t
J

«

'.

7
76
6
7
6
6
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Human Clay
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
•
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
June 1 — The Recognition
May 25— The Law of Hate
May 18— The Range Rider
May 11— The Fatal Return
May 4— A Canyon Romance
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
Apr. 20— Prodigal Love
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure

5
8
7
57
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
S
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) 5
Apr. 27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
5
Apr. 20—
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
Apr.
13 — ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
S5
Apr. 6 — Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Unpainted Woman (Mary McLaren)
6
The Delicious
Blinding Trail
Salisbury)
.'
66
The
Little (Monroe
Devil (Mae
Murray)
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
6
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
6
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
6
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
6
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
6
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
6
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
5
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDIES
May 21— His Wicked Eyes (Dan Russell)
2
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
2
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
\pr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
....2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
2
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
2
\pr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2
Mar. 12 — Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
2
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
1
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
1
Mar.
31
—
Lizzie's
Waterloo
(Special
Cast)
1
Mar. 24 — A Beach Nut (Wallace Beery)
1
Mar. 17 — Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
1
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Mav 26 — Taking Things Easy
1
May 19— Three in a Closet
1
May 12— The Bullshiviks
1
May 5— Fun in a Flat
1
Apr. 28— The Expert Eloper
1
Pi.pT. 21— Scared Stiff
1
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
1
Apr.
7 — State
Room Breakers../
Secrets
Mar. 31—
The Wife
11
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
1
Mar. 17— Lay Off
1
EDDIE POLO SERIES
May 26— The Wild Rider
2
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
2
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS. .
May 31 — Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
2
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
2
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
2
May 103 —— The
Gun Raid
Law (Neal
(Pete Hart)....
Morrison) '
22
May
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr. 19 — The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2
^.pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr
ClaimMorrison)
(Neal Hart)
Mar. 295 —— Bill
His Brennan's
Buddy (Pete
22
Mar. 22 — The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
2
Mar. 15 — The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson — Pete Morrison) 2
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)

Film

Picture

News

Releases

May 26 — Eleventh, Through Fire and Water
May 1912—— Tenth,
of Death's
Shadow
May
Ninth, Out
A Leap
for Life
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
\pr. 21— Sixth, The Flames of Death
\pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff..
Mar.
Mar. 31
24 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17— First. The Pool of Mynerv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
June 29—— The
A Rogue's
Romance
Williams)
June
Little Boss
(Bessie(Earle
Love)
May 26— Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
May 5 — Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
Apr. 7 — Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
May 12 — Passing the Buck
Apr.
Be
THE 14—
MANWellOFI'llMIGHT
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
—Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
—Twelfth,
Prey
—Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
—Eighth. The One Chance
— Seventh, Into the Trap
— Sixth, The Height of Torment
— Fifth, The Human Shield
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
—Third, The Creeping Death
— Second, The Leap Through Space
—First, The Riven Flag
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges}
Mickey (Mabel Normand)

2
22
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1
1
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5
5
S
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
6
7
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
5
May 19 — The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
5
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
5
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
5
Apr. 28 — Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
5
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love-June Elvidge) 5
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr.
7 — The Little Intruder (Louise Huff- Johnny Hines)
5
SPECIALS
Mar.
16
—
The
Better
'
Ole
7
Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
5
Jan. 6— Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(Dustin
Farnum)
Mar. 30—— AHerMan's
Code Fight
of Honor
(Florence
Reed)
55
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
6
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
.....1
■vLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NEW TOBK
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PerfectHits"'

MEANS

Dear Sirs
feel that it service
is my duty
of thefrom
perfectly I satisfactory
that to1 tell
have you
received
the bigconcern
"SIMPLEX"
projector purchased through
your
over atypeyearS ago.
During the entire year the machine hea been
mounted
onof a theheavyshipcoaling
which day
is pulled
one
part
to shown,
the truck.
othersometimes
every
to gratings
wherefrom
they
order
the
pictures
over
in theoverdeck,
raisedthe bottoms
water tight
doors
and
placesoverthatthe make
machine ofsubject
to a great
de^l
and
jarring
that wculd shake the spokes
out ofof thevibration
wheels
of
a
coal
wagon.
firingthe ofmachine
the bigsitefourteen
also the During
five Inchthe guns
right npInchon guns,
the
gun
deck,
and
within
twenty
feet
of
one
of
five inch
guns thewhensaneit concussion
is fired eight
and
ten times
inthefrom
succession,
and
and
vibration
coming
the
firing of these guns tears ventilation pipes fron the
rivets
and snaps .half-inch
rivets has
from gone
the bulkheads
the compartments
but the SIMPLEX
through at of
least ten firings and to-day I will match the picture I
amsteadiness,
projectingdetail
againstand anybeauty.
theatre on the outside for
I am inclosing
t«o pictures of the machine, so
you can see what my four years projecting pictures in
the 0. a S.machine
Bevy hasfor proven
to be a thebattleship.
ideal way to
mount
serviceto onme" board
Yoube maygladuseto theshowletter
and thepictures
if you wish
and I tionwill
anybody
machine
any time the shipYours
is intruly.
Hew York harbor. in opera-

SIMPLEX

ThePrecisionMachineCoJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewTfork
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Exhibitors'
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RESOLVED:

Managers

Circuit

New

of

First

Exchanges,

York,

April

National

The
22,

Hotel

1919

That we, the undersigned managers of First National Exchanges, express to
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co.
of Chicago, our appreciation for the splendid cooperation he has given
us and for the extremes to which he and his organization have gone —
far beyond the usual limits of business practice — to relieve emergencies
and assist us in giving satisfactory service to our exhibitor customers.
FURTHERMORE

: We

feel that it is both merited

and fitting that Mr.

Rothacker be told that to each of us here it is a fact, proven by the statements of exhibitors to us, that no other group of exchanges can boast of
prints with superior tinting and toning, with clearer definition, with
more carefully printed lighting effects, or with greater quality in any
particular, than that in the prints made

by the Rothacker

Film Manufactur-

ing Co. for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
FURTHERMORE:
The excellent system installed by Mr. Rothacker
for filling emergency orders for replacements of short lengths of torn or
destroyed scenes and titles operates greatly to our advantage in the
promptness and accuracy with which they are filled.
FURTHERMORE:

We

know,

from

our experience

in the past with

the laboratory work of other concerns that the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co., in comparisons of quality, service, accuracy and promptness,
eminently deserves the tribute of an uninterrupted continuation of all
laboratory

work

for First National

Exhibitors' Circuit.

FURTHERMORE : It is resolved that a copy of this resolution be sent
to Mr. Rothacker, and to the Board of Directors for First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Signed: Harry TV eiss,R. C . Seery, C hie ago; Boyd C tinning ham, TV ashington; TV. E. Lusk, Cleveland; C . R. Beacham, Atlanta; James Skirboll, Pittsburgh; L. Bickel, Dallas; Jack Brainard, Oklahoma City; H.
J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; Harry Scott, Detroit; J .F. Cubberly, Minneapolis; Lieut. Jim Anderson, Richmond; Fee Goldberg, Louisville;
Tom

Spry, Boston; J H. Von Tilzer, New York; TV. J. Heenan, Philadelphia; F.A. Fischer, Seattle; Floyd Brown, Indianapolis; F. TV. Falkner, Neiv Jersey; E. V . Richards, Jr., New Orleans, Percy Smith,
Buffalo;
We

Harry

Nolan,

Denver.

have read the foregoing,
inal resolution.

Lieut. Jim P. Anderson,
Harry Weiss, Secretary.

and declare it to be a true copy of the orig-

Chairman.
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1919
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PRICE

Los Angeles

15 CENTS

-tkMibitofsStar
in

her

now-famous

Universal

&

//

Special Attraction

Exquisite

Genevieve
Chicago

Harris
Evening

says in the
Post:

" Priscilla Dean is surely one
of the cleverest and most attractive stars of today. In
this picture she has a good role
and a worth-while

plot and

the result is most satisfying."
Virginia

Dale

Chicago

Daily

says in the
Journal:

" Priscilla Dean
is rapidly
making a place for herself in
the hearts of photoplay devotees that has never been
occupied by any one else.
For Priscilla is unique."

Your
Universal

neare
Exchange

T-O-D-A-^^
s*t»"

nfln

Thief
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JESSE L. LASK.V Presents
CECIL

B

DoMILLES
Production

For

Better

For
An

Worse

ABTCBAFT

Picture
//

"DeMille's
Finest

Achievement

" There is no denying the artistic and commercial value of such a story. DeMille's
direction has given it the tempo, distinction
and perfect play of every feature required.
A distinct advance for the man who directed
it; rich in matter that lies close to the heart
of today." — Edward
Picture World.

Weitzel,

in Moving

" Any DeMille photoplay is a delight, but
' For Better, for Worse ' seems just a little
more so than its predecessors." — S. M. Weller, in New York Review.
" No Cupid's dart ever found its mark with
greater accuracy than does DeMille in ' For
Better, for Worse.' " — Motion Picture News.
" DeMille has come nearer to sounding a
true note in 1 For Better, for Worse ' than in
any of his others." — New York Times.
" The finest example of screen drama, as it
should be made." — Exhibitor's Herald.
" Cecil DeMille has added a masterpiece to
the studies
York
Globe. of domestic problems." — New
All the other critics say the same.
So will your audiences.
By Edgar Selwyn

Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

FAMOUS
VDOLFH 7 UKOR PLAYERS
Prn JESSE L LASKY-LASKY
l\y Pm CECILSCORPORATION
DE MU1E frrtcOT

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Directed by ALBE 12- T PARKER..
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Twenty-three

!

IT'S twenty-three weeks since a
new Douglas Fairbanks-Artcraft
picture was released.
In that twenty-three weeks,
$264,000 has been spent in making
the wallopingest
that ever saw
screen.

Fairbanks' picture
the light of the

They're waiting for him — they've
been waiting these many weeks, and
when
back

they see him in " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " they'll come
and see it all over again.

They'll tell their friends and come
along with them. Their friends will pass
the good word along. They all want to
see it.
' Therefore — make your arrangements
now for a run. It cost $150,000 more to
produce than any previous Fairbanks
picture. run.
It's good for three times your
ordinary

\. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION (V
—sS^^^Z ADOLPH ZUKOR Pn JESSE LlASKY Vkw CECIL B DE MULE Dmxr^txrrul U

A" magazine's success is measured by its advertising. -Look at -the "News-!1" '
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19 19

1

WOMAN

GAVE

THOU

ST

(^aranmmt^rtcna^^pecia^
From

Arctic

to Tropic

whole world is the stage
THE
for this great picture-drama of

JJL

a

woman's soul. Alaska, Southern France, Egypt, rural Scotland,
India, London — these are the scenes
through which the men and women

of the picture-story
game of hearts.

play at their

Staged with all the sumptuous luxury and beauty at the command of
a great director, Hugh Ford, and
played by artists of real distinction,
Katherine Macdonald, Milton Sills,
Theodore Robert?, Jack Holt and
Fritzi
Thou

Brunette,

"The

Wcman
, • i

Gavest Me" offers an opportunity for exhibitors to cash in on a

N

story with immense emotional appeal, beautifully acted, wonderfully
staged and universally popular.
Directed by Hugh Ford
By Hall Caine
Scenario by Eeulah Marie Dix

/. -A

T. FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION ,
1^y^~/*i ADOLPH ZUKOR Prvs JESSE L1ASKY • \v Pnx CECIL R DE MILLE Dins&rjiaaut ujtfjf|]])]3

We have secured good advertisers to tall: to YOU.

Lisien to them!
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screen
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waiting
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to use
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It will
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to see
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Here are
more of

the adsories
accesfor "The
Lady of
Red

Get them
into print
and on
Butte"
boards
-

dll
anbi

draw the
crowds
to see a

ofpicture
thrills
and

powerpunch!
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Motion

Thomas

ENID
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Ince

Picture

presents

BENNETT
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The
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Law

of

Men

Cpammouril^Ictur&

^
Love

Among

the Artists

SHE lived in Bohemia and thought she
could take care of herself. But she
didn't know a villain when she saw him
and her innocence nearly cost her the
life of the man she wanted to marry.
Enid Bennett in a strong, emotional drama
with a plot of thrills and punch.
By John Lynch
Scenario by Ella Stuart Carson
Directed by Fred Niblo
Photographed by George Barnes
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
i FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
?» ADOLPH ZmOB&frm JESSE LLASKT IfxrPm CECIL RDF MDLF. Prwaajr*rnd
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Directed
Reginald

by

Barker

The Players
Owen Moore Alee B. Franeis
Edwin Stevens Hedda NoVa
Tullg Marshall
Sydney AinsWorth

Betty Sehade
Kate Lester

Under
Goldwyn

Direction

All the Rex Beach speed, suspense and punch from start
to finish. And a new setting — New Orleans of the Mardi
Gras, under whose motley lie adventure, romance, passion,
revenge — and happiness.
Against this background, Rex Beach has thrown a break-neck
story of pursuit and conflict unequalled in any of his previous
pictures. Its climax is the most ingenious and gripping situation
of the year.
The spectacular beauty and excitement of the famous New
Orleans carnival and a true all-star cast make this picturization
of Rex Beach's famous novel an absolute special in all but booking price.
If you had to pay for "The Crimson Gardenia" what you pay for
the whole Rex Beach Star Series, you would still be getting your
money's worth — and more.
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn, President

3314

Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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I4G)RKING

/AMETY

"Louis Benxuson is sure to prove a
delight in 'The Road Called Straight'
and will furnish many a heart throb
and thrill. The production looks as
if all the money in the world was
spent on some of the interiors. 'The
Road Called Straight' is a corking
picture from whatever standpoint one
cares to view it." — Variety.
"By following 'The Road Called
Straight' Louis Bennison has made a
picture that will make many friends.
Louis Bennison's personality makes
his road to the heart of his public a
straight one." — Moving Picture World.
"Louis Bennison makes his characterization refreshmgly new, genially
natural and unusually sincere. Mr.
Bennison gives us some wonderful
scenes." — New York Telegraph.
'Mr. Bennison has a manner all his
own, a winning personality and an
ability to put over comedy — and
original comedy at that - in a style
of his own." — Motion Picture News.

Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation
iXamt/e/ Goldvtyn^Presidertl:

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them I

3316

Motion

IX

Filler

Thai

Picture

Fills

Almost any short subject can "fill" your program. There is only
one that can fill your house — can put people in those few empty
seats that mean the difference between failure and success.
The Ford Educational Weekly can do this by bringing you nexO
patrons.
Not just people your competitor has had. If you can take them
away from him, he can do the same to you.
NEW patrons — 100 per cent new. People who (don't /ordinarily
go to picture theatres. That is what you needl and what the
whole industry needs.
reg
You can get these patrons with just one thing — the sort of film
the newcomer likes and remembers and talks about — the scenic
and industrial pictures of the Ford Educational Weekly.
The pre-eminence of the Ford product in its field is granted by
every exhibitor who applies those two vital standards — quality and
drawing power.
The new patron recognizes this cjuality and
jecomes
ular.
TflTZPATBICK
ani Chicago
Mcelroy
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR. CO
.Motion. Picture
Laboratories

The name Ford is a guarantee to a vast army of Americans. The
Ford Weekly draws new patrons as no other single unit in pictures.
Call it a "filler,'' if you like.
It will fill your theatre.
GOLDWYN

FORD

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn, President

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY

New

4nnouncin

J. Parker
Jr.'s
Read
presentation of

L0UI1

GLAll

C. GARDNER

SULLIVAN

Personally Supervised 2$
ALLAN

DWAN

W.

HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

ears

Most

Gowns and riches to whet the dreams of any woman
ever lived.

who

The Street of the Beggars in the Kingdom of Misery the
sweet, dream-laden odours of the East. The fumes and
scents of the drugs of forgetfulness.
A love that whipped the strange devil in a beautiful woman and sent her back to look her husband and the world
in the eye unafraid.

luxurious

^^

Fascinating Paris Enchanting Cairo.
A sun-blistered, palm -clustered oasis
in the sand -stung Egyptian Desert of
Sahara.
An American civil engineer and his
beautiful young wife, the most adored
and admired woman of the world's
gayest city, eating her heart out from
sheer loneliness in the burning sandsea, ruled by the mysterious Sphinx.
A fabulously wealthy Russian Baron,
with the craft of the fox, weaving his
dream of luxury and extravagance into
the mind of a flattery-loving woman.
A deserted husband and wonderful
child driven into the Street of the Beggars almost beside the walls of the opulent House of the Dawn, where the
wife and mother fights the battle with
her own conscience and again flees into
the silent desert to remake the man
whose mind and life she wrecked.
These are the stories that build the
heart and mind-throbs of "SAHARA."
Love and rejection. Temptation and
flight. Conscience and maternal instinct. Retribution and reparation.
The drama awaits you. ENTER

NOW

!

" Have I made

von happy?"

THE
Of

CAST

Perfect

Mignon
John Stanley
Baron Alexis

The Boy
Mustapha

.....

Players

LOUISE

GLAUM

Matt Moore
Edwin Stevens

Master Pat Moore
Nigel de Brullier

Environment: Paris and Cairo of today.
The Desert of Sahara.

Technically one of the most beautiful productions you have ever seen.
¥.¥. HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
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'IHis "Writes
the

Next

the

Film

the

Twelve

Ticket
Months

'on
in

Business.

The selling of individual pictures is
the hot flame to burn the dross and
slag out of the product of the film
market.
2. As the number of pictures that the
exhibitor supports no longer can be
made to carry the weak ones, economic
conditions will force a rearrangement
ol the plans of those who have been
making film to support their producing
and distributing machinery. This will
mean consolidations, realignments and
affiliations, particularly on the part of
the smaller Producer-Distributor concerns ifthey are to successfully compete with a larger concern. Of greater
importance to YOU, the Exhibitor,
will be the fact that all of these concerns will, by the issuing of stocks or
securities, place values on the basis of
what they think THEY ought to have.
And, as usual, they will call upon you
to bear the burden of carrying them.
3 1 After these realignments there will be
concentrated in the hands of the Producer-Distributor concerns a stream
of quality product without which your
theatre cannot exist. This product

will be the life blood of your business.
Economic conditions and modern
merchandizing methods will then force
the national operation of theatres, instead of individual operation and you
must pay for this life blood with the
virtual ownership of your theatre.
In no other way can you satisfy the
fictitious values placed by these Producer-Distributors ontheir businesses
at this time and in no other way can
these businesses exist after their long
debauches of bidding against each
other for stars, directors, books etc.
4. Only one concern in this business
sees this condition clearly. Unthinkingly, you exhibitors have been helping create the very situation that
menaces your independence. Only
one concern has been building for
years to meet this condition. Only one
concern will, at the critical moment to
you, as exhibitors, have a stream of
life blood for your theatre that you
will be able to obtain under conditions that will swell your profits
instead of swallowing them. Only one
concern will be able to use the general
confusion for the exhibitor's and its
own interest.

Don't you think it highly advisable to you to make a connection with this one, ex.
ceptional concern? Don't you think it advisable to support it while you can
without injury to yourself, thereby establishing the contact with the stream of life
blood that you are going to need, perhaps as quickly as the next six months?

In proof and support of these definite forecasts we have prepared one of the most
dramatic books you have ever read about the motion picture business. It is entitled
W12 Years" and will not be mailed to a general list. You must write to get a copy of it.
W.

HODKINSON CORPOMTON
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing- through PAlJit Exchange, Incorporated

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

A

MILLION
GO

DOLLAR
TO

WORK

MAN

IS

READY

FOR

YOU

TO

He is one of those outside big business men that
the motion picture industry has been needing.
He is a daring, imaginative producer-manuf'actuier. He understands the great American
public intelligence. He has the feeling of an artist.
He is sensitive, temperamental — and nervy. He
piles on the costs to do the big things but, by
the Eternal, he produces results.

deserted big business interests because he believes
the motion picture to be the greatest thing in the
world. He proved three years ago that he knew
what you call "box office" by bringing, in
association
with Rex Beach, the powerful stories,
°f
"The Barrier" and "The Auction Block" leaping
through your Powers and Simplex machines to
turn in profits.

His name is Benjamin B. Hampton. He knows
the studio, the camera, the screen.
He has

The biggest production advance made in the
past two years is the inauguration of the

Benjamin

B. Hampton

Productions

Great
Authors'
Pictures
Inc.
leading off with one of the greatest of all American
stories by an author whose following runs into millions

1K<?

WESTERN
E
The photoplay of the novel by
STEWART
Dynamically
and

EDWARD
directed

by EDWARD

with an all-star cast of world-known

ROY
STEWART,
WILFRED
LUCAS,

R

S

WHITE
SLOMANJ

screen favorites comprising

MILDRED
MANNING,
MARY
JANE
IRVING,

ROBERT
GRAHAM

Unless you keep "open time"
early July for this production
some outside daring showman
"The Westerners" and sweep

McKIM,
PETT1E

in late June and
in your theatre,
will step in with
the town off its

feet. Make your summer motto read: "Get
every outside dollar inside the box-office."
Benjamin B. Hampton Productions are
released under the stable, quality name and
reputation of W. W~. Hodkinson.
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing- through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
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Great

"AS
New

A

Newspapers

MAN

"As a Man Thinks" goes to the very heart
of the problem of human morals and shows
how a frivolous wife, without guilt, makes
her child's father doubt its paternity.
New

York

THINKS
New

York Tribune:

Say About

York

"

Journal:

Augustus Thomas' best play is "As a Man
Thinks." A vivid, human drama moving
with intense interest and analyzing one of
life'sit. great problems as only a master can
do

Sun:

A remarkable drama dealing with the
single standard of morality; the story of a
good woman in bad company.

Philadelphia

Ledger:

Here we have a tremendous sex problem
treated with the hand of a master in portraying human emotion.

Chicago American:
Augustus Thomas' "As a Man Thinks"
shows the impossibility of a single sex
standard unless the standard demands that
men be as good as their wives.

Chicago Journal:
"As a Man Thinks" tells one of the realest
problems in life. The story shows how a
good woman can cast doubt on the paternity of her child.

Chicago Examiner:
Augustus Thomas has outdone himself in
"As a Man Thinks." A story that thrills
and grips the imagination.
Cincinnati Enquirer:
Augustus Thomas justifies his great reputation in "As a Man Thinks" .... Challengingly dramatic from its first gripping title
to "its climax.

Minneapolis

Journal:

The majority of America's so-called successful playwrights would give their souls
to have written this great drama.
Indianapolis News:
A remarkable woman is the heroine of "As
a Man Thinks." Everyone will want to see
the story of Elinor Clayton.

Starring

LEAH
MI
The Picture 6
Beautiful
Directed by
George

W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing- through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
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PICTURES

tEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

presents

ONSTANCE

ALMADGE

E

VEILED

VENTURE
I>y Julia Crawford
Directed by
Walter

Ivers

edwards

mere announcement, 'It's a
'•■€>.c*ista*ice Talmadge picture,' is
Ihse' same sort of guarantee as
mark

sterli ng is on silver."
— Mae Tinee in Chicago Trihvfoe-
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Play
Three

THOMAS

\

Selznick

exploitation

a

Aces

O'BRIEN
EUGENE

OLIVE

will

These

give

full

you

house

ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN

Secure Selznick Franchises Through SELECT
Corporation Branches.

Pictures

YOU

CAN'T

GET

AWAY

from the pulling power of

OLIVE

THOMAS
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From
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EUGENE
O'BRIEN
Will make his debut as a Selznick star in

"THE
From

PERFECT

Leila Burton
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LOVER

story, "The
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ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
1

In a series of eight
splendid emotional

dramas

yearly, beginning with
S. Jay Kaufman's

LOVE

or

FAME?

Secure Selznick Franchises Through] £
SELECT Pictures Corporation Branches.-

Revolution!
The things that were and the things that are, are good
only to build upon. When present conditions become
intolerable we must either throw them off or sink under
their weight.
For years the motion picture industry has been bound
by traditions and customs, by practices and methods
that have not only outlived their usefulness but that
have fostered the growth of many burdensome evils.
These we are casting from us, and are embarking on an
era of progress and prosperity that demands full freedom
of action.

MARY
PICKFORD
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

GRIFFITH

In protest against the antiquated and obsolete methods
of distribution which hindered their giving of the best in
their power, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and D.W. Griffith, admittedly the four greatest individual producers of motion pictures, have cast off
these shackles of yesterday and have organized to distribute their product on a basis that means absolute and
complete independence for the exhibitor.
At Last— REAL
Open Booking
United Artists Corporation, for the first time in the
history of the industry, makes possible the booking of
the supreme box-office attractions of the screen hi? the
individual picture only.
Gone
is the
program,
that relic
filmdom's
and its
modern
substitute,
theof star
series.dark
In ages,
their
stead is the only sound basis on which an exhibitor can
run his theatre— the booking of individual pictures on a
standard of pure merit.
United Artists Corporation will deal with exhibitors by
the single picture only. The booking of each release of
each of the four producing units will constitute a separate and distinct transaction, so that at no time will there
be any obligation that will prevent an exhibitor from
running his own affairs in his own way, free from the
dictates of those whose sole business it should be to
serve him.
This is revolution — yes; but we are striking the blow for
the exhibitor, not at him. We are tearing down a forest
of dead wood and are planting in its place a new, live
growth whose fruit will be greater profits for the exhibitor
and the full liberty in which to benefit by those profits.
OSCAR
HIRAM

A. PRICE, President
ABRAMS, General Manager

The

Magic

Their

Art

and

Wonder

of

Have

Made

Them

Supreme
Inspired artists, all, by every test and
trial. They have no rivals; there are
none to challenge the high places they
hold; even imitation dares not aspire here.
Each in a distinct field, bringing ever fresh
creations, their permanent hold on that
most fickle of all things, popularity, is the
best evidence, were any needed, of the
superlative quality of their art. They
are what they are through sheer merit,
set on the heights by the millions in
whose esteem they will always stand
unmatched.

Their

Independence

production
Undreamed

Gives

Them

Opportunities
of

That new and hitherto undreamed-of
heights of production will be attained by
these artists is assured. Each will produce but four pictures a year, taking time
to realize so much that they have heretofore been unable to accomplish. Under
their new arrangement, from script to
screen their productions will have every
resource and aid available, months for
work where they had weeks before, and
absolute freedom for the full expression
of their own personality. The motion
picture of today scarcely offers a standard
by which the forthcoming productions,
made under such conditions, can be
judged.

DOUGLAS

Their

GRIFFITH

FAIRBANKS

Combined

Is the Life Blood

Following
of Your

Box-Office
How different might have been the story
of the motion picture had it been denied
the ineffable charm of Mary Pichford,
the joyous adventurings of Chaplin, the
breezy, lovable, two-fisted manhood of
Fairbanks, or the searching study, the
deep understanding, the inspiration of
Griffith. Concentrated in the personalities of these artists are the elements
that have made the motion picture the
giant that it is. They are the very heart
of the appeal that the screen makes to
the masses. Their followers are the
motion picture audiences of today.

Better

Pictures

Than

Ever

and. Genuine
Open

Booking
All of this advance in production is to be
backed by a selling policy equally progressive and far-reaching in its departure from
time-worn, oppressive methods. Genuine
open booking is here — the day in which
the exhibitor may buy a single picture
without any entangling agreements, conditions, obligations or penalties. It is the
day of sound business, the application of
common sense to motion picture rental,
freedom for the producer and the exhibitor alike. United Artists Corporation
opens wide its doors and discloses this
new era in film commerce.

OSCAR A. PRICE, President

HIRAM ABRAMS, General Manager

Executive Offices — 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
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William
to date.

Russell's best picture

James Oliver Curwood
the story.

wrote

Hundreds of thousands of
people read it in the October
1918 issue of The Green Book.

Stephen Fox, who wrote "Brass Buttons," prepared the working script.
Henry King
duction.

directed

the pro-

YOU can cash in at the box-office
on this picture which is so funny it
will make even the operator laugh.

William Russell Productions Now

Booking at Pa the Exchanges:

'Hobbs in a Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing"
"Brass Buttons"
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"
WILLIAM

RUSSELL

PRODUCTIONS

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Distributed by PATHE

Listen to them!

SNOW!

SNOW!

SNOW!

Flakesandof swirls
it— drifts
it—are
big going
"blizzardy"
piles
of itofthat
to look
mighty refreshing to patrons after the
release date of the first episode — May 26th.
That's undoubtedly ONE of the big reasons
for the record advance bookings on this
newest VITA.GRAPH serial.
Some of the other big reasons are
ANTONIO

MORENO

with Carol Holloway
Real Tested Serial Box-Office Stars
Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend Brady
who never wrote a serial that didn't send
their stock sky-rocketing with everv exhibitor
who
booked serials
VITAGRAPH'S big cash-inthe-box-office
The clever direction of R. N. Bradbury and
Wm. Bauman
AND

AND

Ji real story -action plus— pep— punch —
mystery, plot and counterplot— real thrills
that really thrill- the fact that
VITAGRAPH never produced a serial
that wasn't a box-office record breaker—
THENMORE
SNOW!

ign

a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

BESSIE

LOVE

Pictures

Whisk your patrons away in fancy 10
the redwood forests with this latest Bessie
Love picture — the finest thing that this
delightful star has done.
Written especially for this winsome
favorite by the gifted writer. Rida Johnson
Young, and directed by David Smith with
Nature's own "sets" as the background
for many of its wonderful scenes.
" THE LITTLE BOSS " holds every
element to please and entertain.
As "the little boss;" first in her lumber'
jack togs and later in fashion's filmy frills
and fads, Bessie Love is charming. She'll
be a bigger winner than ever after the
release of this feature.

V

ign

a

Vitagraph

Contract

for

BESSIE

LOVE
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TRAVEL

Exhibitors' Dictionary
PICTURES : Pictures that people travel to see.

"They come blocks to see them" {Outing-Chester Pictures) —
Hugh Andrews, The Lagoon, Minneapolis.
FROM SCALES TO ANTLERS -Three men go up into
far northern Quebec, through a wild and beautiful
mountain country, encountering fighting trout,
friendly squirrels, inquisitive birds, timid deer and
big lumbering Bull Moose. A picture that realizes
the outdoor dream of every man, woman and child.
Release No. 1.
TEDDY BHtDS — A glimpse of our former President,
Theodore Roosevelt, among the bird life he loved,
and then many absorbing minutes among bird
families, close-up, with a typical American boy as
the hero of this astonishing and appealing story of
feathered Americans. Release No. 2.
BALLAHOOING ON THE ANARIKA— - A journey
into the mysterious back country of British Guiana,
far up the Potaro, up the Essequibo, and then away
up Anarika Creek, and many fascinating adventures
along the way. Release No. 3.
MAIDS, MORE MAIDS AND MERMAIDS -Real American girls at their camp in the Maine woods, where
they perform a hundred outdoor wonders each day.
Slim, yet sturdy, they flash through the water in
long dives, bend to the mutual drive of the canoe,
dash over the plains on the backs of wiry ponies.
An eye-opener for mere man! Release No. 4.
GUIDED AND MESS GUIDED — A young tourist lady
bought a sweet mountaineering costume, hired two
Swiss guides, and then invited us to go along. It
must be admitted that the young tourist lady did
not always perform as she had planned— in fact,
at one time she may be seen attaining a mountain
top by being dragged up ignominously like a sack of
meal. But the picture is a masterpiece — to any
one except the tourist lady. Release No. 5.
A WASWANIPAE WEEK END— Among the Indian
trappers of the Hudson Bay region, who set their
wits against the savagery and wile of panther,
lynx, bear and wolf. From such woodsmen as
these the world's fur trade obtains much of its
enormous supply of pelts. Release No. 6.
UP IN THE AHl AFTER ALLIGATORS —Two daring
young sportsmen get the hare-brained notion of
hunting alligators in the Florida Everglades by
aeroplane; so up like a hawk from Miami, over
the land and down in the center of the dark and
mysterious swamp wilderness. After a fierce strug- gle in the black waters, they fly off with a monster
'gator trussed up in the cockpit. Release No. 7.
MR. OUTING FLOATS A DREAM -Down on the warm
bosom of the sleepy Amazon, where everything is
like a dream, and life realizes the old foolish
imaginings we all have had of the romantic traffic
on the great river highway, the quaint people, and
thronging animal life. Release No. 8.
CAMERARLNG
THROUGH
AFRICA, Thrill One —
Charles Cottar, famous big game hunter, starts out
in British East Africa on one of his astounding
wild animal hunts. Several lions charge the camera,
but never quite succeed in reaching it. One springs
from cover at Cottar himself, and is downed by
him with his head almost at the hunter's feet. These
are close-up pictures, and in the opinion of everyone who has seen them, by far the most sensational
that have ever come out of Africa. Release No. g.

OUTING

CAMERARLNG
THROUGH
AFRICA,
Thrill Two —
Cottar continues his hunt, filming hippopotami by
the herd, crocodiles, and many other features of
African game life, including, at the end, a large
number of belligerent rhinoceroses that charge
straight at the camera, but are unfailingly stopped
just before they reach the tripod. Release No. 10.
ITASCA MAKES HER BOW— The Mississippi River
has its source in Lake Itasca, where it begins as a
tiny streamlet which any boy can jump over. Many
interesting forms of animal life are encountered on
our trip, and a great forest fire puts a beautiful
and impressive end to it. Release No. 11.
OUT-COLUMBUSING COLUMBUS— We admit that
Columbus discovered quite a bit, but the camera man
proves that he overlooked many highly interesting
things — even on the West Indian Island where he
encountered his first land in the Western Hemisphere. Release No. 12.
GETTING GAY WITH NEPTUNE— It takes a bevy of
girls to get gay with the old fellow, and they do it
to the satisfaction of everyone, cutting up all sorts
of capers in his private ocean, completely shattering
his dignity
and sort.
that ofRelease
the audience.
ture of a new
No. 13. A " girl " picWHERE THE SCREEN TREE GROWS— The story of
an earnest search for the land of the heron — the
classic heron we always see painted on Japanese
screens. And at last the discovery of the very bird,
in the
country
Men-o'-war perch up
on
trees queer
! Release
No. where
14.
WRANGLING DUDES — You've heard of a "Dude
ranch " — one of those super-wild and excessively
wooly Montana ranches where they do a rushing
business "taking in" Eastern tenderfeet. Of
course they have to stage daily " hold-ups " and
" murders " and things or the "' dudes " will want
their money refunded. Release No. 15.
HERE COMES THE GROOM— Among the Zulus the
bride doesn't amount to much — a few cows paid
her father and he is content. But the groom leads
a busy life. He has to pursue his intended over
the prickly stubble fields. He has to fight off rivals.
He dresses all up in a necklace and sweats around,
cutting up a lot of necessary foolishness he'll cut
out soon as they're spliced. A great picture for
your women patrons. Release Aro. 16.
PDXTNG AFTER PIZARRO— Pizarro got more gold
from the billionaire Incas of Peru than all the other
" discoverers " put together, and thinking this over
fired us with an ambition to go down there and
repeat the performance. We were pikers, perhaps,
in that we would have taken much less — and gosh !
what a lot less we got ! Release No. 17.
MR. OUTING CLIMBS ABROAD— Down at the great
Victoria Falls the enormous number of temperance
drinks going to waste makes us think suddenly of
prohibition, so we let the cataract roar and journey
hopefully across the desert to the home of that
staunch dry champion, the camel. Here -we learn
a lot and witness many undreamed of things. Release No. 18.

-CHESTER

PICTURES
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KEAL
Broadway

REEL
s Funniest

JOHNNY

COMEDIAN
Comedy

Bide Dudley's

of comedy

HILARIOUS,

YET

Star

DOOLEY

in a series of two-reel comedies
)o

acme

based on

stories in the N. Y. Evening

World

film production.
DISTINCTIVELY

HIGH-CLASS.
JOHNNY
brings

a

screen.

DOOLEY
new

There

that makes

as the office boy

characterization
is something

to the

about

him

you laugh every time he walks

into the picture.

JOHNNY
DOOLEY'S
unusual acrobatic ability, his four years of European
pantomime

experience

and his unique way

of putting over fun will make him universally popular. Right along with
Johnny

goes a story which holds your interest, and is jam full of laughter. Speed

and "Eye

Gladness"

are expressed

in the

" Dooley Beauty Brigade," which is
shown in every Johnny Dooley picture.
Details of distribution will be announced
when

News
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THE

The

Picture

completed.
STRAUSS PEYTON-STUDIO (C)
JOHNNY
Longacre

DOOLEY
FILM
COMEDIES,
C. L. BACH, President
Building

INC.

New
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JACK ROSENTHAL
AND IMPERIAL THEATRES,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Just viewed Rothapfel Unit Programme. It's a Knockout —
one of the greatest novelties I have ever seen."
BENN

MARCUS
A. BENN
THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

"Rothapfel's first effort as a Producer one of the most finished
pieces of artistic motion picture work I have ever seen. He has
more than made good every claim and promise."
A. W.
SMITH'S

THEATRE,

SMITH
WOONSOCKET,

R. I.

"It is my belief that the Rothapfel Unit Programme is the birth
of a new incentive for the motion picture industry. Furthermore
I will go so strong as to recommend the Rothapfel Unit Programme to any exhibitor."
MAMMOTH

A. J. FISCHER, JR.
THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

"First tionsRothapfel
the greatest
producI have ever Unit
seen Programme
from curtain one
to of
curtain.
I believe
that
you have at last given the exhibitors something they really want.
Should be a clean-up."
A. P. BOTZUM
DREAMLAND THEATRE, AKRON,

OHIO

"I will say right from the heart out that the Rothapfel Unit
Programme is an uplift to the motion picture industry, as well
as a proposition that will be one of big profit to the exhibitor,
for it will make him the leader of the motion picture industry in
his city."
BUNNY

I. N. HARTSTALL
THEATRE, BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

"Your initial introduction of a Unit Programme, according to
my views, is positively great. Predict an immense success for"
your future."

MORRIS SILVERMAN
PEARL AND HAPPY HOUR THEATRES,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
intelligent
"Taken as a whole it is incomparable and the most
programme I have ever seen.
H. M. THOMAS
OMAHA,
RIALTO THEATRE,

NEB.

g programme at the Rialto The-d
"I have just reviewed the openin
please
atre New York, and I must say that I was agreeably
aexpect
t
highes
with the entire programme. It meets with the another step formarks
and
tor
exhibi
tions of the most exacting
ry.
ward in the ever-improvement of the motion picture indust

STUMPFIG
WALTER
PHILADELPHIA,
TRE,
THEA
GERMANTOWN

PA.

It's one
Rothapfel Programme.
"Congratulations on yourI first
have ever seen and I believe marks a
of the greatest novelties
distinct advance in motion picture art."
C. L. CARR
CARR & SHAD, INC., READING, PA.
of the
"It was with keenest interest that I viewed the premiere
York,
New
Theatre
Rialto
the
Rothapfel Unit Programme at
producfinest
the
of
one
it
to say that I believe
and am pleased
tions Ihave ever seen ; in fact, I consider it a revelation.
H. C. HORATER
ALHAMBRA THEATRE, TOLEDO, OHIO
to have
"It was indeed a pleasure-and I consider it an honor
Unit Probeen invited to view the premiere of the Rothapfe
will
gramme at the Rialto Theatre, New York, and I believe it
start."
the
be a success from
AMERICA

A. E. TALBOT
THEATRE, DENVER,

COLO.

"Rothapfel Unit Programme very good. I shall run the picture
with
at America as soon as possible. Am satisfied and pleased
my contract."

ADELPHI

AND

A. J. WOLF
SYMPHONY THEATRES.
CITY

NEW

YORK

"A highly artistic production and presentation."
M. L. FLEISHMAN
NEWARK THEATRE, NEWARK,

N. J.

"It is unquestionably the most elaborately prepared and staged,
as well as the most artistic photoplay entertainment ever witnessed by me. It is far superior to anything which I have ever
seen."

SUNSET

G. KONIGSWALD
THEATRE, BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

"Mr. S. L. Rothapfel is to be most highly commended upon his
marvelous achievement. It is both a pleasure and an honor to
me to be able to say that I am proud to be one of the many
exhibitors throughout the United States who will exhibit this
highest class entertainment in the world."
CHARLES
A. GOLDREYER
CONCOURSE, UNIVERSITY AND FORDHAM
THEATRES, NEW YORK CITY
"As a motion picture entertainment, the writer is of the opinion
that there has not been anything produced to date which can
honestly surpass that which was shown at the Rialto Theatre
on the morning of May 9th."
ALBANY

THEODORE
JELENKE
THEATRE, SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.

"Just viewed first Rothapfel Unit. Believe me, it is the classiest
programme I have ever seen. Will elevate any house that runs
it. Stands out as a complete unit and will satisfy everybody."
MILES

F. EALAND
THEATRE, DETROIT,

MICH.

"A most excellent high class show throughout, flawless production including an unusual comedy; cannot fail to please a discriminating audience."

EXHIBITORS
A.J*'

RADE

REVIEW

May 10, 1919
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"Just Sustains
Squaw"
Beatriz Micheiena
Reputation for
Skillful Interpretation in Production
for Exhibitor's Mutual.
Reviewed by Margaret I MacDonald.
THE performance of Beatriz Micheiena, the well-known
stage star,
in "Juston Squaw"
a five-part
Western
Melo-is
drama appearing
the Exhibitors
Mutual
Schedule
but a repetition of the colorful work which has characterized
her former screen efforts. The production is wholesome and
entertaining, and will appeal to the average audience, particularly because of the work of the star, .who gives a notably
graceful portrayal of the role of an Indian-reared white girl.
The story is set in the beautiful hill country of the West, and
its traditional bad men are convincingly impersonated.
Andrew Robson heads the list as Snake LeGal. The role of
the half-breed is well interpreted by Albert Morrison.
Cast.
Fawn
Beatriz Micheiena
The Stranger
William Pike
Snake
LeGal
Andrew
Robson
The Half Breed
Albert Morrison
Romney
D. Mitsoras
Story and scenario by Earl Snell.
Directed by George Middleton
Released by

Through

Robertson -Cole Company
Division
of
Films

Exhibitors

Mutual

to

the

thinking
of

exhibitors
the

country

(AND WE THINK THEY ALL THINK)

In the belief that exhibitors should have
a voice in selecting the titles of the attractions they show,
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PLAY
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The first day of the second week's
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THE

GREAT

GAMBLE

A

ELECTRIC

Feature

IN

HIGH

ITS
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Hayakawa's Drawing Power
Has Never Been Disputed
Productions like this make an art of producing" said
Motion Picture News about "A Heart in Pawn."
Hayakawa's work presents something distinctive and
a bit more satisfying than is to be found in random
photoplays. "Courageous Coward" contains a lot that
will interest film fans." said Exhibitors Trade Review.
Bonds of Honor" is intense and dramatic in an entertaining way that engrosses one absolutely." Screen
Opinions.
Produced by
HAWORTH

Released by
Robertson -Cole Company
Division
of
Film

Through
Exhibitors

Mutual

Box-c£~.^e Reports Acknowledge Her a Money-Maktr
'Star
liked by ourBigpairons.
pleasesandandpiciure
will well
get stronger.
businessStaru>.
Seven Day Run."
'Great.
Patrons Pleased
An extraordinary
comedy Billie
Get Rhodes
it quick scored
before big.
the
other fellow
"
Exhibitors Comment. Motion Picture News.

Produced by
NATIONAL FILM
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Released by

Through

Robertson -Cole Company
Division
of
Films

Exhibitors
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A
POWERFUL
DRAMA
ABOUT
Man's
Other
The
Adapted for the Screen by Mary Murillo

::

WOMEN
Wife

Directed by Carl Harbaugh

T)Y man-made laws of tradition evolved
f) centuries of sex-bound women emeshed
in a slavery of sex. The bond by which
man — in his natural desire for a mate — has
held her, cheating himself of the Super-Woman.
FRED

HARTLEY — whose marriage to Bruce Drummond's
daughter encumbered him with a wife who lived
for pleasure alone

MRS. FRED

HARTLEY— A social Butterfly

. . .

NED

HAY

ELLEN

CASSIDY

OLIVE

TREVOR

J. DOUGLAS KERR — A polished vulture who preyed
on the inborn sympathetic and sacrificial qualities of women
STUART

HOLMES

ELSIE DRUMMOND— Her sister

BRUCE

DRUMMOND — A wealthy ship builder

MRS. BRUCE
WILBUR

DRUMMOND— A spoiled son

JIMMY

. .

.....

-Who

lives for her children . . . LAURA

SIMON— His frivolous sister

CASEY

SULLIVAN

REGINA

SIMON— The pride of the Simon family .

BECKY

MRS. GARRISON

DANNY

MOORE— Private secretary to Bruce
Drummond

MRS. MOORE

BROWN

LESLEY

MOORE— His home his castle, his mother
his queen
,

BETTY

DAVY

DRUMMOND— A real mother .

. HALBERT

QUINN

NEWMAN

GEORGIE

JESSEL

EVELYN

BRENT

And a large supporting company of talented players.
TIME— THE PRESENT
PLACE— NEW YORK
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hit
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Mr.

Rawlinson

and

Br earner

are supported

company

of unusual

Miss
by a
excel-

lence, portraying the varied
assortment of characters of
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modern

life, called

for by Ruth Holt Boucicault's
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skill and
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of "class."
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THE

PUBLIC
WILL

CREATE
NEW

A

SCREEN

IDOL

TME FROHMAN AMUSEMENT
CORPORATIOM
presents
The most compe/hha; original and
captiitatinq character of the screen

Embodying

all the love, sacrifice, bravery

glory of the women

of the Great West

and

in 26 smash-

ing, staggering, beautiful, high-art two reel productions composed from stories originally written
for six reel productions.
To be released one every two weeks

on the state

right basis.
This is the second announcement,
the entire world has been contracted
These
will form
gram.
The

productions
the featured

and 60 cc of
for.

are original creations

that

part of any theatre's pro-

star, the story, the method

of staging, the

advertising matter, all combine to form the greatest state right offering of short length productions
ever presented.

Contracts
of standing

FR

awarded

to Independent

Exchanges

and progressiveness.

OHM
AN
AMUSEMENT
310 TIMES BUILDING
William LSherritl, Pi ■es.

New york City
CORPORATION"
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Motion

Harry

whose

Garson

revolutionary

presentation

of " The Unpar-

donable Sin " has created a new epoch in the
exploitation of super motion dramas, will present
a series of four Special Productions

Monte

who

M.

worthy

theme

of the name

by

Katterjohn

will strive to give you

extraordinary

created

special pictures of

and

quality ; " specials "

because

of their artistry, tech-

nical perfection, carefully selected casts, general
production

bigness,

and

coherent,

entertaining

story values.

All production

details will be under

the per-

sonal supervision of the author — an arrangement
which

marks

the inauguration

in the creation

of a new

of quality motion

departure

picture enter-

tainment.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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This
most

is

the

important

announcement
in

this

issue

June

4,

1919

is the first release date of the
new

one-reel screen novelty,

Pictorial

LIFE
Once

a week

thereafter.

Every

phase

of life cleverly and

enter-

tainingly portrayed. The

best

Independent Distributors will handle this latest production of the

Qaumont
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."

Co.
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Motion

Picture

News

PROOF!

advertising manaA PROGRESSIVE
ger of one of the leading distributors
has recently completed an exhaustive
questionnaire of the organization's branch
managers on the circulation and value of
the motion picture trade papers.
The

methods

followed

were

careful and

deliberate ; the results are convincing
yond all question or doubt.
The

be-

questionnaire- places Motion Picture News far ahead of the field in circu-

manufacturers could secure far greater results by the use of larger space in a few
publications rather than by the thin spreading of advertising to cover all mediums
soliciting picture advertising.
There

is real meat and immense

value to

every manufacturer and advertising manager in the figures tabulated on the opposite
page. In itself, this questionnaire points
the way to a more efficient use of every
advertising dollar spent; to a saving of
many

dollars.

lation, inreading matter, and in influence.
The answers place Motion Picture News
far at the top as the choice of these branch
managers, should this corporation decide
to confine its advertising to one paper.

your

The results prove conclusively that it is
the opinion of the men in the field that the

News " Dominates the Field " — back up
your test by concentrating your advertising
in — Motion Picture News.

The questionnaire points also to a
method by which You can test the value
of the mediums in the field. And when
test proves

that Motion

Picture

May

24, 1 p 1 9
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[For obvious reasons it has been necessary to withhold the name of the distributor in the following
report, and to delete the names of other publications. A copy of the report is on file in MOTION PICTURE NEWS office, however.']
Mr.
.
.
I have just finished compilation of reports from the branch managers on the motion
picture trade papers, and I am submitting these figures for your information.
In sending out a questionnaire on the subject of motion picture trade papers the branch
managers were asked to confer with their sales force and to submit completely unprejudiced
reports in a general way as to their opinion on the value of the various publications in the
field as advertising medium. For the purpose of the questionnaire they were asked to consider nine publications.
They were asked to list the three papers which were most widely circulated in their
territory in one, two order, and they reported as follows :
FIRST
Motion Picture News
15
Other Publications

J< q4

SECOND
Motion Picture News

i;
10

Other Publications

< g

■

■

f 5
This would indicate very clearly so far as circulation is concerned the News easily runs

first. It is often the experience of space buyers that a publication may
still lack readers. For that purpose I asked the branch managers to
cations they believed the exhibitor read, the reports being as follows
FIRST
Motion Picture News
Other Publications

w
ND s
e Ne
SECO
Motion Pictur
,
Other Publications

have circulation and
report on what publi:
13
J 4

12
\ 16

11
Then for purposes of determining . prestige I asked them to report what publication
they felt carried the most influence with the exhibitor in the territory and the reports were :
Motion Picture News
11
Other Publications

t

\ 6

i1
managers to express an opinion, if they were limited to one publiwould select. This question, I believe, the most important in the
pinned the branch manager down to a definite statement of opinion
felt would be of most use to him if we were to concentrate our adThey reported as follows :
12
Motion Picture News
17
7
f8
Other Publications. . .

I asked the branch
cation, which one they
questionnaire in that it
on which publication he
vertising inone paper.

The branch managers reported 23 to 4 in favor of a larger amount of space in a
small list of publications as more valuable to sales effort.
These reports were submitted from 28 of the 29 branches. The original replies to ques[8
tionnaire are on file and are available to you any time that you may ask for them.
Respectfully submitted,
Director of Publicity.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "
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Mrs. Rummy,
The

Happy Hooligan and Judge Rummy — "their sorrow will bring you joy"

funniest

the best known.

cartoon
Backed

characters

with

nation-wide

in

existence — and

publicity, reaching

mil-

lions of newspaper readers. "The comedy in these pictures is practically
sure-fire — the gags are clever and the animation smooth * * * they make
admirable subjects for any theatre's program," says Peter Milne in a recent
review in the Motion Picture News. YOUR patrons can enjoy them if you specify

'.'Inte
al"
BlackandWhite
Comed
ies
AVAILABLE rnation
FOR
BOOKING
AT
ANY
EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGE

other

releases:
< i "A

"The
Day

Passing

and

Night

of the
at

Crow"

Coney

Island"

Sundown"— a Robert
C. Bruce
Scenic
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
CHICAGO,
ILL.
BOSTON, MASS.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
Federal Feature Film Co.,
The
Argus
Motion
Picture
Co.,
207
So.
Wabash
Avenue,
S.
E.
Cor.
13th
&
Vine
Streets,
48 Piedmont Street,
823 Prospect Street,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Consolidated Film Corporation,
Consolidated Film Corporation,
First
NationalStreet,
Exhibitors' Exchange,
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
712 Poydras
818 So. Olive Street,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
INDIANAPOLIS,
DETROIT, MICH.
Bee-Hive Exchange, IND.
Standard Film Corporation,
SEATTLE, WASH.
Standard Film Service Co.,
N.
W.
Consolidated
Film
Co.,
3317
Olive
Street,
109 West Maryland Street,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
2020 Third Avenue,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BALTIMORE, MD.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Bee-Hive
Exchange,
Baltimore Booking Co.,
KANSAS
CITY,
MO.
Standard Film Corporation,
Standard
Film
Corporation,
Toy
Building,
412
E. Lexington Street,
406 Film Exchange Building,
Boley Building,

Educational

129
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LUCKY

That's

what

showing
Show,"
know

AS

the

them.
"The

4

A

Motion

4-LEAF

Essanay- Chaplin

Read
Bank,"

what

these

"Police;'

revivals

critics

and

say

Picture

News

CLOVER

are
of

to
"A

"Shanghaied"

the

exhibitors

Night
and

in

you

the
will

why:

" Charles Chaplin, in his old Essanay pictures, proves conclusively that he deserves all of
the affection which his followers have given him." — New
" The

audience which

York Tribune.

filled the Rialto enjoyed Chaplin in an Essanay of the vintage of

1915 as though it had been made last week and released yesterday." — New

York Review.

a See Charlie Chaplin in the roaring Essanay comedy, ' Police.' You will enjoy it from the
very start, and it will make you forget your troubles and drive away the blues." — Cumberland (Md.) News.
" Charlie Chaplin delighted Majestic Theatre audiences in a revival of his Essanay comedy triumph, ' A Night in the Show,' regarded as one of the funniest things he has done."
— Spokane {Wash.) Spokesman Review.
" 1 The Bank,' the Essanay-Chaplin
(Pa.) Herald.

comedy, appeals to all lovers of real humor." — Erie

" ' A Night in the Show ' shows the great comedian at his best. The picture was enjoyed the
second time more than the first." — Helena

The

4 Essanay-Chaplin

" Shanghaied " and
EXCHANGES.

revivdls, " A

(Mont.) Record-Herald.

Night

also " Triple Trouble"

in the Show,"
are now

booking

" The

Bank''

at all WORLD

George Kleine System
Distributors
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "
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The

Question

CHARLES PATHE visits the United States only too
seldom. Further, the industry sees too little of him
when he is in this country. Mr. Pathe brings a
viewpoint broadened by a perspective that it is possible for
none of us on these shores to secure. We are too close
to the daily grind.
On the occasion of each visit, however, Mr. Pathe usually
consents to issue a single statement concerning his observations of conditions in the industry on this side of the
water.
Our memories of these statements go back to the days
when Pathe was releasing through General Film and we
journeyed to the famous address, " i Congress Street,
Jersey City," to meet the distinguished film pioneer. And
on each occasion we have been struck with the clear insight
and broad vision that has characterized Mr. Pathe's
observations.
The statement issued this week is no exception. On one
point in particular it strikes us as pointing the way to a
solution of one of the industry's pressing problems.
A

Royalty

Basis

for Authors

R. PATHE'S observations on the
effecting monopoly in the picture
M
teresting and true ; his praise of
be echoed by all of us. But the broadest
unfolded in his declaration that :

impossibility of
industry are inMr. Brunet will
possibilities are

"A lack of specialization in scenarios is our most evident
weakness. It seems to me that the greatest possibilities of
the screen will not be secured until the authors creating for
the screen and the directors are rewarded on a royalty
basis, just as playwrights and novelists are now rewarded
in proportion to the success of their efforts."
There is a thought here that is big in potentialities.
Many signs have pointed toward a development of the
royalty idea in picture production. The prominent authors
releasing through W. W. Hodkinson are vitally interested
in the success of their product ; directors are numerous
who have arrangements akin to royalties.
But Mr. Pathe's words hint at a broader application of
the principle. They point to a hastening of the day when
the screen will no longer merely adapt from the stage,
magazine and book, but will encourage the creative brains
of the country to prepare its wares directly and originally
for the motion picture.
Check Off the Date— June
VERY energy that Motion Picture
purpose is gladly placed
E bend toposal the
of the committee planning a

of

Stories

dinner to Svdney Cohen, Samuel I. Berman and Charles
stated purpose of the testimonial to these three
L. The
O'Reilly.'
gentlemen is, " In recognition of their untiring efforts to
legalize the exhibition of motion pictures on Sunday in
New York state."
But the real purpose, it strikes us, is deeper than that.
The dinner is a testimonial, in our opinion, to three men
who have shown that 100 per cent exhibitor organization,
free from internal politics, can accomplish miracles in
securing justice from legislators.
The dinner, it strikes us, is to three men who have
shown that 100 per cent exhibitor organization is possible
— to three men who have given the industry an inspiration.
Striking a different level, it might be said that the dinner
is only part payment on a debt of gratitude owed to three
sincere, unselfish workers by every producer, distributor
and exhibitor in New York State.
But at any rate, if you want to give impetus to film
organization in every section of the country — mark the
date on your calendar now. It is June 18th— the place,
the Waldorf-Astoria.

Warming

Up

for Fall

's
the industry
in tions
a year
never seen
have feverish
menmore
for the
prepara
in its
history
FILM
fall season. New theatres are planned on all sides ;
more elaborate production plans seem to be under way
in every studio.
Of interest, therefore, is the initial announcement this
week of the " Big Four," bringing the news that their
first subject will be ready September 1st.
announcement
Hiram Abrams'
be expected
may picture
will be booked singly
organization
of thethat
thatIt each
will meet with a hearty reception from exhibitors. Mr.
Abrams' experience has brought him in touch with every
angle of the industry ; in recent months he has had uncountry.usual opportunity to observe conditions throughout the
The decision in favor of a wide open market seems,
therefore, another bit of evidence, added to the cumulative
events of the past few months pointing to a lively, spirited
and healthy fall season for the industry.

18th
News can
at the distestimonial

■nfflnnnmanininnM

■■■pvhbipmvhP^^^v
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Dealing

m

// one more picture organization will only stage a convention now
and invite out of town exhibitors we will be able to meet every
showman in the country witlwut stepping out of Times Square.
Sam Rothapfel and Frank Hall did the trick for us last week and
ivhen we arrived in the Astor lobby at Friday noon we found exhibitors on all sides. It isn't a bad idea in a business way, either,
if ive can believe the reports ive heard regarding the contracts for
the Unit Programme signed after the showing at the Rialto.
Ran into Harry Crandall first of all and congratulated him on
his new publicity man, Nelson Bell. Harry made some pertinent
observations :
" Bigger and better theatres are coming in every section ; productions are getting more elaborate and costly. We are in a
boom reconstruction era and the answer seems to me that the
exhibitor must devote more attention than ever to his publicity
and advertising. Comparatively speaking publicity has been
neglected by most in the past ; but the exhibitor who neglects it
in the future will be lost in the shuffle."
Then a few days later we met B. F. Fineman, who has left the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to embark on some ambitious
state rights plans. And learned that Bernie has some ideas along
the line of special and individual exploitation for exhibitors on
his features.
Be Sure to Read Page 3370.
Just because we heard that the Big Four was going to make its
announcement this week the Big Five — Blaisdell, Mason, Dannenburg, Jim Beecroft and Yours Truly — got busy last Friday and entertained once more. J. D. Williams and Harry Schwalbe were this
time the guests of honor. Following the " get acquainted luncheon,''
the party adjourned to First National's projection room and witnes ed aone-reel comedy masterpiece. But we have been sworn to
secrecy — until the ad department gets ready to break the news.
J. A. Quinn, the Los Angeles exhibitor who stirred up things
around these parts with some articles in Motion Picture News,
is in town.
Mr. Quinn has some ambitious plans. A cooperative studio is
one, while another is a modest plan for a sort of Motion Picture
Board of Trade that would uplift production methods and results
and trample on a few of the many abuses in the game.
Results
Quinn's
with the manufacturers in New
York
will of
be Mr.
watched
with talks
interest.
Be Sure to Read Page- 3370.
As we go to press all is mystery regarding the results of the
Famous Players-Lasky convention. But prophets are many who will
volunteer their own opinion regarding the neivs that should break
next week. The most frequent guess heard is that Famous PlayersLasky will declare for the open market and a curtailment of the
number of releases. All of which, as we have said so often before,
should help along the gayety of nations.
H. J. Reynolds, of Renco Film, Chicago, was a visitor to our
fair city during the week just past.
Another Chicagoan whom we met during the week is Fred L.
Wilke, president of Continental Pictures. Mr. Wilke is making the Jess Willard picture.
We hear that Will Rogers will again become a Goldwyn star
at the close of his present Ziegfeld Follies season.
Willard Patterson, manager of the Criterion at Atlanta, is
still in our midst.

Picture

News

Personalities

From Kansas City comes news that Frank Newman's big new
house will open on June 1. It will be known as the Newman
Theatre, with M. H. Feld the manager in charge. From all reports the house will be a beauty. It will seat two thousand.
Be Sure to Read Page 3370.
Our
brings
" Who
Mister

recent query, " Who Started This Open Market, Anyway? "
this reply from Bre'er A. F. Dittmann, of Brownsville, Texas:
cares? Is it a Patent? JFhat good is it, anyway? " Golly,
Dittmann, you shock us. If we were releasing pictures ourselves we'd have to pound the typewriter for several pages to get the
shock out of our system. But since we are not releasing we will
merely put the query up to those who are. And the blame be on
your head, Mr. Dittmann, if we are buried 'neath 'steen columns of
publicity.
Arthur Levey, film exporter and importer, sails for England
on the Mauretania this Saturday.
H. B. Wright, former salesman in the Seattle territory, is now
associated with James Q. Clemmer, of the Clemmer Theatre, that
:
city.
Film men who attended the Boston exhibitors' convention will
probably remember meeting Bill Wright's nephew, Sergeant
Ralph they
H. will
Rowe,
thenreading:
preparing to sail for France. Here's a
story
enjoy
A helmet that once adorned the head of a member of the Prussian Guards will find a resting place for the years to come on
the library wall of the Mountain Lakes, N. J., home of Bill
Wright,
of Vitagraph, formerly secretary and treasurer of the
Kalem Company.
The helmet is a present from Bill's young cousin, Sergeant
Ralph H. Rowe, recently returned from France, and with it goes
an interesting
and humorous
of how
he "got it.
time
before
the armistice
a squad intale
charge
of Sergeant
RoweSome
captured
a German patrol in the Argonne. Rowe spied the good looking
dress helmet on one of the prisoners and remembering suddenly
Mr.
Wright's
to bring back a German helmet, he
demanded
it oflasttheadmonition
Boche.
The latter refused and showed fight. A ring was cleared and
with another Yank acting as referee they went at it. Young
Rowe polished off the Hun in quick time and took the helmet.
From the coast comes a crisp news budget. It is topped with
die announcement that Thomas Ince has signed Douglas Maclean and Doris Lee May as co-stars to Paramount releases beginning in August. Six stories have already been purchased for
the pair, at a cost of $67,000.
Then we hear that Mary Pickford has purchased a hundred
thousand dollars' worth of Victory Bonds. That the total purchased by the industry in Los Angeles was nine hundred thousand,
while an equal amount was sold to the public by the picture folk.
Our next times tells that Geraldine Farrar and Lou Tellegen
arrived in Los Angeles on Wednesday, prepared to start on their
first Goldwyn production as co-workers.
Follows a statement that Rollin Sturgeon has signed a one
year contract to produce for Universal.
»
Then a bit of real news in the declaration that Chester
Conklin has been engaged for Fox Sunshine Comedies by Hampton Del Ruth.
A hot last minute rumor says that Sid Chaplin has signed wiih
Paramount at $200,000 per negative.
Take it or leave it— suit yourself.
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4''
can make it."Big
If the entire industry
For artistthe
Policy
Picture"
"Single
In First Official Announcement Regarding Booking Plans Declaraproduced on such a basis, programs and
star series systems would be unnecessary.
tion Is Made for Wide Open Market — September
Will Bring Fairbanks in Initial Release
" And there is the further thought that
this system of production and our system
SIXTEEN pictures a year, all booked on an individual basis, with the first
of releasing would soon kill off the overrelease scheduled for September I, sums up the first official announcement
that is sapping
the industry's
of the United Artists Association issued this week.
The long awaited
energies andproduction
resources.
It woukl
be solely
declaration of policy is emphatic for open market booking of the productions
' the survival of the fittest ' and not the
everlasting supporting of the weak and the
made by the " Big Four " — Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
self-appointed.
Chaplin and David Griffith.
" We are coming into the field, then, one
" The product of the United Artists Association will be re^ased and rented
hundred per cent equipped for real busisolely by the individual picture," is the flat statement made in the announceness. From this day forward, the Pickford
ment. Four pictures a year will be released for each of the members of the
pictures, the Chaplin pictures, the Fairbanks pictures and the Griffith pictures that
" Big Four," with Fairbanks leading the way in September. There will be no
attempt at series booking, either by single stars or other combinations.
we will release, supreme attractions of the
screen, will be produced and distributed so
that,
picture for picture, they will give to
" A o Strings to It "
every exhibitor the greatest possible volume
The initial statement bears the signatures
of profits. Truly, a new era in the motion
of Oscar A. Price, president, and Hiram
Abrams. general manager. It declares :
picture
industry
has have
begun."been opened at
Executive
offices
"United Artists Corporation will deal
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, in the
with exhibitors by the single picture only.
former General Film quarters, and already
The booking of each release of each of
bookings
on the Fairbanks subject are bethe four producing units will constitute a
ing recorded.
separate and distinct transaction, so that
at no time will there be any obligation that
will prevent an exhibitor from running his
Percy L. Waters Elected
own affairs in his own way, free from the
dictates of those whose sole business h
President of Triangle
should be to serve him."
Before the directors of, the Triangle
In a supplementary statement Hiram
Film Corporation met last week, Percy L.
Abrams emphasized the fact that while
Waters was vice-president and general
manager.
open booking has been talked about for
years and so-called open booking plans
After the directors of that organization
have been tried and tried again, genuine
met and the distributing branch also went
open booking had not been attempted or.
into session, Percy L. Waters became presa broad scale heretofore because producers
ident and general manager of both the
and distributors lacked confidence in their
Triangle Film Corporation and the Triproduct.
angle Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Waters has been a film man for
Hiram Abrams
" During the last year and a half," said
Mr. Abrams, " I have personally made five
nearly twenty-five years. He has maintrips that have carried me over the entire
have been waiting for these many months.
tained the Triangle connection since a year
country for the purpose of sounding out
ago. He was active in organizing the
We believe that the exhibitors of the counexhibitors on every phase of film rental. To
try are business men first, and we are going
General Film Company when motion piceveryone with whom I have discussed the to deal with them on a sound business basis.
tures was an infant and was affiliated with
matter, it is so obvious that the program
General for about five years.
They will be able to come to us as insystem and the star series system are for
dependent buyers, take what they want, and
No radical or immediate changes in Tripass up what they do not want.
the sole purpose of protecting the ' weak
angle operations are announced. The pressisters ' on release lists, that I marvel that
*' It will be our task to make every proent plan of one feature a week will be
producers and distributors persist in these
duction so superlatively good that each will
maintained. There are twenty-five Tripractices when the entire trade knows why
find its ready market. If we do not make
angle exchanges throughout the country.
pictures of the highest quality, we will
thej- exist.
suffer the loss, not the exhibitors, who.
" It is unsound business to force weaker
Picture Officials Attend
attractions on to an exhibitor's program as under the program or star series systems,
are obliged to take the poor with the good,
a premium on the rental of a good attracOttawa Meeting
to
their
own
loss.
tion. Exhibitors should not be obliged to
play inferior shows as part of the price
The twenty-third annual meeting of the
" Right here let me point out the wholeNational Fire Protection Association was
of getting superior films, nor should big
some influence our system will have over
the entire picture business, from production
stars be penalized by making them carry
held in Ottawa, Canada. May 6th-8th, when
the load of lesser attractions.
to exhibition. Miss Pickford, Charlie Chaprepresentatives of the motion picture inlin. Douglas Fairbanks and Mr. Griffith
" We intend to market the pictures of
dustry were in attendance and actively parthe United Artists individually, picture for know that each of their offerings must be
ticipated in the deliberations.
marketed individually and that each and
picture, each production on its own merits.
The convention was of special interest to
We will not contract for more than one
the motion picture industry owing to the
every picture must therefore be the verypicture at a time, and no exhibitor will be best
their art makes possible. In realizaproposal for adopting scientific rules for
obligated to run one set of pictures in order
tion of this, the United Artists have surthe
films.storage and handling of motion picture
rounded themselves with condiiions that
to procure the releases of another artist.
The rules promulgated by the association
" I cannot emphasize too strongly the fact make for perfect production. They will
that we will deal in single pictures only.
have ample time in the making of each
are said to be accepted generally by the
We will not sell in any other way.
picture and they will produce with their
underwriting interests throughout the
whole heart in the work. Thus is every
" Hundreds of exhibitors, of all classes,
country as standards upon which their rates
have assured us that our plan is what they production guaranteed to be as good as the
are based.
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Meet

First Annual Gathering at Toronto
Sees Many Things of Interest
Occur — Banquet Ends TwoDays' Convention
THE convention
of Canadian exhibitors
held at Toronto, Ontario, on Monday
and Tuesday, May 5 and 6, was an unqualified success. It was the first annual gathering for moving picture theatre men from
all parts of Canada and it was called at
the instance of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario,
presumably the largest and strongest of the
exhibitor organizations in Canada. The
attendance of one hundred and ninety-four
exhibitors and other representatives was
recorded during the two days, a great number visiting the city from Ontario points.
The membership role of the Ontario association totals a few more than two hundred and only a few of the active members
of the organization were not present.
The announcement was made during the
session that more than half of the capital
stock of the new Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange Company, Limited, the co-operative
distributing company formed by the Ontario exhibitors' association, had been subscribed. The total capitalization of the
company is $100,000 and more than $50,000
has been " covered."
On the second day of the convention,
which was held in the Sons' of England
Hall, the permanent directors for the Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange were elected by
the share holders by a secret ballot, the vote
resulting in the selection of the following :
J. C. Brady of Toronto, president of the
Ontario association; H. Alexander, Toronto; Thomas Scott, Toronto; Dr. R. J.
Richardson, Toronto; A. A. Cooper, Huntsville; H. P. Redway, J. S. Smart, Port
Hope, and L. Ludwig, a Toronto barrister.
The scrutineers were Messrs. Brady and
Ludwig.
One of the prominent visitors at the
convention was Mr. Y. M. Franklin of
"Halifax, representing the Maritime Motion

News

Sunday

energetic chairman, a
WITH William Fox as the
committee representative of the entire industry
is rapidly being organized to arrange a testimonial banquet to Sydney L. Cohen, Charles L.
O'Reilly and Samuel I. Berman, the three New York exhibitors, for their untiring efforts to legalize the exhibition of motion pictures on Sunday in this state.
The Grand Ball room of the Waldorf-Astoria is the
place selected; the date, June 18th.
Mark it off on your calendar now!
For William Fox is guarantee for the fact that the
dinner will be the most elaborate ever held in the motion
picture industry. Every producer and distributor will be
represented on the committee staging the affair; every
section of the state will have its exhibitor representation.
An attendance of one thousand is conservatively estimated.
At a meeting on Wednesday of the temporary committee, William Fox was named chairman; Charles
Haring, secretary, and Louis Blumenthal, treasurer.
Headquarters will be at Mr. Haring's office, 1587 Broadway. John Zanft, of the Fox organization, will be asso-

Canadian

Picture

Proves

Show
Workers
ciated with Mr. Fox in the active handling of the affair.
Lee Kugel, of the World Company, has been named
publicity director. William Brandt, the Brooklyn exhibitor, previously named chairman of a dinner planned
by the New York City exhibitors, generously stepped
aside to allow Mr. Fox to handle a dinner that would be
state-wide and representative of all the industry.
It is expected that a complete committee will be named
in time for publication in next week's issues of the trade
publications.
Many distinguished state and city officials will be in
attendance, while the committee is working on surprise
features that will make the dinner a unique one in film
annals, and one in every way commensurate with the
achievements on behalf of the industry of the three
guests of honor.
The price of the dinner has been set at ten dollars a
plate. Many ladies will be in attendance at the banquet,
while the seats in the Astor Gallery, overlooking the banquet tables, will also be available to those members of
the fair sex who do not care to attend the dinner. These
seats will be sold at $2.50 each.

Success

Picture Exhibitors' Association. Mr. Franklin announced that his association had
adopted a resolution to the effect that none
of its members would book films from
exchange companies which operated their
own theatres in opposition to those controlled by the independent exhibitors. The
members of the Maritime association also
have refused to book films under a contract
which does not contain a thirty-day cancellation clause.
Letters were read from various Government officials and others in which appreciation was expressed over the assistance extended by the exhibitors for various war
and charity campaigns and movements. The
Federal Government had been petitioned
to repeal the fifteen cent reel tax but the
step had not yet been taken by Parliament.
Mention was also made of various concessions secured from the Ontario Government, including a new law which permits
the admission of unaccompanied children to
theatres on certain days. These had been
secured mainly through the co-operative
effort
Ontario. of the exhibitors' association of
A big banquet was held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on the Monday evening, when over one hundred' exhibitors and
guests occupied places at the tables. Two
orchestras of six pieces each were in attendance and the artists included some of
the best vocalists in Canada. The evening
concluded with dancing. Among the dinner speakers were Chairman J. C. Brady,
Y. M. Franklin of Halifx, Dr. R. J. Richardson of Toronto and Mr. Ludwig, the
legal adviser of the exhibitors' association.
Stern on Trip
Abe Stern, secretary and treasurer of the
L-Ko Motion Picture Kompany, made a
hurried trip to the West Coast studios of
the company at Los Angeles last week.
The trip was a suddenly planned and execued affair, and therefore smacks of something interesting.

Managers

Form Association in South
The Southeastern Managers association
was recently organized at a convention
held in Atlanta, Ga., and officers were
elected as follows : President, Willard C.
Patterson, of Criterion theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., Vice-President, Percy Wells, Wilmington, N. C, Secretary, Ben Lee Smith,
Tudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga., Treasurer, H.
L. Cardoza, representative of the Wells
interests in Atlanta.
Executive committee : E. A. Schiller,
representative
of Loew's
interests,
chairman ;Frank Miller,
Augusta,
Ga. ; Walter
Brockin, Bambridge, Ga. ; Joe Burton, Toccoa, Ga. ; E. L. Stringer, Marietta, Ga. ;
W. S. Mudd, Birmington, Ala. ; and George
Warner, Columbia, S. C.
There were representatives of the leading movie houses present from Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, and the two Carolinas.
Many matters of interest to the exhibitors
were discussed. The purpose of the association is to work for the betterment of
the industry and for mutual protection of
the exhibitors' interests. The meeting was
an executive one.
Declares " Fit to Win " Is
Highly ofEducational
In refutation
charges made by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
thatSurgeon
the film General
" Fit to Rupert
Win "
is unfit
to see,
Blue of the United States Public Health
Service has sent a telegram to the Censorship committee of the Association, declaring the picture to be highly educational, and screened with the fullest authority
and
ment. endorsement of the Federal GovernGeneral Blue agrees to confer with the
National Association on its offer to exhibit
" Fit to Win " free of charge, provided
such exhibition is made at the usual hours
that moving picture theatres are open and
that the association also provides all necessary advertising accessories.

.May
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Charles

Pathe

Sees

No

Film

Noted Frenchman Says Monopoly Is Impossible in Business Because There Can Be No Monopoly of Creative Force —
Lack of Scenario Specialization the Great Menace
IN an interview given to a representative of Motion Picture News, Mr.
Pathe, who is one of the real pioneers of the industry since its inception and
has seen it grow from a toy to a great instrument of education and amusement, declares, that he has seen individuals, one after another, endeavor to
secure a monopoly of the business and has always refused to be a party to their
attempts. The scenario, says Mr. Pathe, is a very important factor in the production of pictures, but the independent producer who has a good story, adapted
to the screen and who produces it adequately, and there will always be such,
he says, will have no difficulty in finding a distributor for his film. Mr. Pathe
also observes with interest the success with which Pathe Exchange has distributed pictures under the open booking plan during the last twelve months
and states that it has given most excellent results.
One Cannot Control
" No individual, no organization, can
hope to control the motion picture business," said Mr. Pathe when seen at his
office by a representative of Motion Picture News a short time after his arrival
to this country. " Creative skill is not
given to one person or a few. The history
of the business proves that exhibitors desire to present good pictures to their patrons without regard to the trademarks
which they bear. Good films do not depend
so much upon their stars as they do upon
the stories which they depict, and their
directors. There can be no monopoly of the
imagination which creates the story or that
which realizes it before the motion picture
camera.
" The independent producer who has a
good story, adaptable to the screen, and
who produces it adequately (and there will
always be such producers) will have no
difficulty in finding a distributor for his
film. Monopoly in our industry would have
the effect of impeding its progress ; there
would be no encouragement toward constant improvement in quality. Competition
inevitably insures progress. We may all
hope for better pictures and a satisfactory
growth in business as long as the door is
open to individual effort and I fail to see
how it can be closed.
Serious Menace to Business
" The most serious menace to the motion
picture business is the lack of specialization
in the making of scenarios. At the time
of my last visit to this country I noticed
that this branch of the industry did not
receive the attention which it deserved;
that the most important factor in a film of
the first quality is a story of the first quality, and that the story must take precedence
of the star in the production of pictures.
It would seem that the main defect in the
lack of quality in pictures being known, it
should be easy to find a remedy, and having
found it to apply it; but unfortunately such
is not the case. Future dividends depend
upon those who write, or will write, for the
screen. Our writers do not sufficiently develop, their ideas. Their desire, and this is
natural under the conditions, seems to be
to turn out as many stories which are marketable as possible. This tendency should

Monopoly

High Prices Paid for Stories
" The high prices which are paid for
stories of good quality, either books or
stage successes, illustrate the demand which
exists for really good material. It would
seem that in view of these high prices the
screen should possess authors which are
as capable as their colleagues of the printed
book. That the number of good screen
authors is as small as it is, is sufficient
proof that our present methods of paying
for their services are bad, either in whole
or in part.
" I have observed with interest during
the last twelve months the success with
which Pathe Exchange, Inc. has distributed
pictures under the so-called Open Booking
Plan, a policy which, it seems, is now receiving the serious attention of every important American distributor. It has given
us most excellent results, with the inevitable
result that there has been a reduction in
the number of pictures which we have released, and a corresponding increase in the
average quality. I had occasion to remark
the last time that I was here, upon the
serious error which is committeed in making good productions stand the losses upon
negatives of little or no value. Open booking tends to eliminate, or at least mitigate,
this trouble, since each film is booked upon
its individual merits. In this way the tendency is to produce well, instead of producing much, which, as Shakespeare says,
is a consummation devoutly to be wished,"
Southeastern
Meet

Charles Pathe, of the Pathe organization
be curbed. The production of negatives
would be immediately reduced (and everyone will admit that this is desirable) if each
producer understood the vital importance
of studying with the greatest possible care
each of the hundreds of scenes which compose a five or six reel feature. Were this
done many stories which are insufficiently
developed and are lacking in the essentials,
but which under present conditions are
put into pictures, would never be produced
and this would be to the good of all; of
the stars who through such pictures lose
their popularity; of the producers and distributors who through such pictures lose
money and prestige. Furthermore such
action would result in a very definite improvement inquality in the pictures which
were produced, and therefore would be to
the financial betterment of all connected
with the industry. No producer should
accept a story unless he is convinced of
its future success as a picture. Even if he
were to err in his judgment the picture at
any rate would not be a triviality. In confining the production of pictures to stories
which meet with the real appreciation of
those competent to judge, the returns from
each negative would naturally be increased,
and that to a pronounced degree.

Exhibitors

to

on June 15 in
., -j
Atlanta
Five hundred exhibitors from the southeastern states are expected it is stated in
Atlanta on Sunday, June 15th to attend
the meeting of the Southeastern Theatre
Managers Association, which will be held
at an Atlanta hotel.
The Southeastern Theatre Managers association was formed at a meeting held
April 13, with 151 theatres represented.
The purpose of the organization is to
better motion picture conditions generally
in the southeast.
It is announced that many matters of
vital importance to the members of the
association will be taken up at the meeting. The membership now includes motion
picture exhibitors from big and little towns
throughout the southeastern territory, and
all members of the association are being
urged to attend.
The officers of the association, all wellknown motion picture men, are as follows :
Willard C. Patterson, Atlanta, president;
Percy W. Wells, vice-president; Hugh L.
Cardoza, Atlanta treasurer; B. Lee Smith,
Atlanta, secretary. The members of the
executive board are E. A. Schiller, Atlanta, chairman; George C. Warner,
Columbia, S. C, Walter Bracken, Bainbridge, Ga. ; Joe Burton, Toccoa, Ga. ; W.
S. Mudd, Birmingham, Ala. ; Frank J.
Miller, Augusta, Ga., and E. L. Stringer,
Marietta, Ga.
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Famous
Players
District Managers and Special Representatives Gather in New York —
Change in Distributing Policy Is Expected
of the out-of-town DisConvention
THE
trict Managers and Special Representatives of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's Distribution Department was
opened May 12 at eleven o'clock by Walter
'E. Greene, Vice President of the organization in charge of that department.
After the opening address by Mr.
Greene, in which he welcomed the visiting
exchange men and spoke most enthusiastical y ofthe past achievements of these
men and of the prospects of the future,
Al Lichtman, General Manager of the Distribution Department, opened the discussion
concerning the policy of the company in
handling its 1919-20 product. Although the
details of the meetings held thus far are
not available at this time, it is understood
that the organization is contemplating a
radical change in system of distribution for
the coming year. The present season will
draw to a close on August 31 and with the
beginning of the new season on September
1,' it is felt that exhibitors will be able to
avail themselves of a new method of booking Paramount and Artcraft pictures which
will be a great improvement over present
methods.
"We are not in a position to give the
details at this time," said Mr. Greene,
speaking in connection with the meetings
held
Our and
entireit would
new plan
is stillsince
in a Monday.
tentative "state
be

Meeting
Opens
while Old Man Business, an uninvited
guest, vainly sought admittance.
Present as guests of honor were Presi-.
dent Adolph Zukor, First Vice-President
Jesse L. Lasky, Al Lichtman, General Manager of Distribution, and C. C. Burr, Assistant General Manager. At the request of
Exchange Manager Arthur Whyte, Mr.
Lichtman assumed the management of the
distribution of wisdom and nonsense, and
by reason of his intimate acquaintance with
the individual merits, weaknesses and
foibles of those present, measured, as usual,
fully up to the requirements of the occasion.
Those present were Mr. Zukor, Mr.
Lasky, Mr. Lichtman, Mr. Burr, Arthur
Whyte, Eugene Zukor, Harry Danto, John
McNevin, Ben Roman, Charles Goetz, Nat
Bier, Jos. Lee, M. Striemer, W. G. Roosevelt, R. Gledhill, N. Goosman, R. Flothow,
L. Rosenwasher, A.' M. Weinberg, J. J.
Marks, M. Helborne and H. R. Davis.
John McNevin - was- in charge of the
arrangements and a good time was had by
all;
X
'
V
■

Theatre Changes
Hands
The Tivoli Theatre, Bleury and St. Catherine streets, Montreal, has passed into the
control of Sam Louis and Harry Pomeroy, the latter assuming the management
of the theatre. The Tivoli, which is one
of the best known moving picture theatres in Montreal and is located on a
prominent downtown corner, was closed
on May 14 for four days during which
time it was entirely redecorated and refitted. One of the new features is a Symphony orchestra under the direction of
Joseph Hudson, formerly of the Holman
Theatre, Montreal.
Pomeroy has been manager of the Holman Theatre, Montreal, for the past year
or more and was previously the manager
of the Globe Theatre, Toronto. The Holcontrolled by the Canadian Universalman iscompany.
Incidentally, the Holman had a repeat
run of " The Heart of Humanity " during
the four days starting Sunday, May 11,
when the feature again drew large crowds.

premature to make a detailed announcement now."
The out-of-town managers began to
arrive in New York May 9 and every part
of the country is represented. Service to
the exhibitor will occupy a great part of
the time of these meetings in that it is the
ambition of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to assist the exhibitor in putting
oyer his pictures during the coming year,
in a manner never before attempted in the
business.
The men attending the daily meetings
in the New York headquarters of the company on Fifth Avenue, are : Walter E.
Greene, Al. Lichtman, Charles C. Burr,
S. R. Kent, John C. Flinn, Fred Gage,
Eugene Zukor, A. G. Whyte, Harry Asher,
W. E. Smith, F. V. Chamberlin, C. E. Holcomb, Dan Michalove, J. W. Allen, M. H.
Lewis, H. H. Buxbaum, Louis Marcus,
Herman Wobber, Mr. Jones of Australia,
Louis Loeb, J. W. Toone, 'B. P. Fineman,
J. K. Burger, L. F. Guimond, A. O. Dillenbeck, Jerome Beatty, G. N. Shorey, W. A.
Bach.
Officials and salesmen of the New York
Exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, to the number of about
twenty-five, partook of' a beefsteak dinner
at Castle Cave May 6. Messrs. Wit and
Humor were also among those present,
How

They Looked
to
>

Paramount' s Cartoonist

Among those present at the Famous Players-La_sky convention as seen by the company's
,- ■ * .- .
,'. cartoonist ■ y.
-, - , ,. .• ■

May

24,

19 1 9

Scores Temporary
Sunday Victory
Ohio reformers are happy, as they have
scored a temporary victory on the Sunday
picture show question. This comes as a
result of the action of the lower house
of the Ohio Legislature to postpone indefinitely action upon the Banker bill,
which sought to make Sunday shows legal.
Under the Banker bill communities were
to be given the right, through local option
elections, to decide whether or not they
favored shows on Sundays.
Just before the decision to postpone action on the Banker bill, the House considered an amendment to make shows legal
on Sundays between 1 p. m. and 7 p. m.
This, of course, also goes into the discard.
The action of the Ohio lawmakers was r
due to the unwillingness of rural members
to give the cities the right to settle -this'
question for themselves.
Representative Blauser, of . Fairfield
County, offered an amendment, eliminating the hours 7 to 9 p. m. This was carried. As this would virtually deprive the
motion picture houses of their most profitable hours on Sunday, the sponsors for
the bill voted for an indefinite postponment of action.
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Ohio

Victory

Loan Reports Still
Come In
The motion picture industry went over
the top with such force in the fifth and
final Liberty, or Victory, Loan campaign
that reports of the excellent work done
by members of the profession are still
coming in from all sides.
The Comedy Theatre in Brooklyn, the
smallest William Fox theatre, made an
exceptional record. Manager D. Schaefer
was the only speaker at the house, and
through his efforts the patrons subscribed
for over $50,000 in Victory notes.
Norma Talmadge conducted a consistent
campaign at Fiftieth street and Broadway,
New York, throughout the drive. Her
propaganda film was called " We'll Show
Them," and helped the star dispose of
many thousands of dollars in bonds.
Famous Players-Lasky held sway during
the drive in Forty-second street, using
various attractions with which to draw attention to their stars who were selling
Victory bonds.
Moves Organ to Make
Room for Seats
A new idea is being tried out in the New
Colonial theatre, Cincinnati, where the
organ has been transferred to the rear of
the second floor balcony. This allows the
placing of seats on the first floor in the
space formerly used for the orchestra pit.
This feature was worked out when it was
decided to build two theatres on the site
of the old Colonial theatre, on " Motion
Picture Square," West Fifth street. With
a wall between them, the fans have their
choice of two theatres, the Ohio, managed
by Thomas A. Reilly, and the New Colonial, under the management of Julius
Frankel.

Franklin
Urges
Thinks Albany Victory for Sunday
Shows Is More Than a State
Triumph — Commends Those
Who Worked for Jt
"\Y/E
want now
all things,"
said
W Harold
B. above
Franklin,
of Buffalo,
N. Y.', ■ this week, " to turn our energy
against all adverse legislation of every deThus spoke Mr. Franklin following a
scription." in which he declared that the
statement
Albany' victory in regard to Sunday motion
picture's
also belongs to the people and
other states.
Mr. Franklin said "The great victory
of the people and the exhibitors in regard
to the Sunday motion picture bill at Albany
\% more than a New York .State triumph.
The result should be of interest to every
state in the union. It, is the opening wedge
in breaking down the wall of narrow prejudice and bigotry that has surrounded legislation in connection with the motion picture industry. The passing of the bill shows
conclusively that the people of the empire
state recognize the screen as a factor in
their daily lives and their interest in having
the measure passed is a material tribute to
the motion picture.
" Without outside aid, several exhibitors
led by Sydney Cohen, Sam Berman and
Charles O'Reilly, at their own expense
spent considerable time gathering about
them several hundred exhibitors from every
part of New York State. These exhibitors,
representing every grade in the theatre,
joined hands and completed the organization of the New York State Exhibitors'
League at Syracuse a few months ago.
Without flare of trumpets, the men of the
league sunk their differences and personality, and worked zealously as a unit to
awaken the public interest in the Sunday
opening legislation. A plan carefully
worked out that reached every nook and
corner of the State. Every step was carefully analyzed. No medium was overlooked in order to reach the people and
point out the necessity of passing this bill.
The screen, the local newspapers, petitions,
labor organizations, and various chambers
of commerce all joined hands in this work.
" This victory belongs to the people, for
it is their voice that penetrated through
walls of the capitol.
" About 200,000 petitions were secured in
Buffalo alone. These were assorted into
their various districts, carefully bound, and
addressed to the respective Senator and
Assemblyman of each district.
" Over 80,000 petitions came from Rochester, and other localities, laid down a petition barrage in similar proportion. A
prominent official of the Senate chamber
made the statement that during the past
25 years, no set of petitions were as effective as those that came through on the
Sunday opening bill.
" Some exhibitors may now be inclined
to lay down satisfied on account of the
successful passage of the bill. No greater
•mistake could be made at this time. The
success of the Exhibitors League should
be an incentive " to carry on," and

Unity
In
Fight
strengthen the organization so that the
future of the motion picture bill be preserved.
" Exhibitors should not forget those Senators and Assemblymen that voted for the
bill. They should be made to realize that
your screen is theirs for the asking. The
same spirit that prompted them to do the
right thing by the people in spite of powerful opposition should prompt the Exhibitor
to show their appreciation.
" We want now above all things to turn
our energy against all adverse legislation
of every description, and remove any barrier that stands in the way of progress of
the motion picture industry. Let every exhibitor, large or small, therefore determine
to build up an organization that will be a
recognized power, which will go a. great
way toward making our triumph permanent."
Memphis Expects to Get
New Theatre
Memphis, Tenn. — (Special to Motion
Picture News) Memphis is to have a new
motion picture theatre within a few
months, a deal having been closed whereby
C. H. Pantage of Seattle, Wash., will include Memphis in his theatrical circuit.
The site is the Hoist building on Main
street, just south of Monroe, occupied for
many years by the A. V. N. Vleet-Mansfield
Drug Co. Work on tearing down the old
structure is to start right away and it is
hoped to have the building ready in time
for the new season.
C. D. Pantage of Birmingham, Ala., has
already leased part of the first floor for 7
confectionary store.
Kearse Takes Over Burlew
Theatre Property
T. L. Kearse of Charleston, W. Va., announces that he has taken over the Burlew
theatre property in that city, which came
into effect May 1st. Mr. Kearse states that
he is now engaged in redecoraing and remodeling the theatre with an object to make
it the equal, if not the peer of any of the
legitimate houses in the south.
This theatre will be devoted to high class
photoplays and the legitimate drama. The
seating capacity of the Burlew which is
1600 will be increased it is said to 2000
and carry an orchestra of sixteen pieces.
Cincinnati Lyric Begins
Picture Season
The Lyric theatre, Cincinnati, closing its
regular season of road shows, has been
leased for the summer season by Isaac
Libson. Starting with Sunday, May 11,
with " Oh, You Women !" Mr. Libson will
show first-class films. ' The regular Lyric
theatre orchestra, of which Theodore Hahn
is conductor, will continue business at the
same old stand during, the summer season.
The summer picture season will start at
the Grand Opera House oh Sundav. May
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dtti's' Shiphas
deader
£7he
Brenner Asks Question That Many Minds
Are Puzzled Over at Present Time
Motion Picture News:
What will become of the small town Exhibitor?
This is the thing that is coming up in my mind
every day, and it is really of some concern, and
deserves some discussion, and 1 wish I were able
to go into it with some degree of intelligence.
We are facing a proposition in that of advance
of prices, that will eventually put us out of business. When a salesman calls on me with these socalled better pictures, and tells me he has something better than the average run of pictures, in
most cases this is true, but can we go on and on
charging higher prices, every time we give our
patrons a good picture? No we can not and I
find that I have come to the place where I must
put my prices at a reasonable figure and make
the price staple, and for continued success the
pictures must also be staple. Why must our
prices be the same? There are a great many
reasons for this, but the important reason here
in this little city is my patrons are not what you
would call high salaried people and they are not
able to spend large amounts of money for their
entertainment, on the other hand they are of the
highest type of intelligence and demand the best
in pictures.
The*producer is making pictures today for the
largertor toplaces,
and it and
is hardmakefor athesuccess,
small exhibiget through
under
present conditions, and if the producer does not
have some consideration for us in the future, we
are doomed for defeat.
It will give me pleasure to hear from small
town Exhibitors, giving me their opinion as to
Melton Phelos, of the Elyria Theatres Co.,
feeding these so-called high grade and also high
priced pictures to their patrons.
Inc., Elyria, Ohio
I say we should be getting good pictures most
all the pelledtime
and
at
a
price
we
won't
be
comDid the Exchange stop and think what this
to hold our patrons up every time they
come to a show.
disappointment
meant,Public
not only
to the Exhibitor
alone, but to the
in general?
Did the
Sincerely yours,
Exchange stop and think how much money the
W. H. BRENNER,
Exhibitor lost that day? But why should the
Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Exchange Manager worry? For, he has a DepaidupinatAdvance,
and heif isthesorry,
pictureposit,
failed Pictures
to show
the Theatre,
but it was a mistake.
Is Exhibitor
Exchange?
Time will come, My Dear Editor, and its comMelton" Goat
Phelos" toDeclares
Such Is Case
ing fast, when the Exhibitor will realize and open
his eyes to the fact that " HE IS BEING THE
Motion Picture News:
GOAT." all the time.
In my Picture
past fourteen
experience
in the
What chance has a Small Exhibitor to run deMotion
Industry,years'
I never
can remember
cent picture, without investing all his Capital
the
day
when
the
Exhibitor
was
the
"
Goat
"
to
for
Deposits?
chance has
a Small
Exhibi-if
the Film Exchanges, as much as he is today.
tor to exist in What
the Motion
Picture
Industry,
sometime
through
his
error
or
sickness,
he
It
doesn't
matter
what
happens
in
the
Motion
Picture Industry, the Exhibitor is always the to send his check in to the Exchange, for fails
the
"Goat." changesFor
instance:
time ago,
the Ex- picture and after he has heavily advertised not
in Cleveland
and Some
throughout
the country,
only
does
he
disappoint
his
patrons
but
he
loses
put their heads together and passed Rules among
his bread and butter as well.
themselves, that each and every picture booked
the time is coming when the Exchanges
would require one picture deposit. Which, if the willI hope
realize that the Exhibitors' bread and butExhibitor had three or four theatres, he would
ter
is
just
have to invest $3,000.00 or $4,000.00 among the and butter. as good as the Exchange Men's bread
different
Hoping you
giveauthority
this yourfor careful
coninterest. Exchanges, without receiving a penny
sideration, withwill
my full
publication.
Later, they made another Rule, which required
Yours
respectfully,
MELTON PHELOS,
that the Exhibitor pay all Films in advance of
dateO. played,
if not they would ship the Film
Of the Elyria Theatres Company,
C.
D.
Elyria, Ohio.
That was all good enough, said and done. The
Exhibitor had to like it.
* * *
Now, in the past three or four weeks, the Exin Cleveland,
gether candhanges,they
passed aOhio,
Rule got
that:their
NOTheads
ONLYto- Will High Prices Drive Us Back
REQUIRES A DEPOSIT FOR PICTURES
to the Vaudeville Theatre?
BOOKED
THEM;
ASKING YOUFROM
TO PAY
THEMNOTIN ONLY
ADVANCE
Motion Picture News :
FOR PICTURES BOOKED FOR YOUR
Note in a recent issue of Motion Picture
News an article on pictures and vaudeville, and
THEATRES;
passedIN a THE
Rule that:
"IF
THE CHECK butIStheyNOT
OFFICE
what
say isfeature
true, ason the
with ayouspecial
the vaudeville
bill makeshouses
it a
PRIOR TO THE DATE PLAYED, THEY
double attraction, and we know that is what
WILL NOT SHIP ANY FILMS OUT C. O. D."
crowds
vaudeville
houses,
especially
the
large
(Because perhaps through the Exhibitor's error ones in the cities.
or
the the
Exchange's
error,
some byExhibitor
The some
high ofrentals
of pictures
willhouses
eventually
to lift
C. O. D.).
Now/if
mistake refused
an Exdrive
the motion
Picture
into
hibitor failed to send a check previous to the day vaudeville.
You will remember I wrote a long
shown, he will have to close up his theatre until
article
for
your
paper
on
the
same
matter
about
the
Exchange
is
absolutely
guaranteed
of
his
a year ago.
money.
The Moving Pictures Theatre Managers must
That looks like a good way of doing business,
but, for the Benefit of the Exchanges only, not keep pace with the vaudeville houses. To show
the Exhibitors.
you,
this Orders,"
week we are playing William
Brady's
" Stolen
willA.we
find
ads.
What guarantee and what damages are the Exwill explain andto enclosed
you justyouwhy
have
change willing to pay to the Exhibitors when, a That
crowded
houses
all
this
week,
as
we're
turning
Film booked for a certain day, is paid in advance
them away on this picture. You see we are run
and through the error of the Booker or Express,
ning it after the Shubert Theatre which ran it
the Exhibitor will not receive the picture, having
last
at $2.00 prices. We take advantage
spent money in advertising in newspapers, bill of thesummer
advertising of that Theatre.
posting, etc.
A little later I will write a longer article on
the matter.
If you call up the Exchange and ask them
Verv truly yours.
why they didn't send the Film their answer will
THOMAS D. SORIERO,
be, " Very sorry, but it was the Booker's fault
Manager
Park Theatre, Boston, Mass.
or someone else, but will send it to you later."
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Calls on Virginia Exhibitors
to Get Active in Politics
The time has come when exhibitors and theatre managers must make a fight for their rights.
Just as long as we sit still and fail to interest
ourselves to the extent of seeing that men are
selected for the legislative halls who are disposedhightowards
us we restrictions
are going to
have Sunday
censorship,
licenses,
against
operating, etc.
Who are the leaders of censorship? It is none
other than this same reform element who have
apparently succeeded in putting the country dry
without submitting the question to the people.
That
are well beyond
organized
and What
never
cease these
to worKpeople
is a question
dispute.
are the results in Virginia? We would have had
censorship in Virginia today had our last session
of the legislature lasted one or two days longer,
and unless more liberal representatives are elected
this fall we are going to have censorship just as
certain as the Lord made little apples. The
writer was the lone exhibitor of Virginia present
during the closing hours of the last legislature
and succeeded in getting the license reduction
bill through, therefore, knows whereof he speaks.
The patrons of the censorship bill, Dr. Cannon, is the president of the Anti-Saloon League
of Virginia and one of the leading prohibition
workers in America. He in conjunction with the
State Moral Commissioner, the Rev. J. Sydney
Peters, have been busily engaged for the past
weeks paving the way for the election of men
who will vote them more power, more money
that they may enjoy a $10,000 salary per year
to enforce prohibition and carry out censorship
and other so-called " moral reform " laws. This
they will do unless we exhibitors get busy immediately and pick men who believe in equal
rights and who will promise us to go forth and
represent
the
people
Dr. Cannon and
Rev.without
Peters. their hands tied by
Some exhibitors are kidding themselves into
believing that conditions are better during dry
times. This is all wrong. The wave of prosperity
we are
justwith
goingthethrough
absolutelythatnothing
to do
liquor has
question.
As a matter of fact I contend that business
would have been better if we had saloons here
under proper regulations. Paying as high now
as $12.00 per quart of liquor naturally does not
leave
as much money
in men's
pockets
spenda
for amusement
as it would
if they
paid to$1.00
quart for same. And further, we will all agree
that when a fellow has a drink or two on the
best seat in the house is none too good for him.
My attendance has decreased with men. They
frequent the restaurants, pool rooms, bowling
alleys and poker games more now than during
saloon times. But this is getting away from the
question, as the whiskey question seems settled,
or at least vote.
until the question is settled by a
nation-wide
We cannot afford to sit still and trust our fate
into the hands of men who are tied by the AntiProhibition party. We have got to select our
own men who will stand by us, and unless they
are willing
give put
us this
promisetipweto don't
them.
We toshould
it square
these want
candidates before the August primaries. August will
soon be here, so let every man who has his own
interest at stake GET BUSY NOW. Primaries
will bedatesheld
Virginia in and
AugustSenate
when will
candi-be
for thein Legislature
selected. Cannon and his forces have their men
slated.
going some
to do?
all
get busyWhat
now are
and we
persuade
fellowLet's
to run
who will stand by us.
There never was a better time to elect our men
than now. The feeling is against this reform
element stronger now that what it was two years
ago when Governor Davis was given more votes
than his two dry opponents combined. It will
be easy selves
sailing
men who
announce Davis
themalong thefor same
line will
as Governor
did. It took a good many dissatisfied dry voters
to change to elect Davis when you stop to think
that Virginia went State Wide by nearly thirty
thousand votes, but they did not favor such
stringent laws and if given a vote today it is
the general opinion of all that the State would
go overwhelmingly wet. Davis was a straight
out wet candidate and defied the dry forces,
which would verify this opinion.
are towethuntor out
dry men
let's who
forgetwillthisat
andWhether
get busywe now
least stand by us in opposing censorship in our
next Legislature. If exhibitors and theatre men
in other states will take similar action there is
no telling what can be accomplished.
At the recent censorship hearings in Chicago
a university professor placed the motion picture
before the church in the development of the
child today. The home was first, school second,
motionthatpicture
hold
third third
place. and church fourth. Let's
Yours for improvement of conditions instead of
sitting still and allowing them to be made worse.
J. HENKEL HENRY,
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
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Close

Open

as to " Who Started This Open Market " draws to a close
THE thisdiscussion
week. Two independent distributors have the final say in the
matter, and both turn to a study of history to make their cases.
Jesse L. Goldburg, now with the Frohman Amusement Corporation, turns
the pages of history back to the Life Photo Corporation which he and Edward
Other
openby market
producecase
1913up toa similar
organized'
Roskam
Adolph
time students
that at that
recallingpictures.
make
may in
film history
of
on
productions
other
and
"
Elizabeth
Queen
"
Zukor had already presented
All
Raver's
Harry
of
names
the
while
Market,"
to'the " Open
akin organization
something
to mind.
s come
Star and other
The Last Word
But the close of the controversy makes
as interesting reading as the installments
that have gone before, and if you enjoy
word-slinging don't miss this
peppery
week's contributions.
Mr. Goldburg's letter follows :
Mr. William A. Johnston, Motion Picture
News.
Dear Mr. Johnston: I have never, since
my connection with the motion picture industry, rushed into print to contradict the
observations of any other person, but the
communications of your three correspondents published in the last issue of the
Motion Picture Xews under the heading,
" New Angles on the Open Market,"
prompts me to " throw my pen in the ink
Marshall Neilan's observations contain
pot."
a logical discussion of the fairness of the
theory of open market distribution, but
my versatile friend Reichenbach merely
proves his intimacy with the early history
of some of those whose names now occasionally adorn pages of motion picture
publications. Neither Lewis J. Selznick,
Harry Reichenbach nor any other person
excepting your exceedingly humble servant, and those who were associated with
him in the days of the Life Photo Film
Corporation are entitled to any credit for
establishing the open market.
If motion picture history concerning this
question is of any consequence allow me
to recite the situation that existed even
before you became connected with Motion
Picture News. The Life Photo Film
Corporation, of which I was secretary and
general manager, was the first and only
consistent producer of state right productions in the year 1913. At the time we
were making pictures and camouflaging
our camera in deadly fear lest " vidoques "
of the patents company would discover
that in the camera box there was an intermittant movement.
We were discovered
and promptly sued, but we nevertheless
continued producing such attractions as
" The Banker's Daughter," " Northern
Lights,"
" The
Greyhound,"
" Captain
Swift" and twenty-four other features,
which are even now being reissued under
substitute titles. We were the only concern to whom an independent or state
right exchange could look for a supply of
any regularity, and theatres when they
booked " open " booked only Life Photo
Film productions, because there was no
competition.
We advertised the open
market. We solicited the open market, in
fact we created the open market.
At that rime Brother Zukor didn't know
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Pennsylvania
Bill Would
Limit Tickets to Number
of Seats
r thea
ure
pict
and, othe
in
Motion
— tres
Pa.
RG
BUlva
ISnsy
HARRPen
nia will
no longer
be permitted to sell tickets in
excess of the number of seats in the
house, if a bill introduced on May
6 in the House of Representatives,
by Assemblyman Bucher, is enacted
into law. The measure has been referred to the Law and Order Committee.
It provides that no place of amusement to which the public is admitted
upon the payment of an admission
charge, shall offer for sale any tickets or tokens evidencing the right of
the adrnission to such theatre for
any performance, greater in number
than the seating capacity.
Any theatre manager or owner who
allows ticket purchasers to stand in
the aisles during the whole or any
part of a performance or who shall
violate any other provision of the
act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction shall be fined
not less than $25 or more than $100
or undergo imprisonment of from
one to three months or be both fined
and imprisoned, in the discretion of
the court.
what a motion picture was. Brother
Brady looked askance at anything excepting the legitimate stage. Walter Irwin
was
law.
Frankin Hall
even practicing
buying rights
on films
Jersey,wasn't
and
if my information is correct Lewis J.
Selznick was either in the jewelry business
in Pittsburgh or was clerking for Carl
Laemmle. Paramount had not been born,
but I do distincdy recall that Jesse Lasky,
who was then producing vaudeville acts,
called to interview the undersigned with
the then Samuel Goldfish, and suggested
that he would like to become part and
parcel
tion. of the Life Photo Film CorporaThe productions which Mr. Reichenbach
exploited
as " Theto Hypocrites
never beensuch
transfered
celluloid, "andhad1
beleieve that " The Hypocrites " which
marked the advent of Harry's originality
had not see nthe light of day for two
years after the Life Photo Film Corporation had blazed the trail. Maurice Tourneur and Leonce Perret had not set sail
from France and Edgar Lewis was working for me as a director.

Talk
Market
Ivan Abramson was connected with
Jewish drama on the East Side; W. E.
Shallenberger was practicing medicine
someewhere in the Middle West ; Harry
Sherman had not been born as far as motion pictures were concerned, and even at
that
time
the use. Harry Reichenbach — well, what's
I could go on indefinitely and from that
time, 1913, until today, midst the rise and
fall of my own little craft, I have nevei
even for a moment been associated with
or
supported any policy other than open
booking.
I seek no ecomiums, but when film history is written I do feel that the few convolutions in the lilliputian deposits resting under my cranium should receive the
credit properly its
due. very truly,
Yours
J. Goldburg.
* * Jesse
*
It's a Natural Evolution
From P. B. Dana of the Arrow Film
Corporation comes the following " sideline " observation
on the " open market "
controversy
:
Editor Motion Picture News, New York
City. Sir
N. : Y.I have been reading with
Dear
amusement, from the side lines, as it were,
the present controversy over "the momentous question " who is responsible for the
open book market ? " As there seems to
be developing a real serious problem in
the minds of the " trade," and for fear this
question may be causing untold suffering
especially among the publicity- men, of
whom I happen' to be one, I will settle the
question forthwith, finally, definitely and
absolutely, to wit —
The open booking market is the natural
evolution or development of the business.
Just as the four-cylinder automobile was
the natural development of the old-time
one-lunger, and the six and twin sixes is
a further development, so is the open
booking market the natural development
of the booking system. It had to come, it
was bound to come, because it is the one
sure way of raising the motion picture
business to the plane that the industry
deserves.
While the open booking market is the
natural development of the business the
man who fostered this movement for
many years, the man who has talked it
incessantly, has written reams of matter
about it and published it in his house
organ (The Arrow Bulletin) and talked
to hundreds of exchange men from every
part of the world, and who has probably
been more directly responsible for the
rapid growth of the idea than any other
man, is W. E. Shallenberger,
'P. B.president
Dana, of
the Arrow FilmSincerely
Corporation.
yours,
Director of Advertising and Publicity.
Real Beneficial Reviews
Begin
on Page 3461
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salvation along identically the same lines. I
Be Fair to the Picture Industry,
stand on this platform for freedom of all clean
literature and for freedom of all clean pictures.
Says Nate Erber of Indiana
Of onecientthing
I amclean
certain,
there with
are suffiI picked up our morning's paper recently and
broad, big,
men that
identified
the
: " CRUSADE
this caption
eyes beheld
my
picture
industry
to
work
out
a
profitable
indusAGAINST
IMMORAL
PICTURES," in New
try minus anything in that industry that would
York
by Mrs. Ellen
A. O'Grady,
in any manner, shape or form tend to corrupt
Deputy City,
Policeordered
Commissioner
of that
city. I, the
morals of any community. Politics has never
of course, do not know Mrs. O'Grady, but my
entered into the advertising clubs of the world,
mind suggests
she must
be ideals
a fine,tobroadas I understand it, and why should it as long
minded
Americanthatwoman
of high
have
become honored with that lofty position ; but as they stand for that which is clean, and why
should as politics
with thewithpicture
indus-is,
'why
the publicity
the immoralin pictures?
long as interfere
those identified
it, that
everything
immoral of mentioned
this article?Is the trybig
broad clean men, who ultimately will
Is it fair because there is one bad boy to say
make up the industry, can operate their own
that all bovs are bad? Is it fair that because
business of other industries are operated? I would
there is one bad girl to say that all girls are
suggest
to the editor of this magazine that the
bad? If one hotel has the stain of immorality,
exhibitors
of this country form an organization,
does that make them all unclean? Because one
immediately, not to fight about prices, productheatre reeks of everything unclean, does that
tion,
or
anything
but this one big vital question
make all the beautiful palatial monuments for
ARE WE GOING TO BE ALLOWED TO
the picture industry unclean? Because there are
LIVE,
OR
SHALL
WE GO BACK, BACK,
some producers of pictures that work with foul
BACK, SO FAR THAT IT WOULD TAKE A
methods, does that make the industry unclean?
GENERATION
TO
GET
BACK TO WHERE
WAKE
UP, PICTURE
INDUSTRY; FOR
WE WERE BEFORE CENSORSHIP AND
GOD'S
SAKE,
WAKE
UP
!
Are
Paramount,
OPPOSITION
TO
PICTURES
BEGAN? An
Metro, Select and all producers rotten, because
organization of the clean part of the business to
there are rotten ones? - Is Zukor, Hodkinson and
go out
a to" flying
squadron,"as asto itwhatwere,
to tell
the rest of the clean picture men different than
the
truth
any who
community
Schwab of steel fame, or Hershey of chocolate
tions of those
have their dollars the
and intentheir
fame, or Woolworth or any other big business
business integrity is. When there are a dozen
men? Are they assailed every day? Surely some
different
mouths
pealing
forth
the
untruth
about
of Schwab's big industry turns out a faulty prodpictures, let there be a dozen mouths on the
uct unintentionally ; some of Hershey's chocolate
ground to enlighten that same public as to the
might,tion faulty,
by error,
leave
that
magnificent
institutruth.
I trust that you will make any correcand likewise any other big business ;
tions, if need be, in this article before offering
but the ideals of these big men are clean human
same
to
the trade.
NATE ERBER,
ideals, and their greatness has imbued ideals in
them. Are we picture beings to live our lives
Mgr., Strand
Theatre,
through with the finger of scorn pointed at us?
* * * Fort Wayne, Ind.
Don't
we
live
as
other
citizens?
Don't
we
love
our families, our communities, as other people?
Says Distinctive Marks Would Help
Don't
want andour useful
girls andchildren?
our boys Bosh!
to become
clean, wemoral
you
Identify Parts of Features
picture reformers, do you advertise the good in
One of the greatest detriments today to both
pictures
when
you
see
the
scum
of
the
gutter
the exhibitor and Exchange is the lack of dismade a man or a woman of on the screen? Do
tinctive marks on the parts of features so as to
you advertise the good in pictures when the weak
enable
exhibitors or inspectors to immediately
and the feeble, at a picture show, can get the
identify
each part of the aforesaid features.
very source of education that you have failed to
Of course it would not be best to go back to
give them? Do you reformers tell of the great
eachthree,
subtitle
big broad education our little ones, you and I, the old
out the method
reel as of
partmarking
one, two,
etc.,throughdue to
get when we travel with Burtcn Holmes to the the fact
that frequently the exhibitor prefers that
Andes or the Alps, with Chester to the Amazon,
the
patrons
not
know
the
exact
number
of
reels
with Johnson to the South Seas, with Pathe
they are seeing, but I believe that each or a
great
many
of
the
subtitles
could
be
easily
marked
News,
Hearst's
or
Universal
Weeklies
around
the
world? Do they speak of us in praise for the
in one of the corners with a small number (which
great
big unselfish
good wethatworthy
was performed
in* would indicate the part) and thereby enable the
that estterrible
war?
Are
of
their
honpicture
industry
to quickly
part.
criticism? If we are LET US GO OUT
We have
all heard
of the recognize
exhibitor each
who showed
AND GET IT, LET US TAKE ISSUE WITH
part three before part one, etc., so why not take
REFORMERS
the proper precaution to avoid such an embarrasTION NOW. AND
Are notSETTLE
some ofTHIS
the QUESliterary
sing predicament.
ABE H. KAUFMAN,
brains of the past and the present utilized in the
production of better pictures? Are there not a
Memphis, Tenn.
great number of the scenarios for pictures
adapted from the very magazines that lay on
your library table, open to your boys and girls ;
Censor
Law Proposes
must they be unclean, immoral, because there
are some of that class? There were pirates on
Higher Rate
the high seas and so there are in pictures. I
love clean pictures, and so does the editor of
Harrisburg, Pa. — Persons or corporathis magazine,
and
so
does
every
clean
man
contions submitting films for examination and
nected with the picture industry. Here are two
extracts copied from the article published in our
approval of the Pennsylvania Board of
morning paper, which, of >course, was a New
Motion Picture Censors will have to pay
York dispatch. A sample : " Say, kid ! Let's
double the present fees for examination
vamp
that
guy."
Another
sample:
Two
foreign
girls were heard to say, who had been to the
picture
: " We pictures,
want to have
be American
girls, if a proposed amendment to the censorlike
in show
the moving
a good time,
ship law, offered in the House of Repreautomobiles and nice clothes." I really do not
sentatives last week by Assemblyman Baldi,
know flecwhere
to place
thatourreflection,
it re-or
is enacted into law.
ts in the article
on all
American asgirls,
all of our pictures ; but I would like to state
The bill provides that the fee shall be
that we are proud of all of our good American
two dollars instead of one dollar, as now,
girls, and we trust that their lives shall be filled
with the good things that a good American girl
for the examination of each film, reel or
craves,
and reformers,
can't
set of views of 1,200 lineal feet or less,
poison public
opinion bytake_ suchnotice,
pettyyouextracts
against all the good American girls or all the
and two dollars instead of one " for each
pictures. I am associated with a man who has
always served clean pictures to his public, and I
duplicate or print thereof which must be
am proud of my record in three cities of having
applied for at the same time and by the
done the same. There are bad apples in every
basket, and faded roses in every bush, but there
same
person." The bill was referred to
is the sweet juicy apple and the beautiful frathe Committee on Judiciary General.
grant rose, and I make a fair comparison of apples and roses to all that is good and clean in
The week just past was designated in
pictures. The salvation of all advertising has
the House as the last in which new bills
and will come about with clean and truthful
may be offered during the present session
advertising ;• that salvation was worked out by
the big broad men in that business who cared
of the Legislature unless by anunimous
only to be identified with clean and truthful adconsent. Bills, however, may still be offervertising.
Politics
or
reformers
dared
not
interfere with their salvation ; pictures will work their
ed in the Upper branch of the Legislature.

Picture
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Pictures to Build
Pittsburgh

in

World Pictures announnces that contracts have been let for the construction of
a five-story building in Pittsburgh which
will be used by this company as its exchange in that city. This is following the
policy of the company to own its own buildings in the different cities in the United
States where branch offices are maintained.
Five of the popular Christie players are
Boston and Philadelphia are already represented "by buildings belonging to the World
Film Corporation. It is expected that within the next four weeks a piece of property
will be purchased in Seattle on which will
be constructed a building for the use of the
Seattle Exchange. Thus, World Pictures
again demonstrates that it is a distributing
organization of permanency.
New Christie Comedies
presented in three of the latest comedies,
two of which have just been produced by
tie.
William Beaudine and one by Al E. ChrisBobby Vernon and Patricia Palmer will
be seen in " Sea Sirens," a summer story
by Dorothy
the sea. DeVore with Harry Ham are
presented in " Too Many Wives," a story
in which a full sized harem (the Christie
girls) almost disrupt a happy romance between Dorothy DeVore and Harry Ham.
The third of the new comedies which
will be released in May, was called " A
Rustic Romeo " and features Bobby Vernon and Patricia Palmer and Bill Beaudine's " Cootie " automobile.

PUTTING

IT

OVER

A Story Without Names —
But Its's True Everywhere

names in this item for any
oboning
menti
not reasons,
are vious
but
we can
WE
direct anyone who wants to
know to the proper parties.
Recently an exhibitor with one of
the houses on the main street decided that he wouldn't advertise a
certain picture. He thought that it
was mediocre and that he would
take his chances on it. He had it
on for a week's run, but the second
day he took it off. He blamed the
picture, not his failure to advertise.
But the exchange man was
shrewd. He went to the exhibitor
who had the picture for one day of
the following week and induced him
to increase the run to three days and
advertise heavily. The second house
was eight blocks away and far from
as attractive as the first run. But
the advertising was attractive and
for the three days it was mighty
hrad to get even standing room.
Now the first run man is worrying
about his judgment
of pictures.
Don't you think that he had better
worry about his exploitation judgment?

May
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Service

That

Means

T N April 13, 1918, there appeared in the Motion
Picture News the first Special Service Section
that was ever carried in any trade paper on any
motion pictyre. At that time it was a distinct novelty,
but since then they have become frequent until now
two or more of them appear with each issue.
These special sections are .in addition to the regular
departments. There is no attempt made here to
pass on the merits of the pictures. Their one object
is to aid the exhibitor to get the most out of offerings
that he has already booked. They are real exploitation talks to the exhibitor which he can in turn use
in telling his patrons about the offering.
This matter is not guess work, theory stuff. In
the first place the picture is actually viewed under
the best possible conditions and studied carefully
from every angle of showmanship before a line of
matter is written. Exploitation by the company and
the press material is ignored unless they fit in with
practical exhibition ideas. These sections are of especial value to the exhibitor who is unable to see the
picture before he shows it and this is the case with
probably nine-tenths of them — especially those in the
smaller cities.
In brief it is a case of the exhibitors having the
pictures looked at in their behalf by a man who looks
at them from their angle and who takes the same care
in making suggestions for the method of exploitation
as in passing on ideas for the Exhibitors Service
Bureau.
rVTATURALLY one who has the opportunity of
seeing the presentations at the larger theatres is
able to keep in touch with idea and music suggestions for pictures because of that contact. It is very
very often that the methods that have been used in
the exhibition and exploitation of one picture apply
just as well to another offering of similar character,
and on many occasions ideas that have been proven
successful at the larger houses have been included
among the suggestions made in the Special Service
Sections.
It will be interesting to exhibitors generally to
note cases where New York theaters show these
same pictures later and how the same spirit is followed. Itis not meant to indicate that these theatres
are following the trail of the Special Service Section,
but because long familiarity and weekly attendance
at these houses has instilled in the writer a knowledge of just what these theatres — with the practical
showmanship of their managements — will do with
most pictures.
And the point that we seek to make clear is that
these are not the work of an arm chair exhibitor,
but the suggestions for the presentation and the advertising isstudied with even more care than if the
writer were showing the picture at his own theatre.
That is necessary so that the suggestions can be made
to apply as far as possible to all sections of the country and to varying conditions."

Sales

For

You

Even aside from the help that these give, the greatest thing is that they make the exhibitor THINK.
Possibly he will disagree with all the ideas advanced
on a particular picture and use none of them, but it
is a pretty safe bet that he will start in to PLAN
FOR HIMSELF AND TO GIVE FAR MORE
THOUGHT than he would give if the offering came
to him in the ordinary course of eevnts.
CO many recent cases have been called to our at^ tention of cases where exhibitors have used
ideas in Special Service Sections that were published
months ago and so many requests have come for the
dates on which specific offerings have been covered
that we- are printing here a complete list, with the
date of issue :
After the War. .'.
.Nov. 28
Amazing Wife (McLaren)
April S
Bare Fists (Carey)
May 10
Blinding Trail (Salisbury)
May 24
Boots (Dorothy Gish)
Mar. 1
Border Wireless (Hart)
Oct. 12
Cannibals of the South Seas
Dec. 7
Common Clay (Ward)
Mar. 11
Crashing Through to Berlin
Sept. 28
Creaking Stairs (McLaren)
Feb. 8
Danger, Go Slow (Murray)
Dec. 14
Delicious Little Devil (Murray)
May 17
Diane of the Green Van (Rubens)
April 5
Don't Change Your Husband (DeMille) ..Feb. 1
Exquisite Thief (Dean)
.May 3
Fight for Love (Carey)
Mar. 22
Final Close-Up (Shirley Mason)
May 24
Fire Flingers (Julian)
April 26
Girl of My Dreams (Rhodes)
Dec. 21
Good Gracious, Annabelle (Burke)
Mar. 11
Greatest Thing in Life (Griffith)
Dec. 21
Heart of Humanity
Jan. 11
Homebreaker (Dalton)
April 26
Just Squaw (Michelena)
May 17
Keystone Reissues
Dec. 14
Kiss or Kill (Dean)
....Nov. 23
Lady of Red Butte (Dalton)
May 17
Light of Victory (Salisbury) •
Mar. 15
Little Comrade (Martin)
April 5
Marriage Price (Ferguson)
Mar. 15
Money Corral (Hart)
May 3
Mrs. Chas. Chaplin
Dec. 14
Over the Top
April 13, 1918
Partners Three (Bennett)
Mar. 29
Red Lantern (Nazimova)
May 10
Regular Fellow (Holmes)
April 5
Roaring Road (Reid)
April 19
Roped (Carey)
Jan. 25
. Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
May 3
Scarlet Shadow (Murray)
Mar. 8
Silk Lined Burglar (Dean)
Mar. 29
Spirit of Lafayette
Mar. 15
Success Series (Paramount)
Sept. 7
Talk of the Town (Phillips)
Oct. 5
Test of Honor (Barrvmore)
April 12
Three Men and a Girl (Clark)
Mar. 22
Tiger's
Trail
(Pathe
Serial)
April
26
To Hell with the Kaiser
June 29
Turn in the Road
Mar. 15
Unknown Love (Cassinelli)
May 3
Vanity Pool (McLaren)
Nov. 30
What Am I Bid? (McLaren)
April 19
Wicked Darling (Dean)
Feb. 22
Wildcat of Paris (Dean)
-Dec. 28
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Cool 99 Pictures and Bathing Suit Ads,
Stop Hot Weather Slump in San Antonio
the theatre. His problem was to make
be turned into an ideal scemight
THIS
them think they would be cool even when
nario called " The Curse of the Carattending a theatre without resorting to
nival Corsairs," or a song writer might
see in it the possibilities for a big ballad
exploiting
the " cooling system." Here's
hit to be titled " I'll Make You Turn to where Manager Lytle assumes the role of
a psychologist.
Me Again," but it's really the story of how
" I am going to book a couple of picW. J. Lytle, manager of some seven theatres in San Antonio, Texas, including the
tures with cool written all over them," he
told W. H. Branch, director of publicity
Empire, that city's leading cinema house,
brought back to the home fold a patronage
for the Empire. " And I want you to
spread on them big, but forget the cooling
which strayed and for the time being
seemed to have become lost.
The two pictures Manager Lytle booked
San Antonio is a city where the summer starts early and lets everyone know
were " The Brand," Rex Beach's story of
it is there, and though the Empire has an
system." with enough " snow stuff " in it
Alaska,
ideal cooling plant that makes it several
to make the man who works in Booth's
degrees cooler than the outside in the sumFisheries' refrigerator think he is living in
mer, Manager Lytle is inclined to hold the the tropics, and " A Midnght Romance,"
advertising of this in the reserve until the Anita Stewart photoplay of summer hotel
life and the surf.
real hot weather settles in. A spell of hot
Having come to San Antonio from St.
weather early in the season naturally
Paul, Minnesota, Branch was not handiworks
havoc
with
the
theatre's
patronage
as all those who have cars take to the wide
capped in not knowing what snow was
and open road. However, it was not hot like, and to talk about snow was like secweather alone that started the slump in
ond nature to him, and in looking at his
theatre business in San Antonio that Manads on Rex Beach's Alaskan picture a lot
of persons must have thought he was a
ager Lytle staved off at the Empire
through a clever trick of showmanship.
" snow " fiend (couldn't pass the opportunity up) or that the heat had distracted
Every year San Antonio holds what is
him. However, either a lot of persons in
known as " Fiesta Week," a celebration
some seven days in duration, which is San Antonio had never seen snow or there
were a lot of northerners in the city who
marked by daily parades and much funmaking on the streets. However though,
were lonesome for the sight of it— because
the Empire played to capacity houses, when
such a week would to many appear a show
bananza, it isn't because of the fact that the other San Antonio theatres were playing to only half ones.
the plazas and streets of the Texan city
are lined with carnival tent shows and it
" Virtuous Wives " broke the Empire
is one week that San Antonio's cannot and house record for the year on New Year's
will not attend a show indoors. One week
Day, and no one thought that any other
Anita Stewart picture could anywhere
of poor busiess is accepted by San Antonio
theatre managers as a matter of course,
near rival record made by her first First
but this year it looked as though the pat- National release. However when the end
ronage which had swerved away from the of the run of " A Midnight Romance " was
reached it was found that it had played to
regular shows to answer the seductive
siren of the carnival had gone for good.
a slightly larger gross than the first Stewart
Then came a spell of hot weather.
picture, and that the attendance was larger
Manager Lytle knew that the people who
first
day. day of the picture's run than the
the last
were not patronizing his house and all the
others in the city were keeping away beIn putting over " A Midnight Romance,"
cause they felt it was too warm to go to Branch started earlier by firing an opening
gun in the magazine published by the Empire-Princess and Royal theater manageROYAL-EMPIREPRINCESS
y-^WQ-AZINE St JPRO&PA-Vi
ment. Anita Stewart's picture was on the
front cover with a little reading matter
dealing with the witchery of bathing suits
and sea beaches. Inside was another picture and a story about the picture. The
next week another front cover picture of
the star and more about bathing-suits and
beach flirtations, and another story, but
not once was the word " cool " mentioned,
that's where the psychology came in. On
Sunday onprevious
to the an
picture's
run, which
began
Wednesday,
ad dealing
with
the mystery side of the picture with no
mention of bathing-suits and beach was
run. That was to get those who love
mystery stories interested and to prevent
the public from thinking of the photoplay
as just a sweet, sugary romance.
A chance for free advertising presented
itself to Branch in the shape of Miss
Stewart's bathing suit. So the Empire
Program cover did advance work with the publicity man- immediately went to the
office of the leading afternoon newspaper
picture of Miss Stewart a week ahead

Motion

Picture

News

BUY YOUR SPRINO BATMINO SUIT TOMORROW
ANITA STEWART in A MIDNIGHT ROMANCE -FREE
GET IN THE
WE/ I \l\J\JUj
"SWIM"

ANITA
BATHfNG~CAPS
Toilet Goods Aniia Slewartin AMidnighlRomanct
Swimming Time ^irS33ES33[ ^

WL Apparel
caps
jS? Bathing
Suits SUITS
3J.95 to 125
(W

W RIVER A VE. HATATORIUM
TAKE A PLUNGE '

Bathing Suits
Ol the CUu/yand KindWomen
For Misses
$5.00 to $15.00
BATHING
SUITS

[W SHOES
This was the full page tie-up ti&that
the
^
'
Empire got from San Antoniottjfbmerchants
> and explained the plan by which the merchants of the city could dispose of a supply of bathing suits and the Empire theater
and " A Midnight Romance " secure a full
page of advertising at the cost of a few
passes. The result was a full page ad devoted to bathing suits and swimming
pools and all centering around the photoplay in the newspaper.
Another stunt was the following letter :
Do you sell bathing suits? I don't, but I
believeing inyou.reciprocity,
and that's
I ammotion
writAnita Stewart,
the why
famous
picture star, appears in a bathing suit in a number
of scenes
" A Midnight
Romance,"
play whichin comes
to the Empire
for the
four photodays,
starting Wednesday. Anita only wore a few
stunning evening gowns last time she appeared
at the Empire and the house records were
smashed. What will happen when she appears in
suit,attention,
we don't you
daremayto prophesy
ita bathing
will attract
be sure. — but
What's Anita Stewart's wearing a bathing suit
got to do with your selling them? Just this —
anyone who sees how attractive she and Jack
Holt, her leading man, are in bathing suits, is
going to turn around and buy one too. Now if
you have a window display showing the suit or
suits you think Anita Stewart and her leading
man should have worn in the photoplay, the
charming (Continued
image Miss Stewart
on pagemakes
3398)in " A MidROYM-EMPIRE-PPINCISS

And then the next week the theatre came
back zvith another pose of the star
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nt

Hitting
'Em
SINCE W. S. McLaren, managing director of the Majestic and Colonial
theatres, Jackson, Mich., was in New York
this week and gave us some of his ideas
on advertising we are taking the liberty
of writing this story about him and his
work here, instead of the customary signed
article.
Mr. McLaren's creed is to hit hard when
you are hitting and to drive your theatre
just a little ahead of the other fellow's.
He is not afraid to play the big pictures
and then to put the volume of advertising
behind them that is needed to impress their
bigness on the whole territory.
Most of you are familiar with his work
through the numerous reproductions that
have appeared in these columns. He used
big space and generally follows black type
so as to make his displays stand out in the
papers. He puts just enough matter in
these to carry the full message of the picture that he is showing — and then stops.
His policy in advertising the big pictures
is shown in his recent campaigns on " The
Heart of Humanity " and " The Unpardonable Sin." On both of these he went to
full pages and he found, as he already
knew from experiment, that this pays
mighty well when you have the goods to
deliver. And the result is that he is able
to show pictures like these for five days in
a city that has a census population of 35,000.
On " The Unpardonable Sin " Mr. McLaren used 700 inches in each of the two
daily papers and practically the same on
" The Heart of Humanity." We have illustrated one of the full pages on the latter
picture in which a greater portion is devoted to the straight display matter and
the rest to reading matter about the
picture and cuts. The only other thing

This is just about the record for the fcivest
possible words on a page

A there
Smash
appearing
is the announcement of the
Colonial theatre. You will note the small
amount of matter in the largest display.
The single column at the left is devoted to
a talk about the prices, fifty cents for the
best seats, and the statement that the Majesic would be justified in charging as
much for the picture as for " The Birth of
the Wednesday before the Tuesday
a On
Nation."
opening of the run on " The Unpardonable
Sin " the big advertising campaign was
started and we have reproduced here one
of the three column, fifteen inch displays
that he used. We call your attention to this
as a splendid example of the way to use
space. Here the essential things are told
and an attractive cut of Miss Sweet used.
Now this picture had attracted so much
attention during the Detroit run and the
Detroit papers circulate so largely in Jack-

It's aa Sin
lie-'
It's
Sin toto steal!
It's a Sin to covet thy neighbor's wife!
what U
BUT

The Unpardonable Sin
RUPERT HUGHES wrote the .toiy.
BLANCHE SWEET a tbe star.
MARSHALL NEILAN directed the picture.
HARRY GARS ON ii the producer.
Next Tuesday
Prices
"Tie uAdvanced
n— T-rg E**crd

Orchestra
Special
ImmI Direction
C. E TieruLd
This was three columns, fifteen inches, and
gets in the Detroit angle, coupling up with
the publicity there
Harris;
Mildred
TODAY
«.
'!i' ERIC
BVILLAIN
SAIDVONSTROHEIM
TOON EESCREEN
BEST |=ry^=^=rBUBU
^^1™
fcfTAIi
"^S^S- QFFT1
TDCSIFFITB
Up Wd*rrnx
"BtnvweJ Gotaa"

Here McLaren took a full page and combined reading matter and display advertising
son that the main thing that Mr. McLaren
had to do was to remind the public that
this was the same picture and he did this
cleverly in his price reference in the box
at the lower left.
Then comes along the page display that
was used on Sunday. Certainly this is
striking and it comes very near to beating
the record for the fewest number of words
in an advertisement of that sort. The name
of the theatre, the date, the star, the title,
the author, the prices — and then you are
done. Half pages were carried on the
opening day and during the run of the picture and these went more into details concerning the production, though still refraining from a large amount of printed matter.
In addition to this heavy advertising Mr.
McLaren put up a thousand sheets for

his billboard displays and used window
cards all over the city and covered the
town with small hangers carrying the name
of the picture on both sides. Then he had
a lobby display that attracted attention.
" I believe in studying my pictures in
advance and when I find that I have the
goods I believe in going out and spending
the money to let others know it," says Mr.
McLaren. It certainly pays to do liberal
advertising and all the time that you devote
to preparing the matter is well invested in
the patronage that you receive. When I get
something worth while I believe in hitting
it a real smash. I have put over some big
campaigns, and I am going to put over a
lot more of them in the future — in fact
every
timeregular
the opportunity
itself."
In his
advertisingpresents
day after
day
he uses large space and has attractive disWe haven't these,
the material
now toplays.illustrate
and, anyat hand
way, just
this
is not Mr. McLaren's own article. A little
later we are going to have one signed by
him which will more fully give his ideas
about advertising and the policies that he
follows in exploiting his two houses.
But remember the lesson that is taught
here : Hit 'em a smash ! When you know
that you have a picture that will stand up
go out and spend the money.
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Here's
<rLfaur
cfdea,
THIS is a good display for the more
sensational type of pictures, twelve
inches, four columns, from the Colonial
theatre, Toledo, O. Here full advantage
has been taken of the title, " Pitfalls of a
Big City tention.
" Itand
that is up
certain
to attract'
atis backed
by the
black and
white outline of the skyscrapers and then
First Time
EverIn Toledo
Shown
C- PICK O' THE PICTURES
One Week Only-.Commencing Sunday, April 20
GLADYS BROCKWEIX
IN Tiff STIRRING DRAMATIC SENSATION

and
Otzrs*
Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, O., has put
this over as a DeMille production, the
proper thing to do.
Mr. Kuhn knows that with DeMille productions one associates beautiful women,
stunning gowns, and at least unusual emotional expressions. So there are four striking halftones used, but even then the personality of Gloria Swanson is not the only
one featured, for the striking picture of
Wanda Hawley permitted an even more
appealing picture and this was made the
center " punch," with the other three scenes
showing Miss Swanson and two of them
Elliott Dexter.
There is the simplest possible selling
lines, with the names of the players, and
then a single sentence which tells us that
this is " a powerful story built around a
theme of tremendous importance to every
man and woman." Care has been taken to
avoid the war idea that might mislead as
to the true character of the picture.

He who argues with his patrons is al-■—--»
MUTT AND JEFF ML
a ,.
ways lost.
LARRY SEMAN
WE
take from the same page of the
"WELL I'LL BE—!'
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Tribune, two of
the figure of Gladys Brockwell with her the best- advance and near-teaser advertisements that we have seen. These aphands up as shrinking from some danger.
In the display which the Colonial used • peared- in the Thursday issue and both referred to attractions that were to be seen
in another paper it improved this display
the following week. They were entirely,
by playing up in a boxed effect the two
separate and apart from the current offersentences, " More thrilling than a slumings at the two houses and so could not
ming party" and " A story of every city's
underworld." We believe that these brief
lines are more convincing than the selling
argument which is used here and which
THREE WOMEN
says :
A startling and powerful story of a woman of
the underworld who battles against temptation and
forsakes her life of crime. No more appealing
THE STAR.
play has ever been shown on the screen. A
A STEWART '
ANIT
>retty romance
is woven
into theGladys
story.Brockwell
It's the
LOIS WEBER
greatest
production
in which
THE DIRECTOR
has ever appeared. You cannot afford to miss it.
MARION
ORTH
Now that has the sound of " old stuff."
THE AUTHOR.
The two shorter lines that we have already
mentioned put the punch over immediately
If you think woman's creaUYegeniusia not the equal
and spare one the sordid details, as it were.
to man's prepare to chonge your mind after'seeing.
It's not only the dime that the patron
leaves in your box-office, but the delight
that he takes away with him that figures in
your profit.
REDUCTION that is necessary here
caused this half-page display to lose
the greater part of its punch, but there is
enough left to illustrate the point that we
wish to make.
Here is a case where

They Saw

P i c t u re N e zv s

the

Jury!

"BP-* For You

THE? SAID:
The Winnipeg Tnbo.ee :

SEE! ITS UNANIMOUS!
Come Early - DOMINION - Next Week
mediate attention of the women and you
can be mighty sure that they will bring the
men of the family along to see a tribute
paid to their success.
Dominion theatre used nine inches, three
columns for " The Unpardonable Sin " and
took a very different angle. This picture
was shown in private review in advance
of the opening and the manager of the Dominion got the newspaper men to see it
and then to write in their- respective papers
what they thought of the production.
" Here's in
thethe
Jury,"
and
theWith
nametheofcaption,
the production
smallest
type there are pictures of two of the critics
printed. Now these pictures of newspaper
men that the people know are sure to attract attention and then follow the extracts; from their criticisms. Then the theatre adds the caution, •" See ! It's unanimous. Now did you ever see such a glorious verdict ? Can anybody say a word
more after these gentlemen of your own
Winnipeg
press good,
have spoken?
" stuff and
It's certainly
convincing
both of the displays are splendid interestarousers in a coming production without,
as we have already said, lessening the interest in the current offerings.
Proof of the picture is often in its presentation.

"A Midnight Romance"
NEXT WEEK

the " now "
weakening
of been
effecthave
have asthemight
the case had they
bill
made additions to the current
simply beennts.
announceme
the case oftheatre
" A Midnight
Romance
theIn Province
made this
appeal"
straight to the women and did it in the
fewest possible words in a space five
inches, double column. With the heading,
" Three Women Did It " there follow the
names of the star, director and author and
then the sentence: " If you think that woman's creative genius is not equal to man's,
prepare to change your mind after seeing
' A Midnight Romance.' "
Simple and effective. It will get the im-

TIME wasn't so very long ago that
when we wanted to illustrate particularly bad advertising we could generally
find some of the specimens that we wanted
by picking up a Cincinnati paper. Today
these same papers are ones in which to find
some mighty good display work and as
evidence of this we are taking two from a
single issue of the Times-Star — displays
which were written by the same man for
theatres under the same ownership.
Walnut theatre uses eleven inches across
four columns in advertising " A Midnight
Romance." This display is something on
the order of the McCormick exploitation
of the picture, but at the same time different. The idea of " silk at. night " and
" drudgery and gingham by day " which is
such good stuff has been used in the upper
left and the lower right corners with good
effect. For values, arrangement, white space
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Strand

Do you take this man — ?"
— Iand do
right there.NOT!"
Marguerite fled from the altar,
wedding dress and all! But she didn't know what
would
happen
when
home in the woods — she ran to her Dad's country
How
know Piclth
hidingeouJdonlhcr«,1 1ihe-irloo?divan.
ttileep
shake up an Adams' paradise!
, folks, get in on the fun.
Mar^fcClark

rihreeMenanJAGW"

and proper setting of the selling arguments
we consider this another one of the cases
where the hundred per cent mark has been
reached.
At the start there is a verse. It wouldn't
take any medals as poetry, but it gets into
the spirit of the picture and that is what
you want. This is the way that it rambles
along :
Anita
suit the
is somethingremember.
For shein aisbathing
like unto
Morn the toartist
called
" September."
And thewhenwildshewaves
doffscallthehermaid's
attire because
—
Why,he who
could
blame
the
millionaire
for thing
should foller?

C^in^Sjndey-fbrOneWeek'
A WaggSC ITttW 3SS8.

►ANITA

STEWART

oman
—ptmi
picturing the gntP
nine great emotions
of womanetf

" A love
Midnight
Romance " is a blend of moonlight,
and danger,
Of strange events that do transpire from talking
to a stranger.
(Not at all naughty; just nice,)
Then under the title there is further selling talk, somewhat repetition, but only to
the extent of bringing home the charm in
the picture's appeal :
Let's be frivolous and romantic ! Forget wild
melodrama
— nobody's
off a
cliff
in this
picture. murdered
But thereor ISthrown
moonlight,
and mystery and pretty girls and manly heroes.
You'll wonder
about asthea heroine
— the by" girl
Nowhere
who toils'
hotel maid
day, from
but
at
night" . ofis the
beautiful
*' catch
season. in silks — and makes the
Then attention is called to the star's
Work in " Virtuous Wives," the fact that
Jack Holt and Juanita Hansen appear in
the picture and to the direction of Lois
Weber.
Without using the exact language the
designer of the twelve inch triple for the
Strand got right into the spirit that we suggested in our Special Service Section on
" Three Men and a Girl." The illustration
is especially good because it brings out the
figure of Miss Clark in wedding costume
and then has the silhouettes of the three
men in a manner that leaves the reader
curious and then forces him to read the
selling talk above.
There is a good catch line too in the
question and answer at the top : " Do. you
" I dotwo NOT."
?" these
this man
take
Because
there are
different
eye-catchers employed the designer did the
right thing in using the name of the theatre
at both the top and bottom of the display
Typing and spacing are unusually good.
Fellow who thinks motion picture exhibition consists only in turning the crank will
probably hibitor
be tomorrow.
turning one for some other ex-

mon%4
fitc&te

SmDerial
THE HOUSE' Of PEBSOHALiTY - MARKET ST. MT fi'-i 7'" IS
' To Mn 6> Mrs. Public
back next week—
my
//
I'm gladI'm.I'mglad
cominq
Director
was
WSL
-fay
for,
fa.
cause you know he produced all
my best pictures— rm glad it is
Kita Johnson Young's famous story,
Captain JCidd, fi,
and I hopej/ou'll btglad you ca/ne

The appeal is there without making any
promise for' some one to question.
nth
Some folks confuse
that lazy feeling.
hard luck '
THIS
page
display
of
the Empress
theatre, Edmonton, Alberta,
is a
splendid announcement of coming attractions at the theatre, but it is very poor so
far as the exploitation of the current attraction,The
"
Heart of Humanity." It is
a mighty fine example of the fact that you
cannot put two punches over at once.
Of course the display on the current picture stands out the strongest and gets the
first attention, but start in to try to read
this and you will find that your eye constantly meets the temptation of wandering
off to get the matter surrounding the
smaller cuts. That point is not made so
strong in the reproduction because the type
in the matter at the sides is so small in
the reproduction here as to leave it with
the effect of being little more than a
border.

have commented before on the fact
that with " Captain Kidd, Jr. " the
point to be brought out is that it is Mary
Pickford's first appearance on the screen
. after seven months, but it has remained
for the Imperial theatre, San Francisco, to
do this just a little better than anyone else
■— according to the evidence that has been
before us.
This occupies twelve inches across three
columns and the well drawn picture of
Miss Pickford gets immediate attention
This display is headed " A promise fulfil ed "and then goes on to say:
and then the eye travels directly to the
statement in handwriting at the left. (And
Startingagementwith
new year
Empressthatmanmade a the
promise
to itsthepatrons
the
this reminds us to say to you that any tell- house would
maintain its high standard during
ing point that you try to make in the ad- the coming year and even go beyond it in securing the biggest and best in stars and productions
of ' that the motion picture world had to offer. ft
" sidedone
facebeen
be onas theit "has
vertising should just
here.)illustration
the
is a well-known fact that there are only a limited
numbertures of
recognized
making
pictoday and
if after stars
glancing
down motion
the outside
For some months J. A. Partington has
columns of this advertisement you find that I
been following the plan of addressing his have overlooked any good bet, please write me
appeals
and the
Mrs.matter
Public."
this a letter.
It would have been much better to have
case he tohas" Mr.
signed
with InMary
referred in this statement to the fact that
Pickford's name. Incidentally, we are
the Empire has promised its public the
mighty glad to see that Mr. Partington has
not said that this is her best picture, but biggest and best attraction and then to
have centered the whole display on the
there is a clever reference to the fact that
fact that it has made the promise good by
W. D. Taylor directed her best pictures and
there is but one conclusion to be drawn.
bringing " the greatest of them all " — and
WE
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~fr£itS
and
&TTor§
has
been
made
the
selling argument for
iessj^A PROMISE FULFILLEBfv *t
the picture, the title and the name of the
theatre being the only. This is a three
om soi^ WEEK: ;EM PRESS
column, ten inch display of the Rialto, San
Francisco.
El
But really how unusual was the exploitation of this picture is best shown by a
glance at the advertisement that had made
m
its appearance the preceeding Sunday. The
large type was given over to informing the
p
1 public that Madge Kennedy was to be seen
at the Rialto in "Daughter of Mine," but
to our mind the most convincing part of
the display was contained in the small type
matter boxed off at the left. It read:
m
" Henry, see that the puppies have a good
warm bed, and, remember, Henry, that they can't
sleep well on empty stomachs." That's how the
bald
steel Ben
magnet
Ben how
Alexander's
puppiesold after
had treated
shown him
it was
be human.
" The Turn
the reveal
Road "thecoming
toto the
Rialto Sunday,
May 4,in will
most
human, sympathetic story ever filmed.
That certainly is the sort of stuff that
then referring to the Canadian phase of
the picture. It would have been well worth
the increased expense to have given the
whole
page to
Heart
of Humanity"
and another
to "The
the other
matter,
or to have
had a neat pamphlet with the later announcements for distribution among the
patrons that saw this picture, prepared
with the statement that "The Heart of
Humanity" is the sort of picture that the
Empire is always striving to show and offering some evidence of the treats for the
future.
No use to watch the wheels go round unless they take you somewhere.
HERE is another theatre to use verbatim
the " personal guarantee " suggestion
that we made in the Special Service Section
on " The Turn in the Road." George W.
Mann, the manager, has signed this, and it

STARXS TOMORROW
<Boldwyn@f»ictures
MAD

G

E

'THE

TURN
IN THE

ROAD"

KENNEDY
>a(aBBIa(aBlN>>atata(a(a(a(ai
DAUGHTER
Aandatorythe people
ofOF
the ninny
aidetoMINE
ofmeet,life
yon
love
in whichnedy, «beautiful
a Roaalie, Madge
dreaaea Ken-the
naked truth.
OTHER
RIALTO
FEATURES

STARTS TOMORROW

A PERSONAL GUARANTEE
Par OnoeNor WeAre ArcWe NotGoingColngto toCallCallYourYourAttention
Attentionto toa Famous
Famous
Stars.
Story
aIn theLavishrioad'"Production.
Do, Picture
However.
Say That
"The
Turnora Day.
Is LheThatMostNo*WeHuman
Youa Tear
Have
Seen
In1 . Many
It
Is
a
Slury
and
Then
Urines
. Thai Alternates
a ThrillOverandWrong
a LaughandandGoodThatOverTeemsEvil.toIn Wethethe
Wonderful
PhilosophyorWithSuperlatives
ot Right
Use
No
Adjectives
Here—
But
We
Promise
You
Utter
and Complete Satisfaction. Manager.
OEORGK RialM. MANN,
Titer
RIALTO

will have the population of every town
watching and waiting for a picture. It is a
case, and an excellent one, of selling anticipation without hurting the pulling power
of the current attraction.
There are a good many people who will
question the propriety of letting the second
Sunday announcement get by without mentioning the names of the cast and also
dwelling a little more on the humanness of
the offering, but we endorse this plan as a
splendid one to use very occasionally— and
when you have a picture that will back up
your statements. Constant repetition Of
this stunt would of course kill its selling
Another value of this plan is the creation
power.
of
of mouth
We haven't
the word
slightest
doubt advertising.
that first advertisement
drew hundreds of queries from regular
patrons and that they were watching the
papers carefully for further announcements.

Picture

j^^L

I Wm
mk
Efir^kJi^B

News

R.H.Cochiane,

PRISCILLA
DEAN
Itilhel/nWersdlPicnuciionteLun (

%MS
■ 9 W f\ HquisiteTliicf;
Directed by Tod 3iowmn$ \
lyons-hopjSWr comedy
jjNEW SCPEEN 1TA0A21NE

IN some ways this is an excellent display.
1 The Tudor theatre has been able to get
good ment
printing
of columns
this \7l/2and
inchtheadvertiseacross four
pictures
of such attractive stars as Priscilla Dean
and Mae Murray is bound to attract.
There are two distinct faults that we
have to find with this. First, we are
violentlyferentopposed
difattractions toto beadvertising
shown on two
different
dates equally. We believe that the picture
to sell is the TODAY picture. Using the
same space that the Priscilla Dean announcement occupies it would have attracted just as much attention in the Sunday issue and certainly to have reserved
the Mae Murray half of it to the Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning issues when the theatres usually carry only
" card " announcements would have brought
much more attention.
Then it has been left to the appeal of the
star alone to draw the people to see these
offerings. There isn't the lightest bit of a
selling argument and we doubt very much
whether the names of the men presenting
the attractions and the directors mean very
much to the Atlanta audience. It is true
that the cuts carry out an idea of the appeal of the picture, but to our minds it
should be put over straight and a demand
created for each picture on the " meat
" Try " generally brings the grunt of
satisfaction.— TRY— UMPH.
in it."
HERE is a clever little idea that has
just Los
beenAngeles,
used by during
Tally's the
Broadway
theatre,
second
week of the showing of Norma Talmadge
in "The Probation Wife." From the
" Southwestern Blue Book " which contains the names of the wealthiest people
in southern California, the publicity deTally's
took one
the names
10,000 womenpartment ofand
to each
of theseof was
mailed a four-page folder, 3% by
inches, which bore on the front page the
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Cent

to

"Zero

ing. been serious indications of backslidhave
When we first reviewed the general
newspaper-motion picture situation in
Jacksonville, we told you that it seemed to
be the habit to advertise the bills for the
entire week in the Sunday paper and to
give as much attention to the offer for the
following Saturday as to the Monday picture. Here it is shown by the advertisement of the Casino theatre, but that house
has gone further and has advertised the
attraction for Sunday and Monday in separate space.
Arcade theatre, in announcing its opening attraction, unquestionably had the best
advertising on either of the pages. Here
the picture of Nazimova stood out strong,

THE ENTIRE
DOMINION
ApplaudsProduction
This Marvelous
ITHE GREATEST £ MOVING PICTURE HISTORY |
HE EE ART OF
HUMANITY
|The Picture Thai Will Live Forever |
i

Your Last Chance 1
All Canadian Masterpiece

Doimsnsa
_„ aran HITS
question, " Do you mistreat your husband?" The address was carried in the
space below the question so that no one
could possibly miss it while the one-cent
postage stamp held the folder together
until the stamp was broken.
This is the way the matter on the second
page read:
Many a wife knows how to treat a husband, but
very few know how to mistreat one.
Nothing in all the world will make a vagrant
husband more jealous than to find his wife having
as good a time as he thinks he is having.
No, this is not a sermon. Read on.
And then the third page carried these
lines :
" Eternal
wouldattention
cease toto exist
if The
husbands
would Triangle
pay as "much
their
wives as they do to business — and other things.
A never
woman's
loveit—is except
deeper when
than hubby
the ocean,
and
she
shares
becomes
neglectful.
Men, did you ever try putting your wives on
probation?
Women, this probation stuff works both ways.
Turn over — not you — the page.
And then on the final page is the announcement of the picture, date and theatre. The publicity department reports
that this increased the sale of the higher
price seats 100 per cent and has been convincing evidence of the value of personal
appeal. It's mighty good work.
No use to be on the band wagon unless
you can blow your horn.
HERE

are two pages from the Jacksonville, Fla., Times-Union, but they require alittle explanation. These cuts were
made a couple of weeks ago and at that
time we saw signs that the Jacksonville
theatres .has decided to change their style
of advertising and to get the real punch
over. However, the issues that we have
seen since that 'time make us doubt whether
the reform is to be permanent, for there

and there was enough of the selling argument on " Out of the Fog " to convince
the
reader that here was a picture worth
seeing.

*JCTlK^SfmECRW.'.Ev,
STORY; STABS ETHH OA WON Iwm^tVtf
.■--^-~=- ------ Wi
rL '

ARCADE
A Powerful IhtBta
of Dtep EmatiMg —
ofThja FtDefad
otitis ImcACuaentin
%>ry to—Wonder

NAZIMOVA
OUT/^FOG .
OPENING ATTRACTION EXTRAORDINARY

EVER note that when exhibitors are convinced that their picture is a big picture better advertising results? We do not
mean simply more space, but that the
quality of the matter used is superior. If
they would make up their minds to treat
every production as a big one so far as
hundred per cent exploitation is concerned
we are sure that there would be more
money in their box offices.
Which is introductory to say that these
five full columns of the Gaiety theatre,
Winnipeg, Man., represent one hundred per
cent efficiency. It appeared in two colors,
with the hearts and the title in red, but it
would have been striking in black and
white. Of course, this is handled from the
Canadian angle and possibly its appeal is
even stronger in the land of the maple leaf
than in this country. You will note that
this display does not go into the details
of the picture, but slams out some striking
sentences. The Randall cut is particularly
striking andmother
here, under
the five
heading:
"The
Canadian
and her
wonderful
sons, is one of the best selling arguments
that we have seen. It is in small type,
but it will be read. We reprint it :
— will stir in every human breast that feeling:
of compassion and pity that makes the whole
world kin. In this wondrous story of love that
passeth all understanding, no human being on
earth but will shed tears of joy and happiness
over the great sacrifices of this wonderful mother
and her
brave and
boys,sonslikewhountosuffered
thousands
Canadian mothers
that offreedom
and justice might live. And this is but one, of the
themes of the magnificent production surpassinglysupreme
over anything that you've yet witnessed
on
the screen.
Clouds don't hang around very long when
the breeze of advertising starts to zvork.
Of course, you can balance yourself on
one leg, but it is a whole lot safer to stand
solidly on both feet.
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Scene during stage spectacle at Fox theatre, Aurora
Jm
manager of the Star theatre, had advertised
for everybody to bring his dog' to the
Aurora Theatre Gives Dance in
theatre that morning and had then adorned
" Garden of Eden " During
" Woman " Showing
THAT
the plane rising
of the ispicture
is constantly
provedindustryin no
better way than by the elaborate presentation of big pictures being made by theatres in towns which the old time theatre
manager considered not large enough for
metropolitan presentation.
Credit goes to Mr. Burford and Mr. Rubens of the Fox Theatre of Aurora, Illinois, for a presentation of Maurice Tourneur's production " Woman " in a manner
which invites comparison with the efforts
of the largest theatre in the country.
A mammoth stage setting depicting the
Garden of Eden was arranged, and with
the special lighting effects realized a scene
of beauty which received great applause at
every performance. A dancer was also
employed in a very clever manner.
In the picture Eve is shown reaching for
the forbidden apple, and as this scene
flashed on the screen the lights were
dimmed and the curtain rose on the dancer
standing in the same pose. After her dance,
which
was supplemented
music,'
the picture
was resumed byandspecial
the beauty
and novelty of the performance proved by
the box office that such efforts do pay the
exhibitor in the smaller towns.
Procession of Dogs Advertises
" A Dog's Life "
Recently the whole population of Stanley, Wis., was aroused to what seemed to
be a parade of every dog in the universe
down the main street. Some of them concluded that the Pied Piper had come to
town and was making his appeal canine.
But others remembered that Tom Foster,

them with signs reading "I'm On My Way
to the Star theatre to see Charlie Chaplin
in 'A Dog's Life.' "' Of course the processions got lots of attention in themselves
and there were impromptu dog fights galore that added to the interest. Mr. Foster
reports the stunt brought him business.
Attractive Photos
in Windows
Bring This Exhibitor Crowds
Fred W. Hermann, manager of the Savoy
theatre, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., believes in making the appeal to women every time he gets
a chance, and he saw the opportunity when
he witnessed the screening of Anita
Stewart in "A Midnight Romance." He
decided that there should be a display in
every store in the city that made an appeal
to women.
But at the same time he realized that he
had to keep those displays on the same high
plane as the shops he used. So he selected
a score or more of pictures of Miss*k
Stewart and had these mounted like the
regular cabinet-size photographs and then
a corner clip-over bearing the words :
"Savoy. Charming Anita Stewart in "A
Midnight Romance," and the dates of
showing. The type for all but the name
of Miss Stewart was very small.
Not only did all the merchants requested
allow the pictures in their windows, but
many who had not been requested themselves called up the theatre asking for such
displays. Mr. Hermann says of the pictures :"They were beautiful things and
were attractive to the women, just the people Iwanted to reach, and seventy per cent
of my patrons, by the way — and to bring
them to associate Miss Stewart's name
with 'A Midnight Romance.' In this I was
successful. It is a simple thing, but satisfactory."

Picture

News

Gates Scores Big Hit with
His Anniversary Bill at
the Dayton Theatre

LAST week the Dayton theatre, Dayton,
O., and one of the finest houses in
the country, observed its birthday. The
Dayton owes a large share of the success
to Mark Gates, the managing director and
the man who is responsible for the construction of the splendid theatre. Mr.
Gates was also instrumental in the construction of the Circle, Indianapolis, now
under the direction of S. Barret McCormick. The Dayton has a seating capacity
of 2500, making it the largest motion picture theatre in Ohio, though Dayton is the
fifth city of the State.
Policy at the Dayton is to show the big
features immediately on their release and
many productions have been seen there
before they have been shown in New York.
Mr. Gates is one of the strongest believers
in advertising and has set a new mark in
that city. Much of his advertising has
been reproduced in these pages. Music
is another of the features and special
scores are prepared for all the features
with overtures and vocal numbers used.
Nazimova in " The Red Lantern " was
the anniversary week attraction and a big
advertising campaign was used to put it
over in the best possible manner. A distinctive Chinese atmosphere was given the
theatre and the lobby was a bower of
flowers with cherry blossoms predominating, while red lanterns and Chinese parasols carried out the effect. Girls in the
box office and the ushers were attired in
Chinese costumes.
Mr. Gates received congratulations from
many producers and exchange men on his
anniversary bill.

Mark Gates

May
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Both rides of the stage setting were devoted to "unveiled
The RedasLantern
" thewasweek
its showing at Shea's Hippodrome.
the trailer
beingpreceding
run
Atmosphere

All

Over

Theatre

Presents "The Red
HAROLD B. Franklin, managing editor
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, last
week succeeded in surrounding his presentation of "The Red Lantern" with a delightfully inviting atmosphere through the
origination of several novelties, which
though unusual were still of a dignified
character thoroughly in keeping with the
character of this big house. Frequently
the dignity of advertising is imposed upon
in the use of novelties, yet here were several distinctive ones that stood out and
attracted much attention.
For a week previous to the actual showing of the picture a special trailer was used
depicting some of the big scenes in "The
Red Lantern." This in itself would not be
a novelty, were it not for the fact that Mr.
Franklin unveiled two characteristic settings in the side panels at the same time

as Franklin

Lantern'

|

in Buffalo

to see a clear blue sky with its reflection
in the waters below, as shown in garden
scene from the production in the first panel,
and the name Nazimova and the lantern
lighted in the second panel in brilliant red.
Photo "C" shows a life size cutout prepared from material obtainable at the exchange, the red lantern in the upper corner being lighted with red incadescent
bulbs. The figure of Nazimova was brought
out in natural color with a background of
black, red and gold.
For the presentation itself, huge Chinese
lanterns were hung on each side of the
screen which dimmed up into a brilliant red
at the prelude played to the opening of the
picture, which with Chinese gongs and insertse burning from huge jardinieres gave
the desired atmosphere and distinguished
the picture from the commonplace. During
the opening of the picture two new side
settings were also unveiled again, depicting
scenes of an Oriental flavor.
The illustrations show the large 12-inch ad
used on the Saturday and Sunday dramatic
{Continued on page 3394)

Hozv Franklin

Striking life-sized cut-out that was used for
lobby display

arranged illuminated announcements. 'A" indicates slide for card,
" B" lamp cord, and " C" electric lights
that the trailer was screened. Illustration
"A" shows these settings, the center panel,
which is a reproduction of the famous
painting "The Sheperd" was replaced by
the trailer itself. The sets were illuminated
in red and soft orange effects, the subjects being of a Far East character, and
the music accompaniment being characteristically Chinese.
In connection with the advance announcement, Mr. Franklin also conceived what is
probably the newest idea in displaying
posters. He prepared a special frame, attractively finished in mahogany to harmonize with the regular frames. In these
frames were placed cut outs from posters
obtained from the exchange and illuminated from behind as shown in illustration
"B." This photo shows two of these
frames, several of which were placed along
the lobby. While the striking effect is lost
in the photograph, it was indeed startling

It was

Effective usegram of
cards.
aboveannouncement
shows the light
plan Dia-
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Mighty seldom that the exchanges break into this department, but Manager C. E. Smith of the Chicago Metro office fitted up such a
wonderful display in his exchange that it conveys many hints to exhibitors. Chinese effects are used everywhere, and these suggest displays that showmen may use in their lobbies and in show windows.
The cut-out in the center panel is particularly attractive, and is
sure to get business for any theatre
Atmosphere Ail Over the Theatre

Accompany Features
Garricks in the Twin Cities
The ladies quartette sang its selections
MANAGER JULIUS JOHNSON has
from the central panel where the screen
was raised. A grand piano, the ladies in
just completed a successful week's
showingwhichof " The Turn in the Road " durwhite evening costumes were flooded with
ing
he had a special setting to get
soft
amber and red light, the latter comjust the right atmosphere in the New Garing from a high stand lamp which stood
rick theatre, Minneapolis.
beside the piano, and from a border strip
Mr. Johnson is his own organist — in
atop the opening. As the last song was
fact, that is the way that he entered the
completed the purple velvet curtains closed
motion picture business, and plays his own
over the setting to allow for the dropovertures. With this picture he used " Wilping of the picture sheet and the feature
liam Tell " on the pipe organ. Pathe News
started off on the plush gradually creepwith views of a local aeroplane accident
ing on the screen as the curtains were
added followed and two vocal selections
withdrawn.
by the Minneapolis Ladies Quartette, which
It was a rather strange coincidence at
goes to France within a fortnight prethe New Garrick, in the other twin city,
ceded the screening of the feature. A Billy
St. Paul, there was also a rural setting arParsons' comedy completed the program.
ranged by Manager Theo. L. Hays. The
For the stage setting for " The Turn in
attraction was " The Romance of Happy
the Road," Mr. Johnson used a left-hand
Valley." The program there opened with
panel drop, showing a quiet country farmhouse centered among a cluster of big the setting showing a farmer boy leaning on
of a pitchfork and looking totrees with a whitened road turning as it the handle
ward a distant mountain on which various
came from behind a distant hill and into the
lights effects played. As the setting was
foreground. On the right side of the stage
darkened and clouds began to pass before
a wooded scene and a red barn on a green
the
pale moon, which gradually rose and
hillside made up the second harmonious
reflected in a stream which ran alongside
panel. Red, yellow, blue and green lights
of' the hill, the boy turned toward the aufaded in and out of these panels, as Mr.
dience, laid aside his fork and sang a popJohnson began " William Tell," and as the
ular song with full orchestral accomtempo of the piece became more agitato the
paniment, and as an encore with clarinet,
stage was darkened, and lightning, thunder
violin and harp. As the encore was comand rain effects added to the setting.
pleted the stage was darkened, and the velvet curtains drawn across the setting as
CONTINUOUS
the singer bowed his way to the left. As
11= TO IIsoon as the curtains touched they parted
hhhsqhe
again, and the Pathe Weekly was flashed
on the screen. This reel was followed by
/lAZiriOVAdppcdG
Star o/ a tfvousarvcV n\oocYs
local pictures showing the Liberty parade.
role- tKatof
asw athe,dualdaughter
cy'aN English. GiH.aivA
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D. W. Griffith's most recent war story,
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races.
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" The Girl Who Stayed at Home," was
the feature film at the New Garrick thea//? a c&uma c^cl t/iOLcsanci ctalcc[hi&^~
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tre the following week.
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During the overture, " Raymond," the
COnEDY
remarkable persona Iifu.
stage drops parted, and disclosed a distant
RED LANTERN'
hill at sunset with the sun's rays streaking
through slowly moving clouds and other
rays playing upon the stream that worked
Effective twelve-inch four column ad. strength
in the Sunday papers has simplicity, class and
through the bed of the valley.

for " RedfromLantern
"
{Continued
page 3393)
pages, and the small three-inch ad used on
Monday, both of which through the well
arranged reading matter and illustrations,
showed up wonderfully well and were given
predominating position in the makeup. The
Monday ad, while small, stood out like a
house afire because of its "unusualness."
The production was screened several
times by Mr. Franklin and Alfred Moulton,
musical director, and an excellent original
musical setting arranged. While the Chinese motif was maintained, it was, not
allowed to dominate. This on the theory that
a seven-reel production would become monotonous with an entire setting of Oriental
melody. In the Hippodrome score there
was plenty of light and shade.
During the showing of the picture huge
Chinese lanterns were suspended in the
lobbies from the large clusters and large
bamboo poles with lanterns atop placed
here and there about the big stage.
The supplementary films of the program
were in contrast with the program feature.
The comedy was Mack Sennett's latest with
the orchestra played a "jazz" accompaniment. The Hippodrome Magazine and
The Topics of the Day completing the program. The stage setting was a reproduction of the "Fishing Boat of Dieppe," by
Flaeming. The overture was "Stradella,"
by von Flotow.
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Later
that eveningSTiow
with the Drews at
PROBABLY the most popular three women stars m motion pictures are at
their
home
we
have
"
I Love You " used.
the three leading New York photoplay houses this week, Mary Pickford,
With the arrival of the big night there is
Marguerite Clark and Norma Talmadge. Two of them are seen in coma change to " Dixiana ' and as the curtain
edy and the third in a very tense Russian drama. And in another way there
rises the music goes into " Shakespeare
is a coincidence, for there is not a scenic on the bill at any of the houses, someSongs." Then with the announcement that
thing that we have never known before.
King Harold comes there is a trumpet call
Strand has Alary Pickford in the first of her First National subjects and the
and tympany rumble and then with his arfeature is so long that there have to be cuts made in other portions of the
rival on the stage there is " Hugenots "
program. This has led to a combination of the overture with a solo that is changing to " Zoo Step " with the title
" The play went on " and then with the
very effective. One other vocal number, the Strand Topical and the latest
second rising of the curtain " Navarraise "
Sennett comedy, " When Love Is Blind " completesthe bill.
was used as especially arranged. When the
Norma Talmadge is at the Rivoli in " The New Moon," a story of Bolshevik
fight asstarts
a change
Russia and to relieve the tenseness, there is a Mutt and Jeff used very early
and
the there
womanis comes
on tothe"Honky"
stage to
in the magazine and the usual comedy at the end. The Rivoli is also showing
ask Henry to appear in her play " In" When Love Is Blind." There is a particularly effective arrangement of the
quisitive Woman " is used with " Aida " at
the end as he points his finger for her to
second orchestra selection, " A Forge in the Forest " with a special setting.
This is another all-comedy week at the Rialto, with Marguerite Clark in get out. The picture gets a good hand at
the end.
" Come Out of the Kitchen " as the feature, Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew in
Still further carrying out the comedy idea
" Harold, the Last of the Saxons " and one of the Charles Chaplin revivals,
" The Cure." The element of humor is carried even into the overture and
we now have " The Jester's Dance," staged
by Adolf Bolm of the Metropolitan and
there is a dance of three girls before a special setting that is in keeping with
with a beautiful stage setting designed by
the theme for the week.
John Wenger. The curtains at either side
of the stage part with the first of the music
used with the orchestra fading down for
revealing beautiful Venetian water scenes
effects as the flight scenes are shown.
with the lights all down to blue. Then we
Pathe has views of the parade in Chinahave the dance with two girls in costume
town in honor of the Chinese who served
and the third girl attired as a Jester. It
r\R. RIESENFELD is putting on anin the American army and of one who had
is splendidly done and wins the heartiest
**< other one of his all-comedy bills at a D. S. C. medal. Pictures of the Orientalof applause.
the Rialto this week and keeps his audiAmericans buying Victory Bonds are inThen comes the feature, Marguerite
ence laughing throughout the show. Everycluded and " Chinese Serenade " is used..
thing on the program, including the music,
Clark in " Come Out of the Kitchen."
Kinograms
illustrated
the
way
to
remove
has a touch of comedy to it.
This deals with a poor but proud Southern
a stone house in ten minutes with the use
It is mighty seldom that we have occaof dynamite. Here a dramatic allegro is family and therefore Dr. Riesenfeld has
aptly used much Southern music in his
sion to find fault with anything that is used with tympany and organ rumble for
done at the Riesenfeld theatres, but there ' the explosion scene. From the same source
score. At the screening we have " Carry
is to us a distinctly jarring note in the
comes the climax to the magazine with pic- Me Back to Old Virginny " used and then
introduction of an announcer this week.
with the title " Another old Southern famtures of Paris honoring the British heroes
This man wearing a full dress and a silk
of Zeebrugge. The marching men and
ily ' there is a change to " Down South "
hat appears at the edge of the stage before
Admiral Beatty get a large amount of and then " Uncle Remus " with the introeach number and tells what is to come next.
applause and the brilliant rendition of
Charles,
while of
" Tulips
" is
played onduction ofthe
appearance
Randolph
In our opinion it serves to chop the pro" March Lorraine " adds a considerable part
Weeks. For the scene where the auto
gram to pieces instead of allowing it to to
the enthusiasm.
remain a symphonic whole. And neither
Emauel List then renders " Down in the drives up to the home " After Vespers " is
did
we
think
very
highly
of
the
gentleman's
Well
" and then comes the latest of the used as arranged, changing to " Gems from
brand of humor.
Stephen Foster " for the arrival of Crane.
Sidney Drew comedies, " Harold the Sax" I'll Pray for You " gets a laugh as it is
But with that out of our systems, let us
on." There was a touch of sadness here,
used for Mrs. Faulkner, the haughty sofor lots of us at least imagined that we
go into the good parts of the very excellent bill, made all the more pleasing by the
could see on the late comedian's face eviciety introduces
woman and then
" Molly
" as
Claudia
herself
as Dear
the Irish
dence of the illness that was to take him
music and effects. " The Merry Wives of
cook, and then with the scene showing
away shortly after this picture was made.
Windsor " is the overture this week and
this highly tuneful selection is played with
It is a story of amateur theatricals and
Claudia trying to do the cooking " Cousin
the lights all in red, coming up to gold at gets lots of laughs.
Jasper " is employed.
the end.
After that selection the organ takes up
" First Love " is played at the screening
the music and plays the greater portion of
Rialto Magazine opens with Pathe pic- and then when Polly is pleading with him
tures of the allies taking charge of the
to
part inthetheintroduction
play we have
Cuckoo
Austrian naval base at Cattaro and her
usedtake
without
and " then
with" the picture coming back with the title '' Determined to stick together," and playing
fleet seized. There is applause for the
the title " the next evening " there is a " Love's Melody " with a change to a
scenes of the French sailors presenting
minuet for the sleeping youth and then to
" and with the introarms to the Serbian garrison and for a change toduction"of "Babillage
Boadicea " we have " Loheb" Clematis " as the girl runs upstairs. The
French cruiser and submarine that had
grin " cleverly employed, with " Babillage " theme Friml's " Adieu " is used for the
been captured by the Austrians and now
following through. Then when the bartenfirst time with the title " Then you will
released. " To the Nation's Honor " is
der enters there is " Mamma's Blues "
played on the brasses and cymbals only serve " and with the serving of the dinplayed here. Then come the " Topplitsky
Peaches " is played. Then
Sayinks " which have become a regular
with " Sinbad " taking the place at the title when ner "Picking
she gets the letter saying that the
Rialto feature and here " My Desert Fan" endless drilling." As the bartender
operation on her father is a complete suctasy " is played.
crosses the stage " Re di Lahore " is played
Gaumont presents some interesting picand at the point where he falls down
cess "Sunny South Overture " is used.
there is a drum roll with the orchestra tacit
tures of the Prince of Wales flying over
" Yesterthoughts " is played where Crane
enters the kitchen and then as he turns to
England and here " Sons of Britain " is a moment and then " Sinbad " played again.
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the brother and says " With your permission "before asking Claudia to " come out
of
the
used tokitchen
the end." the theme comes in and is
Then comes more and more comedy with
a revival of Charlie Chaplin's " The Cure."
It is because probably that we never heard
such music played with this picture when it
was fresh that we enjoyed it all the more
at the Rialto Sunday, but we have impressed upon you before the earnest attention that Dr. Riesenfeld gives the comedies.
" He's a Jolly Good Fellow " is used at the
■ screening and with the title " To be cured
of drinking " there is a change to " Chaplin Feet." Then for the scene when Chaplin and the other man get caught in the
revolving doors " He Walked Right In and
Turned Around and Walked Right Out
Again " is played with laugh provoking results changing to " Buster " as the door is
jammed. With the title "His wardrobe"
" Steve " is used with a change to " Minnie, Shimmee for Me ' as Charlie is invited
to come and take the water, and to " Chaplin Feet " as he runs away.
When the villain is seen flirting with the
girl " Limbo Land " is played and as Chapgoes to
Hank."as
Herelin we
havetheallbath
sorts" Slippery
of imitations
the comedian shunts from one place to another and then as Chaplin is seen posing
the ballet from " Faust " is used, with a
chord for each pose. Then for the massaging scenes " Won't You Help Me " is
used and when Chaplin is told that he is
next "Kangaroo Hop" is played with
" Clouds " coming in with the title " The
next morning" and being played 'to the
end.
Merkel's " Album Leaf in E " is the
organ solo.
Strand
WITH

&fte<vtr&

the feature unusually long Managing Director Jos. L. Plunkett has
had to cut down from his usual program
this week, and he has both saved time of
the performance and supplied a happy effect
by combining a song with the overture, and
a special setting.
There is an unusual musical setting for
the feature, too, that exhibitors will do
well to study, because this picture is particularly subject to musical treatment and
proper playing will get a great deal more
out of it. Mr. Plunkett has a wide selection
in his arrangement.
Selections from " The Red Mill " from
the overture and several of the airs are
played with the lights in gold and then at
the start of " Moonbeams " the lights go
down to purple and the curtains part revealing a landscape with reclining sheep and
a lake in the background and in the foreground amoving windmill with a light in
the window and the moon shining above.
Miss Ami Rutledge in Dutch costume
stands at the right of the stage and then
sings " Moonbeams " in that charming way
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Scene on the stage during the Ford assembling contest which attracted so much attention
at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
account ofpublicity
this was printed here last week. It
won muchAn newspaper
of hers that has made her one of the
Judy (Mary Pickford) " Sunbeams "duction
is ofplayed.
greatest favorites with Strand patrons. It
Comedy is helped along at the scene
makes a pronounced hit.
where the matrons hear the noise when
Strand Topical opens with Pathe pictures
the " Lump of Sugar " is played heavily
of more American soldiers going from Hoaccented, and then at the point where the
boken to Germany. These are volunteers
orphans see the matrons there is a sudden
for the Army of Occupation and they get
a big hand. " We're All Going Calling on
pause
by "When
The Snow
is Dancing,"
played followed
to action.
we see
the man
the Kaiser " is the most appropriate music.
stealing there is a dramatic agitato used
Pathe also shows the start of the three
and with the view of Judy and the kid
navy flyers from Rockaway Beach. There
are some fine shots including some striking
on used.
the hunger
strikeswings
" Bleeding
is
When Judy
to the Hearts
trapeze"
close-ups of the motor and then pictures
taken from another airship, one of which
we have " Elf enreigen " and then for the
shows one of the big flyers corning straight
scene of the drunken dog " Essence
at the camera " America First " is played
When Judy tells the children to take all
here. Then with the pictures of the ruins
Grotesque."
of Trinidad " Evening Reverie " is used
the
jam they want we have " Garden
and the Pathe analysis of motion picture
Dance " until the title of " WhisperingChorus " when there is " Bluette " changing
brings " Reconciliation." The final punch
at the end comes with Pathe pictures of again to the " Dance of the Clowns " as the
American soldiers posting Victory Loan
jam-eaters are discovered. With the title
posters at Porta Nigra, Germany, and the
" Judy calls the monthly visits of the
astonished Huns looking on and then Inboard " the organ takes up the music for
22 minutes. It comes back with Mary leavternational Views of Secretary Daniels reing on the train with the engine bell effects
viewing the " Devil Dogs." There is a fine
shot of the color bearers with the Ameriand " Evening Rambles." Where we have
can flag and the Marine standard marching
the homesick girls " Love Fancies " is
played once and then follows through
right toward the camera and the men pass" Conte Amusante."
ing in review before it. " Sons of Uncle
Where we see the headquarters of Dan
Sam " is used for both of these pictures.
Immediately following the Topical comes
Cupid " Arlequin and Colombine " is
the feature, Mary Pickford in " Daddy
played and then with Judy's first literary
Long Legs." " Ecstasy " is used at the
effort we have " Romeo and Juliet " and
then where the screen gives the effect of
screening and then with the title " Baby
the curtain rising on the outdoor performSouls " there is a change to the first selection of " Suite Enfantine." With the title
ance with Judy as " Juliet " the love scene
from " Romeo " is played, and then with
" The late John Grier " brings us " A Fanciful Vision " and with the christening of the curtain coming down there is a change
to " Butterflies " with the introduction to
the rich child " Camelia." With the intro-
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Lock Willow farm " The Bee and the
Flowers " becomes the accompaniment,
changing to " Cherry Blossoms " at the
title " Why Judy put up her hair " and to
" Moon Glow " as Jimmy greets Judy.
Then with the title " Moon magic " and
the scenes between Judy and Jarvis Pendleton "Think Love of Me," which becomes
the theme, is used for the first time, and
as the auto drives away with Jarvis it is
carried for a short time on the organ. When
Judy asks what's the use of graduation if
you • have no one that loves you around
" March Nuptiale " is used. Now time
passes and we have Judy as a successful
author received by society and here
" Bluette " is played and with the cops
chasing
Jimmy
" Wedding TheBlues
" iscomes
used
without the
introduction.
theme
back again as Judy and Jarvis are seen
sitting at the window and then with the
title " The big moment of Judy's life "
there is a change to " Woodland Echoes."
With Judy making her decision to go to
see Daddy Longlegs there is " Dream
Flowers," the theme returning to the end
where Jarvis says that he wasn't permitted
to open his mail. There is a big laugh with
the kicking girl at the end that almost
drowns out the music.
Redferne Hollinshead, a splendid tenor
then sings " Like Stars Above " and " You'll
A. J. Moeller arranged this attractive display in the lobby for the showing of "A Romance
Find a Shamrock Blooming in Every Irish
of Happy Valley " at the Theatre De Luxe, Detroit. The lobby is very large and so a
portion of the floor space could well be spared
Heart."
There was lots and lots of comedy in musical numbers help a great deal to clear
have the wild horse kicking the stablemen
the feature and there is still more of it away the tenseness.
out one by one we have the whistle effects
the Mack Sennett comedy that winds up
with the auto horns for the chase and then
Liszt's " Thirteenth Rhapsody " is the
the race effects for the horses running, with
the bill, " When Love is Blind." This is overture and it is played with all the lights
full of chase stuff with the slick crook who
in red. The music at the start is in the
whistles again when Mutt and Jeff are seen
gets the crowds into all sorts of jambs and
minors
and
is
carried
on
flute,
'cellos,
pichours later "
the result is an almost constant roar of
title " Five
colos and minor horn effects. About half
"waiting.
All NightAt " the
is played
to the end of the
laughter. Ben Turpin and Charles Lynn
cartoon.
way through there is a czimbalon solo, then
have the role of the rivals while Marvel
the flute and light strings come in and
Kinograms shows us how the W. S. S.
Rea, Phillis Haver and Marie Prevost add
finally into the full orchestra with the
are made at Washington to the music of
brasses. Then there is a xylophone playing
" Midsummer " and from the same source
the pretty girl element. And Mack doesn't
hide the sort of hosiery that they wear.
with the czimbalon and then a drum roll
we have view of clearing Fox Lake, 111.,
The croquet scene is one of the funniest
and a martial strain, going back to the
fish —International
carp — and " Pictures
Bees " isofused.
that has been put into pictures.
strings and a brilliant burst at the end. It of
ThenHuncome
the
is a selection that is little played, but it funeral of Archbishop Hayes with the
At the Strand " You'll Have to Put Him
makes a big hit at the Rivoli.
to Sleep " is played at the screening and
organ carrying the music and Gaumont
Rivoli Magazine opens with Kimogram
furnishes a comic relief with a negro
is then followed through with " Jazz Baby "
pictures of the naval flyers making their
until the girl declares " I love brave men "
and there the organ takes it up continuing
baptism at Lake Charles, La. Here " A
start forThere
Newfoundland
Cyclone In Darktown " is played.
until the appearance of the bear when
across.
are some for
fine their
views" hop
here"
Now comes the punch at the end. First
" Le Taquin " is used. Then with the warnmany of them being taken from an accomwe have International views of the doughing that the house is full of crooks there
boy doughnuts gathering money for the
panying machine.
Across the
Sea "
is a mysterioso until the scene at the end
is the music,
but " Hands
the orchestra
becomes
Victory Loan with the Salvation Army
tacit as Production Manager Jos. LaRose
with the two girls when " Can You Tame
lassies at work and here " Monstratvia 'Ms
Wild Women " is played.
gets in his realistic effects of the speeding
picthe International
motors.
come review
ThenMarije
played.tures of the
Selections from " Rigoletto " form the
in Germany and
organ solo.
Now we start to laughing with Mutt and
here " Semper Fidelis " is played with the
full orchestra.
Jeff in "Left at the Post." Here we are
shown Mutt eating hay and as we have
Here we have the only vocal number on
the
orchestra
playing
"
Snookum
Hollow
"
there are wails of a human voice from the
trio from " La Gioconda " renthe bill,deredthe
by Ann Rosner, Mile. Pascova and
orchestra pit that get more laughs. Then
Martin Brefel. For this there is a special
we also have imitations of the weeping as
setting with a square window at the rear,
BECAUSE there is not a laugh in the the girl is seen crying and as Mutt and
an evergreen on either side of the window
feature there has been comedy placed
Jeff join her in tears. With the title and a hanging candelabra in the center.
in the Rivoli Magazine this week and it " Where's your husband " there is a change
" The New Moon " with Norma Talalso follows in its customary place on the
of the music to "You'll Do It All Over
as the star is the feature. This is
madge
bill at the end. Wonderful music, both in Again." With the appearance of the villain
based on the present situation in Russia
the screening of the feature and for the
" The Plunger " is played and then as we
with the Bolshevik decree as to women as
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Speed, Thrills,
He Wu Love,
tli* SUr AutoLaughs,
SaWman Action,
With Two AmbitW « Everything
for smoke,
i No. 1— To wind thethe 400-mile
daughter Santa
of hi Morboss, but fatherwithcouldn'
And Who CouW Be Better F.ttd for This Dyi hit fast gain Hudson
WALLACE
REID

If You've Cot a Drop of Sporting Blood h Your Veins Yo-jII Just Have to See
THE

ROARJNG
ROAD
the Fsmoui Towfle. Waldod' Stote, Printed in the SsturcUy Evemnf Pott

What the Speedways Proved— 60,000 Hudson Super-Sixes Now Confirm
f

GUY

"Service First"
Iv.
SMITH

Strand theatre, Omaha, follozved the suggestion in our Special Service Section on " The
Roaring Road " that cooperation from auto agencies could be had. The theatre wired to
Wallace Reid and found he used a Hudson ear in the race scenes, and then the management found it easy to get the Hudson agency to take this double spread in the Sunday
paper. It was one of the finest possible -advertisements for the theatre. A couple of Hudson cars ivere displayed in the Strand lobby

the underlying strain. It is a very tense
drama with considerable of tragedy. The
musical interpretation at the Rivoli is
splendid but most of the selections used
are the numbered ones from the great
musical library of the two houses.
At the screening " Moussorgskyana " is
played going into a numbered selection with
the introduction of Kosloff and a tympany
rumble with the title " The spreading of
the flame." For the scene of the ball at
the palace the polonaise from " Eugen
Onegin " is played followed by a tympany
rumble for the scene at the Bolshevik meeting. With the arrival of Michael at the
ball
the
waltz from " Eugen Onegin " is
used.
Numbered selections then follow until the
title " Wherefore we love them not " and
here " In the Silence of the Night " is used
followed by " Danse Russe " for the scene
in Volsk. With the pictures of the anarchist club " Siege of Kazan " is played
and then the organ until the title where
Sonia sees Michael and then we have the
theme introduced, " Russian Romance."
Again numbered selections follow until
almost the end and then with the scene at
the Saratoff border " A Russian Pansy " is
played with the theme coming back with
the title " The New Moon."
There is a pretty effect with {he second
orchestra selection, " A Forge in the
Forest."
houseis lights
blue
here
the The
selection
startedareandallwein have
the songs of the birds in the forest and
beautiful effects. Then the stage curtains
part revealing a scene in the forest with
the mountains rising at either side and just
a little of red light upon it. Then we have
the anvil effects from the orchestra and the
electrical arrangements so that they get the
flash with each stroke.
Mack Sennett's " When Love is Blind "
is also shown at the Rivoli this week. At

the screening " Mr. Jazz Himself " is used
and then with the title " Borrowing an
umbrella " " Have a Smile " is played. At
the start of the croquet game there is a
change to " Geraldine " and as the cat appears "Me-ow." With the title " Hotel
thieves active " " Limbo Land " comes in
and when the man with the cane is seen
" Good Scout." With the appearance of the
diving girl the music becomes " The Spinning Wheel " and with the title " I might
be lonesome " there is used " Trombone
Ball " twice through with all the jazz effects
and the trombone dominant. Then " Frivolity " follows through to the end. Of
course there are all the effects with which
the Rivoli orchestra is so proficient.
Selections from "Faust" make up the
organ solo.

Picture

WATCHING

News

CLOCK

Your People Dont Come
the Theatre for That

to

of a newspaper and find there an
a copyn
to pick
e advoc
nedating
articl
that upa certai
T happe
JUS
theatre put in a clock for the
benefit of the patrons. We hope
that this is only a stray request.
We don't have to go back very far
to the time when houses had a clock
to the left or right of the screen. It
was generally such an eyesore that
it spoiled half of the enjoyment of
the picture.
It's well enough
clock
somewhere
in the to
rearprovide
of the a house
for the convenience of those who
want to know the time, but to keep
it out of the picture vision. It is a
strange sort of a theatre these days
where people come to either voluntarily or against their will watch the
clock.
Make their enjoyment so keen
that
CARE what the
time they
may WON'T
be.

the
young
of the boys'
girls'
section
and readers
seven youngsters
whoandguessed
nearest to what the film play was really
about were awarded season passes to the
New Garrick.
The Pioneer Press published photographs
of the youngsters who won the prizes

Empire at San Antonio
(Continued from page 3386
night
" and your
line in
of the
goodspublic
are
going Romance
to be connected
together
mind.
That's
where
the
reciprocity
comes
To give it all a boost, the Express will run in.a
picture of the window display which is selected
as the best and the Empire management will
give
of tickets to the decorator who
designs$10theworth
display.
All that's
necessary
get tickets
in on theis free
publicity and a chance atto the
to make
mention somewhere in the display which should
be in the window by Wednesday, that "Anita
Stewart in ' A Midnight Romance ' is at the
Empire."
Just give
this to
and don't bother
to thank
me. your window man
The result was nine full window displays in the best stores of the city, and
they were all window displays that people
would stop and look at (Don't ask why,
just think a moment) — and big business
for the Empire.
St. Paul Has Kiddies Guessing
What Picture Is About
Manager Theo. L. Hays of the New Garrick theatre, St. Paul, secured some very
good newspaper co-operation for his showing of Mary Pickford's last Artcraft drama,
" Captain Kidd, Jr." The St. Paul Pioneer
Press conducted a guessing contest amongst

To boost " Oh You Women" Palace theatre, Buffalo, has a woman
dressed in
" 1950 attire'"
and parading
around the city
carrying
a lamp post
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Rothapf el Shows

Dream

as

an

Accomplished

By the Creator of " Seeing the Rialto ivith Rothapfel "
NEARLY two years ago the exhibitors of the country were for the first
time literally taken behind the scenes with Samuel L. Rothapfel and
shown in detail week after week by Motion Picture News how he
made his presentations and why he did the different things. This continued
as a weekly feature until the opening of the Rivoli, and later was succeeded
by the present heading.
All of which is purely introductory, for one of the first things that Mr.
Rothapfel confided to the writer was that he wanted to produce pictures. He
always showed his willingness to do anything possible to aid other exhibitors,
and devoted hours of his time to articles and answering questions through the
Motion Picture News. But he was not content with that, for he wanted to
help elevate the motion picture business throughout the country not by mere
advice and not by simply telling what he was doing, but by giving them the
concrete product.
On the ninth of May — for nine is Rothapfel's lucky number — count the letters in his name — he showed his art to the biggest crowd that ever attended an
invitation premiere in New York — a crowd that filled every seat in the house —
so much so that we could change when we found ourselves wedged between
two fat ladies who were considerably too wide for their chairs. And for
enthusiasm and appreciation of the work of Mr. Rothapfel, it was evidenced
again and again.
TO most of those who have been familiar
with the way that he put on shows at
the Rialto and the Rivoli, the presentation
was a disappointment — the sort of a disappointment that means a whole lot of the
exhibitors. Most of the wiseacres expected that the first Rothapfel Unit Program would be invested in a bunch of scenic
settings and elaborately staged musical
numbers. As soon as the announcement
of his plans had been made there were the
question : " How are the smaller exhibitors
going to afford all of those scenic settings? Is he going to ship them around
the country? Pooh, it can't be done.
And so they were disappointed because
there is not a scenic setting in the program as shown at the Rialto. For Mr.
Rothapfel has gone further than a mere
setting or series and sets, and has gathered
together all of the elements of a program in
a symphonic whole. There is distinctly a
theme — that of the pursuit of happiness
running through the series of pictures, and
they are blended so perfectly that the effect on the average spectator after the program is completed is that of artistic delight.
There is ample opportunity to elaborate
and put in the scenic settings that the inSamuel L. Rothapfel
dividual exhibitors may desire, but the
point is that they are not necessary and
the theatre that uses nothing more than a
that the enjoyment of this program can be
just as keen in the smaller house as in the
piano.
biggest provided the exhibitor will follow
There are also instructions for the lighting effects, and these are very simple, and
carefully the very simple directions that go
it is suggested to the individual exhibitor
with the unit program.
that he can probably best work out those
most fitted to his house. And then there
C O the first thing that the exhibitor
are general suggestions to the leader of the
►J wants to know is what he is going to
orchestra — all of these very simple and
get besides the pictures. He gets the complete musical score with the various selecvery brief, because the arrangement of the
program is such that there is nothing to
tions bound together, the signs and the cuts
all properly made so that any one who can
This musical score has been prepared by
read and play music can get every note in puzzle.
Mr. Rothapfel and Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld,
at exactly the proper place. These comwho was musical director of the Rialto
plete musical scores are to be shipped with
the pictures themselves, and will cover all and Rivoli, while Mr. Rothapfel was mansorts of musical conditions even down to
aging director, and who has now taken the
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latter's place. Hours and hours have been
spent in working this out, and it includes
a wide range of numbers including several
original selections.
NOW, let us look at the presentation as
it was given at the Rialto to the exhibitors and members of the industry.
There were some little touches added here
because of this being a premiere that are
not needed in the regular theatre showing.
For instance, the presentation was opened
with the playing of " The Star Spangled
Banner," and during the overture and the
Marine picture, there was a detachment of
marines on either side of the theatre.
The overture as especially arranged by
Mr. Rothapfel and Dr. Riesenfield is a
brilliant composition, full of light and life
with a military note at times coming in
" First Unit Programme, 1919," is the title of it. Then there is a film announcement of the program and a statement from
Mr. Rothapfel as to why he has gone into
the producing end of the business, and
what the program seeks to accomplish.
It is an announcement that is made purely
for the understanding of the exhibitor.
There is a clever little touch added here
with
of " The Anvil Chorus "
duringthetheplaying
screening.
Now the first picture, " The Woods of
Fair Water," is an immortalization of the
famous achievement of the " Devil Dogs "
at " Belleau Wood," and is intended as the
climax, or the final punch of the news
weekly. Mr. Rothapfel is really the originator of making his own arrangements of
news pictures, and he realises their value
too keenly to offer a program that would
omit these. So he suggests that the exhibitor make those selections for himself, and
then add the Fair Water Picture at the
end. Lighting here is down in blue.
SCENIC element is furnished by views
of the shell-marked wood, and there
are some clever effects with the fading"
into the scene of the marching marines
that will bring out the greatest applause
with a few strains of " Marseillaise "
brought in, and then " Marine Hymn," with
" Taps," sounded at an indicated place and
then a militant finish. During the showing
at the Rialto the Rialto Male Quartette sang
the " Marine Hymn," and this is a splendid idea for exhibitors who can get the
singers. They should be stationed where
they cannot be seen.
The next picture can best be called a prelude to the deayure. It is based on Massenets " Elegie." This music is brought in
twice and " Angelus " is all used twice.
" The Last Hour " is the title and it features J.H. Gilmore, telling the story of an
old man who has devoted all his life to
gathering money and his dreams of the
things that might have been now that his
time has come. As presented at the Rialto
there was a song rendered at the title, "And
now his time has come to die."
" False Gods " is the feature that follows immediately. This is a screen version
of E. Lloyd Sheldon's famous drama and
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the cast includes Grace Darling, Hugh
Thompson, Florence Billings, Harry Meystayed, Ida Darling, Alfred Hickman and
Leo Delaney. It is the story of man and
wife who are happy in each other's love
until they are thrown into society and compelled to sacrifice their own desires to the
custom of the " set," to trade personality
on business, resulting in entanglements of
the husband with a young widow and the
wife with two " men of the world." It is
essentially a gripping drama, but one with
a happy ending.
Huerter's " Melodie " is the theme used,
but we are not going into the discussion of
the music here, for it is all supplied to the
exhibitors who are going to show this and
useless to those who are not.
NOW comes just one of those little bits
that gives your audiences a chuckle
without tiring. It is entitled " A Thought
of Equity," and in cartoon form with just
three
pictures
threeThesentences
: " The
duck eats
the and
worm.
man eats
the
duck. The worm eats the man."
Now there has been fantasy in the marine
picture and in the prelude to the feature
and there is more of it in the comedy,
" Wild Flowers," by George V. Hobart.
The program calls it a new idea comedy
and it certainly is. We would advise exhibitors in their advance notices to tell no
more about this than the fact that it is
written by the noted lyricist. Here is something that is going to create' you a world of
word of mouth advertising and you do not
want to take the edge off it by trying to
tell the story. It comes at the end of the
bill so let it advertise the Unit Program
for you to those who have not seen it.
FOR the benefit of exhibitors it is the
story of the adventures of two young
New York girls of the "chicken" class. It is
satirical and extremely funny and it never
borders on the vulgar. There are additional laughs added with the animated subtitles in which two cartoon characters go
through a merry chase. Now there is an
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original composition supplied that is played
with each of the sub-titles, a bit that is carried largely on the horns in a large orchestra and one that will help the laughs along
a lot. By all means it should be made just
as indicated. Other selections used in the
comedy, in the order that they are played,
are MacMillen's " Causerie " ("Prairie
Flower") "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," "Palmetto Hop," " Eyes That Say I
Love You," "Lily of the Valley" and
" Shim-Me-Sha-Wabble."
AS

we have said, the exhibitor who has
booked this program needn't worry
any about trouble that he is going to have
in showing it. The art of Mr. Rothapf el as
an exhibitor and his knowledge of all
classes of theatres from the little room behind the saloon in the Pennsylvania mining
town to the Rivoli as the background for
his ability as a producer has enabled him to
take care of all of these things .
Then what about the exploitation?
Now in the first place we would not
worry about this program being too high
a class for the ordinary motion picture fan,
because in our opinion the average person
who enjoys any good show will be delighted
with this one. The people that you want to
reach are those that you rarely get to your
theatre and we would advise you to go after
everyone of these with the most intensive
campaign that you have ever used. All of
the exploitation should be dignified, but
particularly the letters that you send to
your mailing list. And as we have indicated, we would not confine this merely to
the regular list, but it should go to every
one.
You should tell your patrons briefly
whom Rothhapfel is. Remember that we
in the industry come to know all about the
leaders, but the general public should be informed.
In the first place, we believe that your
newspaper will be glad to carry just the
sort of matter that you want, telling his career, and that the man who has been
called the world's premier exhibitor has
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now become a producer, so that he may
City. his own ideas to the whole world ingive
stead of confining them to New York
You only have to explain the high class of
this program to get the hearty co-operation
of the newspapers, if they are really interested in the upbuilding of the city.
YOUR
be along
lines.letter
Tell should
them who
he is the
and same
then
his reasons for becoming a producer. Cite
to them that his dreams of the best in motion pictures are represented by this work,
and that you are able to present with the
program exactly the same musical score
that is used in New York.
Don't use cheap paper for this. Spend a
little extra money and it will pay.
. We would go to every woman's club in
the city, and, if possible, deliver a little
speech in advance of the showing, telling
about the program and assure the people
that you are trying to aid in the general
movement for better things, and that you
are presenting this program as the acme
in development of motion pictures and
music.
Your newspaper advertisements should
call attention to the fact that you have
brought New York's best to your own theatre— that your policy is always to keep in
the forefront, and that when this latest development in the art came you were quick
to appreciate what it meant for your patrons. Make this first general announcement at least a week before the opening of
the engagement, and then a few days before the start you can tell about the individual picture.
Hit this a smash. It is a big development, and you should go after business
along big lines.
Make your lobby displays look impressive.
Don't ever let a hint of the " stunt " get in
any of your exploitation. And that
doesn't mean that the appeal should be
" high brow "—but HUMAN
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Photoplay Has Many Stars
in Coming Issues
Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the
Educational Films Corporation of America,
announces the names of a few of the stars
who will be seen in coming issues of the
" Photoplay
Magazine
ScreenAnita
Supplement."
Clara Kimball
Young,
Stewart,
Man- Pickford, Ethel Clayton, Mable Normand, Dorothy Dalton, Pauline Frederick
and Dorothy Phillips are the feminine contingent, while Marshall Nielan, Charles
Ray, Lewis Cody, Charles Chaplin and
D. W. Griffith are included in the group
of male stars.
In addition to the " singles " listed above,
there will also be a few " teams " and
" family turns " as for instance, Bert Lytell
and Alice Lake, and a very impressive little
" drammer," " The Troubles of a Film
President " with Richard Rowland, of the
Metro Pictures Corporation, supported by
May Allison and Viola Dana, of the Metro
players.
The fifth issue of " The Supplement "
will be ready for release on June first.
Four More Prizmas
Prizma announces that it has added to
its list of subjects for immediate release
through World Pictures, the following four
natural color films : " Hawaii," " Glacier
Park," "Old Faithful," "The Apache
Trail."
So far Prizma has fourteen subjects covering awide range that affords nature lovers splendid entertainment. The* four last
subjects are regarded by the Prizma officials
as the best offerings that have been made
hv this concern.

Newest portrait of icanWilliam
Russell, of AmerFilm Company
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Home
Arrive
Sheehan
and
Fox
of distribution, Abraham Carlos was put
Many
Achievements Accomplished
in charge. Offices in Lyons, Marseilles,
Abroad — With Exception of GerBordeaux and Lille were opened, and are
many and Austria, Fox Offices
in operation. Branches in Italy, it is said,
Are Said to Cover World
will be Milan. Turin and Naples, with headquarters in Rome. Other branches will be
Brussels, for Belgium; Amsterdam, for
Holland, and Geneva, for Switzerland. With
the exception of Germany and Austria,
Fox offices now cover the world.
The Fox Film Corporation has been well
represented in Great Britain, Australia,
South America, Canada, France, Italy,
Spain, Denmark, Russia, Norway, India,
Java, China, Japan and Philippine Islands
in the past, but will be better represented
in the future, since the company, unlike
film concerns, prefers to marmanyket itsother
own wares. Sydney Abel is abroad
now, carrying out the work recently beMr. Sheehan.
Mr. Fox onandarrival
Mr.gun bySheehan
emphasized the
point that about 5,000 new theatres are to
be built in Europe now that restrictions
on building materials have been removed.
A country of 48,000,000 inhabitants, England has only 4,200 picture houses. The
government realizes the value of the screen
for propaganda and is doing everything
possible to help build new theatres. For
Gladys Brockwell is presented by Wm. Fox in
five years not a theatre has been built : and
" The Divorce Trap "
now that so many thousands of men are
being released from the army there will
W INFIELD R. SHEEHAN, general be plenty of labor available.
manager of the Fox Film CorporaFrance in this matter is in a condition
tion, returned from Europe on the Mauretania on Saturday night, May 10, after a similar to that of England. There are only
1,200 theatres there now. Some cities of
business trip of several months abroad.
50,000 have no motion picture theatre.
William Fox, with whom Mr. Sheehan left Within
the coming year there will be twice
New York, arrived home more than a week
as many as now exist. Italy has 1,000 and
ago unannounced.
An achievement of the visit abroad is this number will be doubled. The Fox
Film Corporation, according to the Exhibthe establishment of a dozen additional exitors' Service Bureau, is leaving no stone
changes, it is said, either opened or arunturned
to supply a large share of the picranged to be opened. In Paris, which will
create.ture demand which the new theatres will
serve as the continental European center
Universal City Reports Production Activity
FROM the West Coast comes the news
recting from the script prepared by George
that Universal City is teeming with
Hively and H. Tipton Steck, Universal
staff authors.
cinematic activity at the present time and
more than a dozen companies are " shoot" The Weaker Vessel," in which Mary
ing " daily. Several of the directors are
MacLaren
is starring, has been about comworking on stories for the stars with a
pleted by Director Paul Powell, who colview of starting immediate production.
laborated the story with Elmer Ellsworth,
The cast for the newest Harry Carey pic- the well-known screen writer. Thurston
Hall is the leading man in support of Miss
ture, "A Man of Peace," written by Frederick Jackson, has been completed and
MacLaren.
Peggy Pearce, former Triangle Star, has
Eddie Polo has just finished the twobeen chosen to support Carey in the femreel Western melodrama, " Cyclone Smith's
inine lead.
Pardner." The picture was made under
Others who will support the star are:
the direction of Jack Jaccard and is said
Joe Harris, Duke Lee, Jack Walters, Vesta
to be one of the best of the Cyclone series.
Pegg, William Cartwright, Howard Ennine lead.Burnham is cast as Carey's femistedt and little Zoe Rae. Jack Ford is di- Beatrice
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" Ham and Bud "
While Jans Productions, Inc., of 729
Seventh avenue, New York City, announced
that it had secured fifty-two single reel
comedies from the Kalem output of 1914
featuring Ham and Bud, the Company is
actually in possession of ninety-two of the
Ham and Bud's, according to later reports.
F. E. Backer, general sales manager,
states that out of the entire purchase oi
Ham and Bud comedies his concern carefully examined them and selected fifty-two
of the best subjects for release through
state rights exchanges one a week for a

Announces Plans Made and Work
Accomplished in Connection with
New Series of International
Cartoon Comedies
IN a statement this week General Manager C. F. Zittel, of the International
Films Service, announces the plans that
have been made, and the work accomplished, in connection with the new series
of International cartoon comedies, now
being released through the Educational
Films Corporation of America.
The difficulty of turning out a five-hundred foot cartoon subject is little appreciated by the average exhibitor. The International studio staff is under the direction of Gregory La Cava, and consists of
thirty artists. Finding just the right sort
of people for this exacting work is not
the least of the difficulties connected with
cartoon making. They must be able to
appreciate a funny situation from a description, and to bring out all the laughs
in their finished drawings. In cartoon
work, every line in the sketch, and every
second of running time, is a vital part of
the finished comedy, and must have the
very best attention.
One man may work days on a few feet
of film, and therefore an organization
very nearly 100 per cent perfect must be
employed to maintain a schedule of one
five hundred-foot subject every week. The
old International staff, that produced the
original series of twenty-two releases, was
thoroughly demoralized by the influenza
and the demands for military service last
fall, and production had to be stopped.
Now, after months of effort, the staff has
been built up again to a point where the
quality is assured.
The exclusive International process of
double animation is another detail that goes
to make the finished cartoon so thoroughly
enjoyable in the theatres. This process
has been so perfected that the action is as
smooth and natural as it would be with
living characters, the only noticeable difference being that the comic folk can do
stunts that are quite impossible and therefore funny. The director takes his work
most seriously, almost living up to the reputation of the real humorist, who is never
known to smile. He writes his scenarios,
chooses his casts and directs the scenes
exactly as if the comic folk were real.

The -distribution of the comedies through
the sixteen exchanges of the Educational
Films Corporation of America has resulted
in an almost complete circulation to the
better theatres of this country. Vice-President E. W. Hammons, of the Educational,
has not been satisfied with this distribution
alone, but has accomplished a very complete sale of the foreign rights as well.
The cartoons are being shipped regularly
to every foreign sales territory on a contract basis that insures the international
circulation of every release.
New bookings are being received daily
since the inauguration of the new series
in March. Mr. Zittel is planning at this
time a " spring drive " to find out directly
from the exhibitor just how the new
product is received, and to trace down
every suggestion that could result in a better comedy. Mr. Zittel intends to hold
the International comedies in the first rank
of cartoon releases — a position which they
have earned by past performances.
One little detail of the production at
the present moment is worth especial attention. The director tries to work each
comic reel up to one. funny climax that
will be remembered. A comic line or idea
that an audience will make a mental, note
of — to repeat to their friends. Each cartoon is presented as a part of a varied
photoplay program, and it is Mr. Zittel's
purpose to make each release so thoroughly enjoyable that the average spectator
will go out with a remembrance of the
comedy rather than the other features.

Starts " Phil for Short "
When the cast was assembled at the
World Studio at Fort Lee to begin work
on " Phil for Short," the new picture which
Oscar Apfel is to direct with Evelyn
Greeley as a star, James A. Furey and
Henry Hallam, two actors with historic
careers, were among those engaged.
This engagement is the first in thirtytwo years that these two players had in which they are to play together. When
" Erminie " was produced thirty-three years
ago at the Casino theatre, New York, both
Mr. Hallam and Mr. Furey were in the
original production, Furey playing the Marquis de Ponvert while Hallam was cast. as
Eugene Marcel.

" Fifteen exhibitors to every state right
buyer is the proportion of inquiries received
year.
anent these re-issues," declared Mr. Backer.
" This proves conclusively that the exhibitors themselves are more familiar with the
entertaining powers and comedy qualities
of Ham and Bud and are looking forward
to the opportunity of playing them."
World Conducts Houdini
Trade Showings in
Many Cities
Before any of its exchanges release the
picture, World Film Corporation announces
that a private trade showing of the first
five episodes of " The Master Mastery,"
the super serial starring Houdini, will be
held in each of the territories it has taken
over as distributing agent for Octagon
Films, Inc., controlling this B. A. Rolfe
production.
Arrangements for this showing have
already been made and invitations mailed
to exhibitors.
The territory taken over by World Film
Corporation for distribution of " The Master Mystery " is embraced on the states of
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Iowa,
Mi ssouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Washington,
Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona, Montana and Northern Idaho.

Leah Baird, inuted"by As
Thinks," distribW. aW.Man
Hodkinson
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Nesbit Is the William Fox Star in "A Fallen Idol," a Standard Picture. In the Center Is Ge
Evelvr"
Lick. the Old Mariner in " Miss
a GoodCajoling
is inHyland
George Walsh, at the Right in Help, Help, Police, Peggy
Adventure."
Prorninent

Screen

Players

Support Clark
A number of well-known motion picture
actors will be seen in support of Marguerite Clark when her new Paramount picture, "Come Out of the Kitchen," is released March 11. This is the photoplay
based upon the famous story by Alice Duer
Miller. Clara Beranger did the continuity.
The cast includes Eugene O'Brien, Craufurd Kent, Frederick Esmelton, Frances
Kaye. May Kitson, Bradley Barker, Albert
M. Hackett, Augusta Anderson, Rita
Spear, George Stevens, Frances Grant and
her ebony offspring, George Washington,
who appear respectively as Mammy Jackson
and " Snowball."
It is understood that Clara S. Beranger
will do additional stories and continuities
for Marguerite Clark.
Hallsboro's New
Theatre
J. T. Carroll of Hallsboro, N. C, will
open his new theatre on June 1st, according to a current announcement from that
city.

Shanghaied
" Brings Back Charlie
An Essanay-Chaplin
ComedyChaplin In

B.

P.

Fineman

Resigns from Famous Players-Lasky
and Takes Offices on Broadway —
Recently Finished Tour of
Exchanges

BP. FINEMAN announced this week
» that he had resigned from the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation to enter the
field as a distributor of motion pictures
through the states rights exchanges.
Offices have been opened at the Fitzgerald
Building, and an organization is being
formed to market features that are of
sufficient merit to warrant their being exploited as special productions.
Immediately prior to his resignation, Mr.
Fineman had made a highly successful tour
of the Famous Players-Lasky exchanges
in the interests of the sales department of
that organization. During this trip, he paid
considerable attention to the methods used
by the most successful exhibitors in the
exploitation of their attractions.
Mr. Fineman stated
" I am in the market for big pictures.
The throwing open of the industry by the
almost unanimous adoption of the open
booking policy by the big distributing concerns, due to the demand of the exhibitors.

Distribute
is to
has created an entirely new field for the
independent producer and distributor. The
big theatres will no longer be compelled to
tie up all of their time, and will be able
to avail themselves of the exceptional picture that is produced every once in a while
by the independnt producr. That is the
type of production that I am going to distribute, and I am in a position- financially
to handle the most elaborate productions.
As a matter of fact, that is the only type
of picture I am interested in — the big
special production.
" Exploitation for the exhibitor of the
pictures I will distribute will be a feature
of my business. I believe that there are
almost limitless possibilities along these
lines, and I am going to see that the fullest
advantage is taken of them in all pictures

"Love
or Fame"
Stars
SELZNICK
Pictures Corporation is the
nounces that "Love or Fame?" is
title of the first production in which Elaine
Hammerstein will be featured. The scenario is from an original story by S. Jay
Kaufman, and is of unusually strong plot
interest. It concerns a young girl who aspires to become a great opera star, and anwho is called upon to decide between a big
career or the man she loves.
Can a woman succeed in a professional
career, and retain her honor, without paying the price. This is the question raised
in ''Love or' Fame?" The heroine is informed that the feat is impossible, yet she
is determined to try it. Her trials and
temptations form the action for an absorbing drama that should make one of the
most powerful and absorbing plays yet

Fineman recently returned to New
I Mr.
will handle."
York after active service in the U. S. Army,
as an officer in the Tank Corps. Before his
entering the service, he had been a member
of the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
He was immediately re-engaged on his
arrival by that company, and had received
an important promotion just prior to his
determination to go into business for himself.
Elaine Hammerstein
seen on the screen, it is declared.
In the role of the ambitious singer who
is determined to have both love and fame,
Elaine Hammerstein has a part ideally
suited to her and one that should bring
out all her charms and ability. Miss Hammerstein's career in the silent drama has
been one of remarkable success and distinction, and it is predicted by many shrewd
showmen that she will develop into one
of the screen's biggest box office stars.
Selznick intends that every one of Miss
Hammerstein's forthcoming productions
shall be something big, something unusual
that will lend itself to special exploitation.
The company is weighing even' story from
the exhibitor angle as well as the star
angle before deciding upon it. Announcement of release date will soon be made.
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These studios in San Rafael, Cal., are where Beatriz Michelena is producing the features for
Robertson-Cole, who distribute through Exhibitors' Mutual
Lloyd
Willis Returns
From
Tour
Huntington. It is true of Pittsburgh. I
Feels Enthusiastic About Conditions
am informed that twenty-one motion picin Industry and Sees Great Era
ture theatres are now under course of conof Prosperity Dawning in
struction in New York City. Reports
Picture Business
from the We'st and South indicate that
the
same is true in those sections of the
a I 'HE greatest era of prosperity in the
country.
A motion picture industry seems dawning. On every hand the indications are
"It is particularly gratifying to Mr.
that during the next five years investors in Berst and every other United official to
the amusement industry will reap the
note the enthusiasm which pervades the
army of United exhibitors. Our first four
greatest profits that the industry has ever
releases have been met with an acclaim
such as seldom is accorded the initial reSuch, at least, is the opinion of Lloyd
yielded."
leases of a maiden film company. Perhaps
Willis, assistant to President J. A. Berst,
of United Picture Theatres of America,
this is due in part to the fact that those
Inc. Mr. Willis has just returned from a theatres which play United pictures are
full parners in United Picture Theatres of
visit to United's Eastern Exchanges, where
he met many exhibitors and sounded their
America. Perhaps it is due in part also to
the production standard which United has
views upon the immediate future of the
picture business.
set for itself. Certainly, the telegrams and
During his trip, Mr. Willis visited Cleve- • letters from United exhibitors, telling of
land, Akron, Pittsburg, Huntington, W.
broken house-records with United producVa., and Washington.
tions, seem to bear out this latter belief.
"United has just completed its second
"In nearly every city of importance in
the country, new theatres are building,"
Kitty Gordon release, "Playthings Of Passion." This picture — the fifth United .resaid Mr. Willis, in discussing his trip. "This
is true in Cleveland; it is true in Toledo,
lease since January 6th — is perhaps better
where Mr. E. Zorn, of the Temple Theatre,
than any of the preceding four — better in
story, action and theme ; better in dramatic
is now arranging to tear down his presvalues and better in direction. At least,
ent first-run house and materially enlarge
his seating capacity. It is true also of
it is up to United's standard.
Another
Stage
War
Relief
ferson, Wheeler
Dryden, Picture
Henry Hull,
IT
is expected that
followers Women's
of the stage
and dramatics as well as the enthusiasts
Lucia Moore, John W. Cope and Daniel
Frohman. With the exception of one or
of the screen will be treated to some extwo, all of the stars named are now playceptional talent in the Stage Women's
ing in current New York attractions.
War Relief picture now being made under
Work on the picture was started this
the title of " Tom's Little Star," and which
week and will continue into next week.
will be released through the Universal
company.
Several of the scenes are being taken at
"Tom's Little Star" is the eleventh of the Liberty theatre, the rest being at the
the series of twelve being made for the Estee studios on 125th street. The story
S. W. W. R. under the direction of Euof the picture has not been released, but
Miss Binney will cast as the lead or the
gene Spitz, George Terwilleger and Louis
Dunmyre.
" star " as given in the title of the picture.
Pre-release views of the S. W. W. R.
The cast varies from those playing tragedy roles to those of light comedy, and pictures are said to have shown that they
will be among the best pictures that will
includes Constance Binney, Otis Skinner,
Henry Miller, Blanche Bates, William Jef- be released in the coming year.

News

to Play
25

The Srand Theatre, New York City, on
Sunday, May 25, will give its first showof " Whom
the Gods
Would
the ingFirst
National
feature
basedDestroy,"
on the
novel of the same name by Charles R.
Macauley. Joseph L. Plunkett, managing
director of the Strand has been busy planning special music and eifects which will
accompany the picture.
" Whom the Gods Would Destroy," tells
a vivid story of a young inventor and a
pretty Belgian girl who were sent through
a hell of suffering at last to discover happiness. While the war background is entirely subordinated to the love theme, and
there are virtually no battle scenes, yet
one is made to understand the whole
scheme of German ambition, and the rearection.sons for its downfall through clever indi-

"The Courageous Coward"
■ Not a War Picture
Probably because of its belligerent
sounding title, the impression has been
gained in some quarters that " The CouraCoward,"Robertson-Cole
featuring Sessue released
Hayakawa geous
which
through Exhibitors' Mutual, is a war picture. In an announcement this week,.
Robertson-Cole depreciate this impression.
There is not even the faintest hint of war
in " The Courageous Coward." In reality
the story centers about a young Japanese
student who sacrifices position and reputation to protect the man he believes the
girl he loves is about to marry.
" Reclaimed " Is Booked
Elk Photoplays, Inc., reports that they
have closed contracts for their new feature
"Reclaimed," with such first-run houses as
B. F. Keith, Loew, Cashin Enterprises, M.
& S. Circuit, Sidney Cohn, L. Houston,
and many others.

Grace

Darling,

in Picture
'* Virtuous Men,"
S-L
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Cochrane, Dorothy Phillips, P. A. Powers, Mary MacLaren and Priscilla Dean, of Universal
Alpine

Quintet Appears
Metro Feature

in

A decided novelty in the wajr of local
color and real European talent is being
introduced by Metro in the forthcoming
production of E. C. Durling's comedydrama entitled " Almost Married " in
which May Allison is starred.
For the scenes in the Alps, Metro has
engaged Ralph D. Robinson's Alpine Quintet, a musical act including two men and
three girls, who are at present on the
Coast after touring this country in a series
of concert engagements. All the members
of the quintet are musicians, dancers and
yodlers, and Metro intends to use them in
the scenes in and around the Swiss Chalet
and the mountain " shots."
Goldwyn Purchases Five
Samuel Goldwyn announced five new
plays that the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has purchased for production.
" The Wrong Door," by Jesse Lynch
Williams, will star Madge Kennedy; and
Mabel Normand has an unparalleled opportunity to be funny in " Up-Stairs."
" Heartsease
" is the
another
Goldwyn will put into
handsplay
of that
a director
shortly. "Lord and Lady 'Algy'" is the
all-star play by R. C. Carton that gave
William Faversham an extra triumph last
year. Tom Moore will star. The fifth is
a big new Rex Beach production, entitled
" The Girl from Outside."

Carl Laemmle, President of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company

Another
for
Monroe
Salisbury
Universal Announces Completion of Italy and the West. The time depicted is
about a decade ago.
" The Open Road," with a Strong
Tony, the moulder of clay and seller of
Cast in Support of the Star
statues in little Italy, adopts a spindling
<<HTHE OPEN ROAD" is the title of newsie and decides to go West acting
A the latest Universal Special Attractowards the little Tony as' father, mother,
tion starring Monroe Salisbury. They
maiden-aunt and good Samaritan. Before
state that none of their pictures made rehe leaves for the great West and the open
cently has received such praise from those
road he pledged his faith to the beautiful
who have seen the first print.
Carlotta and promised to send for her
when his ranch is well under way.
It was directed by Rupert Julian, star
Kate Billings was the daughter of the
and author of " The Fire Flingers," and
the screen author, Bernard McConville,
bar-keeper. But she hated men who were
weak. When Tony a year after his arrival
with scenario by Elliott J. Clawson.
in Red Butte, whipped the bully of the
A special cast was selected for this pic- place
Kate declared her love. Tony knew
ture, including many of their best known
she cared only for the best man and told
screen characters, namely Rhea Mitchell,
her so. He left behind him on his return
Alice Elliott, Sydney Franklin, Marion
to his cabin a woman scorned. Kate ran
Skinner, Pat Moore, Alfred Allen and
away with the bully, but after he declared
Herschel Mayo.
he was not of the marrying kind she found
Monroe Salisbury-, who has starred for
shelter
in Tony's
The bully
spread cabin.
scandal, but Tony was
Universal in " The Millionaire Pilot, " Hucleared and later when he learns that the
gon the Mighty," " The Guilt of Silence "
beautiful Carlotta has already married he
and his most recent release, "The Light
of Victory," is cast in " The Open Road " overtakes the stage which is carrying Kate
of the picture are laid in New York's little away, holds it up and steals his bride, who
is glad to submit to his embraces.
as Ton}-, an Italian immigrant. The scenes
"Auction of Souls" Receives
Added
Publicity
local committees
of the Committee
for the
THE beginning of a remarkable public
Relief
of
the
Near
East.
Mr. Sites has
support of a feature attraction is seen
forwarded to the headquarters of this
in the voluntary advertising of " Auction
bod}-, in New York, his recommendation
of Souls," the First National picture which
that all interested in the Armenians, the
has been started by the Committee for
the Relief of the Near East (Armenian
Greeks, Syrians, Persians — and all others
who have heen crushed during the war
Branch) of North Texas. As soon as he
had seen " Auction of Souls," C. P. Sites,
period
of Dallas, Texas, director of this relief
" Auctionbyof the
Souls.""infamous Turk" — see
work, is said to have sent out several
Mr. Sites, in his letter, said that he considered Auction
"
of Souls " to be an exthousand personal letters to influential percellent visualization of the atrocities which
sons in his district urging them to see the
were ' visited .upon Aurora Mardiganian,
picture.
His letter was a declaration of sponsorthe Armenian girl, who is the central figship for this film which, under the name
ure of the picture, and her friends.
With the added support of the hundreds
of
"
Ravished
Armenia
"
was
seen
by
the
foremost citizens of a number of the of society people, educators, professional
largest American cities at $10 per seat, it
men and philanthropists who saw " Aucis said, the proceeds being added to the
tion of Souls " when it was shown for
the benefit of the Near East in the
$30,000,000 fund which was raised nationally to send food, medical attention, and
largest cities, this direct propaganda of
other necessaries to the millions perishing
local committees all over the country bids
in the Near East.
fair to give the film one of the most remarkable voluntary advertisements it is
Similar support is to be given " Auctior
of Souls " everywhere it is declared by stated in the history of motion pictures.
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Joseph Poland Sells Story to
Universal Company
Joseph Franklin Poland, well known
screen writer, recently sold to the Universal a story for a big special production,
entitled " The Spitfire of Sevilla," in which
Hedda Nova will be starred. The sale of
this story solves a problem that has long
been troubling Mr. Poland. Before entering the film field, he was head of department in a large New York exporting house.
Here he studied Spanish. Since then he
has often wondered of what value his
knowledge of the language and customs
of Spain was to him, until he conceived
the idea of writing " The Spitfire of SeMore
Better Times " Is a Brentwood Production
by King W. Vidor.
Attentive Directed
Young Lady

ZaSu Pitts Is the

Fairbanks
in the past.
Sahara"
Secured
by productions
Hodkinson
Distributing
Corporation
Obtains
"
Louise
Glaum
in
' Sahara ' has the
North American Rights on J.
best-gowned
role
of
her
screen career,"
Parker Read Special. Stardeclared a Hodkinson official. " She has
ring Louise Glaum
in the role of Mignon Stanley thirty
changes of gowns and was never so beautiHODKINSON CORPORAWW•.
ful and pictorial before in her life. Every
TION announces that it has obgown is a modern one and six of them
tained the complete North American
distribution rights for J. Parker Read,
come direct from Paquin in Paris."
" Sahara " is to be continuously exJr.'s special production, " Sahara," starploited in the trade press and backed up
ring Louise Glaum and personally superwith regional publicity in every motion
vised by Allan Dwan, the story being the
work of C. Gardner Sullivan.
picture zone in the United States and CanIt is stated that Producer Read held
ada. It is marketed by the W. W. Hodback its release date until the completion
kinson Corporation with the color inserts
that appear in the trade press localized for
of nation-wide changes in the Hodkinson
sales organization.
use as advance programs or for distribution in advance of the presentations to
" Sahara " will be offered to exhibitors
audiences everywhere.
under the individual booking policy reIts lithographs and accessories are credcently announced by the Hodkinson Corporation and first releases are scheduled
ited with being the most unusual exploitain a dozen cities for June 1.
tion aids 'that have been provided with
any picture of the season. There are also
Beginning with the basis of a spectacular C. Gardner Sullivan emotional drama,
provided special musical orchestrations for
Allan Dwan has produced what is declared
the benefit of exhibitors everywhere — one
by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld and the other by
to be the most daring picture of his career
Victor Schertzinger.
as a director with Triangle and Douglas
"Break theNewsCHARLES
to Mother"
R.
ture, butHas
it has aHeart
high class Touch
romance as
DIRECTOR OF SALES
well.
It
carries
a
big
punch.
It
is the kind
ROGERS has just sent to Select's
of a picture that starts growing on you
branch managers in twenty-one cities
from the first and by the time it is ended
throughout the country a letter in which
he enthusiastically endorses the box-office
your
heart
throat."the News to
possibilities of . the big special attraction,
It is
trueis in
thatyour" Break
Mother
'
does
not
deal
in any way with
" Break the News to Mother," which, prothe war, and although at the very end the
duced by B. S. Moss, has been acquired
by Select Pictures Corporation for distripicture's leading ■ juvenile — he can scarcely
bution.
be called a hero — is seen in an army uniform, the fact is emphasized in all pubMr. Rogers says : " A line in a Potash
licity and advertising aids that this is not
and Perlmutter play says, ' Nowadays if
you want to entertain people you got to a war picture, but a story of village life.
It is a picture of peace and quiet, of
pretty near break their hearts.' That's
human faith and of mother love.
what ' Break the News to Mother ' • will
do. It is chuck full of heart throbs from
Select is relasing " Break the News to
beginning to end.
Mother " at once, prints having already
been shipped to all exchanges. Advance
" Thousands upon thousands of soldiers
bookings in the Metropolitan district of
are coming home these days. ' Break the
News to Mother ' links up with this, New York forecast the picture's success
in that territory, it is said, for more than
though there is not a single battle scene
in the film nor has it any reference to the fifty separate dates have been booked within a very short time, some of the most
war.
" Mother love is the keynote of the pic- prominent houses being included.

Officials Promoted
Select Pictures

by

Select announces the appointment of J.
A. villa."
Conant as branch manager of the Cincinnati exchange, and W. C. Viebrock as
assistant comptroller for the company.
Mr. Conant was formerly branch manager
Film isCorporation's
Clevelandof General
Exchange, and
said to be known
personally to fully ninety per cent of the
exhibitors in Cincinnati and the Cincinnati
teritory.
Mr. Viebrock, who for the past two years
has been traveling auditor for Select Pictures Corporation, was recently appointed
by Comptroller J. A. Derham to the position of assistant comptroller.
Manheimer Buys Serial
The entire foreign rights, it is announced,
of the thirty-one-reel serial, " The Great
Gamble," have been bought by E. S. Manheimer, with offices at 130 West Fortysixth street, New York. The production
was made by Western Photoplays and was
directed by Sidney Golden. Charles Hitchinson and Anna Luther are the featured
players.

Houdini, in a moment in " The Master Mystery," distributed by Octagon Films, Inc.
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"The
FEW stories forward
Woman" — few productions more
adroitly directed — few dramas so
perfectly acted.
With the simple folk of a small farm
community for its people, "The Unpainted Woman" unreels a drama which,
for realism, strength and depth of feeling, will not soon be forgotten by any
audience.
McElravy, in The Moving Picture World,
says : "The story is original in conception
and unusual in development — firm in its
portrayal of rural types and gripping and
vivid in its pathetic picture of the heroine's struggles to find happiness."
WID

says : "Miss MacLaren

never misses

an opportunity to exert a human appeal."
That's it — human, appeal! That's what
made "Shoreacres" and "The Old Homestead"— and that's what will make "The
Unpainted Woman"— make it one of your
biggest successes of the year.
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ACTION is the key word of " The
Blinding Trail,-' but exhibitors who are
going to show this picture should not lose
sight of the heart interest and the appeal
to the gentler sex by bringing out for all
theythearesame
worth
" twoshould
womenbe care
" element.
At
timethethere
taken
to see that the impression is not left that
this is another of the well konwn "eternal
triangle" pictures.
This is a drama of the north country and
strong men. Even the interiors carry the
atmosphere of the frozen country and, as
pointed out elsewhere, there should be an
especially strong appeal made on this point
by the exhibitors who are going to show
it during the hot weather period. But
while we are pointing these facts out, we
would also let it be known that this is not
one of the dance hall pictures, for most of
the productions that have the snow as their
background find a great portion of their
locale laid in the midst of the " fire water."
Monroe Salisbury is naturally associated
with the manlier class of pictures and with
those that keep things moving. This is no
exception and so the exhibitor will make
no mistake in going after the Salisbury
fans. And he should mention the two
women in the cast who are certain to bring
additional patrons to the theatre.
THE action : To the north woods where
" Big Jim " McKenzie is the fearless
and beloved boss of the lumber camp come
John Halverson, lumber king, and his
daughter Helen and her cousin, Adele
Grey. The two girls are directly opposites
in nature, Helen being the society butterfly,
beautiful, vain and fickle, while Adele is
all-true woman. But both of the girls are

m

Section

on

"Blinding

attracted to the powerful man and when
McKenzie risks his own life and suffers
blindness in saving Helen from death on
the toboggan slide, she practically forces
her cousin to induce McKenzie to propose.
Eye-sight restored, Jim and Helen are
married. A year passes and just as the
child is born to the young couple Jim is
again stricken blind. Here he shows the
nobleness of his nature. Because he does
not want the girl wife to worry for him in
the time .of her trial he arranged to be
started straight for the bed and there
pretends that he can see mother and child.
But of course he cannot long keep the
secret of his renewed affliction and soon
thereafter
to wane.
From theHelen's
momentloveof begins
her arrival
at the
lumber camp
Jean aDuBrey,
McKenzie's
assistant, has had
warm interest
in the
girl who paid no attention to him. But
now his interest is increased because she
is the wife of another while the instinct of
the flirt shows in the wife. She, pretending to still love him, and DuBrey apparently his loyal friend the two carry on their
affair with an openness that attracts the
attention of all the camp except the blind
man.
BUT finally Bill Cairnes, an old employe
and hundred per cent loyal musters up
courage enough to tell McKenzie that there
is a lot of talk about his wife and DuBrey.
Even from this loyal friend McKenzie conceals the fact that he knows this is true by
replying " You can't blame her for not
wanting to spend her days with a blind
man," but at the same time one may guess
that his plans are being laid.
Then there comes a powerful scene where

right he is realizing the true love

Trail

the wife, in the presence of McKenzie,
hands DuBrey a letter arranging for their
elopement and the wife, after kissing her
husband goes to the arms of the other man.
But during all the time of his affliction and
while his wife has been paying attention
to the other man Adele has continued her
devotion and then at the dramatic moment
when he calls for "Helen" and finds her
missing it is then that Adele comes to him.
" You are a beautiful woman, Adele," he
tells her. " I couldn't see it until I was
Though sightless, McKenzie has a perfect sense of direction and distance and
when he finds that his wife is missing he
goes
to DuBrey's
cabinon where
couple
blind."
are
about
to set out
their the
elopement.
Under pretense of talking business he
locates his assistant, then tricks DuBrey
into opening the door for him and in that
position he seizes the villain and the fight
starts — and it is some fight. DuBrey is
finally able to get to his pistol and he fires
the shot which kills — not McKenzie, but
Helen and then the powerful lumber boss
chokes the other to death just as the house
is consumed by fire started by a lamp overturned during the fight.
Outside the cabin Adele finds McKenzie,
his sight restored by a fall that he got during the struggle. Of course, the end is
happiness with the man come to find the
right girl for him.
OF

course you will play the name of
the star strong in your advertising
and will play up scenes in which he appears in your advertising. There is one
point you want to watch : If any of the
pictures that you use, show him blind, with'
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At the left DuBrey pretending his solicitude for McKenzie, at the right the wife and the injured man and in the center the big fight
scene between the blinded man and the friend who attempts to steal his wife
a bandage over his eyes, be sure that the
selling talk makes it clear that this is not
a lasting affliction and that he gains his
sight back in the end.
For somewhat the same reason the title
of the picture should be explained further
so as to get out the full drawing power of
the picture. The blindness does supply a
fine point on which to turn a selling argument :
" While he could see he was blind to real
love and married the wrong woman. It
was only when he was stricken with darkness that he came to see the falseness of
the flirt he had married and the true love
of the other woman. But the light of the
world came back to his eyes and the light
of true love illumined bis heart."
you use
as thetheillustration
of Should'
the scenes
showing
big fight,oneit
should be explained what this is all about
so that there will be an appeal to the
women as well as the male element. And
the wise exhibitor will keep in all his exploitation the idea of the two women, remembering that here he has a selling point
to both sexes and on a clean production.
THIS element, the romance, the action
and then the snow, out-door appeals
are those that you want to include. Now
let's say that you have used a striking cut
• at the top or at least in an upper corner
of the display. Then you will have the
name of the star and there is a line that
you can use that will get attention :
" His name always means action."
— and then follow this with the title.
Then here is a selling talk that gets
all of the angles in
" Here is a mighty drama of the snow
country, a love story of the frozen north
where men's hearts breathe strong. It is a
story of action and of love — of two women
who thought they loved a man — and of the
doodness that triumphed.
" It is a story without liquor and without
a dance hall — of a clean minded lumberman
who was blind in his love until be lost his

sight. And then his heart came to see
aright. With the two women before his
seeing eyes he picked the wrong one, and it
was not until his sight was taken from him
that he came to know the frailty of the one
married and the strength and beauty of the
soul of the other one.
" Then there comes the big fight — it is
truly
fight for
You'll
the
tensesta scene
that love.
you ever
saw thrill
on thewith
screen
— of a blind man and his naked hands
against one armed — and who could see. It
comes out just right and the light of the
world comes back into his eyes while the
light of real love triumphant comes to his
heart and to that of the right girl.
" It's the prettiest, plottiest, liveliest picture we've shown in a long time."
THAT'S
it seems
to be. not
Maketoouplong,
your even
mindif once
that
you. are going to get more people into your
theatre than you would if you depended
only on telling the public that this was a
picture in which a tremendous fight is
staged. This scene is well worth bringing
out, but the other elements are to be considered to make the appeal universal.
Then here is another one :
" Up much
in theabout
frozenwomen
north until
' Big the
Jimdaughter
' didn't
know
and the niece of the lumber king came into
his life. One of them was pretty, vain and
spoiled, yet when he risked his life to save
her she was captivated and her charms
brought his proposal.
" He failed to see the best of her sex in
the other woman, and it was only when he
was stricken blind that he came to realize
their true characters. His wife was about
to elope with another, yet heaven directed
this sightless man to the couple and there
followed a fight that will long live in your
memory.
" He could see again now — the beauties
of the world about him — and the beauty of
the girl whom he really loved. It's just the
sort of a story that is divided between the
thrill and romance — something to keep you

on the edge of your seat all the time and
leave you mighty happy at the end."

scenes showing
NOWboth weof have
women, and if you will
theseillustrated
take the space, you can make a mighty attractive advertisement by using one of
these at each of the upper corners of the
display and then at the bottom you can use
one of the scenes showing the fight But
be sure to take sufficient space so that you
won't have the crowded effect, and then
start your display off :
" Both of these women loved Big
ThisMcKenzie."
should be in two lines of type about
Jim
■ 30 pt, and then it can be followed by this in
considerably smaller, even down to 10 pt.
if the matter is indented sufficiently on
the sides, but we would try to make the
matter run as deep as the figures of the
women :
" He had the keenest eyes in all the northland, but he was blind in matters of love.
One of these was pretty and petted, spoiled
and fickle. She loved to flirt and W
ness won him after he had risked ins luo
and lost his sight in saving her. . . . And
the other girl stood aside, though there was
real love in her heart. . . .
"Then sightless his heart began to see.
In the very room with him his wife and his
supposed friend plotted their elopement.
His cunning divined it and he groped his
way through the snow to thwart the lovers.
How he did and the fight between the blind
man with his naked hands, and the armed
rival who could see is one of the finest
pieces of action you ever saw in a picture.
"Just what happened you must see for
restored
yourself — how Big Jim's sight was
to his eye, and how the light of true love
was put in his heart.
"Which of these was the woman? Which
Then you
the pick?
name " of the star, and the title
would
of the picture should follow and below that
we would run a smaller line :
"It's all out of doors in the snow stuff.
You'll forget there ever was hot weather."

Center, the bride, and at the right the wedding and at the left the accident which brought the romance about

Chance
to Dispel
Heat
Gloom
From
Your
House
in
pleasant
is
show
snowclad
mountains
and then a slight
radiator
active
an
WHILE
New York as this is written many
waterfall at the right of the stage with the
2 GIRL PLAYERS
portions of the country are in the middle
effect of the water running off in the distance. Lights and an electric fan will get
of summer and by the time this picture is
They Should Be Brought Out
the effects.
shown in most sections Old Sol will be
in Your Advertising
With this have a girl in Indian costume
doing his best to discourage motion picture attendance. Here is just the sort of
singing " From the Land of Sky Blue
Water." The rising moon effect can be
wouldandplayputthem
we ally
only
the
a production in which to get the idea of
GHincident
THOU
carried out effectively and further emphasis
greater part of the appeal on
snow and the north country before your
may be made to the coldness by having a
y we would call atsbur
Salitention
patrons. It will make them feel cool, if
to the fact that Helen
campfire burning in the foreground — not a
nothing more, and that psychological apJerome Eddy and Claire Anderson
real one of course — and letting this die
peal will bring many of them into your
down as the moon rises. The stage lights
have the parts of the girl cousins —
theatre.
the two different types of women.
should all be kept dim for this effect.
Miss Eddy has played with a
It is a very simple thing to construct
In case this is not possible an excellent
great share of the best known playsnow scenes in your lobby by using ordisong
for a woman's voice is " Love Is
ers,
including
Mary
and
Jack
Picknary cotton. There should be an outline
Divine." This may be then carried into
ford, Dustin Farnum, George Beof mountains and if possible a trail leading
the picture as the theme.
ban and many others. She has redown the center and disappearing in the
cently scored a big hit in another
" The Song of Songs " or " Love's Old
distance. This display should be high
production
and her work has atSweet Song" are excellent substitutes.
try.
tracted
attention
all
over
the
counIn using any of these have the girl singer
enough up to be out of the reach of chilin
a filmy white dress so as to keep the cool
dren who might be tempted to sample the
Claire Anderson was formerly in
effect prevailing.
snow to test its reality. Scene pictures
Keystone comedies. Every one will
which show the snow scenes should be
remember her. Tell your public
HERE is a case where we would not
largely used and further atmosphere can
that she has not been " promoted "
suggest introducing the theme too
and
that
they
will
find
her
fascinatbe gained with snowshoes and furs.
often, and you will get a better effect.
ing
in
a
serious
role.
In case of particularly warm weather the
There is a place after McKenzie has heard
use of electric fans blowing over concealed
the old man tell about his wife, when he
cakes of ice and directly toward the street
calls " Helen " and the other girl gets up
This is especially good if used in adcan be used profitably if you simply get
vance of the announcement of the picture
and comes to him. At the call the orchestra should become tacit and then let the
the flood of cool air effect without a gale
in the newspapers, or used in card form
of direct draft that may offend the women.
to be sent to your mailing list.
theme be introduced as Adele comes forward. The music scores have suggested
Here is also an opportunity to get cousing the theme first with the two girls
operation from the drug stores and various
CXHIBITORS who make it a point of
concerns that have cool drinks. For a entering the room after the accident, but
*—t sending circular letters to their patrons
we believe that is too far in advance.
can get one by following either of the sell- week before the showing get one of them
Any one of the three songs that we have
ing talks that we have used and making a to name a very cold drink " The Blinding
suggested
as a vocal number can be carried
couple of references to the fact that this is Trail," and then advertise it with cards
in as the theme. There is also suggested
saying that it is " The coldest thing in
a story of the snow country.
Martin's " Yesterthoughts," and when the
drinks. It'll make you forget there ever
This also offers a chance for a teaser
picture
was given its pre-release showing
wasYour
such advertising,
a thing as hot
campaign. Get from your local weather
whenweather."
you announce
at the Broadway, New York, Victor Herbert's "Sweethearts " was used.
bureau each day the readings of the therthe picture, will act as a reflex that will
There can be a pretty touch added with
mometer; pick the highest one and then
boost the drink for the dealers. Combined
the scene where Helen and her baby are
use boxes scattered through the paper
with the newspaper teaser stuff the stunt
reading :
will work especially well.
seen in the bed and " Sing Me to Sleep "
can be played. Any lullaby may be used
THERE should be either a song sugand then with the title " It's a boy,"
gestive of the north and the wild life here,
Temperature 88 on the streets
" My Little Billiken " will get the audiences
as
the
prelude
to
the
picture,
or
a
well
of Sweetwater Yesterday, but 20
going.
Norwegian
for most " of
the snow Suite
stuff "andcantheberestused
of
known love song. There can be a clever
Below on " The Blinding Trail "
effect here by a special effect which will the music should be of the higher order.
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Important,

"pOME
OUT OF THE KITCHEN,"
^ the Paramount-Marguerite
Clark
photoplay which was the feature at the Rialto theatre in New York the week of
May 11, received exceptionally favorable
comments from all of the papers, including
the trade press.
Clara S. Beranger, who has been supplying continuities and stories to Famous
Players-Lasky at the rate of at least one
a month, did the continuity of " Come Out
of the Kitchen," with the result that opinions have proven that continuities are not
the least important thing in film production. Concerning this latest picture', Miss
Beranger said : " It is not always that a
screen adaptation of a stage play can
satisfy a public familiar with the stage
version, but in ' Come Out of the Kitchen '
the general verdict seems to be that the
screen version goes a step further even
than the stage play in getting laughs and
in holding the interest of the public. This
was proven at every performance during
the picture's run on Broadway."
Regarding the part she had in making
" Come Out of the Kitchen " the good
picture that it is, Miss Beranger declined
to talk, but concerning any story for a
picture she said : " The personality of the
star has much to do with putting over a
photoplay, but too much stress cannot be
laid on the importance of continuity. To
make a successful picture out of a successful play requires not only an accurate
knowledge of the technique of the screen
hut also the power to eliminate and build
up wherever it may be necessary to carry
on the interest of the photoplay."
World

Film Describes
announce their rePictures
WORLD
leases for June and these include five
big pictures. Evelyn Greeley leads off on
June 2 with " Phil for Short," written by
Clara S. Beranger and Forrest Halsey and
directed by Oscar Apfel. Hugh Thompson
appears as her leading man.
Second on the list for the month comes
" Thru' the Toils," which is scheduled for
release on June 9. Koby Kohn wrote the
story and Harry O. Hoyt is the director.
Montagu Love celebrates his re-entrance
into picture work by starring in this production.
Two new comers appear in the World
release scheduled- for June 16. They are
Betty Compson and George Larkin, who
are co-starred in "The Devil's Trail," a
story of the great out doors directed by
Stuart Paton. The story of this produc-

Says

Miss

Beranger

Adolph Zukor, President of Famous PlayersLasky, Welcomes
Back Capt.
Former Studio
ManagerAl Kaufman,
In doing the continuity for " Come Out
of the Kitchen " it is generally conceded
that Miss Beranger has not only succeeded
in maintaining the charm of the original
play and given Miss Clark an unusuallygood chance to display her charm and
comedy power but she has also added many
original touches that have done much
toward making " Come Out of the Kitchen " the success that it promises to be.
Its Five June Releases
tion is laid in the Canadian northwest, a
region ripe in romance and action where
full blooded men and women live, love and
hate. Miss Compson has appeared in a
number of Christie comedies and big feature productions. Mr. Larkin made many
friends by his recent appearance in a serial,
" Hands Up."
June Elvidge appears on June 23 in
"Loave and the Woman," a story written
by Philip Lonergan with the scenario prepared by Giles R. Warren. Tefft Johnson
is the director. Philip Hatkin handled the
camera. Prominent in the cast are George
MacQuarrie, Rod La Rocque, Laura Burt
and Ed Roseman.
The final release for the month is a

Picture

News

Arthur H. Sawyer Back
from Trade Tour
Arthur H. Sawyer, one of the members
of the firm of S-L Pictures, returned to
New York this week following a countrywide trip in the interests of " Virtuous
Mr. Sawyer visited several of the largest
cities
Men.". in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio, as well
as many of the far Western States. He reports that " Virtuous
" is
meetingof
with tremendous
success Men
in all
sections
the country which have already been disposed of to state rights buyers.
Arthur S. Hyman, of Detroit, Michigan,
who is handling the S-L production for
Indiana, Illinois and Michigan has already
received an unusual amount of first-run
bookings from leading exhibitors.
Garson's " Hushed Hour "
Opens in Detroit
Harry Garson's second Blanche Sweet
production, " The Hushed Hour," was
given its first public presentation in Detroit on May 18 at the Broadway Strand —
mier.
scene of " The Unpardonable Sin " pre•Mr. Garson is very sanguine he will duplicate his phenomenal success with the
latter, it is stated, and points with a great
deal of pride to the cast, which is said to
be all-star, and the fact that the story is
entirely different from the usual run of
screen offerings.
In the cast are : Milton Sills, Mary Anderson, Harry Northrup, Gloria Hope,
Rosemary Theby, Wilfred Lucas, Wyndham Standing, Lydia Knott, Winter Hall,
Bennie Alexander, Edward M. Kimball,
Norman Selby (Kid McCoy) and Blanche
Sweet.
Methodists to Use Films
Arrangements have been consummated
by representatives of several of the large
film producers and of the Methodist Missionary Centenary for the use, on a scale
it is said far larger than has ever before
been attempted by any denomination, of
motion pictures as a leading feature of this
Protestant
body's Centenary
Amrican Methodist
Missions Celebration
at Columbus,of
Ohio, June 20 to July 13.

MadgestoryEvans
picture,
" HomewasWanted."
The
for this
production
written
bv Lucv Sarver.

for "Sunup'
Cotton
Lucy
BaconwhoSigns
Gerald BACON,
president
of Independent
Sales CorporaGERALD
formed, recently, his own producing company,
tion, is a popular stage favorite, her latest
announces that he has signed Lucy Cotton,
success in the spoken drama being " Turn
stage star, for his first production, a screen
to Mr.
the Bacon
Right " will
and announce
" Up in Mabel's
Room."
the supporting
version of Max Marcin's play, " Substitute
cast
within
the
next
week.
Oliver
D.
Bailey
Prisoner,"
retitled
" Sunup,"
production
of
which will
be started
nexttheweek
at the
will direct under the personal supervision
of Mr. Bacon. His first feature will be
Bacon-Backer studio.
Miss Cotton, the star of the first Bacon
released in June. Basil Dickey wrote the
scenario.
production to be released by Frank G. Hall,

Lucy
Cotton,
in Independent
Gerald Bacon's
" Sunup,"
through
Sales feature,
Corp.

May
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The first annual beefsteak dinner of the Famous Players-Lasky employees. New York Exchange, held on May 6. In the picture are Adolph Zukor,
Lasky, W. Greene, C. Burr, E. Zukor and A. Lichtman
Jesse
" Ravished Armenia " Has
"The thatWesterne
White's
for will
Cast
Strong
A N all-star cast
it is reported
make
the personality
exactly belongedrs"
to the
Telling 24-Sheet
One of the strongest business getting 24
its appearance when Benjamin B. roles she was picked for.
sheets recently designed it is declared, is Hampton presents his visualization of
Roy himStewart
"The
Westerners"
that being sent out by First National to
gives
the firstsays
chance
he has
had to do
Stewart Edward White's famous novel,
a
really
conscientious
piece
of acting.
advertise "Auction of Souls," the feature
" The Westerners." With no stars under
Cheyenne Harry, the role portrayed by Mr.
contract to exploit, Mr. Hampton was free
which originally was known as "Ravished
Stewart, is a big-hearted young miner
Armenia," and which tells the story of an
to pick actors for the parts, and the result
whose admirers are limited only by the
Armenian girl who lived through the terwas
a
cast
of
star
players
that
has
never
rors inflicted by the Turks from 1915 to
population of the town.
before been equalled it is said.
1917.
Wilfred Lucas attracted much attention
No introduction is needed to Mildred
several years ago for his performance in
Officials of First National had first hand
Manning, Roy Stewart, Wilfred Lucas and
" Acquitted," a D. W. Griffith picture that
opportunity when this poster was put up on
Robert McKim. Each one is a star in his introduced Bessie Love to the screen. To
New York boards to observe its effectiveown right, it is said, and in " The Westness. At various points in the city they
Robert McKim, one of the screen's most
erners "each not only has the best role of famous villains, falls the role of Michael
noted a high percentage of pedestrians stop
his career, but each has realized his or her
to gaze.
Lafond, the
MeKim's
stage road
experiencehalf-breed.
covers eight years
of stock,
greatest possibilities,
is stated.
The Jane
remainder of the cast itcontains
Mary
The twenty-four sheet is an ideal combicompanies, repertory and vaudeville.
nation of attractive lettering, presenting
Irving, Graham Pettie, Clark Comstock
Graham Pettie, one of the screen's most
the most telling facts about the feature, and
popular and versatile character men, is
and Frankie Lee, and none of their characof large pictorial representations of the
ters is submerged for the stars.
cast as Professor Welch, the absent-minded
leading figures in the story strikingly posed.
old scientist. Clark Comstock is the only
Mildred Manning did not " happen " to actor cast as an Indian. The two children
get the dual role of Prue Welch and Molly
in the picture are Mary Jane Irving and
Laf ond. In referring to her work in " The
Frankie Lee.
Westerners " Miss Manning was chosen
" The Westerners " was produced by
we're
her previousMr.pictures
manyMr.of Hampton,
because
Mr. Hampton. E. Richard Schayer wrote
viewed by
White and
Mr. Sloman, the director, and she was
the continuity, and Edward Sloman directed. It is to be released at an early date.
found to possess the dramatic ability and

Mae

Murray,

in Universal
" The Big Little Person,"

"As a Man
Thinks" Is Mr.
Praised
Talbot in Newby
York Exhibitor
at the Hotel Aluth
of-mo
wordand
aper
newsp
gonquin,
where
he
received
his daily box
T tising combined will do for a
WHAadver
office
reports
from
his
Denver
associates.
strong motion picture was reported last
" As a Man Thinks " opened to a one day's
week in Denver where the first Harry
record business for the house, built up his
Raver-Augustus Thomas-Four Star screen
box office level still farther with each sucdrama, " As a Man Thinks," made a record
ceeding day and wound up its week by giving us the best Saturday we have had in
for itself and for Talbot's America theatre, Denver.
more than a year.
In advance of its first presentation at the
" The Denver newspapers accorded the
picture unusual attention, especially in view
Manager Talbot advertised " As
America,
of the fact that pictures are not reviewed
a Man Thinks " liberally and more especially so because he was leaving for New
by critics after their first showing. This
York for his annual spring trip.
is the kind of dramatic production that
" It was the kind of production I felt I causes patrons to talk and the effect of
their talking is visible in the box office
could safely leave on my screen to sustain
the America's volume of patronage," said
receipts."
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the

Featuring

Great

the APES"
Cast
bi$
chal-

of
of TARZAN
Star
ed
pelebrat
and
CUNAPD
GPACE
With
its new
releases
Universal
14th
June
ON

lenge serial— "ELMO
THE
MIGHTY"— featuring ELMO
LINCOLN,
celebrated
Star of
.
I

"TARZAN

OF

THE

APES."

and
" TARZAN"
played
have
who
Exhibitors
even those who haven't but who have heard of the
records established by that production will in a
flash understand the advertising possibilities of the
Star

of "TARZAN"
ten for Lincoln.
In addition

CUNARD,
the globe.
Within

in

to ELMO

whose

a

special

LINCOLN,

popularity

the next

big

serial

you

get GRACE

in serial extends

ten days advertising

writ-

and

'round

publicity

campaign books will be forwarded to Exhibitors throughout the country. If you do not get your copy notify your
nearest Universal Exchange. This new book carries
elaborate props entirely complete and ready for all
theatres.
Because of the sameness in advertising claims of all competitive serials
we ask you to review as many episodes of this new serial that you can,
and let the serial itself win its own booking. That's the test. Your
nearest Universal Exchange will handle your booking now in advance.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

Motion

Picture

News

To the Left Is a Moment in the Norma Talmadge Production, " The New Moon," for Select. In the Center Marion Davies Dines in " Getting
Mary Married," and at the Right Is a Riotous Moment in " Bolshevism on Trial."
Ince Will Produce
Ralph for Selznick
in Picture Making
Apfel Talks on Abuses
<i/^"ORRECTING abuses in picture makthe ' fillum ' magnate. Within twenty-four
Myron Selznick announces that he has
hours the director is supposed to have shot
Vj ing," says Oscar Apfel, who is directjust closed a contract whereby Ralph Ince
about forty scenes. It's all wrong, AlgerShort," a
Phil beforreleased
in "will
Greeley
ing Evelyn
the Selznick Pictures CorWorld
Picture,
which
in
non. You may have hit a bull's-eye the first will produceporation.for
The first of the Ralph Ince protime
you
ever
had
a
rifle
in
your
hands.
June, " has been deferred until it has come
But you have never done it since. Neither
to the time when either steps must be taken
ductions will be Eugene O'Brien's debut as
to make a radical move or the industry will
a Selznick star, " The Perfect Lover."
can it be done in pictures twice in succesThis is not Mr. Ince's first connection
sion.
suffer by being regarded as just a makewith Selznick productions. It was he who
" You can't draft a pretty girl from a
shift to get the dimes from an entertaindirected Robert Warwick in " The Argyle
department store, and the next day expect
ment-hungry public. We cannot go much
Case," one of the first Selznick productions
further along the road we have traveled, if her to make Sarah Bernhardt look like an
when Lewis J. Selznick launched his open
amateur actress at a church entertainment.
we expect to get anywhere. Indifference,
booking campaign. Following this success,
carlessness, time killing, rank extravagance
To get the best results the director must
Mr. Ince placed to his credit a long list
are the characteristics of picture-making.
have people working with him that he does
of big photodramas, notable among which
The stories and continuities disclose very
not have to tell when to breathe, bat an
were " Today " and " The Corespondent."
little originality. To much dependency is eyelid, raise their finger, or do the simple
Among the stars he has directed are Anita
placed on the patience of the public who
little things that a six-year-old child would
Stewart, Florence Reed, Olga Petrova,
are asked to accept anaemic development
do naturally as a result of a situation.
Robert Warwick, Elaine Hammerstein, and
is
what
with
These are but a few of the things that are
of plot, and must be satisfied
others.
wrong in picture making, and the sooner a
Mr. Ince will begin work immediately
given them on the principle of, ' If you
little horse sense is shown in the making
don't take it, then leave it.'
upon
the Eugene O'Brien picture, " The
" To begin with we start off wrong with
of picture plays the longer the industry will
Perfect Lover." This story is based upon
our stories. You can't write a good story
endure and the entire fraternity will profit
a tale by Leila Burton Wells, " The Naked
between grape fruit and griddle cakes, and
by employing sane, sensible methods in Truth," which ran in Harper's Magazine.
Clarat
by the time luncheon is served
manufacturing entertainment for the milidge's, the story is sold, and a continuityto
writer turns his finished product over
lions of picture patrons."
Describes the Ruben
and Finkelstein Policy
Telling of the methods of himself and
owntein,
Finkels
L.
M.
and
IH.
of fifteen theatres in St. Paul and his partner, Mr. Finkelstein said : " Our
• ers RUBEN
plan is to see the picture, if possible. Of
Minneapolis, and holders of the First Nacourse, it is a picture which contains the
tional Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for that best
star obtainable. We do not consider
territory, have solved to their satisfaction
anything
Long ago we decided that
the difficult question of selecting profit- it did not else.
pay us to show the cheaper sorts.
able special features to be shown in their
houses.
" Having seen the picture and decided
The exhibitor everywhere is said to be that it is a big one, we go the limit on
troubled with the question of whether he advertising. It was this way with the
shall take a picture which may cost $25 to recent Anita Stewart film, " Virtuous
Wives." - *We knew the title was good, felt
$50 a day, with fairly well-known stars,
the power of Owen Johnson's name and of,
and advertise it very heavily, or whether
Miss Stewart as a drawing card, but we
he shall contract for a film which may cost
wanted to see the picture, and be comas much as $100 a day, and carry the bigpletely convinced.
gest stars.
" We were not disappointed upon seeing
Years of experience have led Ruben and
the picture. We were made enthusiastic.
Finkelstein to decide upon a fixed policy. At once the order was given for big adThey have studied the margin of profit
vertising displays. The newspapers were
carefully, and having selected a careful
given half-page ads, and preparations were
routine, stay hy it regularly, it is reported.
made for liberal use of the billboards."

Mildred
donkey,

Manning, Edward Sloman and the
in through
" The Westerners,"
distributed
Hodkinson
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Three Interesting Moments in ' The Red Lantern," of Which Production Nazimova is the Star. The Picture is Rated as Her Best Since She Entered
the Field of Silent Drama
Monarch Buys Lears
in St. Louis

Stock

The Monarch Film Sen-ice of Memphis,
Term., has purchased the entire stock and
offices of the Lears Theatre Supply Co.,
located at 420 Market street, St. Louis,
Mo. The firm will take full charge and
operate one of the largest machine supply
houses in that part of the country under
the name of the Monarch Theatre Supply
Service. The St. Louis office will be operated in addition to the company's offices
in Memphis.
Extra! Extra!! Extra!!!
The Ohio Board of Censorship, through
Mrs. Maude Murray Miller, one of its
members, announces that if the proposed
YVillard-Dempsey fight at Toledo, July 4,
does not show too much brutality, the
films will be allowed to be exhibited in
Ohio.
The censors have not indicated upon
whose judgment regarding the brutality
they will depend to base their decision.

Mabel Normand, in Her Latest Goldwyn
Picture, " When Doctors Disagree "

"Joyous Trouble Maker"
Next
the Wm.
ground andFarnum's
to which he feels
he is
own auby a well-kn
book purchas
ANOTHER
just as entitled to as the original discoverer.
ed as material
thor has been
Burning with indignation, Beatrice sends
for a production starring William Farnum.
several of her men to oust him off the
This is " The Joyous Trouble Maker," by
ranch, but they prove to be old friends,
Jackson Gregory, the popular magazine
with absolute faith in his honesty — so they
writer and novelist, author of " The Outabandon the task. Joe Embry, confidenlaw," "The Short Cut," " The Wolf Breed,"
tial adviser to Beatrice and an unscrupu" Six Feet Four " and innumerable short
stories.
lous character, persuades Beatrice that
Steele is a crook. The fighting Corliss
" The Joyous Trouble-Maker " is a
spirit asserts itself in the girl, who cuts
story of the west. In it William Farnum
off Dick's supplies. Unknown to Beatrice,
will appear as Dick Steele, the calm, almost
however, three of Embry's men jump Dick
presumptuous, happy-go-lucky " mining
only to receive a thorough thrashing
engineer,* gentleman of adverse fortune.
for their pains. From this on the story
Lord of an empty pocketbook and a full has
many interesting incidents.
heart," who defies Beatrice Corliss, owner
It is not yet decided when William
of the Queen's Ranch, the Little Giant Gold
Farnum will begin work on " The Joyous
Mine and many millions of dollars besides
Trouble Makers," but it is said that J.
— all inherited from wealthy and autocratic
Godon Edwards will direct the production
parents. Beatrice orders Dick Steele off as well as a number of others which are
her ranch, where he has staked out eighty
to be made for Mr. Farnum from wellacres. Dick laughs at her orders and
known novels, the rights to which have
threats and continues his search for a tion.
been acquired by the Fox Film Corporasecret gold cache, which he believes is in
William
L. Sherrill Returns
to New
York
meritorious
one
and
two-reel
pictures
WILLIAM L. SHERRILL. president of
seems to have been vindicated by the conthe Frohman Amusement Corporation, alighted from the Twentieth Century
tracts which greeted me at my New York
in New York, thereby bringing to a close a
office. It might be surprising for the industry to learn that more than seventy per
three months' trip to his Los Angeles stucent, of the entire world has been sold
dio, where the Texas Guinan two-reel
on the Westerns and Comedies without a
Westerns and the Mack Swain single-reel
Comedies are being produced.
cancellation clause in any contract, and with
At his office Mr. Sherrill gave the fol- a substantial deposit on each one, and that,
lowing interview to a representative of
without the showing* of a foot of film or
the News:
even so much as a still photograph.
" I have always believed in our produc" In the making of these shorter length
tions, primarily because I have put every
subjects it is not to be assumed that I
ounce of endeavor into turning out what
have abandoned the production of features.
I believed to be extraordinary box-office
This company will continue to turn out
attractions, but in the case of the Texas
the larger attractions. The story for the
Guinan Westerns and Mack Swain Comenext seven-reel picture has been chosen by
dies, I am here to say that the Frohman
me, and I should say will measure up to the
Amusement Corporation, even in these
best that has been produced heretofore."
short length productions, being the first we
Mr Sherrill has not determined finally
have ever made, will astound the exhibthe length of his stay in New York, but il
itors, and give the public something altois possible that he will return to the West
gether new and original.
Coast in about a month.
" My judgment as to the demand for
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Rothapfel Showing Packs
the Rialto
The occasion for the showing of the
first Rothapfel Unit Programme on Friday, May 9, was more of a national film
occasion than purely a local one. At the
invitation of Samuel L. Rothapfel a large
number of out of town exhibitors and
editors of daily newspaper photoplay departments came to the city, remaining as
the producer's guests during all the time
they were here.
The Rialto theatre was crowded to the
roof when the exhibition began at shortly
after ten in the morning and besides being
attended by these visitors, a large number
of representative men of the trade were

Larry Semon, Vitagraph Comedy Star and Director, with his assistant, M. S. Pebbles, look over
a script amid pleasant surroundings /
Hodkinson
Promises Big Summer
Productions
IN contrast with all of the prevailing standfactor has been doing is said to be immediards of the industry, Benjamin B. Hampately apparent.
ton and the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Mr. White's story is described as having
declare that they are to release in June, been made on all-star lines instead of folJuly and August a sequence of bigger prolowing the single-star standards.
ductions than have ever before been
Every
role in " The Westerners " is delaunched in the United States during the
clared to be filled by a player who has been
summer months.
starred frequently by the larger companies
They expect that not only exhibitor but of the industry. If ever there was a picture that would have carried itself when
producer interest in this innovation will
be keenly revealed in a few weeks, when
merely
wellsocast,
The Westerners
" would
have done
it is "stated,
and they announce
Stewart Edward White's first screen pro- that for this very reason Mr. Hampton has
duction,The
"
Westerners," the initial proon the added attractions in the form
duction of Great Authors' Pictures, Inc., piled
begins playing in the principal cities of the of stars.
Roy Stewart, Mildred Manning, Robert
country.
McKim, Graham Pettie, Wilfred Lucas and
" The Westerners " negative and working
little Mary Jane Irving are all stars of tnis
prints have just been received from the drama of the gold rush into the Black Hills
California studios, where Mr. Hampton has
of Dakota. The directorial work of Edward
Sloman contributes still another element to
been working for months, and the importance of the work that this new producing
the production.
Circuit
Bookings
Trial"
THE entire circuit
of Marcus Loewfor
The- "Bolshevism
the various Loew houseson
to stimulate
pubatres in New York and Brooklyn is
lic interest in the neighborhood can be
taken from the exploitation methods used
playing " Bolshevism on Trial," Select Picby Manager Dolinsky of the Avenue B
tures' special attraction, to box-office figtheatre. The usual exhibition hours for
ures which are reported as setting records
the Avenue B are from 1 to 11 P. M. ; to
in many houses on this circuit.
The records made in the Loew theatres
accommodate the crowds which came to see
back up the experiences of enterprising ex" Bolshevism on Trial " he opened the house
from 10 in the morning until midnight
hibitors throughout the entire country who
daily.
are said to be availing themselves of the
exceptional exploitation possibilities of
The Avenue B theatre is in a neighborhood populated largely by recent Jewish
" Bolshevism on Trial," and consequently
are declared to be " cleaning up " on this immigrants, and accordingly Manager Dotimely Select Special.
linsky got out special fliers and a half-sheet
printed in both Jewish and English, in adLoew's Delancey Street, 116th Street and
Avenue B theatres in Manhattan ; Burland
dition to the striking paper furnished by
Select.
theatre in the Bronx, and the Metropolitan
theatre in Brooklyn lead in the business
He made liberal use of cut-outs made
from this paper, which he pasted on the
theys have done with this Select Special,
hut the other Loew theatres are also said to mirrors and doors of his theatre lobby —
inexpensive but with a good selling punch.
b<5 achieving fine results with this producIt is declared that his attendance broke all
tion.
An example of the means employed by records.

present.
At the conclusion of the showing of the
Unit Programme, activities were adjourned
until the evening when Mr. Rothapfel
tended his friends and guests a banquet
at the Hotel Astor.
All those who assisted in turning out
the first programme, including the casts of
the feature and comedy pictures were also
present. The bill of fare included a number of delicacies appropriately named after
various members of the producing organization and the Indepenedent Sales and
Film Clearing House corporations.
Following the dinner there were several
speeches by heads of the trade press,
dramatic editors and others. Those at the
speakers table surrounding Mr. Rothapfel
were Taylor Holmes, E. Lloyd Sheldon,
author of " False Gods," the feature of the
programme, Frank Hall, president of the
Independent Sales Corporation and Film
Clearing House through which the programme is distributed, Tom Oliphant of
the Evening Mail, S. J. Kaufman of the
Globe, Louella Parsons of the Telegraph,
Lesley Mason of the Trade Review, George
Blaisdell of the Moving Picture World and
William
A. Johnston, Motion Picture
News.
All efforts
the speakers
Rothapfel's
first
in the praised
producingMr.line.

Stewart Edwa First
d White,
Author Inc.,
of "The
Westerners,"
Great Authors,
Production, Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson
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Special

Shirley

Mason

THOSE who are going to show Shirley
Mason in " The Final Close Up "
should never for a moment get serious in
their exploitation. Here is a picture that
at times becomes almost a burlesque on
motion pictures, for the heroine is an ardent "fan " and longs to live such situations as she has seen on the screen — and
does — with the result that you are getting
a laugh almost every minute.
The motion picture angle should be kept
strongly to the fore. You have here a
laugh almost ever}- minute.
This motion picture angle should be
kept strongly to the fore. You have here
a particularly fine chance to appeal to
the girl element of your community, for
if there are any of them in your section
who do not cherish an ambition to show
their talents on the screen then they are
included in the class that want to live such
romances. And it is such a human angle
Another element that should be kept to
the fore is the seashore resort and we
would certainly use pictures of Miss Mason in a bathing suit in some of the advertising. Itgets in the idea of coolness
that is certainly going to appeal to audiences during the warm season. And
then if your exploitation is ^long the
light and humorous angles you will be
sure to let everyone see that there is nothing "heavy
" heje— no problems for sultry
weather
solving.

'"THIS is the story: Nora Nolan is an
*■ orphan, daughter of a street excava-
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tor and a washer woman, and she has to
work in the basement of a department
store where it is as hot as blue blazes.
There Jimmie Norton, Irish, too, but whose
father has become a millionaire, first sees
her. Jimmy has refused to enter his
father's business and is a reporter on the
local daily and he goes to Featherstone's
store in search of a story and there sees
Nora topple over, overcome by the heat.
Result is that the manager gives her a
vacation so that she may recover — a vacation with four dollars and twenty cents as
her total capital. But Jimmy has overheard enough of her conversation with the
other girls to know her longing for romance and her financial situation. He is
perfectly willing to work for his own living, but for Nora's sake he touches his
father for $200, and gets it with the warning that it is the last.
" Nothing gives a boarding house such
a crack between the eyes as to have some
one croak in it " is the observation of
Nora's landlady as the girl staggers into
the house, but a few moments later the
$200 conies to the girl from a mysterious
source and she resolves that it is to pay
for the good time she has been longing
for. So off to fashionable Winchester-bythe-Sea, where the exclusive set holds
forth as a sort of a club, she goes.
JIMMY has turned in his story which
is a terrible roast on conditions at
Featherstone's stone, and as Featherstone
is one of the chief supports of the paper

Close-up

Jimmy loses the job. But he isn't worrying, because he knows that he can get fifteen a week and his board playing on the
Winchester
Hotelthatbaseball
and 'without suspecting
Nora team
has picked
the
same happy hunting ground thither he
But the society folk resent very much
the intrusion of Nora and her. little Irish
ways
goes. cause them to absolutely ignore her.
Only one, Lloyd Gregory, posing as a
suitor of Emily Westervelt-Moore, one of
the society girls, even notices her, and
he with an ulterior motive, but he soon
finds that
won'tsome
stand clever
for anycomedy
freshness.Nora
There are
scenes that show her troubles at the hotel
and there is a laugh and a little of the
French spirit when Nora is shown using
heY
the " First breaks
Nationalis Bank:"
One stocking
of her as
unfortunate
to buy
from a shop in the hotel a summer outfit
that had been the property of Emily the
summer before, and the rest of the guests
are quickly informed of that fact.
Just then Jimmy arrives on the scene
and is heartily greeted by the guests, especially by Emily who is determined to
catch the rich youth. But at the first ball
game Jimmy runs on Nora and they renew the friendship begun at the chance
meeting in the store. Then seeing the way
that she is treated by the others, Jimmy
confesses the truth of the Irish girl's station and begs Emily to pretend to be her
friend and help the shopgirl have the time
of her life for two weeks. But instead of

Center Nora at work in the department store basement store,
at rig
ht hertrue
"First National Bmk" and at the left she finds her movie
romance
coming
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In the center Nora puts the flirt in his place, at the right her cleverness make the haughty society girl her victim and at the left she is
getting close to happiness
consenting to that Emily guesses at the interest of Jimmy and tells the guests with
the result that they go to the management
with the demand that she be turned out.
But Nora has the wit to know her rights
and refuses to budge.
OUT of the pity for the girl something
else comes and Jimmy and she become constant companions. It is while
they are in bathing that Gregory, who is
really a thief, loots the bathhouses, getting away with jewels and money, including the remainder of Nora's " roll." Even
then Nora refuses to call the game over,
but for the time keeps her loss secret and
goes ahead bravely.
Still smarting under his rebuff Gregory
sees a chance to " get even " and at the
same time further protect himself by suggesting that Nora is the thief and as she
has made no complaint of her loss it is
made all the easier. Then Emily determines to carry the game still further and
goes to Nora's room to hide her own
jewelry there so that the girl will be convicted. But while she is starting out Nora
comes in just in time to see the society
girl dart into the bathroom. A turn of
the key and Emily is a prisoner.
Then come the searchers. They find the
jewelry which the mother recognizes as
Emily's, but again the Irish wit is there
for she replies that certainly it belongs
to her " dear friend Emily " who has put
it there while taking a bath and then goes
to the door and releases the girl who,
after being a prisoner four hours, and
afraid Nora will denounce her has to enact the role arranged. Of course, she is
vindicated while the rest of the guests are
stunned with the sight of Emily and Nora
arm in arm.
BUT in the hour of her triumph she confesses to the hotel manager that she,
too, has been robbed and offers to work
for the board she owes. He sends her to
the kitchen as a dishwasher, but Jimmy
is called home by the illness of his mother.
Her evenings Nora spends along the beach,
alone, and it is here that she overhears

Gregory and his confederate laying their
plans to rob the hotel safe that night and
make their get-away.
That same evening Jimmy has confessed
to his father that he is in love and the
old man declares that he will have no society girl in his family and when he hears
the truth that it is a little Irish girl he
orders his automobile and the two start
for Winchester, arriving just in time, for
the robbers have overcome the night clerk
and are about to blow the safe as Nora,
from her hiding place in a chest and armed
with a huge sauce pan confronts them.
Father and son overpower the thieves and
the hotel is aroused.
Out on the veranda Jimmy proposes, at
the same time revealing that he is the one
that sent the $200 and that his father is
a millionaire. " I know what happens to
a poor girl when she marries a millionaire's
son," she declares, but the father who has
been listening answers her with " This is
what happens," and then kisses the girl.
Then the two are alone again and Nora
whispers to him that in the movies they
always have the " final close-up " and we
get the scene very realistically.
HERE is a case where it doesn't matter if you do " give away " the plot,
for the interest is in the way that it is
handled. The three elements to work in
are the shop girl idea, the longing for a
" movie " romance and a happy ending.
We would prefer to use as the illustrations for the advertising, if you prepare
your own, the ones showing Nora and
Jimmie in bathing suits or the one showing the "orfinal
" with herthewith
girl thein
his arms
thatclose-up
which shows
sauce pan in her hand defying the burglars.
Then here is a selling argument :
" She was a poor little shop girl and
mighty pretty. But the only romance that
she knew was those that she saw in the
movies. And she just loved the movies, and
to her the best part of them was the ' closeup ' which showed the heroine in the
hero's arms. But alas, she thought, no such
luck for her.
" But a week later she was right in the

midst of it. She was the guest at a fashionable resort, with haughty society dames,
who wouldn't notice her all around. Then
there were crooks and a big robbery, and a
plot that she overheard and foiled and she
was a real heroine. And don't forget that
there was a close-up in her story — just the
sort that she — and you — like to see."
Then this one :
" Her Irish wit and cleverness came in
handy when little Nora Nolan, shop girl
and orphan was thrown right in the midst
of a regular movie plot.
" Only last week she was sweltering in the
basement of a department store and today
she was the guest at a fashionable seaside
hotel. All around her were rich • society
people who snubbed her and a fresh
' villain ' whom she soon put in his place.
" Then there was a scandal. She first
checkmated a plot against her and turned
the table on a society girl, then she overheard the plans of the regular movie burglars— and checked them, too.
" Gee, movies had always been her greatest delight and here she was living one.
But the final close-up — you know the place
where the hero takes the heroine in his
arms was always the part she liked best. A
movie that omitted that was ' no good ' for
Nora. Yes, there was a final close-up in
Nora's movie and it'll delight you as well
as it pleased her."
" Nora Nolansomloved
ones: and espee shortmovies
are
J J ERE
cially that ' final close-up ' of the lovers, but
she never expected any such thing in her
whole life. But then she found herself
right in the middle of a thriller and it'll
get you a lot of laughs and better satisfac" She was Irish, and maybe that's the reason Nora made such a good heroine when
she found herself right in the middle of a
real movie — and the pretty girl in the ' final
" Little Nora was only seeking a rest, but
shetion."
jumped into the middle of a regular
motion
plot — and of course she was
"
close-up.'picture
in the hero's arms for the ' final close-up.' "
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In the center Nora becomes acquainted with pots and pans, at the left she is using one on the burglar until the arrival of her sweetheart's father who gets into action at the right

Appeal

Should

Be

WITH this picture released May 18, the
greater part of the exhibitors will play
it during the school vacation season, and we
would certainly make a special appeal to
the young women with this one. It ought
to be good for building up matinee business, and with this in view we would obtain a list of all the high school girls, all
of those coming home from colleges and
all of the younger women of the city, irrespective of whether they are married, and
send out a special letter to these. Like this :
"Nearly everyone of us girls has had a
secret longing to be either a motion picture
actress or to really live the romance of a
movie.
"I've always just loved movies, for they
were only amusement when I was a little
shop girl. I always liked the happy ones
the best — and I just hated the ones that
didn't have the final close-up of the heroine
in the hero's arms.
"I never expected to get closer to one
than the first row, but then I found myself
mixed right up in the most thrilling sort of
a movie plot. You'll get lots of laughs out
of it at my expense, and I hope that you'll
be as happy when the final close-up comes
as I am now. •
"Won't you let me show you? That's
the name of it— "The Final Close-Up" and
it's at the Empire all week, starting Sunday.
"Nora Nolan That Was."
This would also be effective as a newspaper ad. and in this case try to get position on the woman's page or next to the
society column.
\Y7 E do not know of any more striking
W lobby display that you can make than
the simple use of cut outs, especially of
the three sheet showing Nora in the hero's .
arms. With this there should be simply
the title of the picture shown. Let your
one sheets and the other matter that you
use in the lobby carry out the rest of the
work. There should be ample scene pic-

Made
Strong to
tures used and pictures of the star. But
don't
effect. try to get too much of a crowded
The simple use of the cut outs mounted
on heavy white cardboard to give the appearance of a motion picture screen, and
especially if you use a shadow box effect
is the best. This can be improved for the
night effect by having bright lights hidden
in the shadow box and flashing on the
"screen" and off constantly. To get this
over the best these" should be placed high
enough to be over the heads of the people,
and there should be no other lighting at
the top of the lobby — unless essential as a
guide to your patrons.
This same idea can be carried out further"
by obtaining permission of the owner of
the building across ,the street to use a
portion of his front during the engagement. Then construct there a screen the
exact size of yours and then mount in the
middle of this the cut out mentioned and
then paint around, so as to give the circular
effect that you see in so many close-ups.
This should be worked by a spot light from
the front of your house. It will get quick
attention. Be careful to get this high
enough so that the bright light will not
interfere with traffic rules.

rT~l HIS is another chance for an All■*■ Happy bill. The music should be light
and tuneful with the love songs and the
old-fashioned ballads given preference
There is a splendid chance here for an Irish
setting of music and songs.
For the overture you can use either
Victor Herbert's "Eileen," which was originally known as "Hearts of Erin,'' or his
"Irish Rhapsody" or any of the standard
Irish selections. Then you can carry the
Herbert idea through your program by
using for the song just before the feature
his "Molly." If you don't care for that,
"My songs.
Little Irish Rose" or any of the Irish
love
Here is a little way in which you can

the Girl Element
get a good effect just before the picture
is shown: Have a male singer and let
the first part of the song be sung with the
lights fairly dim in blue and a rose garden
setting, with a drop at the back covering
the screen. Then toward the end of the
song have the lights dim down to out, while
the back drop goes up revealing the screen,
and at that moment a girl in Irish costume
joins the male singer in front of the screen
and at the very end the spot is thrown on
them and the screen revealing them in embrace, much as is shown in the close up on
on the screen. Only their heads and
shoulders need show and then with the picture starting and the titles appearing they
can fade away behind curtains at the sides.
THEME for this picture, should be the
* song, if you have used one, or some
one of the Irish love songs, otherwise. This
should not be introduced until the scene
where the boy and girl are seen together
at the hotel, and then should be repeated
at their appearances together. Especially
should it be used where the boy points to
the girl with the saucepan brandished and
says
to his
"That's
Nora."
There
are father,
some other
clever
little touches
that can be put into the music with the use
of easily recognized airs. For instance,
when the crook tries to flirt with Nora
"He's a Devil in His Own Home Town."
Another place with the bathing scenes
"Splash Me," an old favorite can be used.
Still further along there is a place where
the son tells his father that the girl he
wants to marry is Irish and there just a
touch of " Wearin' of the Green " should
be played. There is another moment a
few scenes from the end where the girl
says " I know what happens when a poor
girl marries a millionaire's son." Here
use just a bar of "The Curse of an
Aching Heart " on trombone or oboe
Further back there is a title for the gossips that shows two hens and " Chicken
Turkey in the Straw " will help
" or "along.
Reel laugh
the
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Lytell Appears
In Second
Bartlett Story
ON May 19th Metro released one of its a business in opposition to the delinquent
merchants.
biggest programme offerings produced
He goes on Sunday to the church, as
under the policy of well-known authors.
did the village blacksmith, but during the
"The Lion's Den" is the name of the offerweek, in order to accomplish his purpose
ing by Frederick Orin Bartlett, with the
screen star, Bert Lytell, in a role of which
he
a store-keeper's
and waits
on dons
his customers
behind apron
the counter
of
this actor has never before been seen upon
the screen.
his general store.
His rival in trade, one Grocer Stedman,
The story recounts the incidents in the
father of the lovely Dorothy, becomes furlife of the Right Reverend Samuel Webious, and cuts his prices below cost in
ster, who plans to build a recreation or
order to drive out the business-like minismeeting club for the small boys of the little
town.
ter, but his efforts are without avail, as the
In his efforts to collect a suitable sum ,. boys of the town, doing their mother's
errands, patronize the clerical grocer.
with which to start his club, the Rev. WebThe turning point arrives with the night
ster, encounters unforeseen obstacles in the
form of opposing merchants, who refuse
that Stedman's store catches fire, and the
Rev. Webster, with his volunteer fire
to see the new idea in the same light, and
his contributions received from these
brigade of the village boys, takes the opportunity of heaping coals of fire on the head
crabbed and short-sighted individuals inof the hard-hearted merchant, by saving his
spires the young clergyman to enter the sobusiness from ruination.
called lion's den of commerce and build up
An eventproduction
in " Marydistributed
Regan," bytheFirst
latestNational
Anita
Stewart
Special
Exploitation
Bennison's
Numerous
other original Picture
stunts, calcus that it is mak- forj
YN announce
GOLDW
ing an intensive effort to help motion
lated to excite keen interest in the production, have been prepared. Lobby displays
picture theatre owners throughout the
suggestive of the story, which depicts a
country put over in the most successful
western cowboy coming east to make a
manner the newest Betzwood picture, starridiculous debut in society, are planned
ring Louis Bennison.
and the officials point out that most of the
The officials declare that " The Road
special advertising stunts suggested are
Called Straight " is worth a big effort at
really inexpensive and undoubtedly will
special exploitation and a plan of showbe unusually effective nevertheless.
manship and advertising has been prepared
to aid exhibitors in extracting every ounce
Besides an array of advertising lay-outs
and catch lines, the usual Goldwyn accesof value from what they regard as an unusually strong production of a star whose
sories, are also provided, including one-,
three- and six-sheet lithographs, a roto
popularity is growing so fast.
Exhibitors are urged by the company
one-sheet, lobby sets in 8x10, 11x14 and
to prepare cards a week or ten days in 22x28, all colored by a new process described as remarkable. Appropriate capadvance of the showing and post them on
tions suggestive of the action portrayed
every available tree and post, particularly
in the outlying districts. The card on a has been arranged especially for the lobby
tree is intended to take the place of a sets, and the regular slides and music cue
sheets are also supplied by the distributors.
sign post as the descriptive matter on the
The array of exploitation aids ar£ suitable
card is to read, " This is ' The Road Called
for large or small towns.
Straight,' Louis Bennison."
Famous
Players - Lasky Stars Elliott Dexter
ELLIOTT DEXTER, one of the popular
" Of Mr. Dexter it may be truthfullyleading men as well as one of the fin- said that he has well won and richly deserved the honor which elevation to starished actors of the screen, is to be starred
under the Famous Players-Lasky banner.
dom
entails," said Mr. Lasky in commentThis announcement was made this week
ing upon Mr. Dexter's experience and fitness. "He is versatile, conscientious, thorby Jesse L. Lasky, Mr. Dexter's signed
oughly appreciative of the mission of the
contract, covering a period of years, havscreen in furthering the highest dramatic
ing just been received at the home office
art, and withal a fine gentleman. Moreof the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Dexter has just started work at the
over, he is handsome and of splendid
physique and at all times acts with a fine
Lasky studio in Cecil B. DeMille's Artunderstanding of the requirements of the
craft picturization of Sir James M. Barrie's
play, " The Admirable Crichton," in which,
character he is portraying."
as in most of the recent DeMille productions, he is featured in the leading male
Joins Community Bureau
role.
Mr. C. H. Moore, General Manager of
Immediately following the completion of Film Production for the Division of Eduthis picture he will begin his first starring
cational Extension, Department of the Invehicle, under the direction of William C.
terior, has left the service of the Government and has become associated with the
DeMille. The title of the production is
Community Motion Picture Bureau as its
" Don't Change Your Wife," and as may
be inferred, it is a sequel or companion
Special Representative.
In the active war period Mr. Moore was
picture to Cecil B. DeMille's wonderfully
called from the service of Pathe to the
successful " Don't Change Your Husband,"
aid of the Ordnance Department in Washby Jeanie Macpherson, in which Mr. Dexter played the leading male role.
ington.

Pioneer

Adds

Film

Editing

Department
The new film editing department of
Pioneer Film Corporation settled into
its new ations.
quarters
operThis is thelast'week
latest stepandin began
the Pioneer
plans of expansion.
The editorial staff is headed by William
A. Rudkin and Donald I. Buchanan, and
has as its third member Southard Brown,
press agent of the organization.
Immediately after the announcement that
the editing department has begun activities, Pioneer made it known through a
statement that it has secured the film rights
to " Confession," by Hal Reid. The rights
were bought for National Film Corporation of America, it is announced. This is
expected to be included in the six specials
which are being made for Pioneer, and
contains a part that is said to suit Henry
B. Walthall, the star, very nicely.
Smiling "Billy Parsons," president of the
National, in a wire to the Pioneer, said :
" We intend to put our best foot forward
and if Confession don't prove to be the
greatest dramatic picture that ever hit the
country, I am going to retire from the picture business forever."
It will be remembered that " Confession "
played for several seasons in New York
and on the road with Theodore Roberts
and Orrin Johnson as co-stars.
Morris Makes Short Trip
For the first time since he assumed the
position of General Manager for Select
Pictures Corporation, Sam E. Morris has
left New York City for a flying trip to
Philadelphia and Washington. In these
two cities Mr. Morris will visit the Branch
Offices of Select Pictures which are under
the management of Max Milder and V. P.
Whitaker. On this trip, Mr. Morris will
also interview prominent exhibitors in
these cities and the surrounding territories,
for Mr. Morris is a firm believer in keeping close to the exhibitor.

May
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Frank

E.
And

D. W. Griffith, who has opened a season of
pictures in New York
Many

Pre-Release

Dates for

" The New Moon"
CHICAGO, Dallas, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Toledo, Fort Worth, Washington, Richmond, Baltimore, Buffalo and
several others are among the first of the
big first-run cities to secure advance play
dates on Norma Talmadge's latest Select
Picture, " The New Moon," which had
its premiere May 11, at ths Rivoli in New
York. Dates at other Metropolitan
theatres, including all of the Loew theatres,
were announced last week.
Sig Faller's Bijou Dream theatre, with
a seven-day booking, leads the list of
Chicago houses to date in pre-release runs
on " The
Moon.''
houses
are New
the Riviera,
fourOther
days, Chicago
and the
Randolph, four days.
The management of the big Jefferson
theatre in Dallas, Texas, has signed " The
New Moon " for a seven-day run, while
the Grand Opera House in Pittsburgh
will also show it for seven days. Other
seuen-day bookings that have been reported
this week are the Stillman theatre in
Cleveland, Alhambra theatre in Toledo,
Metropolitan in Washington and Shea's
Hippodrome in Buffalo. " The New Moon "
nas been booked for four days each at
the Egypt theatre in Fort Worth, Colonial
•n Richmond and the New Theatre in
Baltimore.
" The New Moon " is a Russian story
jy H. H. Van Loan. It presents Miss
Talmadge in a decidedly new role, that of
a Russian Princess who is torn from the
side of her fiance through the workings
of the Bolshevist movement.
Beach Elected President
Rex Beach, the Goldwyn author, was
elected president of the Authors' League
by the Council at their seventh annual
meeting. Recently, Mr. Beach has produced
several thrilling dramas which have been
released through the Goldwyn organization.
At present, Mr. Beach is in his summer
home at Ardsley-on-the-Hudson, where he
is working on a novel and a new scenario
which will be released through Goldwyn.

Woods

Visits

runs into a Tom

ACROSS the continent, thousands of
miles from his "work bench," we
trapped
content. him and quizzed him to our hearts'
We wanted to know just how he made
the wheels of the motion picture industry
goFrank
'round.E. Woods, Supervising Director
of the Lasky Studios on the West Coast,
was visiting New York City. He confessed that it was the " annual " vacation
in which he " starred " every two years.
The question we first propounded was :
" How can a man supervise nearly six hundred film productions and even manage a
single ' annual ' vacation in TEN years ? "
Well Frank E. Woods admitted that he
did it and then shut up like a clam. He
wouldn't tell us how he did it. But he did
it. Figures don't lie. He was associated
with David Wark Griffith in the old Majestic and Reliance days, and then with
Triangle.
In the year 1917 Mr. Woods joined
Famous Players-Lasky and the calibre of
the productions under his supervision,
taken with the vast quantity turned out,
marks him as an exceedingly busy person.
Supervising a film production of today
is finally acknowledged to be an immense
task, even by the most scoffing layman.
They admit it in spite of all attempted
criticisms directed at some mere slip in the
technique. But to take the charge and responsbility of an army of productions ;
well — that's Frank E. Woods.
We learned from Mr. Woods that it is
just as easy for a photoplaywright to write
a successful stage play as it is for the
playwright to write a winning photoplay.
In other words, that it was not a case of
the screen deriving all its ideas from the
stage. That a large group of screen
writers have been developed during the last
few years and that the screen stands by
itself upon its own legs.
It is no longer the little sister of the
stage, but the Big Brother of all clean
recreation, entertainment and amusement.
Says we : "Will you tell us, Mr. Woods,
whether the plot market is ' Bullish ' or
' Bearish ? ' "
z
" There are only a few given plots to
work
upon," said
must recollect
that Mr.
for Woods.
practically" You
ten '
years we have had subjects galore filmed
in single reels, two reelers and the larger
features of the last five years.
" Consider that about ninety-five reels a
week are being produced at present ; say
fifteen five-reel subjects and a dozen more
subjects utilized in one and two reelers.
Then recollect that at one time the General
was issuing about seventy reels a week in
short subjects while the Universal and
Mutual made up possibly sixty more reels
a week.
" I really believe that the production was
greater in volume several years ago than it
is today. It was certainly greater in the
number of subjects utilized. With all the
actual plots used and the great quantity
of subjects already filmed it later became
a question entirely of superior production.

Hamlin

New

York

interview

"Today we simply present our subjects
in a more entertaining and appealing way.
More artistic and with careful attention to
detail. The limit has not yet been
Mr. Woods stated that he believed that
D.
W. Griffith and Cecil B. De Mille were
reached."
the two greatest motion picture producers.
As Supervising Director of the Lasky
Studios he has a direct interest in the
selecting of the story, the preparation of
the script until he finally turns it over to
the director. Then Mr. Woods takes the
picture up again for the editing and subtitles. The finished product is .then sent
forth ; maybe with a little prayer.
For Mr. Woods deplores the fact that
the film producer is handicapped as compared with the producer of stage plays.
And he states that no matter how much
of a hit the film production may have made
with all the film colonists, it may after all
be a rank failure.
" The real public is the final judge, and
while the producers, directors, artists, and
all friends who may witness the professional premiere of any particular film production, may fairly rave over it; sometimes
there is a different tale reported from the
various box offices throughout the country.
" But the producer of a stage play can
' try it out on the dog,' as the saying goes,
and show his play in many towns, in the
meantime making the changes he finds necessary to make it a better production. He
can fairly hack his stage play to pieces until it doesn't bear the most remote resemblance to the original play and finally envolve a big success from a bad failure.
" We cannot do it in the films. When
weWhile
send out
finishedhurried
productforit his
is done."
Mr. theWoods
train
we noticed several telegrams in his pockets
and imagined they were wiring him frantically from the West Coast to "hurry
back, we haven't had a bit of sunshine
since, you left."

Betty Compson, World star

Motion
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Century Comedy Beauties, in laugh-makers for Universal distribution

Mary Miles Minter in a scene from " A Bachelor's Wife "
Karger Gets Atmosphere in
Circus Story

Owen Moore Appears with Hedda Nova in
" The Crimson
scheduledGardenia,"
for releasea Goldwyn
May 18 Picture

William Russell, American star, and Stephen
Fox, scenarist, intensely absorbed in Six
Feet Four "

Douglas
Fairbanks
look likeproduction,
an imagined ancestor
in histrying
latest toArtcraft
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo "

Marion Davies, Select star in
New York "

The Belle of

Circus stories are, in motion pictures,
generally without either plot or reason,
and are merely a jumble of acrobatic
stunts bunched together with comedy subtitles, and the wire-walking queen always
marries the poor serious clown and the
audience files out sadly avowing never to
go again," says Maxwell Karger.
There
is a reason for
Mr. 'Karger, Director-General
of this,
Metroandproductions,
knowing the reason, decided, when he pur"One-Thing-At-A-Time
from the chased
author,
William Dudley O'Day"
Pelley,
for the Metro star, Bert Lytell, that he
would produce the story in a spirit of the
circus so necessary to its success.
"Technical details," said Mr. Karger,
speaking of circus pictures in general, "are
not the only requisites of a good circus picture. The spirit of the circus must be
there ; must be paramount in all the scenes
as well as the atmosphere. Just sawdust
andAndred realizing
paint don't
the make
value a ofgood
thiscircus."
factor in
the circus story, Mr. Karger has turned
over the script to Director John Ince, who
will be assisted by Fred Warren and Webster Cullison, both of whom are ex-circus
men and well acquainted with the atmosphere of "the
top." Bert Lytell will be
In this
new big
picture
seen as a boobish-appearing country gawk,
who puts one over every now and then. He
has what is classified as a one-track mind
and he does only one thing at a time. He
makes a special study, as he says, of one
thing, which, in many men would prove a
virtue indeed. "Stradivarius" is his surname, his parents labelling him thusly because "he fiddles away his time."

Action, thrills and mystery are packed into this new
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Reports
Leslie Feature
Makes New Records
" A Stitch in Time " is said to be piling
up new records for the Gladys Leslie-Ralph
Ince production. A compilation of booking
figures collected at the various Yitagraph
offices places " A Stitch in Time " far ahead
of all releases to date which star " the girl
with a million-dollar smile."
A feature noticed in connection with the
engagement
A marked
Stitch ininterest
Time "saidin
various citiesofis "the
to be taken in the screen version of this
Fulton Theatre (Xew York City) success
by patrons of dramatic stock houses where
" A Stitch in Time " has been seen directly
after its release to the weekly-change theatres.
This manifestation of interest on the
part of one class of theatre-goers controverts a claim once made that screen versions of popular stage plays suffer in
patronage after previously seen on the
stage. If anything, the advertising expended in behalf of a stage play redounds to
the benefit of a later screen version, an
eventuality undoubtedly applicable as well
to a reverse case.
Players in support of Miss Leslie include
Eugene Strong, Agnes Ayres, Julia
Swayne Gordon. Earle Schenk, Charles
" The and
Unknown
chester
CharlesQuantity,"
Walton. Corinne GrifRalph Ince and Montagne
Again Collaborate
With Ralph Ince's return to the Yitagraph, Edward J. Montagne is again collaborating with the well-known director on
the Ince scripts. This method was followed
for many years while Mr. Ince was with
the Yitagraph, writer and director working together, somewhat similar to the
Emerson-Loos combination. Some of Yitagraph's best pictures were the result.
Since Mr. Ince's return to the Flatbush
plant, he has' already completed " A Stitch
in Time " and " Too Many Crooks," and
Mr. Montagne is now putting the finishing
touches to " Belinda Puts Her Hair Up,"
which will be their next vehicle to go into
production.
Fox Cameraman Thrills
What is declared to be one of the most
daring feats of photography seen in a long
time was by Harry Plimpton, cameraman
for Richard Stanton, who is staging
"Checkers," the great racing picture, for
William Fox. Plimpton, in a seaplane,
filmed three members of the "Checkers."
The players were in another hydroaeroplane over Jamaica Bay, Long Island.
The scene furnishes one of the big thrills
in "Checkers."
Blackton Adds Three
J. Stuart Blackton, it was announced this
week, has engaged, in addition to the cast
already assembled for his new and yet unnamed picture,
"Jolly"Dunn.
FannyAllRice,
Gus
Alexander
and Eddie
are well
known to fans.
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Drama
Screen
Discusses
Goldwyn
Believes Producers Will Profit If it to obtain the honored place and recognition as a definite and unique thing we all
They Listen More Closely to Sugbelieve
it is. Men like Griffith and Ince
gestions from the Screen
have done much in that direction. WithPublic
out laying claim to too much, I like to
believe that Goldwyn productions will go
into screen history as one of the chief contributing factors to the effectiveness and
imaginative ennoblement of the motion picReports

Madge

Kennedy, Goldwyn
in " Strictly
Confidential,"
film

TT is the public's developing idea of the
scope of the motion picture as much as
the producer's that is compelling a change
in the technique and composition of the
screen drama, according to Samuel Goldwyn, who has recently returned from a
long stay at the Goldwyn studios at Culver
City, California.
" The producer is so wrapped up in his
side of the matter that he often forgets
that public attention does not stand still.
The great body of screen observers have a
great opportunity for finding flaws in the
fare that is offered them, and it is a mistake to believe the}- merely adopt a waiting
and uncritical attitude. Motion picture
men have a good deal to learn yet from
the magazines. Imperfect as most modern
popular magazines are, it must be recognized that the}- are constantly in a state of
evolution to meet the changing demand of
the public interest and taste. The greatest
disaster that could happen to the motion
picture would be to have it stand still and
not take advantage of new opportunities
for technical novelty.
" I am interested in that side of the matter because our entire effort at the Goldwyn studios now is to perfect a form of
the picture that will set it aside from the
other forms of entertainment, especially
the stage, on which it has been patterned.
All our directors are pooling their ideas in
the hope of finding new ways of setting off
the picture in motion and of minimizing
the energy of the spectator in giving it his
attention. Critics may say we are too ambitious tto attempt a thing that has not yet
been accomplished. But we feel that the
screen is an art by itself, not a sister art
to anything, and as such there must be
principles underlying it as yet undiscovered
which will, when put into practice, allow

Exhibitors

Praise

" Veiled AdYenture "
While
ture." exhibitors in every part of the
country are .said to be praising Constance
Talmadge's current Select picture, " The
Veiled Adventure," in which she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick, Miss Talmadge is putting the finishing touches on
her forthcoming Select attraction, " Happiness a la Mode." Even at this early date
exhibitors who have already played " The
Veiled Adventure " are making anxious inquiries concerning Miss Talmadge's forthcoming attraction it is reported, and although no release date has as yet been announced, hundreds of requests are said
to have been received for early bookings.
One large Western exhibitor writes :
" 'The Veiled Adventure' stood them up
four afternoons and nights. Let me have
Constance Talmadge's next as soon as it
is finished."
Tornado is Filmed
A tornado which fullfils an important
part in the plot development of " A Man's
Fight " the latest super-feature with Dustin
Farnum just completed by Director T.—N.
Heffron at the Brunton Studios, provides
one of the realistic and spectacular effects
in this forthcoming United Picture Theatres offering. First is seen the gathering
of the storm, the leaves stir and tremble.
The wind increases to a gale, and trees
bend before the blast.

Bessie Love, the dainty one, starring in Vitagraph's " A Yankee Princess "

wet
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Goldwyn Plans Publicity to
Blanket America
Since the return of Samuel Goldwyn
from the Culver City, a new publicity
policy has been worked out, aiming to reach
every important publicity medium in
America, in every corner of the country,
with material on Goldwyn productions.
Two new publicity agents have been
added to the Goldwyn staff since the recent engagement of Ralph Block as director
of publicity, and Kenneth Macgowan as director of advertising. Howard Dietz, well
known both as a newspaper writer and an
advertising writer is now with the Goldwyn organization. Miss Lucy Huffaker,
former publicity writer for the Washington
Square Players, and wife of Edward Goodman, their director, joins the Goldwyn
publicity staff this week.

Hedda
A " moving " argument for urging membership in the United Picture Theatres of America
Becomes Member
of United's Advisory Board
SIDNEY M. NUTT, proprietor of the
and manager of the Royal, Empire, Princess, Wigwam and Pike theatres in that
New Central theatre, the most exclusive motion picture house in Hot
city, was appointed to the United Advisory
Board last week.
Springs, Ark., has upon the invitation of
President Berst accepted membership on
Among the visitors to the home office of
United last week were two members of
the Advisory Board of United. Mr. Nutt's
appointment makes a total of 29 of Amerthe Exhibitors' Advisory Board, Mr. Edica's leading exhibitors serving on United's
ward Zorn, of the Temple theatre, ToAdvisory Board.
ledo, Ohio, and Mr. W. J. Hayes, of the
Mr. Nutt says :
Strand theatre, Erie, Pa.
" I will be delighted to serve and do anyMembers who purchased additional
thing Ican to make the United the leading
shares last week, include : Isadore Teachconcern in the world, which I think will
er, Evanston, 111. ; J. W. Romwebber,
be soon. It looks as though you have the
Akron, O. ; D. Filizola, Ft. Scott, Kansas ;
right principle and the right men, so you
Stanley & Brill, Sedalia, Mo.; J. E. Hagcan't lose.
gard, Nevada, Mo.; Wes. Millington, Ot" You are going forward every day, and
towa, Kansas; William Pearl, Highland
if we will be careful and not try to grow
Park, III; W. W. Graham, St. Louis, Mo.
too fast we will win out. Go slow but
Forty-nine new members are reported
sure and you can't go wrong."
W. J. Lytle of San Antonio, Texas, owner
by United for the current week.
Lou Tellegen Signs for Goldwyn
Pictures
THE latest featured player in the Goldwas in " Blind Youth," which he himself
wrote in collaboration with Willard Mack.
wyn roster is Lou Tellegen, whose engagement was announced by the Goldwyn
In February, 1916, Lou Tellegen married
Geraldine Farrar. This is the first time
Pictures Corporation recently.
the two have appeared together.
Mr. Tellegen will play opposite his wife,
Aside from an appearance when the
Geraldine Farrar, in a series of photoplays
under the direction of Frank Lloyd, also
screen was in its earliest days, Lou Tellea recent Goldwyn acquisition. The couple
gen has never before appeared in motion
will leave New York Saturday for the
pictures. The plays that the records star
Goldwyn studios in Culver City, Califorhim in are " The Victory of Conscience,"
nia, where they will begin work imme" The Explorer," and " The Unknown,"
diately.
" The Victoria Cross," " The Black Wolf "
Mr. Tellegen has had a most colorful
and " The Long Trail."
career in the drama. Though his nationality is primarily a blending of Dutch and
Deslys
Feature Captures
Greek, he is a typical product of the French
school.
Gaby Deslys, it is estimated, has reached
In the last few years Mr. Tellegen ,has
a higher degree of popularity through the
achieved widespread popularity in this
phenomenal drawing power of " Infatuacountry, representing among all critics the
tion," issued as a Pathe special. So great
delicate artistry of the European theatre.
has been its drawing power that return
Perhaps his most notable appearance was
dates are said to have been played and original bookings extended. It captured Los
with Dorothy Donnelly in " Maria Rosa."
Angeles, the home of the sternest of cinema
He has appeared in " The Ware Case,"
critics when it was booked for one week
" The King from Nowhere," and several
other plays. His most recent performance
at Quinn's Rialto, beginning April 27.

Nova

is Engaged

by

*
Universal Film
Hedda Nova, a distinguished and widelyknown European actress has been engaged
by the Universal company to play the title
role in " The Spitfire of Seville," Joseph
Franklin Polland's latest photoplay which
has been purchased by the Universal for
a super-production. Priscilla Dean, the
Universal star who was scheduled to play
the title role in this super-production is ill
with pneumonia and Mile. Nova has been
chosen to take her place in the production.
Thurston Hall will be Mile. Nova's leading man and George Seigmann will direct.
George Walsh Popular
Unique evidence of the popularity of
George Walsh, the William Fox star, in
South America was given last month by
the production in Rio de Janeiro of a threeact stage comedy entitled " The Rival of
George Walsh." The play was written
and directed by Francisco Marzullom, one
of the best-known actors in South America,
and' was greeted with capacity houses
throughout its run.

Evelyn
Hell onDistribution
Earth," Guy
Empey Marbin,
Picture in
for " Select
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Goldwyn Makes Plans for
Scenario Material
Extensive plans for additional scenario
output at the Goldwyn Studios appropriate
to the comprehensive plans for the new
Goldwyn star pictures, are being made by
J. G. Hawks, managing editor. Negotiations for several important works of fiction are now under way, and the staff of
writers at the Culver City Studios are said
to be working on a number of new adaptations, as well as several striking original
stories.
The newest addition to the scenario force
is Harvey Gates, who comes backed by a
long record of cinema successes. Now he
is working on a vehicle for Pauline Frederick.
Thompson Buchanan, an American author, another recent Goldwyn acquisition, is
working on an original story for Madge
Kennedy, of modern setting, in which the
star will play a society part.
Griffith
Brings New
Comedy East
When D. W. Griffith came to New York
recently for the opening on May 13 of his
repertory season at the Harris Theatre, he
brought to the metropolis with him his
latest completed subject, " Trueheart Susie," a country comedy of the type of "A
Romance of Happy Valley." In " Trueheart Susie " Claire Seymour, who appeared
in " The Girl Who Stayed at Home," is
featured, with Robert Harron in a principal role.
" Broken Blossoms " was the production
which Mr. Griffith put on as the opening
program of his season at the Harris.
Features Vivian Martin
Vivian Martin, Paramount star, is completing her new picture, " The Third Kiss,"
at the Morosco studio, Hollywood, Robert
G. Vignola being the director. Meanwhile,
Miss Martin's next Paramount release,
" The Home Town Girl," was scheduled
for May 11. This is an adaptation of
" You Can't Just Wait," a story by Oscar
Graeve, which appeared first in Collier's
Weekly. The adaptation was made by
Edith M. Kennedy and Robert Vignola
directed.

Wilfred

The Power inHouse
WheelsStewart
Used byIs Lois
for Lights
in Producing
Whichon Anita
the Weber
Star. First
National
Distributes" A theMidnight
Picture Romance."
Bigger and Better Films Says Brentlinger
good money for productions which come
ALBERT F. BRENTLINGER, general
up to the standard, as this class of pictures
manager of the Bankers' and Merare proving my success, while the other
chants' Theatres Company, Fort Wayne,
Ind., is an exhibitor who believes the fu- •kind mean failure. I am confident you
will continue to release only- pictures which
ture of the picture business depends entirely upon bigger and better pictures. He
meet your approval."
further holds that the exhibitor should
have the right to choose his pictures in Thompson
Leading Man
for Greeley
order that he may know what he is giving his public.
In a recent letter to Floyd Brown, manaHugh Thompson, the widely-known
ger of the Indianapolis Exchange for First
screen player, who has appeared, as leading
man for Theda Bara, Virginia Pearson,
National Exhibitors' Circuit, he expresses
this very clearly. His letter contains many
Annette Kellermann, Florence Reed, Emma
thoughts of interest to all exhibitors. Mr.
Wehlen, Olive Tell, Doris Kenyon and
Brentlinger wrote :
others has just completed work in the five" It is with great pleasure that I advise
reel picture
issuedandin has
S. L.been
Rothapfel's
Unit
Program,
engaged first
by
you of our wonderful success with ' Virtuous Wives.' It broke all records in our
World Pictures as leading man for Evethree houses, the Liberty, Terre Haute ;
lyn Greeley in " Phil-for-Short," the first
World picture to be produced with Miss
Orpheum, Ft. Wayne, and Murrette, Richmond.
Greeley as the sole star.
Oscar Apfel is directing the production.
"This photoplay made a profound impression upon our audiences. It is a masterpiece of technical perfection. It was
Engages Chinese Actors
gratifying to present to my patrons a picIn order to obtain realism and genuine
ture of such high calibre as this as Miss
characters for several scenes in the serial,
Stewart's first release.
" Elmo the Mighty," being produced by the
" I feel you are right when you demand
Great Western Producing Co., and for
of your various stars to make pictures
which the Universal has the exclusive
which will meet with your approval before
rights in the United States and Canada,
acceptances are made. In so doing you
HenryMcRae who is directing the piccan be assured that all pictures will conture, obtained the services of several
tain all the elements that go to make up
Chinese men to play the parts allotted to
a first-class production, and one that every'
exhibitor can boost as such. Nothing is those characters in the serial.
more detrimental to the exhibitor of today than to exploit a picture as a great
special and find it only an average production.
" I have made a very careful studyr of
the picture industry and I have come to
the conclusion that the situation is fast
developing
into come
a ' survival
of the
fittest.'
The
time has
when the
producing
companies must make real pictures if they
expect to meet with success. The market
is overstocked with productions that lack
punch and unless this is overcome business
is bound to suffer. Nothing can drive our
patrons back to legitimate attractions sooner than pictures that do not hold the interest and the sooner the producer comes to
that realization the better it will be for
the business.
" No one is more willing than I to pay

Lucas,
in by" The
Westerners,'
tributed
Hodkinson
dis-

Wanda Hawley, who has just signed a threeyears' contract with Famous Players-Lasky

Motion
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Of the Universal favorites portrayed we notice in the left panel Josephine Hill, latest comedy star, and in the extreme right panel is pictured Mary
MacLaren in her latest Universal offering, " The Unpainted Woman." Priscilla
In theDean
centre group a gripping moment is shown in " Pretty Smooth," starring
Lou Tellegen Makes
WITH the signing of his contract to play
in Goldwyn Pictures, with his wife,
Geraldine Farrar, Lou Tellegen comes forth
with this interesting statement :
" It is with a tingling of expectation that
I look forward to the work at Culver City,"
said Mr. Tellegen on the morning scheduled
for his departure from New York. " I have
appeared in pictures before, to be sure, but
somehow I feel as though I were taking a
fling at a new form of art. For, in fact, the
motion picture has changed since my last
adventure with it and changed considerably.
It has progressed — oh, so much. Where
once the actor was unable to play his role
with the subtlety of character, due to the
undeveloped machinery of the camera, to-

InterestingStatement
day this is all done away
with.
" I feel that in appearing on the screen
to-day I can put into my acting the minute
expressions, the details of gesture which the
spoken drama allows. When the motion
picture was in its younger days I was not
able to do this, and it was with a keen disappointment that I was informed that it
would be necessary for me to work in time
with the camera flashes. No art is an art
until its mechanism is perfected. The motion picture to-day stands as an art merely
because it has conquered its medium. I
am a scujptor and I understand to the full
just what this means. If I have not the
proper clay I cannot model to artistic satisfaction."»

Eulogizes
Priscilla
Further proof that
Universal Dean
has the
" find of the year " in its feminine star
Priscilla Dean is evidenced by the manyreports being received at the Universal
home office in regard to the success of the
attractions in which she is the star. Almost daily telegrams and letters are received it is said congratulating Universal
for the excellent attractions of Miss Dean.
That she is a drawing power is shown
by the fact that some of the largest theatres in the east have booked her vehicles.
Recently the Rialto, of Washington, D. C,
one of the Moore circuit of theatres in
Washington, and the Boston theatre of
Boston, Mass., signed up for the Dean
feature " The Exquisite Thief."
Jack Mulhall with Metro
Jack Mulhall who has played many important parts on the screen, will be leading
man for Emmy Wehlen in " Fools and
Their
Mr. Money."
Mulhall is a graduate of Columbia
University and is well known especially in
New York, having been a member of the
West End Stock of this city for two years.
Later he appeared for some time on the
Orpheum Circuit in his own sketches. He
later played with James K. Hackett in
" The Grain of Dust."

Walcamp Gets New Title
" The Queen of 1000 Cowboys " is the
latest title applied to Marie Walcamp, Universale daring serial star, as the result of
her thrilling exploits at the Fourth Annual
California Rodeo, staged at Sonora, California on May 3 and 4.
Miss Walcamp was the guest of honor at
the big round-up of western events in
which more than 1000 cowboys participated
for handsome prizes offered to keep up
interest in the fastly-passiqg sports of the
great west that was.
Rogers to Publish Books
Will Rogers, the Goldwyn star, has completed arrangements for the publication of
a series of books by Harper & Brothers.
The first of the series deals with The
Peace Conference.

Says Nesbit's Latest is Big
Success
Evelyn Nebit's latest William Fox play,
" Thou Shalt Not," recently released, has
met with great success, asserts the Exhibitors' Service Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation, and part of this success has been
due to the way in which the play lays bare
the religious hypocrisy and bigotry of a
small town.
The Fox Film Corporation is in receipt
of a letter from the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures praising the
picture highly, and particular mention is
made of its revelations of small-town provincialism and cruelty.
Formes Joins Vitagraph
Karl Formes, the singer, recently at the
Park Theatre in New York, is going in
for picture acting under the Vitagraph
banner. He will be seen initially in " The
Little Boss," in which he supports Bessie
Love, on June 2, and in " Rogue's Romance," supporting Earle Williams, on
June 9. His characterization in the former
play is that of Old Farley, one of the important roles of the play. Years ago, Mr.
Formes took a fling in the movies for a
short period, appearing in several Kalem
productions.

Harold Lloyd and Bebe Daniels Are Up to
Their Fun-Making
Again inComedy
" Young Mr.
Jazz," Rolin-Pathe

May
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Press Book Now Ready
MacLaren Feature

for

Universal's press book for the exhibitor's
on "The Unpainted Woman'' is now being
sent to the exchanges for distribution. Mary
MacLaren is the star of this Special Attraction picture which portrays the life of a
woman who lived in the land of the wheatfields.
The press book is complete in every detail, as are all the press book on the Special
Attractions now being issued by the Universal company. A complete story is given
for the exhibitor, short synopsis, newspaper
stories and reviews, ad cuts, and advertising aids of every description. Many letters
from exhibitors have been received by the
Universal company since it started issuing
the press books, all of which have commended the idea and told of its helpfulness
in exploiting the picture being shown.

" Happiness a la Mode " Is
Talmadge's Next
"Happiness a la Mode" is announced as
the title of Constance Talmadge's next
Select Picture, in which she will be presented by Lewis J. Selznick. Miss Talmadge has already completed her part of
the production, and the finishing touches
are being added before the original print
is shipped to New York. According to
present arrangements "Happiness a la
Mode'' will be released as a June attraction, following "The Veiled Adventure,"
her present offering.
Standing Appears with
Miss Talmadge
Wyndham Standing, who had the principal male role in " Eyes of the Soul," Artcraft picture starring Elsie Ferguson, and
who has appeared as leading man for many
of the better known stars, has the role
opposite Norma Talmadge in " By Right of
Conquest."

Ruth Roland depicts the spirit of Spring as
star of the Pathe serial, " The Tiger's Trail "

Rothapfel
Sells
Robertson-Cole Company Buys All
Foreign Markets Outside U. S.
and Canada for the Rothapfel
Unit Program

JaneComesGreyIn,"appears
in " WhenSalesMyCorp.Ship
for Independent
THE Robertson-Cole Company have
taken over the entire rights to the
Rothapfel Unit, outside of the United
States and Canada.
This deal, which involves a vast sum,
was concluded by representatives of Robertson-Cole and Frank G. Hall, president
of the Independent Sales Corporation and
vice-president of the Rothapfel Pictures
Corporation, immediately after the showing of the initial unit at the Rialto theatre.
Thus are declared to be allied two of the
most powerful factors in motion picture
fields, for S. L. Rothapfel is said to be alFirst

Run

Foreign
Rights
most as well known abroad as he is in the
United States, while Robertson-Cole long
ago became established as one of the foremost organizations in the cinema exporting
business.
Robertson-Cole have already concluded
arrangements whereby Jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd., whom they represent in the
United States, will take over the distribution of the Rothapfel programmes through
the British Isles. Jury's is announced as
the foremost distributing organization in
all Britain, and the most expert handling
of the Rothapfel Unit is expected from this
source.
Under a recent arrangement, Jury's distribute in the British Isles all the Robertson-Cole motion picture products, and in
additions will buy for Robertson-Cole the
foremost European productions for American distribution.
Robertson-Cole,
Jury's
American
representatives,
have as already
closed several important deals for their
British associates, not the least of which
was the recent purchase of Maurice Tourneur's, "The White Heather."
Viewing the situation from a foreign
angle, Robertson-Cole is declared to have
made a ten strike in obtaining the Rothapfel Unit for foreign distribution, while
Rothapfel is being congratulated for aligning himself with such an organization as
Robertson-Cole.
The association of Robertson-Cole, and
the Rothapfel Unit is described as giving
further prestige to the already firmly established position of Robertson-Cole as one
of the foremost factors in the motion picture export field. The entire globe is circled by pictures produced by the various
Robertson-Cole units. The people who handle the foreign business of Robertson-Cole
are said to be experts in this line, made so
by years of export activity.

Presentations for Buffalo Feature
organized and financed by a number of
F^IRST run presentations of "The Price
prominent bankers and business men there.
l|of Innocence," initial production of
" The Price of Innocence " was chosen as
the Buffalo Motion Picture /Corporathe first story, and Miss Stella Talbot was
tion, of Buffalo, N. Y., in which
selected as the star.
Stella K. Talbot is starred, will be given
The production is being released indein every key city in the United States
within the next two weeks, it is declared.
pendently byall First National Exhibitors'
It already has received its premier of a Circuit Exchanges. Likened in action and
theme to the two famous classics, " Shore
week's run at the Washington theatre,
Acres " and " 'Way Down East," it is provDetroit, Mich., to exceptional patronage,
ing itself it is said to be a genuine box
and a season of seven days to big business
office attraction.
at the Strand Theatre, New Orleans. It
opened
a week's
run The
on Sunday
Clevelandforand
St. Louis.
remainingin Releases Latest Fairbanks
key city engagements will be played next
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," Dougweek.
The Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation
las Fairbanks' big special production recently acquired by the Famous Playersis headed by Frank L. Talbot, a former
Lasky
Corporation, was released on the
exhibitor and well known showman, as
president. Mr. Talbot was one of the first Artcraft schedule May 18. This production is reputed to have cost upwards of
of the producers for the legitimate stage
$260,000, and was made on a scale of lavishto enter the ranks of motion picture exness said never before to be equalled by
hibitors. He used the famous Hippodrome
theatre in St. Louis to introduce the new
Fairbanks in any of his pictures. Albert
Parker directed.
art in that territory.
Last fall, in Buffalo, he was given the
Marjorie Daw is leading woman and
the support includes William Wellman,
opportunity to work out the production
ideas acquired in his years of experience
Frank Campeau, Edythe Chapman and Alas an exhibitor. The Buffalo concern was
bert McQuarrie.
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Officials

Have

Celebration

Many from Home Office, Together
with Several Hundred Exhibitors, Guests at Opening of
Enlarged
Quarters in
Boston
OFFICIALS
Select's
Home inOffice
and several from
hundred
exhibitors
the
New England district were the guests of
New England Manager David J. Selznick
last Monday in celebrating the opening of
newly enlarged quarters of the New England Exchange in Boston. The officials
from Select's Home Office who were present were General Manager Sam E. Morris
and Director of Sales Charles R. Rogers.
Owing to the urgent need of his presence in
New York, Mr. Lewis J. Selznick, President of Select, was unable to attend.
The location of the new New England
Exchange remains at the same address, 69
Church street, but the quarters are said to
have bene enlarged to twice their former
size. The building next door to the old
Exchange has been taken over, and together the two buildings have been remodeled and decorated so that from the inside it gives the appearance of one large
building.
This is the second time within a year that
the quarters of the New England Exchange
have been enlarged. Several months ago,
when Director of Sales Charles R. Rogers
was New England Manager, considerable
new floor space was annexed. Since that
time, however, the New England business
has steadily increased and about a month
ago it was realized that even more space
was needed.
Director of Sales Charles R. Rogers, under whose supervision as New England
Manager the Boston quarters were first en-

Constance Talmadge,ture,"inSelect" picture
The Veiled Advenlarged, went to Boston last Saturday to assist New England Manager Selznick with
the arrangements for the celebration.
Invitations had already been sent to several hundred exhibitors in the New England territory and replies of acceptance
were pouring in with every mail. Mr.
Rogers arrived just in time to save Mr.
Selznick from an attack of nervous prostration.
The events for the day were arranged
in the form of a running program and consisted chiefly in the projection of the latest
Select Pictures including Star Series attractions and Specials. Refreshments were
served throughout the day.

Universal Continues Relations With Tippett
Mr. Tippett, before leaving for Europe,
IN the wake of the recent departure for
Europe of John D. Tippett, it is andeclared that American film product in Eunounced from Universal headquarters that
rope this year would enjoy greater vogue
than ever, but that it would be necessary
that company's product in Europe will confor American film producers to grant more
tinue to be distributed under the superrecognition to London as a film center than
vision of Mr. Tippett through the Transit has in the past.
Atlantic Film Company of London, which
has been the European distributing center
for the entire Universal product for the
Moves to Fifth Avenue
past six years. It was that long ago that '
The New York office of the Zane Grey
Mr. Tippett sailed for Europe to organize
Pictures, Inc. and Great Authors Pictures,
the European distribution of Universal PicInc., has moved from 3 East 44th Street
tures, founding the Trans-Atlantic Film
to 547 Fifth Avenue.
Company for that purpose, and the notable
success which he has had in the foreign
Master prints of " The Westerners " for
circulation of these pictures has made him
Great Authors Pictures, Inc., and " Desert
recognized as one of the foremost EuroGold " for Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., are
pean distributors of motion pictures.
on the way here from the West. Rumor
Mr. Tippett is the only American film
from the California film colony pronounces
executive who has consistently distributed
" The Westerners " and " Desert Gold "
an American product in Europe through
absolutely the most wonderful pictures
his own offices exclusively.
produced this year. They will be released
During his recent visit to America, as
as specials by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
the result of a series of conferences between Mr. Tippett, Mr. Carl Laemmle, Mr.
P. A. Powers, and Mr. R. H. Cochrane of
Releases
" Reclaimed
the Universal Film Company, a satisfactory
The
Alpha Pictures,
Inc., announce " the
arrangement was entered into for the indefinite continuation and extension of their
relations.

release of " Reclaimed " in Greater New
York and northern New Jersey, through
the Elk Photoplays, Inc.

Picture

News

Names

Episodes of New
Pathe Serial
" The Great Gamble," the Western
Photoplays, Inc., serial to be released August 3 by Pathe Exchange, Inc., is described as a tense gripping story of crook
life for which the entire United States was
searched in an effort to find suitable locations. Actual exteriors in six states are
said to be shown in the action of the picture.
The co-stars are Anne Luther and Charles
Hutchinson. Joseph A. Golden is both author and director of the picture.
The following episode titles have been
announced :
No.
" The Great Gamble."
" The Clock of Doom."
Episode No.
Episode No.
" Into the Chasm."
No.
"
In the Law's Grip."
Episode
" The Draught of Death.'
Episode No.
Episode No.
Out Crawling
of the Clouds."
"The
Menace."
Episode
" The Ring of Fire."
"
Through
Iron
Doors."
Episode
in Blood."
Episode No. 8- "" Written
The
Stolen
Identity."
Episode
No. 129- " The Wolf Pack."
Episode No.
Barriers of Flame."
Episode No. 10- "" Under
Episode No. 11- " Out of Arrest."
the Shadows."
Episode
Episode No. 13Says
No. 14Husbands
No.Modern
15Suits Walthall
6— Walthall's work in
Criticspictures
of Henry
—
motion
have B.7frequently
laid stress
on what they consider Sthe
— 1 failure of the
producer to furnish him 'with3- 2the
proper
- -unusual
type of vehicle. Walthall is an
i
character, who needs special attention when
it comes to the selection of a story. In
"Modern Husbands," which RobertsonCole release through Exhibitors Mutual,
Walthall apparently has been placed in
exactly the type of picture for which his
talents are best suited, for wherever it has
been shown it has received an immeasurable share of praise.
"Modern Husbands" is Walthall's latest
work for Robertson-Cole. It is built
around the lives of two married couples,
and an unscrupulous "love pirate."

Marc MacDermott, who appears with Norma
Talmadge in her latest Select vehicle, " The
New Moon "

I
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Reef Lauds First National
Attractions at Decorah
as Money Makers
R. J. Reef, of the Star Theatre, Decorah,
Iowa, says that for seven years he has
been building up a steady patronage by
giving his patrons his personal guarantee
of the quality of the subjects he books.
He has shown all the First National attractions, he says, and in every instance
he has made big money. •
" I go out on the stage and tell my
patrons such and such a picture is coming,"
said he. " Of course, I make a thorough
investigation of the picture before I give
it such announcement. After many such
talks from the stage, and a liberal use of
one of the best mailing lists in this country, together with liberal space in the local
newspaper and in the papers in nearby
towns, I can always feel confident that a
picture will go over as it should. I never
devote so much attention to a picture unless it merits it— and I always put over
every First National attraction this way."
Mitchell

Lewis

Denies

Leaving Select
Pictures
Following the printing of an item in a
trade paper daily to the effect that
Mitchell Lewis had withdrawn from his
contract with the Select Pictures Corporation to go on his own in feature productions, Lewis at his Los Angeles office last
week denied the statement that he would
make no more productions for the Select
Corporation.
Through the courtesy of Lewis J. Selznick, Lewis had been given permission to
appear in one special production in addition to his pictures being made for release
through the Select Corporation, of which
Mr. Selznick is the head. This special
release for one production gave rise to
the report that Lewis would sever his
affiliation with Select.

Elsie Ferguson in her current Artcraft production, "The Avalanche "

Paramount-Drews
Seven
Assures
among exhibitors, particularly those who
Original Schedule Will Be Maintained
have contracted for the entire series of
According to Lasky
Official AnnounceParamount-Drew comedies, as to whether
ment of Famous Playersor not the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation would be able to deliver seven subjects. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew together
made five comedies for Paramount release
in the following order : "Romance and
Rings," "Once A Mason," "The Amateur
Liar," "Harold, the Last of the Saxons,"
just released, and "Squared," to be released
June
15th.
"Squared,"
the next film in which Mrs.
Drew and the late Sidney Drew appear, is
said to be not only different, in that Henry
and Polly are not man and w7ife, but also
it is not written around the home and the
domestic life of these two leads.
It is a business play, with all the scenes
laid around a business office. Henry is the
office drudge, the old faithful who does all
the work, gives his entire loyalty to the
firm, gives his very life to his work and yet
someone else always gets the money and
credit. Polly is a Twentieth Century business woman wrho tries to draw Henry out
of his rut.
Followingin the
release
"Squared,"
two
comedies
which
Mrs.of Drew
will star

picture
WALTER E. Greene, vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in charge of distribution, has just announced that in accordance with the original schedule, there will be seven Paramount-Drew comedies during the current
season.
Following the death of Mr. Drew, considerable speculation has been evident

alone, will be presented. They are " Bunkered," a ' golf story, and "Night of the
Dub,"
two-reeler.
In bothanother
of thesehighly
storiesamusing
Mr. Drew
had a
hand in the writing.
"Harold, the Last of the Saxons," the
current release, is reported to have already
scored one of the greatest hits ever registered by Paramount-Drew comedies. Congratulatory messages have been received
from all parts of the country both by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and the
V. B. K. organization, which produces
these films.

Robertson-Cole

Scandinavian

Houdini is shown tied to the drive wheel of
a locomotive to provide one of the multitude
of thrills planned for his Famous Players-Lasky

AN

Sells

unprecedented season of popularity
for American films in Continental Europe is predicted by Chester Beecroft, who
represents the Scandinavian Film Agency
of Copenhagen in the United States. Mr.
Beecroft has just returned from an eleven
weeks business trip abroad, where he went
to confer with his firm regarding distribution of the Robertson-Cole pictures.
Before leaving for Europe, Mr. Beecroft,
as representative of the Scandinavian Film
Agency, purchased the entire RobertsonCole motion picture production for 1918
and 1919, and in addition a large number
of specials handled for foreign rights only,
by Robertson-Cole. This deal is declared
to involve nearly a million dollars and was
the biggest foreign transaction of the year.
"Every indication points to a record year
for Robertson-Cole films," asserted Mr.
Beecroft. "The type of production which
thus far has been issued by Robertson-Cole
fits in ideally with what the continental
European motion picture enthusiast regards
as the best screen plays.
"In addition to the star series already
mentioned, the Scandinavian Film Agency
purchased the following specials for Continental Europe : "Nine-Tenths of the

Rights

Law," with Mitchell Lewis ; "Her Man."
with Elaine Hammerstein ; "Men," with
Chraoltte Walker, "The Eleventh Commandment," with Lucille Lee Stewart;
"Those Who Pay," with Bessie Barriscale ;
"Just a Woman," with Charlotte Walker ;
"The Prodigal Wife," with Mary Boland;
"Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena; "Where Love Is," with Ann Murdock; "The $15,000 Mystery," with Detective Wm. J. Burns and "The Pendleton
"In addition to these the Scandanavian
Round-Up."
Film
Agency bought fifty-two Billie Rhodes
comedies, twenty-six Capital Comedies and
eighteen of the super series of Jester comedies with Twede Dan."
Barthelmess in New York
The man}' friends of Dick Barthelmess,
formerly of Broadway, New York, but now
of Broadway, Los Angeles, are welcoming
him back during his short leave from studio
work, which has been granted him by D. W.
Griffith for the purpose of attending the
opening of " Broken Blossoms " at the
Cohan Theatre. In this production Barthelmes has a featured place.

Motion
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Variety

of

Subjects

Director-General Maxwell Karger Reports Discovering Spice in Various Themes of Productions
Under Way
WITH Viola Dana in a frothy farce,
Bert Lytell in a tale of the big tops,
May Allison in a story of the stage, Hale
Hamilton putting pep into prohibition, and
Emmy Wehlen satirizing newly rich society,
Director-Genearl Maxwell Karger is said
to find plenty of variety in his supervising
at the Metro studios.
There are only five characters in Miss
Dana's production, "Some Bride," a seaside
farce of a bride with "can't behave" eyes
and a jealous husband. Irving Cummings
has the latter role.
As "World of Make Believe," Bert Lytell makes a "special study" of everything
he undertakes, and carries that thing to
completion. Lytell had to make a special
study of getting a job with a circus, and of
persuading the bareback rider, Eileen
Percy, to love him. John Ince, who directs
the production, has as assistants, Danny
Hogan, rustling circus props, Webster Cullison, directing close shots, and Fred Warren, major-domo of the three hundred extra people.
Emmy Wehlen and her company have
been working two weeks on "Fools and
Their Money," the satire on Manhattan society picturized by Finis Fox from the
story by E. Forst. Miss Wehlen has a cast
including Jack Mulhall, Frank Currier,
William V. Mong, Hugh Fay, Charles Hill
Mailes, Mrs. Bertram Grasby, Betty Peterson and Molly McConnell. Herbert Blache
is directing.
"Almost Married," in which May Allison

For

Metro

Picture

News

Universal Film Shown at
Automobile Club
Some of the most prominent good roads
enthusiasts in the country were guests at
the annual meeting of the National Highway Traffic Association at the headquarters of the Automobile Club of America,
247 West 45th street, New York City,
Wednesday night, May 14, when the first
presentation of " The Open Road to a
Greater America," Universal's campaign
film, was the feature.
This film, the first ever produced exploiting the dire necessity of better highways in America, has aroused a great interest among exponents of this movement.
Among those who have expressed interest
and offered their support, it is said, are
listed some of the highest officials of the
nation's more important highway associations."
Lytell Uses Two Cameras
in Circus Story

Hale

Hamilton is presented by Metro in
" After His Own Heart "

has the role of a "Swiss nightingale" who
flies to New York's Cabarabia, was completed last week. Charles Swickard is directing the picture, and the cast includes
Walter I. Percival, Frank Currier, Harry
Fay.
Ratenbury, James Warton James and Hugh
What
to a certain
"dry"a gift
repub-of
lic when happened
a lively young
man with
gab and a grip full of liquid "pep" breezed
in,
is being
depicted inis starring
"Full of under
Pep," the
in
which
Hale Hamilton
direction of Harry L. Franklin.

Strong Types Predominate in Warner
Feature
ATTENTION to detail which will be latest appearance being in "The Mints of
found paramount in the first Superior
Wedgewood Nowell, who plays Capt.
Picture, "The Man Who Turned White,"
starring H. B. Warner, which RobertsonBeverly, "a moral coward, but a courageous
Cole will release next month through Exsoldier," is well known as a heavy, his
hibitors Mutual, extended particularly to most
Hell."recent work being with Alma Rubens, in Diane of the Green Van." Jay
'he selection of Warner's supporting
Dwiggins is M. Mirabeau, the merchant of
players.
Mzab.
Without Joudar, the "Bornu Barber," or
Eugene Ronde, a favorite of other days,
in other words the real villain of "The Man
reappears as the wife of the Merchant of
Who Turned White," the story would lack
Mzab.
" pep " and might become uninteresting. So
Jesse D. Hampton, had to face his most
difficult task. Scouring the Hollywood
film colony, he finally hit upon Manuel
" Wagon Tracks " Is Next
Hart Feature
Ojeda, who professes to be a Mexican, but
who is suspected of being Arabian. He
C. Gardner Sullivan, scenarist, is relooks the villian and acts it even better,
sponsible for Wm. S. Hart's new Artcraft
and with his dark skin he did not need . picture, produced
under supervision of
much make-up to portray Joudar.
Thomas H. Ince, and following "Square
One of the cleverest touches in the featDeal Sanderson" which is now completed.
ure was given by Carmen Phillips, who
"Wagon Tracks" is the title of this picture. It deals with the life of those who
plays the part of Fanina. As Fanina, the
dancing girl of the desert, she does one of followed the old Santa Fe trail westward in
the most graceful "bits" ever seen on the the Eighteen-fif ties and sixties. Experscreen. Walter Perry, who made himself
ienced guides brought the wagon trains
a name as one of the most versatile characacross the deserts and through the mounter actors on the West Coast, has another
tains. It is as such a guide that Wm. S.
prominent part in the production. He plays
Hart will be seen — Buckskin Hamilton,
a watchman. Perry has frequently been
captain of the emigrant trains, a "son of the
seen in William Desmond Pictures, his
new empire," fearless, brave, resourceful.

Long shots and close-ups of Bert Lytell
are filmed simultaneously in the production
of " One-Thing-At-A-Time O'Day," at the
Metro studios. The Metro star faces two
directors and two cameramen in nearly
every scene of the circus story.
John Ince directs the body of the story
and the master scenes of the circus episodes, with Robert Kurrle, Bert LytelPs
photographer, at the camera crank. The
closer scenes are directed by Webster
Cullison and photographed by Eugene
Gaudio. In practically all of the scenes,
long shots and close shots are taken at
the same time.
Negotiations for Kaufman
It is announced at the offices of the Selnick Pictures Corporation that negotiations
are under way for securing the services of
S. J. Kaufman to write for the Selznick
stars.

The Pioneer Film Corporation Presents Henry
B. Walthall in " The Boomerang," Made byNational
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First Select for

May Release
The first of Select pictures May release?
will be " Break the- News to Mother,"' a
Select special attraction inspired by the
famous song of the same name by Charles
K. Harris. Two others which will be released later in the month are Norma Talmadge in " The New Moon " and Mitchell
Lewis in "Jacques of the Silver Xorth."
" Break the Xews to Mother " is a story
of romance and a mother's love for her
son. In the adaptation of this story for
the screen there has been retained all the
sweet sentiment which made the song so
famous.
Raymond Bloomer has the leading male
role in the special, while the leading feminine role is played by Pearl Shepard.
Others in the cast are Gertrude BerkleyAlice Gerard, Forrest Robinson, William
Baily, Louis Stern, Joseph Smiley and
Chester Barnett.
Universal Schedules More
Animal Comedies
Announcement has been made by the
Universal of the early release of the second
of its Campbell animal pictures, with Joe,
the Monk, and Charlie, the elephant, as the
leading actors. " And The Elephant Still
Pursued Her" is the fanciful title chosen
for the second of these animal comedies.
The members of the cast include Dora
Rogers as the Girl ; Rube Miller, the opera
house manager; Bob McKenzie as the villain, and Ross Letterman and George
Allen as his frisky henchman.

Mae Murray Scores Again
One of the best Universal Special Attractions ever produced is the newest Mae
Murray picture " The Big Little Person "
according to Universal officials. The
producer's predictions are that this attraction will be of great box-office value. The
picture is five reels in length and was
adapted to the screen by Bess Merideth
from the novel by Rebecca Cooper Eastman.

A moment film
in "presenting
The Third Alice
Degree."
Joyce Vitagraph

Coming,
Four

June

*LProgr<2m
Releases

Refreshing Light Summer Plays Follow Exhausting War Times, It Is
Announced — Clean Humor
Predominates

Offerings*
for

the

r

Metro

story w7as scenarioized by Finis Fox, of
the Metro staff, and was directed by Herbert Blache. Martin Allen is Blache's
cameraman, and Maxwell Karger supervised the direction.
Supporting Miss Wehlen in " The Family Tree " are Jack Mulhall, Charles Mailes,
Mollie McConnell, William V. Mong,
Betty Peterson, Gerard Grassby and John
Steppling.
Bert Lytell in " One-Thing-at-a-Time
O'Day," from William Dudley Pelley's
short story in the Saturday Evening Post,
stands out prominently as one of the few
good saw-dust ring pictures since that sidesplitting comedy- success, "When the Circus
Camealsoto aTown,"
William to
H. the
Cook,Metro
who
is
recentby addition
staff.
Eileen Percy- is Mr. Lytell's leading
woman. The others in the cast are Joseph
Kilgour, Jules Hanft, J. Carrol, Fred Heck
and Bull Montana. John Ince directed.
George D. Baker adapted the story to
the screen, and Robert B. Kurrle, cranking
the camera, completes the personnel.

Bert
" Theevidently
Lion's bearded
Den," histhelatest
Metro Lytell
vehicle,in has
lion
THE announcement from the Metro
studios
that producing
firm'slight,
releases for theof month
of June, show
clean humor predominating as a welcome
change from the trying days of the war.
The first of the four June releases is May
Allison in a racy story- scheduled for June
2, describing the trials and tribulations of
a prima donna imported by a progressive
young theatrical promoter. " Almost Married "is the title of the comedy-drama, and
it
is
screen adaptation
V. Durling's
storya written
especially offorE. Miss
Allison
by the erstwhile Xew York reporter. June
Mathis and Luther A. Reed, of the Metro
staff, converted the vehicle to the screen,
and Charles Swickard directed under the
supervision of Maxwell Karger, Director
General of Metro.
On June
under the
the title
" Patricia,"
Metro
will 9,release
first ofventure
of a
new combination of writers in the persons
of Anne and Alice Duffy, two San Francisco women. June Mathis and Luther A.
Reed, who are well acquainted with the
personality of Viola Dana, have made the
adaptation from the play. Henry Otto,
w7ho directed May Allison in " The Island
of Intrigue," directed " Patricia," and John
Arnold,
Dana's regular photographer,
was the Miss
cameraman.
Emmy Wehlen's " The Amateur Adventuress " is scheduled for release on June
16. It is the story of the newly rich called
" The Family Tree," depicting the efforts
of a contractor's family to secure recognition on a social plane with the established
aristocratic families of their town.
It is an original story by E. Forst. The

Latest" The
InShirley
the new Mason's
Paramount, picture,
Final Close-Up," which overflows, it is
said, with good comedy and dramatic situations, Shirley Mason again plays the type of
role wThich is so well liked by- screen patrons
— a purely American girl, full of pep and
activity-, who keeps things moving all the
time and never allows a dull moment to
creep into her daily life. This picture is
scheduled for release May 18. Royal Brown
wrote the original story, which was scenarioized byJulia Crawford Ivers.
Walter Edwards directed. The supporting cast includes Francis McDonald, James
Gordon, Betty Bouton, Eugene Burr and
Mary Warren.

Dustin Farnum
is star Theatres
of " A Man's
United Picture
feature Fight,'
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William S. Hart'sMany
New Costumes.
Picture for AtArtcraft
Is " The Money Corral." Marguerite Clark, in "Come Out of the Kitchen," Is Scheduled to Wear
the Right
Is a Moment in "Vicky Van," in Which Ethel Clayton Is the Featured Player
Another
Minter Feature
Keith's Circuit Books "Topics
of
the
Day"
I would not think of running a program in
June First
"•yOPICS
THE newsDAY,"
selected
the future with this feature eliminated."
American announces
that " A Bachelor's
from the OF
world's
by the Literary
Beginning the carefully planned national
Digest and produced by Timely Films, Inc.,
Wife," with Mary Miles Minter in the stelhas been booked for the Keith circuit
lar
role,
will
be
released
June 1.
campaign to get a record-breaking disThe
production
is
said
to be one of the
tribution of " Topics of the Day," the
houses, each film for seven days' run. The
most ambitious recently undertaken by the
Literary Digest on May 3, in the course of
arrangement includes eight houses in the
New York district, and Indianapolis, Clevea quarter-page display in 300 newspapers,
" Flying A," revealing Miss Minter in a
distinctly new characterization, and is said
gave a conspicuous place to the growingly
land, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Toledo, Dayton, Youngstown,
to be the strongest of all the recent feapopular " punch " paragraphs dealing with
tures in which she has been offered.
social and political and other foibles of the
Ohio, and Louisville.
hour.
Omaha audiences have shown the keenest appreciation of the short feature which
Books Goldwyn Features
is booked at the Rialto. It was a big hit
Bookings are reported increasingly acGoldwyn
to
Release
Three
from the very start and Manager H. M.
tive on Goldwyn's two most recent extras,
Thomas speaks in highest appreciation of
Ford Weeklies
" The Eternal Magdalene," by Robert H.
it in a communication to Pathe Exchange,
The next three Ford Educational WeekMcLaughlin, and Zane Grey's " The Borsaying :
lies to be released through Goldwyn disder
in thesigned
Northclose the romantic interest which surrounds
west Legion."
are claimedSeveral
to havecities
already
up
" Permit me to compliment you upon
for first runs. The Goldwyn Seattle
your new release, ' Topics of the Day.' I the history of common things :
believe the issuing of a film of this charbranch has reported that the Majestic
" From Mud Dug," the story of pottery
acter is the biggest advancement of the
Theatre, of Portland, Ore., has arranged
making,
takes
audiences
through
the
largmotion picture industry in some time.
est pottery kilns in the world.
for first runs on succeeding weeks, of "The
"I have just shown the first of these
" The Land of Ukulele," is a visit to the
Border Legion " and " The Eternal Magfilms, and I want to tell you right now that
Hawaiian Islands.
In " The Only Way," concerns the
traffic cop, the railway guard, the teamster
and the fireman.
dalene."
The releases dates for these Ford Weeklies are :
May 25—" From Mud Dug," the Story
of Pottery Making.
1— " The Land
of Ukulele," A Visit
to June
the Hawaiian
Islands.
June 8— " The Only Way," a Picture of
" Safety First."

William Russell Is Featured by American Film
Company in " Some Liar "

Lewis Completes Another
Mitchell Lewis' forthcoming Select picture,
North," which
completes "Jacques
the list of
of the
threeSilver
attractions
Select pictures has announced for the
month .of May. The production is now
finished and will be distributed the latter
part of the month.
Pleasing in every detail, it is believed
" Jacques of the Silver North " will find
particular favor with those lovers of the
outdoors who delight in viewing great
stretches of virgin North territory, with
snows so deep that human habitations are
almost buried in them.

Jesse D. Hampton presents H. B. Warner in
the Robertson-Cole picture, " The Man Who
Turned White," through Exhibitors Mutual
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Booked
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Feature
Solid

is

" Beating the Odds," said to be solidly
booked from coast to coast, came to the
screen May 12, rated as one of the best
productions ever made with Harry T. Morey
as the star. " The Money Maker," a popular novel, forms the foundation of " Beating the Odds." The story was written by
Irving R. Allen; Paul Scardon directed
it.
The new Vitagraph-Morey productior.
deals for the most part with life in the
underworld, but, on the contrary to usual
•reatment in screening that phase of life,
is not converted into lurid melodrama.
" Beating the Odds " is declared to be distinctly '"different" for the reason that its
types and the conditions pictured are without exaggerations.
In the cast are George Majeroni, Robert
Gaillard, Eulalie Jensen, Robert Mowbray
and Frank Xorcross.
Chadwick
Heads Pathe's
May 18 Program
Pathe Program for May 18 was headed
by Helene Chadwick, recently Douglas
Fairbanks' leading lady, who is said to
give a delightful, breezy and' charmingly
emotional performance in " Caleb Piper's
Girl," a five-act comedy drama, produced
by Astra.
"The Tiger Trap" is the title of the
fifth episode of " The Tiger's Trail," in
which Ruth Roland is starred, and " Before
Breakfast" is the Rolin comedy, featuring Harold Lloyd, with Bebe Daniels and
" Snub " Pollard and characterized as a
bit of " Hooverian hilarity haloes in hash."
Engages Conway Tearle
It was announced this week that Conway
Tearle has been engaged to appear with
Marion Davies in her latest feature, 'April
Folly," which she is making at the Biograph studio in Xew York. Robert
Leonard is directing.

Constance Talmadge, in " The Veiled Adventure " for Select

"A

Here is a quartette in perfect harmony and from left to right we see Louis B. Mayer, producer;
Anita Stewart, star; Marshall Neilan, director, and Harry Schwalbe, of the First National
Poland Reported Successful Screen Author
Another new story by Mr. Poland, " The
BACHELOR'S WIFE,'' a Mary
Miles Minter comedy-drama which
Tiger
Lily,"
is serving
as the
" different
vehicle
in which
Margarita
Fisher
will be"
the American will release June 1, is the
third successive Minter vehicle written by featured in a midsummer release.
At present Mr. Poland is living in Santa
Joseph Franklin Poland.
Barbara, where he can keep in close touch
Mr. ofPoland
is not on but
the regular
authors'
staff
the American
has contributed
with the American studios. He is, howmuch of his recent work for the use of ver, a Brooklynite by birth, and was educated at Erasmus Hall High School and
the " Flying A " stars. The two previous
Minter subjects from the Poland pen were
Columbia University. He entered the newspaper world, but shortly transferred his
" The Amazing Impostor " and " The Into the still bigger world of the
trusion of Isabel," each of which claims a activities
screen. After considerable service as a
number of box office records to its credit,
staff writer for Kalem and Vitagraph, he
and a fourth Minter-Poland production,
launched out as a free-lance and has been
"Yvonne from Paris," has just been completed at Santa Barbara under Emmett J. turning out photoplay stories of high rank
ever since. He is still in his twenties.
Flvnn's direction.
Pathe Special Shows Aerial Warfare
Scenes
P ATHE NEWS continues to score in its midnight and sixteen prints were shipped
series of air pictures and the recent
by
messenger
to Boston
at 10soo'clock
the
following
morning,
it is said,
that they
special spectacle arranged by the aviators
were shown in the theatres of the Hub at
at Kelly field, San Antonio, taken exclu5 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
sively hy Pathe cameramen, has called
forth country-wide commendation, it is
stated, from both exhibitors and from airmen at all stations. This thrilling " Battle
of the Clouds " reproduced vivid scenes of
aerial warfare, first showing Hun planes
bombing a model French town; the village
in flames and the inhabitants fleeing in terror; and then the Yankee planes to the
rescue, and, after a fierce battle, completely
routing the foe. And in Pathe Xews No.
38, released May 7, the " aerial touring
car " is introduced for the first time in
sight-seeing over Atlantic City, excellent
panorama of the resort being taken at an
altitude of 2000 feet. Then as you sit in
your aerial seat, you hold your breath
while the plane loops the loop and then
goes into a nose spin. It is all very' thrilling and the camera catches every detail
of it
One of the biggest hits was made by the
special which covered the parade of the
26th Division of New England. It took
place on Friday afternoon, April 25. The
Arthur Guy Empey,
in " Hell on Earth " for
negatives were received in Xew York at
Select Distribution
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J. Barnstyn

Forms

Contemplates Covering Europe -with
United States Films — Describes
Continental Economic Conditions in Picture Activities

BECAUSE he plans to reach every counand befilms —films
his the
in heEurope
t try cause
to
believeswiththat
accomplish this must be of American make
— J. C. Barnstyn, director of the British &
Continental Trading Company, with headquarters at The Hague, Holland, arrived
in New York this week on "important business." In addition to his British & Continental Company duties, Mr. Barnstyn is
the sole buying agent of the H. A. P. Film
Company of Holland, which supplies film
programs to one hundred and forty of the
two hundred and twenty-five motion picture theatres in the Land of Dikes.
The H. A. P. are "renters" — what we in
America would call an exchange — and the
exclusive distributors of World, Triangle,
Keystone, Christie Comedies and other
well known American film productions in
Holland. It is expected that the plans now
maturing will enable Mr. Barnstyn and his
associates to cover the entire Continent of
Europe, exclusive of the British Isles, as
thoroughly as they now do Holland.
"We will immediately extend our operations to Belgium, France, and Italy," said
Mr. Barnstyn, when seen at Inter-Ocean
Building, "and eventually cover the Continent with American pictures. I am here
to get a close-up view of the producing
Jess

Willard

Feature

JESS Willard, champion heavyweight
boxer of the world and star of "The
Challenge of Chance," which the Continental Pictures Corporation is making, will
come to the screen in a few weeks as a
widely advertised individual.
It is estimated that several millions of
dollars will be spent by the newspapers of
the country during the next two months in
providing news of him to their readers.
Every newspaper of consequence, every
press agency and news syndicate is now engaged in a campaign of publicity concerning the champion, and one paper alone announced recently, it is said, that it had already laid plans to spend $25,000 for obtaining training camp news and pictures of
the champion and his challenger. Many
others will spend as much and more, it is
thought.
As indicating the interest that has been
aroused in the champion, there was one of
the greatest bidding contests in the history
of sports and entertainment on the part
of cities seeking to be chosen as the site
of the battle on July 4th.
Willard, in this production, which marks
his advent among film stars, does not appear as a prize fighter, but it is promised

Picture

News

o^ieJd

Some
Big Plans
conditions on this side. I shall remain on
this side until middle August, when I return to The Hague, but I will be back in
October for a stay of at least a year."
Mr. Barnstyn declared that while there
is considerable unrest in Europe, picture
conditions were good. He said that unemployment was an evil, but that it had not
especially affected the cinemas, as the
masses had the small admission fee for
motion pictures, although they often lacked
the means to attend the theatres producing
legitimate attractions. Having plenty of
time on their hands, the cinemas got their
patronage.
When he started four and a half years
ago, Mr. Barnstyn says, he rented a small
building near the present one, which the
firm owns outright. He had five employees,
whereas today there is a staff of sixty. His
first American films were purchased
through Inter-Ocean, and the late Henry
J. Brock, of that firm, was the first American film man with whom Mr. Barnstyn did
business. Gus S. Schlesinger of InterOcean, who attended to Mr. Barnstyn's
first purchases, is still with Inter-Ocean
and is again assisting Mr. Barnstyn in the
selection of pictures from the American
field.
Mr. Barnstyn is making his temporary
headquarters at the Inter-Ocean Building,
218 West 42nd Street, until he finds quarters in the Manhattan film district for a
permanent American buying office. He is
residing at the Hotel Astor.
Ready In Few Weeks
that the champion will be seen in some
of the most sensational rough and tumble
fighting that the most ardent admirer of
fisticuffs could wish to see. It is claimed
for Willard that he is a real "find" for the
screen, a tj^w type of star, and that he not
only screens well, but also is a good actor.
This being so, his coming release will be
awaited with interest by everyone interested
in motion pictures, whether in or out of
the industry.
Willard is said to be very seriously interested in his motion picture work, more
interested in its future than the ring, in
fact,
"Challenge
of Chance,"
which sois that
to be the
a seven
reel special
feature,
probably will be the vehicle by which a real
star, known the world over, will be brought
out.
Rifkin Visits New York
Herman Rifkin, head of the Eastern
Film Exchange of Boston, is making his
headquarters, while on a visit to New York,
at the office of the Pioneer Film Corporation. It is announced that Mr. Rifkin contemplates making several additions to his
purchase for New England.

Georgeproduced
Cheseboro,
Texas Guinan
two-reelers
by inFrohman
Corporation
To Exploit Gale Henry and
Billie West Comedies
Milton L. Cohen, president of Bulls Eye
Film Corporation, producers of the Billie
West comedies, and distributors of the
Gale Henry comedies, announces that
James L. Mendelson, special representative, will start on a trip that will mbrace
the entire United States.
Mr. Mendelson is one of the youngest
men in the film industry, and for several
years has specialized in the intricate policies of state right distribution as well asproduction, and wherever he goes he will
bring to exchange men handling these
brands and to exhibitors showing them the
direct contact with the main office that isdeemed essential to increased activity and
successful exploitation.
Bacon Busy on First Film
Gerald F. Bacon, who recently organized
his own producing company, releasing
through Independent Sales Corporation and
the Film Clearing House, Inc., announces
that he will commence work on the first
of the series of eighteen productions to be
made, next week. Mr. Bacon will occupy
the Bacon-Backer studio following Charles
Miller who is now completing the first of
the Miller features.
Mr. Bacon received the finished scenario
for his first feature from Basil Dickey,
this week. Mr. Dickey wrote the continuity
from Max Marcin's play, " Substitute
Prisoner," re-titled " At Sunrise." Oliver
D. Bailey will direct the production. He
is now casting for the first picture and will
announce the cast next week.
"White Heather" Scores
Maurice Tourneur's latest production,
" The White Heather," had its premiere at
the Rialto theatre in New York, offered
with a special musical arrangement by
Hugo Riesenfeld.
"Thesuccess.
White The
Heather"
scored
a remarkable
New
York critics received it with uniformly
enthusiastic comments.
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At the left is a moment in

of theis first
othapfel
program. of Inthe the
center is a shot from the comedy, " Wild
False Gods," the 'feature
and at film
the right
a setR used
in theUnitproduction
feature
Flowers,'
A. L. Shakman Values All
Rothapfel
Unit
Proves
Successful
Educational Films
So
Says
Exhibitor
on
Showing
His
gramme,
which
will
certainly add class and
of
Shakman,
L.
Managing Director A.
Program to Large Audience of
the 81st Street Theatre, on upper Broadtheatre showing it."
prestige
Critics and Public
Charles toA.any
Goldreyer, owner of the Conway, New York City, is one of the oldest
course, University and Fordham theatres,
customers on the books of the Educational
C AMUEL L. Rothapfel's premiere shovvN. Y. C. wrote : "Without bias I can state
^ ing of his first Unit Programme was
exchange.
Film Corporation's New York release
that I believe that in offering the Rothapfel
in pronounced a big success by the packed
He has used practically every
Unit to the patrons of my theatres, I am
house
which
viewed
it
at
the
Rialto
Theatre
clamoring
y
constantl
is
and
vaults,
their
giving them the height of motion picture
for more.
May 9. Expressions of favorable opinion
are said to have come from all sources —
Mr. Shakman combines the single-reels
entertainment."
the public, the trade and daily press, social,
with his vaudeville and picture program,
Eva E. Keleher, "Lottie Lee" of the
civic and dramatic organizations ; dramatic
Cleveland News-Leader, said: "If I could
defying all precedent by listing the subjects
and screen critics, exhibitors and producers.
write flowery language my words concern" Educational Studies,"
under isheading
ing the Rothapfel Unit Programme would
From nearly every source, Mr. Rothapfel,
declared to be about the most
which
be
an
ever-blooming tree. I -personally
the
producer
and
Frank
G.
Hall,
president
enterbilling
of
reckless manner possible
of Independent Sales Corporation, which is think it a splendid programme; is artistic;
taining material.
includes everything that has been done and
handling the distribution of the Rothapfel
much that should have been done a long
Unit, have received congratulations from
Sells Foreign Rights
representative men and women on the arThe speakers at the banquet and reception
Through the International Variety &
tistry and dramatic novelty represented in
time
given ago."
by Mr. Rothapfel and Frank G. Hall
the premiere of this programme. More
Theatrical Agency, Ltd., rights to the Outat Hotel Astor on Friday evening were :
ing-Chester Pictures have been sold as fol- than two thousand are said to have attended
lows :
Ashbel P. Fitch, president Film Finance
the opening at the Rialto Theatre in the
Africa, south of the Equator, to African
morning, and more than three hundred , Corporation, toastmaster; Samuel L.
Rothapfel, Frank G. Hall, Major T. C.
Film Trust, Ltd.
came as Mr. Rothapfel's guests to the Hotel
Sterrett, U. S. Marine Corps; Col. A. S.
India, Burma and Ceylon, to India Films,
Astor at night, and without exception the
Ltd.
McLemore,
U. S. Marines ; Mr. W. A. Johnopinion was expressed that the first Rothapson, editor Motion Picture News ; Mr. E.
Siam and Dutch East inStates,
fel
Unit
Programme
was
all
that
was
exMalay
dies to Middle East Films.
Lloyd Sheldon, Mr. T. E. Oliphant, drapected. Immediately following the showmatic editor Evening Mail; J. A. Quinn,
The price paid establishes a record, it is
ing of the programme, the twenty-odd drasaid, for short subjects in these markets.
managing editor Rialto Theatre, Los Anmatic and screen critics representing the
geles, Cal. ; William Brant, president
most prominent and widely read daily
Brooklyn Motion Picture Exhibitors
papers in the country, wired their editors
League; Louella O. Parsons, motion pica brief outline of the programme and their
ture editor Morning Telegraph; Frank
criticisms, and all were of the opinion, it
Morris,
writer; Col. Howard Borden, S.
is stated, that the Rothapfel Unit ProJay Kaufman, N. Y. Globe ; Leslie Mason,
gramme represents entertainment that satpublisher of Trade Review; George Blaisisfies every demand of exhibior and public.
dell, editor Moving Picture World.
Among the expressions of opinion on

tense Aleichem
moment infilm" made
Khavah,"
first Sholom
by Zion

Mr. following
Rothapfel's: first LTnit Programme are
the
H. M. Thomas, general manager, Rialto
Theatre, Omaha, Neb. "As Mr. Rothapfel
is a pioneer in modern photoplay presentation, so he is the pathfinder in a new idea
in. motion pictures — that of the Unit Program e. have
I
just reviewed the opening
Programme at the Rialto Theatre, and I
must say that I was agreeably pleased with
every detail. Mr. Rothapfel deserves the
credit of the entire industry, and I personally wish to congratulate him. I think
it is up to the exhibitors of the United
States to show their earnest appreciation of
Mr. Rothapfel's efforts by booking his Pro-

Reports Big Success for
" Romance of the Air "
Reports coming to Frank G. Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation,
handling the distribution of " A Romance
Of The Air," starring Edith Day and
Lieut. Bert Hall, American Ace, through
the exchanges of the Film Clearing House,
indicates that this aerial attraction is meeting with big success through the Middle
West and on the Coast.
An added attraction in the presentation of
this feature in these territories, is the personal appearance of Lieut. Hall in the
larger cities.
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Arrow Reports Continued
Success in Field

Showing a Part of the Crowd Which Lined Up Before the Kinema Theatre in Los Angeles to Gain
Admission to " The Unpardonable Sin," Garson-Neilan Production

Declares "Mickey"
Consisten
t notProfit
and I could
control the Maker
crowds. It
AS predicted by W. H. Production Comtook
five
policemen
to try to keep them in
pany, '"Mickey" is being reported as
one of the best box office attractions and < line. It is, without doubt, the greatest
drawing crowd that I have ever had at my
the most consistent profit-making features
that has ever been released, and this fact
is said to be borne out particuarly by exSidney Lust, who controls the rights to
hibitors who have shown the picture not
Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia
house."
only once but over and over again,
and Virginia, stated that in Baltimore at
they particularly claiming that it is among
the Parkway Theatre, "Mickey" played to
the most profitable repeat photoplays that
approximately 40,000 people on a six days'
is shown in the motion picture theatre.
showing. At the Strand, which was the
Sam Ackerman, manager of the East Side
next house to show "Mickey," they also
Theatre, Detroit, Michigan, made the fola six days' engagement and the
lowing statement in a letter addressed to played
records at this house were smashed to
Mr. Joe Horwitz, exhibitor for Michigan:
smitherines, and in Washington, "Mickey"
"I wish to state that although I have been
is repeating in all of the theatres that have
in the show business for nine years, I have
never played to such crowds as I have
already played it regardless of the number of days the first engagement consisted
while showing 'Mickey.' I played 'Mickey'
of in the way of a run.
after all the theatres on Gratiot Avenue,
Calvert Feature Has Carefully Selected Cast
Billie Burke has a good start in her new
UNDER the direction of R. William
Neill, Catherine Calvert is nearing the Paramount picture adapted from the stage
" Billeted," which is being produced
completion of her picture, " The Career of play,
under the direction of John S. Robertson
Katherine Bush," at the Fifty-Sixth Street
at Fifty-sixth Street. Frank Walton is
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky Coragain
poration. This is the photoplay adaptation
directing.assisting Mr. Robertson in the
of Elinor Glyn's sentimental novel of the
same name, the scenario having been writIrene Castle's big special production of
ten by Catherine Stuart.
Robert W. Chambers' " The Firing Line "
is
nearly completed under the direction of
Seldom, if ever before, has such exacting discrimination been exercised, it is de- Charles Maigne.
clared, in the selection of. a cast as for this
production. In fact, the picture had been
Jenks Returns to Europe
under way for nearly ten days and pracHarry Maze Jenks, the proprietor of
tically all the minor scenes had been filmed
Harma Film, returned to Europe by the
before Miss Calvert's leading man had
Aquitania, very well satisfied with his visit.
been finally selected. After much careful
His chief technical adviser, Mr. Henry
consideration John Goldsworthy was finally
engaged to play the leading male role in Howse remains in New York, as General
Manager for the time being, to carry on
Miss Calvert's support, that of Lord Algerthe business of Harma Productions, Inc.,
non Fitz-Rufus. Mr. Goldsworthy, a graduand has secured offices at 46 West 24th
ate of the English stage, is one of the best
Street.
known juveniles on the stage or screen..
Other members of the cast are Craufurd
Mr. Henry Howse has had a long career
Kent, who plays Lord Gerard Strobridge ; in the trade.
Arrangements are being made to
Mathilda Brundage, who plays Lady Garribardine ; Helen Montrose, Ann Dearing,
strengthen Harma's European organization,
Augusta Anderson, Claire Whitney, Norah
by engaging well-known American artists,
it is said also one, if not more front rank
Reed, Albert Hackett, Earl Lockwood,
American Directors who will proceed to
Walter Smith, Robert Minot, Edith Pierce,
Allen Simpson and Fred Burton.
Europe as soon as possible.

The Arrow Film Corporation reports continued activity in the state right market.
Since this firm has moved into its new office business has shown a decided increase.
Mitchell Lewis' latest picture, "Fools'
Gold," which co-stars Florence Turner, and
a strong cast as well, has been selling rapidly. There is some territory still open on
this splendid subject, but most of the territory has been sold.
Florence Turner returns to the screen in
" Fools' Gold," and is as charming as ever.
This_ is a picture of the great Northwest,
and it is said that the scenery and photography is unexcelled.
" The Masked Rider," the fifteen episode
Western serial handled by Arrow is also
selling fast. This serial stars such wellknown players as Ruth Stonehouse, Paul
Panzer and Harry C. Myers. William
Steiner produced this serial, and the location was a little near San Antonio, Texas,
where the scenery is well suited for this
kind of a picture.
Radin

of Tyrad Plans Trade
Tour of Country

Matthias Radin, president and general
manager of Tyrad Pictures, Inc., of 729
Seventh avenue, New York City, is completing plans for a business trip which will
include the principal cities of the United
States and Canada. He expects to leave
New York City next week.
The trip is in the interests of " And the
Children Pay," "Your Wife And Mine,"
and " Passions of Men," three five-reel
productions which Tyrad is state righting
at this time. Radin's plan is to give elaborate showings of his subjects to the trade
in various cities included in his itinerary.
He will devote his efforts mainly to " Passions of Men," starring Lottie Tilford,
which is his firm's latest acquisition.

Catherine Calvert is star of " Marriage for
Convenience," a Frank A. Keeney picture
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Of the many comedy situations abounding in Christie Comedies we must picture three of them. The left panel shows Bobby Vernon in " A Rustic
Romeo," while the panel on the right reveals a predicament in " Stop, Look and Listen." The two pairs of eyes in the center panel show a flirty
moment in another Christie Comedy, " Too Many Wives "
Outing-Chester Film Shows
Wild Haytian Dances
H. D. Ashton, Outing-Chester cameraman, returned Monday from a three
months expedition into Hayti, where in
order to film one of the prohibited voodoo
dances he was compelled to join in the
wild gambol himself, and steal off to crank
his machine whenever the fun got so fast
and furious that his disappearance was not
noticed it is declared.
Among other things he had to drink
goat's blood as it spouted from the slashed
jugular of the sacrifice. Finally he was
made a high priest, and given some authority, which he utilized in filming the altar,
the gifts, and particularly the dance.
There are only three of the old voodoo
drums left on the island, and one of these
Ashton brought back with him. It will
be presented to the American Museum of
Natural History later, but will for some
time be displayed by first-run houses during the week they have the voodoo dance
release.
Gaumont

Camera

Man

Has

Thrilling Voyage
Cameraman A. E. Gold, of the Gaumont
Company, reports a thrilling voyage from
New York to Trepassey Bay, Newfoundland, on the U. S. S. " Prairie."
The " Prairie " left New York several
days ahead of the start of the N-C's from
Rockaway Point, so that it would be at
Trepassey Bay, the second stage of the
trans- Atlantic journey, when the aircraft
arrived. The run from New York to Newfoundland took four days, through heavy,
lolling seas.
Pearl

White

Writes

Pearl White, Pathe serial star in " In
Secret," has written a book called "My
Struggle for Fame," it was announced this
week.
The book is expected to be published immediately.

Capital Produces and Also
Distributes
It was announced from Chicago this
week that the new arrangements that have
been practically completed by the Capital
Film Company will introduce them to the
exhibitors of the country as a producing
as well as a distributing organization.
The new plans which are being crystallized by Mr. C. Eddy Eckels co-operating
with Mr. S. L. Barnhard will mean the
producing by the Capital Film Company of
many new two reel pictures of character
made from the best stories by well known
authors, with the punch in them that will
insure box office drawing strength, and enable the managers of theatres throughout
the country to furnish their clientele with
the clean, snappy, up to the minute program which entertains and obviates the
necessity of sitting through five or six
reels of "WATERED STOCK" to get
the meat of a plot that could be told in a
single reel. This does not mean that the
Capital Film Company contemplate an immediate discontinuing of distributing the
re-issues of worth while pictures of the
past, but a step forward to fill the crying
need of the exhibitor for two-reel subjects
that will enable him to conscientiously
present to a discriminating public a well
balanced program. When the Capital Film
Company's new wires are properly installed, and the current turned on, it is
figured that the instantaneous illumination
will be so bright "that he who runs may
read" the sign which will spell the end
of the exhibitors booking trials and tribulations and give to this organization a
vote of thanks from both manager and
public. For reinstating the Keystone of
the industries arch of success (crisp short
subjects) which had been temporarily removed by over ambitious producers of large
super productions, the correct translation
of which would mean " Footage Only."
Additional Independent News
on page 3482

Bockliss Secures Rights on
Swain Comedies
Without screening a production, and
without seeing as much as a photograph,
it is said, Sidney Garrett, president of J.
Frank Brockliss, Inc., negotiated a contract
with Jesse J. Goldburg, general manager
of Frohman Amusement Corporation
whereby the entire foreign rights on the
Mack Swain comedies were secured by Mr.
Garrett. This is possibly the first instance
where a transaction involving twenty-six
productions was closed in advance of the
showing of even the first attractions, but
Mr. Garrett states that the reputation of
Mack Swain is such as to justify this.
Negotiations are also pending between the
Frohman Amusement Corporation and Mr.
Garrett for the acquisition of the Texas
Guinan two-reel Westerns.
Says Proves
"Unknown
Quantity"
a Bonanza
" The Unknown Quantity," Corinne Griffith's current release, is said to be proving
a bonanza among Vitagraph offerings of
the past weeks. Much new business has
been written on the score of this graphic
picturization of a story by O. Henry. It
is, in fact, as human a document on the
screen as the story proved to be.
Miss Griffith is supported by Huntley
Gordon, Frederick Buckley, Harry Davenport, Jack Ridgeway and Jack McLean. The
picture was directed by Tom Mills.
Shallenberger Returns
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation has returned to
New York from a western trip, a combination business and pleasure trip. Shallenberger finds the west in a highly prosperous condition and the picture business
in a particularly flourishing condition.
" There is considerable talk on the subject of the open booking and exchanges
everywhere are considerably exercised
over the contemplated actions of the various film concerns who have announced a
change of system," said Mr. Shallenberger.
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Serial Plays Pan-

tages' Circuit
Though they have never
played Houdini
in person, the Pantages circuit of vaudeville theatres in the West will have Houdini
as an attraction through the medium of
the screen. Joseph J. Goodstein, the head
of the Arrow Photoplay Company, Denver, announces that he has booked Houdini
in B. A. Rolfe's super serial, " The Master
Mystery," in the Empress Theatre, Denver,
one of the Pantages houses, for a fifteen
weeks' run, beginning May 12. " The Master Mystery " will be ' run in connection
with the Empress' regular vaudeville bill,
each episode being played for a week.
Mr. Goodstein controls the distributing
rights to the Houdini serial in Colorado,
Wyomind,
New Mexico, Utah and Southern
Idaho.
Sill Joins Company
Clara Kimball Young being presented with Sergeant Warrant for meritorious war-service. The
group also shows Harry Garson atandthe Blanche
duringFrancisco
the run of " The Unpardonable Sin "
CaliforniaSweet
in San
Fitz-Gerald Completes
CISSY FITZ-GERALD, whose film and
dramatic career is said to have encompassed the globe, is producing a newseries of comedies under her own. engagement. The picture will be known as the
" Cissy and Bertie " series. The first of
the comedies has been completed and the
others are in a stage of development, which
promises an early release.
Miss Fitz-Gerald is best known in filmland for her two years of work with Vitagraph, appearing under that management
as the lead character in " The Winsome
Widow," " How Cissy Made Good," " The
Accomplished Mrs. Thompson," " Cissy's
" Curing Cissy." Her
Wink " and
Innocent
earlier dramatic
efforts were directed by
Charles Frohman and she became a favorite in America as well as in Australia, India and China.

First of New
Series
The first release of the new series, " Cissy's Funnymoon," will introduce two new
characters of American domestic life,
" Cissy and Bertie." The succeeding films
will carry the pair through the various
farcical situations created by " Cissy's "
firmness of rule and " Bertie's " ingenuous
faculty of doing the wrong thing in the
right place. The new comedies were written by Mildred Considine, who is now said
to be working on a play for Mary Pickford. The cast includes Joseph Kerr,
Beverly Byrd, Leonard Mellin, Gertrude
McKenna, Ralph Johnson and Victor Beecraft. Edwin Middleton is director. The
films are being produced in the Chicago studios of the Rothacker Film Company,
which
is co-operating with Miss Fitz-Gerald's company.

Katterjohn to Produce
year ago Monte M. Katter
ALMOST john,a noted
as an author of virile
film dramas, announced the formation of
his own producing organization to make
a series of four special pictures of greater
than program merit.
This week it is stated that the long
period of preparatory thought and labor
is drawing to a close, and that actual production of the first picture will soon be
undertaken.
" In preparing this first production," said
Mr. Katterjohn, "I realized that it would
unfailingly be regarded as a criterion for
my future efforts. I knew that to secure
the confidence and support of the exhibitors of the country, my initial production
must furnish convincing proof of my ability to create pictures — stories of unusual
entertainment qualities — a success not only
from the box office standpoint, but also
from the standpoint of the critical public.
" I have exercised the utmost care in laying out the production. The scenario con-

Four Special Features
tinuity has been written and re-written
many times, and in each of its six hundred script scenes, the utmost detail of action has been thoroughly outlined.
" To the many who have expressed interest in my forthcoming productions, I
am glad to report that my expectations for
ideal producing conditions have been more
than fulfilled, and that my faith in the
financial success of my pictures has increased tenfold. The exhibitor, to whom
these productions are dedicated, shall be
the judge."
Purchases Foreign Rights
to Calvert Features
Bech, Van Siclen and Company, Inc.,
have purchased the foreign rights to four
pictures with Catherine Calvert, who has
been engaged recently by the Famous
Players, as a star.
The pictures acquired are " Marriage,"
" Out of the Night," " Marriage for Convenience,"Romance
"
of the Underworld."

in

Seattle
It was announced from Seattle, Wash.,
this week that J. C. Sill, who has been
photographer for Robert C. Bruce scenic
films through Educational Films, has joined
the Adventure Pictures Company, recently
formed in Seattle, for the purpose of producing and marketing adventure scenic pictures.
Other members of the Adventures company, as announced from Seattle, are Jack
Rantz, an exhibitor, who will be president,
and H. H. Brownell, formerly manager of
Mutual branch. Mr. Brownell, it is understood, will be general manager of Adventure.
Bloxbe to Produce
The Bloxbe Film Corporation announces
that it is going to make twenty-eight
comedies of a very unique idea. Six
episodes have already been filmed it is reported and will be ready for the release
within a short time.
The direction of the pictures will be
handled by Philip Van Loan. Associated
with him will be Fred Bezerril.

Johnny Dooley and Lillian Hall, in the first
Johnny Dooleynotcomedy,
the name of which has
been announced
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they are not in use and are lying about absolutely unprotected
in the open. The saying is that Providence protects babies and
those intoxicated. To this should be added the amateur operator
of a motion picture projector, for thus far we have had but
few accidents.
Since this condition exists in the use of a professional projector,
how much more does it apply to the portable type. Even a 900
watt lamp or less is a dangerous light source, as the heat which
it generates will ignite inflammable film within a very short space
of time if the rays of light are allowed to be concentrated on
the film while not in motion.
The man who buys one of these miniature projectors, built
for the " professional standard," and who feels that he can take
it home and use it indiscriminately, obtaining his film from any
exchange where he can secure a subject which he desires, is not
doing himself justice, and is subjecting his family to risk for
which he should be held criminally liable. The mere fact that
this film is made on inflammable stock regardless of the safeness
of the machine condemns the entire outfit unless properly protected. If non-inflammable film is used in this machine the danger
is
eliminated,
but this is not often done. There is very little nonDevoted to the technical branches of the motion picture }
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments % inflammable film used today in the " professional standard " width,
were, people
general itwould
" take to
the rent
chanceand"
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- I and
and if
usethere
inflammable
stockinbecause
is cheaper
ventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and \ easier
to get.
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature I'
There is absolutely no need, as we stated last week, of forcing
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and j this non-inflammable stock upon the theatre interests, for they
furnishing field.
do not need it, do not want it, and should not be made to use
No charge is made in these departments for answering I
it.
Those interested in private or semi-public motion picture
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
showings should, however, be forced to conduct them in a
E. L. Beagdon
.Technical Editor j manner which is absolutely safe.
This may be done in two ways :
First, make it a criminal act, subject to imprisonment and fine,
to show motion pictures without a booth when inflammable stock
Film Stock Outside the Theatre
is used.
ON this page in the May 17th issue we discussed the question
Second, set up some standard which is protected, or guarded,
of the risks involved in the use of inflammable film stock
so that the general public will not obtain anything but positive
as they exist today in Motion Picture Theatres throughout the
prints made on burning stock.
country and also the risks involved in the handling of this stock
Over a year ago the Society of Motion Picture Engineers set
in exchanges.
up what is known as a " safety standard," which is a narrow
We now come to the third classification, namely, the risks and
width film specially perforated and designed for use on miniature projectors. The particular perforation laid down is not
protective measures necessary to show motion pictures in the
patented. This is a weakness of the standard.
home, school, Y. M. C. A. and other semi-public gatherings.
The consideration of this subject is of the greatest possible
There are today several concerns using this standard, or planimportance, as this field is increasing every day and the demand
ning to do so. They are compiling libraries of film on instructional subjects as well as purely entertainment films — the latter
for pictures for educational and instructional purposes is growprinted from negatives controlled by the large film companies of
ing rapidly.
the country which have been already exhibited in the theatres
This field is one which is not protected by laws and regulations
throughout the country.
such as protects the theatre. There is no general regulation or
law requiring that a fireproof booth be used, such as is necessary
These positives are printed from the same negatives as are
for theatres. People in general do not realize the great danger
used in printing film in the " professional standard," merely
and risk which they are running when they show film printed
being reduced by an optical printing process. The " safety standon inflammable stock in their homes, in the schools, or any other
ard " can therefore be printed from any negative made on the
semi-public meeting place.
" professional standard ".
With film produced in this " safety standard " runs a label
This, however, is being done even,- day by people who, if they
which states that it has been printed on non-inflammable stock.
realized what they were doing, would certainly give up the practice. The general statement might be made that any motion
The rental charge for this film as compared with the " profespicture machine of any make or model is unsafe when used with
sional standard " is very small and only companies making a
inflammable film outside of a fireproof booth.
specialty of supplying this demand can afford to handle prints
The statement has been made that the greatest danger is during
on Itthis
was" safety
stated standard."
some time ago that the easiest way of fighting
the time of handling the film when it is not actually in the
projector. This is true but just as a chain is no stronger than
this " safety standard " and forcing it into disrepute would be,
when the demarrd for this film became great enough for some
its weakest link, so the safety involved in the showing of motion
one to flood the market with inflammable film in this size to
pictures is no greater than the most dangerous element which
enters into the process of showing. Therefore, if motion picture
be given away which would cause immediate action on the part
of the fire authorities throughout the country. Any man who
film is dangerous while being put in or taken out of the projector,
would do this should be put on trial and given a prison sentence.
the entire mechanism should be located in a fireproof enclosure
He could not be too strongly condemned.
while this process is going on. Then, should the projector be
proven to be absolutely safe it can, after being loaded with the
This new " safety standard " may not be as well protected as
we might wish, yet when it is thoroughly established we believe
film be moved out into the auditorium, providing, of course, this
that public opinion will be so strong against an action of this
will enhance its usefulness, and be of added value by so doing.
kind that a man will think twice before he prints a picture on
As a rule a projection equipment is purchased by an absolute
inflammable stock in this standard.
novice who knows nothing about the electric control devices
The same thing applies to the traveling salesman as applied
which he is using, about the mechanics of the projector, and in
to the man who shows film privately. Should he show a picture
fact is absolutely ignorant of the entire outfit, except for the
on inflammable film to a prospective customer without a booth
knowledge which he has derived from the instruction book or
he should be criminally prosecuted, for the danger here is just
catalogue of the manufacturer. He knows nothing of the dangers
involved and smoking, as a general rule, is allowed, near the
as great as the danger in any semi-public gathering.
(Continued on page 3487)
projector, while the reels of film are being changed, or while
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Use of Inter-Communicating Telephones
in Motion Picture Theatres

Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg.
By R. T. Pier son- Sales Engineer.
Company.
INTER-COMMUNICATING telephones are to-day installed in
all business establishments which are conducted along efficient
and economical lines. The thought, however, may not occur to
you how Inter-Communicating telephones can be adapted to the
needs of Motion Picture Theatres.
Let us then consider the tactical points in a Moving Picture
Theatre, or, in other words, the points or locations which for the
successful operation of the theatre must be kept in close touch with
the executive head of the organization :
House Manager's Office
Balcony Floor Captain
Box Office
Orchestra Pit
Operating Booth
Music Room
Main Floor Captain Electrician
Doorman
Ticket Office

Office
Manager's
Figure No. 1

Projection

Drawing showing pocitions of different stations in an inter-communicating telephone system as would be installed in a medium sized theatre
Now take into consideration some of the advantages that accrue
in the management if an Inter-Communicating telephone is installed at each of the above locations in the Theatre. The Theatre is crowded; in other words, every available seat is occupied,
and, of course, fire laws in the most instances prevent standing.
The Manager first telephones the Box Office to stop selling tickets.
Then possibly, he notices a number of people leaving by exits and
telephones the Main Floor Captain and the Balcony Captain requesting the number of vacant seats on the Main Floor and
Balcony. He receives his answer immediately, and in turn advises the Box Office and the Doorman, the number of people to

Figure No. 3

be admitted to the unoccupied seats. It is immediately seen that
100 per cent efficiency is gained in the seating capacity of the
theatre without the loss of time, where if it was necessary for
the House Manager or some employee to make this investigation
by personal observation, and return to the Box Office with the
information considerable time would elapse.
Again the theatre is crowded, and the House Manager notices
that there is a large crowd outside awaiting admittance — so he
immediately telephones the operator, ordering him to abandon all
special features, and only run the feature films. This, of course,
is giving especially good service to the patrons of the theatre
without any loss of time. The larger majority of the people in
the theatre and those waiting for admittance have been attracted
by and are interested in the feature film.
It is a common occurrence to receive a telephone call at the
Box Office for a certain Doctor, or any other person who is known
to be in the theatre. In such cases it is only necessary for the
Box Office or House Manager to telephone the operator to run a
slide at the end of the reel then showing to inform the desired
person that their presence is required at the Box or House Manager's Office.
The House Manager for some reason wishes to change the
music either during the period the Orchestra is playing or when
the majority of the members of the Orchestra are in the Music
Room. In this case it is only necessary for him to telephone the
leader in either the Orchestra Pit or the Music Room and give
what orders he deems advisable.
Although there are usually duplicate projecting machines in the
Operating Room, many occasions arise when it is essential that the
operator get in touch with the electrician immediately, and the use
of a telephone in this instance is absolutely indispensable.
If the House Manager wishes to change the electrical effects in
the theatre or outside of the building during the period that the
show is in progress or if something has gone wrong with the
lighting system, it is only necessary for the House Manager to
telephone the Electrician, and have such changes or repairs as are
required made promptly.
To the House Manager will naturally arise many other
thoughts of situations in which he and his employees can use an
Inter-Communicating system.
(Continued on page 3450)
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(Continued from page 3448)
The advantages outlined in the preceding paragraphs only
cover the period the theatre is open to the public, but there are
just as many advantages to be derived from the house telephone
system during the period before and after the theatre is open to
the public.
The above outline covers the number of stations required in the
larger theatres, but the manager of a smaller theatre will find
that he can manage his theatre on a more efficient and economical basis if he, too, will install an Intef-Communicating telephone system, using possibly a fewer nuniber of stations at locations which he deems advisable, which will naturally be suggested
to
tres.him after looking at the above list as used in the larger theaThe type of system generally recommended to he installed to give
this service is commonly known as a "selective ringing common
talking,
Inter-Communicating
telephone insystem,"
and isderives
its
name from
the fact that each telephone
the system
equipped
with a number of push buttons for signalling the other stations
selectively. By depressing the button marked with the name or
number of the station wanted, the bell of that station is rung. No
other station in the system will be signalled but the one desired,
and as a consequence each station may call and talk with any
other without interfering with the remaining stations. Any or
all stations may be called in rapid succession for the purpose
of giving general instructions or conversations involving the attention of these responding to the general call.
The words " common-talking " are derived from the fact that
all conversations are carried by means of a single pair of talking
circuit wires which are common to all stations.
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Figure No. 2
Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the desk, wall and combination telephone which are used in this system. They are furnished in two
standard sizes — six and eleven stations. If a smaller number
of stations are required a partial equipment may be purchased
for immediate operation and additional apparatus installed at any
future time if required.
These instruments include in their equipment standard longdistance type transmitters, receivers and all associated minor apparatus, 5or 10 single contact push buttons as required by the
size of the system are connected in the telephone or mounted on
separate push button blocks for ringing the other telephones connected to the system.
It will be found that the Combination Telephone as shown in
Figure 3 will be the most suitable and convenient for use in
Motion Picture Theatres especially for use in the Box Office,
Operating Booth and Orchestra Pit. This is due principally to
the fact that the transmitter and receiver are contained in one
piece, so that it. is possible to carry on a conversation, leaving
one hand entirely free for other work, which may be necessary
to perform while carrying on this conversation.
The cables for making connections between stations are made
up with a waxed core containing two pairs of No. 18 B & S
Gauge conductors, and the balance of No. 22 B & S Gauge single
conductors depending upon the size of the system.
Two types of cables are furnished — one with the tightly woven
exterior braid, the other with a lead sheath. The lead cable costs
more than the braided covered type, but has the advantage that
humid atmosphere, leaky pipes and condensing steam and vapor
have no effect upon it. Of course, when rightly installed the lead
covered cable is always good unless the sheath is broken by
abrasion. On the other hand, braided covered cable is cheaper

j
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and easier to handle, and will give perfect satisfaction under
certain conditions, but it must be remembered that braided cable
will not stand moisture, and that cable which has absorbed moisture is absolutely useless for telephone purposes.
One centrally located set of about six cells of dry batteries is
required to supply both talking and ringing current for this
type of system. The exact numher of cells required, of course,
depends upon the length of the line. These dry batteries should
last under normal conditions for a period of at least a year, so
that the maintenance in such a system when once properly installed amounts only to approximately $3.00 per year. This, of
course, is not counting the depreciation on the system, but when
it is figured that such a system using a good quality of apparatus
properly installed should last for at least 15 to 20 years the" depreciation isa small item.
To insure satisfactory and continuous service of Inter-Communicating telephone systems, the apparatus and material should
be carefully selected, but the importance of having the proper
installation work done cannot be too strongly emphasized. No
matter how excellent the apparatus may be there will be constant
operating trouble and expense for repairing unless the installation is made in a thoroughly workmanlike manner with connections properly and securely made.
Extra-lite Shutter Tested and Approved
THE Projection Department has received many inquiries concerning the merits of the so-called " Extra-lite " shutter
manufactured by the Precision Machine Company. Not having
witnessed a demonstration up to the present time, the editor has
answered such inquiries as satisfactorily as he could by making
use of what has been written and claimed for the device. A few
days ago, however, the Precision Machine Company ran a special
test in order that a conclusive report might be made in this department. Readers may now consider the results of this test as an
authoritative report on this lately developed shutter.
For the benefit of those who have not made themselves familiar
with the new shutter, a few words of description will be given.
The Extra-lite shutter is constructed with the same proportioned
blades as the standard Simplex shutter but instead of being made
of solid opaque material, the blades consist of two layers of
perforated wire cloth between which is placed a secret "filler."
This tion
material
the "filler"
which willcalled
be described
later.performs a most important funcIn order to show how completely the procedure was carried out
the test will be described in detail. Two similar machines were
mechanically connected so as to turn at the same speed. Two
prints of the same negative were run through the two machines
and timed to bring the same two scenes before the aperture
simultaneously; and lastly two incandescent lamps of the same
rating were used for the illuminants. Two six foot pictures were
projected side by side on a white muslin screen at 60 feet
The two machines were started. In a few seconds after comparing both titles and scenery it was not a difficult task at all to
select the better picture. In each case that we selected the better
picture, we were informed that we had picked the picture projected on the machine with the Extra-lite shutter. There was no
doubt at any time in the minds of those present regarding the
comparative quality of the two pictures. One was the usual 'very
good' picture seen at the better houses. The other possessed an
indefinable something which might be called "snap" but which was
probably better definition due to the presence of a greater quantity of screen illumination.
The next test was the one which every purchaser of an Extralite shutter may carry out if he so wishes. It consisted of closing
up the open segments in the shutter with black cardboard and
projecting the picture through the perforations alone. The object
of this test was to demonstrate the quantity of light which passes
through the material of which the shutter is made. This quantity
is really considerable. At 60 feet we were just ahle to read titles
which is a much more difficult feat in any film than viewing
scenery. After this test we would estimate that the makers'
claims in percentage increase of light are justified. With every
shutter sent out there is furnished the necessary pasteboard
closures to allow projectionists to run this test themselves.
The next test was a searching one and would have brought out
any flaws existing in the operating of the shutter. Instead of running a standard exposed film through the machine, its place was
taken by a strip of film stock on which at regular intervals pairs
{Continued on next page)
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Mr. projectionist :
On account of unavoidable manufacturing
delays, it will be two or three weeks before
we can get a supply of Boylan Even Tension
Reels into the hands of the Distributors.
Please be patient. You will feel well repaid
when you finally get the reel and observe the
light even tension on the film, so light that it
cannot wear the lower sprocket or the sprocket
holes. You will be amazed at its operation.
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{Continued from preceding page)
of circular holes had been accurately punched. For all purposes
this film produced a screen image of pure black and white, hence
.there was the greatest opportunity for the picture to show "travel
ghost" if such a defect existed. We can say, however, that at a
few feet from the screen itself, not a trace of travel ghost could
be distinguished.
These tests are convincing proof that the shutter is a distinct
addition to projection room equipment and that moreover it will
prove to be a current saver of really commendable proportion. If
a sufficiently brilliant picture is now being projected with the
usual shutter an equally brilliant picture may be thrown on the
same screen through an Extra-lite shutter with 10-20% less current. This latter fact rather than an increase in brilliancy, should
interest the exhibitor who is paying the current bill.
No attempt has been as yet made by either the manufacturer
or others to explain the action of this shutter hy the theory of
optics. The final test and the foest test is the human eye itself,
which in this particular instance as we have shown, is much better
satisfied by a picture projected with an Extra-lite shutter.
Some of those who have studied the Extra-lite shutter have
wondered if the sides of the perforations would not catch and
reflect the light, producing halation on the edges of the screen
and even going so far as to throw light about the theatre. Fortunately the "filler" which is used solves this problem so successfully
that not a bit of halation or vagrant light can be discovered.

AUTOMATIC
REEL COMPANY
203 Evans Building Washington, D. C.

EASTMAN
FILM

first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

the best pictures pos-

I dentifiablt, by thein words
the film" Eastman"
margin and "Kodak*

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

By examining the cut closely it will be noticed that on the two
flicker blades there is a narrow sector which is not treated with
the "filler." The width of this sector is slightly less than the
diameter of the beam of light at the point of intersection. By
allowing an unimpeded travel across the flicker blades that portion
of the light ray is let through which is of the greatest value in
illuminating the screen, and this added quantity more than makes
up for any grayness (which may be present but is not distinguishable by the eye) produced by the movement of the film during
the inter-position of the cut-off blade.
In conclusion it can be said that: The Extra-lite shutter is a
decided improvement over- the usual type of shutter inasmuch as
its use will permit of better projection in houses where insufficient
screen lighting is now being secured, and more efficient projection
in theatres using abnormal amjperage for the results being obtained. Moreover, the Extra-lite shutter will not produce travel
ghost any more quickly than the opaque shutter which is not at
all when adjustments are correctly made. There is no perceptible
graying of the tones in the picture nor is there produced vagrant
light to cause waste and detract from the picture on the screen.
The Precision Machine Co. is now making the Extra-lite shutter
a part of every machine leaving the factory and their faith in
the shutter seems to be substantiated by the results of the above
demonstrations.
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Letter from Iowa, and the Reply to It
Robert F. Smith, Hospers, Iowa:
Enclosed please find three good reasons for more members in
the N. A. M. L. I cut them out of Episode One of " The Lightning Raider." They should be sent to the museum.
In the April 12 issue of the News you inquired concerning the
name of the operator at the theatre I spoke of. I am sorry to
say that I do not know his name but if I ever see him personally
I will try to convince him to join the N. A. M. L. If we round
up all of those fellows there won't be any more punch holes or
splices ( ?) like the enclosed.
Please forward some more stickers. I used up those you sent
a while ago. I have never received a film with a sticker on, but
I suppose the exchange removes them. By the way, what is the
best way to apply the sticker? I put them on the side of each
reel but when they're re-wound at the exchange the sticker doesn't
follow the film. As it is, I never know whether or not a film
has been inspected by a League member (although by the condition of some of the films I receive no League man ever saw them).
I often spend four hours getting a two-hour show in decent running condition If it made any better show I'm willing to work
six. I cut out all of the misframes as I inspect them on the rewind, and as I near the end of each reel, hunt for punch-holes
and cut them all out where it is possible without weakening the
film. I made twenty-five splices in a two-reel comedy last night.
We run from sixty to ninety day stuff here and you know the
usual condition of such films. No titles, worn down to about
three-fourths of a reel, and the perforations are ripped off until
it is actually dangerous to project the picture. It is a relief to get
a decent film.
I noticed in last week's Nev/s that the league has just over a
thousand
to
come. members. Here's hoping there will be more thousands
In reply: We know of no better place for the labels than the
outside of the can. The purpose of these labels is not to notify
the next user of the film that it has been inspected but rather
to let the exchange know that you have used the film and are
returning it in a satisfactory condition for the next man. As you
know, the great trouble has been to get exchanges to thoroughly
inspect returned reels before sending them out again. We hope
to better this general condition by constantly doing our part until
the
selves.exchanges begin to "see the light" and bring it about themThe N. A. M. L. now has approximately a thousand members.
This number, while truly remarkable as showing the interest taken
in its formation, does not represent by any means a large percentage of projectionists. The majority of reels, therefore, probably
never come under the watchful eyes of N. A. M. L. members,
with the result that most of the films that you and other League
members receive have never been inspected by conscientious
projectionists.
A new supply of labels is on its way to you by parcel post.
The three film specimens which Mr. Smith sent in had splices
varying from five to nine sprocket holes in length and in none
of the samples did the perforations of the splice match closely
enough to allow the point of a pin to pass through.
The Boylan Even-Tension Reel
A FEW days ago we received from the Automatic Reel Company of Washington, D. C, a Boylan Even-Tension Reel
for the purpose of having it tried out under actual conditions.
We accordingly turned the reel over to Mr. B. W. Sheppard, who
is in charge of the main projection room of the Inter-Ocean Film
Company. Mr. Sheppard gave the reel a thorough test with both
1,000 and 2,000 foot film, and from the results obtained we are
pleased to say that the Boylan reel will do all that its manufacturers claim for it, and is satisfactory in every way.
The basic idea of the reel is extremely simple. Instead of a
one-piece hub, the Boylan hub consists of two pieces ; one of
which is a wooden cylinder which slips over the key on the take-up
shaft. This cylinder slips inside the main portion of the hub
which is also lined with wood; thus we have a wood-to-wood bearings.
When the machine is started the friction between the driven
cylinder of wood and the reel itself is sufficient to turn the latter.
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People want the movies — but they want
comfort, too.

Give them the same breezy comfort they enjo}
on auto rides. Cool them off with gentle, refreshing TYPHOON BREEZES.
It means capacity business all through hot weather.
The extra admissions will pay for your Typhoon
Cooling System before summer is over.
Ask for Typhoon Booklet. A postcard brings it.
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One Pair Imported Motion Picture Condensers
(4>y2 Dia., 6y2 and 7^, Focus). Durable
PRICE $1.80, C.O.D.
SPOT LIGHT CONDENSERS AT
HALF THE COST. ALL DIAMETERS
SAVE 20% ON TOUR SUPPLIES
Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre
in
$5 Film Cases $3.00 —
s,*rt
CLIFTON R. ISAACS, Mgr., HO W. 40th St., New York City
es
Est. 1885
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If Exchanges do not safe-guard their New Film by
Treating and Curing it of its "Greenness," Prevent
film from becoming Oil-Soaked and Renovation of
Film from time to time, Removing all Corrosion, Dirt
and Grime, Films are not in proper condition to Operate. There is no reason why Operators should be
accused of Scratching, Ripping and Tearing Sprocket
Holes when Films are not properly cared for by Exchanges.
Exchanges who neglect the life of Film trying to
save a mere expense are really at fault for destruction of Film Stock.
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, Ohio
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We have urged you and urged you to send in
vour advance order for a free copy of the
IMSCO Book.
If you have already done so — FINE ! But if
not, please listen a moment :
Wouldn't we be foolish to go to the expense of
producing and offering a Book you wouldn't be
glad to get?
We're in the business of pleasing, of satisfying.
That's what is making us more successful every
day.
in our Selling
line. or giving away disappointment isn't
Now if that sounds reasonable, take an ordinary
postal card and say: IMSCO: I want a copy of
your Book.
Now ? Why not ?
Independent Movie Supply
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
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The reel, however, may be held stationary by the hand which
shows how slight the tension is, yet even this amount proves to
be sufficient.
As the film is taken up the weight of the reel on the hub produces more and more friction, which automatically maintains the
tension in the film at a constant figure. It is the elimination of
extreme tension which makes it possible for the manufacturers
to state with confidence that the use of a Boylan even-tension
reel will practically do away with all wear on the lower sprocket.
The Boylan reel might well be a part of the equipment in every
projection room.
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Entire Theatre

Circuit Works

for Better

Projection
SOME time ago Mr. E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager,
Saenger Amusement «„o., Inc., sent out a letter to all the
operators on his circuit on the subject of picture machines and
the care of films. I answered his letter, told him that I was a
member of the National Anti-Misframe League and explained the
league to him. He answered my letter at once and asked me to
start the Anti-Misframe League on the Saenger Circuit. Enclosed
you will find a letter that I have written on that subject, and
which I intend to send to all operators on the Saenger Circuit.
The result should be about one hundred or more new members
for the Anti-Misframe League:
Dated at Houston, Tex., April 15, 1919.
From Charles A. S. Smith,
Chief Operator,
Isis Theatre,
Houston, Tex.
To All Operators Saenger Circuit of Theatres :
Subject: Anti-Misframe League.
Brother Operators :
As chief operator of one of the Saenger theatres and a member
of the National Anti-Misframe League, I have been requested by
General Manager E. V. Richards, Jr., of the Saenger Amusement
Co., Inc., to get in touch with all the operators of the Saenger
Circuit theatres with a view of inducing every one of you to join
the National Anti-Misframe League, thereby making the Saenger
Circuit
100 per of
cent,thein league
this, asisit'tois assure
in manysmooth
other projection
matters. by
The purpose
elimination and remedying misframes, had patches and other
physical defects which may be found in the film.
There is no charge to join the League, but membership in it
stamps an operator as a man who keeps faith with himself and
his duty as well as with his employer and the public. Every
operator should join the league and his membership in it should
be an incentive to co-operate with his brother operators in assisting to overcome the evils practised in operating rooms of theatres
and inspection rooms of film exchanges. A good patch will preclude and avoid a blank screen, elimination of misframes will
please the patrons of the house.
As a matter of justice to yourself and dignity to your profession, as a conscientious duty to the Saenger Circuit in which
we all take pride, as a conscientious duty to the patrons who make
possible our pay checks, I urge you to look in the back part of
the Motion Picture News for the application blank which you
will find there addressed to the National Anti-Misframe League,
to fill out this blank and to mail it as soon as possible.
I Trusting
am,
you will lend your assistance in making the Saenger
Amusement Co. circuit of theatres 100 per cent, in Anti-Misframe,
Fraternally yours,
(Signed)

Charles A. S. Smith,
I. A. T. S. E. Local 279.

It is when we receive letters such as this one that we are convinced the League will be a wonderful success. When the projectionists onthe Saenger circuit receive Mr. Smith's well-written
appeal and become members of the League — as they will without
a doubt — it will mean that not a film will be sent back to the
exchanges from any Saenger theatre until it has been placed in
first-class condition. You can't make us believe that the exchanges
will ignore the bettered film condition and refuse to do their own
work better.
Mr. Smith should be congratulated for his initiative in starting
the ball rolling on the Saenger circuit.
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Review of Latest Musical Compositions
1 — " Flutter On, My Broadway Butterfly " — Fox trot. The
I hit from Monte Christo, Jr., now playing at the Winter
Garden, New York. (J. H. Remick, 217 W. 46th St., N. Y.)
— " Monte Cristo, Jr." — Another fox trot hit from Monte
Cristo, Jr., now playing at the Winter Garden, New York.
(Remick.)
3—" I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles." Waltz. Here is it, boys.
The tune you hear played everywhere.
The sensational
dance hit of the year. (J. H. Remick.)
4— "You're Still An Old Sweetheart of Mine." Fox trot.
A new ballad song hit. An over night success. A number
which will become just as popular as that famous " Smiles."
(J. H. Remick.)
— " Down By the Meadow Brook." A big romantic waltz
hit. The latest and newest waltz craze. (Waterson, Berlin
& Snyder, Strand Theatre Bldg., N. Y.)
— " Tears of Love." Wonderful song orchestrated as fox
trot and one step. Specially adapted for dancing or concert
purposes. (J. W. Stern.)
— "Himalya." Latest and greatest hit by S. R. Henry and
D. Onovas.
Published as one-step, fox-trot and intermezzo. (J. W. Stern, 100 W. 38th St., N. Y.)
— " Sweet Yesterdays Waltz " — Most wonderful waltz published by A. A. Penn. Play it— Gladden the hearts of a
million dancers. (Carl Fischer- Witmark, Orch. & Band Dept.,
Cooper Sq., N. Y.)
— " America Never Took Water and America Never Will " —
No beer, no music — that's the slogan — Play it and help beat
Prohibition. One step intro. " Welcome Home, Laddie Boy."
(Carl Fischer-Witmark.)
jIA" ranged
Dear Little
of Play
Mine "—
E. R.make
Ball'sa new
one hit.
aras a Boy
waltz.
it and
real big
(Fischer-Witmark Orch. Dept)
11 " Scintillations " by Lucius Hosmer.
A delightful concert
I piece. Its general style is suggested by its title. (Oliver
Ditson Co., 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
IO " Pastorale " by S. Barmotine. A great composition, suitable for certain scenes in photoplays or for general concert purposes. Arranged for orchestra by Otto Langey.
(Oliver Ditson Co.)
1-0 " Berceuse," by S. Barmotine. The greatest of its kind.
J (Oliver Ditson Co.)
1A " Shadows." The sensational waltz hit by Howard Lutter.
» Same arrangements as featured in all the Goldwyn productions of " Shadows," featuring Geraldine Farrar. (Vandersloot Music Pub. Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
1 C " Lisztiana," by A. Chiaffarelli. A novelty march hit which
' -J is sure to please. Based upon famous " Liszt " themes, it
makes a most unique and wonderfully spirited number. It is
clever, interesting and melodious, while the arrangement is not
difficult but sounds brilliant and effective. (Carl Fischer.)
The Sticker Conquers
<</^\H! What's the use? I have tried it. It's useless. It doesn't
pay. Music is nothing but an unnecessary debit on the
box-office receipts. I know what I am talking about."
Such are the universal expressions adopted by most of our exhibitors to act as an ice-bag on the heads of hot advocators of
" Better Music for the Film," a fact which cannot be denied, even
by the most impartial individual. I admit most of our exhibitors
have tried to work toward the betterment of musical conditions
in their theatres, but how many have possessed enough resoluteness to indefatigably continue this work until crowned by results.
The fundamental doctrine responsible for the evil that most
exhibitors are resigning to musical junk is to be found in the

fact that " The exhibitor of to-day is trying to monetize everything,
even art." He doesn't realize that in order to build a house the
foundation must first be started, and that it is the bottom that
carries everything and not the top.
Music and aristic surroundings are the fundamental principles
of your show and cannot be monetized. They should be considered
as an investment indispensable to the mighty structure of success,
as is the invincible foundation of a majestic skyscraper.
Determination to continue is the secret of success. I know
exhibitors who have installed large orchestras in their theatres,
determined to improve their shows, " but here is the But." They
have failed. Why? The peremptory answer to this question is
again lack of determination to continue the good work. Three
days after the installation of a good orchestra, the exhibitor begins to count. "How much more have I taken in?" is his first
question. It is again that great spirit of covetousness that prompts
most of our exhibitors to deviate from their original resolution
to promote the sterling policy of exhibiting pictures.
Art must be thoroughly developed before it can realize something. Art cannot be converted into money unless perfect. It
cannot create results in its stages of infancy. It cannot be advocated by people whose minds do not parallel with the fact that success can only be attained through steadfastness and determination to continue what has been started.
Mr. Exhibitor, kindly note. " To preserve results from eating, you must continue to eat." " To preserve results from advertising, you must continue to advertise." " To preserve results
from manual or mental work, you must continue to work." The
same applies to the music in your theatre. " Steadfastness to
indefatigably continue is the only power leading to success." In
plain English, musical ambitions cannot be considered as New
Year's resolutions, or, in brief, " The sticker conquers."
M. Winkler.
LATEST
MUSIC
CUES
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"A HOUSE DIVIDED"
(Blackton-Independent Sales)
compiled
M. Winkler
The timing Specially
is based onselected
a speedandlimit
of 14 "by
minutes
per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Old Sweet Song," by Molloy
1 — "Illusion Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Bustanoby (2 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — T: "The Christmas Eve party."
2 — "Santa Claus " (Overture), by Olney (2 minutes), until — T:
" That little minx, Helen."
3 — " Golden Youth " (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "Ben's bashful advances."
4— Theme (40 seconds), until — T: " New Year's eve."
5 — "He Is a Jolly Good Fellow" (March) (Popular Old Timer)
(3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The morning after."
by Roberts (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
— 6S—: "Drinking
Close-up ofTheme,"
letter.
7 — Continue pp. (40 seconds), until — T: "A farewell and almost."
8 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
and9 — 5Theme
seconds),
until — T: until
"Another
Christmas
eve." piano.
(50 seconds),
— S: Mary
stops playing
Note: As piano solo to action (direct cue).
10 — " Intermezzo
(Moderato),
by Huerter (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until — S: "Mary
playing piano.
11 — Theme
(25 seconds),
until —(direct
T: "Mary
Note:
As piano
solo to action
cue). just rendered."
12 — Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — S: Mary stops playing
Note: As piano solo to action.
piano.
13 — " Love Song," by Abbott Lee (1 minute and 25 seconds), until
— T: "Christmas afternoon."
14 — Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Through the
15
weeks— "May
that." Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — T: "The Devonshire reception."
16 — "Path of Flowers" (Waltz), by Brooks (4 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: " Mary a few moments."
17 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "With the morning."
18 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: "With the night."
19 — "Ave Maria," by Gounod (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T:
" In answer to his repeated."
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
20
—
"Serenade
IS seconds), until —Romantique
S: Interior" of(Andante),
church." by Borch (1 minute and
21 — Organ improvise to action (church scene) (1 minute and IS
seconds), until — T: "Quietly married in France."
22 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "In London."
23 — Continue pp. (45 seconds), until — T: "Just a song at twilight."
24 — Piano Solo (direct cue) "Just a Song at Twilight" (1 minute
and 5 seconds), until — T: " I am so sorry."
25 — " Valse Divine," by Rosey (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: "Why that is Mrs. Philip."
26 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "The heart breaking news."
27 — " Sorrow Theme " (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (2 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "As it neared the day."
28 — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic Pathetic), by Grieg (4 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: "How long have you been."
29 — " Lamento " (Dramatic Pathetic), by Gabriel-Marie (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "I am just the woman."
30 — Theme (50 seconds), until — T: "The aftermath."
31 — Continue ff. (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T: "Mary goes
back to France."
32 — "Last Spring" (Dramatic), by Grieg (4 minutes and IS
seconds), until — T: "Then let's go to him."
33 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier (2 minutes and 25
seconds),
untilff.— T:
"Just a and
song35 atseconds),
twilight."until * * * * END.
34 — Theme
(3 minutes
"THE OTHER MAN'S WIFE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Dramatic Reproach" (Andante Expressive), by Berge
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "The hand that
rocks."
— "Home
of 2 big
mansion.Sweet Home" (Song) (25 seconds), until — S: Close-up
3 — "Valse Moderne " (Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "You work every night."
4— Continue pp. (50 seconds), until — T: "Bruce Drummond."
5 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "Wilbur Drummond's musical education."
6Note
— " Humorous
Theme," byby Roberts (20 seconds).
: Eight barsDrinking
only followed
7 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "The whole family has gone."
8 — Continue pp. (20 seconds), until — T: "Out of Uncle Sam's."
9 — "Victorious Democracy" (Fantasia), by Bach (4 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: "Jimmy Moore."
10 — "Send Me Away with a Smile" (Popular song) (50 seconds),
until
— T: Play
"Whychorus
couldn't
Note:
only. Becky."
11 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: "Now that we had all:"
12 — " Boruch Habu " (Hebrew Song) (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "Mother."
13 — Theme (50 seconds), until — S: Close-up of big transport."
14 — " Yelva " (Overture), by Reissiger (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: " What will you say to a little."
15 — Continue pp. (55 seconds), until — T: "Mr. Kerr makes a
social
16 — call."
Theme (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "I am afraid
you17 —may" Dolorosa
have." " (Poeme D' Amour), by Tobani (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: " The last time you did this."
18 — "Over the Top" (American March), by Berg (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "While the flower of air."
19 — " Violetta " (Moderato Caprice), by Tobani (2 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: "Every time Mr. Kerr."
20 — "The Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: " Jimmie's mother reading
newspaper."
21— — " Dramatic
" Woman's
sacrifice."Suspense," by Winkler (40 seconds), until — T:
22 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andante Sentimento), by Levy (5 minutes
andNote5 seconds),
— T: "You seem serious Mr. Kerr."
: Watch until
explosion.
23 — Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "We demand
more
24 — money."
"Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: "How clever of you Mr. Kerr."
25 — "Pathetic Andante," by Vely (2 minutes), until — T: "The
sight
these."(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The spirit of
26 — ofTheme
fighting
America."
27 — "Battle Hurry," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T:
" While the civilian world."
28 — "Aces High" (American Aviation March), by Roberts (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "You sent for Private Simon."
29 —— "S Dramatic
Pement (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until
: Close-up Narrative,"
of wedding by
invitation.
30 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until
— T: "Well, we understood."
31
Continueff. ff.(2 (40
seconds),
— T: "He
32 —— Theme
minutes
and 40until
seconds),
until escaped
* * but."
* * END.

Picture

j
" THE MAYOR
FILBERT "
(Triangle OF
Special)
|
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
I Love Theme: "Memories" (Characteristic Andante Cantabile),
|
by Crespi
Major Theme: "Sinister Theme" (Dramatic), by Vely
1 1 — Sinister Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " Johan
= Schmidt
the Mayor."
1
Note: Watch
shot.
| 2 — "The Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by
| Borch (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "The poor man's club."
= 3 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Headquarters
II of 4the
— " League."
Lento Allegro " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 min| ute and 45 seconds), until — T: "And meantime the Mayor."
1 5 — Sinister Theme (1 minute and S seconds), until — T: " Kultur
|
7 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone one-step), by Levy (1 minute and 20
|I teaches
seconds),that."
until — S: Close-up of workingmen.
1 8 — Sinister Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "Sure I
all the
1| know
,9 — "A
La bartenders."
Mode" (Popular one-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 5
| seconds),
— T: "Molly
Vaughn
a social."
I
10 — LoveuntilTheme
(1 minute
and 15
seconds), until — T: "Charles
|
11 — "Savannah"
(Popular one-step), by Rosey (2 minutes and 30
| Smith
steps off."
I seconds), until — T: "What are you trying to do?"
I 12 — " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg (5 minutes and 50 seconds),
|1 until
: " I'm looking
for Mr.by Taft."
13 —— "T Dramatic
Recitative,"
Levy (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
I until — T: "Something is wrong."
| 14 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach (4 minutes
| and 50 seconds), until — S: Interior of saloon.
| IS — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
11 T: 16"In
a neighboring
town." (Dramatic), by Borch (4 minutes and
— "Serenade
Romantique"
I 50 seconds), until — T: "Daddy, where have you been?"
I 17 — Love Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "We'd better
| 18 — "Gay Cavalier" (Popular one-step), by Belwin (2 minutes and
1| 30watcseconds),
— S: Children in garden.
him." until
i 19 h— "May
Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (4 minutes
1I and20 —30"Agitato
seconds),No.until69,"
— T:by "Saturday
night and
in Filbert."
Minot (1 minute
IS seconds), until —
I T: "The substitute Mayor is called."
1 21 — "Appassionato No. 40," by Borch (4 minutes and 30 seconds),
1 until — T: " So Loring has been here."
I 22 — Love Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "The day
I before
1
23 — "election."
Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 55 seconds),
I until — T : " Men like you Denman."
|
minute),
until — S: (1
"Theminute
Mayorandis 50
fighting."
| 24
25 —— Continue
" Furioso ff.No.(1 60,"
by Shepherd
seconds),
II until
—
T
:
"
At
the
Mayor's
apartment."
26 — " Dramatis Andante No. 39," by Berge (3 minutes and 10
I seconds), until — S: Election parade.
I 27 — "Dramatic Tension No. 44" (Agitated), by Borch (2 minutes
1I and28 —15 Sinister
seconds),
until (2
— T: " I've had
tooT:much
Kultur." discovered."
Theme
" Real
= 29 — " Half Reel
Hurry,"minutes),
by Levyuntil(3 —minutes
and Mayor
40 seconds), until
I — T : " Molly I'm not John Smith."
I 30 — Continue to action pp. or ff. (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
I| T: 31 "Election
— "Review"night."
(Triumphal March), by Berg (2 minutes and 25
=I seconds),
— T: (30
"On seconds),
the road until
to happiness."
32— Loveuntil
Theme
*****
END.
Another

Musical Novelty

A POPULAR song, entitled " Upstairs and Down," has been
inspired by the latest Selznick photoplay, " Upstairs and
Down," and dedicated to Olive Thomas, the beautiful and versatile
star of this production. The music is by that well-known writer,
Walter Donaldson, and the words are by his colleagues, Sam M.
Lewis and Joe Young.
The song is published by Waterson, Berlin and Synder, and they
intend exploiting it extensively in conjunction with the picture.
They have shown excellent taste by using the portrait of Miss
Thomas as the cover of this song, and aside from its musical
value, this alone will attract the attention of the public.
Not only is this song appropriate for the picture, " Upstairs
and Down," but it is of such excellent musical merit that it can be
used very effectively in conjunction with any motion picture requiring acharacteristic moderato melody as the Theme.

THE
BARTGL.A,
You need Bartola music in your theatre.
Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue,
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

News

CO.. Room 314 Mailers Bide.. Chicago. III. Factory, Oshkosh. Wis
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"THE NEW MOON"
(Norma Talmadge-Select)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Dramatic Tension" (In Russian Atmosphere), by
Borch
1 — " Chason
(Moderato),
Smith (3 minutes and 45
seconds),
until —Russe
T: " "Kosloff
a savageby terrorist."
2 — "Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch (2
minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "The spreading flame."
3 — Continue ff. (25 seconds), until — T: "The ball at the palace."
4— " Valse Moderne " (Moderato), by Rosey (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: " One that travels."
5 — "Sleeping Beauty" (Waltz Dramatic), by Tschaikowsky (2 minutes6— and
45 seconds),
until — until
T: "The
next new moon."
Theme
(40 seconds),
— S: Anarchists
are trying to break
palace door.
7 — " Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (5 minutes and 5 seconds), until
— T:
we love
them."
Note"Wherefore
: Watch shots
and explosions.
8 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until —
T: "Winter in Volsk."
9 — "Chanson Sans Paroles" (Moderato), by Tschaikowsky (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "The Anarchists' Club makes."
10 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until
— T: " MirSial half-famished."
11 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "I want work
and food."
12 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Friml (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: " Returning home, Kameneff."
13 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T : " The first order."
14 — "Melody"
by Rachmaninoff
(3 minutes and 50
seconds),
until — S:(Moderato),
Kosloff fighting
with girl.
15 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until — T: "It was one of the soldiers."
16 — Continue pp. (45 seconds), until — T: "Another drastic order."
17 — " Serenade " (Dramatic), by Widor (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
until — T : " I understand your evil intentions."
18 — "Dramatic Agitato No. 43," by Borch (1 minute and 50
seconds), until — T: "Kosloff confides in."
19 — Theme (50 seconds), until — T: "The return of Kameneff."
20 — "Erotic" (Dramatic), by Grieg (3 minutes and 50 seconds),
until — T: "The first to escape."
21 — " Dreams of Devotion " (Dramatic), by Langey (3 minutes),
until — T: " Have you no faith."
22 — Theme ff. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Shaved and
newly attired."
23 — " Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: "That is the man."
24 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (6 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— T:
of her
warning."
Note:"Mindful
To action
pp. brother's
or ff.
25 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
" Kameneff."
Note: Watch shots.
26 —— "T Furioso
60," Saratof
by Shepherd
END.
| until
: " AgainNo.at the
Border."(1 minute and 25 seconds),
| 27 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until *
"LEAVE IT TO SUSAN"
(Madge Kennedy-Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch
1— Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Aboard the Sunset
Limited."
2 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Allegretto), by Friedman (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "A passenger from the last step."
(Moderato
Intermezzo),
by Bustanoby (4 minutes
and3 — 15"Illusion"
seconds), until
— S: Train
whistle blowing.
4Note:
— TacetJust(50produce
seconds),effects
until of— S:
Train
disappearing
in the distance.
leaving train.
5 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until
— T: With
" Susan,
where
she? "
Note:
ad. lib.
trainis effects.
6— " Sinister Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until —
T : " A deserted wagon shed."
7 — " Half Reel Storm Furioso," by Levy (4 minutes and 55 seconds),
until
— T: :Begin
" Pretty
Note
pp. soft
then forto us."
action pp. or ff.
8— "Pizzicato Mysterioso," by Minot (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until— T: "Well boys, I see."
9 — "Finale," from " Ariele " (Allegro), by Bach (4 minutes and 50
seconds), until — T: "Rain's over we'll adjourn."
10 — Continue pp. ("50 seconds), until — T: "At the Palace Hotel."
— " Comedy;
Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until —
T: 11"At
open window."
12 — "Three
"Dramatic
Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— T:
A. M."
13 — Continue ff (2 minutes), until — S: The fight.
14 —— "S Hurry
No. leave
33," byroom.
Minot, to action (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until
: Bandits
15 — " Galop No. 7," by Minot (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until —
T : " The approach of the appointed hour."
16 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Defender Rock."
17 — "Finale" (Allegro) (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " Scouring the hills."
18 — The
" Halfrescuing
Reel Hurry,"
by Levy (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— S:
party arrives.
Note: Effects of howling dog.
19 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "A few weeks
later."
20 — A La Mode" (Popular one-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 35 I
seconds), until — T: "You must go quickly."
21 — Theme mm
(3 minutes
fUllintmniulliii>uiiiiiiiiiiii»iiu
mint imiiminandi i40 I seconds),
i t i minimuntil * * * * END.1
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"America's

New

this valuable hoofy. And let us
SEND forIn
st
ry"
\jou can make
money
much
estimate how du
in your location — no matter where.
Thousands of theatre men and concessionaires have found the Butter-Kist Pop Corn
and Peanut Machine their greatest payer.
$600

to $3, 1 20 Yearly

Income

And all for a small cash payment — the machine
buys itself on our easy payment plan.
It's costing you from $2 to $1 0 a day to be without
this never-failing fountain of new-found profits. 90
bags a day means about $ 1 ,000 yearly profit.
No extra help needed — it runs itself as well as
pays for itself — all you have to do is pour in the raw
corn and the peanuts and collect the money.

PeanutAnother
Roaster new
now attachment
nearly doubles
machine's
value.
whichthesells
salted
peanuts is a source of great profit.
The machine is an ornament to your lobby — occupies waste
space only, and less than 5 square feet of that. Letters from theatre men prove that the Butter-Kist machine not only increases
the profits made on the usual attendance but that it brings
new patrons to the show !
Valuable
A 3 -cent stamjj is all it
costs
you
to get— a 'America's
Industry"
full
ofNewfacts
and a for
lot you.
of book
information —especially
HOLCOMB & HOKE
MFG. CO.
216 Van Buren St.
Indianapolis, Snd.

For Proofs, Photos, Prices
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO
216 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Without obligation, send me yourfree Butter
Kist
— "America's
New estimate
Industry" — with
photos,book
sales
and
much
I can
makerecords,
with your
machine. of how
Name
Business
Address

■■>••■••■••
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with
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Get away from the commonplace. Give your theatre Atmosphere, Character, Distinction.
A BERGER STEEL CEILING WILL DO IT
Strong arch, cornice,
and wall effects
be easily
produced at reasonable beam
cost, while the beautifulcandetail
and
sharp reliefs of the ceiling itself, will
give added Character
and Distinction.
Incidentally you obtain fire resistance and freedom from the
danger of falling plaster.
May we tell you more about these artistically designed cellings ? Ask for Catalog D 45.

|
I
g
g

Thel Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio I
Branches: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, fn\ 1
St. Louis, Minneapolis, San Francisco. \Q/ M
Export Dept. : 516 W. 25th St., New York City, U. S. A. (b^Sr) H
mil

§f
1
^
■
H^
mW
M
I

"One of the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !
lraais^rteK
Automatically suppliei only such voltage ai arc require*. No watte of
current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.,Cteveland,Ohio,US.A

MILLION

New

Idea

If you have only
one musical instrument, you need
the Estey Theatre
Organ.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the
June 14th issue of the
Motion
Picture News

DOLLAR
APPEAR IN THE

News

" SPOTLIGHT SADIE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Camelia" Cantabile),
(From Boutonniere
by Tonning Suite) (Allegretto

1— " Sounds of Erin" (Waltz), by Tobani (2 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: "In Paterson, New Jersey."
2 — "Sparklets" (Moderate), by Miles (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until — T : " Two years and."
3 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "To all
4
— "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds),
appearances."
until
— T: "John Page, founder."
5 — " Blushing Rose " (Moderate Serenade), by Johnson (3 minutes
and6 — 40" Valse
seconds),
until — T: "Dick Carrington who."
Moderne
" (Valse Lento), by Rosey (1 minute and 40
seconds), until — T: "The red rooster Tavern."
78 —— "A
Continue pp. (35 seconds), until — T: " Hazel Harris leads."
La Mode" (Modern One-Step), by Rosey (2 minutes and
45 9 —seconds),
until — Nights"
T: "John(Valse
Page solves."
"Mysterious
Dramatique), by Berg (2 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "Busy little Tommy."
10 — "Love Song" (Moderate), by Puerner (3 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: " Don't you love me."
11 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The next
12 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until— -T : "Sister
morning."
Nancy
is not forgotten."
13 — "Dramatic
Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until — T : " Give me some real publicity."
14 — " Clematis " (From Boutonniere Suite) (Moderate Poco Agitato), by Tonning (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "Dick
Carrington
indifferent."Bells" (From Boutonniere Suite) (Capricious
15 — "Canterbury
Allegretto), by Tonning (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " For
— Theme
the16 first
time." (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "A late afternoon
party."
17 — "Path of Flowers" (Waltz), by Waldteufel (2 minutes and 5
seconds),
until — toT: action
" Between
the acts."
18 — Continue
(1 minute
and 50 seconds), until — T: "The
19 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "A surprise
morning."
20 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — T: "Oh look, looks"
21 — " Drinking Theme," by Roberts (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: "Hazel Harris is in trouble."
22 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 50 !
seconds), until— T: " I'm just watching the little saint."
23 — Theme (50 seconds), until *****
END.
party."

NEW
The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co

Picture

THEATRES

BUILDING

UTAH
Bountiful — A new theatre is planned for this town in the very
near future, as a committe of men are now looking for the most
suitable site.
Salt Lake — Edward Mehesy announces that plans have been completed for a new Rialto theatre to be opened by November 1. A
seating capacity for 1,000 will be provided.
Salt Lake — W. H. Swanson is reported to have plans ready for
the erection of a new $750,000 theatre on Main street, corner of
Fourth
VIRGINIA
Painter — Perdue & Libis are erecting a new modern motion picture
theatre here which will have a seating capacity of 500. It will be
known as the Arcadia theatre.

STARS

Illustrated

Song
Slides
"FATTY"
ARBUCKLE
ANITA! STEWART
Mme. NAZIMOVA
DOROTHY PHILLIPS
MABEL NORMAND
VIOLA DANA
Rented at $1.00 per set a week.
Write for pamphlet and full particulars TODAY
STANDARD SLIDE CORPORATION
DEPT. N.
209 WEST 48TH STREET
NEW YORK

"Kiss me" then in fancy I seem,
With my Kentucky Dream.
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William

Fox

Builds New

Theatre

in Spring-

field, Mass.
and contracts awarded by WilPLANS have been completed
liam Fox for the immediate erection of a new theatre in
the one now occupied by Fox's TheaMass., toisreplace
Springfield
considered ideal, fronting directly on the
tre. The, location
main street in the heart of the down-town business district, and
within one minute of the railroad station. The titles for the
acquisition of the land on which the present theatre stands, as well
as for large strips in the rear and side, were acquired by Mr. Fox
a few weeks ago.
The theatre will undoubtedly be the largest in the state, and
probably the largest in New England, having a seating capacity of
three thousand five hundred seats, one thousand nine hundred and
fifty of which will be on the orchestra floor, and the balance on
one balcony, and all indications point. to an edifice of architectural
with its size — in fact to one of the most magnifikeeping
beautycentinhouses
on the William Fox Circuit.
The facade of the building will be laid up in a mat-glazed terracotta, from which will extend a large marquise of unique construction, measuring thirty-five feet in width by twenty-two feet
in length. It is intended to make the illumination of the front a
matter of special effort, a huge double-faced diagonal electric
attraction sign extending from both extremities of the front elevation to a center-point at the outer edge of the marquise, and
covering the entire height of the building. The upper portion
of each face will bear the name of the theatre, the lower decks
being devoted to the names of the stars, attractions, etc. Under
marquise lights will be suspended in delicately tinted globes, which
will carry out the prevailing color-scheme of the lobby. The lobby
proper will be finished in caenstone with enrichments of burnished gold-leaf panels. The ceiling of the entresol is to be
vaulted and hung with stalactite chandeliers of opalescent glass.
In' drawing up the specifications, particular attention has been
paid to the ventilating and interior illuminating systems, both
of which will be distinct innovations. Apparatus has been contracted for, which will cause the air throughout the entire theatre
to be changed uniformly and regularly every two minutes, the
incoming air being kept at the same temperature as the out-going. A huge air-filter is to be installed into which the air will
be conducted through pipes from fanned inlets on the roof in the
rear of the theatre. After passing through the chemicals of filtration and being purified, it will be distributed evenly throughout the auditorium. The lighting of the auditorium is to be a
combination of the direct and indirect, and, with the aid of dimmers, transparencies, etc., pictures will be presented with the most
unique and effective lighting auxiliaries.
The construction and illumination of the stage, it is said, will
be a radical departure from those of even the most recently built
theatres, affording facilities for electrical and scenic effects that
will be thoroughly novel.

I

■3 *4 A *

How the new Fox theatre at Springfield, Mass., will look when
completed
All the musical aids to proper picture presentation will be provided for also. A twenty-four thousand dollar organ will be
installed which will have all the up-to-date attachments. In addition to this a thirty-piece orchestra will be engaged.
Offices have been furnished in the present Fox Theatre building for the accommodation of the construction and engineering
chiefs of the William Fox staff, who will move their headquarters to Springfield immediately upon Mr. Fox's return from
Europe, when work will be started. It is expected that Mr. Fox
and John Zanft, his personal representative, in whose hands the
arrangements have been left, will occupy a suite of offices in the
sam^ building from time to time while construction is in progress.

At the left is the foyer of the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., a corner of which is shoivn in the center panel.
rest room. The Liberty and Columbia theatres are operated by Jensen and Von Herbert)

At the right is the
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Apollo Refinished and Improved
usiness
■ r HE Apollo Theatre, 209 West 125th Street, New York City,
1 managed by Mr. Sam Hurtig, has been recently refinished and
many
improvements made.
IBlfefe rings
Mr. Hurtig is a theatre man of long standing, having been in this
FOR LEASE — The only specially business for over twenty years. His present theatre, since the
constructed film fireproof building.
changes have been made, has a seating capacity of 1,250.
Address Owner, P. O. Box 364, CinThe equipment and furnishings are all new and of the latest
cinnati, Ohio.
WANTED — First class organist for types. Music is furnished by a Photoplayer Organ, 24 feet in
first class photoplay theatre. Ex- width, which was installed at a cost of $20,000. The picture, which
perience and ability necessary.
is projected by two of the latest 6-B Powers machines, equipped
Mollertre, organ.
Wilmington,Apply
Del. Queen Theawith an entirely new system of ventilation, is thrown on a Mirroroid screen, with shadow boxes on the sides. Portraits enclosed in
THEATRE FOR SALE — Modern
new brick building, fully equipped,
the show boxes cover some of the pipes of the organ and produce
375 seats, 100 in balcony, town of
a
very pleasing appearance.
2500, nolishedopposition,
five years andbusiness
paying estabwell.
The projection room in general is well equipped with all necesDesire to change climates reason
sary apparatus and with every facility for fire protection. A special
for
Address Box 146, Jet- r
fersonselling.
City, Tenn.
rewinding room equipped with everything that is necessary has
WILL SELL 30 one-reel negatives, been placed just a few feet from the projecting room. As a rule,
western, comedies, dramas, $50.00 one of the projectionists examines the reel as he winds, while the
each. Also 50 one-reel western,
dramas, comedies, new film never other operates the machine.
run, $25.00
each. .Box 130, Motion
Over five years ago Mr. Hurtig hired two brothers, Sam and
Picture
News.
Will Selkey, as projectionists. They are still with him, neither one
FOR COLOR EFFECTS USE
having missed a show during their time in his employ. As would
be assumed, they produce a picture well worth seeing.
Hoods
The interior of the theatre is artistically lighted in a manner
which does not detract from the screen picture. Large electric
Colors
and fans keep the air in motion at all times. Over 6,000 lamps are
Brilliantshow"!
and areBeautiful
Permanent.
used in the display on the exterior of the theatre, with a large
Hoods slip over the bulb. American flag of incandescent lamps aiding greatly in making the
Way Ahead
of Dip and facade attractive.
Less Costly
NOLDSCO.
REYTRIC
and ELEC
For 5-10W. W.Lamps
25-40
CHICACO, ILL
422 S. TALMAN AVE.

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
6 So. Wabash
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Monograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens
and
Everything
for
the
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

"NEWMAN"

The Music Cue Sheets
Will Help You Put the
Picture Over
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, e>
changes, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producer*, s*
looted as to territory, class, etc Twenty thousand changes wer»
recorded
list lastetc.year. Its use means a saying to you of frorr
IS to 50% InInourpostage,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 1227 Chelsea
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing

BRASS
FRAMES
AND
RAILS
Accompanying
cut shows
our new
style
unit
frame for corners
of theatre
lobbies.
Especially designed to fit Irregular shaped
columns and sloping entrances. Neat, atit enables
the passerby to seetractive
at and acomplete,
glance the
entire program.
sketch for prices and ask for new
1918Sendcatalog.
The

Newman
Mfg. Co.
Established 1882
Write for our Latest Catalogue
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, LUlnols
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone Films,
Rlalto Theatre Bids.. Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe,
San Francisco, Cal.
Frames, Easels, Ralls, Grilles, Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bars
Corner Unit Hinged
We manufacture the frames in various
Frames finishes which do not require polishing

Picture

News

A FACTORY devoted
exclusively to making of
MOVING PICTURE ACCESSORIES. PRICES
are RIGHT— GOODS, the
BEST.
<00§> «■ the BRAND
Sold the world over. Ask
for them. INSIST on
getting
them.notIf supply
your
dealer does
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 Carroll Ave.
CHICAGO
Here's the list. Watch it
for new REWINDS
additions —(2 styles)
BENCH
One Piece Travelers Rewind
Fire Proof Enclosed Rewinds
(Underwriters
Carbon
Savers (2 Approved)
kinds)
CARBON ADAPTERS (2 kinds)
Pastil Adapters
Ticket Holders (Single Coupon)
Projectionists Tool Set
Core)
ASSEMBLED
ALL, METAL
REEL (5" Hub, Solid Steel
Brass Lug, or Terminal
Copper Terminal (Coming)
Stereopticon Color Wheel
Slide Writer (Stencil)
Slide Compound, Slide Inks
FILM CEMENT, Perfumes
Perfume Disseminators
Oils (4 Grades), Exit Signs
Fire Proof Film Boxes
Humidor Film Cabinets
Safety
Waste Cans
Film
Carrying
Cases (2 styles,
5 sizes)
FILM(I. C.SHIPPING
CASES t?
C. Approved)
Stripping
Rewinds Flanges, or Negative
Mechanism Carrying Cases
(Metal, Fibre lined)
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Bryant 5602
26 Telephone
RUE
DU DELTA,
PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO.
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Tear. 86.00

N"213

MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

Phone Bryant 6808
AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

May
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Everything,

the Showman

Complete

Jeeds

on £veryJ?cture3?eleasecL

Jkn

Compiled
Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under his heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
Rothapfel's First Unit Program
(Independent Sales — Film Clearing House)
SAMUEL
firsttheatre
Unit before
Program,
which
was shown L.lastROTHAPFEL'S
week at the Rialto
an invited
audience, revealed five different subjects, including a feature
drama and a two-reel corned}'. The first picture on the bill is entitled "The Wood of Fair Water" and is intended as a climax
for a news or magazine reel. This is a tribute to the United
States Marines' achievement at Belleau Wood and contains a
number of views of the famous battle ground. With appropriate
music it is impressive, although there are many pictures of just
scarred tree trunks which could be elided.
"The LastwithHour,''
a visualization
of Massenet's
also
impressive
the appropriate
music.
The pictureElegie,
itself, iswhich
shows an old bachelor brooding over what might have been, includes anumber of double exposure scenes which do not possess
the highest technical polish that is possible.
The brightest spot on the program is the largest, the feature
entitled " False Gods," by E. Lloj-d Sheldon. While this is somewhat slow in getting started, the interest begins to accumulate
about at the middle and rises to a climax of real dramatic force.
The story tells of an architect and his wife, who, when success
comes in business, encounter all sorts of pitfalls in high society.
The picture is splendidly acted by a cast headed by Grace Darling,
Hugh Thompson, Florence Billings, Ida Darling, Harry Mestayer,
Alfred Hickman and Hattie Delaro.
The story contains a number of good comedy snatches and is
exceedingly well staged in a number of fine settings, while the
photography is to be commended. With a few eliminations in the
early reels, " False Gods " will stand any test that the exhibitor
may care to apply to it in comparison with the better program
features of the day.
Next on the bill comes a humorous little conceit entitled " A
Thought of Equity," an epigram evidently the first of a series,
and then comes the comedy, " Wild Flowers," from the pen of
George V. Hobart. There are some very clever titles in its two
reels, all in rhyme and containing some animated figures that catch
the audience's attention. The comedy itself is amusing, treating as
it does with the day's activities of New Yorks " wild women."
Mr. Rothapfel supervised the production of all the pictures
while the actual direction was in charge of Wally Van. His first
program is of varying merit and doubtless the lessons Mr.
Rothapfel learned in formulating it will be turned to good advantage, so that the few mistakes of an initial attempt will not appear in a second. Further comment on the program, including
a listing of the music and lighting plots, will be found on previous
pages of this issue. — Peter Milne.

Jjoct

by Peter

Milne

in Advance
" Broken Blossoms "
(D. W. Griffith Production]

<<DROKEN BLOSSOMS " marks a real advance in the motion
■D picture art and not since the day of D. W. Griffith's " Birth
of a Nation " has there been such an advance. Here the producer
departs from all beaten paths of directorial effort — his story, his
production, his effects are different from any-thing that has been
shown on the screen heretofore. And moreover with all these
radical changes he has established the motion picture higher than
ever before in the ranks of the various arts.
" Broken Blossoms " is a tragedy, not, mind you, a mere melodrama with an unhappy ending, but tragedy real and simple. Mr.
Griffith found his groundwork in and received his inspiration from
Thomas Burke's " The Chink and the Child," a story of London's
Chinatown.
Its the
mainChinamen.
characters" Battling
are the always
girl, Battling
her
father, and
vents hisBurrows,
cruelty
on the little child, beating her, hitting her, whipping her. After
one of these prosecutions she falls in a faint at the Chinaman's
door and he, having long admired her from afar takes her to his
room, baths her wounds and dresses her in soft silks. His love
for her is a holy thing — it is worship, but Battling can not understand and when his evil self has asserted itself to its full vile rage,
the girl, the Chinaman — and he himself are dead.
Of course words can not do the picture justice. The art of the
director has accomplished what no linotype can accomplish. It is
the reality of the tragedy that strikes to the very heart, a reality
that is made forceful by the rare simplicity with which the plot
has been treated. The story progresses naturally and the accumulating force is felt like a swiftly running tide. The crash of emotions that brings the tragedy to its climax is intensity itself. Simplicity is,indeed, a wonderful thing when brought into play by such
an artist.
There are three performances rendered in " Broken Blossoms,"
neither one of which has been paralleled. Lillian Gish as the girl
lives the role of the broken, fearful, miserable child whose few
hours of earthly happiness are furnished by the yellow man. Her
scenes with the brutal father in which she becomes the very
epitome of fear, and with the silent Oriental in which she for the
first time revels in comfort and satisfaction, are nothing if not
lived. Richard Barthelmess as the Chinaman characterizes the role
with a touch of velvet softness that shrouds it with a deep appeal.
Doiald Crisp's Battling Burrows is the essence of brutality and
vulgar pride.
Mr. Griffith and Mr. Bitzer have revealed some new effects of
photography, effects which suggest the brush of an artist more
than a grinding cameraman. The scenes of London Chinatown
and the atmosphere that shrouds them fairly draw the spectator
into the picture.
" Broken Blossoms " is the great work of a great artist. By it
Mr. Griffith proves that a tragedy can reach the heart, can appeal
without recourse to the saccharine-coated implements of the picture carpenter. — Peter Milne.
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EXHIBITOR

" Conie Out of the Kitchen " — Paramount
IT will prove a rather hard job for you to determine which will
give your patrons the most pleasure, Marguerite Clark,- or the
story. You may have to call it a draw; it seems that each was
made for the other.
The plot is based on the stage play of the same name, a dramatization of the book by Alice Duer Miller. It is a domestic little
drama, full of comedy, so wholesome that it will make spectators
laugh
theirandheart's
are that
also
found tohere
there.content;
It is a tenderly
genuine pathetic
Americansituations
little story
will have a particular appeal to all Americans. It depicts a proud,
impoverished family of the modern South. The father goes somewhere for his health. The doctors determine an operation is necessary, but money is nowhere to be had. The heroine manages to
induce her sister and her three brothers to rent their house for the
summer to a wealthy young man, who was looking for one. One
of the conditions of the lease is that all servants must be white.
The house is ready for delivery, but at the last moment their
agent wires that he is unable to furnish them with white servants.
Consternation reigns, but rather than have the lease broken and
thus lose the only chance of helping father, they determine to assume the servant duties themselves; the heroine is elected as a
cook. In the end it results in a love affair between the young
man and the heroine.
For over
a yearbyMiss
Clark has
appeared5 reels.
in a ' better
picture.
Released
Paramount
Mayhardly
11. Length,
" The Veiled Adventure "—Select
YOU ought to consider yourself lucky if you have this picture
coming. From a production angle, as well as from an entertaining, itmay, without any hesitation, be graded 100 per cent.
Never has Constance Talmadge been supplied with a story that is
so close to real life. It gives her an opportunity to act like a
regular human being. In seeing it projected on the screen, one
wonders whether he is looking at something created by mechanical
contrivances or is witnessing an actual occurrence, such as we
experience in our daily lives, acted by characters with bone and
flesh, so realistic is the impression.
"The Veiled Adventure" is a delightful romance, full of vigor,
saturated with comedy, clean and wholesome. In addition, unlike
attractions of this class, suspense of strong tensity has been ingrained into the plot, an accomplishment which is due to skillful
construction which avoids giving away the impending action. Some
of the situations arouse strong anxiety, also; the kind that leaves
a pleasurable impression.
The subtitles are most artful. They have been composed so
cleverly they add as much to the inherent good qualities of the
story; they are full of sublety, wit and humor; they are like
little gems.
This picture deserves a longer run, if any does. Released
through Select. Length, 5 reels.
" The Mayor of Filbert "—Triangle
THERE is a class of picturegoers whose tastes are plain and
not hard to satisfy ; the demands of such are usually simple ;
exaggeration and lack of realism do not prevent them from enjoying apicture, sensation rather than actualism being what gives
them the most enjoyment. To such the present offering may turn
out to be the kind that would just suit their tastes, but to think
of asking a hard and critical spectator to accept this picture as
an evening's entertainment would be the same as if you accused
him as lacking good sense of humor.
The plot is of the dual role variety, in whose cqnstruction situations showing suffrage, murder, a wronged woman and her illegitimate child, an underworld and the political machinery back- of it,
under the leadership of a Mayor, have been employed in a way
that taxes the credulity. Dual role stories, at their best, are but
poor material for a picture, as they possess an inherent weakness ;
it consists in having the same person portray two roles, a fact
which, of course, could not be so in real life — one cannot be himself and at the same time someone else; the inborn knowledge of
this
truth
haunts Portrayal
a person's ofmind;
illusion is constantly
badly shattered.
two as
rolesa consequence
by one and the
the
same person was attractive while it was a novelty, because it
mystified, but the case is hardly so any longer, especially where
a story lacks originality. Released through Triangle May 25.
Length, 7 reels.
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" The Law of Men "■— -Paramount
'tT^HE LAW OF MEN " is not a picture you could brag about;
1 at the same time it is not the kind that would make you
wish to shrink to nothing. It is just an ordinary melodrama, with
merits and defects. Its merits are realistic acting and good treatment, features which have imparted to it whatever entertaining
value it possesses; while its chief defect, the fact that the theme
is common, much in vogue throughout the life of motion picture
production, especially during the old days — the innocent hero is
arrested for murder, tried and convicted on circumstantial evidence, being saved in the end by the confession of the real murderer. Another weak point is the ability of an " average intelli"picturegoer
foresee,
after the
reel or so, how the
story gencewill
wind up, tothus
weakening
the second
suspense.
The wife of a prominent attorney and guardian of the heroine
shows too much friendship for an architect^of known libertine
tendencies. He remonstrates with his wife.
The architect, fascinated by the beauty of the innocent-minded
heroine, whom he met by chance, lures her to his apartments, but
when he reveals to her his real purpose she becomes horrified;
she manages to escape and return home. The hero, noticing her
agitation, demands to know and is told the cause. Enraged at the
vileness of the man, he rushes to the architect's hotel, enters his
apartments unperceived, but is discovered and thrown out by the
butler. Returning home, he induces the heroine to marry him at
once, so as to give him full rights of protecting her. Just as the
wedding ceremony is over, policemen enter and arrest the hero for
the murder of the architect. He is tried and convicted, but before
sentence
is passed
heroine's
guardianstolen
confesses
that it was
he
who murdered
the the
architect
for having
the affections
of his
wife.
The picture contains no offensive situations; it should give
average satisfaction. Released April 27, with Enid Bennett as the
star. Length, 5 reels.
" The New Moon "—Select
F^OR
a
melodrama,
"The
New but
Moon"
is extraordinarily
r
pressive; it is also
realistic,
its realism
depends on imthe
amount of information of the subject treated each spectator possesses. The interest arousing properties of the picture should be
sought, not in the originality of the story, but in its timeliness; it
strikes a chord that is vital and of universal interest.
The Nationalization of Russia's women under the Soviet regime forms the foundation of the plot. Miss Norma Talmadge
is presented as a Princess, who, escaping the revolutionists, goes
to another province and, under an assumed name, sets up a
grocery store. The chief of the Soviet of that district recognizes
her, and in order to obtain her issues a decree making women a
National property and orders them to register. As the heroine
has refused to register, she is arrested and brought before the
chief, who is determined to obtain her by force if not by persuasion. Right at that time, however, the Prince, her betrothed, who
was arrested by the revolutionists and was to be executed but had
managed to escape, comes to her rescue. They escape and move
to another district, where they are happily united.
The scenes showing the executions, intended and accomplished,
may be considered by some picturegoers as too strong; they are
a little too long and could be shortened to good advantage. Released by Select. Length, 5 reels.
" Rustling a Bride " — Paramount
A VILLAIN, a horse thief, and his Mexican accomplice; a
glove, planted by him for the purpose of incriminating the
innocent hero ; a girl, the heroine, stolen from the hero by the
villain and taken to a remote cabin in the desert; the arrest and
conviction of the hero on the strength of the discovery of his
glove at the corral, for horse thieving, an act he did not commit;
his
sentence
to time
stringtofrom
a treesuch
; thea gross
heroine's
and her
arrival
just in
prevent
errorescape
of primitive
justice; the hero's and the heroine's final union — all these situations, which used to form the basis of the old-day Western melodrama, have been dug up from the chest and borrowed to construct
the present
plot, the
basisoldness
of Lilaof Lee's
latestiscontribution.
The picture,
in spite
of the
the idea,
much more
entertaining than any one of those released in the past with Lila
Lee in the lead. What helps it mostly are the thrilling situations
towards the end; also the fine work of the supporting cast, which
is headed by Monte Blue, a late and wise addition to Lasky
producing forces. Released by Paramount. Length, 5 reels.
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Daddy Long Legs " — Mary Pickford
MOST of the entertainment in this picture is derived from
its first parr, which depicts the heroine's life in the orphanage: it gives the star the opportunities she most desires, opportunities that are most excellently adapted to her inclinations — to
show kindness to children ; it is her life-long joy; also from the
last part, which shows the culmination of the love affair with a
man who turns out to be her Daddy Long Legs, her protector.
The part between is a little draggy; also badly cut up, lacking
continuity; characters appear, later to disappear without a due
explanation. The faults, however, can be attributed solely to the
haste with which the production was assembled and shipped East.
The task of editing must have been tremendous, when one bears
in mind that the length of the original production was over 100.000
feet It is hoped, however, that these defects will be remedied
before it reaches the smaller exhibitor.
Jean inWebster's
forms
of the
known
America book,
widely.thatThis
fact the
has basis
inspired
Miss picture,
Pickfordis
to follow the original as closely as possible. Such a commendable
desire, however, has also its drawbacks, because, while the development of certain ideas in a story7 intended for reading purposes
may produce pleasing results, in pictures, quite often, have the
opposite effect : For instance, the endeavor to shroud the identity
of Daddy Long Legs with mystery. It seems to be irritating
rather than suspense producing to the spectator. Such suspense,
instead of as natural, appears as artificial.
The production end of the picture bears unmistakable signs of
the minute care with which it has been surrounded. It is extremely artistic.
W ith proper re-editing there is no reason why this attraction
should not give satisfaction, especially to all women and children
and to those of men who like the sentimental sort of pictures. In
"fact,
the firstthepartintoxicated
of it, showing
of the producing
children in incithe
orphanage,
dog, the
and pranks
other laugh
dents, should delight all youngsters, as well as grown-ups. Released through the First National Exhibitors circuit. Length,
7 reels.
"Mints of Hell "—Robertson-Cole
PICTURES produced in Alaskan atmosphere have invariably
proved extremely fascinating, especially if such are shown
during the summer months ; the icy atmosphere, the snow-clad
trees — a sight which never fails to inspire a lover of nature, — the
white ground, all seem to exert a pleasurable influence upon the
mind, an influence which acts favorably upon a perspiring body.
One other kind of subject that charms and fascinates the mind,
when ably portrayed, is gold-mining : Imagine then how much
pleasure should a picture afford, a picture that combines the two
elements and presents them as naturally as if the drama was an
actual occurrence of life, men in flesh and blood taking part. Such
an attraction " Mints of Hell " is : It is so realistic that you
couldn't be held nearly as spellbound, you couldn't be more in love
and sympathy with the good characters, had the story- been real
and you a participant in it.
Although strong, — men at times being shot as if they were nothing more than brute animals. — the picture is in nowise gruesome,
as, whatever killing is done, it is fully justified by some damnable
or monstrous act of the sufferer, an act which draws the spectator's
ill
will. — Released through Exhibitors' Mutual in May. Length, 5
reels.
" All Wrong ' — Pathe
H A LL WRONG" is a fairly good entertainment, that is, the
kindtime
younotdon't
have atoquality
feel nervous
theixsame
of such
as you while
could playing,
make anybutrashat
promises about : It contains some laughs, some cleverly complicated situations, etc, and it maintains a fairly good suspense; the
production end, on the other hand, — that is, continuity, acting, direction, photography, etc., — is first class.
The story is chiefly a travesty on the hero's theory, which, is
securely and unassailably lodged in his brains. — that a married
couple can better retain the respect and love for each other if they
live apart, meeting only now and then ; so after their marriage, the
groom puts his theories into practice. In the course of the story,
quite a few comical episodes happen, but in the end, the hero finds
his ideas are all wrong, and that he cannot do without being close
to " wife}-."
Pathe
Tune 1. Bryant
Length,Washburn
5 reels. is the star. — Released through
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" Destiny " — Dorothy Phillips
uT^VESTINY" is a production big in every sense of the word:
\-J It is not its length nor any other material factor that impresses one with its bigness, but the inherent good qualities of
the story, qualities which appeal to the intellect as well as to
several of the pleasurable emotions ; they succeed in arousing the
spectator's interest, winning his good will and also in holding him
in agreeable suspense. Such is the influence that is exerted upon
the mind, and as the picture contains no illogical, discordant
situations of any description, it should satisfy a wide circle of
picture-goers.
Frenzied finance is the theme. It is dramatic in the extreme in
its development, two strong wills being brought into a violent
conflict. The picture opens showing a farmer and his family,
consisting of his wife, daughter and two sons. The eldest boy
becomes dissatisfied with the farmer fife, and sets his plans for
going to the city to seek his fortune, though his parents disapprove
of such a move.
The spectator is now carried forward by twenty years and is
shown the eldest brother, now a successful and very prosperous
Wall Street financier, attempting to exercise his iron will over his
sister.
She enemy.
loves a He3'oung
broker,
business
rival
and a bitter
forbids
her toherhavebrother's
any social
intercourse
with the broker, but she states that, as the same kind of blood
flows in her veins as in his, will accept no bossing; so she defies
him and marries the man she loves. Furious at her defiance, he
now more than ever becomes determined to ruin the object of his
hate,
and thus
spiritin and
will and
to his.
He throws
the break
weight hisof sister's
his wealth
the bend
stock her
market
by
manipulating it comes out victorious. He breaks his brother-inlaw, but in the process he also drags down a number of others.
Regret and grief, however, follow in his triumph, as the man he
vowed to ruin lies dead, having been killed by the discharge of
the gun while trying to prevent a banker, a co-victim of his, from
committing suicide. His mental torture keeps on increasing as he
is denounced by his very parents ; his sister execrates him. To
cap the climax, the market breaks against him and the once
powerful financier is powerless to escape the fate he brought
upon others. He becomes impoverished.
While wandering in the street, forlorn and friendless, indifferent
to life itself, he is met by one of the victims of his misused
power, and a struggle ensues. As remorse and broken spirits
have weakened his physical strength, he is unable to fight back
with success; he is thrown through the window supposedly to the
pavement below. Right on this scene, however, the picture fades
into a subtitle with wording to the effect that, so it would have
happened had the brother gone to the city; but he did not go,
having thought best to remain at home and help his father cultivate his farm, build good roads, etc., a beautiful scene appearing
after each enumeration of the good things he helped his father to
accomplish : The effect of this unexpected twist is electric, instantaneous; itcompletely reverses the flow of the emotions: the
result is a highly successful blending of the dramatic and the
cheerful. While the dramatic ending itself would have been
highly satisfactory7, the resort to this novelty makes it doubly so;
it adds greatly to the entertaining values as, from a state of high,
although agreeable, suspense, the feelings are brought to a state
of soothing delight.
The good picture cause entitles this production to a longer run.
Released by Jewell, June 1. Length, 7 reels. — P. S. H.
" The White Heather " — Tourneur Productions
THIS picture is based on the famous Drury Lane melodrama
of the same name, by Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton. As
you know, in nearly nine out of ten plays of the melodramatic
class, conformance with the laws of logic is almost entirely disregarded, or at least not adhered to with scrupulousness, sensation rather than realism being considered as the factor of carimportance:
so it is
"ThetheWhite
Heather"
— althoughin
things dinal
could
not happen
in with
real life
way they
are depicted
it, yet it will entertain a large number of picture goers, because
of its sensational situations: The fight between two men in the
depths of the sea, for instance, in which the villian cuts his own
air-hose, thinking it is that of his antagonist, thus perishing; it
is exciting as well as thrilling.
The submarine scenes have been taken by aid of the Williamson device, and they are extremely clear.
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—PARAMOUNT

Lila Lee Has a Suitable Subject in Western

Photoplay

IT has taken quite a few pictures for Paramount to discover where Lila Lee really belongs. She possesses an emphatic personality — indeed, a colorful one, but where her managers made the mistake
was in thinking it was elusive or ephemeral enough to carry such will-of-the-wisp pieces as 44 The
Cruise of the Make Believe" and 44 Such a Little Pirate." In placing the star in this simple Western
number, 44 Rustling a Bride," they have supplied h er with her best picture to date, since it offers her a
role ideally suited to her personality.
Miss Lee does not soar to the dramatic heights, but she does give a sincere and charming performance of the lonely girl who corresponds with and marries an equally lonely cowboy who has been a total
stranger to her. Not a new idea, as you will admit , but one that has been developed for its full humorous value.
The picture takes a melodramatic turn on the eventful wedding day, which is visualized in the scene
that marks the rustling of the bride. The rustler she believes to be her correspondent, since the groom,
being an 44 ornery looking cuss," has sent the former's photograph. When events loom up dark for the
cowboy, who is about to be hanged, and the girl, who has been stolen, the scenarist pulls the strings and
presto, all is well.
_
The picture is well treated by the director, since there is nothing amiss in detail and action. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released April 27. — Laurence Reid.
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with Tom

LAW"—
Mix

FOX

Starred

VARIETY is the spice of westerns just as much as it is of life — a fact pleasantly realized by those
concerned in the production of " The Coming of the Law," Tom Mix's latest starring vehicle. The
action, though it contains the customary amounts of hard riding and shooting, is spiced with considerable originality in the way of stunts, while the character that the star interprets has a freshness that
is always apparent and interesting as a consequence.
Much of the credit for the success of the production must be awarded Arthur Rosson, the director.
Many will remember him in his former association with Allan Dwan, and his work in the present instance has that spontaneity and fresh treatment that is generally to be noted in the older director's works.
Mr. Mix is fearless in the execution of his stunts and altogether presents a thoroughly ingratiating
character. His support is headed by Brownie Vernon as heroine and Jack Curtis as heavy. The settings
are true to the usual western type, while in many of the shots there is a grand sweep of scenery exceedingly pleasing.— Length, 5 reels. — Released May 11. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
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(Continued from page 3464)
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lains finally being trapped in a little cabin, which
sweet and youthful personality in any advertising
if they would loan him a revolver and a hat. The
leader offered his hat and Kent sent it swirling
that
you
may
give
the
newspapers.
The
memis_
cleverly
set
afire
by
a
trick
of
Kent's.
Big
Bill then attempts to kill his victorious adversary
through the air. Before it reached the ground
bers of the cast might come in for some menbut is not quick enough on the draw, and before
tion as most patrons are acquainted with them.
again it was as full of holes as a sieve. All sounds
he
has
time
to
turn
around
he
drops
dead
with
a
Shroud
picture with a little mystery. Most
pretty
of it bullet through him. The forces of law and order everyone the
likes to be kept in the dark concerning
is more interesting
so. That doesn't
rest of it?
it youWell,
will the
findrest
in Tom
restored
to
the
town,
Kent
claims
Nellie
as
his
a picture.
Mix's latest
' The Coming
of the Law,"
which
will be feature,
shown shortly
at the theatre.
It is wife.
one of the most amusing and exciting pictures in
CATCH LINES
this fine actor's series.
They thought him a tenderfoot, but he turned
out to be as calloused as the oldest inhabitant.
PRESS NOTICE
" The Coming of the Law " is filled with thrills
Tom Mix, interpreter of Western characters,
and laughs. Don't miss it.
will be seen at the —
h- theatre again on
of
week. His latest picture is
Tom Mix always does the unusual in his West" Thepraise
Coming
the Law,"
judging
fromis
the
it hasof received
from and
reliable
critics
ern pictures
in "The
of the Law"
there
some
fine— new
stunts,Coming
new comedy,
new thrills.
one of the best in his highly exciting series of are
Don't fail to see it.
picture productions. From the very opening
scene until the final close-up the action mingles
How one man established law and order in a
thrills and laughs in such alluring proportions that
town that didn't know what those terms meant.
the interest is never once allowed to drop. The
When
Kent Hollis fell off the train at Dry Botstoryten byforCharles
" The Alden
ComingSeltzer
of theand Law
" was under
writtom, the inhabitants
that he later
heralded
produced
the
coming
of the law didn't
— but know
two minutes
they
the direction of Arthur Rosson, one of the leaddid.
See
Tom
Mix
in
"
The
Coming
of
the
Law,"
ing directors of this type of motion picture. He
his
latest
and
greatest
Western.
has kept the action always spontaneous and the
original way he has of doing things makes the
SUGGESTIONS
story appear in a refreshing light.
Mr. Mix assumes the role of Kent Hollis, a
If
you've
played
otherno Tom
features
reyoung man from the East. When he arrives in
cently you should have
troubleMixat all
in bringthe West the bad element makes the mistake of
ing the crowds in for this one. Reports indicate
taking him for a tenderfoot and try out all the old
that thiswhat
star'slocality
stuff ishisgoing
over are
pretty
big in.
no
matter
pictures
shown
tricks on him. Much to their surprise and
chagrin, however, Kent proves wise to every one
It's
a
known
fact
that
of
all
the
feature
stars
was probably the most popular with the soldiers.he
of the gags and before he is through with them he
This means that he is popular with practically all.
has shown a trick or two of his own that fairly
Those same qualities which made the soldiers like
startles them out of their several skins. Kent's
task in the West proves difficult. Among other
him — his fearlessness, ability to perform the unthings he has to fight the cattle rustlers who
usual stunt, his clean cut manner — -these qualities
will appeal to anyone.
caused the death of his father, wage war on those
who would stop him from publishing the truth
All that is really necessary in anouncing " The
in his newspaper and protect a girl from the
Coming of the Law " is to lay stress on the stunts
advances
chief villain.
" lone man, but
and the comedy and to play Tom Mix's name up
Quite aofbigtheassignment
for one
to
limit.then.
You For
can't thego rest
wrongthe ifpicture
you follow
thisthecourse
will
suffice to say that Kent acquits himself with
The question is who is Tom Mix presenting
advertise itself if you give it a chance by playing
great glory before the picture is done. Mr. Mix
the gun to?
it more than a single day.
is supported by a competent cast.
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Mary Pickford's First First National Has Much Comedy and Sentiment
THERE is small chance of this picture failing to please. In fact it will probably be the same hit
in every locality that it was in New York at the Strand. The comedy, and there are at least
two straight reels of it at the start, sent the house into shrieks of delight — and the sentimental
romance with which the concluding reels are laden brings smiles and tears. Miss Pickford is permitted
a good range of character, first appearing as the inmate of the orphan asylum, twelve year old or thereabouts, and later as the adorable sweetheart. She plays her comedy delightfully and none the less so
the romance.
Marshall Neilan directed the picture, and this is a guarantee of original comedy bits. The first
reels are fairly loaded with incidental comedy business that always registered before the big audience
at the Strand. The romance appealed deeply, too, and for the ending there was a wonderful laugh —
a variation of the usual " clinch."
Rest assured then that "Daddy Long Legs" is going to score. The faults that it reveals, a particularly choppy and disconnected continuity, less sub stance than we would like to see even in a Mary
Pickford picture, and some few flashes in which the star and a little boy overdo the effects of hard cider,
are seemingly forgotten by an audience bound to enjoy itself. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
Mr. Pendleton and then he falls in love. Little
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
does Judy know that the tall serious man is none
In addition to the name of Mary Pickford you
other
than
Daddy
Long
Legs,
her
nick
name
for
"Judy"
Abbott
Mary
Pickford
Mrs. Lippett
Milla Davenport
have two other great assets in advertising this
her benefactor. Judy has another suitor, Jimmie
Miss Pritchard
Miss Percy Haswell
production to your public. Marshall Neilan, the
McBride, a college freshman with few brains.
Angelina Wyckoff
Fay Lemport
director,
and the fact that the picture is an adapAnd when
Judy refuses
offer ofcomes
marJarvis Pendleton
Mahlon Hamilton
riage, he believes
that it Pendleton's
is because Jimmie
tation of a famous
play, " aDaddy
Longwork
Legs."on
Mrs. Pendleton
Lillian Langdon
first
in
her
heart.
In
reality
it
is
because
Judy
Mr.
Neilan's
name means
lot. His
Julia Pendleton
Betty Bouton
feels
unequal
to
him
socially.
mahy
of
the
same
star's
Artcraft
pictures
Sally McBride
Audry Chapman
So she sits herself down and writes a letter to him a fine reputation with the fans. He gave
has
Jimmie McBride
Marshall A. Neilan
her
Daddy Long Legs telling him the whole sad
Mrs. Semple
Carrie Clarke Warde
gottenable aSin "lotandof he
publicity
from
"
The
Unpardonstory
and
then
when
she
hears
no
answer
she
for a long time been a
By Jean Webster.
takes matters into her own hands and goes to the favorite subject withhas the
fan magazines. The
Adapted by Agnes Johnston.
house of the mysterious John Smith. And there,
play
was
exceedingly
successful
in all the big
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
of course, she discovers that Pendleton, John
cities and a line reading " From Jean Webster's
Smith and Daddy Long Legs are one and the
play
"
should
always
be
carried.
PRESS NOTICE
same and naturally there is a happy ending.
Naturally you will not neglect the star. It
might be wise to make a point of the fact that
Mary Pickford, without doubt the greatest
favorite of the motion picture public, will be seen
CATCH LINES
" Daddy Long Legs " is her first First National
at the
theatre during the week of
production. People who follow the business at
Mary Pickford in a play of genuine comedy
all
will be interested to know this.
in
her
latest
picture,
"
Daddy
Long
Legs,"
an
and homely sentiment — don't miss her latest and
adaptation of the popular play by Jean Webster.
In advertising the content of the picture lay
best, " Daddy Long Legs."
special stress on the two main elements, comedy
Incidentally,
this
is
Miss
Pickford's
first
picture
and sentiment. That is in all your word and
to be released through the First National Exknown a mother or a father —
hibitors Circuit and, judging from advance re- sheShewashadannever
orphan named after a name on a picture arguments build up around these two
ports, it is indeed a worthy production to mark
elements. They appeal to the vast majority of
tombstone and a name in a telephone book. She
the beginning of this new affiliation. The picture
the motion picture public — to any public at all
thought that happiness and a real home were
was adapted for the screen by Agnes Johnston
for
that matter. Play them up in your copy for
never
to
be
hers
—
but
she
found
them
both
in
and produced under the direction of Marshall
all they're worth.
" Daddy Long Legs."
Neilan, the same director who presided over some
of her best Artcraft pictures.
A picture of comedy and of sentiment! done
Throughout
length of comedy
the picture
the specin
Mary
Pickford's
best ofstyle
and produced
tator is treated the
to excellent
and that
same
the
masterful
direction
Marshall
Neilan. under
sort of wholesome sentiment that was constantly
visible in the original play. Miss Pickford is at
Her Daddy Long Legs turned out to be her
her best when in these two moods, the humorous
" Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickand the sentimental. As the little orphan of the Romeo —ford'ssee
first First National production.
miserably run asylum she creates a delightful
character. The comedy of the opening reels is
A play of laughter and of pathos — adapted from
rich
the extreme.
Judy's
troublesforwith
the the famous stage success by Jean Webster.
severein Mrs.
Lippett are
responsible
not the
least portion of humor while they also serve the
PROGRAM READER
added groundwork for the pathos.
However the statement that the picture was
Mary
Pickford
in be" Daddy
announcement
receivedLong
withLegs."
joy byThat
the
directed by Mr. Neilan really gives ample proof many admirers will
of Miss Pickford who have waited
that it is filled with all the comedy possible.
long
for
her
return
to
the
screen.
The
fact
that
Certainly
of Miss herPickford's
will bein this return is made under the First National banpleased toallwelcome
back toadmirers
the screen
ner and in such a thoroughly wholesome attracsuch a genuinely fine production as " Daddy Long
as this added
adaptation
JeantheWebster's
famous
play tionlends
forceof to
announcement.
Legs."
"onDaddy
Long
Legs
"
scored
with
great
success
THE STORY
the speaking stage in practically every city
Judy Abbott is regarded as the worst of all of any size throughout the country. It seemed,
the orphans in the asylum by the severe Mrs.
long before
rightsjustto the
the right
celluloid
purchased, thatthe
it was
sort were
of thing
Lippett who runs the place. On the contrary,
for Miss Pickford. And such has turned out to
however, Judy is about the best. She is a very
human little thing and fights for the rights of be the case. Adapted by Agnes Johnston and
produced under the direction of Marshall Neilan,
the kiddies around her, kiddies who have never
had a chance. Her pet aversion is a certain
" Daddy mine
Long ofLegs
" comescomedy
to theandscreen
veritable
delightful
wistful,a
Wednesday when all the inhuman trustees make
wholesome sentiment. The picture bears the prothe place a visit and feel gratified about doing
duction of a real artist — Mr. Neilan. No matter
so much for the orphans. They are all inhuman
but one, that is Miss Pritchard and it is this what phase of the story he deals with he proves
kind lady, who, when Judy keeps on growing up
himself a master of his craft and the whole picture reflects great credit on his name as well as
interests the wealthy Jarvis Pendleton in her with
on that of the star. We are not going to tell
the result that she is sent to college. Pendleton
prefers to be known to her as plain John Smith
the
story
here — that remains for the picture itself
and refuses to meet her.
to do — and that it will accomplish during all the
Later, however, Judy is introduced to him as
Marshall Neilan,
tor on " again
Daddy Mary
Long Pickford's
Legs " direcweek of
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SELECT

in Norma

Talmadge

is keeping astride the times if one may consider the dramatic pattern of her

new picture, 11 The New Moon."
The author has discovered in the papers a note concerning the
latest decree issued by the Russian Reds which is that of proclaiming all women under the age of
thirty-two as the property of the State. And he has fashioned an extravagant melodrama around it.
Accepted as pictorial fare and it seems as if one must take it with a grain of salt, since the author
sacrifices truth at times to stretch a few dramatic points. Had he developed it for its sombre note the
story would have gained in realism, yet in doing so he would have violated good taste.
The picture does not measure up to the star's fine average of late. It falters in characterization and
does not give her that emotional latitude of expression, nor are there any deft touches discernible. On
the contrary it is crudely developed and the action suffers from a lot of faulty incidents. One of these
weird bits, conspicuous for its ridiculousness, shows the hero about to be shot, but who escapes because a
drunken man drives right in front of the executioners and offers them the contents of the bottle.
A tragic touch is realized when a group of women are executed. It takes nerve to put on such a scene
even if it is true as the papers tell us. But as long as the hero comes out unscathed and violates realism
as a result it would have been more logical had the women been treated the same.
Miss Talmadge puts the Reds to rout, but her dramatic moments are few and far between. Still she
shines with her customary brillancy. Pedro de Cordoba is sincere as the hero, but the best performance
among the players is contributed by Charles Gerrard as a particularly vicious Red. The atmosphere is
fairly appropriate. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Re id.
CATCH LINES
THE STORY
THE CAST
Princess Marie Pavlovna, later known as
"The New Moon" takes Norma Talmadge to
In a certain Russian city a ball is being given
Russia and puts her down right in the midst
at the home of Princess Marie Pavlovna, and as
Sonia Sazonoff
Norma Talmadge
of the Reds. Come to the
theatre next
she is eagerly awaiting her betrothed, Prince
Prince Michail Koloyar Pedro de Cordoba
and see how she beats their mad
Michail
Koloyar,
the
palace
is
surrounded
by
the
rulers.
Theo. Kameneff
Charles Gerard
ked guard who make short shrift of the gay
function. When they have finished their evil
Orel Kosloff
Stuart Holmes
Don't fail to see Norma Talmadge in her
work
the place is a mass of ruins though they
Vasili Lazoff
Marc McDermott
have not succeeded in capturing the lovers. A
latest Select picture, "The New Moon."
Masha Lazoff
Ethel Kaye
decree has gone forth throughout the province
Do you know
that theforRussian
Reds are
nachat every woman between the ages of 23 and 32
Leo Pushkin
Harry Southern
tionalizing their women
the interests
of the
must register within three days to become the
State?
Do
you
happen
to
know
that
women
Nadia Kameneff
Marguerite Clayton
property of the State or suffer the severest penbetween the ages of 23 and 32 can become the
By H. H. Van Loan.
alty. And Marie, to escape a life worse than
property of the men regardless of whether they
death, decides to become a peasant under the
Scenario by Chester Withey.
are
marriedthese
of not?
See "The New Moon" — it
name of Sonia Sazonoff. She conducts a grocery
visualizes
questions.
Directed by Chester Withey.
shop in a neighboring village, and is happy until
discovered
by
Kamenoff,
the
vicious
ruler,
who
They were all defenseless women and a deordered the decree.
cree went forth which compelled them to register
The Prince in the meantime has allied himself
PRESS NOTICE
as
property
of the State. But one of the women
with the anarchists to allay suspicion. But his defied
the law.
Was she punished? Did she
Norma Talmadge, the emotional star, comes to
identity is established eventually and he is ordered
(Continued
pageNew3478)Moon."
keep her ideals?
See on"The
to be shot. Luckily he escapes his executioners.
the
theatre on
of
week
As for Sonia, she steadfastly refuses to register
inIt her
newesta story
pictureof entitled
despite the urging of Kamenoff, who wants her in
presents
Russia "atThe
the New
presentMoon."
time
and particularly of its women who are held to be his possession. A time comes when she is caught
in aiding women to escape to the border and she
the property of the State. H. H. Van Loan, the
author of the tale, has kept abreast of the times
finds
herself inareKameneff's
power.
the upon
poor
unfortunates
executed the
PrinceAfter
enters
in dealing with such a slice of life. The sigthe scene and effects a timely rescue. With
nificant feature of his work is found in the originality of the theme and while it is fiction as far
Kameneff a suicide, they easily escape and make
as the characters are concerned it is fact in retheir way to a happy country.
gard to its plot.
The whole world has its eyes on Russia and the
tragic events that are being enacted there. And
PROGRAM READER
the author has translated the most tragic incident
of all to form the basis of his story. The women
Do you know what is taking place behind the
borders of mysterious Russia at the present time?
are depicted as being ground mercilessly under
Do you know that the whole world is watching
the heels of a group of Utopian dreamers. They
are looked upon as mere breeders who must give the turn of events in that land of the North? Do
themselves up to common law husbands. Such is you know that since the revolution that chaos
and disorder are the guiding factors in the lives
theSonia
vital Sazonoff,
story of " sometimes
The New Moon."
known as Princess
and upthatdireful
strangeto things
which loom
us in are
our happensettled
Pavlovna, :s only one of many. But while the of theing people
orderliness and civilization? When you come to
majority meekly submit to the horrible decree
the
theatre in the near future to see
which takes away the honor and all the ideals
they
possess,of this
peasant The
to fight
Norma toTalmadge
in "The
New Moon"
are
the battles
her girl
less becomes
fortunate asisters.
man
going
see a glimpse
of Russia
as it isyoutoday.
And you will see a picture that will rouse you
to whom she is betrothed is powerless to aid her.
to the highest pitch. It carries in its story the
The vicious Kameneff, who ordered the decree,
degradation of women, since the decree has gone
plots to make Sonia his property. How she
evades him and brings sorrow down upon his forth that they must be nationalized, or, in simpler language, become the property of the State.
head when he learns that his own sister has been
Marriage is held superfluous there for any woman
shot in attempting to escape the dreadful ukase,
between the ages of 23 and 32. She must live
is the fully
concluding
scene
of
a
full
quota
of
powerdramatic events.
on a common ground with any man who suggests it, regardless of whether she is married at
Miss Talmadge, who plays the pseudo-peasant,
the time or not On this vital theme rests the
has a sure command over her emotional faculties.
She makes the character vital and vivid. Splen"New
The management
considers
one of Moon."
the most powerful
pictures that
has everit
did support is rendered by Pedro de Cordoba,
Charles Gerard. Stuart Holmes, Marc McDermott,
played the
theatre. It is strong in action, suspense, and romance and wonderfully
Ethel Kaye, Harry Southern, and Marguerite
Norma Talmadge with Pedro de Cordoba in
acted by the emotional star. N^rma Ta'm=d»e.
Clayton. The picture was adapted by Chester
Withey and produced under his direction.
a scene from Select's " The New Moon "
Don't fail to see a great actress in a great story.
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ROBERTSON-COLE

to the Screen in a Colorful Melodrama

IN consenting to grace the screen again H. B. Warner has wisely chosen his material (granting of course
that he had this privilege), since in turning to the Orient for his new offering, he is in line to regain
his former popularity.
It was in just such a pic ture as " The Man Who Turned White " that brought
him into the spotlight of public favor if one remembers his " Beggar of Cawnpore " of a few seasons ago.
No actor on the screen can do this Oriental thing quite as well as Mr. Warner, since he seemingly knows
the character of the *' child of the desert." And he knows his English or French army officer as well.
The pattern of the story is cut from an ancient f abric and has been used as a photoplay foundation
since the time of the nickelodion. However, the French or British officer who renounces his race and
name to assume an Oriental disguise never fails to make an interesting dramatic figure. He is placed in
enough involved situations of an adventurous character to set him off conspicuously. And the backgrounds
attend to the rest. The hot sands, the bizarre bazaars, are there beckoning you to the East.
After a romantic spell is cast over the pseudo-Arab he assumes his Occidental character. Which
leads him up to the time when he must protect her in a rousing battle scene. A well made picture rich in
action, adventure and color is " The Man Who Turned White." The film was reviewed at length on page
3265 of last week's issue. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
A picture of the Orient where the sands are
THE CAST
her to escape. The girl had also penetrated his
hot and mysterious — a picture of Arab tribemen
disguise and this fact led him to realize that the
Capt. Rand )
„ _ ...
and a French army officer who became their
white race was superior after all.
— a picture of a girl from the Occident
Warner
H- B-Castleton
• Barbara
f :
So Rand became a white man again. When he chieftain
Ali
EthelZaman
Lambert
who touched off the spark of love in this leader
happened
to
stroll
into
a
bazaar
in
the
city
he
and
made
him a white man again.
Capt. Beverly
Wedgewood Nowell
was astonished to find Ethel there as the victim
Fanine
Carmen Phillips
of Arabian insults. In defending her he aroused
A
story
of Arabia and with the aroma of the
Joudar
Manuel Ojeda
the jealousy of Fanine, a dancing girl. So she
East. It brings back H. B. Warner to the
M. Mirabeau
Jay D Wiggins
conspired with Joudar, an Arab chieftain, to capscreen.
Mme. Mirabeau
Eugenie Forde
ture him for herself, while her plotter schemed to
Watchman
Walter Perry
get Ethel. The plan was frustrated through
By F. McGrew Willis.
SUGGESTIONS
Rand's bravery in giving battle to the bandits.
Scenario by George Elwood Jenks.
As the dishonored captain and the girl were outDirected by Parke Frame.
That H. B. Warner is known as one of the best
numbered,
they
would
have
been
captured
had
it
Photographed by William Foster.
romantic actors on either screen or stage is unnot been for Beverly's men who came to the
derstood by every exhibitor. That he be billed
rescue.
The
captain,
who
had
been
Rand's
bitter
PRESS NOTICE
as
such is beside the point, only that it should be
enemy since the courtmartial, was struck down
his latest picture gives him opportuniH. B. Warner will be the star at the
by an Arabian bullet, and before he expired he statedties tothat
appear at his romantic best. Bring out
theatre on
of
week in his first
cleared the good name of his brother officer.
that
the
star
has consented to grace the screen
With
every
shadow
removed
from
his
character,
Robertson-Cole picture, entitled " The Man Who
again after several seasons spent upon the stage
Rand and Ethel rode away to begin a life-long
Turned White." Special interest is attached to romance.
and remind the audience that he has not lost his
this screen
picture after
sinceanit absence
marks the
star's return
screen technique during his absence. His former
the
of several
seasons.to
pictures were principally based upon stories of
Lately he has been appearing upon the stage in a
PROGRAM READER
an Oriental character and so highly colorful were
most successful farce comedy, " Sleeping Partthey
Mr. Warner
of the
screen's
Our patrons will doubtless be pleased to know
and thedrama
fact that
has been lured
most that
popular
figures.became
Your one
crowd
should
reto the ners,"
silent
in anhe adventurous
and back
pic- that H. B. Warner has returned to the screen
turesque story of the East is proof positive that
member
his
"
Beggar
of
Cawnpore."
Well,
*'
The
and
will
make
his
appearance
at
the
Man Who cloth.
TurnedEmphasize
White " isthiscutfact.
from Bring
the same
his good luck still pursues him. The role that he
theatre in the near future. Many of you only excellent
out
has here is ideally suited for him since it brings
know him by his stage reputation, while the pic- that he assumes the character of an inscrutable
into play his well known romantic expression.
ture-goers of a season or two ago will remember
Arab with (Continued
equal facilityon ofpage
that 3471)
of a European.
Suffice to state that he makes the most of his him as a particularly
gifted actor in screen panopportunities.
tomime.theHis pictures
of thein past
principally
laid
in
Orient
and
the were
character
of a
"
The
Man
Who
Turned
White
"
is
from
the
pen of F. McGrew Willis and the scenarioization
Hndu or an Arab he established his popularity.
has been attended to by George Elwood Jenks.
Now
he
appears
again
as
an
Arab
who
in
reality
The production end of it has been taken care of is a Frenchman. As the leader of a marauding
by Parke Frame under the supervision of Jesse
he brings into play a faithful suggestion of
D. Hampton. Mr. Warner is supported by a band
the role. In his flowing robes he is the Arab
brilliant supporting cast that includes such comto the life and not until he has captured a girl of
petent players as Barbara Castleton, Wedgewood
his own people, who brings him back to a realiNowell, Carmen Phillips, Jay Dwiggins, Eugenie
zation of the superiority of his race, he conForde and Walter Perry.
sent to become a white man again. Many more inThe story treats of an army officer who is stacidents can be related aside from the theme sugtioned with his regiment among the Bedouins.
gested above but in doing so we would be giving
He is courtmartialed over an affair of honor and
a most unusual and exciting story. It is a highly
the disgrace affects him so deeply that he re- picturesque entertainment and one well calculated
nounces his race and name and becomes the chiefto interest the spectator throughout. Mr. Wartain of a band of marauding Arabs. But a white
ner is assisted by Barbara Castleton, Wedgewood
girl, who is captured, penetrates his disguise and
so strong is her appeal that he gladly becomes a Nowell, Carmen Phillips and others.
white man again. How he effects her escape, how
CATCH LINES
she is rescued from a vicious Arab, how the two
Europeans endeavor to save themselves when
H.
B.
Warner,
lately the star of that highly
everything seems lost are events which form one
successful
SleepingfullPartners,"
of the mostscreen.
exciting photoplays ever seen on the the
screen play,
in a picture
of color, returns
adventure,to
and romance, entitled " The Man Who Turned
White."
Comeofand make week.
his acquaintance again
THE STORY
on
Capt. Rand, whose regiment was stationed in a
He was dismissed from his regiment over an
territory adjacent to the Sahara, was courtmarof honor. Being innocent, he lost his faith
tialed for conduct unbecoming a gentleman and affair
in
white race and became an Arab. But a
an officer. He had assumed Capt. Beverly's guilt girlthehappened
along andwhohe restored
his man
selfingratitude
a certainforliaison
with
the
colonel's
wife
out
of
respect
and honor,
became him
a white
being rescued in battle by his
brother officer. The dishonor brought him such again for she needed his protection.
a sense of shame and hatred for his race that he
The marauding Arabs had captured her, but the
became an Arab. As Ali Zaman, he led a band
of robbers against his regiment and those people leader permitted her to go when she found out
who belonged to the white race. However, his that he was write. Her influence brought him a
realization that his own race was superior, and
chivalrous regard for women asserted itself when
H. B. Warner returns to the screen in The
Ethel Lambert was taken prisoner, and she ap- when he had rescued her from the tribes, they
pealed to him so emphatically that he permitted gave up the Orient.
Man Who Turned White "
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MAYOR
Plea for Prohibition

WILLL4M

CHRISTY

CAB ANNE

OF

FILBERT"—

Is Offered in Fast and Furious

TRIANGLE
Melodrama

has no fear of the involved story judging from his efforts with

" The Mayor of Filbert." In this argument for prohibition and clean politics which Triangle
has given him, he has succeeded in providing enough action for twenty-five reels. In fact it resembles aserial, so kaleidoscopic are its many and varied scenes. And there are plots and counterplots and a large quota of characters thrown in for g ood measure.
The theme, as far as its prohibition angle is concerned, seems a trifle belated to appear now, inasmuch
as the country becomes a Sahara on the first of July. So as propaganda it is questionable whether it can be
made forceful. The other idea is based upon clean politics versus the well-known vicious brand is always
perpetual propaganda if you will. And it has served for more than one good screen contribution.
But the elements that are introduced in " The Mayor of Filbert " could suffice for a half dozen photoplays. To tell them would be to become entangled in the deepest web. However, a little light must be
throwTi on the subject, and under its vivid glare one sees Jack Richardson in the dual role of His Honor,
the vicious Mayor, and his brother, an impostor. And Jack, the disciple of wickedness, is eliminated by
Jack, the apostle of virtue.
Crude and rough is the story and fast and furious is the action. Through it all the star, J. Barney
Sherry, Belle Bennett and Ben Alexander manage to shine. — Length, 7 reels. — Released May 25. — Laurence
Reid.
,
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
paign of defeating him. Certain members of the
allied forces call him into conference one evening
Here
is
a
picture
that carries a theme based
Mayor Johann Schmidt) T ,
, ,
and he suffers a heart attack. As he appears to be
upon prohibition. There is no mincing of maton
JackBelleRichards
dead the reformers find no way of disposing of the
Smith \
ters
anywhere
visible.
The saloon is shown to
Charles Vaughan
Molly
Bennett
body until a man enters who resembles him in be a vicious den of vice and
the powers that conDr. Loring
Barney Sherry
every particular. And so they enlist him as an
trol
it
stop
at
nothing
to
make it a power for evil
Royal Denman
George Pearce
impostor
of
the
mayor.
The
supposedly
dead
in
the
community.
Since
prohibition
is nearly
Roger Taft
Wilbur Higby
man is placed in a vault and escapes to become a
here anyway the picture may have lost some of
Mike McCarthy
William Dyer
victim
of
aphasia
in
a
neighboring
town.
its
strength
of
argument,
still
its
lesson
is
forceful
Jim Grimes
Jos. Singleton
Events formers
areuntilturning
out handsomely
for
themore
reand the impression that it leaves behind is so emMrs. Grimes
Millicent Fisher
the
impostor
realizes
that
phatic
that
it
would
be
advisable
to
concentrate
Belle Glover
Louise Lester
money can be obtained from the vicious element.
upon the theme and make it the big lead in your
Carolyn Hazard
Grace Parker
To keep
him on the for
righthimside
they
cleverly
arexploitation. No doubt the story hits several
Miss Gretta Schwartz
Olga Gray
range
an
introduction
with
Molly
Vaughan
cities and those which have voted to eliminate
Dan Mulligan..
C. Perkins
and thecient to hold
love that
springs
up
in
his
heart
is
suffiliquor
will send the inhabitants to see the picture.
Officer Dugan
Louis Durham
him
in
line.
She
has
been
betrayed
Bring
out the argument that is contained here.
Carroll
Master Ben Alexander
As
for
the story situations
itself, it contains
a bigbe assortby
Schmidt,
who
also
is
the
father
of
her
sister's
By Charles Francis Stocking.
illegitimate child whom she is bringing up. The
ment of dramatic
which can
found
Scenario by Daniel Carson Goodman.
in the story, catch lines and press notice. Use
little
boy
happens
into
Schmidt's
saloon
one
day
Directed by William Christy Cabanne.
and
is
the
object
of
derision
until
the
imposter
apsome
of
these
for
their
value
if
they
are
found
Photographed by Sam Landers.
pears and cleans out the place. He is badly
to be necessary in your advertising scheme. But
« shaken up, however, which fact leads to his real
the best plan is to lay stress upon the theme,
PRESS NOTICE
identity. But he pulls himself together in order
that it is an argument for prohibition. This plan
to
rescue
Molly
and
the
boy.
The
real
mayor
rewill
interest the feminine patrons. If you are a
" The Jack
MayorRichardson,
of Filbert,"willa be
Triangle
picture
covers in the meantime and returns to exercise
prohibitionist yourself, you will undoubtedly
starring
the main
atvengeance
upon
the
impostor.
But
one
of
his
pound home the curse of drink. Otherwise it
traction at the
theatre on
of henchmen mistakes the two men and shoots
would be wise to use plenty of discretion. It
week. As written by Charles Francis
Schmidt instead. When they are brought together
(Continued on page 3475)
Stocking and adapted by Daniel Carson Goodthe
fact
is
established
that
they
are
twinsman, this picture relates the story of a vicious
Schmidt keeping to his German name, while his
mayor of a Middle Western city who is controlled
brother Americanized his to Smith. So the imby evil forces and who is so strongly intrenched
Molly. postor wins the election and a charming wife in
in office that the reformers and good citizens have
no way of eliminating him except through election.
Fortunately, he meets with an accident and sufPROGRAM READER
fers with aphasia and turns up in a neighboring
town, and a tramp who meets the reformers is so
A story of a vicious political machine and the
much like the absent mayor in physical reblack eye it has given the Middle Western city it
semblance that he is impressed into service on the
side of the good forces. The machine does not
depictedshortly
in " Theto Mayor
arepresents
Triangle isfeature
be seenof Filbert,"
at the
penetrate his disguise until a few days before electheatre. Written by Charles Francis
tion and then it is too late. And so it is defeated.
The events which carry the pseudo mayor in
Stocking,
scenarioized
Carson
Goodman, and produced
underbytheDaniel
direction
of William
power are highly complicated and contains a full
Christy Cabanne, this picture promises to be one
quota of dramatic moments. How he nearly beof the most powerful that the management has
comes lost to the reformers through the beckoning
had the pleasure of presenting for some time.
purse-strings
of the machine,
how when
he is abrought
There is a big lesson taught in this story since it
back to a realization
of things
young
woman influences him in the right direction, how
shows how
corrupt
can become surpasses
when con-in
trolled by evil
forces.politics
It undoubtedly
he cleans up the ringleaders single-handed in the
saloon controlled by the real mayor, how the
dramatic strength, moral force, and involved acaphasia victim turns up to reclaim his office and
tion any recent picture that has come from Triangle. It brings out clearly the vicious influence
finds out that the election has gone to the reof municipal leaders when they are controlled by
formers, and how the impostor tells the happy
equally vicious liquor forces. And before right
populace that he is now the real mayor and glad
emerges triumphant the spectator is in for a most
to be free from the cloud that has been hovering
suspensive hour.
over him, are situations that make "The Mayor
The mayor is too powerful to be impeached
of Filbert
" oneat ofthe
the strongesttheatre.
pictures that has
ever
appeared
and the reformers are depending upon the ensuing election to eliminate him. Fortunately he
becomes a victim of aphasia and takes himself
THE STORY
from the community and he is succeeded by his
The election in Filbert, Ohio, is only three
twin brother, who is honorable in every respect
weeks off and the Civic Reform Society is de- The machine does not penetrate his identity untf»
termined that Johann Schmidt, a disciple of Gernearly election day and then it is too late to
man kultur, and the present mayor of the city,
any harm. How these highly dramatic
shall not return to office. As he is the leader of a work
events are evolved can only be expressed in the
Jack Richardson and Ben Alexander in The
crooked ring and the owner of several saloons, the picture. Suffice to say that our patrons are in for
Prohibition party is also enlisted in the cama big entertainment.
Mayor of Filbert "
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"VIRTUOUS

SINNERS"—

Story of the Slums
THE

Marred

Picture

News

PIONEER

by Poor Photography

" virtuous " brand of titles which have adorned a few pictures of late has been further augmented by Pioneer's latest product, "Virtuous Sinners."
And because there is something in a
name as far as screen exploitation is concerned, the picture will undoubtedly meet with public

approval.
But while the title is decidedly daring, the story is considerably tame, and whoever concocted it
has resurrected the idea that served in the days of the ten, twent' and thirt' melodramas. It presents
the figure of a lovely outcast who is rescued from the street and given shelter in the Mission and who
shows her gratitude by remaining there and helping the poor unfortunates toward a plane of spiritual
exaltation. When they are well on the road to redemption she turns her attention toward the salvation of the biggest sinner of all — a gentleman burglar who has been lured into the Mission by her voice
and personality.
Human frailty is well emphasized before good is brought out of evil. The redeemed sinner must
fall from grace to keep the sentiment flowing to the end. It finishes according to Hoyle. The picture
does not offer a great deal beyond its characterization and atmosphere. These attributes will probably
compensate for bad photography and lighting. As it is fairly true to life, it will probably invite patronage. Wanda Hawley, as the girl; Norman Kerry, as the chief sinner, and Harry Holden, as the Mission
worker, furnish good performances.
Emmett J. Flynn directed. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
He was a sinner and in passing the mission
ous of the infatuation, brought about his capture
Hamilton Jones, the burglar Norman Kerry
he heard a girl's beautiful voice. It lured him
by
the
burglar's
in and he chose the straight and narrow path unDawn Emerson, the girl Wanda Hawley
nipped police
in the and
bud so
as the
he went
away romance
to serve was
his
Eli Barker, mission worker Harry Holden
til— See "told.
Virtuous Sinners " — a human play
prison sentence.
realistically
Stool Pigeon
David Kirby
In
relating
the
outline
of
the
story,
the
manMcGregor
Bert Woodruff
agement has not given an inkling of its rich
He was a desperate criminal but he became an
Directed by Emmett J. Flynn.
assortment
details.
teems absorbing
with incident andoflocal
color Indeed,
and is itmade
apostle of virtue through love and self-sacrifice.
" Virtuous
Sinners
"
presents
human
people,
bePRESS NOTICE
and
picturesque
as
a
result.
Pioneer
ascause to sin is to be human.
sembled an excellent cast to interpret thehasstory
A photoplay which takes the spectator to the
and
the
pleasing
personalities
of
Wanda
Hawley
slums of a big city, where derelicts of humanity
THE STORY
and Norman Kerry are found in the leading roles.
are rescued through the charity of a mission and
render fine support are Harry Holthe proffered sacrifices of its workers, will be
Dawn Emerson, one of the city's outcasts, is Othersden, who
David
Kirby and
picthe streets and brought to the mispresented on the
screen on
of rescuedsion byfrom
ture
was
produced
underBert
the Woodruff.
direction of The
Emmett
McGregor, who assists Eli Barker in
week, under the title of " Virtuous Sinmanaging
it.
The
two
men
are
so
solicious
in
rs." It tells the
a downtrodden
girl caring for her that she consents to stay and help
Flynn.
who is nerescued
fromstory
the ofstreets
by a mission
SUGGESTIONS
them in leading the poor unfortunates toward
worker and who, by a spirit of kindliness and
prosperity and salvation. One night as she is
benevolence, is brought to salvation. Through
Here is a picture which should make good
leading
the
congregation
in
singing,
Hamilton
her personality and voice she is instrumental in
newspaper copy since it presents a story of the
carrying on the good work of the mission. The
Jones, comes
a sogentleman
chances byvoice
and that
be- slums and how effective a mission is in rescuing
interested burglar,
in the marvelous
the flotsam and jetsam of humanity. Most every
place is full of redeemed sinners with one exception— a stool pigeon, and he, through a das- he drops into the mission to discover its owner.
paper carries a human interest page with special
And as he
has plenty
ready nightly
money drinks
the con-of writers engaged to write of the highways and
tardly act, in the progress of the story, is responare provided
withof their
sible for the closing up of the Rescue. This is coffee.vertsThe
byways of life, especially where they concern the
adventure
is
a
turning
point
in
his
brought deemed
aboutthroughwhen
sinner
has been
reand downtrodden. Enlist the editors of the
life, since he realizes that love has come into poor
his alove
for who
the girl
commits
women's pages or the special features to write
one more burglary in order to provide funds for his life in the charming personality of Dawn. The
(Continued on page 3474)
romance that has developed between the young
one of the needy.
people arouses the enmity of the black sheep of
How he goes to prison with a smile in the
the mission, and he abides his time in order to
knowledge that his sweetheart will be waiting
for him when he has served his term is expressed
discredit Jones at the proper time.
with fine humanity. The entire action of the
His opportunity arrives when McGregor, who
story is rich in realistic detail from the time that has been badly injured in an automobile accident,
is in need of an operation to save his life, and
the girl shows her gratitude for her rescuers by
consenting to do uplift work, to the eventful hour
Jones sary
is the
can provide
neces-no
funds.only
As man
the who
reformed
burglarthe has
when the burglar comes into her life and finds reready cash available he starts out to ply his old
demption. It is a human interest play and absorbing in every one of its five reels.
profession, followed of course, by the stool
An excellent cast has been assembled for the pigeon. And the latter sees to it that he is cappicture and in the leading roles are found the
tured after burglarizing a certain house. McGregor dieshasandserved
Jones part
is sentenced
to prison.
personalities of Wanda Hawley and Norman
When he
of his term
he is
Kerry. Both render fine performances. Others
who lend assistance are Harry Holden, David
paroled in the care of Dawn, and together they
leave the mission to plan a future of happiness
Kirby and Bert Woodruff. Emmett J. Flynn
directed.
in their own little home.
CATCH LINES
PROGRAM READER
Can a man be virtuous and still be a sinner?
The management will present Pioneer Film
This question is answered in a vital picture enCorporation's human interest drama, " Virtuous
titled Virtuous Sinners."
Sinners," asweek.its' The
main absorbing
attractionstory
ontold in thisof
In which a gentleman burglar who travels in picture is one of universal appeal for it carries
high society meets a girl of the slums.
the spectator from the homes of the rich to the
of the poor. It unfolds the romance of a
When he entered the mission he resolved to hovels
girl rescued
the streets
who respected
becomes the
live straight, but the girl he loved needed money
angel
of thefrom
mission,
and aandman,
by
to help a sick friend, so he committed one more
society,
but
who
burglarized
in
the
homes
crime. Was he justified in breaking the law? See where he was a guest. Not until heveryhappened
" Virtuous Sinners."
to
the Rescue
and the
heardrighteous
a beautiful
did pass
he resolve
to follow
path.voice
He
The mission was filled with the dregs of hubecame thethelovemission's
most
earnest
worker
manity and not until a beautiful girl came to through
of the singer. But a time came
lighten their burden did the drab place become a when the man who had brought her to salvation
was in desperate need of money since he had to
princely palace.
have medical care. So the reformed burglar committed one crime in order to provide the neces" — a picture of heart throbs
Norman Kerry, one of the stars in " Virtuous
and" Virtuous
sorrowful Sinners
humanity.
sary funds. The black sheep of the mission, jealSinners "
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OUT

OF

THE

KITCHEN"—

Ber anger Continuity Good;

paramount

Acting High Class

THERE are photoplays which are photoplays and photoplays which are Sweet Photoplays.
" Come Out of
the Kitchen," a screen adaptation of the play of that name, is a splendid example of a Sweet Photoplay.
In its original version it possessed enough red corpuscles to carry Ruth Chatterton and her successors, not
forgetting the sponsors, along the road that leads to success and good dividends.
While it was a sugary recipe that was cooked up by the author and, therefore, sentimental, still it was seasoned
with plenty of paprika so that it became palatable. But entered on the screen bill of fare the sparkle seems to
have left it and it resembles nothing so much as soothing syrup. Which is another way of stating that sentimental dialogue that is dependent upon a single line of action and simple characterization cannot be translated
into picture-drama with ordinary success, notwithstanding capable adaptation, direction and interpretation.
The piece drags interminably because it has no foundation to start with. The action discloses a series of exits
and entrances through which the characters walk. They meander from the kitchen to the library and up to the
attic and out to the back porch and back to the kitchen again. The concluding scene shows the hero inviting the
proud family masquerading as servants to come out of the room of pots and pans and stay in the library, where
they really belong.
Don't gather from this that the production is ordinary. On the contrary, the piece is well constructed as regards continuity, which is by Clara S. Baranger; the subtitles are quite effervescent with humor; the settings and
locations are delightful, and the enactment of the characters is high class. Indeed, Miss Clark is a worthy pantomimic successor to Miss Chatterton. The picture will undoubtedly please feminine patrons and their brothers
who have been fed with too many slices of red drama. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 11. — Laurence Reid.
That the play was an unusual success, playing
THE CAST
Claudia vainly, informs her that Burton Crane,
a long season in New York and several other
a wealthy Northerner, desires to lease the Daincities.
Claudia Daingerfield Marguerite Clark
gerfield
home
for
a
season
of
shooting
for
$3,000,
That Marguerite Clark is seen in the stellar
Elizabeth Daingerfield Frances Kaye
the only condition being that the negro servants
role.
Paul Daingerfield
Bradley Barker
be replaced by white servitors. Claudia agrees
Charles Daingerfield Albert M. Hackett
Thatheads
Eugene
to
this,
but
when
she
learns
that
the
white
serMrs. Daingerfield
May Kitson
right,
her O'Brien
supportingnowcast.a star in his own
vants refuse to go to the country, she arranges
Mr. Daingerfield
George Stevens
That the story presented offers you a number
with her sisters and brothers to assume the roles
of opportunities for clever advertising owing to
of servants.
Burton
Crane Frederick
Eugene Esmelton
O'Brien
the locale of its central action.
Solon Tucker
Crane arrives with Solon Tucker, his lawyer,
Randolf Weeks
Craufurd Kent
That the title of the play besides being weD
Mrs. Faulkner, a sister of the latter, and her
Mrs. Faulkner
Augusta Anderson
known has a special appeal to women.
daughter
Cora,
who
is
urged
by
her
mother
to
Cora Faulkner
Rita Spear
" catch aware
" thatCrane
for a husband,
she to
being
unMammy Jackson
Frances Grant
her daughter
is engaged
another
By Alice Duer Miller.
man. Claudia is introduced to Crane as his cook
Dramatization by A. E. Thomas.
and he instantly falls in love with her. This odd
" MAN (Continued
WHO TURNED
WHITE"
from page 3468)
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
situation provokes numerous complications, and tising.
Directed by John S. Robertson.
Claudia falls desperately in love with Crane.
The story offers some fine arguments for adverPhotographed by Hal Young and J. Monteran.
Claudia, whose knowledge of cuisine is quite
limited, smuggles an old negro mammy into the
The old theme of East versus West can be
house to do the cooking, and Crane suspects that utilized again. It has never been known to fail.
PRESS NOTICE
Bring out the aroma of the East, the lure of the
she
is
concealing
a
sweetheart.
At
a
dinner
given
If you were to have the opportunity of seeing
by Crane to some friends, Claudia learns that her Orient in your spreads and don't neglect the
are coming home and she forgets to serve value of the title. There is a mysterious flavor
one
pictureforstars
in oneof ofthetheworld's
greatestforemost
stories motion
ever written
the parents
the various courses. Crane finds her in the kit- about it that is going to arouse a whole lot of
chen and when he avows his love for her, she curiosity. How did he turn white? Why did he
stage,
wouldn't
you
jump
at
the
chance?
Well,
it is coming your way and soon, too. The star?
confesses the truth, whereupon he leads her out turn white? These questions played up will interMarguerite Clark! The story? "Come Out of of the kitchen and takes her to his palatial home.
est the passer-by. But the best plan in our opinthe
Kitchen!
"
This
is
the
play
in
which
Ruth
ionreturned
is to bringto out
star'sThe
namefeature
and that
he
has
the the
screen.
will be
Chatterton was carried to fame almost overnight
CATCH LINES
and which has delighted millions in story form
released by Robertson-Cole under their Superior
of pictures. Which means that this is the
and upon the stage. You realiy cannot afford to
Marguerite Clark in a picturization of the brand
leader of a lot of good ones to come.
miss it when it is shown at the
theatre
famous stage play, " Come Out of the Kitchen."
next
.
It's hard enough to get girls into the kitchen
builded on new lines. Don't fail to
these
whento servants
luxury, butespeit's seeA " comedy
Come Out of the Kitchen."
twice days
as hard
get them areouta sometimes,
cial y if they are like Claudia and have a special
He fell in love with his cook — but she turned
reason for staying in the kitchen. But perhaps
out to be as good as the first lady of the land
you would have wanted to stay in the kitchen
after all — don't fail to see " Come Out of the
had see
you how
beenshein gets
Claudia's
place. Be sure
you
out. Marguerite
Clark that
explains
how
in
"
Come
Out
of
the
Kitchen."
Kitchen."
Clark ofsupported
Eugene
Who ever heard of a girl and a beautiful one
in Marguerite
a picturization
the playby that
madeO'Brien
Ruth
at that, too — who wanted to stay in the kitchen
Chatterton famous.
all the time, instead of being the real society
lady that she was? Girls don't do such things
PROGRAM READER
today, perhaps, but there isn't a girl in the UniAny
of
our
patrons who follow things theatrical
ted tunity
Statesof going
who into
wouldn't
be
glad
of
the
opporthe kitchen as Claudia did?
remember the popular play, " Come Out of the
And right here we want to say that it will make
Kitchen,"
in
which
any
heart beat ofdouble
It was one of the Ruth
great Chatterton
successes was
only starred.
a few
have girl's
the opportunity
comingtimeout ifof she
the were
kitchento seasons
ago
a.nd
played
to
big
receipts
in all the
as Claudia did, especially just now that roses and
larger cities. That it is in pictures now is a
brides
in fullaway
bloom.
can'tbutsay Marguerite
any more
great tribute to the energy and farsight of its
withoutaregiving
the Westory,
producers
Famous
corporaClark tells how it happened in her newest and
tion. —Afterthe
securing
the Players-Lasky
rights of the play
they
best picture. Miss Clark is well supported by a awarded it to Clara Beranger to whip into scenario
shape
and
then
cast
Marguerite
Clark
in
the
picked
company,
Eugene
O'Brien
being
her
leading man.
principal role. Under the direction of John
Robertson, the delightful comedy and delicious
THE STORY
sentiment of the original has been well brought
out on the screen with the result that the picture
Claudia Daingerfield belongs to an aristocratic
stands as one of the best that Miss Clark has
but impoverished Virginia family whose father
ever done. Eugene O'Brien, now a star in his
becomes ill and it is imperative that he go to own
right, appears as Miss Clark's leading man.
New York to be treated by a specialist. Assisted
by her sister and two brothers, she manages to
SUGGESTIONS
procure the funds necessary for the journey, but
there is no money left to maintain her father and
In public
advertising
" Come
of the Kitchen " to
Marguerite Clark
consider
theseOutpoints:
mother in the city. Randolph Weeks, who loves your
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LAW
Enid Bennett

OF

MEN'

in Ordinary

Picture

News

—PARAMOUNT

Melodrama

of Love and Law

THAT
ancient situation of a young man convicted for murder and saved in the electric climax of a
jury scene by a last minute confession of the guilty person has been utilized as the framework
of this conventional melodrama, " The Law of Men," which presents Enid Bennett.
Before the
big moment arrives when twelve fat headed men and true pronounce him " Guilty," the star is given
an opportunity to develop a romance as it is found in the Bohemian quarter of New York.
She is a sculptress who is desired by a certain philanderer, and when he offers her the familiar insult, the' hero makes the foolish threat to kill him. Which, of course, leads to the young man's indictment when the profligate is murdered. His lawyer puts up a wonderful argument in his defense, which
is reasonable since he is the guilty man. He well knows that suspicion will never point toward him if
his client is set free.
The case goes against him, however, and the girl, sure of her lover's innocence, makes him promise
to assume his guilt on the day of sentence. His confession and suicide in the courtroom explains the
electric climax.
The subject never sinks into the dead level of mediocrity despite its time-worn theme. Director Niblo
has seen to that. The dramatic lights are carefully emphasized, so that the suspense is always dominant. Miss Bennett is emotionally appealing, and Niles Welch fills the requirements of his role. Donald
MacDonald makes a suave villain, while Andrew Robson overacted as the lawyer. — Length, 5 reels. —
Released April 27. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
dred, as she is known, lives only for her own
her performance.
And that
" Theshe Law
Men in"
brings
out emphatically
is as of
capable
vain pleasure and it transpires that she is carryLaura Dayne, a sculptress Enid Bennett
ing
on
a liaison with Jamison Keene, an architect
drama
as
in
comedy.
This
isn't
her
first
emotionDenis Connors, an artist
Niles Weich
al role, though it is her heaviest one to date.
and a despoilef of women. .When he meets Laura
Benton
a lawyer Dorcas
Andrew Mathews
Robson
" The Law of Men " is from a story by John
he immediately transfers his affections. As he Lynch,
Mildred Wade,
Wade
and offers the star an opportunity to save
knows how to be chivalrous he disarms any susJamison Keene
Donald MacDonald
her beloved from the electric chair through her
picion
she mayaccompanies
have of hishimintentions,
and, naturBy John Lynch.
faith
and
devotion.
Everything
black,How
inally
the
girl
to
a
roadhouse.
Scenario by Ella Stuart Carson.
deed, for him
even though
he is seems
innocent.
After a desperate struggle, Laura escapes and
Directed by Fred Niblo.
his
sweetheart
brings
him
out
into
the
sunlight
Photographed by George Barnes.
informs
and makes
the real
confess
a situaconduct. Denis
As theConnors,
young her
man fiance,
makes ofa Keene's
foolish
tion that carries
its murderer
full dramatic
valueis and
one
threat to kill him he is promptly arrested when
that
should
be
seen
to
be
appreciated.
the latter is murdered. His conviction follows
PRESS NOTICE
The picture is beautifully mounted and the
and sentence is to be pronounced the next day. management
feels its patrons will be entertained
" The to Law
of Enid
Men," Bennett
the newest
Paramount
picture
feature
will come
to the But Connors is released for his lawyer confesses
in
every particular. Miss Bennett is supported
to the crime,
but
avoids
legal
punishment
by
comscreen on
of
week.
by
a
strong
cast
headed by Niles Welch.
mitting suicide. The attorney would have killed
It presents a story of a love affair in Greenwich
himself
the
previous
night
had
Laura
not
surSUGGESTIONS
Village (New
York'sconclusion
Bohemia),a novel
and before
him in the
made hishimguiltcon-at
emerges
to a fitting
criminalit
fess theprisedcrime
and attempt.
promise to She
assume
The big point to play up in the exploitation
case is introduced that holds the spectator in a the appointed
time. Thus the two lovers find of this picture is the theme. Man's law may
tight embrace. A young fellow, learning of the
be defined in this instance as something that
insults that are offered his sweetheart, threatens
happiness.
violates
the other
concepts
of Christianity
and his
Blackto kill the would-be seducer. When the man is
stone. In
words,
the man takes
life
CATCH LINES
mysteriously murdered the youth is convicted on
to
protect
one
he
has
wronged.
The
theme
is
circumstantial evidence because of his foolish
Enid Bennett in a story of Greenwich Village —
suggested,
too,
in
the
threat
of
the
hero
to
kill
threat. Sentence is to be pronounced the next
New York's own Latin quarter.
(Continued
on
page
3473)
day, but it is never given because it happened on the previous night that his sweetheart
She was intrigued by a gay Bohemian and
her fiance discovered the fact he threatened
had made
the isdefendant's
promiseTheto concon- when
to kill the would-be seducer. And when he was
fess. There
a situationlawyer
for you.
charged
with murder because of the threat, the
man's lawyer
guiltyletofnothing
his client's
crime.to lawyer who
How thevictedgirl
in the case
stop her
defended him was found to be the
prove
fiance's
innocence,
how sheandcaught
man. A unique situation isn't it? See
lawyer her
in the
act of
killing himself
wrungthea "guilty
The
Law
of
Men," Enid Bennett's latest picconfession from him, how she made him promise
ture.
to clear the innocent boy next day and save him
from the chair, are incidents that are dramatically
The lawyer put up a wonderful argument for
told. It is an absorbing picture all the way and
his client in attempting to prove him innocent.
it presents one of the most startling climaxes
He well knew that if the jury decided in his favor
he would not have to stand trial for the crime of
ever revealed upon the screen.
Miss Bennett, usually identified with comedy
which he was guilty. But the jury decided
parts,ing ingives
a
performance
marked
by
deep
feelagainst the defendant and the lawyer, conscious
the character of the heroine. Her work
stricken over an innocent man, committed suicide.
is distinguished enough in this picture to warrant her being placed in dramatic roles in the
Enid Bennett, the Ince-Paramount star, in a
future. The assisting players are Niles Welch,
gripping
story ofIt love
See theatre
" The
Andrew Robson, Dorcas Mathews and Donald
Law
of Men."
comesandto intrigue.
the
MacDonald. The picture was produced under the next
.
direction of Fred Niblo from a story by John
Did you ever hear of a criminal case in which
Lynch.
a lawyer defends a man for a murder of which
THE STORY
he himself was guilty? We doubt it. That's
Laura Dayne, an orphan, has managed to make
why
be interested
" The Law
of
Men."youTheshould
picture
carries thisinsituation
for its
quite a reputation for herself as a sculptress in climax.
the Greenwich Village district of New York. She
lives with a small coterie of artists and her only
PROGRAM READER
point of contact with the outside world is realized
in the friendship of her guardian, Benton Wade,
Enid
Bennett
" The at
Lawan ofearly
Men date.
" will come
— intheatre
Miss
a well-known criminal lawyer. His attitude is to the
cold and repellant toward everyone except Laura,
Bennett has been chiefly associated with comedy
and his affection for her is explained in the fact characterizations and she has proven such a star
that her mother was the only woman he ever in the Paramount constellation in light, frolicsomematicpieces
that occasion
her appearance
here in a Miss
draloved.
the mother's
death and
he urged
part will
some surprise.
to take Atcharge
of his home
when the
she girl
reEnid Bennett in a scene from " The Law of
fused the lonely man became enamored with a Bennett is going to win many new admirers
society butterfly and eventually married her. Mil- through the earnestness and emotional fervor of
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"THE

VEILED
A Reasonably

ADVENTURE"—
Good

Comedy

with Constance

SELECT

Talmadge

far as spontaneity of action and briskness of comedy go 44 The Veiled Adventure " can hardly
compare with previous features in which Constance Talmadge has appeared. That her every effort,
however, should call for unqualified praise is not to be expected and when 44 The Veiled Adventure " is judged on its own merits it can well be designated as a good comedy. Written by Julia Crawford
Ivers, it affords the star the role of a young woman who sets out to reform a prudish man. Before she is
through with him he's running around in all sorts of circles and ready to commit any atrocity if she so
wishes.
Miss Talmadge is a delight to look upon and enters into the spirit of her character with that enthusiasm that is always associated with her. Harrison Ford is again her leading man and essays the role of
the prude with his accustomed sincerity and sense of comedy. The production, under the direction of
Walter Edwards, has all the earmarks of good taste and refinement of the other Constance Talmadge pictures.— Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
special numbers, a dance might open the feature
THE CAST
and any special hangings for your theatre could
Geraldine Barker is engaged to Reginald
Geraldine Barker
Constance Talmadge
be made of the slight material of veils. Harrison
Crocker, not because she loves him, but because
Ford is a good bet. He has played in so many
Richard Annesly
Harrison Ford
he was considered a desirable catch. One day
Reginald
Crocker Stanhope Vera
Wheatcroft
of
Miss Talmadge's
pictures
some people are
while motoring with him she discovers a grey veil
Mrs.
Montrose
Doria
beginning
to regard the
two asthata team.
Mile. Hortense
Rosita Marstini
in his pocket — a grey veil which never belonged
to her. Gossip and her own intuition inform her
Mr. Barker
T. D. Crittenden
that there is another woman in the case and it
Fred Barker
Eddie Sutherland
Diana Barker
Margaret Loomis
doesn't istakeMile.
Geraldine
longwhoto discover
this
" THE LAW OF MEN "
woman
Hortense,
operates that
a beauty
Eve Gardiner
Vera Sisson
(Continued from page 3472)
establishment. Just to see whether Reginald ever
By Julia Crawford Ivers.
comes in the shop, she rents it for a week. But
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
the
man
who
is later put out of the way by the
Hortense
and
Reginald
seize
this
opportunity
to
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Here is a unique idea and it should be
Photographed by James C. Van Trees.
go motoring
first meet
pur- suicide.
pose is never together
realized. and
She Geraldine's
does, however,
played up emphatically. Think of it. . A young
Richard Annesly from the West, and thereon
fellow isstantial
placed
trial heforthreatened
murder onto circumevidence on
because
kill his
hangs the tale.
PROGRAM READER
enemy.
His
lawyer
is
the
guilty
man, and he
Richard
is
a
guest
of
her
brother's
and
has
once
made
it
clear
that
he
would
never
tolerate
endeavors
to
save
himself
by
clearing
the
boy,
Geraldine Barker never denied she had a temper and when she discovered a grey veil in her a lie or a theft from a woman. Moreover, he knowing that he will never be tried if the latter
would never, never elope. Now while Geraldine
goes free. But the case goes against him, and
fiance's pocket
startedveildoing
Nothing
unusual
about ait grey
at all,things.
but when
you
might have admired these traits in a man as op- him
a confession
from
and he sweetheart
kills himselfwrings
in a crowded
courtroom
posed to the more loose morals of Reginald, she the boy's
never wear grey and can plainly see that this
sets about to make him eat his words and through
justHere
as his
client
is that
aboutshould
to be besentenced.
particular
veil
has
been
worn
considerably
—
well
is
an
idea
worked
to
the
then! What would you do? Geraldine Barker
a runabout series of tricks accomplishes her purpose. When it is done Richard has even lied for limit. Build your advertising around it. Present
never
did
anything
conventional
and
she
didn't
it in a forceful way and make it brief and to the
her, has taken the blame for a theft she commake an exception and stoop to the conventional
mitted and has asked her to elope with him.
point. You can drive it home better. Invite
in this case. What she did do is cleverly set
Geraldine
has
taught
Richard
his
lesson,
but
lawyers
to a private showing and get their viewdown
in
"
The
Veiled
Adventure,"
a
delightfully
through it all she has been learning a lesson herpoint and whether
theypatronage.
agree or not,
enH human photoplay from the pen of Julia Crawford
dorsement will invite
Star, their
director
Ivers. And the star? Oh, yes. None other
self, i. e.,
doesn't Solovenothing
Reginald
and
that she
doesthatlovesheRichard.
remains
and supporting players are well known. Use
than
Constance
Talmadge
—
she
whose
enthusiasm
and dash have endeared her to thousands of but for her to break her engagement with the their names. Miss Bennett appears as a dramatic
actress here and gives a good account of herself.
photoplay patrons throughout the country. If society man, confess her plot to the Westerner
Mention this fact.
and accept his proposal of marriage. And everyyou
miss
her
in
"
The
Veiled
Adventure,"
you
will
thing is happy all around.
miss a fine comedy, by no means the least of her
many contributed to the Select program. Harlow! rison Ford is again her leading man — lucky felCATCH LINES
It
was
the
veil
in her
fiance's
that
started things. It was
a grey
veil andpocket
she never
PRESS NOTICE
wore grey and moreover, that veil had been worn.
Constance
Talmadge,
the brilliant
Geraldine
Barker
unusualto temper
dienne of Select
pictures,
will be young
seen atcomethe
but
when she
got didn't
peeved have
thingsan began
move.
1
theatre on
of
week in
They moved in a thoroughly delightful and humorher latest feature, entitled " The Veiled Advenous
way
in
"
The
Veiled
Adventure,"
Constance
ture." Those who have followed Miss TalTalmadge's latest feature — don't miss it.
madge's
other appearances
know herfullname
well iswhat
type of subject
to expect when
anConstance Talmadge in another brisk, fascinnounced. The light, breezy, spicy comedies in
ating, spicy, wholly delightful comedy — it was
which she has been appearing have elevated her
made to amuse you, don't miss it.
to a position in stardom that is doubtless the
In which a grey veil breaks an engagement and
J envy of many. " The Veiled Adventure " is of
starts a real romance — one of the best comedies of
II the
type as different
her previous
presentssamea totally
plot. comedies
It was but
written
the season and Constance Talmadge as the star.
specially
for the star
by Julia
Ivers, and
one
of the cleverest
authors
in Crawford
the business
awards Miss Talmadge the role of a society girl,
SUGGESTIONS
Geraldine Barker.
Constance Talmadge is certainly a star that
Geraldine is engaged, but engaged to a man
she cares nothing about. When she discovers a your public knows and appreciates, providing you
have run any of her recent Select pictures. All
grey veil in his pocket — a veil which she never
box-office reports indicate that practically every
saw
her lifeafter
— sheall.
decides
wasn'ta one
of her features have pleased. They are of a
such before
a goodin catch
Thenthatshe hemeets
Westerner, Richard Annesly, a young man who
type that manage to get on very intimate terms
is something of a prude. He has set himself
with
anlows right
audience.
" ThetheVeiled
" foldown as unable to tolerate even a white lie, as
along with
rest Adventure
of her pictures,
being cold toward a woman who would go
presenting a high-class, polite comedy. All you
need to do is to go strong on her name and make
through
her anything
husband'sapproaching
pockets andan irrevocably
mention of the fact that the picture is another in
opposed to
elopement.
the
series. Refer back to some of her
Of and
course
Geraldine
holdwith
theseRichard
ideas heat best comedy
all
before
she getsdoesn't
through
hits at your house, drawing a parallel between
them
and
this one as regards type, etc.
doesn't
hold them plays
either-with
-butherthat's
comedy.
Miss Talmadge
usual theenthusiasm
The veil idea seems to be the predominating
Constance Talmadge says "shush! " — Harrison
and Harrison Ford is again seen to advantage
one in regard to advertising this story. , Veils
Ford looks sceptical — a scene from " The
as her leading man.
might be used as favors for women holding
" Veiled Adventure "
AS

Motion
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"CASTLES
May

IN

THE

AIR"—

Allison in a Pleasing Sentimental

Picture

News

METRO

Picture

44
1

ASTLES IN THE AIR," an adaptation of a Saturday Evening Post story by Kate Jordan, is
. another picture relying heavily on its sentimental interest for success. May Allison, the star,
is seen as an usher in a New York theatre, who builds castles in the air and dreams that some
day she will be wooed and won by a true gentleman of romance. When an English lord comes along,
invites her to supper and forces himself upon her, she reforms him — and then finds his wife for him.
Afterwards she realizes what a good fellow the theatre manager has been all the time and accepts him.
Miss Allison has been seen in some fine comedies heretofore, and " Castles in the Air " is somewhat of a departure for her. Personally we think her forte lies in the comedy direction, although the
least that can be said about this picture is that it pleases after a modest fashion.
Ben Wilson is seen as the star's leading man and gives a good performance. The production furnished the picture by George D. Baker is thoroughly realistic and includes some well done theatre
scenes and a good night rainstorm. — Length, 5 reels. — Released May 12. — Peter Milne.
Miss Allison has done some good comedies for
THE STORY
THE CAST
Metro
of late byandthose
" Castles
the Air who
" should
be
welcomed
of yourin patrons
have
Fortuna Donnelly
May Allison
Fortuna is a young lady who occupies a hall
Eddie Lintner
Ben Wilson
seen her last two or three pictures. Mention
bedroom and, in the daytime, reads such thrilling
some
of
them
in
order
to
freshen
their
memories
;
John McArthur
Clarence Burton
works
" A afternoons
Bar Maid'ssheRomance."
Hon. Owen Pauncefort Walter I. Percival
go strong
Nights ofandliterature
matinee asday
is usher
the
title. on her name and the elaboration of
Mrs. Owen Pauncefort
Irene Rich
at the Halcyon theatre wearing a cute little Dutch
Mrs. Larrymore
"Mother" Anderson
costume in keeping
with the dream
show, "that
Annesomeof
Esther
Jones
.-.ViolaMaurice
Dolan
Amsterdam."
It is Fortuna's
"VIRTUOUS
Lucy Dalton
Ruth
day a gallant will come and claim her even as
(Continued from SINNERS
page 3470) "
the
bar
maid
was
claimed,
and
such
seems
to be an article based
By Kate Jordon.
on
the
plot
01 this story. And
the case at last when the Honorable Owen
Scenario by George D. Baker.
Pauncefort attends the theatre and is attracted by have it illustrated with electros of the featured
Directed by George D. Baker.
playerstainlyand
if space
permit.reading
CerPhotographed by William Fildew.
her. Despite the warning of the manager, Eddie
such a scenes
plan would
make will
interesting
Lintner, whoto loves
her, Fortuna
accepts
Owen's
becauselated bypathos
and
sympathy
are
easily
assimiinvitation
a
midnight
supper
at
his
house.
human family. If you carry a good
PROGRAM READER
Eddie follows and remains without in the pouring advertisingthe contract
with your paper you should
ill.
rain until he is forced to go to his home seriously
Castles in the Air! We all build them some
have no trouble in gaining an ear on the idea
time or another and everyone builds them accordsuggested. Another plan which might work to
Inside after the repast Owen attempts to emis found in the title. It sure enough
ing to hisFortuna
own style
— the architecture
is never
brace the girl, but she resists him. His better isadvantage
same.
Donnelly
was only an
usher thein
a winner
and given good display is sure to atnature
seems
to
assert
itself
and
he
apologizes.
the Halcyon theatre where a musical comedy was
tract
.attention.
Then he tells her that he is married and that he
The
producer
offers isa tosplendid
to ad-of
playing.
When
she
wasn't
showing
members
of
is
married
and
that
he
has
hunted
a
long
time
New York society to their seats she was building
the title which
take thescheme
definition
for his wife who left him after a quarrel. He the twovertisewords.
her castles in the air. Regrettably her castles
Virtue
and
Sinner,
and
undershows Fortuna her picture. On another night
were founded on pretty poor stuff. " A Bar
neathanswer
them ask tothisboth
question
: " Can
a man orat
woman
of
these
descriptions
Maid'stion Romance
"
was
her
favorite
piece
of
ficFortuna
recognizes
a
beautiful
woman
as
Owen's
wife and hastily summons him to the theatre. A
and she thought that maybe some gallant
one and the same time?" The dictionary will
reconciliation is effected and Fortuna is very supply
would come and whisk her off to wealth and luxwith inthewhat
definition.
ury. She thought of this so much that she quite
show
hisyoutalent
the title Your
impliesartist
and canhe
happy
over
it.
overlooked a sincere love that was offered her by
Then
she
learns
of
Eddie's
illness
and
only
then
can
gain
his
idea
from
the
catch
lines.
They
does she realize what he means to her. She
been written for the purpose of paper and
the manager of the theatre — but the one day her
hastens to his bedside and there expresses her have
gallant came. But Fortuna discovered somelobby
spreads.
Lastly
feature
the
stars.
Your
love for him. And this proves just the proper
will recognize Miss Hawley as the leading
thing aboutislife
that wasn't
What picshe
medicine for Eddie. He gets well in no time and crowd
woman
of
some
of
the
biggest
players
on
the
discovered
prettily
depictedsoinairy.
the Metro
screen, while Mr. Kerry has appeared as Conthe Air,"In which
will Allison
shortly beis then there is a wedding.
shownture, "Castles
at this intheatre.
it May
stance Talmadge's leading man.
starred. The picture is a Saturday Evening Post
CATCH LINES
adaptation by Kate Jordon and was produced
We
all
build
castles
in
the
air
—
they
are
al?
under the direction of George D. Baker.
different. Fortuna Donnelly's were rather crude
but they were wonderful to her — see them in
PRESS NOTICE
" Castles in the Air."
May Allison, the Metro favorite will be seen
Castles in the Air are made of nothing until
again at the
week in her theatre
latest on
picture entitledof they come tumbling down about your ears — then
hurt. Fortuna Donnelly's fell pretty hard
" Castles in the Air." " Castles in the Air " is they
but they taught her a lesson — see " Castles in the
an
adaptation
from
Kate
Jordon's
recent
story
in
the Saturday Evening Post and is a sentimental
little story regarding an usher in one of New
One of the prettiest stories ever told — an
York's big theatres. Her name is Fortuna and
adaptation
Jordon'sin Saturday
when
she
isn't
showing
people
to
their
seats
she
Post
story —from
and Kate
May Allison
the star Evening
part.
spends her time reading such elegant literature as
'• The Bar Maid's Romance " and wondering why
A
romance
that
began
in
a
theatre
aisle.
no gallant ever comes for her and makes her his
bride. So busy is she building vain castles in
Air."was told that gentlemen of title didn't
She
the air that she quite overlooks the sincere love
pick
bridesregardedfrom
the and
theatre
aisles anbut invitation
she disoffered her by Eddie Lintner, the manager of the
this truth
accepted
theatre. And then one day the gallant appears
to dinner with the Honorable Owen Pauncefort!
in the person of the Honorable Owen Pauncefort.
See " Castles in the Air."
He is attracted by Fortuna and invites her to
his house for a supper party. She accepts and
Romance never happened outside of books, she
the consequence — ? Those are only to be seen
but she forgot to look right under her
in the concluding reels of the picture. Suffice it thought,
nose — see " Castles in the Air."
to
say
here
that
"
Castles
in
the
Air
"
takes
no
conventional turns. The Honorable Owen turns
SUGGESTIONS
out to bea little
quite softening
a good fellow
afterinallhis
— helifeonlyto
Catch lines built on the title of the feature
needed
influence
will go well as advertising arguments for this
make a real man of him again — and this Fortuna
feature. Illustrations for newspaper advertising
furnished. But her romance takes in Eddie and
not the gentleman of title.
or for special lobby decoration will also suffice.
Miss Allison is thoroughly charming in the
This title has a strong touch of romance in it
and will attract owing to this and to the fact
stellar role and receives excellent support from
that it is a common evpression. Make all use
Ben Wilson as Eddie Lintner and Walter I. Percival as the lord. The picture was produced under
of it, then. Build your arguments and pictures
around it and play it up as the dominating thing
the
direction of George D. Baker, Metro's directMay Allison in a dramatic scene with the teleor-in-chief.
in your advertising outside the name of the star.
phone from " Castles in the Air "

May
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"THIN
Corinne

ICE"—
Griffith Splendid

VITAGRAPH
in Sustaining Melodrama

SHANNON FIFE provided Corinne Griffith's latest picture, entitled " Thin Ice." It is a melodramatic number dealing with a girl-wife who is compromised by foul means by a bucket-shop operator and whose efforts to extricate herself and her brother from this man's toils lead to a series
of sustaining incidents that make the picture powerful indeed. The climax, in particular, is well worked
out, containing, as it does, one surprise after another, the while maintaining the suspense at a high pitch.
Miss Griffith is appealing in the featured role. Again does she wear some perfectly exquisite gowns,
always making a stunning appearance. Henry G. Sell leads the supporting cast with a likable characterization of the hero, while Jack McLean as the weakling brother and L. Rogers Lytton as the heavy are
good.
There are times that " Thin Ice " gives eviden ce of having been hacked rather mercilessly by the
editor. In two or three places the action is rough a nd changes of time and locale are bridged in a clumsy
manner.

But on the whole " Thin Ice " is a good melodrama, intricate, cleverly evolved and well developed.— Length, 5 reels. — Released May 26. — Peter Milne.
PROGRAM READER
THE CAST
A story of society and the vultures who prey
on the less wary members. See " Thin Ice."
Alice Winton
CORINNE GRIFFITH
Corinne Griffith, the beautiful Vitagraph favorGeorge Winton
Charles Kent
ite, will shortly be seen at this theatre in her
Though she was perfectly innocent Benjamin
Ned Winton
Jack McLean
latest
production
This ofis Graves,
by hook and crook, made it appear as if
an absorbing
story entitled
of society" Thin
life andIce."
the birds
Benjamin Graves
L. Rogers Lytton
her past had been intimately connected with his!
Paul Rooks
Walter Horton
prey who endeavor to subsist off the less wary
members of the upper class. Miss Griffith is seen
Rose La Vere
Eulalie Jensen
See threatened
"Thin Ice."with the loss of her husShe was
Robert Burton
Henry (J. Sell to splendid advantage both as to acting and as to How?
band's love although she had done no wrong. See
Jeffrey Miller
Walter Miller
general appearance — for she wears some unusually
" Thin Ice."
Jocelyn Miller
Alice Terry
stunning
gowns.
Ice " was
written
by
By Shannon Fife.
Shannon Fife,
one "ofThin
the leading
authors
of the
screen. Mr. Fife, by the way, was only recently
Scenario by G._ Marion Burton.
" MAYOR OF FILBERT "
discharged from the army and he brings with him
Directed by To'm Mills.
(Continued from page 3469)
to the sceren a vast fund of new material of
may
be
so anyway if you draw your patronage
SUGGESTIONS
which " ceeding
Thinefforts Ice
"
is
the
first
sample.
If
sucfrom
both
wets and drys. Use the names of the
of his measure up to this one there
In presenting Corinne Griffith pictures you can
can be little doubt as to his reestablishment in players. Jack Richardson, Belle Bennett, J.
not dwell with too great stress on the beauty of the
Barney Sherry,
picture
Alexander
are wellWilbur
known Higby
to the and
fans. little Ben
the star. Without doubt she is one of the preting cast are field.
Henry Among
G. Sell, Miss
WalterGriffith's
Miller, supportCharles
tiest, if not the prettiest girl in pictures today.
Kent,
Jack
McLean
and
L.
Rogers
Lytton.
The
Superlatives may be used justifiably then. For
picture was produced under the direction of Tom
CATCH LINES
the benefit of your feminine patrons you should
Mills.
mention the wonderful array of gowns worn by
In which the evil forces who guide the political
the star. They are unusually stunning and will
wheel of a Middle Western city are put to rout
attract. An effective lobby display could be arthrough a spirit of civic pride and orderliness.
THE STORY
ranged by selecting those stills in which she appears in these gowns for exhibition. AdvertiseThe mayor stood for German kultur and all
Alice Winton is the devoted daughter of a man
ments should carry a pose of her one of them.
that the word implied. It was difficult to eliminconstant ill health. Her worries are multiplied
The story can be advertised in arguments fol- in
ate him because of his leadership over the vicious
by
her
brother
whose
losses
at
the
races
cause
lowing along the lines laid down in the catch
element. But he became a victim of aphasia and
him
to alter
hispromoter
employer'sof books.
The and
employer,
lines. You should be able to work up a good
fortunately for the reformers his twin brother
Graves,
is
a
bad
stocks
when
deal of interest by relating different episodes of Alice comes to him to plead for her brother he arrived on the scene and gave the town a
the picture in advertisements, stopping at a dra- forces her to sign a promissory note. The stock
thorough cleaning up. A corking melodrama and
matic moment. The supporting cast from Henry
startling situations and climaxes.
in which Mr. Winton is a large share holder is one full of (Continued
G. Sell (recently seen opposite Pearl White in a manouvered
on page 3476)
by
Graves
so
that
the
old
man
loses
Pathe serial), down throughout the rest, contains
his money. The shock causes his death. Ned
names of players for a long time popular with the all
Winton,
sent
to
Arizona
by
Graves,
to
be
safely
public. To overlook the value of these names
of the way, can not be found by Alice. After
before an audience of picture followers would be out
a short time she marries Robert Burton, a stupoor business.
dent of criminology, who holds no sympathy for
any who commit crime against established laws. .
PRESS NOTICE
The Burtons makes their temporary home with
Miller, the young district attorney, who holds in
Corinne Griffith, the beautiful young Vitagraph
his safe evidence sufficient to convict Graves.
star, will be seen at the
theatre on
Graves
and tells
of
■ week in her latest feature picture enher
thatlearns
unlessofsheAlice's
bringsnewhimsituation
the evidence
he
"ThinShannon
Ice." Fife,
This anwasauthor
written
will send her brother to prison. He also shows
for her titledby
whoseexpressly
works
her
forged
love
notes
purporting
to
be
addressed
have long been appearing on the screen and with
to him from her. In deadly fear Alice agrees.
great success. Mr. Fife has prepared a vehicle of That
night, however, Ned is brought to the house
the utmost dramatic suspense for Miss Griffith,
by
Miller and Burton. The former aims to prove
dealing as it does with certain phases of crimina criminal will reform if well treated ; the
ologyThe
. _ heroine, Alice Winton, though per- that
latter insists on the contrary. Ned hears Alice
fectly innocent of any wrongdoing, becomes endescend the stairs and when she touches the safe
tangled in a fateful web laid by two swindlers
an alarm goes off. He takes the blame and flees.
and bucket-shop promoters. When, however,
Alice, believing he will go to Graves, hastens to
nothing becomes of this tangle, Alice feels perhis
house and finds him dead. She believes her
fectly safe in marrying Robert Burton. Burton,
brother guilty.
however, is a man whose views on criminology
However everything turns out for the best
are
old creed.
fashioned. Once a crook, always a
crook,quite
is his
when Rose
La Vere, theGraves'
enters
and confesses
crime cast
and off
tellsmistress,
the seSo when the bucket shop men get in trouble
cret of the forged letters.
they call upon Alice to help them out of their
hole, threatening her brother with a jail sentence
unless she complies with their wishes. It can be
seen from this brief outline of events leading up
CATCH LINES
to the climax, that the denouement of " Thin
Corinne Griffith, the girl-beautiful of the screen,
Ice " ispears exceedingly
powerful.
Miss
Griffith
apto good advantage in all her emotional
in her latest and best Vitagraph picture. Don't
scenes and is surrounded by a cast of excep- miss
" Thin Ice."
tional merit, including Henry G. Sell, L. Rogers
Lytton,
Jack
McLean,
Walter
Miller,
Alice
Terry,
Eulalie Jensen and Charles Kent.
They skated over thin ice in the hope that it
wouldn't break with their weight! But did they
of The
Tom picture
Mills. was produced under the direction
Corrine Griffith as she appears in " Thin Ice
succeed? See "Thin Ice."
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M*o tion Picture

"AN

AMATEUR
World

WIDOW"—

Offers an Exceedingly

News

WORLD

Pleasant Comedy

is a comedy that will give good satisfac tion to all. The author, Joseph Franklin Poland,
HERE
has evolved a clever plot and developed i t by way of some original situations, situations from
which a lot of good humor has been derive d. Not only does the action itself amuse, but it is
bolstered up with a fine assortment of subtitles, hu morous in themselves and exactly in keeping with
the character of the story.
Zenna Keefe, a star new to World pictures, bu t who has been seen in various other releases, is
featured. She gives a thoroughly likable character ization of the heroine who runs away from a score
or more of sad relations and into a score or more o f humorous complications.
Hugh Dillman is seen as
her leading man and plays the part realistically.
Oscar Apfel, in his direction of the picture, ha s achieved a number of fine comedy touches. The
scenes centering about the rural fire department ar e exceptionally well handled considering that they
have been done so many times before. And the co medy he derives from the old relations of the heroine
is of the best. All in all it's an entertainment that w ill thoroughly please. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
May 26.— Peter Milne.
CATCH LINES
THE CAST
not a bad
He fell in love with his widow! Impossible?
line printed elsewhere on this page, iscomedy
Rhoda Canby
Zena Keefe
and
title. It suggests
one to foUow the veils
Irving Mason
Hugh Dillman
No.
See
"
An
Amateur
Widow."
of the
character
real
the
at the same time
James Potter
Jack Drumier
idea
an
Its
too.
stuff
relation
the
Use
She
wanted
to
get
away
from
her
relations
and
plot.
Stanley Potter
William Black
that will have a popular appeal.
so she took the name of a supposed suicide and
Aunt Chloe
Pauline Dempsey
Zena Keefe is not a well known star but she
Aunt Elizabeth
Mary B. Davis
went to a small town in Virginia — and there she
varypictures in roles of
Cousin Hepzibah
Eugenie Woodward
been seen in manywould
has
ran
into
more
relations!
See
"An
Amateur
be a good idea to
Mrs. Green
Florence Ashbrooke
ing importance. It
the
put
Apfel
Oscar
Uncle Silas .
Charles Hartley
that
fact
the
bring tureout
for some pic-of
on as he has been responsible
See what might an amateur widow be? Find
Jed
Charles Ascott
the past.
in
released
pictures
World
best
the
Widow."
By Joseph Franklin Poland.
out by seeing " An Amateur Widow."
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Featuring Zena Keefe, a new World Film star.
Photographed by Max Schneider.
" MAYOR OF FILBERT "
The sprightly comedy of a girl who wanted to
dodge her relations written by Joseph Franklin
(Continued from page 3475)
PROGRAM READER
Poland. See " An Amateur Widow."
Rhoda Canby was in a serious predicament. She
See
"The
Mayor of Filbert" — it presents^ the
had no peace of mind owing to the presence of a
Are all widows amateurs? They must be at conflict between the " wets " and the " drys."
score or more of old relatives in her household
some
time
or
another
—
see
"
An
Amateur
Widow
"
wh were patintly waiting for her to inherit her and enjoy an hour of laughter.
'and
Filbert How
the mayor
in theof town.
Schmidtall was
the saloons
fortune. They finally encroached on her nerves
owned nearly
he Johann
element.
to such an extent that she packed up and left —
to defeat him was the plan of the reform
Irving
Mason
returned
to
his
home
and,
after
resembled
who
stranger
a
for
for — for Booneville, Va., because that was the rescuing his widow from a fire, promptly fell in Had it not been
never
first town that came to her mind. When she ar- love
in every particular their efforts would theatre
with her — and so they were married ! See him
rived there she thought it would be better to don
to the
Comea play
been realized.
has
" An Amateur Widow."
next
and see
of crooked politics
a wedding ring and pose as a widow. And she
and love.
chose then
a name
Irving Mason,
Mrs. relatives
Irving Mason.
. THE STORY
And
she— discovered
that the
of Mr.
Mason, himself supposedly deceased, lived in
Rhoda Canby, who inherits a fortune on bewould you like Mr. Filmgoer to be down
Booneville. Here were more! And then Irving
coming of age, is pestered by a large collection of in How
strange town and
your luck and wander into ayou
Mason returned! Comedy galore, much of it, in old maid aunts, old maid uncles and the like.
resembled him
mayor simplybut because
its
made
They
give
her
no
peace
whatsoever
about
the
not in character? How
in face and form,
" An Amateur
Widow,"
the latest
Film
house and finally she decides to take matters into
comedy
which will
be shown
at World
the theatre
conflict
with
torn
be
to
you thelikeupright standard or the evilwhether
would
her own hands and depart for other parts. Preto follow
ones,
shortly.
It was author,
written itby stars
JosephZenaFranklin
viously she had entered upon something of a since either choice spelled a princely sum? You
land, a prolific
Keefe, Poan
actress new to World Pictures and was produced
in the new
flirtation with Irving Mason, a good-for-nothing,
characterization
and
story
this
see
will
under the direction of Oscar Apfel.
who had given her a false name. On the very
same night that Rhoda and old Aunt Chole (black
Triangle play, " The Mayor of Filbert."
and not a relation) depart for a little town in Virginia, Mason filled up with liquor, decides to end
PRESS NOTICE
his life and makes his way to the pier. As he
Zena Keefe, a star new to World pictures,
teeters on the edge a couple of longshoremen see
makes her appearance
at the
and shanghai him aboard a tramp steamer.
of
week
in her first theatre
release onof him
It proves alter all the best thing for Irving for
before
the steamer again makes port he has
that
Amateur Widow."
Miss company's
Keefe is anentitled
actress" An
of considerable
ability
into a real man.
and not a little charm and the stellar role of this rounded
In
the
meantime Rhoda, believing the safety
picture fits her remarkably well. The subject is lies in wedding
rings, has secured one and when
a comedy and was written by that prolific author,
she is asked to give a name at the Virginia town
Joseph Franklin Poland. It deals with a young
she
happens
to
look
at the paper she holds in her
lady who had too many relations. Uncles and
hand and sees an account of Irving Mason's supaunts and cousins she numbered by the dozens.
posed Whereupon
suicide. " Mrs. she
Irving
Mason," unto
she says
She finally contrived to rid herself of them by
is gathered
the
escaping to a little southern town and posing as sweetly!
bosom
of
the
little
town
for
Mason's
relatives,
a widow.
who
operate
a
store
there,
insist
on
caring
for
But what was her surprise to find that the name
his widow! But this time Rhoda enjoys her reshe had chosen belonged to one of the young men
lations.
She
puts
the
store
on
a
paying
basis
of the town who had been reported a suicide.
andWhen
warmshe the
heartson oftheMason's
Then she had his relations to bother with — and
returns
night oftwoa old
fire uncles.
in the
then the young man returned. The consequences
store and rescues her there is a complication that
of such a situation can not be well brought out
might
have
been
severe
if
Mason
had
not
loved
in cold type. Suffice it to say that Mr. Poland
the girl all the time. And so the young man
has developed his story with a fine eye to its marries
his
widow!
humorous possibilities and all the comedy of the
various situations has been well realized on the
SUGGESTIONS
screen under the guiding directorial hand of
The title and the various comedy angles you
Oscar Apfel.
Miss Keefe is supported by Hugh Dillman in can derive from it are the main things to play up
the opposite role. Mr. Dillman is a newcomer to as regards this picture. " An Amateur Widow
should get people talking and if you play on it
the screen but exceedingly well and favorably
lines that make it even more mystifyknownpear are:
on Jack
the speaking
ap- with ingcatch
" Two's company, three's a crowd," but the
and funny you should have the people coming.
Drumier,, stage.
William Others
Black, who
Pauline
crowd isn't even noticed in this love scene
Dempsey, Mary B. Davis and Eugenia Woodward.
" He fell in love with his widow," the first catch
from " An Amateur Widow "

J
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"ALL

WRONG"—

Bryant Washburn

PATHE

Stars in a Picture of Platonic Love

THE

author of Bryant Washburn's new photoplay, " All Wrong," has hit on the germ of a good idea
albeit one that takes a lot of nourishment to thrive.
To build a fast moving comedy around the
theme of platonic love and to keep it zippy all the way is a difficult achievement.
That everyone
concerned in the production has done wonders to make it entertaining is proven in the manner that it
scores.

While it is not up to the star's previous pieces under the Pathe banner still it isn't far enough behind
to warrant anyone calling it inferior. The only flaw is found in the frothy character of the idea which is
not substantial enough to spread itself through five r eels. There seems to be too much concentration on it
in the middle of the story so that the characterization sinks right out of sight. But the thing picks up and
finishes with a breezy flourish.
Mr. Washburn has his own theory of how love can endure. And he practises this Unending Courtship even after his marriage. What is it? Simply the idea that a man should see his wife as little as possible, or rather that the couple should live apart and follow the plan of the courtship days. In the end he
is brought to terms through the old process of jealousy.
The star is moving all the time in the picture and keeps up his comedy expression. He is ably assisted by competent players. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Bring out the comedy possibilities of the picture
PROGRAM READER
THE CAST
in every conceivable way you can. The title ofThe
Unending
Courtship
was
the
clever
trick
fers you another good point to develop. Pictures
Warren Kent, a Salesman Bryant Washburn
that Warren Kent evolved. And you naturally
of the star in a dismayed attitude, beneath it or
Betty Thompson
Mildred Davis
over
it, will serve to drive home tie comedy aid
Donald Thompson, her Father. ... Charles Bennet
ask,
"What
may
an
unending
courtship
be?"
Mrs. Donald Thompson
Helen Dunbar
Well, it's
this way. and
Warren
hadthatseenthemuch
of accentuate the laughs.
marital
unhappiness
decided
trouble
Play
up comedies
Bryant Washburn
he has beenasdoing
Randolph Graham, Warren's Boss. .Fred Montague
some fine
lately for— Paramount
well
was that the perfect state of the courtship should
Ethel Goodwin, Betty's Friend,
be continued on through married life, then there
as Pathe. Refer to some of his other pictures
Marguerite Livingston
would be no serious quarrels and everything
By Mildred Considine.
and
then
concentrate
on
advertising
the
story
of
this one.
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
would beceeded tohappy
all around.
Asa wife,
a resultBetty
he protake
unto
himself
by
Directed by William Worthington and Raymond
West.
name, and install her in a separate apartment and
pay her regular calls as he used to do before they
Photographed by Clyde De Vinna and Clyde
FILE THESE PAGES
Cook.
were man and wife! The thing is was the Unending Courtship idea a success? You know the
He thought he could enjoy married life better
all right but you don't know the manner
if he lived apart from his wife ! You know he answer
in which it is arrived at. That is shown in " All
hibitor, found yourself
with
Wrong,"leased andone
the brightest
wasn't successful, but see how he was reformed
you, Mr. Exn have
withof Bryant
Washburncomedies
as the ever
star. re-It HOWyour ofte
in " ing
AllBryant
Wrong,"
the latest Pathe comedy featurshow
all booked and no
was written for him by Mildred Considine and
Washburn.
produced under the direction of William Worthpress matter or advertising
He conceived the idea of the Unending Courtington
andhealthy.
Raymond West. It's healthy to
material on hand regarding the
laugh
so
be
ship but he and
was enjoy
all wrong,
" All Wrong." See
this picture
a real laugh.
feature of that show?
THE STORY
He was horror struck to find himself alone at
Motion Picture News is so bound
Warren Kent, a salesman, possesses a large
night with
less
horror
struckhis towife's
find chum
herself— nor
alonewaswithhis hiswifechum.
that the plan book may be removed
bump
of
originality
and
the
latest
of
his
concepHow do they get that way? See Bryant Washtions he calls
confrom the magazine and filed.
ventional the
marriageUnending
will do forCourtship.
him. He Nomarries
burn in " All Wrong
" — a comedy
complications
and a laugh
in every with
one. a load of Betty, the girl of his heart and, on their honeymoon, takes separate rooms. And then from his
Where an old-fashioned mother-in-law proves a •to hers he courts her just as he did before they
handy person to have around.
were married. Warren succeeds in persuading
Betty that this is a fine idea but when they return to the city other people think that Warren
PRESS NOTICE
is rather balmy. And they have good reason to
think
so for again does Warren insist on separate
" All Wrong,"
comedy
featuring
Bryant
Washburn,
will bea Pathe
the main
attraction
on the
bill quarters for himself and his wife. The idea
of the ■
theatre on
of
amazeswhoBetty's
parents
Warren's
week. This was written expressly for the star by boss
promptly
fires and
him displeases
after he has
failed
Mildred Considine and produced under the direcon a large order.
tion of William Worthington and Raymond West.
He goes to Betty's room searching for consolaIt affords the popular comedian the role of Wartion and Believing
instead finds
a baby's
socktoin become
her worka
ren Kent, a salesman, who is all the time coming
basket.
himself
about
father, he is overenjoyed, dashes out, lands the
to
the
fore
with
an
"
original
"
idea.
Warren
is
in love with Betty and he wants to marry yet at large order and is reinstated by his employer,
the same time he has no desire to sever his re- who hears the story of the coming heir. Later,
lations of the happy courtship with her. So ha however, Warren learns that the sock was for the
conceives
of the " but
Unending
Courtship."
wash woman's
All tothebluff
toysthehe whole
boughtoffice
are
Betty and thehe idea
are married
continue
to live wasted
and he baby.
is obliged
apart. He calls on her as he did in the olden
force in order to hold his job.
days.
A salesman off the road makes his headquarters
Such a state of affairs, however, can not last in Warren's apartment and he, quite innocently
long and the complications that arise from the
enough,
brings issense
to Warren's
feeble
mind.to
Unending Courtship idea are funny in the exWhile Warren
out Betty
goes to his
rooms
treme and manifold in number. Mr. Washburn,
surprise
him
—
and
he
goes
to
hers.
He
finds
as skilled a comedian as any on the screen today,
there her chum and Betty, after retiring, discovers
handles all his material with a fine appreciation
that
other
salesman.
Pandemonium
reigns
suof its humorous possibilities and as a result depreme for a while, but matters are finally
straightened out and Warren decides to end his
rives the most from his role. He receives support
of a similar high order for Mildred Davis, Charles
" courtship " then and there.
Bennett, Helen Dunbar, Fred Montague and Marguerite Livingston.
SUGGESTIONS
Jack Cunningham, a feature writer of note,
You can get a lot of good comedy into your
adapted
Miss
Considine's
story
to
the
screen,
while it was produced under the direction of Wiladvertising by developing " The Unending Courtliam Worthington and Raymond West. It is one
ship " ideabranches
which ofwe this
haveplanstressed
of the best comedies in which Mr. Washburn has the other
book. throughout
Look over
appeared from every standpoint and should not the catch lines and the program reader and see
Bryant Washburn heralds the coming of an
he missed by any of his many admirers.
if this idea won't fit in your own advertising.
heir in " All Wrong "
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"A

BACHELOR'S
Mary Miles Minter Assumes

WIFE—

Picture

News

AMERICAN"

an Irish Role in Her Latest Picture

IRISH character studies are quite appropriate for the ingenues of the screen, the latest member

of the

younger set to try her skill at playing one of Erin's daughters being Mary Miles Minter. And she
plays with enough spirit to invite comparison with any member of her class.
We are glad to note that the author did not make his subject into a costume play as the introductory
scenes indicated, but transferred his line of action to America. He placed his characters in a domestic
mix-up where they succeeded in turning out a sentimental comedy. Mistaken identity regarding a little
son of the rich, two girls from the ould sod, and a baby, forms the crux of the situation.
It is Miss Minter's mission to put things right, and she does it by taking the infant to its father's home
and compelling him to take an interest in his family. But before he sees the light, his cousin who bears
the same name is placed under a cloud of suspicion as the real husband and father.
The picture while of a light character manages to hold together fairly well. If it occasionally falters
in interest this should not detract from its note of appeal. The plot running in a single groove provides
the let-down in spontaneity of action, and there is not sufficient contrast in characterization to balance it
completely. Yet it manages to serve its brief hour with plenty of satisfaction. Emmett J. Flynn was the
master of ceremonies. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE STORY
it relates a form of Red rule in Russia. Most of
THE CAST
your patrons know, if they read the papers, that
women
are being nationalized and that they are
Mary
O'Rourke
comes
from
Ireland
to
visit
her
Mary
MARY MILES
sister, Norah. Norah is the mother of a young
to become the property of the State. In their
Norah O'Rourke
Cavanagh
MyrtleMINTER
Reeves
baby and has been deserted by her husband. She
Utopian dream the rulers consider marriage as
Mother of J. Stuyvesant Lydie Knott
learns that the miscreant husband is named John
a blight and that men and women should live in
Doctor Burt
Harry Holden
common law relation. Use this theme in your
Stuyvesant and, taking the baby, marches into
John Stuyvesant
Alan Forrest
the
Stuyvesant
home.
There
she
confronts
the
J. Frederick Stuyvesant Charles Spere
advertising.
Your pattern.
patrons won't
it as
astonished lady of the house with the statement:
a familiar picture
It is recognize
highly original
Genevieve Harbison
Margaret Shelby
and still it is true. Bring this point out. Tell
"Mary
This that
is your
son's
baby."
The
doctor
warns
By Joseph Franklin Poland.
them they are in for an exposition of Russian
Mrs. Stuyvesant is an invalid and susDirected by Emmett J. Flynn.
life as it is lived today.. Tell them they will
ceptible to shocks and having survived the shock
gain an insight into the revolution and what
of beingvesant
presented
with avery
grandson,
PROGRAM READER
discovers herself
pleasedMrs.
withStuythe has come from it.
baby and Mary — whom she takes for its mother.
The them
storyaway,
has some
tragicsensitive
moments,patrons
but don't
When isman?
a bachelor
a husband?
is forced to play the part inasmuch as
give
as your
may
married
Well, usually,
but When
not sohe's
witha sheMary
is
afraid
of
shocking
the
venerable
lady
to
be
shocked.
Simply
dwell
on
the
theme
that
John Stuyvesant, the hero of this tale. John redeath
and
she
remains
in
the
household.
Shortly
women
are
bartered
off
in
Russia
like
so
many
turned from
west herto talking
his mother's
nomenicein afterwards John Stuyvesant and his cousin, J. cattle. That they are looked upon for the purNew York
to the
discover
about how
Frederick Stuyvesant. return from the west. John
pose of propagation. As for the star, every
his wife was and how sweet was their baby! Cer- is
at being confronted with a wife
story given out about her is eagerly read, betainly John was mystified. To his knowledge he anddumbfounded
cause she has a great place in the hearts of the
a
son!
However,
he,
too,
is
forced
to
keep
had never been married and yet Mary — the Mrs.
public. Use stills of her and the picture.
silent, lestGenevieve
the shockalways
prove thought
too greatthat
' forJohn
his screen
John Stuyvesant in the case — had a marriage li- mother.
And suggest
don't neglect
to furnish
catchPlayed
lines
cense and everything — including of course the was going to marry her and demands that he that
the import
of thebrief
story.
baby —deedto
he bachelor
was. A tomerry
fix in- prove his innocence now by doing so.
up properly, it is going to excite a whole lot
for a prove
freedomthat
loving
find himself
of attention. Russia is a land of mystery and
They arrange for a marriage the next day but
in! What was the way out. How could a bachMary discovers it and with J. Frederick seeks to
everyone likes to1 know what the life is beyond
elor possibly divorce his wife? It was rather
its
borders. And especially so since the revostop
it.
Mary
produces
the
license
and
John
is
difficult, to say the least, and the more John
lution. The, members of the cast are well known
thought about it the hotter he grew under the astounded
to
see
his
cousin's
name
thereon.
J.
to
your
Frederick
admits
all
and
says
he
was
keeping
advantage. fan crowd. You might use them to
collar and about the ears. He wasn't used to silent until his inheritance would come along. All
blushing
as a rule,
but this
— well, ofthings
were somewhat
different.
The time
outcome
thus of which clears matters up considerably and then
John discovers
thatloves
he doesn't
Gene-b&
humorous story is told in Mary Miles Minter's
vieve and that he
Mary, soreally
whatlike
could
next
" A Bachelor's
Wife,"
one ofcomedy,
the pictures
shortly to be
shownwhich
at thisis a sweeter ending?
theatre. It was written for the star by Joseph
Franklin Poland, a comedy author of note, and
CATCH LINES
produced under the direction of Emmett Flynn.
From edies
every
standpoint
it is onehasofappeared.
the best comWhen
is
a
bachelor
a husband?
he'sthea
in which
Miss Minter
married man? As a rule,
yes. ButWhen
not in
present case. John Stuyvesant finds a wife and
PRESS NOTICE
baby waiting for him when he arrived home and
his knowledge he had never married — but
Mary Miles Minter, the American star, will be to
there was a license to prove it! See "A Bachseen at the
theatre on
of
elor's Wife," one of the sprightliest comedies of
the season.
week
in herWife."
latest This
comedy-drama
Bachelor's
is consideredentitled
one of "theA
best pictures in which she has appeared recently
Another Mary Miles Minter comedy. She
as its complications are manifold and of an exhumorous nature.
" A Minter
Bachelor's
Wife " comes from Ireland to inherit a baby and a
was writtenceedingly
specially
for Miss
by Joseph
husband! See "A Bachelor's Wife."
Franklin Poland, one of the leading comedy authors of the day and he has evolved an unusually
clever and original story around the young star's
talents.
" (Continued
THE NEW
MOON
from page
3467) "
Minterto carries
role Ireland
of Maryto O'Rourke
whoMisscomes
Americathefrom
visit her
A tragic breath from Russia as life is lived
sister. She finds her the mother of a small baby
and deserted
by her
Stuyvethere
today.
That give
is "The
New Moon."
See
Norma
Talniadge
an emotional
rendition
sant. She takes
the husband,
infant inoneherJohnarms
and
marches to the home of the Stuyvesants and de- of the Russian soul.
mands justice just the way they do in a meloThe trouble iscorrectly.
that Mary
"The was
New directed
Moon" by
whichChester
presents
NormaoneTal-of
her John drama.Stuyvesants
Theredidn't
werecount
two
madge
Withey,
of them and she picked on the wrong one! The
the leading directors of the day.
complications that follow can best be imagined —
or better yet seen at the
theatre.
Miss Minter is surrounded by a competent supSUGGESTIONS
porting cast including Alan Forrest, Harry
Holden, Myrtle Reeves, Lydia Knott. Charles
Asideyoufromhavethe good
drawing
power of
the instar's
Spere and Margaret Shelby, while the production
name,
advertising
value
the
Mary Miles Minter in a scene from " A Bachwas in charge of Director Emmett J. Flynn.
plot of this story. It is extremely timely since
elor's Wife "
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"KHAVAH"—

ZION

Too Long and Poorly Titled, But May

FILMS

Find Appeal Before Jews

i 4 T7" HAVAH " is the first of the Zion Films, presenting adaptations of the works of Sholon Aleichem,
rV^ advertised as the Jewish Mark Twain. The picture tells a story of the old Russia, a romance
in which a Jewish girl and a Christian boy are the principals. They marry despite the word
of the girl's parents and, though happy for a time, the wife soon discovers that she is unable to live
amicably with her husband's people. It's incompatibility of temperament all around and the romance
ends a tragedy when the wife denounces her husband and goes into exile with her father and mother.
Probably " Khavah " will score successfully in houses that cater to Jewish audiences. As a piece
of pictorial entertainment, however, it falls short. It is far too long in the first place, while its subtitles
are very poorly written. The acting of the cast is keyed at a high emotional pitch throughout and much
of the power of the story is lost owing to a lack of shading in the characterizations. Let it be cut, retitled and shown again. Before it is shown to any audience these remedial faults should be eliminated.
The cast is headed by Alice Hastings, who performs the title role with a strong show of feeling. —
Length, 7 reels. — Peter Milne.
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
Khavah
Alice Hastings
In preparing this plan book the idea has been
Cantileanhusband?
Orthodox
Jewess be inhappy
with a Gen-in
Fedka
Alex Tenenholtz
to
offer
suggestions
as
regards
advertising
to
the
Do
differences
temperament,
exhibitor that will have a direct appeal to Jews.
Tobias, Khavah's father Giacomo Masuroff
mode
of
living,
interfere?
Whatever
are your
All
of
your
newspaper
advertisements
then
should
Khavah's mother
Billee Wilson
Parasha, Fedka's mother
Sonia Radin
beliefs you should see " Khavah " — a vital picbring out the fact that " Khavah " is based on a ture.
story by Sholom Aleichem, the Jewish author.
Ivan, Fedka's father
Phil Sanford
This together with the statement of the fact that
Khavah's sister
Anna Kay
it is a story of old Russia, taking place in the
Should different races intermarry? See
Fedka's
chum
Ray
Friedgen
By Sholom Aleichem.
Ukraine, and dealing with the incompatability of " Khavah."
Scenario by Charles E. Davenport.
temperament between a Jewish wife and a ChrisDirected by Charles E. Davenport.
tian husband, should prove of special interest to
Assistant Director, Ray Friedgen.
those Jews who are of strictly orthodox faith.
Can love surpass differences in race and reliPhotographed by Irving Ruby.
Don't riagebedid not
afraidturnto out
playsuccessfully.
up the fact The
that same
the maridea
gion. See " Khavah."
has been used in plays time and again and was
PROGRAM READER
An adaptation of the story of the same name
never
criticized
adversely
on
this
account.
by Sholom Aleichem — the Jewish Mark Twain.
The old world is still struggling with problems
Mention of the names of the leading members
that have been more or less successfully solved by
of the cast will also mean something to these
the new. One of these centers about the question
Presenting the Jewish side of a vital question.
audiences particularly if you dwell on the fact
of race prejudice. For instance is it possible for
that Alice Hastings, the featured member, took
Jew and Gentile to marry and to continue to lead
a happy existence? It is such a question that
the leading
role are
in "followed
Turn tothere
the seems
Right."
these
suggestions
to beIf
" Khavah
up. " ofKhavah
an adaptasmall reason why the picture should not score
tion of one" oftakes
the works
Sholom" is
Aleichem,
the
dy-madebito
troduced as a rea
an-r
successfully before Jewish audiences.
renowned Jewish author, and will shortly be
for the
nouncement
was inder exhi
Rea
m
shown at this theatre. From the standpoint of
gra
Pro
E
TH
to insert in his house organ.
dramatic merit, the picture ranks exceedingly
THE STORY
high, inasmuch as the story, written by a Jew,
It is a short, chatty, little notice
has been enacted largely by a cast of Jewish
Khavah, daughter of Tobias, a Jew, loves
about the feature to come, gives inplayers. As a consequence, these people have
Fedka, the son of a Christian elder in a little
rding
been able to grasp the full significance of the
terestinginfacts rega
and. preRussian village. Tobias is looked upon as the
sents them
interesting itstyle
author's
message,
presenting
it
on
the
screen
vitsage
of
the
village
and
is
a
student
of
the
Talally and realistically. The large cast is headed
ram.
Clip
it
for
your
prog
When he- learns that his daughter desires
by Alice Hastings, formerly leading woman in to straymud.from
the religion of her forefathers, he
the stage play,The" Turn
to thehasRight,"
Alex
determines to save her from herself and arranges
Tennenholtz.
picture
been and
carefully
for
her
to
marry
the son of a Jewish merchant.
produced and gives a wonderful insight into RusBut Khavah knows her own mind and refuses to
sian
life
before
it
was
so
radically
affected
by
the war.
accede toTobias
her father's
wishes
and after
runs the
off cerewith
Fedka.
is apprised
of this
mony is performed and reaches the church in
PRESS NOTICE
time to see Khavah carried off by the merry wedding guests. Upon his return home Tobias in" Khavah,"
a seven-reel
by
forms the family that Khavah has married a
Zion
Films from
a story_ ofproduction
the same made
name by
Christian and that therefore she is lost to them
Sholom Aleichem, the renowned Jewish author,
forever.
will be the main attraction at the
theatre
of in aweek.
" Khavah
In the home of Fedka, Khavah is happy for a
is laid on
in the old Russia,
corner
of the"
while, asha,
butquickly
the manifests
meanness itself
of Fedka's
mother,lifeParUkraine and tells of the love of Khavah, a Jewess,
and makes
for
for Fedka, a Christian. Despite the objections of her a drudgery.
This is greatly aggravated when
their parents, objections which are more than
Fedka's father, Ivan, starosta of the village, is
mere
protests
frompredictions
Khavah's offamily,
they folk
are
married.
By the
the older
ordered from
by thetheCzar's
officers
to banishKhavah
the Tobias
family
village.
Although
does
hold true. The temperaments of the young people
vary so that before long their happiness has
know
of
the
order,
Parasha's
actions
toward
flown. And it is made all the more difficult for not
her are so brutal, that she decides to stifle her
Khavah owing to the fact that she is obliged to pride and return to her family. She halts her
father
on the roadway and begs forgiveness, but
live with dignities
Fedka's
parents
and
suffer
various
infrom them. In the end they separate,
he would have nothing of her and drives off in
Khavah prefering to go with her father, mother
his cart as she falls crying in the roadway.
and sister into exile than remain with a family
In the meanwhile Ivan prepares to carry out
with whom she has nothing in common.
The picture has been carefully produced, all the order of banishment which by this time is
known by every one in the village. The story
the high lights of the original works having been
comes to a climax when Fedka learns that Khawell preserved
the pictured
version.
The locations are true toin life,
a fact which
all those
who
vah has deserted him and rushes to the scene of
the banishment. Here the order is read to Tobias.
have seen Russia, will readily admit. The leading roles are very carefully taken by a cast of Khavah, in hiding, then comes forward and deselected players. Alice Hastings, who scored
clares that if her fr mily is banished she too must
success on the legitimate stage in the popular
be banished, for she renounces her marriage vows
production
"
Turn
to
the
Right
"
essays
the
title
to Fedka and is again a Jewess. The little family
role and gives an emotional performance worthy
slowly wend their way across the hill tops to a
indeed of her fame. Alex Tenneholtz, Giacomo
Scene from " Khavah
showing
newer happiness where only love will reign suMasuroff and Phil Sanford appear in other imings and "Anna
Kay Alice Hastportant roles, acting with fine regard to type.
preme.
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Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of
the Metro Film Corporation, who has been
in Los Angeles on business connected with
the settlement of the estate of the late
Harold Lockwood, left here Friday for
New York. He will make the trip east via
San Francisco, Seattle and Vancouver,
B. C.
Maxwell Karger and George D. Baker
this week left the Los Angeles studios for
a brief trip to New York in the interests
of the Metro company.
The Hale Hamilton company, under the
direction of Harry L. Franklin, is at work
on the production of a story of South
America entitled, " Full of Pep."
Upon the completion of his present production,One-Thing-at-a-Time
"
O'Day,"
taken from the William Dudley Pelley
stories of that name, the Bert Lytell company will begin the making of another film
of similar length entitled, " It's Easy to
Make Money." The story was written by
John H. Blackwood and will be staged
under the direction of John Ince. Frank
Currier has been cast for an important
role in the forthcoming production.
The May Allison company which recently completed the production of " His
Father's Wife," is at present making ready
to start work on a film version of the Will
Irwin Saturday Evening Post story,
" Free," a tale of a parlor Bolshevik. The
story has been put into scenario form by
George D. Baker and will be staged under
the direction of Herbert Blache. Pal Trenton appears in the role of the college-bred
Bolshevik and Kathleen Kerrigan plays the
part of his female co-worker.
As a means to speed up production,
the Bert Lytell company has for the time
being been divided into two units, one
under the direction of John Ince making
the bigger scenes of the story with Robert
Kurrle at the camera, and Webster Cullison making the close ups and minor scenes
with
man. Eugene Gaudio, Nazimova's camera-

William C. De Mille is at work on the
production of a screen production of " Peg
O' My Heart," adapted by Olga Printzlau
from the Hartley Manners stage production of the same name. Wanda Hawley
appears in the title role with Thomas
Meighan in the leading masculine role
opposite.
Under the direction of James Cruze, the
Wallace Reid company this week completed
the production of " You're Fired," a pic-

ture based on the O. Henry story which
appeared under the title, " The Halberdier
of the Little Rindsch loss." Wanda Hawley appears in the leading role opposite
him.
Bryant Washburn has just completed "A
Very
Young appears
Man," a in
comedy
drama.
Helen Good
Chadwick
the leading
role opposite with Helen Eddy and Anna
Q. Nilsson in important roles.
The Robert Warwick company is at present on location in the mountains of Idaho,
where, under the direction of George Melford, they are at work on the production
of a film version of " Told in the Hills."
This is taken from the novel written
twenty-five years ago by Marah Ellis Ryan
and which was regarded at that time as the
most successful novel of the decade. Ann
Little plays the leading role opposite Warwick. "Told in the Hills " is to be released as a Paramount-Artcraft special.
Under the direction of Irvin Willate, the
Lila Lee company has this week completed
their production of " The Daughter of the
Wolf " which originally appeared as a
magazine. Lila Lee appears in the title
role with Elliott Dexter in the leading male
part. This is a story of the north and is
the first production in which Miss Lee has
ever taken a melodramatic lead.

The Mary MacLaren company, under the
direction of Tod Browning, this week began the production of a screen version of
" The Petal on the Current," the story of
a department store worker in New York.
The story appeared originally as a Cosmopolitan novel from the pen of Fanny
Hurst and has been prepared for film production by Waldemar Young. Miss MacLaren is supported by Robert Andersen,
Fritzi Ridgway, Ina Claire and other well
known Universal players. The company
is to leave shortly for San Francisco where
a number of exterior scenes will be made
around the department stores of that city.

Onlyfore thea completion
few more days'
worklatest
remains
beof the
Dorothy
Phillips production, " The Right to Happiness," which is being staged under the
direction of Allen Holubar. In this picture Miss Phillips appears in a double role
with William Stowell opposite and a supporting cast including Robert Andersen,
Hector Sarno, Winter Hall, Henry Barrows, Margaret Mann, Stanhope Wheatcroft and Alma Bennett.
The George Seigmann company is well
into the work of preparing " The Spitfire
of Seville " for the screen. Hedda Nova,
former Vitagraph star, appears in the leading role of this production with Claire
Bessie Love, under the direction of DaAnderson, Marion Skinner, Alfred Allen,
vid Smith, is at work on the production
Robert Gray and Edgar Alof a new feature which has a working title Leo lenMaloney,
in the supporting cast. The story was
of " Hurrying Fate and Geraldine," and
by Joseph Franklin Poland and put
is based upon the story of that name by written
into scenario form by Waldemar Young.
Florence Morse Kingsley. Wallace McEric von Stroheim, author, director and
Donald has been engaged as leading man
Star
of " The Pinnacle " has brought his
opposite Miss Love and Aggie Herring,
back to the studio from the snows
who appeared in her latest completed pic- company
of San Jacinto mountain where he has
ture, has been re-engaged to play the role
been making exteriors in the production
of Mrs. Connors in the current producand is at work on the final scenes for this
tion. Dorothea Wolbert, Frank Hayes and
story. Francelia Billington appears oppoJake Abram complete the cast.
site von Stroheim with Sam De Grasse,
The William Duncan company has be- H. Gibson-Gowland, Jack Perrin and
gun work on the first episode of a new
Valerie Germonprez supporting.
serial, title for which has not yet been anMonroe Salisbury, under the direction
nounced. The new chapter play is from
the pens of Albert E. Smith and Cyrus . of Rupert Julian is making ready to start
Townsend Brady.
production on a picture entitled, " Devils
Friends." The story was writEarleon Montgomery
and Joe
are of
at ' Have tenTheir
especially for the Salisbury company
work
a comedy under
the Rock
direction
by
Elliott
Clawson
of the company scenario
Gilbert Pratt. Blanche Payson, Louise
Granville, Max Asher, Billy Fay and Owen
department and is being staged with William Stowell, Colleen Moore, Ethel Ritchie,
Evans comprise the supporting cast. No
Virginia Foltz, Sydney Franklin, Harry
title has been assigned the picture.
Antonio Moreno and Carrol Holloway
Du Roy and Arthur Jassman in the supare working on episodes eight, nine, ten,
porting cast.
With Frank Mayo in the title role, Lynn
eleven and twelve of their serial, " The
Perils of Thunder Mountain."
Reynolds' production of the screen version
Under the direction of James Young,
of Joseph Medill Patterson's novel, " A
the Earle Williams company is rapidly
Little Brother of the Rich," is well under
nearing the completion of their latest proway. J. Barney Sherry, Kathryn Adams,
duction,The
"
Hornet's Nest," taken from
Lily make
Leslie,upGeorge
Webb ofandthe Jack
the story by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
bert
the balance
cast. Gil- '
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The William S. Hart company this week
returned from Sacramento, Cal., where
they had gone to make a number ok exterior scenes in the production of their
next western subject.
After a few days' work at the studio, the
company is to leave again for location,
this time to Victorvil^e, Cal, on the edge
of the Mojave Desert where they are to
make additional exteriors for the production. With them are to go as manyr prairie
schooners as are available in Los Angeles
and a company of between two and three
hundred extra players who will make up
the wagon train called for by the action of
the story.
No title has thus far been assigned the
production, but it is announced that much
of the action takes place during the western migration following the discovery of
gold
'49. stellar role with
Hartin California
appears inin the
Jane Novak opposite and a supporting cast
including Robert McKim, Leo O. Pierson
and Lloyd Bacon, son of Frank Bacon, at
present playing in the title role of " Lightnin'" in New York,
After three years as a producer of screen
and legitimate stage productions for the
G. M. Anderson interests in New York
and Los Angeles, Jesse J. Robbins has
severed his connections with that organization. Leaving New York, Mr. Robbins
this week arrived in Los Angeles which is
to be the scene of his future operations,
which are to be confined to the production
of motion pictures. Robbins is well known
on the coast. For a number of years he
was head of the Essanay studio at Niles,
Cal., which post he relinquished to found
the Robbins Photoplays company in Los
Angeles. He was instrumental in signing
Chaplin with the Essanay company. Following George K. Spoor's purchase of Anderson's interest inwiththeAnderson
Essanay for
company,
Robbins remained
whom
he continued to make pictures- in Los Andio. geles and at the company's Fort Lee stuAt the Jesse D. Hampton studios, H. B.
Warner is still at work on the production
of "A Pagan God," a story adapted by
George Elwood Jenks from the original
story by F. McGrew Willis. William Desmond is making the concluding scenes for
" Bare Fisted Gallagher " for the same
company. Agnes Vernon appears opposite
him.
•
Great Authors. Inc.," announces a premier public showing of their recently completed filmization of Stewart Edward
White's novel, " The Westerners " in the
very near future. The story was made
under the direction of Edward Sloman
with a cast including Mildred Manning,
Roy Stewart, Wilfred Lucas, Robert McKim and Graham Pettie.
Lloyd C. Haynes, president of the Brentwood Film corporation, returned to Los
Angeles this week from New York where
he has. been for several months arranging
for the distribution of the first of the
Brentwood productions, " The Turn in the
Road."
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Weather — Mayish.
Bill Desmond sold one man a
$40,000
Frank bond.
Borzage is wearing a
cane these days.
Metro and Goldwyn studios
have baseball teams.
Max Karger hit the rattler for
NewClaraYorkKimball
this week.
Young• has gone
back to see Broadway.
Glen Cavender contemplates
having his false bangs cut.
Tony Moreno is now on the
eighth peril of Thunder Mountain.Lee Moran was married again
this week to Mildred Moore, nee
Lee.Mary MacLaren is Liberty
Loaning up and down the Coast.
So Ina Claire is to play in
Universal pictures, we learn.
George
Did 'em
Bakerwith
is giving New York
a treat
his
presence.
Friends if ofsheGertrude
'SelbyYork
have
inquired
Bill Farnum liked
came New
out of the
wilds of Palm Springs this week
to Mon.
get a Salisbury
shave.
is spending a
week in the mountains with a
camera pointed at him.
G. W. Bitzer (Billy) made a
substantial
this
week. call at Hokum's office
Bess Love is doing " Hurrying
Fate and speed.
Geraldine," all of which
indicate
Bert Lytell is starring in "It's
Easy toanything
Make about
Money,"our ifindusthat
try.
means
Mary Alden is reported to have
stepped out with a wonderful
Easter bonnet on Easter Day.
Margarita Fisher has a new
personal
representative
who signs
the letter
S. E. Zive.
You
sneeze it.
Bertram Bracken had his moustache waxed early this week and
began making a new Henry Walpicture. is next to be seen
BillthallStowell
in " Devils Have Their Friends,"
and the chorus singeth " AproArt Rosson has been directing
cowboys so long he is threatened
with the Wild West fever.
Roy the
Stone1919writes
to of
inquire
when
edition
the
Studio Directory will be issued.
Bill Duncan has lost his mind
againpos."and is stark mad in the
production of another Vitagraph
serial. _ Press
have been
lax for
the
lastAgents
few weeks,
as Hokum
has not received a mistaken identity story.
Darrell Foss was nominated the
" dude " for the lot in Metro the
other tiredday,
and life.
immediately reto private
_ From
out have
Bob reports
Brunton's
Studio nest
way we
thatpublic
ErWard is practicing
speaking on the set.
Chick and Tiny Harvey, vaudeville troupers, were guests of
their former associate, William
Vitagraph-Serial
Montgomery andDuncan.
Rock, the big
Vers, are reported by us making
another laughable comedy this
week, all of which is not news.
Enid Bennett has had a vacation and now works day and
night to make up for it, but she
wouldn't
frienddriver.
husband, Fred
Niblo, is say
a slave
Jack Cunningham has received
eleven offers in as many days, but
.the magnetism - of Frank Keenan
keeps him on the job for tha't
star.
Henry Lehrman went through
town the other. day in his $12,000
automobile and honked the horn
at the Railroad Crossing.
Bert Lytell made an after lunch
speech this week at the Los Angeles Advertising Club, and his
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Ifoookum
MORE

NEWS
-—
hearers bought $46,000 worth of —
1
brown
eyes when " Bare Fisted
bonds.
" comes
the with
screen.a
The controversy of why Ethel Gallagher
Al Holubar
got onaway
sheet containing a charge
Lynne
has anthis" E week
" on when
her name
was ended
the swindle
for $22 worth
of cigars,
and theto
Universal
cashier
is expecting
Christie
star
admitted
the
"
E
"
stood for Ethel.
see
something
similar
on
Bill Hart is back from the Sac- expense accounts. Al,future
we
ramento River, where he Cor- wouldn't cause him any surprises.
ralled and rounded up the Missis- " Mickey " Neilan has been so
River steamboats.
accepting congratulatory
better sippiafter
his vacation. Bill looks busy
telegrams for uniting with First
Adam Hull Shirk announces National
that he has been forced
that his three weeks of training to send letters
of regret for nine
with Houdini has put him in ring dinner
engagements.
That boy
side condition for parlor magic Mickey is popular.
and the removal of bracelets.
Double H Van Loan is writing
J. Frank Glendon promises to
Bessie
Barriscale but
entell what the " J " stands for as a storytitled "for
on Delivery,"
soon asished, andhisso next
picture
is fin- followed Cash
his
usual
policy
in
takwe hold
our breath.
and receiving
John McCormack was seen checking theforcontract
half with
the order.a
snooping about several studios Van is a regular bisness man.
this week, but every place told it When Dave Hartford went to
was a silent drama cannery.
Canada he forgot all the World
And now we learn that George was
not like California and was
almost frozen to death. He has
Ovey
and
Reggie
Morris
are
coworking
for
the
betterment
of
the
now
applied for the position of
Universal comedy.
booster of the Los Angeles
Tortoise shell glasses are now chief
C. of C. Dave can talk pretty
being worn by Jay Belasco, and loud, too.
he disclaims any relationship to Right'em Cecil Smith of Tom
the well known producer.
Ince's authorial staff has a new
Harry Beaumont was insulted story with a new twist of the old
this week when a party called triangle, and many of us are exhim Bowmont. Harry is not the
pecting to
severalturn
of theover
well inknown
same man they named the oil dramatists
their
fields after.
graves
if
they
hear
about
Theodore Taylor is alliterative Hedda Nova, the Russiait. actif nothing more, for pipe this line
be " The Spitfire of
about Alice Lake, who uses the Seville ress,"is to
for Universal, but what
makin's in almost every scene : does a mere matter of nationality
mean in pictures as exemplified
" the
TomrollMixof the
is toroller."
be starred in in
the fact that George Seigman
is
to be the director and Joe
the
picture
titled
"
Speed,"
and
Franklin
Poland is the author?
we predict
he'll wear overcoat
that blackof
and
white checkered
Nilsson theis full
rehis, even if this is the silent Anna ported toQuincy
have suggested
drama.
name
for
the
Burlington
Route
Bill Desmond and H. B. War- Chicago, Burlington and Quincy—
ner agreed to decide who is the — but is perfectly satisfied with
best dressed man of the Hampton the fame she is gaining by her
Studio by the flip of a coin now appearance
in Metro productions.
that thev are the only two stars malady.
Quincy is a pretty name, not a
left.
The U Zoo has an innocent
has been camp-in
looking
with genteel
whisk- Peggy
out inHyland
Bearis Valley.
ers andburro
rattlesnake
disposition
this inginstance
a proper Bear
name,
which they want to send over to not
an
adjective.
People up
Holland for the Kaiser to ride.
There is one periodical of the there will give com Movie
odations, and thereFolks
are acno
American journalistic sea that
" Movies and Dogs not
knows haw to spell the name of signs
wanted,"
such
as
are
seen
in
a certain William Fox star and spots in Hollywood.
so
we
print
it
below
—
MADLAINE TRAVERSE. We love The tionPolice
attenis calledDepartment's
to the following
ourselves and sing: "Of all my
from Press Agent Taylor of
wife's relations I love Myself the item
Metro : " William V. Mong indulged in a three-way coin-matchLouis
Chaudest
ens to beWilliam
the Caruso
of the threatsilent
ing game with Cameraman
Arand Assistant
comedy drama, so his neighbors ' Mickeythur' Martinelli
Whalen and quit twensay. His instructor says he has
a wonderful voice, but does not
ty-two cents poorer — if that's a
add for what.
Dorothy De Vore now claims Anita Stewart's picture in colBest."
handsomely
done by
a lithogshe capitalized
at the tiewsorsitem."
rapher of national
repute
was
beginning
of thetheWar" Vto " indicate
Victory, and then someone said : seen on our street this week. She
" You mean Vernon," and poor had advice from the First >. aDorothy was all fussed.
tional that the
picshownsamein kind
many ofother
Who knows but what May Al- cities turesofwereour
size,
and
so
the
lisondaughtmayer— anywaj',
prove an
step- pleasure was not all Hollywood.
she ideal
is playing
a part something . like that in John Warren Kerrigan has
" His Father's Wife," but we found another position. Jack is
don't know who he is ; anyway, a good boy. He loves all his
it is said to be a good story.
former employees. He speaks in
Tlie Boys, Eddie Lyons and glowing terms of every one — a
Lee Moran, were the honored red-hot-glow.
And now we learn
guests of an Oakland annual cele- of a movement on the part of his
bration
attended
by
thirty
thouformer
employees,
Messrs. Essansand and the girls nearly danced
American, Universal,
Paralta
them to death. The Boys say it and ay,Hampton,
to club together
and buy him a loving cup.
is 'ell to be so popular.
James J. Corbett, of squared
Geraghty has come home
circle fame, is reported to be to Tom
us after going about in the
rathering temperament all about East.
says he almost went
Universal City because he was to bed Tom
one night, but now that
dropped in a sewer the other day. he is back
in Hollywood two
But let it be known that it was days he has caught
up with his
a made to order sewer.
sleep.
Tom
will contribute to
" Brownie " Vernon, who dis- these here columns,
giving us his
appeared from the screen about a intimate opinions of things as
year ago, has been discovered by they are back there. Tom is a
Jesse D. Hampton, and shortly keen thinker and never hits an
the public will look into her Underwood letter key sideways.
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The
Film Market
Announces
Many
Sales
ROBERT WL Priest, president of The
Forty Tom Mix one reel re-issues to
Southeastern Pictures Corporation, Atlanta,
Film Market, Inc., reports the followGeorgia, for Tennessee, North and South
ing sales: Twelve two reel animal and
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and Florida;
western subjects (negatives) starring
the same forty single reel Tom Mix subKathlyn Williams, twenty* single reel westjects to Morris Berger, Craft Pictures Corern subjects (negatives), starring Kathporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., for Eastern
lyn Williams. Seven Jack Pickford draPenn. and Virginia.
matic subjects (negatives) and one fivereel western subject (negative), Tom Mix,
" Zongar, The Daredevil of Romance " to
in "The Heart of Texas Ryan," Exclusive
Max Glucksman for Argentina, Chile, UruFeatures, Inc.
guay, Paraguay.
"The Spoilers" to Motion Picture Pro" The Spoilers " to Sol Lesser for Caliducts, Chicago, for Illinois and Indiana;
fornia, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian Islands.
"The Natural Law" to Walter A. Baier,
Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
"The Spoilers" to Benjamin Friedman,
"Zongar, The Daredevil of Romance,"
Minneapolis, for Minnesota, North and
to Columbus Film Company ;
South Dakota and Wisconsin.
To Gonzolo Varela S. en C. City of Mex" A House Divided " to Frank G. HallT
ico, "The Still Alarm," " Persuasive
for the United States and Canada and to
Peggy." " The Silent Mystery " and " The
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Exporters.
Messenger of Death."
Bruce

Scenic

Ready

for

First-Run Bookings
" An Essay of the Hills," the new Robert
C. Bruce scenic, is now available for firstrun bookings, the new prints having been
completed at the laboratory and shipped
last week to the various Educational exchanges. The picture will be remembered
from its pre-release showing at the Rialto
in April, where it enjoyed an exceptionally
fine reception. The release to the exchanges isfollowing the usual Educational
schedule, approximately four weeks later
than the first-run in New York.

Signs
Barry
•
An Blackton
important member
of the
supporting
cast being assembled by J. Stuart Blackton
for his newest production, the theme and
title of which have not yet been announced,
is Mme. Margaret Barry, the Russian
actress.
Although Madame Barry is an American
by birth, California being her native State,
most of her career has had Russia for its
setting. It is said that she was a protege
of Madame Modjeska who inspired her
interest in Russian and Polish art and influenced her decision to study abroad.
DODular of British Film Stars.

Picture

Charles F. Schwerin, who recently purchased
a big block '■ ofUnpardonable
southern territory
Sin " on " The
Secures Miriam Sabbage
Film Booking Offices, Ltd., announce that
they have secured the services of Miss
Miriam J. Sabbage, the winner of the £500
First Prize of the "Daily Mirror" £1,000
Beauty Competition.
Miss Sabbage is stated to have many
qualifications for film acting — the possession of a mobile face, high intelligence,
and a keen dramatic sense, as well as being
a thoroughly fine open-air girl and a very
capable swimmer. She has in her the
charms, it is said, of a very promising film
actress and it is believed by Film experts
that in the winner of the " Daily Mirror "
Competition they have found a beautiful
girl who bids fair to be one of the most
popular of British Film Stars.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to March 2, 1919.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
CAMBRIC
MASK,
THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
"
Star
in
version
of
unusual
Chambers
story."
—
M. P. News.
"
Good
farce
idea
is
basis
of
star's
latest
picture."
—
M.
P.
News.
ALIAS MIKE MORAN (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(MAR. 2)
MAR. 29
(APR. 5)
MAY 3
"A real human character the centre of fine story." — M. P. News.
News.
"
Mary
Pickford
in
brittle
comedy
drama,
fairly
diverting."
—
M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Extra big business." " It drew fairly
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business
seven
days."
"
Picture
below
well."
Consensus —ADVENTURESS,
" Good picture, good
Pickford standard. Average business."
AMATEUR
THEpuller."
(METRO) EMMY WEHLEN
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS (PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
" ExcellentWIFE,
comedy THE
marks(UNIVERSAL)
star's return to MARY
screen." MACLAREN
— M. P. News.
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 1
AMAZING
" Strong story but a little loose. Human touches plentiful. — M. P. News.
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
"
Good,
but
very
light
show.
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Bessie Love has not drawing power." " One of the most pleasing
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
stories
I
have
shown
in
a
long
time.
Big
business."
"Really
good
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business."
film but star does not pull well here. This and lack of advertising
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
average
puller."
caused
extremely
poor
business."
AS A MAN THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
(APR. 27)
_
MAY 3 CHARGE
IT TO ME (AMERICAN) MARGARITA FISHER
" New
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
News. four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (MAY 4)
APR. 26 COMMON
" Star continues
her(PATHE)
frolicsome FANNIE
career in WARD
slender comedy."
— M.2)....
P. News.
CLAY
(MARCH
FEB. 8
(Six Parts)
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
" As satisfactory
as all the(VITAGRAPH)
Harry Carey pictures."
M. P.
News.
BEATING
THE ODDS
HARRY — T.
MOREY
Exhibitor Comment — " Generally good picture. Good box-office attrac(MAY 12)
MAY 10
tion. Bigthree
business
seven days,
days."then" Big
first extra
two" days,
then
extra big
following
big business
and finishing
big again
" Star continues his forceful way in a romantic drama." — M. P. News.
BEST MAN, RIGAN
THE(MAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
J. WARREN KERon the —seventh
Consensus
-" Fine day."
picture, strong puller."
4)
MAY 10 COURAGEOUS
COWARD, THE
" Star appears in mystery story flavored with romance." — M. P. News.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
(APR. (ROBERTSON-COLE)
14)
APR. 26
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and enjoyed by everyone. Average
"
Story
of
great
interest;
Japanese
lovers FANNIE
united." — M.
P. News.
business three days."
CRY OF THE WEAK, THE (PATHE)
WARD
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
" Fannie
Ward in an absorbing play of crime and punishment." — M. P.
"Novel and very entertaining; characterizations good." — M. P. News.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too lone for
DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY
(MAR. 30)
MAY 17
patrons.
the better
gallery."
" Decidedly
different.
over
fine, Disappointing
especially withto the
element.
Well worth
while Went
play" Human interest story that hits the mark." — M. P. News.
ing. Good business against bad weather." " Very well liked to big
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
business."
Dreams.' With the same star. They like Madge Kennedy here but
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
■NOT in the kind of stuff Goldwyn is handing out lately. Poor busiBLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
nes ." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
it. Opened big business but fell down second day." " Not up to
"
Melodrama
with
power
and
pathos,
and
Bert
Lytell."
—
M.
P.
News.
Goldwyn standard. Very ordinary." " My, but this was awful! Our
BLINDING TRAIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
patrons said so and we say so.f " This picture did not draw well
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
and it's no wonder. Madge Kennedy deserves a better fate."
" Predominant element is suspense ; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " LITTLE
Good picture,
averageTHEpuller."
DELICIOUS
DEVIL,
(UNIVERSAL) MAE
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
MURRAY (APR. 27)
MAY 3
" Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comm-nt — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
"
A
highlv
pleasing
comedy
with
Mae
Murray
starred."
—
M.
P.
News.
average business." " Lytell's popularity is increasing wonderfully
END OF THERIGAN GAME,
THE (HODKINSO'N) J. WARREN KER(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
with every release."
Consensus
— " Good
puller."SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
BOLSHEVISM
ON picture,
TRIAL good
(SELECT
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
pictures. MAGDALENE,
Average to poor THE
business."
ETERNAL
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
" Picture as goodTHEas its(PIONEER)
title; square HENRY
deal." — M.B. P.WALTHALL
News.
BOOMERANG,
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
(MAY 26)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
"Star
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rain
News. and competent players in capital versus labor picture." — M. P.
early in afternoonMARRIAGE
People satisfied."
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8 EXPERIMENTAL
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TAL(Seven Parts)
MADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
" A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the bell." — M. P. News.
"
Stage
play
successfully
turned
into
Him
drama."
—
M.
P.
News.
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Good, interesting picture. Good in any house.
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
Don't advance prices. Big business three days." " Average business
four
days
"
"
The
title
as
well
as
type
of
picture
is
passe
in
this
town.
"Star shows unusual
talent; highlv artistic."
— M. DALTON
P. News.
We have not done regular business on any Rex Beach picture since
EXTRAVAGANCE
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY
' The Barrier ' and ' Auction Block.' " " Went over extra big four
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12
days. S. R. O. to 9.45 p. m."
" Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
big
puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Patrons
liked
it
and
it
drew
heavily."
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22 EYES OF THE SOUL (ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
" A beautiful story presented in a beautiful way." — M. P. News.
" Big business two days."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
public
does
like
a
happy
ending.
However,
this would not be a pood picture if it ended anv other way. Elsie
Consensus — "Fine picture, big puller."
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY) MITCHELL LEWIS
Ferguson is well liked here." " People didn't like it at all. Story
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts).
APR. 5
weak. Poor
business."
Consensus
— " Fair
picture,
average
puller."DANA (APR. 21) MAY 3
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
News.
FALSE
EVIDENCE
(METRO)
VIOLA
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Rebellious heroine finds expression in the woods." — M. P. News.
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
HER
CODE
OF
HONOR
(UNITED)
FLORENCE
REED
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 15
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
good
picture.
Opened
to
average
and
then
Exhibitor Comment
— " Big
business."
FIGHTING
DESTINY
(VITAGRAPH)
HARRY T. MOREY
HOMEto big
BREAKER,
THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
business."
(APR. 20)
MAY 17
" Star in another
pictureTOMwith MIX
mystery
touch."30)
— M. P. APR.
News. 12
News.
FIGHTING
FOR fine
GOLDfighting
(FOX),
(MAR.
"Highly
satisfying comedy drama starring Dorothy Dalton. — M. P.
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fellers, they ate this one up, you bet. Big busiExhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws ioo per cent, in my city." " Mix always
HOUSE
DIVIDED, A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
there. Big
business."
^ BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
Consensus
—
''
Fine
picture,
good
puller."
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
" Entertaining with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
INTRUSION
OF ISABEL
(AMER I CAN-PATH E) MARY MILES
" Hold OFinterest
first to last;
dual role story." — M.
P. News.
MINTER (APR.
13)
APR, 12
FIRES
FAITHfrom(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY)
SPECIAL
ness." satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
" Should
CAST (MAY 18)
...(Six Parts)
MAY 17
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Verv
good
picture
to
big
business."
picture HEALTH
should proveFILMS)
profitable."
OF INTRIGUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
FIT" Salvation
TO WIN Army
(PUBLIC
MAR.— M.2P. News. APR. 12 ISLAND
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
"// it is presented properly it will do immeasurable good." — M. P' News.
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business
three
days."
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. 15
FOLLIES GIRL, THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE THOMAS
"Should GET
give substantial
satisfaction;
grins aplenty."
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
JOHNNY
YOUR GUN
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
FOOLS' GOLD (ARROW) MITCHELL
LEWIS
(MAY
26)
MAY
17
"
Good
chance
for
Stone
to
do
his
acrobatics."
— M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
only.
Average
to
poor
business."
"
Star's
" Mitchell
Lewis the star in a disconnected story. Locations good." —
first two killed him. This was a good picture." " Average business
M. P. News.
FOR APR.
BETTER,
FOR WORSE
(ARTCRAFT)
DE MILLE'S MAY 10
Consensus
— " Good picture, ordinary puller."
three days."
27)
(Six Parts)
JOSSELYN'S
WIFE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAY
5)
MAY 17
"
De
Miile
scores
with
a
tremendous
heart
theme."
—
M.
P.
News.
FORBIDDEN ROOM, THE (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
" Drama
of love quadrangle made effective through surprise finish." —
M. P. News.
(MAR.
2)
'
MAR.
15
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JUNE 1) APR. 26
" Story of love and politics well handled." — M. P. News.
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. All pleased. Good continuity.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
Average THE
business."
FORFEIT,
(HODKINSON) HOUSE PETERS
11)
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Star returns to the screen in Western melodrama." — M. P. News.
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
Exhibitor Comment
— " Pass(FOX)
it up, MADLAINE
fellows. Poor TRAVERSE
business one day."
GAMBLING
IN SOULS
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
Exhibitor Comment — Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Poor
days."extra
" Billie
surely toa average,
winner."with" Fair
Exhibitor Comment—" New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyRhodesbusiness
picture.twoOpened
big Rhodes
and dropped
big
one. Average business." " Average picture, average business." " Picture good but star does not draw." " Good average picture to average
business
seventh
day."
business."
"
This
is
a
good
story.
Madlaine
Traverse
in
her
last
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
average
puller."
three pictures is great. They sure like her here. Coming to the front
LIGHT OF VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
fast as one of our leading stars." " Title killed it here."
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. News.
Consensus— Good
averageA puller."
GENTLEMAN
OF picture,
QUALITY,
(VITAGRAPH) EARLE
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
seems
to
be
adding
to
his
popularity
with
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
each
picture.
Big
business."
LITTLE
COMRADE
(PARAMOUNT)
VIVIAN
MARTIN
" Earle Williams in novel dual role." — M. P. News. ■ (MAR. 30)
AFR. 26
GETTING MARY MARRIED (SELECT) MARION DAVIES
(APR. 13).
APR. 19
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor
Comment
—
"
Little
in
name,
little
in
star,
and
little
in
value.
" Marion (WORLD)
Davies getsVIOLET
good storyPALMER
; excellent(MAY
picture."
— M. P. News. MAY 3
GINGER
5)
LITTLE
INTRUDER,
THE
(WORLD)
LOUISE
HUFF
(APR.
" Story
of bov andTHE
girl love
excellently performed."
P. News.
7)
APR. 5
GIRL
PROBLEM,
(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE — M.
GRIFFITH
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
(MAR. 3)
MAR. 1 LITTLE
ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE)
HAZEL DALY
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Fair
picture.
Poor
business."
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
GIRL WHO STAYED AT HOME, THE (ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
" Comedy drama of the liohter type; heroine pleasing." — M P. Mews.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5 LOVE
CALL. THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODSS
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
(APR. 20)
S.iY 1
Exhibitor ComrfTent — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
"
Simple
Western storyTHE
colored
with star'sJUNE
pcrsrvnlitv."
— M. P. Newx.
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
subjects."
"Proved
a
very
satLOVE DEFENDER,
(WORLD)
ELVIDGE
big and two following davs were
(MAR. 31)
,
.MAR. 29
average business. " Conditions bad. Average business seven days."
" Eternal
told THE
in simplest
— M. P. News.
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
THATTrianole
DARES,
(FOX) form."
MADLAINE
TRAVERSE
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22 LOVE(APR.
20)
MAY 3
" Star in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — ANNABELLE
"Average business."
MANNews.
AND HIS MONEY, A (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
GOOD
GRACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
BURKE
(MAR. 2)
APR. 5
" Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
" Regular Billie Burke type of film; mining atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Billie Burke's last and our box office is glad.
Exhibitor Comment — "Pleasing picture to poor business." "Very
good. A winner. Extra big business three days."
Good comedy
Average business." " Average program picture to average business."
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture,
average
puller."
drama to big business. Thejr like Tom Moore here." " Interesting
GREASED
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
drama with some good comedy." " Extra big business two days."
(APR. 20)
,
MAY 10
" Disagreeable weather. Average business seven days." .
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, big CLASSICS)
puller."
"Star in a comedy with abundant small town atmosphere." — M. P. News.
MAN
OF HONOR,
A. (SCREEN
HAROLD LOCKWOOD
Exhibitor Comment — " He is one star that men and women both like.
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
Extra big and big business four davs and averaee three davs."
HAND INVISIBLE, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
"
Star
in
characteristic
role;
a
colorful
picture."
—
M. P.23)
News. APR. 12
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15 MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR.
"Star's vehicle
marks Harry
Hovt's directorial debut." —SESSUE
M. P. News.
" Has a selliyig point to the woman." — M. P. News.
HEART
IN PAWN,
A (ROBERTSON-COLE)
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to averaee business."
HAYAKAWA (MAR. 10)
MAR. 15 MARRIED
IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
"
Subtitles
boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
good
picture.
Average
business."
"Splendid picture. Good settings. fine shots. Excellent acting. Big
Exhihitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
" Picture made in the same way — Haste! Poor business two days."
business Sundays."
Consensus — " Fair picture, fair puller."
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
HEARTS
ASLEEP
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE
BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" True to life and touches the heart strongs."- — M. P. News.
" Joy for Barriscale fans ; many find fault with story." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
improving.
Very
good
-picture.
Average
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
BusinessOF bigMENand (HIRAM
average." ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
business." " Good film, that's all. Average business."
HEARTS
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
(APR. 27). (sy2 Reels)
APR. 19 MARY REGAN (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART
(MAY 18)
MAY 17
" BebanHELP!
wins your
sympathy;
good GEORGE
film results."
— M. P.(APR.
News. 27) MAY 10
HELP!
POLICE!
(FOX)
WALSH
"Third Anita Stewart picture should prove another success." — M. P.
Rollicking story with George Walsh cutting up capers." — M. P. News.
News."..
.''
• •—
' '

May

The
PICTURE
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MASTER MAN, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (MAY 25).. MAY 17
" Star in a forceful
play ofA love(FIRST
and politics."
— M. P. News.
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE,
NATIONAL)
ANITA
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Commemnt — " In seven days' run opened extra big then big
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' Favorable comments from patrons, high class patronage." " Big business
seven days." " Very pleasing. More pictures on this order. Extra
big business three days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
MISS ADVENTURE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk."- — M. P. News.
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITA GRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing star and story to average business."
MONEY
CORRAL, THE (ARTCRAFT)
WM. S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16) MAR. 29
"Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York.'
Opened
big and
business
with extra
business
the second
day."
" Bum
melodrama
attempted
fun inbig worse
sub-titles.
Walsh
a favorite
but he will never get anywhere in such pictures as this." " Walsh not
a drawing card. Big business first day and poor two following days."
" Poor Walsh picture. Nothing doing until Reel 5. Average business."
Consensus
picture,
big puller." PAULINE FREDERICK
ONE WEEK— "OFGoodLIFE
(GOLDWYN)
(APR. 13)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satisfaction." Fans
"
do not like dual roles. Poor business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
(MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business." " Viola Dana always pleases."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days." " Fine picture to average business."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" They reform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
pictures." " Opened big and then average business."
Consensus
" Good picture, MABEL
average NORMAND
puller."
PEST,
THE — (GOLDWYN)
(APR. 20) MAY 3
Tl^e
eccentric
Mabel
of
olden
days
in Normand
a good comedy."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
1"
Typical
Mabel
type
Not
overstrong as to plot. Pleased. Good story would helpof a picture.
lot. Average
business."
PETTI GREW'S GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
( (MAR. 23). .
APR. 19
" Heart interest is exceptional; war romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Very good picture and one of many with war
background to get away to even average business."
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
'.
" If(APR.
you're13)...
looking for big melodrama,
here it is." — M. P. News. APR. 19
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell." "Some
'meller.' First day poor business, second day average and third day
big business." " Splendid picture that holds all through. Well received and spoken of for days after. Big and average business."
Consensus
" Splendid
big puller."MARGARET BLANCHE .
PLACE
IN —THE
SUN, Apicture,
(TRIANGLE)
ti (MAY 4) . . .
MAY 10
" Cyril
News. Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
( (MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." " A very fair feature. Story interesting." " Very good picBig business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out in ture.
droves."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
POPPY
HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
(MAR.GIRL'S
15)..
APR. 5
"New styh picture for Tivo-Gun hero: should win out." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big down to average business." " Drew big but disappointed
everybody. Story rotten. Our patrons said so." ' 'Bad local conditions but good picture. Poor business seven days."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
Story of a woman's
supreme
sacrifice.
Artificial
but
picturesque."
—
V
M. P. News. .
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"Norma LOVE
Talmadae
delinhtful as theLILA
Probation
PUPPY
(PARAMOUNT)
LEE wife."
(MAR.— M.
2)P. Nev^MAR. 29
Youthful romance scores with Lila Lee as star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Receipts, picture and comment ' rotten.' "
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PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
FISHER (MAR. 16) ...!
MAR. 15
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down-town house." " Net much picture to
average —business."
Consensus
" Good
picture,THEbig puller."
QUICKENING
FLAME,
(WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(APR. 21)
APR. 26
"
Vivid
story
of
marital
unhappmess
in
melodrama."
— M. P. News.
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE ^FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business."
RED LANTERN, THE (METRO) (SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10,
" Star superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
News.
REGULAR FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Clean and ANGEL,
delightful THE
comedy;(PARAMOUNT)
thrills toward theSHIRLEY
end." — M. MASON
P. News.
RESCUING
(APR. 6.)
MAY 3
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Fair only to average
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
ROADbusiness."
CALLED STRAIGHT, THE (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON (APR. 20)
MAY 10
" Bennison'
News. s tricks and personality show to good advantage." — M. P.
ROARING ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
" Fast and
exciting(METRO)
picture with
hair-raising
M. P. News.
SATAN,
JUNIOR
VIOLA
DANA climax."
(MAR. — 3)
MAR. 15
Star is excellent in new role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture to good business." "All good: no
exception. Big to extra big business." " A very good picture. Well
liked. Always
does business."
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture, bin Puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
" One of SHADOW,
best Marie Osborne
pictures; heart SPECIAL)
appeal." — M.MAE
P. News.
SCARLET
THE (UNIVERSAL
MURRAY (MAR. 3)
(Six Parts)
..MAR. 15
" Fans will no doubt like this one; comedy is entertaining." — -M .P.N ews.
Exhibitor Comment — 1" Not as good as recent Mae Murray productions.
Average business." " Average picture to big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Drew
big
on
double
bill
and
they
liked
it."
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
'Entertaining version of 'Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Picture
onlv
fair.
Big
business."
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 2t
" Frnnk Keennn in a dominatina rhar act erir.ntio-" '' — M. P. News
SIREN'S SONG, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAY 4).. MAY 17
News. in story of love and intolerance ; fairly convincing." — M. P.
" Star
SOME LIAR (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAY 19).. MAY 17
" Star breeies TOthrough
extravagant farce BRYANT
comedy." — M.
P. News.
SOMETHING
DO in(PARAMOUNT)
WASHBURN
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture to extra big business." " Not up
to Washburn standard. Average business."
ConsensusMEADE
— " Good (GOLDWYN)
picture, good puller."
SPEEDY
LOUIS BENNISON ,
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
" Story of pleasing sort; player's personality helps." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Star
not' known
but coming
new typeComment
of Western
picture.
Opened here
average
business fast.
first Splendid
dav and
last day to big business." " Our patrons are not so strong for Westerns
but
they
like
Bennison.
Average
business."
"
They
like
Bennison
here. Business gets bigger with each feature released and played with
this star. Extra
big business."
Consensus
Excellent
picture bin puller."
SPOTLIGHT— " SADIE
(GOLDWYN)
MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
" Star shines in role of a pious chorus girl." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ' Average business two days." "As good as the
usual Mae Marsh picture. Average business." " Just fair only.
~
"(
s."
Poor
'
nvisensu's
Pleasing
average
PullerGLADYS
"
STITCH busines
IN— " TIME,
A picture,
(VITAGRAPH)
LESLIE
(MAYsimulates
5)
. '.— M..'
MAY
" Star
an appcalina story."
P. News.
STRONGER
VOW,gladness
THE in(GOLDWYN)
GERALDINE
FARRAR
(APR. 27)
,
MAY
" Star inOF picture
background."EDITH
— M.' P.ROBERTS
News.
TASTE
LIFE, withA Spanish
(BLUEBIRD)
(MAR. 2)
MAR.
" One (TRIANGLE)
that will stand hoostina
handled (MAY
carefully."
— HI. P. New
TAXI
TAYLOR: storv
HOLMES
il)
MAY
"
Starts
slowly
but
gathers
speed
towards
the
middle."
—
M.
P.
News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE
(APR. 6)
APR.
" John Barrymore — enough said, t~'en in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to poor business."
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR.
" This comedy drama a trifle slew; but. mildly amusing."' — .1/. P. Nnvs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average business."
" Not as
good as
his other pictures. Didn't draw."
Consensus
— " Gnfi picture,
average
puller."
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THIRD DEGREE, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
.MAY 17
(MAY 19)
....(Seven Parts)
" Star in a fine screen version of stage success." — M. P. News.
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronise this type."—M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." "Nesbit is a goner." "Her best picture, but failed to get
normal trade." "Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-star cast in best World release in six months."- — M. P. News.
THREE
MEN AND A GIRL (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARK (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very cute for ladies. Average business three
days." " Average business seven days." " Fair picture to average
business."— " Pleasing picture, average puller."
Consensus
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. IS
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TOTON (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business."
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
t CAST (MAR. 24)
.MAR. 29
" This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
well pleased. Opened average business and following threePatrons
days
showed big business." " Well liked. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFt FITH (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Exceedingly
pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
News.
UNPAINTED WOMAN, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MAC LAREN
(MAY 11)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
"Faithful study of rural life that is rich in characterisation." — M. P.
UNPARDONABLE
THE ( GARS ON-NEI LAN) BLANCHE
News." (APR. SIN,
SWEET
6)
(Eight Parts)
MAY 17
"Particularly
fine
combination
of talent produces wonderful results." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
— " Aphotography,
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perdirected, good
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
seven days." HAND, THE (WORLD)
UNVEILING
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" A melodrama that often oversteps bounds." — M. P. News.
UNWRITTEN CODE, THE (WORLD) SHIRLEY MASON
(MAY 19)
MAY 17
"InNews.
which Kidu-San and Dick Tower meet, marry and part." — M. P.
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" Earle Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — M. P. News.
WAY OF THE STRONG, THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
"Eternal
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Mrtr •■•rage." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
" From poor to average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. &
(Six Parts)
" Holds
News. interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings excellent. Average business."
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" A Western
Wm. and
Stowell
taking
more leading
part— than
the star. playWellwithreceived
showed
gooda
direction."
WHEN
MEN DESIRE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Theda Bara makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Will the war stuff never cease? Big business
first day and average two following days:" " A very good picture.
Much better than the . title. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. 5
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHERE
THE WEST
BEGINS
(AMERICAN) WILLIAM
RUSSELL (MAR. 2)
MAR. 1
" Another good picture to William Russell list." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business two days."
" Big Bill Russell's best to date. Has every element necessary to
make A-i picture. Extra big business."
Consensus — 'Excellent production, strong puller"

WHITE HEATHER, THE (MAURICE TOURNEUR) SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
MAY
" Another artistic and unusual melodrama from Toumeur." — M. P.
News.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR.
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — M. P. News.
WISHING RING MAN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 10)
MAR.
Its naturalness puts it over ; star is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor PRINCESS,
Comment — " AAverage
business." BESSIE LOVE
YANKEE
(VITAGRAPH)
(APR. 21). .
APR.
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
"FLASHBACKS"

ON

EARLIER

17
12
8
19

RELEASES

big business seven days."
" Out of the Fog " (Metro-Nazimova) — ' — Extra
" A Little Sister to Everybody " (Pathe)- " A very clever little picture to
average
business."" (Pathe-Gaby Deslys) — " No drawing power."
" Infatuation
" Salome " (Fox) — " Extra big business three days, although rain and
cold weather prevailed."
" The Man Hunter " (Fox) — " Plenty of fights. Too much choking, but a
regular Farnum picture that pleased."
" The One Woman " (Select) — " Well produced, like the book, did please
here;
" Theacting
Lion fine."
and the Mouse " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
" The Midnight Patrol " (Select) — " Good for a change. Plenty of thrills.
Big" Bonded
business."Wife " (Metro) — " Best Wehlen we have had. Big business."
" Better Half " (Select) — " One of the best Bradys we have had. Aver" After
the War " (Universal) — " Average picture to average business."
age business."
"Mother, I Need You (State Rights) — "A box-office attraction and liked
by all. Big business two days."
" Romance of the Air " (Film Clearing House) — " Poorest feature for
drawing
" Mr. power
Logan, I U.everS. run."
A." (Fox) — " Extra good western. Mix draws fine
here and his pictures are always good."
"
Cannibals
of
the
South
(Exhibitors'
Mutual)with
— " good
First drawing
half of
this feature big and second Seas
half "fair.
Good pictures
power." ,
" The Make Believe Wife " (Paramount) — " Pleased everybody. Come
on, Miss Burke. More like this. Big business."
" Woman on the Index " (Goldwyn) — " Frederick draws poorly, but com" Mirandy
edy got us by."Smiles " (Paramount) — " A pleasant surprise. Much better
than we anticipated."
" Why I Would Not Marry " (Fox) — " Good production but no drawing
power. Fell off second night."
" Good-bye, Bill " (Paramount) — " Clever travesty on the many Kaiser
pictures.
" BondagePoorof business."
Barbara " (Goldwyn) — " Better than Mae Marsh has been
" Little Miss Hoover " (Paramount) — " Nothing to it. Poorest Clark picture ever made. Average business."
" Smiles " (Fox) — " The Lees don't draw but they please greatly."
getting."
" Sis Hopkins " (Goldwyn) — " Not quite up to the publicity but pleased.
Fell" The
downForbidden
second night."
City " (Select) — " Fine production and excellent support
to extraordinary star." ,
" Adele " (United Pictures) — " War story and the crowd says they don't
want any more, so I am quits on war stories."
" Little White Savage " (Universal) — " Good entertainment. Fine little
star" The
and Trail
fine cast."
to Yesterday " (Metro) — " Pleased to average business."
" Every Mother's Son " (Fox) — " Ran it, as it was all we could get to
fill date on short notice. Poor film, poor crowd."
" Cleopatra " (Fox) — " A really big film which gave general satisfaction."
" The Hell Cat " (Goldwyn) — " Not as good as some of her films, but
" The Dub " (Paramount) — " Good average film to average business."
" Her Man " (Elaine Hammerstein-Pathe) — " Average picture, perhaps
not that. Unknown star and unusual local event caused very light crowd."
" Here Comes the Bride " (Paramount) — " Very good picture to average
good."
business."
The

Box Office Reports Have
Value That Stands Alone
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ARIZONA
Miama — Charles A. Goodwin has been granted a permit to erect a
modern motion picture theatre on the site of the former Parliament Cafe. It will measure 25 x 100 feet.
Tucson — The Diamos Brothers, theatre men of southern Arizona,
have secured a site here on Stone avenue and Congress street and
will erect a large theatre and business building to cost $150,000.
ARKANSAS
Sheridan — A motion picture theatre is being erected which will be
rented to Robert Stephens.
CALIFORNIA
Alhambra — F. A. Greth who is erecting a picture theatre here to
be known as the Alhambra announces that he has secured another
site and will erect another theatre here if the first one proves
successful.
Vallejo — The Bell Amusement Company of this city has purchased
a site on Virginia street and Highland and will erect a theatre
according to announcement that will cost $125,000.
. CONNECTICUT
Hartford — At an estimated cost of $60,000 the Glassman Drug
Company is erecting a theatre at Franklin avenue and Barker
street, south end. It will seat 800 and Joseph W. Walsh is to
be manager.
Bridgeport — David Fener will erect a theatre on the site running
from 260 to 270 State street which will seat 3,500.
IDAHO
Banners Ferry — Charles Wood, proprietor of the Amazon theatre,
announces that he will invest $10,000 on a site a few doors away
from his present theatre and erect a modern theatre to seat 500
persons.
Focatello — The Colonial Investment Company is erecting a modern theatre on A street and Capital avenue.
ILLINOIS
Belleville — Plans providing for a combined theatre and hotel building are now completed and the building is to cost $125, 0C0. C. T.
Mullen has arranged for the financing.
Decatur — Percy W. Gebhart will erect a new American motion
picture theatre at Packard and' Water street to cost about $25,000.
Fir.dley — A modern motion picture theatre is being erected here
which will seat about 350 persons.
Marioii — A new theatre will be erected on a site on the southwest
corner of the square and will seat about 1,500. A forty piece
orchestra is promised.
Murphysboro— The walls are now going up on the new theatre
at Eighth and Walnut streets, according to report.
INDIANA
Anderson — Neal M. McCullough and Fred E. Mustard have purchased asite at Meridian and Twelfth street and announce that
they will start to erect a $100,000 motion picture theatre to seat
1,200 persons.
Lafayette — Thomas Bauer and H. W. Marshall have secured a
site at Ferry- and Sixth street and will erect a $100,000 theatre
with a seating capacity of 1,500 persons.
South Bend — Charles E. Potts of Indiana Harbor, interested with
the Blackstone Theatre Corporation, was here May 1 to watch
the work start on the erection of the new theatre at 212 to 218
South Michigan street. It will seat 2,500.
Evansville — A new theatre is announced for erection at the corner
of First and Locust streets by out of town capital to take the
place of the Orpheum destroyed by fire several years ago.
IOWA
Bedford — The Bedford Amusement Company is reported as organized to erect a modern theatre in this town.

Throughout

Country

Davenport — John Bengston plans a modern theatre to be erected
east of his block on Second avenue. The seating capacity will
be 1,500.
KANSAS
Wichita — A three story theatre and apartment building costing
$250,000 will be erected by W. Greenwald and associates on the
southwest' corner of Hillside and Douglas avenues. An open air
roof garden is planned to seat 1,000 persons.
KENTUCKY
Hickman — Mrs. John Wright has purchased the A. A. Paris
building and will erect a motion picture theatre on the site.
WASHINGTON
Mt. Vernon — Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Murphy have let the contracts
for the erection of a modern motion picture theatre for the corner
of Myrtle and Front streets. The cost will be $25,000 and it will
seat 700 and be completed in July.
South Tacoma—A theatre to cost $26,000 will be erected on
Union avenue for M. Martin.
Yakima — Frederick Mercy will have additions made to the original
plans submitted for the New Liberty theatre which he is erecting
here. The total cost is now estimated at $125,000.
Film Stock Outside the Theatre
(Continued from page 3447)

,

The " safety standard " has not been forced upon any manufacturer. Itcan be used or hot as the manufacturer sees fit. It
is merely a matter of changing sprockets. The intermittents and
other mechanical devices of the projector are the same. However, the more it is used and the more it is promoted, the greater
the supply of non-inflammable film will become and the stronger
will be the feeling of revenge against the man who stoops so
low as to use inflammable film in the production of pictures in
this " safety standard " width.
Should at any time in the future non-inflammable film be universally used the excuse for the " safety standard " will no longer
exist. This, however, could not be done without years of warning, for, as we pointed out last week, the investment in prints
produced on inflammable stock is so great that it would be
absolutely wrong to ask the companies owning them to throw
them into the discard until they are worn out.
It is, therefore, our opinion that the " safety standard," which
shall use non-inflammable stock only is the proper solution for
the problem of showing pictures in semi-public gatherings, at
least at the present time, except where a fireproof projection booth
is used, and no excuse should be allowed for the elimination
of this enclosure, no matter what type of machine is used unless
the film used is printed on slow burning stock.
E. K. Gillett.
COMING
The

production
THE
GIRL

FROM

NOWHERE

The stars
Wilfred Lucas and Cleo Madison
•
Written and Directed by
Wilfred Lucas and Bess Meredyth
PIONEER
126 West 46th St.
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Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pat he Exchanges)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Plavers-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
May 12 — Rowdy Ann
April 28— Sally's Blighted Career
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
June 2 — Tell Your Wife Everything
May 26 — Kiss the Bride
May 19 — Oh Susie, Be Careful
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5 — Too Many Wives
Apr. 28— Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar. 31 — Marrying Molly
Mar. 24 — Brides for Two
Mar.
a Night
Mar. 17—
10— Oh,
Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
May
Heart Susie (D.
W. Griffith's)
May 25—
18 — True
The Knickerbocker
Bucharoo
(Douglas Fairbanks)
May 4— The Money Corral (Wm. S. Hart)
Apr.
For Better
Mille's)
Apr. 27
20 —— Eyes
of the— For
Soul Worse
(Elsie (De
Ferguson)
Apr. 6 — Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar. 16— The Poppy Girl's Husband (William S. Hart)
PARAMOUNT

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24— The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May 5 — Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
J6 — Frozen Thrills
i
IS — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
1
12 — Sundown
1
11— The Pale Pack Train
1
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
1
9 — Before Breakfast
...1
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
May
— The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May — Josselyn's Wife (Bessie Barriscale)
Apr. — Modern Husbands (Henry B. Walthall)
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
,
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
Mar. 16—
9 — The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
Feb. 23— Their Baby (Elinor Field)
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
•
Feb. 2 — How to OUTDOORS
be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER
Apr. 6 — A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 2316 —— In
'Mid Pyramid
Sahara'sLand
Sands
«.
Mar.
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highway
Feb.
at Paradise
Feb. 2316 —— AOutPeek
Wyoming
Way ,
Feb.
9
—
A
Bit
of
God's
Country
Feb. 2 — Doing the Dells

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
55
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
11
11

55
5
55
5
5
5

May 25— I'll Get Him Yet (Dorothy Gish)
5
May 25 — The Haunted Bedroom (Enid Bennett)
5
May 18 — The Busher (Charles Ray)
5
May 18 — The Final Close-up (Shirley Mason)
5
May 11 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
5
May 11 — The Home Town Girl (Vivian Martin)
5
May 11 — Come Out of the Kitchen (Marguerite Clark)
5
May 4— Vicky Van (Ethel Clayton)
5
May 4— Oh You Women (Emerson-Loos Prod)
5
Apr. 27— Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
5
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
3
Apr. 20— Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
5
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Apr. 13— The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
S
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
.5
Apr.
13
—
Let's
Elope
(Marguerite
Clark)
5
Apr. 6 — The Rescuing Angel (Shirley Mason)
S
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
5
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
May 25 — The Woman in the Case (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 18 — The Gentleman from Indiana (Dustin Farnum)
5
May
(Louise Huff-Jack Pickford) 55
May 114—— What
Hearts Money
Adrift Can't
(MaryBuyPickford)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
5
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
5
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
5
Apr. 6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
5
TWO REEL COMEDIES
s
May 25 — Love's False Faces (Sennett's)
,
2
May 18 — Welcome Little Stranger (Montgomery Flagg Film)
2
May 11 — When Love Is Blind (Sennett's)
2
May 4— Harold, the Last of the Saxons (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)... 2
Apr.
27 —— An
The Amateur
Little Widow
(Sennett's)
Apr. 20
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
22
Apr.
13
—
The
Foolish
Age
(Sennett's)
2
Apr. 6 — The Last Bottle (Montgomery Flagg Film)
2
SINGLE REELS
May 25 — From Cocoon to Kimona (Burton Holmes)
1
May 25 — Action of the Heart (Bray Pictograph)
1
May 18 — Across France with Yankee Gas Hounds (Burton Holmes) 1
May IS — Giants in Fairyland (Bray Pictograph)
1
May 11 — Tagalog Tailors (Burton Holmes)
1
May 11 — Lessons in Swordmanship (Bray Pictograph)
1
May 4— With the Yanks in France (Burton Holmes)
1
May 4— -Bath Towel Beauties (Bray Pictographs) 1
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 13- — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 6 — Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
1
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
5
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstem)
6
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
6
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. - — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby) 5
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
5
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
..5
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
6
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
6
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production) 6
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage ior Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
6
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
6
Feb. 23— Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
6
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
6
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
5
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
6
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
1
Lovely Lucerne
1
The Riviera of Lake Leman
1
Scrambles in the High Alps
1
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
1
The Pilatus Railway
1
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
1
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
1
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FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
s)
ture
(.Roosevelt
Our TeddyWives
Feb. 53—— Virtuous
art)
Stewoln)
(Anita 1'ic
Jan.
Linc
(Elmo
Tarzan
of
Romance
The
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
June — Hot Sands and Cold Feet
June — His Muzzled Career
May
— With the Moonshine on the Wabash
May — His Concrete Dome
Apr.
Fred's F.ctitious
Apr. —— Fabulous
Fortune Foundling
Fumblers

5
SS
3

.
2
2
2
2
22

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 29 — My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
June IS— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
June 1 — The Lone Star Ranger (William Farnum)
5
May 18— A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May
4
—
The
Siren's
Song
(Theda
Bara)
5
Mar. 20— The Jungle Trail (William Farnum)
5
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9— When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
June 22— The Wilderness Trail (Tom Mix)
5
June 8 — Putting One Over (George Walsh)
5
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
S
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
S
Apr. 13— Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16— Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
S
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5
June 1— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5
May 18— Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5
May 4— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
SUNSHINE AND TOM MLX COMEDIES
July 6 — The Merry Jailbirds •
2
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20— The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9— Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
June 8 — Hands Up
TA
June 1 — Oh Teacher
Y2
May 25— The Shell Game
J4
May 18 — Left at the Post
y2
May 11 — Sir Sidney
i
V2
May 274—— The
Man's Bride
V2
Apr.
SeeingCaveThings
Yz
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
V2
Apr. 13 — Subbing for Tom Mix
Apr. 6 — Mutt the Mutt Trainor
Yi
Mar. 30 — A Cow's Husband
Yi
Mar.
Out and Hohenzollern,
in Again
Y2
Mar. 2316 —— William
Sausage Maker.'
Vi
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
{Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet) >
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
{At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridavs
— Gaumont
Graphic
• 21
The Real
Roosevelt
Satan on Earth
,
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2

Film

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 22 — The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
5
June 8 — The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
S
May
Gardenia
(RexKennedy)
Beach's)
May 1118 —— The
LeaveCrimson
It to Suson
(Madge
S6
May 4— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
5
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
5
Apr. 13— One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr.
6— Spotlight
Sadie (Mae Marsh)
5
BENNISON
SERIES
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan.
5
—
Oh,
Johnny
(Louis
Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
6
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
67
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
7
Social Ambition
7
Honor's
7
CAPITOLCross
COMEDIES
June 151 —— AIn Wonderful
Parsons)
June
a Pinch (Mr.Night
and ("Smiling
Mrs. CarterBill"
De Haven)
22
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May 4— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr.
20
—
Wanted
—
A
Baby
("Smiling
Bill"
Parsons)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
June 8— The Only Way
1
June
The Land
the Ukulele
'.
11
May 251—— From
Mud ofDog
May 18 — A Wild Goose Chase
1
May 11— Can the Poor Fish
;
1
May 4— Going Up
1
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
1
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
1
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
1
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The{Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The
Devil's ofDouble
S. Hart)
The Return
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive
God (William
(William S.S. Hart)
Hart)
.'
The
Patriot
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
{See Pathe Exchanges)
May A— The Best Man (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Apr. 20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Mar. 10— The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanaes)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
{At State Right Exchanges)
Life
(Leah King)
Baird-James Morrison)
,.75
Humanor Honor
Clav (Mollie
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See World Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
S
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)......
5
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)
5

Motion
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METRO EXCHANGES
June 1623 —— The
One Family
Thing atTree
a Time
(Bert Lytell)
June
(EmmyO'Day
Wehlen)
June 9 — Patricia (Viola Dana)
June 2 — Almost Married (May Allison)
May 26— Full of Pep (Hale Hamilton)
May
19 —— The
May 12
CastlesLion's
in theDenAir (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
May 5 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr.
Blackie's
Apr. 147—— The
IslandRedemption
of Intrigue (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar.
24
—
That's
Good
(Hale
Hamilton)
Mar. 17— The Way of the Strong (Anna Q. Nilsson)
Mar. 103 —— Satan
Blind Man's
Lytell)
Mar.
Junior Eyes
(Viola(Bert
Dana)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Toys
of Fate(Nazimova)
(Nazimova)
Revelation
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
7— Up in the Air After Alligators
6 — -A Wasmanipae Week-End
5— Guided and Miss Guided
4— Maid, Mermaids and More Maids
3— Ballahooing on the Anarika
2— Teddy Birds :
1 — From Scales to Antlers
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)

.55
5
5
S
55
5
5
5
55
5
5S
55
7
7
7
77
S
65
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
June 1 — All Wrong (Bryant Washburn)
5
May 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
May 18 — Caleb Piper's Girl (Helene Chadwick)
5
May 4— The Cry of the Weak (Fannie Ward-Frank Elliott) 5
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6 — The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
Mar.
23
—
Go
Get
'Em
Garringer
(Helene
Chadwick)
,
5
Mar. 9 — Carolyn of the Corners (Bessie Love)
....5
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward)
7
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Mar.16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
.5
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
5
Feb. 2 — The Amazing lmposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
ROLIN COMEDIES
June 1 — Back to the Woods (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
May 25 — The Marathon (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Lloyd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11— Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 30 — Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 23— The Dutiful Dub (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 16— Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
1
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
t
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
June 1 — Seventh, The Fiaming Waters
2
May 25 — Sixth, The Secret Assassin
2
May 18— Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second. The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland.
Two-Reel
Astra ' Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6 — Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16— Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2— Ninth. Falselv Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth. The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh. Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9— Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2 — Fifth, The Brass Key
7
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
J

Film

Picture

News

Releases

THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compsonj
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9— Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
I
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Boomerang (Henry B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley & Norman Kerry) . .
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
May — Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The New Moon (Norma Talmadge)
Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar.
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
,
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(See Select Exchanges)
— Upstairs and Dowu (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)...'
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
,.,
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
,
The Grain of Dust
s
Hearts of the World
,
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay....
Just a Woman
„
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Apr.
IS — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
The Libertine
Rabbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
AHuman
Man's Clav
Law
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Libertv
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
June 1 — The Recognition
May 25— The Law of Hate
May 18— The Range Rider
May 11— The Fatal Return
May 4— A Canyon Romance
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
•
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
'.

5
6
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
6
b
5
5
5
6
J

i

7
76
6
7
6
6
S5
8
7
57
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Tune 29 — Dombey and Son (Special Cast)
6
Tune 22 — Upside Down (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
June IS — Lady Windemere's Fan (Oscar Wilde Play)
5
june g— Love's Prisoner (Olive Thomas Special)
6
june 1 — The Root of Evil (Frances Mann-Philip Yale Drew)
5
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
5
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
May 4 A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) 5
kpn 27 — The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
S
kpr. 20—
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
(Vpr.
13 — ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
55
kpr. 6— Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
66
....'.,
Little Person
The Big
Unpainted
Woman (Mae
(MaryMurray)
McLaren)
The Blinding Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
6
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
6
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
6
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
6
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
6
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
6
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
6
A Fight for Love (Harry Carey)
6
The Light of Victory (Monroe Salisbury)
5
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 2 — Destiny (Dorothy Phillips)
6
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDIES
May 21— His Wicked Eyes (Dan Russell)
2
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
2
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
\pr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
Apr. 9— A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
2
Mar. 19 — Hearts in Hock (Peggy Prevost)
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
..2
,\pr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2
Mar. 12— Society Stuff (Alice Howell)
.
2
NESTOR COMEDIES
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
1
Apr. 7 — Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
1
Mar.
31
—
Lizzie's
Waterloo
(Special
Cast)
11
Mar. 24 — A Beach Nut (Wallace Beery)
Mar. 17— Home Run Bill (Billy Mason)
1
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
June 2— Miss Wives
1
May 26 — Taking Things Easy
1
May 19 — Three in a Closet
1
May 12— The Bullshiviks ■
1
May 5 — Fun in a Flat
1
Apr. 28 — The Expert Eloper
1
A.pr. 21— Scared Stiff
1
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
1
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
1
Mar. 31— The Wife Breakers
...1
Mar. 24 — The Smell of the Yukon
1
Mar. 17— Lay Off
1
EDDIE POLO SERIES
June
2 — The
Cvclone
Come-back
22
May 26—
Wild Smith's
Rider
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
;....2
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
June 7— Ace High (Pete Morrison)
2
May 31— Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
2
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
?
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
2
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
2
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)
2
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2
^pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr
5— Bill
ClaimMorrison)
(Neal Hart)
Mar. 29—
His Brennan's
Buddv (Pete
22
Mar. 22— The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
2
Mar. 15— The Black Horse Bandit (Helen Gibson— Pete Morrison) 2
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
June
2— Eleventh,
Twelfth, InThrough
Death's Fire
Grip
22
May 26—
and Water
May 19— Tenth, Out of Death's Shadow
2
May 12— Ninth, A Leap for Life
2
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
2
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
2
^pr. 21— Sixth, The Flames of Death
2
Vpr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
2

Film

Releases

Apr. 7— Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17— First. The Pool of Mysiery
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
June 23 — Beauty Proof (Harry T. Morey)
June 16 — Too Many Crooks (Gladys Leslie)
June 29—— The
A Rogue's
Romance
Williams)
June
Little Boss
(Bessie(Earle
Love)
May 26— Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
May 5— A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
Apr. 28 — The Usurper (Earle Williams)
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
Apr. 7 — The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special- Alice Joyce)
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
May 19 — Tootsies and Tomales
May 5 — Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
Apr. 7— Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
May 12 — Passing the Buck
Apr. 14— Well I'll Be
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
—Twelfth,
Prey
—Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
— Eighth, The One Chance
— Seventh, Into the Trap
— Sixth, The Height of Torment
—Fifth, The Human Shield
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
— Third, The Creeping Death
— Second, The Leap Through Space
—First, The Riven Flag
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS,
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)

2
22
2
1
1
1
1
i
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
6
7
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

INC.

WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
May 19— The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
Apr. 28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
Apr. 2114 —— The
The Scar
Quickening
(MontaguCummings)
Love-June Elvidg'e)
Apr.
(Kitty Flame
Gordon-Irving
Apr. 7 — The Little Intruder (Louise Huff -Johnny Hines)
SPECIALS
Mar.
Ole
Feb. 16—
10— The
WhatBetter
Shall ' We
Do With Him?
Jan. 6 — Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
—A Woman Under Oath (Florence Reed)
— A Man's Fight (Dustin Farnum)
Mar. 30 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
Saturdays — Kinograms
«*•
<LEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts

5
5
5
5
5
55
5
75
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
1
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U.S.S.

Equipped

Power's

Projector

of Service

hy th<? Service.

'Chat is\?Ig£ since
Ne^
York,

Tfio

with

Cameragraph

is Demanded

TK<? L©

News

PENNSYLVANIA

Now

Oie

Picture

ad©r

Loading

Visiting

of Tito

Floot

Projector

THE WILLIAMS FEINTING COMPANY, NEW YOBK

THE

CROWNING

Simplex-Mazda

AFTER-THE-WAR

Incandescent

ACHIEVEMENT

Lamp

Equipment —

Not built in haste to satisfy a popular demand in a half-hearted
way, but a carefully designed, scientifically correct, skillfully
designed apparatus built in the Simplex way for permanent use,
wherever the distance of throw is no more than ninety feet and
the picture no larger than fifteen feet.

THAN

BETTER

ANY

OTHER

*****

BECAUSE

*****

One set of piano convex condensers used throughout * * *
Greater illumination * * * finer quality of light.
Adjusting handles outside of lamphouse (no scorched ringers)
Lamphouse not crowded against mechanism.
Results in 80^0 of saving on alternating current.
PRICE

NO

GREATER
THAN
IS CHARGED
FOR EQUIPMENTS
THAT ARE MUCH
LESS EFFICIENT

No w ready for the market through our Simplex Distributors
Send for Mazda Literature

^Delicious;
little

Devil

n Picture News: "The
MILNE says, in Motio
PETER has
refreshing originality — an originality which
plot
is a wonderful basis for unusual advertising — it carries through swiftly, is filled with interesting incident, and
the comedy situations are scattered generously. The authors of this comedy-drama have done a fine job."
View it without fail at your nearest Universal Exchange.

MAY

31,

1919

R*t- a. i. r*t<mt oju«

j

DOMINATES

What

THE

FIELD

Famous
Players-Lasky
Knows

' I 'HE producer — the successful producer — must bear in
* mind that the motion picture theatre is his outlet. It
has the exhibitor's name over the door and is operated by
him. But its business must be pushed by the producer as well as the exhibitor. He must send people
into that theatre to buy entertainment just as definitely
as if it were his theatre and he must help sell the goods
to the consumers — the public — when they go to that
theatre.
That's the reason for the Famous Players-Lasky high
standard of production, for its service and for its national
advertising of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
<-N£W YORK,
ADOLPH ZUKOK Pres JESSE L.LASKY Wra? Pres. CECIL B. DE MIIXE DirectorJsneruL

VOL.XIX-NO.

22

Chicago

Bnttrtd mj Stctnd Clatt Hatter Oacbtt IS. ISIS, at tht Ptst Offtct at AV» York, N. Y„ under Ikt act *S March tra\ tin
PubUiluH Weekly— It. 00 a year
—

729 Seventh Avenue, New

York

—

PRICE

Los Angeles

15 CENTS

Carl"Laemmle
l?UPEI?T
Director

Offers

JULIAN
end

Stan

tie Bea^o^'B^riin"7 ^
Vm.XNeicHg's Sat.Ew?. K
Pas* -thriller-, -the Story
that made a Nation lose
its Sleep
/

ire

^Y-^m VERYBODY

Flirt

in the country knows

the plot of " THE FIRE FLINIMP GERS,"
for they stayed up nights
to read this famous serial in the
Saturday Evening Post. And
everybody wants to see the picture. Chicago has seen it— and all six of the big Chicago papers praise it unreservedly. To cite
just one, the Chicago Herald says :
" ' The Fire Flingers ' is as good as its
name. The picture has tang and tingle, action and mystery. It's modern, quick and
nifty and if George M. Cohan would put
words to it, might prove another ' Seven
Keys to Baldpate.' Swift, staccato punches
trail each other throughout and it is guaranteed to give you a temperature of 105
degrees."
Rob Reel says it's the greatest Universal
picture of the year. And when you think
of the other Universal Special Attractions
— that's going some !
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or
communicate with the
Universal Film Mn'fg. Co.
Largest Film AInfg. Co. in the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1400 Broadway
New York

A UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTION

May

31, 19 19
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The

Query

May 2, 1919
LIr . Douglas [Fairbanks
Hoi lywood, Cal.
Dear Mr. Jairbankis : 1 'The
the r
Please advise us whe
r last picture released "by Famous
I1yIs
ou. yers-Lasiy Corporation,
Xni ckerbocker Buckaroo,
■ was made "by
under your original contract or
iysou
a 1 1 Special 1 ' .
app
reciated.A prompt reply will "be
Very truly yours ,
The Bridge Theater
Baltimore

The

Reply

-2.7

May 7th, 1919.
The Bridge Theater,
Baltimore, Md.
Gentlemen : Answering your favor 01
t
second, I "beg to advise that our
contract with the Famous PlayersLasky Corp., was completed on February
5th this year and that ''The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,'' which is to be
released May 18th is a special.
Trusting this is the information you desire, I remain,
.Very truly yours,

Treasurer
Hollywood,

DOUGLAS

"The

FAIRBANKS

Knickerbocker
An Artcraft Picture
Directed by Albert Parker

SPECIAL

in Name

and

FIRST run exhibitors are finding in " The
Knickerbocker Buckaroo " an entertainment
that is packing their theatres for long runs.
Douglas Fairbanks at his best. A whirlwind of
a corned}'- drama, with enough of plot to make it
,**_**

Extra

Cal

in

Buckaroo"

SPECIAL

in Value

and containing all the elements
which have made Fairbanks' former successes
what they are.
You can book this as a special, promise great
things and keep absolute faith on your promises.

1 FAMOUS
-LASKY
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE l.LASKY
Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B.DE MILLE Director General
'"NEW Vice
YORK-

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

JESSE

The

L.LASKY

Most

Successful

Play
of the American
Stape.

RO
BERT
*6

in

SECRET

RESENTS

William Gillette
Scenario by
ft
SERVICE

/btcmffcSpecial

Breathless

NO

Suspense

dramatic play, written, spoken
or screened has ever approached

the romantic interest of "Secret Service." In it are all the elements of
love, suspense, action and surprise that
have enabled it for years to hold its
place as the most successful play of
the American stage.
The production of this Paramount-Artcraft special is in keeping with its
value to exhibitors as a money-making story with an enormous appeal.
Robert Warwick is supported by a cast
including Theodore Roberts, Raymond
Hatton, Wanda Hawley, Casson Ferguson, Guy Oliver, Irving Cummings,
Edythe Chapman, Robert Caine and
many others.
A production

worth

an extended

run.

BeulahMarie
Directed by Dix

Hugh

Fo ra.

Motion
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Picture

IBHIBa,,ai^^

SHIRLEY

MASON

in

The

Final

Close-

Up

News

3501
May

31, 1 9 1 9

For Jnue-

■The Fed

Book

Page

Magazine

600,000 Red
Book readers*
SlememderJVora

Tins is the

JVgl

full-page ad
appearing
in June

Red Book
in which
" The Final

—

me

FINAL

C lose-Up "
ran as a story.

ClOSE-UP?
Good news for
those who
know the story
and those
who don't
An example
of Famous
Players-Lasky
service in
helping you
cash in on
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES-*
That's service!

Sfie's

in

the

pictures!

In the literature of comedy as in the literature
of drama, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
steadily maintains its policy of picking the best
for Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
"The Final Close-up" is one of the greatest light'comedy
yarns that ever appeared in The Red Book Magazine.
How your sides ached over the pickle Nora got in at
Winchester 'bythe-Sea !
She, bargain-basement ingenue, ruffling it with the country
club set — and caught with the goods.
a The story is good — but the picture! well, see it!
99

Jesse L . La-rky
presents
SHIRLEY
The picture — >
is better
than the

MAX

ON

original story.
Hook up
with 'this ad
in your
exploitation.
Let 'em know
it's your ad.

7>feFINALCL05E-UP
By Royal Brown Scenario
by Juliaotu
CrawforditIvers
Directede/by Walter Edwards
Cpictur
Gparam
^
AT ALL THE BETTER THEATRES SOON
%w FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOH PLAYERS-LASKY
Prvs JESSE L LASKY Vw Pros CECILCORPORATION
B DE MIIJ.F Dimtortjcjnrul

«

vJC6Se

LLSLSlcy presents

SHIRLEY
This is
MASON

the three
column ad

The

Final Close-Up
% CpamnioimtCpictur^

By Eoyal Brown — Scenario by Julia Crawford
Ivers — Directed by Walter Edwards

PIKERS

lay-out on
" The Final

Close-Up "
from the

!

ng
love
closeregisteri
pair final
the the
'S at
J-^ERE
up, just as the director told
them to.

press book.
It shoWS

up here
-ti'ill
just look
as it

Circumstance, the big director, had made this girl a
in your
"movie

bug."

She

wanted

to live just as they live "in the

advertising

movies."
Did she get her wish ?

Did

she ! ! ! Oh boy, oh boy! She
lived a life and had thrills
that make

newspaper

the ordinary movie

"she-ro" look tame. Get in to
see this one, you movie fans!
It'll tickle your lust for thrills,
suspense and heart-interest.

Get the
cut or
mat from
your exchange
and tell
the folks

You

think you know the movies, do you ? Well, come and
learn a few things more!

rattling
there's a

good storyatpicture
your
theater.
i(m&m\ FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
^55^0^- 't ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE Dimeter General
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Motion

To

An

American

exceptional

opportunity

picture

producers

of

United

the

John

D.

Producers

is afforded

for the distribution

States

and

Picture

motion

of their product

Canada,

Tippett

American

in the

outside

organization

of

Productions

i
i
which

will immediately

undertake

torious American features
which

possess

the principal
For
cash

such

advance,
and

their

In addition,
that

will

we

be

JOHN

as

or unusual

highest

foreign

quality,

with

are available

the

D.

of

and

through

desirable,

price

length

offices

in

in London.
we

consistent

will pay,

with

their

value.
of forming

an affiliation

profitable.

TIPPETT

PRODUCTIONS

of
London,
American
Longacre

of meri-

lesser

headquarters

offer the opportunity

permanently

distribution

productions

cities of the world,

subjects

in

quality

novelty

or

the

England
Office:

Building, 1476 Broadway
New York City

B. P. SCHULBERG,

Manager

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New

select(K15)pictures
JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

presents
That

Distinguished

NORMA
in her

By

A

Story

of

JVa tiona lizat io n
^Zomen

in

Artist

TALMADGE
latest

Select

Picture

"THE
NEW
MOON"
H. H. Van JUoan
Directed by Chester ^\^lthey

the
of

Russia

A

presents
Drama
of

Screen

lender

and

Faith

Sentiment

Mother-LoVe

(not

Gertrude

the

Pearl

Ideal

the

picture/)

Mother

screen

Shepard

if

Raymond

Entertainment
who

war

Berkeley

greatest

on

a

AaVe

Bloomer

for

come

the

back

Boy.

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

HABIT

Wise

The habit
of

exhibitors
! I

acquire
the habit
of securing

off
until putting
tomorrow
is
admittedly

Selznick
Pictures
franchises
before their

a bad one;
wire
the nearest
Select branch
today.

competitors do.
First release —

OLIVE

THOMAS
IN
ft

44

UPSTAIRS

DOWN

X

Distributed by

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

ALL

AMERICA

WILL

BE

WHISTLING

SONG

THIS

The last
page is a
straight
advertisement
of the picture.

Music stores,
singers and
dancers
will advertise
your theatre
and
boost your
business.

FREE

TO

SELZN1CK

PICTURES

EXHIBITORS

Complete orchestrations
Copies of the Song
SELZNICK

PICTURES

MAGAZINE,

in which may be found dozens of other

big exploitation points on "UPSTAIRS AND
At all branches of
SELECT

PICTURES

DOWN."

CORPORATION

IN LEILA

EUGENE

BURTON

WELLS' SPLENDID
ROMANCE

O'BRIEN

THE SCREEN'S
MOST

THE
PERFECT

DISTINGUISHED
ACTOR

LOVER"

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

|

May

3511

31, 1 9 19

we

thank

the
and

thinking
state

who

exhibitors

rights

have

buyers

given us the benefit of their

advice in selecting the title for a notable
photoplay
The

which

we

will release soon.

titles suggested, and the number

votes each

received, follow:

" THE SOLITARY
44 THE GREATEST

SIN "
ENEMY

would

586
197

"

" THOU SHALT NOT "
" IGNORANCE "
44 THE WILD OATS HARVEST
We

of

102
99
45

"

like to hear from

those ex-

hibitors who have not yet expressed
their choice of one of these titles.
We shall announce
selected.
The
one

picture
of the

shortly the name

will

box

absolutely

office

be

sensations

of the year.
It is a production
will want

It is a
Address
Box 42
Motion

will ever

that everybody

to see.

production

that

forget.

It is tremendous

in

story.

Picture News

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

nobody

By giving YOU value.

theme

and

Motion
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(Samuel^

o Idi4ryn

Golchv-yn
Corp
Samuel

presents

Pictures
or aii

GoIdvJyn,

on

President

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

Picture

News

May

3513

31, 1 9 1 9

m

It

Leave

23/ Di7Zejc
rected'clay
by lor
Clarence

Girl

G.Satfger

From

Flatbush

They left her in the middle
of the Mojave
one dog and
bandits.

desert with
half a dozen

She tied them

up

and brought them in and
married the handsomest.
Tell that to the loyal legions of
Madge Kennedy admirers in your
city and what will be the answer?
Full houses.
You can't keep them away from
this dainty bit of Eastern femininity who turned out to be a regular
"two-gun woman" when the West
gave her the Great Test.

1 m

To

Susan

y 3X> J9i9

SamuelGoldwun
presents

i;

J

STRONGERA^wtt,
*3
2>y Izola Forrester- Directed J?y Reginald 'Far&e

Geraldine Farrar's fourth Goldwyn

picture has the same

power and grip as her "Shadows," "The Turn of the Wheel"
and "The Hell Cat."
It has the same audience-pull.
It draws the same enthusiastic comments

from the press ;

N.Y. Eve. Sun: "The Stronger
Vow' is as full of action as
'Tosca' or 'Carmen.'"

Atlanta Constitution : " With
not one tame or uninteresting
moment in this latest Geraldine

N. Y. Eve. Post: "The picture
is replete in thrills. It holds
one's interest to the end."

Farrar release, the world renowned Goldwyn star is given
opportunities to portray all the
emotions that can engulf a
beautiful girl in a whirlpool of

Phila. Press : " Never before
have the remarkable talents of
Geraldine Farrar been given
such wide scope, nor her cinema
admirers so enthralled and
thrilled."
Phila. Inquirer: "An absorbing
tale of romance, intrigue and
action."
Phila. Record: "Most powerful
of Farrar's screen achievements."
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

tragedy, intrigue and love."
Atlanta Journal: "You will see
Farrar in the next best thing
to opera and in some ways
better — her latest Goldwyn
super-drama. And such a
drama!"
New Orleans Item: "A thrilling
drama, the most tremendous of
Farrar screen offerings."
CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn
President

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

j>

3516

Motion

Qoldwi^n

Picture

Distritooxt

Ee sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Carter
[

in

ikeir

"In

De
first

a

ROADWAY

Capitol

Haven
Comedy

Vinch"

chickens

roost, and they make
for the young

come

home

to

a lot of explaining

husband

who

is trying

to dodge his past.
In their first Capitol Comedy

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De

Haven furnish the kind of snappy, speedy, clean-cut fun
which has won this famous team of musical comtdy stars
one of the largest salaries paid any vaudeville act in the
past four seasons. Their drawing power has been tested
and affirmed by millions of just the sort of Americans that
make your biggest audiences.
"In a Pinch" is the first of a series of comedies of
domestic life that will appeal directly and powerfully to
the vast majority of your patrons — the young married
couples who go more regularly to motion pictures than
any other class.
Ask your Goldwyn branch when you can show your
audiences these pictures of the funny side and the sunny
side of life.

tig

Corporation

Samuel

Goldwyn,

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

President

Look at the " News!

Motion
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FORD

Picture

N ezvs

EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY

Henry Ford has a formula — highest value,
lowest price, widest distribution.
He has applied that formula to the screen
in the same daring and successful manner
that he applied it to the automobile industry.
The Ford Educational Weekly has no rival.
For its creator set a mark that only industrial
genius could reach.
The success of the Ford Weekly is more
than the success of splendid editorial judgment. It is the success of a principle never
before applied to the short subjects of the
screen — the best possible product at a "lower
than possible" price.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President

Be sure to mention '* MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

CRITICS
THESE
OF

WROTE

SIX

PAGES

ADVERTISING

PRAISE AND PREDICTIONS OF SUCCESS
GREET FIRST UNIT PROGRAMME
FROM S. L. ROTHAPFEL.
— Exhibitor's Trade Review
B B
SAM

ROTHAPFEL
UNIT

STARTLES

t

i

WITH

PROGRAMME

GIVES SILENT DRAMA INNOVATIONS WHICH
MARKS NEW EPOCH IN MOVING PICTURES.
— Buffalo Times
E B
NEW

IDEAS SHOWN AT RIALTO AND BIG
CROWD IS HIGHLY ENTERTAINED.
— N. Y. Evening World
B B

IT MARKS
SINCE

THE MOST INTERESTING DEPARTURE FROM SCREEN PRECEDENT
THE DAYS WHEN
THIS

,SAME SAMUEL
TURNED THE

ROTHAPFEL
OLD TIME

"NICHELODEON" INTO
THE INSTITUTIONS
KNOWT
NOWTHE
WE AS
RIVOLI
RIALTO
AND
STRAND

. Rothapfel
did for opera;

has

he has

done

for

coordinated

the

movies

the arts into

one

— Sylvester Rawling

A
W.

cracking
Chambers.

acting of Grace
husband.

In

good
The

sex

play,

photography

Darling

as the

fact, it is an

and

wife.

all-star

extend

liberal

patronage

v/hole.
World.

Robert

titles are

as

excellent,

Thompson

cast

False Gods"
is
of gripping tensity.

Sheldon

Mr. Rothapfel
happy indeed,

Unit

a

is the

is fine as her

If Lloyd

to the Rothapfel

drama.

harmonious

outchambering

Hugh

"Rothapfel
beginning

Wagner

of the N. Y. Evening

can write more stories such as "False Gods," and
Wallie Van can put them on, exhibitors will be
will

what

and
and

Programme.
—N. Y. Clipper.

powerful
drama
As a whole the
...

marks the
Unit Programme"
of a new epoch in the silent

undertaking,
detail,
novelty,

mastery

showing

combining

of

wonderful

a

gripping

an intensely

and a comedy of
success is assured.

stupendous

and

It is a daring

high

drama

class.

Its

— Buffalo Times.

Personally

I

tremendously

liked

and,

it

after

in-

terviewing hastily a number of producers and exhibitors the practical
viewpoint

I heard

was :

"It has gone over."
— William A. Johnston of
the Motion

Picture News.

The

most

wonderfully artistic

interpretation
thought

upon

of

«1

the

screen that has yet
been

produced.

— Stuart Gould of
the Omaha Bee.

GODS'

FALSE
Judging
audience

from

the

to the fine points

instant

response

of the bill, it was

of

evident

the

that

large

none

of the

"Rothapfel shots" missed fire
For more than any other
influence in the film industry Mr. Rothapfel first taught us what motion picture presentation
art and

surrounded

might

mean

when

by the atmosphere

aided

by

of a dignified

real

music

theatre.
—N.

The

drama

particularly

carries

wealth

In the musical
surpassed

generous

in the last reels, which

story is effectively
veritable

a

worked

of luxury
numbers

anything

out
and

keeps

in detail

and

at high

idea,

the

suspense,

tension.

is surrounded

ever

done

the

feature,

Mr.

The

with

a

practicability

Rothapfel

has

in this connection.
— Exhibitor

Aj new

of

Y. Globe.

lavishness.

accompanying

he has

amount
one

and

of which

morning's showing. Success is assured
congratulated on his achievement.

was

s Trade

Review.

demonstrated

for it. Mr.
—

Rothapfel
Leslie

Exhibitor's

at this
is to be

Mason
Trade

of the

Review.

v

Rothapfel

and

superla-

tive are synonymous.
The

man.

which

sent

which
Which

tions.

are

The

SUCCeSS. — S. J. Kaufman

The

final

in

persons

connection

was
there

An

that
was

the

with

comedy

nothing

exquisite

on

the

program.

by

was

of equal

class

the

program

that

with

of

was

not

one

and

Unit

Therein

superlative
Rothapfel

the

high-

presented

consensus
the

imita-

Globe.

ever

with

three

his

and

one

The

in

arts.

Y. Evening

was

a

comedy,

indifference;

is a superlatively

of the N.

comedy

Currents

implies

Rothapfel

Unit

dynamo

countless

will

and

est class performances
in

the

Rothapfel

greatness.

synonymous.

currents.

Unit, I understand,

join average

A

life for millions

And

unification.

lies

work.

electrocuted

electrified

institutions.

His

of

opinion

feature.

In fact

of unusual merit.
— TV. Y. Times.

a touch

of

mingled

daintiness
and
roguishness which
was decidedly captivating and will
audience.

go

There

well
was

with

no

any

mistak-

ing the genuineness of the laughter and applause with which
this
comedy

was

received

crowd.

. . If the type
tained itwill rank

library

of screen

by

the

can be mainhigh in the

humor. — Billboard.

□□OBQ0QHH

a

new-idea

and

calls

program

The
it

HEOHOaCEIli

comedy

it certainly

would

advise

is.

exhibitors

in theiradvance
to

tell

this

no

than

notices

more

the

it is written
ted lyricist,

We

about

fact

by

that

the

no-

George

thing that is

V.

going

to

Hobart.
create

Here

you

a

is someworld

WOrd-of-niOUth

advertising.—

Motion

The

V.

new-idea

George

Hobart

Picture

News-

comedy,
"Wild
Flowers,"
is uncommonly
amusing
The
direction
of
this

number

variety

of

business,

dexterously
Templar
Weer,

Saxe,

Moving

Programme,

only

that
that

he

he

has

and

in

his

first

demonstrated
big

idea,

the

genius

Daily

Press,

not

and

is

Shelton,

Herbert,

World

it.

~Portla?id

Yvonne

J.

alertness,

action

McEwen

has

possesses

for developing

by

Picture

the

It has

brisk

A.

Rothapfel,

Unit

but

acted

Walter

Acker.—

Mr.

is excellent.

Helen
Eugene

of

Wonderful

Entertainment.

— T. E. Oliphant of the N. Y. Evening Mail.

For downright
cleverness, the pictured epigram, "A Thought
of Equity," leads the bill
It is very short, but tells a whole reelful
with unexpected humor. — Moving Picture World.

There
is distinctly a theme — that of the pursuit of happiness
running through the series of pictures, and they are blended so perfectly that
the effect on the average spectator after the program is completed is that of
artistic delight. — Motion

Picture News.

The conclusion reached is that Mr. Rothapfel
silent drama what the Ziegfield Follies and Passing Shows
world. — Buffalo Times.
"The
Hour"
novelty

Last
was
a
prelude

presenting
This
beauty

music.

depicts

ill

the

of thought

incorporated

in

the composition

of

Massenet,

whose

"Elegie" was used
for this picturization and transferred
to the screen

with

telling effect.
-N. Y. Evening World.
Booked by

FRANK G. HALL, President

'THE

LAST

HOUR'

has given to the
are to the theatrical

J

Just

Souaw
Supervised and Directed by
GEORGE E. MIDDI.ETON

Frances Agnew in the Morning
Telegraph says: —
"Just Squaw is an actionful melodrama
of the West. There is no dearth of
action or plot. Miss Michelena gives
a splendid performance as Fawn,
the effectiveness of her work being
eleased by

enhanced by her beauty."

Robertson- Cole Company
Division of
Through
Exhibitors

Mutual

May

3527
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When

exhibitors everywhere

right to book

were demanding

the

pictures singly on their individual

merits producer -distributors clubbed them
taking programs or star series, or both.

into

Do you realize that the W. W. Hodkinson

Corpo-

ration's position is exactly the same
position of the exhibitor himself ?

as

the

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation does not produce
or own any pictures. We are merely distributors
and, what is a great deal more important to you,
merely distributors of good pictures.
We

are not committed

to accept for distribution

any below-grade pictures. When we invite you,
the exhibitor, to do wide-open booking we are
ourselves "wide-open

distributors."

We

to select exactly

have

the power

what

we

want; exactly what our best box-omice and showmanship knowledge tells us will be satisfying
and profitable in your theatre.
Augustus Thomas' "As A Man Thinks," J. Parker
Read Jr's. "Sahara" Stewart Edward White's
Benjamin B. Hampton
Production, "The

HODKINSON
has built a cream distribution instead of a
skimmedtmilk distribution.
Has in six weeks forced
five other 1 producerdistributor companies
to follow him in , an
open booking policy.

Westerners ," and Zane Grey's "Desert Gold" are
dramatic proofs of our power and capacity to
select only big productions for distribution
through our organization.^,

Don't

be clubbed

any longer^ into program or
star* series booking. Throw out all the dead
stuff you still have under such systems just as
quickly as you can send in your cancellations
registered letter.

W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
[Distributing through PATHF! Exchange, Incorporated

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

by

Motion
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Picture

■Ml

Stewart Edward White's millions of devoted
readers are a provable quantity. Your local
booksellers and public librarians will tell
you of the huge demand for his novels in
your own community or elsewhere.
Everything that assures the patronage of
the regular millions of screen patrons, in
addition to bringing in the millions of Mr.
White's own
in the first

following

Benjamin

B.Hampton

Great

Authors

has been

embodied

Production

Pictures

Inc.

STERNE
Vhe

photoplay

STEWART

of the novel

EDWARD

Qirected}>y

Edward

by

WHITE
Sloman.

With this all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
ROBERT McKIM
MARY JANE IRVING

MILDRED MANNING
WILFRED LUCAS
GRAHAM PETTIE

"The Westerners" is a great adventure drama; a
great romantic drama ; a great melodrama ; a great
comedy drama; a drama of suspense and action.
It has more action to the reel than any other
picture you have ever booked for your theatre.
W.W. HODKINSON CQRPOR/fflON
527 Fifth Avenue NewKbrkGty
Distributing through PAl till Exchange, Incorporated

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
0

News

May

31, I9I9
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Exhibitors

Kho\tfj

Val
Production's
Ten big first run theatres had asked
by wire how quickly they could have
''Sahara" for pre-release before even
the first prints had been shipped to
the branches.

Before lithographs and accessories had
reached the stock shelves of our
thirty offices.
Orders have been placed for thousands
of copies of the first Hodkinson twocolor insert for use as heralds by
exhibitors at prices per thousand even
larger than the rental that hundreds
of exhibitors pay for a motion picture
to, be_shown in their theatres.
J. Parker

ReadJrTs

presentation

of

AHARA
2fy C. Gardner
Personally

Sullivan

Supervised

by

JiUan "Dwan
is the richest production in quality
and power as well as the strongest
emotional drama of the past twelve
months. It has every element and
sufficient length to enable you to
throw but all surrounding short
features and play "Sahara"

alone.

Incidentally, there isn't a woman or
a girl in America who can resist the
fascination and the heart - grip of
"Sahara**1
We refuse to accept a booking or a
reservation on "Sahara" until you have
seen it at the branch office closest to
you.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
IHstributing through PATHE Exchange. Incorporated
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

Motion
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LITTLE

TALKS

"WE

WITH

OPERATE

Inter-Ocean

has,

since

its

inception,

Picture

New

FOREIG]

EVERi
used

the

advertising

slogan "We operate everywhere" which, since Inter-Ocean is the great internationa
firm of the films, is its right.
But we might properly have added "EFFICIENTLY" to tha
catch-line, for there's a difference! The thing is that we believed Inter-Ocean's reputation to be so high that buyer
would read the missing word INTO THE SLOGAN, ANYWAY !
Our operating efficiency is maintained by our steady effort to find for buyers the exact kind of picture that i
suited to their territory.
GRAPHIC
ASHES OF LOVE".

; WHEN MEN BETRAY " .

ECHO OF YOUTH '

WIVES OF MEN

FEATURES
RECOMMENDED FOR:
. France. Switzerland, Holland, Germany. Austria - Hungary, Balkans.
Russia.gium,Spain,
Italy,
BelAustralia, Portugal,
New Zealand,
Mexico,
Central America, India, China, Japan.
Dutch East Indies, United Kingdom,
Great Britain and Ireland.
. Great Britain, France, Switzerland.
Holland, Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Balkans, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Belgium, Australia, New.Zealand Mexico.
Central America, India, China, Japan
and Dutch East Indies.
. France, Switzerland. Holland, ScanGermany, Spain,
Austria-Hungary.
Balkans, dinavia,
Russia,
Portugal.
Italy, land,
Belgium,
Australia,
New Porto
ZeaMexico, Central America,
Rico, Santo Domingo, India, China.
Japan, Dutch East Indies.
. Holland, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador,Italy,
Austria-Hungary,
Balkans,Japan,
Russia,
Central America.
China.

WHARTON
' KUTE KIDS VS. KUPID ''
' THE MISSIONARY "
THE CANDIDATE "
MARRIAGE A LA MODE".
APRIL FOOL "

COMEDIES
RECOMMENDED FOR:
Great Britain, France, Switzerland.
Holland. Scandinavia, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Balkans, Russia, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Belgium. South
.Africa. Argentine, Uruguay. Paraf guay. Brazil, Mexico, Central AmerSanto DominRico, China.
PortoIndia,
Cuba,
Jica. go,
Venezuela,
Japan,
Dutch East Indies.

WILLIAM L. SHERRILL'S
RECOMMENDED FOR:
HEARTS ACROSS THE SEA
Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador. Great
Britain. France, Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia, Germany, AustriaHungary, Balkans, Russia, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Belgium, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, Argentine, Paraguay and Uruguay, Brazil,
Mexico, Central America, Costa Rica,
Colombia. Panama, Cuba, Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India,
China, Japan, Dutch East Indies.

PAUL
" DOLLARS AND DESTINY

FEATURES
RECOMMENDED FOR:
:' DAUGHTER OF THE WOODS - France, Switzerland, Holland, Scan
dinavia.
Austria-Hungarj
Balkans, Germany,
Russia, Spain,
Portuga
Italy, Belgium, Australia, New Zea
land, Mexico, Central America, Port
Rico, Santo Domingo, Venezuela, In
dia,
Chile,China,
Cuba. Japan, Dutch East Indie' HOUSE OF MYSTERY "
Great
France,Germany,
Switzerland
Holland,Britain,
Scandinavia,
Aus
tria-Hungary, Balkans. Russia, Italj
Belgium, Australia, New Zealanc
South Africa, Chile, Brazil, Mexicc
Central America. Cuba. Porto Ricr
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India
China. Dutch East Indies. Scotland.
•THE HEART BREAKERS "... Great
France,Germany,
Switzerland
Holland.Britain,
Scandinavia,
Aus
tria-Hungary, Balkans. Russia, Spaii
Portugal. Italy, Belgium, Australia
New Zealand, South Africa, Brazil
Mexico, Central America, Cuba. Port
Rico, Santo Domingo, Venezuela, In
dia,
China, Japan, Dutch East IndieScotland.
' CRIME OF CIRCUMSTANCE " France,
Holland, Scan
dinavia, Switzerland.
Germany, Austria-Hungary
Balkans, Russia, Spain, PortugaItaly, South
Belgium,
Australia.
Zea
land.
Africa.
Mexico,NewCentra
i
America, Cuba, Porto Rico. Sant
Domingo. Venezuela. India. Chin;
Japan, Dutch East Indies, Scotland.
THE BIG BROTHER "
Great Britain,
France,Germany,
Switzerland
Holland.
Scandinavia,
Aus
tria-Hungary,
Balkans,
Russia,"
Spain
Portugal, Italy, Belgium. Australia
New Zealand, South Africa, ChiL:
Brazil, Mexico, Central America
Cuba, PortoIndia,
Rico,
Santo
Domingr
Venezuela,
China,
Japan.
Dutc;
East Indies, Scotland.
Many Others for Same Territories

INTER/OCEAN
INTEROCEAN
BUILDING
C©RPORAtlOr
164 Wardour Street, London, W.

CAPELLANFS
RECOMMENDED FOR:
. . Great Britain, France, Switzerland
Holland, Scandinavia, Peru, Bolivu
Ecuador,
Austria-Hungary,
BalkanBe
Russia, Spain,
Portugal, Italy,
gium, Australia, New Zeland, Sout
Africa, Paraguay, Mexico, GuatemaU
San Salvador, Central America, Port
Rico, Santo Domingo, Venezuela, Ii
dia,
Japan, Dutch East Indie;
MalayChina.
Settlements.

KNICKERBOCKER

FIL>Ai
218 W.YORK
42«»ST.
NEW
CITY

43 Rue Le Bruyere, Pari-

May

si, 19 19
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BUYERS

New

EFFIC

WHERE—
We

would

that might

rather

not prove

lose

popular

Series,

a

sale

than

in the theatres

No.

1

IENTLY"
ship

to which

a

customer

a

film

he caters.

The tastes of those theatres is onr study!
And we claim a proficiency in that study which is not equalled by any other American film exporting firm. And
so Inter-Ocean's recommendation of a film has come to mean something to the buyer, and that is why the following
recommendations will be carefully considered by my readers :

PLAZA
• THE ANGEL CHILD

• DIVIDED LAW "
' PLATING THE GAME "
" MISTAKEN

PICTURES
RECOMMENDED FOR:
Great Britain, Holland, Germany,
Austria - Hungary, Balkans, Russia,
Spain, Portugal. Italy, Belgium, South
Africa. Brazil, Mexico, Central America,
dia, Cuba,
China,Porto
Japan,Rico.
WestVenezuela.
Indies. In. Same as " THE ANGEL CHILD."
Same as " Switzerland.
THE ANGEL CHILD," but
including

Same as " Switzerland.
THE ANGEL CHILD," but
including
• PETTICOATS AND PANTS ". . Same
as " THE
ANGEL New
CHILD,"
but
including
Australia,
Zealand,
and Dutch East Indies.
' WHATEVER THE COST "
Great Britain, Holland, Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Balkans, Russia,
Italy, land,
Belgium,
Australia,
ZeaSouth Africa.
Brazil.NewMexico,
Central America, Cuba, Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India,
China. Japan, Dutch East Indies.
West Indies.
'THE GIRL ANGEL "
Great Britain, Switzerland. Holland,
• iermany. Austria-Hungary,' Balkans.
Russia,gium.Spain,
Portugal,
"Italy.
BelSouth Africa,
Brazil.
Mexico,
Central America, Cuba, Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India.
China, Japan, Dutch East Indies.
• THE LOCKED HEART " ..Great
Britain, Holland,
Austria-Hungary,
Balkans,Germany,
Russia.
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Belgium, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Brazil, Mexico, Central America,
Cuba, Porto Rico, Santo Domingo,
Venezuela, India, China, Japan, Dutch
East Indies, West Indies.
•WANTED A BROTHER "
Same as 'THE LOCKED HEART."
THE MIDNIGHT BURGLAR " . Same as -'THE LOCKED HEART."
NO CHILDREN WANTED " . . . Same as "THE LOCKED HEART."
1 SALLY O"
_
Same as " THE LOCKED HEART."
'LITTLE MISS GROWN UP " . . Same as "THE LOCKED HEART."
SUNNY JANE "
Switzerland, Holland, Germany. Austria-Hungary, Balkans,
Russia.' Spain,
Portugal, Italy,
Belgium,
South
Africa, Mexico, Central America,
Cuba, Porto Rico. Santo Domingo.
Venezuela, India. China, Japan.

• WILD CAT "
" A BIT OF KINDLING "
"BETTY BE GOOD"
"BAB, THE FIXER"
" THE CHECKMATE"
"JACKIE THE HOYDEN"

IDENTITY "

INTERr
PAULH.CROMELIN

Same as " SUNNY JANE."
Same as " SUNNY JANE."
Same ascluding" Brazil.
SUNNY JANE," but inSame as "SUNNY JANE," but including Brazil.
Same as " SUNNY JANE," but including Australia,
Zealand, Brazil and Dutch
East New
Indies.

BLACK

Great Britain, France,
Switzerland,
Holland,
Austria-Hungary,
Balkans, Germany,
Russia, Spain,
Portugal,
Italy, Belgium,
Mexico.
Central South
America,Africa,
Cuba, Brazil,
Porto
Rico. Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India, China.

DIAMOND

"BRIDGETS BLUNDER'.....
' HIS IVORY DOME VACATION".
"
"COUNTERFEIT
' BRAVING BLAZES "
DID IT HIMSELF"
''HE
VILLAINOUS
PURSUIT
' NEARLY A DESERTER "
' TROUBLESOME TRIP "
' THEIR WEEK-END "...
• THOSE PANTS "
HER
SCRAMBLED
AMBITION'
SPEED"
...

COMEDIES

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia,
Germany, Austria-Hungary, Balkans,
-Russia, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Argentine, Uruguay, Chile, Brazil, Mexico,
Central America, Cuba, Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, India,
China, Japan, Dutch East Indies.

Many Others for Same Territories

VIM
' BATTLE ROYAL "
• MIXED AND FIXED "

COMEDIES
,
j

' tna-Hunga
CANDY
Ausry, Russia,
Balkans
Central
AmerCHARITYTRAIL"
BEGINS
AT HOME
fOK:
edGermany,
a ica, recommend
: :;;: :: ^ Scandinavia,
ickens'"
•hubbyIVh
East Indies,
China, Japan, Dutch
Italy, West Indies.
TANGLED TIES"
AND DUTY"
; LOVE
REFORMERS
"
THE GREAT SAFE TANGLE"
Many Others for Same Territories

OCEAN

FILM
220tiVHW.4-2-.ST.
YORK CITY

PAUL H. CROMELIN
Pres. & Gen'l. Mgr.
We Operate Everywhere "—Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields

Motion
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Picture

N eu

Hi

ONLY
THE S UBftOUNDED

"AMBROS
BYAND
A BEWITCHING
BEVY OF BEWILDERING
BEAUTIES E
ORIGINAL

IN TWENTY-SIX SINGLE REEL COMEDIES TO BE PELEASED ONE EVERY WEEK.
WHEN A COMEDY IS ANNOUNCED
ON THE SCREEN SOME PEOPLE STRAIGHTEN UP 3 SAY

"nOW.
tHESE COMEDIES
TitS SEAT

TK^
jmy
HAKE
ME
LAUGH"
ARE BUHLTO MAKE THE MOST HARDHEARTED GROUOi ROLL OFF
THE SECOND RELEASE
THE F1R.ST RELEASE
IN MIRTH.
AMBROSE

DADY

If y our territory
is not

already

.

DAY

OFF"

dl is posed of -we
adyise ^yb

The

telegraphic
inquiry ■/

"

AMBBOSE

following

Exchanges
contracted

have
for

these productions
without

screen

Examination
without

and

looking

at a st ill

WEST

VIRGINIA and WESTERN PENNSYLDELAWARE, MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COVANIA, Harvey B. Day, Pittsburgh, Pa.
LUMBIA and VIRGINIA, Super Film Attractions,
WESTERN CANADA, Amalgamated Film Co., Ltd.,
Washington, D. C.
phofdoYabh
Vancouver, B. C.
CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA, NEVADA, HAWAIIAN
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, Aywon Film CorporaISLANDS, Peerless Film Service, Inc., San Frantion, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
cisco, Calif.
NEW ENGLAND STATES, Major Film CorporaEntire World outside of United States, Dominion of
tion, Boston, Mass.
Canada and possessions, J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.,
WISCONSIN, Midwest Distributing Co., Milwaukee,
New York City.
Wis.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN
GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA, TENNESSEE
NEW JERSEY, Twentieth Century Film Co., Philaand SOUTH
CAROLINA, Savini Films, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
delphia, Pa.
NEW YORK STATE, Merit Film Exchange, 126 W- 46th St., New York City.

YOU

CANT

GO

WRONG

WITH

THE

US!

FBOHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION.
William L , Sherri.IL President.
New York City
310 Times Building

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

May
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31, ipip

THE

FEMALE

"BILL

MISS

HARTOF

TEXAS

THE

SCREEN

GUINAN

n Twenty-Six
Original
Two
Reel Westerns
Released
FOR

One

Every

Two

DISTRIBUTION

STATE

RIGHT

The Demand
Theatres

For These

Weeks

THROUGH

EXCHANGES
Productions

and Exchanges

From

Has Never Been

Equalled [qnAny State. Right Production
At The Rateiat Which Contracts are
Being Awarded We Confidently Hope to
Announce in The Next Issue of This
Publication the Names of Exchanges Acquirmd These Attractions Covering
Every Territory inthe

YOU
THE

CANT

GO

FROHMAN
William

310

Times

United

WRONG

WITH

AMUSEMENT
L

Sherrill

States

US

CORPORATION

President

Building
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

New

Look at the "News!"

York

City
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Motion
.;■ !' Ii' i:. ' I-l.i:

:

: ■ i • • :i : ;.h :M:. .ii .M III li J;

STATE
Quick

action

.:■ Ih

.liil Jli.

RIGHT

on your

JIN

'ii]^.

Picture

Ii:

News

lih.im ;n. in ■ m, , :

BUYERS

part will secure

for you

a series of 14

SINGLE
ITOM

REEL

WESTERN
COMEDIES

COMEDY
AND DRAMAS

MIX!
At

■- ■•;

a price

that

a Big

will

Net

you

Profit

FULL

OF

LAUGHS

FULL

OF

PEP-

FULL

OF

THRILLS

EXHIBITORS
All over the country are eager to book them
Following exchanges have already contracted for them
OHIO AND KENTUCKY
DELAWARE, MD., DIST. OF COLUMBIA AND VIRGINIA
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1235 Vine St., PhiladelStandard Film Corp., Sloan Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
ILLINOIS
MICHIGANphia, Pa.
Doll-Van Film Corp., 207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Standard Film Corp.. Jos. Mack Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, TENNESSEE, ALABAMA
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
AND FLORIDA
Frank
Savini Films, Inc.. 63 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
N.
Y. Gersten, Inc., 126 West 46th St., New York City,
KANSAS AND WEST MISSOURI
IOWA AND NEBRASKA
First National Film Co., 211 East 12th St., Kansas City,
Mo.
Sterling Film Corp., 1417 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.
NORTH CAROLINA
EASTERN PENN. AND SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Eltabran Film Co., Charlotte, N. C.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1235 Vine St., PhiladelINDIANA
phia, Pa.
WESTERN PENN. AND WEST VIRGINIA
Doll-Van FilmInd.Corp., 1606 Merchants Bank Building,
Indianapolis,
Quality Film Corp., 414 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.
COMING!!
KATHLYN

WILLIAMS

In 1 4 two reel jungle and comedy

dramas

Address all Communications to
EXCLUSIVE
H- ^I':-

FEATURES,

INC.,

130

West

46th

Street, New

■'II: 1li::'ll!VM!!!l"!"liniMl '111 'MM'Mir' '■'ll:'M IIIIIII■ ' MINIMI r 'llli.'MI! ^'M- 11II'III IM'l Mll'i; I!"''Mill 111MIT'lll'' -HM' ■I'MM'IMl Mil MM 'Ml III;1!!,; 'i|ir. I'llll IM1 Mirilll,
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

York

City

o« %

U»e

"The Lamb and the Lion"
"The story is truly
human and appealing and
moves with satisfactory
rapidity. The appeal is
general and should captivate any kind of audience
in either the large or small
towns. Nothing sensational, but a clean, pleasing
entertainment."
Tom
Hamlin, Motion Picture— News.

A*

'ne

"Thrills and comedy that
strike public
favor."
— Exhibitor Comment,
Dramatic
Mirror.
"The admirers of Billie,
and there are many, will
like the picture. It is built
for the star and fits. That
is what the public will be
most interested in knowing.— Exhibitors Herald.
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J. Stuart

Blackton's

A
( f^***—" ^HIS sensational produc1 C
i tion — the supreme elfort
of the great director of
H

hig special pictures, J. Stuart Blackton — is now being "booked-up"
rapidly by leading Exhibitors in
every section of the country. The
William Fox theatres and the U.B.O.
Circuit will play it immediately.
It is such a powerful story — produced on such a lavish scale — and
is so cleverly and artistically photographed— that screen examination
results in a booking each time it is
submitted to the manager
class house.
You

cannot

of a high-

afford to wait before

considering this sensational subject
for early presentation in your theatre.
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ALBERT
EARLE

E. SMITH

presents
WILLIAMS

in

"A ROGUES
ROMANCE"
By H. H. Van Loan
Directed by James Young
A

IKE a diamond of many flashing facets
Y is this unusual story •
i It is action — it is romance — it is dramais comedy. It is lights — it is shadows.
It is different.
"A Rogue's Romance" tells of a man who
nld be a thief and "be a gentleman about it. "
And yet was Monsieur Picard a thief? Did
not, after all, do more good — much more
od — than he did harm? If a priceless neck:e disappeared from a gorgeous ballroom,
3 it not re-appear in the form of bread for
meless little children?
The war was over before the first scene of
Rogue's
Romance,"
we Croix
first see
onsieur.
Picard.
He had when
wan the
de
uerre on France's fields of honor. Yet,
ick in his tailored society clothes, he returns
his old game, looting the jewels of women,
\id their hearts as well.
Respected in the town of Montoir, Monfeur Picard lives with three little war orphans
!hom he has adopted. We see him romping
ith his kiddies, enjoying their pillow-fights,
iministering a laughing warning now and
'ien. He is happy in his guardianship — proofing his little ones from the world which,
i Monsieur Picard, he heartlessly loots,
nd then the sunshine recedes and the shadow
death enters the little home. A doctor is
:eded — at once.
Slipping along the highway at express train
!>eed, Picard's car breaks down near the villa
r.\ Anton Deprenay, wealthy jeweler. He
1>rces Mile. Helen, Deprenay's daughter, to
ive him the keys to the garage. He presents
er with his war cross, his most treasured

VITAGRAPH

EARLE
ARCH

FEATURE

WILLIAMS
SOCIETY

AS

AN

CROOK

WILLIAMS has never so
EARLE
completely triumphed in a characterization asin that of "Monsieur Picard" in "A Rogue's Romance."
Here is a polished gem of story, given a
rich and unusual setting.
In exploiting this picture, make it
clear that Earle Williams delineates the
suave, polished "Arsene Lupin" type of
character — although his work in this
newest feature can be compared to
nothing' that he has previously done.

possession,
as security
the"'night
car. heAndbearsas
he speeds onward
throughfor the
with' him the love of a woman.
The police, led by Duval, Prefect of Montoir, are hot on Picard's trail, and break into
his apartments that night, but he escapes in
Helen's car, which the Prefect recognizes.
Winning his fight for the child's life, Picard
returns the car the following day, but Helen
refuses to see him. He must prove himself
worthy of society before she can offer him
the love that he has already won.
The scene now shifts to St. Nazaire, where
Helen lives, and where Picard, under the name

Df Dubois, is the center of the gay social whirl.
A necklace worth a fortune mysteriously disappears at a reception. The host gathers
the guests in the library, turns out the lights,
and gives the thief opportunity to throw the
gems on the table and escape identification.
Helen, to shield Picard, whom she believes
guilty, throws her own necklace, a replica of
the stolen one, on the table. But the flaring
headlights of a motor car cut through the
window and reveal her ruse. All is consternation, but Picard saves the situation by his
sharpened wits. Later, he proves his innocence of the theft to the woman he has come
to love.
Subsequent episodes — daring, thrill-laden
—thatplace
the police
so hotly
on Picard's
he decides
to escape
danger
by going trail
into
the very heart of it. He assumes the r&le of
Magnier, a famous detective, and spoils the
plan of a smooth-tongued promoter to victimize the town councilmen and many innocent buyers of stock.' He then writes a letter
to the Prefect assuring him that the muchsought "Monsieur Picard" has ceased to exist.
And, verily, he has, for convinced of his
reformation, Helen marries him and with her
he strolls out into the sunlit highway, of
honesty and true love.
Here is compelling drama, ending in a
crashing climax. And skilfully threaded
through the story are gay scenes of ballroom
and tavern, Apache dances and countless
flashes of gay night-life. "A Rogue's Romance" is easily the most unusual play in
which Earle Williams has ever appeared. It
will be talked about.
BOOK IT TO-DAY.

4

Scenes from Vitagrqph's unusual feature starring Earle Williams.
to right,
portrait shows
Monsieur
stripe;Panel
at left
Picardof subdues
an Apache
ruffian.Picard, himself a society crook, exposing a Raffles of a meaner
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.
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First National Attraction

This cut from the Press
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Over thirty other cuts and
big assortment of Publicity
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A

Revelation

vlotion

Produced

Picture

in California with Aurora

in

Production

Mardiganian

herself, who

re-enacts

her own experiences during two years in the hands of the Turks.
Facts furnished by the Official Reports of British Commissioner
Bryce and American

Ambassador

Morgenthau

Viscount

are also pictured in the

photoplay.

t is

so

realistic

that

witnessing

many

the

people

actual

believe

events

they

are

pictured.

Oscar Apfel deserves the highest praise for his direction.
His handling

of thousands

nothing of the more

of people and hundreds

of horses — to say

intimate scenes — is nothing short of marvellous.

roduced by Col. W. N. Selig for the National Motion Picture Committee of the American

Committee

for

elief in the Near East, and shown to society people in the principal cities for the benefit of the
rmenians at $10.00 per seat.
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American
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Motion

first

Picture

N

s

national'

booking

policy

S an organization owned-and controlled by the biggest exhibitors
in the world, First National Exhibitors' Circuit's policies and systems
of distribution were determined more than two years ago by its
members to accomplish:
OPEN BOOKING: Thereby relieving them of the burden of rental \
contracts for inferior productions forced upon them as the premium1
for series contracts for star productions they do want.
Elimination

of Inferiority:

by uniting to give to capable stars

and producers sufficient latitude, in finances and market independence, to make bigger and better pictures without having their booking opportunities restricted by the system which compelled the strong
to carry the weak.
Independence For Stars, Producers and Exhibitors : by inaugurating a system of distribution which places every star and producer
strictly on his or her own merits in the exchanges and at the box office.
On occasions when

it is deemed

advisable first to demonstrate to ex-

hibitors the box office value of a star, the " single picture " booking
policy is advocated for the first release only, so the exhibitor may
decide for himself the advisability of booking the remainder of the
series in a single contract.
First National's star series attractions, past, present and future, never
have been, and never will be, a burden on exhibitors. The releases
of these artists are sought by exhibitors in " star series " contracts.
Exhibitors refuse to book one star production, advertise it heavily,
play to big business, and then leave open the way to a competitor
to annex the next of that star's releases.
This is First National's only deviation from a practice of " open
booking" in the fullest meaning of the phrase: The big non-star,
non-series specials, such as l{ My Four Years in Germany," " Tarzan
of the Apes," " Auction of Souls," and others, are booked on the
single picture basis, and independent of any other attractions.
That distinction always will exist in First National.
of equity between safety and danger to exhibitors.

First

National

Exhibitors

It is the line

Circuit,

Inc.
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Motion

Picture

s
1

Champion Heavyweight Boxer of the World

I

THE

WALLBNEE
AF
<tt!AN?E
Witt
•
t
Arlme
Pretty
Directed by Harry Recier

A WORLD
known personality, possessing all the drawing qualities
that have made famous three of the screen s foremost stars —
The haj)f>y, go-lucky smile of an optimist
The rugged, fearless stoicism of a real man
natural
of the
hlue"of publicity
This is ^Villard in life and on the screen! ComingThe
soon frank,
to tke best
theatres simplicity
in this country,
with "true
an avalanche
such as no picture player has ever before known — in a mammoth, spectacular, special production that will be fully worthy
of the most exacting requirements of these theatres.
Loo\ UP your theatre's
run-^lhen
double the time, and
reserve it fcr this picture
FOR longest
METHOD
OF DISTRIBUTION,
ADDRESS
Continental
Pictures
Corporation
Suite 503
Suite 924
FRED L.WILKE, President
1482 Broadway
208 S.Chicago
La Salle St.
New York
mum
Be sure to mention ,; MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

May

31, 1919
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f
KNOCKOUT

I

!

™

lQ

2

IP

his other
have been
as
complete
~|^IG and
eighteen

successes,

the

greatest

triumph

his

is scored

career

of

I

by

!
Champion

SHE

Heavyweight

Boxer

flIALLENEE
In
Seven

of the

&?
Parts

FIANCE

Witt
Arlme

1*

Pretty

Directed by Harry Revier
tests tke
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Certainly!
The Exhibitor who hooks

"LOVE'S PRISONER"
will find it profitable.
" But more than that — he'll
enjoy the unique satisfaction of
the real showman who arouses
the enthusiasm of his audiences."

" It's a bully photoplay — pictures
of equal merit are few and far
June 8th
betweenReleased
."
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
New York

Triangle
Special

Presentation

Picture

News

GALE
2-REEL

HENRY
COMEDIES

RELEASED
EVERY
TWO
WEEKS
THROUGH
THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
INTERSTATE FILMS, INC.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE.
207 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, III.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE.
109 West Maryland Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
174 Second Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
R. D. MARSON ATTRACTION CO.,
26 Piedmont Street,
Boston, Mass.
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS,
1235 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pi..
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.,
938 Penn Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. & H. FILM DISTRIBUTING CO..
73 Walton Street,
Atlanta, Ga.
FONTENELLE FEATURE FILM CO.,
1504 Harney Street,
Omaha, Nebr.
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION,
738 South Olive Street,
Los Angeles, Calif.
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION,
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
San Francisco, Cat.
CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION,!
Seattle, Wash.
SOLD
EASTERN

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE. INC.,
916 G Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
ELTABRAN FILM COPiedmont Theatre BIdg..
Charlotte-, N. C.
STANDARD316 FILM
SERVICE
Sloan Building, CO..
Cleveland, Ohio.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.,
Film Exchange Building,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.,
Elizabeth & John R. Streets,
Detroit. Mich.
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO., INC..
114 S. Hudson Street,
Oklahoma City, Oih.
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO., INC.,
1815 Jo Main Street,
Dallas, Texis.
STANDARD FILM CORPORATION.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
EQUITABLE928 FILM
CORP.,
Main Street,
Kansas City, Mo.
ARROW PHOTO PLAYS CO.,
1735 Walton Street,
Denver, Colo.
CANADIAN FILM SERVICE. LTD..
311 Orpheum Building,
Vancouver. B. C.
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
APOLLO TRADING CO,
220 West 48th Street,
New lorK. N. i.

THE WORLD OVER
EXCEPT
CANADA AND NEW ORLEANS
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RUMORS current for many weeks and beginning to
take definite shape hint at the formation of another
cooperative exhibitor group embodying many of
the principles underlying the two widely differing organizations now in existence — First Natonal and the United
Theatres.
The reports have taken various forms ; they are, perhaps, of no more value than most rumors that come and
go in Filmland. But even rumors have this one value —
they indicate the trend of thought of many film men, the
direction toward which a few are working.
And it is undoubtedly true that there are forces seeking
to work out policies based on an active interest on the part
of a new string of theatres.
The success of First National and United Theatres is
naturally the primary cause of this tendency. Another
incentive is the development of the open market idea to
such radical proportions that it leaves sbme of the oldline film men grasping around for some new guarantees
to replace the discarded security qf the program method.
This is a further realization that in the big theatre men
of today, with their large realty holdings and palatial auditoriums there is a real power and solid strength.
Developments of the summer months will bear the
closest watching. Many weary days and nights are being
spent in New York in the development of Fall policies.
And many of our erstwhile cocksure leaders are taking
long, long looks before they leap.
London

or New

York

FILM man to whom we mentioned John T. Tippett's announcement in this week's trade publications found the news of more than ordinary interest. He summed up recent developments in this manner :
" Famous Players-Lasky forms a British producing
company; financial interests all through Europe are forming combinations to break down the American supremacy
of the motion picture industry ; Fox established a chain of
twelve exchanges throughout Europe; and now John D.
Tippett, an American film man who has been in Europe
foY the past six years, makes a statement that London will
shortly be the inevitable centre of the film world.
" Wouldn't it be interesting to get opinions on this subject? Is London going to capture the financial power of
the film business? What do other American film men
think of the subject? "
There are possibilities here for discussion. Perhaps,
also, if we care to go still further in search of trouble,
■■Ill

iiiiniiiniiMininiiM

of

News

there is room for talk in the hint that the propaganda
possibilities of the screen would not be overlooked by any
foreign capital reaching a commanding position.
But we are not in a mood for borrowing trouble. Some
two years ago when we declared New York to be the film
capital of the world we were chided by London for playing
into the hands of the Hun.
So now that London is in a position to make its own
fight with the weapons of real business we are perfectly
willing to sit on the sidelines.
Which will it be — London or New York?
St. Louis

in June

is being made to bring about a
effort convention
SINCERE
real exhibitor
this year. Peter
Schaefer, Frank Rembusch, and their co-workers
are striving to bring about a business-like session that will
lay the foundations of a solid national organization.
They are working under a handicap built by previous exhibitor affairs — the indifference formed by listening to
much blowing of trumpets followed by an inglorious fizzle.
But the moment seems ripe for a do or die effort. The
encouragement of every branch of the industry is necessary. Exhibitor organization w_as never so. necessary, nor
has its fate ever been in the hands of a more earnest group
of workers.
St. Louis is the place; June nth the date.
%
%
%
A

?

A

immiiiiirmmiiiiimntnin

Short

Subjects

Coming

Back

practhe fact
before onexhibitor
commente
have tically
s that
all of the d numerous
coming to
New York within the last six weeks seem to be
seeking particularly the latest ideas on theatre building and

WE

equipment
That is. the paramount thought; it is the reflex of the
theatre building boom that is on in full force.
Next in importance to most of the exhibitors with whom
we have talked is a search for good short subjects. The
forgotten one-reel comedy, the despised scenic, the tolerated magazine — all are coming into their own.
" Only give us these subjects with touches of class,"
they say. " The war brought us a new grade of patronage
in search of the news weeklies and big topical specials.
We are building handsome structures to keep that class of
patronage.
Andof short
subjectswill
thathelp
are us' different,'
have the touch
intelligence,
to satisfy that
this
new clientele."
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Paramount convened last week in the usual fashion. Opened the
convention, closed the convention, and then there was silence. But
if the things we hear are correct there is still considerable burning
of the midnight oil over on Fifth Avenue. The district managers
are still in town, and with Walter E. Greene and Al Lichtman plugging away we may expect some big news in a week or so. These
distribution experts have a problem on their hands — but ive'll say
it's in good hands.
Just after we got this page safely to bed last week and had tucked
the sheet in carefully all around the news began to break. We just
succeeded in slipping in the rumor that Sid Chaplin had signed
with Famous-Lasky at $200,000 a negative. The week also brought official confirmation from Fifth avenue, and yesterday brought a wire from Los Angeles that merely
changes our figures.
The story out there is that Sid has contracted to deliver fourfeature negatives a year for a million dollars — with a paltry bonus
of one hundred and fifty thousand.
Which, we are informed, means that Sid will get more real money
than Charlie collects in a twelve-month period. Our whispering
friend puts it this way : " Charlie won't get as much per negative
because his productions are two reelers. And he doesn't make
enough two reelers in a year to equal Sid's figure. So there you
are.
True enough — there we are. But will the topic be dismissed as
easily in the Chaplin family councils ?
J. D. Williams got " all het up " this week at the many definitions
being given the words " Open Market " and dropped a load of
TNT in the middle of the landscape. The statement which appears
on page 3572 of this week's Neivs is a scorcher for this stage of the
discussion on marketing methods and should start the argument off
again in full force. Every time J. D. makes a statement we advise
you not to miss it. This time we repeat the advice with double
emphasis.
Speaking, as we were, of the news that broke just after we
went to press, there is the story that " interests friendly to Famous
Players-Lasky have secured control of the Rialto and Rivoli."
'This still lacks official confirmation; but neither has it been denied. And the " authoritative sources " quoted give such details as
the fact that Hugo Reisenfeld will continue in charge, and that the
programs will not be confined to Paramount subjects.
The above was Friday's story. Then on Saturday we were told
that the same " friendly interests " were stretching a hand out toward Minneapolis. We don't know why Dame Rumor picked on
Minneapolis — this is a great big country.'
Then the wildest rumor of a wild, wild week came from Los
Angeles on Wednesday. Some one must be stepping on that magic
rug at the Alexandria. The story is that a new theatre circuit is
being formed of which Adolph Zukor and Arthur Kane will be
the executive heads, with Lee F. Ochs rounding up the members.
Lee denies it absolutely; Arthur Kane is on a fishing trip in
Maine; Adolph Zukor has business to attend to.
Join in with us now and say " Many happy returns of the day "
to the three " Reg'lar Fellers" on the opposite page. At the presdidn't have the price of a real cake to
cost of living
send enttohighUniversal
on itsweseventh birthday, so we got Harry Palmer
to draw a picture of one to hand to Messrs. Laemmle, Powers and
Cochrane. This industry forgets mighty quickly, but we don't think

Picture

New

Personalities
it should forget the tough battles put up by this trio for the independent manufacturer in the early days. And exhibitors should
remember them for many battles fought in the years between.
George Cook, a lithographer with a heart as big as a twenty-four
sheet, passed away on Tuesday. We can't say any more.
Carl H. Pierce is enroute to New York to take up a local option
fight at Huntington, L. I., after having attended the exhibitors' banquet in Rochester.
Sam Rorke is in New York representing the Katherine McDonald productions.
The print on " The Flame/' touted as a special, is on the way
East convoyed by Bre'er Carleton. Arrives on Friday.
You haven't forgotten to make a mark in your note-book for tliat
dinner on June 18 to Sydney Cohen, Sam Herman and Charles
O'Reilly, have you? If the Waldorf -Astoria on that night doesn't
hold
the guess.
greatestOnemotion
picture
assemblage
everfigure
collected
miss our
thousand
is the
conservative
set onwe'll
the
attendance. And if you are not one of the thousand you'll be kicking yourself for a month after the event. Take our tip now! Mark
the date indelibly — you can't afford to forget.
Stand up for a toast! To Miss Parsons, daughter of P. A.
Parsons, who arrived in this world on Thursday. Yessir, both
mother and daughter are doing well.
We'll bet the above event brought about some doings at the
A. M. P. A. luncheon on Thursday. Daddy, in addition to being
advertising manager of Pathe, is president of the aforementioned
A. M. P. A.
James E. McBride, of Fox, has been confined to his home for
several weeks. Tough luck, Mac, but we're all rooting for you
to be back on the job soon.
Eugene H. Roth, managing director of the California and
Portola theatres, San Francisco, was* a visitor to Motion Picture
News office during the week.
Mr. Roth reports wonderful progress in exhibitor conditions in
the West in the past year.
Bill Rudolph journeyed out of town to Washington, Baltimore
and Wilmington during the week. Then we learned that Bill had
bought that territory on " The Unpardonable Sin." Go to it, Bill.
" Everybody's Business ! " The words are splashed all over
Motion Picture News this week. It sure is some title !
If the picture measures up to the title we suppose, after all
the " Virtuous " combinations we had, that we will then get " Norats. body's Business, " Your Business," " Somebody's Business." Oh,
W. H. Gueringer, assistant general manager of the Saenger
Amusement Company, New Orleans, left for the Sazarac town
Wednesday after several weeks in New York.
Lieutenant Jim Anderson blew into town Saturday. Shook
hands with the boys, and then traveled on to Detroit. After all
these years Lieut. Jim is once more working for the Warners.
While Papa William A. was busy in London, Alice Brady
stole a march on him Tuesday evening and married James L.
Crane,
tied
the the
knot.actor. The Bridegroom's father, Dr. Frank Crane,
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You
're All
Wrong,
Says
James or any
D.
other Williams
of the stars who are high in
Throws Hot Shot Into Open Market Discussion with Statement
popularity with the public.
Exhibitors tolerated the program system,
That Series Policy Is Exhibitors Only Protection — Harry
submitting to the demands that they take
Raver Writes Next Week
the bad with the good, because they knew
that the stars who were money getters at
JD. WILLIAMS this week threw a charge of TNT into recent discusthe box office were indispensable to their
sion of marketing methods with an open statement declaring that " the existence as theatre owners and operators.
• single picture policy means chaos," and that star series booking was the They paid the big premiums in unprofitable
exhibitors only protection against an intolerable condition.
pictures demanded by the distributors so
The Williams statement will undoubtedly create a storm of comment. It that they could get star series contracts,
with its attendant protection.
follows closely on the heels of the announcement by other distributors of an
Now, the " single picture " policy blandly
individual picture policy and is certain to bring a sharp reply. Exhibitors also
refuses to give them the protection for
are likely to join in the discussion now at such a warm state.
which they have been compelled to pay so
Harry Raver was another film producer to enter the discussion this week.
highly in the past, when these stars were
on programs. Where is there anything
As we hinted last week there are many who will question Jesse Goldburg's
constructive, progressive, or beneficial to
narration of history in that issue, and Harry Raver takes occasion to do so
the industry in this, It is making tumult
this week.
out of chaos.
Practically every star series contract in
existence gives the exhibitors a medium of
" Frying Pan to Fire "
protection against the possible decline of
"The theatre man is being jumped from
RAVER
IS NEXT
quality
in the
any the
star one-picture
whose re-'
the frying pan to the fire," declares J. D.
leases are
so work
bookedof by
Williams in his statement, which follows :
cancellation clause. If exhibitors sign a
contract for a series of three or six star
Reform forces seeking to relieve exhibof the openionmar-of
the opening ER'
productions, confident that they are real!
itors of the restraints and injustices of the
d in next
be publSisheopin
HARRYket willRAV
box office attractions, and find that they are
unequitable program contract system are
's issue of Motion Picweek
not up to the previous standard, they are
ture News.
literally jumping the theatre owners from
legally privileged to cancel by respecting
the frying pan into the fire in adopting
He has something interesting to
the one-picture clause.
say. Watch for it.
the
"
single
picture
"
booking
policy
as
the
What is it that makes a successful
alternative.
This latter method wipes out, at a single
vaudeville theatre? The protection prostroke, the most vital principle of business
vided by its franchise' in a circuit. In that
field of entertainment a star signs a conpractice in the industry — exhibitor protectract for one season or more. Each house
merit. Why should the exhibitors be detion. It says to him, in substance :
on the circuit is thus assured that it will
prived of the right and privilege of profit" Here is a big star attraction. Book it.
not be compelled to fight a losing contest
The rental is high, but the production is
ing from the money they spend to advertise a star? There is nothing that is fair with opposition for second appearance of
exceptional. It gives you a great and
or just in any measure in a system that
that particular star, in a new act, after he
popular star, a wonderful story, matchless
or she has been heavily advertised and
direction — guaranteeing positive results at destroys the very foundations of an exhibthe box office. Advertise it heavily. Put
"put
over" to a successful season of three
itor's
success.
There
is
no
equity
in
a
method that cannot assure exhibitors that
behind it every atom of showmanship you
days or a week on the first appearance.
they
will
be
protected
so
long
as
they
are
• In the motion picture business the exhibpossess. You don't have to take any other
satisfied to pay the market price for any
itor cannot have this protection with stars
subject to get it. No strings, of any charwhom he has popularized in his theatre.
acter, are attached. It is a single picture.
star's productions.
The real trouble in the past was not the
There is not a large distributing concern
You can book the next production this star
star series contracts. Exhibitors wanted
in the business today that would consent,
releases in exactly the same way."
There is no theory in predicting the de- contracts for series productions in which
for an instant, to the same conditions in
appeared stars popular with their patrons.
velopments, sofar as the exhibitor is conits relations with stars and producers that
They needed no master intelligence to are imposed upon exhibitors in marketing
cerned. He wants that particular star. He
point out the necessity for thus protecting
wants several others, because he knows
star productions to them on the " single
themselves. The great difficulty with the picture
they are certain in popularity and appeal.
" basis. Would Paramount, United
program system was the latitude it gave
He books the single picture. He exploits
Artists, Metro, Select, or First National
producers and distributors to use the star
it. The results are phenomenal. He enagree to a " single picture " contract with
productions as clubs to compel exhibitors
hances the local popularity of that star.
any of their respective stars? No!
Would Paramount contract for but one
He gives that star the benefit of a big ad- to book weak and inferior releases with
vertising campaign. He associates that
DeMille production at a time? Would its
unpopular stars. The open market promstar with his theatre. So far, excellent.
ised to destroy this club. Exhibitors welexecutives consent to any such arrangement, which would place the next DeMille
comed open booking as the means of avoidBut—
ing the arbitrary dictates of the program
release within the competitive grasp of
There are very few exhibitors without
distributors.
other distributors? No!
competitors. The exhibitor who plays the
The Norma Talmadge productions are
single picture goes back to his exchange to
Would Metro consider it good business
not a burden to exhibitors. Exhibitors who
book the next one as an individual attracto contract with Nazimova for but one piction. What assurance has he that his comhave patrons with whom Miss Talmadge is
ture at a time? Would they thus leave the
popular welcome a series contract for her way open for another distributor to buy
petitor, knowing that the door is wide open
releases. It is their protection. There
to him to capitalize the other fellow's work,
her next production, and get the^ cumulanever has been a time exhibitors did not
may not arrive ahead of him, offer more
tive advantage of the great advertising and
consider the productions of Mary Pickford
promotion campaign Metro had given to
money
for
the
second
one,'
get
it,
and
an
asset
for
their
theatres.
They
want
the
profit immeasurably from the money and
safe haven of a series contract for her the previous Nazimova feature? No!
effort the losing exhibitor invested to exWould the promoters of the United Artploit the first production?
pictures. The majority of them have, ever
ists' Corporation have gone beyond the first
There is no assurance against this with
since she became a popular star. But they stages of organization if they had been unable to conclude contracts with Charlie
did not want the less than ordinary subthe " single picture " policy. It makes cutthroats of the exhibitors. They are placed
jects they were compelled to take in order
Chaplin,
Douglas
Fair-to
always on the defensive, without one item
banks andMary
D. W. Pickford,
Griffith which
insured
to obtain Miss Pickford's releases on a
of consideration in their favor. Advertistheir exchanges a series of productions by
program.
The opinion of exhibitors is virtually each of these artists? Would they be willing is cumulative in value. The publicity
promotion an exhibitor gives to a star in the same about the Chaplin comedies, the
ing to contract for only one " single picone production helps popularize the next
productions of Douglas Fairbanks, D. W.
ture " at a time, knowing that every comGriffith, W. S. Hart, Charles Rsv. Anita
release in which that star appears, providpeting distributor had equal opportunity
(Continued on page 3576)
ing, of course, that the first attraction has
Stewart, Nazimova, Constance Talmadge,
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"Australia

is

Due

for

a

Record
Boom
portunity to dispose of the Far East and
Verdict Is That of Harry Musgrove, Managing Director of AusAustralia with the one turn-over. " We are
hot buying rights unless we can get both
tralasian Films, Ltd. — That Organization Invading
Far East
the Far East and Australia. We have completed connections of the best sort with the
"
ITH war restrictions such as the United States has not known about
W
Dutch East Indies, India, Manila, Japan and
Shangai. We have our own branch at
to be removed, Australia's motion picture men are looking forward
Shangai. Negotiations are also under way
to an opportunity for real progress," declares Harry Musgrove,
managing director of Australasian Films, Ltd., and now in New York on
for connections with Java."
business.
Mr. Musgrove's organization has a com" You must remember," he continues, " that Australia has been
pletely equipped studio in Australia, with
through four years of the war and that naturally the industry in that territory
the latest Bell and Howell equipment. Ochas been largely at a standstill. To-day, however, a building boom is about
casionally Australian productions are made
to start, and with it will come progress in every factor of picture presentation."
here,
while
the studio is open to other pro. In the course of an interview on conditions in Australia, Mr. Musgrove also
ducers who may care to use it.
gave out the news that Australasian Films had well under way plans for expanE. R. Gordau, who will be active in the
Far Eastern work of the Australasian, is
sion of its interests to all of the Far East, an announcement of unusual importance to American producers.
also in this country at the present time.
Millard manent
Johnson,
Australasian's
perrepresentative
here, is enjoying
Four Years of This
a vacation in Australia. Mr. Musgrove
" You have had building restrictions
and Wynne Jones have been carrying
in this country," Mr. Musgrove conon the activities of the office.
tinued, and
"
naturally when we speak
of restrictions in Australia you think
■of regulations similar to yours. But
there is no companion. Why, we
Many Exploitation Aids
A vast array of valuable exploitation
couldn't spend a hundred dollars on
aid have just been fully completed for
one of your houses without going
ifhrough a maze of red tape. The exthe screen production, " Colonel
penditure of even a few hundred dolBridau " according to announcement
lars for a needed improvement meant
by the Entente Film Corporation of
3 trip to Melbourne — which would
247 North Eleventh street, Philadelmean a trip to Washington to you —
phia, owners of • the United States
rights which they are now disposing
.and the hardest work to get the permit.
of to territorial right buyers.
" Australia's picture theatres were
well advanced five or six years ago in
Among the aids furnished for excomparison with this country. And
ploitation asdescribed are two elaborwhile we have naturally reflected such
ate art lobby display, hand-colored
photos, black and white photos, three
improvement in pictures as has come
styles of striking posters, handsome ilwith the past few years, you can readlustrated booklet, special slides and
ily see that with such restrictions as we
other novelties.
have had there has been little opportunity for theatre advancement.
No expense has been spared, according to the Entente Film officials, to
" But six months after the cessation
provide powerful exploitation aids for
•of hostilities all restrictions will be re" Colonel Bridau."
moved. And Australian picture men
are more than optimistic over the prospects.
Alice Brady Marries
" I know that our own organization
is setting no limit on expense or trouAlice Brady, stage and screen star,
ble to ' carry on ' with the industry in
was married on May 20 to James L.
the bright days that are coming. We
Crane, an actor.
are planning for three new houses of
a class with the best in this country,
Miss Brady and Mr. Crane were
married by the Rev. Dr. Frank Crane,
one each in the cities of Sydney, Melfather of the bridegroom, at the Crane
bourne, and Adelaide. In fact, one of
the principal purposes of my trip at
residence. The bridegroom's mother
this time has been to see the beautiful
Miss Brady's attendand
ants. sister were
theatres that have just been completed
William A. Brady, who is in London
in this country and to talk with your
Mrs. Brady (Grace George), was
with
these
at
least
seventy-five
per
cent,
are
exhibitors on their plans. It is very possible that I will take back with me one of showing only one, two or three nights a
by cable of his daughter's wednotified
your most prominent architects and experts
week. About seven and one-half per cent,
ding immediately after the ceremony.
o fthe seven hundred theatres are first run
on picture theatre construction.
houses.
" Through various subsidiary organization controls thirty houses in that territory.
" Australasian Films is at present handling in this territory the production of First
Joyce Begins New One
" But the territory is not as rich as many
National, Pathe, Jewel, Vitagraph, TriAmerican producers would seem to conAfter completing Charles Klein's famous
success, "The Third Degree," Alice Joyce
angle, and we are in the market for all the
sider it," declared Mr. Musgrove. " You
is having a change from Broadway dramas,
must remember that Australia's five milfeatures that we can buy."
lions of population are centered along the bigMr.independent
and has begun work on "The Spark DiMusgrove's announcement of an invine," a story by Alicia Ramsey. Miss
coast line in a comparatively small number
vasion of the Far East by Australasian
of towns. I estimate that there are seven
Films is of especial interest since it will Joyce will be directed by Tom Terriss,for who
his
recently earned considerable praise
Tiundred theaters in the territory, but of mean that American producers have an opMouse."
the
and
Lion
handling of "The
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Motion

Picture

N ew &

Says

The Big U exchange men sat around
table inbirthday
New York
the the
Universal
partyon May 17 to strike enthusiasm for

Famous
Players-Lasky
for Europe
art according to the corporations anNew $3,000,000 Corporation Formed
nouncement,
made yesterday by Emil E.
in London by Company Which
Shauer, who has just returned to New
Will Produce Super-Pictures
York after four months abroad. He said:
on Famous European
" The possibilities opened up by peace
Backgrounds
for international competition and coFORMATION in London of a great
operation by American industry, and in
particular the motion picture industry, are
$3,000,000 corporation which will proboundless.
duce Paramount-Artcraf t motion pictures
against famous European backgrounds and
"British financiers who have joined this
build studio plants in the capital of the
American enterprise include Major David
Old World is announced by the Famous
Davies M. P., well known coal and landPlayers-Lasky Corporation, number 405
owner; Major Norman Holden, Alexander
Fifth avenue. The name of the new firm
Nisbet, W. J. Burdon Evans, Albert Hurst,
is the Famous Players-Lasky British Prothe woolen manufacturer, A. W. . Kerley,
ducers, Ltd.
Thomas
Wrigley, banker ; J. H. Kippax,
Construction of extensive studios and
who controls Manchester cotton manufacproduction plants on a scale equalling those
turies, J. G. Thompson and George, Isaac,
of the Hollywood and Los Angeles districts
and Abraham Collins. J. C. Graham, idenin America will be started immediately
tified for some time with the Famous
by the Famous Players-Lasky British ProPlayers-Lasky Corporation, will be manducers, Ltd., it is said. London is to be
aging director of the British organization.
central headquarters for production, since
most striking Old World color is available
" Agents of the corporation headed by
Albert A. Kaufman formerly Eastern Proin Wales, Southern England and the Scotduction Manager will leave immediately for
tish lakes regions.
Europe. Actors and actresses, famous
Special pictures starring American and
throughout the United States, will leave
continental artists made in Europe will
open up a new epoch in the motion picture
soon after."
That Settles It!
Chicago to Have Chinese
Despite the fact that the close of the
Picture Theatre
open-market discussion was announced in
Louis Sing, one of Chicago's Chinese
merchants has launched a novel project in the last issue of Motion Picture News,
Harry Sherman declined to " let it go at
the building of a one hundred thousand
that," with the result that the following
dollar theatre it is said to be located on
telegram reaches our desk as we go to
property adjacent to Chicago's Chinatown
press. It speaks for itself : " You asked
with a seating capacity of about twelve
who opened the open market — Harry Sherhundred and which will cater principally
man did." (signed)
Harry Sherman.
it is stated to the natives of the flowery
kingdom, furnishing them with a home
grown variety of entertainment with all
vampire and sex problem films eliminated
In Levey's
observance ofAnniversary
the second anniversary
which, according to the sponsor of the
of his inauguration and assumptio^p of the
enterprise " makes the Chinaman sick."
According to Mr. Sing the orientals are
management of Universal's Education and
Industrial departments, Harry Levey was
in need of an amusement resort in Chicago,
host Saturday afternoon, May 24, at a
and he means they shall have one all their
luncheon at the Hotel Astor to members
own. Sing gives his little daughter, Silvery
of his department and Universal officials.
Waves, the chedit of being the originator.

Chicago Will Have
Largest Theatre
News comes from Chicago that Balaban
and Katz of Riveria, will give that city
the distinction of having the largest theatre
in the country. Plans are being completed1
for the erection of a six story building with
a frontage of 225 feet and a depth of 125
feet, in Cottage Grove Avenue near Sixtythird street for theatre purposes only.
The theatre it is said will have a seating,
capacity of over five thousand, surpassing
anything ever erected for pictures, and will1
cost it is stated about one million dollars.
It will be built along the French architectural lines with play rooms, rest rooms and
lobby, will be five stories high, it is said,
and patterned after the chapel of Versailles,
with full stage for scenic presentation of
pictures, and will have a fifty piece orchestra and big chorus.
Rapp and Rapp who are the contractors
will start work in six weeks it is said and
the theatre will open next April.
Famous Players Hosts to
Visiting Officials
In honor of the district managers and
special representatives in session in New
York, the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation was host to the visitors and members
of the home office organization, to the
number of nearly one hundred, on Thursday evening, May 15, at Castle Cave. All
of the company's Eastern executives were
present, it is stated and the spirit of mutual
loyalty and goodf ellowship which permeated the gathering as well as the feeling
of pride in the past and enthusiasm fur
the future, which was at all times evident,
it is said, made the assemblage one of the
most noteworthy in the annals of the motion picture industry.
Bacon Gives Dinner
Gerald Bacon, whose affiliation with
Frank Hall and the Independent Sales Corporation as producer was recently announced, gave a dinner at his home in New
York to members of the trade and daily
press on Saturday, May 17. The occasion
was in the way of a celebration of Mr.
Bacon's initial step in producing his first
picture for the Hall interests.
Mr. Bacon was assisted in entertaining
his guests by Mrs. Gerald Bacon. Among
those present were: Kelcey Allen, S. Jay
Kaufman, Louella Parsons, Alison Smith,
Harold F. Rendall, Louis Reid, Laurence
Reid, Ben Grimm, Walter K. Hill, C. S.
Sewell, Al Cormier and Peter Milne.
Ben Ross in Metropolis
After owning state right exchanges in
the Minneapolis and Middle West territories, Ben Ross affiliated himself with the
production
of "The Black Stork" in Chicago.
Then a plunge in films in the Indiana
territory. Mr. Ross then went to Texas and
interested himself in several oil ventures.
He is now visiting New York with the
determination to return to the motion picture business.
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To Show " Virtuous Men "
to Prison Inmates
Because of its impressive title and the
particularly virile American story which
it tells, " Virtuous Men " has been selected
by the Entertainment Committee of Sing
Sing and Auburn Prisons for special showings to the inmates. The S-L production,
■which stars E. K. Lincoln, contains all of
the elements required for showings of this
nature by the committees who chose the
films for the two prisons. Its absence of
objectionable features it is said together
with the story of regeneration of a young
down-and-outer " which " Virtuous Men "
infolds, is in exact keeping with the ideas
promulgated by the various prison authorities in the welfare work which they carry
on through means of speeches, pamphlets
and screen entertainment.
As a special feature of these showings
it has been arranged for E. K. Lincoln,
star of the production, to appear with the
film at the different institutions, at which
time he will make a short speech.
Percy Marmont Returns to
the Screen
Percy Marmont has returned to the
screen, and is now at work as leading
man to Alice Joyce, the Vitagraph star,
in her forthcoming production, "Vengeance."
Marmont's screen career has already
demonstrated his versatility and talent.
He has appeared as leading man to Elsie
Ferguson in " Rose of the World " and
" The Lie " ; then came " Three Men and a
Girl," in which Marguerite Clark was
starred. An engagement as leading man in
" The Turn of the Wheel." Immediately
after came " In the Hollow of Her Hand,"
in which Alice Brady was starred, and
" Thesame
Indestructible
Wife," also supporting
the
star.
Doris Kenyon Poems
A number of the poems of Doris Kenyon,
De Luxe Pictures star, whose latest production, "Twilight,"
has just been released,
have reached
book form.
Miss Kenyon's father, Dr. James B. Kenyon, has just published a volume of his
most meritorious poems under the title,
"The Harvest Home." In the back of the
volume are more than a dozen of Doris
Kenyon's later poems which have recently
appeared in leading magazines and newspapers.
Miss Kenyon expects to issue soon a volume devoted exclusively to her own poems.
Middleton Praises Snell
George Middleton, who produced all of
Beatriz Michelena's past successes, considers "Just Squaw," which Robertson-Cole
will release through Exhibitors' Mutual,
the greatest story she has yet appeared in.
As among her past successes are numbered
" Salomy Jane," by Beet Harte ; " The Unwritten Law," by Edwin Milton Royal;
"The Woman Who Dared," by C. N. and
A. M. Williamson, the statement of Mr.
Middleton is a high compliment to Earle
Snell, the author of " Just Squaw."
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Universal

Celebration

Starts at Astor
Joe Schnitzer, Harry Berman and E. H.
Goldstein who direct the national sales
policy for Universal pictures together with
general sales manager Sam Zierler joined
the sales staff of the Big U Exchange at
a luncheon recently in the Yacht Room of
the Hotel Astor, and there started the
versary.
celebration
of the seventh Universal anniThose present were :
Sam Zierler, Charley Moses, Joe Schnitzer, Harry Barman, E. H. Goldstein, Harry
Levey, W. C Herrmann, E. W. Kramer,
C. H. Shock, W. R. Wilkerson, Charles
Rosenzweig, Lou Levey, Fred E. Baer, A.
Reinleib, Edgar B. Haines, L. Kutinsky,
Dave Sohmer, James Holden, G. Nathan,
George Steiner, George D. Uffner, Henry
Huber, Phil Winnick, L. B. Sherwood, Leo
Abrams, Ben Appel, Leo Fox, H. Furst,
Nat Goldberg, H. Sacks, Nat Liebskind,
Joe Miller, Frank Williams.
Lou Tellegen and his wife, Geraldine Farrar,
have gone to the West
to appear in pictures forCoast
Goldwyn
Sturgeon with Universal
Rollin Sturgeon, the well-known director, will direct exclusively for Universal
within the ensuing year according to an
announcement made by that company. Mr.
Sturgeon is said to be one of the most
capable directors in the film industry and
his wide experience is said to have given
him an insight into the many angles of
successful producing.
Sturgeon it is stated made three of Universal^ bigger pictures.
Green to Star in Series
Miss Dorothy Green, who appeared with
Montagu Love in "The Rough Neck" recently on the World program, has been engaged by World Pictures to star in a series
of productions which will be made at the
World Peerless studio at West Fort Lee,
N. J. Miss Green, who has been starred
as a "vamp" in a number of productions
made by other concerns, will essay an entirely new line of screen impersonations in
her forthcoming World pictures.
Miss Percy With Haworth
Eileen personages,
Percy, one has
of the
talented
beenscreen's
engagedmost
by
the Haworth Pictures Corporation to appear opposite Sessue Hayakawa in " The
Gray Horizon," which Roberson-Cole will
release through Exhibitors' Mutual. Miss
Percy has played with Douglas Fairbanks in
" Wild and Wooly," " Down to Earth,"
"The Man from Painted Post" and
" Reaching for the Moon."
Stahl Joins American Films
It is announced that John M. Stahl has
sold all his interest in the Tribune Productions featuring Florence Reed, and with
the completion in directing his last picture,
"A Woman Under Oath," has joined the
American Cinema Corporation, where he
will direct Mollie King in a series of
special productions.

Cecil B. DeMille

Starts

Passenger Air Route
Cecil B. DeMille, director-general of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has the
distinction of having started the first regular passenger air route in America, it is
stated. His service has already started,
and Mr. DeMille expects that it will satisfy
a great demand.
Mr. DeMille has purchased from the
Canadian Government four Curtiss planes,
and has employed four experienced aviators, all but one of whom have been just
discharged from the army. The only civilian is Al Wilson, known as one of the best
civilian aviators in America. He will be
general manager of the company, and Lieutenant Christopher V. Pickup, an expert
army aviator, is head pilot and mechanic.
The company has been incorporated
under the name of the Mercury Aviation
Company, with Mr. DeMille as president.
Bradford Visits New York
Ralph Bradford, manager of the Triangle
Film Corporation's Chicago exchange, was
a New York visitor last week.
Before taking charge of the Triangle
Exchange in Chicago about eighteen
months ago, Mr. Bradford opened the Triangle Exchange in Minneapolis, and later
on opened the First National Evchange
there for the Saxe interests. He afterlis. ward managed the Universal at MinneapoFive years ago Mr. Bradford was the
Chicago manager of Mutual. He reports
conditions in his territory as most brilliant.
Leah

Baird

Attends

Ball

Leah Baird, star of Augustus Thomas'
" As a Man Thinks," distributed by Hodkinson, has announced her intention of
attending the motion picture ball in Richmond, Va., May 24, as a guest. It is understood that about a score of stars and representatives ofthe motion picture industry
will be present.
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Brooks

Motion
Installs Special

Department
Thomas B. Brooks Company, which is responsible for the Rothapfel, Independent,
Selznick and Select colored inserts that
have appeared in Motion Picture News
announces through its representative, B.
Minden, that owing to increased demand
for art in advertising and exploitation of
motion pictures, the company has installed
a special department with specialists in the
art of designing and color work at its
head and that artistic advertising will be
given as important a place in its schedule
as its other branches.
Mr. Minden in making this announcement said :
" For thehave
past given
few months
producers toof the
motion
pictures
more attention
art
of
advertising
and
have
gone
from
the
straight
black and white effects to the colored inserts.
And in doing this they have found that the results
obtained more than equal the additional expense.
Art in the motion picture has been given to the
advertising. The producers have realized this
with the result that this form of advertising has
increased in demand fifty per cent in the last
few months. The Thomas B. Brooks Company is
specializing on this i work and feel that its company has given the best that modern art in advertising can give."
To Oppose Music Royalties
in Cincinnati
Opposition to the proposed collection of
royalties on music played in motion picture
theatres is to meet with decided opposition
in Cincinnati, it is stated, as the Greater
Cincinnati Motion Picture Association is
to be formed within a week. This organization will include exhibitors in Cincinnati, Harrison and Norwood, Ohio, and
Newport, Covington, Dayton, Bellevue,
Ludlow, Ft. Thomas and other Kentucky
suburbs.
The keynote of the new organization was
struck at the temporary meeting it is said
when it was shown that the majority of
members are opposed to buying music from
publishers who seek to charge royalties on
music played in the 100 or more theatres
that will comprise the membership. Members have pledged themselves on this point.
Convention Expects to
Draw Many
It was announced this week that more
exhibitors have expressed their intention
of attending the annual convention of
exhibitors this year, at St. Louis on June
25 and 26, than any year previous. The
headquarters for the convention will be the
Hotel Statler.
The National Executive Committee has
arranged for the meeting to be one of business throughout, without any moneymaking schemes, and this is said to be
meeting with the approval of all exhibitors.
National Secretary Frank Rembusch and
the balance of the committee held a meeting in St. Louis last week and completed
all the details.
Moss Engages Langsfield
B. S. Moss has engaged Leon Langsfield to manage his Broadway theatre. The
latter has been in charge of the Stanley
theatre' here for the past two years and
is said to have a good all-round show
record behind him.

You're

All Wrong, Says J.
D. Williams
(Continued from page 3572)
with them to obtain the next production of
any of these four producers? No!
And still, exhibitors are supposed to accept conditions that could not prevail for a
month with the sponsors for those conditions without jeopardizing every dollar invested in their enterprises.
Basically, there is comparatively no distinction between the theatre and the public
and the exchange and the exhibitor. The
distributor wins prestige and business by
the quality of his attractions, and through
the popularity of the stars and producers
whose output he offers to exhibitors. Exhibitors achieve position and patronage for
their theatres for identically the same
reasons, excepting that their market is the
Any exhibitor who does not demand, and
public.
get, the same protections for every dollar
of promotion money he spends on a star
of any value to his box office is aiding his
competitors to bring about his downfall.
The " single picture " policy can have no
excuse for its practice in any effort to establish fair rental prices for the varying
degrees of quality in productions. Stars
and producers know how much money
they must receive in gross rentals from
each release to defray the cost of production and allow a profit. The amount can
be determined before a picture is put on
the market. The present method of fixing
rentals according to zone or urban populations is a feasible and fair basis of determination. If,by this system, Kalamazoo
must pay $100 a day for first run, the distributors can charge that amount. The
fact that the exhibitor makes an unusual
profit at that rental should not affect the
rental. The star or producer is receiving
the amount which, in proportion to population, isequivalent to the price previously
decided upon in figuring that zone in its
ratio to the total gross receipts needed to
pay production costs and show the desired
The star or producer should get his or
profit.
her production costs back immediately upon
release, because they must have it as working capital with which to begin the next
picture. After they are assured of this
what more can they legitimately expect if
the relation between them and the exhibitors is to be equitable and mutually fair.
The star or producer can insure the
profit desired on the investment in each
picture by arranging a schedule of prices
according to existing and well known factors, and by keeping the approval of all
rental contracts, on this basis, as an authority to be exercised by them or by their
representatives in the individual exchanges
or at the head office of the distributing
company.
. Any exhibitor who has contended with
the malicious practices of the program system— and where is there an exhibitor who
has not — will most certainly resent the obimport of
the " single
picturebenefit
" policy.to
It doesvious not
contribute
a single
exhibitors which is not now at their option.
With but one exception they are privileged
now — and they have been privileged for
months past — to book the new and recent
productions of the stars and producers fostering it without being compelled to take
any other releases, of any character or description. Further, they have had the protective advantages of star series contracts
whenever they were requested.

Picture

News

Producers Association
Holds Meeting
In the hope of benefiting the three principal factions of the motion picture industry by closer acquaintance, co-operation and
organization, a meeting was called by officers of the Motion Picture Producers
Association and held Thursday, May 15,
for the purpose of perfecting an organization. The meeting was highly successful
and resolutions were adopted authorizing
W. S. Smith, General Manager for the
Vitagraph Company, who acted as chairman of the meeting, to appoint committees
representing exhibitors, exchanges, and the
producers, to formulate plans for such an
organization.
After a two-hour session at a luncheon
held at the Athletic Club adjournment was'
taken after all voted for calling a second
meeting to be held May 22nd, when permanent action will be taken.
The Producers Association invited all
managers of Los Angeles Exchange and
theatre owners to this meeting and about
fifty in all attended.
There were talks by Joseph Engel, treasurer of the Metro Film Corporation; C. H.
Christie, Pres. of the Producers Association, and the Christie Fiim Co.; Clark
Thomas, Business Manager Ince Studios ;
T. L. Tally, Vice President First National
Exhibitors Association and owner of a Los
Angeles theatre; W. H. Clune of Clune
Theatre Company, Will Wyatt, Manager
Mason theatre; F. A. MacDonald, President Theatre Owners Association, and
owner of the Portola theatre; Harry Ballance, Famous Players-Lasky Exchange
and M. Gore, of the Gore theatres.
Banquet

to Sunday Show
Champions
On Wednesday evening, June 18, at the
Waldorf Astoria in New York, a banquet
is scheduled to be tendered by the motion
picture industry of the state of New York
to
SydneyL. Cohen,
L. O'Reilly
and
Samuel
Berman Charles
in recognition
of their
successful efforts to legalize the showing of
motion pictures on Sunday.
William Fox is devoting much time in
acting as Chairman of the Committee of
Arrangements in making a huge success of
this affair.
Among the features of the evening will
be a dance after the banquet in which
hundreds
most noted
and'
stage starsofandthecelebrities
will screen
participate.
Already many of the boxes in the Grand
Ball Room of the Waldorf Astoria have
been engaged by screen stars.
Hall's Brothers Arrive
With the arrival of the 78th Division
this week from overseas, Sergt. Harry T.
Hall, 312th Infantry and Edward C. Hall,
309th Ambulance Unit, same Division, both
brothers of Frank G. Hall, president of
Independent Sales Corporation, will arrive
in Hoboken to meet a rousing welcome
arranged by Mr. Hall. The Halls have
served eighteen months in the army and
have been, it is said, in the thickest of the
fighting on the American front in France.
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Helping

You

to

Newspaper

T UST about the time that exhibitors in cities having
a census population of 10,000 or more receive
their copy of this issue, all of the daily newspapers
in those cities will be receiving a letter from this
office asking for data concerning their attitude toward
motion pictures and the attitude of exhibitors as a
whole in their section toward advertising.
In brief we are attempting to take a census of the
newspapers as a whole as to their relation to the industry. Later we expect to extend this to newspapers
in the smaller cities.
This is done for no other purpose than to help
you and the industry as a whole, because there is
every evidence that the time is ripe for greater
newspaper cooperation, more space devoted to
photoplay matter, and thereby greater interest on
the part of the public if the exhibitors will do their
part.
We are doing this in behalf of the industry just as
we have done all the other things to secure greater
cooperation and which those of you who have followed this department carefully, realized. We have
not the slightest interest except to see exhibitors increase their business by doing better advertising and
at the same time get the fullest share of attention.
And equally earnestly do we believe that the newspapers will be benefitted.
T^ROM its inception Motion Picture News has
been an ardent advocate of advertising and with
almost the first issue of this magazine W. A. Johnston
began a series of editorials on the different phases of
advertising and urging the theatres to use the newspapers— at a time when few were doing so.
That policy has been continued through the years
and with the establishment of the Exhibitors Service
Bureau some two years ago there was started the
first concerted effort to improve the newspaper advertising and to gain the greatest share of cooperation on the part of the dailies.
We began a systematic survey of what the newspapers in the principal cities were doing. We did
not go into theories but we reproduced the pages
themselves and told, you where papers were doing
what they should do and where they were failing to
do. their part. And in the same articles we took up
the advertising of the exhibitors and pointed out
where they were failing to get results.
Because we believe that the only constructive criticism is the frankest sort we had to say some unpleasant things in these articles concerning some
newspapers and some exhibitors, but we feel sure
that any one who has followed this department will
see that much good has been accomplished.
We have cited again and again here the cases of big
newspapers like the Kansas City Star and the Denver
Post that have been converted immediately after the

Service

appearance of these articles. Every exhibitor from,
either of these cities and from the scores of others
where there has been marked improvement has given
us the credit for blazing the way.

"\X7"|E are today reaching through these pages and
~ " through private correspondence hundreds
exhibitors and giving them aid in their advertising of
to :
the best of our ability. Our time is yours for that
work and you can feel sure that we do not hesitate to
find fault nor do we withhold merited praise.
But we want to carry this whole movement further
forward — to practically cover the whole nation.
It is impracticable at the start to take up the very
smallest cities having dailies or to get into the weekly
field for the moment, but we believe that the reflex
of this census will have a great effect on those published in cities under 10,000.
NOW— WHAT YOU CAN DO
As we have said, this letter to the Advertising
Managers of all these dailies will be received by them '
at the same time that you get this copy of the Motion
Picture News.
We expect that the great majority of them will
promptly reply, but there are some who will hold
back, either because they do not consider the matter
important or because they think that there is some
secret benefit to us in this census.

IF you have been reading the Motion Picture
News for any length of time you know exactly
what our position is and what we are seeking.
NOW FOR YOUR PART
After you have read this call up the advertising
manager
yourhimnewspaper.
If the
he hasn't
the letter,oftell
that it is on
way. received
Explain
to him the interest that we have taken in newspapers and motion pictures and their working together for mutual betterment. Say to him that it
is important that he fill in the blank that he has
received and return it to us.
And at the same time if you can evidence to
those advertising managers that you are becoming
more and more interested in advertising, you will
have done yourself a considerable service.
It is the ideal time to press forward along these
lines.
We are going to do our big share.
Help us along with it, and help yourself toward
better advertising and toward getting better service
from the newspapers by evidencing your desire to
do better exploitation.
ALL ABOARD- -LET'S GIVE THE
AHEAD.

BIG PUSH
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Partington

Arouses

San

Francisco

Featuring Personal Appearance
ARRANGING
a "personal
appearance"
for a wire-haired
fox terrier,
and
building a $500 stage setting for the presentation of a single-reel is all in a day's
work with Managing Director J. A. Partington, of the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco. His recent letters to the Educational
Films Corporation, not only testify to the
novelty of his plan for handling the Robert
Bruce subjects, "The Wanderer and the
Whozit" but prove conclusively that the
ends have justified the means, and that
more such advertising opportunities would
be welcomed.
Through the courtesy of Marion H.
Kohn, of the Consolidated Film Corporation, Mr. Partington secured "The Whozit"
— the funny-faced dog that is co-starred
with the familiar Great Dane in the Bruce
picture. All over San Francisco one-sheet
posters were displayed, and in all the house
advertising clever press matter was utilized
to create the greatest amount of curiosity
in the coming of the very mysterious
" Whozit." Long before the first performance in the week of April 27th, Mr. Part-

imperial
WEEI ftffi APR.

27

Personal Appearance

1

of

Tl

These striking one-sheets had all San
Francisco talking

Curiosity
of

Whozit"

Robert Bruce, his Great Dane and the
" Whozit "
ington was convinced that he had picked
a winner, as far as audience appreciation
was concerned. Scores of telephone calls
had been received, and the capacity business
that resulted wqps clearly foreseen.
The showing of the "Wanderer and the
Whozit" was the opening number of the.
Imperial program. This served to partially satisfy the curiosity that had been
created, but did not in any way dampen the
enthusiasm for the surprise which Mr. Partington had prepared to follow. As the
picture finished, the curtain rose, and "the
Whozit" himself was seen, posed on a great
rock, overlooking a lake, with the moon
shining through the trees. Great care had
been taken with this stage setting, and the
effect was gorgeous. To say that the audience liked it all is putting it very mildly
indeed.
The so-called feature, with the

NOBLE

Picture

GETS

News

BUSY

He Puts Over Hundred

Per

Cent with "Roaring Road"
count of the way that Paul E.
ing print
an acrtiswill
Noble,week
advewe
manager
of
NEXT
the Liberty and Columbia
theatre, Portland, Ore., put over
Wallace Reid in " The Roaring
Road." It is a story mighty well
worth reading and we are sorry that
we could not make it for this issue. But it's worth waiting for.
There are some other big exploitation stories for the next number and
still more to follow. We are thankful for the increasing cooperation
that we are getting from exhibitors
and we hope that it is going to continue until every good idea, every
fine piece of work, everything worth
while is going to be recorded in this
department, which is conducted for
the benefit of the exhibitor alone.
million-million dollar star, faded into the
background when compared with the impression which a live-wire manager could
make when the opportunity came his way.
Mr. Partington's handling of this particular subject is not easily duplicated, but
is a demonstration of what may be done
with a single-reel, and there are many shortsubjects to be had that contain all the necessary elements for just such clever exploitation, lacking only the initiative of an
exhibitor who can see a money-making
opportunity and make the most of it.
San Francisco Paper Publishes
Roth's Picture Views
Last issue of the Sunday San Francisco
Examiner carries an interview with Eagen
H. Roth which occupies all of the screen
page except the portion devoted to the
layout and to advertising. In this interview Mr. Roth pointed to the progress that
had been made in motion pictures, and
mentioned especially the musical prologues,
the comedies and news weeklies.
When your folks keep taking smiles out
your theatre you have to make them all
the faster.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres, K. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Lowell
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, K. I.
C.
A.
Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack
Kulin,
Loew's
Stillman
theatre,
Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
.Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre. Salt Lake.
Edward L. Hyman, Liberty theatre, St. Louis.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Spokane.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
A. J. MoeUer, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Antlers theatre, Roseburg, Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
P. E. Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Seattle.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
J.
A.
Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Atlanta.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cat.
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IT can be done.
Those who think there are no wideawake exhibitors way down in Texas
should rub their eyes and awake to the
fact that there is at least one who still
knows a thing or two when he sees it.
The "it" in question is "Mickey."
The discoverer is E. H. Hulsey, the
young millionaire theatrical magnate, who
owns a string of theatres scattered through
Texas, as well as being a member of the
Board of Directors and vice-president of
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Hulsey owns the three largest theatres in
the city of Dallas, and has announced his
intentions of starting construction of another one to seat 3,500. Hulsey is far
sighted and knows a good thing.
But to get back on the subject of, it can
be done, the wise ones informed Hulsey
that " Mickey " could never expect to play
two consecutive weeks at any one of his
theatres. Picture like " The Birth of a
Nation," " Hearts of the World," and
others could hold up for extended runs
but, "Mickey" — never; "who ever heard
about " Mickey " in Texas, they said.
Then Hulsey thought a moment, and
called in his advertising staff and turned
the matter over to Jean Finley, his publicity director, with instructions to put
" Mickey " over, and put it over in a way
that would show up a certain number of
those who knew it all.
The first step in the ad campaign was
the compiling and getting out of a complete press book containing thirty-five different press stories so well written that the
newspapers instead -of hunting a pigeon
hole or laid it aside for future reference.
The next thing on the program was the
newspaper advertising campaign. Instead
of spending all the money the attraction
could hope to take in the first week, a
conservative ad plan was mapped out
whereby every dollar spent would account
for several dollars returned at the boxoffice. The services of the theatres' special artist were secured, and three nifty ad
cuts made up as well as some scene and
cartoon drawings.

At the start of the third week this fourcolumn seven-inch ivas used featuring Hulsey s telegram to Sennett

3

Weeks

Playing!
HIPPODROME

I
111
til
J*?

After the newspaper campaign had been
laid out, the billposter was brought in, and8*
over 5,000 sheets of paper ranging from a
half-sheet block letter snipe to a 24-sheet
stand were ordered up for two weeks'
showing in advance.
Co-operation of all the local music dealers was secured when the wonderful advertising possibilities of the song and comedy combined were shown them. The five
and ten-cent stores made window displays
of the sheet music, and featured it immediately preceding the showing and while the
production was playing. The Columbia
Phonograph Company, which has five retail distributors in the city of Dallas alone,
arranged for a double-page spread of advertising featuring the "Mickey" song on
their record. The leading department
stores who also handle Columbia and Victor records along with the Aeolian Vocalion made handsome window displays.
T/ieSTa£nd tfiatJs.
attracting ei/ertfoneto$ie
Mack$riytf?Jtf
H

With the start of the second week advertising was kept up strong
cially and quarter pages
used, the displays featuring the title espeSingers were secured for the Hulsey
theatres, and at opportune times during
the intermission the song slides would be
flashed on the screen, and some one in the
audience would start the catchy lilting air
of Next
the chorus
" Mickey."
on the of
program
of exploitation was
window specialities. A local water color
artist was obtained, and throughout the
city of Dallas and its suburbs, wherever
space was available a neat sign in colors
announcing
the windows
coping of
Mickey,"
painted on the
of "drug
stores, was
on
the mirroors of confectionaries, and even
on the most prominent display windows
of the local merchandise and furnishing
stores.
On the first opening date, Sunday, April
27, twenty-five minutes after the boxoffice opened the theatre was packed and
remained that way until long after the

HIPPODROME
This quarter of a page heralded opening
of the engagement after a series of advance
displays had been used
usual closing hour. When the final count
of the day's receipts was completed, it was
found that "Mickey" had almost doubled
the previous record-breaking day. Monday, in one of the hardest rain and wind
storms ever known to that section of the
state, the theatre again broke another record by playing to more people and more
money than it did on any like date since
the house became one of the Hulsey
string. The first week was hardly half
over when arrangements were consummated for holding the attraction over for
three instead of two weeks.
The second Sunday the play was accorded the same success that it had received the week before, and when the week
closed it was discovered that another record-breaker had been hung up.
The third week is uncompleted at this
writing, but box-office reports to date show
that it will equal the record by any single
attraction playing a one-week stand at the
Hippodrome.
At the conclusion of its record-breaking
engagement, " Mickey " will have played
twenty-one consecutive days to a total of
one hundred and sixty-eight performances
in a city of one hundred and fifty thousand
people, where it was said to be impossible.
But at the same time reports received
from the Zoe theatre, Houston, another of
Hulsey's string, indicate that the play is
likely to run into its third and probably its
fourth week.
If we are to take the motto of the publicity director, Mr. Finley :
"It Can Be Done."
BACK
AGAIN
McCormick Will Be with Us
Next Week with One of
His Articles
the
askingthe" Wha
articles
er with
McCtormisick
matt
HAVE gotten so many
WE
advertising articles?" that it
will be good news to many exhibitors to know that he will be back
with us next week illustrating one
of his recent campaigns and telling
why he did certain things.

al!,
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displaythat this
consider
you seventee
WHEN
n inches
across six
occupies
columns, you can appreciate what a smashing display was obtained by the Peoples
theatre, Portland, Ore. It is only a mighty
short time ago that this would have been
condemned as a great waste of space. The
only criticism of the display is that there

and
Ozzrs*
Philadelphia, has done one of the cleverest
things in a display that is printed in the
Eureka Community News, a combination of
a house organ and a weekly paper for the
people of that section of the city.
Since this occupies a top position in the
paper criticism of the typing can be passed
by with the observation that we would have
made a little larger the question " What is
woman's supreme desire?" Then we have
the reading matter :
Gaby Deslys wanted a king — she got one.
Mary Pickford wanted $2,300,000 a year — she
Douglas Fairbanks wanted a divorcegotMrs.
it.
she
got it. .
Mrs. Pankhurst wanted the ballot — she got it.
Carriehappened.
Nation wanted liquorless saloons — see
what's
■Do
women
ardently desire?always get that which they most
What is it that you want most? What will
make youyougethappy
Will
it? ever after? Do you know?

Person-

Whatever else may be said about this it
will attract attention and arouse curiosity.
When you get down to brass tacks keep
'em shiny with energy.

was not more of a selling argument offered,
no matter what the size of the type used.
But the great thing about this is the great
flash effect. There is not a person on earth
who has the slightest interest in motion
pictures that can turn over the page of the
Oregonian on which this appeared without
reading the display. It occupies the greater
part of the page and the attractive face
of Miss Reed does the rest.
The whole effect of this picture is -to
convince the public that it is an unusual
offering, for the title has been made bigger
and stronger than that of either of the
stars and • then the smaller matter refers
only to the fact that this scored a great
success in New York and Seattle and that
it ,is; a " hundred -per cent picture."

RALPH ager ofRUFFNER,
the live-wire
manthe Rialto theatre,
Butte, Mont.,
pays special attention to the costuming of
his ushers and has several sets of these for
use on special occasions. But when there
came along Wallace Reid in " The Roaring

4%

Don't be afraid to risk a little hard drilling 'so that you can get in step with the
procession.

What Is Woman's Supreme Desire ?

What Every Woman

Wants"

A well-so.uled theatre doesn't have to
worry about the rains of adversity.
LW.
BARCLAY,
advertisingCo.,manager
• for the
Grand Amusement
Johnstown, Pa., conducted a clever teaser campaign in advance of the announcement of
" What Every Woman Wants " both
through the newspapers and tack cards.
This picture offers an unusual opportunity
to- get advertising merely with the use of
the title and the success of the engagement

OTS of mighty good advertising has
'—' been called forth by "What Every
Woman Wants," but the Eureka theatre,

Caby
Deilyi
— Shepergot yearant. — She got It.
rlchTordwarned
warneda KingS3wanted
.300,000
HnMary
Oooglat
Fairbanks
Hn. PanUhnm wealed the ballota —divorce
She got— iShet. gal it.
Carrie Nation
wanted
litraorlru
lelooai.
See whai'iTHEYhappent
DOMOSTWOMEN
ALWAYSDESIREGET 7THAT7 WHICH
ARDENTLY
What
li
II
yon
want
men?
Whai
will
maUe
heppyereraltrrT
ytro getyouIt.
IF YOU WANT to SOLVEDo yoothatBnnw?
ETEANALWill PROBLEM
M™T2 EUREKA Theatre
Monday,' AND SEE
May 19th

HERE the Colonial theatre, Seattle, has
taken its illustrations for " The
Wicked Darling " from an advertisement
that appeared exclusively in the News and
it has certainly succeeded in getting lots of
Priscilla Dean into the display. Each pair
of the heads is coupled together with white
lettering on a black background. For instance, the one at the top says : " She was
a little actress down to her finger tips — but
her fingers were careless " and the other :
" One moment she'd be breaking your heart
with the tragedy of her life and the next
she'd
be swiping
In the
small boxyourto watch."
the right center the
reformation idea is brought out and then
there is a line telling us of the romance of
the story. There is a very clever little box
at the bottom which says :
The Fate of the World won't be settled by
Priscilla noDeandeepinproblem
" The Wicked
presents
to solve ;Darling."
it is not anIt
epic of the great war or an argument for the
League of Nations. But it does ENTERTAIN —
DELI GHT — CHARM.
Space occupied is thirteen inches, four
columns.

Road " there was an opportunity that he
refused to overlook, sf> he garbed the
eighteen girls as mechanicians and then
had " Arco," the name of Reid's car in the
race, lettered across the breast of each
"jumper." It was effective and caused a
lot of talk.
Fellow who is always worrying about
yesterday's problems is likely to be willed
his competitor's today troubles. -

What Every
Do You Know —

g

Woman
Wants

tage
SOME SAY that woman mostly wants her own way, or the
lan word, or the moon and all the stars, or a couple of automobiles, orplenty of cats, or pretty clothes, or love in a cot-
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Some Say
I
That there is a dominant desire; that every woman, rich and
poor, iToman of leisure and girl 1
of the shop, has an OTer-powering
for one
and I
that craving
is a desire
thatthing-,
is never
satisfied.

I
I

ES

I

.1

IT
b

a

k

if

at the Nemo theatre shows that campaign
such as this will pay. Pick up most of the
suggestions of producers and you will see
that the first thing that the publicity man
figures out is a " stunt " or " teaser " campaign regardless of whether the production
offers suitable opportunities. The result is
that the plan has been done to death, and
we strongly advise showmen to use the plan
only now and then when they have the title
or some element that lends itself to such a
campaign.
Four days before the announcement of the
picture Mr. Barclay started his teaser newspaper campaign. Two styles of advertising
were used, one set being three inches double
and the other four inches single. In all of
these the title was featured as the main

areDoinq^,

thing preceded by the question " Do you
know " in light italics and huge question
marks. The smaller matter was changed in
each display. For instance in the double
column one that we have reproduced here
the line is :
Some say that woman mostly wants her own
way, or the last word, or the moon and all the
stars, or a couple of automobiles, or plenty of
cats, or pretty clothes, or love in a cottage.
Then the single column display had this :
Some say that there is a dominant desire ; that
every woman, rich or poor, woman of leisure
and inggirlfor one
of the
shop,andhasthatan itoverpowering
thing
is a desire cravthat
is never satisfied.
WHAT IS IT?
Following this came the regular announcement advertising and the Saturday
before the Monday opening the theatre was
able to get the cooperation of a number of
merchants, and devoted a page to the advertising. We have printed so many of
these tieups that we are not reproducing
this one here.
Eight by ten tack cards were literally
placed all over the city and surrounding
country. These were printed on green cardboard and simply bore the question : "Do
you know what every woman wants?" The
type was large and black so that it could be
easily read. The idea was to an extent
given away by having huge cards with the
same question in the theatre lobby though
the display there, at first, did not explain
what the question meant.
Adversity can oft be traced to perversity.
WE

hope that we will always be able to
give credit where credit is due. We
have been pretty harsh in the criticism of

Ale
Holubz .
DdBoni^nmURf ,
HliART^of

DO

YOU

What
Every
Woman
Wants

ENOW

will Livt Foifever"

the advertisement of some exhibitors, because we believe that the frank, honest sort
is the only sort that is worth a Continental.
And in the course of such criticism we
have had to say some pretty mean things
about advertising in cities as a whole. One
of these was Albany, N. Y., but recently we
have been able to print several specimens
of good displays from that city and now we
are mighty pleased to pick up a Sunday
Albany paper and find two displays of theatres that not only break all space displays
that we have known in that city, but which
supply mighty good advertising.
It is interesting to note that Special Service Sections appeared in the Motion Pic-s
ture News on both of these production
and that the exhibitor was advised to get

ALL THIS WEEK

;annie

out and do more. Certainly both the Regent and the Clinton Square have followed
that advice. And we feel mighty sure that
both found that the advice paid, though it
is exceedingly rare that two big pictures
run for a week at the same time in the
State capital.
Regent Theatre used eleven inches across
seven columns with the black on white
effect. Our criticism of this is that the
title of the picture is hardly in big enough
type. Yet we can see the effect that the
Regent sought was that this was a big hit
in the great city to its south and that the
same production was now coming to Albany. The Regent has used very little
reading matter following the sentence *' It
rocked
with
: New York to its foundations "
From the time that it was first shot on the
screen until the conclusion not a soul in the
place took their eyes from the screen, and not
a person left their seats, and when the finish of
the picture came they rose from their seats in
a body
and under
cheeredtheirandmighty
cheeredvoiced
until opinion.
the building shook
We didn't happen to be there when that
happened, but it will get by because of the
fact that the exhibitor has a production
that
made.will justify every promise that he had
Fifteen inches across six columns has
been used by Clinton Square on " Common
Clay "cutandlayout
the theatre
achieved
best
that wehas have
seen the
on very'
this
offering anywhere. It's one that many
others can copy to their profit. The name
of the play-picture has been properly made
the most prominent thing and then the upper picture shows the youth begging the
girl's forgiveness with the quotation from
Kipling at the side, and to the right is the
scene during the raid in which the girl
says, "I'm not a bad girl, officer, indeed
I'm not." And then at the bottom is a
shoes.
picture of the girl shining her sweetheart's
Congratulations, Regent and Clinton
Square theatres, of Albany!
Now and then advertising is just another
version of the tortoise and the hare.

WE like to record the unusual in these
pages, for generally when there is
something unusual done there is a pretty
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Direct From 8 Solid Weeks' Run
picture I have
Quion's Rialio, Los Angeles
ever seen
FIRST
Tsras IN
John Hamrick
SEATTLE

i
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THE DRAMATIC
ROAD"
sum! THE
LOVE TRIUMPH
OF YEARS
GRIPSSFIE
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good idea about it all, and it's no exception
in the way that John Hamrick arranged
the displays for " The Turn in the Road "
at his Rex theatre, Seattle.
You will remember that in his article in
the issue of the News of April 19, Nelson
B. Bell, of Washington, commented on the
cut that he used in advertising " The Turn
in the Road." He said that he tried to get
cuts with punch in them and that he took
this one from a still because " it throbs
with action." There is drama in every
pin-point of it. It shows conflict — psychological, however, rather than physical. It
shows fidelity to life in the naturalness of
THETURNIN
THE

ROAD

It Getsthe
Under
—GRIPS
— HOLDS
Skin
— SATISFIES

and

Picture

News

^>ttot^

the characters. The girl is not a ' flapper,'
the boy is modish, but not pomaded. The
elder man HAS HIS HAT ON. Then he
went on to say that no caption was needed.
Correct.
Mr. Hamrick has used that same picture
in his display — or rather in two of His displays, and that is the point to which we
want to call your particular attention. The
advertisement on the Sunday of the opening occupies five full columns. The Rex
runs to black type, and little of it with the
brick effect for the borders. Here he has
made his personal guarantee as the best
picture that he has ever seen stand out at
the top, together with the run at Los Angeles and has called it " The dramatic love
triumph of years " and " The most remarkable picture portraying the glory of love
Andscreened."
what did he do when he decided to
ever
hold it over for another week? He used
exactly the same cut as he did the week before. He knew that this picture had created alarge amount of word of mouth advertising and he knew that there were probably lots of people who had been convinced
by his first advertisement, but who had
simply neglected to see the picture. Therefore he wanted to call their attention
sharply to this fact and he could not have
done it better than by using this.
In this one he has used two of the same
phrases and then in place of his guarantee,
he says : "Ask any one of the thousands
who saw it here last week, and then in the
box at the upper right : ''It gets under the
skin — grips — holds — satisfied."
Psychology in advertising? We should
say yes.
Some people act literally on the command: Judge not, lest ye be judged.
JUST another
case of doing
ently. Most exhibitors
who things
had indifferhand
the striking cut carrying the title of " Bolshevism on Trial " with the background of
the Goddess of Liberty and the figures of
Capital and Labor crushing Bolshevism, together with the half-tones of the four leading characters, would have then dropped
all the selling matter under the cut, lengthening the display and making it a column
narrower.
But Victory theatre, Tacoma, Wash., did
exactly the right thing by setting all of the
selling argument to the left in this case. It
did not want to take a chance of anyone
giving the cut a glance and then passing the
matter by, because the writer wanted the
public to feel that this picture really meant
something to every person in Tacoma and
that it was not merely trading on a sensational title. In the center of the long box
is another in blackface calling attention to
the fact that this was made from Thomas
Dixon's " Comrades." The other matter is
so good that we are repeating it here.
The demon, Bolshevism, swept the island colony off the coast of Florida, turned love into
hate, happiness into misery, fertility into waste,
peace
beasts.
And into
thenchaos,
it wasandthatmentheintosaner
ones learned

how Bolshevism crucified Russia — not socialism.
They learned, too, that Force never brings
happiness.
In this little colony were some who came to
write poetry, not to work. There were women,
too, who believed that "their torms were made
forAnd
artist's brush
and notdiscovered
to grace a kitchen.
satisfiedabove
with allhis— they
own little job. that no one is
Mighty good stuff, with just a slight suggestion of spice, and, in fact, an all around'
good display.
Ifs a lot easier to turn a corner than to
face
there?something ahead; but do you ever get'
WASHINGTON THEATRE, Dallas,
Texas, relied largely on the cut of
Miss MacLaren, the arrangement of the
heavy border and lots of white space to get
the attention to this three-column, nine-inch
display. And then when the writer got that
attention he proceeded to wade in and sell
the picture to both the men and the women
and make them all want to come.
In the upper left hand corner there is
an appeal made under the heading " All".
Women," attention being called to the fact
that the star, author and director are all of
the fair sex. Balancing this in the right
hand face
cornerand there
word " Heof " the
in1
black
then is
the the
continuation
sentence " saved the honor of the wife hehad never married." In both cases the
words that are used in bold face should
have been somewhat larger than the matter
in Roman.
Then there are two more boxes below thetitle which read :
If you were hungry, almost starving, would
the yourself
She's —
youFornever
pass
the wifefrom
of astarvation?
man you
had
seen, to off
saveas yourself
What
you do if you found a woman in
For home
thewould
He's
your
that —the world regarded as your wife
when
you
knew
positively that you had never
married her?
These sentences might have been
strengthened, avoiding the duplication of
the starving reference and also saying in
the line just above "When you had not
even
seenwould
her before."
There
have been another improvement by omitting the rule around the Alma
Rubens announcement.
The other boxes
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these for the reason that it shows that lots
of boxes are used that are not needed.
We would, however, have used a dash or
at least more white space between the portion of the display referring to the theatre
itself and that about the picture. The former would have then stood out much better.
THE FINEST PICTURE YOU EVER SAW
The Queen Inof the Screen
Mary

MacLaren

"cIke. Amazing Wife
For the She's—
For Ihe He's—
Com In e Thursday —
Alml Rubens inSIC.ftJO
"Diane
of tne Green Van"
Prize Story
WASHINGTON
theatre:

Rules are good, but why not be the
EXCEPTION?

STRAND THEATRE, Providence, R. I.,
has done excellent work in bringing out
the strength of the cast playing the DeMille
production,
"For ofBetter,
Worse,''
by
using the pictures
the sixForleading
players
at the right. Then the three principal characters have been used in the scene cut
which did not come out as well as it might
as the result of the poor retouching by the
artist. Elimination of the background
would have resulted in better effect.

would then have stood out better and the
effect would have been less confusing.
Ancient Rome means nothing to you; but
you've got to be alive on the current history
of your town TODAY.
LIBERTY THEATRE, Topeka, Kan.,
has not been afraid to use white space
in the advertising of " Common Clay," and
aside from the fact that the half-tone of
Fannie Ward does not print well and the
name plate of the theatre is not sufficiently
distinctive, it is good advertising. The
theatre has devoted the upper part of the
display to selling itself and then has used
the title in the largest type.
Quotations from the New York newspapers are convincing and there are only
two other selling sentences which are used in
the lower corners. We are glad to see that
the Liberty avoided the box effect with

Tneatr jE
CONTINUOUS PEHFORMANCE
j- LIBERTY.
1:30, 3.-00,ORCHESTRA
4:30. 6:00, 7 JO. 9:0i»
Direction
«f 1
WILLIAM WAGCONOR
Evtn Evening uj Snndnj Mitir.ee
COOLEST
And Best Ventilated Theatre
Today Monday Tuesday
The Charming Dramatic Star
FANNIE
WARD
Is the Harvard Prize Plaj which Ran a Solid Tear at the Republic Theatre, New York

"COM

MON

THE STORY
OF WOMAN
A LOVELY
WHO
STOOPED
TO FOLLY

A THRILLER
WITH
,
OF
LIFE
WOMAN
Y" A att'
A
AS
CL
THE VICTIM

ALL
WEEK
THIS

Cecil B. DeMille s
For Eletter, For Worse"
Look at the Cast!
Other Features — This W*ek
TRIEX and BIFF
in "Oh You Women"

But the point is that no will turn past
these pictures, but everyone will stop and
read the matter that is said about the picture. Here is the selling argument used:
She wanted to hug him, but she pushed him
away. Her heart burned with love for him, but
she loathed him, too. He was the man of her
heart, but he proved himself to be a coward in
her eyes. Whenever she thought of walking to
the altar with this man, she swore she would
never do it. But she did. Did it willingly,
gladly. The strange twist of fate that caused
her to do it is one of the most thrilling stories
ever told in pictures.
As usual" the Strand plays up but one of
the attractions on the double bill and conthe second, " Oh, You Women " to
small fines
space.
THIS is a splendid example of how not
to advertise. It is a fourteen-inch
double column "display" from the Orpheum
theatre, Duluth, Minn. We have quoted
that word, for it is anything but a display.
It is merely a mass of type, and that would
be bad enough in itself, but absurd statements that are made are worse.
For instance we are told that it is " Ten
times
bigger let
thanthat
' ThegetBirth
of aaccount
Nation.' of"
We might
by on
the immensity of the war scenes but when
we are told that it is " A million times more

Today's

the Day
THIS AFTERNOON 2:30
TWO SHOWS TONIGHT,
at 7 and 9 T. M,
ftl
I
Seats Reserved
Orpheum
TWICE DAILY
Balconies 23c
All R«et of Hons* 25c.
JUST
WHAT

Cling

To You
Fortvw
win

Been
For
IT'S Waitins
HERE
YOU'VE
The Entertainment that Set
The Whole World Talking-?

IT'S THE BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH
LAUGH
— SHOUT
— CRY —
SMILE AND
HURRAH—
AND
YOU GRIP
NEVERYOUR
DID SEAT
BEFOREAS
Dorothy Phillips
YOU'LL
Supported with
An All Star Cast of
1,400 People
"THE BIRTH
A
10 TIMES
BIGGEROF THAN
A MILLION
MASSIVETIMES
THANMORE
NATION"
"INTOLERANCE"
A BILLION DOLLAR
Every Absolutely
word — everyTruepromise
ATTRACTION
'
Positively Guaranteed

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

IT'S THE SAME GRAND PRODUCTION
THAT PLAYED 7 WEEKS IN MINNEAPOLIS
PRESIDENT WILSON
If you have not lost your
capacity for human sym- "There is noSAYS:
tell you
pathy you will appreciate how the burdenneedhastofallen
on
and enjoy The
of Humanity. It Heart
will - deepen
men,
women
and
children,
thoseimpression
sympathies upon
and- leave
an
your how the burden has fallen
mind
face. which Time cannot ef- upon the heart of humanity."
It's the Duty of Every
Parent that Their Children See This Wonderful Entertainme/it —
Bring Them
MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
ladj attending
etcalpg free.
performance wia 1 1" ei re a beaotj
liili'irt
i-hMograph
of Dorothythe Phmipa
To THE BOYS-. Tour Wound stripe admits jon.
MOTHERS WTTB GOLD STABS: Yon ar* vclcoma *ithoolcoet.
massive than ' Intolerance ' we have to cry
' Enough.' " And then to make it all the
more convincing there is a line that tells us
that this is a " Billion dollar attraction."
Now here is a case where these things
are not needed. The only effect that such
statements can have is to hurt motion pictures. them.
We don't
anybody
believed
As asuppose
matter that
of fact
if we did
not know what the picture was and were
relying on the advertisement of the Orpheum theatre alone we would have distinctly stayed away from the theatre that
week — or have gone with the expectation
of being bunked.
This sort of advertising creates distrusi
in all of a theatre's announcements.
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THE

GREATEST

PICTURE

EVER SHOWN*.

The Picfure Originally Shown for $IO.aSeah^
AUCTION
SOULS
rheTPAIL of JheTEPRiBLEDepi'ch'nq
TiipK in RAVISHED ARMENIA
featuring AUROPA MARDICANIAN
Ih is The Mosr Vitel and Thrilling Picture Ever
Hade in The History of The 5ilenr Drama.
SHOWN ALL THIS WEEK IN
J
mm

THEATRES

This quarter of a page dominated Nezv York amusement advertising
Midnight

Show

Idea

and

Strong

Advertising

Get N. Y.'s Attention for ^Auction of Souls
seat was used in every bit of literature we
RARE indeed, is it for New York to
prepared. It always was coupled with the
put over a real campaign on the exhibition of a motion picture, but this has
qualifying phrase : ' No Advance in Prices.'
This created the impression that our pajust been done in a highly profitable mantrons were going to get a bargain in screen
ner by N. T. Granlund, director of advertising and publicity for the Marcus Loew
entertainment. Every Loew theatre scheduled for a first run received one-sheets and
Enterprises with " Auction of Souls." Mr.
three-sheets for lobby use, printed with
Granlund included the twenty-one Loew
the slide copy in big display type.
theatres in New York City in his advertising and jammed them all.
" Then the real campaign' started. I
What Mr. Granlund did is a recital that
selected eleven trailers from a print of
contains ideas and suggestions for every
' Auction of Souls ' at the First National
Exchange, and wrote a form of address for
exhibitor, not alone in relation to " Auction
managers to use. This explained the vaof Souls," but to the practice of the art of
rious scenes in the trailers. It had a treshowmanship as a whole. As a director of
mendous effect. I ordered a big quantity
advertising and publicity his task is maniof posters, of all sizes. What impressed me
fold. He has to appeal to every class and
particularly, and what I urged every one
type of theatre patrons. The multiplicity
of Loew theatres in New York embrace in
of our managers to display prominently,
were the captions beneath the scenes and
their respective clienteles the automobile
figures on every poster, and on all of the
trade, which demands refinement in the aplobby photos. The public stopped to read
peal to which it responds; the middle
these. The captions dealt with facts, not
classes, who want better than ordinary enfiction, and they captured attention in
tertainment wares, and who are almost as
wholesale quantities.
discriminating as the aristocratic patrons,
and the fans to whom fifteen cents is the
" Managers, making announcements from
maximum admission within their means.
How he struck a response from all of
-r/fer© it is !
them,' breaking the box-office record in
The Picture Originally
The Greatest Picture
twenty-one theatres is best told in Mr.
Ever Shown
Show at MO a SeatGranlund's own way :
" To begin with," he said, " there had
AUCTION
just been a difference of opinion about how
the public would receive ' Auction of Souls.'
The manager of a big Broadway house had
decided that it might not be a success. Mr.
Loew thought differently. It was booked,
and to me was given the task of exploiting
it. Really, it wasn't a task. The subject is
filled with wonderful advertising possibilities. The real problem was to choose the
most effective of them. It is a mighty
unusual picture. I've never seen anything
at all like it. My opinion on this point suggested that it would be well to do things
to advertise it that New York theatre patrons had never seen before.
" The first step was to create an advance
IN ADDITION TO USUAL BIG PROGRAMS.
interest. This was done by using slides
containing copy reading : ' Coming Soon —
The Only Motion Picture Ever Shown at
Double column ads. continued $10 a seat
idea
$10 a Seat.' The reference to it at $10 a

Picture

News

the stages, invited the patrons to get ' Auction of Souls ' heralds on their way out.
This was a valuable stunt, because thousands of people requested heralds from
the ushers and doormen, and, in reading
them, our slide and announcement appeals
were clinched. I bought big space in the
newspapers. Local papers were used in
Brooklyn, Harlem, the Bronx and other
sections, while the New York City dailies
published display ads. Several of the line
cuts
National's press
sheet and
werecopy
used from
with First
good effect.
" Then came the advance ' midnight
show' idea, which really did more to put
the production over than anything else.
This was a distinct departure from anything New York had ever witnessed in connection with a motion picture. It created
nothing short of a sensation, to say nothing of several riots. It absolutely blocked
Broadway at Forty-fifth street, in front of
the New York theatre, at 11.30 o'clock
Saturday night. It is a fact that forty policemen on foot, and a squad of mounted
men had to be called to battle with the
crowds before the street was cleared for
normal traffic. Never, in the history of
motion pictures on Broadway, has any other
production received the public response that
welcomed 'Auction of Souls' at that midMr. Granlund was diffident about taking
show." for the idea of the midnight
personalnightcredit
show. The fact is that it was his own conception, contemplated at first for all of
the Loew theatres as an advertising scheme,
rather than a source of revenue. He reasoned that the announcement of a special
midnight show, at $1 a seat, was made necessary because the theatres could not accommodate the crowds at the regular performances, would convince people that only
an extraordinary attraction would be
started on its runs in this way. The
psychology of the novelty of the affair
also entered into his analysis of its value.
Five theatres were selected. The scheme
proved a veritable knockout and a complete success from every standpoint.
" But there is this to remember," warned
Mr. Granlund. "The midnight shows
would for
notadvertising
have beenpurposes
worth if
a they
tenth had
as '
much
not been given in advance of the opening
of the production in regular matinee and
evening performances. I had tickets for
the midnight shows printed a week in advance. They were placed on sale in the
theatres and in neighborhood stores. Every
usher and theatre attendant had them.
Announcements were made from the
stages about the midnight show, and as the
people left the theatre the manager and
his assistants stood in the lobby and sold
the tickets. The sale was slow at first, but
it developed astounding speed as the day
of the special show drew nearer. Every
one of the five houses was sold out, with
every bit of standing room taken, three
days in advance of the midnight show."
At the conclusion of the last evening
show in each of the five theatres, these
members of the audience who held tickets
for the midnight show were asked to remain seated. When the other patrons had
left the theatre, the ushers collected the
tickets from those who had remained. Then
the doors were opened to packed lobbies.
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In the center
lobby of
the beautiful
theatre,
Ohio,window
as decorated
during thethesheet
showing
" ThetheRed
Lantern." At
left isthetheAeolian
window
display Dayton
and at right
the Dayton,
Woolworth
advertising
musicof and
picture
Tomorrow and All Week
We Celebrate Our First Birthday
" The Red Lantern " Shown for All in Dayton
The Red Lantern
After a Lavish Exploitation Plan Was Used
in Oriental Grandeur This Mariettas Picture
The Reiplendent
Sia,
Surpasses the Greuiest of Its Kind
some drag with the local press we took up
By Lrlin Perrill
the question of a special edition with one
Publicity Director of the Dayton Theatre,
of our papers with the result that we
Dayton, O.
secured
their very active co-operation,
" If youlikewantHellto and
be healthy,
wealthy and wise
which culminated in the two page spread
Hustle
ADVERTISE."
THIS is just as good advice now as it which accompanies this article. The circulation of admission tickets through the
was originally written and it applies
merchants brought us quite a bit of added
with just as much force to theatrical and
publicity and we furnished the drawing
motion picture exhibition as to any other
line of endeavor.
from which the paper made the cut for the
center display.
Fortunately for the publicity director,
the management of the Dayton theatre is
We also got busy with the merchants
a firm believer in the efficacy of advertiswho had the song, " The Red Lantern,"
ing and his policy is of the liberal and oft to sell, and we secured displays of exceprepeated variety, so when he passed the
tional character in four of our most prominent stores which netted us considerable
good word along that " The Red Lantern " business.
was to be the attraction for our AnniverThe week prior to the showing of the
sary Week and said, " Go to it," we went.
Feeling that the celebration of the first
picture
we began
teasing "incampaign
with a cut
of the our
title" written
Chinese
birthday of the largest motion picture
characters. This we secured from one of
house in the Middle West should possess

The Dayton

Theater

Celebrates 1st Birthday This Week

Advertising as tied up with leading merchants and tickets given to purchasers of certain
amount of goods at these stores

Artistic and smashing newspaper ads were
used'. This appeared the day before the
opening of the engagement
our better educated Chinese business men,
who was very glad to write it after being
assured that the picture did not hold the
Chinese up to ridicule. This teaser was
followed the next day by teasers of another variety in which were featured the
word "What?" with the title of the picture added. As the opening day approached we increased the size of our advertising and on Sunday, the opening day,
we ran in all of the papers (three) specially
drawn cuts about a quarter page in size.
The cuts being the same as we used in a
full page advertisement in the program at
our local stock theatre, which also opened
the same week.
That a proper atmosphere might accompany the showing of the picture we decorated the house with Chinese lanterns,
flags, flowers, parasols, and miniature Chi-
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One of the most artistic displays on record was made by Sam Harding, manager of the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, for the showing
of
" The
Red Lantern."
This photograph
some idea Mr.
of the
appearance
the advertising
lobby. Ten campaign
girl Ushers,three
doormen,
and
other
attendants
were dressed
in Chinese gives
silk costumes.
Harding
startedof his
weeks ticket
beforesellers
opening,
using 10,000 herald and " Red_ Lantern " slickers and all the board1; he could get for the paper up to 24 sheets. Woolworth and Kresge
stores cooperated in affording window displays and many drug stores and ice cream parlors advertised a "Red Lantern Frappe"
especially selected for the occasion by Mr.
nese dolls dressed as the characters imperThomas.
sonated by Nazimova in the picture. This
feature of the campaign attracted much
Taken as a whole our campaign of pubfavorable attention and occasioned an enorlicity on " The Red Lantern " and annivermous amount of conversation about the
sary week was a most exceptional one and
picture, resulting in added business that
both the attraction and the Dayton theatre are all the better for it.
talk of this kind is sure to bring.
Our orchestra, which is an unusually
Manager Gates is a great believer in
large one (twenty pieces), under the di- dignified and consistent advertising, feeling
that it attracts to the theatre a class of
rection of H. H. Thomas, also contributed
much to the success of our anniversary
patronage that eventually becomes a clientele on which great dependence may be
week by playing an arrangement of music
placed. It also adds tone to the theatre
and raises it above the ordinary picture
theatre in the estimation of the public, a
most desirable consummation, because it
makes possible the obtaining of an admission price fairly commensurate with the
attraction offered.
To you exhibitors who approach the advertising proposition in a half hearted manner I call attention to the opening couplet
of this article, read it again.

Some details of the artistic ticket office at
the Liberty, Kansas City, during " Red
Lantern " Showing

California Sets Record with Vieivs
of Returning Soldiers
California theatre, San Francisco, has
just scored a big success with its picture
of the " Welcome Home " parade for the
347th and 363d regiments which saw service
in France. Eugene W. Castle, western
editor of Gaumont News and Graphic cooperated with the California and as the
result of the arrangements the house was
able to show the parade pictures some time
before any of the other theatres.
Two automobiles were used to carry the
cameras and these bore big signs reading :
" Gaumont News making movies for the
California theatre." It is estimated that
700,000 people saw the cars and the camera
men at work and that a considerable portion of these went to the California to see
the pictures. The first scenes of the arrival
of the soldiers were shown at the California in less than two hours after they were

Woolworth' s store displayed the song and'
large pictures of the star at Kansas City
taken, a second section an hour after the
parade had ended and the final ones at
4 One
p. m. of the unique points was that.
" stills " were taken at the same time and
the California was able to have a lobby
display of actual views that attracted a
great deal of attention.
Four Special Service Sections
Appear in This Issue
See Pages 3603, 3619, 3625, 3629
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r\ NCE again women stars hold sway at all three of the big New York
^-"^ theatres this week. At one there is a farce comedy and the two others are
of the tense variety, and, by a rather peculiar coincidence, in one of these the
wife loses her life and in the other the husband is killed.
" Vicky Van," or " The Woman Next Door," with Ethel Clayton as the
star, is the feature at the Strand, and then the comedy element is supplied by a
Bobby Bumps cartoon and a Universal comedy, " Roaring Lions and Monkey
Shines." There is an Outing-Chester scenic and the unusual varied Strand
Topical, including something new to New York in the clever paragraphs from
Smart Set.
At the Rialto, Pauline Frederick has a double role in " One Week of Life,"
and here again there- is plenty of comedy supplied with a Sunshine, " The Lady
Bellhop's Secret," and a Judge Rumhauser cartoon, together with the " Sayinks
of Topplitsky." The scenic shows some views in Norway and there is a
particularly brilliant rendition of the trio from " William Tell."
Rivoli offers practically an all comedy bill, with Dorothy Gish in " I'll Get
Him Yet " as the feature, a Mutt and Jeff included in the Topical, and a Harold
Lloyd comedy, " Back to the Woods." Prizma supplies the scenic end of it
with " Glacier Park." There is a beautifully staged dance act included, and
the peculiar arrangement of the Pictorial and the effect that is gained is worth
studying.

cTSurcrli
WHILE
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it is not announced as a comedy bill that element certainly is dominant in the entertainment at the Rivoli
this week, with the feature a farce and,
a comedy, cartoon and most of the music
light and catchy.
Suppe's " Pique Dame " which is seldom
played is the overture and it delights the
audience with its tunefulness. At the opening the music is light and trippy and then
the cellos carry the air with the drums
and piccolos coming in and the soft echo
effect of the second violins. The first
violins take up the air with a tripping
dance. The brasses are mainly used light
and the whole effect of the overture is
happiness, making it especially suitable for
a comedy program. It is played with the
house lights all gold.
There are some beautiful scenes shown
in " Glacier Park," a Prizma picture, but
■one criticism we have to find that there
are at times too many people being shown
and rather take one's attention away from
•the scenery itself. There are some fine
shots of Lake Louise and a particularly
beautiful one of a glacier mirrored in the
lake. Some splendid cloud effects are also
included. " In the Garden " is played once
through and then the organ takes up the
music for the remainder of the subject.
With with
a setting
representing
studio
the slanting
skylight anroofartist's
with
blue light showing through and a single
standing red light at the left of the stage
and a red spot on the singer James Harrod,
tenor and one of the favorites at the two
houses, then renders " The Old Refrain."
Rivoli Pictorial opens with International
pictures of English troops on guard at
Limerick, Ireland, for the visit of the
American commission consisting of Former
Governor Dunne, M. J. Ryan and Frank
P. Walsh. Close-ups of the three men

bring applause while " Blarney Parade " is
played. Pathe shows us views of the German peace delegation at Versailles showing how they are fenced off from the rest
of the world. Here the music is " Dance
of the Dwarfs" and it-seemed to us when
we heard it to carry a sort of kidding
effect, with the martial effect of the horns
somewhat burlesqued.
Now watch this very clever effect: Kinograms presents pictures of the " American
University of the Dance," the Denishawn
school at Los Angeles. First we see young
girls thinly clad coming from behind the
trees and toward the end there is one of
the dancers that has little more than a
veil on. So at the end of the scene there
is flashed on the screen the title of the next
portion of the Pictorial " Animals Wild
and Otherwise " and every one in the house
immediately connects the title with the girl
last seen
and there is a roar of laughter.
Good
stuff!
Now this little picture which is released
by Educational got more laughs than we
have known before in such a short length
of time. At first there are pictures of
kittens and puppies playing together and
then a very cunning baby is introduced.
First we see it playing with the bear skins
and then at its exercises and next with
a pipe. Then with the title " The great outdoors appeals to him " and we see the kid
enjoying himself greatly in a mud puddle.
The laughter is tremendous and equally
only when the naked kid tries to eat jam
and gets the most of it on his face and
body. For these two numbers " air de
Ballet " is played, followed through with
" Caprice " (Canzonetta.)
Here is an effect worth trying. It will
get you a lot of word of mouth advertising.
We have never seen anything that made
a greater hit.
Next we have Mutt and Jeff in " A
Shell Game " which shows their sidesplitting adventure with a huge crab. First
he gets hold of Jeff while Mutt screams
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with laughter, the orchestra giving the
whistle effects here. Sand paper effects are
used for Jeff brushing his bald head and
then loud whistles when the crab gets hold
of his toe. Then when Mutt sticks it in
Jeff's trousers there are even stronger
effects. Then Jeff rushes to the target gallery and we have the shot effects as a man
tries to shoot the crab and then to the
butcher shop where Jeff used a link of
sausage to " fish " it out. Up to this time
there has been played " Tiddle de Winks "
followed through with " Umbrellas to
Mend " but with the scene in the Domestic
Relations court there is a change to " I'm
Not Jealous " which continues to the end.
We get back to news events with International showing how a " blimp " is made
at the Akron, O. factory and then pictures
of the C-5 leaving its hangar at Montauk,
N. Y. " Chanson du Printemps " is the
accompaniment. Then we have Pathe pictures of the fastest bicycle track in the
world, the new velodome at San Francisco
and here " On Horseback Gallop " is played.
Under the caption " Let 'Er Buck " Gaumont shows us some views of Seattle giving a real wild west welcome to its returning troops with Indians and cowboys
performing the stunts in the streets. We
have the Indian yells and the effects of the
revolver
firing while « " Wild and Woolly "
is
the music.
Now there is a peculiar ending for the
Pictorial this week and one that is impressive because it is different. It is an
Educational Films showing how the railroads in the west clear their tracks of the
snow. We have the plows, the blowers, the
sweepers, etc., at work and if there is any
one in the house that feels at all warm
they will certainly cool off with this picture. Production Manager Joseph LaRose
has the effects of the plow and the locomotive working at the best for this picture.
At the end the picture gets a big hand.
Now we have another one of dances
staged by Adolf Bohm, of the Metropolitan, with a special' stage setting by John
Wenger and a musical setting prepared
as only Dr. Riesenfeld knows how.
The house lights go down to a deep purple
with the orchestra bathed in blue and there
are a few bars of music before the curtains
part revealing two weird columns and a
stairway leading upward at either side of
the stage. There is one of the typical
Wenger moons in the center and a coat of
armor at the left. First we have a Harlequin and a Pierrette dancing and then a
Cavalier comes in with his attention to the
girls, there is a duel with swords until the
girl separates them. Then she forces them
to make up, but at the end the Harlequin
is flung aside and the Cavalier wins the
Then we have the feature, Dorothy Gish
in " I'll Get Him Yet." At the screening
" He Will Understand " is played and then
with the introduction of Jones, Sr. we have
girl.
" I Found the End of the Rainbow." This
is played an unusual length of time, though
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it never becomes tiresome and we have the
next change with the scene at the Jones
home. Here we get a flash showing the
pipe organ in the home and the music during this scene is properly carried on the
organ.
" Liebsleid," the theme is introduced as
the girl greets. Scoops ,and continues until
the scene at the .races when " The Globe
Trotter " is used. With the arrival oi
Thursday night the music becomes " Chiff onette " until Susy sees to it that she gets
a proposal and here the theme comes in
again. Where the old man chases the youth
out of the house " Dutch Wind Mill " is
played and then for the scenes where the
girl starts to track Scoops there is a change
to " La Coquette " with " Impish Elves "
played as she buys the wedding ring. With
the title " The female of the species " there
is a change to " Waiting " and as she
lures him into the park " Un Peu d' Amour "
is played with burlesque effect.
With the title " First pleasures of a poor
man's wife" we have "Toot Toot" and
then with the title " Love in a Cottage "
the organ takes over the music and continues for quite a time. Playing " Yankee
Girl " the organ comes back with the title
" So peace reigns " and then as the husband enters the room there is a change
to the theme, a numbered selection as he
leaves, and the theme again as he comes
back with the flowers. Where he sits on
the couch and we see the cat arching her
back at the man under it " Me-Ow " adds
to the laugh. Then for the action that
follows are numbered selections with
" Dance Capriccio " as the father enters
and
themethentowith
the the
end.title " Her new manager "
Lights are in red for the second orchestra
selection " A Royal Vagabond " and then
comes a very funny Harold Lloyd comedy,
" Back to the Woods." A dramatic allegro
is used at the screening, and then with the
title " Jeanne " we have " Ramona " changing to " Indian War Dance " with the title
" Ready to shoot." When the bear is seen
" Freitschute " is taken up and played
through twice and then followed through
with " A Day at the Circus." Where the
villain grabs the girl there is a change to
" Sacheau " and then with bedtime
" Everybody's Crazy " and then when the
bear appears again " Big Boot Dance "
changing to " Fi Fi " with the, embrace and
continuing to the end.
Maurice Shaw's " Fantasy in C. Minor "
is the organ solo.

BECAUSE the feature is tense and without laughs, Managing Director Joseph
L. Plunkett has placed plenty of comedy in
the bill at the Strand this week and has
used largely love songs and the more tuneful sort of music to set it off. The result
is a well balanced bill with plenty of variety.
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This is how Gimbel Brothers, the big New York department store, cooperated with Famous
Players-Lasky
in advertising
of Faith"
at the Harris
theatre. & Charles
novel
of that name"Fires
has just
been published
by Grosset
Dunlap K. Ulrich's
one is hard to get but the rest come slids from Victor Herbert's " ForSelection
ing " and " A diplomat is a man who retune Teller" form the overture. At the
members awoman's birthday, but forgets
star there are chime effects and the music
her age." " Don't Forget the Salvation
of the organ from the orchestra and then
Army " is played through these, and quite
it goes into the lighter effects. The lights
timely with the Army's drive for finances
are gold until a point where they are
in progress.
dimmed to blue in order to cover the apWe get back to news subjects with Parthe
pearance on the stage of Ed Montray who
pictures
of the C-S starting on her flight
numthis
during
renders a xylophone solo
ber.
from Montauk Point. These are interesting
pictures and they get a good hand. " Bullets
Strand Topical opens with the Pathe
and Bayonets " is the music here. Then Invelodome pictures already described which
ternational shows us pictures of King Alare shown to the music of " Shooting
fonso honoring famous Spanish gunners
Stars." Then come some mighty interesting
" Winzugs March " is used. Then
Pathe views showing a duck hatchery at and
come the Pathe pictures of the German
Marshfield, Mass. There are laughs and
delegates already described and this is folmurmurs of " Oh, how cute " from all over
lowed by a cartoon. First it shows Germany
the house as the little goslings, hundreds
pictured as a fat German seated at the
of them, are seen. " Chatterers " is played.
Then we have Pathe taking us over the table and refusing to sign the peace treaty
Panama Canal in an airship and here the at the behest of Humanity. But when that
views are most interesting, starting at the figure faints out and Gen. Foch appears
in her place the German hastens to put his
Atlantic side and continuing to the Pacific,
name on the dotted line. " Tell it to the
the machine flying low enough to show
Marines " is the highly appropriate music
for
these two.
everything
clearly.
"
Summer
Showers
"
is
played here with motor effects from the
side of the stage. This selection is continued through International pictures showing sailors risking their lives at Montauk
to test new parachutes.
Now there comes another novelty with
" Smart Set's Three Minutes of Wit, Wisdom and Wickedness." These are somewhat on the order of " Topics of the Day "
except that they are taken from the paragraphs that appear in the fiction magazine.
They are a little breezy such as: "Kissing
a girl through a veil is like drinking a gin
rickey are
in like
a shower
and "The
A girl's
kisses
pickles bath
in a" bottle.
first

" Itasca Makes Her Bow," being pictures
of the lake of that name, is an unusually
attractive Outing-Chester scenic with very
clever titles. It opens with some striking
cloud effects showing the gathering of a
storm and then we have pictures of a private game preserve with the trained animals
that " are taught everything except dancing " and then to the Cass Lake Indian
reservation. We have some views of Lake
Winnibigoshish,
a title but
sayswe" sounds
like
an alcoholic which
expression,
found
water there." Toward the end there are
convincing pictures of a big forest fire.
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" Le Depart " is played during these.
Now we get our first touch of comedy
with " Bobby Bumps Eel — lectric Launch."
We have Bobby and his dad out fishing
with the dog chasing the fish from the old
man's hook on to Bobbie's and then we
have him catching electric eels which do
the shimmee and then using them for a battery to run the launch when his father gets
trapped theon music
a shark's
back. The organ
carries
for this.
Then Miss Dorothy South, soprano, sings
" Carita " most effectively. She stands toward the left of the stage with a white
spot on her during the rendition.
Ethel Clayton in " Vicky Van " is the
feature, the story of a young girl who
marries the elderly scion of an " old family "and then proceeds to lead a double life.
" Among the Roses " is played at screening
and this is followed through with " Remembrance "and then with the title " On
their way to New York " we have " Canzonetta " until the auto is stalled when it
becomes " Chanson du Matin." As the girl
thanks him the second time " At Sunset "
is used and then with the title "Unloved
and continually crossed " the organ takes
up the music for eleven minutes.
With the title " This introduced " where
the pianist is seen we have a piano solo,
very short played to action and then as he
stops the orchestra comes in with " Reve
de Amour." With the title " And you
never saw Miss Schuyler," the music becomes "Annette," changing to " Recollection," and then with the title, " That night
before Schuyler meets his wife," we have
" Poem." Then when Vicky Van in spite
of Schuyler's return decides to go through
with her party there is a change to " Miracle of Love." At the point where she is
seen to leave the men " Flirtation " is used.
When the girl asks where her maid is
" Jennesse d'Hercules " is taken up until
the flash of the way the four women take
the news, when the organ comes in for
seven minutes. Then as the detective is
seen coming through the secret door
" Elegie " is played and then as the maid
tells how they escaped from the other
house through that door " Kunihilde " is
used, and then when the couple are seen
alone together we have the last eight bars
of " Miracle of Love." It is a most effective musical arrangement and one worthy
following. .
;
Redferne Hollinshead, tenor, then -renders
a double number, " A Farewell " and " Love
Is Mine" in a way that delights.
Now there winds up the bill a very
funny Universal comedy, " Roaring Lions "
and " Monkey Shines," in which the lions
and a monkey are responsible for a lot of
fun. "Wedding Blues " is played at the
screening and there follows through
" Everybody Wants the Key to My Cellar,"
which is a very tuneful number and one
that will be effective in connection with the
July first drought. At the scene where the
lion is seen chasing the monkey, " On the
Mill Dam " is played, and then with the
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Grauman's soldier "Jazz" band in action
Background

of Bird Store Used

by Grauman's in Playing
" In a Bird Store "
WORTH

while effects to give prominence to musical features of the program were made this week by Sid Grauman at Grauman's Theatre in Los Angeles,
when a special setting representing the interior of a bird store was used as the background for the orchestra of thirty-five during the playing of the overture "In a Bird
Store," under the direction of Arthur Kay.
This famous composition by Lake combined with the setting gave innumerable
opportunities for the introduction of traps
and novelties in the setting where scores
of cages containing different kinds of birds
and the lighting effects served to put the
night scene on the street beyond, the glow
from the street lights being the only illumination for the interior of the store.
Grauman's featured another musical number on the same program which is known
as a Jazz-O-Maniacs," this is a jazz orchestra of elevent members, all being returned
soldiers who organized while in France.
They give a program of five numbers which,
runs about twelve minutes.

title " Society's latest fad," we get " Les
Erinnyes," and there the organ takes up
the music until the title, " Still sticking
around," when we have the orchestra back
with " L'Automne."
When the elephant is seen squirting
water On the dancers " Lion Chase " is

played, changing with the title " They gave
him ten
minutes
" to "effect
Gionanni
Then
there
is a clever
with D'Arco."
the title,
" Music hath charms," when we have a
perfect imitation of a harmonica on the
big organ and then we have " French Come
to Yankee Land " to the end.
Handel's " Largo " is the organ solo.

THERE is an unusually long and very
varied Rialto Magazine this week, with
a lot of laughs in it and then a comedy,
as usual at the end, to make us forget
the rather tense qualities of the feature
" Romeo and Juliet " is the overture.
picture
There is a very sombre, tragic note through
this which we don't care so much for in
connection with motion pictures, but of
course it is a wonderful selection. It is
played with -the house lights all in gold,
opening on the strings and reeds with the
horns and drums coming in at the end.
" Northern Norway " is the scenic, an
Educational release, and this gives us some
interesting views of the snow-covered
mountains and then the country with its
shallow lakes and the little towns with their
thatched
roofs.
Lalo's " Rhapsodie " is
used for this
picture.
Seated in the center of the stage without the curtains parted Leonard Van Dyke,
cellist,
then the
playsRialto
" Tarentella
" andopening
after
that comes
Magazine,
with Gaumont pictures of reopening the
cabal at Ostend which the British blocked.
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Striking lobby decoration of the Verdi theatre, Chicago

There are some fine views of the Mole
showing how the English did their work.
Extracts
Pomp
and with
Circumstance
are used from
here "and
others
the Pathe"
.pictures of the German delegates. Then
we have a touch of humor with the
" Sayinks of Topplitsky," which includes
" In business if you don't at first succeed,
fail, fail again." " Polka Dot " is used.
Kinograms shows pictures. of returning
Canadians at Montreal bringing with them
captured German guns and other souvenirs
of their victories and here " Fighting Tommies "increases the applause. International
shows us the annual stock show at the
University of California agricultural school
and " Long Boy " is used for it and for
Kinogram views of operating on fish in
Chicago. Then are the Pathe duck pictures,
described to the music of " Crow Hollow "
and the Panama Canal views to " I Miss
That Mississippi Miss " with effects used.
There is a good series of laughs with
the Silk Hat Harry Stock Company (Judge
Rumhauser) in " A Run for His Money."
There are effects used all through this and
the orchestra has the time of its life with
whistles, bells. At the start of the picture
there is one strain of " Spaklets " and then
a chorus of " Louisiana," following through
with " Honey Bunch " until the title " Mad
dog," when there is a change to " Club
Gallop " and with the title " Three weeks
later " to " The Bee."
We come back to the news with Kinogram pictures of the C-S. Here the music
is so arranged that it affects the audience.
" Ever or Never " being played with special
arrangements. Gaumont pictures show navy
balloons trying for distance records and
then there are the International parachute
views, described. Kinograms winds up the
Magazine with pictures of New York's
"finest" on parade. "Keep Going" is
played from the Dayton views to the end.
Then we have the brilliant rendition of
the trio from "William Tell" by Martin
Brefel, Edoard Albano and Emanuel List
and then the feature, Pauline Frederick in
" One Week of Life." " Remembrance " is

played at the screening and is followed
through with " Camelia " and with the introduction ofScott we have " Saint Malo"
changing
to
" Mountain
Music When
" as the
husband is seen
on the couch.
we
have Miss Frederick introduced as Marion
" Bon Vivant " becomes the air and then
with Lola's studio feast " Listen to This."
With the title
In the and
morning
hour'sfol-"
" Rendezvous
" is " played
with the
lowing day " At Sunset." Where the Sherwood couple are seen together there is
" Melancolie " and with the interrupted
rest hour another change to " Harrison
Fisher." Where the girl declares that she
adores children there is " In Love " played
and then the organ takes up the music until
the title " Midnight " and then when the
husband asks " You're my wife, aren't
you?" " Melodie " is brought in and then
when he reads of the drowning of Scott
and his wife " Leit Motif " is used and
when he asks the girl to remain and be
Mrs. Sherwood " Deluge " is played changing to "Why?" with the title "Do you
mean
whatlights
you say?"
House
are blue for the second
orchestral number, " Yankee Patrol," which
opens with the rumble of drums and the
blare of cornets and continues tuneful and
very militant throughout.
" A Lady Bell Hop's Secret " is the very
funny Sunshine comedy. " Oh, Lady,
Lady " is played at the screening and then
with the two old college chums " Step With
Pep." With the title "He was all set"
there is a change to " Archibald " and
another to " Kinky " as the man is hit.
When we are told that Slim was one of
the
have " Valse
Doris
and lightest
then assleepers
the manwe shakes
out the
coat"
with the dust on it " Watch, Hope and
Wait." At the point where the vacuum
cleaner explodes " Ruspana " is taken up
and played through twice, and this is followed by " Jazzing the Blues Away."
When we hve the regular annual celebration of Betty's sixteenth birthday
" Wedding Blues " is used, changing to
" Dinner Time on the Levee " as the pair
try
to steal
safe andIt tois " played
Furore through
Galop "
as the
autothestarts.
twice
to
the and
end. then follows " Trolley Galop "

Kewpie Dolls Are Converted
Into Cannibals to Advertise Johnson Pictures
fifth Street and Armitage
ago, E,
Aven
ChicATR
put Thirt
over y-a
Iue,
lly
VERD
erfuTHE
wond
striking lobby
display during the recent showing
of Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of
the South Seas," but it probably
scored an even greater success with
a clever little stunt — a result of the
manager who thinks.
Every one has seen Kewpie dolls,
but he is the first man to think of
converting them into cannibals.
Dyeing the dolls black and clothing them in grass-skirts and
placing rings in their noses
and ears, did the trick and
the result was that every merchant in the section was glad to display them in his window. Reports
from Chicago say that there were
constantly crowds in front of the
stores displaying these, and notices
of the showing of the picture, and
that they created an immense
amount of word-of-mouth publicity.
The South Sea idea was excellently carried out in the lobby display as
the photograph above shows. Grass
hut effects were used, the ticket
booth being converted into one and
thatched doorways being erected
around the entrance and exits. For
the background there was a scene
looking to sea from one of the islands and a number of palm trees.
With the exception of one cut out
and a couple of three sheets announcing the production, there were
no other decorations.
This is a display that can be duplicated by any exhibitor and at very
little expense. It is so striking that
it is bound to attract attention of all
passers-by and the experience of the
Verdi theatre was that it not only
brought big business but that it led
to inquiries by many people who
rarely
tions. attend motion picture exhibi-

And the kewpies in the store windows sent lots of people down to see
the lobby display.
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Ashley and Lonergan Join
World Pictures
World Pictures announces the engagement of Arthur Ashley, well, known as a
screen star and director. Mr. Ashley and
Phillip Lonergan, one of the best known
scenario writers, is to co-star with Dorothy
Green in a series of pictures. The first of
these productions is now in work at the
company's studio at Fort Lee. It will be
released under the title of "The American
Way." Frank Reicher will be the director.
The original story is the creation of Florence Bolles, and was put in scenario form
by Wallace C. Clifton..
Mr. Lonergan is to be on the staff of
scenario and continuity writers under the
direction of Charles Sarver, editor-in-chief.
He began his career as a writer of short
stories, contributing to the best known of
American magazines and weeklies. His
picture experience has been with RelianceMajestic, Thanhauser, and other landmarks
of the industry. He is the author of " The
World and the Woman," the screen version
of "King Lear" ; "The Girl Who Wanted
to Live," "The Candy Girl," "Saint, Devil
J and Woman," "Her Beloved Enemy," and
"My Country."
Exhibitor

Praises

Stewart

Vitagraph Feature
A Vitagraph announcement declares that
B. Lee Smith, manager of the Tudor
Theatre, Atlanta, recently finished a week's
run of " From Headquarters " at his
theatre, and was so satisfied with the business garnered that he made haste to communicate with the Atlanta branch of Vitagraph to request first-run booking of the
succeeding Anita Stewart release, "Two
Women." This latter production Mr. Smith
presented at the Tudor for the week of
May 19th.
Mr. Smith, in a letter to George R. Allison, manager of Vitagraph's Atlanta
branch, pays this tribute to "From Headquarters :"
"This Vitagraph picture is strong, intensely human, thrilling and satisfying. My
patrons were delighted with the production."
Educationals

to Support

" Fit to Win"
Sales Manager John J. Iris, of the Educational Films Corporation of America,
has completed an arrangement that will
provide " Educational " releases as the supporting program in connection with the
showing of the Government health film,
" Fit to Win," in Greater New York. Four
theatres in Manhattan and one in Brooklyn are expected to use the program for an
indefinite run.

Comedies
Sunshine
Re-Issue
To
"The
Rivoli
theatre
in New York and
William Fox Will Release Second
a
host
of
representative
theatres throughEdition Under the Group Name
out the country have recently played the
second edition of ' The House of Terrible
of " The Lucky Thirteen "
Scandals.' Based upon the results attending its successful and uproarious engagement, these exhibitors have asked us to*
continue second editions of those most

"B

Gladys Brockwell, Fox star, in " The Divorce
Trap," a current release
Y command of the exhibitors of
America, we have decided to release,
with brand new prints and brand new paper, the second edition of the thirteen biggest and best Fox Sunshine Comedies we
have made," says Herman Robbins, assistant general manager of the Fox Film Corporation. This statement is the opening
gun of a campaign inaugurated to meet an
exhibitor demand for comedies which is
said to be unprecedented in the history of
the motion picture business.
These Fox Sunshine Comedies, each in
two reels, are to be released as a group
under the narqe of " The Lucky Thirteen," and will be issued one each week
throughout June, July and August. The
first release, June 1, will be " Roaring Lions
andTheWedding
Bells."that have been prepared
new prints
especially for this series are from revised
and re-edited negatives, and the resulting
pictures are declared by the Fox organization to be even funnier and snappier than
the original releases.
The new lithographs, it is asserted, will
be the most elaborate and effective yet provided with Fox Sunshine Comedies, emphasizing the lions, the pretty girls and the
unique situations which have been characteristic features of these productions from
the very outset.
" This news," says Mr. Robbins, " is beyond question will be most important and
most welcome to exhibitors throughout the
country. The exhibitor's biggest problem
right now is to find a good comedy to dress
up his program properly. ' The Lucky
Thirteen ' solves this problem, and solves it
right.

wonderful
comedies."
The success
of Fox Sunshine Comedies
is attributed by Fox officials to the originality of the situations, the dare-devilstunts, the bevies of pretty girls who figure
in them and to the antics of the comical
ity.
animals. Elaborate production is also declared to be a large factor in their popularSelection of the subjects to be included
in " The Lucky Thirteen," according to
Mr. Robbins, has been made on a basis of
exhibitor reports. In writing to request
that a second edition of Fox Sunshine
Comedies be issued many exhibitors expressed preferences as to the comedies
which should be included in the series.
The following list covers comedies which
the exhibitors agree have produced the
most laughs:
" Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells,"
" A Milk-Fed Vamp," " His Smashing Care r," "Damaged No-Goods," " Shadows
of Her Pest," " The Son of a Gun," " Hungry Lions in a Hospital," " Are Married
Policeman Safe?" "A Self-Made Lady,'"
" A Neighbor's Keyhole," " Wild Women "
and Tame Lions," "A Tight Squeeze""
and " Roaring Lions on the Midnight ExThe group plan of releasing these productions, itis pointed out, enables the exhibitor to solve a whole summer's perplexing problems with one booking.
press."
Miss Billie Burke's

Latest Is

" Misleading Widow "
"Billeted," the play by T. Jennyson-Jesse
and H. M. Harwood, which Frances Marion adapted for Paramount presentation
with Billie Burge as the star, has been retitledis "The
Widow."underThea new
new
title
one ofMisleading
the first selected
system now in vogue at the Famous Players-Lasky offices, whereby a prize of ten
dollars is given the member of the home
office
organization
who ofsubmits
the ofbest"a
title from
the synopsis
the story
picture which it has been deemed best to'
retitle. Each employee is allowed to submit to Whitman Bennett two titles, and
from those submitted the executives of the
company make the selection. The $10 prize
for won
suggesting
Widow"
was
by Miss"The
Sally Misleading
Brody, of the
Sales
Department.
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Peter Milne Tries to Induce Him to Talk
Asked what picture he was working on
JUST
Henry
was as
made
for Walthall's
seemingly reputation
all time
now, Mr. Barthelmess replied: "A western production, the next Griffith-Artcraft.
through his performance in " The Birth of
Sort of a Bret Harte type of story. And
a Nation," so is that of Richard Barthelthen I have my contract with the Dorothy
mess made in D. W. Griffith's " Broken
Gish company to fulfill. This lasts to the
Blossoms." His work in pictures to come
will be forever widely press agented by end of the present year. After that — ■."
his work as the poetic Chinaman in the
Well after that Mr. Barthelmess isn't
tragic epic of the screen. This is said with
going to find it very hard to find work.
It was back when Herbert Brennon was
all due credit to Mr. Barthelmess' other
performances as leading man for Marproducing
for Selznick that Mr Barthelguerite Clark and, of more recent date for
mess made his picture debut, taking the role
Dorothy Gish. But even Mr. Barthelmess
of one of the brothers in Nazimova's first
himself impresses one with admitting that
production " War Brides." Following this
his "Chink" is. his greatest performance.
came five successive pictures with MarWe say impresses for Mr. Barthelmess
guerite Clark including the two " Sub Deb "
refuses to talk about himself. He came on
productions, then with Goldwyn in " Nearly
to New York to breathe some of the AtMarried," and Vitagraph in " Wild Primlantic air and to witness the premier of
rose." And after that with Griffith in "The
" Broken Blossoms " at the Cohan theatre.
Girl Who Stayed at Home " and as leading
When an interviewer waxes enthusiastic
about his wonderful performance and his man for Dorothy Gish in her Paramount
equally wonderful makeup all he will do
pictures.
In other words Richard Barthelmess was
is smile and tell you that he only blocked
out his eyebrows and set his face. He is practically unknown two years ago — that is
on the screen. To-day he ranks as one of
indeed a very unsatisfactory person to interview. Ifone wanted to find out what a
the leading juveniles on the screen. Quite
a ranking and quite speedily attained for
great director Griffith is, he might well talk
to Mr. Barthelmess but this wasn't the main
a young man of twenty-four years of age. —
Peter Milne.
idea of the interview.
Moreno
Signs New
Contract With Vitagraph
NEWS comes from the West Coast
vices for two years had been signed. Nothstudios of Vitagraph to the effect that
ing speaks more eloquently the complete
satisfaction of a star when a document so
Antonio Moreno has just signed a new contract insuring two more years of starring
momentous to all concerned is signed in
activities in the Vitagraph serials.
so What
few minutes."
is declared to be a factor in Mr.
"The contract was signed a few days
ago under circumstances whicn speak well
Moreno's ready acceptance to serve Vitfor the complete harmony existing between
agraph further, entirely aside of the remuneration involved, was his realization
producer and player in the Vitagraph orthat this organization has spent a millicn
ganization," said an official of the company.
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
to bring his
undoubted
talents for the
delineation of screen
characterization
before
Inc., who is at present in Los Angeles, made
an engagement for an interview with Mr.
the public, with the result of an evergrowing circle of followers.
Moreno at 3 o'clock in his office. At that
time, Mr. Moreno appeared. Twenty min"This circle now mounts to the tens of
utes later, he was seen to leave the office,
thousands, and the mere announcement uf
a Moreno serial is tantamount to packed
and bystanders catching a momentary
glimpse of the two men framed in the doorhouses
on showing."
Mr. Moreno,
with Carol Holloway, is
way, saw them heartily shaking hands.
"In that short time," said the official, now engaged in the filming of "Perils of
"the contract renewing Mr. Moreno's serThunder Mountain."
Karger Discusses Metro's Production Policy
tremendous
stridesas and
willis advance
' J 'HE
motion picture
an art
making
features
by. acting, direction, and produc"Stories,
more in this direction within the next two
tion are all on a higher plane now," Mr.
years than it has since its inception, accordKarger says, "and the future is to see even
ing to Maxwell Karger, Director General
greater advancements in these fields.
of Metro Pictures Corporation and Screen
"Metro, anticipating this more discrimiClassics, Inc., who has arrived in New
nating taste and eager to encourage better
York from California to consult with other
pictures, has already made elaborate
Metro officials on their new production
preparations to be the first in the field with
policy, which President Richard A. RowtheMr.bigger,
land recently announced.
Kargerbetter
is a picture."
strong advocate of good
sub-titles.
In
fact he believes that the sucNazimova's sensational feature, "The
cess or failure of a production often lies in
Red Lantern," he points to as an example
of what the future screen production will
the sub-title.
He will return to the coast within a few
aim at. Overnight, he says, this famous
days, taking back with him the screen rights
star has advanced the art of the phototo some of the biggest plays and novels of
drama ten years, and coming productions
will use this as a standard to measure their
the last decade, it is stated.

" Daddy Long-Legs " is said to be Mary Pickford's best trpicture.
First National
will disibute it from twenty-five
exchanges
Nicholas

Power

Company

Reports Expansion
The home of the Nicholas Power Company, at 90 Gold street, New York City, is
being enlarged to take care, of the reported
increase in business. Power's Cameragraphs are said to be in such demand that
new machinery is also being installed.
It is reported
that " Fires being
of Faith,"
Salvation
Army production,
shown the
at
the Harris theatre, is projected by a Power's machine, and that this accounts for
the many favorable comments on the superior projection reported.
The United Theatre Equipment Corporation, through its various branches, reports
sales of Cameragraphs within the last few
days to Colonial theatre, Manchester
Depot, Vermont; State of New Jersey,
Village of Epileptics, Skillman, N. J. ; Library theatre, Warren, Pa. ; E. L. Garden,
Souris, N. Dak. ; A. W. Hall, Front Royal,
Va. ; Victory theatre, New York City.
"A

Midnight Romance"
Plays to Big Houses
" A Midnight Romance," the second
First National attraction starring Anita
Stewart, has just played to a series of
packed houses, it is stated, at the Superba
theatre at San Diego, according to a letter received by W. E. Knotts, manager of
the First National Exchange in Los Antre. geles, from G. A. Bush, owner of the thea" We advertised the picture in a big way,
and we arranged some novel lobby effects,"
Mr. Bush said. " It is a hummer, and I
recommend it."
Harrison Back to Screen
" Anybody's Widow " a new Christie
Comedy, which is personally being directed
by Al E. Christie featuring Dorothy De
Vore with Earle Rodney, marks the return
of Jimmie Harrison to the screen after
an absence of eighteen months in the army,
part of which Harrison spent with the 55th
ammunition train in France.
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John

D.

Tippett

B. P. Schulberg's Recent Resignation from United Artists Explained byFormation of New Corporation to Create International Film Exchange Heralded as Novel Departure
THE
explanation of B. P. Schulberg's resignation from the United
Artists Corporation is found in the formation of John D. Tippett Productions, acorporation which will operate film distributing depots
throughout the world, and the principal of which is John D. Tippett, Managing Director of the Trans-Atlantic Film Co., Ltd., of London, the European
corollary of the Universal Film Mfg. Co. of America.
Mr. Tippett is known throughout Europe as one of the most prominent film executives abroad and recognized in financial circles as well as
a man of means. Added to his own resources, however, are said to be some
of the strongest financial powers that have ever been interested in the film
industry. He left America for England six years ago and inaugurated and
conducted the European distribution of Universal Pictures. He founded the
name of the Trans-Atlantic Film Co. for this purpose and has since made this
trademark a potent factor in European film circles. Mr. Tippett is said to be
the only American in the history of the motion picture industry to operate
consistently throughout Europe through his own offices. Other American
concerns are declared to have been following the practice of combining with
European film houses for this purpose.
London Headquarters
The plan of John D. Tippett Productions
is to operate distributing offices in all the
principal cities of the world, with its chief
office in London. Immediately upon his arrival in America, Mr. Tippett engaged B.
P. Schulberg as manager of the enterprise
in America, and the unlimited scope of the
plan was so attractive to the latter, that
it prompted him to resign as assistant general manager of the United Artists to assume this post.
With this combination of international
film experience and unlimited monetary resources, itis said that the Tippett forces
contemplate the construction of a mammoth
international film company which will be of
service to the industry on both sides of the
Atlantic, with an international exchange in
all corners of the civilized world.
Mr. Tippett believes that London is the
natural capital of the commercial branch of
the film industry7, and that in the future
the English film mart will dominate the
moving picture markets of the world. In
John D. Tippett, who has organized the John
D. Tippett Productions
selecting London as his chief base of operations, therefore, he is only consistent with
his theory that the commercial future of an individual basis, with each picture considered as a unique and distinctive attracthe industry will be dictated from the
tion, is fast approaching, if not indeed alBritish capital.
ready in our midst.
It is said that the motivating reason for
"Under
these circumstances, any farthe creation of John D. Tippett Productions is his recognition of the new trend in seeing film executive would be induced to
adjust his organization to adapt itself to
film circles which is leading the motion
the new system of specialized distribution.
picture toward the big special production
Therefore, in taking this radical step, I
individually exploited. It is in recognition
am doing what any far-sighted business
of this fact that Mr. Tippett is forming
this new company to conform with the man would do, with the dawn of a new
distributing regime showing itself so
more modern principle of film distributing.
clearlyover the film horizon.
Issues a Statement
"There is another very important factor
in the situation which I believe is not being
In fine with this thought, in a statement
which he left for the American trade press
given sufficiently serious consideration byjust before he sailed for London a few
American film men — that is, the necessity
for recognizing London in the future as
days ago, Mr. Tippett said :
"For a long time it has been borne in the center, from a commercial view-point,
upon us in Europe, as it must have been
of the film activities of the world. Geoupon the trade in America, that the new
graphically and financially^ situated as it is,
nothing that I can foresee can disturb the
era of special productions distributed on

Productions
conclusion that London is the logical
bourse of the film industry.
" This statement mayT cause a controversy
among film men in America, but I am prepared to meet such a contest of opinion with
facts that are bey'ond dispute. London will
undoubtedly dominate the film markets of
the world in the future, because the European market, now that the war is over,
will assume more and more importance to
the American producer, and London is the
natural key to the entire European film
situation.
" It will be part of our plan to acquire all
foreign rights, outside of United States and
Canada, to the most meritorious American
subjects obtainable, and to introduce into
America the most ambitious film offerings
of Europe, thus maintaining the first effective international film exchange ever established, and the only one ever devoted to
this single purpose.
Extols Mr. Schulberg
"I am deeply gratified to have been able
to secure the services of B. P. Schulberg
to manage our affairs in America. His personal integrity and long conspicuous standing in the film industry in the United States
bespeak that high standard of business
ethics with which we will manage our offices throughout the world, so that any
transactions with us will be not only a
profitable,
but a pleasant
process." for the
Mr. Schulberg
is now arranging
inauguration of distributing offices in South
America and the Orient, and the company
began active operations immediately upon
Mr. Tippett's return to London.
It is declared to be a peculiar coincidence
that just at the time that Mr. Tippett boldly
predicts the coming supremacy of London as the film center of the world, one of
conand distributing
producing
the biggest
cerns in America
is arranging
to form a
British counterpart of itself for the purpose of producing pictures in Great Britain,
and a great number of important film
executives are hastening to the other side,
if indeed they are not there already, to
form affiliations for their companies with
Enelish film agencies.

Normand's
lari
s ty
Test
Goldwyn Popu
Goldwyn applied one of the most difficult
tests of the popularity of a cinema star to
Mabel Normand when they arranged to
show her latest picture, "When Doctors
Disagree," unannounced and unadvertised,
at the Harlem Grand theatre, 119 East
the after125th Street, on May 9th. Late in Grand,
a
noon, the management of the
theatre with a seating capacity of 1,600 and
which draws a metropolitan audience,
agreed to show " When Doctors Disagree "
without any previous announcement to their
The result proved conclusively it is said
patrons.
that Mabel Normand's personality holds the
affections of thousands, to whom her unique
kind of laxation
funmaking
after a busybrings
day. cheer and re-
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To the Left and to the Right Are Shots from the Billie Rhodes Production. " In Search of Arcady," Released by Robertson-Cole Through
Exhibitors Mutual. In the Center Is Bessie Barriscale, Star of " Jos selyn's Wife "

n-Cole
Robertso
Every
Effort Is Extended
to Give
Exhibitors Fine Type of Photoplays for Summer Season
THE various producing units of the
Robertson-Cole Company, Division of
Films, are bending every effort to fulfill
the promises of the parent organization to
give exhibitors, during the approaching
summer months, the finest type of photoplays as a bulwark against the customary
poor hot season business.
Four pictures are now in the course of
construction in California, which promise
in every way, it is declared, to be the equal
of anything that Robertson-Cole has thus
far issued through Exhibitors Mutual distribution.
The great outdoors furnishes the locale
for three of the attractions under way,
productions which are of the blood-warming type, and which will have a strong
appeal, it is said, for any one who likes
stirring drama.
Sessue Hayakawa, now that "His Debt"
has been made ready for release, is working on "The Gray Horizon," which, when
completed, will be one of the most artistic
photoplays ever made in America, according to a statement by Haworth.
"Bare-Fisted Gallagher," the next William Desmond picture, is being filmed
by Jesse D. Hampton in a picturesque but
remote section of the San Gabriel Can-

Busy
are
Units
yon, under the direction of Joseph J.
Franz.
Billie Rhodes' "In Search of Arcady,"
another attraction which breathes of the
romantic country of the Far West, has
been virtually completed.
Bessie Barriscale, starring in her own
productions, is now filming "Tangled
Threads," which will be her next issue
following "Josselyn's Wjife."
"The Gray Horizon," on which Hayakawa is now working, has as its background the splendor of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The entire setting of the
picture is in the hills, and every advantage
has been taken of the extraordinary light
and cloud formations that occur over these
beautiful mountains.
"Bare-Fisted Gallagher" was especially
written for Desmond by William Parker,
author
of "What
Every The
Woman
and other
successes.
San Wants,"
Gabriel
Canyon, where the Desmond company is
camped, was reached only after a long
automobile journey from Los Angeles, and
nearly an eighteen-mile mule ride into the
mountains.
M. B. Havey, head of the scenario staff
of B. B. Features, is author of "Tangled
Threads," the Barriscale feature. Fred
Myton made the screen version.
In "In Search of Arcady" Miss Rhodes
is seen in one of the most loveable characterizations she has had.

Production Plans
Announces
Harry Garson
\TOT only will all future productions
" I have read the first story and also its
detailed continuity, and feel thoroughly
*■Blanche
^ starring
Kimballat ' Young
and
convinced that it will make a truly big
SweetClara
be made
the Garson
studios in Los Angeles, but a series of box-office attraction. He has devoted many
months in its preparation, intent upon makmotion picture dramas to be known as Kating it the criterion for his future producterjohn Specials will also be produced there
tions. Iam also familiar with the plans
under the supervision of the screen aufor
the
pictures to follow, and the series
thor, Monte M. Katterjohn.
recommends itself as an impressive array
This was made known by Harry Garson
of valuable material.
during his short visit in New York City
Distribution plans are now being perlast week.
fected which will permit an unusual ex"In securing the Katterjohn Specials,"
ploitation campaign Eastern
of national
scope."
W. H. Rudolph,
representative
said Mr. Garson, " I was guided by my belief in youth and its enthusiastic tendenfor Mr. Garson, with offices in the Aeolian
cies where it has already shown vision and
Building, New York City, stated that further details will be announced in the very
ability. Mr. Katterjohn's independent
thought and past achievements justify the near future, and that in the meantime Mr.
opportunity this serious presents.
Katterjohn is perfecting final plans.

Schenck Buys Stories
for Talmadge

Jos
The Constance Talmadge Film Corporation's first picture to be released through
the First National Exhibitors Circuit, was
scheduled for May 26th. Several different
stories have been purchased by Jos. M.
Schenck, president of the new corporation,,
it is said, and the name of the first picture
will be announced definitely in a few days.
No expense will be spared to make thisfirst First National picture, in every way,
one of the most satisfactory productions,
both from the artistic standpoint, it is declared, and with the careful view to the
exhibitors' needs and popular appeal to the
public, which has ever been released with
Constance Talmadge in the stellar role.
The director for the first of the six Constance Talmadge productions will be Captain David Kirkland, who has come on
from California to assume directorial duties
for Miss Talmadge.

Fairbanks' Latest Is Said to
Be His Best
Douglas Fairbanks makes his re-appearance as " Old Doc Cheerful," in his newest,,
and what is declared to be his greatest Artcraft picture, "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," which was released May 18. The
moral of the story is that doing something
for somebody is a worthy and laudible ambition, but that unselfishness can sometimes
be carried too far, and unless guided by
calm judgment, may bring the unselfish one
results he does not expect; and, secondly,
that the proper
place isto atstart
struction incharacter
home.any reconIn the cast are Marjorie Daw, William
Wellman, Frank Campeau, Albert McQuarrie and Edythe Chapman. Albert Parker
directed.

"EVERYBODY'S

BUSINESS"
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Laemmle
The Demand

Looks

Out

for

the

of the Day Is for Bigger and Better Pictures and

Productions, Says Company's President, and Universal's
Ear Is to the Ground

the eve of its seventh anniversary, Universal announces its new policy
as in keeping with its conception of the growth and development of
the motion picture industry.
As an instance of this the exhibitor who obtains his pictures from Universal,
will not only buy as heretofore under the open booking policy, but will be able
to see what he purchases, it is stated, far in advance of the time for the showing
of the productions he thus books. Amongst the productions which will be
screened for the exhibitor will be the Stage Women's War Relief series of
stage star pictures in which many famous players will appear, pictures starring
Dorothy Phillips, Mildred Harris and others ; " The Midnight Man," starring
James J. Corbett ; products by Eddie Polo ; a new serial with Marie Wolcamp ;
and Universal Special Attractions, featuring Monroe Salisbury, Harry Carey,
Mary MacLaren and Priscilla Dean. The improved Screen Magazine will also
be a weekly product. There are also said to be some big Universal productions
in the making which will be brought forth later.
ON

Announces New Policy
As Universal approaches the conclusion
of the most successful year in its career,
it not only celebrates its seventh anniversary as the oldest producing firm in the
industry, but at the same time it announces
its new policy for the ensuing season.
Long before next Fall, it is announced,
Universal Exchanges will be in possession
of new productions to be shown to exhibitors. The exhibitor, consequently, who
obtains his pictures from Universal will
not only buy as heretofore under Universal's famous fundamental open booking
policy, but, in addition, will be able to see
what he purchases far in advance of the
time for the showing of the productions he
thus books.
This is a distinctly new departure. It is
in keeping,tablished
however,
Universal's
escustom of with
rendering
maximum
assistance and protection to the exhibitor
in purchasing wares for his theatre and
his patrons.
New Productions
Among the productions which Universal
will be able to screen for the exhibitor will
be the famous Stage Women's War Relief
series of stage star pictures. As has previously been announced, there are twelve
two-reel productions in this series, bringing together for the first time in the history of the motion picture industry, it is
said, so illustrious a group of actors and
actresses of both the speaking stage and
the screen. In the first picture of this
series appears David Belasco, seen thus
for the first time playing a role since he
became famous as one of America's greatest producers and managers.
Among the other famous footlight favorites in the casts of these pictures — all
of them two-reel productions — are :
Bruce McRae, Hilda Spong, Kathleen
Nesbitt, Cyril Maude, Violet Heming,
David Bispham, Maclyn Arbuckle, Percy
Haswell, Shelley Hull, Julia Dean, Phoebe
Fooster, Yvette Guilbert, Robert Edeson,
Mabel Taliaferro, Montagu Love, Blanche
Yurka, William Courtenay, Jane Grey,

Pete Morrison Universal
has been Westerns
assigned to appear in
Thomas A. Wise, Gail Kane, Nance
O'Neill, Tyrone Power, Mathilde Cottrelly,
Galli-Curci, Henry Miller, Holbrook Blynn,
Ethel Intropodi, Otis Skinner, Blanche
Bates, Daniel Frohman and others equally prominent, whose names are familiar
throughout the country.
This brings together for the first time
an aggregation of players said to be never
before assembled in a single series of productions for the screen. All these plays,
moreover — comedies and dramas — are by
famous playwrights and scanarists, such as
Frederick A. •Kummer, Calder Johnstone,
Kathleen Kavariaugh, Samuel Hopkins
Adams, Rachel Crothers.
In addition, it is announced, the exhibitor will have placed before him some
of the largest, most elaborate and most
satisfactory and most satisfying Jewel
productions ever shown under this famous
brand name — the brand which, it is declared,,
was the first to convert the theory of exhibitors' open booking into actual fact.
There will be, in this group, pictures star-

Exhibitor

ring Mildred Harris, Dorothy Phillips and
other players whose names have become
familiar the whole world over through
their appearance in the Jewel products.
At the same time Universal will show
to the exhibitors what has been described
as the greatest serial ever produced — " The
Midnight Man," in which James J. Corbett is starred. There will be also products by Eddie Polo and a new serial starring Marie Walcamp.
There will be more Universal Special
Attractions, starring Monroe Salisbury,
Harry Carey, Mary MacLaren and Priscilla Dean. Priscilla Dean will be cast in
a limited number of Universal Super-Special Attractions. Her great popularity has
increased in recent months to such an extent, itis declared, that the Universal star
is now looked upon as one of the most
attractive and winsome and winning feminine stars of the screen.
Universal will show, too, its improved,
unique Screen Magazine, a weekly product which is stated to have behind it the
cooperative advertising support of half a
hundred of the largest daily newspapers
in the country.
There will also be some Universal productions which cannot be submitted to this
program of advance showing. These, now
in the making, will be brought forth later.
Thousands of dollars are being spent upon
them, it is declared, but the nature of these
productions is being guarded as a secret
by Universal's officials, and for the time
being, it is said, this secrecy must be
maintained.
Laemmle Outlines Plans
These plans, as briefly outlined by Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal, are
declared to be the most comprehensive in
the company's history. " The demand of
the day," Mr. Laemmle says, " as I have
repeatedly said during the last eighteen
months, is for bigger and better pictures
and productions. Universal, as usual, has
been awake. Its ear has been to the
ground. Accordingly it not only now
draws near to the completion of its most
prosperous season of business but begins,
at the same time, its most eventful and
most successful year. On the eve of its
seventh anniversary it announces a policy
that is in keeping with its conception of
the growth and development of the motion picture industry.
" Just as we have reduced our studio
waste to the very minimum," Mr. Laemmle
continued, " so will we reduce our selling
costs to the very minimum, especially in
next Fall's selling campaign. And, what's
more, those exhibitors who help us reduce
selling costs will receive the lion's share of
all that they help us to save.
" Our plan is simply this : We have
goods to sell. The exhibitor wants some
of them, or all of them or none of them.
It will depend entirely upon how good our
pictures are, whether he wants many or
few or none.
" We will first fix a fair price on each
and every picture and then sell the exhibitor anything he wants."
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business
manager and assistant to Mr.
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Aimr"
to OpenDis
Distrib
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butess
Own
Mr.
and assistant
business
United Artists Aim to Open DistribAbrams. manager
Mr. Hodkinson
has Fi
had to
alm
numuting Depots
in Fifteen Key
ber of years of intensive training and exCities in States — Abrams
perience in the exchange end of the busiNames Executive Staff
ness both on the Pacific Coast and in the
HIRAM ABRAMS, general manager of East, and has been associated with Mr.
United Artists' Corporation, let it be Abrams heretofore in the same position
known this week that plans are under way
thatWilliam
he willW.holdHines
with carries
the " Big
Four."
to his
post as
for the establishing of fifteen distributing
depots — as the " Big Four " branch offices
sales tionmanager
of
United
Artists'
Corporathe experience of twenty years in the
will be called — in the most important film
centers of the country. Distributing Depots
theatrical and motion picture business.
Among his earlier associations were the
will be located in New York City, Philapublicity department of the Keith Circuit,
delphia, Washington, D. C. ; Boston, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, New Orleans,
advance representative for the Frohman
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Denver, San
productions, and an independent film exFrancisco, Los Angeles, Seattle and Dallas.
change which he owned and managed. In
Following its first release, a Douglas
more recent years Mr. Hines has been idenFairbanks picture, on September 1 next,
tified with the sales management of several of the big distributing companies, and
United Artists' Corporation will release
through its Distributing Depots its Mary
was formerly with Mr. Abrams in the capacity that will have his attention with the
Pickford productions, its Charlie Chaplin productions, its Douglas Fairbanks pro" Big Four."
Paul N Lazarus has been appointed adductions, and its D. W. Griffith productions. As announced last week, these picvertising and publicity manager. Mr. Laztures will be put out on the basis of
arus goes to United Artists' Corporation
after a number of years in similar work in
straightcommitted
open booking,
the by" Big
being
to rental
the Four
single"
the film fiield. For ten years prior to his
connection with the motion picture business,
picture only.
he was on the advertising and promotion
Ralph O. Proctor takes the post of asend of the publishing business, some five
sistant general manager. Mr. Proctor
brings to the organization some twelve
years of that time being spent with the
years of experience in every phase of the
Hearst group of magazines — Cosmopolfilm rental business, with several years of
itan, Good Housekeeping, Hearst's, Harexhibitor experience as a foundation. He
Bazaar, Motor
Motor
Boatingvery
Mr. per'sAbrams
statedandthat
he would
has literally covered every section of the
country, and his wide acquaintance with
soon be ready to announce the names of
exhibitors and the problems peculiar to dif- his sales managers, who are to be in charge
ferent territories makes his appointment
of the fifteen Distributing Depots. Pendby Mr. Abrams of prime importance to the
ing the announcement of the opening of
these fifteen offices, all the business of the
picture theatres of the country. It bears
company and the advance bookings of the
out Mr. Abrams early promise that his orfirst Fairbanks release for September are
ganization was to be made up of men who
had won their spurs on the firing line of being handled at the home office on the
the business.
ninth floor at 729 Seventh avenue, New
York.
Kenneth Hodkinson has been appointed
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Mormon Churches Adopt Simplex
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FROM
Salt church
Lake City,
where the
Morman
was Utah,
first established,
and which city is today the leading center
of Mormon activities, comes the report
through E. D. Smith, manager of the Utah
branch of the Swanson-Nolan Theatre
Equipment Co., Simplex distributors, that
recently the following Mormon church
wards installed the Simplex :
Roosevelt, Utah.
Bountiful, Utah.
Lake
City, and Wardamere Wards, Salt
Farmers

Vancouver's Finest Theatre Installs Simplex
The Perkins Electric Company's Western
Branch manager, J. M. Rice, reports to the
Simplex factory that there is considerable
activity in the motion picture business since
the cessation of hostilities, and notes a
marked change for the better within the
past few weeks. Machine sales, he says,
are rapidly mounting up.
Among the Simplex installations within
two weeks are those at the Osborn Theatre, Winnipeg, recently built and seating
one thousand, where two Type "S" machines were installed; one Type "S" Simplex at the Dominion Theatre, Vancouver's finest moving picture house, and one
Type " S " machine in the Province Kansack, Saskatchewan, and the Orpheum Theatre, Fernie, B. C, respectively.
Diamonds Used in Construction of Simplex
The diamond plays a very important part
in the building of the Simplex Projector.
In the large Grinding Department of the
Simplex factory are located ten up-to-date
grinders
ground tofraction
a mirror finishupon
and which
to thearethousandth
of an inch the important working parts arid
bearings of the Simplex.
One of the features of these grinders is
the magnetic table upon which are laid the
Continued Exploitation for "Ham
and Bud"
parts to be ground. Rather than depend
entertaining qualities through a mere mattinued be
exploitation,
advertising
and
ter of dress. Every print is new and of upon the operator placing a part on the
<trJT,HERE will
no let-up
on the congrinding table in an incorrect position and
the ninety-two prints we purchased from
publicity of the ' Ham and Bud ' singlethe Kalem Company, we have chosen fifty- in order to facilitate the work, these tables
reel comedies," declared F. E. Backer, gentwo of the best to be released, one a week
are equipped with magnet coils. The piece
eral sales manager of the one-a-week reof work to be ground is placed firmly upon
leases for Jans Productions, Inc.
for a year.
" I feel assured that the exhibitor dethis table, the switch thrown in and in"
Our
campaign
is
directed
only
to
the
exhibitor and for the exhibitor instead of
stantly the article to be ground is rigidly
mand is already so strong that the stateheld to the polished surface of the table.
to the state-right buyers. The theatre
rights men throughout the various territories will be compelled to secure the rights
owner knows more than any one else the
The grinder is set in motion with the table
exact value of a well-produced cleverly
operating forward and back beneath the
as
soon
as
possible."
constructed ridiculously funny comedy
Not only are Ham and Bud starred in emery wheel, this wheel in all cases being
subject, and these same exhibitors have
carefully selected for the particular job of
all these single-reelers, but the leading
woman is Ethel Teare, described as one of grinding at hand.
long memories.
the most beautiful and clever comediennes
And here is where the diamond plays its
" They, therefore, know the exceptional
entertaining value of Ham and Bud. We
part. In order to keep the emery wheel
of the screen. When Jans Production Comcan depend upon the exhibitors themselves
pany, Inc., recently purchased the Tom
perfectly true both as regards to circumMix reissues from Selig, the territory was
ference and surface facing, it is necessary to
to demand these single-reel comedies which
have proved up so strongly five years ago.
disposed of in what is claimed to be a recsmooth them off or "trim" them. There
And as every exhibitor has a decidedly new
ord-breaking manner.
are various ways of accomplishing this end^
It is now practically all closed, and the but the very best, although the most costly,
list of patrons to-day, he knows that these
proved successes will appeal to them
is that in which a good sized diamond is
" Ham and Bud " comedies bid fair to go
strongly.
just as rapidly according to the great volsecurely fastened to a short-stemmed pipe
fitted on to a steel bar. This diamond is
ume of inquiries which Mr. Backer re" And the styles in dress do not change
in comedies as they do in society plays,
ports having received. A striking one-sheet
pressed against the swiftly revolving wheel
and therefore like rare old wine, the Ham
and 11 x 14 sepias are furnished with the
and slowly rubbed across the face, producand Bud comedies will never lose their
Ham and Bud comedies.
ing an even positive grinding surface.
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Says " Auction of Souls "
Arouses Interest
" Auction of Souls," now being distributed by the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, is being booked on the " see-itand-take-it " plan by C. E. Holuh, Manager
of the A. H. Blank Enterprises, First
National franchise holders for Iowa and
Nebraska. Mr. Holuh says the production
promises to create a sensation in the middle west, where it has aroused the strongest
commendation among exhibitors and others
who have seen it.
Six on Broadway Create
Record for Withey
Chester Withey. whose most recent picture, "The New Moon," in which Norma
Talmadge is starred on the Select program, recently completed a _year's -record
of which any director might well be proud.
During the last year Mr. Withey has confined his efforts to the production of six
features, every one of which earned prior
place on the screens of New York's
Broadway picture houses. Report also has
it that they played in equally high-class
first-run houses throughout the country.
Mr. Withey was the man responsible for
"The Hun Within," an Artcraft subject,
with an all-star cast of Griffith players,
for " On the Quiet," with Jack Barrymore ;
"The Pursuit of Polly," with' Billie
Burke ; " Maggie Pepper," with Ethel
Clayton, and " Little Comrade," with Vivian Martin, all these being Paramount
subjects. The pictures are widely divergent in nature, running the gamut of
classification, including comedy, farce, melodrama and straight drama.
On completing " The New Moon," Mr.
Withey was loaned by Joseph M. Schenck
to the Paramount organization where he
is now engaged in producing a special picture for this company, the nature of which
is not revealed beyond the fact that there
is no star and that the story is one of unusual strength and scope.

Chester Withey, director of Norma Talmadge
in " The New Moon "

_

Announces
European
Contracts
Goldwyn Declares That Exhibitors in will start with the signing of the treary
which is now before the German delegaCentral Europe Have Definitely
tion.
Contracted for Entire Output
This means that every Goldwyn picture
up to September, 1919
that has been made will now be sold in
bulk to hundreds of European exhibitors.
It means that Mittel Europa will get its
first chance to see pictures made under the
Goldwyn "ars gratia artis" emblem ; for in
the three years that Goldwyn Pictures have
been in the making, perfect European distribution was impossible.
With regard to this spread in distribution,
Arthur Ziehm, foreign sales manager of
Goldwyn, has a statement to make. "Within
the three years of their existence," says
Mr. Ziehm, "Goldwyn Pictures have managed to practically cover the world. In all
the countries of the globe, save Russia and
the Balkan states, Goldwyn Pictures are
shown in abundance.
"The results that Goldwyn Pictures have
had in other countries has been so interesting as to stimulate a guess as to the work
they will do in mid-Europe. There is no
doubt that the Goldwyn type of picture has
been a source of uplift to the amusementgoing public of foreign nations.
Pauline Frederick, Goldwyn star of " The Fear
"In China, Japan, the Phillipines, India,
Burma, Ceylon, the Dutch East Indies, etc.,
blood and thunder is the dominant note in
Woman
"
THEwhichGoldwj-n
Pictures
Corporation,
some weeks
ago
made
the first
the popular appeal on stage or in picture.
At first it was difficult for Goldwyn Picannouncement of post-bellum European extures to find a foothold in these countries
pansion with the signing of the peace treaty
at Paris, now announces that exhibitors in because of the melodrama which the Oriental public had learned to love.
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slo"But I find to my increasing pleasure
vakia, Jugo-Slavia, Poland, and in fact all
countries that were cut off from distributhat Goldwyn Pictures, representing the retion, have definitely contracted for the
fined and the clean in pictorial entertainment, are steadily growing in the public
showing of the entire output of Goldwyn
estimation of the Oriental audience.
Pictures up to September 1919. Showings
United Adds New
Members
to Organization
Edw. Carlisle, Yellow Springs, Ohio ;
THE following
members
of
its
organizaTonie Zoellers, Hazard, Ky. ; J. E. Tabor,
tion, United Picture Theaters reports,
increased their share-holding during the Belvidere, 111.; Hassberg and Hruby, Harvey, 111. ; A. E. Bennett, Muncie, Ind. ;
past week : W. Jacobs, Milwaukee, Wis. ;
Gortatowskey Brothers, Albany, Ga. ; Paul
F. H. Yount, Dubuque, Iowa; John A.
Moretti, Yuma, Ariz.; W. S. Webster,
Condoleon, Kittaning, Pa. ; E. M. Henle,
Woodland, Cal. ; W. W. Weber, Maquoketa,
Muscatine, Iowa; R. B. Francis, Peoria,
111.; Joe H. Ryan, Madison, S, Dak.; R. C. Iowa ; L. W. Parlow, Covington, Ohio ;
N. Johnson, Miller, S. Dak. ; Frank Hyde,
Gibbs, Huron, S. Dak; A. M. Schaefer,
Dayton, Ohio ; Billy Clifford, Urbana, Ohio ; Oldham, S. 'Dak. ; J. E. Hippie, Pierre,
S. Dak. ; C. F. Hansen, Redfield, S. Dak. ;
Geo. Pfister, Troy, Ohio ; William Schalk,
H. D. Spoor, Artesian, S. Dak; W. C.
Hamilton, Ohio.
Trelvar, Ogden, Iowa; R. W. Fife, Tama,
New members to the number of thirtyIowa; O. J. Bannon, Elyria, Ohio.
nine joining United in the same period
include : Sam J. Keyes, Jr., Easton, Pa. ;
David J. Adams, Concord, N. H. ; Harry
" Belle of New York " Has
Crandall, Washington, D. C. ; Louis K.
London Revival
Ansell, St. Louis, Mo. ; H. C. Morrison,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. ; L. J. Burkett, Morrison,
" The Belle of New York," the original
stage production from which Marion Da111.; A. C. Haj-man, Niagara Falls, N. Y.;
A. B. Merriman, Syracuse, N. Y. ; C. V. vies' Select Picture of the same name was
Schreck, Ashland, Pa. ; Fulton Auditorium.
adapted, has been revived in London with
greater success, it is said, than at any time
Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; James F. Ray, Hoboken, N. J. ; Crystal Theatrical Co., New
during the last twenty years it has been
York City; Trocadero Amusement Co., shown in that city. Select Pictures' version
New York City ; Bof en Amusement Co., of the feature was released by Select about
Xew York City; B. Ferber, Lakewood,
two months ago. Since that time it has
N. J. ; Riverside Amusement Co., Baltimore,
played nearly all of the big first-run houses
Md. ; A. F. Rees, Beeville, Texas; A. and hundreds of smaller exhibitors have
Cheiffetz. Springfield, Ohio; H. E. Gramp,
also shown it. Without exception, it is deRockford, 111.; Mrs. Chas. E. Wood, Dayclared, the screen version of " The Belle of
ton, Ohio; John Gregory, Springfield, Ohio;
New York " has been a box-office winner.
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Appoints
Sherry
Will Handle Sherry Sales Forces in
all the Principal Sales Centers
East and West

WILLIAM L. SHERRY, president of
the Par'-x Film Corporation and the
Sherry Serv:->;, has appointed within the
last week representatives to handle Sherry
sales forces out of Chicago, Pittsburgh,
Boston, Buffalo and all principal sales centres East and West. Mr. Sherry is personally supervising the reorganization of
the sales force, which will handle all sales
direct through the Sherry Service, with
physical distribution through Film Clearing House exchanges, except in New York
City, Eastern New York, Northern New
Jersey and Western Connecticut, which
areas will receive films distributed direct
through the Sherry Service general offices, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The appointees are announced as :
G. W. Montgomery, with headquarters
in Chicago, who has a force of twenty
men covering Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota,
Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa.
Joseph F. Young, with headquarters at
Pittsburgh, who has fourteen men covering Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and Southern
New Jersey.
Benjamin Levine, with headquarters at
Buffalo, has three men covering Central
and Western New York.
Frank J. Larkin, with headquarters at

Representatives
Boston, has six men covering the New
England States.
The M. R. Film Corporation of San
Francisco takes charge of sales in San
Francosco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland
and Denver, as well as intermediate territory. Representatives to have charge of
the Atlanta, Ga., and Dallas, Tex., offices
are in process of selection.
Mr. Sherry, who has just returned from
a swing around the circle, expresses himself as confident of 'the sound future of
the film industry and well satisfied with the
outlook of the Sherry Service in every
section of the country.
"It is not necessary to be a prophet or a
seer," said Mr. Sherry, "to visualize enormous possibilities in the immediate future
of the industry. Producers who were in
doubt a few months ago as to the final
conclusion of peace, are now satisfied that
disturbing war factors in the situation will
soon be eliminated, and the boldest among
them began development on this basis some
time ago.
"The result is already apparent in the
increased confidence in all directions and a
steady improvement in financial enterprise.
This can scarcely be otherwise, in view
of the tremendous native and foreign demand for everything American.
"My belief is that the outlook for all
branches of the industry is most encouraging, and that such changes as are developing indicate healthy progress."

French Stars May Come
to the United States
engage our best French artists to produce
THAT William Fox is considering not
in America films of the highest artistic
only the filming of pictures in France,
with American actors in the principal roles,
type which would be exhibited on both
sides of the Atlantic.
but also contemplates engaging the best Eu" But," added the American. " these
ropean actors for work in America, showideas are still all in a purely theatrical
ing both sets of film throughout the world,
is indictated by an interview he gave in state. I must study the practical end of
it, and investigate various other details,
Paris to a representative of the magazine,
La Cinematographic Francaise, which
which
decide
my goes
courseon ofto action."
The will
French
writer
state that
says :
" In the course of the conversation Mr.
" it is with all the energetic confidence
which characterizes the business men of
Fox outlined the project of bringing to
the United States that Mr. Fox and his
France the great American cinema stars,
and of having them produce, in model stucollaborators enter the French market."
Their first experiences have impressed
dios, the scenarios of French authors.
them favorably, and serve only to increase
These films, according to him, would have
their conviction that the Fox films will
one of the best means of more closely
come to occupy a very important place in
uniting the two countries, for they would
our programs, as well as the productions of
be projected on the American screen. Folother of the leading American houses.
lowing out the same line of ideas, he would
Goldwyn
Installs Distribution Night Shift
" The value of giving service," says Mr.
of two new exWITH thechangeopening
offices in Omaha and Salt Feist, " has never been fully appreciated by
the exhibitor. We are going to show the
Lake City, Felix F. Feist, vice-president
exhibitor that we do appreciate it. With
and manager of Sales of the Goldwyn Disthe plans that Goldwyn is putting into effect
tributing Corporation, announces that Goldright along, there can be only one result :
wyn will be in a position to give overnight
that the business of the exhibitor will be
distribution in practically every city of the
the business of exhibiting and not the busiUnited States. There will be twenty-two
ness of exploitation. Exploitation is the
Goldwyn
"
Service
Stations
"
in
as
many
task of the distributor. Manufacturers of
branch offices.
With this expansion of Goldwyn dis- films must give their customers time to say
tribution goes the determination expressed
" Hello, call again," to their patrons..
in the words of Mr. Feist to give the Gold" With regard to publicity matter, Goldwyn is making special and progressive
wyn Exhibitor the best service and costrides in the direction of an ideal system
operation hehas ever had offered him since
the inception of the picture business. .
in every fair-sized city of the country."

Picture
Feature

News
Marks

New Era, Says Metro
"The day of the month run, and, not in
the very distanced future the era of the
indefinite run, is at hand in motion pictures, according to exhibitors and exchangemen, who have been watching the phenomenal attendance records established by
big theatres throughout the country showing Nazimova's newest super-feature,
" The Red Lantern," declares Metro.
"Their prediction is based on the fact
that in many cities where it has been showing for two weeks crowds have been greater
in the last week, people being turned away
by the thousands right up to the close of
the engagement, than in the opening week.
"This has been the experience of the
Merrill theatre in Milwaukee, the Rialto
in Des Moines, the Plaza in San Diego, the
Ziegfeld and Boston in Chicago, and the
liberty in Kansas City, Mo."
Many
Actors Registered
with World Films
With the casting of "Phil For Short," the
new World Picture now in process of production, with Evelyn Greeley as the star,
there is said to be recorded on the books
of the casting director of World Pictures
over ten thousand actors who want to work
in pictures.
At the studio at Fort Lee, which the
World Pictures owns and where all pictures of this company are made, is kept
a registry of actors in the files, which is
stated to be as complete as human ingenuity
can create, the name of the actor, what he
has done in pictures as well as the spoken
drama, his height, colorings, and general
physical characteristics are kept His address, telephone number, salary and, in fact,
every available bit of information is said
to be registered.
Morey Engages James
Gladden James, who played opposite
Alice Joyce in "The Third Degree" has
been engaged to play an important part, it
is announced, in a new Harry Morey picture, which is now under production.
Mr. James is starting to come to the fore
again after an illness which lasted over six
months, and the coming productions, it is
said, should see him back in his former
stride.

Herbert Lubin, of S-L Pictures, producers and
distributors of " Virtuous Men' "
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BIG LITTLE PERSON" says the
Morning Telegraph, "is an appealing romance that gives Mae Murray opportunity to enact a role that is going to charm her
admirers — a pretty characterization embellished
hy an attractively staged fairy tale." And Mae
Murray is not the only "little person" in this
perfectly delightful plaj, for there are many
close-ups of some of the cutest children who ever
went before a camera.
THE

Little

MURRAY never fails to please for the
MAEreason
that her plays are always surprises
— always with a new twist, or distinctive
settings, or fresh, unhackneyed humor, or delightful fancies in situations and costuming —
generally, with all of these things to aid a personality which is one of the most engaging before
the public today. View her at your nearest
Universal Exchange in "The Big Little Person"
and you'll see a picture that will charm 99y2%
of your audiences.
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"The

Unpamted

THOSE who have Mary MacLaren in
" The Unpainted ^Voman " on their
list should understand that this is a homely
tions are written with the
E Special Service Secstory of love and the country, of a woman
THES
ose
purp
of suggesting to exwhom the title aptly describes, and that
hibitors how to get the most
should be made plain. Here we have a
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
character directly in contrast with anystudying the pictures and the best
thing of the vampirish, criminal, or high society stuff.
. Won'
way
expl
themthat
you
w oiti
let usofkno
anyng use
you t made
This is a story of country life, of the
s
inal
here
and
the
orig
idea
that
you
struggle of a woman for existence against
have used in putting over this picall sorts of odds. There is some comedy
ture of any others?
element in it. but it is largely drama with
a story that is very true to life. We
would say so in the advertising without
work the girl reminds her of the promise
telling too much of the story itself, and
you will probably get a lot of people to the
that she couuld go to the dance that evening. Mrs. Hawes is shocked that he girl
theatre who will 'welcome a relief from
the sensational.
should go to a public dance unescorted,
and a little later she is astounded when
In communities where there is a big
Gundrun explains that she is going with
working element stress should be laid on
Charley Holt.
the point that this is the story of the fight
Now the Holts are the elite of the elite
of a " hired girl." a type especially familiar
or the snobs of the snobs of the village.
in the Northwest. You should say that
this unpainted woman represents the ones . So Mrs. Hawes loses no time in getting
of her sex to whom the nation owes so
Mrs. Holt on the 'phone, and informing her
much.
that her son is about to take a servant girl
to the dance. Mother and daughter are
Naturally the title will be played strong,
shocked, and there is a scene, but the
and much reliance placed on the name of
son shows a spark of manhood and defies
Miss MacLaren. You can safely tell your
them, but he shows his true character when
public that this story is entirely different
he goes to Gundrun whimpering that
from any in which she has appeared, and
easily convince them with a few lines of every one is picking on him.
selling argument.
'When Mrs. Hawes enters the kitchen
and seeks to remonstrate with him, he reSO the story runs : Gundrun Trygavson,
plies :" We are going to get married. You
can tell that to my mother, you nosey old
a descendant of the Vikings, is a hardworking hired girl in the home of Mrs.
devil." There are some comedy scenes at
Hawes, in Mullinville, in the heart of the
the dance and then the wedding. And folwheat belt. Mrs. Hawes is one of the
lowing the wedding the moter disowns him,
ultra pious sort who poses as a wonderand the couple settle down in a little cotful Christian, and then does a world of tage.
harm with her gossip. So in the evening
The years pass, and there is now a little
when she is directing Gundrun to other
son of four years, and on the fifth wedding

Woman

anniversary Gundrun has arranged a feast
But the only one who associates with Charley now is Heine Lorber, the town bully
and drunkard, and Charley has acquired
his habits. Earlier in the day Gundrun has
asked him whether he knows what this is,
and he replies : " Yes, it is my pay day.
All you think about is getting my money."
MOTHER and son are waiting for the
father, but instead of coming home he
stops at the " blind tiger " with Heine,
and after hours have passed insists that
Heine shall accompany him home. And
so Gundrun has to serve the two beastly
drunken men. With the liquor they had
with them consumed Charley decides that
he must have more and takes the last of
Gundrun's saving and goes with Heine.
There, at the " blind tiger " a fight starts
and Charley is struck over the head with
a bottle.
After the doctor has told Gundrun that
there is a slight chance for him, but that
the slightest excitement will prove fatal
Mrs. Holt comes to the cottage, storming
at the girl and bursting into the room
creating a scene that causes her son's death.
Through money she makes by taking in
washing Gundrun now buys herself a small
farm and now we see her working in the
fields, doing a man's labor, but happy with
her child. Then a new; figure comes in her
life.
Thrown off a freight train by the brakeman is Martin O'Neill, a tramp. Walking
through the village Heine throws a rock
at the stranger and gets a licking for it.
with resulting enmity for the man. inHeine'saway.
lame dog leaves and
follows creased
the whentramp
H

UNTING for food Martin comes to
Gundrun's cottage where his request

At right the lady of the
"old that
family"
indignant
her son
has and
brought
a "hired
dance,
and at the left she creates
a scene
causesis his
death. that
Center,
the girl
the man
that girl"
brings toherthereal
happiness
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News

At the right a comedy scene at the dance zvith Heine interrupting the young couple, and at the left the husband, now become a drunkard, zvith Heine as his boon companion, and their orgy on his fifth wedding anniversary. In the center is Miss MacLaren in her
" party clothes," a striking picture for use in newspaper advertising
is so speedily granted that he is astonished
and replies " You don't expect me to work
for .this do you." When she invites him
to sit down he adds, " It aint the custom
to let bums sit down," but Gundrun replies that : " I don't know anything about
bums. I only know one kind of folks — and
that's folks." The child then takes " Bum "
as his name and affection between the man
and the child is established. And Martin
is attracted to the trim girl in overalls.
Later that evening he comes to the house
for a blanket. He has found an old bed in
the stable and he announces that he is
going to spend the night and help Gundrun
further with her work in the morning. And
after that he stays and stays, though she
tells him that she cannot afford a hired
man, he is there until the wheat crop is
harvested and in the barn. But in the meantime there is more of Heine's enmity
aroused for he has recognized Martin as
the tramp who whipped him and as he
controls the harvesting apparatus, he refuses to continue the work as long as Martin is around, but Gundrun steps in and
takes charge herself.
THEN we see them on a trip to the city
to get the supplies and there Gundrun
insists that Martin shall accept pay for his
work and forces it on him. He is manifestly afraid of the money, and we see the
reason when he allows her to drive home
alone promising to follow. He immediately
buys a bottle of whiskey and goes with it
to a railroad trestle. There he tests himself— holds it to his nostrils — and finds the
desire gone. He has conquered his enemy.
He returns to Gundrun, and while they
are at supper Heine fires the barns. Martin
and Gundrun are able to save part of the
wheat, but both the woman and the child
are overcome with the heat and he barely
rescues them and then leaving them unconscious rushes for water to revive them.
In the meantime Heine has rushed to the
village with the news that Martin is drunk
and has fired the barn. Determined to
lynch the man they set forth and come to
him just as he is getting the water.

The noose is about his neck when Gundrun, reviving, rushes to them and the
truth comes out. Heine is forced to pay
for the damage and then there is happiness
as Martin takes Gundrun in his arms and
the kid asks :
" Mama what are you doing to the bum?"
FOR the newspaper advertising we would
advise playing up the more attractive
scenes. As a matter of fact violence hasn't
a very large share in the story though
there are several instances of it. From
several of the scene pictures you can get
a full length picture of Miss MacLaren in
overalls and this will be especially striking
if used in considerable size with the display
work to the left. There is another attractive picture of her with the child in her
arms, and still another of her in her
" party " dress.
Then here is a selling argument based
right on the personality of the star :
" Miss MacLaren is always at her best as
a poor girl. You remember the roles that
she had in " Shoes." " Bread " and " The
Amazing Wife." In some cases she has been
seen as a poor girl who yields to fate, but
in this picture we have her as a strong
woman — in heart and body — but a woman
with an amazing love.
" It is a story of the west and the wheatfields — but without a revolver in it. It is
the story of real human beings, of strong
men and weak, but most of all of the fight
of a ' hired girl ' against the world — a splendid fight that she wins without a stain on
her, heart grips and smiles alternating — a
genuine story of an unpainted woman."
THEN you may prefer ones that go more
into the story although we do not believe that is necessary in this case where
the title carries the idea so well, but leaves
the curiosity strong :
" Those ' pious ' people of the village
threw up their hands when the scion of the
leading family married a hired girl. What a
terrible stain on the family name!
" But the only stain was on the girl who
took the name.
She was an unpainted

woman, pure in heart and clean in mind,
while he was a weakling and the rest of
them hypocrites.
" Their false pride drove him to drink
and to his death — and her to ultimate happiness, because a real man found in her — a
And this:
wonder
woman."
" In the kitchen or in the drawing room
it isn't the paint that makes the woman.
True nobility runs close to form, no matter
where it may be found.
" So when the last of the ' old family '
married a hired girl the ' fine people ' of the
town were astounded. They wouldn't associate with a servant girl — not they.
" But it was only the girl herself who suffered by the marriage, for he was of clay
and she of pure gold. And they — they were
blind — and would not see.
" They drove her husband to his end — and
it was the one good turn they unwittingly
did her. It was her own effort that brought
her the greatest happiness a woman can find
— the love of a real man."
HEN here are some of the shorter
T ones :
" She was ' only a hired girl,' and they
ostracized her when she dared to marry' the
scion of an old family. But she was young
in body and soul and grew strong as the
oak — while he was old in family and rotten
to the core and fell crumbling, while she
blossomed into a wonderful life."
"Family doesn't count if the heart isn't
there. They thought that they were disgraced when their son married a hired girl.
But it was the only good thing that he had
ever done in his selfish life. She would
have made a man out of him, but their family pride wouldn't let her; but there was a
real man to come into her life — a man who
appreciated
an unpainted
woman."
" There's neither
a ballroom
or an underworld dive in this picture. It is a story of
the hired girl in the kitchen and the unpainted woman in the field — it is a new sort
of a character, but one you will delight in.
You cannot afford to miss Mary MacLaren
in one of her best characterizations.''
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Scene at near lynching, Gundry with her child and arrival of the " bum"
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A
Strong
Appeal
Made
to Woman
Who
Worlds
New York theatres in repeating the old
CLASS appeal is always dangerous betime
music
and
here
is
a
chance
to do that
cause you are apt to keep away from
and
make
your
patrons
talk
While
the
ABOUT
THE
CAST
your theatre those who do not happen to
picture has today as its time, one is rebelong to that particular class. This is
minded something of the old time days by
It Is Worth While to List
especially true of women and care should
be observed here, but at the same time
the Names of These
the character of Miss MacLaren's role and
the old favorites will go mighty well here.
there should be full advantage taken of
cast
e
whil
h
wort
space
the
have
you
if
and
here
a
We would suggest that you use " Gems
is
E
the fact that Mary MacLaren in this picTHER
from Stephen Foster" as your overture.
ture plays the role of a woman who makes
in your advertising the names
should be listed.
These are among the best known of melogood against all obstacles.
dies and if you have the facilities it would
In case " The Greatest Thing in
You know that there is a strong objecbe
well
to have the curtain come up show,
d
ed
Davi
town
your
in
play
"
Life
tion among the fair sex to accepting posiButler will be remembered as the
ing a field of wheat and negro cabins in
tions as domestics ; women would rather
man who n played the garlic-loving
the distance with the moon slowly rising.
work for less money as shop girls or in
Frenchma and who has appeared
" Listen to the Mocking Bird " would
ings.
en
offer
scre
many
in
factories, but still you have a strong oppormake a delightful song prelude to the featunity to make this picture appeal to all
Thurston Hall, the leading man.
ture. Have the girl singer dressed in hoop
was last seen with Priscilla Dean
of the variety who work. The " You " stuff
skirts and a background of either a flower
should be kept entirely out of all your exin " The Exquisite Thief." Here he
played the role of the bogus Engploitation, but the human side of the woman
garden or a forest scene. " Comin' Thro
lish lord who marries Miss Desn at
the Rye" is another song that might be
who nuikes good on her own account
the end of the picture.
used.
should be played up.
Lydia Yeamans Titus is one of the
Music for the feature should be largely
If you can get a list of the women embest known of the old school of acdescriptive. We would use a familiar love
ployes of the stores and factories of your
tresses, and you can feature little
song for the theme, first introducing this
city it would be a good idea to send them
where the tramp comes in and asks for
Mickey
Moore
as a and
" comer."
a special letter telling them that this is
Fritzie Ridgeway
Carl Stockthe blanket, saying that he is going to spend
dale also have bits.
a story of a woman who made good against
the night in the barn.
all sorts of handicaps and found perfect
Heine so much suggests the German that
happiness. Make no reference to the fact
large variety of pictures of the star diswe would use a second theme with his
played and the scene photographs should
that the women whom you are addressing
be attractively displayed, preferably each
appearance, " Keep Your Head Down
are working women, but simply follow the
one mounted on a separate piece of card
Fritzi Boy." This should be used first
general lines that we have given in the
when he throws the rock at the tramp,
board with the name of Miss MacLaren
newspaper selling talks.
then when he is invited to fight and finally
and the title brought out
WE would not advise any ordinary stunt
where he is told that he must pay for the
Here is a slightly new stunt that you can
stuff here, but there is one idea that
use in connection with the furnishing and
damage.
" Crafty Spy " or " Slimy Yiper "
is worth while. Have your artist draw the
or any mysterios can be used for the scene
department stores. Get them to take figures
outline of the face or the full figure of
showing him setting fire to the barn.
of women and attitre them in overalls and
Mary MacLaren without eyes, ears or any
then use next to them a card reading:
other features and clothe her in overalls.
THERE are quite a few sections of the
country where there is a considerable
" Our overalls are attractive enough for
On the shirt label this " The Unpainted
women to wear — when they need them. See
Scandinavian population and certain adWoman " and then add the question :
how lovely Mary MacLaren appears in
vantage should be taken of the fact that
"'WTiat actress of all others would you
this picture shows a Swedish girl who
them in ' The Unpainted W oman ' at the
select to portray the role of a "hired girl '
comes to this country, makes good against
Empire theatre this week."
whoThis
won should
the greatest
thing in for
life?at" least a
the old families and wins happiness.
be displayed
THERE should be a comedy setting supWe would issue a special letter to these
plied in the rest of your program and
week ahead of the date of the first showing
people and say in this that here is a picture
we would afford full relief from the strong
and then the day before the showing add
that has been made in recognition of their
heart interest that the feature supplies by
the answer to the question with the name
of the star.
giving a slap stick comedy or some other
part in contributing to America's melting
pot. What you should say in this letter is
of the very lightest variety.
From the three sheet you can get a full
obvious and you are very likely to win a
You have probably read in these pages
length figure of the star in overalls that
lot of new friends for the theatre.
of the success that has been scored at the
will attract attention. There should be a
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New

Managers

Enlargement
of Corporation's National Sales Organization Marks
Era of Expansion. Will Sell
Own Pictures in Pathe
Exchanges
THE first move of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in its large expansion
and to meet the requirements of selling its
productions 'singly on the basis -of individual merit, has been to strengthen the
manpower of the company, it is said, in
every section of the United States.
Recently announcement was made by F.
B .Warren, vice-president, of a series of
managerial changes in the eastern or metropolitan division comprising Boston, Buffalo, Washington ; the Southern division
with changes in Atlanta, Charlotte and New
Orleans.
Announcement of a further development
of the sales organization comes with the
entry of new men into the branches :
New York City Exchange : George F.
Lenehan, for the past eighteen months manager of the Goldwyn Washington, D. C,
office, became manager of the New York
Hodkinson exchange May 19, succeeding
E. A. Crane, who will be detailed to important reorganization work for his company elsewhere.
Cleveland Exclwnge : C. C. McKibbin,
Pittsburg manager for Goldwyn from the
day of that company's organization, has
been appointed Hodkinson manager in
Cleveland, succeeding D. W. Phillips, who
has resigned for advancement with another
company. Mr. McKibbin assumes charge of
the Hodkinson interests in Cleveland,
May 20th, at the Pathe Exchange.
Mix Does More DeathC1 XHIBITORS are promised material on
which to base some powerful stunt
and a daredevil advertising in the William
Fox production, "The Romance of Cow
Hollow," now being made in California by
Tom Mix, according to the William Fox
Exhibitors Service Bureau. Mix is so far
outdoing his best previous efforts in this
picture, as to make his earlier work seem
tame by comparison.
"While Tom Mix," says the Exhibitors
Service Bureau, "has roped man)" wild
horses and cattle in his . life, this picture
is the first in which he ever roped a rushing train. He performs this feat while
riding on horse back on a dead run, the
train travelling twenty-five miles an hour.
On roping the train he swings from his
horse, is bumped along the ground, pulls
himself up the side of a car to the roof,
runs to the rear coach, drops onto the ob- •
servation platform, and rushes info the
train to find the girl of mystery whom he is
seeking.
"Another thriller, and one believed to
be entirely original," the statement continues, "is that in which Mix escapes from
a howling mob by roping a great chandelier from the balcony of a room in which
he is cornered, pulling the chandelier to-

Join

Hodkinson

Picture

N ew s

Photoplays Fifth Issue Has
Interesting Subjects
The fifth and latest issue of the " PhoScreen
Supplement"
tainstoplay
as a Magazine
headline
feature
a closeupcon-of
D. W. Griffith. The thrilling " Ride of the
Clansman " from " The Birth of a Nation "
is seen, and later while viewing the old
"Intolerance" set, "The Feast of Belshazza " is visualized once more. Then
comes Olive Thomas and Edna Purviance
and a backyard interview with Mary Thurman, of the Mack Sennett bathing girls.
" Roughhouse at the Universal Zoo " has
scenes of Charlie, the elephant, picking on
Joe Martin, the Monk. Rupert Julian is
then seen in the murder scene in " The

Mme.
Elvirathrough
Amazar,-Hodkinson
singer, inCorporation
a production
released
Minneapolis Exchange : Phil Reisman
leaves the Triangle Milwaukee office and
has become the Hodkinson manager in
Minneapolis, where he served two years in
the local Goldwyn organization.
Los Angeles Exchange : Harry H. Hooks
has taken charge as Hodkinson manager
of Los Angeles, succeeding E. N. Silcocks,
resigned. Mr. Hicks for the past year has
been manager of Select Pictures Cincinnati
office.
Coincident with the expansion of the
W. \Y. Hodkinson Corporation, its own
managers and salesmen in all thirty Pathe
offices, through which Hodkinson attains
his physical distribution, have taken over
the exclusive selling of Hodkinson-distributed productions to exhibitors. Pathe
salesmen do not solicit or sell Hodkinson
contracts as they formerly did.
Defying Stunts In Next
ward him and swinging and leaping sixty
feet across the room to an opposite balcony. He then attempts to swing back so
that he may get his horse, but falls from
a height of twenty feet into the midst of
the crowd.
"This fall is the signal for a terrific
fight in which one sees only flashes of Mix
in the hurly burly of battling men, until
the star finally breaks away from his assailants, rushed up the stair case, mounts
his horse, seizes the Princess and creates
a panic among the mob by riding downstairs at breakneck speed, scattering his
.enemies in every direction."
''The Romance of Cow Hollow" is described as the story of a Western youth
who suddenly comes into possession of
enormous wealth, and goes forth in search
of adventure like the Prince of the fairy
books. His desire for romance is more
than gratified, and involves the winning
of a Princess, played by Junaita Hansen."

"EVERYBODY'S

BUSINESS"

Pictures of
Fireflingers."
Jesse
Lasky,
with Richard
May Allison
the subject.

the Los Angeles home of
and an impromptu drama,
Rowland, of Metro, versus
and Viola Dana, complete

Los Angeles

Reviewers

Praise
"
Rowdy
Ann, "theRowdy
second ofAnn
the Christie
Specials, was given a prerelease showing at
the California theatre in Los Angeles the
week of May 12. The following comments
were made on the productions by the Los
Angeles reviewers.
Guy Price, Los Angeles Herald : " A
two-reel comedy, ' Rowdy Ann,' featuring
Fay Tincher, keeps the audience in an
uproar
presentation."
Miss throughout
Gertrude its
Price,
The Record:
" Rowdy
the beloved
Fay Tincher, is atAnn,
the with
California.
This week
she
dons chaps and runs the cow-boys ragged."
Mrs. Florence Lawrence, the Los Angeles Examiner : " The grotesqueries of
Fay Tincher, this feminine cut-up, are beyond description, and the nonsense of the
comedy is well directed and proves amusing to the audience."
Alice Brady's Next Film
Nears Completion
The finishing touches are being added this
week to Alice Brady's forthcoming Select
Picture, "His Bridal Night," in which she
is being directed by Kenneth Webb. The
story is by Lawrence Irving Rising. Katherine Stuart did the scenario.
During the past week Miss Brady and
her company have been at Allenhurst, N. J.,
working on exteriors on the grounds of
Miss Brady's summer home. The studio
interiors are practically completed, and it
is believed that in a few days the last scene
will have been made.
Hall Leases

Studio

Frank G. Hall, vice-president and general manager of the Charles Miller Productions, Inc., announces that he has leased
the Bacon-Backer studio, 130 West 38th
Street, and that it will be the home of the
production work for the Miller productions, the first of which is now nearing
completion with Herbert Rawlinson, Florence Billings, Stuart Holmes and Regina
Quinn in the leading roles.
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25

Exhibitors

sitting
as

in

committee

reviewers

unanimous
with

this

to

were
a

man

verdict

Sensationally
Successful

in story — 100 percent in direction— 100
percent in dramatic values — 100 percent
in novelty of lighting effects and method
of presentation, and 100 percent in Box
Office Value is the combined verdict of
25 careful exhibitors who have seen all
the finished "CYCLONE SMITH"
stories, featuring Eddie Polo.
Several exhibitors
selves as favoring the
newspaper advertising
the big features that

expressed themsame amount of
on this series as
head their daily

programs.
Perhaps that will give you a clue as
to how good this series is. The way to
know is to see them YOURSELF at
your nearest Universal Exchange. They
are going over BIG wherever shown.
Big and quick money for you if you
handle them right. The pictures are
there !
NOW
BOOKING
THROUGH ALL
UNIVERSAL
EXCHANGES
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Lloyd and Bebe Daniels in " The
Marathon," Pathe Comedy

Pioneer Says "Boomerang"
Creates Interest
The officials of the Pioneer Film Corporation are pleased, it is said, with the
interest that "The Boomerang" has created
among independent buyers of the country.
"Thanks to such advertising mediums as
The Motion Picture News," says an
official of the company, " nearly evenstate right buyer has not only been reached,
but inquiry from a large proportion of
them have been received at the Pioneer
office."
This has prompted M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the Pioneer to start Jerry
Abrams on a tour as soon as the exhibition
prints on " The Boomerang " can be
secured from the laboratory.
Surprising interest in "The Boomerang"
is said to be shown in a totally different
field. Several of the large vaudeville circuits being after "The Boomerang."
Current

Gaumont

Shows

" Blimp " C-5
The current issue of the Gaumont Graphic
shows the starting of the naval dirigible,
C-S. better known as a "Blimp," from Montauk Point, L. I., on its wonderful nonstop trip to St. John's, Newfoundland. The
record made on this journey makes certain
that air ships of the "blimp" type will soon
be making safe flights across the Atlantic,
it is said. Splendid views of these balloon
type of American flying craft are also
shown. The issue contains many other interesting subjects.
Engages

Meighan

for

" Peg " Feature
Thomas Meighan, one
of the best known
leading men of the screen, has been engaged to play the leading male role in
"Peg O' My Heart," the Hartley Manners
comedy being produced as a ParamountArtcraft Special in Hollywood, with William C. DeMille as director.

Has
Six Johnny
Dooley
Comedies
rangements will be announced until fully
Three of the Half -Dozen Two-Reel
six of the two-reelers are completed and
Comedy Subjects Already Comshown to the trade.
pleted and the Balance Being
Produced
" The Famous Dooley Beauty Brigade "
is the title given to the twenty girls in supAN advanced idea thoroughly in keeping
of Mr. Dooley.
" Jack
" D. handles
Schulze
is the portdirector
and Harry
Keepers
with recent developments in the motion picture industry is claimed for the re- the camera. Some of those in support of
the comedian are Martha Mansfield, Bobby
cently organized Johnny Dooley Film ComHiggins, Lillian Hall, Billy Ruge, Tom
pany.
Blake. Alice Mann, Tom Cameron and
Their announcement carries the statement that six of the two-reel comedies
Sophie Tucker.
The Johnny Dooley Film Company has
would be completed before a single one
was shown and that thereafter twelve subas president C. L. Bach; vice-president,
Lawrence Wolf ; secretary - treasurer,
jects %. year would be released.
President C. L. Bach emphasized the Harry Hochheimer.
point that while it was customary for most
" There is no slapstick variety in the
companies to produce two subjects of this Johnny Dooley comedies," declared Presilength each month, the Johnny Dooley
dent Bach. " Neither is there any frenzied
Comedies would take enough time to make
producing
to keepWeup have
with aanybody's
program schedule.
real director,
each comedy as perfect as possible and
would not be handicapped by the insane
an expert cameraman, a real star well supidea of rushing matters.
ported by clever principals, and a beauty
bevy that cannot be beat.
The theme and idea for the Dooley Com" We are consistently producing clean
edies are based upon Bide Dudley's " The
comedies without the least taint of vulgarOffice Force," running in the New York
ity or pastry and still ridiculously funny
Evening World.
enough to bring out hearty laughter from
Johnny Dooley is now playing with the
both the classes and the masses.
Ziegf eld Follies and previous to this en" We have already proved it to our satwas with "theatrical
Listen Lester."
isfaction and when the next three subjects
long list ofgagement
successful
attractionsA
are completed we predict an agreeable surin which he performed is expected to enprise party when we show the first six
hance his drawing power. The third comedy has been completed at the Biograph
Johnny Dooley two-reel comedies to the
studio and no marketing or distributing arAnother

Record

Claimed

'(THE
HUSHED .HOUR," starring
A Blanche Sweet, had its national
premiere at the Broadway-Strand in Detroit by
beginning
and theoffices
"takings"
reported
the May
Harry18,Garson
show
that
the first day's
with $1,819.70
$1,683.20 was
the following
day. receipts
This is considered as but adding another
laurel to the producer, and the star who
only a few short weeks before had registered a $25,000 week in the national
premiere
" The Unpardonable Sin " in
the same of
theatre.
" The Hushed Hour " is in five reels, and
the producer declares that there are so
many productions labelled " all star " that
he would
request
the journals
print and
the
list
of names
contained
in theto' cast,
that then the exhibitors and public could
judge quickly whether "The Hushed
Hour " had a really and truly " All-Star
Cast" or not.
The cast. for the production is as follows:
Blanche Sweet, Milton Sills, Gloria Hope,
Rosemary Theby, Wilfred Lucas, Harry
Northrup, Mary Anderson, Lydia Knott,
Wyndham Standing, Winter Hall, Bennie
Alexander, Edward M. Kimball, Norman
Selby (Kid McCoy).
Newspaper clippings displayed at the
Garson offices showed enthusiastic praise
for the production from the Detroit journals, and a card system used in the audience inviting criticism, met with an overwhelming response, but a perusal of a
large bunch of the cards also showed enthusiastic praise of the production, and

for Blanche

Sweet

the
producers declare that it has touched
trade."
the popular chord right at the jump in the
same remarkable style registered by " The
Marketing andSin."distributing arrangements
Unpardonable
for " The Hushed Hour " have not yet been
announced by Mr. Garson.
In a comprehensive report, Royal A.
Baker, the Detroit official censor, eulogized
the cast and the story, and in conclusion
declares that : " I think that ' The Hushed
Hour ' will be a success in spite of its long
step away from the conventional. It is a
play for all classes and sex and will suit
the masses."
Mrs. Sidney Drew to Make
New Comedies
Amedee J. Van Veuren announces that
Mrs. Sidney Drew will continue to make
two-reel Paramount-Drew comedies for
the V. B. K. Film Corporation. As in the
past, Mrs. Drew will prepare her own
working scenarios and will direct the comedies in person. She will play her famous
character of "Polly" but henceforth will be
the sister of a frivolous bachelor brother.
Donald McBride, a popular comedian who
has been associated with the Drews in
many comedies, has been engaged to play
the brother.
"Bunkered," a golf story, and "The
Night of the Dub," a comedy of suburban
life,
are the first stories scheduled for production.
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Metro

Purchases

Emmy Wehlen and Bert Lytell to Be
Starred in New
Features by
Luther Reed and John
Blackwood
THE trend of the public demand, from
the producers' viewpoint, seems to continue along the lighter dramatic lines, according to the Metro announcement of the
purchase of two more stories for as many
of their screen luminaries.
Both of the stories selected by Metro
are in a serio-comic vein which are said
to pulsate at a mirth-provoking pressure
throughout the action of the plots, alternating with a plausible love theme interwoven by the authors.
The first of these vehicles to be utilized
is called "A Favor to a Friend," and is
for Emmy Wehlen. The author is Luther
A. Reed, who also is given credit for
creating the scenario.
It is a story of a demure little Westerner who comes East to lay claim to her
deceased father's estate, and who, upon
arriving in New York, discovers that she
is destined to suffer many exciting adventures 'mid the turmoil of the city before
she secures possession of her rightful properties. There are many complications, both
humorous and melodramatic in the feature,
it is said, which have been worked out by
Mr. Reed from his original story, and which
John Ince will direct.
The new story for Bert Lytell is by John
H. Blackwood, a new contributor to the
Metro All Star series, although a wellknown writer of motion picture plays.
Mr. Blackwood's story has been adapted
Credits Robertson-Cole
IN announcing the change of the title of
the next Bessie Barriscale feature for
Exhibitors Mutual release, from " Broken
Threads " to " Tangled Threads," Robertson-Cole issues a statement which says :
" It is not the purpose nor the intent of
the Robertson-Cole Company to claim
credit for the remarkable success which has
attended the productions, made by its various allied producing organizations, and
which are so ably handled on the sales and
distribution by Exhibitors Mutual.
" But a large measure of the accountability for the sensational success of Bessie
Barriscale's recent attractions is granted
Robertson-Cole by no other than J. L.
Frothingham, general manager of B. B.
Features, Miss Barriscale's own producing
company. " In a letter received from Mr. Frothingham last week, he ascribed the reason for
Miss Barriscale's veritable triumph by the
fact that she had been issuing pictures
which struck a popular chord and which
met with instantaneous response.
" It would have been impossible for us
to get the trend of public desires in the
way of entertainment without the cooperation of the Robertson-Cole officials," Mr.
Frothingham wrote.
" The Robertson-Cole Company has
giVeri us every assistance in selecting the
type of picture which would prove the
most profitable for exhibitors. The keen

Two

Comedies

Emmy Wehlen, star in Metro pictures
to the screen by Finis Fox of the Metro
staff. The name of Lytell's latest vehicle
is "It's Easy to Make Money."
The plot is an account of frenzied finance
viewed from a most unique angle by the
principal character which is played by Lytell. It is a story of a young man, of good
breeding and bad habits, who differs with
his father about the female of the species.
In order to become independent and make
his own fortune, he takes the easiest way
which is by going to jail. It turns out very
effective, and in a year Jimmy (Bert Lytell)
emerges with the nucleus of a fortune with
which he starts life on his own. Edwin
Carewe will direct. The casts for neither
of these productions have as yet been announced.
for Barriscale Success
judgment of the officials of RobertsonCole, their ability to sense what the public
wants, has led to our selection of a series
of plays that have gone over in smashing
" Tangled Threads " is a story which
fashion."
affords
Miss Barriscale every opportunity
to
appear
at herBarrie,
talentedBen
best."
In the
cast are Nigel
Alexander,
Henry Kolker, Thomas Holding, little Jane
Irving and Rosemary Thebe.
Pictures to Entertain
President Wilson
President Wilson, on his return from the
Peace Conference aboard the George Washington, will be entertained, it is stated, by
a number of Fox productions. Two of
these are "Salome" and "Cleopatra."
Other productions supplied for the ocean
trip by the Fox Film Corporation include
several William Farnum subjects, among
them "A Tale of Two Cities" and "The
Bondman" ; George Walsh in "Never Say
Quit," Tom Mix in "Treat Em Rough,"
and a number of Fox Sunshine Comedies —
"The House of Terrible Scandals," "Tom
and Jerry Mix," "The Divers Last Kiss,"
"Mongrels," "Son of a Hun," "Hearts and
Saddles," "A Roman Cowboy," "His Love
Fight," "Oh, What a Knight," "His Musical Sneeze," "Social Pirates," "Bath House
Rangle," "His Bomb Policy," "Being Bang"
and "Six-Cylinder Love."

Picture

News

Bull's Eye Secures Ten
Selig Comedies
Milton L. Cohen, president of the Bull'sEye Film Corporation, announces the purchase of ten single reel subjects from Colonel William N. Selig in which Napoleon
and Sally, two unusually talented monkeys,
are given the comedy roles that make the
series possible.
These subjects are not reissues, Mr.
Cohen explained, but constitute in themselves alittle series of first-class comedies
not thus far released by Colonel Selig on
any of his scheduled releases.
President Cohen also reports the following territory just sold on the Billy West
and Gale Henry comedies : Seattle territory to the Consolidated Film Corporation
of San Francisco ; Minneapolis territory to
the Standard Film Corporation of Minneapolis ;foreign rights to Apollo Trading
Company of New York. This leaves only
the New Orleans territory to be sold on
the Billy West and Gale Henry comedies.
Credit to O'Brien
In an affidavit received this week by
O'Brien,
Motion
of
the Picture
RothackerNews,
FilmWillis
Mfg.H. Company,
Chicago, is given full credit for the creation and production of " The Ghost of
Slumber Mountain," recently shown as a
short subject at the Strand theatre in New
York. Attention is also called to the fact
that Mr. O'Brien was given this credit in
the Strand program when the picture was
exhibited.
The affidavit is the result of the publication, ina trade paper, of an item which
gave credit to Herbert M. Dawley.
Kid Stories for Ann May
Ann May has announced from the
West Coast that she has signed with the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
to
leadsit in
a series of is
"kid"
MissplayMay,
is understood,
verystories.
much
in love with the West Coast.

Fox

One
and

of the outdoor moments in " Upstairs
Down,"
Selznick
Pictureby Select
with Olive
Thomas and
distributed

Will you come

to our party?

We
are seven years old. That makes us the
oldest producing and distributing child in the film
business in the United States.
So we

want

you to celebrate with us.

If you are using any of the Universal product, you
need no further invitation. But to those theatres
which

have

not been

using Universal

pictures of late,

we wish to say just this: — Join our celebration by
running as many Universal pictures as you have room
for during June, our Anniversary
If you

are all booked

niversal picture, so we
the land attended
Celebrate

Month.

up, squeeze

in at least one

can say that every theatre in

our party.

the fact that the Universal

has always

been a never-failing source of supply; a source you
could always come to when you found disappointment
elsewhere.
\

Celebrate

the fact that there is one company

in the

business which has never sky-rocketed, but has shown
a sure and steady improvement in quality.
Celebrate

the fact that the Universal

has

never

participated in smooth schemes to "do" the other
fellow, and is always doing its level best to check the
rapid rise in picture costs.
Celebrate

the fact that the Universal

has never

had

time nor inclination for stock-jobbing, cut-throat
business methods or other misbegotten ideas which
have been a curse on the whole industry ---- but
that we have spent all our time, money and energy on
improving, improving, improving our pictures.
We believe our Jewels and our Universal Special
Attractions are the finest pictures on the market. We
believe there is no comparison between the news-reels
we handle and any other news-reels. We
believe
our serials show the result of long years of experience
and study. We believe our comedies are unsurpassable. We believe our whole product is the best that
the best theatres can find and we believe our ideas of

The

Universal in all its seven

years never

such good pictures as it is making
never had more
even

though

youthful

pep

today.

made
And

it

than it has today,

it is the oldest and

staunchest

of all

companies.
We

hope

every

theatre

in the country

will

run at least one Universal picture during Universal Anniversary Month, whether it happens to be
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Signs
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Le

Guere

as

Lucy
Cotten's
George
Le Guere,
who has Lead
been seen in
support of such popular stage stars as
Blanche Bates, Robert Edeson, David Warfield, Irene Fenwick and Jane Cowl, and
who has had a successful screen career,
has been signed by Gerald Bacon as leading man for Mr. Bacon's new star. Lucy
Cotten, who will be seen in the featured
role of the first Bacon production released
by Frank G. Hall through Independent
Sales Corporation, "Sun Up," a screen version of Max Marcin's play, "Substitute
Prisoner." Mr. Le Guere is one of the
screen's best known leading men and juveniles having been seen in "Youth." "Destiny, or the Soul of a Woman," "The Seven
Deadly
Sins,"
Norma His
Talmadge
in
one of
her and
late with
successes.
latest
work for the screen was opposite Jane
Grey in ""The Birth of a Race."

"Third
Degree"
So Declares Yitagraph
on Alice Joyce
Feature, Which is Said to be
Signed by all Big Circuits
Vitagraph declares that all booking records were smashed this week when " The
Third Degree," a picturization of the
famous Charles Klein play by that company, was booked solidly by all circuit
houses and for extended engagements and
indefinite runs by various leading independent houses.
"The Third Degree" is being released
this week. Due to the extraordinarily comprehensive scope of the bookings to date, it
will have simultaneous premieres in the
majority- of leading houses in the Eastern
and Xew England states and in the Middle West.
The circuits which have closed for " The
Third Degree"
Proctor's,
William
Fox, include
the PoliKeith's
chain & and
B. S.
Moss.

MacLean and May Will be
Co-Stars in Series
Thomas H. Ince, famous photoplay producer, announces the presentation during
the coming year through Paramount, of
a series of productions featuring as costars Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
These two players are well known to the
thousands of screen lovers who have followed the Ince photoplays, for they have
been acting under the direction of Air.
Ince for two years. Douglas MacLean
has developed a large personal following
through his support to Dorothy Dalton,
Enid Bennett, Mary Pickford and others.
Miss May, who has been appearing under
the name Doris Lee, was leading lady for
Charles Ray in six of his productions.

In the Keith & Proctor houses, "The
Third Degree" will be shown for forty-six
consecutive days. Theatres under the control of William Fox will show the Klein
picturization for thirty days. Poli has contracted for a twenty-five days' showing.

" Destiny " Big Succ
Reports from the middle-west, itess
is said,
show that the new Jewel picture, " Destiny," is being received by the exhibitors
as a sequel to " The Heart of Humanity,"
as far as its success is concerned. Dorothy
Phillips, star in " The Heart of Humanity "
is cast in the leading role of " Destiny "
and upholds her well-established reputation, itis declared, as one of the greatest
actresses of the screen. Having scored such
a singular success in the great picture and
having won her way into the hearts of the
motion picture audiences through her excellent portrayal of a great woman. Miss
Phillips is looked upon by the exhibitor as
a drawing card of great power, it is said.
Smith Directs Aubrey
Noel Smith, long associated with the
Lehrman comedies, has joined Yitagraph's
directorial forces, active on the West Coast
studios at Hollywood, Cal., as director of
the " Big Y " comedies, starring Jimmie
Aubrey. The first comedy directed by Mr.
Smith under Yitagraph was entitled " Tootsic* and Tamales." It was released May 19.
During its production it was the subject
of considerable speculation, a high board
fence, erected on the studio grounds, causing considerable guessing as to what was
transpiring behind the stockade.

Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven
CAPITOL Comedies celebrate the beginning of their second year of releasing
through Goldwyn with a honeymoon comedy featuring Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven. For many - years they have been
known to musical comedy audiences for
their delicate sense of the comic and the
delightful dancing interludes with which
they punctuated many of the most successful Broadway productions. In choosing the
Capitol banner under which to renew their
screen acquaintance with their many followers, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
have selected a fitting standard for the display of their individual gifts in the kind of
plays which have earned an international
reputation for them.
The career of Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven on the stage is a romance of the
triumph of 3-outh. At the age of nineteen,
Mr. De Haven toured America and AusAnnounces
Release of
J PARKER
READ,
JR.'s
big production
" Sahara " directed by Allan
Dwan and
starring Louise Glaum is announced as
ready for pre-release June 1. in the larger
first-run theatres of the nation. The W. W. ,
Hodkinson Corporation it is said has virtually established a record in the speed with
which this big G. Gardner Sullivan story
has been distributed to its branches, with
all accessories and exploitation aids prepared, in readiness for an immediate release of " Sahara " to first-run houses.
" Just what the Read-Dwan, GlaumSullivan combination means when found in
a single production has been proved by the
immediate activity of the first-run accounts
in theMr.larger
said
Read. cities in seeking " Sahara,"
" A circuit of theatres which has never
before been known in exhibition history

Breaks
Record
The
S. Moss
circuit
dramaB. for
twenty
days.will show the photoThese bookings completely cover the circuit theatres of America, which include picture plays in their programs.
Notable among independent bookings are
those of several theatres, it is said, within
"the loop" in Chicago.
No theatre in "the loop" has a greater
reputation for high-class photo productions
than the Ziegfeld, it is said, which booked
the feature for two weeks. E. C. Bostick,
owner of the Merrill and Strand theatres,
booked "The Third Degree" while on a
visit to New York, an interesting feature
of which was a day at the big Brooklyn
producing plant of Yitagraph. He will run
"The Third Degree" indefinitely at both
of his Milwaukee theatres.
The Park theatre in Boston, the New
theatre in Baltimore, and the Cameraphone
theater in Pittsburgh, are leaders on the
big-city list who have booked "The Third
Degree," aside of its circuit bookings in
the big towns.
As an aid to exhibitors in getting business with "The Third Degree," Yitagraph
has had prepared special advertising matter.

Pinch"
"In
Star
tralia
at theinhead
of hisa own
company.
Later, with Flora Parker, he played with
Lew Fields in " Topsy-Turvey," and
" Hanky Panky." Besides these engagements, they played with Raymond Hitchcock in several successes, and for several
vears were welcome headliners in vaudeville.
Their association with Capitol Comedies
is not their first screen venture. Some of
their former cinema plays are " A Gentleman of Nerve." "His Little Wife." and
" The Losing Winner." During the coming
year the DeHavens will make thirteen
comedies, it is said, for the National Film
Corporation of America, of which " Smiling Bill " Parsons is president.
Their first Capitol comedy, " In A Pinch,"
tells the past
story which
of a rises
stage todoor
Johnny's
hilarious
trouble
him
when he returns from his honeymoon.
"Sahara"
for June 1
to be able to give a distributor one hundred
days of bookings on a single production has
stretched its playing time to that limit in
an effort to capture this production for its
cities and localities. This total of playing
dates it has attained by doubling and even
trebling its time usually allotted to a picture with the additional assurance of repeat playing dates at the more important
points, in addition to the one hundred days
called for in its initial offer.
" Another circuit in a metropolitan eastern city has offered to depart from its usual
policy of a split week in its first-run theatre
to provide a full week as the first-run with
doubled time in its circuit of subsidiary
theatres. Only bookings of longer duration
than normal are in keeping with the importance and drawing power of " Sahara."
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Picture
Alone
Brings
the Increase
Exhibitor
Morris
Depends Upon
the run, Mr. Morris did not say: "I told
Stewart Film to Tide Him Over
you so." Rather, he declared: "I did it in
this instance with the help of two names
Lenten Period — No Special
on an electric sign. I would not attempt
Advertising
WHEN George Morris, manager of the
M. E. Comerford Amusement Company at Scranton, Pa., booked "Virtuous
Wives" for the Strand Theatre for one of
the closing weeks of Lent, he was satisfied that the public really took the Lenten
season as seriously as they professed, according to an announcement this week from
First National. The statement continued:
"He was convinced that it was a good thing
for them, but a poor one for the picture
theatre. Business had been bad. So out
loud upon the arrival of the Stewart film,
he said:
"No advertising ! No special display ! No
anything !" It was his idea that' nothing
would change the situation but the arrival
of Easter Sunday.
Asked what he expected would carry the
picture through its run at the Strand, he
declared that if anything did, it would have
to be the picture's name and that of Miss
Stewart. It so came to pass that the film
brought about a twenty per cent increase
in business at the Strand over the average
of the preceding weeks of Lent, and they
were weeks upon which no little money and
thought had been spent in the effort to
keep up attendance.
But closing up the books at the end of
Lubin

Talks

on

A twenty per cent increase in business
at
the Strand is more or less of a stunt at
it again."
that, even with a good bit of advertising.
It is a theatre playing only the better pictures, and its clientele the best that the city
has to offer. The capacity of the house is
1,400, and its box office operates a sliding
scale of prices; fifteen cents in the afternoon and a quarter at night.
The Comerford Amusement Company,
owner of the Strand, operates a chain of
thirty theatres covering a forty-mile
stretch of territory from Carbondale to
Wilkes-Barre, the entire length of the anthracite coal belt of Northwestern Pennsylvania. The Savoy at Wilkes-Barre, the
Roman at Pittston, and the Majestic at
Carbondale, are theatres on a par with the
Strand, big houses playing good pictures,
operating orchestras and the like. They all
have beautifully appointed interiors.
George Morris, manager, has contracted
for five future Stewart pictures, the next
to be exhibited being "A Midnight Romance." Three Pickford pictures, beginning
with
"Daddy
haveentire
also
been booked.
All Long
will Legs,"
make the
Comerford circuit. Mr. Morris says he is
paying double his usual rental, but is satisfied that they will pull the business.

Cooperative Advertising
been treated individually, discarding enproreputable film
ducers today haveall endeavored
to work
< « JPRACTl CALLY
tirely the old-time blanket idea of presentout a scheme of co-operative advertising
ing a campaign intended to fit all exhibiwhereby mutual benefit to producer and extors' requirements. In order that exchange
hibitor will result," said Herbert Lubin to and exhibitor will work closely with the
a representative of Motion Picture News,
producer in carrying out this idea, a special
Service Bureau has been installed at the
" but due to circumstances and conditions
much money is spent yearly to this .end S-L offices. It stands ready to help in
without accomplishing the proper results.
placing this real co-operative scheme into
effect, in order that the exhibitor may profit.
The purpose of advertising co-operation
should be two-fold — to sell and to serve
the public. In many cases this purpose reStewart Feature Inspires
main unfulfilled, due to the producer failing to take into consideration local condiSummer Novelty
tions as they pertain to the exhibitor.
A score of resorts from Algonac on Lake
"The key note of all exploitation and adSt. Clair to Mackinaw, South Haven and
vertising in connection with ' Virtuous
Macatawa Park, have already announced
Men,' the initial S-L Picture, is intelligent
that the summer's novelty will consist of
co-operation between producer, the exchang and exhibitor, tieing these three fac- dances of one hour's duration, with exactly
20
for lake
donning
tors closely together so that their combined
suitsminutes
and a allowed
race to the
beachbathingfor a
efforts and expenditures will result beneplunge
on
the
very
minute
of
midnight.
ficially for all concerned.
These unique affairs have been called
" 'Virtuous Men' has given S-L Pictures
"
Midnight
Romance Dansants," the idea
an opportunity to prove a long-held theory
relative to proper co-operation by putting being taken from " A Midnight Romance,"
First National Exhibitors' Cirit into practice. Incorporated in 'The Pic- the second
cuit release, featuring Anita Stewart.
ture Plus — ', an elaborate sixteen-page campaign book, is the principle of applying intensive and intelligent publicity to each locality as the situation may demand. From
the day on which the exhibitor books ' Vir"EVERYBODY'S
tuous Men ' until the last day of his showing, his advertising has been carefully
planned for him. In the matter of cuts,
stories, mats, billboard advertising, newspaper campaign, etc., each territory has
BUSINESS"

Picture

News

Laemmle Engages Kline as
Production Manager
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal company, announces the engagement of
Harry Kline, formerly general manager of
the Globe theatre and general representative of Charles Dillingham, as production
manager of Universal City, Cal.
Coming from the Euclid Avenue theatre
in Cleveland, O., at the suggestion of Mr.
Erlanger, of Klaw and Erlanger, it is said
Mr. Kline became associated with the Shuberts and shortly afterward was made general manager for Frederic Thompson, who
built the Hippodrome. He was in the employ of Mr. Thompson for three years and
then became general manager and publicity
representative for Charles Dillingham.
During his ten years in New York Mr.
Kline has been in charge of the business
end of the exploitation and the publicity
of such stars as Fred Stone, Elsie Janis,
Raymond Hitchcock, Joseph Santley, Gaby
Deslys, and Irving Berlin.

Big

Houses See Chaplin's
" Shoulder Arms "
For the first time in the history of the
Majestic, at Oakland, Nebraska, it is said,
H. A. Larson, owner and manager, decided
that an all-night run was necessary to accommodate crowds clamoring to see Charlie
Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms," when a heavy
rain came up and made the innovation unnecessary.
" I never saw such houses," said Mr. Larson,
telling
it. " and
I hadstillthree
houses
during about
the evening
therepacked
were crowds
waiting to get in. I didn't know what to do.
I knew I couldn't hold such an important film
over,
and 1 knewI consulted
I couldn't thestretch
the walls
the Majestic.
operator
and weof
decided to continue showing just as long as there
seemed to be need of it. It looked like we would
have to show all night. Just before midnight a
rain came up and drove away the crowds still
waiting in the street."
Kashin Plans Short Reels
It became known this week that Maurice
Kashin, until recently manager of the
Broadway Theatre in New York, under the
control of Universal, is concerned in the
production of single reel subjects which
are declared to be along entirely new lines.
"Certain principles of showmanship,"
said Mr. Kashin, "when applied to a theatre
will make it a success regardless of its past.
This theory will be applied to the one-reel
Jack Cohn is producing the pictures in
collaboration with Mr. Kashin, it is said.
pictures."
Second

Indian

Educational

" The Passing of the Crow " — second of
the All-Indian subjects to be released by
the Educational Films Corporation of
America — is ready for distribution and will
be shipped to Educational exchanges this
week.
Like " The Eagle and the Fawn," which
was the first of these films, the picture is
essentially a scenic subject, it is stated,
with just enough story value to make it
thoroughly interesting, and is enacted by a
cast of full-blooded Crow Indians, on their
reservation in Northern Wyoming.
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Third Dooley Two-Reeler
Nears Completion
The Johnny Dooley Film Comedies Inc.,
announce that the third of the series of
two-reel comedies will be completed within
a few days. In addition to the star, the
cast of this latest comedy includes Martha
Mansfield, Tom Blake, Tom Cameron,
Billie Ruge, Edna Murphy, Tiny Douglas
and the twenty beautiful girls who constitute the Johnny Dooley Brigade.
saysWm.: V. "Pop" Hart, business manager,
" Because of Johnny Dooley's wonderful
acrobatic ability, I was prepared to see
some real slapstick ' nut ' comedy, but to
my surprise I witnessed two of the highest
class, clean cut comedies I've ever seen."

Pioneer

Films Going Big,
Says Aronowitz
Reports from S. Aronowitz, general manager of the Quality Attractions Company
of Des Moines, states that "Virtuous Sinners " and
Boomerang
are going
strong
with " The
exhibitors
in his" territories.

At a special press showing of "Virtuous
Sinners" given recently in Des Moines,
Dorothy Day of the Des Moines Evening
Tribune, is said to have used a column on
the feature. She described it as a deftly
built story, it is said, replete with clever
character portrayals and swift moving
events, together with great human interest
and suspense. "Virtuous Sinners" is
booked for its premier in Des Moines early
in June at the Casino.
Meyers

Becomes Associated with Edward Small
Maurie Meyers, publicity representative,,
formerly with offices in the Knickerbocker
Theatre Building, has become associated
with Edward Small in the Putnam Building, and it is stated will hereafter handle
all publicity and advertising for his office,
besides continuing with his former clients.
Some of the notables he is representing
in that respect include the American Cinema
Corporation, featuring Mollie King and
Louise Huff, Edward Jose now directing
Norma Talmadge, John M. Stahl directing
Mollie King, Bladden James, Henry Houry
and others.
In the theatrical field he is doing Mae
West of "Sometime," and Richard Dix of
the "I Love You" show.
Famous Players Official
Returns from Mexico
John L. Day, who has recently returned
from Mexico, where he has been looking
after the interests of Famous PlayersLasky productions in that territory and establishing anexchange in the interest of C.
M. Clay, who is to distribute Famous Players-Lasky pictures throughout Mexico,
brings back the report that American pictures occupy only a secondary place in
Mexico.
"The reason for this," says Mr. Day, "is
the negligence of the average American
film company in checking back stock of
film from its various exchanges.

Exploits

Willard
Production
things in the way of advertising co-operaPresident of Continental Pictures Cortion. I also know, and so do the exhibporation Outlines National Camitors, that these pledges seldom are redeemed.
paign Production
for Champion's First
" The Continental Pictures Corporation
A NATIONAL advertising campaign,
proposes
to back up its pledge with real
which is to include large space in
money. We will pay for the newspaper
newspapers, thousands of 24-sheet stands
advertising, the posting and such other
and various other media, is announced by
items as may be necessary to put our prothe Continental Pictures Corporation to induction over in a way that it will make a
troduce Jess Willard, champion heavylot of money for the exhibitors who get the
weight boxer of the world, to the motion
first-run privilege. We have already started
picture fans of the country.
work on our twenty-four sheets, newsFred L. Wilke, president of the corporapaper ads and other accessories that are
tion, who has been in New York for a
to be used in this campaign.
week making arrangements for the dis" I am not prepared to say just yet what
tribution and exploitation of " The Chalmethods will be pursued in the marketing
lenge of Chance," which is Willard's first
of ' The Challenge of Chance,' but we
picture, said that the entire cost of this
have virtually decided on them, and all that
campaign would be borne by his company,
remains to be done in connection with our
the producers of the picture.
distributing plans is to clear up a few
" When we promise to the exhibitors
minor details. However, until the plan is
of the country a big advertising campaign
complete I shall delay announcement of
to put over ' The Challenge of Chance ' in
what we propose to do.
a manner commensurate with the impor" But the exhibitors may rest assured
tance of the production and the champion,"
said Mr. Wilke, " we mean to do it. I that when we do give to the public an outline of our sales methods they will be found
know that there is hardly a big picture
to be sound, equitable, and founded on the
made that the producers of it do not
promise the exhibitors of the country big
best interests of the exhibitors."
Accuracy

Jess

in Production

CHARLES J. Brabin, the well-known
director, gave expression in an interview this week on the necessity for the utmost conscientiousness in his line of work.
"The tendency to slur accuracy and care
in
production,"
Mr.encountered
Brabin, " is:n one
of the
weaknessessaid
often
the
motion picture industry. The enormous
strain of piloting a production involving
hundreds of scenes and innumerable details is bound to tell on those who lack the
stamina to cling to an unvarying standard
of perfection. But when one remembers
that motion pictures are merely a combination of numberless small details, all of
which must be perfectly combined and accurately expressed, one can readily see that
it is well nigh fatal to the finished product
to permit any deviation from possible accuracy. In 'La Belle Russe' the William
PVx production on which I am now working, Iwas confronted with the problem • f
attaining a genuine British atmosphere, I
have lived in and played in London, ar.d
Universal is Busy in
THE comedy companies of Universal
1 City are putting forth their best efforts
in the newest subjects assigned to them,
and according to reports many laughs are
contained in the several productions.
William S. Campbell has started work on
the latest Animal comedy with the working
title of "Wild Lions and Loose Bandits."
These new animal comedies are a new departure in the comedy field, and Universal
expects them to become the leading comedy
pictures on the market. In the latest one,
Joe the Monk, Charley the Elephant and
Caesar the Lion have the leading jungle
roles, while the actors supporting the animal casts are: Dora Rogers, Bob McKen-

Essential Says Brabin
therefore was enabled to str've with a certain fore-knowledge for certain effects required in this picture. For instance, I
know that from a certain section of the
city pigeons would naturally oe observed
wheeling through the air. On this account
I imported thirty-five pigeons of a certain
breed from Blackfriars, London, to be used
in this production.
" I also have striven to represent with
fidelity in this picture the Picadilly Johnny,
English prototype of the American stagedoor Johnny. For this purpose 1 obtained
the services of real, dyed-in-the wool picadillians who actually used to hang around
the stage door of Covent Garden.
"The exterior of Deep Dean Castle, figuring in 'La Belle Russe,' which stars Miss
Bara, is quite an accurate representation
of an old English palace, although we obtained it on the banks of the Hudson by
photographing a magnificent feudal-like
mansion."
Comedy
Productions
zie, F. A. Ritter, Larry McGrath, Clarence
Covrin, George Allen and W. E. Paquett.
Neal Burns and Josephine Hill are working in a one-reel comedy with the tentative
title of "Whose Job's Hardest." The onereel feature is being directed at Universal
City by Al Santell.
Reggie Morris, formerly with the Sennett comedies, has just completed a onereelEddie
comedy
Lyons entitled
and Lee "Double
Moran areTrouble."
said to
have a side-shaker in their newest comedy,
subject "The Professional Elopers." They
are working on the production with Mildred
Moore, in their leading feminine support.

Motion
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Pictures
Famous-Players
Praises
Alec Lorimore, Managing Director of to none in this territory, and not only does
the Feature Films, Ltd., rank as the preFeature Films, Ltd., Australia,
mier exchange for general efficiency, but it
Says Paramount Has Premier
has branches in all the important centers
Position in That Country
throughout Australia.
ttT^HE theatre situation in Australia is
"With the country as it has been for
1 very difficult to understand by anysome
three years," continued Mr. Loribody accustomed to great centres such as more's letter, "practically all of the best
centers
film
other
and
New York, Chicago
film men of experience were away at war,
and recruits for the management of the
in the United States.'' The above is quoted
from a letter sent to the Publicity Detheatres, as well as the distributing points,
had to be selected from the big stores and
partment of the Famous Players-Lasky
other walks of life, where they had some
Corporation in New York by Alec Lorimore, Managing Director of Feature
training in advertising and salesmanship,
and these men had to then be carefully
Films, Ltd., by which name the Australian
trained in film matters. It naturally took
branch of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation isknown.
time to make film experts from men of no
"In Australia," continued Mr. Lorimore,
experience or training, but this was ac"we have a very sparse population in a
complished despite difficulties, and the organization was enabled to continue
huge continent, the total of which is somewhere around five million people.
throughout the war without hitch or in"There are two main centers of film disterruptions. And you have no idea." contribution— Sydney and Melbourne. The
tinued Mr. Lorimore, "how the public apcombined population of these cities is
preciated these high-class productions at a
somewhere between 750,000 and a million.
time when clean, healthy theatrical amuseThen there is a third city, Adelaide, and
ment was at a premium, and the public
two other cities of less population, al- greatly in need of diversion.
though no whit the less photoplay enthusi"Today Paramount controls, under muasts— Brisbane and Perth. These cities
tually satisfactory contracts, the leading
have a population ranging from 200,000
houses in every big center or city throughdown to 35,000, and of course there are
out Australasia, having the premier position with the foremost exhibitors. All the
many other cities and towns of considerable population, and many ranging down to best and biggest theatres in Australia toa thousand and under, a great many cenday show Paramount pictures for one
ters not being over 200 each.
week's uninterrupted run.
"It can be authoritatively said of Fa"The organization is almost daily commous Players-Lasky productions, as displimented byvisiting showmen from other
tributed by Feature Films, Ltd., that they
States, because in Paramount houses everyare shown in the great majority of the
thing appears to be different and truly
Americanized. It has an air of efficiency,
theatres in the larger cities, and are distributed to theatres in practically every
cleanliness and directness, and the visitors
community of importance in Australia.
are unstinted in their compliments and ap"Our methods of distribution are second
preciation."
First National
Eulogizes Marshall
Neilan
initial First National about June 1, accordTHE First National Exhibitors' Circuit
contract with Marshall Neilan, the
ing to the progress already made.
young director of several recent successes,
Mr. Neilan's success is due, it is said, to
is considered by that organization an achis ability to weave into any picture a maximum of human touches. With a nack for
knowledgment ofhis " arrival " among the
biggest directors of the day.
avoiding the strained, and including the
Twenty-eight years ago Mr. Neilan was
"every day" bits which never fail to get
born on the Pacific Coast, where he oblaughs, or to bring a tear to the eye. he
tained an education which ended with high
is making pictures which in their human
element are declared to be unsurpassed.
school. After working his way from "exWhen he goes to work for First National
tra man" in a San Francisco stock company
to the place of leading juvenile, Mr.
he will start with a picture based on a best
Neilan had a brief period of work
seller, it is stated. The name of this picture is not to be announced until after work
in Los Angeles and San Francisco stock
on it has started.
and a little road experience with Barney
Bernard. He then joined the Biograph
Company and was later with Kalem, Universal, American, and Famous Players.
Has " Chantecler " Scene
Besides his very recent successes. Mr.
Not toforbe the
outdone
by Charles
setting
Midnight
Revue Swickard's
scenes of
Neilan has produced "Mice and Men," "The
May
Allison's
new
starring
feature,
Country Boy," "The Silent Partner,"
"Almost Married," in which the star will
Freckles," "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley,"
"Hit-the-Trail-Holliday," "Hearts of the be seen as a prima donna surrounded by a
chorus of terpsichorean beauties in a vivid
Wild," and others.
His three latest successes are "The Unreproduction of the New York Roof Garden, Henry Otto, who is directing Viola
pardonable Sin." with Blanche Sweet ;
"Daddy Long Legs," with Mary Pickford ; Dana in that star's newest comedy drama,
entitled "Some Bride," is introducing in
and "The Kingdom of Dreams," in which
Anita Stewart is shortly to he seen. This
this piece a barnyard spectacle which is
picture will be completed in time, it is said, expected to invite comparison with the
to allow Mr. Neilan to go to work on his
Maude Adams production of 'Chantecler."

Picture

Photographic

N ew s
Effects

in " The Fear Woman "
The "long shots" in Pauline Frederick's
latest
Goldwyn
picture,
are said
to be the
result "The
of a Fear
new Woman,"
discovery
in motion photography. Edward Gheller
of the Goldwyn studios at Culver City has
discovered a way to eliminate the glare
which settles immediately in front of the
camera when the lens is focused for a distance shot. The new method is especially
helpful in photography through a window,
where a glass adds to the chances of a
blue. To overcome this, Mr. Gheller has
experimented by greatly increasing the
light behind the camera, and so softening
the effect directly in front of it. In consequence, "long shots" along roads, and
through doors and windows, have been
visibly clarified, it is stated.
Exhibitors

Attend

Showing

of Warner Feature
Many of the foremost exhibitors of the
United States, attended the first showing
of the initial Robertson-Cole Superior Picture, "The Man Who Turned White," featuring H. B. Warner, which was held durthe Exhibitors'
in all which
past week through
ing theexchanges
Mutual
it will be
released.
This production from the Jesse D.
Hampton studios was greeted with enthusiasm by the critical bookers of firstrun attractions, it is declared, and from
reports at hand it is believed that " The
Man Who Turned White" will "go
across " in spectacular fashion.
Ships Thomas Prints to
Various Exchanges
First-run showing of Selznick Pictures'
first New Series production, "Upstairs and
Down," starring Olive Thomas, will be announced shortly, it is said, as shipment of
prints is now well under way. During the
last few days prints of this subject have
been shipped to Select branches at Boston,
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and many other points. It is expected that before many days have passed
every Select Branch manager will be in
possession of at least one print of this
production.
From present indications, it is stated,
"Upstairs success.
and Down" is bound to be an
immense
Suspense Is a Necessary
"The question of suspense is one of the
in picture production," said Rex
greatest
Beach, at the Goldwyn Studios when supervising the picturization of his latest masterpiece, "The Crimson Gardenia," released
May 18.

"EVERYBODY'S

BUSINESS"
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Special

H.

B.

Warner

THERE should be careful study given
"The Man Who Turned White" by
exhibitors who are going to show this
Henry B. Warner feature, because full
advantage wants to be taken of all the
elements. You do not want to leave the
impression that this is purely a desert picture, which it is not, and you want to get
in the dramatic appeal, the love element
and the spice of the dance scenes.
If you will give this your earnest attention, unusual advertising and pay particular attention to the atmosphere and the
music, you will get far more out of it
than with mere ordinary treatment. We
would advise you to plan the length of
the run and the exploitation on the wordof-mouth advertising that the offering will
create, and to make the run long enough
to take advantage of the heavy newspaper
I display that will pay you.
Henry B. Warner has been away from
the screen some time, but there is no doubt
that he will be well remembered for his
work with Triangle, where he made some
very strong productions. Since then he
has appeared in " Wrath," one of the
" Seven Deadly Sins " series, and in
" God's Man."
W'e would be mighty sure to make it
clear that this is a happy picture, with
strong dramatic qualities.
THE story : We are introduced to
Warner as Ali Zaman, chief of a band
of Bedouin robbers lying in wait to rob
a merchant of Mzab crossing the desert
with his goods. There are some splendid
desert scenes, and these are given a blue
tone that makes them all the more attractive.

m

Service

''Man

Section

^Wlio

on

Turned

In the train is Ethel Lambert, niece of
the wife of the merchant of Mzab, who is
going with her for a visit, and in command of the guard Capt. Beverly, of the
French Legion, who is madly in love with
Ethel. We see the captain pressing his
suit, but she tells him that it may be only
the spell of the desert moon and hesitates.
Just at that moment Ali Zaman crawls up
behind the sand dune, and, as he recognizes the soldier his face becomes the
picture of hate. At first he draws his
pistol to kill him, but then he concludes
that it is better to make him suffer eternally by stealing the woman he loves. So
he strikes the captain over the head with
the revolver at the moment his followers
raid the camp and then carries the girl
away.
Scarcely have they arrived at the Bedouin
camp than Joudar, another leader of the
band, sees the girl and longs for her. He
offers to pay Ali a heavy price, but the
latter
the treatment
Joudar's
women realizes
and refuses.
Then weof have
the
scene of the struggle in Ali's tent, when
his tunic is partly torn from him, revealing thatitthe
is WHITE.
He
admits
andman's
tells body
her that
he hates the
race, and she turns and accuses him of
being a renegade. Then a title tells us
that he still bears the white man's burden;— the ingrained heritage of chivalry.
But something else, too, speaks to him, and
he decides to restore the girl to her people, though he knows that he will incur
the undying hatred of Joudar.

girl in her
the beautiful,
see and
NEXT
the
withaunt's
home, wehappy
French officer still paying his court. And

AA^Kite

then we are transferred to the Ali Baba
cafe, where the voluptuous dancing girls
amuse the patrons, and there the queen is
Fanina. We see Ali, now dressed in the
white of the desert country, now Captain
Rand and beloved of Fanina. She rushes
to his arms and welcomes him after his
long absence, and then he confesses to her
that he and Ali Zaman are the same. And
she quickly guesses that some woman is
the cause of his change.
The dancing girl asks whether he knows
that his " old friend," Captain Beverly, is
in the city, and tells him that he is a fool
to shield pense.theHe replies
officer'sthat
guiltBeverly
at his saved
own exhi?
life in battle, and he feels under obligation not to speak.
Seeing the sights of Mzab come the
merchant and his wife's niece, and after
watching the dancing girls they are importuned bythe beggars for tips, and when
the merchant refuses they are set upon.
To their rescue comes Captain Rand, and
the girl recognizes him as Ali Zaman. She
does not betray the fact, but there is love
in her eyes as she says : " I regret that we
have not met before. If you will call we
will try to make up for lost time."
And the dancer observes : " So that is
the woman ! "
BUT whom
following
the girl
he lustsZaman
has comeandJoudar,
and for
he
notes the love of the dancer for Rand, and
suggests to Fanina that she wants the white
man and he the girl, but the dancer will
not listen at the time. But Rand is now
completely in love with Ethel, though Beverly presses his suit all the more ardently.
And we have: "A maid uncertain in her

At left scene with Warner as Ali Zaman in his tent with Ethel and right and center two pictures of him, noz
the girl. The contrasting pictures are excellent for advertising

" turned white," and
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Oriental atmosphere should be brought into the exploitation. At the right is Capt. Rand and Fanina, the dancer, and at the left the
dancer confronts sending
Ethel intheRand's
after the
latter has
backmeans
to thearousing
desert. aInbitter
the enemy
center against
is a scene
girl toapartment
safety, though
he knows
thatgone
this act
him where Zaman is
heart — a man who wooed with eloquent
words — and one who felt that he could not
speak because a cloud rested on his name."
After days his love became too great and
he sweeps her into his arms. At that moment Beverly enters the room and confronts Rand, telling the girl that the man
has been court-martialed and dismissed
from the army because of an affair with
his major's wife. In his rage Rand chokes
Beverly into unconsciousness. The girl is
sure that Beverly has lied, but there comes
to Rand a vision of how Beverly saved
his life, and he replies that the officer did
not lie, but adds that he cannot explain.
Then he leaves, telling the girl he will wait
a week to hear whether she will forgive
him.
By this time Fanina, angered by the failure of Rand to visit her, agrees to Joudar's
plan to abduct the girl that she may have
the white man for hers. And so, when on
the fifth day, she sends a note to Rand
telling him that she loves him, the servant,
in Joudar's pay, takes the note to the latter.
Rand rides away over the desert, and that
evening the servant, pretending to be badly
hurt, staggers home with a story of his
being set upon and robbed.

Rand comes to his apartTHEN seeking
ments the dancer, only to find him
gone, and a moment later Ethel arrives and
the two meet. Fanina tells him that Rand
has ridden across the desert to the coast
and "you drove him away," and then adds
that Beverly is the one guilty of the charge
of which Rand was convicted.
Fanina has heard Joudar say that he will
watch Rand die by inches after he gets the
girl, and then she sees Ethel ride away
out into the desert in pursuit of her sweetheart. The dancer is confronted with the
problem that in saving Rand she must save
the girl too — and lose Rand. But she
warns Beverly, who gathers together the
troopers for the pursuit. Rand is captured,
but escapes and in his flight meets the girl.
From either side come enemies, and they
stop to fight and in a moment are joined
by Beverly. Rand presses a revolver to
Beverly's head and makes him take the

girl away, but she escapes and returns to
Rand. Beverly is mortally wounded and
then confesses his guilt. There is but ohe
bullet left. Rand is about to send it into
the girl's temple when the troopers arrive
and wipe out the Bedouins.
WE advise
largeThere
and can
striking
ing in this.
be oneadvertismighty
good one used by showing at one side
Warner as Ali Zaman, and on the other in
white man's attire, connected with the
question: "Can this be the same man?" Or
you can use the scene with Warner as the
Bedouin with the girl in his grasp, and
then as the white man in his arms. Or the
two scenes of the officer. Warner and the
girl together near the start of the picture
and then right at the end. The main
reason for this is that it removes any idea
that this is an all-foreign picture when the
scenes of Warner as the band leader are
very brief.
" Seized by Bedouin robbers in the heart
of the desert, beautiful Ethel Lambert,
American girl, in her struggle tore the
tunic from the leader — and his body was
WHITE. She accused him as a renegade
and he answered that he hated the race.
Yet his chivalry was aroused, and though
he knew that he was arousing the lasting
hate of his band, he set her free.
" Next she saw him as a white man in
the Oriental dance hall — and knew him for
the same. Love came quickly, but he could
not speak because of the disgrace that he
bore — bore for another, who had saved his
life in battle. But one day the girl swept
him from his feet and he crushed her in
his arms, and then the other man confronted them and told the story of his
disgrace.
"That is just the start of the amazing
story of the desert, of the charms of seductive dancing girls, of a man's wonderful
chivalry and a woman's wonderful love. It
grips and it throbs at the very heart — but
it leaves one happy in the end."
ERE is aonther one that takes a
slightly different turn :
" Convicted of the wrong of another and

ousted from the Foreign Legion, this man
turned to hate of the white race. As leader
of a Bedouin robber band he could pillage
the goods of the men, but when there came
to him a captive, the beautiful American
girl, something stirred in his breast and
made him restore the girl at the risk of his
own life.
" When she saw him again she knew that
she loved him, but so did the beautiful
dancing schemed
girl of Ali
cafe, and that
the
latter
withBaba's
the Bedouin
wanted the white girl to steal her that she
herself might have the white man. Then
the dancer sees the man she loves ride out
in the desert to his doom. She knows that
by
she What
will save
and saving
lose thehimman.
does the
she girl,
do? tooThe—
answer and the act of the officer who had
stained the honor of Rand form one of the
most dramatic stories of the screen — and
supply an ending just to your liking.
"The star is the superb Henry B. Warner,
back on the screen again, with Barbara
Castleton and a superb cast in a wonderful
story of the desert sands and the Eastern
Shorter
dance
halls."ones : i
" Fanina, the dancing girl, loved Rand
with all her life, and she saw him ride
forth to his doom. She knew that in saving him she would save the American girl
that he loved — and that by saving him she
would lose him. And Fanina loved with
all the ardor of the East. What did she
"She was in the grasp of the Bedouin
chief, his captive. She tore the tunic from
him— and he was WHITE. He told her he
loathed the race, but he became white again
in fact — and in her own eyes in the most
surprising, gripping story that you have
" There is the charm of the Eastern dancseen."
ever ing
girls, the terrible passions of the
do?"
Bedouins, the sacrifice of a man who was
disgraced to save another, battles on the
desert sands, intrigue, and wonderful love
in this picture. There is not a moment
that you do not grip your seat — and in the
end perfect satisfaction."
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At right scene where Zaman strikes down the officer, at left forcing him to save the girl, and in the center Warner as Zaman

Warner

s Return

to the Screen

Should

WE

have already suggested a higher
scale of exploitation on this picture
than the average feature, and we would
certainly advise the exhibitor to seek to
make new friends for his theatre with
" The Man Who Turned White." Everyone knows Henry B. Warner as one of the
most eminent of English actors, though he
has been long in this country, and you do
not have to offer any excuses for him.
We would suggest sending a special letter, artistically gotten up and printed on
good paper, to a full mailing list, including
all the patrons of the legitimate stage in
your section. Let it read something like
this:
We regard it as a privilege to be able to announce to you the return of Henry B. Warner
to the screen. This eminent English actor, who
has spent the greater portion of his career in this
country, literally astounded the cinema world with
his art during the brief time that he spent in motion pictures. His " Shell 43," " Ghost Breaker "
and
" Beggar
of Cawnpore " will always remain
distinct
achievements.
Then he returned to the speaking stage and
efforts to lure him away were unavailing until this
spring
he left
Partners
he was when
starring
with" Sleeping
such great
success" inin which
New
York to make a series of pictures. The first of
these we are going to show at the Empire theatre
for a week beginning June 3. It is " The Man
Who
Turnedwith
Whiteus "that
and itweis feel
that most
you
will agree
one sure
of the
remarkable
screen
offerings
that
you
have
ever
seen.
It is not a mere motion picture, but the work
of a superb artist in a gripping, happy ending
story of the deserts and the dance halls of the
east — of a wonderful love. It has been made on
a lavish scale and Mr. Warner is supported by
Barbara Castleton and so many other notables
that were not Mr. Warner himself the artist sustar cast.preme we would be tempted to call this an all

STRONG
CAST
f~T™' HERE is an unusually strong
I cast in "The Man Who
A would
TurnedcallWhite,"
we
attentionand
to the
fact in the advertising, but make
the players subsidiary to the star
and avoid the " all star " advertisement. Warner is the big player to
be featured.
Barbara Castleton is unusually attractive as the leading woman. She
is an Arkansas girl with a brilliant
stage record and has been seen in
many big pictures. The latest was
with William Faversham in " The
Silver
King."
Carmen
Phillips, another mighty
well known player, is physically appealing as the dancing girl, and this
element should always be brought
out in the exploitation — not offensely, but through the sacrifice
she makes for the man she loves.
Wedgewood Novell of New
Hampshire, thus affording you an
appeal to all sections, plays Captain Beverly. He was last seen
with Alma Rubens in " Diane of
the Green Van."
"The Flower of Doom," "The
Hand that Rocks the Cradle" and
" The
Mysterious
Eugenie
Forde Mr.
has Tiller."
had a long
career on the stage and screen and
appears here as the aunt.

IN your lobby display there should be real
art. We could suggest nothing finer
than to have a reproduction of the tent interior which is shown in one of the scene
pictures that we have reproduced. This
should show the top, walls and back with
the proper opening for the entrance. This
should be made of brightly colored and
striped awning material with the sides hung
with rich Oriental rugs and Egyptian designs. The spirit can be further carried
out by having incense burning in the lobby.
The ticket seller should be garbed as an
Arabian dancing girl and the door attendant as a Bedouin, or Arab. Then the

ushers, if you employ girls, can be attractively attired in the familiar harem costume with silk pantalettes and bodices.
We would confine the remainder of the
lobby display to scene pictures and there
are some striking ones, particularly those
showing the dancer. We would avoid anything of the freakish.
There is a striking cut-out that can be
made from the 24-sheet. This shows Warner as the Bedouin chief on a snow white
Arabian steed. It can also be used in connection with the electric sign or over the
marquee to attract the attention of those
passing up and down the street.

Be

Featured

chance to carry
splendid
is a re
THERE
out in a prologue or
the atmosphe
either song or dance. " A Son of the Desert Am I " offers a splendid opportunity
for a baritone or bass voice. This could
be put on with a desert scene. At the
Strand, New York, in a similar case a
setting was used showing the pyramids in
the background and then toward the end
there was an attractive arrangement as tiny
figures of camels passed in the background
just as the moon came over the pyramids.
In the case of a dance we would have a
girl, or possibly two, doing an Oriental
dance, but one not too broad, in a haremlike setting with rich draperies, soft colored lights and masses of flowers about.
If this is impracticable have a high class
love song such as " Because I Love You
Dear," or " When You Are Truly Mine,"
and in such a case let this song run
through the feature as the theme. This
theme should be introduced when Warner
puts the girl on the horse, then again as
the girl meets him in the dance hall, then
for the love scene, as she writes the note
to him and finally at the end. There can
be a secondary theme of Oriental music
used for the dancing girl.
Much of this class of music suggests itself. We would advise using " Shererazade,"
" Queenandof these
Sheba can
" or be" Lakme
for
the overture
played "with
the lights gold, suggesting joy, or can be
well combined with some scenic setting
such as we have suggested.
" In the Sudan," " Marche Turque,"
" Whirling Dervishes," " Dance of the
Hindus," " Marche Arabe " and " Orientales " are some that suggest themselves
for the desert and dance hall scenes. We
would advise against trying to make this
an all-Oriental score, but include a good
portion of the dreamy sort of love music
in the score.
There is a point right at the end where
the soldiers of the Foreign Legion are
seen coming and through the announcement that they take no prisoners and here
an added thrill can be had with the u?e
of " La Pere de la Victorie."
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Celebrates
in June
Carl
Laemmle,
president
of the Universal
Seventh Year to Be Made Banner
company,
has
offered
a
total
in prizes of
Occasion by Every Department in
$1,750. The prizes will be distributed as
the Company, It Is Stated
follows : to the exchange showing the larWITH the celebration month of June
gest percentage of increase in its gross
near at hand, practically every de- volume of business actually played in the
partment of the Universal company is month of June, over the month of May, Mr.
spurred with activity, it is stated, towards
Laemmle will pay a $1,000 prize. To '..he
office making the next best showing a prize
making the celebration month a banner one.
Universal celebrates its seventh year in the
of $500 will be given, and to the exchange
office making the third best showing, $250
industry during the coming month. Uniwill be given. These prizes when awarded
versal isproud of its records and achievements during the past seven years, and is will be distributed among the salesmen and
other employes of the exchange.
planning upon celebrating in a manner befitting the occasion.
Every effort is to be made to have every
Practically every producing group at the
theatre in America run at least one Unibig studios in Universal City on the West
versal picture during the month of June.
coast is working hard on subjects, Joe
In addition to the sales department, UniBrandt recently left New York for the
versal's advertising is planning some novel
effects and a large amount of additional
W";est to start new serials, and the other departments are joining in the spirit for the
advertising will be issued during the camanniversary month.
Universal promises the exhibitor some of
More than extraordinary plans are being
paign.
the
best pictures ever produced for release,
made, it is stated, by Universal's sales department. Every effort will be made by it is announced, in the month of June, and
it is said these pictures will do as much as
this department to make this anniversary
month the biggest in Universal history. As
any other one thing to add to the success
an added inducement for every member of of the celebration month and the beginning
the; sales force to put forth his best effort,
of Universal's eighth successful year.
Traverse
In Drama
of Canadian
Northwest
deress, but Knight is determined to save
A DRAMA of the Canadian Northwest
the woman he loves. He blocks Hilton's
wherein a woman's soul is pitted
against the greed for gold is now being
efforts until Jules, a guide, who is a faithfilmed with Madlaine Traverse as the star,
ful friend to Rose, slays the unspeakable
Pierre — receiving his own death wound in
" Untile Eternity " is the temporary title,
and both story and scenario were written
the fight — and with his last breath takes
by Denison Clift. The picture is being
upon himself responsibility for the killing
of Raoul.
directed for William Fox by Harry Millards, who has made several pictures with
In the cast supporting Miss Traverse are
Frank Leigh as Pierre Lebelle ; Those
this star, including " When Fate Decides,"
Santshi as Knight, Beatrice Laplante as
" The Love That Dares " and " Gambling
Angela,
Minna Prevost in the role of Natin InSouls."
this drama of the northern snows
tosh, an Indian servant, and Jack Nelson
Miss Traverse enacts the role of Rose Le
as Jules, the guide.
Belle, mother of Angela, a beautiful girl,
and wife of a timber prospector, Pierre. A
report that her husband, long absent, has
Erects Electric Sign for
met death in an avalanche causes LieutenElaine Hammerstein
ant-Colonel Bruce Knight, head of the
Myron Selznick announces that, in acNorthwest Mounted Police and a former
cordance with its policy of exploiting
lover of Rose, to renew his suit. He
Selznick stars by way of electric signs, as
promises Rose that he will be back for her
well as by many other mediums, the Selzin the spring.
nick Pictures Corporation has erected a
When Knight returns he is accompanied
huge
electric sign at 42d St. and Broadby Major Hilton — who is secretly striving
way to blaze forth the name of Elaine
to undermine him and obtain his position.
In place of the hand of Rose, Knight is Hammerstein to New York's millions.
This sign is said to be one of the most
confronted by Pierre, who, instead of
attractive on the great white way, and,
being dead, has returned with the news
being situated on what is perhaps one of
that he is the discoverer of a rich gold mine.
This mine, it appears, is on the property of the most conspicuous spots in the city, is
compelling wide attention.
one, Raoul Beaudry. Unable to acquire
the property otherwise, Pierre promises
Raoul that he will give his daughter, AnBaird Completes Newest
gela, in exchange for the title, Rose, acThomas Feature
cidentally discovering this denounces the
George
Irving, director of Four Star Picinfamous compact. In her absence, howtures, announces the completion of the
ever, Pierre turns Angela over to Raoul,
newest Augustus Thomas picture, starring
Rose learns of Angela's plight and, confronting Pierre, wounds him. Then she Leah Baird, for W. W. Hodkinson distribution, the title of which will shortly
rushes to the rescue of Angela, and kills
be announced. Miss Baird it is said has
Raoul in a terrific struggle with knives.
a role that demands test after test of her
Major Hilton is implacable in his deacclaimed histrionic powers.
mand for the arrest of Rose as a mur-

Picture

News

Universal Announces New7
Series for Walcamp
Universal annom ces a new series of tworeel Western dramas starring Marie Walcamp. This series to be known as the
Tempest Cody series will be made while
a new serial is being selected for Miss
Walcamp and the stories are being written
by George Hively of the Universal authorial staff and Jacques Jaccard, who will
direct the two-reel features.
Miss Walcamp in these Western dramas
will no doubt it is said prove a success and
a drawing card to motion picture patrons
because of her exceptional ability in roles
of this type. She has been the heroine in
many serials, amongst which are : " The
Red Ace," " The Lion's Claws," and the
new Universal serial "The Red Glove"
which is now said to be sweeping the country with success.
Guy

Smith
WorldReturns
Trip

from

Guy Croswell Smith returned last week
from a twenty months' trip around the
world in the interests of the Government
official film service. Leaving New York
in July, 1917, he went first to Japan, thence
through
Russia. Korea, Manchuria and Siberia to
From Russia Mr. Smith went to Scandinavia, where he directed the distribution of
American Government films throughout
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. For the
past several months Mr. Smith has been
located at Berne, Switzerland.
News of Mr. Smith's future activities is
expected very soon in connection with the
further development of the distribution of
ritory.
American
films throughout the foreign terLenehan Becomes Hodkinson Exchange Manager
George F. Lenehan, who for the past
eighteen months has made a most successful record as manager of Goldwyn's Washington, D. C. office, has joined the W. W.
Hodkinson organization in New York to
become
manager
of that
organization's
metropolitan
district
exchange,
taking
charge during the current week.
On leaving Washington a proof of his
local popularity was found, it is said, in
a striking tribute from his fellow exchange
managers of other companies. The Washington Exchange managers presented him
with a heavy silver cigarette case, engraved with a message of the collective
esteem of the men with whom he has been
associated.
Dean Is Popular
Universal announces that Priscilla Dean
is the " star of stars " and that she is
gaining in popularity every day. And judging from the reports from exhibitors, it is
said, Universal is not making too strong a
statement. This young actress, who has
won her success within a short time, has
not yet reached the acme of her success,
so it is stated. In fact, she is to be given
much better and bigger stories according
to a Universal statement.

Without a dissenting voice, the reviewers says GREAT"
FANNIE

oP

WARD

in the extra selected feature
The

Cry

of

the

Produced by Astra ' Directed hy Geo. Fitzmaurice
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

Weak
Written hy Ouida Bergere

^Dhe greatest charader
actor of the screen is v
announced

in Hie firsf

of his own

productions-

Irankkeenan

Productions

Inc.

ts

presen

Frank

Kenan
in
The

Maswr

Man
Directed b/ErnestWarcle
Produced by Robert Brunton Studios inc.
Story bvTXJames
Screen version b^Jack Cunningham
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

"The
Master
shows
whyfield
Mr..
Keenan
has Man"
no rival
in his
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Charles

THERE should be three things taken
into consideration by the exhibitor who
has booked Charles Ray in " The Busher "
— the rural atmosphere which has helped
along some of this star's greatest successes, the love story and especially the
appeal to the younger girls, and the baseball interest.
Except for the incident of the youth who
tries to fix it so that the home team will
lose this may be said to be a picture without a villain in it, though there is one
little situation of the mysterious visitor
where your audience will think that he
is going to turn out a bank robber or something of the sort gives a very agreeable
surprise. It is also a picture without a fight
or a problem.
Happiness and manliness are the dominant notes running through the story and
these should be featured in the advertising,
which will, of course, play the name of
the star and the title to the limit. We
would advertise the baseball side on the
sporting page, if you have a daily newspaper, because you can go stronger on that
angle there and get the appeal to the fans,
and then for the general advertising the
heart interest and local pride should be
stressed to draw attention of the public in
general, and especially the few that know
little about baseball.
is the sort of a story: Ben Harding is the hired man for Deacon
Nasby down in the village of Brownsville and the best baseball pitcher in the
whole section, encouraged in the sport by
the Deacon's love of the game and the admiration of Mazie Palmer, the prettiest

HERE

Ray

Service

m

Section

"The

the
tions are written
ice SecServwith
THESEose Special esti
ng to exof sugg
purp
hibitors how to get the most
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
studying the pictures and the best
. Won'
you
themthat
exploiti
way
you t made
anyng use
let usofknow
here and the original ideas that you
have used in putting over this picture of any others?

girl in town. We meet Ben on Sunday in
uniform with the Deacon reading the
Bible and regretting that his principles will
not let him attend the game. And early
in the story we see that Ben has a rival in
Jim Blair, son of the banker.
But just as Ben is starting out the Lim-,
ited which is carrying the Blue Sox home
from their training trip is halted at the
village by a washout, and when the members of the club see Ben in uniform they
decide to have some fun at his expense.
Ben and Manager Steve Brady " chose
up " sides, and Ben, picking the ones whose
abilities he knows selects local boys with
the result that the Blue Sox team is lined
up against him. At first Manager Bradythinks his players are " stalling," because
of their failure to hit, and when they assure him that he's got more curves than
a stovepipe, and when he strikes out Slattery, who has hit .425, the manager is
stirred to new interest.
It is at the " Shadow Social " that the
good news comes, and where there is lots
of comedy and a chance to do things with

on

Busher
your musical score. There is a sheet
stretched acress the stage of the town hall,
and each girl stands between the sheet
and a light, and then their sweethearts bid
for them,which
the winner
the girl's
lunch,
they getting
divide.alsoMazie
has
tipped Ben off as to the manner in which
she will arrange her hair ribbon, but the
village milliner and old maid beats her
to
and both and
Ben heavy
and the
banker's
son
are it,deceived,
bidding
follows
until Ben is broke when the Deacon comes
to his rescue. But Jim has in the meantime peeked behind the scene, and knows
the truth and abandons the field to Ben,
much to the latter's discomfiture.
Then comes in the station agent with a
telegram. In the village no one ever gets
a telegram unless some one is dead, and
Ben is deathly afraid to open it, but he is
forced to do so and finds that Brady is ordering him to report. Immediately he is
hailed as the town hero.
On his arrival in the big city there is
more comedy, as he's afraid to pass the
be-uniformed porter at the hotel entrance,
and with the mock examination that the
players put him through.
But success gives Ben a terrible case of
the big-head. He's forgotten all about the
folks back home, and especially Mazie
since he has fallen under the lure of Pearl,
a typical city product.
STILL Brownsville is intensely loyal to
him, and when the Blue Sox come to
play their first game in the nearest big
league city the people of Brownsville,
Mazie included, decide to go and do honor
to Ben, but when he sees them in the
grandstand and the other players begin to

At left Ben, the farmhand and pitcher sees the banker's son courting his girl, center the prodigal steals back home and left he finds
his old glove saved for him
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At the right Ben "chooses up" with the big league manager without knowing his identity and at the left there is seen the result of
too miich self esteem for the "greats pitcher is being yanked from -the box and sent "back to the bushes." But in the center he has
become his old self and is greeted as the hero after he has won the great game — for the sake of the girl he loves
" It's the thrill of a great ball game with
telling his sweetheart good-by that is parguy him he repudiates them as a " bunch
the beautiful love story of a country town
ticularly appropriate.
of hicks that think they know me." He
ignores them all, including Mazie, and
Then, except for the separate display that thrown in.
instead goes to a box to talk to Pearl.
we have suggested for the sporting page,
" Down home the folks were watching
the scores every day and reading about
there should be this girl element brought
But here Ben's chestiness costs him the
job, for he has nothing but conceit and has
into the selling talks. If you use one of the Ben's success in the big league. One little
ignored training with the result that he is full-length pictures of Ray in uniform
girl thrilled with every victory — for to her
quickly yanked from the box and then sent
you will have ample space at the side for he had pledged his love.
the selling talk, which need not be in large
" But the lure of the big city was too
" back to the bushes." Then he finds that
Pearl has lost interest in him, and that his
type if sufficiently indented. This one just much for him. When the home folks came
about does that
-ownspeople have departed.
see even
him play
' didn't know the hicks '
—to not
little heMazie.
In rags we find him stealing back to his
"There was just one thing that Ben Hardold place, asking the Deacon to take him
ing loved better than baseball — and that was
" And just then he blew up — it was ' back
Mazie Palmer. He was the best pitcher in to the bushes ' for him. Then he found that
back, and the Deacon not only does so
he
needed something more than a strong
that whole section of the country and he
but gives him his old glove which he has
saved. But Ben is now too ashamed to had been saving up for months to buy a new
right arm to win ball games — and he found
face the girl, and the other people of the
glove, but at the village ' Shadow Party ' he that something back in Brownsville and
town shun him because he denied them in went
broke bidding for the ' company ' of never
it again."
Thenlostsome
shorter lines :
the big city. Then Ben vows never to play his sweetheart.
ball again.
" Then came the call to the big league
" He was the greatest pitcher on earth
team and Ben went pledging his love to when little Mazie was looking on, but when
Then comes the championship game. The
Brownsville pitcher has been bribed by Mazie and his loyalty to the home town.
she wasn't there to cheer him he got a
ticket back to the bushes. Next time he
the banker's son to leave town, as the lat- He soon forgot them, his head swelled and
ter is betting against the home town.
he worshipped at the feet of an adventurdecided to bring the little girl with him —
ess. And when the village folk came to and he was the king of the league again."
Mazie's brother, Billy, has mortgaged the
"With his brain clear and the love of a
home to bet on Brownsville, and when he pay him homage he didn't know ' the
hicks '— avoided the little country girl and little girl in his heart he was unbeatable.
sees the game going against him he rushes
went to the city woman.
But with self-esteem bulging his forehead
to Ben at work in the field, even shun" Just at that moment things crashed
and a vampire for his eyes, he blew up —
ning the game. His own pleas avail nothabout him. The manager took him from
and it was back to the bushes again to
ing, but when he tells the boy that the roof
the
box
and
sent
him
'
back
to
the
bushes,'
the virtue of simplicity and love."
over Mazie's head is at stake he quickly
shamed and spurned at home. How the big learn
" The thrill of a great ball game— <he
yields. A thrilling finish and victory fol- moment
came
and
how
for
the
sake
of
that
low, and then the girl.
comedy of a country village — the lure of
one little girl in the grandstand he made a the city and the price of egotism — the loyal
There is an added touch. The mysnew
man
of
himself
and
won
new
fame
and
love of a pretty girl — and the big crisis
terious stranger whom your patrons will
fortune is something that you should see that holds you close in your seat — those are
probably suspect of being a city crook turns
H,
up and announces that he has been sent
some of the things you will see in ' The
for yourself."
by Manager Brady to watch for the time
.ERE are a couple of others:
when Ben loses his conceit and then send
" With the worn old pitcher's glove and
him back to the team.
the little girl in his heart he was unbeat"Winning athletes have to have a 'heart'
able, but when he forgot the girl he was a
— courage to win. Down in Brownsville he
But this time Mazie goes with him.
lemon for" any to pick. But he got them
was only a busher, but Ben was unbeatable
Busher.'
UNDOUBTEDLY you will use a picture with that little Mazie cheering him on.
back — at the end of the most thrilling ballof Ray either in the uniform of the
"
But
then
the
big
city
and
the
big
league
Brownsville team, or as a member of the team and the wiles of an adventuress and
" Down
in the saw."
village every one was proud
game
Blue Sox in your newspaper advertising,
of
Ben,youandever
he was the greatest pitcher on
conceit drove the thought of the country
but if you have sufficient space we would
maid away — he lost his heart and he lost earth there. But the white lights dazzled
also suggest that another scene picture be his job. ' Back to the bushes ' he was sent him and he lost control of himself and the
introduced at the bottom to suggest the
and what he found there gave him a real baseball, so it was back to the bushes until
heart appeal. Th ere is one that we have
he realized that there was something else in
hold on fame — and will delight you through
and through.
reproduced which shows him at the gate
the world but egotism. And he learned it."
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At left Ben is unlucky in his selection at the "Shadow
Dance"
at the right
he knows "someone is dead" when a telegram comes.
In center
scene and
at parting
with Mazie

Sport Organizations
Should
Work
APPEAL through all local baseball organizations isso apparent as to need
FOR
MATINEES
more than passing mention here. We have
already suggested separate advertising on
Here is a Picture to Make
the sporting page and we believe that you
will have no trouble in getting the sporting
Appeal to the Young
writer to give you a special story. Charles
Ray is a ball player himself and that will
orse who
ss finding
matine
busineare
falling
FORtheirexhibit
give you something on which to base the
off, here is a chance for a little
story.
special exploitation that is apt
If your city is a member of a regular
to get all of the children to the theatre. It would probably be a good
league you should distribute folders among
thing for exhibitors to try a special
the crowds for several days preceding the
Saturday morning matinee here.
opening of the engagement. You should
Yon ought to be able to get the
find the manager ready to cooperate besupport of the school teachers for
cause this picture will stimulate interest
this because it is the sort of a picin the game and will help him as much
ture that encourages boys and girls
as you. You can add to the effect by having
to live a clean life, to be loyal and
true. An outline of the story, or
the boys doing the distributing dressed in
better still, an advance showing of
" Brownsville " uniforms.
the film, to the teachers will get
You can get the names of the managers
this result.
of the amateur teams from the newspaper
Getting the children to the theatre
and these should be circularized. The local
will also increase your adult patronage, because the youngsters are
Y. M. C. A. and any other sporting organpretty sure to talk this up at home.
izations will be found ready to cooperate,
While we would try to get the
especially when you tell them that this is
attendance of all the baseball fans,
an absolutely clean picture and works for
we would not advise offering prizes
manliness.
or reduced admission for teams in
uniforms. You are likely to have
Sporting goods dealers should be willing
a mighty noisy audience.
to cooperate by displaying scene pictures
But you can excite interest by inand possibly a cut-put of the star in uniform
viting your league team members
in their windows. Department stores that
handle sporting goods will probably devote
to
be present
at the
first get
night's
showing
and then
probably
an
one of their windows to special displays.
additional story in the newspapers
on what they think of Ray as a big
LOBBY display can take on as much of
leaguer.
the baseball atmosphere as you wish,
but we would keep it as simple as possible.
chicken wire to carry out the screen efOne of the three sheets will furnish you
fect.
an excellent cut out of Ray in the Blue
A baseball score board in front of the
Sox uniform and at least a couple of these
theatre will attract attention. This could
should be placed where they can be seen
show the score of the game that winds up
from the street. Another cut out can be the picture, but as unfinished.
made from the six sheet.
Better still if you can arrange zvith the
You can get a freak effect in the lobby
local newspapers maintaining scoreboards
by using small balloons about the size of to operate one in your lobby, or give you
a baseball, painted with the name of the
the data, for a week before and during the
picture in a glass enclosed flame with an
engagement, but the board should be sure
electric fan that will keep them in constant
to carry the announcement of the picture,
circulation. Enclose the whole thing in too.

For
You
Here
""THIS picture is particularly well suited
* for music effects. If you want to carry
out the baseball idea you can have a pretty
girl singing "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game" as the prelude. This was a mighty
popular some a few years ago and tuneful.
There is another good song for a
woman's voice in " In an Old Fashioned
Town," and " Then You'll Remember Me,"
is particularly in keeping with the picture.
Incidental music offers many opportunities. The theme should be introduced where
Ray and the girl are first seen together and
will be repeated each time they are together. Magic
"
of Your Eyes " might be
used as the first song and as theme.
Then for the station scene where the
agent says " His name ain't Cobb " you
might use " He's a Devil in His Own Home
Town " or " Reuben Fox Trot." There's
a chance for a hearty laugh where the
Deacon hears the cheering and a chance
for a bar on cornet or bassoon of " I Hear
You Calling Me." "Shadowland" should be
played through the scenes at the town hall
until the moment that Ray sees how he has
drawn the wrong girl and here you can get
in a few bars of " She May Have Seen
Better Days," an old favorite. The theme
should immediately come back as the scenes
show that neither Ray nor the girl can
eat. Just a scene later on with Ray frightened at the telegram there can be used
" March to the Gallows " or " I'm Afraid
to With
Go Home
in thein Dark."
the scenes
the big city there can
be played "Sidewalks of New York" and
" The Old Town Pump " and then when
he sees the other girl in the hotel lobby
" Pretty Baby " or " You Beautiful Doll."
Then with the scene flashing back to the
village play " Home Sweet Home " or " Old
Folks at Home." Soft and tender should be
theThen
musicwith
for the
the scenes
withtheRay's
return.
title for
mysterious
stranger
we would
use are" Slimy
Viperplayed
" or
one
of those
airs that
generally
for the villain, because this will accentuate
the surprise when the audience find out
who he really is.
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Lasky
Official Discusses Coming
Releases
PRIOR to his leaving for New York to former delightful comedy-drama vehicles.
confer with officials of the Famous
" 'Love Insurance,' a book by Earl Derr
Biggers, now being produced with Donald
Players-Lasky Corporation on matters o:
importance relative to screen material, etc.,
Crisp as director, with Bryant Washburn
Frank E. Woods, supervising director at in the stellar role offers a most unusual
the Lasky studio in Hollywood, discussed
briefly some of the forthcoming Paramount
"I need scarcely say that 'Told in the
and Artcraft pictures under way at the plot.
Hills,' in which Major Robert Watwick
coast studios.
will star for Paramount-Artcraft special
release, is destined to be a remarkable picRegarding "A Very Good Young Man,"
ture. George Melford is directing and Will
a new Bryant Washburn Paramount picture, Mr. Woods said :
M. Ritchey wrote the scenario from the
famous novel by Marah Ellis Ryan.
"Walter Woods, one of the latest acquisitions to our scenario staff, took this play,
"The activities of the Lasky studio are
and placed it in continuity form with so
reaching full capacity, and I can truthfully
much skill that the result is certain to be
state that the coming month's releases will
highly effective.
include some of the most notable pictures
we have ever produced. I have just learned
"In the case of You're Fired,' which Mr.
Reid has recently finished under James
that when Miss Ethel Clayton returns to
Cruze's direction, adapted from the O. start her new series of star pictures for
Henry story, 'The Halberdier' by Clara G. Paramount, she will probably begin with
Kennedy, I cannot do better than say it is "Young Mrs. Winthrop," Bronson Howcomparable, in the matter of the character
ard's successful play, which should prove
portrayal entrusted to Wallace Reid, to his ideal for Miss Clayton."
Organized
LaborApprovesSelect'sProduction
ing whatever that would be a reflection upon
SELECT
Pictures big
special attraction,
organized labor or in any way obnoxious. The
" Bolshevism On Trial," has received the
picture
is certainly
well worth
seeing. a ' thriller,' and as such is
official approval of the Censor Committee of
" Very truly yours,
Organized Labor of Oakland, Calif. This
H. J. GLOVER,
" Chairman Censor Committee,
adds another city to the list of first-run
" I. B. O. B. M. I. S. B. and H. O. A."
centers where Organized Labor has apThe letter was further approved by W.
proved of the big production.
organizer of American Federa"Bolshevism On Trial" was booked at E. Castro,
tion of Labor, and George C. Davis of the
the T & D Theatre in Oakland, and the
management of the T & D invited the Labor Temple Building Association.
The report of this Committee further reCensor Committee of the I. B. O. B. M. I.
flects the determination of Organized Labor
S. B. and H. O. A. to view the picture
to
put
every ounce of its strength into the
which was then running in San Francisco.
fight against Bolshevism and its evils in
Mr. H. J. Glover, chairman of the comAmerica. Samuel E. Gompers, President
mittee, accepted the invitation and appointed two officials of the Committee to of the American Federation of Labor, has
come out very strongly against Bolshevism.
review the picture. The Committee made
It is characteristic of this attitude that the
a favorable report, and Chairman Glover
Censor Committee in Oakland should place
sent the following letter to Manager Perry
of the T & D :
its
stamp of production.
approval on Select's big antiBolshevistic
" Dear Sir
Upon Labor
your men
request
I selectedmea
committee
of —Union
to accompany
to San Francisco for the purpose of reviewing
Two of the principal supporting roles in J.
the motion
' Bolshevism
Trial.'
The
men I picture
selected called
were W.
A. Spooneron and
E.
Stuart Blackton's next feature film in which his
C. Carroll. These gentlemen are official of organ" Missingwill
" team,
Sylvia have
Breamer
Robertto
Gordon
be reunited,
been and
assigned
labor. After
we are
agreed, overthat
whileizedsome
of theconsultion
scenes are
somewhat
Julia
Swayne Gordon and Van Dyke Brooks,
respectively.
drawn for dramatic effect, yet we could see noth-

Motion

Picture

News

" The Other Half " Is Next
Brentwood Feature
The title announced for the third Brentwood production on which King W. Vidor
has just started work, is "The Other Half."
The title of the second Vidor picture shortly to be released, is "Better Times." "Since
we are advised," said a Brentwood official
to a representative of Motion Picture
News, "that the third production will deal
with those intensely human, heart-warming and well-understood situations and
characters of ordinary, every-day life which
were undoubtedly responsible for the striking success of the first Vidor picture, 'The
Turn In the Road,' we may assume that
this third Brentwood picture will 'show the
effect produced upon the other half by the
'better times' which followed 'the turn in
Ray
and
Fair Begin Work
"
the road.'
on New Feature
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair have begun
work on a new picture at the William Fox
coast studios. The working title is "Be
a Little Sport," and the production is said
to afford ample scope for the bright and
breezy comedy work with which these two
youthful stars have become identified under the Fox banner. Scott Dunlap is directing this picture, which contains a verypretty love story, according to report. In
the cast with Ray and Miss Fair are Lule
Warrenton, George Hernandez, Leota Lorraine and Eugene Pallette.
Book Helps Exploit Films
By way of co-operation with the current
showing of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's big Salvation Army picture,
"Fires of Faith," at the Harris Theatre,
Gimbel Brothers have given over one of
their large show windows on the Thirtysecond Street side of their New York store
entirely to a display of Charles Kenmore
Ulrich's novel, "Fires of Faith," which is
based upon the photoplay and has just been
published by Grosset and Dunlay.
About two hundred and fifty volumes of
the work are used in the display, attractively arranged in pyramids and smaller
groups.
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Special

Dorothy

Gish

THERE is going to be a whole lot of
the punch in the exploitation of this
picture lost if the exhibitors who have it
booked fail to get into the spirit of it right
at the start. There is nothing amazing,
astounding or record-breaking about it, but
there is a direct chance to put over entertainment with a laugh. Get in a good
humor about it before you start and keep
a smile in your advertising.
Dorothy Gish has come forward so much
in her recent productions that she is now
attracting a lot of attention and you ought
to capitalize that newborn popularity of
hers for all you are worth. We'd feature
the fact that this isn't any famous story
or the screen interpretation of any noted
play, but a picture that has been written
just to fit the tantalizing and laughter provoking talents of the star.
In the title you have a big asset either
for straight advertising of the picture or in
teaser stunts. It should be played up strong
and since the picture is a farce it offers
all sorts of trick chances which are discussed on another page.
THIS is the idea of it: Bradford Warrington Jones, worried by big income
taxes, transfers his $25,000,000 interurban
line to his daughter, Susy Faraday Jones,
who takes it seriously and insists on being
the real owner. But her railroading is
interfered with because Harold Packard,
a rich youth and Craig, her superintendent,
who insist on making love to her. They
only make Susy — yawn.
Right at the start we have Susy issuing
an order that the trolleys shall not stop
at Rivera, an incident that is to later play
a big part. Next we see her at a party

Service

Section

m^Ill

ONLY

ONE

Get

GIRL

■ Little Point That Will Attract Attention

the
girl inYet"
one Him
only
RE of is""I'l
l Get
THEcast
ct
and that point
will
attra
attract attention. There are
s
pses
glim
of some other in the
party scene and in the railroad
hearing, but they are only sidelights. You can use this in your
advertising, letters and program:
" There's only one girl in the cast
of ' I'll Get Him Yet/ but that one's
Dorothy Gish and she has enough
speed in her fun making to make up
forRichard
all the Barthelmess
rest."
has quite a
following and his name should be
mentioned as well as that of George
Fawcett, as the father.
at her home. She yawns as the others seek
to make love to her but when Scoop McCreedy, a reporter, arrives on the scene
she loses that yawn. She determined to
make him propose to her and does, but he
choses a bad moment to ask father" for
the consent. Jones, Sr., has just received
his income tax statement and he thinks that
he has been sent a bill for the whole war.
So he calls Scoop a fortune hunter and
throws him out.
The 'phone for Susy, but the youth tells
her that he'll never marry a rich girl. " I'll
get
himsheyet,"
she the
crieshouse
and and
defying
father
leaves
goes her
on

on

Him

Yet

the trail. Then there follow many comedy
situations, including one in which she follows him into a lunch wagon, orders beans
as he does — and then even follows him to
" chili." She buys an engagement ring and
then cornering him in a romantic spot she
declares that her father has thrown her out
and promises never to accept a cent of
her
father's
money
millions
of her
own.— without mentioning the
HARDLY has she agreed to live on his
salary and they are married than
Packard, the real owner of the paper on
which Scoop is working, has him fired.
And of all places, the young couple has
gone to Rivera to live. There the citizens
are in the midst of a campaign to force
the railroad to stop the cars and they decide to start a newspaper. Scoop is hired
to do the editing, and taking the hint of
the initials " S. F." he names the owner
of the railroad " Skinflint."
So Susy is put in the position of fighting
her own railroad, but rather than reveal
that she is rich in her own right she keeps
her secret. Jealousy of Scoops has already
been aroused by the attention of Packard,
Craig and Hamilton, her lawyer, who she
declares to be friends of her father and
when Craig comes to her Rivera home with
some railroad orders for her to sign she
rushes him from the house and promises to
meet him at the grocery store. She tells
her husband that she has to go after eggs,
but hardly has she left than he discovers
a basket of eggs in the house and so he
goes on the trail.
Then when he sees her talking to Craig
he rushes home and gets his pistol and
when she arrives he tells her that there

Here are three striking comedy scenes and any of these will get striking attention to your advertising. At the left she has followed
him to "chili" in the lunch wagon, center he refuses to talk to a "rich girl" and at the left she is "getting" him
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In center the scene with her three unwelcome guests hidden from jealous hubby, at right father and daughter argue; left a peaceful
moment
are two bullets — one for her and one for
himself. There is another big comedy scene
in which she is able to stave off trouble
once more with " a friend of father's."
RIVERA citizens determine to call on
the railway officials and force them
to stop the cars there and Susy is made
spokesman. She is then in the position of
demanding from her own railroad that it
rescind her own order. She manages to
keep Craig still with her signals, but when
Packard enters she forces him back into his
office and comes out with the news that it is
all fixed. Once more the husband is insanely jealous, and again she is able to explain.
But the final scene comes when Craig,
Packard and Hamilton, all three on independent business visits arrive at the cottage one by one. She hides one in a closet,
another in the cupboard, and a third under
the couch, all unknown to each other, and
then hubby arrives. He is suspicious and
pretends to leave, but merely slams the gate
shut — from the inside — and returns to the
house just when the three have come from
their hiding places. Again the pistol and
farcically dramatic events. Arrival of the
father, confession of Susy that she is
" Skinflint Jones," and explanations all the
way around result in peace, and at the end
we see Scoop as her manager — and Susy
yawning again.
BY all means use a striking cut of Miss
Gish in your advertising, whether it be
a scene picture or a straight stock cut of
her. There is a particularly striking scene
which shows her with a grip on Scoop's
arm, and dragging him along that will do
finely, especially when used in immediate
connection with the title.
We have illustrated a number of scenes
from the picture on these pages, and for
those who design their own advertising we
are very strong in suggesting that these
which indicate action should be used. Then
get right into the selling argument :
" Susy Jones had a will all of her own.
Her father found that out when he gave her
an interurban road to cut down his excess
income tax. Susy insisted on running the

road herself — and she did. Also she
wouldn't listen to love. Men only made her
" Then along came Scoop McCreedy, newsyawn.
paper reporter, but he refused to marry any
rich man's daughter. 'I'll get him yet,' she
exclaimed, and then she started. It was
like a million Leap Years rolled into one.
Finally she pretended that her father had
thrown her out and then she won him.
" The next minute she was living in a
cottage down in the town where she had
forbidden her cars to stop, her husband wsa
running a newspaper that described the
owner as ' Skinflint ' Jones and she was
actually heading a delegation to protest to
the railroad. And complications — you never
saw anything so busy. Jealous husband and
revolvers — and all of them laughs for you.
It's pure farce — PLUS the personality of
Dorothy Gish and a superb cast."
POSSIBLY that sounds a little serious,
so here these get further away from
that angle :
" Only effect that men had on Susy Faraday Jones, owner of a $25,000,000 railroad
and a chip off the old block, was to make
her yawn — until she saw Scoop McCreedy,
newspaper reporter. But he wouldn't have
her because she was a rich man's daughter.
" That didn't worry Susy a bit. ' I'll get
him yet,' she declared, and then she forgot
about everything else but the man she
wanted. She laid in wait for him at the
newspaper office and even followed him into
a ' chile and beans ' wagon. ' You've spolied
my lunch,' he declared, but she simply muttered again, ' I'll get him yet.'
" Then when she framed up a story about
her father throwing her out of the house and
agreed to never take a cent of her dad's
money — not mentioning the §25,000,000 of
her own — she landed him.
" She thought that her troubles were over,
but they had just started. Her lawyer and
the railroad officials insisted on calling on
her on matters of business, and every time
her hubby grew madly jealous. She even
abused her own railroad and protested
against her own order to hold his love.
" In every one of those troubles there's a
hearty laugh for you, it would be a shame to
make you lose a single chuckle. It's the

fastest moving farce you've seen in years.
Dorothy
stepstheon people
the speed
be
able Gish
to hear
roaranda you'll
block
And another one :
" ' I'll get him yet ' became Susy Faraday
Jones' motto when the man she loved reaway."fused to marry her because she was a millionaire's daughter. So she took up the
job of following him, waylaid him at the
newspaper office, followed him into the chile
and beans lunch wagon and then landed him
with the story that her father had thrown
her out.
" That just started her troubles, for you
see she was the owner of a $25,000,000 railroad and lawyers and officials insisted on
calling at her cottage. And every time her
hubby's suspicions were aroused — and he
has a great big revolver. Finally he caught
three of them hiding in her house. O-o-h.
But you_ see nothing really happened — the
revolver wasn't loaded, for one thing. And
then the truth came out and the youth was
convinced that millions weren't so much in
the way after all.
" Susy and her hubby have a lot of serious moments, but the graver they are for
them the bigger the laugh for you. It's
pure farce — so don't come unless you can
check
your lines
dignity
Shorter
: at the door."
" She had to pretend to lose her millions
to win the man she loved. But then they
kept bobbing up again just at the wrong
time. Hubby thought those lawyers and
officials were all trying to make love to
wifey, and you'll laugh your eyes red at the
way she tried to govern both the millions
and" Hubby
hubby."insanely jealous — and three men
hidden in her house. Enter hubby with a
big pistol and the callers discovered. The
gun wasn't loaded for one thing — and then
it's a roaring farce, with Dorothy Gish the
laughmaker
in chief."
"Wifey meeting
a strange man around the
corner when she pretended to be going to
die grocery. Well — it's all over now — two
bullets in the pistol — one for her and one
for himself. Sounds tragic, doesn't it? But
if you don't weep tears of laughter we're no
judge of pictures." ^
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Three of the striking scenes with jealous hubby and his gun.
Farce

Readily

Lends

of this picture immediately suggests teaser and stunt stuff, and there
is no end of the matter that can be emplo3*ed, if you have found that occasional
use of these plans bring business to your
theatre.
One plan can be worked through the
newspapers or by the mailing plan. In the
former case use a space single column
about an inch deep, with simply the title
of the picture quoted. These should' be
run in advance of any announcement that
the picture is coming to your theatre. Be
sure to quote the title, especially if you use
the mailing plan, because there might be
some timid people in your section who
might think that this is some form of a
threat.
Then if you use the mailing plan follow
this up the day before the showing by
sending another card to your patrons, reading:
"I've
lieve
me. got him. It was some job, bul-

One the left is an excellent illustration for advertising

Itself

to All

TITLE

" Dorothy Gish."
You'llbles.scream
her trouCome and with
see laughter
how she atlanded
the
man of her choice in " I'll Get Him Yet,"
at the Strand theatre, Monday and Tuesday.
If the newspaper plan is followed the
same style should be followed in a display
of considerable size, with the sentence,
" I've Got Him," featured in large • type,
and then a striking scene from the play or
a picture of Miss Gish, and then further
selling arguments on the picture.
IF stunts pay you, there is one that 3Tou can
pull on the street by having one youth in
ordinary civilian attire, and a second
dressed as a girl. Then the pursuits can be
pulled off in the street, with the girl pausing for breath every few minutes and
shouting, " I'll get him yet."
Should you use this plan be sure that it
is made clear that the girl is really a boy,
and tip the authorities off in advance, so
that there will be no complications. The
wind-up of the chase should be made at
your theatre where the crowd will see the
announcement of the picture.

tions are written vic
witeh Secthe
E Special Serng
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purpose hibitors
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to
exto get the most
ures
y
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out of pict
tha the have
booked. They are prepared after
studying the pictures and the best
. Won
way
expl
themthat
you
w oiti
e
let usofkno
anyng use
you't mad
here and the original ideas that you
have used in putting over this picture of any others?

Still another plan could be worked by
having a youth dressed as a woman going
along the streets with a lantern, and apparently peering in the face of every man.
On the back of her dress there should be a
sign, reading : " I'll Get Him Yet." The
youth employed should be careful not to
offend any one.
There is another teaser stunt that can be
carried out in your lobby in advance of the
showing, and all you need is a little motor
and two drums. Arrange the figure of a
youth as if runping, and then several feet
behind him a girl in pursuit. These figures
should be a couple of feet in height, heavy
paper and cloth being used. These should
be immediately above the entrance of the
theatre, so arranged that the figures will
constantly be passing, which can be done
by using several sets, so arranged that only
one set will be in sight at any time. Directly in the center and right behind the
girl have a cut out in the roll, so that when
the cut out passes a particular point it will
reveal
the slogan,
" I'll
Get Himto bring
Yet."
This portion
should be
illuminated
it out.
Even better would be to have two trolley
cars with the head of a man showing in the
first one, and that of a girl in the other.
This should be used as an advance stunt,
and can be retained during the showing.
FURTHER elaboration of the lobby effect could be made by reproducing the
back end of a car and letting the people
enter from the sides, but be careful in this
case of the fire laws and leav« exits open.

Sorts of
The six sheet makes an
for lobby display, and we
use of the scene pictures
played because they carry
of the comedy element.

Stunts
excellent cut out
would advise the
prominently disa strong promise

ELSEWHERE in this issue will be found
an account of the way this picture was
presented
at the
the theme.
Rivoli where
" Liebesleid
was
used as
This is
introduced"
where the girl and the boy goes outdoors.
Much of the music at the Rivoli was carried on the organ, and so does not indicate
when the theme was brought back during
the scenes where the couple make up.
You can get a clever effect by using as
the prelude to the picture, " I Want What I
Want When I Want It." This should be
sung by a basso or at least baritone, and
needs no particular setting, though, if one
is used, a cafe scene should be shown, or
at least a table. " To a Wild Rose," " Because ILove You, Dear," or any standard
love song for a female voice should be
used.
Victor Herbert's " Sweethearts," " Merry
Widow " selection, or any of the bright
and
happy numbers should be used as the
overture.
There is one occasion during the scenes
in the home where there should be organ
music only, for we have a flash of the
console to indicate that.
There are several clever little touches that
can be added, for instance, where the father
gets the income tax bill, " Keep the Home
Fires Burning." There can be a laugh
accentuated
with
barchili.
of " Another
Hot Time,"
where
the girl
eatsa the
can
be brought in with the strain of " Oh,
Promise Me ! " for the scene between the
girl and the boy in the park, and then
toward the end where she says, " These
men have ruined my home," use a strain of
" The Curse of an Aching Heart."
Use " Chicken Reel " for the scene with
the rooster
and a bar
of " Funeral March,"
where
the chicken
is buried.
You'll get a big laugh by burlesquing
the scene where the youth has the gun, and
playing " Keep Your Head Down, Fritzi
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Pathe Selects Films for Wilson's Return
To Samuel B. Rose, who has the management of the motion picture entertainment
aboard the Presidential transport George
Washington, Pathe Exchange, Inc., has delivered the following films to be exhibited
before the President and his party on the
return trip to the United States :
"The Cry of the Weak," Fannie Ward's
latest emotional achievement ; "The Master
Man," the first of Frank Keenan's independent productions ; "All Wrong," starring Bryant Washburn, and four Harold
Lloyd Comedies.
First Keenan Independent
"The Master Man," first of the independently made photoplays from the Frank
Keenan Productions, Inc., Los Angeles
studios, was released by Pathe on May 25th.
It marks the beginning of eight special
productions in which Mr. Keenan is star,
director and producer.
"The Master Man" shows a combination
of intrigue and tragedy, and love interest
of an unusual twist runs through the play.
The original story is by F. X. James, and
the photo-dramatization was done by Jack
Cunningham, a past master at the art of
adapting stories for the screen, it is declared.
Pictures Boy Scouts
President Wilson, in a proclamation just
made public, has recommended that the
period of June 8 to Flag Day, June 14, be
observed throughout the country as " Boy
Scout Week." In connection with this observance ofthis important event, all World
Film Corporation Branches are fully
equipped to co-operate to the highest possible degree with the movement by the use
of the famous World Picture, "The Adventures of a Boy Scout." This film is
officially endorsed by the Boy Scouts of
America, it is said.

Mary Pickford's first production to be distributed by First National is " Daddy Long Legs "

Fay Tincher, Rather Rowdy, in the Christie
Special Released May 25
Vitagraph Wins Attention
on Stage Films
Vitagraph is declared to be winning widespread attention among those conversant
with the literature of the screen and the
stage for its frequent presentations of film
versions of stage plays. The latest of stage
antecedents to reach the screen is "A Stitch
in Fully
Time."realizing the value, in an advertising sense, of its previous presentation
on the stage, the promotion department of
Vitagraph began early to publicize the production. The result has been, so Vitagraph
reports, practically complete booking by
first-run houses throughout the continent
with the arrival of the release date.
Evelyn Gosnell Is Featured
James Montgomery Flagg*s newest Paramount-Flagg comedy is "Welcome, Little
Stranger," which was released May 18.
The action hinges upon the attempt made
by Peter, a suburbanite, to get a servant
girl to replace one who deserted his home
at a critical juncture.
Evelyn Gosnell, Earl Metcalfe and Lucy
Fox are featured. Miss Gosnell, who makes
her first appearance in Paramount-Flagg
pictures, is today said to be one of the most
popular actresses before the New York
public, being featured in the Al Woods production,Up
" in Mabel's Room."

" Full of Pep " for May 26
On May 26th, Metro is releasing a ro"Full of Pep," with Hale
Hamiltonmantic taleascalled
its star.
"Full of Pep" is; descriptive of the story
by Robert F. Hill, in which the author has
painted a colorful picture of a hero who
fights his way through indominatable odds
by the sheer force of either his personality
or his wits.

Picture

News

Ray's Latest Feature Has
Well-Known Players
The personnel of the cast which supports
Charles Ray in his new Paramount picture,
"The Busher,' which was released May 18,
is said to be such as to command attention
and favorable comment wherever this
Thomas H. Ince production is shown.
Mr. Ray's leading woman is Colleen
Moore, whose role is that of the village
belle, Mazie. Among her best known pictures are "An Old Fashioned Young Man,"
in which she supported Robert Harron, and
"Hands Up," with Wilfred Lucas. Jack
Gilbert plays the role of the wealthy young
snob of the village. He is well known
through his work in "Happiness," with
Enid Bennett, "The Millionaire Vagrant,"
with Charles Ray, and other Ince pictures.
The character part of Deacon Nasby is
taken by Otto Hoffman. He has appeared
in the productions of many companies.
Billy, the heroine's brother, is taken by
Jay Morley,
player
of parts
wide are
experience, andanother
all of tha
minor
said to be well taken by competent players.
Released
" When
DoctorsMay
Disagree
25

"

Goldwyn declares that the new art of
photography in which the selection of artisticlocale
.
plays an all-important part,
has never been so well developed as by
Director Victor Schertzinger in Mabel Normatid's newest Goldwyn play, "When Doctors Disagree," released May 25.
"No photoplay can hope to attain the
standard demanded by contemporary
theatregoers without scenic values," Mr
Schertzinger remarked. " It is the paramount duty of a director to project a series
of beautiful black-and-white paintings onto
the silver sheet to balance his pictures and
to compose them in accordance with the
traditions of painting."
New Century Comedy Film
" Howling Lions and Circus Queens " is
the title of the most recent Century comedy
circus picture in which the Century Lion
is featured. This picture is being directed
by Vin Moore, and the plot concerns the
trials and tribulations of a pair of rube
lovers, Dot Farley and Bill Bevan.
A circus comes to the town, and Dot
falls for the lion tamer. She decides to
follow it, but so does Bill, and eventually
the
get in
jam within
Thentwostarts
thea chase
that isthe
saidlion's
to becage.
the
most hair-raising and laughable of all pursuits depicted on the screen.
" Too

Many Crooks " to Be
Leslie's Next
Another book play is to serve as Gladys
Leslie's release for June. The title of the
play
is to be of"Too
Many ofCrooks,"
an adaptation
the novel
the same and
nameis
by E. J. Rath.
"Too Many Crooks" delighted thousands
of readers, it is claimed, of All-Story
Weekly, in which it recently ran serially.
Ralph Ince will direct the new picture
play.

May
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" The Master Man," the first offering of the
Frank Keenan Productions, which will be released in the Pathe Star Series on May 25, is said
to be a splendid achievement and in it is answered
Mr. Keenan's recently propounded question,
" What is the seventh human motive? "
Larry Semon is seen as a house detective in
" Passing the Buck," his newest comedy to come
to the
screen.
" Passing the Buck " was set
for
release
May 12.
Goldwyn's new Tom Moore picture, " The City
of
be released inofJune,
saidComrades,"
to be one which
of thewillswiftest-moving
photo-is
plays.
A farm, New York City, the Stock Exchange
and a palatial residence are included in the
scenes
in " Destiny."
Jewelandproduction
which Dorothy
Phillipstheisnew
starred
which willin
be released this month through the Universal
Exchanges.

Dorothy Phillips, Universal Screen
" Destiny "

Star, in

Dustin

Farnum Praises His
Latest Picture
After seeing his picture screened for the
first time in the projection room at the
Brunton Studios, Los Angeles, Dustin Farnum thus expressed himself : " It is one of
the best dramas I have ever starred in,"
an opinion which the United star confirmed in a letter to J. A. Berst, President
of United Picture Theatres, Inc., expressing a satisfaction with all the details of
his latest play. " A Man's Fight " presents Mr. Farnum as the son of an aristocratic family, who, through circumstance,
pays the penalty for a deed of which he is
innocent. These earlier scenes are laid in
and around New York, then come scenes
of Sing Sing, and the later part of the
play has its location in the West, with Dustin Farnum in the role of a successful
mine manager. Here adverse fate again
takes a hand and love also enters into the
plot.
Jack Brown with Selznick
Selznick Pictures Corp. has engaged Jack
W. Brown to serve in the capacities of
location man and casting director. Mr.
Brown has had a wide experience in these
lines having served with several prominent
film companies. He gained much of his
early motion picture education while acting
as location man for the famous RelianceMutual company with whom he was connected for two years. Mr. Brown has also
assisted Edgar Lewis, Tom Terriss and
other well known directors.
Salisbury's Latest
"Devils Have Their Friends'' is the working title of the latest story purchased as
the next Monroe Salisbury subject. The
story was written especially for Salisbury
by Elliott J. Clawson, and the cast that
has been selected includes William Stowell,
Colleen Moore, Ethel Ritchie, Virginia
Foltz, Sydney Franklin, Harry DuRoy, and
Arthie Jassman.

In the presentation oi " The Gentleman from
Indiana," which was the Success Series release
scheduled porationbyfor May
the Famous
Players-Lasky
Cor18, considerable
sentimental
interest attaches because of a close personal
friendship between Dustin Farnum, the star, and
Booth Tarkington, the author.
Pathe Review No. 10, released on May 25th
offers an interesting and diversified selection of
subjects. The Novograph slow motion pictures
give a fascinating analysis of juggling.
The Metropolitan Opera House Ballet was
used in New York in the making of Theda Bara's
latest
BellebyRusse,"
Belascosuper-production,
play adapted and" La
directed
Charles theJ.
Brabin.
This story
tain theatrical
scenes. called for the ballet in cerCapital acting opportunities are offered not
only Pauline Frederick, but every one associated
with
her pictures,
in " The which
Fear Woman,"
newest June
of her8.
Goldwyn
will be released
Yitagraph's last release in the current month
of
May willFife,
be "which
Thin Ice,"
play by Corporal
Shannon
starsa Corinne
Griffith.
" Thin Ice " is the story of the flotation of spurious mining stock and its far-reaching effect on
the lives of one of the families whose head insecurities.vested their all in these gilded but worthless
Enid Bennett, whose new Paramount picture,
" The lease
Haunted
is scheduled
for re-ot
May 25, Bedroom,"
has the Flatbush
section
Brooklyn as the chief locale of her next picture,
which she is about to start at the Thomas H.
Ince studio. The story is by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Ethel Richie, formerly a leading woman with
Balboa films, and who has been absent from the
screen for more than a year, has been engaged
by the Universal to play an important feminine
role in support of Mary MacLaren in " The
Y\Universal
eaker Vessel,"
which the
is being
produced
City under
direction
of Paulat
Powell.

Roy Stewart and Mildred Manning are in
" The Westerners,"
Released by W. W.
Hodkinson
" Playthings of Passion "
Set for June 8
With Sunday, June the 8th, set as the
release date for " Playthings of Passion,"
widespread interest is being evinced, it is
said, in this latest Kitty Gordon United
offering, which report says by its storyplot, dramatic situations, and novelty of
treatment, sets a new high standard of
production for Miss Gordon, while from
the angle of magnificent apparel a special
stress is laid upon the fact that in this feature Miss Gordon is reported to have
eclipsed her every previous effort.
In tiesthis
modern
of women's
the latest
Unitedageoffering
is said activito be
timely, dealing, as the thread of its story
does, with the adventures of a woman social worker in - the slums and tenements,
and the startling outcome of the experiment in its effect upon the three principal characters portrayed.
Prominent
in Miss
support
Mahlon
Hamilton
and Gordon's
W. Lawson
Butt.are
Says Davies' Feature Scores
Big Hit
" Getting Mary Married," Marion Davies' latest picture released to date, has
scored a big hit throughout the country,
according to C F. Zittel, executive head of
of the opinion that comedy-drama and
clever sub-titles are a much-wanted commodity in the film business at the present
time. The success of " Getting Mary Married " seems to indicate the Tightness of
his theory.
Announces

Ernest Truex has been engaged by Amedee J.
VanBuren for pictures

Completion

of

" Theannounces
Open the
Road
"
Universal
completion
of
another Special Attraction, in which Monroe Salisbury is starred, the title being
"The Open Road." Xo Universal picture
made recently has received such praise from
those who have seen the first print as has
this latest Salisbury picture, it is declared.
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Hazel Dawn Heads
Own Company

Competition
Waxes
Keen
Abroad
So Says Robertson-Cole, But Because
of Exceptional List of Productions, Is Maintaining Its
Position
/COMPETITION in the foreign field,
where the Robertson-Cole Company
long ago obtained a firm footing, is very
keen right now, it is stated, but because of
the exceptional list of productions which
it has to offer foreign buyers RobertsonCole is maintaining its position.
Besides offering the stars series, featuring Sessue Hayakawa, H. B. Warner, H.
B. Walthall, William Desmond, Bessie
Barriscale, Billie Rhodes and Alma Rubens, the Robertson-Cole foreign department has a large array of specials on its
list produced by some of the foremost directors in the country. Tom Ince, Ralph
Ince, Julius Steger and Sydney Olcott, are
among the producers of the RobertsonCole foreign specials, in which there appeared such prominent stars as Lucy Cotton, Mary Boland, Ann Murdock, Bessie
Jesse D. Hampton presents H. B. Warner in
Barriscale, Charlotte Walker, Mitchell Lew" The Man Who Turned White," which is disis, Elaine Hammerstein, Lucille Lee Stewtributed by Robertson-Cole
art, Valentine Grant, Walker Whiteside
ors Mutual through Exhibitand Beatriz Michelena.
In addition to these, there are the three
Heart in Pawn," " The Courageous Coward," and " His Debt " ; Billie Rhodes, in
Robertson-Cole specials which have tri" The Girl of My Dreams," " Hoop-la,"
umphed in this country : " Cannibals of the
" The Lamb and the Lion," " The Love
South Seas," which at a recent trade showing in London, is declared to have set the
Call," and "In Search of Arcady"; Bessie
British exhibitors agog with enthusiasm;
Barriscale, in " All of a Sudden, Norma,"
" A Trick of Fate," " Hearts Asleep,"
" The Turn in the Road," which has proved
" Josselyn's Wife," and " Broken Threads " ;
a success, and " What Every Woman
William Desmond, in "Life's a Funny
Wants," a production which is said to have
received wider exploitation than a majority
Proposition," " The Prodigal Liar," "Whiteof the big features issued this year.
washed Walls," and " The Mints of Hell " ;
The star series pictures, which have thus
Henry B. Waltham, in " And a Still, Small
far been completed, are : H. B. Warner, in Voice," " The Long Lane's Turning," and
" Modern Husbands " ; Alma Rubens, in
" The Man Who Turned White " ; Sessue
" Diane of the Green Van " and " A Man's
Hayakawa, in " His Birthright," " The Temple of Dusk," " Bonds of Honor," " A
Country."
Supervise Plans for the First Capital Films
SL. BARNHARD and C. Eddy Eckels
" Up to the present the exhibitor has
• are in Los Angeles supervising plans
taken kindly to the program we have refor the first productions of the Capital
leased, and because of their splendid cooperation we came to the conclusion that
Company, Inc. Two-reel Western stories
the best would be none too good, and now
and single-reel comedies will be featured
we will give them the best possible.
on their prograrn.
" We started out at a pretty good pace by
Before leaving Mr. Barnhard said, " On
our arrival in Los Angeles we shall immedigiving the trade a good class of short features which we improved continually.
ately engage actors for five companies, all
of them to be started at once. Our stars
Then we came to the place where it was
impossible to get better material unless we
have already been engaged, but I would premade our own productions. Even that confer nt>t to mention their names just now."
dition did not appear as an obstacle, and
I will say, however, that the exhibitors can
look forward to our giving them the very
we immediately started to make arrangements whereby we
best that money can buy in short features.
" Already these arrangements have been
We are going to give them something different than the usual run of Western
completed, and in a very short time our
dramas that have flooded the market for
own brand new productions will be ready
for release. And all this was done in a
so many years. There never has been anything done so well, but what it can be imfew weeks' time. In fact, the entire life
of the Capital Film Company dates back
proved upon, is my belief, and it is with this
thought in mind that we are entering the
only four months — so you will admit we
production field.
have progressed rapidly."

News
Her

The Amalgamated Film Corporation announce that Hazel Dawn will return to the
screen, heading her own company. This is
Miss Dawn's second venture in the picture
field and it is rumored that her first production will be "Up in Mable's Room," her
stage success, and that the company which
is backing the enterprise is a unit of Wall
Street Financers. They are said to have
already secured the rights for the picture
from the Wood office, owners of the play.
The company will produce in California
and also intend making a few specials in
France and Belgium, it is stated.
When Miss Dawn was asked by a representative of Motion Picture News if she
intended leaving the stage for good, she
said that at present she has no intention of
doing so, but that she has won her success
in both fields, by devoting her time to one
thing and not trying to accomplish more
than she can handle. It is expected, howthat Miss
first release will
occur ever,
some
time Dawn's
in January.
Correction
In the article sent out concerning the
' sale of territories on the Texas Guinan
two-reel Westerns it was stated through
error that H. M. Savini of Atlanta, Ga.,
purchased the rights to these productions
for Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, Alabama and Tennessee. These productions
were secured by the Special Features Company, W. E. Drummond, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
Purchase Foreign Rights
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., exporters,
announce that they have just purchased
the foreign rights to three Doris Kenyon
pictures which were purchased from The
Parex Film Corporation. The pictures are
"Inn of the Blue Moon," "Street of Seven
Stars," and "Twilight," which has recently
been shown at the New York Theatre.

Jess Willard is the star of " The Challenge of
Chance," shortly to be presented to the public
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" Service " Is Keynote of
Big Feature Corp.
" Service " is a keynote of the Big Feature Rights Corporation in its dealings with
the exhibitors of Kentucky and Tennessee
to whom it furnishes the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit attractions.
" Do everything that can be done to
please the exhibitor and make the picture
business easier for him. Try to relieve him
of any vexations or worry that could be
caused by carelessness or indifference. Be
as zealous for his interests as for the Big
Feature Rights' interests, for as a matter of
fact, his interests and the Big Feature
Rights' interests are one."
This is a brief summary of Big Feature
Rights policy, and it is declared that the
Kentucky and Tennessee exhibitors are delighted with it, and are as well satisfied a
set of motion picture people as can be found
in the United States.
Every now and then the Big Feature
Rights receives a word of appreciation from
an exhibitor, it is said, that repays it fully
for any trouble it has been to in endeavoring to give perfect service.
Completes Continuity
Next Brentwood

for

Tom Gibson, author of "High Speed,"
"The Midnight Man," "The Bulls Eye,"
"The Wolves in Wall Street," and many
other screen productions, has completed the
continuity
of KingTheVidor's
nextnotBrentwood Production.
title has
been
decided upon, but the theme of the story is
"Capital" and "Labor" and is treated from
a new angle. The story is a drama of " the
Reconstruction Period" and in it Florence
Vidor, wife of the young director, will return to the screen. David Butler and Zasu
Pitts will be prominent in the supporting
players.
Cissy Fitz-Gerald Films
Near Completion
The arrival of a delayed spring is rushing
work on the first three of the series of
"Cissy" and "Bertie" comedies which
are soon to be completed and released by
the Cissy Fitz-Gerald Pictures, Inc. Much
of the indoor work has been completed.
" Cissy's Funnymoon," which will be the
first of the releases, has been projected for
Miss Fitz-Gerald and her directors, and is
near final arrangement and completion. The
company expects to furnish the film world
with something new and refreshing in comedies by the release of the first three films
some time in June.
Books " Stolen Orders "
William A. Brady has just been advised
by Robert Lynch,, manager of the Metro
Film Exchange of Philadelphia, who
bought "Stolen Orders" for Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware that
the Stanley Booking Company of Philadelphia has booked the Brady picture for
seventy days, beginning in the Stanley
Theatre, Philadelphia. Mr. Lynch, in a
letter to Mr. Brady, gives it as his opinion
that " Stolen Orders " will be one of the
biggest successes he has handled.

Charles Miller, of Charles Miller Productions, Inc., being congratulated by J. A. Quinn, of Los
Angeles, upon the latter's visit to
New York. SalesTheCorporation
Miller Productions will be distributed by
Independent
Goldburg Sells Territory on Swain^Comedies
our productions are one hundred per cent
TELEGRAPHIC advices from the Frohman Amusement Corporation to Harry
and from my experience other exhibitors
Leonhardt, president of the Poppy Comwill
them. Regards."
Mr.like
Goldburg
is further advised that the
edies, producing the Mack Swain Comedies,
first
release
was run at the California
advising him of the various territories sold,
Theatre, and that this initial release was
has brought forth a telegraphic response
from Mr. Leonhardt. He wired Jesse J. greeted with uproarious laughter.
Although Mack Swain Comedies have
Goldburg, general manager of the Frohman Amusement Corporation, as follows : been announced for offering to state right
buyers but one week ago for the first time,
" Congratulations on your success. Poppy
Comedies Company will more than back
yet a record has been established, it is declared, in the disposition of franchises or
you and the exhibitors on your and their
contracts, and the following territories
confidence in me. I can assure you that
within five days have been closed.
J. Frank Brockliss, 729 Seventh avenue,
New York City, entire world, outside of
the United States and its possessions and
the Dominion of Canada; Peerless Film
Service, Inc., 802 South Olive street, Los
Angeles, Calif. : California, Nevada, Arizona and Hawaiian Islands ; Turner &
Dahnken, 134 Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, Calif., Greater New York City;
Super Film Attractions, 1209 E. St. N. W.
Washington, D. C, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and District of Columbia; Gene
Marcus, Twentieth Century Film Co., 1337
Vine street, Philadelphia, Pa., Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey;
Midwest Distributing Co., Toy Building,
Milwaukee, Wis., Wisconsin ; Major Films,
Inc., 10 Piedmont street, Boston, Mass.,
New England States : Aywon Film Exchange, Nathan Hirsch, 729 Seventh avenue, New York City, Northern New York
and Northern New Jersey.; Amalgamated
Film Co., Ltd., 1318 Standard Bank Building, Vancouver, B. C, Western Canada.
The first four Poppy Comedies have been
completed and before the release date,
which was set for May 20th, it is expected
that the Frohman Amusement Corporation
will have six productions on hand, thereby
Texas Guinan, appearing in Western dramas
for Frohman Amusement Corp.
keeping well ahead of the release dates.
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Secures Stage Artists
IN assembling the cast to support Dolores
Cassinelli in "The Gutter," Director Albert Capellani has invaded the ranks of the
legitimate stage with the resultant engagement of a number of well-known footlight
favorites. The most prominent of the
players recruited by Mr. Capellani from
the spoken drama are Vincent Serrano, one
of the most distinguished actors on the
American stage and at present one of the
stars of "Our Pleasant Sins," a current
Broadway stage success ; Marie Chambers,
who has, for the past year been touring the
country as Lou Tellegen's leading lady in
"Blind Youth" ; and Helen Lowell, who has
been appearing with conspicuous success in
"Cappy Ricks" which recently concluded a
successful Broadway run.
Among the other players drafted from
the stage to support Miss Cassinelli in "The
Gutter" are May Hopkins, a popular musical-comedy satellite ; De Sacia Saville, who
has been a featured member of Oliver
Morosco's Los Angeles stock company ; and
Albert Roccardi whose most notable stage
achievement was his impersonation of the
Jap in "Officer 666." Miss Cassinelli's
supporting company which also includes
Franklyn Farnum whose engagement was
previously announced, is one of exceptional
strength and balance and gives further emphasis to Mr. Capellani's policy of sur-

to Support

Revier Receives Welcome
at Brunton Studios
When Harry Revier, who is directing
Jess Willard, world's heavyweight champion, in a seven-reel picture, " The Challenge of Chance," arrived at the Brunton
Studios in Los Angeles recently, he got a
real welcome home, it is said. Mr. Revier,
who formerly was with Lasky and also
with Mme. Petrova, knows every department head at the Brunton studios and was
intimately associated with Mr. Brunton in
the early days of picture making out West.
They met again for the first time in over
five years. After a reunion with Mr. Brunton, Mr. Revier hunted up Jack Okey, head
of the Brunton studio technical department,
Tom Little, head of the property department, and many others who had worked
with him in the past. One of his pleasant
surprises was to find in charge of the Sanborn Laboratory offices at the studio Miss
Miller, a girl whom he had first introduced
into the motion picture business.

Landlord Chases Willard
Off His Ranch

Henley to Start Soon on
New Production
Hobart Henley, Hobart Henley Productions, Inc., announces that he has engaged
Warren Fromme, newspaper man as assistant to him in connection with his executive work of production. Leon D. Britton
will be Mr. Henley's assistant director.
Mr. Henley expects to announce within
the next week, the title of one of four
stories by prominent screen writers, now
under consideration. Following the selection of the story, Mr. Henley will start
casting and expects to start actual production work within the next two weeks.

Cassinelli

Albert Capellani,
Boy," which
is to be producer
distributedof "byOh,Pathe
rounding his stars with players of proved
ability. All the recent additions to the cast
are now at work on the new production
which will mark the initial appearance of
Miss Cassinelli, as a star under the banner
of the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc.

Jess Williard, the world's heavyweight
boxing champion, was chased off a ranch
near here the other day by a peevish landlord, itis stated. Willard and his company
went out to the Russell Brothers ranch at
Triumfo, to make some big cattle ranch
scenes for his picture. " The Challenge of
Chance." Through an error, the large
company of actors and cowboys went to
work on a ranch adjoining the Russel property. However, they went up to' the owner's mansion and obtained his consent to
work. The owner, who was somewhat
flushed with wine, came whirling along
in a hig car a little later, and demanded to
get into the picture. It was explained that
it couldn't be done. He then told Willard
and
company
just They
for that
have his
to get
off histhat
ranch.
got. they'd
Adolf

Philipp

Picture

Archainbaud

News

Completes

" Unknown Dancer "
Actual filming of " The Unknown Dancer," the second of the series of Creighton
Hale-June Caprice features to be made by
the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., has
been completed by Director George Archainbaud working under the supervision
of Albert Capellani. Cutting and titling
of the picture is now in progress and with
the completion of this work, the Albert
Capellani Productions, Inc., will have two
Hale-Caprice subjects available for distribution, and final laboratory work on " Oh
Boy," thelastfirst
finished
week.of the series having been
In the cast of " The Unknown Dancer "
are Alfred Hickman, Charles Coleman,
Edwards Davis and Katherine Johnson.
Sheldon Lewis to Star
Lewis Meyer has placed Sheldon Lewis
under contract as a star, and is to exploit
him shortly in a series of feature films
said to be of an unusual nature. Mr. Lewis
has just finished supporting Virginia Pearson in "The Bishop's Emerald," and the
excellence of his work in this production
and in some of his former character roles
is said to have prompted the offer made
to star him on his own account.
"The Monster and the Man," the first
Sheldon Lewis picture, has just teen finished, and distribution arrangements are
in the course of completion.
Vanderbilt in Pictures
Gertrude Vanderbilt, now playing in
"Listen, Lester," is said to be launching a
movie corporation of her own, the details
being arranged by M. S. Bentham. Miss
Vanderbilt has long been a popular musical comedy and vaudeville feature, and,
on test pictures taken recently, is an ideal
screen type, according to the Gertrude Vanderbilt Film Corporation. Miss Vanderbilt is said to have already selected her
first subject. Screen production will not
interfere with her stage work.

Company

Opens Offices
The Adolf Philipp Film Corporation
which was organized a few weeks ago with
the author, producer and composer at the
head of the concern, have opened offices
and studios at 11 East Fourteenth Street,
New
Prizma.York City, formerly occupied by the
The studios are being entirely renovated
and modernized and are being equipped
with an entirely new electric light plant it
is stated. The company will also use a
newly invented studio lamp, said beyond
comparison the best lamp now in existence.
Adolf Philipp, is personally interested in
this invention and declares that the light
effects and clearness of the pictures will
be non-surpassable.

Al E. Christie is chauffeuring Fay Tincher to
location at the Christie Plant on the Coast
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ushers,
and
every detail looking
Will Give Rothapfel Program Indefitoward a Broadway presentation of a
nite Run, to be Followed by
picture programme is being arranged. After
Showing of His Special
the opening, Monday night, May 28, there
Releases
will be a continuous performance from 1 to
FRANK G. HALL, vice-president of 11 p. m A special lobby display has been
Rothapfel Picture Corporation and presarranged, and the programme will be given
ident of Independent Sales Corporation,
city-wide publicity — in the newspapers, etc.
which organization is handling the disFollowing the run of the Rothapfel
tribution of the Rothapfel Unit ProUnit Programme, which will extend ingramme, released June 2 through the Film
definitely into the summer, it is said Mr.
Clearing House exchanges, announce that
Hall plans to give his other special rehe has leased for the summer season the
Independent Sales Corporation's
Park theatre, one of the Broadway legiti- program,leases onextended
runs at the Park. The
mate houses, located at Columbus Circle,
first of these will be J. Stuart Blackton's
and opens it as a picture house the night
production, "A House Divided." Mr; Hall
is releasing this production in the United
of May 28 with the Rothapfel Unit Programme as the first attraction, for an in- States and Canada. "The Other Man's
definite run. Immediately following the
follow "A House Disigning of the lease, Mr. Hall engaged a Wife" willvided."probably
Mr. Hall is about to close for
corps of decorators and workmen to renothe domestic rights to two other big provate the theatre and make it ready for
ductions, it is said, and these, too, will
the reception of the Unit Programme.
probably be given a run at the Park.
Samuel L. Rothapfel, producer of the
Mr. Rothapfel expects to start production work on the second Rothapfel Unit
Unit Programme and former managing director of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres,
Programme within the next three weeks.
will personally supervise the presentation
He is now considering several stories for
of his Unit Programme during its run at the feature production on the second prothe Park. For the occasion Mr. Rothapfel
gram, and is making arrangements for the
has engaged a full symphony orchestra, a other numbers.
Frank

Johnny Dooley,two-reel
as he comedies
appears in one of his
Says Tom

Mix

Features

are

Popular
Exclusive Features Inc., have had many
inquiries, it is said, regarding their series
of fourteen single reel Tom Mix re-issues
which they are now ready to release.
These inquiries have been coming in, it
is stated, on the announcements made in
the trade papers, but as soon as their advertising campaign begins it is expected
that every territory will be disposed of.
Jacob Weinberg, secretary and treasurer
of the company says : "The wise exchange
man will not lose any time in securing these
features, as the phenomenal success of the
previous Tom Mix re-issues is assured in
these single reel western pictures, they being selected from a collection of fifty-four
single-reel negatives." A beautiful assortment of advertising matter accompanies
these features, it is said, being composed of
one sheets, three sheets and 11 by 14 photos
and slides.
" As these pictures are very popular with
the exhibitors," says Mr. Weinberg, " they
will surely prove a profitable investment
for the state right buyer."
Eddie

Foy to Make TwoReel Comedies
The National Film Company of Denver
will sopn begin the production of pictures,
it is said, under a new board of directors
and new management. Plans for the immediate resumption of activities were laid
at a meeting, it is stated, by the directors
recently. W. H. Ender will be manager
of the company, and Albert W. Hale will
direct. Mr. Hale is said to have made a
tentative agreement with Eddie Foy and
family to produce this summer a series of
two-reel comedies to be known as the Foy
Fun Films. Mr. Foy will be in Denver,
it is said, shortly to confer with Mr. Hale
on his summer engagement. Alterations
on the studios will begin at once.
The company, it is said, will invite California companies to come to Denver to
finish pictures requiring outdoor western
scenes in the studios of the Denver company.

Hall

Schedules First Capellani Picture June 22
Albert Capellani, who it is declared by those
ALBERT CAPELLANI will inaugurate
his advent into the ranks of independwho have already seen the. film, has coment producers on June 22, the date that has
pletely vindicated the practicability of his
undertaking in using, for the first time, a
been scheduled for the release of " Oh,
musical comedy as the basis of a motion
Boy!" the first subject to be made by the
recently organized Albert Capellani Pro" Oh, Boy ! " can legitimately lay claim,
ductions, Inc. " Oh, Boy ! " will also be the picture.
first of a series of special features in which
it is said, to being that rare thing in motion
Creighton Hale and June Caprice will be pictures — a production of a purely farcial
co-starred under the banner of the Albert
nature entirely devoid of incidents bearing
Capellani Productions, Inc., and will be even a remote resemblance to melodrama.
released through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
The cast is headed by Creighton Hale
Final laboratory work on " Oh, Boy ! " and June Caprice. The supporting company
which is the first " Filmusical-Comedy " to includes Flora Finch, famous for her work
be shown on the screen, has been comwith the late John Bunny; Zena Keefe,
pleted, and it is expected that prints will who is well known to the picture-going
be available for showings at the various
public in a number of special productions,
Pathe branches within a week.
including " Enlighten Thy Daughter " ; W.
H. Thompson, a veteran character actor of
"Oh, Boy!" is adapted from the famous
the legitimate stage ; Joseph Conyers who
musical comedy hit of the same name,
created the character of the rube constable;
which was originally presented at the Princess theatre, New York, where it played, it Grace Heals, Maurice Bennet Flynn, betis said, for over sixteen months. It was
ter known as " Lefty " Flynn, famous Yale
produced under the personal direction of football star, and many others.
Marcus
Loew
Books Rothapfel Programme
Film Clearing House, it is stated, from the
Marcus Loew has booked the Rothapfel
Unit Programme over his New York cir- biggest exhibitors throughout the country,
Mr. Hall and Mr. Rothapfel feel that the
suit and in Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, according to an announcement made by P. E. Rothapfel Unit Programme is not only
Meyer, manager of the New York branch
living up to but surpassing every expectation.
of the Film Clearing House, through which
the Unit Programme is released by Frank
Mr. Meyer places a great deal of the
G. Hall, vice-president, Rothapfel Picture
credit for the numbers of bookings comCorporation. The Programme received
ing into his office, to the carefully planned
many countless endorsements, it is said, by advertising and exploitation campaign arleading exhibitors throughout the country,
ranged by Harry P. Diggs and Hopp Hadwho came to New York personally to view
ley. The advertising and departments put
the premiere showing of the Unit at the
forth every effort to place this Programme
Rialto Theatre, recently. With a contract
before the exhibitors and public, and the
from one of the leading exhibitors of results obtained have more than rewarded
them for their efforts, according to Mr.
Greater New York, Marcus Loew, and requests coming into the New York office of Mever's statement.
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Bernstein Arranges Details for Reed Feature
TSIDOR BERNSTEIN, general manager
"A large plot of ground on the outskirts
A of the National Film Corporation, spent
of Los Angeles has been leased for this
five days in New York last week, making
scene, and the services of Guilo Novelli,
arrangements for the forthcoming producthe prominent Italian archaeologist and architect, has been retained to superintend
tion of Hal Reid's "Confession."
the construction of the Roman amphiThis picture will be offered as a superspecial by the Pioneer, and is said to be the
•The story deals with the sacredness of
most ambitious production that The Nathe
Roman Catholic confessional. Henry
theatre."
tional has ever attempted.
B. Walthall has the role of a priest, whose
"This statement has great significance,"
brother is accused of murder and sensaid Mr. Bernstein, "inasmuch as the Natenced to death. Through the confessional
tional produced the Tarzan pictures.
the priest learns the true identity of the
"While the story is ultra-modern in murderer, yet is powerless to save the life
every respect, one of the most spectacular
of his innocent brother. Through an exscenes of the picture will be a reproducciting series of complex dramatic situation of the ancient Coliseum of Rome. In
tions the innocent man is saved from his
this scene will be shown the martyrdom
doom.
suffered by the early Christians. A den of
It is highly dramatic, with a deep psytwenty lions will be used, and two thouchological undertone that will place "Consand extras, costumed as citizens of Rome,
fession" among the front rank of the big
will act as spectators. Emperor Nero will
spectacular pictures of the day. A large
be one of the chief characters in this and noteworthy cast is now being selected
scene.
to support Mr. Walthall.
Ethel Teare, the Leading Woman in Support
of Ham and Bud in the Comedies Now ReIssued by Jans Productions, Inc.
Big Runs for Blackton's "A House Divided"
D E. MEYER, manager of the Film feet that the New York office of the Film
Clearing House is working overtime on
* • Clearing House, New York branch, anthe executive work incident to the large
nounces that Frank G. Hall's special renumber of requests coming from exhiblease for the week of June 1 *" A House
itors for showings and bookings on this
Divided," a J. Stuart Blackton production,
feature. June 1 will mark the first run
starring Sylvia Breamer and Herbert Rawlinson, has been booked for maximum runs
of " A House Divided," and, in view, of this
over the Fox circuit of theatres, the U. B. fact, Mr. Meyer states that the business
O. and the Picker, Harstn and Meyer & that has been done to date exceeds the
Schneider houses in Greater New York,
number of bookings on any other feature
representing a bigger booking, it is claimed,
handled through the New York office, prior
than has been registered on any other fea- to release.
Harry P. Diggs, exploitation manager
ture of recent release. Comment by exhibitors who have seen private showing of for the Hall interests, announces that he
this feature sum up to an indorsement that has prepared an elaborate press book on
indicates that this picture will supply every
"A House Divided," containing eighteen
demand by both exhibitor and public.
pages and giving in detail help to the exhibitor in advertising the run.
Reports from Mr. Meyer are to the efHall

to Release

Another

Special Feature
"The Other Man's Wife," the most recent addition to Frank G. Hall's list of
special releases on the Independent Sales
Corporation's program, will be placed in
the Film Clearing House exchanges this
week and offered to exhibitors as one of
the strongest dramatic offerings of Mr.
Hall's current releases. It was produced
by Warner Bros, under the direction of
Carl Harbaugh, and presents in the principal roles, Ellen Cassidy, Stuart Holmes,
Ned Hay, Olive Trevor, Halbert Brown,
Mrs. Garrison, Lesley Casey, Danny Sullivan, Regina Quinn, Laura Newman,
Georgie Jessel and Evelyn Brent.
To Exploit Feature
Arrangements have been entered into
with the Standard Film Service Company,
with offices in Cleveland, Cincinnati and
Detroit, to exploit " Open Your Eyes " in
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Indiana and
Tennessee.
Bookings are being made for the above
territories by the Standard Film Service
Company.

New Chester Exchanges
Two new distributors were added last
week to the Exchanges handling OutingChester Pictures— Jule and J. J. Allen of
Toronto, for Eastern Canada, and the Electric Films Corporation of Washington,
D. C, for Maryland, Delaware and the
District of Columbia.

Solomon Adler, president of Zion Films, Inc.

All-Indian Subject Ready
for Release
" The Passing of the Crow " — second of
the All-Indian subjects to be released by
the Educational Films Corporation of
America — is ready for distribution and will
be shipped to Educational exchanges this
week.
Vice-President E. W. Hammons makes
an announcement concerning it that will
be of interest to all exhibitors who seek
novelty in short subjects. Like "The Eagle
and the Fawn," which was the first of these
films, the picture is essentially a scenic
subject, with just enough story value to
make it thoroughly interesting, and is
enacted by a cast of full-blooded Crow
Indians, on their reservation in Northern
Wyoming.
" The Passing of the Crow " differs from
the earlier release in the respect that it
contains more action and consequently
greater interest. There are no central figures in particular that predominate throughout the reel, but instead a group of very
interesting happenings caught here and
there on the reservation that will be most
fascinating to the average theatre-goer.
The picture opens with Indian children
in a juvenile war-dance, and then follows
descriptive scenes showing the squaws at
work while the braves sit around and
smoke. The preparation of " Beef a la Hole
in the Ground " gives the energetic warriors a chance to display a semi-annual
ambitious streak, and later on comes AllIndian Vaudeville, the most amusing and
interesting scenes of Indian life that have
ever been filmed.
Sells Feature Rights
The Southern Feature Film Corporation
announces that they have sold the rights
to " Beyond the Law " for Kansas, Missouri, Kentucky and Tennessee to First
National..
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" Evangeline " is being filmed, and Miriam Cooper is the star. This became known
this week at the Fox studio where the subject has been under production for the past
few days. Xo continuity has been written
for the screen version of this famous classic
poem, and Director R. A. Walsh is making the subject from the book. While
present scenes require work at the studio,
it is planned that the company shall make
a trip to Lake Huntington, to mountain
locations and a portion of the scenes will
be filmed on the Pacific Ocean's shores.
Peggy Hyland is now under the direction of Edmund Lawrence, Fox director,
who recently arrived from the East, and she
is now working in " The Bid She Made."
It will be Lawrence's first West Coast made
subject, and a particularly strong cast has
been organized for this play. Harry Hillard is leading man. and the supporting cast
is composed of E. B. Tilton, Edwin Jobson,
Mollie McConnell, Billy Elmer, Mrs. Jack
Mulhall, and others. The story is an original one by Charles Mortimer Peck, prepared for the screen by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
Eva Novak, a sister of Jane Xovak, will
made her debut as a leading woman in a
semi-Western play, titled " Speed," written
by H. H. Van Loan, and now being produced by Edward J. LeSaint, with Tom
Mix as star. Others named for appearance
in this production are L. C. Shumway,
Helen Wright, Hayward Mack, Jack Curtis,
George Hackathorn, and Little George
Stone.
Frank Beal is home from Yuma, Ariz.,
with the Gladys Brockwell Company, where
exteriors for " Sadie" were taken, and Arthus Rosson is making the final scenes for
" Be a Little Sport," co-starring Eleanor
Fair and Albert Raj-.
Hampton Del Ruth, supervising director
of Fox Sunshine Comedies, added a third
organization this week when he engaged
Chester Conklin, for three years a featured
player in Sennett Comedies, and Billy
Armstrong, who has been with the Sennett
organization. Chester Conklin is now playing under the direction of Victor Heerman,
and the other directors at work at this
studio are J. G. Blystone and Frank Griffin.

Bryant Washburn now being starred with
Lois Wilson as his leading woman, has
returned from location in the vicinity of
San Diego, where they were working on
exteriors for " Love Insurance," and is now
working at the Famous Players-Lasky studio in Hollywood. This was written by Earl

A

BEAR!

Representative of Motion Picture News Get Cheers
s ve
on SENPict
of MotiJES
Newtati
at
, urerepresen
CARLLos Ange
les, has again been
voted a regular fellow.
The following letter speaks for
itseif:
The Motion Picture News,
New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen :
In the " Victory Loan " campaign
just finished, the motion picture industry made the most vital impression of favor upon the City of
Los Angeles that it has ever known.
Among the capable men who led
this very commendable fight in our
city was Mr. Carl Jessen.
As a citizen of Los Angeles and
as a member of the industry, it affords me a very great pleasure to
express my admiration
of Mr. JesTruly,services
sen's most effective
and
genial personality.
Edward A. Biby,
Charlie Chaplin Film Company.

Derr Biggers, and is being directed by
Donald Crisp.
Houdini has begun work on his mystery
Aricraft spectacle, under the direction of
Irving Willat, after spending two weeks
with the continuity writers in the preparation of the script. All of the cast for the
Houdini picture has not been selected as the
first scenes to be made require only extra
people.
Major Robert Warwick and company,
with Director George Melford, are still at
Lewiston, Idaho, working on exteriors for
" Told in the Hills," and it is expected they
wiO not return for a week.
The adaption from the O. Henry story.
"You're Fired," starring Wallie Reid, with
Wanda Hawley, has been finished by Didector James Cruze and Miss Hawley, has
been cast to play the name role in " Peg o'
My Heart," with Tom Meighan appearing
opposite, under the direction of William C.
De Mille. This it is understood will be an
Artcraft special production.
Director Walter Edwards has made the
last scenes for the Marguerite Clark play,
" Girls." adapted from the Clyde Fitch
play, and Harrison Ford, who has been
Miss Clark's leading man, will play under
the direction of Robert Vignola in support
of Vivian Martin in " The Third Kiss."Jeanie McPherson will have the Cecil B.
De Mille's story ready within a few days.
The new one is founded upon the stage
play, " Admirable Crichton," by James M.
Barry. This, as all recent De Mille productions, will have an all star cast as yet
only partially named.

Universal City appears busier now than
for manj' monthes past, due to the fact that
practically all directors are working at the
big plant this week. The total number of
directors now employed by Universal are
fourteen.
The Fannie Hurst story, which appeared
in a recent National magazine, titled "A
Petal and the Current," has been selected as
the next vehicle for Mary MacLaren, and
is now being produced by Todd Browning. Robert Anderson will be the leading
man, and some of the principals of the cast
now named are: Gertrude Claire, Fritzie
Ridgeway, Beatrice Bernham, David Butler and Victor Potel.
A new series of two-reel Western plays
written and to be directed by Jacques Jaccard have been started with Marie Walcamp as the star. The scenes for the first
of these pictures was made this week at
Sonora, Calif., where one of the biggest
round-ups of the country was conducted.
" The Broken Idol " is announced as the
title for the next serial feature; Eddie
Polo and company has been in Arizona for
the past week securing exterior scenes for
the initial releases. Allen Holubar plans
to complete the filming of " The Right to
Happiness," starring Dorothy Phillips within the next ten days. During the present
week he used almost 1,000 extras every
day for some of the big scenes for this play.

Jfibout Jfetro'J>]ai/.er?
In the absence of Supervising Director
Maxwell Karger, who is in the East on a
story purchasing trip, production continues
at the maximum at the Metro studio, four
new subjects being put in production this
week. Bert Lytell is next to work in a
corned}- written by John Blackwood, titled
" It's Easy to Make Money," under the
direction of Edwin Carewe.
Hale Hamilton steps forth as an author,
having written the story for his next Metro
production, and A. S. LeVino is now preparing the screen version. Lieut- Adj.
Luther A. Reed has written the next story
for Emmy Wehlen, which has a working title of, " A Favor for a Friend," and will
be directed by John Ince.
Miss Allison's play is the only one for
which a cast has been selected, the principal players being Howard Gave, Kathleen Kerrigan, Tell Trenton, and others.
Gave is a former leading man who appeared in a number of Fine Art productions, and has just returned from serving
two years in the English army.

Motion
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Albert A. Smith, president of Vitagraph
Company, left early this week for New
York, after spending a month at the Hollywood studio. He was accompanied by John
M. Quinn, of the Vitagraph sales organization, who arrived in Los Angeles a few
days previous on a tour of the country visiting exchanges. During his stay at the studio Mr. Smith renewed two important contracts, one with William Duncan, who will
continue as star and director in Vitagraph
serials. Antonio Moreno has also placed
his signature to a two-year contract to remain with Vitagraph.
." The Hornet's Nest," starring Earle Williams, with Vola Vale as his leading woman,
has been completed by Directof James
Young for Vitagraph, and is reported this
producing unit will next make " The Fortune Hunter."
In making the early scenes for the next
Vitagraph serial, William Duncan, director
star, met with an accident the scene being
taken was that showing scrimmage in a
football game, and practically all the men
of the two teams alighted on Duncan, with
the result that three ribs were fractured.
He continued work throughout the day, and
the accident has not caused any delay in
production, but Duncan has since been compelled to wear many tight bandages of adhesive plaster.

cJfere

and

Uker^

Upon the completion of editing " Better
Times," the production of which has been
holding the attention of the Brentwood
Film Corporation for the past several
weeks, Director King Vidor will take up the
making of an original story and continuity
prepared for him by Tom Gibson. Gibson, formerly a member of the Los Angeles photoplay colony, for the past two
years has been in Denver, where he wrote
comedies and several dramas for independent companies.
Florence Vidor, formerly leading woman
for Lasky productions, will play the feminine lead with Charles Meredith, leading
man recruited from the speaking stage,
taking the opposite lead. David Butler and
Zasu Pitts are others named in the cast,
by Director Vidor for this screen play.
The Feature Photoplay Company has
completed its first subject, "The Fighter,"
made under the direction of, Lloyd Carleton,
and gave a showing for members of the
company and invited friends at Tally's
theatre on the evening of May 10 following
the regular performances. Clyde Westover,
general manager of the company, will
shortly go East with copies of the picture
and supervise the sale. ■
Hank Mann comedies are shortly to be
put on the market. A company was recently organized, and production has been in
process for the past several weeks at the
Horsley studio, where three one-reel subjects have been filmed. Hank Mann will
be remembered as a feature comedian of
dies, Keystone, Fox and Sennett ComeL-Ko,
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Weather — just warm.
Viola Dana took an aeroplane did have and the title is "The
ride this week.
Franklinwe Poland
. Morris Tourneur is in New allJoseph
one name)
learn (that's
is the
Microbe."
author
of the original story titled
York
Ora with
Carew"Romany
has namedRye."her car "The Spitfire of Seville" previous
mentions of other authors in
"Twin Trouble."
Hookum are outstanding. Joe,
Wiliam Russell is in town this accept
our apology.
week from Santa Barbara.
Bill Parsons and Bernie Bern- cale)
B.
B.
(meaning
Bessiewitch
Barris-in
is to
be a water
stein are flitting New Yorkward.
B. Washburn was at Coro- "The Woman Michael Married"
means high diving, undernado this week — location — vaca- whichsea stuff
tion.
and cavorting about as
Sam Rork is on his way to the a fish, all of which we would say
is hard lines for Bessie.
metropolis
that
has
42nd
St.
as
a center.
Cameron
annew B.version
referred
Edwin Carew made an air voy- Rudolphnounces a W.
age and was called down to to as "Big Four" which he
make a retake on a scene.
claims applies to Anita Stewart
Al. E. Smith, father of Vita- Productions — Big Star, Big
graph,
has
returned
to
the
East
Story, tor.
BigThis Cast
Big Direcafter five weeks in the West.
shouldand result
in a
mastidon production — yes, yes.
Saw
William
M.
Ritchie's
name on the screen this week in Having joined the aristocratic
connection with "Something To class erful
by gasoline
the purchase
vehicle H.of H.a powVan
Al Whitman is a remarkable Loan finds it necessary now to
actor, he can remember when he go in search of atmosphere for
and his wife drew $75.00 a week. photoplays he writes, he finds
Inasmuch as Metro wants a the air about San Diego particgenuine cootie for a scene in
ularly inspiring but makes com"Full of Pep" Hookum suggest line. plaint
on the high cost of gasothey move the studio to France.
Ethel Lynne is on her first Howard Gaye is back from a
Do." in three years and she
vacation
with His Majis spending it in Dallas, Texas, long engagement
esty's
and that
it is wewithinforrr.
parbut why Dallas Ethel?
ticularArmyemphasis
the
waiting
public
that
his
first
Hank
Mann
is
at
'em
again
making comedies of one reel part in films will now be a leading role opposite May Allison
dimensions
the Horseley's in "FREE."
Main
Street at
studio.
Howard being an
Charley Ray got a letter from Englishman we expect he will say
a Swedish playwright who sends "extraordinary, don't you think,
awhystoryto titled
"The Mother," but Al Wilkie who wrote pieces
Charley.
for the
Angeles Times paper
Mary Pickford is to have a old
chap."Los
home at the beach with four is now
shuffling the keys of an
baths which leads Hookum to Underwood
at the Lasky Studio
writing stories about Cecil B.
inquire
ocean for?"
R. R. "what's
Rockett, theUniversal
Pur- DeMille and inasmuch as C. B.
chasing Agent,this
got week
badly because
mixed is branching out in aviation as a
in his orders
side issue we suggest that Al
of the arrival of a girl at his keep an extra typewriter on tap.
home — yet, it is a baby.
Tom Gibson breaks forth with
The Hall Room Boys are to
lot of typewriter melody on
be in our midst as their real awhich
he has hung the name
"The
Other Half" which will
;names wardsareand they
Flanagan
and
Edcome from the be filmed
by King Vidor of
Orpheum circuit.
whose assistant proBill Duncan is wearing corsets Brentwood
claims "The Turn in the Road"
because twenty-one football play- made "Better
Times" for "The
ers
jumped
on
him
at
once
and
Other
Half,"
all of
which may
cracked three ribs.
be termed a brain
storm.
Doug McLean and Doris Lee
May have the congratulations of FISH STORIES OF THE
Hookum for coming in front of
the co-starring spotlight whither WEEK.
and Co. went a fishthey were lead by Tom H. Ince. F. ingFord
of the members
Milt Hoffman and Noah Berry caughtand afourteen
fish
one
are home from three days fishing claims to be the apiece,
fifteenth no
number
at Bear Valley and claim they but the mystery is solved by a
caught the limit of trout every fish merchant who only had fourday. Chorus, "we don't believe teen.
Pat Dowling is home from
Metro has a new ingenue that
days ofwith
brooka can
trouting
in the
makes a double debut. First, as two
mountains
of salmon.
a screen player and second, her Mon. Salisbury is back from
first part is that of a society the mountains with this yarn,
debutante.
"We had to chase two deer out
Bert Lytel made a record of the road, ran over a ten-pound
selling $40.00 a second. This of
while crossing a small
reference is to Victory Bonds trout
stream away
and so
shooed"
a flock
and it lasted for enough seconds ducks
we could
see ofa
that his hearers bought $46,000. water location,"
then
he
collapsed and at the time of going
Emmy Wehlen's picture is not
to
press
has
not
come
to.
to be titled
"Family
Trees"
but
it." Their Money" where- Once upon a time — five years
"Fools uponand
it is liberties.
said the titler has ago the P. A.'s of the West
taken some
Coast for want of a better name
called themselves the Screamers,
Clarence
G.
Badgerfor the
tor was mistaken
an direcordi- for three years they lived the
narycause individual
otheron day
be- name, then so many went into
he did notthehave
highly
the Army that the frivolous
polished puttees.
nights were eliminated. But on
One press agent we know the evening of May 10th there
wrote a story that dark haired was a grand reunion brought
stars were more temperamental, about by solicitous notes from
forgetting that he had one as a ex- Chief Yeoman Clarke Irvine.
client, his weekly stipend has This party was at a beach cafe
been reduced, moral — Oh, well and about sixty attended, such a
what's the use.
good time was had by all that
June Mathis permitted her
threatened to make it a
hand to fall on a magazine and they
weeklyto event.
Irvine Screamer,
promises
never
another
then she had a hunch, "that weekly. as start
he previously issued
periodical" she thought "has a such
story for Viola." Sure enough itl
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Bry. Washburn says that it is
fashionable now for everyone to
say they are going some place
and
make soa he
trip says
aroundhe'sthegoing
World,to
he made up his mind to do this
four years ago and some day he
is going to do it but with so
many ingfilm
people
who aretraveling
breakprint
stories heinto has
not with
fixed a definite
date. Bry. is serious.
Charles Christie got off the
train from New York and was
surprised to see a band and many
girls with flowers. He thought his
brother Al was making another
comedy
for his
then he scene
learned
the benefit
band and
and
girls and
flowers
were
for
another party riding on the same
train. However, Charlie avers
that hiscessful aseastern
was now
sucChristie trip
comedies
go to cept
every
part of powers
the worldwhere
exthe central
there are too many Bolsheviks to
appreciate clean parlor comedy.
Jerry Farrar ha3 come to town,
Lou-Tellegen is also here and
Sniffles, Jerry's Pekinese pup.
If we are to belieye all the press
copy — and we have no reason to
doubt it— she is going to have a
gorgeous
suite upof with
dressing
rooms
all cluttered
American
beauties and heliotrope, the
popular
putty contrast
shade and
of brilliant
of shades
violet,
black and gold. Yes, and er
forgotfetatocovers
mention
the
putty
taffor the wall which
hangs
in
pleats,
the
velvet
rugs
to match and the chaise lounge,
baby grand,
embroidered net
cur' to everything.
Anyway
welcometains n'
our city, Jerry.
Fay Tincher is shortly to step
into litigation. No she has not
had
love with
affairstheor Ala
break anyof sad
contract
Christie but some jane has used
her picture wrongfully. Fay has
been so wrought up about it she
has tionsuffered
with acute
indigesor something.
A Providence,
R. I., girl
sent one ofColumn,"
Fay's pictures to "Cupid's
matrimonial
paper of Minne-a
apolis
and
had
it
inserted
with
an advertisement for a husband.
The Rhode Island girl claims she
has $2500.00 in the bank and
manying different
other things,
but artists
Fay be-of
from many
the screen and stage is particular
where her picture is used.
Speaking of the fish school of
photoplay
we learna
that
Francisinstruction,
Ford has engaged
deep
sea
diver
named
A.
— his first name is Arthur.Troutt
He
claims he was not with the originalhasFinniearranged
Boys Company.
Fran-be
cis
there shall
large fish and seals, so he will
feel over
perfectly
at home Circuit.
after a
tour
the Pantages
WARNING
Thisest ofhere
greatthe newspaper,
kind in thethe World,
wants to make a confession. You
and every one of its readers have
been bunked. For three years
this periodical
made meaning
you believe that thehas word
bunk, hot air, or the ravings of a
rover in film land, should be
spelled hookum. It all happened
because Noah Webster in his latest serted
unabridged
inone word edition
with a only
spelling
that sounded like this word. This
one word Noah had was hookum,
meaning an official paper. The
official
typist ofthis
the must
publication's
office thought
be the
word and so we lived it down.
Mistakes happen in the best of
families, but now we call your
attention to the title line, where
you will find that word spelled
correctly. It is H-O-K-U-M.
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Why?
When an equipment becomes NATIONALLY KNOWN AND NATIONALLY
USED, you can count orvit that that equipment has brought about an INDISPENSABLE IMPROVEIvJENT and that it is, in
every sense, a RELIABLE PRODUCT.
Westinebbuse Motion' Picture EquipARE
FROM
TO

USED
COAST
COAST

Steady projection, clear pictures and perfect definition are insured. . Any user will
tell you that this simple apparatus is an indispensable part of his equipment.

Westinghouse

BETTER

, SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements. The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
. There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are46.
not advertised in the " News."
47.
49.
Film Cement
Machines
48.
Advertising Novelties
50. Printing
Film Gleaners
Architectural
Suggestions
51. Programs
Film Dyes
Arc Controllers
Projection
Booths
28. Film Stock
Brass Rails
Projection Lenses
Projection
Building Material
Fire
Extinguishers
Gentlemen : Please send me I
Keel
i tiers Machines
29. Floral Decorations
Projection
Machines (Homes)
Cameras
ments — Camera AttachGas
Engines
54.
descriptive matter on the subCard)
Reels
—
Camera
Lenses
yo.
Generators
(See
Gas
53! Rewinders
I jects marked in the abov% lists. J
('hairs
Carbons
31. Heralds
32.
52. Rheostats
Interior
Lighting
33.
Chair Upholstery
Safety
Screens Exit. Locks
Interior Telephones
Change Making Machines
I Name
^
Slide Ink
35. Laboratory
Condensers
Apparatus
34.
Lenses
Converters and Transformers
Slides
Sets
3G. Lighting
Slip
Covers
Developing Material
j Theatre
|
37. Lithographers
Developing and Printing
Stage Setting
Studio
Lights
Tickets
38. Lobby Display
Developing Tanks
I
City
II
Disinfectants and Perfumes
Novelties
Metal Ceilings
Economizers
II
40. Lobby
State
39.
Ticket Selling Machine
J
42.
41.
Electric Signs
Motors.
Ticket
Taking
Machine
Tripods
43. Mural Paintings
Elevators and Escalators
LTniforms
44. Paints
Exterior Lighting
Musical Instruments
Film Cabinets
Vacuum Cleaners
Film Carriers
45. Perforating Machines
Ventilating and Fans
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be enforced. At the present time non-inflammable film
could not be produced to supply the demand.
The statement was emphatically made that it would be
absolutely impossible at the present time to manufacture
enough non-inflammable film in this country to. supply all
film requirements. A change-over in the entire industry
from inflammable to non-inflammable film would be an
absolute impossibility.

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor
Film Production Situation
IN the last two issues of the News we have discussed
three conditions under which the greatest danger is experienced inthe use of inflammable motion picture film.
First — The theatre — Here we find inflammable stock
used exclusively with ample protection, which is forced by
law. There is no need, therefore, of forcing the use of
inflammable film in this field.
Second — The Exchange — Here, likewise, with a few
changes the protection will be ample. These are being
rapidly brought about now.
Third — Projectors used without a booth — Here we
showed where any projector used in the open without a
booth and using inflammable film is a distinct menace to
the public safety. Any machine using inflammable film
should be forced by law to use an absolutely fireproof
booth, not only because of the danger while the film is in
the machine itself, but more particularly while it is being
handled outside the mechanism. We, therefore, stated
that we were in favor of a " safety standard '■' on inflammable stock for use in semi-public gatherings such as the
home, church, etc., so as not to interfere with the purely
entertainment field, which is covered by the already protected motion picture theatre.
We now wish to go into the actual condition of film production and costs. The facts were given out publicly at
the recent meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers hejd in Philadelphia by two of the leading raw stock
manufacturers. They absolutely corroborated each other
in every detail.
Before going into this we wish to clear up one statement which is always made in connection with motion
picture films but which has been most emphatically denied
by those who actually know. When anyone speaks of
non-inflammable stock for general use, the remark is usually made that France has forced the adoption of slow
burning film for all uses. Such a law is on the statute
books, but it has never been enforced and has now become
a dead letter and there is little likelihood that it will ever

j
j
1
I
j
j
I
\
1
j

Due to the war experiments and developments which
were being actively carried on, both in this country and
abroad, were from necessity entirely dropped. It is planned
to take these up where they were left off and continue
experimenting on film stock as fast as practical.
Non-inflammable stock has been developed to the point
where it has about 80% of the wearing qualities and general durability of inflammable stock. The photographic
values of non-inflammable stock are approximately the
same as those of inflammable. The cost of non-inflammable film over inflammable is approximately one cent per
foot. Figuring this on the average of fifteen pictures per
week, the cost of using this non-inflammable stock for
prints alone would amount to a million and a half dollars
in a year in excess of the cost of the same footage in inflammable stock. This is an item which is of interest to
the amusement interests when the discussion of changing
from inflammable to non-inflammable stock is brought up.
Is it worth while considering theatre protection now covered by law ?
The actual cost of the manufacturing processes involved
is considerably higher, though on large production this
might be considerably reduced. Care in the handling of
non-inflammable film is essential, although if the instructions given are carefully followed, age will not cause any
material deterioration. The chemical ingredients used in
the manufacture of non-inflammable film are not affected
by age, so that the film does not become more inflammable
the older it gets as is commonly thought to be the case.
Materials entering into the production of non-inflammable film are far more expensive than those entering into
inflammable stock. In addition to this they ?tre very scarce
and hard to obtain at the present time, for in the main they
are imported and during the war could not be had, except
in the meagrest of quantities. Even in time of peace the
materials used were hard to secure, and because of this it
was hoped that other materials might be discovered which
would meet the requirements and yet be reasonable in
The processes of manufacture are also more intricate
price. those employed in the making of inflammable stock,
than
which would mean very costly and extensive changes in
the plants now supplying raw stock to the market.
Non-inflammable film today is being manufactured to a sufficient extent
to meet the present demands, which are in the main in sizes other than
the
" Professional
it is ofhoped
the various
companies
making
film will be Standard,"
abe to keepandabreast
this that
demand.
It is conceivable,
however, that with the present production facilities this might grow so rapidly that the supply would become inadequate.
With mable
these
facts entertainment
in mind the argument
against
the forcing
of non-inflamupon the
and theatre
interests
becomes
more and
more impractical. Should, at any time, the cost prices become reduced and
non-inflammable film be brought out at the same price as inflammable
stock, this particular objection would be wiped out. This will not be done,
however, for a considerable time, during which the supply of inflammable
stock in the film exchanges throughout the country will become vastly augThe feasibility, therefore,
of aless
change-over
inflammable
stock to mented.
non-inflammable
will become
and less from
because
of this
investment.
It will be necessary before this is possible to use up all prints at the
present time made on inflammable film, or which shall be made on this
stock, unless, of course, inconceivable legislation be enacted which would
automatically and without warning cause the destruction of millions of
feet been
of prints
not
derived.on inflammable stock from which a legitimate revenue had
In conclusion, therefore, we wish to make our position perfectly clear,
namely, that we do not believe that from a purely manufacturing standpoint
this change-over from inflammable to non-inflammable film is a subject to
be considered
the present
time, thethough
continued experimental work itseriously
may be atpossible
to reduce
cost by
of manufacture
to a
point where inflammable film will become a commercial reality.
E. K. GILLETT.
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A Regular

Letter With Several Change-Over
Schemes Suggested
WE meet many projectionists who say when asked to write up
their experience for the Projection Department; " I'd like to
write something but what shall I write about." It is generally a
question of a man's knowing his subject so well that he doesn't
know just where to begin to talk about it.
To all such projectionists we suggest using the following communication from Marvin H. Thoreau of the Royal Victoria Theatre, Victoria, British Columbia, as a model. We think you will
agree with us that the letter and drawings made up the most interesting article you have read in many days.
Mr. Thoreau has taken exceptions to some of our statements
and the Editors have done likewise to some of his. If other
readers have still different ideas let them come in. Through a
general discussion, all of us will learn much.
Projection Department,
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen:
In your issue of April 12 in answer to a correspondent from Le
Mars, Iowa, you stated that you wouldn't advise the use of an
Extra-lite shutter under some conditions. Would you be kind
enough to explain what you mean? In my opinion, if the picture
happened to be too brilliant with the Extra-lite shutter in use, the
amperage could be reduced with the result of lower current bills
and the consumption of less carbon, not to mention the reduction
in heat. I understand that the Extra-lite shutter reduces flicker as
well. Under these conditions it seems to me that the Extra-lite
is to be preferred in all cases.
(This answer zuas given to Le Mars from an impression which
we had gained from reading what others had said about it. At
that time we had not witnessed a conclusive test of the Extra-lite,
but since then, 'ihe Precision Machine Company has demonstrated
the shutter to ihe complete satisfaction of the Projection Department. You are quite right in saying that the Extra-lite shutter
will give a better lighted picture or will reduce the current used,
according to local conditions. We do not believe that the shutter
is warranted to reduce flicker, but if the cause of the flicker was
a poorly designed shutter we are sure that the Extra-lite will help
out the projectionist in that direction.
We might also add here that Le Mars' reference to a seven-day
free trial is not a fact. The Precision Machine Company is so
certain of the value of the Extra-lite that they have not considered
it necessary to resort to "trial offers.")
As to Le Mars' shutter trouble, don't you think that new gears
are unnecessary? He says that for one reel after retiming the
shutter it works O. K., but gets bad again after that. Sounds to
me like his shutter hub screw was slipping or that the pin in the
worm gear or elsewhere between the shutter and the movement is
broken. If Le Mars will hold his shutter with one hand and try
to turn the flywheel with the other I believe he will soon locate
the offending part. Possibly it is so tight that it only slips a little
when the machine starts, thus taking about two " starts " to show
much travel ghost.
(Le Mars, himself, is the only one who can answer your questions definitely. My surmise as to his trouble was only one possible
one. The ones you mention are others. He should have told us
in more detail how it worked. For instance, if the streaking gets
steadily worse after the first reel or did the ghost get so bad and
remain that way? The pins in any of the gears numbered 633 and
C)30 in the Powers' catalog might have been sheared off, allowing
movement of the gear on its shaft. The blades of the shutter
where they are clamped to the hub might become loosened and
move slightly. As you say, he can probably locate the trouble by
holding his shutter and turning the flywheel. Let us hope Le Mars
writes in and tells us who is right.)

The same correspondent asks about burning two lamps for the
change-over. Now won't you agree with me that the " average "
generator will stand an overload of 40 per cent, for a few seconds
without burning out?
(Yes, easily, providing those few seconds are not stretched
cues.)
into minutes while the projectionist is all nerved up watching for
If his machine is a 40 amp. machine it should withstand 55
amps, for the change-over, furnishing the going machine with 35
amps, and the starting machine 20 amps. If his machine happened to be one of 45 amp. capacity it should withstand 60 amps.,
supplying 25 amps, or both with 30 amps. While it is a 50 amp.
machine it should be able to take a load of 65 amps, for a few
seconds, which would allow 35 amps, for the going projector and
30 for the one starting. A 55 amp. machine or larger should
carry both arcs at 35 amps, or more.
From his arc combination of % inch cored and l/2 inch solid I
judge that he is using about 30 or 40 amperes, as not many projectionists use much more on such a combination. Not that they
couldn't or ought not to, but rather that I believe 75 per cent, of
them don't. For this reason I split the difference and guessed
his amperage to be 35. Should it be more or less the result could
be easily
ta ions : figured out, so I will use 35 for the following compuSketches 1, 2 and 3 show some connections which I have used
under similar circumstances. The small rheostat (RN) in 1 and
3 can be any old coil or home made rheostat, since it only passes
from 10 to 15 amperes. When I say to adjust a rheostat to 20
amperes I mean to set the regulator on the notch giving 20 amperes at the usual arc voltage. If the rheostat has no adjustor
then the grids or coils must be tested out with a wire until the
desired current is obtained, then a connection made to that point.
The number of coils shown in the drawings has nothing to do
with the number in actual practise.

Sketch 1 can be used where the present conditions do not require more than half the present rheostat. The only other things
required are the small rheostat (RN) and the single pole, single
throw switch to be connected between AC or BD. This switch
should be located handy to the projectors so that it may be opened
for the burning of 2 arcs.
(RM) is the large rheostat and (RN) is the small one. X is
the point in the center of the series of grids or coils of (RM).
A is the point where (RM) will give arc No. 1, 25 amps. B is*
the point where (RM) will give arc No. 2, 25 amps. Now connect up (RN) as per sketch, strike one of the arcs (either one)
and adjust (RN) until the arc gets 35 amps. Then open the single pole switch and both arcs can be burned at 25 amps. Cut
either one out and close the single pole switch and the remaining
arc will receive 35 amperes.
Sketch 2 shows two rheostats in use, (RM) for arc No. 1 and
(RO) for arc No. 2. Connect up in the usual way (leaving out
connections to A and B at first) and adjust each rheostat to feed
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How They Pick 'Em Up North
THE matrimonial game seems to have become quite a pastime
amongst the majority of the members of Edmonton Local
360. Perhaps it is on account of the war being over, but at any
rate Bro. Packebush has just fallen for the charms of one of Edmonton's most beautiful girls and now there are rumors galore of
a couple more weddings to take place in the very near future.
Yep — there are a lot of pretty girls in Edmonton. You fellows
in the South would do well to come up here if you are looking for
beauty.

Diagram *2.
20 amps, to its arc. XAB is a single pole double throw switch
with X as the center pole and A and B as the two throws.
Throw switch to A, start No. 1 arc and connect wire from A
to RM when the are gets 35 amps. Throw switch to B, start arc
No. 2 and connect wire from B to the point on RO, which gives
arc No. 2 its required 35 amps. You can now finish the final reel
with its full amperage and warm up and center the starting reel
with 20 amps. As soon as the change-over is made, throw the
switch and you will have 35 amps, at the arc of the 'running machine. (This prevents you from overloading the generator by
forgetting to cut the incoming lamp down as might be the case
when a switch was used for each rheostat.)

C. S. Stuckey,
Press Sec'ty Local 360, Edmonton, Alberta.
To Prevent the Lazy Feeling
NO doubt many projectionists get into lazy habits during the
sultry summer months. To prevent much of this lazy feeling a good thorough work-out of the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium for
a half hour or so, followed by a shower bath and plunge in the
pool is just the thing. A plunge into the pool is a mighty refreshing tonic and goes far in taking that carbon dust out of
your
skin. number of the boys of Local
A large
habit you
and say
are there
maTcing^exfensive
use ofin
when
are no dead ones
to dish out the best screen results with
to work with.

360 have acquired this
the
You're
right
360. "Y."
We are
all trying
what material we have

C. S. Stuckey,
Press Sec'ty. Local 360.

News

Diagram \5
Sketch 3 uses two regular rheostate, RM and RO and one small
one, RN. XX are the places where the feed wire connects to
RM and RO. A is the place where RM gives arc No. 1 its 27
amps, and B is the place where RO gives arc No. 2 its 27 amps.
Connect wire from A to C and one from B to D through a single
pole single throw switch as per sketch, and adjust RN until either
arc when burning alone gets 35 amps. Thus with switch closed
one arc can get 35 amps and with switch open each arc can get 27
amps.
In sketches 1 and 3 after the operator is used to handling his
arcs he can strike both arcs without opening the switch, but I
wouldn't advise doing that until he has become thoroughly familiar
with their operation. I have used such a connection as sketch 3
without a switch for many months without any trouble.
In the same issue, a correspondent from Morehouse, Mo.,
asked if he could burn two lamps to one transformer. I agree
with you when you say he cannot but may I submit the following
scheme. I have never used an Edison transformer but if it is
of the auto-transformer type the sketch below shows a much
better way than stealing for the change-over.
(The Edison Economy transformer which is no longer manufactured was the two-coil design.)

no v.

Diagram
(1) is an auto transformer. (2) is a rheostat set to furnish
the same amperage as the transformer. This could even be a
water rheostat if the authorities did not prohibit its use ; as it is
only used for a few seconds. (3) is a double pole double throw
switch arranged for quick throwing by adding an extra blade set
at an angle to each of the regular ones. See sketch (B)
(Concluded next week)
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THE Rialto Theatre Supply Company, of Minneapolis, have
recently made the following educational installations of the
" Motiograph " Delux Projecting Machine: Rev. P. Schirmer,
Cologne, Minn.; the Stout Institute, Menominee, Wis.; Rev. J.
O'Kennedy, Helena, Mont. ; Int. Christian College, Minneapolis,
Minn.; Rev. Ambrose Kryjewski, New Brighton, Minn.; Y. M.
C. A., Minneapolis, Minn.; U. S. Indian School, Pipestone, Minn.;
Indian School, Dist. No. 13, Aurora, Minn. ; Lakefield Public
Schools, Lakefield, Minn.; Walker State Sanitarium, Walker,
Minn.
It's hard to believe now, but it's fact, nevertheless, that Moscow,
formerly of Russia, was the greatest Pathe center in Europe before
the war. From appearances China is making a strong bid for
Moscow's berth- Thirty Pathe Premier machines were recently
shipped to the country of the Celestials.
C. Francis Jenkins, grandfather of the S. M. P. E. and father of
the Graphoscope, has evidently found earthly traffic too fickle. He
now sports among the clouds of Washington, D. C, in a fullfledged hydroplane.
At a meeting of the National Fire Protection Association at
Ottawa, May 8, Mr. J. F. Ancona, of the Eastman Kodak Company, will address the members on the subject of " Tests of Automatic Sprinklers in Film Storage Vaults."
Mr. Kiewert, who formerly handled the imported Bio carbons,
has taken over the American distribution for an English make
known as the Kinarco.
The Chas. Beseler Company has shipped over two thousand
stereopticans and eight hundred stereomotographs to France for
use in A. E. F. amusement centers.
Harry Lucas, general manager of the Lucas Theatre Supply
Company, of Atlanta, says in a recent letter: "We have just
equipped a full-fledged machine shop with an expert machinist
in charge, having a lathe, drill press, grinding devices, and all
tools necessary to do rebuilding identical in quality with that
offered by the factories."
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Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee'*
Manufactured by
,

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

If Exchanges do not safe-guard their New Film by
Treating and Curing it of its "Greenness," Prevent
film from becoming Oil-Soaked and Renovation of
Film from time to time, Removing all Corrosion, Dirt
and Grime, Films are not in proper condition to Operate. There is no reason why Operators should be
accused of Scratching, Ripping and Tearing Sprocket
Holes when Films are not properly cared for by Exchanges.
Exchanges who neglect the life of Film trying to
save a mere expense are really at fault for destruction of Film Stock.
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.
USE

Color Hoods
jj%

instead of dipped lamps
Infinitely Better, More
Lasting and Cheaper
in the Long Run
Made ot Natural Colored
Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

iWO
Iff
and ELE
For 5-10W. W.Lamps
IC LMLU.
CTR
25-40
d22S.TALMAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, Ohio

Write JorRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motlograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnusa
MaCarbons,
Screens chines,
andNational
Everything
for the
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

of the Worries of a Delegate Enroute to
the I- A. Convention
Location: On board train.
Scene: Delegate in smoker. Big cigar pointing heavenward.
Feet on window-sill.
WELL, here I am at last on the road to Ottawa. I wonder
what kind of a burg Ottawa is. I guess it must be up in
the woods and it can't be far from the North Pole. It's a pity
they didn't decide to have the convention in some civilized town,
especially when I am going as a delegate. That's always my luck.
Gee ! but I have to laugh when I think of Bro. Blank. The poor
man got it into his head that he should attend the Convention. He's
far too greedy. Why, he has already attended two Conventions
for the Local and now he didn't want to give anyone else a chance
to get a free trip. I know it was a pretty hard squeeze for me to
get enough votes but I deserved the election because I spent ten
dollars and forty cents in hard earned cash buying " two per cent "
for Blank's favorite clique in an endeavor to swing some of their
votes my way. No doubt it wouldn't have been so much trouble
if I could 'have got some real stuff.- But come to think of it I
guess I did pretty well because I had forgotten that the boys don't
care for the stuff with a kick in it. I certainly must congratulate
myself on that little speech I made before the boys while trying
to explain to them why they should send me to the Convention.
do Ifeel
but Iatmust
" Rules of Order "
so Ithat
willlazy,
be right
home study
with up
the onbigthe
boys.
Let's see. Who's president? Oh, yes, of course, Charlie Shay.
I'll bet Charlie will be right there with the big Mitt when he spies
me. I think I shall give him several ideas of my own on how the
I. A. should be run. I know he will appreciate them.
What ! This train has stopped again ! That's all it has done
this morning. I suppose it must be after water. No doubt it gets
quite thirsty going through these prohibition states. I wouldn't
mind a little nip of Johnnie Walker myself just now.
1
I wonder how Gertie is. I hope she doesn't get lonely while I
am away. I wish I had married her before I left instead of postponing ituntil after I return, but I guess she will keep. I must
send her a wire from the next station so she won't forget me. 1
hope there is a letter waiting for me at the hotel in Ottawa when
I get there.
I sure have got a lot of business to shove across for the boys.
I wonder which is the best way to get them across. I hope they
put my name in the proceedings of the Convention a goodly number of times so the boys at home will think I was on the job. I
hope they don't ask me to make a speech. That would certainly
be my finish. Never in my young life have I made a speech except before the Local.
For the Love O'Mike ! What did I do with that resolution that
I was to submit to the Convention. It's not in any of my pockets.
Maybe it's in my club bag. No, it's not there. Ah, I remember
now. I lieft it on the table in Gertie's parlor. I knew I would
leave something if she turned the lights down when I said goodbye. Well, maybe I can remember what the resolution was about
and rewrite it. Oh, yes. It was about changing the name of the
Alliance
or kind
something
like that. I'll say so anyway. I've got to
make some
of a resolution.
Oh, boy. I sure am hungry. Wonder what's the trouble with
that
porter today. It's pretty near time he sounded the
first dining
call to car
lunch.
Oh, Joy and Cabbages! Here's the dining car porter at last
and
he hiding
says luncheon
being served.
Guess alright.
I won't have any
trouble
away myis dinner
today, alright,
One last look in the mirror. Gosh, what a sight ! I f orgot my
razor and I haven't shaved for three days. But I'm letting someone else worry about my looks. My present job is to eat — and
eat is 'what I am going to do — NOW.
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II

FIREPROOF

PICTURES—

II
FIREPROOF
WHICH ARE YOU— A CLOG OR A COG IN THE

WITHOUT

BOOTHS
MACHINERY OF HUMAN ADVANCEMENT?

m 1 Do you belong to that group of broad visioned human beings, working for the betterment of Society's
1 1 needs; or are you one of the pigmies throwing out your own little obstructions in the path of progM I
ress, blinded to everything but your own individual greed?
J I Does your sense of responsibility to the race lead you to protect the safety of your fellow beings; or
B|
does your desire for self aggrandisement lead you to protect only your own profits?
(I Are you a Law Evader, or a Law Enforcer?
B I
Do you conscientiously observe the legal rulings of the country — realizing their intent to protect and
fji assist the majority; or do you slyly evade these rulings — realizing therefrom an individual gain?
jj f When you answer these cpiestions you signalize your position in regards to the Safety Film Standard,
H
approved and adopted by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at Rochester. New York, April
1 1 3-9, 1918.
jj 1 There is a law forbidding the use of motion picture projectors, employing Standard Theatre film, unjj | less the projector is enclosed in a fire-proof booth.
B |
The sane justice of this law is at once apparent to anyone acquainted with the hazards connected
B 1 with the use of inflammable film. This film is of the nature of gunpowder, and is composed of
jj 1 nitro-collulose, a highly explosive material.
jj | The disaster caused by having a single reel of inflammable film ignited in a crowded room is terribly
jj | apparent.
M I
The modern motion picture theatre is made absolutely safe by the inspection of the Fire Marshal,
[ | requiring the projecting apparatus to be enclosed in a fire-proof booth, with an iron chimney, makJ 1 ing it impossible for the flames to reach into the theatre, in case of film fire.
1 1 The use of inflammable film without such a fire-proof booth is illegal and criminally hazardous.
■ I Owing to the existance of a certain class of law-evaders, legislators found it necessary to forbid the
g j use of standard projectors, employing standard fil.n without booth, even though such film is made of
B 1 non-inflammable stock. The unscrupulous exhibitor can too easily substitute the unsafe for the safe.
I ; The Safety Film Standard, adopted by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, at their meeting
B 1 August 8-9, 1918, is intended to meet existing legal requirements, — and further the advancement of
B [ the industry by opening SAFE channels for the broader use of motion picture projectors.
Bf It makes the portable projector a useful citizen, where it has heretofore been a dangerous outlaw.
B | With the new Standard Safety Film, motion pictures may be shown anywhere, without booth, and
jj 1 without risk.
|] The new Standard is UNPATENTED AND OPEN TO ALL MANUFACTURERS.
Its aim is not
J 1 monopoly, but advancement.
B | Raw stock of the new Standard — perforated or un perforated — is now available to all users.
§§ 1 One pioneer concern in the field of safer and more useful movies has ready for immediate use and
Ml
projection thousands of film subjects, and offers help and co-operation to anyone wishing to enter
I I the field.
BI
Other manufacturers are strenuously at work getting out film and projectors.
New and extensive
B I libraries, able to take care of every need, will soon be available.
B i
And all these projectors and all these reels of film may be used SAFELY and LEGALLY anywhere
| j and at any time— WITHOUT FIRE-PROOF BOOTHS.
For the school— the church— the home— the
B I motion picture enters its broader field with a clean bill of citizenship. •
1 1 AS A PURCHASER OF A PROJECTOR FOR YOUR HOME, SCHOOL OR FACTORY— WHERE
Bl
DO YOU STAND? • Are you backing the law and accepting your ethical responsibility of protectMl
ing your audiences by buying a machine employing Safety Film?
11 AS A MANUFACTURER— ARE YOU A CLOG OR A COG IN THE WHEELS OF ADVANCE|I MENT?
JI
Will you continue to manufacture and sell a criminally hazardous article, in order that your indiB |
vidual profits may accrue more rapidly, or will you work sturdily in the path of progress, in order
■ | that the industry may advance?
Do you stand ready to help make the portable projector as safe in
ml
its field of the home, school and church as the professional machine is in the theatre?
B ! Personally, I stand for advancement and development, secure in my belief that while profits may
1 1 be delayed by the growth of something new — they will also grow with the industry.
B1 v
Alexander F. Victor, President,
11
VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH COMPANY,
Davenport, Iowa.
B |
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Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League
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Courtesy

its

Object
No matter which way you look at it, our real
success has come because we're all the time
brimming over with a determination to serve
and to please —
— in addition to a combination of quality
and prices that can't be beat for attractiveness.
Get acquainted with us. Give us your name
and address for the IMSCO Book.
It will
soon come from the printer and will be the
first A-to-Z compendium of everything you •
need.
Just use a Postal Card.
INDEPENDENT

Yes, it's free.

MOVIE SUPPLY CO.

729 Seventh Avenue

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

New York

1
|
1
1
|
|
|
I

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

Roll of Honor
C. W. Sidenstricker
Marion, Ohio
H. E. Herring
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Harry B. Richtine
Ottawa, Ohio
Arthur Wall
Kenton, Ohio
G. H. Summitt
Sheridan, Ind.
Marshall M. Ledford
Marietta, Ga.
Byron R. Linn
Coatesville, Pa.
Robert Spedden
,
W. Phila., Pa.
Raymond Simmons
Paducah, Ky.
Frank Woodcock
Granby, Mo.
James Flanagan, Jr
Grafton, W. Va.
Edgar Wetz
North Salem, Ind.

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded this Week

1024
12

Total Membership to Date

1036

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
Blank for New
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We abe exclusive distbibutobs of the SIMPLEX Maohine. We repair ail
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

League Members

Member's name
Home address
t
Name of theatre where employed

,

Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to
deliver the letters addressed to them.
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Asks About Projection Equipment
THOS. L. HOGAN, Utica, N. Y., writes :
We are about to open a house for which we have purchased two Simplex machines. The available electric current is
500 volts D. C. Will you kindly advise what amperage should be
delivered to each machine in order to show the best results on a
14 x 16 foot screen at a 125 ft. throw.
What generator would you recommend to give the best results
under the above conditions.
Your equipment should contain a 2 arc 500 volt 50 amp., D. C.
to D. C. motor generator set or compensarc. This amperage
should be sufficient for your purposes. The exact current demand
will depend on the efficiency of your optical system, on the atmosphere of your theatre, on the thickness of your film and lastly and
perhaps as important as any other one thing, on your screen.
But with a two arc, 50 amp. machine, you should get all the light
you need on the screen, while showing one picture or while running two machines preparatory to the change over. We can't
recommend any particular motor generator set, but you can depend on any apparatus advertised in the News.
Letter from Cherokee, Iowa
GA. GOLDIE, of Cherokee, la., springs a new one :
• "I have been vacationing here, looking over theatres and
studios. Have learned a lot, spent ten days in the employ of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. at the Morosco studio in the laboratory and will give you an article soon on why film costs money.
I worked in the drum room, and perforating room, and also took
in the work from start to finish, and now I am a lot wiser about
the film and can assure you that anyone having this experience
will treat a copy with respect when projecting it on a projector.
I saw excellent, good and poor projection in Los Angeles and
can readily see why a stronger union would be a benefit to Los
Angeles, as it is not strong now by any means. Even a scrub can
work.
Reply: Now, who will take a few weeks off and get a job in
an Exchange to find out why Exchanges do as they do and don't
do as we would like to have them do. The Projectionist who
will take that kind of a position and will write up what he sees
there will be given the "first page position" in the Projection Department and as much space' as he needs and deserves.
We'll be waiting for that story, Goldie, but don't make us wait
too long. As for conditions in Los Angeles — what do you men in
Local 150 have to say about it?
News Notes from Here and There
new offices of the Select Pictures Corporation in Philadelphia, are equipped with Simplex machines installed by
Lewis Swaan.
Max Spiegel's new Strand in Brooklyn will be the last word
in Metropolitan picture houses.
Frank Netscherts has issued a spring catalog of floral novelties
for theatre decoration.
Since it has been found necessary to increase the factory force
from 2 to 17 men, the world will hear more of the Argus Crystal
Bead Screen.
Business with the Argus Enterprises is booming. General Manager Cudmore finds it necessary to spend alternate weeks in Cleveland and New York.
Westinghouse Incandescent lamp projection outfits are on a
barn-storming trip through Illinois.
Bauman says his Automaticket Registers are oversold for many
months to come.
Paul Ripley, well known in laboratory circles, was appointed
Superintendent of the Palisade Film Laboratories last week by
George C. Dobbs, the vice-president. Mr. Ripley has been with
the company for some time past in an executive capacity.
In making the announcement of Mr. Ripley's promotion, Mr.
Dobbs said
" The appointment
Mr. Ripley
the importantis
position
of :.superintendent
of theof Palisade
Filmto Laboratories
in recognition of the splendid services he has rendered. When I
was with the New York Motion Picture Corporation and Triangle Film Corporation Mr. Ripley was my chief lieutenant, and
he has proven himself a man of sterling worth."

PROJECTION
WITH A PORTABLE MACHINE IS
BEST
ACCOMPLISHED
WITH AN
AMERICAN

PROJECTOSCOPE

Pictures can be shown backward as well as
forward, or individual pictures stopped on
the screen.
ASK

FOR

DEMONSTRATION

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
110 W. 32nd St.
Farragut 4779

CO., Inc.
N. Y. City

THE

Mr. Projectionist :
On account of unavoidable manufacturing
delays, it will be two or three weeks before
we can get a supply of Boylan Even Tension
Reels into the hands of the Distributors.
Please be patient. You will feel well repaid
when you finally get the reel and observe .the
light even tension on the film, so light that it
cannot wear the lower sprocket or the sprocket
holes. You will be amazed at its operation.
AUTOMATIC

REEL

203 Evans Building

COMPANY

Washington, D. C.
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SEVERAL years ago while photographing wild game in Africa,
Mr. Carl Akeley found that the usual type of motion picture
camera was inadequate and unreliable for field work where the
requirements are much more severe than in studio work. When
he returned to this country he had formed very definite ideas as
to what a camra should be and do and the Akeley Camera which
has but recently come into the market is the result of his experience and efforts.
Although this camera is new to most camera men, it has passed
through its baptism in a most satisfactory manner. When the
war broke out quantity production of the Akeley Camera was
just becoming a reality. The Signal Corps was after a camera
best suited to its purpose and, after examining into the merits
of the Akeley Camera, an order was given and the factory began turning out these instruments to the limit of facilities. In
every way they fitted exactly into the needs of this important
branch of the service.
Speed is the essential element in any camera for outdoor work,
such as animal photography, sports and news, and this thought
has been the leading one in laying out the design of the Akeley
Camera.
In its general design and make-up the Akeley Camera is essentially different from all other makes. Fig. 1 gives an idea of its
appearance assembled and ready for action. The tripod is a
super-rigid design, very light and quickly adjustable with a position lock. By pressing on the toggle lock the cross bar (A) is
released and the leg may be lengthened or shortened in trombone
fashion, at will. When the desired height is reached a slight
pressure on the
lower side of this
bar locks the leg and
makes it steady and
free from wabble.
Fig. 2 is a rear
three quarter view
showing many of
the speed features.
The ball-and-socket
joint (B) permits of
quick leveling and
equally quick locking
in any
without the position
use of screws.
This is all accomplished through a
simple spring lever
(C) eccentric
, whichactuating
works
an
a segment clamping
the ball. By simply
releasing the catch
holding the lever, the
ball supporting the
camera is then free
to turn in any direction, thereby leveling
or giving the camera
any pitch. The spring
lever is then returned to its catch
and the ball and
camera is immediately held rigid.
The long handle
Fig. 1
(D) of the Akeley
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Camera

Fig. 2
Camera takes the place of the " pan " and tilt handles as ordinarily used. By pressure on this handle the camera may be
moved in a panorama or tilt, the former through 360 degrees
and the latter from straight upwards to nearly directly downwards, a range total of 140 degrees, without changing the tripod.
By silghtly adjusting the ball and tripod the camera may be
pointed directly to the ground.
Through the design of the panoramic controls it is possible by
a pressure on the handle (D) to work these simultaneously and
obtain a direct and smooth oblique movement of any degree. The
value of this feature is seen in the case of the cameraman desiring to get, for instance, an aeroplane as its taxis along the ground
and then rises swiftly into the air.
The motion of the Akeley Camera from one position to another
is prevented from being intermittent and jerky by the application
of flywheels. When the camera is moved by the long handle a
small pinion gear drives a flywheel which acts as a sort of balancer
or control. All gears in these controls are split and held together
by springs so that by pinching their engaging pinion, back lash
or play that might otherwise cause jumps in the picture will always
be an impossibility. In these mechanisms, the last transmission
of .power to the flywheel is through friction surfaces. This under
abnormal pressure slips and prevents a damaging wrench.
If it is wished to point the camera quickly in any direction, two
push buttons on a convenient place of the arm or support will
release the flywheel and permit of a quick change. Where such
quick action is to be extensive these release buttons (E and F)
may be screwed down, which permanently releases the flywheel
and allows instantaneous movements from one direction to any
other. All bearings in the flywheel casing are ball-bearings thus
eliminating the greater source of wear even during years of constant use.
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EASTMAN
FILM

first made motion pictures practical— to-day it plays its full part
in making
sible.

Fig. 3
Fig. 3 illustrates the arrangement of the matched twin lenses.
By the application of these twin lenses Mr. Akeley has provided
the operator of his cameras with wonderful advantages over
former instruments. These lenses make it possible for the cameraman to see the picture on a gronndglass just as he is taking it. It
also makes it possible for him to watch his scene and change
his focus even while cranking, by merely looking through the
finder. The focusing screw (G) operates both lenses through a
right and left thread so that it may be assured that the two lenses
will move parallel to each other. The various " stops " are marked
on the gauge-rod seen across the top of the two lenses. Changing
the " stop " of the viewing lens also changes the stop of the taking
lens, so that the light as seen on the ground glass for any stop is
exactly the same as is being impressed on the film. It is possible,
however, by means of an auxiliary lever to open the viewing lens
independently of the taking lens. This feature is of great importance when the operator wishes to make sure of a fine focus in locations where the " stop " of the taking lens has to be closed down.
These lenses are mounted on a plate which slides into tracks. By
releasing a simple catch this entire unit can be quickly removed
and another plate earning lenses of any desired focal length may
be easily inserted in its place.
The optical system of the finder is a story of accomplishment
in itself. It will be noticed from the various illustrations that
whatever the position of the camera the eyepiece of the finder may
be placed at any angle to suit the height of the cameraman and to
make view-finding easy.
In tilting, the rear half of the finder containing the eyepiece
" floats," and always remains in a horizontal position, while the
camera points at any angle, even to the zenith. This action does
not distort the image on the ground glass, nor does it interfere
with the advantage of accurately focusing. To do this means having a break in the usual straight line of the optical system. When
this feature was under consideration, the inventor of the camera
was told that such an innovation was a practical impossibility, but
after much work and experimentation he succeeded in perfecting
an arrangement of prisms which seemingly accomplishes the impossible.
The finder on the Akeley Camera shows the image on the ground
glass, right side up. and magnifies the image picked up by the lens
three times, which permits of a finer focusing.
One objection to twin lenses has been that in " close-ups," even
though the lenses were but 2 inches from center to center, this distance was great enough to displace the object from the desired position on the film. This objection has been overcome in the Akeley
Camera by a special adjustment. The button (H) operates an intersecting prism, which brings the image on the film in through the
finder, and permits the operator to " check up " the frame.
(to be concluded)

the best pictures pos-

margin and "Kodak*'
the film"Eastman"
Identifiablt by thein znords

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY,
N. Y.

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR _ QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it
Empire
345 West
Brj "\nt 6437

City Film . Lab., Inc
40th St., New York City
Bt-1. 8th & 8th Avee.

AT LIBERTY
Laboratory man with long
experience wishes responsible
position
motion
picture
concern. with
Have
developing
machine with blue prints
available. Open for good
position.Picture
Address
Motion
News.Box 135,
THE ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO,
^Manufacturers of
Arg-us-Sheck Universal Adapters
for Mazda Lamp Projection
and
Argus Crystal Bead Screens
CLEVELAND, Ohio 5
= Write for catalog.

The Estey Theatre
Organ has added
to the success of
every house that
has installed one.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the
June 14th issue of the
MotionPicture Xews
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Playing the Organ for Motion Pictures
BESIDES the technique of the fingers on the keys, and the
ing the heat of gas and of a crowd will cause a difference of almost a quarter of a tone between the pitch of the Great and
special skill required for pedal-playing, the management of
Swell
Organs. On this account every important instrument ought
the stops, or what is called " registration," is an all-important part
to have a balanced Great Organ which does not need supplementof the organist's equipment.
ing by the Swell Reeds for full effect.
The selection and combination of stops is a matter of considerable difficulty, partly because stops of the same name do not
The Pedal Organ is now used far too frequently. The boom of
produce the same effect. Undoubtedly much larger use should be a pedal Open, or the indistinct murmur of the Bourdon becomes
very irritating when heard for long. There is no finer effect
made of single stops. The most important stop of all — the open
than the entrance of a weighty pedal at important points in an
Diapason — is very seldom heard alone, being nearly always muffled
out distinctive tone very pleasant to listen to. Reeds, too, when
organ-piece, but there are players who scarcely take their feet
good, are much brighter when unclouded by Diapason tone, and
from the pedal-board, and so discount the impression. Care should
this is especially the case with a Clarinet or Cremona, though both
be taken to keep the pedal part fairly near the hands. The upper
are coupled almost always with a stopped Diapason. Organ-buildpart of the pedal-board is still too much neglected, and it is comers seem to have a craze on this point. The writer has often noticed
mon to hear a player extemporizing with a humming Bourdonthat they ask for the two to be drawn together. The employment
some two octaves away from the hand parts.
of single stops has this further advantage in an instrument which
The old habit of pumping the Swell Pedal with the right foot,
can sustain sound, and which it is almost impossible to keep quite
and hopping on the pedals with the left, has now probably retired
in tune, that the unison beats are then not heard. Families of
to remote country churches, but the Swell Pedal is still treated
stops should be oftener heard alone. These are chiefly (1) stops
too convulsively, and it should be remembered in putting it down
with open pipes, such as the open Diapason, Principal, Fifteenth;
that the first inch makes more difference than all the rest put to(2) stops with closed pipes, such as the stopped Diapason, Flute,
and Piccolo; (3) Harmonic stops; (4) Reeds. Stops of the
In changing stops it is important to choose the moment between
gether.
Gamba type nearly always spoil Diapason tone. Sixteen-foot stops
the
phrases, or when few keys are down.
on the manuals should be used sparingly, and never when giving
The employment of the organ with the orchestra is not without
out the subject of a fugue, unless the bass begins.
its dangers, but the main principles are clear. Never use imitation
Couplers are kept drawn much more than they ought to be,
stops or mixtures and hardly ever 4 ft. or 2 ft. work. The
with the effect of half depriving the player of the contrast beDiapasons and the pedal stops are the only effects which can be
tween the different manuals. The writer knew a cathedral orused without clash and harshness. A pedal alone has often a
ganist who commenced his service by coupling Swell to Great,
wonderfully fine effect.
and Swell to Choir, often leaving them to the end in this conIt is hardly necessary to emphasize the fact that the man at
dition. Another evil result of much coupling is that the pipes
the organ is of far greater importance than the organ itself. It
of different manuals are scarcely ever affected equally by variais entirely up to him to use intelligent discretion in employing the
tions of temperature, and the Swell of course being enclosed
great wealth of musical opportunities which are at his disposal.
in a box is often scarcely moved, so that at the end of an even5

Review

of Latest Musical

— "L'Esprit de Nil. The Oriental coloring in this fine
composition by Vargas is true to nature, the enchanting
melody portraying the mood of the mystic Nile. (Sam Fox,
Cleveland, Ohio.)
— " Mood Pensive." A tone poem of wonderful interpretative possibilities — a genuine classic that ranks with the
best compositions of that style. (Sam Fox.)
— " My Cairo Love," by J. S. Zamecnik. The fox trot
craze of the year. Oriental fox trots are all the rage and
the most sensational hit of the present season is " My Cairo
Love." New York City is simply going wild over its seductive strains, and if you haven't , secured your copy yet,
then do so at once. (Sam Fox.)
— " What'll We do on a Saturday Night when the Town
Goes Dry?" Another Prohibition song at the psychological moment. The thought uppermost in almost everyone's mind is vividly expressed in this popular one step.
(Waterson, Berlin & Synder, Strand Theatre Building,
N. Y.)
— " I Was So Young.'" The popular one step of the New
'York Broadway production, " Good Morning, Judge," now
playing at the Shubert theatre. (T. B. Harms, 62 W. 45th
street, N. Y.)
— " Prolific," composer of " Classics for the Masses," and
almost innumerable
terms of compliment
can always
be accredited to Gaston Borch, but we frankly know that no
composer of modern days is giving to the world such beau-

Compositions

toful and melodic compositions as this master. " Serenade
Romantique," the latest thought from his pen, is a charming
romance of exquisite tonal beauty, and most appropriate for
a theme of an emotional love drama. . (Belwin, Inc., 701
Seventh avenue, N. Y.)
— " Minnie Shimmie for Me." One of the most popular
fox trots of the season. Always played for that dance of
the hour, the latest innovation, the Shimmie. (Broadway
Music Corp., 145 E. 45th street, N. Y.)
— " In the Twilight," by Karganoff. " Mazurka," by
Michael Glinka and " Prelude," by Anatole Liadow. A
trio of short Russian numbers each one of which represents
the particular successful style of its composer. The numbers
are well contrasted and their expressive, melodious character
makes them equally serviceable for moving pictures, dramatic
or concert purposes. The name of their arranger, Chas. J.
Roberts, vouches for practical usefulness for either small or
large combinations.
(Carl Fischer, Cooper Sq., N. Y.)
— " Reverie Interrompue, " modern favorite by Tschaikowsky. The genius of this great Russian master is evident in every measure of this number. Melancholy and
moody in its first part, set in an appropriate minor key, it
suddenly gives way to an indescribably expressive second
theme, in the corresponding major key. Excellent arrangement, thoroughly cued, makes this number equally effective
for large or small instrumental combinations. (Carl Fischer.)
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" AN AMATEUR. ADVENTURESS "
(Emmy Wehlen-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch
1 — utes"Capricious
Annette"
and 30 seconds),
until — At(Moderato
Screening.Caprice), by Borch (2 min2 — "Vampire
Theme"
(Dramatic),
by Vely
onds), until — S: When Claxtonbury opens
door. (2 minutes and 30 sec3 — "Flirty Flirts" (Capricious Moderato), by Winkler (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: " I earn only $50 a week."
4 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Norma could never."
5 — "Path of Flowers" (Standard Waltz), by Waldteufel (2 minutes
and6 — 45Theme
seconds),
until —andT: 45"Once
a week
took."George serves
(1 minute
seconds),
until —George
S: When
sardines.
7 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "That's what I mean, married."
8 — "Agitato Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T: " If you think I am going to."
9 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Her first step along.
10 — "Rondo" (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berge
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When Claxtonbury enters home.
11 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes), until — T: "I
wouldn't lie to you."
12 — " Clematis " (Moderato Poco Agitato, from Boutonniere Suite),
by Tonning (4 minutes), until — T: "Why, Mr. Claxtonbury, when."
13
Mysterious until
Nights— T:" (Valse
and —15" seconds),
In her Dramatique),
new adventure.by Berg (2 minutes
14 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "That's awfully
old15 stuff."
— " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "And this was Mr. Oliver Morley's."
16
— "My
Hero" (From
the Chocolate Soldier) (2 minutes), until —
T: The
lion-hearted
fascinating.
17 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: After dinner Norma.
18 — "The Flatterer" (Direct cue, segue to Theme), by Chaminade
(1 minute
and 45to seconds),
until — S: "When
Norma plays." (Piano
only
according
action — telephone-bell)
.
19 —ory leaves.
"Love's Old Sweet Song" (2 minutes), until — S: When Greg20 —— "Andante
Pathetique,"
Berge (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until
T : After several
days ofby failure.
21 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: " What an odd cane."
22 — " Valse
" (Valse
seconds),
until —Divine
S: When
OliverLento),
enters. by Rosey (4 minutes and 45
23 — "Eccentric Comedy Theme" (Segue to " Hunkatin," by Levy),
by Roberts (4 minutes), until — T: By inviting Gregory's.
24 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "You have certainly earned."
25 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes
and 15 seconds),
untiland
— T:45"Iseconds),
am sorry until
you — insist."
26 — Theme
(1 minute
S: When Norma
leaves house." — until . . . THE END.
"UPSTAIRS AND DOWN "
(Olive Thomas-Selznick-Select)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Upstairs and Down" (Moderato), by Donaldson
1— " Galop
No. 7,"
by Minot (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Alice
Chesterton
a loveable."
2 — Theme (55 seconds), until — T: "Sprang the butler."
3 — "Valse
" Well
leave Divine,"
it to me."by Rosey (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:
4— "Flirty Flirts" (Melody Intermezzo), by Levy (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Ives also found a good."
5 — Continue pp. (25 seconds), until — T: "The midnight frolic."
6— " My Barney Lies Over the Ocean " (one step) (Waterson,
Berlin & Synder) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Where the
last good-byes."
7 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: " Back to Iveshurst."
8 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: "The country is twice as beautiful."
9 — " ValseAlice."
Moderne," by Rosey (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T:
" Where's
10 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Betty
Chesterton, Alice's sister."
11 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Vely (3
minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "I am going to punch."
12 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (1 minute and 35 seconds), until —
T: " Let Terry kiss you."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: A bolt of love.
14 — Continue ff (30 seconds), until — T: By twilight Terry's heart.
15 — " Mysterious Nights," by Berg (Valse Dramatique) (4 minutes
and 55 seconds), until — T: You are my own little."
16 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "Did you tell Betty?"
17 — Theme (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "I came to tell
18 — "Concert Waltz," by Durand (3 minutes and 35 seconds),
you."
until
— T: " Le Tour gets an eyeful."
"Dramatic
by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds),
until19 —— T:
"We're Recitative,"
going to elope."
20 — Theme ff. (2 rrSnutes and 55 seconds), until — T: And they lived.
21 — Continue to action (20 seconds), until * * * * END.
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You want ALL that is coming to
you from the box office. You
cannot have this " peace of mind "
creating satisfaction unless you
know about the
New, Perfected Model
AUT0MATICKET
SYSTEM
It is as much superior to anything
else in this field, as the latest auto
1733 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY
Z35 W55tS ST

is to the " handsome cab."
For the sake of your bank book,
send for Advance Folder today.

Phone Bryant 6808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

"NEWMAN"

Frames, Easels,
Ralls,
Grilles,
Signs,
Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Bar*

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

BRASS FRAMES
AND RAILS
A FEW REASONS
why " NEWMAN " METAL FRAMES have been
chosen
theatres.by all the big circuits and best class of
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts
of weather
conditions cannot
affectFRAMES.
" NEWMAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL
2 — Because of their richness In beauty and
design, they liven the entrance and render the
lobby more inviting than any other kind of
frames.
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-out-abla.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
" NEWMAN "
BUYING
Write for New 1918 Catalog
THE Established
NEWMAN MFG.
J 882 CO.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone,
Rialto Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, CaL
We manufacture the frames in variuusfinishes which do not require polishing
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UNWRITTEN CODE "
(Shirley Mason-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based .on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "A Japanese Sunset" (Characteristic Japanese
Andante), by Deppen
1 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — At Screening. .
2 — "Inhouse.
a Chinese Tea Room," Langey (3 minutes), until — T: A
Geisha
3
—
"
Capricious
Annette
(Moderato
and 45 seconds), until
— T: " The
AmericanCaprice),
Club. by Borch (2 minutes
4— "Mandarin
Dance"
(Chinese
Eccentric),
Kempinski (3 minutes), until — T: Suzuki having seen. (Japaneseby orchestra).
5
—
Theme
(1
minute
and
45
seconds),
until
—
S:
When Kiku-San
sees Dick.
6 — —"Mandarin
Dance,"
until
S : When scene
fades Kempinski
to tea house. (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
7 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When scene fades
to Kiku-San.
8 — "Dramatic
Recitative," by Levy (30 seconds), until — S: When
father
closes screen.
9 — " utes),Bleeding
Hearts
" (Andantino
until — S: At the American
club. Sentimento), by Levy (3 min10 — "Japanese Reverie" (Andantino), by Bartlett (3 minutes and
45 seconds), until — S: When father calls Kiku-San.
11 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When Dick joins
Kiku-San.
12
Mysterioso,"
by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until —— "T:Heavy
The following
afternoon.
13 — "Dance Orientale " (Allegretto Con Moto), by Lubomirsky
(2 minutes), until — S: When Dick enters geisha house.
until14 —— "Agitato
S : When No.
Dick 69"
pays (Allegro
money. Agitato), by Minot (30 seconds),
15' —utes"In
a
Pagoda"
(Characteristic
Allegro),
by Bratton (2 minand 15 seconds), until— S : When fight
scene fades.
16 — Theme (30 seconds), until — S: When Dick talks to Kiku-San.
17 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (4 minutes), until — T: Kiku-San's
brother.
18 — " Andante Doloroso No. 51," by Borch (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Kiku-San returns home.
19 — "Chinese Wedding Procession" (Poco Moderato), by Homer
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: Kiku-San's wedding day.
(Gong-strokes).
20 — " In a Tea Garden" (a Japanese Idyl), by Grey (45 seconds),
until — S : When Kiku's brother returns home.
21 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: Breakfast for two.
22 — "Dramatic
Tension No. 9," by Andino (1 minute), until — S:
When
brother enters.
23 — "The Lady Picking Mulberries" (a Chinese Episode), by Kelley (2 minutes), until — T: "And so Kiku-San found."
24— "utes),Mysterious
(Valse
Dramatique),
until — T: The Nights"
ball at the
American
Club. by Berg (4 min"Tragic
San25 —sees
brother.Theme," by Vely (3 minutes), until — S: When Kiku26 — "Chinese Serenade" (Characteristic Allegretto), by Puerner
(4 minutes), until — T: " It is not yet too late." *
27 — "Turbulence" (Allegretto Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "He make Kiku-San."
Impish Elves
(Winsome
Intermezzo),
by Borch (1 minute
and28 —15" seconds),
until "— T:
News from
home. (Sleigh-bells).
29 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: The lonely night.
30 — "Adagio Cantabile " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique),
by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Please go away."
— "Mountain
Suite),to by
Borch
(2 31minutes
and 30 Song"
seconds),(From
until — Mountain
S: When Music
scene fades
Margaret.
(Wave effects).
32 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When scene fades to Kiku and
broth)— until * * * THE END.
" A STITCH IN TIME "
(Gladys Leslie-Vitagraph)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch
1 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — At Screening.
by Johnson (2 minutes
and2 — 15"Blushing
seconds), Rose"
until — (Moderato
T: Exhibit Serenade),
A, Gilly Hill.
3 — "Humorous Drinking" (Character), by Roberts (2 minutes),
until — T: "Jenkins, bring the usual."
4 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Yes, he stuck to me when."
5 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely
(4 minutes),
pots
and pans).until — T: "Mr. .Worthington, your father." (Falling
6 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "By the way,
what is your name? "
7 — "Norma"
onds), until — T: (Melodious
Lela Trevor.Waltz), by Luz (5 minutes and 15 sec(Continued in next column)

Picture

(Continued from preceding column)
8 — Theme
scends stairs. (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Phoebe de9 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "To buy flowers for your mother." (Telephone-bell).
10 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: And then, one day.
(Popular one-step), by Rosey (1 minute), until —
T: 11At— "Savannah"
the Entente bazaar.
12 — " Heavy Dramatic Pathetic " (No. 10 Luz Photoplay Edition)
(2 minutes), until — S: When bazaar scene fades.
13 — ThemeLa (45Mode"
seconds),
until — one-step),
T: "It's one
your'n."
(French
by ofRosey
(2 minutes),
until14 —— "A
S : When scene fades
to bazaar.
15 — " Mysterious Nights " (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (1 minute),
until — T: "I'm fond of Dick."
16 — " and
Romance
D'Amour,"
D'Amour) (1
minute
45 seconds),
until —byS: Schoenfeld
When Lela (Romance
enters studio.
17 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until— T : " If you make him give up."
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "You will win
sure,
the one."
19 — and
"Fairy
Phantoms" (Characteristic Allegretto), by Johnson
(3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "I like that story."
20 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Jenkins, I'm all packed."
(Telephone-bell).
21 — " Gavotte " (From Garden Suite), by Luz (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — S: When guests enter auto.
— "Nocturne"
(From stairs.
Garden Suite), by Luz (3 minutes), until —
S :22When
Phoebe descends
23 — " Dramatic Tension No. 64," by Borch (3 minutes), until — T:
" Dick, I want you to promise."
24 — Theme (30 seconds), until — T: " Mr. Worthy said he gave you."
25 — "Dramatic
Tension
No. 36," by Andino (3 minutes), until — S:
When
Phoebe draws
curtains.
26 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (2 minutes), until — T: "I
couldn't
sleep." (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: And in the
morning.
27 — Theme
28 — " Dramaticmy Tension
" Worthington,
boy." No. 9," by Andino (3 minutes), until — T:
29 — Theme
unlocks
door. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: When Worthy
" THE THIRD DEGREE "
(Alice Joyce-Vitagraph)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Silent Sorrow" (Andante Pathetique), by Borch
1 — " Grave " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berge
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — At Screening.
2 — " Valse Divine " (Moderato Waltz), by Rosey (1 minute and 30
seconds), until— T : On upper Fifth Avenue.
3 — "Frill and Furbelows" (Rondo Rococo), by Crespi (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: At college, Howard Jeffries.
4 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: Annie Sands.
5 — " Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Grazioso), by Vely (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: The Honorable Richard Brewster.
NOTE: Telephone Bell.
6 — " Heavy Dr. Desc " (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: A long-distance call.
7 — —" T:Capricious
Annette"
until
Where youth
meet(Moderato
youth. Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes),
NOTE: Auto Effects.
8 — " Heavy Agitato " (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute
and9 — 15Piano
seconds),
until — T: "Now
keep youruntil
eyes— T:
this Modern
way." invenonlygift.improvising
(30 seconds),
tion's greatest
NOTE: Motion Picture Theatre.
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: So sometime later.
11 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: With capital borrowed.
12 — "Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (3 minutes), until — T:
" I'm sorry you went to all."
13 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Disaster also
comes.
14 — "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: The next day brings to.
15 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " Expecting a lady, old man."
16 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — S : When Mrs. Jeffries telephones.
NOTE: Telephone Bell.
17 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes), until — S:
When Mrs. Jeffries leaves.
NOTE: Shot and China-crash.
18 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: Meanwhile,
(Continued atonheadquarters
page 3656) Howard.
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THE business of the motion picture house is a cash business.
Though the individual sales are small their total during a
day's ordinary run, mounts up to a considerable figure.
During the early days of the industry the manager paid but
little attention to system in the business end. Although admission
fees in general were lower, so were the costs of film rentals and
the labor of employees. The motion picture was a new accomplishment and patronage was ample to bring in a pretty profit
to the exhibitor after all expenses were paid.
But today with its competition presents an altogether different
problem. The manager gives equal attention to the picture and
the box office, for one without the other cannot long exist. He
pays better prices for labor and feature films, puts more money
into his house and its equipment and accordingly works on a
smaller margin of profit. This is where system in the box office
appears. As in any other business venture the petty leaks must
be stopped or profits disappear.
On the market at the present time there are several devices
whose purpose is to simplify and systematize the work of the
box office. One of them is the automatic ticket selling machine
known as the Automaticket. That the machine has given satisfaction isindicated by its installation in the principal theatres of
New York City. Improved models have lately been made ready
for sale and they are the ones described here.
The Automaticket Register is a small compact mechanism made
to be set with its top working surface flush with the counter of
the ticket booth. Its size and capacity varies with the size and
capacity of the theatre.

The two unit machine (illustrated) dispenses two different price
and color tickets; the three unit, three price and color tickets and
so on up to the five unit which has been found suitable for the
largest house.

lixnv

Ticket Booth
Since there is no fundamental difference of construction in the
sizes except in the number of units, this article will describe but
an individual unit.
The machine consists of a motor-driven drum over which a
continuous ticket strip is led, holes in the tickets fitting into
pins on the circumference of the drum. On the working face of
the unit are five buttons numbered from 1 to 5 and a trap door.
When a patron asks for tickets, for instance two, the cashier
presses the button marked 2. This starts the motor which turns
the drum a sufficient distance to eject two tickets through the
trap door. At the same time, a cutter-bar working directly under
the door, clips the two tickets from the rest of the strip. The
motor automatically stops as soon as its function has been performed. Inside the device is a counter which registers each
ticket as issued, and as the tickets themselves are numbered, one
acts as a check on the other.
The tickets are issued in what is known as the "accordion fold"
that is, instead of being wound into a roll, a certain number are
folded back and forth in layers. This form of preparation makes
it unnecessary to wait while additional tickets are installed. When
the tickets in an Automaticket Register are seen to be low, a new
bundle of 2,000 is placed under those remaining and the two
ends connected with a paster which goes with each bundle. The
feeding is thus made continuous.
One key locks the entire machine. After tickets have been inserted for the day's business and their numbers taken, also the
readings of the two or more counters, the manager can lock the
entire machine with the knowledge that no access can be had to
any of the registers without his consent.
If it happens that during a matinee performance tickets of a
certain color or price are not to be used, such units may be easily
locked to prevent unintentional operation. By unlocking and
lifting the hinged cover a small lever is seen. This lever should
be raised about 1-8 inch and the buttons for that unit on the
working plate pushed down, after which no tickets can be issued.
This method of locking should also be followed when the day's
business is over as it prevents tampering with the machine and
contents.
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A FACTORY devoted
exclusively to making of
MOVING PICTURE ACCESSORIES. PRICES
are RIGHT—GOODS, the
BEST.

<S> 5* *e BRAND
Sold the world over. Ask
for them. INSIST on
getting them. If your
dealer does not supply
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 Carroll Ave.
CHICAGO
Here's the list. Watch it
for new additions —
BENCH REWINDS (2 styles)
One Piece Travelers Rewind
Fire Proof Enclosed Rewinds
(Underwriters Approved)
Carbon Savers (2 kinds)
CARBON
ADAPTERS ( 2 kinds)
Pastil Adapters
Ticket
Holders
(Single
Projectionists Tool
Set Coupon)
ASSEMBLED
AIX METAL
REEL
Core) (5" Hub, Solid Steel
Brass Lugr, or Terminal
Copper Terminal (Coming)
Stereoptieon Color Wheel
Slide Writer (Stencil)
Slide Compound, Slide Inks
FILM CEMENT, Perfumes
Perfume Disseminators
Oils
Grades),
Fire (4Proof
Film Exit
Boxes Signs
Humidor Film Cabinets
Safety Waste Cans
Film
Carrying Cases (2 styles,
5 sizes)
FILM SHIPPING CASES
(I. C. C. Approved)
Stripping
Rewinds Flanges, or Negative
Mechanism Carrying Cases
(Metal, Fibre lined)
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR SALE — A used Photo-Player.
Reason
for sale,
is being'
with large
Kimball
Pipe replaced
Organ.
Communicate with W. B. Milner,
Room 601, 507 Fifth Ave., New
York City.

(Continued from page 3454)
19 —utes"Heavy
Desc. Ag."
12! Luz Photoplay
Edition) (4 minand IS seconds),
until —(No.
T: Emissaries
of the press.
21 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Annie was permitted.
22 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: Mrs. Howard Jeffries.
23 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Perhaps I had
better
see her."
24 — "Nocturne"
(From Chopinina Suite) (4 minutes), until — T:
" Annie, you don't mind me."
Tragic Suite) (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
until25 —— "Adagio"
T: A sudden(From
recollection.
26 — " Cradle Song " (From Tragic Suite) (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "So Underwood wrote you."
27 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Your father is
28 — " Reverie" (From Pathetique Suite) (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
downstairs."
until — T : " Your husband is under a deep."
29 — " Elegie " (From Pathetique Suite) (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: The supreme sacrifice.
NOTE: Telephone Bell
30
—
Theme
(1
minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Howard, my
wife.— until * * * THE END.
et Tears of Love " Reaches

try EARS OF LOVE," the Jos. W. Stern & Company's song
1 dedicated in honor of Norma Talmadge, Select Pictures'
star, will have reached, by the end of the month, more than one
million circulation, it is declared. This means that the song,
which carries Miss Talmadge's portrait on the cover, will be
seen by more than three million persons, as it is estimated that
each copy in circulaton reaches an average of three readers.
" Tears of Love " is on sale in the leading music stores in every
city in the country and it is also handled by the five and ten cent
stores, a number of which have run special window displays in
connection with the exploitation of the number. It is also reported by Jos. W. Stern & Company that more than two hundred
exhibitors in different parts of the country have applied directly
to the publishers for copies of the song to use in connection with
Norma Talmadge's Select Pictures, the latest of which is " The
New Moon."
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Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shoivu
too early lo be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
Educational

Releases

(Photoplay Supplement and Cartoon)
fifth number of the Photoplay Mlagazine Screen Supplement sets the observer down at the. Metro studio first and
introduces him to Richard Rowland, the company's president, and
Viola Dana and May Allison. Next he sees Olive Thomas and
Edna Purviance and after that he is whisked out to Universal
City, where Rupert Julian is staging a scene from " The Fire
Flingers " and where Joe Martin, the famous ape, is leading the
keepers of the zoo a chase. Then to Jesse L. Lasky's home where
Mr. and Mrs. Lasky entertain and where young Lasky speeds on
the hours isbythen
playing
with Wilfred
Buckland's
Thurman
introduced
in her home
and D. youngster.
W. Griffith Mary
then
takes the onlooker over some of his famous old sets and visualizes
the action that was once staged in them. Altogether a most interesting reel
Happy Hooligan in " Der Wash on Der Line," an animated
cartoon, is a well drawn bit of " f oolishment " in which Happy
tells how he defeated a large number of Germans. The film gets
pretty near vulgarity in a few places, but on the whole calls for
laughs unaccompanied by blushes. — Peter Milne.
THE

"Pretty Smooth"
(Universal — Six Reels)
"DRETTY SMOOTH" stars Priscilla Dean in another crook
*■ picture. Miss Dean is becoming synonymous with this type
of photoplay and she is always able to make the most of the
heroines entrusted to her characterization. Her bright personality and her always alert attitude fit her particularly well for the
girl crook whose mission it is to attract the sympathetic attention
of the audience. Her Gertie Jones in " Pretty Smooth " is another personal triumph for her even as the melodrama itself is
something of a triumph in the art of picture construction with
suspense the dominant element.
" Pretty Smooth " was written by Bayard Veiller, author of that
famous crook stage play, " Within the Law," and of that famous
mystery stage play, " The Thirteenth Chair." He has combined
both the suspensive action of the former with the mystery action
of
latter ever
in " Pretty
Smoothof "acute
with interest.
the resultThe
thatclimax
it keepsin
the the
observer
in a state
which the detective refuses to recognize the reformed crooks because he believes they saved his life, is well handled and furnishes both a surprise and a laugh.
Miss Dean is the recipient of excellent support from Francis
MacDonald as another reformed crook and from Milton Ross
as the detective. When viewed the production included sub-titles
apparently the original ones that the adaptor wrote into his script.

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

They are not so pretty smooth, but when the editor has finished
with them the picture will present a fine piece of entertainment.
It is presented cleverly enough to immediately fascinate the average picture-goer, a fellow always willing to see the minions of
the law gO' down to defeat through the cleverness of outlaws. —
Peter Milne.
" Perils of Thunder Mountain "
(Vitagraph Serial — Two Episodes)
THIS newest of Vitagraph serials is laid in the deep snows
of the high Sierras and, for this reason if for no other,
should prove a welcome addition to any program. The first
two episodes reveal the immense drifts, the white-capped mountains and coated trees in striking brilliance, while the action
that is laid against these backgrounds is vigorous, bold and
thrilling.
The plot of the " Perils of Thunder Mountain " deals with
the struggles of two men, Davis and Morgan. A mine has
been willed them, and Morgan wishes to control it all himself.
Davis fights for his share, as well as for that portion of it which
goes to charity, and sees to it that Ethel, their ward, is kept
from Morgan's clutches. The action is elemental and does not
possess the plot interest that was to be noted at the outset of
the previous Vitagraph serial, but the thrills and the backgrounds make quite certain that no one will become restless
while watching the various episodes unwind.
Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway are the stars of the
production, and both play with an enthusiasm and high spirit
that will put them in immediate favor with audiences. The
villain's role is in the capable hands of Jack Waltemeyer, while
Kate Price, long a Vitagrapher, provides the comedy relief.
The production was directed by Ronald Bradbury and William
T. Baumann, and their work on the first two episodes is in fine
serial form. — Peter Milne.
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Motion

HARRISON'S

EXHIBITOR

" The Lion's Den "—with Bert Lytell
IT makes no difference what kind of patrons you cater to, this
picture ought to prove a first class entertainment. Principally
it is a drama, the sort that appeals to the tender feelings of compassion and sympathy, this spirit being vividly conveyed by the
hero, but it is also interlaced with situations so comical as to
make one laugh from the bottom of his heart.
The star is presentd as a minister of the gospl, whose fearlessness draws him the ill will of the church board. He wants
to
start
boys' club,
so as
to keep the
away from
the evil ainfluence
of the
poolrooms,
but youngsters
finds no support.
He
determines to get the club started by any means, so he buys half
interest in a grocery store. At first, he does good business, but
soon he loses all his trade as his competitor, one of the most influential members of the church board, whose daughter he loves,
cuts down prices. On top of that, he is made to resign. He is
somewhat discouraged but resolves to stick it out and have his
club. Advised by the girl he loves, he confides his plans about
the club to the boys. Each one of the boys now becomes a salesman, so he soon draws back all the trade.
His competitor, having lost all the trade, and being short in
his accounts, attributes it to the dishonesty of his clerk. His
clerk, angered by the insinuations, strikes him on the head with
the telephone, sets fire to the store and starts to leave. The alarm
is soon_ given, and the minister with the boys rush to the rescue.
The minister enters the burning store and saves his life, extinguishing also the fire. Realizing now he is in the wrong, his
competitor gives his consent for his daughter's marriage to him,
and promises to help him start his boys' club.
Although the story may appear as somewhat old, it is handled
so ably that it entertains the spectator as if it was a brand new
one. Released by Metro May 19. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.

Picture

News

REVIEWS

" His Debt " — with Sessue Hayakawa
TO attraction,
say simplywould
that "not
His beDebtgiving
" is aallvery
the good
creditRobertson-Cole
such picture
deserves. At any rate, you would be making no mistake, were
you to class it with the star's best screen contributions. The story
not only is full of substance, but also it has been produced in an
atmosphere so artistic that the screen can hardly point to a
superior one. Its artistry surpasses every one of Mr. Hayakawa's former offerings.
The story is of an entirely different nature than any of those
so far contributed by this star. It is a gambling medodrama,
thoroughly American, hardly any other Japanese being shown
excepting two servants for a few short scenes. The star is
presented as the owner of a fashionable gambling house ; but he
conducts his games straight. A young man plays and loses heavily.
Thinking the game crooked, he plans a revenge. He enters the
hero's house at night, shoots and fatally wounds him, the bullet
piercing his lungs. He is taken to the hospital wher the close
watch of the nurse saves his life.
After his recovery, the hero sends for his assailant. He;£s about
to deliver him over to the authorities, when the nurse comes and,
telling him he is the man she is about to marry, begs him to
spare him. As the hero ows his life to the nurse, he lets him go
for her • sake, saying that a Japanese never forgets to pay his debt.
The theme is strongly dramatic, but not of such nature as to
leave a bitter taste. It is a picture that should add class to the
house that would run it. Released through Exhibitor's Mutual.
Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
" I'll Get Him Yet "—with Dorothy Gish
a screen comedienne, Dorothy Gish is in a class by herself.
Her comical mannerisms could make the sourest of faces
turn to laughing; and she succeeded doing so in "I'll Get Him
Yet," in spite of the story's lightness. In any event, while the
picture could not be called a knockout, it should make everybody
feel as having spent an enjoyable evening.
Farce-comedy is the nature of the subject, in which the heroine
is presented as the daughter of a railroad magnate. Her father,
in order to reduce the amount of his taxation, gives his daughter
a railroad. She accepts it, but insists on running it herself.

AS
"The Woman Next Door "—with Ethel Clayton
"""THE Woman Next Door " does not come up to the standard ofthan
MisstheClayton's
is hardly
any1 better
average former
picture.contributions.
Although its Itentertaining
values are not so poor as to make you feel nervous while playing
it, yet they are not high enough to entitle you to make any rash
promises about.
Theing thepredominating
feature
the pictureit isby the
heroine's
rentadjoining house
and inconnecting
a secret
passage.
She is thus enabled to entertain in disguise friends in a Bohemian
way and derive from life the innocent pleasures her husband, an
ugly man and old enough to be her father, has denied her.
In the course of the story the fame of this mysterious woman
reaches the husband's ears; he seeks an introduction. His shock
and his anger are without bounds when he finds out that this
woman is none other than his wife. He attacks her savagely and
attempts to choke her but her maid strikes him on the back with
a sharp instrument and kills him.
balance
of the
a detective's
discovery
of
theThesecret
passage
and story
of his deals
laying with
the crime
at her door
; but the
maid's confession clears everything.
The picture has been based on " Vicky Van," one of a series of
mystery stories by Carolyn Wells. Released by Paramount May
4. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
" Josselyn's Wife " — Robertson-Cole
NOT since " The Heart of Rachel " has Miss Bessie Barriscale
produced a picture to equal this one in entertaining values. In
the review then, this department had pronounced that feature 100
per cent., a claim which was later upheld in the reports sent in by
those of you who had played it. " Josselyn's Wife " comes as
near
it as
any picture
can : In
couldn't
it
muchequalling
were you
to take
it for granted
thatfact,
this you
offering
will miss
give
as much satisfaction.
Miss Bessie Barriscale is given almost an identical role — that of
the much abused but suffering in silence wife, a wife who finds
great comfort in the care of her boy whom she loves devotedly.
The part of the boy is taken by Ben Alexander, an amiable youngster who has appeared in many pictures, and lately in " The Turn
of the Road," an attraction which, according to the reports, has
been acclaimed by the picture going public.
The spirit of the story appeals to our better nature; it should
touch the heart-strings of any human being; the production end,
on the other hand, has been skillfully handled. — Released through
Exhibitors' Mutual. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.

loves toa ask
younghis man,
but when,
at her
insistence,
he' callshim
on
herShefather
consent
for their
marriage,
he throws
out calling him a money hunter. Angered, he vows never to
marry a rich heiress. At her solicitations, he is inflexible. Her
persistence, however, softens his heart, and he agrees to marry
her, but on one condition, that she should agree never to accept
any money from her father.
The balance of the story, and the most comical, deals with the
way she tries to hide from her husband the fact that she owns
the railroad
passes
the town tobutherdoesn't
stop, She
she
herself
havingthat
issued
suchthrough
order previous
marriage.
is induced to join a movement to appeal to the unknown owner,
whom they have knicknamed Skinflint, to allow the trains to
stopher
there.
The scenes
showing
the heroine's
attempt
hide those
of
employes
who run
the railroad
for her,
whileto calling
on
her to have some documents signed, are also comical. Released
by Paramount May 25. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
" One Week of Life " — with Pauline Frederick
THIS is an average picture. There is nothing extraordinary
about the story. It contains no such twists as would take
a spectator by surprise and thus give him pleasure. On the other
hand, the fact that the story is of the dual role type, detracts from
whatever entertaining value a subject of this class, written to be
acted in the usual way, would naturally possess. A strange
woman is shown as substituting the hero's wife, whom she resembles closely. It is hardly possible to make a spectator believe
that the husband would not have become aware of the substitution.
The different voice, behavior, and in fact a thousand other things,
would have caused him to become aware he is not talking to his
wife, instead of having to learn of it from the note he found
on the floor, which was dropped by the strange woman.
As the production end of it is good, you will perhaps be able
to get by with this medodrama. It is also clean. Released by
Goldwyn April 13. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
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"WORDS
Good

AND

Representation

MUSIC

of Small Town

BY"—

Ambition

FOX

and Talent

WILLIAM
FOX has taken his new stars, Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, out of the comedy field for
the time being and has placed them in strictly dramatic roles. Whether they will be able to
shine as resplendently in subjects like their present offering is a question that cannot be answered on short notice. But they give evidence in the appreciation of their parts that serious pieces
become them quite as well as things of a light character.
Interest and sympathy are always engendered through the youthful figures who outgrow the narrow
environment of a small town. The hero and heroine in this story are gifted with the artistic temperament and to find suitable expression for it they migrate to the metropolis. And there is where the drama
comes in.
The plot has done yoeman service in fiction and on the screen, but despite its age it never fails to
hatch out a goodly array of dramatic ingredients. Virtue comes from the country place, while villainy
is found in the city. And four reels of fairly suspensive action in which is blended a few notes of pathos
are uncovered before the picture ends with a happy solution.
Be it said that the country puts it all over the city as it usually does in fiction. Our temperamental
friends firmly establish themselves in the Broadway hall of fame. The romantic element is mostly subordinated in the story in order to permit character drawing. It is not missed, however, because the
theme of stick-to-it-iveness is well developed. — Length, 5 reels — Released May 18. — Laurence Reid.
The girl succeeded because of her sex Put
way until the finale. His own music is decidedly
THE CAST
inferior at that point.
Brian McBride
Albert Ray
the boy had his opera stolen. And he didn't
Brian
is
rescued
from
his
despair
by
a
song
want a totimeseecame
her when
becausethe hewrong
hadn'tdonemadehim good.
Millicent Lloyd
Elinor Fair
But
was
publisher and his opportunity arrives when the
Gus Hertz
Robert Bolder
manager of the opera solicits a suitable finale
righted and their stars were in the ascendant.
Gene Harris
Eugene Pallette
The curtain closed upon them at a critical first
from his publishing friend. And so the impresario
Thomas Sullivan
Edwin Booth Tilton
realizes his mistake in thinking Brian a plagiarist
By William Charles Lengel.
night. They had come to New' York and conbecause of the poor finale turned in by the real
Scenario by Charles Kenyon.
quered. See "Words and Music By — "
thief. cause
Theof hisyoung
man
had
avoided
Millicent
beDirected by Scott Dunlap.
failure. But the time arrives when
SUGGESTIONS
Photographed by Roy Klaffki.
they are reunited on the presentation of the play.
Inasmuch
as
the
stars of this Fox feature ar^
The girlandinwhen
glad the
voiceopera
is inspired
Brian's
new in the photoplay world, perhaps the best
PRESS NOTICE
music,
is voted bya success,
plan
would
be
to
concentrate on them. They
the
youthful
artists
are
brought
together
behind
William
new stars,
and
the curtain.
Elinor
Fair, Fox's
will appear
togetherAlbert
in theirRaynewest
made their
an auspicious
start inbrings
"Married
Haste"
and
present
vehicle
them ininto
the
attraction, theatre
"Wordsonand MusicofBy — " atweek.
the
spotlight as very capable players. So to catch
PROGRAM READER
the
crowd
with
the
picture
play
up
that
the
stars
The picture, adapted by Charles Kenyon from a
bright entertaining picture that is strong
are the latest in the Fox constellation. Before
story by William Charles Lengel, treats of a in A human
interest will come to the
small town boy who makes his way to success
they
forthsupported
in "Married
Haste"
shortly under the title, "Words and Music
stellarventured
roles, they
other instars
in thein
as a composer, and shows him surmounting a screen
By — ." IttroducesisAlberta Ray
William
Fox production
in- Ince organization. So play up their personalseries of obstacles, as country boys have a way
and Elinor
Fair as theandstars.
ities, as picturegoers are attracted mostly by the
of doing when they go out into the world to The story is based upon the youthful ambitions
players rather than the subjects in which they
seek fame and fortune. He writes an opera
of the characters portrayed by Mr. Ray and Miss
appear.
You will find sufficient data in the Plan
after several months of earnest labor and takes
Fair and brings them from a small town to a big Book review
himself to New York to dispose of it. Naturally
of "Married
Haste"
Mocity
where
they
find
expression
for
their
talents
tion
Picture
News
issue of inApril
19. inThenthe there
after several vicissitudes. The heroine Millicent
he encounters a plagiarist who succeeds in steal(Continued on page 3668)
ing his score, and the future looks black indeed
Lloyd has a beautiful voice and when a musical
while he endeavors to prove his authorship. Intercomedy comes to the little town she is urged to
woven with his career is that of a young woman
join it. But the show proves a failure in New
from the same little town whose voice takes her
York due to its poor score. Meanwhile Brian Mcto fame in operatic circles. She had preceded
Bride has completed the arduous work of comhim to
the
metropolis,
but
as
he
considered
himposing his opera and has taken himself to the
self a failure he had been careful to avoid her.
metropolis
to have it tried out.
Just what takes place before the lovers are
How
he
meets with failure after failure in the
reunited will be revealed on the
screen
rebuffs that are offered him, how his opera is
stolen by a plagiarist and incorporated jn the
when to"Words
By — " is shown.
Sufsay thatand
it isMusic
an interesting
picture
musical play that features his sweetheart, how
with fice dramatic
situations
and climaxes
and filled
one
sunshine breaks through the clouds and reveals
that carries a strong human appeal. The romanhim
as entirely successful are events that makes
tic element is well brought out and so carefor an interesting hour in the
theatre.
fully is the atmosphere suggested that it seems
The
picture
gives an insight into the Famous Tin
like a story of everyday life. The stars give
Pan Alley of New York and how popular songs
a good account of themselves and seem like perare made. It also offers a vein of rich comedy
fect representations of what they pretend to be.
with romance. The stars acThe cast includes Robert Holder, Eugene Pal- that isquitpunctuated
themselves commendably and receive adelette, and Edwin Booth Tilton. All competent
quate
support.
The
scenaric-ized
players. The picture was produced under the
Charles Kenyon from picture
a story was
by William
Charlesby
direction of Scott Dunlap.
Lengel. Scott Dunlap directed.
THE STORY
CATCHLINES
Brian McBride and Millicent Lloyd are gifted
He didn't amount to much in his little home
with artistic
temperaments
cannotthey
find live.
ex- town. His talent for composing music wasn't appres ion in the
little town that'
in which
preciated until he took his opera to New York.
Fortunately a musical show visits the place and
How did he fare in the metropolis, and what
Millicent is given a try-out for she possesses a became of his sweetheart whose gift of a beautibeautiful voice. Naturaly she is selected for the
ful voice led her to the same city? See " Words
prima donna role, while Brian is given kindly advice to keep on trying in his compositions and
By — "
some day he will make his mark. But the play is andTheMusic
new Fox stars, Albert Ray and Elinor
a failure in the metropolis due to a poor score.
Fair, in a charming story of love and sentiment.
When Brian completes his opera and comes to
New York, the composer of the failure lures him
They sweethearts.
had the artistic
small
to his apartment and succeeds in stealing the
town
Thetemperament
girl was —a these
marvelous
score, although he fails to memorize the finale
singer while the boy was a gifted composer.
of the second act. The music so impresses the They came to New York to conquer it. Did they
manager
engages
plagiaristin toevery
re- succeed? You will find out when you see "Words
Albert Ray as he appears in " Words and
write the that
failure,he and
it is a the
masterpiece
and Music By — "
Music By — "
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"I'LL

GET

HIM

A Splendid

YET"—

Farce-Comedy

from

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT
Every

Angle

A

SPLENDID farce-comedy is offered in " I'll Get Him Yet," Dorothy Gish's latest. The author,
Harry Carr, has evolved a clever series of situations through which he pilots his main characters to the accompaniment of some unusually clever subtitles, subtitles which, if we remember
correctly, get a laugh every time.
But don't get it into your head that " I'll Get Him Yet " is a piece of weak material bolstered up with
witty captions. Far from it. Miss Gish herself doles out many a laugh by her " little disturber " type
of playing and her ebullient spirits. Miss Gish is, by the way, one of the few actresses who can be cute
and get away with it. And whether it was she or Director Elmer Clifton who injected all the original
comedy business into the picture we do not know, but wherever the credit goes it goes in bales. Distinction in comedy marks every scene.
Miss Gish is well supported by Richard Barthelmess, who appears in the role of the at first pursued young man, who later is converted into an exceedingly jealous husband. George Fawcett does a
great bit as the father and the rest are always in the spirit of the picture.
There is no room for the plot
situations keeps the observer ever
you happen to view it. — Length, 5
THE CAST
Susie Faraday Jones, alias Skinflint Jones
Dorothy Gish
Bradford Warrington Jones, her father..
George Fawcett
Scoop McCreedy, a newspaper
manBarthelmess
Richard
Harold Packard, a rich young dilettante. .
Ralph Graves
Robert E. Hamilton Susie's legal adviser
Edward Peil
Williamrailroad
R. Craig, superintendent of Porter
Susie's Strong
By Harry Carr.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Photographed by John Leezer.
PRESS NOTICE
Dorothy Gish, the star without an equal or
imitators comes to
theatre on
of
week in her latest Paramount photoplay entitled
Get Himlady Yet."
the
amusing
story "I'll
of a young
who setThisher isheart
on marrying a certain man who was shy of her
because of her fortune. So she pursued and
pursued him and eventually won him. But then
came a long series of misunderstandings due to
hubby's
and the
the fact
fact that
that wine
wanted
to
concealjealousy
from him
she had
any
money
in
her
own
name.
"I'll
Get
Him
Yet"
farce of the briskest order and awards Miss Gishis
ato role
last. which she makes the most of from first
The story was written for the star by Harry
Carr, a well known newspaper man of Los Angeles. He has contrived a clever plot with any
number of complications that travel along unusual
Mr. Carr's
storyClifton,
was produced farce
under lines.
the direction
of Elmer
the
same man responsible for her previous successes
on the Paramount program. He has handled the
material in hand in expert style and has piloted
the picture to a most successful conclusion.
Miss Gish derives excellent support from
Richard Barthelmess in the opposite role and
from George Fawcett, the noted character actor,
in a humorous part. The picture is laid in a
number of simple settings but "I'll Get Him
Yet" needed nothing of a lavish character to
make it ina doing
'success.
succeed
that. The plot and the players
THE STORY
Most men make Susie Faraday Jones yawn.
She is a very tired young lady particularly as
the affa'rs
business
hang heavily
on her
shoulders. Her offather,
a capitalist
if ever
there
was
one, had named Susie controller of a certain
electric railway operated by him so that his income tax wouldn't be so large. Of course he
didn'tdidexpect
to runwasit ?oing
but then
one
ever
know Susie
what Susie
to do.no Then
one day Susie meets Speeds McCredy, a young
reporter and she straightway falls in love. It
isn't long before Speed proposes but getting Mr.
Jones'
consent
isis another
matter. Speed
strikes
him just
as herather
wandering
port and gets
ungentle through
treatment.his tax reAt that Speed declares he won't marry a rich
girl but Susie is of a different opin'on and after

here. Suffice it to say again that Mr. Carr's procession of farcical
on the alert. It's an all-around splendid comedy from whatever angle
reels. — Released May 25. — Peter Milne.
she follows him around for a few days he says
Susie's career, something which she didn't want
he will marry her providing she agrees to live on
Speed to find out, she had a very hard — and a
his
salary.
Every'.hing
goes
well
for
a
time
until
very
" I'llin Get
Yet " isGishby has
all
odds funny
the besttime.
comedy
whichHimDorothy
Speed loses his job. Shortly afterwards howappeared. As Susie she creates a character that
ever he is made editor of a suburban paper which
everyone will just have to adore while Richard
plans to attack Susie's railway for refusing to
Barthelmess is Speed. They make an ideal team
stop at its
very comand the comedy is none the less an ideal comedy.
fortable atstation.
this and Susie
makes doesn't
plans feel
to change
her
previous order about the stops. Her manager,
her lawyer and others call. Susie has an awful
SUGGESTIONS
time keeping her husband ignorant of her presoffers you a good title to play on
ence and after many anxious moments he dis- in Paramount
connection with this picture. It has a catch
covers them. There is quite a rumpus until
to it and if employed with a suitable picture of
the
star in advertising copy it will help to make
Susie
explains
and
then
—
Speed's
jealousy
soothed
— everything ends happily.
a display that will attract attention. Among the
stills you should be able to find one of the star
CATCH LINES *
in
pose. Under
line "Dorothy
In the olden days it was considered unmaidGisha typical
as Skinflint
Jones."it use
Herethe again
you will
enly for a girl to pursue a man. But, dear me,
be
playing
on
the
reader's
curiosity.
It
dear me, we are very modern in 1919. If Susie
seem
possible
to unite the star's characterdoesn't
with
such
a
name.
had lived and thrived a few hundred years ago
Put a little humor into the catch lines that
she would have all the bands of ostracism thrust
you
use.
The
first
one
printed
with
this
plan
down on her for she insisted on pursuing and
book is a fair sample of the style to use. Anypursuing and pursuing — a man. At all events
thing that brings out the unusualness of the
" I'llto Get
not
missHimit. Yet " is a fine comedy — be sure
central
character
and her
suggests the "pep"
Dorothyfice.
Gish
will that
sufHumor puts
and in
pep areperformance
the elements
that
She wanted to conceal the fact that she owned
should be the basis of advertising the feature.
a fortune from her husband and he thought she
was concealing a dark and mysterious past. See
Don't let a chance go by to bring these elements
" I'll struck
Get HimthisYet,"
the biggest laughing hit that
ever
village.
out.
Dorothy Gish goes on disturbing. Here she
crashes in on the peace and quiet of a certain
mere male and doesn't g've him a chance to crv
" quits " — before he knows it he's her husband.
See season.
"I'll Get Him Yet," the laughing success of»
the
Love
"I'll Get inHima cottage
Yet." and fun in a cottage — see
PROGRAM READER
In the classics and everything ancient it was
considered very unmaidenly for one of the socalled gentler sex to pursue mere male. But
things have changed considerable since then. Oh
considerable indeed! Take, for example, Susie
Faraday Jcnes. Susie had her heart and her eye,
everything but her hands, set on Speed , McCreedyuntil
and she
to leave
turned
she resolved
had caught
him. noSaidstone*
she un-to
herself:
"I'll
Get
H:'m
Yet,"
and,
by
jove
she
got him! In what manner it will be your great
pleasure
to
see
in
the
picture
"I'll
Get
Him
Yet"
which is due to come here shortly. Yes, she got
him but she got a very jealous husband too.
And as there was something mysterious in

"EVERYBODY'S

BUSINESS"

Dorothy Gish demonstrating how to catch a
husband in " I'll Get Him Yet "
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"RIDERS

OF

VENGEANCE"—

Harry Carey in Fine " Good-Bad

Man

UNIVERSAL

" Western

HARRY
CAREY, star and co-author with Jack Ford of " Riders of Vengeance," has created a
most sympathetic Cheyenne Harry this time. It's the old idea of the '* good-bad " man, but
Harry has such good cause for his killings herein (inasmuch as his bride, mother and brothers
were shot down by bandits after his wedding) that the character takes on fresh appeal and brings sympathetic response from the spectator.
Eugene B. Lewis, who handled the continuity, has constructed the story skillfully and has brought
out the suspense of the tale to a very good degree. This is created by the constant danger surrounding
Harry and the cool manner in which he goes about the accomplishing of his revenge.
As for Jack Ford's direction, rest assured that it guarantees a production in which there is action and
sweeping western atmosphere every minute of the way. Certainly Mr. Ford knows how to put on a
subject of this type, a statement of fact that has been proven time and again in other Harry Carey pictures.
The star endows his role with awkward — but humanly awkward — actions in his love scenes, while
he rises to the moments of intensity with a fine sense of their values. Seena Owen contributes a pretty
picture of the heroine. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 9. — Peter Milne.
Thurman declares that he was innocent of any
THE CAST
PROGRAM READER
participation in the crime. The two men fight
It was a gala day for Cheyenne Harry, for on
Cheyenne Harry
Harry Carey
and both are severely wounded. It is ThurThe Girl
Senna Owen
he was going to be married. The little church
dies theaftergirlHarry's
heroic
in the western municipality was decked in its save man
Gale Thurman
Joseph Harris
himwho for
he loves,
Andstruggle
after theto
Buell
J Farrel McDonald
Sunday dress and all the town stopped other acclouds
have
rolled
away
a
new
happiness
dawny
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
t
o
attend
the
ceremony.
And
what
made
for Harry and the girl.
Harry'sMother
Father
Alfred
it particularly nice for Harry and his family
His
Jennie Allen
Lee
Virginia
Glita Gale
was the fact that his deadly enemies, rival cattleSUGGESTIONS
By Harry Carey and Jack Ford.
men, had signified their willingness to bury the
The situation around which the ffaorgram
Scenario by Eugene B. Lewis.
hatchet for the time and heip in the merryDirected by Jack Ford.
making. And so Harry led h.s bride away from
Reader is built
seems that
to beyou" themaybestdress
.for your
any
advertising
arguments
the altar with his heart bubbling over wkh Happiness. He came to the door, his mother, father
CATCH LINES
copy with. It appears a bit gruesome maybe
and brothers were just behind him. Nothing
but as it is the opening situation of the picHis bride shot down as she came from the
seemed ready to intrude on the peace and quiet
turetionsand throughout
the one the
which
hero's
church — his mother and father mortally wounded ! of
the
scene
and
then,
suddenly,
a
veritable
tattoo
rest motivates
of the fivethereels,
it isac-a
Would not this put muredrous revenge in the
good one to use. Certainly it implies unusual
of
shots
rang
out
on
the
air
and
Harry's
bride,
heart of any man? See "Riders of Vengeance,"
strength and promises dramatic action to follow
his mother and brothers fell, mortally wounded!
Harry Carey's latest photoplay.
of the most intense sort. Build it up, then, and
This is the beginning of "Riders of Vengeance,"
get
all out of it you can.
Harry shortly.
Carey's Would
latest picture
whicha deed
will be
Vengeance and love battled for prior place in here
Interest naturally lies in the fact that Harry
not such
put shown
murthis man's
heart.
The
former
was
deep,
inderous
vengeance
in
the
heart
of
any
man?
Is
Carey
had a hand in the story. Be sure Iod mengrained there through forces of hate that no man
there a man alive who would not swear to even
tion this in your advertising. The statdEffOK
could resist — the latter came with a woman's
the score but exactly a life for a life? But there
could
easily
be elaborated upon by dwelling on
smile. Which conquered? See "Riders of Venthe fact that he has prepared himself a better
are many surprising turns in "Riders of Vengeance,"
Harry
Carey's
tremendously
diamat.c
vehicle
than
nce"— and you
see this gr.pping photophotoplay.
in the past. scenario writers have awarded hin?
play togearealize
theirmust
power.
Seena Owen has played with practically every
In which Harry Carey turns author and creates
one of the big male stars who works in the west
THE STORY
a character for his own interpretation. His latShe
the leading
here also and you
est Cheyenne Harry is a masterwork of character
shouldis mention
her woman
as heading the supporting
On Cheyenne Harry's wedding day, his famdrawing — don't miss him in "Riders of Venily's
rivals
in
the
cattle
business,
signify
their
cast.
willingness to bury the hatchet, a fact wh.ch
geance."
makes Harry exceedingly glad. But the smiles
on the faces of these enemies are but masks and
The
story
of
a
man
who
took
vengeance
in
his own hands.
when Harry issues forth from the church with his
bride, a volley of shots are fired. It is the greatest tragedy in the history of the town of MesPRESS NOTICE
for when the crowd has been quieted,
Harry Carey, the popular western actor in quite
Harry's
bride lies dead with his mother and
Universal pictures will be seen again at the brothers while
wounds
are mortal.
theatre on
of
week in
After that no his
one father's
sees much
of Harry
for two
or three years but eventually he returns and
his latest photoplay entitled "Riders of Venposts
the
names
of
those
he
plans
to
k.ll.
They
geance."
Special
interest
is
attached
to
the
exhibition of this picture in that the star, in col- are the men who partook in the massacre before
laboration with Jack Ford, wrote the story
and vengeance
is deep
heart.a
They have conceived an unusually powerful mohe has killed
off instilled
Number inOne,Harry's
he meets
tive on which the action is based and due to After
girl coming to the town to meet Gale Thurthis the whole picture remains as one of the
man, the sheriff, whom Harry believes led the
strongest westerns that ever found its way to the
gang against his people. He wants to harm the
screen. The scenario was written by Eugene
girl
to
avenge himself on Thurman but her inB. Lewis, well known and capable in his line,
nocence and beauty so appeal to him that his
while the direction was in charge of Mr. Ford.
better self masters.
Mr. Ford'sdermentwork
has
long
been
a
source
of
wonHowever
he goes
and men
strikes
and admiration to those who follow
terror into the
heartson ofwith
the h's
otherwork
guilty
as,
closely the various western plays of the screen.
one
by
one,
his
enemies
are
picked
off.
The amount of rapid action he instills into his there comes a time when, through a series ofThen
cirwork is little short of marvelous. In "Riders
Harry and
findapaches
themselves obliged cumstances,
to unite
forcesThurman
against the
of Vengeance"
he itwellseems.
upholds his reputation —
even
surpasses it,
of the desert. In the midst of their struggle
"Riders
of whose
Vengeance"
tellsistheinterrupted
story of Cheyenne Harry
wedding
by a
murderous plan of his enemies. Shots are fired,
the air rings with the cries of the dying and when
at
the commotion
Harry's
bride,
his last
brothers,
his father has
and ceased,
his mother
are dying.
"EVERYBODY'S
It is in this manner that vengeance is instilled
in the heart of the man who was before just a
happy boy. How he goes about to consumate
his revenge and how he agains finds a true love
go to make a photoplay of the greatest strength.
Harry Carey with Seena Owen in a scene front
Senna Owen, one of the prettiest actresses on
the screen, appears opposite the star.
" Riders of Vengeance "
BUSINESS"
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"ONE

WEEK

OF

Pauline Frederick
COSMO

LIFE"—

in Typical Cosmo

Picture

News

GOLDWYN

Hamilton

Story

HAMILTON

is never anything but bold and startling in his plots of society life. Sometimes in his striving for that which is unusual he becomes quite plainly artificial," at least when
some of his works are transplanted to the screen.
" One Week of Life," an original opus of his
his in which Pauline Frederick is starred, makes its bid for fame through
this startling unconventionality. There are times during its course when incidents, even situations, are forced, but withal it is made
of the sort of stuff that the typical fan thrives on.
Miss Frederick is always counted upon to give an effective performance, and here as Marion Roche

who takes another woman's place before her drink- sodden husband, she creates a character the emotional
intensity of which is always a thing apparent. The same drink-sodden
husband makes a man of himself with miraculous rapidity when he comes under Marion's softening influence. In fact
puts liquor
behind him in a short twelve hours. Thomas Holding in the role of the husband creates he
a strong character, realistic to the extreme in most phases.

Flobart Henley's direction is entirely commendable. The settings
— Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Marion Roche comes to New York from a
Marion Roche
little town in Ohio to study art and little does
Mrs. Kingsley Sherwood Pauline Frederick
she dream of the fate planned for her in the city.
Kingsley Sherwood ...Thomas Holding
One
of the first men she meets is LeRoy Scott, a
LeRoy Scott
Sydney Ainsworth
wealthy society man. He looks at her long and
Lola Canby
Corinne Barker
hard and strangely. And the reason for his
By Cosmo Hamilton.
scrutinence of her is shortly made evident. Mrs.
Scenario by Willard Mack.
Kingsley
Sherwood,of Scott's
the
Directed by Hobart Henley.
exact
counterpart
Marion,close
save friend,
for theis fact
Photographed by Edward Gheller.
that her life has matured her somewhat beyond
the years of the girl from the country. Mrs.
CATCH LINES
Sherwood is exceedingly unhappy with a drunken
husband
but Scott paints her plight as much
Into ofhera one
of life 'were
crowdedcourse
the more serious
before Marion. He tells her that
thrills
wholeweeklifetime!
Her whole
there
is
a
child and that Kingsley refuses to let
of life was changed, diverted into other chanWill week
she not,"
he asks
" take
nels— but what mysterious process you will see her
her visit
place it.for" one
so that
Mrs. her,
Sherwood
in
" One Week of Life " now at the
theatre.
may go away and find happiness with her boy?
Just
one he
week."
Sherwoods
see
each forother,
adds.TheMarion,
movedseldom
by the
She took a wife's place before her husband!
story, consents.
See Pauline Frederick in her latest Goldwyn
She finds Kingsley less a hopeless drunkard
success " One Week of Life."
than she had thought. He craves attention that
the
selfish wife did not give. She learns that
Would Marion Roche take Mrs. Kingsley Sherthere never was a child in the family and then
wood's
place
for
just
one
week?
There
was
no
it
dawns
on her that Mrs. Sherwood went away
danger. Sherwood was a drunkard and his
with
Scott.andThrough
Marion's
attention
wife seldom saw him! Would she object then?
endeavors
in making
a man Kingsley
ofof himIt was important that Mrs. Sherwood go away
self and in timesucceeds
he makes
the discovery
the
for a week. Surely she would render this aid deception.
But
he
loves
this
woman
to another woman ! Did Marion accept the through her unselfishness, has made a manwno,of
proposition? What were the consequences? See him.
Then when he confronts her with his
"Pauline
One Week
of Life,"
dramatic
knowledge of the deception word comes that
Frederick
in the astellar
role. thrill with
Scott has Andbeenso drowned
withafterwards
an " unknown
woman."
a short time
Kings
PRESS NOTICE
ley
quietly
makes
the
intruder
who
saved him
his
wife.
Pauline Frederick, the distinguished emotional
artist of Goldwyn pictures, will be seen in her
PROGRAM READER
latest
photoplay theatre
entitled on
" One "Weekof
of Life," .
at the
Marion Roche could hardly believe her ears!
week.
"
One
Week
of
Life
"
was
written
foi
Here
was
a
man asking her to assume the posiher by Cosmo Hamilton, widely known as a
tion of a Mrs. Kingsley Sherwood for just one
magazine author and playwright and it affords
week! He was very persuasive in his arguher a role, a dual role in fact, the counterpart
ments and seemed to be sincere. "Mrs. Sherwood
of which has never been seen on the screen
wants
to gohusband
to see her
boy,"to he
said,her.
" andSherher
before. As Marion Roche, a girl who comes
brute
of
refuses
from a little town in Ohio to study art in New
wood is adrunk
all the
time. permit
They seldom
see
York, Miss Frederick creates a character that each other and then only to exchange mere
will long be remembered by her many admirers.
commonplaces."
would notSurely
Marionsheconsent
Marion is confronted with a startling situation, to
this charitable Sodeception?
could
namely that she take the place of a certain Mrs.
not refuse to assist this other woman ! And as
Kingsley Sherwood, whose counterpart she is, for Sherwood he would never know the differthat the harassed woman may go away from her
ence, for his wife and Marion were as like as
drunken husband for the period of a week to two peas
in a pod. And so Marion, moved by
visit her boy. No harm will come, she is told, this
plea,
shortly
was
inasmuch as the Sherwoods seldom, if ever, see installed asconsented
mistress and
in the
homeafterwards
of Kingsley
each other. She will only be doing an act of Sherwood ! What were the consequences of this
move? Was Sherwood so easily baffled? Where
kindness and so — she consents to the proposition.
did Mrs. Sherwood really go? What was the
The strange consequences that this peculiar other
man's motive? Was Marion to regret her
bargain lead to are graphically depicted in the
five
reels
of
"
One
Week
of
Life."
Mr.
Hamilton
is never conventional in his writings and in the
present story he has evolved a tale that fairly
teems with originality and bristles with situations of an extraordinary character. Miss Frederick appears to splendid advantage in her two
"EVERYBODY'S
roles, while the support she derives from Thomas
Holding, Sydney Ainsworth and Corinne Barker
is very good.
Willard Mack prepared the scenario from the
Hamilton work while the direction was in charge
of Hobart Henley.
BUSINESS"

are good and the lighting effective.
first impulse? Startling questions all, and all
are starthngly answered in Pauline
Frederick's
latest
One Week of Life," which is one
of the feature,
features " shortly
to be seen at this theatre
It
was written
for her
Cosmo
the well-kn
Hamilton,
and byproduce
d underown thenovelist
direc-'
lion ,of Hobart Henley from a scenario by Willard
Mack. Don't fail to see it.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a subject which from title to contents
otters you unusual advertising possibilities In
the first place the title is alluring. It suggests
anything romantic, daring, unusual. It will
attract people of all kinds. Display it liberally.
Play up the star, of course, but by no means
neglect the title. It is such a corker that you
to overlook it.
afford place
can'tsecond
simply
In the
you have the author.
Cosmo Hamilton, one of the best-known novelists
and short-story writers of the day. His work
is appearing in one popular magazine after
another. He is known for the unusual and
daring
type ofThen
storythere
he turns
out. Don't
his name.
are Willard
Mackneglect
and
Hobart Henley, the scenarist and director respectively. These two men are exceedingly well
known in their lines. Use their names also.
In the third place you have the big advertising
punch of the story, the situation in which one
woman
assumes
another's
placepunch
in her
home. This
certainly
carries
and husband's
the suggestion of the unusual. It is elaborated upon in
the program reader and the catch lines.

Pauline Frederick in a crucial scene from " One
Week of Life "
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"A

FALLEN

Evelyn Nesbit Appears

in New

IDOL"—

FOX

Version of East vs. West Theme

THE

familiar blood barrier of Oriental versus Occidental is given a rude jolt in " A Fallen Idol,"
Evelyn Nesbit's new picture.
Indeed, East and West meet and MARRY, which, incidentally, is
something new under the camera lights. Before this puncture of an ancient tradition that Kipling epitomized into poetry takes place, a sensational and highly colorful melodrama is unfolded. And
if there is a suggestion of great labor in the composition insofar as coincidences and conveniences occur,
nevertheless it is entertaining from inception to conclusion.
The picture marks a screen holiday for Miss Nesbit, since she not only paves the way in breaking
down the ancient barrier, but she takes a colorful photograph as an Hawaiian Princess. The star fits
the character admirably. Her dark features, her languorous charm, are truly suggestive of the type she
represents.
Consequently she has given the screen her best performance.
This Hawaiian Princess is the protege of a California social leader, whose nephew becomes enamored
with her. The girl is whisked back to Hawaii by the villain of the play because the society woman doesn't
want the East and West barrier smashed in her home. When the mad lover follows her to the Islands,
the melodrama comes right out in the open, and before he leads her to an Hawaiian altar, the spectator is
in for some rousing thrills.
The concluding reels carry an elemental punch which, combined with realistic atmosphere, suffice
to get it over. Lillian Lawrence and Sydney Mason render good assistance. Kenean Buel's direction
is praiseworthy. — 5 reels. — -Released May 18. — Laurence Reid.
a social parasite and a smuggler, entices Laone
THE CAST
you will see a gripping and adventurous story that takes you from the Occident to
to accompany him to Hawaii on his yacht, pressPrincess
Laone
Evelyn
Nesbit
ing his argument that Parrish would never marry
Mrs. Parrish
Lillian Lawrence
Orient.
her since he comes from the Occident. On the theEvelyn
Nesbit appears as an Hawaiian PrinKeith Parrish
,
Sidney Mason
trip Brainard tells her that if she will not submit
her latest photoplay entitled " A Fallen
Stephen Brainard
Lyster Chambers
he will turn her over to the crew. As the lesser Idol."cess in Her
sinuous on
grace,
hauntingandmusic
Brainard's Chief Mate
PatHarry
J. Hartigan
that is strummed
the herukelele,
her
of two evils she gives herself to Brainard, though
Tushau
Semels
her heart is strained to the breaking point.
languorous charm fascinate everyone who come
Lato
,
Thelma Parker
In the meantime Keith has returned to find in radius of her personality. See the Fox star
Elsie Blair
Marie Newton
that his betrothed has gone back to Hawaii, and in " A Fallen Idol."
Keith's
Fred C Williams
so he follows. He meets Laone but she reBy E. Father
Lloyd Sheldon.
pulses him because of what occurred on the
A vivid picture of one man's duplicity and
Directed by Kenean Buel.
yacht. When he is arrested for the theft of a another's
loyalty in seeking the love of an
valuable
necklace, the Princess resolves to save
Hawaiian Princess. See " A Fallen Idol."
PRESS NOTICE
him.
So
she
returns
to
Brainard's
yacht
to
obShe was betrothed to a wealthy society man
tain the papers that will indict the parasite as
" A Fallen Idol " is the latest William Fox
the real thief. Keith is released on bail and
production starring Evelyn Nesbit and it cannot
but she became intrigued by a social parasite.
be denied that she scores her greatest triumph.
follows her to the yacht and a desperate fight And she gave up her fiance because the latter
The picture, which will be shown at the
ensues. Laone manages to hold the crew at bay led her to believe that the East and West cannot
with a revolver and officers from the harbor
theatre on
of
week, deals with
mix. " A Fallen Idol " brings out the age-long
patrol come aboard and arrest Brainard. They
love,
age-longthebarrier
tale. Don't fail to see it.
versusintrigue
West. andIt the
visualizes
honor ofofEastan
find smuggled jewels and invoices. Thus Keith
Hawaiian Princess who is brought to the United
is
cleared
of
the
charge
of
theft
and
the
lovers
In which crime, romance, intrigue and the
are restored to each other.
States by a wealthy California society woman —
islands of the Pacific are combined with thrilling
who promptly objects to the attentions her
nephew showers on the young protege. During
effect.
Being from the Orient she trusted a man from
PROGRAM READER
the Occident. She was an idol of society for a
the
nephew's
girl comes
the
" A Fallen Idol " which comes to the
influence
of a absence
smugglingthefriend
of Mrs.under
Parrish,
brief
period and then — See Evelyn Nesbit in
theatre
shortly
starring
Evelyn
Nesbit
is
a
stirthe society woman, and he induces her to go
ring tale of adventure and romance that intro- " A Fallen Idol."
back to Hawaii with him through his argument
duces
an
Hawaiian
Princess
as
its
leading
that Keith Parrish is only using her for a playcharacter. The play calls for emotional acting
thing since a blood barrier would prevent their
of a high order and Miss Nesbit answers this
marriage.
' follows the pair to Hawaii, where
call admirably. She departs somewhat from her
The nephew
previous roles in the enactment of the character.
he
finds her
the after
girl onthe theseverest
villain'strials
yacht.
How he
he One is carried from the society circles of Calirescues
in which
fornia where the Princess is the latest fad in the
has to overcome the animosity of the natives and
round of entertainment to the primitive huts of
overpower members of the crew, is admirably
a typical Hawaiian village. And in the story
set down in the most graphic terms. The picture
there are romance, intrigue, treachery, retribuis rich in scenic investiture, many of the scenes
elementsMiss
whichNesbit
are has
punctuated
with numerbeing reproductions of a typical Hawaiian viloustion,
thrills.
a love affair
with a
lage. It is also well supplied with that element
young
Californian
but
it
is
interrupted,
and she
known as action, consequently it generates a is carried back to Hawaii, virtually a prisoner
goodly amount of suspense.
by theheartsocial
parasite
the story.
Her sweet" A Fallen Idol " is said to exhibit Miss
follows and
also of
is made
a prisoner.
Nesbit at her best. It certainly brings out her
How the tables are turned and the lovers remagnetic personality. A competent cast has
united, how the barrier of East and West is
been selected to assist the star and among the
are events that make a dramatic climax
players
good portrayals
are Lil- bridged,
for a richly absorbing picture. The scenic part
lian who
Lawrence,contribute
Sydney Mason,
Lyster Chambers
the play is perfect in every detail. Miss
and Harry Semels. E. Lloyd Sheldon wrote the of
Nesbit has been given a cast of excellent players
story.tion ofThe
pictureBuel.was produced under the direcKenean
to interpret the story. Among those who contribute good work are Lillian Lawrence, Sidney
Mason, Lyster Chambers, Harry Semels, Thelma
THE STORY
Parker
and Marie Newton. The picture was
Princess Laone is a young Hawaiian musical
written by E. Lloyd Sheldon, one of the best
artist who becomes the protege of Mrs. Parrish,
scenarioists
in the business, and it was directed
a wealthy society leader of Santa Barbara. She
by Kenean Buel.
becomes a pronounced success through her
colorfula spell
personality,
and itParrish,
isn't long
CATCH LINES
casts
over Keith
the before
nephew sheof
The story of an Hawaiian Princess who bethe society
woman.
Their
love
affair
progres ed to the point where Mrs. Parrishhasdeems
comes the latest fad in the social whirl of California. She is taken up by a wealthy grande
it best to advise the girl that she comes from a
different world. And Laone carries out the
dame and falls in love with her democratic
nephew. And
before thesmuggler
romance ensnares
is hardly her.
esmatron's
suggestion
to
discourage
Keith
even
tablished a villainous
though he has proposed marriage. When he
absents himself for a few days, Stephen Brainard,
When you come to the
theatre next
Evelyn Nesbit in a scene from " A Fallen Idol "
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"THE
Baby

LITTLE
Marie

Osborne

DIPLOMAT"—

s Pranks

Are Subordinated

for Crook

Picture

News

PATHE
Melodrama

ALTHOUGH
Baby Marie Osborne still carries out the idea that "a little child shall lead them "
in her newest essay, " The Little Diplomat," nevertheless she is relegated to the background along
with tiny Sambo to amuse herself as best she can until such time as her foster parents think it
wise to let her guide them.
Which hour isn't reached until the concluding scene, when she has saved a
rare antique from being captured by a desperate band of burglars.
It seems odd to find the little star away from her customary job of reuniting papa and mamma or
bringing happiness to a childless couple. And the Diando people should put her back in her familiar
portrait, for it stands to reason that tender juveniles and crook melodramas don't mix. Little Miss
Osborne can stand on her own chubby legs and delight film patrons with her childish pranks, even though
her stories are expressed in the simplest screen language possible.
In " The Little Diplomat " she has a subject that could be used by several grown up stars, so matured is its general outline. It is a weird and wild melodrama that has been concocted and before the
end is reached it goes off on a tangent and comes back with a bit of romance that has no place in the
story, unless one of the laws of drama must be obeyed.
But Baby Marie as a French war orphan finds her true place at the finish. By proving her mettle
she becomes THE
the CAST
idol of her foster parents. — Length, 5 reels. — Released in June. — Laurence Reid.
the
combinati
They had almost stolen the antiques. Almost.
on their
of West's
safe ment,
on histhey
person.let
Chagrined
over
Little Marie
disappoint
What stopped them? Simply the presence of
Baby Marie Osborne
him find his way home in a seemingly
intoxicated
mind
of a little girl who imprisoned the chief
condition. His sweetheart sees him and places
robber in her foster-father's safe. You see she
a wrong construction on the incident.
But Little
hadn't gonedownstairs
to sleep and
noisetheawakened
Marie patches up the affair.
she afound
burglarsher.at
EatmnnH
R ' I ' "u
-Jack
Connolly
Raymond
Brownleigh
Murdick
It happens that the burglars attempt to rob Tiptoeing
MacQuarrie
■TiUlua
\7fl1w-T
r-1
their work. And then? Well, you must see
the safe at the West home, but they are appreBaby Marie Osborne in this, her latest picture.
hended by the little girl. She has been awak£e«dan
:::::::::::::AiVMaTQua^aie
ened
by
the
commotion
and
entering
the
room
PX,SE°
mrae-B
'Clifton
unseen she manages to imprison the chief bur: CliftonB«"
Scenar
SUGGESTIONS
io byeiiEmma
Bell
glar in the safe. When the latter succeeds in
Directed by Stuart Paton.
If youOsborne
are in the
habit' you
of playing
Baby
freeing himself, Trent comes into the room and
Marie
pictures
have the
probably
captures the entire outfit. Thus Little Marie
PRESS NOTICE
noticed
that
they
have
an
enthusiastic
following.
becomes the pet of the household and wins her
While the themes of her pieces do not vary a
Baby Marie Osborne,
foster-father's undying love.
child actress
great deal, they being principally conceived to
of the screen, will appeartheatleading
the
theatre
bring
about the reunion of parents through the
PROGRAM
READER
?n ^"^7
1 Diplomat.
week in her newest subtender appeal of the child, or the adoption of
The°1Little
picture
takes
The
popular
little
child
actress,
Baby
Marie
up the ject,trials
a
little
girl by childless parents, yet they are
and tribulation"s This
of a French war
Osborne, will come to the
screen shortly filled with enough playful interludes of a childish
orphan in her search for happiness
in America.
in
her
newest
picture
entitled
"
The
Little
DiploIne story was written by Emma Bell
to make them attractive to the majorand through the fine guidance of Stuart Clifton,
Our patronssince
haveherfollowed
her pranksat character
ity of picturegoers. The Pathe youngster has a
Paton
with raremat." interest
first appearance
menjoyable
his capacity
as
director,
it
makes
a
thoroughly
the
theatre. But notwithstanding the bright
in "depth
The Little
Diplomat
" and
screen hour.
one thatlittle
has piece
enough
to please
the grownshe occupies as the leading child actress
Baby Marie
in
story
the place
ups. You might bring out that it marks the first
of the screen, credit must be paid to the foreBradley Wests.is adopted
Her foster the
father tookby this
appearance of the star as a juvenile detective.
sight of her managers in giving her the comcourse to appease the heart hunger of his wife,
in the
panionship of the little pickaninny. Together
pointupon
Perhaps betheto strongest
since he doesn't care for children. He is more
would
concentrate
the advertising
plot and
they
have
made
the
pictures
something
to
look
interested in his valuable collection of antiques
French war
little
the
of
forward to. And so Baby Marie is supported by detail the adventures
among
which
is
a
sacred
idol
stolen
from
a
family
American
an
by
adopted
is
Hindu temple.
orphan who
her dark-skinned playmate in " The Little
(Continued
on
page
3667)
It may be seen that this is the beginning of a
The young star appears as a French war
mysterious melodrama. Its development forms
Diplomat."
orphan who is adopted by a collector of rare
the
body with
of the
pictureplayfulness.
although itLetis admjrably
blended
juvenile
it be said antiques. Her foster-father neglects her since
he is too wrapped up in his work to care a
that the idol is sought after by a desperate band
great deal for children. So she finds companionof
WhenLittle
they Marie
succeedtumbles
in breaking
ship with a tiny pickaninny, the child of one of
the crooks.
West safe,
out of into
her
servants. A time comes when she proves the
trundle bed and captures them. The picture car- the
mettle
of her own people. Awakened one night
ries a fine flavor of romance, and there is a
goodly portion of heart interest.
by a mysterious noise, she tiptoes downstairs
Baby Marie Osborne succeeds in bringing out
and noticing a group of people at her father's
the juvenile spirit in her accustomed manner.
safe
that theythearen't
for
She seems to derive a great deal of pleasure from
any she
good.has Sothe sheideaimprisons
chiefthere
burglar
her pictures, and it is quite a delight to watch
and
wins
the
undying
love
of
her
foster-father.
The management feels sure you will like this
her cut up capers with the tiny pickaninny, whe
Osborne feature. There is enough drama to
is as much a part of the Osborne machine as she
is herself. Others who appear in prominent roles counterbalance the childish pranks. The picture
are Lydia Knaught, William Welsh, Jack ConStuart Paton. Emma Bell Clifwrote thebystory.
nelly, Murdick MacQuarrie, Velma Clay, Al was tondirected
MacQuarrie and Betty Compson.
CATCH LINES
THE STORY
She was a French war orphan and she was
Little Marie is a French war orphan who is adopted by a childless couple. The husband
adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Bradley West. The
didn't like children, but he grew to think a great
child is more or less tolerated by her foster- deal of this little waif from France when she
father, who took the trouble to adopt her to saved his valuable collection of antiques from
please his wife. He is more interested in his
colection of antiques of which a sacred idol is the being stolen. See " The Little Diplomat."
chief objet d'art. It has been stolen from an
East Indian
and West's
possession
of it
gives
his wifetemple
a nervous
fear that
it will cause
her husband a lot of trouble. Little Marie occupies her time playing with the child of one of
the negro servants and she also becomes the "EVERYBODY'S
favorite with Trent Gordon, the nephew and
private secretary of Bradley West.
A band of crooks bent upon gaining possession
of the idol, entice Trent to their apartment in
order to drug him, in the hope that he may have
Scene from " The Little Diplomat '
BUSINESS"
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"THE

LION'S

DEN"—

METRO

Bert Lytell Stars in a Faithful Picture of Small Town
THE

Life

sincerity and naturalness of Bert Lytell in the role of a small town minister is one of the

strong features of " The Lion's Den."
Another point in its favor is found in the authorship. It
was Frederick Orin Bartlett who furnished the star with a fine photoplay in " The Spenders " a
short time ago, and his latest Saturday Evening Post story makes a picture quite out of the ordinary.
Mr. Bartlett certainly knows his small town and he has breathed so much delightful sentiment and
charm of one of these rustic places into his tale that it is made real and wholesome, and above all, appealing. His people are everyday human beings and by drawing a minister who conducts a grocery store
during the week he has sounded something new in characterization.
Such a story as this is easily transferred to the screen. The director has invested it with the author's
atmosphere. Not a detail is missing. There is the quaint town with all of its charming rusticity. Other
points he has brought out too — points which generate pathos and homely humor. And not in any part
of the picture is there the least suggestion of exaggeration. Indeed Mr. Baker can be trusted with a story.
The moral that it is more blessed to give than to receive is well emphasized. Of course for such a
piece as this splendid acting is required. It has received such. Alice Lake contributes a performance
marked by sympathy and understanding, and the others are in their places. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
May 19. — Laurence Reid.
CATCH LINES
less enough to inform Webster that he had no
THE CAST
more right to tell him how to conduct his busiIf you were a minister and needed a large
The Rev. Sam Webster
Bert Lytell
ness
than
he
(Stedman)
had
to
tell
him
how
to
sum
of
money
how
would you set about getting
Dorothy Stedman
Alice Lake
preach. This remark led the preacher to enter
it? How did the Reverend Sam Webster get
Grocer Stedman
Joseph Kilgour
the
Lion's
Den
of
Commerce.
So
he
preached
Den?"
Grocer Jarvls
Edward Connelly
in his church on Sundays and on week days sold it
playin of"The
small Lion's
town life
whichSeewillthis
comedelightful
to the
groceries to the good wives and mothers of the role.
screen
with
Bert
Lytell
in
the stellar
Mr. Jones,
Stedman's clerk. .Howard
.AugustusCrampton
Phillips
Mr.
Blake
community. Stedman had nearly eliminated
Mr. Billings
Seymour Rose
Grocer Jarvis from business due to his cut prices.
He requested a large sum of money to install a
And
Webster
Jarvis' partner. And the
Smith Sisters
\
business
of thebecame
store revived.
( MotherNowland
Anderson
boys'
club, humbled,
but the rich
at the store
idea.
Stedman, furious at the success of his rival,
His
pride
he man
startedscoffed
a grocery
By Frederick Orin Bartlett.
in direct competition to the man of wealth to
sold at lower prices than ever, but he didn't
Scenario by George D. Baker.
gain the necesary funds. Did he meet with
reckon that the boys would take their mothers'
orders and trade with the minister. His jeal- interesting
Directed by George D. Baker.
play. "The Lion's Den," a thoroughly
success? See
ousy caused him to have the young preacher put
Photographed by Robert B. Kurrle.
out of the church. The Stedman grocery caught
on fire one night and the boys, led by the clergySUGGESTIONS
man saved not only the contents of the store
PRESS NOTICE
No player on the screen is making more rapid
but also the life of the proprietor. And out of strides
than Bert Lytell. The reports that are
gratitude he retrieved his self esteem by buildcoming in about him from all parts of the counBert Lytell 's latest Metro photoplay entitled
ing the club himself. He even went further
try
indicate
that he is a pronounced success.
"The
Lion's
Den,"
will
come
to
the
Webster a partnership in his busiFortunately he has been given excellent material.
theatre on
of
week. This is and offered
ness and saw to it that the grocer-clergyman
from a story by Frederick Orin Bartlett which
You nohe doubt
cleaned
up with
kept
his church.
entirely
presented
a short
time "The
ago. Spenders"
Well his
appeared originally in the Saturday Evening
successful
because But
his the
heartlatter
was wasn't
conquered
by which
Post, and translated upon the screen it offers
new feature is written by the same author, FredStedman's
daughter
th* star an ideal role. Mr. Bartlett will be reerick Orin Bartlett, and the story appeared originaly in the Saturday Evening Post. Bring out
bered as theserved
authorMr.of Lytell
"The Spenders,"
Post story memthat
a few weeksa
this point. Any Post story is usually successful
PROGRAM
READER
on
the screen. Advertise it as one of the magaago. 'The Lion's Den" is a worthy successor to
"The
Spenders"
in
that
it
contains
the
same
fine
zine's bestdoubtedly
articles.
of yourshape
patrons
unBert Lytell, the popular Metro star, will be
read it in Many
itson original
and will
humanity, the same faithful representation of seen
here shortly in his latest feature entitled
(Continued
page
3670)
small town life. The star is called upon to as"The Lion's Den." This is considered one of
sume a different charactrization, however, in the
the best of his subjects by the producers for
figure of a minister. Mr. Bartlett knows his
besides
his fine player a thoroughly
small town atmosphere and so splendidly is it congenial offering
role, it provides a plot filled with the
conveyed
that one unconsciously becomes a part
quaint situations of small town life and one
of the environment.
that is well sustained to the end. The story was
It is simple and straightforward is this story
written by Frederick Orin Bartlett and apand is made compelling through the human
peared originally in the Saturday Evening Post.
touches in the plot and characterization. Here
This
has found his way to the screen
is a minister who is determined to install a severalauthor
times and our patrons will remember his
boys'
club
but
who
is
not
encouraged
by
his
storytellentitled
"The Spenders"
wealth church members. When he beards the
enacted recently.
No otherwhich
writerBertin Lythe
lion in his den the latter so humbles his pride
fiction field has a surer grasp upon small town
that the young preacher enters the grocery busilife than Mr. Bartlett, and his "The Lion's
ness to compete with him and gain the necesDen" is splendidly real in its delination of that
life.
sary funds. His trials and tribulations, his successes which are visualized in his romance with
Mr. Lytell appears as a minister who conducts
the_ daughter of the rival grocer, and the prosa grocery store in order to find means to inperity of the business and the friendship of the
stal a boys' club in connection with his church.
boys are events that are dramatically and humorTo beg for the necessary funds through the regously told.virsualization
To see "TheofLion's
see
ular channels on Sunday does not meet with
a faithful
small Den"
town islifeto that
success. Hence his grocery business. How
is in no way exaggerated. It generates a fine
he
enters
of commerce"
humanity and heart appeal.
achieve
his the
end, "lion's
and hisdensubsequent
trials andto
_ Mr. Lytell again scores in the naturalness and
successes,
are
dramatically
and
humorously
sincerity of his performance. He is an everyshown. A refreshing romance ends the play with
day clergman, one who is doing good work witha note of gladness.
out any ostentation whatsoever. Good support
is accorded him by an excellent cast. George
D. Baker adapted and directed the play.
THE STORY
The
Reverend
Websterto raise
didn'tfunds
meet towith
much response in Sam
his efforts
in- "EVERYBODY'S
stall
a
boy's
club
in
connection
with
his
When he requested a big donation from church.
Grocer
Stedman, the latter so humbled the Reverend's
pride with the insignificant contribution of $25.00
that he decided to become a groceryman himself
and raise the necessary sum. Stedman was tactBert Lytell in a scene from " The Lion's Den "
BUSINESS"
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MINTS

OF

William Desmond

HELL"

—

Picture

News

hampton-robertson-cole

Is Splendid in Vivid Picture of the Yukon

WILLIAM
DESMOND has in " The Mints of Hell " a well planned, absorbing and suspensive
melodrama.
Everything that goes to make up a Yukon picture is there: Husky men who live
hard; husky dogs that take up the white man's burden and hurry it across the trackless wastes;
men brave and bold, men mean and cowardly; the mushroom mining camp, and the endless reaches of
merciless snow and mountain.
Close scrutiny of the feature failed to reveal any new screen language, as it is a mixture of almost
all the dramatic ingredients from which Yukon pictures have been concocted. Yet " The Mints of Hell "
is told in a straightforward way, and it is so vivid and absorbing in its display of elemental action that
it seems just a bit bigger than the usual stories of the frozen North.
Space does not permit the story to be told in detail, but suffice to say that it presents love and lust,
greed and self-sacrifice — elements that are brought to the surface at the four corners of the earth whenever men in their mad scramble attempt to find the hidden golden treasure.
The director has uncovered a bottle of No. 1 Brand of Yukon atmosphere. His snow scenes are picturesque. You are with Desmond sinking deep into the trackless wastes and wondering if you'll survive. A
fine stroke of realism there. The star gives a finished and effective portrayal as the heroic miner. There
is not a false note in his performance. Length, 5 reels. — Released in May through Exhibitors' Mutual. —
Laurence Reid.
Divide. Those who had gone in search of it have something that usually fascinates the averTHE CAST
always met with disaster, although this fact did
age picturegoer. It is a tale of the search for gold,
Dan Burke
William Desmond
not
deter Dan from blazing his trail over the
but the gold in this case is represented as the
Aline Chaudiare
Vivian Rich
frozen fields to succeed where others had failed.
mints
'because
it is black
and they
soft and
Old Man Chaudiare
Charles French
But he would have succumbed when he reached
heavy of
and hell
difficult
to find.
Flat gold
call
Clay
Hibbing
1
Jack
Richardson
his
goal
had
not
Aline
found
him.
it.
Play
up
this
feature
and
advertise
the
catch
Maung
Frank Lanning
After
she
had
nursed
him
back
to
health
he
lines
that
have
expressed
the
nature
of
the
story.
Bill Weed
Edward Jobson
Write your copy around the plot and bring out
started back to Sundown to mete out punishSergt. Blake
J. J. Franz
that the lure of the hidden metal is enough to
ment to Clay Hibbing, who had shown his vicious
Tete
Mrs. A'Costa
try
men's confront
souls. Getgoldseekers.
them excitedPlaywithit the
dan-a
nature toward the girl when he found the " flat
By
James byB. Park
Hendryx.*
up as
gold " countrycomplished,inDan returned
a previousto search.
This but
ac- regulargers that
Directed
Frame.
the
Divide,
he-man
story
that
carries
all
the
elemental
Supervised by Jesse D. Hampton.
Hibbing followed him to gain his revenge, and
passions
that are enacted
background
of
wild inanimate
nature asagainst
it is afound
in the
also to beat him in staking a claim to the propPRESS NOTICE
frozen North. What of the title? Surely it is a
erty. The latter won the race sure enough, but
in
attempting
to
shoot
Dan
he
killed
his
own
corker,
and
should
be
played
up
for
its
full
ad" The theatre
Mints on
of Hell," of
which comesweekto with
the
vertising value. Bring out the marvelous scenpartner.
As theHibbing
dead man
gun hein
his possession,
madehadit Burke's
appear that
William Desmond as the star, is a story of Alaska
ery. Snow, snow, snow everywhere and great
firs and pines loom against the white sky. White
(Burke) was guilty. Meanwhile the Mounted
and particularly of that portion known as the
above, white beneath, and the search for gold
Yukon. that
It presents
star theas frozen
one of wastes
the gold-in Police, who were in search of Hibbing, found
seekers
tracked the
across
goes on. Bring out the frozen silences and how
Reardon's
body,
and
so
turned
their
attention
to
William Desmond went through hell to find the
hunting down Dan. And as he filed his claim,
search for the yellow ore. Gold! How it has
Chaudiare and the police entered the office bent
yellow ore. Play up that life is lived in the
tested
men's
souls.
Some
have
gone
mad,
eaten
raw
in the Yukon. Then what of the star? tylr.
snow and died. Some found the precious metal,
on punishing
The that
formerthethought
him filed
dis- Desmond
honest until hehim.
showed
claim was
has found his place as one of the most
staked their claim, and perished when success
capable actors on the screen. He is always in
was at hand. Some were conquered by the in the old man's name. When Chaudiare signed
frozen silences, for civilization is far away and
there
trying
and his earnestness
and good naDan's name
a copartner,
conloneliness is near. William Desmond would have
(Continued
on page 3669)
vinced that heas was
innocent.theAndpolice
withwere
Hibbing
found
frozen
to
death,
Dan
and
Aline
were
free
perished
his been
searchfor fora girl
the who
" flatrescued
gold " him
val- to develop their claim and romance.
ley had itin not
from a blinding snowstorm just as success
crowned his efforts. Flat gold? It is soft and
catceTlines
black and heavy and flat like coins from the
Up in the Klondike they say that the sight of
mints of hell. It is harder to find than the
" flat gold
" saps
The over
pathless
yellow ore that lies»deep beneath the surface.
wastes
of snow
and men's
ice lie brains.
like a shroud
the
But Dan Burke (William Desmond) discovered
skeletons of fortune-seekers who, in their fruitthe rich vein and a girl at the same time. How
mad, meet
eaten hissnowfateandin
he started out for the valley against the advice
died." less search,
Did have
William" gone
Desmond
of old prospectors, how the storms and silences
"The Mints of Hell"? Come to the
nearly drove him mad, how he vindicated the theatre
next
and you will know.
g"irl's
would-be-despoiler,
raced honor
back towith
the her
hidden
vein to beat thehow
othershe
William
Desmond
in one
in the mad rush, how he was tracked down by Alaskan stories that deal
withof thethose
lure bang-up
of the
the Mounted
Police
for
a
murder
he
didn't
comprecious
gold.
mit, and how he came into good fortune in the
end are events that are graphically told in this
How drifts,
long
he storm
floundered
throughhimthe offsnowhighly entertaining picture. " The Mints of
after the
had driven
the
Hell"less iswastesrichof insnow,
picturesque
scenery.
The
tracktrail,
he
never
knew.
He
only
knew that icy
the fir trees and pines that
fingers
clutched
at
his
throat
and
he
would
have
stand like silent sentinels against the white backperished but — you must see this picture of the
ground, make a setting that brings the story out
snow country to appreciate its powerful and picin bold relief.
turesque scenes.
Mr. Desmond gives a virile performance as
Burke, denceand
his
customary
good
nature
is
in
eviSUGGESTIONS
as usual. You follow him with the keenest
interest. In his support are Jack Richardson,
You mond
can't
be
to strong
in boosting
this Desfeature. Since
it is an
Alaskan story
you
Vivian Rich, Charles French, Frank Lanning,
and Edward Jobson.
THE STORY
Winter had arrived in the Klondike when Dan
Burke
steppedin into
of themetal
littleknown
town
of
Sundown
searchtheof saloon
the elusive
as gold. Ever since he had struck the North- "EVERYBODY'S
country,
of " flatWhere
gold "it— came
gold
that
is softDanand had
blackheard
and heavy.
from no one knew except Gaston Chaudiare, his
William Desmond mushes through Alaskan
daughter Aline, and a half-witted dwarf called
Maung, who lived together over the Lillimuit
snows in " The Mints of Hell "
BUSINESS"
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"REDHEAD"—

Alice Brady in Thoroughly

SELECT

Human

Picture

five reels of " Redhead "
element of simplicity and the human note sounded throughout the
all varieties
confine its appeal to no one particular class. It will probably prove a success before
nment.
entertai
l
universa
all
of
base
the
at
really
are
s
qualitie
two
these
as
h
of audiences inasmuc
girl proved the means
The story is a single-track affair, merely telling of the manner in which a cabaret
well drawn and are
are
rs
of making a man out of a drunken waster by marrying him. Both characte
man.
leading
Nagel,
played in excellent taste by Alice Brady, the star, and Conrad
credit should
While the original story by Harry Pay son Dowst was, no doubt, exceedingly good, great
the whole picture
be extended to Charles Maigne, who adapted and directed " Redhead." He has made
has touched up
human to the core, has handled the continuity in his usual highly skilled manner and
throughout the
runs
that
humor
the action with original bits of business. Nor should the small thread of
naturally.
As in many works that are real, this humor asserts itself
picture be forgotten.
stage sucMiss Brady's performance is well shaded and Mr. Nagel, her leading man in her present
5
Length,
off.—
little
a
is
scenes
first
cess, isfine in the opposite role. The makeup of the star in her
reels. — Peter Milne.
the chances were that when she came to his
THE STORY
THE CAST
table and plied him with various highballs he
Dazie is a cabaret dancer, much admired by would speak words of admiration — even love —
Dazie
Alice Brady
Matthew Thurlow, a young man about town.
Matthew Thurlow
Conrad Nagel
to
readywhen
for
She returns his admiration and his love, and it the her.
shockButthatnevertheless
greeted himMattonewasn't
morning
Roland Gard
Robert Schable
he came to, with a dark brown taste in his
Parker Thurlow
Charles A. Stevenson
hurts her to see him wasting his life away in company of fast friends. So one night when Matt is mouth incidentally, and found that he had marMr. Mellows
Charles Eldridge
ried this Redhead of the cabarets the night beMrs. Mellows
May Brettone
particularly
Dazie
marries the
him —ceremony.
the two
having
been drunk
dared to
go through
fore!panion,
She was
rightbutas asa merry-making
By Henry Pawson Dowst.
reasonedallMatt,
a wife ! That comwas
Scenario by Charles Maigne.
The next
morning
it
is
a
far
from
pleased
husband that Dazie finds. He starts to prate about
Directed by Charles Maigne.
a
little
too
much.
But
whatever
on
the subject, Dazie had very setMatt's
ideasviews
of her
his reputation and his name, and plainly signifies
Photographed by Al. Liguori.
that he is not at all pleased with the bargain.
own — and chief among them was to make a man
However, Dazie decides to insist on her rights,
out of the drunken wastrel. Did she accomSUGGESTIONS
plish it? Could she overcome his pride, his preand asout a apenny.
result Matt is cast off by his uncle withtended dislike of her? These are questions that
The central situation of this picture is one
With
what
little
money
she
has
Dazie
rents
are
dramatically
answered
Select'swilllatest
which will stand off well in newspaper and lobby
and
furnishes
an
apartment
and
then
settles
down
play
starring Alice
Brady,in which
be photoshown
advertising. It has the suggestion of something
at this theatre shortly. -It is a strikingly human
to
a
peculiar
domestic
existence
in
which
Matt
is
a littlesents spicey
about
it
and
at
the
same
time
prepicture
told
in
a
pretty
manner.
Conrad
Nagel,
unwilling partner. Forced to look for work.
a situation that for its unusualness will at- an
Matt eventually lands a job as a truck driver
leading
man asin Matt.
her stage success,
tract all sorts of attention. Look over the catch
and after a short time reaches a better position.
"Miss
For Brady's
Ever After,"
appears
lines printed herewith and see if one of them
He
takes
a
new
interest
in
life
but
refuses
to
adwill not fit for your advertising.
mit thatcess.Dazie
at all responsible
for bringing
his sucIt then wasbecomes
a matter of
Don't fail to mention Miss Brady's great stage
"LITTLE
DIPLOMAT"(Continued from
page 3664)
success,
"
For
Ever
After."
This
show
is
still
Matt
to
his
senses.
It
takes
a
long
time
before
running in New York after almost ten months
he is able to bury his pride and give Dazie the but who is neglected by her foster-father until
of success. There are many, many people from
credit and love that is due her for the good she she saves his valuable collection of antiques.
out of town who have seen it. It is an out-ofSpread leaders of how she brings sunshine to
has accomplished,
at length he
town show par excellence. Cash in on it and
self man enough tobutacknowledge
her proves
as the himfine her foster parents when they appreciate how
mention tising.
it, It just
a
line,
perhaps,
in
your
adverwoman
that
she
is;
resourceful she is. The star takes a good photowill pay. State also that Conrad
graph and distribute several of them in your
Nagel,
man help,
in " Redhead,"
CATCH LINES
lobby.
And don't
neglecttotheseeing
pickaninny.
Fans
is
also Miss
in theBrady's
play. leading
This will
too. Mr.
have
grown
accustomed
him in every
Nagel has a good picture record of his own, also.
He
thought
Dazie
was
good
enough
to
play
Osborne
picture.
The usual advertising stunt regarding redwith but not good enough for his wife ! Why
headed people might be worked with the exhibidid he draw this distinction? Was he correct?
tion
of
the
picture
providing
you
care
for
this
See " Redhead," Alice Brady's latest dramatic
sort of stuff.

THE

PRESS NOTICE
Alice Brady, Select luminary and star of the
great atstage
" For Ever
seen
thesuccess, theatre
on After,"ofwill be
week
in
her
latest
picture
Redhead."
This is an adaptation from entitled
a story" by
Henry
Pawson D.owst and awards Miss Brady the role
of a cabaret dancer, nicknamed Redhead by her
intimates. The chief intimate in the case' is
Matthew Thurlow, a rich young fellow without a
purpose, who spends his nights, almost without
exception, in the cabaret. He admires Redhead
greatly, in fact he loves her, a fact which he
makes public whenever he is so far in his cups
as to be indiscreet. But certainly in his sober
sense he never thought of marrying her. One
night after the wine has been flowing swiftly he
is dared to make Redhead his wife, and Matt accepts the proposition.
As a consequence he awakes the next morning
with
wife — neither
one of
which ahehangover
seems toand
carea about.
How Redhead
went about making a man of Matt and how she
succeeded despite his pretended scorn for her are
events which make a photoplay full of human
interest and real drama. Miss Brady never appeared to better advantage than in the title-role,
while she derives suport from an excellent cast
headed by Conrad Nigel.
Charles Maigne adapted and directed the picture, and his work is thorough in every degree.
Replicas of the famous Claridge grill, tap room
and bar in New York City are included among
the settings for the production.

He was ready to sit with her and drink with
her andup dance
with her,
wake
one morning
and but
find heherwasn't
— HIS ready
WIFE!to
See " Redhead," Alice Brady's Select photoplay.
Select
brandclear
namedefinition
for certain
also
has isa avery
whichpictures
you —willit
find in the dictionary. All Select pictures are
select. Don't fail to see the latest " Redhead."
Their marriage certificate was the back of a
menu relscard,
theirsilences!
honeymoonButwasDazie
a thing
and sullen
made of a quarman
of him! At first he was fool enough to think
he had done the making — but see " Redhead."
PROGRAM READER
Matthew Thurlow had been seeing much of
Dazie for a long time. He was attracted to her
immensely. Every night when she did her dance
at the cabaret he applauded her loudly. And

"EVERYBODY'S

BUSINESS"

The finale close-up from " Redhead '
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"A

ROGUE'S

ROMANCE"—

Picture

News

ViTAGRAPH

Latest Earle Williams Picture Fails to Reach Average
ii A ROGUE'S ROMANCE " is a story of a Paris outlaw (incidentally and for sympathetic purAA
poses an honor man of the war) who spends his time dodging the police, helping them round
up other criminals and courting the hand of a society girl whose smile and worried look has
reformed him. The picture is quite disjointed and leaps from one track to another without apparent
cause. Some of the tricks contrived to throw sympathy in the way of the main character are more or
less bald and fail in effect.
James Young, usually a good director, went astray in "A Rogue's Romance." The Paris society
atmosphere, for instance, will only appeal to those whose education is exceedingly limited and whose
taste is not at all cultivated. In fact, it must be confessed, that the whole picture deserves the same criticism. Itis not the sort of entertainment that we are used to in the year 1919.
Earle Williams is starred and plays sincerely, but is quite lost in the rambling action. His support
does its best. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 9. — Peter Milne.
Aside from this it should be announced that the
THE STORY
THE CAST
picture is a romantic drama with the star's name
M. Picard
Earle Willians
Monsieur Picard, Paris society crook, returns
played
accordingin tothishis type
popularity.
from the war with the Croix de Guerre, but goes
Henri Duval
Brinsley Shaw
a certainup following
of pictureHeso has
be
back to his old pastime of tricking the law.
Leon Voliere
Harry Van Meter
sure
to
bring
out
the
fact
that
the story posses es a real romance.
During one of his escapes from the prefect of
Anton Deprenay
Herbert Standing
police he is assisted by Mme. Deprenay, a young
Mme. Deprenay
Katherine Adams
What benefit you find in the names of the
lady of wealth and position. His bold, romantic
Jeanne
Maude George
author and director will depend entirely on the
Burgomaster
Sid Franklin
appearance appeals to her but when later she
other
pictures of theirs that you have played.
Brulon
Karl Formes
learns his real identity she writes him regarding
They have done some very good work, both of
By H. H. Van Loan.
her disappointment. But Picard is not one to
them, and if you believe your patrons remember
Scenario by James Young.
stop at such a little turn down when in love.
them, use their names by all means.
He meets Mme. Deprenay again at a reception
Directed by James Young.
when he is masking under one of his aliases, and
proves to her that he has turned straight since
PROGRAM READER
"WORDS
AND
meeting her. More, he also proves that Leon
(Continued
from MUSIC
page 3659) BY"
Voliere,
All Paris gendarmes were on the lookout for swindler. who courts her, is a crook and a
this man. The orders from the Prefect of Police
is the title. You can write a lot of clever copy
Later Picard presents himself to the prefect
were to leave no stone unturned until he was
around it in the shape of catch lines and leaders.
of police with credentials from Scotland Yard.
captured. And why this drastic measure taken
The words and music by Albert Ray and Elinor
Fair are given expression before a critical New
He sets about running down Voliere and
against him? Had not he won the highest honor
York audience. You might bring out that it is
eventually exposes his whole swindle game to the
bestowed on a Frenchman — the Croix de Guerre?
great satisfaction of the prefect who is to get the
Did he not enjoy the confidence of the leading
suggestive of small town talent that eventually
credit. But it is a very surprised prefect who
becomes big town talent before the concluding
citizens of Paris? Had he not frustrated a giganfinds himself locked in the room with the swindlers
scene is reached. Emphasize the fact that the
tic swindle and turned its would-be perpetrators
hero comes to New York and has h.s opera
by the representatives of Scotland Yard whose
over to the very police who were hunting him?
stolen but that he recovers it in time to make
parting
What had he done to earn the Stamp of an outPicard. words give the information that he is M.
fame and fortune for himself as well as for his
law? A war hero, a respected citizen, a benefit
sweetheart. You can work out some clever adThe prefect makes one more attempt to capture
to the social welfare of his city, he was hounded
the elusive rogue but this time he is warned by
vertising copy with the title by having your artist
day and night, obliged always to be on the alert
dash off a few bars of music in a black and
lest some friend should prove false or some clue
Mme. Deprenay. Through her services he
leak out to the enemies that seemed to surround
escapes from the police and before the excited
white effect with the pictures of the stars in a
him! Such is the predicament of Monsieur
conspicuous p.ace. And to excite curiosity you
gendarmes and their superior know what has
happened Picard and Mme. Deprenay have left
might play up a bar of some famous old tune in
Picard,
the
hero
of
"
A
Rogue's
Romance,"
a
your
paper asking the readers to guess the names
Vitagraph
pictureWilliams
shortly to
this the-It Paris tionfor
where the rogue's reputais notanother
so wellcityknown.
atre with Earle
in be
the seen
stellarat role.
of the author and composer. The piece lends itself well to advertising any way you look at it.
is one of the most exciting pictures in which this
popular actor has appeared. Written for him by
CATCH LINES
H. H. Van Loan and produced under the direcHe wore the Croix de Guerre yet was contionableof James
Young,
it
remains
a
highly
enjoystantly
hunted
by
the police of Paris! He had
entertainment from start to finish.
saved the city thousands of francs, yet the Prefect
would cast him in jail! He was respected in the
best society but was listed as an outlaw at headPRESS NOTICE
quarters! What had he done? See Earle WilEarle Williams, the popular Vitagraph star, will
liams in " A Rogue's Romance."
be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest picture production
A romance of modern Paris.
entitled
" A written
Rogue'sby Romance."
This
isa based
on
a
story
H.
H.
Van
Loan,
wellThe story of a man who laughed at the nets
known screen writer, and awards him the
of the police.
thoroughly congenial role of Monsieur Picard, a
rogue of Paris who takes extreme delight in
Honored by the army — outlawed by the police!
tricking the police at every one of their many
See "A Rogue's Romance."
excited turns. In fact, Picard is just about the
Earle Williams in a romance of modern Paris.
smartest society crook in all Europe. His intimates also know him as a gentleman and hero
Don't fail to see " A Rogue's Romance."
for he fought during the long years of the war
and returned with the highest decoration a
Frenchman can receive — the Croix de Guerre.
SUGGESTIONS
However, hero or no, the prefect of police of
The best line to play on in this picture is the
Paris and subordinates are bound to capture the
one developed in the program reader elsewhere
wily Picard and to this end they bend all their
on this page. The main fact is that the hero, a
efforts. How he escapes from them, how he
war
honor man, is hunted down by the police.
meets the woman responsible for his reformation,
This ingwilland will
lend ahelpmystery
to your
advertisand how at last after a particular clever trick
matterstouchalong
considerably.
Picard and the girl escape for the last time from
the net of the law, are events which make a
thoroughly enjoyable picture. Mr. Williams is
singularly well suited for the role of Picard and
plays itable. with
a dash
and grace
that are Adams
admirHis support
is headed
by Katherine
as the girl and by Harry Von Meter and Brinsley
"EVERYBODY'S
Shaw in other prominent roles.
Rogue'sof James
RomanceYoung
" waswho produced
the" Adirection
also wroteunder
the
scenario from the Van Loan story. Other pic" A Rogue's Romance," Vitagraph production,
tures on the ■
theatre's bill for the same
stars Earle Williams
dates are
.
BUSINESS"
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DEBT"—
Hayakawa

ROBERTSON-COLE

Stars in Picture of Real Dramatic

Worth

£4XJ'IS
DEBT,"
picture
which Sessue
Hayakawa
appears,
is piloted
an interI I esting
seriestheof latest
situations
to in
a dramatic
climax,
the strength
of which
makes through
the picture
well
worth while.
The whole building of the picture contributes to the strength and sympathy of
the star's character, and his deep emotions during the scenes of the denouement score effectively.
Nor is Hayakawa a star who deprives members of his supporting cast their opportunities for prominent playing. In " His Debt " both Jane Novak, his leading woman, and Francis MacDonald, the weakling native, have plenty of chances to register forceful points, and they make good use of these opportunities.
William Worthington in his direction has brought out the strength of the picture through a series
of good lighting effects, while the settings are always appropriate.
If exhibitors have found that Hayakawa pictures sell well there is no reason in the world why
" His Debt " will not take its place with the most successful of his series. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
in May through Exhibitors' Mutual Exchange. — Pet r Milne.
Manning, society girl and nurse, that Moriyama
hearted revenge. Even the police did not know
THE CAST
that Blair Whitcomb was the man who had so recovers. He knows his asailant and is astounded
to hear that Gloria is engaged to him for he
Goro Moriyama
foully stolen upon him in the dark and fired himself
Sessue Hayakawa
loves Gloria with a holy love.
point-blank at him. He was in his power and
g ona Mannmg
Jane Novak
there was no chance of his escape. And MoriItdebts
is Moriyama's
thatlength
he always
repays
™r Mann
Whitcomb
Francis MacDonald
his
— in full, andboast
so at
he sends
for
J.r scenario
P.
ing
yama prided himself on always paying his debts.
by Francis
Guinan. Fred Montague
Blair to come to him. Not realizing that MoriBut there was another debt he wished to pay and
Directed by William Worthington.
yama
is
aware
of
the
fact
that
he
attempted
his
that was a debt to Gloria Manning, the nurse,
life, Blair comes prepared to make good his ten
who by her careful watching and inexhaustible
CATCH LINES
patience had saved him from the very jaws of thousand dollar check, which was bad. But
Moriyama wants more than this — and sends for
death. And then he discovered that Gloria was
Would he take revenge on the man who atthe police. In the meantime Gloria has found
engaged to Blair! The woman he loved himself,
tempted his life or reward the woman who saved
loved
with
his
whole
heart
and
soul,
engaged
to
him from death? He was forced to choose be- the man who attempted his life! And his debts
out fears
that for
Blairhis has
to Moriyama's
house
and
safetygone
inasmuch
as the Japanese
tween the two. He could pay one debt but not
must be paid! How did Moriyama choose?
has been ominous when she has' seen him.
both — see " His Debt."
What feeling guided his course, love or revenge?
_ So she makes all haste to the house and there
discovers Blair a captive. She pleads with MoriGoro Moriyama was a gambler but he prided
The answer
is to be
seen the
in "noted
His Debt,"
dramatic
photoplay
starring
Japanesea
himself because
he ran his establishment on the
that she
Blaircaneven
a say.'ng
scoundrel
and loves
that she
neverthough
love
actor, Sessue Hayakawa, which comes to this he was yama,
of the city's
square.
him (Moriyama) because of the barrier of race.
best men Heandenjoyed
then hethewasconfidence
accused of playing a theatre shortly.
And so Moriyama considers his debt to Gloria
crooked game by a drunken waster! His pride
SUGGESTIONS
greater than that he owes Biair. He sends the
was hurt and he had a debt to pay! See "His
police
away and silently watches the lovers
The central situation of this photoplay which
Debt."
is dramatically builded up to throughout its depart.
He loved an American woman and despised
one to accentuate in your advertisher fiance — he held them both in the hollow of length ing.isThisthesituation
star's incharacter
who
holds
thecenters
fates about
of twothelovers
his
his
hand
—
" MINTS OF HELL "
see
"
His
Debt,"
the
latest
photoplay
starring
Sessue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese
hands. You will find this situation played up
(Continued fnjm page 3666)
actor.
in some of the catch lines and in the program
ture have created a large following for him.
reader that .are printed elsewhere on this page.
Play
up
that
this picture tests his versatility.
He took vengeance in his own hands until —
If you handle it appropriately you should have
Alaskan pictures are pretty much alike, but this
see " His Debt."
copy.trouble in building up good, strong, dramatic
no
one is really different. It is Jack London and
Rex Beach at their best and it has not been
Which swayed - him — his love for this woman
tion.
written by either one of them. Use this suggesfar to Beyond
go with athedoubt
star'shename
or his hatred for her fiance? See " His Debt."
andYouhisknow
actinghowability.
has
few superiors in the histrionic line on the screen
PRESS NOTICE
today. You can use superlatives in describing
his talent. His name has come to mean much
Sessue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese actor,
will be seen at the
theatre on
in this line so display it liberally, particularly if
other of his pictures have gone over well at
of
week in his latest photoplay entitled
your
"centering
His Debt."
This
presents
a
striking whose
story
Be house.
careful about comparing the honor of this
around a Japanese gambler
sense of honor comes above all else. He is a particular Jap in the story with the contemptible
character
of the particular American in the story.
and
squareness
:"s known
who prides
gambler and
This offers plenty of chances to go wrong and to
the conhimselffor inhisenjoying
fairness
fidence of the best men of the city. Then into cffend. Put the soft pedal on it, or, better yet,
his life comes an American girl whom he learns don't mention anything about the honor stuff at
to love with all his heart and soul. She, howall, that is comparatively.
ever, cannot return his affections mainly beagain because
cause they lie with another and between
THE STORY
them.
stern barrier of blood
there is that
runs a gambling house but
But the Japanese remains firm in his love only runsGoroit onMoriyama
His patrons, some of the
to discover later to his horror that the girl is best men inthethesquare.
city,
know him for his honesty
engaged to a man who attempted to take his
life! Here indeed is a powerful situation, par- and fairness. Blair Whitcomb is a young society
ticularly when it is considered that the Japanese
man whoaccuses
loses him
heavily
at Moriyama's
of playing
a crookedand,
game.at
holds the fate of the other man in the hollow of length,
his hand. How he decides marks a truly excit- To uphold his honor Moriyama offers to bet his
ing climax, a climax pictured with due regard
entire
establishment
against
ten thousand
dollar check
on the turn
of a Blair's
card. The
Japanese
to its with
dramatic
value.
In factfrom
" HisfirstDebt
filled
dramatic
moments
to "last.is- wins. That night, frenzied, Blair attempts Moriand succeeds
in severely
Mr. Hayakawa and his supporting players taking him. It yama'sislifethrough
the gentle
services wounding
of Gloria
full advantage of them. This support is headed
by Jane Novak as the girl and by Francis MacDonald as the American. The picture was produced under the direction of William Worthington, whose work on previous pictures in which
the
Japanese
has appeared has attracted
such favorable star
comment.
"EVERYBODY'S
PROGRAM READER
Fate had willed that this man who had attempted his life should fall completely in his
power. To Goro Moriyama, the Japanese
Sessue Hayakawa with Jane Novak in a scene
gambler, this meant one thing. Revenge, wholefrom " His Debt "
BUSINESS"
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"THE

Motion

WOMAN

NEXT

DOOR"—

Ethel Clayton Has an Excellent Number

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

in Her Latest Picture

showed good taste when it took Carolyn Wells' story, " Vicky Van," for screen representation. Scenarioized by Marion Fairfax, and renamed "The Woman Next Door" for dramatic
purposes, the subject makes an ideal one for Ethel Clayton. It is a tale of an unhappy wife, and
naturally it is developed seriously. Yet in the forepart of the story there is a delicate vein of humor
that constantly comes to the surface and gives it the proper balance.
The subject is denned as a thing of mystery, which is not exactly correct, because the line of action
is discernible throughout. Yet it never becomes obvious, so carefully has Director Vignola framed his
situations. Indeed he has gotten the most from every scene, and each one follows the other in a progressive manner. The result is " The Woman Next Door " unfolds a deal of cumulative interest.
Miss Clayton marries into a proud and haughty family and she is so restricted that she builds a
secret door in the adjoining house. Thus she finds freedom of expression as Victoria Van Allen, or Vicky
Van. When her husband penetrates her disguise, he attacks her, but the maid comes to the rescue and
kills him. The latter scenes are charged with suspense, and one breathes easily again to find the murder
cleared up and the bride happy.
Rather an improbable story, isn't it? Still its improbabilities are not realized until it is over. Miss
Clayton is always in the picture as the restricted wife. Her earnestness and appeal are ever speaking in
Capable assistance is given by Emory Johnson, Noah Berry, and Jane Wolfe. The
eloquent language.
and she has had many good ones. — 5 reels.—
Woman
Laurence Next
Reid.Door " is one of the star's best pictures,
of the chief character players of the Lasky stock
THE CAST
company. He plays the part with a rare show of
Ruth Endicott, who becomes Mrs. Randolph
ability. Emory Johnson has the role of the hero
" LION'S
"
Schuyler
Ethel Clayton
(Continued
from DEN
page 3665)
while a supporting cast embracing several other
Miss Victoria Van Allen or " VickyEthel
Van "Clayton
players of ability appears.
it when it comes to your screen.
The adaptation from the novel was made by remember
Bring out that it is a delightful presentation of
Chester Calhoun
Emory Johnson
Marion Fairfax, herself a photoplay author of no small
town
life with the leading character a minRandolph Schuyler, Ruth's husband. . Noah Beery
mean ability. Robert G. Vignola, remembered
that rich
a member
of his
T'b
jane Wolfe
tion isister.
onePlay ofup those
men who
findscongregait hard
Julie Jbettsi
for hiserickfinepictures,
workwason inmany
of
the
Pauline
Fredcharge of production on
to enter the eye of a needle in the march toward
Rhoda Schuyler
Katherine Griffith
" The Woman Next Door."
Heaven
until
he
is
purged
of
his
sins.
His
Helen Schuyler
Genevieve Blynn
ter and the minister furnish the romancedaughand
Aunt Eleanor Endicott Josephine Crowell
THE STORY
you can see that it is full of conflict because of
By Carolyn Wells.
Ruth Endicott has been reared in complete
Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
her relations. Emphasize the human note. Enlist the clergy in your town and the school
ignorance of the seriousness of marriage and weds
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
Randolph Schuyler, who is old enough to be her board. The minister starts a boys' club and the
success
that crowns his efforts will be apprefather. They start to New York in his motor,
PROGRAM READER
which breaks down. While he is seeking a garage
ciated by all people who have the boys of the
community
at heart. Feature the star. He has
Ruth Endicott had bean reared in complete
Chester Calhoun sees the young wife seated with
become immensely popular, and his stories have
ignorance of what life really was. She knew none
her maid, and fixes up the car. A month in New
of its wonderful joys or its sorrows and before
been so good that picturegoers are assured of
York disillusions Ruth. She is a prisoner in her
she was old enough to become on good terms
own home. Then she gets a legacy of fifty fine, entertainment whenever they appear. Write
with her own mind she was married to Randolph
thousand pounds from India and keeps it a secret.
Lion's
that of"The
the fact
your
Den" advertising
is a Post around
story that
is full
sentiment
Schuyler,After
a man
quitein old
be she
her
She rents the adjoining house, has a secret door
father.
a month
New enough
York withto him
and romance. You can't go too - strong in your
cut
through
and
disguising
herself
with
a
black
realizes the big mistake she made and casts about
wig, inhabits the new home as Victoria Van
exploitation.
for some means of finding happiness in life. When
Allen,
" Vicky She
Van,"
her maida Bohemian
appearing setas ina
French orservant.
entertains
she receives a legacy she keeps it secret from her
a Bohemian way.
husband and rents the house next to his. She
gains admittance through a secret door and there
famous
" Vicky
Van."of
entertains a large set of Bohemian friends under
He Schuyler
visits thelearns
place, ofbutthea scar
on the
shoulder
the name of Vicky Van. But it was not long
the hostess gives away the scheme. Meanwhile,
before Randolph discovered all this — he protested;
Chester has recognized in " Vicky " the girl of
there was a murder — and then — . The conclusion
the auto.
The husband
of this tale is pictured in the vivid picture drama,
wig
and denounces
her, snatches
grasping offherhisbywife's
the
throat. A few minutes later he is found dead.
"this
Thetheatre
Womanshortly.
Next Door,"
which
will
come
to
Ethel Clayton is the star
Detective Stone arrives and learns of the duality
of the production and it was adapted from
of the wife
" Vicky."
aboutconfesses
to be
accused
of theandmurder,
when She
the ismaid
Carolyn
" Vicky Van." Don't fail
that she killed him to save her mistress. The
to
see itWells's
— it's a novel,
real treat.
maid is arrested but it is understood that she
cannot be convicted. Then Ruth and Chester find
PRESS NOTICE
their happiness.
Ethel Clayton, the beautiful Paramount star,
will be seen at the
theatre on
CATCH LINES
of
week in her latest picture entitled
The dramatic tale of a beautiful woman who
" The Woman Next Door," an adaptation from
led a dual existence — by day she was the wife of
Carolyn
novel, " tale
Vickyof aVan."
staid old Schuyler — by night the center of an
the
strangeWells's
and dramatic
young This
womanis admiring
throng of Bohemians! But her husband
who married a man old enough to be her father
before knowing the dictates of her own heart.
found out! See "The Woman Next Door."
After a month of married life she discovers the
She fooled the whole city but could not fool her
great mistake she made and casts about for some
husband — see " The Woman Next Door."
means of deriving what happiness she can from
life. The scheme she hits upon is one of amazing
ingenuity and although it leads to consequences
of a most serious nature, the turmoil is cleared
before the final fadeout and Vicky has found
happiness with the man she really loves.
Miss Clayton's
emotional
splendid
advantagesincere
throughout
the work
many shows
difficultto "EVERYBODY'S
scenes of " The Woman Next Door." She is an
actress
-whose work
is always
the
role awarded
her here
brings effective
out herandvaried
capabilities to their fullest extent. In the role
Ethel Clayton
star of " production
The Woman Next
of the ancient husband appears Noah Beery, one
Door," isParamount
BUSINESS"
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to March 9, 1919.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
" Good
farce idea
is basis BRYANT
of star's latest
picture." — (JUNE
M. P. News.
ALL
WRONG
(PATHE)
WASHBURN
1)...MAY 24
' Star in aADVENTURESS,
picture of piatonic THE
love." (METRO)
— M. P. News.
AMATEUR
EMMY WEHLEN
(MAY S)
MAY 17
"
Excellent
comedy
marks
star's
return
to
screen."
—
M.
P.
News.
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business."
Consensus
— " Good
picture,(WORLD)
average puller."
AN AMATEUR
WIDOW
ZENA KEEFE (MAY 26). MAY 24
" World offers an exceedingly pleasant comedy." — M. P. News.
AS A MAN THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
(APR. 27)
MAY 3
" New
News. four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
BACHELOR'S WIFE, A (AMERICAN) MARY MILES MINTER
( (MAY 11)
MAY 24
" StarFISTS
assumes(UNIVERSAL)
an Irish role inHARRY
her latestCAREY
picture."(MAY
— M. P.
BARE
4)News. APR. 26
(Six Parts)
" As satisfactory
as all the(VITA
HarryGRAPH)
Carey pictures."
M. P.
News.
BEATING
THE ODDS
HARRY — T.
MOREY
it (MAY 12)
MAY 10
" StarMAN,
continues
his(HAMPTON-HOD
forceful way in aKINromantic
drama."
— M. P.KERNews.
BEST
THE
SON)
J.
WARREN
RIGAN (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Star appears in mystery story flavored with romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and enjoyed by everyone. Average
business three days."
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
"Novel and very entertaining; characterizations good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture but seven reels too long for
patrons.
the better
gallery."
" Decidedly
different.
over fine, Disappointing
especially withto the
element.
Well worth
while Went
playing. Good business against bad weather." " Very well liked to big
business." " Opened up big, patrons pleased, indications are that it
will continue big all week."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, big puller."
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
"Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Very good crook play to average business."
" Excellent preduction to big business."
Consensus — "Fine picture, good puller."
BLINDING TRAIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
BLIND MAN'S EYES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAR. 10). MAR. 22
" Bert Lytell excellent in murder mystery tale." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Title misleading. Poor to
average business." " Lytell's popularity is increasing wonderfully
with every release."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
"
Picture
as
good
as
its
title;
square
deal."
—
M.
P.
News.
BOOMERANG, THE (PIONEER) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(MAY 26)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star
News. and competent players in capital versus labor picture." — M. P.
BRAND, THE (GOLDWYN) REX BEACH CAST (MAR. 9).. MAR. 8
(Seven Parts)
" A Rex Beach story of the far North that rings the bell." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good, interesting picture. Good in any house.
Don't advance prices. Big business three days." " Average business
four have
days not
" "done
The regular
title as well
as type
is passeoicture
in thissince
town.
We
business
on ofanypicture
Rex Beach
'days.
The Barrier
'
and
'
Auction
Block.'
"
"
Went
over
extra
big
four
S. R. O. to 9.45 p. m."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
" Big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
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CALEB
GIRL (PATHE) HELENE CHADWICK
(MAY PIPER'S
18)
MAY 24
"Nothing
big
but
will appeal
to the tender emotions."
— M. LEWIS
P. News.
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR
LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts).
APR. 5
News.
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
CAMBRIC
MASK, THE
(VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture, average business."
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(APR. 6)
MAY 3
News. Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — M. P.
" Mary
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
CAROLYN OF THE CORNERS (PATHE) BESSIE LOVE
(MAR. 9)
;....MAR. 1
" Strong story but a little loose. Human touches plentiful. — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Good, but very light show.
Bessie Love has not drawing power." " One of the most pleasing
stories
have does
shownnotinpull
a long
good
film butI star
well time.
here. Big
Thisbusiness."
and lack of" Really
advertising
caused
extremely
poor
business."
Consensus IN
— "THE
Good AIR
picture,
average MAY
puller."ALLISON (MAY 12). MAY 24
CASTLES
(METRO)
" Star in a pleasing sentimental picture." — M. P. News. I
CHARGE IT TO ME (AMERICAN) MARGARITA FISHER
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star continues her frolicsome career in slender comedy." — M. P. News.
COMECLARK
OUT (MAY
OF THE11)
KITCHEN (PARAMOUNT) "MARGUERITE
MAY 24
" BerangerOF continuity
good;THEActing
high TOM
class." MIX
— M. (MAY
P. News.11).. MAY 24
COMING
THE LAW.
(FOX)
" Unusually satisfying Western with Tom Mix starred." — M. P. News.
COURAGEOUS COWARD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Story of great interest; Japanese lovers united." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not quite up to standard by reason of the
story. American people don't like to see a ' Jap ' as District Attorney,
and then ' Anti-Jap ' sentiment weakened same considerably."
CRY OF THE WEAK, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
" Fannie
News. Ward in an absorbing p. ly of crime and punishment." — M. P.
DADDY LONG LEGS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
" Star's
initial
First
National
has
much
comedy
and
sentiment."
—
M. P.
News.
DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY
. (MAR. 30)
MAY 17
" Human interest story that hits the mark." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.'
like Madge
Kennedy Poor
here busibut
NOT
in theWith
kind theof same
stuff star.
GoldwynTheyis handing
out lately.
nes ." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
it. Opened big business but fell down second day." " Not up to
Goldwyn standard. Very ordinary." " My, but this was awful! Our
patrons said so and we say so." " This picture did not draw well
and it's—no" Good
wonder.picture,
Madge
Kennedy
Consensus
average
puller."deserves a better fate."
DELICIOUS
LITTLE
DEVIL,
"THE
(UNIVERSAL) MAE MAY 3
MURRAY (APR. 27)
"A
highly
pleasina
comedy
with
Mae
Murray
— M. P. News.
DESTINY (JEWEL-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHYstarred."
PHILLIPS
(MAY 25)
MAY 24
" News.
Big in every sense of the word; Frenzied finance the theme." — M. P.
END OF THE GAME". THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KER( RIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. MAGDALENE,
Average to poor THE
business."
ETERNAL
(GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rain
early in afternoon People satisfied.'
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MARRIAGE
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (MAR. 10)
APR. 5
" Stage play successfully turned into film drama." — M. P. News.
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(MAR. 16)
APR. 12
" Fully up to Ince standard; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Patrons liked it and it drew heavily." " Good,
clean, well handled. Big business."
Consensus
" Excellent
big puller."
EYES
OF —THE
SOUL picture,
(ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
(APR. 20)
MAY 2
" A beautiful story presented in a beautiful way." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
a happy
However,
this would
not be— a" The
good public
picturedoesif like
it ended
any ending.
other way.
Elsie
Ferguson is well liked here." " People didn't like it at all. Story
weak. Poor business."
Consensus
— " Fair picture,
average
puller."DANA (APR. 21) MAY 3
FALSE
EVIDENCE
(METRO)
VIOLA
" Rebellious heroine finds expression in the woods." — M. P. News.
FIGHT FOR LOVE, A (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
FIGHTING DESTINY (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Star in another fine fighting picture with mystery touch." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX (MAR. 30) APR. 12
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining ." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws ioo per cent, in my city." " Mix always
there. Big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
" Hold interest from first to last; dual role story." — M. P. News.
FIRES OF FAITH (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY) SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
" Salvation Army picture should prove profitable." — M. P. News.
FOLLIES GIRL, THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE THOMAS
(APR. 27)
.:
APR. 26
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
FOOLS' GOLD (ARROW) MITCHELL
LEWIS (MAY 26)
MAY 17
(Six Parts)
" Mitchell
Lewis
the
star
in
a
disconnected
story.
Locations
good."
—
M. P. News.
FOR APR.
BETTER,
FOR WORSE
(ARTCRAFT)
DE MILLE'S MAY 10
27)
(Six Parts)
" De Mille scores with a tremendous heart theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The title of this picture helped put it over big
and also the fact that it followed right after ' Don't Change Your
Husband ' which gave exhibitors some very good advertising business.
Big
extra (HODKINSON)
big business."
FORFEIT,and THE
HOUSE PETERS
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer considers picture good throughout." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pass it up, fellows. Poor business one day."
GAMBLING IN SOULS (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 22
" Madlaine Traverse in story of woman's revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star. A very good picture. Pleased everyone. Average business." " Average picture, average business." " Picture good but star does not draw." " Good average picture to average
business."
is a They
good sure
story.
her front
last
three pictures" This
is great.
like Madlaine
her here. Traverse
Coming toin the
fast as one of our leading stars." "Title killed it here." "Average
business."— Good picture, average puller."
Consensus
GENTLEMAN OF QUALITY, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. IS
" Earle Williams in novel dual role." — M. P. News.
GETTING MARY MARRIED (SELECT) MARION DAVIES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Marion Davies gets good story; excellent picture." — -M. P. News.
GINGER (WORLD) VIOLET PALMER (MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Story of boy and girl love excellently performed." — M. P. News.
GIRL WHO STAYED AT HOME, THE (ARTCRAFT)
D. W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
"Proved adays
very were
satbig subjects."
and two following
average
business.
"
Conditions
bad.
Average
business
seven
days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business."
GREASED
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
(APR. 20)
.MAY 10
"Star in a comedy with abundant small town atmosphere."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " He is one star that men and women both like.
Extra big
business
fourin days
average
threeto days."
typical
Ray andstorybigwith
the star
just and
the sort
of role
suit him.A
Certainly pleased our patrons. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
HAND INVISIBLE, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harry Hoyt's directorial debut." — M. P. News.
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HEART
IN PAWN,
(ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE MAR. IS
HAYAKAWA
(MAR. A 10)
" Productions like this make an Art of reproducing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentGood
— " Very
good fpicture.
Average
business."
"Splendid picture.
settings.
ine shots.
Excellent
acting.
Big
business Sundays." " Very fair picture but star is losing in dancing
Consensus — " Excellent production, big puller."
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
"Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
power." big and average."
Business
HEARTS
OF MEN (HIRAM ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
(APR. 27). (5% Reels)
APR. 19
" Beban wins your sympathy; good film results." — M. P. News.
HELP! HELP! POLICE! (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (APR. 27) MAY 10
" Rollicking story with George Walsh cutting up capers." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
" Walsh —losing
good puller."
picture of his type. Average business."
Consensus
" Fineground.
picture,A good
HER CODE OF HONOR (UNITED) FLORENCE REED
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. IS
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Opened to average and then
business." THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
HOMEto big
BREAKER,
(APR. 20)
MAY *17
News.
" Highly satisfying comedy drama starring Dorothy Dalton. — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fellers, they ate this one up, you bet. Big busiHOUSE DIVIDED, A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
_ BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
News.
" Entertaining
with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARY MILES
MINTER
(APR. 13)
APR. 12
ness." satisfy
" Should
all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture to big business."
ISLAND OF INTRIGUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture."- — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. IS
Should GET
give substantial
grins aplenty."
JOHNNY
YOUR GUNsatisfaction;
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED STONE
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
" Good chance for Stone to do his acrobatics." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair only. Average to poor business." " Star's
first two killed him. This was a good picture." " Average business
three days." " Only fair picture to average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, ordinary puller."
JOSSELYN'S
WIFE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
" Drama
of
love
M. P. News. quadrangle made effective through surprise finish." —
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (JUNE 1) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE) BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
11)
"
Star
returns
to
the screenALICE
in Western
melodrama."
M. P. News.
KHAVAH (ZION FILMS)
HASTINGS
(MAY — 26)
MAY 24
(Seven Parts.)
" Too
News.long and poorly titled but may find appeal before Jews." — M. P.
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor
days."extra
" Billie
surely toa average,
winner."with" Fair
Rhodesbusiness
picture.twoOpened
big Rhodes
and dropped
big
business
seventh
day."
Consensus
— " GoodTHEpicture,
average puller."ENID BENNETT
LAW
OF MEN,
(PARAMOUNT)
(APR. 27) _
MAY 24
" Star inOF ordinary
melodrama
and law." — M.SPECIAL)
P. News.
LIGHT
VICTORY,
THE of love
(UNIVERSAL
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. IS
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
each picture.
Big business."
LITTLE
COMRADE
(PARAMOUNT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(MAR. 30)
AFR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in value.
LITTLE
INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
Poor business."
7)
APR. 5
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL DALY
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 32
" Comedy drama of the lighter type; heroine pleasing." — M. P. News.
LOVE CALL, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES
(APR. 20)
KAY !
" Simple Western story colored with star's personality." — M. P. News.
LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE THAT DARES, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Star
News.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
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MAN AND HIS MONEY, A (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
" Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture to poor business."
" Very
good. A winner. Extra big business three days." " Good comedy
drama to big business. They like Tom Moore here." " Interesting
drama with some good comedy." " Extra big business two days."
" Disagreeable weather. Average business seven days." " They like
Moore very much. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
MAN OF HONOR, A. (SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
" Star in characteristic role; a colorful picture." — M. P. News.
MAN WHO TURNED WHITE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B.
WARNER (MAY 4)
MAY 24
"Star returns to screen in a colorful melodrama." — M. P. News.
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12
"Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to average business."
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
" Picture made in the same way — Haste! Poor business two days."
Consensus — " Fair picture, fair puller."
MARRIAGE PRICE, THE (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(MAR. 9)
MAR. 29
Average
'True to life and touches the heart strongs." — M. P. News. " Average
Exhibitor Comment — " Star improving. Very good picture.
business." " Good film, that's all. Average business."
business seven days."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
MARY REGAN (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART
(MAY 18)
MAY 17
" Third Anita Stewart picture should prove another success." — M. P.
MASTER
News." MAN, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (MAY 25).. MAY 17
" Star inOFa forceful
play of
and politics." — JACK
M. P. News.
MAYOR
FILBERT,
THElove (TRIANGLE)
RICHARDSON
(MAY 25)
MAY 24
(MAY 25)...
(Seven Parts).
MAY 24
" Plea
for
prohibition
offered
in
fast
and
f
urious
melodrama."
—
iM. P.
News.
MIDNIGHT ROMANCE, A (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA
STEWART (MAR. 10)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer
M. P. News.Peter Milne pronounces this a romantic shower bath." —
Exhibitor Comment — " In seven days' run opened extra big, then big
for three days and extra big last three days." " Second day's business
larger than first day but not as good as for ' Virtuous Wives.' Favorable comments from patrons, high class patronage." " Big business
seven days." " Very pleasing. More pictures on this order. Extra
big
business
days."
A goodseemed
First toNational
production with
a little, airy, three
romantic
story " which
please everybody.
Big
and extra big business."
Consensus
" Pleasing(ROBERTSON-COLE)
picture, big puller." WILLIAM DESMOND
MINTS
OF— HELL
(MAY 18)
MAY 24
" Charms
and fascinates
; It isPEGGY
so realistic."
— M. (MAY
P. News.4)
MISS
ADVENTURE
(FOX)
HYLAND
MAY 10
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Big
business
on double bill."
MISS
DULCIE
FROM
DIXIE
(VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor CORRAL,
Comment — "THE
Pleasing(ARTCRAFT)
star and story WM.
to average
business."
MONEY
S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S.
in moving
with Eastern
— M.16)
P. News.
NEVER
SAYHartQUIT
(FOX)story
GEORGE
WALSHsetting."
(MAR.
MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph Spence's puns." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York '
Opened
big and
business
with extra
business
the second
day."
" Bum
melodrama
attempted
fun inbig worse
sub-titles.
Walsh
a favorite
but he will never get anywhere in such pictures as this." " Walsh not
a drawing card. _ Big business first day and poor two following days."
" 1)Poor Walsh picture. Nothing doing until Reel 5. Average business." — " Good picture, big puller."
Consensus
NEW
MOON,
THE (SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE (MAY
11)
MAY 24
courageous enemy EMERSON-LOOS
in star." — M. P. News.(MAY
OH ' Russian
YOU Soviet
WOMENmeet a(PARAMOUNT)
4)
MAY 24
"An WEEK
artistic OFproduction
as well as entertainment."
M. P. News.
ONE
LIFE (GOLDWYN)
PAULINE —FREDERICK
(APR. 13)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satisfaction." Fans
"
do not like dual roles. Poor business."
Consensus —TIGRESS,
" Good picture,
puller."
PARISIAN
THE average
(METRO)
VIOLA DANA
t (MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business." " Viola Dana always pleases."
Consensus — THREE
" Fine picture,
big puller." ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
PARTNERS
(PARAMOUNT)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days." " Fine picture to average business." " Good interesting picture to big business."
Consensus
— " Good
Picture, aood DOROTHY
puller."
PEPPY
POLLY
(PARAMOUNT,
GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and tinder it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Theyreform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
pictures." " Opened big and then average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
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STAB
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3
" The eccentric Mabel of olden days in a good comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Typical
Not
overstrongComment
as to plot.
Pleased. Mabel
Good Normand
story wouldtypehelpof a picture.
lot. Average
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PETTI GREW'S GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
(MAR.
APR. 19
business."23)
" Heart interest is exceptional; war romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture and one of many with war
backgroundOF toA getBIGawayCITY
to even
average
business."B ROCKWELL
PITFALLS
(FOX)
GLADYS
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" If you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell." " Some
'meller.' First day poor business, second day average and third day
big business." " Splendid picture that holds all through. Well received and spoken of for days after. Big and average business."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, big puller."
PLACE IN THE SUN, A (TRIANGLE) MARGARET BLANCHE
(MAY 4)
MAY 10
News. Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
" Cyril
POOR BOOB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(MAR. 9)
APR. 5
"Absurdity is its chief entertaining point." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good comedy. Average business seven
days." "A very fair feature. Story interesting." "Very good picture. Big business two days." " Good picture but they didn't come
out ini droves." " Mighty fine picture to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, yood puller."
POPPY
HUSBAND, THE (ARTCRAFT), WM. S. HART
(MAR.GIRL'S
15)
APR. 5
"New stylg picture for Two-Gun hero; should win out." — .1/. P. News.
Exhibi'or Comment — " Star's following did not care for him in this role.
Opened big down to average business." " Drew big but disappointed
everybody. Story rotten. Our patrons said so." ' 'Bad local conditions but good picture. Poor business seven days." " In our opinion
one audience
of Hart's atbestall.pictures
but ofdidpeople
not appeal
women
the
Majority
liked tonewtherole
Hart portion
takes forof
a change." " Not much to story but went over very well to capacity
houses two
days." picture, average puller."
Consensus
— "Fair
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" Story
a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque." —
M. P. ofNews.
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Norma Talmadge delightful as thr probation wife." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Always good. Average business."
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down-town house." " Net much picture to
average business." _ " A very entertaining picture to big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE
(APR. 21)
APR. 26
" Vivid story of marital unhappiness in melodrama." — M. P. News.
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business."
RED LANTERN, THE (METRO) (SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10
" Star
News.superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
REGULAR FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
RESCUING ANGEL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(APR. 6.)
,
MAY :
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Fair only to average
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
ROADbusiness."
CALLED STRAIGHT, THE (BETZWOOD -GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON (APR. 20)
MAY 10
" Bennison's
tricks
and
personality
show
to
good
advantage."
—
M. P.
News.
ROARING ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
" Fast and Aexciting
with hair-raising
M. P.27)..
News.MAY 24
RUSTLING
BRIDEpicture
(PARAMOUNT)
LILAclimax."
LEE —(APR.
" Star has aDOLL,
suitable THE
subject(PATHE)
in WesternBABY
photoplay.''
— M. OSBORNE
P. Nezvs.
SAWDUST
MARY
(APR. 20)
:
..APR. 5
"One of best Marie Osborne pictures: heart appenl." -M ^ News.
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in zvhich Ray appears." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Drew
big
on
double
bill
and
they
liked
it."
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parto
APR. 5
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' stnry." — M . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture onlV fair. Bie business."
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 21
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterisation." — M. P. News
SIREN'S SONG, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAY 4)
MAY 17
News. in story of love and intolerance; fairly convincing." — M, P.
" Star
SOME LIAR (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAY 19).. MAY 17
" Star brecccs through in extravagant farce comedy." — M. P. News.
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SOMETHING TO DO (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture to extra big business." " Not up
to Washburn standard. Average business."
ConsensusMEADE
— " Good (GOLDWYN)
picture, good puller."
SPEEDY
LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
" Story of pleasing sort; player's personality helps." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Star
not
known
here
but
coming
fast.
Splendid
new type of Western picture. Opened average business first day and
last day to big business." " Our patrons are not so strong for Westbut they likegetsBennison.
business."
" Theyandlikeplayed
Bennison
here. ernsBusiness
bigger withAverage
each feature
released
with
this star. Extra big business."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
picture,
big
puller."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
" Star shines in role of a pious chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days." " As good as the
usual Mae Marsh picture. Average business." " Just fair only.
Poor business."
ConsensusIN— " TIME,
Pleasing A picture,
average puller."
STITCH
(VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS LESLIE
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star simulates
an appealing story."
— M.I NEP. News.
STRONGER
VOW,gladness
THE in(GOLDWYN)
GERALD
FARRAR
ti (APR. 27)
MAY 10
" Star in picture with Spanish background." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill." " Good picture.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
big puller."
TAXI
(TRIANGLE)
TAYLOR
HOLMES (MAY 11)
MAY 17
"
Starts
slowly
but
gathers
speed
towards theJOHN
middle."BARRYMORE
— M. P. News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT)
< (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" John Barrymore — enough said, e~jen in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to poor business."
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average —business."
" Not average
as good as his other pictures. Didn't draw."
Consensus
" Good picture,
THIN
ICE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNEpuller."
GRIFFITH (MAY 26).. MAY 24
" Star in
splendid THE
sustaining
melodrams." — ALICE
M. P. News.
THIRD
DEGREE,
(VITAGRAPH)
JOYCE
(MAY 19)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star SHALT
in a fine NOT
screen(FOX)
versionEVELYN
of stage success."
P. News.
THOU
NESBIT— M.
(MAR.
23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronize this type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The hest picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." " Nesbit is a goner." " Her best picture, but failed to get
normal
trade."house."
" Average business." " Average business two days
in
downtown
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,(WORLD)
good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-starMENcast inANDbest World
in six months." — MARGUERITE
M. P. News.
THREE
A GIRLrelease(PARAMOUNT)
CLARK (MAR. 16)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very cute for ladies. Average business three
days." " Average business seven days." " Fair picture to average
business." " Only fair picture to big business."
Consensus
— " Pleasing
average puller."
THUNDERBOLTS
OF picture,
FATE (EDWARD
WARREN-HODKINSON)
it HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. IS
" Strong (TRIANGLE)
melodrama withOLIVE
politicalTHOMAS
setting." —(MAR.
M. P. 30)
News.
TOTON
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentROAD,
— " Average
business."
TURN
IN THE
THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SPECIAL
; CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
" This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Exceptionally
good.
Well
produced.
Patrons
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
showed big business." " Well liked. Big business."
Consensus — LOVE,
" Excellent
puller." CASSINELLI
UNKNOWN
THEproduction,
(PATHE) strong
DOLORES
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFf FITH (APR. 14)
,
APR. 12
" Exceedingly
pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
News.
UNPAINTED WOMAN, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MAC LAREN
(MAY 11)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
" Faithful study of rural life that is rich in characterization." — M. P.
UNPARDONABLE
THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
News." (APR. SIN,
SWEET
6)
(Eight Parts)
MAY 17
"Particularly
M. P. News. fine combination of talent produces -wonderful results." —
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
— " Aphotography,
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perdirected, good
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
seven days." HAND, THE (WORLD)
UNVEILING
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
" A melodramaCODE,
fhnt oftpn
boundsSHIRLEY
" — M P MASON
Nr-cc
UNWRITTEN
THE oversteps
(WORLD)
(MAY 19)
MAY 17
"InNews.
which Kidu-San and Dick Tower meet, marry and part." — M. P.
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" Earle Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — M. P. News.

VIRTUOUS
SINNERS
(PIONEER)
NORMAN KERRY-WANDE
HAWLEY (MAY 25)
MAY 24
"
Story
of
the
slums
marred
by
poor
photography."
— M. P.TALMADGE
News.
VEILED ADVENTURE, THE (SELECT) CONSTANCE
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
"A reasonably
good comedyTHEwith (METRO)
Constance ANNA
Taimadge."
M. P. News.
WAY
OF THE STRONG,
Q. —NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Met'
" Eternal
* ".rage." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
" From poor to average business."
Consensus
Good (UNIVERSAL)
picture, good puller."
WHAT
AM —I "BID?
MAE MURRAY (APR. 14) . .APR, 5
([Six Parts) fans may find fault." — M. P.
News. interest all the way; discriminating
" Holds
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings excellent. Average business." " Pleased all. Big business."
Consensus
— " Good
picture,(JEWEL)
good puller."
WHEN A GIRL
LOVES
MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. >9
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
Western
play
with
Wm.
Stowell
taking
more leading part than the star. Well received and showed gooda
direction." " Does not draw any more. Picture not liked. No story."
" A very ordinary picture. Opened extra big and dropped to poor
Consensus
Fair picture,
average
puller."BARA (MAR. 9)
WHEN
MEN— " DESIRE
(FOX)
THEDA
MAR. 22
business."
" Theda
Bar a makes miraculous escape from Germany." — M. P. Nrws.
Exhibitor Comment — r" Will the war stuff never cease? Big business
first day and average two following days." " A very good picture.
Much better than the title. Average business." " Just a fair picture
but pleased all this star's followers. Good title. Average business."
Consensus
Good COMES
picture, good
puller."
WHEN MY— "SHIP
IN (INDEPENDENT
SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
.APR. 5
"A
melodrama
of
the
staoe
with
Jane
Grev
featured.'
—
P. Nrws.
WHITE HEATHER, THE (MAURICE TOURNEUR) M.
SPECIAL
CAST (MAY. 18)
MAY 17
"Another
artistic and unusual melodrama from Tourneur." — M. P.
News.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
"Of the light,
please all." —BESSIE
M. P. News.
WISHING
RINGpleasant
MAN, variety;
THE should
(VITAGRAPH)
LOVE
(MAR. 10)
MAR. 8
Its naturalness puts it over; star is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor PRINCESS,
Comment — " AAverage
business." BESSIE LOVE
YANKEE
(VITAGRAPH)
(APR. 21)
APR. 19
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
"FLASHBACKS"

ON

EARLIER

RELEASES

" Children of Banishment " (Select) — " Good of its kind. Big business."
" Royal Democrat " (Triangle) — " Poor business.
Disgrace to screen
"Under Two Flags" (Fox) — "Average business."
" The Call Of The Soul " (Fox) — " Average business."
"Raffles, The Amateur Cracksman " (State Rights) — " Best picture of this
type" Three
I everMounted
saw. Big
Men business."
" (Universal) — " Good Western. Big business."
"A Pair of Silk Stockings" (Select) — "A fair program picture."
"Jane
Goes
A
Wooing"
(Paramont) — "Not up to standard set in her
this."
Parisian Wife " (Artcraft) — " Gave excellent satisfaction and we
first" His
production."
had" Breed
splendid comments
on this one."
Men " we(Artcraft)
" HartThisalways
goesis over
if I
play it on Of
Saturday
do extra— big.
picture
very big
good.andPeople
" Theit fine."
Greatest Thing In Life (Artcraft) — " Griffith name really means
liked
something
here." Zone " (Fox) — " Very good Excel Picture and got the busi" The Danger
" Vanity Pool " (Universal) — " A very fair picture to average business."
" Little Women " (Paramount) — " Dandy production. Very pleasing.
Extra
big Of
business."
" Light
Western Stars " (United) — " A very good picture liked by
all.ness."
Big Ofbusiness."
" Out
The Shadows " (Paramount) — " Only a fair picture to average
" Mrs. Wiegs Of The Cabbage Patch " (Paramount) — " Miss Clark's best
business."
picture.
Extra big Cause
business" (Vitagraph)
three days." — " Very good war picture to big
" The Common
" The Lion and The Mouse " (Vitagraph) — " Very good straight picture
business."
to "average
business."Wife " (State Rights) — " Good picture to average busiThe Prodigal
" False Faces " (Paramount-Artcraft) — " One of Paramount's best. A
war"Man
story. In Big
The business."
Open" (United) — "Dandy motion picture to extra big
" Marriage For Convenience " (Sherry) — " Good storv, average business."
" Mickey " (State Rights) — " Fairly good picture. Greatest drawing box
business."
ness."
office
picture I have ever played. Capacity every day."
" Maggie Pepper " (Paramount) — " A dandy picture to big business."
" Alias Mike Moran " (Paramount) — " Good picture to big business.'
" Fighting Through " (Hodkinson) — >" Only fair picture. Average to poor
" Common Clay " (Pathe) — " Just fair picture to average business."
" Love and the Law " (Paramount) — " Only fair picture to average
business."
business."
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Theatres

Building

CALIFORNIA
Turlock — Plans are completed for the erection of a new theatre
seating 1,400 persons, to be leased for fifteen years to A. A.
Richards, proprietor of the present Turlock Theatre.
Vallejo — The Bell Amusemenr Company has purchased the McOill site here and announces plans completed to erect a theatre
here costing S125.000.
FLORIDA
Tampa — The new Victory Theatre being erected here by C. D.
Cooley of the Strand, will be located at Tampa and Zack streets,
and seat 1.850 instead of the original 1,700 planned.
IDAHO
Bonners Ferry — The Amazon Theatre Management will erect a
$10,000 theatre building adjacent to its present building, and the
new house will have a seating capacity of 700 persons.
INDIANA
Anderson — Neal McCullough and Fred E. Mustard have now
completed final plans for the new theatre they are promoting.
It will occupy the northwest corner of Meridian and Twelfth
street, and a $100,000 business building block will contain the
theatre which will have a seating capacity of 1.200.
IOWA
Des Moines — Harry Hiersteiner, owner of the Family Theatre,
is second vice-president of a new company known as the Grand
Improvement Association and will erect a new theatre here
seating 2,000 persons, and which will be known as the new- Alhambra. The building may cost in the neighborhood of $300,000.
Des Moines — A. H. Blank announces that his new theatre will
seat 2.000 persons and cost about $300,000. It will be located at
W. Ninth and Locust streets.
LOUISIANA
New Orleans — Victor C. Howard and Louis A. Barbier expect
that their new '"Ellen" theatre will be completed by Tune 1st.
The location is on Kerlerec street near Dorgenois, and the seating will accommodate 1,800 persons.
New Orleans — The foundations have been started for the new
Orpheum Theatre and the house is promised for a fall opening.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston — South Boston reports that a new $300,000 theatre will
be erected at 418 to 428 West Broadway by Owen F. Farley,
James H. Doyle and Tames F. Powers. It will seat 3,800 persons.
Beverly — A modern fire proof theatre with a seating capacity of
1,200, will be erected and operated by Ware Brothers of the
Larcom Theatre.
Holyokc — A seating capacity of 400 is provided in the modern
motion picture theatre being erected at 687 High street by M.
Deners.
Springfield— On the site of the old Gilmore, a $200,000 theatre
will be erected to seat 2.500 persons. Dwight Gilmour and New
York capitalists are interested.
Springfield — The new Fox theatre plans have been completed
and call for a very elaborate house.
MICHIGAN
Detroit — The Detroit Symphony Orchestra announced that work
has been started on a new theatre on the old Westminster site,
which will seat 2,000 persons and cost about $300,000.
Lansing — W. S. Butterfield announces that plans have been perfected for the erection of a new theatre here on South Washington avenue in the 200 block It will be known as the Washington Theatre.
MONTANA
Wolf Point — A new $30,000 motion picture theatre is to be
erected by George Onstad and Clarence J. Severson of the
Glacier Theatre. Seating capacity 650.

Throughout

Country

NEW JERSEY
Asbury Park — Walter Rosenberg plans the erection of a $100,000
motion picture theatre at 23 South Main street. Seating capacity for 1,500 persons will be provided, and construction work
will be completed by 1920 it is expected.
Newark — Max Spiegel and associates of New York, will erect
a modern motion picture theatre on the site of the old Third
Presbyterian Church.
Newark — A combined motion picture theatre and roof garden
is announced for erection at 303 to 309 Market street, to cost
about $50,000. Seating capacity 1,600.
Paterson — The new American Theatre erected by Norman M.
Dixon, was completed and opened this month.
Westwood — La Forest Hopper has started the erection of a
modern motion picture theatre on Westwood avenue, adjoining
the A. H. Mever store.
NEW YORK
Astoria— M. Glynne and J. P. Ward will erect a $400,000 theatre
and roof garden at Steimvay and Grand, with an auditorium
seating capacity of 3.000 and a roof garden capacity of 1,800.
Binghamton — D. J. Bondy announces that he will erect a new
theatre here to be called the Majestic, absolutely modern and
with a big —seating
* corner
Binghamton
O. S. capacity.
Hathaway has secured a site on the
of Washington and State streets and announces that he will erect
a $200,000 theatre to seat 1,800 persons.
Brooklyn — Washington Amusement Company is to build a $75,000
theatre
Park. on the west side of Washington avenue, near Prospect
Br-ownsville — The M. B. L. Corporation has purchased a site
on Chester street, near Pitkin avenue, and announce that a
$100,000 theatre will be erected there to seat 2.200 persons.
Buffalo — James S. Savage has filed plans for the erection of a
$60,000 theatre at 26 and 28 Triangle street. South Buffalo.
Fort Plain — The new Rialto is nearly completed. It has an excellent location on Main street.
Gouveneur — William S. Gauthier announces the immediate erection of a modern motion picture theatre on the Riley store site
to seat 650 persons.
Herkimer — The Victory Theatre Company has been incorporated
to build a $40,000 theatre on the Griswold property on North
Main street.
Herkimer — Robert Earl, Charles T. Gloo and Charles Mover announce that they -will erect a modern theatre on the site of the
Earl block on Main and Green streets.
New York City — J. W. Ginns announces that he will erect a
motion picture theatre seating 4,500 on the southeast corner of
Broadway and Fifty-ninth street, on Columbus Circle.
New York City — B. S. Moss will erect his ninth theatre at Prospect avenue and 161st street, The Bronx, with a seating capacity
of 3.000, and an amphitheatre adjoining to seat 1,800.
Riverhead — The Riley Amusement Company is to erect a modern
theatre on the Rathbun property here.
Schemctady — Frederick F. Proctor is to erect a theatre here
seating 2.500 persons, according to a recent announcement.
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck — Senator Ed Hughes contemplates the erection here of
a $25,000 theatre on Broadway.
OHIO
Cincinnati — A motion picture theatre to cost $9,000 will be
erected by Garland Jones at 1114 Harrison avenue.
Cincinnati — On Seventh and Vine streets Ascher Brothers, of
Chicago, are to erect a modern theatre to seat 2.500 persons.
Cleveland — Howard Reif and Percy Essick announce that they
will erect a new motion picture theatre at West Twenty-fifth
street near Lorain avenue to seat 2.000.
Cleveland — H. C. Ptak and Martin Polcar will erect a 1,600-seat
house at Fulton road and West Forty-first street.
Clcz-cland — At Bridge avenue and West Thirty-second street W.
G. Montgomery announces that he will erect a $150,000 theatre to
seat 1,500 persons.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
{See Pathe Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
{At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
{At State Right Exchange)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
May 12 — Rowdy Ann
April 28 — Sally's Blighted Career
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
June 2 — Tell Your Wife Everything
May 26 — Kiss the Bride
May 19— Oh Susie, Be Careful
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5 — Too Many Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar.
Mar. 2431 —— Marrying
Brides for Molly
Two
Mar.
17—
a Night
Mar. 10— Oh,
Hard What
Luck
Mar. 3 — Bobby Comes Marching Home
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home

2
2
\. . 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
11
1
1

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
{Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May 5 — Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H— Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
16 — Frozen Thrills
1
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
1
12 — Sundown
1
11 — The Pale Pack Train
1
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
1
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL EXCHANGES
(Roberston-Cole Releases)
June — Bare Fisted Gallagher (William Desmond)
June
— Broken Threads (Bessie Barriscale)
June — The Man Who Turned White (H. B. Wamer)
June — In Search of Arcady (Billie Rhodes)
May
— His Debt (Sessue Hayakawa)
May — Just Squaw (Beatriz Michelena)
May — The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May —— Josselyn's
Wife (Bessie
Apr.
Modern Husbands
(HenryBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. — The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
STRAND COMEDIES
June 1 — Hearts and Hats (Elinor Field)
May 25 — For Love of Betty (Elinor Field)
May 18 — Three in a Row (Elinor Field)
May
Nobody's
May 114—— His
ScarletBaby
Past (Elinor
(Elinor Field)
Field)
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
,
Mar.
His Door
Wife's Between
Birthday
Mar. 169—— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23 — 'Mid Sahara's Sands
Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land
Mar. 9— An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highway
Feb. 23— A Peek at Paradise
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Way
Feb.
A Bit oftheGod's
Country
Feb. 9—
2- -Doing
Dells
,

5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
'. . 1
1
11
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
May
Heart Susie (D.
W. Griffith's)
May 25—
18 — True
The Knickerbocker
Bucharoo
(Douglas Fairbanks) 55
May 4— The Money Corral (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Apr.
Mille's)
Apr. 27—
20 — For
Eyes Better—
of the For
Soul Worse
(Elsie (De
Ferguson)
55
Apr. 6— Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's) 5
Mar. 16— The Poppy Girl's Husband (William S. Hart)
5
PARAMOUNT
May 25— I'll Get Him Yet (Dorothy Gish)
5
May 25 — The Haunted Bedroom (Enid Bennett)
5
May 18— The Busher (Charles Ray)
5
May 18 — The Final Close-up (Shirley Mason).....
5
May 11 — The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
'_ 5
May
(Vivian
Martin)
May 1111 —— The
Come Home
Out ofTown
the Girl
Kitchen
(Marguerite
Clark) ' 55
May 4— Vicky Van (Ethel Clayton)
5
May 4— Oh You Women (Emerson-Loos Prod)
5
Apr. 27 — Rustling a Bride (l^ila Lee)
5
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
j
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
5
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
S
Apr. 13— The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
5
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
5
Apr.
13
—
Let's
Elope
(Marguerite
Clark)
5
Apr. 6 — The Rescuing Angel (Shirley Mason)
5
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor (John Barrymore)
5
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16 — The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
May 25 — The Woman in the Case (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 18 — The Gentleman from Indiana (Dustin Farnum)
5
May
11
—
What
Money
Can't
Buy
(Louise
Huff
-Jack
Pickford)
5
May 4— Hearts Adrift (Mary Pickford)
5
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
5
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
5
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
5
Apr. 6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
5
TWO REEL COMEDDZS
May
Love's False
(Sennett's)
22
May 2518 —— Welcome
LittleFaces
Stranger
(Montgomery Flagg Film)
May
11
—
When
Love
Is
Blind
(Sennett's)
May 4— Harold, the Last of the Saxons (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)... 22
Apr.
Little Widow
(Sennett's)
22
Apr. 27
20 —— The
An Amateur
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney ,
Drew)
Apr.
13
—
The
Foolish
Age
(Sennett's)
Apr. 6 — The Last Bottle (Montgomery Flagg Film)
22
SINGLE REELS
May 25 — From Cocoon to Kimona (Burton Holmes)
1
May 25 — Action of the Heart (Bray Pictograph)
1
May 18 — Across France with Yankee Gas Hounds (Burton Holmes) 1
May 18 — Giants in Fairyland (Bray Pictograph)
1
May 11 — Tagalog Tailors (Burton Holmes).
1
May 11 — Lessons in Swordmanship (Bray Pictograph)
v...l
May 4— With the Yanks in France (Burton Holmes)
1
May 4— Bath Towel Beauties , (Bray Pictographs)
1
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
1
Apr. 6 — Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
1
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
1
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar.
The Littlest
Scout (Elaine
(BlacktonHammerstein)
'Production)
Dec. — Wanted
for Murder
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps....
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp. . - .-

65
6
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
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Film

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 22 — The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
June 8— The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Nonnand)
May
The Crimson
Gardenia
(RexKennedy)
Beach's)
May 11IS —— Leave
It to Suson
(Madge
Italy's Flam:-; Fr:r.: Italian Odrlcial War Pictures
May A— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow ( Gerald ine Farrar)
My Four Years in Germany [Ambassador Gerard's)
Apr. 20 — The Pest (Mabel Nonnand)
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
Apr.
6— Spotlight
Sadie (Mae Marsh)
BENNISON
SERIES
(At —State
Exchanges')
June
Hot Right
Sands and
Cold Feet
2 May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison) .
June
Career
23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
Mav ——His
With Muzzled
the Moonshine
on the Wabash
22 Mar.
5— Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
May — His Concrete Dome
2 Jan.
SPECIALS
Apr. — Fred's Fictitious Foundling
2 The Eternal Magdalene
The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
For the Freedom of the World
The Manx-Man
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Social Ambition
STANDARD PICTURES
Honor's
,
CAPITOLCross
COMEDIES
June 151 —— AIn Wonderful
Smiling
Parsons)
tune 1:1—— The
A W;m=r
Tdere_V\"as
Bsrs)
.55 June
Lone Star
Ranger Theda
(.William
Farnum)
a Pinch (Mr.Night
and ("Mrs.
CarterBill"
De Haven)
May IS! — Circumstantial Evidence (''Smiling Bill" Parsons)
May
55 Mav A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Mar. 20-. —— The
The Siren's
Jungle Song
Trail (Theda
(WilliamBara)
Farnum)
Wanted — A Babv ("Smiling
Mar. 23 — Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5 Apr.
FORD20 — EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY Bill" Parsons)
Mar. 9— When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5 June 8— The Only Way
June 1 — The Land of the TJkulele
VICTORY PICTURES
25 — From Mud Dog
June 22 — The Wilderness Trail ( Tom Mix)
5 May
May IS — A Wild Goose Chase
June 8 — Purring One Over (George Walsh)
5 May
Can the Poor Fish
May 25 — The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5 May 114—— Going
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5 Apr. 27 — A Visit Up
to New Orleans
Apr. 27 — Help! Help! Police ! George Walsh)
5
20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5 Apr.
Apr.
13
—
Northern
Snorts Under Southern Skies
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5 HLLLER AND ^TLK. LNC.
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Handled(Francis
tn theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
EXCEL PICTURES
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5 Woman
The
Wrath
of
the
Gods
Tune 1— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5 The Battle of Gettysburg
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
? Raines, the Amateur Cracksman
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5 HART. FAIRBANKS. KEEN AN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Apr. 5— Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5 Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
Mar. ::—
The Re: silica
Bride(Madlaine
Peggy" Traverse)
Hyland
Mar.
9 — Gambling
in Souls
55 The Devil's Needle (Norma Talmadge)
Going Straight (Norma Talmadge)
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
Salome (Theda Bara)
8 The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
!'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
PMiserablesAND(William
Les
SUNSHINE
TOM Farnmn)
MIX COMEDIES
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
May 11— \~Soh~T^I^^r ^jomi^i \\\\\\\\ ! J J\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \'.'..2 The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
"I""""I"""""""III"2 2 Reggie
Jerry Mix
Mch. 2c6—— Tom
Moneyand"Talks
Apr.
Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The
Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
Wolfe Lowrv (William S. Hart)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
Tne Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
Tne Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Mav 25 — The Shell Game
: ■ Truthful
TuUiver (William S. Hart)
May 18 — Left at the Post
J4 The Devil's Double (William S. Hart)
The Return of Draw Egan (William S. Hart)
Tne Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
May The Cave^Man's' Bride. . . . . ".".'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'. '. '. jf The
Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKLNSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
Mav A— The Best Man (J. Warren Kerrigan)
:; Apr.
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
Apr. 6— Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (T. Warren Kerrigan)
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
(At State Right Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
Mv Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9 IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
GARSON-NELLAN PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
(Producing for Open Market)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird- James Morrison)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9 Human Clav (Mollie King) .
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)...
KLELNE SYSTOL GEORGE
(See World Film Exchanaes)
GAUMONT COMPANY
STIEMER FILM FEATURES. VICTOR
(At State Right Exchanges)
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
FridavsReal
— Gaumont
Graphic
The
Roosevelt
21 The
Hamilton)
Satan on Earth
2 The Snail
Ranger(Shorty
(Shortv
Hamilton)
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2 The Pen Vultur (Shortv Hamilton)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3— Our Teddy (.Rooserclt Pictures )

5
5

5
5
5
56
5
6
5
S
5
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METRO EXCHANGES
June
at a Money
Time O'Day
Lytell)
June 23—
16 — One
Fools Thing
and Their
(Emmy (Bert
Wehlen)
55
June 9 — Some Bride (Viola Dana)
5
June 2 — Almost Married (May Allison)
, 5
May 26 — Full of Pep (Hale Hamilton)
5
May 1219—— The
5S
May
CastlesLion's
in theDenAir (Bert
(May Lytell)
Allison)
May 5 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
5
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
5
Apr. 2i — False Evidence (Viola Dana)....
5
Apr.
14
—
Blackie's
Redemption
(Bert
Lytell)
5
Apr. 7— The Island of Intrigue (May Allison)
5
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
5
Mar.
24— That'sPRODUCTIONS
Good (Hale Hamilton)
5
NAZIMOVA
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
7
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
'
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
S
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
56
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
6
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
6
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
6
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
18 — Mr. Outing Climbs Aboard
1
17 — Picking After Pizarro
1
16 — Here Comes the Groom
1
15 — Wrangling Dudes
1
14 — Where the Screen Tree Grows
1
13 — Getting Gay with Neptune
..1
12 — Out-Columbusing Columbus
1
11 — Itasca Makes Her Bow
1
10 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 2)
1
9 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 1)
1
8 — Mr. Outing Floats a Dream
.1
7— Up in the Air After Alligators
1
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)
PATHE EXCHANGES
June
Bishop's(Bryant
Emeralds
(Virginia Pearson)
65
June 81—— The
All Wrong
Washburn)
May 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
May 18—
CalebCryPiper's
May
4— The
of the GirlWeak(Helene
(FannieChadwick)
Ward-Frank Elliott)- 55
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
Mar. 23 — Go Get 'Em Garringer (Helene Chadwick)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
June 15 — Trixie from Broadway (Margarita Fisher)
5
June 1— A Bachelor's Wife (Mary Miles Minter)
5
May 18 — Some Liar (William Russell)
5
May 4-^-Charge It to Me (Margarita Fisher)
5
Apr. 13 — The Intrusion of Isabel (Mary Miles Minter)
5
Mar. 30 — Brass Buttons (William Russell)
5
Mar. 16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
ROLIN COMEDIES
June 8 — Pistols for Breakfast (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June
Back Marathon
to the Woods
(Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) .' 11
May 251 —— The
(Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Lloyd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels).... 1
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
1
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
June 8 — Eighth, Danger Ahead
2
June 1 — Seventh, The Fiaming Waters
2
May 25 — Sixth, The ■ Secret Assassin
2
May 18— Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20 — First. The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen*
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland,
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth. Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16— Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2— Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth. The Cave of Dread
. .2
Feb. \6— Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch.
•
Mch. 9—
2— Sixth,
Fifth, ATangled
Threat Tales
from the Past
22
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
]
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Boomerang (Henry B. Walthail)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley & Norman Kerry)
Sins of the Children (Alma -Hanlon and Stuart Holmes)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
May — Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
May
The EXCH
New Moon
(Norma
S" Talmadge)
ANGE
SELE——CT
Apr.
Red Head {Alice Brady)
;
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. — Marrying Mary ( Marion Davies)
Mar. — The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar.
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
,
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATION
(See Select Exchanges)
— Upstairs and Dow.. (Olive Thomas)
S-L PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
= „
Hearts of the World
,
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine- tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
A Man's Clay
Law
,
Human
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8 — The Winning Loser
June 1 — The Recognition
May 25— The Law of Hate
May 18 — The Range Rider
May 11 — The Fatal Return
May 4— A Canyon Romance
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure

5
6
5
5
5
6
5
S
5
5
6
i
5
5
S
6
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TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
June 29 — Dombey and Son (Special Cast)
6
June 22 — Upside Down (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
June 15 — Lady Windemere's Fan (Oscar Wilde Play)
5
June
8
—
Love's
Prisoner
(Olive
Thomas
Special)
6
June 1— The Root of Evil (Frances Mann-Philip Yale Drew)
5
May 25— Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
5
May 11— Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) 5
Apr. 27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
5
Apr. 20— Devil M'Care (Crane Wilbur)
5
Apr. 136—— ADemocracy
Regular Fellow
(Taylor Holmes Special)
.'
Apr.
(Jack Conway-Marguerite
Marsh)
55
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Riders of Vengeance (Harry Carey)
The Big Little Person (Mae Murray)
The Unpainted Woman (Mary McLaren)
The Delicious
Blinding Trail
Salisbury)...'.....'
The
Little (Monroe
Devil (Mae
Murray)
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
The Amazing Wife (Mary Mac Laren)
A Silk Lined Burglar (Priscilla Dean)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 2 — Destiny (Dorothy Phillips)
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
I-KO COMEDIES
June
11 — His
Nellie's
Naughtv
(Dot Farley)
May 21—
Wicked
Eyes Border
(Dan Russell)
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr.
Sambo's
Day
Apr. 1630—— Let
Fido Wedding
Do It
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds)
Mar. 26 — Gymbelles and Boneheads (L-Ko Cast)
CENTURY COMEDIES
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
.\pr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy)
NESTOR COMEDD2S
Apr. 14 — Green Eyed Johnny (Jack Dillon)
Apr. 7— Charlie Treats 'em Rough (Pat Sullivan Cartoon)
Mar.
(SpecialBeery)
Cast)
Mar. 31
24 —— ALizzie's
Beach Waterloo
Nut (Wallace
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
June 9 — All in the Swim
June 2 — Miss Wives
May 26 — Taking Things Easy
May 19— Three in a Closet
May 12— The Bullshiviks
May 5— Fun in a Flat
Apr. 28 — The Expert Eloper
Apr. 21— Scared Stiff
,
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
Mar. 31— The Wife Breakers
Mar. 24— The Smell of the Yukon
EDDIE POLO SERIES
June 9 — A Pistol Point Proposal
June
2— The
Cyclone
Come-back
May 26—
WildSmith's
Rider
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
May 12— A Prisoner For Life
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS. .
June. 14 — The Last Outlaw (Ed. Jones-Billie Hutton)
June 7— Ace High (Pete Morrison)
May 31— Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
May 3— The Raid (Neal Hart)
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
Apr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
Apr- 5— Bill Brennan's Claim (Neal Hart)
Mar. 29— His Buddv (Pete Morrison)
Mar. 22— The Gun Runners (Neal Hart)
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
June 9 — Thirteenth, Trapped
June 2— Twelfth, In Death's Grip
May 26— Eleventh, Through Fire and Water
May 19— Tenth, Out of Death's Shadow
May 12 — Ninth, A Leap for Life
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
Apr.
28 — Sixth,
Seventh,TheA Flames
Desperate
Chance
\.pr. 21—
of Death
\pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7— Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff

6
6
6
66
6
6
6
6
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Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Men. 17— First, The Pool of Mystery
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
June 30 — The Spark Divine (Alice Joyce)
June 23 — Beauty Proof (Harry T. Morey)
June 16 — Too Many Crooks (Gladys Leslie)
June 29—— The
A Rogue's
Romance
Williams)
June
Little Boss
(Bessie(Earle
Love)
May 26 — Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
Apr. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special- Alice Joyce)
Jan. 5— The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDDZS
May 19 — Tootsies and Tomales
May 5 — Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
Apr. 21 — Mules and . Mortgages (James Aubrey)
Apr. 7 — Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
May 12 — Passing the Buck
1
Apr. 14 — Well I'll Be
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
!— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
—Twelfth,
Prey
— Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
—Eighth, The One Chance
— Seventh, Into the Trap
—Sixth, The Height of Torment
—Fifth, The Human Shield
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
—Third, The Creeping Death
— Second, The Leap Through Space
— First, The Riven Flag
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS,
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)

2
22
2
2

22
2
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
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5
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5
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2
2
2
2
2
2
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2
2
2

INC.

WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
3
May 19 — The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
5
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
5
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
5
28 — Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
5
2 Apr.
Apr.
21
—
The
Quickening
Flame
(Montagu
Love-June
Elvidge)
5
2 Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
2 Apr. 7 — The Little Intruder (Louise Huff- Johnny Hines)
5
2 SPECIALS
2
2 Mar. 16— The Better ' Ole
75
2 Feb. 10— What Shall We Do With Him?
2 Jan. 6— Under Four Flags ( Official Government Picture)
5
2 UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
2
—
The
Woman
Under
Oath
(Florence
Reed)
5
2
2
A Man's Fight (Dustin Farnum)
5
2 June S —— Playthings
of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5
Apr. 13- — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
2
Jan.
5
—
The
Light
of
Western
Stars
(Dustin
Farnum)
6
2 NEW REELS
2
2 Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
2 Saturdays — Kinograms
....1
2 iLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
22 ' Triple
Behind the Lines in Italy
2
2 Conquered Hearts

Motion

Picture

News

VBM WILLIAMS PBINTING COMPANY, NEW TOBK

Broken

Blossoms—

HOSE

OF

YOU

PREMIER

WHO

WERE

Griffith

PRESENT

PERFORMANCE

OF

AT

D.

W.

THE
GRIF-

FITH'S LATEST TRIUMPH, "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS," AT THE COHAN THEATRE, NEW YORK
—MARVELLED
AT THE PHOTOGRAPHY— THE
DETAIL— THE ATMOSPHERE— ALL OF WHICH BESPOKE
A SPLENDID TRIBUTE
TO THE
MASTER
MIND
OF
GRIFFITH
AND
HIS

YOU

HARKED

BACK

UNFORGETTABLE

TO HIS OTHER

DRAMATIC

TRIUMPHS

STORY

OF

THE

SOUTH—THE
BIRTH OF A NATION" IN WHICH SIMPLEX
WAS USED THROUGHOUT— HIS MIGHTY-GLORIOUS SPECUSED
AGAIN

TACLE "INTOLERANCE"— WHERE
SIMPLEX WAS
EXCLUSIVELY— HIS STIRRING WORLD-WAR
WAS

TERPIECE "HEARTS OF THE
CHOSEN

>^^AND
NOW— IN HIS
AGAIN CHOOSES SIMPLEX

WORLD"— WHERE

ALSO
MAS-

SIMPLEX

LATEST EFFORT— GRIFFITH
IN ORDER THAT THE THOU-

SANDS COMPRISING HIS AUDIENCES MAY SEE "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS" AS THE GENIUS OF GRIFFITH CONCEIVED
IT.
^**K
BE

AND THROUGH
TORY SEASON AT THE
USED.

DOES
MEAN

THE ENTIRE GRIFFITH REPERCOHAN THEATRE SIMPLEX WILL

GRIFFITH'S
ANYTHING

JUDGMENT
TO

YOU?

If

you

hear

engaged
artists
with

and

feature

intend

to

with several
busy and book

to

productions,

will,

you

Our

four

when

But,

ready

the

that

regularly

astonish

you

old

screen
the

Dame

world
Rumor.

hear—
that

furnish

single-reel attractions
the entire series.

productions

have

great

blame

soon—

we

will

the

we

are

exhibitor

of real

be

and

merit,

get

worthy

of the Rothacker
hall-mark— the prints
will show the quality which characterizes First National
attractions.
By

the

way,

Mr.

Charles

Chaplin

will

soon delight you in a new comedy. — Harry Garson's
" The Unpardonable Sin ' * is a box office tonic, Miss Anita Stewart
in "Mary Regan'* is more attractive than ever, and the following worthwhile features are available at First National Exchanges:
A Midnight

Whom The Gods Would Destroy
Romance
Virtuous Wives

Shoulder Arms
Tarzan of the Apes
Panther Woman
ALL ROTHACKER

A Dog's Life
Romance of Tarzan
The Sign Invisible
PRINTS

- - iS'Miij

There are reasons —
Come and see them

JUNE

VOL.XIX-NO.
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Jesse

TheWo

L. Lasky

presents,

Thou

Gavest

A

Wire

Me

from

Newman
I HE

Woman

Thou

Gavest Me' broke all
previous house records at the
Royal Theatre by $1,000. C onv
merits from patrons, 100 per cent,
good. Compelled to hold
picture over for second
weeK at Regent Theatre. Undoubtedly the most pleasing and
best directed dramatic picture we
have ever had to date. Forced
to run extra shows every day
to accommodate crowds. Give
us

more

pictures like 'The

Woman FRANK
ThouL. Gavest
NEWMAN Me.' "
Kansas City, Mo.
Scenario Byby Hall
BeulahCaine
Marie Dix
Directed by Hugh Ford

4 FAMOUS PLAYERS - IASKY CCRTOBATIOnM

A

Paramount-

ArtcraPt

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Special

Look at the "News!"

Motion

3686

Picture

News

t and 'E
Go
e off,
Sh
<<T
TATS
folks,
makemway
A 1 for the queen of celluloid
comedy."

"Easily one of the best

bits of amusement on Broadway."
"Twice as funny as any other
comedienne." "Most laughable."
"Bubbles over with clean fun."
"Hilarious reels of a very joyful
farce." "One of her . very best
vehicles." "No escaping the humorous appeal of this delightful little
Variety, the New York American*
The Tribune, The Sun, The Trade
Review,
actress."The Globe, The Telegraph,
Wid's, The Evening Mail — every
critic of the screen has hailed "I'll
Get Him Yet" as the best Dorothy
Gish picture to date.
That should mean a longer run
for you,
A Farce Directed by Elmer Clifton
Story by Harry Carr
Photographed
John R.
Leezer
Assistant Directorby Leigh
Smith
VAM01zuKOapm,ii E L LASKY L/iSIC
adolpu
VAX Prvs CECtt B. DE tOU£ RATION
BmOr

New

Art

Film

Company-

DOROTHY

Pre

sents

-

GISH

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

June

7, i9 i 9

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Motion

3688

The picture part of this ad is a 3-column
from your exchange.

cut or mat which you can obtain

One of the serviceable accessories with this picture

New Art Fi'lm Co.
DOROTHY

//V

N 0
LL

GET

HIM

YET

jfy1Cpa^wmuntCf>ictur&
A Farce Directed by Elmer Clifton
Story by Harry Carr
Photographed by John Leezsr
Assistant Director Leigh R. Smith
HE

3
*■

Picture

wallowed in wealth.

He loathed

the touch of a girl's money.
Then she got busy! She had to run away
with her father's whole railway — cars,
motors, tracks and everything — to do it
but, by Cracky — !
You ought to see Dorothy Gish in this
great story of the girl who ran a railway.

5: j^MO^PIATCR^-LASKY CORPORATION
<■/-.) .r;-Y>^Ee sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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Here are more

of the ad layouts and exploitation accessories available on

" I'll Get Him

Yet."

Get the 6-sheet up. It carries the Dorothy Gish idea

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

Motion

3690

THOS.

H.INCE

in

^

Picture

News

Presents

THE

7(^ammount
The
Vision

YOU know Charles Ray and his
" Greased Lightning," " The
Girl Dodger," " String Beans "?
Were they successful? Did
your audiences like them? Ninetynine per cent of exhibitors and
audiences did like them — very
much.
" The Busher " will beat them
all.
Story by Earle Snell. Scenario
by R. Cecil Smith. Directed by
Jerome Storm. Photographed by
Chester Lyons. Supervised by
Thomas H. Ince.

ZUKOSIVCXPLAYERS
JESSE J-1A5KY-LASKY
JAir Pm CECILCORPCV.ATION
B Dt MilAE t*w*r^tnrral M ^ '
ifADOLPE
EAMOUS

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writiag to advertisers
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We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

THOS.

H.

1NCE

CHARLES

-2*

presents

RA

^

I

Sh

** Writer*-

nI>atth

° see/

4- Col.

USU

Eb

PARAMO

U

N

T

E

R

PICTURE
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Dollars-Paper

H

for

ERE'S a case where one dollar spent earns
big returns.

a

Paper

Picture

News

Dollar

advertising the bill-board is an essential today
in most communities.

Bill-board advertising for motion picture theatres
is more effective than ever.

Famous Players-Lasky
much thought and time
duction of people-pulling
Paramount and Artcraft

The public is bill-board trained. They have got
the read-the-bill-board-habit.
For amusement

The twenty-four sheets are now sold for one
dollar, a reduction in price on a raise in quality.

The

modern,

to overlook

business-building
the big. value

exhibitor

in Paramount

$1 twenty-four

Corporation is giving
and money to the proposters for advertising
pictures.

cannot
and

afford

Artcraft

sheets

i FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
CORPORATION
»F==>f "V^7* ADOLPH ZUK.OK Pres. JESSE L.IASKX Vice Pres. CECttB.DEMUXE^rtorCe^/ui
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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twelve

hundred

state

"addressed

thinking

rights

Box

42,
we

buyers

all

trade

thank

them

sisting us in
title

for

from

among

a

"THE

of

the

selecting

vividly
one

the

for
the

asbest

notable

photoplay,

the

suggested.

five

majority

strongest

titles

ever

they

SIN

and

most

selected

for

attraction.

''The

—

e

papers"

SOLITARY

appealing
any

hav

again

By a tremendous
have chosen

one

exhibitors

Solitary
—

Sin"

forcefully —

portrays

dramatically

of the greatest social probconfronted
ever
lems that has

human

race.

It is splendidly produced — with
sterling cast, including
JACK

MULHALL

HELENE

PAULINE
and

others

The

two

about

note.

pages

it

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

GHADWIGK

GURLEY

of equal

following

a

Look at the " News!

tell more
>

Motion
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The

box

office

Picture

attraction

News

the

of

season
"

Sure

T
H
E
Clean-

Fire
States
r

Right

and

Ex-

tor

S

O

L

I

T

A

R

Y

SI

N

— a showman's
attraction
picture — anfor
LONG
RUNS
and
INCREASED
CASH
IN ON
PRICES-

IT

Wire

Inquiries

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisersTo
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"
T
H
E

SOLITARY

A

SPECIAL

and
It

that

will

create

screen

box office records.
SIN"
deals
with
a tremendously

that
and
could

affects
is

so

every

man,

delicately

possibly

object

woman

treated
to

vital

any

problem

and

that

scene

history

child —
no

in it.

Sheer,
intense
drama — a picture neither
or your audiences
will ever forget.

THE
SOLITARY
SIN
1482 BROADWAY

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

one

you

CORP'N
NEW
YORK
CITY

By giving YOU value.

Motion
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Picture

News

In response to nation-wide inquiries from
exhibitors who are asking our sales organization, "When can I book 'Desert Gold?' '\ we
announce the completion and readiness for
release of the first Zane Grey novel which the
author himself has ever had a hand in producing.
Benjamin

R Hampton

&Eltinde

F.Warner

present
most

powerful picture
GREY'S
ZANE

with an all-star cast:
E.K.

LINCOLN

W. Lawson Butt, Walter Long, Margery Wilson,
Eileen Percy, Russel Simpson, Arthur Morrison,
Edward Goxen, Frank Lanning, Frank Brownlee,
William Bainbridge.
RUSSELL SIMPSON as LADD

EDW. COXEN as CAPT THORNE

Directed

by T.Hayes

Hunter

This first of the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc. is the story
of Fighting Dick Gale who rode into Hell for the
love of a girl. The story of Rojas, the bandit; of
beautiful Nell and dark-eyed Mercedes; the story
of the wonderful Zane Grey people in the West that
millions know as "Zane Grey's Country."
O! What a story this is!

WALTER LONG as "ROJAS"

W. LAWS ON BUTT as'YAQXSl"

W.W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing- through VKIht Exchange, Incorporated

June

7, 1919

This man's stories made
West famous —

the

"Desert Gold," "Riders of the
Purple Sage," "The Light of
Western Stars," "The Lone
Star Ranger," "The Rainbow
Trail,"
"Theothers.
Border Legion"
and
a dozen

"Desert Gold'1''
Zane Grey picture
You have Zane
word for it. He
assisted in every
production.

the greatest
ever made. . .
Grey's own
has himself
detail of its

3700

Motion

ow

Ready

Picture

News

forTre-Release

Hold your playing dates open for the first of the
Benjamin
Great

B.Hampton
Authors

Productions

Pictures

Inc.

WESTERNERS
<Jhe photoplay of the novel by
STEWART
EDWARD
WHITE
directed by
ROY STEWART,
WILFRED
LUCAS,

I
Stewart %
Edward
White

Edward

Sloman

Ohe Stars:
MILDRED MANNING,
MARY
JANE
IRVING,

ROBERT McKIM,
GRAHAM PETTfE

This is the first of a series of notable screen dramas,
with a famous author personally participating in
all of the stages of production to attain an accurate
and sympathetic picturization of his stories as he wrote
them. Made under the watchful eye of Benjamin
B. Hampton, the first producer to recognize that
big productions can be best made from the stories
ofrhe nation's leading writers.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing' through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

I

GREAT

AUTHORS'
PICTURES
INC.

EN JAM1N B. HAMPTON 'S splendid vision and imagination, that, months ago, led him to organize Great
Authors' Pictures, Inc., were the first definite moves to
bring the greatest of American writers into the motion
2J picture industry — contributing not only their famous
stories, but taking a personal hand in the actual production
of them as well.
I

fg

Great Authors' Pictures, Inc., is the other revolutionary production unit promised to the exhibitors of America by W. W.
Hodkinson in the trade press announcements of his company two
months ago.
Simultaneously W. W. Hodkinson has been gathering around
him for distribution through his national organization not only
Mr. Hampton's powerful Great Authors' alliance, but other units
in which the responsibility for big pictures is going to be placed
definitely upon the authors themselves.
So conclusively big are the results that have been achieved by
Mr. Hampton with his first Great Authors' production, Stewart
Edward White's "The Westerners," and with Zane Grey's
"Desert Gold," the first of his Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., productions, that already other companies with authors of lesser
importance and popularity are following Benjamin B. Hampton
and W. W. Hodkinson with prospectuses laying emphasis upon
the importance of famous writers.

|
I
%

For more than a year W. W. Hodkinson and the fine associates
whose producing ideals are in harmony with his own have foreseen the great evolution that has now made big stories the prevailing demand of the exhibitors of the nation, and they are
ready with completed productions to supply this demand now
instead of at some time in the future.

I
|
\
:

W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
[Distributing through PATS£ Exchange, Incorporated

V

AND

AGAIN

HODKINSON

IS

LEADING

The contracts of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation with Great
Authors' Pictures, Inc., call for the biggest and most famous literary successes of a group of authors whose popularity is without
a parallel and a definite part of our agreements is the personal
participation of the authors themselves in co-operation with
Mr. Hampton in the production, titling, editing and final
preparation of their challenging works. The Great Authors'
initially-announced productions are those of :
Stewart

Edward

Winston

Churchill

White

Emerson

Irving

Hough

Bacheller

Announcement by the producers has been made of "The Leopard
Woman," "The Riverman," "The Rules of the Game," by Mr.
White; "54-40 or Fight" and "The Mississippi Bubble," by Mr.
Hough; "The Dwelling Place of Light" and "The Inside of the
Cup,"
by Mr. Churchill and "Keeping Up with Lizzie," by Mr.
Bacheller.

ZANE

GREY

PICTURES,

Inc.

Mr. Benjamin B. Hampton's and Mr. Eltinge F. Warner's other
organization controlling the stories of this world-wide favorite, of
whose book 2,000,000 copies will be sold this year in reprint
editions
alone,
has completed
an
epic of
the Great
Southwest.the production of "Desert Gold, "
In these two units alone, Great
Grey Pictures, Inc., the W. W.
really commanding productions,
ditions for the exhibitors of the
you elsewhere in the industry.

Authors' Pictures, Inc., and Zane
Hodkinson Corporation has more
made under the best selective concountry, than will be available to

Of added importance is the fact that you will not have to wait for
months to be told about them — already we are prepared to begin
furnishing them for release throughout what is certain to be the
most prosperous summer you have ever known.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PAIH£ Exchange, Incorporated

MORE

OF

UNITS

POWERFUL

AUTHORS

In keeping with these producing elements that have placed their
distribution in the hands of W. W. Hodkinson, there are still other
powerful author units whose productions we control and will offer
to the exhibitors of America.
Harry Raver, a producer of fine ideals and further equipped with
the capacities of a splendid showman, is producing for Hodkinson
distribution with his Four-Star organization the plays and novels of
AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

America's foremost dramatist and former President of The Authors'
League of America. The powers of this brilliant author are further
intensified by the inclusion in the Four-Star elements of production
of the abilities of Mr. Raver as the Producer, Mr. Thomas as the
Author, Miss Leah Baird as the Star and the genius of Mr. George
Irving as the Director.
This organization is not a prospectus, but an organization of
achieved productions with the celebrated stage success, "As A
Man Thinks," already released for the screen and "The Volcano completed
'
and ready to be scheduled for release.
Still Another

Unit

is the Sunset Pictures Corporation, starring Mr. House Peters,
a long established favorite, in stories of recognized popularity
with scenarios and all production details laid down under the
skilled attention of the W. W. Hodkinson literary department.
The first big author production of this Hodkinson unit is "You
Never Know Your Luck" by
SIR

GILBERT

PARKER

This announcement of the scope of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation's preparations for the current summer and the year
ahead reveal our immediate readiness to provide the big firstrun theatres of the nation with productions in keeping
with the importance of the theatres seeking them, and also will
indicate to exhibitors that they are in no danger of being squeezed
by the contending elements seeking to control the motion picture
industry on the basis of selfishness instead of^merit.
¥.¥. HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

PARKER READ, Jr. : The first wonderful production
of a man who henceforth will be a new factor to
be reckoned with in the field of quality pictures.

Skmm

is a luxurious, colorful, powerful,
emotional drama with its scenes shifting from Paris to mysterious

ALLAN DWAN: One of the few very great directors in
the industry. "Sahara" is the greatest and ablest
picture he ever supervised.
C. GARDNER SULLIVAN: The foremost author of
the screen. The master scenarist. The man
story.
whose stories make stars. "Sahara" is his finest

Cairo.

It is a big special production on its exclusive picturization values, but made
still bigger to exhibitors and the public
because of the work of these remarkable screen craftsmen :

LOUISE GLAUM: When you see her in "Sahara"
you will say: "I always felt she was the screen's
greatest emotional actress; now I know it."
DR. HUGO RIESENFELD, the famous managing
director-composer of the Rivoli and Rialto, has
prepared the musical score for "Sahara." It's
wonderful.
ADVERTISING AND EXPLOITATION: There has been
provided for "Sahara" the most unusual advertising material available on any picture in a year.
Prints have been shipped to the Hodkinson organization in the thirty Pathe American offices. We
cannot quote prices for first runs from New York
despite the wires received from exhibitors in many
cities. Please see our Hodkinson men and, above
all, see "Sahara" itself.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing through PATH]: £xchange,Incorporated
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ALBERT
GLADYS

E. SMITH

presents
LESLIE

in

"TOO

MANY
CROOKS"
By E. J. RATH
Adapted from tne Magazine Story Published
in tne All-Story Weekly
A VITAGRAPH
FEATURE
amp
Directed by RALPH INCE

Play Up the father
"Baby
Vamp
thickThis
and fastOne
that they simply pile
are really
the master Stuff
crooks of In
VAMPS"— the old-line, plain- the universe. Accordingly, the light- up, one Bindwell Wright, believed to
vaxnping "vamps" — are nothbe a master crook, sets things to
ing new nowadays. But this is an
fingered gentry "work fast" at the
house party, not only for material
age of invention, and E. J. Rath has
rights. Itcrook
develops,
too, but
that ahe young
isn't a
master
at all,
invented a new kind of "vamp" in gain, but in feverish efforts to display
their
professional
skill.
The
result
is
although he does steal Char"Too Many Crooks." It is a new
that the exclusive suburb where the lawyer, lotte's
heart. But he loses his own,
and different "baby vamp" that we
Brownings live is the scene of a series
so everything comes out even.
see in the portrayal of Gladys Leslie,
of events positively shocking to its
Let your audience know the
who uses her youthful and vivacious
names of the full cast in this picpersonality to perfect advantage in this conservative residents. Charlotte
would even forsake her idea of writing
new type of characterization which
ture. Don't
call itIt an
"allstarjust
cast."
is all
of
taxes all of her delightful
versatility. The story
that,
but
give
the
names.
GLADYS LESLIE APPEARS AS A LOVABLE
caused a sensation when
They are known, and
they are favorites. Get
published in the AllLITTLE "BABY VAMP"
the attention of the
Story Magazine.
HERE'S a picture that will keep your patrons on the fence between
Miss Leslie appears as
being
amused
and
being
thrilled.
For
awhile,
they
won't
know
magazine
whether to hold their breath, or use it for perfectly good laughter.
vertisingthereaders
name byof adthe
Human nature demands something new. If you could give your
"Boston Fanny," one of
writer.
And,
of course,
the guests at the party
patrons
every day,
be satisfied,
wouldn't you? And
you
can something
give them new
something
new you'd
with this
one.
you know the value of
given by Charlotte
Look
over
this
supporting
cast
:
advertising Ralph Ince
Browning, a society girl
Jean Paige, Huntley Gordon, Anders Randolf, James Dent, Cecil
as the director.
who decides to write a
Chichester,
T. J. McGrane,
George
O'Donnell
and other supporting players
All
of these points are
who
have
followings
equal
to
that
of
many
stars.
real crook play, and, accertainly going to help
cordingly, invites real
And
it's
directed
by
no
less
a
master
of
production
detail
than
RALPH
INCE.
get them in, and the story
crooks to her house party
Better double your booking on it.
itself — the action, the
that she may study them
thrills, the love interest,
at close range.
the unexpected climaxes of punch
She wants her guests to appear
a crook play if only she could send
and power, are going to hold them after
natural — and the guests, aces in the them all away and forget. But things
respective if not respectable branches
they're in and advertise the picture outhave gone too far. "Boston Fanny,"
of their "profession," are led to be- in particular, keeps things humming.
side. That's why you simply can't fail
lieve that Charlotte and her wealthy
And just when events are coming so to benefit bi g by doubling your booking.

yi'
m

' <■
'%

JM
ifflrP

<
\
1

At left, Gladys Leslie, as "Boston Fanny," steps in between the rough and smooth types of crooks at her house-party; centre, a flash of love interest, of which there's a-plenty;
at right, a thrill-laugh-surprise scene. All from Vitagraph's new feature, "Too Many Crooks.".
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.

Brings

His

"Millions

of

You know the power of Rex Beach's great picture "The Brand."
You know its grip upon your audiences.
His newest production, "The Crimson Gardenia," is a melodrama
of speed and mystery and punch built on the same high plane of
perfection and crowded with even greater drawing power.
The cumulative force and popularity of the Rex Beach pictures is
due to just one fact: Mr. Beach makes himself personally responsible for every step in the making of these productions, from
continuity to editing.
Rex Beach is the only great writer thus devoting his talents consistently tothe screen.
That is why Mr. Beach's fictional genius is as evident on the
screen as in his books.
, That is why the army of Beach readers comes back time after
time, pleased and satisfied.
That is why "The Crimson Gardenia" stands out as the swiftest
and most thrilling mystery melodrama of the year.
GOLDWYN
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN President
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G
DI ONE

THE

OF

FINEST

A/J.CIdrtaon Mil ler Directed by Harrij Beaumont

He

had

to have an Irish sense

humor — this
traffic cop.

For

when

handsome

he

of

young

stopped

her

speeding chauffeur and saved
her from an accident, she had him
"broke"

for his impertinence, and
then made "The Chief" detail him
to guard her home and keep her
away.
company
while her father was

And

he had to have an Irish love

of a fight or a frolic to meet
happened,
Tom

then.

Moore

is all his old charming

Irish self in

GOLDWYN
PICTURES
CORPORATION

5amuel Goldwyn
Presiden t

what

his

fifth Goldwyn

picture, "One of the Finest" —
the likeahle, loveahle "90 horse
power romantic star," as the Trade
Review calls him.

nam

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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Betzwood

Film Company
■*
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LOUIS
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'
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bh Wilson Bayley

Straight
Directed t>v

Ira HLowry

June

7, i 9 19

cmmm
And

women

,cPick
pick Louis

In every theatre where

ihcVlap

Bennison —
Bennison

unerringly.

is shown,

popularity with women — the women

who

his

make

matinee audiences and "pick the play" in the
evening — has outdistanced that of any male star
this season.
Strength and

kindliness, good

nature

and

deep

abiding power, the things women bank on, are
all there in his smile and his stride and his
splendid physique.
His plays — "The Road Called Straight," in
particular — are built to reinforce this appeal.
The

combination

is irresistible.
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kehnd

Picture

News

cf

the^kalele
Released.

June!'
FORD

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY

ALL

THAT

UNCLE

SAM

DOES

for a three-cent stamp is nothing
to what the exhibitor and his
patrons

receive for the amazingly

nominal

cost of the Ford

Educa-

tional Weekly.
It is qualitX) service

price.
Without

the

desire and

nation to do
what

has

for quantity

through

determi-

the screen

been

done

through

libraries, the

Ford

Educational

Weekly

would

be

the

most

the

ex-

pensive short feature on the market.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, President

Chicago
FITZPATRICK
an 3 M.C ELROV
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CQ
Motion.
Picture .
Laboratories

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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presents

"Bolshe

vism

C

j

of

/yP*cal

feature

strong

/

tfe

tfe

fxmous

on
Trial
oftfis
success

is

tfe

report

from

Enterpriser

Proctor
TELEPHONE CHEL6EA 2766

CABLE ADDRESS I P R OCT H E A - N EVY YORK

31 3. $rnrtor 'a
F. F. proctor, general manager

New Yobk City, N. Y..

Mav 33d.

191

Seleot Pioture Corporation.
729 Seventh Avenue.
New York City.
Attention. Mr. Henry Slegel.
Dear Sir:
A

box

"Bolshevism on Trial" was run at this

office

theatre, May 19-20-31- and we did enormous business.
I felt so interested that I thought that it was

winner

only fair that I should write to you.
A

patronage
builder

■

It was a big drawing card, and drew a clientel
of new patrons. The box office reports that they had
continuous inquiry about the picture.
"Bolshevism On Trial" is instructive and en-

Popular

^
Art

Approva

l
all-roun
d

tertaining. There were many favorable comments, and
I wish that there were more productions of this class
on the market.
It was surely a big hit at this house.

success

7

From <he NoS>el "COMRADES"
By THOMAS DIXON

Produced bj)
MAYFLOWER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
Isaac Wolper, Pres.

Directed
b j)
HARLEY KNOLES

i n

JACQUES

of

NORTH"

SILVER

A

drama

of

the

wkick
again
of

y ROBERT
id FRANK

NORTH

of

deep-snow

Canadian
virile

seen

chest

BRADBURY

HOWARD

the

CLARK

Northwest,

Mitchell

as
and

a

lands

juewis

Canuck,

great

of

m
IS

strong
heart.

Directed by
NORVAL

MacGREGOR

MITCHELL

LEWIS

HORSE

SENSE

simply means

knowing

Exhibitors with horse sense are
Franchises beginning with

what's good

for you.

Selznick

Pictures

securing

THOMAS

OLIVE

In a Houseful

"UPSTAIRS

of Pep

DOWN"

%

Distributed by

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

ANNOUNCING
RALPH
I

N

C

E

PRODUCTIONS
Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION
j

_l

cA

PERFECT

ATTRACTION

O'BRIEN

EUGENE
In Leila Burton Wells'
"THE
A

PERFECT

RALPH

LOVER"

INCE

PRODUCTION

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

A

DRAMATIC

SENSATION

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN

In S. Jay Kaufman's

LOVE

ok

FAME?"
Distributed by

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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Directed by Oscar Apfel
Produced

by Col. W. N. Selig for the National Motion

the American

Committee

Picture Committee

for Relief in the Near East, and shown

people in the principal cities for the benefit of the Armenians

of

to society

at $10 per seat.

A First National
Attraction

JESSE

D.HAMPTON

pr<?s<?nts

11

L and provides

e
olescomin«t* i<sntsa ofwhcomi
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**g
tprest which01 most
dentsre.^
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n appreciate.
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?
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S'vc It a touch nf

D
WHITEWASHE
"Exhibitors will find
this new Desmond
film a wholesome, inS
ALandLamusWteresting
ing piece of screen
— Francis Agneiry
entertainment."
Mtrning Telegraph.
"This picture belongs
to the light, pleasing variety. The
production is of the
standard set by all
pictures handled by
the Robertson-Cole
— P. S. Harrison,
organizati
Mtlhn on."
Picture Sews.

T*°d, Review
drama
. , 1J 01
"Splendid we
Picture. Bi stbuern
s?
nesstwo daysg. Ve
ry

Good puller."
Exhibits,
CoPic
mmtur
ent,, y ^
Spod•M»//enpi
ct
ure e_

Released byi%,

Robertson -Cole Company
through
Division
of Films
Exhibitors

Mutual

4 ,

TheitoWh

is a production people will
THIS
talk about and bring others into
theatre

your

First runs
in every

to see.

have

been

important

contracted
center.

for

Some

exhibitors are already asking for increased bookings, others for repeat
dates.

They

have

screened

the pic-

ture— they know.
Turned White" is as big as anything
put out this year.

Released by

Robertson -Cole Company
Division
of
Films
through
Exhibitors

Mutual

■i

Vu(SlUtrl:tVU

More

enduring

than tablets of bronze

hold that these master-artists
minds
them

and

affections

has come

seekers

on the

of the millions.

the supreme

of happiness

have

is the

and

To

tribute of the

the better things

of life— men, women and children alike —
who have enshrined them in their hearts for
all time.
And

that they may

give to the full as their

art grows in its maturing
dedicated
picture

themselves

screen

richness, they have

to making

the motion

free — an unfettered

medium

for all that is best in life's play hours.

To

make

the

pictures

of Mary

Pickford,

Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
D.
Griffith available to the entire film
world without the restrictions and obligations
and limitations of the program and star series
systems

of film rental, United
poration has been created.

Artists

Cor-

Each production — as nearly perfect as human
skill and genius and art can make it — will be
rented on its own individual merits.
United

Artists

to Exhibitors

Corporation

thus guarantees

their full freedom

in the book-

ing and exploiting of the screen's supreme
productions. It gives to them the opportunity
to reap the full benefits of their own ability
as showmen.
First Release September 1st, 1919
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/ hands
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changes
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fastest

rising

a wealth

f

display
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a lion

story

Burling

by skilled

managed

ealousy

f

in

which
star

weak-

a

this

yives

of her^

|\

present

s

MAY

ALLISO
in

ALMOST

MARRIED
directed in 5 acts by Charles'
SwickcLvd* Scenario by June
and

futherHeedb*

Released

by

M^ETRO
June
Maxwell Karyer
Director Generosl -

for

\ fascinat-

£~Metro

Mathis

the

in America

opportunity

talents*

E*V>
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Picture
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QVrnorican

MARY

Pilm

Company

MILES

Inc., Presents

MINTER

By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND
"A
Bachelor's

Directed by EMMET J. FLYNN

Wife

What's that? A bachelor's wife? Yes, just that.
The picture is even more enticing than the title.
It sets 'em all to talking the minute
its coming.
This is one of Mary

you announce

Miles Minter's best.

Think of the way such a picture and such a title
will lend themselves to an advertising splurge for
YOUR theatre. Here's a bet that's too good to
overlook. Hop to it now. See the American Film
Company representative at your nearest Pathe
Exchange today.
Produced by
Distributed by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
PATHE
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Other Minter Successes
Now Available
" j he Intrusion of Isabel"
"The Amazing Imposter"
"Wives and Other Wives"
"Rosemary CI mbs the Heights"
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"

Look at the " News! "
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Motion

Picture

News

HAPPY RAVER Offers
"MA
CISTE"//?
TBI LIBIKATOE
MY5TERY0FTHE
J
k EPISODE N<?ll

HARRY RAVER Offea
"MACISTE"//7

HAQDY(?AVEQO«r,:,
"M
ACISTE/*
THE
LIBERATOR
episode
mio
"THE HYPNOTIC EYE
MINNEAPOLIS
SAN

OPEN
AND

FOR

DETROIT

FRANCISCO
DENVER
REACHED

EPISODE ff?6
THE5ATANIC5CULPTRFSS
THE LIBERATOR'

SALE
KANSAS

CITY

DALLAS
AND
BY

NEW

SEATTLE

ORLEANS

TERRITORIES
THESE

CITIES

"MACISTE"
"THE
MIRACLE
MAN
OF THE MOVIES"
IN

THE

HIS

$500,000

LIBERATOR
A

LAUGHING
NOW
THE

NEW YORK
Modern Photoplays
729 Seventh Ave.
CLEVELAND
Standard Film Exchange
Sloan Bldg.
INDIANAPOLIS
Bee Hivr Exchange
109 W. Maryland St.
KNOXVILLE
Special
Features
600 Market
St.

SERIAL

BREAKING
FOLLOWING

IN

12

EPISODES

RECORDS

IN

TERRITORIES

For Bookings Address
CHICAGO
BOSTON
Eastern■57Featuring
Bee Hive Exchange
Church St.Film Co.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
PITTSBURG
CINCINNATI
Quality
Pictures
414 Ferry
St.
Standard Film Exchange
CHARLOTTE,
N. C.
DETROIT
Eltabran Film Co.
Piedmont Theatre
Standard Film Exchange

PHILADELPHIA
20th 1337
Centurv
Vine Film
St. Co.
MILWAUKEE
Bee Hive Exchange
174 Second St.
BALTIMORE
Variety Pictures Corp.
412 E. Bates St.
MONTREAL
Harry Pulos
Midway Theatre

REMAINING TERRITORY SELLING
Write for Descriptive Booklet

HARRY
1400

SENSATION

BROADWAY

RAVER,

Inc.
NEW

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

YORK

A

Powerful

By

Drama

man-made

centuries

laws

of tradition

of sex-bound

in a slavery

of sex.

held

her,

bond

Women

evolved

women

The

man — in his natural
has

About

emeshed
by which

desire for a mate —

cheating

himself

of

the

Super-Woman.

The

is

one

of

the

most

pretentious

ductions ofthe present
By

means

of

a

theatrical

gripping

intensely

interesting

powerful

ending,
sented in an

Wife

Man's

Other

season.

drama

with

situations

a big

subject

extremely

pro-

and

a

is pre-

sensational

manner.

If you

cater

to

arrange

high-class
play-dates
feature

audiences,
for

this

do

not

fail

to

exceptional

immediately.
Distribution by
FRANK

BRITISH- ^
AMERICAN
PICTURES
FINANCE
CORF.

FILM

G. HALL
tbrn

CLEARING
and

INDEPENDENT

HOUSE,
SALES

Inc.

CORP.

June

7, i 9 i 9
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!

THEDA
IN ThEDA.

A

BARA

WOMAN

BAR

A

SUPER-PRODUCTION

THERE

PRODUCED
BY
WILLIAM
direction by J.Gordon Edwards
fak

WAS
FOX

STANDARD

PICTURES

FOX
FILM CORPORATION
A LOVE STORY OF THE
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS

You

ow^e it to ^ourself not to make

an}) definite contracts for the coming season 1919-20 until you have
learned what WILLIAM
FOX Us
in store for $ou.
WILLIAM

FOX

is making

Managers
the

FOX

and

has just returned

now

to all Branch

Representatives

FILM

of

CORPORA-

TION assembled NOW
York

type of production

in New

at their Fifth Annual

Con-

Our

policy this year will be one

even?

the requirements

of

type of exhibitor, big and

small.
Managers

and

Representatives

\\)ill

be back in their territory) to see you
by June
you

15th, and

for your

WAIT
heard

vention, regarding new"

and

bigger stories is one of vital interest
in YOUR
business.

that will meet

from abroad and the announcement
he

policy, new

stars, new*
FOX
FILM CORPORATION

own

until Sou
them.

again we

urge

protection
nave

seen

to

and

HERES

WHERE

A

YOU

KILLING!

MAKE
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Picture

News

^4n absorbing 'tftoiy of
Jl/nerican
lifefy
WILLIAM
HAMILTON
OSBORNE
WIZARD OP DRAMATIC STORY WRITING

TRAIN1'
THE G TROOP
AY EVENIN
AVISUA
GdEATLIZED
SATURDFROM
POST NOVEL

J>/ay
ft u man
Company
PRODUCED

BY

wifA

<a Plot

Emotion,
of fffgn
A

VIVID

that

Encompasses

Portrayed
Priced
AND

£y&

Sptendid

P/aynrs.

VIRILE

DRAMA

EDGAR LEWIS 'fi/f 3££t f/A£T£
Of Mor/o/v p/crt/RES " wuo
P/CTC/££0 "THE BARRIER"
"THE NIGGER" THE CRISIS ANP
" THE BONDMAN "
WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:^)
New York Telegraph: —
■• Love And The Law," picturized from WillPost
iam Hamilton Osborne's Saturday Evening
gets
Train," is a playsortthat
story, " The Troop
play
of
good
a
That's
up.
American
your
wherever you find it.
Chicago
" Love Evening
And ThePost:
Law— " is a drama that hitsis
dramatic action. The play
the high spots ofSimon
pure Americanism. There
a symphony in
are some foreigners in it, but they dou't count.
Bt. Paul Pioneer Press: —
" Love And The Law " has a grip on Ittheis
emotions from the first scene to the finale.certain
one that is always
a corking story and
immediate approval among red-blooded
of
Americans.

wa.

sherkt

service

EXECUTIVE
ICE 5
-725AVE OFF
v N.YC.

/vsrn/ n7/?/r c/rK /^AsrE&ss
M0/er//£&//. s/£w<sf/?s£r a/vp w/ESte&zv co/vwEcr/cc/r
&ooa:///c &/££cr T/j#oc/cfi the yy/tt/A/y /. s//rftf?r se&v/ce
all othe/s teg&/tog/es solo £>//aecT
&r SVE0GY- SALES FORCE
£>/Sr&/&C/rED TH&OUC-H F/LM ClEAA>/HC HOVSE EXCHANGES.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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THEODORE

CDEITRICH

1M

PRESENTS

THAT
AWAY

AT

THE
PICTURE
TURNED
HUNDREDS

EVERY

PERFORMANCE

AT
LOEW'S
NEW
YORK
THEATRE
AND
CAUSED
MARCUS
LOEW
TO
WRITE,
My dear Miss Xenyon:
TWILIGHT WAS WRITTEN Br TWO GR.EAT
This is to let you know how
AUTHORS,
JOSEPH VANCE AND
VINOIE E- LOUIS
ROE
pleased our patrons isere with vour
picture
"T'dttLIGHT"
Theatre last
Friday. at our New York
DIRECTED BY
J. SEARLE. DAWLEY
Very sincerely,
S WHAT THE CRITICS
SAY :<
Inof "Twilight"
Kenyon Weitzel
shows emotional
acting ability
real strength.Doris
— Edward
in Moving power
Pictureand World.
"Twilight" takes rank as a superior attraction, largely attributable to
artistry in production and splendid acting. — Exhibitors' Trade Review.
"Twilight"
is both
an artistic
and fire
satisfying
duction filmed
with pretty
more and
than dramatic,
usual care.
The forest
gcene ispro-a
masterpiece of staging. — Agnes Smith in the Morning Telegraph.
"Twilight" is a delightful offering, thrilling as well as inspiring. You
can
call Doris
KenyonPicture
the most
F. S.safely
Harrison
in Motion
News. beautiful girl on the screen. —

s/ew ro#/c c/rK FAsr£#w /vsw ro#*r. a/o#t//£#m hew jexssr
aa/p w/Esr/f^/v C0AW£cr/ct/r poo/rep p/&£cr t//&0&c# the
AL.£-OTH£R
SERVICE
L.SHERRY
WILLIAM
TEGG/TOG/tt SO££> &//S/ZCT &Y~ SH£/Z&r SALES /=OJ2CE
WE.

SHERRY

SERVICE

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value

NEW
YO&K
7Z9
~7'WE
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WORLD

By CLARA S. BERANGER
and FORREST
HALSEY
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WHEN
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DRY"
From

Is a story of "Bearcat" Stacy,
one of the powerful characters
of the Cumberland Mountains.
He

hates

men,

Used to sleeping in the.
room with the remainder of
his family.
He neither reads
nor writes .
"Bearcat" knows not the
pangs of disappointment, the
joys of living,
the ecstacy
of love..
He is akin unto the
of the
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When this feeling'
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thought-a rival enters.

has ever
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With

Then "Blossom" comes
into his life.
He has just
had a terrific struggle with
one of his natural enemies
and. is glowering over the
victim.
He sees "Blossom."
A new and unknown feeling
comes over him.

Ho

by

despises

women , is an illicit distiller, fears nothing. The
revenue officer is his eternal
enemy .

"beasts
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the Book
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In a series of two-reel comedies based
stories
in ontheBideNewDudley's
York
"Evening World."
"The Office Force"
The Acme of Comedy Film
Production
Hilarious, Yet Distinctively
High-Class

JOHNNY
AN
mil
14.

DOOLFtf

INTERNATIONAL

ASSET

JOHNNY DOOLEY is an unusual sure-fire comedian. His
comedies are produced under the direction of a master director, skilled photographers and with all-star casts. Extensive expenditures are made to attain perfection in every
branch of the production and to outclass all previous efforts
to deliver exceptional quality in construction without resorting to slap-stick and vulgarity. Uproarious laughter is
legitimately provoked by Johnny Dooley in these comedies.
JOHNNY DOOLEY does a world of things that are new to the
screen. As a headliner in vaudeville and star in Broadway musical productions he has developed a method of imparting snap and
ginger in his screen work that is positively refreshing. His stunts
are truly funny, novel and wholesome.
Detail* of distribution will be announced when completed.
JOHNNY DOOLEY FILM COMEDIES, INC.
C. Ii. Bach, President
New York
Longacre Building
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Lady

Victoria

Crown

Princess

Patricia
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1

(Princess Patricia of Connaugkt)

Graciously consented to take a part

■
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of Cinematography
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America
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Absolutely new Comedies in which transition from the " Sublime to the Ridiculous " are portrayed in a manner such as
will produce wholesome laughter. They are peppered with enough Slap-stick for the huge enjoyment of comedy-fans
who enjoy this class of farce.
The scenic backgrounds for
celebrated Feature Pictures,
and lake scenes, desert and
great Inland States, is there
their surroundings?
ONE EVERY

TWO

these pictures have been chosen with deliberation and care, and rarely, even in the most
will such beautiful scenery be observed as in these comedies. Ocean beach, tropical river
jungle scenes as only Florida can produce — and where, may we ask, in the North and in the
a man, woman or child,, who does not go into ecstasy over this class of scenery, so foreign to
BOOK

WEEKS

THEM
BOX

NOW.

THEY

OFFICE

WILL

PRODUCE

RECEIPTS

FIVE ARE

READY

Released to State Right Buvers Through
The KLUTHO

STUDIOS
22 W. 9th Street, Jacksonville, Fla.
Produced by The Florida Film Corp'n
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1919

CONVENTION

Exhibitors

of America

-INCORPORATEDHOTEL
WEDNESDAY,

STATLER,

June

25th

Every Exhibitor in America

A

-

ST.

- to

FOR

EXHIBITORS,

MO.

- - SATURDAY,

is Invited and Requested

Business

EXCLUSIVELY

LOUIS,

June

28th

to Attend

Meeting

BY

EXHIBITORS,

OF

EXHIBITORS

Interspersed with
PLEASURE,
GET

A

GOOD

TIME

AND

TOGETHER

More Exhibitors will attend this National Convention than any Convention in our history.
The National Organizations have been consolidated and re-organized into one body working on
a sound business basis. An Exhibitors Organization without entangling alliances.
The National Organization is offering real aid, protection and benefits that more than pay membership fees and the cost of attending the meetings.
Take your Annual Vacation
Attend your National Convention
Benefit by the exchange of ideas
Some big surprises await you

A hearty welcome is extended you by St.
Louis
Forward March! to St. Louis, June 25-2627-28

// you are not a member you are all the more welcome to come and join
Motion

Picture
Exhibitors
of America,
Inc.
National President
National Vice-President
.PETER SCHAEFER, Chicago, 111.
MARCUS LOEW, New York City, N. Y.
National Treasurer
ERNEST H. HORSTMANN, Boston, Mass.
For full information, address,
For Reservation Address,
National Secretary, FRANK REMBUSCH,
HECTOR M. PASMEZOGLU, Chairman of ConvenIndianapolis, Ind., 1108 I. O. 0. F. Bldg.
tion Committee, 302 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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MAURICE
TOURNEUR
Motion Picture Directors Association
are DISTINCTIVE,
ORIGINAL

ARTISTIC,

and ENTERTAINING

HIS OFFERINGS ARE SCREEN MILESTONES
AND ARE LOOKED FORWARD TO AS SUCH.

THE

NAME

GUARANTEE

OF

MAURICE

OF

TOURNEUR

UNUSUAL

MAURICE

EXCELLENCE.

TOURNEUR

MAURICE
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YORK CITY, which, since the days of Mayor
Gaynor has been a model of law and reason in its
regulation of motion pictures, is now in danger
of official consorship.
An ordinance, said to have been prepared with the cooperation ofcity officials, has been introduced in the Board
of Aldermen. To some extent the ordinance is harmless,
since it merely defines and definitely bestows police powers
which the Commissioner of Licenses already possesses.

license commissioner's chair. In fact, the possibilities are
otherwise. With the new powers created by the proposed
ordinance it is very likely that the post of license commissioner would become a plum to be fought over bitterly by
the politicians of each incoming administration. •
Between cranks of the Funkhouser type and politicians
who are " practical men," there would be little choice for
the picture industry.

But the Commissioner's police powers must at present
stand review by the courts on each individual occasion
where they are exercised ; with the proposed ordinance on
the statute books his sway would be autocratic and his
judgment arbitrary.
Further, the ordinance makes it obligatory on producers
to secure a permit for each picture shown in New York
City ; it creates a club over the individual exhibitor.
It can readily be seen that there is real danger, both to
the motion picture and to American ideals of liberty, in
the proposed legislation.
%
3fc

there was every indication that
a yearwasagobeing
ABOUT
deserted as a picture proNew York
ducing center. The exodus was on, and though it
was at bottom due in large part to fear of another coalless
winter, the surface appearance indicated the doom of the
East and new life for Los Angeles.
And today ?

NEW

Legislation

With

Possibilities
possible confidence in
greatest
T HE industry has the
License Commissioner Gilchrist, the present incumbent, and the man who would first be called upon
to exercise the provisions of the new ordinance.
We can recall no license commissioner who has been
more warmly praised by exhibitors in the Greater City for
his administration of the office. Officials of the exhibitor
organizations have found Commissioner Gilchrist at all
times willing to co-operate in a spirit of reason and justice.
Aside from the principle involved, we feel certain that
if the industry could be assured that future incumbents
would be of the high caliber of Commissioner Gilchrist
there would be no objection to the proposed legislation.
But the principle cannot be side-tracked. It is not in the
spirit of the American people or of American institutions
to bestow arbitrary command of press, pulpit, stage or
screen on any one man.
And neither can the industry be certain that the turning
of the political wheel will always bring a Gilchrist to the

Wh(Zn

East

is West

Well, we need go no further than the current week's
news that William Fox is planning a studio city right in
the heart of New York. A picture-making plant of gigantic
proportions built in the heart of a city where property is
valued higher than any other section of the country !
Surely, to borrow the title of a Broadway success, " East
Is West." And if we care to go further for evidence that
New York is overtaking Los Angeles once more, there is
the Famous Players-Lasky plant rapidly nearing completion in Long Island City; there are the various Selznick
companies now making their headquarters near Broadway ;
there is the announcement from Percy Waters that the new
Triangle productions will be made in the East.
" Westward
courseticket
of empire
takes its way " — but it
must
have had the
a return
!

"Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn"
SURELY the picture industry cannot be accused of
continuing to neglect " The Story " when an announcement comes to our desk linking in its headline
the names of a prominent author and a well-known producer. And when that headline is followed by the news
of the formation of a company controlling the creations
of a most distinguished group of authors.
And only a few weeks previously we chronicled the gathering of another group of celebrities around another film
man — W. W. Hodkinson.
Surely the day of " The Story " is at hand. And with it
the promise of a Fall's output averaging higher in quality
than any previous period has seen.

Motion
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Bill Fox pulled a surprise on the boys with the announcement
of his big new plant at Tenth Avenue and Fifty-sixth Street. Some
of our best neivs hounds have been trying for weeks to learn the
identity of the organization behind the move. The construction
company and the men working on the grounds told all inquiring
sleuths — " The Big Four." And noiv it turns out to be W/illiam
Fox, who was in Europe all the time the sleuths were working and
therefore free from suspicion.
We'll say that Bill Fox has his nerve with him. The price per
foot of New York real estate at Fifty-sixth Street is enough to
make us feel dizzy at the mere thought.
But we were just thinking that with a studio ten minutes from
Times Square Bill can get his money back in quick time if he
will throw it open to visitors at a dollar a head.
What visitor from Oshkosh wouldn't pay a dollar to see William Farnum toss the " heavy " around a set — and all within ten
minutes' walk of his hotel.
Have received a letter from the Film Excliange Managers' Association of Atlanta which we can't very well publish, but ivhich would
indicate that bicycling is not confined to those sections where
bicycles are available. For with the letter comes a photograph of
a pickanniny bicycling on foot. On the evidence as they present it
the excliange managers seem to have caught a fairly well-known
exhibitor with " the goods." The letter, by the way, is sent as a
reply to Mr. Melton Phelos, who declared in a recent issue that the
exhibitor is always the goat.
Charles Schwerin blew into town early in the week with reports that " The Unpardonable Sin " is going like wildfire in
his Southern territory.
Mr. Atlanta Criterion Samuels may have to buy Charlie a
new suit of clothes next week, for he has a bet on the business
that " The Unpardonable Sin " does in Atlanta next week.

. It doesn't look as though Samuel Goldwyn is going to be caught
asleep at the switch when the Fall rush of business comes. Working
shoulder to shoulder ivith Rex Beach and with a line-up of real big
authors contributing to the Eminent Authors Company, the open
market need bring no worries for Samuel.
Jack Woody has served notice that his vacation at the Astor
is over. He confesses that the vacation has been both profitable
and enjoyable, but duty calls. About Monday Jack will be sitting with his feet under a desk once more.
We can't say any more just now, but of course the statement
above gives the information that Arthur Kane will also be heard
from next week.
And by the way, we wish to deny a statement printed on this
page last week. We said that Arthur Kane was fishing in Maine.
It's all wrong. He has been learning to play golf in Connecticut.
While we are making a correction we could also confess that
in the rush of business this page neglected to tell you of three
important news events of the past month. Three — count 'em.
The arrival of twins at Jim Beecroft's home; the return of A. J.
Lang from South America, and the shift of Ben Grimm from the
World to Wid's.
Neither had we told you that Sergeant George Gould, after
eighteen
months' News
serviceoffice.
in France, is once more at his desk in
Motion Picture
Eddie MacManus is a busy young film magnate these days,
dividing his time between the office at 2 West 47th Street and the
Biograph studio. There's a big special coming soon with the
imprint, " MacManus Corporation."
Herbert Howe, one of our most popular publicity providers, is
once more hanging his hat in the Vitagraph office after a sightseeing trip to France.

Mr. Samuels, by the way, has been given the honorary title
of " Reg'lar Feller" by New York film men. After a week in.
our midst he left on Monday for Atlanta, with a stop-over at Atlantic City on the schedule.'

Randall White's automobile got him into trouble this week
and he had to say " Good Morning, Judge," yesterday. No, it
wasn't for speeding. " Obstructing traffic."

" Ritchie, the Lithographer, Sued by a Chorus Girl ! " Scandal? Oh, no. It's only because the fair damsel says her picture
was used on a poster.

With " The Unpardonable Sin " going at its present gait it
looks as though " The Hushed Hour " will follow right along and
do the clean-up act for Harry Garson.

"Schenectady Declares for Sunday Movies by a Common Council
Vote of 8 to 5." Just one more reason why you must surely be at
that Waldorf-Astoria dinner on June 18. The dinner is a testimonial to Sydney Cohen, Charles O'Reilly and Samuel Berman.
They are the men who gave to the industry the additional revenue
it will secure from Sunday bookings in such places as Schenectady.
There'll be a thousand film men there. Gosh, won't you feel lonely
that night if you are not at the Waldorf?

That
steady,
during
nut on

You have to hand it to Harry Reichenbach. The latest is to
send a copy of the novel, " When Bear-Cat Went Dry," to all the
film men. And the wrapper reads, " What Damn Fools we were
not to have bought this book when we had a chance. Now Macauley Photoplays have finished the picture — Oh, my ! "
Just after we learn that a Delaware incorporation has been granted
" United Picture Producing Corporation," with a capital stock of
thirty-three millions, we hear rumblings of impending activity at
United Theatres. But oh, boy, those figures! Thirty-three millions!
The long-expected Famous Players-Lasky plans will probably
be sprung on the industry next week.

Robertson-Cole organization is going along
consistent speed. We had a few words with
the week and after feeling his enthusiasm we
the highway and tell every one we met, " Keep

at a smooth,
Alex Beyfuss
wanted to go
your eyes on

Robertson-Cole."
One thing Robertson- Cole has done. It has worked out a
connection between producer and distributor that provides real
incentive to the independent making pictures.
Harry Poppe dropped into the office during the week, so we can
tell you that in a few weeks you will hear a slam-bang announcement from B. A. Rolfe. It's a feature this time, with a brandnew idea and startling possibilities.
JakeBuilding.
Wilk is now snugly settled in his own offices at 825 Longacre
R. A. Rowland sails for England on Saturday. This seems to
be fashionable with our magnates these days.
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Studios, Laboratories and Offices to Cost More Than Two Million
Dollars — Expected to .Be Ready by October —
Work Already Well Advanced
A LUNCHEON to representatives of the leading motion picture trade
papers, followed by a visit to Fifty-fifth street and Tenth avenue, Manhattan, was chosen by the Fox Film Corporation May 27, as a setting
in which to announce that William Fox is building on that site in the heart of
New York City what is declared to be the biggest motion picture plant in the
world, under one roof. It will be a veritable motion picture city, two minutes
from Broadway.
This plant is expected, it was announced, to adequately care for the rapid
expansion of the Fox business. More than two million dollars are being spent
in the structure, which is to be ready for occupancy about the first of October.
Modern in Every Way
The building, work on which already is
well advanced, will occupy practically a
whole city block at Tenth Avenue and
Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth streets, and will
cost more than $2,500,000. It will be completely equipped and probably the most efficient motion picture plant in the world.
Designed from plans outlined by Mr. Fox
as a result of his long experience and years
of observation of film affairs, the building
not only will include every practical modern device for the expeditious and economical production of films, but will be so laid
out as to obtain a maximum of efficiency in
administration, a minimum of lost energy
and waste, and the greatest safety and comfort for employees.
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager,
made the announcement of details. The
building will have three stories and a basement and will house all of the William
Fox film activities in the East — laboratory,
studios and administration offices. The
Fox home executive offices now occupy
seven floors of the Leavitt Building at 130
one compact unit, co-ordinated under one
head, and in one building. This plant,
West Forty-sixth Street, Manhattan, but
for the last year even this large space has
however, will not in any way decrease the
been inadequate to care properly for the
output of the Fox establishment in California or affect the plans for plants in
rapidly growing business.
Plans laid by William Fox and Winfield
England and France.
R. Sheehan on their recent trip to Europe
The new building will have the entire
call for an extension of business which
frontage on Tenth Avenue and will extend
makes a radical enlargement of producing
275 feet along Fifty-fifth Street. The
and laboratory facilities imperative. While
frontage on Fifty-sixth street will be 150
in France and in the various countries of
feet. The total floor space of the structure
the continent Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan
will be 150,000 square feet.
established ten exchanges for the distribuIn the plans ordered by Mr. Fox elabtion of Fox Films. These exchanges are
orate precautions were taken to insure
in addition to the already comprehensive
safety for employees. At a recent meetdistributing system which Williiam Fox has
ing of municipal fire experts various suglong maintained for the benefit of his
gestions were made to minimize fire hazards in film manufactories. All of these
European exhibitors.
ideas have been embodied in the new plant,
All Units Grouped
besides a number of others which Mr. Fox
Besides the seven floors of the home
devised himself.
office building, the William Fox organizaThe building will be absolutely fireproof. Its
tion also, at the present time, has a large
walls will be of brick, with a front of pressed
while the main construction will be of
laboratory building at Fort Lee, N. J., brick,
steel and concrete. The floors will be of concrete
equipped with every modern appliance for throughout the whole building.
The offices of the various departments of the
handling, developing and printing of films,
organization will be grouped according to the
and also extensive studio accommodations
relation of their functions. The executive offices
in the New York district. The Eastern
have been laid out on a unit plan, which is the
development of numerous consultations held by
studios used during the last year include
Mr. Fox with the most eminent efficiency
engineers in the country. As a result, there will
six in New Jersey, four in Manhattan and
be
a minimum of waste motion and effort in conothers in Yonkers, the Bronx and Brooksultation and supervision and at the same time
lyn.
the whole establishment will be arranged on the
When the new building is in operation all simplest of plans.
There will be large and cheerful rest
these scattered forces will be brought into

of

New

York

rooms on each floor, recreation rooms,
shower baths, gymnasium and other
features which are designed to make for
the well-being of the employees.
Each Department Distinct
The building will be divided so that the
making of pictures will be confined to one
section, the clerical offices to another, and
the physical handling of the film to a third.
Each of these three departments will be
within easy reach of the executive offices,
making the establishment one of the most
compact in the world.
Direct communication with the Fox branch
offices on this continent and abroad will be provided by a telegraph office in the building having
connection with all telegraph and cable stations.
The basement, which has a floor space
of more than 45,000 square feet, will contain all the departments that have to do
with physical administration of the building. There will be a high pressure boiler
plant, capable of generating 600-horsepower
and a series of enormous bins for coal.
This, too, will be a spacious room,
equipped with everything needed in the
way of electrical apparatus for such a large
structure. There also will be a hypo room,
a filter plant and extensive quarters for
laboratory research work, where a staff
of chemical experts will devote all their
time to devising and improving mechanical
apparatus and chemical formulas for the
improvement of photography, film developing, tinting and printing, and to general
experimental work.
The rear sections of the first and second
floors will be devoted entirely to the
physical handling of film. This will include the laboratory, which has been laid
out to give a capacity of 3,000,000 feet of
film every week, with the employees working an eight-hour day basis. The floor
space of the laboratory will comprise 40,000
square feet, and the arrangement will be
such that film will go through the various
processes of development with a minimum
of waste effort.
All the film editors of the corporation
will have their offices in the laboratory
section and in addition there will be a
large room for the use of directors while
cutting and editing their productions. On
this floor also will be thirty-five fireproof
and waterproof vaults, which will contain
negatives of the Fox Film Corporation and
in which prints will be stored during the
process of production.
Besides these facilities, there will be twelve
projection
These are
to mark
advance overrooms.
most similar
rooms;
will,a inbig fact,
be miniature
theatres,
with every
convenience for the
comfortequipped
of audiences.
The seats
will be arranged on a sloping floor, and will be
generously upholstered. Each projection room will
have a piano and provision for other music so
that photoplays will be seen in an atmosphere
approximately that of a well conducted theatre.
The length of these rooms, located at one end
of the building, will be such that considerably
greater projection can be provided than usually
is possible.
In the laboratory section also there will
be a number of rooms for the examining
of films. Besides these there will be a
large, sunny rest room for women employees, with ample on
locker
(Continued
next space;
page) a men's
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WARDROBE AND
PROPERTY OEPT.

STUDIO FLOOR
WHERE MAY
I OO
SCENES
ATONE TIME
BE E.NACTED '

STUDIO
RESTAURANT

GYMNASIUM,
BATHS,
GREEN ROOM,SHOWER
LIBRARY,
DRESSING ACCOMMODATIONS
! ARTISTS .

COUPSENGAGED
OF
EADQ.UARTE.RS
>ERTS
EXPERIMENTAL
WORK
LARGEST
PLANT INFILMTHE.PRINTING
WORLD
CAPACITY
FEET PER.3,000,000
WEEK
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICES
WHICHOFFICES
ACTIVITIES
S3FROMBRANCH
COVERINGOF
THE WORLD ARE 0IR6CTED*
New building being constructed by William Fox in Manhattan at Fifty-fifth Street and Tenth
Avenue, and in which will be housed the Eastern Fox organization
Leading
French
President Demaria of the Association
of Motion Picture Manufacturers
of France
Arrives in
New York
AFTER nearly five years absence the
leading film producer of France comes
to America with an important message to
the American film industry. Jules Demaria,
Chevalier de la Legion d' Honneur, President de la Chambre Syndicale de la Cinematographic Francaise (Association of Motion Picture Manufacturers of France) announced that the Grand International Congress of motion picture manufacturers of
the world postponed in 1914 would take
place in Paris sometime during July or
August, 1920.
Mr. Demaria was found in the offices of
Edmond Ratisbonne, President of the
France-America Corporation, at 220 West
42nd Street. He stated that an international standardization of all elements of
the motion picture industtry should be the
outcome of the proposed International Convention which is scheduled at the Grand
Palais in Paris next year.
Through the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, Mr. Demaria expects the co-operation essential to the success of the gathering. Not only the producers of films but the manufacturers of
all equipment and accessories for the
studios, laboratories and theatres are urged
to try and settle upon a metric system to be
standard for all nations.
The productions of films in France at
present is still in chaos, according to the
noted visitor. Many directors are now active in- American productions. Many of
the most experienced motion picture people have been lost during the terrible four
years of war.
Five prints of any good screen subject is
sufficient for the theatres of France, which
number about 1,500 houses. It is stated
that in proportion to population, France
has less theatres than her neighboring
countries. All the theatres were ordered
closed during the first period of the war,
but most of them were urged to open afterwards by Government officials, who considered motion pictures a great help in
maintaining the morale at a high standard.

Producer
Here
The legitimate theatres and operas were the
last to be permitted to open.
Comedies and western thrillers are the
favorite American film products with the
French people. Charles Chaplin is the big
card.
President Demaria deplores the fact that
so few French productions art being circulated in America. He contends that as
there were more than two million American
soldiers over there ,that they would be
highly entertained in seeing photoplays with
the familiar French settings and locale.
"Not only in New York, San Francisco
and New Orleans, ;but throughout the entire United States, the interest in French
pictures should be keen," declared Mr. Demaria, "for these boys came from every
section of the ' country and I predict a
great interest in French pictures made by
French producers with French screen artists in France."
Legal Lights Fight for
Perm. Censor Board
How strongly the Pennsylvania Administration backs up the State Board of Censors when that body gets in a tight place
was shown last Tuesday (May 20) when
the Commonwealth's best legal talent appeared before the State Supreme Court in
session, in the capitol here, in an effort to
overturn the decision of Common Pleas
Court, No. 2, of Philadelphia, which had
overruled the censors who- had ordered the
entire film of "The Brand," barred from
the theatres of Pennsylvania.
Not only did the Attorney General of
the State, the Hon. William I. Schaffer,
appear in person before the Supreme Court,
to plead in behalf of the censors' appeal
from the lower court, but he had with
him, to render assistance in the fight,
Deputy Attorney General William Swoope.
Memphis Theatre Bought
Abe H. Kaufman, President of Kaufman
Specials, in association with Walter Apple
has purchased the Rialto theatre, a suburban house in Memphis. Paramount and
Select features will be run, together with
one of the Kaufman Specials each week.
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Fox Builds in Heart
of New York
(Continued from page 3771)
room with a large number of lockers, and
a gymnasium to be used by employees durwork.ing luncheon hours and before and after
Plenty of Fresh Air
An unusual feature will be a large airconditioning plant which will supply
washed air for the whole structure, so
that the same temperature will prevail
throughout the building during all seasons
of the year. Although thermometers on
Tenth Avenue may register 98 degrees in
the shade, or 10 degrees below zero, the
temperature in the Fox offices will be 68 to
70 degrees. This plant likewise will supply
fresh, pure air for the building.
The Tenth avenue front of the first and second
floors will be devoted to administration offices.
Here will be the large private offices of Mr. Fox,
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager; Jack G.
Leo,
vice-president;
John C. general
Eisele, treasurer;
Herman
Robbins, assistant
manager;
James E. MacBride, chairman of the executive
committee, and other officials. Grouped near the
administration offices will be the offices of the
numerous departments and sub-departments — contract, sales, financial, auditing, foreign, advertising,
tion,exhibitors'
purchasing,service
etc., etc.bureau, printing, requisiThe scenario department will be placed
so that it will be in close touch with both
the administration offices and the offices of
the photoplay directors. In connection with
the scenario department there will be a
large library space for filing the books
and manuscripts obtained by William Fox
for photoplay
executive offices alsoproduction.
will he restNear
and the
recreation
rooms for women and men, and a large
restaurant in which the employees may obtain their luncheons at cost prices.
The back portion of the second floor will
be given over to offices and dressing rooms
for the people connected with the studios.
There will be dressing rooms for 1,000
players.cilitiesThese
and showerrooms
baths.will have toilet fa" Extras " will come into their own in
the new Fox building. Shunted about for
years, these actors will find in the new Fox,
building two big, airy, well-appointed rooms
— one for men and one for women — where
they can make up and dress.
The William Fox staff of directors also
will have commodious private offices, situated so that they will be close to the administration offices. And conveniently near
them will be a large carpenter shop ; a shop
where artists can make plaster casts for
sets ; a room for scene artists ; three working prop rooms ; a sewing room ; a drapery
room ; wardrobe department ; storage space
for studio properties ; and a studio library
where information regarding locations, costuming, sets, etc., will be assembled and
catalogued for the convenience of directors.
This room will be in charge of the studio
research department, which is expected to
prove an important adjunct to directorial
work.
Samuel F. Kingston, casting director, will
have his general offices on the second floor
also, with private offices for consultation
with players and others.
The top floor will be ultilized exclusively
for studios. There will not be a post or
other obstruction in the whole floor.
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a wide range to spend money and giving them
Wires
the
Keeps
big
when you put Hot
pictures out
Booking"
Open
thing.salaries. ButRed
Discussion
Refuses
to Be " Stopped " and Battle Goes Merrily On
under the director's name, it is entirely a different
— Frank G. Hall Supplies Interesting Statement —
" The
men pay
associated
me in tothetheproducRaver Also Says Something
ing business
particularwithattention
story,
which is the vital thing, and next a good cast,
and the picture is well produced, the continuity
LAST week it was announced that in this issue Harry Raver would hold the
good, photography good and entertainment value
limelight in the open market discussions, which Motion Picture News
good, aandrap I whether
don't think
the the
patrons
of a stars
theatrein
give
it has
biggest
has carried as a serial, seemingly endless despite the fact we announced
the world in the picture or not.
it would close week before last. But this week Frank G. Hall demands a share
" I don't believe in over-selling an exhibitor
and alltractsmy
salesmen
are instructed
to sell con-to
of the space in setting forth some interesting points, with the result that
at prices
that will
allow the exhibitor
make money and if there are any exhibitors who
shrapnel is expected to burst all over the place. Among other things, Mr. Hall
handle my product and who have a contract
wherein
any and
money,
they
says : " Give the exhibitor pictures and the right to take more. Take your
have
to dotheyis tocan't
let make
me know
I willallgladly,
if after investigating the conditions, reduce the
profit and give the exhibitor his."
price of his contract on any series of pictures
Harry Raver, acknowledged " a pioneer of pioneers," contributes a chatty
that I put out the coming year.
historical chapter in his letter which will no doubt attract considerable atten" The sellingdays
gypping must
are over.
to the ofexhibitor
stop ifThe
the overman
wants
to
continue
in
business."
tion.'
# * *
Speaks as Exhibitor
exhibitor. The picture business has adSays Mr. Hall :
vanced to such a stage that there is little Some Interesting History
reason now for bad pictures being pro" Speaking from an exhibitor's standpoint, of which I am entitled to speak, feeduced, and if the producer cannot take the
Harry Raver,
" a pioneer
pioneers,"in
contributes
a chatty
historicalof chapter
ing an exhibitor, I am not at all worried
chance of making a contract through its his
letter. It follows :
nor very much interested in whether picdistributing company, subject to one picEditor, Motion Picture News :
tures are booked the coming year on a
Dear Sir :
ture's cancellation, he should go out of the
stars' series plan or each picture booked on
producing business.
its merit. When I make up my schedule,
Whysion justclose
at a the
time" Open
when aMarket
number" discusof the
believepictures
in playing
biggestproviding
stars andI
this is the way I am going to handle it, the" Ibiggest
in mythe house,
Old
Timers
are
beginning
to put forth
can get these pictures at a price where I can
and any distributing company that does
make money, but I will not allow myself to be
their claims as being Pioneers. Incidentbusiness with me will have to do it on the talked
into taking on a star series of pictures,
ally, there are a few of us still on earth
following plan : I am going to select a regardless of who the star is, unless I can get the
who
remember when most of latter-day
me some
at the atenda ofpric'e
the that
week will
for allow
my work.
I willprofit
cite
star's series if it suits me, and the price series
" originators " were entirely unconscious of
an
instance
regarding
one
star,
and
the
price
I
is- right. I will no doubt sign up for a originally paid four years ago and what I am
the power of the Motion Picture. For exasked to pay today.
series of pictures to be produced by direcample,
connectionJesse
with Goldberg
the Life states
Photo that
Filmin Corp.
tors and there will be a clause in every
." I tainused
pay $100
four days
for aa concerstar andto when
I wastor asked
to sign
contract that will give me the option to
"
We
Created
the
Open
Market
"
in
1913.
tract for this same star just recently, the best
It seems strange that as far back as 1910
cancel on one production notice. They
price I could get was $750 for four days. Of
course
I did not sign the contract. If I was
many State Rights sales were recorded,
will have to make good pictures or have
obliged to pay in proportion, the advanced prices
among them " Zigomar," which the writer
the contract cancelled, and I believe if that they are asking for the stars' series in comsold to Mandelbaum of Cleveland, who reparison to what I have paid several years ago,
every exhibitor will insist upon a clause
I would have to close my theatre.
sold territory to others. Then came
of this kind in his contract the patrons
"1/3
I have
done than
a bigger
business
thispast
yearfive.
by
" Dante's Inferno " and many others, in33
per
cent
any
year
in
the
will see a better class of pictures.
cluding anumber of Helen Gardner fea^
I have pleased my patrons and did not book at
the price I was asked to pay. I know that the
tures. Warner's Features bought two
" I do not intend to sign up one picture
patrons of my theatre are just as well enterat a time for all the pictures that I will
films from the writer, " Redemption " and
tained by a good picture with a good cast, well
" Glass Coffin," and sold territory on these,
directed, as they are by the high priced stars.
require during the year. It is my intenlater opening their own exchanges. The
As
to
the
matter
of
distributing
and
producing
tion to sign up contracts that will give me
for the benefit of those interested in what I intend
writer
sold territory
on Sarah
Bernhardt's
to do the coming year, I wish to say that the
pictures for about two-thirds of my book" Romance
of an Actress
" and
Monuet
Rothapfel
Unit Programme, which is produced
ings and I expect to hold open the other
under the personal supervision of Samuel L.
Sully
in
"Oedipus
Rex"
in
1911,
third to take advantage of special pictures
Rothapfel, will be released in a series of six prothe Famous Players Film Companybefore
was
grams during the year. I am associated with Mr.
which come out from time to time, so that
formed, also organized the All Star FeaRothapfel in the company that bears his name and
I can mix them in with the other pictures
ture Corp. in June, 1913, a strictly State
when we organized the company, and used Mr.
that I will contract for and will be able to
Rothapfel's
name
I
told
him
that
he
was
now
stepping on dangerous ground and that if he did
" Arizona
releasing
Rights
and
threeproposition,
other features
that year.
A back"
advertise them as specials. I think that
not produce good pictures he would ruin his
reputation. The exhibitor has the protection of file of trade journals shows that the first
every theatre manager should take at least
knowing that if Rothapfel puts out a bad one,
States Rights feature announced by Jesse
two big specials a month, so that he can
the contracts that we have taken will all be
Goldberg's
Life Photo Film Corp. was in
cancelled,
because
I
have
given
the
exhibitors
the
take advantage of the advertising that will
rightprotection
to cancel that
on one
notice.
1914, that
"The Mr.Banker's
go with such productions. I never booked
It is evident
GoldbergDaughter."
has his
the
everypicture's
exhibitor
shouldThis
have,is March,
it puts the burden on the producer. It also
a special picture that I did not give it and
dates twisted, for, according to the records
makes
the
director,
who
is
interested
in
his
own
additional advertising, and I think that any
company, more careful about the expenditure of he was not releasing features in 1913 at
money and allows the distributor to sell his
theatre manager who takes on specials and
all, although
claims toproducer
have been
the
product
on a more uniform price.
first
and only heconsistent
of "state
lets them run through his house the same
" This sameandplan
appliesHenley
to theProductions
Charles Miller
Hobart
and
as the ordinary run of pictures is making a Productions
rightsoverlooks
productions
yearThe1913."
He
also
the infactthethat
Famous
Gerald Bacon Productions. Each one of these
big mistake.
contracts that are offered to the exhibitor will
Players
Film
Co.
was
consistently
produca one picture cancellation clause. I will not
agree
withexhibitor
J. D. Williams
whenseries
he have
ing and selling many important features,
attempt to hoodwink the exhibitor to sign a
said" Ithat
if the
books a star
contract for something that he has not seen. I on the state rights plan, in 1913. Gauwould
not
sign
one
and
I
would
not
ask
anyone
plan he
or ashould
director's
seriestoplan
pictures
to sign what I would not sign myself. T believe
mont,ber ofSolax,
and features.
a numthat
continue
haveof first
call
othersPathe
were (Eclectic')
also selling
that
companies
will there
be theis coming
thing thein directors'
a very short
time, and
in my
The writer had «old as many as thirty-six
on each picture by having a contract subopinion a reason why pictures should be produced
ject to one picture cancellation so that he
state rights productions (Italia) long beby the esteddirector,
the director
be interfore 1913. When Goldberg states that at
in his own andcompany
so thatshould
he will
have
can get the benefit of the advertising and
that time "Adolnh Zukor did not know
to makeness.good
pictures
or
quit
the
picture
busithe drawing power of either the star or the
That is the kind of a contract I have
what
a motion
picturereaders
was," he
the
signed up with each one of my producing
director's pictures. I know if I had to wait
intelligence
<~>f rnapv
of insults
the News
directors.
If he falls he will not be able to proto book each picture after I would see it,
who know that Mr. Zukor was an old, exduce for any other company, because I have him
I would Rave little time to do anything else
perienced exhibitor before the formation
signed their
up forown
a term
of years,
and if they
company
a success,
they can't
will
but view pictures. The burden must be make
of the Famous Players, when he, together
have
to
go
back
on
the
farm.
(Continued on next page)
kept upon the producer and not on the
" Hiring directors is easy, when giving them
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First Rothapfel Unit at
Park Theatre
New York theatre goers thronged the
opening of the First Rothapfel Unit Program at the Park Theatre on Columbus
Circle, 59th street and Broadway, Wednesday night, May 28.
At 8 :30 the long line before the box office
showed no immediate sign of diminishing.
The large theatre has been leased by Frank
Hall and a symphony orchestra of thirty
musicians rendered special music that won
much applause.
A pantomime ballet opened the program in an artistic and unique manner
which registered, and the audience showed
keen appreciation of the screen offerings
of S. L. Rothapfel which rounded out a
two-hour entertainment.
The stage and lighting effects were in
keeping with the usual high class Rothapfel
standard.
Conference of Canadian
Exhibitors Is Held
Ottawa, Ontario, held the centre of the
stage in Canadian moving picture circles
during the week of May 19. A number of
important conferences were held in the
Canadian Capital by leading moving picture men of the Dominion. Among those
who were in the city were N. L. Nathanson
of Toronto, managing director of Regal
Films, Limited, who conferred with Harry
Brouse, First National franchise holder;
J. J. Allen of the Allen Theatre Enterprises who went to Ottawa to look over a
theatre property, the Russell, and J. Gorman of Montreal, general manager in Canada of the General Film Company.
It is announced that Mr. Gorman may
become a special representative for Regal
Films, Limited, to handle First National
releases exclusively which are distributed
by the Regal.
Urge "Get Together" Move
of Church and Film
.. That the church and the moving picture
business is getting more closely associated
is being urged in Winnipeg. Sunday moving picture performances have been introduced in Winnipeg theatres, although there
is a law against Sunday shows in the Province of Manitoba of which Winnipeg is
the capital. These performances consist
of services in several theatres and the features of these services are moving pictures.
Winnipeg people have taken kindly to these
shows.
New

York Office Is Opened
by B. J. Brandon
Bennett J. Brandon, exporter and distributor of motion picture films, has opened
offices in Suite No. 501 Godfrey Building,
No. 729 Seventh avenue. His Chicago
offices, in No. 64 West Randolph street,
remain open for business as usual. Mr.
Brandon will move between New York and
Chicago, spending most of his time in the
Metropolis.

Motion
"Open

Market" Discussion
Is Still On
.
(Continued from preceding page)
with h-d. .Porter and Joe h-ngie, produced
and sold features nearly a year before
Goldberg broke into the picture business.
There were 22 open-market-book-whatyou-like film exchanges doing business before 1913 and these offices were being supplied by at least a dozen concerns selling
films on a territorial basis strictly. No one
produceroffices
_ couldalive.
have Harry
" createdReichenbach
" or kept
these
registers the beginning of motion pictures
with the first film he exploited, "Hypocrites," and claims that " Four Years in
Germany" and "Jeff McCarthy" split the
market open for all time. Reichenbach
was with Lasky when J. J. McCarthy was
employed by the writer as manager of the
Illinois theatre (Chicago) presentation of
" Cabiria," which set the pace for big productions in this country and inspired the
elaboration of " The Clansman," which
Mr. Griffith presented as "The Birth of a
Nation" after "Cabiria" had proven, at
a tremendous exploitation expense, the
possibility of a two dollar admission price.
Everybody seems determined to take a
shot at W. W. Hodkinson just because he
comes to the bat with a straight, out-andout, open market policy, backed by a long
string of high class productions in which
he has sufficient faith to allow exhibitors
to pick and choose. Of course, others
have sold pictures on the open market,
but most of them with strings tied to them
in the shape of additional and mediocre
films which the exhibitor had to book in
orderHodkinson,
to get the a" open
production,"
but
strictlymarket
free agent,
comes
out for open booking in its broadest sense
and it is up to his producing companies to
make productions good enough to stand
such a test. The younger generation of
press agents seems addicted to the habit
of breaking into print on matters of film
history and achievement with an utter disregard for the men who employed them,
the films they exploited and the money expended to make these " pioneers " famous
authorities.
Yours in the Open Market,
Harry Raver.
*
* *
Questions Reichenbach' s Claim
W:".W. Hodkinson
dictates a short
communication anentagain
some of the statements contained in the recent Reichenbach
letter published by Motion Picture News
during the open market discussion. Mr.
Hodkinson cites a few more facts also
which may interest the motion picture trade
in general :
Mr. W. A. Johnston, President,
Motion Picture News,
Dear Mr. Johnston :
Without wishing to prolong any controversy, but simply to keep the records
clear, I want to say that in respect to Mr.
Reichenbach's statement that he had to fight
the whole Paramount organization to have
" Hypocrites " released on the " open market," that this is not so.
" Hypocrites " was submitted by its producer as a regular Paramount release, but
upon screen examination and our discovery
that it prominently displayed a nude figure,
we decided not to impose it, under the
terms of our contracts, on exhibitors whom
we felt might consider the film objectionable on this account.
We declined to release the picture on the

Picture
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New Buffalo Theatre to
Cost Over a Million
The most elaborate motion picture theatre in the countrv, to be erected at a cost
of $1,150,000, and to seat 4,000— that is
what Shea's Metropolitan in Buffalo is
projected to be. Construction is to start
in June.
These are the outstanding facts in an
announcement made by Harold B. Franklin/
managing director of Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, for the Shea Amusement company
which organization with the completion of
the mammoth Metropolitan will have five
theatres under its control in the Queen
City of the Lakes. These houses are Shea's
Hippodrome.
Shea's
vaudeville house, the
Majestic and the
Gayety.
The Metropolitan will be located in the
downtown section and while the exact site
cannot be announced at this writing, it
may be said that the structure will be
very near the present Hippodrome. The
site under consideration is said to be a
plot 120 feet by 230 feet.
Head

of Alpha

Lithograph

Company Is Dead
George J. Cooke, President of the Alpha
Lithograph Co., official printers of the Fox
Film Co., died Tuesday, May 20, 1919, of
paralysis, at his residence Libby Castle,
Ft. Washington avenue & 196th street,
this city, in his fifty-sixth year. Mr. Cooke
was one of the pioneer theatrical printers
in this country, having owned with Joseph
H. Tooker, the old Metropolitan Job Print,
established by James Gordon Bennett, the
elder, under the name of the N. Y. Herald
Job Print, and is well known throughout
the Motion Picture and Theatrical industries.
Dean Returns from Trip
Charles A. Dean, manager of distribution for the Educational Films Corporation of America, has returned from a business trip through the middle west in the
interests of " Educational " products. As
a result of his trip, the Standard Film
Service Company, of Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati, will, replace the Argus Motion Picture Company as distributors for
" Educational " single-reels in Ohio, and
the territory which they will serve from
their three offices will include all of Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky.
program, facturer
buton his
in order
to protect
manu-to
investment,
we the
agreed
release the picture separately and under
conditions whereby such Paramount exhibitors aswished to use it could have that
privilege in preference to any other exhibitors. The producer then engaged Mr.
Reichenbach to exploit this picture by public showings and other means.
Nobody ever prevailed upon us to alter
or modify our system of doing business
with exhibitors while I was head of Paramount, even in the case of " Carmen," the
Mary Pickford releases and others, where
pressure was brought by the producers to
make us change
methods.
Yoursourvery
truly,
W. W. Hodkinson.
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Arrange Film Showing at
Centenary Celebration
The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry has just consummated arrangements bywhich motion pictures will
be shown on a pretentious scale at the
Centenary Celebration of the American
Methodist Missions at Columbus, Ohio,
June 20th to July 13th, 1919.
The main feature of the National Association's offer of cooperation is the exploiting of the picture — features, comedies,
weeklies, serials, etc. The officers of the
Association believe that thousands of new
fans will be recruited to the swelling ranks
of movie lovers as a result of the Columbus exhibition.
Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott
has sent an urgent appeal to every producing member to submit to Dr. C. C.
Marshall, Joint Centenary Commission, 111
Fifth avenue, New York City, a list of
all films suitable for this purpose. As
many of the pictures will have to be
sreened prior to their final acceptance by
Dr. Marshall's co-workers, it is imperative
that these lists be in Dr. Marshall's hands
at the earliest possible moment.
War Veterans Banqueted
Members of Motion Picture Directors
Association, who have returned to Los Angeles from war service were given a " welcome home" dinner by members in the
blue room of the Los Angeles Athletic
Club, Wednesday evening May 21. The
honored members were Capt. William Desmond Taylor, of the English Army, who
was president of the Association until he
enlisted ; Lieut. George Sugman, engineers
corp; Capt. David Kirkland; Chief Yoeman Victor Heerman; Top Sargeant Jacques Jaccard; Harry Edwards and Francis
Powers of Y. M. C. A. Service; George
Marshall, still in France, is the only member now in service.
Goldwyn

Managers

Feel

the Public's Pulse
Eighteen Goldwyn resident managers recently assembled in New York to discussGoldwyn production and sales plans for
next season. From them Felix F. Feist,
vice president of Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation learned that the public, more
and more, is becoming dissatisfied with
pictures exploiting a star in a poor story.
Following the final meeting Mr. Feist
said:
" It was the consensus of the convention
that exhibitors had arrived at the point
where they appreciated the importance of
compensating the producer for properly
made and properly exploited pictures."
Exhibitors

of Southern

States to Organize
A meeting of Alabama and Tennessee
exhibitors, looking toward the formation of
a permanent association, has been called at
Nashville, Tenn., for June 2-3. Robert
Seese is attending to the preliminary de-tails, and reports that almost a hundred
answers have been received from exhibitors promising to attend.

Political
Body
of
Picture
Men
Hancock, Pres. Los Angeles Film Exchange
Producers, Exhibitors and Exchange
Board of Trade; Attorney Narlian; Sid
Men Form " Affiliated Picture
Grauman
of Grauman's theatre; J. A.
Interests " on Western Coast
Quinn of Rialto theatre and M. Gore of
MOTION picture industry out on the Gore's Circuit of theatres. Mr. Garbutt
West Coast entered politics by bandserved as chairman of the committee and
ing together members of the producing,
the
report he presented to a meeting held
exhibiting, exchange and allied interests in
May
22nd included the reading of the aran organization named " Affiliated Picture
ticles of incorporation and by-laws for
Interests." The purpose of this organizasuch a corporation. The articles of incortion, as outlined in petition for incorporaporation were adopted and signed by those
tion under the laws of California, filed
with the Secretary of the State by A. P. present to which list of signatures will be
added the names of numerous other imMichael Narlian, general council for the
portant men of the West Coast film indusLos Angeles Film Exchange Board of
try and the petition will then be forwarded
Trade, is to bring about a conserted action
to the Secretary of State. The original
of allied interest of the industry, oppose
signers representing the producers were:
unjust legislation and aid in the selection
C. H. Christie, Christie Film Co.; Joseph
and election of candidates for public office.
The organization was perfected as result
Engle
Metro Film F.Corporation;S.
Smith of
of Vitagraph;
A. Garbutt, W.
F. P.
o£ a previous meeting. At the first meeting a committee was named by W. S. Lasky; Hal Roach of Rolin Film Company; W. A. Waldron of Mack Sennett
Smith, general manager of Vitagraph, who
Comedies ; Clark Thomas of Thos. H. Ince
presided as chairman, this committee composed of Frank A. Garbutt, general manProductions;
Chas.W.Eyton
of F. P.of Lasky's
Morosco Studio;
E, Bidwell
D. W.
ager Famous Players-Lasky Corp; Western interests; W. P. Reynolds, Sec. of Griffith Productions and Abraham Lehr of
Motion Picture Producers Assn; Thomas
Goldwyn Film Corporation.
Music

Tax

Will

St. Louis Convention Will Have Problem Under Consideration, and
Some Action Is Expected
which will come
the questions
ONEunderof consider
ation at
the St. Louis
Convention, June 25, 26, 27 and 28, is the socalled Music Tax. The experience of both
music publisher and the exhibitor so far has
not been profitable or pleasant. Exhibitors
have resented the paying of a tax on music
which they do a great deal to popularize.
It is a good deal like when a movie exhibitor popularized a movie star and then finds
he has to pay double film rental at the end
for his trouble. The actual result has been
that most exhibitors refuse to play the socalled popular music which carrys a tax,
but instead are playing the rich old classics
of which there is almost an unlimited supply. The music of the old masters pleases
very much more and is more appropriate to
accompany the very high class of photo
plays offered to the public today.

Be
Under
Fire
As a consequence in the final summary
the real loss is to the music publishers.
The theatres do not popularize the songs
by refusing to pay the tax, consequently the
sale of these so-called popular songs are
far below normal. One of the largest publishers already has withdrawn from the
music trust. It is understood that this
company is going to completely reverse
itself on the music tax and only let its
music be played tax free and give free
copies to all motion picture theatres. In
this way the theatre popularized the music
and the sale to the general public was much
greater. Some definite action will be taken
and the matter wrorked out for the best
interests of the exhibitor. Many of the
exhibitors coming to the convention have
special recommendations on the music tax.
The entire industry is invited to attend
the Victory Convention as guests of the
exhibitors. Social features and entertainment by the city of St. Louis are being
planned.

Pennsylvania
Exhibitors
Jarred
materially cutting dowrn the size of daylight
Senate Passes Bill Prohibiting Chilaudiences in motion picture theatres and
dren Attending Picture Houses
thus
make more difficult the exhibitors'
Unaccompanied
already great problem of how to keep their
houses filled in the afternoons, at which
THE motion picture exhibitors of PennS3*lvania got something of a jolt on
time the adult attendance is smallest.
May 20 w-hen the Senate passed finally the
Every one of the half a dozen bills deLeiby bill which would prohibit children
signed to prevent scalping in the sale of
between eight and sixteen years old from
tickets to motion picture and other theatres,
attending motion picture shows during
now pending before the Pennsylvania Legschool hours unless accompanied by a parislature, seems destined to go down to deent or guardian or unless they have a perfeat. Each session of the Legislature in
mit from their school teacher.
recent years has seen the appearance of a
The vote was 26 to 13. The bill, before
considerable number of measures of this
becoming a law*, must, however, be passed
also by the House and receive the signature
type which spring up to harass their opponents, but which, by the exercise of some
of Governor Sproul. It is nowr in the hands
mysterious influence, ultimately go by the
of a House committee. If it is enacted into
board.
law it undoubtedlv would have the effect of
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[Editor's Note. — J. D. Williams' onslaught
directed at the "' single picture " policy and
in favor of star series booking has inspired anumber of exhibitor letters from
all over the country. The writers line up
with Mr. Williams and declare that the
possibility of bringing exhibitors to a bidding policy series plan is necessary if
exhibitors are to have protection against
the evils of cut-throat bidding.]
Mormand Turns to Semi-Fiction
to State the Case
Garden Theatre,
Flint, Mich.,
May 25, 1919.
W. Motion
A. Johnston,
•
Picture Pub.,
News.
Dear New
Sir: York City, N. Y.
For the past several days I have been in a
quandary as to the big announcement of the
United Artists Corporation, contained in Motion
Picture News of May 24th issue, relative to the
"very
Openevidently
Bookingintends
" planto pursue.
which that organization
I
lay
abed
the
other
night,
afterands
a hard
grind, speculating upon the ifs,
and day's
buts
of
such
a
policy
from
the
exhibitor's
view, and what the ultimate future resultpoint
wouldof
be; whether BOLSHEVISM or SOCIALISM in
the
ranks of EXHIBITORS OF MOTION
PICTURES.
Socialism takes from one man that which he
has and divides it with the other party or parties.
is rampant in destruction and takes
it Bolshevism
all.
To my opinion
the only
"Open
distribution
will prove
a ClubMarket"
for the plan
Enrich-of
ment of the Exchange and Producer and for the
Enslavement of the Exhibitor, whether he be
BIG, with a BIG HOUSE IN A BIG TOWN,
or Small, with a Big or Small House in a Small
Town.
Before an exhibitor definitely concludes that
the Open-Market, Single-Booking Plan is best
he should weigh all facts considerately. Let him
consider what the product of any concern would
eventually cost him were he to be a party to the
RECKLESS BIDDING in which EXHIBITORS
THEMSELVES WOULD INDULGE under
SUCH A PLAN. The United Artists Corporation will release for OPEN BIDDING the
productions of THREE GREATEST STARS and
ONE GREAT DIRECTOR, all of whom stand
high in public favor. Their very first release may
prove to be a KNOCKOUT and gather in great
amounts of money into the box offices of each
theatre that shows it, in every city or community
in which it is shown. The exhibitors have paid a
CONSISTENT PRICE for the privilege of showing said production to their patrons and everybody
is well satisfied — except the other exhibitors in
that vicinity, who could just as well have reaped
the benefit of the big business had THEY had the
picture.
..Result: The other ENVIOUS EXHIBITORS
inwardly determine there and then that they will
never let " So and So " get another United Artist's
Corporation production, " even if it costs me more
money than I can take in," for " just look at the
prestige
it would give THE
my house
" and out" would
not be KNOCKING
PROPS
of So-I
and-So?
"
And who benefits — the exhibitors or the
producers?
Mr. So-and-So is rightfully entitled to the next
production of the star whose name he is most
resposible for popularizing in his locality, for withthe exhibitor-boosting
been out such
popular stars.there
Starswould
are not
madehavein
Flint and Evansville, Georgetown and Perth
Amboy just as much as they are in Hollywood,
New York or Florida. But to protect his prior
claim
Mr. forSo-and-So
exchange town
to secure
his housegoes
the into
NEXTthe RELEASE
OF
THE POPULAR CELEBRITY with whose previous release he had done such a nice business
that he was enabled to finish paying for his coal
supply and the next to last note on his musical
instrument, when, behold — there, already seated in
the managerial sanctum of the DICTATOR of
TERMS, is his ENVIOUS COMPETITOR.
Said E. C. has already had an eloquent chat with
the D. of T., who has had enough consideration
for his previous victim to state in plain English
(unmistakably plain and concise) that Mr. Soand-So would " doubtless be in in a day or so
to
for to
a date
' Percy's
Dilemmaon ' this
and
we arrange
will have
holdonyour
application
world-beater until we hear from him."
Mr. So-and-So is frankly told that the demand

for
record-breaker
of aannals
son-of-a-gun
has this
nevernewest
been equaled
in all the
of the
film business; that if he wants to get in under
the
wire best
and make
clean up
as he did onof "hisFreeintention.
Gold "
he had
a declaration
" Of course ' Percy's Dilemma ' is going to
cost you aMAN,
trifle more
did business
' Free Gold,'
THINK,
think than
of the
you but
did
with
'
Free
Gold
'
and
the
amount
of
moneyto
you made with that. If anybody can afford
play this picture YOU certainly can. AND YOU
CAN'T AFFORD to LET IT GET BY YOU,"
etc.And So-and-So sits there like a SIMP, enthralled and nonplussed, weakly calculating, perspiring; anxious. He felt that he was paying a
good
rental
for " Free
He had
calculated
to spend a given
amountGold."
of money
in newspaper
publicity, but had exceeded the amount by quite
a number of dollars. But the results were worth
the expenditure. And he had used more billboard space was
than worth
usual it
on ina "results
Feature,"
the
extra space
as a but
whole.
He had expended more than a thousand dollars'
worth
Freeexertion.
Gold "
across ofbig physical
— but theeffort
resultinwasputting
worth " the
And
he'd
really
been
so
busy
for
the
past
or four weeks or so trying to get uniform three
business with ordinary and mediocre stars that he
really
hadn't
had
much
time
to
consider
success his ENVIOUS COMPETITOR had what
been
having.
He takes a squint at Mr. E. C. " Looks prossays So-and-So
to himself.
BirdI
may have perous,"been
slipping one
over on "meThatwhile
was
dozing,"
he
thinks.
Then
he
ventures
to
ask
feebly :
" Just what will ' Percy's Dilemma ' cost me? "
" $$$$$$$$," is the quick and ready response.
" Good Gawd, Gus," ejaculates So-and-So,
" You can't mean it? Why, that's $200 more
than" Well,
I paidwhat
for 'doFreeyouGold.'
" It got the coin
want?
for" you,
didn't
it?
"
Yes, one
it did.
But don't
think Itheknew
priceI
on this
is a trifle
out ofyou
reason?
was
paying
a
big
price
for
'
Free
Gold,'
but
I
was
willing, for I had always played Jean Valjean
in my house and had spent a lot of money in making him popular before your firm ever got him.
It was only natural that I should desire to keep
his pictures on my screen and reap a little of
the interest due me for all I had spent on him in
the past. And now you tell me that if I want to
keep him I've got to come across with an extra
two" Well,
hundred."
that's with
up toYOUR
you. HOUSE,
If you tocan't
see
your way clear,
handle
this
release
it
won't
go
begging
for
showing
that
— THASA
CINCH."
of T. stamp
turnsin
with town
an air
of finality
to affix And
his D.rubber
on a number of communications to some hicks
up-State who indulge in the delightful indoor
sport of showing films on a screen.
So-and-So (externally to judge) is DONE. He
seems to be in a trance, dejectedly slumping in
the chair which seems to him to be heated with
gas. But don't fool yourself about this bird —
he's
nobody's
coo-coo, and
he ambition
ain't. He's
as full
of
determination
as ajust
four-yearold grit,
Lion.
And he knows
darned well
that
E. C.
was slipping one over and was dead anxious to
get " Percy's Dilemma." So he's boiling inwardly
The door opens suddenly. In bursts Billy
when
Blink,— manager of the SHOWYOUALL, and Soand-So's bitterest rival. Of course it's not Soand-So's boyantfault.
was like
always
sort belonged
of flamcuss whoBillacted
the atown
to himners to ever
and besides
he
didn't
have
enough
be seen in decent company. So manthey
hadn't spoken for more than a year except, casually, "'Lo So" and " 'Lo Bill."
" Hello, Gus," says Bill, walking over and unon the back. ceremoniously slapping the D. of T. a good one
" Well, W-e-1-1," responds Gus, good-naturedly,
grasping Bill's grub-hook. " How's everything
in Tongonoxie? Haven't heard from you for
days. How're getting along. Hear you bought
a new Zitzer pipe organ? 'Zat right? "
" Yep, too.
doing Say,
well.Gus,Traded
Packard,
I can myget Ford
forty for
milesa
easier'n nothin' in that hearse. 'Fraid to let 'er
out
I adda woman
ten thousan'
or more
to what
carry,tillcause
and kids
hate like
blazesI
to be left alone in the world. By th' way, how
about that ' Percy's Dilemma ' I've been readin'
about?
it a bear?
Who's
a-goin' definite
to get it?yet."
" Don'tIs know
yet, Bill
— Nothin'
What's it worth to you? "
" Say, Gus, don't know. Hang it on the hook
'till this afternoon. Be back to see you. Got 'a
" Waitan'a minit," Bill. Go to lunch with me "
hurry
" Can't do it, Gus. Ol' lady's waitin' in the
bus." S'long,
Be back
Bill."after 'while. S'long, Gus."
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" By the way, Mr. Hookum " ventures So-andSo, termeekly
I'd conbetbe going,andso apologetically.
go ahead and "fixGuess
up the
tract on ' Percy's Dilemma ' for me for four days
begining the 'steenth. Guess I'll be able to hanright,just
all what
right."he And
So-and-So
firmlydle it all
decided
definitely
thinks hasof
the
Open-Booking
plan,
but
he
didn't
was going to hurt him as much as it figure
has, forit
wasn't he one of the oldest, if not the oldest
SHOWMEN forin the
his town?
And andwasn't
mainly
responsible
prosperity
goodhe will
enjoyed
by
the
motion
picture
there?
Oh,
well,
times change.
So much for the Open-Bidding, Single- Picture
policy. Hop to it, men, if you want it.
I would
to any inexhibitor
' whoto ismake
undecided as tosuggest
his position
the matter
investigation of the release plan of the First
National Exhibitor's Circuit to ascertain IF IT
IS NOT MORE JUST, EQUITABLE AND
REASONABLE. And then DEMAND THE
SAME SORT OF DISTRIBUTING ARRANGEMENT FROM THE OTHERS.
Now here's a tip to indulge in: THE PUBLIC
ARE
DYINGor " Mary
for the*want
look at" NOT
Doug JUST
Fairbanks
Pickfordof ora
Charlie Chaplin and WILL WAIT CONTENTEDLY UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THEIR NEW
PICTURES COME TO THEM IN THE
COURSE OF EVENTS. The ZONE SYSTEM,
based on population and capacity is best I think.
More-so on population, less so on capacity.
So into
don't the
any hands
one ofofyouthebeBIG
foolish
enough to
play
PRODUCER
WHO IS NOW OUT STRONGER THAN
EVER FOR BIG PROFITS, for if you do you
will see the day that you will regret it in big.
livid
letters thatis aspell
Propaganda
greatR-E-G-R-E-T.
thing, but it cannot sway
all the minds into one channel. Propaganda is
trying to put across the SINGLE-PICTURE
Booking Plan. Have nothing to do with its success— thwart it at every opportunity. Be fair and
just
and your
don'thead,
haggle andusesquabble
But use
your head.over prices.
Veryman,
truly yours,
C. EDGAR MORMAND, JR.,
Manager Garden Theatre, Flint, Mich.
* * *
" Williams Took the Lid Off,"
Says Meister of Milwaukee
W. A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
J. D. Williams, of First National, took the lid
off in last week's issue of Motion Picture News.
He's absolutely
about the " single picture "
system
of baitingright
exhibitors.
Give me the star series every time, in preferencetintoualthe
policy.
cony on thesingle
seriespicture
plan, and
hardlyI book
ever look
at the pictures. I know what stars please my patrons and I book their entire output. I cater
to a class that enjoys the western and rougher
stuff, and for that reason I take Harry Carey,
Eddie Polo, Tom Mix, Frank Keenan, George
Walsh,sell, andPete
Morrison,
Neal Hart,
Warren
Kerrigan.
I neverWilliam
see anyRus-of
their pictures until they are flashed on my own
screen, with the exception of the one star who
is theally poorest
at this
usulook at his attraction
picture first,
but house,
I know and
the Iothers
will please the audiences I have, and I book them
" sight inunseen."
It may
not be ofgood
policy
all theatres,
but because
the business
class of
people attracted to my somewhat out-of-the-way
location,
find it isI like,
good Ipolicy
don't
play the Ipictures
play for
whatme.my Ipeople
like, and they like certain stars — so it is up to me
to play them.
I won't
bid single
against picture
anyone —policy
I don't
need and
to.
That
is what
means,
I'm
against
it.
I
get
my
stars
for
a
flat
rate
and
make money on them. That is what I am in
business for. I'd be foolish to try to bid on
everytime!
picture I play. I'm for the star series all
the
(Signed)
OTTORespectfully,
L. MEISTER,
Manager Whitehouse
Milwaukee, Theatre,
Wis.
" We'd Be ' Out a Luck,' That's All "
W. A. Johnston,
Motion
PictureCity.
News,
New York
Dear Sir:
The statement by J. D. Williams, manager of
First ofNational
Circuit,
in last week's
issue
Motion Exhibitors'
Picture News,
is everything
you
say for it on your personalities page. Of all big
men in the industry, he seems to hit the nail on
the head hardest and straightest. There is a lot
of real truth in his statement that the " single
pictureis "certain.
policy would
littlebadfellows.
That
Those eliminate
of us whothehave
location,
or
can't
pay
so
much
as
the
houses,be
would be simply out of luck. Therebigwould
too much bidding against one another for us to
(Continued on next page)
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Plan Gala Banquet to Sunday Show Exponents
the ComCharles Haring, Secretary of banquet
to
mittee to tender a testimonial
Messrs. Cohn, O'Reilly and Berman at the
Waldorf Astoria, on the evening of Wednesday, June 18, having sent out a number
of letters to the most influential and active
exhibitors in the State of New York to
act on the committee to enlist attendance
at his affair, is in receipt up to this writing
of over fifty answers. Each and every one
of the exhibitors who have so far answered the call couch their letters in the
most enthusiastic terms, it is said. They
all express the necessity of the exhibitors
to come to this banquet and pay tribute to
these three men who by their efforts payed
the way to the legalizing of the exhibition
of pictures on Sunday.
A number of features will be introduced
on that evening different than any seen
heretofore at conventions and banquets but
the nature of them is being held a secret
Fox and his immeby Chairman William
diate associates, but on one point Mr. Fox
is positive and that is "A pleasant time
will be had by all."
to Be
Hunt
Game
Filmed in Colors
Robert Frothingham, well known advertising man, and Joseph McAllenan are the
leaders of a group of big game hunters
who have left New York for the eastern
slopes of the Rockies to lasso grizzlies, big
horn moose, elk and other big game before
a motion picture camera.
A Prizma motion picture camera will be
used, and the entire trip thus recorded in
full colors. 'Dr. Leonard S. Sugden and
Mr. Henry Berger, Jr., will represent
Prizma in the expedition. Ambrose Means,
who did all the roping in the Buffalo Jones
pictures, taken in Africa ; Dr. Harlow C.
Brooks, but recently returned from France ;
George Murgatroyd, taxidermist, and Joe
Jones, Wyoming ranch owner, are other
members of the party.
The party will go by train from Billings
to Cody, Montana, thence 75 miles by automobile to Mr. Jones' ranch and by pack
train and trail overland to the eastern slope
of the Rockies.

Big

Quimby on Western Trip
Fred C. Quimby, Director of Exchanges
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has left on a
tour of the Pathe Exchanges which will
extend as far as Chicago, including Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit.
Mr. Quimby's trip is in the interests of
the forthcoming feature releases on the
Pathe program.
Baker to Quit Metro?
Rumors to the effect that George Baker,
director, is to shift his affiliation from
Metro to some other concern, have arisen
from his presence in New York.
Baker has not given a positive inkling of
his intentions, but admits he is at present
at work on a scenario for Douglas Fairbanks.

IReafcer

Has

His

Sap

(Continued from preceding page)
try to keep in the game. We would have to play
the little old pictures that nobody else wants, and
our business would fall off accordingly.
I consider that I have made the William S.
Hart pictures here. I have a clientele that comes
to see his pictures, although they never come at
any other time. I can only pay a certain price
for him. There would have been no incentive
to me in booking Hart productions on a " single
picture
another from
manager
saw
that I "wasbasis.
makingSuppose
good money
the Hart
pictures, and he jumped in and bid $250 higher
for
Thena still
suppose
still Hart's
larger next
house picture.
would bid
higheranother
sum.
Where would I be? Star series means protection
to the throat
exhibitor,
and
single
pictures
means
cutmethods !
It is all right to book the big productions
without stars on a " single picture " policy. Take
the
TarzanIt picture
or " Auction
of Souls,"
for
example.
is not every
house that
would care
to play them in the first place, and they can go
to the ones who desire them. They are not associated with any single house and are not taking advantage of previous exploitation in any
other house, so nobody suffers. But they are the
only ones who can safely be booked that way.
With single pictures, featuring real stars, the
bidding would be too keen, and within a very
short time it would become a dangerous menace
to every exhibitor who booked that way. The one
picture cancellation clause in star series contracts
is ample protection for any exhibitor against a
decline in quality.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) FRANK COOK,
Manager Princess
Theatre,
* * * Milwaukee, Wis.
" Series Plan Necessary for Me,"
Says This Philadelphia?!
Mr. W. A. Johnston,
Publishers, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
The
article
on the " single
picture
policying thepublished
Picture
News" booking
expressviews of inJ. Motion
D. Williams,
manager
of the
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
on
this
subject, should be read by every exhibitor invital
the
country and given due consideration, because of
the protection given an exhibitor by such a plan
as suggested by Mr. Williams. I am located in
a part of Philadelphia where there is keen competition at all time and it would be folly for me
not to protect myself in securing every picture in
which a star appeared after I had played the first
release. I am heartily in favor of the plan of
contracting for star series when the stars have a
real box office value, because it affords me protection against the loss of the second release to
any of my competitors. I go the limit in boosting
every picture shown in my theatre and should I
have only agreed to take the first picture and
spent my money and time in exploiting it, then
have my competitor come along and secure the
next release in which the same star appeared, I
would consider myself a poor business man. He
would profit from every dollar I had spent on the
first star production. Every exhibitor where he
has any competition at all, should look far enough
ahead to protect himself against his competitor
securing the advantage of the first advertising
campaign.
Theproductions
" single picture
of booking
big
star
might " bepolicy
all right
in certain
localities where the house is protected by a booking agency controlling several houses, but then
there is the possibility of the agency putting the
same picture in two houses located only a short
distance from one another. Then again the exhibitor has to contend with high prices to be paid
for productions. It is just like going to an auction sale where the highest bidder secures the desired article. These bidding contests ^lly go to
help in boosting the rental prices on succeeding
releases and the prices being asked for big prohave chance
gotten to
high markto
that thereductionsisto-daylittle
for such
the aexhibitor
make any money on his investment.
Mr. Williams has simply hit the nail on the
head, in my estimation, and if the plan can be
carried out all over the country, every exhibitor
will benefit by it.
Big productions such as " My Four Years in
Germany,"
of but
Souls,"
which
there
are no" Auction
real stars,
whichetc.,
are inreleased
on an independent basis and at a time when they
are timely and the subject screened is on the
tongue of everyone, are, in my estimation,
handled with good judgment on the part of the
First National, as all these releases proved to be
money makes
me.
Yours fortruly,
(Signed) JACK ROSENTHAL,
Model Theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.

s
ttee'
Commi
ry Loan
Victo
d
ciate
s Appre
Effort
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and chairman
of the Victory Loan Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, is in receipt of a letter from
Hon. Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury, expressing appreciation not only of
the work of the committee but of the assistance rendered in putting over the Victory Loan by all those connected with the
industry who co-operated in
motion
any way.picture
In addition to Mr. Zukor, chairman, the
National Association's committee consisted
of Walter W. Irwin, George K. Spoor,
Marcus Loew, J. E. Brulatour, Al Lichtman and John C. Flinn. Under the supervision of the committee twenty-seven of
the films used in the Fourth Liberty Loan
drive were revised and retitled and distributed toexhibitors throughout the country during the Victory Loan campaign,
twenty-five district chairmen, appointed by
the committee, having charge of the bookings in their respective territories.
Stronger Campaign to End
Film Thievery
Even more intensive efforts are to be
made to stop the theft of films by the Film
Theft Committee of the National Associainstruin past years
tion,mentalwhich
in recovering
reels.been
many has
e ComExecutiv
A speoial
held
recently
Associatofionthewas
mittee of themeeting
to discuss ways and means to end such
thievery. The following committee was
appointed to assist Chairman Pitman in
perfecting details of the fight: B. Adler,
Wise, L. E. FranGeorgeandMeeker,
Wright.
WilliamAlfred
coni
Brooklyn Bars Showing of
" Fit to Win "
Under the impression that the picture
was authorized and backed by the U. S.
Government for public showings, " Fit to
Win," the Public Health Films production
was shown at the Grand Opera House,
by the Continental Producing
Brooklyn,gin
« . . showCo., which leased the house for the

The police have stepped in however,
closed the house, arrested two of the emand revoked
ployees,of the
hibition
picture. the license for exBillie Burke

Hostess

to

Fifty Soldiers
Despite the fact that inclement weather
Burke's
Billieago,
for days
scenessome
fifty
taking
forbade
nt ofpicture
Paramou
new
t
Greenhu
the
wounded doughboys from
hospital who were to witness the filming,
given an afternoon's pleasure by
were Burke.
Miss
At her insistence luncheon reservations
at the Plaza Grill for the entire party were
made. Afterwards the actress took the soldiers to the Globe Theatre.
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Richmond

Star

About $7,000 Collected Through the
Efforts of Picture Folk for Use
in Welcoming Back Returned
Soldiers
BACK from the big Movie Star Ball in
Richmond, Va., many Manhattan picture folk are talking of the success of
the affair, which was given at the Gray's
Armory in honor of returning Virginia
troops.
More than 3,000 people attended while
1,500 more outside were unable to gain
admission.
So great was the crowd that turned out,
despite the inclemency of the weather, that
the sale of tickets was suspended, after
every available foot of space in the big
building was taken. The picture stars arrived at the Armory in automobiles, after
a dinner given in their honor by the local
theatre fraternity at Murphy's Hotel.
They were introduced by Harry Bernstein,
manager for the Colonial, who then turned
the management of the events over to
Smashing Indictment of
Illinois Censor Bill
" Enforce existing municipal laws and
state moving picture censorship will not
be This
necessary."
was the keynote of the opposition
to Senator Buck's " statewide censor bill,"
pending in the Illinois House at a hearing
before the judiciary committee which extended well into the night of May 20. Representative Dietrich led the discussion in
favor of the bill, pointing out that state
censorship would insure Illinois moral pictures.
Walter Irwin, Vice President of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, delivered a
straight from the shoulder wallop when he
attacked censorship, especially state wide.
He said George Creel and his administration of war publicity was a fair sample
of what censorship would do, and Illinois
wanted no Creels telling the people what
they might not see. He sighted how the
movie industry was mobilized in Washington early in the war and asked to aid. It
was suggested especially that education of
the Russian people through the movies was
needed to counteract German propaganda.
The meeting was conceded to be one of
the most imposing movements against legislation witnessed this session. The active
workers were backed by several hundred
delegates in Springfield attending the convention of the State Association of Picture
Managers.
Another Picture Man Back
Sergeant 1st Corporal Willard Vander
Veer of the Photographic Division, Signal
Corps, returned from overseas recently
after having spent over a year on photographic duty with the A. E. F. Before
his enlistment two years ago in the army,
Sergeant Vander Veer was on the Camera
staff of C. L. Chester, and on release from
service will again join the Outing Chester
force it is expected.

Dinner
Ball
a Big
Hit
Creighton Hale, as master of ceremonies.
After dividing the crowd, so as to obtain
moving space, the actors and actresses,
amid an ovation from the throng, paraded
around the hall, being led by the Lee children and Creighton Hale, followed by
" Smiling " Billy Parsons and his pretty
wife, Billy Rhodes, Florence Billings, and
Jack Alicoate, Ann Luther and Allen Rock,
Mrs. Lee and Leon Rodgers.
Jane and Katherine Lee delighted the
crowd with dances and songs, singing " Go
To the Movies If You Can't Love At
Home." Ann Luther danced for fully
thirty minutes, Creighton Hale told stories,
autographed photographs of the stars were
sold, Ann Luther and Florence Billings
auctioned off kisses and Billy Parsons and
his wife gave imitations.
It was estimated that receipts for the
night, including $3,800 collected by the
actors and actresses themselves, would
amount to something like $7,000, which will
be used for entertaining the city's returning soldiers.
C. C. Knapp Leaves Films
to Manage Show
Charles C. Knapp, well known in the
film industry, has returned to his first
choice in the show business and is now
manager of the Selwyn and Company
show, " The Crowded Hour," starring Jane
Cowl.
Mr. Knapp is particularly known in the
Northwest and Middle West as he first
entered the film branch of the show business many years ago for George Kleine,
booking " The Last Days of Pompei." In
the marketing of films he then affiliated
with the General Film Company as salesman and afterwards became manager of
their exchange at Minneapolis.
He has since managed several of the
film productions such as " Intolerance " and
" Cleopatra." Before entering the film industry Mr. Knapp was manager of Rose
Stahl's show, also Wright Lorimer's show,
"The Shepherd King," Thomas W. Ross
in " The Only Son," and " Officer 666."
California Exhibitor in
New York on Visit
Harry Leonhardt, at present managing
director of the well-known California thetre in Los Angeles and President of the
Poppy Comedies whose studios are also
located in»Los Angeles, is in New York
City for a brief stay.
Mr. Leonhardt is well remembered here
having been associated many years in theatrical circles. He received a hearty welcome at both the Lambs and Friars where
he met many friends.
Fox's Foreign Shipments
With the lifting of the port strike at
Buenos Aires, resumption of the importation of film has again been made possible,
and the shipment of William Fox productions has been resumed to both Argentine
and Uruguay.

Given

Picture

News

by Universal

Dept. Manager
One of the events in filmdom last week
was the second anniversary dinner given
by Harry Levey, general manager of the
Universal Educational and Industrial Department atthe Hotel Astor on Saturday,
May 24. The occasion marked, as one
Universal official expressed it, two years of
" startling progress in a field of motion pictures, which, while yet in its infancy, has
shown by its marvelous development that
it is as rich in promise as was the motion
picture
its first
It wasindustry
broughtitself
out in
during
the years."
talks of
the afternoon that in spite of the department's youthfulness, the list of productions
made in that time compared in size very
favorably with any other Universal department. Mr. Levey made the statement that
more than 50 subjects had been produced
and released, most of them for distribution
over selected areas.
Mr. Levey also made the announcement
that his department had grown so rapidly,
and that demands for further information
and service had become so general throughout the country, that he had been compelled
to establish branch offices in seven of the
country's largest cities. These branch offices, he stated, would serve the territories
in which they were situated.
Censor

Czar

in New

York

Proposed
Faced with a censorship bill which would
give one man the powers of an autocrat
over films even before produced, New
York City exhibitors attending in force a
session of the General Welfare Committee
of the Board of Aldermen on May 28,
entered strenuous protest, and have forced
further consideration of the proposed
measure by the Board in executive session.
As introduced the bill would make the
License Commissioner, who is appointed by
the Mayor, final arbiter of films displayed in
New York. It provides for a fine of from
$50 to $100, and confiscation of the film
should one be given public showing without apermit. The fee for the permit would
be one dollar.
Miss

Clark's Protege Aids
Doughnut Drive
Aleta Dore, tiny protege of Marguerite
Clark, and one of the brightest stars of
" Good Morning, Judge," the musical
comedy playing at the Shubert Theatre,
assistedRelief
the members
of the Stage
Women's
War
at their meeting
at the
Public
Library last week in behalf of the Salvation Army Home Service Fund drive. In
a short time she raised two hundred dollars.

New Ohio Theatre Open
The C. & M. Amusement Company has
recently opened its new theatre, the Hippodrome, in Marietta, Ohio. Erected at a
cost of $150,000, it seats 1,200. Mary Pickford in " Daddy Long Legs " was the opening attraction.
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They're
Interested
LAST week we told you that we were starting a
census of the newspapers of the country as to
cooperation with motion picture theatres in an effort
to find out just exactly what the situation is. Already several hundred replies have been received
and though there has been no time to digest their
contents as a whole, we can safely say one thing —
and that is that the professed attitude of newspapers
as a whole is much better than we expected to find.
One of the questions that we asked was : Do you
regard motion picture matter as news interest to a
considerable volume of your readers.
Ninety per cent, of the replies received answer
" Yes," some of them most enthusiastically- and a
number
plans to
establish
de-*
partmentstelling
or to ofincrease
those
alreadyphotoplay
in existence.
A few are non committal and pass up that point.
Out of the several hundred blanks that we have
surveyed only five have answered an unqualified
"No." One of them, the Poughkeepsie Star and
Enterprise tells us that it occasionally uses a motion
picture item as a ''filler" but regards all such news
matter as subject to paid advertising rates.
\ NOTHER surprise that is supplied by the preliminary survey is the large number of papers which
have
no' photoplay
departments
say that they
do regard
motion picture
matter which
as of interest.
The
answer to the question why they do not have such
departments can generally be traced to the fact that
the exhibitors of that town are not advertising. Certainly the vast majority of the papers show their
willingness to go more than half way.
In reply to this question a large number of the
newspapers complain of the poor quality of matter
that they receive and many of them come out with
the statement that they will not print the ordinary
press agent matter that they get from most of the
companies. Some complain that they are getting
too much matter, and others that they are not getting
the sort that they want.
But we want to say that there is one thing plainly
shown on far too man}- of these answers — and that
is that there has been no cooperation on the part of
the exhibitors. Many of the replies in zchich interest
in the photoplay is stated it is very evident that the
exhibitor knows mighty little about his ozvn daily
paper.
During the two years that this department has
been running we have been urging as the first essential that you get in touch with your newspaper people. We felt sure that a great part of the trouble

—

Do

Your

Part

was in the lack of "get together" feeling. And we
know that we have been right in the great number
of cases.

N^ou/s a good chance to start. Have you phoned
your newspapers as we asked about filling out and
returning this blank? That will start the interest
may mean
and' itdollars
box office. that will bring a lot
to youra movement
more
CTILL another thing that this census has shown
so far is that advertising of the motion picture
houses has greatly improved in the past couple of
years. To every town that reports the theatres as
poor advertisers there are two that say they are good
or satisfactory. One southern city of considerable
size says : "We regard motion pictures as one of
our best accounts. They appreciate the value of advertising." Another says "Our theatres are good
advertisers and increasing their space." There
might be quoted dozens of others that prove that the
tendency is to better things.
But, to mar the joy of things a little a lot of these
papers complain that the local theatres are apparently
not able to get the sort of matter they should have
to illustrate their advertising.
And on the other hand many of the newspapers
declare that they are willing to lend their fullest
aid in preparing matter even for the smallest
accounts.
Taken all in all, it is high time for the exhibitors
as a whole to act. The outlook on the part of the
newspapers seems mighty bright. They want to
help you and help in the sort of way that pays.

we are talking newspapers and advertising we want to call your attention to the unusually large amount of matter about advertising
that appears in the Exhibitor Service Bureau with
this issue. It breaks the record in the history of any
trade publication.
This issue, in brief, is an education to most.
There is one of the splendid S. Barret McCormick
articles.
WHILE

L. H. Grandjean tells you of a teaser stunt in a
small cily and we give the use of one by P. E.
Noble, in Seattle. Then there is an article by C. "\\ .
Pern, of Minneapolis. And then a lot of other matter, to say nothing of four pages of criticism of
newspaper advertising.
It's a good time to get the advertising bug — and
start faster on the road to prosperity.
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Saenger

Publicity
Star

Chief

Hides

Identity

of

in a Teaser

By L. H. Grandjean
Publicity Director, Saenger Amusement Company, New Orleans
1WISH to make it clear at the outset that
while this discussion concerns the exploitation of an individual production, it
covers points applicable to many productions. Ihave taken the Fox Film Corporation's "Salome" as an illustration because
I wish to direct attention to a particular
newspaper campaign, believing that the
general style of this campaign may frequently be adapted to other pictures.
It is my opinion that two weeks' newspaper exploitation of a picture is not too
great for the average small city, and this
article deals with advertising which was
done in our circuit towns where the range
of population is from 15,000 upwards. In
the case of "Salome" we used teaser copy.
Such copy, ordinarily, might begin with the
name of the attraction, the dates of playing, or any other one point that might be
found suitable for the particular attraction
to be advertised.
For starting the "Salome" campaign we
select the dates, April 18th and 19th, as the
points to be emphasized, coupling this up
with the theatre name-plate and announcing: "Something's Going to Happen Here
April 18th and 19th." A single column
space of only one and one-half inches is
used, and the first publication is twelve days
in advance of the showing of the picture.
On the following day the copy is
changed to read : "One Word Tells the
Whole Story. What Is It? We'll Tell
You Before April 18th and 19th." Again
we use one and one-half inches, single
column, and feature the dates and the theater name-plate. Gradually, however, the

Four columns, elevenstory
inches, telling the full

News

Now We'll Tell You:
SHE'S A WILD

size of the advertisement
is increased
and
lome"
for "Sa
Cam
the pai
scope gn
of the text broadened. Thus,
on the fourth day, we say : "The Suspense
Is Awful. Why Can't We Tell You? Is
It a He? A She, Or It, What's to he at
the Rapides April 18th and 19th?" The
type display here continues to be in the
date, and the name-plate is used. This advertisement runs two inches deep, single
column width.
The following day we announce : "Ah !
It's a SHE Coming April 18th and 19th —
the Tomorrow We'll Print HER Picture."
On the sixth day we use seven inches, single column, with a cut of Theda Bara as
Salome, her face, however, being masked
by routing out her eyes and forehead. Over
the cut we announce : "Here She Is !" Below it: "And Now the Question Is WHO
IS
dates.SHE?" followed by name-plate and
It is Saturday and as no Sunday newspaper is printed in the town where this
campaign was first run — Alexandria, La. — ■
we have given our patrons some food for

'Phi* S'isnijcjisp § j
is a yyiiii —

ij
AI
WhyI'oMCan
Wc$
j
't
You ! I I
Is it a he? A .she? Or it? i
What's to be at tha Rapides
APRIL 18Ti AD 19TB
I ^BiOTBCTBaeeraaBaiaKanpawg»^^
One of the one and one-half inch teasers
that works up the curiosity

HER GREATEST TRIUMPH
WILLIAM FOX
5,000 Player.
for tbo$50,000
M0 F«et or
Hulonc
NIOJT
[Ohms
WbttScenesIt Alono
CMtT)
MASSIVE
PRODUCTION
MOST
DRAMATIC
OFFER INC
Ever ScrttDad
n.„.»)»,
She
Veils Fluttered from her Airily
REVEL Danced,
IH A jtlQT and ^even SEE
SEE IS;;;„
OF ^EC-RCEOPB EFFECTS
SEE
51
Tor
rrViiriH "ft,
THEILL AT 1

Picture

Yep, a Wild Woman — and the
most noted dancei you or I
ever heard of — You'll see
APRIL
18TH AND
Be there

thought over Sunday. On Monday Salome
still wears her mask in the illustration of a
seven and one-half inch, single column advertisement, and the legend above the cut
states : "Now We'll Tell You ; She's a
Wild Woman." Below the cut are additional details
: "Yep,Dancer
A WildYouWoman
and
the Most
Noted
or I —Ever

folks yoii

Heard Of. You'll see April 18th and 19th,"
and then the name-plate.
So far we have not divulged the nature
of the attraction. It may be a stage or a
screen play. Our theatre, in this case, is
a combination house, but this same campaign was run in other of our towns in
which we have photoplay theatres only.
On Tuesday, the eighth day, we use the
same Salome illustration used previously,
except that the features of Theda Bara
are visible (we had two cuts ; the one we
defaced and this one) and our caption is:
"Oh, Look! Her Mask Is Off!— So Now
We'll Tell You Her Name. And the Sewing Circle will Have a Live Topic to Discuss. For she is (the cut here) Salome,
the Python of Palestine." Then follows
more copy, the name-plate and the dates.
This advertisement is ten inches deep, single column. And on this day, for the first
time since the inauguration of the cam-

place

I9TH

know the

Blindfold effect keeps identity partly hidden
paign, we use a press notice and a twocolumn scene cut in the amusement columns. The cut is selected to fit the story;
we always take care that cuts tally with
the stories.
Our campaign now is in full blossom and
eight inches, double column, are used for
our next advertisement. A three-column
scene cut illustrates the advertisement and
another one of similar size is used in a
story in the amusement column. Stress
still is laid on the dates — three different
mentions, one of them, "The Day After
Tomorrow
the time. and Saturday," driving home
Eleven inches across three columns is devoted to the advertisement the day pre(Continued on page 3784)
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Ads — Few
Words
til
VOL
By Charles C. Perry
Manager, Strand, Minneapolis
box office value, have played up the story
ADVERTISING is like water poured
on the garden — it brings results, but when we thought it was better known to
the public than the star, have tried to build
still one can't exactly tell how the -adverup the weak stars, and have preferred to
tising affected the box office. Without advertising- no business will thrive, and with
tell of the unique plots, diverse, interestit the real value of it can never be detering complications of the plays than to tell
mined, because patrons do not tell what
of lingerie the star wears.
has prompted them to see your show.
In all of our advertising we take for
It is the personal belief of the writer
granted that our readers — our prospective
patrons — are the most critical of people.
that in the city the newspapers are unquestionably the best medium for advertisWe would rather prefer to have our pating. At the Strand we have made a pracrons say that we were modest in our antice of doing 95 per cent of our advertising
nouncements than to give them the imin the three daily newspapers, dividing our
appropriation equally. Occasionally when
we have a picture that is extraordinary
^
tTART« THURSDAY
and can stand up for a week or a little
longer with extra advertising we put up
§trand
fifty twenty-four-sheet stands.
Florence
The Strand seats 1,300 persons, hence
Drawn

we must make the best of a moderate advertising appropriation each week. We
could spend much more money in the
newspapers, but it is doubtful if the returns would aggregate proportionately
larger. The theatre is doing a good busi*
ness. Its clientele has been developed because of its policy of advertising productions according to their real value and in
a modest, sensible way. We have not
maintained that every attraction we have
played has been " the greatest show on
earth." Neither have we lavished a lot
of superfluous adjectives upon our advertising space. In each ad. we have had published we have simply told of a coming or
current attraction, have played up the star
when the star was really popular and a
Commencing

Miss
is
s"
As SiHormand
even
funnier Ihan
as'Aicltei)" •••"nouciri
said —
KOU SHOWING
FLORENCE REED
"'Her Code of Honor"
Three column ten inches used Thursday
before opening

Heed
fupporiod iy William Desmond
and /rvin§ Cum/nines' in—,
HER CODE
of HONOR
AN UNUSUAL STORY
OF HOW A SECRET
REVEALED
A SCORE OF AFTER
VEARS
BROUGHT TRAGEDY
see
GIRL
TO A HOW
YOUNGTHC BEAUTY-'
CRISIS
MET THC,OFHCR
GREATUF£.
ISINHERITED
CHARACTER?
—"WILLIAM
MOD/ SHOWINGFARNUM
—
COMEOY-

STRAND NEWS
/fan Uunter "
Perry is strong for hand draivn advertising
pression that they were going to see a
great
showing.deal more than we were actually
Therefore, preferring to be modest in all
of our advertising, we admit that as a
whole our advertising is not startling, but
from experience we do know it is attractive. Making it attractive is an art. The
secret of advertising, we believe, is not
making your ads. full-page size, but in
making them attractive enough to dominate
a page, regardless of size. At the present
time, with hot weather as the stiffest opposition, free band concerts in the parks,
the lakes, ball games, fishing, out-of-door
amusement pavilions and motoring appealing to all who appreciate the goodness of
nature, we cannot make our present advertising acriterion by which to be generally judged, yet the following paragraphs
describe our ideas of getting maximum results from minimum expenditures.
Taking our capacity, previous maximum
summer business and the attractions we
are to play into consideration, we have
adopted the following summer advertising

Charles C. Perry
policy, which, after considerable experiment, has proved adequate. We usually
change our program twice a week — Sunday
and Thursday. On Saturday (the Daily
News has a 'big Saturday- edition and no
Sunday paper) we run a directory ad of
about one column, five inches, or two column, two and a half inches. This depends
upon how other theatres construct their
ads. With a photograph in the layout and
several publicity stories on the same page,
we do not think it necessary to use much
space in the Saturday or Sunday papers.
Our advertising in the Sunday Tribune
and Sunday Journal corresponds with that
{Continued on page 3782)

^-William

-ANO
iOV£ DffAftA BASED
,i, a TfNS£
ON A STORY Of t/YPOCX/Sy

STARTING
SUNDAY
for monf/rs ttefiacf
but
one accounts
des/re - towith \
SQtidrp
a &/se them
friend together
At o.icide.v£ 1
tfcre*
and justice* »

' The

1

— - NOW SHOWING ■
[FRED STONE]
|*Johnny Get Vour Gun"
Star appeal and punch of the picture
worked in together
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Perry Strong for Drawn Ads with
Punch in Them and
Few Words
{Continued from page 3781)
in the Saturday News, and for the same
reasons. Doesn't it seem logical that with
a photo in the layout and several stories
on the amusement pages that a large ad. is
not a necessity?
On Sunday your prospective patron has
time to read; he reads; he knows that he
can find out what your theatre is to show
in the amusement section, and it is safe to
say that the amusement section is better
read than any other. So a program ad. is
all that is necessary.
On Monday all three papers carry reviews of our show. We figure that these
reviews are as good as the best of advertising. So we do not advertise on Monday.
On Tuesday we usually run a small amusement ad. with the other theatres in the
regular amusement column. On Wednesday we use commercial space to mention
our current attraction's last day's run, call
attention to the show starting Thursday,
and to mention the coming Sunday's offering. This commercial space during summer months averages about three columns
ten inches. Ofttimes we run three-tens in
the Daily News (which runs a mid-week
movie page) on Wednesday, and in the
Tribune Wednesday night and Thursday
morning, and the same display in the Journal on Thursday, because of department
store advertising in the latter paper on
Thursday, which attracts attention of many
more women readers (and we figure the
women make up a majority of our patrons). On Thursday, in the amusement
column, we run an ad. a trifle bigger than
the usual program ad. because we know
people will wonder if our Sunday to
Wednesday show is being continued.
Therefore we try to " steal " best position
in the amusement column, to show them
quickly that we have a new bill.
Friday being the best department store
advertising day of the week, we figure it
our best day for advertising coming Sunday attractions. The department stores
usually run a lot of small type matter and
outline drawings ; hence we try to get position near them and make our ads. contrastingly as black as possible. By so doing our

-
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Ushers garbed as " cowb oys " at Ray's Garden
black spot on the light page dominates the
page and makes our ad. just as attractive
This Theatre Shows Whole Cast
as if it were twice, or three times as large
of Picture in Person to
as it is— three-tens. On Friday also we
run a small amusement ad. Though we
Its Patrons
cannot always get preferred position with
our commercial ads., we try to place them
on pages that the women will read the D AY'S GARDEN theatre, Los Angeles,
most.
*■ » has just set a new record by having a
member of the cast of a picture appear at
A few samples of recent Strand advertisements created by our advertising deevery evening showing during the course
partment, with the idea of making the art
of a week. This was accomplished with
work of the ad. describe in some way the
the showing of William Desmond in " The
character of the story, to attract instant
attention to the ad., and to make it easily Prodigal
The playLiar."
opened on Sunday night to a
remembered, are reproduced in these col- big audience and throughout the week.
umns. The advertising department mainIn conjunction
with as" The
Prodigal
Liar,"to
tains that just decorative art work is not
three
men dressed
cowboys
added
sufficient in advertising, but that the art the pleasure with songs of the West.
The atmosphere of the production was
work must, if it is to be effective, be connected to the character of the play, or to maintained in the dressing of the theatre.
the star. And, let us add, that 90 per cent
Girl ushers appeared in Cowboy uniforms.
of all our ads. are drawn.
Desmond appeared at the opening performance on Sunday night, and received
A lot of people sell their pictures in the
such a cordial reception as to leave no
same'
doubt of his popularity in Los Angeles. On
think way
it over.they talk about the weather —
succeeding nights Betty Compson, who was
Instead of always trying to get down to Desmond's leading woman in " The Prodigal Liar," Frank Lanning, and Walter
your patrons' level, you'll find it generally
Perry, appeared in person.
safer to get UP to it.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre,
Boston, and Strand theatres, R. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Lowell
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence, R. I.
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack Kuhn, Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Edward L. Hyman, Liberty theatre, St. Louis.
Sam
B. Cohn,
People's
Theatre,
Portland.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. W.Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Portland,
Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Antlers theatre, Roseburg, Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Portland.
P. E.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
\V. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sidney
Grauraan's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Atlanta.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
CaL
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Association
By S. Barret McCormick
Managing Director, Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis
your Face— but I don't
REMEMBER
ti 1J recall
the name."
Something about him had impressed itself indelibly upon your memory. Perhaps
a twinkle in his eye had caused you to remark, "Here, light a fresh one," and settling back comfortably in your chair in
the smoking compartment you listened as
the mile posts flew by, enchanted at his
modern Arabian Nights yarns while you
made the mental reservation that " here
was the biggest, but most entertaining, liar
since the fellow that invented the Jonah
and the whale story."
Or you met him on the street under the
yellow glare of a street lamp, and the
ugly scar on his cheek brought up boyhood memories of every outlaw from Jesse
Jimmy to Attilla, the Hun.
Or, perhaps, the introductions were as
per usual, " Smith Meet Jones, he's a good
scout," and the smile on his lips as he
" gladtomeetcha "
the stereotyped
repeated
had got under
the skin somehow, and you
liked the fellow — and the name slipped off
into the abyss of forgetfulness while the
impression of personality remained.
Man is essentially a symbolist. He sees
everything in pictures. His God is a Being, Money the Portrait of Power, Love
the Colorful Canvas of Hearts Desire.
He forgets names, but he never forgets
a mental picture.
In advertising we are constantly utilizing this association of impressions, and
frequently the use we make of it is entirely
unconscious, therefore realizing on only a
portion of its potency.

Circle
'^dftTirnnfdi to "Uauzbler it Min
uiplio In'-SbanAtni." 150lh Field vrl
Four columns, fifteen inches, with portions
of two letters shozvn with the scenes

Ads
in
Impressions
of
A man will be walking along the street,
and all of a sudden his mind will leap back
twenty years, and he will find himself in
an old-fashioned garden surrounded by a
white picket fence and an arching gate that
creaks on its hinges, and just beyond the
stone cupid that is acting as a fountain
he will see a girl in a swing, and all about
her blooms a garden of lilac.
What did it? Perhaps only the faint
whiff of perfume as some one passed, yet
this T. B. M. married for years, settled
down and happy, finds the ghosts of a
boyhood romance haunting him.
The other day a man drove out into the
country with a friend, nothing unusual for
him to do, but his mental contortions serve
as a good example of the association of
1 /A7 la Jean 'SJ^wteT* Celebrated Story and Play- :
impressions. The miles sped by, fishing
Directed by MARSHAL, L NEILAN
streams came to view frequently, dense
Prttftrtck W. CtrtWTT, -t lodliupolii Tnm u
woods showed up on the horizon, a bareCircle Orchestra. Signor Natlello Conducting
foot boy trailing behind a dozen cows
Just Three Days More— Thursday. Friday, Saturday
passed them, but not a single thrill of boyhood days passed over the gentleman in
the speedster, but further on down the
road they whizzed past a country store,
Circle
Th_
First Presentation
in America
Letter spirit still kept up with the Thursday
advertising — three more days to go
memory of a boyhood Sunday of a city
kid who had driven out into the country
with freckled-faced cousins and had
lunched on the way. Everything was complete, even to the memory of how he had
marveled at the dexterity of the group
around the pot-bellied stove who aimed at
the Star-Plug box filled with sawdust.
All of which is a lengthy and perhaps
non-essential argument in favor of the association ofimpressions in advertising. .
But it is the knowledge of human nature
and its whimsicalities that makes successful advertising just as the little " human
touches " in a play often make for its
success.
" Daddy Long-Legs," Mary Pickford's
JM R IN E OF THE SILENT ART
recent First National Production, lent it^Circle
self to the association of impressions, but
I
perhaps, in a different manner than in the
foregoing examples.
Contrasts of the girl in the orphanage and
in society brought out
Very few, fortunately, have memories of
the orthodox kind, false front, some farm
an orphan's home, but hundreds of thousands have pleasant recollections of Judy's
machinery out" in front, and the awning
letters to " Daddy Long-Legs Smith." And
posts neatly whittled by some jack-knife
expert of days gone bye.
therein lay the line of appeal for the advertising of the photoplay, to recall to the
And among the great category of memories what did this fleeting vision of a minds of the books thousands of readers
country store awake in our friend of the the joy of Judy's letters.
The campaign of the Circle was one
twin-six?
entirely of suggestion, the reader of the
Bologne sausage and crackers.
advertisement was permitted to look at a
And as though in answer to his silent
wish a few miles on down the way the portion of Judy's contrasting letters illustrated with scenes suggestive of the text
engine gave a few dying gurgles and reand his imagination did the rest.
fused to bulge another step, and the two
Wlhy tell the story?
men passed up the convenience of numer// one had read the book he had a very
ous farm-house telephones and the assistance of friendly cars as they plodded down
definite idea of what the picture should
contain, and he sold himself through the
the dusty road to the waiting feast.
medium of previous impressions.
Bologne sausage if served at his club
If the book was unknown to him there
would have justified him in calling a meetwas
sufficient illustration and suggestion of
ing of the house committee, and the droptheme to create desire.
ping of a few bombs among the powers
(Continued on page 3784)
that select the menus, but here was the
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Saenger Publicity Heads Show
How to Arouse Fullest
Teaser Curiosity
{Continued from page 3780)
ceding the showing. We use a different
illustration and the sort of copy we would
have used if .we hadn't breathed a line about
the show in previous advertisements. Seven
inches, two columns, are used on the first
day of the showing — all type, no illustrations. And on the last day we come back
with
four
and one-half inches', two columns
wide, all type.
With our biggest advertisement we run
in the news columns our largest scene cut,
showing massive settings and hundreds of
people, and a story to suit. On the -day of
the showing we place a two-column scene
cut, hut the last day we have none— we are
expecting our pleased patrons to do most
of our advertising on the second day.
r- This is a flexible campaign. We tested
that when the shipment of cuts from one
town to. another of our circuit delayed the
start of the Hattiesburg campaign. It was
shrunk from twelve units to seven, and
was. comprehensive at that
It is significant that every cut and every
word in the advertisements, and in the advance notices, was supplied by the exchange
and the William Fox press book, with the
exception of the teaser copy, which we
wrote. All the necessary material is there.
Some of the arrangements of the advertisements might be varied, and you might
pick a line from one advertisement and a
line from another in the pressbook. But
that is largely a matter of taste. The Fox
Film Corporation has given everything —
even the right for you to use your own discretion! If you're in doubt on a Salome
campaign, use the advertisements and
stories just as they are in the press book.
" Who's Got the Button? " Plan
Used to Exploit Serial
S. G. Honeck, branch manager for Pathe
at Milwaukee, has turned out a novel idea
for the exploitation of the new serial,
" The Tiger's Trail," through the use of
special buttons that he is having made for
the exhibitors in his territory. The button
idea is not new, but in the form that Mr.
Honeck
is using it there is distinct novelty.
The top section of the button is blue, a
white band across the center and the lower
section red. At the top the name of the
theatre is printed and at the bottom " The
Tiger's theTrail,"
number
stamped
across
white with
band. a These
buttons
are
numbered consecutively as high as the
number ordered by the exhibitor. In case
he orders 3000 there will be probably fifty
duplicate numbers.
It is the plan to distribute these on an
announced day prior to the showing of the
first episode and at the same time to carry
announcements on the screen that persons
meeting others with buttons of the same
number are entitled to one pass each, good
for the entire showing of the serial. It
is suggested that the exhibitor see to it
that some of these duplicate buttons are
found early so as to increase the word of

Stage display for Indian soldiers at the Circle
McCormick

Writes on Association

of Impression in Motion
Picture Advertising

This ad appeared parade day
mouth advertising. Teaser slides such as
these are suggested :
No. 1— Did you match your button tonight ?
No. 2 — Button, button, who's got your
button ?
No. 3— If you found your button, step
up and get your pass at the box office.
No. 4— Meet at the Grand and find your
button.
Motion Pictures Called in During
Good Roads Campaign
Once more motion pictures have been
called in as the basis of a crusade. The
Dallas, Texas, Automobile Club has been
conducting a crusade for good roads and
the basis for this has been motion pictures
of the many muddy stretches of highway
in that section. Dallas theatres and those
in the smaller towns through the section
have been showing these views.

{Continued from page 3783)
Imaginative impressions as well as impressions of actuality, can find valuahle
place among selling arguments. Life insurance issold almost entirely through the
medium of fear or the creation of imaginative impressions of disaster. Likewise
amusement advertising can suggest through
the medium of association of the emotions
of the play's characters with the feelings of
the advertisement's reader a thought that
such things are not without the bounds of
their own affairs.
It might be unkind and .result in a hard
time for the so-called head of the house,
to suggest to his wife that she might come
home any time and find hubby vamping the
parlor maid just as it is done in the play,
vertising.
but it would undoubtedly be effective* adThe world thinks first of itself, the people of the drama are unreal only to the man
who writes the play.
Impressions, Memories, Hopes are all
vital factors in advertising particularly in
amusement advertising, where we play upon
the finer sensibilities of the human organism and appeal not infrequently to man's
inherent' selfishness for he is basically selfish, within himself he builds the temple of
his gods who are the only fair gods, his
memories pleasant or unpleasant are the
only visions of the past, his imaginative
wanderings in the future are the only trips
to Utopia.
How much more effective will it be in
advertising if we let man rattle the shutters on his own house of imagination instead of merely saying, " This is a ghost

story."
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SEE TflE ROARING ROAD" AT TBE LIBERTY TODAY
WILKINSON
TIRE REPAIR SHOP
Goodrich
Tires
304 Pin<TStre«t
11 You're Lmtlns fur Tires !/■ Hit THE f/0.1 ff /.VC ROAD'— See
COFFEY & CONWAY
68 Broad way-B<-i>. cm Oak >sd FW
Tire Specialists
Zxpert Tire Service
Silvertown Cord R«p»iring Our Specialty
| Afl ftorl. Gutrmlwd— LH V, Keep You Out of Treble

with the dozens of cars in line the noise
could be heard for fifteen blocks, and no
one in hearing distance failed to find out
what the celebration was all about.
That was one angle of the campaign.
The other one was the teaser. Now Noble
is strong for the teaser idea, but he realizes that it should be used only now and
then and only in case of a picture that
fully justifies this kind of exploitation.
On Tuesday before the Sunday showing
Noble started off with two column, one
inch displays carrying only the picture of
the racing car driven by Reid and then a
very short sentence with it. On Wednesday this came down to three inches single
and on Thursday to 2y2 inches single.
During all of this time there was nothing
to show that the advertisements even referred to a motion picture. There were

Cooperation by auto dealers resulted in this double truck at little cost to the Liberty
Noble

Uses

Autos

and

Teasers

to Limit

In Putting "The Roaring Road" Over Big
First thing that Mr. Noble did was to
PLAYING the automobile end of the
feature for the full effect, P. E. Noble
get hold -of the first print of the picture
has set a new record with the manner in and call in the members of the automobile
which he put over " The Roaring Road " dealers association to view it. They imwith Wallace Reid as the star at the Libmediately endorsed it and with this backing he placed his proposition before the
erty theatre, Portland, Ore. Mr. Noble
plans the advertising for both the Liberty newspapers to arrange for cooperative adand Columbia, the two Jensen and von
vertising. The result was a " double
Herberg houses there.
truck " in the Sunday Journal and page
displays in the other papers.
In the double page display that we have
reproduced here the advertisement of the
Liberty was linked up with that of the
Stutz car, one of those that was used by
Reid in making the picture. The result
was that with the use of the arrow in the
Stutz display that space was practically
given over to the benefit of the Liberty
and no one could even glance at the entire display without finally having the
punch put in the theatre announcement.
But that wasn't the end of the cooperation with the automobile industry. Tuesday was set aside for automobile night and
special display advertisements were carried
in the newspapers stating that all the big
people in the industry would be there that
evening and inviting every owner of a
machine to attend. Noble figured on not
only the increased business that would come
from the stunt alone, but on the added
publicity that would be given by having
hundreds of cars headed for the Liberty
and lining up there during the performance.
Now Noble believes in pulling all the
strings when he starts to work and so he
did not overlook the possibilities of a
parade. With the opening of the engagement on Sunday there appeared on_ the
streets of Seattle a big racing car bearing
" 11 " in huge numerals — the number of
Reid's car in the film race — and in a cloud
of smoke and with a roar of the engines
this drove up to the theatre at 10.30 Sunday
morning. Then on Tuesday there was the
big street parade with this car heading the
procession and a couple of Stutz racers
following. Permission had been obtained
Four full columns used Sunday of the
from the city authorities to allow the cutopening
outs to be open for thirty minutes and

Not an intimation, it's a picture in this
ten of these used each day and they in a
measure read into each other. Here are
some of the other lines that were used,
each in a separate advertisement:
He was actually tearing up the road
Roaring
intoofPortland
at 112 miles an hour
An inferno
flying wheels
Then the mighty Darco stepped to the front
— and the road to the post was clear.
On Friday the first intimation was given
(Continued on page 3794)

Same figure in all the teasers
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THIRD STREET THEATRE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY, MAY 22. 23. 24
<rt/our

cfdea

MAJESTIC THEATRE, Detroit, has
followed suggestions appearing in the
Motion Picture News Special Service Section on Dorothy Dalton in " The Home
Breaker," and has done it well. We advised in the April 26 issue that exhibitors
should tell. the public that this is a different
sort of a picture from the most in which

she has appeared, and added : " Don't be
content to say that it is 'different' Just
omit that word and tell why it is." And a
little later on we suggested that she had
been so often seen in vampire roles that
it was a good opportunity to play her as
an antidote for vampires, and this the Majestic has done well.
Directly under the name of the theatre
are these lines:
She made
a would-be
Cleo a lot' less than
Detroit's
favorite
drink — Bevo
And the he- Vamp? Well, what she did to him
was a caution, artistic soul'n everything.
And then that was made all the stronger
the title : " You've
with
never the
seenline
her under
in a role like this. Oh,
how she hates vamps."
Splendid advertising that, even if it occupies only six inches across three columns.

and
Ozlvs*
tic flavor, and the third had to be different,
so he emphasized the underworld part.
His advertisement the day the feature
started was five columns, ten inches, and
brought out the sensational parts of the
picture. Miss Stewart, with a decidedly
terrified look upon her face, is seen in the
centre with a telephone. On either side are
ranged pictures guaranteed to make the
most jaded fan take notice — on the left a
picture of a hilarious group about a table
with drinks being served. The other picture represents the shooting scene of the
cabaret, with a policeman in the background.
The wording in the advertisement is limited, one sentence referring to the prenatal influence that ruled the life of Mary
Regan, and the other asked the question,
" What would you have done in her
place ? " The name of the star and the
name of the play are shown in big black
letters and a short paragraph devoted to
an explanation of the story:
The greatest
production
Miss Stewart's
entire
career.
The story
read byof twenty
million people
in the Metropolitan magazine and New York
Evening Journal and in best selling books.
Let's make
thismediocre.
the summer of our discontent with the
THERE
isn'tshould
any reason
as
much care
not be why
given just
to the
preparation of heralds as to newspaper
Motion Picture History!
0. W.GRIFFITH
Presents His Lalesl Creation at Regular
Third Street Theatre Prices
The Girl Who Stayed at Home"

An ita Stewart
WORLD
AUMBin
ALFRED
HILLS
EVENTS
BERGEN "riARYf&GAff
Soloist

Stated!

One of Ihe m„il fognalmg romcnaa of the xrccn
Two cuts secured from the exchange
were used with " The Girl Who Stayed at
Home" and there are some interesting selling arguments. The name of Griffith is
properly brought out and then are listed
his various creations.
The cut in the herald on the Stewart picture is even more attractive, especially at
this time of the year, since it shows the
two figures in bathing suits. Here the illustration has been counted upon to induce
the public to read the rather long selling
argument to the left, and we feel pretty
sure that it has that result. The selling
argument is based on the meetings with
the mysterious girl on the beach and the
romance idea is strongely put over.
Now especially this section violates most
people's ideas of herald, but we believe
that it properly violates them and that it
got a whole lot more people to the Third
Street theatre than would have one of the
mere masses of type that fail to pay attention to appearance and therefore do not
attract the eye.
They are a decided relief from the usual
herald stuff.
The bucket that went to the well too
often wasn't made of advertising.

Money talks — and the loudest in newspaper space.

GEORGE FISCHER, manager of the
Alhambra, Milwaukee, hit upon a
exploitt. " Mary Regan," starplanAnitatoStewar
novel ring
Miss Stewart had
been shown in a feature dealing without
society life, another with a highly roman-

Directed hy Lob Weberwith Dainty
ANITA STEWART

CAN'T
help theatres
mentioning
it when
one and
of
the finest
in the
country,
the head of the biggest circuits in the
Third Street Theatre, • MONDAY
Mayand TOESOAY
19, Z0
advertising. Our main objection to this
sort of advertising is that it is sloppily
done and that " cheap " is written all over
it and this sort of crudeness puts the photoplay on a lower plane that it should be.
Yet there are lots and lots of places where
it is necessary to use the herald to reach
the public and it cannot be done through
the newspapers.
Third Street theatre, Easton, Pa., is one
of the livest houses in the country and we
are not surprised to see these examples of
work as it should be done come from that
show place. There are 9^4 x 12 inches and
printed in color on a good grade of paper.
The Griffith picture is in blue and the
Anita Stewart in green and brown.

world from
the in
standpoint
of advice
number that
"of
theatres,
follows
entirety the
was given in one of our Special Service
Sections. But this is just what has been
done by the Strand, New Orleans, in exploiting Mae Murray in " The Delicious
Little Devil." Look at this display and
turn back to page 3218 of the issue of
Motion Picture News for May 17.
We advised exhibitors who liked cuts
to turn back to the previous issue and see
the advertising that appeared there EXCLUSIVELY, and this is what the Strand
did and used one of them. One of the
selling talks that we gave was used with a
slight change— that of making reference to
the " snappiest road house "—and we think
improved it. And we repeat the talk here :
She was the sensation of the city — the leading
dancer at the snappiest road house this side of
Monte Carlo.
All the town knew about her beauty and her
" purple past."
They gasped at her daring — and the stories
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LAST TIMES TO-NIGHT — THEDA BARA in CLEOPATRA
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about her past added zest to her career. Who
was she, they wondered.
Her beauty was her own — the grace she had
acquired — and so was her past, for she had
invented it for herself. She was Irish — and a
delicious little devil."
And with this the Strand achieved a
striking effect with the use of only six
inches double column.
They that keep their heads in the clouds
never see the wildflowers that bloom in
the fields.
HERE is an unusually strong instance of
the "personal guarantee" plan of advertising and knowing the way that Leo
Landau, manager of the Butterfly theatre,
Milwaukee, has put these over in the past
we are not hesitant in 'saying that we feel
sure this campaign brought big business
to his house.
Mr. Landau is a wise manager and he
never gives his personal endorsement to a
production which he does not feel sure
will please his patrons. He doesn't let his
personal likes enter into the matter, but
looks at the productions from the standpoint of his audiences.
DO THE PEOPLE

BELIEVE

WHAT THE THEATERS SAY?
Never Exaggerate the Quality of the Play.
Do Not Announce Every Play as the Best Ever.
Don't Advertise About the "Big Crowds."
Sooner Have Half the Theater Empty
Than to MISREPRESENT Anything!
These Are Butterfly Theater Policies
Adhering to All the Above Strict Rales: —
The
for Next
Sanday, Butterfly
What It Announces,
Considers One
of theWee/r,
Most Starting
Remarkable
Screen
Dramas
Ever
Produced,
With
the
Greatest
Cast
of
Actors Ever in One Play.
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S
"FOR
With
Gloria BETTER,
Swanson, Elliott FOR
Dexter, WORSE"
Jack Holt, Tom
Forman,
Sylvia Roberts.
Ashton, Wanda Hawley, Raymond Nation
and
Theodore

On the Friday before the open of " For
Better, For Worse," he used seven inches
three columns in answering his own question, "Do the people believe what the theatres say?" in this manner:
Never exaggerate the quality of the play.
Do not announce every play as the best ever.
Don't
" big crowds."
Sooner advertise
have halfabout
of thethe theatre
than to MISREPRESENT anything.
These are Butterfly theatre policies.
Adhering to these strict rules : The Butterfly
announces for next week, starting Sunday, what
it considers ■ one of the most remarkable screen
dramas ever produced, with the greatest cast of
actors ever in one play.
Then it goes ahead with the name of the
picture and the list of the players.
DID YOU EVER HEAR OF A
CAST LIKE THIS BEFORE?
Elliott Dexter Gloria Swanson
Tom Forman
Wanda Hawley
Theodore Roberts Sylvia Ashton
Jack Holt
Raymond Hatton
Such a pCast
Stars Has Never Before Apeared in Oneof Play.
Though
Not the Habit inofAnnouncing
This TheaerAnd,to Use
a LotIt ofIs Superlatives
a Play, We Wish to Assure All Lovers of Good
Drama That Cecil B. De Mille's
FORAlt-Star
WORSE"
In"FOR
Which BETTER,
the Above Named
Cast will
Act, Starting Tomorrow, at the Butterfly, Is One
of the Really Marvelous Plays of the Year — In
Fact, After Reviewing the Drama, We Could
Not Recall Ever Having Seen a Better One.
That kee
Is Theatergoers
Saying a Great
But, asTime,
MilwauKnow,Deal.
by This
the
Butterfly
Doesn't
Make
Such
Promises
About
Every Play— Only When We Really Know We
Have the Article.
Butterfly Theater Management.
On Saturday eight inches, three columns,
was used for a somewhat similar display.
Here the question was " Did you ever hear
of a cast like this before?" and then it
was answered by listing the names of the
eight principal players. Then it goes ahead
with :
cast of stars has never before appeared
in Such
one aplay.
Today, The Bullerfly Takes Pleasure Id Presenting One Of The
Really Marvelous Dramas of the Vear!
"FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE"
Emu flDOED FEATURE'
And though it is not the habit of this theatre
to use a lot of superlatives in announcing a play,
we wish to assure all lovers of good drama that
Cecil
B. De
" For Better,
For Worse,"
in
which
the Mille's
above named
all-star cast
appears,
is one of the really marvelous plays of the year.
In tact, after reviewing the drama we could not
recall ever having seen a better one. That is
saying a great deal. But, as Milwaukee theatregoers knowpromises
by this about
time, every
the Butterfly
make such
play — onlydoesn't
when
we really know that we have the article.
Both of these displays were in black
type, with heavy borders, but there was
three-quarters of an inch of white space
all around them, so that they stood out.
On the Sunday of the opening eight
inches across the top of one of the photo
pages were used.

Be Absolute Novelty of the FHms
MAY is <o MAY 31

HIS FOUR
LATEST
IN SUCCESSION
Mob., May
19 RELEASES
_
Toes., May 20 FAIT
t-f
Wed., May 21 *
* * Sat,
*» May 24
Hitting the WEEK
HighOF Spots
Isr^J2
MAY 26
Blind Man's Eyet and Boston Blackk'j Redemption
HERE ARE COMEDY, DRAMA
And
ROMANCE—HERE
SHOWINGMADEBERT'S
THAT
HIM
SOVERSATILITY
POPULAR
SENNETT COMEDIES—
TRAVELOGUE—
PICTOGRAPH ANO
UP-TO-MINUTE
NEWS WEEKLY
CONTINUOUS 12 M. — 1 1 P. M.
MATINEES, 5-10c — EVENINGS, 5-10-15=
HERE'S
a clever
idea. during
Bert Lytell
was
a favorite
in Albany
the time
that he was a member of the dramatic
stock company there and the Leland theatre is determined to make him equally popular in pictures. So the Leland put on
Bert Lytell pictures for two solid weeks,
with semi-weekly changes, and advertised
this as the " screen stock season."
In making this announcement there was
not even a picture of the star used and
the entire repertoire was listed. That was
good work in this case, for the one thing
that was being sold to the people of Albany
was Lytell as a picture star and this was
the way to sell him convincingly.
Lofs of advertisers merely buy space —
and then when they get through with it
only mere " sbace" remains.
TWOof the
things
are theatre,
wrong with
this display
Strand
Tacoma,
Wash.
There is too much duplication and as the
result the name of the picture and that of
the star are not displayed as well as they
should have been. The second bad feature
is that a greater portion of the detail of
the half-tone is entirely lost and at least
the copy of the paper that we have before
us fails entirely to give the slightest clue
to what the scene is supposed to represent.
Now directly under the name of the star
we have the selling talk, which reads :
Frothing,
straining
dog teams
racingandacross
the
Yukon
ice fields
to save
all a man
a maid
hold dear. Rough men at death grips in the
snow, a fight for life with dull, yellow gold and a
raven-haired girl as the stakes. Jammed with
terrific surprises.
This would have been all good if the
matter had been indented about a half inch
on either side, and had it not heen duplicated in the matter below the cut almost
in the same languages. And then in the
upper left-hand corner we have the same
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mONDIKETHE MINTS OF HELL
WILLIAM DESMOND
Frothing,
Straining,
crow men
YUKON
Fieldsin theto
SAVE all a man andDog-Team*
a maid holdRacing
dear. ARough
at deathIce grips
snow,
a
fight
for
life
with
dull,
yellow
gold
and
a
raven-haired
girl as the
stakes. Jammed with terrific surprises.

and
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umn,
on " before
A Heartonin the
Pawn."
We
have display
commented
fact that
the Duluth papers run either to the heavy
Gothic type or to the open face or outline
varieties, and therefore the designer of
displays in that city is not able to get
much variety.
Here the cut has been relied upon to
bring out the personality of the star and
the title made the main thing, and then instead of using a lot of adjectives there has
been listed a number of the things that
will be seen, in the production. We are
mighty glad to see that this carefully avoids
the superlative and therefore it is much
more apt to get the crowds to the theatre.
low.
Safest way is — better than the other felTHIS is what we call- real co-operation,
and the instance is that of the Shreveport, La., Journal. In its Saturday edition
an entire page is given to motion picture
news and advertising with the result that
it is one of the most interesting pages that
we
city. have seen considering the size of the

TATLER.
line, May 1 Home KdiUon
Discovered
At Famous
Last!
James
Mo TieToCraze,
Star,Seneca.Returns
Johnny Wiggins on Way to Florida Ha-"Jobnn>,
CongenialGet RoleYourIn
to Protect Chum's Interests
TilTheMatte
H WhoHot Sent
For
mil .Man
To Jail."
Says
Wiggins.
Arcsrtia, WieeinB,
Fla... May 1
—Johnny
B athlete, Is
sn hold
fortuneol

Can."

MOVIE NOTES,

n '■Johnny.: Strand
Get YouTh(
iun."
and
will
he or
tfixartt of Or.'- .vid a? iti r.dipwSaturday.
for to-day. Fridai
Toot Gun.'" IBO U
rnd.The twine
Strand"hislor a
Thanhs lor
Goixl Atcnvw

AMTJ6K3ir>'TS.
Fred Stone
In "Johnny,
His LatestGet Comedy,
Tour
XTRA!
-Rcilty's Waah Day." Ten Ye Buy A
t Sennet
t Comedy.
S-T-R-A-N-D
To-day,SnturtLay.
Friday and V LIBERTY
BOND
Bar One To-d»j

HERE is a very clever
idea and one that
Gun." great
is being used with
success by the
Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky. It has been
running since April 24 and will appear
regularly in the Thursday issue of the
Louisville Times where it gets a position
| THE JOUftflAI .'S NEWS W PHOTO PLAYS AND PLAYERS ] day.
very near the top of the woman's page each

H. L. Swain, Shrevep6rt manager for
the Saenger Amusement Co., which, by the
way, was launched in that city and has

A roughhouse
fight between cave men
|SEE—
of the Klondike.
The Drive
dog-sledin theraceYukon.
down the LjUimuit
The struggle for gold, where the passions .pf rough men run riot. "

Cartoon Laugh
Sfrand Newsogram
"Fares
and Fair Ones"
All Chuckles
Bruce at the Organ.
SAKECHILDREN
PRICES—A 20DIMEOtMTS

thing told again, though in more detail.
Say what you have to say ONCE in the
simplest, most convincing way that you
can say it, and then — STOP.
Remember your goal is to make the word
theatre synonymous with the name of your
house.
WITH the material available the Zelda
theatre, Duluth, Minn., got a "
mighty
good display in this eight inch, triplemmcol-

Minter
flOEJIAYAKAWA

,,,

8jVu

NO RAISE
ADMISSION

now grown to the biggest chain in the world,
took the advice that was long ago given
in these pages and many times repeated
and went to the owners of the paper and
pointed out to them that the paper was
giving pages to baseball and other sports
from which little or no revenue was received, and that there were far more people interested in motion pictures. The
argument went over strong. The Saenger
theatres use two full columns in announcing their bills and we want to say that it
is mighty good advertising in that it sells
the TODAY attraction and merely menlions the ones for later in the week at the
larger houses.
Good work on part of theatre and newspaper— real co-operation.

Practically all of the matter here is devoted to gossip about the current attraction, it being in this case Fred Stone in
" Johnny Get Your Gun." The main article is headed " Bill Burnham, Cowboy, in
Jail
" and then tells the story of Burnham
MMgoing
Mes
to jail and^that his cowboy chum is
on the way to Florida in his interest. All
the matter is kept strictly in keeping with
the story of the picture. There are some
brief " Movie Notes " all of which concern
the current attraction, a short item about
Jimmy Cruze who directed the picture and
then under the heading " Coming Strand
Attractions " there is a little story about
" The Girl Who Stayed at Home." Then
there is a small " ad." on the Stone attraction.
It's not the color of the binding, but
whafs in the book.
REGENT THEATRE, Pittsburgh, has a
good effect in this hand-drawn and
combination display in the Sunday papers
announcing the bill for the week. The Regent is really a neighborhood theatre, in
that it is away from the business section of
Pittsburgh
properattractions
and it is for
necessary
to advertise the two
the week.
Here it has rightfully featured the Elsie
Ferguson picture because this was the first
to be shown. The line effect gets the eye
quickly and then one is attracted to the face
of Miss Ferguson. Her name and that of
the picture stand out plainly and then there
is the selling talk. We think that the Regent overlooked a bet in not stating that
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made from the celebrated play that ran so
long in New York.
That might have been excused if the
selling point on the picture itself was
brought out. There is a good line in " For
they thought she was common clay, but
she turned out to be pure gold." That's all
very good as far as it goes, but there is
nothing to show who " they " are and the
quotation from Kipling, while worth using
in any advertisement on this picture does
not sufficiently explain either. Where you
have stated that this picture is made from
the celebrated stage success you might get
away with the unconvincing selling lines
that the Liberty has used, but not without them. Here the picture has been left
to make its appeal purely on Fannie Ward's
popularity.
Some times a turned over page is a
turned do-am opportunity.
Kerripfem

HAty5U5 LLOVD wTSiSenor"

WITH

the Ben Day figure of the celebrated piece of sculpture, "The
Thinker," as the background, Imperial theatre, San Francisco, has designed an advertisement four columns, thirteen inches,
certain to get the reader's attention.

NEWS WEEKLY

this is taken from the Saturday Evening
Post story which made such a deep impression on all who read it, especially since
the title of the picture is not the same as
that of the story.

$s 6ig^Mm<jL%ffliflk east dtd!
FOR
BETTER.

FOR

womsE"

" For if Better,
For paralleled
Worse " inas motion
a dramapicture
has
history.
rarely,
ever, been
" For Better, for Worse," tor supreme art, sets
a new standard on either the screen or stage.
" For Better,
For Worse of" Cecil
establishes
argument
the supremacy
B. Debeyond
Mille
as a motion picture director.
Box matter at the bottom gives some
points about the showing at the Imperial.
Somehow complete enjoyment and
thought about the heat don't seem to run
together.
TRUE enough, this violates most of the
so-called " rules " of advertising, but
it remains that it is mighty good advertising and we haven't the slightest doubt but
chat it packed the theatre. And in such a

TRT1N
"Home of the Big Pipe Organ."
3 Days Only — Starting Tomorrow (.Monday) at
P.hourM.
They werethe croon
alone oftogether.
was
the witching
ofagainst
midnight,
thefromnight
windIt summer
and murmur
of thethe music
waveslo
the
rocks
that
hid
them
the
huge
hotel
were
which she had been skipping over the sands when he first saw her.
They ofwere
treadmill
life. truants, these two, runaways from ths
He had called and asked if he might join in her
revel. Something in his voice reassured her. So they ran, and
twain,
he cameandbacktalked.
she wasFinally
gone.— "IHe darehad youfailedto todivelearnoff thather rock."
name sheor said.
whenceWhenshe
He haunted thehandsome,
beach nightly, without avail. She
was
reall> thewantedfirstandwoman,
failed to interest. wealthy Roger Sloan had ever
often passed her in the hotel corridors, but her
her. He uniform
maid's
and averted face masked her. Of course he funds
Thus begins the story of Marie, the mystery yirl
from
nowhere,silksmaid-servant
by day,bya dainty
dream in
shimmering
at night. Played
In a U>i> *Wber Production STEWART
7INITA
Irafl the Stonj fay Marion Orth.

IN appearance mighty attractive, but in
selling power mighty week. That sums
up our opinion of this three column, ten
inch display of the Liberty theatre, Spokane. We cannot imagine an advertising
writer failing to mention that this was
Al the Liberty for Four Days, Commencing Today

Lavishly Staged ! Magnificient Gowns ! Mysterious !
at 2, 4:15. 6:30 and 8:45.
Cartoons Comedies, Scenks. Strand Topical Reriew.
SUNDAY
GLADYS
LESLIE
IN "FORTUNES
CHILD"■
NIGHT Other Selected Pictures
and Best Music.
TWO COMPLETE SHOW'S 6:30 AND S:15

Fannie
Ward.
The Seven-Part Pathe Special Production
™=
SUNDAY SHOWS \

Common
Clay
Tliey Ihoughl lliat she was common clay, but she proved lo be pure gold
—"For the Colonel's lady and JudyO'Grady are sisters under the skin."
Lloyd Comedy
Pathe
"Dutiful Special
Dub" Musical Program at 2 p. News
LI

BERTY

9mDerial
S MOUSE Of PERSONALITY " MARKET ST. BET. 6'~« 7"

1. PARTINGTON.
Combination of the gray figure and the
heavily lettered title preceded by " The
biggest thing De Mille ever did," is certain
to get the eye, and then the figure of the
director is made the largest, with Gloria
Swanson and Elliott Dexter brought out
fairly strong, and then Theodore Roberts,
Wanda Hawley and Tom Forman in
smaller heads. This serves to carry the
idea of an all-star cast stronger than would
the mere statement.
Here is the selling argument used:
"
For Better,
Worse," so
is agentle,
picturesosoviolent,
great,
so amazing,
so for
spectacular,
so
compelling,
that
mere
words
fail
to
describe
the
tremendousness of it.
" For Better, For Worse " answers the tantalizing problems of the riddle, " WOMAN."

case what does any one care about any text
book of how to advertise except that of
good
sense?theatre, Hartford, Conn., used
Strand
fifteen inches across three columns for this
and then did not mention the name of the
star of the title of the picture until the
space was over half used. It stamped the
advertising as belonging to that theatre by
using the attractive name plate first and
then going into the selling argument. Then
came the Anita Stewart and the title and
then a few short expressive sentences about
the production itself.
Read over that selling talk, for it is a
good one and the typing has been done just
right. And it is so different from the
ordinary Sunday motion picture theatre
display that we are sure that it came pretty
close to attracting hundred ICO per cent.
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LHAMBRA

A THOUSAND
RedIanur
JLigjfe m'GHTS -J
A Production Without a Parallel in all
the Brilliant History of Motion Pictures
Si- 15c 25c EST, 25c 35c

Crowd before theatre at 9.15 a.m. Monday waiting for opening, costumed girl ushers and
Mr. Horater wearing white hat toward right
Horater7 s Campaign on "T/ie Red Lantern"
Sets a High Mark for Even the Alhambra
HARVEY C. HORATER, the live-wire
manager of the Alhambra theatre,
Toledo, 0., so well planned and carried out
his campaign on " The Red Lantern " that
he is carrying this Nazimova attraction for
a second week. He believes in doing things
on a big scale when he starts in and in
this exploitation he went himself one better.
Mr. Horater has played all of the Nazimova productions with success and he has
been especially enthusiastic about " The
Red Lantern " since he saw a number of
the stills during a visit here several weeks
before the production was completely finished. He told us then that he intended
putting this picture over for a big splash
and he has done so.
Now when Horater goes after a special
run with a picture he uses all three of
the newspapers liberally, then puts up all
the paper that the town will hold and in
addition uses every other element of exploitation. On the Sunday a week before
the
opening
picture from
he' printed
facsimile formof athetelegram
Richardin
A. Rowland, president of Metro, declaring that " The Red Lantern " surpassed
all of his expectations. This was such unusual advertising that it got attention.
Then on Monday, six days before the
opening, Mr. Horater started his general
campaign, using one hundred inches every
day in the three papers. On the day before the opening and opening day he used
160 and then during the first week of the
run ninety inches a day, carrying the same
campaign into the second week. These advertisements were very varied, different
displays being used in each paper. In fact
Mr. Horater exhausted the specially drawn

Quarter pages like this used the Saturday
before opening
teaser streamers. In addition to this Mr.
Horater went strong to the suggested plan
of hanging a red lantern on the door-knobs
of residences, and 2,500 of these were employed. Hangers were used for automobiles.
But that wasn't all. He proceeded to get
the co-operation of the music and the five
and ten-cent stores in giving special window displays while
on " Thehe Red
In addition,
was Lantern
in New Song."
York
Mr. Horater suggested to the Universal
Music Co. to have music rolls made of
this song, and as the result these were
also displayed in various stores, giving
additional advertising.
Exterior decorations were provided with
a capony hung with cut-outs of lanterns
and all of the lights in red to carry out
the effect. At each end of the canopy
there were paintings, 30 by 40 inches, done
by the Alhambra's artist, and in front of
the canopy was a 3 by 40-foot banner on
oilcloth carrying the name of the picture.
In the lobby and the foyer various sizes
of lanterns and cut-outs of Nazimova as
she appears in the picture were used in
profusion, most of these hanging from
the ceiling. In the theatre proper the
decorations were in the richest kind of
Chinese style, but not overdo.ne. The stage
was set with Oriental rugs and lanterns
with incense burning.
Ushers costumed in Chinese style added
the final touch that , was needed.
alHaMra
epMIH WSU eft* SUBQAlL NAT lift

STARTTKO KEXT SUNDAY
TME STAR OF A THOUSAND
MOODS
NAZIMOVA

Four columns, twelve inches, in the Sunday
advertisements that he was furnished by
paper
Metro and the most
striking of the scene
pictures in getting this variety in his advertising. In the specimens that we have
reproduced you see he used few words, but
drove the smash home with the picture.
Now when he got to the paper question
he went just as strong. There were a hundred of the striking six sheets used, ISO
three sheets, fifty 16-sheet stands, fifty 24sheets, 500 one sheets and a thousand

■pdttliWierryS
lYL
LANTERN
OLlAMPM M Iff R O
Brcctci iy Aiwt Capollaru ■ •
Sec th" $W^st artist in
0 production without a
pai
idlcl ofinmotion
all the pictures
brilliant
h* ,uyy

Qhek^R E D
LANTERN
A Production
Without History
a Parallel
in Allof the
Brilliant
Motion
Pictures .

Two ten inch doubles used Monday before
opening
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representatives
at
Versailles, including
this
COMEDY reigns at the three big New York motion picture houses
shots of the editor of the Vorwaerts and
week with comedy dramas at all of them, male stars at two of the
Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau. During
theatres and a woman at the third, while all three have slapstick comedy,
these there is only a roll of muffled drums
with the same picture shown at two theatres and a reissue at the third.
and the audience views the pictures in silence. Then the final punch comes with InDouglas Fairbanks is the star at the Rivoli in " The Knickerbocker Buckaternational pictures showing Gen. Mangin
roo," one of the typical Fairbanks sort of pictures with lots of stunt stuff in it.
Comedy is added to the Pictorial with a Mutt and Jeff, and the slapstick is decorating the heroic "Iron Brigade"
which made good at Verdun the slogan,
provided with a Sunshine reissue, " Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells." There
" They shall not pass." " Pere de la Vicis an effective scenic setting for the descriptive fantasv, " Down in the Coal
toire " is plajred here and adds much to
the punch of the pictures.
Mine."
Strand is showing Madge Kennedy in " Leave It To Susan," which is full of
Next we have a double scenic-educationlaughs and which is shown with an unusual variety of effects. The straight
al from Pathe. First there is a trip to
the village of St. Michel, France, with some
comedy element is provided by the latest Mack Sennett, " Love's False Faces."
There is a special setting used during the playing of the overture, selections
pretty shots of the waterfalls and the famous bridge that resembles a huge snake.
from " The Mikado," and there are two double solo numbers on the bill.
Then there are pictures of making pottery
Charles Ray has one of his favorite sort of picture in " The Busher," with a
in Dahomey and we see the woman carrycombination of humor and heart interest. " Love's False Faces " is also being
ing in the clay and the men at work on the
shown at the Rialto. There is a clever arrangement of the scenic, stage settings
vessels. There is a good laugh with the
and the Greek Evans solo " Three for Jack," and the pictures of the mountain
flashes of the way that the babies are tied
home of Sergeant York get a big hand. Rialto magazine is unusually varied
on their backs as they go through their
this week.
labors.
Malcolm McEachern, basso, then sings
Next
week
the
Rivoli
will
repeat
"
The
Red
Lantern,"
the
first
time
that
this
has been done at either the Rialto or Rivoli. Tom Moore will be seen at the
" Drake Goes West," and as an encore, and
Rialto in " One of the Finest," while the Strand will show the latest Griffithit is a persistent one, " Up From Somerset." It is interesting to watch the inArtcraft, " True Heart Susie."
creased popularity of the old English songs
these days. Undoubtedly it is largely the
effect of the part that the British played
duced from the wings while " On Tiptoe "
is played by the orchestra, and continues
Pirand
cfAeatre
in the war. For genuine enjoyment of the
through Gaumont pictures of Vedrines, the
audiences it is impossible to select better
French aviator, starting on his last flight.
music than the old English songs, and our
the
in
introduced
are
Then
there
comes
a
relief
from
the
news
galore
EFFECTS
own famous Southern melodies.
feature at the Strand this week by picture with Pathe-Ditmars views of wild
" Opera Bouffe " is used at the screenManaging Director Jos. L. Plunkett. In the horses, shows the zebras and some others
ing of " Leave It to Susan," and it is durand
especially
their
antics
with
a
dummy
first portion of " Leave it to Susan " in
ing the first portion of this picture that
which Madge Kenned3~ stars there is a sucman. " March of the Dwarfs " is used with
wTe have all of the train effects that we
cession of scenes on and off a railway train this.
have already noted, down to the exhaust
and here all the effects of stopping, startof the airbrakes when the train comes to a
Then we have " Topics of the Day " with
ing, the bells whistles, etc., are reproduced
the unusual number of laughs, including:
stop. With the appearance of the man that
in a way that adds to the enjoyment of the " Let's hope the next time they kill Villa
picture without becoming tiresome.
Susan and
takesthen
for as
the she
bandit,
" Vivienne
" is
they will cremate him " and " Paris once
used,
walks
away from
Selections from " Mikado " form the sent us a message ' For God's sake hurry-'
overture. The curtains arise on the orthe
train with
Al train
Mulino."
continues
with the
moredog,of "the
effectsThis
as
send the same message back to Paris."
chestra with the house dark and only the Let's
" A la Bien Aime " is played during these,
it
pulls
out
and
leaves
her
behind
and
here
red stage curtain with the stage lights in and then there come Pathe pictures show" Admiration," without the introduction, is
red. With the start of the music these go
ing the guard of destroyers in the Azores
used. For the scenes where the bandits
into purple and the stage curtains part reto guard the NC-4 on the next leg of its hold up the train there is an agitato and
vealing aJapanese setting with a quaint
flight to Europe. Rear Admiral Plunkett
bridge effect and in front a lake filled wjth gets a good hand and then there follow
then with the scenes of the girl, " Noveletten." There comes up a rainstorm and the
water lillies. The effect of the moving
some views of the harbor and city of Ponta
effects that are used here add to the realclouds is given and there is a gradually
Mene Hula " is the music. Inism. "Schubert Songs " follows through
dawning until the lights come up to full Delgada. "ternational
presents
some
views
of
the
conhold.
gressional committee visiting battlefields of up to the title, " Let Me Go," and here
Strand Topical opens with Pathe pictures
the Argonne and some of the scenes where
there is a change to a portion of " Assasof the first visit to this port of the German
sination of the Duke of Guise;" and then
the Americans fought. " Mefistof ele " acthe organ takes the music over with the
liner " Imperator " after four years, when
companies. To the music of " Viscount
she lay idle at her home docks to prevent
Nelson " Pathe follows with pictures of -title, " Your Recommendations Are Excellent," and continues it for eighteen minutes.
the
new British air monster, R-33.
seizure by "the Allies. And this time she
With the scene where Andy lassoes Dawcomes flying an American flag and bringThen starts the punch of the final portion of the Topical. International gives us
son the orchestra comes back with " Luing home American soldiers — including
line" and " Templeweight," following
Sergeant Alan C. York, whom Gen. Pershsome pictures with the Belgians in GerWhen the bandit tells the girl
ing has declared the greatest soldier of the
many, showing the marchins: heroes in through.
that he must pay her with a kiss, we have
war. York gets all sorts of applause.
Dusseldorf where the3- get a big hand from
" II Maniscalco " used and then with the
" King of Clubs " is played for this and the audiences. " Pozieres March " is used.
The same pictures include views of German
continues through Gaumont pictures showchange of scene to back east, " Erstwhile
Susan " is played. When the girl and
ing awhale that was run down by the U. S. women voting for the first time and then
Dawson are seen together, " Souvenir de
Gunboat " Marblehead." .
some scenes showing why the Belgians deFrom the same source come pictures of
Printemps " is used until the girl declares
mand an indemnity, picturing the ruins
that she can prove that he is a bandit and
a baby tank demolishing an old building at that the Huns left in their wake. Organ
Miami, Fla. The effects of the motor and
here " In the Starlight " is played, changmusic is used during these and then there
come Pathe pictures of the German press
of the crash of the falling walls is reproing back to " Souvenir " as the father ex-
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plains that he sent the 'message himself
and the truth begins to dawn on Susan.
Miss Maude Allen, mezzo soprano, then
sings " Roses of Picardy," and " Values,"
which were delightfully rendered, and then
we have the newest Mack Sennett comedy,
" Love's -False Faces." Cast for this includes Chester Conklin and Marie Prevost,
and there is slapstick in the greatest abundance and a lot of the funny automohile
stuff that never fails to get hearty laughs.
" Take Your Girl to the Movies " is played
at screening, and then there follows
through " Ostrich Walk " and " Clarinet
Marmalade," the organ then taking over the
music until the title, " Second Honeymoon,"
when " Eyes That Say I Love You,"
" Skeleton Jangle," and " Tiger Rag " are
played. Effects are fully used, even while
the organ, is playing. Smith's " Triumphal
March " is the organ solo.

/^OMEDY rules the bill at the Rialto
^ this week and the generous use of
popular and catchy airs that Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld has put in the feature and in
the Sennett comedy add a whole lot to the
enjoyment. Any one who doesn't go away
from the Rialto this week delighted with
the
world a doesn't
he needs
doctor. need motion pictures — " Russian und Ludmilla," a number that
is rarely heard, is the overture and this is
played with the lights of gold on the orchestra and pinkish gold through the house.
There is a marked contrast of the music
of the east with that of Russia here, including achorus based on a Persian melody, a ballet movement from a Turkish
theme and several Tartar airs.
Now watch the effective arrangement
that has been made with the scenic, " Labrador and Newfoundland," a Post picture.
There are some beautiful views of waterfalls with the effects given and then toward
the end there are sea views which were
taken from the bow of a sailing craft.
Now just as these scenes are shown the
curtains part and in the panel at the left
there is a view of the tossing sea and at
the right a light house on the rocky coast,
flashing every few seconds, and then just
with the end of the picture Greek Evans,
in sailor garb appears and- sings " Three
for Jack " most effectively. The lights are
first blue on this and then red comes up
in the sky in the side panels, indicating
the coming of the dawn. This arrangement gets prolonged applause. Grieg's
"Allegretto"
music for the from
scenic. "Sonata" No. 2 is the
Judging from the variety that the Rialto
Magazine contains this week Production
Manager Joe La Rose must have been
kept mighty busy " pickin' 'em out." It
opens with Gaumont pictures of " The Laddies from Hell " on review. The very title
brings forth a burst of applause and " From
the Highlands " is played by the orchestra.
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There Are Too Many Valuable
Articles Here to Miss Any

the
exhibitors
isratio
alwayns ofa
coope
to thethere
NKS
THAlot
of matter in these pages
worth reading, but we are so
proud of the appearance this week
that
of it. we don't want you to miss a bit
If you are having a busy time at
the theatre as you come by this,
take your copy of the NEWS home
tonight and sit up a little bit later
and read all these stories. It'll be
worth while for every exhibitor.
Thereother is
anaboutMcCormick's
the way that article,
Noble put
over a teaser campaign out in Portland, accounts of the way that Horater in Toledo and the Rialto in Des
Moines put over " The Red Lantern." Then there is a story about
a teaser campaign in one of the
smaller cities by Grandjean, of the
Saenger Amusement Company, and
others worth while.
Read 'em all. They were built
for you.
Pathe shows children ushering in the
Spring with a dance in Central Park and
here " Jack and Jill " is played. There are
lots of negroes shown in this picture and
it is not going to delight audiences in the
south.
Gaumont takes us to Chicago and shows
scenes in the " We Want Milk " crusade
with Poppyland" as the accompaniment.
From the same source come pictures of
high school boys in a boat race at Boston
and then shifts us to Oakland, Cal., where
University of California girls are shown in
amusic
rowing
" is the
for race.
both of" Giddy
these. Giddyap
Then come
the
laugh-provoking " Sayinks of Toplitsky "
which include : " Russia is the only country in the world that has tried prohibition
—and look at it " and " It's a sad thing
when you see a bride marching to the
altar with orange blossoms on one arm and
a lemon on the other." " Jewish Melody "
is used at the start of these pictures with
" He's Had No Loving For a Long, Long
Time " following through.
Under the caption " Congress passes the
suffrage bill " International gives us pictures of Champ Clark and some of the
suffrage leaders to the accompaniment of
" Serenade." Then we have scenes with
Secretary Baker the guest of Secretary
Daniels on a German U-boat and here
" Plymouth Ho ! " is used continuing
through Gaumont pictures of a big submarine going ashore at Plymouth, Eng.
Then come the Pathe pictures of the destroyers in the Azores, with the scenics
omitted, and " Charmer Waltz " played.
Next are the Pathe pictures of the " Imperator " with " American Festival March."
Right here we get one of the most effective bits that we have seen in a long

Picture

News

jfyere

time. All New York and for that matter
all the nation has been reading a lot about
Sergeant York, the Tennesseean who proved
such a terror to the Huns, and here we
have pictures not alone of him but " where
they wait for him down in Pall Mall, Tennessee." We know a whole lot about that
mountain country and we have been disgusted just about every time we have seen
one of these so-called scenics that attempts
to picture these mountain people and supplies a lot of overdrawn, fake stuff. But
here we have the genuine. It's real — the
picture
York's
mother
and thewho
otheris
childrenof and
of old
Grace
Williams
waiting for him. " American Festival
March " is continued through these. Then
the final punch is the same as at the Strand
with Gen. Mangin decorating the French
heroes of Verdun, shown here to the music
of " Sambre et Meuse."
With the lights in blue and French horns
dominating at the start Miss Ann Rossner
and Emanuel List sing the duet from " Les

Then Charles Ray in " The Busher " in
which comedy prevails. " Reuben Fox
Hugenots."
is played for the opening scenes in
Trot"
the country town and then with the views
of the ballplayers on the train " More Candy " is used. The theme, " Waiting for
You" is introduced with the first pictures
of Mazie and continues until Jim Blair interrupts the sweethearts when " The Trombone Man " is played twice through, followed by " The Girl Behind the Gun "
also used twice and then " At the Jazz
title " In the long shadows "
the
With
Ball."
Band
and
the
picture of the boy and the girl
the theme comes in again changing to
" Shadowland " for the Shadow social, a
numbered selection with the scene sharing
the lunch basket and then at the title. "The
national game's only rival " " Pop, Goes the
Weasel." When the ticket agent appears
is used
" By Heck
telegram Then
with the effect.
cowbell
with "the
boy with
and
girl together in the moonlight together
they then come back. Then with the first
scenes in St. Paul the organ takes up the
music continuinug until we see the crowd
of country folk in the grandstand when
" Speed ' Er Up " is used by the orchestra,
changing with the start of the game to
" Step Lively " as the game starts.
Again the organ takes over the music
for a short time, until we see the band
parading on the day of the great game and
here the orchestra is back full tilt with
" Snooky Hollow " changing to " Uncle
Tom " as the game starts. Then with the
title "The last half of the seventh" we
have " A la Carte " and with the announcement that Ben Harding is pitching "Hop
Along " is used.
There is an effective arrangement as Ben
starts to speak after the victory, the orchestra remaining facet. Although there
are several titles for the speech and the
pause is quite appreciable it is good stuff
to use now and then. After the speech is
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for the action stuff and " Fairbanks " with
the appearance of the " U. S. marshal," and
at
title, to
" You
Girl," we have
thethetheme
the Wonderful
end.
There is a most effective arrangement of
the descriptive fantasy with one of the
John Wenger settings. This is Langey's
" Down in a Coal Mine." The house lights
are in red for the first part and they go
entirely out when the curtains part showing
the interior of a coal mine. The Rialto
Quartette is heard singing off stage and
then we have all the effects of mining
even to the shoveling of the coal. Then
we have the explosion with a red flash of
the footlights carrying this out, and then
the searchers, with lights on their caps.
These are the members of the quartette
and then they sing the other verse of the
song and with the signal, " All's Well," the
music becomes, happy again.
" Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells," one
of the reissued Sunshine comedies, comes
next. " Slippery Hank " is played at
screening, and then when the man rides off
on the ostrich we have " Step With Pep,"
changing to " Isme " when the lions are first
seen, and to "Yvette" as Goulash enters
the lion's den. With the title, " Despite
the Lion Tamers." we have " On the
Level," and then when the lion jumps from
the box, " Pepper Pot." At the point
where the negroes see the lion there is
a change to " Ghost Dance," and where
they jump through the ceiling to " Lion
Chase."is Then
as the selection
lions appear
there
a numbered
and again
then
"forAves
Elan,"
with
"
A
Wild
Jazz
Knight
Ebenezer Bear. Where the man is seen"
on the bicycle, " Sensation " is ured and
then " More Candy " at the end.
Leduc's " Gavotte " is the organ solo.

DOWER of music is certainly strikingly
* shown all through the presentation at
the Rivoli this week. As a matter of fact
we believe that when we saw the performance the overture, selections from " I
Pagliacci " just about set the record for
applause at a motion picture theatre. The
power of music is continued to be shown
all through the bill, and including the descriptive fantasy.
Rivoli Pictorial opens with Kinograms of
Canada's welcome to her returning heroes,
and here " Highlanders, Fix Bayonets "
is played. Gaumont takes us to Paris
and shows us King Albert flying
home, and the first views of him get tremendous enthusiasm, added to with the
playing of "La Brabaconne." Excerpts
from " Pomp and Circumstance " are used
for the pictures of the Germans at Versailles, and then Gaumont shows us the
first girls' high school band at Pasadena,
and then the girls marching and going
through their exercises. " High School
Cadets " is the music.
There is a clever bit of scenic introduced here under the title of " Reflections,"

ABOUT

TITLES

Omarha,of has
theatre,
Strand TS,
the
manage
WAT
HB.
• hit upon one of the failings of pictures, unreadable letters and messages. He
writes :
" Why is it that the motion picture producers make some wonderful productions and at the same
time make such a terrible job with
unreadable letters and messages in
the films? Sometimes a letter or
message may mean a great deal in
the story, and about 99 out of 100
are not legible except from the very
first rows of the theatre. There is
nothing more disgusting to a patron
than to try to read a title that cannot be read."

showing some bits of lake with reflections
of mountains in it. Drdla's " Souvenir " is
used here largely as a violin solo and it
gets a big hand at the end. Then comes
the first bit of comedy with Mutt and Jeff
in " Oh, Teacher." At screening there are
two choruses of " Schooldays " used with
whistle effects for the president of the
school board, Mutt and Jeff, and bell effects
for the ringing of the sohoolhouse bell and
anvil effects for the blacksmith. " I Can't
Do That Sum " follows through, and after
that we have " Palmetto Hop." There is
a laugh-provoking effect with the cry of
" Teacher " from one of the orchestra in a
shrill voice. With the title saying that
they
will get
thiefcourtroom
" At Nod scene
" is used,
and then
withthe the
one
chorus of " Schooldays " is used to the
end.
Pathe then comes with some interesting
view of making cannon at Watervliet, N. Y.,
for which " Siegfried " is used. Kinograms
shows us aviators doing circus stuff in the
crowds for school children at Houston,
Tex., and here " Loved Ones " is played.
Under the caption, " Our New Citizens,"
International shows us pictures of negroes
in the Virgin Islands diving, swimming and
bringing up coral from the bottom. " Admiration "is played. Then we have the
Pathe pictures of the baby tank house demolished with " Scenes Alsaciennes"
played.
Now Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement affords a mighty effective bit this
week with scenes at the Fine Arts studios
and pictures of D. W. Griffith. After the
first views to the music of " The Strand
at Parame " we have the title telling us
that we are within the holy of holies, and
then we have trumpet calls and tympany
rumble and there dashes in scenes from
" The Birth of a Nation," showing the
gathering of the clan. Then with the
change of scene back to Griffith " Strand at
Parame " is again played and we are shown
the ruins of the massive sets for " Intolerance," and then as the fade-in from that
production starts we have a change to
" Queen of Sheba."

There is a smashing ending with Kinogram pictures of General Pershing decorating French
heroes with " El Capitan " the
stirring
music.
Then the Rialto Male Quartette sings
" Absent," and " Honey, I Wants You,"
and gets the big applause that it always
receives.
A greater part of the music for the feature, Douglas Fairbanks in " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " is either numbered selections or carried on the organ. " Fairbanks One-Step " is played at screening and
then with the title, " Our Story Opens,"
" Bachelor Girl and Boy," is used to the
place where he reads the club letter and
here " Panama-Pacific March " is played,
followed through with " Limbo Land," and
then
his mother,
" Mother
is usedas he
fromgoesthetochorus,
with the
chorus"
repeated. Then as he starts out on his
adventure we have the " Fairbanks " again,
followed by a numbered one for the AlliFairbanks
" again
with sontherancho,
sceneandonthen
the "train,
and then
the
view on the lonesome trail brings in the
organ music.
With the scene where Fairbanks climbs
out the train window, " Hunkatin " is
played, and then as he sees, " Oh, You
Wonderful Girl " is played from voice, as a
song, followed by a numbered selection and
repeated as Fairbanks jumps to the window. Where she tells him that the money
is hidden, " Zephir " is played, changing to
" Goyecas " with the scene of Lopez in
Mexico, a numbered one as he enlists his
band, followed through with " Wyoming
Days " and then three numbered selections
ended the orchestra takes up " They Go
Wild " and then for the final title " The
oldest to
andthebestendgame
of all " we have the
theme
.
After
few lights
strains
of " the
Zoo comedy,
Step "
with
the ahouse
in gold
" Love's False Faces " starts. This tune
continues until the scene showing why saloon keepers go mad and then " Sly Boots "
is used changing for the scenes of the
monkey and the cat to " Oh Harry." Then
for the fight in the bar room " Honky
Tonky " is used and for the title " False to
the Core " " Pal Beach " changing to
" Flower Songs " with the title " You
ought to be ashamed " and to " Two Key
Rag " with the ex-bartender.
Where the new boarder with the secret
sorrow is shown there is an effective bit
with " The Curse of an Aching Heart "
and then with " What kind of a wife are
you?" we get "Porcupine Patrol." With
the appearance of the detective " Tremolo
Trot " is played and as the wax figure
starts to move there is a change to " Money Blues " and with the title " He's in
again " to " Who's Who." Then with the
views of the man at the safe there is a
change to numbered selections, three of
them being used to the end. Of course,
effects are employed through the picture.
Dubois's " Finale in B Flat " is the or-

gan solo."

At left, three of the girl ushers at the Rialto, Des Moines; center, a view of the lobby with the striking decorations, including the
dragons in gold, and at right, front of the house showing the huge lantern
Three

Blocks

Away

Huge

Lantern

Got

the Eye

of Des Moines People and Drew Them to Rialto
ANYONE who came anywhere near the in the stage settings with red silk prevailRialto theatre, Des Moines, during the
ing on which there were embroidered gold
dragons. Before each showing of the picweek of the showing of " The Red Lanture a singer in Chinese costume sang
tern " could not fail to get the Chinese
" The Red Lantern " song.
atmosphere that was carried from the front
of the handsome building to the stage.
All of the ushers were costumed in Chinese garb, similar to the three shown in
Eller Metzger, house manager of the
the photograph.
Rialto, gave attention to every detail, and
the result was that even the crowds that
were waiting in the lobby for admission
Prize Ring Is Reproduced in
were kept interested trying to decipher the
Lobby of Denver Theatre
Chinese inscriptions on the walls.
A recent American release starring MarPhotographs fail to do justice to the
garita Fisher, " Put Up Your Hands," was
decorations, as there were vivid color
put over by the Strand theatre of Denver
schemes used with black and gold bronze
by
which do not show strikingly in pictured
stunt.the use of an extra-attractive lobby
form. Other portions of the lobby were
The star is featured as an ultra-athletic
in a striking red with the inscriptions all society
girl who introduces a boxing
in gold, affording a decidedly rich effect.
match as an innovation at one of her aunt's
In front of the theatre and hanging over
fashionable tea-parties, at which she ap. the sidewalk there was a huge red lantern
pears in regulation boxing togs, giving a
six feet high, and in this was a 200-watt
sparring
exhibition
" Bull " the
Montana,
electric light that attracted attention to
her instructor.
Theywitharranged
lobby
this for three blocks away, since it loomed
to
look
as
much
like
a
bona
fide
prizeup stronger than anything on the street.
fighting ring as possible. There was a
On the sides of the lantern there were
roped-off
square, and about twenty pairs
Chinese inscriptions in gold. Below the
of boxing gloves hung on the walls. The
canopy there were twenty-four illuminated
only stills displayed were those showing
lanterns hung.
These were also used inside the lobby,
the
heroine
in captivating
" B. the
V. count.
D.'s "
forcing
her ring
partner to take
and there was constructed a " fake " effect
It
was
a
novel
display
that
provoked
with three walls painted a rich, warm red.
curiosity and interest on the part of every
The vertical panels were decorated in black
passer-by and created city-wide comment.
with Chinese designs in gold, and in these
The Strand reports having done a wonpanels were displayed pictures of the star
derful business on this subject.
and scenes from the production. The lobby
veiling was hung with different sorts of
lanterns, and the huge dragons over the Baltimore Theatre Gives Mirrors
entrance and exit were most effective.'
Its AnniversaryThe foyer walls were covered with rich
Bridge on
theatre,
one of the most popular
Chinese draperies and hangings in bright
neighborhood houses, in Baltimore, has
and gorgeous colors. In the auditorium
just celebrated its fifth anniversary with
the wall brackets were all covered with
a series of special programs including vocal
hangers of red, blue, yellow and orange,
selections each evening. The house was
with Chinese characters on all four sides, lavishly decorated with flowers provided by
and from the inverted ceiling lights there
the management and sent by friends and
were rung peculiar bag-shaped lanterns in patrons of the theatre.
which there were large red lights, affording
At each matinee souvenir pocket mirrors
a striking effect as the people entered the
bearing the picture of Harold Lockwood
house.
on the back were presented to the women
Effect of the draperies was carried out
patrons.

Noble Puts Over Big Campaign
with Automobile Ads
(Continued from page 3785)
that these displays referred to a motion
picture. Most of the space in the seven
inch, triple column display that day was
devoted to the surrent attraction, with the
same figure of the racing car in the lower
right hand corner and just the two sentences in 10 bold face in the upper right
hand corner reading:
Hitting
the road Sunday
at 112— miles per, and he'll be
in Portland
He's comin' hell-bent-for-election.
On Saturday the announcement was
made of the picture in a quarter page display and then on Sunday the four full
columns were used. By that time every-

THE BIGGEST
THRILL
YOR LIFEOF
SUNDAY
Here the first intimation of what it was
all about
body in the whole Portland section wanted
to know what all of this advertising was
about and even had the display not been
very attractive in itself they would have
been sure to read all of the little reading
matter that it contained.
Advertising was kept up every day during the week of the showing and the result was very big business. Mr. Noble reports that not only did he get the biggest
portion of the motion picture loving
people, but that he got a lot of people to
the Liberty who rarely go to see a photoplay.
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Gets

IndefiniteBroadway

H. B. Warner in "The Man Who
Turned White," Taken by B. S.
Moss for Long Run — A
Robertson-Cole Production
AN
indefinite run at the Broadway
theatre, New York, commencing June
I, introduces H. B. Warner, creator of the
celebrated
" Jimmy
before the stage
picturerolepublic
again.Valentine,"
On this

Henry B. Walthall, Star of " Modern Husbands " Distributed by Robertson-Cole Through
Exhibitors' Mutual
World

Market for Fox Film
Now Established
Special Representative Darling, of the
Fox Film Corporation, who has been visiting the Dutch East Indies, has practicalcompleted
y.
his trip, designed to establish Fox films firmly in that section.
This trip is the final link in the chain
of territories which Mr. Darling has visited in his tour of the world and practically means Fox films in all parts of the
globe outside of the Teutonic countries.
Exhibitors Book " Big V "
Special Comedies
Concrete evidence, it is said, of the growing popularity of Vitagraph's " Big V"
Special comedies is contained in the acquisition of these comedies last week by J. C.
Brady of Toronto, A. G. Taibot of Denver
and J. de Alarcon of El Paso, Juarez and
Chihuahua. All these men came to New
York City, it is said, to jersonally close contracts for the series as well as for other
Vitagraph units.

" High Pockets " Subject of
Louis Bennison
The newest Goldwyn-Betzwood picture
starring Louise Bennison is entitled " High
Pockets." It will be released by the Goldwyn Distributing Coroporation on July 1.
Once more Bennison portrays a cowboy;
as usual his vehicle for this presentation is
a story of the West. Opposite Bennison is
a new Betzwood star, Katherine MacDonald.

occasion he is seen in " The Man Who
Turned White" which Robertson-Cole is
releasing through Exhibitors Mutual as the
initial offering of the Superior Pictures
series.
Bookings of this feature, it is announced,
have been made by leading exhibitors from
one end of the country to the other. B. S.
Moss, on booking the picture into his
Broadway theatre, proclaimed it one of the
most entertaining photoplays he had seen.
An elaborate showing at this theatre will
be given.
Superior Pictures, according to an announcement recently by Robertson-Cole,
are to be photoplays which will measure up
in entertainment value and production to
the approved specials. They will be made

"TUniversal
TNIVERSAL hasInaugurates
ready for distribution," says an official of the company to twenty-four of its largest exchanges in the United States, a ' stunt '
reel, or what may better be called a ' silent
salesman ' reel. This is perhaps the most
novel idea of increasing sales and of showing the exhibitor what he may buy that
has ever been originated. The reel has
been at least six months in preparation and
is perfect in every detail. The silent salesman reel will be sent to the exchanges and
the exhibitors near the exchange will be invited to review it at special showings, and
in case the exhibitor is a neat distance
from the exchange the salesman will take
the reel with him and it will be shown to
the exhibitor in his own theatre.
" The reel is designed so that views of
Universal City are first shown, or the
actual making of the pictures. Following
the opening views are scenes from pictures
in which each of Universal's stars have
won success. Dorothy Phillips is shown in
" The Heart of Humanity " and " Destiny."
Mildred Harris (Mrs. Charles Chaplin) in
several of her Jewel successes.
" Mary MacLaren is shown in " The
Amazing Wife," and following is Monroe
Salisbury
in " The
Other stars,
May Blinding
Murray, Trail."
Harry Carey,
Priscilla Dean, Eddie Polo, Pete Morrison,

Booking

with a view of showing in the finest theatres, and with the three weeks' run at
the Broadway, the series should receive a
flying start.
" The Man Who Turned White " is announced as both spectacle and drama combined. Jesse D. Hampton, who produced
the feature, is said to have given it a
most elaborate production. He surrounded
H. B. Warner with the most appropriate
types he could obtain.
In the cast supporting Mr. Warner are
Barbara Castleton, who has the female
lead; Jay Dwiggins, Carmen Phillips,
Wedgewood Nowell, Walter Perry, Eugenie Ford and Manuel Ojeda.
Mr. Warner in this feature will be seen
in a dual role, first as Ali Jaman, renegade
white leader of an Arabian Band, and then
as Captain Rand, an officer who was cashiered from the army for assuming the
responsibility for a bitter charge which
should have rested upon another's shoulders.
The locale is said to be most convincing,
a natural desert spot in California, faithfully reproducing the Sahara. The photoaverage. graphy is also declared to be above the

a New
"Stunt" Reel
Lyons and Moran, James J. Corbett and
Joe the Monk are also shown in scenes
from features, together with shots of the
unreleased serial and Universal Screen
Magazine.
As a final conclusion, the exhibitor is
shown how many audiences have received
Universal pictures. This has been accomplished by photographing a motion picture
audience at the close of a showing of one
of Universal's pictures.
" Too

Many Crooks " is
Leslie's Latest
Gladys Leslie's latest photoplay is scheduled for release by Vitagraph about the
middle of June. It is said to be a screen
version of "Too Many Crooks," which was
published in All-Story Weekly. E. J. Rath
is the author. The story deals with a young
woman playright who becomes imbued with
an ambition to write a crook play after
having seen a performance of that type of
play on the stage.
Gladys Leslie and Jean Paige are seen in
the principal feminine roles, with Huntley
Gordon as the master crook. Others in
the cast are Anders Randolf, T. J. McGrane, James Dent, Cecil Chichester,
George O'Donnell, John T. Wade and
James Gaylore.
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Another
Police
Drama
for Joyce
Smith every possible aid in its production,
Vitagraph to Star Alice Joyce in Third
and has placed at his disposal the mass of
Police Drama Which Is Planned
information contained in the criminal
for Early Fall Production
archives of his court, in addition to lending
<(rTHE third in a trilogy of police
his
own toacute,'
incisiveThis
knowledge
■I dramas filmed by Vitagraph is subject
the plan.
interest of
on this
the
planned for production early in the fall by part of Judge Olson is founded on a due
appreciation of the far-reaching effects on
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,"
says an official of the company. " As in the the courts of such a picture as Mr. Smith
is
to make.
•first two, Alice Joyce will be starred. The
subject will be based on the new methods
"The new picture will deal with a phase
of crime detection and correction as deof criminology not covered by the two
veloped .by the psychopathic laboratory of
preceding police pictures— ' Within the
the Municipal Court of Chicago. It will
Law,' which dealt with the circumstantial
complete Vitagraph's cycle of police dramas.
detection of crime and ' The Third De" Mr.- Smith will personally supervise this
greet,' treating of the sometimes overzealous police methods used in forcing the
production,- which George Randolph Chesconf ession of crime. The new picture will
ter, famed creator of 'Get-Rich-Quick
deal primarily with the prevention of crime.
Wallingford,' and production editor of
Vitagraph, has been commissioned to write.
It will show how, by the use of the psychoIn addition to the elements of novelty
pathic data, a man who is a potential criminal may be apprehended before, riot after,
and ' punch,' which will insure the forthcoming production great general public
the commission of the crime."
Mr. Smith stated that Tom Terriss
vogue, according to Vitagraph's prognosis,
the play will have a special significance to
would direct the picture, and that the principals supporting Miss Joyce would be
the law-making and law-enforcing bodies
and individuals who specialize in criminpicked from the well-known Vitagraiph
stock forces, whose talents are alterolgy.■
nately employed in the support of the va" Chief Justice Harry Olson, of the Chicago Municipal Court, is in a way the
rious Vitagraph stars, as the characteristics
of
the
roles dictate.
sponsor of the picture. He is lending Mr.
Sub-Sea Picture Producer Buys Small Island
work. One side of the island has a smooth,
THE purchase of a small island where
he plans to breed and train Octopuses
sandy beach and the other side is a mass of
for work in his submarine pictures, was
jagged reefs, torn by storms, and a spot
where octopuses may be found. It is his
announced by J. E. Williamson on his return from a flying trip from the West
hope to find a gigantic one, approaching the
size of the largest recorded, which Mr.
Indies. " Sandy Cay " is the name of the Williamson
island.
declares measured twelve feet
Mr. Williamson stated he had scenes in body.
in breadth across the central part of the
mind for a new story which calls for a
battle under the sea between the diver, in
regular diving costume, and a great
octopus, and later a battle to the death
Selznick Insures O'Brien
between the octopus and a shark. He is
Lewis J. Selznick announces that he has
quite certain he will be able to get the
had Eugene O'Brien insured for $1,000,000,
this being the first instance in which a
octopuses, declaring them intelligent, cunproducer has protected himself by placing
ning and always ready to fight, but is wondering how he will beable to stop the fight
" limit insurance " on a male star. In this
with the shark, once it begins.
manner, it is said, Selznick Pictures Corporation has again revolutionized the moIn " Sandy Cay," the producer and intion picture industry.
ventor believes he has an ideal place to

Picture

News

Winsome little Bessie Love, in her newest Vitagraph film, " The Little. Boss "
"War Map" Records Added
Exhibitor Members
Just as American Headquarters in France
kept a map showing the daily increase in
the total of U. S. soldiers abroad, so in
the office of the United Theatres in New
York may be seen a " war map " recording
the daily progress in the number of affiliated theatres of the organization. In the
week just closed the corporation reported
the list of "new members larger than in any
week since the inception of the membership drive, the names of 95 new exhibitors
having been recorded.
Solid Booking

the Rule

on

" Bolshevism on Trial "
As a result of an intensive selling campaign, Henry Siegel, branch manager of
the Select Pictures' New York Exchange,
finds he has ten prints of the Select Pictures' feature, " Bolshevism on Trial,"
booked solidly for three weeks. He reports the subject is going well with all exhibitors, many booking for three and four
day runs, after witnessing a private show-

Goldwyn
Corporation announces
MadgePictures
Kennedy's
Next
that Madge Kennedy is shortly to begin
work on "The Wrong Door," the new
story written by Jesse Lynch Williams, the
purchase
of which was announced last
week.
"The Wrong Door" is a production with
rich and colorful scenes which take in both
the East and the West of the United States.
The' glory of the West has never had a
more poetic presentation on the screen,
it is declared.

Two Young Players Who MacLean
Are to Be andCo-stai
the

1insome
by Thomas
Doris H.MayInce for Paramount-Doug'as

Fisher's
Next
AMargarita
number of well-known
motion
picture
actors will be seen in support of Margarita
Fisher when her next picture, " Trixie
from Broadway," a comedy-drama
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$1,000,000
Beach-Goldwyn
Eminent Authors' Pictures Will Control Works of Six Prominent
Authors, Who Will Supervise and Direct the Screen
Production of Their Stories
WITH
a capital stock of one million, and production plans several steps
in advance of the ordinary, a new corporation to be known as Eminent
Authors' Pictures, Inc., has been founded by Rex Beach and Samuel
Goldwyn. The author is president of the company, and Mr. Goldwyn, in
whose hands will lie the direction of business details, is chairman of the Board
of Directors.
The corporation has under exclusive contract for a long term of years six
of America's popular novelists, who will supervise the production of their own
works, past and to come, in motion picture form.
The stories of Mary Roberts Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, Basil King,
Gouvernor Morris and Le Roy Scott, as well as those of the late Gertrude
Atherton, will be under the exclusive control of the new corporation for screen
presentation.
Author Has the Power
The production plans of the new company are unique The author will have the
final power of direction and supervision
over his picture. All of the authors represented by the new corporation have had
their works produced on the screen at various times. Out of their experiences is
said to have grown the conviction that the
only method whereby an author can be
represented authentically in the motion picture is through a direct authority over the
details of making the picture. This does not
n-tan that the work of the practical director will be invalidated. It does mean that
the director will have at every moment the
u.rt of the knowledge, judgement and fine
imz ginative power which has made the
wo ks of these writers famous on the
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation
piii ted page.
1 ae experience of Rex Beach as a writer
development of the stage in this — that the
for the screen has contributed materially
play is recognized as the thing and the
actor is to be selected to fit the play rather
to the formation of the company. His
statement following the announcement of than that the play should be distorted to
fit the peculiarities of the actor. The progthe new corporation illuminates the situaress of the motion picture industry has
tion in which authors have found themselves when their work has been screened.
been rapid. It has covered the same ground
Mr. Beech says :
in ten years that it took the theatrical business fifty years to cover. The mechanical
''The growing importance of the story in
details of production, artistic photography
motion pictures makes it possible to star
the story instead of the actor. The progand screen presentation, the intricate channels of distribution and exploitation, have
ress of the picture industry parallels the

Corporation
all
reached a high stage of efficiency; but
the quality of screen stories and plays, as
a whole, has not kept pace with the general advance of the art, or business, or
whatever you may call it. So far as cooperation between the creative writers of
genius and the men who make the pictures, the business is just about where it
was five years ago.
All Good Stories
The industry rests upon a solid bedrock
of good stories and plays. Remove that
and it will not stand. Screen personalities
alone cannot hold it up, for no matter how
big or popular that personality, picture
audiences expect and demand a story back
of him or her, and a story, moreover, big
enough and vital enough to match the star's
personality and prestige. There is a dearth
or original creative writers in motion pictures and that scarcity will continue to
grow so long as the business remains divorced from the necessary and vital source
of supply, as at present.
"Under our arrangement every author in
the group will be given the benefit of the
most experienced and practical assistance
obtainable in the screen preparation of his
works. The Eminent Authors' Pictures,
Inc., is out to produce not pictures in quantity, but pictures in quality. • Every field of
fiction will be covered and no time, money
or attention will be spared."
Five New

Branches

Opened

By Select Pictures
General Manager Sam E. Morris, of
Select Pictures Corporation, has announced
that his company will, in the near future,
establish several new branches at points
widely separated throughout the United
States, The projected new exchanges are
five
in number and will be located at
Albanv,
Salt Lake City, Indianapolis, New
Haven, and in New York City, where a
New Jersey Exchange will be established
quite separate from the New York Exchange already in operation.
Mr. Morris states that the purpose in establishing these exchanges is to render an
even better service to exhibitors throughout the country than the sendee which
Select Exchanges have already been giving.

Old Prizma

Studios Occu-

pied by New Concern
Offices and studios have been opened by
the Adolph Philipp Film Corporation at 11
East Fourteenth street, New York, the site
formerly occupied by Prizma. The studios are being renovated and modernized,
and
a new electric light plant is being
installed.

The Main Automobile Entrance to the Goldwyn Plant on the West Coast.
Bought by Goldwyn from Triangle

These Studios Were

Twenty-nine of Adolph Philipp's plays
have been turned over to the concern, and
it is predicted these will be successes on
the screen. Incidental music to his productions will be presented.
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News

Gish
Speaks
of Troubles
simpl
NoUs
But Peter Milne Finds They Are Only " Peel" Ones
-t
Installs
Two
Simplex
Projectors
put
in
on
the
picture
without
the
benefit
THE stories they have to tell regarding
of a foil. Her famous closet scene when
Cecil R. Woods of the Boston Motion
the production of D. W. Griffith's
she retreats from the enraged father, and
" Broken Blossoms " would fill a neat little
Picture
Supply Company has installed two
rises to such wonderful heights of fear and
volume. The latest to give away the seSimplex Projectors and a Crystal Bead
agony as the door is hacked down was done
crets of the studio is Lillian Gish, whose
Screen, in the new Rialto theatre, Naugawithout any ferocious Crisp on the other
performance as the child in this picture
tuck,
Conn. He states that the stage setside of the partition and in broad daylight.
gives her rank among the greatest acting and general lay-out of the Rialto cantresses on the screen. Miss Gish came on
To work up those intense scenes of mortal
not be equalled off Broadway.
fear was a pretty difficult task, Miss Gish
to New York to witness the premier of
On May 26 the Jesters, an organization
admits.
the picture at the Cohan theatre and to
of motion picture and theatre men of ConAnd that it was tremendously effective
attend the first nights in other cities on the
necticut attended the opening of the Rialto,
any one who has seen the picture may well
Atlantic seaboard. And when the interwhich is considered one of the finest in
viewer met her at the Hotel Commodore
the state. Rossi C. Cabol, a prominent
agree.
But then none of these difficulties came
she was bubbling over with the excitement
member
of the Jesters, and equally promiof her New York visit — the first in two
out in the wash. Miss Gish's secrets can
nent in moving picture circles opened the
theatre. After the performance the Jesters
years.
be looked for time and again in " Broken
And Miss Gish talked a lot of " Broken
Blossoms," and not found.
gathered and formed an automobile parade
Miss Gish was also enthusiastic about the
Blossoms." First she revealed that Mr.
to Waterbury, where a banquet was tenGriffith never really meant to have her play
next
Griffith
Artcraf
t
picture,
"
True
Heart
dered them at Hodson's Cafe by Mr. Cabol.
the role of the child. He thought her just
At the last meeting of the Jesters Mr.
Susie," in which she carries a role similar
a little too old. " He searched all Los
Woods was asked to advance to the rosto that she had in " A Romance of Happy
Angeles for a child actress suitable for the
trum and the chief jester inquired as to
Valley." " Mr. Griffith thinks my work
in this picture better than that which I did
part,"
said
Miss
Gish,
"
but
could
find
none.
his
business.
Mr. Woods stated " that his
And then he rehearsed me in it just to see
in ' Broken Blossoms,' " said Miss Gish, a
business
was
selling
Simplex Projectors."
whether I would possibly do."
statement that makes one think Mr. GrifThe chief then asked him how many maIt can be interposed here with the greatchines
he
has
disposed
of that week, and
fith has discovered a new superlative deest emphasis that Miss Gish " did."
upon being told that five machines had been
" The picture was really made in a short
sold, a fine of five dollars was levied upon
Outside of being forced to tell about her
gree.
time," continued the star, " that is the acMr. Woods, this sum being added to the
picture work Miss Gish has been seeing
tual photographing of it. But the troubles
entertainment fund.
New York, and finding herself dizzy with
we had. Donald Crisp, who played my
it all. She agrees that the contrast beMax Spiegel's Grand Installs Simplex
father, was directing for Lasky at the time,
The Grand theatre, Hartford, Connectiand they were obliged to shoot all his
tween the quiet of California's nights and
cut, afifteen hundred seat house, which up
the noise of New York would make good
scenes at night. Mr. Barthelmess' mother
to last week has been running burlesque,
was sick, and then in the middle of work
dramatic material. And a 'bus ride on
has been thoroughly renovated and opened
Fifth avenue, she says, provides quite as big
I got
with very encouraging prospects, it is said,
But the
all flu."
these seemed small troubles coma thrill as a spin down Hollywood Bouleas a full-fledged motion picture theatre. As
pared to the work that Miss Gish had to
vard in a private car. — Peter Milne.
a part of its up-to-date equipment two Simplex Projectors have been installed.
New Simplex Mazda Pleases Delegates
One of the exhibits that was the center
Mystery"
Picture
Finally
Titled
of
attraction at the annual convention of
as
well
as
the
co-operation
of
the
public
" The Solitary Sin," Named After
and semi-public influences for good, in the Nela Associates which was held recently
Suggestions
By Exhibitors, Is
at the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City,
every community. I should like to emphaAnnounced — To Be Released
size, however, that ' The Solitary Sin ' is was the new Simplex Mazda Incandescent
as State Rights Film
not a preachment; it is simply strong vir- Lamp Equipment, which was installed and
THE culmination of the vague advertiseile drama, the kind that people wish to see,
operated under the personal direction of
ments appearing in trade papers for and the moral, while obvious, is not thrust
Edwin S. Porter of the Precision Machine
several weeks, requesting exhibitors and
Company and to whom, it is said, much of
state rights' buyers to select a title for a
the success of this equipment is due.
feature to be offered, is the announcement
upon one."
Owing to the entire abandonment of the
Universal Buys Western
of
corrugated
condenser system, with which
cial." The Solitary Sin," a state rights speUniversal announces the purchase of the
all similar Incandescent projectors are
The production was made in California,
Frederick Bennett two-reel Western drama
fitted, there were many electrical experts
and the cast includes Jack Mulhall, Helene
"Five Thousand Dollars Reward." This is
present
who doubted the ability of the Simsaid
to
be
one
of
the
best
western
stories
Chadwick, Pauling Curley, and other wellplex to work with the plano-convex or
known players. Fred Sullivan produced the written for screen production and will be
present condenser system, however, after
picture, under the personal supervision of produced under the direction of George
being shown the results on the screen and
George D. Watters, who will present it.
the absolute ease with which these results
Holt. Pete Morrison, Universal's western
star, and Magda Lane will play the leading
Speaking of " The Solitary Sin," Mr.
mended.
were
obtained, Mr. Porter was highly comroles. Bennett is said to be writing stories
Watters said: " We regard our first production as a highly successful endeavor. It for Lee Moran and Eddie Lyons.
has the elements which make for a successful production. The title is an exColdewey Joins Universal
ceedingly strong one ; the story is dramatic
Anthony W. Coldewey, who entered the
Italy's Warriors Enjoy
and unfailingly interesting, and was very
picture
industry as a writer on one of Uniwell directed with a cast of fine players, at
Comedy Cartoons
versal's staffs, has returned to Universal
after an extended absence. He is the latest
least one of whom has been starred by anAn increasing demand from Italy is reother producer.
ported by the Fox Film Corporation for
addition to Universal's continuity staff, and
" In addition to the entertainment value
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons. Solis best remembered for his screen adaptaof this attraction we feel that the great
diers back from the front especially, it is
of the Richard Bennett's plays and
said, find keen enjoyment in the antics of for a tions
moral lesson, which it indicates, will
tions. number of William Russell producobtain for it a great amount of publicity,
Bud Fisher's creations.
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Literary
Output
of established popularity, under a producer
Announcement of Year's Plans Discloses He Controls Score of of splendid ideals and personally supervised
Noted Works By Foremost Authors in Assuming
by the author of the stories in person.
The nucleus around which this evolution
Reins of Great Authors' Productions
has
been built has been Benjamin B.
FAR reaching plans for sales and distribution in the forthcoming year,
Hampton's two organizations, which have
he controls the Great Authors' Picdivulge the fact
completed and are delivering their first picplans which
in addition the distribution of famous
and that
tures, Inc., Productions,
tures from California. To Mr. Hampton
with his editorial and publishing experience,
novels and plays by celebrated authors, were disclosed the past week by W. W.
Hodkinson. The works of Augustus Thomas, Zane Grey, Sir Gilbert Parker,
Mr. Hodkinson, pays unstinted praise for
Emerson Hough, Stewart Edward White and Winston Churchill — names to his vision and achievements. To harmonize
conjure with in the world of letters — will find their way to the screen under the all productions that for the coming year
will pass through the Hodkinson sales
guiding hand of Mr. Hodkinson.
mechanism, Mr. Hodkinson, it is said, has
Of primary importance is the revelation of the complete plans of the Great
cultivated and developed other allies of
Authors' Pictures, Inc., which Benjamin B. Hampton organized and has been
similar high ideals.
building for months in California with two big pictures completed and to its
credit.
Hammons Writes from
Other Authors Coming
Abroad
Benjamin B. Hampton's Great Authors'
organization at this time controls the stories
A pile of letters, received from Viceof Stewart Edward White, Emerson
President E. W. Hammons, of the Educational Films Corporation, contains the
Hough, Winston Churchill and Irving
first detailed information concerning the
Bacheller, with still other authors in like
wanderings of the film man in Europe.
prominence to be announced.
His cabled messages, which have so far
Benjamin B. Hampton and Eltinge F.
been the only means by which he has kept
Warner control the Zane Grey Pictures,
in touch with the office, have been too brief
Inc., and have just completed Mr. Grey's
to convey any knowledge of what he has
story of the southwest, " Desert Gold,"
accomplished in London.
which has been shipped east for Hodkinson
Mr. Hammons says that he has been pardistribution. Great Authors' Pictures, Inc.,
ticularly fortunate in securing some very
has completed the production of Stewart
fine single-reel material, which he promEdward White's " The Westerners " and
other novels of this writer to be screened
ises will be a feature of the short-subject
market this fall, and states that he has a
include " The Leopard Woman," " The
number of other things in prospect that
Rules of the Game," " The Riverman," etc.
will be most interesting to exhibitors in this
Mr. Churchill's most immediate novels to
country when the results of his trip are
be screened include " The Dwelling Place
announced on his return.
of Light " and " The Inside of the Cup."
Mr. Hough's two contributions are to be
" The Mississippi Bubble " and "54-40 or
Fight." Irving Bacheller's initial screen
" "Widespread
Lady Windermere's
Fan "
interest is being evinced,"
contribution will be " Keeping Up With
Louise Glaum Is thetributedStar
of
"
Sahara,"
Dissays
an
official
of
Triangle,
"at
the 15th
anby Hodkinson
Lizzie."
nouncement that it will release on June
During all the months of preliminary orthe best known and most widely read of
Harry Raver's Four-Star organization,
ganization William W. Hodkinson foreseeing the evolution in the industry that makes
which recently completed and released "As
Oscar Wilde's stories, "Lady Windermere's
Fan." Everyone is familiar with the story
a Man Thinks " by Augustus Thomas
recognizably big stories the prevailing de- through
the Hodkinson sales mechanism
of a mother who sacrifices her own good
mand of exhibitors everywhere, has been
has just completed his second Thomas proname that her daughter's may be saved ;
fostering the organization of other producof the struggle against pride, and the final
duction,The
"
Volcano," starring Leah
ing units that will make productions only
Baird and directed by George Irving. There
overwhelming triumph of mother-love over
from stories by authors of established
name throughout the world.
are to be four more of Mr. Thomas' bigthe desire for personal happiness."
gest works in this series, representing
America's foremost dramatist given his
personal attention to the actual production
of his pictures which are being directed by
George Irving.
Down in San Antonio the Sunset Pictures Corporation, another Hodkinson ally,
is completing the production of Sir Gilbert
Parker's story of Canada, "You Never
Know
withdirection
House Peters
the starYour
and Luck,"
under the
of Frankas
Powell. The Hodkinson literary and technical departments have given their personal
supervision to the preparation of this story
for production.
Still another unit controlling the stories
of
popular
aur
thorsoneisofto the
be country's
announced most
within
the next
President Fred L. Wilke, of Continental Pictures Corporation

few days by the Hodkinson organization.
This additional unit, it is announced, will
make not less than four stories with a star.

Syd Chaplin, Business Man Extraordinary,
Now Allied with Famous Players-Lasky

Motion
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L.
C.
Haynes
Pays
Brentthe
of
t
presiden
HAYNES
LC.
Film , Corporation, producers of
• wood
" The Turn in the Road," rights for which
were bought by Robertson-Cole, was in
New York City last week, arranging for
the release of several other productions
through this organization. Mr. Haynes is
a newcomer in the film business, having retired from active brokerage work several
years ago. It was King W. Vidor, author
and director of " The Turn in the Road,"
who interested him in pictures with the
result that his first producing venture was
the series of Judge Brown pictures released on the General Film program a little over a year ago. Mr. Haynes then
saw that there was a greater field in the
production of features with the result that
the Brentwood company was formed.
It is a new type of production that Mr.
Haynes intends to manufacture. He believes there is a big demand for pictures of
the type of "The Turn in the Road," pictures which reflect the happy side of life
and leave the shootings and vampires out
of it altogether. " There is so much in life
that is good," said M'r. Haynes, " that we
aim to produce good pictures on clean,
wholesome lines. Not sugary and altogether sentimental to be sure, but pictures
that reflect life as it is lived by the millions
of the country and not by the few. A pic-

Visit
to
the
East
ture does not have to include a murder or
a scarlet woman to be a success.
" The Turn in the Road" was in the nature of an experiment but it was such a
successful experiment that we were immensely satisfied. As a result there will
be productions of a similar character coming from the Brentwood studios in the
future. Productions of dramatic value that
are clean from first reel to last."Asked how many pictures Brentwood
planned producing during the coming year
Mr. Haynes replied that there would be no
set number. " Probably there will be four
or five, maybe six," he said, " but here
again Brentwood aims to get away from
the usual order of things. We don't want
to make pictures as we would some factory
goods and we aren't going to. Mr. Vidor
has all the time he wants to spend on each
production and we expect each production
to stand up as the epitome of wholesome
entertainment."
" We aren't out to set the business agog,"
concluded Mr. Haynes, " but we want to
manufacture a product that will appeal to
the masses as the reflection of their lives.
And if the name Brentwood comes to
mean all that is clean and wholesome in
picture production we will feel quite satisfied."— Peter Milne.

Author's Name
Guarantees 'Tainted World"
that realm ificatioknown
as "backstage" and ramSMASHED box office records are exns ofthat life.
pected bymany exhibitors on the release
Mr. Futrelle's own summary of Reel One
of Vitagraph's third picture of the Anita
gives a fair index to the plot. Says Mr.
Stewart series, "The Painted World."
Futrelle in the original script which unThis story, the work of Jacques Futrelle,
folds the plot and theme:
whose untimely death evoked regret
throughout the world, is said to contain
"By one of those strange, wanton mistakes of nature, a child is born to Elois,
many dramatic situations, the creation of
which Mr. Futrelle was noted for in his the actress. The advent of the child, Yvette,
arouses in Elois the one fine trait in her
works. "The Thinking Machine," also his nature, a tremendous mother love. To keep
work, which appeared serially in the Satthe child clean and to protect it from the
urday Evening Post, is known to readers
influence of her life and that of its dissoall over the country.
lute father, becomes the one passion of her
"The Painted World" was directed by
soul. A moment comes when it borne in
Ralph Ince and, besides Miss Stewart, inher forcibly that to keep the child clean
cludes in its cast E. K. Lincoln, Julia
she must send her away. The reel closes
Swayne Gordon, Charles Kent and Harry
showing her drawing back inevitably to
Northrup. It is a page from the Book of
Broadway, dealing as its title infers with
her life on the stage."
Issues Press Book
on
U UNIVERSAL has prepared what are
said to be perhaps the greatest advertising aids ever made for a serial to be
used in connection with the " Elmo' the
Mighty " serial which is to be released in
June.
A complete press book on " Elmo the
Mighty " is now in the hands of the exchange men. This press book contains all
the information that could be got together,
it is stated, including all details in a column titled " At a Glance." Stories of the
episodes are given in detail, advance
stories and stories to be used during the
running of the serial. Elmo Lincoln, who
won fame in " Tarzan of the Apes," is the
star of the serial and several pages are devoted to special stories written about the

" Elmo,
life
and screen the
work of Mighty
the star. Special"
stories about the other leading stars of the
serial are included also.
Besides the press book on this serial,
Universal is preparing an attractive campaign book. This book is said to contain
all forms of advertising aids to be used
prior to and during the running of the
serial. Several opening ads are suggested
for the use of the exhibitor, teaser ads,
opening day ads, episode ads, and type ads.
Several pages are devoted to the suggestions of novel stunts by means of which
the. serial may be advertised. Included in
the campaign book are reproductions of
the slides, banners, lobby displays, special
photographs, and the full line of posters.
The campaign book will be in two colors.

Picture

News

Norma, of the Talmadge Trio, in " The Way
a Woman "
Big Exploitation for Goldwyn Feature
One of the most original and far-reaching
exploitation campaigns ever devised, it is
said, for a single motion picture production
has preceded and trailed the triumphant
exhibition of the Goldwyn Extra, " The
Eternal
Magdalene," in the leading theatres
of the country.
Encouraged by the powerful theme of the
Robert H. McLaughlin drama and primed
by the appeal which it carries to people of
all ages and fancies, exhibitors have set the
" sky as the limit " it is stated in the advance and current promotion.
A noteworthy feature of the campaign
general is the " teaser " exploitation suggested byGoldwyn's Service Department.
Brady Joins Films
Joe Brady, late captain in the United
States Army, has joined the publicity department of Robertson-Cole, and is now
stationed at the headquarters of this company at 1600 Broadway. Mr. Brady, previous to joining the army, was a reporter
for the New York World and other daily
papers. He received a commission as lieutenant immediately after the United States
entered the war, and was one of the first
in France. Mr. Brady was decorated for
bravery in action, and promoted to the
rank of captain before his return.
New

Sennett

Version

of

" Uncle Tom's Cabin "
Following the success of the ParamountSennett satire, " East Lynne with Variations," Mack Sennett is directing a new
Sennettized version of " Uncle Tom's
Cabin " which threatens, it is said, to be
the funniest comedy ever filmed on the
Sennett lot. Ben Turpin, will be the leading man ; Charles Lynn will play Simon
Legree, and Marie Prevost is the leading
lady. Teddy, the famous dog of the Sennett forces will also be used.

CARCy
Appearing

only

UNIVEDSAL
SPECIAL
ATTDACTI9NS

Harry
"Careys,"
happily,
CAREY
g one
keener
stronger,
is finer,always
succeedinare,
yet eachpictures
than the one before. With every picture Harry
Carey digs a little deeper into human nature, shows
himself to be a better actor, puts across the good old
punch with force and realism which are not less strong
because the rough stuff is passing out. Always
directed by Jack Ford — one of the ablest, most
original directors in America.

"He

wondered

if she

would really hate a fellow who had had to kill
two men."

YOUB people will love this newest Carey —
big "heart" story of a man who, robbed of
family by unscrupulous enemies, takes his
Tenge on them one by one till a woman comes into

the
his
rehis

life — leads his thoughts away from Tengeanee — makes
him into a happy man again. A strong play and a
fine play. Punch and plot. Ruggedness with refineView it sure.
ment. Keen entertainment.

<wroci>

A
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:

Attraction*

Priscilh

Dean

"The Wildcat of Paris" I "The Wicked
'A Silk-Lined Burglar"

"The Amazing

Darling'

"The Exquisite Thief"

Wife"

"The Unpainted Woman"

MonroQ
Salisbury

tlary

Maclaren

"The Light of Victory"
"The Blinding Trail"

Mae
"What

A"m
The
I

"
DeBi
lid?
cious
Little

Devil"
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Special

Mae

Murray

those exhibitors who are going to
show Mae Murray in " The Big Little
Person " we would strongly recommend
that the love element be stressed in all of
the exploitation. By that it is not meant
that this is a mushy romance, but it contrasts the " love "—if we may call it that
in both cases— of the man who is simply
infatuated
girl's beauty
not toleratewith
her the
affliction
and thatandof canthe
man who loves so greatly that he loves her
all the more because of her misfortune.
We would not make it too strong that
the girl is supposed to be deaf through
most of the picture, for this is not the
effect upon your audiences since you have
the relief of the brief allegorical scenes
and the flash-backs and you pretty well
know all the time that something is going
to happen — as it does — to restore her hearing. In this picture Miss Murray is nothing of the hoyden or the vixen, but simply
a human little character of every day life
and that should be made the appeal.
One of the biggest of recent hits in motion pictures has been scored by a simple
love story and the advice that we gave in
one of these special sections was to treat it
as such. And that same advice we give
you here. There is nothing amazing about
this, nothing scenically spectacular, nothing astounding in the developments — but
~we would advise you to advertise this as a
picture that will interest and delight — that
will bring a tear and a heart throb and
leave you well pleased with the ending.

m

Service

"The

Section

Big

on

Little

TO

AND

now we have it : Arathea Manning is of splendid family and with a
mother who is ambitious for the girl's mar-

the
tions are written witeh SecE Special Servic
THES
g
tin
e
ges
pos
to exof sug
pur
hibitors how to get the most
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
studying the pictures and the best
you
them.
expl
way
e
w oiti
you't mad
that Won
anyng use
let usof kno
of suggestions printed here and the
original ideas that you have used in
putting over this picture?

riage into society and a wealthy family,
especially since the father, facing financial
ruin, committed suicide and left practically
nothing. Arathea goes to teach in a private school for little children where she
is idolized — by all except one very bad little child. It is her devotion to these little
ones during an epidemic of scarlet fever
that causes her to lose her hearing.
Opening flashes of the picture show her
leaving
doctor's office
where sheandis ittoldis
that herthemisfortune
is incurable
there that for the first time sees her Gerald
Staples, whom we know a few moments
later as the inventor of an auriphone that
allows the deaf to hear.
Arathea conceals her affliction from her
mother and from Arthur Endicott whom it
has been understood for years she is to
marry. But she soon finds that Arthur
is bored because he continually has to
shout and his brief visits which always end
by his going to see another girl convince
her that happiness is not there for her.
But with another visit to her physician
she is sent to the young inventor, who
gives her the first auriphone that he has

Person

completed — a sort of telephone arrangement with a receiving box that transmits
the voice to her ear. Then she returns to
her school. It is after she has told the children a fairy story — which is really her own
story — of the girl whose ears were turned
to stone — that the bad little girl, angered
because she does not learn what happens to
the princess and her royal suitor, dashes
the auriphone to pieces.
ARATHEAother appeal
is unwilling
to make
anto the young
inventor
whom she had found living in squalid
quarters and devoting all his time and
money to his invention and so she endures
her infliction until she receives a letter
from him addressed to "The Big Little
Person — small in size, but big in ideas " —
telling her that a company has been formed
to market the invention and inviting her
to become the secretary because he knows
that her sympathy for the afflicted will
work aid in the organization.
Here Endicott comes calling and his
jealousy is aroused by the understanding
that seems to exist between the young inventor and Arathea and so he asks her
whether she has told her employer of their
engagement. There follows an impressive
scene in which Staples accused Endicott of
being
the girl's
deafness
because responsible
he had not for
married
and prevented
her from teaching school. Endicott agrees
that he is right and though the girl's faith
is waning more and more she believes that
he still loves her.
Her prosperity has permitted Arathea
and her mother to take more pretentious
quarters and there Staples, as a guardian,
is a frequent caller and he often plays the
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Center, Miss Murray as Arathea; left, one of the fairy scenes, and at the right, Staples denounces Endicott
scenes of the fanciful stuff, but care should
takes her in his arms — everything that he —
piano, which sounds to the girl only "as the
be taken with the use of these lest the imrumble of the distant surf." But he tells
and
— wantthisin one
a woman."
Andyou then
:
pression left that this is something of the
her, " some day you will hear my music,
fairy
story
or
costume
character
when,
as
"
Most
any
one
can
fall in love with a
and then you will understand."
a matter of fact that is a mere incident
girl who is beautiful, radiant, the real sunYET with all his apparent good intenshine of life. Even though her wealth may
zvhich serves for the relief of the drama.
tions Endicott is fast losing his love And at the same time while the child in- be lost, when she has the riches of fairness
for the girl under her affliction and one
terest is strong we would be careful not to and the full bloom of personality, who
would refuse?
evening as he stops by on his way to call
leave an impression that this is a picture
on Daisy — the other girl — he becomes
" Such was Arathea, until she lost her
especially
selling
talk for
like the
this :children. Let's try a hearing. The man who thought that he
angered and bursts out with : " Do I have
to shout into that damned thing all my
" She was the prettiest thing in town, and loved her found that his love wasn't deep
Endicott was mighty proud that she was to enough to ' holler at her ' all his life. But
life?" Then Arathea is completely disillusioned and she tells him that her deafbe his wife. But then there came an afflic- she found that there were other — and real
ness has been pronounced incurable and
tion— she had to go to work and in the men in the world — and one of them espehands him back his ring which he has
course of her duties she lost her hearing.
cially for her.
It was the price of the devotion that she
" It's one of those happily ending little
described as " a very pretty ring — the best
gave to the little children — her wards.
they had in the shop " and then as a partlove stories that you'll really like. There's
ing insult he grinds it under his heel.
" But then his love began to fade. He de- not a fight in it or a villain — not a suggesAs Endicott leaves the girl swoons and
clared that he did not intend to ' yell at
tion of problem
woman
'— ■
falls, her head hitting the corner of the her ' all his life. Then she understood, but just sheer
delight or
withtheMiss' other
Murray
as her
her heart hurt a whole lot when he crushed
casing. There with the gash over her ear
charming best."
Staples finds her. While she is recovering
the engagement ring under his foot and left. captivating,
i
Staples calls and plays and she gets a faint
But that event made room for a real love —
OUR reason for recommending the
trace of the music, pictures herself wana love that swept everything before it— for
longer selling talks here and telling
dering in dreamland and picturing Gerald
a man who played love songs for the little
as much of the story as we have done in
now as her prince. Then as he plays, and
girl who could not hear — with the conthem is to carry the humanness of the picfidence that she would understand. And she
ture over strong, but here are some shorter
the words go "As the dawn flames in the
did — heard the music in her heart and with
ones that can be well used with a striking
sky, I love You," she realizes that her her
ears.
hearing has been restored by the fall — ■
picture of the star :
and there is happiness with the man who
" Yes, it ends just right. There are heart
"It was a mighty good thing for Arathea
loved her through her affliction and in grips in it and some tears, but you'll like it that she lost her hearing — for a little while
spite of everything.
— for then she heard the truth more plainly
all the better for that."
So we have a story here without a
than she ever did before — knew the real man
fight, zvithout a real villain and without a THEN here is one that is built more
that she was supposed to marry. She was
around the personality of the star, and
saved from a life with a man who had only
problem and one with the happy ending.
Yet at the same time it is a rather tense
its use should depend largely on whether
imagined that he had loved her — that she
your patrons are familiar with the work
story, though the magnetism of the star
might have one who really knew the heart
keeps it away from emotional type of of Miss Murray :
drama.
Arathea lost her voice because of
"You have seen Mae Murray as a hoyden
of " aLittle
woman."
of the hills, as a captivating cabaret queen,
her
love
for children — and then after weeks
NOW because of the recent successes
in daring and dazzling roles, but here you
of silence she heard voices- — those of chilthat she has scored you are certainly
have her as the daintiest sort of a little girl
dren, melting into the single voice of the
going to play up the name of the star as
man who loved her better than all the
of real life — just the sort of a character that
the big thing in your advertising. The
all of you will love.
title is very attractive and this should be
" Here she is just the sort of a little girl
" She gathered the children about her and
used in connection with one of the appealthat you or your neighbor might be — an untold her a fairy story of a beautiful prining pictures of Miss Murray. This is a
spoiled lovable person that will win your
cess. It was really her own story and it
case where we believe that it is better to
stopped
when the ears of the princess were
world."
sympathy
from
the
start.
You'll
sympathize
use a cut of the star alone in the role that
turned to stone by the wicked witch — for
mightily
with
her,
but
in
her
troubles
you'll
she has rather than a scene. We have ilArathea was deaf. But there are things like
be
glad from
that her
she indidn't
marryof her
the
man mighty
who turned
the time
fairies in real life, too, and it was not long
lustrated three of these among the reproaffliction and that there came into her life before she heard again — and the first sound
ductions and we believe that they will
was the voice of the man of men for her
one who loved her — in spite of everything
appeal.
We have also shown a couple of the
— and you'll be mightily pleased when he
singing of his love."
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Center, striking picture of star for advertising, and at either side, Arathea and her two sweethearts

Element
of Charm
Should
Be
Played
to the Limit
THIS is the sort of a picture with which
IN the presentation of this picture we
would supply as much of a comedy theme
j'ou should try to make the setting,
FOR
THE
WOMEN
both musical and mechanical in keeping
as possible for the rest of the programme.
There should be in one of those scenics
with the simplicity and sweetness of the
Just a Little Hint to Get
plot. Everything of the freakish and the
used that gives the fragrance of life outExtra Attention
slightest trace of the stunt should be absodoors, and if you are showing it right
away there should be one of those with the
lutely avoided. There shouldn't even be
anything of the sensational, but an effort
d not
snow clad mountains and the slashing wathat weof
woul
use said
anything
already
have
WE the
ters.
to get the people into the theatre on the
stunt stuff in advertising
charm of the story and the star and to
In presenting the picture itself, avoid
this picture, but there is a
send them away word of mouth advertisers
anything of the mysterioso, agitato. There
perfectly legitimate plan that can be
by the way you put the picture over.
should be lighter love music played for a
employed in small space advertising
For those who find that the personal
on the woman's or society page of
greater part of the scenes with an easily
your newspaper for several days in
letter angle pays we should suggest buildrecognized and convincing air for the love
theme.
ing the announcement right around these
advance of the showing of " The Big
e
on " and during its run.
Littl Pers
points, getting the spirit of the advertiseIt is very evident that the theme should
Use single column space for this and
ment that we have suggested with Aliss
be "At Dawning" for this is introduced
then use a display something like
this:
Murray as the big point. Let it run someduring the time that Staples is seen at the
thing like this :
The Story Love:
of a Wonderful
piano playing and the words 'Hash on the
" From time to time we have been telling
screen :
you about big, sensational stories that we
Mae Murray in
" When the dawn flames in the sky, I
have shown. There have been others with
"The
Big
Little
Person"
At the Empire
a plentitude of action and quantities of
This is suitable for either voice, but we
3 Days, starting Sunday.
thrills. Some times we have told you of
would
prefer a woman here. There can be
love
you."
all star casts and lavish scenic investitures.
a variety of settings used, but a most effective one can be employed with the veranda
" Now here is a case where we are going
layout by using these as cutouts and then
to tell you that none of these things guide
of a southern home with the field and a
lettering on each set that she appeared as
us in urging you to come to the Majestic
river showing in the background and the
theatre Thursday and Friday to see Mae
" a girl burglar in boy's attire " in " Dangirl's voice first heard from the wings. Then
Murray in ' The Big Little Person.' But
ger, Go Slow " etc.
let her appear on the stage, or rather veranwe have to offer to you the charming star
If you haven't done this play all the
da, as the dawn effect is given in the lightpictures of Miss Murray that you can get.
at her most convincing best on a story that
ing. Never make the change too rapidly, but
She
has
a
particularly
appealing
face
and
is simple and appealing.
bring it up to gold for the end.
if you will arrange these in a shadow box
This theme then should be carried
"You don't have to wonder whether the
effect they will stand out all the more.
events in this story could possibly happen.
through the picture. Introduce it first as
To the average exhibitor the suggestion
They are true to everyday life. There are
Staples first sees the girl and for the incident of the flowers and then bring it
of flowers in the lobby mean little especialno exaggerated emotions, no stressed situly when they are suggested to reflect some
ations, but events that might easily occur
back next as she goes to his workshop,
portion of the picture, but here is a case
returning with her in his employ.
in your life or your neighbors'. It's realism
where they will give charm and add the
because it is so true to life — realism with
It should be played as a piano solo only
touch of daintiness. A trellis of artificial
where the screen shows. Staples at the
a delightfully happy ending."
roses and real blooming shrubs about will piano and then after the second piano
YOUR lobby display should be largely a
convince more people that this is someeffect it should be taken up with full orthing that they want to see than will the
chestra or organ to the end.
Mae Murray one. Use as many attractive pictures of her as you can get, limit in sensational announcements.
With
this change, and one other, we recartistically mounted. If you followed the
There is something about the psychology
ommend the score that is supplied. Where
suggestions that were made with the first of pictures that makes certain productions
the
ring
is thrown on the floor and Endiof these sections and have preserved the
suitable for particular seasons. This is dis- cott crushed it under the heel have the ortinctly a summer time offering because it
chestra dim down from the suggested
pictures of Miss Murray as she has appeared in her offerings of the past year
carries through it the perfume and beauty
" Song of the Soul " and remain tacet duryou have a chance for a most interesting
of growing flowers.
ing the scene.
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meet

Meet
of that

the

celebrated

sweeping

clean up for
"TARZAN

star

financial

Exhibitors —
OF
THE

APES" — the play that
MADE
Elmo Lincoln one of
the greatest box office magnets on the screen. Meet
the great KAISER,
"Blacksmith"
of
"THE
THE
BEAST
OF BERLIN," the
character that evoked such
unstinted praise from press,
public and critics. Meet4the
Star of the UniversalVbig
new
challenge serial —
"ELMO
THE
MIGHTY"
— whose exploits and tremendous feats of strength
will burn up your territory.

HKHTY
BOOK

Supported

by GRACE

CUNAPD
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Coming

UNIVERSAL

^greaf

Meet

the man

Challenge

who

your theatre for 18 straight
weeks. Meet the man who will
set

the kids wild with excitement, and who will keep your
adults on the very edge of their
seats.
And remember, that while
Lincoln is the featured star of
this serial, you have an added
drawing card in popular GRACE
CUNARD,
whose reputation for
daring in former Universal
serials was the talk of the trade.
Mail your request for a copy
of the big ad campaign book
that will show you how to put
this serial across for 18 weeks.
DO
IT NOW!
Released the
week

Through

of June! 16th.

any UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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The Pretentious Plant, Bought from Triangle, in Which Goldwyn Pictures Are Made on the Western Coast.
Offices; Center, the Colonnade; and to the Right, the Studios Proper
Goldwyn
Buys
Triangle
Studios
It is with a good deal of satisfaction that
Company Preparing for Production
we announce our permanent residence
Intended to Surpass Every Mark
there
a producing
organization."
Previously Set, It Is Declared
The asGoldwyn
studios
are more than a
THE Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, in producing center for motion pictures.
preparation for production intended
They are actually a large city, with parks,
to surpass every mark previously set, it is libraries, theatres, and long, striking highdeclared, has purchased the largest motion
ways. The glint of the sun on the huge
picture studios in America.
steel and glass production stages can be
seen for miles around.
The Goldwyn Company has had the Triangle Studios at Culver City, California,
The store houses and wardrobes, housed
under lease since November, 1918. Their
in separate buildings, are complete in every
purchase was announced today. The
detail and surpass those in the productransaction, which is said to have been
tion centers of Italy, Germany and France.
an outright cash transfer, is stated to be
A
'chemical
laboratory in a building set
one of the largest of its kind ever put
apart, to eliminate danger from fire, is
on record in the motion picture industry.
fitted out to the last detail with all the reThe Triangle studios are said to cover
finements ofmodern photography. Among
a forty-acre tract of hills, valleys, plains
the other buildings are a complete porand woodland, giving every known variety
trait studio, a garage with room for thirof scenic background to picture directors.
ty-five cars, an extensive swimming pool,
and a massive steel and concrete vault to
The buildings and equipment include two
assure the safety of the costly equipment
complete miniature theatres and six proused in producing.
duction stages.
To give authoritative historical value to
" The new studios will give us a splendid equipment for the great productions
Goldwyn productions, Mr. Goldwyn has
been steadily acquiring a library which
we are planning to make," said Samuel
now numbers many hundreds of volumes,
Goldwyn. " Our plans have broadened to
and is ideal for research work.
such an extent that it is absolutely essential for us to have the increased scope of
A complete hospital and relaxation
ground for the employees complete the
the new studios to carry them out successfully. California is a wonderful place.
equipment.
Sydney Chaplin Signs
SYDNEY CHAPLIN, comedian of the
stage and screen, has signed a contract
it is said to appear in motion pictures to
be released by the^Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
Mr. Chaplin's arrangement with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation calls
for four pictures to present comedies running five reels each, it is said. It is also
stipulated that these super-comedies will be
allowed six months for production so that
more than ample time is given to make
each photoplay as nearly perfect in every
detail as it is possible to make them.
Mr. Chaplin will form his own producing organization immediately, it is declared,

With Famous
Players
and will personally direct the production
of his pictures. It is understood that he
will
stage his films
his will
brother's
studio
in California.
The atfilms
be released
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
as Paramount-Artcraft Super-Comedies.
In speaking of his new affiliation, Mr.
Chaplin said : " For some time past there
have been rumors of my returning to the
screen and at last I am able to say that
this is definitely so. My activities as business manager for my brother have been
particularly pleasant but the call of the
screen
resistless."
It is proved
understood
that Mr. Chaplin will
not adopt a standardized character.

Picture

News

At Left the Executive and Business

Exhibitors Comment on
United Features
Commenting upon the opening of their
new Modjeska Theatre, the Modjeska
Theatre Company, Augusta, Ga., have
written J. A. Berst as f ollows : " We
opened our new Modjeska, with Dustin
Farnum in " The Light of Western Stars,"
which was proclaimed by all who saw it to
be one of the greatest productions released
W. W. Cutter, Manager of the Verdi,
St.
Paul, Minn., writes : " I ran the 'Light
in years."
of Western .Stars ' two days and exceeded
the mark I had set for myself, and I want
to assure you that the mark I set was
far from low. On the two succeeding days
after I ran ' Adele ' and again I exceeded
my hopes, in spite of the big crowds that
hadH. attended
the two
previous J.nights."
M. Crandall,
telegraphed
A. Berst
from
D. C. : " Florence Reed
Ma Washington,
y Code of Honor
in ' r
Her
' at Metropolitan
played to capacity."
Is
MacLaren's Newest
" Woman's Place "
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Co., announces the completion of the
newest Mary MacLaren screen drama
" Woman's Place." This new Special attraction issaid to be powerful in its appeal,
contains tragedy tinged with humor and is
a pictured modernistic argument against
many old time beliefs.
The cast includes Thurston Hall, Johnnie Cook, John Mackay, and Ethel Ritchie.
The picture is in six reels and was directed
by Paul Powell and written by Elmer
Ellsworth.
New Alma Rubens Feature
" Annie Marnet," a domestic story with
a theme, is the first photoplay in which
Alma Rubens will appear as the head of
her own organization, the Alma Rubens
Productions. It is being made under the
personal direction of Daniel Carson Goodman, the author, at the Paragon Studios,
Fort Lee.
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Enlarges Its Laboratory
on West Coast
In order to care for the constantly increasing business of the company, particularly in the foreign field, the capacity of
the Famous Players-Lasky studio at
Hollywood will be increased to double the
present output, it is stated, with the result that it will be in a position to handle
approximately a million feet of film a
week. Milton E. Hoffman, Studio General Manager, states that it will not be
necessary to erect a new building to care
for the increasing business but that by rearranging the interior of the present
laboratory the work can be satisfactorily
handled.
With these changes and the additional
new buildings now practically completed,
some idea of the production capacity of
the big plant may be gained from the fact
that within a few days seven productions
will be simultaneously under way, it is
said.
"Virtuous Men" Has Novel
Accessories
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin
have added three distinctive novel exploitation aids to the already complete
list of advertising supplies prepared to assist the state-right buyer in booking " Virtuous Men " to the exhibitor. In order
to give added strength to the novel moving
picture announcement trailer the S-L producers have had motion pictures taken of
the crowds which have attended the opening performances of " Virtuous Men."
Prints of these movies will be joined to
the announcement trailer.
Another useful advertising aid has been
prepared in the shape of a blotter which
carries on its reverse side an exact reproductiof
on . the striking twenty-four sheet
used to advertise " Virtuous Men."
As the third addition to the explotiation
service, albums of 8x10 still pictures have
been "made up for the use of salesmen in
talking to the exhibitor.

E. K. Lincoln, S-LStarProduction
of " Virtuous Men,"

Metro

Busy

in

Western
Studios
story.
Brother's
Place."
Hamilton
wrote the
Four New
Productions Completed
Last Week in Hollywood Studios
Emmy Wehlen has completed " Fools
and Five New Ones Launched
and Their Money." It is an original sain Following Two Days
tire by E. Forst, scenarioized by Finis Fox.
Jack Mulhall played the leading role and
in the cast were Emmett King, Molly McConnell, Betty Peterson, William V.
Mong, Gerard Grassby, John Steppling,
Bertram Grassby and Gordon Marr.
Miss Wehlen's next picture will be " A
Favor For a Friend," an original story by
Lieut. Adj. Luther A. Reed of the Metro
scenario staff. She was scheduled to star
in the new picture last Monday under the
direction of John Ince.
Viola Dana has completed " Some
Bride " under the direction of Henry Otto.
Irvingin Cummings
was also
MissRuth
Dana's
lead
and
the cast were
Sinclair,
" Smiling " Billy Mason, and Florence
Carpenter.
Miss Dana will start her new story,
" The Microbe," immediately. It is by
Henry Altimus and was published in
" Ainslee's Magazine " with Henry Otto as
director.
Bert Lytell was scheduled to finish
" One-Thing-at-a-Time O'Day " last week.
George D. Baker wrote the continuity for
the story, and John Ince directed. Eileen
May Allison as the French dancer in " Almost
Married," a new Metro production
Percy included
was Lytell's
lead. Kilgour,
The rest Stanton
of the
cast
: Joseph
Heck,
William
A.
Carroll,
Jules
Hanft
and
PHOTOGRAPHING of four productions was completed last week at
John Hack.
Metro studios in Hollywood. Five new
Bert Lytell was scheduled to start Monproductions were launched in two days,
day on the John H. Blackwood comedy,
with scarcely a lull for stars or directors,
" It's Easy to Make Money," adapted for
it is stated. This is the first time in the
the scene by Finis Fox and directed by
history of the Metro Western Studios, it his brother, Edwin Carewe.
is said, that so many productions have
May Allison was scheduled to start last
been started simultaneously.
Tuesday or Wednesday on " Free," Wallace Irvin's story that has been picturized
Hale Hamilton finished " Full of Pep,"
the Robert F. Hill story of adventure, pic- for Miss Allison by George D. Baker.
turized by A. S. Le Vino. Alice Lake is Kathleen Kerrigan and Pel Trenton have
his leading lady. The cast included Vicalready been selected for Miss Allison's
tor Potel, Eugenia Ford, R. D. MacLean,
support.
Charles Hill Mailes and Fred Malatesta.
Miss Allison's latest picture, " Almost
Married," finished recently is now in the
Hamilton's next picture will start Moncutting and titling stage.
day under the tentative title of " In His
withH.B.WarnerFilm
Aids
isingAdvert
Many
number of first run exhibitors. Bookings
AN
elaborate
exploitation
campaign,
and
the extention of every possible aid are now being accepted by the various Exhibitor Mutual exchanges.
to exhibitors, has been arranged by Robertson-Cole and Exhibitors Mutual on the
first Superior pictures starring H. B.
Warner, titled "The Man Who Turned
Pre-Release Showing for
Talmadge Film
A pretentious exploitation book has been
Contracts were signed this week by Fred
published,
twelve
pages
in
size,
printed
in
White."
C. Aitken, Branch Manager of Select Pictwo colors and containing a line of publicity in a newspaper form.
tures Corporation's Chicago Exchange, for
In addition a series of twelve cuts has a pre pre-release showing of Constance Talbeen arranged, also special lobby display
made's forthcoming Select Picture, " Hapsets more elaborate, it is said, than those
piness a la Mode," in which she is preusually prepared .
sented by Louis J. Selznick, at the Ziegfeld Theatre in Chicago, for the week of
Nearly a half million sets of postal cards,
eight to a set, have been ordered, and many
June
IS. terms of the contract, the booking
By the
other advertising features will go out with
on the feature is virtually a pre pre-release,
the picture.
the play dates being a week in advance of
The first showing of "The Man Who
Turned White" will be given in June., the regular pre-release booking at Sig FalSeveral days ago it was screened for a ler's Bijou Dream.
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A Few of the Prominent Players Appearing
in theSpong,
Stage Gladys
Women's
W arElizabeth
Relief Risdon,
Films, Distributed
Through Universal.
Belasco, Hilda
Morris,
and Bruce McRae
Polo
to Feature
in Big New
Serial
ment of mystery, and Polo will be cast as a
Headed by Star, Laemmle to Send
young and fearless detective who is sent
Company of Players Half Way
all over the world to solve deep mysteries
Round the World to Produce
and capture dangerous criminals.
"The Broken Idol"
John P. McGowan, known as a successful director of serials, will direct this Polo
TO send a company of players more
serial as well as playing the leading heavy
than half-way round the world, and for
the company to travel more than 10,000
role. Mr. McGowan was formerly an acmiles in five different countries to produce
tor; and after entering the screen industry
made three trips to Ireland for the Kalem
the greatest serial picture ever contemCompany, directing the pictures made in
plated by any producer is the project set
that country. He directed Helen Holmes
forth to-day by Carl Laemmle, president
in the famous Railroad serial as well as the
of the Universal Film Company.
Headed by Eddie Polo the entire group
serials, " Girl and the Game," " Lass of
of persons who will make the trip left the Lumberlands," " Diamond Runners "
Universal City for New York on May 24, and the " Lost Express." Since having been
associated with the Universal Company he
and will sail for London, England, according to the present plans, on June 7. The
has directed the serials, " The Lure of the
Circus," " Lion's Claw " and the recently
trip will be made on the steamship " Lapcompleted Marie Walcamp success, " The
Polo, who is to star in this serial, is
land."
known not only in the United States, but
opening episodes of the serial were
RedTheGlove."
in foreign countries as well. He scored a taken in the West, several of the scenes
success in " The Lure of the Circus," a being taken at the mammoth cattle roundUniversal serial, and has recently proven a
up at Kingman, Arizona, and other scenes
drawing card, it is stated, in his series of have been taken on the Catalina Islands.
Upon their arrival in New York several
two-reel Western dramas.
This serial in which Polo will star will
scenes will be made, and Director McGowan is planning upon using many of the
be international in scope, and will contain
stage and screen stars of the East in the
more exciting, different, varied, and foreign
New York scenes.
scenes, it is declared, than have ever been
The foreign scenes of the serial will be
shown in any serial. The tentative title selaid in Ireland, Scotland, England and
lected is" The Broken Idol," and the story
France. It has been planned to obtain the
is the outgrowth of an idea of Joe Brandt,
services of many of the well-known Euroin charge of Universal's serial department.
pean stage and screen stars in many of the
Mr. Brandt is a co-author of the Universal
scenes and the extras in the. different episerial, " Elmo, the Mighty," the Universal
sodes will be selected from the natives and
serial, which is scheduled for release in the
near future.
people living in the country in which the
The story will contain throughout an ele- episodes are filmed.
Salvation

Next
's with
Hyland
gy novel
A Peg
genuinely
story,
original
turns of plot and spirited action, has been
written by Charles Mortimer Peck and
purchased by William Fox for production
as a Peggy Hyland photoplay. The title
is "The Bed She Made."
In this William Fox production Peggy
Hyland plays the role of Patricia Hilton,
daughter of a rich and aristocratic family.
In the cast are Harry Hilliard, Molly
McConnell, Mrs. Jack Mulhall, William
Elmer, Edwin Booth Tilton and Edward
Jobson.
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Left to Right, David

Opens Projection Rooms
Wounded Soldiers

to

Vitagraph's half dozen private projection
rooms at the Brooklyn producing plant are
being thrown open daily, it is stated, to
wounded soldiers able to make the trip
there. All the latest Vitagraph productions are being screened for the benefit of
the convalescents. Arrangements to this
effect were made this week by Private F.
R. Hirsch of the 5th Regiment, U. S.
Marines, with Frank Loomis, studio manager. The arrangements provide for the
transportation of parties daily, it is said,
to the studio from the Red Cross convalescent house at the Pelham Bay naval hospital. Mr. Hirsch was formerly on the staff
of the Motion Picture News.
Metro

Will

Feature

Dana

" The
Microbe
" for
Metroin has
purchased
a new story
Viola Dana which promises to be the
strongest dramatic role this actress has
ever
had Microbe
on the scre*en.
" The
" was a short story of
human
appeal
published
in Ainslee's by
Henry Altimus.
Work has already commenced, it is stated
on the adaptation of the story to the screen
at the studios in Hollywood, where the
production of the piece will be made in
all the lavishness, it is said, of the author's
vividly, descriptive word-pictures of the
settings of the interiors.

Commends

" Fires of Faith "
A letter of commendation, expressing
appreciation at the manner in which " Fires
of Faith " was screened, has been received
by Edward Jose, director of the production, from Commander Evangeline Booth
of the Salvation Army.
" A powerful and gripping narrative, rich
in
historyexpressed
and inspiration,"
the philosophy,
way the writer
her view was
of
the production.
Mr. Jose is now directing Norma Talmadge in " By Right of Conquest."

Mary Miles
Minter
is starred Film
in " ACo.Bachelor's
Wife,"
by American
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D.

W.

Griffith

EXHIBITORS who are going to show
D. W. Griffith's newest picture, "True
Heart
Susie"
his
name and
the will
fact of
thatcourse
this isplay
his up
newest
offering, but we would suggest going fur' ther
than that
here argument
and getting
intoheart
the
exploitation
a selling
on the
interest.
This picture is just what a sub-title labels
it— "the story of a plain girl" and we would
carry that line in every advertisement.
Now this is a simple little story with
every scene laid in a country town and the
nearest villain that we have is a sort of a
amateur near-vampire and the only violence arather comic fight between the hero
and another of the boys at college. Simplicity isthe point to stress the greatest at
the same time telling your patrons that it
is the art of -Griffith that makes this so delightful.
Here you have one of the strongest casts
of any of the shorter Griffith features, including Robert Harron, Lillian Gish,
Clarine Seymour and Carrol Dempster,
who appeared in "The Girl Who Stayed at
Home," George Fawcett, Kate Bruce,
Loyola O'Connor, Raymond Cannoon and
Walter Higby. By all means we would
mention at least the first five names.
THIS is the story of the picture which is
practically all laid in a little Indiana
village. Susie May Treheart, an awkward
little country girl, is in love with William
Jenkins, her boy neighbor across the way.
Her interest is shown at the "spelling
match" at the country school, where it almost breaks her heart to "jump" her sweetheart. There are some amusing scenes
where William is too bashful to kiss Susie,
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"True

on

Heart

but is a "regular devil" with the other girls.
William's ambition is to go to college and
become a preacher, but when he broaches
the matter to his father he is told that it
is out of the question for there is no money.
But this barrier seems removed when "a
stranger from the great outside world"
passes through the village and in the course
of his fourflushing for the benefit of the
youngsters he declares that he has started
out many great men in life and takes the
name of William, promising that the boy
shall hear from him. Both Susie and her
sweetheart jump to the conclusion that the
college question is as good as settled.
Susie is the one to come to the conclusion that the stranger never intended to
write but she is determined that William
shall have his college course, that the manshe is going to marry must be educated.
And she has already decided that William
is the man and they have pledged their love
by cutting their initial in the lovers' tree.
DESPITE the objections of the maiden
aunt who lives with her, Susie decides
to sell the cow, some of the poultry and
the
like to for
get the
the property
money for
education,
has William's
been left
to Susie by her mother and none can, interfere. Then they go to a neighboring
town and mail the money to William, who
immediately jumps to the conclusion that
it came from the stranger.
And so with the money and through
work as a waiter, William makes his way
through college, while there are many
scenes in the home town showing the faith
with which Susie is waiting, cheered even
with the brief message that says : "So far
I haven't met anybody that I like better

Susie

than the people at home." And so when
he comes back, now an ordained preacher
and the possessor of a moustache of which
he is very proud, Susie confides to her
diary that they are to be married in the
spring and then sets the date up to August.
There is a scene at the village store
where there are two flappers from the
neighboring village seen, by William cheers
her heart by saying : "You see those two
painted and powdered girls. Men flirt with
that sort,
marrytakes
the to
plain
kind."^
And
this but
Susietheyagain
heart
as
meaning her.
OMES the evening of the ice cream
^ festival for the departing minister
whose pulpit William is to take. But there
has come to visit her aunt Betty Hopkins,
a little milliner of the flapper type, and of
course she meets the young minister.
Susie's aunt doesn't like the attention that.
William pays her, but Susie recalled the
remark at the store and sees that Betty is
the same sort of a girl ami replies "He
doesn't like that sort." But her confidence
is shaken when she sees the young minhome. ister escorting the flapper to her aunt's
Betty is tired of work and though she
looks down on a country minister she
changes her mind when he shows her a
letter, accepting his stories she is determined to land him. And she does, Susie
helping the bride dress and hiding her
broken heart behind a pathetic smile.
Soon William is partly undeceived. He
finds that his wife cannot cook and there
is a contrast with the dinner that Susie
serves, he sees curl papers take the place
of curls and that there is a lot of differ-

At left, Susie is going to part with her cow; in the center, the wife in one of her escapades, and at the right, one of the gripping sceneswith Susie and the young minister
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Picture in the center shows Susie and the erring wife who has fled to her that she may hide her escapade. It is striking for newspaper
advertising. Scenes at the right and left show the young minister
with the tivo girls, and afford striking contrast in the types of the
two women
ence when the rouge is not on the lips.
Finally in a storm of rage she declares to
him realizes
that shehis "hates
He
mistaketheanddamned
when heplace."}
sees
Betty with some letters he advises her to
marry, but to be sure she gets the right one.
THEN the minister is away and some of
her flapper friends come to visit her
and they are dancing when William returns. He sees Sporty Malone with Betty
in his arms kissing her, but the girl is able
to persuade him that he has seen wrong.
But a little later under the plea of being
ill and going to another room to sleep
Betty meets her friends and they go to
a dance which is not of the most conservative kind. Returning they are caught in a
rainstorm and it is only after her friends
have left that she discovers she has lost
her key.
Her only hope is Susie and she goes to
the latter's home and persuades her to lie
for her and to tell William that she has
spent the whole night there. Again William is foiled, but the wetting has fatal
consequences, and as the girl is dying she
tries to confess, but fails as she lived — a
little unfaithful.
There William pledges himself never to
marry again, but a while later Susie's aunt
takes things in her own hands and tells
William that it was Susie who supplied
his education and one of Betty's chums
gives the rest of the story with the confession of the party. Then the happy ending-

FOR those who design their own advertising we recommend strongly three of
the series of scene pictures that we have
shown here. One of them is of the boy
and girl at the lover's tree, another of
Susie and Betty in bed after the latter's
escapade, and the third of Susie at the
gate. The first and third of these are
probably the most striking for heart appeal.
Then after the use of Griffith's name, the
title and the line "The story of a plain
girl"
us :get into the selling argument.
Here let
is one
minister and a successful author and two

" Love meant everything to this little girl
of the true heart. There was no questioning, no lack of faith, no thought of herself.
She told her pet cow and her chickens that
the youth she loved might have the education he yearned for, and she hid the act
from him, sure that when he came home it
would be to take her to his heart.
"He told her that the painted women
were the sort that men flirted with, but
that they married the plain ones — and this
confirmed in her mind their initials that
the boy had carved in lovers' tree. And so
when she saw this man of her heart with
one of the ' flappers ' she was not worried,
for this was the sort of a girl that he didn't
like.
"But little Susie didn't know. Her heart
was breaking when she helped the other
girl dress for the wedding to the man that
SHE loved, and hid her grief behind a
smile. She even protected the girl wife
when she deceived her husband — lied, not
for the girl, but that the man SHE loved
might not be pained.
"It's a wonderful story with lots of
laughs, lots of grips at the heart and one of
the endings you all like."
ERE is one especially suited for use
H with the picture of the two girls in
bed:
" Susie loved William better than anything else in the world — so much that she
had denied herself that he might have an
education. But now this ' flapper ' beside
her had stolen him from her, and at this
moment Susie was protecting her after her
escapade. Tomorrow she was to go to William and lie for her — lie because she loved
this man so much.
" Susie's was a heart of hearts. Every act
in her life was guided by that wonderful
love, one that will bring you now a laugh,
then a big gulp in the throat and finally
the delight in your heart that comes when
all is well in the world."
Here is another one suited for any of
the scenes :
" William
women
wantedJenkins
him. was now the village

" One was a ' flapper ' and she was tired
of working in a milliner's shop. She wanted
what she thought would be a life of ease,
expecting to continue her pleasure, with
wife.
little thought of really being a minister's
" The other — because she loved him with
a true heart — that tore her heart even when
she won a prize in school over him — so
great that she secretly sacrificed her choicest
possessions that he might have the education that he craved.
"Now he was back in the village again —
and the ' flapper ' won him.
" Too late — and he was partially undeceived. She let other men take her in their
arms and press kisses on her lips; she stole
away from home to gay parties and then
invoked the aid of Susie to shield her. And
Susie
—
" Fordidthough
she knew that this man was
lost to her, though there never should be a
hint of her love given — she still loved him
better than all else in the world. And so
she told her first lie — to shield HIM. Little
did she know then —
" But in the end it's just as you would
have it, after you've smiled a lot and felt a
tear or two trickle down her cheek."
A coupe of shorter ones :
" She gave her choicest treasures that the
man she loved might have an education and
hid the deed from him, little knowing that
she was making of him a man that another
woman would win. And then she lied for
this other one, now his wife, that he might
be spared — her's a true heart, a wonderful
love — and a love that won."
" Her love never wavered through the
happy days in the village, through the sacrifices she made for him— ^even when he
married another. Her heart was too true
to ever be shaken. He was stolen away
from her and yet above everything she
wanted him to he happy, it's an amazing
story of smiles and heart throbs with the
ending you'll like."
We would omit reference to the flapper's
death in any of the selling talks, for it
may leave a wrong impression on a few.
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Both right and center pictures are especially attractive for newspaper advertising and fit well with the selling talks given on another
page. At the left, scene that the young minister saw on his sudden return home

Tone

Counts

in Exploitation

PRESENTATION and exploitation of
this picture should be kept on a very
high plane. The appeal is distinctly to the
heart, with the aid of the name of D. W.
Griffith as the producer, and Lillian Gish
and Robert Harron as the featured players.
You will get far more people into your
theatre if you play on the emotions with
simple methods than by sensational policies.
If you use lobby displays we would suggest rustic settings here, but remember that
this is a story of a village and not of the
farm, and there should be a difference made.
Vine or flower clad trellises will help to
get this effect, and we would devote the
rest of the display to cut-outs of Miss
Gish, Harron and some of the other principal characters. We wouldn't get the
church idea too strong in this street flash,
for it is likely to mislead.
Keep away from the stunt and teaser,
and add more space to your newspaper campaign. This is a sort of a picture that S.
Barret McCormick would devote a lot of
space to, using a variety of scene pictures
in his displays together with changing selling talks and you have a good tip here.
BY all means if you played "The Girl Who
Stayed at Home" we would call attention to the fact that Clarine Seymour and
Carrol Dempster, who had the principal
male roles in that picture, also appear in
this one. They attracted much attention
in the former Griffith offering, and they
are apt to increase the business with "True
Heart Susie." Miss Seymour has the role
of the little "flapper" who wins the minister, while Miss Dempster has less to do as
one of her chums.
This should be mentioned in the letter
that you send out, and if the lettter business has not been overdone in your section we would recommend it here. If you
have an opportunity to see this in advance
of the showing and can tell your public so,
we would include that statement and then
put the emphasis on the humanness and

FOR

WEEK

and

Presentation

BEFORE

Chance to Make Announcement a Real Feature

quite
get ncechanc
of etheto annou
is e a out
HERaEfeatur
ment of this picture during
the week before the showing
of this picture.
The current issue of the Photoplay Magazine Supplement contains
pictures of Mr. Griffith on the
studio lot at the Fine Arts studios
and then shows a fade-in of scenes
from " The Birth of a Nation."
Then we see the " ruins " of the sets
for " Intolerance " and there are
other fade-ins of scenes from that
picture.
Now by using the trailer on " True
Heart Susie " you have the whole
thing linked up to work for the followingfurnish
week's business
at the
the
same time
interestandwhile
combination matter is being shown.
It's the very best sort of exploitait'll get
a big hand where
mosttion and
mere
announcements
arepassed over.
heart appeal:
We have just seen D. W. Griffith's latest picand we
we believe
believe that
is ourture, "True
duty Heart
to tellSusie,"
you that
it oneit
of the most remarkable love stories that we have
ever seen. It centers about a boy and a girl in
athecountry
a " flapper
" whojustcomes
city andtownwinsand him.
But that
startsfrom
the
revelation of the love of True Heart Susie.
There is nothing massive or astounding or
spectacular about it. It is simply the sort of a
story that alternates a laugh with a little catch
at
— the life.
sort Itof was
a story
that you know
is the
true heart
to real
a wonderful
treat
to us ; we believe it will be to you.
Lillian Gish and Robert Harron head the cast
which includes Clarine Seymour and Carrol
Dempster who pleased so much in Mr. Griffith's
"The Girl Who Stayed at Home."
HIGH class music should be used through
this. There is little occasion for anything of the agitato, mysterioso effect, and

Here

we would rather use straight selections
with the theme coming back rather often.
The very frothy stuff should be kept out
of the score except for the moment where
the girl is seen playing modern dance music
in the minister's home. For the scenes in
the
playedschool
pp. "Schooldays" might be used,
If you use an overture, try "Gems From
Stephen Foster," or at least one of the old
time airs, for there is something of the
old-time spirit about the girl in this picture, though it is a story of today.
By all means there should be a love song
for the prologue to this one, and there can
be nothing better than the oft recommended rose garden setting. We would
prefer to use a girl singer clad simply in
white. Songs that are well suited to such
an arrangement are "Mavis," "When You
Are Truly Mine," "Then You'll Remember
Me," " Mighty Lak a Rose," " Because I
Love You Dear," and " Love Is Best of
All." Even "Listen to the Mocking Bird"
can be splendidly utilized here.
Carry this air as the theme past the
first titles and then introduce it again as
the boy and girl are seen together at the
tree, again for the letter that she receives,
then for his return for the scene where she
is burying the lettters, at the bridal ceremony, and then when she goes to lie for
the other girl and finally at the end.
There can be a lighter theme used for
the other girl up to the time of her illness,
such as " A Little Love," " Any Time Is
Kissing
"Smiles."
come firstTime,"
for theor scene
in the This
store, should
where
he sees the "painted women," and then as
the girl displays her ankle going up the
steps and for the lighter scenes that are
evident
For the rest of the score use such selections as "Woodland Whispers," "Valley of
the Poppies," "Dream Kisses" and the like.
This picture will stand any sort of an
accompanying program, but we would include a comedy and a news reel will get
to today stronger in the presentation.
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and Tom Hamlin Gets News of Her
Nezv Plans
AFTER fifteen thrilling innings of strenuous travel along " The Tiger's Trail,"
the heroine successfully eluded the villain
and all his accomplices and journeyed to
New York from the West Coast for a
" rest."
Only a serial star like Ruth Roland would
be able to appreciate the peace and quiet of
this isle of Manhattan after the intensive
filming of thirty reels of hairbreadth
escapes.
But the Pathe artist heeded the recently
adopted slogan of " Give a Thought to
Broadway," and she is now taking her first
glimpse of that thoroughfare in two years.
No band was at the station to greet her but
she received an impromptu ovation from a
bunch of urchins who were quick to recognize their screen favorite who appeared unheralded before their eyes.
"Der's Ruth, Hello Ruth!" etc., were
samples of the vociferous greetings of her
little admirers. She confessed afterwards
at the Claridge that the whole-souled
plaudits of such a gathering was worth
more to her ears than a hundred brass
bands.
Miss Roland is unaffected, and a bit of
California sunshine. After a ten days'
visit around New York she will complete
the organization of her own company which
she will head in all her future serial productions for Pathe distribution.
The interviewer found that two serials a
year can be made by a serial star and her
company. This means sixty reels every
twelve months; equal in length to one fivereel feature a month. But a five-reel feature is another story from five reels of any
modern serial.
Miss Roland avers that every two-reel
episode in a serial has to be filled with
punches with a knockout at the end of each
episode which will bring them back.
Whereas a five-reel feature is generally
only expected to provide possibly one anticlimax and one grand climax at the end of
five long reels.
" A two-reel episode in a serial is a fivereel feature shorn of the superfluous padding," declared Miss Roland. " The story
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is- there the same as the steel is there as
the real essential in a modern building before the concrete is put on. As a practical
cane back chair is to an upholstered settee
so is the serial episode to the five-reel feaThe interviewer determined then and
there that if he wanted to laze away five
reels of comfort he would see a five reel
ture." but that if he wanted real live wire
picture,
entertainment served right off the griddle
he would invariably choose the two-reel
episode of a modern serial ;— especially one
starring Ruth Roland.
We remember the Ruth Roland serials in
the order they appeared for the last few
years. The first was " The Price of Folly "
and the one just completed was "The
Tiger's Trail." The intervening serials
headed by Miss Roland were "Who Pays?"
" The Red Circle," " The Neglected Wife,"
and " Hands Up."
" Would you rather star in serials than
in the longer feature productions," queried
the interviewer brazenly.
" I'd rather be just where I am," responded the little athletic star. " In the
very small group of female serial-stars I
am not lost. There is a regular army of
female stars in the lengthy productions.
Competition is not so great in my*line.
" Besides this I always enjoy myself
thoroughly in the rapid series of events so
essential in the production of a serial that
will thrill. You know there is more excitement and absolutely no monotony. I have
the glowing pride of something really accomplished if through my efforts many
thousands are brought back into thousands
of theatres for fifteen straight visits.
" And you would be surprised to know of
the. class of patrons the modern serials
draw now. The melodramatic effects are
generally calculated to attract the masses
rather than the classes, but somehow of
late the so-called better class of patrons are
attending which goes to show that the serial
has a positive appeal for all.
" Of course, the children are the more enthralled. And if you want a real army of
boosters for a theatre, give me the boys
every time. They bring their parents to the
(Continued on page 3817)
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" Westerners " has Locale
in Dakota Black Hills
" All the world loves American Western
pictures," says Benjamin B. Hampton, producer of " The Westerners " from Stewart Edward White's famous novel of the
Black Hills, for W. W. Hodkinson distribution.From
"
the days of Broncho
Bill's one reelers to the time of William
S. Hart, more net profits have been made
by the producers of ' Westerns ' than have
come
other groupasofproduced
picture makers."'
"Theto any
Westerners,"
by Mr.
Hampton for Great Authors Pictures,
Inc., is the Western picture in a de luxe
edition. Its locale is the Dakota Black
Hills in the days of the gold rush, when
the whit'e man broke his treaties and
forced his way into Pah-sep-pah, the Valhalla of the Sioux.
" The picture is historically correct in
'every detail." The cast includes Roy
Stewart, Mildred Manning, Wilfred Lucas,
Robert McKim, Graham Pettie and little
Mary Jane Irving. Edward Sloman directed.
Approaching Fight Turns
Interest to Willard Picture
Sharp bidding for rights to the "Challenge
of Chance " in which Jess Willard, heavyweight champion, appears, is reported by
Fred L. Wilke, president of the Continental
Pictures Corporation. As interest in the
forthcoming heavyweight fight increases,
the public appears more desirous of seeing
the champion, in film form at least.
Practically all work is now complete on
the feature, the company having finished
the California scenes and returned to
Chicago. Mr. Wilke last week conferred
with the champion regarding exploitation
of the picture.
"All Wrong"
Is Next
Washburn Picture
Ninth in the list of Pathe's Extra Selected Star Photoplays, comes Bryant
Washburn, in " AH Wrong," a comedy
in five acts by Mildred Considine, which
will be released June 1st. It was produced by the Anderson-Brunton Company
from a scenario by Jack Cunningham, and
directedmond B.byWest.
William Worthington and RayThere are many farcical situations, it is
said, contained in the comedy, while at the
same time there is said to be a certain
amount of pathos.
Magazine Inserts Given As
Exhibitor Aid
To aid the exhibitors of the S-L picture "Virtuous Men," the distinctive two
and four page advertising inserts used in
the trade magazines have been converted
for use by the theatre owner. Reprints in
the original colors have been made of the
inserts, with space left for the imprint of
the theatre and the playing date, and these
will be furnished at nominal cost to the exhibitor.
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Ruth

Roland Escapes to
Gotham
(Continued from page 3816)
■circus and the parents attend with the
stereotyped joke excuse that they merely
want to see the children have a good time.
But the older folk wouldn't miss the show
for the world. It's the same way with a
serial. It grows on them. I consider it a
great tribute to myself and company if we
can bring them back, old and young, rich
and poor, for fifteen consecutive times.
"Did you ever notice when riding on
trains," continued Miss Roland, "that the
persons with the most serious mien are
reading the magazines containing stories of
stirring adventure. Occasionally they are
reading such a melodramatic publication
that they camouflage it by concealing the
magazine within the folds of the Literary
Digest.
"The people of today are living through
strenuous times. No milk and water literary diet for them. When they want real
thrills on the screen they pick a serial night.
And the exhibitors pay the serials the highest tribute by invariably booking them on
what had previously been the poorest night
of the week. And the serial always delivers
theMiss
goodsRoland
— and that's
the answer."
considers
that a serial on
the screen is like the stock company playing a repertoire of plays before practically
the same audience week after week. The
stock company and the serial company get
in closer touch with the people than the
one-night stand company or the five-reel
feature company. They acquire a larger
and more loyal following.
The Pathe star is not quite ready to announce who will be her leading man in the
newly organized Ruth Roland Serial Productions Company, but she will soon announce her cast. She feels that by personal supervision over all her own stories,
continuity and directing, she will be able
to produce bigger and better pictures. We
agreed that this would be very probable
if it were possible to make them any better.
And Miss Roland is to use a story written by herself for her next serial production.— Tom Hamlin.
Much

Expected

of Madge

Kennedy's
New
Oneprivate
Goldwyn
officials, at
the first
showing of Madge Kennedy in " Strictly
Confidential," expressed the belief it is the
best work yet done by the comedienne.
This picture was originally written in play
form by Jerome K. Jerome, and was produced on Broadway and in England.
Clarance G. Badger directed it. Herbert
Standing plays opposite the star.
Earle

Williams

in

First

Vita Release of June
The June Vitagraph schedule is inaugurated by Earle Williams in "A Rogue's
Romance." Katherine Adams is the leading
woman, and other players include Brinsley
Shaw, Harry Van Meter, Maude George
and Herbert Standing. James Young directed the production.

To
Exploit
Brentwood
Features
The Brentwood Corporation has decided
Robertson-Cole Enters Into a Conupon no definite number of productions for
tract with Brentwood Company
the year, but will devote as much time as is
to Handle Its Entire Product
necessary to make every one of its attracfor Ensuing Year
tions the best possible.
Under the terms of the contract with
Brentwood, Robertson-Cole will release
" Better Times," the second King W. Vidor
production,- as successor to " The Turn in
the Road," and Vidors initial effort with
Brentwood.

William Desmond, Now a Robertson-Cole Star
EXULTANT it is said over the great success won by " The Turn in the Road,"
through its judicious exploitation by Robertson-Cole, the Brentwood Film Corporation, through its president, L. C. Haynes,
has just entered into a contract whereby its
entire product for the ensuing year will be
assigned to Robertson-Cole. This contract,
it is declared, calls for the same rigid code
of acceptance governing all productions
made *by the various Robertson-Cole Units,
which gives Robertson-Cole the power to
decide when a photoplay comes up to its
standard before releasing it through Exhibitors Mutual. All Robertson-Cole pictures are released through Exhibitors Mutual.
Plans

Supplementary

apOMMON
Fannie
~* Ward, has CLAY,"
proved instarring
still increasing
figures, it is said, to be the biggest moneygetting feature ever issued by Pathe Exchange, Inc. Not content with merely exceeding previous records, Pathe has
planned a second campaign for " Common
Clay," with new advertising, new publicity and some entirely fresh ideas for exploitation.
The revival of interest in " Common
Clay " is begun with the purpose of making it as near 100 per cent as possible.
And the same action will be taken with
" Infatuation," starring Gaby Deslys.
Warm praise of the feature has come,
it is reported, from all of the high class
houses that have shown it, including the
Rialto, New York, where it was first
shown to overflowing attendances, it is
declared, and the Strand, Birmingham,
Ala.; Rialto, Atlanta, Ga. ; Washington,
Dallas, Liberty, Houston and Grand Opera
House, San Antonio, Tex. ; Riviera, Chicago ;Reuben & Finkelstein, Minneapolis
and St. Paul, Minn. ; Gordon's Olympia,
Boston;
Kopler
Circuit,T. St.
Louis;
Quinn's
Rialto, Los
Angeles,
& D.
Tivoli,
San
Francisco, and Kinema, Oakland, Cal. ;

" Better Times " has just been completed.
" The Brentwood-Robertson-Cole alliance
undoubtedly will be received as a radical
step by the entire film industry, said an official of Robertson-Cole, inasmuch as Brentwood is probably the only big producing
organization in the field which does not employ high salaried stars. It depends upon
clean, wholesome, entertaining stories, well
fitting types of all around competent players and upon the keeness of the ability of
its director, King W. Vidor. Vidor has
proved
his ability,
" TheThe
Turnyoung
in the director
Road "
is evidence
enough.
apparently has grasped the big idea of his
profession to give the public pictures that
will entertain them. He certainly did this
with " The Turn in the Road," and from
all reports his work on " Better Times " is
just as effective.
" However, since the story must, in the
last analysis, be relied upon to hold the
public, it is the story which should receive
the first consideration, in - the Brentwood
theory. Next should come the director,
Brentwood assumed, and then the players
who should be cast purely on the basis of
their fitness and without any reference
whatever to the drawing powers of their
names.
Campaigns
on Features
Clinton Square, Albany, N. Y. ; Olympic,
Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Walnut, Louisville, Ky. ;
Walnut, Cincinnati, Alhambra, Toledo,
and Orpheum-Strand, Cleveland, Ohio ;
Strand, New D.
Orleans,
La.; Moore's
Washington,
C. ; Newman,
KansasRialto,
City,
Mo. ; Rivoli, Denver, Colo. ; Strand,
Omaha, Neb. ; Rex, Seattle ; Broadway,
Salt Lake City, and Orpheum, Ogden,
Utah; Colonial, Indianapolis, and American, Terre Haute, Ind. ; Adams, Detroit,
Mich. ; Garden, Des Moines, la. ; Strand,
Newark, N. J., and Garden, Paterson,
N. J.; Ottowa, Charlotte, N. C. ; Regent,
Rochester, and Olympic, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
Liberty, Spokane, Wash.; Merrill, Milwaukee, Wise.
Vekroff to Direct Newest
World Picture Star
Perry N. Vekroff has been engaged by
World Pictures to direct the production of
" The Dust of Desire," a photoplay in which
Rubye de Remer will have the stellar
honors.
The mechanical work on the production
has already been begun so that no time
will be lost in making the picture.

Motion
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McClure
Exhibitors

Book

Constant Stream of Foremost Theatre
Men Are Said to Be Booking First
United Artists Production
THE announcement of United Artists
Corporation opening its campaign for
the release of its first production, a Douglas
Fairbanks picture, on September first, has
brought a constant stream of the foremost
picture theatre men of the country to its
offices, it is declared.
During the last week, for example, Eugene H. Roth of the California and Portola Theatres in San Francisco, who came
East solely, it is said, to arrange in person
for the Fairbanks picture, wired his Board
of Directors that he had successfully completed negotiations with United Artists
Corporation and that he had secured the
Fairbanks production for an extended run
beginning early in September for the California Theatre.
Among the many other visitors of note
was F. Ealand, Managing Director of the
Majestic Theatre of Detroit, Mich. Mr.
Ealand has secured United Artists first
release for his house.
Hiram Abrams, General Manager of
United Artists Corporation, has personally
negotiated, it is said, with almost all of the
exhibitors who have come to the company's
offices, and he has expressed himself as
more firmly convinced than ever of the
equity and sound business foundation of
the sales policy on which the pictures of
the United Artists are to be released.
" Our single picture policy," said Mr.
Abrams, " was inaugurated by exhibitor demand. In my investigation all over the
country I found that picture theatre men
had come to the point of exasperation with
Gets Broad Experience
*'\Y/ HEN an exhibitor rises to the point
VV that he is a business power in his
state," said an official of First National,
" and owns and operates seven of its leading theatres, as is the case with E. H. Hulsey, of Texas, the public, and especially
other exhibitors, begin to wonder how he
did it.
" Mr. Hulsey has an exceptionally strong
corner on the motion picture business in
Texas. He owns the Old Mill, the Queen
and the Hippodrome Theatres in Dallas ;
the Zoe and the Queen in Houston ; the
Queen in Galveston, and the. Hippodrome
in Waco. This places him at the point
where he stands a strong candidate to be
elected the biggest exhibitor in Texas.
Mr. business.
Hulsey hasHe been
a careful
studentof
of " the
watches
the work
every star and every director. Before the
picture business came to its present great
tendency toward open bookings, Mr. Hulsay had decided that this was the system
for him, and when the First National Exhibitors'toCircuit
was organized
he was
of the first
affiliate
himself with
it. one
" He took the First National franchise
for each of the cities in which he has theatres. In this way he assured himself of
getting pictures, which he considered necessary to meet his needs. In taking the f ran-

First

Picture

News

Starts Work

on

Fairbanks

program and star series methods. They
wanted to have the best in productions, but
they wanted these pictures on a basis of.
freedom that would allow them to make as
much profit out of each big release as was
possible.
" I got this demand direct from exhibitors
themselves, face to face, man to man. And
that this demand was not idle talk, that it
was sincere, is proved by the unanimity
with which these self-same exhibitors are
signing up for our first release on exactly
this basis. To have theories about methods
of release is one thing; we can argue without end and get nowhere. The proof of what
exhibitors want is in what way they buy,
and not a single exhibitor who has come to
our office — and we have been in touch with
hundreds — has suggested the slightest
change in our open booking, single picture
" The pictures of Mary Pickford, Charlie
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W.
plan.
Griffith stand alone as box-office attractions. They are thoroughly sold to the public; an exhibitor's campaign in their behalf
amounts almost entirely to calling the attention of the public that he has these
pictures at the house.
" I don't want to be premature in announcements regarding our first release
which is scheduled for September, but I
will say that the lengths of the runs for
which exhibitors are taking the picture is
the most satisfying demonstration of their
new sense of freedom under our sales
policy. These men are taking the picture
for runs that will be absolutely revolutionary. They are going to play the picture for
every penny profit that they can get out

it."
ofWith
First National
chise, he at once became a booking agent
as well, for each franchise holder has the
right to book to other exhibitors in the
territory for which he holds the franchise.
" It will be seen that the man who buys
a franchise of this sort must be sure
that the picture is especially good for not
only is he selecting it for his personal use,
but for booking in the houses of other exhibitors towhom he may hope to rent it."
" The greatest advantage which has
come to me in my dual role of exhibitor
and agent," said Mr. Hulsey recently, " is
the broadening experience of being both
in the position of the man who shows a
picture, and the man who goes out to
sell it.
" Through the eyes of other exhibitors,
who rent the films from me I learn things
which even the owner of seven theatres
has not known before. I get the film business from even a broader angle, and the
more I know about it the greater will be
my success."
No Films in War Area
Al E. Christie announces that he will
positively not make any film productions
in Europe on the site of the late lamented
war.

the " Yellow Eel "
Production has been started on " The
Yellow Eel," the three-part serial picture,
which is being made by McClure Productions with the co-operation of the Government, it is said. The director, cast, and
members of the McClure staff left recently
for Connecticut, where they are now at
work upon the opening scenes of the picture, which is to be released under the subtitle of the " Silver Chevron Series."
" The Yellow Eel " is being directed by
Charles H. France, who has done notable
work with Selig, Edison and Keystone
productions. The scenario is by Marguerite
Aspinwall, a member of the McClure editorial staff.
Alice Mann takes the leading part in the
serial. She will be remembered for her
appearance in many Paramount, Pathe and
Vitagraph pictures and in support of Taylor Holmes in "A Pair of Sixes."
Supporting her sister, Frances Mann
plays the part of a woman secret service
agent who assists in the fight against the
mysterious " Yellow Eel," a character typical of the under-handed Bolshevistic forces
at large in America.
The Government is said to be lending
full co-operation in the production and
through its representatives at Bridgeport
is assisting in the filming of the opening
scenes there. The picture necessitates the
services of hundreds of extras and in several of the scenes war secrets are revealed,
it is stated, that were never before generally known.
Neilan

Shortly
to Commence Work for First
National

Production in film form of a " best
seller" the name of which is withheld will
be the first work done by Marshall A.
Neilan for the First National. The director's arrangement provides he start work
for this concern June 1.
At present Mr. Neilan is directing the
new Anita Stewart picture called " Kingdom of Dreams." This will be completed
by the end of the month.
The names of the star, or any of the
cast who will appear in his First National
picture, are at present withheld.
Says " Heads Win
Meets
Big Success
Filmdon's first five-reel educational
drama, " Heads Win !", produced under the
supervision of Harry Levey, manager of
Universal's Educational Department, is
meeting with unlooked for success in its
tour of the country, during which, it is
said, it is to be booked in 8,000 theatres.
This unique production has already been
booked in nearly 100 theatres in New York
and vicinity, it is stated, and will start on
its westward tour within a few weeks. It
was reported by the Universal exchange in
Chicago that there had already been scores
of
tion.demands for it by exhibitors in that sec-
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Says Goldwynner

Reaches

17,000 Exhibitors
A DeLuxe Catalog Edition of The Goldwynner, isnow in circulation among more
than 17,000 exhibitors of the United States
and Canada, it is said.
The Catalog Edition, designed and
edited to give the trade concise facts and
news on the entire Goldwyn output made
and released to June 1st, inclusive, embodies the titles, authorship, direction, cast,
reelage and descriptive stories on Goldwyn Star1 Series Productions, " twentysix " Goldwyn Pictures, Louis Bennison
Star Series of Western dramas, Capitol
Comedies starring " Smiling Bill " Parsons
and Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven, the
Ford Educational Weekly and the Goldwyn Extra releases.

Production

in East Planned

By Triangle
Erection of studios and early production
in the East, was announced this week by
the Triangle Film and Distributing Corporations following the disposition of the
Culver Gity studios to Goldwyn.
Advantages of climate and locations, together with the expressed desire of many
film players to work in the East, are factors which weighed in the decision to
abandon the Western for the Atlantic
coast, according to P. L. Waters, president
of the concerns.
Studios and locations have already been
provided in the East he declared. Specific
announcement of production activities is
withheld until plans under way have matured.

May Allison's Next is
" Almost Married "
May Allison's next starring subject which
Metro released on June 2nd, is "Almost
Married."
Many of the scenes of this comedy of
stage life feature the musical attractions of
the theatre and the roof-garden jazz, with
Miss Allison as the prima donna surrounded, itis said, by Broadway and Midnight Follies show girls.
Miss Allison is said to do her best and
most natural work in clear, clean, straight
comedy, and it is said that she is even more
sparkling than. ever before in this tale of a
little Swiss Nightingale who comes to
America to seek fame and fortune via the
musical comedy stage. •

Live Topics Depicted in
Current Kinograms
_ Sergeant York, heralded as the greatest
single hero of the war will be seen in the
current issues of Kinograms, together with
views of his mountain home in Tennessee.
Among the ten other features depicted
are the first views of the landing of the
N.C.-4, the naval plane, at Ponta Delgada,
and the last pictures taken of Hawker the
English aviator, prior to his attempt to
make an Atlantic flight.

Releases
"A of TwoStar
Over
Night"
Martindel,
Gladys Morris,
and Kathleen
Laemmle
Announces First
Nesbitt.
Reel Productions of Stage Women's
" A Star Over Night " was written by
War Relief Series in David
Ann Irish, and depicts the efforts of a
young actress to become successful on the
Belasco Will Star
stage and also the efforts of an author
f^AKL
LAEMMLE,
president of the and dramatist to secure the staging of his
^ Universal Company, announces the release of the first of the two-reel producIn the series of twelve pictures to be
plays.
tions of the Stage Women's War Relief
released
many notable stars are to be seen
Series pictures. The first of the series to
Many
of
them, it is said, have never posed
be released is the one in which David
before the motion picture camera before.
Belasco is starred. The picture is now
Among the more famous of the stars are:
readj' for distribution through the UniAlaclyn Arbuckle, Percy Haswell, Cyril
versal exchanges and has been given the
Maude and Violet Hemming, David
title of "A Star Over Night."
Bispham, Nance O'Neill, Alfred Hickman,
All of the money raised through the Yvette
Gilbert, Edmund Breese, Shelley
distribution of the dozen photoplays is to Hull, Robert Edeson, Lucia Moore, Ralph
be used
Stage Women's
organiza-in Morgan, Mabel Talieferro, William
tion forby
the the
maintenance
of a theatre
Courteney, Jane Grey, Gail Kane, Conrad
the Grand Central Palace Debarkation
Nagle, Ethel Standard, Enid Markey,
Hospital No. 5, New York City. It was
Alontagu Love, Adele Rolland, Galli Curci,
for this purpose and this alone that the Holbrook Blinn, Jeanne Eagels, Helen
pictures were produced and it was for that MacKellar, Ethel Intropidi, Constance
reason only perhaps that many of the stars
Binney, Otis Skinner, Henry Miller,
who appear in the various casts offered
Blanche Bates, William Jefferson, Daniel
their services to the Stage Women's War
Frohman, Henry Hull, Lucia Moore,
Relief organization. The writers of the Florenz Ziegfeld, Julia Arthur, little Ben
plays also volunteered their services and
Grauer, and DeWitt Jennings.
the authors are among the best known in
The authors of the series are : Ann Irish,
the country.
Samuel
Hopkins Adams, Katherine KavaDavid Belasco, who heads the cast of naugh, Howard
E. Miller, Frederick A.
"A Star Over Night," is one of America's
Kummer, Rachel Crothers, Wallace Clifgreatest showmen. In this story of the
ton, Calder Johnstone, Jack Larric, Jessie
stage he is assisted by the many celebrities,
Bonstelle, Mrs. Otis Skinner and Ethellyn
Brewer DeFoe.
all of whose names are well known among
the theatrical profession. They are Bruce
Among the most prominent members of
McRae, the Indian, English-American
the Stage Women's War Relief organization who were instrumental in the successactor who has played opposite Effie Shannon, William Gillette, Julia Marlowe, Ethel
ful arranging of the pictures were:
Barrymore and many others; Hamilton
Rachel Crothers, president of the national
board of directors, Louise Closser Hale,
Revelle, who has been in many Klaw and
Erlanger and Belasco successes; Elizabeth
Margaret Mayo, Minnie DuPree, Rachel
Risdon, a well known Broadway star ; Mrs.
Crothers, Esther Lyons Eagle, Mrs. William Farnum and Daisy Humphreys.
Nate Rothschild, Hilda Spong, Edward
Talbot

of Denver

Closes Vitagraph Contracts
that Corinne Griffith is always sure to
Ameribig visit
of the his
manager during
Talbot,
AG.
in cause the S. R. O. signs to appear.
in Denver,
•theatre
An interesting incident in connection with
New York recently, closed contracts, it is
Mr.
Talbot's visit was his meeting with his
said, for all six of Vitagraph's star series,
old
Townsend
V"
"Big
the
and
comedies
Semon
Larry
the
The friend,
theatricalDr.manCyrus
averred
that the Brad}".
doctor
Special comedies. This .action was taken
has been successful and energetic in later
by Mr. Talbot after investigation and comyears as a writer of fiction and still more
parisons of service units and features made
recently as a co-writer with Albert E.
on the ground.
Mr. Talbot says, declares a Vitagraph
•Smith, Vitagraph's president, of Vitagraph
serials, which, he added, " are immensely
official, "that 'The Lion and the Alouse,'
Vitagraph's wonderfully successful adaptapopular in Denver."
tion of the Charles Klein play, with Alice
Joyce in the leading role, attracted a busiMarion Davies' Latest
ness entirely beyond the capacious size of
Nears Completion
the American, even though several extra
Work on Marion Davies' latest starring
shows were squeezed into the schedule."
vehicle, " April Folly," is well under way
This floodtide of patronage has forewarned
in the Biograph studio, where the star and
him and he will use the next Alice Joycea large company are working on the
Charles Klein picture for a greater period.
screened version of Cynthia Stockley's
Other unusual business reported denovel of the same name. Conway Tearle
clares the official by Air. Talbot concerns
appears opposite Miss Davies in this fea"Beating the Odds," of which, according to
ture, and Esther Alarshall is seen to advanarrangement with Vitagraph, he made a
tage in the early part of the story.
pre-release showing to such business that
" April Folly " is said to give Miss Dathe aisles were choked, and further states
vies a chance to do something new.
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Prepares

"Dearth
of Plots
Perry N. Vekroff Hits from the
Shoulder on Screen Plots of the
Day, and Suggests Convincing Remedy
TOUCHING on the "sore spot" with
ungentle pen, Perry N. Vekroff, director, author and publicity man, predicts stagnation of the photoplay if strenuous effort
is not made to obtain stories worthy of the
advances made in photography, setting,
direction, acting and presentation of latter
day pictures.
"Shallow," " hackneyed," " perennial"
are a few of the apt words used in his
article concerning the increasing lack of
strong plot offerings. Mr. Vekroff, as have
others, finds the remedy in a " Screen literature," but not stopping at the mere suggestion, defines it clearly.
He writes :
" With the advent of the open market and
other equally important developments in the exploitation of motion pictures, it can be safely
predicted that a strenuous effort will be made to
betterfortthe
story. if And
it is about
time such are
efwere made,
stagnation
and decadence
to be avoided.
" Evenofferings
a superficial
studythe ofdeplorable
the average
screen
will reveal
fact
that, in the matter of stories, the feature of today is hardly any better than the one and tworeeler of years gone by. In fact, sometimes, it
is not as good. Stories have grown in length and
breadth, but little in depth. While every effort
and expense are made to secure the best photography, direction, acting and settings, the story
itself continues to be as shallow of theme as
ever, full of hackneyed situations, old fashioned
traditions and the perennial heroes, heroines, villains and villainnesses. Usually the by-product
of some novel, magazine or stage play, the featuresideofoftoday
has little to justify
length toout-a
the problematical
value its
attached
popular
name.than
Suchthestories,
specific author's
media other
screen,written
have forat
times been satisfactorily adapted to the requirements of the screen ; as a rule, however, they
prove most disappointing when shorn of their
principal charm : their original descriptiveness in
writing, or the spoken word.
" Themany
alarming
dearthventures
of goodmuststories
upon
which
important
henceforth
be based, will continue to prevail as long as
producers ignore the fact that the screen has become too important a medium of expression to
depend for its material on borrowed, worn-out,
cast-offs. It demands a literature of its own.
It is big enough, remunerative enough, cosmopolitan enough to be worthy of the best efforts
of the greatest thinkers of the age. Its hypnotic
influence upon the public has already been demonstrated. Unlike the novel, magazine, or
stage
play,those
whichwhocanunderstand
carry an author's
messagein
only to
the language
which he writes, the motion picture reaches an
infinitely greater number of people, in much less
time, and in a manner which impresses the
memory regardless of age, sex, race and education.
why authors
the" Just
possibilities
of the have
screenheretofore
and madeoverlooked
little if
any effort to study its requirements, is a question
which the producers themselves can best answer.
Possibly too much importance has been attached
to
the advertising
value after
of a squeezing
popular author's
name.
And the author,
all the
remuneration he can possibly expect from the
particular field for which his worjc is intended, is
naturally
to rights
collect toanywhat
additional
" velvet "
from thglad of
would otherwise
be de
to the discard. He should worry
what oei -s of his book, play, or magazine
story asin tt1 e author
hands gets
of thehis,_' continuity
man ! 'does
So
long
what difference
it make c-iat the public is made to pay twice —
once for the original, and the second time for
the distorted, misfit imitation?
art too
needsgood.
the authors
the" The
best motion
of them picture
are none
It needs—
their ideas; their fertile imaginations; tne'r broad
scope on matters pertaining to our social, political and economical life. It needs their analytical
powers; their wonderful sense of the fitness of
things; their ability to dissect human character;
their knack of pointing at cause and effect and
of exposing the inside clock-works of things without insulting the intelligence of the public.
"
The
screen
and raise authors
it to a alone
higher canlevelrevitalize
of real the
usefulness.
It is men of their culture and creative genius

nace
Mesuitable
al
a Vit
only,
who can
best select
themes"and
conceive plots and situations that will impress,
amuse, thrill and edify the countless devotees of
the screen. BUT — while the motion picture art
needs all the authors it can enlist — it does not
need their old novels, magazine stories or stage
plays. What the motion picture art needs above
everything else is : their complete scenarios,
worked out in detail with all matter unsuitable
to the camera cut out. Even synopses, written
expressly for the screen, should not be considered. To pay large sums of money for a worthwhile idea and then some one else, other than
the author, treat it, is about as logical a process
as hiring a famous surgeon to diagnose a case
and letting a nurse perform the actual operation.
" Of lance,
alltherethe
freakmisnomer
expressions
in studio
is no
so silly
as thatpar-of
'official
continuity
man.'
He
and
the
director
the
goats, upon whom authors delight arelaying
the blame for the many faults and incongruities
inherent to works conceived for media with which
the screen has little in common.
far as
photoplaythere
and istheno devotee
the" So
screen
are the
concerned,
differenceof
between author and continuity writer. The continuity is the photoplay. If the ultimate thing
we see on the screen is good, it is because the
continuity is good ; because the action has been
treated in a well-balanced, well-motivated, welltimed manner. If, on the other hand, what we
see on the screen is bad, it is because there is
no continuity; because the plot is inorganic; because the original dramatic idea is either insignificant or insufficiently digested and developed
through faulty treatment. Treatment of action
without words — there is a statement that weighs
many tons in pictures, but which, alas, is Greek
to many of even the best authors.
" Therefore, I say : put the authors to work ;
stop buying synopses, magazine contributions,
novels, and stage plays ; consider only complete,
detailed scenarios — and the right step toward
establishing
shall
be taken.an indigenous photoplay literature
"
Undoubtedly,
be necessary
to offer
proper inducementsit towillauthors.
But then,
why
not? There is no alternative, no compromise left.
After
all,
'
the
play
is
the
thing
'
and
that,
motion pictures, means the complete scenario. in
. " posibilities
At all costs,
authors ofbe the
madecamera,
to study
the
and letlimitations
and
see how many of their own ideas they will discard as unavailable — ideas, for which they now
unhesitatingly accept remuneration, knowing, as
they do, that they can always pass the buck to
the director or continuity man.
" Many
authors before
will have
to learn
much
to unlearn
they much
can grasp
the and
art
of thinking in action in order to be able to treat
action. It will mean studying the screen from
new angles, and spending many an hour at the
studio or locations in close communion with
directors and artists. But the experience will be
worth the time and trouble — not only to the
author, but the director and everybody concerned ;for they are always looking forward to
better things in the way of inspiring themes, abplots and' masterful
characterizations.
Whensorbingproducers
adopt
the
of "selecting
material, shall
the screen
will above
indeedmethod
come
unto its own and the public — the long suffering
and much abused public — will enjoy as much, if
not more, a photoplay by Rupert Hughes and
the rest of the fraternity, as they do reading one
of their books or listening to one of their plays."
Will Rogers for Goldwyn
Will Rogers, of Ziegfeld Follies fame,
will leave New York in a few weeks to
work for the ,Goldwyn Pictures Corporation in a series of pictures that will give
the Broadway lariat thrower, it is said, a
chance to register his adeptness at western
stunts as well as at coining quip and gag
to put the audience in a good humor. The
pictures are being arranged so that the
titles will be samples of Roger's humor.
Burton Holmes Travelogue
The May 25 release of the ParamountBurton Holmes Travelogue, "From Cocoon
to Kimono," presented a marked contrast to
the previous release, as it carries the spectator from sunny France to far-away Japan,
where some of the wonders and entertaining features of the silk industry of that
nation are revealed.

Picture

Theme-Sheet

News
for

Read's " Sahara "
The musical genius of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli and
Rialto Theatres, New York, is still further
revealed, it is said, in the beautiful themesheet prepared by him for J. Parker Read,
Jr's., production "Sahara" starring Louise
Glaum in a C. Gardner Sullivan story personally supervised by Allan Dwan and distributed byW. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
For days before a superb mounting of
" Sahara " at a special trade showing at
the Rialto Theatre, Dr. Reisenfeld is said
to have worked on the scoring of this
production and he confessed, it is declared,
that rarely had there ever been a picture
that so challenged his musical interest.
Lavner

to Exploit Films for
Hodkinson
Announcement is made from the sales
organization of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation that Harry S. Lavner has been
appointed exploitation and publicity manathe company's
Mr.ger forLavnor
for many productions.
years has been a
threatrical advance man ahead of such
shows as " Within the Law," " Fair and
Warmer," " Twin Beds," and other theatrical companies. For the past eighteen
months he has produced, it is said, each
of the exhibitor press sheets with all of the
releases of the Goldwyn Company.
In the Hodkinson organization, it is
declared he will have fuller opportunity to
develop exploitation and publicity aids.
New

Pioneer Offering for
State Right
Within a- short time the Pioneer Film
Company announces it will place before
state right buyers " The Girl From Nowhere," featuring Cleo Madison and Wilfred Lucas.
The scenes are laid in the wilds of the
northwest gold country, and the story
deals with the experiences of a beautiful
young woman found wandering helplessly
in the woods bereft of memory.
A press book is being prepared and a
selection of advertising material for lobby
use will also be at the service of exhibitors
booking this picture.
Blackton

Buys

Rights to

"Phantoms"
J. Stewart Blackton has acquired, it is
said, the screen rights for the world to
"Phantoms," the magazine story by Wallace Irwin, which appeared serially in
Hearst's Magazine.
"Phantoms" is the third of the collection
of stories scheduled for filming by Blackton Productions, Inc., under the plans of
the producer. The first is an original and
yet unnamed story writen by himself. This
is now in production. The second is
"Dawn," by Eleanor H. Porter, author of
"Pollyanna." Commodore Blackton now
plans
"Dawn"
on theproduction,
screen as
soon asto herecord
finishes
his current
and follow it with "Phantoms."
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Dazey and Hampton Join
Selznick Forces
Myron Selznick announced two important appointments in the Selznick organization. Frank M. Dazey, well known photoplaywright, has been placed in charge of
the scenario department for Selznick, and
Frank J. Hampton, who joined the organization afew months ago has been made
Business Manager of the Selznick Pictures
Corp.
Frank M. Dazey is numbered among the
country's most successful scenario writers.
He will be particularly remembered as the
author of " Manhattan Madness," one of
Douglas Fairbanks popular productions
and of many of the famous Sidney Drew
comedies.
Mr. Hampton has had a long experience
in the picture game and has been with many
of the big companies.
Forthcoming Russell Play
Set in East
A comedy-drama from the pen of
Stephen Fox, " A Sporting Chance," presented by the American, will follow "Some
Liar " in the list of William Russell Productions.
The star will doff his usual Western
atmosphere, and appear in this feature as
a young New York millionaire. A woman
of beauty and mystery, and a priceless
emerald lend to adventures and complications in the story, leading to what is said
to be an unusually strong climax.
Fritzi Brunette plays opposite Russell.
Others in the cast are George Periolat, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Lee Hill, Harvey
Clark and Perry Banks. Henry King is
the director. The release date is June 29.
Juvenile Court Incidents
Will Be Pictured
A series of twelve two reel featurettes,
based on the incidents and experiences of
Judge Willis Brown, of Juvenile Court
fame, is announced by World Pictures.
During 25 years of reclamation work with
children, Judge Brown has had many
humorous and serious experiences and
these will, form the themes of the pictures.
It is expected that admirers of Mark
Twain, in particular those who have enjoyed reading the adventures of Tom Sawyer, will find these screen stories particularly entertaining.
Tells Exhibitors

Exciting Events at Moore's
Theatre
the packedRialto
mass of humanity
had seen
A PANIC among depositors in the in
the blaze from the street, and someone
Security Savings Bank of Washington, D. C, and a narrow escape from mob
shouted that the management had called
violence by the fire department of the out the department to break up the crowds
and get them away from the theatre. The
Capital City were two of the series of unusual events caused, it is said, by the first results was an outburst of protest when
the police attempted to clear a way for the
run presentations of " Daddy Long Legs,"
firemen. By nosing the big trucks so close
first of the Mary Pickf ord special attractions to be released by First National Expeople
had to move
or be runthrough.
over, the}'
finally succeeded
in breaking
hibitors' Circuit, at Moore's Rialto Theatre.
" On Saturday morning there was a
repetition of the Thursday night mob situa" The most unusual incident," declared
tion, with results that were even more
Mr. Moore, "happened on Friday evenserious.
ing, May 23, when a slight fire was dis" As early as 9 :30 on Saturday morning,"
covered in the second floor of Fisher's
Dyeing and Cleaning establishment, just continued Mr. Moore, " there was a big
crowd in line waiting for the box office to
below the Rialto Theatre building. There
was a line four deep, extending to the open. An hour before the Rialto opened
the crowd had become so great that it
corner, more than half a block away, and
around the corner for a considerable dis- reached down Ninth Street to G and
turied over G to Eighth Street, completely
tance. In addition, there were hundreds
of people packed in front of the theatre
encircling the Security Savings Bank building. Within thirty minutes after the line
with tickets purchased during the mornhad reached these proportions officials of
ing and afternoon, waiting to get in.
the bank telephoned the city Commissioners
" Someone sent in a fire alarm, and when
to send police aid to disperse the crowds
the fire engines, hook and ladder trucks
and the marshall reached the corner nearest
They explained that depositors passing had
seen the line and started the report that
the scene of the blaze they found the street
there was a run on the bank.
absolutely blocked by the crowds. None
Goldwyn
to Plan Exploitation for Exhibitor
and timeliness. This naturally means that
COINCIDENT with the growth and exthe busy exhibitor will not be required to
pansion of Goldwyn Picture Service
call a meeting of employees and figure out
and Promotion Department comes the anjust how and why the lobby plan can be
nouncement of a new plan for lobby disused. The pen and ink chart will do the
plays and exterior exploitation.
and
energy.for him and save valuable time
thinking
Hunt Stromberg, director of service for
Goldwyn, announces improvements that are
planned to minimize the investment of
"We shall incorporate ideas and plans
for making cutouts of poster material.
time, effort and money by the exhibitors.
These suggestions will be guided by the
"Plans for lobby displays have been more
advice of prominent show men and lobby
theoretical than practical," says Mr. Stromdecorators
who know what they're talking
berg. "Exhibitors have been urged to do
all sorts of things with their lobbies and, in about.
the majority of instances, the ideas set
"Lobby displays, properly arranged, are
of priceless value to the theatre-owner. The
forth involved too large an expenditure for
the average theatre or were incapable of psychological effect of a stand or exhibit
is a foregone conclusion. Whether that
fulfillment by showmen in the smaller communities.
effect will be good, bad or indifferent is
up
to Goldwyn.
"With each Goldwyn Press and Service
Book, there will be pages or a section de"To co-operate efficiently in outdoor provoted to illustrated descriptions of lobby
motion, the Service Department has arranged to distribute new star twenty-four
displays and stage settings. We will sugsheets to all exhibitors who agree to post
gest displays and back them up with a
one or more.
sketch that will prove their practicability

Norma

Stories of

White's Drama
The members of the Black Hills Exhibitors' League, one of the largest showmen's
organizations in the West, were regaled
with stories of Stewart Edward White's
Black Hills drama, " The Westerners," the
Benjamin B. Hampton-Great Authors production, attheir annual gathering in Deadwood recently by H. O. Bartels, Denver
representative of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, distributor of the big special,
many of the important scenes of which
were taken within a stone's throw of the
league's meeting place.

Tom

Moore,

in Goldwyn's " The
Comrades "

City of

Talmadge

Ably

Supported in New Subject
"The Way of a Woman," originally announced under the title of "Nancy Lee,"
and adapted from Eugene Walters' stage
play of that name, will be Norma Talmadge's next Select Picture.
Robert Z. Leonard, who is director for
this production, made a special trip from
the Western Coast for the one subject. A
supporting cast which is considered exceptional!}- strong by Select, includes Conway
Tearle in the leading male role; Hassard
Short, now in a New York stage production; Jobyna Howland, George La Guerre.
Gertrude Berkley, Stuart Holmes and Joe
Humphrey.
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Wide
Industry's Progress Credited
to somehow
Exhibitors
public — and he who
manages to
TO the exhibitor rather than to the proplease the public all the time is the best
ducer goes the credit and the laurels
for the advance in the motion picture in- man of all. And the successful exhibitor
dustry the past seven years, according to of today is that man. He has worked hard
for his success and has earned it through
the opinion expressed last week by Carl
the patience of years and trials which have
Laemmle, president of the Universal Combeen many.
pany.
" The producer," Mr. Laemmle con" No one producer or even one group of
producers can claim to have made the motinued, of
" course has had his knocks and
trials also. But the producer in many
tion picture industry what it is today,"
cases has held the whip hand over the exsaid Carl Laemmle, president of the Unihibitor. And some producers in the past
versal Company, when asked to what he athave taken advantage of this. But the suctributed Universal's success in the past
cessful producer has not done this, he will
seven years.
not
do
it
in the future. If he. does he will
" In my opinion," Mr. Laemmle said,
eventually fail.
" the producer has of course done a great
As president of the oldest company I
deal to advance the industry, but the man
can truthfully say that Universal never
who has contributed more to it than any
took advantage of the exhibitor and in my
other is the exhibitor. To the industry
opinion that is why Universal is the oldest
as a whole the exhibitor is the backbone,
he is the one to count upon for new and
company. Universal has always been the
novel ideas, and to whom the producer
friend and helper to the exhibitor."
looks for suggestions. The exhibitor has
Mr. Laemmle pointed to scores of messbeen the mainstay of the industry for years
ages received from exhibitors during Uniand beyond a doubt the credit for the
versal's first week of celebration in its anniversary months, in confirmation of the
success of Universal or any other comlatter statement. One and all, he stated,
pany is due to the many exhibitors of the
country. The exhibitor has been the man
expressed satisfaction at the treatment received from the Universal Company.
to deal with the hardest group of all — the
Cash Prizes Offered to the United Branches
AS an expression of appreciation of the be taken into consideration, namely, the
splendid efforts put forth by Branch
gross rentals on new contracts made during the four weeks of the contest period,
Managers and their sales forces during the
the greatest number of stock days signed
current membership drive for United, and
as a concrete and tangible inducement to during that period and finally the established quota of each exchange.
intensified effort during the remaining four
In his announcement Mr. Berst makes
weeks of the drive, J. A. Berst, President
it clear that these prizes will be awarded
of United Picture Theatres of America,
to the exchanges and not to the managers
Inc., has announced that $1,000 in cash
individually. By this provision the whole
prizes will be awarded the seven United
field force, salesmen, etc., of the successful
branches making the best record for sales
exchanges will participate in the awards in
during the four weeks' period began May
each exchange territory.
the 18th and ending Saturday, June the
Mr. Berst has called attention to the fact
14th. In order that the smallest exchange
that this expenditure by United in the
may have equal opportunity in the contest
with the largest exchange to capture the prize contest is calculated to be productive
of immediate benefit to all United stockfirst prize, a quota for each competitor has
holders in that it will expedite the already
been laid down and this percentage is based
on fixed factors including number of therapid doubtless
growth ofaddUnited's
membership
and
will
many hundred
theatres
atres in each particular district.
In the award of prizes three factors will during the contest period.

Thomas'
Latest hasDeals
World
Problems
« AUGUSTUS THOMAS
sounded With
the chaos of
Petrograd and
Moscow, the
terror
of
Bucharest
and
the
later
crises of
*V the depth of human striving," says Seattle and Winnipeg.
an official of W. W. Hodkinson, " in his
new sociological screen drarna produced by
" The specious and incessant activities of
the Four Star Pictures Corporation, for W. foreign propagandists in the very heart of
W. Hodkinson distribution, with the America's chief city are revealed in all
their startling reality. The paid agents of
author's personal supervision.
" The play is an extraordinary analysis foreign anarchistic juntas are visualized at
of that huge problem which now grips the their work among the underpaid and overworld, finding its main manifestations in
worked among New York's population.
the setting up of experimental governments,
" Mr. Thomas' latest play is declared by
and the overturning of established order.
Producer Harry Raver to be a ' stimulant
" There are some interesting high lights to American patriotism.' George Irving,
in the new Thomas play. It deals with the director; and Leah Baird, star of the production, are enthusiastic with regard to it.
efforts of a foreign clique, financed and
directed from a European revolutionary Mr. Thomas alone is as usual non-committal.
centre, to fan the spark of discontent among
the poor of New York into a flame of
" I think we've got something worth
destructive madness akin to that lighted by while," he remarked, " let's hear what the
Lenine and Trotzky which has resulted in
public has to say, then perhaps I'll talk."

Range

Picture

News

in Sets Shown

" Peg
O' that
Myall Heart
"in
It has
been said
the world " can
be seen in a modern moving picture studio
and that the customs and different circumstances which mark time from the beginning to the present day are all there presented," said an official of Famous

"The truth of this statement could be
players.
better appreciated if one could see two
sets which have been constructed for the
Paramount-Artcraft Special production,
" Peg O' My Heart," which is being produced at the Lasky Studio under the
direction of William C. DeMille.
The one is the elaborate drawing room
of the English home of the wealthy Mrs.
famous
play. a familiar character in1 the
Chichester,
The other setting represents the lowly
dwelling of a humble Irish peasant, and
represents the home of Peg and her
father.
Bennison's Heart
and
Pocket Favors Film Career
Louis Bennison is one screen star who is
perfectly frank as to why he deserted the
legitimate stage. He admits the larger
salary checks accruing to the successful picture player was his guiding motive in trading a promising career in the drama.
He now feels he made no mistake, for
the characteristics he found retarded him
on the stage — notably his inability to take
seriously any melodramas — have aided him
under the Cooper-Hewitts.
In the short time he has been in pictures,
critics have stated he is a success. Bennison appreciates the compliment, but says
nothing, hoping to bettter his work as he
goes along.
Cuneo

of Kansas

Praises

" Turn in the Road "
One of the greatest of the many tributes
paid " The Turn in the Road," the Brentwood picture which Robertson-Cole is releasing through Exhibitors Mutual, was
given production recently by Roscoe C.
Cuneo, proprietor of the Isis theatre, Russell, Kansas. Mr. Cuneo is rated one of
the most conservative exhibitors in the
Middle West. He says in a letter to the
manager of the Kansas City branch of
Exhibitors Mutual :
" I want to tell you that ' The Turn in
the Road' was the best buy ever. I have
used quite a number of big features during the past eight years, and this one certainly got me the money."
S-L Players to Stage
Two of the leading figures in "Virtuous
Men," the S-L state right production, have
returned to the legitimate drama for the
summer season. Robert Cummings, who
played Brummon, is now appearing in a
prominent
character inand"Dark
Belasco production,
ClaraRosaleen,"
Joel, whoa
madethe her
screen debut
in "Virtuous
in
character
of Marcia
Fontaine,Men,"
will
open on June 1st at the head of her own
stock company in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Coming,
Lions

Louise Glaum isHodkinson
presented inCorp.
" Sahara," through
Famous

Plavers

Purchase

" White Heather "
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has purchased Maurice Tourneur's spectacular production of the Drury Lane melodrama, "The White Heather." and will
release it the latter part of June as a Paramount-Artcraft Special.
" The White Heather " was presented at
the Rialto Theatre, New York, the week
of May 4, and the big success scored by
the production at that time, it is said,
coupled with the wide popularity attained
throughout the country by Tourneur's
previous Drury Lane production, "Sporting Life," which was released in December as a Paramount-Artcraft Special, was
the factor which led to its purchase, according to Walter E. Green. The transaction was consummated through Jacob
Wilk, representative of Maurice Tourneur
Productions, Inc.

Renames "Signet of Sheba"
ng Company,
ChanceInc.," anSporti
"AAmerican
The
Film
nounces that " A Sporting Chance " suplants The
" William
Signet of
Sheba release.
" as the title
of the pnext
Russell
It was written by Stephen Fox, Henry
King directing. Fritzi Brunnette plays
opposite the star in the role of " Gilberte
Bonheur." Others prominent in the cast
are J. Farrell MacDonald. George Periolat.
Lee Hill, Harvey Clark and Perry Banks.
" A Sporting Chance " will be released
June 29.
Bryant
In his latestWashburn's
Paramount starringNext
vehicle,
" Putting It Over," which is released June
1, Bryant Washburn is said to prove that
the country boy is as clever and ingenious
as the city man. In fact, in this case, it
is said, he is even more so.
Mr. Washburn plays the role of Buddy
Marsh, a young rube who " gets off " all
kinds of jokes on his townspeople.

*LProgram

Feature

Four

Kings of the Forest Furnish Comedy
Thrills in Four of the re-issued
" Lucky Thirteen " Series
A GROUP of lions, going through comedy antics, rather than habits more in
keeping with their disposition in their native heaths are the mainsprings of action
in four of the group of two-reel Fox Sunshine comedies being reissued under the
title of "The Luck}' Thirteen." These
four are " Roaring Lions and W edding
Bells," "Hungry Lions in a Hospital,"
" Wild Women and Tame Lions," and
" Roaring Lions on the Midnight Express."
i Three of these comedies now being released in the list of "The Lucky Thirteen" were shown at the Globe theatre on
Broadway as curtain raisers to "Jack and
the Beanstalk," "Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp " and " The Spy." These
three were "A Mild-Fed Vamp," "His
Smashing Career " and "Roaring Lions and
Wedding
The firstBells."
of "The Lucky Thirteen" to
be given presentation and endorsement in
New York was " Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells,"theatre.
shown by
of
the Strand
A Manager
reviewer Edel
for one
of the metropolitan papers quoted Mr. Fox
as saying: "It is needless to cite the tremendous cost of these comedies. The expense in making them is almost incredible.
A laugh is one of the most precious things
in the film world, and we use as much
celluloid in getting them as we do for the
longer
dramatic
subjects."
The lions
in the
four Fox Sunshine
Comedies referred to are made to perform most unusual stunts. In " Roaring
Lions on the Midnight Express " one of
the lions is 'made to stand on top of a railroad engine glaring at a negro lad in the
funnel of the engine. This animal pursues
a party of passengers, who flee in ludicrous
terror. In another of the scenes the lions
invade a sleeping car in which a number
of colored porters are slumbering. The
sleepers awake in terror as a lion begins to
lick the ear of one of their number and

OfFeringd

Fox

Comedies

the wild flight of these is carried throughout the train and over the roofs of the cars.
Ford Sterling plays the hero in " Wild
Women and Tame Lions " and is given
ample opportunity to show his talents as a
tailor and a lover — making a much greater
success as the latter despite irate husbands.
The lions are used in bedroom and parlor
to upset the equanimity of beautiful ladies
and gallant gentlemen. A fighting kangaroo is one of the features of the comedy of mock terrors.
Re-edited and reprinted, as are each of
"The Luckj- Thirteen" it is the belief of
the Fox Film Corporation that the comedies are even better than in the original
prints, and that they will go far toward
solving the shortage in broad comedy
which some exhibitors have been facing.
" Spark Divine " Soon
Comes to the Screen
"The Spark Divine," a play especially
constructed for Alice Joyce, will soon be
seen on the screen,. Vitagraph, it is said,
declares that in its opinion it will furnish
Miss Joyce
with
prime dramatic
opportunities. Itis
melodramatic
in character,
but kept within the verities, Vitagraph says,
by sound psychology, both of story and in
characterization.
William Carlton, Jr., will be seen as Miss
Joyce's
man. Carr
Eulalie
Jensen,theFrank
Norcrossleading
and Mary
complete
cast.
Tom Terriss directs this one.
Strand Manager Eulogizes
Universal Comedies
The Strand Theatre on Broadway, New
York, showed the first of the series of Universal animal comedies during the week
of May 18. The audiences, it is said, were
pleased, and Managing Director Joseph L
Plunkett, of the Strand, was so pleased
with the showing, it is stated, that he congratulated Universal on the production.
He considered it a " sure-fire success."

" Wild Women and Tame Lions " IsAnnounced
One of theforWilliam
ReissuingFox Lucky Thirteen which Have Been
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Trio of Select Stars Presented in June List
THREE features will be released by
Select .Pictures Corporation in June,
including Olive Thomas' first Selznick subject "Upstairs and Down." Constance Talmadge .will be seen in " Happiness a la
Mode " and Alice Brady, newly a bride, in
"His Bridal Night."
In the distribution by Select Pictures of
" Upstairs and Down " Miss Thomas makes
her official debut as a Selznick star, the
pre-release showing of this attraction in
Providence, Rhode Island, having been by
special arrangement in connection with the
Motion Picture Ball in the First Providence Armory, at which Miss Thomas and
Governor Beeckman were the guests of
honor. " Upstairs and Down " is a screen
adaptation of the stage comedy of the same
name by Frederic and Fanny Hatton. It
No-ma Talmadge, sta. of the Select picture,
was directed by Charles Giblyn. The story
" The Way of a Woman "
concerns the flirtatious career of a " baby
prominent in the supporting cast.
vamp " society girl who plays both ends
A dual role is enacted by Alice Brady in
toward
the
middle.
Miss
Thomas'
leading
man is Robert Ellis. Other members of " His Bridal Night," she appearing as
Tiny and Vi, twin sisters. The story is
the cast are Rosemary Theby, Mary Charleson, David Butler and Andrew Robson.
frankly an amusing farce, the resemblance
of the sisters so deceiving the bridegroom
Constance Talmadge and Harrison Ford
that he is never certain which twin is his
in " Happiness a la Mode " portray a young
married couple who, finding many rifts in wife.
Edward Earl and James L. Crane play
the lute of connubial bliss, get divorced,
the
male leads. Others in the cast are
only toall.learn
they Edwards
didn't wishis the
a separation
after
Walter
director.
Daniel Pennell, Daisy Belmore and Mrs.
Stuart Robson. Kenneth Webb directed
Betty Schade, Myrtle Richelle, Paul Weigel, Thomas D. Persee and A. Fremont are
the production.
Says "Woman
Thou Gavest
Me" isis Triumph
Katherine MacDonald
said also to merit
been Woman
produced
the screen
by highest praise as an actress of real power.
"""J"1 HE
ThouforGavest
Me" has
Miss MacDonald was last seen as Lady
Hugh Ford and was released as a Paramount-Artcraft Special May 25. The
Diana in Cecil B. DeMille's Artcraft proscenario was written by Beulah Marie Dix
duction, The
"
Squaw Man." Theodore
Roberts, who has spent years on both
and the cast is headed by Katherine Macstage and screen and is recognized as a
Donald. Theodore Roberts, Jack Holt, Milton Sills and Fritzi Brunette.
remarkable artist, plays the role of Daniel
MacNeill, father of Mary.
Hugh Ford is credited with many fine
A number of unusual and elaborate sets,
screen productions, but in producing " The
it is said, were utilized in the production,
Woman Thou Gavest Me " he is said to
have made secure for himself a position in
among them one representing the library
motion pictures fully as eminent as the
of Castle Raa with its walls hung with
place he attained in the spoken drama.
genuine old tapestries and paintings, a
Not only seenically and dramatically is faithful reproduction of the famous
much promised, it is said, . in this special
Shepheard's Hotel in Cairo, an African
production, but in the skillful handling of
desert oasis with a wealth of tropical folia most difficult subject Mr. Ford is said
age, and the interior of a Norman church
to have accomplished with success what
said to be an exact reproduction in every
many believed impossible.
detail of one of Europe's historic structures.
In the leading role of Mary MacNeill,
Advertises
"Red
cutedin
a planUnique
to attract the Manner
interest of the
ANOTHER
opportunity
offeredLantern"
in the
direction of advertising and publicity
fans which, besides securing the desired
for the Nazimova drama-spectacular " The
results, is said to have made a very beautiRed Lantern," was described in the followful display" of the square.
ing account of the booking activities of
Purchasing several small signal balloons,
the Metro offices.
he sent them up from the roof of his theAs distributors of the Nazimova superatre which faces on the square. At intervals on the tie-ropes, Mr. Kunsky
features, Metro published a valuable press
sheet for the exhibitor with many ideas for
fastened great red Chinese lanterns lighted
lobby displays and advertising, but every
by electricity from cables hooked to his
house wires. This was done every night
day, it is said, discloses new ideas put into
practice by some enterprising publicity
and the effect created by the lighted lanmanager or theatre owner.
terns suspended above the city brought
John Kunsky, who owns a big moving
thousands of sight-seers to the square, it
picture theatre on City Hall Square in Deis said, and incidentally to the box-office of
the theatre.
troit- in showing " The Red Lantern " exe-

Motion
First Run

Picture

News

Bookings

for

Robertson-Cole
"Six. first-run bookings on RobertsonCole pictures in Howe's theatre, one of
Pittsburgh's favorite downtown houses,
during the month of June, is the record
which the Pittsburgh exchange of Exhibitors Mutual prides itself on this week,"
says an official of Robertson-Cole. " In
this list are ' The Courageous Coward,'
Sessue Hayakawa; 'The Mints of Hell,'
William Desmond; ' Josselyn's Wife,'
Bessie
Barriscale, and 'Just Squaw.' Beatriz Michelena.
" The Pittsburgh exchange of Exhibitors
Mutual is setting a pace for bookings
which many of its associates in other sections are finding difficult to follow."
Thomas Feature for June 8
" Love's Prisoner," featuring Olive
Thomas, is announced as Triangle's release
for June 8th. This is the third in their
series of Olive Thomas special presentations. While the success of the entire series
seems assured from reports which Triangle
has received on " Toton " and " The Follies Girl," unquestionably proving their
value as box-office attractions, those who
have seen " Love's Prisoner " at a private
showing believe it to be even more meritorious than its predecessors.
" Love's Prisoner " was produced last fall
at the Triangle Culver City- studios under
the direction of Jack Dillon.
Big Sales on Henry Story
Completing its initial run in the larger
theatres of the country, "The Unknown
Quantity," a Vitagraph production based on
the story of O. Henry, with Corinne Griffith
in a starring role, is reported to be rapidly
enlarging its territory to include hundreds
of theatres heretofore not served. "The
Unknown Quantity" is said to be a typically
trenchant depiction of an economic problem
in life.

Clare Briggs and Director John Harvey,
with their " Company
" in Paramount-Briggs
Comedies

June
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Mitchell

Lewis, . star
Arrowof film" Fool's

Gold," an

Adolphe

Osso Returns from
France
Adolphe Osso returned to New York last
week after an extended stay in France,
where it is said he effected arrangements
with a chain of exchanges in the principal
European cities to distribute Americanmade motion pictures. Mr. Osso will maintain his headquarters in New York, but
plans to divide most of his time in carrying out the work of his new organization
between his London and Paris offices
Mr. Osso whose organization is international in scope and who as the exclusive
American representation for the Ch. Delac
Vandal & Co., has already negotiated, it is
said, the acquisition of the entire Goldwyn
output for distribution in France, is now
negotiating, it is declare'd, with several
large producers for the foreign distributing
rights to independent productions made in
this country. Inasmuch as Mr. Osso is
still affiliated with the Albert Capellani
Productions, Inc., his organization will also
handle the foreign distribution of this concern's entire output.
More " Westerns " to Be
Made for Capital Film
Three producing companies now being
organized, will begin the making of tworeel subjects for release through the exchanges of the Capital -Film Co., Inc.,
within the next two weeks, as the result
of negotiations completed by General Manager S. L. Barnhard and C. E. Eckles of
the Capital Company, who have been in
Los Angeles for the past week.
The three units will make only two -reel
subjects, all of a western type, and will be
produced at the studio conducted by the
Capital Pictures Corporation. E. N. Griffin will be producing manager and is to
remain in Los Angeles and supervise the
three companies. Neil Hart is to head one
company.
Stars Violet Mersereau
Violet Mersereau has signed a contract
through her representative, John J. Livingston, to star in a feature picture to be produced by the H. & H. Picture Company.
The production is to be directed by Herbert
E. Hancock.

<J?7tcLepericleTit
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Zion Films to Exploit Many
Foreign Works
D LEASED with the critics' reception of the " movie " f ants and exhibitors raised
their voices in behalf of better stories and
"Khavah," claimed to be the first Shotime and time again have the big producers
lom Aleichem story screened, Solomon Adpromised reforms along these lines. But
ler, president of Zion Films, Inc., is preparing for the production of further of the with the possible exception of a few stories
here and there, the majority of the big proJewish
Twain's writers.
works, Plans
and byforother
Russian Mark
and Hebrew
the
ducers have forgotten all their promises
and continue making expensive pictures
release of " Khavah " are now being comaided and abetted by high salaried stars
pleted.
but the stories are as conventional as ever.
In regard to his productions Mr. Adler
had this to say :
" It is this reason, more than any other,
" I have watched the developments in the that has prompted the Zion Films to enter
film industry for the last six years and in the producing field. We realize that the
all that time have seen remarkable changes
average person throughout the civilized
in direction, lighting effects and acting, as world gets his chief source of amusement
well as improvements in technical departthrough the medium of the silent drama.
And if the stories do not come up to the
ments, but the most important factor essential to a successful screen production, that mark set by the high class magazines and
of the story itself, has remained practically
the theatre, then the motion picture will
where it began. Time and time again have
undoubtedly suffer."
Wide
Foreign Exploitation for S-L Feature
SALES to many foreign buyers have
symphony orchestra and considerable advance advertising. Mr. Brockliss plans to
been consummated of the S-L production, "Virtuous Men," through J. Frank
have
simultaneous
presentations of "VirBrockliss, purchasers of the entire foreign
tuous Men " in London and Paris. The
rights of the picture, and it is planned to inaugural showing of the S-L production
in France will be held under the auspices
shortly close sales and exploit the production in many countries outside of the
of the Mundus Film Company of Paris at
United States and Canada. This was. anan early date.
nounced by Sydney Garrett, president of
It is expected that the production will be
J. Frank Brockliss, during the week. The
given its European premiere within the
latest sale was the territory of Scandinext fortnight, and Mr. Garrett announced
navia, which embraces Norway, Sweden
that the exploitation and advertising which
and Denmark.
has featured the picture on this side of
J. Frank Brockliss sailed for Europe
the water will be carried out in detail in
recently, and upon his arrival in London
the United Kingdom and on the contiwill at once make arrangements for a trade
nent. "Virtuous Men " is expected to prove
a big summer attraction in London and
showing of " Virtuous Men." He is negotiating for one of the biggest theatres in Paris, and will probably he given a run
London for this production. The showing
at prominent theatres in both of these Euwill be given in conjunction with a large
ropean cities.
Capital Executives
Prepare for Production
TN their brief visit to the Western Coast,
sorbing. To me it also means this — that the
unnecessarily long feature is becoming
*■ S. L. Barnhard and C. Eddy Eckels are
said to have hustled to such an extent that
boresome. Good stories, good actors, and
they obtained many scenarios, signed playproper settings equals a satisfied public.
ers, and arranged for studios, directors and
The Capital policy of ' foremost stars in
all other essentials necessary to production.
short features ' fits in well with the trend
of the times. Our progress has been steady
In an interview Mr. Barnhard said, " the
and consistent and we hope to not only
splendid co-operation accorded to both Mr.
Eckels and myself while in the West has
maintain the past high grade of achievemade it possible for us to accomplish a
ment but to set it at a still higher standard."
great amount of work in a short time."
Lives of Bandit and Author
" I am decidedly pleased about the future
prospects of Capital, because I am doubly
to Be Pictured
sure now, that we are going to be able
to turn out a class of short subjects that
Al Jennings, former bandit and who
will equal the best on the market today, and
has lately appeared in a number of film
I hope may be even a little better. There is productions, is to be seen on the screen
no denying the fact that the public has
again in a version of the story sold to the
learned to place a high regard on the
Hearst Syndicate, dealing with incidents
screen and consequently has developed a in his life, and in the life of O. Henry.
taste for .better screen productions."
Jennings most recent venture was the film" This means that the producers will have
ing of " The Lady of the Dugout."
to turn out a new brand of pictures, someThe Capital Film Co. will control the
thing original, plausible, interesting and abnew Jennings output.
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Sydney L. Cohen Plans
A MBITIOUS plans have been prepared
by Louis Gasnier and Sydney L.
Cohen, formerly manager for Kitty Gordon, aimed toward extending their enterprise and branch out into extensive production. According to a statement recently
issued by Mr. Cohen, the Astra studios in
California have been taken over and will
be the main scene of their activities.
"•We will produce pictures with all star
combination casts," said Mr. Cohen, who
has recently arrived from the Coast, " and
Mr. Gasnier and myself have already
entered into arrangements to take over the
Astra studios. We have in such as Owen
Moore, Lewis J. Cody and William Russell, under contract to us, a splendid
basis for the all star casts that will be a
special feature of our productions.
" Work will be started forthwith on the
physical improvements to be carried out

Big Promises Made
for McManus
Picture
\ TAMES that are most prominent in bigness of the story they portray. The
story, in fact, is the actual story of vital
* ^ world doings will, according to "an- events in which these characters figured in
nouncement of the MacManus Corporation, be found in the cast of the film soon
Mr. MacManus has been known in the
to be released by that concern. The pic- film
real industry
life."
for some years and was one
ture will also make a bid for lasting popuof
the
first to take up the serial film idea.
larity, itis said, through the fact that its His first
feat of this character was the
story is drawn from big episodes of world
history.
serial "What Happened to Mary," which
featured Mary Fuller. Following success
The cost of the production, it is declared
of this picture, several concerns adopted
by Mr. MacManus closely approaches that production of the chaptered subjects. Mr.
of the biggest productions the screen has
MacManus later placed "The Perils of
seen.
Pauline" and "Patria" on the market.
The production of the MacManus Cor"The greatest achievement of the picture," he added, "is the fact that it comporation will, according to promises, be released within the next three weeks.
bines the bigness of the players with the
Edits

His

Own

Story for Screen Showing
Cosmos Hamilton, author of many popular novels, in association with the members of the Pioneer Film Corporation's editorial staff, is preparing "The Sins of the
Children " for its first showing.
It is said to be probable this production
will be offered at a Broadway theatre for
a run during the summer.

News

Some Big Productions
in the studios, which will be altered and
enlarged to provide facilities and accommodations for six companies working
simultaneously.
" Our productions will be released purely
on the merit system, that is to say, there
will be no " tying up " in our contract arrangements, for we are confident that our
productions will be of a quality and calibre
to stand on their own merits.
" On this basis we are arranging to produce six all-star features for United Picture Theatres Of America, Inc., and these
pictures will be the first to occupy our
studios and casts.
" Mr. Gasnier, accompanied by ' Lew '
Cody are now en route to New York from
Los Angeles, and on their arrival contracts for the enlargement and improvement of the studios will be closed together
with additional impending contracts for

releases."
Bulls Eye Sells Territory on Selig Comedies
MILTON L. COHEN, president of Bulls
ton, D. C, for that territory.
Interstate Film Corp., No. 729 Seventh
Eye Film Corporation, announces that
territory is selling rapidly on the series of Avenue, N. Y. City.
Further announcement along these lines
ten " Napoleon and Sally " one-reel comwill be made during the next week.
edies, featuring the Selig monkeys.
Announcement was made last week of the
"These little gold nuggets are precisely
purchase from Col. Wm. N. Selig of this what I described them to be at the very
set of hitherto unreleased attractions, and ©utset," said President Cohen. " They are
from the outset, it is said, applications for clean, straightforward comedies, in which
territory have been coming in, with the re- Napoleon and Sally accomplish almost imsult that half a dozen allotments have been
possible results in the comedy line. I
made.
wouldn't hesitate a moment to book them in
Among the exchanges purchasing these the Rivoli, Rialto and Strand if I were
rights are the following:
managing any of these houses. These films
Standard Film Service, Cleveland, Ohio.
have a universal appeal, and will make
Fontenelle Feature Film Co., of Omaha,
money for the exhibitor. We were most
Neb.
fortunate to obtain these new films from
Col. Selig, and I am putting all my energy
Liberty Film Renting Co., of Pittsburgh.
Capital Film Service Co., of Washingback of them."

Author

Picture

" Virtuous Sinners " Books
Well Through Country
J. J. Bellman, exchange manager of the
New York district of the Pioneer Film
Corporation, has arrived in town from a
tour covering over two weeks.
During his trip he got in touch with the
principal exhibitors in his territory and
reports that he met with great success in
hooking the latest Pioneer offering, " Virtuous Sinners."

William V. Hart, of Johnny Dooley films
Gaumont Features Flyers
in Next Issue
This week's issues of the Gaumont News
and Graphic shows the departure of the
three N-C's from Newfoundland. Of prime
interest are the views showing the N-C 4
and her commander just before starting on
the successful flight which landed her at
the Azores fifteen hours later, the warming
up of the plane from the steampipes of
the U. S. S. "Prairie," and a view of Ponte
Delgada, Azores, from which point the
"hop" to the European continent on the
last leg of the journey will be made.
Other flying pictures in the News and
Graphic show the flight of King Albert of
Belgium, who returned to Brussels from
the Peace Conference by airplane, and the
last flight of the famous French "ace"
Jules Vedrines, who was killed in an attempted flight from Paris to Rome.
Other subjects show many surrent pictorial news items from many parts of the
word.

donable Sin"
Books "Unpar
in South
Charles F. Schwerin who bought, recently, the Southern territory on Harry
Garson's production, " The Unpardonable
Sin," has returned from a trip covering
the important cities in this territory and
reports that he has closed for the following bookings:
Six days at the Savannah Theatre, Savannah, Ga. ; three days at the Grand,
Augusta; three days at Opera House, Columbus, Ga. ; four days at the Strand, Birmingham, Ala. ; twelve days at the Criterion, Alabama; five days at the Crown, Mobile, Ala. ; five days at the Colonial, RichNorfolk.mond, and five days at the Wells Theatre,

for Specials
Mid- West
Two Buys
reel Christie
and the Craig
Kennedy serial, "The Carter Case," have
been purchased by the Crescent Film Company for Kansas and Western Missouri.

June
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Goldberg Congratulates
Rothacker
Leo L. Goldberg, secretary of the Big
Feature Rights Corporation, in a letter to
Watterson Rothacker after screening "The
Unpardonable Sin," congratulates Mr.
Rothacker on the good work he has done,
which he says is not limited, in printing and
developing First National productions. He

Bacon Starts Work on His
First Production
Gerald F. Bacon commenced work this
week on the first of the series of eighteen
productions to be released by Frank G.
Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation. Mr. Bacon is using the BaconBacker studio, 230 West 38th Street, leased
recently by Mr. Hall for his various produsing activities.
The first of the Bacon series will be a
screen version of Max Marcin's play, "Substitute Prisoner," retitled "Sun-Up," with
Lucy Cotton. George LeGuerre is leading
man. In the supporting roles are Thurlow
Bergen,
Morgan Durand.
Coman,
Charles Frank
ButlerO'Connor,
and Edouarde
Oliver D. Bailey is directing.
Exhibitors Buy Rights for
Pioneer Films
May 20 the Pioneer Film Corporation
sold the rights of "Wives of Men" for
Louisiana and Mississippi to the Saenger
Amusement Co., of New Orleans, who also
control the First National for that territory. W. H. Gueringer, Asst General
Manager of the Saenger Enterprises made
the purchase for his concern.
T. L. Talley of San Francisco also
bought the rights to the same picture for
his territory.
The sale of "The Still Alarm" to Phil
Goldstone for Iowa and Nebraska, is said
to have " cleaned up " the entire world on
this picture.
Big Deal in Reissues By
Exclusive Films
A deal for re-issue negatives and old
positive prints says an official of Film
Market, has just been consummated,
it is said, by The Film Market, Inc., between The Selig Polyscope Co, Inc., and
Exclusive Features, whereby Exclusive
Features
acquires
to over
one
million
feet the
of world's
Colonel rights
William
N.
Selig's old negatives, and approximately
four million feet of positive's prints.
Mamr of the negatives are said to be
classics.
A plan has been devised, it is declared,
whereby Messrs Goldstein and Weinberg
of Exclusive, will re-edit each subject.
Victor

Eubank Joins Bech,
Van Siclen
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc. announces
the engagement of Captain Victor Eubank to edit and re-title their productions
which
market. the}'- are purchasing for the foreign
Captain Eubank formerly was supervising director of the Essanay Co., and has a
number of excellent productions to his
credit. Since the Essanay's retirement from
the production field he has been busy editing and revising features for Bech, Van
Siclen & Co., Inc. Captain Eubank will
be busily engaged for some time to come,
it is said, with a number of other productions which he has contracted to handle.

" With all due credit to Harry Gar son,
Marshall Neilan and other associates resays : ■ sponsible for the magnificent production of
' The Unpardonable Sin,' we feel that a
little tribute is due your organization for the
well-nigh perfect manner in which you developed and printed this film."
"Never before have we noted a picture
with such wonderful clear photography and
truly artistic lighting.
"Col. Levy joins the writer in extending
you our sincere appreciation of your good
work in connection with ' The UnpardonGeorge LeGuere, signed by Gerald Bacon to
appear with Lucy Cotton in a film through
Independent Sales Corp.
M

a c a u 1 e y Production
Booked in Larger Cities
First run contracts for "Whom the Gods
Would Destroy," the Macauley Photoplays
production distributed by First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, were closed this week
for Chicago, Minneapolis, Oklahoma City,
Dallas,
New Orleans, Richmond, and other
try.
important key cities throughout the counThis attraction will have its premier in
Chicago at the Randolph theatre, starting
there on June 1 for an indefinite run.
Its first New York presentation will be
at the Strand theatre for the week beginning June 22.
The Saenger interests have booked it
through the South.
Tyrad

Picture

Reported

Very Successful
That " Your Wife and Mine," Tyrad's
six-reel production, is exceeding all expectations as a box office attraction wherever it is now being played, is the statement made by Matthias Radin, President
and General Manager of Tyrad Pictures,
Inc., 729 Seventh avenue, New York City,
distributors in the United States and
Canada.
"While we felt from the beginning that
in ' Your Wife and Mine ' we had a rare
money maker we are more enthusiastic
than ever with it now that we can see
what
Radin. it is actually doing," said President
Warner

Bros,

to Market

"Open
Your
A rumor
to the effect
that aEyes"
big distributing organization would handle the Warner Brothers latest production " Open Your
Eyes " is denied by the producers.
As previously announced Warner
Brothers will personally supervise the distribution of this as well as all future productions.

Wm.able Sin.' Fox Puts Over South
American Deal
Another big South American deal with
William Fox productions has been consum ated, itis said, in the purchase by
Hester Gareia of the entire Fox output for
Peru, Chili and Ecuador. This deal is of
great importance, inasmuch as it adds a
vast territory to the already world-wide
scope of picture distribution of the Fox
Film Corporation.
Mr. Gareia is one of the largest exhibitors and renters of films in South America,
with headquarters in Lima, Peru. The
Fox officials cite a statement by him that
he had made a complete round of the New
York picture company offices, and after a
thorough inspection of product decided to
close a deal with the Fox organization for
its whole output.
Truex

in New Two-Reel
Comedy Series
A series of two reel comedies starring
Ernest Truex will shortly be placed in
production by Amedee J. Van Beiiren. The
player is now appearing in a New York
stage production.
Several stories, considered to have many
laugh possibilities, have been procured, and
it is thought the first production will be
from a comedy by Albert Payson Terhune.
The plays will probably be made at the
Vitagraph studios.
Advance

Bookings on Virginia Pearson Picture
A private showing of Virginia Pearson
in " The Bishop's Emeralds," was given
last week at Wurlitzer Hall to a selected
audience of invited guests, by Louis Meyer,
president of the Virginia Pearson Photoplays Co. Inc.
Mr. Me3_er expresses himself as pleased
with the way that contracts are coming in
through Pathe, thus early, as the date of
the release of the picture, " The Bishop's
Emeralds " is set for June 8.
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Arrow Film Reports Many
Sales on Features
The Arrow Film Corporation had an unusually bus>- week, and report many sales
on their big features. " The Masked
Rider," the latest Western fifteen episode
serial, featuring Ruth Stonehouse, Paul
Panzer and Harry Myers, has been selling
rapidly and over half the territory it is
said has been disposed of. These sales were
reported during the week :
For the North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee, The Southeastern Pictures Corp., 61 Walton street, Atlanta,
Ga. ForandDelaware,
of Columlumbia
Virginia, Maryland,
The LibertyDistrict
Film Exchange,
Washington, D. C. For Northern New Jersey,
Frank Gersten, Inc., New York City. For Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, K. B.
Film Co., Philadelphia, Pa. For Western Pennsylvania andPittsburg,
West Pa.
Virginia,
Standard
Film and
Exchange,
For Texas,
Oklahoma
Arkansas, W. J. Lytle, San Antonio, Texas.
Masked Rider Film Co., 48 Piedmont St., Boston,
Mass. For New York City and New York State,
Modern Feature Photo Plays Co., 729 Seventh
avenue, New York City.
The Arrow Photo Plays Co., of Denver, Col.,
have purchased " The Woman's Law," starring
FlorenceAudrey
Reed, Munson.
and " The Perfect Model,"
starring
Fontenelle Feature Film Co., Omaha, Nebraska,
has
purchased
starring
Marjorie
Daw, "andThetheSunset
twelve Princess,"
Anna Little
tworeel re-issues.
L. A. Sheridan Film Exchange, of Des Moines,
Iowa,Nebraska.
have purchased " Miss Arizona " for Iowa
and
Gertrude
Bondhill,
" Miss Miss
Arizona."
has
purchased this
picturestarforof Utah.
Bondhill
is now playing in stock in Salt Lake, Utah and
will book this picture throughout the state of
Utah.
Great Eastern Film Co., have purchased " The
Mysterious
Browning,"
starring
Walter
Miller, PaulMr.Panzer
and Edna
Maison
for
Northern New Jersey.
Announces

Strong Cast for

"The Perfect Lover"
Myron Selznick announces an impressive
array
players
to support
Eugene
O'Brien
in his offirst
Selznick
Starring
production,
" The Perfect Lover." The story of the
production is most unique in that it calls
for no less than four leading women to
play opposite Mr. O'Brien, each part being
a distinctly different type to whom the
word love has a different meaning. Four
of the screen's talented actresses have been
engaged to play the parts. They are Mary
Boland, Marguerite Courtot, Lucille Lee
Stewart and Martha Mansfield.
Mr. O'Brien is seen as a struggling
young artist who is besieged with the love
of these various women, and with it in his
own ingenious manner. Edmund Goulding
adapted the story to the screen. Work has
already been started on the feature, with
Ralph Ince as director.
Houdini

Serial Placed

in

Many Foreign Lands
With thirteen independent exchanges
and nine branches of the World Fiim Corporation handling the domestic distribution, with Regal Films, Ltd., looking after
the Canadian bookings and with Export
and Import Film Company placing it in
every open foreign country on the globe,
B. A. Rolfe's serial, " The Mastery Mystery," starring Houdini, the handcuff king,
is now, it is announced, sold in all the
markets of the world.

Picture

News

Card

Announces Additions
to Sales Forces
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager,
Independent Sales and Film Clearing
Houses, announces the appointment of
Joseph L. Marentette, pioneer exchange
man and exhibitor in the South, as branch
manager of the Film Clearing House exchange in Atlanta, succeeding Carl de
Seay. Mr. Card also announces the appointment ofC. C. McKibbin, branch man
ager at the Pittsburg office, succeeding W
J. Russell.
La Rose Books Educational
Educational announces that Production
Manager Joseph La Rose, of the Rialto
and Rivoli Theatres, booked the recent
scenic picture, " A Day and Night at Coney
Island" for use on a "Comedy Week"
program at the Rialto.
One of the Sunbeams in the Sunbeam Comedies
Being Produced at the Klutho Plant in
Jacksonville, Fia.
Klutho

Studios

Produces

" Sunshine Comedies "
Announcement of the forthcoming release of a series of comedies which have
been in preparation for three months, is
made by H. J. Klutho, president of the
Florida Film Corporation. Word of these
productions was withheld until a series
had been completed.
The pictures will be branded " Sunshine
Comedies." They have been prepared at
the Klutho studio, Jacksonville, Florida.
The subjects, it is announced, will not be
of the knock-down, slap stick variety.
Rather they will depend on a real story
value, salted with touches of pathos, and
peppered in portions with lighter slap-stick
action. Beauty in scenic effects has also
been aimed at by the producer.
Glen Lambert and Bert Tracy have
directed the pictures. The company includes George Marks, " Fatty " Filbert,
James Renfroe, Gertrude Garretson, Veda
Renfroe and Melba Johnson.
Ruth

Clifford to Be Seen in
Six Part Drama
The Lloyd Carleton productions are filming a six-reel feature with Ruth Clifford
as the star. The story, said to be a dramatic emotional drama, is from the pen of
Henry Christeen Warnack.
John T. Carleton, general manager of
the Carleton Productions, is in New York,
with headquarters at the Biltmore, and is
selecting new stories for Miss Clifford.

Shows
"Unpardonable
Messrs. L.
Lawrence Weber and Sin"
Bobby
North, who acquired the rights in New
York State and all foreign countries to
Harry Garson's big feature production of
"The Unpardonable Sin," are showing the
popular Rupert Hughes story in the Broadway Theatre, New York, the Majestic
Theatre, Brooklyn, and have announced its
presentation at the Majestic Theatre, Buffalo, for Sunday, June 1st.

Lang Becomes Associated
with Natural Color
C. Lang Cobb, until recently Special
Representative of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, has given up Black
and White to identify himself with Natural
Color. Natural Color, it is claimed, can't
be rubbed off, and it will run on any standard projection machine. It is also claimed
that it has the same properties as Black
and White without fringing.
C. Lang
: " I have
the Kinemacolor
andsaysother
colorseencompanies
go
down in defeat on account of mismanagement and lack of ability to do with color
all that can be done with Black and
White.

" In the past, attempts were made to
foster on the public an unfinished product
that fringed, flickered, and needed speciallyconstructed projectors, but all these defects
and shortcomings have been eliminated
and Natural Color is about to come into
its own in Motion Pictures."
Joining the forces of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in 1917, he installed
the Short Subject Department in the majority of their exchanges, and was appointed assistant sales manager January 1,
1918, and special representative the following April, which position he filled until his
entrance into Natural
Color.

C. Lang Cobb
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SUPERIORITY
The

superior difference in the

" MOTIOGRAPH
" appearance is as pronounced as the
superior

difference

in

the

quality of its performances.
Your

impulse will be to accept

the " MOTIOGRAPH
" De
LUXE
without reservation
the first time you see it demonstrated.
Hundreds
have

have done that and

found

deepened

their satisfaction

with

every

added

day's experience.
If you

could

talk with

the

" MOTIOGRAPH
" users,
in addition to vour inspection
of the "MOTIOGRAPH"
De LUXE, there would be no
doubt

of your decision.

They would corroborate in
most conclusive terms what
Chas.
and

Kimball

America

Kinney,

of the Pope
Theatres,

Mc-

Texas, says: —

" I have recentlv purchased
four new MOTIOGRAPHS
for my theatres, and am highly
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News

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the meclianical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdox
Technical Editor
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P. 0. Convention

have just received from our Toronto Correspondent the following report of the opening of
the annual convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture

WE

Operators.* This report will be of interest to every union
operator in the country, as the statements of President
Shay are most significant at the present time.
Toronto. May 26, 1919. — The general annual convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes and Moving Picture Operators was held in the
Horticultural Building of the Central Canada Exposition
at Ottawa, the Canadian capital, during the whole week
of May 26. Approximately three hundred and fifty delegates from all sections of the United States and Canada
were in attendance on the first day, when the convention
was called to order by President Charles C. Shay, who
has been the executive head of the alliance for the past
eight years. President Shay gave out the information that
his organization now has a membership of nearly 25,000
and that a solid chain of local unions in every centre of
any importance across the continent has been established.
The executive of the Alliance had been at work all
during the previous week at the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa,
to consider minor grievances and to arrange various plans
for the convention sessions. A number of deputations
had been heard and many communications were read.
This arrangement had been followed so that the time of
the convention would not be consumed with trivial
matters.
F. G. Lemaster of Xew York, general secretary of the
Alliance, arrived in Ottawa on May 22 and established his
headquarters at the Chateau Laurier.
In an interview President Shay declared that undoubt-

edlv the present situation appeared ominous and the world
seemed to be on an uneven keel, yet he was convinced that
the organized workers would supply the ballast necessary
to carry through the trying times. The general unrest was
a natural sequence of the war, but he was strongly opposed to any movement that was related to Bolshevism.
Capital should realize that only through organized labor
could stability be maintained, he said.
Revolutionary methods had been started in a number
of cities by dishonest aliens, and the force they attempted
to use was opposed to the honest efforts of the national
leaders of labor. The organized movement is exceptionally free of the undesirable element, he declared ; thus
he looked forward to the future with optimism. The
trade union movement is the logical route by which the
workers can make progress, he believed.
During his stay in Canada he had noticed with pleasure the work that was being done for returned soldiers, he
said, and the assistance held out to the wounded heroes
was particularly commendable.
Announcement was made that the International Alliance
now has more than five hundred local unions on its roll.
One of the most active of these locals is the Ottawa Moving Picture Operators' Union, whose members took a
prominent part in arranging for the reception and entertainment of visiting delegates. At a meeting of the Ottawa local, held just previous to the big show, the members voted unanimously to dig down deep into their pockets for a special assessment as their share of endeavor to
make the delegates remember the Canadian capital. The
chief operator of each local theatre was delegated to request that the courtesies of the theatre be extended to all
visiting delegates. Manager Hanitch of the Dominion
Theatre, Ottawa, invited all delegates to attend a performance at the theatre in a body, reserving a large block of
seats for the purpose.
On the motion of James McGuire, the date for the regular monthly meeting of the Ottawa local was changed
from the second Sunday to the second Fridav of each
month.
In the next issue we will carrv a full account of the
convention, prepared especiallv for Motion Picture
Xews by our representative.
E. K. Gillett.

Complete

in Every

Way

The Equipment Service Section as conducted by
I Motion Picture News each week is recognized as the
I most complete of any at the command and service
1 of the industry and those who have occasion to
1 use it.
But we are making it better all the time.
No better proof of this fact
I a close association with this
1 several weeks, when a marked
1 noted and several innovations

can be obtained than
section for the next
improvement will be
added.

Then, as now, it will dominate the field.
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Answered/
80

watt motion picture lamp
In order to obtain a
with a resistance, generControl Equipment
for Mazda
light source of the very
high brilliancy required
ally called rheostat conMotion Picture Lamps
for motion picture work,
trol. That is pretty exit is necessary to use a
By L. C. Porter
s pensive, especially as only
(Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.)
27 per cent of the power
low voltage high amperconsumed is useful, the rest being wasted in the rheostat. The
age MAZDA lamp. Such a lamp has a filament of very heavy
wire and can be burned close to the melting point, thus giving a chief advantage of the rheostat being its relatively low initial cost.
If the lamp is to be used for any length of time, the additional
brilliancy of about 22,000 candle-power per square inch.
The new 900 watt motion picture lamp operates at 30 volts 30 cost of power will soon wipe out the saving in initial cost of a
rheostat over other more efficient forms of control.
amperes and the question at once arises as to how a 30 volt lamp
(2) A motor generator set may be used to lower the voltage,
may be operated from the ordinary lighting circuit of 110 volts.
with very little lost or wasted energy, on either alternating or
There are three ways in which this may be accomplished: (1)
direct current circuits. Such a set, consists in general, of a motor
by the use of resistance in series with the lamp; (2) by the use
wound with fine wire so that it will operate directly from a 110
of a motor generator set; (3) by the use of a transformer or
auto-transformer.
volt circuit, and a generator driven by the motor and wound with
It is the purpose of this article to describe the general prin- heavy wire so that it will generate current at the proper voltage
ciples of these three types of control and point out where each
for the lamp, i. e. 30 (Fig. II). The action of the set may be
likened to that of a water wheel operated by a small stream of
may be used to best advantage.
(1) Resistance may be used to lower the voltage on either
rapidly flowing water, i. e., having a high head or pressure, say,
alternating or direct current circuits. It generally consists of for example, a stream having an area of 1 square inch and at such
some form of wire, such as iron or German silver, that offers
considerable opposition to the passage of the electric current,
causing a lowering of the voltage by converting a portion of the
electricity into heat.
If, for example, it is desired to operate a 900 watt (30 volt 30
ampere) lamp on a 110 volt circuit, sufficient resistance must be
connected in series with the lamp to take up the difference between
30 and 110 volts, i. e., 80 volts. We then have an arrangement
which may be diagramatically illustrated as in Fig. I.

The copper wires connecting the resistance to the line and lamp
are so proportioned that the loss in them is very slight and for
our purpose may be called negligible. It can be seen from the
sketch that the circuit from the line through the resistance,
through the lamp and back to the line is continuous, hence, the
through the lamp also flows through the re30 amperessistance.flowing
As the resistance takes up 80 volts, the total amount of
energy consumed by the resistance, i. e., the wattage, is the
product of the current and the voltage, i. e., 30 x 80 = 2400 watts.
This amount of energy is converted into heat (often very objectionable in the confined space of a motion picture booth), and
to all intents and purposes wasted. The energy consumed in the
lamp is 30 volt x 30 amperes, i. e., 900 watts, which is converted
into both heat and light. The total energy consumed therefore,
is 2400 + 900 or 3300 watts.
If the current sells for 10c. per kilowatt hour, it will cost 33c.
per hour plus the renewal cost of the lamps to operate a 900

a pressure' as to cause it to flow at a speed of 12 ft. per second.
The water wheel then consumes 1 x 12 or 12 units of power per
second. Let us suppose this water wheel operates a pump acting
at low head and delivering water at a low rate of flow, but having
a large piston. If this pump forces a stream of water of 4 square
inch area at a head sufficient to cause it to flow 3 ft. per second,
the total amount of water delivered per second will be 4 x 3 or 12
units. The pressure with which the water flows may be likened
to the voltage of the electric circuit and the size of the stream of
water to the amperage of the circuit. We have, therefore, an
analogy between our water wheel pump and our motor generator
set.
As a matter of fact, the water wheel and the motor will each
take a little more water or electricity, i. e. power, than the pump
or generator will deliver, because there are losses to overcome,
such as the ^friction of the bearings, the resistance of the air to
the rapidly revolving parts, and a few other inherent losses. With
the motor generator set, the sum of all these losses will amount
to about 15%, so that to have the generator deliver 900 watts to
one motion picture lamp will require approximately 1059 watts in
the motor. The loss of 159 watts in the set, however, is very
small compared to the loss of 2400 watts in the resistance form
of control. The cost of operation with current at 10 cents per
kilowatt hour will then be lOyZ cents per hour plus the renewal
cost of the lamps — a saving of 22^ cents per hour over the rheostat form of control.
The chief disadvantages of the motor generator set are that, it
is a rotating device and therefore must be kept well oiled, the
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commutator or collector rings must be kept clean and the brushes
renewed occasionally. In other words, it requires maintenance
attention. Having rapidly rotating parts, it must be mechanically
rather complicated, and hence inherently expensive. It is, however, vastly superior to the resistance form of contral and the
saving in current effected by the motor generator will soon offset
its initial cost.
Motor generator sets are, therefore, the best form of control
where Mazda motion picture lamps are to be used on direct current circuits of the ordinary central station voltage. Where alternating current is available, however, there is another type of voltage reducer which is even more efficient than the motor generator ;and having no rotating parts, is inherently less expensive and
simpler to maintain. This type of control is known as a transformer or compensator.
Like the motor generator set, it has two coils of wire, one long
and fine to operate directly on the 110 volt circuit, and the other
short and heavy to deliver 30 amperes at 30 volts for the lamp
(Fig. III). The peculiarities of the alternating current make it
Ft$.m

MOV

t
possible to use a transformer, while such a device cannot be used
on direct current. The reason for that is this: whenever a coil of
wire is passed through a magnetic field, i. e. past a magnet, electricity is generated in the wire and conversely, when electricity
passes through a coil of wire it will create a magnetic field in and
around any iron in the near vicinity. It is immaterial whether
the coil of wire passes through the lines of magnetism or whether
they pass the coil of wire. In either case the effect is the same.
In the motor generator set, the motor forces coils of wire in the
generator to revolve rapidly past magnets, thus generating the
current required to operate the lamp. In the case of A C current,
however, this actual movement of the coils is not necessary for
this reason : Alternating, as the word implies, means that the current flows first one way and then the other, i. e., it starts at zero,
rises rapidly to its maximum value, then falls to zero and rises
again in the reverse direction to maximum, falls again to zero and
starts the cycle all over again. It may be represented as in Fig. IV.
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The arrows indicate the direction of flow of current in the wire
and the distance from the wire to the curve indicates the value
of the voltage at any instant. If, therefore, such a current flows
through a coil of wire wound on an iron core — Fig. Ill — magnetism will be created in the iron, starting at zero strength and increasing with the current to a maximum value, then decreasing
to zero and increasing again in the opposite direction. In the
ordinary A C lighting circuits these reversals occur 60 times a
second, thus we will have a magnetic field in our iron rushing
first one way and then the other.
We saw above that if magnetism rushes past a coil of wire, it
will create electricity in it. If then we put another coil of wire
around our iron, it will have current generated in it by the constantly changing magnetism created in the iron by the 110' volt
A C circuit. If this second coil is short and of heavy wire, the
current will be at low voltage and we then transform the 110 volt
circuit into another at 30 volts for our motion picture lamp.
There is about 10% loss in this transformation due to the reluctancy of the iron to be magnetized and to certain other small
losses. Hence, to get 30 volts 30 amperes out of one coil, it will
be necessary to put 1000 watts into the other coil. The loss of
100 watts being even smaller than occurs with the motor generator
set. The operating cost of this device, with current at 10 cents
per kilowatt hour will then be 10 cents per hour. This is a saving
of half cent per hour over the motor generator set. In addition
to this, the initial cost of the device is materially lower and its
maintenance less troublesome.
Unfortunately, a transformer cannot be used on D C because
the current, as the word direct indicates, flows continually in one
direction and we, therefore, do not have the changing magnetism
necessary to create current in our second coil. To obtain this
change it becomes necessary to mechanically move either the coil
or the iron core on both, as is done in the motor generator.
As a matter of fact, the greatest field for Mazda motion picture
lamps is on A G current. A high percentage of the motion picture theatres are supplied by A C lines and also the A C arc gives
less satisfactory screen illumination than the D C.
The remainder of this article will describe the two most common types of transformer control devices, i. e., the hand control
and the automatic.
*
(Continued next week)
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WB. ALLEN, President of Local 360, says :
• I wrote you a letter on the tenth of February giving a
detailed description of the projection room and equipment 'for publication in the Projection Department. You then notified me that
you would publish same providing that I would send photographs
which I promised to do. My friend, Bro. Stuckey made the photographs all right,
theyso were
developedthatwewedidn't
they flattered
the but
placeafter
at all
we decided
wouldthink
try
again. So far we haven't tried again but I assure you the photo(Don't
thinksendwe've
forgotten
those
promisesgraphsofwill come
yours.along
Just yet.
as soon
as you
us the
photographs
you'll see them in this Department.)
Our Local received your letter regarding the f orming of a new
department in the News for the use of the Union. We think this
is an excellent idea and we don't see why the trade papers have not
done something along this line long ago. The Union page will
certainly be of interest to Union men and beneficial to the entire
profession. Our press secretary, Brother C. S. Stuckey, has been
instructed to keep in touch with this department at all times and
no doubt other Locals will have their Secretaries do likewise. If
they don't, it won't be because they are progressive.
I noticed in a recent issue of the News that the prize contest
started in October had come to a close. The contest was announced during the time the " flu " was raging up in this section
of the country and everything was closed. As a result, the boys
up here forgot all about it or I'll wager that you would have
received a wagon load of articles from Edmonton. However, if
you start another one, we will be in on it, and moreover, we will
get the prizes. Now what do think of that. (Yes, that contest was
started at the worst possible time. The results proved it. But
perhaps next time the News runs a contest the Fates will be with
us instead of ag'in us. However, the fact that this particular con-
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test is closed does not debar any of you men in Edmonton from
writing in and telling the rest of us what a projection room should
be. The money incentive, to be sure, is not there, but even in
the regular contest, only a few could win. Better get in practice
for the next contest by writing up some of your accomplishments,
NOW.)
I am thinking of getting some new projection lenses and I would
like to get a little information from you on the subject before
going any further. I am using 5^4" E. F. Gundlach lenses at the
present time. The}' are 1 7-16" in diameter. My throw is 105 feet
with a picture 16 feet 8 inches in width. I am using 60 amps., d. c,
through a Transverter.
What I want is a larger diameter lens. Now what are the
diameters of the different lenses manufactured by the Gundlach
people? And what diameter would you recommend? I estimate
my light loss at about 15 per cent., that is, the loss in the mechanism
is considerably larger than the present lens is capable of coveris considerably larger than the present lens is capable of recovering. What is the price of these lenses?
Now just one more. What is your opinion on the following:
How mam- times do the light rays from the arc cross before they
reach the objective. Or to be more clearer, do you consider that
they cross at the first surface of the arc lens? Some say they
do and some say they don't. I would appreciate it very much if
you would put me right on this one point and then I won't bother
you any more until next time.
(If 3^ou want a larger diameter lens you can get it by writing
to the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co., for their 5^4" E. F. Lens
in their No. 2 size. This particular lens has a diameter of 2*4
inches instead' of the 1%-inch diameter of their No. 1 size. .If
your present optical line-up brings about a considerable waste as
you say, we would suggest that you get one of the No. 2 size lenses
and try it out. A little figuring will show that the change will
mean an increase of over 200 per cent, in lens area which certainly
ought to make a difference in the illumination on your screen.
You will have to get the price of these lenses direct from the factory of the Gundlach Company.
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SWAAB'S SUPERL1TE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75£ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power fiA and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We abe exclusive distbibutoes of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Tine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

After reading your question on the " crossing of light rays "
we had a mind to give you our personal opinion on the subject
but on second thought decided that we would see wrhat others who
were experts on the subject thought about it. Because we have
a great amount of respect for Dr. Kellner who is one of the
country's leaders in optical projection, we wrote to him and asked
the same question that you asked. We agree thoroughly with
what Dr. Kellner sa}7s and are very glad to reproduce his explanation and sketch.

" Each point of the object (meaning each point in the film at
the aperture plate) has a corresponding image point on the screen.
Through each one of these object points there passes a multitude
of rays from different parts of the light source. These rays strike
the condenser in a more or less diverging pencil and are then
converged by the condenser upon the object point. After passing
the object point the rays diverge again until they strike the objective which converges them into the image point on the screen.
If the condenser is perfectly corrected the rays going from the
different points of the source toward the point in the object plane
seem to come from one point to the left of the source. (See
dotted lines from source to A and B.) If the condenser is not
corrected the foregoing statement is only true for a zone around
the axis of the system. In the ordinary case of uncorrected condenser the rays which form the image of an object point on the
screen cross only in the object plane and in the image plane.
Another point of the object plane is imaged in a similar way
by a system of rays which leave the light source under a different
angle from the first one. This system of rays crosses the optical

WITH
BEST

PROJECTION
A PORTABLE MACHINE IS
ACCOMPLISHED
WITH AN

AMERICAN

PROJECTOSCOPE

Pictures can be shown backward as well as
forward,
or individual pictures stopped on
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screen.
ASK

FOR

DEMONSTRATION

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
110 W. 32nd St.
Farragut 4779

CO., Inc.
N. Y. City
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axis, as well as the system of rays belonging to the first object
point, in or near the objective.
»
Of course, it all depends on what is meant by " rays from the
arc." By drawing paths of light for a few more object points and
counting all the intersections he can increase the number of crossings of the " rays " indefinitely. To simplify matters one can say
that these rays imaging a point of the object plane cross in the
object plane and in the screen and that the axes of the pencils
formed by these rays which image all the points in the object plane
cross at the source and near the objective."
Don't think you will have any trouble following Dr. Kellner's outline and sketch. From your question we infer that you
mean the rays from a point in the source, in which event the
answer is that such rays cross once, at a point in or near the objective.

ge-over'
"Chan
of from
{Continued
last week)
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If on the other hand it is a two coil transformer either of the
following sketches could be used.

The
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C.

Rheostat

Special

Current

Carbon
Transformer

is the standard carbon in motion picture
theatres where quality projection is the rule.
These carbons have incorporated in them
all of the desirable characteristics necessary
for an efficient light source. They are absolutely noiseless, the light emitted by the arc
is steady, pure white and of high intensity;
the crater formation and burning is perfect.
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Diagram *5
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Silvertip
Direct

Current

Carbon

"Diagram 6
used with a COLUMBIA upper has reached
that point in the favor of the Projectionists
where it is called the STANDARD direct current combination. The light is pure white and
of high intensity, sufficient for any length of
throw or density of film.

Write for Circulars.

National

Carbon

Cleveland,

Co.,

Ohio

Inc.

In sketch (C) Al and A2 are switches the same as (3) in
sketch (A). A3 is a 4 pole double throw switch also constructed
for quick throwing (See sketch D)
In all three of these sketches the transformers can be used
for running and the rheostats for warming up, switching to the
transformer as soon as the change-over is made. This also gives
the rheostat for emergency in case the transformer breaks down.
In the March IS issue, Tooch of Utah asks for the reason
for the difference in light between his two projectors. In addition to the possible reasons you have mentioned I would like to
add that the crater of one arc might not be so efficient as the
other due to a difference in the an*gle of the crater in relation to
the condenser, thus causing the difference in screen illumination
between the two projectors.
In the March 8th issue a subscriber from Paris, Mo., says he
has halo all around the screen. If this was caused by light from
the condensers getting around the machine head there would be
no halo at the top and bottom because it certainly could not get
by the mechanism at these points. Also I can't see how this
light could get so close to the screen (3 ft.) unless this man
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has a very short throw. His lens barrel or some other reflection
along the optical train must be causing this halo.
In answer to James Porter in the issue of March 29th you
say that the rheostat makes no difference in the cost of operation
and that it converts into heat the current not used by the arc.
Don't you mean it converts what voltage is not used by the
arc into heat. My idea of current is amperage or quantity.
(That's one on us. Of course the current is not consumed by the
rheostats. That 7vas one of the statements that will creep in,
no matter how closely a person scrutinises the proof, but because
everyone knew what was meant they merely passed it by. Many
thanks for calling our attention to the error.)
As to the rheostat not making any difference in the cost of
operation with D. C, I can't agree with you. At present he is
using 220 volts and 50 amps, or 11.000 watts or 11 kw. which
at a cost of 8c per kw-hr is costing him 88c per hour.
Whereas with an AC to DC or DC to DC Motion Picture
Arc No-resistance motor generator set considering said set to
have an efficiency of 50% (some makes should have a higher
efficiency) he would be consuming 55 volts at the arc with an
amperage of 50 making only 2,750 watts or 2.75 kw. Taking
into account the efficiency of the set 50% the loss in the machine
would be 1.375 kw. Adding to this the consumption of the arc
it would amount to only 4.125 kw. to be taken from the line
which at a cost of 8c per kw-hr would make the cost of his
arc amount to but 25c an hr. This would mean a saving of 63c
per hour.
(Just another case of insufficient information. His first question was plain enough but the one following could have been taken
in several different ways. Did he mean how many kw. of energy
were being consumed by his rheostats? which was the way I
understood him? Or did he want to know how the losses in a
rheostat system compared with those in a motor-generator system? Unless we have missed a point his question allows at least
these two interpretations. This illustrates one of the greatest
faults projectionists exhibit when writing in for information.
Many times a week zve receive questions which are so vague that
they cannot be answered in any way. And then, because the
Motion Picture News does not believe in withholding the information because of a mere matter of a three cent stamp, we
write back and ask for more details. After enough information
is received we answer his queries by letter or in the columns of
the Projection Department. The News never has, and hopes it
never finds it necessary, to "soak" projectionists for answers to
questions.
But to skip back to our subject, we must again take exceptions
to the computations of our Maple Leaf correspondent. We know
he is good natured so here goes.
Figuring the efficiency of that Motor Generator set at 50%
would mean not that the loss in the machine would be 1.375 kw,
but rather that 2.75 perfectly good kilowatts would be seen no
more. The efficiency is ratio of output to input. We know the
output to be 2.75 and we know the efficiency to be 50%. Then
2.75 = .50 or the input = 5.50 kw.
input
Therefore the total energy taken from the line would be 5.5 k.w.
or at a cost of 8c per kw-hr, would mean a current cost of 44c.
His
out.) saving then would be 44c or half of what he is now paying
The installation of a motor generator set would probably also entitle the correspondent to a power rate for the motor which he
is probably not getting with his rheostat system. ■
(But would it? In most of the t larger cities and in a very
large number of the smaller cities and fawns, the user pays on a
sliding scale. For instance, if he uses 100 kw-hrs. a month he
pays at the rate of 8c a kw-hr. But if he uses 300 kw-hrs.
monthly he pays but 6T/2c a kw-hr. These figures are taken
merely as an example. It is true that some communities have a
lighting rate and a power- rate but we see no reason why a
man's theatre projection room arc should eome under the lighting
rate. Whether the control equipment be a rheostat or a motor
generator, the theatre should be given the power rate, except
perhaps in instances where the current demand is extremely
small.)
- In the New York examination law that " Five years- experience "
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Projectionists --

I have been through the mill and know all about
the operating room troubles due to uneven and
excessive film tension. You know this too, and
now I want you to know that you can cut out
all this trouble by using my Even Tension Reel
which I have successfully used in my own operating room for nearly two years before offering it to you. Tell the Boss it will pay for itself
two or three times a year in the saving in lower
sprockets, besides reducing other wear and tear.
I give you my word as a Brother Projectionist
that this is true. You will be amazed at the light,
even tension. Just try a couple. They're guaranteed.
Fraternally yours,
GOVE S. BOYLAX.
AUTOMATIC
203 Evans Building
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CO.

Washington, D. C.
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and " without compensation " is sure some joke. Five years practical experience couldn't make a projectionist of any man. Technical experience is absolutely necessary, combined of course with
practice.
What puzzles me is where they are going to get a projectionist
that is really capable of being an examiner to act " without compensation "unless he is expected to live on what either the exhibitor or others may slip him for seeing to it that there are
25 men for every two jobs.
Those " one man " rule boards are usually a j oke. The rules
and regulations should be right in the by-laws that is passed by
the Council. However the law has many good points.
Now I don't agree with you that the Unions should classify
the men as to their knowledge and ability. This must be done
from the outside but preferably not by municipal authorities.
Due to their lack of knowledge the lower class projectionists
would call it " class legislation " and that would be the beginning
of dissatisfaction in the Unions which you must admit is very
undesirable. On this last sentence I mean if the Union should
try the classification.
Now Mr. Editor I'll admit this is some letter of kicks and
disagreements but it's your own fault. You asked for projectionists to write in giving their ideas and conclusions so I just turned
loose. Don't think from this letter that I disagree with everything in this department because that is not the truth. I enjoy
the department very much.
Marvin H. Thoreau,
Royal Victoria Theatre,
Victoria, B. C. Canada.

MOVIE SUPPLY GO.

I 729 Seventh Avenue

PEERLESS

New York

It Happens on June 5
This will be the last week during which projectionists in New
York City may join Local 306 under the old rates. Beginning
June 5th the membership fee will be increased to $100.
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PROJECTOR

Ideal for Editing and Examining Film in Theatres, Studios and Laboratories
The

PEERLESS

STANDARD

PROJECTOR

has the wonderful 5 to

1 eccentric star intermittent movement and a balanced shutter of three equal'
45 degree blades that passes 62^% of the light from the objective and gives
an absolutely flickerless picture at less than normal speed.
Particularly adapted to film inspection and editing, as it can be operated
at any speed or stopped for cutting and patching.
Takes one-thousand feet standard reels. Uses 2}i amperes with motor drive, or less with crank. Projects pictures up to 10 feet wide at any distance up to 75 feet.
Send for Circular
In order that every purchaser or user of
ANY STANDARD PROJECTOR
may understand the hazardous nature of the celluloid film,
either in storage or use, the name-plate of the ePerless Standard Projector bears the following:
" CAUTION "
Any Projector using inflammable celluloid films
is subject to State, Municipal and Insurance
restrictions provided to reduce fire hazard.
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iVew Akeley Camera
(Continued from last week)
The question1 of focusing when using masks has given cameramen considerable trouble. The masks in an Akeley Camera are
in pairs, so that the field is viewed through a mask in the finder
just as it is through the film lens. Such an arrangement makes for
accuracy, and if, for instance, the position of the object changes
during action, it is not necessary to stop the action and reframe.
By looking through the finder the object can be kept at all times
in its desired place on the film.
So much for the features of the camera itself. The magazine
and film mechanism likewise incorporate many unusual developments all of them tending to more rapid and satisfactory work.
The film gate (I), Fig. 4, is simple, easily installed, withdrawn
and cleaned. The gate is removed by withdrawing the mask which
acts as a positive lock on the gate, after which the gate may be slid
out. The film is moved by a finger-action in which a single needle
is operated. This form of film movement is strong, positive and
extremely simple.
The shutter is the focal-plane type, which is usually given the
distinction of being the fastest shutter for camera use. The shutter
consists of two metal arms, which are pivoted on their centers and
around the three sides of which are stretched silk ribbons. The
shutter is opened or closed by moving these two arms with respect
to one another. Due to the speed at which the shutter operates
between the outside walls of the camera, the centrifugal force
holds the silk ribbons in space with a cushion of air completely surrounding them. This prevents the ribbons from wearing out, even
though the camera is given constant use for a number of years.
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With this quick reload the 400-foot reels are now not a necessity,
loading.
as their advantage was mostly to eliminate the time wasted in reThe film box is designed on the duplex principle, that is the roll
of fresh film is carried in the upper half of the box,- and after exposing returns to and is rewound in the lower half. There is but
one film sprocket in the camera, and that is contained in the film
box.
The film box is threaded in the dark room when loading. After
placing film roll in box the loose end passes out of the magazine
over the sprocket, and leaving a loop of about 8 inches it returns
to the box passing over the lower half of the sprocket, and is then
fastened to the take-up spool. The cover is placed on the box, and
it is ready to carry for placing in the camera. One can now
understand the quick reload as the threading is all completed.
What remains to be done is the placing of the magazine in the
camera and the loop in the gate. The sprocket then engages the
transmission and becomes the feed sprocket which takes the film
from, and returns it to. the magazine. Furthermore, since the
drive in and out is positive there can be no drag on the film.

Fig. 4
The shutter opening (J) is changed through the end opening
of the pivot bearing of the machine, Fig S. On this same side is
also found the small handle for moving the shutter to take single
pictures. A dust cap covers this aperture, and effectively keeps out
all foreign matter, while the small handle reverses and tucks away
in a hole in the arm.
Now that the optical systems and the mechanical features have
been covered, the description is complete with the exception of the
film magazine and the method to be followed in threading up. The
latter process has been so simplified that it requires but 10 to 15
seconds for the complete operation. Cameramen who have experienced the exasperating situation of having to spend several minutes
in rethreading, while the most important part of the field was passing will appreciate this feature as found in the Akeley Camera.

Fit
For packing and carrying the camera outfit divides at the point,
K, Fig. 3, which gives two units of practically equal weight, one
being the camera and upper part of arm, the other being the lower
part of arm, ball and socket and tripod. The first unit is carried
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Our activities for the past year have been
nearly 100 per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compelling us to discontinue regular manufacture
in practically all of our lines.
The cessation of hostilities has now enabled
us to begin the readjustment to a peace production basis. While this adjustment must be
gradual, we are pressing it with all possible
speed in order to satisfy the requirements of
our normal trade at an early date.

We appreciate the patience and understanding with which our patrons have reacted to the
situation and trust they may continue to exercise such consideration until our manufacturing. ing facilities are once more on a pre-war footBausch & Ipmb Optical (o
669
ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.Y
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Microsoopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Photographic Lenses, Ophthalmic
Lenses and Instruments, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Binoculars and
Other Bigh-Orade Optical Products

As pioneers in the manufacture
of motion picture film— for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

Identifiable by Ihcin wo'ds
lite film"Eastma
marginn" and "Kodak"

KODAK COMPANY,
EASTMAN
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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in a case, properly blocked, which means when the cover is closed
that it is ready for carrying or even shipping. The other unit is
taken in the tripod bag, which has a padded top to protect the
upper
portion.
givesloaded
the advantage
" set-up
as thearecamera
is This
carried
and ready offora very
use, rapid
and these
two " units
very
quickly put together.
The panoramic handle removes and goes in the camera case,
while the drive handle merely reverses to a position out of the way,
and is never taken off.
Should one have occasion to photograph from a window sill or
rock, the camera, arm and ball and socket leave the tripod at L,
Fig. 3. Having three-pointed pins on this base it stands firmly,
while the operator has all its advantages of levelling and " panning," although it is without the tripod.
All these features for which the news and sport cameraman
has-been seeking for so long would have been impossible of
accomplishment if it were not for the side pivot shown in Fig. 5.
The side pivot plays the important role of allowing a 140 degree
tilt. It gives the camera a range that no other method of support would provide.
The foregoing is a description of the camera in words, but
to appreciate the value of its many new points and to understand
the thoroughness with which the design has been carried out and
the attention which has been given to details, it is necessary to see
the instrument and to handle it. The machine work which has been
put into the aluminum and brass parts will delight the heart of an
accomplished mechanic. Its score or more of features for which
the cameraman has been waiting, coupled with its low weight of
but 43 pounds complete, and the small diameter of the camera
proper of only 10^4 inches will convince the hardened veteran of
many fake battles that this camera will be the first to get there and
the first to get into action.
Service Department for Universal
ACCORDING to an announcement by Harry Levey, general
manager of the Universal Educational Department, that department will in the near future inaugurate a division which
should prove of incalculable v^lue to users of projection machines
and supplementary apparatus, outside of the regular professional
channels.
Hundreds of corporations and organizations throughout the
country, according to Mr. Levey, have become motion picture exhibitors "on their own," and as such, are continually being confronted with problems of mechanism and technic which only expert consultation will solve. Universai's new division, it is believed, will serve as a means of meeting these problems and expeditiously offering their solutions.
Primarily, of course, Mr. Levey's foresight and progressive
ideas will be for the benefit of Universal clients. However, it is
hoped in time to widen the scope of the department's work until
general questions of equipment and service can be handled.
The new department will also serve to aid organizations in the
intelligent purchase of all projection and camera equipment, scores
of Universal clients having already offered enough work along
this line to keep such a department continually busy. This step,
according to Universal officials, is merely in keeping with this department's progressive spirit and enterprise.
If Exchanges do not safe-guard their New Film by
Treating and Curing it of its "Greenness," Prevent
film from becoming Oil-Soaked and Renovation of
Film from time to time, Removing all Corrosion, Dirt
and Grime, Films are not in proper condition to Operate. There is no reason why Operators should be
accused of Scratching, Ripping and Tearing Sprocket
Holes when Films are not properly cared for by Exchanges.
Exchanges who neglect the life of Film trying to
save a mere expense are really at fault for destruction of Film Stock.
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, Ohio
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Something New Under the Picture Sun
NO. 3
has had its premier, and
Program,"
Unit
T HE " First Rothapiel
" FALSE GODS "
the old proverb, " There is nothing new under the sun," has
Theme: "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Gaston Borch.
ceased to exist. Mr. Rothapfel, the wizard exhibitor and creator
14 — " Music of the Spheres " (4/4 Moderato), by Strauss (40 secof unimaginable things, is responsible for this atrocity. He has
onds), until — S: At screening.
Note: Introduction only.
beare
which
things
produce
again proven that he can see and
15 — Melody (4/8 And., Cantabile), by Huerter (4 minutes and 15
yond the confines of present-day film productions and exhibitions.
seconds),
until
—
T:
Everybody
consider the Andrews.
We confess ourselves of absolute ignorance of being able to
16 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: Close-up of letter.
17 — " Flirty Flirts " (Melody Int.), by Levy (5 minutes and 5 sectechnically analyze Mr. Rothapfel's excellent program, but as a
onds), until — T: Youth"
Mrs. Sewell's
musical arranger for the foremost film companies, we have in
18 — "Golden
(French country
Waltz), house.
by Rosey (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
Add
a
young
attractive married couple.
commit
I
and
productions,
600
over
the past three years viewed
19
—
Theme
(2
minutes
and
55
seconds),
until — T: "There is a
myself to the statement that Mr. Rothapfel's "First Unit Pro20 — " Vanity Caprice " (4/4 Allegro ma non troppo), by Jackson
gram" is the most original series of single subjects we have ever
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: Interior of billiard room.
seen combined in a unit.
21 — "Basket of Roses" (4/4 Allegretto), by Albergs (3 minutes and
sketch."
40
seconds), until — T: Their first taste of success.
In our enthusiasm over this masterpiece, we have nearly for— " Reverie,"
by Vieuxtemps
T: 22Mrs.
Burden gives
a musicale. (1 minute and 25 seconds), until —
gotten the purpose of this page (music was the supposed subNote: Violin, Harp, Piano Concert No.
ject). The entire Unit Program is provided with an excellent
music score from the overture to the last scene of the comedy.
23 — " Mon Plaisir " (Valse Mod.), by Roberts (3 minutes and 5
This music score has been prepared by Mr. Rothapfel personally,
seconds), until — T: "Why, my dear child."
24 — "Sweetest
assisted by Dr. Roesenfeld, the musical director and manager of
Close-up
of singer.Story Ever Told" (Song) (45 seconds), until — S:
the Rialto and Rivoli theatres of New York City. There is no
Notei To be performed as Vocal Solo with Pa. Acc.
question that such talents jointly united have produced a musical
25 — " May Dreams " (Romance Mod.), by Borch (2 minutes), until
— T : " I hope to persuade the commission."
masterpiece in the strictest sense of the word. Notwithstanding
26 — Theme (35 seconds), until — T: "I am jealous of that bank."
this fact, Mr. Rothapfel has engaged M. Winkler, of Belwin, Inc.,
27 — "At Sunset" (4/4 Mod. Grazioso), by Deppen (3 minutes and
50
seconds), until — T: "Cecil could hardly believe."
to prepare a " Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet," which is to serve
28 — " Babilage " (Mel. Allegretto), by Castillo (1 minute and 30
those exhibitors who find the original score too difficult or fail to
seconds), until — T: "So Leila played a dangerous game."
29 — "The Trout" (Characteristic), by Eilenberg (1 minute and 55
get it in tnme. We suggest that every exhibitor who. intends showseconds), until — T: Anxious to make money.
ing this Unit Program, file the music cue appearing on this page as
30 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "A
invaluable in case of failure to receive the original score in time
strike
been Sunset"
called." (Dramatic Mod.), by Pryor (3 minutes and 40
31
— has
"After
for rehearsals or performance.
seconds), until — T: Far into the night.
32 — " Mysterious Nights " (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: And bridge as usual.
33
minutes
and 5 seconds),
The unfortunately.
morning's mail.
MUSICAL SUGGESTIONS
34 —— Theme
Continue(2 pp.
(55 seconds),
until — T:untilThe— T:jewels
35 — Sinister Theme (Characteristic Mysterioso), by Levy (55 secfor
|
onds), until — T: Everything he has struggled.
|
S. L. Rothapfel's
36 — Continue ff. (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: In his bitterness.
" FIRST UNIT PROGRAM "
Prepared by M. Winkler,
37 — " Dramatic Reproach " (And. Appassionato), by Berge (55
seconds),
until — T: "Forgive
me, Grazioso),
I have beenbythrough."
iI every
Thismusical
" Musical
Suggestion
designed
to solve
38 — "Admiration"
(4/4 Mod.
Jackson (2 minutes
requirement
of theCuefilm.SheetIt " isisa not
continuity
dividing
the
and 50 seconds), until — T: The machinery of the law.
| film into musical characters, thereby enabling the musician to use his
39
—
"
Dramatic
Suspense,"
by
Winkler
(3
minutes
and 15 seconds),
I own judgment in selecting the appropriate musical compositions from
I his library.
until
— "Romance"
T: "Yes, you (4/4
see itAnd.
was con
given."
40
—
moto),
by
Gruenfeld
(3 minutes
i Musicians desiring to obtain any of the numbers listed on the cue
and 15 seconds), until — T: The following afternoon found Leila.
I sheet, will refer to Belwin, Inc. (701 Seventh Avenue, New York
41
—
"Reverie"
(4/4
Andante),
by
Jenson
(1
minute
and
45 secI City, N. Y.), who are handling every one of the numbers in stock,
| at the lowest possible professional prices.
onds), until — T:(1 "I'll
keepandyou10posted."
42
—
Theme
minute
seconds),
until
—
T:
As
the
night
I
NO. 1
came on.
43 — " Andante Appassionato," by Castillo (4 minutes and 30 sec"THE WOOD OF FAIR WATER"
onds), until — (25
T: seconds),
"Only give
timeHastings
to get out."
Ji seconds),
1 — Anviluntil
Chorus
from
"
II
Trovatore,"
by
Verdi
(1
minute
and
40
44
— Tacet
untilme— S:
(Continued
on next page)in dark room.
— S: At screening.
I 2 — Continue to action (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Mr.
I Rothapfel explains.
I 3 — Tacet (40 seconds), until — T : Produced under personal direction.
I 4— " In the Woods " (4/4 Melodious Allegro. From " Scenes
"NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
| Poetiques," by/Godard (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "If the
Read What Josiah Ptarce & Sons Say About Out Goods
I earth be a woman."
JI until
5 — —" T:Partant
Pour
La
Syrie
"
(French
National
Song)
(30
seconds),
Gentlemen:
Now that
completei
equipmentTexas,
In our
new
"If in its shadows."
theatres
here you
In NewhaveOrleans
and Houston,
we want
| 6— " Marseillaise pp." (Crescendo to ff. as marching troops appear)
to
take
this
means
of
expressing
to
you
our
appreciation
o'
I (35 seconds), until — T: "While through the gaunt naked."
the manner In which weTiave don<> business with you, also as
| 7 — " Aragenaise," from " Le Cid," by Massenet (Mel. Allegro) .
to
the
character
of
your
goods.
\'ou
have,
without
exception,
I (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "In one wood above."
filled our orders Just as promptly as we could ever expect and
I 8 — "Romance Sans Paroles-Goens " (^ And. con moto) (2 minprobably quicker than we had anticipated, and the fact of
I utes and 30 seconds), until — T: Than this there can be no."
your having supplied us with brass frames and various other
equipment in our fifteen theatres Is evidence that we are
| 9 — "Semper Fidelis March," by Sousa (40 seconds), until — T: "But
pleased with your goods, for they are the most attractive,
I1
their spirit will live."
NO. 2
durable and practical that we have as yet found.
We wish you good Yours
luck Idverythe truly
prosecution
of your work.
,
|
" THE LAST HOUR "
JOSIAH
FEAF.CE
& SONS,
I
Note: Kindly do not substitute " Eligie."
J. E. PEARCE.
New Orleans, La.
1 10 — "Eligie" (Triste en molto lento), by Massenet (1 minute and
I 15 seconds), until — S: At screening.
1I seconds),
11 — " Claire
(4/4 Andante),
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
until —deT:Lune
His " tenants
come to by
pay. Thome (1 minute and 55
Write for our Latest Catalogue
Ettablished 1882
5 12 — Serenade from " Lez Millions D'Arlequin " (34 Allegretto
717-19
Sycamore
Street,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
II fairy
Cantabile),
Frames, Easels, 68 W. Washington Street. Chicago, Illinois
kiss. by Drigo (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: That
RaKi
.Grilles,
Signs
Canadian
Representative
—
J.
T.
Malone.
Rialto
Theatre
Bids.
I 13 — Repeat: "Eligie" by Massenet (3 minutes and 5 seconds),
Choppers, Kick
Montreal, Canada
Plates,
Door
Bars
Paclflo
Coast
—
G.
A.
Metoalfe,
San
Francisco,
Cal.
| until — T : " He awakens
all
around
him."
(Continued in next column)
We manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishing.
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The

Essential

Improved
SPEER

Requirements
for

are

Projection

CARBONS

SPEER

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark C ombinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee'*
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

GOERZGoerz
Kino Hypar
F/3.5
The well-known and widely used GOERZ KINO HYPAR lens
lias met all the exacting requirements of hoth studio and field
motion-picture photography. Its optical construction has been
recalculated to afford the most microscopic definition over the
standard motion-picture size. The GOERZ KINO HYPAR
lenses are free from flare and coma, scientifically tested, adjusted and fitted to iris diaphragm barrels. All motion-picture
cameras now on the market can be fitted with GOERZ KINO
HYPAR lenses. Send or call for our latest descriptpive matter.
We are at your service for technical or other information.
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
317J East 34th Street, New York City
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News

(Continued from preceding page)
Note: Just produce effect of shot.
45 — "onds),Mysterioso
Dramatique,"
by Borch (2 minutes and 45 secuntil — S: Butler
turns on light.
46
—
"Andante
Pathetique,"
by
Borch (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: The inquest.
47 — "Dramatic Fantasia," by Borch (3 minutes), until — T: "And
you48 —say" Gruesome
he refused."
No. 31,"points
by Borch
(1 minute and 25
seconds), until — S: Mysterioso
District Attorney
to Whitney.
49
—
Theme
the night.
end (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: The
darkest time ofuntil
all the
NO. 4
CARTOON
50 — " Eccentric
Theme," by Roberts (1 minute and 15
seconds),
until — S: Comedy
At screening.
NO. 5
(
) "
" WILD Comedy
FLOWERS
51 — " Camelia " (3/4 Allegretto), by Tonning (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — S: At screening.
52. — " Impish Elves " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "We are little wild women."
53 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "We
are54 wild,
proper."
— "MebutOwwe " are
(Characteristic
one-step), by Kaufman (2 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — T: "We are wild and men adore us."
55— " A La Mode " (One-step), by Rosey (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — S: Interior of restaurant.
56— — " Humorous Drinking Theme," by Roberts (1 minute and 35
seconds), until — T: " Men may pay till they."
57 — " Serior Comique " (Trombone Characteristic), by Sorensen
(258minutes
and 45Frolic
seconds),
until — T: Men
who love
us suffer."
— " Goblin's
" (Characteristic
to Dance),
by O'Neill
(1 minute
and
5
seconds),
until
—
T:
"
Life's
a
game
you
cannot
it."
59 — " Minnie, Do the Shimmie for Me " (Popular Song) gainsay
(2 minutes
and60 —35" seconds),
until — T:byArtists'
Comedy Allegro,"
Berg (1Ball.
minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: " Men who want to call us honey."
61 — "Camelia" (3/4 Allegretto), by Toning (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — S : Close-up of Coo-Coo clock showing 2 o'clock, until —
THE END.
Michigan Man Dedicates Song to Pearl White
AGAIN Pearl White, star of the forthcoming Pathe serial,
"In Secret" by Robert W. Chambers, and half a dozen
former Pathe serial successes, has been honored in music. William Joseph Gary of Grand Rapids, Mich., has written the lyrics
of a song which is to be dedicated to her.
In, a recent letter to Miss White, Mr. Gary says :
"I have composed a lyric about you as a famous star, having
received the inspiration after seeing you act in your famous play,
'The Lightning Raider,' and am sure the song will meet with great
public approval all over the country. I am now having the lyrics
completely revised and melody written by Leo Freidman, the
well-known composer of Chicago. The Chester Music Co., of
Chicago is handling the publication.
"Now I am a common laboring man, working hard each day
in a boiler shop for a living. I am not satisfied with my conditions and am therefore trying to better myself via the song route.
I am investing my savings to have this song published and will
do everything to make it a success. I have every confidence in it.
"Now, Miss White, it is needless to say that I admire your
acting, otherwise I would not be writing this song. I am sure you
will like it, as it has your name for a title and commends your
good work very highly. I understand there have been other songs
written about you, but I am sure this is the ace of them all."'

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 3692

216-222 WEEHAWKEN
HARRY HODDINI, Pres.

LABORATORIES
ST.
ALFRED DAVIDSON, Sec. & Treas.

WEST

HOBOKEN,
N. J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN, Vice-Pres.
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FORESIGHT AND HINDSIGHT
Exhibitors who have the New,
Perfected AUTOMATICKET
REGISTER in operation are saving money every day, because it
positively eliminates box office
leaks and losses. Furthermore, it
issues tickets five times as fast as
they can be issued by hand.

The latest photograph of the California Theatre Orchestra, San Francisco,
Cal.
Review

of Latest Musical

Compositions

— " Flirty Flirts," by Sol P. Levy, a melodious Intermezzo,
of exceptional musical charm and tonal beauty. Very practically arranged for orchestra, or as to make it adaptable for
the smallest combination of instruments, as well as for grand
orchestra. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave,, N. Y.)
— " Roses of Picardy," a melodious Waltz, arranged on melodies from Haydn Wood's phenomenal song hit. (Chappell & Co., 41 E. 34th street, N. Y.)
3— "Alabama Lullaby." This beautiful song is a very clever
arrangement of the popular melody, " Swanee River." (Leo
Feist.)
— T. B. Harms have just published four dance numbers
from the most popular musical comedy, " A New Girl,"
meeting with great success on New York's Broadway.
— " Me-Ow," by Kaufman, a novelty number, which on its
own musical merits has become an over-night hit throughout the world. It is published for orchestra, piano and band(Sam Fox, Cleveland, Ohio.)
— " Sweet Siamese." The fact that this number was written by the composer of the famous " Beautiful Ohio," assures its musical merits in every respect. (Shapiro & Bernstein, N. Y.)
— " Tumble In," a new musical comedy, composed by the
great Friml, has just been issued by G. Schirmer, N. Y.
The famous " Limbo-Land " one-step is an extract from this
popular musical show.
— " General Pershing's March," by M. L. Lake, a catchy
and snappy composition, most appropriate for scenes showing the homecoming of our troops. (Carl Fischer, N. Y.)
Phone Bryant $808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

No alert, keen-minded exhibitor
can afford to " do business " without the New, Perfected AUTOMATICKET REGISTER.
The many advantages and protective features of the AUTOMATICKET SYSTEM are explained in an illustrative folder
we will be glad to send you.
Write for it today.
1733 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
FACTORY
235 W55XS SI
TRY

-

AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING &
CASH REGISTER COMPANY

Hoods
FOR SIGNS, STAGE OR
CANOPY LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show
Brilliant Lasting Colors
HaveNoDollars
Every
— Save
Your
inAdvantage
LampDipping
Renewals,
Bothersome
Easily Put on or Taken Off

25-40
Lamps AVE.ELECTRIC
*22 S.W.TALMAN
CHICAGO. CO.
ILL.
DO

YOU

WANT

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMinus*
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

TO

SAVE

$1.20?

One Pair Imported Motion Picture Condensers
(4}/2 Dia., 6^ and 7}4, Focus). Durable
PRICE $1.80, C.O.D.

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"

SPOT LIGHT CONDENSERS AT
HALF THE COST.
ALL DIAMETERS

If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.

SAVE 20r0 ON YOUR SUPPLIES
Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre

BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Special Representative

THE

ed place
Statesin
any
$5 Film Cases $3.00— Su
CLIFTON R. ISAACS, Mgr., 110 W. 40th St., New York City
Est. 1885
Bryant 6683

BARTOLA,

You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
catalogue.
m
(L^k^

BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Send for

CO., Room 314 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, Id. Factory, Oshkosh. Wis
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usiness
Kifcferin^s
Theatre Manager
For
High
Class
Picture
or Vaudeville House
A-l Peess Man and Ad Writer
What Can You Offer a Man Who Has
Brought
DeadOwners
Ones toOnlyLife?
Reliable
Address J. D. Hutchinson, Box 86,
North Scituate. Bhode Island
UP TO DATE EQUIPPED PICTURE
THEATRE
TO RENT.
Location on one
of the
best busiest
squares. Seating capacity 570.
Equipment
costonce
$8,000.00.
interested call at
to see IfSamuel
Kumin at 253 Harding St., Worcester, Mass., or telephone Park 4823.
Res. Cedar 278-R.
EXECUTIVE
— Discharged
officer wants office,
publicity army
or studio
work. Efficiency expert and correspondenceheadquarters;
supervisor at two of wrote
largest military
course in Administration for Quartermaster Officers'
School.andCornell
graduate 1915,
college
high
school teaching, athletic and dramatic coaching, editorial and reporting, lecture experience. Prefer
to begin at bottom, but there must
be opportunity. Will go anywhere
— friends among Japanese nobility
and educators, Chinese and Argentine business men. Prominent Chicago and Minneapolis references.
Address Andrews, Motion Picture
News.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR SALE — A used Photo-Player.
Reason for sale, is being replaced
with large Kimball Pipe Organ.
Communicate with W. B. Milner,
Room 601, 507 Fifth Ave., New
York City.
WANTED — Joint position in first
class theatre, first class manager
and A-l organist, both thoroughly
experienced. Can furnish references.
Address Box 140, Motion Picture
News.

" THE

CITY OF COMRADES "
(Tom Moore-Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique" (% Andantino Con Moto),
Borch until — T: Early morning with.
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 by
seconds),
2 — "Dolorosa" (Moderato Poeme D'Amour), by Tobani (4 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: Sundown with the desperation.
3 — " After Sunset " (Dramatic Mod.) by Pryor (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: Elsie Conningsby Regin's.
A— " Pizzicato Bluette " (Characteristic), by Lack (4 minutes and
40 seconds), until — S: Girls entering room where burglar is.
5 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: A security and
confidence.
(5— " onds),
Melody
(Moderato),
by Kretschmer (2 minutes and 5 secuntil — T:" After
three days.
7— " onds),
Characteristic
Lovenberg
until — T: The Tromelo,
Down andbyOut
Club. (1 minute and 30 sec8 — "Adoration" (Moderato), by Barnard (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: Fresh from the bath-tub.
— " May Dreams
by Borch (2 minutes and
15 9 seconds),
until T:" IAndante
used to Moderato),
sit in my club.
10
—
"
Dramatic
Narrative,"
by
Pement
(2
minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: The weekly assemblage.
11
—
"Debutante"
(Valse
Lente),
by
Santelman
(2 minutes and 5
seconds), until — T: The drafting shed of.
12
—
"Serenade"
(Andante
Moderato),
by
Ardla
(2
minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: Three months of hard work.
13 — Continue pp (55 seconds), until — T: Mrs. Barry on her return.
to 14the— Theme
world. (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: The door opening
15 — "Sleeping
(Valse
by Borch (2 minutes and 20
seconds),
until — T:Rose"
Passing
weeksLente),
forming.
16 — "Tale of Two Hearts" (And.), by Roberts (1 minute and
50 seconds), until — T: Elsie Conningsby's week-end party.
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: Waiting.
18 — "Longing"
by Bendix (2 minutes and 20
seconds)
, until — S : (Pathetic
Close-up Melody),
of newspaper.
— "Maple with
Leaf Lieutenant.
Forever" (Canadian Song), (30 seconds), until —
T: 19December
• 20 — Continue pp (55 seconds), until — T: The narrow Halifax harbor.
21 — "Tacet" (45 seconds), until — T: The disaster that shocked.
22 — Effect of tremendous explosions only (25 seconds), until — T:
No,23 —only
I can't see.
"Tragic
by Vely (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S:Theme"
Interior (Dramatic),
of room.
24 — "Dramatic
Fantasia," by Bach (50 seconds), until — T: In the
ruined
city.
25 — Continue
Canada
mourned. to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: While
more.
26 — Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: Fit for duty once
27 — "Flirty Flirts" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Levy (2 minutes
and26WTheme
5 seconds),(4 until
— T: and
"I 10loveseconds),
you, Regina."
minutes
THE END. UNTIL THE END.

FOR most
SALE —valuable
A Bargain
in two of
the
properties
in
You can hear the
North Eastern Pennsylvania. 2
Moving
Picture
Show
Houses
im•
proved with the latest equipment.
Estey Theatre OrSituated one and one-half miles
apart in the city of Wilkes Barre,
gan at any of these
Pa. One seats 500 and other 800.
branches :
5 apartments
over
the
one;
4
apartments over the other. Rentals from
11 West 49th Street
apartments- pay all fixed charges on
NEW YORK
the buildings . Selling price including equipment, stages, fans, pianos,
1701 Walnut Street
booths, etc., $58,500. Both for the
PHILADELPHIA
price of one. Our client wants to
sell as he is disgusted, with man720
Boylston Street
agers. They are both good payers
BOSTON
and the property is worth this
money without the theatres. $15,000
633 South Hill Street
cash and a monthly payment will
LOS ANGELES
he considered. THE NATIONAL
REALTY CO., INC., 11 S. Franklin
St., Wilkes Barre, Pa.
WANTED — High-class Movie Man
THE ARGUS LAMP &APPLIANCE CO.
to open first-class picture show in
Phoenix, Arizona. I have a building
^Manufacturers of
centrally located with lease for
Argus-Sheck Universal Adapters
fourteen years. Big opportunity for
right man. Party must have at
for Mazda Lamp Projection
least Three Thousand. Dollars to
and
invest and must be capable of
Argus Crystal Bead Screens
assuming full management. Address
CLEVELAND, Ohio =
Write for catalog.
Benjamin
Missouri. Rice, 525 Main St., Joplin,
For

The
62 West 45th Street

Picture

News

A FACTORY devoted
exclusively to making of
MOVING PICTURE ACCESSORIES. PRICES
are
BEST.RIGHT—GOODS, the
<S> is he BRAND
Sold the world over. Ask
for them. INSIST on
getting
them.notIf your
dealer does
supply
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204CHICAGO
Carroll Ave.
Here's the list. Watch it
for new REWIND
additions
BENCH
S —(2 styles)
One Piece Travelers Rewind
Rewinds
Proof Enclosed
Fire(Underwriters
Approved)
Carbon Savers (2 kinds)
CARBONAdapters
ADAPTERS(2 kinds)
Pastil
Ticket Holders (Single Coupon)
Projectionists Tool Set
ASSEMBLED
ALL METAL
Core)
REEL (5" Hub, Solid Steel
Brass
or Terminal
Copper Lug,
Terminal
(Coming)
Stereopticon Color Wheel
Slide Writer (Stencil)
Slide Compound, Slide Inks
FILM CEMENT,
Perfumes
Perfume
Disseminators
Oils (4 Grades), Exit Signs
Fire ProofFilm
FilmCabinets
Boxes
Humidor
Safety
Waste
Cans
5 sizes)
Film
Carying Cases (2 styles,
FILM SHIPPING CASES
(I. C. C. Approved)
Stripping
Rewinds Flanges, or Negative
Mechanism Carrying Cases
(Metal, Fibre lined)

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address
contemplated
or existing
theatres, exchanges,
state rights
owners, publicity mediums and
producers, selected as to territory, class,
thou-In
sand
changesetc.
wereTwenty
recorded
our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 80 to
50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing
Printing
N215 Typewriting

Ventilating Fans
10", 12" and 16" Sizes
Put pure air in your theatre
with little expense. We have
prices prise
so you.
lowWetheymanufacture
will surall types of fans.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY Pa.
Lancaster,

Automatically euppliee only such voltage ae arccurrent
requires.
No waste of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St. , Cleveland, Ohio.US. A

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
MOTION PICTURES
AND THE
Paper of IN
STAGE PRINTED
PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone
Bryant
5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOSOneAIRES
Subscription,
Year, $6.00

Better

Music

Fotoplayer
New York City.
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
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Everything,

the Showman

Jeeck

on CveryTicture Released

o

Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

support Miss Tincher and he certainly knows how to make the
[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
most out of them.
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
Mr. Christie's direction is good. He had many different situaalso find under this heading each week the reviews of short fea-9
tions to handle both in comedy and story, the corned}' being dehires and serial episodes.]
veloped in a funny strain, and free from the " overdone slapstick "
that means nothing to a refined audience, or to any audience.
The cast includes Patricia Palmer, Eddie Barry, Harry Depp
" The Sleeping Lion "
and Katherine Lewis, all of whom fit and play the parts. — Frank
( L niver s al — Five Reels )
Leonard.
MONROE SALISBURY contributes an Italian character
studj- in "The Sleeping Lion." He manages to get a good
lot of comedy and a nice portion of sentiment from the role and
never permits himself to lapse out of character. In fact
" The Final Close-Up "
(Paramount — Five Reels)
Mr. Salisbury always puts his heart and soul into his work and
this sincerity is one of the chief reasons for his success. In
SHIRLEY
MASON
has topped
Rescuing
Angel,"
which fitted her personality
as ifoffit "The
was made
for her,
with
"The Sleeping Lion" he is ably supported by Rhea Mitchell,
little Pat Moore, Alfred Allen and Merschell Mayall. The boy another sparkling comedy in " The Final Close-Up." ; It exudes
a fine flow of wit and humor which is always spontaneous so
renders a particularly cute characterization of a junior Italian.
splendidly does it spring up from beneath the surface. There
The plot deals with Tony's adventures in the west, whither
is no apparent labor in the composition and. when a comedy is
he goes after saving up his fortune in New York. The west
treats him unkindly at first but he soon becomes master of its free from this taint you can make up your mind that it is something out of the ordinary.
way and before the picture is over he is a figure to be reckoned
The
picture gives a gentle dig into the ribs of the spectator bewith. The
interest
runs throughout
picture's
cause it anticipates his customary remarks based on the vernacuduration
and heart
there are
not a vein
few thrills
in the varioustheencounters
lar of the screen. An example of it is found in the concluding
between Tony and the villain.
scene when the heroine tells the young man that they had better
"The Sleeping Lion" is not the star's greatest picture but it
go into the final close-up like the way they do in the movies.
offers fine, vibrant entertainment set in a series of beautiful
The plot hinges on the attempt of a working girl to break into
-backgrounds. Bernard McConville is author of the story while
society at a fashionable seaside resort. One of the boys of the
the direction was in charge of Rupert Julian. — Peter Milne.
inner circle has taken a fancy to her and this event doesn't please
a certain bud who tries to injure the girl's reputation.
Some of the incidents might be called exaggerated but as it is
" Rowdy Ann "
pleasant fooling no one should take exception. It is wholesome
l Christie — Two-Reel)
humor that is generated and what wasn't found in the script,
THE latest Christie Special is " Rowdy Ann," featuring Fay Director
Edwards has supplied his own assortment of comedy
Tincher. In this comedy Miss Tincher is seen in many amushigh lights. Mention must be made of the subtitles which are
ing situations, a little rough at times. Miss Tincher's athletic
full of quaint witticisms. Everyone is brief and to the point.
abilities are well demonstrated through the comedy, by the numMiss Mason is going on apace as a comedienne of the first
ber of stunts she performs, one in particular, a boxing match in class.
It is an ideal number for her. Francis McDonald plays
which she knocks out her opponent, a man, being exciting as well
the hero with plenty of dash. " The Final Close-Up " is an
as amusing.
adaptation of Royal Brown's story of the same name. — Laurence
The scenes are laid in a Western town and at a girl's College,
Reid.
where Fay is sent by her father to be "made a lady out of." In
the first reel the .part calls upon Fay to do a number o^ Western
stunts such as riding, roping, shooting, etc. In the op ring of
Words and Music By
the second reel Miss Tincher is seen taking a train for college.
(Fox— Five Reels)
A number of comedy scenes are done in the Pullman car which
MUSIC, or rather the composition of an opera, forms the
are sure to have a pleasing effect upon an audience. These scenes
foundation of the plot. Everybody knows that music cannot
are " followed by a chase in which Miss Tincher, the porter and
be seen; it can only be heard: with a slight reflection, therefore,
the entire company indulge. It is very amusing and well done.
it should be a foregone conclusion that no picture could be made
It is in the college scenes that Miss Tincher does her " prettiest
that is based on such an element. The music strains that charm
work," knocking the professors and girls down with right hand
and enthrall when emitted by a piano cannot be conveyed in picpunches, appearing at one of their springtime dances in the costures by having some one sit at such an instrument and manipulate the keys. It is true that a love story is one of the features;
tume of half cowboy and half "Salome." When the girls object
they are given the "slumber punch." This scene is one of the but it is only of secondary importance, the composition of the
Jjest in the feature and ought to go over very strong.
opera and its production at the end being the predominating
Mr. Christie has selected the usual number of pretty girls to feature. — P. S. Harrison.
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" A Bachelor's Wife " — American
FRESHNESS of theme and most artistic treatment make " A
Batchelor's Wife," the latest American contribution with
Mary Miles Minter in the leading role, a good entertainment.
Rather farce-comedy is the nature of the subject, its comfeaturenever
being met
the before
heroine's
claimlife,
to and
be the
man she manding
really
in her
alsowife
thatofthea
baby— someone else's child — is their own. Of course the spectator
knows that the baby is the legitimate child of the heroine's
cousin, a young lady,- but not who its father is ; in the course of
the
story, man,
however,
he learnsthethatgirlitswhile
fatherstill
is the
cousin, :
a young
who married
goinghero's
to college
He, however, had kept his marriage a secret, and also staid away
from his wife all this time, on account of certain provisions in
his
will, whereby
been disinherited
the father's
secret become
known. he
The would
mix uphave
in identities
is caused had
by

Picture

News

REVIEWS

get rid of, sneaks from behind, shoots him, and then disappears.
As the gun the hero is trying to wrest from the hand of the villain
had discharged at that time, he takes it for granted it is he who
shot him. He is advised by friendc i_ leave town and never wfite,
they promising to break the news to his mother as gently as

The hero is next shown in France as an American army officer
possible.
under
assumed
name, him.
dying He
of proves
pneumonia.
Theoldarmy's
doctor an
is called
to attend
to be an
friendbest
of
the hero, from the same town Due to the doctor's untiring efforts,
he recovers. He is then told that the man he shot did not die, but
was able to pull through.
The villain is now engaged to the heroine. Just about the time
the announcement of their coming marriage is to be made, the
wronged girl goes to the heroine and exposes her past relations to
the villain. This causes a break to the contemplated marriage.
After the armistice, the hero returns to his mother. There now
theThe
similarity
of
the
two
cousins'
name.
being no barrier between the hero and the heroine, they are hapheroine is compelled to undertake the deception because
pily united Length", 6 reels. P. S. H
the hero's mother, to whom she went to ask redress for the sake
of the child and its mother, so cruelly abandoned by the father,
" Love's Prisoner " — With Olive Thomas
supposedly to be her son, is an invalid and at the point of death;
the invalid woman had taken a great fancy to her; she felt • DlCTURE goers who enjoy the mystery melodrama of the
delighted that her son should be the husband of so charming a
*■ serial sort, may derive enjoyment out of "Love's Prisoner."
young lady, at the same time expressing regret that he should hold
Those, however, who demand faithful portrayal of life in a picback from her the news of his marriage : so the heroine, fearing
ture of the serious sort, may be disappointed. From the point
lest the disillusionment hasten the end of the sick woman, decides
of view of the latter, besides the unreality of the story, there are
to carry through the deception.
other points to be criticised, the chief one being the fact that the
main action does not commence until the middle of the fourth
Thewhich
kindliness
of the heroine's
disposition
and thewoman,
promptness
with
she ministers
to the wants
of the invalid
bring
reel, all of the first three and a half reels being wasted in deher immediate cheer, and with cheer comes health ; while the
tails that are tiresome, and which should have been interwoven in
reunion of husband and wife brings happiness to the household,
the main plot.
in the end, a love-match resulting between the heroine and her
The story, in a few words, presents the heroine as a poor girl,
innocent victim.
whose father has been sent up the river for burglaries, apparently
The picture is clean and should prove suitable for any audience.
without fair trial. While window-shopping in front of a jewelry
Released through Pathe June 1. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
store, she became acquainted with a British Lord. A love affair
starts then and there, resulting in marriage. But the husband soon
dies, and as he had transferred all his property to England, she
" A Fallen Idol "—With Evelyn Nesbit
again remains poor.
IF you cater to crowds that love the sensational sort of photoShe is now shown entertaining some guests in her home. Durplays, you have naturally not overlooked the Nesbit contribuing the evening, the valuable necklace of one of the guests distions. "A Fallen Idol " is no different than the rest of them
appears. The police authorities are called. They connect this
as to the point it wishes to drive : it, like the rest of them, has a
burglary with several recent ones, but are unable to catch the
tinge of suggestiveness. Although that element, in this instance,
burglar. A famous American detective, back from Paris, is given
is not rough and jarring to the fine sensibilities, yet it is unmischarge of the case, who eventually finds that the burglar is none
takably implied.
other than the heroine herself. As love has awakened in the
It is mostly a Hawaiian story. It starts in California, supposedly
at Santa Barbara, where the heroine, a Hawaiian princes, spends
breast of both, however, he fails to deliver her to the police, preferring to marry her.
the summer. A white young man falls in love with her, but his
relatives object to any such union. The heroine becomes
The one point that has been figured to bring the spectator surprise, and as a result of that surprise, pleasure, is the fact that
dspondent and attempts suicide, but the hero jumpsinto the ocean
the burglar is none other than the heroine herself. Her identity
and saves her. Before her complete recovery, he is called away.
During his absence, his aunt, by her machinations, makes the
is revealed not until the end. The concealment, however, is acheroine believe that her nephew has no use for her. Giving
complished byrather artificial means — long shots of her figure,
dressed in male attire, are shown while running away from the
credence to her tale, she leaves for Hawaii on board the yacht
detectives.
Released
by Triangle June 8. Length, 6 reels. P. S. H.
of the villain. When the hero returns and finds her gone, becomes despondent, but eventually gets information as to her
whereabouts. He follows her to Hawaii, and after many inci" The Home Town Girl "—With Vivian Martin
dents, such as his arrest as a smuggler, a fight with the villain,
and many other, is finally reunited to the heroine.
MISS
MARTIN,
Home Town
Girl," maintains
well theis
reputation
she inhas" The
established
for herself.
While there
• The mixing of the races may not be a welcome feature to
nothing
big
about
the
picture,
it
will
entertain
a
weary
mind,
essome people. The picture is highly artistic, but lacks emotional
pecially the one that enjoys the light stuff.
appeal. Released by Fox May 18. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
It is a small town story, showing a boy and a girl in love. The
boy works in a grocery store, but, as he does not get enough
" Break the News to Mother " — Select
money to support a future wife, goes to New York in search of
fortune. He obtains a job at a small salary and makes success
WOMEN, and those men that like the sentimental stuff, will at
it, but as a raise is slow in coming, he is easily led astray by a
undoubtedly enjoy this picture immensely; it is only those
discharged employee. He is lured into a gambling place, gambles
who seek the intellectual sort of entertainment, the kind that
appeals to the understanding, that may find fault with it. For
$300 ofstead his
employer's
as it breast
is expected,
losesprefers
it. In-to
of going
back andmoney,
makingand,
a clean
of it, he
such as the latter, the picture contains too much emotional element.
disappear.
For instance, in a desire to touch the heartstrings of the spectator,
The news of his disappearance and its cause fail to shake the
the hero, quite often, is allowed to go to extremes. While the
faith of the heroine. She determines to go to the city and find
sight of a young man, not yet in his majority, abandoning himself to his emotions may be readily excused, such behavior on the him. After a careful search, she locates him, but she is shocked
when he informs her of the truth of the accusations. The sweetpart of a maturer man will undoubtedly be considered unbecoming.
The hero is depicted as being in love with the daughter of his
ness ofployer,
her who,manners,
however, wins
the love
hero's
emat her solicitations
consents
to of
givethehim
another
employer, being loved in return. The superintendent of the works,
however, has an eye upon her and her money. In order to clear
chance. The hero and heroine are now happy in each other's
arms.
the ground for himself, this villain, by misrepresentations, attempts
The picture is clean; it should be fit for any class of picture
to separate the lovers. This causes a fight between the two men,
during which the villain's common law wife, who he is trying to goers. Released through Paramount May 11. Length, 5 reels.
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" Leave It to Susan " — with Madge Kennedy
a good
Susan" but
"Leave
may it safely
YOUis true
could call
not be
called Ita to
knockout,
therepicture.
is enoughIt
good stuff in it to satisfy a picture goer, provided you do not
over-stuff the papers with ads, thus making him expect more
than he will actually get. Some comedy, some mystery, some suspense, alittle romance, enough adventure, and one or two thrills ;
these are the elements that go to make up its different situations.
The train >as the story has it, stops in the desert on account of
a "hot box," and everybody gets out for fresh air; so does the
heroine and her pet dog. The canine, having spied a nice fat
rabbit, gives him a chase. While the heroine goes after the dog,
the train starts, so she is left behind in the desert. Weary and
footsore, she comes upon a cabin. Upon entering it she is amazed
to be confronted by the very young man that travelled with her on
the same train part of the way, and whom she thought to be a
highwayman, owing to his likeness to a picture of such a one,
published in a newspaper. She is now doubly sure he is a robber.
Shortly, some real highwaymen appear and enter the cabin, seeking shelter from the driving rain. The supposed robber carries
the heroine to a corner ,and they both hide,' but the bark of the
dog soon gives them away. The highwaymen make them come
out. The young man pretends to be a notorious highwayman. He
also tells them that the girl is the daughter of a millionaire; he
intends to hold her for ransom, and asks them to join him in extracting the money from her father
The gang agree to send a note, and the hero is delegated to
frame it. The note is written in code, and the receiver immediately starts with the sheriff and a posse. They capture the highwaymen and rescue the heroine. In the end, a love match results
between the supposed robber and the heroine, as it becomes known
that he is none other than an employee of her father's, sent West
to investigate some mining properties. Released by Goldwin
May 11. Length, 5 reels. P. S. H.
" Knickerbocker Buckaroo " — with Douglas Fairbanks
WHILE you will hardly notice any serious dissatisfaction
among your patrons on this picture, yet you are going to be
deprived of the "Conversational" advertising, such as is carried
on by extra-satisfied patrons, because it possesses no extraordinary
merits that are particularly striking. In fact, quite a few of the
features incorporated in it will prove rather detrimental. For
instance, the theme, first of all, is not the kind that appeals to the
popular fancy right now It is not pure American, as it deals
no little with Mexican brigands near the border. Again, it lacks
the humor that characterizes the average Douglass Fairbanks picture; it specializes more in acrobatic stunts than in high-speed
comedy. Further, while the hero is jailed, about the middle of
the picture, he ceases to be the central figure; and on top of that,
towards the end, he becomes an assisted hero, accepting help from
a Mexican brigand to liberate himself and then the girl. This
the fan will hardly excuse.
There are two parallel stories at the beginning of the picture,
inter-mortised, that is, scenes of the two different stories are
shown alternately, now of the one, then of the other, every few
feet. The spectator is not let in to the secret where the two stories
are to join, till near the junction point. This seems to destroy the
interest in both. The suspense chopping process seems not to
cease until the two stories are joined. Released by Artcraft May
18. Length, 5 reels. P. S. H.
" Pretty Smooth "—With Priscilla Dean
YOUDeanmaycontributions.
class " Pretty It
Smooth
" among
the very
is, like
the general
runbest
of Priscilla
them, a
play of the clean crook sort, combining such elements as would
afford excellent satisfaction and pleasure to a person seeking to
be entertained. One of such elements is suspense; it is so intense
at times, that it makes the heart beat fast. The story, besides being
highly suspensive, also appeals successfully to the sympathetic
feelings.
The picture opens introducing the star as a maid to a wealthy
lady. She is given some valuable jewels to place in the safe At
night, during the absence of her mistress, she tries to break open
the safe, but outside of some light scars upon its hard surface,
she is unable to accomplish any more.

REVIEWS

In order to throw off suspicion, she telephones to the police,
telling them some burglar tried to break open the safe. While
waiting for the police to arrive, she hears a noise at the window.
Shortly she stees a burglar enter, who, after locating the safe, proceeds to break it open. The heroine, who had hidden herself
behind the curtain, pushes it slightly and secures the burglar's
pistol, lying close by, and with it, she holds up the burglar, making
him hand over to her the jewels.
The balance of the story deals with how the two become pals right
on that spot, how the hero, in order to save the heroine from the
police, volunteers to stay there and accept the consequences, and
how later she helps him to escape, so as to become partners, and
continue their profession. In the end, however, they both reform
and marry, but not until they have led an extremely adventurous
career. Released by Universal June 16. Length, 6 reels. P. S. H.
" The Busher "—With Charles Ray
theme of this picture is closer to the heart and to the understanding of an American than any yet that has formed
the basis of a Charles Ray contribution. It will undoubtedly electrify a young heart and an old heart alike, sending thrills through
the body.
THE

It is about
the hero, ofa player
in abaseball
"Bush league,"
who has that
attracted the attention
a shrewd
team manager,
happened to be passing through town with his team. He is so struck
with the country's boy's curve, that he determines to give him a
trial. In a short time, the country boy rises to the fame of a great
pitcher. His success has turned his head, and he forgets the
town folks and his young sweetheart. His egotism loses him
his position, and he returns to the home town broken-pursed as
well as broken-spirited. He is ashamed to even put up an appearance inpublic, but when his team is about to lose the day to
that from a rival town, he, although against his resolution, decides to take part. He saves it from defeat. The girl, whom he
once slighted by ignoring her ,is there too, and when he finds that
she still loves him, his happiness knows no bounds. He proposes
and she accepts, at the same time a letter from the big leagues
manager, who, through one of his men, is watching for the time
when his egotism would be broken, is handed to him offering back
to him his old place in the team, thus completing his happiness.
The story is a simple little human document. It reveals the
weakness as well as the strength of the human character, and as
Mr. Ray is endowed with particular aptitude in portraying the
country boy who raises himself above his environment, the realism
in it is more natural. Released through Paramount May 18. Length,
5 reels. P. S. H
" The Lady of the Red Butte "—With Dorothy Dalton
THERE can be not the least doubt in the mind of any one who
has studied modern audiences that people will walk out on
this picture; even the producers themselves could not very well
contradict such an assertion were you to put it directly to them.
There has been a long time since a picture such as this has been
thrown upon the market to be shown to innocent and inoffensive
picturegoers : it contains every distress producing feature, but
not a single cheering one.
Religious craze is the basic element, but madness, pestilence,
drink, murder, filth, crippled children, and a host more, have their
full share in the production of the picture. At one time, on the
one side is shown the hero, yet in his religious frenzy, praying to
God to destroy the town and its inhabitants; while on the other,
the heroine, praying that He may not listen to him, but change the
direction of the wind so that her home may be saved from the
fire. This fire was set by a shot fired by a man at the saloon
keeper, killing him instantly, because the murdered would not
allow him to have a bottle of whiskey. While the heroine is using
up her time praying however, the children are in danger of being
bruned to death, only the change of the direction of the wind saving them from such fate.
Of course everything comes out all right in the end, when the
heroine, attacked by the crazy man hits him on the head with a
stick, the blow restoring his unbalanced senses. It is hardly
necessary to say that it takes many a good picture to offset the
harm one of this nature can do. Released by Paramount May 11.
Length, 6 reels. P. S H.
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"WHEN

FATE

Butterfly Husband

DECIDES"—

Has His Innings Again in Domestic

Picture

News

FOX

Melodrama

WELL!
Well! if here isn't our old acquaintance, the profligate, who has brought nothing but "sorrer"
and misery to his wife. By golly he hasn't changed much during his score of years on the screen.
He is as tempestuous as ever since he doesn't neglect to quarrel with his spouse upon the least occasion. And he continues to flaunt his paramour before the woman he has promised to honor and protect
without any regard for her sensitive heart strings which, incidentally, have reached the breaking point.
The sponsors of the picture have succeeded in building up sympathy for the harassed wife since they
have painted her as willing to forgive and forget. But this sympathy is given reluctantly because she is
represented as " holier than thou." It almost seemed at times as if Mr. Husband should have been pitied
for living with such a straight-laced person.
The drama travels its orb without shedding any illumination other than bringing out in clear and
steady focus that somewhere in the progress of events the dissolute bread-winner is going to PAY. And he
does with his life. At this point the picture develops into mysterious melodrama, and the spectator is
puzzled to put his hands upon the murderer. But things shape up fine for the wife, and her former lover
(a man of honor) and the guilt is placed upon the paramour's husband.
The redeeming feature of the play is found in the mystery element mentioned above. Madlaine
Traverse has been intrusted with the leading role and she makes the most of her opportunities. — Length,
5 reels. — Released June 1. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
these the
baddinner
marriages
were immensely relieved
story comes to a happy conclusion. It is tragiwhen
was over.
cally developed up to its final scene, which is
Vera Loudon
Madlaine Traverse
natural
since a woman's love and honor are at
The
next
night
as
Vera
and
Cavendish
were
moHerbert Loudon
William Conklin
stake.
Suffice to state that the picture unfolds
t
o
r
i
n
g
,
a
sudden
rainstorm
drove
them
to
the
Donald Cavendish
Clyde Fillmore
one
of
the
best domestic themes that the manshelter
of Loudon's
They beast
were not
Alicia Carteret
Claire DuBrey
agement has ever seen. You are in for a full
long before
they saw lodge.
the drunken
and there
Mrs.
Carteret
.Henry J. Herbert
hour
of
entertainment
when you look upon
Carteret drive up in a motor. Vera and CavenEgan
John Cossar
dish slipped out unseen, but when he returned to " When Fate Decides."
Mrs. Veriker
Genevieve Blinn
get his gauntlets, he encountered Loudon. A terMathilde
Cordelia Callahan
rific fight followed and the unfaithful husband
SUGGESTIONS
Story by Evelyn Campbell.
was
floored. After Vera reached home she deScenario by Denison Clift.
There are four points to remember in advertiscided
to
return
to
the
lodge
and
face
her
husDirected by Harry Millarde.
ing this picture: (1) That the play is based upon
band, but she was shocked to find him dead.
exposition of the eternal triangle that has
Naturally she thought Cavendish killed him, but aanystrong
number of gripping climaxes and situations;
she was perplexed in the task of proving him
(2) that Madlaine Traverse is the star and that
PRESS NOTICE
innocent. However, he cleared himself of the she
is an emotional actress of the first rank;
crime. So the evidence pointed to Vera as the
(3) screen
that sheandis wears
one ofa the
best dressed
womengownson
guilty person. But by clever detective work she the
to Madlaine
the Traverse's
screen new
onpicture which
of comes
number
of stunning
forced Carteret to confess the murder. Thus she in the picture; (4) that
week, will stand out among all her recent sucthe
play
is
remarkably
found
her
freedom
and
later
married
the
right
cesses. She is the commanding figure in a vital
man.
true to life for a thing conceived solely for draand vivid tale based upon the eternal triangle,
matic purposes. The latter point is a good one
and because she has supreme poise and dignity,
to
dwell upon because it has been the habit of a
she is peculiarly fitted to portray this theme of
lot of directors to pile on the fireworks. Here
CATCH LINES
marital
entanglement.
" When
Fate Decides
Harry Millarde
made itcharacter
seem real.
So play.
conis
the title,
and the story
was written
for the"
centrate upon thehas lifelike
of this
" When position Fate
Decides triangle.
" offers aDoesgraphic
exstar by Evelyn Campbell.
of the eternal
the wife
You
can
bring
out
several
situations
that
would
Miss Traverse is seen as the innocent victim of pay? You must find out for yourself next
(Continued on page 3860)
at the
theatre.
an unhappy marriage. After three stormy years
she is willing to forgive everything and begin all
He was a brutal husband, but she was true to
over again. But Herbert Loudon calmly takes
her marriage vows. Then Fate stepped in and
her proffered forgiveness as a matter of course.
decided
whether she would have her freedom.
He is more interested in Mrs. Alicia Carteret, and
he
his wifeButthata she
lost
See " When Fate Decides."
her nonchalantly
attractivenessinforms
for him.
timehascomes
when Herbert Loudon pays. And he gets his
which a woman's honor and bravery carry
just deserts. How punishment is meted out is herIn through
struggle
love and
happiness. See thea bitter
emotional
star, for
Madlaine
Traverse,
excitingly told in a series of smashing climaxes.
in " When Fate Decides."
It is a powerful story this " When Fate Decides " and
one that
by developed
no means andbe
Her brutal husband was strangely murdered.
missed.
Moreover
it isshould
logically
Who committed the crime? Was the wife, the
unfolds a group of lifelike characters. Miss
Traverse rises to the emergencies of her role and
lover, or the other husband guilty? This we cangives a performance marked for its emotional
not answer. Come to the
theatre next
sweep. She is supported by a capital cast that
and see " When Fate Decides.'
includes William Conklin, Clyde Fillmore, Claire
DuBrey, Henry J. Herbert and Genevieve Blinn.
Denison Clift adapted the story to the screen.
PROGRAM READER
Harry Millarde gave the production his usual
painstaking attention to detail and extracted
The
ever
present
problem of marriage and difrom the scenario every essence of realism.
vorce is unfolded in Madlaine Traverse's new
Foxthe
feature, " When
which comes
to
theatreFatein Decides,"
the near future.
Vera
THE STORY
Loudon, the character played by the star, has
married
the
wrong
man,
and
she
realizes
it
after
Vera Loudon was living a very unhappy life.
There was no mistake about that. Yet after
threeing tolong
years
of
unhappiness.
Still
she
is
willforgive and forget and begin all over again.
three years of unbounded misery she was willing
Which shows what a noble woman she is. But
to forgive her husband and start all over again.
her husband will not have it that way. He offers
But Herbert Loudon, who was under the influ- her
insult after insult which are visualized in his
ence of liquor most of the time, told his wife
drunken cruelties and the flaunting of another
that as long as she was in a forgiving mood she
woman
in her presence. Things come to a climax
would have a chance to show her generosity
at the anniversary dinner of their wedding.
toward him on the anniversary of their wedding
When
Herbert
Loudon dashes a glass of liquor in
when
Carteret
present. Loudon's
conductAlicia
at the
party would
was sobe outrageous
that he
his
wife's
face,
a former
one Cavendish,
who respects Vera,
takes suitor,
the husband
to task.
was reprimanded by Donald Cavendish, who had
Madlaine Traverse is aided and abetted by
At thismatic andpoint
theto drama
becomes
intensely
drabeen one of Vera's suitors. Carteret, too, has
Fate in her latest Fox picture, " When Fate
builds
a
powerful
climax.
The
action
been
grossly
insulted
by theAndboorish
Loudon'sof of the central characters will grip you before the
attentions
toward
his wife.
the victims
Decides "
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HUSBANDS"—

ROBERTSON-COLE

Walthall Stars in Plausible Story of Busy Husband
AFTER

and Neglected Wife

several attempts of late to find a suitable subject, Henry B. Walthall seems to have found in

" Modern Husbands," a picture which not only brings his talents into good expression, but a picture that makes him appear reasonably lifelike. He has burst the bonds of artificial characterization which have tied him down recently, and, now un shackled, he shines as the Walthall of old. And you
know what that means — that given a decent story he can show screen pantomime at its highest development.
The subject matter of his new offering can always be moulded into good entertainment by a resourceful writer. There is a sound logical idea behind it and artificialities are not needed to emphasize the dramatic high lights. So " Modern Husbands " is conceived with an adherence to truth. And it is developed
as truthfully by the director who has arranged his scenes so that the realities are never submerged. Indeed you don't look upon the picture as so much dramatic entertainment but as something which is recognizably real in everyday life.
The busy husband, the neglected wife, and the idle philanderer. Surely a familiar triangle. Each
one pays and before the payments are exacted an undercurrent of suspense is holding the spectator in a
tight embrace. Which is noteworthy when one considers that the action is anticipated from the start.
However the climaxes are big enough, and the dramatic values sound enough to keep the spectator interested ifnot always excited. The star's assistants are also lifelike so well have they caught the humanities.— Length, 5 reels. — Released through Exhibitors Mutual. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
gone against him and he finds himself financially a modern wife and hastens to find sympathy
with the first presentable man she meets. Most
ruined. Months pass and utterly discouraged
Stephen Duane
Henry B. Walthall
often her judgment is woefully bad. And then
over his disappointment and failure, Steve is on
Julia Duane
Ethel Fleming
a tragedy looms up which may destroy the
the
verge
of
suicide
but
his
self-respect
brings
Bert Brockwell
Neil Hardin
home. Mr. Modern Husband and Mrs. Modern
him a realization that such »n act is cowardly.
Good fortune smiles upon him later when a Wife simply cannot understand each other and
Jonathan
Cosgrove
Melbourne
M'Dowell
Myrtle Cosgrove
Clare DuBrey
so they separate. When they have duly suffered
former friend, Cosgrove, takes him to his home
Cleo
Olga Gray and gives him a fresh start in life. Julia
they may find a happy communion together.
Directed by Francis J. Grandon.
meanwhile has become a mother and in order to Who knows? Around this theme is the rich material that supplies Henry B. Walthall with his
support her child she has found employment in
a millinery shop. As for Brockwell, he has
newest
picture. theatre
" Modern
of
the
will Husbands."
have a chance Patrons
to see
transferred
his
attention
to
Mrs.
Cosgrove.
PRESS NOTICE
this celebrated star in a powerful offering in
One night when he has forced his way into her
bedroom,
Steve
comes
to
her
rescue
and
throws
the nearit. future. It is human and truthful. Don't
In " Modernscreen
Husbands,"
will appear
miss
the
on whichof
week,at the home-breaker out of the window. And Duane
Henry B. Walthall has a role which is ideally
and the wife are seemingly compromised when
suited to his talents. He succeeds admirably in Cosgrove finds them together. However the
SUGGESTIONS
giving a vivid portrayal of a type that is the philanderer leaves sufficient evidence behind
which not only clears Duane but leads to his
A good argument to use in the exploitation of
result
of
the'
high
pressure
of
the
social
life
this picture is to concentrate upon the theme.
among the vainglorious rich. Mr. Walthall ap- own arrest for forgery. So Mrs. Cosgrove leads
pears to splendid advantage in the role of Stephen to another room where he is told that
It brings out what idleness and too much money
will do in breaking up a home. Of course a
Stephen Duane, a wealthy stockbroker, who,
everything he sees belongs to him. And so he
social
parasite is chiefly responsible for the turn
when his home is broken up by a social parasite
looks uponciliationhis
follows wife
: and baby. A happy reconand his fortune swept away in a stock-market
of affairs, but he is a figure that is easily recognized in social functions of this modern day. Use
crash, is driven to the depths of despair. He is
the idea that this story is strictly up to date
about to end it all by suicide when his mind
CATCH LINES
reacts
to a realization of the cowardice of selfas it applies to big cities. The husband who is
destruction.
He left his beautiful wife because she pre(Continued on page 3861)
ferred the pleasures of a social parasite. But
Fate deals kindly with him for a friend of his
prosperous days rescues him from his sorrowful
he
didn't
realize
that
he
had
shamefully
neglected
her for his business. Each went a separate way.
plight and gives him a helping hand. And he Did
they meet again or was the barrier too
has a chance to reciprocate this gratitude when
the same social parasite that had broken up his strong to break down? See "Modern Husbands."
home attempts the same tactics with his friend.
They belonged to the rich social set. They
To save the wife from a compromising position
played fast and loose. They had not learned
he assumes the " pirate's " guilt. But the lat- that
who thedance
pay end.
the piper" — but
ter leaves Duane.
enough evidence behind to completely
they "those
paid just
samemust
in the
vindicate
This
brief
outline
doesn't
give
even
an
inkling
See Henry B. Walthall in the role of a
of the dramatic situations that are unfolded in
the picture. Suffice to state that it presents a wronged husband. He thinks he is cruelly
wronged,
but isn't he somewhat guilty too? See
vital story that is recognizably real. The regen"Modern Husbands" and the learn the answer.
eration ofDuane and his return to happiness with
his wife are developed through a series of
Does the husband pay or is it the wife?
dramatic episodes of tense character. The light
and shade of social high life are exposed in a "Modern Husbands" tells you.
drama which sustains interest throughout. Mr.
They were wealthy and while the husband was
Walthall is supported by a competent cast that
busy at his stocks and bonds, the wife was enincludes such players as Melbourne MacDowell,
tertaining a lounge lizard. She had to have
Ethel Fleming. Neil Hardin, Claire DuBrey and
Olga Gray. The picture was produced under the attention, didn't she? And "dancing men"
could
it. trap
But after
the "love
direction of Francis J. Grandon.
caught furnish
in his own
he hadpirate"
broken wasup
the home. See "Modern Husbands."
THE STORY
PROGRAM READER
Stephen Duane is a wealthy stock broker and
Do you have any idea of just what constihe is so wrapped up in his business that he
tutes a modern husband? Is he a captain of
industry or a man about town? Again do you
neglects her
his wife.
realizethatthai
denying
the loveHe anddoesn't
attention
she henat-is think that he is a wealthy clubman or a successful merchant? You may have the idea that he
urally craves until he finds that Julia is fond of
Bert Brockwell, a philanderer. The latter
is is a Prince Charming who showers his wife with
unduly attentive although there is a mercenary
love and riches and who is living up to his marmotive behind his proffered advances. Events
riage vows in all their sacredness. This picture
reach a crisis, however, when Duane finds Brockthat you paint is somewhat true. He is a clubman, a rich man, a man about town and he
well at his home when the parasite has been cautioned to keep away. A quarrel ensues between
THINKS he is giving his wife every little atthe
husband
and
wife
the
result
of
which
is
that
tention, but then he is extremely BUSY and he
Stephen leaves her. Meantime the market has
Henry Walthall contemplates suicide in " Modsometimes neglects her. And so she becomes
ern Husbands "
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"THE

Motion

KNICKERBOCKER
Pleasant, But Somewhat

Picture

BUCKAROO"—

Disappointing

News

artcraft

for Fairbanks

an enthusiastic audience, trained to expect the best from Fairbanks, and " The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo " will score with pleasant success. There is something of psychology about it. The
crowds that the individual has to wade through to find a seat, the fact that Fairbanks has done
such splendid work, and also the absence of the famous star from the screen in a new picture for such
a long time, will work for this production's good. But withal " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " isn't the
fine picture that the time and money spent on it would lead one to expect. It will be liked for the
same reason that a smoker likes his favorite cigarette, even after the manufacturer has started putting
inferior tobacco into it.
GET

In the first place " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " is a while getting started, and in the second the
fast and furious riding at the end is a meagre substitute for the usual fast and funny and original Fairbanks business. It's the middle part that is the best, the middle part that leaves the good impression.
The subtitles are written with an eye to their humorous effect and well serve their purpose. The
western scenes have the stamp of newness on them and are well photographed. Marjorie Daw is an
appealing heroine and Frank Campeau is a thoroughly adequate villain. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
May 18.— Peter Milne.
\
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
man, Albert MacQuarrie and Ted Reed. The picOf course few suggestions are needed for the
Parker.ture was produced under the direction of Albert
Teddy Drake
Douglas Fairbanks
exploitation of a Fairbanks picture but if you
Mercedes, the Girl
Majorie Daw
want to make an unusually big splash with this
Henry, her Brother
William Wellman
PROGRAM
READER
one and cash in on it to its fullest extent you
Sheriff, a Crook
Frank Campeau
should increase your advertising space for the
We've
waited
long
and
impatiently,
for
the
next
Teddy's
Mother
...Edythe
Chapman
full announcement
of the
Manuel Lopez, the Bandit. .. .Albert McQuarrie
Douglas Fairbanks picture. The management
theatre.
To make the
copypicture's
stand outdates
makeat ayour
lot
A New York Clubman
Ted Reed
has been no less eager to see it than has the great
Directed by Albert Parker.
of fuss pearedover
the
fact
that
the
star
hasn't
appublic that always flocks to see this star. And
in
a
new
picture
for
six
months
and
that
Photographed by Hugh McClung and Glen
now at last we are able to announce its coming!
MacWilliams.
this
first appearance
sinceit " isArizona."
Its " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," Douglas
sure isto the
emphasize
the fact that
new also. Be
Fairbanks'
latest
and most
elaborate
production
_
If
teaser
campaigns
seem
to
bring
results
the
for
Artcraft
pictures.
In
many
respects
it
is
the
CATCH LINES
title of this picture lends itself very well
to this
best subject in which the unequaled star has apsort of exploitation. The title certainly is one
peared.
It
offers
him
a
thoroughly
congenial
which makes you guess and so if you repeat it a
It's the picture you have been waiting for for
role, introduces new stunts and new comedy and
six months, " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,"
few times in the newspapers just by itself and
provides a pleasing little romance in the enactDouglas
Fairbanks'
latest
and
best.
Don't
miss
then add " What is a " in front of it for a
ment of which the star is ably assisted by Marthis one even if you forget your supper.
few days siderable
you interest.
oughtTheto big
be announcement
able to stir upat conjorie Daw. We will not attempt to relate the
the
details
of
the
plot
in
this
brief
space.
For
the
end
should
of
course
contain
some reference to
Douglas Fairbanks always makes the managedetails
are
its
very
vitals
and
the
vitals
can
not
the
teaser
campaign
if
this
course
is
followed
out.
ment wish the theatre had been three times its
be set down in cold type on cold paper. To see
A good stunt for the children would be to pull
it is to enjoy it and any suggestion of the events
size.
Don't beBuckaroo."
one of the few to miss " The
the old one about combining the two big words
Knickerbocker
which are to be seen in it can only tend to make
of
the title to see how many smaller words could
this program suffer by comparison with a good
be written from them. If you start doing this
The story of a selfish young man who woke up
Others who 'appear in the star's support
beforehand you can stir up a lot of interest by
to himself and cleaned house. It's all told in picture.
are William Wellman, late of the Lafayette Flyrunning results on your screen. The words conthe brisk, snappy, style that is always to be asing
Corps;
Al
MacQuarrie,
Frank
Campeau
and
tain so many vowels that the title is a fine one to
sociated with a Douglas Fairbanks picture. Don't
Edythe Chapman. The picture was produced
miss " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
under the direction of Albert Parker from a use in this fashion.
We all sprang from the ape but Teddy Drake
on which the whole Fairbanks organizaagreed that he didn't spring as far as the rest of scenario
tion colloborated.
'em
did!
That's
a
good
bit
of
philosophy.
You'll
find more, and laughs and thrills and romance in
THE STORY
Douglas
Fairbanks' Buckaroo."
latest Artcraft photoplay,
" The Knickerbocker
A series of rather uncomfortable circumstances
force on Teddy Drake knowledge of the fact that
PRESS NOTICE
he is an extremely selfish person and so he resolves to strike out in new quarters to see
Douglas Fairbanks, who has not been seen in
a new picture for almost six months, at last rewhether he can't make a man of himself. The
turns to the
theatre on
■
new quarters by chance turn out to be Sonora,
Mexico, where of course, Teddy finds himself
of
week in his most recent Artcraft
precipitated into the midst of a situation of sitproduction entitled " The Knickerbocker Buckauations. On the train he had agreed to change
roo." The long wait of Fairbanks fans will be
with one Lopez, who desired to go home
amply rewarded in this picture for, according to clothes
and see his sick mother. It was stated that the
advance report, it is one of the best of the many
villainous sheriff was on the lookout for Lopez
pictures in which the athletic star has appeared.
at his station, bent on killing him for laying down
The opening of the picture finds him a New York
on a crooked job the sheriff wanted pulled. This
clubman, very much an idler. The club commitappealed to Teddy and so the change was made.
tee finally tells him to make himself scarce beHe finds it rather difficult to break away from
cause some of the members have complained that
Teddy (Mr. Fairbanks) shows little regard for the sheriff and his gang but eventually he escapes
and
stays free long enough to make the actheir personal comfort and feelings when he
quaintance of Mercedes from the outside of the
vaults over lounges and spins around on the
jail
looking
in. Mercedes had been made captive
smooth tops of mahogany tables.
Teddy wakes up to the fact that he has led a of the shsriff as had her brother, the aim of the
villain
being
discover where their fortune was
very selfish life in New York and decides to go hidden. Whento the
sheriff discovers that Teddy is
elsewhere to see whether he can not cure himfor allying himself with his victims he too lands
self. And of course that is where the fun begins.
Teddy selects the West as the section of the in jail.
But it is not for long. Teddy, besides accumucountry in which to prove his mettle and in the
lating selfishness, had found out the correct manparticular town he lands in there is a villainous
ner in which to act and think quickly during his
sheriff, a good-bad man, a pretty girl in distress
and whatnot to occupy his attention.
years of life and before he is through he has refuted the sheriff and all his vile bunch of aides,
The entire film is filled with the rapidest sort
rescued the girl, her brother and the money and
of action, the star uncovers some new stunts and
taken the girl unto himself as his wife. Quite a
gets a lot of humor from his role. Marjorie Daw
Here's something that looks like a wedis again the lucky leading lady while others are large order for a plain Knickerbocker Buckaroo
ding from the stills of " The Knickerbocker
William Wellman, Frank Campeau, Edythe Chap- to land but all actually accomplished.
Buckaroo "
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"FULL
Breezy American

OF
Puts Down

PEP"—
Rebellion

METRO

in Lively Farce-Comedy

METRO'S comedian, Hale Hamilton, will have to travel some to equal the good thing that has come his way
in " Full of Pep." In his previous pieces he wasn't always adaptable to the figures he represented, and
naturally his personality has been submerged. In his new offering however, he fits the character of the
peppery American to a dot with the result that he looks like a different fellow entirely. His comedy methods are
broad and the picture has enough sweep to carry them nicely.
He is a traveling salesman, is Mr. Hamilton in this instance. And in his father's ammunition plant he is considered the fastest worker. So fast does he work that he is commissioned to accompany a cargo of "fireworks" to a
country in Central America in order that it may not fall into the hands of the revolutionists. He is eager to go since
it means that he will have an opportunity to develop the flirtation that he carried on with one of the country's
charming daughters. To camouflage the cargo he covers it up with bottled goods labeled Pep and when the revolution is started he nips it in the bud by giving the rebels a sample or two of his " medicine."
While the picture is an old friend by this time since it introduces a breezy American and a comic opera country, yet it carries enough originality in the employment of humorous highlights to make it thoroughly enjoyable.
The director and players have cooperated splendidly in developing the comic interludes, and there is not a slip in
detail and action. The picture is richly endowed with the proper atmosphere. Mr. Hamilton receives excellent supReid. port. "Full of Pep " is a clever comedy. It has a wonderful kick. — Length. 5 reels. — Released Mav 26. — Laurence
THE CAST
Jimmy Baxter
Hale Hamilton
Felicia Bocaz
Alice Lake
The Duenna
Alice Knowland
Gen. Lopanzo
Fred Malatesta
Escamillo Gomez
Charles Hill Mailes
Beanpole
Victor Potel
President Bocas
R. D. MacLean
By Robert F. Hill.
Scenario by A. S. Le Vino.
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
Photographed by Rudolph J. Bergquist.
CATCH LINES
She had the soft eyes of a Spanish girl. And
when he flirted outrageously with her his heart
went pit-a-pat. She caught the train and he
missed it. Did he ever see her again? See
" Full of Pep," with Hale Hamilton as the star.
The generalissimo of the revolutionists had
nearly usurped the throne. His men were true
to him until the breezy Americano disposed of
his bottles of " Pep." Then what happened?
See " Full of Pep."
A genuinely amusing comedy, full of sparkle,
paprika and pep. Pep? Yes Pep, spelled with
a capital P. Don't by any means call it a day
until you've seen Hale Hamilton in his new
Metro pot-pourri, " Full of Pep."
PRESS NOTICE
Hale Hamilton the Metro comedian will be
seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest picture entitled " Full
of Pep." This is an adaptation of a story by
Robert F.ofHill
and L.it Franklin.
was produced
the
direction
Harry
Mr. under'
Hamilton
has the role of a traveling salesman — the fastest
worker
his father's
ammunition
And
being a in
salesman
he is not
averse to plant.
flirting with
a pretty girl when she comes along. So when he
notices a beauty from Central America he loses
no time in giving her one of his wonderful smiles.
She catches the train that is to carry her back
to her own country and he misses it of course.
But when father informs him to take a consignment of ammunition to her country he jumps at
the
him. opportunity. Why? Well the girl interests
But how to get the cargo in the Republic without the revolutionists seizing it? That is easy
says Jimmy. Just cover it up with bottles. So
he labels the bottles " Pep — Good for what ails
you
— and the is
stuffabout
gets toby meet
the rebels.
When
the "revolution
with success
Jimmy
just
unloads
his
"
patent
medicine
"
the country is saved, The President gives and
his
daughter to the breezy American. You may
guess who she is.
The situations are developed for their full farcical value and unfold a rich assortment of humorous scenes. There are a number of deft touches
that are highly original. Mr. Hamilton gets the
most from his role. His mannerisms are a delight to the eye. Others who contribute a brace
of good performances are Alice Lake, Fred Malatesta, Charles Hill Mailes, Victor Potel and R.
D. MacLean.

PROGRAM READER
Hale
Hamilton
in theatre
" Full atof anPepearly
" will
appear
at
date.
Heof
hasthe
had a varied assortment
of fine comedies
late but probably his new offering excels the
others in its entertaining values. It is just what
its title indicates and more. So Manager
advises you not to miss it if you enjoy wholesome fun and laughter. The star is seen in the
role of He
a salesman
his isfather's
works.
is a fast for
worker
Jimmy ammunition
Baxter, so
fast in fact that he loses no time in hastening to
a country in Central America in order to get the
" fireworks
the palace
grounds
Presi-to
dential "palaceinbefore
the rebels
have ofa the
chance
stop him. His real reason for his haste is found
in
President's
charming
he theflirted
back home
just daughter
as she with
caughtwhom
the
Limited. Well he gets the ammunition into the
country all right but he has had to camouflage it
with ingbottles
" Pep."
else thanlabelled
whiskey,
and This
when liquid
jimmyis nothgives
it to the natives they forget all about revolutions.
The picture unfolds a laugh — a big laugh all the
way and you are bound to enjoy it. It also shows
some picturesque scenery that is appropriate.
We feel sure that you will vote Mr. Hamilton a
genuine laugh provoker when you see him in
' Full of Pep."
THE STORY
Jimmy Baxter is the fastest working salesman
in work
his father's
ammunition
fastworld.
does
he
that father
sends himplant.
all overSo the
He has just come back from a successful trip
when he spies a beautiful girl who is willing to
flirt.
Jimmy ishera smiling
salesman,glances.
isn't he?ButAndhe
so he Now
reciprocated
couldn't catch the train that was carrying her
back to her Central American Republic. Fortunately daddy had just closed a deal with the
Government of that country whereby Jimmy was
to accompany a consignment of ammunition in
order to keep it from the revolutionists. He is
immensely happy to go since it means that he
will
see thethegirl
camouflage
cargo
he covers
casesagain.
with To
bottles
which arethelabeled
" Pep." And the rebellious natives are completely fooled. However, the revolution is started
and things are going against the authorities in
power until Jimmy starts to orate upon the
merits of his bottled goods. And he fills the rebellious soldiers up allonabout
the "kicking
patent the
medicine
"
so thatment they
governout. As forget
a reward President
Bocas gives
his
daughter Felicia to the resourceful Americans.
Is she the girl he had flirted with in his own
home
is. And
it doesn'tways.
take She
her
long totown?
accustomSheherself
to American
has been educated in the States.
He went down to the Central American Republic to dispose of a line of arms and ammunition. To hide the " fireworks " he covered them
up with bottled goods labelled " Pep — Good for
what ails you " — and when the natives drank the
precious contents
they This
forgot isalltold
aboutintheir
revolutionary doctrines.
a highly
wav in Hale Hamilton's newest trifle,
"humorous
Full of Pep."

SUGGESTIONS
Play up the title of this subject. It suggests
all sorts of advertising in the shape of teasers,
circular letters, catch lines and feature stunts.
Use it as descriptive of the picture itself, for that
is just what this latest Hamilton comedy is—full
of
samples of Acatchman,linesa
thatpep.
couldWe behaveusedprinted
to advantage.
woman, a boy, a girl, a picture ,a book, a play,
a bottle may be full of pep. A bottle? That is
the
definition
picture.
The- country
hero takes
several
bottles in
to atheLatin
American
and
they starts
are allthelabeled
One drinkactivities.
of the
stuff
natives" Pep."
on double-quick
They forget
hour.
Use your
arguments aroundthethissiesta
central
situation
and while
Americans have put down rebellions before in
pictures, still it is worked out with enough
novelty to call attention of the patrons. Worded
properly,
this You
centralcanidea
attract
considerable notice.
makewillthis
picture
stand
out through the catch line angle, so play on that
tack. It looks like the best one at that. It is
strictly farce-comedy and advertise it as such.
Play up the star. In the stellar role of Jimmy
Baxter he gets the most from it and gives a
breezy performance that it will delight your people. Mention that he has a great repXitation on
the speaking
stage
as day.
one ofAndthe hismost
accomplished farceurs
of the
supporting
cast has an advertising value. Every player is
known to the devotees of your theatre.

Hale Hamilton with Alice Lake in a scene from
" Full of Pep "
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"THE
Dramatic
OF

DIVORCE

Exposition

of the Divorce

TRAP"—
Problem

Picture

News

FOX

Starring Gladys Brockwell

all the pictures which have been based upon the theme of marriage and divorce none perhaps have come
closer to the truth than Gladys Brockell's new offering, " The Divorce Trap." It seems like a leaf from the
back page of a newspaper that deals in human interest stories and because it bears this resemblance it is
true to life. Indeed the author has not shown a bit of exaggeration but has drawn his plot and characterization
with remarkable fidelity.
A story is presented on the screen that COULD HAPPEN and it probably is happening every day. And if you
search for it you will find it. The picture is extremely simple and the director has been careful to maintain the
human note that has been so deftly interwoven in the theme.
Here is a working girl who marries the dissolute son of a millionaire, although she is unaware of his character.
Her happiness is brief because her husband attempts to frame her in order to obtain a divorce. Which is a difficult
problem in New York State when there is no tangible evidence. She is enticed to a hotel under the belief that her
husband is ill and needs her. And there she realizes she has been victimized.
The remainder of this gripping story is developed around her vindication. The plucky girl fights for her good
name and succeeds in arresting the framers for conspiracy. There are no falsities visualized here. The hotel episode
and the methods she employs to maintain her honor are genuine and true to life.
The picture develops a full quota of tense and absorbing situations and through them Gladys Brockwell sends
forth an emotional appeal. Others who are conspicuous for their good work are Francis McDonald, William Scott,
William Sheer, and John Steppling. Frank Beal was the director. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
ciled with his father. So they engineered a
Jim Drake, who is busy sowing wild oats with
THE CAST
frame-up
Eleanor
belief
thattoherentice
husband
was toill. a hotel under the
his father's
big ischeck-book.
When since
he offers
marEleanor Burton
Gladys Brockwell
riage
Eleanor
naturally
elated
she
finds
Fell into the trap.
Up
to
this
point
the
picture
has developed with
that her troubles are over. But her father-in-law
Jim Drake
Francis Macdonald
sure-fire situations, and what takes place afterdoesn't
favorandthehe working
girl
as an ideal wife
ward leads up to a climax that is sweeping in its
Had set the trap.
for
his
son,
casts
him
out.
emotional power. How did Eleanor fare in her
Eddie Callahan
William Sheer
The young couple are happy for a short period
predicament? Did she keep her good name?
Had helped him set it.
in
their
Harlem
flatfallsuntilin Jim's
moneycompanions,
begins to These
are questions that you will answer when
Jacob Harmon
John Steppling
give
out.
So
he
with
evil
see this highly dramatic subject. It presents
Made the trap.
who suggest he should get a divorce and so be you
vivid revelations of the marriage and divorce probMarie Worden
Betty Shade
reconciled with his father. But Eleanor >s as
should by no means be overlooked by
Tightened its spring.
square as a brick and it is a difficult task for the picturelem andpatrons.
Gladys Brockwell, who plays the
Frederick Lawson
William Scott
schemers to obtain evidence for a divorce in New
wife, gives a performance marked by emotional
Broke the trap and freed the woman.
York. However, the trusting wife, still believing
sweep
and
makes
the character sincere and apDaniel Drake
Herschel Mayall
in her causehusband,
bepealing. She receives capable support.
she is told isthatenticed
he is toill aandshady
wantshotelto see
By Jasper Ewing Brady.
her.
And
when
she
finds
herself
in
a
room
alone
Scenario by Denison Clift.
SUGGESTIONS
Directed by Frank Beal.
with the plotter and her husband, who has come
Photographed by Fred Granville.
" unexpectedly
" upon
realizesfromthatfightshe
In publicizing this picture a good suggestion
has
been framed.
But them,
Eleanorshe comes
would be to start a teaser campaign upon the
ing stock, and with the aid of her former suitor,
PRESS NOTICE
subject of divorce. Arouse the interest of your
the lawyer, she succeeds in vindicating her honor.
newspaper and get the special writers to play it
The plotters are arrested for conspiracy, and
"The
Divorce
Trap,"
the
Gladys
Brockwell
up as one of the most vital topics of the day
Eleanor picks up the broken threads of her ro- The
picture which comes to the
theatre on
Fox people issue a campaign book of the picmance and pieces them together for the Ambitious
—
of
week, is a powerful expositure, and there is enough data concerning marLawson.
Thus
she
finds
happiness
at
last.
tion of the evils of modern divorce, and it gives
riage and divorce that will attract the newspathe charming Fox star what is unquestionably
pers. The feature editors can assemble the
one of her most fascinating roles. The action is
CATCH LINES
spreads
and make a special story of them. If
swift and it unfolds many dramatic scenes of
this
plan
you, upon
then the
start a teaser
great intensity, in which Miss Brockwell shows to
campaign doesn't
She
is
a
"
hello
girl
"
and
she
gives
up
the
yourappeal
own tobased
big situa.
special advantage.
struggling lawyer to marry the profligate son of tions in theof story.
A
working
girl
marries
a mila millionaire. Her marriage comes to grief, beThe picture is from an original story by Jasper
continued on page 3857)
cause
her
husband
is
caught
in
the
meshes
of
Ewing Brady and was directed by Frank Beal.
evil friends. He frames a case against her to obIn the supporting cast are such well known players
tain a divorce, and the odds seem to be all in his
as Francis Macdonald, William Sheer, John Steppling, Betty Shade, William Scott and Herschel
favor until — See " The Divorce Trap."
Mayall. It is an excellently balanced company.
An answer to the divorce law question may be
Miss Brockwell appears in the role of a telephone operator who marries the son of a millionfound in " The Divorce Tran " the newest Fox
aire because she is piqued over a quarrel
picture starring the clever' Gladys Brockwell.
she has had with her fiance, a lawyer. The
She was only a telephone operator and when
marriage does not please Daniel Drake, her a young
came along she took him for
father-in-law, and he promptly disinherits his better, formillionaire
worse. She was happy for a time, but
son. . So the young couple find a home in
she soon found out that money doesn't make a
a modest
flat. The
former "inhello
girl " his
seems
to
have inspired
her husband
assuming
re- man. And when evil friends whispered in his ear
sponsibilities until he meets a number of evil as- to get rid of her, he framed a divorce trap. Did
the " hello girl " fall into it? See " The Divorce
appreciate
the- fine
of his wife,sociates.andThey don't
tell Jim
Drake that
he canqualities
come
into his inheritance if he would divorce her. Con" Theof Divorce
" — a gripping men
storyandof
ntly she is framed,
damning to" evitheSeeabuse
the law Trap
by unscrupulous
dence is asequehotel
register.andShethe is" brought
the Trap."
Gladys Brockwell is the star.
place under the belief that her husband is ill and women.
needs her. How the brave girl fights to maintain
her good name, how she succeeds in bringing the
PROGRAM READER
conspirators to justice, how she picks up the
broken threads of her old romance with the lawEleanor
Burton
was a " she
hello had
girl a" in
a fash-to
ionable hotel. Therefore
chance
yer, are events that form fitting climaxes to situmake a great many friends among the patrons.
ations of great strength. It is a powerful picture
While she was betrothed to Frederick Lawson
in every way and should satisfy the most discrimand fully intended to marry him, a quarrel took
inating picturegoer.
place and she became the wife of Jim Drake, the
dissolute son of a millionaire. Now she was a
THE STORY
working
girl, wasn't she? Naturally the marriage
Eleanor Burton is a carefree operator in a big didn't please
father Jim.
Drake,Everything
and the consequence
hotel, and being an attractive girl she excites a was he disinherited
would have
lot of curiosity by the men who frequent the turned out happily in the little Harlem flat but
place. She is betrothed to Frederick Lawson, a for the fact that the young husband associated
with evil companions. Eleanor had made him
struggling
younggo lawyer,
but a ways.
lover'sAndquarrel
genuinely ambitious and had him on the road to
occurs
and they
their separate
each
One of the many triangular moments from
is too proud to pour oil on the troubled waters.
regeneration until his vicious friends suggested
The consequence is Eleanor becomes attracted to that he should get a divorce and thus be recon" The Divorce Trap "
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"PLAYTHINGS
Kitty Gordon

OF

PASSION"—

UNITED

Star in Rather Artificial Society Picture

44
I

LAYTHINGS OF PASSION " in which Kitty Gordon is again starred is a picture of society life
that, dramatically, has more flaws than can be swallowed with the usual grains of salt. The star's
character is quite artificial in the opening reels. Helen Rowland is painted as an utterly selfish
woman — more, one who is ignorant of any life outside of her own, the slums, for instance. If such women
there were, the war certainly wiped them out. Thus the contrast striven for is not effective.
In the beginning we are treated to several scenes in which Rowland, after being refused by Helen,
viciously attacks her. As there are witnesses to this proceeding his father forces a marriage. Thus when
Rowland puts in a bid for sympathy at the end it falls flat. The slum stuff, mission scenes, flashes of the
poor and needy, things which awaken in Helen her better self are conventionally done, while the star as
a helper of these poor and needy never seems to strike a sincere note.
Really the title and Miss Gordon's gowns are the things that count in this feature. These gowns are
bound to cause comment, particularly the extravagant affair (with hat to match) that she wears on her
first visit of mercy to the settlement house. Mahlon Hamilton as Rowland and W. Lawson Butt as the
minister create characters that are at times effective — Length, 4,760 feet. — Released June 8. — Peter
Milne.
THE CAST
tions and brings her around to a vital interest
The story of a woman of enormous wealth who
world.
to his work among the needy. And it is not long
failed to realize that there was suffering in the
Helen Rowland
before Helen falls very much in love with SterKitty
Gordon
Henry Rowland
Mahlon Hamilton
ling and this
Henryintodiscovers
— and of
blames
John Sterling
W. Lawson Butt
minister.
Shocked
a realization
what the
he
She had plenty while thousands starved for
the necessities of life! See Kitty Gordon in
has
innocently
brought
about
by
this
accusation
sPlfy
••■
:
:
Dick
Rosson
By William Anthony McQuire.
Sterling
completely
disillusions
Helen
by
feign"
Playthings
of Passion," a dramatic photoplay
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
ing intoxication. She returns to her husband
of startling situations.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
thoroughly disgusted. Then he tells her of his
Photographed by Clyde DeVinna.
love and, she
seeing
that now his whole aspect has
SUGGESTIONS
Supervised by Robert Brunton.
changed,
is overjoyed.
Naturally the title is a catching one. It is
But
Henry
is
unable
to
accept
Helen's
love
lurid and will attract the lovers of the sensational
without telling her the truth about Sterling. This
PRESS NOTICE
done Helen is able to see the bigness of both
picture.
Don'tTo fail
to make
full inusetheof minds
it in all
advertising.
plant
it firmly
of
men
and
the
mission
work
is
caried
on
sponsored
Kitty Gordon, the brilliant dramatic star of and assisted by the lavish donations of the Rowyour
patrons
it
might
be
used
of
itself
alone
in
lands.
United Pictures, is presented in her latest proteaser
advertising
campaigns
or
in
throwaways.
duction entitled " Playthings of Passion " at the
Anything
to
get
the
name
talked
about.
;— theatre on
of
week.
Of course play Kitty Gordon up. Her United
This—; is
considered one of the most extravagant
pictures have scored heavily and she has become
features in which the talented star
PROGRAM READER
has
appeared
even
more of a star than she was before. Feature
as it affords
the particularly strong role of a
her in a society role and, for the benefit of your
Henry Rowland could not understand why
selfish societyherwoman
whose better instincts are
feminine
patrons, dwell at length on her gowns.
Helen, his wife, devoted all her time to enterawakened through a series of dramatic and
These are startling to say the least and will
taining. She had become bored with even the
amazing circumstances. Miss Gordon is singudoubtless
cause a lot of comment. The characmost extravagant of social events, that was plain,
larly well equipped to carry this role. Her bearter of the comment caused is a small matter.
her to take some sort of an ining, her clothes and her ability as an actress fit and heterestwanted
The
fact
that
they will make people talk is the
in the big world outside of her little one.
her remarkably well for it and there is not a
thing that counts
When opportunity knocked at the door in the
moment throughout the duration
of
the
five
reels
The iltontwoand W.
main Lawson
supporting
Mahlon
Ham-of
that she once loses sight of the character she is person of John Sterling, a minister, he readily
Butt,players,
are also
worthy
portraying.
grasped it. He would contribute generously to
mention
for
their
performances
are
of
a
high
She carries the role of Helen Rowland, the
Sterling's mission, he said, providing that he
calibre and their popularity is also worthy of
shallow society wife of a capitalist. Henry Row(Sterling)
would
endeavor
to
awaken
his
wife's
consideration through their work in the past.
finer sensibilities. Would Sterling accept the
land, when approached by a minister, to conproposition? He agreed to and then there detribute of his funds to mission work, signifies his
v
e
l
o
p
e
d
a
series
of
most
amazing
dramatic
situawillingness to do so, providing the minister open
tions. These are skilfully set down in Kitty Gorhis
wife'sofeyes to something else beside her vain
pursuit
happiness through extravagant solatest picture,
Playthings
of Passion,"
which don's
comes
to this "theatre
shortly.
Without
ciety. And the minister accomplishes this purdoubt it is one of the most extravagantly
pose after many days in which he shows Helen
dramatic pictures in which this noted star has
the seamy side of existence. And then, to his
appeared and besides awarding her a role in
dismay, he is confronted with the accusation of
which her capabilities are brought out to their
stealing
Helen's
love!
How this
fullest
extent it affords her opportunities to wear
situation is concluded forms climax
some amazing creations of fashion. Miss Gorof striking power in which Miss Gordon aand
her
don
receives her support from Mahlon Hamilton
supporting players move with skill. Mahlon
as the husband and from W. Lawson Butt as
Hamilton creates a strong figure as the husband
the
minister.
while
W. Lawson Butt gives a realistic and quite
unconvention
al portrait of the minister. William Anthony McGuire is author of " Playthings
of Passion " while it was produced under the
CATCH LINES
of Wallace Worsley.
direction
Henry Rowland accused a minister of stealin,
his wife's love! Was he correct in his accusa
THE STORY
tion? See Kitty Gordon in " Playthings of
Henry Rowland, manager of his father's millions, makes a vicious
Passion."
on Helen, the
land ward and as guestsattack
in the house see theRowinPlay,Sheplay,
That was
HelengreatRowland's
life.
had play.
no interest
in the
outside
cident,
Rowland
insists
that
his
son
marry
Helen
world. Her social events were all that she
Through the years that follow there is no love lost
seemed
to
care
for.
How
could
she
be awakened?
between the two although Henry has had ample
How could she be brought to a realization of the
time to repent his passionate
and
shallowness of her existence? See Kitty Gordon
grieves over the fact that Helen doesoutburst
nothing
but
play the social game to the very limit. John
in " Playthings of Passion."
^sterling, a minister, who manages a mission in
the slums, comes to Henry for financial aid.
Startling Kitty Gordon in a tale of startling
tie is promised an endowment that will nigh last situations.
forever
providing he can influence Helen to take
an interest in other things of life besides empty
society.
He deliberately threw his wife in company
So Sterling sets out on this mission and
with this minister and then accused him of stealKitty Gordon with Mahlon Hamilton in a scene
tnough he finds the road hard travelling he eventing her love! See Kitty Gordon in "Playthings
ually wins Helen away from her selfish occupafrom " Playthings of Passion "
of Passion."
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"THE

BUSHER"—

Charles Ray Pitches a No-Hit

Game

Picture

News-

PARAMOUNT
in a Picture Full of Hits

SPEAKING IN baseball parlance, Charles Ray pitches a no-hit, no-run game in "The Busher," his
latest offering on the Paramount program.
But speaking in picture parlance, he appears in a
picture fairly loaded with laughing hits, while the runs of human interest and quiet humor pile
up to a big figure. With each successive characterization of Mr. Ray's one finds it difficult to sum up
the worth of his performance when the superlatives employed on the one previous are recalled. But
certainly it seems that in " The Busher " he excels all his work of the past.
And " The Busher " is not only a baseball pic ture. Those who search for something real in their
entertainment will instantly sense that the career of Ben Harding on the diamond is nothing more than
a parallel of a very human yomig man's career in any line of endeavor.
The story, old in its essentials, is excellently developed, and the human touches of the director and
star are things that cast it in a mold that always appears new and refreshing. Mr. Ray receives some
great support from Otto Hoffman in a character role and from Colleen Moore as the girl. The photographic work of Chester Lyons is to be commended with the highest praise. — Length, 5 reels. — May
18. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Ben Harding.*.
Charles Ray
Mazie Palmer
Colleen Moore
Jim Blair
Jack Gilbert
Billy Palmer
Jay Morley
Deacon Nasby
Otto Hoffman
By Earle Snell.
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
Directed by Jerome Storm.
Photographed by Chester Lyons.
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
CATCH LINES
He came from a small town and landed on a
big league baseball team and then he got a case
of enlarged cranium and went blooey! Just like
any youngster might do under parallel circumstances— but he came back and came back with
the biggest wallop of them all! See Charles Ray
in ' The Busher."
A baseball story with a ninth inning rally that
will thrill you like regular big league stuff — don't
fail to see " The Busher."
In laugh
" Theright
Busher
Ray — puts
laugh
after
over "theCharles
home plate
and knocks
out a few thrills too — don't fail to see this baseball picture. It's a hit.
There are laughing hits in every reel of " The
Busher" but mighty few of 'em in the star game
that
Charlie story
Ray —pitches
don't fail to see
this baseball
human inandit—humorous.
PRESS NOTICE
Charles Ray in another one of his country boy
characterizations will be seen at the
theatreture on
of brand week.
picbears the Paramount
and isThe
entitled
"career
The Busher,"
being
a
story
of
a
young
man's
on the baseball diamond. Never before,
it seems, has Mr. Ray given such a thoroughly
human characterization of a perfectly ordinary
young fellow, but still this is the impression left
after seeing every one of the actor's pictures.
" The a Busher
" was
for him
by Earle
Snell,
professor
in thewritten
University
of California,
the continuity was prepared by R. Cecil Smith
and the direction was in charge of Jerome Storm.
Mr. Ray is seen as Ben Harding, the hired
man of old Deacon Nasby in the little town of
Brownville. Besides working with the hoe and
the plough, Ben is the pride of the village in
that he is star pitcher of the Brownville baseball nine. When a big league manager sees him
in
action Ben's
future anseems
afterwards
he receives
offerassured
to comeforto soon
the
city and travel in the fast company of the big
league. How success turns his head and results
in his downfall and how at last Ben learns how
to deport himself after the manner of a man,
are events which crowd the reels of " The Bushwith touches
ander "delightful
humor.of wonderful human interest
Surrounding Mr. Ray is a cast of exceptional
worth, including Otto Hoffman as the Deacon
and Colleen
Moore Jay
as the
" onlyJackgirl."
are:
Gilbert,
Morely,
NelsonOthers
and
Louis Jack
Durham.

PROGRAM READER
Like a good baseball picture? Real big league
stuff? And a bush leaguer making good in fast
company? Most every human being does like
such a picture and we can promise all that and
more in Charles Ray's latest feature V The
Busher
one of But
the features
shortly
be
seen " atwhich
this istheatre.
this busher
has toa
hard row to hoe. The first time he pitches in
one of the big games before crowds that include
a delegation from his own home town, his head
begins to puff and he is taken out of the box !
Just what every young man might do in the same
circumstances. The busher was just a human
being after all and he flunked! But he came back
and came back strong — a regular ninth inning
rally he staged and one with a big thrill. That
ninth inning comes in the fifth reel of " The
Busher " and you'll have to stand up and cheer.
Furthermore there's no seventh inning when you
have
"The theBusher"
is clean
from to
firststretch!
to last with
star giving
what ball
is,
perhaps, the best performance of his career in
the title
is supported
by Otto Hoffman and part.
Colleen HeMoore
among others.
THE STORY
Hardingforis the
old Deacon
Nasby's
hired team.
man
andBenpitcher
Brownville
baseball
One day the champion Pink Sox from Minneapolis, passing through the town on a train, are
forced to lay off at Brownville for three hours
owing to railroad trouble. A game is arranged on
the spur of the moment and as a result all of the
Pink Sox have a chance to try their skill with
Ben's curves.
a great
game,
and whenThehe young
learns fellow
at its pitches
conclusion
who
his opponents have been he swells with pride. He
can hardly believe himself when, only a few weeks
later, he receives a telegram asking him to join
the team.
AndhimMazie
Palmer
shares
ness and bids
a fond
farewell
withhisthehappirest
of the Brownville folk.
At first Ben is a success in big league circles
but ionsoon
afterwards
develops
an inflated
opinof himself.
Whenhe the
Brownville
folk come
to watch him pitch an important game he loses
it and after that the manager hands him his
walking papers. So its back to Brownville for
Ben and the kindly old deacon gives him his job
again. And because Ben ignored them in the
city,
Brownville
folk terribly
now ignore
that is
all buttheMazie
who feels
sorry him
for— him.
But Ben's chance to redeem himself — and save
the roofwhooversucceeded
Mazie's him
head disappears
— comes when
pitcher
when the
an
important
game
is
to
be
played
between
Brownville and its greatest rival. He enters the
box
and Brownville
pitches for and
all he's
worth,the saves
for
is again
hero.theAndgameat
the
game's
conclusion
a
man
from
steps up and offers him his contract the
backPink
for Sox
the
manager had just been waiting until he had
proven himself level headed once again.
SUGGESTIONS
Naturally your advertising on this picture will
suggest the character of the story which contains
aoutbaseball
Don'tyoufailexploit
to bring
in any atmosphere.
manner in which
the this
pic-

ture for the national game dominates in it from
start to finish. Paramount certainly have chosen'
a good teresttime
year tohasrelease
People'ssince
inin the ofpastime
been this.
reawakened
the war stopped and the races in all leagues are
closely followed. Play it up for its baseball attise it. mosphere then in whatever manner you adverIf you think that your women patrons will fail
to be attracted by such exploitation present it
as a baseball picture and then go on to state
that the story might have happened anywhere else
than the diamond. Tie it up with some human
interest copy and you will be presenting it so
that it will attract even those who do not know
what " two and three " means.
The picture should have a special appeal to the
boys and if you are able to arrange any sort of a
special matinee for them go to it. You will send
a satisfied bunch of kids away and at the same
time get in for some good advertising.
After all the biggest asset in any Charles Ray
picture is Charles Ray. It is a known fact that
no star is able to outdraw him in certain quarters of the country. His every act is so human
that people fairly bubble with delight on watching him.doubt
. Boosthe him
all you're
for
without
is aforfavorite
and worth,
he is still
comingacter o up.
Between anyhimexhibitor
and the should
strikingbe charfthis picture
able
to make a cleanup of cleanups.
on Motion
" The Busher
appeared in
theSpecial
May 31Service
issue of
Picture " News.

Onedoesof not
the few
scenesthe inbaseball
" The Busher
" that
suggest
atmosphere
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"PHIL
Evelyn

FOR

SHORT

"—WORLD

Greeley in Her First Starring Vehicle — a Comedy

C 4 1 ^HIL FOR SHORT " is Evelyn Greeley's first single starring vehicle for World, and it turns out
W^^
to be a comedy of a quality well worthy to be placed with the best of the light offerings from
this company.
The plot, contrived by Clara S. Beranger and Forest Halsey, is a brisk affair
and toward the end develops a spirit of farce that is always effective.
The subtitles are of a humorous
nature, too, although the scene-backgrounds used are in no way calculated to throw the words out clearly.
The story deals with the romance of a girl, Phil for short, and her husband. John Alden had married Phil because he believed he had compromised her and himself and he was pig-headed enough to
say he didn't love her. How Phil accomplishes the winning of him makes a brand of humorous entertainment that should prove wide in its appeal.
Miss Greeley is supported by Hugh Thompson as her leading man and by a large cast of World
stock players. The picture was produced under the direction of Oscar Apfel and as a consequence
shows care and good taste in practically every one of its scenes. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 2. —
Peter Milne.
for her with a warrant and Phil, to escape him,
THE CAST
fail alone
to mention
for theYoufirstmight
time even
she
isdon't
starred
in thisthat
picture.
flees
to there
John'sforhouse
(dressedTheas next
a boy)
and
Damophilia Illington Evelyn Greeley
go
so
far
as
to
make
the
exhibition
of
the
picture
remains
the
night.
morning
Professor Illington
Chas. Walcott
in the way of an event if you think the name and
the whole plot is discovered and John marries
Pat Mehan
James Fury
the occasion of sufficient importance to warrant
Phil to save both their good names.
Donald MacWrath
Jack Drumier
such a proceeding. Oscar Apfel directed many
Then Phil
comesfindstheit trip
to John's
homeherin husband
Boston
Eliza MacWrath
Ann Egelston
of the comedies in which Miss Greeley appeared
where
difficult
to
make
John Alden
Hugh Thompson
with
Blackwell, so give him a play. And the
even speak to her. Eventually, however, she
Mrs. Alden
Henrietta Simpson
authors, too, for they have been responsibile for
arouses his jealousy by pretending elopement with
Mr. Alden
Chas. Duncan
some
of
the best pictures from World.
Ivanovitch, a famous violinist. The " elopement "
Angelica
Wentworth Ethel
Grey Arnold
Terry
in
reality
is
well
chaperoned
by
the
artist's
wife.
Tom
Wentworth
Edward
But John wakes up to the fact that he loves Phil
Ivanovitch
John Adrizani
through this game that she plays and before the
"DIVORCE
Clifford Brown
Tony Merlo
(Continued
from TRAP
page 3854)"
story
is over he takes her in his arms and conPrudence
Florence Short
fesses
himself
cured
of
his
woman-hating.
lionaire
and
he
tires
of
her
and
attempts to get a
President of College
Henry Hallam
divorse, which is difficult in the State of New
By Clara S. Beranger and Forest Halsey.
PROGRAM READER
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
York.
His
methods
of
framing
her are good
She knew her husband loved her but she knew
Photographed by Max Schneider.
points to bring out. Advertise it as a domestic
drama that carries the all-important theme of
too that he was pig-headed enough to go on
refusing to admit it until the cows came home
PRESS NOTICE
marriage and divorce. There is a big heart throb
unless
she
took
decisive
steps
to
force
him
to.
that should not be neglected. It is visualized
Evelyn Greeley, formerly the co-star of Carlyle
when the heroine finds that she has been framed
So she hatched a plan, a plan that revolved itself
Blackwell in World pictures but now elevated to
into
an
elopement!
She
chose
Prof.
Ivanovitch
as
and
fights to keep her honor. Keep the star bethe ranks of single stardom by this company,
the eloping partner for he had a convenient wife
fore the public in any advertising plan you folappears in her first vehicle under this new arrangewho would most certainly go along as chaperone!
low. Miss Brockwell is one of the leading emoment entitled " Phil for Short," at the
tional actresses of the screen and she has a conWives
of
men
are
always
such
delightful
elopetheatre on
of
week. " Phil for
ment companions. But the note that she left
siderable following. Fox has published some exShort
"
is
a
brisk
and
joyous
comedy
written
behind
for
her
husband
to
peruse
mentioned
nothcellent stills of her and a number of one-sheets,
specially for Miss Greeley by those two excellent
three-sheets
and six-sheets. Use them. The title
ing
about
this
other
wife
—
that
was
the
trick
and
scenarists, Clara S. Beranger and Forest Halsey.
before he knew it the erstwhile pig-headed one
yertise
them. andTheypound
are itall home
well known
to the
It takes up the case of Damophilia Illington,
had clutched his wife madly in his arms and was
is
attractive
with effective
whose on
nameGreek
was "but
wished
" ononherpocket-money.
by a father
arguments. The picture presents a story that
pouring
forth
his
love
for
her.
"
Phil
for
Short
"
long
short
certainly teaches no lesson of importance but on
touches a vital spot in the marriage problem of toNaturally enough Damophilia decides to shorten
the other hand it is a comedy bubbling over with
And don't players
fail to concentrate
upon toitsyou
truths.
her
hindrance
to
Phil
and
hence
the
title
of
the
merriment,
that
never
falters
in
attracting
the
If
the day.assisting
mean anything
adpicture.
interest from first reel to last. Moreover it is average fan. •
The greater part of the comedy arises when
Evelyn program,
Greeley's she
firstpreviously
starring vehicle
the
Phil fairly forces herself on one John Alden, a World
having on
worked
woman-hater and makes it impossible for him to with
Carlyle Blackwell. The direction was in
do anything else than make her his wife. But
charge of Oscar Apfel who has been responsible
he professes a total -absence of love even when
for so many good World pictures.
he stands before the altar and it is Phil's task
to wake the man up to himself in the concluding
CATCH LINES
reels of the picture, a feat which she performs to
the tune of considerable merriment. Miss
Her husband pretended not to love her and she
Greeley appears to exceedingly attractive adknew that he was pig-headed enough never to
stop pretending unless she took the matter into
vantage in the stellar role and well justifies the
her own hands. And she did! What happened
company's
in making isa headed
star of her.
Her
support inchoice
this instance
by Hugh
then
shown in " Phil for Short."
Don't ismisshumorously
it.
Thompson and includes such well-known members
of the World stock company as Jack Drumier,
She planned an elopement with a great musician
John
EdwardAdrizani,
Arnold. James Fury, Ethel Grey Terry and
and took his wife along as chaperone! There was
The picture was produced under the direction
a
reason.
See " Phil for Short."
of Oscar
the
day. Apfel, one of the leading directors of
In which Evelyn Greeley is starred alone for
the first
fire star. time — a sure-fire comedy with a sureTHE STORY
Damophilia Illington is the daughter of a
Her father called her Damophilia and she chose
famous Greek student — hence her name. She is Phil
for short because the first syllable of her
known, howeyer, as Phil and makes good her nick
name
was profane! See her adventures in
name by dressing as a boy and looking after the
" Phil for Short," a comedy for surprises and
farm which her father neglects for his studies.
unconventionality.
In time Professor Illington passes on and Phil is
confronted with the awful possibility of being
SUGGESTIONS
adopted by Donald MacWrath, ancient pillar of
As this is a comedy all advertising should be
the church who purposes to marry her. So,
in lighter vein and you have a lot of fine
dressed inwith
her Pat
boy'sMehan,
rig, she
away andin keyed
company
an sneaks
old fiddler
opportunities to do this in the story itself. A
mere relation of some of the unusual situations
travels the open road. The first stranger that
she meets is John Alden, Greek teacher in a that will be found by a perusal of the story will
small college and profound woman hater.
suffice these
to awaken
reader's
interest.
you
relate
in a the
snappy,
original
fashion,If you
In \jf\e course of time Phil lands the job as
assistant Greek professor. John will have nothing
will have the people eager to see the picture.
to do with her in her girl's clothes but when she
If you comedies
have played
the past
CarlyleandBlackwell-Evelyn
Evelyn Greeley blossoms forth as a star on her
Greeley
in the
if your patrons
dons male attire and poses as her " twin brother "
he tolerates her. Then Donald MacWrath comes
have shown themselves admirers of Miss Greeley,
own in " Phil for Short "
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Vivian MartirCs Latest Sparkles with Charm

Picture

N e zv s

PARAMOUNT
and Sentiment

THESE homespun stories are having quite a vogue upon the screen and inasmuch as they generate a
lot of wholesome philosophy and charming sentiment, it stands to reason that the silversheet is striving to show realities. Take Vivian Martin's new release, " The Home Town Girl," for instance.
Here is a picture of small dimension which offers no pretenses but simply offers in a modest way a spray
of real humanity.
It is based upon the faith that is generated through love and it remains true to its philosophy to the
concluding scene. A small town boy leaves a small town girl to make his way in the city. When he fails
to write because he is ashamed of his temporary fall from grace, the faithful sweetheart comes to the big
town and restores him his self-respect.
Not much to it is there? Yet it is pointed with as fine a sentiment as one would want to see. And
every detail that is needed to bring out its simple message is there without the least bit of exaggeration.
Don't get the idea that it is a sweetmeat, for there is enough humor and substantial drama injected to prolook. vide ahappy balance. The small town atmosphere is thoroughly in place and gives the picture a "homey "
Miss Martin makes a charming figure out of the heroine and plays with her accustomed sincerity.
Ralph Graves is the small town lover and a good one, while the city folks are represented by Carmen
Phillips, Stanhope Wheatcroft, and Herbert Standing. The picture is from a story by Oscar Graeve and
is directed by Robert Vignola. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jellaby & Co., antique dealers. Though his salary he couldn't res st them. Did the employee go to
jail? See " The Home Town Girl."
Nell Fanshawe
Vivian Martin
isn't
large he
is contented
Steveis Ratling,
grumbling
employee,
tells until
him he
a fooi toa
John Stanley
Ralph Graves
Do you want to erase the furrows from your
work
for
such
a
small
wage.
The
ne'er-do-well
is
Frank Willis
Lee Phelps
brow? Do you want to see a downright wholedischarged and when John makes a particularly
Nan Powderly
Carmen Phillips
some comedy? If you do, then don't fail to see
large sale Steve, out of jealousy, entices him into
Steve Ratling
Stanhope Wheatcroft
Vivian Martin in " The Home Town Girl."
aAfraid
poker togame
he loses the
Peter
Jellaby
Herbert
Standing
facewhere
his employer,
the firm's
countrymoney.
boy
Mr. Fanshawe
Pietro
Sosso
SUGGESTIONS
writes him that he has been the victim of pickMrs. Fanshawe
..Edythe Chapman
Here is one of those homely and human tales
Ryder Brothers William Courtwright
pockets
and
that
he
won't
return
until
he
has
made
good his loss. And so he drops completely out of that should have no trouble in scoring with your
Manager
Thomas Persse
patronage, simply because it tells a volume of
By Oscar Graeve.
sight, letters.
with theYetresult
Nell her
doesn't
any truth
more
she that
maintains
faith get
in him
which is set off entertainingly. Everyone
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
loves
a lover, but particularly so when he is willand
comes
to
the
city
to
find
him
if
possible.
She
Directed by Robert Vignola.
ing to give up the environment of a small town
is employed by Mr. Jellaby, who informs her
Photographed by Frank E. Garbutt.
make or break himself in the city in order to
that John has been dishonest but that he is send- to
ing money each
without
his obtain the wherewithal to marry on. Use this
PRESS NOTICE
whereabouts.
Sinceweek
he was
at onedisclosing
time a soda
idea in your argument and bring out the inspiration that is created in the heart of the country
clerk, Nell assumes he must be following that
Vivian Martin, the popular and charming
Her assumption is correct, for she locates
boy by his
wholesome
sweetheart.
unParamount star, represents one of the finest trade.
bounded faith
in him, and
even whenShehe hasfalters
him
behind
the
fountain
in
a
drug
store.
After
types of womanhood in her new picture, " The
she
is
ever
constant
to
make
him
better
himself.
he
confesses
and
declares
his
love
she
persuades
Home Town
which will
the him to return to Jellaby and face the music.
Advertise the picture along this line and you
theatreGirl,"
on
ofbe shown
week. atMiss
And he offers such an effective plea that he is won't have any trouble in catching the crowd.
Martin plays the role of Nell Fanshawe, a counreinstated,
thus
paving
the
way
for
a
happy
reIt looks like the best lead, this theme of " The
try girl, who, by her sublime faith and loyalty,
union with Nell.
Home Town (Continued
Girl." and onconcentrate
becomes the inspiration of her youthful sweetpage 3863)udoii it. And
heart. Her power for good saves him from disgrace when he has a moment of weakness. He
PROGRAM READER
leaves the country drug- store where he is the
clerk behind the soda fountain and finds a more
Vivian Martin appears as a quaint but charmlucrative position in the city, in order to find
ing little country girl in her new Paramount picthe means with which to marry. When he beThe
'
Home Town Girl," which will be
comes involved in difficulties and fails to write shown ture,shortly
be glad totheatre.
learn thatTheshestar's
has
his faithful sweetheart, she goes to the city, many admirers atwillthe
a most congenial role in Nell Fanshawe. In fact,
finds him and brings him back to his fine ideals.
it is one of the most wholesome characters that
We have not told the entire plot of the story.
has ever been drawn. Miss Martin admirably
You must see it yourself to appreciate its many
high lights. But we will state that a more truthconveys all the qualities of loyalty, faith and unselfishness. And you will respond to her when
ful depiction of simple love and faith has never
been told in pictures. The things that take place you see that she cares more for the simple love
that
a
soda
water
in a country drug store
in " The peningsHome
Townrecognizably
Girl " are real.
everyday hap- gives her than for-clerk
and so are
material riches as offered by
men
of
position.
She
employs her womanly
The picture is given an appropriate setting,
there being an abundance of small town scenes
attributes so splendidly that she saves her boyish
that are rich in atmosphere. Miss Martin is lover from moral degradation and makes everyone with whom she comes in contact just a little
especially charming in the role of Nell Fanshawe and gives a sincere and charming per- finer in heart and soul.
formance. Indeed she is thoroughly ingratiating
The story is written by Oscar Grave and perin her representation of noble womanhood.
haps you have come across it under its original
Robert Vignola directed the picture from a
Youadapted
Can't
It haswhile
been Robert
faithby Just
EdithWait."
Kennedy,
story by Oscar Graeve. Edith Kennedy at- title, "fully
tended to the adaptation. In the supporting cast Vignola attended to the direction. Among the
assisting players are Ralph Graves, Lee Phelps,
are Ralph Graves, Lee Phelps, Carmen Phillips,
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Carmen Phillips, Herbert
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Edythe Chapman and
others. And Ihey all render fine assistance.
Standing, and Edythe Chapman. They contribute
splendid performances.
THE STORY
CATCH LINES
In a little New England town lives Nell Fanshawe, who is extremely popular with the boys.
Don't fail to see Vivian Martin in " The Home
Among those who pay homage to her are John Town
Girl." faith
It is in
a human
picture of a When
girl whohe
has sublime
her sweetheart.
Stanley and Frank Willis. The first mentioned
seems to have the inside track as far as arousfails to write she comes to the city and rescues
ing the interest of the girl, but inasmuch as he him from the depths of despondency.
is only a soda clerk in a drug store, their marHis employer had made up his mind to have
riage cannot take place. However, John is amhim arrested, but when Mr. Jellaby looked into
tious to getto ahead,
and through
Nell'sa job
inspiraVivian Martin in a scene from " The Home
tion he bigoes
New York
and obtains
with the appealing eyes of the young man's sweetheart
Town Girl "
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"THE

BISHOP'S

EMERALDS"—

PATHE

Virginia Pearson Presents Herself in Good Melodrama
VIRGINIA PEARSON, who now heads her own producing organization, Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc., has
presented her initial offering, " The Bishop's Emeralds." Judging from the merits of the attraction, she has
established her company upon a good foundation. There is a thoroughness about the workmanship of the
production that augurs well for the future providing, of course, that sponsors are guided by the same artistic standards.
In selecting their material those in charge have not indulged in any research work to unearth anything new.
But in choosing Captain Houghton Townley's novel which retains its title in the picture, they showed a good dramatic
perspective since it is strong in plot and characterization. The picture presents the familiar figure of a wife who
has married again when she believed her first husband dead. And of course he bobs up to torment her when she
is endeavoring to forget the past in the happiness of the present.
Coincidence is a strong factor in the play, though it doesn't destroy the dramatic fabric. The story is too well
knit for such an event. There is only one weakness discernible in the construction and that is found in the dehberate
planting of the plot and characters. Otherwise everything is in its favor, if one overlooks a few slips in detail.
Of course the thought behind the story is the attempt by the supposedly dead Nemesis to steal the Bishop's
emeralds. And a counter thought is his desire to ravish his bigamist-wife. Is he frustrated? He is, but only after
a series of smashing climaxes. The story carries a youthful romance that is enacted by the offspring of the central
figures, and it helps to lighten the melodramatic burdens of the grown-ups.
Miss Pearson acts with sufficient emotional fervor and is always appealing and sympathetic in her role. Sheldon Lewis as sinister and suave as usual and his villainy is comparable to his best serial work. It is good to see him
without tatters, whiskers, and vicious claws, but groomed like a gentleman. The other players are capable. The
picture has been handsomely mounted.
John B. O'Brien directed. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Pearson photoplay. It exposes with glaring reTHE CAST
father is a chief and that he has accepted an in- lentlessness
the fallacy of a wife suppressing her
vitation to the
Bishop's
week-end
party.the famous
Hester, Lady Cardew
Virginia Pearson
past history from her husband. See Virginia
The
girl
knows
that
he
is
after
Lord John Cardew, Bishop of Ripley,
Pearson
supported
by Sheldon Lewis in a poweremeralds, though she is powerless to stop him.
Robert Broderick
ful picture.
When the guests are assembled in the drawing
Jack Cardew, his son
Frank Kingsley
room, Lady Cardew recognizes in Bannister her
Mabel Bannister
Lucy Fox
husband, Dick Gordon, whom she had long
SUGGESTIONS
Caroline Cardew
Marcia Harris
thought to be dead. He is amazed to discover
that her beauty has grown into sheer loveliness
and
Voss, Bannister's valet
Walter Newman
In starting your campaign of exploitation of
and his desire for the coveted emeralds temporarily
this feature emphasize the fact that it is the first
Richard Bannister
Sheldon Lewis
sinks into the background when he realizes that
of thesonstar's
pictures
by Virginia
PearBy Captain Houghton Townley.
this
woman
is
his
wife
and
that
he
can
legally
Inc.produced
Miss Pearson
is widely
Scenario by Frank S. Beresford.
claim her.
known toPhotoplays,
screengoers
as an exceptionally brilliant
Directed by John B. O'Brien.
actress. So use her name extensively in any adWhen sues.
theyHowever,
meet when
at dinner
an armed
enshe learns
fromtruce
Mabel,
vertising plan, and that she is producing pictures
under her own management.
whom she now knows to be her own daughter,
PRESS NOTICE
Bring out that she
that Bannister is after the jewels she resolves to
is supportedmembered aby
Sheldon
Lewis, who will be resave them at all hazards. Although he succeeds
The
theatre
has
secured
for
presens
one
of
the
leading
serial actors of
tation on of
week the first run
in overpowering her to gain possession of them,
the day. The story appeals to every class of
of "ingThe
Bishop's
Emeralds,"
the
initial
offerhe
is
subsequently
wounded
by
his
valet,
an
acthe
picture
public.
Although
its
locale
set in a
of the new Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc.
society atmosphere the strong dramatic is elements
complice. The injury proves fatal, but before he
In the picture that classic beauty, Miss Pearson,
succombs he manages to kill his man. And the
will
attract
those
patrons
who
delight
in
melois said to have one of the greatest roles of her
story ends with a scene of reconciliation between
dramatic fare. The novel has undoubtedly been
entire career on the stage and screen, as Lady
the
Bishop
and
his
wife.
(Continued on page 3862)
Hester Cardew, wife of the Bishop of Ripley.
The picture is founded upon Captain HoughPROGRAM
READER
tonpictsTownley's
of theLady
sameCardew,
name the
and secdethe strugglenovel
between
" The
Bishop's Pearson
Emeralds,"
the initialInc.,
producond wife of the Bishop, and her first husband,
tion of Virginia
Photoplays,
with
long thought dead, but who reappears as an inMiss Pearson, the classic beauty of the screen,
ternational
crook
with
intent
to
steal
the
Bishop's
as
the
star,
will
appear
shortly
at
the
priceless emeralds. It shows the intense mental
theatre. As Lady Hester Cardew, the wife of
torture of this woman whose soul is wrung bethe Bishop of Ripley, she is given ample opportwe n a sense of duty to her reverend husband
tunity to display those talents for which she is
and the terrible scandal in which she would be
justly famous on the screen and stage. The star
involved were her former husband to denounce
is
supported
by Sheldon Lewis, who is familiar to
her as a bigamist.
millions as the villain supreme of Pathe serials,
The tense action of the picture gives Miss
and
who
appears
against the background here as
Pearson full scope for the display of her emodark, sinister and malign. The picture has been
tional and histrionic powers, and she embraces
adapted
by
Frank
Beresford, while John B.
every opportunity with rare skill. Sheldon Lewis,
O'Brien attended to the direction.
who is featured, deserves praise for his sinister
It
is
a
literal
dramatization
of Captain Houghcharacterization of the cold-blooded crook, who
ton Stanley's novel
of thestory
sameof name,
and country
depicts
stops at nothing to gain his ends. The balance
an
intensely
dramatic
English
of the cast is thoroughly satisfactory. John B. life. It shows the struggle between
the second
wife of the Bishop and her first husband, thought
O'Brien, who directed the picture, has provided
a notably
" finished
air," — the whole production
to be dead, but who reappears in her life as an
having
a mark
of quality.
international crook bent on stealing the Bishop's
famous
man'sat attempt
THE STORY
out his emeralds.
purpose, hisThisdeath
the handsto ofcarryan
accomplice,
and
the
final
reckoning
recon-he
Ripley Manor is the ancestral home of John
ciliation between the Bishop and the and
woman
Cardew, the Bishop of Ripley, and those who reloves
—
these
together
form
the
groundwork
of a
side with him are his second wife, Lady Hester;
highly interesting tale. It remains a picture that
Jack Cardew,
the
Bishop's
son
by
his
first
marevery
picture
lover
should
see.
riage; and his spinster sister, Caroline. The
latter heartily disapproves of her sister-in-law and
CATCH LINES
when Jack marries Mabel Bannister, who has
been a frequent guest at the Manor, the spinster
See
"
The
Bishop's
an intensely
again voices her disapproval. It seems that
dramatic story of EnglishEmeralds,"
country life,
with the
Mabel is the daughter of Richard Bannister who
Bishop of Ripley, his second wife and her first
is also known as Richard Gordon, a notorious
husband as the principal characters. The latter
parasite and thief. He has educated his daughter
is thought to crook
be dead,with
but intent
who reappears
an
international
to stealas the
in a convent so that he may be able to gain entree
in sciety and thus practice his nefarious profesBishop's emeralds.
Virginia Pearson returns to the screen in " The
sion. When she returns home to break the glad
news that she has secretly married a fine young
Bishop's Emeralds " with Sheldon Lewis head" Truth will out " is brought home vividly in
man, she is greatly shocked to learn that her
. ing the supporting cast
" The Bishop's Emeralds " — the new Virginia
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Rather Poorly Done
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TO

MOTHER"—

Picture with Mother

Picture

News

SELECT

Love Theme

mother love theme is always a good one for the picture producer to turn to, but it is a theme

which requires the best of treatment and production.
Regrettably " Break the News to Mother,"
an opus that is traced to Charles K. Harris' song of the same name, is not intelligently put on. The
main theme, always rich in the elements of sentiment and heart interest is not very prominently developed
and even when it is, its effect is not very deep owing to the rather unskilled treatment it receives.
The character of the story as a whole is melodramatic and a good many emotional demands have been
made on the players, none of which are met with any great degree of appreciation save those that come to
Gertrude Berkely, who appears as the mother. And Miss Berkely apparently suffers from poor direction
as in several of her scenes she is lost.
The rest of the players are little known and the two leads, Raymond Bloomer and Pearl Shepard,
have quite a hard time scoring their points. It is evidently up to the exhibitor to get as much from the
title and the picture's scource as he can, for there are more merits in this regard than in the production
itself. — Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
Howard Godwin, President of the Godwin Iron
THE CAST
piece several times through the run of the picture,
Works, has second place in his heart. Warren
Ruth Godwin
.Pearl Shepard
employing it as the theme for the role carried by
Flint, superintendent for Mr. Godwin, is very
Mrs. Bray
Gertrude Berkely
Gertrude centuate
Berkely.
This ofwillthetend
to further
acanxious
to
win
the
affections
of
Ruth,
and
as
the sentiment
picture.
In your
Dave Bray
Raymond Bloomer
Dave, one of his employees, stands in his way,
Edna Holmes
Alice Gerard
advertisements you might reprint a bar or so of
he
naturally
feels
resentful
toward
him.
After
the music to still further tie the picture up with
"Pop" Henkel
Forrest Robinson
having tried a number of times to interest Ruth,
its original source.
Warren Flint
William Bailey
he decides
to
"
frame
"
Dave
so
that
he
will
apHoward Godwin
Louis Stern
If you played " War Brides " probably even
pear
as
a
good-for-nothing
cad
in
her
eyes
and
Chief of Police Donovan
Joseph Smiley
today your
the Berkely.
great characterestablish a better footing for himself. Dave learns
Doctor Sims
Chester Barnett
izationpatrons
contributed remember
by Gertrude
Dwell
of
the
"
frame
"
and
in
his
boyish
way
decides
on
the fact that she again takes the mother part
Founded on the song " Break the News to to " punch his head " for it. Flint declares that
here.
She
scored
such
a
hit
in
the
old
picture
Mother."
he has been humiliated and " fires " David. Dave
that many people will want to see her again.
By Charles K. Harris.
goes to the office that night, at his mother's reMake mention in your advertising that she apquest,
to
beg
Flint's
pardon.
A
quarrel
starts
peared in "memories.
War Brides " in order to freshen the
PROGRAM READER
over Ruth, and Flint picks up a revolver, aiming
audiences'
Dave. They fall in a clinch. The revolver
A story of a small-town boy whose ideal in life itgoesat off
and Flint falls to the floor.
was his mother, and whose one desire was her
During thehasfight
Holmes,at Flint's
former
ultimate happiness, is the theme of Select Picsweetheart,
beenEdna
listening
door,
untures' big special attraction, " Break the News
" WHEN FATE DECIDES "
known to both men.
Dave
believes the
he has
killed
to Mother," which comes on
to the
(Continued from page 3850)
him. Flint learns that he has a chance to live
—night,
; he theatre.
At
his
mother's
request,
one
and,
although
he
knows
that
Dave
did
not
shoot
interest readers. The catch lines have been
goes to his employer to apologize for him, he accuses him of the crime. Dave manwritten with this object in mind. And play up
having humiliated him, and asks to be reinstated.
ages to make his escape, but does not have a the star. Miss Traverse can do the triangle
The superintendent is jealous of Dave because the
chance to say good-bye to his mother or Ruth.
girl he wants for his wife is in love with the boy.
theme to perfection. She has personality and
An argument arises, and the superintendent is At the end of a year of adventures, he returns
to play thethewronged
triumphant
— to tolovefindanda haven
happiness.
Itranks
is nat-of poise,
wife. and
Use sufficient
her namedignity
in advertising
feature
shot. cent,Dave
is
accused
and,
although
he
is
innoural
for
Dave
in
the
he flees. The superintendent recovers, and
and
don't
neglect
the
photographs.
Your
nearest
the
army
and
caring
little
whether
he
lives
or
Fox exchange will gladly send you some stills,
after one year, when Dave does not return, he
dies, he covers himself with glory in the world
becomes engaged to the girl Dave hoped some
but try to get some that exhibit her in a lavish
war. Then comes his return to his home, his
day to make his wife. Dave turns up at the last
display
Special lithographs
have story.
been
happiness with his mother complete when he
worked ofoutgowns.
in advertising
the star and
moment,
of all blame, and happiness
finds Ruth still waiting for him and his name
and love isareabsolved
his rewards.
They
will
suggest
effective
cutout
ideas
to
you.
cleared of all the false charges.
PRESS NOTICE
CATCH LINES
A picture of tremendous heart interest founded
"Break offers
the News
which Select
Pictures
on to Mother,"
at the
on Charles K. Harris' famous song " Break the
theatre, as a special attraction, is one of the
most delightful stories the screen has seen in
News to Mother."
many months. It is a clean, breezy and powerA theme which all the world glories in — mother
love.
Breakphotoplays
the News that
to Mother"
not
one fulof picture.
those "many
have no isother
reason for being except that they just happened.
Your eyes will smile through a veil of tears.
This picture has something to say and says it in
a direct, appealing and powerful way. It is the
A
story of the greatest thing in the world —
story
of thefor greatest
love Raymond
in the world
— that asof mother love.
a mother
her child.
Bloomer
Dave Bray, the small-town boy who worshipped
All his friends suspected him, she knew he was
his mother,
one screen
of thein best
innocent! Who was she? The greatest friend
acters seen onis the
many juvenile
a day. charHalf
of every boy in
world — his mother! Don't
man, half boy, typical of the small town which
miss
the the
has been his home ever since he can remember,
name "andBreak
special
inNews
value. to Mother," special in
Dave is accused of a crime he never committed.
He is forced to leave his home without taking
Do you appreciate to what length a mother will
time to bid even his mother or sweetheart goodgo to save her boy? Do you know what mother
bye.The mother, one of the most wonderful charlove really is? If you do or don't, see " Break
the News to Mother," the picture founded on
acterizations that has ever appeared upon the
Charles K. Harris' great song hit.
screen, as hearted.
enacted
Gertrude
Berkely, is brokenShe feelsbythat
the disappearance
of her
Gertrude Berkely, famous for her characterizaboy is entirely her fault, because she had pertionrole
of thehere.
motherA ingreat
" War
Brides," again
suaded
him
to
go
to
see
Flint,
the
superintendthis
performance
in a takes
great
ent of the firm for which he worked, who was
picture — don't fail to see " Break the News to
later found shot, and for which crime Dave was
named as responsible. The inner workings of the
mother-Heart are revealed to you. Throbbing,
SUGGESTIONS
Mother."
stirring,
Mother"
This terestpicture
has
of great
sentimental
inwill make thrilling,
you smile"Break
throughtheyourNewstearsto and
make
and it should abetitle
liberally
displayed
together
you glad that you are alive.
with the announcement that it is based on
Charles
famousof old-time
THE STORY
you can K.findHarris'
any copies
the song song
left inhit.yourIf
Gertrude Berkely, long remembered for her
Dave Bray, only son of the widow Bray, is a music store, dig them out and use them in conwork as the mother in " War Brides," has
nection with advertising this feature. Maybe the
typical
boy
with
one
strong
point
—
his
intense
another
strong role in " Break the News to
love for his mother. Ruth Godwin, daughter of dealer will help you along. Of course use the

Mother "
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"LEAVE
Madge

IT

Kennedy

TO

s Indomitable

SUSAN"—

GOLDWYN

and JJndeniable Humor

Scores Again

IN " Leave It To Susan," Goldwyn has taken Madge Kennedy to the rolling plains of the West, and there
against a background of melo-farcical happenings she appears as her own inimitable self.: In this
satire of a western thriller, the star has a thoroughly delightful subject — delightful in the sense that
she is given full opportunity to display her unbounded talents as a comedienne.
It seems good to see her again in a humorous role for comedy is her forte and the woods are full of
lachrymose actresses. They can do the serious things quite as well as Miss Kennedy, but she has few rivals
when it comes to generating humor.
So it is a sight for sore eyes to see her in this amusing trifle.
But the picture is Madge Kennedy any way you look at it. Take her out of it and we can think of no
substitute who could emphasize the ineffable charm that she puts into her role. Susan Burbridge is her
character name, and she surrounds herself with such an armor of innocence, and appears so unmindful of
villainy that she makes her kidnappers- appear like a delegation of missionaries. She has always wanted
to meet bandits and now that she knows several she doesn't think they are bad fellows at all.
The action takes a melodramatic turn occasionally, but then Miss Kennedy is always there to balance
it with the comedy threads. Wallace MacDonald, Walter Hiers, Alfred Hollingsworth, Ann Hernandez
contribute good support.
Clarence
THE CAST
Susan Burbridge
Madge Kennedy
Jimmy Dawson
Wallace MacDonald
Pa Burbridge
Alfred Hollingsworth
Ma Burbridge
Anna Hernandez
Horace Peddingham
Walter Hiers
Two-Gun
Smith
George Kunkel
By Rex Taylor.
• Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
Photographed by Marcel Le Picard.
PROGRAM READER
Madge Kennedy in the environment of the
wild West! It had to happen. The laughterprovoking possibilities of the daintiest of stars
surrounded by the roughest of Western characters
has been evident ever since the piquant comedienne arrived at the Goldwyn Studios in California. The concrete result is " Leave It To
Susan," lutelyconfidently
offeredKennedy
by Goldwyn
as absothe best Madge
photoplay
yet
presented. She is as different in her methods
as the locale is unlike any in which she has
hitherto found herself. Her rapidly mounting
popularity will increase by leaps and bounds
when she is seen as Susan, daughter of a financier, who finds herself stranded on the American
desert and seeks refuge in a shack occupied by a
"band
of desperadoes.
Thisepisode
situation,
the tragic,
becomes an
of verging
delight onas
Madge Knnedy plays it. The entire production
of " Leave
It To Susan
" is replete
ments of wholesome
and refreshing
fun.with
All mothe
amusing happenings on a long railroad journey
are
shown,
not
to
mention
Susan's
adventures
with the bandits and her return to civilization.
Players high in favor with the public support
her, and genuine plainsmen and cowpunchers
take the places of her usual society satellites.
All
in all,
Madge
latest is sparkling
comedy
in its
best Kennedy's
estate.
PRESS NOTICE
A chuckle every second and a laugh a minute
is the guaranteed speed record of " Leave It To
Susan,"
Madgeto Kennedy's
Goldwynbeginning
picture,
which comes
the new theatre,
. She is the daughter of a mining capitalist who is taking her on a Western trip with
him, accompanied by her mother and a ridiculous
suitor. Unknown to anyone aboard but the
father is a young mining engineer, Jimmy Dawson (Wallace MacDonald), retained by the
father to investigate beforehand the property the
capitalist is interested in. They have arranged
code andhotel.
Jimmy will wire to Susan's father at
aa certain
The inevitable hot box occurs on the long trip
across the American desert and Susan takes the
opportunity to give her dog an airing. They are
left behind and after long hours Susan finds herself at nightfall in a tumbledown shack. Jimmy
Dawson turns up there, too, and dons rough
garb. In this guise Susan sees him for the first
time and is sure that he is a hold-up man. Her
suspicions are confirmed when the real desperadoes appear and Jimmy pretends he is one of
them. Thanks to the code he is able to apprise
Susan's tuallyfather
of his daughter's
danger and
evenshe is rescued.
What happens
afterward
Is the big surprise.

Badger's direction is capable.— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE STORY
'" MODERN HUSBANDS "
Susan Burbridge journeys west with her father
(Continued from page 3851)
and most unwelcome suitor, Horace Peddingham.
wrapped up in the scheme of making money
Burbridge is to look over some mining property
quickly is real and so is his wife who is skidon which Jimmy Dawson, his engineer, has been
ding near the danger sign in her vain search
working. Nearing their destination the train is
held up and Susan gets a good look at the robfor pleasure.
and words.
wealth — what tragedies
are writtenIdleness
about these
bers. To make matters worse a few miles further on a hot box occurs in the engine and the
Play up this idea. It is your strongest talktrain is stalled. Susan gets out to give her dog
ing point aside
from producers
the star." Send
an airing, but the beast gets it into his head to
suggested
by the
which outareteasers
that
chase an animal of the plains, and when at last
EVERY WIFE who feels she is neglected,
Susan
has
recovered
him
the
train
has
gone
on
its way.
every wife who is longing to meet a "dancing
Susan wanders around for hours and at last
man" at a tea dansant so that he may give her
finds herself in a shack where the same Jimmy
the love that her husband has denied her, should
Dawson is stationed. His rough clothes lead
see this picture. And the same idea can be
Susan to believe that he is a bandit, but she
used about the husband who neglects his wife
quickly reverses her opinion of him when he
for the sake of business. Concentrate upon the
talks to her as a gentleman. However, soon
theme. It is a big revelation of a modern triafterwards the bandits who robbed the train enter
and then Jimmy lapses into their style of talk
angle. The title is a hum-dinger. It will catch
and Susan is convinced that he is an outlaw.
the crowds if you emphasize it properly. Use
Jimmy tells them who Susan is and suggests
the
argument
that everyone may have an idea
that they write a note demanding a ransom. He
what
a
modern
but he
pens the epistle and includes in it a code message
for sure. Your husband
argumentis will
showdoesn't
him. know
Use
telling the truth to Burbridge.
While one of the bandits is away to get the
the star's name. He is a big feature in the
screen world. He has been called the Mansmoney Susan contrives to make all the rest her
field of the silent drama. He is highly talented
captives on the grounds that she wants to learn
some tricks
with
the
rope.
Then
the
sheriff
arand your crowds should know it by this time.
rives and Susan is rescued. Jimmy, however,
disappears. Later in the city Susan again meets
her
" bandit,"
in gentleman's
clothes,
and it this
is nottimeuntilclothed
then that
she learns
the real identity of the romantic individual.
/
CATCH LINES
which and
Madge
Kennedy
invades
Hart'sof
ownIn West
proves
a match
for Bill
a gang
holdup men. farce.
See " Leave It To Susan," a merry
melodramatic
She stepped off the train in the middle of the
Wild West to give her dog an airing and found
that when he had gotten his full the train had
gone on without her. Stranded in the trackless
country! What did she do? Well, see "Leave
It To Susan " and enjoy a laugh and a thrill.
She knew she oughtn't too, but then she just
couldn't help falling in love with this bold, bad
bandit! But was he a bandit after all? "See
Madge Kennedy in " Leave It To Susan."
SUGGESTIONS
Tell your patrons that in this picture Madge
Kennedy invades the melodramatic West, still
with her farcical ways, however, and that she
masters a bunch of bad men without knowing
how she did it. Bring out the farcical spirit of
the picture which the title itself suggests and at
the same time strive to get a few melodramatic
touches in your copy to keep up the interest.
Madge Kennedy is worthy of special featuring
and in the Goldwyn press sheet on this production a number of good stories regarding it are
to be found. Wallace MacDonald, leading man,
is also worthy of mention, inasmuch as he only
recently returned from service with the Canadian
forces.
| 11

Madge Kennedy in a Stop, Look and Listen
Attitude from " Leave It to Susan "
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"LOVE'S

PRISONER"—

Olive Thomas

Picture

News

TRIANGLE

Stars in Society-Crook Picture

OLIVE THOMAS takes the role of a young woman who is society leader by day and notorious crook
by night in " Love's Prisoner." While crook plays are generally accepted by the public if properly presented, it must be confessed that this picture fails to measure up to the standard in this
line of entertainment. The action itself presents a good enough appearance, scene by scene, but it is
only too obvious that the picture was extensively edited, with the result that the whole possesses small
measure of continuity. Instead the producers have overburdened it with subtitles containing big phrases
and accomplishing much of the action themselves. For example, the heroine is married, widowed and
educated all in the short space of twenty-five words or so!
Miss Thomas herself appears to attractive advantage and is ably supported by Joe King as the hero
and William V. Mong in a character role. The settings are passable, although it is quite obvious that
the director was striving for " atmosphere " all the time. Certain it is, however, that the picture could
be improved if the laboriously written subtitles were removed and replaced with others. — Length, 5
reels. — Released June 8. — Peter Milne.
sort of exploitation you employ in putting the
THE STORY
THE CAST
picture
Olive over.
Thomas, of course, should be featured
Nancy is the daughter of a famous pickpocket
Nancy
Olive Thomas
heavily. Recently she has been receiving national
and when the old gentleman gets sent off up
Jim Garside
Joe King
advertising
that has made her name even better
the river for a stay she is obliged to turn in and
Jonathan
Twist
William V. Mong
known at your theatre. Cash in on this by using
support her younger sisters. Leaving them in her
By E. Magnus
Ingleton.
name in all exploitation matter.
care of old Jonathan Twist, a jeweler, she gets
Directed by Jack Dillon.
a job as demonstrator of some new drink in a
Photographed by Steve Norton.
drug store and in this way she meets the wealthy
and ancient Lord Cleveland. A proposal of marriage and a wedding shortly follow and not so
"BISHOP'S EMERALDS"
CATCH LINES
long after that Nancy is a widow — but without
(Continued from page 3859)
Jim Garside stumbled on a clue that led him
funds.
Cleveland's
and
read by many of your patrons and it is certain
Nancy finds
that sheholdings
has nowere
title into England
them. But
to believe that the famous Lady Cleveland and
that everyone who perused it will be desirous of
she determines that the law, the law that has
the
crook,he" The
Bird,"in were
one and
seeing it on the screen.
always been against her it seems, shall not force
the notorious
same! Was
correct
his surmise?
Link up with your bookdealers and get them
her
back
to
the
poverty
she
once
knew.
Would he be obliged to arrest the woman he
to make a window display. Or have them use
And
so
Nancy
takes
her
place
as
a
brilliant
loved as a common crook? See " Love's Prissociety
leader
during
the
day
time
and
at
night,
cards with the question, " Have you ever read
Triangle's latest picture in which Olive
'unable
The Bishop's
provided
they But
are
Thomas oner,"
appears.
dressedThere
in boy's
clothes,insallies
out and however,
robs the
to obtainEmeralds
copies '?on" short
notice.
rich.
is method
her madness,
have them draw attention to the fact that the
for she gives part of the loot to the poor she
She led the best society by day. In the small
once lived with. So clever is she that the police
public can read the story from the
screen if you cannot exploit the book angle.
hours of the morning she terrorized the city and
consider her a most dangerous person and put
Than you have the jewelry stores to work with.
baffled the police by her daring robberies! Why
Jim Garside, ace of detectives, on the mysterious
And they can display real or imitation emeralds
did she do this? See " Love's Prisoner."
robber's
trail.
It takes
and toweeks
with cards advising when and where the picture
of
watchful
waiting
and Garside
patient weeks
watching
get
can be seen. You can get lobby displays in
a clue, but eventually he does, through Twist who
the shape of posters and stills from your nearest
The beautiful young leader of the best society
actsNancy
as Nancy's
Pathe exchange. Use them. Miss Pearson wears
plays a" fence."
clever game, but the detective
of the had
city terrorized
was actuallypeaceful
" The Bird,"
the crook
some stuning gowns that are sure to attract the
is cleverer and he finally places her under arrest,
who
inhabitants
and
feminine
sex. Then you might use the circular
after
he
has
found
Twist
murdered.
He
is
about
baffled the police and detectives for months!
Get up a few snappy sentences parher
ofreal
this murderer
crime whenhas thebeenpolice
in- letter stunt.
Why should Lady Cleveland prey on society in to accuse
form
him
the
found.
ticularly
emphasizing that the star is beautifully
this way?again
See appears
" Love's onPrisoner,"
in which
Olive
gowned, the fine atmosphere of the play, and the
And then, not having to press the murder charge,
Thomas
the Triangle
program.
date
and
time
of presentation at your theatre.
Garside decides to press none at all — instead he
presses Nancy — very close to him.
Society leader or crook? Which? See Olive
Thomas in " Love's Prisoner."
PROGRAM READER
Jim Garside found himself rapidly falling in
PRESS NOTICE
love with
this been
prettyassigned
little widow
— Lady
land. He had
to guard
her Clevehouse
Olive Thomas, the popular Triangle star, will
be seen at the
theatre on
of which had been brought under the surveillance
of a notorious robber, known to the police as
week in her latest production entitled
" Theing Lady
Bird."
But Jim
that hemuch
was time
watch-to
" Love's Prisoner."
photoplay
and awards This
the isstara singularly
a role whicheffective
taxes
Cleveland
and found
not giving
the elusive one who constantly violated the law.
her versatility to its utmost. Suffice it to say,
And then one day Jim received a shock. He
however, that she meets all the difficult situations
stumbled over a clue that led him to believe that
of the story with a wonderful display of those
varied capabilities of hers, which have so soon
Ladysame!
Cleveland
Bird " Could
were one
lifted her to a place in the foremost ranks of the
Couldandthis" The
be true?
the and
respected and eminent Lady Cleveland be the
screen
stars.
"Love's
prisoner
"
was1
written
by
crook
that
had
systematically
been
looting
the
E. Magnus Ingleton and produced under the direction of Jack Dillon.
fashionable residences of the city? Was Jim
Miss Thomas appears as Nancy, the daughter
Garsidetionsright
conclusion?
Thesemostare recent
questhat willin behis answered
in the
of a famous pickpocket, who, on her father's
death, is confronted with the seemingly imposof
Olive
Thomas'
Triangle
pictures,
"
Love's
sible task of providing for her -two younger sisPrisoner," Itwhich
this theatre
shortly.
is onewill
of be
the seen
most atexciting
of all
ters. She resolves to make a valiant fight to play
pictures in which she has appeared and should
with the law instead of against it as her father
be missed by none of her many followers.
had done before, but through a series of peculiar
circumstances she finds this an impossibility. She
is revealed later as the fashionable widow of the
late Lord Cleveland, but there is more about
SUGGESTIONS
Nancy than just her society name. For to keep
up appearances she goes forth into the night and
The greatest advertising point regarding this
robs the homes of the rich that she herself and
feature lies in the story which introduces a soothers less fortunate may live.
ciety leader as a crook. Advertising should be
How she was finally discovered on one of these
molded on the form of one of the catch lines,
marauding parties and what the consequences
that is as far as word arguments go. Stimulate
were
make with
" Love's
a picture
filled to the reader's interest in this character. Play it up
the brim
heart Prisoner
interest " and
true romance.
for allosity it's
and youreader.
will arouse
the curiof evenworth
the casual
The same
plan
Miss Thomas is supported by Joe King and WilOlive Thomas with Joe King in a scene from
liam V. Mong, both players of great ability.
could be employed in throwaways or any other
" Love's Prisoner "
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"BEAUTY

PROOF"—

Harry Morey

in Melodrama

VITAGRAPH

of the Far North

i 4 1 y EAUTY PROOF " is old fashioned melodrama with a vengeance. It is the villain that contributes
| \ largely to the creation of this aspect of the picture.
He simply will not behave.
He drags a
helpless man out into the snow and leaves him to die, hurls the heroine from his sled when he
discovers that she retards his progress and takes mean advantages of the hero from reel No. 1 to reel No. 5.
Certainly none of those who enjoy the ten, twenty, thirty stuff will find anything missing in " Beauty
Proof," but before an audience accustomed to the modern in picture production it will appear in its true
light — old style.
The picture is laid against a background of northern snow and is worthy of special consideration as
to its scenic value because of this. Mr. Morey is again the fighting hero, while George Majeroni is the villainous one and Betty Blythe the heroine. One can not help but criticise the direction of Paul Scardon
when it comes down to dramatic details. If he had toned his action a bit the obvious tricks of a by-gone
age that he uses would not be so apparent. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 23. — Peter Milne.
for this attitude of his are deep ingrained. Several
THE CAST
" beauty
proof,"
a nickname
on him
his
associates
because
he was fastened
a confessed
womanby
years before Steele had taken one Garson into the
hater. That was why he was chosen to go far
Corporal Steele
i
Harry T. Morey
bosom of his family and had helped him to gain
into the North to make this arrest. What did
Carol Thorpe
Betty Blythe
a financial footing in the world. Garson's thanks
he find there? How did he fare with this famous
were ing toher and
makeleaving
off with
Steele's
wife,
later
desertHodge, Alias Garson
George Majeroni
beauty of the North? Was he successful in his
her to die. As a consequence
Young Thorpe
Denton Vane
mission? Was he really beauty proof? All these
Steele had hunted high and low for the betrayer
questions are answered with dramatic effect in
but his quest had never met with anything
Inspector McGregor
Robert Gaillard
the latest Vitagraph picture starring Harry
approaching its reward.
By James Oliver Curwood.
Steele is sent farther north to arrest Thorpe on
Morey
" Beauty
ProofIt "is which
Scenario by Edward J. Montagne.
be
shownandat entitled
this theatre
shortly.
one of will
the
a charge of murder. He is regarded as the only
Directed by Paul Scardon.
best
of
Mr.
Morey's
features
and
should
not be
man
for
the
job
inasmuch
as
Thorpe's
sister,
missed
by
any
of
his
many
admirers.
Carol, one of the most beautiful girls in the north
country, has bent every effort to save her brother
SUGGESTIONS
from the clutches of the law. When Steele arrives
The title of this feature offers a number of at his destination he is made prisoner of the girl
" HOME TOWN GIRL "
and is so placed in a room that he learns that the
features for distinctive advertising. You can play
(Continued from page 3858)
charge of murder is a frameup by Garson, who
on it in the manner done elsewhere on this page
now goes under the name of Hodge, in order that because it is true to life and will be recognized
in the catch lines. Questions directed to the
he may get Carol in his power.
as such by your patrons, the picture is going to
readers
to whether
any man isPlay
" beauty
So Steele turns evidence against the crown
be talked about. Bring out that it shows a lot
will
likelyas catch
the attention.
up thisproof
angle"
instead
for it and it is through his testimony
in all advertising that you do. It will help sell that theof victims
of
wholesome people — people you would like for
of the villain are acquitted.
the story.
your
neighbors.
Theylife have
pretentions but
are sincere
and take
as it nocomes.
Mention also that the story is laid against a Afterwards, Steele, influenced by the girl attempts
to get Hodge away from the angry mob. Hodge
background of snow in the far North. The scenes
Play
up
the
fact
that
the
star
has never had
attacks him and leaves him in the snow. Again
a more congenial role. She is going to make a
of the picture will back up this statement with
he makes Carol his captive and severely wounds
much to spare.
lot of new friends. So use her name and photoher brother by shooting him. But Steele revives
Harry Morey is a popular Vitagraph star and
graphs. She is, a regular girl here and your
there are others in the cast that surround him
and gives pursuit and this time there is a fight younger patrons
will recognize her as identically
worthy of mention in the advertising. At all to the death with Steele the survivor. But Steele's like their sisters and sweethearts. Also state that
heart has been softened again through contact
events
feature
Mr.
Morey
for
all
he's
worth
to
the
picture
is
an
adaptation of Oscar Graeve's
with Carol and he leaves the northern wilderness
you and then mention the others who support him
story, " You
Can'sit.Just
Wait,"
and Lee
that Phelps,
Robert
with her as his wife.
Vignola
directed
Ralph
Graves,
as they are well known to people who have been
Carmen Phillips, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Herbert
seeing Vitagraph pictures regularly.
Standing, and Edythe Chapman are in the cast.
CATCH LINES
Advertise them because they are well-known
PRESS NOTICE
He
was
known
as
"
beauty
proof
"
—
a
selfconfessed woman-mater! No woman in all the
Harry Morey, the virile Vitagraph star, will be
players.
seen at the
theatre on
of far North had been able to attract his attention
until — see
Harry inMorey
in •" Beauty
Proof," a
week in his latest picture entitled
picture
of
thrills
the
snows
of
the
Northwest.
" Beauty
Proof."Oliver
This Curwood
is an adaptation
story
by James
and awardsfromMr.a
Morey the role of a member of the Northwest
Over the tractless snows he followed this man,
this man who had years ago, ruined his domestic
Mounted Police.
is known
" beauty
proof "
inasmuch
as he is aHewoman
hateras and
his comrades
life
and who now threatened to blot out the only
in the organization of law and order know little
ray of happiness that had since entered his life?
or nothing regarding his past. There comes a Would
he overtake
time when this man is sent on a perilous mission
with Harry
Morey. this man — see " Beauty Proof "
to arrest one Thorpe, charged with murder.
Other men have tried and failed owing to the
Is any man
"beauty
any man
wiles exerted over him by Thorpe's sister, Carol.
withstand
the wiles
of a proof"?
beautiful Can
woman?
Are
And
the his" beauty
proofas" acorporal
chosen
all
men
susceptible
to
a
woman's
charms
even
becauseso of
reputation
woman ishater.
when
life,
death,
honor
are
at
stake?
See
How he fares in the tractless wastes of the
" Beauty Proof " with Harry Morey."
frozen north, how he learns eventually that Carol
and her brother are really innocent and that their
oppressor is really his old enemy, and how finally
Morey in a picture of the Northwest,
justice is meted out to all, makes a picture of a Harry
magnificent drama laid against the tractless
extraordinary entertainment value. Mr. Curwood,
snows
of
the distant provinces. See " Beauty
an author who knows the North of which he
writes, has constructed his story with a keen
eye to its many melodramatic situations and as
PROGRAM READER
a result these have been developed to their fullest
Proof."
extent. The scenario for the story was made
Corporal Steele of the Northwest Mounted
by Edward
Montagne
was who
proPolice was chosen to go on a mission of a most
duced, underJ. the
directionandofthePaulpicture
Scardon
peculiar nature. It was an easy thing to arrest
this
man, Thorpe, accused by an important railhas
done
such
good
work
on
Mr.
Morey's
pictures
in the past.
road man of the far North of committing murder.
But the chief told Steele that there were more
Mr. Morey makes a striking figure of the
strange man of the North and receives support
perils attached to the job than he dreamed of.
of an excellent sort from such players as Betty
In the first place there was Carol Thorpe, the
Blythe, George Majeroni and Denton' Vane.
accused ofman's
sister.thatThis
opened up
vast
avenue
difficulties
no ordinary
man a could
beat down. Carol was known as ,the prettiest girl
THE STORY
in the Northwest and the commandant of the
Corporal Steele of the Northwest Mounted
police knew that any other man than Steele might
Harry Morey with Betty Blythe in a scene
be
to her the
wiles law.
— wiles Butused Steele
in keeping
Police
known
beauty proof "The
because
brother from
was
the
factisthat
he isas a " woman-hater.
reasonsof her susceptible
from " Beauty Proof "

Motion
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"THE

LADY

OF

RED

Western Melodrama

BUTTE"—

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

Gets Tangled Up in a Tissue of Absurdities

"I "V OROTHY D ALTON wins the prize for having the best crazy quilt of the current cinema season in " The
■ Lady of Red Butte." What the thing purports to tell we are unable to find out, but we do know that
& J after it has run through its spool that it resembles nothing so much as vacuum. Gardner Sullivan, are
you guilty? Your name is down as the author, which leads one to suspect that you were dreadfully hurried to
finish it on schedule time. And that is the idea that the picture brings forth — that it was written to furnish a
vehicle and nohing more.
The realists are going to be awfully disappointed here, and for that matter so will the sentimentalists. Those
who enjoy seeing life lived with a measure of reality will be just as shocked as the others, who like truth sacrificed for happy touches. The story is absurd and the characterization is weirdly overdrawn.
It is all about a gambler's daughter who paired off 'with a wandering minister after she has restored his mind.
He was a raving maniac when he hit the camp and he wore a false beard and carried a shepherd's crook. And he
cursed and he prayed that fire and pestilence would destroy Red Butte. Well, the fire came, but it burned his
shack of worship and left the den of evil standing. Why? Because the girl prayed harder than he did. This is
only one of the absurdies; the others are too numerous to mention.
But for the sake of the good old love interest we must state that the crazy evangelist became a good and loving Christian after the girl had whacked him on the head with what the gentlemen of the press call a "blunt
instrument." The picture is intended for serious consideration, but to us it looks like a corking comedy. Where
was Mack Sennett when the thing was taken? — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Faro Fan
Dorothy Dalton
Webster Smith, an evangelist. .Thomas Holding
Spanish Ed, a Renegade Tully Marshall
Hodoo
William Courtright
Delicate Hanson, a saloonist. .Joseph Swickard
Sugar Plum
May Garcia
By C. Gardner Sullivan.
Directed by Victor L. Schertziger.
Photographed by John S. Stumar.
PRESS NOTICE
Dorothy
Dalton
will
at the
theatre on
ofbe seen week
in her latest
Ince-Paramount picture entled " The Lady of
Red Butte." As the title implies the star appears in the sort of picture that brought her
fame — a picture of the western type and of a
generation past. There is the mining town of
Red Butte with its saloon, and a gambling
house that is presided over by the star in her
character of Faro Fan. Everything is peaceful in the community since the natives are largely
influenced by the wholesome personality of the
girl. However, when a religious fanatic comes
to the town and curses the citizens and calls upon
Heaven to purge the place of its sins, the peaceful quietude of Red Butte is sadly interrupted.
A fire sweeps the town and takes every building
but the gambling house. And the minister, enraged to find his church destroyed, attacks the
girl. How
his sanity climax.
and regenerates him isshetoldrestores
in an absorbing
It is a most dramatic photoplay, this " The
Ladyan ofunusual
Red Butte,"
and isThefilled
of
character.
storywithwassituations
written
by C. Gardner Sullivan — than whom there is no
better author for the screen — and he has succeeded in making it graphic and thoroughly interesting. The direction was in charge of Victor
Schertzinger, and he has brought out the full
values of the story besides seeing to it that it
was
properly
staged.
MissoffDalton's
vital and
vibrant
personality
is set
to advantage
by
the requirements of the role, while Thomas
Holding, Tully Marshall, William Courtright,
and Joseph Swickard are among the most prominent members of the supporting cast.
THE STORY
Faro Fan is a young woman who has inherited
her
father's
gambling
in the mining
of Red
Butte.
As shehouse
is strictly
on the town
level
and generous to a fault, she does not encourage
the lawless element to gain the upper hand. Consequently she and the place she presides over
are respected by every one in the town. Things
go along in their even way until Webster Smith,
a religious fanatic, staggers into the town bent
on reforming the citizens. His mind had given
way some time previously while he was attend-

ing a theological school. Mounting a platform,
he expounds his doctrine of hate, and condemns
every one, including Fan, for leading a life of
sin. hisSheintolerance.
is the only When
person hewholearns
upbraids
for
that him
she
conducts a gambling house he curses her and
prays that God will scourge the town by fire.
As a malignant fever is rampant, Hanson, the
saloon-keeper,, tries to disinfect his place and
starts a fire which spreads rapidly. Every building is destroyed
house, attacks
and Smith,
enraged
over the except
loss of Fan's
his church,
her.
In the struggle she strikes him on the head, and
the blow restores his mind. The result is he
bscomesness. the
and kindliThus a personification
romance springsof uplovebetween
them.
When he goes away to bring a doctor and supplies, Fan is attacked by a vicious Mexican,
though she succeeds in protecting herself. But
Smith returns unexpectedly and Fan fires at him
in the belief that he is the greaser. The injury
makes her realize that Smith has redeemed himself, and that his intolerance is succeeded by
love. And so they are happy.
CATCH LINES
Her life was in danger since she was threatened
who heldSheherconducted
responsible byforathereligious
sins offanatic
Red Butte.
a gambling house in the town. Did his intolerance turn to love? See " The Lady of Red

Butte." As the title implies, it is a mining
camp
that onbrought
Miss
Dalton story
out —asthea kind
star. ofNostory
actress
the screen
has a more vital personality, and she always
succeeds in suggesting the frontier girl to the life.
The management believes that you will enjoy
seeing her in the thing that she does best.
It is a tale of a girl who conducts a gambling
house. She has such a splendid character herself
that the place could not help being run strictly
on the square. A fanatical minister comes to the
town with a lot of bigoted ideas. How his intolerance spreads unhappiness in her heart provides the dramatic elements of the story. He
calls upon God to scourge the town by fire, and
the flames sweep every building in the town except the gambling house. How his mind is
brought back so that he looks upon the world
with kindliness and love forms a fitting climax
to
" The Lady
of Red
Buttean" absorbing
was written story.
by C. Gardner
Sullivan,
one
of the few BIG authors in the business, while
Victor Schertzinger directed the picture. The
star is supported by a cast that includes such popular players as Thomas Holding, Tully Marshall,
William Courtright, and Joseph Swickard.
(Continued on page 3865)

The mining town was a pretty clean place, but
aButte."
wandering fanatic believed it to be Hell on
earth. He called on Heaven to wipe it out.
Was his prayer answered? See Dorothy Dalton
in " The Lady of Red Butte."
Dorothy Dalton, the popular Ince favorite,
will come to the
theatre on
of
week in a good old hair-raising mining
camp melodrama — the kind of picture that made
her a star. No one can do this subject quite as
well as Miss Dalton. Don't miss her.
Whenbling house
fire was
sweptthe the
Faro spared.
Fan's gamonlytown,
building
The
fanatical minister attempted to take vengeance
out upon the girl. But he found a love that he
never thought existed on earth.
See " TheandLady
Butte " —camp.
a picture of
intolerance
love ofandReda mining
PROGRAM READER
Dorothy Dalton, whose pictures have been
greatly enjoyed in the past at the —
theatre,
will return here shortly in " The Lady of Red

Dorothy Dalton in a scene from " The Lady of
Red Butte "

June
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"PRETTY
Bayard
44

SMOOTH"—

Veiller Writes Another

Crook

UNIVERSAL

Story for Priscilla Dean

1^ HETTY SMOOTH " stars Priscilla Dean in another crook picture, this time written by Bayard
Veiller, the popular stage author.
The picture combines mystery and suspensive action to a

good degree and presents two principal characters that always attract the spectator's sympathy.
The climax of the story is well evolved and besides rising to unusual heights brings a laugh.
Miss Dean, whose name has come to stand for the exciting crook picture, plays with an alertness
and spontaneity that is attractive and receives good support from Francis MacDonald as the hero and
from Milton Ross as a detective.
All in all the picture should find an extensive appeal before those audiences who delight in seeing the
minions of the law go down to defeat through the cleverness of outlaws. The picture was extensively reviewed on page 3657 of last week's
THE CAST
Gertie
Priscilla Dean
Hartigan
Francis McDonald
Mrs. Manson
Gertrude Astor
Mr. Manson
George McDaniels
Nellie
Claire Greenwood
Judge
Joseph Swickard
Kersey
H. Milton Ross
By Bayard Veiller.
Scenario by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
PROGRAM READER
They had decided to go straight, had Gertie
and her husband, Jimmy Hartigan. Horrible
examples of what they might come to in future
days changed them from crooks into people endeavoring to be honest. So they bought a little
farm in New Jersey and settled down. But they
forgot! Forgot that there was one relentless
detective who was on their trail. He was Kersey,
asince
sleuth,
who hadjailbeen
he broke
some ontwoHartigan's
or three track
years ever
before. His job had been a difficult one and one
which he had often despaired of fulfilling but it
so happened that just when Gertie and Jimmy
had decided once and for all to quit appropriating
other
property
that consequence?
he should comeDiduponhe
them! people's
And what
was the
take Jimmy away to jail? Did he break up their
happiness?
" Pretty
Priscilla DeanIn picture
whichSmooth,"
will comethe tolatest
this
theatre shortly, all these questions are answered
in most dramatic fashion. The story for the
picture was written by Bayard Veiller, the famous
playwright, while Francis McDonald appears
opposite the star. If you like crook plays you'll
like " Pretty Smooth " ; if you don't like them,
" Pretty Smooth " you'll surely like.
PRESS NOTICE
Admirers of Priscilla Dean, the Universal star,
have a special treat in store for them in her
pictureforentitled
" Pretty Smooth,"
islatest
scheduled
public exhibition
at the which
theatre beginning on
of
week.
"unusual
Pretty one.
SmoothIts" merit
is another
crook
play
but
an
may be partially judged
when it is mentioned that Bayard Veiller, the
famous stage playright, author of " Within the
Lawit." Allandthose
" Theelements
Thirteenth
Chair,"
author
of
of mystery
and issuspense
which he always managed to inject in his stage
work are not missing here with the result that
" Pretty
pretty nearly sets a record for
the
crookSmooth
picture" play.
Miss Dean is awarded the role of Gertie, a
sweet young crook, who is married to Jimmy
Hartigan, the prize cracker of them all. After
a variety of exciting experiences the couple decide
to tread the straight and narrow path — but, they
forgot the inevitable detective. Said detective at
last gets on their trail and accosts them just as
they had planned to settle down on a little farm
in Jersey. How they manage to escape from his
clutches and enter their new life with all vestige
of the old swept away makes a photoplay of
absorbing interest, the climax of which rises to
unusual heights.
..Miss Dean makes a dashing appearance in the
stellar role and receives competent support from
Francis McDonald as Hartigan and from Milton
Ross as the detective. The picture was produced
under the direction of Rollin Sturgeon from a
scenario by Waldemar Young.
THE STORY
Gertie Jones, known to the police as the
" chatterbox," is acting as maid in the home of

issue. — Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
a wealthyWhen
family
herself.
she for
sees purposes
her chancebestsheknown
attemptsto •
to open the safe with tools in order to secure a
valuable necklace but makes an exceedingly bad
job of it. Casting about for an alibi she cuts a
hole in the glass window, as if a burglar had done
it, and then sends for the police. But just as the
"enters
coppersthe " place
come and
a realit burglar,
is a caseJimmy
of loveHartigan,
at first
sight between Jimmy and Gertie. However,
Jimmy
gets
caught
by
the
police
and
Gertie
finds
herself with a debt to pay.
She awaypays
it first
for Jimmy's
getfrom jail
and bythenarranging
by marrying
him. They
establish themselves in New York where they
are not known and proceed to continue in their
chosen line of endeavor until unforeseen circumstances influence them to attempt the straight and
path. Gertie's
sister old
comescrook
out appears
of jail
anarrow
consumptive
and a famous
before them a broken down wreck. Seeing that
they too will some day come to similar circumstances, the Hartigans, under the name of Hart,
buy a farm in Jersey and settle down.
But since
a detective
beenThey
on get
Hartigan's
ever
he brokehasjail.
word of trail
his
coming and, with two other crooks, arrange a
game that, when enacted, makes it appear as if
Hartigan had saved his life. And so the detective
makes a quiet exit, saying that he was looking for
Jimmy Hartigan and not Jimmy Hart. The happy
couple then settle down to virtuous lives quite
free from such things as detectives.
CATCH LINES
They wanted to go straight but there was a
detective on their trail who wanted them back in
jail.
won Dean
out? crook
See "play.
Pretty Smooth," the
latest Who
Priscilla

" LADY OF RED BUTTE "
(Continued from page 3864)
SUGGESTIONS
In advertising this picture exhibitors should
keep in mind that the scar returns to the sort of
subject that founded her popularity. No actress
on the screen can do the western picture quite
as ,well as Miss Dalton, and you should acquaint
your patrons with the fact that she is back in the
th-ng that she does best. The title suggests
what tionsort
picturearound
it is, the
and star
yourin exploitashouldofbea built
western
garb. Use her name in everything you send out,
for she is the strongest selling point in the picture. Play up that she conducts a gambling
house but that she is thoroughly on the level.
And
make
mention
the factis -that
single
shot is fired.
Thenof there
the only
child a appeal.
Several children in the piece will bring out the
people if you advertise them, especially the
crippled youngster played by May Garcia. She
it was who appeared as the little girl in " For
Better,crowd
for Worse,"
and if you
the use
picture
your
will remember
her.played
If you
the
plot in advertising, play up the fact that a religioustianityfanatic
taught a Hefewcalls
lessons
Chrisby the isheroine.
uponinHeaven
to destroy the town and a fire sweeps his church
and every building except the gambling house.
Use this argument and others you may hnd in
the catch lines. Use stills of the star in her
western rative
garb.
red and
lightsthein sign
your out
deco-in
scheme inAndtheuselobby
front. • They will suggest the picture. Make
mention of Thomas Holding and Tully Marshall.
They are in the cast and are well known. And
the author's name might also be used. He is at
the top of his profession.

The the
detective
some Jimmy
way out.
He didn't
relish
job ofwanted
arresting
Hartigan
and
Jimmy was obliging enough to provide that way
out!
See
"
Pretty
Smooth,"
the
crook
play
with
a hundred thrills.
Written by Bayard Veiller, the famous Broadway playwright, author of such successes as
" Within the Law " and " The Thirteenth Chair "
— see his first original picture, a masterpiece of
suspense and surprise, " Pretty Smooth."
Priscilla Dean's latest crook photoplay — nothing
like anything you have seen before — don't miss
" Pretty Smooth."
SUGGESTIONS
Priscilla Dean and the fact that this is another
crook play are the points to bring out first of all
in advertising this feature. Miss Dean has
climbed to popularity rapidly on the recent
features awarded her by Universal and it would
be wrong to underestimate her reputation with the
fans. Furthermore they seem to look for her in
crook plays so don't make any mistake about
announcing the real character of . " Pretty
You also have a wonderful name in Bayard
Veiller,
Smooth." the author of the picture. His two most
recent plays, "Within the Law" and "The
Thirteenth
successes
New York Chair,"
and the were
other tremendous
big cities and
are stillin
playing on the road. It would certainly be of
value to carry his name on all copy together with
the statement as to his authorship of these plays.

Priscilla Dean, looking
latestlike the title of her
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Private Post Office Box
AMONG the first group of state right
exchanges to secure the Kalem single
reel comedies featuring Ham and Bud was
R. M. Savini Films, Inc., of 63 Walton
street Atlanta, Ga., and also A. A. Weyland's Standard Film Corporation, 1412
Ferry street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The former secured the Ham and Bud
rights for North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama and Forida and
the later secured these single reel comedies
for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
It was only a few weeks ago that Jans
Productions, Inc., of 729 Seventh avenue,
New York City, announced that it had
bought the ninety-two Kalem subjects starring Ham and Bud and would select fiftytwo of the best to re-issue one a week for a
year.
F. E. Backer, general Sales Manager for
the Jans Company, declared that not only

and Bud"
for "Ham
the representative state right buyers immediately communicated with him but that he
was amazed at the immense array of exhibitor inquiries as to what concern had the
Ham and Bud comedies for their particular
territories.
R. M. Savini, the well known Atlanta exchange man, issued a unique folder addressed to the exhibitors in his territory.
The return post cards enclosed were addressed to " Ham and Bud," personally in
care of a Post Office box in Atlanta which
Mr. Savini had engaged in their name.
Two mornings after mailing the enclosed
cards in the folder combination he had
prepared he visited the Ham and Bud
private box at the Post Office in Atlanta.
He reports that the box was barely able to
hold the first avalanche of replies from exhibitors desirous of booking the comedies.
" Can they come back?" queried Mr. Savini. "Well, I know they have come back
and stronger than ever."

"True
Heart
Susie"
<(M OT to the battle of cannons and of
A^l liquid fire has David W. Griffith
turned," says an official of Famous Players
in his newest Artcraft production, "True
Heart Susie," which was released June 1,
" but to the everlasting warfare between the
silken ankled wielder of the powder puff
and the plainly dressed, simple-hearted
sweetheart whose lips have known no
rouge, whose eyebrows have never felt the
touch of charcoal pencil. These and a
minister. This eternal triangle forms the
ground on which is laid the story of this
Artcraft picture that is said to excel in
workmanship and artistry anything the director has ever before produced.
" In no picture Mr. Griffith has made, do
his people reach a higher climax in the art
of screen acting than they do in ' True
Heart Susie.' Lillian Gish, in one scene
portrays emotion in a way never before
attempted by any artist at any time. And
there are fragments of comedy that will
bring laughter from every person who sees

is Griffith's Latest
stated, for creating a new style of serious
comedy. It is a comedy, it is said, that
lingers, excites and while provoking laughter at the immediate moment has a lingering seriousness that will be held in the
memory of many who see it. Clarine Seymour plays the part of a milliner from the
big city, a part for which she is said to be
splendidly fitted. Kate Bruce, Loyola
O'Connor, Walter Higby and Raymond
Cannon complete the cast.

Robert Harron is given the credit, it is
it
it."

Director Is Now Producer
Oscar Apfel, the well known director
will for the next three years, produce five
reel pictures at stated intervals which will
be known and designated as Apfel Productions, and will be distributed through
World ' Film exchanges. Mr. Apfel has
completed " Phil for Short " with Evelyn
Greeley as the, star as his first production.
The second will be put in work next week
with Miss Greeley again as the star in
"Bringing Up Betty" by Charles Sarver
and adapted by Clara S. Beranger.

Picture

Powers Cameragraph
Ford Company

News

and

THIS sonpicture
is anuses
excellent
object
lesof the good
to which
motion
pictures can be put.
It shows the auditorium at the Ford
plant which will seat nearly 500.
The interest of the Ford Motor Company in motion pictures is well known.
They
are using
a projection
number ofroom
Power's
Cameragraphs
in the
with
very excellent results.
A letter from them states : " During the
past three and one-half months over 25,000
Ford employes have attended these Safety
meetings, and the results have been manifested in the form of a very material reduction in accidents."
Abrams Engages Whitaker
for Washington, D. C.
V. P. Whitaker, who has been closely
identified with film rental in the Washington, D. C. territory and Southern points for
the past six years, has been appointed Sales
Manager of the Distributing Depot which
United Artists Corporation will open in
Washington.
Mr. Whitaker is the first Depot Sales
Manager to be engaged by Hiram Abrams,
General Manager of United Artists Corporation. Mr. Abrams is building the sales
organization gradually, selecting the men
with great care, in the hope that when the
personnel is rounded out, United Artists
Corporation will have a sales force of
specialists.
World

Pictures

Contracts

with Rubye de Remer
Rubye de Remer, following her appearance in " Fires of Fate " the propaganda
picture, has signed contracts with World
Pictures to star in a series of productions.
Her initial
be " Dust of Desire,"
written
by picture
Forrest will
Halsey.
Miss de Remer has been jumping back
and forth from, the stage to the screen.
Prior to entering pictures she was with the
Ziegfeld Frolic and more lately with Weber
and Fields.

June
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Blackton Writes Story for
His New Feature
Though no definite news is yet available
regarding the title and theme of the sensational super-feature J. Stuart Blackton
is now producing at his own studios in
Brooklyn, it is announced that the story
of the production is an original one written by Commodore Blackton himself. The
continuity is the collaborative work of
Commodore Blackton and Stanley Olmstead, newspaper man and author of scenario and magazine stories. This new
Blackton picture has been under way for
about two weeks.
The featured names are Sylvia Breamer
and Robert Gordon. Included in the cast
are Fanny Rice, Eddie Dunn, Gus Alexander, Julia Swayne Gordon, Van Dyke
Brooke, Louis Dean and Leo Delaney, all
Vitagraph favorites ; Charles and Violet
Blackton, the producer's children; Ma'dame Barry, Alia Peroff, Richard Milasch
and Jay Strong.
Praise for Outing-Chesters
So well does the Camp Morale Officer at
Camp Custer, Michigan, think of OutingChester pictures, that he has ordered the
continuance of their showings at the cantonment theatre, it is announced.
This word was contained in a letter from
the manager of the theatre to Arthur S.
Hyman, distributor in Michigan, commenting on the expressed liking of the soldiers
for the Outing-Chester subjects.

Second

Macauley

Play

AFTER five months of work, and heralded by an eight weeks advertising
campaign, the second production of the
Macauley Photoplays, Inc. " When Bearcat Went Dry" is nearing completion and
will he given trade exhibition the latter
part of June.
For this production, which is from the
book of the same name by Charles Neville
Buck, a company of sixty players has been
in the Cumberland mountains for nine
weeks. In the cast of principals are Bernard Durning, Evangeline Valentine, Lon
Cheney, Winter Hall, Walt Whitman, Ad
Brady, N. K. Wilson, Gordon Russell and
John Lynch.
The company had a number of amusing
experiences in the mountain districts,
many of the inhabitants never having seen
a motion picture. Some of the natives,
however, were induced to participate in
small character parts.
Edward Stacy, grandson of the original
Bearcat, who is the foremost character in
the book, was found, it is said, and verified
many of the incidents mentioned in the
story and shown on the screen.
Bearcat, contrary to belief, is not a
town, but the appellation of a man. Long
prominent in mountain life, he was one
of the big, virile figures of the Cumberlands which have prompted volumes of fic-'
tion.
Bernard Durning was chosen to play the
part of Bearcat Stacy, and Vangie Valentine, formerly featured with Ziegfeld in

Ready

Late

in June

Vangie Valentine,
the " Blossom
" When Bearcat
Went "Dryin Macauley's
"
his Amsterdam Roof show, is playing the
role of Blossom.
The picture is to be about six reels in
length and will, it is claimed, be ostentatious as to production, sets and faithfulness in detail.
A nation-wide campaign has been instituted by the Macauley Company and Grosset and Dunlap, publishers.

"SAHARA"
That masterpiece about which there is so much " advance interest " is
now being printed, tinted and toned in our laboratories, supervised
by one of the foremost experts in the industry.
Unless you see " SAHARA
" perhaps you will never realize how much
the scientific application of Tints and Tones to release prints assists
in gratifying the esthetic nature.
Sahara release prints are not " Republic selling samples." They are
typical of the Republic Standard. For further proofs we refer you
to any of our recent releases: " The End
ter Case Serial," " The Best Man."
Republic
729

7tK

of the Game,"

" The Car-

Laboratories,
Telephone Bryant 7190

AVE.

NEW

YORK,

inc.
N.

Y.
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there the company will tour eastward, finishing the serial in Honolulu.
Joseph Brandt, who for the past several
months has' been devoting all his time' to
the supervising production of serials and
such propositions, returned to Universal
City from the east a few days ago, and
has been devoting his time to the completion of detail work necessary for the
launching
of this world-wide producing
effort.

When supervising Director Maxwell
Karger arrives at the Metro studio on May
26, from his trip to New York, where he
went in search of new stories, it is expected the bigactivities,
producing ifplant"
take, on
considerable
such will
is possible.
Every company is at work on new place
with the exception of that headefd by
Madam Alia Nazimova who is expected
to arrive soon from her vacation in the
East.
That the Metro expects to do more producing in the West, is indicated by the purchase this week of five additional acres
adjoining their studio site at Romayne and
Cahuenga streets, Hollywood. The present
plant covers twelve acres and the recently
acquired property will be used for street
and exterior sets that are built at the plant.
Two important engagements were made
for Metro productions this week when
Kenneth Harlan was contracted to play
opposite Viola Dana in "The Microbe" to
be directed by Henry Otto and Jack Mulhall was engaged to be the leading man
for Emmy Wehlen "In His Brother's
Place."
Dorothy Dalton, Ince star in Paramount pictures
The talk to be heard at the Famous
Players-Lasky studio is mostly concerning
the Houdini special Artcraft titled "The
Grim Game," which is now well along in
production. To begin with this picture has
a wonderful array of literary talent and
the main titles will carry the names of Arthur B. Reeves and John Gray as authors,
and credit the continuity to Walter Woods,
who has been a king in development of
melodramatic situations both for the speaking and shadow stage. Everyone who is
at all familiar with this story will tell you
it is to be a high brow melodrama, with
respect to the manner in which it is produced, for be it known everyone says "the
sky is the limit" for properties, setting, etc.
And judging from what everyone has said
and putting their several predictions into
one composite statement it may be prophesized that "The Grim Game" will make
"The Still Alarm" or "Lights of London,"
or "The Whip" seem dry and uninteresting,,
as compared with the thrills upon thrills
that will be seen in this mystery detective
yarn. Irving J. Willot is now directing.
Elliott Dexter is absent from the Lasky
studio and it is possible he will be away for
several weeks for he is now confined in
a private sanitarium suffering from a
nervous collapse. Studio officials have
been informed Mr. Dexter is recovering

Picture

nicely and he will in all probability, be able
to resume work in three or four weeks or
about the time that Cecil B. DeMille is
ready to begin the filming of his next Artcraft special, which is to be a companion
picture for "Don't Change Your Husband,"
and probably released under the title of
"Don't Change Your Wife."
Title selected for the . Kate Douglas
Wiggins'
story,
which
for Lila Lee
under
the served
directionas ofa vehicle
Robert
Thornby is announced to be "Rose of the
River." This production is now practically
finished. Darrell Foss makes his debut as
a Paramount leading man.

Passports have been secured for a Universal producing company to tour the
world, and twelve people under the direction of J. P. McGowan will leave Los -Angeles about May 31st for the east. Eddie
Polo will be the featured player of the
serial to be entitled "Trailed Around the
World," and Peggy Aarup will be the leading woman. The first episodes which open
in a big cattle ranch in Arizona and on
Catalina Islands off the California coast,
have now been taken, and the next stop
is New York, following this the third episode will be filmed in England, and from

Harry Klein, formerly manager of the
Globe Theatre in New York, has come to
Universal City with the avowed intention
of learning motion picture production, and
he was sent west by President Carl
Laemmle and began his work this week.
Paul Powell is to direct the filming of
the next Monroe Salisbury picture, the
name of which is "Devils Have Their
Friends," and Colleen Moore has been engaged to play the opposite lead. The company has spent the past week in the San
Bernardino mountains and are now back
at the studio to make the interiors.
Three subjects are nearing completion at
the Universal, "The Pinnacle," directed by
Eric Von Stroheim, "The Right to Happiness," starring Dorothy Phillips, directed
by Allan Holubar and the Harry Carey subject, "A Man of Peace," which has Peggy
Pearse in the feminine lead. For "The
Pinnacle" a big Tyrolean village was erected
and proves to be one of the most expensive
sets built at "U" City. Lynn Reynolds has
completed "A Little Brother of the Rich,"
and George Seigman is making the finalscenes for a Joseph Franklin Poland story
"The Spitfire of Seville."

cUz£agmpk JfezorTlyt?
Lake Tahoe, California is to furnish the
exterior setting for the next Earle Williams Vitagraph subject which is an adaptation from the Eugene Walters play "The
Wolf." Mr. Williams left for the North
this week and will be followed by Director
James Young and Company within a few
days.
Members of the Dave Smith Vitagraph
Company now engaged in the filming of an
adaptation from the Florence Morse Kingsley story. I A contest has been inaugurated
to see which member of the company can
suggest the most desirable title, the story
is at present known as " Fate and GeralWilliam Duncan cannot be kept down
even though he has three ribs broken. He
induced the doctors to make a bandage
which would insure his ribs could not be
misplaced, and he is going right ahead with
the production of his next serial. This
dine."
week
he extricated himself from under a
wrecked automobile staged in a tank full
of water.
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The To'ny Moreno "Perils of Thunder
Mountain" serial company are putting in
every available minute to make up for lost
time caused by Director William Bowman's
illness, and because the historic log cabin
used in the initial scenes taken at Truckee
and then brought to the Hollywood studio
must be sent back and rebuilt so that the
company can take the final scenes at
Truckee. The cabin will be shipped back
next week by express and the compam- will
go North for the final weeks work on this
serial in about three weeks.
The laws of gravitation are to be defied in the big "V" comedy now being made
which features James Aubrey. The comedian will do a number of stunts which he
performed in his vaudeville tour several
years ago and which are new to the American stage and screen.
Montgomery and Rock have finished their
Arabian comedy made under the working
title of "Rummies and Royalty" and it is
said to compare most favorably in respect
to -richness of setting, writing effects, etc.,
with any comedy released to date.

cJfere

and

Ukere^

E. M. Asher, who was formerly associated with T & D Circuit at San Francisco, was recently engaged by Mack Sennett to serve as special representative for
him, and Asher has now taken up his new
work. He left for New York early the
week of May 24th and will spend some time
with the Paramount advertising and publicity department in working out the problems of improving this feature of the Sensett service for the Paramount program.
The Mitchell Lewis Company left this
week for Lake Memet, a private resort high
in the California mountains, where a story
titled "Jacquel of the Silver North" will
be made for Select. The supporting cast
accompanying Mr. Lewis and his director
Robert M. Bradbury, includes Gloria Payton, Patricia Palmer, Joseph Swickard and

Ed Flanagan and Neely Edmunds, in the " Hall
Room Boys Corp.
" serieson produced
National Film
the West byCoast

Frank Wilson will be the heavy. Ethel Hill
is the author of this story. The company
plans to be in the mountain section about
four weeks.
Cast for the first Geraldine Farrar subject now being filmed at Goldwyn Culver
City studio in addition to her husband Lou
Tellegen, will include a number of exceptionally well known film players, the list
announced are Lawson Butt, Naomi Childers, Lydia Titus, Arthue Carew, Alec B.
Francis, May Giraci, Frances Marian, Mile.
Dione, Hazel Brennon and E. J. Connolly,
who plays with Goldwyn through the courtesy of Metro Film Corporation. Director
Frank Lloyd has made the initial scenes on
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Had a shower.
Fred Stone is coming West.
Ruth Stearn
Roland isis in
in' New
Abe
town York.
from
New York.
Gerty Sclby is back from New
York.
theVera
otherLewis
day. gave a Lilac Tea
May Allison had a letter from
Japan
week.is going to direct
Jack this
White
for Henry Lehrmann.
Johnny Nickolaus was seen at
Jack Doyle's
square-circle
porium on a Tuesday
night. emThe Vivian Martin Company
has found Arrowhead a convenient
location.
Jackture thisCurtis
week finished
with Foxtheso piche
could get a shave.
Henry clusionOtto
came out and
of histook
sein Hollywood
lunch in Los Angeles this week.
Rose sirable
Mullaney
a debungalow has
and found
has settled
permanently in our quiet city.
Big Mitch Lewis has gone to
Lake Memet, where he thinks he
can find mountains that he cannot
see over.
Frank Kennan is smiles all the
time, for his son-in-law, Major
Frank Anderson Sloan, is back in
the U. S. A.
Dave bit
Smith's
sloganin isevery
"A
Little
of Love
scene " and he insists that this
Love shall be capitalized.
Clarence G. Badger contends
that the old fashioned director
who
doesn't
wearof his
puttees,
can
have the
respect
company
Mickey Neilan is to have a
New York representative in the
person of Lucita_ Squiers, we
hope
Lucita. Broadway will be nice to
Paul
Powell
boughtto aBear
new Lake
fishing outfit
and went
to make exteriors for " Devils
Have
Friends."
DaveTheir
Hartford
claims to have
his voice in good training for
grand opera, now. that he has
completed
Canadiandirecting
snow pic-a
ture whichtherequired
pack of malamutes.
Dusty Farnum is preparing for
the next reform movement and is
quitting the habit of smoking, as
a substitute he chews gum.
Hank from
King Santa
is coming
back toto
town
Barbara
direct
Tom Ince's Southern
Colonialtheestablishment.
Molly McConnell is mascot for
Rosco
Arbuckle's
League Vernon
TigersWest
Team Coast
and
wears a regulation uniform when
theTheTigers
are
home.
other day Hookum learned
of a grievous mistake it has been
making for three years. The
" R " of R. N. Bradbury does
not stand for Ronald, but his
name is Robert.
Tom Gibson comes through
with the allegation that he com-

this film titled "Blind Youth."
The Madge Kennedy company, under the
direction of Clarence G. Badger, has returned from a week spent in the vicinity
of Bear Valley, where a number of melodramatic situations were filmed. These included riding bucking horses, sensational
climbs in the Sierra Mountains above the
snow line, and visits into mine shafts from
which the Star was removed, by means of
a rope. Lieut. Burnell Manly, an American
Ace, is playing an important part in this
Goldwyn production, he took part in the
Chateau Thierry and Champagne, and
second
ments. Marne battle and other engage-
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NEWS
posed, invented and promulgated
aby story
titledalone,
" The and
Other
Half "
himself,
withstood
the shock.
Carli Elinor has put on his
civies and will shortly be preparing incidental
musicwarforElinor
our producers, before the
was
with David Wark Griffith.
R. Cecil Smith threatens to discard his striped hat, for he
learned the other day that checks
are more fashionable, especially
worn with a continuity neck tie.
Jess Willard has given the
Colony
and after
four
weeksthe ingood-bye
pictures claims
his
intensive training for the fight on
the Fourth will be a pleasant
vacation.
A Press Agent sent this in our
mail the other day and we want
someone to explain just what it
is all about : " It was and I said
not or sary,
" for(nono hiding
neces-be
names outareis to
published.)
Six "nationalities are represented
in " The Red Lantern " — Russian
star, French director, American
scenario
writer,
man, Chinese
storyItalian
and ancameraIrish
film editor.
Pat Dowling made a foolish bet
as to the number of holes in a
waffle and therefore had to buy
for the three musketeers of pressagentry — B. Zeidman, Clark Irine
and himself, for it was proven
there were no holes in the waffle,
merely dents.
Hookum planned to get out a
box score story this week on the
Metro-Goldwyn game which ended
64, but there was not sufficient
space indicatethe
tabulatorof form
to inthe number
errors,
so
theAdam
projectHullwasShirk
side-tracked.
is entitled to
mention in these here columns,
for be it known _ that he has
stepped into the aristocracy class
by
Chalmers
6-30 —thehe purchase
won't lookof ata the
other
press agents now.
Ted has
Taylor,
Metrowithpublicant,
beenthebusy
the
City Directory, therein discovering that Los Angeles had long expected the Metro producing aggregation. There is a Viola and
a Dana
Street,
May and Way
an Allison Avenue,
a Hamilton
and
a Maxwell (Karger) Street.
With this information before him
he is preparing a petition to the
City Council
for themLytell
to build
Nazimova
Boulevard,
Lane,a
a Wehlen Way and an Engle
Drive.
Remembrances of the bond
drive in Los Angeles are recalled in Bert Lytell's latest
story. When
Charles
Stearn.Film
assistant treasurer
of Metro
Corporation, was out from New
York, Bert Lytell acted as his
guide and among other places
they
Ship Cafe
Venice.visitedThewas the
following
nightat

MORE

NEWS

Bert was headliner at U. S. S.
Victory, a miniature transport in
Pershing Square, Los Angeles,
spokenas of
as " The
and
used
a stage
duringShip,"
the bond
drive. The next morning he said
to Stearn, " It was a big night
at " the
Shir) — took
in $55,000."
Wonderful,
wonderful,"
were
the
Stearn,
isn'tejaculations
a cafe in ofNew
York" there
that
can do that business in one eveENGLISH
COULD YOU
GUESS HE'S
A Los Angeles exchange has a
slogan
card of
which
reads,will" The
recollection
quality
rening."
main long after the price is forgotten," which
was read
by
Albert Percy
Michael
Narlian,
general council for the Los
Angeles
Trade. Film'
A fewExchange
minutes Board
later heof .
told a friend of the slogan and
this is the way he repeated it,
" It is very obvious the remembrance of quality will long outlast the recollection of the question of the lowness of the price."
PAGE DIOGENES!
The man whom the ancient
sage sought with his lantern, has
been found.
He is
man whoclaims
he does
nota know
all
about the motion picture business,
although
he
daily
_
rubs
elbows
and exchanges opinions regarding
California weather with some of
the best known men of the film
industry, including the Editor of
HollywoodmarkableHookum.
This reman has had unlimited
opportunity,
for
_
the
ups
and
downs of his life have been
many,
just
as
though
he
had
been
an actor or a writer or a producer. He is retiring, but extremely courteous, and answers
all
questions,
idioticregardless
or otherwise,of
with a smile,
whether the questioner may be a
dimpled
or rough
faced
character ingenue
man. He
accumulates
a wealth
of
information
concerning the film industry and doles it
out with the greatest of liberality.
The general business manager and
directing
genius
of thiswaspublication, whose
attention
to this
remarkable
mancalled
by
Richard, the Hatless, sought his
servicedom about
in collecting
bitswhile
of wisthe filmsters,
he
is daily meandering, and so we
are to have
of wisdom
tributed bits
every week
by the conhydraulic sage who makes round
trip
excursions
every
minute
two,
to theBuilding.
top of the Wright andor
Callendar
tion).
Tap ! Tap ! (orchestra, attenTa-Da-a-a-a-a.
" Introducing William J. (meaning Jonah) Curley, supervising
Director General of elevator service, an honest man."
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to March 16, 1919.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
" Good
farce idea
is basis BRYANT
of star's latest
picture." — (JUNE
M. P. News.
ALL
WRONG
(PATHE)
WASHBURN
1)...MAY 24
" Star in aADVENTURESS,
picture of Platonic THE
love." (METRO)
— M. P. News.
AMATEUR
EMMY WEHLEN
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
"Excellent WIFE,
comedy THE
marks(UNIVERSAL)
star's return to MARY
screen." MACLAREN
— M. P. News.
AMAZING
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business." Didn't
draw. Average picture."
— " Good
picture,(WORLD)
average puller."
ANConsensus
AMATEUR
WIDOW
ZENA KEEFE (MAY 26). MAY 24
"
World
offers
an
exceedingly
pleasant
comedy."— M.
P. News.
AS A MAN THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON)
LEAH
BAIRD
(APR. 27)
MAY 3
" New
four-star
combination
steps
over
the
line
with
a
winner."
— M. P.
News.
BACHELOR'S
WIFE, A (AMERICAN) MARY MILES MINTER
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
"
Star
assumes
an Irish role inHARRY
her latestCAREY
picture."(MAY
— M. P.
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL)
4)News. APR. 26
(Six Parts)
" As satisfactory
as all the(VITAGRAPH)
Harry Carey pictures."
M. P.
News.
BEATING
THE ODDS
HARRY — T.
MOREY
(MAY 12)
MAY 10
"Star continues his forceful way in a romantic drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Good story but poor puller."'
BEST
MAN, Comment
THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON)
J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Star appears in mystery story flavored with romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and enjoyed by everyone. Average
business three days."
BETTER 'OLE, THE (WORLD)
(SevenSPECIAL
Parts) CAST (MAR. 17).. MAR. 8
"Exhibitor
Novel andComment
very entertaining^
characterizations
good."reels
— M. tooP. long
News. for
— " Very good
picture but seven
patrons.
Disappointing
to
the
gallery."
"
Decidedly
different.
over fine, especially with the better element. Well worth while Went
playing^ Good business against bad weather." " Very well liked to big
business.'' " Opened up big, patrons pleased,' indications are that it
will continue big all week."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, bip puller."
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Very good crook play to average business."
" Excellent preduction to big business."
Consensus — TRAIL,
" Fine picture,
good puller." MONROE SALISBURY
BLINDING
THE (UNIVERSAL)
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Predominant ON
element
is suspense
; a trifle
uncheery."SPECIAL
— M. P. News.
BOLSHEVISM
TRIAL
(SELECT
SPECIAL)
CAST
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentI removed
— f Five most
day, run,
all came.fromBigtheandfilm.
little,Picture
blind
and armless.
the rudeness
pleased."
BOOMERANG,
THE (PIONEER) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(MAY 26)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17.
" Star
News. and competent players in capital versus labor picture." — M. P.
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
"Big business two- days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
CALEB
GIRL (PATHE) HELENE CHADWICK
(MAY PIPER'S
18)
MAY 24
"
Nothing
big
but
will appeal
to the tender emotions."
— M. LEWIS
P. News.
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR
LEWIS-SHERRY)
MITCHELL
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Average(VITAGRAPH)
business."
CAMBRIC
MASK, — THE
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR. 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture, average business."

f

CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(APR. 5)
MAY 3
News. Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — M. P.
" Mary
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business." " Here's your hat Mary.
What's your hurry." " Average, poor to average businness."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
CASTLES IN THE AIR (METRO) MAY ALLISON (MAY 12). MAY 24
"Star in IT
a pleasing
picture."MARGARITA
— M.-P. News.FISHER
CHARGE
TO MEsentimental
(AMERICAN)
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star OUT
continues
career(PARAMOUNT)
in slender comedy."
— M. P. News.
COME
OF her
THEfrolicsome
KITCHEN
MARGUERITE
CLARK (MAY 11)
MAY 24
" BerangerOF continuity
good;THE
Acting
high TOM
class." —MIXM. P.
News.11).. MAY 24
COMING
THE LAW,
(FOX)
(MAY
" Unusually satisfying Western with Tom Mix starred." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good.
Regular type for this star. Average
COURAGEOUS COWARD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE
APR. 26
business." HAYAKAWA (APR. 14)
" Story of great interest; Japanese lovers united." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not quite up to standard by reason of the
story. American people don't like to see a ' Jap ' as District Attorney,
sentiment
weakenedFANNIE
same considerably."
CRY andOF then
THE' Anti-Jap
WEAK, ' THE
(PATHE)
WARD
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
News.
"Fannie Ward in an absorbing p',ny of crime and punishment." — M. P.
DADDY LONG LEGS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
" Star's initial First National has much comedy and sentiment." — M. P.
News.'
-'
DAUGHTER
OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
KENNEDY
(MAR. 30)
MAY 17
" Human interest story that hits the mark." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.' With the same star. They like Madge Kennedy here but
NOT in the kind of stuff Goldwyn is handing out lately. Poor busines ." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
it. Opened big business but fell down second day." *' Not up to
Goldwyn standard. Very ordinary." " My, but this was awful! Our
patrons said so and we say so." " This picture did not draw well
and it's no wonder. Madge Kennedy deserves a better fate."
Consensus
Good picture,
averageTHEpuller."
DELICIOUS — " LITTLE
DEVIL,
(UNIVERSAL) MAE
MURRAY (MAY 11)
MAY 3
"A highly pleasing comedy with Mae Murray starred." — M. P. News.
DESTINY"
(JEWEL-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY
(MAY 25)
; PHILLIPS
MAY 24
"Big
in
every
sense
of
the
word;
Frenzied
finance the theme." — M. P.
News.
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '49 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. Average to poor business." " Not up to Kerrigan standard.
Average business." " Good program picture. Up to the standard.
Average
business
days." average puller."
Consensus
" Averageten picture,
ETERNAL —MAGDALENE,
THE (GOLDWYJST) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rait
earlv in afternoon
People(UNIVERSAL)
satisfied."
EXQUISITE
THIEF, THE
PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
.(Six Parts)
APR. 19
"Star shows unusual
talent; highly artistic."
— M. DALTON
P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY
(MAR. 16)
,
APR. 12
" Fully up to Ince standard ; genuine drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — •" Patrons liked it and it drew heavily." " Good,
ctean, well
Big business."
" Average business four days."
Consensus
" handled.
Excellent
big puller."
EYES
OF —THE
SOUL picture,
(ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
"Exhibitor
A beautiful
story —presented
in a does
beautiful
way."
— M.ending.
P. News.However,
Comment
"
The
public
like
a
happy
this would not be a good picture if it ended anv other way. Elsie
Ferguson is well liked here." " People didn't like it at all. Story
weak. Poor business." " Ferguson getting better here."
Consensus — "Fair picture, average puller."
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Exhibitors'
Own
Box
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
FALLEN IDOL, A (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAY 18) MAY 31
" Star appears in a new version of East versus West theme." — M. P.
FALSE^
EVIDENCE
(METRO)
VIOLA
DANA
" Rebellions
heroine finds
expression
in the
woods."(APR.
— M. 21)
P. News. MAY 3
ExhibitorFORComment
picture, average
FIGHT
LOVE,— "A Average
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRYbusiness."
CAREY
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Big
business."
FIGHTING
DESTINY
(VITAGRAPH)
HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
"
Star
in
another
fine
fighting
picture
with
mystery
touch."
— M. P. APR.
News. 12
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX
(MAR.
30)
"Clean picture' with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws ioo per cent, in my city." " Mix always
there. Big business." " Very good. Mix sure is climbing fast
as
moneyhavegetter.
" Notout.likedAverage
in this to
feature.
Foxa will
to do Extra
betterbigor business."
Mix will lose
poor
business."
Consensus
— " Fine THE
picture,(UNIVERSAL)
big puller."
FIRE
FLINGERS,
RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
" Hold OFinterest
first to last;
dual role storv." — M.
P. News.
FIRES
FAITHfrom(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY)
SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
" SalvationGIRL,
Army picture
should prove profitable."
M. P. News.
FOLLIES
THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE —THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
"Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to poor business."
FOOLS' GOLD (ARROW) MITCHELL
LEWIS (MAY 26)
MAY 17
(Six Parts)
" Mitchell
Lewis
the
star
in
a
disconnected
story.
Locations
good."
—
M. P. News.
FOR APR.
BETTER,
FOR
WORSE
(ARTCRAFT)
DE
MILLE'S
27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 10
" De Mille scores with a tremendous kcart theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The title of this picture helped put it over big
and also the fact that it followed right after 'Don't Change Your
Husband ' which gave exhibitors some very good advertising business.
Big
and extraOFbigQUALITY,
business." A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE
GENTLEMAN
WILLIAMS
(MAR. 17)
MAR. IS
" Barle Williams
novel dual(SELECT)
role." — M. MARION
P. News. DAVIES
GETTING
MARY inMARRIED
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Marion (WORLD)
Davies getsVIOLET
good story;
excellent(MAY
picture."
— M. P. News.MAY 3
GINGER
PALMER
5)
" StoryWHO
of bovSTAYED
and girl AT
love HOME,
excellentlyTHE
performed."
— M. P. D.News.
GIRL
(ARTCRAFT)
W.
GRIFFITH'S (MAR. 23)
APR. 5
" Hardly a flaw from production angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
" Proved adays
very were
satbig subjects."
and two following
average business. " Conditions bad. Average business seven days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM-MAR. 22
"Exhibitor
A true wild
and
woolfy
one
with
two
popular
players." — M. P. News.
— " Averaee
business."
GREASED Comment
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
ti (APR. 20)
MAY 10
"Star in a comedy with abundant small town atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment; — " He is one star that men and women both like.
Extra big
business
fourin days
average
threeto days."
typical
Ray andstorybig with
the star
just and
the sort
of role
suit him.A
Certainly pleased our patrons. Big business." " Went big just like
the title. Big business."
Consensus
— " ExcellentTHE
picture,
bia puller."MONTAGU LOVE
HAND
INVISIBLE,
(WORLD)
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Star's vehicle marks Harrv Hovt's directorial debut." — M. P. News.
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
t (MAR. 31)
APR. 5
" Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
BusinessOF bigMENand (HIRAM
average." ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
HEARTS
t (APR. 27). (Sy2 Reels)
APR. 19
" BebanHELP!
wins your
sympathy;
good GEORGE
film results."
— M. P.(APR.
News. 27) MAY 10
HELP!
POLICE!
(FOX)
WALSH
" Rollicking story with George Walsh cutting up capers." — M. P.- News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
"Walsh losing ground. A good picture of his type. Average business."
" Good, fast and furious to b'rg business."
Consensuspicture, good
puller." FLORENCE REED
HER CODE — "OFFineHONOR
(UNITED)
(MAR. 17)
(Six Parts)
MAR. IS
" Brilliant star in exceptionally powerful picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Opened to average and then
to big business." " Decidedly pleasing and brought many new faces
Well made. Opened big business and extra big business second dav."
" Fine picture. Big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture big puller."
HIS DEBT (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
„ (MAY 25)
MAY 31.
'Japanese
star
in
a
picture
of
real
dramatic
worth." — M.DALTON
P. News.
HOME BREAKER, THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY
(APR. 20)
MAY 17
Highly
News. satisfying comedy drama starring Dorothy Dalton. — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fellers, they ate this one up, you bet. Big business."
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HOUSE DIVIDED, A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
"Entertaining
with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
News.
I'LL GET HIM YET (PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY GISH
(MAY 25)
MAY 31
"
A
splendid
farce
comedy
from
every
angle."
— M. P.MARY
News. MILES
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATHE)
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
•ISLAND
ExhibitorOFComment
— " VeryTHEgood(METRO)
picture to MAY
big business."
INTRIGUE,
ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mysterv picture." — M. P. News.
IT'S A BEAR (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAR. 16).. MAR. IS
" Should give substantial satisfaction ; grins aplenty."
JOSSELYN'S
WIFE (ROBERTSON COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAY 5)
,
MAY 17
" Drama
of love quadrangle made effective through surprise finish." —
M. P. News.
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (APR. 20) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
11)
"
Star
returns
to
the
screen
in
Western
melodrama."
M. P. News.
KHAVAH
(ZION FILMS) ALICE HASTINGS
(MAY — 26)
MAY 24
(Seven Parts.)
" News.
Too long and poorly titled but may find appeal before Jews." — M. P.
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"Exhibitor
Human story
that —appeals.
Acting good."
M. P. News.
Comment
Exceptionally
good. — Opened
big to average business." "A very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor
days."extra
" Billie
surely toa average,
winner."with" Fair
Rhodesbusiness
picture.twoOpened
big Rhodes
and dropped
big
business
seventh
day."
Consensus
— " GoodTHEpicture,
average puller."ENID BENNETT
LAW
OF MEN,
(PARAMOUNT)
(APR. 27)
MAY 24
" Star in ordinary melodrama of love and law." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Title killed it. Poor business."
LIGHT OF VICTORY,
THE (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
SALISBURY (MAR. 17)
MAR. 15
" Holds interest throughout ; hero drunk most of time." — M. P. Neivs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star seems to be adding to his popularity with
each picture. Big business."
LION'S DEN, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAY 19) MAY 31
"
Star
in a faithful(PARAMOUNT)
picture of small VIVIAN
town life."MARTIN
— M. P. News.
LITTLE isCOMRADE
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in value.
LITTLE
DIPLOMAT,
THE (PATHE)
BABY MARIE
Poor
business."
OSBORNE
(JUNE 15)
MAY 31
News.
"Little star's pranks are subordinated for Crook melodrama." — M. P.
LITTLE INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
7)
APR. S
"A
most
satisfactory
comedy
drama."
—
M.
P. News.DALY
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE) HAZEL
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
" Comedy
dramaTHEof the
lighter type: heroine pleasing."
M. P. News.
LOVE
CALL,
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BILLIE —RHODES
(APR. 20)
KAY t
" SimpleDEFENDER,
Western storyTHE
colored
with star'sJUNE
personality."
— M. P. News.
LOVE
(WORLD)
ELVlDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal
told THE
in simplest
— M. P. News.
LOVE
THATTrianole
DARES,
(FOX) form."
MADLAINE
TRAVERSE
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
News.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
" Star
Exhibitor Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
" Good program picture to big business." " A good picture well
received. Star like. Average business."
Consensus
" GoodMONEY,
icture, good
puller."
MAN AND — HIS
A (GOLDWYN)
TOM MOORE
(MAR. 16)
APR. 26
" Tom Moore again justifies elevation to stardom." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Pleasing picture to poor business." "Very
good. A winner. Extra big business three days." " Good comedy
drama to big business. They like Tom Moore here." " Interesting
drama with some good comedy." " Extra big business two days."
" Disagreeable weather. Average business seven days." " They like
Moore
very
much. Bigpicture,
business." puller."
Consensus
— " Excellent
MAN
OF HONOR,
A. (SCREENbig CLASSICS)
HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
"Star
in
characteristic
role;
a
colorful
picture."
—
M. P. News. H. B.
MANWARNER
WHO TURNED
WHITE,
THE
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAY 4)
MAY 24
" Star returns
screen in aALICE
colorful BRADY
melodrama."
— M. 23)
P. News. APR. 12
MARIE,
LTD. to(SELECT)
(MAR.
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor IN
Comment
— " (FOX)
Fine picture
to average
business." FAIR
MARRIED
HASTE
ALBERT
RAY-ELINOR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
" Picture made in the same way — Haste! Poor business two days."
Consensus
— " Fair
picture,NATIONAL)
fair puller." ANITA STEWART
MARY
REGAN
(FIRST
(MAY 18)
MAY 17
" Third Anita Stewart picture should prove another success." — M. P.
News."
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MASTER MAN, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (MAY 25).. MAY 17
" Star in a forceful play of love and politics." — M. P. News.
MAYOR OF FILBERT, THE (TRIANGLE) JACK RICHARDSON
(MAY 25)
(Seven Parts)..
MAY 24
"Plea
News. for prohibition offered in fast and furious melodrama." — M. P.
MINTS OF HELL, THE (HAMPTON-ROBERTSON-COLE)
WILLIAM DESMOND (MAY 5)
MAY 31
" Star is splendid in vivid picture of the Yukon." — M. P. News.
MISS ADVENTURE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (MAY 4) MAY 10
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill."
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing star and story to average business."
MONEY CORRAL, THE (ARTCRAFT) WM. S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
NEVER SAY QUIT (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (MAR. 16) MAR. 29
" Star's stunts well shuffled with Ralph S pence's puns." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but the kidding title spoiled it.
Business only fair." " Best Walsh picture since ' Pride of New York.*
Opened
big and
business
with extra
business
the second
day."
" Bum
melodrama
attempted
fun inbigworse
sub-titles.
Walsh
a favorite
' but he will never get anywhere in such pictures as this." " Walsh not
a drawing card. Big business first day and poor two following days."
" Poor Walsh picture. Nothing doing until Reel 5. Average business." Good average program picture to average business!"
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
NEW
MOON,
THE (SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE (MAY
11)
MAY 24
" Russian Soviet meet a courageous enemy in star." — M. P. News.
OH YOU WOMEN
(PARAMOUNT)
EMERSON-LOOS (MAY
4)
MAY 24
"An artistic production as well as entertainment." — M. P. News.
ONE WEEK OF LIFE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
(APR. 13)
MAY 31
" Star in a tyical Cosmo Hamilton story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satis" Average
do notpicture.
like dualPleased
roles. her
Poor fants.
business."
not
draw here.faction." Fans
Good" Did
average
business." " They liked and came to see it."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
(MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business." " Viola Dana always pleases."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)....
Exhibitorture to average
Comment business."
— '.' Very good.
business picture
two days."
Fine pic" Good Biginteresting
to big_ " business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" They reform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
pictures." '* Opened big and then average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3
" The eccentric Mabel of olden days in a good comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— 1" Tvpical
Not
overstrongComment
as to plot.
Pleased. Mabel
Good Normand
story wouldtypehelpof a picture.
lot. Average
business."
PETTI
GREW'S
GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
(MAR.
23)
APR. 19
" Heart interest is exceptional; war romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture and one of many with war
background to get away to even average business." " A crackerjack
pleasing— play"
Consensus
" Fine picture, big puller."
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(APR. 13)...
APR. 19
" If you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell." " Some
'meller.' First day poor business, second day average and third day
big business." " Splendid picture that holds all through. Well received and spoken of for days after. Bie and average business."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, big puller."
PLACE IN THE SUN, A (TRIANGLE) MARGARET BLANCHE
(MAY 4) . ...
..MAY 10
"Cyril
News. Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" Story
of a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque. —
M. P. News.
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PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
"No rma Tahnadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — :" Always good. Average business."
PUT UP YOUR HANDS (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARGARITA
_ FISHER (MAR. 16)
MAR. 15
" Improbable plot, but should be enjoyed by all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elegant entertainment. Big business two days."
" Big business in big down-town house." " Not much picture to
average business." "A very entertaining picture to big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, big puller."
QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE
, (APR. 21)
APR. 26
' Vivid story of marital unhappiness in melodrama." — M..P. News.
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
' Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business."
REDHEAD (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (APR. 27)
MAY 31
Star appears in a thoroughly human picture." — M. P. News.
RED LANTERN, THE (METRO) (SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10
"Star
News.superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
REGULAR FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
RESCUING ANGEL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(APR. 6.)
-....MAY 3
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Fair only to average
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
business."
RIDERS
OF VENGEANCE (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
i{ (JUNE 9)
i...
MAY 31
" Star in a fine ' Good-Bad ' man Western." — M. P. News.
ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT, THE (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON (APR. 20)
MAY 10
" Bennison's
tricks and personality show to good advantage." — M. P.
News.
ROARING ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
" Fast and exciting picture with hair-raising climax." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Had special page in newspaper paid for by
Hudson Auto concern. Extra big and bigger than average business."
ROGUE'S
A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS MAY 31
(JUNE ROMANCE,
9)
"This Earle William's picture below his regular average." — M.P.News.
•RUSTLING A BRIDE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (APR. 27).. MAY 24
"Star has a suitable subject- in Western photoplay." — M. P. News.
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
"■ One of best Marie Osborne pictures; heart appeal." — M. P. News.
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big on double bill and they liked it."
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Big business."
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 2i
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterisation." — M. P. News.
SIREN'S SONG, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAY 4).. MAY 17
" News.
Star in story of love
and intolerance ; fairly convincing." — M. ■".■Sill
P._
•
SOME LIAR (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAY 19).. MAY 17
"Star breezes through in extravagant . farce comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best yet. Big business."
SOMETHING TO DO (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture to extra big business." " Not up
to Washburn standard. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
"Exhibitor
Story ofComment
pleasing — sort;
personality
helps."—
P. News.
" Starplayer's
not known
here but
comingM. fast.
Splendid
new type of Western picture. Opened average business first day and
last day to big business." " Our patrons are not so strong for Westbut they likegetsBennison.
business."
" Theyandlikeplayed
Bennison
here.ernsBusiness
bigger withAverage
each feature
released
with
this
star.
Extra
big
business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN)- MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
" Star shines in role of a pious chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Average business two days." " As good as the
usual Mae Marsh picture. Average business." " Just fair only.
Poor business."
business
two days."
Consensus
— " Pleasing" Bigpicture,
average
puller."
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STITCH IN TIME, A (VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS LESLIE
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star simulates gladness in an appealing story."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very nice little story to average business."
STRONGER VOW, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
(APR. 27)
MAY 10
"Star in picture with Spanish background." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill." " Good picture.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Fine picture, big puller."
TAXI (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAY 11)
MAY 17
" Starts slowly but- gathers speed towards the middle."— M. P. News.
TEST(APR.
OF HONOR,
THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE APR.. -19
6)
" John Barrymore — enough said, e~'en in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to poor business." " Good picture,
g"ood business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average fuller."
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average business." "Not as good as his other pictures. Didn't draw."
Consensus — " Go"d picture, average puller."
THIN ICE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH (MAY 26).. MAY 24
" Star in splendid sustaining melodrams." — M. P. News.
THIRD DEGREE, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
(MAY 19)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star in a fine screen version of stage success." — M. P. News.
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23) APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronise this type." — M. P. Nnvs.
Exhihiror Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." " Nesbit is a goner." " Her best picture, but failed to get
normal
trade."
" Average business." " Average■ business two days
in downtown
house."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
" All-star cast in best World release in six months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" All star. The
Blackwell.
very
pleasing Comment
picture. —Excellent.
best theEldridge
World and
has Greeley,
done for a many
months. Extra big to big and average business third day."
THREE
AND A GIRL (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARKMEN (MAR.
16)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very cute for ladies. Averaee business three
days." " Average business seven days." " Fair picture to average
business."
fairfairpicture
to bieMissbusiness."
A cute especithing
for the ladies,Only
passing
for men.
Clark still "popular,
ally with children." ': Average business four days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. IS
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TOTON (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. Nmus.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Has fair comedy appeal.
Star's work good. Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
.CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
'»« one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Exceptionally good. Well produced. Patrons
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
showed big business." " Well liked. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
„ (APR- 27)
(Six Parts)
.APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIF„ FITH (APR 14)
APR. 12
Exceedingly
pleasant 0. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — if. P.
News.
UNPAINTED WOMAN, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MAC LAREN
, (MAY 11)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
faithful
News. study of rural life that is rich in characterisation." — If. P.
UNPARDONABLE SIN. THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
SWEET (APR. 6)
(Eight Parts)
MAY 17
Particularly
M. P. News.fine combination of talent produces wonderful results" —
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. Miss Sweet at her best. Perfectly directed, good photography, action intense, and a picture that
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
seven days."
UNVEILING HAND, THE (WORLD)
KITTY GORDON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 8
A melodrama that often oversteps bounds." — M. P. News.
UNWRITTEN CODE, THE (WORLD) SHIRLEY MASON
(MAY 19)
MAY 17
In
which Kidu-San and Dick Tower meet, marry and part." — M. P.
News.
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
, (APR. 28)
APR. 26
Barle Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — M. P. News.

VIRTUOUS
SINNERS
(PIONEER)
NORMAN KERRY-WANDE
HAWLEY (MAY 25)
MAY 24
" Story of the slums marred by poor photography." — M. P. News.
VEILED ADVENTURE, THE (SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
" A reasonably good comedy with Constance Talmadge." — M. P. News.
WAY OF THE STRONG, THE (METRO) ANNA Q. NILSSON
(MAR. 17)
MAR. 29
" Eternal
News. triangle picture that ranks well up to Mrtr •- °rage." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great snow and storm scenes. Big business."
"From poor to average business."
"Average picture. Average
business —two
days."picture, good puller."
Consensus
" Good
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR. 5
(Six Parts)
News.
" Holds interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings excellent. Average business." " Pleased all. Big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
,
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. !9
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" A Western
Wm. and
Stowell
taking
more leading
part— than
the star.play
Wellwith
received
showed
gooda
direction." " Does not draw any more. Picture not liked. No story."
" A very ordinary picture. Opened extra big and dropped to poor
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
business."
WHEN
MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. 5
"A melodrama of the stage with. Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHITE HEATHER, THE (MAURICE TOURNEUR) SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
MAY 17
"Another
artistic and unusual melodrama from Tourneur." — M. P.
News.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — M. P. News.
WOMAN
NEXT
DOOR,
THE
(PARAMOUNT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (MAY )
MAY 31
" Star has an excellent number in this picture." — M. P. News.'
WORDS AND MUSIC BY (FOX) ALBERT RAY (MAY 18)... MAY 31
" Good representation of small town ambition and talent." — M. P. News.
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
(APR. 21). .
APR. 19
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.

FLASHBACKS"

ON

EARLIER

RELEASES

" Common Clay " (Pathe)— " Fine picture and satisfied. Paid a good
price for it but hot weather killed the business."
" Shoulder Arms " (First National) — " Great comedy. Broke all records."
" A Pair of Silk Stockings " (Select) — " Good comedy drama to average
Kiss or Kill " (Universal) — " Gocd picture to good business."
business."
" The Great Romance " (Metro) — " Fine picture.
Rotten business.
General
slump."Cause " (Vitagraph) — " A great picture. One of the best
"
Common
war pictures to date but poor for the box office. Big first day. Slump
"The Spender"- (Metro) — "Fair comedy drama and program offering
following."
to
" average
Caught business."
in the Act " (Fox) — " A crackerjack comedy drama."
" Infidelity " (Fox) — " Average business two days in first class down
" Thehouse."
World to Story
Live Invery
" (Select)
" Average
business
all week tojustwellfair
town
pleased
patrons.
good. — Star
excellent.
Photography
and the sub titles were simply awful. In fact they looked so cheap that they
detracted from the whole production. They were dark and shaky, undoubtedly from poor sprocket holes as well as poor work of camera in reproducing them. Otherwise it was a Class A picture throughout and it
seems a shame to j-elease such a high class picture titles in the shape these
" Mickeyadvertising
" (State started
Rights —offMabel
— " Ran
this six and
days, was
clever
advance
extra Xormand)
big with first
performance
up
were
againstin."' Hart of Humanity ' next door and killed same first day. AH
opposition got was our overflow. ' Mickey ' broke all records here being
the first
picture
stand shows
a fullandweek's
and fiveaway.
performances,
daily.
The
last day
I ranto seven
turnedrunhundreds
Easiest picture
to advertise and good enough to keep them coming. 2S.000 persons saw
the" Cheating
picture inCheaters
my theatre."
" (Select) — -" Good story, good punch, good work,
average
business."
" Pals First " (Metro) — " One of Lockwood's best."
" Experimental Marriage " (Select) — " Average business three days."
" Arizona " (Artcraft) — " Picture that pleased and drew well."
" Salome " (Fox) — " Fine picture but did not draw as well as expected."
" Greatest Thing In Life " (Artcraft) — " Drew well and pleased."
" Queen of the Sea " (Fox) — " Proved very good card for Saturday.
Pretty picture."
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New

M o t i o n Picture

Theatres

Building

ARKANSAS
Fort Smith — Leon Williams will erect a new $50,000 theatre building on the corner of South Ninth and Byrne streets. A ten year
lease is said to have been taken by the Joie Theatre company,
headed by Hoyt Kirkpatrick.
CONNECTICUT
Naugaturck — The Rialto theatre which has a seating capacity of
800 opened here on May 19.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
William C. Murphy of the Home Amusement Company plans to
errect a new theatre on the site of the present Carolina theatre,
corner of 11th street and North Carolina avenue, southeast, which
will have a seating capacity of 1000.
DELAWARE
Wilmington — The new Rialto Theatre opened here recently.
Messrs. Ginns and Wetstein are owners.
GEORGIA
Augusta — A new motion picture theatre to cost approximately
$150,000 and to seat 1,500 will be erected in the next few months.
The site selected is said to be in the heart of the business district.
IDAHO
Nampa — The erection of a modern pla5'house is in contemplation
on Main street between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets.
ILLINOIS
East St. Louis — Joseph Erber and Phillip Cohn proposes to build
a theatre on the land they have already purchased on Collinsville
avenue.
Chicago — Propositions for two new neighborhood theatres were
presented to the streets and alleys committee of the city council,
with the request that orders for alley vacations be rushed so that
work on the buildings may begin immediately. One is in the
32d ward and the second" is to go up at Milwaukee avenue and
Irving Park boulevard.
Elgin — Charles J. Smith announces that plans for the proposed
theatre building on the Plummer property in Grove avenue arrived
recently. Contractors are figuring on the building.
Elgin — Levine & Company of Chicago wild have plans ready
shortly for a proposed new theatre.
Fairfield — The New Hope Theatre opened May 3.
Freeport — A new theatre is to be erecter on Chicago street at the
corner of Spring. It will cost $150,000 and seat about 1,500. John
Dittman will operate the theatre which will be named the
" Lincoln."
Danville — Plans calling for the building of a new theatre, with a
seating capacity of 1,500 are announced. The theatre will be
erected on East Main street. Issac Cohen of Chicago will be the
proprietor.
Waukegan — A moving picture theatre, located south of the ravine,
is promised by the South Side Business Men's association.
INDIANA
Kokomo — Announcement has been authorized that A. V. Conradt
will immediately erect a new moving picture theatre at the corner
of Main and Tailor streets. It will have a seating capacity of
1,200.
Columbia City — H. M. Miller, local Ford agent, will convert the
recent quarters of Ford home into a new moving picture theatre.
It will have a seating capacity of 700.
Martinsville — Mr. F. J. Rembusch will erect a new theatre on the
present cite of the old Blackstone Block on the north side of the
public square.
Lafayette — Plans are being made for the erection of a $100,000
theatre it is said.

Throughout

News

Country

Anderson — Neel McCullough announces that Architect E. M.
Watkins is now working on the plans for his new $100,000 the
aire
street.and business building on the corner of Meridian and Twelfth
Seymour — E. A. Spray of Frankfort and C. E. McConaughy of
Lebanon will erect an $8,000 motion picture theatre here at 28
South Chestnut street.
MAINE
Houlton—G. Beecher Churchill of Fort Fairfield has leased the
newly erected theatre here and will dedicate it June 24. The seating capacity is 800 and the cost is $30,000.
MISSISSIPPI
Greenville — The Peoples Theatre Company has been organized
here with 258 stockholders and plans are laid for the erection of
a $100,000 theatre.
OHIO
Hamilton — The new Rialto Theatre being erected on the site of
the old St. Charles Hotel by the Jewel Photoplay Company will
seat 1,000 persons and cost about $135,000, it is said.
Lima — The Sigma Theatre Company has been incorporated to
erect a $100,000 theatre on the old Empire site, according to
report. A. J. Ritzier and D. H. Kirwin are said to be the
PENNSYLVANIA
sponsors.
Farrell — Stahl Brothers will manage the new theatre being erected
on Idaho street by David Garfunkle. The cost of the structure
will be about $30,000, it is reported.
New Kensington — M. Marks is to erect a new theatre here to
seat 1,500 persons, according to a recent announcement.
Philadelphia — William Freihofer is to erect a theatre at Frankford avenue and Oxford street.
Philadelphia — Paul J. Henan, Jr., is to erect a theatre at 724 Market street and plans are already completed, it is reported.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville — H. J. Martin and Harry Goldstein have completed the
Palace Theatre here for colored persons. It is adjacent to the
Southern Railway passenger depot.
TENNESSEE
Memphis — The proposed new Loew theatre here will be located on
the south side of Union avenue and cost $400,000, it is reported.
Memphis — Alexander Pantages, of Seattle, has secured the Hoist
building as a site for a new combined picture and vaudeville
theatre.
Greenfield — The newly erected theatre is finally completed and
ready for opening. T. W. O'Connor is the proprietor.
VERMONT
Randolph — Mrs. Brooks announces that her new theatre on Main
street will be completed by June 1.
WASHINGTON
Mt. Vernon— Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Murphy will build a $25,000
theatre at Myrtle and Front streets to seat 700 persons.
Bcllingham — W. S. Quimby. operating a string of motion picture
theatres in this territory, has purchased a site costing $50,000, it
is said. It is located at the corner of Magnolia and Dock streets,
and he proposes to erect a large modern theatre in the near
future.
Spokane — A new Hippodrome, to cost about $250,000, will be
erected on Riverside avenue by Ackerman & Harris. It will seat
2,000 persons,
WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling — The new Victoria Theatre, when completed, will seat
1,300 persons. George Salter will be in charge.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
May 12 — Rowdy Ann
April 28— Sally's Blighted Career
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
June 30 — Anybody's Widow
June
! My House
Dear
".
June 23—
16 — AOh Full
June 9 — Can Wives be Trusted
June 2— Tell Your Wife Everything
May 26 — Kiss the Bride
May 19— Oh Susie, Be Careful
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5 — Too Many Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar.
31 —— Marrying
Mar. 24
Brides for Molly
Two

2
2
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(ThroughMagazine
State Right
Educational
Exchang-es)
Photoplay
Screen andSupplement
Released
Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17- — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May 5— Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21— A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
1
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
1
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
16— Frozen Thrills
1
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
>
1
12 — Sundown
1
11 — The Pale Pack Train
1
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
1
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL EXCHANGE^
June — Bare Fisted (Robertson-Cole'
Gallagher (WilliamProductions)
Desmond)
June — Broken Threads (Bessie Barriscale)
June —The Man Who Turned White (H. B. Warner)
June — In Search of Arcady (Billie Rhodes)
May
— His Debt (Sessue Hayakawa)
May — Just Squaw (Beatriz Michelena)
May
— The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May
Wife (Bessie
Apr. —— Josselyn's
Modern Husbands
(HenryBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
STRAND COMEDIES
June 1 — Hearts and Hats (Elinor Field)
May 25 — For Love of Betty (Elinor Field)
May 18 — Three in a Row (Elinor Field)
May 114—— His
Nobody's
May
ScarletBaby
Past (Elinor
(Elinor Field)
Field)
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
Mar.
16—
His
Wife's
Birthday
Mar. 9 — The Door Between
Mar. 2— The Wig-Wag System (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23—
'MidPyramid
Sahara'sLand
Sands
Mar.
16 — In
Mar. 9— An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar. 2 — Columbia Highway
".
Feb.
at Paradise
.'
Feb. 2316 —— AOutPeek
Wyoming
Way.
Feb.
9
—
A
Bit
of
God's
Country...,
Feb. 2- -Doing the Dells,

5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5S
5
5
S
5
5
5
?
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
1
1
1.1
1
1
11
11

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
May
True Knickerbocker
Heart Susie (D.
W. Griffith's)
May 25—
18 — The
Bucharoo
(Douglas Fairbanks) 55
May 4— The Money Corral (Wm. S. Hart)
5
Apr.
For .Better—
Mille's)
Apr. 27—
20 — Eyes
of the For
Soul Worse
(Elsie (De
Ferguson)
55
Apr. 6 — Captain Kidd, Jr. (Mary Pickford)
5
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's) 5
Mar. 16— The Poppy Girl's Husband (William S. Hart)
5
PARAMOUNT
May 25— I'll Get Him Yet (Dorothy Gish)
5
May 25 — The Haunted Bedroom (Enid Bennett) . . ;
5
May 18— The Busher (Charles Ray)
5
May 18 — The Final Close-up (Shirley Mason)
5
May 11— The Lady of Red Butte (Dorothy Dalton)
5
May 11— The Home Town Girl (Vivian Martin)
5
May 11 — Come Out of the Kitchen (Marguerite Clark)
5
May 4— The Woman Next Door (Ethel Clayton)
5
May 4— Oh You Women (Emerson-Loos Prod)
5
Apr. 27 — Rustling a Bride (Lila Lee)
5
Apr. 27 — The Law of Men (Enid Bennett)
j
Apr. 20 — Greased Lightning (Charles Ray)
5
Apr. 20 — The Home Breakers (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Apr. 13— The Roaring Road (Wallace Reid)
S
Apr. 13 — Something to Do (Bryant Washburn)
5
Apr.
Let's Rescuing
Elope (Marguerite
Clark)
55
Apr. 136—— The
Angel (Shirley
Mason)..
Apr. 6 — The Test of Honor (John fiarrymore)
5
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— The False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
May 25 — The Woman in the Case (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 18 — The Gentleman from Indiana (Dustin Farnum)
5
May
11
—
What
Money
Can't
Buy
(Louise
HuffJack
Pickford)
55
May 4— Hearts Adrift (Mary Pickford)
Apr. 27 — Chimmie Fadden (Victore Moore)
5
Apr. 20 — Gretna Green (Marguerite Clark)
5
Apr. 13 — The Dictator (John Barrymore)
5
Apr. 6 — Hulda from Holland (Mary Pickford)
5
TWO REEL COMEDIES
May
Love's False
(Sennett's)..'.
,
22
May 2518 —— Welcome
LittleFaces
Stranger
(Montgomery Flagg Film)
May
11
—
When
Love
Is
Blind
(Sennett's)
2
May 4— Harold, the Last of the Saxons (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)... 2
Apr.
The Amateur
Little Widow
(Sennett's)
Apr. 27
20 —— An
Liar (Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
22
Apr. 136—— The
The Last
FoolishBottle
Age (Montgomery
(Sennett's)
22
Apr.
Flagg Film)
SINGLE REELS
May 25 — From Cocoon to Kimona (Burton Holmes)
May 25 — Action of the Heart (Bray Pictograph)
May 18 — Across France with Yankee Gas Hounds (Burton Holmes) . . .
May 18 — Giants in Fairyland (Bray Pictograph)
May 11 — Tagalog Tailors (Burton Holmes)...
May 11 — Lessons in Swordtnanship (Bray Pictograph)
May 4— With the Yanks in France (Burton Holmes)....
.
May 4— Bath Towel Beauties (Bray Pictographs)
Apr. 27 — Filipino School Days (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 27 — How the Telephone Talks (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 20 — Some British Bits Well Done (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 20 — Fun in Feet (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 13 — Land of the Mompies (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 13 — Coal Mining (Bray Pictograph)
Apr. 6 — Seeing Sights in London (Burton Holmes)
Apr. 6 — Tin Can Toys (Bray Pictograph)
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp ,

5
6
5
;
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6

Motion
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FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures;
Jan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
June — Hot Sands and Cold Feet
June
— His Muzzled Career
May
— With the Moonshine on the Wabash
May
— His Concrete Dome
Apr.
Fred's Fictitious
Apr. —— Fabulous
Fortune Foundling
Fumblers

5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
.22

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 29 — The Lone Star Ranger (William Farnum)
5
June 15— My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
June 1— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
May 18— A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
May 20A—— The
The Jungle
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
5-5
•Apr.
Farnum)
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not . (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
..5
VICTORY PICTURES
Aug. 3 — The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
5
July 20— The Sneak (Gladys Brockwell)
5
July 6— The Wilderness Trail (Tom Mix)
5
June 22 — Putting One Over (George Walsh)
5
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
S
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)....
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13— Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16— Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
June 29 — Be a Little Sport (Albert Ray)
5
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5
June 6— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5
May 4— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23— The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
July 6 — The Merry Jailbirds
...2
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
..2.
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20— The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
July 13 — Down Stairs and Up.
y2
July 6 — Look Pleasant, Please
y2
June 29— A Prize Fight
'.
y2
June 22 — Pets and Pests
y2
June 15 — Sweet Papa
'
y2
June 8 — Hands Up
y2
June 1 — Oh Teacher
y2
May 25— The Shell Game
y2
May 18 — Left at the Post
y2
May 11 — Sir Sidney
y2
May
A
—
The
Cave
Man's
Bride
y2
Apr. 27 — Seeing Things
y2
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
y2
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
{At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast).....'
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARS ON-NEILAN PRODUCTIONS
{Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays
Graphic
The Real— Gaumont
Roosevelt
21
Satan on Earth
2
The Hand of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2

Film

Picture

News

Releases

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 22 — The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
5
June 8 — The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)..5
May 1118 —— The
Gardenia
(RexKennedy)...
Beach's)
6S
May
LeaveCrimson
It. to Suson
(Madge
May 4— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
5
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)
5
Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr. 6 — Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
5
BENNISON SERIES
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan.
5
—
Oh,
Johnny
(Louis
Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
6
The
Border
Legionof (Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
67
For the
Freedom
the World
The Manx-Man
7
Social Ambition
7
Honor's Cross
7
CAPITOL COMEDIES
June 151 —— In
A Wonderful
Parsons)
June
a Pinch (Mr.Night
and ("Smiling
Mrs. CarterBill"
De Haven)
22
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May A— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr.
20—
Wanted—
A
Baby
("Smiling
Bill"
Parsons)
....2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
June 8— The Only Way
June 1 — The Land of the Ukulele
May 25 — From Mud Dog
May 18— A Wild Goose Chase
May 11 — Can the Poor Fish
May A— Going Up
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The{Pictures
Silent Mystery
Twenty-eight Triangle re-issues starring William S. Hart, Norma Talmadge,Wrath
Douglas
and Frank Keenan to state right buyers.
The
of theFairbanks
Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sporting Life (ParamountArtcraft Special)
Wo
ma
n
The White Heather
My
Lady's
Garter
Broken
Butterfly
Romany
Rye
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
{See Pathe Exchanges)
May A— The Best Man (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Apr. 20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
{See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
{At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor
(Leah King)
Baird-James Morrison)
Human
Clay (Mollie
51
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
{See World Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
{Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)

,

METRO EXCHANGES
June 1623—
One Thing
at a Money
Time O'Day
Lytell)
June
— Fools
and Their
(Emmy (Bert
Wehlen)
June 9 — Some Bride (Viola Dana)
June 2 — Almost Married (May Allison)
May 26 — Full of Pep (Hale Hamilton)
May 19— The Lion's Den (Bert Lytell)
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
May 5 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
Apr. 28 — After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
Apr. 11 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
Apr. 14 — Blackie's Redemption (Bert Lytell)
Apr. 7 — The Island of Intrigue (May Allison)
Mar. 31— The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
Mar. 24 — That's Good (Hale Hamilton)

...|gi
s
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
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NAZIMOYA PRODUCTIONS
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Toys
of Fate
(Nazimova)
Revelation
(Nazimova)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
{At State Right Exchanges)
18— Mr. Outing Climbs Aboard
17 — Picking After Pizarro
16 — Here Comes the Groom
15 — Wrangling Dudes
14 — Where the Screen Tree Grows
13 — Getting Gay with Neptune
12 — Out-Columbusing Columbus
11 — Itasca Makes Her Bow
109—— Cameraring
Cameraring Through
'.
Through Africa
Africa (Thrill
(Thrill 2)
1)
8— Mr. Outing Floats a Dream
. 7— Up in tie Air After Alligators
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
{See Famous Players-Lasky Exchange)

7
7
7
'7
5
56
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
June 15 — The Little Diplomat (Baby Marie Osborne)
....5
June
Bishop's(Bryant
Emeralds
(Virginia Pearson)
65
June 81—— The
All Wrong
Washburn)
Mav 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
Mav
18
—
Caleb
Piper's
Girl
(Helene
Chadwick)
S
May A— The Cry of the Weak (Fannie Ward-Frank Elliott) 5
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
June 15 — Trixie from Broadway (Margarita Fisher)
5
June 181—— Some
A Bachelor's
Wife (Mary
Miles Minter)
May
Liar (William
Russell)...
55
May A— Charge It to Me (Margarita Fisher)
5
Apr. 13 — The Intrusion of Isabel (Mary Miles Minter).5
Mar. 30 — Brass Buttons (William Russell)
5
Mar. 16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)...
5
Mar. 2— Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
ROLEN" COMEDIES
June 15 — Swat, the Crook (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 8— Pistols for Breakfast (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 1— Back to the Woods (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
May 25 — The Marathon (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
Mav 18 — Before Breakfast (Llovd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May A— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Llovd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 136—— AJustSammv
Dropped
In (Haro'ld
Lloyd)
; 11
Apr.
in Siberia
(Harold
Llovd)
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin; Astra)
June 15 — Ninth, the Missing Heir
2
June 8— Eighth, Danger Ahead
2
June 1 — Seventh, The Flaming Waters
2
May 25 — Sixth.. The Secret Assassin
2
May 18 — Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
-.2
May A— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes...
2
— F:-=:. i.-.e Tisrer Worshipper*
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland.
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
GselO
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23—
Twelfth. Hurled
Intoof Space
'.
2
Mar.
16 — Eleventh.
The Bars
Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The
Trap
2
Mar. 2— Ninth. FalselvBaited
Accused
2
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh. Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9— Sixth,
Tales
,
.......2
Mch. 2— Fifth. ATangled
Threat from the Pas
t
2
Feb. 23— Fourth. The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second. The Hidden Chart
3
E*- 2— First. Prowlers of the Night
2
NETS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
J
Wednesdays — Pathe News
, i
Saturdays — Pathe News
1

Film

Releases

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
{At State Right Exchanges)
The Boomerang (Henry B. Walthail) .
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley & Norman Kerry) . . .
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes) .
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)
RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
{At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
June — His Bridal Night (Alice Brady)
June — Happiness a la Mode (Constance Talmadge)
June
— Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
May — Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The New Moon (Norma Talmadge)
Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr.
— Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar.
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case;
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
S-L PICTURES
{At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
{See Film Clearing Hous-e Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
{At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)

5
5
5
S
6
5
5
5
5
S
5
6
5
S
5
5
6

t

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
,
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
=
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law./
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pa
y
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1 — The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
7
Apr. 15 — His Daughter Pavs (Gertrude McCoy)
6
The Woman
Who
Dared.'.
7
Libertine
6
Babbling Tongues
7
Married
in Name Only.;
'
Her
Bargain
6
A Man's Clay
Law
Human
55
One Law for Both
8
Sins of Ambition
7
A Slacker's Heart
7
Cleopatra
'
The Lonesome Trail
5
Mothers of Liberty
6
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
2
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford,
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little- Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8— The Winning Loser
2
June 1 — The Recognition
..2
Mav 25— The Law of Hate
2
May 18 — The Range Rider
2
May 11 — The Fatal Return
2
May A— A Canyon Romance
2
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
2
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
2
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
2
29 — Dombey and Son (Special Cast)
6
22 — Upside Down (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
15 — Lady Windemere's Fan (Oscar Wilde Play)
5
8— Love's Prisoner (Olive Thomas Special)
6
1 — The Root of Evil (Frances Mann-Philip Yale Drew)
5
25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
8
18— The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
5
11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
5
A— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast) 5
27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
5
20— Devil M'Care (Crane Wilbur)
5
13 — A Regular Fellow (Taylor Holmes Special)
S
6— Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
5

Motion
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UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Pretty Smooth (Priscilla Dean)
6
Riders of .Vengeance (Harry Carey)
6
The Big Little Person (Mae Murray)
6
The Unpainted Woman (Mary McLaren)
6
The Blinding Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
6
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
6
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
6
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
6
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
6
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
6
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 16— A Star Over Night (David Belasco-S. W. W. R.)
2
June 2 — Destiny (Dorothy Phillips)
6
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDIES
June 18 — Beauty and the Boob (Alice Howell)
2
June
11- — Nellie's
Naughty
(Dot Farley)
22
May 21—
His Wicked
Eyes Border
(Dan Russell)
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
2
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
kpr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
22
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
2
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds) 2
CENTURY COMEDIES
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
2
\pr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy) 2
STAR COMEDIES
June 16 — Stop, Cease, Hesitate (Neal Burns)
1
June 9 — All in the Swim
1
June 2 — Miss Wives
1
May 26— Taking Things Easy
1
May 19 — Three in a Closet
1
May 12 — The Bullshiviks
1
May S— Fun in a Flat
1
Apr. 28 — The Expert Eloper
1
\pr. 21— Scared Stiff
1
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
1
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
1
EDDIE POLO SERIES
June 16 — Cyclone Smith Plays Trump
2
June 9 — A Pistol Point Proposal
2
June
2— The
Cyclone
Come-back
22
May 26—
Wild Smith's
Rider
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
2
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
June 21 — Kingdom Come (Morrison-Sedgewick)
2
June.H — llic .Last Uuilaw (Ed. J ones-Billie Hutton)
2
June 7— Ace High (Pete Morrison)
2
May 31— Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
2
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
2
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
2
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
2
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)
2
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
2
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
2
^pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
...2
Apr 5—THE
Bill Brennan's
(Neal Hart) ■
2
ELMO
MIGHTY Claim
(Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo Lincoln)
June 16 — First, The Mystery of Mad Mountain
2
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
June 16 — Fourteenth, The Lost Millions
2
June 9 — Thirteenth, Trapped
2
June
2
—
Twelfth,
In
Death's
Grip
22
May 26 — Eleventh, Through Fire and Water
May
19
—
Tenth,
Out
of
Death's
Shadow
May 12 — Ninth, A Leap for Life
:22
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
2
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
2
^pr. 21 — Sixth, The Flames of Death
2
\pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
2
Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff...
2
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
...22
Mch. 17— First. The Pool of Mystery
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
1
Wednesdays — International News
1
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
]
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
June 30 — The Spark Divine (Alice Joyce)
June 23— Beauty Proof (Harry T. Morey)
June 16 — Too Many Crooks ( Gladys Leslie)
Tune 29—— The
A Rogue's
Romance
Williams)
June
Little Boss
(Bessie(Earle
Love)
May 26 — Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)

S
3
5
5S
5

Film

Picture

News

Releases

May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
Apr. 14 — The Unknown Quantity (Corinne Griffith)
5
Api*. 7— The Cambric Mask (Alice Joyce)
S
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
June 16 — The Painted World (Anita Stewart)
5
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
7
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. 5 — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
June 2 — .Healthy and Happy (James Aubrey)
2
May 19 — Tootsies and Tomales
2
May 5 — Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Apr. 21 — Mules and Mortgages (James Aubrey)
2
Apr. 7— Girlies and Grubbers (Montgomery and Rock)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
July 7— His Home, Sweet Home
2
June 9 — The Star Boarder
2
May 12 — Passing the Buck
2
Apr. 14— Well I'll Be
2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and Carol Hollo way)
Sept. 1— Fifteenth, Fate's Verdict
2
Aug. 25 — Fourteenth, The Hut of Disaster
2■
Aug. 18 — Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Aug. 11— Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Aug.
4
—
Eleventh,
In
the
Ocean's
Grip
2
July 28— Tenth, The Flaming Sacrifice
2
July 21 — Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
2
July 14 — Eighth, The Iron Clutch
,
2
July 7 — Seventh, The Lightning Lure
2
June 30 — Sixth, The Tree of Torture
2June 23 — Fifth, The Cliff of Treachery
2
June 16 — Fourth, Cave of Terror
2
June 9— Third, The Teeth of Steel
2
June 2 — Second, The Bridge Trap
2
May 26 — First, The Spear of Malice
2
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
( Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
May 5 — Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
Apr. 28 — Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
2
Apr. 21 — Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
2
Apr.
Prey
....22
Apr. 147—— Twelfth,
Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
Mar. 31 — Tenth, Double Crossed
2
Mar. 24 — Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
Mar. 17 — Eighth, The One Chance
2
Mar. 10 — Seventh, Into the Trap
2
Mar. 3 — Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
Feb. 24 — Fifth, The Human Shield
2
Feb. 17 — Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
Feb. 10 — Third, The Creeping Death
r
2
Feb. 3 — Second, The Leap Through Space
2
Jan. 27 — First, The Riven Flag
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS,
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed

INC.

WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
May
Amateur Widow
(Zena' Keefe)
SS
May 2619 —— The
The Unwritten
Code (Shirley
Mason)
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
5
May S — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
5
Apr. 28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
5
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love- June Elvidge) 5
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr. 7— The Little Intruder (Louise Huff- Johnny Hines)
S
SPECIALS
Mar.
Feb. 16—
10— The
WhatBetter
Shall ' Ole
We Do With Him?
57
Jan. 6 — Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
— The Woman Under Oath (Florence Reed)
5
— A Man's Fight (Dustin Farnum)
S
June 8 — Playthings «of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5
Apr. 13 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
Jan. 5— The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
6
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
,
.....?-•••> »« ..»«•»!
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts

JL

WEST
TEL,
RECEIVED AT
■'HO BHK

GEORGE W E. ATKI«. ruiT vicm
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SIUT
PRECISION MACHINE CO.
34 ST HE7'YORE
SIMPLEX LBHS AND EXTRALITE SHUTTER GREAT OPTICAL TRIUMPH BY ACTUAL
COMPARISON SIMPLEX LE11S AIIl) EXTRALITE SHUTTER ADMITS T*ENTY FIVE
PERCENT HOKE LIGHT TO SCREEH THAU SHUTTER AMD LENS EQUIPMEHT SUPPLIED
OH OTHER MAKES OP MACHINES TITH TOTAL ELIMINATION CF FLICKER AT
NORMAL SPEED OR EVEN SLOTER ACCOMPLISHED 3Y THE MARVELOUS DUALITIES
OP EXTRALITE SHUTTER PICTURE AS PROJECTS^ ON SCREEN HAS GREATER
SNAP AND BRILLIANCY TITH A SOPTEI1ING AND ROUNDING OF HALF-TONES
"7ITH EASILY A FIFTY PERCENT APPARENT IMPROVEMENT TO THE VISUAL
PERCEPTION OP THE EYE YOUR LENS ^ND PARTICULARLY YOUR EXTRALITE
SHUTTER HAS MY STRONGEST RECOMMENDATION TO ALL USERS j3F-fft0T2S£ORSt
SHIP US QUICK ANOTHER SEVEN INCE SIMPLEX MP LENS / /P2tCi-id
AMUSEMENT
C BUBEHSEERN
Zk Vi OF CBUBENSEER

/^SIMPLEX
LENSPLANF
/MADE
IN OUR OWN
GREATER DEPTH OF FOCUS
^INCREASED ILLUMINATION,
^^JIMER

DEFINITION^

^EXTRALITE

SHUTTER ^\

,PART OF EVERY NEW SIMPLEX^
EQUIPMENT. ALSO MADE FOR OTHER,
^STANDARD PROJECTORS^/

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
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"THE

HEART

OF

HUMANITY"

May

10th

a

full house.
1 JggpiM
This picture
proved to be the best picture
that I have ever run in my house without
one
single
exception.
The
and

picture

went

safely say that it
one that will live

over

the

top

with

mefand

picture-is the GREATEST
FOREVER
on the screen.
N.W.WILLIAMS

/ t Playhouse,
Carl Liemmle
A
ctfzrs

, Manager

Des

Moines.

The Picture That Wiu Live Forever
Allen Holubar>

Super-Production
DOROTHY

liolQdPQd

I

thru

W MLMu 1600 B'WAY, HX
r~lr\z/trr productions^

Beg. V. S. Patent Office

DOMINATES

THE

FIELD

ANEW
plan of production, distribution and exploitation
of Paramount- Artcraft Pictures has been prepared
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and will be put
into effect for the year beginning September 1st, 1919.
The plan is a radical departure from

old. methods

and

it guarantees the exhibitor a standard quality of production far beyond anything heretofore attempted in' moNi$ig
pictures.
^Lg^gpr
It positively assures exhibitors of Paramount-Artcraft
Pictures greater profits and greater prestige than ever
before.
The entire plan will be discussed in the trade papers
issued during the week of June 15th.

i FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JBSSE L. LASKY
Pres. CECIL B.DE MOLE Director JOeaeM
'"NEW Vice
YORK.

VOL.XIX-NO.

24

Mnttrtet mi Stand Clan Matter October IS, )D)3. at tht Pttl Office at New Yrrk. N. Y„ under 1*4 met tf March tret, an
Published Weekly— $S.0O a year

PRICE

15 CENTS

ewitcnma

"the

ffiuaa

is

BOOK

FOR

A RUN
gVL'

E
LITTL
IT'S A WINNER
Harrison in the
Motion Picture News, Says —
"The authors of "THE DELICIOUS LITTLE
Robt. Leonard the Director, and Miss Murray
suited to her splendid talents. Fresh originality
tions generous."
Gordon Trent in the N. Y. Morn. Telegraph says
"THE DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL" is One
of the finest pictures in which Mae Murray has
appeared as a Universal Star. Titles add
quaint atmospheric charm. " Notably well done
throughout."
IT'S ONE

OF THE

VIEW

FINEST

IT AT YOUR

DEVIL" have done a fine job. So has
has done one of her finest bits, perfectly
of plot, carries swiftly, and comedy situaWid Says
Mae Murray in " THE DELICIOUS LITTLE
DEVIL " is seen at her very best. Whoever
picked this story for Miss Murray certainly
had the right idea. Suits her perfectly and
enables her to display her rare talents."

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
THE SEASON

ATTRACTIONS

NEAREST

EXCHANGE

UNIVERSAL

OF
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June

14,

191 9

Get

your

locations

now!

advertising, part of the life-blood
POSTER
of every motion picture theatre's existence,
is not a hap-hazard business.
<JThe demand for good locations is bigger than
ever before in the history of advertising.
<| Exhibitors should be warned against their inability to secure adequate and serviceable space.
There is real danger of good locations being
taken up by national advertising.
^ It is therefore suggested that exhibitors look to
their bill-posting program
at once and, if
possible, arrange for their locations by yearly
contract.
It is only thus that the best locations may be kept free for the exhibitor's use
through the year.
II It is a matter that is worth the immediate
attention of every wide-awake exhibitor.
CflTake it up with your local bill-poster. He's
the man who can tell you all about it.
K FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
rv?^T — 7* ADOLPH ZUKORPw. JESSE LLASKY^T? Pro: CECIL B.DEMIILE P/nxftrC*ywni£

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!

Motion
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D.WGR

IFF

Picture

N ew s

TH'S

The

Story

of

Heart
Truereviews
of in" the
success
THESusie'*
.
is told
Once more Griffith has brought
meaningful
screen."— N.

humanity
Y. Times.

to

the

"Has

strong appeal." — N. Y. Herald.
Simple and appealing story."
— N. Y. Sun. " One of most entertaining offerings in many
moons." — N. Y. American.

" A

great picture." — N. Y. Tribune.
" Produced with the skill that is
everywhere acknowledged." —
N. Y. World. " Ever engrossing."—^. Y. Telegraph.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

3885
June
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"TRUE
AN
A
RT

A

Plain

HEART
CRAFT

Girl

SUSIE TRUEHEART, a girl
after your own heart, who
can make you smile through tears.
Heart interest, plot, suspense
action, comedy,

superb

pathos and the wonderful

acting,
direct-

ing of D. W. Griffith — all these
make

" True

Heart

Susie "

worthy of a longer run. Story
by Marion Fremont. Photographed by G. W.

Bitzer.

Di-

rected byD. W. Griffith.
With a wonderful cast including Lillian Gish, Robert Harron
and Clarine Sevmour.
1 IK FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASRY CORPORATION
JESSE LLASKTTVr Pro CEaLKKKnUMmtr^aml

SUSIE"
PICTURE
. ..
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i 4, 19 Ip

eith
es

CJTie

AN

story

a plain
ARTCRAFT

Lillian

of

PICTURE

Gisk

a sn
Lilh
of
namae tre
dou
THEGish is
men
asset to any motion
Exhibitors

picture.

will do well

to play her name

up big.

Her superb portrayals in
kkTrue Heart Susie" and
in "Broken Blossoms, "
her two most recent characterizations have given
her added claim to the
greatest fame.
The
shown

twenty-four sheet,
opposite is worthy

of big exploitation. The
ad service on this wonderful production is readymade for you. Use it and
cash in.
i FAMOUS PLAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION j

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

|

Motion

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
PRESENTS
THE
GREAT
DRUIO^
LANE
MELODRAMATIC
SUCCESS

whiteheather:
.BY CECIL RALEIGH AND
HENRY HAMILTON

produced bv MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS . inc.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News
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Seven

Fathoms

Deep!

(By special arrangement the undersea scenes in " The W hite
Heather" were produced by the use of the Williamson Submarine
Tube and patented inventions, the only means by which such undersea scenes are made possible.)
FROM

heather to high seas runs this absorbing melodramatic

story, produced with all Maurice Tourneur's splendid art.
Scenes of animation and beauty vie with scenes of tense, thrilling drama. The fight undersea has never been equalled for
spectacular effect.
A real special, worthy of big exploitation and a longer run.
| ADOLPH
FAMOUS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
-/£
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE LXASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE Director JGeneral
""NEW Vice
YORIO
-

rag
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Motion

COMPANY
PHILADE LPH1A.PA.
JULES E.«ASTBAU«

May 31,1919.
Mr. Samuel Qoldwyn,
Goldwyn Distributing
469 Fifth Avenue,
Hew York.

Corporation,

My dear Mr. Goiawyn:Will you be good enough to advise me
at your earliest convenience
of distribution

what will he your policy

of your pictures for next season?
If at all possible,

I would consider

it a personal favor if you could ccme to Philadelphia
and discuss the matter with me in person,

Since^ly

yours,

_

jjiimiiiiiliie!^
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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News
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1

ooldv^ES&cturcs
*«B FIFTH AVENUE
June 3rd,
19 19.

Mr . Jules Mastbaum,
Stanley Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.
My dear Mr.. Mastbaum

Pegret that I cannot meet you in Philadelphia
this week.
I am held here ooncluding details of the very
subject of which you write.
Frankly, as long ago as last Deoember we saw
this coming.
We foresaw then the questions that you and
hundreds of exhibitors are now asking.
We knew that this
fall would bring vast changes in the industry which no company wishing to hold leadership could afford to. ignore. And
we backed our belief by preparing half a year in advance.
Have therefore spent four of the past five
months on the Coast cooperating with our production forces
in the task of creating, far in advance of release, the powerful pictures needed to meet the new demands.
Since my return to Hew York, we have been going
over the distributing proposition with a fine-tooth comb. Aided by the presence and advice of our branch managers, we ere
working out a sales and exploitation plan flexible enough to
meet the manifold needs and conditions of the exhibitors of
America.
Hatural ly, no exhibitor can make his bookings
safely until he learns just what our policy is to be, We
expect to issue a definite and concrete . announcement the
first week of July, and I shall then be very glad to run
over to Philadelphia and go over the whole proposition personally with you.
Very cordially

yours.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllHHllMHIIWIlllllflWlllllllllllintillHIlIIHMHIIIlHIinilllHIIllllllMWWMHIIIHIIIM
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CHICAGO
CHICAGO

MAKES

TRIBUNE

(Mae Tinee): I chuckled for
an hour. You excitedly
accompany Mabel Normand
through a series of incidents
that give her a chance to
exercise every fascination that
is peculiarly hers. She's a
gawky hoyden; she's a spoiled
child; she's Mary Pickford;
she's Charlie Chaplin. Mabel
in "When Doctors Disagree"
is "the old Mabel" — to the
delight of everybody.

IT UNANIMOUS
funnier and

rowdier than " Sis

Hopkins." EVENING POST:
CHICAGO
Here is Mabel Normand as her
admirers love her. Her Nillie
Martin in this picture is "Peck's
Bad Girl" and "Sis Hopkins"
rolled into one, with something
added. " When Doctors Disagree"
is very funny indeed.

(Rob

CHICAGO HERALD 6c
EXAMINER : Roughest .of the
rough, most gawky of the gawks,
grotesque, clownish, and yet somehow utterly pleasing .to the eye,
Miss Normand is funnier than

Reel): Mabel Normand's whooping it up and the audience whoops
right along with her, game for
anything. Mabel goes the limit.
"When
Doctors Disagree" is

any woman in films. With "When
Doctors Disagree" to add to her
phenomenal success, there seems
to be nothing between Mabel and
the Croix De Cutup-

CHICAGO

AMERICAN

hy AnnaEBmnd

Directed

by Victor

L. SchertzhtQer

GOLDWYN
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel

GoldW^n

President

3894

Motion

Picture

Samuel Goldwyn
'presents
E

in

HEME

to

IT

smm

By
RexTaulor

Directed by
Clarence G.ftadger

"When Madgie left her tram to
Give her dog a run — -doggonit!
The train sailed merrily away
Without Miss Madgie on it.
And there she was right out in the middle of
the desert and everything with nothing but her
dog and her fur cape to keep her company."
That's the way Mae Tinee, the none-too-susceptible critic of the Chicago Tribune, felt about
"Leave It to Susan."
It drove her to poetry.
And then she continued:
"This is a darling of a picture — an interesting,
cleverly told, human story. The whole effect is
to send you forth purring. Nobody rubs you
the wrong way."
That is the verdict wherever Madge Kennedy has
been shown in "Leave It to Susan."
It is another link in that long, strong chain of
successes that binds Madge Kennedy to the affections of millions of admirers.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel

GoldWUn

- President

News

un e 14, 1 p 1 p

uhe

knew

he

was

a bandit
by the
handkerchief
he
wore

. r-

3896

Motion

Picture

News
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Profits!
Utilize
Energy

at once
and

the Power,

Honesty

em-

ployed in the production of
the Ford Educational Weekly.
FITZPATRICK
«« a Mcelroy
Chicago
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR, CQ
Motion. Picture
Laboratories

It conveys

to the American

People the message of Industrial Progress, Universal
spiration and Happiness.
It will help to make

In-

your

theatre a s stable, profitable
and creditable institution.
munity.
Be The Power
Start

of your com-

Today

FORD

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY
Clip, Fill Out and Mail
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
469 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.
Send me, free of rental, one issue of the Ford
Educational Weekly. I will pay expressage from
and to nearest Goldwyn office.
Manager*
Theatre,
City, State.

SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

announces
Branches

to Exhibitors
in the United

to contract

all of its

States it is now

ready

for all of the forthcoming

embracing,

in

OLIVE
now

tkat through

their

first })ear,

THOMAS

in eight productions
ready:

"UPSTAIRS

AND

DOWN"

EUGENE
O'BRIEN
in eight productions
in preparation:
"THE

PERFECT
LOVER"
A Ralph I nee Production

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN

in eight productions
in preparation:
"LOVE

OR

FAME?"

Distributed b$
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Constance Talmadge giving Exhibitors
tke Higk Sign. TKis means S. R. O.

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
presented hy Le^is J. Selznick
in her latest Select Picture

THE

VEILED

ADVENTURE"
by Julia Crawford Ivers
Directed tr? Walter Edwards
Score

another

Talmadge

Kit!

Constance
They

come

as regularly

as

Constance

Talmadge

productions.

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

WE'RE
This

week

marks

new

Selznick

the

OFF!

Release

of the first of the

Pictures,

OLIVE

THOMAS
in

"UPSTAIRS

X

DOWN"

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

THE

Open

ROAD

now

OF

SUCCESS

to live exhibitors

OLIVE

THOMAS
in

UPSTAIRS

X

DOWN

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Appropriate

Eugene
O'Brien

has a perfect
fitting role in

The
Perfect

A

Ralph
Ince
Lover"
Production

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

June
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"Murder

Won't

Is

A

Crime,

Commit

Murders

But

Any

I

More

September

After

While they use different words, this is what is
being said to you, the Exhibitor, by certain
producer-distributors who announce that for
their coming season they will abandon program
or star series and sell pictures singly on merit.
Their "new

season"

If they are going

means

September.

to change

in September,

why

don't you, the Exhibitor, make them change now?
The summer months are the ones in which you
can least afford to be tied up to a program of
unknown and uneven quantities.
If you should clean your slate now, if you should
cancel out all the doubtful and provably poor
series you have been buying, there is not one
producer-distributor who would threaten you
with any form of punishment.
The days of threats are ended in the motion
industry.

picture

W. W. Hodkinson has forced a revolution in the
ranks of the producer-distributors by selling all
pictures singly on the basis of individual merit.
In less than two months six companies have
followed his lead.
HODKINSON
definitely foresees~the
crafty changes being
shaped in the market.
definitely tells you
that many of these
changes are not for
the benefit of you,
the Exhibitor.

We advise you, for the benefit of your theatre and
yourself, to kick out whatever deadwood stars
and productions you still have and book pictures
on merit and value. We are not selfish in this,
for we advise you to book many of the other
powerful pictures available in the open market.
Why

should

W.W.

you

*4 go along"

till September?

HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
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Motion
J.Parker

Read

Picture

News

Jr.

presents
LOUIS

LAUM
►IOIOKQ1
»1 OXQIQIOI.

"Sahara" is the story of a
beautiful, vain, lonely,

"Sahara" is made by masters. The story is by C.

heart-hungry woman; the
story of a great temptation.

Gardner Sullivan - the best
Sullivan drama.

It is a tremendous spectacle, but the spectacular
scenes and phases are the
backgrounds for a tense,
vivid,emotional drama.

The technical expert of
another company says:
"This is technically the
most perfect production
I've seen in three years."

It reveals how the love of
a woman for her child can
swing her back from the
abyss.

Allan

Dwan

has

helped

Louise Glaum make herself the greatest emotional
actress of the screen.

IOIOIOICMOICHOIOIOW!OIOW»IcmMOIOI010i:OIOIOIOIQIOI010HMOMMOICHOIQIOIOI01QlQIO'

HOIOItM<

W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PAIHIi txchangejncorporated
laioioioiaiaioiou
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14, 1919

We

Have

Seen

Motion

A

New

Kind

of

Picture

A picture that shows
you instantly a new
type of brain has entered the industry.
A picture that proves
its superiorities thru
its producer having the
benefits of complete
co-operation by the
author of the story.
A picture full of heart;
full of action; full of
dynamics, full of the
thrills of living.
The picture deserving
of all the enthusiasm
we
the

are capable of expressing is the first of

njamin B. Hampton Producti
Great Authors Pictures Inc.

e

WESTERNERS
Ohe photoplay from

STEWART

EDWARD

Directed by
with
ROY STEWART,
WILFRED
LUCAS,
It makes

you

gasp; it makes

the novel by>

EDWARD
an all-star

SLOMAN
cast:

MILDRED MANNING,
MARY
JANE
IRVING,
you hold

your breath in suspense; makes
nerves throb from excitement.

your

W.HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue
Distributing' through PATHE
Foreign Distributor, J. Frank

WHITE

ROBERT McKIM,
GRAHAM PETTIE

"The

Westerners" quickly will be available for pre-release first run showings in
the larger cities of the United States.

CORPORATION
, New York City
Exchange, Incorporated
Brockliss,In.c.729~7i4 Ave.
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"Drama

of the 3(eart

A Story: of the Salvation Army and "Over Here "
By E. Macjnus Ingleton
Directed by Louis ZOm. Chaudet
J
produced and Presented by the NATIONAL
FILM
CORP.
William Parsons, President
W.HODKINSON
CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated
Ec sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Public

Busy

Demand

Printing

Keep$

2ane

This

Hugje

Plant

Grey '5 Novels.

These big printers and binders despite their splendid facilities are twenty per cent, behind the actual demand in supplying Grosset & Dunlap's world-wide clientele of book->
sellers with Zane Grey's novels.
The entire facilities of these printers are now engaged in
turning out a special motion picture edition of Zane Grey's
"Desert Gold" illustrated with a score of scenes from the
motion picture to coincide with the release of the
Benjamin

B.Hampton & Eltinge Earner
presentation of

Y'S
GRE
motion
picture

most
powerful
NE
ZA

starringE.K.LINCOLN,
Eileen Percy
Margery Wilson
Arthur Morrison
W. Lawson Butt
Walter Long
Frank Lanning
Edward

Goxen

Russell Simpson
Directed

Frank Brownlee
William Bainbridge

by T. Hayes

This means

Hunter

national bookstore

and

bookseller co-operation for every exhibitor who will take the trouble to
walk a block or two to the nearest bookseller or department store for the plans
of link-up.

W.HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue
Distributing through PATHE
Foreign Distributor. J Frank

CORPORATION
. New York City
Exchange, Incorporated
Brockliss.lnc.7Z9-7£i Ave.

!
1

To-ni&ht

- When

Your

Show

is Over

After the last of your people have gone —

llli!
1
lira

And

the lights are dimmed

and the music stillec

And

the applause and laughter echo only in the

Tan
memory
Go
into —your darkened house.

liiii'll"!

Alone
Films;

. !.f|!,;»> '
If

MWMM

there, try to conjure up the Spirit of the

Try to bring out of the walls that have so often resounded the joyous acclaim of your people

Tr1
The real essence of the motion picture's appeal.
Try to read Jinto
the heart of hearts of your
]'
audiences.

V'liiiiiiininTI
\1

;p(T||liliHiwm«iw ll

Ajad though the age of miracles is past, there will
rise out of the dusk and shadows of your house
A Vision — now radiant as it reflects the exquisite
charm of Mary Pickford,

1,

Again, rollicking in joyous abandon
mirth of Charlie Chaplin,

with the elfish

Then whirling in youth's love-of-life as Douglas
Fairbanks smiles back at you,
Mill p

/

And now, stilled for a moment, as it feels the soulsearching spell of the master, Griffith.

VA

This is the Spirit of the Films — the echo in the
hearts of your people — the Very breath-of-life of
•Qour theatre.

IF

..iillllP
.<ii M
m

IP,,/
mil

Guarding

Your

Greatest

Asset

Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and D. W. Griffith are your greatest asset
The mere announcement
multitude to your doors.

of their films brings the

They are the heart and soul and life-blood of the

oiRMiuiiiiiiiniiinit

motion picture's appeal.
These master artists, realizing that they must have
absolute freedom in order that they may keep faith
with. Exhibitors, and through them, with the millions
of lovers of the screen,
Will produce independently, giving their utmost in
each of their pictures.
These pictures - your guarantee of continued prosperitywill
in turn be rented to you on the same
free and independent basis.
Single pictures only will be booked. The unjust
program and star series methods of rental have been
discarded
Thus, your greatest business asset is safeguarded—
assured to you, picture for picture, so that each
production will earn for you its full measure of
profits.
A

First Release September 1st, 1919
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
PICTURE
Now Booking

UNITED
ARTISTS
Oscar A. Price. President

CORPORATION
Hiram Abrams, General Manager

729 Seventh Avenue,

New

York

3912

Motion

New

TO

York

Picture

City

THE

TRADE:

In the selection of the above insignia as my trade-mark I have
been governed by a desire to make it mean something more than
merely the necessary stamp for commercial protection.
I want this trade-mark to represent the collective signature of
myself and organization as affixed to a guarantee. A guarantee that
the production so marked has attained or surpassed the standard set
by " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," " Stella Maris," " M'Liss,"
" The Unpardonable Sin," and " Daddy Long Legs."
In the past it has been the custom of producing organizations
to carelessly and indiscriminately place their trade-mark on productions whether good, bad, or indifferent. Such practice has caused the
average trade-mark to mean nothing to the exhibitor or public insofar as quality is concerned. This latter condition is the very thing
I want to avoid and in order to establish and conserve the integrity
of the above trade-mark it will be my policy not to release any production falling below the aforementioned standard.

Marshall Neilan Productions
Capitol Theatre Building
New York City

Releasing through
The First National Exhibitors
Circuit, Incorporated

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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"From the story of J. W.
Riley has been woven a
scenario that gives Sessue
Hayakawa such opportunity
for the display of his undoubted histrionic ability as
to leave no room for conjecture. Every phase of the
picture seems to melt into
his make-up so that he is
truly the exemplification of
the part himself.
"The direction of William
Worthington seems to leave
nothing to be desired in
this respect, and the photography in many instances is
little short of marvelous,
and shows the great possibilities of the camera when
properly
handled."
— Motion
Picture News

To

^.

""at if : • So tr,,„ . cv"y
~~M°rning '
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3S as yet \Spo^n
a«ute e/et 5Wn ,dra™a
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,ntere5t "ara"tee of 3 s«f.
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m
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every picture in which he has
WITH ared
as a Robertson-Cole star acappe
claimed by the press, public, and exhibitor in superlative terms of praise for their dramatic
and artistic quality, Hayakawa has created an individual following in four thousand theatres in the
United States. Not a single one of his new series
has fallen below his exceptionally high standard
and on this record of consistency, one never before
equalled in six consecutive star pictures, exhibitors
have achieved an element of continued, steady
prosperity.
To this unique record he adds the distinction
of being alone in his chosen sphere, the interpretation of those parts which only an Oriental can successfully portray for an audience of the Western
World. Sensational or unpleasant subjects are always avoided and Hayakawa carries with him the
full support of those who love the mystery and
beauty of the Oriental World as well as the superb
finish of a great actor.
His productions are supreme achievements
from the Box Office standpoint as well as dramatically and artistically. From the first his films have
been phenomenal financial hits and each picture
brought additional thousands to the ticket windows
of the theatres.
Box Office receipts represent the mercury in
the thermometer of public opinion and when they
go steadily up and up it is the surest indication of
the popularity of the star and his productions.
Hayakawa represents an unbroken series of successes.

Released by
Robertson-Cole Company
Division
of
F iIm $
through
Exhibitors

Mutual

June

14,
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SOLITARY

We've
money-

received
making

even

more

attraction

inquiries
than

we

regarding

this

expected.

remarkable

Is YOUR'S

in

—yet?
SIN"
"THE
and

SOLITARY

BIG

PRICES:

SIN"
Work

is

an

attraction

fast— wire

for

LONG

immediately

RUNS

to

OORP'N
SIN
SOLITARY
THE
1482
BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
CITY
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.
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Motion

The

Picture

News

Great Ail-American
Picture

Love,

Dramatic
Romance,
Brilliancy!

Uncle Sam says it is O. K.
(Endorsed by U. S„ Dept. of Labor)
State Right Buyers Communicate
FILM CORP.
PIONEER
126 West 46th St., New York
THE OTIS UTHO.CO CLEVELAN0.O.**OO57

June
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APOLOGIES
TO

WHO

ARE

SETTING

THE

WORLD

RIGHT

IN

PARIS

TO

RAILROAD
AND

FOURS"

"BIG

OTHER

SEVERAL

BUT

AS

CAP'N

"OVERHAUL

YOUR

CUTTLE
CHURCH

SAYS

CATECHISM

IN

DOMBEY

AND WHEN

FOUND

MAKE

ARE

"THEY

NEED

THE

NO

"BIG
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FOUR"

BOASTING— THEY
— (OVER)—

ON IT"

IRVING
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(
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PICTURE

Irnyr

AUTHORS

YOU

i

HAVE

EVER

SEEN

V

ow

A

Released

magnificent

it
picturization

of a

poWerful storcr
that Will set exterr
Worrtaru

ththKin^

and

husband

eVery

askinglavte

Would

done

the

It -Will make the
women gasp, and
■whenever you have
a picture that makes
the ^omen talk 3)011
have a picture that

same?"

brings more women
to see it.
—Wid's

The

S®3>

Daily

atmosphere

throughout is convincing ;exceptionally good character

p

ty)pes add immeasurably to its realness.
— Morning Telegraph

"Playthings

\

of

Passion" is a 'different' ty)pe of photodrama and 2pou will
like it.
— Los Angeles Herald

A very successful v?eek's run at our Tivoli
theatre, San Francisco. We
consider
" Playthings of Passion " the best Kitty"
Gordon picture released so far.
— Turner & Dahnl^en Circuit

I

Si^esk- 8ox Oj^ ice
Mtraction in Two Years

Kitty

Gordo

i^VLAYThllfGS
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News

PROFITS

AND
PLEASED
■follow everywhere

JOHNSONS

PATRONS

CANNIBAL
J* THE SOUT

It's a positive/proven S.R.O.
producer and a magnet
for new patrons.
Read the testimony on
next page.

FRANCISCO
Mut, ualcal.Distributing Corp.,
s sco
tor
Exh
nci
Fra
Sanlbl
Gentlemen

Johns on ' s

Rtltated by

mpany
Robertson-Cole Co
of Films through
Division
Exhibitors

Mutual

booked the
our patrons

Yours truly ,
Yours truly,
^5?BT LEVSY CIRCUIT

May 6, 1919

J nne
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Open
Unusual

Market

Special

Buyers

Tested

Attractions

are the only surefire pictures that exhibitors

J.

PAUL

will fill this demand
"Heart
of

are booking.

RAINEY'S

completely.
The

Jungle"

Every exhibitor knows that Mr. Rainey's name assures
his patrons that they will see the real article in thrilling
animal pictures. Nothing spurious can be associated
with his name.
The Euclid Avenue Opera House, Cleveland, was
crowded week May 25th and now, the newest Paul
Rainey pictures are creating new records at the Olympic Theatre, Chicago, 111.
For further information as to details and available territory, apply to
BYOIR & HART. INC.
New York
6 West 48th Street.

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

1

Listen to them!

BY

COMMAND

OF

THE

RELEASED

NOW

SECOND

EDITION

FOX

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES

EXHIBITORS

OF

AMERICA

ROARING LIONS AND WEDDING BELLS
SHADOWS OF HER PEST
A
SELF-MADE
LADY
THE SON
OF A GUN
A
MILK- FED VAMP
A neighbor's keyhole
HIS SMASHING CAREER
HUNGRY LIONS IN A HOSPITAL
WILD WOMEN AND TAME LIONS
ARE MARRIED POLICEMEN SAFE?
A
TIGHT
SQUEEZE
DA M AGED - NO GOODS
ROARING LIONS ON THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
COMMUNICATE

WITH

THE

NEAREST

BRANCH

OFFICE IMMEDIATELY

FOX
FILM CORPORATION
1

FOR FULL PARTICULARS
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* I j V . Brimming
overQwithCOME
Genuine
Laughs
DIES
BURLY
^
TREMEND0USV\/E5TEQN5
.
C*$L

Chock

full

Dramas

y^

Thrills
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i
Said Mrs. Pirn, "You're very nice —
But marriage is no paradise.
It dwarfs me like a stunted tree.
I must have freedom, don't you see? "

II

To faithful Pirn who loved his wife
It was the jolt of his young life.
He was completely at a loss
To find a reason for divorce.
III
Beds and pictures, tables and chairs!
And all the furniture up the stairs
Pirn turned about and inside-out.
Precedents he had to rout.
IV

But "Blessings brighten in their flight."
As soon as Pirn was out of sight
His wife she wished for his return.
Oh ! Fickle woman — how she did yearn.
V
Poor hubby; habits had to break.
But then his fortune he did make.
He became a chap of great renown.
SEE
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Down"
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Scene in centre shows one of the big surprises in Vilagraph's" Beauty Proof," a Harry T. Storey picture.

ALBERT

E. SMITH

presents
T. MOREY

HARRY

Left and right, a couple of the many snow scenes.

in

"BEAUTY
PROOF"
By James Oliver Curwood
Directed by Paul Scardon
A

A. Powerful
Warm?
How would you enjoy a cool breath
from the snow country?
Then see Harry T. Morey's newest feature, '"Beauty Proof.1' a rugged drama
of the great Northwest, virile, throbbing,
powerful. It's a tale of real men — a veritable cross-section of Life in the big snow
country, with its bhnding blizzards, its
wooded hills and frozen streams.
When James Oliver Curwood first wrote
the story under the title of "Philip Steele"
for The Red Book, he must have had
Harry Morey in mind when he created
the character of "Corporal Steele of the
Northwest Mounted," fair and true as
man can be, yet grim in a fight, be it with
fist or gun, and sure to bring back his man
though he had fled ever so fast and hard
and far over the trackless wastes of snow
country. And absolutely "beauty-proof"
— inditterent to the most appealing of
women if they ran foul of the law which
he had sworn to uphold. There was a
reason for his attitude — a reason that
dated back to the years before he had
joined out with the Royal Mounted, when
a man had wrecked his home and embittered his life.
It is Corporal Steele, accordingly, who
is detailed to bring in a man named Thorpe
— not because Thorpe is a dangerous character, but because the fugitive's sister,
Carol, is noted for her beauty and her way
with rr^~ And Carol's determination to

VITAGRAPH

Drama

SNOW

of

ON YOUR

FEATURE

the

Snow

SCREEN

TN exploiting this feature, remember
■*- that it's a great snow picture — great
stuff for this particular period. Bear
this in mind when arranging the display
for your lobby. The paper, slide and
lobby display cards bring out the snow
stuff most effectively.
James Oliver Curwood knows the great
Northwest better than any living author.
Be sure to bring out his name in all of
your advertising matter. Your patrons
know him. Mention the supporting cast,
too. It's a strong one.

keep her brother free from the clutches
of the law has been the downfall of more
than one trooper sent out to "get" Thorpe.
Corporal Steele arrives in the camp,
meeting the girl for the first time in the
dance-hall restaurant. He proves impervious to her wiles, but' the girl outwits
him. Two of her half-breed retainers
knock him insensible, and he is placed in
a long box, thecover is nailed on, and he is
taken by dog sledge to the cabin of Hodge,
the boss of a construction camp. Steele,

Country

from the box, overhears an altercation
between Hodge and the girl, and finds
that the root of Thorpe's law-breaking,
had been Hodge's attempted attacks upon
Thorpe's sister. He 'then realizes the
motive of the girl's queer attempt to kidnap him — that he may hear the truth and
hear it from the hps of Hodge, who believes that he has no audience except the
girl in the lonely cabin. Hodge again
attacks the girl, Steele breaking out of
the box just as the girl shoots Hodge in
defence of her honor. And then Steele
learns that Hodge is the very man who
had wrecked his own home, back in the
misty past. Hodge was the man who had
brought bitterness into his life.
The dramatic scenes that follow make
"Beauty Proof" one of the very strongest
plays in which this virile and popular star
has ever appeared. The recovery of Hodge
— his escape — Steele's grim vow to bring
him to justice — the kidnaping of the girl by
Hodge — the mad chase by dog sledge over
many viiles of the silent snow country —
the fight — the decidedly novel love interest all
follow in a big crashing crescendo. Paul
Scardon scored heavily in the direction of
"Beauty Proof " and Betty Blythe, George
Majcroni, Denton Vane and Robert Gaillard
are ideally cast in parts that are real.
And through it all the weird magic of
the snow country — great, silent, impressive. You will call "Beauty Proof"Aivt.a
100 per cent, feature. And it is.
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— together with half-a-dozen other intimate scenes of
celebrated stars.
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Two novel subjects — " quite the best pictures of our
American Indian that have been seen " — fascinating Incharacters, unique " stunts," in addition to unusual
scenic dianvalue.

"The
Robert

Wolf
of the Tetons"
C. Bruce American Scenic

Proclaimed the finest example of scenic-story without
human characters. " The Little Grey Wolf " and " The
Great Dane Dog " as they lived together in the Jackson
Hole country of Wyoming.
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Youth — Beauty — Personality — Talent
— -each sufficient, alone, to make a star. QMiss Macdonald will
appear in a series of six photoplay attractions during the coming
year — productions that will be all that a splendid producing
organization, concentrating its efforts on one star, can achieve.
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Here's

a

are in receipt of sa letter from a . Southern exAnd as is
hibitor that present a real problem
usual with an editor when he is stumped — we are
hereby passing the problem on to our readers.
The exhibitor's letter follows : " I have been using a certain program of very high grade
pictures for the past two years. I use one picture each
week and have lost money on them ever since I started.
I have advertised them, placed them on different nights of
. the week and have tried in various ways to get my patrons
interested in them. This seems an impossible task. Therefore Ihave decided to cancel them entirely, but find that
the contract which I signed the first of 1919 is not the
same as the one which this company had in 1918. The
1919 contract is non-cancellable. I have written the company asking them to cancel but they have refused. I
could cancel and let them keep my deposit but am afraid
of injuring my standing with the Board of Trade.
" As you can readily see I am in a very peculiar position.
I do not know whether you will advise me or not, but
would appreciate a suggestion other than to keep the program and advertise it more than the other pictures on my
program. I have tried this but find that it is a losing
proposition. This is riot a sudden decision because I have
tried them out thorolv."

Problem
What

WE

What

WE

Would

You

Do

of Ann."
But if a few of our exhibitor friends give us their
opinions there is no doubt that this Southern exhibitor can
be aided — nor is there any uncertainty about the letters
making most interesting reading. Should the exhibitors
show our troubled reader too many ways Out of his dilemma we will probably receive some snappy retorts from
the exchange men.
The problem is a pressing one. Two questions are presented :
Should an exhibitor whose good faith is clearly shown
in the tone of the above letter be penalized for many
months to come? Or —
Is it a matter that leaves no room for argument ? Is it
simply a case of living up to a contract regardless of other
considerations?
Let us hear --yojtr opinion.

?

HE same mail brings a sarcastic letter from another
exhibitor who wants, to know :
T
" What determines the cash value of a star?
The number of times he or she changes from one distributor toanother? Or do the distributors determine the
rental value of a star merely by putting the price twenty
per cent higher than the star's most recent picture?
" Of course the truth is that box office value is the only
proper measure. But can box office value continue to be
stretched and stretched and stretched? There are limits
on the amount of money that can be brought in over the
Perhaps there is considerable truth in what our exhibitor
friend says. But we are inclined to ask him — what is the
limit?
Some of the biggest theatre men in the country
cash till."'
have told us that they are inclined to believe that there is
no limit. Each step forward they take in advertising
methods, each improvement in music and theatre construction open up new vistas.
" If production quality will keep step with the advances
of theatre men in the next few years," we heard one man
say, " we'll find that we never knew what the capacity of
the box office was."
Room

?

have an idea that Motion Picture News readers can give as many different answers to this
letter as there are surmises concerning " the age

is the Answer

for Action

Here

DELIVERY wagon fire in Brooklyn the other day
burned up film on the way to fifty-seven exhibitors.
The theatre men lost their day's show — and in adhave to pay for all the film destroyed.ityXew York's
dition
delivery companies
take no responsibil
on their
shoulders.
Here surely is an opportunity for the National Association to tackle. Perhaps the Transportation Committee,
already doing very effective work, can look into the film
delivery problem in those cities where conditions are similar to Xew York's.
Exhibitor
organizations should be able to work out a

A

system that would give to their individual members some
security when films are given in the care of delivery
companies.
The present conditions are intolerable. After the film
has passed over the exchange counter the exhibitor is responsible for it. But when he hands it to a delivery company that receives thousands of dollars every week from
exhibitors he is trusting to luck alone.
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Motion

Dealing

Five?
Why
(An Exhibitor Echoes the Query Put by William A. Johnston)
Dear Mr. Johnston :
Time was when the book agent was the worst pest in the world,
but time has changed considerably. The worst pest in the world
now, to my way of thinking, is not a man, it is an inanimate object,
and there are many of them. I mean the rotten, unreliable line of
worthless and popularly and wrongly called motion picture trade
journals. / wish I could keep them from flooding in on me.
I am of the opinion that the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
is absolutely right in its trade journal advertising policy and I
will welcome the time when other companies take the same stand
and limit the advertising and exploitation of their films to five
of the trade journals, or less.
On page 2794 of Motion Picture News for May 3 you ask :
" Why five? "
And I repeat : Why five ?
I talked this over with a number of exhibitors when I was in
San Antonio several weeks ago and our unanimous conclusion
was that five was more than ample. I don't know of any exhibitor today — and I know scores of them throughout this state,
Arkansas and in Oklahoma — who subscribe to five motion pictrade journals.
In fact,
the average
two.timeI don't
believe
a realturelive
motion picture
theatre
manageris has
to read
five
journals. If he has time to pore through five journals, they
ought to make him a copy reader or associate editor or something like that. Any time I find a theatre manager with more
than five trade journals in active use, I'm going to take a picture
of him and send it to the authorities of the state insane asylum.
Frankly, I take two trade journals — the Motion Picture News,
and one other. And these two give me about all the material I
can use and sometimes I don't even get enough time to read them
as closely as I'd like to; but I always keep them on file. If there
is a certain picture I want to present at the Crescent I frequently
look over my files to see if there is any special exploitation suitable that has been tried and proved successful elsewhere.
If the least bit of good could be gained from sticking ads in
every sort of publication, I would be in 'favor of it. To my way
of thinking, the theatrical game, either the motion picture line
or the legitimate stage, is dependent upon publicity for life.
Without the proper publicity no one would know the name of
Charlie Chaplin better than any other film star. The same is
true of Mary Pickford or President Woodrow Wilson. But
more than any other business in the world, the show business
requires publicity or it can't live.
But the ad won't bring you a cent's worth of business if it is
placed in a trade journal which isn't trusted. I can name you
several trade publications which through some reason or other
are apparently making money for their publishers and yet, I
can tell the names of dozens of exhibitors who wouldn't believe a
thing either in their ads or in their news and editorial comments.
There is no doubt in the mind of any sane exhibitor as to the
vital need for trade journals. But I doubt if you would be able
to find a single exhibitor who favored the continuation of the
present harum-scarum way of scattering the ads in this book
and that, not knowing, not thinking, not caring about what the
results of the advertising will mean; simply going on the proposition that the exhibitor must pay for the feature regardless of
what it costs and leaving the matter entirely up to the exhibitor
to sell the picture to the public.
The sooner the other picture companies follow the lead of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, the better for all.
And it will be a wonderful day for the exhibitor when he can
go down to work in the morning and not find his desk cluttered
with a dozen "trade journals" all of which he would be willing
to trade
of
a bonusfor! a six-cent cigar if he didn't have to give too much
Sincerely yours,
H. C. Plath,
Manager, Crescent Theatre, Temple, Texas.
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News

Personalities

Here's the last-minute bit of news: Harry Garson and Lewis J.
Selznick have reached an agreement over the Clara
Kimball Young
matter and the case will not go to the courts. Selznick will release
" The Better Wife," the Clara Kimball Young picture now completed. Garson will later announce distribution plans for the four
big Clara Kimball Young spectacles to be made next year. "The
Eyes of Youth" will be the first of these.
Our private Atlantic City sleuth reports that he saw the following fillum personalities on the Boardwalk over the last weekend: L. J. Selznick, Myron Selznick, Fred C. Quimby, and Bert
Adler.
_ Word received from E. W. Hammons, vice-president of Educational Films Corporation, who is now abroad, advises that he will
sail for
on the " Nieuw Amsterdam," leaving Rotterdam on these
June shores
9th.

Those Educational boys are mysterious about it but we have
been tipped that Hammons has completed arrangements on the
other side that will be of big interest to the short subject field.
Have you received your invitation to the dinner in honor of the
trimumvirate—Sydney S. Cohen, Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel
I. Berman? Have you ordered your tickets? Don't wait till tomorrow— do it now. The dinner is to be the biggest social event
in Filmland since President Wilson graced a picture banquet. And
aside from the social angle it is important in the inspiraton it will
give to real exhibitor organization throughout the country.
Messrs. Sanford and McHenry, formerly of Southwestern Art
Dramas Corporation, are in the gay city looking for a few good
buys. Wotcha got? Any territory within the three mile limit.
Before us there is a telegram from Willard Patterson, of the
Atlanta Criterion : " Unpardonable Sin opened Criterion today
breaking all house records. Hundreds turned away. Biggest
attraction
we havewrote
ever it.played." Couldn't sound any better if
Charlie Schwerin
C. Wheeler, of Bech, Van Sicklen and Co., left for Europe
lastL. Saturday.
B. S. Moss has moved his offices to the Broadway Theatre —
everything under one roof now.
The general opinion of those who should know is that the proposal to legalize censorship in New York City is now on its way
to interment. Which is as it should be. Both because New York
doesn't need censorship so long as producers, exhibitors and license
commissioner continue to cooperate as well as heretofore, and because the effect on the entire country of censorship in New York
is something we'd rather not contemplate.
Herman Fichtenburg and Mrs. Fichtenburg are enjoying life at
Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Earl Hammons and Jimmy Quirk sent us a picture postcard
showing Windsor Castle. But the journey must have wiped off
the " Cross marks our room " line.
adv.)
Watch for Arthur Kane's announcement next week! (Free
We are importuned to let a waiting world know through this
imperishable column that " Everybody's Business " has such a big
theme that hundreds of newspapers have promised cooperation.
The picture will be ready in two weeks.
Harry Musgrove, the popular Australian, has extended his stay
in this country. Will probably be with us another month.

June
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Being a Complete " Log " of the Present Journey of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson — To Be Carried Exclusively
in Motion Picture News

AXD MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON, who have given exhibitors and
fans of this country some of the most thrilling cannibal pictures -ever
secured, and whose product is to be released through Robertson-Cole,
are off on another journey to the South Sea Islands in search of more thrills.
Beginning with this issue, Motion Picture Ne\vs will carry a complete log
of their adventures.
Subsequent installments will appear in following issues.
The account as published here is as dictated by Mr. Johnson to a stenographer
of Sydney, Australia.
MR.

" Good-bye, New York! "
"We got away from New York on May
24, 1919, to a big send-off, following a banquet luncheon at the Hotel Astor, and
reached Chicago the next morning. In that
city, following an audience with the interviewers, we were entertained until 6
■o'clock in the evening, when we left for
Kansas City, and from there to Chanute.
Kas., to visit Osa's parents before leaving
for the west From Independence, to visit
my parents we returned to Kansas City to
catch the California limited.
cleaningof up
reaching
Los the
Angeles
on "After
the morning
Aprilupon1, Mr.
Semler.
Robertson Cole representative, brought around a car,
•and took us out to Hollywood, where we spent
the afternoon in the Jesse Hampton Studios, and
had a very pleasant afternoon with H. B. Warren, Bill Desmond, Mr. Hampton, and a lot more
' movie ' dinner
people, with
and Mr.
thatandevening
pleasant
Mrs. had
Bray. a very
" Next day, Mr. Semler and Mr. Boone were
on hand earh- and we again motored out to Hollywood, where we spent one of the -most pleasant
forenoons of our lives with Charlie Chaplin, who
is just about as interested in the South Seas as
anyone I have ever seen, and until noon we torgot the rest of the world while being entertained
tjy
this clean-cut
reallyandas
interesting
off the young
picturesfellow,
as he who
is inisthem,
just before leaving he showed us over his studios, which looked more like a big country estate
than anything
after making
a good
many
pictures,else,we andmotored
on andquite"
spent
the
-afternoon
Fairbanks,
where we the
argued for with
some Douglas
considerable
time regarding
locations of different islands. Here we made
more pictures, and then stepped over to the studio where Sessue Hayakawa makes his pictures,
and after a short talk and making a few more
pictures, we went on to the studio where Olive
Thomas was engaged in a new production, and
held up work there for a short time.
" We went back to Los Angeles and stopped
at
I hadso been
asked toin
giveGrauman's
a short theatre,
talk, andwhere
I got
interested
what I was saying and then Osie got interested
in her talking, so that when we came off the
stage, we found we had taken up 17 minutes of
their valuable time, but my pictures have made
such a big hit just here, and the audience knew
us so well, that_ it was interesting to talk to
them. That evening we appeared again at Grauman's.
the following
for" On
Hollywood
and itday,
was weonestarted
studioearly
afteragain
another. We met baby actors and old men actors,
until I think we now have a speaking acquaintance with nearly all of them. We even had quite
a long talk with David Griffith, who was serious
enough to be a clergyman, and then we hurried
tack and
5 o'clock
took following
the Owl for
San Francisco,atarriving
there the
morning,
and
went directly to the St. Francis Hotel, where Mrs.
Jack London was waiting tor us, and she remained as our guest for the next four days, while
we were making preparations to leave for
Australia.
" The next
ones, as it that
was
necessary
for four
me todays
buy were
a lotbusy
of equipment,
it was not feasible for me to get in New York,
and I had to get a lot of permits of various
kinds, and go through a lot of foolish red tape
to get the vise on our passports, and we appeared at several different theatres where my
pictures were running, and at 2:30 in the afternoon on April 8 we set sail on the Steamship
* Ventura* to the strains of Scottish bagpipes
played
by Harry
to
bid him
good Lauder's
bye, and friends,
then forwhofivecame
days,down
we

Mrs. Martin Johnson, the Better Half of the
Martin Johnson Family, Bound for the South
Sea Islands
steamed with a seasick passenger list to Honolulu, where another Scottish organization met
Harry Lauder, and during the excitement Osie
and I slipped ashore and grabbed the biggest
touring car we could find, and started out to do
24 hours with the photographing, but we did
not have a great deal of success, as it rained
nearly all day. We had lunch at Moana Hotel,
and then went back to the ship, but before doing
so we stopped in and shook hands with Doctor
Nakata, whom I iound a little ragged, barefooted
boy in Hilo, Hawaii, and was instrumental in
getting
cabin boy
the 'suite
Snark,'of
and
now himhe hired
is Dr. asNakata,
with ona nice
offices, speaking perfect English, and one of the
leading Japanese citizens of Honolulu.
" On going aboard, I photographed the Kanaka
Boys as experience
the}- divedoccurred.
for coins, One
and ofherethea boys,
very
painful
about 14 years of age, went overboard and never
came up. Just before the steamer sailed they
brought
shell
crabs.up his body, literally covered with soft
"
Then
we sailed
sunlit sea for
bound8 days
for Samoa.
By over
this atimebright
the
300 odd passengers were getting well acquainted.
We had deck sports every day, concerts nearly
every night, and from morning until night the
swimming tank was full of bathers. I could
hardly keep Osie out of the water, for she seemed
to want to be in all day long, and on the day
\ve crossed the Equator, Neptune and his staff
came
aboard.
and
everyone
who Osie
had was
not Neptune's
crossed thedaughter,
line before
was shaved and ducked in the swimming tank.
Harry Lauder had crossed the line a great many
times, but they shaved and ducked him because
Neptune said while Harry Lauder had crossed
the line before, that Sir Harry Lauder never had.
" On the
day we ■ arrived
Pago inPago,
Samoa,
the eighth
most beautiful
natural inharbor
the
world, and very much to the disgust of everyone
aboard we found that quarantine regulations
would not allow passengers to land, but I had
anticipated this, and several days before, I had
sent Governor Poyer a wireless telling him that
I was coming, and bringing the moving pictures
that I had made on my last trip there ; that I
would give him the film if they would have their

Martin
Johnsons
picture machines set up in a perfectly dark place,
so that I would have the enjoyment of showing
the natives my own pictures, and I also told him
that
would for
like me.
to have
him arrange
some ISevaSeva Idances
So when
we docked,
was
the only one allowed to land, although they fumigated me and made me wear a mask, and within
an hour after we landed, I had my pictures ashore
and at least 500 natives as well as the Governor
and his staff and their wives were assembled in
the theatre that had been built by the American
sailors, and run by them as a picture show.
"" There is no need of me trying to describe
what took place when the natives saw themselves
on the screen ; they simply went mad, and I
laughed until I was weak. They naturally remembered each other and yelled out the names
of very native as they came on the screen, and as
the pictures were exceptionally clear, you could
almost see what they were thinking about, and
after performance was over I think I could easily
have been elected the biggest chief in American
Samoa.
Governor Poyer
sent for
head chiet
all" American
Samoa, hada great
big themassive
native,of
who, outside
of
Nagapate,
the
chief
of
Big
bers, had the most powerful face I had ever Numseen.
This chief had instructed all the best Seva-Seva
dances from all over the islands to come in, and
then - for several hours I photographed all the
native dances, but unfortunately it rained most
all day long, and I even made made some of the
pictures while it was raining, but I am almost
afraid that the pictures I made there will not be
good, as the sun never came out once.
" Andall itdressed
is suchin a their
shame,old because
the dances
were
time native
tappa
clothes, and had their dancing sticks and clubs.
" I tain
hadDawson
already
with Pago
Capfor himmadeto arrangements
leave me in Pago
while he steamed out the bay, while I stood on
shore, ing.and
a Moving
Picture
leavI hadmade
everything
ready,
and of
hadhimselected
a spot way at the end of the Governor's Jetty
and
justitasstarted
the "Ventura"
out into
stream,
to rain, andpulled
it rained
liketheit
can only rain in the tropics. It came down in
buckets full. I was soaked through, my cameras
were ingdrenched.
The Governor's
for us, and drenched
to the launch
skin wewasranwaitout
to
the
ship,
and
up
the
ladder
about
wettest
human beings I have ever seen, andthethen
for
several hours I had to polish and work on my
cameras to keep them trom being rusty.
" The next — day we passed several steamers
bound for America, and I sent a wireless to our
old Friend Captain Trask, who passed us on the
" Sonoma,"
and he
wired onback
_ his a greetings.
And
on the next
morning
arising
beautiful
waterspout came across our bows but was moving
too fast for me to get a picture, and on this day
we received a wireless from Honolulu saying that
our cabin steward had died there of influenza.
That
concert Lauder
which
netted night
him Harry
nearly Lauder
£300 forgave-thea Harry
Wounded
Soldiers'
Fund.
" We had aboard Captain E. R. Sterling, president and general manager of the Sterling Ship
Company. He had a six-masted schooner on
the way'to
and hisall25-year-old
son was
the
captain,Australia,
and w-e were
in hopes that
we
would ture,pass
her reached
so that ISydney
could get
a moving
but she
before
we did.pic" Captain
a veryto congenial
old
fellow,
and heDawson
did all was
he could
help me with
moving
pictures,
even
going
out
of
his
way
for
some considerable distance in order that I could
make moving pictures of several of the outlying
islands in the Fiji group. We went so close_ to
them that we could see and hear the surf beating
on the rocks. I believe I made some excellent
pictures on that day.
" The next few days I spent in going over my
cameras to make certain that they were in good
shape, and on the morning of April 29th, we
steamed into Sydney Harbor, perhaps the most
beautiful harbor ot its kind in the world, although
I always
claim that
Pagotropical
Pago isenvironment,
the most beautiful on account
of the
but
Sydney is beautiful in a different way, as the
shores"
either side
with homes
beautiful
red
top onbungalows
and aresomecovered
very fine
all
the way from Sydney Head into Circular Quay,
a distance of seven miles, and the bay is made
more interesting by the scores of little tugs and
terry boats that are always hurrying in .that
direction.
" We were met at the dock by our old mend
E. H. Higgins with whom we lived when we
were here before, and he gave us another cordial
invitation to stav with him on this trip, and here
we
Point asRoad,
we are
mustplanted
remainat 70forDarling
five weeks
the where
little
steamer for the New Hebrides left on the same
day next
that trip.
we arrived, and now we must wait for
her
" We have already seen most of our Sydney
friends,
and have
Islands friends
also.run upon a few South Sea
(To be continued)
May 2, 1919."
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Patriotically

to

the

Fore

Thanked Again for Its Efforts in Giving Publicity to Need of Offering
Jobs to Our Returned Warriors

WARREN BIGELOW, director of the Re-Employment Bureau, of
New York, has issued a statement of appreciation for the aid heing given by motion picture theatres and folk, to the findnt
ed soldiers,
ing of employme
says in part:
and marines."for Hedischarg
sailors

MAJOR

"The necessity for bringing a large volume of jobs into this Bureau is manifest
from the fact that all the camps and discharge points around New York are sending men to 505 Pearl Street. In giving
publicity to this movement, the screen in
the Motion Picture theatres in Greater
New York and vicinity, have been of great
value. Their cooperation in showing slides
and trailers is very much appreciated both
by the War Department and the Re-Employment Bureau.
"Mr. Henry. Cole of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League, is ably assisting this
Bureau in placing slides and trailers and
the Director desires to say that any courtesy shown him and cooperation given to
him in this work, will be most gratefully
appreciated and will certainly do a great
deal toward helping the work along and
bringing the job to the place where the soldier comes to find it.
"The work done by the Motion Picture
theatres throughout the War, in Liberty

Major Warren Bigelow, who issued statement
eulogizing Motion Pictures
Loan Drives and other patriotic moves, has
been of inestimable value. But we have
got to finish the job by placing the soldiers
back in civil life just as we took them out
of it; and so, the patriotic work of the
Motion Picture theatres is not over yet.
It must go on until the boys are all back
home and all have a job again."

Big Merger
Involves
$15,000,000
pany, operating a chair of motion picture
Stanley Corporation Is Formed Taktheatres on Market street; the Sablosky
ing Over Many Picture Interests ;
and McGuirk enterprises, the Alexander
No Intention to Enter ProR. Boyd enterprises and the Stanley Bookducing Field
ing Corporation.
Theatres
in New York, Atlantic City,
THE birth of a $15,000,000 corporation,
Camden, Reading and other cities are also
^ which ma,ny of the big financial, thein the merger.
atrical and motion picture interests in the
East are consolidated, was announced durFollowing the announcement of the merger Mr. Mastbaum stated ground would be
ing the week by Jules E. Mastbaum, presisoon broken for the new Stanley Theatre,
dent of the Stanley Company, Philadelphia.
Nineteenth and Market streets, PhiladelThe new corporation is the Stanley Company, and the consolidation of the several
phia, which will cost $2,000,000.
Asked if the new corporation intended
interests includes the taking over of motion picture and vaudeville theatres and
to enter the production field, Mr. Mastcircuits, involving a sum reaching into the
baum returned a most emphatic "no."
millions in real estate alone.
Incorporation is under the laws of DelaSoldiers Demand Best of
ware, and the amusement rights granted are
wide. Those interested assert that the field
Pictures, Says Croy
of operation of the new concern will not
Homer Croy, who has been in France
be limited to Philadelphia and adjacent
for almost ten months, has returned. He
territory, but will include the whole United
was connected with the Community Motion
States and possibly foreign countries.
Picture Bureau, which organization had in
hand the showing of motion pictures to the
Officers and directors are men promisoldiers. Mr. Croy is known as the author
nent in every line of endeavor. The officers are : President, Jules E. Mastbaum ; of the book, "How Motion Pictures Are
vice-presidents, J. McGuirk, A. R. Boyd;
treasurer, L. O. Beggs ; assistant treasurer,
"We often had stronger programs over
L. Sablosky; secretary, Morris Wold, and
there
than you have here on Bxoadway,"
chairman of the Board of Directors, A.
says
Mr. Croy. "I remember one night
Made."
Sablosky.
at the Cirque de Paris we had on Charlie
There are many interests involved in Chaplin in "Shoulder Arms" and Mary
the merging of so many enterprises, and
Pickford in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
those that are best known are the StanFarm" in addition to a two-reel news
ley Booking Company with all of its many
weekly. That was what the boys were accustomed to over there.
theatres; the Central Market Street Com-

Picture.

Ne ws

Seeks
Ass'nngeme
n to '
Nation
Bandal Excha
The exchange manager has_come in for
his share of attention from the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and Executive Secretary Frederick H.
Elliott, of that body, is in Chicago assisting
in the formation of a National Association
of F.I.L.M. clubs as an integral part of the
Association.
This is looked upon as a most constructive step, as the clubs will it is believed;
prove a great adjunct to the Association
and a big boom to the industry. '
At the Chicago meeting, Mr. F. C. Quimby, of Pathe^Mr. C. C. Pettijohn, of Exr ;
hibitors Mutual,' and Secretary Elliott were
appointed' a Committee to confer with the
New York executives for the purpose of
perfecting arrangements for a big national
convention of exchange managers to be
held during the summer.
Applications have already been secured
from independent exchanges who are thoroughly aroused over the necessity of acting
in unison.
Representatives of the exchange clubs in
Denver, Indianapolis and Milwaukee journeyed to Chicago for the meeting.
City Boards

of Exchange

Managers Meet
A convention of members of the boards
of exchange managers which are affiliated
with local boards of trades will be held in
Chicago on- the 14th and 15th of June. A
decision to this effect was made at a recent
meeting of the Board of Exchange Managers' Association of the Cleveland Chamber
of Commerce.
The object of the convention is to make
the initial steps towards establishing a national association of exchange managers.
Many of the larger film centres have
signified their intention of being present at
.the convention in Chicago, among them
being Minneapolis, Chicago, Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati.
At the same meeting of the Board of Exchange managers also held election of officers. C. A. Thompson, local World Film
manager, was elected president; E. J.
Smith, Universal manager, vice-president;
J. R. Johnson, Vitagraph, treasurer, and
Sherman Manchester, secretary.

Presenting Harry Levey, Busy General
Manager of Universal's Industrial Dept.
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: Convention

Details Are

Now Completed
National Secretary Frank Rembusch and
' Chairman of the Convention Committee
Hector Pasmezoglu are in St. Louis and
have
for' Exthe
Annualcompleted
conventionall ofarrangements
Motion Picture
hibitors ofAmerica, to be held June 25 and
26, in^the Missouri. city, ■_- .
•The Convention Committee asks that all
exhibitors send in their reservations just as
soon as possible. An exhibitor from every
city in the United States of any importance
is expected. Many prominent men in the
industry have promised to attend, and numerous requests have been made to the National Committee by various persons to address the meeting.
The Convention will be devoted conclusively to the problems within and without
the industry as they affect the exhibitor.
Any one having any matter of any special
importance to exhibitors will be welcome to
present same.
New

Crandall

House

Now

Building at Capitol
The York Theater, eighth link in the
chain of photoplay houses operating in
Washington, D. C, by Harry M. Crandall,
is now in course of construction on
Georgia avenue, N. W., occupying the entire area between Princeton and Quebec
streets, in a residential section of the city
heretofore devoid of a picture theatre of
the first class.
The newest of the Crandall theatres will
have a frontage of 135 feet on Georgia
avenue, and a depth of. 72^4 feet on both
Princeton and Quebec streets. It will have
a seating capacity of 1,000 on one floor, no
proviison having been made for a balcony.
The total floor area will be 10,000 square
feet, and the cost of the building will be
$100,000.
The opening date is set about October
15. The completion of the theater will give
Mr. Crandall three high class houses in
the northwestern residential section.

John Cumberland, in Hobart Henley's first Independent production re'.e:std by Frar.l: G. Hall

Cleveland

M.P.E.L.
Reorganized
Firmer Business Basis Established ; remaining two, for a period of one year.
These members will meet with the officers
Advisory
Committee to Assist
of the organization twice a month, to disOfficers ; Dues Are Raised to
cuss the affairs of the association. A gen-:
eral meeting will be held once a month, on
$50 Per Year
the first Tuesday of the month, at which ■
THEof Motion
Exhibitors'
League
time matters of importance will be brought
ClevelandPicture
has been
completely
reorganized, and under the new constitution
up for the body to take action on.
and by-laws, which were accepted by the
Lustig was; C.elected'
president
body at a meeting last Tuesday, will be of Henry
the new H.organization
W. Masterman,
henceforth known as the Cleveland Momanager of the Madison theatre, vice-president; Sam Bullock, secretary, and Adolph
tion Picture Exhibitors' Association.
The change is not alone in name. It beMaher, treasurer. The executive board
consists of M. Horwitz, W. J. Slimm,
gins- there, and goes right through to the
end. All of the old traditions of the
Walter Horsey, who will serve in their
League which have been in practice for
capacity for a period of three years; Dave
the past seven years have been completely
Schumann and George Heinbach, elected
upset. No longer will the organization be
for a term of two years, and Max Schachinformal in its manner of doing business.
tel and Joseph Grossman, who will serve
for one year.
Heretofore, the exhibitors have been
running in a more or less happy-go-luckyThe most radical change in the constituway, meeting every Tuesday, talking over
tion of the exhibitors organization relates
the local conditions, suggesting remedies,
tc membership dues. These have been
where remedies were needed, and in the raised to $50 annually. A proposition is
main relying on the officers of the League
now under discussion, whereby these
to carry them out.
annual dues shall be covered by screen adUnder the new regime, this no longer
vertisements. Sixty local houses have alexists. The officers, consisting of presiready signed their willingness to run a
dent, vice-president, secretary and treasshort advertising slide at every performurer, now have the assistance and support
ance for one year, in lieu of dues, said
of an executive board, consisting of seven
sum to be paid into the organization fund
members, three of whom are elected for
by the advertising company. However,
this is not compulsory.
three 3-ears ; two, for two years, and the

Film

Bills

Legislative
Grist
in Pa.
a
thousand,
as
now,
also
passed
the House
Four Bills Affect Picture Industry in
finally
and
is
now
in
the
hands
of the
Penna. ; May Substitute AmuseSenate.
ment Commissioner for Censor
The bill of Senator Leiby, of Perry
IMPORTANT changes in the status of County, prohibiting children between eight
A four bills of intimate bearing on the
motion picture industry took place in the and fourteen years old from attending motion picture shows during school hours unweek just closed in the Pennsylvania Legless accompanied by parent or guardian or
islature.
unless they have permits from their teachThe Soffel bill, backed by independent
ers, has passed the Senate and has been
exhibits headed by Fred Herrington of advanced in the House to the second readPittsburgh, requiring film exchanges to
ing calendar.
deposit with the state board of censors
The Bucher bill which would substitute
sums equal to the amount of collateral the
a commissioner of amusements for the
exchanges require of exhibitors who enter
present censorship board, such commisinto long term contracts for films, passed
sioner to license motion pictures, was rethe House finally, and is now before the
ported out of the Judiciary General ComSenate.
mittee of the House and passed first readIt is said to be the aim of the backers
ing on May 28.
of this measure to create a condition which
K.
would deprive the exchanges of any finanCourt Refuses to Act; C.
cial benefit from the use of the money deposited in advance on films by the conYoung Film Shows
tracting exhibitors, hoping that under such
A late dispatch from California brings
an arrangement the distributors would
cease to require the exhibitors to make the
word that Judge Oscar Tippet of the Federal Court, Los Angeles, has refused to
advance payments. The exhibitors hold, in
grant an injunction petitioned by Select
brief, that under the present arrangement
they must pay over considerable sums of
Pictures against the Kinema Theater, tomoney, which are tied up for long periods,
prevent the showing of "The Better Wife,"
during which the exchanges can get the
Clara Kimball Young's first Independent
subject. The premier was given June 1.
money. of the interest on the exhibitors'
benefit
Harry Garson and Miss Young were
The Flynn bill doubling the amount of named as defendants. The court held that
the fees charged by the State Board of there had been breach of a personal
contract, and the only recourse of the
Censors' for examining films, by making
the charge $2 a thousand feet instead of $1 plaintiffs was a suit for damages.
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£7 he
deader
Leininger Has Several Things to
Get Off His Mind in This Issue
I have been reading the pro and cons about
renting, distributing and one thing and another
and no one has said any thing about this day
light business. Why not make a world-wide protent.est; Iitknow
is the last
thingyearthatit hurt
is hurting
most hundred
at presme several
dollars.backWhyto not
to' turnClevethe
clocks
the get
sane after
and everybody
sensible time?
land has done it, why not all others?
Mr. Glenn was right about the posters ; half
the posters we get are no good at all. All posters
should have one or two cuts of the picture on
them, then they would be of some good. .
If the producer wants to spend so much money
in advertising why not do like the patent medicine
companies or the shredded wheat companies or
National Biscuit Company or Armour Company
or the Hinze Pickle Company? They, advertise
where bopeople
see itthe
: ongeneral
barns, public
fences seeon it.billards ; any where
Is there not something wrong too, when some
people like Hart can buy $32,000 worth of bonds
and Griffith can buy $60,000 worth? I suppose
Mary Pickford got about a $1,000,000 worth.
Tell me how many exhibitors bought that many.
I have not heard of any as yet. If there is one
I would like to get his name and address for I
want tolikeaskto him
would
know.how he did it, for I certainly
I see so much about the publicity man. Who
are they? I would like to hear what good they
ever did any body. It seems they have so many
useless things connected with the business that
never did anybody any good or I never heard
of it if they are any good. Why keep it a secret?
Let the exhibitor hear about it and print their
help in the paper.
The open booking is the thing, the way it looks
now. Then there will be a lot of N. G. laying
on the shelf and the producer will be a little
more careful and not make so many would-be.
I have run and have pictures that was a waste of
time to look at. Stars are a great thing but I
have seen some I thought was away out of their
course and almost invisible. What is a star in
a punk story? Give us a star story with a good
all-round
company
will not
get enough
the people.
There
is too
much and
moneyit and
time
spent with the brilliant celebrities. Let them
work for their millions like the poor devil does
that is the backbone of the business, as they are
always talking about. That makes me laugh when
people say them things for they are always trying
to break our backs. It is a wonder some people
do wisdom.
not choke trying to push out such big chunks
of
Give us good pictures, good service, good
posters at the night price and all work together
and
will have
any loud
kick
comingI don't
and wethink
will anybody
all be happy
and sing
in the chorus andYours
everybody
trulj , shout amen.
C. E. LEININGER,
Owner and Manager,
East Palestine, Ohio. Grand Theatre.
* * *
McElravy Points Out Differences
Between Then and Now
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Anyone who has been in the show business as
I have been and who remembers the days when
the theatres engaged in wild-cat booking can
appreciate fully the points J. D. Williams of First
National Exhibitors' Circuit makes in his stateThe Single
issue mentof on "Motion
PicturePicture
News.Policy " in the last
In the old days of the theatres, the days which
are not so very distant, but which seem like old
times when we reflect that there was not then
a motion picture theatre in existence, the managers of the houses throughout the country used
to go to New York in the summer and book their
attractions for the coming season. They would
meet the producers in the Rialto districts and
would try to book a list of attractions that would
give them a profitable season.
They would book a famous star for a certain
date; they would, secure a favorite drama, a
play Aat had just made a hit in New York and
hadn't
out asandthey
withcould
as many
attractions
of
this been
calibre
musterbig they
would
undertake to stretch out a season that would do
credit to their houses.
The trouble
was, theybusiness
couldn'tatdepend
on anything. The theatrical
that time
was
in a state of confusion, deplorably lacking in
system. The famous star would change his routor perhaps
the hair
manager
wouldthatgnash
his
teeth ing,and
tear his
to find
he had
jumped to a rival house and that his contract
wasn't strong enough to hold him.

Motion

has
ZUi'sr Shtf^
We can remember the great change when the
big booking
systems
into being.
Thecertain
manager could then plan came
his system
and feel
that his shows would come in just as promised.
The element of uncertainty, that biggest bugbear
of any business, was eliminated. All over the
country managers of theatres benefitted by the
substitution of order for chaos. And whatever
criticisms may be made of the big theatrical
organizations,
I don't
think aanyone
that
in doing this they
rendered
mightycanfinedeny
service.
The motion picture has supplanted the legitimate theatre as the purveyor of amusement and
entertainment ; the silent drama has patrons whose
numbers surpass daily the wildest dreams of the
old time theatrical managers. But we can draw
a good lesson from their experience.
The motion picture exhibitor must know what
to expect. He must not be harassed by doubt as
to whether he will have a series of high class
pictures or whether he must take what he can
If he wants to set a Mary Pickford standard
for his house, he must know that he can maintain
it. running
He can't one
establish
Mary ofPickford
by
of a aseries
Mary standard
Pickford
pictures. He must have them all and he must
get.
be able to secure them without a nerve racking
struggle and the dread that the opposition will
slip up behind him and tomahawk him by taking
the rest of the series.
If he wants to have a Charlie Chaplin vogue
for his house he must know that he can have
Charlie Chaplin as a constant attraction. What
would be more harrowing to an exhibitor than
to buy " AworkDog's
Life " topicture,
effectively,
his hardest
get all advertise
his patronsit
to see it, have it go over with genuine success and
then discover a little later, that his rival has
put
over onthehim,benefit
secured
and one
has reaped
of all" Shoulder
he did to Arms
exploit"
" A Dog's Life."
The exhibitor
doesn't
want that
to be
contract
tor program
pictures
leaveforced
him noto
initiative and force him to take second-rate stuff
with the good. Neither does he want a policy
that will
compelknowing
him towhatlivetomorrow
"in the midstbringof
alarms
"Henever
forth.
wants to be free
to make his will
selections
but he wants to know that when he picks a
certain series of pictures as the best for his house,
he hold
will not
'to
them.have to engage in constant warfare
Very truly yours,
CHARLES
A. McELRAVY,
General Manager,
Memphis, Tenn.
Majestic Amusement Co.
Jans Says a Word Anent
Origination of the Open Market
"
Recent
prevailing
controversies
the
trade journalsandanent
the originators
of theinopen
market,
personal
service,
exhibitor
co-operation,
and all such easily mouthed phrases, impel me
to
rise president
and make ofa few
declared
F.
Jans,
Jansremarks,"
Productions,
Inc.,H. 729.
Seventh avenue, New York City.
" Wetion is due,
all want
to give
wherereminiscences,
commendabut these
postcredit
mortem
after all, can accomplish little good unless they
penetrate
intention. behind the breast works and that's my
" I wish to state emphatically that while many
of the estimable gentlemen, mentioned as originators operation,
of thewere theorizing
open market
uponandthe exhibitor
feasibility co-of
these innovations, the territorial rights buyers,
managers of state rights exchanges through the
country, were actually putting the theories into
practice.
"All honor then to these men in Seattle,
Atlanta, Minneapolis, Boston, and the thirty other
principal exchange cities. They have not been
mentioned but every exhibitor knows that these
men were the pioneers of the innovations so
strongly publicized at this time. The individual
state right men in the various districts were the
actual stumbling blocks in the path of prospective domination of exhibitors through ' forced '
programs.
"
These
independents
the salvation
the
exhibitors from
the very were
beginning
when theof late
General Film Company was in the saddle. To
these un-named men belong the glory of the
present
situation."
Mr. tions,
Jans
is nothasonly
of Jans
ProducInc., but
the president
New Jersey
franchise
for
Metro, Nazimova and Rolfe. He also handles
all the big specials for New Jersey of such calibre
as
" The ofUnpardonable
" Hearts
Men," etc. Sin," " Stolen Orders,"
When Mr. Jans desired a strong line of short
subjects such as comedies and Western thrillers
he
said to have
scrutinized
and isexamined
hundreds
of films.the market closely

Picture
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He negotiated a deal with Colonel Selig
whereby he obtained all the United States on the
Tom Mix single reelers. These in turn were
disposed of to state rights buyers and at present
there are very few remaining territories to be sold.
Ninety-two
single-reel
comedies
were
purchasedHamfromand theBudKalem
Company
and
of
this
lot
Mr.
Jans
selected
fifty-two
the
best to be released one a week through theofstate
right exchanges. He retains the New Jersey
rights for his own exchange and reports that
exhibitors throughout the country are anxious to
run the comedies again as Ham and Bud have
been absent from the screen for about five years.
" One-at-a-Time Picture Is Vicious "
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
J. D. Williams, manager of First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, has expressed his opinions
most emphatically on the subject of the " single
picture thing" he policy,
and star
I'm series
back ofcontracts
him in with
every-a
said. The
one picture cancellation clause affords far greater
protection to the exhibitor. The one-at-a-time
basis iscertainly
decidedlydoes
vicious.
The " any
singlebenefit
picturefor"
policy
not possess
exhibitors great enough to offset its disadvantages
in making them compete with one another in
boosting
prices.andTheshrewd
" single
policy is arental
very crafty
move picture
on the"
part of its promoters. Naturally every first run
house will be anxious to secure the really big
stars. On the " single picture " basis each picture will bediscretion
put " on tothetheblock
" and
exhibitorsto
will throw
winds
in bidding
get the different pictures. For the prestige these
pictures would give the house the average exhibitor would — in the event of competition — forego
all prospects of a profit in order to insure being
shown in his house. The producer would get
the money, the exhibitor would get the prestige.
Every thinking exhibitor in this country
should refuse to do business on the " single
picture " mendedbasis.
Mr. stand
Williams
to bein comfor the bold
he hasis taken
this
matter and he should receive the heartiest support of every exhibitor. He is absolutely right
when
says most
that vital
in theprinciples
" single picture
" policy
" one he
of the
of the industry
In expressing
against
the " special
single
picture
" policy,
Imydo opinion
notThese
include
the great
is
at stake."
non-star
productions.
pictures
can and
should be sold singly to anyone wishing them.
They dogram, bynot
interfere
any exhibitors'
progiving
to ainwith
competitor
the benefit
previous exploitation
another theatre.
I canof
play
" My" ifFour
Yearsto,inorGermany
" other
or " Auction
ot
IItwant
let some
theatre
haveSoulsthem.
will not hurt
my prestige
as £
theatre showing First National attractions, but
show me the theatre that can take the Anita
Stewart series away from me after my showing
of " Virtuous Wives." Under the " single picfor athere
are
limitsture "topolicy,
what this
I canmight
affordbe todone,
pay for
picture,
and chances are I might be outbid by some other
theatre. With the star series, I am safe and
protected,
want asthemuch
pictures
— if I do fornot I want
them, I amif I just
protected,
can
bring out that one picture cancellation clause
and use it as a weapon of defence.
I'm for the starVeryseries
trulypolicy
yours,all the time.
F. G. McWILLIAMS,
Madison, Wis.
Grand Theatre.
" Must
Book
Motion
Picture
News,Stars in a Bunch "
New York City.
After reading the statement by J. D. Williams
of First National in Motion Picture News, I want
to say that I prefer to book big star productions
on the star series basis rather than the one picture
policy. tectioIt
to be Otfairer
and Iofshall
morealways
pron to theseems
exhibitor.
course,
insist upon the one picture cancellation clause,
for that is the essential protective feature to the
exhibitor ; and could anything be more fair than
that? You have the best elements of the "single
picture "thepolicy,
withagainst
none ofonetheanother
bad features,
namely
bidding
of the
exhibitors, which would naturally occur when we
bought one picture at a time. I am inclined to
agree with Mr. Williams when he says that in
the "single picture " policy " one of the most
vital
the industry
stake."
Theprinciples
special offeatures
withoutis atstars
may be
booked singly very nicely, for not all theatres
care to book them, and when one does, it does
not injure another theatre. But it would be
decidedly injurious for another theatre to step in
and play a star whom I had been playing.
" policy
never take
theTheplace" single
of the picture
star series
basis can
of booking.
Very truly yours,
JOE WINNINGER, Manager,
(Continued on next Appleton
page) Opera.
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Jack Richardson,
Texas Guinan
in Western stories forwithFrohraan
Amusement
Exchange Housing Taken
Up by N. A. M. P. I.
The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry is taking another progressive step. This time it is the question of
proper]}^ having film exchanges throughout
the country which is receiving the co-ordinated attention of the Association.
For many months Executive Secretary
Frederick E. Elliott has been communicating with the Association's representatives
in the leading exchange centers with the
idea of gathering detailed information, including plans and specifications of any new
buildings either contemplated or now in
the course of construction. The results are
filed in the Real Estate Department of the
Association.
Mr. Elliott is now in Chicago attending
a meeting of the Exchange Managers of
that city, the purpose of which is to provide a suitable, centrally located building
which will conform with all the safety and
fire regulations and provide for the peculiar needs of the industry.
Western F. P.-Laskv Exchange Men Convene
Branch manager and salesmen of all
Famous Player-Lasky exchanges west of
Kansas City will meet in convention in
Los Angeles, June 11th to 14th inclusive,
according to announcement Branch Manager Harry Ballance of Los Angeles has
received.
The Los Angeles exchange is placed in
charge of arranging program which will
provide ample time for heads of the distributing organization of this corporation
to fully explain all features of the policy
of distributing the product during the coming year. The distributing organization officials will have the co-operation of heads
of the producing organization, including
Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B. DeMille, Thomas
H. Ince, Mack Sennett, Roscoe Arbuckle.
Frank E. Woods and others of the local
studios.

" Hits the Right Chord," Says Fisher
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
I read
with journal
much interest
articleof published in your
on the the
subject
the
"views
singleof picture
"
polic}",
which
expresses
the
J. D. Williams, manager ot the First
NationalmuchExhibitors'
Circuit. IAfter
this
article
due consideration
am ofgiving
the belief
that Mr. Williams has hit the right chord and his
views
way. on the subject concide with mine in every
has always
been there
my policy
followup Itpictures
in which
appearsto asecure
star that
has
appeared in a former picture. This is especially
so when the first one proved to be a good box
office attraction, and believing that my audiences
are entitled to see the next one, it is up to me
to keep on the jump for fear that my competitor
would beat me to the exchange and offer a larger
rental price to secure the second attraction, and
if he secured it, reap a harvest from my exploiting tract
the allfirst
By issigning
seriesI conthisone.
trouble
averteda star
because
can
feel assured that I am going to secure the next
release of a Mary Pickford, Constance Talmadge,
Charlie Chaplin, or what ever star picture it
might be.
As to the big non-star attraction, with no parstar, there
is always
a chance
enlarging boxticularoffice
receipts,
especially
so, ofwhen
the
subject is a topic of general conversation at the
time of the release, such as was " My Four Years
is no reason in the world why I should
in There
Germany."
be compelled to pay a higher rental tor a second
picture of a star series just because I happened
to make a huge success with the first one. If
my success was due to my exploiting the first
picture then I should be entitled to get the second
one. To do this and play safe the only equitable
way is to follow the star series contract basis.
Exhibitors need some protection and this plan
is the only solution of the
vital subject.
ALBERT
FISHER,
Monmouth Theatre.
Philadelphia, May 27.
" Says It's Safest in Long Run "
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Booking a big star production in series will
be found the safest in the long run, and that
is substantially the purport of the statement in
the May 31st issue of Motion Picture News by
J. D. Williams, Manager of First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit. the Mary Pickford, Charlie
I have booked
Chaplin and Anita Stewart pictures in series, and
have_ found the policy works to fine advantage.
It gives stability and assurance for the future.
When I feel gratified over the business done with
" Daddyone Long
" I next
do notPickford
have to picture,
worry lest
some
else Legs
gets the
or
the price of it be jumped up because of the showing of " Daddj' Long Legs."
I can'tthatseewill
any compensate
benefit fromforthethesingle
policy
loss picture
of the
many
advantages
to
the
exhibitor
from
the series
contracts.
Now that the program club has been lifted
fromchoose
over the
the best,
exhibitors'
head beandprotected
we are from
free
to
we should
ruthless competition ; from surprise attacks by
rivals which could knock out our best laid plans.
Freedom and safety are involved in the policies
advocated by Mr. Williams according to my
views.
Very truly yours,
(MRS.) M. C. KING.
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Woehrle Favors Star Series
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
An article appearing in your journal on the
" single picture " policy expressing the views of
J. D. Williams, manager, First National Exhibon the
subjectcannot
and hisbe championing
of the itors'
starCircuit,
series
contract
brought too
strongly to the attention of exhibitors. I for one
am heartily in favor of the plans as outlined by
Mr. Williams and have always been in favor ot
the star series contract basis of booking. In other
words, the First National policy of booking
suits me.
The of" the
single
picture " firms
booking
policy which
many
distributing
contemplate
doing
will in my opinion destroy what little protection
exhibitors have been enjoying in the past. To
carry out the plans of the firms will destroy
the most vital principle in the industry and leave
(Continued on next page)

Arline Pretty, well known in motion pictures
as a most capable leading woman
Big Attendance Predicted
for Banquet Tendered to
Sunday Champions
The number of exhibitors who have
signified their intention of attending the
banquet that is to be tendered to Messrs.
Cohen, O'Reilly and Berman on Wednesday evening, June 18, at the WaldorfAstoria, as a testimonial for their efforts
in securing proper legislation permitting
the exhibition of pictures on Sundays, is
reported to have reached such numbers as
to insure a big success.
It is stated that many exhibitors have
overlooked the fact that for the first time
ladies will be welcomed to the affair.
Tickets for seats at the banquet tables can
be procured at the same price as those for
the exhibitors. This will entitle the ladies
to participate in the dance that is to be
given tional
after
cost. the dinner without any addiTo the ladies who will occupy box seats
and not participate in the banquet a charge
of two dollars and fifty cents for tickets
will obtain. All applications for seats or
tables are being made to Louis F. Blumenthal, 1587 Broadway.
Corner

Stone of New Fox
Edifice Is Laid
Engraved invitations were issued by the
William Fox Corporation to men prominent in the motion picture trade, exhibitors
and trade magazines, to the ceremonies attendant on the laying of the corner stone
of the new home of the Corporation, 55th
Street and Tenth Avenue, New York,
Tune 6.
When four o'clock came, the hour set, the
street held scores who had come to the
ceremony, desiring by their presence to
compliment the progressiveness of William
Fox and wish the new venture success.
Two

Service Sections This ^ eek
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Halcyon Theatre Days of
Half Los Angeles
Seeks
Theatre
themoreBowery
Recalled
Once
is New York's
old Bowery, In One Week 300,000 Admissions Are
"Wives of .Men"; Clune's Auditorium,
of
late
years
merely
a
memory
and a sight"
The
Better
'Ole,"
and
six
acts
of
vaudeRecorded in Big Houses — -Estiseers' haven, back in theatredom, with
ville
;
Superba,
"The
Heart
of
Humanity",
matethe
450,000
Attend in All'
prominent
stars playing to the edification
Theatres
of all.
(second run) ; Ray's Garden, Henry Walthall in "Modern. Husbands" ; Rialto "ShepFor in a short time, on June 28, the
CONSERVATIVE estimates place the
herd of the Hills ;" Palace, Vitagraph's
New Atlantic Garden Theatre at No. 50
number of paid admissions to down
"The Common Cause;" Victory, Olive
town Los Angeles theatres during the week
Bowery, is to open, marking another proThomas in "Toton the" Apache;" Symphony
ending Sunday, May 24, at approximately
gressive step in motion picture exhibition.
"The Fire Flingers;" Alhambra, , Theda
It means the renaissance of the new
half the population of Los Angeles or
Bara in "The Siren's -Song;" Clune's
300,000, the greatest week in the history of
Broadway, Pauline Frederick in "Out of world's most famous old-time amusement
amusement in Los Angeles.
district — the bringing back to lower Manthe Shadow," and the Hippodsome,~Emmy
hattan island of the great men and women
The phenomenal attendance of the theWehlen - in "The Amateur Adventuress" atres, hoth picture and speaking stage, is with six acts of vaudeville.
stars of tragedy and comedy, the motion
attributed to the excellence of the several
picture taking the place of the spoken
If "the smaller theatres played to an avprograms for it is apparent that the manThus is" theatrical history made.
erage
of
300
a
day,
which
is
said
to
be
very'
low, the total number of paid admissions at drama.
agers of the leading houses sought to comThe Atlantic Garden stands a few steps
all. Los Angeles theatres would reach
bat competition by giving the public the
south of Canal street, and next door to the1
strongest bills possible.
450,000 or three-fourths of the populatio.n.
old Bowery Theater in which Edwiri
• The West Coast office of Motion PicFew if any cities of the size of Los AnBooth, Lawrence Barrett, the elder Sothgeles have had three such pictures on in -ture News makes the above "estimates after
ern and all the great players of another
one week as those that constituted the feacarefully canvassing the theatre .situations
generation made their chief bids for pubwith the aid of several of the branch manlic favor. The Atlantic Garden itself was
tures of the three largesj: houses. Naziagers of Los Angeles exchanges.
mova's " Red Lantern " was at the Caliopened by William Kramer to meet the
. The exceptional business of the Los An/
standards of the great European, amusefornia, Pickford's " Daddy Long Legs " at
the Kiriema and Fairbanks' Knickerge.les houses during this period is attribument palaces and was successfully conted -by. all branch -managers, to. the fact
bocker Buckaroo " at Grauman's. These
ducted by-,him and his sons for. more, than
three houses, it is estimated, played to apthat the larger- houses " all - had the best
proximately half of the business of- the
bills -obtainable at -the -time ; these attrac•'- : -•--*-- -'- —
'
fifty years.
down town theatres or nearly 150,000 of
tions served to bring the people out and
the admissions. In addition to these three
the smaller houses, in many • instances,
IReafcer Mas Mis 5a\>
hills other down town houses had rhe fol- played to the overflow business of the three
(Continued from preceding page)
lowingbills
:
: Tally's, Florence Reed in large houses.
the exhibitor at the mercy of. the producers and
The First -National's plan of 'booking
"_-"-■--- ":indedistributers.
Poor
Stories
Killing the
Stars?
pendent, non-star attractions such as "Auction of
Souls"
and
"
My,
Four
Years
in
Germany-"
the single picture basis -is very attractive to meon
Hopp Hadley Writes Dearth of Plots Is End of Favorites
and should be enlarged on. At least one a monthwe-;will soon, find ourselves with no stars.
ALL the worry about which way certain
of
kind of pictures' would- suit me for they
stars will jump is misplaced unless
Stage stars have little to fear from bad havethese
proven^
to .has
be _ moneyat myin atheatre."
Mr.
Williams
set forthmakers
his views
force-more attention- is paid to their vehicles, acplays compared with screen stars. - Poor
ful
.manner
and
left
no
point
"unexplained.More
plays do not draw if. they are. too poor.
cording to an interesting discussion overpower -to him in HARLAN
the gOod-wd'rk.
■ -.E.
WOEHRLE,
- .
heard in a New York projecting room reSeveral failures in- succession may- mean
Ea"ston, " Pa.
Third "Streef Theatre. '
cently after a screen review of Dscar
box-office death to stage stars but they have
Wilde's "Lady Windermere's Fan/'
a way
measuring
be
very ofcareful
not to their"repeatfailures
them. and
.On canthe
with
Williams'
Statement
' "The striking originality 'of Oscar
" Agrees
New York
City.News,
Motion
Picture
■■
contrary, screen stars are booked in inferior
Wilde's famous story, its unusual plot and
the tense situations made possible by its pictures, one following the other with small
As an exhibitor
in' a small
town, many
who miles
mustdepend
patronage
drawn
-unraveling, together with the element of regard for the pulse of the public.
around, upon
I am the
heartily
in favor
of thefor series
policy
"There is but one sure course to pursue.
ot
booking with
the big
attractionsby and
suspense "which holds the attention from .
absolutely
the star
predictions
Mr. I J.agreeD.
Let us refuse to picture stories that do not
the very opening' scenes until the final curWilliams,
contain the known elements of good drama.
Circuit as Manager
publishedof inFirst
the National
May 31stExhibitors'
issue of
rain, offers such striking contrast to: the
Study continually the dramas that are
Strength of the same elements in the storMotion Picture News .that- the " single picture "policy is sure to "throw exhibitors 'out -of - theknown to be great and compare the new
ies our leading screen stars have appeared
frying pan into the fire." My. reasons for this
ones with the old. The weakness of many
in from time to time, that -we are almost
may differ a little from those of the city exhibitors, but I believe they arc applicable .to 'many
tempted to wonder how these stars have
present day dramas will then be very easily exhibitors
throughout
- the
'
managed to retain their drawing power in
I
must
my plans
aheadcountry.
through
and must lay
always
be watchful
to draw the
the seasons
people
discovered."
in from the country. If I can advertise only a
spite of them."
single picture at a titne, I must depend on the
unforgivable
weakness
pull of the advertising and exploitation for that
that"Another
threatensalmost
the career
of our stars
is the Metro Appoints Atkinson
one period.
General Manager.
am "to -have
pictures,. Iabsence of clever and put-of-the-ordinary
J If
can I useknow-each,I picture,
to, pulla "series
for theofothers.
- William E- Atkinson, business manager
■character drawings in recent screen procan
" getcoming
set " for
cumulative'
interest
rightmonths
along.andForkeepinstance,-the:
of Metro Pictures Corporation,- has -been
ductions. "Lady Windermere's Fan" shows
people
who
.see
Anita
Stewart
in
"Virtuous
them up in glaring fashion in this regard.
appointed General Manager. He has been
Wives " are all agog to see her in " A Midnight
Not only are the now famous characters of affiliated with Metro- since shortly after its Romance " and if they know it is coming to Paristhey. will . malce their -plans to come. They will
""Tubby". the good-natured old club fellow;
organization. spread
through"
neighborhood.
Then thethe
Anitanews
Stewart
vogue their*
will sweep
through,
"Agatha Carlisle" ' who "just adores sunHarry, J" Cohen takes full charge of the
the
country
and
tfie
succeeding
pictures,
ann
o
u
n
c
e
d
,
i
n
good
.time,
will
draw
more
and more
sets," and her gossip-loving mother, careForeign
Department.
Mir'.
Cohen
was
one
fully and cleverly drawn, but.they are transof" the organizers of Metro in company
This benefit is possible when I know
patrons.
■ ■' ' what. I
ferred to the scre.en with ease by the pic- with Richard A. Rowland and Joseph W.
a'm"
to
have.
-It
is
"the
great
boon
o£_
the series
ture artists.
contracts.
Engel and was also. one of the organizers
-The
"
single
picture
"
policy
does
not
keep paceof the old. Famous Players Corporation.
"It all. comes down to the unpleasant
with the development ot the motion picture intruth that even with the attention, that is
General Manager Atkinson has. issued a was- on adustry.much
" It belongssmaller
to thescale
days and
whenas the
business
it does.,
not
call for the Fifth Annual Metro Conven•now being given to stories, their importserve
any
useful
purpose.
I
can't
see
any
real'
ance is not yet fully realized. Plots ! plots !
• it.
Sincerely
vours,
tion to be held in New York City -at' the argument- for
We must have real plots. Without them
Paris, Tenn.
H. L. LAWRENCE.
Hotel Astor June 19, 20, 21. -' . . . "
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Industrial Features Getting
Attention
For the first time. in. its history the National Board of Review is taking cognizance ofaccording
educational
and industrial
tures,
to a letter
received 'piclast
week by Harry Levey, general manager of
the Universal Educational-Industrial Department.
" The routine activities of the board do
not include the review of ' educational '
pictures," the letter, which was signed by
the board's
stated,.which
" because they executive
involve nosecretary,
moral issues
are the function of the National Board.
We wish, however, to keep our lists as
complete as possible."
The lists referred to, the letter explains,
are those provided for a constantly increasing demand upon the national board
for educational pictures. These, it is
stated, should include industrials and othr
ers which are of educational value, both
for theatre and general exhibition.
The Board, the letter continues, is to inaugurate aweekly bulletin service to the
educational magazines which will keep
them in. touch with the educational and
industrial activities of the film world.
Social Workers to Aid in
Dramatic Pictures
The National Board plans to form an
advisory committee of social workers
of national prominence who will be' called
on to" furnish technical information regarding various types of social work to the
directors of dramatic pictures of the large
film manufacturing companies. This planwill result in these subjects being treated
with the same technical correctness as is
how secured -for; the artistic elements "in
picture'
production, through the engaging
of
art directors.
G. Cocks,
the NationalwithBoard
of" Orrin
Review,
was in ofconsultation
the
directors of-the National Conference of Social Work to advise in the selection of pictures shown at the convention in Atlantic
City June 1-6. The subjects included child
welfare, delinquency, family problems, mental hygiene, Americanization and industry.

Famous

Players-Lasky

Buys
"Sea Wolf"
C. E. Shurtleff, president of C. E.
Shurtleff, Inc.,_ and" who has. control- of
all the releases
Jacksold
London
announces
that'ofhethe.has
the stories,
picture
rights to _the "Sea Wolf" to the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Shurtleff stated that due to the fact
that the Famous Players Company once
before filmed the " Sea Wolf " and were
anxious to. .do it the second, time, he 'was
approached with an offer which he accepted
on- one condition: This 'was the 'Famous
Pla} 'ers Company release all rights to two
other London productions which they made
and four other London sfories-which they
claimed they had the rights to the storiesThey were " Smoke Bellew," " Burning
Daylight," "John Barleycorn," "Martin
Eden,"' "Valley of the Moon" and
" Odessy of the North." ' '
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1919

Pa. "Funkhausers"
Over-Ruled
picture is capable of implanting in the
Philadelphia Judge Revers.es Decision
many
millions
of thinking and unthinking
of Censors That " Auction of
Americans three convictions which may
.Souls " Is Not for Exhibition
'reasonably determine the public conduct of
the American people in the near future.
THE "hindsight,
which
Pennsylvania
hibitors declare
takes
the place exof First, that the Armenian people deserve to
foresight with the members of-the State
be rescued, comforted and made free and
Board of Censors of -that state, received a secure for the future by the use of the full
fall when Judge Patterson of Common
power of the Democratic Western people.
Pleas Court, Philadelphia, overruled the
Second, .that the concert of Europe, which
action of the Censors who condemned and
since the Crimean war at least, has signally
failed to protect the Christian population
forbade the _ showing of "Ravished Armenia," better known under the title of of the near East and to establish justice
in that part of the world should now be
" Auction of Souls." The picture will now
be handled in Philadelphia and vicinity by
replaced by 'a more effective international
the Peerless Feature Film Exchange.
organization.
After viewing the picture' himself, Judge
"Third, if this enterprise1 of restoring
Armenia be a crusade, that is an enterprise
Patterson, said : " The court finds it a fact
and a question of law that there is nothing
undertaking and a good cause with unselin the scenes which make them sacrilegious,,
fish enthusiasm. It is a crusade in which
obscene, indecent or immoral, or of such
the American people should ardently desire
nature as to tend to debase or corrupt
Time and again during the hearing, J. J.
morals. 'Viewing the picture as a whole,
to take part."
the court finds as a fact that it is educaMcDevitt, representing the producers, wastional in character. It is not only a vivid
on his feet to interrogate the witnesses for
the censors and try to secure from them
portrayal of the story entitled 'Ravished
Armenia,' but it is also a picture. of cori-' something that would back up the charges
ditions as they existed in Armenia a few
of the Board, but in this he was unsuccess-months ago." _
...
ful for they never had enough evidence to
Judge Patterson added a brief to his demake it plain to the court that the picture
cision which in part is as follows : " This
was objectionable.
Mack

Swain Comedy Used
as Feature
Sidney B. Lust, President of the Super
Film Attractions, Inc., which has acquired
the Ma'ck Swain single reel comedies and
the Texas Guinan two-reel Westerns -reletsed on the State Right Market by the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, wired
that concern that for the first time in the
history of any motion- picture theatre in
the District of Columbia a single reel production was advertised as a special added
attraction in the daily papers of the Capitol.
Loew's Palace Theatre, reputed to be
the Capitol's most beautiful playhouse,
booked the entire series of twenty-six
Mack Swain Comedies, and has announced
theplaying of the initial release, "Daddy
Ambrose," the week of June 2. In the
daily papers they advertised the main feature "The Woman Thou Gavest Me," and
" As a special " added attraction ' Daddy
Ambrose,'
Mr. LustMack
statesSwain
that Comedy."
he has contracted
for' two first runs on the Mack Swain
Comedies, the additional first run being
Crandall's Metropolitan Theatre.
This information supplied the Frohman
Amusement Corporation^ but one of manyletters received by that company from State
Rights buyers.
Rollin

Sturgeon

Directed

Owing to an in
error"Destiny"the credit for the
.Phillips
direction of " Destiny," Dorothy Phillips'
new Universal super-production, was. given
to Allen Holubar.
UniversaL announces that Rollin Sturgeon was the director of the super-produc-

tion.'

Promote

Field Force Members of United
In conformity with the promotion on
merit plan recently announced by J. A.
Berst, president of United "Picture theatres,
as the basis on which future changes, in the
field force would operate, the following appointments were announced by United during- the past week :
Ira Aronson, long time manager of
United's Pittsburgh office, has been promoted to be special representative. Mr.
Aronson will have a floating assignment,
but will continue to make his headquarters
in Pittsburgh.
G. C. Reid has been transferred from
the Cleveland branch of the United to the
larger ' Pittsburgh^ branch, replacing Ira
Aronson.
Sydney Rosenthal, salesman of the
Cleveland 'branch, has been promoted tcr
local manager.
Rand

to Manage

United

Artists' Exchange
Walter- S. Rand. " who has long been
identified with the film rental business, particularly west of the Mississippi, has just
been appointed. Sales Manager of the Los
Angeles Distributing. Depot of United Artists Corporation by Hiram Abrams, General Manager .of. the company.
Mr. Rand's connection with the motion
picture ■ business goes back even further
than his exchange experience, for he is one
of the pioneer exhibitors of the West. He
ran the first motion picture house in DenLake" verCity.
and later operated theatres in Salt
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Who
Says
They
Haven't
Gone
Ahead?
the strides that
have been made in
PROBABLY
no one has such
an opportunity
to want to point out
presentation and that a NEW WORLD'S RECORD
. judge the progress that has been made by exhas been established in the presentation of these achibitors generally than the staff of Exhibitors Sercounts in the Motion Picture News for the benefit
vice Bureau, who have been in the closest possible
of exhibitors who will show this same picture later.
touch with conditions all over the country for almost
two years.
This is illustrated in case of " The Red Lantern."
In the May 10 issue of the News there appeared
With the inauguration of this department there
were very few exhibitors doing anything unusual in the Special Service Section on " The Red Lantern,"
giving the views of our experts on how the picture
the presentation of pictures. When we stated that we
should be exploited and giving advance information
were going to have here a section of the Motion
Picture News that would be devoted entirely to the so that every exhibitor in the country could get in
the spirit of the production before he even saw the
exhibitors and to recording their activities, we were
told that it could not be done.
In the May 17 issue there appeared an account
For the first few weeks we were a little discourof the way that this picture was put on at the Rialto,
print.
aged, and we might have listened to the "I-Told-YouNew York, and the way that it was exploited at the
Sos," but we knew exhibitors too well, and were too
Merrill, Milwaukee, with five pictures illustrating the
sure of their willingness to take advantage of their
various exploitation angles. In the May 24 issue how
opportunities. Gradually there came to be recorded
Franklin did it at Shea Hippodrome, Buffalo, was
here the ideas of this and that showman, of how he
told and illustrated in detail. One week later the full
and the other fellow put on pictures, reproductions
campaign of the Dayton theatre, Dayton, O., was
of lobby displays and stage settings and all the
branches of the exhibition business.
shown, and three striking views of the decorations at
the Liberty, Kansas City. In the June 7 issue there
We knew that zve were blazing a trail in the trade
were the accounts from the Alhambra, Toledo, O.,
paper field, but we were sure that all that was needed
and the Rialto, Des Moines, Iowa, both completely
was to have the trail open.
. .
illustrated.
ONE result has been that exhibitors who never
In this issue Ascher's Chateau theatre, Chicago ;
the new California theatre, Los Angeles, and Grand
really tried to do things before were encouraged
Central theatre, St. Louis, are represented.
to try. At first there was a feeling that if accounts
of their work appeared in these pages the exchanges
would think that they were so prosperous that they
We repeat that this is a world's record.
Never in the history of motion pictures has there
could pay more rentals and increase their demands.
been printed so much about the presentation of one
But that has been shown to be utterly false. On
the contrary, the producers and distributors know
picture — even in the course of years — and all of
this matter listed has appeared in six issues of the
that for certain leading theatres to show their pictures
MOTION PICTURE NEWS and there are more to
is a big asset, for lesser known houses to do somefollow, because we want the smaller theatres as well
thing out of the way with pictures helps to boost
as the biggest ones to have representation here.
that production all the more. Instead of doing anyBut we are not stressing the accounts of what we
thing to discourage them, we believe that every intelligent producer wants to do all he can to get more
are doing for self-glorification, but to show the woninto the exhibitor presentation of his pictures. And
derful strides forward that exhibitors have taken.
To one who has been in such close touch with the
we feel mighty sure that any exchange man who attempted to raise film rental on an exhibitor because
exhibitors in one position for two years, it is hard to
he was doing things, would be unceremoniously
realize the growth week by week, but here we have
amazing evidence.
" CANNED." We are using the slang word here
It certainly means more than a thought for you.
because it fits ; there wouldn't be time enough taken
for the exchange man to do anything so formal as to
If you are not getting out and trying to do things,
you are not getting the money out of your house
" resign."
that is there for you. And you know that we are
Any exchange man who fails to encourage the individual exhibitor to do as much as possible with
willing to do everything in our power — without cost
each picture, to get the exploitation points and to or obligation. And you know that these accounts
bring them out best, is false not only to the exhibare being printed here for YOUR benefit. We'll
admit that "The Red Lantern" gave unusual possiitor's interest, but to that of his employer. And we
bilities, but there are lots of others that do, and we
believe that they are all working on that basis now,
where certainly many of them were not a couple of want to print every account possible of the worth
years ago.
while presentation of any picture.
The name of the manufacturer means nothing in
UT that is rather aside from the issue. We were
this
department. It is YOURS, Mr. Exhibitor, and
B talking about progress of the exhibitor. We
you have it in your pozver to make it better.
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Real

Motion
Advertising

Gives

Runs

of Three Days
counted the noses of
Sam
WHEN Uncle
the country in 1910 there were 11,267
of them out in Pocatello, Idaho. But that
doesn't keep the city from furnishing one
of the best examples that have come to our
attention of the proverb, " It pays' to ad-

vertise."
Now' there are six theatres in Pocatello,
three^of which are owned by the C. and A.
Amusement Company, which is controlled
by R. D. Carrothers and C. H. Archibald.
That is quite a number for a town of that
size, 'especially with the three C. and A.
houses having seating capacity of 1,900.
But that is not the most remarkable
thing :
These three theatres run pictures for
three, days each.
The Orpheum and Princess charge twenty cents for adults in the evening and the
Olympic charges twenty-five. And they
get it; .
Advertising is one of the reasons, and if
the theatre managers display the same intel igence intheir other work that they do
in their advertising the cause for the success of the three houses is very plain.
We are reproducing here a page taken
from the Tuesday issue of the Pocatello
daily paper, in which there are announced
the attractions of all three of the houses of
the latter part of the week. Each advertisement is entirely separate from the other,
and the only indication of the fact that they
are under the same ownership is the fact
that they appear together and that the same
type is used for the names of the houses
and the borders are identical.
Here is one small city where the managers get results even if their facilities are
limited and they have to depend on the exchanges for the material with which to
illustrate the advertising. But the main
thing is that the man who wrote these displays knew what he was talking about.
He got the material and studied it and
N0W.lW.rbt, Frith,, Wd»r 1
Cecil B. Milts' New Produc
With one of theSQUAW
prealeit carts e
"THE
EJW
Data.Theodore
Ann b.tle.
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Pull pages used houses
to advertise the three

Trio

of Theatres

Each

in City of 11,000

Amusement
Herald
Pocatello. Idaho, Macrh 14, 1910

Goldwyn
Pictures
Star
ORPHEUM
: PRINCESS : OLYMPIC
Programs lor Week ol March 16-22
Striking cuts of covers
stars used on program
found out and then put his selling arguments into plain English that is bound to
get over and bound to get results.
Excellent display has been secured in
these and a fine sense of values used in the
selection of the matter. There are mighty
few small city managers who would take a
half page advertisement and then resist the
impulse to crowd it up with a lot of reading
matter.
In the
" Thecast,
Squaw
the writer
has case
citedof the
has Man
stated"
that it is a Cecil B. DeMille production
and then has gone ahead to refer to it as
" A play full of suspense, thrills, humor and
pathos, in which a man gives his honor
and character to save the family name."
The " For Husbands Only " display largely
uses a cut secured from the exchange,
while the Kerrigan display is a splendid
example of good advertising writing. There
are good lines with the three flush at the
left : Alaska and the Yukon ! The Golconda of the Few — the Golgotha of the
Many." Then it refers to the fact that
" The Drifters " is a " stirring, gripping
story of red-blooded men who brave the
perils of the Arctic while delving for gold,
and of a frail girl driven there by a relentless purpose." Equally good is the rest of
the selling argument.
Whether all of this was original or part
of it taken from press books we are not
stopping
findtheout,man
and who
it doesn't
matter.
In either tocase
prepared
this
advertising deserves credit, and certainly
he shows that he has used to the best end
the material that he had and that he has
achieved results that would be a credit to
many big city houses.
But the advertising does not stop here.
Every week the three theatres issue a
twelve-page booklet 6z/i by 9l/i, under the
•name of the Amusement Herald. This has

STILL

Picture

News

MORE

One More Step in Jacksonville's Progress Recorded

" advan
d attenand tion
Ours,
we calle
to theweek
that
had
Idea
in ce" Your
last
ONLY
been made by the exhibitors
of Jacksonville, Fla. We are mighty
glad to see developments in the
Southern city keeping up so fast
that we can hardly keep on schedule.
Now there comes to our desk the
issue of the Jacksonville " TimesUnion," of May 11 carrying a fourpage section in colors devoted to
motion pictures! Heretofore the illustrations used in the Jacksonville
papers have been bad, largely carry the trade-marks and the letters
of the producing companies. Special cuts are used in this issue for
all the news matter and most of the
cuts for the advertising have been
specially made for that purpose.
Jacksonville is pushing right to
the front.
on the front cover the picture of the star
one of the houses and then the inside cover
and the back cover is devoted to advertising. The first right-hand page gives the
program for the week at the three houses
and then two pages are devoted to stories
about pictures and players at each house
and the remaining page to general matter.
Small space advertising of local merchants
is carried on these pages. The matter is alL
well written and where possible there are
cuts of the stars carried. It is the sort of
stuff that every fan will read " from cover
Two thousand of these are issued each
week.
Through the use of slides, requestto
cover."
cards and other means the theatres have
built up a mailing list of a thousand and
the others are placed in the theatre lobbies
where patrons may find them. The mailing
list is constantly growing through requests
from the patrons.
In addition to this the theatres use all
sorts of paper up to 24-sheets. It is certain
that everyone around Pocatello is going
to know what the three theatres are showing every week.
This is about one hundred per cent exploitation ina small city, and it shows that
it can be done.
Ruff ner Becomes Manager of
Rialto in San Francisco
Ralph Ruffner, one of the best known
exhibitors and advertising men in the
country, on June 1 became manager of
the Rialto, one of the largest theatres in
San Francisco. He had been connected
with the Jensen and von Herberg house
for a long time, having been advertising
manager and manager of the Columbia in
Portland, Ore., and more recently manager
of the Rialto, Butte, Mont., which he left
to take the present position.
It was largely on account of the health
of Mrs. Ruffner, who could not stand the
climate in Butte, that the change was made,
and as Jensen and von Herberg had no
house on the coast open, Mr. Ruffner redded to take the Rialto post
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Wilby

Finds

That

All

Call

One-Sheets

Bad

By R. B. Wilby
Manager Strand Amusement Company, Montgomery, Ala.
Mr. Wilby has just returned to Montgomery after visiting a number of the
principal cities of the country with a
view to studying motion picture conditions.His
- observations contained in
the following article are the result of
the things that he saw during that trip
and especially with reference to the
use of paper displays in theatre lobbies.
WHEN it was first found that pictures
were subject to exploitation, the
methods used were quite naturally borrowed from the so-called legitimate field.
The displays were patterned .after those of
the theatre — with, it can be admitted, the
ten-twenf'-thirt' meller as the model — as
were the paper and the " readers." As the
business has developed publicity has improved and changed, until the better
theatres are " selling " their shows through
their advertisements in a way seldom attempted by the precedent-bound " legitimate " and using real stories rather
than the prefunctory press matter that once
stamped the work of an alleged pressagent. In short the methods of that part of
the publicity for a theatre have been
changed to meet the conditions.
Well designed twenty-fours have replaced the old shoot-em-up sixes that were
supposed to herald the coming of something unusual. To some extent the threes
have improved. But the one-sheet continues
as from the beginning, in design if not in
quality of work.
Practically no large theatre uses the ones
designed by the distributors, yet all of
them use signs of about that size. Since
the lithographers can reproduce about any
painting or drawing, it must be that the designs selected do not meet the requirements
of these important houses. And if they do
not, it seems entirely reasonable to say
that they are therefore wrong; and if
wrong, they should be made right. That
is, so far as use in the lobby of a theatre
is concerned.
The one has, however, another possible
use — for outside posting, either hung in

READ

THIS,

YOU

N. Y.

PUBLICITY

MEN

Here Is a Newspaper that Wants to Cooperate and Cannot
Get the Material- to Work. With.
HERE is a letter that speaks for itself. It is addressed to the
publicity departments of the producers and distributors. It comes
from an exhibitor and it touches on a point vital to the
industry.
The letter speaks for itself. It comes from L. W. Barclay, advertising
manager of the Grand Amusement Company, Johnstown, Pa.:
In Johnstown, we have always had trouble getting cooperation out of
our three newspapers. I, personally, finally prevailed upon Mr. Fred W.
Church, Editor of the Leader, to introduce a page. He agreed to do so,
upon condition that I write it and attend to it completely for a month or
so, and that I get in touch with producers and have them send press matter
and mats to the Leader.
I agreed to do this. I wrote to all the producers, asking them to see
that the Leader was kept supplied.
Paramount-Artcraft is the only one that has been sending cuts — and
Paramount-Artcraft is run in the opposition house, while the companies
we buy from have been sending nothing.
Result — The fellow who gets the page started can't get publicity for his
houses without yelling continually for cuts to the exchanges. Plenty of
press stuff comes in, but no cuts or mats, and the Leader will use all the
cuts that come along.
The page has progressed so that Mr. Church is now getting it out himself. About three times a week regularly, he calls me by telephone and
asks me to dig up a cut for him. He has nothing but Paramount stuff
to run.
Please put up a howl for me. Tell the producers' publicity departments
to get mats to the Leader — to cooperate with it and other newspapers that
are endeavoring to cooperate with the industry. It will possibly do some
good if you will howl.
windows or on one sheet boards or street
cars. For these uses, even more than for
lobby work, the one is wanting. Its type
cannot be read at thirty feet; its illustration seldom means anything. Here we are
paying no little money for metal frames
28 x 42 on the dash of the street cars, yet
the privilege is of little use because the
lithographs
can get and
for use
be read fromwhich
the we
side-walks,
the can't
ones
which we can afford to have printed are of
rather a poor quality. Not many theatres
have this same condition, but a poster that
can't be read from the sidewalk to the car
line also can not be read from the car
window to a theatre's lobby.
It would seem that the truth of the matter is simply that a one-sheet should be an
illustrated display advertisement no less

than is a twenty-four or a slide, but that
as we get them they are merely titled illustrations, sometimes badly and sometimes
well selected, but not serviceable for the
purpose for which they are most needed.
Just a few times — "Peggy" was an instance, as was some fairly recent Select release— ones have come along that were so
divided between illustration and star-andtitle that they were useful, but the number
of
timesfingers.
could be counted on a one-armed
man's
Whether or not the " illustrated display
advertisement" idea is right, this is certain
— that the posters, and particularly the
ones, are not being used by any theatre
that thinks it can afford a card writer's
work. And that's proof aplentv that something is ALL WRONG.

lllll
ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
K. B. WUby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Thomas
LowellD. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Orleans.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, K. I.
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack Kuhn, Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
S. Barret HrCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Edward L. Hyman, Liberty theatre, St. Louis.
Sam
B. Cohn,
People's
Theatre,
Portland.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. W.Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Portland,
Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Antlers theatre, Roseburg, Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
P. E.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Portland.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
J. A Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sidney
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Atlanta.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamber Grauman's
lin. Opera House,
CaL
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Watch

the Hands77

Business-Getting

For

the Victoria With
the hands
<(\
slogan!" as the center of
With this
WV/ATCH
"his advertising, Kenneth Thomas, manager
of publicity -for the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.1, drew- audiences totaling 15,000
people to see Anita Stewart in " A Midnight -Romance," during a three days'
records for atall .
thusin thebreaking
showing, tendance
city
,
The big office " records are noteworthy,
because Harrisburg has an actual population'of approximately 75,000 people. From
these figures, one-fifth of the town turned
out to see the feature. The Victoria was
crowded for every performance, and the
capacity is 2,200 persons.
The crowd started on the first morning
of the showing. For the first performance
almost 700 people were in the house. For
the last performance three days later, there
was a crowd in the waiting list, that was
similar to a New York bread line — anxious,
hungry, eager to see their favorite star.
Thomas, the publicity manager, does
not believe in merely putting down the
name of the star and the picture, and letting it go at that. His plan is to advertise, and advertise so much in advance of
the other fellow that every fan simply
rushes to see what you've got. " Do it better than the other fellow," is his motto,
and he carries it out to the fullest. His
progressive publicity on " A Midnight Romance " was largely the cause of the remarkable success of this film, although he
modestly disclaims the honor.
For two weeks in advance of the showing, he carried a line about the picture, at
the bottom of every advertisement in the
local newspapers.
The picture was booked for Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. Monday he started
a teaser campaign. "Watch the hands,"
he said in these announcements, and the
attention of the public was drawn by the
clever and original illustrations accompanying. At the same time he carried a

Blondie and Mazie Raised
Their
Glasses
to the
"Boodle." They Said
They Speak Various
Languages
These three-inch displays were used the
Tuesday before the opening of the picture

rrA Midnight

Slogan

Picture

News

The Nine Great Heart
Emotions Every Woman Has

Romance

Rogerandmeetsbewitching
her first at midnight — a-bathing
moonlight phantombat sheon thenms beach—
Again be dances with Inberberatelaborate
the grand ball, andcostume;
her gown Is sbuming;away.bet
shebeautiful
disappears.
Then—
he
finds
ber
In
hia
sister's
room—
a
hotel
maid, dab and dismal in
the plain
a oerranL
"She
from
me,"didagain,
shrieked
the Udwardrobe?'
Who livery
Isstoleshe?itofdisappears
Where
she getandhera sogirlwonderful
And
Marie
doguest
threeofmidnight
myaterioua
strangers who
bare been stopping
the seasriew.
. - for her. gets eren
weeksatbefore
Roger, desperate hi Ids search
1 -Charming,
" Hp official Dainty
looking envelope. Be team ft open.
As. the Mystery Maid from Nowhere
A Midnight
ALSO Romance
THURSDAY
FRIDAY SATURDAY
Fatty Arbuckle in The Homebreaker"
VICTORIA THEATRE
Special Music Has Been Secured for This Wonder Picture ■
Then this eight inch, three column, told
what it was all about

display
Clock made chief feature of Victoria lobby
bottom line on his advertisement which
said : " When the hands of the clock placed
in front of this theatre reach midnight
this attraction will be here," featuring " A
Midnight Romance," in bold type.
Tuesday, the teaser compaign continued,
with another view of the hands, and the
statement, " Blondie and Mazie raised their
glasses to the ' Boodle,' they said. They
speak various languages." The illustration
portrayed two hands with glasses of wine,
raised as in drinking a toast.
Wednesday came the solution of the mystery, as the readers of the papers were
keyed up to a high tension of curiosity.
"What are the hands?" was the query
heard everywhere. The answer was given
in an advertisement which said :
THE-. MYSTERY OF THE HANDS REVEALED.
You have seen the advertisements in all Harrisburg papers which said :
WATCH
DAY. THE HANDS FROM DAY TO
They
various languages.
Here's speak
the secret.
Charming, Dainty
ANITA STEWART
whotomorrow
has these
in mysterious hands, is showing
"A
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE,"
The story of a girl
who works hard by day
and at night is a social Butterfly.
Also
FATTY ARBUCKLE
THE HOME BREAKER
Special music for these pictures.
A huge pasteboard clock was placed on
the outside of the theatre during the teaser

campaign. Its hands were moved forward
daily and hundreds of people in the shopping district stopped every day to watch
the dial. Finally, the day came when the
hands reached twelve. The news was signalled to Harrisburg in the newspapers
and three-column advertisements were carried, describing the nine great heart passions of every woman, to be seen in " A
Midnight
Romance."
In the evening
papers a one-column advertisement rapped home the message, " See
Anita Stewart at her best." The next
morning another three-column layout carried a picture of a huge clock face, and
clever wording.
Friday evening the people of the city
WATCH
HANDS
DAY

TO

THESE
eseI
OM
FROM
DAY

Marie's Hands Were
Not Those of An Ordinary
Maid.

Midnight Found Marie's
Hands
Differently Employed. in Monday papers
Four-inch ads appeared
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Advertising
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Getting
First
Attention
By Mrs. Joseph Grossman
Advertising Manager, Standard Theatre, Cleveland
VALUE of attention has always been
my first consideration. There must be
a distinctive force to draw the eye " To
the Display " as well as " Into It."
In order to accomplish this result, I read
the plot of the story, then I endeavor to
make a proper selection of the photographs
at hand. Often I have made the choice
of a " still " not in the marketed production and by viewing same in order to get
the punch of the story, was able to discover it before using it in the display.
Since there is always more than one
good way to arrange any given art, I exr
periment until I show by comparative illustrations, how much more attractive one
display may be than another. Also what
interest arousing powers may be in one
that may not be in another.
The starting point is the production
itself, whether I must depict Love, Romance, or Mystery. Second in consideration is the star to be featured. / consider this of secondary importance, for
if the production cannot hold the interest
of the public, the star will not be able
to do so.
The public glances hurriedly through the
displays, therefore there must be an eccentric arrangement. Not only to attract
the attention from the other displays but
most important in all, to " Hold " it.
There must be something of special interest to make the reader pick your display and give it at least one look, be.cause it promises something of interest.
At a glance the title, star and story must
be suggested. There must be simplicity of
arrangement to catch the eye and not confuse the reader. After the main purpose

tti
Si
rtf

Mrs. Joseph Grossman

Where white space on a Ben Day background works well
of making this clear is achieved, the decorative graces are added.
I am now ready to draw attention " Into " my display I am now referring to
the selling power of the picture. In order
to arouse curiosity so that every one will
want to read the selling argument quickly,
the text must be easily read and quickly
read. This depends not only upon the
type selected but upon the size, spacing
and arrangement with other types.
White space I consider a valuable asset
in advertising. It keeps your display apart
from your competitors, it surrounds your
selling argument, thus making it stand out

clearly just as an individual line of talk
helps a good salesman, jits selling power
is increased ten fold.- 'L use white space
whenever possible for the reader must
grasp in " The Least Time" and "With
the Least Effort " what is being said.
If there is a great deal to tell the public, break up your reading matter into
paragraphs so- that the information be
clear and not confusing. / keep one thing
in mind and that is SIMPLICITY as
that is the only thing that will catch the
eye and HOLD IT.
In reference to Geraldine Farrar in
" The Stronger Vow " the two phtographs
aid in making clear the two vows. This
is a semi-costume play and being aware
of the aversion of the general public to
costume plays, no " Still " was used to
: signify that fact.
" What Every W'oman Wants " is a
rather bold display. The simplicity of this
design creates the necessity for large type.
There is just as much danger in getting
(Continued on page 3966)

GEfiAUaNEFARBAR
TVWWfr ~\ WhatTEA
theof Love
Stronger
Vow?of VengeIs it (he aisnvow
or theVpw,"
vow
cnewest
e? In the "Stronger
Geraldinein
Furor'*
picture,
Amazing
the Apache
of Part* create
the scenes
moston theindramaticden* moment*
ever *een

These three and the fourth display on this page are all quarter pages, and illustrate Mrs. Grossman's theory of using a cut that will
quickly get the attention
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IN writing our Special Service Section on
" The Delicious Little Devil " we suggested that " There can be excellent advertisement prepared by the use of a picture of Miss Murray in dancing garb at
the right . . . and then setting in want
ad style . . . the advertisement Larry
McLean used (which we reproduced) . .
Bewitching

>DEU00K
LITTLE

DEVIL"
had toWhygel
herDancing
Into trouble.
should n' I it get her
out?
She* just couldn't
mokeherleetbeha-.eALL THE WEEK AT THE

and
Ozzvs*
not in large type there is sufficient display
given on the name of the star and the
title to get the attention. Then these two
houses are fortunate in being able to get
their advertising on the same page every
day so that the reader naturally turns there
for the motion picture announcements.
We have noted some cases where the
theatre omitted the cut from the advertising and it appeared in the news columns.
Wfe believe that it it more valuable in the
advertising than in free space unless too
large for use there. If these two theatres
were able to get scene cuts and get these
run in the news portion of the paper it
would be much better.
Now, in the case of the Curran, " The
Test of Honor " was advertised for several
days in advance of the showing and cuts
were used in that advertising, therefore it
could well be dropped from the display on
the last day of the showing so that more
attention would be given the Gish picture.
Isis should have featured the name of
Tom Mix stronger. Here is an actor with
a great following and his name should
have been strongly brought out, especially

THIS IS THE
PICTURETODAY
HERE
THAT IS

Picture

News

j A seven-art Marshall Neilan production— as noteworthy in the realm
ofofcomedy
wasall-around
hasfor"Unpardonable
Sin" inproductions
the lineof drama.
jjI One ever
thesee.finest
motion family
picture
you will
Aaspicture
theentire
1 greatest story in which Mary Pickford ever appeared.

TEMPLE OF NOTION PICTURES
and then go ahead with the selling arguTudor theatre, Atlanta, Ga., followed
ment."
this advice except for the placing of the
figure at the left, an improvement considering the design used. This was taken
from one of the displays that appeared
exclusively in Motion Picture News.
There isn't the slightest question that this
display got immediate attention.
This display has the advantage of suggesting the spice of the picture and at the
same time to avoid the suggestive. There's
quite a difference.

ISIS

THEATRE Boulder
Daily Matinee 2:30 P. M.
TOM MIX
"Fighting for Gold"

10* 15* EVKi*t*c io* 20*
Instead of giving your theatre a " name "
give xt a MEANING.
ISIS and Curran theatres, Boulder, Colo.,
show mighty good advertising for a
smaller city. You know that we are
mighty strong for having the selling arguments carried on in the advertising and
here these two theatres make it a point
to do this. While the reading matter is
TONIGHT - TONIGHT
Last Time to see
JOHN BARRYMORE
dow"
r" "
Ljtt
"ThePr^
of Hono
t ieWi
^jh
Ford Sterling, BLJly Armstrong and Myrtle Lind

DOROTHY GISH
'Peppy Polly''

in a Western community. The heavy name
of the theatre somewhat kills the cut and
we would advise this house to use a name
plate as does the Curran.
The Curran here uses seven inches triple
column and the Isis six and a half. They
never employ less space than this every
day, which is a mighty good showing for
a city with a census population of 10,983.
We'd rather keep far enough ahead
so that the other fellow doesn't even see
your dust.
THOUGH not a distinct novelty this is
an unusual advertisement and one that
is certain to attract the fullest amount of
attention. Here the enlarged face of Mary
Pickford as she appeared as the little
orphan asylum inmate has been " curtained
off " so that only the left portion of her
face appears on the background of the
" curtain " there is drawn in the fanciful
figure of " Daddy Long Legs," which has
the immediate effect of attracting attention
to the title. The display occupies four full
columns in the Seattle Times.

LONG LEGS
"&0M if a bdrf Aaait — ifi mac* «a/ei
la teee tie ■Mattea—taey ain't aear ai
Tie photoplay is made
SATURDAY'S
CROWDS
celewere
as dense as those
on the from JeanbrateWebstere
d am! and stage
opening day of "The Unpardon- roecesa. It features the
is just
To accommodate
throngs
the showings wultoday's
start tires ofpnmeui orphans
one darn prunestrikeafter— Theanat 10 O'CLOCK THIS ING. MORN- great
able Sin."
Just above the cut there is one of the
selling arguments which says :
This is the picture that is here today:
A seven-act
Marshall
Neilan
as
noteworthy
in the
realm of
comedyproduction
as was — his
" Unpardonable
" ininthewhich
line ofMary
drama.
The greatest Sin
story
other." Pickford
ever appeared.
One of the finest all-round motion picture productions you will ever see. A picture for the
entire family.
In the first place, we are decidedly
against
saying
any pictureandis out
a star's
best.
It is trite,
unconvincing
of place.
Let the people find that out for themselves.
Below the title there are a couple of
quotations from Judy and then in the
lower right hand corner we find :
The photoplay
is made
Jean ItWebster's
celebrated
novel and
stage from
success.
features
the great prune strike — " The lite of us orphans
is just one darn prune after another."
The other matter tells that the crowds
that attended the Saturday showing were
as great as those for the opening of " The
Unpardonable Sin."
It's often not the size of the type, but
the type of the talk.
INthethis
three-column,
nine-inch Ky.,
display
Walnut
theatre, Louisville,
has
obtained an excellent eye effect with the
drawing of Mae Murray and the display of
her name and the title of the picture, but
then the designer has been content to gt>
in for mere generalities that might be
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WASHINGTON

^What

£virerWires
areDoinq^,
which it appears uses the same sort of a
border around all of the amusement enterBevitchin<|
prises, even including boxing contests. We
would suggest to the Fox that it first get
a distinctive name plate and then that it
use a border all of its own on its displays
so that it will be recognized the moment
that the eye strikes it.
YQU'Ci
"* POR
OHE OFO^THtTHe INCEST photoTyping is modest on both of these dis09>M*TlC
TREATS
'OO SEE BCWiTCMiNCMAE
plays. That on the cannibal picture is six
inches across four columns and the
%«uur
" What Every Woman Wants " seven
inches by three.
MAt'S
SO
SWEET.
50
FASClHATmC.SO
AU.URI'
AOSOLUTELY
ABLE
Use of cuts in these displays again
.THAT'S BtSIMPLE
REiiST KEC. BEWITCHING-,
AND THE PLA1*HOu— wOiTT
50 HUMAN.SHAR£
bO AJ»RE IM77//S
A L I NC . TU DK
VT_C.WAK^
'(JJJi't
shows how much better advertising results
TX£Xr
when they are present. In one of these
there is a single column of Mrs. Martin
1 [
Johnson and then a single of one of the
South Sea cannibals. The idea of balancing the picture of a black warrior with
CHICAGO
JAZZ
a pretty white woman is a good one and
ORCHESTRA
the contrast is sure to result in the attenWHERE THE BIC PICTURES PLAY
tion. The main selling argument is dereadingvoted:to a quotation from Martin Johnson,
WALNUT
But just as soon as the traveler sets foot behind
those tiny areas under the control of the white
made applicable to most any picture. For
man, he finds himself among savages, naked,
ing.
instance, we are told:
treacherous,
man-killing and frequently man-eatYou're
in
for
one
of
the
biggest
photodramatic
Under the picture of Mrs. Johnson is a
treats of the season when you see the bewitching
Mae Murray in " The Scarlet Shadow."
Mae's so sweet, so fascinating, so alluring, so
absolutely
you that
won'tis besimply
able tofineresist
her. And bewitching
the play — oh,
— so
human, so appealing, just charming; exactly the
I "What Every
Wants" t
'WHAT Woman
IS IT?kind of a play you'd pick out of a dozen.
Come aod See for Yourself. Tbe Mosl Novel Piciure of the Seast
Heavings ! What adjectives. And to us
and to the average reader this whole thing
Grace
leaves the impression that the designer of
ALL STARDarmond
-""T
Wilfred Lucas
the advertisement did not know himself
Bertram Grassby
what the picture was about. There was a
Barbara Tennant
time when the public bought merely the
Claire Du Brey
star and the title, but in most cases that
day has passed. People are not coming
PICTURIZATION
Wm.
SiA Parkers
Dramatic^ ofStory
down from their homes and plank their
built
Around
the Dominant Desire
of
All
Womanhood
mi
money on your ticket window simply because you have used a lot of adjectives.
Also"You
Mean"
A Comedy wiibKnow
SmilingWhatBillyI Parsons
They want to know what they are paying
Will '«-■»»- FOX
THEATRE
for; they insist on buying something
TOMORROW
specific in amusement. There were ample
ck SATURDAY
selling arguments on this picture and they
should have been employed. It is all right
to say that Miss Murray is fascinating,
quotation saying that there is no vulgarity
but tell WHY she is IN THIS PICTURE.
in mere nakedness and referring to the
real modesty of the women of those
Sometimes the sound of energy is only islands. It is all convincing stuff.
the exhaust.
The Fox has staid away from the teaser
style largely with the Grace Darmond picCOX THEATRE, Aurora, 111., uses adture and has been content with arousing
■*• vertising that in itself looks mighty
a certain amount of curiosity and then
good, but its effectiveness is marred to a selling the product on the strong cast and
certain extent because the newspaper in that fact that it is a picturization of the
dramatic Parker story.
By the way, the Aurora theatres are
""Captured By Cannibals
showing good sense by carrying at the bottom of all of their advertising the lines :
of the South Seas'
" Motion pictures are the greatest influence for good morals in the world —

rriJtt fiS^JKSfi^fS

the same production
that
played
Theatre,
Chicago,at theat Randolph
SSc admission.

whyA censor
mighty them?"
good way of enlisting all
photoplay lovers in your fight.

;FOX THEATRE
TODAY and TOMORROW

No one wants to study geography in your
advertising,
to understanddon't
it. make a "map" necessary

Folks, Here's A PiCTURE
THAT MADE A NATION
—
SLEEPeveITS SATURDAY
This Is E
the
nixg
postGreatsroxr,
witiett was
Read By Over 2,000,000 People.
"I am not yov.r husband. I an
another man-

«f
The.Creator
KA1SEK
RUPERT JULIAN
el BerUe'
In the Wonderful and Thrillingthe Bcul
Picture
"m

FSRE

FLINGERS"

If Yoi'vi Read the Story
You'll Be Thrilled By This
Great Picture.

If YouEnjoy
Haven't
Read theIt
Youll
it Just
Same— it's Great

A Sensational Pictare That Will Live
in Your Mind for Weeks to Come.
comma
THURSDAY
GREATEST At TOR
AMERICA'S
FRANK INKEENAN
"Todd
the editor
Times"
He beconrs ofcanajrinc
«f Tbe
TlmeR, also of bis wife and bone.
ORDINARILY we would take a glance
at this display and say that it is mighty
poor. But as a matter of fact we could not
even suggest a better display than the
Washington, Dallas, Texas, has used with
the " Fire Flingers." We may be pardoned
for saying that we suggested that the line,
not coined by us, but by Universal, " The
story inthatall made
a nation lose its sleep " be
used
advertising.
There has been a distinct appeal made
here to every reader of the Saturday Evening Post story, but there could have been
a more effective one by using space that
would have allowed the top line to read
straight across the page and by using a
larger and more striking scene picture.
Too many different sorts of type are used.
It is a whole lot surer to confine the selection to three. The title of the picture
should have been brought out stronger.
Space used is two columns, twelve inches.
It's not tht
remedy.
ache that coiuitsJ but the
WHOLE
was story
missedof
in this point
display.of the
Herestory
is the
a little working girl who found her onlv
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top of the page. Therefore it is bound to
have attracted attention, but we cannot
imagine a display that is made so hard to
read and so unattractive to the eye.
This is largely the result of the use of.
all capitals in the display type. There always must be relief in type displays and
where there is not white space to do this
there must be a change to lower case and
to italics to get the effect. While there are
four different kinds of type used here, the
capital effect is so dominant that we don't
believe one-tenth of the people read the
whole thing. The appeal at a glance is to
get the name Alice Joyce, and then the
title of the picture and then to give the rest
of it a single glance — without reading any.
Also the mass of type largely, kills the effect of the very attractive picture of Miss
Joyce.
Most some people can make out of ink is
a blot.
pleasure in the " movies," who dreamed of
them and who wanted a romance just as
she found in them — especially the " final
close-up" which sees the lovers in embrace. Probably "missed" is a poor word
here — IGNORED is a better one.
In the first place, the printing is very bad
here arid the three pictures of Miss Mason
do not stand out as.they should. Then the
selling arguments are weak. At the left we
have :
X'f
If you <are tired and indifferent, see this one.
If
yo<f%re
out
for
a good time, head for the
Princess.
Gay, hitman, delightful, pleasing.
Funny? Very funny. '
Mere generalities these, and then when
the smaller talk, based directly on the plot
starts, it gets away from the big idea. This
is what it says :
She wanted a rest — the department store was a
hard place.
So Nora Nolan jumped right over to Winchester-by-the-sea, into the whirl of society.
She made only one friend, but the way she did
at brings out as much fun as any one has a right
to expect in a story.
And what does it. all mean? Why should
anyone go to see THAT in a picture. Ad
writer for the Princess theatre, Denver,
don't waste eight inches across three coliims again, but take a look at the Special
Service Section of the Motion Picture
News. If you will turn back to the May
24 issue, you will find some of the chances
that you have missed.
Maybe there's a good idea in your waste
basket.
THIS display of the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, occupied nine inches across
eight columns and had a position at the
Mmm^TOOAY-THE PICTURE THAT WILL AROUSE ALL MILWAUKEE 1
4§k ALICE JOYCE
'^E*
"THE
i THIRD
DEGREE"
^^H^fif- \. A STOBV
THAT WILLSTIB
YOU TO THE VERVDEPThVof
YOUH BEING

1BBMERRILL

WHAT is this? An indignant young
bride about to throw her first biscuit
at hubby because he has made some unkind remark? We'll leave it to any one
who hasn't seen Norma Talmadge in
^Another Triumph If you hale crowd.
MADISON
"SM
EW
Tlsfor*»_.ma
lalmaddG
qn
kipreme
Artiste
*

Herbert Soloist
L- Waterous !i Mad«on
Famous
Orchestra
" The New Moon " to guess, and for those
that haven't we'll explain that this is supposed to picture a moment when she halts
the Bolsheviks by threatening to throw a
hand grenade at them. Yes, it is a hand
grenade, and not a biscuit.
N"
Here is a clear case where
theatre,
GD
Mthe
the Madison, Detroit, has put the burden
of selling the picture on the name of the
star and the title of the play — a distinatly
unfair policy. Why not say something
about the picture itself, why not give some
reason for the people coming to the boxoffice and buying tickets?
Hard lines are sometimes the stragihtest
ones.
SO

long as we have strength enough to
pound the old typewriter we will continue to protest against the old bevel-edged
border which many theatres continue to
use in order to get the block effect in their
advertising. In eight cases out of ten they

Picture

News

jIBERTY THE ATE
£Ub
THEATER
Corinne

D
fl

Griffith
In a colorful and bright story
with strong
love strong
interest,scenes
suspense and many
where Miss Griffith shows- her
best talents as an, actress. She
starts out as a fashion model
and
gets by chance into a swell
function.
Yes, Ermine led a double life.
She had to in—
The

Girl Problem
WANT A LAFF?
Come and See Fanny
BILLY WEST
In His Latest Side-Spotting Two-Reel Corned;

ove in aHair"
"Her First"LFalse
Wednesday — Thursday
Friday
—
Carlisle— Saturday
Blackweli
George Walsh in and Evelyn Greeley in
"111 Say So"

mmsamm

fail to achieve the effect that they sought
and in 999 cases out of a 1,000 it means
nothing when this effect is secured.
Liberty theatre, Muncie, Ind., would
have had a much neater effect by using a
rry"
light double rule or, better still, someHu distinctive border and a name plate for the
theatre and possibly running the border
into the cut of Corinne Griffith. The
whole display effect here is confusing with
the result that the Billy West picture
stands out as the thing that gets the eye
first, and we are sure that is not what the
designer meant to do. This is caused
largely by the box effect about it and the
smaller type matter being used full measure, instead of leaving ample white space
at either side. As it stands it distinctly
separates the name of the star from the
title of the feature.
Scylla and Charybdis back us when advertising starts
MARY
in "Daddy
Long
Legs "PICKFORD
has brought out
a large amount
of clever advertising, and here is one of the
most unusual of them, the work of the
Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky. It uses one
of the designs prepared by First National
to get the eye and then employs a number
of pictures of Miss Pickford as the little
orphan girl. It will be noted that the
suggestion of Judy, after she had gone to
college, for the appeal here has been made
directly to the children. One of the lines
tells the reader to " Play ' Daddy Long
Legs ' by taking your neighbors' youngsters
to see ' Daddy Long Legs.' "
Unless there was other advertising making an appeal to the grown-ups we rather
doubt the advisability of centering the display on the children and getting too much
of an idea over that this is a picture
especially for them, when as a matter of
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be in a heavy black face and " Chaplin "
in light could never be satisfactorily explained to any one.
In the first place, the two theatres should
get themselves name plates and carry these
in one of the corners of each display. This
would to an extent systematize the arrangement. Then the different attractions
should be separated and selling talks given
on the feature. The picture of Vivian
Martin and the cow with the line, " This
is how she got her beau," means absolutely
nothing unless it is explained and the same
is true with the Gish offering. More uniformity of type is badly needed.
Space used is nine inches across four
columns.

BENEDICT'S CONCERT
TODAY AT 2 P. M.

BENEDICT
Regular "Madim
Ecnd-ytheConcert
If .-Pnrfnl
3L
wmrrzER
1— Selection
Buuerff/*

It's bad enough to worry your patrons
with the screen tragedies, so keep your own
to yourself.

fact the adult enjoyment would be even
greater. The very small line saying that
this was Jean Webster's famous play hardly gets that idea over. For getting attention it is mighty good, but for convincing
the public as a whole it is rather weak.
Space used is twelve and a half inches,
four columns.

DOWN in Lexington, Ky., they have
gotten into the habit of using the oneinch streamers across the newspaper pages
for motion picture advertising, a habit that
we think is a bad one for the prosperity
of the theatre and bad policy on the part
H"Tit Veiled Aerator.
V L M A D G £8=^;=--

VIVIAN MARTIN
'Little Comrade*
IT'S A DAflDV-CSOOD EXM4AJJCE— COME OK ALOKO
fSMlLiiSG BILL
I Charley Chaplin
Today
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FERGUSON
EYES

OF

THE is ofSOUL*
the congi he had ro

— » powerful,
beantifnl story in0
when Butthe seeboysBalecomoFergnson
home.
-lives will be richer and happier for
just a glimpseALSOofSHOWING
"Eyes of the Soul"
"nd SIDNEY DREW » "THE AMATEUR LIAR" and HNOGRAI
1- "T b*m al ol rou jbcmld be

Ben Alii
Ada Meadel l ri£=S£~-j
sporting news 1 mmm

The high sigr fhat you need in your
theatre is quality t.-. -"erything that you do.
AVENUE A and Carlton theatres, Du
Bois, Pa., furnish an example of the
use of cuts supplied by the producer and
then destroying their effectiveness by the
mass of type. In this case it is not so
much the amount of the type, but the type
itself. And, again, the type seems to
have been used without it being clear what
the designer wanted to accomplish. It
gives one very much the impression that
the compositor simply strolled about the
printing office and every time he needed a
word reached for the nearest case. For
instance, why the word " Charley " should

Famon
atanhy Evening Fed Slsry
Br Geo- Wert*

isportrayed fi/ 1
NAZIMOVA
. inSdittiWherrSs
^ RED LANTERN
ADA MEADE i
of the newspapers. We are reproducing
here three-quarters of the Saturday page
of the Leader, and though the reduction is
considerable you can see the messy effect.
These spaces are one inch deep and
crowded with matter, and as a result no
display is obtained.
It is shown the error is realized by
the fact that when the Ada Meade theatre
has some big attraction it takes separate
space to advertise it. In this instance it
has used ten inches, three columns in announcing the Nazimova picture. Here one
of the advertisements supplied by Metro
in mat form has been used very effectively. While we don't blame the theatres for
taking advantage of the fact they can get
the top of the paper, we earnestly believe
that they would build for better business
by using regularly displays like that on
" The Red Lantern."
Don't be afraid to walk all over the
graves of the past; it is only the present
that can get up and get you at the throat.

OUT in Tacoma, Wash., the theatres
are doing some mighty good advertising and here is one four full columns
from the Rialto theatre that is just about
a hundred per cent. There is just one
slight change that we would have made.
At the lower right ofwr the cut there is the
sentence, "Famous Saturday Evening Post
story by George Weston," and then at the
left,of" Founded
' Saltbeenof together
the Earth.'
All
this shouldonhave
with"
the last line preceding the other matter.
As it is the effect is disconnected.
The cut used is so out of the ordinary
that it is bound to get attention and we
are willing to admit that this is one occasion where it was wise to even sacrifice
the beauty of Miss Ferguson to get the
effect. The selling argument is specially
good. It reads :
With eyes of the world, the world saw him, a
blinded soldier ; called him a hero — and passed
on.
But she saw him with the eyes of her soul;
knew that he had given his sight to save a
wounded comrade — heard him sing :
" If I am happy though I cannot see,
" How
you made
shouldupbe."
It
was very,
one ofverythehappy
songs allhe ofhad
over
there — " To cheer other poor devils who were
worse
off" than
great
heart
a "Soheroher
but toI."woman's
a man, and
— went out, not to
But
see
Elsie
Ferguson
in this
powerful, beautiful story of these
days picture
when —thea
boys come home.
Other subjects on the program are just
mentioned and therefore the selling arguments on the feature is all the stronger.
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COOPERATION
Omaha Chamber of Commerce
Aids the Theatres

Throne hall of purple effulgence with a 60-foot setting at the California theatre,
Los Angeles
California

Theatre,

Los

Angeles,

Chinese Throne Room for
previous efforts of Los AnECLIPSING
geles motion picture theatres in the
matter of elaborate atmosphere creating
settings, the California theatre has given
its thousands of patrons during the two
weeks showing of " The Red Lantern," a
most wonderful added feature. This consisted of reproduction of the scene from
the play representing the East Room of
the Chinese Imperial Palace and was built
under the direction of Presentation Director Harry Leonhardt of the theatre by
Stage Manager Norman K. Wistler.
The prologue followed an overture by
the orchestra of thirty-five. At the end of
the Chinese music the great velvet curtain
extending the full width and depth of the
mammoth proscenium arch, sixty feet
wide by forty feet in height, was raised
and 'mystic lighting effect on transparent
setting which taxes the size of the stage to
the utmost gave the entire theatre an
oriental atmosphere.
When the lights came on in full girls

Reproduces

"Red Lantern" Showing
representing the daughters of the Manchu
court officials gave the signal for the opening of the circular door, the only place of
egress to the throne room of the Chinese
empress. This door was beautifully decorated with Chinese dragons which was
materially emphasized by the moving light
effects. The door raised in the same manner as the one in the throne room scene
of the play. When the throne room was
opened Miss Paula Dohrmann, an operatic
soprano, costumed in the role of Huang
Tai Hou, Empress Dowager and Daughter
of Heaven, was seen seated on the throne
in the center and a moment later came to
the opening and sang " Poor Mahlee," composed especially
for " The
Red California
Lantern "
presentation
by Louis
Dimond,
organist.
The setting had more than one hundred
lineal feet of scenery and had a backing of
a lower curtain which required more than
a mile of rope to hang, these curtains
were of the imperial green shade reserved

can cooperate with the
ce
mertheiness
for
busCom
get
r of
Chaandmbe
HOW a atres
the city as a whole is shown
in a campaign that is being conducted out of Omaha. The commercial body of that city is so
thoroughly converted to advertising
that the various appeals of the city
are being advertised in all of the
daily papers in Nebraska, western
Iowa, southern South Dakota, Wyoming, and in the Denver Post.
One of those recently appearing
in these papers called attention to
the fact that Omaha is an amusement center and stressed the point
of motion pictures. The drawing
used at the top is of a handsome
motion picture house, suggestive of
the Rialto, Omaha.
H. M. Thomas, live wire manager
of that house, comments: "This
simply proves my old contention
that if you cooperate with the civic
bodies of a city they will do their

part in turn."
for the use of Chinese imperial households
only, and its use being forbidden for any
other purpose in the empire. The entire
set was an exact reproduction of the
room in the imperial palace known as
Tzu Kuang Ko, or " throne hall of purple
The musical program or setting for
effulgence."
" The Red Lantern," at the California, was
of particular importance, Nicola Donatelli,
director of California orchestra of thirty
five composed an overture especially for
the presentation which has been named
" The Red Lantern." Other musical numbers during the presentation were as follows : " In a Chinese Tea Room "
(Langey) ; "Madame Butterfly" (Puccini) "A
;
Chinese Allegretto" (Puerner) ;
"Japanese Reverie" (Bartlett) ; "A
Chinese Episode" (Kelley) ; "Iris" (Reynard); "A Japanese Sunset" (Deppen) ;
" Sarashi " from Suite Japonaise
(Yamada) ; " Kappore " from Suite Janonaise (Yamada) ; " Faithfulness "
(Brahms), and "In the Garden."

display at the Nezv Grand Central, St. Louis, an "The Red Lantern." At the right is the music display of the
Center shows the .lobby
Woolworth store, and at the right that of Kresge. These windows commanded much attention
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Just a hint of the wonderful effects in Chateau theatre lobby
woven silver, clustered with emeralds and
Lamoreaux
Outdoes His Brilliant Efforts
brilliants, the second of woven gold with
rubies and topaz, the third a mass of brilWith Presentation
liants.
of
ffThe
Red
Lantern"
stood a silver bird studded profusely with
SCORE one more for W. C. Lamoreaux,
Silhouetted against the curtains in the
front of the circle reposed a huge jade
red. Down the semi-circular vista there
manager of the Chateau theatre, Chicago, and an exhibitor who knows how to appeared the dim outlines of gold and figure of Buddha resting on an ebony altar.
silver clustered foliage or perhaps great
do things really worth while. This theatre
On either side of the figure were masses
of metallic flowers and to the left two
strings of lustrous beads hung in sweeping
of the Ascher Brothers is rapidly becomfestoons.
great incense burners. As the curtains
ing known as one of the leading presentation houses of the country because of the
Patrons were called into the theatre" parted one by one they finally revealed a
attention to the artistic side that is being proper with the sound of Chinese gongs
temple dancer who performed a ritualistic
and when the curtain parted it was to show
dance of the sacrifice. The costumes worn
given by its director.
This latest endeavor came with the the same brilliant effects carried out on the by Mrs. Moor, the dancer, were unusually
stage. This represented the interior of a brilliant. The outer garment was a coat
showing of Nazimova in " The Red Lanof cloth of gold with a jeweled disc on
tern." Several weeks before the first Chinese temple with three lacquered arches
carved in flower, bird and dragon designs.
showing Mr. Lamoreaux began to make
the back. During the course of the dance
the cuter robe was dropped, displaying
The front arch was a rich purple-brown,
use of the lobby for advance exploitation.
the second vermillion and the third a brilThe lobby was transformed into a Chinese
a gorgeous garment of misty blue-sea
liant yellow, all three framing the inner
street. Quaint houses with thatched and
green, eredpurple
veils embroidin silver.andAtcold
the pink
conclusion
of the
green tile roofs, a mass of colors in the scene, a wall of blue and green splashed
beautifully decorated walls, banners of with silver and a great circle bound with
c'ance the curtains slowly closed and the
ebony rim through which a vista of jewels
screen curtain came down, the picture
many hues and lanterns everywhere gave
could be seen. The first curtain was of immediately starting.
the atmosphere of Oriental abandon.
In the center of the street stood the
house of a Mandarin with carved orange
lacquer doors and its peculiar pillared portico. Across the street was a wisteria covered gome on another wealthy Chinese,
great panels with blue and white birds
flanking the doors. On either side of the
portico here stood jewelled trees, one with
garnet leaves and pale blue and orange
glass flowers, — the other shyly displaying
milk white and crystal blooms.
Then toward the entrance to the temple
there was a strange formed frowning god.
There was a triple archway of bamboo
leading up to the temple door which was
a great ebony arch inlaid with mother of
pearl and through this one viewed the
high altar and the ten-armed Goddess of
Destruction. Great folds of red satin curtains swept down behind the figure and
these were lighted so as to give the glow
of angry, red fire. In the dimly lighted
sanctuary the walls were shrouded in black,
great temple tapestries, heavily embroidered, swept majestically to the floor and
ffitttti!
it itttttft finis
imfffff
on either side of the entrance were two
panels of gorgeously wrought flowers and
birds, great discs of blue, black and golden
fish.
In a space to the left of the altar there
Center stage setting for " The Red Lantern "
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NOW SHOWING
Striking Musical Score Used at

COLISEUM

Broadway for " The Man
Who Turned White "
IN preparing the Special Service Section
"The Man Who Turned White" for the
Motion Picture News we called especial
attention to the musical possibilities of
this picture. James C. Bradford, musical
director of the Broadway Theatre, has arranged asplendid score which he has given
us for the benefit of others who are to
show this production later.

DIRECTED

IN PERSON

^MARSHALL

ES'
STORY
NDINGHUGH
ASTOU
RUPERT

NEILAN

Here's the worlds record breaking advertisement
'Double

Truck"

on

One

Picture

Sets New

Advertising Record — Even for Seattle
BACK in the days when motion picture
theatre advertising began to be a thing
for newspapers to consider the Seattle
Times was out hitting the trail ahead. It
has always been one of the leaders and
often THE leader in the motion pictureadvertising field. And with this progress
the name of George H. Bellman, motion
picture editor and amusement advertising
manager, has always been connected.
When Bellman started out to get advertising from the theatres he believed that
he had something more to do than to
simply sell space. He sold ideas with that
space. He gathered together the clipping
from the Motion Picture News and from
the leading advertisers of the country and
had some concrete proposition to put before the potential advertiser when he went
to him.
It was eight years ago that Bellman
started his work and his path has always
been clear, a- straight road for other newspapers to follow. One of the first stories
about newspaper cooperation that appeared
in these pages told of the success of the
Seattle Times in getting the exhibitors to
advertise — to use large space and to use
it wisely. We are not even taking the
trouble to look back and get the figures
George H. Bellman
showing the inches that were used, but, at
any rate, they were sufficiently impressive
first page
paperadvertisement
to carry a "ondouble
truck
" or
to induce many papers t6 start motion
two
a single
picture,
picture departments.
and this is only part of the campaign that
And the increase has kept up. In 1915
covered two weeks. And in that Sunday
there were 55,000 inches carried. The next
issue of the Times there was a total of 41
year there was a jump to 64,000 and in columns or more than five solid pages of
1917 the figure was 80,000. Last year there
advertising carried.
Vvias an increase to 90,000. And one reIt's a record and an encouragement to
markable thing is that out of this stagothers.
gering total there zvas not even a single
Bellman is a bellwether.
inch charged off by the newspaper on account of the non-payment of a bill.
Getting Attention, First Object of
This leads up to the fact that Mr. BellMrs. Grossman
man has just put over another world's rec(Continued
from page 3959)
ord, forty columns of advertising on a sintype too large as well as too small, so
gle
picture.
"The
Unpardonable
Sin."
So far as we know the Seattle Times is the
that it may easily be understood. In this

At screening,
the flitting
desert "with
bands
of Bedouinshowing
horsemen
over
the sands, "In the Sudan," by Sebek, is
played until the title, "Of all white men
one who — ", where a quiet romantic
scene between Capt. Beverly and Ethel
Lambert (Barbara Castleton) is developed.
During this episode "Egyptia," of Zamecnik, is played softly. When Ethel discovers that Ali (Warner) is a white man,
"Melody of Love," by Engelmann, the love
theme, is played until Ethel mounts horse
and
leaves, when a few strains of Tosti's
"Good-bye"
takes her out of scene. At
the title, "In the ancient village of Mzab,"
the "Indian Legend," of Barron, is used
with splendid atmospheric effect, and continued until the interior of the wine-shop is
shown, with many scenes of Oriental
dances, when the orchestra glides into
Liuginis " Egyptian Ballet," Nos. 1 and 2.
When Ethel enters the cafe and is recognized by Warner the love theme is repeated, and after she leaves the cafe No. 3
of
the
" Egyptian Suite " is played until
the intermission.
The organ then takes up the score at
the title, "With the passing days," playing
the "Song Without Words," by Rebikov,
with a repetition of the love theme when
Warner and Miss Castleton are seated in
the garden. The Love Theme is continued until the title, "He deserved it, andI knew — ," when Grieg's " Heart Wounds "
and "The Last Spring" synchronize with
beautiful effect, followed by a misterioso
and agitato until the conspirators are seen
saddling their horses. A sinister misterioso
is used at this point and continued until
title,
gone straight
etc. "She's
The orchestra
takes into
up theJoudar's
music — at"
this title with the rousing and characteristic "Egyptian March," of Johann Strauss,
which is played until the death scene of
Capt. Beverly,
"Visions,"
of Tschiakowsky
is used where
until the
end.
display, the uniform word spacing and
white space between each . line make it
easily read.
" The Turn in the Road " : Titles such
as this often suggest a background or possibly an unusual arrangement of the photographs. In this display, the use of different type, illustrates how many facts
can be made clear.
" The Woman on the Index " : Where
punch is required, single figures as a rule
are very difficult to use. In this display,
I have used one in conjunction with another "Still," which is in keeping with
the selling power. Adding beautiful gown
to mystery, I felt I was reaching both
sexes.
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At the left, how the Princess Confectionery, next door to the theatre, cooperated through a wonderful window display carrying pictures
of Miss Stewart, and advertising "Mary Regan Kisses." At right, the sort of cooperation Mr. Fischer gets from Woolworth's store
Fischer Gets Window Displays for Two
HE'S LOSING
SLEEP
Weeks
in manager
His Exploitation
"Mary
Regan"
Princess
confectionery,
which is
GEORGE
Fischer,
of the Al- with the of
hambra Theatre, Milwaukee, is a right next door, to co-operate with him,
and now arrangements are made several
strong believer in window displays in advertising big pictures, especially where he weeks ahead of each picture that lends ithas one that couples up well with some
self to that sort of display and some novparticular phase of the picture. He has
elty is arranged. There isn't the slightest
doubt that this has considerably increased
just shown what can be done by the way
that he put over such displays for the the business of both theatre and candy
store.
latest Anita Stewart production, "Mary
Trouble about the window display game
Regan."
A week previous to the showing of the is that exhibitors have worked it to death
with many of the merchants, especially in
picture Mr. Fischer induced the Woolworth store to sell and display copies of cases where the merchant himself could
the song of the same name as the picture
get no benefit. It used to be the custom
and bearing a portrait of the star. There
of the "arm chair" exhibitor in New York,
was a splendid window display given this, when he could think of no other exploitation suggestion, to advise getting window
and there also appeared artistically designed announcements that the picture was
displays. Of course, it is all very nice if
the merchant will come across and turn
to be seen at the Alhambra the following
week, together with some of the scenes
his windows over to you, but it won't be
from the production. The song was sung
long before he will be asking where he
comes
in. But the moment that he sees
at the theatre at every performance during that week.
business increasing as the result he is sure
to be the exhibitors co-worker for life.
For the week of the showing he arranged with the Princess Confectionery
Mr. Fischer always puts his window disCompany for a special display of candies,
plays on that basis. He doesn't try to
and pictures of Miss Stewart. The candy
simply grab space from a merchant, but to
prove
to him how the stunt can make
people featured "Mary Regan kisses" in
their window display, and the report is money all around. And so now when he
asks for window space there is seldom any
that not only was this splendid advertising
for the theatre but that the candy itself hesitancy in granting his request in full.
Eugene H. Roth, of the California, San
sold with surpassing speed, partly because
of the attention that was attracted to its Francisco, is another who has made a
great success with this, even to the point
display through the use of pictures of Miss
Stewart in the window. When people
of co-operating with the music dealers so
heard the song at the Alhambra and then
that they can have displays on the songs
passed the Princess display it was hard to his soloists are rendering and the music
resist the temptation to go in and buy.
his orchestra is playing at the California.
While the Alhambra is one of the most
Result: Big advertising for all concerned.
liberal users of newspaper advertising, Mr.
Window displays do pay — as an addition
Fischer is a very strong believer in these
to newspaper advertising — but when you
want to try one go to the merchant with
displays when he can get the co-operation
of really high-class business houses on the some concrete proposition and an eye to
principal streets. When the Alhambra was
his profit as well as your own.
built there was no thought of the angle
of selling a picture just as one would sell
You don't have to wait until July to
goods, and so such display space was not
acquire a thirst for better exploitation
methods.
provided. However. Mr. Fischer arranged

And He's Going to Charge Us
Up with a Vacation
valu
ous wereas
onse
highly. a For
that
erobvi
lett
HERE
ting
we areis not
prin
the name,
but anyone interested can
have the information:
" You people on the News
.needn't be surprised if you get a bill
from my doctor and charge for vacation. You've got me losing the
whole night's sleep once a week
when my copy arrives. At first I
didn't pay much attention to the
Servin the
suggestions
ice Bureau and
the Exhibitors
Special Service
Sections. Then I nibbled and began to try those ideas. Now you
have me swallowing everyone of
them that apply to pictures I have
booked. Result is that I am putting
in the total of about two more days
into my seven days work.
" Seriously, there would be a
wonderful growth if every exhibitor
would read these every week. My
business has increased ten per cent
in the last year in spite of the varihandicaps.
Youbill;
need't
aboutousthat
vacation
I amworry
better able to pay it myself than I ever

was before."
" Watch
the Clock " Successful
Slogan for
{Continued
fromThis
page One
3958)
were told through the newspapers that
saw Anita Stewart in " A Mid5,000 people
night Romance " on Thursday, " 5,000 people will want
to see advice
it today,"
advised,
and further
was they
that were
they
" come early and get a seat." Of course,
on the last day the picture advertised itself
and a small advertisement was sufficient.
The picture had one thing in its favor.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday are splendid show days in Harrisburg. But no record ever surpassed the one registered by
" A Midnight Romance."
A feature of the showing was the lobby
display. Painted clock faces were posted
everywhere, and attracted much attention.
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the first time since the opening of the Rivoli the three New York theatres are not showing three new bills this week, since the Rivoli is again
showing Nazimova in " The Red Lantern."
All of the same music and settings are used, the only changes being that Educational's " A Trip Through China " takes the place of a somewhat similar
Prizma picture, and Mutt and Jeff in " Hands Up " takes the place of the same
pair in "Sir Sidney." Account of the original presentation was given in the
May 22 issue.
Strand is showing the latest Griffith production, " True Heart Susie," with
a special musical setting, and the ladies quartette in old songs as a prelude.
While there is lots of comedy in the feature the slap stick is supplied by a
Lyons-Moran chase affair, " Waiting at the Church," and there is an OutingChester scenic, and, of course, the topical.
Feature at the Rialto is Tom Moore in " One of the Finest," where again
there is a lot of, comedy, and then there is a cartoon comedy, Judge Rumhauser
in " The Sawdust Trail," a new Robert Bruce scenic, " Men Met in the Mountains," and probably the longest and most varied magazines ever given at one
of the " R " houses.
Next week Dr. Riesenfeld will again bring back a picture for a second week,
but not at the same theatre. Douglas Fairbank's " Knickerbocker Buckaroo "
which played last week at the Rivoli will be shown at the Rialto, and at the
Rivoli the attraction will be " The Woman Thou Gavest Me." Strand will
have Olive Thomas in " Upstairs and Down."
3&abto

cffuecutre

WITH comedy predominating, there is
certainly plenty of variety on the bill
at the Rialto this week, including one of the
most interesting Rialto Magazines on
record. Music is another of the attractions,
with the organ carrying a considerable
portion of the feature and the orchestra
left available for the remainder of the
numbers.
Lights are in gold for the overture,
"Euryanthe," which is called "a grand
heroic romantic opera." It is not an ordinary selection and under the direction of
Dr. Riesenfeld, himself, when he heard it,
it got enormous applause from a crowd
that was weakened by a very hot day. As
a matter of fact, when people come to the
Rialto with the thermometer the way that it
has been in New York this week and frantically applaud the numbers, they must be
good.
"Men
Metscenic
in thethis
Mountains,"
is theseemed
Robert Bruce
week. This
to us to be rather scattered bits of scenic
wonders, introducing a different man with
each shift of location to break the monotony, Bruce and his two dogs appear
through this picture which -includes some
particularly fine shots of falls and then
some snow bits that are especially welcome
on a hot day. "Down in the South" from
"Two American Sketches" is the orchestral
music, part of the accompaniment being
carried on the organ.
Sascha Eidelman, who always evidences
that his heart is in his playing, then renders as a violin solo a paraphrase from
"Lucia di Lammermoor." For this the
house lights are all in blue, the orchestra
bathed in blue and a spot on the soloist.
Rialto Magazine opens with Pathe pictures of San Francisco's greeting to the returned sailor boys. There are particularly

fine shots of the marching men that get a
lot of applause and particularly one that
shows them carrying a 800 foot battleship
streamer. "Yankee Tar" is the music here.
International shows us pictures of wounded
soldiers being taught the secrets of bee culture at Washington and then Gaumont
gives us a flash of "Just Kiddies," a touch
of human interest. "The Bees Wedding" is
played. Pathe shows pictures of the ruins
of the starch factory fire in Cedar Rapids
in which eleven were killed. The third
movement of "Dramatic Music" is used
with these, and continues through Gaumont
scenes of a street car that jumped the track
in Chicago endangering the lives of forty.
Kinograms presents pictures of British
naval officers visiting Rheims, shown to
organ music with the effects of chimes for
the scenes in which the wrecked cathedral
are shown. Now this picture is simply
preparing the audience for the impressive
views that follow. International pictures
of the removal of the body of Edith Cavell,
martyr to Hun blood lust, from Brussels to
England. Organ and muffled drums are
used for these scenes showing the removal
of the body, the parade with the coffin on
a caisson and then the final scene at the
station. The final scene shows the four
men who plead for the life of the brave
English nurse, but there was no applause
when we saw the picture for the very reason that the music was so impressive one
could not respond to enthusiasmGaumont then shows us pictures of guests
landing from a dirigible balloon on the
roof of a Cleveland, O., hotel and here
"Violets," starting after the waltz is
played and continuing through the next
two pictures. Pathe shows us the new
British tri-plane, "the Felixtowe Fury" and
then Gaumont informs us that "even the
women are doing it" and we have pictures
of Miss Sylvia Borden making a parachute
leap. At the point where she takes the
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leap the orchestra becomes tacet, except
for effects and a drum rumble as we see
the parachute coming down. Now the
waltz is played with Kinogram pictures of
the NC-4 and Lieut. Read. These were
taken at Ponta Delgada and show her arrival there and then on her start for Portugal. There are also pictures of the NC-3
which was lost in the fog. Effects are used
liberally with these. Follows a cartoon entitled "The progress of civilization," showing, the evolution of methods of crossing
the Atlantic and here extracts from ."Rivoli
Overture" are used and carried through
"Sayings of Topplitsky." One of these
goes : "Don't believe everything that you
read. The fellow that said figures don't
lie never saw corsets." And: "The best
man at a wedding is the man who goes
home single" with a whack at prohibition
in : "After July, come the dog day, but
after July this year the dogs won't be the
only
ones withthen
theirshows
tongues
out."
Kinograms
somehanging
views from
the million dollar libel suit of Henry Ford
against the Chicago Tribune being tried at
Mt. Clemens, Mich, and then come Gaumont pictures of honors for Hank Gowdy,
the first big league baseball player to enlist,
at Boston. "Forget Me Not" is played
through both of these, changing to "Victory Loan March" for Pathe pictures of a
wrecked hull being turned into a new ship
at Stonington, Conn. Gaumont shows pictures of the Harvard boat crew training
and International presents Wellesley college girls rowing and then playing baseball, while there is a third of the rowing
series with Gen. Pershing seeing the American crew beaten by New Zealanders at
Paris. "Keep Going" is the music for all
three of these. These lead up to the final
punch which come with two pictures from
Gaumont. The first shows British overseas veterans in their farewell march and
being reviewed by the Prince of Wales.
"Boys of Tipperary" is played with this
and then comes Gen. Joffre decorating student heroes to the accompaniment of "La
With
allVictoire."
the lights red Martin Brefel
pere de la
and Eduoard Albano then sing the duet
from
"One"Otello."
of the Finest" with Tom Moore as
the star is largely comedy. "Caressing
Butterfly," the theme, is played at the
screening and then with the title "There
was a policeman" there is a change to No.
one of "Children's Suite" and then with
the title "Not exactly police commissioner"
there is another change to "Follow the
Girl." Then when we see the girl going to
her father "Silhouette" is played. Then
we see the girl taking her regular morning
ride along the same route "You Bet" is
used. Then when we are told that a man's
job doesn't mean anything to Hudson, and
that
he is having
Larry wetransferred
"Bees"
is played.
Then when
see him with
the
kid there's a change to "Clematis" and with
the title "The Irish smile that she can't
forget" we have "Go Get 'Em." With the
title "Four years old" "April Buds" is used
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and then with the view of the Hayes' dinner table a change to "April Buds" with
a pause for the scene where grace is said.
This is very effective.
With the scene at the wedding at the
Hudson home "After All" is played and
then as the orchestra in the picture is seen
to start playing again there is a change to
"I Gathered a Rose" and when the girl
tells him that she is not always a snob
'"Kisses" is played, the organ taking up
the music until
with the
"A girl,
few after
days later."
This
continues
seeing Larry
with Nellie Andrews demands to know
who the woman is and here "Under the
Leaves" is played, changing to a numbered
selection as Andrews points the pistol. The
theme is brought in where the girl asks
Larry whether he can forgive her and
played to the end.
Lights are all gold for the second orchestral number, selections from '"High
Jinks'" and then comes the comedy, a Judge
Rumhauser cartoon released by Educational, "The Sawdust Trail." All sorts of
effects are used during the circus scenes
of the Judge, charmed by the lady performer and "Dead Eye Dick," the villain.
The selections used are : "Can You Tame
Wild Women?", "Geraldine," "Wild
Honey" and "Good Bye Alexander."
Schubert's "Marche Militaire" is the final
organ solo.

T70R the showing of D. W. Griffith's
-*■ newest picture, "Treue Heart Susie."
Managing Director Joseph Plunkett is
carrying out at the Strand this week our
idea of what the music should be. In fact,
in the Special Service Section on this picture printed in the Motion Picture News
last week we advised that the music be of
a high class and this is certainly the case
at the Strand. The score is worth following in full.
There is an old-fashioned spirit to this
picture and this has been well carried out
at the Strand by having the ladies' quartette sing a couple of old songs, "Sunbonnet
Sue" and "The Old Oaken Bucket" just
before the picture starts and then earning
the strains into the feature. // gets the
audience "set right" for the scenes that follow and adds greatly to the general enjoyment of the whole presentation.
Excerpts from "Aida" form the overture
this week. As you know this is the tragic
story of the love of an Egyptian prince for
a beautiful captured Ethiopian slave girl
and the Egyptian idea is splendidly carried
out in the settings. The lights of the house
are all dimmed down before the curtain
rises and the number starts with the brasses
and organ full, the gold lights on the stage
slowly fading down to blue. Then the curtains part revealing the figure of the
Sphynx in the foreground and pyramids in
the background with the moon slowly coming from behind one of the latter, the
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lighting coming up gradually with the
moon. The latter part of this is carried as
a trombone solo.
Strand Topical opens with the Pathe pictures of the returning sailors at San
Francisco to the music of "Blue Jackets,"
followed by views of the "Felixtowe
Fury" to the accompaniment of "Fighting
Tommies." Then there are a lot of laughs
with Topics of the day including these :
"Germany is getting off easy. She might
have had prohibition forced on her."
"These are the days of the miracle.
Every time we get the right number on
the phone
it's a miracle
!" "Lenine's
armya
has
been whipped
on three
fronts ! Says
dispatch. If that's the case a few kicks
in the rear ought to settle it." "Birch
Canoe" is used during these.
Then follow the impressive International pictures of the removal of the body
of Edith Cavell, which we have already
described and during these ''Beethoven
Funeral March" is played. Pathe pictures of Gen. Pershing awarding Distinguished Service Medals to French soldiers is the signal for a great deal of applause and then more as we see him reviewing the French veterans. A close up
of the American commander stirs the enthusiasm still further. "March Lorraine"
is played. Xow we have Pathe's version
of "First Across." There are first shown
pictures of the wrecked XC-3 at Ponta
Delgada and a close up of the crew after
they leave the ship to a big hand. Then
there are pictures of the XC-4 and then
we see her off for Lisbon and here we have
the effects reproduced. "Glory of the
Navy" is played for these with a change
to "Yankee Doodle" for the cartoon showing the change in the methods of crossing
the Atlantic.
Now we have the musical introduction
to the feature, which we have already mentioned as so wTell carried out. We have a
few bars on the harp and then the curtains
part revealing a beautiful southern setting
with the four members of the Strand
Ladies Quartette dressed in cool and simple attire in the foreground and stretching
away in the background a field, to the left
the negroes' cabins. In the foreground,
too, are two blooming cherrj- trees and in
the centre about which the girls are
grouped, a vine covered well. As they sing
there is the effect of fireflies in the sky"Sunbonnet Sue" is the first selection and
then "The Old Oaken Bucket."
immediately at the end of the second
song ihe screen curtain cor-c.; dcvv.i an.i
the orchestra takes "The Old Oaken
Bucket" into the picture, following with
"Sunbonnet Sue" and then following
through with "Children's Games." At the
scene where William is seen cutting his
and Susie's initial in the tree "Rose and
Memories." the theme, is introduced. At
the scene where she and the boy iie g UI13
to the neighboring town "Flirty Flirts" is
played and then with the title telling us
that the passing days bring no letters there

j^fere

isthen
a change
to "Call
of the
Angelus"
and
where Susie
is seen
posting
the letter
containing the money "Shepherds Dream
at Rondeau" is used.
"Then You'll Remember Me" is aptly
used for the scene with William leaving
for college. Then with the change to the
scene where he is working as a waiter at
the college "Bim Bims" is used up to the
point where Susie is seen reading William's letter and the theme is brought in
again. Then for the right a furioso is
played and when he tells the boys that Bill
and not Butter is his name "Little Villagers' Dance" accompanies. Now we have
William coming back to the home town,
plus a moustache and many airs, and at
the point
where he iscalls
at Susie's
"In
Meadowland"
played
up tohouse
the
scene
the store where
the two
from inBrightville
are seen
and "flappers'"
then we
have "Cherry Blossoms." For the introduction of Betty Hopkins, the little milliner, "Most Anything" is used as this is
at a dance and then with the milliner coming to visit her aunt the organ takes up
the accompaniment and continues for
twenty-two minutes.
Orchestra comes back with the scene
where Betty rails at her husband with a
dramatic effect and then with Susie's dinner "An Old World Garden" is used. Then
we have a scene with Sporty, his crowd
and the young wife dancing at the minister's house, while one of the girls plays
the piano and here we have a rag time
dance on the piano alone. The scene
changes to that of Susie about to destroy
William's letters and here the theme is
used again, going back to piano effects as
a fox trot with William coming to his
home and hearing the music. There is a
sharp pause and silence with the girl at
the piano stopping suddenly and for die
dramatic scenes that follow "Fourteen
Fathoms Deep" is played. Then with the
title "There are single track hearts" we
again get the delightful theme.
With the scene of William and his wife
at their home there is a change to "Schubert Songs" and we have the auto effects
with the scenes in the car and then with
the arrival at the Roadhouse "How Ya'
Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the Farm" is
played. Where the girl is seen jumping
over a chair "Woodland Echoes" accompanies. Then when we see Betty making
her confession to Susie "Romance" is
played and then the title "Your Wife Was
Nervous " the organ takes up the music and
carries it through the death scene until
almost the end of the picture, when at the
title "Freed at last from his vows" "Roses
and Memories'' is played to the end.
"Where the Screen Tree Grows" is the
title of the Outing-Chester. Here we have
the camera hunters making a trip from
Key West to some of the little islands and
there are some fine shots of the various
tropical birds, including kingfishers, manof-war birds, herons and egrets and
then there "is a wonderful shot at the end
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Preludes used at Grauman's, Los Angeles, for "Greased Lightning" and "Knickerbocker Buckaroo
One of the one-sheets lists the elements
copies of the song, and then all the exhibitor needs is a card stating that he will
on the program with the caption " Comshow
the
picture on a certain date. The
plete fromcarries
overturetheto same
final certain."
24-sheet
idea with The
an
publishers have prepared a special slide
JVeur Vbrk's'Wkyexcerpt from a New York Times editorial
which gives the catchy chorus.
when the "screen tree" is discovered. The
dead limbs are seen covered with birds at the left and a letter from the Woman's
Forum at the right. The other one-sheet
and there are some remarkable close-ups.
Speeding Auto Electrifies Crowd
is built on the comedy alone and the three
Organ music is used.
During Grauman Showing of
and six sheets on dramatic scenes from the
There is a surprising finish to the Lyonsfeature.
" Greased Lightning "
Moran comedy, "Waiting at the Church."
Suggestions of Mr. Rothapfel and reThis is largely chase stuff and one is led
views of his career as an exhibitor are in- DURING the showing of the latest
to the belief that what the bride and the
cluded. The double spread in the center
crowd are waiting for is the wedding ring,
Charles Ray production, " Greased
of
the
book
reproduces the review of the
which the groom and the best man go to
Lightning," this week added a bit of realism
to the race scenes that fairly raised
premiere
showing
from
Motion
Picture
find, meeting all sorts of troubles. But as News.
the audiences to their feet at every pera matter of fact it is someone to play the
formance at Grauman's theatre, Los
wedding march and there is a huge roar
Angeles.
Interesting House Organ Issued
of laughter with the flash of the muchly
Behind the screen and in front of a
battered organist and then the wedding
By Toronto Theatre
loosely
draped black curtain, a duplicate of
One
of
the
most
attractive
programs
march on the organ. Prior to this the orthat has come to our attention is being
Ray's badly battered car was suspended
chestral selections are: "Razzle Dazzle,"
silghtly above the stage. At a tense moissued
by ItAllen's
Bloor
Street
"My Barney Lies Over the Ocean," "Gates
ment in the race, the screen was raised
Toronto.
is eight
pages,
6% theatre,
by 9%
of Gladness," "Singapore" and "Hindoo
and
the
picture faded out leaving the audiinches, and the only advertising is at the
ence staring at what was apparently the
bottom of the pages. The booklet is called
Debut-Pouson's "Sherzo" is the final
Lady."
real car with its driver bent low over the
organ solo.
" Shadowland."
wheel tearing along through space at an
unbelievable speed.
Page three is devoted to the " Music
Lovers' Column," and here there arc listed
Unusual
Campaign
Book Gets
The speed effect was secured by the play
some of the numbers played during the
of red and blue lights over the stage and
Spirit of Rothapfel Program
feature. There are talks on music or
Embracing all angles of exploitation and
instruments by a member of the orchestra
by thehindfluttering
of theinto
black
curtain
the car stirred
ripples
bv bean
picturing the list of aids supplied to the
each week, the issue at hand telling about
electric fan located just ahead of the
exhibitor, an unusual press book has just the saxophone.
machine and out of sight of the audience.
been issued on the First Rothapfel Unit
The Bloor changes its bill twice a week
program. It consists of twenty pages of and one page is given to each program,
This and the spinning wheels and the wide
another to talks about the features for the open exhaust created an unusually convincmaterial that ought to afford the exhibitor the fullest insight into his material
ing illusion. The whole contrivance was
following week, and still another devoted
and aid him in getting the spirit of Mr.
simplicity itself but cut in, as it was, at
to questions and answers.
the psychological moment in the race, it
Rothapfel in creating this f,orm of amusement.
served to start the audiences to cheering as
As would be expected from the character
few
of have
Grauman's
Good
"
Song Helps Exploit
novelties
done. previous successful
of the program the advertising and most
s
le
Graciou
Annabel
"
of the posters differ from the ordinary
" Good Gracious Annabelle," a new song
Last week as a prelude to Fairbanks'
style. Artistry is evident in all of this which has just been published by McCarthy
" The pnickerbocker Buckaroo," Grauand
Fisher,
offers
additional
exploitation
man duplicated a western scene from the
and at the same time there is ' dignity and
distinctiveness. For instance, most of the aids for those who are still tb show Billie
production and used it as a back ground
Burke
in
the
picture
of
that
name.
The
advertising and the cuts of the players are
for a group of cow-puncher violinists to
song itself has nothing to do with the give
surrounded with the proscenium border
several selections. The set was simple
that has been used in the advertising in the picture, but the cover of the music bears
reflecting the wester atmostrade papers. Especially in the case of the a striking picture of Miss Burke with the but effective,
phere of the film and was rendered more
larger cuts the exhibitor can use these as picture starring Billie Burke in " Good
impressive by the proper use of varithe top piece, or " eye getter," and then fol- Gracious
colored lights of a subdued sun-set glow.
It offersAnnabelle."
another excellent chance to tie The novelty
low the same design in his border with the
was well received and led
matter of his own below.
up with music dealers who can display
into the spirit of the feature itself.
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Commences Second
Play for World
Having finished " Phil For Short " with
Evelyn Greeley as the star, his first production under his three year contract with
World Pictures, Oscar Apfel has started
on his second, " Bringing Up Betty," a
Charles Sarver story with Miss Greeley in
the stellar role. Mr. Apfel believes that notwithstanding, director
a
has been given a
good story, he should not overlook the
necessity of having a cast that is capable
of interpreting the roles provided by the
author. "It is inviting failure," says Mr.
Apfel, " to let a matter of a thousand dollars or even more, influence a producer in
selecting actors who can play a part but
only indifferently.
Miss Greeley will have in her support
Ben Johnson, well known on the legitimate
stage.
Apfel

Size Contrast with Willard
Scared Arline
It would appear from a recent statement of Arline Pretty, that the size and
bulk of Jess Willard makes a rather staggering impression at first meeting. Miss
Pretty, who ordinarily is not at all timid
confesses she was a little — just a little —
frightened when it was first proposed to
her that she appear in pictures with the
champion heavyweight.
" He was so big, and I so small," said
Miss Pretty. " But his voice reassured
me, and I found him a gentleman in every
way."
Name Feminine Lead
Universal Serial

Robertson-Cole
Will Not Let Summer Dullness Interfere with Prospects it Foresees in
Production and Distribution

Sessue Hayakawa Watches Her Assimilate the
Caucasian Woman's Perquisite in " The Courageous Coward," a Robertson-Cole Offering
through Exhibitors' Mutual
slack prevalent in the mousual
THE
tion picture industry in the hot summer months will receive no recognition
from Robertson-Cole according to the announcement of officials of the concern.
There will be no material let-up in their

Plans
Big
Has
production activities, nor in the selling
efforts of Exhibitors Mutual. Confidence
is felt that business will maintain the fast
pace it has reached in the past three
months.
in conjunction with the offiWorking
cials of Exhibitors Mutual, through which
all its pictures are released, RobertsonCole has formulated a plan which will insure the exhibitor a stream of pictures
during the trying period between now and
the fall.
It has now been definitely decided that
the following productions, every one of
which will bear the personal guarantee of
quality of Robertson-Cole, will be released
through Exhibitors Mutual in the course
of the summer:
Sessue Hayakawa, in " His Debt " ; Billie
Rhodes, in "In Search of Arcady" ; Henry
B. Warner in the first Superior Picture,
"The Man Who turned White," which last
week started an indefinite run at the
Broadway theatre: Bessie Barriscale, in
"Tangled Threads" ; William Desmond in
"Bare-Fisted Gallagher", succeeding "The
Mints of Hell", a snow picture which will
make an ideal summer attraction; "Better
Times", second of the Brentwood series
by King W. Vidor, creator of "The Turn
in the Road," and Beatrice Michelena in
"The Deadline."
Then there are " The Love Call," with
Billie Rhodes; Henry B. Walthall in "Modern Husbands" ; Beatrice Michelena, in
"Just Squaw" ; Bessie Barriscale in "Jos.selyn's Wife", and William Desmond in "The
Mints of Hell", which are now producing
big results wherever thev are exhibited.

in

Peggy O'Dare, formerly of Sunshine
Comedies and later in L-Ko subjects, has
been chosen to play the leading feminine
" The Thirteenth Hour."
role
She inis Universale
in decided contrast to Eddie Polo,
who is star of the serial, being of blonde
inclination.
Miss O'Dare is said to be an excellent
swimmer and diver, and a daring motorist.
Herbert Howe Returns
Herbert Howe, well known as a press
agent in New York film circles, has returned to his desk at Vitagraph, from
which he departed over a year ago for
service in the tank corps in France. Mr.
Howe is one of the most popular press
agents in the field. He made his bow in
film circles with the Triangle company and
then joined Vitagraph. He has also
"handled
success. publicity for individuals with great

Fox's Studio Culmination
Long
Dream
structure —of
it covers
almost an
entire city
it A DREAM
of years,
come true."
is what the
Fox studios
when That
built block in the heart of New York City with
a floor space of 150,000 square feet — is that
in New York, will be. For years, accordevery building Mr. Fox ever built or leased
ing to Winfield R. Sheehan, general manhad proved inadequate to meet the rapid
ager of Fox Film Corporation, William
expansion ot his business. This scrapping
Fox has planned in his mind every wall
of the projected studio, every inch in it. of building and shifting into new quarters
was wasteful, and he decided this new
Thus it is that when he engaged an architect to draw up the detailed plans his own
plant should be of a size that would give
the organization elbow room.
plans were ready, and proved of substantial aid to the architect.
Mr. Fox has always believed that the
In laying out the plans for the new Fox
health of a concern's employees is one of
Building which is now in course of conits greatest assets. Accordingly, in drawstruction at Tenth Avenue and Fifty-fifth
ing up his plans he insisted upon placing
Street, Manhattan, within two minutes of in the building employee conveniences.
Broadway, Mr. Fox was governed by four
principles : The plant must be of a size
Cleveland Branch Manager
never before attempted in the film industry; it must- be scientifically efficient; it
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager, Inmust be as safe as it is humanly possible
dependent Sales Corporation and Film
Clearing House, Inc.. announces that Xate
to make a building, and it must contain
Fleischer has been made manager of the
features to insure the bodily comfort and
Film Clearing House, Cleveland branch,
welfare of the employees.
succeeding W. J. Haggerty.
The reason for the immense size of the
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Frank Leonard Finds His
TAYLOR HOLMES is a busy man.
With all the success that is his these
days, when pictures of the sort he makes
are in big demand, a man simply has to
be busy.
But the interviewer caught up with him
in the home offices of Triangle in New
York.
" Tell me something about yourself,
about your future plans," said the interviewer. I" haven't much to say about myself or my future plans," said Mr. Holmes,
" but I have heard that my pictures are
going well in France, England and many
other foreign countries, including China,
Japan,theIndia
and as far
northof as
Iceland."
And
Pennsylvania
board
censorship,
which is said to be the severest in the country, has never made an unfavorable criticism of any of my pictures."
Mr. Holmes then quoted a few remarks
from letters he had received from Iceland
in which a young lady wrote, " I liked the
humor of your picture, ' Ruggles of Redgap,' although you did not ride good horseback." Mr. Holmes answered that he was
sorry she missed the humor of the horieback ride because it was supposed to be
bad anyway and that he was interested to
know for the first time that Iceland had
either pictures or horses but would " take
her word for it " because she didn't write
on perfumed paper.
He then produced several press notices,
amongst which were two from France,
which he recently received and which he
would like to have translated. " But I am
rather afraid to turn them over to a friend
of mine who is a good French scholar," he
said, "because he is a 'terrible kidder' and
for that reason I may not be told the truth
about their contents.
" I have been told by Harry Corson
Clark, on his coming back from India that
they have a peculiar word for me there
which sounds something like " Casaba,"
meaning happy, comic, gentleman.
Projection Aid Dept.
WITH a view to assisting exhibitors to
obtain the best projection possible
and reducing the damage of film to a minimum, thereby enhancing the presentation
of Paramount and Artcraft pictures, the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has introduced an innovation in its department
of distribution.
This innovation is in the form of an entirely new department which will handle
the varied projection problems which confront exhibitors, at the same time eliminating so far as possible the causes which,
through incompetence of operators or carelessness of inspectors, contribute to the
damaging of prints and consequent inadequate projection. The proposition has
been occupying -the attention of Walter E.
Greene, vice-president and managing director of distribution, and General Manager
Al Lichtman for some time, and the establishing of the new department, it is stated,
is the direct result of their determination to
leave nothing undone in the way of pro-

for

Interview

Views Very Interesting
" In my pictures, I'd rather have a laugh
than a smile but on the other hand I'd also
rather have a smile than either a snicker
or a ' guffaw.' I am trying to get an individual line of work which does not infringe on are
anybody
efforts andforI
think there
volumeselse's
of possibilities
advancement in this line of work. I like
slap-stick and think it is good but will not
do it without reason. I will throw a pie
the same as Chaplin.
" The higher the class audience you aim
for, the higher you will appeal to, but the
middle and lower classes, while they may
not be as loud in their demonstrations of
appreciation in their way they will like
high class entertainment just as much and
areMr.as Holmes
strong friends
as you
have."exhibitor
thinks the
average
cannot tell the value of a comedy in a
projection room because it is necessary to
have an audience, a goodly number of people together exciting themselves into laughter, when laughter is prompted.
" Sex stuff hurts pictures," he says, " and
problem plays should be presented in a
special theatre and not given to the public.
" The greatest advantage of pictures in
the years to come is educational. The villian must be punished, the " vamp " must
be stopped and the hero and heroine must
be real. People want cleanliness and want
to see the best there is in life. That is
what I am trying to preach and am following out in all my pictures.
" How are your pictures . going in
America?" queried the interviewer. "Well,"
said Mr. Holmes, "Marcus Loew has agreed
to take all my future productions, after
noting the big business which my past pictures have done and Mr. Nirdlinger of
Philadelphia said that if I cared to make a
tour of theatres in his section, on account
of my popularity, he would be only too
glad to arrange a co-operation with other
exhibitors, to which I had to answer that
if I did, I wouldn't have time to make my
next pictures. — Frank Leonard.
ormed by F. P.-Lasky
viding exhibitors every assistance in obtaining the best results.
In charge of the new department, the
headquarters of which will be at the home
office in New York, is Earl J. Dennison, a
competent projection expert and engineer.
Mr. Dennison's duties will take him at
more or less regular intervals to every
Famous-Players-Lasky Exchange in the
United States. Besides establishing a
standard system of film inspection in the
various branches he will personally examine and report upon all film in stock,
look into complaints from exhibitors and
examine damage cards which are now being distributed in standardized from to all
exchanges.
Although the new department has been
in operation only a short time, the results
already shown are extremely gratifying,
Mr. Greene states. Exhibitors who have
been called upon unanimously pronounce
the innovation most valuable and progressive.
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Director for Sunshine Comics Named
Hampton Del Ruth, editor and supervising director of William Fox Sunshine
Comedies, has added Bin Moore to his
directorial staff. This makes four directors now working under Del Ruth in his
process of building up this comedy organization on the West Coast.
"We are after real fun-makers," said
Del Ruth, "and real fun-making. The commonplace slapstick stuff without originality, which hitherto has counted for
comedy, will not long continue to be tolerated by the public. One of the biggest
needs of the hour is high-class comedy
which will actually entertain and amuse,
serving as a vital contributing factor at
the box office. Knocking a man down and
standing on his chest is not the only kind
of comedy we are after, either. Each of
the men on our present directorial staff
has established a reputation for originality
and good taste. Each will be obliged to
maintain that reputation at its highest point
in the making of Sunshine Comedies."
" Virtuous Men " Books
Well in Three States
H. C. Simeral, general manager of CoPartner Attractions, owners of "Virtuous
Men," for western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Ohio, report san unusual
number of bookings for the S-L Production, starring E. K. Lincoln. In less than
three weeks activities on the part of his
salesmen, Simeral has secured more than
twenty
playing dates
for "Virtuous
in his territory.
In several
cases the Men"
production has been booked for runs of three
days and a week.
present "Virtuous
a Simeral
road showwillattraction
in several Men"
sectionsas
of Pennsylvania and Ohio. The road production will carry advance men, managers,
complete orchestras, and play at advance
prices in many of the larger theatres in
these teritories.
Commercial Publicity
Alice Brady

for

An unprecedented wave of commercial
advertising and publicity on Alice Brady,
star in Select Pictures, will soon sweep
the country, says an official of Select, following her appointments this week to pose
for five of the largest national advertisers
in the commercial line. This vast amount
of billboard and magazine advertising will
keep Alice
Brady's
name even
prominently before
the public
than more
usually,
and
exhibitors will benefit thereby.
Houdini in Serial Gets
Record Bookings
Contracts by scores for B. A. Rolfe's
serial, " The Master Mystery," in which
Harry Houdini is the handcuff king, is
featured, is reported by those branches of
the World Film Corporation handling the
subject. Houses all through the Middle
West are
several
days.taking the picture for runs of
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Reports

Exhibitors

Eager

to Book "Destiny"
" Authentic reports that ' Destiny,' Universal^ new Jewel production, starring
Dorothy Phillips, was being booked eagerly by the exhibitors throughout the country have been coming into the Broadway
office," said an official of the company, and
these announcements were given a decided
boost recently when it was announced that
the United Booking Office and the Fox
circuit of theatres in the New York district
had booked 'Destiny' for a total of 114
days.
Although this may not be a record for
a booking it is one of the biggest bookings
given a picture this year. The U. B. O.
circuit includes the Keith and Proctor circuit in Greater New York, New Jersey and
New York State. The Fox circuit of theatres comprise practically the same territory. Many pictures by prominent producers are booked over these two circuits
for a period of thirty to forty days, but
few are given such an extended booking.
This Jewel super-production is booked for
sixty days with the Keith and Proctor
houses and fifty-four days with the Fox
houses. W. R. Wilkerson, manager of the
New York Jewel exchange, closed the contracts with the two circuits."
Pickford

Film Breaking

Booking Records
A week before "Daddy Long Legs,"
Mary Pickford's first picture distributed by
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, was
shown in Philadelphia, 180 days had been
booked for the attraction by the Peerless
Feature Film Exchange, holders of the
First National franchise for Philadelphia
and territory. Never before in the history
of the exchange has there been such a demand for any motion picture thus far
handled by that exchange and William
Heenan, manager of the Peerless, is out
for a record booking list. In addition to the
180 days, numerous other contracts are
being held up to allow dates that will prove
equitable to all exhibitors. At the premier
presentation, a private showing, in Philadelphia, a.distinguished audience of society folk, jurists and well known business
men were present.
Glucksmann Returns from
Buenos Aires Visit
After a four months' absence, Jacobo
Glucksmann is returning to New York
from a visit to the head office of Max
Glucksmann, his brother, at Buenos
Aires, Argentina, where he went to make a
study of conditions existing in the extensive South American territory operated
by his, the oldest Argentine film concern.
Over two years ago, Mr. Jacobo Glucksmann established the New York Buying
Office for Max Glucksmann at 110 West
40th street, for the purpose of supplying
that concern with films for its own theatres and large exchange system which extends through Argentina, Chile, Uruguay,
Paraguay, Peru and Bolivia.

Metro's
New
Non-Pro
gram
Fewer
Pictures
and Distribution
business, making
pictures for Idea
week runs
and longer, and only material of absolute
Solely on Merits of Pictures —
box office value will be made use of. There
Special Attention Given to
also will be some extra big productions.
Big Theatres
The first of the new productions will be
ANNOUNCEMENT of the new Metro
" The Brat," in which Nazimova is starred.
production policy, which includes
This will be released September 1.
fewer and better pictures, open booking
" We have secured a number of well
and especial attention to the big theatres,
known
plays which, when they are anhas been announced by President Richard
nounced, will please the exhibitors genA. Rowland.
erally because they are already well advertised attractions and demonstrated suc" Ending with August 17 next there will
be no more program pictures for Metro,
cesses. Each of these pictures will be sold
on its individual merits.
as our new plans, which have been in preparation since January, will then become
" Our production organization has been
effective. These call for fewer and better brought
to a high pitch of efficiency, and
pictures, which will be made with four we made certain of this condition before
stars, and in the coming year there will be launching out along these better lines in
thirty-six of these productions. In ad- production. An announcement will shortly
dition there will be several specials with all be made of the stars who will be used and
star casts, made from big material, which
of the productions in which they will apalready has been arranged for, and such
Mr. Rowland has sailed for a two
other popular books, plays and stories as
will lend themselves to the manufacture
months' trip through England, France and
of big productions.
Italy to go over the film situation in the
pear.
foreign markets.
" We are going after the big theatre
"Thirteenth Chair" Will Be A Pathe Special
values furnished by the screen to enPATHE EXCHANGE, INC, announces
hance it. He secured the screen rights to
that Tt will distribute as a special feature Leonce Perret's screen version of ' The Thirteenth Chair ' after paying a
record price to the producer, William HarBayard Veiller's melodramatic success,
" The Thirteenth Chair." It is said to be
ris, Jr., since the principal producers in
the biggest picture of the year in its class.
the industry were eager to secure it.
The play, following its production in New
"It is difficult to recall any drama built
York, ran for more than a year to record
along similar lines as strong, as clever in
construction and as successful in stimulatbusiness, it is said, and traveling companies played it in every section of the
ing curiosity and holding the attention of
country.
an audience.
" We have reviewed the finished version
" Mr. Veiller, also author of 'WSthin
in the Home Office and it gives absolute
the Law,' brought to the making of what
has been called ' a master-mystery play,' an
promise of being a screen sensation," says
Mr. Paul Brunet, Vice-President and Genamazing ingenuity and craftsmanship,"
eral Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
says an official of Pathe. "Leonce Perrett
has taken this great story and brought
" It contains more thrills than a Pearl
forth a picture which retains every feature
White serial and holds the undivided atof the original play and has the added
tention from start to finish."
Stories
THE

for

Bennison

Betzwood Film Company, producers of Louis Bennison productions, released through Goldwyn, is in the market,
it was announced this week, for three big
stories for its smiling cowboy star. Ira
M. Lowry, director-in-chief for Betzwood,
wants recognized book or stage stories,
the bigger and more widely known the
better. Stories that have made a reputation in book form or on the stage are desired at once for picturization.
The first series of Bennison productions
now has been completed. Four — "Oh,
Johnny!" "Sandy Burke," "Speedy
Meade " and " The Road Called Straight "
— have been released. Two are still to
come — " Lord Jim " and " High Pockets."
The latter has been sent for nation-wide
release . to big first run accounts on July 1.
" Lord Jim " will follow in due course.
It is for the second series that Betzwood
needs the new stories. Bennison is already
to resume work in the big plant at Port

Sought by Betzwood
Kennedy, Pa, as soon as suitable vehicles
are found. It is announced that manuscripts intended for Bennison should be
addressed to Mr. Lowry at the Philadelphia offices of the company, in the Real
Estate Trust Building.
In " High Pockets " Mr. Bennison is supported by Katherine McDonald, who recently has become a screen star in her
own right.
Christie Comics Program
The following Christie Comedies are
scheduled for an early release : " Can
Wives Be Trusted," featuring Bobby Vernon and Ethel Lynne. "A Full House,"
featuring Dorothy DeVore, with Earle
Rodney. " Oh, My Dear," featuring
Bobby Vernon with Patricia Palmer.
"andAnybody's
Widow," Dorothy DeVore
Earle Rodney.
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Organize
$3,000,000
Corporation
ried out. The ultimate approval of the
United Picture Productions Corporastars and plays that . it desires to market
tion to Assure United Picture
will, of course, still rest with United PicTheatres of Strong Releases
ture Theatres of America, Inc.
OUTSTANDING in prominence among
"
The
United Picture Productions Corthe important news of the week is the
poration will be guaranteed a 20 per cent
announcement of the incorporation of the
profit on each of its productions and as
United Picture Productions Corporation,
payment will receive 75 per cent of the
with a capitalization of $3,000,000 preferred
rentals of pictures in the United States
stock represented by 300,000 shares at $10
until cost and profit are paid. The United
each with 8 per cent cumulative dividends,
Picture Theatres of America, Inc., will be
and' 300,000 shares of common stock, these
latter accompanying the preferred stock in the owner of 100,000 shares of common
stock. This stock will prove a very valthe form of bonus.
uable asset in that from it will accrue imInterviewed on the subject of this new
portant dividends which in turn will reduce
corporation, J. A. Berst, president of
the cost of pictures to the United Picture
United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.,
Theatres, Inc.
said in part :
" The officers and directors of United
" United Picture Productions CorporaPicture Productions Corporation and the
tion has been formed to further and accelUnited Picture Theatres, Inc., will be suberate the extensive plans and preparations
United Picture Theatres of America has
stantially the same, a factor which will insure perfect harmony between the two
entered upon with a view to the activities
companies.
of the business year commencing September 1, and to secure for its members addi" Having now more than 2,500 theatres
tional productions beyond those already in using United pictures and having fulfilled
hand for the continued carrying out of the promises made at the inception of this
United's original promise of supplying the corporation, we now take a further imporbest pictures that the market affords. In
tant step to secure for this gigantic circuit
order to obtaiff such additional pictures
of theatres the finest productions and the
and to secure the biggest and best stars
best stars to supply in the highest possible
degree the needs of that circuit. .
and productions, the United Picture Productions Corporation has been formed,
" United's legal representatives are now
and through it the financing of these prodrawing up contracts with several imporductions will be further assured and cartant stars."
Argonne
Fight Re-Lived
by Original Cast
AN original subject, produced with the the Argonne Forest where the Lost Battalion was trapped by the Germans. The
original characters — the story of the
Lost Battalion of the 77th Division — that trenches they dug and the entanglement
is the novelty announced by the MacManus
they had to prepare for their own defense
Corporation.
were reproduced by the very men who carRealities take the places of subterfuge in
ried out the work in the Argonne and
each subordinate officer who had an imthis war document, it is said, and the producers declare they have something real,
portant role assigned to him in the actual
battle scene reenacted the same role for
vital and thrilling to present.
The men of the composite battalion of the MacManus Corporation picture.
Mr. MacManus was assisted by Harry
two infantry regiments of the 77th Division, who slogged their way through the A. Palmer, who mobilized the characters
almost impenetrable Argonne forest for and helped devise the structure of the film,
kilometers, leaving the dead as milestones
Burton King the chief director, assisted by
Leander De Cordova.
of their progress; who finally lost liason
with the units on their right and left as
they bloodily progressed, and finally, surDusk to Dawn Session of
rounded paid with lives, blood, hunger and
thirst for their American " never say die "
spirit — those are the men who will be seen
Marion
Davies'
Marion Davies
and her Company
entire company,,
in this, the reproduction of their feat.
consisting of over three hundred persons,
It has been prepared under the personal
worked the entire night a short time ago
direction of Edward A. MacManus with
in the Biograph Studio, from 7.30 p. m. to
the most extreme care both as to absolute
fidelity to every phase of the history of 7.30 o'clock a. m. Miss Davies, under the
the Lost Battalion from the day of the
direction of Robert Leonard, is finishingdraft until the day they returned and
there one of her biggest features titled tensaluted the dead they left behind in the
tatively April
"
Folly," after the novelette
of the same name .by Cynthia Stockley.
Argonne in the Court of Heroes opposite
The scene made was that of a party
the Public Library when they paraded in
the Avenue. So interested was General
aboard a ship's deck. Strings of colored
Alexander and Lieut. -Col. Whittlesey in lanterns, with a one hundred candle power
light in each, the whole representing 10,the proper production of " The Lost Batta000 candle power light, were used.
lion " that each gave his personal and unConway Tearle, Agnes Neilson, Hattie
divided attention to the working out of
Delaro and the three Stewart children were
every little detail. A site was selected that
was exactly the counterpart of that spot in other principals of the "party."
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Many Cameragraph Sales
Reported This Week
Distributors and dealers in Cameragraphs report a great volume of sales for
the last seven days. H. A. Johnson Co.,
Seattle, sold a 2 6B each to Osran Amusement Company, Bremerton, Wash., New
World Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., Weir Theatre, Aberdeen, Wash,, and 1 6B each to
Dream Theatre, Pt. Angeles, Wash., and
Western State Hospital, Strilacoom, Wash.
The Queen Feature Service, Birmingham, Ala., have sold 1 6B to State Normal
College, Normal, Ala., and also to the Buck
Creek Cotton Mills, Siluria, Ala.
G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, report
sales of 1 6B each to Col. Dewey Post
Exc, Cavite, Philippine Islands, and
Varsity Theatre, Palo Alto, Cal.
In Canada, the Perkins Electric Co- report 16B each to Empress Theatre, Revelstake, B. C, Empress Theatre, Kamloops,
B. C, Scenic Theatre, Melfort, Sask.,
Broadway Theatre, Vancouver, B. C,
Grand Theatre, Fernie, B. C, Princess Theatre, Princeton, B. C, Ukranian Labor
Temple, Winnipeg, Man., Sherman Theatre, Moose Jaw, Sask., and 1 6A to Prov.
of Saskatchawan Bureau of Public Health.
Thanhouser

Laboratories

to

Be Used by Arrow
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, has announced that hereafter all prints of pictures sold by the Arrow Film Corporation
will be made in the laboratories of the
Thanhouser plant in New- Rochelle. This
plant is fully equipped to take care of an
enormous business and is already handling
about 250,000 feet per week, although it is
just
Thestarting.
Thanhouser plant some years ago
was one of the busiest and most successful
in existence, and under the new arrangements it is expected to again build up a
reputation for the laboratory work.
Next Christie Special
Al E. Christie announces that he has
nearly completed the production of a third
Christie Special Comedy which he has
titled " Mary Moves In." The picture will
feature Fay Tincher, with Harry Ham,
Katherine Lewis, Eddie Barry and Patricia
Palmer, making up a special cast. George
Pearce, Al Haynes, Edith Clark and Ward
Caulfield complete the cast. •
" Mary Moves In " is an original story
by
cher.W. Scott Darling featuring Fay TinAdditions

to United Picture
Theatres
The Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New
York City, head the list of 56 additions to
its membership announced during the past
week by United Picture Theatres of
America. They have joined on a stock
franchise basis.
It is pointed out by United that its circuit now embraces the bulk of the most important houses throughout the country.
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"PRETTY SMOOTH"— "It holds through
every foot." While the Morning Telegraph says:
"It has continuity, sympathetic appeal and a real
human note." And WID : "The story is full of
melodramatic action." No wonder ! It was written
specially for Priscilla Dean by Bayard Veiller, the
man who wrote "Within the Law."
You bet it's a
good story!
UNIVERSAL

VEILLEP,

author

of Within tie Law"

we say of
can /
more,
oo
— whath
Dean t
m
Priscilla
AND
S
her than we have said — what more than your
"box-office will say when it hears that she's
coming in "PRETTY SMOOTH"? The only star,
male or female, who ever scored five smashing hits
in five months, starting from "atmosphere" parts to
flash into stardom with a brilliancy and a sureness
that have never been equalled. See her right away

SPECIAL

in "PRETTY
friend.

SMOOTH"

and be your own best

ATTRACTION

/

-Carl

Laemmle

appreciation of your appreis my
ciation of what the Universal — seven
years old— has accomplished in those
seven years.
THIS

Never in my life have I received, or heard
of any company receiving so many or such
sincere telegrams, letters and telephone
messages of congratulation on what the Universal has done, and is doing better than
ever to-day, for the motion picture business.
Best of all, you have shown
mean every word you say — for
received on Universal-made
ring the past ten days surpass
have even dreamed of.
That is why I say, "Thank

us that you
the bookings
pictures duanything we

you!"

Such a splendid Anniversary encourages
us to make some promises. We promise
that the Universal will keep right on making the very best pictures produced today. We promise that our methods with
you — and with the Public — and with other
producers will be steadfastly maintained on
the same high plane as in the past seven
splendid years.
Watch

us make

good on every

one.

June

is,
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Special

Harry

Carey

THIS is a real western, but one with a
strong love element and a happy ending, and exhibitors who are going to play
Harry
Riders
should Carey
feature into " the
limit oftheVengeance
action and"
the heart interest. The picture has the
advantage above lots of westerns in showing you the motive for Carey's deeds with
such force that your patrons are in full
sympathy with him from the start.
One of the first titles tells us that this is :
" A story of the days when
might was right and nine points
of the law lav in the barrel of a
gun."
That's a good line to use, in connection
with the other matter, the girl angle, and
we would certainly try to make this one
appeal to everyone. We would suggest
that you use for the big illustrations one
of the many pictures of Carey and the
girl instead of those showing violence,
because the title itself is strong enough
to carry that idea over.
Battle of vengeance and love makes a
good theme for the advertising, especially
if you leave the suspense and do not tell
how the picture ends. Let the reader
guess whether he wins the girl or kills the
last man on his list.
TTERE'S the plot: Dave Buell, mur*■ *■ derer and cattle baron of Southern
Xew Mexico, rules that portion of the state
except for Jim Carroll and his son Cheyenne Harry, who stand for right. But
even the sheriff, Gale Thurman, is a tool
of Buell and the rich man has his own
way.

m

Service

Section

"Riders

on

of

Just the day before Harry is to be married he catches Yuma Kid, one of the outlaws, stampeding his herd and gives him
a good whipping, but this act determines
Buell to wipe out the whole Cranston outfit. He determines that no time could be
better than when the party comes out of
the village church. And while the Cranston party are armed on their trip to the
village there they meet Buell who pretends to make up on the day of Cheyenne's wedding. And then as the party
come from the church there is a fusilade
and Harry's mother and bride drop dead
and with the rest of the party wiped out
and the father dying Cheyenne takes oath
that he will get " Dave Buell and his gang
to Two
the last
yearsman."
pass and Cheyenne is not
seen in that section and it is only after the
sheriff makes the announcement that his
sweetheart is coming to teach the village
school that there is a mysterious visitor
and the next morning the town is aroused
by
the : warning posted in front of Buell's
saloon

Vengeance
wreck of a stage coach in the driving
rain. It had been attacked by Apaches,
and the only living person is the teacher,
Lola Madison. He takes her to his cabin,
in love with her at first sight, until he
learns that she is the betrothed of Thurman and there is a struggle with himself
whether he shall kill the girl as she sleeps
and thus avenge his dead bride, but the
man in him prevails and the next morning he sets the girl on her way to the village, with her promise that she will never
tell his hiding place.
Yuma Kid is the second. After the
same question about the wedding, he tries
to shoot, but again Cheyenne is too fast
and a second chapter has been written.
Lola has told her affianced everything
except where she spent the night and it is
while the lovers are together when another
of the gang comes up with the news of
Yuma Kid's sudden taking off. It is then
that muffler
Thurman
Cheyenne's
initial her
on
the
she sees
is wearing
and telling

" I'm back and hunting for the following :
Spada, Yuma Kid, Doby, Conners, Hondo,
Buell, Thurman. (Signed) Cheyenne

of this second killing insists that she reveal the hiding place. But still she refuses to betray the man, though she is
now convinced that he is all that her
sweetheart has said of him.

Harry."
WHILE
they show bravado, they are all
much alarmed, especially Spada, the
first on the list, and it is only a little while
later while the outlaw is drinking that he
hears the church bells ringing and then a
voice from behind a paper : " Been to any
weddings
Spada?"
Spada tries to
draw, but lately,
he is too
late.
Cheyenne escapes and is making his way
to his hiding place when he comes on the

D UT Harry himself is now completely
under the spell of the girl and when
he comes to visit her at the school she
turns a deaf ear to him. Even his " Look
teacher, I brought 3~ou an apple " fails to
get a response, but finally she comes out
with " I'm sorry that I gave my word
to a bad man." He tells her to ask those
who know the circumstances and declares
that he is going to keep his word until
he gets the last man — even the sheriff.

Here are three pictures of Cheyenne and the school teacher. We suggest one of these will have the greatest appeal to the most people
if your selling talks are right
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At the left the girl, true to her promise, refuses to tell the sheriff, her affianced the hiding place of Harry, but at right she tells Cheyenne
that she doesn't love him. In the center, on their first meeting, he is tempted to make her life pay for the death of his bride
baron. So he saved him for the last.
She seeks to make him promise not to do
tract attention use the line that we sugthat, but in answer he takes her in his
gested at the start of this article. The re" Then all of a sudden the sheriff's afarm and kisses her, and then leaves.
mainder of the selling talk can be in
fianced fell into his power. His own bride
smaller type, with plenty of indention at bad been shot down, why not wreak such a
Harry's
trail
leads
the
sheriff
to
the
schoolhouse and there he finds the butt of
the sides to give the white space. Here is vengeance on the man he charged with the
one :
crime? But he looked into his eyes — and
Harry's cigarette, but still the girl refuses
he loved her. But she hated him — begged
to tell Harry's hiding place. In the mean"
Cheyenne
has
seen
his
father,
his
time the posse runs into a band of Apaches
mother, his bride and his brothers shot
for her sweetheart's life until —
and the fourth man on the list is killed.
" The climax — the man and the sheriff
down by the murderous cattle baron's band,
alone
in the desert — what happened then?
as they left the little church after his marIt is then that Harry's resolve weakens
and he comes to the girl telling her that
riage. He swore to his dying father that he
—you've guessed wrong, and it's the sort of
he is going away and begging her to would not stop until he ' got ' them one by a thrilling story that you'll want to see —
marry him. She replies that she does not one.
love him.
here are some short ones :
andThen
remember."
" In front of the sheriff's office he posted
the list with the announcement that he was
Buell is now thoroughly terrorized and
" Cheyenne Harry has sworn that he
his fear increased when Thurman declares
after them, and they pretended they did not
would avenge the death of his father and
that he is through with the dirty work and
fear him. But Cheyenne shot quick and mother and bride of a few moments. Seven
resigns. He hides in his home, rifle in straight. Number one, then number two
men were on his list. Four of them perished
hand and liquor by his side to steady his fell — and terror spread.
— and then there came another woman into
shattered nerves.
his life. To carry out his vow meant that
" Then came something to interfere with
his plans — a woman. He fell in love with
he must slay her affianced. In either case
D UT when Harry arrives Buell can do her — only to find that she was the af- he stood to lose her. What did he do? But
fianced of the sheriff, in title, and outlaw,
*-* nothing but tremble, though Cheyenne
won all he sought. How? That's what
declares he is going to have a chance for in reality. And the sheriff was on the list he
makes it the most gripping of pictures."
his life. But Buell will not shoot and of vengeance. The girl prayed with this
" Seven men trembled when they thought
of him — for their names were on his roll of
man to spare the sheriff — and he loved her
Harry tries strategy, firing several shots
better than all the world — and wanted her
through the window and flees. This brings
vengeance. One by one they paid the penfor himself. What did he do —
alty of their crimes and fear gripped at the
shots back from members of Buell's own
band that kill him.
" There's a thrill every minute in this pic- others' hearts stronger than ever. Then
ture and every problem is answered to your
came a girl — she was not afraid, and the
Thurman now goes in search of Harry
avenger loved her as he had never loved
for a purpose. He is attacked by Apaches
utter
satisfaction."
before. Yet she was the affianced of the
and Harry comes to his rescue and there
man that he hated most of all. But Cheythe sheriff tells him that he had nothing
IT" OR those that want to see the action
enne Harry made his way through successto do with shooting up the bridal party
*■ picture of the west this sort of display
fully— both he and the girl got everything
and that Lola really loves Cheyenne.
offers promise and it will appeal to the
woman element too, for there is not one
There is a desperate fight with the In" His eye was clear, his aim true and
dians and both are wounded. They get
they wanted." his bullets. He feared no man
of the fair sex who doesn't admire a fight- right
back to the village, but Thurman dies —
ing man provided that he is battling for — and guided
none could stop him in his career of
right and especially if the love for a vengeance — but then a girl came. Which
and then the happy ending. '
There is a clever scene right at the end
woman is one of the motives. It is, there- should guide him — his vow to the dead or
after the doctof has examined Harry and
fore, hard to get away from those two elehis"The
love minister
for the living?
"
in answer to a question of the two surments in the advertising. Here is another
had spoken
the words and
vivors of the gang whether we will live one :
a second later assassins' bullets had snatched
answer " yes " they announce that they are
" He had sworn to his dying father that his bride from him. Why should he spare
not going to pick any flowers on the way
he would never pause until he wiped out a woman that she might become the wife
until they are across the Mexican border.
the band that took from him his parents
of a man he held guilty of the crime against
and his bride as they left the chapel door. him? And why should he come to love this
NOW get one of those striking pictures
girl? And what should he do when she
" He shot straight and fast — and always
of Harry Carey and the girl in your
gave his victims a chance. Two of the begged him to spare her affianced? He did
advertising and use the name of the star
seven he got and the others quailed in — but there are greater things in the world
stronger than anything else with the title terror. One man especially he wanted — the — and thev're told in this amazing story of
secondary and then in sufficient type to at- sheriff and tool of the murderous cattle
the old West."
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At left, scene between right
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Cheyenne'spicture
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he fights
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sheriff he cattle
had sworn
girl on his death list,

Real

American

Appeal

ACCORDING to all the reports that
have come from the War Community
Camp Service and the various organizations that have been working to supply
amusement to the American soldiers both
in training' in this country and on the
battlefields abroad the sort of motion pictures that were the favorites were those
which had plenty of action and in which
the characters were red-blooded Americans, with an element of romance of the
sturdier sort entering in.
Certainly if it had been made with the
purpose of filling those specifications
" Riders of Vengeance " could not have
done it better. You have a chance of getting an unusual bit of publicity by playing this as such a story, and if after the
first showing you can get the opinions of
some of the men who have been " Over
There" and print these in your newspaper
display it will be a good piece of work.
As a matter of fact, it would not be a
bad idea to invite a number of these former soldiers — all the better if they are
still in uniform — to attend the first regular
performance or a special one and then
collect these views.
Such advertising is sure to arouse the
curiosity of the public in general, especially
if you use a little harmless camouflage saying that you have picked this picture because it fits in so well with the kind of
stories that returned soldiers have told
you they like to see on the screen.
LARGE heads of Carey can be used to
decorate the lobby, but we would omit
anything of the revolver effect here. It
always makes an attractive lobby to use
pine or fir trees and especially for summer these will afford a screen for numerous electric fans — and you know the drawing power of a cool lobby during the warm
season.
One of the most successful lobby displays that we have ever seen used during
the summer season gave the effect of
waterfalls, with real water used. Now this

MANY

Should

bePut

ADMIRERS

We'd Use the Name of Seena
Owen in All the Ads
le N,
rkabOWE
backhasinhadmo-a
come who
remaA
SEEN
tion pictures, after being away
from the screen for nearly a
year, is the leading woman in this
picture and we would be sure to
use her name in all the advertising,
of course secondary to that of
Carey. There is a good line with:
" Seena Owen as the girl."

Over

with

This

repeated when Cheyenne questions Spada
and then Yuma Kid and then for the scene
in the retreat where Harry is debating
with himself whether he shall kill and the
girl, once more with the visit to Buell and
finally at the very start of he scene where
he goes to the rescue of Thurman. Its use
in this way forms something of a secondary theme — or rather a motif. The prehere. pared score suggests Pierne's " Izeyl "
Some pleasing love song should be used
as the theme and it is suggested that
" Love is a Story " from Victor Herbert's
" Madcap Duchess " be employed. This is
an excellent one and will serve well as a
song for a woman's voice just preceding
the feature. There is another, and a brand
new one with " I Found the End of the
Rainbow " and by announcing that you
are going to have this sung and played
for the theme with this picture it is very
likely that you can arrange with the
music stores to give you a special window
display.

will fit in well here not 'only with the season, but with the picture because the hiding
place that Carey used was reached by
riding through waterfalls.
These can easily be constructed with a
background of water proofed compo
board and trees at either side. Care should
be used to prevent any splashing that
would likely wet any of the patrons, but
Eugene Roth, manager of the California theatre, San Francisco, has been most
the combination of the three things is sure
successful in linking up his orchestra and
to create a lot of talk.
There is a simple thing on the stunt 1 song numbers with music store displays,
he advertising the stores in his program
order that can also be effectively employed
in the lobby. Simply post against one of and the dealers in turn giving a considerable share of the window over to his atthe trees, if you are using them, or in
tractive designed announcements. In this
some conspicuous post the list of names
that Cheyenne posted in front of the case a number of the stills — but only those
sheriff's office and then draw a heavy line indicating love scenes — should be used.
through each of the names down to that
of Thurman, and after that a fanciful date THERE should be a balance of comedy
for this picture, the nearer slapstick
to ■ indicate the time of their taking off
and then opposite or below the name of the better, for though the picture is hu^
the sheriff a huge question mark. That is man it is quite tense.
You should not use any scenic on this
likely to arouse a great deal of curiosity
program, because practically all of the
and cause comment.
scenes are exteriors and you will probably
spoil the effect of the fine photography in
THERE is one effect in the music we
would be sure to use and it can be scenery.
the feature, by giving an overdose of
employed either with orchestra or organ.
Of course, at the point where there is a
We'd arrange the remainder of the picclose up of the church bell ringing, it is
tures so that you can advertise this as an
apparent that the imitations should be " All American bill."
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Miss

O'Dare
Rises
to Serial Class
Tom Hamlin Interviews Her on Her New Job
DISCOVERED ;— a new serial star;—
This is what brought Peggy O'Dare from
Los Angeles to New York, and this is what
O'Dare.
Peggy
sends her to England and the European
She is the new leading woman featured
countries within a few weeks, accompanied
opposite Eddie Polo in the Universal Serial
now being produced in both Europe and by the leading members of " The Broken
Idol " company.
America, " The Broken Idol."
And she evidently believes that her last
There were twenty-two good reasons why
name (O'Dare) is a COMMAND. And
Peggy O'Dare should not adopt a screen
she does dare. Riding a frightened horse
career — her father, mother, and twenty
(count 'em — Twenty) brothers and sisters. plunging recklessly down a steep cliff, is
For Miss O'Dare has more brothers and
but one of the many stunts she has accomsisters than there are episodes in her next
plished that should have earned for her the
serial. And she is decidedly a decided
title of " Dare Devil," — or, in the case of
blonde. And that perhaps explains why she
pretty, blonde, blue eyed, Peggy O'Dare, —
so decidedly decided to enter motion pic- "Dare Angel."
tures in spite of parental opposition. And
She is in love with her part in " The
now we are all happy; — parents, brothers
Broken Idol." A few scenes are being
taken around New York before the comand sisters, Peggy O'Dare, general public
and trade journal interviewers.
pany goes abroad. The role she is portraying in this Universal serial does not only
During the last two years, Miss O'Dare
call for fearless athletic stunts but also
appeared in a series of L-Ko two-reel
comedies and for eighteen months she ad- gives opportunity for real acting ability.
ded lustre, activity and entertainment to And that is why Miss O'Dare is so enthusiastic about her part in the serial.
Lehrman's-Fox Sunshine Comedies.
But it was after she took a prominent
If dainty prettiness, a charming personality, athorough screen experience, a cappart in two of Eddie Polo's Cyclone Smith
able actress, a clever and fearless athletic
stories for Universal, that she was " discovered"as a serial artist. And now she is leading woman, is what Eddie Polo needed
featured with Eddie Polo in the eighteen
most, he appears to have all that and more
episode serial being produced by Universal.
in one of the coming Universal favorites,
It is entitled " The Broken Idol."
Peggy O'Dare.- — Tom Hamlin.
A New
Starless Play
THERE is no star in " Better Times,"
the second Brentwood picture which
Robertson-Cole will release through Exhibitors' Mutual. The prediction is ventured, however, by those who witnessed the
production, that there is likely to be one
after SaZu Pitts in the featured role, is
seen by the public. Miss Pitts has appeared in other screen productions, including "The Little, Princess,"' starring
Mary Pickford.
The player came to her name honestly, it
is announced, it not being manufactured as
a press agent aid to popularity. :
In starring no player- in " Better Times,"
Brentwood followed out the theory it advanced with "The Turn in' the Road,"
which had no featured player, but which
nevertheless developed Helen Jerome Eddy
into a popular player. To King W. Vidor,
who directs all Brentwood productions, the

for Robertson-Cole
Shakespearean line, " The play is the
thing," strongly appeals. He believes in
making his types fit his story, not vice
versa.
Opponents of the star system found " The
Turn in the Road " a most substantial approval of their contention that it does not
take a high salaried performer to make a
good
motion picture.
In " further
Better Times
they undoubtedly
will find
support"
for their theory, for the second Brentwood
offering is considered by Robertson-Cole
and Exhibitors' Mutual officials, as perfect
a comedy
as "The
Turn in the Road" has
been
acclaimed
a drama.
David Butler, a member of the Alcazar
Stock company, San Francisco, and
Georgia Woodthorpe, known on the legitimate stage, have prominent roles in the
production which they are said to portray
with true color.

"Rainbow"
Comedies
are to Supersede L-Ko
WITH
L-Ko comedies' discontinued been signed.
The Sterns are now at their California
Julius and Abe Stern, producers of
the Century Comedies, released through
studios and will remain probably throughout the summer supervising the productions
Universal, announce production of a new
of their comedy organizations. In recent
brand to be known as " Rainbow " comedies. According to the Sterns, this title alterations of the studios many innovations
covers the statement that the pictures will are said to have been installed, and practibe made from stories, and played with
cally everything new in theatre equipment
has been added.
stars, selected from all parts of the globe.
The Century and Rainbow comedies will
' It isbowintended
in the
new policy
Rain-a
and Century
Comedies
to of
cover
be released once a week alternately under
wider field than during the past year. the new plans. Twelve of the Century animal comedies are to be released in the
More extensive advertising is planned, and
the films themselves, it is claimed, will be year beginning in July, the end of which
produced on a larger and better scale. month will see release of the last of the
Many new players it is announced have L-Ko subjects.

Picture

News

Taylor Holmes' Latest Is
" Upside
Down
"
" Having
firmly asserted
their intent
that
each Taylor Holmes picture in the Triangle
star series of this former legitimate comedian shall be equal to if not better than its
predecessor," says an official of the Comany, "the executives
who 'showing
viewed theexpress
star's
latest poffering
at a private
their entire satisfaction with reference to
' Upside Down,' just received from their
film editing department.
" In selecting the script for ' Upside
Down,' scheduled for release June 22nd,
' Lovely Reason,' a story by George Agnew
Chamberlain, was the choice, not alone because of the author's popularity, but because of the story's unusual appeal and
the enthusiasm with which it was received
was published
Harper's Bazaar
awhen
shortitwhile
ago. It wasin Chamberlain
who
furnished Holmes with " Taxi," and in this
instance he is said to have provided him
with a plot of equal interest and one which
has furnished the star with even greater
opportunities for his unique ability as a
fun-maker. The popular appeal of 'Upside Down ' seems vouched for by the fact
that it is a story of divorce. In fact, those
who have read ' Lovely Reason ' will recall
that the 'reason' signifies a reason for
World's Service System
divorce."Beats Fire Threat
The system employed by Wlorld Pictures
to insure no interruption of service, whatever happens, had a severe test in Philadelphia last week when fire broke out in
the Philadelphia Exchange of World Film
Corporation. The building was built on
plans that gives to the films the greatest
protection and at the same time prevents
the spread of fire to adjoining structures.
Within fifteen minutes after the fire was
reported to the New York office, George
R. Meeker, General Sales Manager, left
for Philadelphia to take charge of the
situation. Meanwhile he had the Washington, Pittsburgh, Boston, Buffalo and
Cleveland offices in readiness to supply
prints and advertising material necessary
in order that no holder of a World contract could suffer by reason of inability to
get whatever his contract called for. Busia single minute's
without
on the
is going of
delay nessbecause
fire.
Selznick Engages Rothe as
Technical Director
Bert Rothe has been engaged as art and
technical director for Selznick Pictures, it
is
fromartMyron
Mr.announced
Rothe is an
designerSelznick's
of some office.
note
and just finished some designs for prominent Canadian Cathedrals.
Mr. Rothe served with some of the leading film companies prior to joining Selznick
and is well acquainted with the studio as
well as the stage.
He has already assumed his duties with
Selznick and has designed and supervised
the construction of several sets for "The
Perfect Lover" starring Eugene O'Brien,
and the third Olive Thomas production.
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First Cassinelli

Feature

Nears Completion
Rapid progress is being made, it is said,
by Director Albert Capellani in the filming
of Dolores Cassinelli's initial starring vehicle for the Albert Capellani Productions,
Inc., temporarily titled " The Gutter," and
it is expected that the coming week will
find the production ready for final cutting
and titling. In keeping with arrangements
whereby the Albert Capellani Productions,
Inc., will alternate the release of the June
Caprice-Creighton Hale and Dolores Cassinelli subjects, "The Gutter" has been
scheduled to follow "Oh, Boy!" in order
of release. As previously announced, " Oh,
Boy! " will be available to first-run houses
through Pathe Exchange, Inc., on June 22.
The cast of stage and screen favorites
assembled by Director Capellani to support
Miss Cassinelli includes Vincent Serrano,
Franklyn Farnum, Marie Chambers, Helen
Lowell, Paul Doucet, May Hopkins and
Albert Roccardi.
Diminutive Paramount Star
Back at Work
Marguerite Clark following a short rest
at Palm Springs, Cal., has commenced
work at the Morosco studio, Hollywood, on
her new Paramount picture, " Widow by
Proxy," adapted from Catherine Chisholm
Cu'shing'sfor.play
a starring
vehicle
Maywhich
Irwinserved
some asseasons
ago.
Nigel Barrie, recently released from service in the Canadian Army, will be Miss
Clark's leading man. Prior to army service he appeared with Miss Clark in several of the " Bab " series for Paramount.
Films

Approved by National Juvenile League
Endorsement of the following pictures
was given this week by the National Juvenile Motion Picture League:
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplements
Nos. 1 and 2; International News No. 22;
Pathe News No. 43 ; Hearst News No. 22 ;
Gypsies of the Arctic; Alaska Wonders in
Motion No. 3; City of Mexico; Making
Uniforms and Flags in a U. S. Arsenal ;
Wild Animal Study, Part 8 ; Simple Experiments in Electricity; The Manufacture of Paper in Maine and The Oyster
Industry.
Auspicious Screen Debut
of Evelyn Martin
Evelyn Martin's appearance as co-star
in Arthur Guy Empey's " Hell on Earth "
marks her debut in silent drama, and it is
said that judging from her work the screen
has won a new star. Miss Martin previously has been well known on the legitimate stage, and critics have declared she
handles her roles with remarkable grace
and ease.
In the part of Lucy Duncan in Empey's
production, Miss Martin has been given
opportunity to display her emotional act-

Katherine
Macdonald Gets
Forms Her
Fineman
Big
Star's
Katherine
Macdonald Output
Pictures Corporation,
who
was
in New York last week for
Own Company, and Will Release
Six Productions
in Year
the purpose of arranging for an advantageous release. Nathan Vidaver, one of
Through B. P. Fineman
the best known motion picture attorneys,
represented Mr. Rork in the transaction,
while Henry Herzbrun was Mr. Fineman's
legal adviser.
Miss Macdonald's career in motion pictures has been unique. About a year ago
she was comparatively unknown to the motion picture fans. The first real opportunity to display her talent was when engaged by William S. Hart. Later she
played
Douglas Fairbanks, and
then withopposite
Paramount.
In Mr. Fineman's statement regarding
the release of the Katherine Macdonald
pictures, this restriction of output is
touched on. Mr. Fineman said : " Not
more than six productions starring Miss
Macdonald will be made during the next
year, and the same number is the maximum
Katherine MacDonald, Whose Productions
planned for the following year. This will
Are to Be Released by B. P. Finenjan
give Miss Macdonald's producing organ- .
CLOSE on the heels of the release of the ization
ample time to make pictures that
Paramount-Artcraf t special, " The
will be worthy of her talents. More pictures in a given time might be physically
Woman Thou Gavest Me," has come the
announcement that the star of the producpossible, hut I do not believe that they
would be of the quality we intend to offer
tion, Katherine' Macdonald, has formed her
own producing company, and will make
the exhibitors and the public.
six special features during the coming year
" I regard Miss Macdonald as the star of
to be released by B. P. Fineman.
. the coming year. Her popularity has literNo word had been had of Miss Macally been growing by leaps .and bounds.
She has all of the attributes of stardom.
donald's intentions until a trade press advertisement stated she had completed the
She has youth, with its buoyancy and grace,
first picture made by her own company.
remarkable beauty, and a splendid dramatic
Following this, announcement was made
talent.
at the offices of B. P. Fineman this week
" Exploitation will be one of the big features of the Katherine Macdonald pictures
arrangements had been completed whereby
— material which will enable the exhibitor
Mr. Fineman would release the Katherine
Macdonald productions. The transaction
to sell his show to the public* so that he may
was arranged between Mr. Fineman and
reap the fullest possible benefit of his inSam E. Rork, one of the executives of the
vestment."
Interest Shown in Trade
HODKINSON managers in
WW.
• various exchange cities are arranging to hold immediate trade showings of
the newest Hodkinson production, J.
Parker Read Jr.'s presentation of Louise
Glaum in " Sahara," a C. Gardner Sullivan
drama supervised by Allan Dwan. It is
claimed few productions in the past year
have attracted so much exhibitor attention
as " Sahara," which is a special production
backed by the combination of an able
author, capable director and a producer
with definite ideals of quality.
The demand of the exhibitors for special
productions is clearly revealed in their
responsive attitude on " Sahara." Within
twenty-four hours after the announcement
that the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
had obtained the distribution of " Sahara "
exhibitors were asking for playing dates by
telegraph.
A part of the W. W. Hodkinson policy
of selling pictures singly on their individual merits also bans the selling of productions to exhibitors by executives of the
Hodkinson home office organization. In
no less than a dozen conspicuous instances
" Sahara " could have been placed for firstrun from the Hodkinson home office, but

of "Sahara"
inShowings
all instances exhibitor
applicants were
told that the Hodkinson system of offering
productions singly also made it desirable
that exhibitors see the production before
renting it and that all contract negotiations
therefore were to be made through the
Hodkinson managers in their territorial
offices.
As a part of this method trade showings
of " Sahara " will be held during the current week in Chicago, Seattle, Dallas, San
Francisco and far western and far southern
points, followed next week by showings in
the east and in New England.
Kassel Scores in Lobbv Display at Broadway
In the lobby of the Broadway theatre,
New York, a realistic set of five large
paintings,
depicting
atmosphere
" of the
Soudan, were
placed " upon
the opening
of
" The Man Who Turned White," featuring
H. B. Warner. Mr. Kassell, whose many
artistic efforts in the line of display on
presentations of big photoplays in this theatre, have made him well known, received
many compliments on this,, his latest effort
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Value
of Authors'novels Aid
of Stewart Revealed
Edward White, Emerson
" The Westerners," Great Authors'
Hough, Winston Churchill, Irving BachelPictures
Production,
Said to
ler and other authors shortly to be announced,
Show Effects of Writer's
Supervision
Already Mr. White's " The Westerners "
FIRST showings of Stewart Edward
is ready for pre-release and one of Mr.
White's novel, " The Westerners," the Churchill's biggest novel is ready to go into
Benjamin B. Hampton production of Great
production. In the Zane Grey Pictures,
Authors' Pictures, Inc., are confidently exInc., Mr. Hampton in association with Elpected to bring about a better understandtinge F. Warner has formed another oring in the minds of exhibitors and the
ganization based upon an author of wide
public, of what the participation of the popularity and their first production comauthor of a story in its production means
pleted is " Desert Gold," considered by
in the improvement of motion pictures.
many to be Zane Grey's most powerful
This subject will be released in the larger
story and motion picture. " Desert Gold "
cities within a few weeks.
is likewise ready for pre-release.
"The Westerners" represents the joint
All Great Authors and Zane Grey Picattention of Mr. Hampton, Stewart Edtures are to be released exclusively through
ward White, the author, Edward Sloman,
the
W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation's nathe director, and a technical organization
tional selling mechanism, which has rewhich has been in the making in California
cently been strengthened by the introducsince December — an organization drilled to
tion of some of the ablest managers assodo big things intelligently and well
ciated with motion pictures.
Several years ago Mr. Hampton foresaw
" The Westerners " is. said to be filled
an evolution ahead in motion pictures.
with energy and action. Seen by a group
Out of a long time friendship with Rex
of internal executives, the comment was
Beach there came into being Rex Beach
made spontaneously by its spectators that
Pictures, with Mr. Beach giving personal
it was one of the few pictures they had
supervision to the production of his own
ever seen that contained so much excitestories. This company was a Benjamin B.
ment and suspense that it grabbed hold of
Hampton creation and the new Great
the nerves and made them taut. The pubAuthors' Pictures, Inc., represents the fulllisher training and instinct of Mr. Hampest development of the earlier pioneering.
ton is said to be reflected in every hundred
Great Authors' Pictures, Inc., controls the feet of " The Westerners."
Marshall Neilan Discusses Film Trade-marks
M'/"YNE of the remarkable things to me ment with the First National Exhibitors
Circuit which does not come up to the
in the motion picture business," says
standard set by those of my pictures which
Marshall Neilan, " is the careless way film
have proven successful will not be released.
organizations" will place their trade-mark
This is not because of any idealistic views
upon productions whether they measure
up to the standard or not. I think this on my part but purely a matter of what I
practice is one which causes the other in- consider good business sense.
dustries of the country to look askance
" I feel that the loss entailed by the
upon the claims of motion picture people
shelving of a bad production will be made
up by the establishment of a thorough conregarding their status as ' big business.'
fidence among the exhibitors. A belief that
" One of the greatest calamaties which
when they see my trade-mark on a procan happen to an organization manufacduction that it means the result is the best
turing astandard product is to have their
trade-mark appear upon something which
proves bad. Enormous amounts of money
I have to offer-"
are spent by manufacturers to prevent such
Florence Reed Has Own
happenings. A firm making a hat, would
Summer Studio
no more think of placing their trade-mark
Florence Reed, United Picture Theatres
upon an inferior product than they would
star, is to have her own summer studio,
their corporation signature on a certified
check.
according to plans made for her next
United feature and announced by A. J.
" Why should this practice not be applied
Bimberg, whose company is to produce the
to the picture business? Why will compicture for United.
panies release productions they know are
A force of carpenters, property men and
below standard and place their trade-mark
electricians is being dispatched to Otasaga
in jeopardy by so doing. Why not make
it a rule to shelve or throw in the discard
Lake, Maine, where Miss Reed has her
country estate. These will, with the first
any picture not fulfilling the rules required
of a good picture in all details.
of June, set to work on the necessary preparations for the plan. Miss Reed, being
" Of course, none of us can judge in
advance the entertainment qualities of a under contract with J. A. Berst, president
picture but we do know bad photography,
of the United, t'o produce a stipulated numbad titling, and bad technical work when
ber of super-features within the year, conceived the idea of at once escaping the
we see it. Yet, I can today go into any
five theatres at random and pick out bad
city summer heat and continuing her picpictures boldly and prominently stamped
ture work, combining her usual vacation
with the trade-marks of big organizations.
with business. The popular screen star's
summer home is said to afford unique and
" I want to say sincerely that any prosplendid material for film settings.
duction which I make under my arrange-
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Picture

News

tors
Aid Exhibi
" Ads "
Paper
Fox Trade
"Advertising in the trade journals has
been one of our most effective means in
calling the attention of exhibitors to our
production," says the Exhibitors Service
Bureau of the Fox Film Corporation. "To
be effective, advertising must be truthful,
forceful and picturesque. Also it must
reach the people sought to be influenced
through a medium in which the reader has
confidence. The trade journal in the motion picture industry is the logical medium
for the producer.
"The newspaper, the poster, the program,
the throwaway and the lobby are advertising mediums of the exhibitors. And the
Fox Film Corporation endeavors to influence the exhibitors for their own good
and to make full use of these.
"In this connection, the little 'advertise'
editorials in the press books which the Fox
Film Corporation sends to the exhibitors
are brief, to the point, and based on the
experience of the Fox Corporation in its
utilization of the recognized trade journals
reaching the exhibitors."
Selznick Companies Active
in Production
Production is now going on rapidly, it
is said, in the Selznick studios in New
York, and the organization is now in
smooth running order. With Eugene
O'Brien aiready under way on " The Perfect Lover," in which he will make his first
appearance as a star, under the direction
of Ralph Ince; Elaine Hammerstein ready
to start immediate work on " Love or
Fame?" her first Selznick starring subject, and Olive Thomas about to begin the
production of her next picture, Myron
Selznick announces that by the end of the
week the Selznick studio will be among
the busiest in the country.
Frederick's

Latest Is " The

The cutting satire of the screen has been
realized byFeat
Izola Woman
Forrester, it "is said, as
probably by no other cinema author. " The
Fear Woman," Pauline Frederick's latest
Goldwyn picture, was released June 8th.
Miss Forrester's character of Helen
Winthrop (Pauline Frederick), at once a
delicate, well-bred American girl of unimpeachable social position, represents a type
only too often mistaken. In the case of
the Winthrop girl, she sacrifices her own
reputation to save that of a friend, the
wife of a tired business man.
Broadway Star Goes West
for Goldwyn Pictures
Will Rogers, of Follies fame, will leave
New York this week for Culver City, California, where he will begin work for Goldwyn on a series of pictures.
The screen vehicles chosen for the first
work of the lariat thrower is an adaptation of the first of the Billy Fortune stories
which appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post under the title of "Doubled Stakes."
W. R. Lighton is the author.
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Stories

Wanted

The Universal wants new
are being shown on the screens
that contain that heart interest,
out in front for hours waiting

stories, finer stories, faster stories than
of the world today. We want stories
and humanness that stands the crowds
to get in.

We want stories that possess the clever twist and novelty in the
selling angle.
We
clean.

don't care what the stories are about, so long as they are

Do we want them powerful in theme?

WE

DO.

Do we want

them fascinating in action, powerful of title and magnetic in character? WE DO.
Will we pay the proper price for such stories? WE

WILL

and

gladly too.
Then why not start your patrons thinking about this? Why not
put it up to the people who themselves are the best judges of what
constitutes real moving picture entertainment. Announce to them
by slides that the Universal wants big stories and will buy them.
Let your patrons know that they themselves can improve their
own entertainment either by suggesting extra fine stories that they
have read or stories that they might write. If you know of some
one who produced extraordinary stories, have them communicate
with us immediately. WE ARE IN THE MARKET
FOR BIG
IDEA STORIES AND WILL PAY WELL FOR THEM.
Start
the ball rolling in your theatre.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
MN'FG
CO.
Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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theatre, from the finest first run houses down to the
smallest, should overlook these masterful "CYCLONE
SMITH" stories featuring the Box Office Star— "EDDIE
POLO."
These are Big, New special two reel productions, unlike any two reelers you've ever exhibited.
Special in story (each story complete in itself), special in
direction, special in action, special in titling, and special
ad props for every picture. You have but TO SEE these
productions to understand what we mean by SPECIAL.
Don't confuse these SPECIALS with anything else. They are
on a higher plane of production, and will inject the punch to
make your balanced program. They're going BIG. Better see
your nearest Universal Exchange.
NO
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Lewis Starts for Location
on Next Feature
Mitchell Lewis, star in Select Pictures,
and his entire company, left Los Angeles
last Saturday for the Columbia River,
Washington, to film his fourth attraction
for Select. Mr. Lewis' latest Select Picture, "Jacques
the Silver North," will
be released
this ofweek.
Mr. Lewis' forthcoming production, the
title of which has not yet been announced,
will require about three weeks of location
work in the district around the head of
the Columbia River. A number of mountain scenes are also necessary, but it is
believed that the Select star will return to
the Yosemite Valley district, where " Children of Banishment " was made, to obtain
these shots. The studio work will be done
in Los Angeles.
An announcement of importance in connection with Mr. Lewis' forthcoming picture is the fact that Robert Bradbury will
be his director. Mr. Bradbury was last
week appointed to the position of director
general of the Mitchell Lewis Producing
Company.
Director Seitz Plays in
Pathe Serial
" Just to prove that he can act as well as
tell others how," says an official of Pathe,
George B. Seitz, head of George B. Seitz
Productions, Inc., and director of the
forthcoming Pathe serial, " In Secret,"
starring Pearl White, stepped into the firing line the other day and assumed the
role of the principal heavy in one of the
closing episodes.
" In Secret " has the unique distinction
of having a different villain in each of the
fifteen episodes, and this fact made possible Mr. Seitz's unusual attainment.
Unique Exploiting Device
Max Levey, manager of the Chicago
branch of Exhibitors' Mutual, is planning
some unusual " stunts " op his own account, for the first Robertson-Cole Superior Picture, " The Man Who Turned
White, starring H. B. Warner.
Levy is planning a set of life-size cutouts in which Warner will be seen in
Arabian garb and his face browned by the
desert sun.
There will be a flasher concealed in the
cut-out and every little while the light will
flare up and the face of brown is turned to
pure white.
Popular Actress Again to
Enter Screen Work
Elise Bartlett, known to motion picture
followers throughout the country as the
" Paramount-Flagg Girl " through her
work in James Montgomery Flagg comedies, will shortly forsake the legitimate
stage in order to resume her motion picture career. Miss Bartlett, whose last
screen appearance was in the leading role
in James Montgomery Flagg1 s comedy,
" Con and Economy," is said to be now
negotiating with a prominent producer
with a view to starring in a series of feature productions.

Universal

Completes
Big Feature
Frank
Mayo
is cast in the production as
Believes That in " A Little Brother
a friend of the richer New York men and
of the Rich " It Has Made an Exwho been
earnseducated
his living
as aand"tipster."
He
ceptional Production
has
at Yale
it was there
UNIVERSAL announced completion of that he declared his love to Sylvia Castle,
part is played. by Kathryn Adams.
"A Little Brother of the Rich," her- which
But her father met business reverses and
alded as one of the biggest pictures it has
ever produced. Joseph Medill Patterson is died. She was forced to go to work in
a department store in New York. She
the author, and Lynn F. Reynolds directed.
longed for the stage and was finally made
Regardless of its present contracts Universal spent months of preparation on this a protege of a formerly successful producer. He had succumbed to drink but
production, an entire month being devoted
succeeded through his love for his new star
to the selection of the cast. Neither
to brace up and she soon became a Broadtime nor money was spared in the makway star. Her rise was phenomenal. Meaning of this production and critics who
while Paul Potter's fortune had increased
have seen it " in the rough " have declared
it to be one of the greatest pictures of the but he had become involved in several marriage tangles and when he later met Sylvia his old love for her was again aroused.
The story itself is known the country
year.
over and was very popular at the time it She was about to marry him despite his
escapades when she saw in her manwas published. The stars who were se- many ager,
Laemington, which part is played by
lected to play the title roles in the proSherry, a real man and she determined to
duction are : Frank Mayo, Kathryn Adams
marry him and reform him.
and J. Barney Sherry.

Sunday
Law
Aids
Makes Room for Pictures in Theatres
which Had Been Booked Solid '
Before Law was Effective
FULL advantage of the Sunday opening
option law whereby many New York
state theatres are now open on Sunday,
has been grasped by Robertson-Cole and
Exhibitors Mutual, and their productions
are now being booked into theatres which
because of previous solid contracts were
not enabled to show them.
Joe L. Merrick, assistant sales manager
of Exhibitors Mutual, has just returned
from a tour through up-state New York,
looking over the Sunday opening situation,
and his report has proved most gratifying
to Robertson-Cole. Mr. Merrick also visited New England.
He reported that in the Albany territory nine towns have been opened since

Robertson-Cole
the Governor signed the local option bill allowing motion pictures to be shown on
Sundays. Each one of these towns opened
with a Robertson-Cole production, five of
them using "The Turn in the. Road."
"Every exhibitor interviewed regarding
the Robertson-Cole productions is strong
in his praise of them," said Mr. Merrick.
In the city of Buffalo alone, Mr. Merrick said, out of sixty theatres he found
that forty-two were at present playing
Robertson-Cole attractions, a record which
speaks highly of the efficiency of the Buffalo exchange of Exhibitors Mutual and
of
the
power of Robertson-Cole
attractiondrawing
s.
The same conditions existing in upper
New York state were in evidence in all
the Eastern branches he visited, Mr. Merrick said.

Big Advertising Campaign
for
Oliv
e^Th
include, it
is stated
, an agree
mentomas
bv which
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
announces that the showing of Olive Mr Guyon will advertise Olive Thomas,
Upstairs and Down " and the Selznick
Thomas' first Selznick picture, " Upstairs
Pictures Corporation on everv one-sh
eet at
and Down," in Chicago, will be accomhis disposal. An additional line will give
panied by one of the biggest and most
the names of the first-run theatres where
extensive advertising campaigns ever
"Upstairs and Down" is booked for Chilaunched in any city. Fred C. Aiken,
cago engagements.
Select's Chicago branch manager, has alOn the evening of the "Upstairs and
ready completed plans for two units in the Down
at the Paradise, there will
big campaign, and other arrangements are be distrinight
buted 1.000 photographs of Miss
now in the works.
Thomas, on the backs of which will be
Mr. Aiken's first step in the Chicago ex- printed the name of every
theatre in Chiploitation of"Upstairs and Down" was to
cago and vicinity where "Upstairs and
interest the management of the Paradise
Down " will be shown.
Dancing Academy in a plan whereby the
Paradise Academy held an " Upstairs and
Down " night on the evening of June 12
Mr. Guyon, the owner and director of this
amusement corporation, is one of Chicago's
biggest advertisers, and it is said he has a
contract for two one-sheets on even- elevated station platform in that city. In
connection with the " Upstairs and Down "
night at the Paradise, the arrangements

James Oliver Curwood will again be represented
on
screenh this
month
" BeautvT Proof
the the
Vitagrap
producti
on when
with Harrv
Morev "
reaches the exhibitor on June 23'.
"Yvonne from Paris," the ston- of a French
Mary Miles
Minter Frankli
^ncer\»'
will ben Poland,
?,y J?f?Ph
presentedin bvwhich
the
American
has
,
undergo
ne
its
second
film is on the list of " Flying A "cutting"
releases The
for
July.
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" Bare Fisted Gallagher," Desmond's
Latest, Unique Also in Lack of
Usual Dance Hall
ANOTHER story that is "different" is
promised in " Bare Fisted Gallagher,"
William Desmond's latest feature released
by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors
Mutual. In previous productions Desmond
has run a gamut of character interpretations from the society leader to a stone
mason in a Latin-American country. In
his latest production he has both comedy
and drama to enact.
Speaking of " Bare-Fisted Gallagher,"
Jesse D. Hampton who produces the Desmond photoplays said :
" Bare Fisted Gallagher " contains about
all the elements that motion picture audiences seem to like. There is plenty of
drama action, and suspense with a strong
comedy vein running through it. The
action is limited to a few characters, which
gives each one an opportunity to develop
his part.
" Desmond is called ' Bare Fisted Gal-

Minus

Picture

News

Gunplay

lagher 'because he goes through the picture without a gun. He depends upon his
smile and sometimes upon his bare fist to
bring him through the many situations.
" This is a western story that is different
from the usual run of western stories.
No dance hall scenes, no saloons, and no
heavy
who isisfairly
tryingup toto kidnap
the 'heavy
goil.'
The story
date. The
of the piece did have a saloon, but since
the State has gone dry, he opens a grocery
store with a soda fountain on the side.
He has managed, however, to conceal a
little of the liquor in sarsaparilla bottles.
There is quite a run on sarsaparilla. Even
the town's
cate calls formost
it. ardent temperance advo"Bare-fisted Gallagher" is really a melodrama, but played from a comedy angle,
but not burlesque. His part never becomes
a character slur. It is a picture which
combines the big outdoors with a good
active story. The story of " Bare Fisted
Gallagher
" is the type of story that might
actually happen.

Phillips Completes
"Right to Happiness"
WHAT has been pronounced by un- three months in the making, and in the
prejudiced critics who have seen it cast besides the four previously named
as one of the most spectacular of the dra- stars are: Hector Sarno, Henry Barrows,
matic screen photoplays of the year has Winter Hall, Alma Bennett, and Stanhope
been completed at Universal City, says an
Wheatcraft,
of the
' Destiny. 'in"
The story one
deals
withstars
an inAmerican
official of the company. It is the new
Russia,
who
has
two
daughters,
twins. One
Dorothy Phillips super-production directed
of them is lost and he returns to America,
by Allen Holubar, the producer of " Heart
where he becomes money mad and a slave
of Humanity."
" Exhibitors as well as the public are driver. The lost daughter comes to America a Bolsheviki, and is fatally wounded in
promised a picture of extraordinary interest, apart from its theme, in that the a fight on New York's east side. Hardcast includes four of the members of the castle, the father, discovers his lost daughter is dying and promises to build up a new
cast of ' Heart of Humanity.' They are
Miss Phillips, William Stowell, Robert
business with co-operative business with
Anderson, and Margaret Mann.
his employes. A gigantic factory is built
and prosperity is at hand for all. Vivian,
" The ' Right to Happiness ' was written
the daughter, who came to America with
by Holubar himself and put into continuity
her father, marries the foreman of the
by the director and Olga Linek Scholl,
who also assisted Holubar in his previous plant. The roles of the two daughters are
production.
playedness itby
Dorothy Phillips with true vividis said.
" This super-production was more than
Advance
Men
to Exploit War
Relief Series
exhibitors,
and
every
star of the entire
ent
announcem
recent
the
IN keeping with
series will be shown in some part of the
that Universal would improve its service
to exhibitors even more in the coming
picture she or he appeared in.
In addition Universal is preparing a
year — the eighth year of its existence —
and that it would bring some surprises to press book for the entire series, and other
exhibitor aids. Universal expects to book
the front, the announcement is made that
three men will tour the United States and
the entire series in the larger houses of
Canada visiting practically every large city the country, and believe the leading exhibitors will be more than glad to show the
in the country, to introduce the Stage
Women's War Relief series, which are to pictures to their patrons.
be released through Universal.
William Howard and W. R. Wilkerson
have been selected to introduce the pic" A Girl at Bay,'; Next for
tures. The third man has not yet been
Corinne Griffith
named.
Corinne Griffith already has started
The pictures are considered splendid
work on " A Girl at Bay," her picture to
productions, with foremost stars of the
succeed "Thin Ice." It is adapted from
a magazine story by Joseph Gollomb. Tom
legitimate stage, many of whom have not
before acted before the camera, in the
R. Mills is directing the picture at Vitileading parts. Each of the three men will
graph's Brooklyn studio, and the supporting cast includes many popular players.
carry a " stunt " reel to be screened for

" A Self-made Lady " is one of the Fox " Lucky
Thirteen " series
Soldier

Author

Now

with

Famous Players-Lasky
Major Ian Hay Beith (Ian Hay), soldier,
lecturer and author, is now in Los Angeles
and will start work at once as a member
of Cecil B. DeMille's literary staff at the
Famous Players-Lasky studio.
Major Beith's initial photoplay efforts
will be in connection with the coming Artcraft production based on Sir James M.
Barrie's " The Admirable Crichton," under the direction of Cecil B. DeMille. Miss
Jeannie Macpherson is writing the screen
version of the Barrie success and Major
Beith will aid her in an advisory capacity.

Their"Little
Role Mary"
Orphansin See
Particularly appropriate was a performace of " Daddy Long Legs," Mary Pickford's production for the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, given at Detroit before
500 orphans, guests of the management of
the Washington theatre. Gleeful was the
applause of the young ones as Mary
triumphed at times over the matron of the
mismanaged orphan asylum in which, in
the picture, she was an inmate. " She's just
like one of us " was the whispered thought
of many of the youngsters.
" Way

of a Woman " Has
Strong Cast
Although work on Norma Talmadge's
forthcoming Select Picture, " The Way of
a Woman," is practically completed, the
retaking of several important scenes and
the addition of two new names to the cast
delayed the announcement of the complete
personnel of Miss Talmadge's company
until
time. Miss
supportthein present
this production
will Talmadge's
be Conway
Tearle, Gertrude Berkeley, Colonel Vernon,
Mae McAvoy, Jobyna Howland, Hassard
Short, George La Guerre, William Humphreys and Stuart Holmes.

June
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Wallace

EXHIBITORS who are going to show
v. allace Reid in '" You re Fired "
should get in a good humor with themselves at the very start. You have to put
the spirit of fun, even kidding over if you
are going to make the most out of this.
Forget every problem that you ever had and
offer this picture simply as one that will
give delight. It is the sort of a picture
that every one will forget all about a week
after they have seen it, except that the
impression will be left that they had a
might}- good time while they were viewing
it That is the spirit for j-ou to follow in
ADVANCE.
As we have said to you before in these
Special Service Sections it is not good
policy to simply say that a picture is " the
funniest ever." That is as bad as the old
phrase " the greatest picture since 1 The
Birth of a Nation.'" Don't merely tell
them that it is funny, but suggest WHY.
There is a love story here and something
of the romantic, but especially in these hot
weather days we would make the appeal
rather to the ridiculous. The title is going
a long way to help you in putting over
that angle for it is sure to attract attention.
You will naturally play the name of the
star strong, but don't fail to take advantage
of the members of the supporting cast
which includes Wanda Hawley, Theodore
Roberts. Herbert Pryor and Raymond Hatton. Here's a good line :
" The perfect comedy — with a cast
that guarantees it."
THERE isn't very much to the story.
Bilh- Deering has so much money that
all he has to do is to make love to Helen

Service

Reid

O.

m

HENRY

Section

"You

STORY

Mention of Basis of the
Picture Worth While
er," is by
"Thy,e
Halberdi
dO.on Henr
pictlyure
THIS
especial
if youbase
are in a city
this should be mentioned in
stores have
your advertising. Book
been rather overworked on window
displays, but you may manage to
get this over.
If you can obtain from the local
library the names of the readers of
the O. Henry stories they are worth
sending a special letter to, for they
are likely to bring others along
with them. Women's literary clubs
should be notified, but to the general public don't make this a " literary " offering of any sort.
Laughs and the strong cast are
the things to sell this picture to
your patrons.

Rogers, much to her content but to the disgust of Gordon Rogers, who has earned
his fortune by hard work and believes that
every other man should get out and hustle, so when Billy comes around to look for
the parental blessing Rogers tells him that
he won't allow his daughter to marry a
man who can't earn his living.
"I could get a job tomorrow," retorts
Billy, and the old man comes back with :
" Yes, so could any other loafer, but how
about keeping it?" And on this basis there
is an agreement signed that Billy must
work for thirty days without being fired to
win the girl, and at the same time keep

on

re

Fired

the pact secret from Helen. So he seeks
to explain the agreement to Helen by telling her that he is called away on business
and even she laughs at him: " You? On
business? Don't make me laugh."
Billy doesn't have any trouble landing a
job as a transcriber in an office, but his
use of a typewriter is confined to a onefingered punch and when he sees the manager fire the office boy he decides to save
himself by quitting, and produces, as he
does on later conditions, a certificate to
show that he resigned.
NT« EXT
an advertisement heforis a attracted
xylophoneby player
and at
his first try-out he excites the admiration
of the eccentric orchestra leader, a characterization that reflects credit on Raymond Hatton. But social engagements
bring the orchestra to Mrs, Oglethorpe's
ball where Helen and Bill's friends are
guests. The hostess first recognizes him
and there is a lot of comedy work in which
Billy uses the mustaches disguise, but at
last the girl is no longer fooled and demands that he give up the masquerade. His
action in hitting a bald-headed violinist
over the head results in a near fight and
again
resigns." by an advertisement
Then Billy
he is" attracted
of Capellano, who is opening a restaurant
in Little Italy and who wants a ''halberdier "to give atmosphere to the place. This
gentleman, be it known, is a figure costumed like the knights of old who fought
with mace and lance.
In the meantime, Helen, very much disgusted with the conduct of Billy is transferring her affections to Tom Graham, an
adventurer. The latter is broke and when
he goes to his uncle seeking more money

At right and left are two of the comedy scenes with ReidHawley
as the asxylophone
the girl player, at the left " in disguise."

In the center, IVanda
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At the left the girl accepts, and at the right he makes an agreement with her father that he will hold a job for thirty days without'
being fired. But in ti ve center he spills the soup and the old man demands he be ousted
" That he be fired.
on the ground that he is about to effect a
and that angle is a good one to remember.
rich marriage, the uncle demands that Tom
We would use the picture suggesting that
""And
But — papa?
o-o-h — o-o-h —
element and omit the close ambrace stuff.
secure a merger agreement that Rogers
"A regular hero —
has in his safe.
" He had the poipers —
lineHere
: is one that gets something of that
HIRING a couple of crooks to do the
"" That'll
' Bless you
" Harry didn't have to do any work except
ticklemy youchildren."
—
work and agreeing to meet them at
to count his millions, but the papa-in-law
"
LAUGHS
—
Capellano's
afterfather
the show,
" But the main thing is—
he sought demanded that he hold a job for
Helen
and her
to the Tom
theatreinvites
and
thirty days without being fired and to keep
then when he starts to the restaurant, to it
" Every minute —
a secret from the girl.
meet the crooks they insist on accompany" And a chuckle as you hit the street."
"For
29
days
and
23%
hours
he
had
ing him. Of course Helen recognizes
slaved, enduring the snubs of the girl who
Billy and when he again refuses her pleas
didn't
understand
to. abandon such a career she determines to of
the u're
words:fired. and living in mortal fear OF be course
taken asthat
a serious
sort ofselling
stuff argument,
wouldn't
'"Yo
'
humiliate him. But in the meantime he
but
it
is
the
sort
that
relieves
the
monooverhears the plot and when one of the
tony of the usual picture and certainly this
" Now he had just a half hour to go and
crooks shows Tom the paper, Harry manis one with which you ought to go out and
the girl's father was just yearning to see him
ages to get it.
appeal to those who want something that
fail. Harry- didn't have any beans around
Now comes Helen's revenge. She de- to spill, and so he spilled— THE SOUP.
really
is novel.
clares that she wants to have the novelty
Then here are some shorter ones, just
" — And all over the girl's new gown. Of
of the halberdier serving her, and the mancourse papa-in-law, that seemed now only a suggestions without attempting to put over
ager, flattered by the presence of the millost
chance. He was demanding Harry's
any particular punch :
lionaire agrees. Rogers recognizes him on
" He wanted that girl. He had all the
his first appearance and Harry shows him
" But don't forget the POIPERS. Oh, yes,
the record evidencing that he has not been
but that
dad
Harry had foiled the crooks and all of that money
said hethat
has heto needed,
work thirty
daysgirl's
without
fired and lacks only thirty minutes of fin- job.
and
the
old
man
was
mighty
glad
to
be
an
being
fired.
He
got
a
job
as
a
typist
and
ishing his month. All goes well until the ' in-law.'
beat the 'You're fired' to it. Then he was
soup is served and then Harry stumbles
"No, you won't laugh — you'll scream."
and the contents of the huge bowl go over
a xylophone
player,
andcould
' resigned
' just
before
the fateful
words
be spoken.
Helen's dress.
IF
you
are
using
considerable
space
and
Then
he
became
a
halberdier
—
come
and
Indignant, Rogers sees his chance and
especially if you can get good half-tone
summons the manager demanding that
see
what
that
is
—
and
you'll
admit
that
he
results in your newspapers we would advise
was a bird at halberdiering. Even dad had
Harry be fired or the manager face a suit. using
two cuts in the display. In one of
But Harry comes back with the argument
to admit that, and you'll applaud the victory
the upper corners take the picture of Reid
that he was hired as a halberdier and not
a little, if you're not too weak from
as
he
appears
as
the
halberdier
with
the
as a waiter and then a moment later hands
girl
by
his
side
and
at
the
bottom
use
one
" He didn't need a job any more than an
the copy of the stolen agreement to Rogers
as the xylophone player at the dance. Use
and explains. The manager thinks his forEsquimaux needs an electric fan — until the
of the former cut will leave you some
tune made, and madly kisses Harry on
laughter."
dad told him that he had to get one
space at the side and there we would try —girl's
and not be fired. Every minute he was
either cheek. Then come explanations of
the short sentence effect. Like this :
the agreement from the father — and Helen
hearing the sentence 'You're fired,' but he
" He didn't need a job.
and Harry in the happy ending.
beat 'em to it— regular hero stuff— foiled
" But he wanted the girl.
the villains — grabbed the poipers and got
" He had to have her.
NOW just one caution. A lot of you
the girl. But we haven't mentioned the
exhibitors have found that there is a
" But papa had something to say.
best part of it. We don't expect you to bear
feeling against the costume picture, and for
" He must work thirty days —
much of the music this week — you'll all be
" And not be fired.
that reason, if you use a picture of Reid as
a halberdier, you want to be sure to extried fired
typing
and heard —
" He couldn't
laughing
so hard."typewrite, he couldn't get
"" 'HeYou're
'— tofirst
another.
plain just why he is wearing this costume,
away with it as a xylophone player — but he
"
And
so
he
resigned.
and explain it with the suggestion of a
had to hold a job without being fired. Then
laugh.
he had a chance to be a halberdier. Ever
" A xylophone player next —
" Then he quit again.
As we have suggested we would make
been one? Well, Harry was a perfect one,
he foiled the villains, grabbed the poipers,
the love story side of it rather incidental,
" Finally a halberdier —
"Whatever that is—
merely as an explanation of the farcical sitwon the girl — and all to the tune of your
uation in which Reid is seen. This is not
■ And the girl's scorn,
laughter. If laughing hurts you — miss this
"And the father demanding
so very far from a burlesque melodrama
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Seeking a job as halberdier at the left, center scene with the girl which is splendid for use with both figures or Reid alone for ads.,
and at the right he gets the " poipers" from the two crooks

Title campaigns
Itself
Out
the " Teasel"
TEASER
on thisWill
one are so Carry
Father " played Idea
up, or " How'dWell
You Like
easy that it seems hardly necessary to
to
Be
My
Daddy?"
Early
in playing
the picture
ten
h
are writ
there
is
a
scene
with
the
girl
the
tionsSpec
wit
the
stress them. Simple use of the title in
Secial Service
E
THES
piano and here the theme can be used with
small advertisements sprinkled through the
purpose of suggesting to exhibitors how to get the most
newspapers for a week or so in advance of
piano
Cry." only, and then where the girl says
out of pictures that they have
that the _ idea of Harry and business makes
the first showing will serve to arouse the
.
ared
y
ked
r
boo
The are prep
afte
her laugh there should be a change with
interest. We wouldn't advise any large
studying the pictures and the best
amount of space to be used with this, as
the orchestra to " I'm Sorry I Made You
ng
t
oiti
m.
way usofkno
expl
thethat Won'
you
the smaller lines will get about as much
w any use
let
you made
attention as the larger.
Manifestly there should be xylophone
ons
of suggesti
printed here and the
original ideas that you have used in
The card system here will suggest itself,
effects where Reid is seen playing the inputting over this picture?
but even if you do use these with the title
strument for the orchestra leader, and if
on one side we would be sure to carry the
you are able to obtain such a player we
announcement that it is a motion picture,
" Wallace Reid plays a xylophone for a would suggest some popular selection to
with the name of the theatre and the date
living
in 'You're Fired,' at the Empire this be played during this and then carry the
of showing on the other. Any trick stuff
week. Most enjoyment you'll get out of his xylophone and the full orchestra with jazz
of simply mailing these out may leave a bad
or popular dance stuff into the scenes where
performance is constant laughter.
impression, especially among the women
the orchestra is seen playing and through
"
But
when
you
want
real
music
and
real
the incidents at the dance.
folk. Teaser stuff that tends to offend in instruments, come to us — we have everything
the slightest is always dangerous.
There is .another scene where the serfrom the xylophone to the mouth organ."
But when it comes to the announcement
vants are seen dancing where a popular air
Then for the clothing stores have them
of the picture the title should be depended
fit up a figure in the costume worn by Reid,
on the phonograph could be used and then
upon to attract the attention. Here are which they can easily duplicate from the for the scenes in the restaurant the music
two short words that are catchy, and if still, and on this card have the words :
should be largely on the strings. The
they are properly displayed you needn't
" This is a halberdier. "Wallace Reid is theme should be used where the girl goes
worry about the people seeing them, readthat makes you roar in 'You're Fired,' to Reid and again at the end of the picing your selling argument and coming to one
at the Empire this week.
ture. Another little laugh can be added in
the theatre. For that reason we would put
" We're just putting this here to let you the scene where the restaurant proprietor
know in advance what a halberdier looks
the emphasis on the newspaper advertistries to kiss Reid with " He's Had No Loving.
like. We haven't any of these costumes for
ing in a Long, Long Time."
sale, but everything else that a man needs
SIMILARLY we would confine the lobby
is
here
—
and
you
wouldn't
want
to
be
a
AN
all-around comedy bill again sugdisplay to cut-outs. Both of the three halberdier, any way, after you laugh at Walgests itself here, with even the oversheets lend themselves to this one of them
ture
the
lighter stuff with selections from
lace Reid's troubles."
showing Reid as the musician and the other
some of the more tuneful comic operas, but
as the halberdier. Here the title should be THERE are unusual opportunities offered
this is the sort of picture that will fit in
played strong.
for the music here, but we would con- with any surroundings.
fine the score to the very lightest stuff.
We would suggest that you may be able
We would prefer to keep everything
Even for the theme we would use one of strictly American about the bill, even to
to get the co-operation of both men's cloththe more popular selections, something with
ing stores and musical dealers in advertisthe scenic. All of the settings in the pica lilt to it. If you have a girl singer
ing the picture. In the latter case the turn
ture are interiors, therefore a scenic, espeshould be on the xylophone. It is not an available " Comin' Thro' the Rye " would
cially one showing snow and mountain
make
an
excellent
vocal
selection
with
a
instrument that is readily sold, and the
stuff will be particularly appropriate. If
background showing a field and the moon
dealer will probably use only one of them,
you have an orchestra we would suggest
but he can make his display on other just coming up, getting the romance sugan orchestra number between the feature
gestion. This should then be carried
things. There should be an attractively
and the straight comedy that you use to
decorated card carrying scenes from the through as the theme.
relieve the laughs, but otherwise throw
At the title which says that the old man
picture, preferably those showing Reid as
the scenic or a new reel in there. Otherthe musician, and reading something like believes in working there can be an intensiwise the feature itself is likely to take
this:
fied laugh with " Everybody Works But some of the edge off the comedy.
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Paramount-Flagg comedy. At the right Charles Ray is " choosing up " in Paramount picture. In the center is Evelyn Goswell, featured in a new
At the left Dorothy Gish is up to her usual tricks in " I'll Get Him Yet," " The Busher," his newest picture.
Metro's
First
Eminent
Authors'
Picture
On this first output of the new million" The Cup of Fury," by Rupert
dollar corporation will rest the preliminary
Hughes, Story of World-Mouldtrials of the experiment to give the author
ing of Today, Premier Offerthe high hand in shaping the screen adaping of New Concern
tation of his story. It is important to
REX BEACH and Samuel Goldwyn annote the liberal attitude of Major Hughes
nounce that the first production of
with regard to the coining of his first inthe Eminent Authors' Pictures, Inc. will
dividual work of screen art. He declares
be " The Cup of Fury " by Rupert Hughes.
that he has no intention of invading the
As a novel
"The Cup
of Fury-'
has attracted nationwide
attention
through
its province of the director. With Rex Beach
he holds that the director is entitled to
recent publication in the Red Book magaall the sway that his genius commands.
zine. It is - the latest literary output of
The expedient attitude of the Eminent
Rupert Hughes who is on-e of the highest
paid writers in the world. It is a story Authors' Company with regard to details
absolutely abreast of the times. America
of this first output is to enlist the services
of a director who is absolutely in spirit
is its religion. Its drama consists in mirwith the man who has originated the story
roring the events that are to-day shaping
for his direction.
the world and therefore of great interest.

Big

Exploitation

Aid

THAT
partofdoes
end
with the
the producer's
mere selling
its not
finished
product, but should continue until the production has been properly placed before the
public, is the firm belief of Selznick Pictures Corp., which is co-operating with
Select Pictures Corp. distributers of Selznick pictures, to the fullest extent in helping to put Selznick pictures over the top
wherever they are shown. The day of
simply selling the exhibitor, Selznick feels,
and then letting him get the picture over
as best he can has not only past but its
evil effects have always rebounded to the
disadvantage of the producer.
As concrete evidence of Selznick's willingness to co-operate with the exhibitor in
every way, Randolph Bartlett, head of the
Selznick exploitation department, has been
devoting his fullest energies during' the
past two weeks to the Stanley Theatre,
Philadelphia, and the Palace Theatre, New
Haven, where the first run showing of
Olive Thomas in " Upstairs and Down "
was presented during the week of June 9.
Not only is Selznick developing an exploitation department — for purely exhibitor

for Selznick Features
service — on a scale never attempted before,
but a staff of exploitation specialists is being organized in every branch exchange.
These men will be at the exhibitor's command, going direct to the theatres and doing everything in their power to get big
returns for theatres booking Selznick pictures.
Trinity of Virtues Live in
Metro Production
As recently announced by Metro, Beauty,
Truth and Love have been brought together in a reunion as it were, with the
production of the new story for May Allison, called " Free " and published in the
Saturday Evening Post from the comedy
pen of the versatile writer, Wallace Irwin.
The same Beauty, Truth and Love who
made such a lasting impression in Henry
W. Savage's stage production " Every
Woman " with May Allison as Beauty,
Kathleen
sister) as Kerrigan
Truth and(J.PelWarren
TrentonKerrigan's
as King
Love,
" Free."are all together again in Metro's

Summer

Schedule

Engages Karger
Maxwell
Karger, has
Metro's
Director
eral of production,
returned
from GenNew
York to the Hollywood studios, where a
whole raft of midsummer productions
await his attention, including one release
each of five of the stars.
Viola Dana, May Allison, Emmy Wehlen, Bert Lytell and Hale Hamilton have
all begun work on new productions for the
summer program. Mr. Karger is giving
his personal supervision to these with a
view to making these offerings as near in
continuity of plot and accuracy of detail
to the style of the better productions which
Metro is aiming at in the special features
plan recently announced by Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro.
Author's Department in
Vita Now Organized
Eugene Mullin, for five years with the
Vitagraph and recently placed in charge
of Universal's staff has so well organized
the authorial division of the U studio that
manuscripts are now read and decided
upon within a week or ten days after receipt. Mullin has been a scenario editor,
author and producing director since entering the motion picture field. " Stories
are being selected with extreme care,"
says Mullin, " excellent material is coming
in constantly and a compact department is
being rapidly established."
Kinograms

Gets Space in a

Kinograms, the weekly news reel distributed through World Film Corporation,
and of which Ray L. Hall is editor and
Terry Ramsaye associate editor, was given
a whole column in a recent edition of the
New York Evening Mail, a daily, through
a controversy which arose over the showing of a returned hero's activities
' on the
Daily

June

Lucille
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Lee

Playing
Stewart,
Productions

in Selznick

Chautard Organizes
Own Company
A new company to be known as the
Emile Chautard Pictures Corp. has been
organized by Emile Chautard, director of
all of Elsie Ferguson's recent pictures for
Famous Players. He has contracted to
produce at least five pictures a year, to be
presented by the Mayflower Photoplay
Corporation. The Paragon studio at Fort
Lee, formerly used by Famous Players
has been leased, and work already started
on the first production, an adaptation of
the Saturday Evening Post story, " A
Scrap of Paper " by Alfred Somers Roche.
The cast will include Lester Lonergon.
Emile

Honor

Guest

at Returned

Soldiers' Banquet
Florence Billings, who has the feminine
lead in Charles Miller's first independent
production, released by Frank G. Hall,
president of Independent Sales Corporation, was one of the fifteen screen stars
who were guests of honor at the motion
picture ball given by the city officials of
Richmond, Va., in honor of the returning
soldiers, encamping at Camp Lee, Va. Miss
Billings received a personal invitation from
the mayor of Richmond.
Airdrome Built in Exclusive
Residence Section
Charleston's latest motion picture theatre is the Shamrock Terrace Airdome,
which is unique in some respects. It is
established on the site of what was once
an ultra-fashionable hotel and stands at
the entrance of the finest residential district
in the city. The airdome was built by
Commander Mark St. Clair Ellis, Commandant at the naval training station at
the Charleston Navy Yard. The management is in the hands of W. D. Powell.
There were special added features on the
opening night, May 28.

One of the many enjoyable leatures promised
in connection with " Oh Boy," Albert Capellani's
"andFilmusical-Comedy,"
Creighton Hale
June Caprice, willco-starring
be the appearance
of a
bevy of beauties recruited by Mr. Capellani from
the various Broadway cabarets and musical
comedy shows.
Allen Holubar is nearing the completion of
the current super-production, " The Right to
Happiness,"
Phillips,
the star who athasUniversal
a dual City.
role in Dorothy
this production,
is supported by an all-star cast.
It is said that Shirley Mason does the finest
work
of her picture
career inwhich
" The isFinal
Close-Up,"
Paramount
released
May her
18.
She has the role of a little department store
clerk who is befriended by a newspaper reporter.
At the William Fox studios at Hollywood, Cal.,
Gladys Brockwell has begun work on a western
picture
called " Sadie,"
which inis said
to besheamong
the strongest
productions
which
has
appeared. Frank Beal is the director.
Nina Wilcox Putnam, whose writings in the
Saturday Evening Post have established her as
one of the most popular fiction authors of the day,
wrote " which
In Search
of Arcady,"
Billie
Rhodes,
RobertsonCole will featuring
release through
Exhibitors' Mutual.
Among the most recent testimonials received
by Universal praising its super-production, " The
Heart of Humanity," is one of the Rev. Francis
J. Finn, cinnati,
headOhio. of the St. Xavier College in Cin_ " Fatty
" Arbucklemaking
was busy
week on dance
location in Glendale,
a bigallWestern
hall scene, etc., for his new Paramount-Arbuckle
comedy,
DesertandHero."
This scene
one a ofcomedy.
the" Alargest
most elaborate
ever will
shownbe
in>
One of the direct appeals to the public in
Marion Davies' latest Select picture, " Getting
Mary Married."
is her
clothes.
The observer
public,
especially
the feminine
public,
is a close
of
an
actress'
clothes,
and
in
this
attraction
Miss Davies is one hundred per cent perfect.
One of the entries in the Kentucky Derby, the
running of which was witnessed by a record
crowd at the spring meeting of the Kentucky
Jockey Club at Louisville, was Eternal, the horse
which Miriam Cooper, the William Fox star, rode
at the filming of " Millions of Money."
Though
Louis and
Bennison
plays a hardy
West-in
erner of crude
unconventional
methods
his newest Betzwood production, " The Road
Called Straight."
the crude
most exacting
couldof
hardly
find anything
about thecritic
acting
the smiling cowboy star.

Margarita Fisher Certainly Looks the Part in
Her Latest American Production, " Trixie
from Broadway," Distributed by Pathe
Radical

Departure

by

Comedienne from
Usual Role
Mabel Xormand will have a rather different role in " Upstairs," her newest Goldwyn production, from those she was seen
in " Sis Hopkins," " The Pest," and " Milly
Martin." In her new character the comedienne plays a p^rt in which drama and
comedy are intermixed, rather than burlesque attitudes.
It is announced, in fact that Miss Normand has tempered her usual character
part with a bit of the " straight " heroine,
but' that despite this her role gives her
plenty of chance to portray humorous and
primitive emotion.
" Upstairs " will be released in the near
future.

Vitagraph
announces
ProofMorey.
" as itsIt
next
photodrama,
starring" Beauty
Harry T.
was written by James Oliver Curwood, the novelist, and deals with one of those strange, relentless man-hunts
Mounted
Police. undertaken by the Northwest

Meighan to Play Title Role
in Barrie Play
It is now definitely announced by Cecil
B. DeMille. that Thomas Meighan will

Prominent in the cast supporting Florence Reed
in her forthcoming United Picture Theatres, Inc.,
screen feature are Florence Billings, Mathilde
Brundage, Conway Tearle, and Jed Prouty.
Frank H. Crane is directing.

play the title role in Mr. DeMille's Artcraft version of Sir James M. Barrie's
satirical play, "The Admirable Crichton,"
which, however, will probably not be released under that title.
Elliott Dexter, originally slated to play
the title role of Crichton, was taken ill
with a nervous breakdown a few days ago
and will not be able to play the part.
Gloria Swanson will have the leading
feminine characterization, while Lila Lee
will also appear in it.

The forthcoming Lyons-Moran comedy which
has
givenproduction
the title made
" LovebyThy
is thebeen250th
theseNeighbor,"
two fun
makers of the films.
World Pictures are in receipt of a telegram
from Floyd St. John, San Francisco Exchange
Manager of the company, stating that " The Betterness'Oleat the
" inCurran
photoplay
opened to »/-;*v busitheatre.
E. Richard Schayer, the new head of the
Brentwood Scenario Department, is collaborating
with King W. Vidor on the story for the next
Brentwood production featuring Florence Vidor,
who — for the first time before the public, at least
— will be directed by her young husband.
As a recent attraction, the Stanley theatre, in
Philadelphia, selected the latest Anita Stewart
special attraction,
Midnight
attracted
enormous "A
crowds
at everyRomance."
performance.It
Dan F. Whitcomb, recently added to the
authors' staff at the American, has written a
story for Margarita Fisher which he has tentatively titled " The Hellion." It is a dual-role
subject.
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An Unusually Dramatic Moment
A Rogue's
Williams.in " The
Story IsRomance,"
by H. H. Vitagraph
Van Loan Production Featuring Earle
Auspicious
Feature
Presentation
Sun commented that the production "has
" Man Who Turned White," Robertstir and color, some striking night scenes,
son-Cole Offering, Praised Highand altogether is an agreeable improvement
ly by Critics Upon New
over the war drama that opened B. S.
York Premier
Moss' management there. And one is alTHE New York premiere of Robertsonways prejudiced in favor of Mr. Warner."
Cole's first Superior Picture, "The
The Globe said that "Mr. Warner is
fatally handsome in his Bedouin disguise
Man Who Turned White," starring H. B.
Warner, which Exhibitors Mutual will reand still more handsome as a smoothshaven Englishman. The picture is well
lease, took place June 1 at B. S. Moss'
directed and acted and makes an excellent
Broadway theatre. The Warner production succeeded "The Unpardonable Sin,"
feature." "Many of the desert pictures in
and despite the fact that the thermometer
the photoplay and some of the town scenes
recorded the hottest June first in many
are unusually well done, and in his dual
years, the premiere was a decided success.
role, Mr. Warner has the grace and draThe New York critics were almost unanimatic presence for which he is well known"
the New York Times said. The Tribune
mous in their opinions that "The Man
Who Turned White" is an ideal screen atcritic said: "We cannot deny that the
traction. The Evening Sun called the pic- picture
has all the elements of success in it.
ture "one of the best ever shown at the
The
desert
scenes are wonderful."
Broadway." The Evening Telegram asThe music which accompanied the picserts that "Warner is repeating the success
ture was much praised, while the lobby dishe won on the legitimate stage," and adds :
play was one of the most elaborate yet re"Go to the Broadway and see how he wins
marked.
the girl. It's worth while." The Morning
First Gathering of the Film
Social Club
The Film Social Club, the membership
of which is made up of the operating forces
of the various film exchanges, gave its first
dance and vaudeville entertainment at Unity
Hall, 341 West 47th., on Thursday evening, May 22nd.
E. Eckstein, the leader of the Club's Own
Jazz band, arranged the programme of
music, which included some of his own particular compositions in jazzing of the most
up-to-date kind. Ben Neeberg entertained
with piano selections, the Brons Royal
Comedy Five got a large lot of laughs, the
Erie Trio sang well and Ben Goldie pleased.

Another

Big Story Is

South Sea Cannibal
Picture Expected
Almost a year has elapsed since Martin
Johnson's " Cannibals of the South Seas "
was given its first showing, and pronounced
a remarkable attraction by Samuel L.
Rothapfel, then managing director of the
Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New York. Now
Robertson-Cole announce they are doing
more business with this feature than at any
time since they began distribution through
Exhibitors' Mutual.
Letters of commendation of the feature
are being received from all parts of the
country, ■ and it will be of interest to the
trade to learn that Martin Johnson and his
wife, are now in the South Sea islands,
further photographing the cannibals. They
are visiting the most remote spots, and no
word, has been had from them for some
time.

Mutual

Profit in Short Sub-

ject Selling Plan
In connection with Universal's recently
announced plan to divide its selling agencies into divisions for the selling of shorter
subjects — this in recognition of the increased vogue of the short picture — Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal, this week
said he believed the exhibitor and the company would both profit by the new plan.
Joe Schnitzer, general sales manager of
the Universal, Art Schmidt of the Cleveland office, S. J. Goldsmith of the Chicago
branch, and Gus Metzger of the Portland
of Uniexchange are now covering eachStates
and
versal's exchanges in the United
sellnew
the
g
perfectin
and
are installing
—
ing plan. — .
The fifth of the western dramas in which Louis
Betzwood
Pockets,"
" High by
is seen
Bennison soon
Goldwyn.
to beis released
picture,
Davies'
of Marion
cast Folly,"
is in the
Delarovehicle,
Hattie
being
now Delaro
" April
starring
new
Studio. Miss
at the Biograph
screened
the path of grandes dames and
forsaken
has
" maternal women " to play a lady of uncertain
age and temper.
Beach's latest contribution to the screen
" The Crimson Gardenia." Owen Moore and
is Rex
Hedda Nova have the leading parts.

Bought by Fox
The announcement last week that "The
Joyous Trouble Maker," the novel by
Jackson Gregory, had been purchased for
a William Farnum picture is followed by
news that "The Wings of the Morning,"
a novel by Louis Tracy, also has. been
bought for Mr. Farnum, at what is stated
to have been the largest price paid for a
novel by William Fox in recent years.
With the hero a castaway with a young
girl on an island in the China sea, the story .
abounds in the romance of a modern Robinson Crusoe existence, and in fierce battling with savages. This role, it will be
observed, is a distinct departure from that
offered
"The in
Joyous
Trouble Maker,"
which is inwestern
its atmosphere,
as well
as from such vehicles as "The Lone Star
Ranger" and "The Rainbow Trail," other
Farnum plays, and is somewhat more in line
with this star's recent production, "The
Jungle
Trail"—
African in
locale.although the latter is

in " An AmaDillman,picture
Hugh World
Zena Keefe and
teur Widow,"

V

Join

the

order

of

pney-makers!

,

9

Jhey re growing
more popular with each subject;
says the Liberty Amusement Co. of Spokane of Hie inimitable

Harold

Lloyd

Comedies
These comedies

are now

playinq the best theatres of the country.

They have found their way in on one thing only -sheer merit; Every
theatre that shows them agrees that they are
The Best One Reel Comedies Made
One

Reel Every Week

Produced

by Rolin

Albert
June

Capellani

caprice^

Productions, inc. presents
creichton

hale

in the filmusical- Comedy

Adapted

"Oh,
Boy!
to the Screen and directed by ALBERT

CAPELLANI

Musical Success of Elliott, Comstock & Gest"
Written by P. J. Wodehouse and Ouy Bolton
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

From the

Produced

by the mab

the title of the Genius

who

from

of therScreen,

his accomplishments
Albert

Capeliani

deserves

himself?

A brillianf, scintillating, .captivating and "peppy " comedy-drama, destined
to be as sensationally successful as Hie stage production from which it is adapted. Full of laughs and runnihglover with spice and ginger.
A

True

Special

in Six Parts

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

I^jpowds!

Crowds!

Crowds

It has played the Rialto, N. Y.; Gordon's Olympia, Boston;
Reuben and Finkelstein, Minneapolis and St. Paul; Riviera,
Chicago; Quinn's Rialto, Los Angeles; Turner and Dahnken's
Tivoli, San Francisco; Clinton Square, Albany, N.Y.; Olympic,
Pittsburgh ; Alhambra, Toledo ; Walnut, Cincinnati ; Walnut,
Louisville; Orpheum-Strand, Cleveland; Moore's Rialto,
Washington ; Newman, Kansas City, Mo. ; Rex, Seattle ;
Strand, Omaha; Regent, Rochester, N. Y.; Liberty, Spokane;
Merrill, Milwaukee; Rialto, Atlanta, and hundreds of other
big and famous houses. They all report CROWDS !

Everywhere "Common Clay" has played (and it has played the lead! nop
theatres of the land ) theatre managers report- unparalleled crowds?
"Common
sensation

Clay
its record must
of the"onyear!

be considered

the money-making

dramatic

by Geo.
Scenario by Oulda Bergere
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS
'We stood them out in the rain all evening. . . On the second night the second house
was sold out at 7.30." Palace Theatre, Washington, O.
"Lobby packed with a thousand people to the street. . . 100% picture. .
favorable comment." Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
"Highly successful business. . . Picture close to 100%." Strand, Iowa City, la.
Crescent Theatre, in the Bronx, New York City, broke all records. Stopped selling tickets
five times on Sunday. . . Played to 11,000 admissions the first two days.
Gordon's Olympia, in Boston, played the picture for three weeks!

!

June

14,

Newest

191p
Anita

3999
Stewart

Film

Late in June
Louis B. Mayer has announced that the
next production with Anita Stewart as the
star will be " The Human Desire," in six
reels. It will mark a complete change in
theme, atmosphere and treatment from the
three big Stewart plays already released,
" Virtuous Wives," "A Midnight Romance"
and " Mary Regan." All of these might be
called society pla3rs, for the upper crust of
humanity was always in evidence.
" The Human Desire," on the other hand,
deals almost entirely with the poorer and
middle class of people. Its theme is the
overpowering impulse of every living being
to propagate its kind, and Anita is seen
as a poor Italian orphan who has been
thrust into a convent at a very early age.
'" The Human Desire " will be released
toward the latter part of June.
Rivoli

Theatre

Repeats

" The Red Lantern "
For the first time in the history of
Broadway, it is declared, the Rivoli theatre
will repeat a feature picture. The production is Nazimova's " The Red Lantern."
It will open at the Rivoli the week of
June 1 and will be presented in an even
more elaborate and colorful manner than
it was three weeks ago. In setting aside
precedence in the matter of repeating a
feature production at this nationally known
theatre, says Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli. I am doing it
in response to the thousands of letters and
personal requests that have come from
theatregoers asking me to show the Nazimova production again because they were
unable to see it before on account of the
heavy attendance.
Robertson-Cole to Hand
with Film for 4th
Patriotic productions are now being advanced by distributors for Independence
Da}' attractions. Exhibitors' Mutual offers
a timely picture in " Whitewashed Walls,"
which Jesse D. Hampton produced for
Robertson-Cole with William Desmond as
the star. This picture is founded on the
adventures of an American stone mason in
one of those turbulent Latin-American
countries, who, because of a too boisterous
celebration of the Fourth of July, finds
himself billed to be drawn up before the
whitewashed wall and shot.
This offering is said to be a burlesque on
the customary dramas founded on LatinAmerican escapades of Americans. It was
taken from the story by James and Ethel
Dorrence.
Now a Goldwyn Player
Lieut. Burnell Manly, one of the leading American aces, who is said to have
four Hun planes officially to his credit
in addition to several that are now being
traced," is the newest Goldw3'n player.
He has been signed for a prominent part
in Madge Kennedy's new production.

Authors
Will
Not
Be
Quiescent
Writers Whose Works Will Be Conestablished author's influence has been
wholly negligible. I look now for sometrolled by Eminent Authors Pictures, Inc., Talk on New
Rupert Hughes also had his say :
Affiliation
thing real."
" The motion picture world has until reTHERE is to be no quiescent, stand-by
cently reeked with plagiarism. When it
attitude adopted by the authors who
grew precarious to steal ideas, the manhave combined to form the Eminent Auagers began to buy them. The story then
thors' Pictures, Inc., under direction of has usually been whipped into shape until
Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn. They
the blood ran, and the shape was a ruin.
expect to be felt, and felt strongly, in the
Mr. Beach has offered his personal guaranproduction of creatures of their brain,
ty that the author would be treated not
and to see to it that there are no more
merely with patience, but with respect and
lost " stories, as has so often been comHe has converted a very sucplained of b}-screened.
eminent authors when their cordiality.
cessful manager, Samuel Goldwyn, to the
works were
Mary Roberts Rinehart last week spoke
belief that the author' cooperation would be
an asset. This prospect has been made so
of her past disappointments in picture proinviting that it has wakened the dormant
ductions,
and
her
future
bright
expectations :
conscience in the breast of authors."
" The screen will now become a new and
"While now and then my material has
true medium for artistic expression that
been fairly well presented," she said, " in will carry something of the charm and
the majority of instances it has been enpersonality of an author as well as sustain
tirely ruined. I expect a great deal from
the new Rex Beach-Goldwyn arrangement.
the spirit of his story," says Gouverneur
I do not care about being featured on the Morris, while Leroy Scott declares:
screen, but I do want to be intelligent^
" I have had previous experiences with
represented. And now I feel that I am go- the movies, and in every case have seen
ing to have intelligent representation.
my story lost. I have great hopes for the
photoplay. It is coining a new form of art.
"The public also ought to gain materially.
At present it is a combination of two arts,
So far in man}' instances the production
and the star have seemed to many directors
literature (the titles) and pictures. I beto be all sufficient. But back of every suclieve the new authors' combine is the most
cessful picture there has been and must al- progressive step that can be taken in the
ways be a story — a real story. So far the motion picture today."
Universal's New
Serial Presented June
16
cast opposite Ella Hall and Priscilla Dean
ON Monday, June 16„ the first episode
in "Which Woman."
of " Elmo the Mighty," Universal's
latest serial will be released. Elmo LinThe first episode is titled " The Mystery
coln, the Hercules man of the screen who
of Mad Mountain " and the succeeding epigained fame as the lead in "Tarzan" and
sode is titled " Buried Alive."
" Tarzan of the Apes " is in the leading
role. He also appeared in Griffith's " InSelect Receives Print on
tolerance " and as the " blacksmith of
Louvain" in "The Kaiser the Beast of
Talmadge Film
Berlin " he won many admirers for his
Select Pictures announces that the print
character work.
Grace Cunard, heroine of many of Union Constance Talmadge's forthcoming
Select
Picture,
Mode,"J.
versal's serials is cast opposite Lincoln.
in
which
she is" Happiness
presented aby laLewis
The others in the cast include a number
of screen stars who have appeared in Selznick, has been received from the coast
studios and will have its first showing in
many f eathure pictures. They are : Ivor
the Select projection room next week. It
McFadden, Frederic Starr, Rex DeRosselli, Virginia Craft, Kha Hong, W. A. is also reported that two more pre-release
runs on this attraction have been booked.
Orlamond, Madge Hunt and James Cole.
The serial was produced by the Great
These latest pre-release dates, one of which
is in Boston and the other in Indianapolis,
Western Producing Company, and Universal has exclusive rights to the picture in follow the pre-release at the Ziegfeld Thethe United States and Canada. Henry
atre in Chicago and the pre-release run at
McRae, former production manager of the Bijou Dream in Chicago, which were
Universal City, directed the entire serial announced last week.
which is in 18 episodes.
The production was several months in
the making and according to reports contains a number of new and novel twists
uncommon to serial pictures. The mystery man of the serial is the " ghost of
Slumber Mountain," a motorcycle rider
who usually disappears in a cloud of smoke
emitted from the engine of his machine.
Frederic Starr, who plays the leading
villian role in the serial first became
known to the screen world when he was

4000

"Lucky
Thirteen
" booked
Series
been
for the ProctorWins
circuit, but
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Taken by
these, Sunshine Comedies are signed up,
Proctor's Fifth Avenue House
in the metropolitan district, for the Rivoli,
and Is Widely Booked by
Other Theatres
New York, which has already run " Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells" with great
BOOKINGS continue to pile up in the
success; for Riviera, and the Rialto at
Fox offices for " The Lucky Thirteen "
Rockaway Beach; for the Broadway
comedy series, and the reason, according to
a statement made by Manager W. H.
Photoplay,' at Broadway and 103d Street,
New York; the Hudson theatre, on AmQuaid, of Proctor's Fifth Avenue theatre,
sterdam Avenue near 157th Street, New
New York, is that the subjects are parYork;
the
Fulton theatre and U. S. Temticularly suitable comedy material for
ple at Union Hill, New Jersey, and others.
summer display.
The Exhibitors' Service Bureau says it
" 'The Lucky Thirteen ' impressed me
finds that one of the strongest appeals
as just the right material for the end of
being silently made by the issue of " The
my bill," he said. " I had seen these twoLucky Thirteen" lies in the fact that exreelers in their first edition, and knew of
hibitors will get one comedy each week for
the hit that they made. ' Send them away
thirteen weeks — thereby solving a problem
laughing' is my motto and the motto on
been worrying photoplay manwhich we have built up the success of which had
agers. The Bureau adds :
Proctor's Fifth Avenue theatre. So we
" Exhibitors require one hundred and
are going to run one a week of these
four comedies a year, yet they are not at
comedies in their revised second edition
present in a position to obtain anywhere
form, at the end of the bill.
near this number. Some exhibitors who
" It doesn't take much imagination to have found it impossible to take care of
see that these comedies will be welcome
their comedy demands have been booking
additions to the bill of exhibitors throughtwo features a week and filling in with
out the country. In the first place, to find
a plentiful supply of good comedies is a weeklies. Yet they realized that it was
of primary importance to make their
very difficult task, if not an impossible one.
audiences laugh.
And in the second place, these comedies
" The Exhibitors' Service Bureau emare real ' laugh-getters '—and don't forget
phasizes the point that these thirteen comthat you can't afford to miss any chance
edies have all been carefully re-edited and
to set your audience laughing."
Not only have " The Lucky Thirteen "
made up in brand-new prints."
"Auction of Souls" Lowers Box Office Mark
AFTER a box office record set at the film to Detroit. Added stimulus was given
the advance publicity through the strong
Washington Theatre, Detroit, Michivoluntary stamp of approval placed upon
gan, by Annette Kellermann in " A
the production by the Detroit branch of the
Daughter of the Gods " had stood unscathed for two years, it remained for Armenian Benevolent Union, a world-wide
organization, and by the personal appear" Auction of Souls," the First National
ance of Aurora Mardiganian, the ArExhibitors' Circuit retitled production of
menian girl who experienced the tragedies
" Ravished Armenia," featuring Aurora
and
thrilling
excapes which followed efMardiganian, to knock the theatre's
historic top mark sky high with the initial
forts of the Turks toward the entire extermination ofher race, as depicted in the
screening of the picture at that house Sunday, May 25. The nearest approach to film.
On the morning of the Detroit premier
ever equalling the record held untouched
for the two years was made the previous
of " Auction of Souls " Miss Mardiganian
addressed more than 2,000 Armenians asweek with the showing of " Daddy Long
Legs," the First National Mary Pickford
sembled at the Detroit Elks' Temple.
release, which was put in the Washington
after a week's premier at the Adams
Western Audience Praise
Theatre, one block distant.
New United Feature
An intensive advertising campaign was
launched immediately after Police Com" Playthings of Passion," the latest
United Picture Theatres, Inc., feature,
missioner Inches had placed his approval
starring Kitty Gordon, met with approval
on the film at a screening for his benefit,
the publicity being directed by Lieut. James
in Los Angeles, according to press criticisms to hand from the coast cit. It opened
Anderson, who personally accompanied the
at the Alhambra Sunday matinee and night,
May 25, when capacity audiences are reported to have been present at both screenings, while the box-office line is said to have
been continuous for the remainder of the
week.
The unusualness of the story, the beautiful photography, and the gowns worn
by Miss Gordon, are all remarked upon,
and the coast critics are a unit in their
statements that Miss Gordon does quite
the best acting of her career.
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Simplex
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Notes

Union Membership Interested in Simplex
In a letter written the Simplex factory,
W. B. Clarke, secretary and treasurer of
the Fresno, Cal., Motion Picture Machine
Operators' Union, gives the statement that
every member of the union in question is a
Simplex enthusiast and in order to make
themselves thoroughly up-to-date in matters of projection, the union members instructed Mr. Clarke to write to the Simplex factory for a set of Simplex literature
for each of its members.
As an indication of the growing tendency on the part of projection unions
to thoroughly acquaint themselves with the
constantly improving Simplexes, Lorens
Simmons, secretary and treasurer of the
Motion Picture Operators' Union, Local
No. 441 of Ottumwa, la., has written the
Simplex factory asking for Simplex literature, saying that he has taken it upon
himself to promote an instruction department in the union on professional projection and as most of the projectionists in
that community are using the Simplex the
cooperation of the factory is requested.
Dough-Boy Simplex Booster Here
Joseph S. Cifre, former president of the
Boston Motion Picture Operators' Union
and up to the time of America's entry in
the war manager of the Boston Motion
Picture Supply Company, Southern New
England distributors for Simplex, and one
of the best known motion picture road men
in New England, has just come back from
France tanned, vigorous and a mess-sergeant withand
a sixthemonths'
on
his sleeve
insignia service
of the stripe
Division
of Paris on his shoulder. Immediately
after his arrival here on the Manchuria,
Mr. Cifre came to the Simplex factory in
order to satisfy what he called " an ingrown longing to see a real American
projector," "a Simplex." During his factory visit Mr. Cifre spoke of the French
projectors that he had occasion to examine
carefully and remarked how far behind in
improvements even those projectors built
long before the war compared to the American product. He expressed a wish that
he could take every doughboy and French
"citizen through the Simplex factory in
order to show them some real American
progressiveness.
Mr. Cifre intends again engaging in the
supply business in New England, where
to his previous large following and experience he can now add the benefits of
his latest experience and understanding.
A great reception is in store for him
when he reaches Boston, owing to his
great popularity among projectionists and
exhibitors alike.
Swaab Reports Big Business
Lewis M. Swaab, the hustling, goodnatured Simplex distributor for Eastern
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Eastern Maryland
and Southern New Jersey, was a welcome
visitor at the home of the Simplex during
the holiday week-end and had nothing but
optimistic reports to give concerning his
activities
in the Simplex line throughout
his
territory.
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Special 'Production for
" The Sea Wolf "
" The Sea Wolf," Jack London's masterpiece, the novel which brought him into
fame as a fictionist and proved him possessed of a unique ability for character depiction and the telling of a thrilling story,
will be given a sumptuous special production at the hands of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in Hollywood, it is announced. George Melford will direct.
The subject was done in pictures once
before — about four years ago by Bosworth,
Inc., with Hobart Bosworth in the leading
role, and the new production will serve, as
did Cecil B. DeMille's recent Artcraft production of " Theadvances
Squaw have
Man,"been
to made
show
what wonderful
in the motion picture art in the last few
years.
Moss

Empires,

Ltd.' Buys

" Under Suspicion "
Following the private showing of the
latest Broadwest production, "Under Suspicion," the film was bought by Moss Empires, Ltd. The leading characters in the
film are portrayed by Horace Hunter,
Hilda Bayley and Henry Latimer, with
Cameron Carr and Jack Jarman also in
the cast. On the completion of the film
Miss Hilda Bayley was obliged to return
to the stage to fulfil a theatrical engagement, but hopes to do some further film
work when the show closes, which will
not be in the near future it is said, judging from the reception it has received in
Birmingham, England.
Kenyon to Appear on Stage
and in Pictures
By an agreement entered into between
Theodore C. Deitrich, president of De
Luxe Pictures, Inc., and A. H. Woods, the
theatrical producer, Doris Kenyon, star of
De Luxe Pictures, Inc., will appear next
season in a new play by Avery Hopwood,
to be produced by Mr. Woods.
Miss Kenyon's appearance on the stage
will in no wav affect her screen work,
which will be continued under the management of Mr. Deitrich. The contract with
Mr. Woods provides for Miss Kenyon's
appearance in New York City only, with
the exception of one week during which
the stage production will be tried out on
the road.
Country Wide Publicity
Aid to Willard Film
E. Lanning Masters, Inc., the firm which
is handling the exploitation and marketing
of " The Challenge of Chance," in which
champion Jess Willard is to star, estimate
that not less than 50,000 columns of newspaper publicity is appearing weekly about
the heavyweight king. In most of it, it is
found, reference is made to Willard's work
in the seven-reel feature which is soon to
be released, and on this is based the belief
that Willard will come to the screen the
most widely known personality that ever
has appeared as the star of a film feature.

Service
for Vitagraph
Big Centers
Seattle, Denver and Utica Theatres
graph productions be blazed forth reguAnnounce Changes in Policy and
larly on Curtis
Street,equally
Denver's
greatthough
white
way, but
in theaters
popular
Install All Vitagraph Pictures
not located thereon.
Denver is put on the all- Vitagraph map
centers of population, SeatTHREE big
tle, Denver and Utica, are now reguthrough the enterprise of Brown & McGeehan. The contract just closed between the
larly supplied with every production turned
h's
two plants — the original
out by Vitagrap
picture producing concern and the manaBrooklyn studio and the busy Hollywood
gerial magnates of the Rocky Mountain
metropolis insure the showing of Vitagraph
Seattle was the first to sign, but hardly
plant.
product, including the serious, the serial
and the silly, so to speak, at the Iris, the
had it closed for complete Vitagraph service when Denver followed suit, with Utica
Rivoli, the Strand and the Plaza, to mention the nucleus of their holdings.
a close third.
An example of the growing popularity of
Vitagraph product always has gone well
in Seattle, all units included, but it reVitagraph pictures is contained in the action taken by the Majestic theater of Utica,
mained for Von Herberg & Jensen to put
heretofore
a combination vaudeville and
on the final stamp of approval by signing
up all the Alice Joyce pictures and also the picture house. Hogan Bros., managers of
Larry Semon comedies, thus practically
this theatre, had ample opportunity to compare the relative merits of the various
completing the program.
The significance of this contract may be brands of pictures they exhibited during
better appreciated when it is stated that this long period. Therefore, Mr. Kendrick
and the sales promotion department of
Von Herberg & Jensen practically control
Vitagraph were elated this week when one
Seattle, so far as motion pictures are concerned, and for years have studied the of their traveling representatives succeeded
wishes of a large and discriminating
in signing up the Hogan Bros.' house as an
clientele.
all-Vitagraph first-run theater with their
abandonment of the combination policy.
Not only will announcements of VitaFilm Version of "Oh, Boy"
Heralded
with big Widely
nev/spaper advertising
on the part
APRE-LEASE run of two weeks at of the management of the Zeigfeld theatre.
the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, beginThe two weeks' run of Capellani's latest
ning June 7, will introduce " Oh, Boy,"
achievement also will serve to fill Chicago
Albert Capellani's screen interpretation of
the musical comedy success of that name.
with
the ofcatchy,
familiar inairsmusical
of " Ohrecords
Boy,"
for all
the dealers
Forceful exploitation will be behind this both for the phonograph, and piano will
six-reel special feature. Special settings
vigorously exploit these melodies. Popuhave been designed, and the mirthful and
lar dining and dancing resorts have prompictorial feature of the original story will
ised to feature the music.
be supplied by a chorus of twenty selected
Big exhibitors are said to be expressing
beauties. An orchestra of 56 pieces will
much interest over " Oh, Boy " and its prerender the original music of the opera.
release, and the Pathe exchanges are receiving many inquiries concerning it.
As planned, " Oh Boy " will meet the
Balaban
and
Katz, of the Riviera and the
eyes of the "dweller in Chicago at almost
Central Park theatres believe that in this
every turn, for special displays will be made
picture Pathe has an unusually strong
in the show windows of popular stores
which will utilize the title while exploitdrawing feature, and will give to the ading some particular line of merchandise.
vertising and exploitation
of "Oh, Boy"
all the strength
of their organization.
These window exhibitions will be tied up

The "Volcano"
long-haired emissariesFilmed
of Russian
Story
Augustus Thomas' ,"
Volcano
"The
communism are displayed at their work in
of us
LETI
COMP
second
of ON
the August
Thomas
series
the heart of New York's crowded districts.
of Harry Raver Four Star productions for
A skillfully woven love episode runs
Hodkinson distribution, is announced.
through the picture.
Leah Baird is starred.
Prominent in Miss Baird's supporting
" The Volcano " suggests in its title the
cast are Edwin Langford, Mme. Elvira
theme it deals with — that of a world unAmazar, W. H. Gibson, Becky Bruce and
rest in which the seething mass of manJacob Kingsbury.
kind, suppressed for centuries, is struggling to escape through the crater of chaos.
Mr. Thomas has chosen the lower East
Side of New York for the locale of his
concenin that
play, because
trated the forces
of district
foreign are
propaganda
directed from abroad, whose efforts to
incite discontented native and foreign born
elements in the population to anarchistic
outbreaks, attacks on life and property,
have engaged the attention of the United
States Secret Service authorities during
and since the war.
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Ajo, Arizona, Rises to a Point of Personal Privilege and Demonstrates by This Picture that It Is
Not Only a Comer But Is Already Here. Its Motion Picture Theatre Draws Folks from Miles
Around When It Shows United Pictures
Civic
Pride
of Ajo Much
Aroused
the
railroad,"
continues
the good-humored
" Small, But Like Pictures and Counrebuke,
"
when
as
a
matter
of fact all
tryside Comes to Us " Is Retort
towns and villages are miles away from
of Bustling Arizona City
Ajo rather than Ajo being any distance
A REMARKABLE, and to United Picfrom them. They come to our town for
tures Theatres, Inc., a most complitheir motion pictures. We are not 40
mentary document, signed by the leading
citizens of Ajo, Ariz., has been received at miles from the railroad, for our city is the
headquarters for the Tucson, Cornelia and
the New York offices of United Pictures
Gila Bend Railroad and we connect with
Theatres. The document reflects the inthe Southern Pacific."
fluence of motion pictures, and is considFurther, in a good-humored way, the
ered a striking instance of the value of
document corrected the impression of its
publicity and advertising.
size, claiming 1,500 population, and reIt seems that in publicity matter sent
ferred also to its 100 automobiles, rather
out from United there was a prideful refthan
the
dozen credited, concluding with :
erence to the fact that way out West in a
" We do hope that you, after having
little town of only 150 people, 40 miles
read the foregoing, will do us the justice
from a railroad, showing United pictures.
Swiftly came a correction in the shape of of correcting the error you have published,
and when we remember the quality of picthe document, reading in part :
tures which you send to our Oasis theatre
" W|e desire to urge upon you the injuswe
know
that you will do so, for the pictice you do our community in your statement of May 17, 1919, because, first, you
tures are great and we all like them."
refer to ours as being exclusively an agricultural community, whereas our agriculStrong Cast in Support of
turists make up a very small portion of our
Geraldine Farrar
population and is as nothing compared
A cast, comprising a number of well
with our mineral developed and being
known screen personalities, has been seproduced. We have one of the largest
lected to support Geraldine Farrar in her
copper producing plants in the world, opernew Goldwyn picture. Playing opposite
ated by New Cornelia Copper Company
the diva is her husband, Lou-Tellegen, who
and producing in round numbers 4,000,000
pounds of copper each month, and we tell has just closed a stage run as the star of
" Blind Youth." Others include Lawson
you this not boastfully but for the purButt, Naomi Childers, Lydia Yeamans
pose of showing you the error of your
Titus, Arthur Carew, Alec B. Francis,
ways.
Mme. Dione, May Giraci, Francis Marion,
" Second,
you say that
city isfrom
. 75 Hazel Brennon and Edward J. Connolly.
miles
from Somerton
and our
40 miles
McCarthy

to Handle Exploitation ofComics
In pursuance of plans for a big publicity
and advertising campaign for the Paramount-Briggs Comedies, which have just
been purchased by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, Alex Yokel, general
manager of Briggs Pictures, Inc., has engaged Charles E. McCarthy as publicity
director.

Picture

News

Says Exhibitor Should See
His Plant
" If you are an exhibitor or in any way
connected with the film game, the next
time you get into Chicago journey out to
my studio," says Watterson R. Rothacker,
" and look over the place, then meander
with the feeling of time well spent through
one of the most thoroughly complete and
immaculately clean film manufacturing
plants in this or any other country. After
beholding the evolutions of machinery that
practically say ' howdy ' to you ; as you
pass through admiring the American
Beauty Chorus of young ladies with their
white gloves inspecting film, etc., get into
the vaults and prepare to gasp, for there
you may stroke with an itching palm more
millions of dollars than you ever dreamed
you could rub elbows with in any other
one day. There you will see the original
negatives of Mary Pickford's ' Daddy Long
Legs,' Charlie Chaplin's ' Shoulder Arms,'
' A Dog's Life ' and ' Sunnyside,' ' The Unpardonable Sin,' ' Mary Regen,' ' Virtuous
Wives,' ' A Midnight Romance,' Jack Pickford's ' Bill Apperson's Boy,' ' Whom the
Gods Would Destroy,' ' Romance of Tarzan,' ' Tarzan of the Apes,' ' Martin Johnson's Cannibals,' and a host of others, the
combined value of which run into millions
of dollars."
Company of Fifty Travels
East for Production
Billie Rhodes and an entire company of
fifty players, including a complete technical
organization, traveled from California to
New York, and have begun work on " The
Blue Bonnet," a story by E. Magnus Ingleton. The story is of the Salvation Army
and " over here," and is said to be a most
appropriate vehicle for Miss Rhodes, who
has just been signed under the distributing
management of W. W. Hodkinson Cor" The Blue Bonnet " will be made the
poration.
subject of an all-summer-long Hodkinson
advertising campaign across the country,
beginning at once in the trade journals. In
the local presentations in all cities and
towns of size and importance this production will have the friendly co-operation of
the Salvation Army, an organization destined to ride high in national affection because of the thoroughness of its work with
our American Army in France.
" Huck Finn " Relives in
F. P. Lasky Production
" Huckleberry Finn," Mark Twain's immortal work, is to be picturized by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as a
special production, with a large cast of
picked players. Work is about to be started
at the Lasky studio, Hollywood, under direction of William D. Taylor, who directed
the Paramount pictures, "Tom Sawyer"
and " Huck and Finn," as well as several
Mary Pickford productions.
Julia Crawford Ivers has written the scenario of "Huckleberry Finn." The -picture
will of course be largely an outdoor one,
and preparations for the exterior scenes
have been going on for some time.
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Here are two of the " characters " in the
OutLng-Chester subject, " Piking After Pizarro "
Many

Pioneer Productions
in Preparation
The Pioneer Film Corporation have laid
extensive plans, it is said, to place before
the exhibitor and state rights buyers as
fine a selection of high class features
within the next few months as any picture
organization in the country.
" The Sins of the Children," Harry
Rapf's production of Cosmos Hamilton's
novel, and " The Girl From Nowhere," in
which Cleo Madison makes her appearance
as a Pioneer star, are two pictures now
receiving their finishing touches from the
Pioneer editorial staff.
Four other pictures are in the process of
production, " Parted Curtains," in which
Henry B. Walthall plays the stellar role is
rapidh- nearing completion and preliminaries to the production of the next Walthall picture are under way.
The Hidden Code is another production
which will be offered on the States right
market. At the Pioneer office details of
" Eno Isout.My Husband," are also being
worked
" Law

of Nature " Opens in
Washington
" The Law of Nature," the seven-reel
special distributed through the Arrow Film
Corporation, opened recently at Shubert's
Belasco theatre, Washington, for a week's
run in the Capitol city. The arrangements
for the elaborate staging of this picture
at the Belasco theatre was arranged for by
E. K. Fox's Exchange, w7hich has the
handling of the picture for the entire
south.
New
Head
of Pioneer's
Buffalo, N. Y., Office
Howard S. Hummel, for some time with
Pioneer Film Corporation, and who has
made quite a record in Northern New
York state with that company's subjects,
has been placed in charge of the Buffalo
office of Pioneer.
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Jess Willard Finishes "Challenge of Chance"
paign, embracing hundreds of the leading
ttyHE
OF CHANCE,"
*■ the CHALLENGE
seven-reel special
feature in newspapers of the country, has been under
which Champion Jess Willard is being
way for several weeks past. In addition,
starred by the Continental Pictures Cora system of scientific " spotting " has been
employed to place special publicity stories
poration, and, according to the announcement from the representatives of the comand pictures in spots where they will attract the attention of a specific class of
pany will be ready for private screening in
readers.
a very short time. Also, the method of
This campaign, together with the future
distribution that will be employed is expected to be outlined, together with a
exploitation and marketing of the producstatement in detail of the amount of newstion, is in the hands of E. Lanning Masters, Inc., specialists in motion picture
paper advertising to be done by the proadvertising, publicity and marketing. This
ducers of the picture to assist exhibitors
is a recently inaugurated organization made
in the promotion of it.
up of men who have specialized in the
It has already been announced that the
various branches of motion picture excompany purposes conducting a national
ploitation, with E. Lanning Masters, forbillboard campaign prior to the release of
merly director of Advertising and Pubthe picture.
licity for Vitagraph, holding office as
An extensive advance publicity campresident.
Adventure and Romance
Blend in Miller Film
THE first Charles Miller special, proin his first production for the Hall produced under the Charles. Miller Program of independent releases, Mr. Miller
ductions, Inc., for release by Frank G. Hall,
had the services of Herbert Rawlinson,
Stuart Holmes, Florence Billings, Charles
president of Independent Sales CorporaE. Stevenson, Warren Cooke, Vinton
tion, and vice-president of the Miller Company, is completed and Director Miller and
Friedley, Regina Quinn and Ernest TorAlbert Cowles, his assistant, are personally
rence. Edward Earle is responsible for the
photography.
attending to the editing, cutting and. asAdventure and romance are said to be
sembling of the film which will be ready
for a private review showing within the
the predominating notes struck in this
next two weeks. It will be shown in six
Miller production. The story encircles
reels and those who have seen flashes of eight principal characters. Standing out a
the unassembled whole report that it is up
little from the others is the character of
to the standard of photodramatic art as
Torrence Redmond, a descendant of an
set by Mr. Miller in his productions of adventurous and romantic race.
Mr. Miller will announce the title for his
" The Flame of the Yukon," starring Dorofirst special next week, and says that he
thy Dalton and " The Ghosts of Yesterhopes to have his picture ready for a
day," with Norma Talmadge.
For the portrayal of the principal roles
private showing within two weeks.
Foy and Family Sign with National Film Corp.
Films, so that upon arrival of the Foy
EDDIE
FOY to
and.Denver
his family
of- "summer
seven ' family productions will begin.
will return
for the
to begin making two-reel comedy pictures,
which will be known as the " Foy Fun
Keystones
and Big
Kay Bees
Going
Films." George McManus, well known
New York cartoonist, has created a special
cartoon character for Mr. Foy to be used
W. H. Productions Company announces
in these pictures. People who have seen
that the series of single-reel Keystones and
the cartoon claim absolutely that this charBees are meeting with treacter is new and original and will give two-reel Kay
mendous success throughout the various
Mr. Foy the widest scope and opportunity
sections of the country. More than sevto display his well known comedy talent
enty-five per cent of the territories have
and acting ability. The officers of the Naalready been disposed of, it is said.
tional Film Corporation and Mr. Foy are
very much elated over the arrangement,
and both are looking forward to making a
big success with their pictures, it is said.
Albert W. Hale, who is manager of productions of the National Film Corporation,
will direct Mr. Foy in his pictures, and it
is stated has made arrangements with some
well known New York authors of comedy
stories to supply Foy with his picture
plays. During the next two weeks the studio staff will be engaged in preparing the
scenery and property for the Foy Fun
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Moments in the First Charles Miller Production Which Is to Be Releas ed Through Independent Sales Corporation.
the Players in the Cast

Films
Buys Foreign Rights to Olive Thomas
THE four special Triangle features star- picture values about as well as any old
ring Olive Thomas, will be distributed
timer in the industry, and recognizes the
in the world market, exclusive of the
fact that Lewis J. Selznick will put Olive
United States by L. L. Hiller, who has
Thomas over in every civilized country
offices in the Longacre Building, New
and in consequence of this fact the four
York.
Olive Thomas pictures which he has will
Joseph Friedberg has just purchased the he believes prove immensely valuable for
world's rights, with the exception of the several years to come.
Many European buyers are sojourning
United States, to these pictures, and he has
in New York at the present time and
just completed arrangements whereby Mr.
Hiller will handle the distribution for him.
freely express their confidence in the instantaneous and lasting success of the
Olive Thomas pictures. All seem agreed
The four pictures include " Love's Pristhat the charm of the actress, supplemented
oner," The
"
Follies Girl," " Toton " and
" Prudence on Broadway," and in all of by the world-wide advertising campaign
them Miss Thomas has a role, the dis- that is being launched in Europe, as now in
tributors say, that she is particularly suited
the United States, will be the means of
to.
creating a one hundred per cent market
Joseph Friedberg is considered to know
instantly for her pictures.
Three Hundred Subjects
Obtained by Kremer
By the terms of a deal recently completed, Victor Kremer of Victor Kremer
Film Features will have the exclusive
handling of approximately three hundred
different subjects, including practically
everything from one-reel subjects to sevenreel features, and embracing the work of
Henry Walthal, Bryant Washburn, Richard Travis, Burton Holmes, Mary Charleston and other stars.
Every possible publicity aid is promised
to assist the exchange man and the exhibitor to make these productions moneymakers.
Mr. Kremer in addition expects shortly
to contract for several hundred first-class
films of varying lengths.

" Piking After Pizarro," Is
Next Outing-Chester
" Get on the trail of all those millions
the Incas paid Pizarro," were the instructions given the Outing-Chester cameraman
sent into Peru, " and fifty-fifty on all the
gold
youasuncover."
" So,
pictured in ' Piking After Pizarro,' the new Outing-Chester release, the
cameraman journeyed down to the coast,
up into the interior, over the Andes, and
then all the way back," says Mr. Chester.
" They are still getting gold down there,
but it takes a lot of work to do it, and all
the mines seem to be well known and
tightly owned.
" But it makes a good picture, and the
real purpose of a cameraman is to camera,
not mine.
" Katharine Hilliker has taken excerpts
from the Cameraman's letters on the trip,
and incorporated them in the titles, and so
the audience will follow the emotions, the
hopes and fears and final disallusionment
of the searcher as he cranks on his way.
" Over the Andes and along the upper
' reaches of the Amazon the party encountered several interesting tribes of Indians,
including many who had good blowguns
and weren't afraid to use them."

Picture.

News

Herbert Rawlinson Is Among

Educational to Release
Cross Films

Red

The new single-reel productions of the
Bureau of Pictures of the American Red
Cross are to be released and distributed by
the Educational Films Corporation of
America. Director W. E. Waddell, of the
Bureau of Pictures, announced Thursday
that the new overseas negative which has
just been received in this country is now
being cut and titled for distribution
through Educational exchanges, and that
releases would begin in the immediate future, on a releasing schedule of one reel
every other week, to be followed later,
when the supply of negative increases,
with a regular weekly release.
The first of the pictures to be released
has been made by the unit with the doughboys on the Rhine.
Among the other subjects that are to
follow will be " Belgium Today." Scenes
in the more interesting parts of war-torn
Poland make up another release, and the
Bolsheviki in Vladivostok will furnish a
fourth subject.
Hall Special Booked Into
Park Theatre, June 8
two weeks'
at Following
the Parka successful
theatre, New
York, run
the
Rothapfel Unit Program will be succeeded at that theatre by Frank G. Hall's
special release,Sunday,
" The June
Other8, Man's
Wife,"to
commencing
according
an announcement made by Mr. Hall.
" The Other Man's Wife" is a screen
version of a story by Mary Murrilo. It
was produced by the Warner Bros., under
the direction of Carl Harbaugh and presents in the principal roles Stuart Holmes
who with Ellen Cassidy is starred; Ned
Hay, Olive Trevor, Halbert Brown, Mrs.
Garrison, Lesley Casey, Danny Sullivan,
Regina Quinn, Laura Newman, George
Jessel and Evelyn Brent.
Samuel L. Rothapfel, who was responsible for the Rothapfel Unit Program and
its presentation at the Park theatre, will
arrange special settings and program
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Announces Third Special
. As Big Production
Having begun the production of the
third of the Christie Specials, Al E.
Christie is carrying out elaborate plans, it
is said, for a two-reel comedy on a much
larger scale than he employed in either
"Sally's Blighted Career" or "Rowdy
Ann,"
released.the first Specials which have been
Having introduced Fay Tincher in two
widely different types of roles in these
Specials, Mr. Christie announces the third
as still another variety for the comedienne.
Farce in a city flat, or rather flats, in which
several carloads of disappearing furniture
furnish the crux of the plot is the type of
comedy to be employed, and introduced
Fay Tincher in a society atmosphere. A
special cast includes Harry Ham, Katherine Lewis, Eddie Barry and Patricia Palmer.
Ships American Pictures to
Palestine
Harry Goldman, formerly a well-known
merchant of St. Louis is said to be forming a new company called the " Monorah
Films " of which he is to be the sole
owner, for the purpose of supplying pictures to Palestine.
Mr. Goldman is said to have many
interests in that country and intends to
make it his permanent residence.
" I have shipped one hundered thousand
feet of the best moving-picture products
in America to Palistine," says Mr. Goldman, "and intend to form a chain of moving pictures theatres throughout that country. It is to a strictly legitimate undertaking and no stock will be offered for
sale."
Jennings and Hart Signed
for Capital Pictures
C. Eddy Eckels of Capital Film Co.,
whose special appears to be flying trips this
week told of a few of the things accomplished on a short visit to Los Angeles.
Neal Hart was secured as one of the
stars of the forthcoming Capital productions, aplayer with a reputation of performing daring stunts. In addition Al Jennings, bandit,"
"
is also going to work for
Capital. In support of these two stars,
Eckels declares the best talent available has
been engaged.
Burlesque on Bolshevism
Marguerite Clayton is now starring in
special five and eight-reel features, being
directed by Frank P. Donovan at the
Paragon studios in Fort Lee, N. J., which
have been especially lent by the Mayflower
Corporation and Mr. Chautard.
The first story now nearing completion
is a five-part burlesque or farce on the
Bolsheviki regime and Trotsky, who is
played by Edward Elkus. This picture is
to be exploited as a special release on the
States right basis by the Eff and Eff Productions, Inc., especially formed for the
purpose.

Blackton

Signs Dunn and
Alexander
J. Stuart Blackton has signed Eddie
Dunn and Gus Alexander, each on a year's
contract, and for the next twelve months
these two comedians will be at the Brooklyn studios of Blackton Productions, Inc.
Commodore Blackton has" engaged the
two for his current and still untitled production only. Shortly after they began
work in this feature which is now well
under way, however, their present work,
past performances and his plans for a
series of special comedies induced Commodore Blackton to tie them both to
Blackton Productions for a year.
Eddie Dunn is a former Vitagrapher, a
favorite in many of Commodore Blackton's productions made under that banner
before he severed active connection to organize his own company.
Gus Alexander is the diminutive comedian who did such good work in Commodore Blackton's labor picture, " Life's
Greatest Problem."
Acquires Nazimova Rights
As a result of a transaction said to be
one of the largest in point of capital involved that has accurred in the foreign
market recently, which was closed last
week by Sidney Garrett, president of the
J. Frank Brockliss Co., as American representative for the Mundus Film Company
of Paris, that organization has acquired
the rights to all of the Nazimova pictures-

Sells Foreign Rights
Argus Enterprises, Inc., producers of
Robert H. McLaughlin's newest problem
drama, " The House Without Children,"
announce the sale of the entire foreign
rights of this subject to International
Photoplay Distributors, Inc., with American office at 1493 Broadway, New York.
The sale was made by Robert W. Priest,
president of The Film Market, Inc.

Wanda Hawley, in 1 Virtuous Sinners,' Pioneer
Film
Texas Guinan to Appear
Five-Reel Special

in

The Texas Guinan feature, " The She
Wolf" will be released as a five-reel special. In the production of this picture it
has found, says an official of the company,
that of the 6,700 feet originally taken more
than 4,000 feet of the scenes when joined,
without the insertion of a single title,
formed such a strong picture that it was
impossible to cut or shave it down to the
two-reel length.
New

Moon

Comedy

Being

Made by Sunshine
Sunshine Film, Inc., is at present working on a comedy, titled " Trouble Inn," featuring Funnyface
"
" Ascott and Jennie
Edde, and also the wrestler, Pierard Collos.
Emil Harder is directing the filming. This
comedy will, it is claimed, be the best Moon
Comedy yet produced.
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Kerrigan to Star in Ten
Brunton Productions
Arrangements covering ten pictures,
whereby J. Warren Kerrigan will appear
as a Brunton star, have been completed.
Robert Brunton himself will supervise all
of the productions, which will be released
through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
The initial production, the working title
of
is "A
White
Chance,"
has
beenwhich
started
under
the Man's
direction
of Ernest
C. Warde. The locale is Old Mexico, and
the story is one of vivid romance, love and
adventure particularly suited to the big
star's personality. " A White Man's
Chance " was taken from the magazine
story by Johnston McCulley, and adapted
to the screen by Clifford Howard.
Pioneer Acquires Another
Feature Production
Morris Rose, president of Pioneer Film
Corporation, has added " The Unpardonable Sin " to the list of attractions under
his firm's banner.
One of the first acts of the Pioneer
after securing the control of the picture
was to place it for a run at the Majestic
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., where it opened
to good business on Sunday, June 1.
Mr. Rose in speaking of the new purchase, said that the practice of getting pictures big enough to sustain the test of theatre runs was to continue to be the settled
policy of the Pioneer.
Out with the ' Vamp,' in
with the Heart Tale
John W. Semler, known as the " movie
scout," who travels the country and keeps
his eye on the pulse of exhibitor opinion,
recently returned to New York from a trip
to the Coast.
" The day of the 'vamp ' is over," he said.
" Heart kicks are what the public wants.
Prohibition has already increased attendance at least 30 per cent and business is
getting better every day."

This Is Described as One of the Many Tense
Moments in Arthur Guy Empey's Forthcoming
Production, " HellDistribution
on Earth," for Select
Planning Cody Releases
Final arrangements for release of Cody
productions starring Louis Cody, will be
announced within a few days. Mr. Cody,
Louis Gasner and Syd Cohn are the organizers of this new incorporation and the two
former named men left for New York
early this week to meet Cohn and there
complete releasing negotiations. Cody has
been a featured leading man and heavy of
the West Coast producing colony for the
past three years and plays particularly suitable for him will be purchased. The first
subject to be filmed is " The Pleasant Devil."
Dooley Beauty Brigade
The Johnny Dooley Film Comedies, Inc.,
announce that they have completed arrangements for the employment of the
twenty Broadway beauties who constitute
the Johnny Dooley Beauty Brigade to appear in the entire series of two-reel pictures which Johnny Dooley is engaged to
star. The third of the series is completed
and the fourth is in course of production.

Picture

News

Peter Milne, Weil-Known
Reviewer, Joins Lasky
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has engaged Peter Milne, Arthur M. Brilant and H. S. Fuld as members of its publicity staff.
Mr. Milne, who comes from Motion Picture News, needs no introduction to the
industry. He has been reviewing motion
pictures for the News for the past five
years and has acquired a large following
throughout the country. Box-office receipts have almost invariably borne out his
judgment of picture values and many an
exhibitor has made it a regular practice
of withholding bookings until his opinion
has been obtained. For some months past
he has been active on the Motion Picture
News exhibitors' plan book.
Mr. Brilant has had much experience in
the newspaper, magazine and motion picture fields, and for the past six months
has
beenReview.
on the editorial staff of Exhibitors'
Trade
H. S. Fuld has also been recently associated with the Exhibitors' Trade Review.
Four

More

States Sold on

" Stolen Orders "
William A. Brady announces two more
sales
" Stolen
Orders."of Des
To of
thehisA. picture,
H. Blank
Enterprises
Moines, Mr. Brady has sold the feature
for Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas. . To
James M. Minter of the Minter-United
Amusements of Detroit. Mr. Brady has
sold Michigan. John H. Kunsky recently
showed " Stolen Orders " at his WashingJon theatre in Detroit, where it drew business of a character so satisfactory that Mr.
Minter, seeing the picture and observing
that it was duplicating in Detroit the remarkable box office records it is piling up
the country over, immediately arranged the
purchase of the rights for Michigan.
" The

Thirteenth

Chair " as

Special*
Pathe aExchange,
Inc.,Feature
announces that it
wilt distribute as a special feature Leonce
Perret's screen version of Bayard Veiller's
melodramatic success, " The Thirteenth
Chair." It is said to be the biggest picture of the year in its class. The play,
following its production in New York,
ran for more than a year, it is stated, to
record business and traveling companies
played it in every section of the country.
" Suspicion " Sold in Two
Mid-West States
Lee Herz of the Silee Film Exchange,
Chicago, has closed a deal with M. H.
Hoffman, general manager of the Pioneer
Film Corporation, New York, for the
Illinois and Indiana state rights on their
production "Suspicion," featuring Grace
Davison, Warren Cook and Wilmuth
Merkyl, supported by an all star cast. Mr.
Herz is expected to make further announcements as to his plans for releasing
this picture in all trade papers.
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This meant that there is solidarity between the East and
West insofar as the alliance is concerned at least.
The report of the general secretary-treasurer showed
that total receipts during the past year were $292,669, of
which $190,642 was raised by per capita tax. On salaries,
$42,368 was expended; publicity propaganda took $29,337
and the magazine of the alliance absorbed $24,277. There
is a balance on hand of $6,817.
In welcoming the delegates, of whom there were three
hundred from all parts of the United States and Canada,
P. M. Draper of Ottawa, secretary of the Dominion
Trades and Labor Congress, declared that he was opposed
to the idea of the " one big union " and against any movement which tended to depart from the ideals of honest
labor.

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor
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for Charles
New
York

E.

Shay
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TORONTO, June 2, 1919 — Charles E. Shay of New
York was re-elected International President of the
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Operators at the session of
.the annual convention of the alliance held on Thursday,
May 29, in the Horticultural Hall at Lansdowne Park,
Ottawa, Ontario. Shay was elected to the post for the
ninth successive year by the unanimous choice of the
convention. Other officers selected include :
First vice-president, William F. Canavan of St. Louis ;
second vice-president, Richard Green, Chicago ; third vicepresident, Steven B. Newman, Salt Lake City; fourth
vice-president, Fred J. Dempsey of Boston; fifth vicepresident, William Covert, business agent of the Toronto
Moving Picture Operators' local; secretary-treasurer,
Frank G. Lemaster, Denver; delegates to American Federation of Labor, Charles E. Shay, New York, L. G. Dolliver, San Francisco ; John J. Barry, Boston, and P. J.
Ryan, Montreal.
On the motion of Joseph Leahy of Chicago, seconded
by Charles O'Donnell of Toronto, the convention went on
record as being opposed to the prohibition of any malt or
spirituous liquors and the delegates of the alliance to the
American Federation of Labor and the Dominion Trades
congress be instructed to vote against prohibition if the
question arises.
Delegates from Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina,
Saskatoon and Winnipeg went on record as affirming their
loyalty to the alliance " in view of the present labor conditions in Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia."

In his opening address, President Shay also scored the
radicals and declared that he had " no use for anybody
who has any red in his flag unless the white and blue are
with it." He complained that some of the operators' locals
were inclined to play major league sport with a nickel ball.
Greetings were brought from the Federation of Musicians byJoseph Webber, president of the Federation. A
telegram of confidence and sympathy was sent to Samuel
Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor,
who was recently injured by an automobile.
A lengthy discussion arose over the question of the
eight-hour day. All delegates favored the subject and confidence was expressed that it must soon prevail.
One khaki-clad delegate was present at the convention,
this being Lieut. Frank V. Gilson of Brooklyn. Ottawa,
Ontario, delegates to the convention included R. Marcil
and Joseph Thibeault. Local union officials in charge of
the reception, accommodation and entertainment were:
E. Gorman, Steve Waggoner, F. Gooden, G. Graham and
W. Lane, the latter being the secretary of the Ottawa
Moving Picture Operators.
The delegates attended local theatres, went for an outing to Aylmer Park at Lake Deschenes, Quebec, took a
motor drive around the city under the auspices of the
Rotary Club and enjoyed other diversions in the Canadian
Capital.
j
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Complete

in Every

Way

The Equipment Service Section as conducted by
Motion Picture News each week is recognized as the
most complete of any at the command and service
of the industry and those who have occasion to
use it.
..
But we are making it better all the time.

1 jSo better proof of this fact
1 a close association with this
I several weeks when a marked
I noted and several innovations

j
I
f
I
I
§

can be obtained than f
section for the next I
improvement will be |
added.

Then, as now, it will dominate the field.
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Motion
Picture Lamps
By L. C. Porter
(Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.)
(Continued)
The hand control, figures 5 and 6, known as the Argus
Current Regulator, consists of two coils of wire wound on an
iron core (figure 6) and encased in an iron housing 8" high
by 9^" wide by 10" deep and weighing complete 42 pounds. Between the two halves of the iron core is mounted an iron armature which can be rotated by means of a handle protruding through
the casing. Attached to this handle is a switch which shuts the
current off from the control entirely. When the iron armature
is in position directly across the two halves of the core, as shown
in figure 6, the maximum reactance occurs and the current in
the secondary, or lamp coil, is cut down to its minimum value.
This is the position marked Low on the handle of the control.
Current should never be turned on unless the handle is in this
position, otherwise injury to the lamp is liable to result. Having
thus started the lamp low, turning the handle slowly toward the
point marked High, increases the air gap between the two parts
of the iron core, reduces the reactance and thus steadily increases
the current in the secondary coil and through the lamp. The range
of regulation on this device is 100 to 125 volts, i. e. the secondary
or lamp current may be held at 30 amperes for any primary volt-

Fig, s
age between 100 or 125.
An ammeter should always be used with this regulator inserted
in the lamp circuit but kept at least 2 feet away from the control,
otherwise the magnetic field of the device may cause inaccuracies
in the ammeter indication.
In using this device the current should be shut off by turning
the handle to the left, so that it will always be in the off or low
position for starting. If a projectionist fails to do this and uses
his line switch to throw the current on and off,- short lamp life is
liable to result. In practice it is necessary to watch the ammeter
quite closely, especially where considerable variation in primary
voltage occurs and make corresponding adjustments of the handle
to keep the current constant at 30 amperes. This necessity of
watching the ammeter and making adjustments, as well as making
sure that the handle is in the low position before starting, is done
away with if an automatic type of control is used.

The automatic device also consists of two coils of wire wound
around an iron core and contained in an iron housing, figures 7
and 8. The device complete stands (exclusive of the counterweight) 12" high by 11
(counter weight rests 4" above top
of casing and S1/^' from it) diameter and weighs (including counter weight) 62 pounds. One of the coils in the automatic control
is movable. It is mounted on a rocker arm and is free to slide
up and down along the core, increasing or decreasing the distance
between it and the fixed coil. This is the means by which the
current regulation is obtained. Exactly 30 amperes will be maintained in the lamp at all times, provided the primary voltage does
not fall below 105 nor go above 125.
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Fig. 8
The rocker arm supporting the movable coil is mounted on ball
bearings and balanced by a counter weight. It is, therefore, an exceedingly good mechanical device. It is, in fact, a miniature tub
street lighting transformer, a type that has proved most successful
in service.
There is no handle to adjust on this device and no ammeter is
required. The instant the current is thrown on, by means of the
line switch, the coils jump apart, thus protecting the lamp from
an abnormal inrush of current. The movable coil then settles
back to a position where it will cause exactly 30 amperes to flow
through the lamp. If any variation occurs in the primary voltage,
the " floating " coil at once moves up or down a sufficient distance
to keep the lamp current constant at 30 amperes.
Once installed, this type of control requires absolutely no further
attention and the best of lamp regulation is obtained at all times.
This gives the projectionist more time to attend to his machine,
slides, etc., and insures constant screen illumination and maximum
lamp life. The saving in lamp renewals thus obtained, together
with the price of an ammeter, should soon offset the slight additional cost of this control over the hand device. It is to be highly
recommended for A C motion picture installations where Mazda
lamps are used as a light source.
These transformers can be obtained from the General Electric
Compam-, Schenectady, N. Y.
The hand control can be obtained from the Argus Lamp & Appliance Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
There are a few control devices on the market made for the
old 750 watt lamp. These will regulate the new 900 watt lamp,
provided the primary voltage is not below 115 volts. If lower
than this, a new 900 watt control is necessary.
Welcome Home, and the Best of Luck! '
VJT/M. H. PHELPS of Louisville, Nebr., writes:
W
Have returned from the army and am operating again.
I wish to know if I am required to rejoin or if I am still considered amember of the National Anti-Misframe League? My
number was 722.
If I am a member, please send me a supply of N. A. M. L.
labels to stick on film boxes.
I read and appreciate the projection department and gain many
helpful hints from it.
Reply: Welcome home! And glad to see you are operating
again. Hope you don't think your service in the army would cancel your League membership. Not by any means. Just so long as
you are working up in the Projection room and upholding the
pledge you signed, you are a member in good standing. How does
it seem to be back again? Your labels are being sent you by parcel
post.

Notes

Technical Editor,
Motion Picture News :
It was with great pleasure to us that the membership of the
ANTI-MISFRAME LEAGUE has passed the 1,000 mark. Now
let's go to it and make it pass the 5,000 mark. It can be done
and should be done, for the platform of the N. A. M. L. is the
stepping stone to GOOD PROJECTION and any projectionist
that has pride in his work should be a member of the N. A. M. L.
In reference to the elimination of PUNCH HOLES in films I
have a suggestion which I think will help our members with the
co-operation of the producers. When the producers turn out a
production they turn out tons of advertising, music scores, suggestions for lobby displays and other things for the assistance of
the exhibitor, but strange to say they forget the Projectionist.
Now why not eliminate one of the press sheets and in its place
issue a Projectionists' Cue Sheet which gives the Projectionist
the cue for his " fade " at the end of each reel.
Brother Clement Rizzo, our Business Representative, and myself
made a motor trip to several theatres recently and to our surprise
found several of the pictures in these houses were out of focus
around the edges. As we knew that the outfits were of the best
we interested ourselves in this fault and after several attempts
and much figuring we came to the source of the trouble, which
was as follows: The projectionist in his desire to give good results was cleaning his lenses by using alcohol. The black coating
on the inside of the tube was being removed and the glare that
was reflected was producing an out of focus effect noticeable to
the trained eye of the projectionist but not to the average person.
We
took this matter up with the result that the trouble was eliminated.
Brother Charles Humphries has returned from the road, having
been touring with " HEARTS OF THE WORLD," and is now
in charge of the Projection at the NEW EMPRESS THEATRE
Local No. 307, I. A. T. S. E., at its last meeting presented its
Business Representative, Mr. Clement Rizzo, a runabout automobile in kind appreciation of his services, and as the local covers
a lot of territory this will be a great asset to his efforts in getting
around to the various sections of the city.
Local No. 307 will celebrate its eighth anniversary on Sunday
evening, May 11, .1919, by giving a banquet in honor of their members who have been in the service and of whom they are more
than proud, as they sent twenty-four of their members in answer
to the call. They have all returned except three, who are all safe
with only one wounded. Brother Herman Brown, the only one
wounded among the boys that went over, will be the guest of
honor at the affair.
Brother Tony Cristfulli, well known in Philadelphia as the projectionist at thePalace,
Arcadia
theatre,
Dollara
Motion Picture
passed
away Philadelphia's
Easter Sunday Million
night after
short illness of three days. Philadelphia Local No. 307 mourns
his loss.
Brother Wm. Katz, who resigned his position with the Stanley
Company to serve the GAS HOUNDS in France, has returned
carrying a medal for distinguished service.
(Signed) Walter G. Murray.
Answer: The League is surely proving a disappointment to
those wTho KNEW it wouldn't tje a success. Members whose
numbers are in the early hundreds are working as faithfully as
those who have but recently signed up. This fact is proved by
the constant demand for additional labels from those who joined
back in 1917. To be sure, the time required to carry on the
League as well as the space taken over in each issue is considerable, but we feel that the outlay is justified.
The Projectionists' Cue Sheet is coming and it can't be far
off. The punch is being eliminated and brains substituted and
the insistent demands of projectionists will force producers to see
the necessity for a complete Cue Sheet for the use of the man in
the projection room.
Come again with more notes from Local 307.
Let's hear from other Locals to find out how many have presented their Business Representatives with automobiles. If the
custom grows we see where there will be a hot contest for the
berth of B. R.
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Some Angle! Yes!
J. BOHNE, of Houston, Texas, says:
This is my first jump into your question department,
though I am a weekly reader of same.
I have a few questions that I would like to ask and I hope that
you will be able to set me right on them.
I am using two Simplex Machines with Type S Lamps. I have
an awful angle on my machines, say SO or 60 degrees. Now the
trouble is this : With my lamps at that angle it puts the carbons
in a straight up and down position. Now, when the lamp is burning the flames from both carbons hit the crater of the top carbon
centrally, which causes the light to spread in all directions. I can
avoid this by setting the top carbon twice the proper distance back,
but it gives me a long egg-shaped spot, which is also a great loss
of light, and another bad feature about it is the lamp is hard to
handle, such as sputtering and unsteady burning. The current is
35 amps. D. C. I could overcome this with a jack knife carbon
set but don't you think that would be a waste of light also? I use
a
cored carbon on top and a 5/16 Silvertip on the bottom.
Reply: Taken as a whole you have a difficult problem to solve
and perhaps it can't be wholly solved. We wish the architect
who laid out your theatre could be made to take your place for a
week. At the end of that time, we firmly believe he'd never design another projection room with the angle of projection greater
than 10 deg.
A

As pioneers in the manufacture
of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development

without

the other.

Identifiable by thein words
the film''Eastman"
margin and "Kodak"

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Simplex people take this same attitude in your case. There
is nothing they can do. Their machines are designed to meet the
most important of normal demands. Anything over 25 deg. is certainly abnormal for we all know that excellent projection continuously is a practical impossibility with an angle greater than this.
As you know the angle of the " Type S " lamp is a fixed quantity so there's no help there for' you. The jack-knife set (with
all its reported faults) looms up as your only hope. To make this
set you will need a regulation Simplex lamp which can be obtained
from the makers.
Try out these suggestions and report back to us. Also, measure
that angle of yours and see if it isn't nearer 30 deg. than 60 deg.

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

Condenser Breakage
D ROJECTION EDITOR,
*
Motion Picture News :
I have been having a great deal of trouble with cracked condensers and I would thank you very much for any information
on how to remedy this trouble.
I am using a.c, 110 volts, 60 amps., with White A. C. Carbons,
14" in diameter for both upper and lower. I get a fine clear light.
I have been using a 7j4" and 6l/2" combination with the thickest
one (the 6^4") next to the arc. My lamp house is not full of carbon dust and my ventilation is clear. My condensers do not bind in
their holders. I have even loosened the springs in the lamp house
so that when I put my condensers in they will not bind. As I
have been using several condensers I have noticed that some are
thicker on the edge but I have weakened the spring so I am sure
they have plenty of room to expand when they are heated.
I bring the lamp house as close to the machine as possible without getting a ghost. In this way I can carry my arc much further
back. I have a fan in the projection room but I am sure that no
draft reaches the condensers. The one next to the arc is the only
one tliat cracks. I use Pearl White Condensers.
I have tried using two 6^2" condensers in order to let me bring
the arc farther back than with the 6Y2 and 1Y% combination but
even that made no difference in the breakage.
The condensers last for about a week without breaking.
Projectionist Mitchell,
Palace Theatre, Cordele, Ga.
Reply: Your last sentence practically eliminates the chance that
draughts are the cause of your condenser breakage. Your fan
might blow cold air on to the condensers but in that case they
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would not last a week but instead would remain whole for varying lengths of time. One condenser might hold out for several
weeks while another would break the first day.
It looks to us as if you would have to find a way to get your
arc still further away from the condenser. A good many have
tried out the meniscus bi-convex combination and the slight gain
in distance often solved their troubles. It is really surprising
what difference a small distance between arc and lens will make
in the life of condensers. Carelessness in feeding and striking
the arc is another source of condenser breakage. Under-sized
carbons (this doesn't apply to your case; your carbons are the
correct size) will produce flaming which will have a decided
tendency to crack the condenser.
You didn't tell us in your letter if you have ever tried out any
of the patented condenser mounts. If your machines are models
of two or three years ago you may find that the method of holding
the lens is at fault. But try out the meniscus lens first and if that

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.

doesn't
put aof stop
to your
breakage write
in and we'll
give you
the address
several
manufacturers
of condenser
mounts.

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.

Local

360

T OCAL 360 send their Greetings to Motion Picture News for
its grand attempt at endeavoring to bring to life a few of the
Moving Picture Projectionists Locals by donating a page in the
News each week. Local 360 would certainly like to see all Moving Picture Projectionists' Locals write to and encourage this
department especially the locals from Canada. Up-to-date, the
writer has seen very little news published in the different trade
journals from this side of the border. I know Saskatoon has a
live press secretary and no doubt a member of other locals are
just as lucky, so why not get together boys, and all do our little
bit toward making the Union Page a huge success, the same way
you have and are still doing for our beloved I. A. Trade Journal.
Now don't say you have no news worth sending. You are wrong ;
that is, in the biggest majority of cases. What might seem stale
and out of date to you, might be of interest to some other Union
reader. Take this for instance: your local might pass some "bylaw " that you found to work extremely well and efficient. That's
the stuff we all want to hear about. It might be of great benefit
to your sister locals in the next town. Surely any far-seeing local
who would see a very good idea in the shape of a " by-law," eta,
would certainly grab at the chance too, to apply the same thing
in their jurisdiction.
Our Worthy President, W. B. Allen, Local 360, who was elected
as our delegate to the I. A. Convention at Ottawa left here Thursday, May 14, for that city. But listen, brothers, " he did not go
alone." Nope ! no chance for him to get lonely — for cupid's
arrow struck its work once more and consequently Bro. Allen took
along a bride. Yes, honest to goodness, Boys, it's a fact and no
one was more surprised than the boys of 360. The members of
the Local presented Mr. and Mrs. Allen with a beautiful carving
set as a small token of the esteem in which he is held by them.
Local 360 has organized a " Lecture Society " for the general
education of its members in keeping them posted on up-to-date projection and electrical matters. The Society meets once every two
weeks, has its own officers and committees. So far it has proved
a wonderful success and all members take a delight in attending
the lectures and debates. Any Local wishing full particulars as
to our system, etc., can probably be supplied by our Secretary, A.
M. Malley, P. O. Box 2072, Edmonton, for a small sum to cover
the cost of typing a set of the by-laws, etc.
LIEUT. KOLB, who is connected with the National Geographic
Society's expedition to the Valley of the Ten Thousand
Smokes, has taken along one of the new Akeley Cameras.
Another Akeley purchaser- — J. Stuart Blackton. But before
buying he had to be shown, and accordingly tried out the instrument at the mimic battles run off at Van Cortlandt Park, New
York City. -------

NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We abe exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Tine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The
New

Premier

scope
PatheFlickerless

"Safety Standard"
Motion Picture
Projector
Will run the " Safety Standard " narrow-width, slowburning film, adopted by the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.
Can be used by anyone, any time and any where, without
any danger, fire or insurance restrictions.
Labeled by Underwriters , " Enclosing Booth Not ReWeighs only 23
any light socket.
-rewind at variable
TV7 L f
" c UlaKc I
quired."

lbsL. Fits in a small case. Operates- from
Pictures up to 10 feet. Motor drive and
speed:
Pathescope Prints from any negative.
Pathescope Negatives from any positive.

The Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Dept. N, Suite 1872
Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42nd Street, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities
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Quality
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Right

photographically.

Stock99

Will

not go to pieces in the

(Signed) J. Clarence Maguire.
Reply: Thanks for the correction. No more must we worry
how to pronounce your name. Mazuise was a stumbling block,
we'll admit.
How foolish and imprudent a manager must be to think that a
motor-driven machine requires less skill to operate it. We don't
believe even the least scrupulous machine manufacturer ever used
the item of "reduced wages" as a selling point for the motordriven machine.

projector.
Made by
THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

The motor-driven machine is the thing; of that there's no doubt.
In combination with a sensitive speed control such a machine is
far, far ahead of a hand-driven affair. When the speed should
be constant it is constant and not dependent on the waning
strength of a tired arm.
The more thoroughly automatic any process or action becomes
the more experience is required to maintain the added apparatus
in perfect condition. To think that by adding a motor and control to a projecting machine, the machine gains brains while the
projectionist uses fewer is utterly foolish.
The remainder of your letter needs no comment. All capable
projectionists have very definite and well-founded ideas on the
duties required by their profession.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

If Exchanges do not safe-guard their New Film by
Treating and Curing it of its "Greenness," Prevent
film from becoming Oil-Soaked and Renovation of
Film from time to time, Removing all Corrosion, Dirt
and Grime, Films are not in proper condition to Operate. There is no reason why Operators should be
accused of Scratching, Ripping and Tearing Sprocket
Holes when Films are not properly cared for by Exchanges.
Exchanges who neglect the life of Film trying to
save a mere expense are really at fault for destruction of Film Stock.
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, Ohio

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded in our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
30 to 60% In postage, etc.
_T „. ,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
-N °
80 STFTH AVENUE, NEW TORK
Phone 3227 Chelsea
Addressing
Multi graphing
Printing Typewriting

TECHNICAL EDITOR, Motion Picture News:
Yours of May 1st received announcing me as winner of first
prize in class 1 in the recent contest. For your congratulations I
wish to express my thanks.
In justice to the various machine manufacturers, I would like to
apologize for not mentioning the need of selecting the best projector on the market. I have been a projectionist for seven years
and have had the good luck to handle all of the standard projectors and while I have my own idea as to which one is best, of
course, I could not give the name in my article.
I will be only too glad to compose an article occasionally for
the News if you could give me an idea on what subjects to deal
with.
I realize now that my article was far from perfect as I can see
now that it is in printed form.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) A. D. Hotaling, N. A. M. L. No. 25.
TELEPHONE

"WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT

News

Letters from Prize Winners
Motion Picture News,
Projection Department,
New York.
Dear Sir: — Received your prize check for $10.00 for article on
booth equipment. Many thanks for same. I wish to ask you to
please make a correction in my name as it was printed wrong on
the check, also in your paper. It should tie J. Clarence Maguire.
I have quit operating and am doing electrical wiring. The
theatre I was working in (The Tokyo theatre, Macomb, 111.) has
advanced by installing two motor-driven Simple Machines and
have cut the operators' wages to pay the bill.
Their new operator runs both machines and steps out of the
booth every 15 minutes to do the rewinding as he has no helper,
for $18.00 per week. Also sweeps out theatre.
If the small town theatre wishes to put on a picture they will
have to pay more to their operators or they will soon be among
the missing and the managers will only have crank turners in the
place of an operator that is an O. K. electrician. With best wishes
for the Motion Picture
News, I beg to remain,
Yours truly,

ROCK

"The

Picture

BRYANT 5576

*
_|
INCORPORATED
WEST
42 ^ STREET
/M El W
YO R K

ALLAH A. L0WNE5
GEN MGR.
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Reply: It was best that you did not insert the name of any
machine in your contribution. You might well have given considerably more space to the proper selection of a projection machine, what points to look for and to insist upon, both from the
and the manager's, whether or not an
standpoint
ecuonists'
proj
over-size
magazine
was best, and so on, etc.
Sometimes we think that projectionists look on a projection department as a service to use only when a thing goes wrong. If
you will think a minute 3-ou will see that many "trouble questions " interest only the men asking them. On the other hand
a communication from a projectionist describing in more or less
detail his projection equipment, change over< devices, position ot
instruments and equipment and saying that " everything is rosy "
would interest hundreds of others. Can't you get a subject for a
letter from the foregoing?
We'll receive 5-our thanks in the name of N. A. M. L. That
2,000 mark is just around the corner.
What

Do

You

Think?

We print the following letter without comment thus giving Mr.
Smith, who wrote the original letter, " full stage " in his answer
to these " Royal Theatre Operators." We are going to look forward to the receipt of a complete letter from the gentleman from
Houston and then we'll comment — not before.
While awaiting Mr. Smith's reply we would like to know what
other projectionists think on this subject. In other words ''Are
we taking the right steps toward correcting troubles with Exthink youLocal
— Projectionist?
Mr. Charles changes?"
A. S.What Smith,
279,
Houston, Texas.
Attention Brother Smith :
I read your article in Motion* Picture Xews of May 24, entitled AN ENTIRE CIRCUIT WORKS FOR BETTER PROJECTION. Don't you think it should have been headed UNION
OPERATORS SHOULD INSPECT THEIR FILM SO AS
TO DO AWAY WITH THE INSPECTORS' UNION ?
Now Brother Smith, the National Anti-Misframe League is
alright as far as I can see because it doesn't cost anything to join
and as I understand it, anyone is eligible to membership for life
without any cost whatever. But don't you think it has a tendency
to cause the exchanges (especially the small ones) to depend
largely upon the operator to keep their film in O. K. condition?
Only common sense tells us that any operator will cut out the
bad patches or a misframe when he finds them in the film he is
running. If he doesn't, he should not be allowed in a booth.
That is, I mean an operator would do this, but there are a lot of
fellows who call themselves operators who are not, especialh- in
the smaller towns where they only have shows every Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at the town hall. Now if the exchanges
should depend on the operators to keep their film in good condition and some day get your show the first time through, and have
18 or 20 stops caused from pins and paper clips and different
things they fasten them together with — then you should look on
the box and see one of the N. A. M. L. stickers on it and your
manager would ask you the reason of the stops. Naturally you
would tell him that 3-ou received it in that condition and then he
would take it up with the exchange from which it was received.
The exchange manager would say that the N. A. M. L. are supposed to keep the film in good condition and your operator endorsed them and as an active member have him take it up with
the N. A. M. L. Then j*ou would feel foolish for the part you are
taking in the affair.
Anyhow I would like for you to tell me how you run your
show and inspect film at the same time. Are you one of the boys
who run slow the first part (while inspecting) and then overspeed the last, so as to come out on time — regardless of speed?
Yours for success,
(Signed) Operators Royal Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.
P. S. — In what other states besides Texas do they have chief
operators and how to do you get to be one?

Come
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and

COOL

OFF

!

Let TYPHOON
BREEZES make your
house delightfully cool and restful during
the hot, sultry summer days.
And " Come to the
Theatre for a
Cool Breeze " will be the saying in your
locality.
This will soon show big results at your box office —
Enough to pay for your Typhoon Cooling System
before summer is over.
Write for free Typhoon Booklet— TODAY.
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
Box 115, 281 Lexington Ave., New York

WITH
BEST

PROJECTION
A PORTABLE MACHINE IS
ACCOMPLISHED
WITH AN

AMERICAN

PROJECTOSCOPE

Pictures can be shown backward as well as
forward,
or individual pictures stopped on
the screen.
ASK

FOR

DEMONSTRATION

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
110 W. 32nd St.
Farragut 4779

CO., Inc.
N. Y. City
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"Full

as

is the IMSCO

Bookt"
Therea isn't
a blank
Nu
page between its
embossed covers.
It

is crammed

with

information that will

impel you
become to
intimate
with
IMSCO
Getting intimate
with IMSCO is a paying
proposition and getting the IMSCO
Book is only a start, more than worth the two cents
for a postal. The Book comes free and prepaid.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
|729 SEVE NTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street

CO., INC.
New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative
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Laboratories

ONE usually thinks of a firm using only a comparatively few
square feet of floor space as a small concern doing limited
business. The Republic Laboratories do not have at present all the
floor space they need but this does not compel them to limit their
business. At the pace they were travelling when the Editor visited
them a few weeks ago their only limitations consisted of human
endurance and the length of a day. If you don't believe these
Laboratories are a storehouse of energy we suggest you impose
on the officials and make them a visit. We did and were treated
royally.
,
We saw the girls printing some of the daily stunt of 125,000 feet
on the latest Bell & Howell printing machines. We saw exposed
film placed on frames each holding about 200 feet and then dipped
in the carbonate tank to remove every speck of dust and bubbles
of air before they went to the developing tanks. Of course, the
positive went into the positive developer tank and the negative
into the tank corresponding. Within reaching distance was the
" short-stop " tank.
We witnessed the developed and fixed films being shoved
through from the dark room into the room where the washing
tanks are located, and where, too, the various color solutions are
prepared and waiting. The workman in the latter place said his
daily stunt was about 640 frames.
After drying the films on the huge drums they were taken to
the assembly room where the sections are cemented together in
logical sequence with the necessary titles intervening.
And speaking of titles, this is a little industry in itself at the
Republic Laboratories. When we were there they had just finished work on some Turkish and Chinese titles and were then
" cranking " some in Russian. Over 22,000 feet of direct positive
titles are turned out in their plant in the course of a day, which
ranks the Republic titling room with the most prolific in the
business.
Such humorous and yet disgusting events as sending out a film
with a title strip upside down or a section misplaced could never
happen at this plant, for every film is projected on a screen before
shipping. To do this means work and money but as the Republic
officials work only for results these factors count for nothing*
As we mentioned in the forepart of this article the Laboratories
are working at top speed. This applies to men as well as machines. The quality of the work turned out has been their best
advertisement and to keep up with orders being received continually demands that everyone in the organization become a fast
working expert. And it might be said here that Messrs. W3rer
and Yates, President and Manager respectively, are the kind of
officials that are able to obtain the best from their employees.

BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

FILM

the Republic

Picture

R. Hastings, of the Motion Picture Apparatus Company, is
finding ready markets for his newcomer in the Portable Projector
Field — the motor driven American Projectoscope.

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 3693

216-222 WEEHAWKEN
HARRY HOCDINI, Pres.

LABORATORIES
ST.
ALFRED DAVIDSON, Sec. & Treas.

For

The
62 West 45th Street

Better

WEST

HOBOKEN,
N. J.
THEO. W. HARDEEN, Vice-Pres.
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Fotoplayer
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York City
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Monotony,

an

Evil

of

iiJ TNVARYING or irksome sameness" is the correct and
known interpretation of this word which inoffensive as it
reads, has done more harm to the Ehibitor in general than anything else. Amongst other things Webster also gives this word
another definition as " dull uniformity of tone." Has the great
Webster ever listened to the music in one of our present Moving
Picture shows? Assuredly not — and we should, therefore, more
admire this man's modern interpretation of this little substantive.
"Uniformity in tone," "dullness," in plain common English the
same d n thing every day — the same waltz — the same serenade
— the same routine — nothing new — nothing to attract the same
crowd the next day. That's my definition of " Monotony."
If once " Monotony " has struck root in the atmosphere of a
theatre, the owner of that house may just as well close up, or he
must immediately employ some radical means to dispose of this
chronic sickness. He must at once absorb all his energy to find
the sick joint in his organization and remove it. In ninety out of
a hundred cases the Exhibitor will find that the musical atmosphere in his theatre is the producer of "Monotony." Why?
Covetous managers are the cause, or musical directors guided by
the spirit of the green-back, who are trying to economize by
spending as little as possible for the necessary tools essential to a
daily change of program. They are not buying enough music —
they are trying to get away with " Orchestra Dollar Clubs," " free
orchestrations," " popular one day hits " and many other moneysaving devices.
Mr. Exhibitor, look at the United States Theatre map, and you
will soon be convinced that the successful houses are those who
have spent and are still spending money for music. I know of a
twelve-hundred-seat house located in Detroit and managed by
Harry I. Garson and Phil Gleichman, employing 25 musicians
throughout the year. It is a well-known fact that Detroit is a
great amusement center, and that its keen and legitimate competition has forced its exhibitors to develop the art of exhibiting
to the highest degree of perfection. Detroit exhibitors know that
the only power of attraction for their theatres is to offer something the next man has not got, and I must admit Garson and
Gleichman certainly know how to develop their Broadway Strand
Theatre into the brightest spot of their town. " Progressive
methods," " appropriate music," " changing of stage settings " and
various other enemies of " Monotony " have put Garson and
Gleichman where they are today — " on the top of the hill of success." Ihave related such incidents to scores of exhibitors and
in every instance I got the same answer " I can't compare myself
to New York's Broadway," etc., etc. Correct— but no matter
where you are or reside there is always a spot in your town which
is called the biggest. Why can't your theatre be that certain spot?
Why parallel your mental abilities with your surroundings. It
takes three cents to beat two in a small town and five billions
to beat four billions in New York. If the-biggest musical organization in your town or vicinity consists of five amateurs give your
audience something better — give them six. In brief try to raise
your show a little above the average level your town-folks are
used to, and you'll be the best— you will soon become the center
of attraction, of being exclusive, and the result — everybody will
be anxiou^ to see you — and pay for it. Average affairs are not
exceptional and therefore not attractive. It takes something extra
to give you the distinction of being in a class by yourself — of
making your community talk about you. Nobody is looking for
common stones, they can find them in every corner. Gems are
the things. It wasn't the Alaskan snow that attracted the world

Motion

Picture

Music

— there's plenty of it all over — it was the gold which gave Alaska
its exclusiveness — it was something that couldn't be found in every
ditch — something they had to go there to find. If you want your
people to come to your theatre, you must give them something that
can't be found in every corner. If you have accomplished this
they are bound to flock into your house.
" Monotony " and " sameness " can be found in every corner.
Mr. Exhibitor, please give them " something extra. " — M. Winkler.
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
1 — " Because You Said Good-By," by Sol P. Levy. The
I heartrendering sentiment expressed in the lyrics of this song
will find instant appeal with every audience. It takes its place
among the world's popular-classic ballads. Orchestrations
now in press. (Belwin, Inc., N. Y.)
2" When the Shadows Fall," a waltz from the New York
Broadway hit, " Listen, Lester," now playing at the Knickerbocker theatre. (Shapiro & Bernstein.)
3" Kisses," by J. S. Zamecnik. Famous waltz. Composer of
" My Cairo Love." (Sam Fox.)
4"trots
Society's
Now,"played
one for
of the
most popular
fox
of the Shimmying
season. Always
the dance
of the hour,
the "Shimmie."
(McCarthy & Fisher.)
5" A Wee Bit of Lace," a popular one-step of the New York
Broadway hit, " Royal Vagabond," now playing at the Cohan & Harris theatre. (McCarthy & Fisher.)
6"One
Thatof Wonderful
Mine,"
Walter
Goodwin.
those waltzMother
balladsof that
takesby the
crowd.
(Carl
Fisher- Whitmark.)
n "Dear Old Pal of Mine," waltz by Lieut. Citz Rice. The
&/ song
Co.) made famous by John McCormack. (C. Ricordi
8" Valse Pathetique," by M. L. Lake. A ravishing slow waltz,
containing every melodic and effective qualification necessary for achieving thorough and complete popular success.
(Carl Fischer.)
Free Music
THE acquisition of a big library consisting of every possible
musical character, is an expense which proves too great for
many musicians. Music for big photoplays, is always of a standard character, and can, therefore, not be obtained through " Orchestra Clubs," or in 25c. editions. The Dominant Publishing
Company, at 20 West Thirty-fourth street, New York, has just
brought my attention to the fact that they are distributing
twenty-four standard compositions free of charge with their interesting paper issued monthly at a subscription rate of $2.00 per
I earnestly suggest that every musician avail himself of the opportunity of subscribing to this excellent monthly paper, which
year.
besides giving away two standard compositions for full orchestras each month, also offers exceptional educational value to everybody who is calling himself a musician. This paper also contains
a Music Department conducted by Mr. M. Winkler, and is ready
at any time to help solve the difficult problems they are daily encountering inthe task of supplying appropriate music for the films.
A Western Novelty
DURING my experience of selecting music for pictures, I have
always found that Western pictures are a difficult problem of
correct musical interpretation. The reason of this is due to the
fact that there is very little real Western music published, and
that the only musical mediums available to accompany Western
(Continued on page 401S)
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(Continued from page 4017)
pictures are Galops, Common Hurries, Popular Rags, etc.
I recently had the pleasure of meeting the president of
Belwin, Inc., music publishers, and related these facts to him.
The result was that the ahove gentleman promised to publish a
number which will, to a certain extent, relieve the situation. Mr.
Berge has been engaged for the purpose of writing a number
which will be different from the everyday Western clap-traps, and
I must admit that he has succeeded in doing so. He wrote a
" Western Rodeo," a cowboy characteristic which, in my estimation, is really the best number of its kind, and the only number
being different from what has been published for these purposes
up to the present date.
Motion Picture News will gladly inform those interested in this
composition where to obtain it from.
LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

" BEATING THE ODDS "
(Harry and
Morey-Vitagraph)
Specially selected
compiled by M. Winkler
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "Adagietto" (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge
I 1 — " Love Theme," by Lee (2 minutes), at screening.
| 2 — Popular Sentimental Ballad (1 minute), until — T: "One of the
II three
and easies
" (restaurant
3 — Theme
(2 minutes),
until — scene)
S: When(cabaret).
Amy drops bag.
|
4
—
"
Dramatic
Reproach
"
(Andante
Sentimento), by Berge (2 min| utes), until — S: When Dave leaves Amy.
1 5— " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes and 30
| seconds), until — T: "The District Attorney is for."
1 6 — "Mandarin Dance" (Eccentric Chinese Novelette), by Kern1 pinski (45 seconds), until — T: "That man who would rise."
| 7 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (3
| minutes), until — T: " Doc you're wasting perfectly."
I 8 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Make friends
| and you will make."
I 9 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berg (3 minutes),
I until — T: "I came out to show you" (auto effects).
i 10 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Gail Rogers, a steel magnate."
| 11 — " Heavy Foreboding Mysterioso " (No. 16 A. B. C. Dramatic
I Series) (4 minutes), until — T: "Shame, it's a tonic."
1
— " LightandAllegro
Agitato until
" (No.
A. B.Dave
C. Dramatic
I (2 12minutes
15 seconds),
— S: 16When
turns out Series)
lights.
| 13 — "Pathetic Romance" (No. 16 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1
I minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "At the home of Gail, Rogers."
| 14 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Dave talks to Rosalie.
| 15 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minI ute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Time, the magic wand which."
1 16 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "Miss Rogers-Rosalie."
| 17 — " Dramatic Tension No. 44," by Borch (3 minutes and 15
| seconds), until — T: "That evening Mr. Rogers returns."
I 18 — "Valse Divine" (Valse Lente), by Rosey (3 minutes), until — T:
I " Let's be married tomorrow."
| 19 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Many forces may
I ennoble the."
| 20 — "Allegro Agitato" (No. 17 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minI ute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Well, well how's the best."
| 21 — "Plaintive" (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (2 minutes),
I until — T: " I say, no."
I 22 — " Dramatic Agitato No. 38," by Minot (2 minutes and 30
I seconds), until — T: "An unexpected turn" (telephone-bell).
| 23 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " Rosalie I am not
I1 satisfied."
24 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
1 until — T : " Your stepmother."
1 25 — "Silent Sorrows" (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (2 minutes),
II until
T: "Three
years anduntilthree
26 —— Theme
(2 minutes),
— S: long
Whenyears."
Dave sees child — until END.

Picture

News

" THIN ICE "
(Corinne Griffith- Vitagraph)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (And. Sentimento), by Levy
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), at screening.
2 — "At Twilight" (Characteristic Romance), by Golden (2 minutes
and3 — 45" Heavy
seconds),Dr.until
— T: "Ned
brother."Edition) (3
Pathetic
" (No.Winton,
10 LuzAlice's
Photo-Play
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "The following evening the"
(telephone-bell)
.
4— " Silent Sorrows
" (Pathetic Andante), by Borch (2 minutes),
until — T: "After a night spent in prayers."
5 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Allegretto Grazioso), by Friedman (2 min45 seconds),
until —(No.
T: ' 9I'llLuz
keepPhoto
five thousand."
6— — utes" andHeavy
Desc. Ag."
Play Edition) (1 minute),
until
—
T:
"The
bomb
explodes."
7 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " Celebrating the profitable failure."
8 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute), until — T: "In
9 — "The Blushing Rose" (Andantino Serenade), by Johnson (4
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "James Miller, District Attorney."
Arizona."
1011 —— Theme
(45 seconds),
untilAgitato),
— T: "After
the honeymoon."
"Turbulence"
(Allegro
by Borch
(1 minute), until
— T: " Ned Winton returns."
12 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes),
until — T: " On the following day Robert."
13 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "Upon her arrival at."
14 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "I am glad you
15 — " Frills
married
Bob." and Furbelows" (Rondo Rococo), by Andino (1 minute
and16 —30"Perpetual
seconds), until
— T: "The
following
morning."
Motion"
(Allegro
Agitato),
by Borch (1 minute),
until
—
T:
"Jobless,
penniless,
friendless."
17 — "Visions" (Intermezzo Characteristic), by Buse (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Graves.
18 —— "Dramatic
Suspense"
until
S : When Alice
enters. by Winkler (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
19 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
" When Alice leaves."
20 — " Peacefulness " (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (3 minutes and
45 21seconds),
until — No.
T: "The
of circumstance."
— " Misterioso
29," byWebAndino
(2 minutes), until — S: When
Ned22 —turns
out
light"
(gust
of
wind).
Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Alice recognizes Ned.
"Agitato
37," tobyopen
Andino
— 23S :— When
AliceNo.starts
safe. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
24 — " Gruesome Misterioso No. 31," by Borch (3 minutes), until —
S: When Alice sees Graves' body (telephone-bell).
25 — "Dramatic Reproach" (Andante Expressivo), by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: " Ned having been overtaken."
26 — Theme (30 seconds), until — T: "Ned, I am sorry," until END.
" JACQUES OF THE SILVER NORTH"
(Mitchell
Specially selected
and Lewis-Select)
compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Sunrise on the Mountain (4/4 Adagio), by Borch
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T:Don Baird who has.
2 — "Characteristic Barcarolle" (Allegretto), by Borch (2 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — S: Jacques playing the guitar.
3 — "Mountaineer's Dance" (3/4 Allegretto), by Conterno (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: Joseph Clyde Treffery.
4— Sinister Theme (4 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: We know
Jacques'
5 — "Dramatic
Suspense" (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: I
hope
thathere.
some day.
6
—
Continue
pp
(1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: Days of contentment.
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), T: A stranger arrives.
8— "May
Lost
in the Dreams"
wildnerness.(Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes), until — T:
9 — Continue pp (45 seconds),
Note: until
Watch— T:shot.Raven's Roost, a new camp.
10 — "Savannah" (One-step), by Rosey (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — S: Girl on top of big rock.
(Continued on page 4020) 1

PICKFORD
PICKS
THE
Out Of Many Songs Submitted

BEST

MARY
PICKFORD
Selects Albert Von Tilzer's delightful eons
DEAR

OLD
DADDY
LONG
As a musical setting to her First National Exhibitors photoplay

LEGS

DADDY
LONG
LEGS
Professional
copies,
Slides,
vocal
and
dance
orchestrations
now
available.
We
can
help
you
make "Daddy Long Legs" a 100% box office
attraction. Communicate with us at once.
Movie Dept.
BROADWAY MUSIC CORPORATION, 145 West 45th Street, New York City Will Von Tilzer, President
NOTE: We are no longer members of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. It costs nothing to play our numbers.
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YAKIMA THEATRE
At Yakima, Washington, ■where the Estey Theatre Organ
helps to entertain the crowds that come every night.

Give

People

What

They

Want

They have demanded better films and better theatres — and the big, successful houses are
the result of giving people what they want.
Now they want better music, and many of the best theatres are installing
THE

ESTEY

THEATRE

ORGAN

It interprets the pictures with music, and can be adapted to any musical program, popular
or classical.
It is unquestionably the best music for motion picture theatres. It has been proved out in
some of the best theatres in America. You ought to hear what the managers of these theatres
say about the Estey Organ.
Without cost to you we will send an expert to look at your theatre, tell you what kind
of an organ you could best use, and give you an estimate of the cost. We will also tell you
some theatre near you that has an Estey Pipe Organ, so you can judge for yourself.
THE

ESTEY

ORGAN COMPANY, BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT
You can hear the Estey Organ at any of these branches :
Studios in New York, 11 West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut Street; Boston, 120 Boylston
Street; Los Angeles, 332 South Broadway
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A Personal

My

Motion

Word

Brother

--

I have been through the mill and know all about
the operating room troubles due to uneven and
excessive film tension. You know this too, and
now I want you to know that you can cut out
all this trouble by using my Even Tension Reel
which I have successfully used in my own operating room for nearly two years before offering it to you. Tell the Boss it will pay for itself
two or three times a year in the saving in lower
sprockets, besides reducing other wear and tear.
I give you thy word as a Brother Projectionist
that this is true. You will be amazed at the light,
even tension. Just try a couple. They're guaranteed.
Fraternally yours,
Gove S. Boylan.
AUTOMATIC
203 Evans Building

REEL

News

(Continued from page 4018)
11 — " Dramatic Tension No. 6," by Andino (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: You're
making a mistake.
until12 —— "T:Dramatic
All right,Agitato,"
mister. by Hough (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
13 — "Serenade Romantique " (Dramatic), by Borch (1 minute and
45 14seconds),
until — T: I reckon now we'll all kiss.
dawn.— Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: The spreading
15 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: Returning from their inspection.
16 — " Mountain Song" (3/4 Andante), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: 'Neather the spell of Indian summer.
17 — "Silvery Brook" (Waltz), by Braham (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: Memory tells her father.
18 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: Liquor and a stacked deck.
19 — " Hunkatin
(Half-toneon one^step),
seconds),
until — T:" Treffery
his way. by Levy (1 minute and 45
20 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: The golden green of autumn.
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until T: Damn your insolence.
22 — "Agitato," by Minot (55 seconds), until — T: The return of
Jacques.
23 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: Treffery, I no can find him.
24— Continue pp and slow (50 seconds), until — T: We will take this
trail.
25 — " Flirty Flirts " (Moderato), by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: Memory's plan.
26 — " A> La Mode " (One-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — T:'at last M'seu we meet.
27 — " La Bella Argentina " (Spanish Dance), by Roberts (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: I never thought you would.
Note: To be played as Piano Solo.
28
—
"
Dramatic
until — S : Girl beginsReproach,"
to dance. by Berge (1 minute and 25 seconds),
29 — Repeat Cue No. 27 as Piano Solo (40 seconds), until — T: Boys,
a kiss to the men.
— " Hurry,
No. now.
33," by Minot (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: 30We've
lost him
31 — "journey.
Furioso," by Levy (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: The
return
32 — " Dramatic Andante," by Berge (1 minute and 35 seconds), until— T: The home" coming.
33 — Theme (3 minutes and THE
5 seconds),
END. until the end.

to

Projectionists

Picture

CO.

Washington, D. C.
" THE SPLENDID ROMANCE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Celeste Aida" (Romance), by Verdi
1 — Operatic Composition (to be performed as piano solo), (50 seconds), until — At Screening.
2 — " La Forza Del Destino " (Overture), by Verdi (1 minute and 45
seconds),
until — S: Close-up of girl smoking.
family.
3 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), T: The home of Ubaldo's
4 — " Barcarolle Italienne " (Characteristic), by Czibulka (3 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: May Alvin, an American.
5 — ding
Continue
pp (50 seconds), until — T: Remember this is my wedday.
6 — Serenade" (Moderato), by Drdla (1 minute and 15 seconds), until— T: Judge Novello at whose home.
7— "Italian Night's Waltz" (Italian), by Tobani (4 minutes and 25
seocnds),
S: Flashback
Ubaldo's home.
all 8—up. Themeuntil(4— minutes
and 30to seconds),
until — T: Bettina, I gave it
9 — " Dramatic Tension " (Dramatic), by Levy (3 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: Bettina. have you no welcome?
10 — "Fifth Nocturne" (Moderato), by Leybach (1 minute and 40
seconds), until — T: On the Atlantic.
11 — " Tacet." Just produce piano effects of boy practising (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until — T: In New York.
12 — " Roman Serenade " (Moderato), by Paladilhe (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: I said play the piano.
13 — Continue pp (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: Still dodging
(Continued on next page)
pursuit.

InnnanmB DO PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES .am™™™

Protect Your Patrons' Health
By having your theatre seats upholstered in
Craftsman Fabrikoid. Sanitary because dirtproof, dust-proof, germ-proof and washable.
As beautiful as leather — durable and economical— Craftsman Fabrikoid
assures complete satisfaction
to both patrons and owner.
Write for Samples
DuPont
Fabrikoid
Company
Wilmington
Delaware
No. 275
Made by

.'i]

Wisconsin
Cabinet &
Panel Co.
105 West
40th Street
New York
Eiiinnaiiifnniniii

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it
Empire
345 West
Bryant 5437

City Film Lab., Inc
40th St., New York City
Bet. 8th & 9th Ares.
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(Continued from preceding page)
14 — "Roman Serenade" (Moderato), by Paladilhe (SO seconds), until— S : Ubaldo playing piano.
15 —ute and" Dramatic
Agitato"
action),
(Agitato),
by Hough (1 min30 seconds),
until — T:(to Let
me have
it, Ubaldo.
16—
Theme
(1
minute
and
15
seconds),
until
—
S:
Flashback
to music
studio. .
17
—
"Roman
Serenade"
(Moderato),
by
Palahilhe
(1
minute),
until
— T. At the musicale.
18
—
"
Grazielle,
Valse
Italienne
(Valse
Lente),
by
Kretschmer
(2
minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: Genius never could think.
18
—
"Flirty
Flirts"
(Melodious
Int.),
by
Levy
(2
minutes
and
25
seconds), until — S: Close-up of newspaper.
20 — "Dramatic
by Levy (2 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — T:Recitative"
Professor, (Dramatic),
what are you.
21 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: It's the impractical fools.
22 — "Roman
Serenade"
(Romance), by Paladilhe (1 minute and 15
seconds),
Success
Note:untilAs— T:Piano
Solo. comes quickly.
23 — " Sicilian
seconds),
until — Vespers
S. Ubaldo" (Dramatic),
leaving piano.by Verdi (3 minutes and 45
24 — "onds),Babillage
"
(Allegretto),
by Castillo
until — T: Alone at his country
place. (4 minutes and 30 sec25
—
"Sinister
Theme"
(Mysterioso),
by Vely (4 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: Poor Maestro to be tied.
26 — Theme (25 seconds), until — T: To think Ubaldo.
UNTIL THE END.
" THE SOCIAL PIRATE "
(June Elvidge-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (And. Sentimento), by Levy
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), at screening.
2 — "A La
(Popular
by Rosey (1 minute and 30
seconds),
untilMode"
— S: When
scene one-step),
fades to cabaret.
3
—
"Birds
and
Butterflies"
(Intermezzo
Allegretto), by Vely (45
seconds), until — S: At end of dance.
4— Orchestra tacet (15 seconds), until — T: "Ladies and gents, I
now."
5— " Dolores
Humoreskeplays
" (Direct
by Dvorak
When
(violin Cue),
and piano
only). (45 seconds), unti.' — S:
6
—
"
Agitato
No.
6,"
by
Kiefert
(1
minute
and 45 seconds), until —
S : When fight starts.
7 — "Fairy Phantoms" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Friedman (2
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Mrs. Norma Ridgeway."
8— " May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (4 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Next morning."
9 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until
— T: Despite her illness Dolores."
10 — "After
"Sinistera fruitless
Theme,"search."
by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until
— T:
11 — "Adagio Cantabile " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique),
by Berge (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Your room will
always be."
12 — Theme (violin only) (2 minutes), until — T: " Senor Valrez
sailed."
13 — "Valse Divine" (Valse Lento), by Rosey (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "At the Locusts."
14
until —— "Humoreske"
S : When Dolores(violin
startsandto piano
play. only), by Dvorak (30 seconds),
15 — Orchestra tacet (15 seconds), until — S: When audience applaud.
— "Visions"
(Intermezzo
Characteristic)
piano only),
by 16Buse
(15 seconds),
until — S:
When Dolores(violin
playsandagain.
17 — "Constance" (Moderato Romance), by Golden (3 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "On the eve of departing."
18 —— "Rose
by Ashleigh (3 minutes),
until
T: "At Leaves"
the end of(Andantine
a successfulIdyll),
concert."
19
—
Theme
(1
minute
and
15
seconds),
until
— S: When Bruce joins
Dolores.
20 — "Path of Flowers" (Standard Waltz), by Waldteufel (1 minute
and21 —45Theme
seconds), until — T: "The wedding house party."
reads
letter. (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S: When Dolores
22 — " The Blushing Rose " (Andantino Serenade), by Johnson (1
minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Would you be good enough."
23 — " Sorrow Theme," by Roberts (3 minutes), until — T: " You like
my bracelet."
.
24 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (4 minutes and IS
seconds) , until — T : " I thought I heard a man's."
25 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (4 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — S : When" Dolores leaves room.
26 — " Vivi Finale " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes), until — T: "Next morning."
27 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes), until —
T: "Miss Fernandez dismissed."
28 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
and
30 seconds), until — T: "Late afternoon" (watch for knocking
on door).
29
—
" Half detectives
Reel Hurry,"
— S : When
enter bydrugLevy
store.(5 minutes and 15 seconds), until
30
—
"Agitato
No.
69,"
by
Minot
— S : When Bruce opens door (shots).(1 minute and IS seconds), until
31 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Dolores leaves — until END.

You Can Find
on each 'Receipts
price
yowltckei
withat the
ticket
a glance
AuTomaTTckeT
ISYSTEM

Y well equipped
EV
4ER
box office needs
the new Autom aticket.
The convenience and
efficiency of this Register
are beyond question.
Let us show you
how it will earn
dividends £>r you..
AulbMAlTcKET
VSY5TE

M

"NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Read what C. A. Morrison of The Princess Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
Gentlemen:
ilEasels,
We have
purchased
quiteTicket
a number of Brass Frames and
together
I Poster Frames
ofwith
yourBrass
Company. Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
Ail of these goods reached us In perfect condition and the
|quality
the goods
best. andI have
told several
the ctty was
of your
In several
instancesother
ordersmanagers
have beenIn
sent
you
—
all
of
which
goes
to
show
that
your
best
advertiser
Is a satisfied customer.
PRINCESS THEATRE CO., Inc.
C. A. Morrison, Mgr.
Hartford, Conn.
INSIST ON THE NAME "NEWMAN" WHEN BUYING FRAME
Write for New 1§18 Catalog
The
Newman
Mfg. Company
ESTABLISHED 1882
717-19
Sycamore
Ohio
Frames, Easels,
68 W. Washington Street,
Street, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Illinois
Rails, Grilles.
Canadian
Representative^—
J.
T.
Malone,
Rialto
Signs, Choppers
Theatre
Montreal,SanCanada
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast
— G. Bldg.,
A. Metcalfe,
Francisco . Ca
We manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishini.
The Accessory Department
teems with Items of Interest
to Operator and Exhibitor
alike.

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
MOTION PICTURES
AND THE
Paper of IN
STAGE PRINTED
PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE
DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Year. $6.00

^ THE
BARTO
LA*
You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

C0„ Room 314 Mailer* Bldg., Chicago. IIL Factory, Oshkosh, Wii.
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usiness
BXftferings
WANTED — High-class Movie Man
to open first-class
Phoenix,
Arizona. Ipicture
have a show
buildingin
centrally located with lease for
fourteen years. Big opportunity for
right man. Party must have at
least Three Thousand Dollars to
Invest and must be capable of
assuming full management. Address
Benjamin Rice, 525 Main St., Joplin,
Missouri.
. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR
A used
Photo-Player.
ReasonSALE
for —sale,
is being
replaced
with large Kimball Pipe Organ.
Communicate with W. B. Milner,
Room 601, 507 Fifth Ave., New
York City.
FOR
— 400 foot model.
camera, Has
Erna- 2
mann SALE
Professional
inch lens, four magazines, masks
and case. Big bargain. Flanders,
507 Fifth Ave., New York.
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
MANAGER — At present employed
with cateone
of the inbest
of theatres
the known
Middle syndiWest,
desires change. Expert on exploitation and advertising, full of " Pep,"
" PunchLobby
" andDisplays,
" Go." high
Build class
my
own
Show Card and Sign Writer. Highest references as to ability to compel business and place your house in
the A-l class. Known to most
every dle
Branch
Manager in organizer,
the MidWest. Thorough
Diplomatic and expounder of Cheerful Theatre service. Open for single house engagement or a string of
theatres. Correspondence solicited
and specimen
responsible stunts
managers or mailed
owners toonly.
References above the ordinary.
FORREST C. TEMPDIN, Personal,
^are F. J. Rembusch Enterprises,
Shelbyville, Ind.

Motion
" BEAUTY PROOF "
1 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — At Screening.
(Sleighbells)
2 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Inspector MacGregor of the.
3 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until: T: "They say you're beauty proof."
4— "Fairy Phantoms" (Allegretto Grazioso), by Friedman (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: On the way to Le Pas with.
5 — "LeModerne
Waltz set
" (Valse
by Rosey (1 minute), until
— T:
Pas a town
in the Moderato),
midst.
6
—
"
Rose
Leaves
"
(Idyl
Andantino),
by
Ashleigh
(2 minutes), until
S : When dancers stof>.
7 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: When Steele ignores women.
8 — "Allegro Hurry (No. 2 A. B. C. Dramatic Series), (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — Steele's mind had.
9 — utes
" Heavy
Dr. Desc until
" (No.
2 A. B.Steele
C. Dramatic
and 15 seconds),
S: When
is put on Series),
bed. (3 min10 — "Intermezzo" (Allegro Agitation), by Arensky (3 minutes and
45 seconds), until — S: When box is placed on sleigh.
11 —— "S Dramatic
Recitative,"
by door.
Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
: When Carol
knocks on
12 — "Agitato No. 6," by Kiefert (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T: "You are beautiful" (shot).
13 — "Heavy Mysterioso " (No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series), (1
minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Yes, he is dead."
14 — "Agitato Mysterioso (No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series), (45
seconds), until — T: " You cheated me."
15 — "Plaintive" (No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (3 minutes),
until — T: "Four years ago I met Hodges.
16 — returns.
Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Three days later
Steel
17 — "Allegro
No. 8," by Andino (1 minute), until — T: "I
carried
Hodges Agitato
on" (shot).
18
—
"Sinister
Theme,"
by Vely (3 minutes), until — T: The trial of
Thorpe and his.
19 — "Joyous Allegro," by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
T: " Not Guilty."
20 — Theme
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Hodges was detained in the lock-up.
21
—
"Turbulence"
(Allegro atAgitato),
by Borch
(2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: Knowing
last although
he had.
22 — " Dramatic Tension No. 67," by Shepherd (2 minues and 45
seconds), until — T: "This is the second time I have."
23 — " Finale," from Ariele (Agitato Allegro), by Bach (3 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Steele takes this trail to Le Bac."
24
Motion"
(Allegro
Agitato),
and —45"Perpetual
seconds), until
— S: When
Steele
reaches byhut.Borch (2 minutes
25 — " sleigh.
Agitato No. 69, by Minot (3 minutes, until — S : When Hodges
reaches
hat26 —andTheme
gloves.(1 minute and 30 seconds), until S: When Steele takes
THE END.

THE ARGUS:LAMP &APPLIANCE CO.
^Manufacturers of
Argus-Sheck Universal Adapters
for Mazda Lamp
and Projection
Argus Crystal Bead Screens
CLEVELAND, Ohio
= Write for catalog.
FOR COLORj EFFECTS USE
Hoods
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent.
Hoods slip over the bulb.
Way Ahead
of Dip and
Less Costly
REYNOLDS
For 5-10 W. and
25-40 W. Lamps ELECTRIC CO.
422 S. TALMAN AVE.
[CHICAGO, ILL.
Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
5 So. Wabaeh
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Machines, National Carbons, Mlnusa
Screens and Everything for the
Theatre.
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

Bert Lytell and Maxwell Karger, of Metro, Snapped at the West Coast
Plant Following the Completion of " Blackie's Redemption "

Picture

News

A FACTORY devoted
exclusively to making of,
MOVING PICTURE ACCESSORIES. PRICES
are RIGHT— GOODS, the
BEST.
<S> is the BRAND
Sold the world over. Ask
for them. INSIST on
getting
them. If your
dealer does
not supply
them, write
E. E. FULTON CO.
3204 Carroll Ave.
CHICAGO
Here's the list. Watch it
for new REWIN
additiDS
ons —(2 styles)
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Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
" Ambrose's Day Off "
(Poppy — Two-Reel Comedy, with Mack Swain)
MACK SWAIN will hereafter be identified with Poppy Comedies after Keystoning and Sunshining and L-Koing his way
for several seasons. Here is a comedian who is inimitable — a
fact that has been proven since he first blossomed out with Chaplin years ago- Though his fellow funmakers (the big ones)
have been imitated by a score of lesser lights, the big unctious
comedian stands out conspicuously because his style and bag of
tricks have not been copied in any way, shape or form.
He is unique. There is no doubt about that when one considers
his peculiar makeup and business. But the thing that makes him
a big funmaker is the apparent ease with which he scores his
points. There is no ostentation whatsoever. Anyone who can
make his comedy spontaneous is an artist. And that is just what
Mr. Swain is — an artist.
The people who are back of him in his new venture have spared
no expense to make his comedies comparable with the best. They
have commissioned R. S. Todd, who is said to be the Chaplin
editor, as the man behind the titles. And his fine Italian hand
is seen in the captions which are quaint and lambent with humor.
The
author is
of Walter
" Ambrose's
Day Off " is Vincent Bryan while
the director
S. Frederick.
But the picture is only a beginner and we feel sure that MrSwain will come into his own just as soon as his sponsors become
acclimated to his style. He has a good-looking ensemble and a
beauty in Lottie Cruze who plays opposite. She is chock full
of pep and personality. Poppy Comedies are put out by the Frohman Amusement Corporation. — Laurence Reid.

INDIA

AND

by Peter

Milne

in Advance
44 The

She Wolf "

(Frohman — Five Reels)
IT has been some time since Texas Guinan graced the screen,
* but she lingers in the memory because of her unique characterization ina picture called " The Gun Woman," which came
out several months ago. It will be remembered that she paralleled
Bill Hart and seemingly stepped into his shoes with all the
familiar accoutrements. And she made a good impression as the
two gun good-bad woman when she invaded a field hitherto hed
by the men.
Well that impression still remains in her new offering, " The
She Wolf." It could be called "The He Wolf" and it would
fit Hart to a dot, which leads us to say that Miss Guinan IS
Bill Hart disguised in feminine clothes.
She has the same repression and the same mannerisms but
she
succeededhisin work.
catching the suppressed emotional fervor
that hasn't
characterizes
The picture is regulation Western melodrama which means
that all the mining camp trappings are in their accustomed places.
The She Wolf is a two gun woman who conducts the saloon
and when the vicious element show their ugly heads she promptly
puts them where they belong. The conflict that is typical of
such pieces engenders a deal of action and suspense, and the
love interest comes to the surface to transform her from a wolf
into a lamb.
Cliff Smith, who knows his West and its melodramas, has succeeded in turning out a picture that holds the interest all the wayHis familiar long shots are as picturesque as ever. Harvey Thaw's
titles speak the language of the times and they contribute splendidly in making the characters colorful and the plot atmospheric.
photography is creditable. " The She Wolf " was
Steve
written Rounds'
by John Colton and scenarioized by Raymond L. Schrock.
— Laurence Rcid.
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;i j " The Sleeping Lion " — with Monroe Sahsbury
TT'HE first part of this picture follows the George Beban School.
ij It presents the hero as an Italian, moulder of Plaster of Paris
statues, who finds a homeless little orphan boy whom he adopts.
The remainder is staged in a Western country among farms and
w6ods ; it includes a strong fight between the hero and the villain.
! (There is much to be commended in it ! The good cast, for insjtince, the beautiful forest scenery, the fine photography, the
excellent directing, the high suspense, etc. But there is also much
tjbjbe condemned, when judged from the standpoint of a spectator
who demands pictures of the cheerful soft, the kind that leave
llijn in a happy mood ; toe much blood flows, and too much cruelty
Ik fshown. For instance, while a strong fight may appeal to some
tpen, women abhor it. On the other hand, while a close up with
the blood flowing from the jaw may be realistic, it can hardly be
sfaid -that it -entertains. To many a picture -goer- the sight of it
is sickening. But the one feature that will cause some people
to shring back with horror is the shooting of the little boy. It is
not quite clear how the levelling of a gun, and then the shooting
of it and killing a child can be productive of pleasure to a spectator. Neither is it clear how the details that naturally follow,
such as the showing of a close-up with the little boy lying prostrate on the floor, the raising of it and placing it upon the couch,
the expression of deep grief by the countenances of those that are
dearest to him, can be productive of cheer. It is true that the
villain, while shooting at the window shadow, does not know
who the original on the other side is; but the spectator does. It
is also true that the child is not killed, but only stunned and injured slightly;
but that that
is only
"sugar-coating
the bitter
pill," as
the showing
afterward
the little
life is not extinct
is powerless
to overcome the feeling of horror implanted in the mind of a
tender-hearted mother, or a loving father, or, in fact, of anybody
who has a heart, because to them the child for several minutes is
dead.
What makes the act more saddening is the fact that no punishment is provided for such a crime. It is true that the villain
suffers in the end, but he does not pay for this particular act, as
the fact that he is the one who had shot the child never becomes
known to any of the other characters. Released by Universal
in June. Length, 6 reels. — P. S. H.
" The Final Close-Up " with Shirley Mason
THIS is just an ordinary picture; perhaps it is not the kind that
will do you much harm to run, but it is not the sort that would
make anybody go out of his way to praise it. There seems to be
very little good will attracted by the principal characters, because
of the unsympathetic mood of the story. It is a rank exaggeration
of life, and quite often a misrepresentation. People would hardly
behave the way they are shown in the picture.
The theme is the usual shock cushion, employed whenever there
is
else in SHE
sight —isthea milionaire's
son marries store,
the poor
girl.
In nothing
this instance,
clerk in a department
working
in the basement, the hottest spot in town. She faints, from the
excessive heat, the same as many other girls have done, but she
has no money to go to the beach. HE, however, is there in the
person of a reporter, out for a story, who, upon hearing her. sad
circumstances, sends her $200, without disclosing the identity of
the sender. She goes down to a summer resort, registers in the
best hotel, and poses as a society lady. But her social standing
soon becomes known among the other guests, so they one and all
turn their backs to her. The hero, however, is on hand to offer
his friendship. In the end everything turns out all right ; they
marry with the consent of the father, who made his millions from
street department contracts. Released by Paramount May 18.
Length, 5 reels.— P. S. H.
. " Almost Married " — with May Allison
MISS ALLISON seems to have struck it wrong this time.
There ofisn't
to thewould
picture.
themea
is hardly
the much
sort that
have Toa begin
strong with,
appealthe with
modern audience, because, besides having been done on the screen
time and again, it could not be called modern in the strict sense
of the word. On the other hand, it lacks suspense.
The first part of the picture opens in Switzerland, among the
Alps, with the characters dressed in their native costume. The
heroine there meets the hero, an Irish American, the son of a
newly made rich father; they fall in- love. As he is trying to put
cjti airs, however, he thinks a marriage between them is unwise,

Picture

News

REVIEWS

owing to their different social standing; so he leaves back for the
states, making the fact known to the heroine by letter.
Shortly, the heroine goes to America, where she becomes a
chorus girl. She meets with the father of her former love. The
father, learning of the unjust treatment his son accorded the
heroine, schemes with her to bring about their union. They pretend to fall in love with each other. In a few days they tell the
son
they
have conversation,
been married. however,
This arouses
the becomes
son's jealousy.
By
an overheard
the son
aware that
their marriage is a fake, undertaken to arouse his jealousy, so he
determines to arouse the heroine's jealousy by pretending he is
engaged to a chorus lady. In the end, however, both schemes are
disclosed, and a union between the hero and the heroine results.
man's roleinfluence
is very unsympathetic,
this her
fact falling
seems
to The
haveyoung
a detrimental
upon the heroineandalso;
in love with such a man appears to kill all sympathy for her. The
bright spot of the picture, however, is the character of the old
man, undertaken by Frank Currier. He succeeds in causing some
laughs.
The picture is not suggestive. Released through Metro June 2.
Length, 5 reels. —P. S. H.
" One of the Finest " — with Tom Moore
humanness of the story, combined with the pleasing personality of Tom Moore, and with the skillful handling, make
this picture appealing. It should offer satisfactory entertainment
to a large number of pleasure seekers.
Mr. Moore's role is that of a big-hearted policeman, who cares
for his widowed mother, as well as a little girl, the daughter of
aformana living.
serving a term in prison, and of a woman who has to work

THE

While on duty in the park as a traffic man, he stops a speeding
automobile. The passengers, a young lady and an escort, an
aspiring suitor, resent the interference. The young lady, attracted
by the fine appearance of the policeman, returns to make his
acquaintance, but he is there no more, having been transferred
and made a plain clothes man, through the influence of her escort.
While a wedding is taking place in the home of the young lady,
the heroine, the hero is detailed to watch the wedding presents.
The heroine is surprised to come across him so unexpectedly. At
the same time she is glad for the opportunity of making his
acquaintance. The aspirant suitor, in order to bring about an
estrangement between the two lovers, accuses the hero as dividing
his affection with another woman. The falseness of his statements, however, is soon disclosed. The heroine learns that the
woman in question is none other than the mother of the little
girl h.e is caring for. Their engagement is now approved by the
father of the girl. Released by Goldwyn May 4. Length, 5
reels.— P. S. H.
"Red Head" — with Alice Brady
UNLESS
" Redcaters
Head to" families
is re-subtitled,
it isit not
clear without
how a
theatre that
can show
to them
offending their sensibilities. The language of most of the subtitles, which represent expressions uttered by the heroine, are in
the regular Broadway dialect, the kind used by the commonest
of women in their every day conversation.
Of course the object was to produce realism, and as the heroine
is a cabaret singer, such expressions should not seem out of
place. This is true enough, but realism cannot be applied in all
cases, without offending; and offense seems to be what is produced in this instance.
The conduct of the heroine after her marriage to the hero is,
too, I am afraid, going to prove a sourse of displeasure. She
marries
wealthy manufacturer's
dissolute
are both a intoxicated.
After the young
mannephew,
wakes while
up in they
the
morning and is told of the marriage, he becomes angry. He
scorns his wife. Nearly to the end of the picture he shows disgust for her, once even telling her right to her face that he has
absolutely no use for her whatever. In the end, of course, the
heroine wins his love. In the face of such conduct on her
husband's part, it seems incredible that a modern woman would
have gone
as far onas it.
the Itheroine
the would
hero's
love,
and insists
is truedoes.
there She
are begs
womenfor who
go as far as that, but they should expect no sympathy : and the
winning
of the spectator's
sympathy
for the
aim
of this story.
What is more
probable
the heroine
majorityis ofthe girls,
under similar circumstances, would have done is to kick such a
man in the face and tell him to get out. Released through Select
in April. Length, 5 reels. P.S.H.
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"THE

FINAL
Working

GOOD

CLOSE-UP"—

Girl Beats Debutante

PARAMOUNT

to the Altar in Sparkling Comedy

fortune is smiling at Shirley Mason these days if one takes into account her latest success,

" The Final Close-Up." It is a sparkling comedy in which Paramount has presented her — quite as
effervescent with humor as her last previous offering, " The Rescuing Angel." And it surpasses
the latter piece in the spontaneity of its action, since there is no labor in the composition. The wit and
humor seem to spout from springs that are far beneath the surface, which leads us to state that when
a comedy is conceived on such a foundation you can make up your mind it is well nigh perfect.
It satirizes the final scene of the customary picture and naturally eliminates criticism from the
captious spectator. When a certain working girl breaks into society and beats the budding "debs" in
leading the catch of the season to the altar, she, being a picture devotee, informs him that the time is
ripe to go into the final close-up. Before this event takes place, incidents are unfolded which not only
generate wholesome humor, but give forth a deal of drama in the. shape of heart interest and pathos.
And the entire picture is punctuated with a rich assortment of laugh-provoking subtitles.
Miss Mason's performance sparkles like the incidents of the story, and she gives evidence that she
has graduated as a first class comedienne. Francis McDonald makes an excellent foil. Walter Edwards
is the man at the helm and his direction is praiseworthy. The picture was reviewed on page 3847 of
last week's issue. — Length, 5 reels.
THE CAST
Nora Nolan.
Shirley Mason
Jimmie Norton, a Reporter. .. .Francis McDonald
Patrick Norton
James Gordon
Emily Westervelt-Moore Betty Bouton
Lloyd Gregory
Eugene Burr
Maisie Smith
Mary Warren
By Royal Brown.
Scenario by Julia C. Ivers.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Photographed by James C. Van Trees.
PRESS NOTICE
Shirleymount Mason,
the seen
diminutive
daintypicture,
Parastar, will be
in her andnewest
"theatre
The Final
Close-Up,"
which
comes
to
the
on
of
week. Miss Mason
appears in the role of Nora Dolan, a department
store clerk, who spends her vacation at a seaside
resort. It is a fashionable place and Nora would
have found it too expensive except that that gets
$200 from an anonymous source. So she meets a
young newspaper man who falls in love with her,
but just as things are going well she is accused
of theft.
To show
the manager
and Nora
his aristocratic
patrons that she
is innocent,
captures the
real crooks in the act of robbing the hotel safe,
her only weapon being a frying pan. And so she
gets back her own money and the jewels of the
other guests, and finds clear sailing in her love
affair with her newspaper friend, Jimmy Norton,
who it turns out, was the anonymous donator of
the two hundred dollars.
Miss eraMason
a light Her
comedycharacterization
role which gen-is
tes a lot ofhaspathos.
particularly appealing and it may safely be said
that she has never found such opportunities as
are presented here to score as a resourceful and
talented actress. Fiancis McDonald, who appears
opposite
the star, ofgives
good includes
account ofsuch
himself.
The remainder
the a cast
well
known players as Mary Warren, Betty Bouton,
Eugene Burr and James Gordon. The story,
written by Royal Brown, appeared in the Red
Book Magazine some time ago. Julia C. Ivers
made the adaptation, and the picture was produced
under the direction of Walter Edwards.
THE STORY
Nora Nolan works in a New York department
store. Summer has arrived and on a particularly
hot day she pretends to faint. The store doctor
advises a vacation and the girl is unable to take
it until Jimmy Norton, a cub reporter, who is
covering a story in the store, sympathizes with
her and anonymously sends her $200. So Nora
has her wish to go to Winchester-by-the-sea and
have a good time like the society people. Jimmy,
in the meantime, is fired from his paper and
leaves for the same resort to pitch on the hotel
ball
team. theNowcatch
he ofis the
a m.'ifionaire's
son, and
considered
season, so when
Emilyis
Westervelt-Moore, a society girl, sees that he is
impressed with Nora, she becomes extremely
jealous.
On learning from Jimmy that Nora works in a
department store, she loses no time in letting the

— Laurence Reid.
whole world know it. Lloyd Gregory, a thief,
posing as an admirer of Emily, robs all the bathhouses on the beach, and to hide his theft, suggests to Emily that Nora must be the thief. The
society
bud plants
in Nora's
room,in
but is caught
by thesome
shopjewelry
girl, who
locks her
the bathroom. When the manager accuses Nora,
she compels Emily to take sides with her, although the shop girl has to wash dishes to pay
her bill because she has been robbed by Gregory.
However, she arranges a clever ruse and clears
herself and eventually captures the crooks.
Holding a frying pan over their heads until help
arrives, she keeps them at bay. So Jimmy proposes and Nora consents. And before you know
it they are enacting the final close-up.
CATCH LINES
She was only a shop girl and she wanted to live
as they doionableinseaside
the resort
movies.to Sohave
she her
went wish
to a come
fashtrue. And before her vacation was over she took
part in a final close-up just as they do on the
screen. You're in for a genuine treat when Shirley Mason comes to town in " The Final CloseThey scoffed at her and held themselves aloof
did these society buds. And one of them tried
to have her arrested as a hotel thief. But she
caught the masculine prize of the season and
made the debutantes look like a bunch of pikers.
See Up."
" The Final Close-Up."
There is an appeal about the final close-up in
the
And " Thescreen
Finalnext
Close-Up " carries
which
comesmovies.
to the
such an appeal because of its final close-up ; but
the
doesn't
waitofforclose-ups,
the end some
for itsof punch.
It haspicture
a whole
variety
which
are
dramatic
while
others
are
romantic.
Don'tit
fail to see this Shirley Mason picture when
comes to town.

a shop girl, she is suspected. However, she
places the blame where it belongs by catching the
crooks herself, armed with nothing more than a
frying pan. So her sweetheart proposes to her
and she reminds him that in the movies they have
what they call " the final close-up." And he
takes
his arms.does ' not
i< detail the humorous
This herbarein outline
and dramatic points that have a big place in the
picture. One must see it to appreciate it. The
scenario is by Julia C. Ivers frpm the story of
Royal Brown. Miss Mason is supported by
Francis McDonald, James Gordon, Betty Bouton,
Eugene Burr and Mary Warren. Walter Edwards
is the director.
SUGGESTIONS
Don't
overlook
this title knows
in yourwhoexploitation
the picture. As everyone
follows theof
screen, the most important part of a picture is
what isthisknown
the " thethefinal
Though
pose isas practically
same close-up."
in every
photoplay, no fan would think a picture complete
without it. Here it is, the final close-up of " The
Final Close-Up." So concentrate upon it. It is
going that
to Interest
lot of your
tell
them
it is a a picture
of thepatrons.
studios, Don't
but DO
TELL them that the heroine is a shop -girl who
follows the movies, and when she meets the right
man and accepts him for better or for worse,, she
(Continued on page 4026)

why things
happenThento she
her
as She
theywondered
did to people
in thedidn't
movies.
went on her vacation and things did begin to
happen like they did on the screen. The picture
wound up in fine shape — with " The Final CloseUp " passed by father, who acted as the Board
of
The Final Close-Up "
withCensors.
Shirley Come
Masonandas see
the " star.
PROGRAM READER
To look at the title of Shirley Mason's new
Paramount
offering,
" TheplayFinal
would
imagine
that the
dealsClose-Up,"
with the one
adv
e
n
t
u
r
e
s
o
f
a
moving
picture
actress
in a studio
—
but such is not the case. When it comes
to the
screen in the near future the patrons will
see a story of the adventures of a little department store girl who had no wealth nor position
but plenty of animation and determination. On
one pretending
of New York's
dog She
daysgoes
she togetsa fashionable
a vacation
by
illness.
seaside resort and puts up at the leading hotel,
which event stirs up all kinds of excitement with
the society people who are stopping there. The
hotel is robbed and when it is learned that she is

Shirley Mason in "The Final' Close' Up"
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THE

FINEST"—

Pleases in a Romance
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News

GOLDWYN

That Is Quite Obvious

TOM

MOORE'S latest Goldwyn is a fairly diverting romance, one which will be enjoyed by an audience not expecting a great deal, but one which has nothing to distinguish it from a handful of other
romances with a little comedy thrown in. The star takes the role of a traffic policeman whose first
encounter with the heroine proves to be a stormy occasion, on which he takes the trouble to tell her that
if she evades his signals again she will land in jail. Subsequently they meet again and this time fall in love.
Even as early as the first meeting the spectator is able to sit back in his seat and foretell the events
to follow. The whole plot is mapped out after the characters have been planted. Toward the end a melodramatic bit of counter-action is introduced, but this, too, has been foretold by the spectator.
It is Mr. Moore's personality that is the distinctly pleasing thing about the picture. His work is ingratiating to a degree and he receives excellent support from Seena Owen as the girl. — Length, 5 reels.
— Peter Milne.
When Larry Hayes, the traffic cop, lectured her
THE CAST
ing lady. Others who appear, rendering performabout disregarding his signals she became very
ances of a most adequate character are Hallam
much
peeved. Little did she dream that their first
Larry Hayes.....
Tom Moore
Cooley,
" Peaches Edwin
" Jackson,
Mollie
Frances Hudson
Seena Owen
meeting was the beginning of a romance. See
Mary Warren,
Sturgis
and McConnell,
Frederick
Vroom.
Tom Moore in his latest picture, " One of the
Mary
Jane
"Peaches"
Jackson
Mrs. Hayes
Mollie McConnell
Nellie Andrews
Mary Warren
PROGRAM READER
Teddy
Hallam Cooley
It's one of the finest he's done, too.
Gus Andrews
Edwin Sturgis
He had nerve, he did! She, Frances Hudson,
Robert Fulton Hudson
Frederic Vroom
Whey they first met they fought — the second
to be held up and lectured to by a mere traffic
Mrs. Hudson
Adelaide Elliott
Finest."
policeman. And the bold fellow even went so far time they fell in love. See Tom Moore in " One
By J. Clarkson Miller.
as to suggest that she might like the inside of a of the Finest."
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
prison cell when she saw it after offending the
The comedy of a policeman who did not fall
second time. The very idea! Really, Frances
in love with the maid. See Tom Moore in " One
was all cut up about it, she was. Larry Hayes,
THE STORY
the
policeman
didn'tthetakeideait atof of Inthe which
Finest."a traffic policeman plays Cupid.
Larry Hayes is a traffic cop and a good one.
all totraffic
heart.
In fact,inhequestion,
rather liked
His father had been police commissioner before
lecturing
pretty
Frances
right
out
middle
him and Larry had studied law but the chances
of the road where all the rest of inthethemotorists
He had the manners of a knight of old but he
on the force appealed to him more than long
could see her in her shame. But he really never
wore a blue coat with brass buttons. See Tom
studies among dusty volumes. One day when a thought he'd see the girl again, much less marry
Moore in " One of the Finest."
certain automobile disregards his signal Larry
her.
And,
of
course,
such
an
idea
never
entered
makes the acquaintance of Frances Hudson, a her mind. Nevertheless a marriage resulted from
Tom Moore, the star the public made, in his
society girl and, though neither of them know
this first meeting and the manner in which it is latest Goldwyn picture, " One of the Finest."
it, it is the beginning of a romance. Later Larry
brought about is delightfully set down in Tom
is transferred to the plain clothes squad and sent
latest Goldwyn picture entitled, " One
SUGGESTIONS
to stand guard over the presents on view at a ofMoore's
the Finest,"
which with
will be
this and
theatre
fashionable wedding. Here again he meets
Mr. Moore,
his seen
good atlooks
his
There is a popular, catchy expression as the
Frances and here Larry incurs the enmity of shortly.
Irish makes much out of the stellar role and is title
of this picture and you should be able to
Teddy, a young gentleman who believes himseelf
given fine support by Seena Owen who appears as
get a lot out of it in advertising. As the cenengaged to Frances.
Frances. The picture was written by J. Clarkson
tral character is a member of the traffic squad the
Miller
and
produced
under
the
direction
of
Harry
Later
when
Frances'
father
goes
away
on
a
advertising that you do might center about him.
Beaumont.
trip Larry is again commissioned to guard the
Use a picture of the star holding his hand up
house. Teddy notices with chagrin the progress
of the love affair and looks around for a weapon
and your
sayingtheatre
" Stop,"
the while directing
the reader
to
in newspaper
copy. This
would
to use against Larry. He discovers that in his
CATCH LINES
home is Mary Jane, a baby girl. And he also
be different and at the same time quite effective.
The same idea could be put into use in the front
notices Larry with a strange woman. The story
He
didn't
know
it,
but
when
he
put
up
his
back of these two is that Larry and his mother
hand to stop the traffic he started in playing
of
your theatre.
one police
of the "ofstop-go
signs
had adopted the baby after her father, a crook,
employed
by theUsetraffic
many " cities.
Cupid. See Tom Moore in " One of the Finest."
Place this at the edge of the sidewalk or by your
had
been
sent
to
prison
on
Larry's
evidencee.
The
mother, grateful, comes to visit the child often.
box-office with a sign below pointing into the
Of course, Teddy puts the wrong interpretation
theatre.
similar
to theto "usestop-go
" sign
will sufficeAnything
if you are
unable
one of
the
on all this and almost precipitates a quarrel beregulation kind, or anything developing the same
tween Frances and
idea.
father unwittingly
bringsLarry.
things But
to a the
happybaby's
conDon't The
fail public
to spread
on the
nameandofwants
Tom
an and
attempt
on Larry's
life.
Moore.
madeouta star
of him
The storyclusion byofmaking
the baby
her ancestry
is then
to see him now that the producers have shown the
told and Larry takes Frances in his arms — but
r.ot as a fine traffic policeman but a poor lawyer.
wise judgment to carry out the public's demands.
Also
use Tom
SeenaMoore
Owen's
name.
the last
picture
and She
has appeared
also playedin
PRESS NOTICE
with practically every big male star on the screen
today. Don't forget that.
Tom Moore, the Goldwyn star, who rose to this
position because of the demand of the public demand, will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest photoplay
" THE(Continued
FINALfromCLOSE-UP
page 4025) "
entitled,plies, "thisOne
of
the
Finest."
As
the
title ofim-a
picture offers the star the role
reminds him to take in a final close-up just as
policeman and the actor makes good every one
they do on the screen. Advertise it as a rollicking
of the opportunities for comedy and fine senticomedy that carries just enough heart-interest and
ment offered him in this part. The story was
pathos to balance it.
written by J. Clarkson Miller and produced under
You might bring out, too, that the heroine is
the direction of Harry Beaumont, the man rea
resourceful daughter of the poor who puts it
sponsible for so many of the lighter pictorial ofall over the rich debutantes when it comes to enfers
of
the
day,
including
the
last
Tom
Moore
picture.
snaring the catch of the season. The final closeMr. Moore is seen as Larry Hayes, a traffic
up of bracetheto be usual
exact.picture
Well, isthisa love
picturesceneuses— anit, embut
policeman. He makes the acquaintance of Frances
the action is zippy before it takes place. You
Hudson, a society girl, when he holds up her
can word your arguments around the title in the
automobile to give the chauffeur instructions
shape of catch lines and teasers. Ask your crowd
about driving. She suffers with fine scorn
throughout his angry tirade against her but,
if they inknow
a close-upSheis.isUse
the star's
name
your what
exploitation.
coming
right
strange as it may seem, this meeting is but the
beginning of a romance. Its development and
up to the front as a comedienne to be reckoned
the manner in which all obstacles are overcome
with, and she has had fine success of late with
are events which crowd the body of the picture
her
pictures.
might mention
the director's
with highly colorful romantic action.
name.
HeAndisYou
Constance
Talmadge's
charge
Mr. Moore is excellent in his role and receives
d'affaires.
you
know
that
he
KNOWS
how
Tom
Moore
is
the
star
of
"
One
of
the
Finest,"
delightful support from Seena Owen as his leadto put on a comedy and make it wholly satisfying.
Goldwyn picture
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WOMAN

THERE

The Only Asset in Theda

Bards

WAS"—

FOX

Latest Is the Title

44

A
WOMAN THERE WAS " may strike a responsive chord in the hearts of the impressionable juveniles, but
/-A to one who is out of swaddling clothes it is a pretty big pill to swallow. But Theda Bara is daring and
^ original and it may be that she will bring home the bacon to the Fox forces where her sisters of the screen
would fail. Yet she has trespassed on juvenile domains with her present material since the subject matter resembles
nothing so much as the good-night story that you tell the kiddies before you tuck them into bed.
Garbed in a shredded wheat costume, the star plays a dusky princess of a South Sea island. And being the only
woman on the place she is surrounded by spear carriers and a lone missionary. The thread of the story is woven
around her love for the brave disciple — a love which is not reciprocated.
But before the climax is reached the spectator is introduced to a lot of comic opera business which is ridiculous
to say the least. Sacrifices, tribal rites, and all the rigmarole that accompanies such a story are there in generous
display. The thing is so fantastic that one simply cannot take it seriously. And the players are not sincere enough
in their work to extract an ounce of sympathy from the onlookers.
Director Edwards has not paid much attention to details since he permits Miss Bara to wear lingerie with her
native dress. And the make-up box might have been used to better advantage by all the players. Another slip is
found in the storm which destroys the village with its wind velocity, while the trees in the background remain perfectly calm.
The titles are not in harmony with the plot and characterization whenever Miss Bara speaks. Her language is
the curbstone vernacular of Broadway. And while she talks with the wisdom of Solomon she is ignorant of such a
thing as a mirror. " A Woman There Was " could be va stly improved were it reedited. Doctoring up the titles
would help a lot. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 1. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Zara
Theda Bara
Winthrop Stark
Wm. B. Davidson
Pulke
Robert Elliott
High Priest
Claude Payton
Majah
John Ardizoni
By Neje Hopkins.
Scenario by Adrian Johnson.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
THE STORY
Zara, who is the Princess of Kolpee, a South
Sea island, has been pledged by her father, the
chief of the tribe, to Pulke, a pearl diver. She is
contented until Winthrop Stark, a missionary, arrives on the island, and so she transfers her affections to him. He is somewhat indifferent to
her advances, since he remains faithful to his
finance back home. It happens that Pulke finds
Zara and the missionary together and with savage
jealousy aroused, demands the life of the white
man. But the native girl defends Stark so
capably that her father reserves decision.
When the typhoon sweeps over the island the
natives conclude that a religious sacrifice is necessary to appease the anger of the gods. So Stark
is selected as the sacrifice. But again Zara defends him by volunteering herself. She jumps
into the sea but Stark effects her rescue, although the difficulty attached to it has made him
unconscious. Her father dies during the storm
and Zara is made reigning princess. And she
gets her revenge upon Pulke by casting him
adrift in a canoe on the sea. And when Stark
becomes delirious Zara steals the sacred black
pearl to save his life. In the meantime the crew
of a tramp steamer rescues Pulke and he leads
them in an uprising against the natives. The battle is of small consequence for the natives are
more interested in the stolen pearl. So Zara receives her death wound, but she is happv in the
thought that she saved the white man. The pearl
is recovered and Stark is returned to his people.
PRESS NOTICE
Assuming the role of a dusky princess of a
pearl worshipping tribe of the South Sea islands,
Theda Bara will appear in her newest production,
" A Woman There Was," at the
theatre
on around of
Woven
the possessionweek.of theThesacredstory
blackis
pearl and the appearance of an American missionary with whom the princess falls in love. But
Winthrop Stark, as the missionary is known, does
not
reciprocate
Zara's love
since he faithful
has a fiancee
back home. However,
she remains
to the
man plewho
brought
her
a
realization
that
her peoare an inferior race. How she saves
him
from a jealous admirer, how she is rescued from
the tempestuous sea by the minister and how she
receives a death thrust at the hands of her pagan

followers are situations that make this picture
tense with dramatic action.
The offering is said to be one of the most picturesque and, thrilling that the star has ever had.
A few of the scenes calculated to excite attention show a raging typhoon which completely
destroys the native village, a storm at sea, and
the rescue of the princess by the missionary.
Miss Bara characterizes her work with emotional fervor and contributes a splendid piece of
acting. She has played a great number of parts,
but her interpretation of the South Sea princess
is comparable with the best she has ever offered.
In her support are Wm. B. Davidson, Robert
Elliott, Claude Payton, and John Ardizoni. They
contribute a brace of good performances. The
story by Neje Hopkins makes an excellent out-ofdoors
and palm-studded
shorespicture.
serve asA tropical
a fittingjungle
background.
Adrian
Johnson is responsible for the scenario, while J.
Gordon Edwards is the director.
CATCH LINES
Suppose you were cast adrift on a tropical
island, the only white man that ever had tread
its soil, and you were approached by a native
princess who made desperate love to you — kissed
you; mothered you; and disclosed the yearning
of her heart that you become the ruler of her
people. Would you marry her? That is the situation which confronts the hero of Theda Bara's
new picture, "theatre.
A Woman There Was." See it at
the

cess, whose passionate love is not reciprocated
by a cessmissionary.
Notwithstanding
this the printhrice faces death
to save her sweetheart
and
finally — but to relate the climax would be spoiling the picture for our patrons. Thrilling scenes
follow one another in rapid succession in the
action of the piece, including a typhoon in full
swing and a rescue of the princess from the sea
by the missionary.
situations arewhich
developed amid the Many
tropicaltense
surroundings
form the setting of this romantic drama. Miss
Bara gives a wonderfully moving portrayal of
the princess. Her interpretation of the role is
declared to be one of the best pieces of acting
she has ever contributed to the screen. In the
supporting cast are such favorites as Wm. B.
Davidson, Robert Elliott, and Claude Payton.
The picture was produced under the direction of
J. Gordon Edwards.
SUGGESTIONS
A feature which should attract patrons to your
theatre is the(Continued
display of onthepage
poem4031)
after which the

See " A Seas,
Womanwherein
There aWaswoman
" — a gives
drama upof her
the
Southern
life for the man she loves.
A romance of the tropics in which a dusky
princess proves again the measure of self-sacrifice that love may claim. See Theda Bara in " A
Woman There Was."
She defied the creeds and traditions of her people that she might be happy with the white missionary she loved. Come to the
theatre
next
anddrama
see "ofA the
Woman
It is a thrilling
tropics.There Was."
She stole the sacred pearl and committed the
greatest sacrilege of her tribe. But she found
love in the theft. To save her white missionary
she presents her bosom for the spear thrust of
her discarded admirer. See " A Woman There
PROGRAM READER
Theda Bara, who comes to the
theatre
in
the near with
futurea picture
in " A Woman
There Was,"
is Was."
provided
that is different
from
anything in which she has heretofore appeared.
It is a fantastic story of the South Seas and presents the Eox star as a semi-savage tropical prin-

Theda Bara as She Appears in " A Woman
There Was"
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Mitchell Lewis Is His Virile Self in Picture of the Northwest
4 4f ■ ^ HE BARRIER " continues to be the pattern for Mitchell Lewis' pictures whenever his sponsors take him to
the North country. Once in a while the Rex Beach story isn't followed faithfully in plot and characteriJ» zation. Thus the thought arises that maybe the authors are trying to be as much like Mr. Beach and still
different as possible. In " Jacques of the Silver North," the authors haven't tried to be original for the picture is
a little " Barrier " of its own.
Do you remember 'Poleon Doret? Surely he is an unforgetable character. Well Jacques La Rouge might be
his twin brother. He, too, is a half-breed, and when his love is not returned, he, like 'Poleon, waves goodby with a
song on his lips though his heart is breaking. So much for the characterization.
The plot unfolds the usual picture of virtue and viUainy, and when these two contrasting elements are framed
against the primitive woodlands and the trackless wastes of the Northwest, you can make up your mind that rich
melodramatic action and suspense are the dominant factors.
" Jacques of the Silver North " carries as fine photography as one would want to see. And it is well contrasted.
The show scenes only take up the concluding reels, while the forepart of the picture sends forth a breath of summer.
But as blood flows faster in winter it stands to reason that the action is more vital and vivid in the latter part of the
play.
or not. It will interest you this " Jacques of the Silver North " no matter whether it is an imitation of "The Barrier"
Mr. Lewis is thoroughly at home
and sweep he puts into the role. And
has a following in this type of play — a
THE CAST
Jacques La Rouge
Mitchell Lewis
Memory Baird
Fritzi Brunette
Joseph Clyde Treffery . . . Capt. C. A. Van Auker
Jim Blake
Murdock MacQuarrie
Warren Sherman
...Edward Hearne
Don Baird
James Gordon
Tennessee Jake
James McDowell
Malamute Mike
Fred Mack
By Robert North Bradbury and Frank Howard
Clark.
Directed by Norval MacGregor.
THE STORY
Jacques La Rouge, a Canuck trapper, is a great
favorite at the trading post of Don Baird where
Memory Baird, his daughter, Tennessee Jake and
Malamute Mike furnish the one bright spot in
this outpost of civilization. Now Jacques loves
Memory with preheansion. Hlove
is beyond
human Allcom-he
e asks that
nothing
in return.
does ask is that he might continue to love and
give. One day Joseph Treffery, a fugitive in
the North, seeks protection from Memory and as
pity overrules the suspicion in her heart she
hides him from the police. Jacques has seen
Treffery enter the window, but when he is
selected to search the room, he reports that no
man is there — for Memory's sake. Later Jacques
and thecome girl,
beseparatedon anda deer
after hunting
miles ofexpedition,
tramping she
firds herself at the Raven Roost, a disreputable
dancehall. Treffery has taken refuge there and
when the proprietor offers Memory insult after
insult, the former comes to her rescue by saying
that she is to be his wife. The proprietor forces
the marriage to take place at the point of a pistol.
Finally Jacques arrives and when Treffery offers
to divorce the girl at the earliest opportunity, the
trapper takes her back home. He accidentally
shoots Warren Sherman, a young man from the
States who has gone North to make good. The
latter is taken to the Baird home where he recovers his health, though during his convalescence
a strong affection has developed between him
and ingMemory.
Jacques
sees how
things are While
workout and goes
in search
of Treffery.
he is gone Treffery returns and demands Memory
as his wife. And when she refuses he kills her
father. But Jacques settles his score with the
fugitive husband after a chase in dogsleds. Thus
Memory is free to marry Warren, while Jacques,
with his face turned to the setting sun, sings with
a broken heart.

in the lovable character of Jacques. No one approaches him in the virility
he will excite your attention even though you may not care for the story. He
fact which is known to most exhibitors. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
another man to win her. Memory loves this clean
in trains, nor in automobiles, nor on horses, but
cut youth but she is unable to show her affection
in dogsleds.
because she is already married to Treffery, a
product of elite society, but a fugitive in the
She her
waswith
white,
he impassioned
was a half-breed;
but she
he
North. How Jacques frees her from the objecloved
a wild
love. Did
tionable bonds to make her happy, how he
reciprocate
his
affection?
See
"Jacques
of
the
accomplishes this task with everything against
him; how he goes his way alone with an aching
heart but with a song on his lips are situations
Silver
You North."
have seen Mitchell Lewis, the big man
that furnish a mighty effective climax — one in fact
of the outdoors, in such thrilling vital pictures
that is highly dramatic.
as " Code of the Yukon," " Children of BanishMr. Lewis makes Jacques an unforgettable
ment," and " The Barrier." In " Jacques of the
character — a character that will inspire the specSilver North " his latest Select picture, he has
tator, because it teachers a beautiful friendship
the
greatest
role of his career.
and love. It is a splendid performance and the
star is the typical man to play the Canuck.
Far up in the snow country where nature rules
Fritzi Brunette appears opposite Mr. Lewis and
and man obeys, was born a friendship, so beauplays with earnestness and understanding, while
the remaining members of the cast include Capt.
tiful, so strong that no human power could deC. A. Van Auker, Edward Hearne, James Gorstroy it. See " Jacques of the Silver North."
don, James McDowell, Murdock MacQuarrie,
and Fred Mack. The story was written by Robert
SUGGESTIONS
North Bradbury and Frank Howard Clark.
Norval MacGregor was the director.
To
start
off
with,
you Lewis.
musn't He
neglect
to play
up the name of Mitchell
is noted
for
his big, virile pictures of the Northwest and your
PROGRAM READER
patrons
will
be
glad
to
see
him.
You
might
mention that the role he has in this picture will stand
heart, with
of aRouge,
baby
andBigtheof ferocity
of a the
wolf,' gentleness
Jacques La
along
with (Continued
his mighty on'Poleon
Doret of " The
page 4029)
the Canuck trapper, loved Memory Baird with a
love that no human power could destroy. He
fairly worshipped her — his devotion to her was
like a dog for its master. But she was a white
girl and
was a behalf-breed
he knew
that was
his
love
wouldhe never
returned.and You
see there
a barrier — a blood barrier which told him that his
love was doomed to failure. But he was a MAN,
and all he asked was to be near her, to make
her happy. He was her friend and his heart
sang. This is the outline of the romance which is
called of" Jacques
of the
Silver and
North."
It is
story
a beautiful
friendship
a great
lovea
and Mitchell Lewis, that big virile actor who
knows the North country and can play its characters, appears in the role of Jacques. The story
is beautifully told and the director has made it
delightfully human. It presents real men and
women — real heart interest and suspense. It is a
picture that teaches and entertains and one that
will leave you something to think about. And you
will be held spellbound in the magnificent scenery
of the North country. An excellent cast which
includes Fritzi Brunette, supports Mr. Lewis.
Come to the
theatre next
and
see disappointed.
" Jacques of the Silver North " — you won't
be

PRESS NOTICE
of the Silver
new" Jacques
Select picture,
which North,"
comes toMitchell
the Lewis'
theatre on ■
of
week, is a
virile •story
of the Northwest
and
women
live according
to their ownwhere
code men
of morals
and to break them is to die. Its chief character
is Jacques La Rouge, a Canuck trapper, who
Sacrifices everything for the girl he loves. Now
he
knewsbecause
he cannot
Memory Baird's
return
he iswina half-breed,
so he love
showsin
what a big generous heart he has by helping

CATCH LINES
She
was
married
a fugitive
— she
loved a man from to the
States ofandthea lawCanuck
worshipped her. Which one did she favor? See
" Jacques of the Silver North."
Come to the
theatre and see Mitchell
Lewis
in
"Jacques
of
the
North."
He
is the peer of them all whenSilver
it comes
to interpreting a story of the North country. See him
in the most thrilling chase ever screened — not

Mitchell Lewis Invades the Wilds Again in
" Jacques of the Silver North "

June
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HEART

SUSIE"—

GRIFFITH-ARTCRAFT

Griffith's Latest Is Real, But Suffers from Padding
IT is a see-sawing Griffith that we meet these day s. Right after we have seen in " Broken Blossoms "
what is probaby the highest form of the motio n picture art, we find him stretching a two-reel story
out to- feature length in his latest Artcraft, " True Heart Susie." There is nothing else the matter
with the production. It deals with human characters, characters that are delightfully interpreted by
Lillian Gish, Robert Harron and Clarine Seymour; it presents them in human situations and in a story
the deep reality of which can never be denied. B ut withal " True Heart Susie " has the most tiresome
of all faults — padding.
The picture is in the way of a companion piece to "A Romance of Happy Valley," and tells the
story of a girl whose sincere love for the young minister was not returned until this young man had discovered the insincerity of the affection of a sweet young thing who powdered and painted. It abounds
in a number of atmospheric rural settings and the c amera work of G. W. Bitzer sets these off splendidly.
And too much praise cannot be awarded the principal players for their true-to-life portrayals.
But much of the beauty and simplicity and charm of the work is buried beneath superfluous footage. The heart-interest note, instead of being clear and penetrating, is only a muffled squeak. — Length,
5 reels. — Released May 25. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Susie May Trueheart
Lillian Gish
Her Aunt
William
Jenkins, a Minister Loyola
RobertO'Connor
Harron
His Father
Walter Higby
Betty Hopkins, a Girl Wife Clarine Seymour
Her Aunt
Kate Bruce
Sporty
Malone
Raymond Cannon
By Marian
Fremont.
Directed by D. W. Griffith.
Photographed by G. W. Bitzer.
THE STORY
Susie May Trueheart, an awkward, straightforward, true-hearted school girl of Hoosier county,
loves with wondrous loyalty William Jenkins, a
boy neighbor. She watches him adoringly at
school and she suffers severely when she is compelled to go above him in the spelling class, because she is a better speller than he. One day
a politician promises to give the boy a start in
life, and he and Susie await the fulfillment of the
promise which never comes. Susie decides that
she will send William to school herself, for she
wants the man she marries to be educated. The
accumulated butter and eggs money is devoted
to that purpose and William goes away to school,
quite unaware of the sacrifices Susie is making
for him. He goes through college and is orThrough
ures hisdained
fewminister.
letters
to her. the years Susie treasAppointed to the pastorate of the village
church, William returns home and falling in love
with Betty Hopkins, a light-headed beautiful butterfly from the next town, he marries her. Hiding
her heavy heart beneath a smile, Susie carries
flowers to the happy couple at the wedding. William soon discovers that Betty is not his real
helpmate and he vaguely realizes that Susie alone
has roused love in his breast. Betty is a little unfaithful and contracting a cold while attending a
dance with Sporty Malone, she dies before she
is able to confess to William that Susie had protected her for his sake. In time, William and
Susie come to an understanding and both find
their long-delayed happiness.
PRESS NOTICE
Into the rural village for the setting, and into
aGriffith
woman's
soul for
the materials
theme, David
has gone
for the
of hisWark
new
Artcraft
picture,
"
True
Heart
Susie,"
be shown at the
theatre next which. will
He
has chosen three characters, typical and definite
in the domestic life of America, familiar to the
residents in every small place and most large
ones. One is that of a lovable, loyal girl, who
never has a chance to marry but one man, and
when that man passes her by, ages her soul with
tears, and wearies her days with waiting. Another is a young man who goes to college, returns
with comical conceit, the premier of swains, as
serious to himself as the measles. And the third
is a girl who considers marriage never a union of
hearts, but a necessary patronage, a wife of subsidy rather than of love.
With these persons, Mr. Griffith has arranged
a story of wondrous charm, piquant in the delightful subtleties of character delineation, a warm,
wholesome story of love won and love denied.
He devotes his deep perception of the infinite

varieties of each heart, to these three young persons, each whetted by nature to realize the fullof life's
yet each Lillian
held from
doing nessjust
whatexperiences,
he or she should.
Gish
appears as the girl who waits, a repressed role
whichert absorbs
the
full
power
of
her
acting.
RobHarron, as the boy who becomes a minister,
will remind the world of some it knows, and
give to it a chuckle never forgotten. Clarine
Seymour
is introduced as a merry young milliner
from Chicago.
PROGRAM READER
A plain
story
plainopusfolksof —D.that's
" True
Heart
Susie,"shortly
the oflatest
W. Griffith
which
will
be seen
at this theatre.
In
fact, simplicity is the dominating note of all
Griffith's pictures.
is theagain
element
responsible
for their Perhaps
charm. that
Perhaps
it is
Griffith's
wonderful
insight
into
human
He is able to hold the mirror up to life andnature.
cast
back a reflection that is clear and effective. At
any
rate
"
True
Heart
Susie
"
is
by
no
means
least of his many works. Some experts have the
adjudged it his best picture of country life. There
is nothing spectacular about it, nothing grand
or extravagant. But it makes a straight appeal
to the heart, an appeal deep and penetrating. In
the
production
" Trueby Heart
" Mr.of
Griffith
was ably ofassisted
the bestSusie
players
his stock company. Lillian Gish appears in the
role
of "Susie,
girl whoRobert
typifies the " waiting
woman
of whose
thethe world.
is seen
as the man
head is turned Harron
by a little
bit
of fluff and silk, while Clarine Seymour, she who
did such splendid work in the " The Girl Who
Stayedsilk.at Home " is seen in the role of the fluff
and
CATCH LINES
"
Susie's
was
a heart
of hearts.
Everylove,actonein
her life was guided
by that
wonderful
that will bring you now a laugh, then a big gulp
in the throat and finally the delight in your heart
that comes when all is well in the world."
better
anythingherself
else
in "theSusie
worldloved
— so William
much that
she than
had denied
that he might have an education. But now this
' flapper
beside
her had
from her,
and
at 'this
moment
Susiestolen
was him
protecting
her
after her escapade. Tomorrow she was to go to
William and lie for her — lie because she loved this
man so much."
" She gave her choicest treasures that the man
she loved might have an education and hid the
deed from him, little knowing that she was making of him a man that another woman would win.
And then she lied for this other one, now his
that he love
might— and
be spared
her's won."
a true heart,
awife,
wonderful
a love— that
" Her love never wavered through the happy
days in the village, through the sacrifices she
made for him — even when he married another.
Her heart was too true to ever be shaken. He
was stolen away from her and yet above everyshe wanted
him and
to beheart
happy,
it's an
ingthingstory
of smiles
throbs
withamaz-the
ending you'll like."

" JACQUES

OF

THE

SILVER

(Continued from page 4028)
Barrier."
He iscountry
supremeand
in playing
half-breed
of the snow
mentionthe this
fact.
Spread his name about and also photographs of
him in his wintry NORTH
garb. The" people who like
big, virile
men (and
be attracted to them.
If youwhoare doesn't)
running will
the picture
during the hot days hang an announcement card
next to your thermometer with such alluring
phrases
" ComeNorth
in and
" See alla
picture asof— the
with cool
ice off
and" —snow
around " — " You'll forget the hot weather when
you see the snow country and Mitchell Lewis
with his dogteam."
Thenthefeature
the story
something
that will excite
attention.
It treatsas
of three men and a woman. She was married to
one of them — another she loved and the third
worshipped her without asking for any love in
return. Tell
Use them
this that
idea,thebutpicture
don't isgive
the alive,
plot
away.
vivid,
stirring, and that it is typical of the North. If
you go invertising
forleads.stunts
sorts of inad-a
But ifyou
you have
presentall pictures
dignified way mention the star and the character
of the story. Both are big enough to interest the
passerby.

Lillian Gish and

Robert Harron
Heart Susie "

in " True
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Margarita Fisher Stars in Fairly Interesting Picture of a Chorus

Girl

AGNES

C. JOHNSTON hasn't tapped any virgin soil when it comes to analyzing Margarita Fisher's new picture, "Trixie from Broadway."
The seeds of this story were planted years ago and they have sprouted season after season on the screen. But if she has not been original she at least has worked with authority, the
result of which the piece is made fairly diverting.
Though Miss Johnston has gone over familiar ground, nevertheless it is something to her credit when she can
make an ancient pattern spontaneous with action. The oily flaw in her work is found in the climax which soars
beyond a reasonable point. But even there she is only following the old fashioned formula — a formula that is perhaps as dramatically effective as anything that could be substituted.
This climax presents itself in an indignation meeting which is held by the community to rid a fellow ranchman
of his chorus girl wife. She had cut up a few didoes and a jealous admirer of her husband had sown the seeds of
distrust. Ad interim the usual scenes take place which show the heroic Westerner applying cave man methods in
taming his Broadway spouse. A suggestion of suspense is found in the burning barn where the indignation meeting
is holding forth. The chorus girl wife rescues her rival from the flames and the good folk pour out their blessings
for the brave deed.
The theatrical part of the story is confined to the first reel. It suffices in presenting Miss Fisher as a personable
figure in tights. She fulfils the demands of her role in spirited fashion. Emory Johnson plays the husband in vigorous style. George Periolat and Olga Grey contribute good support. The picture suffers from poor photography
and
lighting.
Otherwise Director Neill's responsibilities are capably realized. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 15.
— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Trixie Darling
Margarita Fisher
John Collins
Emory Johnson
Broadway Benham
George Periolat
Jim Brown
Frank Clark
Gertie Brown
Olga Grey
"Slim"
Hayes
J.
Farrell
MacDonald
By Agnes C. Johnston.
Scenario by Frank Howard Clark.
Directed by R. William Neill.
THE STORY
Trixie Darling is a chorus girl in a Broadway
show and despite the luxuries that Broadway
Benham, a rounder, can bestow on her, she
marries John Collins, a breezy Westerner when
he
comes
She surprised
hasn't married
for
money
but ashewooing.
is happily
to discover
on the honeymoon that her husband is a rich
ranchman. But Trixie is no more than settled
in the California homestead than she becomes disillusioned with farm life and longs to be back on
Broadway. She positively refuses to do any cooking and stirs up such a fuss that Collins starts
out to tame her in typical Western style. He
locks her up and refuses to even see her. But his
big tender heart is touched after a time and he
permits her some freedom.
Trixie takes advantage of him when her old
show comes to town for she appears in her former
role for the evening. The villagers are shocked
and when John learns of her capers, he rushes in
and lugs her back to the home. In the meantime the natives hold an indignation meeting for
the purpose of sending the chorus girl away.
They have been urged to do this through the
jealousy
sweetheart.
Whenplace,
the
barn burnsof Collins'
in whichformer
the meeting
is taking
Trixie shows her courage by rescuing her defamer
from the flames. The result is the villagers offer
her their blessings. And John and Trixie are
completely happy.
PRESS NOTICE
A human tale of a chorus girl is offered in
Margarita Fisher's new picture, " Trixie from
Broadway,"
which
to theto send theatre
next
. It comes
is calculated
shivers
of laughter up and down your spine, and when
you are exhausted in watching the resourceful
Westerner tame his wife, you can sympathize
with hernationwhen
an indigmeeting his
to fellow
rid hervillagers
from theholdcommunity.
It happens that her former show comes to town
and the manager requests that she perform for
old
She pique
is veryhergladhusband,
to do itbutas she
knowstime's
thatsake.
it will
she
doesn't
realize
at
the
time
that
the
going to be shocked. Well the upshotnatives
of it are
all
is the husband comes tearing into the theatre
and taking her by the waist he carries her out
bodily and locks her up at home.
The picture becomes melodramatic at this point.
A jealous admirer of the Westerner sows seeds

of distrust and the villagers take her side. To
relate the climax would be spoiling the picture,
but rest assured that it offers a big surprise.
Miss Fisher is thoroughly captivating as the
chorus girl wife and she plays the part with her
customary vivacity and good nature. Emory
Johnson makes an excellent foil as the Westerner,
while others in the cast include George Periolat,
Olga Grey, Frank Clark, and J. Farrel!
MacDonald. R. William Neill is the director.
PROGRAM READER
Margarita Fisher as a chorus girl! Well it
had to happen some time and the star is perfectly
capable of playing the part because she is
endowed with a breezy personality. She is
piquant enough to impersonate the chorus girl to
the life and when you see her in this bright and
bracing picture you will admit that she has the
ability to send you away in a happy frame of
mind.
The ever
management
doesn't
think that
Fisher has
had a more
congenial
role Miss
than
Trixie Darling and you will agree with us when
you
see
her
for
yourself
at
the
theatre
on
. A rich ranchman comes out of the
West to pay homage to her and being a man
who has his way, he succeeds in marrying her and
carrying her away to his boundless country. Of
course she becomes disillusioned at the quietness
of the ranch and she gives more than one thought
to Broadway and how she would like to be back
there on the busy street. But hubby has his
way again, although it takes considerable time
before she is thoroughly tamed. Before she
emerges a meek and trusting bride, a number of
melodramatic situations are unfolded. " Trixie
from
" is replete
with incident
and
there isBroadway
a large measure
of wholesome
fun which
is also generated. Don't miss it.
CATCH LINES
Margarita Fisher
next
in a comes
picture toofthe
a chorus girlscreen
who
gives upforniaBroadway
for
a
quiet
on a Caliranch. You will like the life
delightful
star
in this bright little play, " Trixie from Broadway."
Suppose you were in the chorus of a Broadway show and a rich Westerner came and conquered your heart. Would you be satisfied to
give up the bright lights and go out to his big
glorious West? Margarita Fisher settles this
question
for you
in "and
Trixie
from Broadway."
It is a lively
picture
thoroughly
enjoyable.
She married the Westerner and gave up the
stage,
but when Sheshe refused
arrived toon work
his ranch
she was
disillusioned.
for him
and
she constantly taunted him. Did he turn cave
man and teach her a few lessons in good behavior?
See " Trixie from Broadway."
The country folks taunted her because she was
once a chorus girl. They held an indignation
meeting to make her husband give up. What

came of it all? Margarita Fisher will show you
in " Trixie from Broadway."
SUGGESTIONS
Here is another picture of a chorus girl and
it carries enough points of interest to make good
advertising copy. Take the title for instance.
It suggests the metropolis and the life behind the
footlights. Play it up for it is a winner. Tell
your patrons that Margarita Fisher is back again
in another breezy picture — only this time she
appears as a chorus girl who is wooed and won
by a resourceful Westerner. The catch lines
have been written for your teaser campaign and
you can think up some good ones around the
title or from the program reader. Tell your
crowd that Miss Fisher has never appeared in
a better offering. As for the points of the story,
acquaint them with the fact that it is a romantic
comedy of a chorus girl who gives up the bright
lights arguments
to settle down
on a even
farm. though
But don't
your
serious,
the make
play
develops seriously at times. That would be
taking
Miss her.
Fisher's
as astage
comedienne
away from
Use popularity
stills of the
scenes.
And don't neglect the photographs of the star.
Bring out the spirit of the piece which the title
suggests
and yet at touches
the samein your
time strive
some melodramatic
copy. to get
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SLEEPING
Monroe

LION"—

Salisbury Contributes

UNIVERSAL

Italian Characterization

IN

" The Sleeping Lion " Monroe Salisbury contributes a characterization of an Italian and manages
to get a good lot of comedy and a nice portion of sentiment from the role. The characterization
is realistically drawn and Mr. Salisbury, running true to form, never permits himself to lapse out
of the part and be anything but the dusky son of Italy.
' The plot provides a novel setting for this type of part as it sets Tony down in the West and puts him
through a gamut of strong situations that even a Hart would find difficulty in handling. The action is
dominated by the elements of heart interest and thrill and is laid against superb backgrounds, backgrounds
that are not to be recalled as having appeared in twenty other pictures.
Mr. Salisbury receives fine assistance from little Pat Moore as his adopted son and from Rhea Mitchell as the girl. "The Sleeping Lion" was reviewed at length on page 2847 of last week's issue. —
Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
,
THE CAST
he meets in the West and by Herschel Mayall
Italian and creates one of the strongest and most
as his sworn enemy. The picture is set in a series
appealing characters of his career.
Tony
Monroe Salisbury
of magnificent backgrounds, fitting indeed to
Also state that the story shows an Italian
Little Tony
Pat Moore
bring
out
the
vital
action
of
the
story.
Bernard
immigrant in the wild and woolly West. This
Kate Billings
Rhea Mitchell
contrast
has screen
not been
many of times
beMcConville is the author of " The Sleeping
Durant
Herschel Mayall
fore on the
and furnished
the statement
fact will
Lion
" whileJulian.
it was produced under the direction
Colonel Doharney
Alfred Allen
of Rupert
Carlotta
Alice Elliot
do much
to arouse
reader's
ing the content
of thethe five
reels. curiosity
The catchregardlines
Her mother
Marion Skinner
elsewhere on this page have been written with
Her father
Sydney Franklin
PROGRAM READER
an
eye
to
make
your
copy
forcefully
dramatic.
By Bernard McConville.
Monroe Salisbury is an actor who always puts
Look them over and see whether they will not
Scenario by Elliott J. Clawson.
his whole self into the roles he portrays on the
suit for your newspaper advertising or for any
Directed by Rupert Julian.
screen. There is no player more sincere, more
other
means of exploitation that you may employ.
thoughtful in his work than Mr. Salisbury and
THE STORY
it is always a pleasure to watch a character unfold
Tony models in clay and peddles his work
under tionhis
latestbuys
crea-a
is an capable
Italian,interpretation.
Tony by name,His who
through the streets of New York. His ambition
is to collect enough money to enable him to ranch in the West and has all sorts of dramatic
" A WOMAN THERE WAS "
buy a ranch out West. Finally he bids his friends,
experiences
and happi(Continued from page 4027)
ness come tothere
him.before
Mr. respect,
Salisburylove
delineates
this
including Carlotta, the girl he intends to marry,
character with a strong show of feeling and
goodbye and sets out for the West with little
picture
is
It is said to be written by
Tony, a newsie he adopted. In the West the derives the most from it and the situations in Miss Bara, named.
and this fact should be made known
which it is the pivot in the way of heart interest
■cowboys
and
ranchmen
are
inclined
to
"
kid
"
to your patrons. Everyone is acquainted with
and comedy. In his work he is ably assisted by
him at first, a thing which Tony can not understand and it makes him unhappy. However, in little Pat Moore, Rhea Mitchell and Herschel
Kipling's poem, " A Fool There Was " and Miss
time they accept him as one of themselves, that
Mayall. The picture in which Mr. Salisbury is Bara's composition is a reply to it. Blotters,
is, all but Durant, the gambler. Before Tony has
cards, Was
or teasers,
distributed
" A Woman
presented this time is entitled " The Sleeping
There
" will excite
a lot ofwith
curiosity.
Your
skilled himself in the use of fists and guns Durant
" andJulian
it wasfromproduced
under theby direction
lobby display should come in for consideration
ofLionRupert
a story supplied
Bernard
gives him a vicious punch and Tony remembers
McConville. The five reels disclose a number of and stills of Miss Bara and the picture are enthis and vows to get even some day.
titled to conspicuous positions. The star appears
magnificent western scenes, scenes that in their
After a year he and the boy are living happily
freshness and unfamiliarity go a long way toward
on the ranch. Tony has constantly ignored Kate
as
a
Sea— princess
— something
underin
the sunSouth
for her
and naturally
she is new
dressed
Billings, the flirt of the camp who admires him
establishing the dramatic highlights of the play.
the native style. So take advantage of this op" Thetheatre
Sleeping
Lion and
" is certainly
booked for
but
doesn'tAfter
know Tony
whichfights
she likes
better, Tony
this
shortly
nonea run
of theat
Durant.
and defeats
Durant,or
Kate again attempts to win him but he tells her
concentrateportunityonto show
the her
idea inthatnative
Miss costume.
Bara is a Don't
vamadmirers
of
Mr.
Salisbury's
work,
or
in
fact
none
of
the
admirers
of the artistic picture can afford
that it is only strength she admires. This piques
pire here. She emerges from her customary
to
miss
it.
character and plays a dusky maiden who falls in
ber to the extent that she consents to elope with
Durant. The villainy in the man shortly asserts
love end.
with a missionary. And ghe is faithful —»„to
the
itself and Kate flees from him, taking refuge in
CATCH LINES
Tony'sTony
cabin. Her her
shoulder
through
Tony had saved his pennies until he had enough
iall,
in bedwounded
and then
sleepsa
beneath the places
trees.
to buy a long coveted ranch in the great western
country.
He set forth with a happy heart and
In the morning Durant incenses the cowboys
accompanied by the well wishes of all his friends
and they come to lynch Tony. After wounding
and
Little
Tony, the newsie he had adopted. But
him they strap him to a wild horse and send him
how did the great West treat this dusky son of
off to his death. Little Tony rides for assistance
to the friendly Doharney men. They succeed in Italy? Did it receive him the way he thought
it would? See Monroe Salisbury in his latest
rescuing Tony. Later he receives word that
Carlotta has married his rival in the East. Tony
Universal picture, " The Sleeping Lion."
then accepts Kate's love and marries her.
Kate was the flirt of the little western camp
and trifled with the heart of Tony to whom a
PRESS NOTICE
shy glance and a shake of curls meant all the
Monroe Salisbury, Universal star, will be seen
world. See the results in " The Sleeping Lion."
at
the in
; his latest
theatre photodramatic
on
of
He entered the western bar-room, dusty, beweek
production
grimmed from his long trip on the train and
entitled
" The isSleeping
picture
utterly amazed at the bigness of the country he
Mr. Salisbury
awardedLion."
the roleIn ofthisTony,
an
had passed through. And as he entered the door
Italian, who, after working years at clay modelthe prettiest girl he had ever seen came up to him
ing and peddling his wares in the streets of New
and planted a kiss full on his lips! Then he saw
York finally accumulates enough money to enable
him to go West and buy a small ranch. He takes
Durant's face darken with a« scowl that meant
with him Little Tony, a newsie he had adopted
more than a hundred words! See "The Sleeping
some time before and also a promise from Carlotta
Lion," Monroe Salisbury's latest and best picture.
that she will wait for him until he has the funds
for her travelling expenses.
Monroe Salisbury in an Italian characterization
His experiences with the inhabitants of the
— as fine a thing as he has ever contributed to the
none-too-friendly
West
constitute
the
major
part
annals
of the screen. Don't miss " The Sleeping
of the action and there are many dramatic moments before Tony is able to prove that he is
a man not to be trifled with and before he finds
SUGGESTIONS
the love and happiness that he desires. Mr.
Salisbury, without doubt one of the best porLay stress on the strong character study of
Lion."
trayers of character on the screen today makes
an Italian created by Monroe Salisbury in this
his Tony a particular appealing and graceful man,
picture. If you have been showing his pictures
deriving the utmost from the role and the situaright
along your patrons certainly know and
appreciate him as a wonderful character actor.comedy.tions of the story in the way of heart interest and
You
might
mention some of the characters he
Monroe Salisbury is featured in the Universal
In his work he is ably assisted by little Pat
has been seen as heretofore and wind up with
Moore as the boy, by Rhea Mitchell as the girl the announcement that this time he appears as an
production, " The Sleeping Lion "
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Motion

"TANGLED

THREADS

Picture

N e zv s

"—ROBERTSON-COLE

Bessie Barriscale Appears Again in Domestic

Triangle Play

BESSIE BARRISCALE'S emotional capabilities are still finding expression in subjects based upon the eternal
triangle, and since she does so well in the role of the neglected wife it is best that she continue to play it. Indeed the star gets more out of such stories as " Tangled Threads " than any actress we can think of just now,
so she can go on and play the character without exciting critical comment that she is only able to do one thing.
Miss Barriscale has made a study of the role she has here with the result that there isn't a false note sounded
in her performance. She can be depended upon to appear human always, without applying the methods of the " sob
sisters." Consequently her offerings are usually interesting.
In the role of Margaret Wayne her husband neglects her for a cabaret dancer. She interests a so-called friend
of the family in her scheme to make her gay spouse jealous. But the plan doesn't work and he sues for divorce and
obtains the custody of their child. After Mr. Husband finds the dancer a poor companion for himself and a vicious
step-mother for the child, he goes through a process of redemption and the end discloses him reconciled to his first
wife. For the convenience of the principal characters, the evil associates are eliminated through the accidental
death route. And so you have it.
It is a compact picture — compact with spontaneous action. The dramatic elements are appreciated by Director
Hickman with the result that the play unfolds the requisite amount of heart interest, pathos, contrast and conflict.
Indeed " Tangled Threads " is absorbing every foot of th e way. The players who deserve mention for capable work
are Nigel Barrie, Rosemary Theby, Thomas Holding and Ben Alexander. — Length, 5 reels. — Released in June. —
Laurence Reid.
give husband
her pent-up
united again. The evil associates are eliminated
THE CAST
The
in thematernal
meantimelovehas full
foundexpression.
nothing
in an automobile accident.
Margaret Wayne
Bessie Barriscale
but
misery
in
his
marriage
with
the
dancer. So
The
dramatic
elements
of
the
picture
are
rich
in
Rita Kosloff
Rosemary Theby
things go from bad to worse with him until he
contrast and conflict. And the mother-heart is finds
John Rutherford Wayne
Nigel Barrie
his freedom when his second wife meets her
revealed to you with considerable pathos.
Doctor MacGregor
Henry Kolker
death in an automobile accident. Time heals
"
Tangled
Threads
"
is
throbbing
and
absorbing
Philip Northrop
Thomas Holding
every
wound and eventually the father and mother
and when you leave the
theatre you will
are reunited with their little boy. And happiness
"Little
SonnyBarbara
Boy " Wayne MaryBenJane
Alexander
say that it is a big picture. Miss Barriscale gives
Irving
is
restored.
Patrons of the
theatre are
a
fine
performance
and
she
is
capably
supported
By M. B. Havey.
and directed.
sure to be entertained when they see " Tangled
Scenario by Fred Myton.
Directed by Howard C. Hickman.
Photographed by L. Guy Wilky.
PROGRAM READER
CATCH LINES
A
story
of
a neglected wife who thought she Threads."
THE STORY
He neglected his wife shamefully, but she had
could play the same game as her husband and
supreme faith in him. And she practised the
John Rutherford Wayne and his wife, Margaret,
found out to her sorrow that it was impossible,
ancient art of reviving his love by arousing his
have nearly come to the parting of the ways.
the theme of Bessie Barriscale's new picture,
She is neglected by her husband who finds a is
jealousy.
the work
familyto helped
to com"theatre
Tanglednext
Threads," . which
comeshadto grown
the cold,
greater attraction in the company of Rita Kosloff,
promiseAher. friend
Did theofplan
her advantage?
His love
a cabaret dancer. So she becomes wrapped up
for he found a cabaret dancer more attractive,
She requested her friend to call frequently so as
in their little boy. But Margaret is of the
and the wife, to hold him for the sake of the
opinion that two can play a game as well as one,
child, condescends to play his game with one of to arouse her erring husband's jealousy. But he
took advantage to compromise her. Her scheme
so she connives with Philip Northrop, a friend
her admirers and thus arouse his jealousy. But
of the family, to make her husband jealous by her admirer proves to be a false friend and she
didn't work because her husband's love had died
out. What happened? You must find out for
is compromised with the result that the husband
being
in theforformer's
Philip seen
provesa great
false, deal
however,
he losescompany.
no time
obtains a divorce and wins the custody of the
yourself
when
Tangled Threads
" comes to the
theatre "next
.
to
compromise
her,
with
the
result
that
Wayne
little boy. He doesn't realize that he was resues her for a divorce. And he wins the case
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
l
e
f
o
r
the
turn
of
affairs.
The
brokenSee the emotional star, Bessie Barriscale, in
and obtains the custody of the child, and we
hearted wife and mother, deprived of her child,
next see him as the husband of the dancer.
her
becomes a nurse in a children's hospital so as to
treat greatest
is in storetriumph,
for you. " Tangled Threads." A
Margaret, now broken hearted, and deprived
of
the
little
boy,
becomes
a
nurse
in
a
children's
He divorced his wife and the Court awarded
hospital in order to find expression for her mother
him the custody of their little boy. So the mother
love. A pestilence breaks out in the city aM
love cried out. for expression and she found it in
word comes that her own boy is dangerously ill.
So she loses no time in hastening to his bed side.
aDidchildren's
hospital
whereevershe see
became
a nurse.
the devoted
mother
her own
boy
Wayne in the meantime is in misery over the
disillusionment he has suffered with his second
again? See " Tangled Threads."
wife, and fortunately for him, she meets her death
in an automobile accident. As Margaret still Iovfs
Bessie Barriscale, the emotional actress who is
John she forgives him. And eventually the litt.e
supreme in the interpretation of domestic plays,
family is reunited.
will appear at the — — theatre on
.
PRESS NOTICE
Did you ever play the game of holding your
" Tangled theatre
Threads,"
is offered atweek,
the
husband's love by making him jealous? See how
on which of
is one of the most delightful stories the screen has
Margaret Wayne played it in " Tangled Threads."
shown in some time. It is rich in heart interest
and it carries a powerful theme based upon the
SUGGESTIONS
eternal triangle. But aside from its strong
Tell your patrons that Bessie Barriscale is seen
dramatic plot it offers a tremendous appeal in
in another of her highly emotional roles in her
the love of a mother for her child. She goes
newest picture. She can play the wronged wife
through everything for him and suffers the misery
to perfection and she has played it long enough
of losing her husband's affection. To keep John
for youracter andpatrons
to be acquainted
with the
Wayne's
love,
Margaret
attempts
to
play
the
be interested
in it whenever
the charstar
same game. But whereas he is interested in the
other woman, the wife only uses her admirer to
appears
at
your
theatre.
Tell
them
that
the picture
is
an
absorbing
drama
of
the
eternal
triangle.
arousebecause
her husband's
And andMargaret
And when the triangle is well done as it is here
fails
her friendjealousy.
proves false
places
her in a compromising position. So Wayne
it neverterestfails
to score.
out Athe divorce
heart in-is
obtains a divorce and wins the custody of the
which the
picture Bring
carries.
boy. The broken-hearted wife and mother seeks
granted the husband and he wins the custody
of the boy. Naturally such an event breaks the
solace
a nurse for
in aherchildren's
to
give asexpression
maternal hospital
love. so as
mother's heart. Bring out this point. Also use
But the mills of the gods grind slowly and they
the suggestions of the catch lines. You have a
grind exceedingly fine. Wayne pays for his brief
good lead in the fact that the wife endeavors to
hour of pleasure when he discovers that his new
play the same game as her husband and fails.
wife is absolutely devoid of character. Margaret
Emphasize this point. Then suggest that the wife
Bessie Barriscale with Ben Alexander in a
on the other hand still loves her former husband
and
mother (Continued
becomes a on
nursepagein 4033)
a children's hosand a time comes when the little family are reScene from " Tangled Threads "
/
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"TOO

MANY
Comedy

CROOKS"—

and Mystery Unite to Make

VITAGRAPH

Enjoyable

Picture

VITAGRAPH'S screen version of E. J. Rath's magazine story proves to be a picture full of comedy,
surprise and suspense, and leaves such a good impression on the mind that one can not but help
stating that it is the best from this company in quite some time.
The story which begins when a
girl gives a house party for a collection of crooks to better study them that she may incorporate them in a
play, has many complications and keeps the observer ever on the alert. Nor can he, due to the fine handling of the story, fortell its conclusion.
The picture has as its named star Gladys Leslie and she makes a pert figure of the baby vamp, Boston
Fanny. Stellar position, however, goes to Jean Paige whose work as the playwright is enthusiastic, wellkeyed and effective. It is probably the biggest part that Miss Paige has had and she shows by her acting
here that she merits more like it in the future.
The supporting cast includes a number

of Vitagraph favorites, such as Huntley Gordon and Anders

Randolph. The picture was produced under the direction of Ralph Ince. All in all "Too Many Crooks"
may be set down as a fine piece of work. Its comedy and suspensive values make it a thing to be enjoyed
from first to last. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 16. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Boston Fanny
Gladys Leslie
Charlotte Browning
Jean Paige
Erastus Browning
T. J. McGrane
Marshall Blackstone
James Dent
Bidwell Wright
Huntley Gordon
Benny Chipmunk
Cecil Chichester
Frisco Jimmy
Anders Randlof
Walrus
George
Percy
John O'Donnell
T. Wade
Thomas
James Gaylore
By E. J. Rath.
Directed by Ralph Ince.

Vitagraph has provided a cast of unusual excel ence to assume the leading roles in " Too
Many ofCrooks."
Miss Leslie
herself
part
Boston Fanny,
the baby
vamptakes
of the
the
crooks. Jean Paige is seen as the ambitious
young lady who would write a play and makes
the most from this rich role. Huntley Gordon,
Cecil Chichester, Anders Randolph and T. J.
McGrane are others who appear. " Too Many
Crooks
was produced
capable "direction
of Ralph under
Ince. the exceedingly

THE STORY
Charlotte
Browning
doesn't
much stock
the crook plays that she
and take
her father
see andin
declares herself to begin work on one that will
be real. How to get in touch with the crook
characters, however, is another matter but Charlotte solves it by going to her lawyer and putting
the case in his hands. The first man that the
lawyer introduces to Charlotte is Bidwell Wright,
a gentleman who knows all the crooks by their
first names and who is suspected of being one
himself. Wright manages to bring a variety of
thugs, safe-crackers and light-fingered gentlemen,
to
Charlotte.'s
Fanny
who has house
a gay and
timethere
with isallalso
the Boston
society
males, in particular Charlotte's father.
But mentFanny's
conduct rather
as welldisgust
as theCharlotte
deportof her companions
with her crooks. The only one that she finds at
all interesting as she writes her play is Wright
and she gradually finds that the love interest in
the drama is dominating with herself and Wright
as the principals.
In time, the activities of the crooks attract the
attention of detectives and it is all that Wright
can do to get his hirelings away before the coming of the coppers. Charlotte is dead afraid that
they will take Wright himself but receives the
surprise of her life when the detective introduces
him to her as one of the greatest criminologists
in the country. And so he decides to stay along
and give Charlotte a little expert advice on crooks
— and other things, the while Fanny and the rest
of the bunch make good their getaway.

PROGRAM READER
Charlotte Browning has distinct ideas about
playwriting. With her father she had attended
just about six crook plays and never a one of
them
ranjj true
to herplay
ideasof ofhercrooks.
She wanted
to according
write a crook
own,
she did and her idea was to gain personal introall thetown
yeggmen,
and Lizziesductions toabout
so as tolight-finger
be able toLouies
write
realistically! Then, without consulting her father,
she bethought herself of giving a house party to
this queer collection of individuals! Well, then
things started to happen and they happened so
fast that little Charlotte hardly knew which way
to turn. She found herself rapidly falling in love
with the leader of the crooks, Bidwell Wright and
hating Boston Fanny, the baby vamp, because
she liked Wright and flirted with old Mr. Browning something
outrageously!
fact,dothein complications started
to pile up asIn they
any
well regulated crook play. Charlotte was by
turns amazed, amused and distressed. The man-

PRESS NOTICE
" Too Many Crooks," a Vitagraph screen
version
J. Rath's
novelnamed
in the
All-Story
Weekly, ofwithE. Gladys
Leslie
as star,
will
be the main attraction at the
theatre on
—
of
week. This is a story of a
girlthewhovarious
doesn'tcrook
believe
is much
truth
in
playsthatthatthere
crowd
the boards
of the speaking stage and who determines to
right a play of her own that will present the
crooks in their true light. In order to round out
this plan she commissions her lawyer and friend
to get hold of a collection of crooks and invite
themNaturally
to spend this
a time
father's
summer home.
stepat ofher hers
precipitates
a situation
of
a
most
unusual
character
when her
it's
all over the girl confesses that sheandknows
people thoroughly. The action is crowded with
surprises and not alone does the picture possess
a strong vein of dramatic suspense but also some
clever comedy situations which the players handle
capably.

" Too

Many

Crooks," Vitagraph film, stars
Gladys Leslie

ner in which it all comes out in the wash is
delightfully
pictured in of
Vitagraph's
" Toostory
Manyby
Crooks," a picturization
the magazine
E. J. Rath. Gladys Leslie is seen as Boston
Fanny while the important role of Charlotte is
entrusted to capable Jean Paige. The picture was
produced under the direction of Ralph Ince while
a large supporting cast of Vitagraph favorites
appears.
CATCH LINES
Two of the prettiest of Vitagraph players,
Gladys Leslie and Jean Paige, are seen in " Too
Many Crooks." Don't miss it.
She wanted to write a crook play so she gave
a house-party to a bunch from the underworld!
Mystery— Laughs — Surprises — Thrills. See them
all in " Top Many Crooks."
Too Many Crooks spoil the play, so Charlotte
Browning
so them
to getalla tolinea house
on them
for
her
drama thought
she invited
party!
See " Too Many Crooks."
She gave a house party to half a dozen crooks
and — see " Too Many Crooks."
SUGGESTIONS
Here is another title that you can play with
interestingly in the advertising. A picture of a
silhouettes
the windows all showing
dark house,would
be carrying out the suggestion
of
madecrooks,
in the title. The same trick might be
employed as a special lobby display. Dwell on
the fact that the central character gives a house
learn
in order
party to
at theto tangle
and hint
playcrooks
for her of
thema number
about
that
follows,
the tangle in which mystery, comedy
and exciting action create.
have
your patrons
the star
Playtoupknow
Jean Paige.
someif about
talk also
her, and
come
fatter part of the
Miss Paige really takes the playing
will cause
two girls and her spirited
many favorable comments. Dwell on the fact
the O.in Henry
that she andappeared
support pic-of
that she inhassomebeenof seen
Harry turesMorey.
The rest of the cast is made up of a numberfans.ot
names long favored ones with Vitagraphfollows
If you cater to the kind of audience that
picture after picture be sure to mention the more
prominent of these.
" TANGLED THREADS"
(Continued from page 4032
expression.
.
find
pital because the maternal love must simply
The title is attractive and you can bring it out
and ad copy. Miss
your teasers
to advantageis inworthy
of special featuring since
Barriscale
she is one of the few emotional actresses on the
screen. Then there is Ben Alexander — the childHearts
Griffith's
who made Hissuchnamea hitwillinattract
the "mothers.
the World."
ofactor
advertising
carries
name
Hickman's
Howard
since he is a well known actor and director.
value
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"ALMOST
May

MARRIED"—

Allison in Pleasing Comedy-Drama

with Good

Picture

News

METRO
Farcical Windup

4( A LMOST MARRIED " is a rather slow-moving, yet enjoyable, comedy-drama, whereas it should
/~\ have been a farce, and a fine one, if it had received the proper sort of treatment. E. V.
Darling's main farcical situation, that of an old Irishman pretending to be married to the girl
his son really loves in order to bring the young man to his senses, seems to have in it possibilities manifold. That these are touched upon but lightly toward the end of the picture and without the genuine
spirit of farce, is one of those errors of omission that asserts itself very plainly.
But glancing at " Almost Married " from the angle drawn by its contained merits, it presents a story
of considerable heart interest and scenic and decorative beauty what with its picturesque shots on the
high mountains and its well managed theatre and cabaret scenes, while the farcical situation at the conclusion suffices to send the spectator away in a good frame of mind.
May Allison takes the stellar role and plays it with enthusiasm and charm. Walter I. Percival is
not the type for a popular leading man and his makeup is quite poor. Frank Currier as the father and
Hugh Fay as a vaudeville agent render appropriate performances, but they, too, are to be criticized
for obvious facial makeups. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 2. — Peter Milne.
He thought she was his step-mother and that
made man, who is not the snob that his son
THE CAST
she could never be his wife! But — see "Almost
pretends
be. aAfter
Adrienne's
Adrienne Le Blanc
May Allison
story he to
evolves
plot heto has
bringheard
his son
to his
Married,"
a Metro comedy with May Allison.
Carrington O'Connell Walter I. Percival
senses, which takes shape in his pretending to
Michael O'Connell
Frank Currier
marry
Adrienne.
From
here
on
the
action
is
Papa Le Blanc
Harry Rattenbury
fast and taneous
furious
SUGGESTIONS
Hastings
James Wharton James
nature. and the comedy of a most sponManny Morrison
Hugh Fav
Here
is
a
title
that will lend itself to comedy
Miss
Allison's
supporting
cast
includes
Walter
By E. V. Durling.
Percival and Frank Currier. The author of the
advertising and at the same time attract attenScenario by June Mathis and Luther A. Reed.
story
is
E.
V.
Durling
while
it
was
produced
tion
to
itself.
A
good
drawing could be arranged
Directed by Charles Swickard.
under the direction of Charles Swickard.
with the star and an old man (Frank Currier)
Photographed by William Fildew.
being
interrupted
in
the
marriage ceremony by
Supervised by Maxwell Karger.
a younger man. He is agitated and unable to
PROGRAM READER
see the smiles of satisfaction on their faces. This
would bring out the central farcical situation of
THE STORY
Carrington
O'Connell
a decent
fellow.
His
the picture and at the same time awaken the
father
was Irish
and hadwasworked
himself
up from
Adrienne Le Blanc sings in a little cafe high
reader's
curiosity.
the
ditches
until
he
became
one
of
the
most
in the Swiss Alps and the charm of her voice
powerful contractors in the city. But Carringdraws tourists from every quarter of the globe.
A May Allison picture should stand for light
comedy. Her past pictures have had much of
ton's human sympathies were buried beneath a
Among
her admirers
is Carrington
son
this element and exhibitors should tie her name
of a wealthy
American
contractor.O'Connell,
He is much
veneer of pretended " high-brow stuff." That was
up
with this type of picture until the two words
under the influence of an adviser from a family
why
he
broke
Adrienne's
heart
by
refusing
to
her after he had talked love for several
of autocrats and, though he loves Adrienne, he is marry
" May andAllison
immediately
days. Adrienne he first saw high in the Swiss
light
frothy" in
the minds suggest
of thosesomething
who see
persuaded to leave the inn without even saying
Alps, dressed in the picturesque garb of her native
them.
goodbye. The upshot of it is that Adrienne,
land and singing to the assembled mountaineers
heart-broken, accepts the offer of an American
and tourists. The next time he saw her she was
vaudeville agent and travels across the ocean
the stress
case of
Married,"
can
layWith
special
on "theAlmost
extragavant
roofyou
garden
there to make a glorious hit with her voice at
singing on one of New York's cabaret roof
scenes. Important action transpires in these and
one
of
the
roof
shows,
but
not
after
severe
trials
gardens.
This
time
O'Connell
senior
was
along
and tribulations.
they are elaborate enough to use as backgrounds
too and the youth, beauty and freshness of the
for advertising or special drawings as well as to
girl attracted him. When he found out about his
Michael andO'Connell,
sees
be mentioned themselves in the exploitation
son, the two put their heads together and evolved
Adrienne
manages Carrington's
to secure an father,
introduction
a plan to make the young fellow come to his
matter.
to her through his son. He discovers that they
senses.
Briefly,
it was for
Michael! O'Connell
have met before and learns Adrienne's side of the and
the girl
to pretend
to beoldmarried
How this
story. Seeing the worth of the girl he determines
scheme worked is delightfully and humorously
to wake his foolish son to his senses and before
many days have gone he announces his engagepictured
in
May
Allison's
latest
picture,
" Almost
ment to Adrienne and follows this with a stateMarried,"
is one ofIt the
be
seen at which
this theatre.
was features
written shortly
by E. V.to
ment that he is married. Carrington is furious
Durling and produced under the direction of
and doesn't want
to seehowever,
the girl heHe discovers
loves as the
his
Charles Swickard.
step-mother.
In time,
plot and decides to teach the plotters a lesson
CATCH LINES
themselves.
He invites
to the
house
and introduces
her his
to friend's
them as wife
his fiancee.
He fell in love with his step-mother and father
After this the complications are manifold and
was jealous!
the dismay on both sides as they continue to laughing
success.See "Almost Married," the real
ignore each other grows. In time Michael believes
that his son has dropped his foolish airs and the
She came
Broadway
! from the Swiss Alps to startle
game is stopped. Then there is a real wedding
between Adrienne and Carrington.
He didn't want her for a step-mother but for his
PRESS NOTICE
wife even though he didn't know it! See " Almost
May Allison will be seen at the
theMarried," May Allison's laughing hit.
atre on
of
week in her latest
The story of a joke that caused a marriage.
Metro comedy entitled " Almost Married." This
is considered one of the very best of Miss Allison's
pictures. The action in the opening reels takes
May Allison's comedy hit.
place high in the Swiss Alps and there are many
beautiful scenes as backgrounds. Later it shifts
to New York and there are many extravagant
scenes at a New York roof garden that contrast
strongly with the natural beauty of the first part
FILE THESE PAGES
of the story. The action of the latter reels
centers around a farcical situation of unusual
possibilities and the realization of these by author,
star and supporting cast makes " Almost Marfound your
ExMr. with
you,self
nhibitor,have
ried " a Allison
picture isofseen
unusual
HOWyour ofte
Miss
in theworth.
role of Adrienne Le
show
all booked and no
Blanc, niece of a Swiss inn-keeper. After Carpress matter or advertising
rington O'Connellvaudeville
jilts her agent
she accepts
matter on hand
regarding the
of an American
and goesthetooffer
the
ure
feat
of that show?
states where, soon after, she is a great success
May Allison Invades a Roof Garden in " Almost
singing on one of the roof shows. Here she again
meets Carrington and his father, Michael, a selfMarried "
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Some of the characters and one or two of the more important scenes in " Lady Windemere's Fan," the British made production of Oscar Wilde's
play, released by Triangle
New

Eastern

Studios

Are

Planned by Goldwyn
Coincident with the announcement of the
formation of Eminent Authors' Pictures,
Inc., of which Rex Beach is president and
Samuel Goldwyn chairman of the board,
comes the information that plans for a
studio to be situated in the East for the
production of pictures by the corporation
have already been drawn and action only
waits on the selection of the site for the
studios. They will probably be somewhere
in the vicinity of New York.
Meanwhile the scope of work which has
been outlined for the recently purchased
studios by Goldwyn, purchased from the
Triangle Company, have necessitated the
increasing of various portions of the extensive outfit already in use. Additional
stages and new ones to take the place of
the old are being built.

George Irving Directs
Olive Thomas Picture
Myron Selznick announces that he has
engaged George Irving to direct Olive
Thomas in her third Selznick production.
Mr. Irving already has the script for the
play and is at the Selznick studio getting
things under way. Production of the film
will begin immediately. The title or subject of the story has not yet been announced but it is said to be something
entirely . different than Miss Thomas has
ever done before.
A long list of screen stars have been
under Mr. Irvirig's direction, among whom
are included Mme. Petrova, Mable Normand, Mae Marsh, Jack Barrymore, William Faversham, Henry B. Warner, and
many others.

to

Joseph Freidberg announces the purchase of the world rights, exclusive of the
United States, to four of Triangle's special productions featuring Olive Thomas.
The features are : " Love's Prisoner,"
" The Follies Girl," " Toton " and " Prudence on Broadway." They will be distributed through the L. L. Hiller, Longacre
Building, Forty-second and Broadway.

Parker Tale Produced for Hodkinson
Announcement of the purchase and production by Sunset Pictures Corporation of
Sir Gilbert Parker's story, "You Never
Know Your Luck" is made by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, which will be the
distributor of the Sunset company productions.
" You Never Know Your Luck " is one
of Sir Gilbert Parker's best known stories
of Western Canada and is being produced
in San Antonio under the direction of
Frank Powell.
House Peters is the star of this production now rapidly nearing completion and
scheduled for release during the summer
months.

Golf
New

Freidberg Buys Rights
Thomas Features

Gilbert

Theatre

Scheduled

for

Niagara Falls
The Arcade theatre interests have acquired asite on Falls street adjoining the
Arcade block on the west and announces
that a new modern theatre will be erected
to seat 3,000 persons.
A. C. Hayman, president of the Cataract theatre, operated by the Arcade Company, declared that a 1,000-room hotel will
also be erected on the site and that work
will
City. start upon his return from New York

Comedy

Begun

By

Mrs. Sidney Drew
Mrs. Sidney Drew has begun the production of " Bunkered," a new two-reel
comedy for the V. B. K. Film Corporation.
This comedy is a golf story written by
Emma Anderson Whitman, who also wrote
" Romance and Rings," the first two-reel
comedy made by the Drews for Paramount
release. Most of the action of " Bunkered" takes place on the links. Mrs. Drew
# Donald
is playingMcBride
her familiar
of " Polly,"
and
as herrolefrivolous
bachelor
brother, heads the supporting cast.
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Accompanied by the Earle Williams supporting cast. Director James Young this
week left the Los Angeles studios for Lake
Tahoe, there to meet Williams and start
work on the production of a screen version
of Eugene Walters' stage success, " The
Wolf." Jane Novak appears opposite
Williams with a supporting cast including
Brinsley Shaw, George Nichols, Robert
McKim and Billy Mason. The company
expects to make practically the entire picture at the mountain lake and will remain
away from the. studios until the latter part
of July.
The William Duncan company also left
the studios this week for location at Huntington Lake in the northern part of California where they are to make exterior
scenes for their present Cyrus Townsend
Brady serial. Duncan is directing and playing the leading role with Edith Johnson,
Joe Ryan and Walter Rodgers supporting.

Gfer StzzdicySDomgs*
After a short stay at the Los Angeles
studios following the completion of " The
Lone Star Ranger," the William Farnum
company under the direction of J. Gordon
Edwards, has again left the city for the
desert near Palm Springs, Cal., where they
are at work on the exterior scenes of another of the Zane Grey stories, " The Last
of the Duanes," Farnum appearing in the
role of Buck Duane. Louise Lovely appears
opposite him and the two are supported by

Jay Belasco Making Money Talk to Patricia
Palmer as the Wife in " Tell Your Wife
Everything," a Christie Comedy Feature

Motion

Picture

News

written by himself under the title, " In His
Brother's Place." The story was arranged
for the screen by A. S. Le Vino and the
cast thus far chosen includes Emmett C.
King and Ruby La Fayette.
" A Favor for a Friend " is the title of
the latest Emmy Wehlen vehicle, prepared
for the company by Lieut. Luther A. Reed
of the Metro scenario staff. The production
is rapidly nearing completion under the direction of John E. Ince. Jack Mulhall,
Hugh Faye, Joseph Kilgour and Effie Conley appear in the supporting cast.
^At

Paying Homage to Emmy Wehlen in " Fools
and Their Money," Her Latest Metro Offering
a cast including Orra Gardner, Genevieve
Blinn, G. Raymond Nye, Charles Clary,
Clarence Burton, Harry De Vere, Henry J.
Herbert, C. Edward Hatton and Frederick
Herzog. The story was adapted for screen
purposes by Charles Kenyon. John W.
Boyle is photographer.
David Morrissey, who for the past year
has been officiating as publicity chief at the
Western Wm. Fox studios, left Los Angeles
May 28 for New York where he is to take
up similar work for the company's eastern
office, and will in all probability be sent to
London to direct publicity matters there.
Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., special representative
for the Tom Mix company, has been put in
charge of the western press office in his
stead pending the arrival of the permanent
department head who is being sent west
from New York.

Jfbout 'Jfetro '-PJayer?
Viola Dana is at work on the production
of a screen version of Henry Altimus'
story, " The Microbe," senariozed by
June Mathis. Kenneth Harlan appears in
the role opposite her with a supporting cast
including Arthur Maude, Bonnie Hill, Lucy
Donahue and Ned Norworth. Henry Otto
is directing.
Under the direction of Edwin Carewe,
the Bert Lytell company is at work on the
production of a screen adaptation of John
H. Blackwood's story, " It's Easy to Make
Money." Frank Currier and Bull Montana
appear in the supporting cast. The story
was put into screen form by Finis Fox.
Hale Hamilton, under the direction of
Harry L. Franklin, is screening a story

tke

Snce^P/ajtt

"What's Your Husband Doing?" from
the pen of George V. Hobart, has been
chosen by Thomas H. Ince as the first
vehicle for the newly organized Douglas
MacLean company. Doris May appears opposite MacLean in this production with a
supporting cast including Walter Hiers,
Alice Wilson, Norris Johnson, Alice Elliot,
William Buckley, Margaret Livingston and
J. P. Lockney. Lloyd Ingraham is to direct
production.
Niles Welch, who supported Enid Bennett in her latest completed Ince production,
has been held over by that company to
appear opposite her in the next subject to
be staged at that studio.
Charles Ray has just completed the production of a picture entitled " Whistling
Jim." The supporting cast included Colleen Moore, J. P. Lockney, Otto Hoffman,
George Williams, Jack Connolly, Fred
Moore and Ed Johnston. The big punch of
this subject is a fight scene in which Ray
battles local amateur champion boxers.

William

Farnum, presented by William Fox
in " The Lone Star Ranger "

June

14,

191p
Patterson's novel, " The Little Brother of
the Rich." Frank Mayo, J. Barney Sherry
and
roles.Kathryn Adams appear in the principal
Under the direction of George Seigman,
Hedda Nova this week completed the production of " Thehas Spitfire
Seville."
announcement
thus farof been
made Noas
to her next vehicle. Priscilla Dean, who
was originally cast for the title role of this
production, and who*> was forced to give up
the part through an attack of double pneumonia, isrecovering rapidly and is expected
back at the studio shortly to resume her
work before the camera.
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Pete Morrison this week began another
of his two-reel western dramas, entitled, " A
Fortune at Stake." The production is being
staged under the direction of George Holt,
from the story by William Pigott. Magda
Lane appears opposite Morrison.
Jack Ford is rapidly nearing the completion of the latest of the Harry Carey westerns, a six-reel story adapted by George
Hively from the novel written by Frederick
Jackson under the title of " A Man of
Peace." The majority of the exteriors in
this production were made outside of Tucson, Ariz.

Demure Elsie Ferguson
in " The Avalanche,"
an Artcraft

cJfcre

and

■:

UJiere^

, An official announcement of the organization of the Hobart Henley Picture Corporation was this week made public.
According to the terms of the contract,
Henley will direct the production of screen
versions of a number of well known books
and dramas of the legitimate stage, and will
also appear in the leading roles of these.
Studios have been secured for the new
company in New York and work is to
start immediately.
The subjects will be handled by the Film
Clearing House.
Henry B. Walthall this week began the
production of his fifth subject for the National Film Corporation. It is a film version of the stage production, " The Confession." The working script was prepared
by William Clifford and is being staged
under the direction of Willliam Bracken.
Howard Gaye has been engaged by the
Metro Corporation to appear opposite May
Allison in her next production.
At the Jesse D. Hampton studios, the
William Desmond company has completed
the production of " Bare Fisted Gallagher,"
a five-reel western story, exteriors for
which have been made in the upper San
Gabriel Canyon. Agnes Vernon appears in
the leading role ,opposite Desmond.
The company has already started production on another western subject, "A Sagebrush Hamlet." Marguerite De La Motte,
who appeared with H. B. Warner in the
F. McGrew Willis story, " The Pagan
God," has been retained by the company
to appear opposite Desmond in this later
production.

<ZCniv'er<FaI JfemfetfES*
Dorothy Phillips, under the direction of
Alan Holubar, this week completed the production of her five-reel feature, " The Right
to Happiness." The story was written by
Holubar in collaboration with Olga Linek
School and was produced with a supporting
cast comprised of William Stowell, Robert
Anderson, Hector Sarno, Winter Hall,
Stanhope Wheatcroft, Alma Bennett and
Henry Barrows.
Lynn Reynolds this week completed his
six-reel screen version of Joseph Medill

Dollywoob
JUNE 14, 1919
Fair and warmer.
Max Karger is back.
Millicent Fisher is here.
Fred Stone is in our midst.
Gertie Selby is back from New
York.
Irene Rich has gone east to
Little
N' Yark.
FrankOldKeenan
has been fishing
at Catalina.
Dave Smith is teaching the
Vitagraph beauties how to be
farmerettes.
Tom Gibson is doing comedy
scenarios for Flanagan and Edwards.
Bert Lytell has been playing
with a couple of pigs, for " It's
Easy
Money."
B. toB. Make
Features
has a general
manager named Frothingham, it
that means anything.
Chappie Chapman, the Brunton
plant publicity
director, has adopteddepartment
a Ford.
Hob. Henley has gone to New
York tionand
we hearhis ofname.
a corporathat carries
Dean Fifield postcards Hookum
from Base Hospital 55 somewhere
over there, reports Paris somelage.vilH£Z
Bessie Barriscale discovered a
sign on a Los Angeles shop window, "Thekepthomeon ofgoing.
short vamps,"
and then
Gild Star is the name of the
last addition to the colony and we
guess that she has red hair or
why such a name.
Marjorie Daw, of Doug. F.
Company, and Sarah Mason, K.
Vidor'splanesecretary,
ride this week.took an aeroWm. Christy Cabanne was this
week seen passing over the Alexandriasecurely
Magic Rug
with his moustache
waxed.
Howard Hickman makes the
claim that he once had a chance
to saw wood for a railroad, but
he Our
didn'ttowntakewasthe alljob.cluttered up
this week when Tony Moreno and
Carol Holloway smashed up a taxi
for legitimate purposes.
Harry
Sherman and
sendswishes
his re-us
gards to Broadway
to say that he finds fishing fine
at Catalina Islands.
May Allison has been working
with 200 Bolsheviki extras for in
" Free," which explains why she
went on an anti-smelling strike.
June Mathis' grandma in New
York writes " keep your sunshine
and flowers, granddaughter — I
hav the bright lights of BroadLois Wilson claims she is not
married, thereby denying all the
rumors, reports and gossip which
has linked
tain actor. her name with a cerway."
Dave Morrissey has shrunk
away shine
from
our climate
of sunand flowers
to put Bill
Fox
productions on the map in the
fogs
around
London.
Niles Welch has moved his
makeup box and suitcase to the
Ince Studios, for Tom liked Niles

Ibokum
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as leading man for Enid Bennett
Christie
of his
andAl just
said, "sent
you'retwohired."
beauties, Dorothy De Vore and
Marjorie Payne, to the Venice
bathing parade and they romped
away with the first two prizes.
Bill Desmond has a new leading woman named Marguerite De
La Motte, and we are surprised
that
sub-title
reducesome
the size
of thewriter
name. don't
H. B. Warner has gone back
to civilized clothes after playing
in a Chinese subject. He liked
the costume so well he is going
to
to. make a trip to China — going
Jack Callicott
has lett
the
Grauman
theatre where
he was
first assistant to Sid Grauman,
and contemplates catching all the
fish in the Columbia River.
The first thing Captain Wm.
Desmond Taylor, late of the Eng
lish Army, did after putting on
the civies was to have a barber
remove that English moustache.
Charley Giegerich, the Vita
graph Studio publicity director
put invisingathe making
strenuousof week
superstill pictures
of the Bathing Girls. An ocu
list was called on Saturday.
Jeweled Palace
TomSpeaking
Ince hasof the
a chandelier
in one
of his sets that has 2,000 electric
lights and in a few weeks you
can see them on the screen and
count them yourself.
We P.
quoteA. verbatim
from
copy of adMr.liberatim
A. L
Selig, aof dozen
Fox : " rattlesnakes
On the way more
than
were
killed
William aFarnum?
" all
of whichby indicates
conscience.
Charley Ray is still alive and
in perfect condition after five fistic contests,
we recommend him totherefore
Jack Doyle
that
Jack
may
stop
his
loving
contests
in the squared circle.
Pete Gerald had a birthday and
his playmates of the Francis
Ford Company gave him a surworewith
blacka black
robes and
presentedprise. Allhim
eye
and a handsome watch and chain,
then everybody danced. A good
time was had by all.
H. H. Van Loan, the story
writer, publicity promotionist and
scenarioist, celebrated his fourth
wedding anniversary the other
day and congratulated Mrs. Van
Loan siblethat
had him
found
posto liveshewith
thatit long.
Van
is
not
one
of
those
fellows
that hates himself.
Tom Mix wants to make a
challenge of some kind, but having won the championship of
everything wild and woolly he is
now daring anybody to a spitting
contest. The target will be the
hole in the door of the stove of
the country store of the supposed
town of Mosquito Gulch.
Montgomery
Rock, a have
carbon copyconvulsion
before and
us explains,
a new
almost ready
which will be two reels ot pure

MORE
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unadulterated
Hookum,"
therefore we thank "you
for the advertising, but request that in the future you use the full name " HolHookum," for
we wish
our town lywood
advertised
as well.
Francis Ford has invitations
out for
warmin'
his
new
studioa house
on Sunset
Blvd.at The
number is 6040, which leads us
to say that Francis must have
picked the spot, thinking he was
makingtract aas inroaddaysshowof booking
conyore. Anyway Francis,
givegetthem
end?
best of
it, or why
do you
the the
60
Sol Wurtzel is the only man
to saydio Motion
News StuDirectory isPicture
not correct,
for
Sol claims he has only been manager
pf
Fox
Studio
fifteen
months
and the book says fifteen years,
besides he avers that he is still
younglow's and
handsome and why
life? years
tack fifteen
on a young felMolly Malone has had her picture in the paper several times
lately because she is the mascot
of
Fatty
Arbuckle's
Coastis
League Vernon
Team.Pacific
Roscoe
said to be competing with Bill
Wrigley, the chewing gum trust,
in the collection of souvenirs.
Bill has a ball team and Catalina
Islands, Roscoe is paging the Pacific tor a quiet sweet smelling
island or two.
May
" Free," Allison's
built in thebolshevehicle,
Will Irwin
factory, first exhibited in the Saturday Evening Post, filled with
the proper movie gas and oil by
George D. Baker, and now being
chauffed by Herbert Blache, is
according to Ted Taylor running
smoothly along on its five reels,
casting a red gleam from its headand with
the down
Bolshevik
license lights,
77340
(upside
and
backwards)
jangling
the rear
aXNO
W THAT
THEfromSUMM
ER
SEASON IS UPON US WE
LEARN :
That Madlaine Traverse, Fox
Company, has gone to Huntington Lake for " Until Eternity "
exteriors.
Jim
Young,
EarleLakeWilliams
and
Company
are scenes
at
for
trout
fishing
or Tahoe
something
like that.
Bill Duncan
and SerialLake,
Aggre-up
gation find Huntington
in the mountains, an ideal spot for
the first eight episodes, thereby
insuring a stay of eight or nine
weeks.
CURLEY'S CHATTER, being
the mutterings of our elevator
man boiled down.
" Knowing very little of the
motion picture business makes me
think the best way to keep it on
a paying business basis is to make
good pictures,
tried week,
to get butin
several
theatresI last
the waiting throng crowded me
out. People are funny — they
don't want to go to a show unless
they think it is good."
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to March 23, 1919.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
" Good farce idea is basis of star's latest picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
ALL WRONG (PATHE) BRYANT WASHBURN (JUNE 1)...MAY 24
" Star in a picture of platonic love." — M. P. News.
AMATEUR ADVENTURESS, THE (METRO) EMMY WEHLEN
(MAY S)
...MAY 17
" Excellent comedy marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business." Didn't
draw. Average picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
AN AMATEUR WIDOW (WORLD) ZENA KEEFE (MAY 26). MAY 24
" World offers an exceedingly pleasant comedy." — M. P. News.
AS A MAN THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON) LEAH BAIRD
(APR. 27)
MAY 3
" New four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
BACHELOR'S
WIFE, A (AMERICAN) MARY MILES MINTER
(MAY
MAY 24
News. ' 11)
" Star assumes an Irish role in her latest picture." — M. P. News.
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY (MAY 4)
APR. 26
(Six Parts)
" As satisfactory as all the Harry Carey pictures." — M. P. News.
BEATING THE ODDS (VITAGRAPH) HARRY T. MOREY
(MAY 12)
MAY 10
" Star continues his forceful way in a romantic drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good story but poor puller."
BEAUTY PROOF (VITAGRAPH) H. T. MOREY (JUNE 23).. JUNE 7
" Old-fashioned melodrama of the far north." — M. P. News.
BEST MAN, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Star appears in mystery story flavored with romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and enjoyed by everyone. Average
business three days."
BISHOP'S EMERALDS, THE (PATHE) PEARSON (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
" Star presents herself in good melodrama." — M. P. News.
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors
— " Very
crook play to average business."
" ExcellentComment
preduction
to big good
business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
BLINDING TRAIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Five
day
run,
all
came.
Big
and
little,
blind
and armless. I removed most the rudeness from the film. Picture
pleased."
BOOMERANG,
THE (PIONEER) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(MAY 26)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star
News. and competent players in capital versus labor picture." — M. P.
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
" Big business two days."
Consensus—"
big puller." (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST
BREAK
THE Fine
NEWSpicture,
TO MOTHER
(JUNE 8)
JUNE 7
" Rather poorly
done picture with CHARLES
mother loveRAY
theme."
— M. 18)...
P. News.
BUSHER,
THE (PARAMOUNT)
(MAY
JUNE 7
" The star excels all his past works." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Oh Boy! And on the holiday too. Great. Made
aAnother
big hit success
with everyone.
of the
satisfactory
played.
for Ray. OneHope
we most
get another
like we've
it. Big
and
average business."
CALEB
GIRL (PATHE) HELENE CHADWICK
(MAY PIPER'S
18)
MAY 24
" Nothing big but will appeal to the tender emotions." — M. P. News.

CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY) MITCHELL LEWIS
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts).
APR. 5
News.
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
CAMBRIC
MASK, THE (VITAGRAPH)
ALICE JOYCE
(APR. 7)
APR, 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture, average business."
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(APR. 6)
MAY 3
News.
" Mary
Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business." " Here's your hat Mary.
What's your hurry." " Average, poor to average businness."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
CASTLES IN THE AIR (METRO) MAY ALLISON (MAY 12). MAY 24
" Star in a pleasing sentimental picture." — M. P. News.
CHARGE IT TO ME (AMERICAN) MARGARITA FISHER
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star continues her frolicsome career in slender comedy." — M. P. News.
COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARK (MAY 11)
MAY 24
" Ber anger continuity good; Acting high class." — M. P. News.
COMING OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (MAY 11).. MAY 24
" Unusually satisfying Western with Tom Mix starred." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Regular type for this star. Average
business." " Not as good as previous Mix offerings. Big and aver" Good
coming very
along soon.
fine
and age
if business."
he gets the
rightsnappy
storiesWestern.
should b.eTom
a bigis winner
Big
and
average
business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
COURAGEOUS COWARD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
t SESSUE HAYAKAWA (APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Story of great interest; Japanese lovers united." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not quite up to standard by reason of the
story. American people don't like to see a ' Jap ' as District Attorney,
and then ' Anti-Jap ' sentiment weakened same considerably."
CRY OF THE WEAK, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
News. Ward in an absorbing pity of crime and punishment." — M. P.
" Fannie
DADDY LONG LEGS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
" Star's
Nezvs. initial First National has much comedy and sentiment." — M. P.
DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY
(MAR. 30)
MAY 17
" Human interest story that hits the mark." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature. Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.'
like Madge
Kennedy Poor
here busibut
NOT in theWith
kind theof same
stuff star.
GoldwynTheyis handing
out lately.
ness." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
it. Opened big business but fell down second day." " Not up to
Goldwyn standard. Very ordinary." " My, but this was awful! Our
patrons said so and we say so." "This picture did not draw well
and it's no wonder. Madge Kennedy deserves a better fate."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAE
MURRAY (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" A highly pleasing comedy with Mae Murray starred." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
DESTINY
(JEWEL-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY PHILLIPS
* ' News.
(MAY 25)
MAY 24
"Big in every sense of the word; Frenzied finance the theme." — M. P.
DIVORCE TRAP (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (MAY 25).. JUNE 7
" Dramatic exposition of the divorce problem." — M. P. News.
END OF THE GAME, THE (HODKINSON) J. WARREN KERRIGAN (MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
" Too much footage in this Western of '40 days." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was the worst of any of the late Kerrigan
pictures. Average to poor business." " Not up to Kerrigan standard.
Average business." " Good program picture. Up to the standard.
Average —business
days." average puller."
Consensus
" Averageten picture,
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ETERNAL MAGDALENE, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy rair
early in afternoon.
People(UNIVERSAL)
satisfied."
EXQUISITE
THIEF, THE
PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
EYES OF THE SOUL (ARTCRAFT)
ELSIE FERGUSON
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" A beautiful story presented in a beautiful way." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
The
public
does
like
a
happy
ending.
However,
this would not be a good picture if it ended any other way. Elsie
Ferguson is well liked here." " People didn't like it at all. Story
weak. Poor business." " Ferguson getting better here."
ConsensusIDOL,
— " FairA picture,
average puller."
FALLEN
(FOX) EVELYN
NESBIT (MAY 18) MAY 31
" Star appears in a new version of East versus West theme." — M. P.
FALSE
EVIDENCE (METRO) VIOLA DANA (APR. 21) MAY 3
News."
" Rebellious heroine finds expression in the woods." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
picture, average
FIGHT
FORComment
LOVE,— "A Average
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRYbusiness."
CAREY
ti (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Star in strong story backed by beautiful scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Average business."
Consensus — DESTINY
" Satisfactory(VITAGRAPH)
picture, good puller."
FIGHTING
HARRY T. MOREY
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
"
Star
in
another
fine
fighting
picture
with
mystery
touch."
—
M.
P.
News. 12
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX (MAR. 30) APR.
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws 100 per cent, in my city." " Mix always
there. Big business." " Very good. Mix sure is climbing fast
as
" Not out.likedAverage
in this to
feature.
Foxa money
will havegetter.
to doExtra
betterbigorbusiness."
Mix will lose
poor
business." " Big business two days."
Consensus
—
"Fine
picture,
big
puller."
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
" Hold OFinterest
first to last;
dual role story."P. News.
FIRES
FAITHfrom(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LAS
KY)— If.
SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
Salvation GIRL,
Army picture
should prove profitable."
M. P. News.
FOLLIES
THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE —THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
Sweet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair oicture to poor business."
FOOLS' GOLD (ARROW) MITCHELL
LEWIS (MAY 26)
MAY 17
(Six Parts)
"Mitchell
Lewis the star in a disconnected story. Locations good." —
M. P. News.
FOR APR.
BETTER,
FOR WORSE
(ARTCRAFT)
DE MILLE'S MAY 10
27)
(Six Parts)
" De Mille scores with a tremendous heart theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The title of this picture helped put it over big
and also the fact that it followed right after 'Don't Change Your
Husband ' which gave exhibitors some very good advertising business.
Big and extra big business. " Big business seven days."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
FULL OF PEP (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAY 26) JUNE 7
"Breezy American
cuts down rebellion
in livelyMARION
farce comedy."
— M P News
GETTING
MARY MARRIED
(SELECT)
DAVIES
„ (APR. 13).
»
APR. 19
Marion Davies gets good story; excellent picture." — M. P. News.
GINGER (WORLD) VIOLET PALMER (MAY 5)
MAY 3
" StoryWHOof boySTAYED
and girl AT
love HOME,
excellentlyTHEperformed."
— M. P DNewsW
GIRL
(ARTCRAFT)
n" Hardly
GRIFFITH'S
(MAR.production
23)
APR. 5
a flaw from
angle." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine picture but we are unable to get the
money thatisfactory
we picture.
shouldOpened
get withextra
Griffith
" Proved a very satbig subjects."
and two following
davs were
average business. " Conditions bad. Average business seven days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
GO HELENE
GET 'EM CHADWICK
GARRINGER (MAR.
(PATHE)23)
FRANKLIN FARNUM.MAR. 22
" A true wild and woolly one with two popular players." — if. P. News.
business."
"
Average
—
Exhibitor
Comment
GREASED
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
(APR. 20)
MAY 10
Mar in a comedy with abundant small town atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " He is one star that men and women both like.
Extra big and big business four days and average three days." A
typical Ray story with the star in just the sort of role to suit him.
Certainly pleased our patrons. Big business." " Went big just like
the title. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller "
HE^HTA,
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. ASLEEP
31
)
APR. 5
'LJ?y,for
fans;
many find
fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Barriscale
Comment
—
"
A
splendid
picture.
One
that
pleased
our
patrons.
Business big and average."
HEARTS OF MEN (HIRAM ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
t (APR. 27). (,sy2 Reels)
APR. 19
Beban wins your sympathy; good film results." — M. P. News.
HE^,P,VIiELP!
POLICE! (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (APR. 27) MAY 10
Rollicking story
with George Walsh cutting up capers." — M. P News
«£lx1T?
Comment
— " Well liked. Extraof big
business on double bill."
.< Good,
"a j J°SIng
ground.
fast and furiousA togoodbigpicture
business."his type. Average business."
Consensus — "Fine picture, good puller."

Office
BRAND
STAR

Reports
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK

HIS DEBT (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
(MAY 25)
MAY 31
"Japanese star in a picture of real dramatic worth." — M. P. News.
HOME BREAKER, THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON
(APR. 20)
MAY 17
News. satisfying comedy drama starring Dorothy Dalton. — M. P.
" Highly
Exhibitor Comment — " Fellers, they ate this one up, you bet. Big busiHOME TOWN GIRL (PARAMOUNT) V. MARTIN (MAY 11). JUNE 7
" Star's latest sparkles with charm and sentiment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Average business two days."
HOUSE DIVIDED, A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
News.
" Entertaining
with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
ness."
I'LL(MAY
GET 25)
HIM YET (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH
MAY 31
" A splendid farce comedy from every angle." — M. P. News.
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture to big business."
ISLAND OF INTRIGUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Not as good as other Allison Pictures. Didn't draw."
JOSSELYN'S
WIFE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
" Drama
of love quadrangle made effective through surprise finish." —
M. P. News.
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (APR. 20) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE) BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
11)
" Star returns to the screen in Western melodrama." — M. P. News.
KHAVAH (ZION FILMS) ALICE HASTINGS (MAY 26) MAY 24
(Seven Parts.) »
News.long and poorly titled but may find appeal before Jews." — M. P.
" Too
KNICKERBOCKER BUCKAROO, THE (ARTCRAFT) DOUGLAS
r( FAIRBANKS (MAY 18)
JUNE 7
" Pleasant but somewhat disappointing for Fairbanks." — M. P. News.
LADY OF RED BUTTE, THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON (MAY 11)
JUNE 7
News. melodrama gets tangled up in a tissue of absurdities." — M. P.
" Western
Exhibitor Comment — " Heaven help us if we get any more like this.
Average business. Ran a borrowed picture second day."
LAMB AND THE LION, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Human story that appeals. Acting good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptionally good. Opened big to average busines ." A" very light farce, did not hold interest. Star very weak.
Poor
days." extra
" Billie
surely toa average,
winner." with" Fair
Rhodesbusiness
picture. twoOpened
big Rhodes
and dropped
big
business
seventh
day."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
LAW OF MEN, THE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
(APR. 27)
MAY 24
Star in ordinary melodrama of love and law." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Title killed it. Poor business."
LEAVE IT TO SUSAN (GOLDWYN) M. KENNEDY (MAY 11) JUNE 7
"Star's indomitable and undeniable humor scores again." — M. P. News.
LION'S DEN, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAY 19) MAY 31
" Star isCOMRADE
in a faithful(PARAMOUNT)
picture of small VIVIAN
town life."MARTIN
— M. P. News.
LITTLE
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in value.
Poor business."
LITTLE
DIPLOMAT,
THE (PATHE)
BABY MARIE
OSBORNE (JUNE 15)
MAY 31
News. star's pranks are subordinated for Crook melodrama." — M. P.
" Little
LITTLE INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
,7)
APR. 5
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
LITTLE ROWDY, THE (TRIANGLE)
HAZEL DALY
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 22
Comedy drama of the lighter type; heroine pleasing." — M. P. News.
LOVE CALL, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES
(APR. 20)
JSAY I
Simple Western story colored with star's perso«alit\." — M. P. News.
LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
' Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE'S PRISONER (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
appearsDARES,
in a society-crook
— M. P. TRAVERSE
News.
LOVEStarTHAT
THE (FOX)picture."
MADLAINE
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
Star
A ews.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
Good program
to bigbusiness."
business." " A good picture well
received.
Star like.picture
Average
Consensus — " Good icture. good puller."
MAN OF HONOR, A. (SCREEN CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
Star in characteristic role; a colorful picture." — M. P. News.
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PLACE
IN
THE
SUN,
A
(TRIANGLE)
MARGARET
BLANCHE
MAN WHO TURNED WHITE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B.
(MAY 4)
MAY 10
WARNER (MAY 4)
MAY 24
" Cyril
Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
" Star returns to screen in a colorful melodrama." — M. P. News.
News.
MARIE, LTD. (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (MAR. 23)
APR. 12 PLAYTHINGS OF PASSION (UNITED) GORDON (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
" Has a selling point to the woman." — M. P. News.
" Star is SMOOTH
in a rather (UNIV.)
artificial society
picture." DEAN
— M. P. (JUNE
News. 2) JUNE 7
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to average business."
PRETTY
PRISCILLA
MARRIED IN HASTE (FOX) ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
"
Bayard
Veiller
writes
another
crook
story
for
Miss
Dean."
— M.P.News.
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
PRICE OF INNOCENCE, THE (BUFFALO M. P. CORP.)
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see."- — M. P. News.
STELLA
K.
TALBOT
(MAY
11)
MAY 3
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
" Story
of
a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque. —
" Picture made in the same way — Haste! Poor business two days."
M.
P.
News.
" Good average picture to average business."
PROBATION WIFE, THE (SELECT) NORMA TALMADGE
Consensus — " Fair picture, fair puller."
(MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
MARY REGAN (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART
(MAY 18)
MAY 17
"Norma Talmadge delightful as the probation wife." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Always good. Average business." " Not so
" Third Anita Stewart picture should prove another success." — M. P.
tragic as some of Norma's most recent productions. Some delightful
comedy makes this a most enjoyable offering. Great cast. Big business."
MASTER
News." MAN, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (MAY 25) . .MAY 17
Consensus
— " Fine picture, big puller."
" Star in a forceful play of love and politics." — M. P. News.
QUICKENING
FLAME, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE
MAYOR OF FILBERT, THE (TRIANGLE) JACK RICHARDSON
(APR.
21)
APR. 26
(MAY 25)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 24
"
Vivid
story
of
marital unhappiness in melodrama." — M. P. News.
" Plea
for
prohibition
offered
in
fast
and
furious
melodrama."
—
M.
P.
REBELLIOUS BRIDE, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
News.
(MAR. 23)
MAR. 29
MINTS OF HELL, THE (HAMPTON-ROBERTSON-COLE)
" Star gives best performance in fairly amusing picture." — M. P. News.
WILLIAM DESMOND (MAY 5)
MAY 31
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business."
" Star is splendid in vivid picture of the Yukon." — M. P. News.
REDHEAD (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (APR. 27)
MAY 31
MISS ADVENTURE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (MAY 4) MAY 10
" Star appears in a thoroughly human picture." — <M. P. News.
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk." — M. P. News.
RED LANTERN, THE (METRO) (SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill."
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10
MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS
" Star
News.superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
LESLIE (MAR. 24)
MAR. 22
" Reviewer pronounces this one a peach." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
Broke record
at advanced
pricesMarguerite
all week.Clark,
Opposition was Norma— "Talmadge,
Constance
Talmadge,
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing star and story to average business."
at
all
first-run
down-town
houses.
Crowds
waiting
at
9:15
a.
m.
to
get
MODERN HUSBAND'S
(ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRY B. WALin show starting at 9:30. Rain several times during week but crowds
THALL (APRIL 28)
JUNE 7
held
up.
All
attendance
records
broken
for
seven
straight
days.
Regular stampede.
" Star in plausible story of busy husband and neglected wife." — M.P.News.
MONEY CORRAL, THE (ARTCRAFT) WM. S. HART
FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 20)
MAY 3 REGULAR
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
"
Clean
and
delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
good
Hart
picture.
They
are
waiting
for
a
real
RESCUING ANGEL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
whole-length Western picture. Photography and acting good. Hart
(APR. 6.)
MAY l
surely does play up the hero stuff in this one. Big and average business."
NEW
MOON,
THE (SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE (MAY
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Fair only to average
11)
MAY 24
" Russian Soviet meet a courageous enemy in star." — M. P. News.
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture,
average
puller."
OH YOU WOMEN
(PARAMOUNT)
EMERSON-LOOS (MAY
OF VENGEANCE (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
4)
MAY 24 RIDERS
business."
(JUNE 9)
MAY 31
" An artistic production as well as entertainment." — M. P. News.
" Star in a fine ' Good-Bad ' man Western." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Took off. Had booked for four days but too
ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT, THE (BETZ WOOD-GOLD WYN)
many kicks. Poor business."
LOUIS BENNISON (APR. 20)
MAY 10
ONE WEEK OF LIFE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
News.
" Bennison's
tricks and personality show to good advantage." — M. P.
(APR. 13)
MAY 31
" Star in a tyical Cosmo Hamilton story." — M. P. News.
ROARING ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satis(APR. 27) .
APR. 26
"Fans do notpicture.
like dualPleased
roles. her
Poor fants.
business."
not
draw here.faction."Average
Good"Did
average
" Fast and exciting picture with hair-raising climax." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Had special page in newspaper paid for by
business." " They liked and came to see it."
Hudson Auto concern. Extra big and bigger than average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
ROGUE'S
A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS MAY 31
(JUNE ROMANCE,
9)
(MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" 7 his Earle William's picture below his regular average." — M. P. News.
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
RUSTLING A BRIDE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (APR 27).. MAY 24
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business." " Viola Dana always pleases."
" Star has a suitable subject in Wistern photoplay." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. S
PARTNERS THREE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT (MAR. 23)
" One of best Marie Osborne pictures; heart appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business two days." " Fine picture to average business." " Good Interesting picture to big business."
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT, DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Drew big on double bill and they liked it."
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — M. P. News.
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
Exhibitor
" Theyreform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
pictures." " Opened big and then average business."
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Big business."
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3 SILVER
GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 21
"
Frank Keenan in a dominating characterisation." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
The eccentric
Mabel
of
olden
days
in
a
good
comedy."
—
M.
P.
News.
Comment — f Typical Mabel Normand type of picture. Not
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." .
overstrong as to plot. Pleased. Good story would help a lot. Average
SIREN'S
THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAY 4)
MAY 17
News. inSONG,
business." " One of Normand's best. Pleased. Good business for hot
"
Star
story of love and intolerance ; fairly convincing." — M. P.
weather."— " Pleasing picture, good puller."
Consensus
SOME LIAR (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAY 19).. MAY 17
PETTI
GREW'S
GIRL (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON
" Star breezes through in extravagant farce comedy." — M. P. News.
(MAR.
23)
APR. 19
Exhibitor Comment — " The best yet. Big business."
Heart interest is exceptional; war romance."— M. P. News.
SOMETHING
TO DO (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
Exhibitor Comment — ' Very good picture and one of many with war
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
background to get away to even average business." "A crackerjack
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn."— M. P. News.
pleasing play." " Average business three days."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Dandy
picture
to
extra
big
business."
"
Not
up
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
to Washburn standard. Average business."
PHIL FOR SHORT (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (JUNE 2) JUNE 7
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
good
puller."
Star in her first starring vehicle." — M. P. News.
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
(MAR. 23)...
APR. 19
7(APR;
13>
APR.
19
"Exhibitor
Story ofComment
pleasing — sort;
player's
personality
helps."
—
M.
P.
News.
If you re looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
not known
but coming
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
new type of Western" Star
picture.
Opened here
average
business fast.
first Splendid
day and
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell." "Some
last
day
to
big
business."
"
Our
patrons
are
not
so
strong
for Westmeller. First day poor business, second day average and third day
erns
but
they
like
Bennison.
Average
business."
"
They
like
Bennison
here. Business gets bigger with each feature released and played with
big business."
all through.
Well received and spoken" Splendid
of for dayspicture
after. thatBig holds
and average
business."
this star.— "Extra
big business."
Consensus
Excellent
picture, big puller."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, big puller."
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SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
"Exhibitor
Star shines
in role— ofAverage
a pious business
chorus girl."
M. P. News.
Comment
two — days."
"As good as the
usual Mae Marsh picture. Average business." " Just fair only.
Poor business." " Big business two days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
STITCH IN TIME, A (VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS LESLIE
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star simulates gladness in an appealing story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very nice little story to average business."
STRONGER VOW, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
(APR. 27)
•
MAY 10
Star in picture with Spanish background." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill." " Good picture.
Big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
TAXI (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAY 11)
MAY 17
" Starts slowly but gathers speed towards the middle." — M. P. News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
"John Barrymore — enough said, even in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to poor business." " Good picture,
good business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average fuller."
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) ..... .APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average business." " Not as good as his other pictures. Didn't draw."
Consensus — " Gnnd picture, average puller."
THIN ICE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH (MAY 26).. MAY 24
" Star in splendid sustaining melodrams." — M. P. News.
THIRD DEGREE, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
(MAY 19)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star in a fine screen version of stage success." — M. P. News.
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23).... APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronize this type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." " Nesbit is a goner." " Her best picture, but failed to get
normal
trade."
" Average business." " Average business two days
in
downtown
house."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD) CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
All-star cast in best World release in six months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" All star. The
Blackwell,
very
pleasing Comment
picture. — Excellent.
best theEldridge
World and
has Greeley,
done for a many
months. Extra big to big and average business third day."
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. IS
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TOTON (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
MAR. 2»
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Has fair comedy appeal.
Star's work good. Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
TURN IN THE ROAD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) SPECIAL
.CAST (MAR. 24)
MAR. 29
This one should make patrons happy; will cause talk'.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptionally good. Well produced. Patrons
well pleased. Opened average business and following three days
showed big^ business." " Well liked. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production, strong puller."
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
„ (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIF„ FTTH (APR 14)
APR. VI
hxceedmgly
pleasant O. Henry story with Corinne Griffith." — M. P.
News.
UNPAINTED WOMAN, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MAC LAREN
MAY 17
(Six Parts)
, (MAY 11) ...
faithful study of rural life that is rich in characterisation." — M. P.
News."
UNPARDONABLE
SIN, THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
SWEET (APR. 6)
(Eight Parts)
MAY 17
Particularly
M. P. News. fine combination of talent produces wonderful results." —
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
— " Aphotography,
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perdirected, good
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
every
'
Honest
to
God
'
American
should
see.
Extra
big
business
seven days."
UNWRITTEN CODE, THE (WORLD) SHIRLEY MASON
(MAY 19) _
MAY 17
In which Kidu-San and Dick Tower meet, marry and part." — M. P.
"
News. THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
USURPER,
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
"nrle Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — M. P. News.
VIRTUOUS
SINNERS
(PIONEER)
NORMAN KERRY-WANDE
HAWLEY (MAY 25)
MAY 24
" Story of the slums marred by poor photography." — M. P. News.
VEILED ADVENTURE, THE (SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
A reasonably good comedy with Constance Talmadge." — M. P. News.

WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14) . .APR. &
(Six Parts)
News.
" Holds interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault."— M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings —excellent.
Averagegood
business."
Consensus
-" Good picture,
puller." " Pleased all. Big business."
WHEN A GIRL LOVES (JEWEL) MILDRED HARRIS
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. ;>9
" Immense both from the box-office and the screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
Western
play
with
Wm.
Stowell
taking
more leading part than the star. Well received and showed gooda
direction." " Does not draw any more. Picture not liked. No story."
" A very ordinary picture. Opened extra big and dropped to poor
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
business."
WHEN
FATE DECIDES (FOX) M. TRAVERSE (JUNE 1) JUNE 7
News,
"Butterfly
husband has innings again in domestic melodrama." — M. P.
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
...APR. S
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHITE HEATHER, THE (MAURICE TOURNEUR) SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
MAY 17
" Another
artistic and unusual melodrama from Tourneur." — M. P.
News.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — M. P. News.
WOMAN
NEXT
DOOR, THE
(PARAMOUNT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (May 4)
MAY 31
" Star has an excellent number in this picture." — M. P. News.
WORDS AND MUSIC BY (FOX) ALBERT RAY (MAY 18)... MAY 31
" Good representation of small town ambition and talent." — M. P. News.
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
(APR. 21). .
APR. 19
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.

FLASHBACKS"

ON

EARLIER

RELEASES

" Never Say Quit " (Fox) — " Average business."
" Girl of My Dreams " (Robertson-Cole) — " Very good. Pleased all.
Business poor, no fault of picture."
" The Burden of Proof " (Select) — " Very good scenes and settings but
Marion Davies is certainly not an actress. Poor business."
" The Light of Victory " (Universal) — " Good picture to average business."
" The Wicked Darling " (Universal) — " A good picture but somehow or
other Miss Dean does not draw here."
" A Man and His Money " (Goldwyn) — " Not a good picture and did not
draw. Will have to make more pictures like ' Thirty a Week.' "
" Out of the Fog " (Nazimova-Metro) — " Fine picture and good draw."
Dark was
" (Select)
Clara Kimball
draws
well" The
in myRoad
houseThrough
but thethepicture
not what— ("patrons
wanted toYoung
see her
in.
Average
" Dangerbusiness."
— Go Slow " (Universal) — " A comedy strain that puts it over
with" The
mostStill
patrons."
Alarm " (State Rights) — " Melodrama that goes over with a
rough crowd, but not with so-called better patronage. Big business three days."
" Silent Strength " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
" Her Great Chance " (Select) — " Average business two days."
" Shadows " (Goldwyn) — " Average business."
"The
and the Boots"
Mouse" (Select)
(Vitagraph)
— "Average
business two days."
"Mrs. Lion
LeffingweH's
— "Average
business."
" Day Dreams " (Goldwyn) — " Average business one day."
" Her Code of Honor " (United) — " Big business."
" Code of the Yukon " (Select) — " Average business two days."
" The Man Who Wouldn't Tell " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
" Social Ambition " (Goldwyn) — " Average business."
"Put Up Your Hands" (American) — "Average business for one day."
" The Girl Problem " (Vitagraph) — " Average business for two days."
V" The
Tne Road
Dark " (Select) — " Average business two days."
Light Through
" (Fox) —the" Bara
does good work in this one
please. Hot weather has hurt business, also change of time has and
raisedshould
'H '
with the show business. Should try and repeal this law."
"The Forbidden City" (Select) — "Some picture. Go the limit on it.
big business."
Extra
" What
Every Woman Wants " (Robertson-Cole) — " Fair picture to hi*
and average business."
I'.f/01?
Headquarters"
— "Fair
big business."
Mother
I Need You (Vitagraph)
" (State Right)
— " picture
Problem to play
well handled.
Average
business.
"
Heart
of
Wetona
"
(Select)
—
<"
Second
run.
Good
picture
story
but very poor work of director in not portraying Talmadge as anandIndian
He didn't even darken her skin. The only weak point in picture. Average
bnsiness.
" Sauce For The Goose (Select) — " Second run. Poor business.'
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ARIZONA
Phoenix — Rickards and Nace announce that a new thoroughly up
to date and modern picture theatre will be built on Washington
street, with a possible seating capacity of 2,000.
ANSAS 1 by J. G. McFadden a
Russellville — According to ARK
announcement
new airdrome will be erected on the corner of Jefferson and
McDavid streets. Construction will begin at once.

CALIFORNIA
Richmond — General Manager E. R. Johnson of the Turner and
Dahnken Circuit announces plans nearly completed for the erection of a $175,000 theatre here.
Stockton — Two local Japanese business men announce the erection of a new motion picture theatre at cost of $10,000 with a
seating capacity of 600.
Whittier — Work on the construction of a new picture house is
expected to begin this month. It will cost about $65,000 and seat
about 1,400. It will be erected by Messrs. Siler, Gwin and Berry,
owners of the Gale theatre.
Long Beach — It is announced that Sid Grauman, Los Angeles
theatre owner, will shortly erect a theatre which will cost about
$250,000. Its seating capacity will be 2,500.
Bakersfield — A new theatre will be built on the site of the old
Scribner Opera House, with a seating capacity of 1,250. The
Grogg Amusement Company has taken a ten-year lease on the
property.
Santa Cruz — Mrs. Minnie Hihn and her son Fred Hihn are to
build a new theatre at the corner of Pacific and Walnut avenue.
Merced — C. H. Douglass is to erect a new theatre on the corner
of Seventeenth and N streets. It will seat 1,200. Work will start
within thirty days.
Los Angeles — Final announcement of the location of a new theatre is expected within a few days. It is to be built by Sid
Grauman.
Pasadena — Sid Grauman is said to have secured a fine site in
Pasadena where work will begin on the new $250,000 house within
thirty days.
CONNECTICUT
Waterbury — S. Z. Poli will erect a new theatre on Main and
Brooks streets this summer. The plans call for a seating capacity
of 3,000.
Hartford — The new Capitol theatre will be erected on the site of
the old Poli theatre. Work is said to be progressing very rapidly.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington — It is announced that the Moore Theatre Corporation has secured the former playgrounds property at Fourteenth
street and Park Road northwest and will start work immediately
upon a new theatre.
ILLINOIS
Englewood — Excavation has begun for the new theatre building
on Sixty-third street and Union avenue.
Taylorville — Peter Eric and Peter Perino announce that their
new Airdrome for motion pictures is almost completed and practically ready for the grand opening at Bulpitt.
Chicago — Balaban and Katz, owners of two of the largest theatres
in this city, announce that they will erect a building for a theatre
at Cottage Grove and Sixty-third street to seat 4,500. The cost
of theatre and business building is expected to be about one
million dollars.
INDIANA
Odon— Local business men have subscribed for the erection of a
motion picture show here.
Indianapolis — David A. Coulter, of the Ohio Building Company,
announces that the site secured for his proposed new theatre in
which Frank Rembusch is interested, is located at 42 and 44 West
Ohio street. The incorporation is for $100,000. The seating

Throughout

Picture

News

Country

capacity to be provided will take care of 1,300 persons it is reported.
Gary — A motion picture theatre will be erected here on the east
side of Broadway just north of Twenty-second avenue. The
building will cost $25,000.
MISSOURI

St. Louis — A new photoplay theatre is assured at Grand and
Florissant avenues by the purchase yesterday of the site of the
incomplete theatre at that corner. The Maxwellton Amusement
Company secured the property from the Water Tower Realty
and Amusement Company.
MASSACHUSETTS

Holyoke — Prominent business men will begin shortly the construction ofa new $200,000 playhouse. The new theatre will have
a seating capacity of 3,000.
Springfield— Charles W. Rackliffe and George E. Hammond
have bought the property at the corner of Appleton and Chestnut streets and plan to erect a new theatre to cost about $200,000.
Roxbury—K new theatre to cost $150,000, which will seat 1,500,
will be erected on Humbolt avenue near Waumbeck street, by
the Star Photo Company of Boston.
North Adams — Sheesley and Riley are said to be planning the
erection of a new theatre.
MONTANA

Plenty-wood — Amongst the improvements being made at the Bush
Lake summer resort is a new moving picture house.
Scobey — A new theatre will be built on the site of the old postoffice formerly owned by the Scobey Drug Company.
Browning — S. E. Tweedy has begun the structure of a modern
moving picture theatre. It will be known as the " Alcazar."
NEW YORK
Flatbush — The new Albemarle theatre will be erected at the corner of Flatbush avenue and Albemarle Road by the Albemarle
Theatre, Inc. The firm is incorporated for $400,000.
Binghamton — Ground for the new Strand theatre in Chenango
street was broken recently according to announcement made by
Manager David Cohen of the Symphony Theatre Company. It
will seat 2,000 and will cost about $250,000.
Sharon Springs — A new theatre is now in operation with a seating capacity of 800.
Albany — Plans have been approved by the superintendent of
buildings for the erection of a one-story brick moving picture
theatre on South Pearl street. It is estimated that the theatre will
cost $40,000.
OHIO
Dayton — Plans for the new Victoria theatre are said to be on file
at the office of the Builders' Exchange. Contracts for the construction of the theatre may be awarded shortly.
Plans have also been filed with the Builders' Exchange for another new moving picture theatre on Valley street, it is said.
The theatre will be built by the Polish White Eagle Building
Company.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia — Plans are being made for the erection of a. new
theatre with a seating capacity of 3,000. Fifty-second and Chestnut streets is the location.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston — Announcement is made by Albert Sottile, president
of the Pastime Amusement Company, that a new theatre will be
erected with a seating capacity of 3,554. It will cost, it is said,
about $250,000.
VIRGINIA
Newport News — A contract has been awarded R. V. Richardson
for the construction of the new Lyric theatre for colored people
which will be erected in West Queen street. It will cost about
$50,000.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
May 12 — Rowdy Ann
April 28 — Sally's Blighted Career
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
June 30 — Anybody's Widow
June 23 — Oh! My Dear
June 16 — A Full House
June 9— Can Wives be Trusted
June 2 — Tell Your Wife Everything
May 26 — Kiss the Bride
May 19— Oh Susie, Be Careful
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5— Too Many Wives
v
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7 — Apartment 23
Mar.
31 —— Brides
Marryingfor Molly
Mar. 24
Two

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn...
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
,
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May S — Rubbing It In
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — ■ Out of Heinie
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
Apr. 14 — Twinkle, Twinkle
Apr. 7 — It Beats the Dutch
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
17 — The Lonesome Pup
16— Frozen Thrills
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
13 — Horizon Hunters
12 — Sundown
11 — The Pale Pack Train
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL EXCHANGES
(Robertson-Cole Productions)
Tune — Bare Fisted Gallagher (William Desmond)
June — Broken Threads (Bessie Barriscale)
June —The Man Who Turned White (H. B. Warner)
June — In Search of Arcady (Billie Rhodes)
May
— His Debt (Sessue Hayakawa)
May — Just Squaw (Beatriz Michelena)
May — The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May
Wife (Bessie
Apr. —— Josselyn's
Modern Husbands
(HenryBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr. —The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. — The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
STRAND COMEDIES
Tune 1 — Hearts and Hats (Elinor Field)
May 25 — For Love of Betty (Elinor Field)
May 18 — Three in a Row (Elinor Field)
May
Nobody's
May 114—— His
ScarletBaby
Past (Elinor
(Elinor Field)
Field)
Mar. 23— The Way of a Maid
Mar.
His Door
Wife'sBetween
Birthday
Mar. 169—— The
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23 — 'Mid Sahara's Sands
Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar.
Feb. 232—— AColumbia
Peek at Highway
Paradise
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Way
Feb.
Bit oftheGod's
Country
Feb. 92—— ADoing
Dells

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
S
5
5
S
5

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
June 22 — The Avalanche (Elsie Ferguson)
June 15 — Square Deal Sanderson (Wm. S. Hart)....
> June 1 — The Splendid Romance (Enrico Caruso)
June 1— True Heart Susie (D. W. Griffith's)
PARAMOUNT
June 29 — The Rose of Granada (Lina Cavalieri)
June 29 — Girls (Marguerite Clark)
June 22 — A Daughter of the Wolf (Lila Lee)
June 22 — Hay Foot Straw Foot (Charles Ray)
June
OtherInnocent
Men's Adventuress
Wives (Dorothy
Dalton)
June 158 —— An
(Vivian
Martin)
June 8 — Men, Women and Money (Ethel Clayton)
June 8 — You're Fired (Wallace Reid)
June 1 — Putting It Over (Bryant Washburn)

5
.5
5
5
5
5
5
..J
55
5
5
5

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT

SPECIALS
ur's)
Tourne
Heather
June 2915 —— The
55
ick)
Warw
(Robert(Maurice
Service
SecretWhite
June
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
5
(Special Cast)
June 29
June
22 —— Warrens
Redemptionof Virginia
of David Carson (Wm. Farnum)
£
5
)
june is — Behind the Scenes (Mary Pickford
S
rk)
June 8— Still Waters (Marguerite Cla
a
rd)
Pickto
Huff-Jack
June 1 — Great Expectations (Louise
TWO REEL COMEDIES
2
June 29 — The "Con" in Economy (Jas. Mont. Flagg)
^
t's)
Flowers (Mack Sennet
June 22 — Hearts andHero
kle)
Arbuc
("Fatty"
June
^^
Mother To Guide Him (Mack Sennett s)
8— ANo Desert
TUne 15—
<*
June 1 — Squared (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
SINGLE REELS
1
Pictograph)
June 29— Plant Growth (Bray Beyond
i
(Burton Holm
Chateau Thierry
June 29—
22— Mysteries
of Snowand (Bray Pictograph)
i4V""-;es)
1
s)
of the Filipinos
and Frills
June
J1
■ ■
.; . • ■■■ Holme
). (Burton
Pictographs
Beans (Bray
15— Frocks
June 22—
Holmes)
(Burton aph)...
the Piave
Timber of(Bray
June
j1
.
Pictogr
Bird oftheCommerce
8— From
Tune 15—
J
s)
Holme
(Burton
Suwa-ko
of
fune 8— The Silken Cities
J
June 1— American in the Making (Bray Pictographs)..........
june 1— With Uncle Sam's Sumbarine Chasers (Burton Holmes) 1

FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
ction)
Scout (Blackton Produ
Mar. —The Littlest
... .
(Elaine Hammerstein) Day)
Dec. —Wanted for Murder
Dec. —A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
— When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr.
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
)
ng
(Mollie
— Suspense
Mar.
)
ction
Steger Produ
(JuliusKi
Mistake
Dec. —Her
—Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec
Dec. A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)

5
0
*
5
5
'5b
6
6

SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
6
Calvert)
Mar. 9 Marriage for Convenience (Catherine
6
Mar. 2— Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
°
)
Feb. 23— Twilight (Doris Kenyon
6
)
ction
Produ
Lewis
(Edgar
38
Feb. 16 — Calibre
5
Feb. 2 — The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
0
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
J
Lovely Lucerne
J
The Riviera of Lake Leman
J
Scrambles in the High Alps
1
1
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
1
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
1
facing Death on the Blumlisalp. , ...••«.<•»••»•*•. ...1
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Jan. Romance
5 — Virtuous
Wives (Elmo
(AnitaLincoln)
Stewart)
The
of Tarzan
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature)
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)

5
|
5
3
•
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Film

Picture

News

Releases

Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
Apr. 6— Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
5
BENNISON
SERDZS
(At State Right Exchanges)
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)...
5
June — Hot Sands and Cold Feet
2 Mar.
23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Tune — His Muzzled Career
2
5
May
— With the Moonshine on the Wabash
2 Jan. 5 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
May
— His Concrete Dome
2 SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
6
Apr.
—
Fred's
Fictitious
Foundling
2
Apr. — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
2 The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
67
For the Freedom of the World
The Manx-Man
7
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Social Ambition
7
STANDARD PICTURES
Honor's Cross
7
CAPITOL
COMEDIES
June 29 — The Lone Star Ranger (William Farnum)
5
June IS — My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit)
5 June 15 — A Wonderful Night ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
June 1— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5 June
In a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven)
22
May 18— A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
S May 181—— Circumstantial
Evidence
("Smiling
Bill"
Parsons)
2
May 204—— The
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
May 4— The Sea Wolf ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Apr.
The Jungle
Farnum)
...55 Apr.
20
—
Wanted
—
A
Baby
("Smiling
Bill"
Parsons)
2
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
S FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
S
June 8— The Only Way
1
VICTORY PICTURES
1 — The Land of the Ukulele
1
Aug. 3 — The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
5 June
May
25
—
From
Mud
Dog
1
July 20— The Sneak (Gladys Brockwell)
5 May 18 — A Wild Goose Chase
1
July 6— The Wilderness Trail (Tom Mix)
5 May 11 — Cap the Poor Fish
1
June 22 — Putting One Over (George Walsh)
5 May
4
—
Going
Up
1
May 25 — The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)
5 Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
1
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5 Apr. 20 — Good Roads
1
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
S
13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
1
Apr. 13 — Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5 Apr.
Mar. 30— Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5 HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2— The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5 The(Pictures
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
Silent Mystery
EXCEL PICTURES
Twenty-eight Triangle re-issues starring William S. Hart, Norma Talmadge,
Douglas
Fairbanks
and
Frank
Keenan
to state right buyers.
June 29 — Be a Little Sport (Albert Ray)
5 The Wrath of the Gods
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5 The Battle of Gettysburg
June 6— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5 Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
May 4— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5 MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5 Sporting Life (Paramount-Artcraft Special)
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5 Woman
Mar. 23— The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5 The White Heather
My
Lady's
Garter
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Broken
Butterfly
Salome (Theda Bara)
8 Romany Rye
•
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8 HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
(See Pat he Exchanges)
July 6 — The Merry Jailbirds
2 May 4— The Best Man (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2 Apr.
20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
2 Apr. 6— Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
May 11 — A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2 Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandals
2 Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23 — Money Talks
2 INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mch. 9 — Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
IVAN
FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
July 13 — Down Stairs and Up
y2
July 6— Look Pleasant, Please
y2
(At State Right Exchanges)
June 29 — A Prize Fight
:
y2
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
7
June 22 — Pets and Pests
y2 Human
Clay (Mollie King)
5
June 15 — Sweet Papa
y2
June 8 — Hands Up
y2
June 1 — Oh Teacher
y2 KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See World Film Exchanges)
May 25— The Shell Game
y2
May 18 — Left at the Post
y2
&REMER
FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
May 11 — Sir Sidney
y2
May 274—— The
Man's Bride
y2
(Released
on
Stat-es
Rights
Basis)
Apr.
SeeingCaveThi
ngs
y2
Denny From Ireland
(Shorty
Hamilton)
>
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
y2 The
Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
j
The
Ranger
(
Shorty
Hamilton)
„
.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)
.S
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Shernll)
METRO EXCHANGES
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
June 1623—— Fools
One Thing
at a Money
Time O'Day
Lytell)
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9 June
and Their
(Emmy (Bert
Wehlen)
S5
June 9 — Some Bride (Viola Dana)
5
GARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
June 2 — Almost Married (May Allison)
5
(Producing for Open Market)
May
26
—
Full
of
Pep
(Hale
Hamilton)
5
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9 May 19 — The Lion's Den (Bert Lytell)
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
55
May 5 — The Amateur Adventuress (Emmy Wehlen)
5
GAUMONT COMPANY
Apr. 28 — -After His Own Heart (Hale Hamilton)
5
Apr. 21 — False Evidence (Viola Dana)
5
(At State Right Exchanges)
Apr.
14
—
Blackie's
Redemption
(Bert
Lytell)
5
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1 Apr. 7 — The Island of Intrigue (May Allison)
5
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
5
The Real Roosevelt
2 Mar. 3124 —— The
That's Good (Hale Hamilton)
5
Satan on Earth
.2 Mar.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
The HanJ *i Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes) ... '.'.'.'.'. '.2 The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
7
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
7
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
STAR SERIES
Toys
of
Fate
(Nazimova)
7
Revelation
C
Nazimova)
7
June 22 — The City of Comrades (Tom Moore)
5
June 8— The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5 SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
5 A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
May 1118 —— The
Gardenia (Rex Beach's)
6 Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
S6
May
The Great ofRomance
LeaveCrimson
Tt
to
Suson
(Madge
Kenne
dy)
5
May 4— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
6
5 The
Victory (Special Cast)
6
27— The
The Pest
Stronger
Vow Norm
(Geraldine Farrar)
" 5S Pals Great
Apr. 20—
(Mabel
First (Harold Lockwood)
6
and)

June

14,
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OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
18— Mr. Outing Climbs Aboard
17 — Picking After Pizarro
16 — Here Comes the Groom
15 — Wrangling Dudes
14 — Where the Screen Tree Grows
13 — Getting Gay with Neptune
12 — Out-Columbusing Columbus
11 — Itasca Makes Her Bow
10 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 2)
9 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 1)
8— Mr. Outing Floats a Dream
7— Up in the Air After Alligators

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.1

PATHE EXCHANGES
June 22 — Oh Boy (Creighton Hale-June Caprice)
6
June 15 — The Little Diplomat (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
June
8
—
The
Bishop's
Emeralds
(Virginia
Pearson)
6
June 1— All Wrong (Bryant Washburn)
5
May 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
May 184—— The
CalebCryPiper's
May
of the Girl
Weak(Helene
(FannieChadwick)
Ward-Frank Elliott) S5
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
June 15 — Trixie from Broadway (Margarita Fisher)
5
June
A Bachelor's
Wife (Mary
Miles Minter)
May 181—— Some
Liar (William
Russell)
55
May 4— Charge It to Me (Margarita Fisher)
5
Apr. 13 — The Intrusion of Isabel (Mary Miles Minter)
,
5
Mar. 30 — Brass Buttons (William Russell)
5
Mar. 16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
ROLIN COMEDIES
June 22 — Off the Trolley (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 15 — Swat, the Crook (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 8— Pistols for Breakfast (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 1 — Back to the Woods (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
May 25 — The Marathon (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Lloyd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 4— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20— Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd)
I
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
THE
TRAIL
(Serial)Larkin; Astra)
(StarringTIGER'S
Ruth Roland
and George
June 22 — Tenth, Bringing in the Law
2
June 15 — Ninth, the Missing Heir
2
June 8— Eighth, Danger Ahead
2
Juno 1— Seventh, The Fiaming Waters
2
May 25 — Sixth, The Secret Assassin
2
May 18— Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May 4— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13— Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 23
30 —— Twelfth,
Thirteenth,Hurled
the White
Roses
2'
Mar.
Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh. The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9 — Tenth. The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales...
2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
\
2
Feb. 16 — Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9 — Second. The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
;
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Boomerang
Walt
)
Virtuous
Sinners "(Henry
(Wanda B. Hawley
& Normanhall
Kerry)
Sins
of
the
Children
(Alma
Hanlon
and Stuart Holmes)
Wives of Men (Florence Re
ed)

Film

Releases

RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
June — His Bridal Night (Alice Brady)
5
June — Happiness a la Mode (Constance Talmadge)
5
June — Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
5
May — Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
5
May
The New Moon (Norma Talmadge)
6
Apr.
—— Red
Head (Alice Brady)
5
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
5
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
5
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar. — Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
5
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
5
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
....5
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
5
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
6
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
i
Ruling
Passions
(Julia
Dean-Edwin
Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
55
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
5
The One Woman (Special Cast)
i
S-L PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See Film Clearing Hous-e Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
(At State Rights Exchanges)
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton)
%.
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois,
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The
Mad Lov
er
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1— The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
7
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
76
The Libertine
6
Babbling Tongues
7
Married in Name Only
6
Her Bargain
6
A Man's Clay
Law
Human
5J
One Law for Both
8
Sins of Ambition
7
A Slacker's Heart
75
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
,
5
Mothers of Liberty
6
Jester Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
2
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford,
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson), one a week
June 8— The Winning Loser
2
June 1 — The Recognition
2
May 25 — The Law of Hate
2
May 18 — The Range Rider
2
May 11 — The Fatal Return
2
May 4— A Canyon Romance
2
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
......2
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
2
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
2
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
June 29 — Dombey and Son (Special Cast)
June 22 — Upside Down (Taylor Holmes Special)
June 15 — Lady Windemere's Fan (Oscar Wilde Play)
June
Love'sRootPrisoner
Thomas
Special)
June 81—— The
of Evil(Olive
(Frances
Mann-Philip
Yale Drew)
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
May 18— The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
May 4— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast)
A.pr. 27— The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
Apr. 20— Devil M'Care (Crane Wilbur)
i\pr. 13— A Regular Fellow (Taylor Holmes Special)
Kpr. 6— Democracy (Jack Con way-Marguerite Marsh)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)

6
5
5
65
8
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
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UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Sleeping Lion (Monroe Salisbury)
Pretty Smooth (Priscilla Dean)
Riders of Vengeance (Harry Carey)
The Big Little Person (Mae Murray)
The Unpainted Woman (Mary McLaren)
The Blinding Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 16— A Star Over Night (David Belasco-S. W. W. R.)
June 2 — Destiny (Dorothy Phillips)
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
I-KO COMEDIES
June 18 — Beauty and the Boob (Alice Howell)
June
11— Nellie's
Naughty
(Dot Farley)
May 21—
His Wicked
Eyes Border
(Dan Russell)
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
May 7— Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
A.pr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak- Reynolds)
CENTURY COMEDIES
June 25 — Howling Lions and Circus Queens (Dot Farley)
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
Apr. 23 — Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy)
STAR COMEDIES
June 23 — A Model Husband (Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran)
June 16 — Stop, Cease, Hesitate (Neal Burns)
June 9 — All in the Swim
June 2 — Miss Wives
May 26 — Taking Things Easy
May 19 — Three in a Closet
May 12 — The Bullshiviks
May 5 — Fun in a Flat
Apr. 28 — The Expert Eloper
kpr. 21 — Scared Stiff
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
EDDIE POLO SERIES
June 23— The Missing Bullet
June 16 — Cyclone Smith Plays Trump
June 9 — A Pistol Point Proposal
June
2 — The
Cyclone
Come-back
May 26—
WildSmith's
Rider
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
June 28 — The Captive Bride (Pete Morrison)
June 21 — Kingdom Come (Morrison-Sedgewick)
June. 14 — The Last Outlaw (Ed. Jones-Billie Hutton)
June 7 — Ace High (Pete Morrison)
May 31— Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
Apr. 19— The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
*.pr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
Apr 5— Bill Brennan's Claim (Neal Hart)
ELMO THE MIGHTY (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo Lincoln)
June 23 — Second, Buried Alive
June 16 — -First, The Mystery of Mad Mountain
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
CEighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp >
June 23— Fifteenth, In Deadly Peril
June 16 — Fourteenth, The Lost Millions
June 9 — Thirteenth, Trapped
June
Twelfth, InThrough
Death's Fire
Grip
May 262—— Eleventh,
and Water
May 19 — Tenth, Out of Death's Shadow
May 12 — Ninth, A Leap for Life
May 5 — Eighth, Facing Death
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
\pr. 21— Sixth, The Flames of Death
Vpr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff. . .
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17 — First. The Pool of Mvsterv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
June 30 — The Spark Divine (Alice Joyce)
June 23 — Beauty Proof (Harry T. Morey)
June 16 — Too Many Crooks (Gladys Leslie)
Tune 29—— The
A Rogue's
Romance
Williams)
June
Little Boss
(Bessie(Earle
Love)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
6
9
2
22
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
z
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1
1
S
a
5
55

Film

Picture

News

Releases

May 26— Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
5
May 12 — Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
May 5 — A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
Apr. 28— The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
Apr. 21 — A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
June 16 — -The Painted World (Anita Stewart)
5
May 19 — The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
7
Apr. 28 — Two Women (Anita Stewart)
5
Mch. 10 — From Headquarters (Special — Anita Stewart)
5
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special- Alice Joyce)
6
Jan. S — The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
June 2 — Healthy and Happy (James Aubrey)
2
May 19 — Tootsies and Tomales
2
May 5 — Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
July 7— His Home, Sweet Home
.....2
June 9 — The Star Boarder
2
May 12 — Passing the Buck
.2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Sept. 251—— Fifteenth,
Verdict
Aug.
Fourteenth, Fate's
The Hut
of Disaster
22
Aug. 18— Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Aug. 11 — Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Aug. 284—— Tenth,
Eleventh,TheIn Flaming
the Ocean's
Grip
'.
.'.22
July
Sacrifice
July 21 — Ninth, Prisoner of the Deep
2
July 14 — Eighth, The Iron Clutch
..2
July 307— Seventh,
Lure
'.'.'.'.22
June
Sixth, TheTheTreeLightning
of Torture
Fifth, TheCaveCliffof ofTerror
Treachery
"22
June 23—
16 — Fourth,
Steel
'.'22
June 29—— Third,
Second, TheThe Teeth
Bridgeof Trap
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
May 5 — Fifteenth, The Rescue
2
Apr. 28
Fourteenth, The
The Flood
Living ofCatapult
, '2
21—— Thirteenth,
Despair
Apr.
— Twelfth,
Prey
22
Apr. 147—
Eleventh, The
The Volcano's
Ship of Dread
Mar. 31 — Tenth, Double Crossed
2
Mar. 24 — Ninth, The Crashing Horror
2
Mar. 10
17—— Seventh,
Eighth, The
'.22
Into One
the Chance
Trap
Mar. 3— Sixth, The Height of Torment
2
Feb. 24 — Fifth, The Human Shield
2
Feb. 17— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
Feb. 10— Third, The Creeping Death
2
Feb. 3 — Second, The Leap Through Space
2
Jan. 27— First, The Riven Flag
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers
of Life
Souls Redeem
ed
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Tune 30 — Home Wanted (Madge Evans)
June 23 — Love and the Woman (June Elvidge)
June 16 — The Devil's Trail (Betty Compson-George Larkin)
June 9 — Through the Toils (Montagu Love)
June 2 — Phil for Short (Evelyn Greeley)
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
May 19 — The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
Apr. 28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
Apt. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love-June Elvidge)
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
Apr. 7— The Little Intruder (Louise Huff -Johnny Hines)
SPECIALS
Mar.
— The
Ole
Feb. 1610—
WhatBetter
Shall ' We
Do With Him?
Jan. 6— Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
— The Woman Under Oath (Florence Reed)
— A Man's Fight (Dustin Farnum)
June 8 — Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
Apr. 13 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Jan. 5— The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
Saturdays — Kinograms
....... ......
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts

5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
S
S
7S
5
-5
5
S
5
6
6
6
1
1
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WHEN
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BUYING
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LARGEST

SIMPLEXTHE LEADING

TO

PROJECTOR

JUST

THAT
THE WORLD'S

POINTS

AND

FILM

FINEST

STUDIOS

THEATRES
RUN

THEIR

USE
FILM

SIMPLEX

WORLD'S GREATEST PRODUCERS PROJECT
MASTERPIECES ONLY ON SIMPLEX

THEIR

BECAUSE
THE

SIMPLEX CONTAINS THE FINEST MATERIAL FOUND IN ANY COMMERCIAL
PROJECTOR.

THERE
IS MORE
TIME
ING OF THE SIMPLEX

SPENT
THAN

IN THE
IN ANY

BUILDOTHER

PROJECTOR.
One hour and ten minutes is spent on the making

of one

Simplex gear alone, while the builders of some projectors are content to use die-cast gears that are
moulded all ready for use.
SIMPLEX CONTAINS MORE
PRACTICAL
TAGES THAN ANY OTHER PROJECTOR.
ALL

OF WHICH IS WHY MOST EVERY DAY -MEN
WHO
HAVE RUN SIMPLEXES EVERY DAY AND NIGHT
FOR FIVE YEARS AT A MAXIMUM
COST OF LESS
THAN

AND

ADVAN-

DON'T
ANY

$25.00 FOR UPKEEP
WRITE
US UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS TELLING US ABOUT IT.
FORGET THAT WITH ALL OF THESE ADVANTAGES THE SIMPLEX COSTS NO MORE THAN
OTHER

PROJECTORS.

IF YOUR PROJECTION ROOM IS THE HEART OF YOUR
THEATRE, IT WILL PAY YOU TO TALK TO A SIMPLEX USER BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR PROJECTOR.
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National

Exhibitors'

There are reasons —
Come and see them.

Circuit.

of

JUNE

21,

1919

Beg. U. 8. Patent Offloe

DOMINATES

In the

News

THE

next

FIELD

week —

^TpHE complete announcement of the new policy of proA
duction, distribution and exploitation of ParamountArtcraft Pictures.
After months

of detailed preparation the new plan has

been fully formulated — a plan that only the biggest motion
picture company in the business could attempt.
It is a plan with a definite idea back of it— an idea based
on fairness to the exhibitor. It carries out even further the
policy of co-operative fair dealing that has made exhibitors
of Paramount-Artcraft Pictures the most successful in the
field today.
It is Good

News

for every showman

in the business.

£ ADOLPH
FAMOUS
7*
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres JESSE L. LASKY-LASKY
Vice Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B.DE MULE DrreOorGejieml
/■«
'_NEW YORK.
J

VOL.XIX-NO.

25

Chicago

PuliiUM Weetlv—tt.OO a year
J2Q Seventh Avenue, New

York

un

PRICE

Los Angeles

15 CENTS
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I

YOU

in

means

this

your

case

patrons

IT isn't only the exhibitor who is interested in the new
Players- Lasky Corporation for the proplans of Famous
duction and distribution of better pictures than have ever
been

before.

made

Through

its national

The

public

advertising,

Famous Players-Lasky has taught
the public to go to the theatre that
shows

Parampunt-Artcraft

Pictures

— and says so! It has educated millions of picture goers, new and old.
This successful advertising policy is
based on the evident fact that these
best pictures must be sold to the public as well as to the exhibitor.
So the announcement of this great step
forward in motion picture production
comes with interest already aroused on the
part of the great picture public.
The full page advertisement, reproduced on the opposite page, will appear
The
CITY
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Kansas
CityLos
Angeles
Minneapolis

biggest cities in your
CIRCULATION
PUBLICATION
Georgian American
95,480
Post
354,725
Courier
105,556
Tribune
633,315
217.449
Post
Plain Dealer
199,681
News
97,726
Post
140,294
Register
&
Tribune
128,871
News
171,014
219,664
Star
162,334
Sunday Examiner
Tribune
153,400

wants

to know

about

it.

in the biggest newspapers in the United
States. It is addressed to the public — your
publicstep.
— and it tells the story of this great
new
It does more — it brings that great public to your theatre, if you are an exhibitor
of Paramount-Artcraft Pictures. It gives
you a chance to say, " Here is the place
where these greatest pictures will be
shown." It enforces the fact that the public is a partner in the success of this great
project. It shows your patrons that responsibility rests on them to make their
finest entertainment a continued success,
by patronizing your theatre.
It paves the way for your greater prestige and greater success as an exhibitor of
the best pictures made.
territory

are in this list :
PUBLICATION

New CITY
Haven
New Orleans
New York
New
York
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Me.
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
St. Louis
Seattle
Washington

Item
Register
Times
Press
Journal
Inquirer
Oregonian
Express & Advertiser
Tribune
Examiner
Post Dispatch
Times

Total

Star

IK
FAMOUS
PLATERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZVLKORPres. JESSE l.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MILLE Director General
OJEW YORK/
J

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

CIRCULATION
21,693
84,673
434,157
127,364
657,912
335,776
97,049
20,232
62,839
257,456
329,208
88,560
75,228
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U

R

E

FIRED

A COMEDY

CAST

Wallace Reid is supported by Theodore
Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Raymond Hatton, Henry Woodward, Guy Oliver and
other noted artists in the O. Henry
comedy

"You're Fired."

Press books, a full line of accessories and
complete service section in the Motion
Picture News last week (issue of June 14)
will enable exhibitors to put this over big.
By O. Henry
Scenario by Clara Genevieve Kennedy
Directed by James Craze
9SBmt FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
.r v>--'..-:.

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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i a
Jesse LLasky
Presents
Wallace

^

v

•

t

•••••

You
can

get

it at
your
Exchange
in cut
or mat
form.

Use it.

It works!%
It has
the
comedy
idea
that is

IF that foot had ever
landed on him —
good-bye Helen! goodbye bridesmaids, rice
and old shoes! For dismissal from a job within three months meant
dismissal from her
home forever! That
was the contract!
And what did Wally do
to it?
The way he fulfilled
that contract is worth
coming to see.
Story by O. Henry
Scenario by
Clara Genevieve Kennedy
. Directed by James Crvze

Fired!

necessary
for your
summer
program.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE Director General
'"NEW Vice
YORIO
•
J
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

a„

•
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Motion
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News

ASTLE
in

The
Firing
Line
By Robert V Chambers
Scenario by Clara Be ranker
Directed by Charles Ma i$ne,
Cparatiminl

- (Jrtcrafft- Special

TRENE CASTLE, wliose
name has come to be a
synonym for grace, beauty
and the charm of wonderful
gowns, wilt appear in the
society motion picture deluxe ofthe. present season, to
be released in July as a
Pa ra m on n t- Art craft spec ia I.

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
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'""
-**
VIVIAN

Picture

MA

RT
IN
I N

AN

INNOCENT

ADVENTURESS

■

^

CpammoiintCpicture'

Here's

the

Very

Note

note to play on for
THE
"An Innocent Adventuress"
is the decided charm of Vivian
Martin in appealing stories, simple heart-interest, human stories
of love and adventure.
"An

Innocent

Adventuress"

is

one of them. You'll like it and
your patrons will too.
by Clara Geneeiete Kennedy directed by Robert Vignola

FAMOUS
Z< tfc. /£§,ADOLPU
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Fn-s. JESSE L LASKY- LASKY
Vies Pros. CECILCORPORATION
B.DE MILLE Dmx&rGemnl ffi ^
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" They
are undoubtedly
the
most
interesting
short subjects
we have ever presented to an
audience. Give us more short subjects of this caliber and we will
be
Mr. H.
J. Schad,
Carrdelighted."
d Schad,— Inc.,
Reading,
Pa.
□
^" We have had more favorable
comments on these pictures than
on any other short subjects, and,
in fact, they bring us steady
business
shown. on the nights they are
" For consistently excellent
photography,
titles,cannot
and interesting apt
subjects they
be
equalled."
—
Iff.
E.
L.
Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Franck,
□
" These are
easily orthefeaturmost
wonderful
one-reelers
ettes
I
have
ever
run."
—
Theodore Hayes, New Garrick, Mr.
St.
Paul.
□
" TheyI have
are byeverall shown,
odds thein best
scenics
fact
are more than scenics because of
the human interest introduced. I
have had many inquiries and
words of praise regarding them
from
my patrons."
— Mr. Theatre,
D. H.
Schuhmann,
Florence
Pasadena, Gal.
□
Outing-Chester
are" Tour
certainly
great fromPictures
every
standpoint. Personally I thought
them wonderful and was most
pleased to find that they are a
splendid bos office attraction.
" They
growing
popularity every are
week.
This inlittle
note
will doubtless surprise you, for I
so seldom enthuse." — Harriette
Ohming, Starland Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
. □
" I have
yet estimation
to see a single
reel
which,
in the
of both
myself and my patrons, can compare pictures.
with the Outing-Chester
series of
They are just
great."
—
Mr. Reeves,
Strand
Theatre, Portland,
Me.

June 14, 1919.
To Exhibitors:
You are offered

here the

opportunity so often desired-to talk to brother exhibitors
about an important release.
These are voluntary
statements from managers of
theatres large and small, in
"big cities

and in villages.

• Such far-sighted exhibitors are abreast of the times.
They are adding to the attendance - producing power of
their programs by increasing
the feature element.
They are
working

toward

an all-feature.

program.
They say that each
Outing-Chester Picture is a
one-reel feature, which makes
hosts of friends, and brings
them back every week.
Yours

for results.,

*' I don't know of a single reel
being put out that can even com— Mr. pareThos.
Ronan, Palace
with theP.Outing-Chesters."
Theatre, Danville, III.
□
" I have used all of your Outing-Chester Pictures in all my
theatres, starting with number
one, and have just finished numberlatenine,
you onandthewish
classto ofcongraturelease
that you are giving us. To my
mind Outing-Chesters are the best
single reel pictures on the market
today of their kind, and we want
you to continue supplying us
each and every week for as long
as you
get tnem."
— Mr.Olympia,
Spyros
P.
Skouras,
Pageant,
Lyric Theatres, St. Louis, Mo.
□
" They certainly are a beautiful
clean subject. It is refreshing to
know that an exhibitor can secure
this kind of a picture for his
each week."
Mr. Gordon
James
J.patrons
McGuinness,
Gen. —Mgr.,
Olympia Theatres, Neic England.
□
" Don't forget my OutingChester. My patrons certainly
enjoy
— Mr.Waltham,
Frank Camphell, Rexthem."
Theatre,
Mass.
□
" I have had more favorable
comment from my patrons regarding the above subjects than
anything that I have ever had in
the house." — Mr. Rollins, Star
Theatre, Boston, Mass.
□

□
" Would not be without an
Outing-Chester while they are in
the market. It is the biggest sin■ I □everMgr.
gle reel that
saw."Allston
— Mr.
Stanley
Sumner,
Theatre, Allston, Mass.
" I attribute much of the success of the theatre to the surrounding show, and therefor devote really more time to the selecting of short subjects than I do
to my feature productions, and
for consistently good short subject attractions 1 feel that Outing-Chester isthe best buy in the
film
market.' — Mr. Harry H. Rush,
56th
Pa. Street Theatre, Philadelphia,

" The most interesting short
Mr. J.
know of." —Cape
we Theatres,
subject
Cox,
May,P.
N. J. Cox
□

Your last Outing-Chester we showed here was
one of the big features of our show. Our patrons
commented as much on that particular subject as
they did on the main feature, if not more. I am
pleased to say that as long as we can get those
features every week I will boost them in my advertising, asI think they are bringing money into
the box office.
J. P. WALTERS.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

" I can't say too much about
your
of They
Outing-Chester
Travel series
Pictures.
are just
wonderful. Would not be without
them." — Mr. Jos. Coyle, Codman
Sq. Theatre, Dorchester, Mass.
□
" Each time I run one, they
want to know when they can see
the next." — Mr. Rosen, Lyric
Theatre, Minneapolis.
□
" Your pictures unmistakingly
possessfaction—quality,
and the
giveaverage
satisquite above
of
any
other
similar
feature
—
and they have so impressed our
patrons that even the hardest to
please have commented upon
them
us." — Mr.Theatre,
Charles MilH.
Braun,to Miller
waukee.

Look at the "News! "

Take

How

Fairbanks

for example
often have you said to yourself,

—

'If I could only take the real big things like these Douglas
Fairbanks pictures, get them by themselves, picture for
picture, and run them until I had gotten all there was out of
them, I'd be doing something.
'Promises of what is going to happen in the future don't
interest me. Stars who are going to be great 'some day'
mean nothing to me to-day.
'I know the kind of picture that makes money for me now.
I know the artists who are positive box-office attractions,
and if I ever get the chance to play those pictures without
being obliged to give time to films that only trail along, I'll
be able to call my theatre a real business."
That chance— that opportunity to make your theatre a real
business — is here.
On September first, United Artists Corporation will release
its initial production— A DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
PICTURE.
You can book this picture now. In booking it, you can
drop every other consideration from your mind. The picture
will be rented to you free and clear of any tie-up with any
other production. You can get this one hundred per cent
attraction on a basis that allows you to realize its full
opportunities of profit for yourself.
You can come into the open market, get the best that the
field offers — and yet —
Run your own business your own way.

Isffie productions of
MARY

PICKFORD

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

and

GRIFFITH

D.

W.

to be released by United Artists Corporation
will all be rented on the same open, single
picture basis.
Concentrated here is the very height of artistry
and popular appeal, made available to Exhibitors by a rental policy that insures greater
profits for the picture theatres of the country
than have ever before been possible.
And these profits are assured by the tangible,
known values of the United Artists, not by
promises of future possibilities.

UNITED

ARTISTS ■(DRP0RAT10N
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW
YORK CITY
OSCAR A. PRICE, DrericW
HIRAM A5RAMS, Ge nei<al Mana^r.

Motion
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Picture

N e zu s

in

"THROUGH
THE Directed
TOILS"
With Ellen Cassity
By Koby Kohn
by Harry O. Hoyt

NOT

WHAT

ASK

WE

SAY

YOUR

PUBLIC
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standing,
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at random

have

shown

tion, and shown

in all parts
from

this timely
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Special

Attrac-

greatest

success.

WELLS THEATRE
Norfolk, Virginia

EMPIRE THEATRE
New London, Connecticut

PROCTOR'S THEATRE
Schenectady, New1 York
ALHAMBRA THEATRE
Brooklyn, New York
STRAND THEATRE
Canton, Ohio
IMPERIAL THEATRE
Newport News, Virginia

MORRIS THEATRE
New York Ci$

ALHAMBRA THEATRE
Cincinnati, Ohio
HIPPODROME
Baltimore, Maryland
WOODLAWN THEATRE
Chicago, Illinois
AND TRINZ
Chicago, Illinois

of

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx and
INJew Kocnelle, IN/ew I ork
Hoboken, New Jersey

COLONIAL THEATRE
Richmond, Virginia

LUBLINER

houses

of the country,

the long

STRAND THEATRE
Portland, Maine

MOUNT

Irial

of the representative

highest

which

on

TWENTIETH

CENTURY THEATRE
Chicago, Illinois
COLONIAL THEATRE
Ld Salle, Illinois

CIRCUIT

GRAND THEATRE
Gary, Indiana
PRINCESS THEATRE
Dubuque, Iowa

PRINCESS THEATRE
Sioux City), Iowa
AMERICA THEATRE
Denver, Colorado
VICTORY THEATRE
Tacoma, Washington

CASINO THEATRE
Spokane, Washington

TURNER AND DAHNKEN CIRCUIT
Oakland, Sacramento, Stockton and San Jose, California

These

houses

that 'pay. Are
From the novel
COMRADES'.'
By (~Thomas Dixon

play

pictures

you

boohed?
Produced by)
MAYFLOWER PHOTOPLAY
Isaac Wolper, Pres.

CORP.

presents

ALICE

BRADY
in

"REDHEAD"
fihotoftlay of New

York

By Henrp Payson Dowst
Scenario and Direction by Charles Maigne

Qlie tremendous popularity of
mis distinguished artist increases
xtfim each successive release.
"Redhead" is already proving
one of her most popular creations.

He
her

married
for

spite!

Olive

The
in

famous

"baby

a startlingly

Thomas

vamp"

different

of

Upstairs

and

role,

Down"
in

"The
A

Spite
Bride
By Louise Winter

drama

of

youthful

impulse.

Distributed by
SELECT

PICTURES

CORPORATION

We

told

NOW
L.

LISTEN

TO

Plunkett,

Theatre,

"Olive

is

the

Strand

star

selznick

JoS.
Strand

in
a

'Upstairs
clean-up
week.

been

bets

at

made

in

one

of

pictures,

by

exploitation."

Distributed by
SELECT

|

York:

this

has

biggest

so.

Manager

Thomas

Down'

"This

Mr.

New

and

the

you

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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American

Film Company Inc..
Presents

FISHER

MARGARITA

ADWAY

TRIXIE^BRO

%

it

Agnes

Directed

C Johnston

• • • » «< »¥ « . ^'Vk-^:^ # «•••••

A
and

story

of

stageland

the

chorus

girl who

thought she could leave it
for a home
and husband*
Exhibitor

Comment

A

by Roy W. Weill

• • • • •

snappy,

fast moving,
« * © -3
melodramatic
comedy*

drama

with

a surprise

ish* One of Fisher's

on Recent

Fisher

finbest*

Releases:

"Elegant entertainment." — "Big business two days." — "Splendid picture
to big business." — "Good picture, good puller." — "Delighted our patrons."
"Three days to capacity business" — "Fisher productions very popular."
Distributed by
Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
PATHE
£ 4MERJCAN | r
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

1 PICTURES 1
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

j
j

:

June

21,
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Samuel Goldwyn
T R.ISENTJ
PAULINE

The

Fear

Woman

Q
Izola
Fort
^Direc
ted byester
John

Black

mists of dread

A Barnf-^

rose between

eyes of her lover — dread
ghosts of yesterday.

her eyes and the

of the living past and the

And

fear that her love might

perpetuate the terrible thing she had seen in the dead
eyes of her father.
The

story of how

rose from

this fine sensitive passionate woman

the depths of that fear, fighting and conquering, makes a gripping drama

the wide emotional

peculiarly suited to

range of Pauline

Frederick.

"The Fear Woman"
gives the great emotional star
every opportunity to exert to the full her power, her
beauty, her magnificent

appeal.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President

June

4079
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nun

Detzwood

Film

Company

jo res ents

LOU

1

in.
BENNISON

Road

Called

Straight

£>> Wilson Bayley Directed by IraM.Lowry
These

are the days when

Americans

They want stories filled with the strength
and kindliness of our common life.
They want stories that handle the problems
we meet every day, and handle them with
splendid optimism.
They want American
American punch.

idealism

and

No star of the screen has so epitomized the

That
made

want

true American

finest and

most

entertainment.

appealing qualities of

genuine Americanism as. Louis Bennison.
In no production has Louis Bennison had
such full opportunity to demonstrate those
qualities as in "The Road Called Straight"
— the story of a strong, simple, kindly
American who didn't know
of a marriage of convenience.

the meaning

is why Louis Bennison, through "The Road Called Straight," has
a quicker conquest of the first run houses than any new star in the

screen's history.

GOLDWYNCORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING
SAMUEL.GOLDWVN President

4030

Motion

Pic t u r e

Start

building your

business for the

future. Put in the screen magazine of vision — the Ford Educational Weekly. It thinks ahead
with the Patrons

i7itzpatrtck
Mcelroy
Chicago
Sole Representatives
VOSD MOTOR, CXI
Motion. Picture
L ab oratories

that pay — the

people whose word of judgment
sends friends to your theatre. It
shows

them the triumphs of industrial America in which they

hope to share. It carries them to
lands they expect to visit. It has
the quality these people appreciate
— the solid perfection of the thing
with a future. Make

it a part of

your program today.

FORD

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY
Clip, Fill Out and Mail
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
469 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.
Send me, free of rental, one issue of the Ford
Educational Weekly. I will pay expressage from
and to nearest Goldwyn office.
Manager,
Theatre,

June

1

21,
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"You've

Got

Us

to

the

Life,"

Said

"The
Lost
Battalion"
Private
'That's the Argonne, all right," he said, as he looked at The Ladies' Home Journal's great
"Lost Battalion" picture. "Say, you can almost hear Whittlesey telling the Hun to go to
hell, can't you?"
'
=

^—

,

"'"tten^r^ToIone e,S s»ran,aat'°?s or othS . ten,Pts ■

■

^^^^

TWO

^^^^^ypurh.

at'°na/.

^ershino

, .

"^ezs Later

A hundred thousand dollars has just been
spent
by The
Ladies' Homethroughout
Journal inthefull-page
newspaper
advertisements
nation,
in which Lieutenant Colonel Whittlesey and the
Lost Battalion are featured big. The Journal
prophesies that some American Author will make
acanbook
adds: more
"We
thinkoutof ofno the
storyheroic
in ourepisode.
national Itannals
likely to inspire the hearts of youth."
The MacManus Corporation honorably proclaims it has anticipated this prophesy with an
authentic
photoplay
" The
Lost Battalion."
It has made
a living ofbook
in which
Lieutenant
Colonel Whittlesey and Major General Alexander
and survivors of the Battalion appear in person
The proving ground: No. 2 West 47th Street, New York, N. Y-

MILLION

COPIES

Motion

4082

BOOKED

BY

THE

Picture

News

STRAND

NgvjjV

The color, the drama, the remarkable atmosphere of
"Sahara" made a tremendous
and instant appeal to the great
New York institution.
With six more big productions
bought under contract than its
directors can play between now
and September, the owners and
Managing Director of The
Strand have booked for an immediate playing date

ReadJr.'s
J.Parker
presentation of

T5y C.Gardner

Sullivan

Personally

supervised

by AllanDwan

This booking proves more than anything else we could tell you the Mark-Strand
Company's estimation of "Sahara's" value and power. For, to make room for
it, some other picture valuable enough to- have caused the Strand to book it,
goes on the shelf.
Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director of The Strand says: " 'Sahara' is one of
the finest special productions of the past year."
See the announcements of other big first run and circuit bookings on "Sahara"
in the various trade journals this week.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing through PATHI: Exchange, Incorporated

June
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KINEMA-

LOS

ANGELES

at a record-breaking rental has booked for its first run
American pre-release and for an immediate playing date
in one of the greatest theatres of the Pacific Coast the first

Benjamin
Great

%e

B. Hampton
Authors

Production

Pictures

Inc.

WESTERNERS
The

photoplay

STEWART

of the novel

by

EDWARD
WHITE
Directed by
Edward

Sloman

with an all star cast :
ROY STEWART
MILDRED MANNING
ROBERT McKIM
WILFRED LUCAS
MARY JANE IRVING
GRAHAM PETTIE
FRANKIE LEE
Here is a production of tremendous virility, the first of the new
kind of great screen achievements
made under the direct supervision
of the author; a production that
exhibitors at once will recognize
as being of mid-winter dimension
and audience power.
Available now for pre-release
showing in the large American
cities.

¥.¥. HODKINSON

CORPORATION

4084

Motion

Tie Rode

Into

Hell

In

Defense

Of

A

Picture

Woman

Millions of Americans know daredevil,
loyal Fighting Dick Gale as well as if
he were a member of their own
families.
Millions know Nell, the fair-haired
sweetheart, and Mercedes, the beautiful, persecuted Spanish girl.
Millions

remember villainous revengeful Rojas, the bandit leader.

Millions remember Blanco Sol, Diablo
and the famous Belding white horses.
The several million copies of the famous novel have made you, the exhibitors, that many millions of additional patrons for the

Benjamin R Hampton.
&Elting<?
F. Warner's
presentation
of
ZANE

GREYS

most powerful picture

DESERT

GOLD
Directed by}
T HAYES HUNTER.
With an all-star cast:
&. ICLINCOLN
MARGERY WILSON
W. LAWSON BUTT
WALTER LONG
EDWARD COXEN
RUSSELL SIMPSON

EN PERC
MORY*RISON
ART
EILEHUR
FRANK LANN1NG
FRANK BROWNLEE
WILLIAM BAINBRIDGE

Just produced and shortly ready for
pre-release in the larger cities as the
first of the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.,
made under the personal supervision of
the author.
You

can throw out four or five average pictures to make room for this
remarkable production.

W.HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue
Distributing: through PATHIi
Foreign Distributor, J. Frank

News

CORPORATION
, New York City
Exchange, Incorporated
Brockliss , Inc. 729-7^ Ave. \

June

21, 1919

For what The Salvation Army did in
France it will be loved forever by millions of Americans. One of the outstanding events of a life-time will be
the growth in public affection of a
meek and humble organization that
reached the peaks of greatness.
Never again will the street bands of
singers or the heroic women who
make their way into lowly places be
regarded with anything but increasing love and respect.
For the reason that it is a wonderful
drama of laughter and tears, a story
of the human heart, and to reach with
it through your theatre the affections
of America's millions, you will want
to save an open spot in your house
schedule for

ode!

ONN
By E. Magnus Ingletoix
directed l>y Louis A\)m.Chatidet

A

STORY

'Produced

OF "OVER

HERE"

and presented

by the

NATIONAL
AMERICA

FILM

CORP.

of

tfflilliamParsons, Pres.

We are pleased to announce to the
exhibitors of America that all future
Billie Rhodes productions will be
distributed exclusively through the
Hodkinson organization.

¥.¥. HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527 Fifth" Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PATH& Jxchcutge, Incorporated
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Announcement

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

T{o. 2

.

ver
San Francisco.
June
1 st.
Tonigkt Completes a Very Successful Week's Run for Playthings of
Passion At Our Tiv*oli Theatre. San Francisco. We Consider This the Best Kitty Gordon Picture E
Turner & Dah nken Circuit
Released

It will make the women

gasp.

a picture that makes the women
That Brings More

Women

Whenever

you have

talk you have a Picture

to See It.

Wid's Dail$

The atmosphere throughout is convincing. Exceptionally
good character types add immeasurably

to its realness.
Morning Telegraph

Playthings Of Passion is a "different" t$pe of photodrama.
You Will Like It.
Los Angeles Herald

Gordoi\

In

Heq.

Latest

• C """VNITt^D

Stun n i ng

So'P£/ZP/CTUUa

LAYTH1N6S

PassionP
8 yr l/^hnihon yfFQuire
J>ireclecJ 63/ kfe/kce l/ors/e>c
Supervised
Robert Brynton.

"United

J.A.&ersi
pres fjmericd.
,
picture
Theatres

/Goo 3ro&du)a.v

fifecd YorKD

-Sooif-

eady
Bi\\ R

Measure , r
provides e on

Under

Growna

Sp0nsor
Brooklyn
,ntuition
Believes
les

Men.
, tn\g
•£j plans . Women ?
L,ej
ooWv the
Bar
tion
ceecls
-sehe
Assoc»aC
inState jU ?m he called on some time
the iest fortm:
aeciSe
theitththe omen ,-oters tVofit to
the
if
so
jury
nd
service aState ' shall 1
dmltted tc
StaYYin^

"»oUsry< ,n
voted
«« west
°°k,yn
/^o^ali°n *<*

Produced, by TRIBUNE PRODUCTIONS

Florence

IReed

Picture Theatres sf/jmria
ret
/6oo 8roadda\

Oatl\

rfevJ Vurkj.
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JOHN

M.

STAHL

Director

of

FLORENCE

"THE
"WIVESWOMAN
OF MEN"
and
NOW

'
UNDER
"HER
CODE
OF

AMERICAN
■ - 'l "

KING

THAN
FOR

CINEMA
:■

: ■

OATH"
HONOR"

DIRECTING

MOLLIE

"GREATER

REED

■ I ■ : ' ■ ■ ! ',!

LOVE"

CORPORATION
"

i' m . ;, ■ :j,

.'. ^' :

:, -

I ■ i.

Be

s

s

i

e

le's
Barriscae
en
Successes

"ALL OF A SUDDEN NORMA"
— in which a quick witted girl
shows 'em how to make money.
"A TRICK OF FATE"— a startling contrast between a modest
dancing teacher and a Parisian
dancer.
"HEARTS ASLEEP"— in which
it is proven that blood and not
environment makes a lady.
"JOSSELYN'S WIFE" — adapted
from Kathleen Norris' popular
novel and based on a love quadrangle.

Released by

Robertson-Cole Company
Division
of Films
through
Exhibitors

Mutual

Directed by
HOWARD HICKMAN
Produced by
B. B. FEATURES

ilyh cond of
s instead
recor
successe
a sistent
she
whic
WITH
appeared as a different type in every
picture, Bessie Barriscale in the
productions released by RobertsonCole through Exhibitors Mutual,
has achieved the reputation of being
America's most versatile screen actress and because of this has built up
a tremendous following. She is a
star who gives to exhibitors that certain patronage which must form the
backbone of their business.
"A

splendid picture — Big Business," is the consensus of exhibitors'
opinions reported in the various
trade journals on all the Barriscale
productions. The public is the great
final judge, the audience, and the exhibitor is the man who knows the
public. Such praise as is quoted
above is the highest possible tribute
to an actor or actress of the screen.

Released by

Robertson-Cole Company
Division
of
Films
through
Exhibitors

Wn

By bringing Miss Barriscale to
your house you are not only securing success for the moment in a
financial way, but you are gaining
patronage which will return with
every Barriscale feature. Be one of
those who are in the position to report "Big Business."

June

A
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Dramatic

Close-up

of

tke

Divine."
Spark
A radiant, glowing
orchid ! But she is artificially reared to care for
nothing but fashion, frivolity and the extravagant vanities of life.
Perfectly gowned, perfectly poised, Alice Joyce
is the girl who fascinates
admirers, just as does an

Heart

is a marriage of cool, calculating purpose. Unlike many other women who
have married for money or position,
however, this girl frankly tells the man
that there is no love, only a desire to
keep her position in the world of show
and pretense.
Vainly he endeavors to awaken the
love that he believes is glowing beneath the cold exterior.
Motherhood comes. Surely the
spark divine will be awakened. The
woman still remains a lovely image,

Of all the dramas of mother-love,
ever so powerful, so appealing, here
is one that strikes a new chord.
Alice Joyce, more wonderful with
each succeeding picture, portrays an
entirely new type of role in "The
Spark Divine," written especially for
her by Alicia Ramsey and directed by
Tom Terriss.
Mother-love — at first the mere
spark, then the full fierce flame of
awakened motherhood! Here is a
subject that is close to the heart of
the woman, the man and the child.
It is a drama of universal sympathy
and understanding.
Not once is the beauty of this picture interrupted. The titles, themselves, are pictorial as they gleam
against a fleecy background of rolling
golden clouds.
A glittering, brilliant icicle! Such
is Alice Joyce as the girl
without a heart in "The

Mother

exquisitely carved, color-glowing
diamond.
To preserve her setting of luxury,
"the &irl without a heart" marries. It

ALBERT

THE

startling, surprising,
thrilling. It sweeps to a
breath-taking climax.

E. SMITH

presents
ALICE
JOYCE
SPARK

in

DIVINE

By Alicia RamseyDirected by Tom Terriss

without a single tender, warm impulse. She seems a sculptured work
of beauty without the warmth of feeling that responds to the touch of baby
fingers.
Desperate, the husband watches for
the first flush of mother love. It is in
vain. He resorts to a mad scheme.
The denouement of the story is

"The Spark Divine" is
a story of elemental love
in a setting of luxury,
fashion,beautiful artifice.
Alice Joyce has never
developed a more strikwork of ing,
art.heart-compelling
"The Spark Divine" is
one picture worth seeing.

Advt.
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Picture
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What

Pickford
Mary
in her greatest picture

"Daddy
Long
Legs"
Directed by Marshal Neilan
Photographed

is

doing

by Charles Rosher

for
one op

exhibitors

-Cole film, five oFT
The
Turn
in the Road."
5ib
June
y"
Dail
FromWidfc
-Swaps "Daddy" for 10 Acts
Lansing,
Mich.—to "Daddy
Legs"
was booked
replace 10Long
acts LENCI
of vaudeville at the Bijou, by Man-|
ager W.i& DeWald.
.riamsfl in Distc

tJfiGk sAm
And

that's not

the only

one.

Read

Ms

jccM&l

this

"Despite first hot weather of the season and strong competition including Red Lantern and Mickey, Rialto played more people last
week than any other picture ever did in one week."
This comes from H. M. THOMAS, manager of one of Omaha's largest and
fines* theatres and it speaks for itself.
Here's

another,

from
F. ZARTMAN,

Manager of the Strand Theatre. Dayton. Ohio

"I do not believe that there has ever been a picture shown in the
Strand which has given the universal satisfaction as that given by
Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs," which closed a four days'
engagement last night. "Daddy Long Legs" was produced during
our run by a Stock Company at a local house. Really there could
be no comparison in the matter of where the best show was offered."
Mary

Pickford

will

produce

Two

More

A First National Attraction

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News I "

For

US

News

June

4097
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This
at

great

work

combination

on

their

is now

first picture

Joseph M. Schenck presents

Constance

Talmadge

in her first

John

"A

Emerson — Anita

Loos

Production

Temperamental

Wife"

Directed by Capt. David Kirkland

Surely this aggregation of beauty, talent
and technical skill marks a great step
toward

bigger

and better

pictures.

A First National Attraction
I

, '. ,.7:1

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" Then writing to advertisers
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.
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CEORCE
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ITT

WALXH

UTTING

OVER
SECTION BY EDWARD DILLON

J"TUNT_T THAT WILL
MAKE
YOU
GA/P
A DOUBLE — AN ACCIDENT
A MILLIONAIRE -A
WILLIAM

GIRL

FOX PRODUCTION

VICTORY

PICTURE/

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

■

George Barr M£Cutcheons
Most Famous Novel
Millions Have Read It
Millions Will Seethe Picture!

PEGGY

HYL AND

COWARDICE

COURT

I

The

Adolf

Film

Philipp

Corporation
OFFICES

Eleven
TELEPHONE
STUYVESANT

East

STUDIOS

Fourteenth

Street

New
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ANNOUNCE

THE

PRODUCTION

York

City

OF
FIVE
REEL
FEATURES

TWO
REEL
COMEDIES

PHOTO-PLAYS
Under

the Personal

ADOLF
THE

AND

AUTHOR,

COMPOSER,

Direction

PHILIPP

ACTOR

AND

PRODUCER

BROADWAY

ALMA,

of

WHERE

OF

THE

WELL

KNOWN

SUCCESSES

DO

YOU

LIVE?
55

"A

D

E

L

E"

"THE

MIDNIGHT

"THE

GIRL

"AUCTION
AND
NUMEROUS

WITH

See

Further

WHO

GIRL"
SMILES"

PINOCHLE"
OTHER
STAGE SUCCESSES

AN

EXCELLENT

Announcements.
Address all communications to PAUL

PHILIPP,

Business Representative.

CAST

Motion
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The

FLORIDA

FILM
OFFERS

STATES

They

combine

CORPORATION

RIGHTS

Pretty Girls in sparkling, snappy
among

News

FOR

A series of two reel Comedies,

Produced

Picture

the beautiful

which

are different.

comedy.
natural settings of Florida

two reels of laughter with some

of the most

beautiful scenics ever shown.
One

every

two

weeks

Five

are ready

now

For particulars, address
The
22 WEST

KLUTHO

STUDIOS

9th STREET

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

JACKSONVILLE,

Listen to them!

FLA.

PROCLAIMED
FOR

The

'

STATEMENT

BOLD

HONESTLY

WHAT

Screen's

HERE
one

Biggest

IT

H5

Western

Drama

has just been completed and brought to New York
of the most notable film triumphs ever executed.

It features a personality destined to become
screen's formost figures, one who
is receiving the greatest avalanche
corded any individual appearing
attraction.

one of the

at the present time
of publicity ever acin a motion picture

Beyond the unparalleled drawing power of this personality, however, this production possesses picture value
never excelled by any attraction of this type.
It has scenes equally as big as those of the biggest pictures the screen has shown. It has drama — intense, fast,
dynamic — full to overflowing. It has love interest —
adventure, hard riding and desperate fighting — all the
elements which make for absolute certain box office
appeal of the first magnitude — and all done on a massive scale and with masterful brilliance. It is crowded
with punch, punch, punch,
the finish.
The name
Chance."

JESS D
WILLAR

and then a big surprise at

of the production is "The
Its star is Jess Willard.

It is a challenge
exhibitors.

to the showmanship

Released
in all

Before
the

Big

the

Challenge

of

of American

Fight

Cities

EVERY

NEWSPAPER.

A

COUNTRY
GREAT

ONE

SUPER

IN

SHEET

THE

FOR

THIS"

ATTRACTION

btlll

THE

BIG

WillFIGHT
not be any AT
greaterTOLEDO"
than that which
theatre patrons will wage to see
these thrills in

"Thebattle
Challen
ge against
of aChance
"
Titanic
of a superman
band of Mexican
ever
scene
fight
most ongripping
thugs— the seen
the screen.
from a desperate band
Rescue of the boundof heroine
kidnappers.
Wild ride of cowboys, leading strings of blooded race
horses, at full speed down the side of a mounWess Has Hard Time ,
tain and across the Rio Grande
flowering for Movies:
Head-on stampede of real Western rough
riders in the face of a deadly fire
of Mexican bandits.
Race for life of Kentucky
Blue Ribbon
^ZZKF:M
(W1LLARD STARTS i
Winners.
WITH ROAD WORK

5c c
Seventy Thousand Column™
if
Publicity a Day (Actual Average Count for OrieWe4k)-Now..
. Bein^ Given Jess Willard.

REATER

Pictograph

After September

1st, the Bray Pictographs will no longer be

produced and marketed

as a filler on the Paramount

program.

The Bray Studios, Inc., is being enlarged to a million dollar
corporation, and will produce short reel specials.

The

Bray organization, always the pioneer and leader in

animated

work, has developed and patented new

for cartoon comedies and also a means
tacular effects in popular science.

processes

of presenting spec-

The use of these and other original novelties will be made
possible in the Bray Pictographs, by a new distributing alignment, to be announced shortly.

Make

no fall contracts for short reel subjects, until the Greater

Bray Pictographs are announced.

The

ibikay

Animated Cartoon Comedies
Industrial Motion Pictures

Btumos.

inc.

Educational Motion Pictures
Animated Technical Drawings

1. The

Bray

Studios

comedy, opening
for millions.

2. The

Bray

originated

a great new

Studios

invented

drawings

which

complex

mechanisms

of lives were

3. These

and

developed

helped

5. The

Bray

has always

Thousands

the training period.

which

the

Bray

service and

will now

Studios

placed

at

be devoted

to

led in the development

processes for superior animation.

Studios

will continue

and first to apply new
qualities in cartoon

the Greater

to be first to invent

processes in animation

and new

humor.

6. All these developments
in the new

by explaining

to the draft army.

processes

technical

and surprising theater audiences.

Studios

of improved

animated

the war

in secret for national

entertaining

Bray

the

saved by shortening

other

cartoon

field of entertainment

to win

the disposal of our country,

4. The

the animated

Bkay

distributing

will be spectacular
Pictography,
alignment.

features of

made

possible
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FEATURES

VICTOR
WLM
Five

Picture

Western

Featuring

Te

Money

Inimitable

Getter
" 11 x 14
Photos 8 x 10
Lithos 1 sheet

Release date
Aug. I, 1919
SHORTY

HAMILTON
IN

" Heralds
24Sheets
"
Press

.N

WHE

now

ALSO

FROM

"DENNY
"THE
I
Mr.

Are

"THE

VULTURE"

PEN

They

IRELAND"

Moving

READ

Better
THIS

Than

"THE

RANGER"

Ever.

Why?

LETTER

Dear Mr.
Mr. Victor Kremer, who has the Shorty Hamilton pictures, told me that he
had taken up the matter of these pictures for your territory and knowing that they
are a good proposition I hasten to tell you just what they have done for us.
In the heart of the City of Pittsburgh we have four runs, Columbia Theatre,
first run, three days. We are represented in every district in and about Pittsburgh.
They are pleasing pictures and have made quite a hit with the Exhibitors here.
In fact, our success with this series has been the talk of Film Row. We have had
numerous requests for repeat dates, and the Exhibitors seem to be very much satisfied.
If they were not they would readily let us know otherwise.
are geting fairly good rentals and the pictures have paid for themselves in
thirtyWe days.
If you are interested and wish any further information, I will be only too glad
to communicate with you.
With best wishes, I remain,
Yours very truly,
GLOBE FILM ATTRACTIONS.
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 22, 1019.
Wm. Finkel, Manager.
(Signed)
In Preparation
NEW yoRK
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAM DIEGO

" Stripped|for a Million "
"Strife"
VICTOR

KREMER

105 West 40th Street

featuring Crane Wilbur
"
George LeGuere
FILM

Bryant 8352

FEATURES
New York City

SNAIL"
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RECTIFIES

<^nd

Picture

New

CONVERTS

coined from the words rectify
"Recticon",
me
ert,naha
nvw
s been assigned
and cone
THIS
soon

to the products which we will
be able to supply in large

quantities.
clearly "couple-up"
more
To
name with the functions performed by the machines, and make
it most suggestive of the type of
service rendered, the name has been
the

incorporated in the "world" design
at the left, which
will be the
universal trade-mark for all our
products.
an

The "Recticon" is designed on
entirely new principle. It operates mechanically, converting Alternating to Direct Current
or

Direct to Alternating Current — and
rectifies the current to the desired
voltage and amperage.
This

important

invention

will insure

high-efficiency service, and

is much more
compact, simple, fool-proof, and less costly
than present types of equipment.
If you will send us your name and address, we
will see that literature describing the "Recticon" is
mailed you as soon as completed. Watch this publication for future developments.

HieMBuHock
GENERAL

Hectric

Products

OFFICES; 45 WEST 34th ST., MONOLITH BLDG., NEW YORK CITY
FACTORIES AND LABORATORIES AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Go.
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Photo-Play
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Advertising
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paign as unique
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W.

H.

7 1 WEST

tremendous

scope

"Mickey

in

as

the

exploitation.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

23rd
STREET.
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.

YORK

NEW

As Usual — 18 Pages of Exploitation Aids in the Service Bureau This Week — See page 4129
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Bruce

Scenic

Said Peter Milne, in the "Motion Picture News" — "Never to my recollection has Mr.
Bruce compiled a more beautiful subject * * * The views recorded — mountains, lakes,
streams and forest — have been photographed into the setting sun * * * With all this
beauty, the effect is more like one uninterrupted dream than a mere picture." Showing from
coast to coast, this week in San Francisco's new "California" Theatre, next week on Broadway, at the Rivoli, with especially written music score, by Director Hugo Riesenfeld.
•
w

S
opruce

ar
Educational

Special

Release

The great spruce woods of the North West — towering giants of the virgin forest — cool, green
depths of foliage — the primary interest in a scenic picture of unusual beauty. And, in
addition, the unique inventions that enabled our boys to rush this aeroplane timber along
on its quick trip to the Rhine. Another of the "Educational" scenic subjects that are made
doubly interesting by a liberal sprinkling of timeliness, story value and good humor.
Other

Educational

Releases:

"International"
Photoplay

Black-and- White

Magazine

Screen

Booking

Comedies

Supplement

Exchanges
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BOSTON, MASS.
Bee-Hive Exchange,
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Standard Film Corporation,
Federal Feature Film Corp., First National Exhibitors' Exchange, 406
Toy
Building,
Film
Exchange
Building
48 Piedmont Street,
712 Poydras Street,
INDIANAPOLIS,
SEATTLE, WASH.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Bee-Hive Exchange,IND.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Greater Feature Co.,
Standard Film Service Co.,
Consolidated
Film
Corporation,
2020
Third
Avenue.
109 West Maryland Street,
Sloan Bldg.,
738 So. Olive St.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
BALTIMORE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Baltimore
Booking MD.Co.,
Standard
Film
Corporation,
Electric Theatre Supply Co.,
Consolidated Film Corporation,
Boley
Building,
412
E.
Lexington
Street,
S. E. Cor. 13th & Vine Streets,
90 Golden Gate Avenue,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
DETROIT, MICH.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Standard Film Corporation, Standard
Film Service
Bee-Hive Exchange,
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Exchange
Bldg., Co.,
3317 Olive Street.
207 So. Wabash Avenue,
602 Jos. Mack Building,
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An

Editorial

report of the New York Aldermanic committee
in rejecting the proposal for arbitrary one-man
censorship places its thumb on the crux of the
argument against all restrictive legislation.

THE

" Present police powers," says the committee, " are in
every way as capable of handling the situation as the proposed legislation."
There is the kernel of the matter. It is pleasing, of
course, to read further on in the report the defense of
free speech, and the timely warning against the possible
future abuses of power arbitrarily delegated.
But from a practical and legal viewpoint the answer to
proposed censorship legislation in every community of the
country is given in the reference to police powers already
held by all constituted authorities.
So we must mix our congratulations to the great city
of New York on its escape from the censorship peril with
a hint to our readers to preserve the words of the report
so that they may be always handy to refute the advocates
of censorship. Here's the story, in the committee's own
language :
" The provisions of the Penal Law invest the Courts
with authority to determine when pictures tend to the corruption of morals, and if we cannot depend upon our
courts to enforce a penal law drawn with such broad and
comprehensive scope then it is time to consider the whole
structure upon which our Government rests."
sje* a)c. a{c sfs 3f:
A

"Newcomer"

in the Field
KANE, gentleman and film man, anARTHUR
nounces his new plans this week. With the announcement comes the opportunity to congratulate
Mr. Kane on the realization of his ambitions to direct an
organization of his own.
No film man will begrudge a word of admiration for
Arthur Kane ; few film men can boast of a personal popularity and square dealing reputation such as he bears.
Now that he has taken the first step in the development
of an independent organization the best wishes of the
industry — and that includes the vast army of exhibitors
who know and trust him — go with Arthur Kane.
In the era of healthy competition that is nearing our
only wish for Arthur Kane is that he continue to gain
friends as fast and hold them as well as he has made and
held them in the past.
'i iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiip

The

Vein
Biggest— And

Best— Year

AN

exhibitor writes us : " I am very much interested
in the discussion regarding distribution methods
going on in your columns and have tried to read
through all the lengthy letters and articles. But what I
would really like to know is — what is your own opinion?
What do you think of what is being said in favor of the
different systems of booking? "
What is our opinion ?
An easy question to ask ; a difficult one to answer.
Because, unlike those who are partisans in the discussion, we find it impossible to become heated over mere
words and phrases. We pin but nominal faith in the mere
slogans — " open booking," " series booking," "program
booking," "single picture booking."
For, when all is said and done, the value in the words
rests solely on the sincerity and good intentions of the man
offering.
using them; and on the adaptability of the product he is
There have been — and there are — virtues in program
booking ; there have been — and there are — abuses of program booking. Film history has probably shown that in
practice the abuses have outweighed the virtues.
And, likewise, counts may be placed against any other
form of booking, if we wish to seek for them or create
hypothetical conditions. But any method tending towards
the choice of stars or subjects on merit alone offers less
opportunity for abuse than program booking.
On one point exhibitors may be assured this year. Producers and distributors without exception realize that we
are on the eve of the greatest competitive market the business has seen. They are forming their plans with stiff
competition the only thing in mind.
No distributor is in a position this year to give a moment's thought to methods of " gypping " the exhibitor, to
means of placing him in shackles.
The market is wide open ; competition is free and clear.
And there isn't a single distributor whose entire thoughts
are not bent to the questions of quality of product, good
will of the exhibitor, faith of the exhibitor and sincerity
of business dealings.

Necessity may be the father of miracles — but the age
of miracles is here.

Motion
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Next Wednesday! June 18. That dinner to Sydney S. Cohen,
Samuel I. Berman and Charles L. O'Reilly. If you are in New York
that night you are going to he there. You know it. Because you
can't afford to miss a motion picture event that will, be big enough
to draw an attendance of a thousand. A thousand of the real ivorthtvhile people of the game. And you are one in the thousand?
Aren't you?
It may not sound like news to the exhibitor reader, but to the
boys in New York the big event of the week is the jump by
Arthur James from the Metro to Fox.
It is so far back to the old Mutual days that we had begun to
think of Arthur James and Metro as inseparable.
After hearing some of the details of the tremendous responsibilities that are to be Arthur's — and we suppose we may take for
granted the juicy emolument — we'd like to use forty-eight point
here to say "Congratulations, Jimmy/" And if we did that we'd
use seventy-two point to say, "Good luck, old scout !"
Aside from the above-mentioned event there wasn't much doing
in a news way during the week. Seemed to be sort of a lull before
the storm. The next few iveeks should bring a flood of happenings.
And the nearer we get to the Fall season the less reason trade paper
hounds will have to complain. But in this in-between period it
would do an exhibitor from the sticks a lot of good to see the producers and distributors in New York worrying, ferring and stewing
over Fall plans. Most of these exhibitors think they are the only
ones who shed perspiration.
The first big news event that the next few weeks will bring
will probably be the Clara Kimball Young announcement. Concerning the absolutely square and honest."
Frank ought to have that speech printed. The Amalgamated
Independent and Long-Suffering Producers would nominate
him for President on such a platform.
Oh, yes, we had a very good time at the Pathe affair. How
could we help it with such regular fellows as Fred Quimby, George
Ames, P. A. Parson, and Frank Bruner among the two hundred
regular fellows at the party.
Dave Horsley blew into town last week and paid a visit to
Motion Picture News office. Has a big one up his sleeve. A railroad picture with the backing and interest of every union man
in the country. Sounds sure-fire.
In company with Dave was Ben Malcolm Lyon, secretary and
treasurer of the new organization.
F. tric
R. Theaters,
Williams,
Ltd., managing
was anotherdirector
visitoroftoLondon's
the NewsNational
office. ElecHere
to look over the big Broadway houses and their presentation
methods.
There's interest in the note we read in the Wall Street column
to the effect that Famous Plaxers-Lasky had declared a regular
quarterly dividend of two dollars, payable July 1st. On April
1st last a dividend of $1.50 a share was paid.
Famous Players shares are now listed on the Stock Exchange
and distribution on the new pictures. Probably an entirely new
distributing organization. We hope to have the details by next
week. It will be real ' big news.
Turn Your Attention
to
Page 4126
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Personalities

Be Sure to See
Page 4126
It's Important

Then the next week or so should bring the names of the stars
who will have the good fortune of being piloted through distribution channels by Arthur Kane. Also real news. Real stars.
That's the answer.
Then there will be the Paramount plans announced next week ;
the Fox statement should be coming soon ; and any amount of
real news.
Cheer up, boys, there are lively days coming.
The funniest story we can think of at the moment is the man
we met some five years ago just after Pathe had quit General Film.
" Well," he said, " that's the beginning of the end for Pathe. Where
can they distribute without General? They'll just pass right out
now." And: then, last Tuesday we sat in an Astor banquet room as
one of two hundred honoring Charles Pathe. And General Film is
distributing in Limbo. We are sure this must be a funny story — at
least to Charles Pathe.
That was a mighty nice affair that the boys of the American
organization tendered to Mr. Pathe. And the best part of it
all was that the affair and the speeches were meant — from the
heart.
Frank Keenan, speaking from the producers angle, made the
hit of the evening when he said, "I've spent too many years at
the mercy of the American public and I have too much gray
in my hair now to want to lay awake nights worrying about the
honesty of the organization distributing my pictures. If there
were
day. no other reason for my distrbuting through Pathe that would
be enough — the Pathe organization is going up — going up — every
Wid Dannenburg was vacationing this week in the Catskills.
Meaning that Ben Grimm had to work.
Jim Beecroft now issues an emphatic denial that the stork ever
left pouncing twins at his Westchester home. Jim, it seems, was
gently "spoofing" the boys. When pressed for details he will confess, however, that a ten-pound boy arrived this week.
William H. Jobelmann, publicity manager for the Turner and
Dahnken Circuit, is back at his San Francisco desk after eighteen
months in Uncle Sam's well known navy.
"The Lost Battalion" will be found within the next week or so.
And now, just a closing word. Have you made your reservations
for next Wednesday night? That dinner to the boys ivho gave
Sunday shows to New York State? Thus making a neat little sum
for you producers every seventh day. It's at the Waldorf-Astoria.
You can get reservations from Charles Haring, 1587 Broadicay, secretary of the committee. Ten dollars per plate. And you can't
afford to miss it. Enough said.
P. A. Parsons,
Pathe, ashas
upon his two weeks'
vacation,
with troutoffishing
the embarked
main attraction.
Billy Yearsley, coincidentally, is taking a fourteen-day rest. It
is understood
will
team up. that for the second week' of the vacations the pair
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City

Censor

Bill

Manhattan's Board of Aldermen Flatly Turn Down Measure
Which
Would
Give
Commissioner
of Licenses Censor's
Powers — Powers of Court Sufficient to Curb Bad Productions
AFLAT
turn-down was given by the New York City Board of Aldermen
on June 10 to the proposed ordinance which would make the Commissioner of Licenses the censor of all pictures before their presentation
to the public. This measure came up for a public hearing two weeks ago, and
was spoken against by many motion picture men. It was pointed out the power
of the courts was sufficient to make it unwise for any one to show a picture
which passed the moral dead line.
Collins Chairman
Would Create Bad Precedent
The recommendation which resulted in
committee does not believe that
the defeat of the ordinance was made by the" Your
administration of the criminal law has
the committee on general welfare, of which
broken down, nor that our courts are unAlderman William C. Collins is chairman.
able to cope with the evil sought to be
Mr. Collins, in making his report, filed an
remedied by this ordinance.
opinion explaining the action of the committee. In this connection Mr. Collins said
" The advocates of the proposed ordinance
suggests an abandonment of a court prothe Commissioner of Licenses already had
ceeding and the substitution of a censorsufficient power to stop the exhibition of
ship by the Commissioner of Licenses to
improper pictures and to punish persons
determine in • advance what pictures may
who present such pictures.
or may not be exhibited. If such legislaMr. Collins said the committee symtion as this may be enacted, it can be folpathizes with the good intentions of the
lowed by the censorship of plays, and the
persons at whose request the ordinance was
author
to submit his manuscript
introduced and who appeared before the or the compelled
censorship of the press, and the
committee in favor of it. He said, hownews items and editorials in our daily
ever, that he believes it is unwise to make
one man a censor with such wide powers.
papersforesubjected
to allowed.
the censor's O. K. bepublication be
" Your committee believes that the broadCourt's Power Strong
est liberty of the citizen should be preHe asserted also that the adoption of the
served in the matter of free speech and in
ordinance would be giving the Commiswhatever manner this freedom be manisioner of Licenses power now held by the
festedbe
; it in speaking, printing, painting
courts under Section 1140-A of the Penal
or pictures, subject always of course, to
Code and would be transferring to an in- prosecution for violation either of the penal
dividual the power now vested in the or libel laws.
courts. The opinion, which quotes Section
" If this ordinance became operative and
1140-A, of the Penal law, follows in part:
the time should ever come when the censor
"Sec. 1140-A, says: 'Immoral plays or should through caprice or favoritism, pass
unfit and indecent pictures and permit their
exhibitions — Any person who as owner,
manager, director or agent or in any other
exhibition, would we not be driven to invoke the courts and call upon them to encapacity prepares, advertises, gives, preforce the penal law already on the statute
sents or participates in any obscene, indebooks, and which we are now asked to put
cent, immoral or impure drama, play, exaside as too cumbersome and slow?
hibition, show or entertainment, which
would tend to the corruption of the morals
" Your committee is opposed to any inof youth or others, and every person aiddividual being invested with such power."
ing or abetting such act, and every owner
or lessee or manager of any garden, buildDeal in Re-Issues Involves
ing, room, place or structure, who leases
or lets the same or permits the same to be
Large Amount
used for the purposes of any such drama,
T. R. Gardiner, president of the Gardiner
play, exhibition, show or entertainment,
Syndicate, Buffalo, New York, in a flying
knowingly, or who assents to the use of the trip to New York City this week, closed
same for any such purpose, shall be guilty with W. H. Productions Company for New
York State, one of the biggest single deals
of a misdemeanor.'
for re-issues yet made. It involves the sum
" Surely if the above provision of law
is invoked there is a sufficient remedy al- of Sixty Thousand Dollars.
ready in existence to punish violators of
The surprising feature of this proposithis class.
tion is that under former contracts, Mr.
Gardiner
has been re-issuing W. H. Pro" The provision above cited invests the
Courts with authority to determine when
ductions Company's subjects for the past
pictures even ' tend to the corruption of year and under the new deal he is taking
new prints of all subjects for both his
morals ' and, if we cannot depend upon
our Courts of Justice to enforce a penal
Buffalo offices and his newly opened Albany office. The fact that Mr. Gardiner
law drawn with such a broad and comprehas decided to re-issue W. H. re-issues for
hensive scope and to inflict the punishment
already prescribed by the statue, then it is a second time, is considered conclusive
time to consider the whole structure upon
proof that there is both merit and stability
to the W. H. product.
which our Government rests.

Is

Defeated

Aliens
Get Schuberg's
Canadian
Interests
The most important deal consumated in
the Canadian field for many years occurred
last week when negotiations were completed between Jule and J. J. Allen, who
operate the Famous-Players Film Service,
Limited, The Monarch Film Company,
Limited, and the Allen Theatre Enterprises ;
and John A. Schuberg of Western Canada,
whereby Mr. Schuberg disposed of his interests in his large chain of theatres in
Western Canada, and all of his interests
in the First National franchise for Western
Canada.
Mr. Schuberg and his associates owned
and operated three first run theatres in the
City of Winnipeg, — The Province, Bijou
and Gayety, as well as being interested in
eleven of the leading theatres in the Province of British Columbia, which includes
three first run theatres in the city of Vancouver,— the Rex, Dominion and Globe, as
well as two first run theatres in Victoria,
and his theatre interests in Nanaimo and
elsewhereIn Winnipeg, the Aliens will now control
four first run theatres, as they now operate
the Dominion as one of their large chain
of theatres.
The acquisition of this string of theatres,
more firmly secures the Aliens in their
present predominant position in the West,
and gives them a strong list of first class
theatres from Coast to Coast.
Big Theatre Planned for
Oklahoma City
A quarter million dollar moving picture
theatre with a $100,000 equipment will be
built on Main Street, in Oklahoma City,
Okla., within the next year, it was announced this week by J. N. Cooper, president of the United Theaters Company. A
ninety-nine year lease was obtained from
the owners of the ground on which the
theatre will be located. The theatre will be
the finest in the southwest and will contain
innovations that have never been used in
any theatre. It will be completed by October 1st, 1920. The theatre will be strictly
fireproof, modern, up-to-date and named
" Oklahoma."
Exchanges Adopt Rules
In an effort to protect the responsible
from the irresponsible exhibitor, the Associated Film Exchanges of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce have established six
trade rules, dealing with transportation
charges, payments, contracts, changes in
booking, holding film and playing dates,
and these must be observed by all members
of the organization.
"The rules were prompted by the spirit
of the Golden Rule," says C. V. Zimmerman, secretary and general counsel of the
Associated Film Exchanges. "We are
trying to get the exhibitor to co-operate
with the film exchange for the good of the
industry and to the mutual advantage of
all concerned."
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Leaves
A. James
Widely Known Publicity Man and
Editor to Exploit Fox Product
Throughout the Entire World
, for four years assoARTHUR ciatedJAMES
with Metro Pictures Corporation, latterly as publicity and advertising
director, will on June 23 take over the
general direction of publicity and advertising of the Fox Film Corporation. He will
make his headquarters in New York.
Under the new arrangement Mr. James
will reorganize the publicity forces, which
now extend around the world. In addition
to representatives in London and continental cities, there will be staff members
in the principal centers of the United States
who will be in direct contact with local
publicity conditions, giving the Fox exhibitors the advantage of expert-on-theground service. The publicity policy in its
entirety will not be announced until July
first.
Before entering the motion picture field
Mr. James was a newspaperman with a
long experience in New York and other
cities. He was or seven years City Editor
o the New York Morning Telegraph and
also was Sunday Editor of that paper, and
prior to this connection was in charge of
the publicity department of the Hampton
Advertising Agency, directing the publicity for the American Tobacco Company,
the DuPont Powder Company and other
large businesses.
He left the Morning Telegraph to reorganize the publicity department of the
Mutual Film Corporation, and after fourteen months joined Metro where he attracted attention with a series of successful
campaigns. He is said to have been the
first to utilize the color insert in the field

Metro

for

Fox

News

Mutual Prints
pL?aplin
To ™Z
The following statement is authorized
by H. C. Cornelius, vice president of the
Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation:
" It has been a matter of common gossip
within the industry for a period of several weeks that the purchase of the negative rights to the twelve Charles Chaplin
comedies, known as the Chaplin-Mutual
specials, was in negotiation.
" Exhibitors Mutual is negotiating for
the Chaplin comedies with the Lone Star
Corporation which produced them.
"Exhibitors Mutual as' the distributor
of the original prints has been served with
a notice by Lone Star Corporation exercising an option under its original contract
with the Mutual Film Corporation ordering withdrawl of all prints of the Chaplin
Mutual specials from our exchanges.
" Notice has been served upon all exhibitors who had made contracts for these
pictures with Exhibitors Mutual exercising
a four weeks' cancellation clause, and upon the expiration of these notices all
prints of the Chaplin Mutual comedies will
be withdrawn from circulation in the
United States and Canada."

/irtnur James
and has been instrumental in raising advertising standards in the industry.
" We welcome Mr. James in the Fox
organization and regard him as the leading
exponent of motion picture advertising and
publicity," said Winifield R. Sheehan, General Manager of Fox Film Corporation.
" Mr. James will direct the general advertising campaigns of the Fox Film Corporation in America, as well as throughout
all foreign countries in which we have
branches."

Something
New
Willis H. O'Brien of " Mannikin
Fame Has Prepared Novel Subjects for Watterson R.
Rothacker
WORK has been quietly going on in the
Rothacker plant on a number of
novelty pictures, upon which Willis H.
O'Brien, who produced the novelty effects
in "The Ghost of Slumber Mountain" is
reported to have exceeded any former
effort. W. R. Rothacker revealed last week
that Mr. O'Brien has for some time been
with the concern, and said :
It was in San Francisco in 1914 that I
first heard of Mr. O'Brien's work. At that
time Mr. O'Brien was working on a roof
in San Francisco making his first plastic
pictures, the result being a picture seventyfive feet in length featuring a Brontosamus
and a cave man.
In the latter part of 1915 Mr. O'Brien
made a reel of prehistoric animals entitled
" The Dhiasaurus " and " The Missing
Link," and then made two noveltv pictures
entitled " Morphorus Mike " and the " Birth
of a Flivver " respectively. He then made
a number of pictures for Edison.
" When the Edison Company sold out

Picture

in Film
is Made
to Lincoln & Parker, the plan to make
educational pictures a chapter of the
weekly was abandoned. It was about at
that time that Mr. O'Brien met Herbert
Dawley who had been working along some
special experimental lines and had, as a
result, a small book in which he had pasted
a large number of exposures of the plastic
dinasaur. Mr. O'Brien entered into some
arrangement with Mr. Dawley and " The
Ghost of Slumber Mountain " was started.
" When this picture was presented at the
Strand, Mr. O'Brien was given full credit
for its production, but since then an attempt has been made to create the impression that the work was not done by Mr.
O'Brien, i,rhich, of course, is contrary to
the facts in the case.
" We have already finished with Mr.
O'Brien three or four novelty subjects far
superior to anything he has ever produced
and
are constantly
Mr. O'Brien's
process
which we improving
control.
" I will soon have occasion to make a
definite announcement through the trade
journals covering our plans for release and
giving
description
of really
Mr. O'Brien's
new
nroductions
which are
extraordinary,
I believe.

Technical Expert Confers
with National Board
John M. Casey, Chief of the Licensing
Division of the Mayor's office of Boston,
and member of the Advisory Committee
of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has just returned from New
York where he has been in conference
with the members of the National Board
relative to questions of policy which are
u:ic!;r consideration.
The National Board of Review issues a
weekly bulletin to licensing officials in various municipalities throughout the country. Technical questions frequently arise
on which expert advice is needed. As the
Board of Directors of the National Board
consider the conduct of the Licensing Division of the City of Boston one of the
most efficient in the country, Mr. Casey is
frequently called to New York to pass
upon questions from a practical standpoint,
which are before the Board of Directors.
North Carolina Exhibitors
Convene June 29
The annual convention of the North
Carolina Motion Picture Exhibitors Association has been called for June 29-30, at
Charlotte, N. C.
In the circular notice sent by H. B. Varner to exhibitors it is stated there are vital
questions to be discussed and acted upon,
and a full attendance is imperative.

Something of Unusual
Interest
on Page 4126
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Dinner given in honor of Charles Pathe at the Astor in New York

American

Organization

CLOSE to a hundred members of the
home office staff and representatives
of the sales organization of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., gathered in the East Ball
Room of the Hotel Astor on Tuesday
evening at a banquet in honor of Charles
Pathe. The dinner served the combined
purpose of wishing the film pioneer and
Chevalier of the Legion of Honor bon
voyage on his return trip to France and expressing the admiration felt for him by
every member of the organization.
Announcement was also made at the
dinner that Mr. Pathe would return to this
country in October. It was hinted by other
members of the Pathe staff present that
this date would bring a number of important announcements from the house of
Pathe.
Louis Innerarity presided as toastmaster
at the affair, while addresses were made by
Paul Brunet, Fred Quimby, Frank Keenan,
Albert Capellani, Leonce Perret, William
Raynor, George Ames, and George Blaisdell.
A magnificent desk set bearing the
Tiffany stamp was presented to Mr. Pathe
on behalf of the exchange managers while
the home office bid the guest of honor bon
voyage with a beautiful gold cigarette case
and match-box. The decorations of the
East Ball Room carried the Gold Rooster
scheme out in delightful fashion.
Mr. Pathe's speech carried with it the
information that profit-sharing plans were
being made for the Pathe organization. His

Dines

address, delivered in French, follows in
full:
Gentlemen :
Before leaving America, I have called
you all together on this occasion to express
to you all the satisfaction I have felt during my stay amongst you.
The success of the business of Pathe
Exchange is due in a large degree to its
Manager, Mr.. Brunet, who has risen with
the organization.
He can and ought to serve as an example to you all — who are his immediate colleagues—of what any one who gives himself up entirely to his profession and his
work, may aspire to.
To have only one vital preoccupation —
that of the work you have to do — is sufficient to obtain success, which means to attain an enviable situation in the profession
you follow. Concentration on your work
takes the place of genius, if there really
exists such a thing.
For my part, I have neve1- known anyone
who really succeeded in life without doing
more work daily than he was really obliged
to by the strict limitation of the duty imposed on him by his engagements.
Sooner or later the man or woman who
follows this programme is observed in a
business house and the extended knowledge
which is thus forcibly acquired is made use
of and paid for as it deserves to be.
The business of Pathe Exchange, which
has considerably increased during the past
year, is still capable of considerable in-

Charles
Pathe
crease. Its future is in your hands and
for this reason it is my desire to interest
you in a large measure in its welfare.
I intend to return to New York next
October and purpose studying with Mr.
Brunet an arrangement with the intention
of making all the immediate colleagues of
the Administrative, Industrial and Commercial Management share in the profits of
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Mr. Brunet and myself hope, in this
way, to increase the personal activity of
each of you, as well as your good will and
cohesion of which I have already noticed
the satisfactory condition.
I hope that your effective participation
in an appreciable portion of the profits of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., will have, better
than any argument, the result of making
you increase your assistance mutually the
one to the other in your work, which cooperation isof such enormous benefit to
the final results of your work.
Our Exchange Managers, whose cooperation means so much to us, will not be
forgotten and I request Mr. Brunet to let
them know, at the same time of expressing
my regret to them of not having been able
to invite them on this occasion, that they
may count on our solicitude in the bounds
of the efforts they will make to maintain
and increase the activity and the good
order of their respective Exchanges.
I extend my thanks to all and sincerely
wish that I will be in your midst soon
again.
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Laying the corner stone of the new Fox Building in New York
Dedication

of

New
Fox
Building
responsibility
to
the
public assumed by the
Impressive
Ceremony
Attends the
Fox
Film
Corporation
in this large enterLaying of Cornerstone ; Film
prise, and I wish to state that, while it has
Man's
Daughter
Assists ;
always been the aim of Mr. Fox to proMany Are Present
duce pictures of the highest class — pictures
intended to instruct and educate as well as
THE cornerstone of the new William
Fox building, occupying the block be- to entertain — this aim will be intensified,
tween Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth streets,
and I do not doubt achieved, by the vast
fronting on Tenth avenue, New York City,
improvement in methods of production
was laid on Friday afternoon, June 6, in the made possible by this new building; the
presence of city officials, prominent motion
first of its kind to be erected in this city
picture actors, visiting exchange managers
or any city. Our purpose is not only to make
of the Fox Film Corporation who had
pictures which will insure substantial procome from all parts of the country and
fits to the exhibitor, but to make pictures
Canada to attend the Fox annual convenwhich will be recognized on every hand
as the finest films produced, year after
tion, the entire local force of that organization and a crowd of thousands of citizens
attracted to the scene by the ceremonies.
year,
world." Dowling, at the conLed inby the
President
A dozen traffic policemen halted vehicuMr. toEisele's
speech those
present
lar travel on Tenth avenue from Fiftymarchedclusion ofoff
the souihwest
corner
of
fourth to Fifty-sixth streets. In front of the building where with a silver trowel on
the building a grand stand was erected for
which was engraved " Fox Film Corporathe accommodation of the speakers and
tion, 1919 " Mr. Dowling began the task of
other guests. Among these were many perlaying the stone- Within the cornerstone
sons noted in the motion picture world.
was laid a box containing records of
Frank Dowling, president of the Borough
the Fox Film Corporation together with a
of Manhattan, represented the city governmotion picture of the crowd and the cerement and delivered the chief address.
On the grandstand with Mr. Dowling
mony filmedMiss
by a Mona
cameraFox,
on the
speaker'sof
platform.
daughter
were Winfield R. Sheehan, general manaWilliam Fox, was accorded the honor of
ger of the Fox Film Corporation ; Reverend
placing the box in the cornerstone.
Justin Corcoran of the Church of the Madonna at Fort Lee, New Jersey; former
Senator Thomas McManus; John C.
Eisele, treasurer of the Fox Film CorporaChange Dates of Players
the Misses
Fox,Loeb;
daughter's
of William
Union Meetings
Fox; tion;Mrs.
J. W.
William
Fried,
architect of the building; William Bach,
The regular meetings of the Motion
associated with its construction ; Samuel
Picture Players' Union have been changed
F. Kingston and Daniel L. Ryan, assistant
to every Monday night in the month at
to Public Service Commissioner Delaney.
7.30, at the headquarters, 515 American
The aims of the Fox Film Corporation
and the extent of its activities were ably Bank Bldg., Los Angeles.
presented in a brief speech by John C.
Eisele, treasurer of the company, who said :
It's Bound to Interest
" Because of the illness of Mr. Fox,
whom we all hoped would be here today, it
What?
is my privilege to appear in his stead at
the dedication of this building and the laying of the cornerstone.
Why, Page 4126
" This I do with a lively sense of the

Picture

News

Ontario Exhibitors Oppose
Sunday Opening
Serious abjection was taken by members
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario against a proposal for a campaign to secure the opening
of theatres on Sundays in Canada at a
general meetiing of the association at Toronto on June 3.
Announcement was made that the Great
War Veteran's Association would propose
and recommend at its coming annual convention in Vancouver that all moving picture theatres throughout Canada be
opened on Sundays to help keep returned
soldiers and others off the streets. A motion was offered that the exhibitors go on
record as opposed to Sunday opening.
This motion was seconded. An amendment
that the exhibitors' association remain neutral in the matter was offered by Messrs.
Hudson and Alexander of Toronto. After
a considerable discussion the amendment
carried by a large majority.
It was the opinion of several exhibitors
that Sunday opening would reduce theatre
business during the week.
The exhibitors also decided to ask for
legislation to restrict tours throughout the
Province of Ontario of circuses and carnival companies.
Branch

Managers

Tender

Banquet to Robbins
Herman Robbins, assistant general manager for Fox Film Corporation, was guest
of honor at a shore dinner tendered him
by district and branch managers of the Fox
organization last week at Sheepshead Bay.
The affair was in the nature of a surprise
to Mr. Robbins, he being taken to Sheepshead Bay on pretense of selling an exhibitor. After the dinner he was presented
with a leather traveling bag.
Mr. Robbins, who has direct supervision
of the Fox branch offices and district
offices in the United States, has been with
the Fox Film Corporation almost since
its inception. He has a very wide acquaintance among exhibitors of North America,
having met most of them in their own
theatres.
His hosts at the affair included George
and Sam Dembow, Louis S. Levia, A. S.
Moritz, Joseph Kaliski, Harry F. Campbell,
William D. Shapiro, Maurice West, Vincent J. McCabe, Lester Sturm, Joseph BRoden, Ben P. Rogers, I. J. Schmertz,
Clayton P. Sheehan, Earl H. Wachter,
Clyde W. Eckhardt, Rudolph Knoepfle,
Nate Scheinberg and Joseph A. DePisa.
Asks Exhibitors to Lend
Aid on Flag Day
The National Security League, recollecting the aid given a year ago by motion
picture exhibitors on Flag Day, is asking
that this year they lend co-operation to the
loyalty demonstration by throwing on the
screen the words of the Flag Salute :
" I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to
the republic for which it stands, one nation
indivisible, with liberty and justice for
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Fox

Managers

Prosperity
Ahead
Emanuel
P.
Preiss,
Fenimore P. Hill and
Branch and District Heads Convene in New York, and Return to
Mix Golden, auditing department ; Robert
C. Buttolph and Jacob Sicholman, contract
Their Territories with Full Details of Season's Plans ;
department; Harry Reinhardt, disburseExhibitor Announcement on June 15
ment department ; Fred W. Lange, Frank
AFTER
attending the fifth annual convention of the William Fox organJ. Shea and Acquielo C. Calvo, foreign deization the past week, district and branch managers of the concern are
partment; George H. Fleming, Jack Francis, Sam J. Warshawsky, David A. Mornow homeward bound, after what was considered to be the best " getrissey, of Los Angeles; Benjamin Garettogether " affair yet held by members of the organization.
son, of Chicago, and Joseph A. Depisa, ExThe policy of the company for 1919-1920 was mapped out at the convention,
hibitors' Service Bureau ; Isidore Krotosky,
and simultaneous announcement of details arranged will be made by the manapurchasing agent; William E. Sennett, regers on their return home.
Exhibitors will have the plans of distribution outquisition manager.
lined for them on June 15.
Seasons' Policy Decided
The policy of the company for the season of 1919-20 was decided at the convention and simultaneous announcement of details will be made by the managers soon
after their return home. June 15 has been
fixed as the date for outlining the plan to
exhibitors.
Convention sessions were held this year
in the ball room of the Pennsylvania Hotel,
beginning with the morning of June 2 and
continuing morning and afternoon, through
the week. The convention was presided
over by Mr. Fox and YVinfield R Sheehan,
general manager. At the executive table
were John C. Eislee, treasurer; Jack G.
Leo, vice president, and Herman Robbins,
assistant general manager.
Bright Outlook Seen
In his opening address Mr. Fox spoke
of the conclusion of the war as affording
wonderful opportunities for motion pictures throughout the world, and contrasted
this year's convention with that of 1918
when the Fox organization, the industry
and the nation were interested above all
tfiings else in doing what they could to
bring the world war to a successful end.
The speaker referred briefly to his recent
trip to Europe and declared that despite
newspaper reports there were many evidences abroad of returning prosperity. In
America, he said, we have more wealth
than we ever had and the outlook for 191920 is that the season will be the most
prosperous in the history of the motion
picture industry.
No convention sessions were held during
the evenings, these being given over to the
entertainment of the delegates. Tuesday
night the managers attended the performance of "Up in Mabel's Room" at the
Eltinge theatre. Wednesday night they
saw " Monte Cristo Jr. " at the Winter
Garden and the " Midnight Whirl " at the
Century Grove. The annual beefsteak
dinner was held Thursday night at Castle
Cave. Friday afternoon the managers were
guests of honor at the laying of the cornerstone of the new William Fox Building,
Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth streets and
Tenth avenue, and Saturday was given
over to conferences with the general manager at the administration offices in West
Forty-sixth street.
The district managers in attendance were
Harry F. Campbell, of Boston; Clyde W.
Eckhardt, of Chicago; Vincent J. McCabe,
of Toronto; Clayton P. Sheehan, of Buffalo, and Earl H. Wachter, of Kansas City.

See

BILLY

GILMORE

The death of " Billy " Gilmore,
former exhibitor, and at one time
connected with General Film Co.,
and the distressing circumstances
resulting, is called to attention in
the following letter:
Mr. Wm. A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
My dear Mr. Johnston:
I have just learned of the sudden
death of Billy Gilmore, one of the
boys who has been with the industry
for a great many years. It was only
a short time ago that he had lost
his wife, and has four small children
who survive.
wow Mr. Johnston, I want to ask
you to publish this news and say
something about the conditions I
want to create a fund if possible to
help the children and have accepted
the treasury of same, and can be addressed at the Exhibitors Mutual
Distr. Corp., 1600 Broadway, 10th
floor, New York City.
Thanking you in advance, I am
Very truly yours,
William Hilkemeier.
Those Who Attended
Branch managers included Tracy Barham, Atlanta ; Thomas W. Brady, Buffalo ;
George F. Dembow, Philadelphia; L. M.
Devaney, Toronto; L. E. Harrington, Dallas; Joseph Kaliski, Denver; Joseph Lieberman, St. John; George E. McKean, St.
Louis; Sidney Meyer, Omaha; A. S.
Moritz, New Orleans; C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis Joseph
;
B. Roden. Salt Lake
City; Ben P. Rogers, Washington; Louis
Rosenbluh, New York; William D.
Shapiro, Cleveland ; Howard J. Sheehan,
Pittsburgh; Lester Sturm, Cincinnati ; M.
J. Weisf eldt, Minneapolis ; Maurice West,
Montreal.
Others in attendance were Albert C.
Wyckoff, controller; Lewis S. Levin, assistant to the general manager; Walter B.
Caryn, manager contract department; Carl
Downing, advertising manager ; Henry R.
Heitman, of the general manager's office ;
Lloyd J. Levy and Sam Denbow, Jr., of
the assistant manager's office ; Hamilton
Thompson, scenario editor; Jay A. Gove,
director
Exhibitors' Service
Bureau ;

Harry

Revier Returns to
New York
Harry Revier, who directed champion
Jess Willard in the Continental Pictures
Corporation seven-reel reature, "The Challence of Chance," returned to New York
from Los Angeles last week accompanied
by Arline Pretty, leading woman for Willard; Al Hart, who played the heavy lead
and gave the champ a battle that would do
credit to a Dempsey, and an augmented
technical staff. He brought with him two
full negatives and three prints of the picture that is to put the heavyweight champion before the screen fans of the country
as a film star.
Reports from the offices of the producers
and promoters of the Willard production
credit Mr. Revier with having accomplished a titanic task in completing the
picture within a very short period of
working time, declaring that the director
worked night and day.
Since his arrival in New York, however, Mr. Revier is said to have exceeded
even the record he established during the
taking of the picture. He lost no time
in getting to work on the cutting and titling of the production, having been forced
to take approximately 40,000 feet of scenes.
The work of cutting, titling and tinting
"The Challenge of Chance" is being done
at the Crystal Film Co. Laboratories in the
Bronx, and Mr. Revier has with him, in
addition to the professional cutters, Roy
Somerville, author of the story.
Gerson Plans New House
M. J. Gerson, general manager of the
Whitestone M. P. Corporation, has purchased from J. Heffner the plot at 3rd
avenue, College Point, where he is going
to build a 1,500-seat house. This will be
the most up-to-date house on the island.
Mr. Gerson has the Unique and the Auditorium Theatres in Whitestone, Long Island, also the Lyceum Theatre, College
Point, and is one of the old pioneers in
the business.
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Representative Arranging Showing in
New York

When Ray O. Archer, business representative for champion Jess Willard, arrived in New York last week to make
arrangements for the showing of the big
dramatic feature in which the heavyweight
king will be presented next week, he was
beseiged by. newspapermen. He had slipped
quietly out of Toledo, where the champion
is training for his coming battle, and
boarded the Twentieth Century, on board
of which was Fred L. Wilke, president of
the Continental Pictures Corporation, producers of "The
the picture
is to Challenge
be known.of Chance," as

Big Attendance at Three-Day Session
in Chicago at Which President
Adolph Zukor Reveals Plans
for Season
1 I 'HE Famous Players-Lasky Corpora* tion District Convention held in the
Sherman House, Chicago, June 2, 3 and 4,
was a big success. The district managers
of the Fifth and Sixth Districts, Mr. J. W.
Allen of Chicago and Mr. M. H. Lewis
of Kansas City, respectively, presided.
The meeting was called at 10:00 a. m.
June 2 and shortly after the convention
had settled down to a review of the plans
for the coming year's work and productions (starting with the September releases), those present had a very pleasant
surprise sprung on them in the unexpected
appearance of Mr. Adolph Zukor, the
President of the company. Mr. Zukor
gave a talk, which was well received.
The general plan for the changed policy
of the company were reviewed and the list
of productions, twenty-six of which are
now completed, was presented; the great
opportunity for exploitation of each subject and the selective policy for sales of
theOne
new ofyear's
product
carefullyschemes
explained.
the- most
ambitious
for
aids to the exhibitors in their development
of theatre patrons yet conceived is now
being perfected and will do much to increase the great drawing power of the
product of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in the future and make easier
many of the theatre managers' problems.
The high production quality of the new
product was carefully explained by Messrs.
Allen and Lewis. The purpose to have all
future pared
advertising
and publicity
'aids preafter the product
was finished
and
ready for service was carefully explained.
The arrangement for pre-sale review of
the product made possible through the earlier completion of pictures will permit of
a more satisfactory buying arrangement
for the exhibitor than he has heretofore
experienced.
The coming of the new, year has, in the
plans for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, asbrought out during the conference, many agreeable surprises for the exhibitor, in a new selling policy, which
should prove a great boon to the wideawake theatre manager.

Those in attendance at the conference
were :
E. Dawson, salesman, Chicago; J. H. Stakes,
salesman, Omaha; R. H. Ramsey, salesman, Detroit; R. J. McManus, salesman, Kansas City;
Bruce Burgess, salesman, Minneapolis; C. H.
Weeks, salesman, Detroit ; C. F. Rose, salesman,
Minneapolis; T. H. Gibbs, salesman, Chicago;
M. Stahl,
salesman,
St. Louis;
E. O'Neill,
salesman, Omaha;
R. Allison,
salesman,
St. Louis.
T. W. Stoddard, accessories manager, St.
Louis; George M. Rowell, salesman, Detroit; T.
Stover, salesman,
Washburn,"
accessories manager,Chicago
Chicago; ;H.C.A.Bond,
salesman,
Chicago ; L. Y. Crump, salesman, Chicago ; F, E.
North, salesman, Detroit ; J. H. Gilday, salesman,
Kansas City; S. J. Mayer, salesman, Kansas
City ; A. W. Nicolls, salesman, Des Moines ; A.
J. Irvine, booking manager, St. Louis; F. R.
Traub, salesman, Chicago.
M. Ml Hirsch, assistant manager, Chicago ; F.
W. Weeks, manager, St. Louis ; F. F. Creswell,
manager, Chicago; G. E. Akers, manager, Kansas
City; H. A. Ross, manager, Detroit; J. W. Allen,
district manager, Fifth District, Chicago ; M. H.
Lewis,
manager,'
Sixth District,
Kansas ;
City ;. J.district
W. Hicks,
Jr., manager,
Minneapolis
R. C. Libeau, manager, Des Moines ; C. L. Peavey, manager,
manager,
Chicago.Omaha; E. J. Eichenlaub, sales
E. H. Brient, assistant manager, St. Louis ; T.
J. Blanch, publicity manager, Detroit ; R. C.
White, booking manager, Chicago ; J. W. Bartlett,
booking manager, Kansas City ; R. A. Fleischbein,
accessories 'manager, Minneapolis; A. L. Burnstein, man,booking
manager.Chicago
Minneapolis
E. Grosschief accountant,
; J. A. ;Muchmore,
assistant manager, Des Moines; S. B. Rahn,
salesman, Minneapolis ; A. H. Cole, accessories
manager, Kansas City; W. L. Hill, publicity
manager, Chicago.
General

Electric

Gets

Cooper-Hewitt Stock
The General Electric Company by the
acquisition of all the common stock of
the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company has
secured control of the latter company.
The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company
for the past 16 years has built up a very
extensive business in industrial and photographic lighting amongst all the large industrial manufacturers, motion picture
studios, photographers and photographic
laboratories. The Company will be operated under the regulation and management
of the General Electric Company.
Mr. W. A. D. Evans, who has been connected with the Cooper-Hewitt Electric
Company since its inception, will be in
actual charge of the company as President
and Treasurer.
The present policy of the company in its
field of industrial and photographic lighting will be continued. Increased facilities
will shortly be provided to take care of
the rapidly increasing business.

Willard's representative, after seeing the
major part of the production run off in a
projection room at the Crystal Laboratories, said that he thought it was the fastest
thing he had ever seen on the screen. This
opinion is borne out by others who saw it.
Roy Somerville, author of the. play, congratulated Mr. Revier on having maintained aswiftness of action and beauty of
lighting and photography one of the finest
samples of film art he had seen in his
career.

Second

Big Theatre Projected in Buffalo
Close upon the heels of the announcement by Harold B. Franklin that the Shea
Amusement company of Buffalo, N. Y.,
was about to build a $1,500,000 theatre in
the center of the downtown district, comes
the flash that the South Park Amusement
Company has broken ground for a neighborhood theatre to cost over $85,000. The
incorporators of the company are George
C. Hall, present owner of the Maxine
theatre in Seneca street; George F. Hanny,
also interested in the Maxine; William H.
Fitzpatrick, Jr. and Joseph A. Schuchert,
one of the most prominent theatremen in
the state, who is interested financially in
several big Buffalo houses. The company
expects to open the new house about October 1, this year.

Pathe Employees Share
New Profit System

in

Paul Brunet, Vice President and General Manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., announced this week a new distribution of
profits to employees in addition to the
several bonus propositions which have
long been in vogue with this concern.
The new proposition is for the benefit
of those employees who do not share in
the various bonuses and is so arranged
that each of these employees when he has
been with the firm one year, will on the
anniversary of his coming with Pathe, receive a check for double his weekly compensation for that week.
This arrangement is another indication
of the liberal policy towards its employees
pursued by Pathe Exchange under Mr.
Brunet's management.
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F. G. Hall Closes Deal
Screen Letter Box

for

"Frank G. Hall closed a deal this week,"
says an official of Independent Sales "where
by he controls the exclusive distributing
rights for the United States and Canada
to the Screen Letter Box, the big-little
feature, the idea for which was conceived
by Morris Kashin, prominent exhibitor and
theatre manager and produced by Jack
Cohn. The first release of this subject,
one a week, will be placed in the hands
of the Film Clearing House, Inc., exchanges, Mr. Hall's -distributing medium,
July 15th and each week thereafter.
"The Screen Letter Box, according to
Messrs, Kashin and Cohn is a distinct
idea, the result of a careful study of boxoffice conditions by Mr. Kashin, produced
with the idea of giving to the exhibitor
and public an attractive short subject,
guaranteed to hold a strong drawing power
and at the same time to advertise the
theatre in which it is shown. As Mr.
Kashin said : "It is my idea of service —
to provide the theatre manager with an
attraction that will not only get him business but friends and steady patrons. It is
the direct result of a careful study of the
box-office angle."
Fight Fans Will See Jess
Willard in Action
The fight fans throughout the country
will be given an opportunity to form an
opinion of Jess Willard's condition for
the world's championship bout, July 4th,
when he defends his title against Jack
Dempsey at Toledo, O., when Frank G.
Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation, who has secured the United
States and Canada rights to- the big fellow's seven-reel picture, "The Challenge
of Chance," releases i-t" next week. Mr.
Hall is negotiating for a Broadway theatre to give this production an extended
New York run, it is said, and Harry P.
Diggs, exploitation manager for the Hall
interests, is in Chicago arranging for its
showing there.
In "The Challenge of Chance," Willard
is said to be seen in three big fight scenes.

the Players'
e acts
Chang
Contr
UNUSUAL interest has been aroused in
the ruling handed down by Judge Oscar Trippett, of the United States District
Court in Los Angeles in the suit brought
by Select Pictures Corporation to prevent
the showing of the first independent made
subject, "The Better Wife," with Clara
Kimball Young.
As reported by wire from the coast and
told in the Motion Picture News of last
week, the court refused to grant an injunction on the
Young's
contract was
withground
the C. that
K. Y.Miss
Corporation
which in turn had contracted with the Select Pictures Corporation, and she therefore, was not personally obligated to Select. Further details of the case, which is
particularly interesting from a motion pic(Continued on page 4128)
May

HOW

HE

MET

THE

OPPOSITION

HERE is an interesting letter which came to Select Pictures Corporation
from the Gem theatre, Lewistown, 111. It is a boost for pictures which
the public readily appreciates.
T may interest you to know that we played fairly well against the Tent
Theatrical
Co., towhich
down
us without
day'stonotice,
skipping
dates in order
get inswooped
on certain
trackon events
which a were
come off
here.
It seemed rather an injustice on the part of our town officials — due entirely
to thoughtlessness — to book them in without giving us a chance to arrange our
own booking to meet the opposition.
It was a very rainy week and the daily paper carries numerous one line ads
for
the Company
— " OurandTent
Leak."on Mythe soldier
has lately
returned
from France
who Doesn't
is dependent
Theatresonforwho
a living,
and
was before he volunteered, came back at them with the item which I am
enclosing. I have no newspaper clipping at hand and am sending you a typewritten copy. I am sure you will think it effective.
"OUR TENT DOESN'T LEAK."
But our tents on the battle fields of France leaked, our raincoats leaked, our
shoes leaked, and the masks of some of our comrades leaked a poison gas, and
they never came back. The shell holes in which we sought refuge from raining
shrapnel, were full of water, and perhaps some soldier in advance of us had
found shelter there while his life blood leaked away. The ambulances coming
back as we went down to the trenches leaked the blood of dying men. The
hour glass of time leaked away two whole years of our life which might have
been given to the companionship and support of a wife and baby " Getting a
Start " which money-makers gained while the boys fought their battles Over
There. But let us hope the patriotism that gave us a slap on the back and
sent us forth has not all leaked away since we made the fight.
Everything, we are told, must be viewed from a selfish standpoint. If this be
true, when our business people of Lewistown and surrounding country, realize
what an asset the Motion Picture Theatre is to a town, what a spoke in the
wheel of progress and education, and that " man does not live by bread alone "
then we may at least expect a " square deal."
Ask yourself the question, " What would Lewistown be without a Motion
Picture Theatre?"
L. A. Blakley,
OUR HOUSE DOESN'T LEAK.
Proprietor, Gem Theatre.

Repeal
of Admission
Tax
Urged
doubled. Its indirect federal contributions
Country- Wide
Crusade by Amuse(in the way of increased railroad fares and
mentInterests
to Repeal War
railroad ticket taxes) have almost doubled.
Measure to Mutually BeneBut the theatre . unlike other enterprises,
fit Public and Theatre
has been unable to increase the price of
its product or pass on any of these costs
AMUSEMENT interests, under the
to the public.
leadership
of
the
United
Managers'
Protective Association, have instituted a
" The theatre is not now appealing for a
repeal of its direct taxes, such as the
nation-wide campaign for the repeal of the
war tax on admissions.
federal tax based on seating capacity or
The amusement interests of the United
indirect taxes, in the way of taxes on the
travelling expenses of companies on the
-States, under the leadership of the United
road, but asks that the tax on its patrons —
Managers' Protective Association, has begun a campaign for a repeal of the war
on the theatre-going public — be repealed.
tax on" admissions.
" This organization represents the legitimate theatres from Maine to California
The Managers' Association, which emand from the Great Lakes to the Gulf. It
braces the legitimate theatres and producing managers throughout the United
asks that the attendance of theatres be not
States, through its president, Marc Klaw,
further discouraged and lessened by the
has filed with Representative Joseph W.
tax on the theatre-going public"
Fordney, who has succeeded Claude Kit"This appeal is being backed up by indichin, as chairman of the Ways and Means
vidual appeals from the various legitimate
Committee, the following appeal :
vaudeville and motion picture theatres
" In behalf of the theatres and theatrical
throughout the United States, the Vaudeenterprises of the United States, we
ville Managers' Association, the Exhibitors'
respectfully urge a repeal of the admission
League, and organized labor connected
tax.
with amusement enterprises including the
" This tax is on the public and not on
musicians, stage carpenters, property men,
the theatres and the theatres are only conelectricians and motion picture operators.
cerned by reason of the loss of patronage
Chairman Fordney, Representative J.
which this tax occasions.
Hampton Moore and others have already
" The theatre has occupied a unique
expressed themselves as favorable to the
position under war conditions. Its costs
have doubled. Its direct federal taxes have
repeal of the admissions tax.
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Thinks Screen's Authors Will
Differ from Book Writers
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
I read with considerable interest your comMr. Pathe's
about the Iauthor
and hisment onfuture
in the remarks
picture business.
have
been
talking
"
stories
made
on
the
lot
"
since I felt myself competent to judge of ever
the
material with which we were forced to work
in the construction of screen stories. It has
got to come to that if we are to make any
progress.
In the writing of continuity we find ourselves
constantly struggling with material which is not
picture material — and I have come to the conclusion that the picture of the future, when we
have developed screen writers, will have about
as close a relationship with literary effort in
story form as a piece of marble or a painting has
with that same product of the human brain. The
screen provides a medium of expression that is
entirely new. Once in a while I get just a mental
glimpse of what we will some day do with stories
told in the form of action without any other
adjuncts than those found necessary to the
legitimate stage in the form of the printed program— and then I find myself forced back into
the old grooves again. But some day we will
have screen authors and they will be as distinct
from the author of printed stories as the man
who planned
and presented
" Sumurum
" is with
distinct from Robert
W. Chambers,
I tell you,
rare exceptions, the book or play or story is
not adaptable to the screen and that is the real
reason why we find so much complaint about such
works
screen. being emasculated when transferred to the
_ I have been giving this phase of the story
situation a lot of thought and I have put some
of those thoughts into practice by experimenting
both on paper and on the screen. I know my
theory is right. I do not go half way with it
and say that the pictures are partly plays and
partly pictures or that they are part literature
and part picture. They are all picture. We are
simply up against the presentation of our subject
matter through the simplest medium of expression to be found
scopeof of
human
appreciation.
That -within
form of the
medium
expression
is action — and action is the only medium of
expression which can be grasped and understood
by
every mind in every station of life in every
country.
We all admit that whatever your medium of
expression, the simplest form of presentation
which you can devise is the most effective. And,
also, all admit that the simpler the form the
harder to master it becomes until, in the great
masterpieces of all mediums of expression, we
find
the greater
the form
through the
whichmaster-artist
he works. the simpler is
Now when we have placed at our disposal the
simplest medium of expression of which we have
any knowledge, naturally those who master it are
going to be greater artists than any who have
gone before in the history of all expression. And
we have not yet developed any one who comes
anywhere near to knowing what or how to write
for
We won't
bobbing
up the
fromscreen.
any other
pointfindof that
the fellow
compass
than
the motion picture studio, either. One great
trouble with those having to do with the creation
of pictures is that so many of them look on the
business as a well paid holiday and do not
seriously consider any other motto than : " That
willWithget these
by." few
• words off my chest, I will sit
down and work on my next script with best
wishes and kindly thoughts ot you and praises
for the day when you convinced me I should
stay in the picture business.
JACK CUNNINGHAM,
Robert Bruton Studios.
» * *
Reichenbach to Bat About
" Hypocrites " Booking
Anent the Open Market question and W. W.
Hodkinson's
letter,
I think Mr.theHodkinson's
is a little lax regarding
details ofmind
the
" Hypocrites
"
presentation.
The picture laid on the shelf many months and
Frank Garbutt approached me with a salary and
percentage proposition to handle the picture.
After seeing it, I prevailed upon William L.
Sherry to finance the production at the Longacre
theatre.
Several
before that
the opening,
received word
fromdays
Paramount
their name1
must be kept off the paper, theatre, advertising,
etc.
After the film went over and we were doing

Otis*

Ship-

almost capacity business, Paramount began displaying an interest and attempted to book the
picture at program rates with their regular
clients.
contract
bookings My
to be
made with
with Garbutt
mutual read:
sanction"Allof
theWhen
SherryI office
and
H.
L.
Reichenbach."
learned that Paramount had booked
Kunsky of Detroit at his regular booking
amount, I threatened Kunsky with an injunction,
raised the rental on him to $1000 for one week
and compelled him to charge dollar prices. This
state of affairs continued, and New Haven,
Boston, Newark and other towns wanted the film
and I was forced, as I said in my former statement, to battle for the upholding of my rights in
the premises. Throughout the entire deal, Mr.
Hodkinson did not enter. Mr. Sherry and myself were solely responsible for any open bookings thecentage
picture
beforewhich
I sold
my atper-a
interest tomade,
Garbutt,
I sold
ridiculously low figure rather than fight over
every independent contract. I have telegrams and
letters trom Garbutt in which every one of the
above statements are verified. Mr. Hodkinson,
during his stay at Paramount, never offered one
film on the open booking plan. He was the
originator of program bookings and maintained
his
policy throughout his entire regime at
Paramount.
H. L. REICHENBACH.

Picture

News

Slow Moving Broadway
in New York City,
U. S. A.

The man who has always wondered why
meritorious productions are never given
more than a week of life at the trio of
Broadway photoplay temples would have
felt considerably cheered had he passed the
Rialto with us last Sunday evening.
A crowd of two hundred at the boxoffice, a line extending the entire length
of the Broadway block — these were the answers to the showing of "A Knickerbocker
Buckaboo," with Douglas Fairbanks. The
previous week it had been the attraction at
the Rialto's sister house, the Rivoli.
The same man — the believer in longer
Broadway runs — would probably have received cheer also from the experiment at
the Rivoli.
Broadway moves slowly in many things
— but there are signs of progress.

Closing
Sunday
Against
On
Fight
lic as little as a church service, and its
Over
Arms
in
Up
Adrian, Mich.,
audience includes all classes of people.
Attempt of Blue Law Element to
Therefore if we undertake to forbid it, we
Close Theatres : Minister
must do so solely upon the theory that it
Favors Houses
is evil and that the welfare of the city
demands its suppression. In that case we
bids
COUNTER-CAMPAIGN which
A fair
to put Blue Law advocates who
must first be perfectly sure that we are
urge Sunday closing of picture houses, to right in pronouncing it an evil, and second,
rout, is being waged in little Adrian, Mich.
we must be sure that we are right in thinking that there would be a net benefit to the
and speech and pamphlet, the
By pen
broader minded element is being appealed
city by suppressing it.
to. The one newspaper of the city, the Daily
As to the first point — whether motion
Telegram, is giving prominence to the pictures are intrinsically good or bad — the
fight, and logical, convincing editorials by overwhelming majority of people everywhere have given a favorable verdict.
its editor, Stuart H. Perry, is tipping the
scales against those few who inaugurated
the Sunday closing argument.
Petitions were distributed by the antiContra
the Players'
e cts
May Chang
picture group praying the City Commission
{Continued
from page 4125)
to pass an ordinance to close the theatres
on the Sabbath. In retaliation, V. J. ture standpoint, in that it creates someWilliams of the Crescent Theatre, and
thing of a precedent
as regards
responsibility
under contract,
haveplayers'
bee:i
other exhibitors have gotten out a counter
received.
petition for signature of the many who
wish the houses to remain open.
The suit was brought as a result of Miss
Young nullifying her contract with the
Dr. F. A. Perry, pastor of the local Plymouth Church, publicly defended the pic- C. K. Y. Corporation and Select Pictures
several months ago. At the time of this
tures, saying in an address :
" The movement to close the movies is action on the part of the actress there
were numerous statements made the
pushed by the silk stocking people who own
automobiles, " and they do not need the corporations interested and Miss Young, in
movies for Sunday amusement, but they trade papers. Following her notice of canwant to take away the amusement of the
cel ation ofcontract Miss Young began the
poor man who cannot afford an automobile,
making of a film in Los Angeles titled
" The Better Wife " and it was upon this
butHewhoqualified
can go his
to the
picture
position
by show."
saying that
picture that the suit was based. The
he was not in the first instance a promoter
Kinema theatre began advertising the showof Sunday theatres but that he believed
ing of Miss Young's picture a number of
there was nothing better at the present
days prior to the date of the premier. An
time.
appeal for the injunction was not filed un" To put out the Sunday movies is to
til Saturday morning, May 31, the day before the picture was to become a part of
give
place
to
something
worse,"
was
the
way he characterized the situation.
the program at the Kinema theatre. Judge
In the course of a two column editorial
Frank James and Neil McCarthy reprethe Adrian Daily Telegram said of the
sented Select Pictures Corporation and Alclosing attempt :
fred Wright and Alexander McDonald
A picture show disturbs the general pub- were counsel for the defendants.
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It's Wonderful —
Just
Think
it means that you have to keep figuring how you can
HPlTERE are today under construction or all ararrange things to do just a little better and to widen
A rangements made to build more motion picture
the limitations just a little with each week that passes.
theatres of the highest class than there have been
erected in the past five years. // one subtracted the
We cite you proof : Turn through the pages of
the Exhibitors Service Bureau and read them carelegitimate theatres that have been converted into mofully. There are in this issue EIGHTEEN PAGES
tion picture houses, one might be able to say that
OF MATTER ABOUT BETTER EXHIBITION
there were now under way or planned more fine
OF PICTURES.
houses than the total number in the country today.
And with few exceptions the men who are buildThis is matter OF AND BY EXHIBITORS'. It is
the sort of material with dollars in every line of it
ing these houses are not new in the business. They
for you.
have not been lured in as they were along in the
early days of the business by " get rich quick " ideas.
They are men who are in the industry now, men
who are able to see ahead and who appreciate how
motion picture exhibition has progressed in the last
two or three years — and one> can see the greatest
progress in that period.
These men realize that the drawing power of the
motion picture is increasing, but that at the same time
the public, at least in the cities, is not going to be
content with just any old thing. Every city is demanding its best for its own people and scores of
men who now have less pretentious houses see the
way clear to make this further investment and to get
their profit out of it.
'TPTIS is not written with the intention of boosting
the construction of theatres or even suggesting
to you that you should have a finer house. But we
are citing it as an instance of the wonderful progress
that has been made in motion picture EXHIBITION
—AND WE FEEL VERY SURE THAT THE
PROGRESS IN THAT PORTION OF THE
BUSINESS DESERVES
OF THE CREDIT.

THE

LION'S

SHARE

That progress does not mean that you need to go
out and build a million dollar house to hold or to
increase your patronage, but it does mean as sure
as the sun is in the sky that you have got to get your
standard up to the best and that you have to keep it
there if you expect to keep in the running. If you
don't you will find some one slipping in and building
a house on the next corner who will give that standard.
And better exhibition does not mean that you have
to have an orchestra of fifty pieces and mount the
costliest stage settings. What it means is that you
have to get the most out of each picture that you
show in accordance with the local limitations, and

There's not a line of THEORY stuff in it. It is
not a lot of bunk about what some press agent who
may never have been away from Broadway, thinks
ought to be done with some production.
It is ACCOMPLISHMENT.
\ S we have told you before, the wiseacres said
two years ago when we started the Exhibitors
Service Bureau that " it couldn't be done.-' It has
been done and you have the evidence of it with every
issue of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
We are not attempting even by inference to take
the credit of it. All that we claim for ourselves is
that this paper has the vision to see the growth of
the exhibitor, that more and more of them were really
doing things — and BIG things in their own way.
All that we did was to offer them here a forum.
And then we were fortunate as to be able to enlist
at the very start the minds of some of the greatest
men in the exhibiting field and they have helped here
week after week and are helping still to give you the
benefit of their ideas.
What a wonderful thing it is when the exhibitors
have come to realize that co-operation in this line is
worth money to themselves and to their fellows —
that it is building the business stronger and stronger
every day and widening the appeal of motion pictures
to an extent that was not dreamed of a few years
ago.And while we are on this subject we want to tell
you that ADVERTISING is one of the great incentives in the progress of exhibition and that the
encouragement to the exhibitor to do better advertising, to tell him sincerely and constructively what is
the matter with his exploitation — instead of merely
satisfying his vanity with praise — as was formerly
the trade paper custom — has been a service that we
have been proud to have given.
Let's make this splendid issue showing so much
about what others are doing an incentive to all of us
to try to do more — and to tell others what you yourself are doing — to the end that we may all grozv together.
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Here's

a Stunt
Worried

That Had a Whole City
About a Supposed Kidnapping
with a determination of taking up the
17 ASTON, Pa., was suddenly startled
chase the following day. Then came the
■t— ' one day recently when there appeared
announcement in the form of a telegram
in a local newspaper an advertisement
which gave them the impression that a from William Heenan and addressed to
Harlan Woehrle, No. 36 South Third
kidnapping had been perpetrated, and that
the particular person was the daughter of street. The telegram read as follows :
some wealthy family. The advertisement
" Justis advised
that Marie
for whom
search
being made
in yourAlexander,
town, escaped
from
that caused all the apprehension was :
those seeking her in Philadelphia, after she had
been discovered working as a chambermaid in
one of the hotels here. Presume she is headed
toward Easton. It is known she had only enough
WANTED!
funds to pay transportation to Easton. She will
Information of the whereabout* of Marie Alexander. Disprobably
wear Sloan,
a maid'swealthy
livery young
beneathsociety
long man
blue
cloak. Roger
ap eared from a party of refugees landed on the American
here, offers any amount to learn her whereabouts
CoasL Medium height, dark hair, brown eyes, figure slender,
has soft hands, with long tapering fingers. Speaks four
and tofort.insure
against that
privation
discomIt is alsoherreported
BlinkeyandDeal
and
languages fluently.
Blondie
Mazie,
two
notorious
society
blackmailE ASTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
ers, are in pursuit of her to obtain revenge for
her successful effort to prevent their scheme to
victimize Sloan for thousands of dollars. Suspect she is more than a hotel maid from the fuss
There was , hardly a woman in Easton
that has been started to find her. Two men and
who tallied in the least bit with the de- a woman, both distinguished looking, are hounding themostlocal
untilremoval
they arefrom
alscription of the hunted one that did not
frantic,authorities
threateningheretheir
get the closest scrutiny from passersby.
office if she is not located at once. I am sendWomen were closely eyeing one another.
ing only likeness of her I could obtain."
This telegram only served to make the
Then, on the following day, there appeared in the news columns of the paper
mystery much deeper, and the people were
an advertisement which read like this :
getting on edge when, on May 19, there
appeared in the Express a large display
WARNING
TO LOCAL at LADIES'
Please communicate
once withCLOTHIERS
undersigned
advertisement of a letter received by Mr.
if Marie Alexander reveals herself in your stores.
Woehrle, which ran as follows :
She will seek expensive wardrobe to replace presMr. Harlan E. Woehrle,
ent apparel.
Most urgent necessity for her immediate apprehension.
Manager Pa.Third Street Theatre,
Address B X Y, care Express.
Easton,
Dear
Sir:
This only served to make everyone a
Marie Alexander, the mysterious hotel maid in
search of whom I have asked you to join me, is
self-appointed detective, and the various
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^
EVERY DETAIL OF THE MYSTERY SURROUNDING MARIE ALEXANDER WILL BE PRESENTED AS
[DNIGHT

ROMANG

THIRD

STREET
THEATRE
ON THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 22, 23. 24
With ANITA STEWART as the Star, and JACK HOLT as Roger Sloan
GORGEOUS
SUMPTUOUS SCENES!
■111! GOWNS!
inn
UiniHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKHII

This three-inch four column display "gave away" the secret
becoming a real mystery. For several weeks,
stores in Easton, where ladies' clothing
she was working as a chambermaid by day,
was sold, had considerable trouble in while
she was having a midnight romance with young
Sloan.
He fell desperately in love with her. The
keeping the crowds moving on the inside,
two men and a woman, who were so desperate
while the outside presented a scene that in their inquiries about her have disappeared
without leaving any word where to reach them
looked like a circus. With the day over
if we find the girl.
I am told that sh? is very beautiful, speaks
the lost one was still at large, and the
four languages, and her hands are too soft to
crowds wended their way to their homes
be those of a working girl. Called on Sloan this

Picture

News

RiiTaderpbia, Pa., May \9. 1919.
Mr. Harlan E. Woehrle, ,
Street Theatre,
naked Manager.
y Enetoo,ThirdPermeyhenre.
Merle tAkxaarltf,
thea realmrflutu
hotelFor maideeeeraJin March
olwhile
whom abc1 binan
becoming
mritco
weeke,
werkmr
at
a
chambermaid
fay
day,
aba
waa
having
a
midnight
romance
with yeayagao
Sloan.Deer.He Sit'.fell dWaeralety m leva wKh bee. The two men and a »W wbo,were
deeperaea
fa
their
bqolrici
about
bar,
have
eleo
rkeappeared
without
lee-ring
any word
where to reach them il we find the girL
1
am
told
Lhal
aba
ia
very
beejroful,
apeeka
iotalanguagca,
and
that
her
bandahad yuataye
tooreceived
(oft u>anbeeinoal
tboae ollooking
a workingenvelopegirL andCalledwaa endancing
young Sloan thia rooming
hit room,elHetornibtaaonf
that
a mirhugbl romance
waa a wonderful Huns. He waawildlywavingabouta piece
wVto
handkerchief,
initialled
"P S.."cnuhiag
nrceumabry
Mending
loraakedfaie himname,il theRogeracarchSloan.for IbiaHe
would
atop
and
kiaa
it.
fairly
i
t
to
hia
lire.
I
Marie
waa over.horn Heher,raidwhichno. itWathadthejuatmcanebegun,abe buthadthaiagreedhe badto onereceived
torn bitAleaander
of handkerchief
at the thatlaet
olTbatheirenvelope
meeting,waa during
the airhughl
romance,
to tail himtake,whengel heburycoldand teelet your
her again.
potuuarked
Eealotc
So
lor
goodncaa
know that a midnight romance ia going to be concluded there mighty eoon. Sloan loQta
goea
on the earne train that taken thia latter.
Sincerely.Don't let farm get ahead of you m locating
thla n-yMLL'ieti hotel maid.
HEENAN.
How a letter was used in six inches, three
columns to increase the interest
morning. He had just received an official looking
envelope and was dancing wildly about his room,
shouting
midnight
a wonderful thing.thatHe a was
wavingromance
a piece was
of torn
white
handkerchief,
initialed
"
R.
S."
presumably
ing for his name, Roger Sloan. He wouldstandstop
and kiss it, fairly crushing it to his lips. I
asked him if the search for this Marie Alexander
was over. He said no, it had just begun, but
that he had received this torn handkerchief from
her, which was the means she had agreed to use
at the last of their meetings during the midnight
romance to tell him where he could see heer
again. The envelope was postmarked Easton,
Pa., so for goodness sake, get busy and let your
folks know that a midnight romance is going to
be concluded there mighty soon. Sloan goes on
the same
train ofthat
takes
this letter.
Don't let
him
get ahead
youSincerely,
in locating
this mysterious
hotel maid.
WILLIAM HEENAN.
Many minds were relieved the next
day when they were confronted with a
large display advertisement in the Express
announcing that every detail of the mystery surrounding the disappearance of
Marie Alexander would be presented in
" A Midnight Romance " at the Third
Street theatre for three days.
This clever bit of exploiting on the part
of William Heenan and Harlan E.
Woehrle, manager of the- Third Street
theatre, enabled the latter to pack his theatre to the fullest capacity at every performance of "A Midnight Romance," and
he was so pleased with the results that he
immediately arranged for a return date.
The Peerless Feature Film Exchange, of
which Mr. Heenan is manager, holds the
First National franchise for Phtiladelphia
and surrounding territory.
Best part about this campaign is that
there was nothing about it to scare anyone
or cause needless alarm. The advertisements referred largely to a missing young
woman.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Park
theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
K. B. Wilby, Strand Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
Lowell
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. I.
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
T . L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Jack Knhn, Loew's StUlman theatre, Cleveland.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Sal in a, Kan.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhamhra theatre, Toledo.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
8. Barret MoCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Edward L. 1 1.v man. Liberty theatre, St. Louis.
Sam
B. Cohn,
People's
Theatre,
Portland.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. PauL
E. J. W.Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Portland,
Ore.
A. J. Mueller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
A.
S.
Kolstad,
Liberty
theatre.
Hood
River, Ore.
Sid Laurence, Alhamhra theatre, Detroit.
H.
L.
Percy,
Antlers
theatre,
Roseburg,
Ore.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
P. E.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Portland.
C. Edgar Momand, Garden theatre, Flint, Mich.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
Chas. G. Branham, S. A. Lynch Ent., Atlanta.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
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By Mark Gates
m
Managing Director, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, 0.
THE man, be he merchant or theatrical
These ads have attracted much favorable attention both it! Dayton and in the
manager, who does not believe in adoutside field, and therefore I feel that we
vertising, or who considers it a necessary
evil, had better shut up shop and take a have adopted the right policy and are
" job ''" with some one who does, for the working along the right lire, for attention
public will patronize the shop that tells is
what is most desired in theatrical advertising.
them about its wares.
The old-time style of " card ads " is of
about as much use in this day of strenuous
competition as a wooden leg in a foot race.
It may help some, but the other fellow is a
sure winner.
When I opened the Dayton, of which
company I am the promoter, I decided
upon a liberal advertising policy and secured an advertising maanger to look after
f
that particular phase of the business; keeping in close touch with him at all times and
_ Mack
FejbvtiutrmQy
rroking suggestions as to methods, space,
and matter to be used.
$ 500,000 production,
Sennett's
We were at first obliged, because of local
MABEL N0RMAND
conditions, to confine ourselves to the type
ONE FULL WEEK BEGINNING
style of advertising but later we were able
SUM DAY
to secure the services of an exceptionally
JPECJAL ■'MICKEY"- MUJIC -THIJ -WEEK
clever artist who could execute drawings
after our suggestions on very short notice,
and since then we have, in most cases,
made use of specially prepared drawn ads
for our Sunday and Thursday change of
MABEL NORMAND says:
bill announcements.
"The RECORDS
ColumbiaAND Record
is a ReedROLLSMickey
MICKEY
MICKEY PLAYER
ARE NOWRecord"
ON SALE
HUNTER MUSIC HOUSE
Playing

Mark Gates
chestra we cleaned up with a " bang," carrying a three-day picture through the entire week, a thing never before done in
this community.
Another of our big records for attendance was made when we showed " The
Heart of Humanity." After booking this
{Continued on page 4142)

Simi licity in design is always sought by
Gates

PATROL
Romance and intrigue of the Chir
Startling in It's Re, "

LOVE ana- HAPPINESS
4^lior> m dainty a* Mi<lc> Kcnnr,iy !irr*dr i. "Diy Dream." Sht'»
Madge Kennedy -he <l.*.>vs il nil
THE GREATEST COMBTNA IandONOP secPICTURE
ONE BILLENTERTAINMENT EVER SHOWN
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Special Feature- Scenes of Sat'da^'s Pnrade of 148th Div.
Matine* Mid W ' . •:10c, llo, 26c.
DAYTON
W«ak
,10c,
BUli»ee.15oc - " .
10cHiffal.
15* 36o.
Design, though simple, adds to the pulling
poiver of this thirteen inches, three columns

My policy is to use .newspaper space liberally;taking into consideration the picture, local conditions and weather if possible, in order to conserve the expenditure
whenever it can be done wifh profit.
We have put over some very unusual
campaigns here and for the size of the
city (140,000) have played to an exceptional
volume of business.
Our house is located just at the edge of
the business district and has a seating
capacity of 2500; almost twice as many as
our nearest competitor. Our location
makes it necessary to draw our patrons
at least two blocks from the main thorvertising. oughfare and this demands exceptional adWe have played many of the big special
attractions and many that were not so big,
and our advertising has been the most effective assisting factor in making these
showings successful.
My policy after booking a picture is to
call in my ad. man and go over the conditions very carefully ; laying out in advance the line I desire to follow and then
depend upon him to put it across.
One of the first big hits we made was
with a picture that in many places failed
to get money, but by putting an exceptional
publicity campaign behind it and by giving
it all of the effects possible with our big or-

mmilS

CHAPLIH SHANGHAI ED
Abrandhewpnnt-of
one made.
of the
funniestfoot.
heof ever
eveiy
Thctc's
apictures
scieaia^.atj^i^.
mciriment
in

'£-' Nltfi-T

SUNDAY -MONDAY
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

MATINEC

DAYTON

Ample amount of white was allozved in this
tzvelve inch, three columns
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Picture

POSITIVELY
FSRST
RUN

NOW
PLAYING
cXfour
cfdoci
HERE is a study in contrasting types
and an instance where the designer
of ad display has made the line that he
wanted to sell the picture stand out without at the same time laying himself open to
the charge of being too sensational. The
line in question is '' A Photoplay for Sinners and Those Who Never Sin."

Maj.Rupert
Hughes
LinECTEB^ rtAJiSHAm
.TOlEA/r
A Photoplay
SinnersSin
And
Those WhoFor Never

PICTURiZATIOM
OF^
'WrrtOST
9T01?Y
EVEt?TPEMWDOUS
VJClTTErt
A (y eanfic brama that
< WvTells
it Homethe ITruth
TheMortaniCrivef
Da
kFilm 0/ all Times.
Now the Strand theatre, Birmingham,
Ala., used Rt nan type and hand drawn
letters for the main portion of the display and then this line was inserted in
18pt. Black Italic that made it stand out as
the first thing that the eye went to after
getting the main flash. In this advertisement the Strand has gotten better effect
from the use of half tones than in the
past, and if the newspapers will continue
to go to a little more trouble it will soon
have just about a perfect effect.
We are asked what is the matter with
this display. Our answer is : Nothing.
It's right there as a model. Space occupied is four columns, ten inches.

and
Ozzvs*
Take notice that the name of the star
and the title are used plain black on white
and that they are not allowed to run into
the halftones and afford a messy effect.
Then we have the curtain design and three
striking pictures of Miss Furguson. These
will appeal to every woman and to most
men. Then there is the selling argument
to the .right, running like this :
One man was rich — a judge, and he loved her.
other man was poor — a soldier blinded
in The
the war.
She
was
— a dancer in a cabaret —
longing for just
ease aandgirlluxury.
Yet she looked on life through the eyes of her
soul, and chose.
And if you live a hundred years you'll never
feel
this. a picture tugging harder at your heart than
Mighty hard to beat that combination of
illustrations and selling talk. But as we
have already intimated, don't try for one
of these effects unless you get the unusual
in printing. And in passing notice the way
that regulation box effects are avoided and
that the Scotch rules at the top and bottom
of the selling argument take its place.
Forget that military order in running
your theatre — "As you were"?

best inr printget the
WHERE ingyoufromcanyour
newspape
this
makes an effective display so far as catching the eye is concerned, but then it leaves
the appeal of the picture solely to the fol-

k i++\+++ummmnu n 11 tit 11 »
ELS
EYESOF
E FERGUSON" THE SOUL."

!■g DUSTIN
_ — _ _ ■|
i| LATEST
|g SUPER

HL
jjA
||
!§
Mr

in his
and GREATEST
PHOTOPLAY

OPE
the
MAN
unexpected
twists.
At N
Jt's a the
thrillyaction
story—
with
times
speeds
with breath-catching
acceleration and you will
sit
in
eager
anticipation
of the final climax.

she
The
iet twencouldtygirldollars
marry
tenderfoot
inthe7
days,
us she buthad believe
SOME
time.

Week /
Starting/
Mond&S
June CUe

late. Some day " is generally a couple too
THIS is another case of using pictures
of a beautiful star when you are sure
of the results that you are going to get
from your newspaper. The Oregonian,
out of Portland, does fine press work and
therefore the Peoples was able to get a
splendid effect in this eleven inch column
display.

News

lowers of Hayakawa. The line "His
finest
means nothing
because
it has production"
been so overlooked
as to convince
none these days. Perhaps some day an
exhibitor will come out with a statement
that a certain picture is not the best that
a particular star had done and we'll bet the
Fourth of July fireworks that it attracts
attention. Equally meaningless are the
two lines "Wonderful thrilling" and "Intensely dramatic" — mere generalities that
And let us repeat here something that
we have said often before. There are
mighty few instances where^ the name of
the star and the title of the picture are
sufficient. And there is no case where a
selling argument that needs something and
that avoids adjectives and superlatives will
not get MORE people into the house.

THIS ingis thegood
in thetheway
of makstar stuff
dominate
advertising,
but you will note that John Hamrick has
not left the selling argument off. We have
several times called your attention the fact
that
the Rex,andSeattle,
" brickin "allstyle
of border
heavy uses
blackthe type
of
the display work and though we cannot say
that this is particularly artistic it is certainly distinctive and gets the eye mighty
In this case there has been a large picture of Dustin Farnum used with a hat
that
quick.in itself suggests that his vehicle is
a western. Then the first of the selling
arguments tells something of the sort of
a picture it is and then at the bottom and
in line with the name of the theatre we
have this :
The girl bet twenty dollars that she could
marry the tenderfoot in seven days, but believe
us she had SOME time.
We don't like that line calling this Farnum's "greatest" photoplay.
What if it
is ? And don't you think the public has
gotten mighty tired of such expressions?
We emphatically do.
A fine picture without advertising is
like a brilliant light with the switch cut
off.
TOM Moore's Rialto theatre, Washington, got a splendid effect in advertising "The Red Lantern" by using the center 'of one of the attractive stills that car-
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WORST,
TO
PRUNES DID THEIR BES
BEST, THEN THEIR

cTl/hat

£tirec71fires

areDoincfo
with the feeling of something missing after
one has read it. We would rather have
gone directly into the selling argument and
by all means we would have used one of
the appealing pictures of Miss Murray in
boy's attire.
But still the picture of Miss Murray
that is used does get a certain amount of
attention and the selling argument that is
used alongside is not at all bad. This is
the way that it runs :
Do you like love stories that keep you all in
aDo tremble
fora thrill
fear they
turn
you like
awon'.t
laughforests,
mixedout
withright?
romance? Do you
like and
wonderful
mountains
and streams — the secrets of the moonshiners —
the dramatic surprise of the Secret Service?
Then go and see one of the finest, most exciting,
appealing
the year,always
playedunique.
by an actress who ispictures
always ofdelightful,
This has followed out advice in the
Special Service Section to play the love
element strong. The Toy theatre has
avoided the auction block idea altogether
in this display and properly.

IU6HIFICEIT II AITSnC STI£J»5-IIE¥EMMS III COSTLY SETTU6S
TBIS COMPACT MTS 203:- JBOK PBWK 11ZIM0IA «TTE»CTI0«S
•ESPECIAL MUSICAL SCORFW
ried the physical as well as the artistic
appeal. We believe, however, that it was
a mistake to sacrifice the pulling power of
Nazimova's name and take the chances all
with the cut.
There is a peculiar pschychology to
glancing down an advertisement. One's
ej-e gets the flash appeal and it is apt to
miss the name of the star and the title and
then the other typed matter below is not
sufficiently strong to carry the idea that
this star has an amazing role in this picture. The selling argument is always necessary, no matter how great the star,
and certainly you cannot afford to omit
that and then reduce the name of the star
to the limit.
TOY theatre, Milwaukee, has been doing
some' very good advertising and this
one passes muster even though it leaves one
r\Oycu like love stones that keep youall in a tremble
forarutatearlaugh
they won't turnout
rigid? DoDoyouyoulikelikea
thrill
in with streams
romancer
wonderful
forests,mixed
mountains,
— Useof thesecretsSecretof
the
moonshiners—
the
dramatic
surprises
Service?
Then go seeof theone year,
of the played
finest, most
exciting,
appealing
pictures
who is always delightful, always unique, by an actress
"WHAT

AM

Starring the Lovable
E BIO"
MAE
MURRAY
Directed by Robert Leonarda Stellar
and Supported
Cast by Ralph Craves and
ORGAN RECITALS
Afternoon— Jos. W. Whife
COMEDY AND
Evening— Arnold Krueger
WEEKLY
Piano — Rosemary Blackbur

AND WHEN MARY REBELLED SHE WAS
BENCHED AND DISCIPLINED AS ONLY A
MATRON CAN PUNISH.
A IUG OF "HARD CIDER" DID TO
WHAT IT IS ABLE TOO DO TO YOU AND TO

BUT IT IS ONLY IN THAT BEAUTIFULLY
PORTRAYED PHOTO-PLAY,

THAT IT CAN BE SEEN AND ENJOYED.
10c & 15c
Until 1.30 p. m.
15c & 25c
20c & 30c
1.30 to 6 p. m. After 6 p. m.
War Tax included-

// not already, let July 4 mark your
declaration of advertising.
SORG THEATRE, Middletown, O., is one
of those apparently still following the
practice of expecting the name of the star
and
the title of the
picture
the day's
entertainment.
Most
of to
theselladvertising
we have seen from that house is along th;
fines of the one reproduced here. One used

Sorg Theatre
TODAY AND TOMORROW
SPECIAL -MATINEE PRICES
EVENINGS ,
DORTHY

10c and 15c
.15, 20 and 25c
GISH

"IHE HOPE5 Picture
CHEST"
EXTRA AKJEU^ePTRACTION
lit Conjunction witE the Pictures^
THAT GIRLYSAXOPHONE
SOLDIERY "OVERSEASREVUE"
QUINTET ,
AOJCORDION DUET JAZZ BAND 326th F. A.
Complete Uhaiige-oi' Program Tuesday & Thursday
a mat furnished by Famous Players-Lasky,
but the type was then so jammed in that
much of the effect was lost.
Now the Sorg is the only one of the six
theatres of Middletown that seems to realize the value of advertising and the Sorg
itself doesn't do it well enough to get the
fullest returns. The exchanges in that
section should see that this theatre is
regularly supplied with suitable cuts for
illustrating the displays. Certainly here is
a case where a theatre that is willing to
spend the money in the newspapers could
get the bulk of the patronage by doing the
best possible display work.

HERE
of the distinctly
sort isofoneadvertisements
thatdifferent
always
prove tonics to a theatre's business. And
certainly this is different from the average
display that you will see day after day in
the newspapers. It is Sy2 inches double
column and the work of the Victoria
theatre, Wilmington, Del.
Of course, you will remember that in
the S. Barret McCormick campaign we
called your attention to the letters of Judy
to Daddy Long Legs and the way that
they were used in the advertising of the
Circle theatre. This display takes on
something of that tone and there is the
slate effect given in the border used.
There is just one thing wrong with this.
The prices stand out far too strong —
stronger than any other element. It leaves
the impression that the theatre is appealing
to the element that is looking for something cheap, rather than for quality. This
matter should have been reduced at least
one half. It would have been read just
as
wouldn't
the well
rest and
of the
display.have interfered with
Some people are like swivel cliairs —
their lives are merely spent in turning
around.
WE meaningless
have been cuts
preaching
for a against
couple the
of
years now. And if there is anything else
worse than meaningless cuts in advertising
it is the "jimcrack" effect. You needn't
look at Webster's to see what that means.
Merely let your eye glance over this advertisement atthe old stock border of the
pointing figures. It is the sort of stuff that
we would expect to find in some country
weekly that is still using one of the old
Washington hand presses. Yet this is the
work of a Port Arthur, Canada, theatre,
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Charleston, W. Va., the effect is very poor.
There is too much black type and a confusion in the cut displays. Our idea of
making a formal announcement, or anything of that sort such as the Burlew had
to make is to do it in a dignified style.
Here is a case, if there ever was one
whether the type should have been greatly
increased in both size and heavily. Ample
white space at the sides was essential here.
The matter itself used is good and there
is not too much had the display not been
so heavy. It looks very much to us like
a case where it was left to the printer to
determine the size of type, spacing, etc.
What is true of the type is equally true
of the cuts. There are too many of them
and they fail to stand out. The theatre
also fails to get the contrast of Henry B.
Warner as the desert chieftain and as the
white man and we fear that there were a
lot of people who judged that this was a
costume picture and possibly stayed away.
THIS is another one of the good displays of J. A. Partington, manager of
the Imperial theatre, San Francisco and

a town of 12,000. The only excuse that
we can imagine is that the theatre did not
have any material with which to illustrate
it and this excuse is borne out by a cut
used in the newspaper columns, a horrible
thing in a line design showing a couple
of girls and a burning auto.
White space itself and an attractive
border would have done much better here.
The display occupies top place on the first
page, second section of the newspaper and
would have gotten attention. And to think
of such a display as this on a Griffith
production !
Aim for the highest spot
harder to hit, but worth it.

It's a little

Hothng on earth could step her!
Dorothy
Gish
clinched her expressive hands, tightened
her pretty lips, shut her glorious eyes,
stamped her humorous teet and declared
ill Get

Him

Yet"

TKs House of Personality
Cb Mr.S Mis. Public,
Listen People!

WHILE an entire page is used for the
opening of the Burlew theatre,
TOMORROWS
THE DAY
FORMAL OPENING OF
THE BURLEW THEATRE
FLORAL
PdOCKAM
.(.AUCURATESFAVORS
NEW POLICY ATGIVEN
THIS POPULAAAWAY
PLAYHOUSE
A desire bionnation ofmotion
the partpictures
of the management
Is toobtains
presentIn any
the Theater
best com-in
and
music
that
the South.
its initial
offeringtogether
it Is pleased
to present
a Symphony
Orchestra
of 16 pieces
with the
highest type
of photoplay

ADDED ATTRACTIONS
! C/t4t Oin-Doon.
O Mr Ltny Seamen In • FajI »imI Lnufknblc
Cemdy Entitled. WILL ILL Bf
n Mu-ln "Tnc Coming of The Uw"
Adults 20c
Admlstion Chlldron 100

l o v es /mv % :,:;;.:■„;., ;■;";:,„:": „.':,"■:; .
faces* fjj m,'..Js „„:„:::'"•"' .tr;v,
as usual he goes right to "Mr. and Mrs.
Public" with his talk about the picture.
He has played the name of the story
strong
title secondary
hasn'tis
said a and
thingthe about
what the and
picture
about. It is simply a personality advertisement, with the standing of the Imperial to back it up. Then here is a portion of the selling argument that he addresses directly to the patron :
Dorothy Gish, " The Little Disturber," comes
back
Get Himas Yet
— a farce
com:
edy asstrong
livelyinand I'llexciting
the "name
indicates.
" The Most Popular Girl in Filmdom " will prove
by her stunts that there is " something new under
personthan
that Dick
Dorothy
threatens "Myto get
" is
theThesun."
none
other
Barthlemess.
stenographer
says that
Dorothy
is a not
alone
in her
desire
to
"
get
"
Dick,
who
is
very
popular
young
man these days.
That second paragraph is obliged to get
the attention of the girl element, and of
course that always forms an important
part in a theatre's revenue.

Picture

News

Cecil
b.
DEMILLE
I PRODUCER OF
/ "DON'T
CHANCE .
YOUR HUSBAND
^PRESENTS
Tor

For

Better,

Worse"

A WOMANIP HEART
KI??ES-*ACCUS>AT10NSSILENCES -FINGER
THE OF
SINISTER
SCORN AND SHAME .
CECIL
8. DE OFMULE.
HAS CREATED
ANOTHER
HIS DRAMAS
Or THE
BITTER-SWEET
THAT
MAKES UP A
WOMAN'S LIFE
CHANCE
HUSBANDTSTACED
ITLUXURIOUSLY,
IS ASYOUR
THRILLING
AS "DON'T
AS
DRESSED
THE
MODERN
ART
OF
PARIS WITH
AND
THE CHIC OF THE BOULEVARDS.
'Hi^H > ALL.THIS WEEK
Majestic
MAJESTIC theatre, Columbus, O., has
gotten one of the best possible combinations of black, white and halftone in
this display. It has succeeded in making
stand out the two chief things, the name
of the producer and the title of the picture. Then there are shown very attractively the faces of the two featured players,
Elliott Dexter and Gloria Swahson, but
had we been preparing this we would have
added those of Tom Forman, Theodore
Roberts, type.
Wanda Hawley and others in
smaller
But here the whole idea was to take advantage of the success that the more recent
of the Cecil DeMille pictures have scored
in
Columbus,
andbeen
there
slightest
doubt
that it has
wellisn't
donetheexcept
for
the fact that there might have been a better
than— :silences
" A woman's
heart
—selling
kisses argument
— accusations
— the sinister
finger
scorn
and ofshame."
Thisthis
is apt
leave inof the
minds
some that
is oneto
of the ordinary sex pictures, and of course
that is something to be carefully avoided.
But to those familiar with the work of Mr.
DeMille that will not be the case.
Eleven inches, three columns was the
space used.
Grabtillthe
mistakeuponandthe hits
ground;
wait
it jumps
you indon't
the
GOOD work has been done here with
face. the way that reference has been made
to members of the cast in " True Heart
Susie." The name of Griffith and the title
have been properly played and there has
been a most appealing picture of Miss
Gish used at the upper right with one of
the other girl and Sporty Malone. It's
ajust
pitythat
thatthing
the printing
better for
preventedwasn't
this quarter
of
a page of the Queen theatre, Dallas,
Texas, from reaching the 100 per cent mark
that we are rarely able to accord.
Now the Queen theatre followed the
advice that we gave theatres that had
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COMING ANITA STEWART with "MARY
NEXT Carl Miller m J™ ILK'!
WEEK (DALLAS' OWN STAR! KLuAFI *°™a™

to

"Zero

the views of .the local home-coming parade.
Here the name of the star has been properly played above everything else, but we
think that the New Garrick overlooked a
bet in not running in a line saying " Her
first production in seven months." That
not only suggests that it is a new offering,
but serves to whet the desire to see Miss
Pickford all the more.
There isn't any selling argument used
here beside the fact that this is a screen
adaptation
of Rida
Young's
stage success.
As a Johnston's
matter of fact
the
chief selling point on this bill is based on
the views of the 151st Field Artillery
parade. We believe very firmly in featuring local events when you have them, especially when the theatre has the first an exclusive showing as was the case here, but
at the same time we believe that the New
Garrick could have gotten still more people
into the theatre if it had sold the Pickford
picture, especially with the emphasis on the
comedy end of the production. Because
you have one good thing there is no reason
to overlook another.

played "The Girl Who Stayed at Home"
and called attention to the fact that Clarine Seymour, who appeared in that picture
was also in this. It went us one better
by calling her "Cutie Beautiful (the name
she had in the other picture), the village

Ever think where Jonah would have been
if he had tried to swallow the whale? Lots
of people are making that handicap for
themselves.

The half tone display was sufficient on
vamp."
this to insure everyone reading the roster
of the players and the brief selling argument that follows.

THESE two advertisements from the
Washington
and Madison theatres,
Detroit, are good examples of the proper

Our boys never let a few worries stop
them from chasing the Hun; that's the
spirit for your theatre.
NEW GARRICK THEATRE, St. Paul,
has combined the display on the Alary
Pickford picture with the announcement of

Captain

COVING—
THURSD.
DOROTHY
GISHY
"IS fEPfY POLLY1

K/cfdJt:

ASHINGTO
43,575 People
"Dadd
y
If You Haven't Seen
Pickf
or
?\ Lo-Hurry
nglegDown
s

-W {

use of small space. Thot gh both are only
five inches, four columns, they get away
from the crowded effect and illustrate two
different ways of exploiting pictures, under differing conditions.
Now
the second
case of week
" Daddy
Longshowing
Legs "
this wasin the
of the
and the designer of the display knew that
he did not have to continue the selling
argument in any detail, but merely cites
the fact that 43,575 people saw the picture
during the first weeks of the run and that
" they're still talking about it." Then
there is the name of the star and the title,
with the added admonition " Hurry down
and enjoy one of the best Mary Pickford
pictures ever made." With the scene of
Judy and the kid at the pump and the intoxicated dog at the left and the appealing
face of the star at the right there is the
proper balance.
In the case of the Anita Stewart picture one of the mats furnished by First
National has been employed. This, as we

business
You bad
Need the
Cooperation of
All — Not Antagonism
storly of an exhibitor in a
smal-hav
town
isived
said the
to
e justwhorece
WE have
put on a special picture show in opposition to the annual entertainment of the graduating class of his local school and to
have " cleaned up " with it.
That mayHe bemay
true,
it's bad
business.
havebutgotten
the
patronage that night, but we are
rather inclined to believe that he
made enemies for the future. In a
small town we'd a whole lot rather
have turned the theatre over to the
schoolloyal
for that
They'd have
been
friendsnight.
forever.
Cooperation pays — and especially
where civic pride is at stake.

have told you before, gets in both the gay
side of the picture with the cabaret scenes

TEWARA t-i
I -£3
IT
"MaryANRegan"
S
SPECIAL ADDED FEATURES
in the background and the suspense element with the larger figure of Miss
Stewart at the telephone. And here is the
whole of the selling argument:
When Big Business relaxes and squanders its
profits
on Big
Pleasures
in Newunderworld
York's midnight
joyground
the whole
glittering
dances
to its whim.
Then follows the name of. the star, the
source of the picture and the title and
then :
To play with the devotees of Big Pleasures
means the opening of the Golden Doors to the
woman who has brains, beauty and nerve.
Those lines ought to appeal to the
curiosity of both sexes.

children
G your a house
GETTIN
and acquiring
mailing full
list of
at the
same
time is some stunt, but that is just what
Manager J. C. Rickard, of the Strand
Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz., did. Mr. Rickard
realized the value of an up-to-date mailing
list, but he did not have one. So when he
had a chance to book Billie Rhodes in
" Hoop-La " he saw a chance to acquire
said mailing list and make money at the
same time.
So he announced that on Saturday he
would admit even.- child at half the usual
price who brought the names and addresses
of their parents. This picture with a strong
circus setting naturally appeals strongly
to the young,
withwas
Mr. thronged
Rickard's— and
advertising the and
theatre
the theatre had a fine mailing list of about
every one in town who has children old
enough to go to a theatre.
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Two views of the lobby display at E. H. Hulsey's Old Mill theatre, Dallas, Texas, carrying out the Oriental idea in every detail
Why

All Dallas

Saw

"Red

Lantern" —

Hulsey's Campaign Aroused the Whole City
many of our readers know Dallas is
Now
the distributing point for Texas and
Here
the Southwest for nearly all film companies. If a film makes good in Dallas you
can safely say that it will make good in the
Southwest. One of the latest films that
has made good in Dallas is " The Red Lantern " that recently finished an eight-day
engagement at E. H. Hulsey's Old Mill
theatre.
Mr. Hulsey is one of the greatest believers inNazimova that that star has ever
had. When the announcement was made
thousand delights
that " The Red Lantern " would be her
'RED LANTER
N
next special on the Metro program Hulsey
advised his staff that the film would have
/ *fp- \f The Most Lavish and PrtltnUous Super Spectacle Ever Screened
to be played at double the usual admission
Admiuion all Thit rVtch 15c. 2Sc and SOc.
prices. Along with this unusual demand
came another that the firm was to play no
OLD
less than one week in Dallas and Houston,
and that longer runs must be taken in Galidea of the newsveston and Waco, and other towns in This quarter page gives
paper campaign
which he operated theatres.
Pigs are pigs and orders are orders.
The Dallas Times-Herald, an enterprisTo make the engagement a success the
ing paper of Dallas, that is noted for its
friendliness to the amusement houses of
orchestra was augmented to twenty pieces,
and the musical score was revised to suit Dallas, used a half-page layout in its feature section on the Sunday following the
what the house management thought would
be a better program.
opening followed by more than a column
and a half of story. This was in addition
A lobby display was devised by Assistto a favorable criticism written by the
ant General Manager Herschel Stuart, sevamusement editor that appeared on the first
eral scenes of which are shown on this
page. Readers will note the Chinese ef- page of the section. The advance stories
in the Dallas newspapers ran well into
fect is carried out in every way. Incense
twenty columns, this matter being run at no
was burned in the theatre to transport the
expense to the theatre.
audience to the land of purple romance.
Jean Finley, Director of Publicity for
The billboard campaign was a very exthe Hulsey Enterprise, laid out an ad camtensive one. Twenty twenty-four sheets
that were up for a week showing in adpaign for the Dallas engagement of twentyfive columns of paid advertising, ranging
vance, three hundred one sheets, one hunfrom a two-inch single to a four-column
dred three sheets, fifty six sheets, five hundred cut outs of a red lantern were used
ten display. One of the most striking adfor door hangers, over two hundred and
vertisements was a five-column five-inch
fifty snipes and five hundred window cards
ad done in reverse, the letters appearing
were posted in every nook and corner in
in white on a black background. While
Dallas.
this ad was much smaller than the ads that
The water color signs on windows that
appeared in the amusement page of the
Sunday papers it dominated the rest by its have proved so effective in the past were
clever get up.
again used. These were done in red and
AS

JUST

SUGGESTION

Lot in Making the People
Think They Are Cool

down south where it is really
itorHe away
REwhenis itonegetsexhib
hot.
felt
THEhot
business falling off. He infans
stalled which made the house
much cooler and all of that, but the
le
troub
that he had was that he
could not convince the people on the
outside that it was cooler in his
theatre.
He happened to visit an old maid
aunt
' growing
flowerswhoon habitually
the windowkeptsills
of the
living rooms. He was struck how
much cooler it was there than at his
own home. He examined the thermometer and it was the same as
when he had left his own home. But
he quickly grasped the idea. It was
the suggestion of coolness in these
green, growing things.
So the next day he began to install
flowers in his lobby and then
through the theatre. " My total exhe reports,
the containers andpense,"the
flowers" for
themselves
was
$120. My increase in receipts over
the past summer, notwithstanding
that the war took many of our boys
away, was $973. And all that I used
was the flowers and the additional
line
my advertising ' The Cool i
Place.'in "

yellow with a paper red lantern pasted on
the window with the word " now " superimIt is needless to say that after the Dalposed.las engagement "The Red Lantern" will
find its way into every town in Texas
that has a theatre, and that those theatres
will find it profitable to extend their engagements and double their admission
prices.
He who swings first wins many a battle.
Don't butworry
smoke,
own about
bullseyes.the other fellow's
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At the left is the splendidly
lobbysetting
of the with
Strand
Lantern?'
viewdecorated
of the stage
the theatre,
Chinese New
effectsOrleans,
carried for
out " toThetheRed
slightest
detail At the right is a close-up
Without a Billboard, Strand, New Orleans, Puts
re/
The Red Lantern" Over to Record Business
By Foster Olroyd
Manager, Strand Theatre, New
Orleans
ADVANCE criticism of "The Red
Lantern " was so uniformly favorable
that it challenged the writer's marked attention. When the picture was screened
its advertising possibilities were recognized
as so great that it was determined to exploit the production to the limit.
More than three weeks in advance we began to insert four to ten line references
in the current ads about " The Red Lantern," pounding the idea that it was Nazimova's first super-production and a big picture from the standpoint of costly scenic
effects. Teaser slides were used four
weeks in advance of the showing. We
had a special moving picture trailer made
setting forth the pertinent facts of the
picture, but always hammering home the
thought that it was the first super-production of Xazimova. The descriptive part
of the trailer was followed by some of
the best scenes of the picture.
Handsome oil paintings were placed in
the lobbies of the leading hotels and in
several of the downtown stores, and the
amount of publicity derived from these
sources was no doubt immensely beneficial.
A huge red lantern, more than ten feet
in height, was constructed and hung beneath the Strand's big electric sign. It
was illuminated by powerful lights from
within and permitted to burn until the wee
small hours as the Strand is located on a
thoroughfare used by auto traffic all hours
of the night.
" The Red Lantern " was campaigned,
exploited and promoted by the Strand
without one sheet of bill-board advertis-

ing, outside of the hand-drawn lithos used
in the lobby of the theatre. This is recorded through no prejudice to billboards;
but in the opinion of the writer the theme,
star and production as a whole were one
that needed direct newspaper advertising.
In this instance we concentrated in the
New Orleans Item with splendid results.
We engaged an artist to draw a series of
layouts that harmonized with the general
idea of the picture, and in releasing the
ads for publication set the "spreads'"
for " light days " in order that the
" splurge
and
it was." would be doubly effective —
For the overture we used " Echoes from
China," an original arrangement by Don
Philippini, conductor of the Strand orchestra. Itcomprised quaint Chinese lyrics interpolated by the popular one step,
" China We Owe a Lot to You," purposely
played
as went
a bid over
for " balcony
" favor. And
that idea
big. Following
The
Literary Digest Review of Topics of the
Day, and the Strand Weekly came the
prologueclosed
to "inThe
Red weekly
Lantern."
The
curtain
on the
and every
light in the house went out. A cymbal
crash, thrice in succession was a signal
for two streamers of Chinese lanterns
strung from the balcony to the stage to
light up. The glow from this bathed the
entire auditorium in a deep red that harmonized with the house drop, while the
" set " was being struck. The set was
merely a native Chinese drop that was
struck in 80 seconds, and gave the audience
time to get " pepped " for the soloist. As
the curtains parted, a soloist seated to the
right of the stage and dressed as a mandarin girl, sang " East is West." The
" drop " showed the east coast of China,
with a thatched house to the left, set

One of the advance ads giving an idea of
the drawn work used
amidst a palm grove, and the silhouetted
form of towering mountains in the background. A water ripple purred the current of a lazy river, while an Oriental
moon peeked its way through the clouds
when the singer took her second or encore
chorus. The prologue lasted four minutes
and at each performance elicited favorable
comment and unstinted applause.
Two Pekinese lamps, set right and left
of the stage, and replicas of them, atop
the orchestra rails, lent themselves admirably to the general color scheme of the
(Continued on Page 413S)
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General view of Strand theatre, New Orleans, showing the details of Chinese decorations
Wonderful Exploitation Is Given
** Red Lantern " with Use of
a Sheet of Paper
(Continued from Page 4137)
house. Red, of course, was the predominant color of the decorations. From the
flood lights for overtures shone a brilliant
crimson, from overhead. All aisle cap
lights were set in Chinese lanterns, while
the lobby, foyer, and exits were similarly
dressed. Even in the mezzanine, a Chinese
slave girl attended milady's wants as she
lounged on a Tokio settee, or admired the
Chinese novelties in wood-work, wicker
and souvenirs.
Three Chinese stand lamps, with shades
made especially for " The Red Lantern "
lighted the promenade, where patrons circulated while waiting for seats. The entire usher and floor staff was dressed as
Chinese students. The footman outside
was attired as .a rickshaw boy, as he folded
his arms for Mr. Packard or Mr. Ford to
alight, when opening the door of his tonneau.
Bamboo trellis facings, with Chinese
chrysanthemums decorated the lobby overhead, while an artistic cut-out of Nazimova,
illuminated, served as the center-piece for
the entrance.
By a happy coincidence we used a Burton Holmes Travalogue, " From Cocoons
to Kimonas," a romance of the Chinese silk
industry, with startling effect on a splendid bill, and each day's audience voted the
Strand presentation as the most lavish motion picture bill seen in New Orleans.
A considerable part of the success of
" The Red Lantern " at the Strand was due
to the exploitation that was given through
the " Saengerette," a house organ published
by the Saenger Amusement Company on
behalf of its leading New Orleans houses,
the Strand and the Globe. Weeks before the
appearance of the picture announcements
were made in this handsome publication,

scene pictures were used and the curiosity
of the public in general aroused.
Then three weeks before the showing
there was announced in a colored paper insert published in the " Saengerette " a
very startling departure from the usual
policy of showing two pictures a week,
and the showing of five super productions
for a full week each in sequence. The
first of these was " The Red Lantern," and
it is being followed by " The Knickerbocker Bucakaroo," " True Hearted Susie,"
Mary Pickf ord in " Daddy Long Legs,"
and " The Woman Thou Gavest Me," with
Charles
newest, " Sunnyside," on
the
same Chaplin's
bill.
Although New Orleans is generally
credited with being a poor motion picture
city, reports say that business at the Strand
has been amazing.

Catalogue Gives Gist of All Past
Goldwyn Releases
Probably for the first time in history a
motion picture concern has issued a complete calatogue of all of its productions.
Goldwyn has done this in an attractively
printed twelve-page booklet which lists all
of the pictures, shows scenes from them,
gives brief outlines, and, in short, puts the
pictures before exhibitors who have not
shown them or who wish to repeat so that
they know exactly what they are getting
with the least possible amount of reading.
This booklet is especially valuable to exhibitors who find that they need certain
kinds of pictures for certain occasions, for
they have ample opportunity here to learnjust the character of the offering and make
their arrangements accordingly-.

Here is another case of carrying out the Oriental effect. This is the display of the Grand
theatre, Mimai, Okla.,Note
during
showing
Sessue Hayakawa
in "Bonds of Honor."'
the the
lavish
use ofof lanterns
and parasols
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:aukee, and at the right the schoolroom scene
At left stage setting for
the ballet
"Daddy
Legs"arrangement
at the Alhambra
theatre, MHz,
achieves
in thewithlobby
with Long
the clever
of blackboards
an d desks along the walls
the fee paid to the head of the school, and
Schoolroom in Lobby Aids Fischer in
sundry trifling expenses for the entertainment of the dancers. One day they were
taken
to a neighboring theatre for the supBreaking Record with -Daddy Long Legs 99
per show, another day they were treated
IF an exhibitor stages a photoplay in the matter
what
our
age
and
he
figured
correctly.
first hot week of the year with the thermometer up around 90 in the shade and
First of all he started out to run ads
breaks all records for his house, there must
possessing that atmosphere. The ads
were of the slate style, with white letters
on a black background. The printing was
crude but legible.
He fitted up his lobby like a school room
a) VYr 7«*PAPDY
-Hetig or LCMCj
fui\ tvPAWoi.
jjij
L£Gzy:..
with desks borrowed from a city school.
The walls were covered with blackboards
1£fatXS) |j .
2, PVPH.S.
bearing crazy sketches and announcements
of the coming attraction.
LOhG- f
d^MVW
The Alhambra has a policy of providing
Three columns, slate
4 inches,
effect maintaining the
l
J JEAH ISEBltERZ. fAmoat. | j
a 15-minute novelty offering between film
shows. During the Pickfordweek Manager
to ice cream, a third day they were given
Fischer secured the pupils of a Milwaukee
AOVID AttR.ACTi'p>y\,' ;; '
photographs of Mary Pickford, and each
ballet
school
to
give
several
numbers
y- 8ALLCT
Among the students who danced were the day looked forward to some little remem- ff/ Pupils of Mut GRiTZIIW gEftMpf
brance from the management .
daughters of some of Milwaukee's " first
families." The onlv cost to the theatre was
*:
{Continued on page 4141)'
—
(filHI>Hl

" "V /rinv- *V

"V "V ^
One of the advance ads, AYz inches, double
be something to the way he stages that
photoplay.
Of course, it stands to reason that the
production must be a good one, but then
even the best of attractions have been
known to flivver in hot weather. Because
he staged Mary Pickford in " Daddy LongLegs " as only a real showman could, Manager George Fischer, of the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, had the satisfaction of
seeing the records of his theatre during the
past eight years smashed all to pieces.
As one of the pictures on this page shows
he was able to go out in front of the theatre at 6 o'clock on a torrid afternoon and
see a line stretching for a half block from
his box-office.
Fischer decided to have a juvenile atmosphere prevail in his advertising, in his lobby
display, in his special attraction during the
performance, and in the supporting
*' shorts,*' which he ran on the same program.
He fisrured thaf we are all children no

Pupils of local ballet school used in the prelude
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Scenes in the hundred per . cent exploitation of " The Better 'Ole" in San Francisco. At left soldiers in their tin hats in front of the
theatre, center Old Bill himself poes about the streets advertising the picture and aiding in recuiting, and at the right on-e of the bookstore displays that was obtained while the store advertising books about the great war
San

Francisco

Theatre

Gets

Series of Stunts
IT'S
to bethese
the days
habit to
of study
more and
moregetting
theatres
the
fullest possibilities of a picture and then
go the limit in using every angle to appeal
to the public. A splendid example of that
has just been supplied by the Curran theatre, San Francisco, and Manager St. John
of the World Film branch, with " The
Better 'Ole."
While, of course, the picture deals largely with English soldier characters the spirit
of the Allied cause is all the way through
it and the first opportunity that presented
itself was to link up the picture with the
big recruiting campaign of the U. S. Navy.
This meant unusual publicity because the
Navy Department has one hundred poster
stands in San Francisco. So Mr. St. John
wired to the department at Washington,
asking for permission to display on these
stands a cartoon of Old Bill advising the
young men to join the navy and giving the
address of the recruiting station. This
permission was granted and the novelty of
the posters attracted much attention.
Then arrangement was made with the
army recruiting service to have a soldier
dressed as Old Bill, moustache and all, to
stand in front of the station advising
passersby to join the army. This figure
was later used all over the city and the
wildest curiosity was aroused. This pretty
well got a 100 per cent cooperation from
Uncle Sam's fighting men.
In addition to this a group of men were
garbed as British soldiers, wearing the tin
helmet and covered with dust, as if they
had just come from the trenches. These
attracted great attention in front of the
theatre and throughout the city.
Next on the list were the restaurants.
Special signs were prepared bearing the
figure of Old Bill and then the injunction:
" If you know of better 'ole to eat in, 'op
to it." These signs were allotted only to
one restaurant in a given territory, and it
is reported that there were dozens of ap-

Crowds

from

The Better ''Ole "
with rr
plications from other eating houses that
were not so fortunate as to be included in
the list.
A similar
on " smokes,"
was
made
up forsign,
the based
cigar stores
and stands,
and as these had central locations throughout the city they became a valuable publicity channel. Cigar dealers saw the value
of the co-operative publicity quickly and
were glad to follow the example of the
restaurants and of the Government.
The local advertising club was giving a
masked ball and Mr. St. John flitted in
here, too — with the offer of cash prizes to
the character representing Old Bill most
accurately. These prizes were awarded at
the Curran theatre.
The crowning achievement of Mr. St.
John's campaign was his persuading the
bakeriesnuts.toSomeadvertise
" Better found
'Ole " the
doughof the bakers
sale
of doughnuts so increased that they conopening.tinued to use the name long after the film's
The gave
publishers
the and
" Better
'Ole "
music
Mr. St.ofJohn
the Curran
theatre complete co-operation. The Leo
Feist Company put on a special singer at
the Curran and arranged for the use of
publicity matter in the windows of stores
advertising the music.
The business at the Curran theatre was
in keeping with the extraordinary efforts
put into the exploitation of the feature.

New
Record
for Exploitation
Made with This Issue and You
Cannot Afford to Miss Reading a Single Line of It If
You Would Be a Hundred Per Cent Exhibitor

Brooklyn
Exhibitor Arranges
" See America First," His
Own Theatre

AlNew that
of the
J. LOEB,
MANAGER
bany theatre,
Brooklyn,
realizes
with the summer comes the wanderlust to
most people — that his patrons want to get
out and see things, especially the open
and the cool places, the mountains and the
rivers. So to counteract the tendency on
the part of many to stay away from motion
picture houses during the summer he is
starting late in June a " see America first
campaign " — in the New Albany theatre.
He has booked a series of twenty-two
films from Educational Films and has laid
out a schedule just as a man taking the
actual trips would do, following a definite
route through the national parks of the
West, the Rocky Mountains from Alaska to
Mexico and a side . trip to the Hawaiian
Islands.
Mr. Loeb was influenced by the extensive
advertising of the United States Railroad
Administration. Right at the moment,
every first class newspaper and magazine in
the country is filled with the cleverest sort
of advertising, intended to encourage summer travel through the beauty spots of
America, Alaska and Hawaii. Mr. Loeb
was impressed with the quality and extent
of the advertising and he realized also the
fact that hardly one in a thousand of the
people who read the advertisements could
possibly make a trans-continental trip.
Therefore he brought the scenery to the
999 who had to stay at home.
Many exhibitors have featured their short
subjects,
Loeb's method
plan is ofmore
than
that. It but
is anMr.orderly
booking
and advertising that enables him to neatly
" cash in " on a million-dollar government
advertising campaign. He uses a scenic picture regularly twice a week, but he is going
beyond the usual policy of treating the
senicc reel as a " necessary evil " and makes
capital of it in a way that, is bound to show
real returns.
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Views of right and left of th-e lobby of Plaza theatre, San Diego, for " Cannibals of South Seas"
Mechanical Effects Used in Lobby
Great Attention to South Sea
MECHANICAL contrivances were used
well by Manager Bishop, of the Plaza
theatre, San Diego, Cal., when he showed
Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South
Seas," and used so effectively that he is reported to have broken the record for a.
week's run.
This picture lends itself especially well to
lobby displays and there have been many
good ones printed in these pages. The cutouts in themselves make attractive material
and when there is the addition of motion
as there was in the case of the Plaza theatre it became impossible for anyone to
pass the theatre without stopping to look.
Crowds were reported in front of the house
all during the run.
One figure used was that of a gigantic
cannibal armed with a huge war club. By
connection with an electric motor the arm
was made to rise slowly and then it was
released with the effect of a quick downward blow at an enemy. On the other side
of the lobby there was a tropical effect created and four heads of cannibals were used
and so arranged that the}' would rise
slowly and peer over the undergrowth and
then disappear suddenly.
Real grass mats, palm leaves, bows and
arrows, and spears were used in decorating
the several posters and photographs which
were placed about the entrance and they
gave a touch of realism to the whole layout. The secret of the successful showing
is apparently found in the fact that the
manager was careful in the details of his
display and liberal in its extent.
Two other stars were also showing in
the theatre at the same time, but the manager decided that the Cannibal pictures provided the best chance for a unique display,
for he announced them in the electric sign

HAVE

Attract
Cannibal

Fischer Uses Schoolroom
Film

Lobby for " Daddy
(Continued
Legspage" 4139)
Longfrom

YOU
DONE

in

IT?

Phone Your Newspaper About
That Data Right Now
perms the
spafro
coun-of
of the
< the new
census
RETURN
that we are taking on ion
betry S
half of better cooperat
between newspapers and motion
picture theatres is coming along
nota
but theree are somepape
splendidly, nces
rswher the news
ble insta
have failed to return their blanks.
And it is a strange thing that in
many of these instances these papers
are published in cities where some of
the best advertising exhibitors are
located. Certainly these men should
take the trouble to see that they get
the fullest amount of newspaper cooperation.
This work is done purely on behalf of better conditions. The Motion Picture News gets nothing out
of it except the expense incurred
and the privilege of serving the
exhibitors — which it values highly.
Meet us half way. It's your fight.
Telephone the advertising managers today.

above, merely mentioning the names.
Nothing was permitted to detract from the
big central idea as carried out in the lobby
display and it certainly went over with a
punch.
The NC-4 showed that a little damage
running.
at the start doesn't keep you out of the

Fischer
his " shorts
on Manager
the program
withselected
equal care.
In his"
news weekly he had a bit of patriotic
stuff, and then scenes of Chicago's police
force giving milk to the poor children.
Plenty of babies in these views added to
the juvenile atmosphere.
As regards these " shorts " Manager
Fischer holds that they are an important
adjunct to the average program and must
be selected with care.
" I find that most persons greatly enjoy
these shorts," he says. " I usually buy several thousand feet a week, and only use a
few hundred with each program. I cull
out all of the mediocre, and take only the
When it came time to arrange a stage setting for the Pickford production the Alhambra property man expected to receive
instructions
to procure all of the nursery
cream."
furniture he could secure to help out the
juvenile atmosphere .
But Manager Fischer surprised him by
ordering a severely plain set decorated with
ferns, palms and growing plants.
" The little children dancing will be the
proper dressing for this stage, and all we
need is a background of simple plants," he
said,
fect. thereby registering a knockout efAs a result he had the pleasure of seeing his previous records shattered, his house
packed during hot weather and scores of
persons coming to him telling him that they
felt younger after seeing the attraction.
Lots of people run their business like a
postage stamp — it's cancelled before it gets
anyzvhere.
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Remembering Stage Success Aids
St. Paul Exhibitor in
Breaking Record

O. A. ROWE, of the Blue
ER theatre,
MANAG
St. Paul, remembers
Mouse
things, for he has found that it pays. He
not only files away in his exploitation
cabinets the material that he will have a
chance to use later, but he files away the
ideas, too. So when he got a chance to
book
tate. " As a Man Thinks " he didn't hesiThen he proceeded to go the limit in
newspaper exploitation and with paper, for
he remembered what a success the Augustus Thomas story had been when it was
shown at one of the legitimate houses and
later played by a local stock company. He
set out not only to get the regular motion
picture fans, but all those who still think
that the picture is a little inferior to the
spoken drama. And how well he succeeded
is shown by the fact that though he had
originally booked the production for a
week he was compelled to hold it over for
three more days.
Fully a week ahead of the first showing
he literally plastered the city with announcements that this Augustus Thomas
story was to be shown in motion picture
form at the Blue Mouse. He did not fail
to inform the public that the picture itself
was produced under the personal supervision of the author and he invited the
people to come and see what the real production of a story in film form could do
fhat was impossible on the stage itself.
There was a striking effect created in
the lobby which is illustrated here. There
was a strong central idea that literally
stopped the people in their tracks. In addition to this he had a dozen stills enlarged to almost ten times of their regular
size and so the large lobby fairly breathed
the spirit of the production.

Striking lobby display of the Blue Mouse, St. Paul
.who was ahead of the show in this section
of the country. We co-operated with him
Mark Gates Tells How He Puts
in every way possible and on our own
Over Pictures at the
initiation had some small cuts made by
our artist which he has seen fit to use
Dayton, Dayton
in many other places. This has been done
of course with our permission, and we con{Continued from page 4131)
sider it a privilege to co-operate at any
picture, which was done several weeks in
advance of its showing, I decided on a time with our producers or distributors in
this way. It puts money in both pockets.
new form of publicity to supplement the
In making our drawn ads it has been
regular newspaper and billboard advertisour endeavor always to have them illusing. This was what I called " vocal pubtrate the theme of the picture rather than
licity."
Just after the closing of each program
reproduce some scene. Our selling halk
the week before I showed " The Heart of is usually short and to the point, as we
feel that the great majority of readers do
Humanity " I had a man give a talk from
the stage on the merits of the picture and
not care to wade through columns of mattell some of the interesting facts in regard
ter for the information they are seeking
to its making. This created a great deal of
regarding
the picture to which their attalk, and was, in my opinion, exceptionally
tention has been attracted by the nature
good and very cheap publicity, though it of the display.
would lose force if done with great frequency.
Taking advantage of local happenings
and local activities has helped in many
instances; one in particular being represented by the advertisement for " The
Brand " which is here reproduced. Prior
to the appearance of this advertisement
there was run in the local papers an advertisement of large size showing footprints
in a great expanse of white sand, with
nothing in the ad. to indicate what was being advertised. Naturally, curiosity was
aroused and when this advertisement appeared it was generally considered as a
completion of the other series.
Early in our advertising we adopted the
signature cut which appears at the bottom
of all our displays. We had this made up
in one, two, three and four-column widths
and keep a supply on hand so that we can
make up an advertisement on short notice
that will have, at least, a portion of it distinctive. Italso helps, the reader to recognize at once a Dayton ad. and acts as a
sort of trade mark or identification brand.
Every one knows " Mickey " by this
time, and every one knows the excellent
View of orchestra, California theatre, Los A naeles. and effective stage setting used with
publicity being given it by Mr. Crandall
Rex Beach's " The Brand"
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ALTHOUGH one
inant note at the three leading Broadway houses is comedy. Business is
keeping up strong during the warmer weather, but the managers believe
that the lighter stuff is generally in demand and where there is a feature of the
more gripping sort to be shown the sidelights of comedy is played strong.
Strand might be said to have an all-comedy bill. Olive Thomas is the star in
" Upstairs and Down " which is practically a farce, and there is a Mack Sennett
comedv on the same bill, together with laughs in the scenic, and in the Strand
Topical, a special setting together with an introductory song, which is carried
through the picture as the theme, adds to the enjoyment.
At the Rivoli " The Woman Thou Gavest Me " is the feature. This is a
dramatic offering, but there is plenty of laughter on the bill with the same
comedy as shown at the Strand, " No Mother to Guide Him," and a Jeff and
Mutt included in the Pictorial. " Martha," the overture, there takes on the
spirit of comedy with the scenes of old England that it interprets.
Douglas Fairbanks has transferred his activities from the Rivoli to the
Rialto, the first time the experiment has been tried. The last comedy in which
Sydney Drew appeared with his wife, " Squared " is also shown, and there is
a Happy Hooligan in the Magazine, while the music is of the happier sort
except for the single solo.
Next week the Strand will feature Charlie Chaplin's latest, " Sunnyside "
and will fill in the program with selected short subjects. W. S. Hart will be at
the Rivoli in " Square Deal Sanderson," while the Rialto will play Rex Beach's
new one, " The Crimson Gardenia."
Warm weather has reached New York, but the crowds appear as large as
ever, meaning- the motion pictures have even a firmer hold on the people of the
metropolis than they have ever had before. And that with two other Broadway houses devoted to special motion picture productions.

THERE is a contrasty program at the
Rivoli this week, ranging from a
tense drama to slapstick comedy, but once
more the value of good music is evidenced.
The score for the feature is of the highest
class including a number of experts from
"Thais" and other numbers of the highest
class, while in the comedy, of course, there
is a reversion to the lighter and popular
airs, together with the effects at which the
Rivoli orchestra is so good.
"Martha" is the overture this week and
it is played with the lights all in gold. This
is a lively selection telling of an English
lady and her maid who hire out as servants
as a prank and the love affairs that result
with two young farmers, one of whom turns
out to be a nobleman. It is really a comedy
and the spirit is well reflected in the music.
An unusually clever effect marks the
opening of the Rivoli Pictorial. The first
picture is a Pathe illustration of the recent
bomb outrages. The house becomes dark
and there is a tympany rumble and then a
flash of red light from the foots and then
a crash of cymbals and organ rumble giving the effect of an explosion and there immediately follozvs the title "Americans, Beware!'' First we are shown the results of
the explosion at the home of Attorney
General Palmer in Washington, and then
we go to Massachusetts and finally the
scenes in New York. A mysterioso is
used during these.
Kinograms supply some interesting
scenes of lumbering in Montagne, on the

German border, to supply timber to France
to reconstruct the damage of the Germans. "Mountain Music" is played. Pathe
presents views of the launching of the first
concrete tanker, the Palo Alto, at Government Island, CaL, to the accompaniment of
"Yours Truly." Kinograms gets a laugh
with
Exposed."
This "Mrs.
shows Hen's
a hen Double
that has Life
hatched
out a
setting of duck eggs and the ducklings take
to the water much to the consternation of
the mother who runs along the bank not
knowing what is happening. From the
same source come pictures of a parade of
pet
animals
at Pasadena,
is used
for both
of these. Cal. " Bluette "
Pathe shows pictures of a "parasol plane"
in which a San Francisco inventor plans to
fly over the Pacific and the music for this
is "Sweet Emalina, My Gal " with the
effects of the motor at first very soft and
then growing in volume. This music continues through the cartoon, "A hop over
the
Atlantic
years clock
from atnow,"
with
the sound of forty
an alarm
the start
and then burlesque motor imitations. International shows pictures of American soldiers aiding the French in fighting a fire
at Brest, the French using, the old time
buckets until the arrival of the doughboys
with
is usedtheir
here.modern apparatus. A "hurry"
Now we have a touch of comedy with
Jeff and Mutt in "Sweet Papa." There is
a chance to get a laugh reflecting back on
the opening of the Magazine with the explosion imitation with the match and there
are all sorts of effects used with whistles
and cries for the child. " Oh, Papa,

t2ieS7iO]f'
Papa" is played at the start with "At the
Fountain of Youth" following through and
then
to "Oh
Papa."
Gaumont coming
shows usback
pictures
of college
oarsmen
tuning up at Chicago to the strains of
"Some Sweet Day." Kinograms brings us
a bit of Japan showing oriental scenes
staged by the graduating class at Western
College for Women, Oxford, O., with
"Mountain Dance" played. International
closes the Magazine with scenes of signing
the suffrage constitutional amendment. It
is notable that all three houses where views
of this incident are shown that little applause results. "Oh, Women, Women" is
the appropriate music at the Rivoli.
Lights go down to blue and there is an
organ introduction for Gree Evan's rendition of "King of the Vikings Am I." There
is a special drop showing a blue sea with
the clouds slightly tinged in red and the
singer in Viking costume. This should be
remembered by exhibitors as a striking
number that is especially suited for any
feature that deals with the sea, or as an
incidental number as it is used here. It got
one
seen ofat the
the biggest
Rivoli. receptions that wre have
"Contemplation," the theme, is played at
the screening of the feature, "The Woman
Thou Gavest Me" and with the first scene
after the titles "Coronation March" is
used. With the scene of. the marriage in
the church vox humana is used on the
organ and then with the minister's words
"Those whom God" there is silence and
then the organ continues. Extracts from
the "Nell Gwynn" suite are used then with
the scenes in the antarctic, and then with
the change in scene back to London an
extract from " Thais " is used, followed
with numbered selections until the scene
where the ice is breaking up and again
" Thais " music is used. With the title
" The hour that should be the holiest of a
woman's life " " Legend " is played agitato,
followed by another agitato and then with
the title " Six weeks later " there is more
of " Thais." Then when Conrad tells the
girl that he read of her marriage " Reverie Arabe" is played, going back to
" Thais" with the title " After dinner " and
then " La Reine Fiammetti " as he is seen
leaving the apartment.
Title, "Sunset in the desert" brings
"Thais" again, and then with the title
"Then I have the right" the theme is
brought back. Here the organ takes up the
music and the orchestra comes back as
Mary is seen leaving the baby with
"Nudine." A numbered selection is taken
up with the title "In the fog" and then
with the title "And the happy days bring"
we have the theme again, played to the end.
" No Mother to Guide Him " is the unusually funny Mack Sennett comedy. Just
before the start the lights go up to gold to
mark the interval between the feature and
the comedy and there are eight bars of
" Wizard of Oz," with " Rosary " following thrctTh. With the title "I had a lot
of luck," "How She Can Sing" is used
and then with the appearance of the visit-
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Columbia theatre, Erie, Pa., got the cooperation of many merchants .... window displays.
exclusive woman's shops and that of the Kresge store
ing stranger " Trousseau Ball." As the and coming into both the scenic and the
husband tells them to eat,, drink and be news reel. There is also a slightly different
of the musical numbers this
merry
is a change
French
Luck."is arrangement
There there
is a clever
effect toas " the
stranger
week, with both of the vocal selections
being placed ahead of the feature instead
seen reading the poetry and here " Mighty
of using one of them between the feature
Lak a Rose " is used with burlesque effect
and the comedy, as is done at the Strand.
with pauses. " Coxsatchogue " is played
with the title " I feel like the spirit of the
" Mignon " is the brilliant overture this
week and it is played with the house lights
dance," and then when we see the maid
out and the stage in gold. It opens with
starting on her afternoon off " One-Twothe flute, a few bars of the violin and harp,
Three-Four " is used.
the music finely interpreting the story of
While the hubby is seen hunting "Huntthe girl who was stolen from her noble
ing Scene" is played with effects the huntparents and forced by the chief of the
ing horns especially emphasizing the enjoyment and as the stranger and the wife
gypsy band to dance in the streets, only to
attract the attention of a young student
are amusing themselves "Don't Forget the
Salvation Army" is the accompaniment.
who buys 'her release and marries her.
With the appearance of the mesmerist on
Happy airs, therefore, run through a considerable portion of the opera.
the stage "Bull-sheviki" is played with a
tremulo effect. Then again with the furStrand
Topical opens with Pathe picther hunting scenes we have more of the
tures of the army athletes leaving Hoboken
hunting horn and organ effects, and with
to compete in the games abroad, and this is
followed by the International views of
the title 'And still the play went on" "I'll
Pray For You" is played burlesque. With
rowingforinboth
Chicago.
" AllThen
America
used
of these.
come " theis
the
trap shown
in the
therehusband's
is a numbered
selection.
Then picture
there
Pathe pictures " Americans, Beware " and
is a pause with the announcement from
" Prelude " is used for these, with the rumthe stage that "there is a gent outside with
ble of the organ giving the sinister effect.
a gun who says his wife is in here with
It makes a most effective musical setting.
another man," and then there is the effect There is an interesting Pathe-Ditmars
of a crowd rushing out of the theatre, with
showing beavers cutting down small trees
shuffling of feet and the overthrow of
and
their dam, and for this " Au
chairs from the traps. With the title "A
Moulinbuilding
" is played.
family friend" "Ruspana" is played, and as
Then comes comedy relief, with Topics
the stranger tells the husband that he is
of the Day. " Prohibition may bring ' The
being deceived a numbered selection is used
Old Oaken Bucket' into vogue as the naand then with the scene in the auto "Electional anthem," gets a laugh, but the prize
tric Galop," accompanied by all sorts of one comes
with " Low-cut shoes have made
effects is played to the end.
their appearance and lots of fat girls look
Dubois'
"Grand
March"
is
the
organ
selection.
like they had mumps in their ankles."
" Take Me to That Land of Jazz."
News events are resumed with the Pathe
pictures of launching the concrete ship, to
the music of " Volunteers," and from the
same source come pictures of the honors
COMEDY runs through the greater por- paid in Paris on the anniversary of Joan
tion of the bill at the Strand ti.is week,
of Arc. Here we see French girls in their
with that element dominating the feature
peasant costumes of Alsace and the other

Picture

News

Zftere

Here are shown those of one of the m
on music
provinces marching to the statue, and there
is a fine shot of the statue itself that evokes
a lot of enthusiasm. " Cleopatra " is used
during these. Then we have the International views of Americans aiding the
French in fighting fire to the music of
" Jeunesse d'Hercule." Final pictures are
International views of the C-4 making its
final hop off on the flight across the Atlantic. There are some fine views of her flying over the warships and then the Topical
closes with the airship cartoon. " Going
Up " is the music.
Redferne Hollinshead, tenor, then renders "In the Great Somewhere," and then
as an encore " Killarney." The way that
the Strand audiences know and appreciate
good music is evidenced by the way that,
at least when we saw the presentation, they
applaud the opening bars of the Irish air.
The first selection is rendered with the
lights red and then go down to blue for
the second.
"In the Tavern" is the music for the
Outing-Chester that follows, " Wrangling
Dudes." With a comedy setting this pictures some of the wild west as the average
stranger from the east expects to find it,
with the broncho busting and other stunts.
Toward the end there are some fine shots
of mountain scenery and some snow stuff
that helps to cool things off.
There is a special setting for the prelude
to " Upstairs and Down," with the rendition of Donaldson's song of that name. As
the curtains open there is revealed a stairway effect, with steps leading down toward
the left and right of the stage and a landing, or platform, in the center. There is a
blue background with decorative effect.
Seated on a bench in the center of the stage
are Richard Bold, tenor, and at the other
Ethel Newton, soprano, and they begin to
sing the song. At the end of the first verse
they rise, one going to either side and the
final chorus is sung with the man following the girl up and down the stairs. Immediately at the end the screen curtain comes
down and the feature starts.
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The Romance of
General view of exterior of lobby, and, left view of interior, and at right another of the interior looking out when
Tarzan " was shown at the Superba theatre, San Diego, Cal.
March " played. Pathe pictures of signing
As we have said this is comedy and the chorus of the theme is taker up and played
through to the end.
title gets lots of laughs, especially one
the suffrage act, with " Midsummer," and
then there come the Joan of Arc scenes
Skating is shown in the Pathe "Analysis
which runs : " Did you ever try to rouse a
Paris, for which " March Heroique " is
of Motion Picture " this week, " Fetes des in
lady from a faint?" "I don't know about
used. Gaumont pictures of launching the
a lady, but you can wake a drunk up with
Papillons " is played at the screening and
concrete
ships with her going into the
then the organ takes up the music.
a rap on the nose." " Gloriana " is played
water sideways follows, and here we have
at the screening, and this is followed
" No Comedy to Guide Her," the same
Mack Sennett that is also being shown at the
used.cymbal effects with " Marathon March"
through with " In a Kingdom of Our
Own " and then with the title, " Dinner,
the Rivoli, follows. " Maytime " is first
First touch of comedy to the bill comes
played and then when the hypnotist is
Theatre and Supper," the organ takes up
the music for five minutes, coming back seen on the stage "Ja Da" is used. There
with " Sayinks of Topplitsky." Prohibition
is the whistle effect used for the scene in gets its innings here with : " When they
with " The Midnight Frolic," and here we
close the saloons and men have to stay at
have " Trousseau Ball " played. There is the theatre with the drunk's hat going up
an effective pause at the scene where the and down, and then when the husband is home nights, it wouldn't be so bad if their
seen hunting ducks there is a change to wives were as pleasant as the bartenders
spectators applaud and then " Upstairs and
are." And another scream comes with :
"
March of *he Gnomes," with the " quackDownthen
" is
this where
being Tom
the istheme,
"
The weather man has a cinch. He gets
and
withplayed,
the scene
seen
quack " of the ducks and other effects.
$10,000 a y-ear to say this is a nice day and
asleep " In a King of Our Own " is re- Where the duck is seen squirting water on
then he takes his umbrella and goes for a
peated. Then with the scene where the the hunter " Frou Frou " is used. Then
the
organ
takes
the
music
until
the
villain
walk." " Rainy Day Blues " is the accombutler calls Mrs. Reid to the 'phone " Clemis seen fleeing from the house and then
paniment.
atus " is used, and until the scene where
Gaumont then pictures the first birthday
Alice arrives in the auto and with this " Hunkatin " is used for the chase stuff
and to the end.
party
of Tawney Pershing at San Franthere is a change to " Brides and Buttercisco. Tawney is a young lion, and there
Guilmant's
"
Third
Sonata
"
is
the
organ
flies," and when she is seen with the men
solo.
are
some
views of him eating his birthday
at the country club there is another change
dinner with a cat strolling around unafraid.
to " In the Garden."
Then the laughs develop into roars with
With the arrival of Betty " La Colombe "
is played and where we see the chauffeur
Hooligan
" The Tale
of a Shirt,"
aHappy
cartoon
comedyin"released
by Educational
running to summon Terence " Canzonetta "
Films
."
Pizzicato
"
is
played
at
the screenis played. Then with the scene where Tering with effects as the kids shoot at the
ence is trying to revive the girl " RememDOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "The
bees and then when Happy tells them to
Knickerbocker Buckaroo," who played
brance " is the music. Then later on in
be kind to animals there is a change to
last week at the Rivoli, is being seen at the
the day and with the title " By Twilight
" Whistler and the Dog." Then Happy
Rialto this week, and, of course, the same
Terry's Heart Was Lost," we get " Bon
tells his story of the experience with the
Vivant," and then when he enters the music score is retained. However, all of
Official Cootie Hound and the cooties himthe
kitchen and sees Betty " My Wild Irish
ent. rest of the program is entirely differself. At the scenes where the cooties reRose " is the accompaniment.
mind Happy that he has a wife and five
Here the organ takes up the music for
" Orpheus in the Lower World " is the
children, " Hearts and Flowers " is played
overture, and this brilliant number, aboundsixteen minutes and during this time " Upwith a burlesque touch, and then with the
ing in flute music at the start, was never
stairs and Down " is played several times.
The orchestra comes back as the valet is more brilliantly rendered, and as we saw
handshake, " Frenchy, Come to Yankee
Land " is played. At the place where night
with Dr. Risenfeld himseen watching Tom in his " cave man " the presentation,
is seen falling in large chunks there is the
self leading the orchestra, it brought forth
treatment of Alice and then the music berumble effect on the organ that aids in
a regular ovation.
comes "Noveletten," played pp to ff . Then
There
is
no
scenic
this
week,
the
Rialto
the
laughs. Where the cooties declare " I
when the girl declares, " Oh, You're Wonderful, Tom ! Where Did You Learn to Magazine following the overture. This
will save you," there is a change to " Whispering Flowers." and then when the searchMake Love Like That?" "Flirtation" is opens with International pictures of women war workers being mustered out of
used. With the title telling us that the
light
on Happy,
is repeated.
Forplaysthe
scene at" Frenchy
the end "where
the
valetandneeds
• system
" is service with honors at Philadelphia and the
used
at thea scene
where" Long
Tom Song
and Alice
bee is seen stinging Happy there is a tymmarching girls get a big hand from the
pany and a trill on the violins.
get in the auto for their elopement the audience, with " American
Red Cross
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lold and distinctive lobby displays of the Hohnan theatre, Montreal, for
After the feature the orchestra plays
" The Evolution of Broadway," a selection
that develops through the Dance Aboriginal, the Minuet and other songs, the theme
taken from the chorus of George M. CoInternational shows scenes at Reading,
han's "Give My. Regards to Broadway,"
Pa., where relatives of the dead besiege
and then plays it in old-time song and
the mine waiting for news, and here
dance style, then a waltz, then grand opera
" Gruesome Mysterioso " is used with the
and finally into the full orchestration of
tympany rumble, and this continues through
the song itself. It makes a big hit.
Kinogram scenes of the results of the re" Squared," the last comedy which Sydcent bomb outrage. International supplies
ney Drew made with his wife, follows.
pictures
the public
eye,"to and
these firstcaptioned
show the" InPolish
minister
the
At the screening " Chanson du Printemps "
United States and then Speaker Gillett to is played following through with " After
Glow." Then with the title " Polly's sud" Guiding Star," and then with the views of
den interest " there is a change to " To
Richard Croker on his visit here, " TamThee " and with the scene where they
many " is used, and through with pictures
leave the restaurant to " Seranata " folof Miss Elizabeth Marbury at home after
lowed through with " Lovelight." At the
•her work in France. Final punch is added
with Gaumont scenes showing President
title
"The months
flew that
by" evening
"At Sunset"
is
introduced
and with
comes
Wilson being awarded another degree in
"
A
Vineyard
Idyll
"
while
the
next
day
Paris,toand
used
the here
end. " Guiding Star " is again
calls out " Cherry Blossoms." When the
soldier is seen leaving the change is to
Miss Rosa Lesca, coloratura soprano,
then sings the mad scene from " Lucia di " Vineyard Idyll " and then as the boss
calls to " Admiration " and then as he goes
Lammermoor," and for the laughing part
toward the end there is a brilliant performto her " Vineyard Idyll " a third time with
ance of singer and flute in making the high
" Here They Come " as she opens the winnotes that holds the audience entranced.

Motion
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The Heart of Humanity "
Goldwyn Adopts New Style
Exhibitor Press Book
Goldwyn has just adopted a new style of
press book that is bound to attract the
attention of exhibitors who give real attention to the exploitation of the pictures
that they play. Tom Moore in "The City
of Comrades" is the subject of the initial
effort.
This booklet consists of sixteen pages
and not only illustrates all of the ready
made advertising paper, etc., but includes
full sets of press notices and suggestions
for lobby display and unique lines of exploitations. If the exhibitor will consult
such press books as this before he orders
his material from the exchange he can be
absolutely sure of what he is getting and
have planned out in advance the uses that
he is going to make of the material.
An effort is being made in these press
books to adopt some specific selling line for
this picture. For instance, in the case of
the Tom Moore production the slogan that
was used during the recent Salvation Army
campaign was adopted — "A man may be
down — but he is never out."

R. E. Willis of Allen's Rex theatre, Winnipeg. At the left W S. Hart in " The Tiger
Two striking displays arranged by Manager
Man" and at right Mary Pickford in "Johanna Enlists:' The windmill to the right was kept moving, with lights on it at night
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55
Daring Serial Queen to
Produce Own Pictures
Helen Holmes, " railroad " heroine and
star in scores of pictures in which she endangered life and limb, has been engaged
to film a serial of fifteen episodes of two
reels each. The S-L-K Serial Corporation
has been formed as an outgrowth of this
project.
During the past five years Miss Holmes
has acquired a reputation as one of the
most daring serial actresses in the field.
Beginning her screen career with Keystone
more than five 3'ears ago, her work attracted the attention of the Kalem organization,
then one of the important factors in the
field. With this organization Miss Holmes
appeared in the first raliroad serial ever
filmed, entitled " The Hazards of Helen."
The immense popularity achieved by her
in this production was responsible for the
issuance of two other railroad serials,
namely, " The Girl in the Game " and " The
Railroad Raiders," in both of which she
starred. Her latest appearances have been
in " The Lass of the Lumberland " and
" The Lost Express."
The S-L-K Serial Company plans to present Miss Holmes in the biggest and most
elaborate screen serial 3^et produced, combined with an exploitation campaign designed to make her the best known star of
the serial world. Work will be started on
the initial episode within the next two
weeks, at which time the name of the story,
the author, director and supporting cast
will be announced.
Vitagraph Comedy Said to
Be Out of Ordinary
There is claimed to be a real plot to " His
Home Sweet Home," Larry Semon's latest
comedy, which is about to be released by
Vitagraph. Usually such a statement carries with it the imputation that the comedy
is subordinated to a logical development
of the story — and comedies, of course, are
not supposed to be logical. This is not the
case with " His Home Sweet Home " ; it
is said to be one of those exceptional offerings which appeal to reason and risibility
at the same time. Furthermore, its casting
from a caricature standpoint is declared to
be perfect.
Select Appoints Whitaker
Eastern Representative
Select Pictures Corporation has appointed
V. P. Whitaker, formerly manager of
Select's
Washington exchange, eastern representative.
Manager Whitaker has had charge of
Select's Washington Branch continuously
from the early days of the Select organization.

The endorsement Degree
of high court and poJurist
Endorses
"Third
Chicago Judge Declares Vita's Prolice
officials
throughout
the country is havduction Is Most Realistic — Big
ing a marked effect on the already recordBookings
of Subject on
breaking attendance at performances of
Western Coast
A X endorsement from a source that ' The Third Degree.'
Out on the Pacific Coast, where a full
bears weight has been received on
quota
of prints has now arrived, ' The
" The Third Degree," by Vitagraph, in the
Third Degree," is reported to have a vogue
form of a letter from Chief Justice Harry
second to no recent film of feature proporOlson of the Municipal Court of Chicago.
tions. It is being shown for extended runs
The jurist, after viewing the Vitagraph picin such theatres as the Tivoli, the St. Franture, wrote :
cis and the Portola in San Francisco : at
" Through Mr. Holah I was invited to the Kinema and other theatres in Los Ansee the moving picture called ' The Third
geles and is covering California generally
Degree.' It is a realistic representation of through the medium of the Turner and
methods sometimes unfortunately employed
Dehnken houses. Its western showings
by police officers to extort confessions from
have penetrated to Seattle and Portland on
prisoners in their charge. Where the pris- the north and San Diego on the south. In
oner is put in fear of bodily harm, he is
Seattle it is on view at the Liberty theatre
apt to say things against himself which are
not true on the theory that he is thereby
and
in Portland it is seen at the People's
theatre.
pleasing his interrogators, who will on that
Other new bookings of the week were the
account desist from abusing and persecutMetropolitan in Washington, D. C, the
ing him.
Victoria in Rochester and the Empire in
" ' The Third Degree ' is an interesting
exhibit and should be a warning to police Portland, Me.
Additional ones are expected.
officers not to extort confessions."
Jans Enters Ranks of World
Rights Buyers
cent purchases for the United States rights
buy
to
market
the
in
now
are
WE
negatives and entire world rights on the Tom Mix single reelers from Selig,
and the ninety-two single-reel Ham and
n," declared
good screen
any Backer,
on
for Bud comedies from Kalem, finally decided
sales manager
generalproductio
F. E.
Mr. Jans that he could make just as signal
Jans Productions, Inc., 729 Seventh avenue,
a success as a cash buyer for the entire
New York City.
world's rights on any of the good pictures.
" Mr. Jans determined to take this step And
the faster they come, the better H. F.
some time ago, and our plans were made
Jans
will be pleased.
accordingly. Any completed motion pic" There are still a few territories open
ture of special calibre will be bought outright and we will pay spot cash for the in the United States for the single-reelers
right productions. This brings into the starring Mix, and also several choice
territories yet to be sold on the single-reel
motion picture industry another open door
for the ambitious independent producers
Ham and Bud comedies."
and directors.
All
Elements for Success in
" The former days where a producer had
to wait so long for his money while the
territories were being slowly disposed of
Marion Davies' Play
" April Foil}'," Marion Davies' latest
are now dead and gone, forever we be- starring
vehicle now in process of filming
lieve," continued Mr. Backer. "We encourage the making of real high class film at the Biograph studio has a scene showthe beautiful star seated in a Pullman
productions by offering spot cash for the car ing
quite surrounded by bags, hat boxes,
entire world's rights and the better the
shawl-straps, all the parapherpicture the better the price we shall be things naliainof traveling,
and looking not at all
only too glad to pay.
like an accident but like something very
"H. F. Jans knows his business thorpleasant going on.
oughly from the ground up. He is at pres" April Folly," adapted for the screen
ent not only the holder of the franchise
by Adrian Johnson and Robert Leonard
which permits him to distribute exclusively
from
Cynthia
popular
novel,andis
for Metro, Nazimova and Rolfe in the ensaid to
aboundStockley's
in thrills,
surprises
tire state of New Jersey, but he has also
all the elements needed to make a sucpaid for the New Jersey rights for other
cessful film play. Miss Davies has been
big special motion picture productions such
cast
in
the
role of "April," the young girl
as " The Unpardonable Sin," " Stolen
who goes forth in search of adventure and
Orders," "Hearts of Men," etc.^
finds it in unexpected ways.
" The enormous success attending his re-
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HOBART HENLEY and Mrs. Sidney
Drew have collaborated to best advantage in the comedienne's latest picture,
" The Gay Old Dog," now nearing completion, and the result is said to present a
feature of artistry and thorough entertainment.
The possibilities of the thought and the
human expressions of emotion incorporated
by Edna Ferber in her story, " The Gay
Old Dog," were brought to the attention
of Mr. Henley by Mrs. Sidney Drew, who
saw in this human interest story not a
" movie," not a sensational dramatic expose, but a story of every-day life of the
home, of the people.
Mrs. Drew is one of the five ingredients
that stand for Hobart Henley's first production to be released by Frank G. Hall.
Mr. Henley is of course another and his
record as a director-producer is too well
known to the motion picture public to call
for special mention here. Edna Ferber,
the author of " The Gay Old Dog," who
will be remembered for her work, " Our

Mrs. McChestney," produced on both stage
and screen, with Ethel Barrymore as the
star of both productions, is another ingredient. The cast which Mr. Henley has
selected, headed by John Cumberland, who
was the hit of " Fair and Warmer," and is
now one of the principals in " Up in
Mabel's Room," and an actor conceded to
be in the top-notch class, is another. In
his support Mr. Cumberland has Corrine
Barker, Inez Marcel, Emily Lorraine,
Mary J. Chambers and Gertrude Robinson
— all distinct types and artists of ability.
Last but not least is the character of the
story — its human touches, is naturalness.
In announcing that Mrs. Sidney Drew
collaborated with him and made the adaptation for his first production, Mr. Henley
said : " Because the story is human and because Mrs. Drew in her work of giving to
the screen its most human and refined
comedies has proved that she knows a
human story and how to bring out the
human touches in a way that means most
to the picture public."

Filming the Third of Charles Klein's Plays
A CONTINGENT of Vitagraph stock character role was made to count to the
players headed by Harry T. Morey has utmost. Paul Scardon, who is directing
begun work on " The Gamblers," the third " The Gamblers," was fully conversant with
of a cycle of Charles Klein's stage plays this factor, and therefore went to especial
to be screened by Vitagraph.
pains in selecting the cast which is to per" The Gamblers " was accounted one of
petuate The
"
Gamblers " on the screens.
Harry T. Morey naturally was chosen
Charles Klein's biggest money makers. It
opened its original run at the Maxine
for the role interpreted on the stage by
Elliott theatre on October 31, 1910, and
George Nash, that of Wilbur Emerson. It
continued there until May 1, 1911, comis a typical Morey role. The pivotal feminine role, that of Catherine Darwin, which
pleting apurely New York City engagement of approximately seven months. Runs
furthered Jane Cowl's claim to stardom,
of almost equal length were scored in Chi- will be interpreted by Helen Ferguson.
cago, Boston and other cities of the metroMiss Ferguson began her screen career
politan status.
with Essanay in Chicago and more recently
In addition to the handling of the plot, was seen in a leading role in J. Stuart
"Blackton's "Safe for Democracy," and
an element in the success scored by " The
Gamblers " was its superb casting. Every has created a following.

Picture

News

Cutting of " Challenge of
Chance " Is On
Harry Revier, who directed champion
Jess Willard in the Continental Pictures
Corporation seven-reel feature, " The
Challenge of Chance," returned' to New
York from Los Angeles last week accompanied by Arline Pretty, leading woman
for Willard; Al Hart, who played the
heavy lead and gave the champ a battle
that would do credit to a Dempsey, and an
augmented technical staff. He brought
with him two full negatives and three
prints of the picture that is to put the
heavyweight champion before the screen
fans of the country as a film star.
Reports from the offices of the producers
and promoters of the Willard production
credit Mr. Revier with having accomplished a titanic task in completing the
picture within a very short period of
working time, declaring that the director
worked night and day.
Since his arrival in New York, however, Mr. Revier is said to have exceeded
even the record he established during the
taking of the picture. He lost no time
in getting to work on the cutting and titling of the production, hoving been forced
to take approximately 40,000 feet of scenes.
The work of cutting, titling and tinting
"The Challenge of Chance" is being done
at the Crystal Film Co. Laboratories in the
Bronx, and Mr. Revier has with him, in
addition to the professional cutters. Roy
Somerville, author of the story.
Old

Metro

Favorite

Back

Supporting Hamilton
Marguerite Snow, who occupies a place
peculiar to herself in the list of Metro
players, and who has not appeared under
that corporation's banner for some time, is
found again in support of Hale Hamilton.
Altogether, Mr. Hamilton will have a
supporting cast of unusual strength in producing In
" His Brother's Place," which he
intends to make the best picture of his
Metro career, having written the original
story himself while completing his last picWhoture called
will "Full
direct ofthisPep."
production has not
yet been announced, but Maxwell Karger,
Metro's director general, is at the present
time deciding this point and will without
any great doubt turn the script over to
Harry L. Franklin.
" The Perfect Lover "
Thought an Ideal Title
If exhibitors are any judge of the box
office value of a title, then " The Perfect
Lover," Eugene O'Brien's first Selznick
production, is one of the best titled films
presented in many a day. Letters from
exhibitors throughout the country in praise
of the have
title been
givenpouring
EugeneintoO'Brien's
first
vehicle
the Selznick
offices ever since the name of the production was first announced.
A tremendous advance interest in the
production has been shown by many exhibitors who report that patrons who have
been attracted by the title of " The Perfect
Lover" have already begun to inquire.
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Arthur

S.Kane

Heads

New

Pioneer Film Man Announces Formation of Realart Pictures Corporation; Sensation Promised When Names of Players
to Be Identified with Concern Are Announced
WITH Arthur S. Kane, one of the best known picture men in the business,
at the helm, the newest producing and distributing company in the field,
" Realart Pictures Corporation," opened for business the past week.
When Mr. Kane retired from the general
management of Select five weeks
ago, it was to perfect his plans for the new organization. No hint of the new
move had been given the public, but to his friends Mr. Kane intimated an announcement ofunusual interest would be made soon.
Big Stars to Be Announced
Realart Pictures Corporation, as may be
gathered from talking with its sponsors,
starts out with high ideals and ample capital. On the authority of its president it is
being fortified with the best acting talent,
photoplay material and producing direction
that can be obtained at any price.
The new concern starts full-fledged as
far as stars and attractions are concerned.
It is stated that negotiations have proceeded so far with several of the largest
artists of the screen that the formal signing, within the next few days, of contracts
now being drawn on terms which have
been fully agreed to will enable the announcement oftheir names. Various large
special productions have been arranged for,
but the time has been so short since the return of Mr. Kane from his vacation on
Connecticut golf links .that the necessary
newspapers have not as yet been signed.
When the names are given out it is promised they will create somewhat of a sensation.
Producers who have something unusual
Arthur Kane, Who This Week Makes an
to offer exhibitors and the public will find
Important Announcement to the Industry
in the Realart offices ready listeners, according to a statement issued by the new
the President, Arthur S. Kane, who orconcern. It is the purpose and aim of the
ganized itand whose ideas of production
new company to offer an open avenue for and distribution will dominate its policy.
the marketing of productions of merit. At Mr. Kane was a pioneer in the moving picall times it will be an open market for
ture business. It is worthy of note that he
screen offerings from all sources. .
has always been identified with successful
ventures, his own genius for organization
Exchanges in Principal Cities
work having been a major contributory
factor in most of them.
Realart's selling plans include opening
twenty exchanges in the principal cities of
Mr. J. S. Woody will be General Sales
the United States. These exchanges will Manager for Realart Pictures Corporation.
be started at once and are to be located in He has a record for salesmanship of which
he may well be proud. Back in 1912 Mr.
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, WashingWoody became associated with the General
ton, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta,
Film Company in a special capacity coverDallas, Kansas City, Omaha, Minneapolis,
ing all territory west of Denver. He
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco and stayed with this concern until 1914 when
Seattle.
the Mutual Film Corporation signed him
to handle their Pacific Northwest District
Mr. J. S. Woody and Mr. Ben F. Simpson left New York headquarters separately
with general headquarters in Seattle. Two
the last of this week to visit all of the years later Woody was induced to come
above cities, engage managers, secure of- East and join forces with Triangle.
fices and open exchanges. One or the
Ben F. Simpson, who has just resigned
other will establish the office in each city as San Francisco manager for Triangle
named. It is planned to have most if not Distributing Corporation for three and a
all of the exchanges going by the middle
half years to become Field Manager for
of July. Fast work will be staged to be all Realart, will share the work of opening
exchanges and installing managers with
ready for the releases starting in September.
Mr. Woody.
John Pond Fritts is Director of Publicity
Capable Men at Helm
for the new organization. Mr. Fritts was
The new corporation begins business
for many years associated with Mr Kane
in newspaper work in the West.
with an exceptionally strong staff. Practically every man in the profession knows
A publicity campaign of magnitude has

Corporation
been decided upon and will be inaugurated
at once. This campaign has for its objects the intrdouction of the company, its
siar and feature attraction to the exhibitor:
and further, to co-operate with the theatres
in
the bringing
attention the
of company's
the public. productions to
War

Veterans

Approve

of

" Secret Service "
Being particularly desirous that the Paramount-Artcraft Special, " Secret Service,"
should be perfect in historical detail before
allowing it to be released as scheduled June
15, the executives of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation invited a number of
Civil War veterans, officers of the Grand
Army of the Republic, to see the picture at
a private showing and offer criticisms. Accordingly, Matthew B. Brennan, commander Dahlgren-Powell Post, of New York
City; H. J. Kearney, commander of the
Veterans of Farragut's Fleet; William F.
Kirchner, chairman of the Memorial Committee of the G. A. R. ; James R. Silliman,
president of the New York State Home for
Soldiers and Sailors, and Captain Fritsch,
who had acted as the committee's organizer, sat in the Famous Players-Lasky projection room one afternoon recently and
watched with critical eyes the presentation
of Hugh Ford's version of William Gillette's play, with
in the stellar
role. Major Robert Warwick
. Unanimous approval of the production
was given by the war veterans.
Far East Is Sold for
Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc.,
reported
" the past
Menduring
tuous
week additional sales in , foreign countries
for " Virtuous Men," the S-L production
controlled by his organization in all territories exclusive of the United States and
VirCanada. Mr. Garrett announced the disposition of the entire Far East for " Virtuous
Men " to the International Photoplays Distributors, Inc. This sale embraces many
different countries, among which are included Burma, India Burma, Ceylon, China.
Dutch East Indies, Malay Straits, Philippine Islands and South Africa.
Five

Principals

in Bert

Lytell's Latest
In his newest Metro vehicle, " Easy to
Make Money," Bert Lytell has the smallest
cast of principals ever engaged to support
him since he has been starring in the Parrot Brand productions.
There are only six important roles in the
entire original story written by Mr. John
H. Blackwood, and one of them is Lytell's
starring role of Jimmy Slocum, Jr., speedking and spendthrift, leaving but five leading characters in support.
A new leading woman is announced in
the person of Gertrude Selby.
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United
Pictures'
Prospectus
Is lists
Issued
totheTrade
publication
the stars of
old organTHE
prospectus
of United Pictures
Proization, which has enrolled, it points out,
ductions Corporation, organization of
most of the big exhibitors of the country
which company was announced lately, has
and which forms what is stated to be the
now been issued. The corporation has been
biggest circuit of theatres in the country
organized, the prospectus reads, for the
purpose of supplying negative motion pic- and constitutes one of the greatest power
tures to the United Picture Theatres of in the film industry.
America. Its officers and directors are :
Referring to the year's activity of United
T. A. Berst, president; Lee A. Ochs, vicePicture Theatres of America, the prospecpresident; Milton M. Goldsmith, treasurer;
tus states : " The total of the contracts
C. R. Seelye, secretary; Herman Hertz,
which have been signed with the 2,573 theassistant treasurer ; Mark ML Dintenf ass,
atres mentioned therein covers the cost of
director; David P. Howells, director, with
any picture to be released by the company,
consequently all new contracts which
main
at 1660 Broadway,
New York
City. office's
The Corporation
Trust Company,
37 and
shall
be signed from now on constitute a
Wall street, New York City, is the transfer
profit, and it is expected that the company
agent of the new corporation.
will contract with a total of more than
The prospectus sets forth a specification
of the organization and field of operation
4,000
in the
near future."
Thetheatres
contract
between
United Picture
of United Picture Theatres of America,
Productions
Corporation
and
United PicInc., for which body United Picture Proture Theatres Co. is for a period of 25
ductions Corporation is to form a new and
extensive source of picture product. The
years.
Return Dates Advocated
by World
Official
through the lobby they had taken the time
ONE of the biggest problems that confront the exhibitor is whether or not
to stop and tell him how good it was.
Afterwards, while sitting in his office, his
it would be profitable to repeat a booking
on a picture that has pulled the crowds and
day's work finished, he began to think what
made good or where a picture has been
John Smith
and Mrs.
comments on thesaidfeature,
thenBrown's
the thought
shown and did not get business, but made
struck him that he had not played fair
a big hit, says George R. Meeker, general
with his merchandise. He showed a lack
sales manager of World pictures.
of salesmanship in selling his offering.
" There are hundreds of exhibitors who
This line of reasoning led to serious
failed to realize the worth of a picture
thought on what he should have done.
when they booked it and failed to apply
the proper method of exploitation. The
" He reviewed the appeal of the picture,
its subject matter, the star, the supporting
consequence was a good picture, in every
sense of the word, did not measure up to
company, the author and a hundred differa box office winner.
ent things about the film that would lend
to exploitation. His eyes began to open as
"This same exhibitor after the day was
he realized that he had missed a good bet.
over, while totaling his box office takings
Then and there he resolved to play it again.
gave a minute or two to retrospection and
The next time he showed it he cashed in.
decided that it was not the fault of the
He knew what he had and made the most
picture if it did not pull the crowds. That
of it. There is not enough return bookings.
a dozen different things could have been
done to boost it. The patrons who did see
Many exhibitors are like small children —
it were pleased.
As they passed out
they want new toys."
Virginia Pearson at Work
on New
Feature
WORK
on the next Virginia Pearson his story and was determined to obtain it
in spite of all obstacles. He telephoned
production, " Impossible Catherine,"
William B. Davidson and John H. Gilmour,
to be presented by Louis Meyer, is in full
the actors who were to play in these scenes,
swing in the Yonkers Studio. John B.
O'Brien, the director general, and Frank S. and they, together with Larry Williams and
his camera staff, left immediately for the
Beresford, the author, have just returned
from a location-seeking trip in the vicinity
camp. Many excellent " shots " of the interesting event were obtained, as well as
of Lake George, having covered the entire
other unusual scenes.
distance by automobile, so that no point, of
Miss Pearson and other members of her
interest or beauty could escape their scrutiny. Many sites were secured as locations
supporting cast are now at Lake George,
for the forthcoming production which is Monday. All the remaining exterior scenes
scheduled to show Miss Pearson at her
will be taken there.
best.
Virginia Pearson is cast in a role that
In the latter part of the story the action
gives full scope to her versatile personality,
takes place in a logging camp and it was
and as " Impossible Catherine," carries off
these locations Mr. O'Brien was principally
highest honors. In every way the producconcerned in procuring. Upon his arrival
tion promises to repeat the success won by
at the logging camp situated on the Schroon
its predecessor, " The Bishop's Emeralds."
river, he learned that the last drive of the
season was to take place on the two days
June 8 was definitely decided on by Goldfollowing. He had counted on a drive 'of
wyn as the release date of the next Pauline
this sort as one of the scenic features of
Frederick picture, " The Fear Woman."
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Wyndham Standing, playing opposite Norma
Talmadge in " By Right of Conquest "
Priceless India Set Is Used
Gerald F.
Gerald F. Bacon ProinBacon,
" Sun-Up"
ductions, now in the second week of production on the first of a series of eighteen
specials for release by Frank G. Hall, has
used as one of the " props " for a triple
interior set, showing the library, drawing
and reception room of an English home
of wealth, a library set consisting of two
candlesticks, inkstand, flower vase and two
fruit jars, that was originally made for the
Rajah of India by a religious fanatic who
was put to death immediately after the
completion of the work, which is said to
have taken more than two years to do.
The work is in platinum and gold and according to a prominent New York jeweler
is of priceless value.
June Elvidge Picture Directed by Hamilton
Gilbert P. Hamilton has been engaged
by World Pictures to direct June Elvidge
in " The Tangled Romance," a five-reel
feature adapted by Mr. Will C. Murphey
and Philip
LonerganA of
this company's
scenario
department.
biographical
sketch
of Mr. Hamilton runs current with the history of the motion picture industry.
He has been employed by half dozen of
the most prominent producing companies
of this country. It is his hope and also
that of the World company that his productions with the latter will have the merit
that entitles him to a permanent position.
Expect
to " Cash
" on Fox
Sunshine
Comedies
The Exhibitors' Service Bureau of the
Fox Film Corporation states that several
exchange managers have written that exhibitors who are booking "The Lucky
Thirteen " Fox Sunshine Comedies, declare they are going to cash in on the
steady flow of comedy films into their theatres
tions asbyaadvising
whole. the public of the attracIn line with these statements, Fox exchange managers have been in consultation
with a large number of exhibitors and have
urged them to devote more time and effort
in their promotion of comedies such as
" The Lucky Thirteen."
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Out
Branches
Studio, Incorporated,
Bray
represent contour lines ten feet apart. A
Enlarged to a Million Dollar Corporation; Release from War
vertical semicircular arch on which a
Work Allows Processes to Be Turned to Use for
camera was mounted spanned the mounAmusement Purposes; Bigger Releases
tain. The first picture showed the mountain as seen from its base level, making
ENLARGEMENT of Bray Studios, Inc., to a million dollar corporation,
is announced, together with the fact that a large program of activity is clear the fact that the contour lines were
parallel and equidistant, vertically. Then
laid out, and that educational and industrial production will be entered on
the camera slowly traversed the arch, showa large scale. Improved Greater Bray Pictographs will be issued.
ing the progressive changes in the appearThe past year has found the Bray Studios largely given up to war activities,
ance of the contour lines until it was verespecially producing pictures for training military recruits. The patents of
tical, looking straight down on the top of
the mountain, which showed the contour
the corporation were placed at the disposal of the government, but may now
lines as the eye sees them on the map. By
be turned to entertainment purposes.
the time the camera had completed its
Better Productions
journey
thewere
students
had learned
that slope
contour lines
far apart
when the
New and improved animated and big films seemed to be of paramount importance
was gradual and close together where it
popular science subjects produced by the
for quick training, but events proved otherwise. At Fort Sill the really vital things in was steep. No one who saw that animated
war time process, are announced. For this
military science were reduced to animated
diagram ever had any difficulties with conpurpose the Bray organization is to have
drawings combined with some photographs
an enlarged staff. The Greater Bray Pictour lines thereafter."
tographs will be released to the trade in of living models in a way to make plain
points
that
were
obscure.
But
why,
it
may
September under a new distribution arrangement.
be asked, if only technical engineering diaJoins
city Univer
KraftPubli
Staff sal's
grams were required, could not military
Credit is given the Bray Studios for
William Kraft, at one time associated
engineers do the work better than mere
their share in helping win the war in an
with the staff of the New York Evening
amateurs? Why call in the Bray Studios
article in the Educational Film Magazine,
Mail, and who has had a wide newspaper
at all?
written by Charles Frederick Carter. He
experience, as well as magazine work, has
wrote :
"Military engineers had been drawing
joined the staff of the Universal home
"Mr. Bray took at West Point a series
diagrams which had been printed in textoffice publicity department. For some time
of motion pictures as substitutes for textbooks for generations ; but such diagrams
Mr. Kraft has been writing the daily Annibooks for the school of the soldier, the
have not been 100 per cent, effective. Stuversary Bulletin, which is being sent to the
school of the squad, and the school of the
dents have puzzled over these highly techUniversal salesmen during the anniversary
company, the latter as large an assemblage
nical text-books, so dull and so complimonth. Among his duties on the publicity
as could be satisfactorily handled for educated that the compiler could scarcely unstaff Mr. Kraft will have charge of the
cational purposes. It seemed a simple
derstand them, and thenButhave
on their examinations.
an "flunked"
animated
thing to put a soldier through the manual
publicity for the motion picture " fan "
magazines.
of arms or a squad through the evolutions
drawing on the screen represents a vast
of the organization on the screen, but it advance over still, dead diagrams, for it
New Select Manager
was not. Officers assigned to supervise the
is a shrewd application of psychology deSelect
Pictures Corporation announces
production soon found that mere photoveloped inthe half-dozen years pictographs
the appointment of Mr. J. U. McCormick
graphy would not suffice.
have been undergoing evolution. The making of animated drawings for educational
"Bray had to insert in the very heart of
to the executive control of Select's Washthe more intricate evolutions a series of
ington branch, which position had been
purposes is as distinct and highly developed
made vacant by the appointment of former
animated diagrams to elucidate the
an art as modern military engineering is a
science.
Branch Manager V. P. Whitaker to the
schemes. The military experts themselves
could not do this, for it required a special
office
of Eastern Representative in the Se"Take so simple a thing as map-reading.
branch of expert knowledge possessed only
Under military sharps, long on science but
lect organization. Branch Manager McCormick took charge Monday, June 9.
by the Bray organization. J. F. Leventhal,
short on psychology, map-reading is far
head of the Bray technical department, was
from simple. The great majority of recommissioned a lieutenant, and, taking Mr.
cruits, suddenly transplanted from civil
Trio
of
Stage
Stars in
Max Fleischer, also of the Bray staff, with
life, spent many hours in the classroom
him, went to Fort Sill to take charge of
Fischer's Production
trying to learn map-reading and emerged
this work.
Three artists of legitimate as well as
at last with ideas more or less nebulous.
screen renown head the cast in David G.
Some can not read maps at all. But every
"On the surface this series of educational
Fischer's production, " Where Bonds Are
man taught map-reading by the pictograph
method mastered the subject thoroughly
Loosed." They are David G. Fischer,
in a few minutes — mastered it so thoroughDixie Lee and Arthur Behrans. " Where
ly that he could go right out in the field
Bonds Are Loosed " is a big seven-reel production. Notwithstanding the fact that
and
tise. apply his knowledge in actual prac" Where Bonds Are Loosed " is said to be
an unusually big special-production, it will
"Results i nthe Army were so extraorbe distributed through the state right
dinarily successful that the new method
market.
was demonstrated upon students at CoIn this story from the novel by Grant
lumbia University in the presence of a
number of prominent educators ; and it Watson, the director, David G. Fisher, was
worked as perfectly as it had in the Army.
given a chance to show his ability as a real
The students grasped the subject fully and
artist. The photography is about the averat once.
age and the locations were well chosen.
Mr. Fisher is Director-Geenral.
"Here is the way it was done. To teach
the reading of contour lines, the hardest
That love is a thorny path with patches of
lesson of all for the average man, Mr.
real sunshine and velvet greensward along the
Fleischer, with the aid of a sculptor, built
route, is the big idea one derives from the new
Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy, " When Love
a miniature clay mountain seven inches
Marion Davies, star of " Getting Mary Marhigh, around which cords were laid to Is Blind," which was released May 11.
ried." Distributed by Select
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Depiction of Armenian
Tortures Impresses
WITH every opportunity to pass judg- the vast Armenian organization, which is
ment at first hand, members of the headed by H. E. Boghos Nubar Pasha, with
Detroit branch of the Armenian General
headquarters at Cairo, Egypt, declares himself as feeling especially indebted to the
Benevolent Union, an organization reaching practically every spot on the globe, has
First National Exhibitors' Circuit for the
release of the picture.
put its seal of approval on the First Na" When the picture was shown in New
tional Exhibitors' Circuit release, " Auction
of Souls," featuring Aurora Mardiganian.
York for charity," the physcian said, " we
So eager are the Armenian residents of held a special meeting to discuss the possiDetroit to view this production, which was
bility of subscribing sufficient funds to
make its showing in the Middle West posshown for charity under the title of " Ravished Armenia " to $10 seats, that they have
In my opinion
Auction from
of Souls,'
I have 'received
those
adopted resolutions expressing gratitude to from allsible.reports
of
my
people
who
have
seen
it
upon the
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit for
screen, will do more to bring before the
making its public screening possible. They
have also planned an Armenian night at people of the United States the actual conditions in the Near East and the lethal
the Detroit theatre which will show " Auction of Souls " and seek to stir further
yoke under which our people have struginterest in their native land.
gled for centuries than years of propaganDr. G. K. Boyajian, of 41 Sibley street,
da, lectures and even a visit to the valleys
Detroit, president of the Detroit branch of of death and the deserts of frightfulness.
Director

Geo.

D.

Baker

THE expected announcement that George
D. Baker had severed his connection
with Metro and embarked on a career as
" free lance " director, was made public
during the past week.
Mr. Baker made his decision to quit
Metro after coming on to New York from
Hollywood, Cal., recently. Broaching the
subject to some of his friends, the news
quickly spread along Film Row, and very
soon the director was besieged with offers for his services, with very flattering
financial inducements. Some of the largest
producers sought to engage him. He finally affixed his signature to a contract to
direct two famous stars of the stage and
screen in a series of big picture productions. He will start work on these productions in the early fall.
George D. Baker has won an enviable
reputation in the film industry. Several

Severs

Metro

Bonds

years ago he directed John Bunny, the
Vitagrap'h comedian, since deceased. He
also directed Edith Storey in his own
drama, " Tarantula," and other pictures.
Then he joined Metro, and his work with
Nazimova in " Revelation," her first screen
success, placed him at a bound in the front
rank of American wielders of the megaSubsequently he directed Nazimova in
phone.
" Toys of Fate," after which he went to
Metro's West Coast studios in the capacity
of chief of productions. While there such
stars as Bert Lytell, Edith Storey, Viola
Dana and May Allison came under his direct supervision, and one of them, Bert
Lytell, achieved extraordinary recognition
in two pictures, " The Spender " and
" Faith," both of them personally supervised, from continuity to cutting, by Mr.
Baker.

Frank Mayo, Kathryn Adams and J. Barney
Sherry Form the Pleasant Trio in Universal's
Offering, " A Little Brother of the Rich "
Fox Western Subject Is
Highly Thought Of
Announcing completion of the filming of
" Rough Riding Romance," the Tom Mix
play which bore the working title, " The
Romance of Cow Hollow," the Exhibitors
Service
of the Fox Film Corporation saysBureau
:
" If real entertainment, humor, heart interest, lightning-like speed, terrific stunts
and a most romantic story such as this
cannot make money for exhibitors, no
story can. Of course, western stories for
the screen have contained all kinds of
humor and dramatic episodes, but no other
western picture has had such a happy combination of broad comedy, light humor,
stunts, romance and heart interest as this
latest Mix picture possesses."
How

First Miller Special Released by F. G. Hall
CHARLES MILLER, Charles Miller
containing a full quota of entertaining
Productions, Inc., announces as the value and an all-star cast.
title for the first of the series of four
The production presents four distinct
special productions to be released by Frank
features in the fight scenes which occur
G. Hall, vice-president of the Miller combetween the hero and the arch-villain and
they are said to be carried out in all the
pany, "A Dangerous Affair," with Herbert
Rawlinson, supported by Florence Billings,
realism of a hand-to-hand encounter in
Stuart Holmes, Warren Cooke, Charles
fistic battle. In one scene, Mr. Rawlinson
Stevenson, Vinton Friedley, Reginna Quinn
shows his prowess in defending himself
and Ernest Torrence, in the leading role.
against a Japanese whose aggressive work
presents the famed Japanese art of self" A Dangerous Affair " is in six reels
and Frank G. Hall announces that it will
defense, Jiu-jitsu, in all its Oriental cleverness.
open at the Broadway theatre, Sunday,
June IS, for an indefinite run. The release
date for the country will follow. This is Thrills in Second Episode
the first of the series of the Miller production coming under the banner of the Charles
of " Elmo the Mighty "
" Buried Alive " is the title of the second
Miller Productions, Inc., Mr. Miller's own
independent company, and it is the first to episode of Universal's serial, " Elmo, the
be released by Mr. Hall through his disMighty." Elmo Lincoln, famous for his
tributing branches, the Film Clearing
display of strength and courage as " TarHouse, Inc. It was personally directed by zan
" in " Tarzan of the Apes " as well as
Mr. Miller, assisted by Albert Cowles, with
other giant roles, such as in Griffith's " InEdward Earl as cameraman.
tolerance "and the " Kaiser, the Beast of
In this production, Mr. Miller believes
Berlin," exhibits in this serial feats that
that he has given to the screen a picture
surpass all his former ones.

Do They Do It? See
Screen Letter Box
Among the several novelties to be introduced in the Screen Letter Box, the new
idea in short reels conceived by Morris
Kashin and being produced by Jack Cohn,
will be a series of scenes showing how a
motion picture actress expresses the various emotions as well as the way in which
different kinds of scenes are taken.
In the first release, in reply to a letter
received from a theatre patron asking how
actresses cry in the movies, a scene will
be shown with director, player and cameradone. man depicting just how the whole thing is
The first release of The Screen Letter
Box will be made within a few days.
Frudenfeld in New York
N. N. Frudenfeld, who recently quit theatrical ventures to form a company to handle feature photoplays, is in New York for
the purpose of making purchases in the
State rights market.
Mr. Frudenfeld's company will act as jobber between producer and exhibitor for
Iowa and Nebraska.
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"The Volcano"
Two big events have reared their heads
in the news of the nation within a fortnight to give added point and timeliness to
the newly complete Harry- Raver- Augustus
Thomas four-star drama, " The Volcano,"
starring Leah Baird and directed by George
Irving, for W. W. Hodkinson distribution.
Frank A. Vanderlip, one of the nation's
greatest bankers, made a speech giving the
gloomy but truthful conditions of the European nations with a forecast of the
dangers that lay ahead of the American
nation through the introduction of unrest.
A few days later the eastern half of the
country rocked under bomb explosions
simultaneously timed in a dozen- of the
larger cities and designed primarily to
create a reign of terror in the nation.
" The Volcano " depicts scores of incidents paralleling actual happenings in this
stirring period of social unrest.
Hall's Special Breaks
atre Record

The-

" The Other Man's Wife," Frank G.
Hall's six-reel special, opened at the Park
theatre, Columbus Circle, to a packed
house. " The Other Man's Wife " features
Stuart Holmes, supported by Ellen Cassidy.
Harry P. Diggs, manager of the Park,
reports of the largest Sunday business ever
recorded at the Park for a program of
pictures.
Other Man's
remain for" The
an indefinite
run. Wife " will
Nazimova Film Purchases
In connection with the purchase by
Sidney Garrett of the rights to all
Nazimova films for France, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Portugal and Italy, it is
announced that purchase was made from
the Export and Import Film Company.
Mr. Garrett acted for the Mundus Film
Company in the territorial purchases
recorded.

" A Woman
Was Fox
" is production
Theda Bara's most
recentThere
William
Current Kinograms Show
Interesting Topics
The current issue of Kinograms,
although it contains nine features, includes
one that should arouse interest among
those who book this news weekly. It is
designated in this issue as " The Sweetest
Place in Ohio." It picturizes a bee farm
at Medina, Ohio, known as the biggest
honey plant in the world. This statement
in itself does scant justice to the picture.
What gives it unusual interest is the photographing of bees from this farm; the
method of cultivation and the fact that
these wonderful little insects command in
the market as high as one hundred dollars
each.
Another feature has to do with Lieutenant Locklear, the acrobatic aviator, wrho
jumps while thousands of feet in the air
from one plane to another and does other
stunts of a combination of reckless bravery
and athletic ability.

Pathe

Montagu Love with Ellen Cassidy in " Through
the Toils," a World Picture

Not

Territorial Sale of Special
Frohman Release
The Frohman Amusement Corporation
midst its many production activities is
steadily closing out the few remaining territories on its latest six part special release,
" Once to Every Man," and reports
the disposition of the territory of Missouri and Kansas to Richards and
Flynn, the First National franchise holders
for Eastern Missouri, and the territory- of
Iowa and Nebraska to Messrs. Sheridan
and Garland of Des Moines. Messrs. Richards and Flynn immediately played the
production for a week at their Wonderlan 1
theatre in Kansas City, and report thct it
did more business than the special attractions that they played the preceding
three weeks.
Messrs. Garland and Sheridan intend
taking advantage of the rising interest in
the world's championship fistic encounter
to be staged at Toledo, Ohio, July 4th,
with a special advertising campaign, this
because of the fact that " Once To Every
Man " contains what the critics have pronounced to be the most sensational prize
fight ever screened, writh every detail photographed with absolute fidelity to the real.

Think Hughes' Work Will
Conquer Screen World
" The Cup of Fury," first picture to be
made by the Eminent Authors for Goldwyn release, will, it is confidently expected,
place Rupert Hughes, the author, in the
same commanding position in the motion
picture
as letters.
he has heretofore heldliterary
in the world,
realm of
The story has recently been published
serially by the Red Book Magazine, and is
now in book form. Anthony Paul Kelly
is assisting in the adaptation.
Washington scenes will be taken where
essential to the story of " The Cup of
Fury'," and then the cast and production
will be completed at the Goldwyn studios
at Culver City.

to Discontinue

" PatheBillboard
does not intend "Ads"
to discontinue the
use of billboards in advertising its pictures;
on the contrary our projected advertising
campaign on ' The Great Gamble,' our next
serial, includes a larger billboard appropriation than anywaswe given
have out
had byin Paul
the past.'"
This statement
Brun-t, Vice-President and General Manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc. when an article
published in a theatrical magazine on Tune
lO'.h was called to his attention, purporting
to inform that Pathe found billboard advertising too expensive.
" There is not an iota of truth in the
entire story as printed," said Mr. Brunet.
" If the publication in question had taken
the trouble to ask for information concerning our attitude toward billboard advertising, that information would have
been glady given them.

Scene from " The Little Boss," Vitagraph picture
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Riley Clubs Stimulate Interest in Pictures
World Pictures, who are distributing
"Little Orphant Annie," a five-reel feature
from the poem of the same name by James
Whitcomb Riley, is in receipt of a large
number of letters from Riley Clubs
throughout the country asking for information as to when this picture will be seen
in their home towns and at what theatre.
These letters in themselves indicate a splendid means of exploiting the local production of this picture and gives to the exhibitor atie-up with his box office.
The fact that the Riley Clubs are composed of adults dissipates the impression
that some exhibitors have that this is a
picture whose greatest appeal is among
children.

Great " Ad " Campaign for
Pathe's New Serial
Pathe is planning one of the biggest billboard and newspaper advertising drives yet
launched, on " The Great Gamble," the
serial produced by Western Photoplays,
Inc.
Officials of the producing company call
the serial the " greatest stunt serial ever
produced," and Miss Luther and Mr.
Hutchinson, the leads, are said to imperil
themselves many times in the taking.
Twenty-four sheet stands will be prominently displayed in and about every prominent city; slides and lobby displays which
will attract attention will be other aids.
A preliminary showing of the serial will
be given June 20, on the New York theatre
Roof.
Triangle Announces Next
Ernest C. Joy, formerly Manager of
Productions for Harry Warner at the Biograph studio, has just been engaged by
Triangle as Production Manager for the
next Taylor Holmes Special. C. T. Horan,
the author of the comedy.

Wanda Hawley, in a Pioneer Production

Picture

News

Makes

a

Wide Exploitation Tour
Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L Pictures has
left on another special sales trip in behalf
of " Virtuous Men," the initial production
sponsored by himself and Herbert Lubin.
Mr. Sawyer will cover the entire Southern
territory during this trip, stopping at Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Richmond, Atlanta, New Orleans, reaching his
furthest point south at Dallas, Texas. During his sales drive in behalf of " Virtuous
Men " Mr. Sawyer will arrange for special
openings of the E. K. Lincoln starring
vehicle in the best first-run theatres in
the various territories. This will be done
in accordance with a prearranged plan of
S-L Pictures, in order to prove through
the box office the drawing power and entertainment value of " Virtuous Men " as a
first-run production. The various state
rights buyers will be specially invited to
attend these openings in each city.
Victor Kremer
Loaned Star Has Rejoined
American Cast
J. Barney Sherry, the character actor,
has returned to the American studios, following a flying trip to Los Angeles to
appear in some scenes with Dustin Farnum.
The latter was being delayed in pushing
through one of his productions, pending
Sherry's arrival to continue a performance
he had begun. Through courtesy of the
" Flying A," the Beau Brummel of character men had leave of absence to finish the
job. Now he is once more appearing as
" Philip Remington " in support of Margarita Fisher in " The Tiger Lily." This
is a new American picture from a Joseph
Franklin Poland story which George L.
Cox is directing.
Successful Play with Alice
Brady Closes
Alice Brady, stage celebrity, screen star
and recent bride, closed her successful
engagement in " Forever After " at the
Pla3"house, New York, on June 7.
Opening
in Owen
Davis' romance
the
Central
theatre
on September
9th lastatMiss
Brady played there for fifteen weeks and
on December 23d moved to the Playhouse,
where she has continued with substantial
success one of the longest runs enjoyed by
any attraction' in a season remarkable for
lengthy engagements.
Next season Miss Brady -will appear in
" Forever After " on tour. She will be
seen in the Owen Davis play in Chicago,
Boston, Philadelphia, and possibly others
of the larger cities.
" Goldwynner " Converted
The De Luxe Catalogue Edition of the
Goldwyn Goldwynner, the exhibitor house
organ published semi-monthly by Goldwyn,
is presented as an example of the art of
" giving exhibitors what they want and

need."

Pickford Draws Capacity
Without Advertising
Minus even the semblance of a press
sheet or any prepared advertising, Ray
Andrews, manager of the Home Motion
Picture Company of Muncie, Indiana, put
over " Daddy Long Legs," latest Mary
Pickford subject released by First National
to capacity audiences for a week.
The advertising and press matter for the
picture was tied up in the east because of
an express strike at the time Mr. Andrews
was scheduled to show it, but that fact
apparently did not worry him in the leastKnowing that with Marshall Neilan as
director and Mary Pickford as the star, he
was getting a production which was bound
to be a winner, he just took life easy after
the opening performances.
The result of the whole thing was that
the box office records of the Star for a
combination program of that kind were
shattered all week.

Harry Revier,first
director
Jess Willard in his
motionof picture

MONT

OF

uiisbury

Prince
Actors.

of Emotioned
Appearing

Universal

Atiraetion'x

hi

a

VMM

11

only

in

"T^OSSESSES melodramatic
\~ plot that has chance to
breathe." "Salisbury as an
Italian gives picture splendid touch
of novelty." "Production itself is
the
very good." "Has more than and
average number of thrills
action." New York Telegraph.

SALISBURY'S characterization of the Italian
realistically drawn ... depicts strong situations than even Hart would find difficulty
in handling... action is dominated by elements
of heart interest and thrill and is laid against
superb backgrounds that have not appeared in
Harrison in Motion Picture News.
twenty other pictures."

SPECIAL
ATTPACTPNS

Priscilla

ean

Harry
arey
in "ROPE D," "BARE
FISTS," and "RIDERS OF
VENGEANCE" will give
you Universal
Attractions which Special
no Theatre
that calls itself a truly high
class house can afford to
miss. Carey is the greatest
Western actor on the screen.
Play every one of his productions.

in "THE WILDCAT OF
PARIS," "THE WICKED
DARLING," "THE EXQUISITE THIEF," "A SILK
LINED BURGLAR" and her
latest sensation, "PRETTY
SMOOTH.'' Identify your
house by announcing Priscilla
Dean Productions, all Universal Special Attractions.

Kill

tae

Murray

in "WHAT AM I BID," "THE
BIG LITTLE PERSON" and
particularly in her greatest sensation, "THE DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL," will send your
audiences
away glowing with joy
and satisfaction. You won't show
a production that surpasses this
latter
if you're in
businessMurray
for the picture
next twenty years.
Go see it, then play them all.

ary

ac

arm

in "THE AMAZING WIFE"
(supported by that finished star
Frank Mayo) and her big new picture success, "THE UNPAINTED WOMAN," will simply double
her host of followers and friends.
These are Universal Special Attractions that are truly SPECIAL
ATTRACTIONS in every sense
of the word.

vpert

vtlian

in "THE FIRE FLINGERS"
made so instantaneous and pronounced ahit in Chicago that the
appreciations of the critics in the
five biggest papers might all have
been written by the same man.
See this striking Julian picture and
you'll see its great possibilities.
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JOE

MARTIN

SOLILOQUIZES
Sore?

I have to sleep in a zoo with a lot of damn animals.

Of course I am.
Other actors are gett ng anywhere from a thousand
to a million a week for a few minutes work a
few days a few weeks a month.
They have secretaries and private dressing rooms.
They get mash notes. They live on the fat of
the land.

I'm the like
greatest
screen
treated
a regular
dog.star in the world but I'm
Men. who own moving picture
rich by showing my stuff on
not one of them ever said a
They write to the boss of the
for more of my pictures, but
does that do me ?

theatres are getting
the screens. But
kind word to me.
Universal and ask
what in hell good

And here am I, a better actor, making millions of
I'm
any time ever
I work Nobody
like fools.
people laugh
wanted.
I have
no secretary.
wrote me a mash note.
And what do I get for it ? A hunk of meat and
a piece of cheese if I'm lucky.

I'm neglected.
Sore ?

I'm not half appreciated.

You bet your head I'm sore. I've got a darned
good notion to go out and kill a few helpless old
women and then eat a whole plateful of wcrms.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News! "
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LINCOLN

Grace

wFLMO
THE MIGHTY," the latest
Universal serial, comes to you
packed with those pulling features that
bring the public to every episode as regular as clockwork. It's just one punch
after another, and that's the big point
that gets the money for exhibitors in
serials.

CunardTF possible for you to review in person
1 the first episodes of "ELMO. THE
MIGHTY," do so at your nearest Universal exchange — then you will know
exactly how big a drawing card " ELMO
THE MIGHTY " will be for you for 18
weeks. Also — get a copy of the big new
Adv. campaign book.
DO IT NOW.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
MN'FG.
Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

CO.

YORK

The more YOU read these advertisement* the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "
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Special

Pnscilla

Dean

HERE you have a crook picture plus
Priscilla Dean and exhibitors who
have showed her offerings before know
what that means? If you are going to
show this one, you should by all means
take the fullest advantage of the success
that she has had in her last five offerings.
In other words, the name of the star should
be played to the limit.
In is" Pretty
you haveina itself
title
that
sure toSmooth
attract" attention
and which is suggestive of crooks and at
the same time has a feminine flavor. We
would advise that this also be played strong
and that you get the larger part of the attention to the display either with half tones
or large drawings, being sure that the personality of the star is very prominently
brought out. in the one that you use.
This is a story with a happy ending, resulting in the marriage of a burglar and
a girl thief, but they both reform when they
see the destiny to which their roads are
leading them. However, do not worry
your patrons by getting too strong on the
reform element. There are a lot of people
who shy at the "regeneration " stuff, thinking that they are going to have to burden
their minds with problems. The emphasis
should rather be put on the quick moving
action and the thrills.
Here you. have the name of an author
that really means something. The story is
by Bayard Veiler, noted playwright, who
wrote " Within the Law " and " The Thirteenth Chair." This should be mentioned
incidentally in your advertising and you
can get up a special newspaper story about
the screen now attracting the most successful authors of the spoken drama.
By-the-way, there is a new line sug-

Service

m

Section

"Pretty

ten with the
tions are writ
cial Service SecEose Spe
THES
purp
of howsuggesting to exhibitors to get the most
out of pictures that they have
booked. They are prepared after
studying the pictures and the best
way
expl
them.
you
w oiti
e
let usof kno
anyng use
that Won'
you t mad
of suggestions printed here and the
original ideas that you have used in
putting over this picture?

gested for use with Miss Dean that is a
very good one :
The

on

dazzling meteor of the

THIS is the action: Gertie Jones, posing
as a French maid is really a thief,
screen."
known to the police as " The Chatterbox,"
because of her habit of talking to herself.
Her object is to steal the $40,000 necklace
of the rich Mrs. Harper with whom she
secures employment. She tries the trick
of breaking the clasp as she pretends to fit
the necklace on Mrs. Harper, who then
orders it put in the safe. Susie does without locking it, but the dowager is careful
and sees to it that the safe is locked. And
then Gertie is " on the outside looking in at
$40,000
of cracked
ice,"theas trick
she tells
herself. worth
She tries
in vain
of
opening the safe by listening to the falling
tumblers and then tries to drill it, only
leaving marks on the safe.
This evidence, she fears, will trap her
and so she proceeds to cover up, by first
cutting a panel out of the glass door and
then turning over furniture and finally call-

Smooth
ing the police. It is just after this has
been done and we have the flash of the
desk sergeant getting the message that a
real burglar,
Hartigan,him
enters.
volver in handJimmy
she watches
open Rethe
safe and then holds him up, forcing him
to give up the jewels.
But here romance enters the game and it
is a case of love at first sight. The girl
quickly repents her act and wants Jimmy
to flee, but he insists that she make her
escape. When she refuses, he binds her
and when the police come Jimmy is taken
and the girl left behind. With Jimmy in
the police hands she asks :
" For what did you do diz wiz me ? "
and he replies " Darned if I know,
Jimmy gets a twenty-year term in San
Frehchy."
Quentin, but Gertie helps arrange his escape and after a year he is free and joins
th girl. " We're square now," he tells
her, but she answers : " Square nothing, I
havn't begun to pay you yet." And so
ship.
they go to Mew York where they are not
known, to continue their careers in partnerBut here they meet the Mansons who occupy an adjoining flat and the outgrowth
of their friendship is that Jimmy invests
the $30,000 yield of the necklace in a land
deal.ter Then
appearance
of Gertie's
sufferingthefrom
tuberculosis
which sisshe
has contracted in the penitentiary and the
news of the death of her father in prison
and a little later the discovery of a former
king of burglars in their flat, now reduced
to a common sneak thief argue eloquently
with
them for
" going and
straight."
so
they decide
to marry
go to aAnd
Jersey

Illustration at right is a striking one for newspaper advertising ; at left, she has found happiness, and in center, the "staged" fight
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Left, Gertie is foiled by her mistress; center, with her sister, and at right, one of the comedy scenes
country place to live.
pened to come along and open the safe for .
of the screen " only incidentally played and
Then their troubles really start. The
then the title, following this in small type her. He didn't know he was doing it for
Mansons call with the news that the land
with the statement that this is by Bayard
her, until he looked into the barrel of her
deal has failed and that the money is lost. Veiler, author of "Within the Law" and
trim gun and responded to the command to
But the suspicions of Nellie, the sister are
" The Thirteenth Chair." And then go ' hand them over.'
aroused and she follows them and hears
"He wasn't especially afraid of the pistol,
along with the selling argument.
the man say to the woman, " They ate it WHILE these should not tell the story for he didn't think it would go off. It
didn't, but he got a grievous wound. Yes,
up." She quickly tells the sister and Gertie
should leave the curiosity strong, they he
overtakes them in her auto and holds up
was in love and between the thrilling exat
the
same
time
ought
to
convey
the
idea
the pair and gets the money back.
periences that he and she had you'll see
that there is a happy ending and that Priscilla Dean is not just an ordinary sort of a some of it. But you'll never get that sigh
EVEN then all is not happiness. Two
that comes with the fulfillment of lovers'
former friends of Jimmy fresh from
crook. This one about gets it :
dreams until the end of the picture, though
the state prison and broke come seeking
" She was just about the smoothest little you'll be the gladder for it then."
funds. It is while they are there that
Kersey, the crack San Francisco detective,
thing in the whole "West. She pulled the
who has traced them come seeking the jewel
robberies
and here
the police
seen her.
And now
she washadn't
as a even
rich IF you display the picture of Miss Dean
Hartigans, now living under the name of
ly enough you don't need a
prominent
argument here, though
long selling
very
woman'smondsmaid
Hart. When he reaches the department
before herandin $40,000
the safe.worth of dia- we would prefer one that gave the fuller
these fellows frame up a deal of the deidea of the film. Here are some of the
" Her fingers were clever, but she wasn't
tective in which they appear to try to kill a burglar
shorter ones :
and she made such a mess of the
him and Jimmy knocks one out while Ger- job that she called the police and framed a
tie stops the other with a revolver, thus
" Jimmy laughed at both love and lockstory about a safe-cracker to tell them. But
smiths, but love got him in the end. It was
" saving Kersey's life."
Then when he learns that they are really just at that moment there appeared a real a cinch for him to open safes and get away
burglar who got the gems — for just a mowith the loot, but when little Gertie opened
" going straight " his gratitude for their ment.
act causes him to declare that he is looking
his heart, he didn't try to get away. She
" Pretty smooth of Gertie. She mads him
for a couple named Hartigans and that he
kept his love — just like Priscilla Dean will
hand over the jewels, but then he surprised
doesn't want the Harts.
keep your eyes glued to the screen in this
And later down on the farm chickens are her by binding her just before the police
hatching, little piglets are appearing and as entered. Then things began to happen —
she stood before him, a pistol in
and all the more interesting for you be- her" There
hands. He had just robbed the safe
Susie observes significantly: "Everything
cause there entered an element that neither
held the $40,000 Harper necklace and
is getting born around here."
of the smooth crooks had dreamed of — love. that
she wanted it more than anything else. He
picture."
" And you won't blame anyone for falling didn't
WE would confine any of the crime elelook at the pistol, but he looked into
ment in the illustration of the adverin love with Gertie. You won't, because
her eyes — and handed over the necklace.
tising to scenes which show Prescilla Dean
you'll be completely fascinated with her. Then she looked again and saw something
with a gun in her hand. Her magnetic
It's Priscilla Dean at her very best and you
that she wanted more than the necklace.
appearance and the fact that the public know what that means."
But the police were at the door — demandgenerally knows the kind of pictures in
ing one of them. Which did he get? And
which she appears will get more people to WITH such a selling argument your
did they
find happiness?
patrons won't think that Gertie is how" Lot's
the theatre than if you left the impression
of them
are clever" enough to
such a bad sort of a girl. There is somethat there was crime all through the film.
swipe
a
watch
from
your pocket while you
thing in the psychology of picture exploitaThere is one of the stills that is espeare admiring their beautiful smiles. But
tion
that
suggests
living
the
straight
life
cially suitable for those who design their
Gertie swiped the heart right away from
own advertising. It shows Gertie as the and happens in the end with the mere menthe
king of all the burglars right at the motion of the word "love." So let's go a
maid with gun in her hand holding up
ment that he was on the biggest job. He
little
stronger
with
this
one:
Jimmy after he has opened the safe. There
went
to
— that's
can be cut outs made of these two figures
" Gertie wanted the diamond necklace in she cared.prison
Then for
he her
came
out tohowstealmuch
for
and arranged to suit the taste of the de- that safe. She had tried every way in the
her
again
—
but
he
didn't.
Why?
Mainly
signer. As we have suggested we would
world to guess it, but the only result she
the amazing Priscilla Dean, but be sure to
use the name of the star in the largest type, achieved were marks of suspicion on the
see for yourself and enjoy her wondsrful
safe. Then a perfectly good burglar hapfollowed by the line " the dazzling meteor
charm."
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Left, the sneak thief is discovered; right, sister tells of plot, and center, the happy -ending

Chance
for Some
UniqueIf you"Teaser
' ITitle
'HERE is an Gives
unusual chance for
a teaser
are able to get hold"Ads
of a bunch
*■ campaign with this picture by using
of huge glass crystals there could be a
TO HER
FRIENDS
small space in the newspapers before you
good effect used by striking these across
the lobby and then having .the lights play
have made any announcement of the picHere's
a
Chance
to
Make
the
ture, or on a series of slides for your
on them so as to bring out the glitter.
screen. In this we would tend toward the
Appeal All the Closer
Still another thing that will attract attenhumorous, and if you can introduce any
tion will be the placing of a number of
to
ed
g
wherectlythere
is anyoppos
local events without getting too personal
are distin
large mirrors in the lobby and then a small
WE fakin
nt
per
fraudule
thing
or
impro
the interest will be kept all the keener.
slip of paper, say with letters about two
done and against appealing
Inch and a half of space in the newsto the sensational, but here is a case
inches
high and the words " Pretty
papers will be sufficient to put this over,
Smooth " pasted across them about the
where you can stretch the circumusing expressions along this line:
stances, though not the facts a little,
height
of a woman's
be
more effective
before eye.
the These
showingwrould
of the
and make the friends of Miss Dean
all the stronger.
It is a fact that this wonderful star
Mr. A. M. simply refused to buy
picture.
was recently so very ill from double
his wife a new gown. But Mrs. A.
pneumonia that her life was deM. knew a few things herself, so
WHEN
You Look
Intotheme
Her Eyes
suggested
as the
for "thisis
spaired of. But she has fully recovshe invited her mother to come
picture and we would use this or one of
ered and is back at work again.
the old standard love songs, rendered by a
You doubtless have a lot of fans who
and visit them until she got her
are ardent admirers of this actress so
check.
woman where the subject will fit as the prowhy not direct a little note to them
logue to the picture. If you use the sugtelling that this girl has recovered
gested theme employ a male voice and carry
PRETTY SMOOTH
from her serious illness and inviting
a few bars of this into the screening. The
them to see her latest picture. As
theme should be really first introduced for
a matter of fact this production was
the picture at the scene where Jimmy tells
finished before she became ill, but
Then try others along this line :
the police that he believes the girl wants to
that need not be told.
speak to him, then again after he sees her
'"Mr. B. knew that his wife was waiting
for him with a rolling pin after the poker
after his escape from prison, then when
party last night, but he brought the dough
WE would advise that the lobby display
they make the resolution to go straight,
be made distinctly a Priscilla Dean
home with him — "
then
with the title " Jimmy what you done
~ Old man Jones didn't know how to get one. If you have followed the advice that
for me" and finally at the end. Lighter
his daughters married off until he fixed die we have given you time after time in these
music needs to be used all through the progas jet so that when it was turned off the
Special Service Sections, and have preserved the pictures of Miss Dean as she
There should be a background of cornphonograph would begin to play '"When "We has appeared in her various offerings you
Are Married ' " —
ed}- for this picture. There is nothing of the
have
as
fine
a
display
as
you
could
well
gram. in the feature, but after the tenseness
tragic
" Bill Smith didn"t know what to do with
of the story, relief such as is afforded by
those hats he had left from last year's stock desire and almost everyone will stop to look
until he put diem in the window with the them over. These should be arranged as slap-stick will go well. Be careful of getcutouts with hand-drawn lines describing
announcements 4 Suitable only for girls unting any dramatic short subjects on the
same bill with this, or it is apt to take
er twenty,' and now he hasn't one left — " the scene and giving the name of the proDozens of these various " foolishments "
duction. But if you have not started savsome of the edge off the feature.
ing these, start now.
will appeal to you and if the line " Pretty
Just one final warning with this:
There can be striking cut-outs made
Smooth " is used after each of them they
from
the
six
sheet
and
a
couple
of
these
The temptaticn will be strong to pull
will make a good program feature for the
are certain to attract attention. There is some crook stunt, and probably some exweek preceding the showing of the picture.
hibitors may be able to get the co-operation
" Topics of the Day," the " Sayings of also a one sheet that shows her peering
around a portiere and holding a necklace
of the local police department, but we
Topplitsky " and others of the sort being in
her
hand.
These
will
be
sufficient
with
shown on the New York theatre series get
would be mighty careful what we used.
the title of the picture properly displayed
lots of laughs with similar stuff, but you
Anything that tends to create alarm is alcan improve the effect here by making
ways bad and the boomerang is pretty sure
and we would stay away from the unusual
stunt stuff in the lobby.
them advertise the coming show.
to hit your theatre.
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to Play Op-

posite Olive Thomas
Matt Moore, brother of Tom and Owen
Moore, has been engaged to play opposite
Olive Thomas in her third Selznick starring production, which is being made up at
the Biograph studio. Matt, who has always been most popular on the screen and
is now forging rapidly to the front headed
in the direction of stardom. In the Olive
Thomas production, the title of which has
not yet been announced, Mr. Moore is said
to have one of the finest parts he has ever
had. It was in the earliest days of the picture
business that Matt Moore entered upon his
screen career and since that time he has
played opposite many of the best known
stars. His last part prior to joining the
Selznick company was in support of Blanche
Sweet in " The Unpardonable Sin."
Trade

Show of New Pathe
Serial on June 20
The Western Photoplays serial, " The
Great Gamble," to be released by Pathe
on August 3, will be given a trade showing
on Friday, June 20, at 11 :30 A. M., at the
New York Theatre Roof, at which time
exhibitors will have an opportunity to view
the first three episodes of what is termed
" the greatest stunt serial ever produced."
" The Great Gamble " was written and
directed by Joseph A. Golden, and has as
its co-stars Anne Luther and Charles
Hutchison.

Country's First Run Theatres Request
Bookings
on Special Feature ;
Strand, New York, Favors It
EXHIBITOR demand for the J. Parker
Read, Jr., special production, "Sahara,"
starring Louise Glaum in a C. Gardner
Sullivan drama personally supervised by
Allan Dwan, has kept the W. W. Hodkinson organization busy nationally during
the past week.
Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director,
has booked "Sahara" for an immediate
playing date at The Strand Theatre, New
York, admitting that this booking of the
production meant laying another picture
on the shelf.
Tom Moore's big Rialto, Washington,
not only booked "Sahara" but gave it an
immediate playing date, beginning Sunday,
June 8, and opening' to remarkable business despite hot weather. Mr. Moore's
contract calls for two weeks at the Rialto
and a second run to follow at Tom
Moore's Strand Theatre Washington.
The Chicago office of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through Division Manager E. C.- Fielder "and' Manager E. S.
Rowley have booked "Sahara" for the entire Lubliner & Trinz circuit of theatres
with a first run to ■ precede this circuit
showing.
Exhibitor competition for big productions is claimed to be keener in Chicago
at the present time than ever before in
that city, and the arrival of the prints is

said to have found not only every big first
run and circuit account in the city demanding the first opportunity to book "Sahara"
but found Milwaukee exhibitors telephoning for first options.
In New York, one of the largest circuits
in America had "Sahara" previewed at a
private showing at the home of its general manager, and contracts are being
drawn for runs throughout July and August following The Strand first run for a
greater number of days than has been
given any production in the past twelve
months.
Under instruction of the Hodkinson
home office organization only such exhibitors as will guarantee unusual advertising
and exploitation are being permitted to
book "Sahara" at this time. No exhibitor
whose showmanship plans involve treating
"Sahara" just as a routine picture is being
granted bookings.
Three thousand exhibitors, owners of
the largest theatres in the country, have
been supplied directly from New York
with the music-theme prepard for "Sahara"
by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, New
York, and the use of this theme will, it
is thought, be general.
Vivianleased June
Martin's
re8, is thenewfirstParamount
work of a picture,
new writer
for the screen, Clara G. Kennedy, and is said to
promise
author a bright career for her as a screen

Lasky's New Offices
When Jesse L. Lasky returns to Hollywood he will find a suite of three new offices awaiting his occupancy at the Famous
Players-Lasky studio. The First VicePresident's desk and office furnishings have
been removed to a spacious new apartment,
panelled throughout, with art glass windows and skylight. Next to this is a waiting room and desk for his secretary, while
adjoining is the office of Milton E. Hoffman, Studio General Manager, which also
is handsomely finished in dark wood.

Robert McKim and Mildred Manning, in " The
Westerners," through Hodkinson
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The two panels to the left show moments in "The Open Road" (tentative tile). Universal Production in which Monroe Salisbury is the principal
player. At the right is a moment in " Destiny," in which Dorothy Phillips is starred
Ship Fire Scene

in Norma

Latest by her
NormaTalmadge's
Talmadge, accompanied
husband, Joseph M. Schenck, Director Edward Jose, Natalie Talmadge, Wynham
Standing, Garreth Hughes and Cameraman
David Abel, returned from Florida this
week, where they have been making scenes
on a deserted island- near Miami for " By
Right of Conquest." This photoplay from
Arthur Hornblow's novel by the same
name, is to be released following " The
Way of a Woman." It is said to have
many thrilling scenes, such as a yacht
catching fire at midocean, while the guests
are in the midst of their merrymaking ata costume ball on deck. Miss Talmadge
has an opportunity to prove in this picture her unusual ability as a swimmer, for
she jumps overboard and swims from the
burning yacht to a deserted island, where
an interesting love story unfolds.
Now that Norma Talmadge has returned
to New York, she will finish up " By Right
of Conquest " within the next week, and,
owing to the fact that she is two pictures
ahead, will take a three months' vacation.

Universal
Rushing
Productions
All Companies Are Working at Top
fighter, stage and screen star, is struggling
Speed, and a Number of Excepthrough the fourteenth episode of " The
tional Productions Are NearMidnight Man," a serial to be released in
the near-future. Mr. Corbett is seen in
ing Completion
some daring shots in this serial and reports
COMPLETION of three "better pic- are the serial is perhaps the most accepttures," and finishing touches put to a
able from the standpoint of entertainment
number of shorter subjects, marked a
Universals.
yet made
nor is the byleading
woman. Kathleen O'Conweek's work at Universal City. All producing companies are working at top speed,
Much interest centers around the proand visitors to the big studios have comduction of the Universal Animal Comemented on the enormity of the work being
dies being produced under the direction of
done.
William Campbell.
The three bigger features which were
stamped " finis " were Allen J. Holubar's
Summer Comedy Series
" The Right to Happiness " in which
Given by Goldwyn
Dorothy Phillips is starred, " A Man of
At two week intervals, commencing
Peace " writh Harry Carey, and " The Spitfire of Seville " which is starring the new
June 1, Goldwyn will release six Capitol
Universal actress. Hedda Nova.
Comedies, three of which will be " Smiling
Pete Morrison, the likable young WestBill" Parsons subjects, and three Carter
ern actor completed " A Fortune at Stake " De Haven farces. The pictures so far
last wreek. Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran,
named are : "In a Pinch," " Their Day of
Universal's laugh manufacturers, comRest," " After the Bawl " and " Some
pleted a 1,000 burlesque on prohibition enHoneymoon," all Carter De Haven pictitled "Ten Nights in a Tea Room." Neal
tures, and " A Wonderful Night," " ChasBurns and Josephine Hill finished " Babies
ing Rainbows " and an untitled picture with
"
Smiling
Bill " Parsons.
Is Babies," a one-reel comedy.
Eric Von Stroheim is taking the final
scenes on " The Pinnacle," the Alpine
drama in which Francelia Billington and
Sam DeGrasse divide honors with the director. Monroe Salisbury is half through
his latest vehicle " Devil's Have Their
Friends " which is being directed by Paul
Powell. William Stowell, a Jewel star, and
Colleen Moore head the supporting cast of
this drama.
Mary MacLaren is in San Francisco
with her supporting cast working on the
" Petal on the Current " story, which Avas
written by Fannie Hurst. Tod Browning
is directing the cast in this production.
Robert Anderson, David Butler, Vic Potel,
Fritzie Ridgway and Gertrude Claire made
the trip to San Francisco with Miss MacLaren.
Marie Walcamp, Universal's serial star,
is at work at Sonora California filming the
exteriors of the two reel " Tempest Cody "
series. This series of two-reel Western
pictures are being made while the script for
the next Marie Walcamp serial is being

William Farnum is presented by William Fox
in " The Lone Star Ranger "

prepared.
James J. Corbett, the ex-champion prize-

Lillian Gish and Robert Harron Are in " True
Heart Susie."
Griffith
Production
As an
Artcraft
Picture Distributed
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Soon Naming Cigars After Simplex
The saying "that one must be famous
before a well-known article of trade is
named after him" was never more truly
illustrated than a paragraph in a recent
trade paper and also a paragraph contained
in a factory report received at the Simplex
plant this week, which is to the effect:
So pleased was Mr. Conover of St.
Petersburg, Pa., with the screen results
obtained through the use of his two new
Simplex Projectors that he decided to
name his new three hundred and fifty
(350) seat theatre after the projections in

Four All-Star Pictures Announced for
Release — August Will Initiate
Weekly Release System Inaugurated
HP HE last of the Bushman-Bayne pictures
*■ made under the Metro contract will be
released by that corporation during July.
The name of this drama is " God's Outlaw " and it is said that in this picture the
screen star team has accomplished its best
work, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the best fitting roles yet
offered them. " God's Outlaw " is the last
picture made by these two players, and the
release date set for it is July 7th.
Following " God's Outlaw " Metro will
release on July 14th Hale Hamilton's first
screen authorship entitled " In His Brother's
Place," written especially by the Metro star
under the inspiration of a new idea in regard to the church . and the possibilities of

A Moment in " Some Bride," Metro FXn

attracting a congregation by the last word
in modernism.
July 21st
releases
" The
Microbe,"anda
powerful
drama
of the
underworld
high society, with Viola Dana in the title
role. The story is from a short story of
the same name by Henry Altimus, published inAinslee's Magazine, and converted
to the screen by June Mathis of the Metro
staff.
" The Microbe " is announced as the
most gripping dramatic plot that Metro has
ever released as a program picture, and
positively the strongest part ever enacted
by Miss Dana in her career on the screen.
It is a theme somewhat like George Bernard Shaw's " Pygmalion," or like Maude
Fulton's " The Brat," picturized by Nazimova and Charles Bryant.
Bringing up the rear of this stellar procession is the fascinating Emmy Wehlen
in " The Belle of the Season," scheduled
for July 28th.
The story deals with the trials and tribulations of " the richest girl in the world,"
who finds that money isn't everything, and
often interferes with the great happiness.
The release of these four all-star series
pictures marks the beginning of the end of
the Metro program offerings, and leaves
the month of August for the reign of the
weekly release. Beginning with September
the " bigger and better " features will be
the vogue with Metro as pioneers of the
" special features " plan.
Fairbanks Opens New
Studio in Hollywood
Word comes out of the West that Douglas Fairbanks is going at the making of his
first Independent production like a whirlwind. He has opened his big new studio
and from all the signs about the place,
more real money is being spent for the new
picture than has ever before gone into the
making of a Fairbanks release.

question,
" Simplex."
It seemsthe that
owing to the press of
business attending the building and opening of his theatre Mr. Conover neglected
to choose a fitting name for same, but
after seeing the smiling faces on his audience and the pleasant expressions of appreciation ofthe splendid performance on
his opening night brought about by the
projector results he decided upon the name
of " Simplex " as a fitting one.
The Hollis-Smith-Morton Company of
Pittsburgh, Pa., who made the installation
at the Simplex theatre are authority for
the statement that during the past two
months the number of Simplexes installed
have far exceeded any similar two months
in the past.
Places Nine Mazda Machines at Once
From the Erker Bros. Optical Company,
St. Louis distributors for Simplex, comes
word of the receipt of nine different orders
in one day for the newly marketed Simplex Mazda equipment which are pleasing
the trade in schools, churches, institutions
and 85-foot A. C. throw theatres throughout the country.
At the Simplex factory it is learned that
a large Eastern manufacturing city has
already placed an order for twenty-seven
(27) of these equipments to be used in as
many public schools ; this number to be
followed up with an equal number in the
very near future.
Owing to the construction of the Simplex Mazda Equipment it makes this machine especially adaptable for institutions
and places of like nature where the thought
of operating the arc lamp has always deterred them from making projector installations, but with the advent of the newly
created Simplex Mazda Equipment these
same institutions have immediately placed
their orders upon learning of the benefits
to be derived through the use of this new
apparatus. Uses Two Simplex Projectors
Millionaire
Charles Phillips, clubman of Phillips
Beach, Swampscott, Mass., has not only a
fully equipped and up-to-date projection
room and theatre installed at his home, but
also has as a member of his household a
Chinese projectionist answering to the
name of Chin.
Mr. Phillips has been an ardent movie
advocate for years and in his home has
fitted up a private theatre which for furnishings and elegance is hard to equal.
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Truth

in " Other

Is

Men's

Wives " Picture
In a new Thomas H. Ince production,
"Other Men's Wives," which was written
especially for Dorothy Dalton by C. Gardner Sullivan and is released on the Paramount schedule June 15, the fallacy of one
man's coveting the wife of another is said
to be powerfully and dramatically shown.
The story is said to be one of Mr. Sullivan's best and makes a splendid vehicle
for Dorothy Dalton, the star. In as much
as most of the scenes are taken in an' atmosphere of wealthy society people and
their functions, Miss Dalton is given an
opportunity to wear some.
Victor L. Schertzinger directed the production and John Stumar photographed the
scenes. The supporting cast includes Forrest Stanley, H. E. Herbert, Dell Boone,
Elsie Larimer, Hall Clements. The picture
was produced under the personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.

F. P.-Lasky Exchangemen
Meet in Six Cities
Following the recent convention of District Managers and Special Representatives of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation held at the home office in New
York, meeting of the exchange sales forces
have been held during the past week in six
cities throughout the United States. These
meetings have been for the purpose of disseminating complete information concerning next year's distribution plans to the
entire sales organization. Without a single exception the salesmen present voiced
the utmost enthusiasm over the outlook.
One of the largest meetings was the one
held early in the week at the New York
exchange, 739 Seventh avenue. This embraced the organization of the New York
and Buffalo offices.
Meetings were also held in Chicago,
Pittsburgh and Los Angeles.

Director King W. Vidor of Brentwood Features

An example of the unusual signs advertising
Hall, Paramount
Chicago and Artcraft productions at Orchestra
Paramount
Companies
in Action
Production of Many
Features in classic, which Julia Crawford Ivers put
into scenario form. William D. Taylor,
Hollywood Studios Marks Inis in charge of the new production.
coming of June, Creating
" Huckleberry Finn " must not be confused
Quite a Record
with "Huck and Tom," which was virJUNE has Drought an unusual imtually a continuation of the " Tom Sawpetus in production work at the Fayer " picture.
mous Players-Lasky studios in Hollywood,
On June 9, William C. DeMille, who
and the second week finds features, simultaneously in course of preparation, to a
has just finished the production of " Peg
number establishing something of a record
o' My Heart," with Wanda Hawley in the
title role, will take up the direction of
for a single studio.
Ethel Clayton, who is scheduled to return
Monday, June 2, marked the beginning
of three big productions. On that day to Hollywood this week after a vacation
Cecil B. DeMille took up the megaphone
trip to Japan, to begin work on her secto direct for Artcraft the celebrated J. M.
ond year's contract as a Paramount star.
The picture to be started Monday is
Barrie play, " The Admirable Crichton,"
"Miss Hobbs," Jerome K. Jerome's play.
which Jeanie Macpherson had adapted for
the screen. Miss Macpherson has had in
Wallace Reid, Paramount star will also
her work the assistance and advice of start Monday under the direction of James
Major Ian Hay Beith, who recently joined
Cruze in " The Lottery Man," adapted
Mr. DeMille's scenario staff. A strong
from Rida Johnson Young's play in which
casj has been chosen for the picture,
Cyril Scott scored on Broadway several
seasons ago.
headed by Thomas Meighan and Gloria
Swanson in the leading roles. Lila Lee,
Immediately following the completion
of " Told in the Hills," which will be
who, as a Paramount star, " is well ahead
of the release schedule, will have an imwithin a few days, Major Robert Warwick, under direction of Hugh Ford, will
portant part, as will Theodore Roberts.
On the same day Bryant Washburn,
start work in " In Missouri," one of Augustus Thomas' greatest dramas.
having just completed "Love Insurance,"
Meanwhile, Margueret Clark is well
started work on his next Paramount picture, an adaptation of the George Broadalong in " Widow By Proxy," under the
direction of Walter Edwards at the Morhurst
farce,
"
Why
Smith
Left
Home."
Donald Crisp is again directing.
osco studio, and Houdini has a good start
The third picture started Monday is on his big mystery picture written by A.
B. Reeve and John Grey.
" Huckleberry Finn," the Mark Twain
Vidor
Pursues
"Different"
DirectingTO
the casual
reader of motion
picture
after watching
some of theMethod
clyonic directors in the vicinity, you would hardly reamagazines, who observes photos of dilize a picture was in the making, so quiet
rectors old and young, good and bad, always armed with a megaphone, and usually
and smooth does the action proceed. Is
snapped in a tense "loud" position, it will production needed? The boyish director
come as a shock to learn there is one di- holas up his hand as a signal to the camera
man, quietly talks the situation over with
rector who as the slang saying goes, "plays
the actors, the camera clicks on, and the
without
a
make-up."
King W. Vidor, the youthful Brentwood
day passes with little strain on the nerves
Pictures director is the man. Vidor
of actors or director.
works quietly, smiles while he is working,
"I don't think it is necessary to shout or
and rarely talks above the conversational
run around," Vidor explains, "I don't try
tone. "Better Times" has just been comto get people to act without knowing exactly what they are doing. Every one in
pleted by him. His production of "The
the cast gets the story and the script, I exTurn in the Road" met with favor. Robertpect every one to know and feel his part,
son-Cole control all the Brentwood picand working smoothly, I believe we bring
tures for the next year and will release
out
the full strength of the actor or
them through Exhibitors Mutual.
actress.
If you happened to go over to see Vidor
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MacManus
Film
Original Cast Playing in Battle Scenes
Duplicating Those in Argonne
Victory Said to Mark Step
Forward
ALONG step forward in the way of
originality is said to be apparent in
the technique of the production, " The Lost
Battalion," by the MacManus Corporation.
The distinction lies in the fact that reality
of cast is combined with reality of action,
the picture being played by men of the
"Division.
Lost Battalion " of the 77th U. S. Army
E. A. MacManus and those associated
with him in the promotion and creation of
" The Lost Battalion," have asserted since
the conception of the idea that the picture
would be epochal in form. Since the film's
completion others have come forward in
support of their statements.
General Peyton C. March, Chief of Staff
of the United States Army; Theodore
Roosevelt and other public men of high
prominence outside the industry as well as
notables within it, declare high faith in
the production, merely from the facts already disclosed. What they will say after
the film is actually shown is expected to
' be even a stronger commendation, as the
fidelity to history is as correct as it is
Olive Thomas
Feature
theatre
Strand
the
at
THE showing
in New York the week of June 9 to
June 14 of the first of Olive Thomas' Selznick Pictures, " Upstairs and Down," was
accompanied by various phases of local
publicity, says an official of the company,
which were planned to keep this muchadvertised attraction prominently in the
attention of the amusement-seeking public.
presen-be
that thewould
promise
Lewis J.tationSelznick's
of his Selznick
Pictures
backed up by a forceful advertising and
publicity campaign was realized in the manner "Upstairs and Down " was sent over
at the Strand. All of the Sunday papers

Motion

Doubly
Original
humanly possible to make it.
Taking notice of the technical discussion
that has grown around the subject, the
writer called on Mr. M'acManus for an
analytical study of this new technique.
" Our method and achievement," said Mr.
MacManus, " is as definite a step forward
into a higher realm of production, as was
the first making of close-up scene. The
combination of historic cast and historic
fact is vastly more important, really, than
any detail of film science of which I know.
" I believe that the feat is on a par with
the very invention of motion photography.
Why shouldn't it be? The thing is in fact
an opening up of a new empire of films —
the empire of fact films.
" But we happened to be the first to attempt and achieve the new form. We succeeded in lifting from the rapidly moving
and
packed
recordin of
eventstremendously
the very finest
episode
the recent'
great
war. Grasping the material of this story,
we succeeded in gathering together- the
actual performers of that story."
It is understood that " The Lost Battalion" is completed and that next week willsee an announcement of the date of its initial showing to the trade press, leading
military officials and men prominent in the
public life of the nation.
Gets Big Exploitation
in New York City carried large advertisements of the attraction. One of the biggest publicity coups was the arrangement
for full window displays in one hundred
Five and Ten Cent Stores, in Manhattan
and the other borough, of the song, " Upstairs and Down," which was inspired by
and dedicated to Miss Thomas in this production.
In each of the 5 and 10 cent stores
where the " Upstairs and Down " display
was held, a full-size front window was
used. The showing consisted of a large
framed portrait of. Miss Thomas with the
words : " Olive Thomas-Selznick Pictures
— Upstairs and Down " underneath. This
was surrounded by hundreds of copies of
the sheet music, which also bears a large
photograph of Miss Thomas on the front
cover. On the back cover of the song are
reproduced several scenes from the production.
Another stunt which gained wide popuUpstairs
Downfountains
" sundaelarity
whichwas the
was " sold
at theandsoda
in sixty-nine of the Liggett Drug Stores in
Greater New York. In each of the Liggett
stores where " Upstairs and Down " sundaes were sold a large streamer was
stretched across the mirror at the back of
the fountain, advertising the sundae, Olive
Thomas and the photoplay, " Upstairs and

Director Edward Jose and Norma and Natalie
Talmadge, of Miss Talmadge's Company

In " The Pagan God," H. B. Warner, Jesse D.
Hampton
star, declares he has the best role he
Down."
has
yet undertaken in motion pictures.
Edward Jose, back from Florida with Norma
Talmadge where exteriors were being taken, is
preparing for the formation of his own company.
George Walsh, Fox star, has almost completed
" Putting One Over," his latest comedy subject,
in
which" ithimself.
is said the athletic player has " outstunted

Picture

News

Rubye de Remer, World Picture star
Ruth

Roland Forms
Own Company

Her

Following in the footsteps of a score of
stars, Ruth Roland has become her own
producer, formed the Ruth Roland Serials
Inc., and will make two serials a year
for Pathe to distribute.
Miss Roland has scored with picturegoers in a long series of serials including
"Who Pays," "The Red Circle," "The
Price of Folly" "The Neglected Wife,"
" Hands
Up," and
The Tiger's
Trail,"
all
of which
have " been
distributed
by
Pathe. She will leave for Los Angeles
shortly to commence production of the
first venture ' 6n her own,' of which she
is also the author.
Magazine Serial to Be
Made by Capellani
The motion picture right to "A Damsel
in Distress," a story by P. G. Wodehouse
now running serially in the Saturday Evening Post, have been acquired by the Albert
Capellani Productions, Inc.
June Caprice and Creighton Hale who
have just
"The Unknown completed
Dancer," theirwork
secondin subject
for
the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., will
co-star in the film version of " A Damsel
in Distress " under the direction of George
Achainbaud, while the production will be
personally supervised by Albert Capellani.
Elliott Dexter Better
Suffering from a nervous breakdown
and under the constant care of a special
nurse in a diet sanitarium, Elliot Dexter,
Famous Players-Laskey screen star, is now
reported to be considerably improved but
still far from a return to work.
While he was a stage and film actor for
years, Mr. Dexter has been known lately
for his performance in " Don't Change Your
Husband," "Old Wives for New," and "For
Better, For Worse," Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft productions.
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Olive Thomas Is Presented in tfie 'Triangle
Picture, " Love's Prisoner "
More Big Theatres Take
United Artists Film
Though the release date of the first
United Artists Corporation offering, a
Douglas Fairbanks production, is still almost three months off, the pre-release
business being written is said to be something of a record.
In commenting on the business already
written, Hiram Abrams, General Manager
of the company, laid stress on the quality
of the houses that have signed up the
Fairbanks' picture.
" It is not only the volume that is gratifying," said Mr. Abrams. " More than
that, the most representative showmen of
the country are on our books and this demonstration ofconfidence in our methods,
backed by their own knowledge of the
box-office value of our product and by their
faith in the even higher type of picture-that
may now be expected from the artists of
our organization, has spread a spirit of
optimism through our company's ranks
that spells success in giant letters."
Rothacker Men Investigate
Film Conditions
Pursuant to the plan of making a comprehensive, first-hand survey of exchange
and releasing conditions throughout the
country, W. R. Rothacker of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. has left for a tou
of the Pacific Coast.
G. S. Anderson is completing a trip
which covered Canada, Buffalo, New York,
Philadelphia and other Eastern points, and
S. Calvert is taking in Kentucky, Indiana
* and Wisconsin. C. P. Tobin is covering
Michigan; E. O. Blackburn is touring
Memphis, New Orleans, Texas, Oklahoma
and Missouri, and Stanley Twist has a
central west route.
After the information - gleaned by these
observers is compiled and analyzed, the
Rothacker corporation will announce plans
for releasing several ■ single reels, among
which will be a -novelty reel, 3 scenic and
the Rothacker ' Review. , '■- 'J."
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Hall Acquires
Jess Willard
Picture
Feature Starring Heavyweight Champowerful
theatre."
The dealmagnet
which for
was any
closed
Monday with
pion Bought for United States
Mr.
Wilke,
acting
for
Continental
Pictures,
and Canada— First Showand Mr. Hall for the Hall interests, involves more than a half million dollars and
ing Soon
CANADIAN and country-wide rights to gives Mr. Hall the exclusive rights of distribution for the Willard picture.
" The Challenge of Chance," which
Prior to the release of " The Challenge
features Jess Willard, world's heavyweight
champion fighter, have been acquired by of Chance " a national billboard campaign
will be launched covering every centre of
Frank G. Hall, president of the Independent Sales Corporation.
importance from coast to coast, and this
The first print of the special has reached
campaign will be supplemented by a newsNew York and the select few who saw it
paper campaign which has been carried on
predict that the picture, augmented as it is for the past several weeks in the news
columns and sport pages of the dailies.
by the biggest publicity and advertising
campaign ever launched in the interest of
The production of " The Challenge of
a production, will be the greatest drawing
Chance " is said to have cost more than
$178,000, every penny of which is said to
card- screened since " The Birth of a Nation." And as Fred L. Wilke, president of show on the screen. The features of the
the Continental Pitcures Corporation, pro- production — the big punches that stand out
ducers of the picture, said: "With Jess with all the force of a blow from the chamWillard, the most advertised figure ever
pion's right— are two fight scenes in which
shown in a theatre, now at the height of the champ displays the prowess that has
his fame and preparing to defend his title won for him the world's title in the prize
against the world, on July 4th, in a role ring and a racing scene which is a true
that radiates strength in physique and per- picture of the famed Kentucky Derby.
Mr. Hall will announce the Broadway
sonality and in a picture crowded with
power, strength, size and quality, there is opening within the next few days and says
not a chance for the exhibitor to keep the
that he expects to place in the theatres
S.
R.
O.
down
c1uring
a
performance.
It's
of
the country and with the exhibitors the
of sure box office value, with everything in
its favor, and I believe Frank Hall has a biggest screen attraction of the year.

"Virtuous Men"
Breaks New
England Mark
FIRST presentation in New England of " Virtuous Men " as a feature of the first
magnitude, using more than five thousand
" Virtuous Men," the S-L production
black-and-gold four-page folders, which
starring
E.
K.
Lincoln,
given
at
Poli's
Palace theatre, New Haven, was marked by were given away at each show before the
a capacity house for three days, following
presentation. A rapid-fire publicity campaign of stories was carried on in the
a most talked-about exploitation campaign.
The picture played to 7„800 people during
newspapers
everytoday.
Particular
attention was given
the lobby
display
of
the afternoon and evening of the first day.
The Poli management immediately booked
" Virtuous Men." The lobby of the Palace was festooned with a series of large
the production over the entire Poli circuit.
Manager Edwards carried out a most
cut-out letters spelling the title, "Virtuous
unusual advertising campaign in the four
Men," which met the eye of the patron
from all angles. Beneath these were
daily newspapers of New Haven, using
placed the various original oil paintings
in one week of advance advertising more
of E. K. Lincoln and scenes from the
than 500 inches of space. His ads conproduction. This art display was tastefully
sisted of teasers of large size, followed
arranged in shadow boxes, curtained off
by big displays on the last three days prewith velvet, upon which baby spot lights
ceding the showing.
were trained.
The Palace took particular pains to impress upon its patrons the importance of
The success of " Virtuous Men " at the
Palace in New Haven has been duplicated
• elsewhere.
Will Rogers Goes West
Goldwyn Filming

in " The Yellow
HeroineBeing
Is the Serial
Alice
Eel," aMann
Three-part
Produced
McClure Productions,
Inc. . by

for

Leaving behind him Mr. Ziegfeld's and
Father Knickerbocker's equally famous
Follies, Will Rogers has departed for Culver City, California, where he will create
the character of " Billie Fortune" in a
series of Goldwyn pictures. " Billy " originally
in the columns
of the Saturday appeared
Evening Post.
W. R Lighton
was
responsible for his introduction to fame.
" Billy Fortune " has the unhappy happy
faculty of successfully building up for
Others romance he is unable to build up
for himself. He has what is termed a
' hard time of it ' in this disillusioning

world."
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"Program
Price-Cutting
throughout the country.Hurts"
The exhibitor is
Survey of Conditions Throughout
coining money. The producers and indeCountry Reveals Danger of " Cutpendent dealers are, however, on the short
Throat " Tactics, Says Vicend of the horn. This is due entirely to
tor Kremer
the price-cutting which has been going
PRICE-CUTTING on the part of pro- on among the big corporations which produce programs. The only salvation is a
gram producers, forcing the independent dealer in turn to lower the return for
raise in rentals. A $10 minimum for a
feature would be a good start.
his wares, has disturbed the picture indus" The re-issues have been the salvation
try, forced producing organizations to the
of many. The independent man was forced
wall, and made the exhibitor wealthy, acto these in order to live. The producers
cording to Victor Kremer, who after purapparently have been spineless so far as
chasing 2,000,000 feet of negative of Essanay pictures, has returned from a counsaying 'no ' to the exhibitor when a low
price was demanded — a price which could
try-wide tour.
not jibe with the merit of the production.
Kremer's purchase included the Essanay
releases of Jack Gardner, Sallie Fisher,
"An intensive and country-wide advertising campaign on behalf of their wares,
Bryant Washburn, Richard Travis, " Alkali
Ike," " Broncho Billy " Anderson and Tayby the big producers, will command the relor Holmes: The pictures in which these
spect of the exhibitor, would make his
players starred are to be released first, in wares talked of and sought for, and if,
series of ten, commencing August 1. An
backing this up, the producers will give an
advertising campaign of wide scope will emphatic negative to those exhibitors who
precede the release, on state right basis, of demand ridiculously small prices for the
the features. Sales have been rapid, and rental of good pictures, this condition will
there are but two territories open. Even for
cease
obtain."is temporarily in New York
these tentative contracts have been drawn
Mr. to
Kremer
where he has established an office. His
up.
Mr. Kremer on his trip found the indus- permanent and main office however, is in
Chicago. In a short time, after complettrial conditions good, the only dissatisfacing arrangements for the exploitation of
tion expressed being of the low rental at
his pictures, he will start out on another
which pictures are now going. He said:
trip throughout the Middle West.
" There
never
was
better business
World-Wide

Mart

for Robertson-Cole

world-wide activities of the Robertson-Cole Company took another
spurt during the past week, when a con;
siderable amount of valuable territory on
many of its productions was disposed of.
The string of motion pictures with which
Robertson-Cole has girdled the earth was
further lengthened when J. Barnstyn, representing the British and Continental Trading Company of the Hague, Holland, purchased the rights for " Cannibals of the
South Seas " for France, Holland, Switzerland and Belgium. This sale is one of
the most important consummated by the
Robertson-Cole foreign department in some
weeks. The series of pictures depicting
the life and customs of the strangest people on the face of the earth, has been an
attraction wherever shown. Recent trade
showings in England of the Martin Johnson feature, indicated the pictures will receive the same favor they have attained in
the United States, where they are reputed
to be the most unusual and entertaining
films of their type ever seen on the screen.
Another important contract was closed
when U. Ono, representing the Nippon Katsudo Shasin Kaisha, Tokio, Japan, took
over the features produced in 1919 by the
following stars : H. B. Warner, William
Desmond, Bessie Barriscale, H. B. Walthall, Alma Rubens, Sessue Hayakawa, and
the Brentwood features. Among the prominent productions which Mr. Ono obtains
under his arrangements with RobertsonCole are " The Turn in the Road," " What
Every Woman Wants," " The Man Who
Turned White," "Better Times," "The
THE

Film

Man Beneath," one of Hayakawa's most
pretentious works.
Five Billie Rhodes features were purchased for Japan by the Eskay Harris Feature Films Co., represented by Samuel
Kantrowitz.
As an example of the merit of Robertson-Cole productions as appreciated in foreign countries comes the announcement
that the North American Motion Pictures,
Inc., of Argentine, Uraguay and Paraguay
has renewed its contract with RobertsonCole for the coming year and has doubled
the number of productions taken last year.
Helen Keller in Film Soon
Seen in New York
" Deliverance," the screen production in
which Helen Keller known the world over
for the remarkable manner in which she
has overcome the handicap of being without sight, hearing, and speech, will shortly
be shown in a Shubert theatre in New
York.
The picture is said to be remarkable in
that in the thousands of persons whose
services were enlisted by director George
Foster Piatt, are included many notable
men and women of the day.
Most of the scenes were made in California, and it is said that Miss Keller
was a most apt screen star, taking many
of her directions by means of sound vibration and without the ordinary method of
communication, such as the code employed
by him and her almost equally famous
teacher, Anne Sullivan Macy.

Picture

News

Universal's Russian Star, Hedda Nova
Look

for Locations

for

" Huckleberry
" the 1
William
D. Taylor, who isFinn
to direct
Paramount-Artcraft special written by
Julia Crawford Ivers from Mark Twain's
story of boy life. " Huckleberry Finn,"
having completed his cast, practically, is
now scouting for locations with the location director.
Hannibal, Mo., is the locale of a lot of
the story and the big river scenes are of
course highly important. Just where he
will find what he needs is as yet unannounced. The company may go considerable distance to get the scenes, for the
atmosphere must be correct in every detail.
From all indications this will be even a
more elaborate production than either of
the preceding Twain stories, " Tom Sawyer " or "Huck and Tom," both of which
were written by Julia Crawford Ivers and
based on- " Tom Sawyer."

Accuracy

Aimed

at in " A

Advices Man's
from the Brunton
Los
Fight Studios,
"
Angeles, where Dustin Farnum's forthUnited feature,
Fight,"
has beencoming
completed
under" AtheMan's
direction
of
Thomas N. Heffron and the technical supervision of Mr. Brunton himself, lay emphasis on the particular care which has.
been exercised to insure accuracy and to
substantiate the correctness of "business"
in the whole production and particularly
in such special scenes as those of the San
Juan Capistrano Mission now filmed for
the first time.
Supporting Mr. Farnum are Lois Wilson in the leading feminine role, Dorothy
Wallace, "the poster-girl," Aggie Herring,
Betty Bouton, Harry Van Meter, Wedgwood Nowell, Miles McCarthy, Dick La,
Reno and Bert Appling.
The " Bathing Beauties," Mack Sennett's .
strong arguments, will be presented shortly at the •
Broadway theatre, New York, in an elaborate picture, " Yankee Doodle in Berlin."
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Doris

Lee Plays Opposite
Charles Ray
Doris Lee, who as Doris May, according
to a recent announcement, is henceforth to
be co-starred with Douglas MacLean in
Thomas H. Ince productions for Paramount, appears in support of Charles Ray,
in his latest Paramount picture, " Hay
Foot, Straw Foot," which is released June
22. Miss Lee, or Miss May, as she is now,
is one of the most pleasing of the younger
film players, and is possessed of that
charming naivete that makes her appealing
and convincing in youthful roles.
Charles Ray is said to score in his next
Paramount picture as a long-shanked lad
from the rural districts who goes into the
game a little green but comes out at the
finish with flying colors, this time the
atmosphere being that of a government war
training camp.
Julien Josephesen wrote the story and
Jerome Storm directed. Wm. Conklin,
Spottiswoode Aitken, J. P. Lockney and
others are in the supporting cast.
Billie Rhodes Supporter of
Salvation Army
Completing the scenes for which an entire company of fifty persons were brought
from California to New York, Billie
Rhodes, her director, Louis William
Chaudet, and her technical staff have returned to Los Angeles where this young
star's big Salvation Army story, "The Blue
Bonnet,"
two weeks.will be completed within the next
Says Billie Rhodes concerning the Salvation Army :
"The Salvation Army will go down into
the depths, where the social and industrial
scale tips the lowest, and put itself at the
service of the men, women and children,
who need quick and practical help. We
know of no greater service than can be
rendered to our government, or indeed, to
humanity, at this moment than to confront and struggle with the great unrest.

Ships Fifty-six Prints of
Talmadge Feature
Anticipating a record-breaking demand
for early play dates on Constance Talmadge's forthcoming Select Picture, " Happines ala Mode," in which she is presented
by Lewis J. Selznick, Select this week
shipped an advance order of fifty-six prints
to the various exchanges in the country.
" Happiness a la Mode " was seen for the
first time in any house at the Ziegfeld theatre in Chicago, commencing a week's engagement in that playhouse on June 15.
On June 22 it will begin another prerelease showing at Sig Fuller's Bijou
Dream in Chicago. Still other pre-release
dates have been booked in Boston and Indianapolis.
William Dudley Pelley's short story " OneThing-at-a-Time
O'Day,"
as published
in the with
Saturday Evening Post,
and produced
by Metro
Bert Lytell as its star, is announced for release
on June 23.

Introducing Peggy O'Dare, the New Leading Woman " Discovered " by Eddie Polo Who Is
Himself " Discovered " on the Left. They Are Going to Europe for Some of the Scenes in the
Forthcoming Universal Serial, " Broken Idols "
Eminent

Authors

Great Authors Productions to Set
Mark in Producing Line As Have
Writers in the World of
Fiction

DOMINATION of American-made films
throughout the world, just as American literature, science, warfare, etc., succeeds the efforts of other countries, is in
opinion of Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn,
tures. who organized Eminent Authors' PicExhibitors are watching with interest
for the details of the new methods of
production, the subject matter of the first
pictures and the stories of the authors who
have united in the ambitious undertaking.
So great are the audiences these authors
command that their names are household
words, but there are facts about each one
that are not yet generally known.
Perhaps the question of the position oi
the director in Eminent Authors' Pictures
has created the most immediate comment
among exhibitors. Where does he stand,
when the adaptation of each narrative is
under the supervision of the author?
To this
query, today
Rex Beach
answersthat
: " The
best
directors
recognize
the
story is the dominant thing, and that the
author who has achieved popularity by
striking a timely note in fiction must be

to

Set

Fast

Pace

encouraged to sound the same note of interest and personality in pictures.
" And
let mea boastful
say that our
tion is not
one.newWeorganizado not
expect to revolutionize the industry. We
do not expect to produce only the most
wonderful pictures in the world, than
which there is none such. What we can
be sure of is that none of the pictures
will be badly conceived and poorly done.
Each picture will be a special picture, and
we are prepared to spend all the time and
money necessary to ensure its quality.
" Ours is a get-together proposition for
the mutual benefit of the producer and
author and for the tremendous audiences
these authors have won by their gift for
telling the most vivid and vital stories of
life as they see it.
" Two things will determine the success
of the enterprise, and I believe they are
both established facts. One is that the
motion picture industry can no longer be
divorced from its source of supply — the
stories. And the second is that the industry and the art of motion pictures together depend upon the brains and intelligence of creative writers. That is what
Eminent Authors are — creative writers
very much alive to what is going on in
America and the world today."Exporter Goes Abroad
Lucien C. Wheeler, head of the Film
Dept. of Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., has
sailed for Europe on the Aquatania to take
up matters of importance in connection
with the future plans of this exporting
company.

Earl J. Dennison, Expert
the Paramount Projection

Mr. Wheeler is taking with him a number of feature productions which are to
be sold in England and the Continent.
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., announces
they are purchasing the foreign rights to
only the best independent features. Arrangements for the distribution of these
features throughout the world are to be
made by Mr. Wheeler, whose itinerary will
include England, France, Italy, Spain and
Scandinavia.
During
Mr. head
Wheeler's
A. Wortham
is acting
of the absence
film department.
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Films
Hayakawa
Robertson-Cole Will Present Japanese
Star in Spectacular Version of a
Story Set in East Indies
general excelFOR pretentiousness and
lence, Robertson-Cole believe that
" The Man Beneath," the recently completed picture by Sessue Hayakawa, overshadows the six previous productions of
this star. The story was adapted from a
novel by Edmund Mitchell, and the Japanese actor is said to be given full scope
in characterization in the piece.
" The Man Beneath " will take Hayakawa virtually around the world on the
screen, for the scenes are laid in India,
Scotland and Italy, and the expense incurred in the erection of the various sets
for this production will make it the costliest of the costly Hayakawa pictures.
Four months were devoted to the making 6i this photodrama, and according to
William Worthington, who directs all
Hayakawa' s pictures, no more effective
five reel feature has "been shown than
" The Man Beneath." The success which
has attended " His Debt," " The CourComing Capital Series
A "TEASING" campaign, with the object a mystery, is in evidence around
the Capital Film Company, and inquiries
reveal only the information that the company has entered the production field and
intend shortly to spring an innovation in
the way of something exceptional in short
features.
One series of the new productions will
be of a distinct Western brand, featuring- — ■
who is known only at the present" time as
— " the Miracle Man of the Movies." A
second series evidently portraying banditry and thrilling stories of crime versus
law will feature — and here again the name
is still a "mystery — "the Bandit King of the
Screen."
Announcement number three, which un-

Famous

News

Novel

ageous Coward," " Bonds of Honor," " A
Heart in Pawn " " The Temple of Dusk "
and " His Birthright " will be outdone by
the newest Haworth play, if predictions
are fulfilled.
Frank D. Ormstrom was engaged by
Haworth especially for this picture, to design and supervise the interior and exterior settings. Especially worthy of notice is the Anglo-Indian furniture used
in the production.
When the Haworth management decided to make this picture Hayakawa
cabled to friends in Calcutta asking them
to send him all the photographs they could
find of scenes in India during the great
plague and famine. They sent him several hundred and the best of these have
been reproduced with detailed accuracy
in " The Man Beneath."
Mr. Hayakawa is said to have the most
sympathetic role in this production that
he has had for some time.
As the Hindu surgeon who rescues so
many people when India is suffering from
the plague, Hayakawa is said to look and
act every inch a Hindu.

Have
"Mystery
Star"
doubtedly will
not reach the trade
for another two weeks, will be in a form of Capital Film Company news to the trade of a
new realistic Indian series. The only advice forthcoming on this series is that the
star will be " the only living White Chief
in America." This star — whoever he is —
is reported to have been born and raised
with the Red Skins, and yet is a true Western white man, the son of one of the most
prominent
millionaire cattle men of America.
Frank L. Smith, sales manager of the
Capital Film Company, is making a hurried trip over the entire circuit of Capital
exchanges inaugurating a new system for
the handling of the " Super Short Fea" If all goes well," says S. L. Barnhard,
tures." manager of the Capital Film Comgeneral
pany, "and if I do not interfere with any
of the publicity propaganda for the new
pictures now being arranged by our Mr. C.
Eddy Eckels, I am sure that I will be at liberty within the next two weeks to disclose
to the trade, what we honestly believe to
be one of the most startling announcements
of film news given out this season."

Frank Keenan, presented by Pathe

Picture

Marmont, New Leading
Man for Alice Joyce
A contract has just been signed whereby
Percy Marmont, now appearing in his
first picture for Vitagraph, will remain
with that company and be leading man
for Alice Joyce.
The tentative title of the picture Marmont and Miss Joyce are at work on is
" Vengeance." Tom Terriss is directing,
and it is said this trio, star, leading man,
and director will continue together in
many future Vita productions'.

W. E. Atkinson,
Newlyof Metro
Appointed General
Manager
Rogers Reports Record
Sales for Select
Charles R. Rogers, director of sales of
Select Pictures Corporation, returned to
the home office on Tuesday, June 3, after
a two-weeks' tour of Select exchanges and
on Thurseday started on another trip which
will complete his survey of the Eastern
branches.
The Select exchanges which Mr. Rogers
visited on his first trip included Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and Buffalo, with short trips to
the high spots in those territories in company with the branch managers of the respective exchanges.
Mr. Rogers reports that business is exceptionally good iti the districts he has visited, especially in Cleveland and Buffalo,
where the director of sales was greeted,
it is stated, with record-breaking business.
Several big contracts were signed, it is said,
in each territory and there are prospects
of other big ones coming through within
the next few days.
Mr. Rogers' present tour will take in the
Select exchanges at Washington, Philadelphia and Boston.
Improvements in Adolf
Philipp Studios Made
Alterations of the Adolf Philipp Film
Coroporation studios, in New York city being made under direction of the technical
director, Robert Nicholls, are nea'ring completion. -.
An entirely new electric light has been
installed, the studios of the Adolf Philipp
Film Corporation are equipped with the.
new automatic Excelsior Photo Lamp, In
this newly invented lamp Adolf Philipp is
personally interested and claims it is a most
wonderful lamp. Mr. Philipp who will
direct all the productions is now busily
engaged selecting the cast for the first picture. The Adolf Philipp Film Corporation will produce five reel features and
two reel comedies.
■- -
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"Checkers"
for Fox
Big Promise
William Fox's Big Production Is
Said to Contain Many Exciting
and Picturesque Scenes, Which
Press Book Will Help to
Exploit
IN connection with forthcoming releases,
the Fox Film Corporation makes an interesting statement concerning " Checkers,"
the screen adaptation of the late Henry
Blossom, Jr.'s, play of that name, which,
for more than fifteen years, held sway on
the speaking stage. " Checkers " has been
in course of preparation for four months
by Richard Stanton, who has directed a
number of leading productions for William
Fox, including " The Caillaux Case,"
" Why I Would Not Marry " and " The
Land of the Free."
" In listing this production," says the
Exhibitors Service Bureau, " the Fox Film
Corporation recognized the tremendous
publicity value inherent in a story which
had been before the public in spoken form
so many years and which had received
volumes of laudatory newspaper reviews.
Peggy Hyland is the William Fox star in
This was one of the influences in determin" Cowardice Court," from the Novel
ing the selection of this drama.
' Checkers '— for they were filmed at the
famous Belmont Park, Long Island, and
" The press book that is to be issued on
' Checkers ' for the benefit of exhibitors
on a New Jersey course. Twelve thoroughwill receive unusual attention. It will conbreds were entered in the race which
tain, pictorially, such great scenes as the figures in the play. Jean Acker, leading
train wreck, innermost Chinatown, the woman in ' Checkers,' rode Remorse to
thrilling horse races at Belmont Parkland
victory. All the excitement and thrills
the inspiring aeroplane scene, besides an
which attend big racing meets are regisextraordinary amount of helpful reading
tered in this Fox special.
" Sensational aeroplane scenes also conmatter."
Exhibitors, it is said, are to be advised
stitute abasis for valuable advertising pubto go the limit on the spectacular train
licity, while the Chinatown episodes are
wreck. This is a bona-fide wreck, filmed unprecedentedly accurate in every detail.
recently on a road crossing Kill von Kull,
" A complete Chinatown district was
between Staten Island and New Jersey.
built at Fort Lee, including even the pavement of the street. Scores of Chinamen
The Raritan River Railroad was prevailed upon to turn over the use of the were engaged for the scenes to give the
entire system for one day, Sunday, to the exact local color and atmosphere. SightFox Film Corporation. Two runaway
seeing automobiles and parties pass through
cars, ablaze, were speeded down grade to the district, while drug addicts, opium
an open drawbridge, through which they fiends and hangers-on loll about the doorplunged into South River.
ways. A celebrated saloon and dance hall,
"No. exhibitor need put brakes on his which once was the resort of desperadoes,
statement concerning the racing scenes in is pictured in this massive set.
Goldwyn
Plans for Year Announced
July 1
A N exchange of correspondence be- our production forces in the task of creattween Jules E. Mastbaum of the Staning, far in advance of release, the powerley theatre, Philadelphia, and Samuel Goldful
mands. pictures needed to meet the new dewyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, gives light on the Goldwyn
" Since my return to New York, we have
" booking " policy for the new year.
been going over the distributing proposiMr. Mastbaum wrote, asking for infortion with a fine-tooth comb. Aided by the
mation regarding the policy of distribution
to be followed next season. To this Mr. presence and advice of our branch managers, we are working out a sales and exGoldwyn replied:
ploitation plan flexible enough to meet the
" Frankly, as long ago as last December
manifold needs and conditions of the ex-,
we saw this coming. We foresaw then the hibitors of America.
questions that you and hundreds of ex" Naturally, no exhibitor can make his
hibitors are now asking. We knew that
this fall would bring vast changes in the bookings safely until he learns just what
policy is to be. We expect to issue a
industry which no company wishing to our
definite and concrete announcement the
hold leadership could afford to ignore.
first week of July, and I shall be very glad
And we backed our belief by preparing
then to run over to Philadelphia and go
half a year in advance.
"Have therefore spent four "of the past over the whole proposition personally with
five months on the Coast co-operating with

you."

Dana,

Picture
New

News

Member

of " We've Been Up "
Club, Tells Thrill
Get together two persons who have had
the same experience, — whether it is having
the 'flu, or having flew — and an animated
exchage of confidences will take place.
Among those at the Metro studio who
have been for aerial joyrides are DirectorGeneral Maxwell Karger, Director Edwin
Carewe and John Ince, and Robert Kurrle,
Bert Lytell's cameraman.
When Mr. Karger returned from the
East he learned that Viola Dana, Metro
star, had been up in the air, too. He went
out on the luxurious set where the piquant
star was appearing in a scene of " The
Microbe," the Henry Altimus story being
directed
and Miss
plumped
self downby onHenry
a sofaOtto,
beside
Dana.him"So you've joined the 'We've Been Up'
club? What do you think of the air?"
"I'll tell you what, Mr. Karger — I'm
never scared as long as the engine is running— are you? But when they shut it
off — whoof !— that awful feeling — "
"It didn't bother me. I thought I would
be afraid at first but I soon got over that.
He did a figure eight with me, starting
over the studio and going away over the
Hollywood
"But the foothills."
sideslip!" said Miss Dana,
punching a pillow into comfortable shape.
"Did he do that with you? I love the sideslip. You don't have to lean out to see
the earth. The pilot just tips the plane,
you glance out, and — there it is !"
Just then Director Otto said "all right.
Miss Dana," and the reminiscences were
over.
Sidney
Drew's
The last picture
in whichFarewell
Sidney Drew
appeared, " Squared," is announced for release by Paramount on June T5. This V.
B. K. Film Corporation picture was produced by the Drews at the Essanay studios
in Chicago while they were playing in a
stage success.

Marion Davies,Folly,"
Who for
Is Select
Starring in " April

Jane

21,
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Screen
Plays To
Robertson-Cole Representative Finds
South
American
Feeling for
United
States Enhanced
Through
Medium of
Screen

Demure
Peggy woman
Wood, inwho Goldwyn
will be Will
Rogers'
Leading
pictures
Leading Man for Elaine
Hammerstein Signed
Myron Selznick announces that he has
signed Robert Ellis on a long term contract to appear as leading man in Selznick productions. Mr. Ellis has already
appeared in two Selznick productions,
" Upstairs and Down " and " The Spite
Bride," in support of Olive Thomas, and
made such a favorable impression that it
was decided to engage him exclusively for
Selznick pictures.
Robert Ellis is well known to screen fans
having appeared in the silent drama at
numerous times during the past few years.
He left the screen several months ago to
resume stage work and became leading
man for the Morosco Stock Company in
Los Angeles.
His first part will probably be as leading
man for Elaine Hammerstein in " Love or
Fame."
Christie Looking for Comedy Material
Al E. Christie, who has recently launched
the production of feature comedies in
two reels, has called attention to the fact
that he is depending very largely on outside writers for the furnishing of scenario
ideas for his new Special Comedies. Both
Al E. and C. H. Christie declare that they
cannot over emphasize the fact that in producing feature comedies in two reels, the
story material should nearly always be of
the type which has frequently been considered as typical five reel comedy-drama
material, in other words, it is the idea of
the Christies to produce two reel comedies
from stories of five reel calibre.
Illustrative of the manner in which material is selected for Christie Specials and
Christie Comedies is the fact that stories
have already been secured from many wellknown writers such as Joseph Franklin
Poland, Epes Winthro Sargent, Margaret
Tarelton Brady. Hal Reid, William E.
Wing and many others.

THE American motion picture is doing
its part in cementing the bonds of
friendship between the United States and
other nations, particularly those of Latin
America, according to a representative of
Robertson-Cole who has just completed a
trip through South America.
Predjudices are being brushed aside by
the knowledge others gain of American
people and American ways through the
medium of the screen, according to the
Robertson-Cole representative. As an aid
to reprocity, the cinematograph is in a class
by American
itself.
motion pictures have obtained
such a strong foothold in South America,
that they are shown there now virtually
to the exclusion of European pictures
which once controlled the field. Take for
instance, Brazil where the Robertson-Cole
representative made his longest observation. The boys and girls in that country
have learned more about the United States
in the last few years by frequenting American Cinematograph shows recently popularized there than for whole generations
previously. The answer is that it is easier
Fairbanks

Picture

to

FOR the first time in the history of the
Rialto and the Rivoli theatres of New York City, the same production has been
scheduled for a week's engagement at each
house. The picture to which Managing
Director Hugo Riesenfeld is according this
signal honor is the Paramount-Artcraft
special, " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,"
starring Douglas Fairbanks, and the choice
was made by public demand.
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " has
played one week at the Rivoli. Despite the
warm weather it packed that big house
throughout the week and thousands who
could not gain admission were disappointed.
Public demand for an immediate return
date of the Fairbanks film became so insistent that Dostor Riesenfeld had no
choice but to rebook it and it is scheduled
for the Rialto theatre next week.
The policy of playing a successful picture one week at the Rialto and one week
at the Rivoli was instituted by Doctor Riesenfeld with " The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " because he felt that here at last was
a production that merited this deviation
from the established weekly change policy.
The big business that it brought to the
Rivoli and the large crowds that were
turned away nightly assured him of the
picture's drawing power.
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " met
with instant favor in New York City. It
was received enthusiastically by the Rivoli's
patrons and was geenrously commented
upon in the daily newspapers. Following
are a few of the criticisms :
Exhibitors who have not yet shown
" The Knickerbocker Buckaroo " to their
patrons may therefore begin to plan for

Bind

Friendship
to fix in the memory what pleases the eye
and appeals to the sense. It is one thing
to learn in this way and quite another to
reason out an abstract problem.
" Dramas or comedies which at all convey the true life in the United States have
a most unusual appeal to the South Americans," said the Robertson- Cole traveller.
The thinking South American parents
who frequent motion picture shows accompanied bytheir children begin to realize how much their knowledge of the practical and useful in every day objects has
been increased. In fact these children
know more of 'the outside world today
than the young men of twenty years ago.
It is interesting and almost uncanny to
the older men of South America to hear
them discuss among themselves some of
the wonders of today. They begin veryearly to have a mind of their own, desirous
of learning tangible things that they can
appreciate.
" South American authorities are encouraging the exploitation of American films
in their country. They are well aware of
the vast benefits to be gained by their
people from these pictures.
"As soon as American manufacturers get
away from their belief that the best is not
appreciated in other countries the sooner
will they gain absolute control of the export
motion picture field.

Duplicate N. Y. Run
repeat bookings, the distributors point out.
If New York opinion can be counted on in
this instance, it would seem that the picture
were destined to repeat in the majority of
first-run houses throughout the country.
Record Ten-Day Run of
Hodkinson Release
Packed houses during a ten-day run is
the record at the Blue Mouse theatre, St.
Paul, Minn., for " As a Man Thinks,"
Augustus Thomas' Four Star production
starring Leah Baird, W. W. Hodkinson
release. Originally booked for a week, the
public interest necessitated a three-day extension
Fully a week before the opening of "As
a Man Thinks " at the Blue Mouse, Manager Rowe plastered the town with announcements heralding the Augustus
Thomas feature. Recalling that " As a
Man Thinks" in its stage version proved
one of the successes of the year in St.
Paul several years ago, Mr. Rowe made
much capital of its hit in the spoken
drama.

Motion
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Plaint

Authors
Is Riddled
Well's short story, ' The Naked Truth,'
EXCEPTION to the recently published
plaints of authors that their works are
from which the Eugene O'Brien producgiven no chance when produced on the
tion,The
'
Perfect Lover,' is being made.
This
story consumed only a little over half
screen, is taken by Harry Rapf, general
a dozen pages as it was originally published,
manager of the Selznick studios.
yet it is so rich in real human situations,
" Nearly every piece of fiction written
dramatic moments, so full of story matter
has to be considered altered when adapted
and
plot, that it simply crams a five reel
to the screen," says Mr. Rapf, " for the
picture to the brim with action.
simple reason that it is fiction, and not real.
Authors who write fiction are able by their
" When authors say that producers will
not pay them in accordance with the value
clever style, working, and pen personality to cover up glaring inconsistencies and
of the time and effort they put on an origdisguise illogical situations. When a story
inal scenario, I disagree with them. I know
is presented in film form, however, it is th at there is no limit to the amount that
stripped bare of all unreality and every
Myron Selznick will pay for a good
scenario and I believe that the same holds
situation must be logical and lifelike or else
it will not be accepted by the picture going
true with many of the other big producing
public.
companies. Facts show that the producers
" The trouble with most novels and fic- have been paying way up into the thoution is that they consist mostly of words,
sands to get the proper material.
clever dialogue, descriptions, etc. What we
"
The
trouble with the contrary authors
want for the screen are situations, not
is that they will not give the time to study
works. When the big authors can give us
photoplay construction and the demands of
these they will find that their stories are
the producers. When they do write an
not being 'hacked to pieces.' Evidence of original story for the screen it is not a
this is in the fact that when an expert continuity writer creates a story, it reaches the photoplay but mere fiction in scenario
form. There is all the difference in the
screen in practically its original form.
world between the two. Fiction in scenario
" Some novels that take up over 300
form is no good to film producers because
pages of reading matter have not enough
real story matter and situation to make a it has not enough substance to make a five
two-reel film. Yet look at Leila Burton
reel photoplay."
Critic

of

Picture

N e tv v

the

Commends

Two

COMMENDATION from Julian Johnson, editor of "Photoplay" and well
known picture critic, is offered by Universal in support of the claims that two
productions '' Pretty Smooth " and " The
Weaker Vessel" were somewhat ahead cf
the ordinary production.
• After viewing both pictures Mr. Johnson wrote to Carl Laemmle, president of
Universal, as follows :
" I think ' Pretty Smooth ' is one of the
best crook stories ever put on the screen,
for the reason that it is written by a man
who knew his medium. It is not the old
hokum, but real characters and the real
argot of the underworld, as Mr. Veiller reproduced them in his stage play " Within
the Law." It is a delight to the intelligence
Priscilla Dean makes a real person out of
Gertie.
" Paul Powell has a true-to-life, positive
uproar in 'The Weaker Vessel.' In, this
fellow John Cooke, who plays Hanks, he
has sprung a comedian of the first water,
and not a comedian of antics or acrobats,
but an oddity right out of the book of
small-town life. Both Thurston Hall and

Universal Productions
Mary MacLaren do exceptionally good
work, but Hanks is so confoundedly, everlastingly funny that I am going to advise
all my friends not to see this photoplay on
any warm night — you get so hot when you
have
to laughmade
thatpublic
way, this
you letter
know."because
Universal
it is considered proof that Universal is producing better and bigger pictures than it
ever made before.
Named Kansas City Head
for United Artists
That Hiram Abrams, general manager
of United Artists Corporation, is seeking
out a group of specialists to head the
distributing depots of the company is
further shown this week by the appointment of Harry D. Buckley of St. Louis
to the post of sales manager of the Kansas
City
of the
Big Four."
Foroffice
the last
six " years
Mr. Buckley has
managed the Columbia and Strand theatres of St. Louis, operated by the Cella
and Tate interests. Prior to that, he managed the Garrick in St. Louis for the
Shuberts. In connection with his appointment to the Kansas City office, it was
stated on behalf of United Artists Corporation that mere ability to sell film was
not the gauge by which its sales organization is to be measured. It is felt that
Mr. Buckley will bring to his new work
an understanding of exhibitor problems,
their limitations and their possibilities,
that will be of immense value in rendering
genuine constructive aid to the theatres in
the territory.

A dramatic moment for June Elvidge in " Love
and the Woman "
Metro Resigns Nazimova
for Two Years
Before leaving for the Pacific Coast
Mme. Nazimova renewed her contract with
Metro Pictures Corporation, thus setting at
rest many rumors which have been prevalent as to the future activities of the
great star. President Richard A. . Rowland had affixed his signature to the contract on behalf of the Metro Pictures
Corporation prior to his sailing for Europe,
and only the matter of Mme. Nazimova's
signature was necessary to complete an arrangement bywhich Metro is assured of
Nazimova's services for two more years.
General Manager William E. Atkinson
announced that the Nazimova productions
will be even more pretentious than those
which have gone before. An announcement
concerning the productions will be made
with the detailed announcement of Metro's
" fewer and better pictures " policy which
will be made public before July first.
Pearl White's Serial Is Near
Completion
" In Secret," Pearl White's latest Pathe
serial based on stories by Robert W. Chambers, America's toremost novelist, is now
in the last stages of completion at the
studio of the George B. Seitz Productions,
Inc. Director Seitz is now working on the
fifteenth and last episode.
Miss White has ' as her leading man in
the new serial Walter McGrail. Prominent
in the cast also is Major Wallace
McCutcheon, formerly of the Canadian
Army and a veteran of the first two years
of the great war. •
' As Evelyn Erith, the heroine of Mr.
Chambers' story, Miss White is said to have
a great dramatic role- The part demands
much both
tional acting.in the way of action and emoDorothy Dalton in " Other Men's Wives " and
William S. Hart and Ann Little in " Square
Deal Sanderson " are features of the Paramount
program released June Is.
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Baseball
Novagraph Takes Depicted
Remarkable Pictures of Giant Players, New York,
in Action, for Pathe Review
Release

Judge Willis Brown, of Juvenile Court fame,
collaborating with World on a picture series
Universal

Serial Titled

After Three Attempts
The permanent title of the new Universal international serial has been selected.
It is " The Thirteenth Hour." This serial,
which according to plans will cover more
territory than any ever produced, will be
released several months from now and according to Universal's officials will receive
the greatest amount of exploitation and advertising of any of its former serials.
Eddie Polo, star in " The Lure of the
Circus " and many other serials is in the
leading role.
The story of the serial was originally
written as " The Broken Idol," later
changed to " Trailed Around the World "
and finally named " The Thirteenth Hour."
"Man Who Turned White"
Is Heavily Booked
The success of the first Superior picture,
" The Man Who Turned White," starring
H. B. Warner, which Robertson-Cole will
release through Exhibitors Mutual, is already assured by the large number of
bookings will have poured into Exhibitors
Mutual headquarters following the Broadway showing of the production.
Poli's Circuit of Connecticut has the distinction of being the first big chain of theatres to obtain bookings on " The Man
Who Turned White."
Starts Work on Next
Mitchell Lewis, star in Select Pictures,
whose current attraction, " Jacques of the
Silver North," is now being shown in the
first-run theatres throughout the country,
has already commenced work on the fourth
of his Star Series productions for Select.
Mr. Lewis and his company, with, Robert Bradbury, the new director general of
the Mitchell Lewis Producing Company,
are now located on the banks of the
Columbia River in the State of Washington.

CHARLES WATSON, president of the
Novagraph Company, has just completed making, for the Pathe Review, a
series of slow motion baseball studies. All
of the star players of the Giants, New
York, are shown and so thorough was the
work accomplished during five days with
the team on the Polo Grounds, New York,
that the analysis may be said to go almost
as a course of complete instruction.
This achievement, though it had been
planned in the very beginning of the exploitation of the slow motion pictures by
Pathe, was the result of a mass of suggestions from sporting departments of newspapers all over the country and in thousands of letters both to Pathe Exchange
and John J. McGraw.
The early baseball pictures, shown in the
Pathe Review, were of non-professionals,
and, as open to technical criticisms as they
were, Mr. McGraw at once realized their
tremendous value as an aid to rapid, intensive training. Baseball enthusiasts
One

Censor

Bans

Fox

THE
differing views and methods of
censors are evidenced by the contradictory instances reported on William Fox
pictures shown in Springfield, Mo., and
Buffalo, N. Y.
What happened in these two cities is contrasted in local newspaper articles of the
Buffalo Evening Times account of the censorship imposed on Mr. Carver :
" Captain John Marnon, of the Third
Police Precinct, walked to the front of the
Family theatre yesterday afternoon and
ripped from the lobby display frames three
pictures of Miss Annette Kellerman, who
shows at the Family next week in ' Queen
of the Sea,' the film which has made a tremendous sensation in Boston, New York
and Chicago.
" ' These pictures are not fit to be exhibited,' said the captain to the care-taker.
' Tell the manager I want to see him.' "
A strong contrast to the Buffalo city attitude isshown in an article in the Spring-

Adolf Philipp, President and General Manager
of Adolf Philipp Film Corporation

wished
their Today"
favorites make con"Asto behold
It Is
tribution as to " how to play ball." It was
only recently that arrangements could be
completed to have the pictures made.
During the five days before the normal
and the high-speed cameras, the Giants
worked on an average of about two and
one-half hours in the forenoon, usually
from ten o'clock to twelve-thirty, and,
knowing how the inside revelation of their
different plays were awaited by a great
baseball-loving public, put into their work
all of the pep, snap and enthusiasm of real
championship play. Manager McGraw was
tremendously gratified with the results,
and when he saw the first projections of
the " takes," remarked :
" These are really marvelous pictures and
their value as an aid to training is well
nigh invaluable. The emphasis and purport of what the ear receives is frequently
incompletely carried by the man. But here
are demonstrations, appealing to the eye,
which cannot be forgotten."
The Novagraph also has pictured George
Bothner, the fifty-two-year-old light-weight
champion wrestler, in a series of interesting pictures.
Play, Another Praises
field, Mo., Leader, which- reports the showing of the Fox
production,
" Salome " in
the following
words
:
" The first day's presentation at the Landers theatre of ' Salome,' a Fox production
with Theda Bara in the leading role, compelled that kind of admiration for which
the superb star is said to draw a fabulous
salary. Sleek, sinuous, seductive — and all
the sibilent adjectives used by the press
agent to describe the incomparable Bara —
did not overdo the subject, for Bara was all
The and
film more."
was witnessed last night by
of " that,
city officials, who said that it would not be
interfered with. There were few members in the audience who would have recommended any changes.
dance was sufficiently
veiledSalome's
to pass veil
the
Bonns

Leaves

Fox

Film

censor."
Corporation
Eddie Bonns,
who has been acting as
special representative for the Fox Film
Corporation with headquarters at the Indianapolis exchange for the past ten
months, handed in his resignation, effective
June 14. He will take a short vacation before making any fuiure affiliation.
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courage of
to breakUnited"
away from the traditions
"Co-operation
Watchword
Day When Exhibitor and Producer is
Would
Get Together with
and antiquated methods of the past would
be defeating their purposes if at any time
Mutual Benefit Really Dawned on Formation of United Artists'
taken out of the open market or tied up in
Corporation, Says Hiarm Abrams, General Manager
any way by interests seeking something
producer
between
go-operation
about
bring
to
THAT the hope and desire
other than the preservation of the freedom
and exhibitor, upon which idea the United Artists' Association was
that the United Artists. have won for the
formed by Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
exhibitors of the country.
D. W. Griffith, is certain of fulfillment, is the impression made on Hiram
" It is well for the entire industry to be
reminded of the foundations on which
Abrams, General Manager of the corporation, through his many trips throughout the country of late. The record-breaking business already written on the United Artists Corporation has been
first release of the company, the Fairbanks picture which is to be put out in reared, and to be assured that those founSeptember, is given as another proof that there was firm basis for the belief
dations are unchangeable.''
that such an end could be accomplished, when the United Artists was formed.
Mr. Abrams, speaking on the topic during the past week, said :
British Rights to " Topics
No Jumping Intended
of the Day " Sold
" When Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
in the production of his first release, and
Timely Films, Inc., producers of " Topics
Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith
of
the
Day,"
announce that they have sold
by wire and correspondence he has been
formed their association they had in mind
B. Nichols, managing director of the
in constant touch with the home office here, to
Motion Picture Sales Agency, of London,
not merely the seeking of a different channel of distribution for their products. It so that when his picture is ready for exEngland,
the entire British rights to this
hibitors there will be ready with it the reel. Immediately
following the showing
was not their intention to go from one
finest
exploitation
aids
that
can
be
devised.
of sample prints in London, before leading
distributing company to another. They
And
the
production
itself
will
reflect
much
intended to depart from all the plans and
theatre managers, Mr. Nichols closed the
traditions of then existing distributors, for that we have gained from the suggestions
deal
by cable. It is understood that these
of the leading showmen of the country,
they felt that nowhere in the industry was
rights were sold at a large figure.
for
which
Mr.
Fairbanks
is
grateful.
there. an outlet for their product that would
Mr. Nichols reports that British exhibi" And the net results of it all are the
assure to exhbitors the freedom of action
tors have been quick to see the value of
truly remarkable bookings already secured
that was essential for the proper exploita" Topics of the Day " as a screen attracon
the
September
release.
A
representation of their pictures. Likewise, they felt
tion and the reel will be shown in the leadtive first run of extraordinary length and
that their own freedom of action was not
ing theatres of the British Isles.
magniture
is
assured
all
over
the
country,
assured under contracts that they would
indicating clearly that the direct-with-thebe obliged to enter into if their pictures
Universal Production Is
star method of doing business is what the
were to be released through outside dis- exhibitor wants.
tributors.
Playing to S. R. O.
" Every booking contract has been made
" Only one way seemed open to them : through
" Destiny," the Universal Jewel producthe
home
office
of
United
Artists
the formation of their own distributing
tion starring Dorothy Phillips, who was
organization, leaving them free to deal di- Corporation, pending the opening of our cast in the principal role in " The Heart of
rect with the showmen of America, and own distributing depots. The sales manaHumanity," with such stupendous success,
gers of two of our fifteen depots have al- bids
enabling them to work hand in hand with
fair to rival the latter production in
ready
been
announced,
and
others
will
folthe men who exhibited their pictures to
popularity, according to the stream of
low
as
quickly
as
men
of
the
calibre
we
the public.
reports coming into the Universal contract
want for our organization take hold.
" On this was built United Artists Cordepartment daily. Although but lately re"
At
no
time,
and
under
no
circumporation, the first and only organization of
leased, the bookings that pour into the
stances, will any productions of United
its kind, in which the master-artists of the Artists Corporation
be
handled
in
any
home office for this Jewel feature showscreen were to sell their product direct to
other way than through our own organi- that it is possible that all previous records
the exhibitors.
zation. Every exhibitor in the country will for this actress' pictures will be broken.
" And what has been the result so far. at all times
know that full and complete
In the first place, exhibitors for a long time
control of their productions remain with
had demanded genuine open booking,
the United Artists so that in renting the
single picture rental that would leave them
pictures of Mary Pickford, Charlie Chapfree to handle pictures as individual units
lin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith,
on a basis of pure merit. In answer to this
the exhibitor, in dealing with United Arexhibitor demand the United Artists comtists Corporation, is working with the promitted themselves to single picture bookducer-artists themselves.
ing, a move that would have been impossi"
Despite
innumerable rumors from
ble if they had not had their own distribsources that seek to enhance their own
uting organization over which they could
prestige by appearing to have some interest
exercise full and complete control.
in the operations of United Artists Cor"And we are already seeing the fruits of
poration, Iwant to state as plainly and
producing with genuine exhibitor co-operaemphatically as I can, that no distributing
tion in mind. Mr. Fairbanks is well along
organization, or theatre circuit of any kind
or any locality, will have any control or
interest whatsoever in the productions of
this company. At no time will even the
remotest control over our releases pass
from our hands. Once and for all, we
want to urge exhibitors to ignore absolutely any rumors of this short, and to
remember at all times that this company
will deal direct with the exhibitors themselves, either through our home office or
Frankie Lee, young player in Stewart Edthrough our local distributing depots.
ward White's " TheHodkinson
Westerner," released by
" The four artists who have had the
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" Undercurrent"
Permanent Title Given to Special Attraction Which Was Previously
Announced Under the Tem-

Ruth Roland, Pathe Star, Who Has Been Visiting the East
National Board Approves
Oscar Wilde Subject
Stating that the screen production of
Oscar Wilde's " Lady Windermere's Fan"
is " an unusually well done portrayal of
Wilde's classical drama, the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures not
only gives this subject an absolutely clean
bill of health but under the heading
"general comment" in its report on the
picture says " intensely dramatic scenes are
transferred to the screen from the spoken
drama with added tenseness. It is a photoplay well acted and well worth seeing."
" Lady Windermere's Fan " is the first
of four special classics in pictures released
by the Triangle Film Corporation. Charles
Dickens " Dombey and Son," H. B. Irving
in " The Lyons Mail " and an Ellen Terry
subject make up the complete set.

Keenan Is Author of Two
Feature Stories
Frank Keenan, after having completed
four pictures for the Pathe program, beginning with " The Master Man," is in
New York to meet Mr. Charles Pathe before the latter's return to Europe and to
consult with Mr. Paul Brunet, Vice-President and General Manager, regarding his
coming pnctures. Mr. Keenan declares that
his theory of good pictures has been
vindicated by the manner in which the
plays of the Frank Keenan Productions,
Inc., have been received by both exhibitor
and public.
It is now learned that under the name
of F. X. James, Mr. Keenan was author
of " The Master Man," and also of his
fourth picture " The World Aflame."
" A beautiful play, told with delicacy and
power " is the description the Exhibitors Service
Bureau of Fox gives to the Evelyn Nesbit picture, "My Little Sister," just completed.
The second of Madge Kennedy's adventures
with picture
the Westwhich
is "will
The beWrong
a Goldwvn
releasedDoor,"
on July
6. it
is"
announced.
Tom
Bowers
is
Miss
Kennedy's
leading man.

Features
Empey
while the leading opposite
role will be
filled
by
Sergeant
Empey's
co-star,
Evelyn
Martin. Three other feminine parts
of
almost equal importance will be played by
Marguerite Courtot, Betty Blythe and
Sallie Crute.
porary Title of " Hell on
The story of " The Undercurrent " was
conceived and written by Guy Empey himPICTURES CORPORATION
SELECT
self, while the adaptation for the screen
announces this week that a definite
is the work of William Addison Lathrop.
title has been decided
upon
for
the
forth"
Earth special
It is being directed by Wilfrid North, who
coming Guy Empey
attraction
which has been previously announced under
directed Sergeant Empey in " Over the
the temporary working title of " Hell on
The dominant note in " The UndercurEarth." The permanent title will be " The
one which carries a special appeal
Undercurrent," which more adequately fits to therent "is
public of today. It is a story of love
the nature of this drama. " The Undertoday. cur ent "is a forceful story of life as it is with the contrasting elements of pathos
and happiness, intrigue and design. No
truer story of modern life, it is said, could
Guy Empey, the soldier hero, author and
lecturer, whose first screen appearance was
haveTop."
been written. The filming of " The
Undercurrent " was completed this week
- in the picturization of his gripping war
is now progressing on the cutstory, " Over the Top," will be seen in the and work
ting and titling.
principal male part of " The Undercurrent,"
vors neither "Mixed
the advocates nor Jury"
the oppoUnited
Picture Hinges
on
ONE of the chief arguments used by opnents of woman's legislation and aims only
ponents of the movement for the in- to present
a vivid and intense drama that
clusion of women upon juries is based
shall
stand
out as one of the strongest exupon the objection to women being comamples of screen art.
pelled, in the event of the jurors being
decision of a western judge who ruled that
locked up for the night, to remain secluded
this provision of jury law is observed when
with the male jurors. Advocates of women
jurors are kept singly under guard of an
jury service, however, come forward with
officer of the court as well as when they are
plans and suggestions that would obviate
this difficulty.
kept collectively under guard.
Miss Reed, star of " The Woman Under
Dealing as it does in its story with a
Oath," is credited with having made a carelone woman juror, impaneled with eleven
ful study of juror procedure at first hand
male jurors in a criminal court trial, " The
in the Tombs Court, New York City, her
Woman Under Oath," the latest super-picinvestigation and observation extending
ture in which Florence Reed plays the star
over a period of days. The effectiveness of
role, embodies the case in point. This
United Picture Theatres, Inc., offering,
this study was borne testimony to by- Miss
Helen McCormick, Assistant District Athowever, deals with the woman juror subtorney of Kings County, New York, who
ject wholly from the angle of dramatic enmade a special point of the excellence and
tertainment and strength of story. It fatrueness to life of the jury scene and who
complimented Miss Reed on the technical
and dramatic verity of her work in these
court scenes.
" The Woman Under Oath *' will be released June 29.
Goldwyn is still carefully guarding the secret
of
what Geraldine
Farrar's
picturewhen
will the
be,
counting
on surprising
the next
exhibitors
title and nature of the subject is announced.
Stephen Fox has commenced another William
Russell subject for the American. It is to be
a drama of the Tennessee mountains, and has
for its tentative title " The Other Side ot Eden."
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair, the William Fox
team, are at work on a new story by George
Washburn Child. The working title is " Live
Is Love."

Mary Miles Minter Is the Parisian Dancer
when
in " Yvonne
Paris," Her
LatestStarring
American
Offeringfrom
Distributed
by
Pathe. This Moment Shows Her Paying Her
" Orchestra "

Motion
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Red

Educational Will Shortly Release Pictures, Taken All Over the World,
First of Which Is " Doughboys on the Rhine "
FIRST release of the new single-reel
productions of the American Red Cross
will be made through the seventeen exchanges of the Educational Films Corporation in the immediate future. New negative is constantly accumulating at the Paris
headquarters and is being received at the
Educational offices in quantities sufficient
to insure a regular weekly release that will
shortly replace the fortnightly schedule
that is to be maintained at the beginning.
The initial subject is to be titled " Doughboys on the Rhine " and will offer a fair
sample of the subjects that are to follow.
American audiences are waiting for just
this sort of picture, the first to come out of
Germany with any comprehensive study of
the German people in defeat. Throughout the reel, the American military and
Red Cross forces ore kept discreetly in the
background, utilizing every foot of film to
give a thorough depiction of the Rhine
country and its inhabitants. In brief, it is
taken for granted that the audiences
at home want to see the country and people
that the doughboys are seeing, rather than
pictures in which the troops are made the
primary interest.
Inasmuch as the activities of the Bureau
of Pictures began in war time, its productions merit and possess an enviable position

Picture

News

ojfielcL

Cross

Films

in the short subject field. The ovation accorded the original group of ten pictures
shown in the Keith vaudeville houses last
fall is accounted proof positive of the merit
of the subject matter. The new negative,
however, must not be confused with that
shown before, it being entirely recent
" takes. "
It is through the maintenance of a staff
of high-class cameramen in Red Cross units
throughout the world that the Bureau
is enabled to present matter, the best of
which is selected to make up the new Educational releases.
Emphasis is laid on the fact that these
subjects were compiled not with the idea
of showing " war stuff " or "news weekly "
material, but to present a high type of
scenic pictures. The policy behind the production of the new release is intended to
produce single-reel attractions that will
stand on their own merits, either as scenic
pictures, historical subjects, timely features
or short-subject novelties.
One of the men engaged in the production of these subjects is Captain Hamish
McLauren, formerly press representative
for S. L. Rothapfel, of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres. Capt. McLauren has just returned from Paris, bringing a large amount
of new negative, and will be engaged for
some time in cutting and titling it. His
wide experience with theatre audiences and
knowledge of what the public likes on the
motion picture screen will go a long way
towards insuring the quality of the releases.

Michelena
"Come-Back"
is heen
Reported
Success
recognized even
by all the
THE
return of Beatriz
Michelena to the peal has
critics
in
her
first
vehicle
for
Robertsonscreen in "Just Squaw," which RobertCole. There is no denying that the perCole isreleasing
through Exhibitors'
Mutual has son-been
most successful.
Whenever
sonality of this popular favarite suffered
Miss Michelena was known before she renothing whatever by her lay-off from motion picture activities.
tired temporarily from screen work, she
is reported to have immediately regained
With the marked success recorded by
her popularity with the premiere showing
" Just Squaw," Robertson-Cole is looking
of " Just Squaw." Where she was unforward to even bigger returns from " The
known, 'tis said, she gathered a new clienDeadline," which is now receiving its fintele.
ishing touches in the laboratory, but which
will not be released until later in the sum" Just Squaw " is selling especially well,
mer.
according
to information
from ofExhibitors'
Mutual. People
are still fond
Western
" The Deadline " contains ever more acmelodrama, with a real thrill, and "Just
offering.
tion than the stage and screen star's first
Squawtute areal
" has
all the elements that constiWestern.
An official of Robertson-Cole, in comMiss Michelena's personal charm and apmenting upon the big sale which " Just
Squaw" is enjoying, said:
"We expected Miss Michelena would
meet with wide favor, but we hardly anticipated the heavy returns "Just Squaw" has
already produced. This picture is so full
of intense action and human interest that
we saw no reason why it should not be a
success, but our fondest expectations have
been, shattered, which gives us courage to
look for even more munificent appreciation on "The Deadline."

A Moment in the Maurice Tourneur Production,
" Broken Butterfly "
" Price of Innocence "
Meriting Approval
Successor to "Shore Acres and "Way
Down East," in the classical character of
theme and story, the Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation's production of " The Price
of Innocence" with Stella Talbot, is reported playing to exceptional business throughout the United States.
Like the two plays of the dramatic stage,
this screen story is based on the lives of
"just home folks." Its locale is " Goose Island," a" squatter " settlement off the coast
of Maine. Here, as in "Shore Acres" and
"Way Down East," in the midst of a quiet
and peaceful community of quaint characters, stalks drama and tragedy, tempered
with the humor that springs from the reflex
of their cynicism and narrowness.
Stella Talbot in the role of Mary Aldron,
gives herself in an unselfish attempt to save
" Squatter " kin from homelessness and
privation. When she returns again to the
island, after ten days as the " guest " of
Edward Greyson, its owner, she finds its
population united in its horror over her acher. tion. Tense moments then developed for
The production is being distributed by
the individual First National exchanges,
catch independent
" Boomerang " Road Show
S. Aronowitz of the Quality Attractions
Co., of Des Moines, has, notified the Pioneer officials that he intends to exploit " The
Boomerang
road show. " in his territory as a complete
This step was decided upon after mature
deliberations. " The Boomerang," in addition to having Henry B. Walthall as its
star, due to the big theme, is considered to
equal the calibre of many of the pictures
that have successfully been handled as.
road attractions.
Arrangements are now being made to
present this Pioneer special first at one of
the leading theatres in Des Moines, and
shortly
zation. after to send out the road organi-
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Three scenes from " The Sins of the Children," Pioneer production, the duo in the center being Stuart

Continental Tour in Interest of Pioneer
Jerry Abrams, who has been appointed
special represntative by the Pioneer Film
Corporation, is now on his way across the
country with all the latest Pioneer Features. The reception which has been given
him at all the exchange centers from Philadelphia to Atlanta is looked upon as an
indication that his trip will be a complete
success.
He is offering the state right buyers of
the country several big Pioneer productions, among them being " The Boomerang," The
"
Sins of the Children," " The
Girl from Nowhere," "Virtuous Sinners"
and "Suspicion."
Mr. Abrams' itinerary includes visits to
Washington, Baltimore, Charlotte, N. C,
New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit,
Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
Exploits Film Via Petitions
Harry L. Reichenbach, special representative of C. R. Macauley Photoplays, 516
Fifth avenue, New York, has added another novelty to his string used in exploiting "When Bearcat Went Dry." The well
known film man has had petitions circulated for signatures throughout the United
States. These have been adopted by a
number of Anti-Dry Associations, and
after they are filled with names will be
sent to Washington as a plea against prohibition. The petitions offer unusual exploitation possibilities for " When Bearcat
Went Dry."
In addition to the petitions, it is announced that 7,000 book stores, 4,900 drug
stores and 5,000 stationery stores have been
placarded by Grosset & Dunlap, publishers
of the book, from which the motion picture was produced.
In Justice to J. A. Golden
An announcement of the serial, " The
Great Gamble," erroniously gave credit to
a Sydney Golden as the director. In reality
it was Joseph A. Golden who was at the
helm of the production, and is to be credited with the success of the picture.

Holmes and Alma Hanlon, featured players

BlacktonOrganizesNewCompany
Blackton Productions Superseded by from six to ten special pictures annually,
supervising all the productions made and
J. Stuart Blackton Feature Piccontinuing to personally direct the supertures ; First Release Is
features we shall release.
Announced
" We have acquired valuable property adjoining my present studios in Brooklyn,
as the J.
known
be
to
company
ANEW
n
Stuart Blackto Feature Pictures,
which will enable us to greatly increase our
working space along plans already drawn
up.
Inc., with the producer as President and
Director-General, has been formed. This
" Associated with me in the work of the
corporation will take over the interests of
new organization will be : Martin Justice,
Blackton Productions, Inc., the independent
the artist, whom I have engaged to direct
company organized by the producer two
some of our new productions and to colyears ago.
laborate with me as art director on all of
The J. Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures,
our features ; Jack Martin, my right hand
Inc., is capitalized at $1,000,000 and though
man, who will continue in charge of our
the names of those associated with the prostudio and technical staff ; my son, J.
ducer in the new organization have not
Stuart Blackton, Jr., who will work in the
been given, it is announced that the new
executive offices ; and Stanley Olmstead,
company has the sound backing of several
who will be the chief of our scenario deof New York's most influential and financially
responsible
commercial
representapartment.
tives.
" Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon
will play the leads in the special features,
In discussing the details of his new comthe comedy roles will be handled by Eddie
pany which is in line with recent announcements concerning his production expansion
Dunn and "Lefty" Alexander, Charles
and Violet Blackton will appear in juvenile
plans,
Commodore
Blackton
said,
"
The
J.
Stuart Blackton Feature Pictures, Inc., is roles from time to time and it is probable
that I shall put several other members of
naturally a source of gratification to me
since it realizes many film production ideas
by present company under contract.
" O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, my
of long standing. It is my plan to make
attorneys, who engineered the commercial
details of the new organization for me,
have the placing of distribution for our entire product in hand and are now negotiating with representative interests for these
With this news of the new organization.
Commodore Blackton also announced that
its first release will be " Moonshine," which
the producer now has well under way.
rights."

Sponsor cast,
for " The
Battalion,"president
played byof
original
E. A.LostMacManus,
MacManus Corporation

Motion
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Outing-Chester

Film

News
on

Timely " Water " Subject
" Mr. Outing Climbs Aboard," which is
the latest Outing-Chester release, tells a
particularly timely story in Outing-Chester
fashion.
It is the
" dry to
" expedition colletincg
data tale
for ofthea days
come.

Scene from " Reclaimed," featuring Mabel Julienne Scott and Niles Welch.
Mack

Sennett

to

" Comedy King " to Enter Serious
Field and Stake Reputation on
One Big Feature Made Regardless of Expense
BRINGING word of the impending production of what is hoped will prove the
most ambitious feature ever seen on the
American screen, E. M. Asher, persjnal
representative of Mack Sennett, arrived in
New York last week. The picture planned
is to be a big drama, filled with laughs as
well as tears — and more than anything else,
with "heart interest." According to Mr.
Asher, Mr. Sennett, who has made a fortune with his comedies, is prepared to
spend any amount of money on the new
picture.
Mr. Asher also announced that Mr. Sennett will set no time limit whatever on the
taking of the picture. He will personally
direct the taking of every foot of it. When
it is done, it will be done ; that is all the
release date that has been set. Neither
h:is it been decided whether the production
will be released through a distributing organization, sold on a state right ba-is or
played as a road attraction at advance admission prices.
Mr. Sennett intends this picture to stand
for his future reputation in the screen
world.
The big Sennett Studios, covering thirty
acres in the heart of Los' Angeles, with
every known equipment, will be a tremendous asset to the Comedy King in the staging of this big production.
It is to be literally a Sennett picture

(Alpha Pictures, Inc.)

Produce
Drama
throughout, directed personally by the
" Comedy King." He is ready to do the
biggest thing of his life and the coming
phc'.o drama is likely to be the biggest
thing in his life.
Even in his comedies, Sennett is a lavish
spender of money on his productions. In
this, his first super-picture, it is assured
that his only concern will be to put forth a
play that he can be proud of.
Part of the cast has already been selected. Assurance is given that it will be
a notable collection of names that will
adorn the program. Even the comedy bits
of the play will be in the hands of comedians of world-wide reputation. The
dramatic parts will have quite as adequate
a presentation.
It is a well known axiom of literature
and drama that no one can write convincingly of pathos and tenderness except he
who has mastered comedy.
This is undoubtedly true of Mack Sennett. No one on terms of intimate familiarity with his work can have come to any
other conclusion. The "Comedy King" is
capable of a lot bigger and better and
more ambitious things than has ever been
sent out of his studio.
Next

Christie

First of all the brilliant thought of bottling bath water for posterity is conceived. *
It is feared that with the coming of prohibition the use of water for drinking purposes will deplete the supply to such an
extent that none will be available for bathing purposes.
So we see Victoria Falls — the majestic
drop of the Main Falls, the beautiful tissue
of the Rainbow Falls, the swirling Eastern
Cataract and Devil's Cataract.
Having concluded that the supply is
ample, the question of the effect of water s
on the nervous system arises, and to study
this fully what subject like the camel? So
a trek to the edge of the vast Kalahari
Desert is made, and at a British Remount
Depot a great herd of camels is found.
They are being broken to ride, and their
remarkable gyrations and the eerie attitudes into which they tie themselves suggests to the student that water has a
strangely
exhilarating effect upon the system.

" Red " Outrages Depicted
in Gaumont Graphic
Realization of the seriousness of the
Bolsheviki menace may be gathered from
the pictures in the current issue of Gaumont Graphic No. 63, showing the destruction the Reds have wrought in blowing up
the homes of the Attorney General and
other prominent people. It is thought the
pictures will bring home this atrocity better
than any written word.
Other news subjects shown include the
delivery of newspapers in England by airplane ;launching of a concrete ship ; collision of two steamers near Boston; and
arrival in the United States of the first
wounded Czecho-Slovak soldiers.

Comedy

Made on Big Scale
Having begun the production of the
third of the Christie Specials, Al. E. Christie is carrying out plans for a two-reel
comedy on a much larger scale than employed in either " Sally's Blighted Career "
or " Rowdy
Ann," the first Specials which
have
been released.
Having introduced Fay Tincher in two
widely different types of roles in these
Specials, Mr. Christie announces the third
as still another variety for the comedienne.
Farce in a city flat — or rather flats — in
which several carloads of disappearing
furniture furnish the crux of the plot, is
the type of comedy to be employed. With
Miss cialTincher
are four principals in a specast.

Rivington M. Bisland, House Manager of the
Rivoli Theatre, New York
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Here are moments in three D. W. Griffith Productions to be shown on Broadway this summer. At the left is one from " The Mother and the
Law." In the center is an example of the the
elaborateness
of "which
The Fall
of Babylon
the right
tragedy with
Griffith
opened "inandNewat York
May is 13a dramatic moment in " Broken Blossoms,"
Henley to Use New York
Studio for Production
A studio in New York has been leased
by Frank G. Hall for the use of Hobart
Henley Productions, Inc.
Mr. Henley, who recently formed his
own producing company, has begun work
on the first of a series of four special productions to be released by Mr. Hall, and
expects to have it completed and ready for
showing in six weeks. John Cumberland
and Corrinne Barker have been signed to
play two of the principal leads.
" Everybody's Business " Is
McGovern's Business
Complaint is made by H. J. Shepard of
W. H. Productions that Elmer J. McGovern is now buisily at work butting in on
"Everybody's Buisness." This of course
is literally speaking, as it happens that at
the present moment Elmer is busy editing
the photoplay of that title, which will shortly be released by W. H. Productions Company on a state right basis.
New

Klutho

Product

Is

" Sunbeam Comedies "
Owing to a regrettable error in the issue
of June 7, the trade name of "Sunshine
Comedies" was given the forthcoming series made by H. J. Klutho, president of
the Florida Film Corporation, rather than
"Sunbeam Comedies" as they are to be
titled.
These comedies will depend on a real
story, rather than slap stick, knock-about
antics, for their effect.
Australian Rights Sold
Australasian Films, Ltd., have purchased
Outing-Chester Pictures rights for Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania. The
deal was negotiated by Harry G. Musgrove, managing director of the company,
on his recent visit to New York, assisted
by
Wynnin New
Jones,York.
manager in the company's
offices

First Great Authors' Picture Ready June 15
INITIAL presentation of the first of the
Stewart Edward White has not been
out of sight or hearing of the Hampton
widely announced Great Authors' Pictures Inc. productions, Stewart Edward
studios during the past ninety days, while
White's " Th ; Westerners," will be given
" The Westerners " was in the making.
at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, on
sat in judgment with Mr. HampJune 15. The picture is booked for a He has
ton and Edward Sloman, the director,
two weeks' run.
upon all scenes . taken, has aided in the
This pre-release showing of Benjamin
cutting and editing of his picture, and
has personally titled it into one of the
B. Hampton's first contribution through
his own company to what is hoped to be most vivid of stories.
a new standard of motion picture produc" The Westerners," instead of further
tion, a standard shaped and participated
emphasizing the single-star standards of
the past, emphasizes the all-star principle
in
by a was
groupclosed
of America's
authors,
by Harry best-known
H. Hicks,
of giving every important role to some
manager of the W. W. Hodkinson organnotable player who has been starred, feaization in Los Angeles. This booking
tured or co-starred elsewhere. The allmarks Mr. Hicks' entry once more as a star cast of this production comprises Roy
sales organization factor in the exchange
Stewart, Mildred Manning, Robert Mclife in Los Angeles.
Kim, Graham Pettie, Wilfred Lucas, Mary
" The Westerners " presentation at the Jane Irving, and a boy, Frankie Lee.
Kinema is reported to be one of the most
It is understood that the Hodkinson Corporation considers this production one of
advertised and talked-of events in picture
circles on the Coast.
the best it has ever handled.
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Clara

Kimball

Young

Arrives

in New

Picture

News

York

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has arAs regards Miss Young's lawsuit pending
rived in town to meet her manager, in the courts, Mr. Rudolph says that there
Harry Garson, and to talk over her plansis a rumor to the effect that everything has
for the future," says W. H. Rudolph, Mr. been settled amicably with Mr. Selznick.
Garson's Eastern representative.
"While " Mr. Garson has been in town, for the
here she will purchase several beautiful past few days winding up his business on
gowns to be used in ' Eyes of Youth," The Unpardonable Sin ' for which all terwhich will be produced on the coast andritory has been sold and reports that his
will be the first of her pictures to be re- second Blanche Sweet production, ' The
leased independently.
Hushed Hour,' is selling very rapidly,
" The Selig studio which Mr. Garson re- nearly half of the United States being sold
cently purchased in Los Angeles, and whichup to the present time, and that nearly all
he has modernized in a thoroughly up-to-of the buyers who purchased ' The Unpardate manner, making it one of the finest indonable Sin" are scrambling to buy this
the country will be ready for Miss Young's one.
occupancy upon her return to the coast. " Amongst the prominent buyers are :
"Mr. Garson postively refuses to state at Jones, Linich and Schaefer, of Illinois;
present how Miss Young's pictures will beFriedman Corporation of Minnesota, North
released," says Mr. Rudolph, "but will an- and South Dakota, Wisconsin and Iowa;
nounce his policy within the next ten days Pioneer Film Corporation of New York
or so, but he did say that she will make State ; H. F. Jans of New Jersey ; Merit
only four big features a year, each one of Film Company of the Mountain States and
which will be a special.
many others."
Best Bennison Picture Is for Release July 1
A BIG increase in bookings for thecessories have been prepared and the servLouis Bennison Star Series produc-ice department is ready to advise pertions, produced by the Betzwood Filmsonally with any exhibitor on a campaign
Company and released through Goldwyn, suited especially to his particular needs,
has been noted following the player's latest Officials of Betzwood and of Goldwyn
release, "The Road Called Straight," now regard " High Pockets " as the best picture
being played in the more important second in the present Bennison series. The play is
and third run theatres throughout the a romance of the West in which Bennison,
United States and Canada. Goldwyn re- as the hero, is given excellent opportuniports a gratifying number of contracts forties hitherto unexcelled to show the screen
every picture of Bennison's first series, stuff that is in him. It was produced unfrom "Oh, Johnny," his first screen der the personal direction of Ira M. Lowry.
vehicle, to " Lord Jim," the last of the
initial series, still several weeks from re- MrS. Corbaley ToinS
Palmer
lease date.
* J
Goldwyn promises an unusual exploitaV^Ofnpany
tion and showmanship campaign for the The Palmer Photoplay Corporation of
next production, " High Pockets," in which Los Angeles announces the appointment of
the star is supported by Katherine Mc- Mrs. Kate Corbaley, photoplay author, as
Donald. This production will be released manager of its manuscript sales departJuly 1, and for it the releasing company's ment, succeeding Miss Ruth S. Allen. Mrs.
publicity and service departments have Corbaley has for several months been in
prepared distinctive aids for exhibitors, charge of the reading department of the
Special paper and other advertising ac- Palmer Corporation.

Presenting Dolores Cassinelli in Her First
Albert Capellani Production, Inc., Picture,
" The Gutter," for Pathe Distribution
Several Shifts Made in Jensen & Von Herberg
Chain of Houses
Several changes in the management of
theatres of the Jensen & Von Herberg
circuit have been made, following the announcement that Ralph Ruffner has resigned from the management of the Rialto,
Butte, Montana, to take charge of the
Rialto in San Francisco — not a Jensen &
Von Herberg house.
E. J. Myrick, for nearly two years manager of the Liberty, Portland, Ore., goes
to Butte to take charge of the Rialto there,
and his place at the Liberty is taken by
P. E. Noble, who has been in charge of
the Columbia, Portland. A. C. Raleigh,
who has been advertising manager of the
American, Butte, becomes manager of the
Columbia in Portland.
It is rather unusual that both of the
Portland men are now from the American,
Butte, a competing house. Mr. Noble was
manager of the American up to about a
year ago.
Comedies Are Bought for
Dutch East Indies
Leon Schlesinger, for years connected
with the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation,
and who has opened permanent offices in
the Candler Building, New York, has
closed a deal for the Black Diamond
comedies for the Dutch East Indies and
the Strait Settlements.
He is the sole American buying representative ofthe Oriental Trading Company
of Java, and states he is always in the
market for pictures likely to be suitable to
his market.
" Little
Sambo," foil
thetopickaninny
makes
such
an excellent
Baby MariewhoOsborne,
will be seen in the little player's next picture,
" The Little Diplomat," released June 15.
" Oh,of Boy,"
Albertcomedy
Capellani's
Pathe
the musical
success,rendition
will be for
into thethepublic
in a theatre,
pre-leaseChicago,
showing- be-of
two weekstroduced at
Ziegfeld
ginning June 7.
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Antonio Moreno and Carol Holoway are
at work on the tenth episode of their serial,
"The Perils of Slumber Mountain," which
is being staged under the direction of William J. Bauman.
The William Duncan Serial Company
which left Los Angeles recently for Huntington Lake, there to stage the exterior
scenes for the first few episodes of their
latest chapter play, has found working conditions and locations so well suited to their
needs that they now plan to erect all necessary sets there and stage both interior and
exterior for the first five installments at
the resort.
Under the direction of David Smith, the
Bessie Love company this week completed
the production of "Hurrying Fate and
Geraldine," adapted from the story of the
same name by Florence Morse Kingsley.
Wallace McDonald appears opposite Miss
Love with a supporting cast, including
Aggie Herring, Dorothea Wolbert, Frank
Hayes and Jake Abram.
Larry Semon this week completed the
fifth of his Special Unit comedies, "SimLife," and left for a short vacation in
the ple
mountains.

Harry Klein, recently sent to the coast
from New York by the Universal Film
company, was this week formally installed
as production manager of the company's
western plant, Universal City. Whether
he is to be made general manager of Universal City will not be announced until
after a conference of the company heads
following the arrival of President Carl
Laemmle, who is scheduled to reach Los
Angeles, Friday, June 6.
Work on four new feature productions
was this week begun at the U studios.
Harry Carey is at work on the early
scenes of another five reel western melodrama entitled, "Jim of the Rangers."
The story was written by G. D. Lancaster
and will be staged under the direction of
Jack Ford, with Gloria Hope and Claire
Anderson in the leading feminine roles.
Lynn Reynolds who recently completed
the production of Joseph Medill Patterson's novel, "A Little Brother of the
Rich," has started work on another six
reel feature, "Brute Breaker," a story of
the Canadian logging camps written by
Johnson McCulley. Katherine Adams and
Frank Mayo have the leading roles.
George Seigmann has started to work on
a screen version of Sada Cowan's play
"Playing the Game," which was produced

on Broadway by Henry B. Harris. The
story will be done in six reels with a special cast in which no one will be featured.
Paul Powell this week returned to the
U studios from Mount Baldy, where he
had gone to make the concluding scenes
in the Monroe Salisbury production
"Devils Have Their Friends." Upon his
return to the studio, he turned his star
over to Rolin Sturgeon who immediately
began work on "Sundown Trail," a story
of the West written especially for Salisbury. Alice Elliot, Clyde Sillmore, Clyde
Stockdale and Griffith Elminguez appear
prominently in the supporting cast.

Jfbout
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After a month's vacation in New York,
Nazimova and her husband George Bryant,
arrived in Los Angeles Saturday, June 7.
Nazimova is to start production at once
upon another Metro picture, title for which
has not yet been announced. Inasmuch as
George D. Baker has left the coast for
New York, where he is expected to remain
for the summer, it is thought that Herbert
Blache will direct the forthcoming production.
June Mathis, head of the Metro scenario
staff, left Los Angeles this week for San
Diego, where she is to spend the first vacation she has had during her four years
with this company. Although no official
announcement of the purchase has been
made, the fact that she remarked before
leaving, that she was going down where
it is "Fair and Warmer" and that she would
hang her hat on a "Willow Limb" and take
a well-earned rest may be a hint that the
Metro people are contemplating buying
those two plays for future production.
Edward Sarewe, having completed his
contract with Metro, this week left . Los
Angeles for New York, where he is expected to establish permanent headquarters.

Gfer Studio 'SDotngs*
After a week spent in San Francisco
making ferry-boat scenes, the Tom Mix
company has returned to the Los Angeles
studio where they are making the final
scenes for the H. H. VanLoan story,
"High Speed," under the direction of Edward J. Le Saint. Upon its completion
both star and director are to leave on a vacation, Le Saint to visit his home town,
Cincinnati, Mix to take a run out into the
mountains. Upon their return they are to
start work at once upon the production of
an original story written by Mix under the
title, "A Hard-Boiled Tenderfoot."
Under the direction of Harry Millarde,
Aladlaine Traverse is at Huntington Lake.

Charles Ray is next to be seen in a
crook's story being made at the Thos. H.
Ince Studio by Director Jerry Storm under the working title of "The Crooked
Straight." This story was written for Ray
by Julian Josephson and has to do with
the innocent youth being made the tool of
crooks for a time. The entire cast for
the production has been selected.
Announcement is made from the Ince
Studio that Dorothy Dalton subject being
filmed in New York has been given the
final
title King
of "LawhoApache."
Henry
for the past eighteen
months has been director of William Russell American Studio at Santa Barbara,
has been engaged by Thos. H. Ince and
began his directorial duties this week in
the filming of the screen version of Mary
Roberts Rinehart's story, "Twenty Three
and One Half Hours' Leave," which will
offer Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
These co-stars have finished " What's Your
Husband Doing" and it was originally intended that " Mary's Ankle " should be
filmed
next
but this "program has been
changed.
J. Parker Reed, Jr. has returned from
New York, where he disposed of his initial production starring Louise Glaum
and he has now completed arrangements
for the filming of additional stories. Ida
May Parke is to be the directoress of Miss
Glaum and filming of an un-named story
has been commenced.

cJfere

and
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To celebrate the official opening of the
new Francis Ford studio, an informal
"stage-warming" was held at the new
plant at 6040 Sunset Boulevard on the
evening of Saturday, May 31. The guests
included many of the best known members
of the local film colony, the officers of the
company and the members of "The Mystery of 13" company. Dancing and a buffet lunch occupied the guests until after
midnight when the party broke up.
Things are unusually quiet at the
Brunton studios this week.
Dustin Farnum, Frank Keenan and the
Mary Pickford company are between pictures. Alan Dwan is busy with his production of Richard Harding Davis' story
of
Latin-Barriscale,
America. under
"Soldiers
Fortune.''of
Bessie
the ofdirection
Henry Kolker, is still at work on the production of "The Woman Michael Married," Kerrigan has not yet completed his
picturization of "A White Man's Chance"
and Hayakawa is busy with a new production, "The Illustrious Prince."
The Mitchell Lewis company, produc-
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Very warm.
John Flynn is in town.
Fred Stone is in town.
Carl Laemmle is with us.
Will Rogers is coming' to our
town.
Maurice Tourneur is back from
New York.
Sam Rork is back from New
York.
Sunshine Comedy girls are organizing an Art Club.
Baggott is coming west
torKing
a serial.
May Allison did housework this
week at the Metro Studio.
Doug Fairbanks is thirty-six
years old, but who would believe
it.
Eddie Cline is now on the Fox
Comedy lot, yes, directing.
Claire Du Brey bought a $2,000
gown the other day for $28.
Clothes are getting scarce at
some of the studios since the
weather became warm.
Mary Anderson is wearing boys'
clothes.
hope she won't go
to smokingWe cigarettes.
That Winton machine recently
purchased by H. H. Van Loan,
we now learn, is of a Marne blue.
Bessie Barriscale broke up a
scene the other day because an
army
arm. of ants marched up her left
That six acre ranch A. S. LeVino has owned for the past year
has
been sold to an eastern millionaire.
Roy Carpenter, Fox cameraman
cranking on Evangeline, is a
proud father and threatens to
name the girl Evangeline.
Vic Schertzinger was chased off
the Goldwyn lawn the other day
by the garedener, who carried a
pitchfork. There was no argument.
National has a scenario writer
named Hoppie Hopkins. Nothing
is
said needle.
about whether he uses the
festive
Lieut. I. H. Morgan is back
from 'mentthe
of the photographic
A. E. F. and departis now
shooting at Brentwood Studio
Two dozen bucking bronchos
have been purchased by Goldwyn
for Will
all
have
been Roger's
named picture
after theandstars.
Smiling Bill Parsons and friend
wife, Billie Rhodes, are soon to
cruise about in the Pacific. First
stop, Honolulu.
May Allison has been made an
honorary life member of the I. A
T. E. M. P. M. O. of United
States
No. 599.and Canada, Fresno local,
Mabel Normand has adopted a
baby burro. Nancy, the mother,
a member of the Goldwyn forces,
has made no objection to her
child having a foster mother.
Jack Mulhall has been married
five years and he celebrated the
day m a rakish way. Took his
wife a few friends and went out
to Vernon Country Club.
" A Sporting
Chance,"
Gladys
Brockwell,
is saidstarring
to be
the most sensational story she
has ever appeared in. We'll stay.
Bernie Bernstein is at it again.
He has collected twenty-five lions
to appear in one set which will
be named the million dollar
scene.
We have a surprising bit of
news this week to announce.
Roual Walsh after completing
" Evangeline " will start on another big book play."
Bert Lytell has refused to play
a dual role prescribed by a submitted scenario. One characterization is that of a monkey.
Directors of the future are to
discard puttees and wear leather

NEWS
coats instead. We know this to
be a fact because the assistant
directors have started the vogue.
Bill Duncan has been at Huntington Lake for a week and up to
the minute of going to press we
have not received any fish stories.
C. Gardner Sullivan and Bert
Lennon have each organized a
baseball team composed of Venice
kiddies and are on the fair road to
becoming diamond magnates.
Frombon copies
Charley
we Giegerich's
learn that carthe
" Simple pleted.Life
"
has
beenit comIn this instance
is a
comedy and will be labeled such.
Viola Dana has a beautifully
embroidered Chinese k i m o n a
which she purchased just after
some shoplifter touched her for
Madge Kennedy was to be treed
$400.
by a they
bear were
but the
know
just bear
in fundidn't
and
insisted upon going right up the
tree after Madge and thus ended
a beautiful day.
With the warm weather upon
us Henry Walthall and Bert
Bracken find a trip to Truckee
snow county exceptionally desirable for " The Confession."
Will Ritchie called up the Lasky
Studio the other morning at two
o'clock to report that he was still
working
although
to the plant
for a he
week.hadn't been
When asked how she liked her
new leading man, Roy Stewart,
Katherine MacDonald just bubbled
over with originality and said he
was different — " He's so unhammy".
Tom Geraghty is working every
day, even though he was given a
$1,000 bonus by Louis B. Mayer
for writing a script for " In Old
Kentucky
" byto the
the company wished
begindateproduction.
Just when everything settles
down peacefully after our municipal election,
Bob Brunton
comesto
out with
a statement
he has
have a chief elected for his studio
fire department.
We hops for less
mud
slinging.
Now that the federal judge has
told Select they can sue Clara
Kimball Young for damages, there
are many speculations as to what
amount they shall ask tor when
they bring such a suit.
Darrell Foss is a candidate for
a Carnegie medal. He jumped
into the frigid waters of the
Merced river and landed on a
floating log, which was so cold
it made
his teeth ache — speaking
of
the water.
" Mother " Anderson has introduced aknitting of rugs, using
strips of worn out silk hosiery
as yarn, all of which is said to
afford desirable pastime while
waiting for a scene. Never havingmentried
d it. it, we do not recomMitchell Lewis wired from the
mountain
wilds, " Jones
rush fell
another
Bell and Howell.
five
hundred feet with ours. Is ruined,
send another cameraman if you
can." Suspense building we say.
" A big uproar of laughter from
Coast toMacLean
Coast " and
is predicted
for
Doug
Doris May
when their first picture, " What's
Your Husband
is the
released, meaning ofDoing,"
course that
people
at them. will laugh with them and
Bill Conklin the Ince heavy is
in bad. He introduced that game
in which a fly decides who is the
winner by alighting on a coin.
Bill had all the boys playing with
him until they found he had
molasses
his coin. Isn't that
just like aon heavy.

MORE

NEWS

Enid BennettShehasloves
put to
one climb
over
Mohammet.
the mountains but being unable to
bring the mountain to her she
moved to the mountains, which is
logical if nothing. Now we may
expect to learn that she hikes to
the top of some peak every morning just to whet up an appetite.
Charley Ray has gotten into
bad company. His next picture
has him playing around with a
band of thieves but from what we
know of Charley we believe he
will be able to look old man
temptation right in the eye and
tell him to — go jump in the ocean.
Now that the straw hat season
is well upon us Al Christie
threatens to take up his former
pastime of crushing hats. Al has
not been tempermental since the
war begun but is ready and willhis will
ability
line ifing totheprove
dealers
only input this
on
a bargain sale.
Director Frank Lloyd is going
to try to save a life every time
he has a chance. The other day
a little girl fell from a tree for
a scene but a naughty limb caused
her to miss the rug in which she
was supposed to fall, Frank
caught her in his arms and — she
hugged him for five minutes.
Frank Woods has completed a
study in black and white entitled
" Concentration " and now that
the editorial staff of Hokum practiced on the entire page we believe we are entitled to a diploma
as
being a We
graduate
trationist."
never" Concenthought
much
courses of
before.the correspondence
Dave mentsButler
ahead for who
the has
next engageseveral
weeks was sought by another
company, but being told he was
very busy
him just
come
downtheyforurged
a little
while,to
" We want you for just one expression," whereupon Dave replied, "I never appear in any
pictures with less than two expres ions," al of which is said to
be very witty.
TonyBill Moreno,
Holloway,
Bauman Carroll
and Vitagraph
Co. are hooverizing on time and
incidentally slipping one over on
the weather man who sends the
fogs everysiderable
morning.
research they After
decidedcon-to
work under the lights at the
studio in the morning and do the
ocean shore scenes in the afternoon after the fog settles, which
is another way of keeping in out
of the rain.
CURLEY'S CHATTER
Being the Mutterings of Our
Honest Elevator Man Boiled
Down
" Some day some bright fellow
is going to have a live hunch and
organize the Honest Pay All Your
Debts Film Company, just to be
different
he'll make
of money.and What
I meana barrel
is all
film companies are honest now
but some times you have to sue
them to keep them so."
A press agent we know is up
in arms against a fellow what
outlied him. According to this
fellow's
writing,
he
has
doneapplication,
everything inbut
kill the
Kaiser and the adventures of Robinson Crusoe or Captain Kidd are
child's
in comparison
what he play
has achieved.
But it tois
just like a press agent to get sore
when somebody else pulls a wild
one. But what Hokum is sore
about is that the press agent
won't give the name of the
applicant.

Picture

News

ing for Select, has returned from Lake
Memet high up in the California mountains, where they have been making exterior scenes in the production of "Jacques
of the Silver North" and are at work on
the Brunton lot, making interiors for the
same production.
Robert M. Bradbury is directing the
production with a cast including Gloria
Payton, Patricia Palmer, Joseph Swickard
and Frank Wilson. The story was written
by Under
Ethel Hill.
the direction of Joseph Franz,
the William Desmond company is busy at
work on the production of a new Jesse D.
Hampton story written by George Elwood
Jenks under the title, "A Sage-brush
Hamlet." This is a western melodrama.
Desmond is supported by a cast including
Marguerite Del La Motte, Tom O'Brien,
Bill Patton, Florence Gibson, Frank Lanning, Ed. Piel and George Field. Harry
Gorsted and Billy Foster are the photograKing Baggot, former Universal star
and later independent producer, has left
phers.
New York for Los Angeles, where he is
soon to begin work in the stellar role of
a serial to be produced by a new company
organized by Louis Burston, organizer of
the Francis Ford and company and the
man who arranged the sale of that organization's first and present chapter productions.
In his new picture, Baggot will appear
in the role of scientific detective, a character created by the author of the story,
John B. Climber, author of a number of
successful scripts recently produced on the
coast. No title has thus far been assigned
by the new production.
Work is to start at once on the construction of studios for the new company on a
site recently purchased on Sunset Boulevard near the Ford studio. The company
will not wait until their plant is completed,
however, to start production but immediupon Baggot's
will lease
stage
space atelyfrom
one of arrival
the other
companies
and begin work.
Bertram Bracken is at work selecting a
supporting cast for Henry B. Walthall for
h:s next National production, a screen version of the stage success, "The ConfesLaver, inBracken's
has left sion."
for JackTruckee
search of assistant,
exterior
locations for this production.
William Seiter has started production
on a new De Haven picture at the National studios. The story was written by
Seiter in collaboration with Robert McGowan.
Under the direction of Colin Campbell, the Katherine MacDonald company
has nearly finished work on their second
production, a screen version of the novelette by Margery Land May entitled, "The
Bleeders," scenarioized by J. Grubb Alexander. Roy Stewart appears opposite
Miss MacDonald with Kathleen Kirkham,
Clarissa Selwynne, Winter Hall, Wedgewood Nowell and Lillian Clark in the
supporting cast. Bob Brotherton is
photographer.
The Mary McLaren company this week
returned from San Francisco, where they
had gone to make night scenes under the
direction of Tod Browning for " The
Petal on the Current."
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with the projection room proper, in which films
may be stored and rewound while not in actual
use in the machines.
The reason for constructing this second room
is obvious. It allows the projectionist the opportunity of rewinding and handling the film
without the necessity of an enclosed rewinder,
so that patches and other defects may be the
more easily detected and remedied.
During the projection of a picture the assistant projectionist can be rewinding the used
films without interfering or in any way distracting the attention of the chief projectionist whose
entire attention should be centered on the work

lIiniDUlUlliiiiliUimiiniUIIIIHlDUUlUIHtllUUillUmuliiKlllllillinniiiiiii iinmi mi. mini mi i uninnnn
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. L. Bragdon
Technical Editor

Eliminating Projection
Hazards

Room

IN carrying on the general discussion of safety
in motion picture projection we come to a
question which is of considerable interest at
the present time due to the great number of theatres which are being built or which are being
planned.
This question involves the care and handling
of the film while it is in the theatre and is not

of putting the best possible picture on the screen.
It also gives a safe and proper storage place for
films. It can be illuminated as desired and
otherwise equipped so as to bring about the
greatest possible efficiency without interfering
with the illuminating conditions necessary in the
projection room, in order that the projectionist
may be in a position to handle his machines with
the maximum efficiency.
Whichever of these forms of construction is
used a theatre man should make sure that every
heat-carrying object, whether it be a rheostat,
steam pipe, electric light, radiator or other device, is surrounded with a wire protector having sufficiently small mesh, so that it is absolutely impossible for film to come in contact
with these devices, which when unprotected are
a decided menace.
The use of the enclosed rewind is most

strongly advocated in the case of a single projection room in which the projection machine as
well as the rewind table is located. There is no
doubt of the inconvenience of using this type of
being actually run in the projectors. In the conrewinder, and the danger that the inspection of
struction of a new house or in the alteration of
the film will not be sufficiently detailed to insure
an old one, the man who is doing the building
should see to it that one of two plans is followed. , its coming through the projector without ?
break, but as long as we have smoking projecFirst: That a projection room is constructed
tionists and those who care absolutely nothing
which is so large that the film which is not being
for their profession other than their pay check
used may be stored in metal receptacles far
and have no respect whatever for the public welenough away from the projector as to be inacfare, advantage must be taken of all possible
cessible to the man who is operating the madevices to eliminate what small danger there is
chines. Further that the projection room be
to the audience and to protect as far as possible
equipped with a rewind outfit which shall be
of the enclosed type, so that the film which is those class of men from their own lack of respect
for their personal well-being.
run through it may be absolutely protected from
Our attention was recently called to one of the
contact with anything in the way of electric
most
inexcusable and unthinkable forms of gross
lights, steam pipes, etc., which may be exposed
neglect which we have ever heard of. There
or which might be in any way a remote cause
must be other houses in which the same thing is
for danger. We are taking it for granted that
being done, but we sincerely hope not.
the projectionist is not given to smoking in the
The location of the rewind table was in the
projection room. In this case there is no protection other than the police force.
rear of the balcony, outside of the fireproof proSecond: The best method of protection is the
jection room. This is a condition which is inconceivable and which we hope is not being
construction of an absolutely separate and inde(Continued on page 4213)
pendent room, connected by a fireproof door
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A Signal System
By J. C. Maguire, Macomb, III.
First Prize— $10— Class 4
WE have a set of buzzers. One located in the ticket office is
controlled by the operator in the booth. One in the booth is
controlled by a button from the ticket office and a button from the
keyboard of the piano. One near the piano is controlled from the
ticket office and the booth.
The buttons in the ticket office are in a position where they can
be reached by the ticket seller, ticket taker or by the ushers. This
puts the whole force in touch with each other, the ticket office,
operator, musicians and ushers.
This card hangs on the button in the ticket office and on the
piano which signals the operator:
1 ring — frame picture up
2 rings — frame picture down
3 rings— clear up light
4 rings — speed up
4 rings — pause-1 ring; — slow down
1 long ring — shut down house lights.
This card might indicate at first that the operator needs to be
told how to operate but this is not the purpose. The operator
does his own rewinding and if the film breaks he must do the
patching and also put the picture over. We have a 93 ft. throw
and our picture is 12J/2 ft. wide. Sometimes a misframe of one
inch or a slight brown spot in the picture will be noticed by the
piano player that is unnoticeable from the booth.
As long as we have plenty of seats the speed of the picture is
under the operator's control but if the crowd is waiting the speed
is controlled by the manager from any button he can reach.
We have only one machine and the operator always rings the
ticket office and piano if he is going to recarbon between reels so
they can be prepared for an intermission.

This system consists of five push buttons and three buzzers, and
in the place of batteries we use a little bell ringer transformer
which is connected to our lighting system of 110 volts and delivers
six volts on the wires running to the buzzers.
We also have a nine point switch in the booth that lights nine
little six-volt lamps in the ticket office. The nine lamps are three
in a row, three rows deep, covered with glass with numbers one
to nine on them. When the show starts the operator turns the
nine point switch to point number one and the ticket seller knows
we are on the first reel. This switch is turned to point number
two when the second reel starts and so on through the last reel.
This gives the ticket office and ushers a chance to know at a
glance where the show is; if it is reel number 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 or
9. The card in the ticket office is fixed before the show by the
operator, for example: reel one, Ford Weekly; two, three, four,
-five, six, feature; seven and eight, comedy.
These six-volt lamps are also run from the bell transformer,
and as the ticket office is under the booth the cost of wiring was,
r«ry little.

Picture

News

Just one more device and I am finished. I always keep on hand
a good supply of fine sand paper, and when I make a splice in the
film I trim both pieces so that by lapping one sprocket hole they
will match. Then I take the emulsion side of one and rub briskly
with sand paper until I remove all the emulsion on the back of
the first sprocket hole, then take the other piece on the reverse
side and rub with sand paper just enough to remove all grease.
This gives film a rough surface that will make a patch which will
not break and you do not have to wet the film to remove the
emulsion or use a razor blade.
Two

Thousand

Miles of Movies for the Biggest
Cantonment

SOME time ago we asked W. A. Bemis, Film Supervisor a1
Camp Lee, Va., to tell us what he had done down there in
the way of projection. Bemis himself was evidently too busy to
say much, but in some way or other he intimidated the Social Director of the Camp into writing a few lines for the News.. <
T UST as I was going to knock on the Y. M. C. A. dormitory
J door, lettered " M. P. Room. Always on the Move," I bumped
into
a strapping
big guy
out (and
in " Ythen
" uniform,
and when :
I tried
to apologize,
the toming
six footer
some) exclaimed
"Come on in old pal. What's on your mind?"
It was W. A. Bemis, the veteran motion picture man, who
began the work away back in the days when they had " Living
Pictures " in Huber's Museum, and who has been " Always on
the Movie " ever since, and more than ever on the move since
he came to Camp Lee, Va., the biggest army cantonment in the
country, to take charge of the Y. M. C. A. program of motion
pictures in its score and more of buildings.
" Tell me about the motion picture business in an army camp,"
I commanded.
"Why, there's nothing to tell about it. You just give 'em the
pictures and that is all. The boys like 'em better than any other
kind of show. They like all kinds, but they like lots of action.
That's why the big western dramas go so well. Nix on the pink
tea stuff for the soldiers. And I don't mean by that either that
they want anything rough. One of the pictures they liked best of
any recently was one that was nothing but a story of a little girl
•who went to a country town with her dog and made everybody
like her, and all the love in it was about a hundred feet at the
end and that was where her uncle made up with his best girl."
" How many shows have you run since you came to Camp Lee?"
" Oh, I guess a couple of thousand. We've averaged about 15
buildings running shows with three shows a week in each. That
makes quite a lot of film, doesn't it? Maybe close to two thousand
miles. It is Community Motion Picture Bureau service, of course,
and besides all these shows we have run scores of educational
movies.
" During the ' flu ' here we couldn't have shows in the buildings,
so we gave 'em the same service outdoors. We've got eleven
Powers'
one Motiograph
and eight
be-'
sides eightmachines,
or ten Balopticans
for showing
slides.Graphoscopes,
In the Big Hut,
which seats 3,000 men, we have two Powers electrically operated
machines, and every show goes right through without a stop; and
say, it's going on four months since we've had a break there.
" How do you get operators ? "
" Oh, we find a good many experienced operators among the
soldiers and ' Y ' men, and I suppose I've taken a couple of score
of perfectly green hands and trained them into good operators,
and this includes a couple of the Y. M. C. A. lady secretaries.
I'll say these 'Y' girls are game for anything that comes in the
line"It's
of no
duty."
job for a chap with the hook-worm," I suggested.
(Continued on page 4200)
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LIGHTNING

Changing

CHANGER

does

IMPLY press a button and — Presto — the change comes jingling out
into the metal cup, where it is easily scooped up by the patron.
Compare that with the old way — digging several coins out of a drawer
— counting, handling them — pushing them across the counter to be
scraped up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping the
line waiting — to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which must
happen when change is not counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically,
at the touch of a button — saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue, arguments and delays.
•
>
It will make change for 1,500 patrons an hour,
without error.
It takes no skill to operate; takes less experience than the old way. Takes little space —
9^ x 12x13 inches — and weighs only 20
pounds — easily carried.
The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre,
Chicago, recently opened to crowded houses,
has installed two Lightning Changers after
careful comparison with other machines.
Write for descriptive circular No. 25 to
Theatrical Division. You need a Lightning
Changer right away if you want to keep in
the front rank.
Write Today
LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO.
34-36 Lake Street
Chicago
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(Continued from page 4198)
"I'll tell the world it isn't," said Bemis. "When you keep
twenty machines in working order and rewind and mend from
six to ten cases of film every day beside all the rest of the job,
you don't have to wonder what to do with your spare time. But
it sure is worth while. A fellow don't get rich at the pay you
draw down here, but it's something to show movies to the soldiers
run an attendance at motion
and keep them feeling good. We've
pictures here in camp as high as 150,000 a month.
" Come on out and get into the side car and go around to some
of the huts with me and I'll show you what our outfits are like.
The war is over, but we're going to give the boys movies till they
lock the place up and I suppose I'll stay till it's all finished."
Letter from Mclncrow
says :
FJ. McINCROW, of Marion, Ohio,
What I believe to be the most novel thing of the times is
ate theatre to say, " Why
for a fellow who is running in an up-to-d
should I join the N. A. M. L.? It is not of any benefit to me.
I cut out misframes and don't punch holes anyway." That fellow
has a lack of knowledge or is ignorant. If he would read, he
would learn to his own benefit that the N. A. M. L. is on a solid
foundation and becoming stronger every day as more projectionists
j°m,
.
It is the same way with the fellow who can t see the union.
Now, my advice (and I believe I am backed by the majority)
M. L. anyway." Then if you are not a memis " join the N. A.
ber of the I. A. T. S. E., investigate it, and then join.

tick
the-

'T?ev

Writes from Arkansas
as follows: •
CA. WRIGHT, of Paragould, Ark, writes
. Am writing you in regard to the N. A. M. L. and can say I
would like very much to join. I am a projectionist and have
had about six years' experience. During that time I have found
out the difference between projectionists helping one another instead of " passing the buck."
I think the N. A. M. L. is a wonderful thing and have thought
of writing you several times, but just lately found out where to
apply for admittance.
Hoping and trusting that you will send me further particulars
regarding the N. A. M. L., I am
Respectfully yours,
(Signed) C. A. Wright.
Reply: All you have to do is to read the pledge and sign the.
blank which appears in the Projection Department. After we
receive the blank properly and LEGIBLY filled out we will place
a button, a memberyour name on the Honor Roll and send you
ship card and a supply of labels to stick on returning film cans.

A Cameraman Wants Work
business :—
GA. TAYLOR, Lebanon, Pa.,andis after
have been getting excellent
• I have a Universal Camera
results. I do not feel that I am getting as much work as I should
The

John Richardson

Allen Lee

New

York

Picture

N e w s\

with it during the epoch making times. I guarantee all my work
in every way and charge from 20. to 25c per ft. complete. Could !
you suggest a way by which I might be able to procure more engagements. Isthere any association or club that I might join in
order to advance in this work. Do you think that my prices are
too high? The sum of this letter is this: I want to do more
work with my outfit, can you suggest a way by which this might
be done? Thanking you in advance for any suggestions you may
make for my interest, I am.
I read your entire "Equipment Service" and it sure has been
a big help to me in many ways. It's worth many times the price
of the magazine itself.
Reply: Wish you had given us a better idea of the kind of
work you are now doing. Are you turning the crank as a " free
lance news cameraman" or are you working only on special assignments?
The former employment is, of course, uncertain. Success depends on the cameraman's nose for news just as in the case of a
" star reporter." Yet " news " photography pays by far the best
for available material. We have heard that the leading " Weeklies " and " Telegrams " sometimes pay as high as a dollar a foot
for accepted negative, which sum is considerably in advance of
your charges.
There is an organization here in New York City called the
Cinema Camera Club which might be of assistance to you. Their
address is 220 West 42nd Street.
If you have not already done so, write to all the screen weeklies
for rates and instructions. If they are not able to offer you anything, we would suggest that you try to connect with one of
numerous producing companies in the vicinity of New York and
New Jersey.

Service"
The "Equipment
paragraph.
We appreciate
section
will be of that
even last
greater
value during
coming issues.

n Picture News:
EDITInORthe Motio
past I have been an interested reader of the News
and wish you to put my name on the mailing list for this splendic
trade journal.
I have been employed on war material production since Junt
7th, 1918, and am at present still working. I have not had th<
time to study the Motion Picture industry in general as much as j
would had I not been acting to the best of my capacity in tb
position in which I was placed.
I hope some time this spring or summer to do a little exper
menting in the picture game as an amateur photographer and aij
help along this line I will appreciate very much.
I belong to the Anti-Misf rame League, and only last night j
witnessed a very good picture starring Norma Talmadge at th
New Frontenac Theatre, corner Harper and Frontenac Avenues,
Detroit. This particular print was in awfully bad condition and
Strand

Quintette

Walter Pichert.
Frank Hammond,
Supervisor of Film
Chief Projectionist
The men behind the machines at the Broadway Strand

Lou Hammond

u e
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Vinly was not doing the cast credit who made this photoplay a
-»ess. The projectionist is an Al man, but when the sprocket
s or perforations are only about half there on both sides andor twelve out of frames, he cannot expect to do justice to the
jc, not saying anything about number of patches he made.
Who is at fault? That's
the old story. Can you help
him out?
I just
read W.Local
B. 360,
Allen's
letter,
President
M.
P. M. O. I belonged to Local
188 and was acting president
when I resigned same.
Yours for cooperation,
(Signed)
Earl F. Hess,
18 Longyear Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
Reply : As we have said
many times the Projection
and Camera Departments are
always at the service of our
readers and if we can help
you out in any way in your
attempts at amateur photography we will be glad to do it.
Sorry,
but the
we man
don't out
believe
we can help
any
more than we are doing at the
present time. We believe managers could -be of more assistance in correcting condiEarl F. Hess, Ex-Pres. Local 188
tions if they would only object
more strenuously when a film is received in such poor conditions
as you describe, instead of depending on the pride which their
projectionists take in their work to go over the film and remove
bad patches and mis-frames.

FROM Roy Simmons, Kozy theatre, Paducah, Ky. : Please
place my name on the list of the National Anti-Misframe
League and send membership card, button and a supply of labels.
I have always inspected my films upon arriving and again before
shipping them away. I think the League will be a great help to
the life of the film if practised by all projectionists.
I noticed in a late issue a report blank. Enclosed please find a
sample of the ones I have used for some time. The inspection
reports are sent in to the exchange before the show date, as we
get the films at least 24 hours in advance of showing. The Daily
Reports are kept on file here in the office and the manager knows
just what .happened and how the shows have been running in case
he is out of town.
Here's hoping you will reach your goal before the time expected and more success to the Projection Department.
Reply: We are sorry that we cannot place your name on the
list of members of the National Anti-Misframe League unless you
fill out one of the blanks which are printed in the Projection Department.
When you fill out this blank and return it to us we will send
you the membership card and button, and a supply of the labels.
The " Inspection Report " is an excellent idea, and the fact that
you return it to the exchange before showing the pictures certainly provides you with an alibi if the exchanges attempt to
blame poor condition on you. The " Daily Report " with its space
for " condition of film on arrival," " condition after showing,"
" length of show, number of shows, quality of photography, quality of projection, amount of electricity used," etc., should prove
of wonderful assistance to a manager who is interested in projection, as all managers should be.
There was a time when system was rarely used in conducting the
business of a motion picture theatre. But now with automatic
change-makers, ticket venders, ticket choppers, all up-to-date
houses are run on system — except the projection end — and there is
plenty of evidence to show that even projection rooms will soon
'
' same class with the box office.

SWAAB'S SUPERLITE SCREEN
Is a perfect Silver Screen and will not oxidize; remains
bright and Silvery and can be cleaned easily and quickly.
Swaab's Superlite Silver Screen now in use in the Stanley
and other large representative theatres in this and other
cities. Price is 75^ per square foot. An additional charge
is made for the Special Stretcher Frame, according to
size, the average extra cost is $30.00. You are not obliged
to buy the frame.
NEW

SPEER

CARBONS

now ready and far superior in quality and screen results
to any carbons thus far produced.
SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We abe exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machine. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

A Personal

My

Word

to

Projectionists

Brother

--

I have been through the mill and know all about
the operating room troubles due to uneven and
excessive film tension. You know this too, and
now I want you to know that you can cut out
all this trouble by using my Even Tension Reel
which I have successfully used in my own operating room for nearly two years before offering it to you. Tell the Boss it will pay for itself
two or three times a year in the saving in lower
sprockets, besides reducing other wear and tear.
I give you my word as a Brother Projectionist
that this is true. You will be amazed at the light,
even tension. Just try a couple. They're guaranteed.
Fraternally yours,
Gove S. Boylan.
AUTOMATIC
203 Evans Building

REEL
.

CO.

Washington, D. C.
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Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League

.

%aw

Stock"

photographically.

Will

not go to pieces in the
projector.

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of hi
*J
fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminate g\
of the evils practised
in the operating-room, I promise
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchanc
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes
sary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my h
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make i
motion picture audience by showing films that are free
such defects. I also promise that I will not make pm:ch
m film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, their
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use
efforts to correct this evil.
ll>M1FIUIIIIltUllllHtllHM{

Made by

n*HtM>IIHIV=
THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY

The

Essential Requirements
for

Improved

SPEER

are

Projection

CARBONS

SPEER

Alterno Combinations
for A.C. Work
and

SPEER

Hold-Ark Combinations
for D.C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators

Place an order now with your Supply House
"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

Roll of Honor
Joseph Newman..
Stillwater, Okla.
Melvin Shollenberger Pine Grove, Penn.
Lee C. Fultz
; Paris, 111.
Clifton H. Hall
Elma, Wash.
G. D. Smith
Haskill, Okla.
Willis Scott
Popular Bluff, Mo.
Albert Van Wormer
Fort Wayne, Ind.
John Suell
,
Muncie, Ind.
Glenn W. Hall
Beaumont, Texas
Harry Chenault
Chillicothe, Ohio
Ward Van Hock
Eldorado, Ark.
MumiiiiMiiiiiriiHiiiiiimuiuutimmiimiiiiiiuMMiM^

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

1024
\\

Total Membership to date

1035

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the
blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Blank for New

League Members

Member's name.
Home address.

Name of theatre where employed.
Address of theatre and name of manager.
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any
street
address,addressed
making to
it them.
impossible for the post 'office to
deliver
the letters

tune 21,
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PEERLESS

PROJECTOR

STANDARD

Ideal for Editing and Examining Film in Theatres, Studios and Laboratories
The PEERLESS STANDARD
PROJECTOR has the wonderful 5 to
1 eccentric star intermittent movement and a balanced shutter of three equal
45 degree blades that passes 62l/2 % of the light from the objective and gives
an absolutely flickerless picture at less than normal speed.
Particularly adapted to film inspection and editing, as it can be operated
at any speed or stopped for cutting and patching.
Takes one-thousand feet standard reels. Uses 2^4 amperes with motor drive, or less with crank. Projects pictures up to 10 feet wide at any distance up to 75 feet.
Send for Circular
In order that every purchaser or user of
ANY STANDARD PROJECTOR
may understand the hazardous nature of the celluloid film,
either in storage or use, the name-plate of the Peerless Standard Projector bears the following:

Peerless

Projector

Co.

Dept. N.
32

" CAUTION "
Any Projector using inflammable celluloid films
is subject to State, Municipal and Insurance
restrictions provided to reduce fire hazard.

West
New

43rd

Street

York

Beginning July 1st, You Must Use U. S. Government Regulation Film Shipping Cases

Nu-Code
Film
Shipping
Cases
are built to meet every requirement of the new law — and even better
TESTED AND APPROVED BY THE BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES—
The Best Made at Any Price
You can pay more but get no better, because
NU-CODES " are
the maximum in quality
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
USED EXTENSIVELY BY THE BIG LEADERS, SUCH AS:
Mutual, Fox, Universal, World, Famous Players, Triangle, Metro,
Goldwyn, First National Exhibitors, U. S. Government, American Red
Cross, Ford Motor Company, International Harvester, numerous Universities, and many other organizations.
We Also Make Round Prices
Tin and
Galvanized Iron Film Cans —
on Request

The most sim
pie and practical
Locking Device made.

Write for Quotations on the Sizes and Quantities Yon Need.

RUSSAKOV

CAN

COMPANY
Film

936-946
West

Chicago

Ave.

Case

CHICAGO
Department
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The Tale of a Ray of Light

An Adapter for Large Sized Negative Carbons

recently witnessed the first showing of a remarkable film
titled "Through Life's Windows: The Tale of a Ray of
Light." Ordinarily films are not reviewed in the Projection Department but in this case the subject matter proved to be of such
great interest to projectionists that we believe you will be interested in a short description.
The film tells the story of how light rays are received through
the crystalline lens in the eye and are brought to a focus so that
the image is seen in its true proportion. What happens when
the eye is out of focus and how such faults are corrected were
also parts of the story. The human eye was carefully dissected
on the screen but m a manner which was not at all distasteful.
The crystalline lens was shown in actuality. In demonstrating
heavy bronze or
these various points the author of the film, Mr. P. D. Hugon,
copper casting and
has the greater
employed methods which were by far the clearest and most inmass of metal
structive we have ever witnessed. He showed several beams of
where it will absorb
light in which one after the other were placed lenses of various
kinds. Imaginary and real images were shown in a marvelously
heat without burning out.
clear way and much more satisfactorily than a thousand words
could have done it.
The "Super"
holds a 5^-inch carThe film also showed how corrected lenses when placed before
bon but will take ■ an imperfectly focused camera lens correct the image making it
sharp in detail at all points in its field.
only y2-'mch
or
smaller
through the
Projectionists and managers who allow flicker and imperfect
shank, which is
focus on the screen should see this picture and note what they
inches in diameter.
Mechanically, the
are doing to the eyes of their audience. The film is being released
Fulton adapter is by the Worcester Film Co., and we advise everyone who has a
well designed. A
chance to see it. It's a worth while addition to educational films.
slight pressure with
the clamping nuts
holds the carbon in
a vise-like grip, and
H. Campe of Westinghouse pennsylvaniaed into town from Pittsthe method of clamping insures an ample area of contact to carry
burg to attend a conference of S. M. P. E. directors.
heavy current without trouble.

SINCE the " Hold-Arc " and " Silver Tip " Carbons have been
developed for D. C.-work there has been a need for an_ adapter
to accommodate these carbons of smaller diameter. The small
negative carbons having proved so efficient in their combined use
with the 5Hs-inch positive or upper carbon, the manufacturers are
now supplying them in sizes as large as 1-inch and 9-16 inches to
be used with a %-inch, %-inch and 1-inch cored carbon. Carbon
adapters for both the small size and larger size lower carbons are
being manufactured by the E. E. Fulton Co.
The " Fulton Super " which
trated is madeis illusof a
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CARBONS

For Alternating Current Projection

I
"Only the Best Projection Is Good Enough." Motion picture exhibitors and projectionists are rapidly adopt■
ing this slogan and are buying carbons made by the National Carbon Company, Inc.
The White A. C. Special Carbons give perfect projection on alternating current. No matter what your current
I
requirement may be or whether your house has a long throw or a short throw, these carbons fill the bill.
|§
The light is powerful, pure white, steady and absolutely noiseless.
,
If you are using alternating current and want good pictures — pictures that make for a pleased audience — use our
{
White A. C. Special Carbons.

1
1
I
I
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I
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CURRENT
SILviiTIPS FOR DIRECT
THE SILVERTIP NEGATIVE LOWER LEADS IN THE FIELD
OF DIRECT CURRENT PROJECTION.
USED WITH THE COLUMBIA UPPER IT GIVES A STEADY, PURE WHITE LIGHT.

I
1
I
1

§
1
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WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.
I

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.,

Cleveland,

OKio
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^4 Progressive Musician in a Small Town
I HAVE always been under the impression that big things were
doing. I read all the papers, Jacobs, Metronome, Dominant,
only possible in big towns where big crowds bring in big
Exhibitors Trade Review, Dramatic Mirror, Motion Picture
News, etc. I use all the cue sheets, and they are a wonderful
money, but I am learning every day, and to my greatest surhelp but I think that I sometimes improve on them. Of course,
prise I found that the above theory is not applicable in every
instance.
everyone has a different view of playing pictures and different
scenes, and believe me I get stuck once in a while.
Several days ago, I received a letter from Air. Minckler of
the Majestic Theatre, Centerville, Iowa, revealing unprecedented
I have most of the Incidental Music published and also a
feats of musical aggressiveness.
series of my own compositions and arrangements — 17 numbers
so far.
The plain and convincing language of this progressive musician, has taught me a great lesson, and I consider it my duty,
Of all the cue sheets put out, 1 find the most reliable are, —
as musical editor of these pages, to reproduce part of his letter
S. M. Berg's M. Winkler's and the Film Music Co. I have
for the benefit of those who are interested in this particular
a criticism to make in regard to some cue sheets — why not have
phase of the musical profession.
the cues to the left on all cue sheets? Why is it that picture
companies issuing weeklies, and current events, etc., do not
Music Editor,
put out cue sheets? It certainly would help a lot. I always
Motion Picture News,
I have been playing pictures since 1912, and will say that I have to plan them right off the "bat " so to speak, and marches
don't always fit. Why not use more of the popular songs for
have had quite a bit of success. As you know, in those days
love themes? I have used the following successfully I think, —
the two-reel features were just coming out, and cue sheets were
Mary, Till we Meet Again, Little Birch Canoe, Smiles, Beautiful
unheard of. Also, there was no incidental . music to help me
out. It seems to me, that I have played thousands of K. B. Girl of Somewhere, After All, Chasing Rainbows, I'm Forever
Blowing Bubbles, Kisses, Kentucky Dreams, I Found You, Have
— Broncho's-Kalems — etc., all civil-war and Indian pictures, full
a Smile— and many others. I can't remember seeing a cue sheet
of battles, fights, etc., and nothing to use but marches, intercall for any of the above numbers as love themes. Why not?
mezzos, and overtures. What a pleasure it would have been to
course they have to be chosen to fit the picture and the
use Belwin, Cinema, Berg Fischer, Schirmer and other series of Of
words have to be taken into consideration but I think that they
Picture music — what a nightmare then. However, I have always
are more pleasing than some of the dry, uninteresting themes
tried to fit music to the picture, using what I had to the best
suggested. But popular music can not be used on all pictures.
of my knowledge.
It
would be a musical suicide to play a sentimental popular
In 1914 I thought of the idea of timing my music and have
kept at it ever since. It has been a great help to me although a song for some of the modern dramas for instance.
Why don't the companies putting out Comedies (I mean the
great deal of trouble. I have a library of over 2,000 numbers and
two and three reel kind, like Fatty Arbuckle, Chaplin, Sennet
with the exception of marches, rags, galops, hurries, etc., they
etc.) issue cue sheets? It is a pretty hard problem to fit music
are all timed.
properly to some of the comedies unless as sometimes happens
I have my library cataloged, and can find any number I need
the film arrives early enough to run it off. Now about cue
in less than a minute. I have a loose-leaf catalog with the
sheets : How would it be to describe the various scenes in a
numbers classified and followed by descripition and time. Will
few
words, instead of describing the tempo of the music? Such
give you a list of the way I classify them, and any advise that
terms as 4/4 Andante, 3/4 Allegretto, etc., are vague. Alsoyou can give me on doing it to better advantage will certainly
the term moderato or Allegretto (as the case may be) tempo
be appreciated.
being Characteristic as some cue sheets put it. Characteristic of
My catalog is divided into two parts, the first is arranged alwhat? Such a term is a Chinese puzzle to me.
phabetically which takes care of all national music, and the
I don't
want sheet
you composers,
to think thatnorI do
haveI ahave
grouch
following: Antique, Berceuse, College, Eccentric, Comedy, FucueNow,
sheets
and cue
any against'
degree
neral, Gavottes, Ghost, Hunting scenes, Mazurkas, Love Themes,
of swelled-head. I have merely written my ideas and suggestions
Standard songs, popular songs, Minuetts, Military, Nautical,
from the standpoint of my experience. These cue sheets have
Processionals, Rustic or Rural, Religious, Western etc. The
certainly been a God-send to me and I can truthfully say that
second part is divided as follows :
1. LIGHT NUMBERS, Novelettes— Intermezzos— Ballets— Ca- without them I would not be as far advanced in the picture
game
am.
prices— Light Waltz.
I amas aI violinist,
and as I stated before, have played only in
2. SERIOUS, Neutral Numbers, such as Andantes— Moderatos—
the
smaller
cities,
mostly
in Wisconsin, my home state. Have
Serious Songs — and Serious Waltzes.
position successfully in Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Racine,
3. PATHETIC, Light Pathetic or Plaintive— Valse Lentos— Light filled
Kenosha and Beloit, all in Wisconsin. Am located at present
Pathetic songs — Heavy Pathetic — Death scenes— Sob Stuff, etc.
in Centerville, Iowa, a small town but a live one from the
4. DRAMATIC, Light Dramatic — Heavy Dramatics — Minor
picture standpoint, as well as otherwise. I have the orchestra at
Waltzes.
the Majestic theatre, Mr. Leo Moore, the manager takes pride
5. AGITATOS, Light Agitatos — Dramatic Agitatos —Heavy
in showing the best pictures with appropriate music.
Agitatos.
Any suggestions, criticisms or help of any kind that you can
6. HURRIES, Light Hurries— Heavy Hurries— Battle Hurriesgive me will be most thankfully received.
Storm Furiosos.
Very truly yours,
7. MYSTERIOSO, Light Mysterioso— Dramatic Mysterioso —
Mysterioso Agitatos.
Frank T. R. Minckler,
Centerville,
8. SELECTIONS, Musical Comedies — Comic Opera — Grand
Iowa.
Opera.
9. OVERTURES, Dramatic— Hurry— Neutral.
Note : As the editor of these columns, I perf ectly agree with
10. MARCHES, 6/8, 2/4 Military, etc.
Mr. Minckler in every point, and I respectfully invite criticisms
I have never had any help in working this out, have always
and suggestions from the readers of this page.
had to dig for myself, and always being in a small town, have
M. Winkler.
not had many chances of hearing and seeing what others are
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Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— T. B. Harms of New York have again published a number,
entitled " Western Land," an Intermezzo one-step, which is
not only of a standard character, but also reveals musical quality of indispensable value to the Motion Picture musician.
— " Sweet Hawaiian Moonlight," a Waltz Pathetique by
Henry Klickmann, a composition of international reputation.
(McKinley Music Co.)
— Belwin, Inc., of New York, are offering two of their greatest
musical hits free of charge to the profession. Details will be
furnished upon request.
— "The Golden Star," a memorial march just being published
by Chappell- & Co., of New York. The composer of this
march is no less a man than John Phillip Sousa, and it is beyond doubt that this name attached to a march guarantees
standard quality and originality, making it indespensable to the
professional musician.
Fox.)
— " My Cairo Love " is a melodious Oriental concert number,
composed by Zamecnik, also arranged as a Fox trot. (Sam
— " Scintillations " is a delightful concert piece composed by
Ditson.)
Lucius Hosmer. Its title fully signifies the purpose. (Oliver
— " Tokio," a new Fox trot composed by Kerry Mills, the
man who wrote the famous Kerry Mills " Barn Dance,"
" Red Wing," and the everlasting " Georgia Camp Meeting."
(Kerry Mills, Inc.)
— " Western Rodeo," by Berge, is a new Western cowboy
characteristic,
just being prepared for publication. (Belwin,
Inc.,
N. Y.)

If Exchanges do not safe-guard their New Film by
Treating and Curing it of its "Greenness," Prevent
film from becoming Oil-Soaked and Renovation of
Film from time to time, Removing all Corrosion, Dirt
and Grime, Films are not in proper condition to Operate. There is no reason why Operators should be
accused of Scratching, Ripping and Tearing Sprocket
Holes when Films are not properly cared for by Exchanges.
Exchanges who neglect the life of Film trying to
save a mere expense are really at fault for destruction of Film Stock.
REX FILM RENOVATOR
R. D. Hanish, Mgr.

MFG. CO.
Columbus, Ohio

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street ,

CO., INC.
New York City

A. G. STEEN, Special Representative
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

EQUAL TO THE BEST
,
Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

Writes Song in Connection with Special Picture
IN addition to the usual line of advertising, publicity, and exploitation helps, exhibitors playing " The Woman Thou Gavest
Me," the Paramount-Artcraft Special picturized by Hugh Ford
from Hall Caine's novel of the same name, will have a specially
written song based on the production and carrying the same title
to aid them in establishing a box office " draw " and making the
engagement a winner.
This song, a ballad, written by Al. Piantadosi, well known as a
successful writer of popular music, is one of the best things he
has done, according to his own statement, and he prophesies for it
quick and lasting popularity. The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, quick to recognize its value to the exhibitor as a tie-up,
has issued a special folder of four pages addressed to the exhibitor giving him valuable advice and tips on how to profit by itThe fact that, the song shows so much promise is enough in
itself to make the live-wire exhibitor realize it is an exploitation
help of great value. Its publishers are indicating their faith in it
by arranging a far-reaching advertising campaign, and this will
have
uponknown
the picture
itself.
publishers'
plans ato rare
make effect
the song
wherever
musicIt isis inthefavor,
which
means that the title " The Woman Thou Gavest Me," will be on
everybody's lips, even more than it has been through the popularity of the book.
The four-page folder issued by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation aims to aid the on-the-job exhibitor in putting the production over for maximum results. It tells him how to go about
tying up with the song in his town and how to get the most out
of it for himself.

Give your patrons
the music they
want. Instal an
Estey Theatre
Organ.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the
July 12thPicture
issue ofNews
the
Motion

Automatically
nuppHej only
age a« arc requires.
No tuch
wasitevolt-o<
current in ball jet.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, US. A
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Bryant 5602
26 Telephone
RUE
DU DELTA,
PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Year. $K
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" WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE "
(Mabel Normand-Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme:Watch
"Hunkatin"
Half throughout
Tone Craze),
Sol 3.P. Levy
Note:
for railroad(Aeffects
reels by2 and
1— " Hot Time in the Old Town," by Metz (3 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: "Fellow Townspeople."
2— ''Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until —
T: "Come up here."
3— "
Games,"
Ascher (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until
her byfather."
David Martin,
— T: " Children's
4— "Fairy Phantoms" (Allegretto), by Friedman (4 minutes and
20 5 —seconds),
untilminutes
— T: "This ain't makin' you short."
Theme (2
and 55 seconds), until — S: Interior of store.
6— " Scherzetto " (Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: " We'll be there all right."
7 — "A La Mode" (2/4 Allegretto), by Rosey (1 minute and 50
after curfew."
seconds), until — T: "Long
5
by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— S—: "Dramatic
Interior of Tension,"
Millie's room.
9 — "Hurry
After
the fight.No. 33," by Minot (1 minute and 35 seconds), until— S :
Note: Begin pp.
10— "Serio Comique "
Trombone
Characteristi
(3 minutes and 45 seconds),(A Until
— T: "Eight
A. M."c), by Sorensen
11— " Canhanibalmo " (Rag), by Pryor (4 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "That'll just cost ya."
12 — Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Do you mean
that young man? "
13— " Evening Breeze" (Allegretto), by Langey (4 minutes and
a Doctor on the train."
40 seconds), until — T: "There's
" Comicof Hurry,"
sconds), until —
S :14—Interior
sanitarium.by O'Hare (4 minutes and 50 secoi
15 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Yes, yes dearie."
:" Pizzicato
Ballet,"
— J,6S : Millie
in baby's
room.by Berge (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until
17 — "Baby Sweetheart" (6/8 Allegretto), by Corri (2 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: "The conductor's to blame for all."
18 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "I was trying
to get away."
19— -" Intermezzo " (Allegretto), by Pierne (3 minutes and 20
leconds), until — T: "Here
comes one of them."
29r~
Chase"
until — "The
T: Dr.
Turner(Galop),
learns bytheKoelling
reason." (5 minutes and 35 seconds),
~21.7"i?in?le
from
"A]legro"
(Allegro),
by Bach (4 minutes), until—
T: Maybe he s back."
22
—
"
Hurry
No.
2,"
by
Simon
(1
minute
and 25 seconds), until— T :
Doctor Turner, what."
23 — Theme (3 minutes), until *****
END.
"THE LION'S DEN"
(Bert Lytell-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Sleeping
(Valse
1— Theme (1 minute and Rose"
15 seconds), at Lenton),
screening. by Borch
2 — Organ Solo (Church scene) (6 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: His heart sickened."
3 — Theme (3 minutes), until — S: When Sam and Dorothy leave
church.
4— "Prudence" (Capricious Moderato),
Luz (4 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Discovering how thebyyouth."
5 — "At Twilight" (Andante Romance), by Golden (2 minutes and
45 6—seconds),
— T: "You've grown wealthy here."
Theme (2until
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Maybe I will."
7
—
"Reverie"
(From
last gasp of a dismal." Pathetic Suite) (4 minutes), until — T: "The
8~"— EJ'gie
(From $730.00."
Pathetic Suite) (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
T-: " "Fixtures
until
9—" Comedy Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes), until— T : "Grand
opening Monday."
(Continued on next page)

Color Hoods
instead of dipped lamps
Infinitely
Better,
More
Lasting and
Cheape
ifc) in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored
Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Oat

use ^2

Jffi
IC JMCO.
CTRTOOl
25-40
W. Lampsand ELE
For MOW.
422 S. TALMAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL .

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
I.areest Exclusive
Dealers to th«
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
6 So. Wabash
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers 1n Motlograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
PictureMlnusa
Machines, National
Carbons,
Screons
Theatre. and Everything for tbe
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

The

Highest

Possible
Endorsement
The most enthusiastic endorsement
that man or device
can have is the enthusiastic endorsement of " friends."
The New Perfected AUTOMATICKET Register is " enthusiastically
endorsed " by every exhibitor who has it
in operation.
It costs you money every day you are
without this rapid ticket selling and
cash protection service the AUTOMATICKET Register will give you.
Send for literature
giving the full facts on
the New, Perfected
AUTO MAT ICKET
Register today — sure.
AUTOMAT ICKET SELLING &
CASH REGISTER CO.
1733 Broadway, N. Y.
FACTORY: 540 W. 58th Street

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contem; .<ned or existing theatres, exrights owners,
publicity
mediums
and producers,
selected changes,
as to stateterritory,
class, etc.
Twenty
thousand
changes were
recorded in our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
30 to '50% in postage, etc.
"|\T?17
MOTION
PICTURE
DIRECTORY
CO.
iNI
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone 3227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

"NEWMAN'1

BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Mr. EXHIBITOR :—
Don't you" stand
realizeforthat
not alone
" NEWMAN
QUALITY,
but doe
als<
ORIGINALITY?
We
are
Originators
of
every
conceivable
style of frame In which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
1 Ol)notwill
WHY
now?eventually use brass frames
Get our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rlalto
Frames, Easels,
Themre
Bldg.,
Canada
PacificSan
Coast
—Montreal,
G. A. Cat.
Metcalfe,
Ralls, Grill.. Hl«ns.
Francisco,
Choppers, Kick
Corner Unit Hinged Frame*
Plates, Door Ban
vayiOUR finieftcx which do not require poluthing.
We manufacture the fra

L»A>
BARTO
THE
You need Bartola music in your theatre. Easy monthly payments.
Send for
catalogue.
B 1 RTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

-t-

CO., Rom 314 Mailers Bldg. Chicago. IH Factor?, Oshkosh. Wis.
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As pioneers in the manufacture
of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning

been identified with

the success of the motion
industry.
advanced

One

could hardly have

to its present

development

picture

without

stage of

the other.

Identifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman
margin "and "Kodak"

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A New
Behind

the

Book

Motion

Picture

Screen

By Austin C. Lescarboura
A complete story of the industry from property room
to screen, consisting of 300 pages and ISO illustrations.
For the Exhibitor
The book gives a clear idea of the
methods used in preparing all
classes of film and discusses the
wonderful
future of motion pictures
as a business.
For the Projectionist
As an addition to his library of
books, "Behind the Motion Picture
Screen"account
will place
at hismaking
disposalanda
true
of the
showingtions of
motion
pictures.
which arise as to means Quesused
to secure certain effects or as to the
treatment given film in laboratories
can be answered by consulting this
book. Unusual and heretofore unscribed. known applications are clearly deFor the General Public
"Behind the Motion
Picture
tells
in anis conceived,
interesting proand
non-technical
how thrown
theScreen"
motion
picture
duced in the manner
studio and
on the
screen.
Subtle tricks
of the camera man and director are explained both by text
and photographs for the first time.
Sold by
Motion

Picture

News

Price, S3. 50 net. Postage extra; in the East 15c, in Chicago District
20c and in Los Angeles 26c

Picture

News

(Continued from preceding page)
10 — "A La Mode" (Popular One-step), by Rosey (1 minute and IS
seconds), until — T: "The salary your minister."
11 — Organ Solo (Church Scene) (1 minute), until — T: "It pays to
12 — "Flirting Butterflies" (Characteristic Allegretto), by Aletter
advertise."
(2 13minutes),
— T: "The
— Theme until
(2 minutes
and 45challenge."
seconds), until — T: "Prayer meeting
14
—
"
Dramatic
Agitato
No.
38,"
Minqt (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — S: When Sam kisses byDorothy.
15 — " Hunkatin " (Half tone one-step), by Levy (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Boys, look, look, look."
16 — Piano
improvisingto (2
minutes), until — T: "Pictorial Weekly"
night."
(Piano
only according
action).
17 — "Dancing Leaves" (Allegretto Caprice), by Miles (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Fellows, I want to build a."
18 — Piano
improvisingto action).
(2 minutes), until — T: "The 'ayes' have it"
(piano
only according
19 — "Savannah" (Popular one-step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — T: (Characteristic
"An early bird."
20 — "Serenade"
Moderato), by Pierne (2 minutes),
until — T : " We'll try Webster."
21 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
: When SamReproach
reads letter."
22 —— "S Dramatic
" (Andante Expressivo), by Berge (2
minutes
and
15
seconds),
until — T: Intermezzo),
" Nothing is by
so useless."
23 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome
Borch (1 minute),
until — T: "Organizing the club."
24
—
"
Half
Reel
Hurry,"
by
Levy
(5
minutes
seconds),
until — S: When scene fades to Stedman (fire effects) and
(glass30 crash).
25 — Theme
(1 minute),
until
*****
END. until — T: " It's a little mussy inside,"
" GINGER "
(Violet Palmer-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Golden Youth" (Valse Moderato), by Rosey
1 — " Fairy Phantoms " (Characteristic Grazioso), by Friedman (3
minutes), until — At Screening.
2 — "Comedy
Allegro," by Berge (2 minutes), until — D: When boy
whistles
(whistle).
3 — " Canterbury Bells " (Capricious Allegretto), (from Boutonniere
Suite), by Tonning (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Gee, I bet
4— Theme
(2 minutes), until — T: Evelyn Violet Pansy Carson
John
L. Sullivan."
(whistle).
5 — ute"Heavy
Mysterioso
A. B.
and 45 seconds),
until"— (No.
T: In10 the
deadC. ofDramatic
night. Series) 1 min7 — " Plaintive " (No. 10 A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "Nix on de cannon."
(1 minute),
until Andantino),
— T: "The by
stateAshleigh
will take(3 care
of." and
98 —— Theme
" Rose Leaves
" (Idyll
minutes
45
seconds),
until
—
T:
Bobby
Trowbridge.
and10 a— happy.
Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: The little walk
11 — "May Dreams" (Andantino Moderato), by Borch (3 minute3
and 30 seconds), until — T: " I want you boys to be friends."
12 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes),
until — T: " She's soing to stay right here."
13 — " Clematis " (Moderato Pocco Agitato), (From .Boutonniere
Suite),
by Toning (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Ginger
sees frogs.
14 — for
Theme
(3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: Later events
called
a hurried.
15 — " Scherzetto ' (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes),
until — T: " I'll be back before long."
16 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " Is Ginger in love
17 ——Tim."
"T:Dramatic
until
MeantimeNarrative,"
the gray.by Pement (2 minutes and 45 seconds^,
with
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until T: " And so there
came
19— the
" Thebeginning."
Blushing Rose" (Andantino Serenade), by Johnson (1
minute and 45 seconds), until — T: Mr. Timothy Mooney.
20 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T : " The whole town's talkin'."
21 — "Adagio Cantabile '(Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique),
by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: Her sacrifice.
22 — "Military Tactics" (American Characteristic), by Rosey (4
minutes), until — T: In stricken France, July 12th, 1918.
— " Pathetic
Andante,"
T: 23"I'd
like to talk
wid." by Vely (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
24
—
"
Military
Battle
Levy of(4 (battle
minutes effects).
and 45 seconds!,:
until — T: The zero hourHurry,"
and theby pride
25
—
"
Lamentoso
No.
68,"
by
Borch
(1
minute
and
30 seconds), un*"
til — S : When boys reach first aid station.
26 — Over
the
Top
Boys
"
(American
Patriotic),
by
Berge (2 minutes), until — T: When the Marne was reclaimed.
27 — bowOrgan
only
(1
minute),
until
—
T:
And
at
the
end
of the rain(military wedding scene).
28 — Theme (30 seconds), until — T: Westward, ho.
THE END.
" AN AMATEUR WIDOW "
(ZenaandKeefe-World)
Specially selected
compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Kathleen" (Valse Lento), by Berg
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), at screening.
"Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Roberts (1 minute), until — T:
" This is Cousin Hepzibah."
(Continued on page 4210)
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Illumination

By M. J. Levy
THE following article is reprinted from Architecture and Building
in the belief that so excellent a paper on the general subject of
" Theatre
Illumination
~ should bewithgiven
distribution.
The author,
in his connection
the wide
Edwards
Electrical Construction Co., has supervised the installation of electrical equipment in many of the largest and best known motion picture theatres
in the country. His knowledge of theatre illumination, therefore,
has been gained by years of actual experience.
THE particular use to which the theatre is to be put is the first
consideration in determining what system of lighting must
be employed. A house for the production of grand opera differs
widely from one in which simple moving pictures are shown and
it is apparent that each type must be considered by itself. However, all theatres have a great deal in common and, with the exception of the small moving picture house, all are provided with
a stage, all have auditoriums, either large or small, and all have
some kind of lobby, and a facade which require lighting.
As far as the facade is concerned, it is unfortunately in most
instances used for advertising purposes. For advertising electrical display lighting is required to announce a particular play or
actor appearing in a current production. This usually takes the
form of a display sign across the front of the building. After
the architect has designed a good front and the owner has spent
much money on its ornamentation, along comes the sign man to
destroyr the harmony with an ugly sign over the enure face of
the building. Why this expenditure of time and money on art
for a sign man to hide, is something the writer cannot quite understand. Itshould be the object of the architect to design the
face of a building so that a sign could be installed without hiding
all of the architecture, or the architect should take it upon himself to design the building and sign at the same time, so that
architectural unity may result.
The marquise is a very important element in the exterior design. This not only serves its original purpose as a shelter but
when properly lighted has an indirect advertising value. It is not
unusual to outline the marquise in panels with as many as four
or five hundred lamps. The particular object of this style of lighting is to make a bright spot in what might otherwise be a dark
street. Where theatre entrances join each other closely the marquise often spread a bright and attractive lane of light. In addition to performing its utilitarian purpose and that of light attraction, the marquise has been impressed into service for direct advertising.toAttraction
signs are
the sides
and 'front,
and projectors
illuminate
the attached
facade mayto also
be hidden
on it.
In the latest house to be erected in New York, the classic
facade, on which there are no signs whatever, is lighted by flood
lighting which emphasizes the architecture. The only signs on
this particular building are small ones (the name of the theatre)
at either end of the marquise. Underneath the marquise and
against the building is a changeable attraction sign giving the attraction for the week.
The lobbies, halls and anterooms require very little comment,
as their problems are simple. As a rule these portions of the
house constitute jusfso many rooms, each of which must have its
lighting equipment designed to meet the views of the architect.
Considerable cove lighting is done at present, and, where the
height is sufficient to erect a dome; this style is particularly to
be recommended. Panel lighting is also used. This consists of
diffusive glass panels set in the ceiling behind which the lamps
when property spaced give a skylight effect without revealing the
source of light. Considerable care must be exercised in the design of panel fighting because as a rule the light is only projected directly down from the panels and wall surfaces cannot be
depended on for diffusion to attain general illumination of the

interior. When it is used, it is frequently supplemented with
wall sconces or cove lighting.
For the auditorium, there are quite a number of lighting systems and combination systems to select from. Direct fixtures,
cove lighting or panel lighting combinations of any two or all
three may be used.
In cove lighting, the shape of the cove is important. If the
cove and dome are too flat, the light will not be projected far
enough to the center and in this system of lighting the entire
dome surface should be evenly flooded. The cove and reflectors
should be properly designed for the purpose. There are domes
of such great extent that it is practically impossible to entirely
illuminate them from the cove. In such cases, it is necessary to
use a fixture to illuminate .the surface that cannot be reached by
the fights in the cove. Preferably, the fixture should be one of
indirect type ; if semi-indirect is used, care should be taken that
not too much light is thrown through the bowl as most of it
should be reflected against the surface of the dome. In this particular style of lighting color of the dome and cove surface is a
matter of importance. As a rule, light non-absorptive colors are
best. Enamel or glazed paint should not be used. A flat paint
is absolutely necessary to successful cove lighting. In a great
many houses aluminum leaf in various color tints has been used,
but not with very7 much success. It seems almost impossible to
do away with direct reflection of metallic surfaces, and the light,
instead of being diffused as it would be over a flat paint surface,
is practically mirrored, and each lamp may be seen reflected.
Panel lighting alone should never be used in an auditorium,
as this style of illumination does not permit enough light to reach
the wall and ceiling surfaces to properly illuminate the decorations. In a number of houses that are exclusively so equipped,
it has been found that the effect of the plaster detail on which a
great deal of thought and money was expended is entirely lost
Therefore in planning this style of lighting sufficient wall brackets
or other light sources should be provided about the auditorium to
accentuate the architectural details. Lighting an auditorium with
direct fixtures is a familiar method and requires no comment.
The combination of cove, panel and fixture lighting usually
produces a very7 happy effect. The main ceiling dome may be
lighted with coves, some illuminated panels installed in the ceiling, and some also introduced into the soffit of the balcony, with
brackets installed throughout the house to help in the general
effect. This combination more than any other gives the auditorium a pleasing effect. The quantity of light to be used in both
the coves and panels requires very7 careful study, and should be
properly worked out to get good results.
In all of the above descriptions I have assumed that the lighting is that known as " one color fighting." In multi-colored
lighting, we have a little different problem. The amount of white
light introduced in color lighting should be the same as though
white lights only were to be used, and where colors are introduced they should be used in sufficient quantity to blend with
the white lights. With the use of dimmers on the stage, effects
can be obtained in color lighting by means of various combinations which add materially to the effect of the dome and panels.
The question as to w7hether color lighting shall be used in a
house" is one which should receive considerable thought. In a
moving picture concert house these effects are used in conjunc. tion with the orchestration, and more or less with tableau on the
stage, but it is a question just how much this style may be used
in a house giving dramatic productions. They have been used in
vaudeville houses which also show pictures, and in that case
work out to an extent. The main trouble with color lighting
lies with the operator. If there is a good director who will sec
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR SALE — A used Photo-Player.
Reason for sale, Is being replaced
with large Kimball Pipe Organ.
Communicate with W. B. Milner,
Room 601, 507 Fifth Ave., New
York City.
WANTED — Some one with at least
$10,000 capital to take charge of
and manage old established film
exchange and theatre supply house.
Bonaflde high grade proposition to
the right party. Answer Box 150,
care of Motion Picture News.
EXPORT FILM MANAGER
WANTED sessing
— Anexecutive
A-l talent
film man
posto take
chargein ofSouth
and America.
develop a Must
branchbe able
film
office
to speak Spanish and must have a
thoroughness. Oneknowledge
who knowsof the
howfilmto busitake
hold of an established business and
get the highest possible results out
of it, reorganizing it if necessary.
Good salary to begin with and a big
opportunity
the right man. References for
necessary.
Motion Picture
News.Address Box 155,

Ventilating Fans
16" Sizes
Put10",
pure12"airandIn your
theatre
with little expense. We have
prices prise
so you.lowWethey
will
surmanufacture
all types of fans.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Lancaster, Pa.

that the various color combinations are used in conjunction with
the music or tableau or for some purpose aside from mere pyrotehnics, color lighting will be successful, but left in the hands
of an ordinary stage electrician, who just puts on color here and
there at any time that it pleases him without any particular object
except a change of color in view, the lighting does not mean anything so far as the production is concerned.
There is one important thing about the auditorium lighting that
the architect must bear in mind, and that is emergency lighting.
This usually consists of lights on double circuits which are placed
on the walls in brackets.
(To be concluded)
1 •
(Continued from page 4208)
|I seconds),
3 — "Vivo untilFinale"
(Fromflies Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (45
— S: When
torment uncle.
| 4 — "Butterflies" (Caprice), by Johnson (4 minutes), until — T:
I " Now look who's here."
| 5 — Theme (1 minute and IS seconds), until — S: When boys leave
I house.
1 6 — " Babilage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (2 minutes and
1 45 7 —seconds),
until"— (Half
T: "Now
IrvingbyMason."
|
" Hunkatin
tone meet
one-step),
Levy (1 minute and 30
I1 seconds),
until
—
T:
"Know
how
to
run it?"
effects).Chloe
8 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until —(automobile
S: When Aunt
1 sees car.
|
9 — " Summer Showers " (Intermezzo Novelette), by Logan (3 min1 , utes), until — T: As spring advances a flivver.
|
10 — "Flirty Flirts" (Intermezzo Novelette), by Levy (4 minutes),
i until — T: " Comes a time when relations."
1 11 — Comedy Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
1 T: "Hurry now Mammy as fast" (automobile effects).
I
12 — "Spider Dance" (Characteristic Tarrantella), by Grunewald
I1 effects).
(1 minute), until — S: When Aunt Chloe takes tickets (automobile
I
13 — "Kisses" (Valse Intermezzo), by Zamecnik (2 minutes, 45 sec| onds), until — S: When scene fades to Rhoda.
1 14 — "A Leaflet" (Characteristic Novelette), by Grunewald (4 min1 utes and 30 seconds), until — T: "James and Stanley Potter."
1i ain't."
15 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: " Gol darn it, I
| 16 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Vely (3
I minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Thus it is the two women."
I
17 — " — Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (4 mini utes and 15 seconds), until — T: "No wonder you have indigestion."
|I effects).
is — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "A double surprise" (Train
|
19 — "Hurry No. 33," by Minot (3 minutes), until — T: " Jes' like
1 de quality" (gong strokes).
| 20 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
1 — T: "All the new stock I got you" (fire effects).
"Dramatic
Reproach"
(Andante
Berge on
(4 min1| utes21 —and
15 seconds),
until — S:
When Expressivo),
scene fades toby Rhoda
bed.
| 22 — " Romance D'Amour " (Moderato Romance), by Schoenfeld (2
I minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Don't get excited my dear."
1 23 — Theme (2 minutes' and 15 seconds), until — T: " Good night and
dreams." " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes
|
24 — " Scherzetto
| pleasant
seconds),
until — T:
breakfast."
11 and25 —45 Theme
(1 minute
and " 30At seconds),
until — S: When Rhoda joins
I Irving — until *****
END
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BEST.
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Sold the world over. Ask
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3204 Carroll Ave.
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|
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1
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I
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|
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f1
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§
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§
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I
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Safety
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1
Film
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I
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|
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1I
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Mechanism Carrying Cases
|
(Metal, Fibre lined)
|
e
1=
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CO.
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|
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|
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1 \ Write for catalog.
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Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown
too early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
" Their Day of Rest "
(Capitol — Two Reels)
<<'~PHEIR Day of Rest" is an amusing comedy. In it the De•*■ Havens are seen in many funny situations which will
keep an audience in good humor. It is one of those lively
farces with plenty of real action which is developed rapidly,
the stars " playing up " and getting the worth out of all the
big scenes. The story is good and is written well. It gives
the actors plenty to do and there is not a let-up throughout
the two reels. The DeHavens know the comedy value of the
lighter and bigger scenes and play them accordingly. And there
is a dog actor in the comedy who plays his part well and understands what he has to do. The piece does not drag in any of
its action, the climaxes being strong and well handled.
The plot is that of a newly married couple who decide to
spend their first Sunday at home. Mr. Newlywed boasts to his
office associates of his wife's cooking and they immediately invite
themselves for a Sunday dinner. Some friends of his wife decide to make their first Sunday at home anything but a quiet
one. They advertise in the papers for a cook, giving the Newlyweds address, with the result that many applicants call for the
position. Their " nigger mammy " cook thinking that she is to
be " fired " packs her grip and in a huff leaves them.
Nothing is left for the newlyweds now but to cook their own
dinner. The antics in the kitchen and the resulting dinner
which is served to their guests are very funny. In the end they
all proceed to a lunch counter where they eat a hearty meal.
Released June 29. — Frank Leonard.
" The Only Way "
(Ford Educational Weekly— 153-One Reel)
VARIOUS ways of preventing accidents are shown in this film.
A picture of this kind is instructive and ought to appeal to
an audience.
In this feature the action is much too crowded, one scene hardly
being completed before the next is started and at the finish the
audience has a conglomeration of events in its head, not one of
which has had time to make an impression.
For instance, the causes and effects of accidents such as, a girl
slipping on a banana peel, a boy riding a bicycle which is run into
by a trolley car, an automobile running into a car, etc., are shown.
You see someone drop the banana peel and the girl immediately
rushing to it and falling and before you have time to think, the
next scene is on. The scenes are too short. More time should
be taken in showing the causes and the same in showing the

Released

Jjodc

in Advance

effects, in order to " plant " them in the minds of the public,
leased June 15. — Frank Leonard" Pure Havana "
(Ford Educational Weekly— 154-One Reel)
THIS picture shows many scenes of Havana and its surroundings, Moro Castle, the Senale Building, President's Palace,
Opera House, fruit sellers bringing wares to market, etc. Pictures
of this kind could be improved by introducing a story which
would connect the scenes.
On the whole this is a fair picture for its kind, being interesting Reand instructive. Released June 22. — Frank Leonard.
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" Tangled Threads " — with Bessie Barriscale
<< """TANGLED Threads" is as good a picture as Howard Hick1 man ever directed, with Miss Bessie Barriscale in the leading
role. The story is strongly dramatic, and its mood extremely
sympathetic ; while from a plausibility point, it is not unbelievable.
In other words, it contains not a discordant situation that would
jar the discerning sense of the critical spectator. The production
end, on the other hand, is highly artistic ; it compares most favorably with the best pictures that are being offered to the trade.
While the role given the star is that of the much abused, suffering in silence wife, the picture is altogether different in theme
than either "The Heart of Rachel," or "Joselyn's Wife." In this
case, she also is married and the mother of a boy, her husband
neglecting her for other women, but she adopts different methods
in her attempt to win back his affections. Knowing that, what
men can hold without any effort they do not appreciate, determines
to pretend she is in love with another man, a friend of the family.
But her caiculations prove wrong, and her husband secures a divorce, being granted also the custody of the child. The loss of
her husband, and especially her little son, whom she loves devotedly, drives her almost to distraction. In order to sooth her torn
feelings,
she becomes
to a again,
children's
hospital.
The former
husbanda nurse
marries
an adventuress,
but he
soon finds out that she is far from being what he thought her to
be, as, when an epidemic breaks out, and his son is stricken, she
flatly refuses to care for the boy; so the mother is sent for.
The former friend of the family, who, by a trick, had caused
the separation, is now conscience stricken. Inviting the second
wife of his friend out for a ride, he runs the machine down an
embankment ; they are bofh killed.
The child pulls through, and the husband, recognizing the injustice he has done to his former wife, asks to be forgiven. A
happy reunion takes place.
The picture could unhesitatingly be classed as 100 per cent, but
for one feature, which nevertheless can be remedied. During
the supposed breaking out of the epidemic, the ghost of the pestilence is shown in several of the scenes walking and spreading the
plague. After the ghost has passed, people are shown as reeling
sideways, to indicate that they have been stricken. Later a hospital
is shown, and one or two children in agony, as having been also
stricken. Upon a few of the subtitles, also, the form of death is
shown, with the eyes in the skull fearfully bright. Such scenes,
especially after the sad memories influenza, has left in many of us,
by the loss either of a relative or of a friend, can hardly be said
to be cheer producing. All these scenes can be removed, their
removal not only not hurting the continuity of the picture, but also
increasing its entertaining power at least by 25 per cent. Those
of you who expect to play the picture first-run could, with the cooperation of your exchange, have these scenes removed without
much trouble, while those of you who are situated far away from
the center of your distribution, could insist upon these scenes
being left out after their first removal. Thus you will have a
perfect picture, both as a production and as an entertainment. A
Robertson-Coles feature. Released by Exhibitor's Mutual in June.
Length, 5 reels— P. S. H.
" The Weaker Vessel " — with Mary MacLaren
HERE is a picture that will not make you hang your head in
shame, in a desire to avoid the piercing glance of your outgoing patrons. Upon a simple plot, director Paul Powell and
author Elmer Ellsworth, have built one of the most entertaining
pictures in which Miss McLaren has even appeared. Unlike the
majority of pictures released which appeal only to the feelings,
one appeals
to thecharacter
spectator'sis intelligence.
is really
athisclever
medium also
whereby
revealed. ForIt instance,
Thurston Hall's delineation of the once successful and famous,
but now down and out from drink, actor, who at a glass or two
is suddenly transformed into an extremely imaginative poet and
a highly effusive sentimentalist, never forgetting, though, his gentlemanly conduct toward the fair sex, is simply a scream.
J. B. Hank's portrayal of the role of saint in appearance but
devil at heart husband, now in his third marriage, is also matchless.
Some of you recoil at the mention of drink in a picture: There
is no necessity for that in this instance, as the situations are
handled in an extremely delicate manner, precluding any possibility for offense.
It is a good picture for any audience. Released by Universal
July 7. Length, 6 reels. P. S. H.
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"Modern Husbands "—with Henry B. Walthal
TO non-critical
audiences,
" may
average satisfaction.
It is "anModern
ordinaryHusbands
story, with
the give
triangle
as a theme.
The chief trouble with it is, however, the fact that the hero
does not live up to the traditions of such a title. If the characteristic of a hero is, not to talk, but to act, then the hero, in this
instance, is not entitled to such honors, because he does mere talking than acting. For instance, when he finds the villain in his
house, and his unwilling wife in his arms, he orders him to get
out of the house, stating that he would throw him out, if he
didn't.
same
words
are ofuttered
he friend.
later again
finds
the
same The
villain
in the
rooms
the wifewhen
of his
In either
instance, what a man that deserves to be respected by an audience
as a hero would have done is, either to bore a hole in the body of
the villain, with the pistol he is holding, or else to extract two or
more teeth from his jaw.
Another bad feature about the picture is the fact that the acting of Mr. Walthall is rather artificial. He rolls his eyes and
puts on an angry appearance, in a forced, mechanical manner.
This unnaturalness of his acting is much more apparent in Mr.
Walthall than it would be in any other player, because picturegoers have been taught to expect better things from him. The
title is catchy and should help draw the crowds. A RobertsonCole
released by Exhibitor's Mutual. Length, 5 reels.
P. S. feature,
H.
" Trixie from Broadway " — with Margarita Fisher
IN the old days, the dream gag was quite handy; it was the
greatest help in hiding the most daring sins against logic.
Under its cloak, pictures which were not fit to show, were
freely placed upon the market. If a picture was so tragic, or so
repulsive, or so illogical, that it was not presentable, the dream
idea was always ready at hand. The majority of such pictures,
then, got by, because the idea was a novelty: It always caught
the spectator by surprise ; so it gave him pleasure. But the dream
gag, like the dual role theme, has already been exploded; it has
been done to death.
The biggest part of this picture is presented as a dream. The
mood of that part of the story is very unsympathetic. It depicts
nothing but quarreling between husband and wife, a feature which
is hardly entertaining, when one takes into consideration that
those who go to a picture theatre go there to be entertained, not
to see people quarreling. Produced by Americans, released
through Pathe June IS. Length, 5 reels.
P. S. H.
" Upstairs and Down " — with Olive Thomas
itJ TPSTAIRS AND DOWN" is a picture good for women and
v-J children that attend mostly the matinees. It is very artistic,
pretty to look at. The characters keep active all the time, hardly,
ever remaining idle. But whatever they do, and however they
act, it does not seem to influence any of the large variety of a
spectactor's
The pleasure
intent oror the
such nor
characters seems toemotions.
give neither
painaction
to theof mind,
joy
or sorrow to the feelings. The spectator simply appears to be indif erent totheir thoughts and actions.
The picture is based on the stage play by Frederic and Fanny
Hatton. Its success on the stage was due chiefly to its "boldmess," put over in a clever manner; also to the element of light
comedy.ferred toNone
of theseThecharacteristics
seem to byhavethe been
trans-is
the screen.
story, as presented
picture,
more of a romance than of a comedy drama. Released by Select.
Length — reels. P. S. H.
" In Search of Arcady " — with Billie Rodes
THE chief occupation of the heroine of this story is travelling
avoid broken-down titled
tryingthatto she
gypsyis wagon,
. in a She
is going to marry a
a gypsy
told by thus
suitors.
the country, she comes
through
travels
travelling man, so, in her
upon a strong man ; they fall in love. Later, he also proves to be
in disguise, trying to avoid titled women fora titled nobleman,
tune-hunters. Inthe end, a union results between the two.
The story is rather dry, it is barren of the element that appeals
to the spectator's sympathies. Beautiful outdoor scenery seems to
be its only qualification.
The picture may be placed in the " Matinee " class, the kind
that appeal chiefly to women and children. A Roberston-Coles
feature. Released by Exhibitor's Mutual. Length, 5 reels. P. S. H.
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tising.
faction to the star's fans, who may be attracted by the adver" The Woman Thou Gavest Me " — Artcraft Special
THAT this picture is going to prove a good drawing card to the
The best thing to do is to say as little as you can about it, so
great majority of theatres, there can hardly be any doubt; it that the drawing power of other worthy Vitagraph pictures may
should also give satisfaction, especially to those who are familiar
not be impaired. Released June 16. Length, 5 reels. P. S. H.
with
Hallappealing
Cain's novel.
howev.er,
is,
however
you canBut,hardly
take dramatic
the stand the
thatpicture
it is the
best one you have ever offered to your patrons, because there is
" The Sneak " — with Gladys Brockwell
much room for improvement. To begin with, the motive of the
PICTURE patrons that like gypsy stories may enjoy this offering
father's
to marry
to aexcellent
man he for
knows
she
fairly well, but it is going to disappoint, I believe, those who
does
not desire
love, thus
ruininghisherdaughter
life, while
a book,
look for pictures with modern themes. To such as the latter, " The
can hardly be considered strong enough in a picture to be preSneak " contains no feature that is particularly interesting. In
sented to an American audience for the sacrifice — the heroine's
fact, it is almost barren of sympathetic appeal, the spectator refather, when a boy, was, along with his mother, whipped by the
maining indifferent to the joys and the sorrows of the screen
characters. The picture also lacks suspense.
young man's grandfather, a lord, because they had unintentionally caused his fall from his horse ; the boy is now a grown* man
It is the old old theme of the daughter of a king of a gypsy
and wealthy, while the lord's family, impoverished ; in order to
tribe, who is cursed by the father and banished forever, for an
apparent infraction of the tribal law. The father feels deeply
bring
family for
to teh
level ofhe the
lord's,
satisfy this
his
lifelonghisfeelings
revenge,
forces
uponandhisthus
daughter
the loss of his daughter, his grief impairing his health. By conunion.
sulting ose of their women fortune tellers, however, he finds out
On the other hand, quite a few opportunities for dramatic effect
that his daughter is innocent, the charges brought against her by
the villain, a member of the tribe and a rejected suitor, being
have been lost, the one in particular being the accidental meeting of the two lovers in an underworld street in London, during
false ; so he sends the lover of the girl to find her and bring her
a -fogy night, when the heroine is trying to sell herself to a back, that he may bless her before he dies. After a search, the
starnger, the man proves to be her lover and father of her child,
lover finds and brings her back. While they are both at the tent,
whom she thought dead in the arctics. As it is, the meeting is the villain stabs the lover in the back with a dagger, and then
too tame ; in real life, much deeper emotion would have been exattempts to escape, but he is caught. As the hero is dangerously
pressed by both, owing to the peculiarity of the circumstances
wounded, the heroine fights with the villain a dagger duel, coming
under which they met.
out the winner. In the end, a union takes place between the
Accident, also, plays an important part into different occasions ; lovers, under the blessings of the father. Released by Fox July
20. Length, 5 reels. D. S. H.
it is contrary to picture logic. Besides, it has been handled rather
delicately. Released by Paramount May 25. Length, 6 reels.
P. S. H.
Eliminating Projection Room Hazards
{Continued from page 4197)
" The Haunted Bedroom " — with Enid Bennett
duplicated, but it meretly goes to show the disregard on the part of the theatre man for public
FOR a istic
ghost
story,
"
The
Haunted
Bedroom
"
is
the
most
realthe writer has ever seen put in pictures. It differs from
safety and the extreme laxity and criminal
similar ones released in the past by this much, that it maintains
the atmosphere of mystery and awe to a very high degree ; also
negligence on the part of the local fire and police
that it does not give away the conclusion prematurely, thus mainauthorities.
taining the suspense evenly from first to last. Another good
feature about it is the fact that it has been built upon original
There are certain fundamental and obvious
lines. Gardner Sullivan, the author, whose thinking capacities,
rules
which should be followed at all times in
judging from the number of stories he is contributing to the
screen, are taxed to the limit of human endurance, deserves good
handling inflammable motion picture film in the
credit for it.
theatre.
The story presents the heroine as a reporter, sent to investigate
a house which is said to be haunted. She succeeds in unravelling
First: Film should at all times, when not being
the mystery, by proving that the ghost is none other than a real
human being, and the husband of the lady owner of the house,
rewound or projected, be kept in metal containers.
who are both notorious London crooks. In the course of the story,
she meets a young man. They both fall in love in the end, beSecond: All sources of heat should be enclosed
coming engaged.
in a fine wire casing.
Adults will undobtedly enjoy this picture well. As far as children are concerned, not all of - the like ghost pictures. Quite a
Third: Under no circumstances should the
number of them are afraid of stories of this nature.
film be taken from the rewind or projection
'The word ".Haunted," or anything pertaining to ghosts, has in
the past, when included in the title of a picture, proved rather a room while the audience is in the theatre.
detriment to their drawing powers ; so it is evident that it will
Fourth: Fire laws prohibiting smoking in the
require a little extra advertising to make the people know this is
a good attraction. Released by Paramount May 25. Length, 5 projection room and other violations should be
reels. P. S. H.
enfrced to the letter.
"Too Many Crooks "—with Gladys Leslie
A RICH girl, (not the heroine), wants to write a novel about
crooks. But in order that her novel be realistic, she must
study them closely. So she makes arrangements to come in contact with some of them. The leader of these crooks happens to
be the heroine.
Neither the theme is interesting, nor the mood of the story
sympathetic. The characters seem to be doing nothing but walking around; and when they undertake to do something, the result of their acts is comical, instead of serious, as it was intended.
Another bad fault is the construction of the story, which gives
the heroine only a minor part, while a secondary character gets
the most important part. This will undoubtedly cause dissatis-

These rules are easy to comply with and it is
the duty of every theatre man and? projectionist
to see that they are carried out.
If any of our subscribers have any ideas or
have had any experiences in the handling of film
which would help to make for greater safety,
we would appreciate receiving them, in order
that the campaign for a safer projection room
may be carried on more actively.
E. K. GlLLETT.
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Enid Bennett Has a Winner
C

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

in Mystery Picture

GARDNER SULLIVAN has surely connected a good old fashioned mystery story in " The Haunted Bedroom " which serves Enid Bennett for her latesi attraction. So well has .he tapped his imagination that
• the picture seems as if it might have been fashioned by Poe himself. And he has deftly constructed his
major theme and embroidered it with the most remarkable atmosphere that has come to our notice in some time.
It is a ghost story, to be candid, and all the familiar accoutrements that accompany such a thing are present in
all their atmospheric glory. There is the ghost himself, the graveyard in which he walks, and the haunted bedroom
from which strange musical sounds emanate. And if these material things are not enough to give you that creepy
feeling there are the noises and the forces of nature which will make your pulse beat faster.
It is positively uncanny at times, which fact contributes in piling on the mystery. The climax cannot be anticipated for the solution simply defies analysis. You think you can place your finger on the mystery and presto, you
soon discover that you have been entirely wrong. It is all about a girl reporter who is sent to investigate a haunted
house and the disappearance of a man. Before she puts things in their proper places you have suspected nearly
every character. The action is tense and exciting all the way and is derived from well constructed continuity.
A note of distinction about the piece is found in the absence of any ridiculous feature. The situations seem real
and the ghost looks like the genuine thing. Praise must be given Fred Niblo for the manner in which he has maintained the suspense and incorporated the atmosphere.
The photography is exceptionally good.
Enid Bennett has a winner here and she knows it judging from her capable performance. Her support is entirely adequate. Exhibitors will do well to play this picture big; it is one of the best things of the season. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
employed to solve the mystery of the ghost and
Do you
the man who has disappeared. She finds no
whereliketheoneairofisthose
full ofold-fashioned
mystery, andghost
the
Betsy Thome, a Reporter Enid Bennett
trouble
in getting into the place since she is stories
hoot owls screech and the thunder storms bring
Dolores Arnold
Dorcas Mathews
disguised as a maid. There Betsy meets Dr.
strange
sights
and
noises?
If
you
do
then
you
Daniel Arnold
Jack Nelson
Dunwoody, who is planning to marry Dolores
will
likemore
" The suspense
Haunted toBedroom."
Roland Dunwoody
Lloyd Hughes
Arnold as soon as her brother, Donald, is located.
carries
the squareTheinchpicture
than
Dr. James Dunwoody
Wm. Conklin
The Doctor has a son, Roland, with whom
any
thing
you
have
ever
seen.
John Wells
Harry Archer
Betsy
falls
in
love
and
the
young
man
is
susManaging Editor
Otto Hoffman
pected by everyone, but the fair reporter, of being
Uncle Moseby Adams
Joe Anthony
implicated in the mystery of the lost brother.
By C. Gardner Sullivan.
Shivers will run up your spine — shivers of
The Oaks is quiet enough in the daytime but at delight—
shivers of suspense — when you see Enid
Directed by Fred Niblo.
night it takes on a mysterious glamour due to
Photographed by George Barnes.
strange noises and thunder storms and the
Bennett's
new appears
picture, on
" The
Haunted Bedroom."
Enid
Bennett
the
screen on
perigrinations of the ghost. The shadow figure
in
her
latest
and
best
photoplay, " The
uses
a
haunted
bedroom
mostly
and
when
Betsy
PRESS NOTICE
Haunted
Bedroom."
It
is
a
mystery
picture
and
sees it she tells Dolores. The latter is quite upset
about it and she orders Betsy to be locked in one that is well calculated to grip you with susEnid Bennett in a mystery picture concerning
her room. The following night, the resourceful
pense. Don't miss it.
a ghost and a missing man will be seen at the
girl climbs out of the window and corners the
theatre on
of
week.
ghost
who
she
discovers
to
be
the
missing
man
Bedroom " isbrand.
the name
it and
and very much alive. He and his sister are
C. Gardner Sullivan, one of the very best picit" The
bearsHaunted
the Ince-Paramount
Miss ofBennett
swindlers. Naturally, Roland is
has been seen in a number of good things at international
ture writers, is responsible for Enid Bennett's
exonerated and there is no mystery about the fact
new
picture,
Haunted
Bedroom."
It is a
the
, but the management is of the
that he will be very happy with Betsy in the
mystery
story" The
all about
a ghost
and a missing
opinion that her latest offering eclipses anything
future.
man. We defy you to solve it, so cleverly is the
in which she has ever appeared. " The Haunted
mystery hidden.
Bedroomis sufficient
" was written
Gardner Sullivan,
which
proof ofbyitsC.excellence.
Indeed,
PROGRAM READER
he is considered the leading author on the screen
(Continued on page 4218)
and his latest contribution is good testimony of
Don't you like a ghost story? Even though
his ability. Fred Niblo was the director in charge
you have
and his work deserves the highest praise. He has
renew
youroutgrown
youthful childhood,
days when don't
motheryouor like
nurseto
kept the mystery note dominant and has brought
told you a ghost story and you listened and
out the atmosphere splendidly.
drank
allwasin?
You enjoyedand it,thedidn't
you?
Miss Bennett is seen as a reporter on a metroPerhapstainitofitnight
raining
curpolitan daily, who is sent to an estate in the South
usheredoutside
in all of itsblack
strange
to
investigate
a
certain
ghost
story
and
a
man's
phenomena.
Well,it you
will likethe
" The Haunted
disappearance. Is she afraid to tackle her
Bedroom
when
comes
theassignment? Well not so you can notice it. She
atre" on
. It
will tothrill
you and hold
assumes the identity of a maid and finds no
you
in
a
tight
grip,
because
it
is
an
old-fashioned
trouble in getting into the house of mystery. How
ghost story. And you like such a story, don't
she encounters the ghost and accounts for the
you? — A inpicture
been hasshown
the
missing man at the same time; how she goes
a long hasn't
time that
carriedatmore
about her task unafraid, even when night has
mystery
and
suspense.
You
will
follow
Enid
descended with its weird sounds and sights; how
Bennett breathlessly as she investigates the reashe develops a wonderful romance in which there
for the ghost and the strange disappearance
is no mystery attached are events that build a of a sonman.
And when the rain comes down and
fascinating story and one that is charged with
the
lightning
flashes and the weird happenings
the greatest suspense. One cannot anticipate the
of
the
night
are visualized you will forget that
action, so crowded is it with the mystery element.
you
are
in
a
theatre and looking at a picture.
Miss Bennett gives a sincere and pleasing perYou will be with the characters of the story and
formance and she is surrounded by a cast of going
through
their experiences. Such is the
exceptional ability that includes Dorcas Mathews,
perfection of Miss Bennett's new offering. C.
Jack Nelson, Lloyd Hughes, and Wm. Conklin.
Gardner isSullivan,
one for
of the
screen's Make
greatest
authors,
responsible
the story.
no
mistake about it, he has fashioned a genuine
THE STORY
entertainment.
You
will
like
the
star
—
she
is
a
Betsy Thorne is a special writer on the New
great favorite, and she has an excellent company
York Intelligence and when a mysterious ghost
for support. "The Haunted Bedroom! " Doesn't
story comes into the office she is sent to cover
it. Whispering Oaks, an estate in the South, is it excite your curiosity? Don't miss it.
the abode of the alleged ghost and the report is
that it was seen walking in the graveyard of the
CATCH LINES
place, and that a brother of the woman who
recently took possession of the Oaks had disShe was a special writer on a New York daily
appeared. The estate once belonged to a man
and the " boss " sent her to investigate a ghost
who killed his wife during a jealous moment and
story
of a man
at an and
estatethe inmysterious
the South.disappearance
Was she afraid
and
then slew himself. Hence the house is supposed
to be haunted. Well, Betsy goes to the Oaks
did
she
clear
the
mystery?
See
"
The
Haunted
Enid Bennett
in " The Haunted
Bedroom," a*
where she discovers that a detective has been
Ince-Paramount
production
Bedroom."
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"THE

OTHER

MAN'S

WIFE"—

Looks Like a Winner
IN

this production are combined

of Unusual

FRANK

HALL

Interest

three essentials in the making of good pictures.

They are good

direction, good acting and an excellent story. " The Other Man's Wife," with Stuart Holmes
Ellen Cassidy, has all of these, with the result that Frank G. Hall has a sure winner.
The reviewer saw this picture at a regular " fan " showing at the
audience sat " spellbound " with interest throughou t the presentation —
as the action.
Too much credit cannot be given Carl Harbaugh for the splendid
story. He told it in a quiet, interesting way, taking plenty of time to
ing any scene to be rushed. In the more dramatic moments he led up

and

Park theatre, where he and the
and that means sub-titles as well
manner in which he handled the
bring out each point, not allowto his climaxes admirably, using

» suppressed emotion to bring them out instead of the " wild action " which some directors think should
be employed. The comedy is good and is cleverly handled, and attention to small details has not been
overlooked.
The cast has been well chosen, especially the featured players.
The story is that of a society woman and mother, whose husband joins the army and goes to France.
During his absence a society fop gains her confidence and by means of a forged cablegram stating that
the husband has been killed, proposes marriage. The husband arrives in time to save her. The story
has a surprise comedy finish and should appeal to any audience. — Length, 6 reels. — Released June 29. —
Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Fred Hartley
Mrs. Fred Hartley
Elsie Drummond, her sister
J. Douglas Kerr
Bruce Drummond
Mrs. Bruce Drummond
Wilbur Drummond
Jimmy Moore
Betty Moore
Mrs. Moore
Davy Simon
Becky Simon
By Mary Murillo.
Directed by Carl Harbaugh.

Ned Hay
Ellen Cassidy
Olive Trevor
Stuart Holmes
Halbert Brown
Mrs. Garrison
Lesley Casey
Danny Sullivan
Regina Quinn
Laura Newman
George Jessel
Evelyn Brent

PRESS NOTICE
Frank G. Hall will present at the
theatre on
of
week his latest
drama entitled " The Other Man's Wife." It is
aandpicture
of
domestic
life
—
of
the
eternal
triangle,
of all the stories that have been screened
uponcomparable
this vital with
theme,theMr.
Hall's
ke
best.
And essay
that isis said
sayingto
a good deal when it is taken into consideration
that close to 500 stories have been based upon the
triangle idea.
The Murillo
author of
The isOther
Man's one
Wifeof " theis
Mary
and " she
considered
leading scenarists of the day. She has taken a
man because
and wifehishere
who detains
are presented
odd's
ends
business
him at theat office.
His wife wants every little attention and she even
goes out of her way to crave the love that he is
unable to give her. This is done despite the
fact that she has children for company. When
her husband upbraids her for carrying on an
affair with a certain social vulture, she calmly
tells him that she has been neglected long enough.
How the husband proceeds, how the vulture is
encouraged to keep up his intrigue, how the
mother love is awakened in the wife are events
that are depicted in a thoroughly absorbing way.
Carl Harbaugh directed the picture and his
work calls for the highest praise. In the cast are
Stuart Holmes
and Ellen excellent
Cassidy, performances.
who are featured. Both contribute
Their support includes Olive Trevor, Halbert
Brown,
Brent. Lesley Casey, Regina Quinn and Evelyn
THE STORY
A measure of unhappiness has existed in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hartley despite the
fact that they are extremely wealthy. The wife
might be called a social butterfly since she cares
more for vain pleasures than in comforting her
children. The husband on the other hand is
attentive to business and when his work is
through for the day he delights in being with his
family. . It happens that he is occasionally detained7 at the office, which of course offers his

wife a good opportunity to encourage J. Douglass
Kerr in his advances. The latter is a social
parasite but so smoothly does he hide his character that Mrs. Hartley thinks that he is an
apostle of virtue.
Comes the war and Hartley believes that his
place is with the colors despite the fact that he
has a family to support. So he enlists and leaves
for France. Kerr, in the meantime, practises
his wiles before Mrs. Hartley and even goes so
far as to broach the subject of marriage, arguing
that her husband will not return. To clinch the
matter he has a fake telegram sent to Mrs.
Hartley, purporting to be from France, announcHartley'swhen
death.herShehusband
is about returns.
to accedeTheta
his ing
wishes
vulture
a strikeHowever,
at Hartley's
factory had
in previously
order to started
ruin him.
the
parasite escapes. Thus Mrs. Hartley realizes her
past
arms. folly and finds retribution in her husband's
PROGRAM READER
The management takes great pleasure in announcing that Frank G. Hall's big special picWife," Our
will
come tureto entitled,
the" The Other
in the Man's
near future.
patrons should not miss this stirring drama of
the eternal triangle. It is one of the biggest
things of its kind ever screened and before its
six reels have been brought to a close you will
appreciate the fact that you have been genuinely
entertained. Mary Murillo, who wrote the story,
is one of the leading fiction writers of today and
she has fashioned a tale of domestic life that will
earn her a lot of encomiums. The Hartleys are a
happy married couple until the wife realizes that
her husband is detained too often at the office.
Naturally she seeks the company of others. And
before you know it, J. Douglass Kerr, a social
parasite, is hovering about to encourage her in
all her foolish whims. How Hartley enlists for
the great cause, how Kerr finds the field clear
for him to practise his villainous scheme, how —
But you must see the picture for yourself. We
have only told enough to give you an inkling of
its character. Suffice to state that it unfolds a
big dramatic climax and one that interests you
to the final scene. Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy are the featured players.
CATCH LINES
She was a social butterfly and despite the fact
that her husband gave her every attention she
often found an excuse to be seen in the company
of other men. What came of their home? Was
it broken? See "The Other Man's Wife."
She fell in love with a social parasite, even
though she was a wife and mother. The war
came and her husband enlisted for the cause.
And during his absence she learned to appreciate

his fine character. What happened when he came
back? See " The Other Man's Wife."
He came back from France just in time to
prevent his wife from eloping with a social parasite. And when she realized her folly she became
a splendid wife.
fail ofto the
see eternal
" The Other
Man'sTheWife."
is Don't
a picture
triangle.
husbandIt
sails for France and during his absence his wife
encourages the attentions of a social vulture.
How did it end? See "The Other Man's Wife."
Come to the
theatre
and see
Stuart Holmes and Ellen Cassidy in a modern
photoplay entitled " The Other Man's Wife." It
is a thrilling and absorbing drama. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
In advertising this picture lay stress on the
fact that it is a powerful indictment of the other
man who is ever lurking in the background lik«
a vulture to break up the home of the woman
he professes to love. Bring out that it is one of
(Continued on page 4223)

StuartWife/'
Holmes,
star of " The
an Independent
SalesOther
SpecialMan's
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SPARK

DIVINE"—

Alice Joyce's Character
WERE

Study Supports

Motion

Picture

News

VITAGRAPH
a Frail Picture

it not for Alice Joyce's sterling performance in a character study which is not altogether congenial, her latest picture, 44 The Spark Divine," would not leave a very favorable impression as
entertainment.
But the sincerity and understanding which characterize her work plus her individuality and charm will suffice to carry it by as a weekday offering.
Her present feature will not linger long in the mind of the average spectator, because it is rather frail
of plot and the characterization does not always ring true. In fact there is not a single line of action which
is dominated by the star and her leading man. Naturally they are unable to keep the onlooker at strict
attention since the denouement is anticipated from the start. It is simply a character study of a girl
whose spirit has been so crushed in her youth that she is indifferent to any heart emotion. The insincerities ring out when this same indifference is manifested at the time of motherhood.
,
The tiny germ of the drama is found when her husband awakens the divine spark of love in her
bosom by kidnapping their child. When she is punished enough the youngster is returned to the mother.
The picture is well constructed in every detail, the editing calling for considerable praise. But its anaemic
body gives evidence that the padding expert has been called in since it drags at times and reveals a repetition of scenes. Tom Terriss has given the picture an artistic frame. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 30.
— Laurence Reid.
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
the child is kidnapped and the event nearly
prostrates the mother. Jardine calmly sets about
It
is
a
pretty
big role that Alice Joyce has
Marcia Ardale
Alice Joyce
to recover him. And when Marcia fulfills the
in this picture, but then she is used to these
Robert Jardine
William Carlton, Jr. demands
of the kidnappers she is further crushed
highly emotional parts. Mention the fact that she
Mrs. Ardale
Eulalie Jensen
to see that she has been duped. The distracted
again in another highly dramatic role —
Mr. Ardale
Frank Norcross
attempts to relieve the ache in her heart by appears
this time that of a young woman who is disMrs. Jardine
Mary Carr woman
entertaining the neighborhood children, although
illusioned with mankind and resolves to go her
By Alicia Ramsey.
she hopes that a kind fate will restore her own
way alone. Bring out that it is a tense romantic
Scenario by George Proctor.
child to her. Jardine is astonished at the change
drama — a character study to be exact, of a
Directed by Tom Terriss.
in his wife and when he sees she is punished
woman who married for convenience with the
enough, the little girl is brought to her. The
full knowledge of her husband. And concentrate
child
blurts
out
the
truth.
It
was
a
ruse
of
PRESS NOTICE
upon the theme where her inward beauty is
— the divine spark of mother love.
but it succeeded in awakening the awakened
Alice Joyce, the talented Vitagraph star, will Jardine's,
These are rich situations and they should be
come to the
theatre next
in divine spark in the heart of Marcia.
brought
her
latest picture,
" ThemostSpark
This is
audiences tothatyour
it ispatrons'
a heart notice.
interest Tell
story your
and
PROGRAM READER
considered
one of the
humanDivine."
and absorbing
splendidly
human.
Some
excellent
copy
can be
stories in which this favorite actress has ever
Manager
of the
theatre takes
written
around
the
mother
love
angle
and
be
great pleasure in announcing that Alice Joyce will
appeared.
Tom anTerriss'
the
assured it has never been known to fail. Also
feature
has Under
been given
elaboratedirection
production
appear
shortly
in
"
The
Spark
Divine,"
a
picture
play
up
the
star.
She
is
one
of
the
greatest
and his dramatic values have been finely realized.
which is said to be a worthy successor to her
favorites on the screen. The catch lines could
He has brought out the human touches realisbe used advantageously in a teaser campaign or
last
previous triumph,
" The Third
Degree."
Her
-tically. As for Miss Joyce she has contributed
performances
in
that
artistic
offering
and
the
prefor lobby display. But bring out the character
another for
noteworthy
— one that
" The ofLioneveryone
and thewhoMouse,"
areat still
marked
its charmperformance
and sincerity.
A wellis fresh in cedingtheone, minds
of the story
and try
at the Obtain
same time
saw
her
the
porate its human
touches.
stillsto ofincorthe
Tounded cast is seen in support and it includes
theatre. However, her acting in " The
star and play. Miss Joyce takes an excellent
William Carleton, Jr., Eulalie Jensen, Frank
Spark Divine
to winkindevenof greater
Norcross, and Mary Carr.
photograph
and a are
few of them ' distributed in a
popular
favor.■"' cannot
It is a fail
different
a role
dignified
manner
The story is written by Alicia Ramsey. She
Link up with
your paper.bound to draw attention.
has based her idea upon the divine spark of that she has here. She is not the warm-hearted
Annie rificed
Sands
" The and
Third
sacmother love. But before it is awakened in the
her goodof name
left Degree
no stone" who
unturned
heart of the heroine, one is introduced to her
to free her husband from a murder charge. As
Marcia Ardale she becomes embittered against
disillusionment
mankind.
MarciasheArdale's
spirit has been with
crushed
ever since
was a the world because her socially ambitious parents
little girl, with the result that embalms her feel- have crushed her spirit ever since she was a child.
ings with a cold indifference. She marries for
day comes when she meets a certain man who
convenience when the opportunity presents itself Aholds
the impression that beneath her cold
and straightway her husband sets about to awaken
exterior
heart is warm and responsive. And
her inward beauty. Eventually a baby girl is though her
she
marriesher him
for beauty.
convenience
born to them and Marcia still remains indifferent.
resolves
to
awaken
inward
How he
he
How her husband concocted a ruse to kindle a accomplishes his purpose
is
dramatically
told
feeling of love in her heart is told in an absorba series of absorbing and suspensive situations.in •
ing and well developed climax. Suffice to say that
Miss Joyce is surrounded by such competent
she found the spark divine at last. The picture
players
as WilliamandCarleton,
Jr., Eulalie Jensen,
will hold you at strict attention throughout as
Frank Norcross,
Mary Carr.
it embodies a wealth of human interest and
sentiment.
CATCH LINES
THE STORY
Manager
has booked Alice Joyce in
" The Spark Divine " for the
theatre
Marcia Ardale has grown to womanhood with
next
.
Don't
fail to see this highly
her spirit completely crushed. As a little girl talented star in one of her
greatest
roles
—
a role
ornament.
an
as
up
her
her parents had brought
that is comparable with anything she has ever
so
a cold heartless fashion
They loved her toafter
her
with
done.
companionship
find
that she had
inanimate dolls. Naturally her plastic and tender
She was a poor little rich girl and never knew
shock and the impresa terrific
naturesionreceived
what it was to be loved. Naturally when she
remained when
she became a young woman.
blossoms
into womanhood her spirit was crushed
She is indifferent to everyone, though when her
and she looked upon the world with a cold infather becomes financially embarrassed she accepts
difference. What awakened her? See " The
Robert Jardine's offer of marriage in order to
recoup the family fortune. Her husband is
maghis
and
"
" Copper King
known asnanimitythe
Divine."
Spark
She a told
"I want Asto you
go into
thingto
is shown when he enters willingly into
with
clearhim:
conscience.
are this
willing
mercenary
wife's
his
of
knowledge
with
matrimony
but
motive. Marcia is willing to take his name
pay
the
price
I'm
prepared
to
take
your
name,
if she will be a wife and mother
he inquires
be
when
after you."
she consents
reluctantly.
arunwifeyour
and house
mother?and" — look
he rejoined.
What " And
did this
Alice Joyce is the star in the Vitagraph prothem but situation develop? You will find out when you
baby girl is bornit to
Eventually a indifferent.
Then happens that see " The Spark Divine."
Marcia remains
duction, The
"
Spark Divine "
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"THE

DEVIL'S
Melodrama

THIS

of Canadian

is a fast moving melodramatic

TRAIL"—
Northwest;

WORLD

Fair Production

picture of the strenuous days when

the Royal Northwest

Mounted Police of Canada were in constant battle with whiskey runners and all rround bad men.
There is a neat little love story interwoven that adhers faithfully to plot, and the continuity runs
smoothly under capable direction.
About one-third of the scenes show the picturesque great out-doors,
and although nearly half of the action takes place in one of the " Honky Tonks," once familiar in the
Far Northwest, there is nothing vulgar.
While the consistent and persistent villain, is responsible for murder, kidnapping, and gang-fighting,
which is shown very realistically in many of the scenes, the hero is there to provide the happy ending.
Of course this will draw biggest and appeal more strongly to the auidence that enthuses over serials
and undiluted melodrama. It should have an average pull with the popular or family audience and
satisfy very nicely. To the elite audience it will not draw nor will it enthuse. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 16. — Tom Hardin.
THE CAST
Julie Delisle
Betty Compson
Sergeant MacNair
George Larkin
"Dutch"
Vogel FredWilliam
Q uinn
Dubec
M. Malatesta
Dubec's
Wif
e
Claire
DuBrey
Story by Frank Beresford.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
Photographed by William Thornley.
PRESS NOTICE
Betty Compson and George Larkin are the
stars
the World
Picture, "The
to be ofshown
at the
theatreDevil's
on Trail,"
of
week.
This is a thrilling story by Frank Beresford,
portraying the activities of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police of Canada during the mad gold
rush days near the Arctic wastes.
All of Betty Compson's winsomeness and
George Larkin's athletic abilities are called into
play during this fast moving photoplay. Miss
Compson
" Julie," the youngest
the
Postis Commandant.
George daughter
Larkin ofis
" SergeantquartersMac
Nair,"
who
arrives
from
with orders to depose her fatherheadand
take his place as commander of the Post.
expect
Julie toand fall
right young
away
intoYouthe couldn't
arms of the
handsome
dashing
sergeant even if it was a case of love at first
sight. In fact, she openly scorned him because
he But
tookafter
her thefather's
place Sergeant
as head ofhadtherestored
Post.
bold young
to her the sister that had been kidnapped twelve
years before and had brought the scoundrel to
justice who had strangled her mother, and had
rescued her own little self when she was also
abducted by the same villain who had kidnapped
her
sister —Mac
well,Nair.
Julie just couldn't help loving
Sergeant
A tough dance hall is the scene of many thrilling fights and excitement runs high all through
the five reels. Fast riding, daring rescues, all
set to high speed will grip you. Many of the
scenes in " The Devil's Trail " were filmed in the
very section of the Canadian Northwest country
where the scene of this picture is laid. And
during all the thrills the love interest will hold
you to the end. Besides Betty Compson and
George Larkin, a number of other well known
players are seen in important roles in the cast.
THE STORY
Amid Arctic surroundings is a post of the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police of Canada in charge
of Sergeant Delisle. Dubec, a whiskey runner
who trades with the Indians, causes the post much
trouble and retaliates on the post commander by
strangling
the Sergeant's wife and kidnapping his
eighteen-year-old-daughter.
The mounted police search for many years in
vain for some trace of Dubec and the abducted
girl.
the Sergeant's
child, In
who thewasmeantime
but a baby
at the timeyoungest
of her
mother's
death
and
her
sister's
abduction,
had
developed into a winsome young Miss
of eighteen,
and the occasion of her birthday was marked by
a celebration at the post.
It is at this festive moment that young Sergeant
MacNair arrives from headquarters with orders

deposing the old Sergeant Delisle. The young
sergeant is captivated by the young daughter,
but command
she scornsof him
in
the for
post.taking her father's place
When she rides into the small town near the
post, the manager of a troupe of girls who are
performing in the low dance hall, presents her
with a little dog which she had taken a fancy to.
Julie's
father,to the
this gift
and rushes
the old
town,sergeant,
orderingresents
the proprietor
of the dance hall and also the manager of the
dancing girls to close up and leave Chino Landing
within forty-eight hours.
He does not recognize in the manager of the
dancing girls, Dubec, the same man who had
kidnapped his other daughter, Nonette, twelve
years before. But it was Nonette who overhears
Dubec's thethreat
murder
escape
danceof hall
and and
warn who
her manages
father. Into
the meantime Dubec has had Julie seized as well
as young Sergeant Mac Nair, and forces the
young girl to appear as a dancer with his troup
in the low dance hall at Chino Landing.
The arrival of the old Sergeant with his
mounted police, the escape of young Sergeant
Mac Nair, the downfall of the lawless element
after a series of furious fights, the re-union of
the Old Sergeant with his long lost daughter,
is replete with thrills and form a rapid succession
of fast moving events with a very pleasing ending
showing young Sergeant Mac Nair and Julie
Delisle in each other's arms.
PROGRAM READER
He dragged her to the top of a table, garbed
in the costume worn by the most hardened dancer
in this tough dance hall, and offered her to the
highest
assembled.bidder among the gang of ruffians
She was pure, and young, and sweet, and
This was surely a great anti-climax to a series
of
fast moving events which started when her
pretty
mother— was strangled by a scoundrel and the
eldest daughter kidnapped twelve years before.
Julie was now in the hands of the same ruffian.
Her father, the Commander of the Post, Royal
Northwest Mounted Police of Canada, was near
at hand — but not near enough.
The role byof the
Juliepiquant
in "The.
Trail" Inis
portrayed
BettyDevil's
Compson.
this World Picture, her co-star is the dashing
and athletic George Larkin.
And when Julie finds herself in the terrible
predicament
just pictured
as the
it is the wonderful
Sergeant
Mac great
Nair,anti-climax,
portrayed
by Mr. Larkin, who furnishes the grand
And it will bring you to your feet when you
witness " The
of nextDevil's
week. Trail " in this theatre
SUGGESTIONS
After this picture is booked the fact that two
well known stars of the calibre of Betty Compson
and George Larkin, should be emphasized. For
lobby display (if you generally like to take
advantage of lobby opportunities) a few trappings
Devil'sas guns,
Trail," saddles,
starringetc.BettyAnything
Compson
and
such
typifying
the surroundings of the Royal Northwest Mounted

Police of Canada in the far North, will be appropriate, such as the heavy blankets, trappings, etc.
The names of the two stars, after all, is your
strongest selling point to the public. Especially
as both of them have always been identified with
lively fast moving pictures that thrill and
naturally will draw the class of patrons that
enthuse over gripping melodrama.
Also keep before your public the fact that this
is a photoplay unfolding a pretty love story amid
the strenuous activities of the mad gold rush,
with the scenes laid in farthest Northwest
Canada.
CATCH LINES
Action fast and furious always abounds when
Sergeant Mac Nair of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police appears — and he appears often.
She was to be given to the highest bidder in
the low dance hall but a dashing young officer
proved valiently that he had a better right to her.
Chino-Landing in far Northwest Canada was
wild but its women were wilder.
The Whiskey Smuggler of the Gold Rush days
is the - Bootlegger of Today — only in those days
he always " packed " a gun.
Primeval Passions amid primitive surroundings
peopled by fighting men, form a combination
through which a pure young girl passes unscathed.

A moment in the latest World Picture, " The
Devil's Trail," starring Betty Compson and
George Larkin
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"WOMAN

THOU
An Absorbing

GAVEST

ME"—

P-A.

Picture

News

SPECIAL

Picture with Perfect Cast and Direction

A DRAMATIC society picture, based on the double and single standard theme and divorce, with
This absorbing picture is interpreted by a perfect
scenes laid in Scotland, Egypt and India.
cast of well-known players, and Hall Caine's story is quite faithfully followed by an even and
consistent continuity and exceptionally capable direction.
This should draw very strongly at all first run theatres in the larger cities and will please mightily.
It should pull heavily and entertain immensely in the high class neighborhood houses and the family
and popular audiences may attend in force and enjoy this picture also. Of course the audience that is
so quick to enthuse on fast melodramatic action or rip snortin' Westerns will not care for this picture,
nor will it suitably entertain the working class patronage desirous of red blooded stuff. — Length, 0 reels.
— Released June 15. — Tom Hanlin.
best sellers. Another good thing to remember
he witnessed several love scenes between them
THE CAST
is that you have all well known names in the cast,
and Martin pleaded his own case so earnestly
Mary MacNeill
Katherine MacDonald
each of whom has a following.
that
Mary
was
won
over.
Lord Raa
Jack Holt
It was in the little French village that her
Martin Conrad
Milton Sills father
finally discovers her and when she declares
Daniel Mac Neill
Theodore Roberts
"THE (Continued
HAUNTED
BEDROOM"
that
her Conrad,
little baby's
is not and
Lordcursed
Raa but
from page
4214)
Alma Lier
.'..Fritzi Brunette
Martin
she isfather
disowned
by
Aunt Bridget
Katherine Griffith
the
old
gentleman.
In
the
meantime
Lord
Raa
SUGGESTIONS
Book by Hall Caine.
has
been
banished
from
India
as
it
is
discovered
Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.
This picture carries a special appeal for your
that his paramour is not the real Lady Raa.
Directed by Hugh Ford.
patrons in the fact that it is a genuine old-fashWhen his
Photographed by William Marshall.
deserts
him. income is stopped, his companion
ghost story.
We isdon't
get many item
likebe-it
on the ioned
screen
and this
an important
Mary is finally driven from pillar to post in
PRESS NOTICE
cause it, at least, is DIFFERENT. Everyone
striving to earn a living for herself and little
revels in a ghost story, particularly, when it unone and is finally determined to take to the
Hall Caine's famous novel, "The Woman Thou
folds the mystery like this Enid Bennett offering.
streets rather than let her baby starve. Fate
Me," has been picturized
appears as
So feature the mystery note and tell your crowd
brings the returned explorer to the same city
aGavest
Paramount-Artcraft
Special atandthe
that
they
will have a chance to see a fascinating
in his frantic search for her and he was the
theatre on
of
week.
ghost story. It is human nature for people to
Directed by Hugh Ford, and interpreted by a first man she approached. This intense scene
be
whichWhile
they "can't
wonderful cast of players, the story has lost
re-united the lovers and as her divorce had been
detectcurious
— like about
crime, something
for instance.
The
secured they were quick to find happiness.
nothing and gained everything in the screening.
Haunted
Bedroom
"
is
not
a
crime
picture,
stillin
Katherine MacDonald, Jack Holt, Milton
it
suggests
that
a
crime
has
been
committed
Sills, Theodore Roberts and Fritzi Brunette
the
disappearance
of
a
man.
PROGRAM
READER
sound
like an
cast, and that is just what
advertising should suggest the character
is claimed
for all-star
this production.
Sacrificing herself at the altar to satisfy a of Your
the story and its atmosphere of mystery.
As a novel, this is said to have outsold all
grudge whim of her father, she finally revolted
Don't
give
the inplotregard
away.to This
violatthe other novels of Mr. Caine. As a stage sucon her wedding night and declared that she would
ing all ethics
this , would
type ofbesubject.
cess it was produced in 1917 by Derwent Hall
be
the
libertine's
wife
in
name
only.
Make
your
copy
bring
out
the
spirit
of
the
picCaine at Boston. As a picture it is expected to
So her new husband, Lord Raa, blithely sailed
ture.house
Play it upand forthatall itit'shasworth.
Feature
the
away to India with his paramour and left her
haunted
been
a
mysterious
prove one of the screen's greatest triumphs.
alone to face her future. And her future looked
place
for
many
years.
What
of
the
author?
The
tremendous
story
of
Mary
MacNeill's
none too bright.
troubles after being sacrificed by her unyielding
Surely your fan crown will recognize Gardner
father into a forced marriage with a profligate
Sullivan as one of the very best writers for the
For Mary MacNeill loved a childhood sweetscreen. Then feature the star. She has a good
nobleman, is compelling, especially as the story
heart— and loved too wisely. When her old
covers scenes in India, Egypt, England, and the
father finally found her with a new born child in number here and she makes an attractive heroine.
South Polar regions.
But the best plan is to concentrate upon the
a small French village, he promptly disowned her.
When the unhappy wife makes her great
mystery argument. Picturegoers like something
And one cold rainy night, driven to desperation
that keeps them guessing. Build your ad copy
decision, disturbing the single standard of morals,
in the effort to secure food for her child, she
aroundthethestory.
mystery element and defy them to
your sympathy will be with her. And she wins
wanders forth in search of a man — and she found
solve
her happiness finally after a terrific struggle
him. This is unfolded in the Paramount-Artcraft
Special coming to this theatre
week,
against
odds.andRegardless
of one'sof
opinions immense
on the single
double standard
" The Woman Thou Gavest Me."
morals,
and
regardless
of
one's
ideas
on
divorce
and the sacredness of the marriage vow, Mary
CATCH LINES
MacNeill had to fight it all out herself, and
She did not believe that a wife should become
then she registered her decision and stood by this
the slave and chattel of her husband.
momentous decision, fearlessly and frankly.
Woman Thou
GavestandMe absorbing
" is described
If she could be called unfaithful to her maras" The
an intensely
human
film
document.
riage vows she could not be declared unfaithful
to her own heart.
THE STORY
According to law she was a wife but according
to her own determination she was a wife in name
When Mary MacNeill, the beautiful daughter
of a Daniel MacNeill, a fiery commoner, is maronly.
Her choice of a road led to another man.
ried in the great Norman church in an old world
city to Lord Raa, a profligate member of the
Her husband journeyed elsewhere for feminine
companionship. She searched elsewhere for real
nobility,
her received
father's
love.
desire to she
pay isoffbutan the
old sacrifice
insult heto had
from
the
bridegroom's
grandfather.
In deference to the old English laws the
The single and double standards of morals as
husband may do many things which are denied
between husband and wife, and the divorce
the wife and the marriage settlement made by
question. These are fearlessly decided by Mary
MacNeill in her own way.
Mary's father
Lord single
Raa stipulated
that
regardless
of theupon
supposed
standard freedom allowed the husband he would lose all if he
SUGGESTIONS
did not remain true to his marriage vows.
If you book this picture, it is possible to obtain
Lord Raa is rebuffed by his wife the night of
the wedding and made to understand that she
free, a beautiful Art Display in four colors for
hated him and that she was his wife in name
your lobby. This shows eleven scenes. Emphasize
only. He thereupon takes his paramour, Alma
the fact in all your advertising that it is a ParaLier, to India and introducea her as his wife
mount-Artcraft Special. It might be wise to
while Mary secretly settles down in a quiet
mention the other Paramount-Artcraft Specials to
French village after writing to her father that she
give
them
some
idea of the calibre of " The
was going to disappear and had left her husband.
Woman Thou Gavest Me," such as " The False
For Mary had an old playmate whom she loved
Faces,"
"
The
Silver
King," " Little Women,"
dearly, Martin Conrad, an explorer who arrived
" Sporting
from his last expedition too late to speak the
The book Life,"
store etc.
tie-in can be worked even if it
Jack Holt and Katherine MacDonald in the
words that would have won his girl sweetheart,
has
been widely
worked read
to death,
as Hall
Paramount-Artcraft special, " The Woman Thou
Mary MacNeill. Before Lord Raa left for India
novelalready
has been
and was
one Caine's
of his
Gavest Me "
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"THE
Gladys BrockwelVs

SNEAK"—
Latest Is an Average

FOX
Program

Offering [j

IN " The Sneak " Gladys Brockwell has bid goodby, temporarily at least, to stories framed against the
domestic hearth and has journeyed to the open country, where she may be found in the characterization of a gypsy girl. It is quite a departure for her after one has been accustomed to seeing
her in roles of a " homey " character. Yet she manages to sound enough emotional notes in her new
picture to maintain her reputation as a genuine dramatic figure on the screen.
She has put her heart and soul into her work here, so that the offering seems like a better thing than
it really is. The star is ably supported by a well rounded cast that includes William Scott (her leading
man these days), John Oaker, Harry Hilliard and John Ardizoni.
"The Sneak" isn't overburdened with dramatic moments and the denouement is easily anticipated.
The picture seems like a thing of labor, so much so that one could label it " vehicle " and not go wrong.
The love interest is its strongest element and it generates a bit of thrill and suspense when the gypsy
girl defends her good name with a knife.
inasmuch as it has nothing to do with the star's charThe title is not appropriate for the picture
acterization. Otherwise it is likely to please if one forgets some of the big plays she has had. The
atmosphere is suggestive and the details are thoroughly harmonious. Edward Le Saint directed. —
Laurence Reid.
Length, 5 reels. — Released July 20. — However,
SUGGESTIONS
Rhona is unmindful of the taunts of
THE CAST
You
know
pretty
well by this time what to
the
other
gypsies,
and
she
returns
to
the
artist's
Rhona
Gladys Brockwell
studio to continue her work. In the meantime,
feature in a Gladys Brockwell picture. It is the
Wester Churen
William Scott
the King is taken ill, and through his incantadrawing
power
of
her
name. No star, in our
King Panuel
Alfred Hollingsworth
tions, comes to believe his daughter innocent.
opinion, is endowed with greater dramatic
Francisco Buckley
John Oaker
So he orders Wester to bring her back. When
capabilities
—
and
this
opinion
is sharedof bylatemostin
Roger Barrington
Harry Hilliard
exhibitors. She has been featured
he reaches
the studio
he discovers
Barrington's
Enid Granley
Irene Rich
fiancee
upbraiding
Rhona.
Furious over
the indomestic dramas, but in this picture she shows
Her mother
Gerrard Grassby
her versatility by appearing as a gypsy girl.
warm-blooded
girl back
slashes
By J. Grubb Alexander.
canvas.sults, theAnd
so Wester gypsy
takes her
to the
the
Feature the role and mention that it is different
Scenario by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
camp
where
they
learn
that
Francisco
is
reDirected by Edward J. LeSaint.
from
she hasit ever
Don't
sponsible
for
the
plottings
which
made
her
an
up
theanything
title because
does done.
not bear
out play
the
Pkotographed by Friend F. Baker.
outcast. In a spirit of revenge, Rhona takes a character
which she portrays. Just concentrate
knife and springs at the vicious schemer. But
upon the idea that it is a romantic drama in
Francisco runs away, stumbles and falls on his
PRESS NOTICE
which the love passion burns more intensely than
own knife. And so the gypsy caravan travels
in the usual thing. The characters are gypsies
Gladys Brockwell, the Fox emotional star, will
on
and Rhona and Wester are happy.
and naturally they are warm blooded people.
appear at the
theatre on
of
Bring out that she is betrothed to one of her
week, in her latest picture entitled " The
PROGRAM READER
tribe and that the event arouses the jealousy of
Sneak."
She
has
set
a
rapid
pace
for
herself
of late in the high character of her subjects, but
" The Sneak," the latest Fox picture to appear
ato vicious
the latter's
attempt
discreditadmirer.
her withFeature
her lover.
And mention
her new offering is said to be comparable with
at the
theatre, presents that emotional
the fact that she is cast out by the gypsies owing
star, Gladys Brockwell, as a gypsy girl. She
any picture in which she has appeared in regard
to the appealing quality of the role.
to
admirer's
You restored
might tellin
has had many excellent roles in the past — roles
Miss Brockwell is seen as a gypsy girl who is which
yourthepatrons
that machinations.
she is eventually
have made her name synonymous with
the camp and that her marriage is consummated
■pledged by her father, the chief, to Wester
popularity,
but
"
The
Sneak
"
offers
her
somewhen the villain meets his death in a fight with
thing new in characterization, and when
Churen,much one
the members
of thegypsy
-tribe.andInas-an
her. Play up the picture as a big romantic
as the oflatter
is a daring
see her next
they will say that
drama which is picturesque and absorbing. You
excellent lover, Rhona, as the girl is called, is patrons
her versatility has grown with her emotional
can arouse interest if you run a column or two
entirely satisfied. Not so, Francisco Buckley,
power. The star has lately appeared in pictures
whose love for her takes on a jealous character.
about gypsies and their adventurous life. But the
based upon the domestic triangle, so " The
star is the biggest asset in the picture. So put
When an artist from a summer colony nearby
Sneakthe " occasion,
is sort ofhowever,
a departure
formakes
her. the
She gypsy
rises
td
and
most
of your effort on her name.
wins Rhona's
consent
to
pose
for
him,
Francisco makes out to the tribe that she is comgirl a very human character. In fact, Miss
promised. So the girl is cast out as unclean.
Brockwell suggests the gypsy to the life. Her
How she
her good
discoloring, her mannerisms, her vitality, are charcovers thatclears
the artist
is not name,
sincerehowand she
slashes
ic of the
nomadicdrama
will-of-the-wisp.
" The
the canvass out of hatred for him, how her father
Sneak " cellent
isacterisatconflict
romantic
which
exaid Wester learn that Francisco is at the bottom
and contrast.
It is employs
the nature
of the treachery are events that compose a of gypsies to be at odds with the world. They
dramatic conclusion. It is a picturesque play and
do noit care
for conception
ceremony nor
the ways realized.
of civiit offers the star a colorful role in which she
lization and this
is adequately
makes the most of her opportunities.
As Rhona, Miss Brockwell is betrothed to a
The realities are conveyed so splendidly that
member of the tribe. A jealous admirer furnishes
one forgets his environment for the hour and
the dramatic conflict. We are not going to detail
lives the life of a gypsy. Edward LeSaint, the
the story. It would be spoiling it for you. But
director, has brought out some human touches
we will say that it is a thoroughly engrossing
picture
and one that by no means should be
and his atmosphere is commendable. Miss Brockmissed.
well has the support of an excellent cast that includes William Scott, Alfred Hollingsworth, John
CATCH LINES
Oaker, Harry Hilliard, and Irene Rich. Patrons
Gladys Brockwell, the Fox emotional star, will
know that they are always dependable. " The
Sneak "thewas
written was
by J.
Alexander,
appear at the
next
in a picture
while
adaptation
madeGrubb
by Ruth
Ann
of gypsy
lifereputation
entitled "asThea dramatic
Sneak." actress
She has
Baldwin.
made
a
big
and that reputation is upheld in her new offering.—
THE STORY
Don't miss it!
Rhona is a gypsy girl who is destined to be
She was a gypsy girl and she was pledged to
marry one of her tribe. But a jealous admirer
the
rulerInasmuch
upon theas death
her
father,tribe's
King next
Panuel.
she is ofpretty
connived with a certain artist to make her appear
and vivacious she has no trouble in having many
unfaithful. So she was cast out by her father,
suitors, the principal ones being Wester Churen
tSe chief of the gypsies. What happened? See
and Francisco Buckley. Finally the day comes
" The Sneak."
when she must choose her future husband and
when she favors Wester, her selection makes
In which a gypsy girl falls in love with one of
Francisco decidedly jealous. Near where the
her own people and a jealous admirer finds an
gypsy camp is pitched is a summer colony and
opportunity to discredit her good name.
when Roger Barrington, an artist, sees Rhona,
he induces her to pose for a picture. One day
Did you ever have a desire to live the roving,
Francisco discovers her with Barrington and he adventurous life of a gypsy? Gladys Brockwell
imparts his information to her father and Wester
does in her newest picture, " The Sneak." She
with thi result that the girl is cast out of the will
fascinate
you and
so strongly
you'll
Gladys BrockwellFoxin production
" The Sneak," a William
camp as unclean.
joining
her tribe
living a that
life in
the feel
open.like
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"SOME

BRIDE"—

Picture

News

METRO

Viola Dana Scores a Knockout in Lively Farce-Comedy
EXHIBITORS and picturegoers who have been watching Viola Dana and who have rated her as the most
promising comedienne on the film horizon, are going to be genuinely surprised at the remarkable advance
she has made as a laugh provoker in her new frolicsome satire, " Some Bride." Heretofore she has always
skimmed the surface in characterization, probably because her electric personality was subordinated for the story.
But here she emerges as an actress of a thousand moods — and moods incidentally which generate a thousand laughs.
A mischievous, capricious hoyden seems like a good definition of her. And to see the vital and vibrant star
carrying out the playful task of teasing her newly wedded husband is a sight which will chase the glooms from
the most cantankerous spectator.
The picture is a breeze — a joyful breeze all the way, since it visualizes an irrespressible bride who has too lively
a disposition for her unimaginative husband. The fun is derived from the naive pranks that she conjures up to
tease him. And she continues to send out electric sparks of humor even when hubby threatens her with divorce
proceedings.
There is not much plot substance to the piece, but then such an element isn't needed, for the spectator is
too busy watching Viola Dana cut up capers. Henry Otto, .the director, has developed the picture adroitly, and,
furthermore, has dug up a series of highly amusing incidents from the ancient patters.
But when all is said and done, it is the star who makes the picture so joyfully appealing. One has only to
see her in a bathing suit and disguised as a white leghorn chicken to appreciate her appeal to the eye. Her appeal
to your funny side keeps pace with the other. The picture is beautifully mounted and remarkably well photographed. Irving Cummings is adequate as the husband. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 9. — Laurence Reid.
the bride in a hospital, sends word to Henry
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
that she is very ill. He returns to her at once
Patricia Morley
Viola Dana
This is a light comedy drama which soars to a
but what is his surprise to discover Patricia (her farcical
point
at
times. So feature it in this
Henry
Morley
Irving
Cummings
flirtatious ways having mastered her again) in the
Victoria French
Ruth Sinclair
manner. Play up the fact that the heroine is a
garb
of
a
nurse
and
tending
his
(Henry's)
own
Geoffrey Patten
Billy Mason
lawyer with smiles and caresses. But Patricia young bride who, on her honeymoon, is so full of
Jane Greyson
Florence Carpenter
confesses the whole trick and Henry is ready to the
and loving
that she upon
doesn'ttherealize
By Anne and Alice Duffy.
thatjoysheof isliving
married.
Concentrate
idea
forgive
her this time.
Scenario by June Mathis and Luther A. Reed.
Once more happy in their home they invite that it is a matrimonial mix-up and that hubby
Directed by Henry Otto.
Victoria and the lawyer, who are supposedly in- loves
simply him,
cannot
his wife's
conduct.
She
Photographed by John Arnold.
but appreciate
she also loves
to seek
adventure.
ed in each other,
visit them.
But peaceful
Henry's
Which of course makes him decidedly jealous.
jealousy terestagain
plays tohavoc
with the
household. He hires a woman detective (really until
Featurethethehusband
fact thatlearns
this young
agree
PRESS NOTICE
that hiscouple
wife can't
is entirely
the nurse Patricia met) to play housekeeper and innocent.
You might mention that she is daring
watch his wife. The nurse sides with Patricia
"
Some
Bride,"
which
comes
to
the
in
her
search
for
excitement
and
attires
herself
as
theatre on
of
week, is a picture
in the family row and after many more complications Patricia finally explains to Henry their a chicken at the hotel masquerade. Then follow
which is based on a matrimonial mix-up — a mix-up
that is started during the honeymoon. You see
this get
up with
the husband's
announcement
that andhe
plan to cure him of his jealousy.'
will
a divorce.
His patience
is exhausted
the bride in this case considers marriage just like
he
is
simply
tired
of
keeping
track
of
his
wife.
a game of dominoes — that is something to be taken
Use the plot of the story in your ad copy.
PROGRAM READER
lightly. She is vivacious and she longs for
The
star
gives
her
finest
performance
and
simply
adventure just like the days when she was single.
Viola Dana, the piquant and vivacious star of bubbles over with enthusiasm and fun. She is
So on the beach she cuts up capers and her
Metro, will appear at the
shortly in delightfully vivacious. And she has a great foljealous husband takes her back to the hotel and
what
is considered her greatest farce-comedy,
locks her in her room. But the resourceful and
lowing. When your patrons see her they will
" Some Bride."
The
star
ingratiates
her
buoyant
rebellious bride uses her wits and turns up later personality
become her devotees if they haven't previously.
so strongly in this picture that
she
at a barn dance disguised as a chicken. And
Bring
out
someincident
of the where
comedythe situations
such
will be adopted as your favorite actress. She
as the hospital
bride has— gone
hubby is more provoked than ever. When things
has an ideal role as the little bride who is detergo on this way without end, he packs up and
to
play
that
she
is
ill
in
order
to
stop
her
husmined to take marriage
will and
followbe
band's divorce proceedings. Play up the spirit
returns to the city to institute divorce proceedher adventures
with the lightly.
keenest. You
interest
ings.
of
the
piece
and
draw
your
arguments
so
that
thoroughly entertained in the bargain. The
wife,andin she
the cuts
meantime,
.can'tmore
makedidoes
her
honeymooners are no more than settled nicely at they will appeal to the sense of humor of your
eyesLittle
behave,
up a few
the summer hotel before she begins to cut up
before she learns that her husband is serious.
capers.cuing herHefromapplies
strong arm
methods
res- patrons.
So she makes out that she is desperately ill and
an adventure
on the
beach.in But
before
that stop her? Well, not so you can notice
conduct. you know it hubby is repentant of his does
When a masquerade dance is given later in
The rich situations must simply be seen to be it.
the
day in
she which
arousesshehisisanger
in the
appreciated, but suffice to say that the picture
costume
attired.
She daring
is a
unfolds an unusually clever story and one that
chicken. A white leghorn. And he promptly
puts
you
in
a
happy
frame
of
mind.
You
haven't
sends
her
to
bed
and
makes
himself
the
laughing
learned the half of it— not the half of it from
stock of the summer visitors. When his patience
the details mentioned above. But when Viola
is exhausted over her antics he returns to town
Dana
in " SomeyouBride
" say
appears
atshethe
to get a divorce. How the young bride stops
next
will
that
is
the
best
comedienne on the screen. Indeed the star has
the proceedings
her satisfaction
husband's love,
she proves toandhiskeeps
complete
that
made rapid strides during the past year. She is how
adores him, how she cuts up more capers in
radiant and captivating — just the ideal type to she
bringing
him
around
to
his
senses
are
situations
play the roundedrebellious
bride.company.
Miss Dana
surthat sparkle with humorous high lights. The
by an excellent
The is
picture
spirit of the piece is ever in the foreground and
was directed by Henry Otto.
it makes one of the most delightful comedies
that has ever played the
.
THE STORYPatricia Morley, a bride of but a few weeks,
CATCH LINES
isn't husband,
able to control
thoughceremony
Henry,
her
believesherthateyes,the even
marriage
She bandthoroughly
delighted
teasing
her time.
husand she had him
in hot inwater
all the
should have put a stop to her flirtations. At the
summer hotel where they are stopping Patricia
He couldn'tto understand
her playful
threatened
get a divorce.
So sheattitude
made and
out
intrigues all the young men by her glances and
gets Henry very much peeved. Tom Ruggles, a she was ill and needed his attention. Did he
handsome young athlete, goes swimming with
respond? See " Some Bride."
Patricia and on the raft they attract the attenwere her
at' amarriage
summer lightly.
resort
— they barn
and dance
Patricia's
bathing
suit. andTheshe honeymooners
believed in taking
Latertion ofatalla eyes
costume
Henry
discovers
a masquerade dance she was attired as a
Patricia receiving a kiss from Ruggles. His ire At
costume so shocked her husis great and
decidesfor toa end
his agony by in- chickenband thatandhe her
told her he would get a divorce.
stitutingheproceedings
divorce.
How did she make him appreciate her?. See
This news Patricia receives calmly inasmuch
as she believes her husband is only trying to Viola Dana in " Some Bride."
scare her. But the next morning she is dismayed to find that his threat to leave her has
Come
be entertained with " Some Bride "
— it
is monial
aandpicture
Viola Dana in " Some Bride," a Metro
become comes
a reality.
Victoria French,
mix-up. — a joyful picture of a matrifriend,
to her assistance
and, afterPatricia's
placing
production
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BOY"—

CAPELLANI-PATHE

Musical Play Looks
THE

Rather Heavy

as a Picture

first of the Albert Capellani productions, " Oh, B oy," does not offer the entertainment in its screen adaptation as its success upon the stage promised.
Musical comedies, at best, are frothy affairs if one considers the
subject matter and they thrive principally upon the music, cast and ensemble.
Which leads us to register
surprise how Mr. Capellani ever elaborated the libretto of " Oh, Boy! " into a thing of six reels.
Really the thin plot could be condensed to half the length and it would have gained in spontaneity and humor.
Perhaps the director is not entirely at home in these frolicsome pieces since he has sacrificed its bubbling spirit to
employ dramatic details. Yet viewed as a production it passes muster. It is artistically mounted and the Capellani atmosphere is appropriately in place.
The picture will attract attention not because it had a particularly big run on the stage, but because it bears
the Capellani trademark. Besides it offers June Caprice and Creighton Hale as a co-starring team. They strive hard
to score their points but the impression is gained that their personalities are more adaptable to serious things. The
ablest pantomimist in the company is W. H. Thompson, whose long experience upon the stage has enabled him to
sense the comedy values and realize on them. Indeed he carries the piece upon his shoulders and gives it nourishment in every one of his scenes. Flora Finch is back in a grotesque role and gives evidence that she hasn't forgotten
her bag of tricks.
The story offers a college town romance and the action is derived from the sweethearts' attempt to overcome the
objections of parents and guardians. There is a lot of running about but very little humor. Plenty of gravy but
very little paprika. — Length, 5 reels. — Released June 22. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
venture
entitled,
" Oh ofBoy!
It iswhich
adaptedranfrom
existence. However, the young man has an unthe musical
comedy
that "name
for
expected interruption to his solitude when Jackie
over a year on Broadway.
Lou Ellen Carter
June Caprice
Sampson, a chorus girl, enters his bungalow and
George Budd
Creighton Hale
calmly makes herself at home. During the evening
He was a student in the college, while the girl
Jackie Sampson
Zena Keefe
she hadicatedsucceeded
in getting Judge Carter intoxattended school in a nearby seminary. They were
until later. though the lovers do not learn of the affair
Miss Penelope Budd
Flora Finch
about to graduate and so they married on the
quiet. Why the secrecy? Well, his aunt and her
Judge Daniel Carter
W. H. Thompson
In the morning Lou brings her parents to father
did not approve of their love affair. But
Mrs. Carter, his wife
Grace Reals
George's home and when the Judge sees Jackie
the
gods were kind and put thorns in the path of
Constable Simms
Joseph Conyers
he
refuses
to
listen
to
the
young
fellow's
explanathe
conscientious
objectors. Oh boy. It was
Dean of Richguys College J. K. Murray
tion. Indeed the " fat is in the fire." In the
SOME time the lovers had before they could
meantime Aunt Penelope is locked in her bunga"Lefty"
Flynn
Maurice
Bennett
Flynn
register
complete
happiness.
By P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton.
interrupt
nephew
in his
Scenario by Albert Capellani.
chase lowofso she
Lou.won't
But the
spinsterhermakes
her escape
Directed by Albert Capellani.
and proceeds to the college clubhouse where she
SUGGESTIONS
gets intoxicated
" tea." Inwith
another
room
The first of the Albert Capellani productions
Jackie
is having with
an argument
the Judge
PRESS NOTICE
should excite interest on the part of your patrons
over the prohibition speech she has stolen from
since it not only introduces him as the head of his
The first of the Albert Capellani productions,
him the previous evening. She refuses to give
own organization, but marks the appearance of
" Oh Boy! " will appear at the
theatre on
itNaturally
up until the
he chorus
consentsgirlto has
his her
daughter's
June
Caprice
Halehave
in abeen
co-starring
of
week. Besides introducing
way, andmarriage.
George
venture.
Bothandof Creighton
these players
absent
Mr. Capellani as an independent producer, the
wins threat
his aunt's
from the screen for some time and the fact that
picture marks a new star combination on the film the
that heconsent
would to
tell the
the marriage
world thatunder
she
they
have
returned
as
partners
should
interest
horizon in the names of June Caprice and
has fallen off the water wagon. With consent
Creighton Hale. These players will be rememBring out their names. Doubtsides, George and Lou calmly in- the picturegoers.played
the June Caprice pictures
bered by
patrons for the successes in gainedformontheir all
relatives that they were married the when lesssheyou have
appeared with Fox and if you have run
which they appeared under the Fox and Pathe
previous
evening.
Pathe serials your crowd will remember Creighton
banners respectively. Their first co-starring venHale. Play up their names. They are young
ture should start them on the road to popularity
PROGRAM READER
and are possessed of considerable talent, and both
since picture
" Oh Boy!
" is adaptation
a recognizedof stage
A big musical comedy success has found its are in there working with an enthusiasm which
The
is an
the success.
musical
criticism. onThey
the latest stars
comedy of that same name which was written by way to the screen. It is " Oh Boy! " and as a will brook no(Continued
page are4224)
picture it will come to the
in the near
P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton, and which
future.
Special
interest
is
attached
to
the
prohad country.
a year's run on Broadway and throughout
duction as it marks the first of the Albert
the
Capellani offerings to be distributed under the
Miss Caprice and Mr. Hale appear as underPathe banner. And interest is also found in the
graduates who are secretly married. The former
names of the stars, June Caprice and Creighton
is at a seminary while the latter is at college,
Hale, who will appear together hereafter in Mr.
but they are forced to keep their marriage a
secret because of the objections raised by stern
Capellani's productions. As a stage play, " Oh
parents and a guardian. How the older people
Boy! "andmetbefore
with itphenomenal
fromhadthea
start
came to asuccess
close it
are compromised so that they have to acknowledge
the marriage of the sweethearts forms the crux
record
of
a
year's
run
on
Broadway.
also
appeared on the road and duplicated itsIt New
of the idea behind this thoroughly amusing and
entertaining picture. It abounds in a number of York success, being acclaimed everywhere as one
of the best musical comedy hits of recent years.
delightful situations and the school and college
The authors, P. G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton,
atmosphere is excellently conveyed by the diare well known in the theatrical world, and since
rector. The adaptation follows the play with
they collaborated in their work they have turned
splendid fidelity. In fact, nothing is missing but
out one hit after another. Mr. Bolton has written
the score by Jerome Kern.
The stars are supported by a capable cast that
a number of winners for the screen. Their " Oh
includes such well known players as Zena Keefe,
Boy! fun
" isand
a romance
life which
sparkles
with
vitality. ofMr.college
Capellani
is responsible
who is occasionally a star in her own right, Flora
for the adaptation and direction and his work is
Finch, who will be remembered from the Jo(hn
further testimony of his extraordinary screen
Bunny days; W. H. Thompson, who has served
ability. The picture is excellently staged and a
the speaking stage faithfully these many years,
remarkable cast has been assembled to support
and Grace Reals. Mr. Capellani scenarioized and
produced the picture.
the stars. theatre.
Don't miss
it when it comes
the
Manager
assuresto you
THE STORY
of a happy hour.
George Budd and Lou Ellen Carter are underCATCH LINES
graduates and since they love one another they
The first Albert Capellani production to be
decide to marry before their educational actividistributed by Pathe will be shown at the
ties are completed. Inasmuch as the boy's
theatre on
. It is entitled " Oh
guardian,
Aunt doPenelope,
and of
the thegirl's
father,
Judge
Carter,
not approve
courtship,
Boy! " and
is anof adaptation
of the June
big musical
the marriage is consummated in secret. The
comedy
success
the same name.
Caprice
and Creighton Hale, two stars familiar to our
young people had fully intended to elope but
patrons, are the leading players.
were glad that they forgot their railrolad tickets
since a telegram has arrived from Aunt Penelope
June Caprice and Creighton Hale, Albert
stating that she will disinherit George if he comCreighton Hale and June Caprice in the Pathe
mits any rash deed. The result is Lou returns
Capellani's
new stars, willin appear
at the
'■
to school and George continues his bachelor
theatre
next
their first
co-starring
release, " Oh, Boy."
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"THE

SHE-WOLF"—
Texas Guinan

FROHMAN

Contributes a Unique Characterization

Picture

News

AMUSEMENT
in Western Melodrama

IT isn't every actress who is courageous enough to attempt a characterization which obliterates erery
vestige of feminine grace and charm, but Texas Guinan doesn't mind it the least. Ever since she
appeared as a good-bad two gun woman in a picture called " The Gun Woman," she created a character that was truly unique.
And now she returns to the screen as the She Wolf in the picture of that
name.
It looks as if she is trespassing on Bill Hart's territory, but then isn't
Hart? " What he can do I can do," Miss Guinan might be heard to say.
ization leaves a favorable impression. In fact she is speaking a new screen
ture— a language which ushers in something new in feminine types.
" The She Wolf," otherwise, is regulation Western melodrama, with all
trappings. Naturally the primitive touch is dominant, which means that
mighty close to nature. Cliff Smith has kept the action alive and also the

she called the female Bill
The result is her characterlanguage in this sort of picits customary trimmings and
the dramatic elements are
atmosphere. And these in-

gredients are embroidered with Harvey Thew's picturesque tiller
" The She Wolf " should interest picturegoers because of the star's unique characterization. The
— Laurence Reid.
— Length, 5 reels.
lasttoweek's
page 4023
reviewed
picture was THE
SUGGESTIONS
when heofcomes
arrest theissue.
wounded
CAST at length on fashion
man.
Ah
Wing
in
the
meantime
has
Dud
Bigby,
Exhibitors
who
feature
this picture should lay
The She Wolf
Texas Guinan
a drunken ne'er-do-well, in his power and has
special stress that here is something new in
The Stranger
George Chesboro
exacted
a
promise
from
him
for
his
daughter's
character
drawing.
It
is
seldom
that an actress
Mm Fing, owner of Lost Hope
Ah Wing
hand. Sallie Bigby is secretly engaged to John
Dud Bigby, a low-down white. . Charles Robertson
to assume
acompletely
man's rolehideandherit identity.
is quite
Williams, a young miner, but as he is up in the aattempts
feat
when
one
can
Sallie, his fear-cowed daughter Anna Wilf
mountains the girl lives in dread of her approachSo play up this fact for all it is worth. Texas
Sheriff :
Jack Richardson
ing marriage to the Chinaman. The She Wolf
Guinan may have appeared at your houses in
The Belle of the Dance Hall Josie Sedgwick
has
knowledge
of the
girl'splace,
plightsheandkidnaps
when the
By John Colton.
" Theas Gun
so, you That
will name
remember
nuptials
are about
to take
the
her
the Woman."
female BillIf Hart.
has
Scenario by Raymond L. Schrock.
minister and locks him in her cabin. Then
stuck
to
her
ever
since,
and
she
is
more
like the
Directed by Cliff Smith.
mounting her horse, and with both guns loaded,
Photographed by Steve Rounds.
above mentioned star than ever. It isn't often
the She Wolf drives right through the windows
that a woman is desirous of eliminating her femof the saloon and rescues Sallie just as the sheriff
inine graces, but Miss Guinan has sufficient couris about to perform the ceremony. Thus the
PRESS NOTICE
age to explore new fields. Feature her big as
young girl and Williams are united and the She
the female Bill Hart, and that she can handle two
Wolf rides away with the Stranger because she
Texas Guinan, who has been called the female
guns with all of his abandon. She is a typical
has become his pardner for life.
Bill Hart, will appear at the
theatre
daughter of the pioneer days of the West and
on
, in her newest photoplay entitled,
your tion
patrons
the characterizaPROGRAM READER
"theThestarShegraced
Wolf."the Itscreen,
has been
time ofsince
and the will
fact remark
that it isabout
different.
and some
patrons
the
Bring out that it is an absorbing and thrilling
The management will introduce something
; will abe
surprised
with
her
unique
chardrama
a mining
camp — the ofsortmoreof athan
picture
cterization. Mis Guinan is the only delineator
unique in "theatre
The shortly.
She Wolf It" iswhich
to theto
that hasof made
the reputation
one
quite comes
a novelty
of the good-bad woman in pictures. And this fact
Western star. The title is attractive and will
would make her conspicuous regardless of her
find a woman playing a role which is principally
cause comment among your patrons. Play it up
performance. It happens, however, that she conidentified with masculine characterization, but
Texas Guinan assumes the difficult part with all big and the name of the star. Write your argutributes asplendid
bit ofof acting
— a bit of acting
which will
remind you
Mr. Hart.
ments around the fact that here is something
the
abandon
of
Bill
Hart.
Indeed,
she
is
known
The star is seen in the role of the She Wolf
new in character drawing. Certain features ia
as the female Bill Hart, for she does the same
who holds the bad men of the camp in the hollow
the story and catch lines may appeal to you for
things which have established his popularity.
of her hand. Her trigger fingers are sure and
Miss Guinan might be his sister, so identically like your ad copy. Get some stills of the star in her
steady and woe to the man who attempts to cross
him is she in personality. So when the star
Western if regalia.
You can't
with that
th«
her. Her particular enemies are Ah Wing, the
picture
you concentrate
upongothewrong
character
comes to the
in " The She Wolf," our
Chinese proprietor of the saloon, and the sheriff,
is
played
by
Miss
Guinan.
advice
is,
"
DON'T
MISS
HER
"
—
if
you
want
to see something new in characterization. She
one of the former's henchmen. The Chinaman
may bea agungood-bad
woman and
knowelement
how toin
intendsthe tolatter
marrylives
Dud inBigby's
and
constantdaughter,
dread ofSallie,
the
handle
and to suppress
the evil
approaching ceremony, and the Oriental also
the
camp,
but
beneath
the
surface
she
is
as
gentle
sees a victim in the Stranger when this unknown
as a lamb. When the Stranger rides into camp
prospector wanders into the saloon.
and stands to lose his pay dirt in a game of cards,
it is the She Wolf who comes to his rescue, and
How the
She Wolf
frustrates
wicked
schemes,
how she
rescuesthetheChinaman's
Stranger,
shows her gratitude for a kindness he once bewhom she has grown to love, and how she
stowed upon her, by putting the vicious desperexhibits her wonderful resourcefulness are events
adoes where they belong. It is a typical Western
picture and aside from the tense drama that is
that
makeand" The
She Wolf
" onethatof the
thrilling
absorbing
pictures
has most
ever
unfolded you will have a chance to revel in some
come to the
theatre. It abounds in good
picturesque scenery. Miss Guinan is supported
old-fashioned Western incidents and carries a full
by an excellent
Be sure of the date,
quota of action and suspense. The story was
thecompany.
.
written by John Colton, scenarioized by Raymond
L. Schrock,
Director
Cliff and
Smith.put into picture shape by
CATCH LINES
Texas Guinan has returned to the screen in
THE STORY
" The Hart,
She Wolf."
beenhercalled
the picture
female
Bill
and whenSheyouhas see
in this
In a lonely cabin not far from the mining
camp of Mad Dog, lives a woman known as the
which comes to the
on
you
will say that Bill had better look to his laurels.
She Wolf. She is on her way from nowhere
to God knows whence, merely drifting. Now it
happens that the saloon in the camp is owned
. You've But
seendida you
two-gun
many times
by a Chinaman, Ah Wing, who, incidentally, has
pictures.
ever seemana two-gun
woman?in
We doubt it. You will have an opportunity to
staked the sheriff whenever he is in need of money.
see
how
a
woman
of
the
West
is
successful
in
The latter is secretly the head of a band of outa regular Bill Hart sort of a role.
laws and when the Stranger wanders into the
saloon, the sheriff and his men look on him as
another victim. Accordingly Ah Wing signals his
She didn't
any They
back were
talk from
the unruly
leading charmer and his other cohorts to fleece
element
of thetake
camp.
all afraid
of her
steady
trigger
fingers.
They
called
her
thea She
She
the unknown prospector of his money. But they
Wolf.
But
she
fell
in
love
and
became
Lamb.
haven'tnizesreckoned
with
the
She who
Wolf,hadwhooncerecogthefriendStranger
as
a
man
beed her.
At the psychological moment she covers the
She could be a wolf when the occasion demanded it. But she could also be a lamb. She
desperadoes with her two guns, and, in the melee,
the Stranger is wounded. She takes him to her
could fight and she could love — love with the
cabin and nurses him back to health and pays
utmost tenderness. See Texas Guinan in " The
Texas Guinan in " The She Wolf," a Frohman
her respects to the sheriff in her customary
production
She Wolf."
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"UPSTAIRS

AND

DOWN"—

Light and Airy Comedy

with the Happy

SELZNICK
Ending

AVERY
light and airy comedy showing a small group of society people trying to idle away a week or
two at a house party. The story attempts to compare the lives of those upstairs and those down
stairs and point out that " they're all alike under the skin."
But the intent of the story was evidently lost in the great triangular struggle between author, director, and continuity writer.
And all that
remained were several very pleasant high spots and the happy ending.
This should draw fairly well in the first run houses in the larger cities and please the audience generally. Itshould do better as a puller in the very high class neighborhood theatres, and afford the elite
audiences good entertainment. In the family or popular theatres it should also draw fairly well and at
regular admission prices will satisfy. It will have no pull and no entertainment in houses that cater to a
labor audience, nor will it get anywhere with an audience that loves thrills. — Length, 5 reels. — Released
June 8. — Tom Hamlin.
\
THE CAST
ing. Also emphasize in all your advertising that
sister, Alice. She wins her sister's ear while
" Upstairsstage
and success
Down "of was
counted
the
young
the engagement
ring
Alice Chesterton
Olive Thomas
and tellsO'Keefe
her thatis going
he has forruined
her. This combiggest
its time
and one
ran ofa full
season
on Broadway.
lietty Chesterton
plicates affairs and causes several headaches and
Rosemary Theby
heartaches until the truth finally comes out.
The suggestion that you induce some laxg«
5°sab!,Mary
Tom Carey
Then the bashful sweetheart of Alice who had
local furniture store to link the title of the play
DavidCharleson
Butler
Terence O'Keefe
with their wares in their daily newspaper adveralways kept in the background, decided to adopt
RobertRobson
Ellis
Sprang
Andrew
tising is a good one. For instance: Furniture for
the same Alice
cave-man-like
tactics
of his
O'Keefe,
and
±iy Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
thereupon
promptly
falls
into
arms.
To
your home " Upstairs and Down." Here are a
Directed by Charles Giblyn.
show that the same tactics may or may not be
few of our " Upstairs and Down " values, etc.
effective
" Upstairs
" as the
wellflirting
as " Down,"
the
servants
try
to
emulate
mannerisms
PRESS NOTICE
lately ('iscovered by their masters.
" Upstairs
and
" is scheduled
the Selznick
photo" THE OTHER MAN'S WIFE "
play starring OliveDown
Thomas,
to
appear
PROGRAM READER
week.
of
theatre on
at the
(Continued from page 4215)
is thebanner
little star's first production under
" He ruined my young life and took advantage
theThis
Selznick
and she is supported by an
of
my
innocence,"
she
murmured
to
her
sister
the biggest subjects that was ever written around
excellent cast of well known screen players.
when this same sister had told her of being
the eternal triangle. Use the idea of the theme
Charles Giblyn directed the production, which is engaged to him. But she lied. She did it very
of how the husband went to war because he confrom the story by Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
prettily,
but
—
she
lied.
She
separated
her
older
sidered it his patriotic duty, and that his wife
She was a little thing and a born flirt. There
sister from the lover that she wanted- for herself.
are said to be plenty of opportunities offered for
considered
the time
ripe to
You
couldn't
really
condemn
her,
because,
as
man.
The
title
is a good
one encourage
and could abe lady's
used
flirtations at a house party and little Alice, porwe have stated, she did it very prettily. But —
in a teaser campaign. And you might mention
trayed by Olive Thomas, never missed a bet.
she lied
just
the
same.
If
"
Upstairs
and
Down
"
that
Carl
Harbaugh
is
the
director.
He
has
done
Luckily her older sister arrived in time to was
a heavy dramatic production instead of a some big things for Fox. Then there are the
save the hostess from utter despair. But Alice
comedy-drama, the authors could never have
names of the featured players. Most of your
had been having too good a time to let her
brought the two right lovers together again.
crowd must be familiar with Stuart Holmes by
sister spoil it and she had already made one trip
Not by the wildest streak of imagination.
this time. He is one of the few good villains on
to New York City, where in company with an
But it is light and airy comedy drama, although
the
screen. Play him up and also Ellen Cassidy,
irresistible young Irish guest of the same house
for a while it looked as if an otherwise lovely
the other star. In detailing any part of the plot
party, she witnessed a midnight show.
young girl had ruined the lives of two forever
But the older sister was some planner herself
you might concentrate upon the faked cablegram
and anon.
that the villain offers the wife which imparts that
and managed to cut Alice out by winning over
Cave man tactics finally overcome all the barthe young Irishman herself. Then Alice acted
her husband is dead. Bring out that it is a
riers erected by modern and formal courtship.
just
like
the
deep-dyed
villain
generally
acts
in
drama of every day life — a big throbbing, pulsatAnd what was right for the upper ten proved
the melodramas. She told lies about the man
about right for the lower twenty. And although
ing, stirring drama.
she
loved
in
order
that
her
older
sister
might
lose
she did lie, she did it so prettily that she finally
him.
receives the reward that prettiness brings without
forfeiting.
And she almost succeeded — but not quite. Cave
man methods are then introduced in the story
To see just how prettily Olive Thomas can lie,
and is carried throughout the house party, both
and getstairsaway
you theatre
must seenext
her week.
in " Up-It
" Upstairs " and " Down."
and Downwith" atit, this
Which all goes to show that " weak heart never
is
the
youthful
star's
first
Selznick
production.
won fair lady." And also that " the Colonel's
Lady and Judy O'Grady are just alike under the
CATCH LINES
skin."
entertaining
amusing Ansituations
is whatcomedy-drama
patrons can filled
expectwithin
Did you ever see a " Baby Vamp " at work?
" Upstairs and Down."
SeeSheOlive
" Upstairs
told Thomas
a lie, butin she
did it, ohandso Down."
prettily.
What is good for " Upstairs " is not always
THE STORY
good
" Down."
The forsafety
deck ofanda vice-versa.
polo horse offered a safe
Little Alice Chesterton is carrying on a desrefuge
for
Terry
after he had been both "-Upstairs
perate
flirtation
with
Terry
O'Keefe,
a
gay
young
Irishman, who is visiting the fashionable Ives
A Down."
country house party is no place to take a
country home on Long Island.
and
perfectly
respectable heart.
Mrs.sister
Ives,would
the hostess,
is wishing
Alice's
After you see little Olive Thomas in her Polo
older
only come
down to that
relieve
her
of the responsibility of chaperoning the young
costume;
right away
you'lltoquit
playing
checkers and rummie
and want
become
a reckless
girl. Alice plans an excursion into New York
polo player.
and persuades young O'Keefe to meet her there
and they attend a performance of the " Midnight
SUGGESTIONS
Frolic."
Two men of the house party see the young
couple there and report it to the hostess. Then
When you book this picture your first duty
the older sister arrives and determines to remove
should be to play up Olive Thomas as the captivating little screen star in her first Selznick proher young
sister from
Irishman's influence by winning
him the
overyoung
to herself.
duction. It is a light and airy comedy-drama
The older sister, Betty, utilizes an overturned
and
it
would
be well to herald it as a screen atautomobile and after disarranging her hair and
traction for real amusing entertainment rather
clothes sends her chauffeur in haste to bring
than a heavy problem play or exciting melodrama.
You can make capital of this fact and then you
young O'Keefe to her rescue. The young man
will find how your offer of the light amusing stuff
her tothetheyoung
house flirt.
and sheButis it" revived
acarries
kiss from
is a case" byof acts as a drawing card.
true love with him this time, and as the older
With Rosemary Theby and Robert Ellis in the
sister is also smitten the proposal is accepted.
cast you can safely mention their names quite
Olive Thomas stars in her first Selznick proBut they had not reckoned on the younger
prominently also, as they both have some followduction, "Upstairs and Down "
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"BETTER

TIMES"—

A " Sunshine

Picture

News

ROBERTSON-COLE

" Picture That Should

Please Any

Audience

ALIGHT
and easy moving comedy-drama picturing life in a run-down health
through light comedy, occasional pathos and one bereavement, the struggles
try girl toward the desired climax which she finally reaches when re-united
Nothing intense anywhere, but generally entertaining with many good comedy
house and farmyard, contribute.
Well directed, and an easily followed continuity.

resort, and revealing
of an ambitious counwith her lover.
spots. Animals, both

This will afford very pleasing entertainment to practically any sort of an audience as it is a " sunshine "picture throughout, and just the sort of picture that will register particidarly strong after a long
run of the so-called heavier stuff. The Christian S cience " business " injected will absorb and interest
more people than some exhibitors generally imagine. — Length, 5 reels.- — Released June 22. — Tom
Hamlin.
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
who
had prescribed
a certain abstaining but not
sustaining
diet.
She treated his stomach humanely against the
Nancy Scroggs
Zazu Pitt?
He spreads the news of the great eats around
heart.
£eter
David Butler
among the guests of the other hotel and they all doctor's orders, and thus won the way to his
Ezra Scroggs
Jack McDonald
finally
swarm
over
to
the
"
Lakeview."
But
Si Whittaker
Wm. Devaull
daddy is too busy playing horseshoes and Nancy
Nancy had to get milk quickly for the only
Jack Ransom
Hugh Fay
has to take full charge of the now crowded hotel.
paying guest and got the goat of the farmyard
Tony
George Hackathorne
Her father finally gambles the hotel away and disfavorite.
Produced by Brentwood Film Corp.
appears. When his hat is discovered on the lake
shore it develops that he has drowned and Nancy
Written and Directed by King Vidor.
She was not a regular baseball rooter, but supgets $6,000 worth of his life insurance.
plied the only sensation of the game when she
Previous to this event, young Peter, her first
threw
herself in the arms of the pinch hitter.
guest, had fallen in love with Nancy and she
PRESS NOTICE
thought that he was just about the only man in
After she collected the insurance she attended
the world for her. But he was called away sudWhat everybody is hoping and living for will
a Agirls'
seminary
to polish
— and
denly and his letters to her were destroyed by
arrive at the
theatre on
of
calendar
supplied
her up
with
foodshefordid.thought
and she embraced it in direct contradiction to
week: " Better Times."
her
father.
A
young
lady's
school
was
Nancy's
next
step,
as
she
was
ambitious
to
become
a
polThis is the newest photoplay written and diestablished theories.
ished
When all thesheother
rerected by King Vidor, the author and director
ceivedyoung
letterslady.
from sweethearts
wrotegirls
letters
of " The Turn in the Road."
to herself and signed them with the name of a
When Robertson-Cole selected this production
famous ball player.
" OH, from
BOY!
from the Brentwood list for Exhibitors-Mutual
(Continued
page "4221)
The denouement came when the team that
distribution, the
theatre, remembering
"
Spike
Macauley
"
was
playing
on,
appeared
in
tq
appear
together,
a
fact
which you might
King Vidor's
past have
screen successes, quickly
a nearby city and Nancy was a member of the
mention.
booked
it andperfect
reports
box party that attended from the school. An
is another
gem. it that " Better Times "
Another
point
about
their
first
offering which
envious and suspicious girl had found out that
Picture an ambitious young girl with a shiftless
should make money for you is the fact that it is
father who is proprietor of a dilapidated hotel in
an
adaptation
of
the
big
New
York musical
Nancy
was and
writing
the letters
signed Nancy.
" MacauleyBut"
to
herself
wanted
to humiliate
comedy success. The piece had a phenomenal
a run-down health resort. No guests, no servants,
when
Spike
comes
over
it
developed
that
he
was
run
on
the
stage.
If
you
write
your
arguments
no cook, no driver for the bus or the " car " to
her first paying guest, her long lost sweetheart,
around the story just mention it briefly. Tell
meet the incoming trains. And a rival hotel,
and
was
there
not
a
flying
leap
made
over
the
your
crowd
that
it
is
a
youthful
romance
of two
more up-to-date, gathering in all the few arriving
undergraduates who get themselves and their
guests.
rail
by
Nancy?
and
didn't
she
just
throw
both
elders
in
all
kinds
of
trouble
before
Cupid
leaves
arms
around
him?
She
did.
And
he
did
likewise.
But Nancy drags out the old Ford (1902
them in isolated happiness. Use the catch line
Model) and fairly kidnaps a young man who
idea.
The
title
will
suggest
good
copy.
It
is a
And " Better Times " had arrived for both.
carelessly allowed the other bus to get away
popular expression nowadays. Bring out that it
from the depot. She gives him the roughest
is a that
highly
And bymention
the
riding he ever had. And she makes him like it.
fact
it wasamusing
adaptedcomedy.
and directed
Capellani,
She becomes clerk, bellhop and maid in turn and
the man responsible for the Nazimova picture,
PROGRAM READER
he boosts the cooking of the old colored cook
" The Red Lantern." Mention members of the
that Nancy secured, so that in time the guests
Nancy Scroggs derives her quaint philosophy
of the other hotel come over to Nancy's hotel
anent the cure for human ills from the words of cast. They are well known.
enmasse.
wisdom printed on a calendar. She upsets all
When the young man leaves hurriedly and
traditions
and weak,
declaresslimthatdietthefordoctor's
Nancy's hotel,
father shediesfinds
afterherself
gambling
the now
tion of a very
the onlyprescrippaying
paying
with away
six thousand
guest
in
her
father's
hotel
is
all
bunk.
And she
dollars life insurance and attends a young ladies
proves
it
by
developing
a
very
athletic
sweetheart
seminary to polish up. But how about her sweetwhom she afterwards wins for a husband.
.heart? Well, she attends a ball game and then —
And all this was of course contrary to the
well, then someone makes a three-base hit with
average
landlord's
code of
idea
two men on bases, and Nancy — well, you will
of
encouraging
a young
manethics.
to eat The
more very
heartily
find out when you see " Better Times."
when
he
was
paying
for
eating
practically
nothThe cast is heralded as a particularly strong
and well balanced one in support of Zazu Pitts as
he heeded
his doctor's
advice.husband with
Buting hadNancy
was grooming
a future
Nancy. Much interest has been aroused among
the assistance of a very wise calendar. And the
Christian Scientists after Nancy successfully demcat and the goat and the chickens, real farmyard
o her diet
youngwasguest
that and
the doctor's
order for onastrates tthin
all bunk
that he
chickens, were willing assistants in Nancy's camshould eat all he desired.
paign. A young lady's boarding school taxed
Nancy's
ingenuity
was victorious.
She plunged
over finally,
the rail butandsheclasped
her arms
around
the
neck
of
the
star
ball
player at the
THE STORY
base ball game and won her man.
Nancy Scroggs helped her shiftless father take
morenextin week.
" Better Times," to be
seenAll atthis
this and
theatre
care of a dilapidated hotel in the run-down health
resort. As she began to get ambitious the old
Ford car was brought out and she determined
to make the trains as of yore.
SUGGESTIONS
But all of the very few arrivals preferred to
Try and secure a list of the members of the
go to the other rival hotel and the " Lakeview "
was without a single paying guest until Nancy
Christian
Scienceto churches
mail demonstrated
them a spe-.
cial
invitation
see their and
beliefs
fairly kidnapped a young man who stepped off in
a photoplay.
the train after the team from the rival hotel had
left.
Then emphasize in all your advertising that
becomesis bell-hop,
" Better Times " is here at the
theatre.
An Sheold promptly
colored woman
installed maid
as cookand forclerk.
the
The title is very elastic and provides many opsingle guest. He has to refuse the offerings of
portunities for catch phrases.
Give Zazu Pitts credit as a discovery of a new
" the best cook in the country " until Nancy
star who appeared in mediocre parts in Mary
Zazu Pitts and David Butler in the Brentwood
quotes
a little heeds
" Christian
Science " phrase
he
promptly
and thereafter
eats towhich
his
Pickford productions. She is alive, virile, active,
production,
" Betterthrough
Times,"Exhibitors
which Robertsonnatural
and
unaffected.
Cole is releasing
Mutual
heart's content, scorning the advice of the doctor

June
Enid
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Bennett

Becomes

a

Boy Scout
It is announced from the Ince publicity
department on the West Coast that when
announcement was made of the drive of
Boy Scouts for membership and financial
betterment and the date fixed for the week
of June 8, Enid Bennett, the Thos. H. Ince
star, immediately wired Oscar Price and
other officials tendering her services to aid
in the boys' ^campaign, and she has received the honorary appointment of Little
Sister to the Los Angeels Scouts.
Miss Bennett planned and gave a Boy
Scout matinee at the California theatre on
the morning of Saturday, May 31, to which
all Los Angeles scouts marched headed by
Miss Bennett. After a parade through the
principal streets of Los Angeles they went
to the California theatre, where they were
the guests of the Ince star and witnessed
the showing of her most recent release,
" Partners Three."
Woman
Casting Director
with New Concern
Leila Knapp Wyre, first of the women
casting directors, has assumed the duties
of casting director with the firm of Evangeline Weed, Inc. She was for some
years with Metro in the same capacity.
Evangeline Weed, Inc. has been formed
to manage, direct and produce high class
productions with offices at 1400 Broadway,
New York.

Bigger

Houses

Booking

" Too Many Crooks," starring Gladys Leslie,
is announced
Vitagraph's
lease. It will asreach
the screenimpending
June 16. star re-

" Elmo the Mighty "
According to a Universal report " Elmo
the Mighty," the new serial which was
released ten days ago continues to be
booked at some of the largest houses in the
country. This serial which has for its star
" Elmo Lincoln " of " Tarzan " fame, has
enjoyed a wider booking than any previous
Universal serial.
One of the most recent bookings among
the larger houses in the country was that
of the Columbia theatre at Portland, Oregon. This, according to a report is the
first time in five years that any of the
larger first run houses in Portland used a
serial picture.

" Off the
Lloyd comedy, is
released
by Trolley,"
Pathe Junea Harold
22.

Parker

'^Program

Gfcmced'

" The Avalanche," adapted from ' Gertrude
Atherton's
novel
by thePlayers-Lasky
same title, recently
produced by the
Famous
Corporation
with Elsie Ferguson in the leading role, will be
released June 22.
Baby Marie Osborne will be seen June IS, in
her latest Pathe production, " The Little Diplomat," described as a picture of laughter and
pathos.
Emmy Wehlen, star comedienne, is said to be
at her best in Metro's release of June 16, called
"original
Fools story
and Their
adapted from the
by E. Money,"
Forst.

Frank
Trap,"
third
of aKeenan
series ofhaseightcompleted
features "toThe
be distributed by Pathe, and also the fourth which has
the working title of " A Nameless Story."
House Peters, the star, Frank Powell, the director, and the company of players have returned
to New York from San Antonio, Tex., to complete "You Never
Luck,"Corporation.
which will
be distributed
by W.Know
W. Your
Hodkinson
Ruth Roland, who now heads her own producing company, Ruth Roland Serials, Inc., is
now on her way back to the Pacific Coast, where
she will begin work at once.
Mrs. Sidney Drew has just purchased for screen
production through Mrs. Julia R. Tutwiler
Edna — Ferber's
Old Metropolitan
Dog," which
'd some story,
time " The
ago Gay
in the
Magazine.

Practical

Writes

New Robertson-Cole Play

William Parker, author of "What
Every Woman Wants," also wrote "BareFisted Gallagher," in which William Desmond is featured in his next RobertsonCole release through Exhibitors Mutual.
"What Every Woman Wants" in which
Grace Da rmond had the featured role, was
produced by Jesse D. Hampton as is "Bare
Fisted
The Gallagher."
newest Desmond feature, which
follows his greatest triumph, "The Mints
of Hell," is a most unusual production in
that it has a cast of only three players
prominent in the action. Agnes (Brownie)
Vernon is chief in support of Desmond.

^Visdom

The chief functions of the commercial film L aboratory are to make " Quality Prints " and
render " Prompt Service." Any Laboratory which cannot supply both is not functioning.
The Republic policy is for Quality, our physical and financial resources are for Service. The
use of modern machinery— the finest raw ma terial and chemicals obtainable plus our expert
human element insure Quality. Our desire and willingness to please insure Service.
If you and
are wenotwill
nowimmediately
getting " Quality
Prints
" plus
Service " you had better let us
know
transform
these
words" Prompt
into deeds.
REPUBLIC

LABORATORIES,

Bryant 7190

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

INC.

729 Seventn Avenue, New York

Look at the " News !
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Index

to

Complete

EXHIBITORS'

BOX

Plan
OFFICE

Boofa

Picture

News

and

REPORTS

EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
opinion encompassed
in apublish
brief single
and fairly
gives summarizing
the comments a ofconsensus
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinions.
And we also
a finallineline
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by #ie reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to March 30, 1919.
PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

AFTER HIS OWN HEART
(METRO) HALE HAMILTON
(APR. 28)
MAY 10
" Good farce idea is basis of star's latest picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
ALL WRONG (PATHE) BRYANT WASHBURN (JUNE 1) . . .MAY 24
" Star in MARRIED
a picture of(METRO)
platonic love."M. P. News.(JUNE 2) ... .JUNE 14
ALMOST
MAY — ALLISON
" May
M. P.Allison
News. in pleasing comedy-drama with good farcical windup." —
AMATEUR ADVENTURESS, THE (METRO) EMMY WEHLEN
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
" Excellent comedy marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Great
picture.
Average
business."
AMAZING WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MACLAREN
(APR. 7)
(Six Parts)
MAR. 29
" Here's one on which you can go the limit." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture Ai but hard to get star over in this town.
Not liked. Poor business three days." " Average business." Didn't
draw. Average picture."
Consensus
— " Good
picture,(WORLD)
average puller."
AN AMATEUR
WIDOW
ZENA KEEFE (MAY 26). MAY 24
"
World
offers
an
exceedingly
pleasant comedy." — M.
P. News.
AS A MAN THINKS (RAVER-HODKINSON)
LEAH
BAIRD
(APR. 27)
MAY 3
" New
News. four-star combination steps over the line with a winner." — M. P.
BACHELOR'S
WIFE, A (AMERICAN) MARY MILES MINTER
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
"
Star
assumes
an Irish role inHARRY
her latestCAREY
picture."(MAY
— M. P.
BARE FISTS (UNIVERSAL)
4)News. APR. 26
(Six Parts)
" As satisfactory
as all (VITAGRAPH)
the Harry Carey HARRY
pictures." T.
— M.MOREY.
P. News.. .MAY 10
BEATING
THE ODDS
Star_
continues
his
forceful
way
in
a
romantic
drama."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor PROOF
Comment (VITAGRAPH)
— " Good story but
poorMOREY
puller."
BEAUTY
H. T.
JUNE 7
" Old-fashioned
of the far KIN
north."News. KERBEST
MAN, THEmelodrama
(HAMPTON-HOD
SON)— M.J. P.WARREN
RIGAN (MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Star appears in mystery story flavored, with romance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and enjoyed by everyone. Average
business three days." " Kerrigan pleased but he is one of the few who
stands still regardless of how you push him. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
BISHOP'S EMERALDS, THE (PATHE) PEARSON (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
" Star presents herself in good melodrama." — M. P. News.
BLACKIE'S
REDEMPTION (METRO) BERT LYTELL
(APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Melodrama with power and pathos, and Bert Lytell." — if. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Very good crook play to average business."
" Excellent preduction to big business."
Consensus
" Fine picture
good puller." MONROE SALISBURY
BLINDING — TRAIL,
THE (UNIVERSAL)
(MAY 19)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
" Predominant element is suspense; a trifle uncheery." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL (SELECT SPECIAL) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Picture as good as its title; square deal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
i"
Five
day
run,
all
came.
Big
and
little,
blind
and armless. I removed most the rudeness from the film. Picture
pleased."
'
BOOMERANG, THE (PIONEER) HENRY B. WALTHALL
(MAY 26)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
News. and competent players in capital versus labor picture." — M. P.
'Star
BRASS BUTTONS (AMERICAN) WM. RUSSELL (MAR. 30) MAR. 22
" A lot of snap and zest to this comedy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The Greatest Russell picture yet. Big business."
" Big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
BREAK THE NEWS TO MOTHER (SELECT) SPECIAL CAST
(JUNE 8)
JUNE 7
"
Rather
poorly
done
picture
wtth
mother
love
theme."
—
M.
P.
News.
BUSHER, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY (MAY 18)... JUNE 7
" The star excels all his past works." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Oh Boy! And on the holiday too. Great. Made
a big hit success
with everyone.
of the
satisfactory
played.
Another
for Ray.OneHope
we most
get another
like we've
it. Big
and
average business."

PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

CALEB
GIRL (PATHE) HELENE CHADWICK
(MAY PIPER'S
18)
MAY 24
" Nothing big but will appeal to the tender emotions." — M. P. News.
CALIBRE 38 (EDGAR LEWIS-SHERRY) MITCHELL LEWIS
(APR. 13)
(Six Parts).
APR. 5
" Melodrama
based on murder mystery; story well constructed." — M . P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
CAMBRIC MASK, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
APR. 5
" Star in version of unusual Chambers story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture, average business."
CAPTAIN
KIDD, JR. (ARTCRAFT)
MARY PICKFORD
(APR. 6)
MAY 3
News. Pickford in brittle comedy drama, fairly diverting." — M. P.
" Mary
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business seven days." " Picture below
Pickford standard. Average business." " Here's your hat Mary.
What's your hurry." " Average, poor to average businness."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
CASTLES IN THE AIR (METRO) MAY ALLISON (MAY 12). MAY 24
" Star in a pleasing sentimental picture." — M. P. News.
CHARGE IT TO ME (AMERICAN) idARGARITA FISHER
(MAY 5)
MAY 3
" Star continues her frolicsome career in slender comedy." — M. P. News.
COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN (PARAMOUNT) MARGUERITE
CLARK (MAY 11)
MAY 24
" Beranger continuity good; Acting high class." — M. P. News.
COMING OF THE LAW, THE (FOX) TOM MIX (MAY 11).. MAY 24
" Unusually satisfying Western with Tom Mix starred." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good.
Regular type for this star. Average
business." " Not as good as previous Mix offerings. Big and average
business."
"
Good
snappy
coming very
along soon.
fine
and if he gets the right storiesWestern.
should be Tom
a bigis winner
Big and —average
Consensus
" Fine business."
picture, good puller."
COURAGEOUS COWARD, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA (APR. 14)
APR. 26
" Story of great interest; Japanese lovers united." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not quite up to standard by reason of the
story. American people don't like to see a ' Jap ' as District Attorney,
and then ' Anti-Jap ' sentiment weakened same considerably."
CRY OF THE WEAK, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD
(MAY 4)
APR. 26
Fannie
News. Ward in an absorbing piiy of crime and punishment." — M. P.
DADDY LONG LEGS (FIRST NATIONAL) MARY PICKFORD
(MAY 11)
*
MAY 24
" Star's initial First National has much comedy and sentiment." — M. P.
News.
DAUGHTER OF MINE (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY
(MAR. 30)
MAY 17
" Human interest story that hits the mark." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ordinary feature.
Nearly as bad as ' Day
Dreams.'
the stuff
same Goldwyn
star. They
like Madge
KennedyPoor
herebusibut
not
in the With
kind of
is handing
out lately.
nes ." "A good picture if audience is in the right mood to enjoy
it. Opened big business but fell down second day." " Not up to
Goldwyn standard. Very ordinary." " My, but this was awful! Our
patrons said so and we say so." " This picture did not draw well
and it's no wonder. Madge Kennedy deserves a better fate."
and it's no wonder. Madge Kennedy deserves a better fate." " Very
bad. Poor
Consensus
— " business."
Good picture, average puller."
DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAE
(MAY comedy
11)
MAY 3 '
" MURRAY
A highly pleasing
with Mae Murray starred." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
DESTINY (JEWEL-UNIVERSAL) DOROTHY PHILLIPS
(MAY 25)
MAY 24
" Big
News.in every sense of the word; Frenzied finance the theme." — M. P.
DIVORCE TRAP (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (MAY 25) . JUNE 7
" Dramatic exposition of the divorce problem." — M. P. News.

June
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STAR
RELEASED
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PICTURE
ETERNAL MAGDALENE, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
Long heralded picture largely an allegory." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to big business in spite of heavy raiir
early in afternoon. People satisfied."
EXQUISITE THIEF, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(APR. 28)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
" Star shows unusual talent; highly artistic." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
EYES OF THE SOUL (ARTCRAFT) ELSIE FERGUSON
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" A beautiful story presented in a beautiful way." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
a happy
However,
this would
not be— a" The
good public
picturedoesif itlikeended
any ending.
other way.
Elsie
Ferguson is well liked here." " People didn't like it at all. Story
weak. Poor business." " Ferguson getting better here." " Fair picture, no drawing power to star. Poor business."
Consensus
— " FairA picture,
average puller."
FALLEN IDOL,
(FOX) EVELYN
NESBIT (MAY 18) MAY 31
" Star appears in a new version of East versus West theme." — M. P.
FALSE
EVIDENCE (METRO) VIOLA DANA (APR. 21) MAY 3
News."
" Rebellious heroine finds expression in the woods." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
Average picture, HARRY
average business."
FIGHTING
DESTINY— " (VITAGRAPH)
T. MOREY...MAR. 29
"
Star
in
another
fine
fighting
picture
with
mystery
touch.*'
— M. P. APR.
News. 12
FIGHTING FOR GOLD (FOX), TOM MIX
(MAR.
30)
" Clean picture with star unusually entertaining."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but opposition pulled the business
away." " Tom Mix draws ioo per cent, in my city." " Mix always
there. Big business." " Very good. Mix sure is climbing fast
as
" Not out.likedAverage
in this to
feature.
Foxa money
will havegetter.
to doExtra
betterbigorbusiness."
Mix will lose
poor
business." " Big business two days."
Consensus
— " Fine picture,
big puller."
FINAL
CLOSE-UP,
THE (PARAMOUNT)
SHIRLEY MASON
(MAY 18)
JUNE 14
" Working
girl
beats
debutante
to
the
altar
in,, sparkling comedy." — ■
M. P. News.
FIRE FLINGERS, THE (UNIVERSAL) RUPERT JULIAN
(APR. 21) (Seven Parts)
APR. 12
" Hold OFinterest
first to last;
dual role story." — M.
P. News.
FIRES
FAITHfrom(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY)
SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
" Salvation GIRL,
Army picture
should prove profitable."
M. P. News.
FOLLIES
THE (TRIANGLE)
OLIVE —THOMAS
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
"Svieet and homely tale of the chorus girl." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to poor business."
FOOLS' GOLD (ARROW) MITCHELL
LEWIS (MAY 26)
MAY 17
(Six Parts)
" Mitchell
Lewis
the
star
in
a
disconnected
story.
Locations
good."
—
M. P. News.
FOR APR.
BETTER,
FOR
WORSE
(ARTCRAFT)
DE
MILLE'S
27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 10
" De Mille scores with a tremendous heart theme." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — '' The title of this picture helped put it over big
and also the fact that it followed right after ' Don't Change Your
Husband ' which gave exhibitors some very good advertising business.
Big and extra big business. " Big business seven days." " An elegantly enactedbutsuperior
everyA manner.
" Rained
went big_ attraction
and pleasedin all.
masterpiece,Big
big business."business."
" Rained again, but they came out, we doubled our run on this picture
at advanced admissions and it went big." " Big business."
Consensus
" Excellent
picture,
FULL
OF —PEP
(METRO)
HALEbig puller."
HAMILTON (MAY 26) JUNE. 7
"Breezy American
cuts down rebellion
in livelyMARION
farce comedy."
— M.P.News.
GETTING
MARY MARRIED
(SELECT)
DAVIES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Marion (WORLD)
Davies getsVIOLET
good story;
excellent(MAY
picture."
— M. P. News.MAY 3
GINGER
PALMER
5)
" Story of boy and girl love excellently performed." — M. P. News.
GREASED
LIGHTNING
(PARAMOUNT)
CHARLES RAY
(APR. 20)
MAY 10
"Star in a comedy with abundant small town atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment; — "business
He is one
star
that menaverage
and women
both like.A
Extra big
fourin
days
threeto days."
typical
Ray andstorybig with
the star
just and
the sort of role
suit him.
Certainly pleased our patrons. Big business." " Went big just like
the title. Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
HEARTS ASLEEP (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAR. 31)
APR. 5
Joy for Barriscale fans; many find fault with story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid picture. One that pleased our patrons.
Business big and average."
HEARTS OF MEN (HIRAM ABRAMS) GEORGE BEBAN
(APR. 27). (sy2 Reek)
APR. 19
" BebanHELP!
wins your
sympathy;
good GEORGE
film results."
— M. P.(APR.
News. 27) MAY 10
HELP!
POLICE!
(FOX)
WALSH
" Rollicking story with George Walsh cutting up capers." — M. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment — " Well liked._ Extra big business on double bill."
" Walsh losing ground. A good picture of his type. Average business."
" Good, fast and furious to big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
HIS DEBT (ROBERTSON-COLE)
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
( (MAY 25)
MAY 31
" Japanese
star in aTHE
picture(PARAMOUNT)
of real dramatic DOROTHY
worth." — M.DALTON
P. News.
HOME
BREAKER,
t (APR. 20)
MAY 17
" Highly
News. satisfying comedy drama starring Dorothy Dalton. — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fellers, they ate this one up, you bet. Big busi-

Office
BRAND
STAR

Reports
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK

HOME TOWN GIRL (PARAMOUNT) V. MARTIN (MAY 11). JUNE 7
" Star's latest sparkles with charm and sentiment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days."
HOUSE DIVIDED, A (BLACKTON-IND. SALES) SYLVIA
BREAMER (APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
MAY 3
News.
" Entertaining
with pronounced love interest capitally played." — M. P.
I'LL(MAY
GET 25)
HIM YET (PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY GISH
MAY 31
" A splendid farce comedy from every angle." — M. P. News.
INTRUSION OF ISABEL (AMERICAN-PATHE) MARY MILES
MINTER (APR. 13)
APR. 12
" Should satisfy all; clean romance well produced." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture to big' business." " Miss
Minter creates no impression here. Average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
ISLAND OF INTRIGUE, THE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
(APR. 7)
APR. 19
" May Allison's latest is a good mystery picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Not as good as other Allison Pictures. Didn't draw."
JACQUES OF THE SILVER NORTH (SELECT) MITCHELL
LEWIS (JUNE 9)
JUNE 14
" Mitchell
News. Lewis is his virile self in picture of the Northwest." — M. P.
JOSSELYN'S
WIFE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BESSIE BARRISCALE
(MAY 5)
MAY 17
" Drama
of
love
M. P. News. quadrangle made effective through surprise finish." —
JUNGLE TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (APR. 20) APR. 26
" William Farnum traverses the jungle wilds." — M. P. News.
JUST(MAY
SQUAW
(ROBERTSON-COLE)' BEATRIZ MICHELENAMAY 10
11)
" Star returns to the screen in Western melodrama." — M. P. News.
KHAVAH
(ZION FILMS) ALICE HASTINGS (MAY 26) MAY 24
(Seven Parts.)
News.long and poorly titled but may find appeal before Jews." — M. P.
" Too
KNICKERBOCKER BUCKAROO, THE (ARTCRAFT) DOUGLAS
ti FAIRBANKS (MAY 18)
JUNE 7
" Pleasant but somewhat disappointing for Fairbanks." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
While
this
is
not
the
worst
one
he
has
made,
he
had better get some real live stories. Opened to extra big and big business first two days, last four poor business."
LADY OF RED BUTTE, THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALr TON (MAY 11)
JUNE 7
News. melodrama gets tangled up in a tissue of absurdities." — M. P.
" Western
Exhibitor Comment — "Heaven help us if we get any more like this.
Average business. Ran a borrowed picture second day."
LAW OF MEN, THE (PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
(APR. 27)
,
MAY 24
Star in ordinary melodrama of love and law." — M. P. Neivs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Title killed it. Poor business."
LEAVE IT TO SUSAN (GOLDWYN) M. KENNEDY (MAY 11) JUNE 7
" Star's indomitable and undeniable humor scores again." — M. P. Nezus.
LION'S DEN, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (MAY 19) MAY 31
" Star is in a faithful picture of small town life." — M. P. News.
LITTLE COMRADE (PARAMOUNT) VIVIAN MARTIN
(MAR. 30)
APR. 26
" Pleases without showing anything sensational." — M. P. News.
Exihibitor Comment — " Little in name, little in star, and little in valim.
Poor business."
LITTLE
DIPLOMAT,
THE (PATHE)
BABY MARIE
OSBORNE (JUNE 15)
MAY 3i
" Little
star's
pranks
are
subordinated
for
Crook
melodrama." — M. 1'.
News.
LITTLE INTRUDER, THE (WORLD)
LOUISE HUFF (APR.
7)
APR. s
"A most satisfactory comedy drama." — M. P. News.
LOVE CALL, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) BILLIE RHODES
(APR. 20)
MAY J
" Simple Western story colored with star's personality." — M. P. News.
LOVE DEFENDER, THE (WORLD) JUNE ELVIDGE
(MAR. 31)
MAR. 29
" Eternal Triangle told in simplest form." — M. P. News.
LOVE'S PRISONER (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
" Star appears in a society-crook picture." — M. P. News.
LOVE THAT DARES, THE (FOX) MADLAINE TRAVERSE
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Star
News.in new version of eternal triangle, effectively produced." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Well liked. Extra big business on double bill."
" Good program picture to big business." " A good picture-v well
received. Star like. Average business."
Consensus
— " Good A.icture,
good puller."
MAN OF HONOR,
(SCREEN
CLASSICS) HAROLD LOCKWOOD
(MAY 3)
APR. 26
'J_Star
in
characteristic
role;
a
colorful
picture."
—
M.
P.
News.
MAN WHO TURNED WHITE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) H. B.
WARNER (MAY 4)
MAY 24
" Star returns
to screen (FOX)
in a colorful
melodrama."
— M. P. News.
MARRIED
IN HASTE
ALBERT
RAY-ELINOR
FAIR
(APR. 6)
APR. 19
" Subtitles boost entertaining qualities; easy to see." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New stars, fair picture, just fair business."
" Picture made in the same way — Haste! Poor business two days."
* " Good average picture to average business." " Star is unknown and
failed to make our representations good. Poor business."
Consensus — " Ordinary picture, ordinary puller."
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MARY REGAN (FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART
(MAY 18)
MAY 17
" Third Anita Stewart picture should prove another success." — M. P.
MASTER
Hews." MAN, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (MAY 2S) . .MAY 17
" Star in a forceful play of love and politics." — M. P. News.
MAYOR OF FILBERT, THE (TRIANGLE) JACK RICHARDSON
(MAY 25)
(Seven Parts).
MAY 24
" Plea
News. for prohibition offered in fast and furious melodrama." — M. P.
MINTS OF HELL, THE (HAMPTON-ROBERTSON-COLE)
WILLIAM DESMOND (MAY 5)
MAY 31
" Star is splendid in vivid picture of the Yukon." — M. P. News.
MISS ADVENTURE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (MAY 4) MAY 10
" Highly adventurous tale of the sea and fisher folk."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill." " Average busiConsensus
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
MODERN HUSBAND'S
(ROBERTSON-COLE) HENRY B. WALTHALL (APRIL 28)
JUNE 7
" Star in plausible story of busy husband and neglected wife." — M.P .N ews.
MONEY CORRAL, THE (ARTCRAFT) WM. S. HART
(APR. 20)
MAY 3
" Wm. S. Hart in moving story with Eastern setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
good
Hart
picture.
They
are
waiting
for
real
whole-length Western picture. Photography and acting good. a Hart
surely does play up the hero stuff in this one. Big and average business."
" This is a pretty good picture but did no extra business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
NEW MOON,
THE (SELECT)
NORMA
TALMADGE (MAY
11)
MAY 24
" Russian Soviet meet a courageous enemy in star." — M. P. News.
OH 4)
YOU WOMEN
(PARAMOUNT)
EMERSON-LOOS (MAY
MAY 24
"An artistic production as well as entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Took off. Had booked for four days but too
many kicks. Poor business."
ONE OF THE FINEST (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (MAY 4) JUNE 14
Tom Moore pleases in a romance that is quite obvious.
ONE WEEK OF LIFE (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK
(APR. 13)
MAY 31
" Star in a tyical Cosmo Hamilton story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business for two days. Gave excellent satis"Fans do notpicture.
like dualPleased
roles. her
Poor fants.
business."
not
draw here.faction."Average
Good"Did
average
business." " They liked and came to see it."
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
PARISIAN TIGRESS, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
_ (MAR. 31)
APR. 12
" Viola Dana's personality wins again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Dana better all the time. Big
business."
Dana always
pleases."
Dana always" Viola
does business
for us.
Business" Abig very
first good
day, picture.
average
other two."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
PEPPY POLLY (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (MAR. 30). APR. 19
" Tears and laughs and under it all, good propaganda." — -M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Theyreform
like Gish
herebutbutnotdidn't
like the story.in
It is all Comment
right to —reform
schools
as entertainment
pictures."
"
Opened
big
and
then
average
business."
"
Dorothy busiGish
coming by leaps and bounds, they like her and say so. Average
Consensus
ness." — " Good picture, average puller."
PEST, THE (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (APR. 20) MAY 3
The eccentric Mabel of olden days in a good comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Typical Mabel Normand type of picture. Not
overstrong as to plot. Pleased. Good story would help a lot. Average
business." " One of Normand's best. Pleased. Good business for hot
weather." " Rotten star and rotten picture. Poor business."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
PHIL FOR SHORT (WORLD) EVELYN GREELEY (JUNE 2) JUNE 7
" Star in her first starring vehicle." — M. P. News.
PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY (FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL
( (APR. 13)
APR. 19
" U you're looking for big melodrama, here it is." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business with this and other feature.
People like William Scott, the leading man for Brockwell." "Some
'meller.' First day poor business, second day average and third day
big business." " Splendid picture that holds all through. Well received and spoken of for days after. Big and average business."
" Good ordinary crook picture, no more pitfalls than in dozens of
others. Average business." " Fine, interesting picture. One of
Brockwell's best. Big business."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, big puller."
PLACE IN THE SUN, A (TRIANGLE) MARGARET BLANCHE
(MAY 4)
MAY 10
" Cyril
News. Harcourt's comedy drama screened as a melodrama." — M. P.
PLAYTHINGS OF PASSION (UNITED) GORDON (JUNE 8) JUNE 7
" Star is in a rather artificial society picture." — M. P. News.
PRETTY SMOOTH (UNIV.) PRISCILLA DEAN (JUNE 2) JUNE 7
" BayardOF Veiller
writes another
story for Miss
— M.P.News.
PRICE
INNOCENCE,
THE crook
(BUFFALO
M. P.Dean."
CORP.)
(< STELLA K. TALBOT (MAY 11)
MAY 3
" Story
a woman's supreme sacrifice. Artificial but picturesque. —
M. P. of
News.
QUICKENING FLAME, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE
( (APR. 21)
APR. 2%
' Vivid story(SELECT)
of marital ALICE
unhappiness
in melodrama."
— M. P. News. MAY 31
REDHEAD
BRADY
(APR. 27)
" Star appears in a thoroughly human picture." — M. P. News.
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RED LANTERN, THE (METRO) (SEVEN PARTS) NAZIMOVA
(MAY 4)
(Seven Parts)
MAY 10
" Star
News.superb in impressive and spectacular play of the far east." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment
Broke record
at advanced
pricesMarguerite
all week.Clark,
Opposition was Norma— "Talmadge,
Constance
Talmadge,
at all first-run down-town houses. Crowds waiting at 9:15 a. m. to get
in show starting at 9:30. Rain several times during week but crowds
held up. All attendance records broken for seven straight days. Regular stampede. " Four days. Wonderfully beautiful, but no business
to mention after first day." "A bad story, but the star pulled big
Consensus — Excellent picture, big puller."
REGULAR
business."FELLOW, A (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES
(APR. 13)
APR. 19
" Clean and delightful comedy; thrills toward the end." — M. P. News.
RESCUING ANGEL, THE (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON
(APR. 6.)
MAY 3
" Light and airy; should capture any audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Fair only to average
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
RIDERS
OF VENGEANCE (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
business."
(JUNE 9)
MAY 31
"Star in a fine ' Good-Bad' man Western." — M. P. News.
ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT, THE (BETZWOOD-GOLDWYN)
LOUIS BENNISON (APR. 20)
MAY 10
" Bennison's
tricks and personality show to good advantage."^M. P.
N ews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture and good star coming fine here.
Average ROAD,
business."THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
ROARING
(APR. 27)
APR. 26
" Fast and exciting picture with hair-raising climax." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Had special page in newspaper paid for by
Hudson Auto concern. Extra big and bigger than average business."
ROGUE'S ROMANCE, A (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. .MAY 31
This Earle Williams pteture below his regular average." — M.P.News.
RUSTLING A BRIDE (PARAMOUNT) LILA LEE (APR. 27).. MAY 24
" Star has a suitable subject in Western photoplay."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star not popular here, picture only fair. Poor
SAWDUST
DOLL, THE (PATHE) BABY MARY OSBORNE
(APR. 20)
APR. 5
business."
" One of best Marie Osborne pictures; heart appeal." — M. P. News.
SHERIFF'S
SON, THE (PARAMOUNT) CHARLES RAY
(MAR. 30)
APR. 12
" Best picture of type in which Ray appears." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big on double bill and they liked it."
SILK LINED BURGLAR, THE (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
(MAR. 31)
(Six Parts)
APR. 5
" Entertaining version of ' Boston Blackie ' story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Big business."
SILVER GIRL, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (APR. 6).. MAR. 21
" Frank Keenan in a dominating characterization." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
SIREN'S SONG, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (MAY 4)
MAY 17
News. in story of love and intolerance ; fairly convincing."- — M. P.
" Star
SLEEPING LION, THE (UNIVERSAL) MONROE SALISBURY
(JUNE 23)
JUNE 14
" Monroe Salisbury contributes Italian characterization." — M. P. News.
SOME LIAR (AMERICAN) WILLIAM RUSSELL (MAY 19).. MAY 17
" Star breezes through in extravagant farce comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best yet. Big business."
SOMETHING TO DO (PARAMOUNT)
BRYANT WASHBURN
(APR. 13)
MAY 10
" Entertaining comedy drama starring Bryant Washburn." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture to extra big business." " Not up
to Washburn
standard.
business." '
Consensus
— " Good
picture, Average
good puller."
SPEEDY MEADE (GOLDWYN) LOUIS BENNISON
(MAR. 23)
APR. 19
"Exhibitor
Story ofComment
pleasing — sort;
player's
personality
helps."
—
M.
P.
News.
not known
but coming
new type of Western" Star
picture.
Opened here
average
business fast.
first Splendid
day and
last day to big business." " Our patrons are not so strong for Westerns
but
they
like
Bennison.
Average
business."
"
They
like
Bennison
here. Business gets bigger with each feature released and played with
this star.— "Extra
big business."
Consensus
Excellent
picture, big puller."
SPOTLIGHT SADIE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (APR. 6).. MAY 3
"Exhibitor
Star shines
in role— of
a pious business
chorus girl."
M. P. News.
Comment
' Average
two —days."
" As good as the
usual Mae Marsh picture. Average business." " Just fair only.
Poor business." " Big business two days."
Consensus — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
STITCH IN TIME, A (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE MAY 3
" Star simulates gladness in an appealing story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very nice little story to average business."
STRONGER VOW, THE (GOLDWYN) GERALDINE FARRAR
(APR. 27)
MAY 10
" Star in picture with Spanish background." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business on double bill." " Good picture.
Big business."
" Personally
don'tshethink
there more
is anyexhibitors
excuse lose
for
Farrar
being in pictures.
Believe
has made
money
than
any
other
five
stars.
Poor
business."
"
Well
produced
picture but did not go over as well as other Goldwyn pictures. Average
business." " Holds up with Farrar's other Goldwyn pictures. Big
Consensus — " Good picture, good business."
business."
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TANGLED THREADS
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
BESSIE BARRISCALE (JUNE 21)
JUNE 14
" Bessie
Barriscale
appears
again
\n
domestic
Triangle
play." — M. P.
News.
TAXI (TRIANGLE) TAYLOR HOLMES (MAY 11)
MAY 17
" Starts slowly but gathers speed towards the middle." — M. P. News.
TEST OF HONOR, THE (PARAMOUNT) JOHN BARRYMORE
t (APR. 6)
APR. 19
" John Barrymore — enough, said, even in dramatic role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to poor business." " Good picture,
good business."
Consensus — " Good picture, average fuller."
THAT'S GOOD (METRO) HALE HAMILTON (MAR. 24) APR. 5
" This comedy drama a trifle slow, but mildly amusing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair. Average business." " That's good to
average business." " Not as good as his other pictures. Didn't draw."
Consensus — " Grind picture, average puller."
THIN ICE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH
MAY 24
" Star in splendid sustaining melodrams." — M. P. News.
THIRD DEGREE, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
(Seven Parts)
MAY 17
" Star in a fine screen version of stage success." — M. P. News.
THOU SHALT NOT (FOX) EVELYN NESBIT (MAR. 23).... APR. 5
(Six Parts)
" Should satisfy fans who patronize this type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best picture Nesbit has made. Good business
puller." trade."
" Nesbit " isAverage
a goner."
_ " Her best
picture,business
but failed
get
» in
normal
business."
" Average
two todays
downtown house."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THREE GREEN EYES (WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
(APR. 28)
APR. 26
' All-star cast in best World release in six months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" All star. The
Blackwell,
very
pleasing Comment
picture. — Excellent.
best theEldridge
World and
has Greeley,
done for a many
months. Extra big to big and average business third day."
THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE (EDWARD WARREN-HODKINSON)
HOUSE PETERS (APR. 6)
APR. IS
" Strong melodrama with political setting." — M. P. News.
TOO MANY CROOKS (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE JUNE 14
" Comedy and mystery unite to make enjoyable picture." — M. P. News.
TOTON (TRIANGLE) OLIVE THOMAS (MAR. 30)
MAR. 29
" Looks like star's best bet on Triangle program." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Has fair comedy appeal.
Star's work good. Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
TRIXIE FROM
BROADWAY
(AMERICAN) MARGARET
FISHER (JUNE 15)
JUNE 14
' Margarita
M. P. News.Fisher stars in fairly interesting picture of a chorus girl." —
TRUE HEART
SUSIE (GRIFFITH-ART CRAFT) SPECIAL
(, CAST (MAY 25)
JUNE 14
Griffith's latest is real, but suffers from padding." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN LOVE, THE (PATHE) DOLORES CASSINELLI
(APR. 27)
(Six Parts)
APR. 19
War and Love twined in Perrefs production." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY, THE (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE GRIFFITH ; APR. 12
Exceedingly
pleasant 0. Henry story with 'Corinne Griffith."- — M. P
News.
UNPAINTED WOMAN, THE (UNIVERSAL) MARY MAC LAREN
, (MAY 11) ...
(Six Parts)
MAY 17
faithful study of rural life that is rich in characterization." — M. P.
News."
UNPARDONABLE
SIN, THE (GARSON-NEILAN) BLANCHE
SWEET (APR. 6)
(Eight Parts)
MAY 17
" Particularly
M. P. News. fine combination of talent produces wonderful results." —
Exhibitor fectly
Comment
— " Aphotography,
splendid picture.
Sweetandat her
best. Perdirected, good
action Miss
intense,
a picture
that
every ' Honest to God ' American should see. Extra big business
seven days."
UNWRITTEN CODE, THE (WORLD) SHIRLEY MASON
(MAY 19)
MAY 17
In
which Kidu-San and Dick Tower meet, marry and part." — M. P.
News.
USURPER, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS
APR. 26
" Ear/e Williams in adaptation of Nat Goodwin's play." — M. P. News.
VIRTUOUS
SINNERS
(PIONEER)
NORMAN KERRY-WANDE
HAWLEY (MAY 25)
MAY 24
" Story of the slums marred by poor photography." — M. P. News.
VEILED ADVENTURE, THE (SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(MAY 11)
MAY 24
A reasonably good comedy with Constance Talmadge." — M. P. News.
WHAT AM I BID? (UNIVERSAL) MAE MURRAY (APR. 14).. APR, 5
(Six Parts)
News. interest all the way; discriminating fans may find fault." — Af. P.
" Holds
Exhibitor Comment — " Murray well liked. Picture plot impossible.
Settings excellent. Average business." " Pleased all. Big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."

WHEN FATE DECIDES (FOX) M. TRAVERSE (JUNE 1) JUNE 7
News.
" Butterfly
husband has innings again in domestic melodrama." — M. P.
WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN (INDEPENDENT SALES) JANE
GREY (APR. 7)
APR. 5
"A melodrama of the stage with Jane Grey featured.' — M. P. News.
WHITE HEATHER, THE (MAURICE TOURNEUR) SPECIAL
CAST (MAY 18)
•
MAY 17
" Another
artistic and unusual melodrama from Tourneur." — M. P.
News.
WHITEWASHED WALLS (ROBERTSON-COLE) WILLIAM
DESMOND (APR. 14)
APR. 12
" Of the light, pleasant variety; should please all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Desmond deserves better than this slow-moving
picture, lacks interest, routine, weak, serio-comic thing."
WOMAN
NEXT
DOOR,
THE
(PARAMOUNT) ETHEL
CLAYTON (May 4)
MAY 31
" Star has an excellent number in this picture."- — M. P. News.
WOMAN THERE WAS, A (FOX) THEDA BARA (JUNE 1) . . . JUNE 14
" The only asset in Theda Bara's latest is the title." — M. P. News.
WORDS AND MUSIC BY (FOX) ALBERT RAY (MAY 18)... MAY 31
Good representation of small town ambition and talent." — M. P. News.
YANKEE PRINCESS, A (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE LOVE
APR. 19
" Bessie Love in Irish play of simple charm." — M. P. News.
FLASHBACKS'9

ON

EARLIER

RELEASES

" Rebellious Bride ' (Fox) — " Hayland becoming popular. Picture pleased.
Average
" Man business."
Hunter " (Fox)- -" Not up to Farnum standard. Average busi" Salome " (Fox) — " This picture cannot be compared with
Garden " (Paramount) — " Poor picture, poor business."
Big" Secret
business."
" Two Brides " (Paramount) — " Poor picture, poor business."
" Heart of Wetona " (Select) — " Poorest picture Select has givenCleopatra.'
this star.
ness." business."
Average
"Who Will Marry Me?" (Universal) — "Had fair entertainment value.
Average
business."
" Eye for
an Eye " (Metro) — " This star is liked here and patrons liked
Me Your Name " (Metro) — " Patrons went out happy after seeing
this" Lend
picture."
— " Nazimova always a good drawing card, but
this" Out
one."of thenot Fogup "to(Metro)
picture
her standard."
"Vicky Van" (Paramount) — "Nearly alawys good for big business."
"When Love is Blind" (Paramount) — "Nearly always good for big busi" The but
Silver
King no" particular
(Paramount)
" The the
playyounger
well known
amongclassolderof
patrons,
caused
stir— among
and larger
patrons. Average business."
" For tBetter,
WorseGloria
" (Artcraft)
" An elegantly
enacted superior
raction in every Forway.
Swanson —becoming
a big favorite.
Extendedatrunness."
to advanced prices. Big business."
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" (Paramount) — "Good picture, big business."
"When Doctors Disagree" (Goldwyn) — "Went over fairly but story was
weak. Average business."
Vicky Van " (Paramount) — " Pleased fairly well. Average business."
" Shadows
of Suspicion
" (Metro) — Lockwood
" Spy or admirers.
detective stories
very unpopular here and
this one disappointed
Big business."
" Let's Elope " (Paramount) — " Fair picture to fair business."
" Final Close-Up " (Paramount) — " Star not popular here, good picture,
" When
a Girl Loves " (Jewell) — " A very disappointing Western that
poor
business."
does not
star Mildred Harris. Big business."
"Intrusion of Isabel" (Pathe) — "Miss Minter creates no enthusiasm?
Average
business."
" Common
Clay " (Pathe) — " Very good, a fireat production and a great
story.
Big
" Bound inbusiness."
Morocco " (Artcraft) — " Drew big for hot weather on first
night fell off on second night."
" Code of the Yukon " (Select) — " Lewis best picture. Big business both
"Out of the Fog" (Metro) — "Fair, does not compare with any of her
previous productions. Action slow. Average business."
"The Great Romance" (Metro) — "Very pleasing picture. Big business."
" Paid in Full " (Artcraft) — " Good picture, average business."
"Maggie Pepper" (Paramount) — "Average business. Ordinary picture."
days."
" Winning Girl " (Paramount) — " Poor picture, poor business."
" When Men Desire " (Fox) — " Ordinary picture, average business."
" Luck and Pluck " (Fox) — " Ordinary picture, average business."
" Regeneration " (Fox) — " Ordinary picture, poor business."
Danger, Go Slow " (Universal) — " Average business, average picture."
" When a Girl Loves " (Universal)—" A Western picture with a real
Western
touch." Wite " (Select) — " Not as good as most Brady's. Extra
" Indestructible
big business.
" Danger, Go Slow " (Universal) — '< Average business, average picture."
" Social Secretary " (Select) — " Norma Talmadge repeat. Fair business."
" Poor Rich Man " (Metro) — " Good picture for Bushman. Average busi"In for Thirty Days" (Metro) — "Average picture, average business."
ness."
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New

Motion

Theatres

Building

NEW YORK
Whitestone — J. M. Hertel is to build a theatre on his property on
Fifteenth street between Seventh and Eighth avenues. It will cost
about $30,000.
Niagara Falls — The Arcade Theatre company plans to erect a new
theatre on Falls street on the present site of the Cataract Theatre
and the property which includes the old Prospect Park Hotel. It
will seat 3,000.
Brooklyn — A moving picture theatre will be erected on 1393, 1395
and 1397 Flatbush avenue, it is said. It will have a seating capacity
of about 3,000.
Saratoga Springs — The new Congress theatre is being erected at
the corner of Spring and Broadway.
Binghamton — The new Majestic will be erected on the site of the
Ely property in Henry street. Construction will start within the
near future.
Buffalo — A new theatre to be known as the Metropolitan will be
built by the Shea interests. It will have a seating capacity of
3,500 and will be devoted to the presentation of moving pictures.
Brooklyn — The Avondale Building Corporation have arranged details for the construction of a $250,000 theatre to be erected in
the block bounded by Kings Highway, Avenue Q, Coney Island
avenue and East 12th street.
Werbe Realty Company are to build a brick theatre and stores
to cost $200,000 on the south side of St. John's Place north of
Kingston avenue.
On Bedford avenue which bisects the Midwood Colony near its
certer it is planned to locate a colony playhouse.
Buffalo — A new theatre which will cost, it is said, probably $1,500,000 will be erected in the downtown district and will front in
Main street. The building will have a seating capacity of 4,000
and is to play vaudeville and motion pictures. It will be erected
by the Modern Amusement Company of which James Wallingford
is president.
OHIO
Portsmouth — A new picture house will be erected on the present
site of the Gilgen, Balmert and Hatton properties. It will have
a seating capacity of 600.
Miamisburg — A new theatre is being erected on Main street by
Weaver Brothers. It will cost about $30,000.
Middletown — According to reports local capital is interested in the
erection of a new picture theatre. It is said that an option has
been taken on the Methodist Protestant church property.
Ironton — A four-story store and picture show building is to be
erected for Col. H. A. Martin.
OREGON
Grants Pass — The Globe Company has purchased property here
and is planning the construction of a new theatre.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia — A one-story moving picture theatre is to be built at
2311-19 Germantown avenue.

*
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen — Reports state that the McCarthy Brothers are to build
a new theatre on Main street. It will cost about $100,000 and
seat 1,200.
TENNESSEE
Dresden — Plans are maturing for the erection of a new moving
picture theatre for colored people.
WASHINGTON
Seattle — Construction on a motion picture theatre building to cost
$25,000 on the west side of California avenue north of West Waite
street, West Seattle, is announced by W. T. Campbell of the West
Seattle Bank. It will have a seating capacity of 550.
WEST VIRGINIA
Parkersburg — A new theatre will be erected on the corner of
Market and Eighth streets by the Smoot Amusement company.
It will have a seating capacity of 1,000 and cost about $90,000 and
will be called the "Lincoln."

Throughout

Picture

News

Country

ILLINOIS
Quincy — Preparations for the new moving picture theatre to be
erected on the present site of the Gem and Savoy houses, 252-523
Hamshire street, were begun recently. Messrs. Pinkelmann and
Corey are proprietors.
Raymond — A new Opera House will be built here in the aear
future.
La Salle — The new Majestic theatre is being erected at the corner
of Second and Gooding streets.
Murphysboro — Mario Brothers are to build a new Hippodrome
theatre on South Thirteenth street. It will have a seating capacity
of about 1800.
Mt. Vernon — Work has been started on the construction of an
open air theatre on North Tenth street.
INDIANA
Greenfield — Work has commenced on the new theatre building just
east property.
of the court house. The " Why Not Realty Company " owns
the
Huntington — T. G. Perfect is to erect a new theatre at Washington and Jefferson streets.
Decatur — B. M. Miller opened a new picture theatre here on June I.
Seymour — Work on the new theatre on South Chestnut street is
progressing rapidly.
KENTUCKY
Elizabethtown — The New Liberty theatre is now in process of construction and will rival any Louisville theatre in its magnificence,
it is said.
Kutawa — Messrs. Springs and O. Herring are erecting an airdome
theatre. It has been named the Orion.
MAINE
Lewiston — The new Priscilla theatre opened here recently.
Saco — A report is in circulation that theatrical people from another city are after the property at the corner of Storer and Maine
streets with a view to building a picture house.
Lewiston — It is said that a vaudeville theatre will be constructed
on the present site of Ridgely Hall, Main street.
MASSACHUSETTS
Westfield — P. J. Mahoney and Edward McCarthy are to erect a
new theatre, it is said.
MICHIGAN
Detroit — Preparations are being made to start construction of a
large theatre, store and office building, to be erected on the southwest corner of Michigan avenue and Fifty-second street, for the
Victory Theatre, Inc. It will have a seating capacity of about 1,750.
Flint — Construction has started on the theatre building which will
be
erected at 302-304 So. Saginaw street for the L. F. Sunlin interests.
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis — Architects are said to be preparing plans for Joseph
W. Cohen of this city for what is reported to be one of the finest
moving-picture theatres in the Northwest. The site selected is
the corner of 14th street and Nicollet avenue. It will seat about
2,000.
NEW JERSEY
New Brunswick — A new theatre will be erected on the present
site of the Leupp dwelling and Mansion House in Albany street.
It will cost $300,000 it is said and seat 2,500.
Lakezvood — A new theatre will' be built on the present site of the
Lakewood theatre. Work will begin shortly.
WASHINGTON
Spokane — A new Hippodrome theatre will be erected in the near
future on one of two locations on Riverside avenue, according t®
Irving Ackerman, head of the Hippodrome circuit. It will seat
about 2,000.
WISCONSIN
La Crosse — The La Crosse Theatre Company and the BurfordRosenstein Realty Company are said to have joined forces to
build a new motion picture house and business block in N»rth
Fourth street.

June
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjecti
as well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
(See Pathe Exchanges}
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
CHRISTIE TWO REELERS
May 12 — Rowdy Ann
April 28 — Sally's Blighred Career
SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
June 30 — Anybody's Widow
June 23— Oh! My Dear
■.
June 16 — A Full House
June 9— Can Wives be Trusted
June 2— Tell Your Wife Everything
May 26 — Kiss the Bride
May 19 — Oh Susie, Be Careful
May 12 — A Rustic Romeo
May 5— Too Many Wives
Apr. 28 — Sea Sirens
Apr. .21 — Stop-Look-Listen
Apr. 14 — Lost — A Bridegroom
Apr. 7— Apartment 23
Mar.
31 —— Marrying
,
Mar. 24
Brides for Molly
Two

2
2
1
1
1
1

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement Released Once Every Month
Showing Leading Stars at work and play
1
Mar. 24 — The Passing of the Crow
1
Mar. 17 — The Eagle and the Fawn
1
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
]
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
BLACK AND WHITE COMEDIES (International)
May 5 — Rubbing It In
1
Apr. 28 — Knocking the H — Out of Heinie
1
Apr. 21 — A Sweet Pickle
1
Apr. 147—
— Twinkle,
'
»
Apr.
It Beats Twinkle
the Dutch
11
Mar. 31 — Where Are the Papers?
1
Mar. 24 — Snappy Cheese
1
BRUCE SCENICS
18 — Scenic Succotash
1
17 — The Lonesome Pup
1
16 — Frozen Thrills
1
15 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
14 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
13 — Horizon Hunters
. .1
12 — Sundown
1
11— The Pale Pack Train
1
10 — The Tides of Yesterday
..1
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
une — Bare Fisted Gallagher (William Desmond)
line — Broken Threads (Bessie Barriscale)
une — The Man Who Turned White (H. B. Warner)
June
— In Search of Arcady (Billie Rhodes)
May
— His Debt (Sessue Hayakawa)
May — Just Squaw (Beatriz Michelena)
f
May — The Mint of Hell (William Desmond)
May
—— Josselyn's
Wife (Bessie
Apr.
Modern Husbands
(HenryBarriscale)
B. Walthall)
Apr.
— The Love Call (Billie Rhodes)
.-.
Apr. — The Courageous Coward (Sessue Hayakawa)
Apr. — Diane of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Mar. — Hearts Asleep (Bessie Barriscale)
Mar. —The Turn in the Road (Special Cast)
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
Mar. — The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
STRAND COMEDIES
June 1 — Hearts and Hats (Elinor Field)
May 25 — For Love of Betty (Elinor Field)
May 18 — Three in a Row (Elinor Field)
May 114—— His
Nobody's
May
ScarletBaby
Past (Elinor
(Elinor Field)
Field)
Mar. 23 — The Way of a Maid
Mar. 16 — His Wife's Birthday
Mar.
The WigDoor Wag
Between
'
Mar. 29—— The
System (Elinor Field)....
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
-Apr. 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage
Mar. 30 — Glimpsing the Gondolas
Mar. 23 — 'Mid Sahara's Sands
Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land
Mar. 9 — An Eyeful of Egypt
Mar.
r
Feb. 232—— AColumbia
Peek at Highway
Paradise
Feb. 16 — Out Wyoming Wav
Feb. o—
A Bit oftheGod's
Country
iF»b.
2- -Doing
Dells
,

5
5
5
5
5
5
S
55
S
5
5
5
5
5
?
1
1
1
11
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
June 22 — The Avalanche (Elsie Ferguson)
June 15 — Square Deal Sanderson (Wm. S. Hart)
June 1 — The Splendid Romance (Enrico Caruso)
June 1— True Heart Susie (D. W. Griffith's)
PARAMOUNT
June 29— The Rose of Granada (Lina Cavalieri)
June 29 — Girls (Marguerite Clark)
June 22— A Daughter of the Wolf (Lila Lee)
June 22— Hay Foot Straw Foot (Charles Ray)
June 15 — Other Men's Wives (Dorothy Dalton)
June 8 — An Innocent Adventuress (Vivian Martin)
June 8 — Men, Women and Money (Ethel Clayton)
June 8 — You're Fired (Wallace Reid)
June 1 — Putting It Over (Bryant Washburn)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
June
The White
Heather
Tourneur's)
June 2915 —— Secret
Service
(Robert(Maurice
Warwick)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
June 29 — Warrens of Virginia (Special Cast)
June 22 — Redemption of David Carson (Wm. Farnum)
June 15 — Behind the Scenes (Mary Pickford)
June 8 — Still Waters (Marguerite Clark)
June 1 — Great Expectations (Louise Huff -Jack Pickford)
TWO REEL COMEDIES
June 29 — The "Con" in Economy (Jas. Mont. Flagg)
June 22 — Hearts and Flowers (Mack Sennett's)
June 15- — A Desert Hero ("Fatty" Arbuckle)
June 18—— Squared
No Mother(Mr.To and
Guide
(MackDrew)
Sennett's)
June
Mrs.HimSidney
SINGLE REELS
June 29 — Plant Growth (Bray Pictograph)
June 29 — Chateau Thierry and Beyond (Burton Holmes)
June 22 — Mysteries of Snow (Bray Pictograph)
June 22 — Frocks and Frills of the Filipinos (Burton Holmes)....
June 15 — Beans (Bray Pictographs)
June 15 — From the Timber of the Piave (Burton Holmes)
June 8 — Bird of Commerce (Bray Pictograph)
June 8 — The Silken Cities of Suwa-ko (Burton Holmes)
June 1 — -American in the Making (Bray Pictographs)
June 1 — -With Uncle Sam's Sumbarine Chasers (Burton Holmes)
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Mar. — The Littlest Scout (Blackton Production)
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Apr. — When a Woman Strikes (Ben Wilson-Rosemary Theby)
Apr. — When My Ship Comes In (ajne Grey)
Mar. — Suspense (Mollie King)
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
Dec. — Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production)
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2— Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 2— The Son of a Gun (G. M. Anderson)
Jan. 5 — Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles in the High Alps
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
June
Bill Apperson's
Boy Chaplin)
(Jack Pickford)
June
2122 —— ofSunnyside
(Charles
Auction
Souls
Daddy Long Legs (Mary Pickford)
Mary Regan (Anita Stewart)
Whom the Gods Would Destroy
Mar. 10 — A Midnight Romance (Anita Stewart)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
Tan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
The B5>mance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Shoulder Arms (Charlie Chaplin)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's Crusaders (Official Government Feature).
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's) .

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
22

5
6
t
5
5
5
6
6
6
C
6
6
6
5
6

6
S3
7
6
7
5
S
„
3
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FLORIDA FILM CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
June
— Hot Sands and Cold Feet
2
June
— His Muzzled Career
2
May
— With the Moonshine on the Wabash
2
May
— His Concrete Dome
..2
Apr.
—
Fred's
Fictitious
Foundling
22
Apr. — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
June 29 — The Lone Star Ranger (William Farnum)
S
June 15 — My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
June 1— A Woman There Was (Theda Bara)
5
May 18— A Fallen Idol (Evelyn Nesbit)
S
May 20—
4— The
The Jungle
Siren's Trail
Song (William
(Theda Bara)
Apr.
Farnum)
55
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9— When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
Aug. 3— The Seventh Person (George Walsh)
5
July 20 — The Sneak (Gladys Brockwell)
5
July 6 — The Wilderness Trail (Tom Mix)
5
June 22 — Putting One Over (George Walsh)
S
May 25— The Divorce Trap (Gladys Brockwell)....
5
May 11 — The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
5
Apr. 27— Help! Help! Police! (George Walsh)
5
Apr. 13— Pitfalls of a Big City (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Mar. 30 — Fighting for Gold (Tom Mix)
5
Mch. 16— Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
June 29 — Be a Little Sport (Albert Ray)
5
June 15 — Cowardice Court (Peggy Hyland)
5
June 6— When Fate Decides (Madlaine Traverse)
5
May 18 — Words and Music By — (Albert Ray)
5
May 4— Miss Adventure (Peggy Hyland)
5
Apr. 20 — The Love that Dares (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Rebellious Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
July 6— The Merry Jailbirds.
2
June 15 — Dabbling in Society
2
May 25 — Virtuous Husbands
2
May 11— A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20— The House of Terrible Scandals
2
Apr. 6 — Tom and Jerry Mix
2
Mch. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9— Six- Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
July 13 — Down Stairs and Up
y2
July 6 — Look Pleasant, Please
y2
June 29— A Prize Fight
y2
June 22 — Pets and Pests
y2
June 15 — Sweet Papa
y2
June 8 — Hands Up
y2
June 1— Oh Teacher
y2
May 25— The Shell Game
y2
May 18 — Left at the Post
y2
May 11 — Sir Sidney
y2
May 274—— The
Man's Bride
y2
Apr.
SeeingCaveThings
y2
Apr. 20 — Pigtails and Peaches
y2
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges}
Once to Every Man (Jack SherriU)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
GARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)...,
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
FridaysReal
— Gaumont
Graphic
The
Roosevelt
21
Satan on Earth
2
The Hanu of Vengeance (Serial of ten two-reel episodes)
2
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
June 22 — The City of Comrades (Torn Moore)
5
Tune 8— The Fear Woman (Pauline Frederick)
5
May 25 — When Doctors Disagree (Mabel Normand)
5
May 18 — The Crimson Gardenia (Rex Beach's)
.» 6
May 11 — Leave It to Suson (Madge Kennedy)
5
May 4— One of the Finest (Tom Moore)
5
Apr. 27 — The Stronger Vow (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Apr. 20— The Pest (Mabel Normand)....
...S

Film

Picture

News

Releases

Apr. 13 — One Week of Life (Pauline Frederick)
5
Apr. 6 — Spotlight Sadie (Mae Marsh)
5
BENNISON SERDES
May 11 — The Road Called Straight (Louis Bennison)
5
Mar. 23 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
Jan. 5 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
SPECIALS
The Eternal Magdalene
6
The
Border
Legionof the
(Blanche
Bates-Hobart Bosworth) . . . ,
67
For the
Freedom
World
The Manx-Man
7
Social Ambition
7
Honor's Cross
7
CAPITOL COMEDIES
June 151 —— In
A Wonderful
Parsons)
June
a Pinch (Mr.Night
and ("Smiling
Mrs. CarterBill"
De Haven)
22
May 18 — Circumstantial Evidence ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
May 4— The Sea Wolf (" Smiling Bill " Parsons)
2
Apr.
20
—
Wanted
—
A
Baby
("Smiling
Bill"
Parsons)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
June 8— The Only Way
1
June 1 — The Land of the Ukulele
1
May 25 — From Mud Dog
1
May 18— A Wild Goose Chase
1
May 11 — Can the Poor Fish
1
May 4— Going Up
1
Apr. 27 — A Visit to New Orleans
1
Apr. 20 — Good Roads
1
Apr. 13 — Northern Sports Under Southern Skies
1
HILLER AND W1LK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Twenty-eight Triangle re-issues starring William S. Hart, Norma Talmadge, Douglas Fairbanks and Frank Keenan to state right buyers.
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Sporting Life (Paramount- Artcraft Special)
Woman
The White Heather
My
Lady'sButterfly
Garter
Broken
Romany
Rye
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
May 4— The Best Man (J. Warren Kerrigan)
,
5
Apr. 20 — As a Man Thinks (Leah Baird)
5
Apr. 6 — Thunderbolts of Fate (House Peters-Anna Lehr)
5
Mar. 24 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Mar. 10 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
5
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
rVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life
(Leah King)
Baird-James Morrison)
Humanor Honor
Clay (Mollie
5J
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See World Film Exchanges)
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICTOR
(Released on States Rights Basis)
Denny From Ireland (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Snail (Shorty Hamilton)
5
The Ranger (Shorty Hamilton)
7
The Pen Vultur (Shorty Hamilton)
5
METRO EXCHANGES
June
One Thing
at a Money
Time O'Day
Lytell)
June 1623—— Fools
and Their
(Emmy (Bert
Wehlen)
55
June 9 — Some Bride (Viola Dana)
5
June 2 — Almost Married (May Allison)
5
May 26— Full of Pep (Hale Hamilton)
5
May 19 — The Lion's Den (Bert Lytell)
5
May 12 — Castles in the Air (May Allison)
5
May 285 —— After
The Amateur
(Emmy Wehlen)
5
Apr.
His OwnAdventuress
(Hale Hamilton)
5
Apr. 21 — False Evidence Heart
(Viola Dana)
5
Apr. 14 — Blackie's Redemption (Bert Lytell)
55
Apr. 7 — The Island of Intrigue (May Allison)
Mar. 31 — The Parisian Tigress (Viola Dana)
5
Mar.
24 — That's PRODUCTIONS
Good (Hale Hamilton)
5
NAZIMOVA
The Red Lantern (Nazimova)
7
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood)
.5
Shadow's
Suspicion(Harold
(HaroldLockwood)
Lockwood)
....56
The Great ofRomance
Why Germany Must Pay (Special Cast)
6
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
...6Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
...6

June
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OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
18 — Mr. Outing Climbs Aboard
17 — Picking After Pizarro
16 — Here Comes the Groom
15 — Wrangling Dudes
14 — Where the Screen Tree Grows
13 — Getting Gay with Neptune
12 — Out-Columbusing Columbus
11 — Itasca Makes Her Bow
10 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 2)
9 — Cameraring Through Africa (Thrill 1)
8— Mr. Outinj Floats a Dream
7 — Up in the Air After Alligators
PATHE EXCHANGES
June 29 — The Profiteers (Fannie Ward)
5
June 22 — Oh Boy (Creighton Hale-June Caprice)
6
June IS — The Little Diplomat (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
June 81—— All
The Wrong
Bishop's(Bryant
Emeralds
(Virginia Pearson)
65
June
Washburn)
May 25 — The Master Man (Frank Keenan)
5
May
18
—
Caleb
Piper's
Girl
(Helene
Chadwick)
5
May A— The Cry of the Weak (Fannie Ward-Frank Elliott) 5
Apr. 27 — The Unknown Love (Dolores Cassinelli-E. K. Lincoln) 6
Apr. 20 — The Sawdust Doll (Baby Marie Osborne)
5
Apr. 6— The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
5
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
une 15 — Trixie from Broadway (Margarita Fisher)
...5
une 1 — A Bachelor's Wife (Mary Miles Minter)
5
May 18A—— Some
Russell).
55
May
Charge Liar
It to (William"
Me (Margarita
Fisher)
Apr. 13 — The Intrusion of Isabel (Mary Miles Minter)
5
Mar. 30 — Brass Buttons (William Russell)
5
Mar. 16 — Put Up Your Hands (Margarita Fisher)
5
Mar. 2 — Where the West Begins (William Russell)
5
ROLIN COMEDIES
June 29 — Spring Fever (Lloyd. Pollard, Daniels)
1
June 22 — Off the Trolley (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 15 — Swat, the Crook (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 8— Pistols for Breakfast (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
June 1 — Back to the Woods (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
May 25 — The Marathon (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May 18 — Before Breakfast (Lloyd, Pollard, Daniels)
1
May 11 — Si, Senor (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels)
1
May A— Young Mr. Jazz (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 27 — Ring up the Curtain (Lloyd-Daniels-Polard) 1
Apr. 20 — Crack Your Heels (Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels) 1
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6— A Sammy in Siberia (Harold Lloyd) -.
1
TWO-REEL SPECIALS
May 11 — His Vampy Ways (Walter Hall Comedy)
2
Jan. 19 — Corinne, Come Here (Gloria Joy)
2
THE TIGER'S TRAIL (Serial)
(Starring Ruth Roland and George Larkin ; Astra)
June 29 — Eleventh, In the Breakers
2
June 22 — Tenth, Bringing in the Law
2
June 15 — Ninth, the Missing Heir
2
June 8— Eighth, Danger Ahead
2
June 1 — Seventh, The Flaming Waters
2
May 25 — Sixth, The Secret Assassin.....
!
2
May 18 — Fifth, The Tiger Trap
2
May 11 — Fourth, Danger Signals
2
May A— Third, The Human Chain
2
Apr. 27 — Second, The Glowing Eyes
2
Apr. 20 — First, The Tiger Worshippers
3
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Oland, Henry Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atonf3
2
Apr. 6— Fourteenth, Cleared of Guilt
2
Mar. 30 — Thirteenth, the White Roses
2
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(SevenProduced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson:
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2— Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23 — Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16 — Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9 — Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
State Right
Exchanges")
The{AtBoomerang
(Henry
B. Walthall)
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley & Norman Kerry)
Sins of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes)
Wives of Men (Florence Reed)

Film

Releases

RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
{At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
June — His Bridal Night (Alice Brady)
June --Happiness a la Mode (Constance Talmadge)
June — Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)
May
— Jacques of the Silver North (Mitchell Lewis)
May
— The New Moon (Norma Talmadge)
Apr. — Red Head (Alice Brady)
Apr. — The Veiled Adventure (Constance Talmadge)
Apr. — Marrying Mary (Marion Davies)
Mar.
— The Probation Wife (Norma Talmadge)
Mar.
— Marie Ltd. (Alice Brady)
_
Mar.
— Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge)
Feb. —The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
SPECIALS
Break the News to Mother (Special Cast)
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)....,
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
S-L PICTURES
{At State Right Exchanges)
Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
{See Film Clearing Hous-e Exchanges)
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
{At State
Rights
Exchanges')
Beyond
the Law
(Emmett
Dalton)

5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
i

I

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World.....
The Crucible of Life
,
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
:
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
May 1— The Window Opposite (Leah Baird)
7
Apr.
15 — His Who
Daughter
Pays (Gertrude McCoy)
The Woman
Dared
76
The Libertine
6
Babbling Tongues
7
Married in Name Only
6
Her Bargain
6
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
55
One Law for Both
8
Sins of Ambition
7
A Slacker's Heart
75
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
5
Mothers of Liberty
6
Jesfer Comedies (Twede Dan), one a week
2
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford,
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
Two-Reel Western Dramas (Ann Little-Jack Richardson) , one a week
June 8— The Winning Loser
2
June 1 — The Recognition
2
May 25 — The Law of Hate
2
May 18 — The Range Rider
2
May 11— The Fatal Return
2
May A— A Canyon Romance
2
Apr. 27 — Western Honor
2
Apr. 20 — Prodigal Love
2
Apr. 13 — Luxury's Lure
2
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
June 29 — Dombey and Son (Special Cast)
June 22 — Upside Down (Taylor Holmes Special)
une 15 — Lady Windemere's Fan (Oscar Wilde Play)
une 8— Love's Prisoner (Olive Thomas Special)
June 1 — The Root of Evil (Frances Mann-Philip Yale Drew)
May 25 — Mayor of Filbert (Belle Bennett-Special)
May 18 — The Water Lily (Alice Mann)
May 11 — Taxi (Taylor Holmes Special)
May A— A Place in the Sun (Margaret Blanche and English Cast)
Apr. 27 — The Follies Girl (Olive Thomas Special)
Apr.
M'CareFellow
(Crane(Taylor
Wilbur)
Apr. 2013 —— ADevil
Regular
Holmes Special)
A.pr. 6— Democracy (Jack Conway-Marguerite Marsh)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World FU*n Exchanges)

6
5
5
6
5
8
5
5
5
5
55
5
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UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Weaker Vessel (Mary MacLaren)
The Sleeping Lion (Monroe Salisbury)
Pretty Smooth (Priscilla Dean)
Riders of Vengeance (Harry Carey)
The Big Little Person (Mae Murray)....
The Blinding
UnpaintedTrail
Woman
(MarySalisbury)
McLaren)
■
The
(Monroe
The Delicious Little Devil (Mae Murray)
Bare Fists (Harry Carey)
The Exquisite Thief (Priscilla Dean)
Fire Flingers (Rupert Julian)
What Am I Bid (Mae Murray)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
June 16— A Star Over Night (David Belasco-S. W. W. R.)
June 2 — Destiny (Dorothy Phillips)
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
I-KO COMEDIES
June 30 — The Spotted Nag (Lois Neilson-Harry Iveston)
June 18 — Beauty and the Boob (Alice Howell)
June
Naughty
(Dot Farley)
May 2111 —— Nellie's
His Wicked
Eyes Border
(Dan Russell)
May 14 — In Bad All Around (Eva Novak-Hughie Mack)
May 7 — Good Night Turk (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr.
30 — Let
Sambo's
Day
*pr. 16—
Fido Wedding
Do It
Apr. 9 — A Movie Riot (Charlie of the Orient)
Apr. 2 — A Skate at Sea (Dorety-Novak-Reynolds)
CENTURY COMEDIES
June 25 — Howling Lions and Circus Queens (Dot Farley)
May 28 — Frisky Lions and Wicked Husbands
\pr. 23— Looney Lions and Monkey Business (Animal Comedy)
STAR COMEDIES
June 30 — Happy Returns (Neal Burns)
June 23 — A Model Husband (Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran)
June 16 — Stop, Cease, Hesitate (Neal Burns)
June 9 — All in the Swim
June 2 — Miss Wives
Mav 26— Taking Things Easy
May 19 — Three in a Closet
May 12— The Bullshiviks
May 5 — Fun in a Flat
Apr. 28 — The Expert Eloper 1
\pr. 21 — Scared Stiff
Apr. 14 — Skidding Thrones
Apr. 7 — State Room Secrets
EDDIE POLO SERIES
June 30 — Down But Not Out
June 23 — The Missing Bullet
June 16 — Cyclone Smith Plays Trump
June 9 — A Pistol Point Proposal
June
2 — The
Cyclone
Come-back
May 26—
WildSmith's
Rider
May 19 — A Phantom Fugitive
May 12 — A Prisoner For Life
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
June 30 — The Four Gun Bandit (Pete Morrison)
June 28 — The Captive Bride (Pete Morrison)
June 21 — Kingdom Come (Morrison-Sedgewick)
June. 14 — The Last Outlaw (Ed. Jones-Billie Hutton)
June 7 — Ace High (Pete Morrison)
May 31 — Two Men of Tinted Butte (Walt Whitman)
May 24 — The Gun Packer (Pete Morrison)
May 17 — Lone Larry (Benedict Sedgwick)
May 10 — Gun Law (Pete Morrison)
May 3 — The Raid (Neal Hart)
Apr. 26 — The Rustlers (Pete Morrison)
Apr. 19 — The Honor of Men (Neal Hart)
'
Vpr. 12 — By Indian Post (Pete Morrison)
Apr 5 — Bill Brennan's Claim (Neal Hart)
ELMO THE MIGHTY (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Elmo Lincoln)
June 30 — Third, Flames of Hate
June 23 — Second, Buried Alive
June 16 — First, The Mystery of Mad Mountain
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
'Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
June 30 — Sixteenth, In Deadly Peril
June 23 — Fifteenth, A Mysterious Message
June 16 — Fourteenth, The Lost Millions
June 9 — Thirteenth, Trapped
June
Twelfth, InThrough
Death's Fire
Grip
May 262—— Eleventh,
and Water
May
19
—
Tenth,
Out
of
Death's
Shadow
May 12 — Ninth, A Leap for Life
May S— Eighth, Facing Death
Apr. 28 — Seventh, A Desperate Chance
\.pr. 21 — Sixth, The Flames of Death
^pr. 14 — Fifth, At the Mercy of the Monster
Apr. 7 — Fourth, The Passing of Gentleman Yeoff..
Mar.
Mar. 3124 —— Third,
Second, The
The Vulture's
Claws of Vengeance
the Vulture
Mch. 17— First. The Pool of Mvsterv
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
Wednesdays — International News
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)

6
6
6
6
6
66
6
6
6
6
6
2
6
9
2
2
22
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
22
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1
1

Film

Picture

News

Releases

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
The
Nest(Bessie
(EarleLove)
Williams) .. v
55
CupidHornet's
Forecloses
A Girl at Bay (Corinne Griffith)
5
The Spark Divine (Alice Joyce)
;
5
Beauty Proof (Harry T. Morey)
5
Too Many Crooks (Gladys Leslie)
5
ATheRogue's
Romance
(Earle
Williams)
5
Little Boss (Bessie Love)
5
Thin Ice (Corinne Griffith)
5
Beating the Odds (Harry Morey)
5
A Stitch in Time (Gladys Leslie)
5
The Usurper (Earle Williams)
5
A Yankee Princess (Bessie Love)
5
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
The Painted World (Anita Stewart)
5
The Third Degree (Alice Joyce)
7
Two Women (Anita Stewart)
:
5
From Headquarters (Special-Anita Stewart)
5
The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
6
The Common Cause (Rawlinson-Breamer)
7
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDOS
Harems and Hokum (Montgomery and Rock)
2
Healthy and Happy (James Aubrey)
2
Tootsies and Tamales (James Aubrey)
2
Fares and Fair Ones (Montgomery and Rock)
2
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
His Home, Sweet Home
2
The Star Boarder
2
Passing the Buck
2
PERILS OF THUNDER MOUNTAIN
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Fifteenth,
Verdict
Fourteenth, Fate's
The Hut
of Disaster
,
22
Thirteenth, The River of Dread
2
Twelfth, The Rushing Horror
2
Eleventh,TheIn Flaming
the Ocean's
Grip
22
Tenth,
Sacrifice
Ninth, Prisoner ol the Deep
2
Eighth, The Iron Clutch
.2
Seventh, The Lightning Lure
2
Sixth, The Tree of Tortune
2
Fifth, The Cliff of Treachery
2
Fourth, Cave of Terror
2
Third, The Teeth of Steel
2
Second, The Bridge Trap
2
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS,
(At State Right Exchanges)
Weavers of Life
Souls Redeemed

INC.

WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
July 7 — The American Way (Arthur Ashley-Dorothy Green)
5
Tune 30 — Home Wanted (Madge Evans)
5
June 23 — Love and the Woman (June Elvidge)
5
June
Devil's
CompsonGeorge Larkin)
June 169 —— The
Through
the Trail
Toils (Betty
(Montagu
Love)
SS
June 2 — Phil for Short (Evelyn Greeley)
5
May 26 — The Amateur Widow (Zena Keefe)
S
May 19 — The Unwritten Code (Shirley Mason)
5
May 12 — The Social Pirate (June Elvidge)
5
May 5 — Ginger (Violet Palmer)
5
Apr. 28— Three Green Eyes (All Star Cast)
5
Apr. 21 — The Quickening Flame (Montagu Love- June Elvidge) 5
Apr. 14 — The Scar (Kitty Gordon-Irving Cummings)
5
Apr. 7— The Little Intruder (Louise Huff- Johnny Hints)
5
SPECIALS
Mar.
— The
Feb. 1610—
WhatBetter
Shall ' Ole
We Do With Him?
S7
Jan. 6— Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
— The Woman Under Oath (Florence Reed)
5
— A Man's Fight (Dustin Farnum)
5
June 8 — Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5
Apr. 13 — Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
5
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
6
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
6
NEW REELS
Tuesdays — Kinograms
1
Saturdays — Kinograms
.... I
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
THE WILLIAMS PBINTING COMPANY, NHTTOII

AN

OPEN

EXHIBITORS

STATEMENT

and

PROJECTIONISTS

EGOTISMNOT
BUT CONFIDENCE
IN OUR PRODUCT
PROMPTS
US TO

WRITE

THE

FOLLOWING

ADVERTISEMENT

If you are undecided in the choice of your next
Projector why not solve the question th rough a
source entirely apart from the Manufacturer or
Distributor —
Why
FIRST

not do the following — ?
Select the test mechanical engineer in your
community; take him wherever a Simplex is
available, ask him to examine its material,
construction and principle.

AND
THEN

Go to any
Theatre
Simplex
(it don't
matter
whether
it s using
the finest
on Broad
way
or the little village opera

why Simplex was selected
the cost of its maintenance.
AND
THEN

Find

out

why

house).

Find

how

it works

Griffith, DeMille,

other producers choose
stellar productions.

Ince

only Simplex

out

and

for their

AND
THEN

Inquire throughout your neighborhood how
many Simplexes have ever been replaced.
AND

THEN

WE'RE QUITE CONFIDENT THAT THE RESULTS
WILL
INVESTIGATIONS
PRIVATE
OF YOUR
PROVE TO YOU
THAT
THE SIMPLEX IS THE
BEST

PROJECTION

ROOM

INVESTMENT.

ThePrecision Machine (o-Inc.
317 East 34 th: St- NewYork

CARE?

HARP?

Harry Carey is coming fast — perhaps faster than you have any idea.
The evidence is complete and convincing, proven by the applause Carey received in
" BARE FISTS " in every city, town, village and hamlet throughout the country. Carey's
quiet, easy going mannerisms have registered with every type of audience, and his pictures
are growing in popularity every minute.
If you haven't played " BARE FISTS
versal Exchange and you'll book it
ERS OF VENGEANCE
" and make
a double clean up.

" see it at your nearest Unithen follow it up with " RID-

It's a typical Harry Carey story
cast, action and high character
photoplay entertainment.
That's precisely what you're
selling.

Book

Thru

Your

,/

Nearest

Universal

Exchange
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